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A

GRAMMAR

OF

THE ENGLISH TONGUE.

RAMMAR, which is the art of using words

properly, comprises four parts ; Orthogra-

phy, Etymology, Syntax, and Prosody.

In this division and order of the parts of

grammar I follow the common grammarians,

without inquiring whether a fitter distribution

might not be found. Experience has long

shown this method to be so distinct as to ob-

viate confusion, and so comprehensive as to

prevent any inconvenient omissions . I like

wise use the terms already received, and al-

ready understood, though perhaps others more

proper might sometimes be invented. Sylbur-

gius, and other innovators, whose new terms

have sunk their learning into neglect, have left

sufficient warning against the triding ambition

of teaching arts in a new language.

ORTHOGRAPHYis the art ofcombining letters

into syllables, and syllables into words. It, there-

fore, teaches previously the form and sound of

letters.

The Letters of the English Language are,

dee

[orjá

j consonant,

༤མྨ
ེ

Roman. Italic. Old Eng. Name.

A a A a

Bb Bb

A a

Bb

a

bee

Cc Cc see

D d D d DI

Ee E e Ee e

Ff Ff Ff eff

Gg G g Ø jee

Hh Hh Ihb witch

Ii I i i i

Jj Jj Ij

K k K k 酥 雞 ka

LI LI LI el

M m M m A m em

NH Nn n en

00 0 0 Do 0

PP Pp 10 p pee

સત્ Q ૧ Da cue

Rr Rr Rr ar

$ s S s ess

Tt Tt Tt tee

U u U u น น [or va

V v V v a u v consonant,

W w W u am m double u

X x X x exc

Y y Y y u'y

Z z Z z 33

R

To these maybe added certain combinations

of letters universally used in printing ; as, ff,

fi, fl, ffi, fil, æ, ce, and &, or and per se and ,

f, fi,A, Fi, fl, ∞, ∞, and &.

Our letters are commonly reckoned twenty-

four, because anciently i audj, as well as u and

v, were expressed by the same character ; but

as those letters , which had always different

powers, have now different forms, our alpha-

bet may be properly said to consist of twenty-

six letters.

Vowels are fire ; a, e, i, o, u.

Such is the number generally received ; but

for i it is the practice to write y in the end of

words, as thy, holy; before i, as from die,

dying; from beautify, beautifying ; in the words

says, days, eyes ; and in words derived from

the Greek, and written originally with

system, σύτημα ; sympathy, συμπάθεια .

asالو

For u we often write w after a vowel, to

make a diphthong ; as, raw, grew, view, vow,

flowing, lowness.

The sounds of all the letters are various.

In treating on the letters, I shall not, like

some other grammarians, inquire into the ori

ginal oftheir form , as an antiquarian ; nor into

their formation and prolation by the organs of

speech, as a mechanick, anatomist, or physio-

logist ; nor into the properties and gradation

of sounds, or the elegance or harshness ofpar

ticular combinations, as a writer of universal

and transcendental grammar. I consider the

English alphabet only as it is English ; and

even in this narrow disquisition I follow the

example offormer grammarians, perhaps with

more reverence than judgment, because by

writing in English I supposemy reader already

acquainted with the English language, and

consequently able to pronounce the letters, of

which I teach the pronunciation ; and be

cause of sounds in general it may be observed,

that words are unable to describe them.

account therefore of the primitive and simple

letters is useless almost alike to those who know

their sound, and to those who know it not.

of VOWELS.

A.

An

zed; more com-

monly izzard or

uzzard, that is,

s hard.

A has three sounds, the slender, open, and

broad.

A slender is found in most words, as face,

mane ; and in words ending in ation, as creation,

salvation, generation.

1
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A GRAMMAR OF THE

The a slender is the proper English a, called

veryjustly by Erpenius, in his Arabick Gram-

mar, a Anglicum cum e mistum, as having a mid-

dle sound between the open a and the e. The

French have a similar sound in the word pais,

and in their e masculine.

A open is the a of the Italian, or nearly re-

sembles it ; as, father, rather, congratulate,fancy,

glass.

A broad resembles the a of the German ; as,

all, wall, call.

Many words pronounced with a broad were

anciently written with au, as sault, mault ; and

we still say, fault, vault. This was probably

the Saxon sound, for it is yet retained in the

northern dialects, and in the rustick pronun-

ciation ; as, maun for man, haund for hand.

The short a approaches to the a open, as

grass.

The long a, if prolonged by e at the end of

the word, is always slender, as graze,fame.

A forms a diphthong only with i or y, and

u or w. Ai or ay, as in plain, wain, gay, clay,

has only the sound of the long and slender a,

and differs not in the pronunciatior from plunè,

wane.

Au or aw has the sound of the German a, as

raw, naughty.

Ae is sometimes found in Latin words not

completely naturalized or assimilated, but is

no English diphthong ; and is more properly

expressed by single e, as Cesar, Eneas.

E.

E is the letter which occurs most frequently

in the English language.

E is long, as in scene ; or short, as in cellar,

separate, celebrate, měn, then.

It is always short before a double consonant,

or two consonants, as in rex, perplexity, recent,

mědlar, reptile, sérpěnt, cèliar, cessation, blessing,

fell,felling, debt.

E is always mute at the end of a word, ex-

cept in monosyllables that have no other vowel,

as the ; or proper names, as Penelope, Phebe,

Derbe ; being used to modify the foregoing

consonant, as since, once, hedge, oblige ; or to

lengthen the preceding vowel, as băn, băne ;

căn, cane ; pin, pine ; tun, tune ; rob, rõbe ; pop,

pope ; fir,fire ; cur, cüre ; tub, tube.

Almost all words which now terminate in

consonants ended anciently in e, as year, yeare ;

wilderness, wildernesse ; which e probably had

the force ofthe French e feminine, and constitu-

ted a syllable with its associate consonant ; for

in old editions, words are sometimes divided

thus clea-re, fel-le, knowled-ge. This e was per-

haps for a time vocal or silent in poetry, as

convenience required ; but it has been long

whoily mute. Camden in his Remains calls it

the silent e.

It does not always lengthen the foregoing

vowel, as glove, live, give.

It has sometimes inthe end of words a sound

obscure, and scarcely perceptible, as open,

shapen, shotten, thistle, participle, metre, lucre.

This faintness of sound is found when e se-

parates a mute from a liquid, as in rotten, or

follows a mute and liquid, as in cattle.

E forms a diphthong with a, as near ; with i,

as deign, receive ; and with u or w, as new, fiew,

Ea sounds like e long, as mean ; or like ee,

as dear, clear, near.

Ei is sounded like e long, as seize, perceiving

Eu sounds as u long and soft.

E, a, u, are combined in beauty and its deri-

vatives, but have only the sound ofu.

E may be said to form a diphthong by redu

plication, as agree , sleeping.

Eo is found in yeomen, where it is sounded

as e short ; and in people, where it is pro-

nounced like ee.

I.

I has a sound, long, as fine ; and short, as

fin.

That is eminently observable in i, whichmay

be likewise remarked in other letters, that the

short sound is not the long sound contracted,

but a sound wholly different .

The long sound in monosyllables is always

marked by the e final, as thin, thine.

I is often sounded before r as a short u ; as

flirt, first, shirt.

It forms a diphthong only with e, as field,

shield , which is sounded as the double ee ; ex-

cept friend, which is sounded as frend.

I is joined with eu in lieu, and ew in view ;

which triphthongs are sounded as the open u.

0.

O is long, as bōne, obedient, corrōding ; or

short, as block, knock, öblique, löll.

Women is pronounced wimen.

The short o has sometimes the sound of a

close u, as son, come.

O coalesces into a diphthong with a, as moan,

groan, approach ; oa has the sound of o long.

Ois united to e in some words derived from

Greek, as economy ; but a being not an Eng-

lish diphthong, they are better written as they

are sounded, with only e, economy.

With i, as oil, soil, moil, noisome.

This coalition of letters seems to unite the

sounds ofthe two letters as far as two sounds

can be united without being destroyed, and

therefore approaches more nearly than any

combination in our tongue to the notion of a

diphthong.

With o, as boot, hoot, cooler ; oo has the sound

ofthe Italian u.

With u or w, as our, power, flower ; but in

some words has only the sound of o long, as in

soul, bowl, sow, grow. These different sounds

are used to distinguish different significations ;

as bow, an instrument for shooting ; bow, a de-

pression of the head ; sow, the she of a boar ;

sow, to scatter seed ; bowl, an orbicular body ;

bowl, a wooden vessel .

Ou is sometimes pronounced like o soft, as

court ; sometimes like o short, as cough ; some-

times like u close, as could ; or u open, as rough,

tough; which use only can teach.

Ou is frequently used in the last syllable of

words which in Latin end in or, and are made

English, as honour, labour, favour, from honor,

labor, favor.

Some late innovators have rejected the u,

without considering that the last syllable gives

the sound neither of or nor ur, but a sound be-

tween them, if not compounded of both ; be-

sides that they are probably derived to us from

the French nouns in eur, as honeur,faveur.



THE

PREFACE.

HAVING been long employed in the study and cultiva-

tion of the English language, I lately published a Dictionary

like those compiled by the academies of Italy and France, for the

use of such as aspire to exactness of criticism, or elegance of

style.

But it has been since considered that works of that kind are

by no means necessary to the greater number of readers, who,

seldom intending to write or presuming to judge, turn over books

only to amuse their leisure, and to gain degrees of knowledge

suitable to lower characters, or necessary to the common busi-

ness of life : these know not any other use of a dictionary than

that of adjusting orthography, and explaining terms of science,

or words of infrequent occurrence, or remote derivation.

For these purposes many dictionaries have been written by

different authors, and with different degrees of skill ; but none

of them have yet fallen into my hands, by which even the low-

est expectations could be satisfied. Some oftheir authors wanted

industry, and others literature : some knew not their own defects,

and others were too idle to supply them.

For this reason a small dictionary appeared yet to be wanting

to common readers ; and, as I may, without arrogance, claim to

myself a longer acquaintance with the lexicography of our lan-

guage than any other writer has had, I shall hope to be consi-

dered as having more experience at least than most of my prede-

cessors, and as 'more likely to accommodate the nation with a

vocabulary of daily use. I therefore offer to the Public an

Abstract or Epitome of my former Work.

A 2



THE PREFACE.

In comparing this with other Dictionaries of the same kind, it

will be found to have several advantages.

I. It contains many words not to be found in any other

II. Many barbarous terms and phrases by which other diction-

aries may vitiate the style, are rejected from this.

III. The words are more correctly spelled , partly by attention

to their etymology, and partly by observation of the practice of

the best authors.

IV. The etymologies and derivations, whether from foreign

languages, or from native roots , are more diligently traced, and

more distinctly noted.

V. The senses of each word are more copiously enumerated ,

and more clearly explained.

VI. Many words occurring in the elder authors , such as Spen-

ser, Shakespeare, and Milton, which had been hitherto omitted,

are here carefully inserted ; so that this book may serve as a

glossary, or expository index, to the poetical writers.

VII. To the words, and to the different senses of each word,

are subjoined from the large dictionary, the names of those

writers by whom they have been used ; so that the reader, who

knows the different periods of the language, and the time of its

authors, may judge of the elegance or prevalence of any word,

or meaning of a word ; and, without recurring to other books,

may know what are antiquated, what are unusual, and what are

recommended by the best authority.

The words of this Dictionary, as opposed to others , are more

diligently collected , more accurately spelled , more faithfully ex-

plained, and more authentically ascertained . Of an Abstract it

is not necessary to say more ; and I hope it will not be found

that truth requires me to say less.



ENGLISH TONGUE.

Y.

? Y, when it follows a consonant, is a vowel;

when it precedes either a vowel oradiphthong,

is a consonant, as ye, young. It is thought by

some to be in all cases a vowel. But it may

be observed of y as of w, that it follows a

vowel without any hiatus, as rosy youth.

The chief argument by which w and y ap-

pear to be always vowels, is, that the sounds

which they are supposed to have,as consonants,

cannot be uttered after a vowel, like that of

all other consonants ; thus we say, tu, ut ; do,

odd; but in wed, dew, the two sounds ofw have

no resemblance to each other.

Z.

Z begins no word originally English ; it has

the sound, as its name izzard or s hard expresses,

of an s uttered with a closercompression of the

palate by the tongue, as freeze, froze.

In orthography I have supposed orthoepy, or

just utterance of words, to be included ; ortho-

graphy being only the art of expressing certain

sounds by proper characters. I have there-

fore observed in what words any of the letters

are mute.

Most of the writers of English grammarhave

given long tables of words pronounced other-

wise than they are written, and seem not suf-

ficiently to have considered,that of the English,

as of all living tongues, there is a double pro-

nunciation, one cursory and colloquial, the

other regular and solemn. The cursory pro-

nunciation is always vague and uncertain, being

made different in different mouths by negli

gence, unskilfulness, or affectation. The soleinn

pronunciation, though by no means immutable

and permanent, is yet always less remotefrom

the orthography, and less liable to capricious
innovation. They have however generally

formed their tables according to the cursory

speech of those with whom they happened to

converse ; and concluding that the whole na-

tion combines to vitiate language in one man-

ner, have often established the jargon of the

lowest ofthe people as the model of speech.

For pronunciation the best general rule is, to

consider those as the most elegant speakers,

who deviate least from the written words.

There have been many schemes offered for

the emendation and settlement of our ortho-

graphy, which, like that of other nations, being

formed by chance, or according to the fancy

of the earliest writers in rude ages,was at first

very various and uncertain, and is yet suffi-

ciently irregular. Of these reformers some

have endeavoured to accommodate orthogra-

phy better to the pronunciation, without con-

sidering that this is to measure by a shadow,

to take that for a model or standard which is

changing while they apply it. Others, less ab-

surdly indeed, but with equal unlikelihood of

success, have endeavoured to proportion the

number ofletters to that of sounds, that every

sound may have its own character, and every

character a single sound. Such would bethe

orthography of a new language to be formed

by a synod of grammarians upon principles of

science . But who can hope to prevail on na-

tions to change their practice, and make all

their old books useless ? or what advantage

would a new orthography procure equivalent

to the confusion and perplexity of such an

alteration?

Some of these schemes I shall however ex-

hibit, which may be used according to the di-

versities of genius, as a guide to reformers or

terrour to innovators.

One of the first who proposed a scheme of

regular orthography, was Sir Thomas Smith,

secretary of state to Queen Elizabeth, a man of

real learning, and much practised in gramma-

tical disquisitions. Had he written the follow-

ing lines according to his scheme, they would

have appeared thus :

At length Erasmus, that great injur'd name,

The glory of the priesthood, and the shame,
Stemm'd the wild torrent of a barb'rous age,

And drove those holy Vandals off the stage.

At leng Erasmus, dat grët ïngurd nâm,

Ae glorï of de prësthüd, and de zâm,

Stemmd de wild torrent of a barb'rous âg,

And dröv ðös höli Vandals öff de stâz.

After him another mode of writing was of-

fered by Dr. Gill, the celebrated master of St.

Paul's school in London ; which I cannot re-

present exactly for want of types, but will ap-

proach as nearly as I can, by means of cha-

racters now in use, so as to make it under-

stood , exhibiting two stanzas of Spenser in the

reformed orthography.

Spenser, book iii. canto 5.

Unthankful wretch, said he, is this the meed,

With which her sovereign mercy thou dost

Thy life she saved by her gracious deed ;

quite?

But thou dost ween, with villanous despight,

To blot her honour, and her heav'nly light.

Die, rather die, than so disloyally

Deem ofher high desert, or seem so light.

Fair death it is to shun more shame ; then die.

Die, rather die, than ever love disloyally.

Shall I then hate her that from deathes door

But ifto love disloyalty it be,

Me brought? ah ! far be such reproach from me.

Sith I her due reward cannot restore ?

What can I less do, than her love therefore,

Die, rather die, and dying do her serve,

Dying her serve, and living her adore.

Thy life she gave, thy life she doth deserve ;

Die, rather die, than ever from her service

swerve.

Vnhankful wreɔ, said hj, iz dis de mjd,

Wig wiɔ her soverein mersi dou dust qujt?

Dj ljf rj saved bj her grasius djd ;

But dou dust wen wih bilanus dispjt.

Tu blot her honor, and her heunlj likt,

Dj, raðar dj, den so disloialj,

Djn ofher hih dezert, or sjm so liht.

Fair deh it iz tu run mer ram ; dɛn dj .

Dj, ruder dj, den ver lub disloialj .

But if tu luv disloialty it bj,

Sal I en hat her dat from dedez dar

Mj brouht ? ah ! far bj suɔ reproɔ from mj.

Wat kan Iles du ồn her luv derfør,

Sih I her du reward kanot restor ?

9 .
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Dj, raðer dj, and djiz du her, serv,

Dijg du har serv, and livig her ador.

Dj ljf rj gav, dj lif rj duh dɛzerv ;

Dj, ruder dj, den aber from her servis swerv.

Dr. Gill was followed by Charles Butler, a

man who did not want an understanding, which

might have qualified him for better employ-

ment. He seems to have been more sanguine

than his predecessors, for he printed his book

according to his own scheme ; which the fol-

lowing specimen will make easily understood.

But whensoever you have occasion to trouble

their patience, or to come among them being

troubled, it is better to stand upon your guard,

than to trust to their gentleness. For the safe-

guard ofyour face, which they have most mind

unto, provide a pursehood, made of coarse

boultering, to be drawn and knit about your

collar, which for more safety is to be lined

against the eminent parts with woollen cloth.

First cuta piece about an inch and a halfbroad,

and half a yard long, to reach round by the

temples and forehead, from one ear to the

other ; which being sowed in his place, join

unto it two short pieces of the same breadth

under the eyes, for the balls of the cheeks, and

then set another piece about the breadth of a

shilling against the top of the nose. At other

times, when they are not angered, a little piece

half a quarter broad, to cover the eyes and

parts about them, may serve, though it be in

the heat of the day.

graphy by which the Lord's prayer is to be

written thus :

Yar Fadler hatish art in héven, halloed bi

dhyi nám, dhyi cingdým cým , dhyi vill bi dyn

in erth as it is in héven, &c.

but some ingenious men have endeavoured to

We have since had no general reformers ;

deserve well of their country, by writing honor

and labor for honour and labour, red for read

in the preter tense, suis for says, repete for

repeat, explane for explain, or declame for declaim.

of these it may be said, that as they have done

no good they have done little harm ; both be-

few have followed them.

cause they have innovated little, and because

The English language has properly no dia-

lects ; the style of writers has no professed di-

and terminations, nor differs but by differ

versity in the use of words, or of their flexions

ent degrees of skill or care. The oral diction

is uniform in no spacious country, but has less

variation in England than in most other na-

tions of equal extent. The language of the

northern counties retains many words now out

of use, but which are commonly of the genuine

ciation which now seems harsh and rough, but

Teutonick race, and is uttered with a prouun-

was properly used by our ancestors . The nor-

obsolete. The speech in the western provinces

thern speech is therefore not barbarous, but

seems to differ from the general diction rather

by a depraved pronunciation, than by any

real difference which letters would express.

ETYMOLOGY.

Bet pensoever you hav' occasion to trubble

deir patienc,' or to coom among dem beeing

trubled, it is better to stand upon your gard,

dan to trust to deir gentlenes. For de saf'
gard of your fac' , pio dey hav' most mind' ETYMOLOGY teaches the deduction ofone

unto, provid' a pursehood, mad' of coorse boul-
word from another, and the various modi.

tering, to bee drawn and knit about your col-
fications by which the sense of the same word

lar, pio for mor' saf'ty is to bee lined against is diversified ; as, horse, horses ; I love, I loved.

' eminent parts wit woollen cloz. First cut a

peec, about an inɔ and a half broad, and half
Of the ARTICLE .

a yard long, to reaɔ round by de temples and

for'head, from one ear to de ober ; pic beeing

sowed in his plac, join unto it two fort peeces

ofthe same breads under de eys, for the bals

of be cheeks, and then set an der peec' about

de breadz of a rilling against the top of the

nose. At oder tim's , pen bey ar' not angered,

a little piec' half a quarter broad, to cover de

eys and parts about them, may serve, dowz it

be in de heat of de day. Butler on the Nature

and Properties of Bees, 1634.

In the time of Charles I. there was a very

prevalent inclination to change the orthogra-

phy, as appears, among other books, in such

editions of the works of Milton as were pub-

lished by himself. Of these reformers every

man had his own scheme ; but they agreed in

one general design of accommodating the let-

ters to the pronunciation, by ejecting such as

they thought superfluous. Some ofthem would

have written these lines thus :

-All the erth

Shall then be paradis, far happier place

Than this of Eden, and far happier dais.

Bishop Wilkins afterwards, in his great work

of the philosophical language, proposed, with-

out expecting to be followed, a regular ortho-

10
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the.

The English have two articles, an or a, and

AN, A.

A has ar indefinite signification , and means

one, with some reference to more ; as, This is

a good book, that is, one among the books that are

good. He was killed by a sword, that is, some

sword. This is a better book for a man thun a

boy, that is, for one of those that are men than one

of those that are boys. An army might enter with-

out resistance, that is, any army.

In the senses in which we use a or an in the

singular, we speak in the plural without an ar-

ticle ; as, these are good books.

I have made an the original article, because

it is only the Saxon an, or æn, one, applied to

a new use, as the German ein, and the French

un; the n being cut off before a consonant in

the speed of utterance.

An

Grammarians of the last age direct, that an

should be used before h; whence it appears

that the English anciently aspirated less.

is still used before the silent h, as an herb, an

honest man ; but otherwise a; as,

A horse, a horse, my kingdom for a horse. Sh.

An or a can only be joined with a singular ;

the correspondent plural is the noun without

an article, as I want a pen, I want pens ; orwith



ENGLISH TONGUE.

U.

U is long in use, confusion ; or short, as is,

concussion.

It coalesces with a, e , i , o ; but has rather in

these combinations the force of the w conso-

nant, as quaff, quest, quit, quite, languish ; some-

times in ui the i loses its sound, as in juice. It

is sometimes mute before a, e, i, y, as guaro

guest, guise, buy.

Uis followed by e in virtue, but the e has no

sound.

Ue is sometimes mute at the end of a word,

in imitation of the French, as prorogue, syna

gogue, plague, vague, harangue.

Y.

Y is a vowel, which, as Quintilian observes

of one of the Roman letters, we might want

without inconvenience, but that we have it. It

supplies the place of i at the end of words, as

thy; before an i, as dying ; and is commonly

retained in derivative words where it was part

of a diphthong in the primitive ; as, destroy, de-

stroyer; betray, betrayed, betrayer; pray, prayer ;

say, sayer; day, days.

Y being the Saxon vowel y, which was com-

monly used where i is now put, occurs very

frequently in all old books.

GENERAL RULES.

A vowel in the beginning or middle syllable

before two consonants is commonly short, as

opportunity.

In monosyllables a single vowel before a

single consonant is short, as stag, frog.

Many is pronounced as if it were written

manny.

Of CONSONANTS.

B.

Bhas one unvaried sound, such as it obtains

in other languages.

It is mute in debt, debtor, doubt, lamb, timb,

dumb, thumb, climb, comb, womb.

It is used before 7 and r, as black, brown.

C.

has before e and i the sound of s ; as, sin-

cerely, centrick, century, circular, cistern, city, sic-

city ; before a, o, and u, it sounds like k, as

calm, concavity, copper, incorporate, curiosity, con-

cupiscence.

C might be omitted in the language without

loss, since one of its sounds might be supplied

by s, and the other by k, but that it preserves to

the eye the etymology of words, as face from

facies, captive from captivus.

Ch has a sound which is analysed into tsh, as

church, chin, crutch. It is the same sound which

the Italians give to the c simple before i and e,

as citta, cerro.

Ch is sounded like k in words derived from

the Greek, as chymist, scheme, choler. Arch is

commonly sounded ark before a vowel, as arch-

angel; and with the English sound of ch before

a consonant, as archbishop.

Ch, in some French words not yet assimi

lated, sounds like sh, as machine, chaise.

C, according to the English orthography,

never ends a word ; therefore we write stick,

block, which were originally sticke, blocke. In

such words Cis now mute.

It is used before l and r, as clock, cross.

D.

D is uniform in its sound, as death, diligent.

It is used before r, as draw, dross ; and w, as

dwell.

F.

F, though having a name beginning with a

vowel, it is numbered by the grammarians

among the semi-vowels, yet has this quality of

a mute, that it is commodiously sounded before

a liquid, as flask, fly, freckle. It has an unva-

riable sound, except that of is sometimes

spoken nearly as ov.

G.

Ghastwosounds, one hard, as in gay, go,gun;

the other soft, as in gem, giant.

At the end of a word it is always hard, as

ring, snug, song, frog.

Before e and i the sound is uncertain.

G before e is soft, as gem, generation, except

ingear, geld, geese, get, gewgaw, and derivatives

from words ending in g, as singing, stronger;

and generally before er at the ends of words,

as singer.

G is mute before n, as gnash, sign,foreign.

G before i is hard, as give, except in giant,

gigantick, gibbet, gibe, giblets, Giles, gill, gilli-

flower, gin, ginger, gingle, to which may be

added, Egypt and gypsy.

Gh, in the beginning of aword, has the sound

of the hard g, as ghostly; in the middle, and

sometimes at the end, it is quite silent, as

though, right, sought, spoken tho', rite, soute.

It has often at the end the sound off, as

laugh ; whence laughter retains the same sound

in the middle ; cough, trough, sough, tough,

enough, slough.

It is not to be doubted, but that in the origi-

nal pronunciation gh has the force of a con-

sonant deeply guttural, which is still continued

among the Scotch.

G is used before h, 1 , and r.

H.

following vowel must be pronounced with a

His a note ofaspiration, and shows that the

strong emission of the breath, as hat, horse.

which it is always sounded with a full breath,

It seldom begins any but the first syllable, in

except in heir, herb, hostler, honour, humble,

honest, humour, and their derivatives.

It sometimes begins middle or final syllables

in words compounded, as blockhead ; or derived

from the Latin, as comprehended.

J.

J consonant sounds uniformly like the softg,

and is therefore a letter useless, except in ety-

mology, as ejaculation, jester, jocund, juice.

K.

Khas the sound of hard c, and is used before

e and i, where, according to English analogy,

c would be soft, as kept, king, skirts, skeptick,

for so it should be written, not sceptick, because

sc is sounded like s, as in scene.7
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at is used before n, as knell, knot, but totally

oses its sound in modern pronunciation .

K is never double ; but e is used before it to

shorten the vowel by a double consonant, as

cockle, pickle.

L has in English the same liquid sound as

in other languages.

The custom is to double the l at the end of

monosyllables, as kill, will, full. These words

were originally written kille, wille,fulle ; and

when the e first grew silent, and was after-

wards omitted, the l was retained, to give

force, according to the analogy of our lan-

guage, to the foregoing vowel

Lis sometimes mute, as in calf, half, halves,

calves, could, would, should, psalm, talk, salmon ,

fulcon.

The Saxons,who delighted in guttural soumas,

sometimes aspirated the at the beginning of

words, as hlap, a loaf, or bread ; hlafond, a

lord ; but this pronunciation is now disused.

Le at the end ofwords is pronounced like a

weak el, in which the e is almost mute, as

table, shuttle.

M.

Mhas always the same sound, as murmur,

monumental.

N.

N has always the same sound, as noble, man-

ners.

Nis sometimes mute after m, as damn, con-

demn, hymn.

P.

P has always the same sound, which the
Welsh and Germans confound with b.

P is sometimes mute, as in psalm, and be

tween m and t, as tempt.

Ph is used for fin words derived from the

Greek, as philosopher, philanthropy, Philip.

Q.

Q, as in other languages, is always followed

by u, and has a sound which our Saxon ances-

tors well expressed by cp, cw, as quadrant,queen,

equestrian, quilt, inquiry, quire, quotidian. Qu

is never followed by u.

Qu is sometimes sounded, in words derived

from the French, like k, as conquer, liquor,

risque, chequer.

R.

R bas the same rough snarling sound as in

other tongues.

The Saxons often used to put h before it, as

before l at the beginning of words.

Rh is used in words derived from the Greek,

as myrrh, myrrhine, catarrhous, rheum, rheuma-

tick, rhyme.

Ke, at the end of some words derived from

the Latin or French, is pronounced like a

weak er, as theatre, sepulchre.

S.

S has a hissing sound, as sibilation, sister.

A single s seldom ends a word, except the

third person of verbs, as loves, grows ; and the

plurals of nouns, as trees, bushes, distresses ; the

pronouns this, his, ours, yours, us ; the adverb

thus ; and words derived from Latin, as rebus,

surplus; the close being always either in se, as

house, horse, or in ss, as grass, dress, bliss, less,

anciently grasse, dresse.

S single, at the end of words, has a grosser

sound, like that of 2, as trees, eyes, except this,

thus, us, rebus , surplus.

It sounds like z before ion, if a vowel goes

before it, as intrusion ; and like s, if it follows

a consonant, as conversion.

It sounds like z before e mute, as refuse, and

before y final, as rosy ; and in those words,

bosom, desire, wisdom, prison, prisoner, présent,

present, dumsel, casement.

It is the peculiar quality of s, that it may be

sounded before all consonants, except æ and z,

in which s is comprised, a being only ks, and

This s is therefore tern-
z a hard or gross s.

ed by grammarians suæ potestatis litera ; the

reason of which the learned Dr. Clarke erro-

neously supposed to be, that in some words it

might be doubled at pleasure. Thus we find

in several languages : Cavvu , scatter, sdegno,

sdrucciolo, sfavellare, opiyć, sgombrare, sgranure,

shake, slumber, smell, snipe, space, splendour,

spring, squeeze, shrew, step, strength, stramen,

sventura, swell.

S is mute in isle, island, demesne, viscount.

T.

Thas its customary sound, as take, tempta-

tion.

Ti before a vowel has the sound of si, as sal-

vation, except an s goes before, as question ; ex-

cepting likewise derivatives from words cnd-

ing in ty, as mighty, mightier.

Th has two sounds ; the one soft, as thus,

whether ; the other hard, as thing, think. The

sound is soft in these words then, thence, and

there, with their derivatives and compounds ;

and in that, these, thou, thee, thy, thine, their,

they, this, those, them, though, thus ; and in all

words between two vowels, as father, whether;

and between 1 and a vowel, as burthen.

In other words it is hard, as thick, thunder,

faith, faithful. Where it is softened at theend

ofa word, ane silent must be added, as breath,

breathe; cloth, clothe.

V.

V has a sound of near affinity to that off,

vain, vanity.

Fromƒ, in the Islandick alphabet, v is only

distinguished by a diacritical point.

W.

Of w, which in diphthongs is often an un-

doubted vowel, some grammarians have doubt-

ed whether it ever be a consonant ; and not

rather, as it is called, a double u, or ou, as water

may be resolved into ouater ; but letters of the

same sound are always reckoned consonants in

other alphabets ; and it maybe observed, that

w follows a vowel without any hiatus or diffi-

culty of utterance, as frosty winter.

Wh has a sound accounted peculiar to the

English, which the Saxons better expressed by

hp, hw, as what, whence, whiting ; in whore only,

and sometimes in wholesome, wh is sounded

like a simple h.

X.

X begins no English word ; it has the sound

of ks, as axle, extraneous.
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Singular.

Nom I

Accus, and other
Me

oblique rases.

Thou

Thee

Nom.

Oblique.

Plural.

We

Us

Ye

You

You is commonly used in modern writers for

ye, particularly in the language of ceremony,

where the second person plural is used for the

second person singular, You are myfriend.

Singular. Plural.

Applied to mas-

Thein culines.

Whether is only used in the nominative and

accusative cases, and has no plural, being ap-

plied only to one of a number, commonly to

one oftwo, as Whether of these is left I know

not. Whether shall I choose ? It is now almost

obsolete.

What, whether relative or interrogative, is

without variation .

who or what, and seever, follow the rule of their

Whosoever, whatsoever, being compounded of

primitives.

Singular.

This

Nom . He They

Oblique. Him

Nom. She

Oblique. Her

They Applied to femi-

Themnines.

That
In all Cases.

Other

Nom. It Whether

Plural.

These

Those

Others

Oblique. Its

They Applied to neu-

Themters or things.

For it the practice of ancient writers was to

use he, and for its, his.

The possessive pronouns, like other adjec-

tives, are without cases or change of termina-

tion.

The possessive of the first personis my, mine,

our, ours ; of the second, thy, thine, your, yours ;

of the third, fromhe, his, from she, her, and hers ;

and in the plural, they, theirs, for both sexes.

Ours, yours, hers, theirs, are used when the

substantive preceding is separated by a verb,

as, These are our books. These books are ours.

Your children excel ours in stature, but ours sur-

pass yours in learning.

Ours, yours, hers, theirs, notwithstanding their

seeming plural termination, are applied equal

ly to singular and plural substantives, as, This
bock is ours. These books are ours.

Mine and thine were formerly used before a

vowel, as mine umiable lady ; which, though now

disused in prose, might be still properly con-

tinned in poetry ; they are used as ours, and

yours, when they are referred to a substantive

preceding, as thy house is larger than mine,

but my garden is more spacious than thine.

Their and theirs are the possessives likewise of

they, when they is the plural of it, and are

therefore applied to things.

Pronouns relative are, who, which, what, whe-

ther, whosoever, whatsoever.

Nom.

Gen.

Other oblique cases.

Nom.

Gen.

Other oblique Cases.

Singular and Plural

Who

Whose

Whom

The plural others is not used but when it is

referred to a substantive preceeding, as I

have sent other horses. I have not sent the same

horses, but others.

Another, being only an other, has no plural.

Here, there, and where, joined with certain

particles, have a relative and pronominal use.

Hereof, herein, hereby, hereafter, herewith, there-

of, therein, thereby, thereupon, therewith, whereof,

wherein, whereby, whereupon, wherewith, which

signify, of this, in this, &c. of that, in that, &c.

ofwhich, in which, &c.

Therefore and wherefore, which are properly

there for and where for, for that, for which, are

now reckoned conjunctions, and continued in

use. The rest seem to be passing by degrees

into neglect, though proper, useful, and ana-

logous. They are referred both to singular

and plural antecedents.

There are two more words used onlyin con-

junction with pronouns, own and self.

Own is added to possessives, both singular

and plural, as my own had, our ownhouse. ` It

is emphatical, and implies a silent contrariety

or opposition ; as, I live in my own house, that

is, not in an hired house. This I did withmy own

hand, that is, without help, or not by proxy.

Self is added to possessives, as myself, your-

selves ; and sometimes to personal pronouns, as

himself, itself, themselves. It then, like own, ex-

presses emphasis and opposition, as I did this

myself, that is, not another ; or it forms a recipro-

cal pronoun, as We hurt ourselves by vain rege

Himself, itself, themselves,is supposed by Wal-

lis to be put, by corruption, for his self, it self,

their selves ; so that self is always a substantive.

This seems justly observed, for we say, He

Of which, or whose came himself; Himself shall do this ; where him-

Which. self cannot be an accusative.

Which

Who is now used in relation to persons, and

which in relation to things ; but they were an-

ciently confounded. At least it was common

to say, the man which, though I remember no

example of, the thing who.

Whoseis rather the poetical than regular geni-

tive ofwhich.

The fruit

Ofthat forbidden tree, whose mortal taste.

Brought death into the world Milton.

Ofthe VERB.

English verbs are active, as I love ; or reu

ter, as I languish. The neuters are formed like

the actives.

Most verbs signifying action may likewise

signify condition or habil, and become neuters

as I love, I am in love ; I strike, I am now

striking.
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Verbs have only two tenses inflected in their

terminations, the present and the simple pre-

terite ; the other tenses are compounded ofthe

auxiliary verbs have, shall, will, let, may, can,

and the infinitive ofthe active or neuter verb.

The passive voice is formed by joining the

participle preterite to the substantive verb, as

I am loved.

To hate. Indicative Mood.

Present Tense.

Sing. I have, thou hast, he hath or has ;

Plur. We have, ye have, they have.

Has is a termination corrupted from hath,

but now more frequently used both in verse

and prose.

Simple Preterite.

Sing. I had, thou hadst, he had ;

Plur. We had, ye had, they had.

Compound Preterite.

Sing. I have had, thou hast had, he has or

hath had ;

Plur. Wehave had, ye have had, they have had.

Preterpluperfect.

Sing. I had had, thou hadst had, he had had ;

Plur. We had had, ye had had, they had had.

Future.

Sing. I shallhave, thou shalt have, he shall have ;

Plur. We shall have, ye shall have, they shall

have.

Secondfuture.

Sing. I will have, thou wilt have, he will have,

Plur. We will have, ye will have, they will have

By reading these future tenses may be ob-

served the variations of shall and will.

Imperative Mood.

Sing. Have or have thou, let him have;

Plur. Let us have, have or have ye, let them have.

Conjunctive Mood.

Present.

Sing. I have, thou have, he have ;

Plur. We have, ye have, they have.

Preterite simple as in the Indicative.

Preterite compound.

Sing. I have had, thou have had, he have had ;

Plur. Wehave had, ye have had, they have had.

Future.

Sing. I shall have, as in the Indicative.

Second Future.

Sing. I shall have had, thou shalt have had, he

shall have had ;

Plur We shall have had, ye shall have had, they

shall have had.

Potential.

The potential form of speaking is expressed

by may, can, in the present ; and might, could,

or should, in the preterite, joined with the in-

finitive mood of the verb.

Present.

Sing. I may have, thou mayst have, he may
have ;

Plur. We may have, ye may have, they may

have.

Preterite.

Sing. I might have, thou mightst have, he might

have ;

Plur. We might have, ye might have, they might

have.

Present.

Sing. I can have, thou canst have, he can have ;

Plur. We can have, ye can have, they can have.

Preterite.

Sing. I could have, thou couldst have, he could

have ;

Plur. We could have, ye could have, they could

have.

In like manner should is united to the verb.

There is likewise a double Preterite.

Sing. Ishould have had , thou shouldst have had,

Plur. We should have had, ye should have had,

he should have had ;

they should have had.

In like manner we use, I might have had ;

I could have had, &c.

Infinitive Mood.

Present. To have.

Preterite. To have had.

Participle present. Having.

Participle Preterite. Had.

Verb active. To love.

Indicative. Present.

Sing. Ilove, thou lovest, he loveth or loves ;

Plur. We love, ye love, they love.

Preterite simple.

Sing. Iloved, thou lovedst, he loved ;

Plur. We loved, ye loved, they loved.

Preterperfect compound. I have loved, &c.

Preterpluperfect. I had loved, &c.

Future. I shall love, &c. I will love, &c.

Imperative.

Sing. Love or love thou, let him love ;

Plur. Let us love, love or love ye, let them love.

Conjunctive. Present.

Sing. I love, thou love, he love ;

Plur. We love, ye love, they love.

Preterite simple, as in the Indicative.

Preterite compound. I have loved, &c.

Future. I shall love, &c.

Second Future. I shall have loved, &c.

Potential.

Present. I may or can love, &c.

Pret. I might, could, or should love, &c.

Double Preterite. I might, could, or should have

loved, &c.
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1

the pronominal adjective some, as I want some

pens.

THE

applied to neuters in the place now supplied by

it and its.

The learned and sagatious Wallis, to whom

Thehas a particular and definite signification . every English grammarian owes a tribute of

The fruit .

Of that forbidden tree, whose mortal taste

Brought death into the world. Milton.

That is, that particular fruit, and this world in

which we live. So, He giveth fodder for the cat-

tle, and green herbsfor the use ofman ; that is, for

those beings that are cattle, and his use that is man.

The is used in both numbers.

I am as free as Nature first made man,

Ere the base laws of servitude began,

When wild in woods the noble savage ran.

Dryden.

Many words are used without articles ; as,

1. Proper names, as John, Alexander, Longi-

nus, Aristarchus, Jerusalem, Athens, Rome, Lon-

den. GOD is used as a proper name.

2. Abstract names, as blackness, witchcraft,

virtue. vice, beauty, ugliness, love, hatred, anger,

goodnature, kindness.

3. Words in which nothing but the mere be-

ing of any thing is implied : This is not beer,

but water : This is not brass, but steel.

OfNOUNS SUBSTANTIVES.

The relations of English nouns to words going

before or following are not expressed by cases,

or changes of termination, but as in most ofthe

other European languages by prepositions, un-

less we may be said to have a genitive case.

Singular.

Nom. Magister, a Master, the Master.

Gen. Magistri, of a Master, of the Master or

Masters, the Masters .

Dat. Magistro, to a Master, to the Master.

Acc. Magistrum, a Master, the Master.

Voc. Magister,
Master, O Master.

Abl. Magistro, from a Master,from the Master.

Plural.

Masters, the Masters .
Nom. Magistri,

Gen. Magistrorum, ofMasters, ofthe Masters.

Dat. Magistris, to Masters, to the Masters.

Acc. Magistros,
Masters, the Masters.

Voc. Magistri,
Masters, O Masters.

Abl. Magistris, from Masters,from theMasters.

Our nouns are therefore only declined thus :

Master, Gen. Masters. Plur. Masters.

Scholar, Gen. Scholars. Plur. Scholars.

These genitives are always written with a

mark of elision, master's, scholar's, according to

an opinion long received, that the 's is a con-

traction of his, as the soldier's valour, for the

soldier his valour ; but this cannot be the true

original, because 's is put to female nouns,

Woman's beauty, the Virgin's delicacy, Haughty

Juno's unrelenting hate ; and collective nouns,

as Women's passions, the rabble's insolence, the

multitude'sfolly ; in all these cases it is apparent

that his cannot be understood. We say likewise

the foundation's strength, the diamond's lustre, the

winter's severity; but in these cases his may be

understood, he and his having formerly been

reverence, calls this modification of the noun

an adjective possessive ; I think with no more

propriety than he might have applied the same

to the genitive in equitum decus, Troja oris, or

any other Latin genitive. Dr. Lowth, on the

other part, supposes the possessive pronouns

mine and thine to be genitive cases.

This termination of the noun seems to con-

stitute a real genitive, indicating possession. It

is derived to us from those who declined rmið,

a smith ; Gen. smíðer, ofa smith ; Plur. rmides,

or rmiðar, smiths ; and so in two other oftheir

seven declensions .

It is a further confirmation of this opinion,

that in the old poets both the genitive and plu-

ral were longer by a syllable than the original

word ; knitis for knight's, in Chaucer ; leavis

for leaves, in Spenser.

When a word ends in s, the genitive may be

the same with the nominative, as Venus Temple.

The plural is formed by adding s, as table,

tables; fly, flies ; sister, sisters ; wood, woods ; or

es where s could not otherwise be sounded, as

after ch, s, sh, x, z ; after c sounded like s, and

g likej; the mute e is vocal before s, as lance,

lances ; outrage, outrages.

The formation of the plural and genitive

singular is the same.
A few words yet make the plural inn, as

men, women, oxen, swine, and more anciently

eyne and shoon. This formation is that which

generally prevails in the Teutonick dialects.

Words that end in ƒcommonly form their

plural by ves, as loaf, loaves ; calf, calves.

Except a few, muff, muffs ; chief, chiefs. So

hoof, roof, proof, relief, mischief, puff, cuff, dwarf

handkerchief, grief.

Irregular plurals are teeth from tooth, lice from

louse,mice from mouse, geese from goose,feet from

foot, dice from die, pence from penny, brethren

from brother, children from child.

Plurals ending in s have no genitives ; but

we say, Womens excellencies, and Weigh the

mens wits against the ladies hairs.

Dr. Wallis thinks the Lords' house may be said

for the house of Lords ; but such phrases are not

now in use, and surely an English car rebels

against them . They would commonly produce

a troublesome ambiguity, as the Lord's house

maybe the house of Lords, or the house of a Lord.

Besides that the mark of elision is improper,

for in the Lords' house nothing is cut off.

SomeEnglish substantives, like those ofmany

other languages, change their termination as

they express different sexes ; as prince, princess ;

actor, actress ; lion, lioness ; hero, heroine. To

these mentioned by Dr. Lowth may be added

arbitress, poetess, chauntress, duchess, tigress,

governess, tutress, peeress, authoress, traytress,

and perhaps others . Of these variable termina-

tions we have only a sufficient number to make

us feel our want ; for when we say of awoman

that she is a philosopher, an astronomer, a builder,

a weaver, a dancer, we perceive an impropriety

in the termination which we cannot avoid ;

but we can say that she is an architect, a botanist
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a student, because these terminations have not

annexed to them the notion of sex. In words

which the necessities of life are often requiring,

the sex is distinguished not by different termi-

nations, but by different names, as a bull, a cow,

a horse, a mare ; equus, equa ; a cock, a hen ; and

sometimes by pronouns prefixed, as a he-goat,

a she-goat.

Of ADJECTIVES.

Adjectives in the English language are whol-

ly indeclinable ; having neither case, gender,

nor number, and being added to substantives

in all relations without any change ; as, a good

woman, good women, of a good woman ; a good

mun, good men, ofgood men.

The Comparison of Adjectives.

The comparative degree of adjectives is

formed by adding er, the superlative by adding

est, to the positive ; as, fair, fairer, fairest ; love-

ly, lovelier, loveliest ; sweet, sweeter, sweetest ;

low, lower, lowest ; high, higher, highest.

Some words are irregularly compared ; as,

good, better, best ; bad, worse, worst ; little, less,

lest ; near, nearer, next ; much, more, most ; many

(for moe), more (for moer), most (for moest);

late, later, latest, or last.

(

Some comparatives form a superlative by

adding most, as nether, nethermost ; outer, outer-

most ; under, undermost ; up, upper, uppermost ;

fore, former, foremost.

Most is sometimes added to a substantive, as

topmost, southmost.

Many adjectives do not admit of compari-

son by terminations, and are only compared by

more and most, as benevolent, more benevolent,

most benevolent.

All adjectives may be compared bymore and

most, even when they have comparatives and

superlatives regularly formed ; as, fair ; fairer,

or morefair ; fairest , or most fair.

In adjectives that admit a regular compari-

son, the comparative more is oftener used than

the superlative most, as more fair is oftener

written forfairer, than most fair forfairest.

The comparison of adjectives is very uncer-

tain ; and being much regulated by commodi-

ousness of utterance , or agreeableness ofsound,

is not easily reduced to rules .

Monosyllables are commonly compared.

Polysyllables, or words of more than two syl-

Jables, are seldom compared otherwise than by

more and most, as deplorable, more deplorable, most

deplorable.

Dissyllables are seldom compared iftheyter-

minate in come, as fulsome, toilsome ; in ful, as

careful, spleenful, dreadful ; in ing, as trifling,

charming ; in ous, as porous ; in less, as careless,

harmless ; in ed, as wretched ; in id, as candid ;

in al, as mortal ; in ent, as recent, fervent ; in ain,

as certain ; in ice, as missive ; in dy, as woody;

infy, as puffy ; in ky, as rocky, except lucky ;

in my, as roomy ; in ny, as skinny ; in py, as ro-

py, except happy ; in ry, as 'hoary.

Some comparatives and superlatives are yet

found, in good writers formed without regard

to the foregoing rules ; but in a language sub.

jected so little and so lately to grammar, such

anomalies must frequently occur.

So shady is compared by Milton.

She in shadiest covert hid,

Tun'd her nocturnal note.

And virtuous.

Parad. Lost.

What she wills to say or do,

Seems wisest, virtuousest, discreetest, best.

Parad. Lost.

So trifling, by Ray, who is indeed of no great

authority.

It is not so decorous, in respect of God, that

he should immediately do all the meanest and

triflingest things himself, without making use of

any inferior or subordinate minister. Ray on Cre.

Famous, by Milton.

I shall be nam'd among thefamousest

Ofwomen, sung at solemn festivals . Agonistes.

Inventive, by Ascham.

Those who have the inventivest heads for all

purposes, and roundest tongues in all matters.

Ascham's Schoolmaster.

Mortal, by Bacon.

The mortalest poisons practised by the West

Indians, have some mixture of the blood , fat,

or flesh of man.
Bacon.

Natural, by Wotton.

I will now deliver a few of the properest and

naturallest considerations that belong to this

piece. Wotton's Architecture.

Wretched, by Jonson.”

The wretcheder are the contemners of all

helps ; such as, presuming on their own naturals,

deride diligence, and mock at terms when they

understand not things. Ben Jonson.

Powerful, by Milton .

Wehave sustain'd one day in doubtful fight,

What heav'i's great King hath pow'rfullest

to send

Against us from about his throne. Par. Lost,

The termination in ish may be accounted in

some sort a degree of comparison, by which the

signification is diminished below the positive,

as black, blackish, or tending to blackness ; salt,

saltish, or having a little taste of salt ; they

therefore admit no comparison. This termina-

tion is seldom added but to words expressing

sensible qualities, nor often to words of above

one syllable, and is scarcely used in the solemn

or sublime style.

Qf PRONOUNS.

Pronouns, in the English language, are, I,

thou, he, with their plurals, we, ye, they ; it,

who, which, what, whether, whosoever, whatsoever,

my, mine, our, ours, thy, thine, your, yours, his,

her, hers, their, theirs, this, that, other, another,

the same, some.

The pronouns personal are irregularly in

ficcted.

12
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perhaps some others, but more rarely. In the

participle passive many ofthem are formed by

en ; as, taken, shaken, forsaken, broken, spoken,

born, shore, sworn, torn, worn, woven, cloven,

thriven, diven, risen, smitten, ridden, chosen,

trodden, gotten, begotten, forgotten, sodden. And

many do likewise retain the analogy in both,

as waked, awaked, sheared , weaved, leaved abided,

seethed .

4. Give, bid, sit, make in the preterite, guve,

bade, sate ; in the participle passive given, bid-

den, sitten ; but in both bid.

5. Draw, know, grow, throw, blow, crow, like

a cock, fly, slay, see, ly, make their preterite

drew, knew, grew, threw, blew, crew, flew, stew,

saw, lay ; their participles passive by n, drawn,

known, grown, thrown, blown, flown, slain, seen,

lien, lain. Yet from flee is made fled ; from go,

went, from the old wend, the participle is gone.

OfDERIVATION.

That the English language maybe more easi-

ly understood, it is necessary to inquire how

its derivative words are deduced from their

primitives, and how the primitives are bor

rowed from other languages. In this inquiry

I shall sometimes copy Dr. Wallis, and some-

times endeavour to supply his defects, and rec-

tify his errours.

Nouns are derived from verbs.

The thing implied in the verb , as done or

produced, is commonly either the present of

the verb ; as, to love, love ; to fright, a fright ;

to fight, a fight ; or the preterite of the verb,

as, to strike, I strick or strook, a stroke.

The action is the same with the participle

present, as loving,frighting,fighting, striking.

The agent, or person acting, is denoted by

the syllable er added to the verb, as lover,

frighter, striker.

Substantives, adjectives, and sometimes other

parts of speech, are changed into verbs ; in

which case the vowel is often lengthened, or

the consonant softened ; as a house,, to house ;

brass, to braze ; glass, to glaze ; grass, to graze;

price, to prize ; breath, breathe ; a fish, to fish ;

oil, to oil ; further, tofurther , forward, to for-

ward ; hinder, to hinder.

Sometimes the termination en is added, espe-

cially to adjectives ; as haste, to hasten ; length,

to lengthen ; strength, to strengthen ; short, to

shorten ; fast, to fasten ; white, to whiten ; black ,

to blacken ; hard, to harden ; soft, to soften.

From substantives are formed adjectives of

plenty, by adding the termination y ; as, a

louse, lousy ; wealth, wealthy ; health, healthy ;

might, mighty ; worth, worthy ; wit, witty ; lust,

lusty ; water, watery ; earth, earthy ; wood, a

wood, woody; air, airy ; a heart, heart ; a

hand, handy.

From substantives are formed adjectives of

plenty, by adding the terminationful, denoting

abundance ; as ,joy, joyful ; fruit,fruitful ; youth,

youthful ; care, careful use, useful , delight, de-

lightful ; plenty, plentiful ; help, helpful.

Sometimes, in almost the same sense, but with

some kind of diminution thereof, the termina.

tion some is added, denoting something, a

in some degree ; as, delight, delightsome ,

game, gamesome ; irk, irksome ; burden, burden.

some ; trouble, troublesome ; light, lightsome ;

hand, handsome ; alone, lonesome ; toil, toil-

some.

On the contrary, the termination less, added

to substantives, makes adjectives signifying

want ; as, worthless, witless, heartless, joyless,

careless, helpless. Thus comfort, comfortless ;

sap, sapless.

Privation or contrariety is very often deno-

ted by the participle un prefixed to many

adjectives, or in before words derived from

the Latin ; as, pleasant, unpleasant ; wise,

unwise ; profitable, unprofitable ; patient, impa-

tient. Thus, unworthy, unnealthy, unfruitful, un-

useful, and many more.

The original English privative is un ; but as

we often borrow from the Latin, or its des-

cendants, words already signifying privation,

as inefficacious, impious, indiscreet, the insepa-

rable particles un and in have fallen into con-

fusion, from which it is not easy to disentangle

them.'

Un is prefixed to all words originally Eng-

lish, as untrue, untruth, untaught, unhandsome.

Un is prefixed to all participles made priva-

tive adjectives, as unfeeling, unassisting, unaid,

ed, undelighted, unendeared.

Un ought never to be prefixed to a parti

ciple present to mark a forbearance of action,

as unsighing, but a privation of hahit, as un

pitying.

Un is prefixed to most substantives which

have an English termination, as unfertileness,

unperfectness , which, if they have borrowed

terminations, take in or im, as infertility, im-

perfection ; uncivil, incivility ; unactive, inactivity.

In borrowing adjectives, ifwe receive them

already compounded, it is usual to retain the

particle prefixed, as indecent, inelegant, im-

proper ; but if we borrow the adjective, and

add the privative particle, we commonly pre-

fix un, as unpolite, ungallant.

The prepositive particles dis and mis, derived

from the des and mes of the French, signify al-

most the same as un ; yet dis rather imports

contrariety than privation, since it answers to

the Latin preposition de. Mis insinuates some

errour, and for the most part may be rendered

by the Latin words male orperperam . To like,

to dislike ; honour, dishonour ; to honour, to

grace, to dishonour, to disgrace ; to deign, to

disdeign ; chance, hap, mischance, mishap ; to

take, to mistake ; deed, misdeed ; to use, to mis-

use , to employ, to misemploy ; to apply, to mis-

apply.

Words derived from Latin, written with

de or dis, retain the same signification ; as,

distinguish, distinguo ; detract, detraho ; de-

fume, defamo ; detain, detineo.

The termination ly added to substantives,

and sometimes to adjectives, forms adjectives

that import some kind of similitude or agree.

ment, being formed by contraction of lick o

like.
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A giant, giuntly, gianlike , earth, earthly ;

heaven, heavenly ; world, wordly ; God, godly ;

good, goodly.

The same termination ly, added to adjectives,

forms adverbs of like signification ; as, beauti-

ful, beautifully ; sweet, sweetly ; that is, in a beau-

tiful manner, with some degree of sweetness. The

termination ish, added to adjectives, imports

diminution ; and added to substantives imports

similitude ortendency to a character ; as, green,

greenish ; white, whitish ; soft, softish ; a thief,

thievish ; a wolf, wolvish ; a child, childish.

We have forms of diminutives in substan-

tives, though not frequent ; as, a hill, a hillock ; a

cock, a cockrel ; a pike, a pickrel ; this is a French

termination ; a goose, a gosling ; this is a Ger-

man termination ; a lamb, a lambkin ; a chick,

a chicken; a man, a manikin ; a pipe, a pipkin ;

and thus Halkin, whence the patronymick,

Hawkins, Wilkin, Thomkin, and others.

Yet still there is another form of diminution

among the English, by lessening the sound it-

self, especially of vowels ; as there is a form of

augmenting them by enlarging, or even length-

ening it ; and that sometimes not so much by

change of the letters , as of their pronuncia-

tion ; as, sup, sip, soop, sop, sippet, where, be-

sides the extenuation ofthe vowel, there is ad-

ded the French termination et ; top, tip ; spil,

spout; babe, booby, buby, Bonais; great pronounced

long, especially if with a stronger sound; grea-t,

little pronounced long, lee-tle ; ting, tang, tong,

imports a succession of smaller and then great-

er sounds ; and so injingle, jangle, tingle, tangle,

and many other made words.

Muchhowever of this is arbitrary and fanciful,

depending wholly on oral utterance, and therefore

scarcely worthy the notice of Wallis.

Of concrete adjectives are made abstract

substantives, by adding the termination ness ;

and a few in hood or head, noting character or

qualities ; as, white, whiteness ; hard , hardness ;

great, greatness ; skilful, skilfulness, unskilful

ness ; godhead, manhood, maidenhead, widowhood,

knighthood, priesthood, likelihood, falsehood.

There are other abstracts, partly derived

from adjectives, and partly from verbs, which

are formed by the addition of the termination

th, a small change being sometimes made ; as

long, length ; strong, strength ; broad, breadth ;

wide, width ; deep , depth ; true, truth ; warm,

warmth ; dear, dearth ; slow, sloth ; merry,

mirth ; heal, health ; well, weal, wealth ; dry,

drought ; young, youth ; and so moon, month.

Like these are some words derived from

verbs ; die, death ; till, tilth ; grow, growth ;

mow, later mouth, after mow'th ; commonly

spoken and written later math, after math ;

steal, stealth ; bear, birth ; rue, ruth ; and pro-

bably earth, from to ear or plow ; fly, flight ;

weigh, weight ; fray, fright ; to draw, draught.

These should rather be writtenflighth,frighth,

only that custom will not suffer h to be twice

repeated.

The same form retain faith, spight, wreath,

wrath, broth, froth, breath, sooth, worth, light,

wight, and the like, whose primitives are

either entirely obsolete, or seldom occur.

Perhaps they are derived from fey or foy,

spry, wry, wreak, brew, mow, fry, bray, say,

work.

Some ending in ship, imply an office, em-

ployment, or condition ; as, kingship, wurdship,

guardianship, partnership, stewardship, headship,

lordship.

Thus worship, that is, worthship ; whence

worshipful, and to worship.

Some few ending in dom, rick, wick, do espe-

cially denote dominion, at least state or con-

dition ; as, kingdom, dukedom, earldom, prince-

dom, popedom, christendom, freedom, wisdom,

whoredom, bishoprick, bailiwick.

Ment and age are plainly French termina-

tions, and are of the same import with us as

amongthem, scarcely ever occurring, except

in words derived from the French, as command-

ment, usage.

There are in English often long trains of

words allied by their meaning and derivation ;

as, to bet, a bat, a batoon, a battle, a beetle, a

battledoor, to batter, batter, a kind of glutinous

composition for food, made by beating different

bodies into one mass . All these are of similar

signification, and perhaps derived from the

Latin batuo. Thus take, touch, tickle, tack,

tackle, all imply a local conjunction , from the

Latin tengo, tetigi, tactum.

From two are formed twain, twice, twenty,

twelve, twins, twine, twist, twirl, twig, twitch,

twinge, between, betwixt, twilight, twibil.

The following remarks, extracted from Wal-

lis , are ingenious, but of more subtlety than

solidity, and such as perhaps might in every

language be enlarged without end.

Sn usually imply the nose, and what relates

to it. From the Latin nasus are derived the

French nez and the English nose ; and nesse, a

promontory, as projecting like a nose. But

as iffrom. the consonants ns taken from nasus,

and transposed that they may the better cor-

respond, sn denotes nasus ; and thence are de-

rived many words that relate to the nose, as

snout, sneeze, snore, snort, sneer, snicker, snot,

snivel, snite, snuff, snuffle, snuffle, snarl, smudge.

There is another sn, which may perhaps be

derived from the Latin sinuo, as snake, sneak,

snail, snare ; so likewise snap and snatch, snib,

snub.

Bl imply a blast ; as blow, blast, to blast, to

blight, and, metaphorically, to blast one's repu-

tation ; bleat, bleak, a bleak place, to look bleak

or weather-beaten, bleak, blay, bleach, bluster,

blurt, blister, blab, bladder , bleb, blubber lip't, blub-

ber-cheek't, bloted, blote-herrings, blast, blaze, to

blow, that is, blossom, bloom ; and, perhaps,

blood and blush.

In the native words of our tongue is to be

found a great agreement between the letters

and the things signified ; and therefore the

sounds of letters smaller, sharper, louder,

closer, softer, stronger, clearer, more ob.

scure, and more stridulous, do very often

intimate the like effects in the things sign

tied.
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'Infinitive.

Present. To love.

Preterite. To have loved.

Participle present. Loving.

Participle past. Loved.

The passive is formed by the addition of the

participle preterite to the different tenses of

the verb to be, which must therefore be here

exhibited.

Indicative. Present.

Sing. I am, thou art, he is ;

Plur. We are or be, ye are or be, they are or be.

The plural he is now very little in use.

Preterite.

Sing. I was, thou wast or wert, he was ;

Plur. We were, ye were, they were.

Wert is properly of the conjunctive mood,

and ought not to be used in the indicative.

Preterite compound I have been, &c.

Preterpluperfect. I had been, &c.

Future. I shall or will be, &c.

Imperative.

Sing. Be thou ; let him be ;

Plur. Let us be ; be ye ; let them be.

Conjunctive. Present.

Sing. I be, thou beest, he be

Plur. We be, ye be, they be.

Preterite.

Sing. I were, thou wert, he were ;

Plur. We were , ye were, they were.

Preterite compound. I have been, &c .

Future. I shall have been, &c.

Potential.

do in its various inflections, which are therefore

to be learned in this place.

To do.

Indicative. Present.

Preterite.

Sing. I do, thou dost, he doth ;

Plural. We do, ye do, they do.

Sing. I did, thou didst, he did ;

Plur. We did, ye did, they did .

Preterite, &c. I have done, &c. I had done, & \!

Future. I shall or will do, &c.

Imperative.

Sing. Do thou, let him do ;

Plur. Let us do ; do ye, let them do.

Conjunctive. Present.

Sing. I do, thou do, he do ;

Plur. We do, ye do, they do.

The rest are as in the Indicative.

Infinitive. To do ; to have done.

Participle present. Doing.

Participle preter. Done.

Do is sometimes used superfluously, as I do

love, I did love ; simply for I love, or I loved ;

but this is considered as a vitious mode of

speech.

It is sometimes used emphatically ; as ,

I do love thee, and when I love thee not,

Chaos is come again. Shakespeare.

It is frequently joined with a negative ; as,

I like her, but I do not love her ; I wished him

success, but did not help him. This, by custom

at least, appears more easy thanthe other form

of expressing the same sense by a negative

adverb after the verb ; I like her, but love her

not.

The imperative prohibitory is seldom applied

in the second person, at least in prose, without

Imay or can ; would, could, or should be ; could , the word do ; as, Stop him, but do not hurt him;

would, or should have been, &c.

Present. To be.

Infinitive.

Preterite. To have been.

Participle present. Being.

Participle preterite. Having been.

Passive Voice. Indicative Mood.

I am loved, &c. I was loved, &c. I have been

loved, &c.

Conjunctive Mood.

Praise beauty, but do not dote on it.

Its chief use is in interrogative forms of

speech, in which it is used through all the per-

sons ; as, Do I live ? Dost thou strike me ? Do

they rebel? Did I complain ? Didst thou love her?

Did she die ? So likewise in negative interro-

gations ; Do I not yet grieve ? Did she not die?

Do and did are thus used only for the pre-

sent and simple preterite.

There is another manner of conjugating

neuter verbs, which, when it is used, may not

improperly denominate them neuter passives, as

they are inflected according to the passive
If I be loved, &c. If I were loved, &c. If I form by the help of the verb substantive to be.

shall have been loved, &c.

Potential Mood.

I may or can be loved, &c. I might, could, or

should be loved, &c. I might, could, or should

have been loved , &c.

Infinitive .

Prezent. To be loved.

Preterite. To have been loved.

Participle. Loved.

There is another form of English verbs in

which the infinitive mood is joined to the verb

'They answer nearly to the reciprocal verbs in

French ; as,

Iam risen, surrexi, Latin ; Je me suis levé,

I was walked out, exieram ; Je m'étois pro-

French.

mené;

In like manner we commonly express the

present tense ; as, I am going, eo. I am griev-

ing, doleo. She is dying, illa moritur. The

tempest is raging, furit procella. I am pur-

suing an enemy, hostem insequor. So the other

tenses ; as, We were walking, etvyxawjærwEVINA-
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Tuvre , I have been walking, I had been walking, I

shall or will be walking.

There is another manner of using the active

participle, which gives a passive signification ;

as, The grammar is now printing, grammatica

jam nunc chartis imprimitur. The brass is for-

ging, ara excuduntur. This is, in my opinion, a

vitious expression , probably corrupted from a

phrase more pure, but now somewhat obsolete ;

The book is a printing, The brass is a forging ;

a, being properly ut, and printing and forging

verbal nouns, signifying action according to the

analogy of this language.

The indicative and conjunctive moods are by

modern writers frequently confounded, or ra-

ther the conjunctive is wholly neglected, when

some convenience of versification does not in-

vite its revival. It is used among the purer

writers after if, though, ere, before, whether, ex-

cept; unless, whatsoever, whomsoever, and words of

wishing ; as, Doubtless thou art ourfather, though

Abraham be ignorant of us, and Isruel acknow-

ledgc us not.

OfIRREGULAr Verbs.

The English verbs were divided by BenJon-

son into four conjugations, without any reason

arising from the nature of the language, which

has properly but one conjugation , such as has

been exemplified ; from which all deviations are

tobe considered as anomalies, which are indeed

in our monosyllables Saxon verbs, and the verbs

derived from them, very frequent ; but almost

all the verbs which have been adopted from

other languages, follow the regular form.

Our verbs are observed by Dr. Wallis to be

irregular only in the formation of the preterite

and its participle . Indeed, in the scantiness of

our conjugations, there is scarcely any other

place for irregularity.

The first irregularity is a slight deviation

from the regular form, by rapid utterance or

poetical contraction : the last syllable ed is often

joined with the former by suppression of e ; as

lov'd for loved ; after c, ch, sh, f, k, x, and after

the consonants s, th, when more strongly pro-

nounced, and sometimes after m, n, r, if prece-

ded by a short vowel, t is used in pronunciation,

but very seldom in writing, rather than d ; as

plac't, snatch't, fish't, wake't, dwel't, smel't, for

plac'd, snatch'd, fish'd, wak'd, dwel'd, smel'd , or

placed, snatched, fished, waked, dwelled, smelled.

Those words which terminate in l, or ll, or p,

make their preterite in t, even in solemn lan-

guage, as crept, felt, dwelt ; sometimes after

x, ed is changed into t, as text ; this is not
constant.

A long vowel is often changed into a short

one ; thus kept, slept, wept, crept, swept ; from

the verbs to keep, to sleep, to weep, to creep, to

sweep

Whered or t go before, the additional letters

dort, in this contracted from, coalesce into one

letter with the radical d or t ; if t were the ra-

dical, they coaicsce into t ; but if d were the

radical, then into d or t, as the one or the other

letter maybe more easily pronounced ; as, read,

lead, spread, shed, shred, bid, kid, chid , fed, bled,

bred, sped, strid, slid, rid ; from the verbs to

read, to lead, to spread, to shed, to shred, to bid,

to hide, to chide, to feed, to bleed, to breed, to

speed, to stride, to slide, to ride. And thus cast,

hurt, cost, burst, eat, beat, sweat, sit, quit, smit,

writ, bit, hit, met, shot ; from the verbs to cast,

to hurt, to cost, to burst, to eat, to beat, to sweat,

to sit, to quit, to smite, to write, to bite, to hit,

to meet, to shoot . And in like manner, lent,

sent, rent, girt ; from the verbs to lend, to send,

to rend, to gird.

The participle preterite or passive is often

formed in en, instead of ed ; as, been, taken,

given, slain, known ; from the verbs to be, to

take, to give, to slay, to know.

Many words have two or more participles, as

not only written, bitten, eaten, beaten, hidden,

chidden, shotten, chosen, broken ; but likewise

writ, bit, eat, beat, hid, chid, shot, chose, broke,

are promiscuously used in the participle, from

the verbs to write, to bite, to eat, to beat, to hide,

to chide, to shoot, to choose, to break, and many

such like.

In the same manner, sow, shewn, hewn,

mown, loaden, laden, as well as sow'd, shew'd,

hew'd, mow'd, loaded, laded, from the verbs to

sow, to shew, to hew, to mow, to lond, to lude.

Concerning the double participles it is diffi-

cult to give any rule ; but he shall seldom err

who remembers, that when a verb has a parti

ciple distinct from its preterite, as write, wrote,

written, that distinct participle is more proper

and elegant ; as , The book is written, is better

than The book is wrote. Wrote however may be

used in poetry ; at least, if we allow any au-

thority to poets, who, in the exultation of ge-

nius, think themselves entitled to trample on

grammariaus.

There are other anomalies in the preterite.

1. Win, spin, begin, swim, strike, stick, sing,

sling, fling, ring, wring, spring, swing, drink,

sink, shrink, stink, come, run, find, bind, grind,

wind, both in the preterite imperfect and parti-

ciple passive, give won, spun, begun, swum,

struck, stuck, sung, slung, fung, rung, wrung,

sprung, swung, drunk, sunk, shrunk, stunk, come,
run, found, bound, ground, wound. And most of

them are also formed in the preterite by a, as

began, ran, sang, sprang, drank, came, ran, and

some others ; but most of these are now obso-

lete. Some in the participle passive likewise

take en, as stricken, strucken, drunken, bounden.

2. Fight, teach, reach, seek, beseech, catch, buy,

bring, think, work, make fought, taught, raught,

sought, besought, caught, bought, brought, thought,

wrought.

But a great many of these retain likewise

the regular form ; as teached, reached, beseeched,

catched, worked.

3. Take, forsake, wake, "awake, stand, break,

speak, bear, shear, swear, tear, wear, weave,

cleave , strive, thrive, drive, shine, rise, arise, smite,

write, bide, abide, ride, choose, chuse, tread, get,

beget, forget, seethe, make in both preterite and

participle took, forsook, woke, awoke, stood, broke,

spoke, bore, shore, swore, tore, wore, wove, clove,

strove, throve, drove, shone, rose, arose, smote,

wrote, bode, abode, rode, chose, trode, got, begot,

forgot, sod . But we say likewise, thrive, rise,

smit, writ, abid, rid. In the preterite so:ne are

likewise formed by a, asbrake, spake, bure, share,

sware, tare, ware, clave, gat, begai, forgat, and
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Thus words that begin with str intimate the

force and effect of the thing signified, as if pro-

bably derived from sgow , or strenuus ; as,

string, strength, strew, strike, streak, stroke, stripe,

strive, strife, struggle, strout, strut, stretch, strait,

strict, streight, that is, narrow, distrain, stress,

distress, string, strap, stream, streamer, strand,

strip, stray, struggle, strange, stride, straddle.

St in like mannerimply strength, but in a less

degree, so much only as is sufficient to preserve

what has been already communicated, rather

than acquire any new degree ; as if it were de-

"ived from the Latin sto : for example, stund,

stay, that is, to remain, or to prop ; staff, stay,

that is, to oppose ; stop, to stuff, stifle, to stay,that

is, tostop ; a stay, that is, an obstacle ; stick, stut,

stutter, stammer, stagger, stickle, stick, stake, a

sharp pale, and any thing deposited at play ;

stock, stem, sting, to sting, stink, stitch, stud,

stanchion, stub, stubble, to stub up , stump, whence

stumble, stalk, to stalk, step, to stamp with the

feet, whence to stamp, that is, to make an im-

pression and a stamp ; stow, to stow, to bestow,

steward orstoward, stead, steady, steadfast, stable,

astable, a stall, to stall, stool, still, stallage, stage,

still adjective, and still adv. stale, stout, sturdy,

sted, steat, stallion, stiff, starkdead, to starve with

hunger or cold ; stone, steel, stern, stanch, to

stanch blood, to stare, steep, steeple, stair, stan-

durd, a stated measure, stately. In all these,

and perhaps some others, st denotes something

firm and fixed.

The imply a more violent degree of motion,

as throw , thrust, throng, throb, through, threat,

threaten, thrall, throws.

Wr imply some sort of obliquity or distor-

tion, as wry, to wreath, wrest, wrestle, wring,

wrong, wrinch, wrench, wrangle, wrinkle, wrath,

wreak, wrack, wretch, wrist, wrap.

Sw imply a silent agitation, or a softer kind

oflateral motion ; as, sway, swag, to sway, swag

ger, swerve, sweat, sweep, swill, swim, swing,

swift, sweet, switch, swinge.

Nor is there much difference of sm in smooth,

smug, smile, smirk, smite, which signifies the

same as to strike, but is a softer word ; smull,

smell, smack, smother, smart, a smart blow pro-

perly signifies such a kind of stroke as with

an originally silent motion, implied in sm, pro-

ceeds to a quick violence, denoted by ar sud-

denly ended, as is shown by t.

Ci derote a kind of adhesion or tenacity, as

incleave, clay, cling, climb, clamber, clummy, clasp,

to clasp, to clip, to clinch, cloak, clog, close, to close,

a clod, a clot, as a clot of blood, clouted cream,

a clutter, a cluster.

Spimply a kind of dissipation or expansion,

especially a quick one, particularly if there be

anr, as if it were from spargo or separo ; for

example, spread, spring, sprig, sprout, sprinkle,

split, splinter, spill, spit, sputter, spatter.

Sl denote a kind of silent fall, or a less ob-

servable motion ; as in slime, slide, slip, slipper,

sly, sleight, slit, slow, slack, slight, sling, slap.

And so likewise ash, in crash, rush,gush, flash,

clash, lash, slash, plush, trash, indicate something

acting more nimbly and sharply. But ush, in

crush, rush, gush, flush, blush, brush, hush, push,

imply something as acting more obtusely and

dully. Yet in both there is indicated a swift

and sudden motion, not instantaneous, but gra

dual, by the continued sound sh.

Thus infling, sling, ding, swing, cling, sing,

wring, sting, the tingling of the termination ng,

and the sharpness of the vowel i, imply the

continuation of a very slender motion or tre-

mour, at length indeed vanishing, but not sud-

denly interrupted. But in tink, wink, sink,

clink, chink, think, that end in a mute conso-

nant, there is also indicated a sudden ending

If there be an l, as in jingle, tingle, tinkle,

mingle, sprinkle, twinkle, there is implied a fre

quency or iteration of small acts. And the

same frequency of acts, but less subtile by rea-

son ofthe clearer vowel a, is indicated in jun-

gle, tangle, spangle, mangle, wrangle, brungle, dan-

gle ; as also in mumble, grumble,jumble, &c. But

at the same timethe close u implies something

obscure or obtunded ; and a congeries of con-

sonants mbl, denotes a confused kind of roll-

ing or tumbling, as in ramble, scumble, scramble,

wamble, amble ; but in these there is something

acute.

In nimble, the acuteness ofthe vowel denotes

celerity. In sparkle, sp denotes dissipation, ar

an acute crackling, k a sudden interruption,

a frequent iteration ; and in like manner in

sprinkle, unless in may imply the subtilty of

the dissipated guttules. Thick and thin differ,

in that the former ends with an obtuse conso-

nant, and the latter with an acute.

Inlike manner, in squeek, squeak, squeal, squall,

brawl, wraul, yaul, spaul, screek, shriek, shrill,

sharp, shrivel, wrinkle, crack, crash, clash, gnash,

plash, crush, hush, hisse, fisse, uhist, soft,jar, hurl,

curl, whirl, buz, bustle, spindle, dwindle, twine,

twist, and in many more, we may observe the

agreement of such sort of sounds with the

things signified ; and this so frequently hap-

pens, that scarce any language which I know
can be compared with ours. So that one mo-

nosyllable word, of which kind are almost all

ours, emphatically expresses what in other

languages can scarce be explained but by com-

pounds, or decompounds, or sometimes a tedi-

ous circumlocution.

We have many words borrowed from the

Latin ; but the greatest part of them were

communicated by the intervention of the

French ; asgrace,face, elegant, elegance, resemble.

Some verbs which seem borrowed from the

Latin, are formed from the present tense, and

some from the supines.

From the present are formed spend, expend,

expendo ; conduce, conduco ; despise, despicio ;

approve, approbo ; conceive, concipio .

demon-From thesupines, supplicate, supplico ;

strate, demonstro ; dispose, dispono ; expatiate,

expatior ; suppress, supprimo ; exempt, eximo.

Nothing is more apparent, than that Wallis

goes too far in quest of originals. Many of

these which seem selected as immediate de:

scendants from the Latin, are apparently

French, as, conceive, approve, expose, exempt.

Some words purely French, not derived

from the Latin, we have transferred into our

language ; as, garden,garter, buckler, to advance,

•

t
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o cry, to plead, from the French, jardin, jartier,

bouclier, avancer, cryer, plaider ; though, indeed,

even ofthese, part is ofLatin original.

As to many words which we have in com-

mon with the Germans, it is doubtful whether

the old Teutons borrowed them from the La-

tins, or the Latins from the Teutons, or both

had them from some common original ; as,

wine, vinum ; wind, ventus ; went, veni ; way,

via ; wall, vallum ; wallow, volvo ; wool, vellus ;

will, volo ; worm, vermis ; worth, virtus ; wasp,

vespa ; day, dies ; draw , traho ; tame, domo,

Souaw ; yoke, jugum, (ɛvyos ; over, upper, super,

Tεg ; am, sum, E ; break, frango , fly, volo ;

blow, flo. I make no doubt but the Teutonick

is more ancient than the Latin ; and, it is no

less certain, that the Latin, which borrowed a

great number of words, not only from the

Greek, especially the Æolick, but from other

neighbouring languages, as the Oscan and

others, which have long become obsolete, re-

ceived not a few from the Teutonick. It is

certain, that the English, German, and other

Teutonick languages, retained some derived

from the Greek, which the Latin has not ; as,

ax, achs, mit, ford, pfurd, daughter, tochter, mickle,

mingle, moon,fear, grave, graff, tograve, to scrape,

whole, from αξίνη, μετά, απορθμός, θυγάτης, μεγα

λos, miyvuw, penin, Engos, reapw, chos. Since they

received these immediately from the Greeks,

without the intervention ofthe Latin language,

why may not the other words be derived im-

mediately from the same fountain, though

they be likewise found among the Latins?

Our ancestors were studious to form borrow

ed words, however long, into monosyllables ;

and not only cut off the formative termina-

tions, but corrupted the first syllable, especial-

ly in words begining with a vowel ; and re-

jected not only vowels in the middle, but like-

wise consonants of a weaker sound, retaining

the stronger, which seem the bones of words,

or changing them for others ofthe same organ,

in order that the sound might become the sof-

ter ; but especially transposing their order,

that they might the more readily be pronoun-

ced without the intermediate vowels. For ex-

ample, in expendo, spend ; exemplum, sample ;

excipio, scape ; extranous, strange ; extractum,

stretched ; excrucio , to screw; exscorio, to scour ;

excorio, to scourge ; excortico, to scratch ; and

others beginning with ex : as also, emendo, to

mend ; episcopus, bishop ; in Danish, bisp ; epis

tola, epistle ; hospitale, spittle ; Hispania, Spain ;

historia, story.

Many of these etymologies are doubtful, and

some evidently mistaken.

The following are somewhat harder, Alex-

ander, Sander , Elisabetha, Betty ; apis, bee ; aper,

bar ; p passing into b, as in bishop ; and by cut

ting off a from the beginning, which is restor-

ed in the middle ; but for the old bar or bare,

we now say boar ; as for lang, long ; for bain,

bane ; for stane, stone ; aprugna, brawn, p being

changed into b, and a transposed, as in aper,

and g changed intow, as in pignus,pawn ; lege,

law ; anong, fox, cutting off the beginning and

changing p intoƒ, ás in pellis, a fell ; pullus, a

foal ; pater, father ; pavor, fear ; polio, file ;

pleo, impleo, fill, full ; piscs, fish ; and trans-

posing o into the middle, whici , was taken from

the beginning ; apex, a piece ; peak, pike ; zo-

phorus, freeze ; mustum, stum ; defensio, fence ;

dispensator, spenser ; asculto, escouter, French,

scout ; escalpo, scrape, restoring instead of

r, and hence scrap, scrabble, scrawl ; exculpo,

Scoop ; exterritus, start ; extonitus, attonitus,

stoun'd ; stemachus, maw ; offendo, fined ; obsti-

po, stop ; audere, dare ; cavere, ware ; whence,

a-ware, be-ware, wary, warm, warning ; for the

Latin v consonant formerly sounded like our

w , andthe modern sound of the v consonant was

formerly that ofthe letterf, that is, the Eolick

digamma, which had the sound of ✨, and the

modern sound of the letter fwas that of the

Greek or ph ; ulcus, ulcere, ulcer, sore ; and

hence, sorry, sorrow, sorrowful ; ingenium, en-

gine, gin ; scalenus, leaning, unless you would

rather derive it from xvo, whence inclino ;

infundibulum, funnel, gagates, jett ; projectum,

to jettforth, a jetty ; cucullus, a cowl.

There are syncopes somewhat harder ; from

tempore, time ; from nomine, name ; domina,

dame; as the French, homme, femme, nom,from

homine, fœmina, nomine. Thus pagina, page;

ποτηριον, pot ; κύπελλα, cup ; cantharus, can;

tentorium, tent ; precor, pray ; præda, prey;

speculor, spy ; plico, ply ; implico, imply ;

replico, reply ; complico, comply ; sedes epis .

copalis, see.

A vowel is also cut off in the middle, that

the number of the syllables may be lessened ;

as, amita , aunt ; spiritus, spright ; debitum,

debt ; dubito, doubt ; comes, comitis, count ;

clericus, clerk ; quietus, quit, quite ; acquieto,

to acquit ; separo, to spare ; stabilis, stable ; sta-

bulum, stable ; palatium, palace, place ; rabula,

rail, rawl, wraul, brawl, rable, brable ; quæsitio,

quest.

As also a consonant, or at least one of a sof-

ter sound, or even a whole syllable ; rotundus,

round ; fragilis, frail ; securus, sure ; regula,

rule ; tegula, tile ; subtilis, subtle ; nomen, noun ;

decanus, dean ; computo, count ; subitaneus,

sudden, soon ; superare, to soar ; periculum,

peril ; mirabile, marvel ; as magnus, main ; dig.

nor, deign ; tingo, stain ; tinctum, taint ; più-

go, paint ; prædari, reach.

The contraction may seem harder where

many of them meet ; as, nvgianos, kyrk, church ;

presbyter, priest ; sacristanus, sexton ; frango,

fregi, break, breach ; agus, pnya, beech ; ƒ chan-

ged into b, and g into ch, which are letters near

a-kin ; frigesco, freeze frigesco, fresh ; sc into

sh, as above in bishop, fish, so in scapha, skiff,

skip , and refrigesco, refresh ; but viresco, fresh ;

phlebotomus, fleam ; bovina, beef; vitulina,

veul ; sentiser, squire ; pænitentia, penance ; sanc-

tuarium, sanctuary, sentry ; quæsitio, chase ; per-

quisitio, purchase ; anguilla, eel ; insula, isle,

ile, island, iland ; insuletta, islet, ilet, eyght ; and

more contractedly ey, whence Owsney, Ruley,

Eley ; examinare, to scan ; namely, by reject-

ing from the beginning and end e and o, ac-

cording to the usual manner, the remainder

xumin, which the Saxons, who did not use x,
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writ scamen, or scamen, is contracted into scan ;

as from dominus, don ; nomine, noun ; abomino,

ban ; and indeed apumexamen, they turned in

to sciame ; for which we say swarme, by insert-

ing r to denote the murmuring ; the saurus,

store ; sedile, stool ; veros, wet ; sudo, sweat ;

gaudium, gay; jocus, joy ; succus, juice ; catena,

chain ; caliga, calga, chause, chausse, Fr. hose;

extinguo, stanch, squench, quench, stint ; foras,

forth ; species, spice ; recito, read ; adjuvo, aid;

av,ævum, ay, age, ever ; floccus, lock ; excerpo,

scrape, scrabble, scrawl ; extravagus, stray,

straggle ; collectum, clot, clutch ; colligo, coil ;

recolligo, recoil ; severo, swear ; stridulus,

shrill ; procurator, proxy ; pulso, to push ; cala-

mus, a quill ; impetere, to impeach ; augeo,

auxi, wax ; and vanesco, vanui , wane ; syllabare,

to spell; puteus, pit ; granum, corn ; comprimo,

cramp, crump, crumple, crinkle.

Some may seem harsher, yet may not be re-

jected, for it at least appears that some ofthem

are derived from proper names, and there are

others whose etymology is acknowledged by

every body ; as, Alexander, Elick, Scander,

Sander, Sandy, Sanny ; Elizabetha, Elizabeth,

Elisabeth, Betty, Bess; Margaretta, Margaret,

Marget, Meg, Peg; Maria, Mary, Mal, Pal,

Malkin, Mawkin, Mawkes ; Matthæus, Mattha,

Matthew ; Martha, Mat, Pat ; Gulielmus, Wil-

helmus, Girolamo, Guillaume, William, Will,

Bill, Wilkin, Wicken, Wicks, Weeks.

Thus cariophyllus, flos ; gerofilo, Ital. giri-

flée, gilofer, Fr. gilliflower, which the vulgar

call julyflower, as if derived from the month

July; petroselinum, parsley ; portulaca, pur-

slain ; cydonium, quince ; cydoniatum, quiddeny ;

persicum, peach; eruca, eruke, which they cor-

rupt to ear-wig, as if it took its name from the

ear ; annulus geminus, a gimmal orgimbal ring ;

and thus the word gimbal and jumbal is

transferred to other things thus interwoven ;

quelques choses, kickshaws . Since the origin of

these, and many others , however forced, is evi-

dent, it ought to appear no wonder to any one

if the ancients have thus disfigured many, es-

pecially as they so much affected monosylla-

bles ; and, to make the sound the softer, took

this liberty of maiming, taking away, chan-

ging, transposing, and softening them.

But, while we derive these from the Latin, I

do not mean to say, that many ofthem did not

immediately come to us from the Saxon, Da-

nish, Dutch, and Teutonick languages, and

other dialects, and sometakenmore latelyfrom

the French, Italians, or Spaniards.

The same word, according to its different

significations, often has a different origin ; as,

to bear a burden, fromfero ; but to bear, whence

birth, born, bairn, comes from pario ; and a bear,

at least if it be of Latin original, from fera.

Thus perch, a fish, from perca ; but perch, a

measure, from pertica, and likewise to perch.

To spell is from syllaba ; but spell, an enchant-

ment, by which it is believed that the bound-

aries are so fixed in lands that none can pass

them against the master's will, from expello ;

and spell, a messenger, from epistola ; whence

gospel, good-spell, or god-spell. Thus freese, or

freeze, fromfrigesco ; butfreeze, an architecto-

nick word, from zophorus ; butfreese, for cloth,

from Frisia, or perhaps fromfrigesco, as being

more fit than any other for keeping out the

cold.

or more

There are many words among us, even mo-

nosyllables, compounded of two

words, at least serving instead of compounds,

and comprising the signification ofmore words

than one ; as, from scrip and roll comes scroll ;

from proud and dance, prance ; from st of the

verb stay, or stand and out, is made stout ; from

stout and hardy, sturdy ; from sp of spit orspew,

and out, comes spout ; from the same sp, with

the termination in, is spin ; and, adding out,

spin out ; and from the same sp, with it, is spit,

which only differs from speut, in that it is smaller

and with less noise and force ; but sputter is, be-

cause of the obscure u, something between spit

and spout ; and by reason of adding ", it inti-

mates a frequent iteration and noise, but ob-

scurely confused ; whereas spatter, on account

of the sharper and clearer vowel a, intimates a

more distinct noise, in which it chiefly differs

from sputter. From the same sp, and the ter-

mination ark, comes spark, signifying a single

emission of fire with a noise ; namely, sp the

emission, ar the more acute noise, and the

mute consonant, intimates its being suddenly

terminated ; but, adding 1, is made the fre

quentative sparkle. The same sp, by adding r

that is spr, implies a more lively impetus of dit-

fusing or expanding itself ; to which adding the

termination ing, it becomes spring ; its vigour spr

imports, its sharpness the termination ing ; and

lastly in acute and tremulous ending inthe mute

consonant g, denotes the sudden ending of any

motion that is meant in its primary signifi-

cation, of a single, not a complicated exilition .

Hence we call spring whatever has an elastick

force ; as also a fountain of water, and thence

the origin ofany thing ; and to spring, to germi-

nate, and spring, one of the four seasons.

From the same spr, and out, is formed sprout,

and with the termination ig, sprig ; of which

the following, for the most part, is the differ-

ence; sprout, of agrosser sound, imports a fat-

ter or grosser bud ; sprig, of a slender sound,

denotes a smaller shoot. In like manner, from

str of the verb strive, and out, comes strout,

and strut. From the same str, and the termina-

tion uggle, is made struggle ; and this gl imports,

but without any great noise, by reason of the

obscure sound of the vowel u.
In like man-

ner, from throw and roll is made trull ; and al-

most in the same sense is trundle, from throw,

or thurst, and rundle. Thus graff or grough is

compounded of grave and rough; and trudge

from tread or trot, and drudge.

In these observations it is easy to discover

great sagacity and great extravagance ; an

ability to do much defeated bythe desire of

doing more than enough. It may be remark-

ed,

1. That Wallis's derivations are often so

made, that by the same licence any language /

may be deduced from any other.

2. That he makes no distinction between

words immediately derived by us from the La-

tin, and those which, being copied from other

21
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languages, can therefore afford no example of

the genins of the English language, or its laws

of derivation.

3. That he derives from the Latin, often

with great harshness and violence, words ap-

parently Teutonick ; and therefore, according

to his own declaration, probably older than

the tongue to which he refers them.

4. That some of his derivations are appa-

rently erroneous.

SYNTAX .

The established practice of grammarians re-

quires that I should here treat of the Syntax ;

but ourlanguage has so little inflection or varie-

ty ofterminations, that its construction neither

requires nor admits many rules. Wallis, there-

fore, has totally neglected it ; and Jonson, whose

desire of following the writers upon the learn-

ed languages, made him think a syntax indis-

pensably necessary, has published such petty

observations as were better omitted .

The verb, as in other languages, agrees with

the nominative in number and person ; as,

Thou fliestfrom good ; He runs to death.

Our adjectives and pronouns are invariable.

Of two substantives the noun possessive is

the genitive; as, Hisfather'sglory ; The sun's heat.

Verbs transitive require an oblique case ; as,

He loves me; Youfear him.

All prepositions require an oblique case ; as,

He gave this to me ; He took this from me ; He

says this ofme ; He came with me.

PROSODY.

Itis common for those that deliver the gram-

mar ofmodern languages, to omit the Prosody.

So that ofthe Italians is neglected by Buomut-

tei; that of the French by Desmarais ; and

that of the English by Wallis, Cooper, and even

by Jonson, though a poet. But, as the laws of

metre are included in the idea of grammar, I

have thought proper to insert them.

Prosody comprises orthoepy, or the rules of

pronunciation ; and orthometry, or the laws of

versification.

PRONUNCIATION is just, when every letter

has its proper sound, and when every syllable

has its proper accent, or, which in English ver-

sification is the same, its proper quantity.

The sounds of the letters have been already

explained ; and rules for the accent or quanti-

ty are not easily to be given, being subject to

innumerable exceptions. Such, however, as I

have read or formed, I shall here propose.

1. Ofdissyllables formed by affixing a termi-

nation, the former syllable is commonly ac-

cented ; as, childish, kingdom, actest, acted,

toilsome, lover, scoffer, fairer, foremost, zéulous,

fulness, godly, meekly, artist.

2. Dissyllables formed by prefixing a sylla-

ble to the radical word, have commonly the

accent on the latter ; as, to begét, to beseém, to

bestiny.

3. Of dissyllables, which are at once nouns

and verbs, the verb has commonly the accent

on the latter, and the noun on the former syl-

lable ; as, to descánt, a déscant ; to cement ; a cé-

ment; to contráct, a cóntract.

This rule has many exceptions. Though

werbs seldom have their accent on the former,

yet nouns have it often on the latter syllable ;

as, delight, perfume.

4. All dissyllables ending in y , as crúnny ; in

our, as, labour favour ; in ow, as willow, wál-

low, except allów ; in le, as battle, bible ; in ish,

as búnish ; in ck, as cámbrick, cássock ; in ter, as

to batter ; in age, as cóurage ; in en, as fásten ;

in et, as quiet ; accent the former syllable.

5. Dissyllable nouns ; in er, as cánker, búlter,

have the accent on the former syllable.

6. Dissyliable verbs terminating in a conso-

nant and e final, as comprise, escape ; or having

a diphthong in the last syllable, as appéase, re-

real ; or ending in two consonants, as atiénd ;

have the accent on the latter syllable .

7. Dissyllable nouns having a diphthong in

the latter syllable, have commonly their accent

onthe latter syllable, as applause ; except words

in ain, cértain, mountain.

s. Trissyllables formed by adding a termi-

nation, or prefixing a syllable, retain the ac-

cent ofthe radical word ; as , lóveliness, ténder-

ness, contémner, waggoner, bespatter, cómment-

ing, comménding, assurance.

9. Trissyllables ending in ous, as grácious,

árduous ; in al, as cápital ; in ion, as méntion ;

accent the first.

10. Trissyllables ending in ce, ent, and ate,

accent the first syllable, as countenance, conti-

nence, ármament, imminent, élegant, própagate ;

except they be derived from words havingthe

accent on the last, as connivance, acquaintance ;

or the middle syllable hath a vowel before two

consonants, as promulgate.

11. Trissyllables ending in y, as éntity , spé-

cify, liberty, victory, subsidy, commonly accent

the first syllable .

12. Trissyllables in re or le accent the first

syllable, as légible, théaire ; except disciple,

and some words whichhave a position, as ex-

úmple, epistle.

13. Trissyllables in ude commonly accent

the first syllable, as plénitude.

14. Trissyllables ending in ator or atour, as

creátour ; or having in the middle syllable a

diphthong, as endeavour ; or a vowel before two

consonants, as doméstick ; accent the middie

syllable.

15. Trissyllables that have their accent on

the last syllable are commonly French, as ac

quiésce, repartée, magazine, or words formed by

prefixing one or two syllables to an accute syl

lable, as immature, overcharge.

16. Polysyllables, or words of more than

three syllables, follow the accent ofthe words

from which they are derived, as árrogating,

continency, incóntinently, commendable, communi-

cableness. We should therefore say disputable,

indisputable, rather than disputable, indisputable ;

and advertisement, rather than advertisement.

17. Words in ion have the accent upon the

antepenult, as salvútion, perturbation, concóction;

words inatour or ator on the penult, as dedicátor.

18. Words ending in le commonly have the

accent on the first syllable, as amicable, unless

the second syllable have a vowel before two

consonants, as combustible.
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19 Words ending in ous have the accent on

the antepenult, as uxórious, voluptuous.

20. Words ending in ty have their accent on

the antepenult, as pusillanímity, activity.

These rules are not advanced as complete or

infallible, but proposed as useful. Almost every

rule of every language has its exceptions ; and

in English, as in other tongues, much must be

learned by example and authority. Perhaps

more and better rules may be given that have

escaped my observation.

VERSIFICATION is the arrangement of a

certain number of syllables according to cer-

tain laws.

The feet ofourverses are either iambick, as

alóft create ; trochaick, as hóly, lófty.

Our iambick measure comprises verses

Offour syllables.

Most good, most fair,

Or things as rare,

To call you's lost;

For all the cost

Words can bestow,

So poorly show

Upon your praise,

That all the ways

Sense hath come short.

With ravish'd ears

The monarch hears.

Of six.

This while we are abroad,

Shall we not touch our lyre ?

Shall we not sing an ode ?.

Or shall this holy fire,

In us that strongly glow'd,

In this cold air expire ?

Though in the utmost peak

A while we do remain,

Amongst the mountains blesk,

Expos'd to sleet and rain,

No sport our hours shall break,

To exercise our vein.

What though bright Phœbus' beams

Refresh the southern ground,

And though the princely Thames

With beauteous nymphs abound,

And by old Camber's streams

Be many wonders found ;

Yet many rivers clear

Here glide in silver swathes,

And what of all most dear,

Buxton's delicious baths,

Strong ale and noble chear

Of eight, which is the usual measure of

short poems.

And may at last my weary age

Find out the peaceful hermitage,

The hairy gown, and mossy cell,

Where I may sit , and nightly spell

Of ev'ry star the sky doth shew,

And ev'ry herb that sips the dew.

Milton.

Often, which is the common measure of he-

roick and tragick poetry.

7
Full in the midst ofthis created space, "

Betwixt heav'n, earth, and skies, there stands

a place

Confining on all three ; with triple bound ;

Whence all things,though remote, are view'd

around,

And thither bring their undulating sound.

The palace ofloud Fame, her seat of pow'r,

Plac'd on the summit of a lofty tow'r;

A thousand winding entries , long and wide,

Receive of fresh reports a flowing tide.

A thousand cramies in the walls are made,

Nor gate nor bars exclude the busy trade.

'Tis built of brass, the better to diffuse

The spreading sounds, and multiply the news ;

Drayton. Where echoes in repeated echoes play ;

T'assuage breem winter's scathes."

In places far or near,

Or famous or obscure,

"Where wholsome is the air,

Or where the most impure;

All times, and every where,

The muse is still in ure.

A mart for ever full, and open night and day.

Nor silence is within, nor voice express,

Dryden. But a deaf noise of sounds that never cease ;

Confus'd, and chiding, like the hollow roar

Of tides, receding from th' insulted shore ;

Or like the broken thunder, heard from far,

When Jove to distance drives the rolling war.

The courts are fill'd with atumultuous din

Of crowds, or issuing forth, or ent'ring in ;

A thoroughfare of news, where some devise

Things never heard, some mingle truth with

lies ;

Drayton.

The troubled air with empty sound they beat,

Intent to hear, and eager to repeat.

Dryden.

In all these measures the accents are to be

placed on even syllables ; and every line con-

sidered by itself is more harmonious, as this

rule is more strictly observed. The variations

necessary to pleasure belong to the art ofpoe-

try, not the rules of grammar.

Our trochaick measures are

Ofthree syllables.

Here we may

Think and pray,

Before death

Of five.

Stops our breath ;

Other joys

Are but toys. Walton's Angler

In the days of old,

Stories plainly told,

Lovers felt amoy. Old Ballad
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Ofseven.

Fairest piece of well-form'd earth,

Urge not thus your haughty birth.

Waller.

In these measures the accent is to be placed

on the odd syllables .

These are the measures which are now in

use, and above the rest those of seven, eight,

and ten syllables . Our ancient poets wrote

verses sometimes of twelve syllables, as Dray-

ton's Polyolbion.

·

fall the Cambrian shires their heads that

bear so high,

And farth'st survey their soils with an ambi-

tious eye.

Mervinia for her hills, as for their matchless

crowds,

The nearest that are said to kiss the wand'ring

clouds,

Especial audience craves, offended with the

throng,

That she of all the rest neglected was so long ;

Alleging for herself, when through the Sax-

on's pride,

The godlike race of Brute to Severn's setting,

side

Were cruelly enforc'd, her mountains did re-

lieve

Those whom devouring war else ev'ry where

did grieve.

And when all Wales beside (by fortune or by

might.)

Unto her ancient foe resign'd her ancient right,

A constant maiden still she only did remain,

The last her genuine laws which stoutly did

retain.

And as each one is prais'd for her peculiar

things,

So only she is rich in mountains meres, and

springs ;

And holds herself as great in her superfluous

waste,

As others by their towns, and fruitful tillage

grac'd .

And offourteen, as Chapman's Homer.

And as the mind of such a man, that hath a

long way gone,

And either knoweth not his way, or else would

let alone

His purpos'd journey, is distract.

The measures of twelve and fourteen sylla-

bles were often mingled by our old poets,

sometimes in alternate lines, and sometimes in

alternate couplets.

The verse of twelve syllables, called an

Alexandrine, is now only used to diversify he-
roick lines.

Waller was smooth, but Dryden taught to

join

The varying verse, the full resounding line ;

The long majestick march, and energy di-

vine . Pope.

The pause in the Alexandrine must be at the

sixth syllable.

The verse of fourteen syllables is now bro-

ken into a soft lyrick measure of verses, con-

sisting alternately of eight syllables and six

She to receive thy radiant name,

Selects a whiter space.

When all shall praise, and ev'ry lay

Devote a wreath to thee,

That day, for come it will, that day

Shall I lament to see.

Fenton,

Lewis to Pope.

Beneath this tomb an infant lies

To earth whose body lent,

Hereafter shall more glorious rise,

But not more innocent.

When the archangel's trump shall biow

And souls to bodies join,

What crowds shall wish their lives below

Had been as short as thine. Wesley

We have another measure very quick and

lively, ano therefore much used in songs, which

may be called the anapestick, in which the ac-

cent rests upon every third syllable.

May I govern my passions with absolute sway,

And grow wiser and better as life wears away.

Dr. Pope.

In this measure a syllable is often retrench

ed from the first foot ; as,

Diógenes súrly and proúd. Dr. Pope,

When présent we love, and when absent agrée,

I think not of I'ris, nor I'ris ofmé. Dryden.

These measures are varied by many combi

nations, and sometimes by double endings,

either with or without rhyme, as in the heroic

measure.

Addison

"Tis the divinity that stirs within us,

'Tis heaven itself that points out an hereafter,

And intimates eternity to man.

So in that of eight syllables ,

•

They neither added nor confounded,

They neither wanted nor abounded.

In that of seven.

For resistance I could fear none,

But with twenty ships had done

What thou, brave and happy Vernon,

Hast achiev'd with six alone.

In that ofsix.

Twas when the seas were roarings

With hollow blasts of wind,

A damsel lay deploring,

All on a rock reclin'd.

Prior.

Glover

Gay.
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In the anapestick

When terrible tempests assail us,

And mountainous billows affright,

Nor power nor wealth can avail us,

But skilful industry steers right. Ballad.

To these measures, and their laws, may be

reduced every species of English verse.

Our versification admits offew licenses , ex-

cept a synalopha, or elision of e in the be-

fore a vowel, as th' eternal ; and more rarely

ofo in to, as t' accept ; and a synæresis, by which

two short vowels coalesce into one syllable, as

question, special ; or a word is contracted by the

expulsion of a short vowel before a liquid, as

avrice, temp'rance.

Thus have I collected rules and examples,

bywhich the English language may be learned,

if the reader be already acquainted with gram-

matical terms, or taught by a master to those

that are more ignorant. To have written a

grammar for such as are not yet initiated in the

schools, would have been tedious, and perhaps

at last ineffectual.

THE SAXON AND ENGLISH ALPHABETS.

a a

k

1

C

m m

n n

X X X

y

Z
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A

DICTIONARY

OF THE

ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

АВА

A, Has in the English language, three dif-
2ferent sounds. The broad sound, as, all,

wall. The open, father, rather. The slender,

or close, is the peculiar a of the English lan-

guage. Of this sound we have examples in

place, face, waste.

e. A, an article set before nouns of the sin-

gular number ; a man, a tree. Before a word

beginning with a vowel, it is written an; as,

an ox.

3. A is sometimes a noun ; as, great A.

4. A is placed before a participle, or parti-

cipial noun.

A hunting.

A begging.

Prior.

Dryden.

5. A has a signification denoting propor-

tion. The landlord hath a hundred a year.

Addison.

6. A is used inburlesque poetry, to lengthen

out a syllable.

For cloves and nutmegs to the lipe-a.Dryden.

7. A is sometimes put for he.

8. A, in composition, seems sometimes the

French a, and sometimes at, as aside, aslope,

aware, a-weary, a-trip. Shakespeare.

9. A is sometimes redundant ; as, arise, arouse,

awake. Dryden.

10. A, in abbreviation, stands for artium, or

arts ; as, A. M. artium magister

ABA'CK. s . [from abacus, Lat.] A plain square

Ben Jonson.surface.

A'BACUS. s. [Latin ]

1. A counting table.

2. The uppermost member of a column.

ABA'FT. ad. [of abartan, Sax.] From the

fore-part ofthe ship, towards the stern.

To ABANDON. v. a. [abandonner, Fr.]

1. To give up, resign, or quit.

2. To desert.

3. To forsake.

Dryden.

Sidney. Shakespeare.

Spenser.

ABA'NDONED . part. a.

1. Given up. Shakespeare.

2. Forsaken.

3. Corrupted in the highest degree.

ABB

ABANDONMENT. s . [abandonnement, Fr.]
The act of abandoning.

ABARTICULATION. s. [ from ab, from and

articulus, a joint, Lat.] That species of arti-

culation that has manifest motion.

•
To ABAʼSE. v. a. [ abaisser, Fr.] To cast down,

to depress, to bring low. Sidney.

ABA'SEMENT. s. The state of being brought

low; depression. Ecclesiasticus,

To ABA'SH . v. a. (See BASHFUL.] To make

ashamed. Milton

To ABATE. v. a. [from the French abbutre.]

1. To lessen, to diminish.

2. To deject, or depress.

Davies

Dryden

3. To let down the price in selling.

4. [In common law. ] To abate a writ is, by

some exception, to defeat or overthrow it.

To ABATE. v. n. To grow less.

ABATEMENT. s. [abatement, Fr ]

1. The act ofabating.

Cowell.

Dryden

Locke.

Arbuthnot.2. The state of being abated.

3. The sum or quantity taken away in the

act of abating. Swift.

Atterbury

4. The cause of abating ; extenuation.

ABA'TER. s . The agent or cause by which an

abatement is procured. Arbuthnot.

ABB. s. The yarn on a weaver's warp, among

clothiers. Chambers.

A'BBA. s . [ Heb . ] A Syriack word, which

signifies father.

A'BBACY. s. [abbatia, Lat.] The rights, pos

sessions, or privileges of an abbot.

To ABEAR. v. a. [ from abæɲan, Sax. pati.

To deport; to demean. Spenser

A'BBESS. s. [ abbatissa, Lat. abesse, Fr.] The

superiour of a nunnery. Dryden

A'BBEY, or ABBY. s . abbatia, Lat.] A mo.

nastery ofreligious persons, whether men of

Shakespeare.

A'BBEY-LUBBER. s. A slothful loiterer in a

religious house,under pretence ofretirement.

Dryden.

women.
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A'BBOT. 3. [in the lower Latin abbas.] The

chief of a convent of men.

T ABBREVIATE. v . a. [abbreviare, Lat.]

1. Toshorten by contraction of parts without

loss ofthe main substance.

2. To shorten, to cut short.

ABBREVIATION, s.

1. The act of abbreviating.

Bacon.

Brown.

Swift.

2. The means used to abbreviate, as charac-

ters signifying whole words.

ABBREVIATOR. s . One who abridges.

ABBREVIATURE. s . [ abbreviatura, Lat ]

1. A mark used for the sake of shortening.

2. A compendium or abridgment. Taylor.

ABBREUVOIR. s. [in French , a Watering-

place .] Among masons, the joint or juncture

of two stones.

A, B, C, pronounced abece.

1. The alphabet.

2. The little books by which the elements of

reading are taught.

To A'BDICATE. v. a. [abdico, Lat.] To give

up ; to resign ; applied commonly to some

right, or office. Addison.

ABDICATION. s . [abdicatio, Lat.] The act of

abdicating ; resignation.

A'BDICATIVE. a. That which causes or im-

plies abdication.

ABDO'MEN. s . [Lat from abdo, to hide.] A

cavity commonly called the lower venter or

belly ; it contains the stomach, guts, liver,

spleen, bladder, and is within lined with a

membrane called the peritonæum.

ABDO'MINAL.

ABDOMINOUS.

a. Relating to the abdo-

men.

To ABDU'CE. v . a. [abduco, Lat.] To draw

to a different part ; to withdraw one part
from another. Brown.

ABDUCENT. a . Muscles abducent serve to

open or pull back divers parts of the body.

ABDUCTOR. s. [Lat.] The muscle which
draws back the several members. Arbuthnot.

ABDUCTION. s Taking away. Blackstone.

ABECEDARIAN. s. [ from the names of a,

b, c.] A teacher of the alphabet, or first ru

diments of literature.

A'BECEDARY. a . Belonging to the alphabet.

A'BED. ad. [ from a for at, and bed.] In bed.

ABERRANCE.. A deviation from the right

way ; an errour. Glanville.

ABERRANCY. The same withABERRANCE.

Brown.

ABERRANT. a. [from aberrans, Lat.] Wan-

dering from the right orknown way.

ABERRATION. s. [ from aberratio, Lat. ] The

act ofdeviating from the common track.Glar.

ABERRING. part. [aberro, Latin.] Going

astray. Brown.

To ABERUNCATE. v . a. [arerunco, Latin . ]

To pull up by the roots.

To ABET.va. [from betan,Sax. ]To pushfor-

ward another,tosupport him in his designs by

connivance, encouragement, or help.

Fuiry Queen.
ABE'TMENT. s. The act of abetting.

AB'ETTER,or ABETTOR. s. He that abets ;

the supporter or encourager ofanother.Dryd.

ABEYANCE. 8. The right of fee-simple lieth

in abeyance, when it is all only in the remem

brance, intendment, and consideration ofthe

law. Cowell.

Milton.

Locke. South.

To ABHO'R. v. a. [ahhorreo, Lat.] To bate

with acrimony ; to loath.

ABHO'RRENČE. Įs. [from abhor.] The act

ABHO'RRENCY. Š of abhorring, detestation.

ABHO'RRENT. a [from abhor.]

1. Struck with abhorrence.

2.Contrary to,foreign,inconsistent with. Dryd

ABHO'RRER. s. [from abhor.] A hater, de-

Swifttester.

To ABIDE. v. n. I abode or abid . [from aubi-

dian, Sax .]

1. To dwell in a place, not to remove. Gen

2. To dwell. Shakespeare.

3. To remain, not to cease or fail. Psalms.

4. To continue in the same state. Stillingf.

5. It is used with the particle with before a

person, and at or in before a place.

To ABI'DE. v. a.

1.To wait for, expect, attend, await. FairyQ

2. To bear or support the consequences ofa

thing. Milton.

3. To bear or support, without being con-

quered
Woodward.

Sidney.

Pope.

4. To bear without aversion.

5. To bear or sufter

ABIDER. s . [from abide.] The person that

abides or dwells in a place.

ABI'DING. s. [from abide ] Continuance. Ral.

A'BJECT a. [ubjectus, Lat.]

1. Mean or worthless.

2. Contemptible, or of no value.

3. Without hope or regard.

Addison.

Milton.

Milton.

4. Destitute, mean and despicable. Dryden.

A'BJECT. s . A man without hope. Psalms.

To ABJECT. v . a [ abjicio,Lat ]To throwaway.

ABJECTEDNESS. s. [ from abject.] The state

of an abject. Boyle.

ABJE'CTION. s . [from abject. ] Meanness of

mind ; servility ; baseness .
Hooker.

A'BJECTLY. ud. [from abject .] In an abject

manner, meanly.

A'BJECTNESS . s . [from abject.] Servility,

Green.meanness.

ABILITY. s . [habilité, Fr.]

1. The power to do any thing, whether de

pending upon skill, or riches, or strength.

Sidney.

2. Capacity, qualification, power. Dun.

3. When it has the plural number, abilities, it

frequently significs the faculties or powers of

the mind. Rogers.

ABINTE'STATE. a . [ofab, from, and intesta

tus, Lat.] A term oflaw, implying him that

inherits from a man, who, though he hadthe

power to make a will, yet did not make it.

To ABJU'RE . v a. [abjuro, Lat.]
Hale1. To swear not to do something.

2. To retract, or recant, or abnegate a posi

ABJURATION. s. [from abjure. ] The act of

tion upon oath.

abjuring , the oath taken for that end.

To ABLACTATE. v. u. [ablacto, Lat.] To
wean from the breast.

ABLACTA'TION. s. One of the methods of

grafting.

ABLAQUEA'TION. s. [ablaqueatio, Latin.]



ABO ABO

The practice ofopening the ground about the

roots oftrees. Evelyn.

ABLATION. 8. [ablatio, Lat.] The act oftak-

ing away.

A'BLATIVE. a. [ablativus, Lat.]

J. That which takes away.

2. The sixth case of the Latin nouns.

A'BLE. a. [habile, Fr. habilis, Lat.]

1. Having strong faculties , or great strength

or knowledge, riches, or any other power of

mind, body, or fortune.

2. Having power sufficient.

Bacon.

South.

To A'BLE. v . a. To make able ; to enable.Shak.

A'BLE-BODIED. a. Strong of body.

To A'BLEGATE. v. a [ablego , Lat.] To send

abroad upon some employment.

ABLEGA'TION. s. [ from ablegate ] A sending

abroad.

A'BLENESS . s . [from able.] Ability of body,

vigour, force. Sidney.

A'BLEPSY.S.[ABλa,Gr. ]Want ofSight. Dict.

A'BLUENT. a . [abluens, Lat. ] That which has

the power of cleansing.

ABLUTION. s. [ablutio, Lat.]

1. The act ofcleansing.

2. The rinsing of chymical preparations in

water.

3. The cup given, without consecration, to

the laity in the popish churches.

To A'BNEGATE. v. a . [from abnego, Lat.] To

deny.

ABNÉGATION. s. [abnegatio, Lat.] Denial ;

renunciation. Hammond.

ABOʻARD. a. [from the French à bord, as aller

àbord, envoyer à bord.] In a ship . Raleigh.

ABO'DE. s. [from abide.]

1. Habitation, dwelling, place of residence.

Waller.

2. Stay, continuance in a place. Shakespeare.

3. To make abode ; to dwell, to reside , to in-

habit. Dryden.

ToABO'DE. v. a. [See BODE.] To foretoken

or foreshow ; to be a prognostic, to be omi-

Shakespeare.

ABO'DEMENT. s. [from to abode .] A secret

anticipation ofsomething future.Shakespeare.

To ABO'LISH. v. a. [from aboleo, Lat .]

1. To annul.

nous.

Hooker.

2. To put an end to ; to destroy. Hayward.

ABO'LISHABLE.a . [from abolish. ] That which

may be abolished.

ABOʻLISHER. s. [from abolish.] He that

abolishes.

ABOʻLISHMENT. s. [from abolish.] The act

of abolishing. Hooker.

ABOLITION. s. [from abolish.] The act of

abolishing.
Grew.

ABOʻMINABLE. a. [abominabilis, Lat.]

1. Hateful, detestable.

2. Unclean.

Swift.

Leviticus.

3. In low and ludicrous language, it is a word

ofloose and indeterminate censure. Shakesp.

ABOʻMINABLENESS . s . [from abominable.]

The quality of being abominable ; hateful-

ness, odiousness. Bentley.

ABOMINABLY. ad. [from abominable.] Exces

sively, extremely, exceedingly ; in the ill

Arbuthnot.sense..

ToABO'MINATE. v. a . [abominar, Lat.] To

abhor, detest, hate utterly. Southern.

ABOMINA"TION. §.

Swift

Genesis,

Shakespeare.

2 Kings.

1. Hatred, detestation.

2. The object ofhatred.

3. Pollution, defilement.

4. The cause of pollution.

ABORIGINES. s. [Lat. ] The carliest inhabi-

tants of a country ; those ofwhom no origi

nal is to be traced ; as the Welsh in Britain.

ABOʻRTION. s. [abortio, Lat.]

1. The act of bringing forth untimely.

2. The produce of an untimely birth . Arbuth.

ABO'RTİVE. s . That which is born before the

due time. Peachum.

ABORTIVE. a . [ubortivus, Lat.]

1. Brought forth before the due time of birth.

Shakespeare.

2. Figuratively, that which fails for want of

time. South,

3. That which brings forth nothing. Milton,

ABO'RTIVELY. ad. [from abortive.] Born

withoutthe due time ; immaturely, untimely.

ABOʻRTIVENESS. s . [from abortive. ] The

state ofabortion.

ABORTMENT. s . [from aborto, Lat.] The

thing brought forth out of time ; an untime-

ly birth . Bacon.

ABOVE. prep [from a and bufan, Saxon ;

boven, Dutch.]

1. Higher in place. Dryden.

2. More in quantity or number. Exodus.

3. Higher in rank, power, or excellence .Psal.

4. Superiour to ; unattainable by.

5. Beyond ; more than.

6. Too proud for ; too high for.

ABO'VE. ad.

I. Over-head.

2. In the regions ofheaven.

3. Before.

From above.

1. From an higher place.

2. From heaven.

Swift.

Locke.

Pope.

Bacon.

Popla

Dryden.

Dryden .

James.

ABOVE ALL. In the first place ; chiefly. Dry.

ABOVE-BOARD. In open sight ; without ar-

tifice or trick. L'Estrange.

ABOVE-CITED . Cited before. Addison.

ABOVEGROUND . An expression used to sig-

nify, that a man is alive ; not in the grave.

ABOVE-MENTIONED. Mentioned before.

To ABOʻUND. v. n. [abundo, Latin, abonder,

French.]

1. To have in great plenty ; followed bywith

or in

2. Near to.

2. To be in great plenty.

ABOʻUT. prep. [aburzon, or abutan, Sax.]

1. Round, surrounding, encircling. Dryden.

Ben Jonson

3.Concerning,with regard to,relating to .Locke

4. Engaged in, employed upon. Taylor.

5. Appendant to the person ; as cloaths, &c.

Milton.

6. Relating tothe person ; as a servant. Sid.

ABOUT. ad.

1. Circularly.

2. In circuit.

3. Nearly.

Shakespeare

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

4. Here and there ; every wcay. Fa. Queen

5. With to before a verb ; as, about to fly;

uponthe point, within a small time of.

6. The longest way, in opposition to the

short straight way. Shakespeare
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7. To bring about ; to bring to the point or

state desired ; as, he has brought about hispur-

poses.

8. To come about ; to come to some certain

state or point.

9. To go about a thing ; to prepare to do it.

Some of these phrases seem to derive their

original from the French a bout ; venir a bout

d'une chose ; venir a bout de quelqu'un.

A. Bp. for Archbishop.

ABRACADA'BRA. s. A superstitious charm

against agues.

Hale.

fo ABRA'DE. v. a. [abrado, Lat.] To rub off;

to wear away from other parts.

A'BRAHAM's BALM. s . An herb.

ABRA'SION. s. [ See ABRADE.]

1. The act of abrading ; the rubbing off.

2. The matter worn off by the attrition of

bodies.

ABREAST. ad. [ See BREAST.] Side by side ;

in such a position that the breasts may bear

against the same line. Shakesp.

To ABRIDGE. v. u. [abreger, Fr. abbrevio,

Lat. ]

1. To make shorter in words, keeping still

the same substance. 2 Macc.

2. To contract, to diminish, to cutshort. Locke.

3. To deprive of. Shakesp.

-ABRIDGED OF. p. Deprived of, debarred

from.

ABRIDGER. s. [from abridge.]

1. He that abridges ; a shortener.

2. Awriter ofcompendiums or abridgements.

ABRIDGEMENT. s . [abregement, French.]

1. The contraction of a larger work into a

small compass.

2. A diminution in general .

Hooker.

Donne.

3. Restraint or abridgement of liberty. Locke.

ABRO'ACH . ad. [ See To BROACH .]

1. In a posture to run out.

Shakesp.

Hooker.

Swift.

2. In astate of being diffused or propagated.
Shakesp.

ABROAD. ad. [compounded of a and broad.]

1. Without confinement ; widely; at large.Milt.

2. Out of the house.

3. In another country.

4. In all directions ; this way and that. Dryd.

5. Without, not within. Hooker.

To A'BROGATE. v. a. [ abrogo, Lat. ] To

take away from a law its force ; to repeal,

to annul. Hooker.

ABROGATION. s . [ abrogatio, Lat.] The act

of abrogating, the repeal of a law. Clarendon.

ABRUPT. a. [abruptus, Lat.]

1. Broken, craggy. Thomson.

2. Divided, without any thing intervening.

Milt.

3. Sudden, without the customary or proper

preparatives. Shakesp.

4. Unconnected. B. Jonson.

ABRUPTION. s. [abruptio, Lat. ] Violent
and sudden separation. Woodward.

ABRUPTLY. ad. [ See ABRUPT. ] Hastily,

without the due forms of preparation.

Sidney. Add.

ABRUPTNESS. s. [from abrupt .]

1 An abrupt manner , haste, suddenness.

2. l'uconnectedness, roughness, cragginess.

A'BSCESS . s. [abscessus, Lat. ] A morbid ca-

vity in the body. Arbuth

To ABSCIND. v. a. To cut off.

ABSCI'SSA. s. [Lat . ] Part of the diameter

of a conick section, intercepted between

the vertex and a semiordinate.

ABSCI'SSION. s. [ abscissio, Lat. ]

1. The act of cutting off.

2. The state of being cut off.

Wiseman.

Brown.

To ABSCO'ND. v. n. [abscondo, Lat.] To hide

one's self.

ABSCO'NDER. s. [from abscond. ] The person

that absconds.

A'BSENCE. s. [ See ABSENT.]

1. The state ofbeing abs at, opposed to pre

Shakespeare,sence.

2. Wantofappearance, in the legal sense..Add

3. Inattention, heedlessness, neglect of th

present object.
Addison.

A'BSENT. a. [ absens, Lat.]

1. Not present ; used with the particlefrom,

Pope.

2. Absent in mind, inattentive. Addison.

To ABSENT. v. a. To withdraw, to forbear

to come into presence. Shakesp.

ABSENTE'E. s. A word used commonly with

regard to Irishmen living out of their coun-

try. Davies.

ABSINTHIATED. p. [from absinthium, Lat.]

Impregnated with wormwood.

To ABSIST. v. n. [absisto, Lat. ] To stand off,

to leave off.

To ABSO´LVE . v. a. [absolvo, Lat. ]

1. To clear, to acquit of a crime in a judi-
cial sense. Shakesp.

2. To set free from an engagement or pro-

mise. Waller.

3. To pronounce a sin remitted, in the ec-

clesiastical sense. Pope.

4. To finish, to complete. Little used.

A'BSOLUTE. a. [absolutus, Lat.]

1. Complete ; applied as well to persons as

things. Hooker.

2. Unconditional ; as, an absolute promise..South.

3. Not relative ; as, absolute space. Stillingfl.

4. Not limited ; as, absolute power. Dryden.

A'BSOLUTELY. ad. [ from absolute.]

1. Completely, without restriction . Sidney.

2. Without relation.

3. Without limits or dependance.

4. Without condition.

5. Peremptorily, positively.

A'BSOLUTENESS. s. [from absolute.]

1. Completeness.

Hooker.

Dryden.
Hooker.

Milton

Bacon.

2. Freedom from dependance or limits .Cluren.

3. Despotism.

ABSOLUTION. s. [absolutio, Lat.]

1. Acquittal.

2. The remission of sins, or penance. South

A'BSOLUTORY. a. [absolutorius, Lat.] That

which absolves.

ABSONANT. a. Contrary to reason.

A'BSONOUS . a. [absonus, Lat. ] Absurd, con

trary to reason.

To ABSORB. v. a. [absorbeo, Lat.; preter.

absorbed ; part. pret. absorbed, or absorpt.]

1. To swallow up.

2. To suck up.

Woodward .

Phillips.

Harvey.

ABSORBENT, s. [absorbens . Lat.] A medi
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cine that, by the softness or porosity of its

parts, either eases the asperities of pungent

humours,or draws away superfluous moisture
in the body. Quincy.

ABSOʻRPT. p. [from absorb. ] Swallowed up.

Pope.

ABSORPTION, s. [from absorb .] The act of

swallowing up. Burnet.

To ABSTAIN. v. n. [abstineo, Lat.] To for-

bear, to deny one's self any gratification .
ABSTE'MIOUS . a. [abstemius, Lat.] Tempe-

rate, sober, abstinent.

ABSTE'MIOUSLY. ad. [from abstemious.]

Temperately, soberly, without indulgence.

ABSTE'MIOUSNESS. s. [ See ABSTEMIOUS. ]

The quality ofbeing abstemious.

ABSTENTION. s. [from abstineo, Lat.] The

act of holding off.

To ABSTE'RGE. v. a. [abstergo, Lat.] To

cleanse by wiping.

ABSTERGENT. a. Cleansing ; having a

cleansing quality.

Brown.

ToABSTE'RSE . [See ABSTERGE.] To cleanse,

to purify. Not in use.

ABSTERSION. s. [abstersio, Lat. ] The act of

cleansing. Bacon.

ABSTE'RŠIVE. a. [from absterge.] That has

the quality of absterging or cleansing. Bacon.
A'BSTINENCE. s . [abstinentia, Lat.]

1. Forbearance of any thing. Locke.

2. Fasting, or forbearance of necessary

food. Shakespeare.

A'BSTINENT. a. [abstinens, Lat. ] That uses

abstinence.

ToABSTRACT. v. a . [abstraho, Lat.]

1. To take one thing from another.

2. To separate ideas. Locke.

Watts.3. To reduce to an epitome.

ABSTRACT. a [abstractus, Lat. ] Separated

from something else, generally used with re-

lation to mental perceptions ; as, abstract

mathematicks. Wilkins.

A'BSTRACT. s. [from the verb.]

1. A smaller quantity, containing the virtue

or power of a greater. Shakespeare.

2. An epitome made by taking out the prin-

cipal parts.

3. The state of being abstracted.

ABSTRACTED. p. a. [from abstract.]

1. Separated.

2. Refined, abstruse.

3. Absent of mind.

Watts.

ABSTRU'SELY. ad. Obscurely, not plainly,

or obviously.

ABSTRU'SENESS . 8. [from abstruse.] Diffi-

culty, or obscurity. Boyle.
ABSTRU'SITY. s.

1. Abstruseness.

Brown.2. That which is abstruse.

To ABSU'ME. v. a. [absumo, Lat.] To bring

to an end by a gradual waste.

ABSURD. a. [absurdus, Lat.]

Hale

1. Unreasonable ; without judgment. Bacon.

2. Inconsistent ; contrary to reason. South.

ABSURDITY. s. [from absurd.]

Locke

Addison.

1. The quality of being absurd.

2. That which is absurd .

ABSURDLY, ad . [from absurd .] Improperly,

unreasonably. Swift.

ABSURDNESS. s. The quality of being ab-

surd ; injudiciousness, impropriety.

ABU'NDANCE. s. [abondance, Fr.]

1. Plenty.

2. Great numbers.

3. A great quantity.

4. Exuberance, more than enough.

ABU'NDANT. a. [abundans, Lat.]

1. Plentiful.

2. Exuberant.

Crashaw.

Addison.

Raleigh.

Spenser.

Par. Lost.

Arbuthnot.

Burnet.3. Fully stored ; with in.

ABUNDANTLY. ad. [from abundant .]

1. In plenty. Gen.

2. Amply, liberally, more than sufficient.

Rogers.

To ABU'SE. v. a. [abutor, Lat. In abuse, the

verb, s has the sound of z ; in the noun, the

common sound.]

1. To make an ill use of. 1 Cor.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

2. To deceive, to impose upon.

3. To treat with rudeness .

ABU'SE. s . [from the verb abuse. ]

1. The ill use ofany thing.

2. A corrupt practice, bad custom.

3. Seducement.

4. Unjust censure, rude reproach.

ABU'SER. s . [pronounced abuzer. ]

1. He that makes anill use.

2. He that deceives.

3. He that reproaches with rudeness.

4. A ravisher, a violator.

ABU'SIVE. a. [from abuse.]

Hooker.

Swift.

Sidney.

Milton.

Wotton.

Milton. 1. Practising abuse. Pope

Donne. 2. Containing abuse ; as, an abusive lam-

poon. Roscommon.

Bacon.

3
Boyle.

Herbert.

ABSTRACTEDLY. ad. With abstraction,

simply, separately from all contingent cir-
cumstances.

ABSTRACTION. s. [abstractio, Lat.]

1. The act of abstracting.

2. The state of being abstracted.

Dryden.

Watts.

Pope.

3. Absence of mind, inattention.

4. Disregard of worldly objects.

ABSTRACTIVE. a. [ from abstract.] Having

the power or quality of abstracting,

ABSTRACTLY. ad. [from abstract. ] In an

abstract manner, absolutely. Bentley.

ABSTRU'SE. a. [abstrusus, Lat. thrust out

of sight.]

1. Hidden.

2. Difficult, remote from conception or ap-

prehension.

3. Deceitful.

ABU'SIVELY. ad. [from abuse.]

1. Improperly, by a wrong use.

2. Reproachfully.

To ABU'T. v. n. obsolete. [aboutir, to touch at

the end, Fr.] To end at, to border upon ; to

meet, or approach to.

ABUTMENT. s. [ from abut. ] That which

abuts, or borders upon another.

ABY'SM.s. [abysme, old Fr.] A gulf; the same
with abyss. Shakespeare.

ABY'SS.s.[abyssus,Lat."Aloooo,,bottomless,Gr.]

1. A depth without bottom.

2. A great depth, a gulf.

3. Thatin which any thing is lost.

Milton.

Dryden.

Locke.

4. The body of waters at the center of the

earth. Burnet,
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5 In the language of divines , hell. Rosc.

AC, AK, or AKE. In the names of places, as

Acton, an oak, from the Saxon ac, an oak.

ACACIAS. [Lat.]

1. A drug brought from Egypt, which, being

supposed the inspissated juice of a tree, is

imitated by the juice of sloes. Savary.

2. A tree commonly so called here.

ACADEMIAL. a . [from academy. ] Relating to

an academy.

ACADE'MIAN. s . [ from academy . ] A scholar

of an academy or university. Wood.

ACADEMICAL. a . [academicus, Lat. ] Belong-

ing to an university. Wotton.

ACADEMICK. s. [from academy. ] A student

of an university. Watts.

ACADEMICK. s. [accademicus, Lat.] Relat-

ing to an university .
Dunciad.

ACADEMI CIAN. s. [academicien, Fr.] The

member of an academy.

A'CADEMIST. s. [ from academy.] The mem-

ber of an academy. Ray.

A'CADEMY. s . [academia, Lat.]

1. An assembly or society of men, uniting

for the promotion of some art. Shakespeare.

2. The place where sciences are taught.Dryd.

3. An university.

4. Aplace of education, in contradistinction

to the universities or publick schools.

ACANTIIUS. 8. [Lat. ] The herb bear's foot.

Milton.

ACATALE CTIC. s. [axатahnuтinos, Gr.]

A verse which has the complete number of

syllables.

To ACCE'DE. v. n. [accedo, Lat.]

1. To be added to, to come to.

2. To come over to ; to assent.

To ACCELERATE. v . a. [accelero, Lat.]

make quick,to hasten,to quicken motion .Bac.

ACCELERATION. s . [acceleratio, Lat.]

1. The act of quickening motion.

To

2. The state of the body accelerated. Hale.

To ACCE'ND. v . a. [accendo, Lat . ] To kindle,

to set on fire . Decay ofPiety.

ACCENSION. s. [accensio, Lat . ] The act of

kindling, or the state ofbeing kindled .Woodw.

A'CCENT. s. [accentus, Lat.]

1. The manner of speaking or pronouncing.

Shakespeare.

2. The sound of a syllable.

3. The marks made upon syllables to regu-

late their pronunciation.
Holder.

4. A modification of the voice, expressive of

the passions or sentiments. Prior.

To A'CCENT. v. a. [from accentus, Lat.]

1. To pronounce, to speak words with parti-

cular regard to the grammatical marks or

rules. Locke.

2. In poetry to pronounce or utter in gene-
Wotton.ral.

3. To write or note the accents.

ACCENTUAL. a. Relating to accents .

To ACCENTUATE. v. a. [accentuer, Fr.] To

place the proper accents over the vowels.

ACCENTUATION. s . [from accentuate.] . The

act of placing the accent in pronunciation.

To ACCEPT. v. a. [accipio, Lat. accepter, Fr.]

1 To take with pleasure ; to receive kindly.

Dryden

2. In the language ofthe Bible, to acceptper

sons, is to act with personal and partial re

gard. Job.

ACCEPTABILITY. s. The quality of being

acceptable. -Taylor.

ACCEPTABLE. a. [acceptable, Fr. ] Grateful ;

pleasing.

ACCEPTABLENESS. s. [from acceptable.]

The quality of being acceptable. Grew.

ACCEPTABLY. ad. [from acceptable.] In an

acceptable manner. Taylor.

ACCEPTANCE. s. [acceptance, Fr.] Recep-

tion with approbation.

ACCEPTATION. s. [from accept.]

1. Reception, whether good or bad.

2. Good reception, acceptance.

Spenser

3. The state of being acceptable, regard.

4. Acceptance in the juridical sense.

5. The meaning of a word.

ACCEPTER. s. [from accept. ] The personthat

accepts.

ACCEPTILATION. s. [acceptilatio, Lat.] The

remission of a debt by an acquittance from

the creditor, testifying the receipt ofmoney

which has never been paid.

ACCEPTION. s. [ acception, Fr. fromacceptio,

Lat.] The received sense of a word ; the

meaning.
Hammond.

ACCE'SS. s . [accessus, Lat. accès , Fr.]

1. The way by which any thing may be ap-

proached. Hammond.

2. The means, or liberty of approaching ei-

ther to things or men. Milton.

3. Encrease, enlargement, addition. Bacon.

4. The returns or fits of a distemper.

A'CCESSARINESS. s . [from accessary.] The

state ofbeing accessary.

A'CCESSARY. s. He that, not being the chief

agent in a crime, contributes to it. Clarendon.

ACCE'SSIBLE.a.[accessibilis,Lat.accessible,Fr]

That which may be approached.

ACCE'SSION. s. [accessio, Lat. accession, Fr.]

1. Encrease by something added ; enlarge-

ment, augmentation.

2. The act of coming to, or joining one's

selfto ; as, accession to a confederacy.

3. The act of arriving at ; as, the king's ac-

cession to the throne.

A'CCESSORILY. ad. [from accessory.] In the

inanner of an accessory.

A'CCESSORY. a. Joined to another thing, so

as to increase it, additional.

A'CCESSORY.s.[uccessorius,Lat.accessoire, Fr.]

1. A man that is guilty of a felonious of

fence, not principally, but by participation.

2. That which does accede unto some prin-

cipal fact or thing in law.

A'CCIDENCE. s. [a corruption of accidents,

from accidentia, Lat.] The little book con-

taining the first rudiments of grammar, and

explaining the properties of the eight parts

of speech.

A'CCIDENT. s. [accidens, Lat.]

1. The property or quality of any being.

which may be separated from it, at least i

thought.
Davies,

2. In grammar,the propertyofaword . Holder

3. That which happens unforseen ; casualty,

chance. Hooker.

6
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ACCIDENTAL. 8. [accidental,Fr.] A property

nonessential.

ACCIDENTAL. a. [from accident .]

1. Having the quality of an accident, non-

essential.

2. Casual, fortuitous; happeningby chance.

ACCIDENTALLY. ad. [from accidental.]

1. Nonessentially.

summons.

2. Casually ; fortuitously.

ACCIDENTALNESS. s . from accidental. ]

The quality of being accidental.

ACCIPIENT. s. [accipiens, Lat.] A receiver.

To ACCITE. v. a. [accito, Lat.] To call ; to

Shakespeare.

ACCLAIM. 8. [acclamo, Lat. ] A shout of

praise ; acclamation ; poetical . Milton.

ACCLAMATION. s. [acclamatio, Lat. ] Shouts

of applause.
South.

ACCLIVITY. s. [from acclivus, Lat.] The

steepness, or slope of a line inclining to the

horizon, reckoned upwards ; as, the ascent

of an hill is the acclivity, the descent is the

declivity. Ray.

ACCLI'VOUS. a. [acciivus, Lat.] Rising with

a slope.

To ACCLO'Y. v. a . [See CLOY.]

1. To fill up, in an ill sense ; to crowd ; to

stuff full . Fairy Queen.

2. To fill to satiety. Ray.

To ACCO'IL. v. n. [See COIL.] To crowd ;

to keep a coil about, to bustle, to be in a

hurry. Fairy Queen.

A'CCÓLENT. s. [accolens, Lat.] A borderer.

ACCOMMODABLE. a. [accommodabilis,Lat. ]

That which may be fitted. Watts.

TO ACCOMMODATE. v. a . [accommodo, Lat.]

To supplywith conveniencies of any kind.Sh.

ACCOMMODATE. a. [accommodutus, Lat. ]

Suitable, fit.

ACCOMMODATELY.ad.[fromaccommodate,]

Suitably, fitly .

ACCOMMODATION. s. [from accommodate.]

1. Provision of conveniencies.

Hale.

2. In the plural ; conveniencies ; things re-

quisite to ease or refreshment. Clarendon.

3. Adaptation, fitness .

4. Composition of a difference,reconciliation,

adjustment.

ACCO'MPANABLE. a. [from accompany.]

Sociable.

ACCOʻMPANIER. s. [from accompany.] The

person that makes part of the company;

companion.

ACCOMPANIMENT. s. [a musical term

occasionally extended to other things. ] What

accompanies some other thing as the princi-

pal. Gray.

To ACCO'MPANY. v. a. [accompagner, Fr.]

1. To be with another as a companion.

2. To join with. Swift.

ACCOMPLICE. s. [complice, Fr.from complex,

Lat.]

1. An associate, a partaker, usually in an ill

sense.

2. A partner, or co-operator.

Swift.

Addison.

To ACCOMPLISH. v. a. [accomplier, Fr. from

compleo, Lat.]

1. To complete, to execute fully ; as, to ac-

complish a design. Ezekiel,

9. To complete a period of time.

3. To fulfil ; as a prophecy.

4. To gain, to obtain.

Dan.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

5. To adorn, orfurnish either mind orbody

Shakespeare.

ACCO'MPLISHED. p. a.

1. Complete in some qualification . Locke.

2. Elegant, finished in respect of embellish-

Milton.ments.

ACCOMPLISHER. s. [from accomplish.]

The person that accomplishes.

ACCOMPLISHMENT. s. [uccomplissement,

Fr.]

1. Completion, full performance, perfection.

Hayward.

Atterb.2. Completion; as of a prophecy.

3. Embellishment,elegance,ornament ofmind

or body. Addison,

4. The act of obtaining any thing. South.

ACCO'MPT. s. [ compte, Fr. ] An account, a

reckoning. Hooker.

ACCO'MPTANT. s . [accomptant, Fr. ] A

reckoner, computer.

To ACCORD. v. a. [derived by some, from

chorda, the string of a musical instrument ;

byothers, from corda, hearts . ]To make agree ;

to adjust one thing to another. Pope.

To ACČO'RD. v. n. To agree, to suit one with

another.

ACCO'RD. s. [accord, Fr.]

Tillotson.

1. A compact ; an agreement. Dryden.

2. Concurrence, union of mind. Spenser.

3. Harmony, symmetry, Dryden.

4. Musical note. Bucon

Spenser

Fairfax

Hammond.

5. Own accord, voluntary motion.

ACCO'RDANCÉ. s . [from accord.]

1. Agreement with a person.

2. Conformity to something.

ACCORDANT. a. [accordant, Fr.] Willing; in

a good humour. Shakespeare.

ACCOʻRDING. p. [from accord .]

1. In a manner suitable to , agreeably_to.

2. In proportion.
Hooker.

Holder.3. Withregard to.

ACCO'RDINGLY. ad. [from accord.] Agree

ably, suitably, conformably. Shakespeare.

To ACCOʻST. v. a. [accoster, Fr.] To speak to

first ; to address, to salute.
Milton.

ACCO'STABLE. a. [from accost . ] Easy of

access, familiar. Wotton.

ACCO'UNT. s. [ from the old French accompt.]

1. A computation of debts or expences. Shak.

2. The state or result of a computation.

3. Value or estimation.

4. Distinction, dignity, rank.

5. Regard, consideration, sake.

6. A narrative, relation.

2 Mac.

Pope.

Locke.

7. Examination of an affair taken by autho-

rity.
Matthew.

8. The relation and reasons of a transaction

given to a person in authority. Shakespeare.

9. Explanation ; assignment of causes. Locke.

10. An opinion concerning things previously

established. Bacon.

11. The reasons ofany thing collected .Addis.

12. [In law. ] A writ or action brought a

gainst a man. Cowell.

To ACCOUNT. v. a. [See AcCOUNT.]

1.To esteem,to think,to hold in opinion. Deut.

1
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2. To reckon, to compute. Holder.

3. Togive an account,to assign the causes. Sw.

4. Tomake up the reckoning ; to answer for

practices.

5. To assign to.

Dryden.

Clarendon.

6. To hold in esteem. Chron.

ACCOUNTABLE. a. [from account.] Ofwhom

an account may be required ; who must an-

swer for. Oldham .

ACCOUNTABLENESS. s. The state ofbeing

accountable.

ACCOUNTANT. a. [from account. ] Account-

able to ; responsible for. Shakespeare.

ACCOUNTANT. s. [ See ACCOMPTANT.]

A computer ; a man skilled or employed in

Brown.

ACCOUNT-BOOK. s. A book containing

accounts.

accounts.

To ACCOUPLE. v. a . [accoupler, Fr.] Tojoin,

to link together.

Swift.

Bacon.

To ACCOURT. v. a. To entertain with court-

ship, or courtesy. Fairy Queen.

ToACCOUTRE. v. a. [accoûtrer, Fr.] To dress ;

to equip. Dryden.

ACCOUTREMENT. s. [accoutrement, Fr.]

Dress, equipage, trappings, ornament. Shak.

ACCREDITED. a. Of allowed reputation.

ACCRETION. s . [accretio, Lat. ] The act of

growing to another, so as to increase it. Bac.

ACCRETIVE. a. [from accretion. ] Growing ;

that which by growth is added. Glanc.

To ACCRO'ACH. v. a. [accrocher, Fr.] To draw

to one as with a hook.

To ACCRU'E. v . n . [fromthe participle accrû,

Fr.]

1. To accede to , to be added to. Hooker.

2. To be added, as an advantage orimprove-

ment. South.

3. In a commercial sense, to be produced, or

arise as profits. Addison.

ACCUBATION. s. [from accubo, to lie down

to, Lat.] The ancient posture of leaning at

meals . Brown.

ToACCU'MB. v. a, [uccumbo, Lat. ] To lie atthe

table, according to the ancient manner.Dict.

To ACCUMULATE. v. a. [from accumulo,

Lat.]To pile up, to heap together.

ACCUMULATION. s [ from accumulate.]

1. The act ofaccumulating.

Shak.

2. The state of being accumulated. Arbuth .

ACCUMULATIVE. a . [from accumulate.]

1. That which accumulates .

2. That which is accumulated. Go. ofTon.

ACCUMULATOR. s. [from accumulate.] He

that accumulates ; a gatherer or heaper to-

gether. Decay ofPiety.

ACCURACY. s. [accuratio, Lat. ] Exactness,

nicety. Delany. Arbuthnot.

ACCURATE. a . [accuratus, Lat.]

1. Exact, as opposed to negligence or igno-
rance.

2. Exact, without defect or failure. Colson.

A'CCURATELY. ad . [from accurate. ] Exact-

ly, without errour, nicely. Newton.

A'CCURATENESS. s. [fromaccurate. ] Exact-

ness, nicety. Newton.

To ACCU'RSE. v. a. [ See CURSE.] To doom

to misery. Hooker,

ACCURSED. part. a.

1. That which is cursed or doomed to mi-

sery. Denham.

2. Execrable ; hateful ; detestable. Shakesp,

ACCU'SABLE. a . [from the verb accuse.]

That which may be censured ; blameable,

culpable.

ACCU'SATION. s. [from accuse.]

1. The act of accusing.

Brown.

Milton.

2. The charge brought against any one.Shak.

ACCU'SATIVE. a. [accusativus, Lat.] A term

of grammar, signifying the relation of the

noun, on which the action implied in the verb
terminates. The 4th case of a noun.

ACCU'SATORY. a. [from accuse. ] That which

produceth or containeth an accusation.

Ayliffe.

Dryden

Romans.

To ACCU'SE. v. a. [accuso, Lat.]

1. To charge with a crime.

2. To blame or censure.

ACCU'SER. s . [from accuse.] He that brings a

charge against another. Ayliffe.

To ACCU'STOM. v. a. [accoûtumer, Fr.]

To habituate, to endure. Milton..

ACCU'STOMABLE. a . [from accustom.] Of

long custom or habit. Hale.

ACCU'STOMABLY.ad.According
to custom.

Bacon.

ACCU'STOMANCE. 8. [accoûtumance, Fr.]

Custom, habit, use. Boyle

ACCU'STOMARILY. ad. In a customary

manner.

ACCU'STOMARY. a. [from accustom. ] Usual,

long practised.

ACCUSTOMED. a. [ from accustom. ] Accord-

ing to custom ; frequent ; usual. Shakes.

ACE. s . [as, Lat.]

1.Anunit; a single point on cards ordice. South.

2. A small quantity. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

ACEPHALOUS. a. [axepaños, Gr.] Wanting

a head. Dict.

ACE'RBITY. s. [acerbitas, Lat. ]

1. A rough sour taste.

2. Applied to men, sharpness oftemper.Pope.

To ACE'RVATE. v. a. [acervo, Lat.] To heap

Dict.up.

ACERVATION, s. [from acervate.] Heaping

together.

ACE'SCENT. a. [acescens , Lat. ] That which

has a tendency to sourness or acidity.Arbuth.

ACETO'SE. a.That which has in it acids.Dict.

ACETO'SITY. s. [from acetose .] The state of

being acetose. Dict

ACETOUS. a. [from acetum, vinegar, Lat.j
Sour.

Boyle.

ACHE. s. [ace, Saxon ; axos, Greek.] A con-
tinued pain.

To ACHE. v. n [See ACHE.

Shakespeare.

To be in pain.

Glanv

Dryden.

Milton.

To ACHIEVE. v. a. [achever, Fr.]

1. To perform, to finish.

2. To gain, to obtain.

ACHIEVER. s. He that performs what he
endeavours .

Shakespeare.

ACHIEVEMENT. s . [achevement, Fr.]

1. The performance of an action . Fairy Q.

2. The escutcheon, or ensigns armorial.Dryd.

A'CHOR. s. [axwe, G.] A species ofthe herpes.

A'CID. a. [acidus, Lat. acide, Fr.] Sour, sharp .

Bacon. Quincy,
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Hayward.

ACIDITY. s. [from acid. ] Sharpness, sourness. ACQUI’REMENT. 8. [from acquire.] That
Arbuth. Ray. which is acquired ; gain ; attainment.

A'CIDNESS. s. [from acid .] The quality of *

being acid. ACQUISITION. s . [aequisitio, Lat.]

ACIDULE. 8. [ that is, aquæ acidulæ. ] Medi- 1. The act of acquiring.

cinal springs impregnated with sharp parti-

eles, as all the nitrous, chalybeate, and alum

springs are. Quincy.

To ACIDULATE. v. a . To tinge with acids in

a slight degree.
Arbuthnot.

ACI'DULOUS. a. Sourish Burke.

To ACKNOWLEDGE o a.

Psalms.

1. To own the knowledge of; to own any

thing orperson in a particular character.Dav.

2. To confess ; as, a fault.

3. To own ; as, a benefit. Milton.

ACKNOWLEDGING. a. [from acknowledge.]

Dryden.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT. 8. [from acknow-

Grateful.

ledge.]

1. Admission ofany character in another.Hale.

2.Concession ofthe truth ofany position .Hook

3. Confession of a fault.

4. Confession of a benefit received . Dryden.

5. Act of attestation to any concession ; such

as homage. Spenser.

ACME. s. [any , Gr.] The height of any

thing ; more especially used to denote the

height of a distemper. Quincy,
ACO'LOTHIST. s. [α , Gr.] One of

the lowest order in theRomish church.Ayliffe.

A'CONITE. s . [aconitum, Lat.] The herb wolf's

bane. In poetical language, poison in ge-

Dryden.

A'CORN. s. [#cenn, Sax. from ac, an oak,

and conn, corn.] The seed or fruit born by

Dryden.

neral.

the oak.

ACOUSTICKS. s . [ Anuçına, of anów, Gr.]

1. The doctrine or theory of sounds.

2. Medicines to help the hearing. Quincy.

To ACQUA'INT. v. a. [accointer, Fr.]

1. To make familiar with:

2. To inform.

Davies.

South.

2. The thing gained ; acquirement. Denham.

ACQUISITIVE. a. [acquisitivus, Lat. ] That

which is acquired. Wotton.

ACQUI'ST. s . [ See AcQUEST.] Acquirement ·

Milton.attainment.

To ACQUIT. v. a. [acquitter, Fr.]

1. To set free. Spenser.

2. To clear from a charge of guilt ; to ab-

solve. Dryden,

3. To clear from any obligation. Dryden.

4. The man hath acquitted himself well ; he

discharged his duty.

ACQUITMENT. s . [from acquit. ] The state

ofbeing acquitted ; or act of acquitting.

South.

ACQUITTAL. s. is a deliverance from an of-

fence. Cowell.

To ACQUITTANCE. v. 2. To procure an ac-

quittance ; to acquit. Shakespeare,

ACQUITTANCE. s . [from acquit .]

1. The act ofdischarging from a debt.Milton.

2. Awriting testifying the receipt of a debt.

Shakespeare.

A'CRE. s . [Æcne, Saxon.] A quantity of land

containing in length forty perches, and four

in breadth, or four thousand eight hundred

and forty square yards.
Dict.

ACRID. a. [acer, Lat. ] Having a hot biting
Arbuthnot.taste.

Bacon.

South.

ACRIMONIOUS. a. Abounding with acri.

mony ; sharp ; corrosive. Harvey.

A'CRIMONY. s. [acrimonia, Lat.]

1. Sharpness, corrosiveness .

2. Sharpness of temper, severity.

A'CRITUDE. s. [from acrid. ] An acrid taste ;

a biting heat on the palate.

ACROAMA'TICAL. ã. [ançoaouai, Gr.] Of or

pertaining to deep learning.

Grew.

Dict.

ACQUAINTANCE. s. [accointan espeare. ACRONYCAL... [ fromangos, summus, and

1. The state of being acquainted with ; fa-

miliarity, knowledge. Dryden. Atterbury.

2. Familiar knowledge.
South.

3. A slight or initial knowledge, short of

friendship. Swift.

4. The person with whom we are acquainted,

without the intimacy offriendship. Fairy Q.

ACQUA'INTED.a. Familiar, well known. Sh.

ACQUEST. s. [acquest, Fr.] Acquisition ; the

thing gained. Woodward.

To ACQUIE'SCE. v. n. [acquiescer, Fr. acquies-

cere, Lat.] To rest in, or remain satisfied.

South.

Addison.

ACQUIE'SCENCE. s. [from acquiesce .]

1. A silent appearance of content.Clarendon.

2. Satisfaction, rest, content.

3. Submission. South.

ACQUIRABLE. a . [from acquire.] Attainable.

Bentley.

ToACQUIRE. v. a. [acquerir, Fr. acquiro,Lat.]

To gain by one's labour or power. Shakesp.

ACQUIRED. particip. a. [from acquire.]

Gained by one's self.

ACQUIRER. s. [from acquire.] The person

that acquires a gainer

Locke.

vu , nox; importing the beginning of night.]

A term applied to the stars, of which the

rising and setting is called acronycal, when

they either appear above, or sink below the

horizon at sun-set.

ACRO'NYCALLY. ad. [from acronycal. ] At

the acronycal time. Dryden.

A'CROSPIRE. s. [from angos and rega, Gr.]

Ashootorsprout from the end ofseeds. Mort.

A'CROSPIRED. part.a. Having sprouts. Mort.

ACRO'SS. ad. Athwart; laid over something so

as to cross it. Bacon.

ACRO'STICK. 8. [from angos and rixos, Gr.]

A poem in which the first letter of every

line being taken, makes up the name ofthe

person or thing on which the poem is written.

ACROTERS, or ACROTERIA. 8. [from

angov, Gr.] In architecture, little pedestals

without bases, placed at the middle and the

two extremes of pediments.

To 'ACT. v. n . [ago, actum, Lat.]

Dict.

1. To be in action, not to rest.

2. To perform the proper functions. South.

3. To practise the arts or duties of life, to

conduct one's self. Dryden.

Pope.
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To ACT. v. a.

1. Tobear a borrowed character, as a stage.

player. Pope.

2. To counterfeit ; to feign by action. Dryd.

3. To produce effects in some passive subject.
Arbuthnot.

4. To actuate ; to put in motion ; to regu-

late the movements. South.

ACT. s. [uctum, Lat.]

1. Something done ; a deed ; an exploit,

whether good or ill. Shakespeare.

2. Agency ; the power of producing an ef-

fect. Shakespeare.

3. Action ; the performance ofexploits . Dryd.

4. The doing of some particular thing ; a

step taken ; a measure executed. Shakespeare.

5. A state ofreality ; effect. Hooker.

6. A part of a play during which the action

proceeds without interruption. Roscommon.

7. A decree ofa court ofjustice.Shakespeare.

8. Record of things juridically done.

A'CTION. s. [action, Fr. actio, Lat.]

1. The quality or state ofacting, opposite to

Shakespeare.rest.

2. An act or thing done ; a deed .

3. Agency, operation.

Shakesp.

Bentley.

4. The series ofevents represented in a fable.

Addison.

5. Gesticulation ; the accordance of the mo-

tions ofthe body withthe words spoken. Add.

6. [In law.] Action personal belongs to a

man against another. Action real is given to

any man against another, that possesses the

thing required or sued for in his own name,

and no other man's. Action mixt is that

which lies as well against or for the thing

which we seek, as against the person that

hath it. Cowell.

7. In France, the same as stocks in England.

A'CTIONABLE. a. [from action.] That which

admits an action in law.; punishable. Howell.

A'CTION-TAKING. a. Litigious. Shakespeare.

A'CTIVE. a. [activus, Lat.]

1. That which has the power or quality of

acting. Newton.

2. That which acts, opposed to passive.Donne.

3. Busy, engaged in action ; opposed to idle

or sedentary. Denham.

4. Practical ; not merely theoretical . Hooker.

5. Nimble ; agile ; quick. Dryden.

6. In grammar, a verb active is that which

signifies action ; as, I teuch. Clarke.

A'CTIVELY.ad. [from active. ] Busily ; nimbly.

A'CTIVENESS. s. [from active. ] Quickness ;

nimbleness. Wilkins.

ACTIVITY. s. [from active.] The quality of

being active. Bacon.

A'CTOR. s. [actor, Lat.]

1. He that acts, or performs any thing.Bacon.

2. He that personates a character ; a stage-

player. BenJonson.

ACTRESS. s. [actrice, Fr.]
Z

1. She that performs anything. Addison.

2. A woman that plays onthe stage. Dryden.

A'CTUAL. a. [actuel, Fr.]

1. That which comprises action. Shakespeare.

2. Really in act ; not merely potential.

Milton.

3. In act ; not purely in speculation. Dryden.

ACTUALITY. s. [from actual. ] The state of

being actual. Cheyne.

South.

A'CTUALLY. ad. [from actual .] In act ; in

effect ; really.

A'CTUÁLNESS. s . [from actual. ] The quality

ofbeing actual.

A'CTUARY. s. [actuarius, Lat.] The register,

or officer, who compiles the minutes of the

proceedings ofthe court. Ayliffe.

To ACTUATE. v. a. [from ago, actum, Lat.]

To put into action . Ad·lison.

A'CTUATE. a. [from the verb.] Put into ac

tion ; brought into effect.

ACTUO'SE. a . [from act .] That which hath

strong powers .

South.

Dict.

To A'CUATE. v. a . [acuo, Lat.] To sharpen.

ACU'LEATE. a. [aculeatus, Lat.] Prickly ;

that which terminates in a sharp point.

ACU'MEN. s . [ Lat.] A sharp point ; figura-

tively, quickness of intellects . Pope.

ACU'MINATED. particip. a. Ending in a

point ; sharp-pointed .
Wiseman

ACUTE. a. [acutus, Lat.]

1. Sharp, opposed to blunt.

2. Ingenious, opposed to stupid.

Locke.

Locke.

3. Vigorous ; powerful in operation . Locke.

4. Acute disease ; any disease which is at-

tended with an increased velocity of blood,

and terminates in a few days. Quincy.

5. Acute accent ; that which raises or sharp-

ens the voice.

ACU'TELY. ad. [from acute.] After an acute

manner ; sharply. Locke.

ACUTENESS. s. [from acute.]

1. Sharpness.

2. Force of intellects . Locke.

3.Violence and speedy crisis of a malady.Bro.

4. Sharpness of sound. Boyle.

ADA'ÇTED. part a . [adactus, Lat.] Driven

byforce. Dict.

A'DAGE. s. [adagium, Lat. ] A maxim ; a pro.

verb. Glanville.

ADA'GIO. s. [ Ital . signifying at leisure.] A

term used by musicians to mark a slow time.

A'DAMANT. s . [udamas, Lat ]

1. A stone ofimpenetrable hardness. Shak.

2. The diamond. Ray.

Bacon.

Dryden.

3. The loadstone .

ADAMANTE'AN. a. [from adamant .] Hard

as adamant. Milton.

ADAMA'NTINE. a. [adamantinus, Lat. ]

1. Made ofadamant.

2. Having the qualities ofadamant ; as, hard-

ness, indissolubility. Davies.

A'DAM'S APPLE. s. [ In anatomy.] A promi-

nent part of the throat.

To ADA'PT. v. a. [adapto, Lat.] To fit; to

suit ; to proportion. Swift.

ADAPTATION. s. [from adapt.] The act of

fitting one thing to another ; the fitness of

one thing to another. Boyle.

ADA'PTION. s . [from adapt .] 'The act of fit-

ting. Cheyne.

To ADD . v . a . [addo, Lat.]

1.Tojoinsomething to thatwhich was before.

2.To perform the mental operation ofadding

one number or conception to another. Locke.

To ADDE'CIMATE. v. a. [addecimo, Lat ]

To take or ascertain tithes. Dict,
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To ADDE'EM. v. a. [from deem.] To esteem ;

to account. Daniel.

A'DDER. s. [Ærren, Sax. poison.] A serpent,

a viper, a poisonous reptile . Taylor.

A'DDER'S GRASS. s. A plant.

ADDER'S TONGUE. s. An herb. Miller.

A'DDER'S WORT. s. An herb.

A'DDIBLE. a. [from add.] Possible to be

added. Locke.

ADDIBILITY. s . [from addible .] The possi-

bility ofbeing added. Locke.

A'DDICE. [corruptly adze ; adere, Sax.] A

kind of ax.

To ADDICT. v. a. [addico, Lat.]

1. To devote, to dedicate.

Moxon.

Cor.

2. It is commonly taken in a bad sense ; as,

he addicted himself to vice.

ADDICTEDNESS. s. [from addicted .] _The

state of being addicted.

ADDICTION. s. [addictio, Lat.]

1. The act of devoting.

Boyle.

2. The state ofbeing devoted. Shakespeare.

A'DDITAMENT. s Addition ; thing added.;

ADDITION. s. [from add.]

ADEPT. 8. [adeptus, Lat.] He that is com

pletely skilled in the secrets of his art. Pope

ADEPT. a Skilful ; thoroughly versed. Boyle

A'DEQUATE. a. [adequatus, Lat.] Equal to

proportionate. South

A'DEQUATELY. ad. [from adequate.] In ar

adequate manner ; with exactness of propor

. tion. South

A'DEQUATENESS. s. [from adequate.] The

state ofbeing adequate; exactness ofproportion

ToADHERE. v . a . [adhæreo, Lat ]

1. To stick to .

nion.

2. To be consistent ; to hold together. Shak

3. To remain firmly fixed to a party, or opi

Shakespeare. Boyle.

ADHE'RENCE. s. [from adhere.]

1. The quality of adhering , tenacity.

2. Fixedness of mind ; attachment ; steadi-

Swift.

ADHE'RENCY. s. [The same with adherence.]

Decay ofPiety.

ness.

ADHERENT. a. [from adhere.]

1. Sticking to.

Hale. 2. United with.

1. The act of adding one thing to another.

Bentley.

Ham.

Addison.

2 Additament, or the thing added .

3 [In arithmetic . ] Addition is the reduction

of two or more numbers of like kind together

into one sum or total. Čocker.

4. [In law.] A title given to a man over and

above his christian name and surname.

Cowell. Shakespeare. Clarendon.

ADDITIONAL. a. [from addition. ] That

which is added.

A'DDITORY. a. [from add.] That which has

the power of adding.
Arbuthnot.

A'DDLE. a . [from adel, a disease, Sax . ]Origi-

nally applied to eggs, and signifying such as

produce nothing; thence transferred to brains

that produce nothing. Burton.

To A'DDLE. v. a. [from the adjective ] To

make addle ; to make barren. Brown.

A'DDLE-PATED. a. Having barren brains.

Dryden.

To ADDRE'SS. v . a. [addresser, Fr.]

1. To prepare one's self to enter upon any

action.

2. To get ready.

3. To apply to another by words.

ADDRESS. s . [addresse, Fr.]

1. Verbal application to any one.

2. Courtship.

Shakespeare.

Prior.

Addison.

3. Manner of accosting another ; as, a man

of a pleasing address.

4. Skill, dexterity. Swift.

5. Manner of directing a letter.

ADDRE'SSER. s. [from address.] The person

that addresses.

ADDUCENT. a. [adducens, Lat.] A word ap-

plied to those muscles that draw together

the parts ofthe body. Quincy.

ToADDU'LCE. v. a. [addoucir, Fr. dulcis, Lat. ]

To sweeten. Dict.

ADE'NOGRAPHY. s . [from adnvov and yeapw,

Gr ] Atreatise of the glands.

ADEMPTION. s. [ademptum, Lat.] Priva-
tion.

Pope.

Watts.

ADHE'RENT. s. [from adhere.] A follower ;

a partisan. Raleigh.

ADĤE'RER. s. [from adhere .] He that adheres

Swift.

ADHE'SION. s . [adhæsio, Lat.] The act or

state of sticking to something. Boyle,

ADHE'SIVE. a. [from adhesion. ] Sticking, te .

nacious. Thomson.

To ADHIBIT. v. a. [adhibeo, Lat.] To apply ;

to make use of.

ADHIBITION. s. [from adhibit . ] Application;

-use.

ADJA'CENCY. s. [from adjaceo, Lat.]

Dict.

1. The state of lying close to another thing.

2. That which is adjacent. Brown.

ADJA'CENT. a . [adjacens, Lat.] Lying close ,

bordering upon something.
Bacon.

ADJA'CENT. s . That which lies next another.

Locke.

ADIA'PHOROUS. a . [adiapogos, Gr.] Neutral.

Boyle.

ADIA'PHORY. s. [aðiapogia , Gr.] Neutrality ;

indifference.

To ADJECT. v. a . [adjicio, adjectum, Lat.] ¸

To add to ; to put to.

ADJECTION. s . [adjectio, Lat ]

1. The act of adjecting, or adding.
2. The thing adjected, or added . Brown

ADJECTITIOUS. a . [from adjection . ] Added

thrown in.

A'DJECTIVE. s. [adjectivum, Lat ] A word

added to a noun, to signify the addition or

separation of some quality, circumstance, or

manner ofbeing ; as, good, bad. Clarke.

AD'JECTIVELY. ad. [from adjective.] After

the manner of an adjective.

ADIEU'. ad. [from à Dieu.] Farewel. Prior.

To ADJOIN. v. a. [adjoindre, Fr. adjungo, Lat.]
To join to ; to unite to ; to put to. Watts.

To ADJOIN v. n. To be contiguous to. Dryd.

To ADJO'URN. v . a . [adjourner , Fr. ] To put off

to another day, naming the time. Bacon

ADJOURNMENT. s . [adjournement, Fr.] A

putting off till another day. L'Estrange

A'DIPOUS. a. [adiposus, Lat.] Fat. Dict
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A'DIT. s. [aditus,Lat.] A passage under ground

for miners. Ray.

ADITION. s. [aditum, Lat.] The act ofgoing

from one place to another. Dict.

To ADJUDGE. v. a. [adjudico, Lat.]

To give the thing controverted to one of

the parties. Locke.

Shakesp.

Knolles.

2. To sentence to a punishment.

3. Simply, tojudge ; to decree.

ADJUDICATION. s. [adjudicatio, Lat.] The

act ofgranting something to a litigant.

To ADJUDICATE. v. a. [adjudico, Lat.] To

adjudge.

To A'DJUGATE. v. a. [adjugio, Lat.] To yoke

Dict.to .

A'DJUMENT. s. [adjumentum, Lat.] Help.

A'DJUNCT. s. [adjunctum, Lat. ] Something

adherent or united to another. Swift.

A'DJUNCT. a. Immediately consequent. Shuk.

ADJUNCTION. s. [adjunctio, Lat.]

1. The act of adjoining.

2. The thing joined.

ADJUNCTIVE. s. [adjunctivus, Lat.]

1. He that joins.

2. That which is joined.

ADJURA'TION. s. [adjuratio, Lat.]

1. The act of proposing an oath to another.

2. The form of oath proposed to another.

Addison.

To AD'JURE. v. a. [adjuro, Lat.] To impose

an oath upon another, prescribing the form.

Milton.

To ADJU'ST. v. a. [ajuster, Fr.]

1. To regulate ; to put in order.

2. Tomake accurate.

3. To make conformable.

Swift.

Loeke.

Addison.

ADJUSTMENT. s. [ajustement, Fr.]

1. Regulation ; the act ofputting in method.

Woodward.

2. The state of being put in method. Watts.

A'DJUTANT. s. A petty officer whose duty

is to assist the major, by distributing pay,

and overseeing punishment,

To ADJU'TE. v. a. [adjuvo, adjutum, Lat.] To

help; to concur. Jonson.

ADJUTOR. s. [adjutor, Lat.] A helper.

A'DJUTORY. a. That which helps. Dict.

A'JUVANT. a. [adjuvans, Lat. ] Helpful ; use-
ful.

To A'DJUVATE. v. a. [adjuvo, Lat.] To help ;

to further. Dict.

ADMEASUREMENT. s . [ See MEASURE.]

The act or practice of measuring according

to rule. Bucon.

ADMENSURA'TION. s . [ad and mensura,

Lat. ]The act ofmeasuring to each his part.

ADMINICLE. s. [adminiculum, Lat.] Help ;

support. Dict.

ADMINICULAR. a. [from adminiculum, Lat.]

That which gives help. Dict.

To ADMINISTER. v. a. [administro, Lat.]

1. To give ; to afford ; to supply. Philips.

2. To act as the minister or agent inany em-

ployment or office . Pope.

3. To administer or distribute justice.

4. To administer or dispense the sacraments.

Hooker.

5. To administer or tender an oath. Shakesp

6. To administer physick.

7. To contribute ; to bring supplies. Spect.

8. To perform the office of an administrator.

To ADMINISTRATE. v. a. [administro,Lat.]

To give as physick . Woodward.

ADMINISTRATION. s . [administratio, Lat.]

1. The act of administering or conducting

any employment . Shakespeare.

2. The active or executive part of govern-

ment. Swift.

3. Those to whom the care of publick affairs

is committed.

4.Distribution; exhibition; dispensation.Hoo.

ADMINISTRATIVE. a. [from administrate.]

That which administers.

ADMINISTRATOR. s. [udministrator. Lat.]

1. He that has the goods of a man dying in-

testate committed to his charge and is ac-

countable for the same. Cowel, Bacon,

Watts.2. He that officiates in divine rites.

3. Hethat conducts the government. Swift.

ADMINISTRA'TRIX. s . [ Lat.] She who ad-

ministers in consequence of a will.

ADMINISTRATORSHIP. s. [from admini-

strutor.] The office of administrator.

A'DMIRABLE. a . [admirabilis, Lat.] To be

admired ; ofpower to excite wonder. Sidney.

A'DMIRABLENESS. s. [admirabilis, Lat.]

ADMIRABILITY. The quality or state

ofbeing admirable .

A'DMIRABLY. ad. [from admirable.] In an
admirable manner. Addison.

A'DMIRAL. s. [amiral, Fr.]

1. An officer or magistrate that has the go-

vernment ofthe king's navy. Cowel.

2. The chiefcommander of a fleet. Knviles.

3.The ship which carries the admiral.Knolles.

A'DMIRALSHIP. s. [from admiral.]The office

ofadmiral.

AD'MIRALTY. s . [admiralté, Fr.] The power,

or officers,appointed for the administration of

naval affairs.

ADMIRATION . s . [admiratio, Lat. ] Wonder

the act of admiring or wondering. Milton.

To ADMIRE. v. a. [admirer, Lat.]

1. To regard with wonder.

2. To regard with love.

To ADMIRE. v. n. To wonder.

ADMIRER. s . [from admire.]

;

1. The person that wonders, or regards with

admiration.

2. A lover.

miration.

ADMIRINGLY. ud. [from admire.] With ad

Shakespeare.

ADMI'SSIBLE. a. [admitto, admissum, Lat.]

Which may be admitted. Hall.

ADMISSION. s . [udmissio, Lat.]

i. The act or practice of admitting. Bacon,

2. The state of being admitted. Dryden.

3.Admittance ; the powerofentering.Woodw.

4. The allowance of an argument.

To ADMIT. v. a. [admitto, Lat.]

1. To suffer to enter. Pope.

2. To suffer to enter upon an office. Clarend.

3. To allow an argument or position.Fairfax.

4. To allow, or grant in general.

ADMITTABLE. a. [from admit. ] Which may

be admitted. Ayliffe.

ADMITTANCE. s . [from admit.]

1.The act of admitting ; permission to enter,
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2. The power or right of entering.

3. Custom.

4. Concession of a position. Brown.

To ADMIX. v. a. [admisceo, Lat. ] To mingle

with something else.

ADMIXTION. s. [from admix.] The union of

one body with another. Bacon.

ADMIʼXTURE. s. [from admix.] The body

mingled with another. Woodward.

ToADMOʻNISH. v. a. [admoneo,Lat . ]To warn

ofa fault,to reprove gently. Dec.ofPiety.Dryd.

ADMO'NÍSHER. s. [from admonish. ] The

person that puts another in mind of his faults

or duty. Dryden.

ADMONISHMENT. s. [from admonish.]
Admonition ; notice of faults or duties.

ADMONI'TION. s. [admonitio, Lat. ] The hint

ofa faultorduty; counsel; gentle reproof. Hook.

ADMONITIONER. s . [from admonition.] A

general adviser. A ludicrous term. Hooker.

ADMONITOR. s. Admonisher. Shenstone.

ADMOʻNITORY. a. [admonitorius, Lat. ] That

which admonishes. Hooker.

ADMURMURA'TION. s . [admurmuro, Lat. ]

The act ofmurmuring to another.

To ADMO'VE. v. a. [admoveo, Lat.] To bring

one thing to another. Brown.

ADO'. s. [from the verb to do, with a before it,

as the French.] .

1. Trouble ; difficulty.

2. Bustle ; tumult ; business.

dney.

Locke.

3. More tumult and show of business than

the affair is worth. L'Estrange.

ADOLESCENCE. s. [adolescentia, Lat.]The

ADOLESCENCY. age succeeding child-

hood, and succeeded by puberty. Bro, Bent.

To ADOPT. v. a. [adopto, Lat.]

1. To take a son by choice ; to make him a

son, who was not bybirth.

2. To place any person or thing in a nearer

relation to something else. Locke.

ADOPTEDLY. ad. [from adopted .] After the

manner of something adopted. Shakesp.

ADOʻPTER. s. [from adopt.] He that gives

some one by choice the right of a son.

ADOPTIOŇ. s. [adoptio, Lat.]

1. The act of adopting.

2. The state ofbeing adopted.

ADOPTIVE. a. [adoptivus, Lat.]

Shakespeare.

Rogers.

Ayliffe.

Cheyne.

1. He that is adopted by another. Bacon.

2. He that adopts another.

ADO'RABLE. a. [adorable, Fr.] That which

ought to be adored.

ADO'RABLENESS. s. [from udorable.] Wor-

thiness of divine honours.

ADO'RABLY. ad. [from adorable.] In a man-

ner worthy of adoration.

ADORATION. s. [adoratio, Lat.]

esteem .

1. The external homage paid to the Divinity.

Hooker.

2. Homage paid to persons in high place or

Shakespeare.

To ADO'RE. v. a. [adoro, Lat.] To worship

with external homage. Dryden.

ADO'RER. s . [from adore.] He that adores, a

worshipper.
Prior.

To ADO'RN. v. a. [adorno, Lat.]

1. To dress ; to deck the person with orna-
ments.

Cowley.

2. To set out any place or thing with deco-

! rations.
Cowley.

Sprat3. To embellish with oratory.

AĎO'RNMENT. s . [from adorn.] Ornament ;

Raleigh,embellishment.

ADO'WN. ad. [from a and down.]Down ; on the

ground. Fairy Queen.

AĎO'WN. prep. Down ; towards the ground.

Dryden.

ADRE'AD. ad. [from a and dread.] In a state

offear. Sidney

ADRIFT. ad. [from a and drift . ] Floating at

random.

ADROIT. a. [French.] Dexterous ; active ;

skilful. Jerras,

ADRO'ITNESS. s . [ from adroit.] Dexterity ;

readiness ; activity.

ADRY'. ad. [from a and dry.] Athirst ; thirsty.

Spectator.

ADSCITI'TIOUS. a. [adscititius, Lat.] That

which is taken in to complete something else.

ADSTRICTION. 8. [adstrictio, Lat ] The act

of binding together.

To ADVANCE. v. a. [avancer, Fr.]

1. To bring forward, in the local sense.Par.L.

2. To raise to preferment, to aggrandize.Esth.

3. To improve.
Tillotson.

4. To heighten ; to grace ; to give lustre to.

South.

Bacon
5. To forward ; to accelerate.

6. To propose ; to offer to the public.Dryden.

To ADVANCE. v. n.

Locke.

1. To come forward, to gain ground. Parnel.

2. To make improvement.

ADVA'NCE. s . [from the verb.]

1. The act ofcoming forward. Clarendon.

2. A tendency to come forward to meet a

lover. Walsh.

3. Progression ; rise from one point to ano-

ther. Atterbury.

4. Improvement ; progress towards perfec-
tion. Hale.

Swift.

ADVA'NCEMENT. s. [avancement, Fr.]

1. The act ofcoming forward.

2. The state of being advanced, preferment.

3. Improvement.

ADVANCER. s . [from advance. ] A promoter ;

forwarder.

ADVANTAGE. s. [avantage, Fr.]

1. Superiority.

Shakespeare.

Brown.

Bacon.

Sprat

2. Superiority gained by stratagem. Spenser.

3. Opportunity ; convenience. Shakespeare.

4. Favourable circumstances.

5. Gain ; profit.

Waller.

Job.

6. Overplus ; something more than the mere

lawful gain. Shakespeare

7. Preponderation on one side of the compa-

rison.

To ADVANTAGE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To benefit. Locke.

2. To promote: to bring forward . Glanville.

ADVANTAGED. a. [ from the verb.] Pos-

sessed of advantages . Glanville.

ADVANTAGE-GROUND. S. Ground that gives

superiority, and opportunities of annoyance.

or resistance. Clarendon.

ADVANTAGEOUS. a. [avantageux, Fr.] Pro-

fitable ; useful ; opportune. Hammond.
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ADVANTAGEOUSLY. ad. [from advanta-

geous.] Conveniently ; opportunely ; profit-

ably. Arbuthnot.

ADVANTAGEOUSNESS. s. [ from advanta

geous. ] Profitableness ; usefulness ; conveni-

Boyle.

To ADVE'NE. v . n . [advenio, Lat .] To accede

to something ; to be superadded. Ayliffe.

ADVENIENT, u [adveniens, Lat. ] Advening ;

superadded.

ence.

AD'VENT. s . [from adventus, Lat. ] The name

of one of the holy seasons, signifying the

coming; that is, the coming of our Saviour ;

which is made the subject of our devotion

during the four weeks before Christmas.

ADVENTINE. a . [from advenio, adventum,

Lat. ] Adventitious ; that which is extrinsi-

cally added. Not in use.

ADVENTITIOUS. a . [adventitius, Lat. ] That

which advenes ; accidental ; supervenient ;

extrinsically added. Boyle. Dryden.

ADVENTIVE.s [from advenio,Lat.] The thing

or person that comes from without. Not in

Bacon.use.

Bacon.

ADVENTUAL. a. [from advent . ] Relating to

the season of advent. Bishop Saunderson.

ADVENTURE. s . [French .]

1. An accident ; a chance ; a hazard. Hayw.

2. An enterprise, in which something must

be left to hazard.
Dryden.

To ADVENTURE. v. n. [aventurer, Fr.]

J. To try the chance ; to dare. Shakespeare.

2. In an active sense, to put into the power

of chance.

ADVENTURER. s . [aventurier, Fr. ] He that

secks occasions ofhazard, he that puts him-

self into the hands of chance. Fairy Queen,

ADVENTUROUS. a . [aventureux, Fr.]

1. He that is inclined to adventures ; daring,

courageous. Dryden.

2. Full of hazard ; dangerous. Addison.

ADVENTUROUSLY. ad. [from adventurous. ]

Boldly; daringly. Shakespeare.

ADVENTURESOME. a. [from adventure.]

The same with adventurous.

ADVENTURESOMENESS . s. [from adven-

turesome.] The quality of being adventure-

some.

A'DVERB. s. [adverbium, Lat. ] A word joined

to a verb or adjective, and solely applied to

the use of qualifying and restraining the la-

titude oftheir signification. Clarke.

ADVERBIAL.a.[adverbiulis,Lat. ] That which

has the quality or structure of an adverb.

ADVERBIALLY. ad. [adverbialiter, Lat. ] In

the manner of an adverb. Addison.

ADVERSABLE. a. [from odverse.] Contrary

to. Not in use.

1DVERSA'RIA. s. [Lat. ] A common place.

Bull.

A'DVERSARY. s. [adversaire, Fr. adversarius,

Lat. ]An opponent ; antagonist ; enemy. Sha.

ADVERSATIVE.a.[adversativus,Lat. ]Aword

which makes some opposition or variety.

A'DVERSE. a. [adversus, Lat.]

1. Acting with contrary directions. Milton.

2. Calamitous ; afflictive ; pernicious. Op-

posed to prosperous. Roscommon.

3. Personally oppenent. Sidney.

ADVERSITY. s. [adversité, Fr.]

1. Affliction ; calamity.

2. The cause ofour sorrow ; misfortune.Shak.

3. The state of unhappiness ; misery. Shak.

A'DVERSELY. ad. [from adverse.] Oppositely;

unfortunately . Shakespeare.

To ADVERT. v. n. [adverto, Lat.] To attend

to ; to regard ; to observe." Ray.

ADVERTENCE. s . [ from advert.] Attention

to ; regard to. Decay ofPiety.

ADVERTENCY. s. [from advert.] The same

with advertence.

To ADVERTISE. v. a . [avertir, Fr.]

1. To inform another ; to give intelligence.

2. To give notice of any thing in the publick

prints.

ADVERTISEMENT. s. [avertissement, Fr.]

1. Instruction ; admonition.

2. Intelligence ; information.

3. Notice ofany thing published in a paper

ofintelligence.

ADVERTI'SER. [avertiseur, Fr.]

I. He that gives intelligence or information.

2. That paper in which advertisements are

published.

ADVERTISING. a. [from advertise.] Active

in giving intelligence ; monitory . Shakespeare.

To ADVE’SPERATE. v. n . [advespero, Lat.]

To draw towards the evening.

ADVICE. s . [avis , advis, Fr.]

1. Counsel ; instruction.

2. Reflection ; prudent consideration.

3. Consultation ; deliberation.

4. Intelligence.

ADVICE-BOAT. s.A vessel employed to bring

intelligence.

ADVISABLE. a. [from advise. ] Prudent ; fit

to be advised. South.

ADVISABLENESS. s . [from advisable.] The

quality ofbeing advisable; fitness; propriety.

To ADVI'SE . v. a . [ aviser, Fr.]

1. To counsel. Shakespeare

2. To inform ; to make acquainted.

To ADVISE. v. n.

1. To consult ; as, he advised with his compa-

nions.

Milton2. To consider ; to deliberate.

ADVISED. particip. a. [from advise.]

1. Acting with deliberation and design ; pru.

dent ; wisc. Bacon

2. Performed with deliberation ; acted with

design.
Hooker.

ADVI'SEDLY.ad .[from advised. ] Deliberately;

purposely ; by design ; prudently. Suck

ADVI'SEDNESS . 8. [from advised . ] Delibera-

tion; cool and prudent procedure.

Saunderson-

Spenser,

ADVI'SEMENT. s. [avisement, Fr.]

1. Counsel ; information.

2. Prudence ; circumspection.

ADVI'SER. s. [from advise.] The person that

advises ; a counsellor. Waller.

ADULATION.s. [adulation, Fr. adulatio, Lat ]
Flattery ; high compliment. Clarendon.

ADULATOR. s. [adulator, Lat.] A flatterer.

A'DULATORY. a. [adulatorius, Lat.] Flatter-

ing.

ADULT. a. [adultus, Lat.] Grown up ; past

the age ofinfancy. Blackmore.
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ADULT... A person abovethe age ofinfancy,

or grown to some degree of strength Sharp.

ADULTNESS . s. [from adult.] The state of

being adult.

Jonson.

To ADULTER. v. a. [adulterer, Fr.] To com-

mit adultery with another.

ADULTERANT. s. [adulterans, Lat.] The

person or thing which adulterates.

ToADULTERÄTE. v . a. [adulterer, Fr.]

1. To commit adultery. Shakespeare.

2.To corruptby some foreign admixture.Boy ,

ADULTERATE. a [from the verb.]

1. Tainted with the guilt of adultery. Shak.

2. Corrupted with some foreign mixture. Sw.

ADULTERATENESS. s [from adulterate .]

The quality or state of being adulterate.

ADULTERATION. s . [from adulterate.]

1. The act of corrupting by foreign mixture .

Bacos.

2. The state of being contaminated. Felton.

ADULTERER. s. [adulter, Lat.] The person

guilty of adultery. Dryden.

ADULTERESS. s. [from adulterer.] A woman

that commits adultery.

ADULTERINE. s . [adulterine, Fr.] A child

born ofan adulteress.

ADULTEROUS. a. [adulterinus, Lat.] Guilty

of adultery. Taylor.

ADULTERY. s. [udulterium, Lat.] The act of

violating the bed ofa married person.Dryden.

ADU'MBŘANT. a. [from adumbrate.] That

which gives a slight resemblance.

ToADUMBRATE. v . a [adumbro, Lat.] To

shadow out ; to give a slight likeness ; to ex-

hibit a faint resemblance. Decay ofPiety

ADUMBRATION. s . [from adumbrute.]

1. The act of giving a slight and imperfect

representation. Bacon.

2 A faint sketch.

ADUNATION. s . [from ad and unus, Lat.]

The state of being united ; union . Boyle.

ADU'NCITY. s . [aduncitas, Lat. ] Crookedness ;

hookedness. Arbuthnot.

ADU'NQUE. a. [aduncus, Lat.] Crooked.

Not in use.

A'DVOCACY. s. [from advocate.] Vindication ;

defence ; apology.

A'DVOCATE. s. [advocatus, Lat.]

Bacon.

Brown.

I He that pleads the cause of another in a

court ofjudicature. Ayliffe. Dryden.

2. He that pleads any cause,in whatever man-

ner, as a controvertist or vindicator. Shakesp.

3. In the sacred sense, one of the offices of

our Redeemer. Milton.

ADVOCATION. s. [from advocate. ] The office

of pleading ; plea ; apology. Shakespeare.

ADVOLATION. s. [advolo, advolatum, Lat.]

The act offlying to something.

ADVOLUTION.s. [advolutio, Lat.] The act

of rolling to something.

ADVO'UTRY. s [avoutrie,Fr. ] Adultery.Bacon.

ADVOWE.s . He thathasthe right ofadvowson

ADVO'WSON. s. A right to present to a bene-

fice. Cowell.

ToADU'RE. v. n. [aduro, Lat.] To burn up.Bac.

ADU'ST. a . [adustus, Lat.]

Bacon.1. Burned up ; scorched

2.It is generally now applied to the humours

ofthe body. Pope.

Paradise Lost.

ADU'STED. a. [See ADUST.] Burnt ; dried
with fire.

ADU'STIBLE.a .[from adust.] That which may

be adusted, or burnt up.

ADU'STION. s. [from adust. ] The act of burn-

ing up, or drying.
Harvey.

AE, or . A diphthong of the Latin language,

which seems not properly to have any place

in the English ; therefore for Casar, we write

Cesar.

Æ'GILOPS. s. [asyidw↓, Gr.] A tumour or

swelling in the great corner of the eye, by

the root of the nose. Quincy.

ÆGYPTI'ACUM. s. An ointment consisting

ofhoney, verdigrease, and vinegar. Quincy.

EL, or EAL, or AL. In compound names,

all, or altogether. So Aldred, altogether reve

rend: Alfred, altogether peaceful. Gibson.

ELF. Implies assistance. So Elfwin is victori-

Gibson.

AEʼRIAL. a . [aërius, Lat.]

ous.

1. Belonging to the air, as consisting of it.

Prior. Newton.

2. Produced by the air.

3. Inhabiting the air.

4. Placed in the air.

Dryden.

Milton.

Pope.

Philips.5. High ; elevated in situation.

A'ERIE. s. [aire, Fr.] A nest of hawks and
other birds of prey.

AERO'LOGY. s. [ang and λoyos, Gr.] The doc-

trine of the air.

A'EROMANCY. s. [ang and Mavris, Gr.] The

art of divining by the air.

AERO'METRY. s. [ ang and μergs , Gr.] The

art of measuring the air.

A'ERONAUT.s.One who sails through the air.

AERO'SCOPY. s. [ang and oxew™w, Gr.] The
observation of the air.

ETHIOPS MINERAL . S. A medicine, so called

from its dark colour, made of quicksilver

and sulphur, ground together in a marble

mortar. Quincy.

ÆETITES . s. [αɛтos, an eagle.] Eagle-stone.

AFA'R. [from a for at, and fur.]

1. At a great distance.

2. To a great distance.

Quincy

Bacon.

Dryden.

3. From afar ; from a distant place. Addison.

4. AFAR OFF ; remotely distant. Hayward.

AFE'ARD . participial a. [ from to fear, for to

fright, with a redundant. ] Frightened ; terri-

fied ; afraid. Fairy Queen. Ben Jonson,

A'FER. s. [Lat. ] The south west wind. Milton.

AFFABILITY. s. [affabilité, Fr. affabilitas,

Lat.] Easiness of manners ; courteousness ;

civility ; condescension. Clarendon

A'FFABLE. «. [affable, Fr. affabilis, Lat.]

1. Easy ofmanners ; accostable ; courteous ;

complaisant.
Bacon

2. Applied to the external appearance ; be

nign ; mild.

A'FFABLENESS. s. [from affuble.] Courtesy ;

affability.

A'FFABLY. ad. [from affable. ] Courteously ,

civilly.

A'FFABROUS. a. [affahre,Fr. ] Skilfully made,

complete. Not in use.

AFFAIR. s. [affaire, Fr. ] Business ; something

to be managed or transacted. Pope.
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To ÀFFE'AR. v. n. [from affier, Fr.] To con-

firm ; to establish. Shakespeare.

AFFE CT s. [from the verb affect.]

1. Affection ; passion ; sensation.

2. Quality ; circumstance.

Bacon.

Wiseman.

To AFFECT. v. a. [affecter, Fr. afficio, affectum,

Lat.]

1. To act upon ; to produce effect in any

other thing.

2. To move the passions.

3.To aim at ; to aspire to.

Milton.

Addison.

Dryden.

4. To tend to ; to endeavour after. Newton.

5. To be fond of; to be pleased with ; to
love. Hooker.

6. To study the appearance ofany thing with

some degree of hypocrisy. Prior.

7. To imitate in anunnatural and constrained
manner. Ben Jonson.

AFFECTATION. s. [affectatio, Lat.] The act

ofmaking an artificial appearance. Spect.

AFFECTED. participial a. [from affect.]

1. Moved; touched with affection. Clarend.

2. Studied with over-much care.Shakespeare.

3. In a personal sense ; full of affectation ; as,

an affected lady.

AFFECTEDLY. ad. [from affected.] In an af-

fected manner ; hypocritically. Brown.

AFFECTEDNESS. s . [from affected .]The state

ofbeing affected.

AFFECTION. s. [affection, Fr. affectio, Lat.]

1. The state of being affected by any cause

or agent. Shakespeare.

Sidney.2. Passion of any kind.

3. Love ; kindness ; good-will to some per-

son.

4. Zeal.

Pope.

Bacon.
F

5. State ofthe mind, in general. Shakespeare.

6. Quality ; property.

7. State of the body.

Holder.

Wiseman.

8. Lively representation in painting.Wotton.

AFFECTIONATE. a. [affectionné, Fr. from

affection.]

Rogers.

1. Full of affection ; warm ; zealous . Sprat.

2. Fond ; tender. Sidney.

3. Benevolent.

AFFECTIONATELY. ad. [from affectionate.]

Fondly; tenderly ; benevolently.

AFFECTIONATENESS.s.[ from affectionate. ]

Fondness ; tenderness ; good-will.

AFFECTIONED. a. [fromaffection ]

1. Affected ; conceited. Shakespeare.

Rom.2. Inclined ; mentally disposed .

AFFECTIOUSLY. ad. [from affect. ] In an

affecting manner.

onateness.

AFFECTIVE. u. [from affect. ] That which af-

fects ; which strongly touches . Rogers.

AFFECTUO'SITY. s . [from affectuous. ] Passi-

Dict.

AFFECTUOUS.a. [ from affect .] Full ofpassion.

AFFI'ANCE . [affiance, from affier, Fr.]

1. A marriage-contract. Fairy Queen.

2. Trust in general ; confidence.Shakespeare.

3. Trust in the divine promises and protec-

tion. Common Prayer.

To AFFI'ANCE. v. «. [from the noun affi-

ance.]

1. To betroth ; to bind any one by promise

to marriage. Fairy Queen.

Pope.2. To give confidence.

4

AFFIANCER. . [from affiance.] He that

makes a contract of marriage between two

parties.

AFFIDA'TION. 1 s.. [from affido, Lat. See

AFFIDA'TURE. AFFIED . ]Mutual contract ,

mutual oath of fidelity.

anced.

AFFIDA'VIT. s. [affidavit signifies in the lan-

guage ofthe common law, he made oath.] A

declaration upon oath. Spectator

AFFI'ED . particip. a. [from the verb affy, de

rived from affido.] Joined by contract ; affi

Shakespeare

AFFILIATION. s. [from ad and filius, Lat.]

Adoption, the act of taking a son. Chambers.

A'FFINAGE. s. [affinage, Fr.] The act of re-

fining metals by the coppel .

AFFI'ÑED . a . [from affinis, Lat.] Related to

Shakespeare

AFFINITY.s.[affinité, Fr. from affinis, Latin.]

1. Relation by marriage.

another.

2. Relation to, connected with.

To AFFIRM. v . n. [affirmo, Lat.] To declare,

to tell confidently, opposed to the word deny.

To AFFIRM. v. a. To declare positively, to

ratify, to approve a former law or judgment.

AFFIRMABLE. a. [from affirm. ] 'Thatmay be
affirmed. Hale.

AFFI'RMANCE . s. [ from affirm.] Confirma-

tion ; opposed to repeal. Bacon.

AFFIRMANT. s. [from arffim .] The person

that affirms, a declarer.

AFFIRMATION . s. [affirmatio, Lat.]

1.The act of affirming or declaring ; opposed

to negation. Shakespeare.

Hummond.2. The position affirmed.

3. Confirmation, opposed to repeal. Hooker.

AFFIRMATIVE. a. [from affirm.]

Newton.

Taylor.

1. That does affirm ; opposed to negative.

2. That can or may be affirmed.

3. Positive ; dogmatical.

AFFIRMATIVELY. ad . [from affirmative.]

On the opposite side , not negatively.Brown.

AFFIRMER. s [from affirm.] The person that

Watts.affirms.

To AFFI'X. v . a. [affigo, affixum, Lat.]

1. To unite to the end ; to subjoin. Rogers.

2. To connect consequentially. Hammond.

AFFI'X. s . [affixum, Lat.] Something united to

the end of a word. Clarke.

AFFIXION. s. [from affix .]

1. The act of affixing.

2. The state of being affixed .

AFFLATION. s. [ afflo, afflatum , Latin. ] Act of

breathing upon any thing.

AFFLA'TUS. s . [Lat. ] Communication ofsome

supernatural power. Spenser.

To AFFLICT. v . a. [affiicto, afflictum, Latin ]

To putto pain ; to grieve ; to torment.Hooker.

AFFLICTEDNESS. s. [ from afflicted ] The

state ofaffliction, or being afflicted ; sorrow-

fulness ; grief.

AFFLICTER. 8. [from affiict.] The person that

afflicts .

AFFLICTION. s. [afflictio, Lat.]

1. The cause of pain or sorrow ; calamity.

Hooker.

2. The state of sorrowfulness ; misery.Addis.

AFFLICTIVE. a. [from afflict.] Painful ;

tormenting.
South.
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A'FFLUENCE.

A'FFLUENCY.

s . [affluence Fr. affluentia,

Latin.]

1. The act of flowing to any place ; con-

course.

2. Exuberance of riches ; plenty.

A'FFLUENT. a . [affluens, Lat .]

1. Flowing to any part.

Wotton.

Rogers.

Harvey.

Prior.2. Abundant ; exuberant ; wealthy.

A'FFLUENTNESS . s. [from affluent.] The

quality ofbeing affluent.

A'FFLUX. s. [affluxus, Lat.]

1. The act of flowing to some place ; afflu-

ence.

2. That which flows to any place.

AFFLUXION. s . [affluxio, Lat.]

Harvey.

1. The act offlowing to a particular place.

2. That which flows from one place to ano-

ther. Brown.

To AFFO'RD. v . a. [affourrer, affourrager, Fr.]

1. To yield or produce.

2. To grant, or confer any thing.

3. To be able to sell.

Brown.

Addison .

4. To be able to bear expenses. Swift.

To AFFOREST. v . a . [ ufforestare, Lat.] To

turn ground into forest. Davies.

To AFFRANCHISE. v. a . [affrancher, Fr.]

To make free.

To AFFRAY. v. a. [affrayer, Fr.] To fright ;

to terrify. Not in use. Spenser.
AFFRA'Y. s. A tumultuous assault of one or

more persons upon others.

AFFRICTION . s . [affrictio, Lat.] The act of

rubbing one thing upon another.

To AFFRIGHT: v. a . [ See FRIGHT.]

To affect with fear ; to terrify.

AFFRIGHT. s. [from the verb .]

1. Terrour , fear.

Boyle.

AFLA'T. ad. [from a and flut.] Level with

the ground. Bacon

AFLO’AT. ad. [froma and float . ] Floating Add

AFO'OT. ad. [from a and foot.]

1. On foot ; not on horseback. Shakespeare .

2. In action ; as , a design is afoot. Shakespeare

3. In motion. Shakespeare

AFO'RE. prep. [from a and fore.]

1. Before ; nearer in place to any thing.

2. Sooner in time.

AFO'RE . ad.

Shakespeare

1. In time foregone or past.

2. First in the way.

Shakespeare

Shakespeare

Spenser3. In front ; in the forepart.

AFO'REGOING. part. a. [from afore and

going.] Going before.

AFOREHAND . ad. [from afore and hand.]

Peach

Bacon.

1. By a previous provision. Gov. ofTongue

2 Provided, prepared , previously fitted . Bac.

AFOREMENTIONED. a. [from afore and

mentioned.] Mentioned before. Addison.

AFO'RENAMED. a. Named before.

AFORESAID. a. Said before.

AFO'RETIME. ad. In time past. Susanna.

AFRAID. particip. a . [from the verb affray.]

Struck with fear ; terrified ; fearful. Dryden.

AFRE'SH . ad . [from a andfresh.] Anew ;

again. Watts.

AFRO'NT. ad. [ from a and front.] In front

in direct opposition to the face. Shakespeare.

A'FTER, prep . [æften, Sax.]

1. Following in place.

2. In pursuit of.

3. Behind

Waller. 4. Posterior in time.

5. According to.

Dryden. 6. In imitation of.

A'FTER. ad.2. The cause of fear ; a terrible object ;

dreadful appearance. BenJonson.

AFFRIGHTFUL. a. Full of affright or ter-

rour ; terrible ; dreadful. Decay of Piety.

AFFRIGHTMENT. s . [from affright.]

1. The impression of fear ; terrour. Locke.

2. The state offearfulness. Hammond.

To AFFRONT. v. a . [affronter, Fr.]

1. Tomeet face to face ; to encounter. Shak.

2. To meet in a hostile manner, front to

front. Milton.

3. To offer an open insult ; to offend avow-

edly. Dryden.

AFFRONT. s. [from the verb.]

Milton.1. Open opposition ; encounter.

2. Insult offered to the face ; contumely.Dry.

3. Outrage ; act of contempt.
Milton.

4. Disgrace ; shame. Arbuthnot.

AFFRONTER. s. [from affront .] The person

that affronts.

AFFRO'NTING. particip a. [ from affront.]

That has the quality of affronting. Watts.

To AFFUSE. v.a. [affundo, affusum, Lat.] To

pour one thing upon another. Boyle.

AFFUSION . s. [uffusio, Lat.] The act of af-

fusing. Grew.

To AFFY' . v. a. [ affier, Fr.] To betroth in or-

der to marriage. Shakespeare.

To AFFY' . v. n. To put confidence in ; to put

trust in ; to confide. Not used. Shakespeare.

AFIELD. ad. [from a and field. ] To the field .

Gay.

Shakespeare.

Samuel.

Newton.

Dryden.

Bacon.

Addison.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

1. In succeeding time.

2. Following another.

A'FTER is compounded with many words, but

almost always in its genuine signification .

A'FTERAGES . s. [from after and ages. ] Suc-

cessive times ; posterity. Raleigh

A'FTERALL. ad. At last ; in fine ; in conclu-

sion. Atterbury.

A'FTERBIRTH. [s . from after and birth.] The

secundine. Wiseman.

A'FTERCLAP. s. Unexpected event after an

affair is supposed to be at an end. Spenser.

A'FTERCOST. s. The expense incurred after

the original plan is executed. Mortimer.

A'FTERCROP. 8. Second harvest. Mortimer.

To A'FTEREYE. v . a. To follow in view. Sh.

A'FTERGAME. s . Methods taken after the

first turn of affairs. Wotton.

A'FTERMATH.s. Second crop ofgrass mown

in autumn.

Dryden

A'FTERNOON. s. The time from the meri

dian to the evening.

AFTERPAINS. s. Pains after birth.

A'FTERPART. s . The latter part.

A'FTERPROOF. s.

Locks

1. Evidence posterior to the thing in question.

2 Qualities known by subsequent experience.

A'FTERTASTE. s. Taste remaining upon the

tongue after the draught.

AFTERTHOUGHT. s. Reflections after the

act; expedients formed too late. Dryden
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AFTERTIMES. s. Succeeding times. Dryden.

AFTERWARD.ad.In succeeding time . Hook.

A'FTERWIT. s . Contrivance of expedients af-

ter the occasion of usingthem is past.L'Estr.

AGA'IN. ad. [agen, Saxon.,

1. A second time ; once more

2. On the other hand.

3. On another part.

4. In return,

5. Back ; in restitution .'

6. In recompence.

Bacon.

Bacon.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Proverbs.

. In order of rank er succession . Bacon.

s. Beside ; in any other time or place.Bacon.

9. Twice as much. Pope.

10. Again and again ; with frequent repeti-

tion ; often. Locke.

11. In opposition ; hou answerest again.

12. Back ; as, returning from somemessage.

AGAINST. prep. [ ænzeon, Saxon . }

1. In opposition to any person ; all are against

him. Genesis.

mouth.

2. Contrarily to ; in opposition to ; it is

against his will. Dryden.

3. In contradiction to any opinion ; tracts

against popery. Swift.

4. With contrary motion or tendency ; against

the stream . Shakespeare.

5. Contrary to rule ; against law Milton.

6. Opposite to, in place ; against the river's

Dryden.

accident is

Davies.

8. In expectation of; provide against the

time. Dryden.

AGA'PE. ad. [a and gape. ] Staring with ea-

Spectator.

A'GARICK . s. [agaricum, Latin . ] A drug of

use inphysick, and the dying trade. It is di-

vided into male and female ; themale is used

only in dying, the female in medicine ; the

male grows on oaks, the female on larches.

AGA'ST. a. [ from agaze. ] Struck with terrour;

staring with amazement. Milton.

7. To the hurt of another ; the

against me.

gerness.

A'GATE. s. [ agate, Fr. achates, Lat.] A pre-

cious stone of the lowest class . Woodward.

A'GATY. a. [from agate. ] Partaking of the

nature of agate. Woodward.

ToAGA'ZE. v. a. [from a and gaze.] To strike

with amazement ; to stupify with sudden
terrour. Not used.

Spenser.

AGAʼZED. part. a. [from agaze ] Struck with

amazement ; terrified to stupidity. Shak.

AGE. s. [age, Fr.]

1. Any period of time attributed to some-

thing as the whole, or part, of its duration. Sh.

2. A succession or generation of men. Rosc.

3. The time in which any particular man, or

race ofmen, lived . Pope.

4. Thespace ofan hundred years, a century.

5. The latter part of life; oldness. Prior.

6. Maturity ; ripeness ; full strength oflife.

Dryden.

7. [In law. ] In a man, the age of fourteen

years is the age ofdiseretion : and twenty-one

years is the full age. A woman at twenty-

one is able to alienate her lands. Cowell.

A'GED. c . [from age. ]

1. Old ; stricken in years. Prior.

2. Old ; applied to inanimate things.Stilling.

A'GEDL f. aa. [ from aged.] After the manner

of an aged person.

AGE'N. ud. [agen, Sax ] Again ; in return`; in

recompence. Dryden.

A'GENCY. s . [from agent.]

1. The quality of acting ; the state of being

in action ; action . Woodward.

2. Business performed by an agent. Swift.

A'GENT. a. [ ugens, Lat .] That docs act. Bac.
A'GENT. s.

1. An actor ; he that acts . South.

2. A substitute ; a deputy ; a factor. Dryden.

3. That which has the power of operating, or

producing effects on another thing. Temple.

AGGENERATION. s. [from ad and generatio,

Lat.] The state of growing or uniting to ano-

ther body. Brown.

To A'GGERATE. v. a. [from aggero, Latin.]

To heap up.

To AGGLOMERATE. v . a. [agglomero, Lat.]

To gather up in a ball, as a thread.

AGGLUTINANTS. s. [from agglutinate.]

Those medicines which have the power of

uniting parts together.

To AGGLUTINATE. v. n. [from ad and glu-

ten, Lat.] To unite one partto another. Harv.

AGGLUTINATION. s. [from agglutinate.]

Union ; cohesion. Wiseman.

AGGLUTINATIVE. a . [from agglutinate.]

That has the power of procuring agglutina

tion . Wiseman.

To A'GGRANDIZE. v . a. [aggrandiser, Fr.]

To make great ; to enlarge ; to exalt. Wults.

A'GGRANDIZEMENT. s. [aggrandissement,

Fr.] The state of being aggrandized.

A'GGRANDIZER. s. [from aggrandize. ] The

person that makes great another.

To

To AGGRATE. v . a. [aggratare, Ital.] To

please ; to treat with civilities . Not in use.

Spenser

A'GGRAVATE. v . a. [aggravo, Lat.]

1. To make heavy, in a metaphorical sense

as, to aggravate an accusation.

2. To make any thing worse.

AGGRAVATION. s [from aggravate.]

1. The act of aggravating.

Milton.

Bacon

2. The act of enlarging to enormity.Addison

3. The extrinsical circumstances, which in

crease guilt or misery.
Hammond,

A'GGREGATE. a. [aggregatus, Lat.] Framed

bythe collection of particular parts into one

mass, body, or system.

A'GGREGATE. s . The result of the conjunc

tion ofmany particulars. Glanville.

Ray.

To A'GGREGATE. v. a {aggrego, Lat.] To

collect together ; to accumulate ; to heap

many particulars into one mass. Milton.

AGGREGATION. s . [ from aggregate.]

I. Collection, or state of being collected.

1 Brown.

2. The collection, or act of collecting many
particulars into one whole. Woodward.

3. The whole composed by the coacervation

ofmany particulars ; an aggregate

To AGGRESS v. a [ aggredior, aggressum, Lat.]

To commit the first act of violence Prior.

AGGRESSION. s. [ aggressio, Lat.] The first

act of injury ; commencement of a quarrel

by some act of iniquity. L'Estrange.
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AGGRESSOR. s . [from aggress.] The person

that first commences hostility ; the assaulter

or invader. Pope.

AGGRIEVANCE. s. Injury ; wrong endured .

To AGGRIEVE. v. a . [from gravis, Lat.]

1. To give sorrow ; to vex. Spenser.

2. To harass ; to hurt in one's right. Granv.

To AGGROUP. v. a . [uggropare, Italian.] To

bring together into one figure. Dryden.

AGHA'ST. a. [from a and garz, a ghost.]

Struck with horrour, as at the sight of a

spectre ; stupified with terrour. Addison.

A'GILE. a. [agilis, Latin. ] Nimble ; ready .

active. Prior.

A'GILENESS. s. [from agile. ] Nimbleness ;

readiness for motion ; quickness ; activity.

AGILITY. s . [agilitas, Lat ] Nimbleness ;

quickness ; activity. Watts.

A'GIO. s . [Italian . ] A mercantile term, used

chiefly in Holland and Venice, for the differ-

ence between the value of bank notes and

the current money. Chambers.

To AGI'ST. v . a. [giste, Fr. a bed.] To take

in and feed the cattle of othermen at a cer-

tain rate. Blount.

AGI'STMENT. s . A modus or composition, or

mean rate , at which some right may be rec-

koned

A'GITABLE. a . [agitabilis, Latin.] That may

be put in motion .

To A'GITATE. v . a. [agito, Lat.]

1. To put in motion ; to shake.

2. To actuate ; to move.

AGOʻNE. ad. [agan, Sax.] Ago ; past. Janson,

A'GONISM. s. [ayanomos, Gr.] Contention fo

a prize.

AGONI'STES. s. [αyn , Gr.] A prize

fighter ; one that contends at a public so

lemnityfor a prize. Milton

ToA'GONIZE. v. n. [agoniser, Fr.] To fee.

agonies ; to be in excessive pain. Pope

A'GONY. s. [ayaw, Gr. agonie, Fr.]

1. The pangs of death.
Roscommon.

2. Any violent pain of body or mind. Milion

3. It is particularly used in devotion for our

Redeemer's conflict in the garden . Hooker.

AGOOD. ad. [a and good . ] In carnest . Shak.

AGOUTY. s . An animal of the Antilles , of

the bigness ofa rabbit, with bright red hair,

and a little tail without hair. Trevoux.

To AGRA'CE . v. a. [ from a and grace. ] To

grant favours to . Out of use. Spenser.

AGRA'RIAN. a . [agraruus, Lat. ] Relating to
fields or grounds.

To AGRE'ASE. v. a. [from a and grease. ] To

daub ; to grease.

To AGREE. v. n. [agréer, Fr.]

1. To be in concord.

2. To yield to ; to admit.

3. To settle amicably.

4. To settle terms by stipulation .

5. To settle a price between buy

Spenser

Pope

Burne!

Clarendon

Mattheu

and seller.

Matthew.

6. To be ofthe samemind or opinion. Clar.

7. To be consistent. Mark.

Locke.

9. To cause no disturbance in the body.Arb.

To AGREE. v. a.

Blackmore. 8. To suit with.

3. To affect with perturbation.

4. To stir ; to discuss ; to controvert. Boyle.

5. To contrive ; to revolve. King Charles.

Bacon.

AGITATION. [agitatio, Latin . ]

1. The act ofmoving any thing.

2. The state of being moved.

3. Discussion ; controversial examination.

4. Perturbation ; disturbance ofthe thoughts;

violent motion ofthe mind. Tatler.

5. Deliberation ; contrivance ; the state of

being consulted upon. Swift.

AGITĂ'TOR. s. [ from agitate .] He that agi-

tates any thing ; he who manages affairs .

A'GLET. s. [aigulette, Fr.]

1. A tag ofa point carved into some repre-

sentation of an animal. Hayw. Shakespeare.

2. The pendants at the ends of the chives of

flowers, as in tulips .

A'GMINÁL. a. [from agmen, Lat. Belonging

to a troop.

A'GNAIL. s. [from ange, grieved, and nagle,

a nail. ] A disease of the nails ; a whitlow.

AGNA'TION. s. [from agnatus, Lat. ] Descent

from the same father, in a direct male

line

AGNITION. s. [from agnitio, Lat.] Acknow.

ledgment.

To AĞNI'ZE. v . a . [from agnosco, Lat.] To ac-

knowledge ; to own. Obsolete. Shakespeare.

AGNOMINATION. s. [agnominatio, Lat.]

Allusion of one word to another. Camden.

AGNUS CASTUS. s. [Lat.] The chaste tree.

Dryden.

AGO' ad. [agan, Sax. ] Past ; as, longago ; that

is, long time has past since. Addison.

AGO'G. ud. In a state of desire . South.

AGOʻING. ad. [a and going. ] In action. Tatler.

1. To put an end to a variance.

2. To make friends ; to reconcile.

AGREEABLE. a . [agréable, Fr.]

1. Suitable to ; consistent with.

2. Pleasing.

Spenser.
Roscont.

Temple.

Addison.

AGREEABLENESS. s . [ from agrecable. ]

1. Consistency with ; suitableness to . Locke.

2. The quality of pleasing. Collie .

3. Resemblance ; likeness. Gre

AGREEABLY.ad. [from agreeable. ] Consist

ently with ; in a manner suitable to. Strif

AGREED. particip. a. [from agree. ] Settled by

Locke,

AGREʼEINGNESS . s. [ from agree.] Consist.

ence ; suitableness.

AGREEMENT. s . [agrément, French.]

1. Concord.

consent.

Ecclue.

2.Resemblance ofonething to another. Locke.

3. Compact ; bargain. Arbuthnot.

A'GRICULTURE. s . [agricultura, Latin.]

Tillage ; husbandry. Pope.

A'GRIMONY. s. [agrimonia, Latin .]

name of a plant.

The

Miller.

AGRO'UND. ad. [from a and ground. ]

1. Stranded ; hindered by the ground from

passing further. Kaleigh.

2. Hindered in the progress of affairs.

A'GUE. s. [aigu, Fr. ] An intermitting fever,

with cold fits succeeded by hot. Denhum.

A'GUED. a. [ from ague. ] Struck with an

ague ; shivering. Shakespeare.

A'GUE-FIT. s . [from ague and fit . ] The pa

roxysm ofthe ague. Shakespeares

A'GUE-TREE. 3. [from ague and tree. ] is

name sometimes given to sassafras.
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A'GUISH. a. [from ague.] Having the quali

ties ofan ague. Granville.

A'GUISHNESS. s. [from aguish.] The quality

ofresembling an ague.

AH. interjection.

:

1. A word noting sometimes dislike and cen-

Isarah.sure.

2. Sometimes contempt and exultation. Psal.

3. Most frequently compassion and com-

plaint. Prior.

AHA'! AHA' ! interject. A word intimating

triumph and contempt. Psalms.

AHEAD. ad. [ from a and head . ]

1. Further onward than another. Dryden.

2. Headlong ; precipitantly. L'Estrange.

AHEIGHT. ad. [from a and height. ] Aloft ;

on high. Shakespeare.

AHOUA'I. s. The name of a poisonous plant.

To AID. v. a. [aider, Fr.] To help ; to sup-

port ; to succour.

AID. s. [from the verb.]

1. Help ; support.

Roscommon.

Pope.

2. The person that gives support ; a helper ;

an auxiliary. Tobit.

Cowell.

Help ; support.

Shakespeare.

3. A subsidy ; money granted.

A'IDANCE. s. [ from aid.]

Little used.

A'IDANT. a. [aidant, Fr.]
Not in use.

Helping ; helpful .

Shakespeare.

that brings aid ; a

Bacon.

Helpless ; unsup-

A'IDER. s. [from aid.] He

helper ; an ally.

A'IDLESS. a. [from aid. ]

ported ; undefended.

A'ÏGULĒT. s. [aigulet, Fr.] A point with tags.

Spenser.

To AIL. v. a. [ezlan, Saxon.]

Milton.

1. Topain ; to trouble ; to give pain. Gen.

2. To affect in any manner. Dryden.

AIL. s. [from the verb. ] A disease. Pope.

A'ILING. part . a. Sickly ; full of complaints.

A'ILMENT. s. [from ail. ] Pain ; disease . Sw.

" AIM. v. n. [esmer, Fr.]

1. To direct a missive weapon, as to amark.

Pope.

2. To pointthe view, or direct the steps, to-

ward any thing ; to tend toward ; to endea-

vour to reach or obtain.

3. To guess.

Tillotson.

Dryden.

To AIM. v. a. To direct the missile weapon ; to

point the weapon by the eye.

AIM. s. [from the verb.]

1. The direction ofa missive weapon.Dryden.

2. The point to which the thing thrown is
directed.

Shakespeare.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

3. Apurpose ; an intention ; a design. Pope.

4. The object of a design.

5. Conjecture ; guess .

AIR. s. [air, Fr. aër, Lat ]

1. The element encompassing the terraque-

ous globe. Watts.

2. The state of the air ; or the air considered

with regard to health. Bacon.

3. Air in motion ; a small gentle wind. Milt.

4. Scent ; vapour. Bacon.

5. Anything light or uncertain . Shakespeare.

6. The open weather ; air unconfined. Dryd.

7. Vent ; emission into the air. Dryden.

8. Publication ; exposure to the publick view

and knowledge.

9. Musick, whether light or serious. Pope.

c. Poetry; a song. Milton

11. The mien, or manner ofthe person. Add.

12. An affected or laboured manner or ges-

ture.

13. Appearance.

To AIR. v. a. [from the noun.]

Swift.

Pope.

Dryden.

Addison.

1. To expose or open to the air.

2. To give enjoyment ofthe air.

A'IRBLADDER. s. [from air and bladder.]

1. Any cuticle filled with air. Arbuthnot

2. The bladder in fishes, by the contraction

and dilatation of which they rise orfall.

A'IRBUILT. a. [from air and built.] Built in

the air. Pope.

AIRDRAWN. a. Painted in air. Shakespeare.

A'IRER. s . [ from to air. ] He that exposes to

the air.

A'IRHOLE. s. [from air and hole. ] A hole to

admit the air.

A'IRINESS . s . [from airy.]

Felton.

1. Exposure to the air ; openness.

2. Lightness ; gaiety ; levity.

A'IRING. s. [from air.] A short journey to

take the air. Addison.

A'IRLESS . a . [from air. ] Wanting communi-

cation with the free air. Shakespeare.

A'IRLING. s. [from air. ] A young, light, gay

person. Ben Jonson

A'IRPUMP. s. [from air and pump.] A ma-

chine bymeans of which the air is exhausted

out of proper vessels .
Chambers.

A'IRSHAFT. [from air and shaft . ] A passage
for the air into mines.

A'IRY. a . [from air ; aëreus, Lat.]

1. Composed of air.

2. Relating to the air.

3. High in air.

Ray.

Bacon

Boyle.

Addison.

Spenser.4. Open to the free air.

5. Light as air ; unsubstantial. Shakespeare.

6. Without reality ; vain ; trifling. Temple,

7. Fluttering; loose ; full of levity. Dryden.

8. Gay ; sprightly ; full of mirth ; vivacious ;

lively ; light of heart. Taylor.

Addison.AISLE. s . The walk in a church.

AIT. s. A small island in a river.

ToAKE. v. n . [from ax , Gr.] To feel a last-

ing pain.

AKI'N. a. [from a and kin.]

1. Related to ; allied by blood.

2. Allied to bynature.

Lockę.

Sidney

L'Estrange.

AL, ALD), being initials, are derived from the

Saxon eald, ancient. Gibson.

A'LABASTER. s. [aλabaççov.] A kind of soft

marble, easier to cut, and less durable, than

the other kinds. Shakespeare.

A'LABASTER. a. Made of alabaster.

sorrow.

Addison.

ALA'CK ! interject. Alas ! an expression of

Shakespeare.

ALA'CKADAY ! interject. A word noting sor-

row and melancholy.

ALA'CRIOUSLY. ad. Cheerfully ; without de-

jection. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

ALA'CRITY. s. [alacritas, Lat. ] Cheerfulness ;

sprightliness ; gaiety . Dryden.

ALAMO'DE. ad. [à-la-mode, Fr.] According to

the fashion.

ALA'ND. ad . [from a for at, and land-] At

land ; landed ; on the dry ground. Dryden.

ALA'RM. s . [from the Fr. à l'arme, to arms.]
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1. A cry by which men are summoned to

their arms.

2. Notice ofany danger approaching.

3. Any tumult or disturbance,

Te ALA'RM. v. a.

1. To call to arms.

Pope.

Pope.

Addison.

2. To surprise with the apprehension of any

danger. Tickel.

3. To disturb in general . Dryden,

ALAʼRMBELL. s. [ from alurm and bell.] The

bell that is rung at the approach of an enemy.

Dryden.

ALA'RMING, particip. a . [from alarm.] Ter-

rifying ; awakening ; surprising.

ALA'RMPOST. s. [ from alarm and post .] The

post appointed by each body of men to ap-

pear at, when an alarm shall happen.

ALA'RUM.s. See ALARM. Prior.

To ALA'RUM. v . a. See ALARM. Shakespeare .

LA'S ! interject. [helas, Fr.]

1. A word expressing lamentation .

2. A word of pity.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

3. A word of sorrow and concern. Milton.

A LATE. ad. [from a and late.] Lately .

A LB. s. [album, Lat.] A surplice.

ALBEIT. ad. Although ; notwithstanding ;

though it should be. South.

ALBUGINEOUS. a . [albugo, Lat.] Resem-

bling the white of an egg. Brown.

ALBÜ'GO. s. [ Lat.] A disease in the eye, by

which the cornea contracts a whiteness.

A' LCAHEST. s . An universal dissolvent.

AL CA'ID . s.

1. The governour of a castle. Dryden.

Du Cange.2. The judge of a city.

ALCA'NÑA. s. An Egyptian plant used in

dying. Brown.

ALCHY'MICAL. ad. [from alchymy . ] Relating

to alchymy. Camden.

Camden.

6

AI CHY'MICALLY. ad. [from alchymical.] In

the manner of an alchymist.

ALCHY'MIST. s . [from alchymy ] One who

pursues or professes the science ofalchymy.Sh

A'LCHYMY. s . [of al, Arab. and xnue, Gr.]

1. The more sublime chymistry, which pro-

poses the transmutation of metals. Donne.

2. A kind of mixed metal used for spoons,

and kitchen utensils . Bacon. Milton.

A' LCOHOL. s . A high rectified dephleg

mated spirit of wine. Boyle ,

ALCOHOLIZATION. s. [from alcoholize .]

The act of alcoholizing or rectifying spirits .

ToA'LCOHOLIZE.v.a. [fromalcohol . ]To rectify

spirits till they are wholly dephlegmated.

LCORAN. s. [al and koran, Arab. ] The

book of the Mahometan precepts and cre-

denda. Saunderson.

A'LCOVE. s. [alcova, Span .] A recess, orpart of

a chamber, separated by an estrade, in which

is placed a bed of state. Trevoux.

A'LDER. s. [alnus, Lat.]A tree having leaves

resembling those ofthe hazel. The wood is

used byturners, and will endure long under

ground, or in water. Miller.

ALDERLIEVEST. a. Most beloved. Shak.

A'LDERMAN. s . [from ald, old, and man.]

A senator ; a governour or magistrate, ori-

ginally chosen on account of the experience

his age had given him. Pope,

A'LDERMANLY. ad. [from alderman .] Like
an alderman. Swift

A'LDERN. a. [from alder.] Made of alder

ALE. s. [eale, Saxon .]

May

1. A liquor made by infusing malt in hot

water, and then fermenting the liquor. Shak

2.A merry meeting used in country places.

Ben Jonson

AʼLEBERRY. s. [from ale and berry.] A be-

verage made by boiling ale with spirits and

sugar, and sops of bread. Beaumont.

A'LÈBREWER. s. [from ale and brewer.] One

that professes to brew ale. Mortimer.

A'LECONNER. s. [from ale and con. ] An of

ficer in the city of London, whose business

is to inspect the measures of publick houses.

A'LECOST. s. The name of an herb.

A'LEGAR. s . [from ale and aigre, Fr. sour.Ĵ

Sour ale .

A'LEHOOF. s. [from ale and hoor , head.]

Groundivy ; once used for hops. Temple.

AʼLEHOUSE. s. [from ale and house.] A tip-

pling-house. South.

A'LEHOUSEKEEPER. s. [from alehouse and

keeper.] He that keeps ale publickly to sell.

A'LEKNIGHT. s . [from ale and knight.] A pot

companion ; a tippler. Obsolete. Camden.

ALEMBICK.s . A vessel used in distilling, con-

sisting ofavessel placed over a fire, in which

is contained the substance to be distilled ,and

a concave closely fitted on, into which the

fumes arise by the heat ; this cover has a

beak or spout, into which the vapours rise.

and by which they pass into a serpentine

pipe, which is kept cool by making many

convolutions in a tub of water ; here the

vapours are condensed , and what entered the

pipe in fume, comes out in drops. Boyle.

ALE'NGTH. ad. [from a for at, and length.]

At full length ; along.

ALE'RT. a. [alerie, Fr.]

1. Watchful ; vigilant ; ready at a call.

2. Brisk ; pert ; petulant. Addison

ALERTNESS . s. [from alert.] The qua

lity of being alert ; sprightliness ; pertnest

Addison

ALE'WASHED . a. [from ale and wash.] Soak-

ed in ale. Shakespeare.

A'LEWIFE. s . [from ale and wife.] A woman

that keeps an alehouse. Swift.

A'LEXANDERS. s . [smyrnium, Lat.] The

name of a plant. Miller.

A'LEXANDER'S FOOT. s. The name of an

herb.

ALEXA’NDRINE. s. A kind of verse bor-

rowed from the French, first used in a poem

called Alexander. This verse consists of

twelve syllables . Pope.

ALEXIPHA'RMICK. a. [from aλeğew and

paguanov.] That drives away poison ; anti-

dotal. Brown,

ALEXITE'RICAL, or ALEXITE'RICK. a,

That drives away poison.

A'LGATES. ad. [all and gate.] On any terms ;

everyway. Obsolete. Fairfax.

A'LGEBRA. s . [An Arabick word.] A peculiar

kind of arithmetick, which takes the quan-

tity sought, whether it be anumber or aIne,
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as if it were granted, and by means of one

or more quantities given, proceeds by con-

sequence, till the quantity at first only sup-

posed to be known, or at least some power

thereof, is found to be equal to some quan-

tity or quantities which are known, and con-

sequentlyitself is known.

ALGEBRAICAL.

ALGBRA'ICK. }
u Relating to algebra .

ALGEBRA IST. s . [from algebra.] A person

that understands or practises the science of

algebra. Graunt.

A'LGID. a. [algidus, Lat.] Cold ; chill .

ALGIDITY. s . Chilness ; cold .

ALGI'FICK. a. [from algor, Lat.] That pro-

duces cold.

A'LGOR. s. [Lat . ] Extreme cold ; chilness.

A'LGORISM . s. Arabick words, used to

ALGORITHM. } imply the six operations of

arithmetick, or the science ofnumbers.

A'LIAS. ad A Latin word, signifying other-

wise ; as, Mallet, alias Malloch ; that is,

otherwise Malloch.

AʼLIBLE. a. [alibilis , Latin . ] Nutritive ; nou-

rishing ; that may be nourished.

A'LIEN. a. [alienus, Lat.]

1. Foreign, or not of the samefamily or land.

Dryden.

2. Estranged from ; not allied to. Rogers.

A'LIEN. s. [alicnus, Lat.]

1. A foreigner ; not a denison ; one not al-

lied ; a stranger. Addison.

2. [In law.] One born in a strange country,

and never franchised. Cowell.

To A'LIEN. v . n . [aliener, Fr. alieno, Lat.]

1. To make any thing the property of an.

other. Hale.

2. To estrange ; to turn the mind or affec-

tion ; to make averse. Clarendon.

A'LIENABLE. a . [from to alienate .] That of

which the property may be transferred .

Dennis.

To A'LIENATI . v . a [aliener, French ; alieno,

Latin.]

1. To transfer the property of any thing to

Bacon .
another.

2. To withdraw the heart or affections. Till.

A'LIENATE . a. [alienatus, Lat.] Withdrawn

from: stranger to. Swift.

Bac ,

ALIMENTATION. s. [from aliment .]

1. The quality of nourishing.

2. The state ofbeing nourished.

ALIMO'NIOUS. a. [from alimony.]_ That

does nourish. Harvey.

AʼLIMONY. s . [alimonia, Lat.] Legal pro-

portion of the husband's estate, which, by

the sentence of the ccclesiastical court, is al-

lowed to the wife forher maintenance, upon

the account of separation from him. Hudib.

A'LIQUANT. a. [aliquantus, Latin.] Parts of

a number, which, however repeated, will

never make up the number exactly ; as 3 is

analiquant of 10, thrice 3 being 9, four times

3 making 12.

A'LIQUOŤ. a . [aliquot, Latin . ] Aliquot parts

of any number or quantity, such as will ex-

actly measure it without any remainder ; as,

3 is an aliquot part of 12.

A'LISH. a. [from ale.] Resembling ale. Mort.

ALI'VE. a . [from a and live.]

1. The state of life ; not dead.

2. Unextinguished ; undestroyed ; active ; in

full force.

3. Cheerful ; sprightly.

Hooker.

Clarissa.

4. It is used to add an emphasis ; as, the best

man alive. Clarendon.

A'LKAHEST. s . An universal dissolvent, or

liquor which has the power of resolving all

things into their first principles.

ALKALE'SCENT. a [ from alkali.] That has

a tendency to the properties of an alkali.

Arbuthnot,

A'LKALI. s . [from an herb called by the Egyp-

tians kali ; by us glasswort.] Any substance,

which, when mingled with acid, produces

effervescence and fermentation.

A'LKALINE. a . [ from alkali. ] That has the

qualities of alkali . Arbuthnot.

To ALKALIZATE. v. a . [from alkali .] To

make alkaline.

ALKA'LIZATE. a . [from alkali.] Having

the qualities of alkali. Newton.

ALKALIZATION. s. [from alkali. ] The act

ofalkalizating.

A'LKANET. s . [anchusa, Lat.] The name ofa

plant. Miller.

ALKEKE'NGI. 8. A medicinal fruit or

berry, produced by a plant of the same de-

nomination ; popularly also called winter

cherry.

ALKE'RMES. s. A confection whereof the

kermes berries are the basis . Chambers.

ALIENATION. s. [alienatio, Lat.]

1. The act oftransferring property.

2. The state of being alienated.

Atterb.

3. Change of affection. Bacon.

4. Disorder of the faculties . Hooker. ALL. a. [æll, Saxon ]

To ALIGHT. v. a. [ahhzan, Saxon .]

J. To come down and stop . Dryden.

2. To fall upon. Dryden. ALL. s.

I. The whole.

Pope.

ALIKE. ad. [from a and like .] With resem-

blance ; in the same manner.

A'LIMENT. s . [uiimentum, Latin. ] Nourish-

ment; nutriment , food . Arbuthnot.

ALIMENTAL. a. [ from aliment. ] That has

the quality of aliment ; that does nourish ;

that does feed. Brown

ALIMENTARINESS. s . [from alimentary.}

The quality of being alimentary.

ALIMENTARY. a . [from aliment.]

1. That belongs to aliment,

2. That has the power of nourishing, Ruy.

Arbuthnot.

Chambers.

1. The whole number ; every one. Tillotson.

2. The whole quantity ; every part. Locke.

2. Every thing.

ALL. ad. [ See ALL. a ]

1. Quite ; completely.

Prior

Shakespeare.

Locke.

Dryden.2. Altogether ; wholly.

All is much used in composition.

ALL-BE'ARING. a . [from all and bear.] Om-

niparous. Pope

ALL-CHE'ERING. a. [from all and cheer.]

That gives gaiety to all. Shakespearc

ALL-CO'NQÜERİNG. a. That subdues every

thing. Milton
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ALL-DEVOURING. a . [from all and devour.]

That eats up every thing. Pope.

ALL-FOURS. s. [from all and four.] A low

game at cards played by two.

ALL-HAIL. s. [from all and hail, for health .]

All health. Walsh

ALLHALLOW
ALL-HA'LLOW. s. [from all and hallow.]

All Saints Day.

ALL-HA'LLOWN. a. [ from all and hallow .]

The time about All Saints Day. Shakespeare.

ALL-HA'LLOWTIDE. s. [See ALL-HAL-

LOWN.] The term near All Saints.

ALL-HEAL. s. [panax, Lat. ] A species of iron-

wort.

Bacon.

ALL-JUDGING. a . [from all andjudge . ] That

has the sovereign right ofjudgment. Rowe.

ALL-KNO'WING. a. [from all and know.] Om-

niscient ; all-wise. Atterbury.

ALL-PO'WERFUL. a. [from all and power-

ful.] Almighty ; omnipotent. Swift.

ALL SAINT'S DAY. s. The day on which

there is a general celebration of the saints ;

the first of November.

ALL-SE'EING. a. [from all and see.] That

beholds every thing. Dryden.

ALL SOULS DAY. s. The day on which

supplications are made for all souls by the

church of Rome ; the second of November.

Shakespeare.

ALL-SUFFICIENT. a. [from all and suffi-
cient.] Sufficient to every thing. Norris.

ALL-WISE. a. [ from all and wise . ] Possest of

infinite wisdom . Prior.

ALLANTO'IS. s. The urinary tunick placed

between the amnion and chorion . Quincy.

To ALLA'Y. v. a . [from alloyer, Fr.]

1. To mix one metal with another, to make

it fitter for coinage . In this sense, most au-

thors write alloy. See ALLOY.

2. To join any thing to another, so as to

ahate its predominant qualities . South.

3. To quiet ; to pacify ; to repress. Shakesp.

ALLA'Y. s. [alloy, Fr.]

1. The metal of a baser kind mixed in coins,

to harden them , that they may wear less .

Hud.

2. Any thing which, being added, abates the

predominant qualities of that with which it

is mingled. Newton.

ALLA'YER. s. [from allay .] The person or

thing which has the power or quality of al-

laying. Harvey.

ALLAŸ'MENT. s . [from allay .] That which

has the power of allaying. Shakespeare.

ALLEGATION. s . [ from allege.]

1. Affirmation ; declaration

2. The thing alleged or affirmed.

3. An excuse ; a plea.

To ALLE'GE. v. a . [allego, Latin. ]

Shakesp.

Pope.

1. To affirm ; to declare ; to maintain.

2. To plead as an excuse, or argument.Locke.

ALLE GEABLE. a. [from allege. ] That may

be alleged. Brown.

ALLEGE'MENT. s. [from allege .] The same

with allegation.

ALLE'GER. s. [from allege. ] He that alleges.

Boyle.

ALLEGIANCE. s. [allegeance, Fr.] The duty

of subjects to the government. Clarendon.

ALLEGIANT. a. [ from allege. ] Loyal ; con-

formable to the duty of allegiance. Shakesp.

ALLEGORICAL.. [from allegory ] After

ALLEGO'RICK. the manner of an alle-

gory; not real ; not literal. Pope.

ALLEGOʻRICALLY. ad. [from allegory.] Af

ter an allegorical manner. Pope.

To A'LLEGORIZE . v . a . [from allegory.] To

turn into allegory ; to form an allegory ; to

take in a sense not literal. Locke.

AʼLLEGORY. s. [aλλeyogia ] A figurative

discourse, in which something other is in-

tended, than is contained in the words lite-

rally taken. Ben Jonson.

ALLEGRO. s. A word denoting in musick a

sprightly motion. It originally means gay, as
in Milton.

ALLELUJAH. s. A word of spiritual exul-

tation ; Praise God. Gov. of Tongue.

To ALLEVIATE v. a. [allevo, Latin .] To

make light ; to ease ; to soften . Bentley.

ALLEVIATION. s. [from alleviate.]

1. The act ofmaking light. South.

Locke

2. That bywhich any pain is eased, or fault

extenuated.

A'LLEY. s. [allée, Fr.]

1. A walk in a garden. Dryden.

2. A passage in towns narrower than a street.

Shakespeare.

ALLI'ANCE . s . [alliance, Fr.]

1. The state of connexion with another by

confederacy ; a league.

2. Relation by marriage. Dryden.

3. Relation by any form of kindred . Shakesp.

4. The persons allied to each other. Addison.

ALLICIENCY. s. [allicio, Lat. ] The power

of attracting any thing. Glanville.

To A'LLIGATE. v . a. [allego , Latin.] To tic

one thing to another ; to unite .

ALLIGATION. s. [from alligate.]

1. The act of tying together ; the state of

being so tied.

2. The arithmetical rule that teaches to ad-

just the price of compounds, formed ofseve-

ral ingredients of different value.

ALLIGATOR. s. The crocodile. Garth.

A'LLIGATURE. s. [ from alligate ] The li-

gature by which two things are joined to-

gether.

ALLI'SION. s . [allido, allisum, Latin . ] The act

ofstriking one thing against another. Woodw.

ALLOCATION. s . [alloco, Lat.]
1

1. The act of putting one thing to another.

2. The admission of an article in reckoning ;

an addition of it to the account.

ALLOCUTION. s . [allocutio, Lat.] The act

of speaking to another.

ALLO'DIAĽ a. [from allodium .] Not feudal ;

independent.

ALI.O'DIUM. s . A possession held in absolute

independence without any acknowledgment

of a lord paramount. There are no allodial

lands in England , all being held either me-

diately or immediately of the king.

ALLO'NGE. s . [allonge, Fr.]

1. A pass or thrust with a rapier.

12. A long rein in which a horse is exercised

To ALLO'O . v. a . To set on ; to incite a dog,

by crying alloo. Philips
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A'GUISH. a. [from ague.] Having the quali

ties of an ague. Granville.

A'GUISHNESS . s. [from aguish.] The quality

ofresembling an ague.

AH. interjection.

1. A word noting sometimes dislike and cen-

Isarah.sure.

2. Sometimes contempt and exultation. Psal.

3. Most frequently compassion and com-

plaint. Prior.

AHA' ! AHA' ! interject. A word intimating

triumph and contempt.

AHEAD. ad . [from a and head .]

Psalms.

1. Further onward than another. Dryden.

2. Headlong ; precipitantly. L'Estrange.

AHEIGHT. ad. [from a and height. ] Aloft ;

on high. Shakespeare.

AHOUA'I. s. The name of a poisonous plant.

To AID. v. a. [aider, Fr.] To help ; to sup-

port ; to succour.

AID. s. [fromthe verb.]

1. Help ; support.

Roscommon.

Pope.

2. The person that gives support ; a helper ;

. an auxiliary. Tobit.

Cowell.3. A subsidy ; money granted.

A'IDANCE. s. [from aid.]

Little used.
Help ; support.

Shakespeare.

Helping ; helpful .

Shakespeare.

that brings aid ; a
Bacon.

A'IDANT. a. [aidant, Fr.]

Not in use.

A'IDER. s. [from aid . ] He

helper ; an ally.

A'IDLESS. a. [from aid.] Helpless ; unsup-

ported; undefended . Milton.

A'ÏGULËT. s. [aigulet, Fr. ] A point with tags.

Spenser.

To AIL. v. a. [eglan, Saxon.]

Gen.

Dryden.

1. To pain ; to trouble ; to give pain.

2. To affect in any manner.

AIL. s. [ from the verb. ] A disease. Pope.

A'ILING. part . a. Sickly ; full of complaints.

A'ILMENT. s. [from ail.] Pain ; disease . Sw.

" AIM. v. n. [esmer, Fr.]

1. To direct a missive weapon, as to amark.

Pope.

2. To point the view, or direct the steps, to-

ward any thing ; to tend toward ; to endea-

vour to reach or obtain.

3. To guess.

Tillotson.

Dryden.

To AIM. v. a. To direct the missile weapon ; to

point the weapon by the eye.

AİM. s. [from the verb. ]

1. The direction ofa missive weapon.Dryden.

2. The point to which the thing thrown is

directed. Shakespeare.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

3. Apurpose ; an intention ; a design. Pope.

4. The object of a design.

5. Conjecture ; guess.

AIR. s. [air, Fr. aër, Lat ]

1. The element encompassing the terraque-

ous globe. Watts.

2. The state of the air ; or the air considered

with regard to health. Bacon.

3. Air in motion ; a small gentle wind. Milt.

4. Scent ; vapour. Bacon.

5. Any thing light or uncertain , Shakespeare.

6. The open weather ; air unconfined. Dryd.

7. Vent ; emission into the air. Dryden.

8. Publication ; exposure to the publick view

and knowledge.

9. Musick, whether light or serious. Pope.

c. Poetry; a song. Milton

11. The mien, or manner ofthe person. Add.

12. An affected or laboured manner or ges-

¡ ture.

13. Appearance.

To AIR. v. a. [from the noun.]

Swift.

Pope.

Dryden.

Addison.

1. To expose or open to the air.

2. To give enjoyment of the air.

A'IRBLADDER. s. [from air and bludder.]

1. Any cuticle filled with air. Arbuthnot

2. The bladder in fishes, by the contraction

and dilatation of which theyrise orfall.

A'IRBUILT. a . [from air and built. ] Built in

the air. Pope.

A'IRDRAWN. a . Painted in air. Shakespeare.

A'IRER. s. [from to air.] He that exposes to

the air.

A'IRHOLE. s. [from air and hole.] A hole to

admit the air.

A'IRINESS . s . [from airy.]

Felton.

1. Exposure to the air ; openness.

2. Lightness ; gaiety ; levity.

A'IRING. s. [from air. ] A short journey to
take the air. Addison.

A'IRLESS . a . [from air. ] Wanting communi-

cation with the free air. Shakespeare.

A'IRLING. s . [ from air. ] A young, light, gay

person.
Ben Jonson

A'IRPUMP. s . [from air and pump.] A ma-

chine bymeans of which the air is exhausted

out of proper vessels .
Chambers.

A'IRSHAFT. [from air and shaft. ] A passage

for the air into mines.

A'IRY. a. [ from air ; aëreus, Lat.]

1. Composed of air.

2. Relating to the air.

3. High in air.

4. Open to the free air.

Ray.

Bacon.

Boyle.

Addison.

Spenser.

5. Light as air ; unsubstantial. Shakespeare.

6. Withoutreality ; vain ; trifling. Temple.

7. Fluttering ; loose ; full of levity. Dryden.

8. Gay ; sprightly ; full of mirth ; vivacious ;

lively ; light ofheart. Taylor.

Addison.AISLE. s . The walk in a church .

AIT. s. A small island in a river.

To AKE. v. n. [from ax , Gr.] To feel a last-

ing pain.

AKI'N. a. [from a and kin.]

1. Related to ; allied by blood.

2. Allied to by nature.

Locke.

Sidney

L'Estrange.

AL, ALD), being initials, are derived from the

Saxon eald, ancient. Gibson.

A'LABASTER. s. [aλabaçgov.] A kind of soft

marble, easier to cut, and less durable, than

the other kinds. Shakespeare.

A'LABASTER. a. Made of alabaster.

Addison.

ALA'CK ! interject. Alas ! an expression of

Shakespeare.

ALA'CKADAY ! interject. A word noting sor-

row and melancholy.

sorrow.

ALA'CRIOUSLY. ad. Cheerfully ; without de-

jection. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

ALA'CRITY. s. [alacritas, Lat. ] Cheerfulness ;

sprightliness ; gaiety . Dryden.

ALAMO'DE. ad . [à-la-mode, Fr.] According to

the fashion.

ALA'ND. ad. [from a for at, and land-] At

land ; landed ; on the dry ground. Dryden.

ALA'RM. s . [from the Fr. à l'arme, to arms.]
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1. A cry by which men are summoned to

their arms. Pope.

2. Notice ofany danger approaching.

3. Any tumult or disturbance,

Te ALA'RM. v. a.

1. To call to arms.

Pope.

Addison.

2. To surprise with the apprehension ofany

danger.
Tickel.

3. To disturb in general . Dryden .

ALAʼRMBELL . s. [ from alarm and bell.] The

bell that is rung at the approach of an enemy.

Dryden.

ALARMING, particip. a. [from alarm.] Ter-

rifying ; awakening ; surprising .

ALA'RMPOST. s. [ from alarm and post. ] The

post appointed by each body of men to ap-

pear at, when an alarm shall happen.

ALA'RUM. s. See ALARM. Prior.

To ALA'RUM. v . a . See ALARM. Shakespeare.

LA'S ! interject. [helas, Fr.]

1. A word expressing lamentation .

2. A word of pity.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

3. A word ofsorrow and concern. Milton.

A LATE. ad. [from a and late.] Lately.

A LB. s. [album, Lat.] A surplice.

ALBEIT. ad. Although ; notwithstanding ;

though it should be. South.

ALBUGINEOUS. a. [albugo, Lat. ] Rescm-

bling the white of an egg. Brown.

ALBÜ'GO. s. [ Lat. ] A disease in the eye, by

which the cornea contracts a whiteness.

A' LCAHEST. s. An universal dissolvent.

AL CA'ID. s.

1. The governour of a castle. Dryden.

2. The judge of a city. Du Cange.

ALCA'NÑA. s. An Egyptian plant used in

dying. Brown.

ALCHY'MICAL. ad. [from alchymy. ] Relating

to alchymy. Camden.

AI CHYMICALLY. ad . [from alchymical.] In

the manner of an alchymist. Camden.

AL CHY'MIST. s . [from alchymy. ] One who

pursues or professes the science ofalchymy.Sh

A'LCHYMY. s. [of al, Arab . and xnua, Gr.]

1. The more sublime chymistry, which pro-

poses the transmutation of metals. Donne.

2. A kind of mixed metal used for spoons,

and kitchen utensils. Bacon. Milton.

A' LCOHOL. s. A high rectified dephleg

mated spirit of wine. Boyle
ALCOHÓLIZATION. s. [from alcoholize.]

The act of alcoholizing or rectifying spirits .

ToA'LCOHOLIZE.v.a. [ fromalcohol . ]To rectify

spirits till they are wholly dephlegmated.

LCORAN. s. [al and koran, Arab.] The

book of the Mahometan precepts and cre-

denda. Saunderson.

A'LCOVE.s. [alcova, Span.] A recess, or part of

a chamber, separated by an estrade, inwhich

is placed a bed of state. Trevoux.

A'LDER. s. [alnus, Lat.] A tree having leaves

resembling those of the hazel. The wood is

used by turners, and will endure long under

ground, or in water. Miller.

ALDERLIEVEST. a. Most beloved. Shak.

A'LDERMAN. s . [from ald, old, and man.]

A senator; a governour or magistrate, ori-

ginally chosen on account of the experience

his age had given him. Pope,

A'LDERMANLY. ad. [from alderman.] Like

an alderman. Swift

A'LDERN. a . [from alder.] Made of alder

ALE. s. [eale, Saxon.]

May

1. A liquor made by infusing malt in hot

water, and then fermenting the liquor. Shak

2.A merry meeting used in country places .

Ben Jonson

A'LEBERRY. s. [from ale and berry.] A be-

verage made by boiling ale with spirits and

sugar, and sops of bread. Beaumont.

A'LEBREWER. s. [from ale and brewer. ] One

that professes to brew ale. Mortimer.

A'LECONNER. s. [from ale and con. ] An of

ficer in the city of London, whose business

is to inspect the measures of publick houses.

A'LECOST. s. The name of an herb.

A'LEGAR. s . [from ale and aigre, Fr. sour.Ĵ
Sour ale.

A'LEHOOF. s . [from ale and hoor , head.]

Groundivy ; once used for hops. Temple.

A'LEHOUSE. s . [from ale and house. ] A tip-

pling-house. South.

A'LEHOUSEKEEPER. s. [from alehouse and

keeper.] He that keeps ale publickly to sell.

A'LEKNIGHT. s . [from ale and knight . ] A pot

companion ; a tippler. Obsolete. Camden.

ALEMBICK.s. A vesselused in distilling, con-

sisting ofa vessel placed over a fire, in which

is contained the substance to be distilled,and

a concave closely fitted on, into which the

fumes arise by the heat ; this cover has a

beak or spout, into which the vapours rise

and by which they pass into a serpentine

pipe, which is kept cool by making many

convolutions in a tub of water ; here the

vapours are condensed, and what entered the

pipe in fume, comes out in drops. Boyle.

ALE'NGTH . ad. [from a for at, and length.]

At full length ; along.

ALERT. a. [alerie, Fr.]

1. Watchful ; vigilant ; ready at a call.

2. Brisk ; pert ; petulant.
Addison

ALERTNESS. s. [from alert.] The qua

lity of being alert ; sprightliness ; pertnest

Addison

ALE'WASHED. a. [from ale and wash.] Soak-

ed in ale. Shakespeare.

A'LEWIFE. s. [from ale and wife.] A woman

that keeps an alehouse.

A'LEXANDERS . s . [smyrnium, Lat.] The

name of a plant .
Miller.

A'LEXANDER'S FOOT. s. The name of an

herb.

Swift.

ALEXA'NDRINE. s. A kind of verse bor-

rowed from the French, first used in a poem

called Alexander. This verse consists of

twelve syllables . Pope.

ALEXIPHA'RMICK. a . [from aλeğew and

paguanov.] That drives away poison ; anti-

dotal. Brown,

ALEXITE'RICAL, or ALEXITE'RICK. a,

That drives away poison.

AʼLGATES. ad . [all and gate.] On any terms ;

every way. Obsolete. Fairfax.

A'LGEBRA. s. [An Arabick word.] Apeculiar

kind of arithmetick, which takes the quan-

tity sought, whether it be anumber or aInf,

T
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as if it were granted, and by means of one

or more quantities given, proceeds by con-

sequence, till the quantity at first only sup-

posed to be known, or at least some power

thereof, is found to be equal to some quan-

tity or quantities which are known, and con-

sequently itself is known.

ALGEBRAICAL. } a Relating to algebra.

ALGEBRA'IST. s . [from algebra. ] A person

that understands or practises the science of

algebra. Graunt.

A'LGID. a. [algidus, Lat.] Cold ; chill.
ALGIDITY. s. Chilness ; cold.

ALGI'FICK . a . [from algor, Lat.] That pro-

duces cold.

A'LGOR. s. [Lat. ] Extreme cold ; chilness .

Arabick words, used to

ALGORITHM.} imply the six operations of

arithmetick, or the science ofnumbers.

A'LIAS. ad A Latin word, signifying other-

wise ; as, Mallet, alias Malloch ; that is,

otherwise Malloch.

A'LIBLE. a. [alibilis , Latin . ] Nutritive ; nou-

rishing ; that may be nourished.

A'LIEN. a. [alienus, Lat.]

1. Foreign, or not ofthe samefamily or land.

Dryden.

2. Estranged from ; not allied to . Rogers.

A'LIEN. s. [alienus, Lat.]

1. A foreigner ; not a denison ; one not al-

lied ; a stranger. Addison.

2. [In law.] One born in a strange country,

and never franchised. Cowell.

To A'LIEN. v . n . [aliener, Fr. alieno, Lat.]

1. To make any thing the property of an-

other. Hale.

2. To estrange ; to turn the mind or affec-

tion ; to make averse . Clarendon.

A'LIENABLE. a . [from to alienate.] That of

which the property may be transferred .

Dennis.

To A'LIENATI. v. a [aliener, French ; alieno,

Latin.]

1. To transfer the property of any thing to

Bacon .
another.

2. To withdraw the heart or affections. Till.

A'LIENATE. a . [alienatus, Lat.] Withdrawn
from : stranger to. Swift.

ALIMENTATION. s . [from aliment.]

1. The quality of nourishing.

2. The state ofbeing nourished. Bac

ALIMO'NIOUS . a. [from alimony.]_ That
does nourish. Hurvey.

A'LIMONY. s . [alimonia, Lat.] Legal pro

portion of the husband's estate, which, by

the sentence of the ecclesiastical court, is al-

lowed to the wife forher maintenance, upon

the account of separation from him . Hudib.

A'LIQUANT. a . [aliquantus, Latin.] Parts of

a number, which, however repeated , will

never make up the number exactly ; as 3 is

an aliquant of 10, thrice 3 being 9, four times

3 making 12.

A'LIQUOT. a. [ aliquot, Latin . ] Aliquot parts

ofany number or quantity, such as will ex-

actly measure it without any remainder ; as,

3 is an aliquot part of 12.

A'LISH. a. [from ale. ] Resembling ale. Mort.

ALI'VE. a . [from a and live.]

I. The state of life ; not dead.

2. Unextinguished ; undestroyed ; active ; in

full force.

3. Cheerful ; sprightly.

Hooker.

Clarissa.

4. It is used to add an emphasis ; as, the best

man alive. Clarendon.

A'LKAHEST. s. An universal dissolvent, or

liquor which has the power of resolving all

things into their first principles.

ALKALE'SCENT. a [from alkali .] That has

a tendency to the properties of an alkali .

Arbuthnot,

A'LKALI. s . [from an herb called bythe Egyp-

tians kali ; by us glasswort. ] Any substance,

which, when mingled with acid, produces

effervescence and fermentation.

A'LKALINE. a . [from alkali .] That has the

qualities of alkali. Arbuthnot.

To ALKAʼLIZATE. v. a . [from alkali .] To

make alkaline.

ALKA'LIZATE. a . [from alkali.] Having

the qualities of alkali. Newton.

ALKALIZATION. s. [from alkali. ] The act

ofalkalizating.

A'LKANET. s. [anchusa, Lat.] The name ofa

plant. Miller.

ALKEKE'NGI. 8. A medicinal fruit or

berry, produced by a plant of the same de-

nomination ; popularly also called winter

cherry.

ALKERMES. s . A confection whereof the

kermes berries are the basis.

ALIENATION. s. [alienatio, Lat.]

1. The act of transferring property. Atterb.

2. The state of being alienated .

3. Change of affection . Bacon.

4. Disorder of the faculties . Hooker. ALL. a. [æll, Saxon ]

To ALIGHT. v . a . [ahhzan, Saxon .]

1. To come down and stop. Dryden.

2. To fall upon. Dryden. ALL. s .

1. The whole.

Pope.

Arbuthnot.

ALIKE. ad. [from a and like.] With resem-

blance ; in the same manner.

A'LIMENT. s . [uimentum, Latin.] Nourish-

ment; nutriment , food.

ALIME'NTAL. a . [from aliment.] That has

the quality of aliment ; that does nourish ;

that does feed. Brown

ALIMENTARINESS. s. [from alimentary.]

The quality of being alimentary.

ALIMENTARY. a . [from aliment.]

1. That belongs to aliment, Arbuthnot.

2. That has the power of nourishing, Ruy.

Chambers.

Chambers.

1. The whole number ; every one. Tillotson.

2. The whole quantity ; every part. Locke.

2. Every thing.

ALL. ad. [See ALL. a ]

1. Quite ; completely.

Prior

Shakespeare.

Locke.

Dryden.2. Altogether ; wholly.

All is much used in composition.

ALL-BE'ARING. a . [from all and bear.] Om-

niparous. Pope

ALL-CHE'ERING. a . [from all and cheer.]

That gives gaiety to all. Shakespeare.

ALL-CO'NQÜERING. «. That subdues every

Miltonthing.
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ALL-DEVOURING. a. [from all and devour. ]

That eats up every thing. Pope.

ALL-FOURS. s. [from all and four.] A low

game at cards played by two.

ALL-HAIL. s. [from all and hail, for health.]

All health. Walsh

ALL-HA'LLOW. s. [from all and hallow .]

ALL-HALLOWS. All Saints Day.

ALL-HA'LLOWN. a. [from all and hallow.]

The time about All Saints Day. Shakespeare.

ALL-HA'LLOWTIDE. s. [ See ALL-HAL-

LOWN.] The term near All Saints . Bacon.

ALL-HEAL. s. [panax, Lat. ] A species ofiron-

wort.

ALL-JUDGING. a . [from all andjudge. ] That

has the sovereign right ofjudgment. Rowe.

ALL-KNO'WING. a. [from all and know. ] Om-

niscient ; all-wise. Atterbury.

ALL-PO'WERFUL. a. [from all and power-

ful.] Almighty ; omnipotent. Swift.

ALL SAINTS DAY. s. The day on which

there is a general celebration of the saints ;

the first of November.

ALL-SE'EING. a. [from all and see.] That

beholds every thing. Dryden.

ALL SOULS DAY. s. The day on which

supplications are made for all souls by the

church of Rome ; the second of November.

Shakespeare.

ALL-SUFFICIENT. a. [from all and suffi-

cient.] Sufficient to every thing. Norris.

ALL-WISE. a. [ from all and wise. ] Possest of

infinite wisdom . Prior.

AILANTO'IS. s. The urinary tunick placed

between the amnion and chorion. Quincy.

To ALLA'Y. v. a. [from alloyer, Fr.]

1. To mix one metal with another, to make

it fitter for coinage. In this sense, most au-

thors write alloy. See ALLOY.

2. To join any thing to another, so as to

ahate its predominant qualities . South.

3. To quiet ; to pacify ; to repress. Shakesp.

ALLA'Y. s. [alloy, Fr.]

1. The metal of a baser kind mixed in coins,

to harden them, that they may wear less.

Hud.

2. Any thing which, being added, abates the

predominant qualities of that with which it

is mingled. Newton.

ALLA'YER. s . [from allay.] The person or

thing which has the power or quality of al-

laying. Harvey.

ALLAY'MENT. s . [ from allay. ] That which

has the power of allaying. Shakespeare.

ALLEGATION. s . [ from allege.]

1. Affirmation ; declaration

2. The thing alleged or affirmed.

3. An excuse ; a plea.

To ALLE'GE. v. a. [allego, Latin .]

Shakesp.

Pope.

1. To affirm ; to declare ; to maintain.

2. To plead as an excuse, or argument.Locke.

ALLE GEABLE. a. [from allege . ] That may

be alleged. Brown.

ALLEGE'MENT. s. [from allege .] The same

with allegation.

ALLE'GER. s. [from allege.] He that alleges.

Boyle.

ALLEGIANCE. s. [allegeance, Fr.] The duty

of subjects to the government. Clarendon.A

ALLEGIANT. a. [ from allege.] Loyal ; con-

formable to the duty of allegiance. Shakesp.

ALLEGORICAL. a . [from allegory ] After

ALLEGO'RICK. the manner of an alle-

gory; not real ; not literal. Pope.

ALLEGO'RICALLY. ad. [from allegory.] Af

ter an allegorical manner. Pope.

To A'LLEGORIZE. v. a . [from allegory.] To

turn into allegory ; to form an allegory ; to

take in a sense not literal. Locke.

A'LLEGORY. s. [aλλeyogia ] A figurative

discourse, in which something other is in-

tended, than is contained in the words lite-

rally taken. Ben Jonson.

ALLEGRO. s. A word denoting in musick a

sprightly motion. It originally means gay, as

in Milton.

ALLELUJAH. s. A word of spiritual exul-

tation ; Praise God. Gov. of Tongue.

To ALLEVIATE v. a. [allevo, Latin.] To

make light ; to ease ; to soften. Bentley.

ALLEVIATION. s. [from alleviate.]

1. The act ofmaking light. South.

2. That by which any pain is eased, or fault

extenuated.

A'LLEY. s. [allée, Fr.]

1. A walk in a garden.

Locke

Dryden.

2. A passage in towns narrower than a street.

Shakespeare.

ALLI'ANCE. s . [alliance, Fr.]

1. The state of connexion with another by

confederacy ; a league.

2. Relation by marriage. Dryden.

3. Relation by any form ofkindred . Shakesp.

4. The persons allied to each other. Addison.

ALLICIENCY. s. [allicio, Lat. ] The power

of attracting any thing. Glanville.

To A'LLIGATE. v. a. [allego, Latin.] To tie

one thing to another ; to unite.

ALLIGATION. s . [from alligate .]

1. The act of tying together ; the state of

being so tied.

Garth.

2. The arithmetical rule that teaches to ad-

just the price ofcompounds, formed ofseve-

ral ingredients of different value.

ALLIGATOR. s. The crocodile.

A'LLIGATURE. s. [from alligate . ] The li-

gature by which two things are joined to-

gether.

ALLI'SION. s. [allido, allisum , Latin . ] The act

ofstriking one thing against another. Woodw.

ALLOCATION. s . [alloco, Lat. ]
1

I. The act of putting one thing to another.

2. The admission of an article in reckoning ;

an addition ofit to the account.

ALLOCUTION. s. [allocutio , Lat.] The act

of speaking to another.

ALLO'DIAĽ a. [from allodium.] Not feudal ;

independent.

ALLO'DIUM. s. A possession held in absolute

independence without any acknowledgment

of a lord paramount. There are no allodial

lands in England, all being held either me

diately or immediately of the king.

ALLO'NGE. s . [allonge, Fr.]

1. A pass or thrust with a rapier.

12. A long rein in which a horse is exercised

To ALLO'O. v. a. To set on ; to incite a dog,

by crying alloo. Philips,
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A'LLOQUY. s . [alloquiùm, Latiñ.] The act of

speaking to another ; address ; conversa-

tion.

To ALLOT, v. a. [from lot.]

1. To distribute by lot.

2. To grant. Dryden.

3. To distribute, to give each his share. Tat.

ALLO'TMENT . s . [ from allot .] The part, the

share, the portion granted. Rogers.

ALLOTTERY. s. [from allot . ] That which

is granted to any particular person in a dis-

tribution. Shakespeare.

To ALLO'W. v. a. [allouer, Fr.]

1. To admit ; not to contradict. Locke.

2. To justify ; to maintain as a right. Shakes.

3. To grant ; to yield .

4. To permit.

5. To authorise.

6. To give to ; to pay to.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Waller.

7. To make abatement, or provision. Addison.

ALLOWABLE. u . [from allow .]

1. That may be admitted without contradic-

tion . Brown.

2. Lawl ; not forbidden. Atterbury.

ALLOWABLENESS . s . [from allowable. ] The

quality of being allowable ; lawfulness ; ex-

emption from prohibition. South.

ALLOWANCE. s . [from allow .]

1. Admission without contradiction. Locke.

2. Sanction , license.

3. Permission.

1. A settled rate for any use.

Hooker.

Locke.

Bacon.

5. Abatement from the strict rigour of a law,
or demand.

6. Established character.

ALLO'Y. s . [See ALLAY .]

Swift.

Shakespeare.

1. Baser metal mixed in coinage. Locke.

2. Abatement ; diminution. Atterbury.

To ALLUDE. v. n. [alludo, Lat.] To have

some reference to a thing, without the direct
Burnet.mention.

ALLU'MINOR s. [allumer, Fr. to Hight.]

One who colours or paints upon paper or

parchment. Cowell.

To ALLU'RE. v. a . [leurer, Fr.] To entice to

any thing. Milton.

ALLU'RE. s. [from the verb . ] Something set

to entice birds. Hayward.

ALLUREMENT. s. [from allure . ] Enticement;

temptation. Dryden.

ALLU'RER. s. [ from allure.] Enticer ; en-

veigler.

ALLURINGLY. ad. [from allure .] In an al-

luring manner ; enticingly.

ALLURINGNESS. s. [from alluring.] En-

ticement ; temptation by proposing plea-

sure.

ALLU'SION. s . [allusio, Lat.] A hint ; an im-

plication. Burnet.

ALLU'SIVE. a. [alludo, allusum, Latin .]

Hinting at something. Rogers.

ALLU'SIVELY. ad . [from allusive.] In an al-

lasive manner. Hammond.

ALLU'SIVENESS. s. [from allusive.] The

quality of being allusive.

ALLUVION. s. [alluvio, Lat.]

1. The carriage of any thing to something

else by water.

2. The thing carried by water.

To ALLY' . v. a. [allier, Fr.]

1. To unite by kindred, friendship , or confe

deracy. Pope.

Dryden.

ALLY' . s . [allie . Fr.] One united by somemeans

of connexion.
Temple.

ALMACA'NTER. s . A circle drawn parallel
to the horizon.

ALMACA'NTER'S
STAFF. s . An instrument

used to take observations of the sun

about the time of its rising or setting.

2. To make a relation between two things.

Chambers.

A'LMANACK. s . [from al, Arabick, and μny,

a month ] A calendar. Dryden.

A'LMANDINE. s. [ Fr. alamandina, Ital .] A

ruby, coarser and lighter than the oriental .

Dict.

ALMI'GHTINESS . s. [from almighty. ] Omni-

potence ; one ofthe attributes ofGod .Taylor,

ALMIGHTY. a. [fromall and mighty.] Being

ofunlimited power ; omnipotent.

Genesis. Shakespeare.

ALMOND. s . [amand, Fr.] The nut of the al-
mond tree. Locke.

A'LMONDS of the throat, or TONSILS, called
improperly almonds of the ears ; are two

round glands placed onthe sides of the basis

ofthe tongue, under the commonmembrane

ofthe fauces. Wiseman.

A'LMOND-FURNACE. s. A peculiar kind of

furnace used in refining. Chambers

A'LMONER. s. [eleemosynurius, Lat.] The of

ficer employed in the distribution ofcharity

Dryden

A'LMONRY. s. [from almoner.] The place

where alms are distributed .

ALMO'ST. ad. [from all and most.] Nearly ;

well nigh. Bentley

ALMS. s. [ eleemosynu, Lat . ] What is given in
relief of the poor. Swift.

A'LMSBASKET. s . [from alms and basket .}

The basket in which provisions are put to

be given away. L'Estrange.

A'LMSDEED. s. [from alms and deed . ] A cha-

ritable gift. Shakespeare

AʼLMSGÏVER. s. [from alms and giver.]

He that supports others by his charity.

Bacon.

A'LMSHOUSE. s . [from alms and house.] An

hospital for the poor. Pope.

A'LMSMAN. s. [from alms and man.] A man

who lives upon alms . Shakespeare.

A'LMUG-TREE. s. A tree mentioned in scrip-

ture.

A'LNAGAR. s. A measurer by the ell ; a

sworn officer, whose business formerly was to

inspect the assize of woollen cloth . Dict.

A'LNAGE. s . [from aulnage, Fr.] Ell measure

* Dict.

A'LNIGHT. s . Alnight is a great cake ofwax,

with the wick in the midst. Bacon.

A'LOES . s. Heb.

1. A precious wood used in the East for per-

fumes of which the best sort is of higher

price than gold. Savary.

2. A tree which grows in hot countries.

Miller.

3. A medicinal juice extracted not from the
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odoriferous,but the common aloes tree, bycut-

ting the leaves, and exposing the juice that

drops from them, to the sun.

ALOETICAL. a. [from aloes.] Consisting

chiefly of aloes. Wiseman.

ALO'FT. ad. [loffter, to lift up, Dan.] On high ;

in the air. Suckling

Milton.ALO'FT. prep. Above.

A'LOGY.´s. [añoyos.] Unreasonableness ; ab-

surdity.

ALO'NĚ. a. [alleen, Dutch.]

1. Without another ; single.

2. Without company ; solitary.

ALO'NG. ad. [uu longue, Fr.]

1. At length.

Dict.

1. The act of altering or cha

2. The change made. Hooker.

A'LTERATIVE. a . [from alter.] Medicines

called alterative, are such as have no imme

diate sensible operation, but gradually gain

upon the constitution . Gov. ofthe Ton

ALTERCATION. s . [altercation, Fr.]

Debate ; controversy. Hakewill.

ALTE'RN. a. [alternus, Lat.] Acting by turns.

Milton,

ALTERNANCY. s. [from alternate.] Action

performed byturns.Bentley.

ALTERNATE a. [alternus, Lat. ] Being by

turns ; reciprocal.

Sidney.

Dryden.

2. Through any space measured lengthways.

Bacon.

3. Forward ; onward.

ALO'NGST. ad. Through the length. Knolles.

ALO'OF. ad. [all off; that is, quite off. ] At a

distance ; remotely. Dryden.

ALO'UD. ad. [from a and loud. ] Loudly ; with

a great noise. Waller.

ALO'W. ad. [from a and low. ] In a low place ;

not aloft. Dryden.

ALPHA. s. The first letter in the Greek al-

phabet, answering to our A ; therefore used

to signify the first. Revelation.

A'LPHABET. s. [from aλpa , alpha, and Bata,

beta, the two first letters of the Greeks. ] The

letters or elements of speech. Dryden.

ALPHABETICAL. a. [from alphabet .] Ac-

cording to the series of letters. Swift.

ALPHABETICALLY.ad. [ from alphabetical ]

According to the order ofthe letters . Holder.

ALREADY. ad. [from all and ready.] At this

present time. Pope.

ALS. ad. [from als, Dutch. ] Also. Spenser.

A'LSO. ad. [from all and so . ] In the same man-

ner ; likewise. Burnet

A'LTAR. s. [altare, Lat.]

Ayliffe.

J. The place where offerings to heaven are

laid.
Dryden.

2. The table in Christian churches wherethe

communion is administered. Shakespeare.

A'LTARGE. s . [altargium, Lat.] An emolu-

ment from oblations.

ALTAR-CLOTH. 8. [from altar and cloth .] `

The cloth thrown over the altar in churches.

Peacham.

1. To change ; to make otherwise than it is.

Stillingfleet.

To AʼLTER. v. a. [alterer, Fr.]

2. To take off from a persuasion or sect.

Dryden.

To A'LTER. v. n . To become otherwise than it

was ; to be changed ; to suffer change.

A'LTÉRABLE. a. [from alter ; alterable, Fr.]

That which may be altered or changed.

Swift.

ALTERABLENESS. s . [from alterable.] The

quality of being alterable.

LTERABLY. ad. [from alterable.] In such a

manner as may be altered.

ALTERANT. a. [alterant, French .] That

which has the power of producing changes .

Bacon.

ALTERATION. s. [from alter ; alteration,

French.]

Prior.

South.

ALTERNATE. s . [from alternate.] Vicissi

tude. Not generally used.

To ALTERNATE. v. a. [alterno, Latin.]

1.To perform by turns. Milton.

Dict.

2. To change one thing for another recipro-

cally. Grew.

ALTERNATELY. ad. [from alternate . ] In

reciprocal succession ; by turns. Newton.

ALTERNATENESS . s. [ from alternate.]

The quality of being alternate.

ALTERNATION. s . [from alternate .] The re-

ciprocal succession of things. Brown.

ALTERNATIVE. s. [alternatif, Fr.] The

choice given of two things ; so that if one be

rejected, the other must be taken. Young.

ALTERNATIVELY. ad. [from alternative.]

By turns ; reciprocally. Ayliffe.

ALTERNATIVENESS s . [from alternative .]

The quality or state of being alternative.

Dict.

ALTERNITY. s. [ from altern.] Reciprocal

succession, vicissitude . Brown.

ALTHOʻUGH. conj . [from all and though . ]

Notwithstanding ; however.

ANTI'LOQUENCE. s. [altus and loquor, Lat.]

Pompous language.
Dict.

Swift.

ALTIMETRY. s. [altimetria, Lat.] The art

of taking or measuring altitudes or heights.

ALTI'SOÑANT. a . [altisonus, Lat. ] High

sounding ; pompous in sound. Dict.

A'LTITUDE, s. [altitudo, Latin.]

1. Height of place ; space measured upward.

Dryden.

2. The elevation of any ofthe heavenly bo-

dies above the horizon. Brown.

3. Situation with regard to lower things. Ray.

4. Height of excellence. Swift.

5. Highest point. Shakespeare.

A'LTOGETHER. ad. [ from all and together. ]

Completely ; without restriction ; without

exception. Swift.

A'LUDEL. s . [from a and lutum . ] Aludels are

subliming pots used in chymistry, fitted int>

one another without luting. Quincy,

A'LUM. s. [alumen, Lat. ] A kind of mineral

salt, of an acid taste, leaving in the mouth a

sense of sweetness, accompanied with a con-

siderable degree of astringency. Boyle.

A'LUM-STONE. s. A stone or calx used in

surgery, made by burning alum. Wiseman.

ALU'MINOUS. a. [ from alum. ] Reiating to

alum, consisting of alum.

A'LWAYS. ad. [ealle ræza, Saxon.]

1. Perpetually ; throughout all time.

2. Constantly ; without variation . Dryden.

Wiseman.

Pope.
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A. M. artium magister, or master of arts.

AM. The first person of the verb to be.

To Be.

AMABILITY. s. [from amabilis, Latin.]

Loveliness.

See

Prior.

Taylor.

AMADETTO. s. A sort of pear.

AMADO'T. s. A sort of pear.

AMA'IN. ad. [from main, or margne, old Fr.]

With vehemence ; with vigour. Dryden.

AMALGAM. s . The mixture ofmetals pro-

AMALGAMA. cured by amalgamation.

Boyle.

To AMALGAMATE. v. n. [ properly to marry

together.]

1. To unite metals with quicksilver.

2. [Figuratively used . ] To coalesce easily ; to

compound. Burke. Edin. Review.

AMALGAMATION. s. [from amalgamate.]

The act or practice ofamalgamating metals.

Bacon.

AMANDA'TION. s. [from amando, Lat. ]

The act of sending on a message.

AMANUE'NSIS. s. [ Latin .] A person who

writes what another dictates .

A'MARANTH . s. [amaranthus, Latin.]

1. The name of a plant.

2. In poetry, an imaginary flower unfading.

Milton.

AMARA'NTINE. a. [amaranthinus, Latin. ]

Consisting of amaranths. Pope.

AMA'RITUDE. s. [amaritudo, Lat.] Bitter-

Harvey.

AMA'SMENT. s . [ from amass ] A heap ; an

Glanville.

ness.

accumulation.

To AMA'SS v. a. [amasser, French .]

1. To collect together into one heap or mass.

Atterbury.

2. To add one thing to another. Pope.

To AMATE. v. a. [from a and mate.] To ter-

rify ; to strike with horror. Old word.

A'MATEUR. s . [Fr.] A lover of any particu

lar pursuit, or system.

AMATORIAL. a. [amatorius, Lat.] Concern-

ing love.

AMATORY. a. [amatorius, Lat.] Relating to

love. Little used. Bramhall.

AMAURO'SIS. s. [aμaveow, Gr.] A dimness

of sight, not from any visible defect in

the eye, but from some distemperature of

the inner parts, occasioning the representa-

tions of flies and dust floating before the

Quincy.eyes.

To AMAZE. v. a. [from a and maze, per-

plexity.]

. To confuse with terrour. Ezekiel.

2. To put into confusion with wonder.

! Smith.

3. To put into perplexity. Shakespeare.

AMAʼZE. s."[ from the verb amaze. ] Astonish-

ment ; confusion, either of fear or wonder.

Milton. Dryden.

AMAʼZEDLY. ad . [ from amaze. ] Confusedly ;
with amazement. Macbeth.

Shakespeare.

AMAʼZEDNESS. s. [ from amazed.] The state

ofbeing amazed ; wonder ; confusion.

AMAʼZEMENT. s. [from amaze.]

1. Confused apprehension ; extreme fear ,

Shakespeare.
horrour.

2. Extreme dejection .

3. Height of admiration.

Milton.

Waller.

Rowe.

4. Wonder at an unexpected event. Acts.

AMAZING. particip. a . [from amaze . ]Wonder-

ful; astonishing. Addison.

AMAZINGLY. ad. [ from amazing.] To a de-

gree that may excite astonishment. Watts.

A'MAZON. [a and magos, Gr.] The Amazons

were a race ofwomen famous for valour ; so

called from their cutting off their breasts.

A virago. Shakespeare.

AMBAGES. s . [ Lat. ] A circuit of words ; a

multiplicity of words. Locke.

AMBASSA'DE s. Embassy . Not in use. Shak.

AMBASSADOUR. s . [ambassadeur, French. ]

A person sent in a public manner from one

sovereign power to another. The person or

an ambassadour is inviolable. Dryden.

AMBAʼSSADRESS. s. ( ambassadrice, French.]

1. The lady ofany ambassadour.

2. A woman sent on a message.

A'MBASSAGE. s. [from ambassadour.] An

embassy.

A'MBER. s. [from ambar, Arab.] A yellow

transparent substance of a gummous or bi-

tuminous consistence, but a resinous taste,

and a smell like oil of turpentine ; chiefly

found in the Baltic sea. Addison.

A'MBER . a. Consisting of amber. Shakespeare.

A'MBER-DRINK. s. Drink of the colour of

amber. Bacon.

A'MBERGRIS. s . [from amber and gris, or

grey.] A fragrant drug that melts almost

like wax, commonly of a greyish or ash co-

lour, used both as a perfume and a cordial.

It is found on the sea-coasts of several warm

countries, and on the western coasts of Ire-

land. Waller.

A'MBER-SEED, resembles a millet. Chambers.

A'MBER-TREE. s. A shrub whose beauty is

in its small ever-green leaves. Miller

AMBIDEXTER. s . [Latin .]

Bacon.

1. A man who has equally the use of both

his hands. Brown.

2. A man who is equally ready to act on

either side in party disputes.

AMBIDEXTERITY. s. [from ambidexter.]

1. The quality of being able equally to use

both hands.

2. Double dealing.

AMBIDE'XTROUS . a. [from ambidexter Lat.]

1. Having with equal facility the use of ei.

ther hand. Vulgar Errours.

2. Double dealing ; practising on both sides.

L'Estrange.

AMBIDEXTROUSNESS s . [from ambidex

trous.] The quality ofbeing ambidextrous.

A'MBIENT. a. [ambiens, Lat.] Surrounding ,

encompassing.

AMBIGU. s. [French .] An entertainment con-

sisting of a medley of dishes. King.

AMBIGUITY, ș. [ from ambiguous ] Doubt-

fulness of meaning ; uncertainty of significa

tion.

AMBIGUOUS. a. [ambiguus, Latin .]

South.

1. Doubtful ; having two meanings. Clarend

2. Using doubtful expressions. Dryden

AMBIGUOUSLY. ad. [from ambiguous.] In an

ambiguous manner ; doubtfully.
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AMBIGUOUSNESS. s. [from ambiguous.]

Uncertainty of meaning ; duplicity of signi-
fication.

Dict.

AMBI'LOGY. s. [ambo, Lat. and λoyos, Gr.]

Talk of ambiguous signification . Dict.

AMBILOQUOUS. a. [from ambo and loquor,

Lat. ] Using ambiguous expressions.

A'MBIT. s. [ambitus, Latin.] The compass or

circuit ofany thing.

AMBITION. s. [ambitio, Latin.]

Grew.

1. The desire ofpreferment or honour. Sidney.

2. The desire of any thing great or excellent.

Davies.

AMBITIOUS. a. [ambitiosus, Lat . ] Seized or

touched with ambition ; desirous of advance

ment ; aspiring. Arbuthnot on Coin

AMBITIOUSLY. ad. [from ambitious ] With

eagerness ofadvancement or preference . Dry.

AMBITIOUSNESS. s. The quality of being

ambitious.

A'MBITUDE. s. [ambio, Latin. ] Compass ;

circuit.

To A'MBLE. v. n. [ambler, French, ambulo,

Latin. ]

1. To move upon an amble ; to pace. Dryd.

2. To move easily . Shakespeare.

3. To move with submission. Rowe.

4. To walk daintily. Shakespeare.

A'MBLE. s. [ from the verb.] A pace or

movement, in which the horse moves both

his legs on one side ; an easy pace.

A'MBLER. s . [ from to umble. ] A pacer.

A'MBLINGLY . ad. [from ambling. ] With an

ambling movement.

AMBROSIA. s. [aµßçoria].

1. The imaginary food ofthe Gods.

2. The name of a plant.

AMBRO'SIAL. a. [ from ambrosia.] Partaking

of the nature and qualities of ambrosia ; deli-

cious.

A'MBRY. s . [corrupted from almonry.]

Pope.

1. The place where alms are distributed.

2. The place where plate, and utensils for

house-keeping, are kept.

AMBS-ACE. s . [from ambo, Lat. and ace.] A
double are.

Bramhall.

AMBULATION. s. [ambulatio, Latin. ] The

act ofwalking. Brown.

A'MBULATORY. a . [ambulo , Latin.]

1. That which has the power or faculty of

walking. Wilkins.

2. That which happens during a passage or

walk. Wotton.·

3. Moveable ; shifting place.

A'MBURY. s. A bloody wart on a horse's

body.

AMBUSCA'DE. s . [ embuscade, Fr.] A private

station in which men lie to surprise others.

Addison.

AMBUSCA'DING. a. Lyingin ambush Cowley.

AMBUSCA'DO. s . [ embascudo, Span. ] A pri

vate post in order to surprise. Shakespeare.

A'MBUSH. s. [ embusche, French.]

1. The post where soldiers or assassins are

placed in order to fall unexpectedly upon an

enemy. Dryden.

2. The act of surprising another by lying in

wait.

4. The persons placed in private stations . Sh

A'MBUSHED. a. [from ambush. ] Placed in

ambush. Dryden.

Am-

Spenser.

A'MBUSHMENT. s. [from ambush ]

bush ; surprise.

AMBU'STION. s . [ambustio, Lat.] A´burn ;
a scald.

A'MEL.. s . [email, Fr. ] The matter with which

the variegated works are overlaid, which we

call enamelled. Boyle.

AMEN. ad. [Hebrew ] A term used in devo.

tions, by which, at the end of a prayer, we

mean, so beit ; at the end of a creed, so it is

Shakespeare.

AME'NABLE. a. [amesnable, French .] Re-

sponsible ; subject so as to be liable to ac-

count. Davies.

A'MENANCE. s . [from amener, French. ]

Conduct ; behaviour. Obsolete. Spenser

To AME'ND. v. a. [umender, French.]

I. To correct; to change any thing that is

wrong .

Jeremiah.2. To reform the life.

3. To restore passages in writers which the

copiers are supposed to have depraved.

To AMEND . v. n. To grow better. Sidney.

AME'NDE. s. [ French ] A fine, by which

recompence is supposed to be made for the

fault.

AMENDMENT. s. [amendement, Fr.]

1. A change from bad for the better.

2. Reformation oflife.

3. Recovery ofhealth.

Ray.

Hooker.

Shakespeare.

4. [In law. The correction of an errour

committed in process.

AME'NDER s. [from amend.] The person

that amends any thing.

AMENDS . s . [amende, Fr. ] Recompence ;

compensation. Kaleigh.

AMENITY. s. [amenité, Fr. amanitas, _Lat. ]

Agreeableness of situation. Braun.

To AMERCE. v. a . [amercier, Fr.] To punish

with a fine or penalty. Milton.

AMERCER. s. [ from amerce.] He that sets a

fine upon any misdemeanour.

AME'RCEMENT. s. from amerce.] The pecu

niary punishment of an offender. Spenser.

AMES-ÂCE, s . [umbs-ace. ] Two aces on two

dice. Dryden.

AMETHO'DICAL. a. [from a and method .]Out

ofmethod ; irregular.

A'METHYST. 8. [aµelusos, Gr.] A precious

stone ofa violet colour, bordering on purple,

supposed to hinder drunkenness . The or

tal amethyst is the most valuable. Savary.

A'METHYSTINE. a. [from amethyst .] Re-

sembling an amethyst.

A'MIABLE. a. [umiable, French.]

Loveli-

1. Lovely ; pleasing ; worthy to be loved

Hooker.

2. Pretending love ; shewing love. Shakesp

A'MIABLENESS . s. [from amiable. ]

ness; power of raising love.

A'MIABLY. ad. [from amiable.]

manner as to excite love.

A'MICABLE. a. [ amicabilis, Lat. ] Friendly

kind.

Addison.

In such a

Pope.

Milton. A'MICABLENESS . s . [from amicable. ] Friend-

liness ; goodwill.3. The state oflying in wait. |__Hayward.
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A'MICABLY.ad. [from amicable.] In a friend-

ly way.
Prior.

A'MICE. s. [amict, Fr.] The first or under-

most part of a priest's habit, over which he

wears the alb. Paradise Regained.

AMI'D.
AMI'DST.pr

ep. [from a and mid.]

1. In the midst.; middle. Paradise Lost.

Dryden.
Addison.

2. Mingled with ; surrounded by

3. Amongst.

AMI'SS. ad. [a and miss.]

1. Faultily ; criminally.

2. In an ill sense.

Addison.

To alien lands or tenements to any corpora-

tion. Blount.

To AMO'VE. v. a. [amoveo, Latin .]

1. To remove from a post or station.

Burnet

2. To remove ; to move ; to alter. F. Queen.

To AMOUNT. v . n. [monter, Fr.] To rise in

the accumulative quantity.

AMO'UNT. s . The sum total.

AMOUR. s. [amour, Fr. ] An affair of gallan-

try ; an intrigue. South.

Thomson.

AMPHIBIOUS. a . [αμφι and βιος .] Thatwhich

can live in two elements. Arbuthnot.

Fairfax. AMPHIBIOUSNESS. s. [ from amphibious.]

The quality of being able to live in different
elements.

AMPHIBOLO'GICAL. a . [from amphibology.]

3. Wrong ; not according to the perfection

ofthe thing.

4. Impaired in health.

AMI'SSION. s. [amissio, Latin.] Loss.

To AMIT. v. a. [emitto, Lat.] To lose. Brown.

A'MITY. s. [amitié, Fr.] Friendship .

AMMONIAC.s. A drug.

Denb.

GUMAMMONIAC is brought from the East

Indies, and is supposed to ooze from an um-

belliferous plant.

SALAMMONIAC is a volatile salt of two

kinds. The ancient was a native salt, gene-

rated in inns where pilgrims, coming from

the temple ofJupiter Ammon, used to lodge ;

who travelling upon camels, urining in the

stables, out of this urine arose a kind ofsalt,

-denominated Ammoniac. The modern sal

ammoniac is entirely factitious, and made in

Egypt, with soot, a little sea salt, and the

urine of cattle. Our chymists initiate the

Egyptian sal ammoniac, by adding one parti

ofcommon salt to five of urine ; with which

some mixthat quantity of soot.

AMMONIACAL. a. [from ammoniac.] Having

the properties of ammoniac gum or salt.

AMMUNITION. s. [munition, Fr.] Military

Clarendon.

AMMUNITION-BREAD. s. Bread for the

supply ofthe armies.

stores.

A'MNESTY. s. [aμvnia.] An act of oblivion .

Swift.

A'MNION. [Lat.] The innermost mem-

A'MNIOS. brane with which the foetus in

the womb is immediately covered .

AMO'MUM. s. [Lat. ] A sort of fruit.

AMO'NG.

AMO'NGST.

}

}
prep. [amang, Sax.]

1. Mingled with. Paradise Lost.

2. Conjoined with others, so as to make part

ofthe number.

A'MORIST. s. [ from amour. ] An inamorata ; a

gallant.
A'MOROUS. a.

1. Enamoured.

3. Belonging tolove.

Addison,

Boyle.

Shakespeare.

Prior.

Waller.

2. Naturally inclined to love ; fond.

A'MOROUSLY. ad. [from amorous . ] Fondly ;

lovingly. Donne.

Fond-

Boyle.

A'MOROUSNESS. s. [from amorous.]

ness ; lovingness.

AMO'RT. a. [à la mort, Fr.] Depressed ; spirit-

less.
Shakespeare.

AMORTIZATION. s. [amortissement, Fr.]

transferring lands to mortmain. Ayliffe

To AMORTIZE. v. a. [ amortir, Freych.]

28

Doubtful.

AMPHIBOLOGICALLY. ad. [from amphibo-

logical. ] Doubtfully.

ΑΜΡΗΙΒΟLOGY. s . [αμφιβολιοτα, Gr.]

Discourse ofuncertain meaning. Glanville.

AMPHI/BOLOUS. α. [αμφι and βαλλω, Gr.]

Tossed from one to another. Howell.

AMPHISBÆ'NA. s . [Lat. aupiofam, Gr .]

A serpentsupposed to have two heads. Milt.

AMPHI'SCII. s. [Lat. quoi-xio , Gr.] People

dwellingin climates, wherein the shadows, at

different times ofthe year,fall contrary ways.

AMPHITHEATRE. s. [of aμpideaτgov , Gr.]

A building in a circular or oval form, hav-

ing its area encompassed with rows of seats,

one above another.

A'MPLE. a. [amplus, Latin.]

1. Large; wide ; extended.

2. Great in bulk.

Dryden.

Thomson.

Shakespeare.

3. Unlimited ; without restriction. Dryden.

4. Liberal ; large ; without parsimony. Hook.

5. Large ; splendid.
Clarendon.

6. Diffusive ; contracted .

A'MPLENESS. s. [from ample.] Largeness ;

splendour. South.

To A'MPLIATE. v. a. To enlarge ; to extend.

AMPLIA'TION. s. [from ampliate.]

1. Enlargement ; exaggeration.

2. Diffuseness.

Brown.

Ayliffe.

Holder.

To AMPLIFICATE. v. a. [amplifico, Lat.]

To enlarge ; to amplify.

AMPLIFICATION. s [amplification, Fr.]

1. Enlargement ; extension.

2. Exaggerated representation.

A'MPLIFIER. s. [from to amplify. ]

exaggerates .

To A'MPLIFY . v . a. [amplifier , Fr.]

1. To enlarge.

2. To exaggerate any thing.

3. To improve by new additions.

To A'MPLIFY. v. n.

Pope.

One that

Sidney.

Bacon.

Davies.

Watts.

Watts.

Pope.

Glanville.

Bucon.

Paradise Regained

Bacon.

Waits.

1. To lay one's selfout in diffusion.

2. To form pompous representations.

A'MPLITUDE. s. [amplitude, Fr.]

1. Extent.

2. Largeness ; greatness.

3. Capacity.

4. Splendour ; grandeur.

5. Copiousness ; abundance.

6. Amplitude, in astronomy, an arch of the

horizon, intercepted between the true east

and west point thereof, and the centre ofthe

sun or star at its rising or setting.
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TALA'MPLY. ad. [amplè, Fr.]

1. Largely ; liberally. Atterbury

2. At large ; without reserve. Paradise Lost.

3. Copiously ; with a diffusive detail . Dryden.

To A'MPUTĂTE. v. a . [umputo, Lat.] To cut

off a limb. Wiseman.

AMPUTATION. s . [amputatio, Lat. ] The

operation of cutting offa limb, or other part

of the body.
Brown.

A'MULET. s. [umulette, Fr.] An appended

remedy ; a thing hung about the neck, for

preventing or curing. Brown.

To AMU'SE. v. a. [amuser, Fr.]

Walsh.1. To entertain with tranquillity.

2. To draw on from time to time.

AMUSEMENT. s. [amusrment, French.] That

which amuses ; entertainment. Rogers.

AMU'SER. s . [ amuseur, Fr.] He that amuses.

AMU'SIVE. a. [from amuse. ] That which has

the power of amusing. Thomson

AMYGDALATE. a. [amygdala, Lat.] Made

of almonds.

AMY'GDALINE. a. [amygdala, Lat.] Resem-

bling almonds.

AN. article. [ane, Saxon.]

1. One, but with less emphasis ; as, an ox.

Locke.

2: Any, or some. Locke.

A'NA. adv. [ava .]A word used in the prescrip-

tions of physick, importing the like quantity.

Cowley.

A'NA. s. Books so called from the last syllable

of their titles ; as , Scaligerana.

ANACAMPTICK. a. [avanaμшT . ] Reflecting,

or reflected.

ANACA'MPTICKS. s. The doctrine of re-

flected light, or catoptricks.

ANACATHARTICK . s. Any medicine that

works upwards.

ANA'CHORETE. Įs. [avaxwgn™ns. ] A monk

who leaves the conventANA'CHORITE.

for a more solitary life.

ANA'CHRONISM. s . [from ava and xgovos.]

An errour in computing time. Dryden.

ANACLA'TICKS. s . [ava and xλaw.] The doc-

trine of refracted light ; dioptricks.

ANADIPLO'SIS s. [avadis .] Reduplica-

tion ; a figure in rhetorick.

ANAGOGETICAL. a. [avayay . ] That which

contributes or relates to spiritual elevation.

Dict.

A'NAGRAM. s. [ava and yeaμma.] A conceit

arising from the letters of a name transposed;

as this, ofW, i, l, l, i, u, m, N, ọ, y, attorney

general to Charles I. a very laborious man,

I moyl in law. Howel.

ANAGRAMMATISM. s. [from anagram . [The

act or practice of making anagrams . Camden.

ANAGRA'MMATIST. s. [from anagram.] A

maker of anagrams.

Quincy

Used by

To ANAGRA'MMATIZE. v. n . [anagramma-

tiser, Fr. ] To make anagrams.

ANALEPTICK. a. [avaλтIXOS. ] Comfort-

ing ; corroborating.

ANALOGICAL. u. [from analogy. ]

way of analogy.

ANALOGICALLY. ad. [from analogical. ] In

an analogical manner ; in an analogous man-
ner.

Watts.

Cheyne.

ANALO'GICALNESS. s . [from analogical .]

The quality of being analogical.

To ANA'LOGIZE. v. a. [from analogy.] To ex

plain by way of analogy. Cheyne.

ANALOGOUS. a. [ava and 20 % . Having

analogy, having something parallel.

ANAʼLOGY. s. [avaλoyia.]

Arbuthnot.

1. Resemblance between things with regard

to some circumstances or effects . South.

2. By grammarians, it is used to signify the

agreement of several words in one common

mode ; as, love, loved, hate, hated.

ANALYSIS. s. [avahvois.]

1. A separation ofa compound body into the
several parts . Arbuthnot.

2.A consideration ofany thing in parts.Newt.

3. A solution of any thing, whether corpo-

real or mental, to its first elements. Glanv.

ANALYTICAL. a. [from analysis. ]

1. That which resolves any thing into first

principles. Boyle,

2. That which proceeds by analysis . Glanv.

ANALYTICALLY. ad. [from analytical.]

In such a manner as separates compounds

into simples. The manner of resolving com-

pounds into the simple constituent or com-

ponent parts. Hudibras.

To A'NALYZE . v. a. [avaλuw . ] To resolve a

compound into its first principles . Boyle.

A'NALYZER. s . [from to analyze .] That

which has the power of analyzing Boyle.

ANAMORPHO'SIS. s. [ava and μogpow .] De-

formation ; perspective projection, so that

at one point ofview it shall appear deformed,

in another an exact representation .

ANA'NAS. s. The pine-apple. Thomson.

ANA'PHORA. s. [avapoga . ] A figure, when

-several clauses of a sentence are begun with

the same word.

A'NARCH. s. An author of confusion . Milton.

ANA'RCHIAL. a. [from anarchy. ] Confused ;

without rule. Cheyne.

A'NARCHY. s. [avaexia.] Want of govern

meut ; a state without magistracy. Swift.

ANASA'RCA. s. [ from ava and cage. ] A sort of

dropsy, where the whole substance is stuffed

with pituitous humours. Quincy.

ANASTOMOSIS. s. [from ava and roμa . ] The

inosculation of vessels .

ANA'STROPHE. 5. [ανάςροφη .] A figure

whereby words which should have been pre-

cedent, are postponed .

ANA'THEMĀ. s. [anabeua.] A curse pro-

nounced by ecclesiastical authority. South.

ANATHEMATICAL. a. [from anathema.]

That which has the properties ofan anathema.

ANATHEMATICALLY. ad. [from anathema-

ical.] In an anathematical manner.

To ANATHEMATIZE. v . a. [from anathema.]

To pronounce accursed by ecclesiastical au-

thority. Hammond.

ANATIFEROUS. a . [ [from anas and fero,

Lat.] Producing ducks. Brown.

ANA"ŤOCISM. s. [anatocismus, Latin, ava-

Toxicos. ] The accumulation of interest upon

interest.

ANATO'MICAL. a. [from anatomy.]

1. Relating or belonging to anatomy. Watts.
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2. Proceedingupon principles taught in ana-

tomy.
Swift.

ANATOMICALLY. ad. [from anatomical.]

Brown.In an anatomical manner.

ANATOMIST. s. [avaros. ] He that studies

the structure of animal bodies by means of

dissection. Prior.

Hooker.

2. To lay any thing open distinctly, and by

minute parts. Shakespeare.

Το ΑΝΑΤΟΜΙΖΕ. υ. α . [ανατέμνω .]

1. To dissect an animal.

ANATOMY. s. [ανατομια .]

1. The art of dissecting the body. Pope.

2. The doctrine ofthe structure ofthe body.

Dryden.

Bucon.3. The act of dividing any thing.

4. A skeleton.

5.A thin meagre person.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Claimed

A'NCESTOR. s. [ancestre, Fr.] One from

whom a person descends.

A'NCESTŘEL. a. [from ancestor.]

from ancestors .

A'NCESTRY. s. [from ancestor .]

Hale.

Pope.

Addison.

1. Lineage ; a series of ancestors.

2. The honour of descent ; birth.

A'NCHENTRY. s . [ from ancient. ] Antiquity

of a family ; properly ancientry. Shakespeare.

A'NCHOR. s. [anchord, Lat ]

Shakespeare.

1. A heavy iron, to hold the ship, by being

fixed to the ground. Dryden.

2. Any thing which confers stability. Hebr.

To A'NCHOR. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To cast anchor ; to lie at anchor. Pope.

2. To stop at ; to rest on. Shakespeare.

A'NCHOR. Anchoret, an abstemious recluse.

Not used.

A'NCHOR-HOLD. s . [from anchor and hold.]

The hold or fastness of the anchor. Wot.

2. The set of anchors belonging to a ship.

Shakespeare.

ANCHORED . particip. a. [from to anchor.]

Held by the anchor. Waller.

A'NCHORET. s. [contracted from ana-

A'NCHORITE. choret, avaxoging.] A re-

cluse ; a hermit. Spratt.

ANCHO'VY. s. [from anchova.] A little sea-

fish, much used by way of sauce, or season-

ing. Floyer.

A'NCIENT. a. [ancien, Fr.]

}

1. Old , not modern.

2. Old, that has been of long duration. Ral,

3. Past ; former. Shakespeare

A'NCIENT. s. The flag or streamer of a ship.

A'NCIENT. s. The bearer of a flag, as was

Ancient Pistol ; now Ensign. Shakespeare.

A'NCIENTLY. ad. [from ancient . ] In old times.

Sidney.

A'NCIENTNESS . s. [ from ancient. ] Antiquity.

Dryden.

A'NCIENTRY. s. [from ancient ] The honour

ofancient lineage. Shakespeare.

A'NCIENTS . s. Those that lived in old times,

opposed to the moderns.

A'NCONY. s. A bloom wrought into the fi-

gure of a flat iron bar. Chambers.

AND . conj . The particle by which sentences

or terms are joined .

ANDRO'GYNAL. a. [from ang and yun.]

Hermaphroditical.

ANDROGYNALLY. ad. [from androgynal.}
With two sexes.

ANDRO'GYNUS. s. [See ANDROGYNAL.]

An hermaphrodite.

A'NECDOTE. s . [avexdorov. ] Something yet

unpublished ; secret history . Prior

ANEMO'GRAPHY. s. [aveμos and papa .] The

description of the winds.

ANEMO'METER. s . [avemos and μergov .] An
instrument contrived to measure the wind.

ANEMONE. s. [aveµwn .] The wind flower.
Miller

A'NEMOSCOPE. s. [arsu and exor .] A

machine invented to foretel the changes of

the wind.

ANE'NT. prep. [Scotch .]

1. Concerning ; about.

Chambers

Dict.2. Over against ; opposite to.

ANES. s. The spires or beads of corn. Dict.

A'NEURISM. s. [aveuguva . A disease of the

arteries, in which they become excessively
dilated .

ANE'W. ad. [from a and new.]

Sharp.

Prior.

Rogers,

1. Over again ; another time.

2. Newly ; in a new manner.

ANFRACTUOUS. a . [unfractuus, Latin.]

Winding ; mazy ; full of turnings and wind-

ing passages. Ray.

ANFRACTUOUSNESS . s . [ from anfractuous .]

Fulness of windings and turnings.

A'NGEL . s . [ Ayyeλ .]

1. Originally a messenger. A spirit employ-

ed by God in human affairs . Locke.

2. Angels is sometimes used in a bad sense ;

as, angels of darkness. Revelation.

3. Angel, in scripture , sometimes means man

ofGod.

4. In the style oflove, a beautiful person. Sh.

5. A piece of money anciently coined and

impressed with an angel, rated at ten shil.

lings. Bacor..

A'NGEL. a. Resembling angels.

ANGE'LICA. s . [Lat. ab angelica virtute.]

The name of a plant.

ANGE'LICAL. a [ungelicus, Lat.]

1. Resembling angels.

Pope.

Miller.

Raleigh.

2. Partaking of the nature of angels. Milton.

3. Belonging to angels.
Wilkins.

ANGELICALNESS. s. [from angelical.] Ex-

cellence more than human.

ANGELICK. a. [angelicus, Lat. ] Angelical

above human. Pepe.

Dist

A'NGELOT. s. A musical instrument, some-

what resembling a lute .

A'NGEL-SHOT. s . [ from angel and shot.]

Chain shot.

A'NGER. s [anzer, Saxon .]

1. Anger is uneasiness upon receipt of any

injury.

2. Smart of a sore.

Locke

Temple.

To A'NGER. v. a. [ from the noun.] To pro-

voke; to enrage. Clareniton.

A'NGERLY. ad. In an angry manner. Shak,

ANGIO'GRAPHY. s. [from αγγιού and

yeapw. A description of vessels in the

human body.

Bacon, ANGIOMONOSPERMOUS. a. [from ayya ,

A'NDIRON. 8. Irons atthe end ofa fire-grate,

in which the spit turns.
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1. To pass censures upon.

2. To inflict punishments.

Dryden.

Grew.

pov , and oregua. ] Such plants as have but

one single seed in the seed pod.

AʼNGLE. s . [angle, Fr. ] The space intercepted ANIMADVEŘTER. s. [from animadvert.]

between two lines intersecting each other. He that passes censures, or inflicts punish-

Stone.

A'NGLE. s. [angel, German.] An instrument

to take fish, consisting ofa rod, a line, and a

look.

To ANGLE. v. a. [ from the noun.]

I. To fish with a rod and hook.

Pope.

Waller.

2. To try to gain by some insinuating arti-

fices . Shakespeare.

A'NGLE-ROD. s. [angel roede, Dutch.] The

stick to which the fisher's line and hook are

hung. Addison.

ANGLER. s. [from angle . ] He that fishes with

an angle Dryden.

A'NGLICISM. s . [from Anglus, Lat.] An Eng-
lish idiom.

A'NGOBER. s . A kind of pear.

A'NGRILY. ad. [from angry.] In an angry

manner.

A'NGRY. a. [from anger ]

1. Touched with anger.

Shakespeare.

Genesis.

Prov.

Wiseman.

2. Having the appearance of anger.

3. Painful ; inflamed .

Donne.

A'NGUISH. s . [ from angoisse, Fr.] Excessive

pain either ofmind or body.

A'NGUISHED . a. [ from anguish . ] Excessively

pained .

or corners.

Donne.

A'NGULAR. a . [from angle .] Having angles

Newton.

ANGULARITY. s . [from angular.] The qua-

lity ofbeing angular.

A'NGULARLY. ad. [from angular . ] With an-

gles . Boyle.

A'NGULARNESS . s. [from angular.] The

quality of being angular.

A'ÑGULATED . a. [ from angle.] Formed with

angles. Woodward.

ANGULO'SITY. s. [from angulous.] Angu-

larity.
Dict.

A'NGULOUS. a. [from angle.] Hooked ; an-

gular.
Glanville.

ANGUST. a. [angustu Lat. ] Narrow ; strait.

Dict.

ANGUSTATION. s . [from angustus, Lat.]

The act ofmaking narrow ; the state of be-

ing narrowed . Wiseman.

ANHELATION. s. [unhelo, Lat.] The act of

panting.

ANHELO'SE. a [anhelus, Latin .] Out of

breath. Dict.

A'NIENTED. a. [anneantir, Fr.] Frustrated .

Not in use.

ANIGHTS. ad. [from a for at, and night.]

In the night time. Shakespeare.

A'NIL. s. The shrub from whose leaves and

stalks indigo is prepared.

ANI'LENESS .Įs [amilitas, Lat.] The old age

ANILITY. Sofwomen.

A'NIMABLE. a. [from animate.] That which

may be put into life. Dict.

ANIMADVERSION. s. [animadversio , Lat. ]

1. Reproof; severe censure. Clarendon.

2. Punishment Swift.

ANIMADVERSIVE. a. [ from animadvert.]

That has the power ofjudging . Glanville.

To ANIMADVERT. ». ». Junimad to. Lat.]

ments.

A'NIMAL. s. [animal, Lat.]

1. A living creature corporeal

South

Ray.

2. Byway of contempt, we say a stupid man

is a stupid animal.

A'NIMAL. a . [animalis, Lat.]

1. That which belongs or relates to animals.

Watts.

2. Animal is used in opposition to spiritual.

ANIMA'LCULE. s. [animalculum, Lat.] A

small animal. Ray.

ANIMAʼLITY. s. [from animal.] The state of

animal existence.

To A'NIMATE. v. a. [animo, Latin. ]

1. To quicken ; to make alive.

2. To give powers to

Watts.

Dryden.

Knolles.3. To encourage ; to incite.

A'NIMATE. a . [from to animate. ] Alive ; pos-

sessing animal life.

A'NIMATED) . particip. a. [from animate.]

Lively ; vigorous.

ANIMATION. s . [from animate.]

Bentley

Pope.

Bac.

Brooks.

1. The act of animating or enlivening.

2. That which animates.

3. The state of being enlivened

A'NIMATIVE. a. [from animate.] That has

the power ofgiving life.

ANIMATOR. s. [from animate.] That which

gives life . Brown

ANIMO'SE. a . [animosus, Lat. ] Full of spirit

hot. Dict.

ANIMOʻSITY. s . [ animositas, Lat ] Vehemence

ofhatred ; passionate malignity. Swift.

A'NISE. s. [ anisum, Lat. ] A species of apium or

parsley,withlarge sweet scented seeds. Miller

A'NKER. s. [ancker, Dutch. ] A liquid measure,

the fourth part of the awm, and contains

two stekans ; each stekan consists ofsixteen

mengles ; the mengle being equal to two of

our wine quarts. Chambers.

A'NKLE. s. [ancleop, Saxon ] Thejoint which

joins the foot to the leg.

A'NKLE-BONE, s. [from ankle and bone.]

The bone of the ankle. Peacham.

A'NNALIST. s. [from annals. ] A writer of

Atterbury.

A'NNALS s . [annales, Lat. ] Histories digested

in the exact order of time. Rogers.

A'NNATS. s . [ annates,Lat. ] First fruits . Cowell.

To A'NNEAL v. n. [ælan, Saxon.]

annals.

Prior.

1. To heat glass, that the colours laid ou

it may be fixed. Dryden

2. Toheat any thing in such a manner as to

give it the true temper.

To ANNEX. v . a . [annecto , annexum, Lat.]

1. To unite to at the end.

Brown

Hammond.

2. To unite a smaller thing to a greater Ral.

ANNEX. s. [from to annex.] The thing an-

nexed.

ANNEXATION. s . [from annex.]

1. Conjunction ; addition .

2. Union ; coalition ; conjunction .

ANNEXIÓN. s. [from annex. ]

annexing.

ANNE'XMENT. 8. [from annex.]

Ayliffe.

The act of

Rogers.
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1. The act of annexing.

2. The thing annexed. Shakespeare.

ANNI'HILABLE. a. [from annihilate. ] That

which may be put out of existence.

To ANNIHILATE. v. a . [ad and nihilum, Lat.]

1. To reduce to nothing. Bacon.

2. To destroy . Raleigh.

3. To annul. Hooker.

ANNIHILATION. s. [from annihilate.] The

act of reducing to nothing ; the state ofbe-

ing reduced to nothing. Dryden.

ANNIVERSARY. s . [anniversarius, Lat.]

1. A day celebrated as it returns in the course

ofthe year. Stillingfleet.

2. The act of celebration ofthe anniversary.

Dryden.

ANNIVERSARY. a. [anniversarius, Latin. ]

Returning with the revolution of the year ;

annual. Ray.

A'NNO DO'MINI. [Lat.] In the year of our

Lord ; as, anno domini, or A. D. 1751 ; that

is, in the seventeen hundred and fifty-first

year from the birth of our Saviour.

ANNO'LIS. s. An American animal, like a

lizard ..

ANNOTATION. s. [annotatio, Lat.] Explica-

tion ; note.

ANNOTATOR. s . [ Lat.] A writer of notes ;

a commentator.

To ANNOUNCE. v . a . [ annoncer, Fr.]

1. To publish ; to proclaim.

Felton.

Milton.

2. To declare by a judicial sentence. Prior .

ToANNO'Y. v. a . [annoyer, Fr.] To incom-

mode; to vex; to teaze ; to molest. Sidney.

ANNO'Y. s. [from the verb.] Injury ; moles-

tation. Dryden.

ANNO'YANCE. s [from annoy .]

1. That which annoys.

2. The act of annoying .

ANNO'YER. s. [from to annoy.]

that annoys.

A'NNUAL. a. [annuel, Fr.]

1. That which comes yearly.

To ANNUNCIATE, v. a. [annuncio, Latin.]

To bring tidings.

ANNUNCIATION-DAY. a. [ from anunciate.]

The day celebrated by the church, in me-

mory ofthe angel's salutation of the blessed

Virgin ; solemnized on the twenty-fifth of

March.
Taylor .

A'NODYNE. a . [from a and dun, Gr.] That

whichhas the power of mitigating pain.Dry.

To ANO'INT. v. a. [oindre, enoindre, part. oint,

enoint, Fr.]

1. To rub over with unctuous matter. Shak.

2. To be rubbed upon. Dryden.

3. To consecrate by unction. Shakespeare.

ANO'INTER. s. [from anoint.] The person

that anoints.

ANO'MALISM. s . [from anomaly. ] Anomaly

irregularity. Dict

ANOMALI'STICAL. a. [from anomaly. ] Irré-

gular ; term of astronomy.

ANOMALOUS . a. [a priv. and wax .] Irre-

gular ; deviating from the general method or

analogy of things. Locke.

ANOMALOUSLY. ad. [from anomalous . ] Ir-

regularly.

ANO'MALY. s. [ anomalia, Fr.] Irregularity ;

deviation from rule. South.

A'NOMY. s. [a priv. and voμ .] Breach oflaw.

Bramhall.

ANO'N. ad.

Waller.

Milton.

Ray.

1. Quickly ; soon.

2. Now and then.

ANONYMOUS. a . [a priv. and avoua .] Want-

ing a name.

ANO'NYMOUSLY. ad. [from anonymous.]
Without a name. Swift.

ANOREXY. s. [avogngia .] Inappetency. Quin.

ANO'THER. a . [from an and other.]Shakespeare.

South. I. Not the same.

The person 2. One more.

3. Any other.

4. Not one's self.

Pope. 5. Widely different.

Ray.

2. That which is reckoned by the year.

3. That which lasts only a year.

ANNUALLY. ad. [from annual.]

every year.

ANNUITANT. s. [from annuity.]

possesses or receives an annuity.

ANNUITY. s . [from annuité, Fr.]

Locke.

Shakespeare.

Samuel.

South.

South.

Sh. ANOTHER-GAINES. a. Of another kind.

Yearly ,
Brown.

He that

1. A yearly rent to be paid for term of life

or years.

2. A yearly allowance.

To ANNU'L v. a. [from nullus, Lat.]

AN'NULAR. a. [from annulus, Lat.]

1. To make void ; to nullify.

2. To reduce to nothing.

the form of a ring.

the form of rings .

Obsolete. Sidney.

Arbuthnot,

A'NSATED. a. [ansatus, Lat. ] Having handles.

To A'NSWER. v. n. [andƑþaɲian, Saxon. ]

ANOTHER-GUESS. a. Of another kind. A

low word.

1. To speak in return to a question. Dryden.

2. To speak in opposition. Matthew . Boyle.

3. To be accountable for. Brown

4. To vindicate ; to give a justificatory ac

count of.

6. To correspond to ; to suit with. Prov.

7. To be equivalent to.

Cowel.

Clarendon.

Rogers. 4. To give an account.

Swift.

Temple.

Milton.

Having Ecclesiasticus

Cheyne. 8. To satisfy any claim or petition . Raleigh,

9. To act reciprocally upon. Dryden.

Taylor.

Swift.

Atterbury.

Shakespeare.

A'NNULARY. a. [from annulus, Lat.] Having

A'NNULET. s . [from annulus, Lat.]

1.A little ring.

2 [In architecture.] The small square mem-

bers in the Dorick capital, under the quar-

ter round are called annulets.

To ANNUMERATE. v. a. [annumero, Lat.]

To add to a former number.

ANNUMERATION. s. [annumeratio, Lat.]

Addition to a former number.

10. To stand as opposite or correlative to

something else.

11. To bear in proportion to.

12. To perform what is endeavoured or in-

tended by the agent.

13. To comply with.

14. To succeed ; to produce the wished event.

Bacon.

15. To appear to any call, or authoritative

Shakespeare
summons.
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16. To be over-against any thing. Shakesp.

A'NSWER. s . [from the verb.]

1. That which is said in return to a question,

or position. Atterbury.

2. Confutation ofa charge. Ayliffe.

A'NSWER-JOBBER. s . He that makes a trade

ofwriting answers. Swift.

A'NSWERABLE. a. [from answer.]

1. That to which a reply may be made.

2. Obliged to give an account. Swift.

3. Correspondent. Sidney.

4. Proportionate.

5. Suitable ; suited .

6. Equal.

Milton.

Milton.

Raleigh.

Hooker.7. Relative ; correlative .

A'NSWERABLY. ad. [from answerable.] In

due proportion ; with proper correspond-

ence; suitably. Brerewood.

A'NSWERABLENESS. s. [from answerable.]

The quality ofbeing answerable.

A'NSWERER. s. [from answer.]

1. He that answers .

Dict.

Swift.

a pis-

2. He that manages the controversy against

one that has written first.

ANT. s. [æmert, Saxon.] An emmet ;

mire. Pope.

A'NTBEAR. s . [from ant and bear.] An ani-

mal that feeds on ants. Ray.

A'NTHILL. s. [from ant and hill.] The small

protuberance of earth in which ants make

their nests. *Addison.

A'NT. A contraction for and it, or and if it.

ANTA'GONIST. s. [avri and aywvw .]

I. One who contends with another ; an op-

ponent. Milton.

Addison.2. Contrary.

3. [Inanatomy .] The antagonist is that mus-

cle which counteracts some others . Arbuth.

To ANTAGONIZE. v. n. [avri and aywvi(w .]

To contend against another. Dict.

ANTA'LGICK. a. [from art , against, and

anyos, pain.] That which softens pain.

ANTANACLA'SIS. s . [from avтavaxλaois .]

1. A figure in rhetorick, when the sameword

is repeated in a different manner, if not in a

contrary signification.

2. It is also a returning to the matter at the

end of a long parenthesis. Smith.

ANTAPHRODITICK. a. [from avri and apgo-

δίτη .] Efficacious against the venereal

disease .

ANTAPOPLE/TICK. a. [from avri and

аTOλε . ] Good against an apoplexy.

ANTARCTICK. a. [avri and apuros . ] Relat-

ing to the southern pole. Waller.

ANTARTHRITICK. a. [avт and agegitis.]

Good against the gout.

ANTASTHMATICK. a. [avri and aobμa.]

Good against the asthma.

A'NTE. A Latin particle, signifying before,

which is frequently used in composition ; as,

antideluvian, before the flood ; ante in com-

position signifies before, as antideluvian ; anti

signifies against, as antifebrile, good against

fevers.

To ANTECE'DE. v. n. [from ante, before, and

cedo, to go.] To precede ; to go before.

Hale

ANTECE'DENCE. s . [from antecede.] The act

or state ofgoing before.
Hale.

ANTECEDENT. a. [antecedens, Latín. ] Go-

ing before preceding. South.

ANTECEDENT. s . [antecedens, Latin.]

1. That which goes before. South.

2. [In grammar.] The noun to which the

relative is subjoined .

3. [In logick.] The first proposition of an

enthymeme. Watts.

ANTECEDENTLY. ad. [from antecedent .]

Previously. South.

ANTECE'SSOR. s. [Latin.] One who goes

before, or leads another. Dict .

ANTECHA'MBER. s . [from ante, before, and

chamber.] The chamber that leads to the

chief apartment. Addison.

To A'NTEDATE. v. a . [from ante, and do

datum, Latin.]

1. To date earlier than the real time. Donne.

2. To date something before the proper

time. Pope

ANTEDILU'VIAN. a. [from ante, before, and

diluvium, a deluge. ]

1. Existing before the deluge. Woodward.

2. Relating to things existing before the de-

luge. Brown.

AʼNTELOPE. s. A goat with curled and

wreathed horns. Spenser

ANTEMERIDIAN. a. [ante and meridian .]

Being before noon.

ANTEMEʼTICK. a . [avTi and usw.] Thathas

the power ofpreventing or stopping vomit-

ing.

ANTEMU'NDANE. a. [ante and mundus, Lat.]

Thatwhich was before the world.

A'NTEPAST. s . [ante and passum, Lat.] A

foretaste. Decay ofPiety.

A'NTEPENULT. [antepenultima, Latin.] The

last syllable but two.

ANTEPILEPTICK. a. [avri and Emiλnfis.]

A medicine against convulsions.

To A'NTEPONE. v. a. [antepono, Lat.] To

prefer.

ANTEPREDICAMENT. s . [antepredicamen-

tum, Latin.] Something previous to the

doctrine of the predicaments.

ANTERIOʻRITY. s. [from anteriour.] Priv-

rity ; the state of being before.

ANTE'RIOUR. a . [anterior, Lat.] Going be-

fore. Brown.

A'NTES. s. [Latin .] Pillars of large dimen

sionsthat support the front ofa building.

ANTESTO'MACH. s. [from ante and stomach . ]

A cavity that leads into the stomach.

ANTHELMINTHICK. a. [ avt, and ahµnb☺. ]

That which kills worms . Arbuthnot.

A'NTHEM. s . [avbuµvoç]. A holy song. Addis.

ANTHOLOGY. s . [ανθολογια .]

1. A collection of flowers.

2. A collection ofdevotions.

3. A collection ofpoems.

ANTHONY'S FIRE. s. A kind of erysipelas.

ANTHRAX. s. [avogas.] A scab or bleich

which burns the skin : a carbuncle. Quincy.

Dict. ANTHROPOLOGY. s. [a:6gwwo; and λeyo; }

A'NTEACT. s . [from ante and act.] A former

act.

ANTEAMBULA'TION. s . [from ante and am-

bulo, Lat.] A walking before.
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and logarithm .] The compliment of the lo

garithm of a sine, tangent, or secant, or the

difference of that logarithm from the loga-

rithm of ninety degrees . Chambers.

ANTIMONA'RCHIAL. a. [avri and μovagxia.]

Against government by a single person.

Addison.

The doctrine of the structure or nature ofmen. " ANTILO'GARITHM. s. [from avr against,

ANTHROPOPHAGI. s . [ανθρωπος and φαγπ.]

Man-eaters ; cannibals. Shakespeare.

ANTHROPOPHAGI'NIAN. s. A ludicrous

word, formed, by Shakespeare, from anthropo-

phugi. Shakespeare.

ANTHROPOPHAGY. 8. [ανθρωπος and

pay . ] The quality of eating human flesh.

Brown.

ANTHROPO'SOPHY. s . [avgwwds and opia .]

The knowledge of the nature of man.

ΑΝΤΗΥΡΝΟ'TICK. α. [αντι and υπνος .] That

whichhas the power of preventing sleep.

A'NTI. [avTI .] A particle muchused in compo-

sition with words derived from the Greek ;

it signifies contrary to ; as, antimonarchial,

opposite to monarchy.

ANTIA'CID. a. [avτ, and acidus, sour.] Con-

Arbuthnot.trary to sourness.

ANTICHA'MBER. s. Corruptly written for

antechamber.

ANTICHRISTIAN. a. [from avi and x-

Slavos.] Opposite to christianity .. South.

ANTICHRISTIANISM. s . [from antichris

tian.] Opposition or contrariety to chris-

tianity. Decay ofPiety.

ANTICHRISTIA'NITY. s . [from antichris-

tian.] Contrariety to christianity.

To ANTICIPATE. v. a. [anticipo, Latin.J

1. To take something sooner than another,

so as to prevent him. Haminond.

Dryden.2. To take up before the time.

3. To foretaste, or take an impression of

something which is not yet, as it really was.

Denhum.

4. To preclude. Shakespeare.

ANTICIPATION. s . [from anticipate.]

1. The act oftaking up something before its

time. Holder.

2. Foretaste. L'Estrange.

3. Opinion implanted before the reasons of

that opinion can be known. Denham.

A'NTICK. a. [antiquus, ancient. ] Odd ; ridi-

culously wild. Dryden,

A'NTICK. s.

1. He that plays anticks, or uses odd gesti-

culations ; a buffoon. Shakespeare.

2. Odd appearance. Spenser.

To A'NTICK. v. a. [from antick.] To make

anticks
Shakespeare.

´AʼNTICKLY. ad. [ from antick.] With odd

postures. Shakespeare.

ANTICLIMAX. s. [ from art and ag.]

A sentence in which the last part is lower

than the first. Addison.

ANTICONVULSIVE. a. [from avri and con-

vulsive.] Good against convulsions. Floyer.

'NTICOR. s. (avri and cor.] A preternatural

swelling in a horse's breast, opposite to his
heart. Farrier's Dict.

ANTICO'URTIER. s. [from avti and courtier.]

One who opposes the court.

ANTIDO'TAL. a. [from antidote.] That which

has the quality ofcounteracting poison.

Brown.

AʼNTIDOTE. 8. [avridoros. ] A medicine given

to expel poison.

ANTIFEBRILE. a. [ and febris.]

against fevers.

94

ANTIMO'NIAL. a. [from antimony.] Made of

antimony. Blackmore.

A'NTINOMY. s. Antimony is a mineral sub-

stance, of a metalline nature . Mines ofme-

tals afford it. Its texture is full of little shin-

ing veins or threads, like needles ; brittle as

glass. It destroys and dissipates all metals

fused with it, except gold. Chambers.

ANTINEPHRITICK. α. [αVTi and vεpgITINOS.

Good against diseases of the reins and kid.

neys.

A'NŤIMONY. s. [avri and voμos] A contradic-

tion between two laws.

ANTIPARALYTIC. s. [avri and wagahvots,]
Efficacious against the palsy

ANTIPATHETICAL, a. [from antipathy ]

Having a natural contrariety to any thing.

Howell.

ANTIPATHY. s. [from avr and wales ; an

tipathie, Fr. A natural contrariety to any

thing, so as to shun it involuntarily ; opposed

to sympathy. Locke.

ANTİPERI'STASIS. 8. [avti wegıçapai] The

opposition of a contrary quality, by which

the quality it opposes becomes heightened

or intended. Cowley.

ANTIPESTILENTIAL. a. [avri and pestilen-

tial ] Efficacious against the plague. Hurv.

ANTIPHRA'SIS. s. [avr and gas.] The

use ofwords in a sense opposite to their pro.

per meaning. South.

ANTIPODAL a. [from antipodes.] Relating

to the antipodes. Brown.

ANTIPODES 8. [avri and wodec.] Those peo-

ple who, living on the other side ofthe globe

have their feet directly opposite to ours.

Walter.

A'NTIPOPE. s. [from avri and pope.] He that

usurps the popedom.

ANTIPTO'SIS. s. [ avtiwTwo! ] A figure in

grammar,by which one case is put for another.

A'NTIQUARY. s [antiquarius, Lat ] A man

studious of antiquity. Pope

Shakespeare.

AʼNTIQUARY. a . Old ; antique. Shakesp

To A'NTIQUATE. v. a. [antiquo, Latin . ] To

make obsolete. Addison.

A'NTIQUATEDNESS. s. [from antiquated.]

The state of being obsolete.

ANTIQUE. a. [antique, French ]

1. Ancient ; not modern.

2. Ofgenuine antiquity

3. Of old fashion.

4. Odd ; wild ; antick.

ANTIQUE. s. [from antique, a. ,

ty; a remain of ancient times.

ANTIQUENESS. s . [from antique.]

lity of being antique.

ANTIQUITỸ. s. [antiquitus, Latin.]

Dryden. 1. Old times.

Good 2. The ancients.

Floyer. 3. Remain of old times.

4. Old age.

Prior.

Smith.

Donne.

An antiqui-

Swift.

The qua

Addison.

Addison.

Raleigh.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.
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ANTISCII. 8. [avrioxia.] The people who

have theirshadows projecting opposite ways.

The people of the north are Antiscii to those

of the south ; one projecting shadows at noon

towards the north, the other towards the

south. Chambers.

The revul-

ANTISCORBU'TICAL. a . [avri and scorbu

tum.] Good against the scurvy.

ANTISPASIS. s. [avionaw.]

sion ofany humour.

ANTISPASMO'DICK . α. [αντισπασμα .]

That which has the power of relieving the

cramp .

shews the absurdity which arises fromdeny.

ing it. Chambers

APA'RT. ad [apart , French.]

1. Separately from the rest in place. Clarend

2. In a state of distinction . Dryden.

Shakespeare,

3. At a distance ; retired from the other

company .

APARTMENT. s. [apartement, French.] A

room ; a set ofrooms. Addison.

APATHY. s. [a and wat .] Exemption from

passion.

APE. s. [ape, Icelandish .]

1. A kind of monkey.

2.An imitator .

South.

Glanville.

Shakespeare.

To APE. v. a. [from ape.] To imitate, as an

ape imitates human actions. Addison.

APE'AK. ad . [apique, Fr ] In a posture to

pierce, formed with a point.

A'PEPSY. s. [aa ] A loss of natural con-

Quincy.

APE'RIENT. a . [ aperio, Lat.] Gently purga

coction.

tive. Arbuthnot.

APERITIVE. a. [from aperio, Latin.] That

which has the quality of opening. Harvey.

APERT. a. [ apertus, Latin. ] Open.

APERTION. s. [ from apertus, Latin.]

1. An opening ; a passage ; a gap. Wotton.

2. The act of opening.

A'PERTLY. ad . [ aperté, Latin.] Openly.

A'PERTNESS. s. [ from apert. ] Openness.

Wiseman.

ANTISPA'STICK. a. [avrionaçın .] Medi-

cines which cause a revulsion .

ANTISPLENETICK. a . [avт and splenetick.]

Efficacious in diseases of the spleen. Floyer.

ANTI'STROPHY. s. [avτ5gop" . ]In an ode sung

in parts, the second stanza of every three.

ANTISTŔUMATICK. a. [avri and struma.]

Good against the King's evil. Wiseman.

ANTI'THESIS. s. In the plural antitheses.

[avTibEGIC.] Opposition ; contrast. Pope.

A'NTITYPE. S. [AVTITUT .] That which is

resembled or shadowed out by the type. A

term of theology. Burnet.

ANTITY'PICAL. a. [from antitype .] That

which explains the type.

ANTIVENE'REAL. a . [av and venereal. ]

Good against the venereal disease. Wiseman .

A'NTLEŘ. s. [andouillier, Fr.] Branch of a

stag's horns. Prior.

ANTOECI. 8. [from αντι and οικεω.] Those

inhabitants ofthe earth who live under the

sane meridian, at the same distance from

the equator ; the one towards the north, and

the otherto the south. Chambers.

ΑΝΤΟΝΟΜAIAS. s. [from αντι and ονομα,

name.] A form of speech, in which, for a

proper name, is put the name of some digni-

nity. Wesay the orator, for Cicero. South.

A'NTRE. s. [antre, Fr.] Á cavern ; a den. Sh.APHE'LION. s. apheliu, plur. [awo nλios.]

A'NVIL. s. [ænfille, Saxon.]

1. The iron block on which the smith lays

his metal to be forged. Dryden.

2. Any thing on which blows are laid . Shuk.

ANXIETY. s. [anxietas, Latin. ]

1. Trouble ofmind about some future event ;

solicitude. Tillotson.

2. Depression ; lowness of spirits. Arbuthnot.

A'NXIOUS. a. [anxius, Latin.]

1. Disturbed about some certain event. Pope.

2. Careful ; full of inquietude. Dryden.

AʼNXIOUSLY. ad. [from anxious. ] Solicitous

ly ; unquietly. South.

ANXIOUSNESS. s. [from anxious.] The qua-

lity of being anxious.

A'NY. a. [anig, enig, Saxon.]

1. Every; whoever ; whatever.

Holder.

Holder.

A'PERTURE. s . [ from apertus, open.]

1. The act ofopening.

2. An open place.

APETALOUS. a. [of a and reraλ☞, a leaf.]

Without flower leaves.

Pope.

Deut.
!

2. It is used in opposition to none.

A'ORIST. 8. [ ogs .] Indefinite.

AOʻRTA. 8. agr .] The great artery which

rises immediately out of the left ventricle of

the heart.

APA'CE. ad. [from a and pace.]

1. Quick ; speedily.

2. Hastily.

Quincy.

Tillotson.

Atterbury,

APAGO'GICAL. a. [from awayon.] Such

as does not prove the thing directly : but

A'PEX. s. apices, plur. ]Latin.] The tip or

point. Woodward.

APHÆ'RESIS. a. [apaigeois .] A figure in

grammar that takes away a letter or syllable

from the beginning of a word.

1. That part of the orbit ofa planet, in which

it is at the point remotest from the sun.

Cheyne.

APHILANTHROPY. 8. [apıλav@gwπia . ]

Wantoflove to mankind.

A'PHORISM [apoμ . ] A maxim ; an un-

connected position . Rogers.

APHORI'STICAL. a. [from aphorism.] Writ-

ten in separate unconnected sentences.

APHORISTICALLY. ad. [from aphoristical.]

In the form of an aphorism. Harvey.

APHRODISIACAL. a. [apodin. ] Relat

APHRODISIACK. Ŝing to the venereal
disease.

A'PIARY. s. [from apis, Lat. a bee.] The place

where bees are kept. Swift.

APICES of aflower. Little knobs that grow

onthe tops of the stamina, in the middle of

a flower.

API'ECE: ad . [a andpiece.] To the part or share
of each. Hooker. Swift.

A'PISH. a. [from ape.]

Quincy.

1. Having the qualities of an ape, imitative.

2. Foppish ; affected.

3. Silly; affected.

4. Wanton ; playful.

Shakespeare.

-Shakespeare.

Glanville,

Prior
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a. [from apoplexy.] Re
A'PISHLY. ad. [from apish.] In an apish man-

APOPLECTICALlating

to an apoplexv

ner.

A'PISHNESS. s . [ from upish .] Mimickry ; fop-

pery.

APITPAT. ad. [a word formed from the mo-

tion. ] With quick palpitation . Congreve.

APLU'STRE. s . [Latin. ] The ensign in sea

vessels . Addison.

APO'CALYPSE. s . [from awonaλUT . ] Re-

velation ; a word used only of the sacred

writings. Milton.

APOCALYPTICAL. a. [from apocalypse.]

Containing revelation. Burnet.

APOCOPE. s. [amoxonn.] A figure, when the

last letter or syllable is taken away.

APOCRU'STICK,. a. [aπonguçina .] Repelling

and astringent.
Chambers.

APO'CRYPHA. ' s. [aTonguπT . ] Books ap-

pended to the sacred writings, of doubtful

authors. Hooker.

APO'CRYPHAL. a . [from apocrypha.]

1. Not canonical ; of uncertain authority.

Hooker.

2. Contained in the apocrypha. Addison.

APO'CRYPHALLY. ad. [from apocryphal.]

Uncertainly.

APOCRYPHALNESS. s. [from apocryphal .]

Uncertainty.

AFODICTICAL. a . [from awodegis.] Demon-

strative.

APOPLE CTICK.

Derham. Wiseman.

APOPLEXY. ] s. [aπoλngis, Gr. ] A sudden

deprivation of all sensation by a disease.

Arbuthnot.

APO'RIA. s. [amoga, Gr. ] A figure by which

the speaker doubts where to begin. Smith.

APORRHOEA. s. [aweżjun, Gr. ] Effluvium ;

Granville.

APOSIOPE'SIS. 8. [ CITI ,Gr. ] A form of

speech, by which the speaker, through some

affection or vehemency, breaks off his speech.

emanation.

Smith.

APO'STASY.s. [awogacis,Gr. ] Departurefrom

whata man has professed ; it is generally ap-

plied to religion . Spratt.

APO'STATE. s. [ apostata, Lat. aworarns, Gr.]

One that has forsaken his religion . Rogers.

APOSTA'TICAL. a. [from apostate. ] After the

manner ofan apostate. Sandys.

To APO'STATIZE v. n [from apostute.] To

for, ake one's religion. Bentley.

To APO'STEMATE. v . n . [ from aposteme.] To

swell and corrupt into matter. Wiseman.

APOSTEMATIÓN. s . [from apostemate. ] The

gathering of a hollow purulent tumour.

Grew.

A'POSTEME. Į s. [aπognµa, Gr.] A hollow

Demon. APOSTUME. } swelling,an abscess.

APODI'XIS. 8. [awodes.] Demonstration.

APOLOGETICK .

Dict.

APOGEON. 8. [awoyn.] A point in the

A'POGEE. heavens, in which the sun,

APOGEUM. or a planet, is at the great-

est distance possible from the earth in its

whole revolution. Fairfax.

a. That which is said in

defence of any thing.

Boyle.

APOLOGETICALLY. ad. [from apologetical.]

In the way ofdefence or excuse.

To APOLOGIZE. v. n. [ from apology ] To

plead in favour. Pope.

APOLOGUE. s. [aworoyos . ] Fable ; story

contrived to teach some moral truth . Locke.

APOLOGY, s¯ {apologia, Lat. awoλoyia .] De-

fence ; excuse.

APOMECO'METRY. s . [from aо, and μnxos ,

and merge . The art of measuring things at

a distance.

APONEURO'SIS. s. [from απο and νευρον.]

An expansion of a nerve into a membrane.

Tillotson.

Sharp.

APC'PHASIS. s . [ añopaois.] A figure bywhich

the orator seems to wave what he would

plainly insinuate. Smith.

APOPHLEGMATICK. a . [απο and φλεγμα.]

Drawing away phlegm.

APOPHLEGMATISM. s. [ɑwɔ und phɛyμa .]

A medicine to draw phlegm. Bacon .

APOPHTHEGM. s. [awoplɛya.] A remark-

able saying. Prior.

APOPHYGE. s . [ amopuyn, flight .] That part

of a column, where it begins to spring out of

its base ; the spring of a column. Chambers.

APOPHYSIS. s. [αποφυσις . ] The prominent

parts ofsome bones ; the same as process .

Wiseman.

Wiseman.

APO'STLE. s . [ apostolus, Lat. amoroλos, Gr]

A person sent with mandates ; particularly

applied to them whom our Saviour deputed

to preach the gospel . Locke.

APO'STLESHIP . s. [ from apostle. ] The office

or dignity of an apostle. Locke.

APOSTOLICAL. a . [from apostolick .] Deli-

vered by the apostles . Hooker.

APOSTOLICALLY. ad. [from apostolical. ] In

the manner ofthe apostles.

APOSTOʻLICK. a. [from apostle. ] Taught by

the apostles. Dryden.

APOSTROPHE. s . [αποσροφη .]

1. In rhetorick, a diversion of speech to an-

other person than the speech appointed did

intend or require. Smith.

Pope

2. In grammar, the contraction of a word by

the use ofa comma ; as, tho' for though. Swift.

To APO'STROPHIZE. v. a. [from apostrophe.

To address by an apostrophe.

A'POSTUME. s. A hollow tumour filled with

purulent matter. Harvey.

APOTHECARY. s. [apotheca, Lat. a reposi

tory.] A man whose employment it is to

keep medicines for sale.

A'POTHEGM. s. [ properly apophthegm .] A

remarkable saying.

South.

Watts.

APOTHEOSIS. s. [from awo and deos, Gr.]

Deification. Garth.

APOTOME. s. [ from aworeμvw, Gr. to cut off.]

The remainder or difference of two incom.

mensurable quantities. Chambers,

A'POZEM. [awo, from, and (ew, Gr. to boil . ] A
decoction. Wiseman.

To APPA'L. v. a. [appalir, Fr.] To fright ; to

depress. Clarendon

APPA'LEMENT. s. [from appal .] Depression ;

impression offear. Bucon
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FPANAGE. s. [appanagium, low Latin.]

Lands set apart for the maintenance of

younger children .

APPARATUS . s. [Latin.] Tools ; furniture

equipage ; shew.

Swift.

Pope.

APPAREL. s. [appareil, Fr.]

1. Dress ; vesture. Shakespeare.

2. External habiliments . Tatler.

To APPAREL. v . n. [from apparel, the noun.]

1. To dress ; to clothe. Samuel.

Bentley.

Hooker.

2. To cover or deck.

APPA'RENT. a. [apparent, Fr.]

1. Plain ; indubitable.

2. Seeming; not real.

3. Visible.

4. Open ; discoverable.

5. Certain ; not presumptive.

9. Open circumstances of a case. Swift.

10. Presence ; mien. Addison.

Bacon.11. Probability ; likelihood.

APPEARER. s. [from to appear .] The person

that appears. Brown.

APPEASABLE. a. [from appease.] Reconcile-

able.

APPEASABLENESS. s. [ from appease. ] Re-

concileableness .

To APPE'ASE. v. a . [appaiser, Fr.]

1. To quiet ; to put into a state of prace.

2. To pacify ; to reconcile.

Davies.

Milton.

Hale. APPE'ASEMENT. s. [from appeasc . ] A state

Atterbury.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

APPARENTI Y. ad. [from apparent.] Evi.

dently ; openly. Tillotson.

APPARITION. s . [from appareo, Latin. ]

1. Appearance ; visibility.

2. A visible object.

Milton.

Tatler.

Locke.3. A spectre; a walking spirit.

4. Something only apparent, not real. Denb.

5. The visibility of some luminary. Brown.

APPA'RITOR. s . [ from appareo, Latin. ] The
lowest officer of the ecclesiastical court ; a

Ayliffe.

ToAPPA'Y. v. a. [appayer, old Fr.] To satisfy ;

well appayed, is pleased ; ill appayed, is uneasy.

Milton.

summoner.

To APPEACH. v. a.

Bacon.

Dryden.

1. To accuse ; to inform against.

2. To censure ; to reproach .

APPE'ACHMENT. s. [ from appeach .] Charge

exhibited against any man. Wotton.

I. To transfer a cause from one to another.

3. To call another as witness.

4. To charge with a crime.

APPEAL, s. [from the verb.]

ofpeace. Hayward

APPE'ASER. s. [from appease. ] He that paci

fies ; he that quiets disturbances.

APPELLANT. s. [appello, Latin, to call ]

1. A challenger. Shakespeare.

2. One that appeals from a lower to a higher

power. Ayliffe.

APPELLATE. s. [appellatus, Latin .] The

person appealed against.

APPELLA'TION. s. [uppellatio, Latin.] Name

Ayliffe.

Brown.

APPELLATIVE. s . [appellativum, Latin.]

Names for the whole rank of beings, are

called appellatives. Watts.

APPELLATIVELY. ad. [from appellative. ]

According to the manner ofnouns appeilative .

APPELLATORY. a. [from appeal. ] That

which contains an appeal.

APPE'LLEE. s. One who is accused. Dict.

To APPE'ND. v. a [appendo, Lat.}

1. To hang any thing upon another.

2. To add to something as an accessary.

APPENDAGE. s. [ French.] Something add-

ed to another thing, without being necessary

to its essence.

APPE'NDANT. a. [ French.]

2. Annexed ; concomitant.

Taylor.

To APPEAL. v. n. [appello, Latin.]

2. To refer to another as judged. Stepney.

Locke.

Shakespeare. 1. Hanging to something else.

Rogers.

Dryden.

Cowel.

Dryden.

Bacon. To APPENDICATE. v. a. [appendo, Lat.]

To add to another thing.

APPENDICATION s. [from appendicate.]

Annexion.

APPE'NDANT. s. An accidental or adventi-

tious part. Grew.

3. In law, any thing belonging to another, as

accessorium principali. Cowel

Hale.

1. A provocation from an inferiour to a su-

periourjudge.

2. In common law an accusation.

3. A summons to answer a charge.

4. A call upon any as witness.

APPE'ALANT. s. [from appeal.] He that ap-

peals. Shakespeare.

To APPEAR. v. n. [ apparen, Latin.]

1. To bein sight ; to be visible.

2. To become visible as a spirit.

Prior.

Acts.

3. To stand in the presence of some superi-

our ; to offer himself to the judgment of a
tribunal. Psalms.

4. To be the object of observation. Psalms.

5. To exhibit one's selfbefore a court. Shak.

6. To be made clear by evidence. Spenser.

7. To seem ; in opposition to reality. Sidney.

8. To be plain beyond dispute. Arbuthnot.

APPEARANCE. 8. [from to appear.]

1. The act ofcoming into sight.

2. The thing seen.

3. Phænomenon ; any thing visible.

4. Semblance ; not reality.

Glanv.

Dryden.

Rogers.5. Outside ; show.

6. Entry into a place or company. Addison.

7. Apparition ; supernatural visibility. Add.

8. Exhibition ofthe person to a court, Shule.

APPENDIX. s [appendices, plur. Lat.]

Hale.

Watts.

Raleigh.

Bucon.

1. Something appended or added . Stillingfl .

2. An adjunct or concomitant.

To APPERTA'IN. v . n. [apparentir, Fr.]

1. To belong to as of right.

2. To belong to by nature.

APPERTAINMENT. s . [from appertain.]

That which belongs to any rank or dignity.

Shakespeare.

APPE'RTENANCE. s. [appartenance, Fr.]

That which belongs to another thing. Brown.

APPERTINENT. a . [from to appertain.]

Belonging ; relating. Shakespeare.

A'PPETENCE. s. [appetentia, Lat. ] Carnal

A'PPETENCY. desire.

APPETIBILITY. s. [from appetible.] The

quality of being desirable.

A'PPETIBLE. a. [appetibilis,Latn .] Desirable.

Milton.

Bramhall

Bramhal
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A'PPETITE. s. [uppetitus, Lat.]

1. The natural desire of good.

2. The desire of sensual pleasure.

3. Violent longing.

Hooker.

Dryden.

Clarendon.

4. Keenness of stomach ; hunger. Bacon.

APPETITION. s. [appetitio, Lat. ] Desire.

Hammond.

A'PPETITIVE. a. That which desires. Hale.

To APPLAUD . v. a. [applaudo, Lat.]

1. To praise by clapping the hands.

2. To praise in general.

APPLAUDER. s [from applaud. ]

praises or commends.

Pope.

He that

Glanville.

APPLAUSE. s . [applausus, Lat . ] Approba-

tionloudly expressed.

A'PPLE. s. [æppel, Saxon.]

Dryden.

Pope.

Deut.

1. The fruit of the apple-tree.

2. The pupil ofthe eye.

A'PPLEWOMAN.s. [from apple and woman.]

A woman that sells apples. Arbuthnot.

APPLIABLE. a. [ from apply. ] That which

may be applied. South.

APPLIANCE. 8. [from apply.] The act of

applying ; the thing applied. Shakespeare.

APPLICABILITY. s. ( from applicable.]

The quality of being fit to be applied.Digby.

A'PPLICABLE. a. [from apply. ] That which

may be applied. Dryden.

APPLICABLENESS. s. [from applicable. ]

Fitness to be applied. Boyle.

A'PPLICABLY. ad. [from applicable. ] In

such a manner as that it may be properly

applied.

A'PPLICATE. s . [from apply.] A right line

drawn across a curve, so as to bisect the

diameter. Chambers.

APPLICATION. s. [from apply.}

1. The act of applying any thing to another.

2. The thing applied.

3. The act of applying to any person as a

petitioner. Swift.

4 The employment of any means for a cer-

tain end. Locke.

5. Intenseness ofthought ; close study.Locke.

6.Attention to some particular affair. Addison.

A'PPLICATIVE. a. [from apply.] That which

applies Bramhall.

APPLICATORY. a. That which applies .

Tuylor.

Dryden.

To APPLY'. v. a. [applico, Lat.]

1. To put one thing to another.

2. To lay medicaments upon a wound. Add.

3. To make use of, as relative or suitable.

4. To put to a certain use.

Dryden.

Clarendon.

Rogers.
Watts.

5. To use as means to an end.

6. To fix the mind upon ; to study.

7. To have recourse to, as a petitioner.Swift.

8. To endeavour to work upon.

To ply ; to keep at work.

To APPOINT. v. a. [appointer, Fr.]

1. To fix any thing.

Rogers.

Sidney.

Galatians.

2. To settle any thing by compact. Judges.

3. To establish any thing by decree.

Manasseh's Prayer.

4. To furnish in all points ; to equip.

Hayward.

APPOI′NTER. s. [from appoint.] He that

settles or fixes.

APPOINTMENT. s . [appointement, Fr.]

1. Stipulation.

2. Decree ; establishment.

3. Direction ; order.

4. Equipment ; furniture.

Hooker

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

5. An allowance paid to any man.

To APPORTION. v. n. [from portio, Lat.]

To set out in just proportions. Collier.

APPO'RTIONMENT. s. [from apportion .]

A dividing into portions.

To APPO'SE. v . a. [ uppono, Lat.] To put ques-

tions to. Bacon.

A'PPOSITE. a. [ appositus, Lat ] Proper ; fit ;

well adapted. Wotton. Atterbury.

A'PPOSITELY. ad. [from apposite. ] Properly ;

fitly ; suitably. South.

Hale.

A'PPOSITENESS. s [from apposite. ] Fitness ;

propriety ; suitableness..

APPOSITION. s. [appositio, Lat.]

1. The addition of new matter. Arbuthnot.

2. [ In grammar. ] The putting of two nouns
in the same case.

To APPRAISE. v. a. [apprecier, Fr.] To set a

price upon any thing.

APPRAISER. s . [from appraise .] A person

appointed to set a price upon any thing to

be sold.

To APPRECIATE. v. a. [apprecio, Lat.] To

set a value on. Smith.

To APPREHEND. v . a. [apprehendo , Lat.]

I. To lay hold on. Taylor.

2. To seize, in order for trial or punishment.
Clarendon.

Granville,

3. To conceive by the mind. Stillingfleet.

4. To think on with terrour ; to fear. Temple.

APPREHE'NDER. s. [from apprehend.]

Conceiver ; thinker.

APPREHENSIBLE. a [from apprehend.]

That which may be apprehended, or con.
ceived. Bentley.

APPREHENSION. s . \apprehensio, Lat.]

1. The mere contemplation of things. Watts.

2. Opinion ; sentiment ; conception . South.

3. The faculty by which we conceive new

ideas .

4. Fear.

5. Suspicion of something.

6. Seizure.

Milton.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

South.

Tillotson.

APPREHENSIVE. a. [ from apprehend.]

1. Quick to understand.

2. Fearful.

APPREHENSIVELY.ad. [from apprehensive.]

In an apprehensive manner.

APPREHENSIVENESS. s. [from apprehen

sive.] The quality of being apprehensive.

Holder.

APPRENTICE . s. [apprenti, Fr. ] One that is

bound by covenant, to serve another man of

trade, upon condition that the tradesman

shall, in the mean time, endeavour to in-

struct him in his art. Dryden.

To APPRENTICE. v. a. [from the noun.j

Toput outto a master as an apprentice. Pope.

APPRENTICEHOOD. s . [ from apprentice.]

The years of an apprentice's servitede. Shak.

APPRENTICESHIP. s. [from apprentice.]

The years which an apprentice is to pass

Digby.

To APPRI'ZE.v.a .[appris,Fr.] To inform .Chey.

To APPROACH. v. n. [approacher, Fr.]

1. To draw near locally. Shakespeare

under a master.
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2. To draw near, as time. Gay.

3.Tomakea progress towards,mentally. Locke

4. To have a natural affinity ; to be near in

natural qualities.

To APPROACH. v. a.

1. To bring near to.

2. To come near to.

APPROACH. s. [from the verb.]

1. The act of drawing near.

2. Access.

3. Hostile advance.

4. Means ofadvancing.

1 Dryden.

Denham.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

APPRO'ACHER. s. [from approach ] The

person that approaches. Shakespeare.

APPROACHMENT. s. [from approach. ] The

act of coming near. Brown.

APPROBATION. s. [approbatio, Lat.]

2. The liking of any thing.

F

1. The act of approving, or expressing him-

self pleased. Shakespeare.

South.

3. Attestation ; support. Shakespeare.

APPROOF. s. [from approve . ] Commenda-

tion. Obsolete. Shakespeare.

To APPROPINQUE. v . n . [appropinquo,Lat.]

To draw near to. Not in use. Had.

APPROPRIABLE. a . [from appropriate.]

That which may be appropriated. Brown.

To APPROPRIATE. v. a. [approprier, Fr.]

1. To consign to some particular use or per-

Roscommon.son.

2.To claim or exercisean exclusive right.Mil.

3. To make peculiar ; to annex. Locke.

4. [In law.] To alienate a benefice. Ayliffe.

APPROPRIATE. a. [from the verb.] Pecu-

liar ; consigned to some particular use or

person. Stillingfleet.

APPROPRIATION. s. [from appropriate.]

1. The application of something to a parti-
cular purpose. Locke.

2. The claim of any thing as peculiar. Shak.

3. The fixing a particular signification to a

word. Locke.

"

4. [In law.] A serving of a benefice eccle-

siastical to the proper and perpetual use of

some religious house, or dean and chapter,

bishoprick or college.
Cowell.

APPROPRIATOR. s. [from appropriate.]

He that is possessed of an appropriated be-

nefice. Ayliffe.

APPROVABLE. a. That which merits ap-

probation. Brown.

APPROVAL. s . [from approve.] Approbation.

Temple.

Thomson.
APPROVANCE. s. [from approve.] Approba-

tion. Not in use.

ToAPPROVE. v. a. [approuver, French.]

1. To like ; to be pleased with.

2. To express liking.

3. To prove; to show.

4. To experience.

Hooker. Davies.

Locke.

Tillotson.

Shakespeare.

5. To make or show to be worthy of appro-

bation. Rogers.

APPROVEMENT. s. [from approve.] Appro-

bation ; liking. Hayward.

APPRO VER. s. [from approve .]

1. He that approves.

2. He that makes trial. Shakespeare.

Cowell

3. [In law.] One, that confessing felony of

himself, accuseth another.

APPROXIMATE. a. [from ud and proximus

Latin.] Near to . Brown

To APPROʻXIMATE. v . a. To bring near.

Burke

APPROXIMATION. s. [from approximate.]

1. Approach to any thing. Brown.

2.Continual approach nearer still , and ncarer,

to the quantity sought.

APPU'LSE. s . [appulsus, Lat.] The act of

striking against any thing.
Holder.

A'PRICOT, or A'PRICOCK. s. A kind of wall

fruit.

A'PRIL. s. [ Aprilis, Lat. April, Fr.] The

fourth month of the year, January counted

first.

A'PRON. 8.

Peacham.

1. A cloth hung before to keep the other

dress clean. Addison.

2. A piece of lead which covers the touch-

hole of a great gun.

A'PRONED. a. [from apron.] Wearing an

apron.

A'PRON-MAN. s [ from apron and man.] A

workman ; an artificer. Shakespeare.

Pope.

A'PSIS. s. apsides. plural. [a.c.] The higher

apsis is denominated aphelion, or apogee ;

the lower, perihelion, or perigee.

APT. a. [aptus, Latin.]

I. Fit.

2. Having a tendency to .

3. Inclined ; led to .

4. Ready ; quick ; as, an apt wit.

5. Qualified for.

To APT. v. a. [apto, Latin.]

1. To suit ; to adapt.

2.To fit ; to qualify.

Hooker.

Hooker.

Bentley.

Shakespeare,

2 Kings.

Ben Jonson.

Denhan

To A'PTATE. v. a. [aptatum, Latin.] To make
fit.

Á'PTITUDE. s. [French.]

1. Fitness.

2. Tendency.

3. Disposition.

A'PTLY. ad. [from apt.]

1. Properly ; fitly.

2. Justly, pertinently.

Decay ofPiety.

Decay ofPiety.

Locke.

Blackmore.

Addison.

3. Readily ; acutely ; as, he learned his busi-

ness very aptly.

A'PTNESS . s. [from apt.]

1. Fitness ; suitableness .

2. Disposition to any thing.

3. Quickness of apprehension.

4. Tendency.

Norris .

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

Addison.

A'PTOTE. s . [ of a and wres.] Anoun which
is not declined with cases.

A'QUA. s. [Latin.] Water.

AQUA FORTIS. s. [ Latin.] A corrosive

liquor made by distilling purified nitre with

calcined vitriol, or rectified oil of vitriol, in a

strong heat; the liquor, which rises in fumes

red as blood, being collected, is the spirit of

nitre, or aqua fortis.

AQUA MARIÑA. This stone seems to me to

be the beryllus of Pliny. Woodward.

AQUA VITÆ. [Latin. ] Brandy.

AQUATICK. a. [aquaticus, Latin ]

1. That which inhabits the water.

2. That which grows in the water.

A'QUATILE. a. [aquatilis, Latin. ] That which

inhabits the water.

Ray.

Mort.
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A'QUEDUCT. 8. [aquæductus, Latin.] A con-

veyance made for carrying water. Ray.

A'QUEOUS. a. [from aqua, water, Latin. ]

watery. Ray.

A'QUEOUSNESS. s . [aquositas, Latin . ] Wa-

terishness.

A'QUILINE. a. [aquilinus, Latin. ] Resembling

an eagle ; when applied to the nose, hooked.

Dryden.

A'QUILON. s. The north wind. Shakespeare.

AQUO'SE. a. [from aqua, Lat.] Watery.

AQUO'SITY. S. [ from aquose . ] Waterishness.

A. R. anno regni; that is, the year of the reign.

A'RABLE. a. [from aro, Latin.] Fit for tillage.

Dryden,

ARACHNONI'DES. s . [from again, a spider,

and ados, form.] One ofthe tunicks of the

eye, so called from its resemblance to a cob-

web. Derham.

ARA'IGNEE. s. A term in fortification ; a

branch, return, or gallery of a mine.

ARA'NEOUS. a. [from aranea, Lat.] a cob-

web.] Resembling a cobweb. Derham.

ARATION. s. [aratio, Latin .] The act or

practice of ploughing. Cowley.

A'RATORY. a. [from aro, Lat. to plough.]

That which contributes to tillage.

A'RBALIST. s . [arcus and balista .] A cross-

bow. Camden.

A'RBITER. s . [ Latin.]

1. Ajudge appointed by the parties, to whose

determination they voluntarily submit.Bacon.

2. A judge. Temple.

A'RBITRABLE. a. [from arbitror, Lat. ] Arbi-

trary ; depending on the will. Spelman.

ARBITRAMENT. s. [from arbitror, Lat.]

Will ; determination ; choice. Milton.

A'RBITRARILY. ad. [from arbitrary.] With

no other rule than the will ; despotically ;

absolutely. Dryden.

ARBITRA'RIOUS. a. [from arbitrarius, Lat.]

Arbitrary ; depending on the will. Norris.

ARBITRA'RIOUSLY. ad . [from arbitrarious ]

According to mere will and pleasure . Glanvil.

A'RBITRARY. a . [arbitrarius, Latin.]

1. Despotick ; absolute. Prior.

2. Dependingon no rule ; capricious. Brown.

To A'RBITRATE. v. a. [arbitror, Latin.]

1. To decide ; to determine. Shakespeare.

2. To judge of. Milton.

To A'RBITRATE. v. n. To give judgment.

South.

A'RBITRARINESS. s. [from arbitrary.] De-

spoticalness. Temple.
ARBITRATION. s. [from arbitror, Latin.]

The determination of a cause by a judge

mutually agreed on by the parties.

ARBITRATOR. s . [from urbitrate . ]

1. An extraordinaryjudge between party and

party, chosenby theirmutual consent. Cowel.

2. A governor, a president. Paradise Lost.

3. He that has the power of acting by his

own choice. Addison.

4. The determiner.
Shakespeare.

ARBITREMENT. s. [from arbitror, Latin. ]

1. Decision ; determination. Hayward.

2. Compromise. Bacon.

ARBORARY. «. Of or belonging to a tree.

ARBO'REOUS, a. [arboreus, Lat.] Belonging

Brown.to trees.

A'RBORET. s. [arbor, Latin, a tree.] A small

tree or shrub. Milton.

Howell.

A'RBORIST. s. [arboriste, Fr.] A naturalist

who makes trees his study.

A'RBOROUS . a. [from arbor, Lat. ] Belonging

Milton.to a tree.

A'RBOUR. s. [from arbor, Lat. a tree.] A

bower. Dryden.

A'RBUSCLE. s. [arbuscula, Lat.] Any little

shrub.

A'RBUTE . s . [arbutus, Latin. ] Strawberry tree.

May.

ARC. s. [arcus, Latin .]

1. A segment ; a part of a circle. Newton.

2. An arch. Pope.

ARCA'DE . s . [French.] A continued arch.

Pope.

ARCA'NUM. s. in the plural arcana. [Latin.]

A secret.

ARCH. s. [arcus, Latin .]

1. Part of a circle, not more than the half.

Locke.

2. Abuilding in form of a segment ofa circle,

used for bridges.

3. Vault ofheaven.

4. A chief.

To ARCH. v. a. [arcus, Latin.]

1. To build arches.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare

Pope.

Howell.

Shakespeare.

Swift.

2. To cover with arches.

ARCH. a . [ from agxos, chief.]

1. Chiefof the first class.

2. Waggish ; mirthful .

ARCH, in composition, signifies chief, or of

the first class.

ARCHANGEL. s. [archangelus, Latin.] One

of the highest order of angels. Norris.

ARCHANGEL. s . A plant. Dead nettle.

ARCHANGE'LICK. a . [from archangel. ] Be-

longing to archangels . Milton.

ARCHBEACON. s. [from arch and beacon.]

The chief place of prospect, or of signal .

Carew.

ARCHBI'SHOP. s . [arch and bishop .] A bishop

of the first class, who superintends the con-

duct ofthe other bishops, his suffragans.

Clarendon.

ARCHBI'SHOPRICK. s . [from archbishop.]

The state, province, or jurisdiction of an

archbishop. Clarendon.

ARCHCHA'NTER. s. [from arch and chunter.

The chief chanter.

ARCHDEACON. s . [archidiaconus, Latin.]

One that supplies the bishop's place and of-

fice.
Ayliffe.

ARCHDE'ACONRY. s . [archidiaconatus, Lat.]

The office or jurisdiction of an archdeacon.

Carew.

ARCHDE'ACONSHIP. s. [from archdeacon. ]

The office of an archdeacon .

ARCHDU'KE, s. [archidux, Latin.] A title

given to princes of Austria and Tuscany.

Curew

ARCHDU’CHESS . s . [from arch and duchess. ]

The sister or daughter of the archduke of

Austria.

ARCHPHILOSOPHER. s. [from arch and

Dryden, philosopher.] Chief philosopher. Hooker.
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ARCHPRE'LATE. s. [arch and prelate.] Chief

prelate. Hooker.

ARCHPRE'SBYTER. s [arch and presbyter.]

Chiefpresbyter. Ayliffe.

ARCHAIO'LOGY. s. [agxa: and λoy ] A

discourse on antiquity.

ARCHAIOLO'GICK. a. [from archaiology.]

Relating to a discourse on antiquity.

A'RCHAÏSM. s. [αexaμ .] An ancient

phrase.

A'RCHED. particip. a. [from to arch. ] Bent in

the form ofan arch. Shakespeare.

A'RCHER. s. [archer, Fr. from arcus, Lat. a

bow.] He that shoots with a bow. Prior.

A'RCHERY. s. [from archer.]

I. The use of the bow.

Watts.

Camden.

2. The act of shooting with the bow. Shak.

3. The art of an archer. Crashaw.

A'RCHES-COURT. s. [from arches and court .]

The chief and most ancient consistory that

belongs to the archbishop of Canterbury,

for the debating spiritual causes, so called

from Bow-church in London, where it is

kept, whose top is raised of stone pillars,

built archwise. Cowell.

A'RCHETYPE. s. [archetypum, Latin. ] The

original of which any resemblance is made.

Watts.

A'RCHETYPAL. a. [archetypus, Latin.] Ori-

ginal. Norris.

ARCHEUS. 8. [from agxos.] A power that

presides over the animal economy.

ARCHIDIA'CONAL. a. [from archidiaconus,

Lat. ] Belonging to an archdeacon.

ARCHIEPISCOPAL. a. [from archiepiscopus,

Lat.] Belonging to an archbishop.

A'RCHITECT. s. [architectus, Lat. ]

1. A professor of the art of building. Wotton.

2. A builder. Millon.

3. The contriver of any thing. Shakespeare.

ARCHITECTIVE. a. [from architect. ] That

performs the work of architecture. Derham.

ARCHITECTO'NICK. a . [from agxos, chief,

and TEXTOV.] That which has the power and

skill of an architect. Boyle.

A'RCHITECTURE. s . [architectura, Lat.]

1. The art or science ofbuilding. Blackm.

2. The effect or performance of the science

of building. Burnet.

A'RCHITRAVE. s . [from agxn, chief, and

trabs, Lat. ] That part of a column which

lies immediately upon the capital, and is the

lowest member ofthe entablature. Wotton.

A'RCHIVES . s. without a singular. [archiva,

Lat.] The place where records of ancient

writings are kept. Woodward.

A'RCHWISE. adv. [arch and wise. ] In the form

Ayliffe.

ARCTATION. s. [from arcto, Latin.] Con-

finement.

of an arch.

A'RCTICK. a. [from agros.] Northern.

Philips.

A'RCUATE. a . [arcuatus, Lat.] Bent in the

form ofan arch. Bacon.

ARCUATION. s. [from arcuate .]

1. The act of bending any thing ; incur

vation.

2. The state ofbcing bent ; curvity, or crook-

edness.

3. [In gardening. ] The method ofraising by

layers such trees as cannot be raised from

seed, bending down to the ground the bran

ches which spring from the offsets.

ARCUBA'LISTER. s . [ from arcus, a bow, and

balista. ] A crossbow-man. Camden.

ARD . Signifies natural disposition ; as, God-

dard is a divine temper. Gibson on Camden.

A'RDENCY. s. [from ardent. ] Ardour ; ea-

gerness .

A'RDENT. a . [ardens, Lat. burning. ]

1. Hot ; burning ; -fiery.

2. Fierce ; vehement.

3. Passionate ; affectionate.

A'RDENTLY. ad. [from ardent.]

affectionately.

A'RDOUR. s. [ardor, Lat. heat.]
1. Heat.

Boyle.

Newton.

Dryden.

Prior.

Eagerly ,

Sprat.

?

2. Heat ofaffection, as love, desire, courage.

South.

3. The person ardent or bright. Milton.

ARDU'ITY. s . [from arduous. ] Height , dif-

ficulty. Dict.

Pope.

South.

A'RDUOUS. a . [arduus, Latin.]

1. Lofty; hard to climb.

2. Difficult.

A'RDUOUSNESS. s. [from arduous.] Height ;

difficulty.

ARE. The plural of the present tense ofthe
verb to be.

A'REA. s . [Latin.]

1. The surface contained between ary lines

or boundaries.

2. Any open surface.

Watt .

Wotton.

To ARE'AD . v. a. To advise ; to direct. Little

used. Paradise Lost

AREFA'CTION. s. [arefacio, Lat. to dry.]

The act of drying.

To A'REFY. v. a. [arefacio, Lat. to dry.] To

dry.

Bacon

Bacon.

ARÉNA'CEOUS . a. [arèna, Lat. sand ] Sandy
Woodward,

ARENO'SE: a. [from arenula, Latin.] Sandy

ARE'NULOUS. a. [from arenula, Lat. sand.]

Full of small sand ; gravelly.

AREO'TICK. a. [agaiorixa .] Such medicines

as open the pores.

A'RGENT. a. [ from argentum, Lat. silver.]

1. Havingthe white colour used in the coats

of gentlemen.

2. Silver ; bright like silver.

A'RGIL. s . [argilla, Lat.] Potter's clay.

ARGILLA'CEOUS . a . [from argil.] Clayey ;

consisting of argil, or potter's clay.

ARGI'LLÕUS. a. [from argil. ] Consisting of

clay ; clayish . Brown.

A'RGOSY. s . [ from Argo, the name of Jason's

ship ] A large vessel for merchandise ; a car-
rack.

Shakespeare.

To A'RGUE. v. n. [arguo, Latin.]

1. To reason ; to offer reasons.

2. To persuade by argument.

3. To dispute.

To A'RGUE. v. a.

Locke.

Congreve.

Locke.

1. To prove any thing by argument. Donne.

2. To debate any question.

3. To prove, as an argument.

4. To charge with, as a crime.

Paradise Lost. Newton.

Dryden
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A'RGUER. s. [from argue.] A reasoner ; a dis- ARITHMETICIAN. s. [from arithmetick.]

puter. Decay ofPiety. A master ofthe art ofnumbers. Addison

A'RGUMENT. s. [argumentum, Lat.] ARITHMETICK. s. [αριθμος and μετρεω.]

The science of numbers ; the art of compu-

tation. Taylor.

1. Areason alleged for or against any thing.

Locke.

2. The subject of any discourse or writing.

Milton. Sprat.

3. The contents of any work summed up by

way of abstract Dryden.

4. Controversy. Locke.

ARGUMENTAL. a . [from argument.] _Be-

longing to argument. Pope.

ARGUMENTATION. s. [from argument.]

Reasoning ; the act of reasoning.

ARGUMENTATIVE. a . [from argument .]

Consisting of argument ; containing argu-

Atterbury.ment.

A'RGUTE. a. [arguto, Ital. argutus, Lat.]

1. Subtile ; witty ; sharp .

2. Shrill.

A'RID. a. [aridus, Lat. dry. ] Dry ; parched up.

ARI'DITY. s. [from arid ]

1. Dryness ; siccity.

Arbuthnot.

Arbuthnot,

2. Akind of insensibility in devotion. Norris.

A'RIES. s. [Lat. ] The ram ; one of the twelve

signs ofthe zodiack. Thomson.

To ARIETATE. v. n . [arieto, Latin.] To butt
like a ram. To strike in imitation of the

blows which rams give with their heads.

ARIETA'TION. s . [from arietate .]

1. The act of butting like a ram.

2. The actofbattering with an engine called

a ram . Bacon.

3. The act of striking or conflicting in ge-

neral. Glanville.

ARIETTA. s. [Ital. in musick.] A short air,

song, or tune.

ARIGHT. ad. [from a and right.]

1. Rightly ; without errour.

2. Rightly; without crime.

Dryden.

Psalms.

3. Rightly ; without failing of the end de-

signed. Dryden.

ARIOLATION. s. [kariolus, Latin.] Sooth-

saying. Brown.

To ARISE. v. n. pret. arose, particip. arisen.

1. To mount upwards as the sun. Dryden.

2. To get up, as from sleep, or from rest.

Proverbs.

3. To come into view, as from obscurity.

Matthew.

4. To revive from death. Isaiah.

5. To proceed, or have its original. Dryden.

6. To enter upon a new station. Cowley.

7. To commence hostility. 1 Samuel.

ARISTOCRACY. s. [agios and ngate .]

That form of government which places the

supreme power in the nobles. Swift.

ARISTOCRATICAL a. [from aristocracy.]

Relating to aristocracy. Ayliffe.

ARISTOCRATICALNESS. s. [from aristo-

cratical. ] An aristocratical state.

ARITHMANCY. s. [agiuos and μavrela .]

A foretelling offuture events by numbers.]

ARITHMETICAL. a. [from arithmetick.]

According to the rules or method of arith-

metick. Newton.

ARITHMETICALLY. ad. [from arithmeti

cal.] In an arithmetical manner.

ARK. s. [arca, Lat. a chest.]

1. A vessel to swim upon the water, usually

applied to that in which Noah was preserved

from the universal deluge. Milton.

2. The repository of the covenant of God

with the Jews.

ARM. s. [eaɲm, eorm, Saxon. ]

1. The limb which reaches from the hand to

the shoulder. Dryden.

2. The large bough of a tree.

3. An inlet of water from the sea. Norris.

4. Power ; might ; as, the secular arm.

Shakespeare.

ARM'S END. s. A due distance . A phrase

taken from boxing.

To ARM. v. a. [armo, Latin.]

Sidney.

1. To furnish with armour of defence, or

weapons of offence. Pope.

2. To plate with any thing that may add

strength

To ARM. v. n.

Shakespeare.

3. To furnish ; to fit up. Walton.

1. To take arms. Shakespeare.

2. To provide against, Spenser.

ARMA'DA. s. [Span, a fleet of war.] Án ar-

mament for sea Fairfax.

ARMADILLO. s. [Spanish.] A four-footed

animal of Brasil, as big as a cat, with a snout

like a hog, a tail like a lizard, and feet like

a hedge-hog. He is armed all over with hard

scales like armour.

A'RMAMENT. s. [armamentum, Lat.] A naval

force.

A'RMATURE. s. [armatura, Latin.] Armour.

Ray.

A'RMED Chair. s. [from armed and chair.] An

elbow chair.

ARMENIAN Bole. s. A fat medicinal kind of

earth .

ARMENIAN Stone. A mineral stone or

earth of a blue colour, spotted with green,

black and yellow.

want.

Bacon.

ARMENTAL. a. Belonging to a drove or

ARME'NTINE. herd of cattle.

A'RMGAUNT. a. [ from arm and gaunt.]

Slender as the arm ; or rather slender with

Shakespeare.

ARM-HOLE. s . [from arm and hole.] The

cavity under the shoulder.

ARMI'GEROUS. a. [from armiger, Lat.]

Bearing arms.

A'RMILLARY. a. [from armilla, Lat.] Sur-
rounded with rings.

A'RMILLATED. a. [armillatus, Latin.]

Wearing bracelets . Dict.

A'RMINGS. s. [ In a ship ] The same wiih

waste-clothes.

ARMI POTENCE. s. [arma and potentia, Lat.]

Power in war.

ARMI POTENT. a. [armipotens, Latin.]

Mighty in war. Dryden.

A'RMISTICE. s. [armistitium, Latin.] Ashort
truce.
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'RMLET. s. [from arm.]

1. A little arm .

2. A piece of armour for the arm .

3. A bracelet for the arm . Donne.

ARMONIACK s. [erroneously so written for

ammoniac.] The name of a salt generated by

the urine of camels that brought visitants to

the temple of JupiterAmmon, now counter-

feited by the chymists.

A'RMORER. s. [armorier, Fr.]

1. He that makes armour, or weapons. Pope.

2. He that dresses another in armour. Shak.

ARMO'RIAL. a. [armorial, Fr.] Belonging to

the arms or eshutcheon of a family.

A'RMORY. s. [trom armour.]

use.

1. The place in which arms are reposited for

South.

2. Armour ; arms of defence. Parad. Lost.

3. Ensigns armorial. Fairy Queen.

A'RMOUR. s . [armatura. Lat. ] Defensive arms.

South .

A'RMOUR BEARER. s. [from armour and

bear.] He that carries the armour of another.

Dryden.

AʼRMPIT. s. [from arm and pit.] The hollow

place under the shoulder. Swift.

ARMS. S. [without the singular number, arma,

Latin.]

1. Weapons of offence or armour of defence.

2. A state ofhostility.

3. War in general.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Milton.4. Action ; the act of taking arms.

5. The ensigns armorial of a family.

A'RMY. s . [armée, Fr.]

1. A collection of armed men, obliged to

obey one man.
Locke.

Shakespeare.

AROMATICAL. a. [from aroma, Lat.

AROMATICK.

2.A great number.

1. Spicy.

spice.]

2. Fragrant ; strong scented .

AROMA'TICKS . s. Spices.

Dryden.

ARRA'CK. 8. One of the quickest plantsbo

in coming up and ruuning to seed. Mortimer.

To ARRAIGN. v. a. [arrunger, Fr.] To set ir

order.]

1. To set a thing in order, in its place ; a

prisoner is said to be arraigned, when he is

brought forth to his trial. Cowel.

2. To accuse ; to charge with faults in ge-

neral ; as in controversy or in satire. South.

ARRAIGNMENT. s. [from arraign.] The

act of arraigning ; a charge. Dryden

To ARRA'NGE. v. a. [arranger, Fr. ] To put in

the proper order for any purpose. F. Queen.

ARRANGEMENT. s. [from arrange.] The

act ofputting in proper order ; the state of

being put in order. Cheyne.

A'RRANT. a . [from errant.] Bad in a high

degree. Dryden.

A'RRANTLY. ad. [ from arrant.] Corruptly ,

shamefully. L'Estrange.

A'RRAS. s . [from Arras, a town in Artois . ]

Tapestry.

ARRA'UGHT. a. Seized by violence. Out of

Fairy Queen.
use.

ARRA'Y. s. [array, Fr.]

1. Dress.

2. Order of battle.

Denham.

Dryden.

3. [In law.] The ranking or setting. Cowel.

To ARRA'Y. v. a . [arroyer, old Fr.]

1. To put in order.

2. To deck ; to dress.

ARRA'YERS. s . [ from array ]

Dryden.

Officers who

anciently had the care of seeing the soldiers

duly appointed in their armour.

ARKE'AR. s. [arriere, Fr. ] behind. That

which remains behind unpaid, though due.

Locke.

ARRE'ARAGE. s. The remainder of an ac-

count. Howel.

ARRENTATION.s. [from arrendar. Span. to

farm .]The licensing an owner of lands in the

forest to enclose.Pope.

Raleigh. AREPTITIOUS
. a . [arreptus, Latin.]

1. Snatched away.AROMATIZA'TION. s. [from aromatize.]

The act ofscenting with spices.

To AROʻMATIZE. v. a. [from aroma, Lat.

spice .]

1. To scent with spices ; to impregnate with

spices.

2. To scent ; to perfume.

ARO'SE. The preterite of the verb arise.

AROUND. ad. [from a and round.]

2. [From adrepo, Lat. ] Crept in privily.

ARREST. s. [ from urrester, French ] To stop.

1. [In law.] A stop or stay. An arrest is a

restraint of a man's person.

2. Any caption.

To ARREST. v. a. [arrester, Fr.]

Bacon.

Cowell.

Taylor

Brown.

I. To seize by a mandate from a court. Sh

2. To seize any thing by law. Shak.

1. In a circle. Dryden. 3. To seize ; to lay hands on.
South.

2. On every side. 4. To withhold ; to hinder. Davies

5 To stop motion. Boyle.

Dryden.

To ARO'USE. v. a. [from a and rouse.]

1. To wake from sleep. Dict

2. To raise up ; to excite. Thomson. To ARRI’DE. v. a. [arrideo, Latin.]

ARO'W. ud. [from a and row.] In a row.

Sidney. Dryden.

AKO'UND. prep. About ; so as to encircle.

ARO'YNT. ad. Be gone ; away. Shak.

A'RQUEBUSE. s. A hand-gun. Bacon.

A'RQUEBUSIER. s. [from arquebuse.] A sol-

dier armed with an arquebuse. Knolles.

ARRA'CK. s. A spirit procured by distillation

from avegetable juice called toddy, which

flows by incision out of the cocoa-nut

tree.

ARRE'ST. s. A mangey humour between the

ham and the pastern ofthe hinder legs of a

horse.

1. To laugh at.

2. To smile ; to look pleasantly upon one.

3. Not used.

ARRIE'RE. s . [French.] The last body ofan

army ; the rear. Hayward.

ARRI'SION. s. [from arrisio, Lat.] A smiling

upon. Notused.

ARRI'VAL. s. [from arrive.] The actof com-

ing to any place ; the attainment of any

purpose.
H'allor
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ARRI'VANCE. s . [ from arrive.]

coming.

Company ARTHRITICAL. a. [from arthritis.]

Shakespeare. ARTHRITICK.

To ARRI'VE v. n. [arriver, Fr.]

1. To come to any place by water.

2. To reach any place by travelling.

3. To reach any point.

4. To gain any thing.

5. To happen.

Sidney.

Locke.

Addison.

Waller.

To ARRO DE. v. a . [arrodo, Lat.] To gnaw

or nibble.

A'RROGANCE.

A'RROGANCY.

Dict.

s. [arrogantia, Lat.] The

act or quality of taking

Dryden.much upon one's self.

A'RROGANT. a. [arrogans, Lat. ] Haughty ;

proud. Temple.

Dryden.

A'RROGANTLY. ad. [from arrogant. ] In an

arrogant manner.

A'RROGANTNESS. s . [ from arrogant. ] Ar-

rogance.

Ral.

To A'RROGATE . v. a. [arrogo, Lat .] To claim

vainly ; to exhibit unjust claims.

ARROGATION. s. [ from arrogate. ] A claim-

ing in a proud manner.

ARRO'SION. 8. [from arosus, Lat.] A gnawing.

A'RROW. s . [apepe, Sax.] The pointed wea-

pon which is shot from a bow. Hayward.

A'RROWHEAD. s . [from arrow and head.]

A water plant.

A'RROWY. a . [from arrow.] Consisting of

Pur. Lost.arrows .

ARSE. s. [eanre, Saxon.] The buttocks .

To hang an ARSE . To be tardy, sluggish.

ARSE-FOOT. s . A kind ofwater-fowl.

ARSE-SMART. s. A plant.

A'RSENAL. s. [arsenal, Ital . ] A repository of

things requisite to war ; a magazine. Ad.

ARSE'NICAL. a. [from arsenick . ] Containing

Woodward.

ARSE'NICK. s. [agσevinov ] A ponderous mi-

neral substance, volatile and uninflamma-

ble, which gives whiteness to metals in fu-

sion, and proves a violent corrosive poison.

Woodward.

arsenick .

ART. s. [art, Fr. ars, Latin. ]

1. The power of doing something not taught

by nature and instinct Pope.

Boyle.

2. A science ; as, the liberal arts. Ben Jons.

3. A trade.

4. Artfulness ; skill ; dexterity. Shakespeare.

5. Cunning.

6. Speculation. Shakespeare.

ARTE'RIAL. a. [from artery .] That which re-

lates to the artery ; that which is contained

in the artery. Blackmore.

ARTERIO TOMY. s. [from agrugia , and reμva,

to cut.] The operation of letting blood

from the artery.

A'RTERY. s. [arteria, Lat.] An artery is a co-

nical canal, conveying the blood from the

heart to all parts ofthe body.

A'RTFUL. a. [from art and full.]

1. Performed with art.

2. Artificial ; not natural.

3. Cunning ; skilful ; dexterous.

A'RTFULLY. ad. [from artful.]

skilfully.

A'RTFULNESS. 8. [from artful. ]

1. Skill.

2. Cunning.

}

Arbuth

Brown.

1. Gouty ; relating to gout.

2. Relating to joints.

ARTHRITIS. s. [agitis.] The gout.

A'RTICHOKE. s . [ artichault, Fr. ] This plant

is very like the thistle, but hath large scaly

heads shaped like the cone of the pine tree.

Milier.

ARTICK . a. [It should be written arctick . ]

Northern.

AʼRTICLE . s . [ articulus, Latin.]

1. A part of speech, as the, an.

Dryden.

2. A single clause of an account ; a partien.

lar part ofany complex thing.

3. Term ; stipulation.

Tillotson.

Shakespeare.

Clarendon.

Donne.

4. Point of time ; exact time.

To A'RTICLE. v . n [from thenoun articlė.]

To stipulate ; to make terms.

To ARTICLE. v. a . To dław up in particular

articles . Taylor

ARTICULAR. a. [articularis, Lat.] Belong-

ing to the joints.

ARTICULATE. a. [from articulus, Latin. ]

1. Distinct. Milton.

Bucon.2. Branched out into articles.

To ARTICULATE. v. a. [from article.]

1. To form words ; to speak as a man.

2. To drawupin articles.

3. To make terms.

Granville.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Decay of Piety.

Ray.

Holder,

ARTICULATELY. ad. [from articulate.]

In an articulate voice.

ARTICULATENESS. s . [ from articulate. ]

The quality ofbeing articulate.

ARTICULA'TION. s. [from articulate . ]

1. The juncture, or joint of bones.

2. The act of forming words.

3. [In botany.] Thejoints in plants.

AʼRTIFICE. s. [artificium, Latin.]

1. Trick; fraud ; stratagem.

2. Art ; trade.

ARTI'FÍCER. s. [artifex, Latin.]

1. An artist ; a manufacturer.

2. A forger; a contriver.

South

Sidney.

Par. Lest.

B. Jons.3. A dexterous or artful fellow.

ARTIFICIAL. a. [artificiel, Fr.]

1. Made by art ; not natural .

2. Fictitious ; not genuine.

3. Artful ; contrived with skill.

ARTIFI'CÍALLY. ad. [from artificial .]

1. Artfully ; with skill ; with good contriv

ance.

Wilkins.

Shak.

Temple.

Ruy.

Addison.2. By art ; not naturally,

ARTIFICIALNESS . s. [from artificial.}

Artfulness.

ARTILLERY. s. It has no plural. [artillerie,

Fr.]

1. Weapons ofwar.

2. Cannon ; great ordnance.

Bibie.

Quincy. Denham.

ARTISA'N. s . [French. ]

Dryden. 1. Artist ; professor ofan art. Wotton.

2. Manufacturer ; low tradesman. Addison.

Pope. ARTIST. s. [artiste, Fr.]

With art ; 1. The professor of an art. Newton.

Rogers. Locke.2. A skilful man ; not a novice.

A'RTLESSLY . adv. [ from artless . ] In an artless

Cheyne. manner ; naturally ; sincerely.

A'RTLESS. a. [from art and less.]

Pope.
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1. Unskilful. Dryden.

2. Void offraud ; as, an artless maid.

3. Contrived without skill ; as, an artless tale.

To A'RTUATE v. a. [artuatus, Lat.] To tear

limb from limb. Dict.

ARUNDINACEOUS. a. [arundinaceus, ' Lat.]

Of, orlike reeds.

ARUNDI'NEOUS. a . [arundineus, Latin.]

Abounding with reeds.

AS. conjunct. [ als, Teut.]

1. In thesame manner with something else .

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Wotton.

A. Philips

2. In the manner that.

3. That ; in a consequential sense.

4. In the state of another.

5. Under a particular situation.

6. Like ; of the same kind with.

7. In the same degree with.

s. As if; in the same manner.

9. According to what.

10. As it were ; in some sort.

11. While ; at the same time that.

12. Because.

13. As being.

14. Equally.

15. How ; in what manner.

Gay.

2. Height ; elevation.

3. Superiority ; influence.

Tempie

Clarendon

4. One ofthe degrees of kindred reckoned

upward.

ASCENDANT. a.

Ayliffe.

1. Superior ; predominant ; overpowering.

South.

2. In an astrological sense, above the hori-

Brown.zon.

ASCENDENCY. s. [from ascend.] Influence ;

power.

ASCENSION. s. [ascensio, Latin.]

1. The act of ascending, or rising.

Watts.

2. The visible elevation of our Saviour to

heaven.

3. The thing rising or mounting.

Milton.

Brown.

Watts. ASCE'NSION-DAY. The day on which the

Blackmore. ascension of our Saviour is commemorated,

commonly called Holy Thursday ; the Thurs-

day but one before Whitsuntide.

Dryden.

1 Cor.

Bacon. ASCENSIVE. a. [ from ascend.] In a state of
ascent.Addison.

Taylor. ASCENT. ș. [ascensus, Latin.]

Bacon. 1. Rise ; the act ofrising.

Dryden.

Boyle.

Shak.16. With ; answering to like or same.

17. In a reciprocal sense, answering to as.

Bentley.

18. Going before as, in a comparative sense ;

the first as being sometimes understood.

Bright us the sun.

19. Answering to such.

sense.

·

Glanville.

Tillotson.

Brown.

Milton.

Addison.

2. The way by which one ascends. Bacon.

3. An eminence, or high place.

To ASCERTA'IN. v. a . [ascertener, Fr.]

1. To make certain ; to fix ; to establish . Locke,

2. To make confident. Hammond,

ASCERTA'INER. s. [from ascertain . ] The per-

son that proves or establishes.

ASCERTAINMENT. s. [from ascertain.] A

settled rule. Swift.

20. Having so to answer it ; the conditional

Locke.

21. Answering to so conditionally. Dryden.

22. In a sense of comparison, followed by so.

Pope.

23. AS FOR; with respect to. Dryden.

24. As To ; with respect to. Swift.

23. AS WELL AS ; equally with.
Locke.

26. AS THOUGH ; as if. Sharp.

A'SAFOETIDA. s . A gum or resin brought

from the East Indies, ofa sharp taste, and a

strong offensive smell.

ASARĂBA'CCA. s. [asarum, Latin.] The name

ofa plant.

ASEE STINE . a . [ from asbestos. ] Something ASCITICK. } hydropical.

ASCE'TICK. a. [αounTixos.] Employed wholly

in exercises of devotion and mortification.

South,

ASCETICK. s. He that retires to devotion ;

a hermit. Norris.

A'SCIT. It has no singular. [a and oxia .]

Those people who, at certain times of the

year, have no shadow at noon such are the

inhabitants of the torrid zone.

ASCITES. s . [from asxos, a bladder.] A par-

ticular species of dropsy; a swelling ofthe

lower belly and depending parts, from an

extravasation of water.

Miller.

incombustible.

ASBESTOS. s. [asBioTos .] A sort of native

fossil stone, which may be split into threads

and filaments, from one inch to ten inches in

length, very fine, brittle, yet somewhat tract-

able. It is endued with the wonderful pro-

perty of remaining unconsumed in the fire,

which only whitens it.

ASCA'RIDES. s. [aonaging, from acnagi , to

leap. ] Little worms in the rectum. Quincy.

To ASCEND. v. n. [ascendo, Latin.]

1. To mount upwards.

to another.

Milton.

2. To proceed from one degree of excellence

Watts.

Broome.

Delany.

3. To stand higher in genealogy.

To ASCEND. v. a. To climbup any thing.

ASCENDANT. s. [from ascend.}

1. The part of the ecliptick at any particular

time above the horizon, which is supposed

by astrologers to have great influence.

;

a. [from ascites.] Dropsical.

ASCITITIOUS . a. [ascititius, Lat.] Supple-

mental ; additional. Pope.

ASCRIBABLE. a . [from ascribe.] That which

may be ascribed. Boyle

Dryden

Tillotson

The act

Dict.

Dryden.

To ASCRIBE. v. a. [ascribo, Latin.

1. To attribute to as a cause.

2. To attribute to as a possessor.

ASCRIPTION. s . [ascriptio, Lat.]

of ascribing.

ASCRIPTITIOUS. a. [ascriptitius, Latin.]

That which is ascribed.

ASH. s. [ærc, Saxon.] A trec.

ASH-COLOURED. a . [from ash and colour. ]

Coloured between brown and grey. Woodw

ASHA'MED. a . [from shame.] Touched with

shame.
Taylor.

A'SHEN. a. [from ash. ] Made ofashwood. Dry.

A'SHES. s. Wants the singular. [arca , Saxon.]

1. The remains of any thing burnt. Digby.

2. The remains ofthe body. Pope.

ASH-WEDNESDAY. s. The first day ofLent.
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so called from the ancient custom of sprink-

ling ashes on the head.

A'SHLAR. s. [with masons ] Free stones as

they come out of the quarry.

A'SHLEERING. s . [ with builders ] Quartering

in garrets. Builder's Dict.

ASHO'RE. ad. [ from a and shore.]

1. On shore ; on the land. Raleigh.

2. To the shore ; to the land. Milton.

A'SHWEED. s. [from ash and weed.] An herb.

A'SHY. a. [ from ash. ] Ash-coloured ; pale ;

clining to a whitish grey. Shakespeare.

ASIDE. ud. [from a and side.]

I. To one side.

2. To another part.

3. From the company.

an ass .

Dryden.

Bucon.

Mark.

YSINARY. a. asinarius, Lat.] Belonging to

Belonging

Milton.

A'SININE. a. [from asinus, Lat.]

to an ass.

To ASK. v. a. [arcian, Saxon.]

1. To petition ; to beg.

2. To demand ; to claim .

3. To inquire ; to question.

4. To require, as needful.

ASPECTION. s . [from aspect.] Beholding

view. Bacon

Spenser.

Gay.

A'SPEN. s. [erpe, Saxon.] A tree, the leaves

of which always tremble.

AʼSPEN. a. [from asp or aspen. ]

1. Belonging to the asp tree.

2. Made of aspen wood.

A'SPER. a . [ Lat.] Rough ; rugged. Bacon.

To A'SPERÄTE. v. a. [aspero, Latin.] To

make rough. Boyle.

ASPERATION. s. [from asperate. ] A mak-

ing rough .

ASPERIFO'LIOUS . a. [asper and folium,

Latin.] Plants so called from the roughness

of their leaves.

ASPE'RITY. s . [asperitas, Latin.]

1. Unevenness; roughness ofsurface. Boyle

2. Roughness of sound.

3. Roughness or ruggedness of temper.

Rogers.

ASPERNA'TION. s. [aspernatio , Latin .] Ne.

Swift. glect ; disregard. Dict.

Dryden. A'SPEROUS. a. [asper, Latin.]

Jeremiah.

Addison. To ASPE'RSE. v. a . [aspergo, Latin.]

ASKA'NCE. ud. Sideways ; obliquely.

ASKA'UNCE. } Milton.

ASKA'UNT. ad. Obliquely ; on one side. Dry.

A'SKER. s. [from ask.]

1. Petitioner.

2. Inquirer.

A'SKER. s. A water newt.

South.

Digby.

ASKE'W. ad. [from a and skew.] Aside ; with

contempt ; contemptuously. Prior.

To ASLA'KE. v. a. [from a and slake, or slack.]

To remit; to slacken.

ASLA'N'T. ad. [from u and slant.] Obliquely ;

on one side.

Spenser.

Dryden.

ASLEEP. ad. [from a and sleep.]

Dryden.
Milton.

1. Sleeping ; at rest.

2. To sleep.

With de-

Hudibras.

ASLO'PE. ad. [from a and slope.]

clivity ; obliquely.

ASP, or A'SPICK. 8. A kind ofserpent, whose

poison is so dangerous and quick in its ope-

ration, that it kills without a possibility ofap-

plying any remedy. Those that are bitten

by it, die by sleep and lethargy. Milton.

ASP. s. A tree.

ASPA'LATHUS. s.

1. A plant called the rose of Jerusalem.

2. The wood of a prickly tree, heavy, olea.

ginous, somewhat sharp and bitter to the

taste, and anciently in much repute as an

astringent, but now little used.

ASPARAGUS. 8. The name of a plant.

A'SPECT. 8. [aspectus, Latin.]

1. Look ; air ; appearance.

2. Countenance ; look .

Burnet.

Pope.

8. Glance ; view ; act of beholding. Milton.

4. Direction toward any point ; position. Sw.

5. Disposition ofany thing to something else ;

Locke.relation.

6. Disposition ofa planet to other planets.

Bentley.

To ASPECT. v. a. [aspicio, Latin.] To be-

hold. Temple.

ASPECTABLE. a. [aspectabilis, Latin.]

Visible.

even.

Rough; un-

Boyle.

To be-

spatter with censure and calumny. Swift.

ASPERSION. s . [aspersio, Latin. ]

1. A sprinkling. Shakespeare.

2. Calumny ; censure . Dryden.

ASPHALTICK. a. [from asphaltos.] Gum-

my; bituminous .' Milton.

ASPHALTOS. s. [acpaktos, bitumen.] A

solid, brittle, black, bituminous, inflamma-

ble substance, resembling pitch, and chiefly

found swimming on the surface of the Lacus

Asphaltites, or Dead Sea, where anciently

stood the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah.

ASPHALTUM. 8. [ Latin.] A bituminous

stone found near ancient Babylon.

A'SPHODEL. s. [asphodelus, Latin.] Day.

lily. Pope.

A'SPICK. s . [ See AS.] The name of a ser

pent. Addiscn.

To A'SPIRATE. v. a. [aspiro, Latin.] To pro-

nounce with full breath ; as, horse, hog.

To AS'PIRATE. v . n. [uspiro, Latin. ] To be

pronounced with full breath. Dryden.

A'SPIRATE. a. [aspiratus, Lat.] Pronounced

with full breath. Holder.

ASPIRATION . s. [aspiratio, Latin.]

1.A breathing after ; an ardent wish. Watts.

2. The act of aspiring, or desiring something

high. Shakespeare

3. The pronunciation of a vowel with full

breath. Holder.

To ASPIRE. v. n. [aspiro, Latin.]

1. To desire with eagerness ; to pant after

something higher. Sidney. Davies.

2. To rise high. Wuller.

ASPORTATION. 8. [asportatio, Latin.] A

carrying away. Dict.

ASQUINT. ad. [from a and squint.] Ob-

liquely ; not in the straight line of vision.

ASS. s. [asinus, Latin.]

1. An animal ofburden.

2. A stupid, heavy, dull fellow ; a dolt.

Swift.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare,

Ray. To ASSAIL. v. a. [assailer, French.]
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1. To attack in a hostile manner ; to assault ;
to fall upon. Spenser.

2 To attack with argument, or censure.Pope.

ASSA'ILABLE. a. [from assail .] That which

may be attacked . Shakespeare.

ASSAILANT. s . [assailant, Fr. ] He that at

tacks. Hayward.

ASSA'ILANT. a. Attacking ; invading. Milt.

ASSA'ILER. s. [from ussail. ] One who attacks

another. Sidney.

ASSAPA'NICK. s. The flying squirrel .

ASSART. s. [essart, French.] An offence com-

mitted in the forest, by plucking up woods

by the roots.

ASSASSIN.

ASSASSINATE .

ASSENTATION. s. [assentatio, Lat.] Com

pliance with the opinion of another out of

flattery. Dict

ASSE'NTMENT. s. [from assent.] Consent.

To ASSERT. v. a. [ assero, Latin.]

Brown.

1. To maintain ; to defend either by words

or actions.

2. To affirm .

Dryden.

3. To claim ; to vindicate a title to. Dryden

ASSERTION. s. [from assert .]

1. The act of asserting.

2. Position advanced.

Brown.

ASSE'RTOR. s. [from assert.] Maintainer ;

vindicator ; affirmer. Prior.

Cowell. ASSERTIVE. a. [from assert.] Positive ; dog.

matical.s. [assassin, Fr.] A murder- Glanville.

er; one that kills by sud-

den violence. Pope.

ASSA'SSINATE. s . [assassin.] The crime of

an assassin ; murder. Pope.

Dryden.

Clarendon.

To ASSA'SSINATE. v a. [from assassin.]

1. To murder by violence.

2. To way-lay ; to take by treachery . Milton.

ASSASSINATION. s . [from assassinate.]

The act of assassinating.

ASSASSINATOR. s. [from assassinate. ] Mur-

derer ; mankiller.

ASSA'TION. s. [assatus, roasted, Lat.]

Roasting.

ASSA'ULŤ. s. [assault, French .]

1. Storm ; opposed to sap or siege.

2. Violence.

Brown.

Bacon.

Spenser.

Cowell.

3. Invasion ; hostility ; attack. Clarendon .

4. [In law.] A violent kind of injury offered

to a man's person.

To ASSAULT. v. u. [from the noun.] To

attack ; to invade. Dryden.

ASSAULTER. s. [from ussault. ] One who

violently assaults another. Sidney.

ASSA'Y. s [assayer, French.]

1. Examination.
Shakespeare.

2 [In law.] The examination of measures

and weights used by the clerk of the market.

Cowell.

3. The first entrance upon any thing .Spenser.

4. Attack; trouble. Spenser.

Hayward.

2. To apply to, as the touchstone in assaying

metals. Milton.

Samuel.

To ASSA'Y. v. a. [essayer, French.]

1. To make trial of.

3. To try ; to endeavour.

ASSA'YER. s. [from assay.] An officer of the

mint for the due trial ofsilver.Cowell. Woodw.

ASSECTATION. s. [assectatio, Latin.] At-

tendance.

ASSECUTION. s. [assequor, assecutum, Lat. to

obtain.] Acquirement. Ayliffe.

ASSEMBLAGE. s . [assemblage, French. ] A

collection ; a number of individuals brought

together. Locke.

To ASSEMBLE. v . a. [assembler , Fr. ]To bring

together into one place. Shakespeare.

To ASSEMBLE. v. n . To meet together. Dun.

ASSEMBLY. s . [assemblée, Fr.] A company

met together. Shakespeare.
ASSE'NÏ, s. [assensus, Latin.]

1.The act of agreeing to any thing. Locke.

2. Consent ; agreement. Hooker.

To ASSE'NT, v. n. [ assentire, Latin.] To con-

cede; to yield to, Acts.

To ASSE'RVÉ. v. a. [asservio, Lat.] To serve,

help, orsecond. Dict.

To ASSE'SS. v. a. [from assestare, Italian.] To

charge with any certain sum. Bacon.

ASSE'SSION. s. [assessio, Lat. ] A sitting down

by one.

ASSESSMENT. 8. [from to assess.]

Dict.

Howel.

1. The sum levied on certain property.

2. The act ofassessing.

ASSESSOR. s. [assessor, Latin.]

1. The person that sits by the judges . Dryden.

2. Hethat sits by another as next in diguity.

Milton.

3. [From assess.] He that lays taxes.

A'SSETS . s. without the singular. [assez, Fr.]

Goods sufficient to discharge that burden

which is cast upon the executor orheir. Cowell.

To ASSE'VER. Iv. a. To affirm with

To ASSE'VERATE. great solemnity, as

upon oath.

ASSEVERA'TION. s. [from asseverute.] .So-
lemn affirmation, as upon oath. Hooker.

A'SSHEAD. s . [from ass and head.] A block

Shakespeare.

ASSIDU'ITY. s. [assiduité, Fr.] Diligence.Rog.

ASSIDUOUS. a. [assiduus, Lat.] Constant in

application.

ASSIDUOUSLY. ad. [from assiduous. ] Dili.

gently; continually. Bentley.

ASSIE'NTO. s. [ In Spanish, a contract or bar-

gain. ] A contract or convention between the

king of Spain and other powers, for fur-

nishing the Spanish dominions in America

with slaves.

head.

To ASSIGN. v. a. [ussigner, French.]

1. To mark out ; to appoint.

Prior.

Addison,

2. To fix with regard to quality or value.

Locke,

3. [In law.] To appoint a deputy, or make

over a right to another. Cowell.

ASSI’GNABLE. a. [from assign.] That which

maybemarked out, fixed,ormade over.South

ASSIGNATION. s . [ussignatio , Latin. ]

1. An appointment to micet ; used generally

oflove appointments. Swift

2. A making over a thing to another.

ASSIGNEE'. 8. [ ussigné, Fr.] He that is ap

pointed or deputed by another to do any act,

or perform any business, or enjoy any com

modity. Cowcil

ASSIGNER.3 . [from assign .] Hethat appoints,

Decay of Piet
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ASSIGNMENT. s. [from assign.] Appoint-

ment of one thing with regard to another .

thing or person. Locke.

ASSIMILABLE. a . [from assimilate. ] That

which may be converted to the same nature

with something else. Brown.

To ASSIMILATE. v. a. [assimilo, Latin.]

1. To convert to the same nature with ano-

ther thing. Newton.

2. To bring to a likeness or resemblance. Sw.

ASSIMILATENESS . s. [from assimilate.]

Likeness. Dict.

ASSIMILATION. s. [ from assimilate . ]

1. The act of converting any thing to the

nature or substance of another. Bacon.

2. The state of being assimilated. Brown.

3. The act ofgrowing like some other being.

Decay of Piety.

To ASSI'ST. v. a. [assister, Fr. assisto, Latin.]

To help.

ASSISTANCE. s . [assistance, Fr.] Help ; fur-

Stillingfleet.

Romans.

Hale,

therance.

ASSISTANT. a. [from assist . ] Helping ; lend-

ing aid.

ASSISTANT. s . [from assist.] A person en-

gaged in an affair, not as principal, but as

auxiliary or ministerial. Bacon.

ASSIZE. s. [assise, French, a sitting.]

1. An assembly of knights and other substan-

tial men, with the bailiff or justice, in a cer-

tain place, and at a certain time.

2. A jury.

3. An ordinance or statute.

4.The courts where the writs are taken. Cow.

5. Any court ofjustice. Dryden.

6. Assize of bread, measure or quantity, in

proportion to the price.

7. Measure ; rate. Spenser.

To ASSI'ZE. v. a . [from the noun.] To fix the

rate of any thing.

ASSI'ZER. s. [ from assize.] An officer thathas

the care of weights and measures . Chambers.

ASSO'CIABLE. a. [associabilis, Lat.] That

which may be joined to another.

To ASSOCIATE. v. a [associer, French. ]

1. To unite with another as a confederate.

2. To adopt as a friend upon equal

3. To accompany.

ASSO'CIATE. a. [from the verb. ]

rate.

ASSO'CIATE. s. [from the verb .]

-

To ASSUA'GE. v. u. [rþær, Saxon.]

1. To mitigate ; to soften.

2. To appease ; to pacify.

3. To ease.

Addison,

Clarendon.

GenesisTo ASSUA'GE. v. n. To abate.

ASSUA'GEMENT. s. [ from assuage . ] What

mitigates or softens. Spenser

ASSUĂ'GER. s [from assuage.] One who pa
cifies or appcases.

ASSUA'SIVE. a. [from assuage.] Softening

mitigating. Pope

Shakespeare.

To ASSU'BJUGATE. v. a. [subjugo, Lat.]

To subject to.

ASSUEFA'CTION. s . [assuefacio, Lat.] The

state ofbeing accustomed.

ASSUE'TUDE. s. [ assuetudo, Latin .] Accusto

mance ; custom.

To ASSU'ME. v. a. [assumo, Latin.]

I. To take.

Brown.

Bacon.

Pope.

Dryden.2. To take upon one's self.

3. To arrogate ; to claim or seize unjustly.

Collier.

4. To suppose something without proof.Boyle.

5. To appropriate. Clarendon.

ASSU'MER. S. [from assume.] An arrogant

man. South.

ASSUMING. participial a. [from assume .]

Arrogant ; haughty. Dryden.

ASSU'MPSIT. s. [assumo, Lat. ] A voluntary

promisemadebyword,whereby a man taketh

upon him to perform or pay any thing to

another. Cowell.

ASSUMPTION. s . [assumptio, Latin.]

1. The act of taking any thing to one's self.

Hammond.

2. The supposition of any thing without far-

ther proof. Norris.

3. The thing proposed ; a postulate . Dryden.

4. The taking up any person into heaven.

Stillingfleet.

ASSUʼMPTIVE. a. [assumptivus, Latin.]

That is assumed .

ASSU'RANCE. s. [assurance, French.]

1. Certain expectation .

2. Secure confidence ; trust.

Tillotson.

Spenser.

3. Freedom from doubt ; certain knowledge.

South.

Locke.

4. Firmness ; undoubting steadiness. Rogers.

5. Confidence ; want ofmodesty. Sidney.

6. Freedom from vicious shame.

7. Ground ofconfidence ; security ;

reason fortrust or belief.

Shakespeare.

terms. Dr.

Shakespeare.

Confede

Milton. sufficient

Davies.

Sidney. 8. Spirit ; intrepidity. Dryden.

Hooker. 9. Sangninity ; readiness to hope. Hammond.

Wotton. 10. Testimony of credit. Tillotson.

II. Conviction. Tillotson.

Hooker. 12. Insurance.

Hooker. To ASSU'RE. . a . [assurer, French ]

Boyle.

1. A partner.

2. A confederate.

3. A companion.

ASSOCIATION, s. [from associate.]

1. Union ; coujunction ; society.

2. Confederacy.

3. Partnership .

4. Connection. Watts.

5. Apposition ; union of matter. Newton.

A'SSONANCE. s. [assonance, Fr. ] Reference of

one sound to another resembling it. Dict.

A'SSONANT. a. [assonant, Fr.] Resembling

Dict.

To ASSO'RT. v. a. [assortir, Fr.] To range in

another sound.

classes .

To ASSO'T. v. a. [from sot ; assoter, Fr.] To

infatuate .
Spenser.

1. To give confidence by a firm promise.

2. To secure another.

Maccabees.

Rogers.

3. To make confident ; to exempt from doubt

or fear. Milton.

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

4. To make secure .

5. To affiance ; to betroth.

ASSURED . participial a . [ from assure.]

1. Certain ; indubitable.

2. Certain ; not doubting.

3. Immodest ; viciously confident.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.
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South. Hudibras.

ASSUREDLY, ad. [from assured.] Certainly ; “ ASTROLOʻGIAN. s. [from astrology .] Astro.

indubitably.

ASSUREDNESS. s . [from assured .] The state ASTROLO'GICAL. a. [from astrology .]

of being assured ; certainty.

ASSURER. s. [from assure.]

1.He that gives assurance.

2.He that gives security to make good anyloss

A'STERISK. s. A mark in printing ; as * .

stellation .

Grew.

A'STERISM. s. [asterismus, Latin.] A con-

Bentley.

A'STHMA. s. [asua.] A frequent, difficult,

and short respiration , joined with a hissing
sound and a cough. Floyer.

ASTHMATICAL. a . [from asthma.] Trou-

bled with an asthma.ASTHMATICK.

Floyer.

ASTERN. ad . [ from a and stern.] In the hinder-

part ofthe ship ; behind the ship . Dryden.

To ASTERT. v . a. To terrify ; to startle ; to

fright. Spenser.

ASTO'NIED. participial. a. A word used for

astonished. Isaiah.

To ASTONISH . v . a. [estonner, Fr.] To con-

found with fear or wonder ; to amaze. Addis.

ASTONISHINGNESS. s. [from astonish.]

Quality to excite astonishment.

ASTONISHMENT. s . [estonnement, Fr.]

Amazement ; confusion of mind.

ToASTOUND. v. a. [estonner, Fr. ] To astonish;

to confound with fear or wonder.

ASTRA'DDLE. ad. [from a and straddle.]

South.

With one's legs across any thing. Dict.

A'STRAGAL. 8. [asgayaños.] A little round

member in the form of a ring, at the tops

and bottoms of columns. Spectator.

A'STRAL. a. [from astrum, Lat.] Starry ; re-

lating to the stars. Dryden.

ASTRA'Y. ad . [from a and stray.] Out ofthe

right way. Milton.

To ĂSTRICT. v. a. [astringo, Lat.] To con-

tract by applications.
Arbuthnot.

ASTRICTION. s . [astrictio, Lat.] The act or

power of contracting the parts ofthe body.

ASTRICTIVE. a. [from astrict . ] Styptick ;

binding

ASTRI ČTORY. a. [astrictorius, Lat. ] Astrin-

gent.

ASTRIDE. ad . [from a and stride. ] With the

legs open. Boyle.

ASTRIFEROUS. a. [astrifer, Lat.] Bearing

or having stars. Dict.

To ASTRINGE. v. a. [astringo, Lat.] To

make a contraction ; to make the parts

draw together. Bacon.

ASTRINGENCY. s. [from astringe.] The

power ofcontracting the parts ofthe body.

ASTRINGENT. a. [astringens, Lat.] Binding;

contracting. Bacon.

ASTRO'GRAPHY. s. [from a5gov and gapw .]

The science of describing the stars.

A'STROLABE. s. [asgoλaßiov, of acne, a star,

and A , to take .] An instrument chiefly

used for taking the altitude of the pole, the

sun, or stars, at sea.

ASTROLOGER. s. [astrologus, Lat. ] One

that, supposing the influence of the stars to

have a casual power, professes to foretel or
discover events. Swift

loger.

ASTROLO'GICK. Relating to astrology ;

professing astrology. Wotton.

ASTROLOGICALLY, ad. [from astrology]

In an astrological manner.

To ASTROLO'GIZE. v. n . [from astrology.]

To practise astrology.

ASTROLOGY. s . [ustrologia, Lat . ] The prac

tice of foretelling things by the knowledge

of the stars . Swift .

ASTRO'NOMER. s . [from asgov and vopeos . ] He

that studies the celestial motions.

nomy.

ASTRONOMICAL. a. [from astronomy.]

ASTRONOMICK. Belonging to astro-

Brown.

ASTRONO'MICALLY. ad . [from astronomi-

cal.] In an astronomical manner.

ASTRO'NOMY. s . [asgovoμia. ] A mixed ma-

thematical science, teaching the knowledge

ofthe celestial bodies, their magnitudes, mo-

tions, distances, periods, eclipses , and order.

Cowley.

A'STRO-THEOLOGY. s. [astrum and theolo

gia, Lat ] Divinity founded on the observa-

tion ofthe celestial bodies . Derham.

ASU'NDER. ad. [arundɲan, Sax.] Apart ;

separately ; not together.
Davies.

ASYLUM. s. [aovño .] A sanctuary ; a refuge.

Ayliffe.

ASYMMETRY. s. [from acvμμsrgia .] Con-

trariety to symmetry ; disproportion . Grew.

A'SYMPTOTE. s. [from ovvero .] Asymp-

totes are right lines, which approach nearer

and nearer to some curve ; but which would

never meet. Grew.

ASY'NDETON. s. [aGuidetov.] A figure in

grammar, when a conjunction copulative is

omitted.

AT. prep. [ær, Saxon .]

1. At, before a place, denotes the nearness of

the place ; as, a man is at the house before

he is in it. Stillingfleet.

2. At, before a word signifying time, notes

the coexistence of the time with the event ;

he arose at ten. Swift

3. At, before a casual word, signifies nearly

the same as with ; he did it at a touch.

Dryden.

4. At, before a superlative adjective, implies

in the state ; as, ut most, in the state of most

perfection, &c . South.

5. At signifies the particular condition of the

person ; as, at peace. Swift.

6. At sometimes marks employment or at-

tention ; busy at his task. Pope.

7. At is sometimes the same withfurnished

with, after the French a ; as, a man of arms.

Shakespeare

8. At, sometimes notes the place where any

thing is ; helives at Barnet. Pope.

9. At sometimes signifies in inmediate con-

sequence of; he swooned at the sight. Hale.

10. At marks sometimes the effect procced

ing from anact ; he eats at his own cost.

Dryden.

11. At sometimes is nearly the same as in,

noting situation. Swift.
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12. At sometimes marks the occasion, like

on; he comes at call.

13. At sometimes seems to signify in the

power of, or obedient to.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Collier.

14. At sometimes notes the relation ofa man

to an action.

15. At sometimes imports the manner ofan

action.
Dryden.

16. At means sometimes application to. Pope.

Pope.17. At all. In any manner.

A'TABAL. s. A kind of tabour used by the

Dryden.Moors.

ATARAXIA, s. Exemption from vexation ;

ATARAXY. tranquillity. Glanville.

South.
ATE. The preterite of eat.

A'THANOŘ. s. A digesting furnace to keep

heat for a long time.

South.

A'THEISM. s. [from atheist.] The disbelief of

Tillotson.
God.

A'THEIST. s. [al . ] One that denies the

Bentley.existence of God.

A'THEIST. a. Atheistical ; denying God. Mil.

ATHEI'STICAL. a . [from atheist .] Given to

atheism ; impious.

ATHEI'STICALLY. ad. [from atheistical. ] In

South.
an atheistical manner.

ATHEI'STICALNE
SS . s. [from atheistical.]

The quality of being atheistical. Hammond.

ATHEI'STICK. a. [from atheist. ] Given to

Ray.atheism .

A'THEOUS. a. [abs .] Atheistick ; godless.

ATHERO'MA. [abegaoa .] A species ofwen.

ATHERO'MATOUS. a. [from atheroma.]

Having the qualities of atheroma, or curdy

Wiseman.
wen.

།

Locke.

A'TOMIST s. [from atom.] One that holds

the atomical philosophy.

A'TOMY. s . An atom.

To ATO'NE. v. n. [ to be at one.]

1. To agree ; to accord.

2. To stand as an equivalent for something.

ToATO'NE. v. a . To expiate.

ATONEMENT. s. [ from atone. ]

1. Agreement ; concord.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Locke.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

Arbuthnot.

2. Expiation ; expiatory equivalent. Swift.

ATO'P. ad. [from a and top. On the top ; at

the top.
Milton.

ATRABILA'RIAN. a. [from atra and bilis,

Lat.] Melancholy .

ATRABILAʼRIOUS . a . Melancholick.

ATRABILA'RIOUSNESS . s. [ from atrabila-

rious. ] The state of being melancholy.

ATRAMENTAL. a. [from atramentum, Lat.

ink. ] Inky ; black. Brown.

ATRAMENTOUS. a . [from atramentum, Lat.

ink. ] Inky ; black.

ATRO'CIOUS . a . [ atrox, Lat. ] Wicked in a

high degree ; enormous. Ayliffe.

ATRO'CIOUSLY. ad. [from atrocious .] In an

atrocious manner.

Brown,

ATROCIOUSNESS . s. [from atrocious. ] The

quality of being enormously criminal .

ATROCITY. s. [atrocitas, Latin. ] Horrible

wickednsss.

A'TROPHY. s. [argopia .] Want of nourish-

ment ; a disease.

To ATTA'CH. v. a. [attacher, Fr.]

Milton.

1. To arrest ; to take or apprehend . Cowell.

2. To seize .

3. To lay hold on.

Dryden.

ATHIRST. ad. [from a and thirst.] Thirsty ;

in want of drink.

ATHLETICK. a. [from athleta, Latin. ]

1. Belonging to wrestling.

2. Strong of body ; vigorous ; lusty ; robust.

Dryden.

ATHWA'RT. prep. [from a and thwart.]

1. Across ; transverse to any thing. Bacon.

Addison.
2. Through.

ATHWA'RT. ad.

1. In a manner vexatious and perplexing.

2. Wrong.

ATILT. ad . [from a and tilt .]

Shakespeare.

1. With theaction of a man making a thrust.

Hudibras.

2. In the posture of a barrel raised or tilted

behind.

A'TLAS. s.

1. A collection ofmaps.

2. A large square folio.

Spectator.

3. Sometimes the supporter of a building,

4. A rich kind of silk.

A'TMOSPHERE. s. [arμos and paiga .]

The air that encompasses the solid earth on

all sides.
Locke.

ATMOSPHERICAL. a . [from atmosphere . ]

Belonging to the atmosphere.

ATOM. s. atomus, Lat.]

Boyle.

1. Such a small particle as cannot be physi-

cally divided .

2. Any thing extremely small.

ATOMICAL. . [from atom.]

1. Consisting of atoms.

2. Relating to atoms.

Ray.

Shakespeare.

Brown.

Bentley.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

Rogers.

4. To win , to gain over ; to enamour.

5. To fix one's interest.

ATTACHMENT. s. [attachement, Fr.] Adhe

rence ; regard.

To ATTACK. v. a. [attaquer, Fr.]

Addison.

Philips.1. To assault an enemy.

2. To impugn in any manner.

ATTACK. s. [from the verb ] An assault.

Pope.

ATTA'CKER. s. [from attack.] The person

that attacks .

To ATTA'IN. v. a. [atteindre, Fr.]

1. To gain ; to procure.

2. To overtake.

3. To come to.

4. To reach ; to equal

To ATTAIN. v. n.

1. To come to a certain state.

2. To arrive at.

Tillotson.

Bacon.

Milton

Arbuthnot.

ATTAIN. s. [from the verb.] The thing at

tained. Not used.
Glanville.

Tillotson.

ATTAINABLE. a [from attain ] That which

may be attained ; procurable.

ATTAINABLENESS. s. [ from attainable. ]

The quality of being attainable.

ATTA'INDER. s . [ from to attaint.]

1. The act of attainting in law.

2. Taint ; soil ; disgrace .

ATTAINMENT. s . [ from attain.]

1. That which is attained ; acquisition.

2. The act or power of attaining.

Cheyne.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

Grew

Hooker
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To ATTA'INT. v a. [attenter, Fr.]

1. To attaint is particularly used for such as

are found guilty of some crime or offence.

A man is attainted two ways, by appearance,

or by process.

2. To taint; to corrupt.

ATTA'INT. s . [ fromthe verb.]

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

1. Any thing injurious, as illness, weariness .

2. Stain ; spot ; taint. Shakespeare.

ATIA'INTURE. s. [from attaint. ] Reproach ;

imputation. Shakespeare.

To ATTA'MINATE. v. a. [attamino, Lat. ] To

corrupt. Not used.

To ATTEMPER. v. a . [attempero, Lat.]

Bacon.

ATTENTION. s. [ attention, Fr.] The act of

attending or heeding. Locke.

ATTENTIVE. a. [from attent .] Heedful ; re-

gardful. Hooker.

ATTENTIVELY. ad. [from attentive.] Heed-

fully; carefully.

ATTENTIVENESS . s. [from attentive.] Heed-

fulness ; attention . Shakespeare.

ATTENUANT. a . [attenuans, Lat.] What has

the power ofmaking thin or slender. Newt.

To ATTENUATE. v. a. [allenuo , Lat.]__To

make thin or slender. Boyle.

ATTENUATE. a. [ from the verb.] Made thin

or slender. Bucon.

1. To mingle ; to weaken by the mixture of ATTENUATION. s . [from attenuate . ] The act

something else.

2. To regulate ; to soften.

8. To mix in just proportions.

4. To fix to something else.

Bacon.

Bacon.

Spenser.

Pope.

To ATTEMPERATE. v. a. [attemvero, Lat.]

To proportion to something.

To ATTEMPT. v. a. [attenter, Fr. ]

1. To attack ; to venture upon.

2. To try; to endeavour.

ATTEMPT. s . [from the verb.]

1. An attack.

2. An essay ; an endeavour.

ATTEMPTABLE. a . [ from attempt.]

Ham.

of makingany thing thin or slender Bacon,

A'TTER. s. [aten, Sax.] Corrupt matter. Sk.

ToATTE'ST. v. a. [attestor, Latin.]

1. To bear witness of; to witness. Addison,

2. To call to witness. Dryden.

ATTE'ST. s . [from the verb.] Testimony ; at.

testation . Milton.

Milton. ATTESTATION. s . [from attest . ] Testimony

Maccab.

Dryd.

Shak.

Liable

to attempts or attacks. Shakesp.

ATTEMPTER. s . [ from attempt.]

1. The person that attempts. Milton.

2. An endeavourer. Glanville.

To ATTEND. v. a. [attendre, Fr.]

1. To regard ; to fix the mind upon.

2. To wait on as a servant. Shakesp.

3. To accompany as an enemy. Clarend.

4. To be present with, upon a summons.

5. To be appendant to.

Clarendon.

Arbuthnot.

6. To wait on, as on a charge.

7. To be consequent to

8. To remain to ; to await.

9. To wait for insidiously.

10. To be bent upon any object.

evidence . Woodward.

ATTIGUOUS . a. [attiguus, Lat.] Hard by.

To ATTI'NGE. v. a . [attinger, Fr.] To touch

lightly. Not used."

To ATTIRE. v . a. [attirer, Fr.] To dress ; to

habit ; to array.

ATTIRE. s . [ from the verb.]

1. Clothes ; dress.

Spenser .

Davies.

2. [In hunting.] The horns of abuck or stag.

3. [In botany.] The flower of a plant is divi-

ded into three parts, the empalment, the fo-

liation, and the attire.

ATTIRER. s. [from attire.] One that attires

another ; a dresser.

ATTITUDE. s. [attitude, Fr.] The posture

or action in which a statue or painted figure

is placed. Prior.Spenser.

Clarendon . ATTO'LLENT. a. [uttolens, Lat .] That which
rises or lifts up.Locke. Derham.

Shakespeare. ATTOʻRNEY. §. [attornatus, low Latin. ]

1. Such a person as by consent, command.

ment, or request, takes heed, sees, and takes

upon him the charge of other men's business

in their absence.

11. To stay for.

Dryden.

Dryden.

To ATTEND. v. n. n

1. To yield attention . Taylor.

2. To stay ; to delay. Davies.

J. The act of waiting on another. Shak.

2. Service.

3. The persons waiting ; a train.

4. Attention ; regard .

Milton.

Timothy.

ATTENDANCE. s . [ attendance, Fr.]

5. Expectation. Not used. Hooker.

ATTENDANT. a. [attendant, Fr.] Accompa

nying as subordinate, or consequential. Milt.

ATTENDANT. 3.

1. One that attends.
Shakespeare.

2.One that belongs to the train. Dryden.

3. One that waits as a suitor or agent. Burnet.

4. One that is present at any thing. Swift.

5. A concomitant ; a consequent. Watts.

ATTENDER. s. [from attend.] Companion ;

Ben Jonson.associate.

ATTENT. a. [attentus, Lat.] Intent ; atten-
tive. Chronicles. Taylor.

ATTENTATES . s. [attentata, Lat. ] Proceed-

ings in a court after an inhibition is de-

creed . Ayliffe.

2. Attorneys, in common law, are nearly the

same with proctors in the civil law, and so-

licitors in courts of equity. Shakespeare.

3. It was anciently used for those who did

any business for another. Shakespeare.

To ATTORNEY. v. a. [from the noun .]

1. To perform by proxy..

2. To employ as a proxy.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

ATTOʻRNEYSHIP. s. [from attorney. ] ` The
office of an attorney. Shakespeare.

ATTOʻURNMENT. 3. [attournement, Fr.] The

yielding ofthe tenant to a new lord. Cowel

To ATTRACT. v. a. [attraho, attractum, Lat.j

1. To draw to something. Brown

2. To allure ; to invite. Milton

ATTRACT. s. [ from the verb.] Attraction ;

the power of drawing. Ludibras.

ATTRA'CTICAL. a. [ from attract. ]

the power to draw.

ATTRACTION. s . [ from attract.]

Having

Kay.

1. Thepower ofdrawing any thing. Bac. New.

2. The power of alluring or enticing. Shak.
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'TTRACTIVE. a. [from attract.

Milton.

1. Havingthe power to drawany thing.Black.

2. Inviting ; alluring ; enticing .

ATTRACTIVE. s . [from attract. ] That which

draws or incites. South.

ATTRACTIVELY. ad. [from attractive.]

With the power of attracting.

ATTRACTIVENESS. s [from attractive.]

The quality of being attractive .

ATTRACTOR. s. [from attract.] The agent

that attracts . Brown.

ATTRAHENT. s. [attrahens, Lat.] That

which draws. Glanville.

ATTRACTAʼTION. s. [attractatio, Lat.] Fre-

quent handling. Dict.

ATTRIBUTABLE. a. [attribuo, Lat. ] That

which may be ascribed or attributed. Hale.

To ATTRIBUTE. v. a. [attribuo, Latin .]

1. To ascribe as a quality.

2. To impute, as to a cause.

ATTRIBUTE. s.s. [from the verb.]

Tillotson.

Newton.

1. The thing attributed to another. Raleigh.

2. Quality ; characteristic disposition . Bac.

3. A thing belonging to another ; an appen-

dant. Addison.

4. Reputation ; honour. Shakespeare.

ATTRIBUTION. s. [from to attribute.] Qua-

lities ascribed.
Shakespeare.

ATTRITE. a. [attritus, Lat.] Ground ; worn

by rubbing. Milton.

ATTRITENESS. s. [from attrite.] The being

much worn.

ATTRITION. s. [attritio, Latin.]

1. The act of wearing things by rubbing.

2. Grieffor sin, arising only from the fear of

punishment ; the lowest degree ofrepentance.

To ATTUNE. v. a. [from tune.]

Milton.1. To make any thing musical.

2. To tune one thing to another.

ATWE'EN. ad. or prep. Betwixt ; between.

ATWIXT. prep. Inthe middle of two things.

To AVAIL. v. a. [from valoir, French.]

1. To profit ; to turn to profit. Dryden.

2. To promote ; to prosper ; to assist. Pope.

AVAIL. s . [from to avail.] Profit ;advantage ;
benefit. Locke.

AVAILABLE. a . [from avail.]

1. Profitable ; advantageous. Hooker.

2. Powerful ; having force. Atterbury.

AVAILABLENESS. s . [from avail. ] Power of

promoting the end for which it is used. Hale.

AVAILABLY. ad. [from available.] Power-

fully; profitably.

AVAILMENT. s. [from avail.] Usefulness ;

advantage.

To AVA'LE. v. n. To sink.

van.

To AVA'LE. v. a . [avaler, Fr. to let sink.]

To let fall; to depress. Wotton.

Spenser.

AVANT-GUARD. s. [avantgarde, Fr.] The

Hayward.

A'VARICE. s. [avarice, Fr.] Covetousness ;

insatiable desire .
Dryden.

AVARICIOUS. a. [avariceux, Fr.] Covetous.

AVARICIOUSLY. ad. [from uvaricicus.] Co-

vetously.

VARIČIOUSNESS. s. [ from avaricious.]

The quality of being avaricious.

VAʼUNT. interject. [uvant, Fr.j A word of

abhorrence, by which any one is driven

away. Dunciad.

A'UBURNE. a. [from aubour, Fr.] Brown ; of

a tan colour.

A'UCTION . s. [auctio, Latin.]

Philips.

1. A manner ofsale in which one person bids

after another.

2. The things sold by auction. Pope.

To A'UCTION. v. a. [from the noun. ] To sell

by auction.

A'UCTIONARY. a. [from auction.] Belonging

to an auction. Dryden.

The per-

Of an in-

AUCTIONI'ER. s. [from auction.]

son that manages an auction.

A'UCTIVE. a . [from auctus, Lat.]

creasing quality. Not used.

AUCUPATION. s . [aucupatio, Lat.] Fowling;

bird-catching.

AUDA'CIOUS. a. [audacieux, Fr.] Bold ; im-

pudent. Dryden.

AUDA'CIOUSLY. ad. [from audacious .] Bold-

ly; impudently. Shakespeare.

AUDA'CIOUSNESS. s. [from audacious.] Im-

pudence.

AUDACITY. s. [from audax, Lat. ] Spirit ;

Tutler.boldness.

A'UDIBLE. a . [audibilis, Latin.]

1. That which may be perceived by hearing.

2. Loud enough to be heard . Bacon.

A'UDIBLENESS. s. [from audible.] Capable-

ness ofbeing heard.

A'UDIBLY. ad. [from audible.] In such a man.

ner as to be heard.

A'UDIENCE. s. [audience, French .]

1. The act of hearing.

Milton.

Milton.

2. The liberty of speaking granted ; a hear-

ing. Hooker.

3. An auditory ; persons collected to hear.

Atterbury.

4. The reception of any man who delivers a
solemn message. Dryden.

A'UDIENCE Court. A court belonging to the

archbishop of Canterbury, of equal authori-

ty withthe arches court.

A'UDIT. s. [from audit, he hears, Lat ] A
final account. Shakespeare,

To A'UDIT. v. a. [from the noun.] To take an

account finally. Arbuthnot

AUDITION. s . [auditio, Lat.] Hearing.

A'UDITOR. s . [auditor, Lat.]

1. A bearer. Sidney

2. A person employed to take an account ul

timately. Shakespeare.

3. A king's officer, who , yearly examining

the accounts of all under-officers accounta-

ble, makes up a general book. Cowell.

AUDITORY. a. [auditorius, Latin.] That

which has the power ofhearing. Newton.

AUDITORY. s. [ auditorium , Latin.]

1. An audience ; a collection of persons as.

sembled to hear. Atterbury.

2. A place where lectures are to be heard.

A'UDITRESS . s. [from auditor ] The woman
that hears. Milton.

To AVEL. v. a. [avello, Lat.] To pull away.

A'VE-MARY. s. A form of worship repeated

by the Romanists in honour of the Virgin

Mary. Shakespeare.
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A'VENAGE. s. [of avena, oats, Latin.] A

certain quantity of oats paid to a landlord.

To AVE'NGE. v. a. [avenger, Fr.]

1. To revenge.

2. To punish.

AVENGEANCE. a. [from avenge.]

ment.

AVE'NGEMENT. s. [from avenge.]

AVENGER.s. [from avenge.]

1. Punisher.

2. Revenger ; taker of vengeance.

A'VENS s. Herb bennet.

To A'UGURATE. v. n. [auguror," Latin.] To

judge by augury.

AUGURATION. s. [from augur.] The prac

tice of augury. Brown.Isaiah .

Dryden. A'UGURER. s. [ from augur.] The same with

augur.Punish-

Philips. AUGUʻRIAL. a. [from augury.]

Revenge.

Milton.

Dryden.

AVENTURE. s . [aventure, Fr. ] A mischance ;

causing a man's death without felony.

A'VENUE. s. [avenue, French.]

Cowel.

1. A way by which any place may be en-

tered. Clarendon.

2. An alley or walk of trees before a house.

To AVE'R. v. a. [averer, Fr.] To declare po-

sitively.

A'VERAGE. s. [averagium, Latin.]

Prior.

1. That duty or service which the tenant is

to pay to the king. Chambers.

2. A medium ; a mean proportion.

AVE'RMENT. s. [from aver.] Establishment

of any thing by evidence.

AVERNAT. s. A sort of grape.

Bacon.

To AVERRUNCATE. v . a. [averrunco, Lat.]

To root up.

AVERSATION. s. [from aversor, Latin.]

Hatred ; abhorrence.

AVERSE. a. [aversus, Latin.]

1. Malign ; not favourable.

2. Not pleased with ; unwilling to.

augury.

A'UGURY. s. [augurium, Latin.]

Shakespeare.

Relating to

Brown.

Swift.

Dryden.

1. The act of prognosticating by omens.

2. The rules observed by augurs. L'Est.

3. An omen or prediction.

AUGUST. a. [augustus, Lat.] Great ; grand ;

royal ; magnificent. Dryden.

A'UGUST. s. [Augustus, Latin.] The name of

the eighth month from January inclusive.

AUGU'STNESS. s. [from august.] Elevation

of look ; dignity.

A'VIARY. s . [from avis, Lat.] A place inclo-

sed to keep birds. Evelyn.

AVIDITY. s. [avidité, Fr.] Greediness.

AVI"TIOUS. a. [avitus, Latin.] Left by a

man's ancestors. Not used.

To AVI'ZE. v. a. [aviser, French.]

1. To counsel.

2. To bethink himself.

3. To consider.

AULD. a. [old, Saxon. ] Old.

AULE'TICK. a. [auλos, Gr.]

pipes .

Spenser.

Spenser.

Spenser

Shakespeare.

Belonging to

AU'LICK. a. [aulicus, Latin.] Belonging to the

court.

AVERSION. s. [aversion, French .]

1. Hatred ; dislike ; detestation.

2. The cause of aversion.

To A'VOCATE. v. a. [aveoc, Lat.]

away.Milton.

Pope. AVOČATION. s. [from avocate .]

1. The act of calling aside.

Hudibras.

South.

Dryden.

Prior.

AULN. s . [aulne, Fr.] A French measure of

length ; an ell.'

AVE'RSELY. ad. [from averse.]

1. Unwillingly.

To AUMA'IL. v. a. [from maille, Fr.] To va-

riegate. Fairy Queen.

2. Backwardly. Brown.

AVE'RSENESS. s . [from averse.] Unwilling-

AUNT. s . tante, Fr.] A father or mother's

sister. Pope.

ness ; backwardness. Atterbury. AVOCADO. s. A plant.

To call i

Dryden.

Hale:

Tillotson.

Shak.

Bucon.

Bacon.

I Sam.

Ayliffe.

That which

Locke

• Watts.

To AVERT. v. a. [averto, Latin.]

Shak. Dryd.1. To turn aside ; to turn off.

2.To put by. Sprut.

AUF. s. [ of alf, Dutch.] A fool, or silly fellow.

See OAF.

A'UGER. s. [egger, Dutch.] A carpenter's tool

to bore holes.

AUGHT. pronoun.[auhr, aɲht, Saxon .]

Any thing.

Moxon.

Addison.

To AUGMENT. v. a. [augmenter, French. ]

To increase ; to make bigger, or more.

To AUGMENT. v. n. To increase ; to grow

bigger. Dryden.

A'UĞMENT. s. [augmentum, Latin.]
I. Increase. Walton.

Wiseman.2. State of increase.

AUGMENTATION. s. [from augment.]

1. The act of increasing or making bigger.

2. The state of being made bigger. Bentley.

3. The thing added, by which another is

made bigger. Hooker.

A'UGUR. s. [augur, Latin.] One who pre-

tends to predict future events by the flight
of birds. Prior.

To A'UGUR. v. n. [from augur.] To guess ; to

conjecture by signs. Dryden.

2. The business that calls.

To AVOID. v. a. [vuider, French.]

1. To shun ; to escape.

2. To endeavour to shun ; to shift off.

3. To evacuate ; to quit.

4. To oppose ; to hinder effect.

To AVOID. v. n.

1. To retire.

2. To become void or vacant.

AVOIDABLE. a. [from avoid.]

maybe avoided, or escaped.

AVOIDANCE. s. [from avoid.]

1. The act of avoiding.

2. The course by which any thing is carried

off.

AVO'IDER. 8. [ from avoid.]

Bacon.

1. The person that shuns any thing.

2. The person that carries any thing away.

3. The vessel in which things are carried

away.

AVOʻIDLESS . a . [ from avoid.] Inevitable.

AVOIRDUPOIS. s. [avoir dupoids, Fr.] A kind

ofweight, of which a pound contains six-

teen ounces, and is in proportion to a pound

Troy, as seventeen to fourteen, Arbuth
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AVOLA"TION. s. [from acolo, Lat.] The

act offlying away. Brown.

To AVO'UCH. v. a. [avouer, French.]

1. To affirm ; to maintain.

evidence.

Hooker.

2. To producein favour of another. Spenser.

3. To vindicate ; to justify. Shakespeare.

AVOUCII. s. [from the verb. ] Declaration ;

Shakespeare.

AVO'UCHABLE. a. [from arouch.] That

may be avouched.

AVOUCHER. s. [from arouch.] He that

avouches.

To AVOW. v. a. [avouer, Fr.] To justify; not

to dissemble. Swift.

AVO'WABLE. a. [from avow.] That which

may be openly declared.

AVO'WAL. s. [from avow.] Justificatory de-

claration.

AVO'WABLY. ad. [from avow.] In an avow-

ed manner. Clarendon.

AVOWEE. s. [avoué, Fr.] He to whom the

right of advowson of any church belongs.

AVO'WER. s. [from avow.] He that avows

or justifics. Dryden.

AVOWRY. s. [from avow.] Where one takes

a distress, the taker shall justify for what

cause he took it ; which is called his avowry.

AVO'WSAL. s. [from avow.] A confession.

AVO'WTRY. s . [ Sce ADVOWTRY.] Adultery.

A'URATE. s . A sort ofpear.

AURE'LIA. s. [ Lat. ] A term used for the

first apparent change ofthe erucą, or maggot

of anyspecies of insects ; the chrysalis . Ray.

AURICLE. s . [auricula, Latin.]

1. The external car.

2. Two appendages of the heart ; being two

muscular caps, covering the two ventricles
thereof.

AURICULA. s. Bear's car ; a flower.

AURICULAR. a. [from auricula, Lat]

1. Within the sense or reach ofhearing . Shak.

2. Secret ; told in the ear.

AURICULARLY. ad . In a secret manner.

AURIFEROUS. a. [aurifer, Latin.] That

which produces gold. Thomson.

3. Favourable ; kind ; propitious. Shak

4. Lucky ; happy ; applied to things. Rose

AUSPICIOUSLY. ad. [from auspicious.] Hap-

pily ; prosperously.

AUSPICIOUSNESS. s. [from auspicious.]

Prosperity ; happiness .

AUSTERE. a . [ austerus, Latin. ]

1. Severe ; harsh ; rigid. Rogers.

2. Sour oftaste ; harsh ; astringent. Blackm.

AUSTE RELY. ad. [ from austere ] Severely ;

rigidly. Paradise Lost.

AUSTERENESS . s. [from austere. ]

1. Severity; strictness ; rigour. Shakespeare.

2. Roughness in taste ; astringency.

AUSTERITY. s. [from austere. ]

1. Severity ; mortified life ; strictness . B. Jons. -

2. Sourness of temper.

3. Cruelty ; harsh discipline. Roscommon.

A'USTRAL. a. [australis, Latin . ] Southern .

To A'USTRALIZE. v. n. [from auster, Lat.]

To tend towards the south. Broum.

A'USTRINE. a. [from austrinus, Latin.]

Southern.

AUTHENTICAL. a. Authentick. Hale.

AUTHENTICALLY. ad. [from authentical .]

With circumstances requisite to procure au-

thority. South.

ness.

*

AUTHENTICALNESS, s. [from authentical. ]

The quality of being authentick ; genuine-

Addison.

AUTHENTICITY. s. [from authentick.] Au-

thority ; genuineness.

AUTHENTICK . a. [authenticus, Lat.] That

which has every thing requisite to give it

authority. Cowley.

AUTHENTICKLY. ad. [from authentick ]

After an authentick manner.

AUTHENTICKNESS. s. [from authentick.]

Authenticity.

A'UTHOR. s. [auctor, Latin.]

1. The first beginner or mover of any thing.

2. The efficient ; he that effects or produces

any thing. Dryden.

3. The first writer ofany thing. Dryden

4. A writer in general. Shakespeare.

AURIGATION. s. [uurgia, Latin .] The act AUTHORITATIVE. a. [from authority.]

of driving carriages. Not used.

AURO'RA. s. [Latin. ]

1. A species of crowfoot.

2. The goddess that opens the gates of day ;

poetically, the morning.

AURUM fulminans. [Latin.] A preparation

made by dissolving gold in aqua regia, and

precipitating it with salt of tartar ; whence

it becomes capable of giving a report like

that of a pistol.
Garth.

AUSCULTATION. s. [from auscullo, Lat.] A

hearkening or listening to.

A'USPICE. s. [auspicium, Latin.]

1. The omens of any future undertaking

drawn from birds.

2. Protection ; favour shown.

3. Influence ; good derived to

the piety of their patron.

AUSPICIAL. a. [ from auspice.]

prognosticks.

AUSPICIOUS. a. [from auspice.]

1. With omens of success.

%. Prosperous ; fortunate.

1. Having due authority.

2. Having an air of authority ; positive. Sw.

AUTHORITATIVELY. ad. [from authori

tative.]

1. In an authoritative manner ; with a show

of authority.

2. With due authority.
Hale.

AUTHOʻRITATIVEÑESS. s. [ from authorita.

tive.] Authoritative appearance.

AUTHORITY. s. [ auctoritas, Lat.]

1. Legal power.

2. Infinence ; credit.

4. Support ; countenance.

3. Power ; rule.

5. Testimony.

B. Jonson. 6. Credibility.

others from

Relating to

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Locke.

1 Tim.

Ben Jonson.

Sidney

Hooker.

AUTHORIZATION. s . [from authorize.]

Establishment by authority.

To AUTHORIZE. v. a. [autoriser, Fr.]

Hale.

1. To give authority to any person. Dryden.

2.To make any thing legal. Dryden.

3. To establish any thingby authority. Hook.

4. To justify ; to prove a thing to be right,Loc,
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5 To give credit to any person or thing.

South.

AUTO'CRASY. s. [avrongaleia .] Independent

power.
AUTOGRAPHY. s. [auroygapov.] A particular

person's own writing ; the original.

AUTOGRAPHICAL. a. [from autography.]

Of one's own writing.

AUTOMATICAL. [from automaton. ] Having

the power of moving itself.

AUTOMATON. s. [avтoualov.] A machine that

hath the powerof motion within itself. Wilk.

AUTO'MATOUS. a. [from automaton.] Hav-

ing in itself the power of motion.

AUTO'NOMY. S.[aurovoμia. ] The living accord-

ing to one's mind and prescription Not in use.

A'UTOPSY. s. [avτofia.] Ocular demonstra-

Ray.

AUTO'PTICAL. a. [from autopsy.] Perceived

by one's own eyes.
Brown.

AUTUMN. s. [autumnus, Latin .] The season

between summer and winter. Philips.

AUTUMNAL. a. [from autumn. ] Belonging to

Donne.

tion.

autumn.

AVULSION. s . [avulsio, Lat. ] The act of pul-

Philips.ling one thing from another.

AUXE'SIS. s. [Lat. ] Amplification .

AUXILIAR. s. [from auxilium, Latin.]

AUXILIARY. J Helper ; assistant. South.

AUXILIAR. a. Assistant ; helping. Milt. Dry.

AUXILIARY Verb. A verb that helps to

Watts.conjugate other verbs.

AUXILIATION. s. [from auxiliatus, Latin.]

Help ; aid.

To AWA'IT. v. a. [from a and wait.]

1. To expect ; to wait for. Fairfax.

Rogers.2. To attend ; to be in store for.

AWA'IT. s. [from the verb. ] Ambush. Spenser.

To AWA'KE. v. a. [þeccian, Saxon.]

1. To rouse out ofsleep. Shakespeare.

Pope.

2. To raise from any state resembling sleep.

3. To put into new action.

To AWA'KE. v. n. To break from sleep ; to

cease to sleep.

AWA'KE. a. [from the verb.]

not sleeping.

Shakespeare.

Without sleep ;

Dryden.

To AWA'KEN. See AWAKE.

To AWARD. v. a. [þeardig, Saxon .]

1. To adjudge ; to give any thing by a judi-

cial sentence.
Collier.

Pope.2. To judge ; to determine.

AWA'RD. s. [from the verb.] Judgment ; sen-

tence ; determination .

AWARE. a. [zeþaɲan, Sax.]

tentive.

Addison.

Vigilant ; at-

To AWA'RE. v. n. To be cautious.

AWA'Y. ad. [apez, Saxon. ]

I. Absent.

2. From any place or person.

3. Let us go.

4. Begone.

5. Out of one's own hand.

AWE. s . [eze, Saxon. ] Reverential

verence.

Atterbury.

Milton.

Ben Jonson.

2. Worshipful ; invested with dignity. Shah.

3. Struck with awe
Watts.timorous.;

A'WFULLY. ad. [from auful.] In a reveren-

South.tial manner.

A'WFULNESS. s . [from awful.]

1. The quality of striking with awe ; solem-

Addison.
nity.

Tay.2. The state of being struck with awe.

To AWHA'PE. v. a. To strike ; to confound.

Milton.
AWHILE. ad. Some time.

L'Estrange.
AWK. a. [awkward.] Odd.

A'WKWARD . a. [æþaɲd, Saxon . ]

1. Inelegant ; unpolite ; untaught. Shakesp.

2. Unready ; unhandy ; clumsy. Dryden.

Hudibras.
3. Perverse ; untoward.

A'WKWARDLY. ud. [from awkward.]

Clumsily ; unreadily. Sidney. Prior. Watts.

A'WKWARDNESS. s. [ from awkward.] In-

elegance ; want of gentility.
Watts.

AWL. s . [æle, ale, Sax.] A pointed instrument

to bore holes. Mortimer.

A'WLESS . a. [from awe, and the negative less.]

1. Wanting reverence. Dryden.

2. Wanting the power of causing reverence,

A'WME. s. A Dutch measure answering to

what in England is called a tierce, or one

seventh ofan English ton.
Arbuthnot.

A'WNING. s. A cover spread over a boat or

vessel to keep offthe weather. Rob. Crusoe.

AWO'KE. s. The preterite of awake.

AWO'RK . ad. [from a and work. ] On work.

AWO'RKING. ad. [from awork. ] In the state

of working.
Hubberd's Tale.

AWRY' . ad. [from a and wry.]

1. Not in a straight direction ; obliquely. Mil.

2. Asquint ; with oblique vision.

3. Not level ; unevenly.

Denham.

Brerewood.

Pope4. Notequally between two points.

5. Not in a right state ; perversely. Sidney

AXE. s. [eax, Saxon.] An instrument consisting

of a long handle and a metal head, with a

sharp edge.

AXI'LLAŘ.

AXI'LLARY.

Dryden.

a. [from axilla, Lat.] Be-

longing to the armpit. Br.

A'XIOM. s . [axioma, Latin.] A proposition

evident at first sight.
Hooker.

A'XIS. s. [axis, Lat.] The line, real or imagi-

nary, that passes through any thing, on which

it may revolve. Bentley.

A'XLE.

A'XLE-TREE.

s. [axis, Latin.] The pin

which passes through the

midst ofthe wheel, on which the circumvolu

tions ofthe wheel are performed. Shak. Milt.

Shak.
AY. ad. [perhaps from aio, Lat.] Yes.

AYE. ad. [ apa, Saxon ; a .] Always ; to eter-

Philips.
nity ; forever.

A'YGREEN . s. The same with houseleek.

A'YRY. a. [ See AIRY.]

Shakespeare. A'ZIMUTH. s. [Arab.]

Shakespeare.

Smith.

Tillotson.

fear ; re-

South.

TAWE. v. a. [from the noun.] To strike

with reverence.

A'WEBAND. s. A check.

A'WFUL. a. [from awe and full.]

Bacon.

1. That which strikes with awe, or fills with

Milton.
reverence.

1.The azimuth of the sun, or of a star, is an

arch between the meridian of the place and

any given vertical line.

2. Magnetical azimuth, is an arch of the hori-

zon contained between the sun's azimuth

circle and the magnetical meridian.

3. Azimuth compass, is an instrument used at

sea for finding the sun's magnetical azimuth.

AZU'RE. a. [azur, French.] Blue ; faint blue.

Newton.

E 4
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BAC

BIspronounced by pressing the whole length

of the lips together, and forcing them open

with a strong breath.

BAA. s. [ See the verb. ] The cry of a sheep.

To BAA. v. n. [balo, Lat. ] To cry like a sheep.

To BA'BBLE. v. n . [babbelen, German.]

1. To prattle like a child.

2. To talk idly.

3. To tell secrets.

4. To talk much.

BAC

BACK. ad. [ from the noun.]

1. To the place whence one came. Raleigh,

2. Backward from the present station.

Addison.

3. Behind ; not coming forward. Blackmore

4. Toward things past.

5. Again ; in return .Prior.

Arbuthnot. Prior.

L'Estrange.

Burnet.

Shakespeare

6. Again ; a second time.

To BACK. v. a.

Drydem

Prior. Shakespeare,

Roscommon,

Shakespeare.

South.

BA'BBLE. s. [babil, Fr.] Idle talk ; senseless

Shakespeare.

BA'BBLEMENT. s. [ from babble.] Senseless

prattle.

prate.

BA'BBLER. s. [from babble.]

1. Anidle talker.

sex.

Milton.

Rogers.

2. A teller of secrets. Fairy Queen.

BABE. s. [baban, Welsh.] An infant of either

Dryden.

BA'BERY. s . [from babe.] Finery to please a

babe or child. Sidney.

BA'BISH. a. [from babe. ] Childish. Ascham.

BABO'ON. s. [babouin, Fr.] A monkey ofthe

largest kind.' Addison.

BABY. s [See BABE.]

1. A child, an infant.

2. A small image in imitation of a child,

which girls play with. Stillingfleet.

BA'CCATED . a . [baccatus, Latin. ] Beset with

pearls ; having many berries.

BACCHANA'LIAN. s . [from bacchanalia,Lat. ]

A drunkard.

BA'CCHANALS. s. [bacchanalia, Lat.] The

drunken feasts of Bacchus. Pope.

BA'CCHUS-BOLE. s. A flower ; in chymistry,

the tendency of one body to unite itself to
another.

BACCI FEROUS. a. Berry-bearing.

BACHELOR. s. [baccalaureus, Latin.]

1. A man unmarried. Dryden.

2. A man who takes his first degrees.

3. A knight of the lowest order.

BACHELORS Button . s. Campion; an herb.

BA'CHELORSHIP. [from bachelor.] The con-

dition of a bachelor.
Shakespeare.

BACK, s. [bac, bæc , Saxon.]

1. The hinder part ofthe body. Bacon.

2. The outer part of the hand when it is

shut.

3. Part ofthe body, which requires clothes.

4. The rear.

Locke.

Clarendon.

5. The place behind. Dryden.

6. The part of any thing out of sight . Bacon.

7. The thick part ofany tool, opposed to the

edge. Arbuthnot.

1. To mount a horse.

2.To break a horse.

3. To place upon the back.

4. To maintain ; to strengthen .

5. To justify ; to support.

6. To second.

Boyle,

Dryden.

To BA'CKBITE. v. a. [from back and bite.

To censure or reproach the absent . Shakes.

BA'CKBITER. s. [from backbite.] A privy

calumniator ; censurer ofthe absent. South.

BACKCA'RRY. s . The act of having on the

back . Cowell.

BA'CKDOOR. s. [from back and door.] The

door behind the house.
Atterbury.

BA'CKED . a . [from back.] Having a back.Dry.

BACKFRIEND . s. [from back and friend . ] An

enemy in secret. South.

BACKGA'MMON. s . [from bach gammon,

Welch, a little battle.] A play orgame with

dice and tables. Swift.

BA'CKHOUSE. s. [from back and house.] The

buildings behind the chief part of the house.

BA'CKPIECE. s . [from back and piece.] The

piece of armour which covers the back,

Camden.

Moxon

Newton.

BACKROOM. s. A room behind.

BA'CKSIDE. s . [from back and side.]

1. The hinder part of any thing.

2. The hinder part of any animal. Addison.

3. The yard or ground behind a house.

Mortimer.

To BACKSLIDE. v. n. [from back and slide.]

To fall off. Jeremiah.

BACKSLIDER. s. [from backslide.] An apo

state. Proverbs

BA'CKSTAFF. s . [from back and staff; be

cause, in taking an observation, the ob-

server's back is turned towards the sun. ] An

instrument useful in taking the sun's altitude

at sea.

BACKSTAIRS. s. The private stairs in the

house. Bacon

BA'CKSTAYS . s . [from back and stay. ] Ropes

which keep the masts from pitching for

ward.

BA'CKSWORD. s. [ from back and sword.] A

sword with one sharp edge.

$6
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BA'CKWARD.

BACKWARDS.ad
v

. [back and þeand, St.x.]

1. With the back forward ; contrary to for

¡ wards. Genesis ix ,

2. Toward the back ; not forwards. Bacon.

3. Onthe back. Dryden.

4. From the present station to the place be-

hind.

5. Regressively.

8. From a better to a worse state .

6. Toward something past.

7. Reflectively.

9. Past ; in time past.

10. Perversely.

BA'CKWARD. a.

1. Unwilling ; averse .

2. Hesitating.

3. Sluggish ; dilatory.

Shakespeare.

Newton.

South

Davies.

Dryden.

Locke.

Shakespeare

Atterbury.

Shakespeare.

Wutts.

4. Dull ; not quick or apprehensive. South.

BA'CKWARD. s. The things past.

BA'CKWARDLY. ad. [from backward .]

1. Unwillingly ; aversely.

2. Perversely.

Shakespeare.

Sidney.

Shakespeare.

Atterbury

BA'CKWARDNESS. s. [from backward.]

Dulness ; sluggishness.

BA'CON. s. The flesh of a hog salted and

dried .

BAD. a. [quaad, Dutch.]

1. Ill ; not good.

2. Vicious ; corrupt.

3. Unfortunate ; unhappy:

4. Hurtful ; unwholesome.

5. Sick.

BAD. BADE. The preterite ofbid.

BADGE. s. [bajulamentum, low Latin .]

Pope.

Prior.

Dryden.

Addison

Dryder.

Shakespeare.

I, A mark of cognizance worn. Atterbury.

2. A token by which one is known. Fairfax.

3. The mark of any thing.

To BADGE. v. a. To mark .

BA'DGER. s . A brock ; a beast that lives in

the ground. Brown.

BA'DĞER. s. [bajulo , to carry, Lat.] One that

buys corn and victuals in one place, and

carries it to another.

BA'DLY. ad. Not well.

BA'DNESS . s. Want of good qualities.

To BA'FFLE. v . a. [beffler, French.]

1. To clude,

2. To confound.

Cowel

BAGATE'LLE. 8. [bagatelle, French.] A trifle

Not English.

BAGGAGE. 8. [baggage, French.]

1. The furniture of an army.

2. A worthless woman.

Prior

Bacon

Sidney.

BA'GNIO. s . [bagno, Ital.] A house for bathing

and sweating. Arbuthnot.

BA'GPIPE. s. [from bag and pipe.] A musica!

instrument consisting of a leathern bag and

pipes. Addison.

BA'GPIPER. s. [frombagpipe.] One that play

on a bagpipe. Shakespeare

BAIL. s. Bail is the freeing or setting at liberty

one arrested or imprisoned upon action ei.

ther civil or criminal, under security taken

for his appearance.

To BAIL. v. a . [from the noun.]

1. To give bail for another.

2. To admit to bail. Clarendon.

BA'ILABLE. a. [from bail . ] That may be set

at liberty by bail.

BA'ILIFF. s. [baillie, French.]

I. A subordinate officer. Addison.

2. An officer whose business it is to execute

arrests. Bacon.

3. An under steward of a manor.

BA'ILIWICK. s. [baillie, and pic, Saxon.]

The place or jurisdiction of a bailiff. Hale.

To BAIT. v. a . [bazan, Saxon .]

1. To put meat to tempt animals. Ray.

2. To give meat to one's self, or horses, on

the road. Fairy Queen.

To BAIT. v. a . [from battre, French . ]

1. To set dogs upon.

2. To clap the wings.

To BAIT. v. n. [from abate.]

place for refreshment.

BAIT. s.

Shakespeare

Shakespeare.

To stop at any

Paradise Lost.

1. Meat set to allure animals to a snare.

Shakespeare.

Addison.2. A temptation ; an enticement.

3. A refreshment on a journey.

BAIZE. s. A kind of coarse open cloth.

To BAKE. v. a. [bæcan, Saxon.]

1. To heat any thing in a close place .

2. To harden in the fire.

Addison. 3. To harden with heat.

To BAKE. v. n.

South.

Dryden.

3. To crush. Addison.

DA'FFLE. s. (from the verb.] A defeat. South.

BA'FFLER. s . [from baffle. ] He that puts to

Government ofthe Tongue.confusion.

BAG. s. [belge, Saxon.]

1. A sack or pouch. South.

2. That part of animals, in which some par-

ticular juices are contained, as the poison

of vipers. Dryden.

3. An ornamental purse of silk tied to men's

hair. Addison.

4. A term used to signify quantities ; as, a

bag of pepper.

Isaiah.

Bacon.

Dryden.

1. To do the work of baking. Shakespeare.

2. To be baked. Shakespeare.

BA'KEHOUSE. s . A place for baking bread

BA'KER. s. [from to bake.] He whose trade is

to bake.

BA'LANCE. s. [balance, Fr.]

1. A pair of scales.

2. The act of comparing two things.

3. The overplus of weight

South.

Atterbury.

Bacon.

4. That which is wanting to make two parts

of an account even.

5. Equipoise.

8
Pope.

6. The beating part of a watch. Locke.

7. In astronomy, one ofthe signs, Libra.

To BALANCE. v. a. [balancer, French.]To BAG. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To put into a bag. Dryden. 1. To weigh in a balance. L'Estrange.

2. To load with a bag. Dryden. 2. To counterpoise. Newton

To BAG. v. n. To swell like a full bag. 3. To regulate an account.
Locke.

Dryden. 4. To pay that which is wanting.
Prior
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To BA'LANCE. v . n. To hesitate ; to fluctu-

ate. Locke.

BA'LANCER. s. [from balance.] The person

that weighs .

BA'LASS Ruby. s. [balas, Fr.] A kind of ruby.

BALCONY. 8. [balcon, Fr.] A frame of wood,

or stone, before the window of a room.

BALD. a. [ bal, Welch.]

1. Without hair.

2. Without natural covering.

5. Unadorned ; inelegant.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.4 Stripped ; without dignity.

BA'LDERDÁSH. s. Rude mixture.

To BALDERDASH. v. a. To adulterate

liquor.

BA'LDLY. ad. [from bald . ] Nakedly ; meanly ;

inelegantly.

BA'LDMONY. s. Gentian ; a plant.

BALDNESS. s . [ from bald.]

1. The want of hair.

1. A large round short-necked vesselused in

chymistry.

2. A ball placed on a pillar.

3. A ball of pasteboard, stuffed with com-

bustible matter, which is shot up into the

air, and then bursts.

BA'LLOT. s . [ballotte, French.]

1. A little ball or ticket used in giving votes.

2. The act of voting by ballot.

To BA'LLOT. v . n. [balloter, Fr.] To choose

by balls, without open declaration of the

Wotton. Swift.

BALLOTATION. s. [from ballot.] The act of

voting by ballot.

vote.

BALM . s . [baume, French. ]

Wotton.

1. The sap or juice of a shrub remarkably

odoriferous.

2. Any valuable or fragrant ointment.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

3. Any thing that sooths or mitigates pain.

2. The loss of hair.

3. Meanness of writing.

BA'LDRICK. s.

1 A girdle.

2. The zodiack.

Swift. Shakespeare.•
BALM.

BALM Mint. }

s. The name of a plant.

Miller.

Pope. BALM of Gilead.

Spenser. 1. The juice drawn from the balsam tree.

2. A plant remarkable for the strong balsa-

mick scent of its leaves.

BALE. s. [balle, French. ] A bundle of goods.

Woodward.

BALE. s. [bæl, Sax.] Misery. Fairy Queen.

To BALE. v. a. To make up into a bundle.

BA'LEFUL. a . [from bale.]

1. Sorrowful ; sad. .
BA'LMY. a. [from balm.]

To BALM. v. a . [from the noun.]

1. To anoint with balm.

2. To sooth ; to mitigate.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Paradise Lost.

1. Having the qualities of balm. Milton.

2. Producing balm.

3. Soothing ; soft. Dryden.

4. Fragrant ; odoriferous. Dryden.

5. Mitigating ; assuasive . Shakespeare.

ing room. Brown.

2. Full of mischief. Fairy Queen. Dryden.

BA'LEFULLY. ad. [ from baleful .] Sorrowful-

ly; mischievously.

BALK. s. [balk, Dutch.] A great beam.

BALK. s. A ridge of land left unploughed.

To BALK. v. a. [ See the noun.]

1. To disappoint ; to frustrate.

2. To miss any thing.

3. To omit.

Prior.

Drayton.

Shakespeare.

BA'LKERS. s . Men who give a sign which

way the shoal of herrings is.

BALL. s . [bol, Danish. ]

1.

Carew.

.Any thing made in a round form. Howel.

2. A round thing to play with.

3. A globe.

Sidney.

Glanville.

4. A globe born as an ensign of sovereignty.

Bacon.

5. Any part of the body that approaches to

roundness . Peacham.

BALL. s . [bal, French.] An entertainment of

dancing. Swift.

BA'LLAD . s. [balade, Fr.] A song. Watts.

To BA'LLAD . v. n. To make or sing ballads.

Shakespeare.

BA'LLAD-SINGER. 8. One whose employ-

ment is to sing ballads in the streets. Gay.

BA'LLAST. s. [ballaste, Dutch, ] Something

put at the bottom ofa ship to keep it steady.

To BA'LLAST. v. a.

Wilkins.

1.To put weight at the bottom of a ship.

BA'LNEARY. s . [balnearium, Latin.] A bath-

BALNEA'TION. s. [from balneum, Latin . ]The

act of bathing. Brown.

BA'LNEATORY. a. [balneatorius, Latin .] Be-

longing to a bath.

BA'LSAM. s . [balsamum, Latin.] Ointment ;

unguent. Denham.

BA'LSAM Apple. An Indian plant .

BALSA'MICAL. a. Unctuous ; mitigating.

BALSA'MICK. } Hale.

BALUSTRA'DE. s . Rows of little turned

pillars, called balusters.

BA'MBOO. s. An Indian plant of the reed

kind.

To BAMBOOZLE. v. a. To deceive ; to im-

pose upon. A low word. Arbuthnot.

BAMBOOZLER. s. A cheat.

BAN. s. [ban, Teutonick .]

Arbuthnot.

1. Publick notice given of any thing Cowel.

2. A curse ; excommunication. Raleigh.

Milton.3. Interdiction.

4. Ban of the empire ; a public censure by

which the privileges of any German prince

are suspended.
Howel.

To BAN. v. a. [bannen, Dutch.] To curse ; to

Knolles.Wilkins.

2. To keep any thing steady.

BALLETTE. s. [ballette, Fr.] A dance.

BA'LLIARDS. s. Billiards.

Donne.

execrate.

BANA'NA Tree. Plantain,

BAND. s. [bende, Dutch

Spenser. 1. A tie ; a bandage. Shakespeare.
BALLO'N.

BALLOON. } s . [ballon, French .]
restraint.
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2. A chain by which any animal is kept in

3. Any union or connexion.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.
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4. Any thing bound round another. ' Bacon.

5. A company of persons joined together.

Tatler.

6. [In architecture.] Any flat low moulding,

fascia, face, or plinth.

ToBAND. v. a [from the noun.]

1. To unite together into one body or troop.

2. To bind over with a band.

BA'NDAGE. s. [bandage, French.]

Milton.

Dryden.

1. Something bound over another. Addison.

2. The fillet or roller wrapped over a wound-

ed member.

BA'NDBOX. s. [from band and box.] A slight

box used forbands and other things ofsmall

weight. Addison.

BA'NDELET. s. [ bandelet, French. ] Any flat

moulding or fillet.

BA'NDIT. s. In the plural banditti, [ban-

}s.BANDITTO. dito, Italian. ] A man out-

lawed. Shakespeare. Pope.

BANDOG. s. [from band and dog.] A mastiff.

Shakespeare.

BA'NDOLEERS. s. [bandouliers, French.]

Small wooden cases covered with leather,

each of them containing powder that is a

sufficient charge for a musket.

BA'NDROL. s . [banderol, Fr.] A little flag or

streamer.

BA'NDY. s. [from bander, Fr.] A club turned

round at bottom for striking a ball.

To BA'NDY. v. a.

1. To beat to and fro, or from one to another.

Blackmore.

2.To give and take reciprocally.

2. Any heap of earth piled up.

3. A bench of rowers.

Samuel

Waller.

4. A place where money is laid up to be

called for occasionally. South.

5. The company of persons concerned in

managing a joint stock of money.

To BANK. v. a. [from the noun.]

Thomson.

1. To lay up money in a bank.

2. To inclose with banks.

BANK-BILL. s. [from bank and bill.] A note

for money laid up in a bank, at the sight of

which the money is paid. Swift

BA'NKER. s. [from bank.] One that trafficks

in money. Dryden.

BANKRUPT. a. [banqueroute,French. ] In debt

beyond the power of payment.

BA'ŇKRUPT. s. A man in debt beyond the

power of payment. Bacon. Calamy. Pope.

To BANKRUPT. v. a. To break ; to disable

one from satisfying his creditors . Hammond.

BA'NKRUPTCY. s. [from bankrupt . ]

1. The state ofa man broken, or bankrupt.

2. The act of declaring one's self bankrupt.

BA'NNER. s. [banniere, French.]

1. A flag ; a standard.

•

Milton.

2. A streamer borne at the end of a lance.

BA'NNERET. s. [from banner.] A knight made

in the field. Camden.

BA'NNEROL. s. [ banderole, Fr.] A little flag

Camden.

BA'NNIAN. s. A man's undress or morning

or streamer.

gown.

BA'NNOCK. s. A kind of oaten or pease mea.

cake.

BANQUET. s. [banquet, Fr.] A feast. Job.

Shakespeare. To BANQUET. v. a. To treat any one with

3. To agitate ; to toss about.
Locke. feasts. Hayward.

To BANDY. v. n. To contend. Hudibras. To BANQUET. v. n. To feast ; to fare dain-

BAʼNDYLEG. s. [from bander, French. ] A tily.

crooked leg. Swift.

BA'NDY LEGGED. a. [from bandyleg.] Hav-

ing crooked legs.

BANE. s. [bana, Saxon.]

1. Poison.

2. Mischief'; ruin.

To BANE. v. a. To poison.

BA'NEFUL. a.

1. Poisonous.

2. Destructive.

Addison.

Hooker.

BA'NQUETER. s . [from banquet.]

South

1. A feaster ; one that fares deliciously.

2. He that makes feasts.

BANQUET-HOUSE.

};

8. [banquet and

BANQUETING-HOUSE. J house.] A house

where banquets are kept. Dryden.

Shakespeare. BA'NQUETTE. 8. A small bank at the foot

of the parapet.

Pope.

Ben Jonson,

BAʼNEFULNESS. s . [from baneful.] Poison-

ousness ; destructiveness

BA'NEWORT. s. Deadly nightshade.

To BANG. v. a. [vengolen, Dutch.]

Howel.1. Te beat ; to thump.

2. To handle roughly. Shakespeare.

BANG. s. [from the verb.] A blow ; a thump.

Hudibras.

To BA'NISH. v . a. [ banir, French.]

3. To condemn to leave his own country.

Shakespeare.

2. To drive away. Tillotson.

BAʼNISHER. 8. [from banish . ] He that forces

another from his own country. Shakespeare.

BA'NISHMENT. s.

1. The act of banishing another.

2. The state of being banished ; exile.Dryden.

BANK. s. [banc, Saxon ]

1. The earth rising on each side of a water.

Crashaws.

BA'NSTICKLE. s. A small fish ; a stickle-

back.

To BAʼNTER. v. a . [badiner, French.] To play

upon; to rally. L'Estrange.

BANTER. s. [from the verb. ] Ridicule ;

L'Estrange.raillery.

BA'NTERER. s. [from banter.] One that ban-

L'Estrange.
ters .

BAʼNTLING. s. [bairnling.] A little child .

Prior

BAPTISM. s . [ baptismus, Lat. BATTIJμos.]

1. Baptism is given by water, and that pre-

script form of words which the church of

Christ does use. Hooker.

2. Baptism is often taken in Scripture for

sufferings . Luke.

BAPTISMAL. a. [from baptism.] Of or per-

taining to baptism.
Hammond.

BAPTIST. s. [baptiste, Fr. Bas.] He that

administers baptism. Milton.

BAPTISTERY. „s. [baptisterium, Lat.] The
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place where the sacrament of baptism is

administered. Addison.

To BAPTIZE. v. a. [baptiser, French, from

Barr .] To christen ; to administer the sa-

crament of baptism. Milton. Rogers.

BAPTIZER. s. [ from to baptize . ] One that

christens ; one that administers baptism .

BAR. s. [barre, French.]

1. A piece ofwood laid across a passage to

hinder entrance.

2. A bolt.

3. Any obstacle.

Exodus.

Nehemiah.

Daniel.

BA'RBARISM. s . [barbarismus, Latin.]

1. A form of speech contrary to the purity

oflanguage.

2. Ignorance of arts ; want of learning .

Dryden.

Dryden

3. Brutality ; savageness of manners ; inci-

vility.

4. Cruelty ; hardness ofheart. Shakespeare .

BARBA'RITY. s . [ from barbarous.

1. Savageness ; incivility .

2. Cruelty ; inhumanity.

3. Impurity of speech.

4. A rock or bank at the entrance of a har- BA'RBAROUS. a. [barbare, French.]

bour.

5. Any thing used for prevention.
Hooker.

6. The places where causes of law are tried.

Dryden.

7. An inclosed place in a tavern, where the

housekeeper sits . Addison.

s . [ In law. ] A peremptory exception against

a demand or plea. Cowel.

9. Any thing by which any structure is held

together. Jonah.

10. Bars, in musick, are strokes drawn per-

pendicularly across the lines of a piece of

musick ; used to regulate the beating or

measure of musical time.

BAR-SHOT. s. Two half bullets joined toge-

ther by an iron bar.

To BAR. v. a. [from the noun.]

Clarendon.

Swift.

1. Ignorant of civility ; savage ; uncivilized

Davies,

Dryden

Clarendon,

2. Unacquainted with arts.

3. Cruel; inhuman.

BA'RBAROUSLY. ad. [ from barbarous.]

1. Without knowledge of arts .

2. In a manner contrary to the rules of

speech. Stepney.

Spectator.3. Cruelly ; inhumanly.

BA'RBAROUSNESS. s. [from barbarous. ]

1. Incivility of manners.

2. Impurity of language

3. Cruelty .

Temple.
Brerewood.

Hale.

To BA'RBECUE. v. a. To dress a hog whole

by broiling. Pope.

Shakespeare.

BARBECUE. s. A hog dressed whole.

BA'RBED. particip. a. [from to burb.]

1. To fasten or shut any thing with a bolt,
1. Furnished with armour.

or bar. Swift. 2. Bearded ; jagged with hooks. Milton.

Shakespeare. BA'RBEL. s . [from barb. ] A kind of fish found

Sidney. in rivers. Walton.

Dryden. BA'RBER. [from to barb.] A man who shaves

Hooker. Wotton.

2. To hinder ; to obstruct.

3. To prevent.

4. To shut out from.

5. To exclude from a claim.

6. To prohibit.

7. To except.

8. To hinder a suit.

BARB. s. [barba, a beard, Latin.]

Addison. To BA'RBER. v. a. [from the noun.] To dress

Shakespeare.

the beard.

out ; to powder. Shakespeare.

Dryden. BA'RBER-CHIRURGEON. s. A man who

joins the practice of surgery to the barber's

trade.1. Any thing that grows in the place of the

beard.

2. The points that stand backward in an

arrow.

Walton.

Pope.

Hayward.3. The armour for horses.

BARB. s. [contracted from Barbary.] A Bar-

bary horse.

To BARB. v. a. [from the noun.]

BA'RBER-MONGER. s. A fop

by his barber.

BA'RBERRY. s. [berberis, Lat.]

bush.

BARD. s . [hardd, Welch.] A poet.

BARE. a. [baɲe, Saxon.]

Mortimer.

Wiseman.

decked out

Shakespeare

Pipperidge

Spenser.

Addison

Clarendon.

Shakespeare. 3. Unadorned ; plain ; simple. Spenser.

Philips.

4. Detected ; without concealment.

5. Poor ; without plenty.

Milion.

Hooker,

6. Mere. South.

7. Threadbare ; much worn.

Hooker.

1. To shave ; to dress out the beard.

2. To furnish horses with armour. Dryden.

3. To jag arrows with hooks.

BA'RBACAN. s. [barbacane, French .]

1. A fortification placed before the walls of

a town. Spenser.

2. An opening in the wall through which the

guns are levelled.

BARBA'DOES Cherry. [malphigia, Lat.] A

pleasant tart fruit in the West Indies.

BARBA'DOES Tar.A bituminous substance,
differing little from petroleum. Woodward.

BARBA'RIAN. s.
་
*. A man uncivilized ; a savage. Stillingfleet.

2. A foreigner. Shakespeare.

3. A man without pity. Philips.
BARBA'RIAN. a. Savage. Pope.

BARBA'RICK. a. [barbaricus, Latin.] Foreign;

far-fetched ; perhaps, wrought in fret-work.

Milton.

1. Naked ; without covering.

2. Uncovered in respect.

8. Not united with any thing else.

To BARE. v . a . [from the adjective. ] To strip.

Bacon.

BARE. preterite of to bear.

BA'REBONE. s. [from bare and bone.] Lean.;

BARE'FACED. a.

Shakespeare,

Clarendon,

1. With the face naked ; not masked.

2. Shameless ; unreserved.

BAREFA'CEDLY. ad. [from barefaced.]

Openly;shamelessly ; without disguise. Locke.

BAREFA'CEDNESS . s . [from barefaced.],

Effrontery ; assurance ; audaciousness,

BA'REFOOT. a. [from bare and foot. ] With

out shoes. Addison.
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BAREFOOTED. a. Wanting shoes. Sidney.

BA'REHEADED. a. [from bare and head.]

Uncovered in respect.

BA'RELY. ad. [from bare.]

1. Nakedly.

2. Merely ; only.

BA'RENESS. s . [from bare.]

1. Nakedness.

2. Leanness.

3. Poverty.

4. Meanness of clothes.

BARGAIN. s. [bargaigne, French.]

1

1

Dryden.

Hooker.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

South.

1. A contract or agreement concerning sale.

Bacon.

2. The thing bought or sold . L'Estrange.

3. Stipulation. Bacon.

Dryden.

Arbuthnot.

4. Anunexpected reply, tending to obscenity.

5. An event ; an upshot.

To BA'RGAIN. v. n. To make a contract for

sale. Addison.

BARGAINEE'. s. [from bargain.] He or she

that accepts a bargain.

BA'RGAINER. s. [from bargain .] The person

who proffers or makes a bargain.

BARGE. s. [bargie, Dutch.]

t

1. A boat for pleasure. Raleigh.

2. A boat for burden on rivers.

BA'RGER. s. [from barge. ] The manager of a

barge. Carew.

BARK. 8. [barck, Danish.]

1. The rind or covering of a tree. Bacon.

2. [Barca, lowLat.] A small ship . Glanville.

To BARK. v. a. [from the noun. ] To strip trees

of their bark.

To BARK, v. n . [beoncan, Saxon.]

Temple.

1. To make the noise which a dog makes.

Cowley.

2. To clamour at. Shakespeare.

BA'RK-BARED. a. Stripped of the bark.

Mortimer.

BA'RKER. s. [from bark.]

1. One that barks or clamours. Ben Jonson.

2. One employed in stripping trees.

BA'RKY. a. [from bark. ] Consisting of bark.

Shakespeare.

BA'RLEY. 8. A grain of which malt is made.

BA'RLEYBRAKE. s. A kind of rural play.

Derkum

BAROMETRICAL. a. [from barometer.]

Relating to the barometer.

BA'RON. s. [baro, Latin.]

1. A degree of nobility next to a viscount.

2. Baron is an officer, as barons ofthe exche

quer.

3. There are also barons of the cinque-ports,

that have places in the lower house of par-

liament.

4. Baron is used for the husband in relation

to his wife. Cowel.

5. A baron of beef is when two sirloins are

not cut asunder. Dict.

B'ARONAGE. s. [from baron.] The dignity of
a baron.

BA'RONESS. s . [baronessa, Italian .] A baron's

lady.

BA'RONET. s. [of baron and et, diminutive

termination.] The lowest degree of honour

that is hereditary ; it is below a baron, and

above a knight.

BA'RONY. s. [baronnie, Fr.] That honour or

lordship that gives title to a baron. Cowel.

BA'ROSCOPE. s. [Bago and oxoTTE .] An in-

strument to shew the weight of the atmos

phere. Arbuthnot.

BA'RRACAN. s. [bouracan, French .] A strong

thick kind of camelot.

BA'RRACK. s . [barracca, Span.] Building to

lodge soldiers.

BA'RRATOR. s. [barrateur, old Fr. a cheat.]

A wrangler and encourager of law suits.

Arbuthnot.

BA'RRATRY. s. [from barrator.] Foul practice

in law. Hudibras.

BA'RREL. s . [baril, Welch.]

1. A round wooden vessel to be stopped close

for keeping liquors. Dryden.

2. A barrel of wine is thirty one gallons and

a half; of ale, thirty-two gallons ; of beer,

thirty-six gallons ; and of beer vinegar, thir-

ty-four gallons.

3. Any thing hollow, as the barrel of a gun.

4. A cylinder.

Digby.

Moxon.

To BA'RREL. v. a. To put any thing in a

barrel.

BA'RREL-BELLIED. a.Having a large belly.

Sidney.

BA'RREN. a. [baɲe, Saxon ]

1. Not prolifick.

BA'RLEY-BROTH. s. [barley and broth.]

Strong beer. Shakespeare.

BA'RLEYCORN. s. [from barley and corn.]

A grain ofbarley. Tickell.

BARM. s. [barm, Welch.] Yeast ; the ferment

put into drink to make it work. Shakespeare.

BA'RMY. a. [from barm.] Containing barm.

Dryden.

BARN. s. [benn, Saxon.] A place or house for

laying up any sort of grain, hay, or straw.

Addison.

BA'RNACLE. s. [beann, a child , and aac, an

oak. ] A bird like a goose, fabulously sup-

posed to grow on trees. Bentley.

BARO'METER. s. [Bagos and μrgov.]

A machine for measuring the weight of the

atmosphere, and the variations in it, in order

chiefly to determine the changes of the

weather.
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Spenser.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Pope.

Swift.

2. Unfruitful ; not fertile ; sterile .

3. Not copious ; scanty.

4. Unmcaning ; uninventive ; dull. Shakesp.

BA'RRENLY. ad. [from barren. ] Unfruitfully.

BA'RRENNESS. s. [from barren.]

1. Want of the power ofprocreation. Milton.

2. Unfruitfulnesf ; sterility .

3. Want of invention.

4. Want of matter.

Bacon

Dryden.

Hooker.

5. In theology, want of sensibility. Taylor.

BA'RREN-WÖRT. s. A plant.

BA'RRFUL. a. [bar and full . ] Full of obstruc-
tion.

Shakespeare

BARRICA'DE. s. [barricade, French.]

1. A fortification made to keep offan attack.

2. Anystop ; bar ; obstruction. Denham.

TO BARRICA'DE. v. a. [barricader, Fr.] To

stop up a passage. Gay
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Bacon.

BARRICA'DO. 8. [barricada, Spanish. ] A for- BA'SHFULLY. ad. [from bashful.] Timorous™

tification ; a bar.

To BARRICA'DO. v . a . To fortify ; to bar.

ly ; modestly.

BA'SHFULNESS . s. [from bashful.]

Clarendon. 1. Modesty. Dryden

BA'RRIER. s . [barriere, French.] 2. Vicious or rustick shamc. Dryden.

1. A barricade ; an entrenchment. Pope. BA'SIL. s . The name of a plant.

2. A fortification, or strong place.

3. A stop ; an obstruction.

Swift. BA'SIL. s. The angle to which the edge of a

joiner's tool is ground away.

BA'SIL. s. The skin of a sheep tanned.

Wutts.

4. A bar to mark the limits of any place.

Bacon.

5. A boundary. Pope.

BA'RRISTER.'s. [from bar. ] A person quali-

fied to plead the causes of clients at the bar

in the courts ofjustice. Blount.

BA'RROW. s. [ benepe, Saxon.] Any carriage

moved by the hand, as a hand-burrow , a

wheel-barrow. Gay.

BA'RROW. s . [beng, Saxon. ] A hog.

To BA'RTER. v . n. [baratter, Fr.] To traffick

by exchanging one commodity for another.
Collier.

To BA'RTER. v. a. To give any thing in ex-

change. Prior.

BARTER 8. [from the verb .] The act orprac-

tice of trafficking by exchange. Felton.

BARTERER. s. [ from barter.] He that traf-

ficks by exchange.

BARTERY. s. [from barter.] Exchange of

commodities.

BARTRAM. s A plant ; pellitory.

BASE. a. [bas, French.]

1. Mean; vile ; worthless .

Camden.

Peacham.

Camd.

2. Disingenuous ; illiberal ; ungenerous . At.

3. Oflow station ; ofmean account. Dryden.

4. Base born ; born out of wedlock.

5. [Applied to metals. ] Without value. Watts.

6. [Applied to sounds. ] Deep ; grave. Bacon.

BASE-BORN. a. Born out of wedlock. Gay.

BASE-COURT. s. Lower court.

BASE-MINDED. a. Mean-spirited.

BASE-VIOL. s. An instrument used in con-

certs for the base sound.

Camden.

Addison.

BASE. s . [ bus, French . [

1. The bottom of any thing.

2. The pedestal of a statue.

3. Housings.

4. The bottom of a cone.

Prior.

Broome.

Sidney,

Hudibras.5. Stockings.

6. The place from which racers or tilters run.

Dryden.

7. The string that gives a base sound. Dryd.

8. An old rustick play. Shakespeare.

To BASE. v. a . [basier, Fr.] To embase ; to

make less valuable.

BA'SELY. ad. [from base.]

1. Basely ; dishonourably.

2. In bastardy.

BA'SENESS . s . [from buse.]

1. Meanness ; vileness.

2. Vileness of metal.

3. Bastardy.

4. Deepness of sound.

Bacon.

Clarendon.

Knolles,

South,

Swift.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

To BASH. v. n. [probably from base. ] To be

ashamed.
Spenser.

BASHA'W . 8. Among the Turks, the viceroy

of a province. Bacon.

BASHFUL. a. [verbacsen, Dutch.]

1. Modest ; shamefaced.

2 Viciously modest.

Shakespeare.

Sidney.

To BA'SIL. v. a. To grind the edge of a tool to

an angle. Moxon.

BASILICA. s . [Bacininn .] The middle vein of

Quincy.
the arm .

BASILICAL. 7 a. [from basilica .] Used only

BASILICK. ofthe basilick vein. Sharp.

BA'SILICK. s . [ basilique, Fr. Basin.iun.] A

large hall, a magnificent church.

BASILICON. s. [ Beziλinov. ] An ointment, cal-

led also tetrapharmacon . Wiseman.

BA'SILISK. s. [basiliscus, Latin.]

1. A kind of serpent ; a cockatrice ; said to

kill by looking. He is called basilisk, or lit-

tle king, from a comb or crest on his head.

2. A species of cannon.

BA'SIN. s . [basin, French .]

Brown.

Brown.

1. A small vessel to hold water for washing,

or other uses.

2. A small pond.

Brown.

Spectator.

3. A part ofthe sea inclosed in rocks . Pope.

4. Any hollow place capacious of liquids .

Blackmore.

5. A dock for repairing and building ships.

6. Basins ofa balance ; the same with the scales.

BA'SIS . s. [ basis, Latin .]

1. The foundation of any thing. Dryden.

2. The lowest of the three principal parts of

a column. Addison.

3. That on which any thing is raised. Denb.

4. The pedestal. Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.5. The ground work.

To BASK. v. a. [buckeren, Dutch.] To warm

bylaying out in the heat. Milton.

To BAŠK . v. n. To lie in the warmth. Dryden.

BA'SKET. s . [ busged, Welch.] A vessel made

oftwigs, rushes, or splinters. Dryden.
BASKET-HILT . s. A hilt of a weapon so

made as to contain the whole hand. Hudib.

BA'SKET WOMAN. s. A woman that plies

at markets with a basket.

BASS. a. [ In musick. ] Grave ; deep.

BASS-VIOL. See BASE-VIOL.

BASS. s. [ By Junius, derived from some Bri-

tish word signifying a rush ; perhaps proper

ly boss, from the French bosse. ] A mat used

in churches. Mortimer.

BASS-RELIEF. s . [bass and relief.] Sculpture,

the figures of which do not stand out from

the ground in their full proportion ; low

sculpture.

BA'SSET. s. [busset, French ] A game at cards.

Pennis.

BASSO'N. s. [husson, Fr.] A musical instru-

BASSO'ON. Š ment of the wind kind, blown

with a reed.

BA'SSOCK. s. Bass, a mat.

BA'STARD. 8. [bastardd, Welch. ]

1. A person born ofa woman out ofwedlock.

2. Any thing spurious. Shakespeare,
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BA'STARD. a.

1. Begotten out of wedlock. Shakespeare.

2. Spurious ; supposititious ; adulterate. Tem.

To BA'STARD. v . a. To convict of being a

bastard.

To BA'STARDIZE. v. a. [from bastard.]

1. To convict of being a bastard.

2. To begeta bastard. Shakespeare.

BA'STARDLY. ad. [from bastard.] In the

manner of a bastard. Donne.

To BASTE. v. a. [ bastonner, French.]

1. To beat with a stick . Hudibras.

2. To drip butter upon meat on the spit.

Shakespeare.

3. [buster, French. ] To sew slightly .

BASTINA'DE.

BASTINA'DO. }
s. [bastonnade, French.]

1. The act of beating with a cudgel. Sidney.

2. A Turkish punishment of beating an of-

fender on his feet.

To BASTINA'DE.

To BASTINA'DO.

v. a. [from the noun ;

bastonner, Fr.] To beat.

Arbuthnot.

BA'STION. s . [bastion, Fr. ] A huge mass of

earth, usually faced with sods, standing out

from a rampart ; a bulwark. Harris.

BAT. s. [bat, Sax.] A heavy stick. Hakew.

BAT. s. An animal having the body ofa mouse,

and the wings of a bird ; not with feathers,

but with a sort of skin which is extended.

It brings forth its young alive, and suckles

them . Davies.

BAT-FOWLING. s. [from bat and fowl. ] Bird

catching in the night time. They light tor-

ches, then beat the bushes ; upon which the

birds, flying to the flames, are caught.

Peacham .

Ba-BA'TABLE. a . [from bate . ] Disputable.

table ground seems to be the ground hereto-

fore in question, whether it belonged to Eng-

land or Scotland.

BATCH. s. [from bake.]

1. The quantity of bread baked at a time.

Mortimer.

2. Any quantity made at once. Ben Jonson.

BATE. s. [from debate. ] Strife ; contention.

To BATE. v. a. [contracted from abate. ]

I. To lessen any thing ; to retrench.

2. To sink the price.

3. To lessen a demand.

4. To cut off.

To BATE. «N.

1. To grow less .

2. To remit.

BATE. Once the preterite of bite.

To BATHE. v. a. [baðian, Saxon.]

I. To wash in a bath. South.

2. To supple or soften bythe outward appli-

cation of warm liquors.

3. To wash with any thing.

Dryden.

Dryden.

To BATHE. v . n. To be in the water. Waller.

BATING. prep. [from bate. ] Except. Rowe.

BA'TLET. s. [ frombute. ] A square piece of

wood used in beating linen. Shakespeare.

BATO'ON. s . [báton, Fr. formerly spelt baston.]

I. A staff or block. Bacon.

2. A truncheon or marshall's staff.

BATTAILOUS. a. [from battaille, Fr.] War-

like ; with military appearance. Fairfax.

BATTALIA. s. [battaglia, Ital . ] The order of

battle. Clarendon.

BATTALION. s. [bataillon, French.]

1.A division of an army; a troop; a body

of forces.

2. An army.

To BATTEN. v. a.

1. To fatten, or make fat.

2. To fertilize.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

Milton,

Philips,

Garth.To BATTEN. v. n. To grow fat.

BATTEN. s. A batten is a scantling of wooden

stuff. Moxon.

To BAʼTTER. v. a . [battre, to beat, French. ]

1. To beat ; to beat down.
1

Waller.

Swift.

Southern.

2. To wear with beating.

3. To wear out with service.

BATTER. s. [from to butter. ] A mixture of se-

veral ingredients beaten together. King.

BATTERER. s. [ from batter.] He that batters.

BATTERY. s. [from batterie, French.]

1.The act ofbattering. Locke.

2.The instrument with which a town is bat-

tered. South.

3. The raised work upon which cannons are

mounted.

4. In law, a violent striking of any snan.

Shakespeare

BATTLE. s. [ bataille, French .]

1. A fight ; an encounter between opposite

armies. Ecclesiasticus.

2. Abody offorces. Not used. Bacon.

3. The main body. Hayward.

To BATTLE. v. n . [batailler, Fr ] To contend

in fight. Prior.

Shakespeare. BATTLE-ARRA'Y. s. Array, or order of

Locke. 'battle. Addison.

Shakespeare. BATTLE-AXE.s. A weapon in form of an

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

BATEFUL. a. [from bate and full.]

tentious.

BATEMENT. s. Diminution.

BATH. s . [bað, Saxon ]

axe ; a bill. Carew.

BATTLE-DOOR. s. [door and battle.] An in-

strument with a round handle and a flat

Dryden. blade. Locke

Spenser. BATTLEM
ENT

. s. [from battle. ] A wall with

interstices. Norris.

Sidney. BATTY. a. [from bat .] Belonging to a bat.

Moxon.

Con-

1. A bath is either ofhot or cold water, either

of art or nature.
Quincy.

2. Outward heat, applied to the body.

Shakespeare.

3. A vessel of hot water, in which another is

piced that requires a softer heat than the
naked fire.

Quincy.
4. A sort of Hebrewmeasure, containing se-

ven gallons and four pints. Calmet.

Shakespeare.

BA'VAROY. s. A kind ofcloak.

BAUBEE'.s. In Scotland, a halfpenny.

Gay.

Bramston.

BA'VIN. s. A stick like those bound up in fag-

gots . Mortimer.

BA'WBLE. s . [ baubellum, barbarous Latin.] A

gew-gaw; a trifling piece offinery. Prior.

BA'WBLING. a. [from bawble. ] Trifling ; con-

temptible. Shakespeare.

BA'WCOCK. s. A fine fellow. Shakespeare.
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BAWD. 8. [baude, old Fr.] A procurer or-pro-

Dryden.curess.

ToBAWD. v. n. [from the noun.] To procure.

Swift.

BA'WDILY. ad. [from bawdy.] Obscenely.

BA'WDINESS. s. [from bawdy. ] Obsceneness.

BA'WDRICK. s. [ See BALDRICK. ] A belt.

BAWDRY. s.

Chapman.

1. A wicked practice ofprocuring and bring-

ing whores and rogues together. Ayliffe.

2. Obscenity. Ben Jonson.

BAWDY. a. [from bawd.] Obscene ; unchaste.

Southern.

BA'WDY-HOUSE. s. A house where traffick

is made by wickedness and debauchery.

Dennis.

To BAWL. v. n. [balo, Latin.]

1. To hoot ; to cry out with vehemence.

Smith on Philips.

2. To cry as a froward child. L'Estrange.

To BAWL. v. a. To proclaim as a crier. Swift.

BA'WREL. s. A kind ofhawk. Dict.

BA'WSIN. s. A badger. Dict.

BAY. a. [badius, Latin .] A bay horse is inclin-

ing to a chesnut. All bay horses have thick

black manes.
Dryden.

BAY. s. [baye, Dutch.] An opening into the

land. Bacon.

BAY. s. The state of any thing surrounded by

enemies. Swift. Thomson.

BAY. s. In architecture, a term used to signify

the magnitude of a building. Bays arefrom

fourteen to twenty feet long. Shakespeare.

BAY. s. A tree.

BAY. s. An honorary crown or garland . Pope.

To BAY. v. n. [abbaier, French.]

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

1. To bark as a dog at a thief.

2. To shut in.

ToBAY. v. a. To follow with barking. Shak.

BAY Salt. Salt made of sea-water, which re-

ceives its consistence from the heat of the

sun, and is so called from its brown colour.

Bacon.

BAY Window. A window jutting outward.

Shakespeare.

BA'YARD. s. [from bay.] A bay horse.

BAYONET. s. [bayonette, French. ] A short

sword fixed at the end of a musket.

BDE'LLIUM. s. [ deλλov. ] An aromatick gum

brought from the Levant. Raleigh .
To BE, v. n.

1. To have some certain state, condition,

quality ;; as, the man is wise. Shakespeare.

2. It is the auxiliary verb by which the verb

passive is formed. Shakespeare.

3. To exist ; to have existence. Dryden.

4. To have something by appointment or
rule. Locke.

BEACH. s . The shore ; the strand. Milton.

BE'ACHED. a. [from beach. ] Exposed to the

waves. Shakespeare.

BEA'CHY. a . [from beach.] Having beaches.

Shakespeare

BEACON. s . [beacon, Saxon.]

Gay.

1. Something raised on an eminence, to be

fired on the approach of an enemy.

2. Marks erected to direct navigators.

BEAD. s. [beade, prayer, Saxon.]

1. Small globes orballs strung upon a thread,

and used by the Romanists to count their

prayers. Pope.

2. Little balls worn about the neck for orna-

ment. Shakespeare.

3. Any globular bodies. Boyle.

BEAD Tree. s. [AZEDARACH. ] The nut is, by

religious persons, bored through, and strung

as beads ; whence it takes its name. Miller.

BE'ADLE. s. [ bydel, Saxon, a messenger. ]

1. A messenger or servitor belonging to a

Cowel.court.

2. A petty officer in parishes.

BE'ADROLL. s. [from bead and roll.]

Prior.

A catalogue of those who are mentioned at

prayers. Bacon.

BE'ADSMAN. s. [from bead and man.] A man

employed in praying for another. Spenser.

BEAGLE. s. [bigle, Fr. ] A small hound with

which hares are hunted. Dryden.

BEAK. s. [bec, French. ]

1. The bill or horny mouth ofa bird . Milton.

2. A piece of brass like a beak, fixed at the

head ofthe ancient gallies . Dryden.

3. Any thing ending in a point like a beak.

Carew.

BEAKED. a. [from veak .] Having a beak.

Milton.

BE'AKER. s . [from beak. ] A cup with a spout

in the form of a bird's beak. Pope.

BEAL. s. [bolla, Ital. ] A whelk or pimple.

To BEAL. v. n. [ from the noun. ] To ripen ; to

gather matter.

BEAM. s. [beam, Saxon, a tree.]

1. The main piece of timber that supports

the house.

2. Any large and long piece of timber.

Dryden.

3. That part ofabalance at the ends ofwhich

the scales are suspended .

4. The horn of a stag.

5. The pole of a chariot.

Wilkins.

Denham.

Dryden.

6. A cylindrical piece of wood belonging to

the loom , on which the web is gradually roll.

ed as it is wove. Chronicles.

7. The ray of light emitted from some lumi-

nous body. Pope.

Pope.

To BEAM. v. n. [from the noun.] To emit

rays orbeams .

BEAM Tree. s. Wildservice.

BE'AMY. a. [from beam.]

1. Radiant ; shining ; emitting beams. Smith

2. Having horns or antlers. Dryden.

BEAN. s . [faba, Lat.] The common garden

bean. The horse bean.

BEAN Caper. s. [fabago, Latin.] A plant.

To BEAR. v . a. pret. Ibore, or bare. [bcoɲan,

Saxon.]

1. To carry as a burden. Isaiah.

Dryden.

Shak.

2. To convey or carry.

3. To carry as a mark of authority.

4. To carry as a mark of distinction. Hale.

5. To carry as in show. Shakespeare.

John.6. To carry as in trust.

7. To support ; to keep from falling Hooker.

8. To keep afloat. Genesis.

9. To support with proportionate strength.

Arbuthnot

10. To carryin the mind, as love, hate. D
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11. To endure, as pain, without sinking. BEARDED . a . [from beard.]

Psalms.
1. Having a beard. Dryder.

12. To suffer ; to undergo. Job.

13. To permit . Dryden.

2. Having sharp prickles, as corn.

3. Barbed or jagged.

Milion.

Dryden.

14. To be capable of; to admit. Hooker. BEARDLESS. a. [from beard.]

15. To produce, as fruit.

16. To bring forth, as a child.

Pope.

Genesis.

1. Without a beard. Camden.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Locke.

Swift.

17. To possess, aspower or honour. Addison .

18. To gain ; to win.

19. To maintain ; to keep-up.

20. To support any thing good or bad . Bac.

21. To exhibit.

22. To be answerable for.

23. To supply.

24. To be the object of.

25. To behave.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Ben Jonson.

Milton.

26. To impel ; to urge ; to push. Hayward.

27. To press.

28. To incite ; to animate.

29. To bear in hand. To amuse with false pre-

tences ; to deceive. Shakespeare.

30. To bear off. To carryaway by force.
Creech.

31. To bear out. To support ; to maintain.

South.

To BEAR. v. n.

1. To suffer pain.

2. To be patient.

3. To be fruitful or prolifick .

4. To take effect ; to succeed.

'Pope.

Dryden.

2. Youthful.

BEARER. s. [ from to bear. ]

1. A carrier of any thing.

2. One employed in carryingburdens. Chron.

3. One who wears any thing. Shakespeare.

4. One who carries the body to the grave.

5. A tree that yields its produce. Boyle.

6. [ In architecture . ]A post or brick wall rais

ed up between the ends ofa piece oftimber.

BE'ARHERD. s . [from bear and herd.] A man

Shakespeare.
that tends bears.

BE'ARING. s. [from bear.]

1. The site orplace of any thing with respect

to something else ; aspect ; position . Pope.

2. Gesture ; mien ; behaviour. Shakespeare.

BE'ARWARD . s. [from bear and ward.]

A keeper of bears.

BEAST. [beste, French.]

Shakespeare.

1. An animal as distinguished from birds, in-

sects, fishes, and man. Shakespeare

2.An irrational animal, opposed to man. Dry,

3. A brutal savage man.

Bucon. BE'ASTLINESS . s. [from beastly.] Brutality.

Guardian.

5. Totend ;to be directed to any point. Boyle.

6. To act as an impellent.

7. To act upon.

Wilkins.

Hayward.

8. To be situated with respect to otherplaces.

9. To bear up. To stand firm without falling.

Brown.

10. To bear with. To endure an unpleasing

thing.

BEAR. s . [beɲa, Saxon.]

1. A rough savage animal.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Cretch.

Bacon.

2. The name of two constellations , called the

greater and lesser beur ; in the tail of the les-

serbear, is the pole star.

BEAR-BIND. s. A species of hindweed.

BEAR-FLY. s . An insect.

BEAR-GARDEN. s. [from bear and garden.]

1. A place in which bears are kept forsport.

Spectator,

2. Any place of tumult or misrule.

BEAR'S-BREECH. s. [acanthus, Lat.] The

name ofa plant.

BEAR's-EAR, or Auricula. s . The name of a

plant.

BEAR'S FOOT. s . A species of hellebore

BEAR'S-WORT. s. An herb.

BEARD . s. [beard, Saxon.]

1. Thehair that grows upon the lips and chin.

2. Beard is used for the face.

Prior.

Hudibras.

Locke.3. He has a long beard, he is old.

4. Sharp prickles growing upon the ears of

corn. L'Estrange.

5. A barh on an arrow.

6. The beard of a horse, is that par: which

bears the curb of the bridle. Fartier's Dict.

To BEARD. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To take or pluck by the beard. Shak.

2. To oppose to the face ; as, bearded by boys.

Moore.

BE'ASTLY. a . [ from beast.]

Spenser.

1. Brutal ; contrary to the nature and digni-

ty of man. Ben Jonson.

2. Havingthe nature or form of beasts. Prior.

To BEAT. v. a. preter. beat, part. pass. beut, or

beaten. [battre, French.]

1. To strike ; to knock.

2. To punish with stripes .

Dryden.

Locke.

3. To strike an instrument ofmusick . Shak .

4. To comminute by blows. Brocne.

5. To strike ground ; to rouse game. Prior.

6. To thresh corn. Ruth.

7. To mix things by long and frequent agita:

tion. Royle.

8. To batter with engines of war. Judges.

9. To dash as water, orbrush as wind. Pope.

10. To tread a path. Blackmore.

11. To make apath by treading it. Locke

12. To conquer ; to subdue ; to vanquish.

13. To harass ; to over-labour.

14. To lay or press.

15. To depress.

16. To drive by violence.

Arbuthnot!

Hakewell.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

Dryden.

17. To move with fluttering agitation . Dryd.

18. To beat down. To lessen the price demand-

ed . Dryden.

19. To beat up. To attack suddenly.

20. To beat the hoof. To walk ; to go on

foot.

To BEAT. v. n.

3. To knock at a door.

1. To move in a pulsatory manner. Collier.

2. To dash, as a flood orstorm .
Bacon.

Judges.

Shakesp

Shakesp

Pope.

Jonah,

Hooker

4. To throb ; to be in agitation .

5. To fluctuate ; to be in motion.

6. To try different ways ; to search.

7. To actupon with violence.

8. To enforce by repetition.
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BEAT. s. [from the verb.]

1. Stroke.

2. Manner ofstriking.

BEATEN. particip. [ from to beat. ]

BE'ATER. 8. [from beat.]

BEATIFICK.

Grew.

). An instrument with which any thing is

comminuted or mingled . Moxon.

2. A person much given to blows. Ascham.

BEATIFICAL Blissful . It is used only ofa. [beatificus, low Latin.]

heavenly fruition after death. South.

BEATIFICALLY. ad. [from beatifical .] In

such a manner as to complete happiness.

Hakewell.

BEATIFICATION. s. Beatification is an ac-

knowledgment made by the pope, that the

person beatified is in heaven, and therefore

may be reverenced as blessed.

To BEATIFY. v . a. [ beatifico, Latin .] To bless

with the completion of celestial njoyment.

Hammond.

BEATING. 8. [from beat .] Correction by

blows. BenJonson.

BEATITUDE. s. [ beatitudo, Latin.]

1. Blessedness ; felicity ; happiness. Taylor.

2. A declaration of blessedness made by our

Saviour to particular virtues .

BEAU. s. [beau, Fr.] A man of dress. Dryden.

BE'AVER. s . [bariere, French .]

1. An animal, otherwise named the castor,

amphibious, and remarkable for his art in

building his habitation. Hakewell.

Addison.2. A hat of the best kind.

3. [bavire, Fr.] The part of a helmet that co.

vers the face. Bacon.

BE'AVERED. a . [ from beaver. ] Covered with

a beaver.
Pope.

BEAU'ISH. a . [from beau .] Befitting a beau ;

foppish.

BEAUTEOUS. a. [from beauty .] Fair ; elegant

in form. Prior.

BEAUTEOUSLY. ad. [from beauteous.] In a

beauteous manner.
Taylor.

Donne.

BEAUTEOUSNESS. 8. [from beauteous .]

The state of being beauteous.

BEAUTIFUL. a. Fair ; handsome. Raleigh

BEAUTIFULLY. ad. [from beautiful.]

In a beautiful manner.

BEAUTIFULNESS. s. [from beautiful.]

The quality of being beautiful.

To BEAUTIFY. v. a. [from beauty.]

To adorn ; to embellish.

Prior.

Blackmore.

To BEAUTIFY. v. n. To grow beautiful. Add.

BEAUTY. s. [ beauté, French.]

1. That assemblage of graces which pleases

the eye.
Ray.

2. A particular grace. Dryden.

3. Abeautiful person. Paradise Lost.

To BEAUTY. v. a. [from the noun.] TO

adorn ; to beautify. Shakespeare.

BEAUTY-SPOT. s . [from beauty and spot ] A

spot placed to heighten some beauty. Grew.

BECAFI'CO. s. [ becafigo, Spanish.] A bird

like a nightingale ; a fig-pecker. Pope.

To BECA'LM. v. a. [from calm ]

1. To still the elements.

2. To keep a ship from motion.

3. To quiet the mind.

BECA'ME. The preterite of become.`

BECAUSE. conjunct. [from be and cause.] For

this reason that ; on this account that.

Hammond

To BECHANCE. v . n. [from be and chance. ]

To befal ; to happen to. Shakespeare.

BE'CHICKS. s. [BnXina.] Medicines proper

for relieving coughs.

To BECK. v. a. [ beacan, Saxon.] To make a

sign with the head.

BECK. s. [from the verb.]

1. A sign with the head ; a nod.

2. A nod ofcommand.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

Pope.

To BECKON. v. n. To make a sign. Addison.

To BECLIP. v. a. [of beclyppan, Saxon.] To

embrace.

To BECO'ME. v. n . pret. I became ; comp.

pret. I have become.

1. To enter into some state or condition.

2. To become of. To be the fate

the end of.

To BECO'ME. v. a. [from be or

chemen, Saxon.]

Gen. ii. 7.

of; to be

Raleigh.

by, and

1. To appear in a manner suitable to some-

thing. Dryden.

2. To be suitable to the person ; to be fit.

Shakespeare. Stillingfleet.

BECO'MING . particip. a. [from become. ] That

which pleases by an elegant propriety ;

graceful. Suckling.

BECO'MING. s. [from become. ] Behaviour.

Shakespeare,

BECO'MINGLY. ad. After a becoming man

ner.

BECO'MINGNESS. s. [from becoming.] Ele-

gant congruity ; propriety. Grew.

BED. s . [bed, Saxon. ]

1. Something to sleep on.

2. Lodging.

3. Marriage.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

Clarendon.

4. Bank of earth raised in a garden. Bacon.

5. The channel of a river, or any hollow.

6. The place where any thing is generated.

Addison.

Addison.

Burnet.7.A layer ; a stratum.

8. To bring to BED. To deliver of a child.

9. To make the BED. To put the bed in order

after it has been used.

To BED. v. a . [from the noun.]

1. To go to bed with.

2, To place in bed.

Shakespeare

Bacon,

Bacon.

Mortimer.

Donne

Shakespeare.

Wiseman.

s.To make partaker ofthe bed.

4 To sow, or plant in the earth .

5.To lay in a place of rest.

6. To lay in order ; to stratify.

To BED. v. n. To cohabit.

TO BEDA'BBLE. v. a. [from dabble.] To wet ;

to besprinkle. Shakespeare.

To BEDA'GGLE. v. a. [from daggle .] To

bemire.

To BEDA'SH. v. a. [from dash.] To be

spatter. Shakespeare.

To BEDA'UB. v. a. [from daub.] To besmear.

Shakespeare,Dryden.

Locke. To BEDAʼZZLE. v. a. To make the sight dim

Philips by too much lustre. Shakespeare
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BEDCHAMBER. s. The chamber appropri-

ated to rest. Clarendon.

}

BE'DCLOTHES. s. Coverlets spread over a

bed. Shakespeare.

BE'DDER. s. [from bed. ] The nether

BEDETTER. stone of an oil mill.

BE'DDING. s. [from bed. ] The materials of

a bed. Dryden.

To BEDECK. v. a. [ from deck.] To deck ; to

adorn ; to embellish. Norris.

BE'DEHOUSE. s. [ from bede, Sax. a prayer,

and house. ] An bospital or almshouse.

To BEDE'W. v. a. [ from dew. ] To moisten

gently, as with the fall ofdew. Shakespeare.

BE'DFELLOW. s. [from bed and fellow.] Onet.
that lies in the same bed. Shakespeare.

To BEDIGHT. v. a. [from dight.] To adorn ;

to dress.

To BEDI'M. v. a. [from dim.] To obscure ; to

cloud ; to darken. Shakespeare.

To BEDI'ZEN. v. a. [from dizen.] To dress out.
A low term .

Gay.

BEDLAM 8. [corrupted from Bethlehem, the

name ofa religious house in London, convert-

ed afterwards into an hospital for the mad.]

1. A madhouse.

2. A madman.
Shakespeare.

BEDLAM. Belonging to a madhouse. Sh.

BE'DLAMITE. s. [ from bedlam.] A madman

Lewis.

BE'DMAKER. s. [from bed and maker.] A

person in the universities, whose office it is

to make the beds. Spectator.

BE'DMATE. s . [from bed and mate ] A bed-

fellow. Shakespeare.

BE'DMOULDING.

Locke.1. The animal that makes honey.

2. An industrious and careful person.

BEE-EATER. s . [from bee and eat.] A bird

that feeds upon bees.

BEE-FLOWER. s. [from bee and flower.] A

species offool-stones. Miller.

BEE-GARDEN. s . A place to set hives of

bees in. Mortimer.

BEE-HIVE. s. The case or box in which bees

are kept.

BEE-MASTER. s. One that keeps bees . Mort.

BEECH. s. [ bece , or boc, Saxon.] Atree that

bears mast. Dryden.

BE'ECHEN. a . [bucene, Saxon.] Consisting
ofthe wood of the beech. Dryden.

BEEF. s. [bœuf, French.]

1.The flesh of black cattle prepared for food.`

Swift.

2. An ox, bull, or cow. It has the plural

beeves.
Raleigh.

BEEF. a. Consisting ofthe flesh ofblack cattle.

BEEF-EATER. s. A yeoman of the guard.

BEEN . [ beon, Saxon .] Theparticiple preterite of
TO BE. ·

BEER. s . [ bir, Welch.] Liquor made ofmalt
and hops. Bacon.

BEET. s. [ beta, Lat. ] The name of a plant.

BEETLE. s . [bytel, Saxon. ]

1. An insect distinguished by having hard

cases or sheaths, under which he folds his

wings. Shakespeare.

Stillingfleet.2. A heavy mallet.

To BEETLE. v. n. To jut out. Shakespeare.

BEETLEBRO'WED. a. Having prominent

brows.

BEDDING MOULDING. } . [from bed and BEETLEHEADED . a. Loggerheaded ; hav-

Smould.]A parti

cular moulding. Builder's Dict .

BE'DPOST. s. [from bed and post. ] The post

at the corner of the bed, which supports the

canopy. Wiseman.

BE'DPRESSER. s. A heavy lazy fellow. Sh.

To BEDRA'GGLE. v.a. To soil the clothes. Sw.

To BEDRE'NCH. v. a. [from be and drench.]

To drench ; to soak . Shakespeare.

BE'DRID. a . [ from bed and rid .] Confined to

the bed by age or sickness. Shakespeare.

BE'DRITE, s . The privilege of the married

bed. Shakespeare.

To BEDRO'P. v . a. [from be and drop. ] To be-

sprinkle ; to mark as with drops. Pope.

BEDSTEAD. s. [ from bed and stead .] The

frame on which the bed is placed. Swift.

BE'DSTRAW. s. The straw laid under a bed

to make it soft. Bacoe .

BEDSWE'RVER. s. One that is false to the

Shakespeare.
bed.

BEDTIME. 9. [from bed and time.] The hour

of rest. Milton.

To BEDU'NG. v. a. To coverwith dung

To BEDU'ST. v. a. [from be and dust.] To

sprinkle with dust.

ing a stupid head. Shakespeare.

BE'ETLESTOCK. s. The handle ofa beetle Sh.

BE'ETRAVE.

BE'ET-RADISH.

s. Beet.

}

BEEVES. s . [the plural of beef.] Black cattle ;

Milton. Pope.oxen.

1
To BEFA'LL. v. n . It befell, it hath befallen.

1. To happen to.

2. To come to pass.

Addison.

Milton.

3. To befall of. To become of. Not in use . Sh.

To BEFIT. v. a. To suit ; to be suitable to.Milt.

To BEFO'OL. v. a. [ from be and fool.] To in

fatuate ; to fool ; to make foolish. South.

BEFORE prep. [bifoɲ, Saxon.]

1. Further onward in place. Dryden.

2. In the front of; not behind. Paradise Lost.

3. In the presence of.

4. In sight of.

5. Under the cognizance of.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

6. In the power of. Dryden.

7. By the impulse of something behind. Sh.

8. Preceding in time. Dryden.

9. In preference to.
Hooker.

io. Prior to.

11. Superior to.

BEFO'RE. ad.

1. Soonerthan ; earlier in time. ParadiseLost.

2. In time past. Dryden.

3. In some time lately past. Hale.

Donne. 4. Previously to. Swift.

Work 5. To this time ; hitherto. Dryden

Shak. 6, Already. Dryden

7. Further onward in place. Shakespeare

BEDWARD, ad. [ from bed and ward.] Toward

bed. Shakespeare.

To BEDWA'RF. v. a. To make little ; to stunt;

to keep from growth.

BE'DWORK. s. [from bed and work.]

performed without toil of the hands.

BEE. s. [ beo, Saxon.]
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BEFOREHAND. ad.

1. In a state of anticipation, or preoccupa

tion. Addison.

2. Previously ; by way ofpreparation. Hook.

3. In a state of accumulation, or so as that

more has been received than expended . Bac.

4. At first ; before any thing is done.L'Estr .

BEFO'RETIME. ad . Formerly. 1 Sam.

To BEFORTUNE. v. a. To betide. Shakesp.

To BEFOUL. v. a. To make foul ; to soil.

To BEFRIEND. v. a. To favour ; to be kind

Pope.to.

To BEFRINGE. v. a. To decorate, as with

fringes.

To BEG. v. n. [beggeren, German.] To live

upon alms.

To BEG. v. a.

1. To ask ; to seek by petition .

2. To take any thing for granted.

To BEGET. v. a. I begot, or begat ;

gotten. [bezerran , Saxon .]

1. To generate ; to procreate.

2. To produce, as effects.

3. To produce, as accidents.

Luke.

Matth.

Burnet.

I have be-

Isaiah.

Shakespeare.

Denham.

BEGETTER. s. [ from beget. ] He that procre-

ates, or begets .
Locke.

Broome.

Dryden.

BE'GGAR. s. [ from beg ; properly begger. ]

1. One who lives upon alms.

2. A petitioner.

3. One who assumes what he does not prove.

Tillotson.

To BEGGAR. v. a . [from the noun.]

1. To reduce to beggary ; to impoverish. Gra.

2. To deprive. Shakespeare.

3. To exhaust. Shakespeare.

BEGGARLINESS. s. [from beggarly.] The

state of being beggarly.

BE'GLERBERG. s. [Turkish.] The chief go.

vernor of a province among the Turks.

To BEGNA'W. v. a. [from be and gnaw.] To

bite ; to eat away. Shakespeare.

BEGO'NE . interject . Go away ; hence ; away

Addison

BEGO'T. The particip. passive of the

BEGOTTEN. verb beget.

To BEGRE'ASÉ. v . a . To soil or daub with

fat matter.

To BEGRIME. v. a. To soil with dirt deep

impressed. Shakespeare

To BEGU'ILE. v. a. [from be and guile.]

1. To impose upon ; to delude. Milton. South

2. To deceive ; to evade. Shakespeare

3. To deceive pleasingly ; to amuse. Davies.

BEGUN. The participle passive ofbegin.

BEHA'LF. s . [from behoof, profit.]

1. Favour ; cause. Clarendon,

Addison.2. Vindication ; support.

ToBEHAVE. v. a. To carry; to conduct. Att.

To BEHAVE.v.n.To act ; to conduct one's self.

BEHA'VIOUR . s. [from behave.]

1. Manner of behaving one's self, whether

good or bad.

2. External appearance.

3. Gesture ; manner of action.

Sidney.

1 Sam . xxi.

Hooker.

4. Elegance of manner ; gracefulness . Sidney.

5. Conduct ; general practice ; course oflife.

Locke.

6. To be upon one's behaviour. A familiar

phrase, noting such a state as requires great

caution. L'Estrange.

To BEHEAD. v . a. [from be and head .] To kill

by cutting off the head. Clarendon.

BEHE'LD. participle passive of behold.

BEHEMOTH. s. The hippopotamus, or river

horse.

South; BENEN.
BEN.

BEGGARLY. a. [from beggar.] Mean ; poor ;

indigent.

BEGGARLY. ad. [from beggar.] Meanly ;

despicably. Hooker.

BEGGARY. s. [ from beggar .] Indigence. Sw.

To BEGIN . v . n. I began, or begun ; I have

begun. [beginnan, Saxon.]

1. To enter upon something new. Cowley.

2. To commence any action or state .Ezek .Pri.

3. To enterupon existence.

4. To have its original.

5. To take rise.

6. To come into act.

To BEGIN. v. a.

s. Valentine root.

Job.

BEHE'ST. s . [hæqprt, Sax.] Command ; pre-

cept. Fairfax.

To BEHIGHT. v. a. pret. behot, part. behight

[from haran, Saxon. ]

1. To promise.

2. To entrust ; to commit.

BEHIND.9. prep. [ hidan, Saxon.]

1. At the back ofanother.Pope.

Dryden. 2. On the back part.

Dryden. 3. Towards the back.

1. To dothe first act of any thing. Pope.

2. To trace from any thing as the first

ground. Locke.

3. To begin with. To enter upon. Gov. ofTon.

BEGINNER s. [from begin.]

1. He that gives the first cause, or original,

to any thing.

2. An unexperienced attempter.

BEGINNING. s. [ from begin.]

1. The first original , or cause.

4. Following another.

Spenser.

Spenser.

Knolles.

Mark.

Judges.

2 Sam.

5. Remaining after the departure of some-

thing else. Shakespeare.

6. Remaining after the death of those to

whom it belonged.

7. At a distance from something going be

fore .

Hooker. 8. Inferiour to another.

Hooker.

Swift.

2. The entrance into act, or being. Denham.

3. The state in which any thing first is. Dry.

4. The rudiments, or first grounds. Locke.

5. The first part of any thing. Pope.

To BEGIRD. v. a. I begirt, or begirded ; I have

begirt.

1. To bind with a girdle.

2. To surround ; to encircle.

Milton.

Prior.

3. To shut in with a siege ; to beleaguer.Clar.

Pope.

Dryden.

Hooker.

Dryden.9. On the other side of something.

BEHIND. ad. Out ofsight ; in a state of con

cealment. Locke.

BEHINDHAND. ad . [from behind and hand.]

1. In a state in which rents or profits are

anticipated. Locke.

2. Not upon equal terms, with regard to for

wardness. Spectator.

TO BEHOLD. v. a. pret. I beheld, I have beheld,

or beholden. [behealdan, Saxon.] To view ; to

Dryden.

BEHOʻLD. interject. Sce ; lo . Genesis. Milton.

see .
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BEHOʻLDEN. part. a. [gehouden, Dutch.]

Bound in gratitude. Shakespeare.

BEHOLDER. s. [ from behold .] Spectator.Att.

BEHO'LDING. a. Beholden.

BEHO'LDING. s . Obligation. Carew.

BEHO'LDINGNESS. s. [ from beholding, mis-

taken for beholden. ] The state of being ob-

lized. Donne.

BEHO'OF. s. [from behoove.] Profit ; advan-

tage. Locke.

To BEHO'OVE. v . n. [behoƑan, Saxon . ] To

be fit ; to be meet. Hooker.

BEHOO'VEFUL. a [from behoof. ] Useful; pro-

fitable . Clarendon.

BEHO'OVEFULLY. ad. [from behooveful. ]

Profitably ; usefully. Spenser.

To BEHO'WL . v. a. To howl at. Shakespeare.

BEING. s. [from be. ]

Pope.

Dryden.

1. Existence ; opposed to nonentity. Davies.

2. A particular state or condition.

3. The person existing.

BEING conjunct. [ from be . ] Since.

BE IT SO. A phrase, suppose it to be so . Shak.

To BELA'BOUR. v. a. [from be and labour .]

To beat; to thump Swift.

BE'LAMIE. s. [bel amie, Fr.] A friend ; an

Spenser.

BE'LAMOUR. s . [bel amour, Fr. ] A gallant ; a

Spenser.

BELA'TED . a. [from be and late .] Benighted .

Milton.

intimate.

lover.

To BELA'Y. v. a.

1. To block up ; to stop the passage. Dryden.

2. To place in ambush . Spenser.

3. To belay a rope. To splice ; to mend a

rope by laying one end over another.

To BELCH. v. n. [bealcan, Saxon ]

1. To eject the wind from the stomach. Arb.

2. To issue out by eructation. Dryden.

To BELCH. v. a. To throw out from the sto-

mach.

BELCH. s. [from the verb.]

1. The act of eructation.

2. A cant term for malt liquor.

BE'LDAM. s. [belle dume, Fr.]

Pope.

Dennis.

Dryden.

Ar-

1. An old woman.

2. A hag.

TOBELEAGUER. v . a . [beleaggeren, Dutch ]

To besiege ; to block up a place.. Dryden.

BELE'AGUÉRER. s. [from beleaguer.] One

that besieges a place.

BELEMNITES. s. [from Beλos, a dart.]

rowhead, or finger-stone.

BELFLOWER. s. A plant.

BELFO'UNDER. s . [from bell and found.] He

whose trade is to found or cast bells. Bacon.

BELFRY. s. [beffroy, in French, is a tower. ]

The place where the bells are rung.

BELGA'RD. s. [belle égard, French . ]

glance.

1. Credit given to something which we know

not ofourselves. IVotton

2. The theological virtue of faith ; firm con

fidence ofthe truths of religion. Hooker

3. Religion ; the body of tenets held. Hooker

4. Persuasion ; opinion.

5. The thing believed.

Temple

Bacon

6. Creed ; a form containing the articles o
faith.

BELIEVEABLE. a . [from believe. ] Credible

To BELI′EVE. v. a . [ belyƑan, Saxon . ]

1. To credit upon the authority of another.

Watts

2. To put confidence in the veracity of any

Exodusone.

To BELIEVE. v . n.

1. To have a firm persuasion of any thing.

Genesis,

2.To exercise the theological virtue offaith.Sh.

BELIEVER. s . [from believe.]

1. He that believes, or gives credit. Hooker.

2. A professor of christianity. Hooker.

BELIEVINGLY. ad. [from to believe. ] After

a believing manner.

BELIKE. ad . [from like ; as, by likelihood.]

1. Probably ; likely ; perhaps.

2. Sometimes in a sense of irony.

BELIEVE. ad. [ bilive, Sax.] ,

quickly.

BELL. s . [ bel , Saxon . ]

Raleigh

Hooker.

Speedily ,

Spenser.

1. A vessel, or hollow body of cast metal,

formed to make a noise by the act of some

instrument striking against it. Holder.

2. It is used for any thing in the form of a

bell, as the cups of flowers. Shakespeare.

3. Á small hollow globe of metal perforated,

and containing in it a solid ball ; which,when

it is shaken, by bounding against the sides,

gives a sound. Shakespeare.

4. To bear the bell. To be the first.

To BELL. r. n . [ from the noun. ] To grow in
the form of a bell. Mortimer.

BELL-FASHIONED. a. [ from bell and fa-

shion.] Having the form of a bell . Mortimer.

BELLE. s. [beau, belle, Fr.] A young lady. Pope.

BELLES LETTRES. s. [ Fr. ] Polite litera-

Tatlerture.

BELLIDONE. s . [belle et bonne, Fr. ] A wo-

man exceiling both in beauty and goodness ,

Not in present use. Spenser.

BELLIGEROUS. a. [belliger, Lat.] Waging

war.

Dryden,

To BE'LLOW. v. n . [bellan, Saxon.]

1. To make a noise as a bull..

2. To make any violent outcry. Shakespeare.

3. To vociferate ; to clamour. Tatler,

4. To roar as the sea, or the wind. Dryden.

BELLOWS. s . [ bilig , Sax ] The instrument
used to blow the fire. Sidney.

BE'LLUINE. a. [belluinus, Latin. ] Beastly ;

Atterbury.

Gay.

A soft

Spenser.

BELLY. s. [balg, Dutch.]

Dryden.

To BELI'E. v. a. [ from be and lie.]

1.To counterfeit ; to feign ; to mimick.

2. To give the lie to ; to charge with false-

hood. Dryden.

Shakespeare.3. To calumniate.

4. Togive a false representation of any thing.

BELIEF. s. [from_believe.]

Dryden.

brutal.

1. That part of the human body which

reaches from the breast to the thighs, con.

taining the bowels.

2. The womb.

Shakespeare.

Congreve

3. That part of a man which requires food.

4. That part of any thing which swells out

into a larger capacity. Baconte
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5. Any place in which something is inclosed.
Jonah.

To BE'LLY. v. n. To hang out ; to bulge out.

Creech.

BE'LLYACHE. s . [from belly aud ache.] The

colick.

BE'LLYBOUND. a . Costive.

BE'LLY-FRETTING. s . [With farriers.]

The chaffing of a horse's belly with the fore-

girt.

BELLYFUL. s . [from belly andfull.]

As much food as fills the belly.

BE'LLYGOD. s . [from belly and god.] A glut-

Hakewell.ton .

BELLY-TIMBER. s. Food. Prior.

BE'LMAN. s . [from bell and man.] He whose

business it is to proclaim any thing intowns,

and to gain attention by ringing his bell.

Swift.

BE'LMETAL. s. [from bell and metal. ] The

metal of which bells are made ; being a mix-

ture of five parts copper and one of pewter.

Newton.

Shakespeare.To BE'LOCK . v. a. To fasten .

To BELO'NG. v . n . [belangen, Dutch.]

1. To be the property of. Ruth.

2. To bethe province or business of. Sh. Boy.

3. To adhere, or be appendant to. Luke.

4. To have relation to. I Samuel.

Milton.

5. To be the quality or attribute of. Cheyne.

6. To be referred to. I Corinthians.

BELO'VED. a. Loved ; dear.

BELO'W. prep. [from be and low .]

1. Under in place ; not so high.

2. Inferiour in dignity .

3. Inferiour in excellence.

4. Unworthy of; unbefitting .

BELO'W, ad.

1. In the lower place.

Shakespeare.

To BEND. c. a . pret. bended or bent. [bendan,

Saxon.]

1. To make crooked ; to crook.

2. To direct to a certain point.

3. To apply.

4. To put any thing in order foruse.

5. To incline.

Dryden.

Fairfax.

Hooker.

L'Estrange.

Pope.

6. To subdue ; to make submissive.

7. To bendthe brow . To knit the brow. Camd.

To BEND. v. n.

1. To be incurvated.

2. To lean or jut over.

3. To resolve ; to determine.

4. To be submissive ; to bow.

BEND. s . [ from the verb.]

1. Flexure ; incurvation.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

Isaiah.

Shakespeare

2. The crooked timbers which makethe ribs

or sides of a ship.

BE'NDABLE. a . [ from bend.] That may be

incurvated.

BE'NDER. s . [ from to bend .]

J. The person who bends.

2. The instrument with which any thing is

Wilkins.bent.

BENDWITH. s. An herb.

BENE'APED. a . [from neap ] A ship is said

to be beneaped, when the water does not flow

high enough to bring her off the ground.

BENEATH. prep. [beneoð, Saxon.]

1. Under ; lower in place ; opposed to above.

2. Under.

3. Lower in rank, excellence, or dignity.

4. Unworthy of.
Addison.

Felton. BENEATH. ad.

Dryden. 1. In a lower place ; under.

Dryden.

Smith.2. On earth, in opposition to heaven.

3. In hell ; inthe regions ofthe dead. Tickell.

To BELO'WT. v. a [from be and lowt.] To

treat with opprobrious language. Camden.

BELSWAGGER. s. A whoremaster. Dryden.

BELT. s. [belt, Sax. ] A girdle ; a cincture.

South.

BELWETHER. s. [from bell and wether.] A

sheep which leads the flock with a bell onhis

neck. Whence to bear the bell. Howel.

To BEMA'D. v. a. To make mad. Shakespeare.

To BEMI'RE. v. a. [from be and mire.]

drag or incumber in the mire. Swift.

To BEMO'AN. v. a. [from to moan.] To la-

ment; to bewail. Addison.

BEMO'ANER. s. [from the verb.] A lamenter.

To BEMO'IL. v. a. [ from be and moil, from

mouiller, Fr.] To bedrabble ; to bemire. Sha.

To BEMO'NSTER. v. a. To make monstrous.

Shakespeare.

BEMU'SED. a. Overcome with musing. Pope.

BENCH. s. [ benc, Saxon.]

I. A seat.

2. A seat ofjustice.

TO

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

3. The persons sitting on a bench. Dryden.

To BENCH. v. a. [from the noun.] .

1. To furnish with benches. Dryden.

2. To seat upon the bench. Shakespeare.

BENCHER. S. [from bench. ] Those gentlemen

of the inns ofcourt are called benchers, who

have been readers. Blount.

Prior.

Dryden.

Atterbury.

Amos.

Exodus.

Having
Bacon.

2. Below, as opposed to heaven.

BENEDICT. a. [ benedictus, Latin.]

mild and salubrious qualities.

BENEDICTION. s. [ benedictio, Latin ]

1. Blessing ; a decretory pronunciation of

happiness. Milton.

2. The advantage conferred by blessing. Bac.

3. Acknowledgments for blessings received .

Ray.

4. The form of instituting an abbot. Ayliffe.

BENEFA'CTION. s . [ from benefacio, Latin.]

1. The act of conferring a benefit.

2. The benefit conferred. Atterbury.

BENEFACTOR. s . [from benefacio, Latin.]

He that confers a benefit.

BENEFA'CTRESS. s. [from benefactor.}

woman who confers a benefit.

BE'NEFICE. s. [from beneficium, Lat.] Advan-

tage conferred on another. This word is gene-

rally taken for all ecclesiastical livings.

Milton.

A

Dryden.

BE'NEFICED. a. [from benefice.] Possessed of
a benefice.

Ayliffe.

BENEFICENCE. s. [from beneficent. ] Active

goodness. Dryden.

BENEFICENT. a [from beneficus, Latin. ]

Kind ; doing good. Hale.

BENEFICIAL . a. [from beneficium, Latin.]

1. Advantageous ; conferring benefits ; pro-

fitable. Tillotson.

Arbuthnot2. Helpful ; medicinal.

BENEFICIALLY. ad. [from beneficiul.] Ad

vantageously ; helpfully.
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BENEFICIALNESS. s. [from asiai. Use

ifulness ; profit. Hale.

BENEFICIARY. a . [from benefice .] Holding

something in subordination to another. Bac.

BENEFICIARY. s. He that is in possession

of a benefice. Ayliffe.

BENEFIT. s. [beneficium, Latin.]

1. A kindness ; a favour conferred. Milton.

2. Advantage ; profit ; use. Wisdom.

3. [In law.] Benefit of clergy is, that a man

being found guilty of such felony as this be-

nefit is granted for, is burnt inthe hand, and

set free, ifthe ordinary's commissioner, stand-

ing by, dosay, Legit ut clericus. Cowel.

Te BENEFIT. v. a. [from the noun.] To do

good to. Arbuthnot.

To BENEFIT. v. n. To gain advantage. Milt.

BENE'MPT. a. Appointed ; marked out. Spen.

To BENET. v. a. [ from net. ] To ensnare . Shak.

BENEVOLENCE. s . [benevolentia, Latin.]

1. Disposition to do good ; kindness. Pope.

2. The good done ; the charity given.

3. A kind of tax. Bacon.

BENE'VOLENT. à. [benevolens, Lat .] Kind ;

having good will. Pope.

BENE VÕLENTNESS. s. The same with be-

nevolence.

BENGA'L. 8. A sort of thin slight stuff.

BENJAMIN. s. [benzoin. ] The name ofa tree,

and of a gum.

To BENIGHT. v. a. [from night.]

1. To surprise with the coming on of night.

Sidney.

Boyle.

2. To involve in darkness ; to embarrass by

want of light.

BENIGN. a. [benignus, Latin.]

1. Kind ; generous ; liberal.

2. Wholesome ; not malignant.

BENIGN Disease, is when all the

toms appear favourably.

BENI'GNESS. s. [from benign.]

with benignity.

Milton.

Arbuthnot.

usual symp-

Quincy.

The same

Hooker.

BENIGNITY. s. [from benign.]

I. Graciousness ; actual kindness.

2. Salubrity; wholesome quality. Wiseman.

BENIGNLY. ud. [from benign .] Favourably ;

kindly. Waller.

BE'NISON. s. [benir, Fr. to bless .] Blessing ;

benediction.

BE'NNET. s. An herb.

BENT. s. [from the verb to bend.]

1. The state of being bent.

2. Degree of flexure.

3. Declivity.

4. Utmost power.

5. Application of the mind.

1

Milton.

Walton.

[ Wilkins.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

To BEPA'INT. o. a. [from paint.] To cove

with paint. Shakespeare.

To BEPI'NCH. v. a. [from pinch.] To mark

with pinches. Chapman

To BEPI'SS . v. a. [from piss.] To wet with

Derham.urine.

with noise.

TO BEQUEATH. v. a. [cpið, Saxon, a will .]

To leave by will to another. Sidney

BEQUEST. s. Something left by will. Hale.

TO BERA'TTLE. v. a. [from rattle.] To fill

Shakespeare,

BE'RBERRY. s. [berberis.] A berry of shar

taste, used for pickles. Bacon

To BERE'AVE. v. n. preter. I bereaved, or be-

reft. [beɲeorian, Saxon.]

1. To strip of ; to deprive of.

2. To take away from.

BERE'FT. part. pass. of bereave.

BERGAMOT. s. [bergamotte, Fr.]

1. A sort ofpear.

Bentley

Shakespeare

2. A sortof essence, or perfume, drawnfrom

a fruit produced by ingrafting a lemon-tree

on a bergamot pear stock.

3. A sort of scented snuff.

To BERHY'ME. v . a. [ from rhyme.] To cele-

brate in rhyme, or verses.

BERLI'N. s. A coach of a particular form.

Pope.

Swift.

To BERO'B. v. a . [from rob.] To rob ; to

plunder. Spenser.

BERRY. s . [benig, Saxon.] Any small fruit,

with many seeds. Shakespeare.

To BERRY. v. n. [from the noun.] To beas
berries .

BERTRAM. s. Bastard pellitory.

BE'RYL. s. [beryllus, Latin.] A kind of pre-

cious stone. Milton.

TO BESCREEN. v. a. [from screen. ] To shel-

ter ; to conceal. Shakespeare.

To BESE'ECH. v. a. pret. I besought, I have

besought. [from recan, Saxon.]

1. To intreat ; to supplicate ; to implore.

2. To beg ; to ask.

Philemon

Sprut.

To be-

Hooker.

To BESE'EM. v. a. [beziemen, Dutch.]

come ; to be fit.

BESE'EN. part. Adapted ; adjusted. Spenser.

To BESE'T. v. a . pret. I beset, I have beset.

[beritzan, Saxon.]

1. To besiege ; to hem in.

2. To embarrass ; to perplex.

3. To waylay ; to surround.

4. To fall upon ; to harass.

Addison.

Rowe.

Locke.

Spenser.

To BESHRE W. v. a . [beschryen, German, to

enchant.]

Locke. 1. To wish a curse to.

6. Inclination ; disposition towards some-

thing.
Milton.

7. Determination ; fixed purpose. Hooker.

8. Turn ofthe temper or disposition. Dryden.

9. Tendency ; flexion. Locke.

2. To happen ill to .

BESI'DE.

}

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

BESIDES. prep. [from be and side.]

1. At the side ofanother ; near. Fairfax.

2. Over and above. Hale.

3. Not according to , though not in direct

contrariety. South.

4. Out of; in a state ofdeviation from. Hud.

BESI'DE .
ad.

Fairfax. BESIDES . }

10. A stalk of grass, called bent grass. Bacon.

BENTING Time. [from bent. ] The time when

pigeons feed onbents before peas are ripe. Dr.

To BENʼUM. v. a. [benumen, Saxon. ]

1. To make torpid.

2. To stupify. Dryden.

BENZO'IN. s. A medicinal kind of resin im-

ported from the Fast Indies, and vulgarly

called benjamin. Boyle.

1. Over andabove. Tillotson.

2. Not in this number ; beyond this class. Pope.

BESI'DERY. s. A species ofpear.

To BES'IEGE. v. a. [from siege.] To belea.
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1
guer; to lay siege to ; to beset with armed

forees. Shakespeare

BESIEGERS. [from besiege.] One employed

in a siege. Swift.

To BESLUBBER. v. a. [from slubber.] To

daub ; to smear.

To BESME'AR. v. a. [from smear.]

Shakespeare.

1. To bedaub. Denham.

2. To scil; to foul. Shakespeare.

To BESMIRCH. v. a . To soil ; to discolour.

Shakespeare.

To BESMO'KE. v . a .

2. To harden or dry in smoke,

1. To foul with smoke.

To BESMUT. v . a . [from smut.] To blacken

with smoke or soot.

BE'SOM. s . [berm, Saxon. ] An instrument to

sweep with. Bacon.

To BESO'RT. v. a . [from sort . ] To suit ; to fit.

Shakespeare.

BESO'RT. s . [from the verb . ] Company ; at-

tendance; train .

To BESO'T. v. u. [from sot.]

1. To infatuate ; to stupify.

2. To make to doat.

BESO'UGHT. [See BESEECH.]

Shakespeare.

Milton.

Dryden.

To BESPA'NGLE. v. a . [from spangle.] To

adorn with spangles ; to besprinkle with

something shining. Pope .

To BESPATTER. v. a. [from spatter.]

1. To spot or sprinkle with dirt or water.

Swift.

2. To asperse with reproach.

To BESPA'WL. v. a. [from spawl. ] To daub

with spittle.

To BESPEAK. v. a. I bespoke, or bespake ; I

have bespoke, or bespoken.

1. To order, to intreat any thing beforehand.

Swift.

2. To make way by a previous apology. Dry.

3. To forebode. Swift.

Dryden.

Addison.

4. To speak to ; to address.

5. To betoken ; to show.

BESPEAKER. s . [ from bespeak . ] He that be-

speaks any thing. Wotton.

To BESPECKLE. v. a. [from speckle. ] To

mark with speckles or spots.

To BESPE'W.v. a. [from spew.] To daub with

spew or vomit.

To BESPICE. v. a. [from spice.] To season

with spices.

To BESPIT. v. a. [from spit.]

spittle.

Shakespeare.

To daub with

To BESPOT. v. a. [from spot.] To mark with

spots. Mortimer.

ToBESPREAD. v. a. [from spread.] To spread

over. Denham.

To BESPRINKLE. v. a. [from sprinkle.] To

sprinkle over. Brown.

To BESPUTTER. v . a . [from sputter. ] To

sputter over something ; to daub any thing

by sputtering.

BEST. a. The superlative ofgood. [bert, Sax.]

1. Most good. Hooker.

2. The best. The utmost power ; the strongest

endeavour. Bacon.

3. To make the best. To carry to its greatest

perfection ; to improve to the utmost. Bacon.

BEST. ad. [from well ] In the highest degree

ofgoodness. Deuteronomy.

To BESTA'IN. v. a. [from stain. ] To mark with

stains ; to spot. Shakespeare.

To BESTEAD . v. a. [from stead .]

1. To profit.

2. To treat; to accommodate.

BESTIAL. a. [ from beast . ]

1. Belonging to a beast.

2. Brutal ; carnal.

Milton.

Isaiah.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

BESTIALITY. s . [from bestial . ] The quality

of beasts . Arbuthnot.

BESTIALLY. ad. [from bestial . ] Brutally.

To BESTICK. v. a . preter. I bestuck, I have

bestuck. [from stick .] To stick over with any

thing. Milton.

To BESTI'R. v. a. [from stir . ] To put into vi-

gorous action. Ray.

Clarendon.

To BESTO'W. v. a. [ besteden, Dutch.]

1. To give ; to confer upon.

2. To give as charity.

3. To give in marriage.

4. To give as a present.

5. To apply.

6. To lay out upor.

Hooker.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Swift.

Deuteronomy.

7. To lay up ; to stow ; to place. Kings.

BESTO'WER. s. [from bestow .] Giver ; dispo

ser. Stilingfleet.

BESTRA'UGHT. particip . Distracted ; mad.

Shakespeare.

To BESTRE'W. v . a. particip. pass. bestrewed,

orbestrown. To sprinkle over. Milton.

To BESTRIDE. v. a . 1 bestrid, or bestrode ; I

have bestrid, bestrode, or bestridden.

1. To stride over any thing ; to have any .

thing between one's legs.

2. To step over.

Waller.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

To BESTU'D. v. a. [from stud . ] To adorn with

studs.

BET. s. [from betan, to increase.] A wager.

Prior.

To BET. v. a . [from the noun. ] To wager ; to

stake at a wager. Ben Jonson,

To BETA'KE. v . a . preter. I betook ; part. pass.

betaken .

1. To take ; to seize.

2. To have recourse to .

3. To move; to remove.

To BETEEM. v. a. [ from teem .]

forth ; to afford.

Spenser.

Hooker,

Milton,

To bring

Shakespeare.

ToBETHINK. v . a. I bethought. [from think.]

To recal to reflection . Raleigh.

To BETHRA'L. v. a. [from thrall .] To en

slave ; to conquer. Shakespeare

To BETHU'MP. v. a. [from thump.] To beat.

Shakespeare

betided, or betid ,

Saxon.]

Milton.

To BETIDE. v . n . pret. It

part. pass. betid. [from tid,

1. Tohappen to ; to befal.

2. To come to pass ; to fall out ; to happen.

3. To become.

BETI’ME.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

BETIMES. ad. [from by and time.]

1. Seasonably ; early.
Milton.

2. Soon ; before long time has passed. Tillot:

3. Early in the day. Shakespeare.

BETLE. s. An Indian plant, called water

BETRE . pepper.

To BETOʻKÉN. v. a. [ from token.]

1. To signify; to mark ; to represent. Hooker.

2. To foreshow ; to presignify. Thomson.
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BETONY s. [betonica, Lat. ] A piant.

BETO'OK. irreg. pret. [from betake.]

To BETO'SS. v. a. [from toss. ] To disturb ; to

agitate. Shakespeare.

To BETRA'Y. v. a. [thabir, French.]

1. To give into the hands ofenemies. Knolles.

2. To discover that which has been entrust-

ed to secrecy,

3. To make liable to something inconvenient.

4. To shew ; to discover.

BETRAYER. s. [ from betray.]

trays ; a traitor.

To BETRI'M. v. a. [from trim.]

dress ; to grace.

King Charles.

Addison.

He that be-

Hooker.

To deck; to

Shakespeare.

To BETROTH. v. a. [from troth.]

1. To contract to any one ; to affiance. Cowl..

2. To nominate to a bishoprick. Ayliffe.

To BETRU'ST. v. a . [from trust. ] To entrust ;

to put into the power of another. Watts.

BETTER. a . comparative of good. berena,

Saxon.] Having good qualities in a greater

degree than something else . Shakespeare.

The BETTER.

1. The superiority ; the advantage.

2. Improvement.

Prior.

BETTER, adv. [from well. ] Well in a greater

degree.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Hooker.

Bacon.

To BETTER. v. a . [from the noun.]

1. To improve ; to meliorate.

2. To surpass ; to exceed.

3. To advance.

BETTER. 8. Superiour in goodness . Hooker.

BETTOR. s. [ from to bet .] One that lays bets

or wagers. Addison.

BETTY. s . An instrument to break open

doors.
Arbuthnot.

BETWEEN. prep. [ berpeonan, Saxon ]

1. In the intermediate space.

2. From one to another.

Pope.

Bacon.

3. Belonging to two in partnership. Locke.

4. Bearing relation to two. South.

5. Noting difference of one from the other.

Locke.

BETWIXT. prep . [býrpex, Sax .] Between.

BE'VEL.s. In masonry and joinery, a kind

BEVIL. ofsquare, one leg of which is fre-

quently crooked. Swift.

To BEVEL. v. a. [from the noun. ] To cut to

a bevel angle. Moxon.

BE'VERAGE. s. [from bevere, to drink, Ita-

liau. ] Drink ; liquor to be drank. Dryden.

BE'VY. s. [beva, Italian. ]

1. A flock of birds.

2. A company ; an assembly. Pope.

To BEWA'İL. v. a. [from wail.] To bemoan ;

Denham.to lament.

To BEWA'RE. v. n. [from be and ware.] To

regard with caution ; to be suspicious of

danger from. Pope.

To BEWE'EP. v. a. [from weep.] To weep

Shakespeare.over orupon.

To BEWE'T. v. a. To wet ; to moisten.

Shakespeare.

To BEWILDER. v. a. [from wild.] To lose

in pathless places ; to puzzle. Blackmore.
To BEWITCH. v. a.

1. To injure by witchcraft.

2. To charm; to please irresistibly,

Dryden.

Sidney.

South.

BEWITCHERY. s. [ from bewitch. ] Fascina

tion ; charm .

BEWITCHMENT. s . [ from bewitch .] Fasci

Shakespeare.
nation.

To BEWRA'Y. t. a. [bepɲtzan, Saxon. ]

1. To betray ; to discover perfidiously. Spens.

2. To show ; to make visible.

BEWRA'YER . s . [from bewray.] Betrayer ;

discoverer.

BEYOND . prep. [bezeond, Saxon.]

Sidney.

Addison.

1. Before ; at a distance not reached. Pope.

2. On the farther side of.

3. Farther onward than.

4. Past ; out of the reach of.

Deuteronomy.

Herbert.

Bentley.

5. Above ; proceeding to a greater degree

than.

6. Above in excellence.

Locke.

Dryden.

7. Remote from ; not within the sphere of.

Dryden.

Thessalonians.8. Togobeyond, is to deceive.

BEZEL.s. That part ofa ring in which the

BEZIL. stone is fixed.

BEZOAR. s. A medicinal stone, formerly in

high esteem as an antidote, brought from the
East Indies.

Floyer.

BEZOA'RDICK. a.] from bezoar.] Compound-

ed with bezoar.

BIANGULATED.

BIANGULOUS.

corners or angles.

BI'AS. s. [bias, French.]

a . [from binus and angu-

lus, Lat.] Having two

1. The weight lodged on one side of a bowl,

which turns it from the straight line. Shakes.

2. Any thing which turns a man to a parti
cular course. Dryden.

Dryden.2. Propension ; inclination .

To BI'AS . v . a. [from the noun . ] To incline to

one side. Watts.

BIAS. ad. Wrong. Shakespeare.

BIB. s . A small piece of linen put upon the

breasts of children over their clothes.

Addison.

ToBIB. v. a. [bibo, Lat. ] To tipple ; to sip . Cam.

BIBA'CIOUS . a. [bibax, Lat .] Much addicted

to drinking. Dict.

BIBBER. s. [from to bib . ] A tipler.

BIBLE. s . [ from 66 , a book ; called by

way of excellence, The Book. ] The sacred

volume in which are contained the revela

tions ofGod. Tillotson. Watts.

BIBLIO'GRAPHER. s. [from Bacs and

Agapo.] A transcriber ; a man skilled in lite

rary history, and in the knowledge ofbooks.

BIBLIOTHECAL. a. [ from bibliotheca, Lat.]

Belonging to a library.

Thomson.

BI'BULOUS. a. [ pibulus, Lat.] That which has

the quality of drinking moisture .

BICA'PSULAR. a. [bicapsularis, Lat.] A plant
whose seed pouch divided into two parts.

BICE. s. A colour used in painting. Peacham.

BICI'PITAL.

BICI'PITOUS.
a. [bicipitis, Latin.]

1. Having two heads.

}

Brown.

2. It is applied to one of the muscles of the

arm .

To BI'CKER. v . n. [bicre, Welsh .]

Brown.

1. To skirmish ; to fight off and on. Sidney.

2. To quiver; to playbackward and forward.

Milton
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BICKERER. s. [from the verb. ] Skirmisher.

BICKERN. s. [apparently corrupted from

beakiron. ] An iron ending in a point. Moxon.

BICO'RNE. a. [bicornis, Latin.] Having

BICO'RNOUS. two horns. Brown.

BICOʻRPORAL. a. [bicorpor, Latin . ] Having

two bodies.

}a

To BID. v. a. pret. I bid, bad, bade, I have bid,

or bidden. [biddan, Saxon.]

1. To desire ; to ask ; to invite. Shakespeare.

2. To command ; to order.

3. To offer ; to propose.

4. To proclaim ; to offer.

5. To pronounce ; to declare.

6. To denounce.

Watts.

Decay ofPiety.

Gay.

Bacon.

Waller.

John.

BI'DALE. s. [from bid and ale.] An invitation
to drink. Dict.

7. To pray.

BIDDEN. part. pass . [from to bid.]

1. Invited.

2. Commanded.

Bacon.

Pope.

BIDDER. s. [from to bid.] One who offers or

proposes a price.
Addison.

BIDDING. s. [from bid.] Command ; order.

Milton.

To BIDE. v. a. [bidan, Saxon. ] To endure ; to

suffer. Dryden.

tion.

BI'GLY. ad. [from big.] Tumidly ; haughtily.

Dryden

Ray.

Newton.

BI'GNESS. s. [from big.

1. Greatness of quantity.

2. Size, greater or smaller.

BlI'GOT. s. A man unreasonably devoted to a

certain party, or to certain opinions . Watts.

BI'GOTED. a. [from bigot .] Blindly prepos.

sessed in favour of something.

BIGOTRY. s. [from bigot. ]

1. Blind zeal ; prejudice.

2. The practice of a bigot.

BI'GSWOLN. a. [from big and swoln.]

Turgid.

Garth.

Watts.

Pope.

Addison.

BI'LANDER. s. [belandre, Fr.] A small vessel

used for the carriage of goods. Dryden.

BI'LBERRY. s . [biliz, Saxon, a bladder, and

berry. ] Whortleberry.

BILBO. s. [from Bilboa.] A rapier ; a sword.

Shakespeare.

BILBOES. s. A sort of stocks. Shakespeare.

BILE. s. [ bilis, Latin . ] A thick, yellow, bitter

liquor, separated in the liver, collected in

the gall-bladder, and discharged by the com-

mon duct. Quincy.

BILE. s. [bile, Sax .]A sore angry swelling.

To BILGË. v. n . [from the noun. ] To spring a
leak.

BILIARY. a. [from bilis, Lat.] Belonging to

the bile. Arbuthnot.

BI'LINGSGATE. s. Ribaldry ; foul language.

Pope.

BI'LINGUOUS. a. [bilinguis, Lat.] Having

two tongues.

To BIDE. v. n.

1. To dwell ; to live ; to inhabit. Milton.

2. To remain in a place. Shakespeare.

BIDE'NTAL. a. [ bidens, Latin.] Having two

teeth . Swift.

BIDING. 8. [from bide. ] Residence ; habita-

Rowe.

BIENNIAL. a. [biennis, Latin.] Of the con- BI’LIOUS, a. [from bilis, Latin.] Consisting of
tinuance of two years.

Ray.
Garth.

BIER. s. [from to bear.] A carriage on which To BILK. v. a. [bilaican, Gothick.] To cheat ;
the dead are carried to the grave. Milton. to defraud. Dryden.

BI'ESTINGS. s. [byrting, Saxon. ] The first BILL. s. [bile, Saxon. ] The beak ofa fowl.

milk given by a cow after calving. Dryden.

BIFA'RIOUS. a. [bifarius, Latin.] Twofold.

BIFEROUS. a [biferens, Latin.] Bearing fruit
twice a year.

a. [bifidus, Lat. ] Opening

BIFIDATED. } a.bifidus eft.

BIFOLD. a. [from binus, Lat. and fold. ] Two-

fold ; double. Shakespeare.

BI'FORMED. a . [biformis, Lat. ] Compounded

of two forms.

BIFURCATED. a. [binus and furca.]

Shooting out into two heads. Woodward.

BIFURCATION. s. [binus andfurcu.] Divi-

sion into two.

BIG. a.

1. Having comparative bulk.

2. Great in buik ; large.

3. Teenring ; pregnant.

4. Full of something.

5. Distended ; swoln.

Thomson.

Waller.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

6. Great in air and mien ; proud. Ascham.

7. Great in spirit ; brave. Shakespeare.

BIGAMIST.s. [bigamus, low Latin.] One that

has committed bigamy.

BI'GAMY. s. [bigumiu, low Latin.] The crime

of having two wives at once. Arbuthnot.

BIGBE'LLIED. a. [from big and belly.]

Pregnant. Shakespeare.

BI'GGIN. s. [beguin, Fr.] A child's cap.

bile.

Carew.

BILL.s [bille, Saxon. ] A kind ofhatchet with

a hooked point. Temple.

BILL. s. [billet, French.]

1.A written paper of any kind. Shakespeare.

2. An account of money. Bacon.

3. A law presented to the parliament.Bacon.

4. An act of parliament.

5. A physician's prescription.

6. An advertisement.

ToBILL. v. n. To caress, as doves,

bills.

Atterbury.

Dryden.

Dryden.

byjoining

Ben Jonson.

To BILL. v. a. To publish by an advertise-

ment

BILLET. s. [ billet , Fr.]

1. A small paper ; a note.

L Estrange.

Clarendon.

2. Billet-doux, or a soft billet ; a love letter.

The Pope.

3. A small log of wood for the chimney.Dig.

To BILLET. v. a. [from the noun.]

1.To direct a soldier by a ticket where he is

to lodge. Shakespeare.

Clarendon.2. To quarter soldiers .

BILLIARDS . s. without a singular. [billiard,

French.] A kind of play. Boyle.

BI'LLOW. s. [bilge, German.] A wave swoln.

Denhum.

Tɔ BI'LLOW. v. n. [from the noun.] To swell

or roll. Prior.

Shakespeare. BI'LLOWY. a. Swelling turgid. Thomson
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BIN. s. [binne, Saxon.] A place where bread,

corn, or wine, is reposited. Swift.

BINARY. a. [from binus, Latin .] Two; double.

To BIND. v. a. pret. I bound ; participle pass .

bound, or bounden. [ bından , Saxon.]

Proverbs.

Joshua.

1. To confine with bonds ; to enchaia. Job.
2. To gird ; to enwrap.

3. To fasten to any thing.

4. To fasten together.

whichnous substance spread upon twigs,

the birds that light upon themare entangled

Dryden.

L'Estrane.BIRDSMAN s . A birdcatcher.

BIRDSEYE. s. The name of a plant.

BIRDSFOOT. s. A plant.

BIRDSNEST. s. An herb.

BIRDSTONGUE. s. An herb.

BIRDGANDER. s. A fowl of the goose kind.

BIRT. 8. A fish ; the turbot.

Matthew.

5. To cover a wound with dressings. Wisem.

6. To compel ; to constrain. Hale. BIRTH. s. [beono, Saxon .]

7. To oblige by stipulation.

8. To confine ; to hinder.

Pope. 1. The act ofcoming into life.

Shakespeare. 2. Extraction ; lineage.

Dryden.

Denham.

9. To make costive.

10. To restrain.

Bacon.

Felton.

3. Rank which is inherited by descent.

Dryden.

11. To bind to. To oblige to serve some one.

Dryden.

5. Thing born .

Dryden.

BenJonson:12. Tobind over. To oblige to make appear-

ance.

ToBIND. v. n.

1. To contract ; to grow stiff.

2. To be obligatory.

BIND. s. A species of hops.

BI'NDER. s. [from to bind.]

-

4. The condition in which any man is born.

Addison.

Mortimer.

Locke. BIRTHDOM. s . Privilege ofbirth . Shakesp.

Mortimer. BIRTHNIGHT. s. [from birth and night.]

The night in which any one is born. Milton.

BIRTHPLACE. s. Place where any one is

born. Swift.

BIRTHRIGHT. s. [from birth and right. ] The

rights and privileges to which a man is born;

the right ofthe first-born. Addison.

BIRTHSTRA'NGLED. a. Strangled in being

Shakespeare.

BIRTHWORT. s. The name of a plant.

BI'SCOTIN. s . A confection.

BI'SCUIT. s. [ bis and cuit, French .]

6. The act of bringing forth. Milton.

BIRTHDAY. s. [from birth and day.] Theday

on which any one is born.

1. A man whose trade it is to bind books.

2. A man that binds sheaves . Chapman.

3. A fillet ; a shred cut to bind with. Wiseman.

BINDING. s [ from bind. ] A bandage. Tutler.

BI'NDWEED.ˇ s . [convolvulus , Latin . ] The

name of a plant.

BINOCLE. s. A telescope fitted so with two

tubes, as that a distant object may be seen

with both eyes.

BINO'CULAR. a. [from binus and oculus,

Latin.] Having two eyes.
Derham.

BIO'GRAPHER. s. [Bios and yeapw.] A writer

of lives. Addison.

BIO'GRAPHY. s. [Bios and ygapw. ] Writing

the lives ofmen is called biography. Watts.

BI'PAROUS. a. [ from binus and pario, Lat.]

Bringing forth two at a birth .

BIPARTITE. a. [binus and partior, Latin.]

Having two correspondent parts.

BIPARTITION. s. [from bipartite. ] The act

of dividing into two.

BI'PED. s. [bipes, Latin ] An animal with two

feet. Brown.

BIPEDAL. a. [bipedalis, Latin.] Two feet in

length.

BIPENNATED. a . [from binus and penna,

Latin.] Having two wings. Derham.

BIPE TALOUS. a. [ of bis and Taho .] Con-

sisting oftwo flower leaves.

BI'QUADRATE. s. The fourth power

BIQUADRAʼTICK. Sarising from the multi-

plication of a square by itself. Harris.

BIRCH Tree. s. [ binc, Saxon. ] A tree.

BIRCHEN. a. [ from birch. ] Made of birch.

Pope.

BIRD. s. (bird, or brid, Saxon ] A general

term of the feathered kind ; a fowl. Locke.

To BIRD. v. n. To catch birds. Shakespeare.

BIRDBOLT. s. A small arrow. Shakespeare.

BIRDCATCHER. s. One that makes it his

employment to catch birds. L'Estrange.

BIRDER. s . [ from bird. ] A birdcatcher.

BIRDINGPIECE. s. A gun to shoot birds

Shakespeare.

DI'RDLIME, s. [from bird and lime.] Agluti

with.

born .

1. A kind of dry hard bread, made to be car-
ried to sea. Knolles

2. Composition of fine flour, almonds, and

sugar.

To BISECT. v. a. [binus and seco, Lat.] To

divide into two parts.

BISECTION. s. [ from the verb.] A geome

trical term, signifying the division of any

quantity into two equal parts.

BI'SHOP s . [ bircop, Saxon.] One of the head

order of the clergy . South.

BI'SHOP. s. A cant word for a mixture of

wine, oranges, and sugar. Swift.

To BI'SHOP. v. a. To confirm ; to admit so-

lemnly into the church . Donne,

BI'SHOPRICK. s. [bircoppice, Sax . ], The

diocese of a bishop. Bacon.

BI'SHOPSWEED. s. A plant.

BISK. s. [bisque, Fr. ] Soup ; broth. King.

BI'SMUTH. s. Marcasite ; a hard, white,

brittle, mineral substance, of a metalline na-

ture, found at Misnia.

BI'SSEXTILE. s. bis and sextilis, Latin.]

Leap-year.
Brown.

BI'SSOŇ. a. Blind . Shakespeare

BI'STRE . s. [French.] A colour made of

chimney-soot boiled, and then diluted with

water.

BI'STORT. s. A plant called snakeweed.

BI'STOURY. s. [bistouri, Fr. ) A surgeon's in-

srument used in making incisions.

BISU'LCOUS. a. [bisulcus, Latin.] Cloven-

footed. Brown.

BIT. 8. [bitol, Saxon.] A bridle ; the bit

mouth. Addison
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•

BIT. 8.

1. As much meat as is put into the mouth at

Arbuthnot.once.

2. A small piece ofany thing. Swift.

3. A Spanish West-Indian silver coin, valued

at sevenpence halfpenny.

4. A bit the better or worse. In the smallest

degree. Arbuthnot.

To BIT. v. a. To put the bridle upon a horse.

BITCH. s . [birge, Saxon.]

1. The female ofthe canine kind. Spenser.

2. A name of reproach for a woman.

Arbuthnot.

To BITE. v. a . pret. I bit ; part. pass. I have

bit, or bitten. [bitan, Saxon.]

1. To crush, or pierce with the teeth.

2. To give pain by cold.

Arb.

BIVAʼLVULÁR. a. [ from bivalve.] Having

two valves.

BI'XWORT. s. An herb.

BIZANTINE. s. [from Byzantium .] A great

piece of gold valued at fifteen pounds,which

the king offereth upon high festival days.Cam.

To BLAB. v . a. [blabberen, Dutch.] To tell

what ought to be kept secret . Swift.

To BLAB. v. n. To tattle ; to tell tales . Shak.

BLAB. 8. [from the verb. ] A telltale . Milton.

BLA'BBER. s. [from blab ] A tatler ; a tell-
tale.

To BLA'BBER. v. n. To whistle to a horse.

BLACK. a. [blac, Saxon.]

Skinner.

1. Of the colour of night. Proverbs,

3. To hurt or pain with reproach .

4. To cut ; to wound.

Rowe.

Roscom.

Shakespeare.

2. Dark. Kings.

3. Cloudy of countenance ; sullen . Shakesp.

4. Horrible ; wicked .

5. To make the mouth smart with an acrid

taste. Bacon.

6. To cheat ; to trick. Pope.

To BITE. v. n. To take the bait.

5. Dismal ; mournful.

BLACK-BRYONY. s. The name of a plant.

BLACK-CATTLE. s. Oxen, bulls, and cows.

BLACK-GUARD. s. A dirty fellow. A low

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

BITE. s. [from the verb . ]
term .

1. The seizure ofany thing by the teeth.

2. The act ofa fish that takes the bait.

Dry,

Walt.

3. A cheat ; a trick. Swift.

4. A sharper.

BITER. s. [from bite .]

1. Hethat bites.

2. A fish apt to take the bait.

3. A tricker ; a deceiver.

Camden.

Walton.

Speciator.

BITTACLE. s . A frame of timber in the

steerage, where the compass is placed .Dict.

BITTER. a. [biten, Saxon.]

1. Having a hot, acrid, biting taste, like

wormwood.

2. Sharp ; cruel ; severe.

3. Calamitous ; miserable.

Locke.

Sprat.

Dryden.

Wutts.

4. Sharp ; reproachful ; satirical.Shakespeare.

5. Unpleasing or hurtful.

BITTERGOURD. s . A plant.

BITTERLY. ad. [from bitter.]

1. With a bitter taste.

2. In a bitter manner ; sorrowfully ; calami-

tously. Shakespeare.

Sprat.3. Sharply; severely.

BITTERN. s. [butour, French. ] A bird with
long legs, which feeds upon fish. Walton.

BITTERN. s. [from bitter.] A very bitter li-

quor, which drains off in making salt.

BITTERNESS. s . [ from bitter.]

I. A bitter taste. Locke.

2. Malice ; grudge ; hatred ; implacability.

Clarendon.

Wake.

3. Sharpness ; severity of temper. Clarend.

4.Satire; piquancy; keenness of reproach . Bac.

5. Sorrow ; vexation ; affliction .

BITTERSWEET. s. An apple which has a

compounded taste. South.

BITTOUR. s. The bittern.
Dryden.

BITUMEN. s. [ Latin.] A fat unctuous mat-

ter dug out of the earth, or scummed off

lakes. Woodward.

BITUMINOUS. a. Compounded of bitumen.

Bacon.

BIVALVE. a. [binus and valve.] Having two

valves or shutters ; used ofthose fish that have

two shells, as oysters. Woodward.
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Swift.

BLACK-LEAD. s . A mineral found in the

lead mines, used for pencils .

BLACK-PUDDING. s . A kind of food made

of blood and corn .

BLACK-ROD. s. [from black and rod.] The

usher belonging to the order of the garter ;

so called from the black rod he carries in his

hand. He is usher of the parliament.

BLACK. s . [from the adjective .]

1. A black colour.

2. Mourning.

3. A blackamoor.

Newton.

Dryden.

4. That part ofthe eye which is black.Digby.

To BLACK. v . a . [ from the noun. ] To make

black ; to blacken. Boyle.

BLA'CKAMOOR. s. A negro.

BLACKBERRIED Heath s. A plant.

BLACKBERRY Bushes. s . Aspecies ofbram.

ble.

BLACKBERRY. s. The fruit of the bramble.

Gay.

BLA'CKBIRD. s. The name of a bird. Carew.

To BLA'CKEN. v . a . [from black.]

1. To make of a black colour.

2. To darken.

3. To defame,

To BLACKEN. v. n . To grow black.

BLACKISH. a. [from black.] Somewhat black.

Prior.

South.

South.

Dryd.

Boyle.

Milton.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

BLACKMOOR. s . [from black and moor.] A

negro.

BLACKNESS. s. [from black.]

1. Black colour.

2. Darkness.

BLA'CKSMITH . s . A smith that works in

iron ; so called from being very smutty.

BLA'CKTAIL. s. [from black and tail.] 'The

ruff, or pope ; a small fish.

BLACKTHORN. s. The sloe tree.

BLA'DDER. 8. [bladdne, Saxon. ]

1. That vessel in the body which contains

the urine. Ray.

2. A blister ; a pustule.

BLA'DDER-NUT. s . [staphylodendron, Lat.]A

plant.

-BLADDER-SENA, 8. A plant.
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BLADE. s. [blæ , Saxon. ] The spire ofgrass ; BLA'NKET. s. [blanhcette, French.]

1. A woollen cover, soft, and loosely woven.the green shoots of corn.

BLADE. s. [blatte, German.]

Bacen.

1. The sharp or striking part of a weapon or

instrument.

2. A brisk man, either fierce or gay. L'Estr.

BLADE of the Shoulder.s. The scapula, or

BLA'DEBONE. S scapular bone.

To BLADE. r. a. [from the noun. ] To fit

with a blade.

BLA'DED. a. [from blade.] Having blades or

spires. Shakespeare.

BLAIN. s . [blezene, Saxon .] A pustule ; a

Milton.blister.

BLA'MABLE. a. [from blame.] Culpable ;

faulty. Dryden.

BLA'MABLENESS. s . [from blamable.]

Faultiness ; guiltiness.

BLA'MABLY. ad. [ from blamable. ] Culpably ;

faultily.

To BLAME. v. a. [blamer, French . ] To cen-

sure ; to charge with a fault. Dryden.

Hayward.

Hooker.

BLAME. s.

1. Imputation of a fault.

2. Crime.

3. Hurt. Spenser.

BLA'MEFUL. a . [ from blame and full.] Cri-

minal ; guilty. Shakespeare.

BLA'MELESS. a. [from blame.] Guiltless ; in-

nocent. Locke.

BLA'MELESLY. ad. [from blameless.] Inno-

cently. Hammond.

nocence.

BLA'MELESNESS. s. [from blameless.] In-

Hammond.

BLA'MER. s . [from blame. ] A censurer.

BLAMEWO'RTHY. a. Culpable ; blamable.

To BLANCH. v. a. [blanchir, French.]

I. To whiten. Dryden.

2. To strip or peel such things as have husks.

Wiseman.

3. To obliterate ; to pass over. Bacon.

To BLANCH. e. n . To evade ; to shift. Bacon.

BLANCHER. s. [from blanch.] A whitener.

BLAND. a. [blandus, Latin. ] Soft ; mild ;

gentle. Milton,

To BLA'NDISH . v . a. [ blandior, Latin.] To

smooth ; to soften .
Milton.

BLA'NDISHMENT. s . [from blandish ; blandi-

tia, Lat.]

1. Act offondness ; expression oftenderness

by gesture.

2. Soft words ; kind speeches.

3. Kind treatment ; caress

BLANK. a. [blanc, French. ]

1. White.

2. A kind of pear.

Temple,

Shakespeare

Pope.

To BLANKET. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To cover with a blanket.

2. To toss in a blanket.

BLA'NKLY. ad. [ from blank. In a blank

manner ; with whiteness ; with confusion.

To BLARE. v. n. [blaren, Dutch. ] To bellow ;

to roar. Not in use. Skinner,

To BLASPHE'ME. v . a. [blasphemo, low Lat.]

1. To speak in terms of impious irreverence

of God.

2. To speak evil of. Shakespeare.

To BLASPHE'ME. v. n. To speak blasphemy.

Shakespeare.

ABLASPHEʼMER. s. [from blaspheme.]

wretch that speaks of God in impious and

irreverent terms. 1 Tim. i. 13.

BLA'SPHEMOUS . a . [from blaspheme ] Impi-

ously irreverent with regard to God.

Sidney. Tillotson.

BLA'SPHEMOUSLY. ad. [from blaspheme.]

Impiously ; with wicked irreverence . Swift.

BLASPHEMY. s. [from blaspheme. ] Blasphemy

is an offering of some indignity unto God

himself.

BLAST. s. [from blært, Saxon .]

1. Agust, or puff ofwind.

Hammond.

Shakespeare.

2. The sound made by any instrument of

wind musick. Milton.

3. The stroke of a malignant planet. Job.

To BLAST. v . a. [from the noun. ]

1. To strike with some sudden plague. Addis.

2. To make wither. Shakespeare.

Stillingfleet.

Sudden stroke

3. To injure ; to invalidate.

4.To confound ; to strike with terrour. Shak.

BLA'STMENT. s. [ from blast ]

of infection.

BLATANT. a. [ blattant, Fr.]

calf.

Shakespeare.

Bellowing as a

Dryden.

Spenser.

To BLATTER. v. n . [from Ulatero, Latin.] To

roar.

BLAY. s . [alburnus.] A small whitishriver fish .

BLAZE. s . [blare, a torch, Saxon.]

1. A flame ; the light of a fiame.

2. Publication.

3. A white mark upon a horse.

To BLAZE, v, n.

1. To flame.

2. To be conspicuous.

To BLAZE. v. á.

1. To publish ; to make known.

Milton.

Bacon.

Swift.

2. Underwritten.

Paradise Lost.

Addison.

2. To blazon.

3. Confused ; abashed. Pope.

4. Without rhyme. Shakespeare.

BLANK. s. [from the adjective . ]

1. A void space. Swift.

2. A lot by which nothing is gained ; not

a prize.

3. A paper unwritten.

Dryden.

Paradise Lost.

4. The point to which an arrow is directed ,

5. Aim. Shakespeare.

6. Object to which any thing is directed .

o BLANK. v. a. [from blank .]

1. To damp ; to confuse ; to dispirit. Tillot.

2. To efface ; to annul. Spenser,

3. To inflame ; to fire.

Dryden.

Milton.

Dict.

Pope

Mark.

Peacham.

Shakespeare.

Spenser

BLAZER. s. [ from bluze. ] One that spreads

reports .

To BLA'ZON v. a. [blasonner, French.]

1. To explain, in proper terms, the figures or

ensigns armorial.

2. To deck ; to embellish.

Addison.

Garth

3. To display ; to set to show. Shakespeare,

4. To celebrate ; to set out. Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

5. To blaze about ; to make publick.

BLAʼZON. s . [from the verb.]

1. The art of drawing or explaining coats of

Peachamarms.
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2. Show ; divulgation ; publication. Shak.

3. Celebration.
• Collier.

BLA'ZONRY. s. [from blazon. ] The art of

blazoning.

To BLEACH. v. a . [bleechen, German.]

whiten.

To BLEACH. v. n. To growwhite.

BLEAK. a. [blac, blæc, Saxon.]

I. Pale.

2. Cold ; chill.

BLEAK. s. A small river fish .

1. Benediction.

2. Themeans of happiness.

s. Divine favour.

Denham.

Shakespeare

BLEST. particip . a . [from bless .] Happy. Pope

BLEW. Thepreterite of blow.To

Dryden. BLIGHT. s.

1. Mildew.

Addison.

Walton.

BLE'AKNESS . s. [from bleak.] Coldness ; chil-

ness. Addison.

BLE'AKY. «. [from bleak.] Bleak ; cold ; chill.

BLEAR. a. [blaer, a blister, Dutch .]

Dryden.

Dryden.

Milton.

1. Dim with rheum or water.

2. Dim ; obscure in general .

To BLEAR. v. a. [from the adjective .] To

make the eyes watery. Dryden.

BLE'AREDNESS . s . [from bleared .] The state

of eyes dimmed with rheum. Wiseman.

To BLEAT. v. n. [ blætan, Saxon. ] To cry as

a sheep . Dryden.

BLEAT. s. [from the verb.] The cry of a sheep

or lamb. Chapman.

BLEB. s. [blaen, to swell, German.] A blister.

To BLEED. v. n. pret. I bled ; I have bled.

[bledan, Saxon.]

1. To lose blood ; to run with blood. Bacon.

2. To die a violent death.

3. To drop, as blood.

To BLEED. v . a. To let blood.

BLEIT.

BLATE. }

a. Bashful.

Pope.

Pope.

To BLEMISH. v. a . [from blame, Junius.]

1. To mark with any deformity. Sidney.

2. To defame ; to tarnish, with respect to

reputation.

BLE'MISH. s. [from the verb .]

1. A mark of deformity ; a scar.

2. Reproach ; disgrace.

Dryden.

Wiseman.

Hooker.

To BLENCH. v. n. To shrink ; to start back.

Shakespeare.

To BLENCH. v. a. To hinder ; to obstruct.

Carew.

To BLEND. t. a. preter. I blended ; anciently,

blent. [blendan, Saxon.]

1. To mingle together.

2. To confound.

3. To pollute; to spoil.

Boyle.

Hooker.

Spenser.

BLENT. The obsolete particciple of blend.

Te BLESS. v. a. [blerrian, Saxon.]

1. To make happy ; to prosper. Dryden.

2. To wish happiness to another: Deut.

3. To praise ; to glorify for benefits received.

Davies.

Spenser.5. To wave; to brandish.

BLE'SSED. participiul a. [ from to bless.] Hap-

py; enjoying heavenly felicity.

BLESSED Thistle. A plant.

SidneyBLESSEDLY. ud. Happily.

BLE'SSEDNESS. s. [ from blessed.]

1. Happiness ; felicity.

2. Sanctity. Shakespeare.

3. Heavenly felicity.

Sidney.

South.

4. Divine favour.

BLE'SSER. s. [from bless.] He that blesses.

BLESSING. & [from bless.]

Knolles.

Temple.

2. Anything nipping or blasting. L'Estrange.

To BLIGHT. v. a. [from the noun.] To blast ;

to hinder from fertility.

BLIND. a. [ blind, Saxon .]

1. Deprived of sight ; dark.

2. Intellectually dark.

3. Unseen ; private.

4. Dark ; obscure.

To BLIND. v. a.

1. To make blind.

Locke.

Digby.

Dryden.

Hooker.

Milton.

South.

Dryden.2. To obscure to the eye.

3. To obscure to the understanding.StillingA,

BLIND. s.

1. Something to hinder the sight. L'Estrange.

2. Something to mislead. Decay ofPiety.

TO BLINDFOLD. v. a. [from blind and fold.]

To hinderfrom seeing, by blinding the eyes.

Luke.

BLINDFOLD. a. [from the verb. ] Having

the eyes covered . Spenser. Dryden.

BLIʼNDLY. ad. [from blind.]

1. Without sight.

2. Implicitly ; without examination . Locke.

3. Withoutjudgment or direction. Dryden.

BLINDMAN's BUFF. s. A play in which

some one is to have his eyes covered, and

hunt out the rest ofthe company. Hudibras.

BLINDNESS s. [from blind.]

1. Want of sight. Denham .

2. Ignorance ; intellectual darkness. Spenser.

BLINDSIDE. s. Weakness ; foible. Swift.

BLI'NDWORM, s. A small viper, not venom-

ous.

To BLINK. v. n [blincken, Danish ]

1. To wink.

2. To see obscurely.

BLI'NKARD. s. [from blink.]

1. One that has bad eyes.

Grew.

Hudibras.

Pope.

2. Something obscurely twinkling. Hakewell.

BLISS. s. [blirre, Saxon .]

1. The highest degree ofhappiness ; the hap-

piness of blessed souls. Hooker, Milton.

Pope.2. Felicity in general.

BLI'SSFUL. a. [from bliss andfull. ] . Happy in

the highest degree. *Spenser

BLISSFULLY. ad. [from blissful ] Happily.

BLISSFULNESS.s. [ from blissful. ] Happiness.

To BLI'SSOM. v. a. To caterwaul. Dict

BLI'STER. s [ bluyster, Dutch ]

1. A pustule formed by raising the cuticle

from the cutis . Temple.

2. Any swelling made by the separation of a

film or skin from the other parts . Bucon.

To BLI'STER. v. n. [from the noun.] To rise

in blisters. Dryden

To BLI'STER. v. a. To raise blisters by some

hurt. Shakespeare

BLITHE. a. [bliče,Sax .[ Gay; airy.Hook.Pope.

BLITHLY. ad. [from blithe.] In a blithe man-

s. [from blithe. ] The

ner.

BLITHSOMENESS . } qualityof beingblithe.
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ful.

To BLOAT. v. a. [probably from

swell.

BLOOD-STONE. s. The blood-stone is green,

spotted with a bright blood red. Woodward.

Desirous to shed

Raleigh.

BLITHSOME. a. [from blithe.] Gay; cheer.

Philips.

blow.] To BLOOD-THIRSTY. a.

Addison. blood .

Arbuthnot. BLOODFLOWER. 8. [hamanthus, Latin.] A

Turgid- plant.

Arbuthnot. BLOODGUI'LTINESS. s. Murder. Spenser.

Carew. BLOODHOUND. s. A hound that follows by

the scent. Southern.

To BLOAT. v n. To grow turgid.

BLO'ATEDNESS. s. [from bloat . ]

ness ; swelling.

BLO'BBER. s. A bubble.

lip.

BLO'BBERLIP. s. [blobber and lip. ] A thick

Dryden.

a. Having swelled or

thick lips. Grew.ED.}

BLO'BBERLIPPED.

BLO'BLIPPED.

BLOCK. 8. [block, Dutch.]

I A heavy piece of timber.

2. A mass of matter.

3. A massy body.

Addison.

Swift.

4. Thewood on which hats are formed. Shak.

5. The wood on which criminals are be-

headed.

6. An obstruction ; a stop .

7. A sea-term for a pully.

8. A blockhead.

Dryden.

Decay ofPiety.

Clarendon.

Tatler.

Shakespeare.

To BLOCK. v. a. [ bloquer, Fr. ] To shut up ;

to inclose.

BLOCK-HOUSE. s . [from block and house.]

A fortress built to obstruct or block up a

pass. Raleigh.

BLOCK-TIN . s. [from block and tin.] Tin

pure or unmixed." Boyle.

BLOCKA'DE. s . [from block. ] A siege carried

on by shutting up the place.

TO BLOCKA'DE. v. a. [from the noun.] To

shut up. Pope.

BLOCKHEAD. s . [from block and head. ] ´A

stupid fellow ; a dolt ; a man without parts.

Pope.

BLOCKHEADED. a. [from blockhead. ] Stu-

pid ; dull. L'Estrange.

BLO'CKISH. a. [from block.] Stupid ; dull.

BLO'CKISHLY. ad. [from blockish.] In a stu-

pid manner.
BLO'CKISHNESS. s. Stupidity.

BLO'MARY. s. The first forge in the iron

mills.

BLO'NKET. s. for blanket.

BLOOD. s. [blood, Saxon.]

Dict.

Spenser.

1. The red liquor that circulates in the bo-

dies of animals.

2. Child ; progeny.

3. Family ; kindred.

BLOODILY. ad. [from bloody. ] Cruelly. Dryd.

BLO'ODINESS. s. [from bloody ] The state of

being bloody.

BLOODLESS . a. [from blood .]

1. Without blood ; dead.

2. Without slaughter.

Sharp.

Dryden.

Waller.

BLO'ODSHED. s [from blood and shed. ]

1. The crime of blood, or murder. South.

2. Slaughter ; destruction. Dryden.

BLOODSHEDDER. s. Murderer. Ecclus.

BLO'ODSHOT. a.[from blood and shot .]

BLOODSHOTTEN. Filled with blood

bursting from its proper vessels.

BLO'ODSUCKER. s. [from blood and suck.]

1. A leech ; a fly ; any thing that sucks

blood.

2. A murderer.

BLOODY. a. [from blood.]

1. Stained with blood.

2. Cruel ; murderous.

BLOOM. s. [blum, German.]

1. A blossom.

2. The state of immaturity.

To BLOOM. v. n.

Hayward.

Pope.

Dryden.

Bacon

Hooker.

Pope.

1. To bring or yield blossoms.

2. To produce as blossoms.

3. To be in a state of youth.

BLO'OMY. a. [from bloomt.] Full of blooms ;

flowery . Pope.

BLORE. 8. [from blow.] Act of blowing;

blast. Chupmar.

BLO'SSOM. s. [blorme, Saxon.] The flower

that grows on any plant.

To BLO'SSOM. v. n. To put forth blossoms.

Habbakkuk.

To BLOT. v. a. [from blottir, Fr.]

Dryden.

1. To obliterate ; to make writing invisible.

Waller.

3. To blur.

Genesis.

Shakespeare.

2. To efface ; to erase.

4. To disgrace ; to disfigure.

Dryden. 5. To darken.

Shakespeare.

2 Samuel.

Matthew.

Pope.

Dryden.

Ascham

Rowe.

Cowley.4. Descent ; lineage.

5. Birth ; high extraction.

6. Murder; violent death.

7. Life.

8. The carnal part of a man.

Shakespeare. BLOT. s. [ from the verb.]

9. Temper of mind ; state of the passions.

10. Hot spark ; man of fire.

11. The juice of any thing.

To BLOOD. v. a.

I. To stain with blood.

Hudibras.

Bacon.

Genesis.

1. An obliteration ofsomething written. Dry.

2. A blur ; a spot.

3. A spot in reputation.

BLOTCH..s. [from blot.] A blot or pustule

upon the skin .
Harvey.

To BLOTE. v. a. To smoke, or dry by the

smoke.

BLOW. s. [blowe, Dutch.]

Bacon 1. A stroke.

Bacon.

2. To enure to blood, as a hound. Spenser.

3. To heat ; to exasperate.

BLOOD-BOLTERED. a. [from blood and

bolter. ] Blood-sprinkled. Shakespeare.

To BLOOD-LET. v. a. To bleed ; to open a

ein medicinally.

BLOOD-LETTER, s . [from blood-let. ] A phle

botomist Wiseman

2. The fatal stroke.

Clarendon.

Dryden.

3. A single action ; a sudden event. Dryden.

4. The act of a fly, by which she lodges eggs

in flesh. Chapman.

To BLOW. v. n. pret. blew ; particip. pass.

blown. [blapan, Saxon.]

1. To move with a current ofair. Pope.

??
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2. This word is used sometimes impersonay 1. To dull the edge or point. Dryde

2. To repress, or weaken any appetite. Sha.

BLUNTLY. ad . [from blunt.]

Dryden.

Pope.

1. Without sharpness.

Milton.

Numb.

2. Coarsely ; plainly.

with it ; as, it blows hard.

3. To pant ; to puff.

4. To breathe.

5. To sound by being blown.

6. To play musically by wind.

7. To blow over. To pass away

fect.

without ef-

Glanville.

BLUNTNESS. s . [from blunt.]

1. Want of edge or point.

air by the

Tutler.

Dryden.

Suckling.

8. To blow up. To fly into the

force of gunpowder.

To BLOW. v . a .

1. To drive by the force ofthe wind. South.

2. To inflate with wind. Isaiah.

3. To swell ; to puff into size . Shakespeare.

4. To sound an instrument ofwind musick.

5. To warm with the breath.

6. To spread by report.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

7. To infect with the eggs offlies . Shakes

s. To blow out. To extinguish by wind.

9. To blow up. To raise or swell with breath.

Boyle.

10. To blow up. To destroy with gunpowder.

Woodward.

11. To blow upon. To make stale. Addison.

To BLOW. v. n. [ biopan, Saxon.] To bloom ; to

blossom. Waller.

BLO'WPOINT. s. A child's play. Donne.

BLOWTH. s . [from blow. ] Bloom, or blos-

Raleigh.

BLOWZE. s . A ruddy fat-faced wench.

BLO'WZY. a. [from blowze .] Sun-burnt ; high

coloured.

som .

BLUBBER. s. The part of a whale that con-

tains the oil.

To BLU'BBER. v. n. To weep in such a man-

ner as to swell the cheeks. Swift.

To BLU'BBER. v. a. To swell the cheeks with

weeping. Sidney.

BLU'DGEON. s. A short stick, with one end

loaded.

2. Coarseness ; roughness ofmanners. Dry.

BLUR. s . [ borra, Span. a blot. ] A blot ; a
stain.

To BLUR. v . a. [from the noun. ]

1. To blot ; to efface.

2. To stain.

South.

Locke,

Hudibras.

To BLURT. v. a. To let fly without thinking.

Hakewell.

To BLUSH. v. n. [blosen, Dutch.]

1. To betray shame or confusion, by a red

colour in the cheek.

2. To carry a red colour.

BLUSH. s. [ from the verb.]

Smith.

Shakespeare.

1. The colour of the cheeks raised by shame.

Pope.

Crashaw .

Locke.

Spenser .

Gov. ofthe Tongue.

2. A red or purple colour.

3. Sudden appearance.

BLU'SHY.a. Having the colour ofa blush . Ba,

To BLU'STER. v. n . [supposed from blast . ]

1. To roar as a storm.

2. To bully ; to puff.

BLU'STER. s . [ from the verb. ]

1. Roar ; noise ; tumult.

2. Boast ; boisterousness .

BLU'STERER. s. A swaggerer ; a bully.

BLU'STROUS . a. [ frombluster.] Tumultuous ;

noisy.

Swift.

Shakespeare.

Hudibras.

Temple.BO. interject. A word ofterrour.

BOAR. s. [ban, Saxon. ] The male swine.

BOARD. s . [bɲæd, Saxon ]

1. Apiece ofwood ofmore length and breadth

than thickness.

2. A table.

Temple.
Hakewell.

3. A table at which a council or court is held.

One ofthe
Newton.

Clarendon.

4. A court ofjurisdiction . Bacon.

bottle.] 5. The deck or floor of a ship. Addison.

Ray

Prior.

To BOARD. v. u.

1. To enter a ship by force. Denham.

BLUE. a. [blap, Saxon, bleu, Fr.]

seven original colours.

BLUEBOTTLE. s . [from blue and

1. A flower of the bell shape.

2. A fly with a large blue belly.

BLU'ELY. ad. [from blue.] With a blue co-

lour. Swift.

BLUENESS. s. [from blue.] The quality of

being blue.

BLUFF. a. Big ; surly ; blustering. Dryden.

To BLUNDER. v. n. [blunderen, Dutch. ]

1. To mistake grossly ; to err very widely.

Boyle.

South.

Pope.

2. To attack, or make the first attempt. Sha.

3. To lay or pave with boards. Mca:on.

To BOARD. v . n . To live where a certain rate

is paid for eating. Herbert.

BOARD-WAGES. s . Wages allowed to ser-

vants to keep themselves in victuals. Dryd.

BO'ARDER. s. [ from board .] A tabler.

BO'ARISH. a. [from bear. ] Swinish ; brutal ;

cruel. Shakespeare.

To BOAST. v. n. To display one's own worth

or actions.

2. To flounder ; to stumble.

To BLU'NDER. v. a. To mix

blindly.

foolishly, or

Stillingfleet.

A gross or

Addison.

To BOAST. v. a.

1. To brag of.

2. To magnify; to exalt.

2 Corinthians.

Atterbury.

Psalms.
A gun

BLU'NDER. s. [from the verb.]

shameful mistake.

BLUNDERBUSS. s. [from blunder.]

that is discharged with many bullets . Dryd.

BLU'NDERER. s. [from blunder. ] A block-

head. Watts.

BLUNDERHEAD. s . A stupid fellow. L'Est.

BLUNT. a.

1. Dull on the edge or point ; not sharp.

2. Dull in understanding ; not quick.

3. Rough ; not delicate.

4. Abrupt ; not elegant.

To BLUNT.v. a. [from the noun.]

Wotton.

Bacon.

BOAST. s .

Spectator.

Pope.

1. A proud speech.

2. Cause ofboasting.

BO'ASTER. s . [ fromboast.] A bragger. Boyle.

BOʻASTFUL . a. [from boast and full.] Osten- *

tatious. Pope.

BO'ASTINGLY. ad. [from boasting. ] Ostenta

tiously. * Decay ofPiety.

BOAT. s . [bat, Saxon. ] A vessel to pass the

water in. Raleigh.
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BOA'TION. s. [boure, Latin.] Roar ; noise.`

Denham.

BO'ATMAN. s. [from boat and man. ] He

BOATSMAN . that manages a boat.

BO'ATSWAIN. s. [from boat and swain.] An

officer on board a ship, who has charge of

all her rigging, ropes, cables, anchors, &c.

To BOB . v . a.

1. To beat; to drub. Shakespeare.

2. To cheat ; to gain by fraud . Shakespeare.

To BOB. v. n. To play backward and forward.

Dryden.

BOB. s. [from the verb neuter.]

1. Something that hangs so as to play loosely.

Dryden.

2. The words repeated atthe end of a stanza.

L'Estrange.

3. A blow. Ascham,

BO'BBIN. s. [bobine, Fr. ] A small pin ofwood,

used in weaving. Tatler.

BO'BCHERRY. s. [from bob and cherry. ] A

play among children, in which the cherry is

hung so as to bob against the mouth. Arbuth.
BOBTAIL. s . Cut tail. Shakespeare.

BOBTAILED. a. Having a tail cut. L'Estr.
BO'BWIG. s. A short wig. Spectator.

To BODE. v. a. [bodian, Saxon.] To portend ;
to be the omen of.

Shakespeare.

To BODE. v. n. To be an omen ; to foreshow.

Dryden.

BO'DEMENT. s. [from bode.] Portent ; omen.

Shakespeare.

To BODGE. v. n. To boggle. Shakespeare.

BO'DICE. s. [from bodies. ] Stays ; a waistcoat

quilted with whalebone. Prior.

BODILESS. a. [ from body.] Incorporeal ;

without a body. Davies.

BODILY. «. [from body.]

1. Corporeal ; containing body. South.

2. Relating to the body, not the mind. Hook.

3. Real; actual. Shakespeare.

BO'DILY. ad. Corporeally. IVatts.

BOʻDKIN. s . [bodiken, or small body. Skinner.]

1. An instrument with a small blade and

sharp point.

BO'GGLER. s. [from boggle.] A doubter ; a

timorous man.
Shakespeare.

BO'GGY. a. [ from bog.] Marshy ; swampy.

Arbuthnot.

BO'GHOUSE. s . A house of office.

BOHE'A. s. [ an Indian word.] A species of

tea.

To BOIL. v. n. [ bouiller, French.]

1. To be agitated by heat.

2. To be hot ; to be fervent.

3. To move like boiling water.

4. To be in hot liquor.

5. To cook by boiling.

Pope.

Bentley.

Dryden.

Gay.

Shakespeare.

Swift.

Bacon.

To BOIL. v. a. To seeth ; to prepare, or cook

by hot water.

BOʻILER. s. [from boil.]

1. The person that boils any thing. Boyle.

2. The vessel in which any thing is boiled.

BOI'STEROUS . a. [byster, furious, Dutch.]

1. Violent ; loud ; stormy.

2. Turbulent ; furious.

3. Unwieldy.

Waller.

Addison.

Spenser

BO'ISTEROUSLY. ad. [from boisterous.] Vio-

lently ; tumultuously.

BO'ISTEROUSNESS. s . [from boisterous. ]

Tumultuousness ; turbulence. Swift.

BO'LARY. a. [from bole.] Partaking of the na

ture of a bole.

BOLD. a. [ bald, Saxon.]

1. Daring ; brave ; stout.

2. Executed with spirit.

3. Confident ; not scrupulous.

4. Impudent ; rude.

5. Licentious.

6. Standing out to the view.

Brown.

Temple.

Roscommon.

Locke.

Ecclus.

Waller.

Dryden.

7. Tomakebold . To take freedoms. Tillotson .

To BO'LDEN. v. a . [from bold.] To make bold.

Ascham.

L'Estrange.

BO'LDFACE. s . [ from bold and face.] Impu

dence ; sauciness.

BOʻLDFACED. a . [from bold and face. ] Impu

dent. Bramhall.

BOʻLDLY. ad. [from bold.] In a bold manner.

Hooker.

BO'LDNESS. s. [from bold.]

1. Courage ; bravery.

BODY. s. [bodig, Saxon.]

Sidney.

2. An instrument to draw a thread or ri

band through a loop.

Sidney.

Pope. 2. Exemption from caution. Dryden.

3. An instrument to dress hair. Pope. 3. Freedom ; liberty. 2 Corinthians.

4. Confident trust in God. Hooker.

5. Assurance. Bacon.

6. Impudence. Hooker.

3. A person ; a human being. Hooker.

Chapman.
Woodward.

1. The material substance ofan animal. Matt.

2. Matter; opposed to spirit.

4. Reality ; opposed to representation. Coloss.

5. A collective mass.

6. The main army; the battle.

7. A corporation.

8. The outward condition.

9. The main part.

Clarendon.

Clarendon.

Swift.

1 Cor.

Addison.

10. A pandect ; a general collection.

11. Strength ; as, wine ofagood body.

BODY-CLOTHES. s. Clothing for horses

that are dieted. Addison.

To BO'DY. v. a. To produce in some form. Sh.

BOG. s. [bog, soft, Irish. ] A marsh ; a fen ; a

South.morass.

BOG-TROTTER. s. [from bog and trot.] One

that lives in a boggy country.

To BO'GGLE. v. n . [from bogil, Dutch]

1. To sart, to fly back.

2. To hesitate.

Dryden.

Locke.

BOLE. s.

1. The body or trunk of a tree.

2. Akind of earth.

3. A measure of corn containing six bushels.

Mortimer.

BO'LIS. s . [Lat.] Bolis is a great fiery ball,

swiftly hurried through the air, and general-

ly drawing a tail after it.

BOLL. s. A round stalk or stem.

To BOLL. v. n. [from the noun.] To rise in a

stalk.

BO'LSTER. s. [ bolrene, Saxon.]

Exodus.

1. Something laid on the bed to support the

head.

2. A pad, or quilt.

3. Compress of a wound.

Gay

Swift

Wiseman

To BOʻLSTER. v. a. [ from the noun.]

1. To support the head with a boister.
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2. To afford a bed to. Shakespeare.

3. To hold wounds together with a compress.

1. Cords, or chains, with which any one is

bound.

Sharp.

4. To support ; to maintain. South.

2. Ligament that holds together.

3. Union ; connexion.

Shakespeare.

Locke

Mortimer

BOLT. s. boult, Dutch ; Boris. ] 4. Imprisonment ; captivity. Acts.

1. An arrow ; a dart. Dryden. 5. Ccment ; cause ofunion.

2. Lightning ; a thunderbolt. Dryden. 6. Awriting of obligation.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

3. Bolt upright ; that is, upright as an arrow. Locke.

4. The bar ofa door.

6. A spot or stain.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

5. An iron to fasten the legs ; corrupted

from bought, a link. Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

servile state.

To BOLT. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To shut or fasten with a bolt.

2. To blurt out.

3. To fetter; to shackle.

7. Law by which one is obliged.

BOND. a. [gebonden, Saxon ] Captive ; in a

1 Corinthians

BONDAGE. s . [from bond . ] Captivity ; im

prisonment. Sidney. Pope.

BÓ'NDMAID. s . [ from bond.] A woman slave.

Shakespeare.

Dryden. BO'NDMAN. s. [from bond . ] A man slave, one

Milton.

Shakespeare.

4. To sift ; to separate with a sieve. Dryden.

5. To examine ; to try out.

6. To purify ; to purge.

Hale.

Shakespeare.

To BOLT. v . n. To spring out with speed and

suddenness. Dryden.

BO'LTER. s. [from the verb.] A sieve to se-

parate meal from bran. Bucon.

BO'LTHEAD. s. A long strait-necked glass

vessel, a matrass, or receiver. Boyle.

BOʻLTING-HOUSE. s. The place where meal

is sifted . Dennis.

BOʻLTSPRIT, or Bow'SPRIT. s. A mast run-

ning out ofthe head of a ship, not standing

upright, but aslope. Sea Dict.

BO'LUS.´s. [Boros -Ĵ A medicine, made up into

a soft mass, larger than pills . Swift.

BOMB. s. [bominus, Latin.]

1. A loud noise. Bacon.

2. A hollow iron ball, or shell, filled with

gunpowder, and furnished with a vent for a

fusee, or wooden tube, filled with combusti-

ble matter, to be thrown out from a mortar.

Rowe.

To BOMB. v. a. To attack with bombs. Prior.

BOMB-CHEST. s. [from bomb and chest.] A

kind of chest filled with bombs, placed un-

der ground, to blow up in the air.

BOMB-KETCH. s. Akind of ship, strong-

BOMB-VESSEL. fly built, to bear the shock}

of a mortar. Addison.

BO'MBARD. 8. [bombardus, Latin.] A great
gun. A barrel for wine. Knolles.

To BOMBA'RD. v. a. [from the noun.] To

attack with bombs.
Addison.

BOMBARDIER. s. [from bombard.] The en-

gineer whose employment it is to shoot
bombs. Tatler.

BOMBARDMENT. s . [from bombard. ] An

attack made by throwing bombs. Addison.

BO'MBASIN. s. [bombasin, Fr.] A slight silken

stuff.

BO'MBAST. s. Fustian ; big words. Donne,

BO'MBAST. a. High-sounding. Shakespeare

BOMBILATION. s. [from bombus, Latin .]

Sound ; noise. Brown.

BONA RO'BA. s . A whore. Shakespeare

BONA'SUS. s [Latin.] A kind of buffalo.

BONCHRETIEN. s . [ French . ] A species of

pear, so called , probably from the name ofa

gardener.

BOND. s. [bond, Saxon.]
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Dryden.

Leviticus.

1 Kings.

Davies.

wholly in another's power.

BONDSERVANT. s. A slave.

BONDSERVICE. s. Slavery.

BO'NDSLAVE. s. Amanin slavery.

BO'NDSMAN. s [ from bond and man.] One

bound for another. Derham.

BOʻNDSWOMAN. s. A woman slave. Jonson,

BONE. s. [ban, Saxon.]

1. The solid parts of the body of an animal.

2. A fragment of meat ; a bone with as much

flesh as adheres to it. Dryden.

3. To be upon the bones. To attack. L'Estr.

4. To make no bones. To make no scruple.

5. Dice.

To BONE. v. a. [from the noun.] To take out

the bones from the flesh.

BO'NELACE. s. [ The bobbins with which lace

is woven being frequently made of bones. ]

Flaxen lace. Spectator.

BONELESS. a. [from bone.] Without bones.

To BO'NESET. v. n . [ from bone and set. ] To

restore a bone out of joint, or join a bone

broken. Wiseman.

BO'NESETTER. s. [from boneset. ]

geon.

A chirur

Denham.

BO'NFIRE. s. [ bon , good, Fr. and fire .] A fire

made for triumph. South.

BO'NGRACE. s . [ bonne grace, Fr.] A covering

for the forehead. Hakewell.

BO'NNET. s. [ bonet, Fr.] A hat or a cap.

BO'NNET. [ Iù fortification . ] A kind of little
ravelin.

BOʻNNETS. [ In the sea language. ] Small

sails set on the courses on the mizzen, main

sail, and foresail.

BO'NNILY. ad. [from bonny.] Gayly ; hand-

somely.

BO'NNÏNESS. s . [from bonny.] Gayety
handsomeness.

BO'NNY. a. [ from bon, bonne, French.]

1. Handsome ; beautiful. Shakespeare.

2. Gay ; merry. Shakespeare.

BONNY-CLABBER. s . Sour butter-milk. Sw.

BOʻNUM MAGNUM. s. A great plum.

BO'NY. a. [ from bone.]

1. Consisting ofbones.

2. Full of bones.

Ray

BO'OBY. s. A dull , heavy, stupid fellow. Prior.

BOOK. s. [boc , Saxon.]

1. A volume in which we read or write. Bac.

2. A particular part, a division of a work.

Burnet.

3. The register in which a trader keeps an

Shakespeare.account.
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4. In books. In kind remembrance. Addison.

5. Without book. Bymemory. Hooker.

ToBOOK . v. a . To register in a book. Daries.

BOOK-KEEPING. s. [from book and keep. ]

The art of keeping accounts. Harris.

BOʻOK-BINDER. s. A man whose profession

it is to bind books.

BOʻOKFUL. a . [from book and full. ] Crowded

with undigested knowledge. Pope.

BO'OKISH. a. [from book. ] Given to books.

Spectator.

BOOKISHNESS. s . [ from bookish.] Over-

studiousness.

BOOKLE'ARNED. a. [from book and learned .]

Versed in books. Swift.

BOOKLE'ARNING. s. [from book and learn-

ing.] Skill in literature ; acquaintance with

books. Sidney.

BO'OKMAN. s. [from book and man.] A man

whose profession is the study ofbooks. Shak.

RO'OKMATE. s. Schoolfellow. Shakespeare.

BOOKSELLER. s. He whose profession it is

to sell books. Walton.

BO'OKWORM. s. [from bock and worm.]

1. A mite that eats holes in books.

2. A student too closely fixed upon books.

BOOM. s. [from boom, a tree, Dutch.]

1. [In sea language.] A long pole used to

spread out the clue ofa studding-sail .

2. A pole with bushes or baskets, set up as a

mark to show the sailors how to steer.

3. A bar ofwood laid across a harbour. Dry.

To BOOM. v . n. To rush with violence . Pope.

BOON. s. [from bene, Sax. ] A gift ; a grant.

Addison.
BOON. a. [bon, Fr. ] Gay ; merry. Milton.

BOOR. s. [beer, Dutch.] A lowt ; a clown.

Temple.

BOʻORISH, a. [from boor.] Clownish ; rustick.

Shakespeare.

BO'ORISHLY. ad. After a clownish manner.

BO'ORISHNESS. s. [from boorish.] Coarse-

ness of manners .

BOOSE. s. [borg, Saxon.] A stall for a cow.

To BOOT. v. a. [bot, Saxon.]

1. To profit ; to advantage.

2. To enrich ; to benefit.

BOOT. s. [from the verb. ]

.

BO'OTY. s. [buyt,"Dutch.]

1. Plunder ; pillage. 'Dryden.

Shakespeare.2. Things gotten by robbery.

3. To play booty. To lose by design. Dryden.

BOPE'EP. s. To play BOPEEP, is to look out,

and draw back, as iffrighted . Dryden.

BO'RABLE. a. [from bore.] That may be

bored.

BORACHIO. s. [ borracho, Spanish .] A drunk-
ard. Congreve.

BO'RAGE . s . [ from borago, Lat.] A plant.

BO'RAMEZ. s. The vegetable lamb, general-

ly known by the name of Agnus Scythicus.

1

Brown.

BO'RAX. s . [borax, low Latin .]. An artificial

salt, prepared from sal ammoniac, nitre, cal-

cined tartar, sea salt, and alum , dissolved in

wine. Quincy.

BO'RDEL. s . [bordeel, Teut. ] A brothel ; a

bawdy-house.

BO'RDER. s. [ bord, German.]

South.

1. The outer part or edge of any thing.

2. The edge of a country.

Dryden.

Spenser.

3. The outer part of a garment adorned with

needle-work.

4. A bank raised round a garden,

with flowers .

To BO'RDER. v. n . [from the noun.]

1. To confine upon.

2. To approach nearly to.

To BOʻRDER. v. a.

1. To adorn with a border.

and set

Waller.

Knolles.

Tillotson.

Raleigh.

Spenser

Spenser.

To BORE. v, a . [boɲian, Saxon . ] To pierce

with a hole. Digby.

ToBORE. v. n.

1. To make a hole. Wilkins.

2. To reach ; to touch.

BO'RDERER. s . [from border.] He that dwells

on the borders .

To BO'RDRAGE. v . n. [fromborder.] To plun-

der the borders.

2. To push forward towards a certain point.

Dryden.

BORE. s. [from the verb.]

Hooker. Pope.

Shakespeare.

1. The hole made by boring.
Milton.

2. The instrument with which a hole is bor-

ed. Moxon.

Bacon.

Dryden.

Pope.

1. Profit; gain ; advantage. Shakespeare.

2. To boot. With advantage ; over and above.

Herbert.

BOOT. s. [botte, French.] A covering for the

leg, used by horsemen. Milton.

BOOT of a coach. The space between the

coachman and the coach.

To BOOT. v. a. To put on boots. Shakespeare.

BOOT-HOSE. s. [ from boot and hose.] Stock-

ings to serve for boots. Shakespeare.

BOOT-TREE. s. Wood shaped like a leg, to

be driven into boots for stretching them.

BOOT-CATCHER. s . [from boot and catch.]

The person whose business at an inn is to

pull off the boots ofpassengers . Swift.

BOOTED. a . [from boot.] In boots. Dryden.

BOOTH. s. [boed, Dutch.] A house built of

boards or boughs.

BOOTLESS. a . [from boot.]

1. Useless ; unavailing.

2. Without success.

Swift.

Shakespeare.

S kespeare.

3. The size of any hole.

BORE. The preterite ofbear.

BO'REAL, a. [ borealis, Lat. ] Northern.

BOʻREAS. s . [ Lat . ] The north wind .

BORE'E. 9. A kind ofdance.

BO'RER. s . [from bore. ] A piercer.

BORN. The participle passive ofbear.

To be BORN. v. n . pass. To come into life.

.

Swift.

Moxon

Locke.

BOʻROUGH. s. [borhoe, Sax.] A town with a

corporation.

BO'RREL. s. A mean fellow.

To BO'RROW, v. a.

Spenser.

1. To take something from another upon

credit. Nehemiah.

2. To askof another the use ofsomething for

a time. Dryden

3. To take something of another. Waits.

4. To use as one's own, though not belonging

Dryden.to one.
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O'RROW. s. [from the verb.] The thing bor-

rowed.

BOʻRROWER. s . [from borrow .]

I He that borrows.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

BOTTLESCREW. s . [from bottle and screw }

Ascrew to pull out the cork.

BOTTOM. s. [borm, Saxon.]

1. The lowest part of any thing.

Pope. 2. The ground under the water.2. Hethat takes what is another's .

BO'SCAGE. s . [boscage, Fr.] Wood or wood-

lands.

BO'SKY. a. [bosque, Fr.] Woody.

BO'SOM. s. [borme, Saxon.]

1. The breast ; the heart.

2. An inclosure.

3. The foundation ; the ground -work. Att.

4. A dale ; a valley.Wotton.

Milton. 5. The deepest part.

6. Bound ; limit.

Shakespeare.

Hooker. 8. The last resort.

3. The folds of the dress.that cover the

breast.

4. The tender affections.

5. Inclination ; desire.

BOʻSOM, in composition, implies_intimacy ;

confidence ; fondness.

Exodus.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Ben Jonson.

Milton.

2. To conceal in privacy.

BO'SON. s. [ corrupted from boatswain.]

BOSS. s . [bosse, French.]

Pope.

1. A stud. Pope.

To BO'SOM. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To inclose in the bosom.

2. The part rising in the midst of any thing.

3. A thick body ofany kind.

Job.

Moxon.

Dryden.

Bentley.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

7. The utmost of any man's capacity. Shake,

9. A vessel for navigation

10. A chance, or security.

Norris.

Clarendon.

I.A ball ofthread wound up together. Mort.

To BOʻTTOM, v . a. [fromthe nonn ]

3. To build upon ; to fix upon as a support.

Atterbury.

Shakespeare,

Locke.

2. To wind upon something.

To BOʻTTOM. v. n. To rest upon as its sup-

port.

BOTTOMED. a. Having a bottom.

BOTTOMLESS. a. [ from bottom .] Wanting a

bottom ; fathomless. Milton.

BOTTOMRY. s. [In navigation and com-

merce.] The act of borrowing money on a

ship's bottom.

BO'SSAGE. s. [In architecture.] Any stone BOUCHET. s. [ French. ] A sort ofpear.

herbs.

that has a projecture .

BO'SVEL. s . A species of crowfoot.

BOTA'NICAL. a. [Boram, an herb .] Rela-

BOTANICK. Sting to herbs ; skilled in

Addison.

BOTANIST. s. [from botany.] One skilled in

plants. Woodward.

ΒΟΤΑΝΟLOGY. s . [βοτανολογια .] A discourse

upon plants.

BOTANY. s. [from Boran, an herb.] The

science of plants ; that part of natural his-

tory which relates to vegetables.

BOTCH. s. [bozza, Italian.]

1. A swelling, or eruptive discoloration of

the skin. Donne.

2. A part in any work ill finished.Shakespeare.

3. An adventitious part clumsily added.

Dryden.

To BOTCH. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To mend or patch clothes clumsily.

2. To put together unsuitably, or unskilfully.

Dryden.

3. To mark with botches. Garth.

BO'TCHY. a. [from botch.] Marked with

botches.
Shakespeare.

BOTH. a. [batha, Saxon.] The two ; the one

and the other. Hooker.

Dryden.BOTH. conj. As well.

BO'TRYOID. q. [Borguoridne. ] Having the form

of a bunch of grapes. Woodward.

BOTS. s. Small worms in the entrails ofhorses.

Shakespeare.

BO'TTLE. s. [bouteille, French.]

1. A small vessel of glass, or other matter,

with a narrow mouth. King.

2. A quantity of wine usually put into a

bottle ; a quart. Spectator.

Donne.

To in-

Swift,

3. A quantity ofhay or grass bundied up.

To BOTTLE. v. a. [from the noun.]

close in bottles.

BOTTLEFLOWER. 9. A plant.

BOUD. s. An insect which breeds in malt.

To BOUGE. v. n. [bouge, Fr. ] To swell out.

BOUGH. s. [ bog, Saxon. ] An arm or large
shoot of a tree.

BOUGHT. preter. ofto buy.

BOUGHT. s. [from to bow.]

1. A twist ; a link ; a knot.

2. A flexure.

Sidney.

Milton.

Brown.

BOU'ILLON. s. [French. ] Broth ; soup.

BOULDER Walls s . [ In architecture . ] Walls

built of round flints or pebbles, laid in a

strong mortar.

To BOUNCE. v. n.

1. To fall or fly against any thing with great

force.

2. To make a sudden leap.

3. To boast ; to bully.

4. To be bold or strong.

BOUNCE. s. [from the verb.]

1. A strong sudden biow.

Swift .

Addison.

Shakespeare,

Dryden.

Guy.2. A sudden crack or noise.

3. A boast ; a threat.

BOUNCER. s. [ frem bounce.] A boaster ; a

bully; an empty threatener.

BOUND. s. [from bind ]

1. A limit ; a boundary. Pope.

2. A limit by which any excursion is re

strained. Locke

3. A leap ; a jump ; a spring. Addison,

4. A rebound. Decay ofPiety.

To BOUND. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To limit ; to terminate.

2. To restrain ; to confine.

To BOUND. v . n . [bondir, Fr.}

1. Tojump ; to spring.

Dryden.

Shakespeare

Pope

Shakespeare

Shak

2. To rebound ; to fly back.

To BOUND . v. a . To make to bound.

BOUND. participle passive of bind Knolles

BOUND. a. [a word of doubtful etymology.]

Destined ; intended to come to anyplace.Tem

BOUNDARY. s. [from bound.] Limit ; bound.

Rogers
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BO'UNDEN. participle passive ofbind.

BOʻUNDING-STONE. s. A stone to play

BOUND-STONE. S with. Dryden.

BOʻUNDLESNESS. s. [from boundless.] Ex-

emption from limits. South.

BOUNDLESS. a. [from bound.] Unlimited ;

unconfined. South.

BO'UNTEOUS. a. [from bounty.] Liberal ;

kind ; generous . Dryden.

BO'UNTEOUSLY. ud. [from bounteous .] Li-

berally ; generously. Dryden.

BO'UNTEOUSNESS. s. [from bounteous. ] Mu-

nificence ; liberality. Psalms.

BOUNTIFUL. a. [from bounty and full.]

Liberal ; generous ; munificent. Taylor.

BOUNTIFULLY. ad. [from bountiful.] Libe-

rally. Donne.

BOUNTIFULNESS. s. [from bountiful.] The

quality of being bountiful ; generosity.

BO'UNTIHEAD. s. Goodness ; virtue.

BOUNTIHOOD.
Spenser.

BOUNTY..s. [bonté, Fr.] Generosity ; libera-

lity ; munificence. Hooker.

To BO'URGEON . v . n . [bourgeonner, Fr.] To

sprout ; to shoot into branches. Howel.

BOURN. s. [borne, Fr.] :

1. A bound ; a limit.

2. A brook ; a torrent.

Shakespeare.

Spenser.

To BOUSE. v. n. [buysen, Dutch.] To drink

lavishly. Spenser.

BO'USY. a. [from bouse. ] Drunken. King.

BOVT. s. [botta, Italian. ] A turn , as much of

an action as is performed at one time . Sid.

BOUTEFEU.s.[Fr. ] An incendiary K.Charles.

BO'UTISALE s . A sale at a cheap rate. Hayw.

BOUTS RIMES. [French ] The last words or

rhimes of a number of verses given to be

be filled up.

ToBOW. v. a. [buzen, Saxon.]

1. To bend ; to inflict. Locke.

2. To bend the body in token of respect or

submission. Isaiah.

3. To bend, or incline, in condescension. Ec.

Pope.4. To depress ; to crush.

ToBOW. v. n.

1. Tobend ; to suffer flexure .

2. To make a reverence.

3. To stoop.

DecayofPiety.

Judges.

Isaiah.4. To sink under pressure.

BOW. s. [from the verb. It is pronounced , like

the verb, as now, how.] An act of reverence

or submission.

BOW. s . pronounced bo.

1. An instrument of war.

Swift.

Alleyne.

2. A coloured arch in the clouds. Genesis.

3. The instrument with which string instru-

ments are struck. Dryden.

4. The doubling of a string in a slip-knot.

5. A yoke. Shakespeare.

6. Bow ofa ship. That part of her which be-

gins at the loof and compassing ends ofthe

stern, and ends at the sternmost parts ofthe

forecastle.

BOW-BENT. a. [from bow and bent.] Crooked.

Milton.

BOW-HAND. s . [from bow and hand.] The

hand that draws the bow.
Spenser.

BOW-LEGGED. a. [from bow and leg.] Hav.

ing croak ad legs.

To BO'WEL. v. a. [from the noun.] To pierce

the bowels. Thomson,

BO'WELS. s. [boyaux, Fr.]

1. Intestines ; the vessels and organs within

the body. Samuel.

2. The inner parts of any thing. Shakespeare.

3. Tenderness ; compassion.. Clarendon.

BO'WER. s. [from bough.] An arbour made of

branches.

BO'WER. s. [from the bow of a ship.] Anchor

so called.

To BO'WER. v. a. [from the noun.] To em.

bower.
Shakespeare.

BO'WERY. a. [from bower.] Full of bowers.

BOWL. s. [buelin, Welch.]

1. A vessel to hold liquids.

2. The hollow part of any thing .

3. A basin, or fountain.

Tickell.

Felton.

Swift.

Bacon.

BOWL. s. [boule, Fr.] A round mass rolled

along the ground. Herbert.

To BOWL. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To play at bowls.

2. To throw bowls at any thing . Shakespeare.

BO'WLDER-STONES. s. Lumps or fragments

of stone or marble rounded by being tumbled

to and again by the action ofthewater.Woodw

BO'W'LER. s. [from bowl.] He that plays at

bowls.

BOWLINE. s. A rope fastened to the middle

part of the outside of a sail.

BO'WLING-GREEN. s. [from bowl and

green. ] A level piece of ground, kept smooth

for bowlers. Bentley.

Jeremiah.BOWMAN. s. An archer.

BO'WSPRIT. s. Boltsprit ; which see.

To BO'WSSEN. v. a. To drench ; to soak.Car.

BO'WSTRING. s. The string by which the

bow is kept bent.

BO'WYER. s. [from bow.]

1. An archer.

2. One whose trade is to make bows .

BOX. s. [ box, Saxon.] A tree.

BOX. s. [box, Saxon:]

Dryden.

1. A case made of wood, or other matter, to

hold any thing. Pope

2. The case of the mariner's compass.

3. The chest into which money given is put.

Spenser

Pope.4. Seat in the playhouse.

To BOX. v. a. [from the noun.] To inclose in
a box. Swift.

BOX. s. [bock, a check, Welch.] A blowonthe

head given with the hand. Bramhall.

To BOX. v. a . [ from the noun.] To fight with

Spectator.
the fist.

BO'XEN. a. [from box.]

1. Made of box. Gay.

Dryden.2. Resembling box.

BO'XER. s . [from bex.] A man who fights

with his fists .

BOY. s.

1. A male child ; not a girl.

2. One in the state of adolescence ; older

than an infant.

3. A word of contempt for young men. Locke.

To BOY. v. n. [from the noun.] To act apish

ly, or like a boy. Shakespeare

BOYHOOD. s. [from boy.] The state of a boy.
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BO'YISH . a. [from boy.]

2. Belonging to a boy. Shakespeare

2. Childish ; trifling. Dryden.

BOʻYISHLY. ad. [from boyish ] Childishly ;

triflingly.

BO'YISHNESS . s. [ from boyish . ] Childishness ;

triflingness.

ness .

BO'YISM . s. [ from boy.] Puerility ; childish-

Dryden.

BP. An abbreviation of bishop.

BRA'BBLE. s. [brabbelen,Dutch. ] A clamorous

Shakespeare.contest.

To BRA'BBLE. v. n . [from the noun.] To

contest noisily.

BRA'BBLER. s . A clamorous noisy fellow.

To BRACE. v. a. [embrasser, Fr.]

1. To bind ; to tie close with bandages.

2. To intend ; to strain up .

BRACE. s. [from the verb.]

1. Cincture ; bandage.

2. That which holds any thing up.

Holder.

3. BRACES ofa coach. Thick straps ofleather,

on which it hangs.

4. BRACE. [In printing. ] A crooked line in-

closing a passage ; as in a triplet.

5. Warlike preparation.

6. Tension ; tightness.

BRACE. s. A pair ; a couple.

Shakespeare.

Holder.

Dryden.

BRACELET. s. [braceiet, Fr. ] An ornament
for the arms. Boyle.

BRA'CER. s. [from brace. ] A cincture ; a ban-

dage. Wiseman.

BRACH. s. [braque, Fr.] A bitch hound.

Shakespeare.

BRA'CHIAL. a. [from brachium, Lat.] Belong-

ing to the arm .

BRACHY'GRAPHY. s. [Bgazus and yeapw .]

The art or practice of writing in a short

Glanville.compass .

Digby.BRACK. s . A breach.

BRACKET. s. A piece of wood fixed for the

support ofsomething.
Mortimer.

BRACKISH. a. [irack, Dutch. ] Salt ; some-

thing salt. Herbert.

BRA'ČKISHNESS . s. [from brackish.] __ Salt-

ness . Cheyne.

BRAD.s.A sort ofnail to floor rooms with. Mox.

To BRAG. v. n. [braggeren, Dutch .] To boast ;

to display ostentatiously.
Sanderson.

BRAG. s . [ [ from the verb.]

1. A boast ; a proud expression . Bacon.

2. The thing boasted. Milton.

BRAGGADO'CIO . s . A puffing, boasting fel-

Dryden.low.

BRA'GGART. a. [from brag. ] Boastful ; vainly

ostentatious. Donne.

BRA'GGART. s. [from brag.] A boaster. Sh.

BRAGGER. s. [ from brag. ] A boaster. South.

BRA'GLESS . a. [from brag. ] Without a boast,

Shakespeare.

BRA'GLY.ad. [from brag.] Finely. Spenser.

To BRAID. v . u. [bɲædan, Saxon.] To weave

together. Milton.

BRAID. s. [from the verb.] A texture ; a knot.

Prier.

Shakespeare.
BRAID. a. Deceitful.

BRAILS. s. [sea term.] Small ropes reeved

through blocks.

BRAIN. s. [bnæzen, Saxon.]

1. That collection of vessels and organs in the

head, from which sense and motion arise. Sh

2. The understanding.

3. The affections .

Hammond.

Shakespeare.

To BRAIN. v . u. To kill by beating out the

brains.
Pope.

BRA'INISH. a . [from brain. ] Hotheaded ; fu-

rious . Shakespeare

BRAINLESS. a . [from brain . ] Silly. Hooler.

BRAIN-PAN. s . [ from brain and pan. ] The

skull containing the brains. Dryden.

BRAINSICK . a. [from brain and sick. ] Addle-

headed ; giddy. Ascham. Knolles.

BRA'INSICKLY. ad. [from brainsick.] Weak-

ly ; headily. Shakespeare

BRA'INSICKNESS . s. [ from brainsick. ] Indis-

cretion ; giddiness.

BRAKE. The preterite ofbreak.

BRAKE s. Fern ; brambles.

BRAKE. s.

Knolles

Dryden

I An instrument for dressing hemp or flax.

2. The handle of a ship's]pump.

3. A baker's kneading trough.

BRA'KY, a. [ from brake ] Thorny ; prickly ;

rough. Ben Jonson.

BRA'MBLE. s. [ bremlar, Sax. rubus, Latin.]

1. Blackberry-bush, dewberry-bush ; rasp-

berry-bush: Miller.

2. Any rough prickly shrub. Gay.

BRAMBLING. s. A bird, called also a moun-

tain chaffinch. Dict.

BRAN. s. [brenna, Italian. ] The husks of corn

ground. Wotton.

BRANCH. s . [branche, French.]

1. The shoot of a tree from one ofthe main

boughs. Shakespeare.

Rogers.2. Any distinct article.

3.Any part that shoots out from the rest. Ral.

4. A smaller river running into a larger. Ral.

5. Any part of a family descending in a col-

lateral line. Carew.

6. The offspring ; the descendant. Crawshaw .

7. The antlers or shoots of a stag's horn.

To BRANCH. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To spread in branches.

2. To spread in separate parts .

3. To speak diffusively .

4. To have horns shooting out .

To BRANCH. v. a.

1. To divide as into branches.

2. To adorn with needle work.

BRA'NCHER. s .

Milton.

Locke

Spectator

Milton.

Bacon.

Spenser

1. One that shoots out into branches.

2. In falconry, a young hawk. [branchier,

French.]

BRANCHINEES. s . [from branchy.] Fulness

of branches.

BRA'NCHLESS. a [from branch.]

1. Without shoots or boughs .

2. Naked. Shakespeare,

BRA'NCHY. a . [from brunch .] Full of branches;

spreading. Watts.

BRAND. s. [bɲand, Saxon.]

1. A stick lighted, or fit to be lighted. Dryd.

2. A sword.

3. A thunderbolt.

Milton.

Granville.

4. A mark made by burning with a hot iron.

Bacon. Dryden.

To BRAND. v. a. [branden, Dutch.]
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1. To mark with a hot iron.

2. To mark with a note of infamy.Atterbury

BRA'NDGOOSE, s. A kind of wild fowl.

TO BRA'NDISH. v. a. [from brand, a sword .]

1. To wave or shake. Smith.

2. To play with ; to flourish. Locke.

BRA'NDLING. s. A particular worm.Walton.

BRA'NDY. s. A strong liquor distilled from

wine. Swift.

BRA'NGLE. s . Squabble ; wrangle. Swift .

ToBRA'NGLE . v. n. To wrangle ; to squabble.

BRANK. s . Buckwheat. Mortimer.

BRA'NNY. a. [from bran.] Having the ap-

Wiseman.pearance of bran.

BRA'SIER. s. [from brass.]

1. A manufacturer that works in brass. "

2. A pan to hold coals. Arbuthnot.

BRA'SİL, or BRA'ZIL. S. An American wood,

commonly supposed to have been thus deno-

minated, because first brought from Brasil.

BRASS. s. [bɲar, Saxon.]

1. A yellow metal made by mixing copper

with lapis calaminaris.

2. Impudence.

Bacon.

BRA'SSINESS . s . [from brassy. ] An appearance

like brass.

BRA'SSY. a. [from brass.]

1. Partaking of brass.

2. Hard as brass.

3. Impudent.

Woodward.

Shakespeare.

BRAST. participial a . [from burst .] Burst ;

broken .

BRAT. S..

1. A child so called in contempt.Roscommon.

2. The progeny ; the offspring.

BRAVA'DO. s. A boast ; a brag.

BRAVE. a. [brave, French.]

Spenser.

South.

1. Courageous ; daring ; bold. Bacon.

Denham.

Sidney. Digby.2

2. Gallant ; having a noble mien.Shakespeare.

3. Magnificent ; grand.

1. A hector ; a man daring beyond prudence

4. Excellent ; noble.

BRAVE. s. [brave, French. ]

or fitness .

2. A boast ; a challenge.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

To BRAVE. v. a. [from the noun. ]

Dryden.1. To defy ; to challenge.

Bacon.2. To carry a boasting appearance.

BRAVELY. ad. [from brave. ] In a brave

manner ; courageously ; gallantly. Dryden.

BRA'VERY. s. [from brave.]

و

1. Courage ; magnanimity.

2. Splendour; magnificence.

3. Show ; ostentation.

4. Bravado ; boast.

Addison.

Spenser.

Bacon.

Sidney.

BRA'VO. s [ bravo, Italian . ] A man who mur-

ders for hire. Gov. of the Tongue.

To BRAWL. v. n. [ brouiller, French.]

1. To quarrel noisily or indecently. Watts.

2. To speak loud and indecently.Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.
3. To make a noise.

BRAWL. s. [from the verb. ] Quarrel ; noise ;

scurrility. Hooker,

BRA'WLER. s. [from brawl .] A wrangler.

BRAWN. s. [of uncertain etymology. ]

1. The fleshy or musculou: part of the body.

Peacham.

2. The arm, so called from its being muscu-

lous. Shakespeare.

3. Bulk ; muscular strength .

4. The flesh of a boar.

5. A boar.

Dryden

Mortimer

BRA'WNER. s. [from brawn. ] A boar killed

for the table. King.

BRA'WNINESS . s. [from brawny.] Strength ;

hardiness. Locke.

BRA'WNY. a. [from brawn . ] Musculeus ;

fleshy ; bulky. Dryden.

To BRAY. v. a. [bɲacan, Sax. ] To pound, or

grind small.

To BRAY. v. n. [broire, French.]

1. To make a noise as an ass.

2. To make an offensive noise.

Chapman.

Dryden.

Congreve

Shakespeare.

Pope.

BRAY. s. [from the verb. ] Noise ; sound ; the
voice of an ass.

BRA'YER. s. [from bray.]

1. One that brays like an ass.

2. With printers, an instrument to temper

the ink.

To BRAZE. v. a . [from brass .]

1. To solder with brass .

2. To harden to impudence.

BRA'ZEN. a. [from brass.]

J. Made of brass.

2. Proceeding from brass.

3. Impudent.

Moxon.

Shakespeare.

Peacham.

Shakespeare.

To BRA'ZEN. v . n. To be impudent ; to bully.

Arbuthnot.

BRAʼZENFACE. s . [from brazen andface.] An

impudent wretch. Shakespeare.

BRAZENFACED. a. [from brazenface. ] Im-

pudant ; shameless . Shakespeare.

BRAʼZENNESS. s. [from brazen.]

1. Appearing like brass.

2. Impudence.

SwiftBRA'ZIER. s. See BRASIER.

BREACH . s. [from break ; breche, French .]

1. The act of breaking any thing. Shakesp.

2. The state ofbeing broken. Shakespeare.

3. A gap in afortification made by a battery.

Knolles ,

4. The violation of a law or contract. South.

5. An opening in a coast.

6. Difference ; quarrel .

7. Infraction ; injury.

BREAD. s [ breod, Saxon.]

Spenser.

Clarendon.

Clarendon.

1. Foodmade of ground corn. Arbuthnot.

Philips.

3. Support of life at large. Pope.

Shakespeare

2. Food in general .

BREAD-CHIPPER. s. [from bread and chip.]

A baker's servant.

Hayward

BREAD-CORN. s . [from bread and corru .]Corn

of which bread is made.

BREADTH. s . [frombɲad, Saxon.] The mea-

sure ofany plain superficies from side to side.

To BREAK. v. a. pret. I broke, or brake ; part.

pass. broke, or broken. [bɲeccan, Saxon. ]

1. To part by violence.

2. To burst or open by force.

3. To pierce ; to divide.

4. To destroy by violence.

5. To overcome ; to surmount.

Mark.

Burnet.

Dryden.

Burnet.

Gay.

6. To batter ; to make breaches orgaps in.Sh.

7. To crush or destroy the strength of the

body.

8. To sink or appal the spirit.

9. To subdue.

Tillotson.

Philip.

Addison.

10. To crush ; to disable ; to incapacitate.Clu
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11. To weaken the mind. Felton.

12. To tame; to train to obedience. May'sVir.

13. To make bankrupt. Davies.

14. To crack or open the skin . Dryden.

15. To violate a contract or promise. Shak.

16. To infringe a law. Dryden.

17. To intercept ; to hinder the effect of. Dr.

18. To interrupt.

19. To separate company.

20. To dissolve any union.

21. To reform .

22. To open something new.

Dryden.

Atterbury.

Collier.

Grew.

Bacon.

23. To discard ; to dismiss from office. Swift.

24. To break the back. To disable one's for-

Shakespeare.tune.

25. To break a deer. To cut it up at table.

26. To breakfast. To eatthe first time inthe

day.

27. To break ground. To open trenches.

28. To breakthe heart. To destroy with grief.

Dryden.

29. To break the neck. To lux, or put out the

neck joints. Shakespeare.

30. To break off. To put a sudden stop.

31. To break off. To preclude by some obsta-

Addison.

Arbuthnot.

cle.

32. To break up. To dissolve.

33. To break up. To open ; to lay open. Woodw.

34. To break up. To separate or disband.Knol.

35. To break upon the wheel. To punish by

stretching a criminal upon the wheel, and

breaking his bones with bats.

36. To break wind. To give vent to wind in

the body.

To BREAK. v. n.

1. To part in two.

2. To burst.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

3. To burst by dashing, as waves on a rock.

Pope.

Harvey.

Donne.

Shakespeare.

Pope.

Swift.

Pope.

4. To open and discharge matter.

5. To open as the morning.

6. To burst forth ; to exclaim.

7. To become bankrupt.

ness.

8. To decline in health and strength.

9. To issue out with vehemence .

10. To make way with some kind of sudden-

Hooker. Samuel.

11. To come to an explanation . Ben Jonson.

12. To fall out ; to be friends no longer.

Ben Jonson. Prior.

13. To break from. To separate from with

some vehemence. Roscommon.

14. To break in. To enter unexpectedly. Ad.

15. To break loose . To escape from captivity.

Milton.

16. To breah off. To desist suddenly. Taylor.

17. To break offfrom. To part from with
violence.

Shakespeare.

18. To break out. To discover itself in sudden

effects. South.

19. To breakout. To have eruptions from the

body.

20. To break out. To become dissolute.Dryd.

21. To break up. To cease ; to intermit. Bac.

22. To break up. To dissolve itself. Watts.

23. To break up. To begin holidays . Shakesp.

24. To break with. To part friendship with

any.

BREAK. s. [from the verb.]

South.

1. State ofbeing broken ; opening . Knolles,

2. A pause ; an interruption.

3. A line drawn, noting that the sense is sus-

pended.

BREAKER. s . [from break.]

1. He that breaks any thing.

Swift.

South.

2. A wave broken by rocks or sandbanks.

To BREAKFAST. v . n . [from break and fast.]

To eat the first meal in the day.

BREAKFAST. s. [from the verb.]

1. The first meal in the day.

2. The thing eaten at the first meal.

3. A meal in general .

Wotton.

Dryden.

BRE’AKNECK. s. A steep place endangering

the neck . Shakespeare.
BREAKPROMISE. s. One that makes a

practice ofbreaking his promise . Shakespeare:

BREAM. s. [brame, Fr.] The name of a fish.

BREAST. s. [bneort, Saxon.]

1. The middle part ofthe human body, be-

tween the neck and belly.

2. The dugs orteats ofwomen which contain

the milk. Job.

3. Thepartof a beast that is under the neck,

between the fore legs.

4. The heart ; the conscience.

5. The passions.

Dryden.

Cowley.

To BREAST. v . a. [from the noun.] To meet

Shakespeare.in front.

BREASTBONE. s. [from breast and bone.]

The bone of the breast ; the sternum.

BREASTHIGH. a. [from breast and high.]

Up to the breast. Sidney.

BREASTHOOKS. s. [from breast and hook.]

With shipwrights, the compassing timbers

before, that help to strengthen the stem and

all the fore-part of the ship. Harris.

BREASTKNOT. s . [ from breast and knot. ] A

knot or bunch of ribands worn by women

on the breast. Addison.

BREASTPLATE. s . [ from breast and plate.]

Armour for the breast. Cowley.

BREASTPLOUGH. s. A plough used for

paring turf, driven by the breast . Mortimer.

BREASTWORK. s. [from breast and work.]

Works thrown up as high as the breast of

the defendants. Clarendon.

BREATH. s. [brade, Saxon .]

1. The air drawn in and ejected out of the

body. Shakespeare.
2. Life. Dryden.

3.The state orpower ofbreathing freely.Dry

4. Respiration ; act of breathing. Milton

5. Respite ; pause ; relaxation. Shakespeare.

6. Breeze ; moving air.

7. A single act ; an instant.

To BREATHE. v. n [from breath.]

Addison,

Dryden .

1. To draw in and throw out the air by the

lungs.

2. To live.

3. To rest.

4. To pass by breathing,

To BREATHE. v. a.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

Roscommon.

Shakespeare

I. To inspire into one's own body, and expire

out ofit.

2. To inject by breathing.

3. To eject by breathing.

4. To exercise.

Dryden.

Decay ofPiety.

Spectator.

Shakespeare.

5. To move or actuate by breath. Prior.
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6. To utter privately.

7. To give air or vent to.

BREATHER s. [from to breathe.]

1. One that breathes or lives.

2. One that utters any thing.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Norris.
3. Inspirer ; one that animates or infuses by

inspiration.

BREATHING. s. [from breathe. ]

1. Aspiration ; secret prayer.

2. Breathing place ; vent.

BREATHLESS. a. [from breath.]

1. Out of breath ; spent with labour.

2. Dead.

BRED. participle passive of to breed.

BREDE. s. See BRAID.

Prior.

Dryden.

Prior.

Addison.

BREECH. s. [supposed from bɲæcan, Sax.]

1. The lower part of the body.

2. Breeches.

Hayward.

Shakespeare.

3. The hinder part of a piece of ordnance.

4. The hinder part of any thing.

To BREECH. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To put into breeches.

1. An abridgment , an epitome.
Ayliff

2. The book containing the daily service of

the church of Rome.

BREVIAT. s. [ from brevis, Latin.] A short

compendium. Decay of Piety.

BREVIATURE. s . [ from brevio, Latin.] An
abbreviation.

BRE'VIER. s . A particular size of small letter

used in printing.

BRE'VITY. s. [brevitas, Latin.] Conciseness ;
shortness.

To BREW. v. a. [browen, Dutch.]

Dryden.

1. To make liquors by mixing several in-

gredients. Milton.

2.To prepare by mixing things together. Pope.

3. To contrive ; to plot. Wotton.

To BREW. v. n. To perform the office of a
brewer.

BREW. s. [from the verb.]

ing.

BREWAGE. s. [from brew. ]

rious things.

Shakespeare.

Manner ofbrew-

Bacon.

Mixture of va-

Shakespeare.

2. To fit any thing with a breech ; as, to BRE'WER. s . A man whose profession it is to
breech a gun.

BREECHES . s. [bɲæc, Saxon.]

1. The garment worn by men over the lower

part ofthe body. Shakespeare.

2. To wear the breeches, is , in a wife, to usurp

the authority ofthe husband. L'Estrange.

To BREED. v. a . preter. I bred, I have bred.

[bɲadan, Saxon. ]

Roscommon.1. To procreate ; to generate.

2. To occasion ; to cause ; to produce. Asch.

3. To contrive ; to hatch ; to plot. Shakesp.

4. To produce from one's self.

5. To give birth to.

Locke.

Hooker.

6. To educate ; to qualify by education.Dry.

7. To bring up ; to take care of. Dryden.

To BREED. v. n.

1. To bring young.

2. To increase by new production.

3. To be produced ; to have birth.
4. To raise a breed.

Spectator.

Raleigh.

Bentley.
Mortimer.

BREED . s. [from the verb.]

1. A cast ; a kind ; a subdivision of species.

Roscommon.

2. Progeny ; offspring. Shakespeare.

3. A number produced at once ; a hatch.

Grew.

BRE′EDBATE. s. [from breed and hate.] One

that breeds quarrels . Shakespeare.

BREEDER. s [from breed.]

1. Thatwhich produces any thing. Shakesp.

2.That personwhich brings up another. Asch.

3 Afemale that is prolifick. Shakespeare.

4. One that takes care to raise abreed. Temp.

BREEDING. s. [ from breed.]

1. Education ; instruction ; qualification. Sh.

2. Manners ; knowledge of ceremony. Sw.

3. Nurture. Milton.

BREESE. s. [ briora, Saxon.] À stinging fly.

BREEZE. s. [brezza, Ital . ] A gentle gale.

BREEZY. a . [from breeze.] Fanned with gales.

Pope.

Spenser.

Spenser.

BREME. a. Cruel ; sharp ; severe.

BRENT. a. Burnt.

1

BRET. s. A fish of the turbot kind.

BRETHREN. s. The plural of brother.

BREVIARY. 8. [breviaire, French .]

make beer. Tillotson.

BREWHOUSE. s . [frem brew and house.] A

house appropriated to brewing. Bacon.

BREWING . s. [from brew.] Quantity of li-

quor brewed.

BRE'WIS . s. A piece of bread soaked in boil-

ing fat pottage, made ofsalted meat.

BRIBE. s. [bribe, in French.] A reward given

to pervert the judgment.
Waller.

To BRIBE. v. a. [ from the noun.] To gain

by bribes.

BRI'BER. s . [from bribe.] One that pays for

corrupt practices.

Bacon.

BRIBERY. s. The crime of giving or taking

rewards for bad practices.

BRICK s. [brick, Dutch.]

1. A mass ofburnt clay for builders.Addison.

2. A loaf shaped like a brick.

To BRICK. v. a. [from the noun.] To lay with
bricks. Swift.

BRICKBAT. s. [from brick and bat.] A piece

of brick. Bacon.

BRICKCLAY. s. [ from brick and clay.] Clay

used for making bricks. Woodward.

BRICKDUST. s. [from brick and dust . ] Dust

made by pounding bricks. Spectator.

BRICK-KILN. s. [from brick and kiln.] A

kiln or place to burn bricks in Decay of Piety.

BRICKLAYER. s. [from brick and lay. ] A

brick mason. Donne.

BRICKMAKER. s. [ from brick and muke.]

One whose trade it is to make bricks . Woodw.

BRI'DAL. a . [from bride. ] Belonging to a wed

ding ; nuptial. Walsh. Pope.

BRI'DAL. s. The nuptial festival. Herbert.

BRIDE. s. [bryo, Saxon. ] A woman new

married. Smith.

BRI'DEBED. s . [from bride and bed.] Mar-

riage-bed. Pope.

BRI'DECAKE. s. [from bride and cake. ] A

cake distributed to the guests at a wedding.

Ben Jonson.

BRIDEGROOM. s. [from bride and groon:. ] A

new married man.

BRI'DEMEN.

Dryden.

8. The attendants on the

BRI’DEMAIDS.} bride and bridegroom.}
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BRIDESTAKE. s. [from bride and stake.] A

post set in the ground to dance round at a

wedding feast. Ben Jonson.

BRIDEWELL. s. A house of correction.

BRIDGE. s. [bɲicz, Saxon.]

1. A building raised over water for the con-

venience of passage.

2. The upper part of the nose.

Dryden.

Bacon.

3. The supporter of the strings in stringed

instruments of musick.

Milton.

To BRIDGE. v . a . [from the noun. ] To raise a

bridge over any place.

BRIDLE s. [bride, Fr.]

1. The headstall and reins by which a horse

is restrained and governed .

2. A restraint ; a curb ; a check .

To BRI'DLE. v. a. [from the noun ]

1. To guide by a bridle.

2. To restrain ; to govern.

Dryden.

Clarendon,

Addison.

Waller.

To BRIDLE. vn. To hold up the head.

BRI'DLEHAND. s. [ from bridle and hand.]

The hand which holds the bridle in riding.

BRIEF. a. [brevis, Latin.]

1. Short ; concise.

2. Contracted ; narrow.

BRIEF. s. [brief, Dutch. ]

1. A writing of any kind.

Collier.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.1. A short extract, or epitome.

2. The writing given by the pleaders, con-

taining the case. Swift.

4. Letters patent giving license to a chari-

table collection.

5. [In musick. ] A measure ofquantity, which

contains two strokes down in beating time,

and as many up. Harris.

BRIEFLY. ad. [from brief.] Concisely ; in a

few words.

BRIEFNESS. s. [from brief. ] Conciseness ;

shortness.
Camden .

BRI'ER. s. A plant ; the dog rose. Drayton.

BRIERY. a . [ from brier. ] Rough ; full ofbriers.

BRIGADE s. [ brigade, Fr.] A division of

forces ; a body of men.

BRIGADIER General. An officer next in

order below a major general.

Philips.

BRIGAND . s . [brigand, Fr. ] A robber. Bramh.

BRIGANDINE . } s . [from brigund.]

1. Lustre ; splendour.

2. Acuteness .

South

Prior.

3. Evidence ; intellectual clearness .

BRILLIANCY. s. [from brilliant. ] Lustre ;

splendour.

BRILLIANT. a . [brilliant, French.] Shining ;

sparkling. Dorset.

BRILLIANT. s . A diamond of the finest cut.

Dryden.

BRILLIANTNESS. s. [from brilliant. ] Splen-

dour ; lustre

BRIM. s. [ brim, Icelandish .]

1. The edge of any thing.

2. The upper edge of any vessel.

3. The top of any liquor.

4. The bank of a fountain.

Bucon.

Crashaw.

Joshua .

Drayton.

To BRIM. v. a. [ from the noun.] To fill to the

top. Dryden.

To BRIM. v. n. To be full to the brim.Philips.

BRI'MFUL. a. [from brim and full.] Full to

the top. Addison.

BRI'MFULNESS. s . [ from brimful ] Fulness

to the top. Shakespeare.

BRIMMER. s . [from brim.] A bowl full to the

top. Dryden.

Spenser.
BRIMSTONE. s. Sulphur.

BRIMSTONY. a. [from brimstone. ] Full of
brimstone,

Milton.

state of be-

BRI'NDED . a . [brin, Fr. a branch. ] Streaked ,

tabby.

BRINDLE. s . [ from brinded. ] The

ing brinded.

BRI'NDLED, «. [from brindle.]

streaked.

BRINE. s.

1. Water impregnated with salt.

2. The sea,

3. Tears.

Clarissa.

Brinded ;

Addison.

Bacon.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

BRI'NEPIT. s. [from brine and pit . ] Pit ofsalt

Shakespeare.water.

To BRING. v . a. [ bringan, Saxon ; preter.

I brought ; part. pass. brought ; broht, Sax. }

1. To fetch from another place. Temple.

2. To convey in one's own hand ; not to

send.

3. To produce ; to procure.

4. To cause to come.

5. To introduce.

6. To reduce ; to recal.

Otway. 7. To attract ; to draw along.

Milton.

1.Alight vessel ; such as has been formerly

used by corsairs or pirates .

2. A coat of mail.

BRIGHT. a. [beopt, Saxon.[

1. Shining ; glittering ; full of light. Dryden.

2. Clear ; evident.

3. Illustrious ; as , a bright reign.

Watts.

4. Witty ; acute ; as, a bright genius.

5. Beautiful ; radiant with personal charms.

To BRIGHTEN. v. a. [from bright.

1. To make bright ; to make to shine.

2. To make luminous by light from without.

3. To make gay, or alert.

4. To make illustrious .

5. To make acute.

8. To put into any particular state .

9. To conduct.

10. To recal ; to summons.

Dryden.

Stillingfleet

Tatler.

Spectator.

Newton.

Swift.

Locke

Dryden.

Locke

pass ; to

Addison.

II. To induce ; to prevail upon.

12. To bring about. To bring to

effect.

13. To bringforth . To give birth to ; to pro-

duce.

Philips.

14. To bring in. To reduce.

15. To bring in. To afford gain.

16. To bring off.

Milton.

Swift.

To BRIGHTEN. v. n. To grow bright ; to

clear up. 6

BRIGHTLY. ad. [from bright.] Splendidly ;

with lustre.

BRIGHTNESS . s. [from bright.]

Pope

Milton

Spenser.

South,

To clear ; to procure to be

Tillotson.acquitted.

17. To bring on. To engage in action.

18. To bring over. To draw to a new party.Sw

19. To bring out. To exhibit ; to show.

20. To bring under. To subdue ; to repress.

Bacon,

21. To bring up. To educate ; to instruct.

22. To bring up. To bring into practice.

•
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BRI'NGER. s. [from bring.] The person that

brings any thing. Shakespeare.

BRINGER UP. Instructor ; educator. Asch.

BRINISH. a. [from brine. ] Having the taste

ofbrine ; salt. Shakespeare

BRI'NISHNESS . s . [from brinish . ] Saltness .

BRINK. s. [brink, Danish. ] The edge of any

place, as of a precipice or a river.

BRINY. a. [ from brine. ] Salt.

BRISK. a. [ brisque, Fr.]

1. Lively ; vivacious ; gay.

2. Powerful ; spirituous.

3. Vivid ; bright.

Addison

Denhum.

Philips.

Newton

To BRISK UP . v. n. To come up briskly.

BRI'SKET. s. [brichet, Fr. ] The breast of an

animal. Mortimer

BRI'SKLY. ad. [from brisk.] Actively ; vigour

ously. Boyle. Ray

BRI'SKNESS. s . [from brisk.]

1. Liveliness ; vigour ; quickness. South.

2. Gaiety. Dryden.

BRISTLE. s. [bɲirrl, Saxon. ] The stiff hair

of swine. Grew.

To BRISTLE. v. a. [from the noun.] To erect

in bristles .
Shakespeare

To BRISTLE. v. n. To stand erect as bristles

Dryden

BRISTLY. a. ' [from bristle .] Thick set with

bristles. Bentley

BRISTOL STONE. s. A kind ofsoft diamond

found in a rock near the city of Bristol.

Woodward

BRIT. s The name of a fish . Carew

BRITTLE. u. [bɲirtan, Saxon. ] Fragile ; apt

to break.

BRITTLENESS. s. [from brittle. ] Aptness to

break.

BRIZE. s. The gadfy.

BROACH. s. [ broche, Fr. ] A spit.

ToBROACH. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. Tospit ; to pierce as with a spit.

Bacon.

Boyle

Cheyne.

akew.

2. To pierce a vessel in order to draw the

liquor.

3. To open any store .

4. To give out, or utter any thing."

5. To let out any thing.

BRO'ACHER. s. [from broach.}

Knolles.

Hudibras.

1. A spit. Dryden

2. An openner, or utterer of any thing.

BROAD. a. [bad, Saxon. ]

1. Wide ; extended in breadth.

2. Large.

Tempie

Locke

3. Clear, open. Decay ofPiety.

4. Gross ; coarse. Dryde

5. Obscene ; fulsome. Dryden.

6. Bold ;

L'Estrange.

not delicate ; not reserved.

BROAD as long. Equal upon the whole.

BROAD CLOTH. [from broad and cloth ]

A fine kind of cloth. Swift.

TO BROA'DEN. v . n. [from broad.] To grow

broad.

BROADLY. ad. [from broad . ] In a broad man-

ner.

BRO'ADNESS. s. [from broad . ]

Thomson.

1. Breadth ; extent from side to side.

2. Coarseness ; fulsomeness.

BRO'ADSIDE. s. [from broad and side.]

1. The side of a ship.

Dryden

Waller.

2. The volley of shot fired at once from the

side of a ship.

BROADSWORD. s . A cutting sword, with a

Wiseman.broad blade.

BRO'ADWISE. ad. [from broad and wise . ] Ac-

cording to the direction of the breadth.

BROCADE. s . [brocado, Spanish .] A silken

stuff, variegated.

BROCADED. a . [from brocade.]

1. Drest in brocade. #

2. Woven in the manner of a brocade,

BRO'CAGE. s . [ from broke. ]

Pone

1. The gain gotten by promoting bargains.

Spenser

2. The hire given for any unlawful office . Ba

3. The trade ofdealing in old things Ben Jon

BRO'CCOLI. s. A species of cabbage.

BROCK . s . [bɲoc, Saxon.] A badger.

BROCKET. s . A red deer, two years o`d.

BROGUE s. [brug, Irish .]

I. A kind of shoe.

2. A corrupt dialect.

Swift.

Farquhar

To BROIDER. v. a . [brodir, Fr.] To adorn

with figures of needle-work. Exodus

BROIDERY. s . [from broider. ] Embroidery
flower-work. Tickel

BROIL. s. [ brouiller, Fr.] A tumult ; a quarrel

Wake,

To BROIL. v. a. [ bruier, Fr. ] To dress or cook

by laying on the coals. Dryden

To BRGIL. v. n. To be in the heat. Shakesp.

To BROKE. v. n. To contract business for

others . Bacor .

BROKEN. particip. pass. of break. Hooker.

BRO'KEN-HEARTED. a. [from broken and

heart. Having the spirits crushed by grie

o fear.

BROKENLY. ad. [from broken. ] Without any

regular series. Hakewell

BRO'KEP. s . [from to broke.]

Isaiah.

1. A factor ; one that does business for ano-

ther. Temple.

2. One who deals in old household goods .

3. A pimp ; a match maker. Shakespeare .

BROKERAGE. s. [from broker.] The pay or

reward ofa broker.

BRONCHOCELE. s . [Bçoyuounλn . ] A tumou

of that part ofthe aspera arteria, called the

'bronchos.

Arbuthnot

BRONCHIAL. a. [Boyx ] Belonging to

BRO'NCHICK . the throat.

BRONCHOTOMY. s. [βρογχος and τεμπω.

That operation that opens the windpipe by

incision, to prevent suffocation. Sharp

BROND. s. A sword ; for BRAND. Spenser

BRONZE. s. [bronze, French.]

1. Brass . Pop

Prior2. A medal ; a figure cast in brass.

BROOCH. s. [broke, Dutch .] A jewel ; an ɔr-

nament ofjewels.
Shakespear

To BROOCH. v. a. [from the noun. ] To ado ,

with jewels. Shakespeare.

To BROOD. v. n. [bɲædan, Saxon. ]

J. To sit on eggs, to hatch them . Milton.

2.To cover chickens under the wing. Drya.

3. To watch, or consider any thing anxiously.

4. To mature any thing by care,

20 BROOD. v. a.

Dryden

Baco
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1. To cherish by care.

2. To cover, as hatching.

3. To cover, as cherishing.

BROOD. s. [from the verb.]

1. Offspring; progeny.

2. Generation.

Dryden. To BROWSE. v. a. [brouser, Fr.] To eat

Fairfax.

Addison.

Shak.

3. A hatch ; the number hatched at once.

4. Something brought forth ; a production.

5. The act of covering the eggs.

BRO'ODY. a. [from brood. ] In a state of sit-

ting on the eggs.

BROOK. s [broc, Saxon.] A running water

less than a river ; a rivulet. Locke.

Ray.

To BROOK. v. a. [brocan, Saxon. ] To bear ;

to endure. South.

Sidney.

To BROOK. v. n. To be patient ; to be content.

BRO'OKLIME. s. [becabunga, Lat.] A sort of

water speedwell.

BROOM. s . [brom , Saxon.]

1. A shrub.

2. A besom, so called from the matter of

Arbuthnot.

and land.]

Mortimer.

which it is made.

BRO'OMLAND. s. [from broom

Land that bears broom.

BRO'OMSTAFF. s. The staff to which the

broom is bound, for sweeping.

BRO'OMY. a. [ from broom . ] Full of broom.

BROTH. s. [ broð, Sax.] Liquor in which

flesh is boiled.

BRO'THEL.

BROTHELHOUSE.

Southern.

s. [bordel, Fr.] A baw-

} dyhouse.

BROTHER. s. [broder, Saxon .] Plural ,

brothers, or brethren.

J. One born of the same father or mother.

2. Any one closely united. Shakespeare.

3. Any one resembling another in manner,

form, or profession. Proverbs.

4. Brother is used, in theological language,

for man in general.

BROTHERHOOD. s. [from brother and hood.)

J. The state or quality of being a brother.

2 An association of men for any purpose ; a

fraternity. Davies.

3. A class ofmen of the same kind. Addison.

BROTHERLY. a. [from brother.] Natural

to brothers ; such as becomes or beseems a

brother.

BROTHERLY. ad. After the manner of a

brother. Shakespeare.

BROUGHT. participle passive ofbring.

BROW. s. [bropa, Saxon.]

Denham.

1. The arch of hair over the eye. Dryden.

2. The forehead. Waller.

Shak.3. The general air ofthe countenance.

4. The edge of any high place. Wotton.

To BROW. v. a. To be at the edge of. Milton.

To BRO'WBEAT. v. a. [brow and beat . ] To

depress with stern looks. Southern.

BRO'WBOUND. a. Crowned. Shakespeare.

BRO'WSICK. a. Dejected. Suckling.

BROWN. a. [brun, Saxon.] The name of a

Peachamcolour.

BRO'WNBILL. 8. The ancient weapon of the

English foot. Hudibras.

BRO'WNNESS. s. [from brown.] A brown co-

lour.
Sidney.

and study.]

Norris.

BROWNSTUDY. s . [from brown

Gloomy meditations.

branches or shrubs.
Spenser.

Blackmore.To BROWSE. v. n. To feed.

BROWSE. s. Branches fit for the food of

goats. Philips.

To BRUISE. v. a. [briser, Fr.] To crush or

mangle with a heavy blow. Milton.

BRUISE. s . A hurt with something blunt and

heavy. Dryden.

BRUISEWORT. s. Comfrey.

BRUIT. s. [bruit, Fr.] Rumour ; noise ; re-

port.

To BRUIT. v. a . [from the noun.]

to noise abroad.

BRU'MAL. a. [brumalis, Latin.]

the winter.

BRUNETT. s. [brunette, Fr.]

a brown complexion.

BRUNT. s. [brunst, Dutch.]

1. Shock ; violence.

2. Blow; stroke.

Sidney.

To report ;

Raleigh.

Belonging to

Brown.

A woman with

Addison.

South.

Hudibras.

BRUSH. s . [ brosse, Fr. from bruscus, Latin . ]

1. An instrument for rubbing. Stillingfleet.

2. A large pencil used by painters.

3. A rude assault ; a shock. Clarendon.

Shak.

To BRUSH. v. a. [from the noun .]

1. To sweep or rub with a brush.

2. To strike with quickness. Spenser. Pope.

3. To paint with a brush.

To BRUSH. v. n.

1. To move with haste.

Pope.

Prior.

2. To fly over ; to skim lightly. Dryden.

BRUSHER. s. [from brush. ] He that uses a

Bucon.
brush.

BRUSHWOOD . s . [from brush and wood.]

Rough shrubby thickets.

BRU'SHY. a . [from brush.] Rough or shaggy,

like a brush.

Dryden.

Boyle.

To BRUSTLE. v. n. [brasthan, Saxon.] To
crackle . Skinner.

BRUTAL. a. [brutal, Fr. from brute.]

1. That which belongs to a brute. L'Estr.

2. Savage ; cruel ; inhuman. Dryden.

BRUTA'LITY. s. [brutalité, Fr.] Savageness ;

churlishness . Locke.

To BRUTALIZĖ. v. n. [brutalizer, French .]

To grow brutal or savage. Addison.

To BRUTALIZE. v. a. To make brutal or

savage.

BRUTALLY. ad. [from brutal.] Churlishly ;

inhumanly.

BRUTE. a. [brutus, Latin ]

1. Senseless ; unconscious.

2. Savage ; irrational.

Arbuthnot.

Bentley.

Holder.

Pope.3. Rough ; ferocious.

BRUTE. s. A creature without reason.

BRUTENESS. s. [from brute. ] Brutality.

To BRUTIFY. v. a. To make a man a brute.

Congreve.

BRUTISH. a. [ from brute.]

1. Bestial ; resembling a beast.

2. Rough ; savage ; ferocious.

3. Gross ; carnal.

Grew

South.

Hooker4. Ignorant ; untaught.

BRU'TISHLY. ad. [from brutish.] In the

manner ofa brute. K. Charles.

BRUTISHNESS. s. [from brutish.] Brutality

savageness . Sprat.

BRY'ÖNY. s. [bryonia, Latin.] Aplant.
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BUB. 8. [a cant word in low language.]

Strong malt liquor.

BUBBLE. s. [bobbel, Dutch.]

1. A small bladder of water.

2. Any thing which wants solidity

ness.

3. A cheat ; a false show.

4. The person cheated.

To BUBBLE. v . n . [from the noun.]

1. To rise in bubbles.

2. To run with a gentle noise.

To BUBBLE. v. a. To cheat.

BUBBLER. 3. [from bubble.]

trickster.

Prior.

Newton.

and firm-

Bacon.

Swift.

Prior.

Dryden.

Addison.

A cheat ; a

Digby.

BU'BBY. s. A woman's breast. Arbuthnot.

BUBO. s. [BCwv.] The groin from the bending

ofthe thigh to the scrotum ; all tumours in

that part are called buboes. Wiseman.

BUBONOCE'LE. s. [Bwv and unλn.] Apar-

ticular kind of rupture, when the intestines

break down into the groin. Sharp.

BUCANI'ERS. s. A cant word for the priva-

teers, or pirates of America.

BUCK. s. [bauche, German, suds .]

1. The liquor in which clothes are washed.

Shakespeare.

2. The clothes washed inthe liquor. Shuk.

BUCK. s. [buch, Welch.] The male of the

fallow deer ; the male of rabbits, and other

animals. Peacham.

ToBUCK. v. a. [from the noun.] To wash
clothes.

Shakespeare.

To BUCK. v. n. To copulate as bucks and does.

Mortimer.

BU'CKBASKET . s. The basket in which

clothes are carried to the wash. Shak.

BU'CKBEAN. s. A plant ; a sort oftrefoil.

BU'CKET. s. [baquet , French .]

Floyer.

1. The vessel in which water is drawn out of

a well. Shakespeare.

2. The vessels in which water is carried,

particularly to quench a fire. Dryden.

BUCKLE. s. [bwcel, Welch.]

1. A link of metal, with a tongue or catch

made to fasten one thing to another. Pope.

2. The state of the hair crisped and curled.

To BUCKLE. v. a.

1. To fasten with a buckle.

2. To prepare to do any thing.

3. To join in battle.

4. To confine.

5. To curl ; to keep curled.

Spectator.

BUD. s. [bouton, Fr.] The first shoot of a plant

a germ.

To BUD. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. Toput forth young shoots, or germs.

Prior

Shakespeare.

Temple

2. To be in the bloom.

To BUD. v . a. To inoculate.

To BUDGE. v . n . [ bouger, Fr.] To stir. Sh.

BUDGE. a. Surly ; stiff ; rugged . Milton.

BUDGE. s. The dressed skin or fur oflambs

BU'DGER. s. [from the verb. ] Onethat moves

orstirs.

BUDGET. s . [bogette, French.]

1. Abag, such asmaybe eesily carried. Bac.

2. A store or stock. L'Estrange,

BUFF. s . [from buffalo .]

1. Leather prepared from the skin of the

buffalo, used for waist-belts.

2. A military coat.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Jonson.

To BUFF . v. a. [buffe, French. ] To strike.

BUFFALO. s. [Ital. ] A kind of wild ox.

BUFFET. s. [buffetto, Ital .] Ablow with the

Dryden.

BUFFET. s. A kind of cupboard. Pope.

fist.

To BUFFET. v. a. To box ; to beat. Otway.

To BUFFET. v. n. To play a boxing match,

BUFFETER. s . [from buffet. ] A boxer,

BUFFLE. s. [beuffe, Fr.] The same with
buffalo.

To BU'FFLE. v. n. [from the noun.] To puz-

Swift.zle.

BU'FFLEHEADED. a. Dull ; stupid.

BUFFO'ON. s. [buffon, French . ]

1. Amanwhose profession it is to make sport,

by lowjests and antick postures ; a jackpud-

ding. Watts.

2. A man that practises indecent raillery, or

gross jocularity.

BUFFOONERY. s . [from buffoon.]

Garth.

Locke.

Dryden.

1. The practice of a buffoon.

2. Lowjests ; scurrile mirth.

BUG. s . A stinking insect bred in old house-

hold stuff. Pope.
BUG.

s. [bug, Welch.] A frightful

BU'GBEAR. object ; a false terrour. Pope.

BUGGINESS. s. [ from buggy.] The state of

being infected with bugs.

BU'GĞY. a. [from bug.]

bugs.

Philips. BU'GLE. }

Abounding with

s. [from buzen, Saxon. ]

Tickell.Spenser. BU'GLEHORN. A hunting horn.

Hayward. BU'GLE. s. A shining bead of black glass .

BU'GLE. s. A plant.
Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Locke.

To BUCKLE. v. n. [ bucken, German.]

1. To bend ; to bow.

2. To buckle to. To apply to.

3. To buckle with. To engage with.

BUCKLER. s. [bwccled, Welch. ] A shield.

Addison.

To BUCKLER. v. a. [from the noun.] To

support ; to defend. Shakespeare.

BUCKMAST. s. The fruit or mast of the

beach-tree.

BU'CKRAM. 8. [bougran, French.] A sort of

strong linen cloth, stiffened with gum .

BUCKSHORN PLANTAIN. &. A plant.

BUCKTHORN. s. A trec.

BU'COLICK. a. Pastoral ; rural dialogue.

BU'GLOSS. s. The herb ox-tongue.

To BUILD. v. a. preter. I built, I have built.

[bilden, Dutch.]

1. To make a fabrick, or an edifice ; as, to

build a church.

2. To raise any thing on a support or foun-

dation ; as, to build a system. Boyle.

To BUILD. v. n. To depend on ; to rest on.

BU'ILDER. s. [ from build.] He that builds ;

an architect. Denham.

BUILDING. s. [from build .] A fabrick ; an

édifice. Prior

BUILT. s The form ; the structure ; the shape

of an edifice. Temple.

BULB. s. [ bulbus, Latin.] A round body, or

root of many coats.
Evelyn.
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BULBA CEOUS. a. [bulbaceus, Latin.] The

same with bulbous.

BU'LBOUS. a. [from bulb. ] Containing bulbs,

consisting of many layers.

To BULGE. v. n.

1. To take in water ; to founder.

2. To jut out.

BU'LIMY. s. An enormous appetite.

BULK. s. [bulke, Dutch.]

Evelyn.

Dryden.

Moxon.

1. Magnitude ; size ; quantity.

2. The gross ; the majority ; the mass.

Raleigh.

Swift .

Shakespeare.3. Main fabrick.

BULK. s. A part of a building jutting out.

stature or size .

Arbuthnot.

BULKHEAD. s . A partition made across a

ship with boards. Harris.

BULKINESS. s. [from bulky.] Greatness of

Locke.

BU'LKY. a. [ from bulk. ] Of great size or sta-

Dryden.

May.

ture.

BULL. s. [bulle, Dutch.]

1. The male of a cow.

2. In the scriptural sense, an enemy power-

ful and violent. Psalms.

3. One ofthe twelve signs of the zodiack.

4. A letter published by the Pope. Atter.

5. Ablunder. Pope.

BULL, in composition, generally notes large

size.

BULL-BAITING. s . [from bull and bait. ] The

sport of baiting bulls with dogs.

BULL-BEGGAR. s . Something terrible.

BULL-DOG. s. A dog of a particular form,

remarkable for his courage. Addison.

BULL-HEAD. s . [from bull and head.]

1. A stupid fellow.

2. The name of a fish.

BULL-WEED. s . Knapweed.

BULL-WORT. s. Bishops-weed.

Walton.

BU'LLACE. s. A wild sour plum.. Bacon.

BU'LLET. s . [boulet, Fr. ] A round ball of

metal. Knolles.

silver in

Locke.

BU'LLION. s. [billon, Fr.] Gold or

the lump, unwrought.

BULLITION. s . [from bullio, Latin.] The act

or state of boiling.

BU'LLOCK. s . [from oall .] A young bull.

BU'LLY. s. A noisy, blustering, quarrelling

fellow.

To BULLY. v. a. [from the noun.]

bear with noise or menaces.

BU'LRUSH. s. [ from bull and rush .]

rush.

BULWARK. s . [bolwercke, Dutch.]

1. A fortification ; a citadel.

2. A security.

Bacon.

Addison.

BUMPKINLY. a. [from bumpkin. ] Having

the manner or appearance of a clown. Clar.

BUNCH. s. [ buncker, Danish.]

1. A hard lump ; a knob.

2. A cluster.

Boyle

Shakespeare.

3. A number of things tied together.

4. Any thing bound into a knot. Spenser.

To BUNCH. v, n. To grow out in protube

rances. Woodward.

BUNCHBA'CKED . a. Having bunches on the

back.

BU'NCHY. a. Growing in bunches.

BU'NDLE. s. [byndle, Saxon.]

1. Things bound together.

Grew.

Hale.

Spec.2. Any thing rolled cylindrically.

To BUNDLE. v. a. To tie in a bundle.

BUNG. s. [ bing, Welch. ] A stopple for a bar-

Mortimer.rel.

ToBUNG. v. a. To stop.

BU'NGHOLE. s. The hole at which the barrel

is filled . Shakespeare.

To BU'NGLE. v. n. To perform clumsily.

Dryden.

To BUNGLE. v. a. To botch ; to manage

clumsily. Shakespeare.

BUNGLE. s . [from the verb . ] A botch ; an

awkwardness.

man.

Gay.

Carer .

Ray.

BU'NGLER. s . [bungler, Welch .] A bad work-

Peacham

BU'NGLINGLY. ad. Clumsily ; awkwardly.

BUNN. s. A kind of sweet bread.

BUNT. s. An increasing cavity ; a tunnel.

To BUNT. v. a . To swell out.

BU'NTER. s. Any low vulgar woman.

BUNTING. s. The name ofa bird.

BUOY. s. [boue, or boye, French. ] A piece of

cork or wood floating, tied to a weight, to

mark shoals. Pope.

K. Charles.

Pope.

To BUOY. v . a. To keep afloat .

To BUOY. v . n. To float.

BUO'YANCY. s. [from buoyant.] The quality

offloating. Derham.

BU'OYANT. a. Which will not sink.

BUR. s. [bourre, French. ] The prickled head

ofthe burdock. Wotton.

BU'RBOT. s. A fish full of prickles.
BU'RDELAIS . s . A sort of grape.

BURDEN. s . [ býnðen, Saxon.]
1. A load. Bacon.

To over- 2. Something grievous . Locke.

King. 3. A birth. Shakespeare.

A large 4. The verse repeated in a song. Dryden.

Dryden. To BURDEN. v, a .

Addison. 2.To incumber.

Shakespeare.

Addison.To BULWARK. v. a. To fortify.

BUM. s. [ bomme, Dutch. ] The part on which
we sit. Shakespeare.

BUMBA'ILIFF. s [ corrupted from bound

and bailiff ] A bailiff of the meanest kind ;

one that is employed in arrests. Shakesp.

BUMP. s. A swelling ; a protuberance.

To BUMP. v. a. [ from bombus, Latin .] To

make a loud noise, used of the bittern .

Dryden.

BU'MPER. s. A cup filled.
Hayward.

BU'MPKIN. s . An awkward heavy rustick.

1. To load.

BURDENER. s . [from hurden.] A loader ; an

+
oppressor.

BURDENOUS. a . [ from burden.]

1. Grievous ; oppressive.

2. Useless.

Sidney.

Milton,

BU'RDENSOME. a . Grievous ; troublesome.

Milton.

BURDENSOMENESS. s. Weight ; uncasi-

ness.

BURDOCK. s. A broad-leaved plant with

prickles.

BUREAU' . s. [bureau, French.] A chest of

drawers . Swift.
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BURG. s. See BURROW.

Hale.

BU'RGAGE. s. [from burg.] A tenure proper

to cities and towns.

BU'RGAMOT. s. [ burgamotte, Fr.] A species

ofpear.

BU'RGANET, or BURGONET. [from bourgi

note, Fr. ] A kind of helmet. Shakespeare.

BURGEOIS. s. [ bourgeois, French.]

1. A citizen ; a burgess, Addison.

2. A printer's type of a particular size.

BURGESS . [bourgeois, French.]

1. A citizen ; a freeman ofa city.

2. A representative ofa town corporate. Wot.

BURGH. s. A corporate town or borough.

BURGHER. s. [from burgh. ] One who has a

right to certain privileges in this or that

place. Knolles. Locke.

BÜ'RGHERSHIP. s . [from burgher.] The pri-

vilege of a burgher.

BURGLARY. s. The crime ofrobbing a house

by night, or breaking in with an intent to
rob. Cowel.

BU'RGOMASTER. s. [ from burg and master.]

One employed in the government of a city.

BU'RIAL. s. [from to bury.]

Addison.

1. The act ofburying ; sepulture ; interment.

Dryden.

2. The act of placing any thing under earth.

3. The church service for funerals.

BU'RIER. s. [ from bury. ] He that buries.

BU'RINE. s. [ French.] A graving tool.

BU'RLACE. s. [ for burdelais. ] A sort of grape.

To BURL. v. a. To dress cloth as fullers do.

BURLESQUE. a. [ burlare, Italian, to jest ]

Jocular, tending to raise laughter. Addison.

BURLE'SQUE. s . Ludicrous language.

To BUELE'SQUE. v. a. To turn to ridicule.

Brome.

BU'RLINESS. s. Bulk ; bluster.

BU'RLY. a. Blustering ; falsely great. Cowley.

To BURN. v. a. [bennan, Saxon. ]

1. To consume with fire.

2. To wound with fire.

Sharp.

Exodus.

To BURN. v. n.

1. To be on fire. Rowe.

2. To be inflamed with passion. Shakespeare.

3. To act as fire. Shakespeare.

Boyle.BURN. s. A hurt caused by fire.

BU'RNER. s. [from burn. ] A person that burns

any thing.

BU'RNET. s. The name of a plant.

BURNING. s. State of inflammation.

RU'RNING-GLASS. s. A glass which collects

the rays of the sun into a narrow compass,

and so encreases their force.

To BU'RNISH. v. a. [burnir, French.] To po-

lish. Dryden.

To BU'RNISH. v. n. To grow bright or glossy.

BU'RNISHER. s. [from burnish .]

Swift.

1. The person that burnishes or polishes.

2. The tool with which bookbinders give a

gloss to the leaves of books ; it is commonly

a dog's tooth set in a stick.

BURNT. participle passive of burn.

BURR s. The lobe or lap of the car.

BURREL. s. A sort of pear.

BU'RREL Fly. Oxfiy ; gadbee ; breese.

BU'RREL Shot . Small bullets, nails, stones,

discharged out of the ordnance. Harris

BU'RROW. s. [buɲz, Saxon.]

1. A corporate town, that is not a city, but

such as sends burgesses to the parliament.

Aplace fenced or fortified .

2. The holes made in the ground by connies.

To BU'RROW. v. n. To mine, as connies or

rabbits. Mortimer.

BU'RSAR. s. [bursarius, Latin.] The treasurer

of a college.

BURSE. s. [bourse, French.] An exchange

where merchants meet.
Philips

To BURST. v. n. I burst ; I have burst, or bur

sten. [bunrran, Saxon .]

1. To break, or fly open.

2. To fly asunder.

3. To break away ; to spring.

4. To come suddenly.

Proverbs

Shakespeare.

Pope.

Shakespeare

Arbuthnot.5. To begin an action violently.

To BURST, v . a. To break suddenly ; to make

a quick and violent disruption .

BURST. s. A sudden disruption . Milton.

BURST. Diseased with a

BU'RSTEN. S hernia or rupture.

BURSTNESS. s. A rupture.

BURSTWORT. s. An herb good against rup-

tures.

}participial a.

BURT. s. A flat fish ofthe turbot kind.

BURTHEN. s. See BURDEN .

BU'RY. s. [from buɲg, Sax. ] A dwelling place.

Philips

To BU'RY. v. a. [bynigeon, Saxon .]

1. To inter; to put into a grave. Shakesp.

2. To inter withrites and ceremonies.

3. To conceal ; to hide

BUSH. s. [ bois, French.]

1. A thick shrub.

2. A bough of a tree fixed up to

shew that liquors are sold there.

To BUSH. v. n. [from the noun.]

thick.

BU'SHEL. s. [ boisseau, French ]

Shakespeare.

Spenser.

a door, to

Shakesp.

To grow

Milton.

1. A measure containing eight gallons ; a

strike. Shakespeare.

Dryden2. A large quantity.

BU'SHINESS. s . [ from bushy.] The quality of

being bushy.

BU'SHMENT. s. [from bush.] A thicket.

BU'SHY. a. [from bush.]

1. Thick ; full of small branches.

2. Full of bushes.

Raleigh

Bacon.

Dryden

BU'SILESS . a. [ from busy . ] At leisure. Shak.

BU'SILY. ad. [from busy.] With hurry ; active.

ly. Dryden.

BU'SINESS. s. [from busy.]

1. Employment ; multiplicity of affairs

2. An affair.

3. The subject of action.

4. Serious

Shakespeare.

Locke.

engagement ; not play. Prior.

5. Right of action ; as, I had no business in

the quarrel. L'Estrange.

Bacon.6. A matter ofquestion.

7. To do one's business. To kill, destroy , or

ruin him.

BUSK. s. [busque, Fr. ] A piece ofsteel or whale-

bone, worn by women to strengthen their

stays .
Donne
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BU'SKIN. s. [broseken, Dutch.]

1. A kind of half boot ; a shoe which comes

to the midleg. Sidney.

2. A kind of high shoe worn by the ancient

actors of tragedy.

BU'SKINED. a. Dressed in buskins.

BU'SKY. a. Woody.

BUSS. s. [bus, the mouth, Irish .]

Smith.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

1. A kiss ; a salute with the lips. Pope.

2. A boat for fishing. [busse, Germ.] Temp.

To BUSS. v. a . To kiss.
Shakespeare.

BUST. s. [busto, Ital. ] A statue representing a

man to his breast. Addison.

BU'STARD. s. [ bistarde, French.] A wild tur-

key. Hakewell.

To BU'STLE. v. n. To be busy ; to stir. Clar.

BU'STLE. s. [from the verb.] A tumult ; a

hurry.

BU'STLER. s. [from bustle. ] An active stirring

man.

BU'SY. a. [byrgian, Saxon .]

J. Employed with earnestness.

2. Bustling ; active ; meddling.

Knolles.

Davies.

To BU'SY. v. a. To employ ; to engage.

BU'SYBODY. s. A vain, meddling, fantastical

person.

BŪT. conjunct. [ bure, buran, Saxon.]

1. Except ; none but boys.

2. Yet ; nevertheless ; he was to

staid awhile.

3. The particle which introduces

of a syllogism ; now.

Taylor.

Bacon.

go, but he

Bacon.

the minor

Bramhill.

4. Only ; nothing more than ; her fortune

was but ten pounds. Ben Jonson.

5. Than ; no sooner up but drest. Guardian.

6. But that ; a man is seldom proud_but he

repents. Dryden.

7. Otherwise than that ; he cannot prosper

but he must boast.

BUTLERAGE. 8. The duty upon wines m

ported, claimed by the king's butler. Bacon.

BUTMENT. s. [aboutement, French. ] That

part of the arch which joins it tothe upright

pier. Wotton

BÜTT. s . [ but, French.]

1. The place on which the mark to be shot

at is placed. Dryden

2. The point at which the endeavour is di-

rected. Shakespeare.

3. A man upon whom the company break

their jests. Spectator.

4. Astroke by the head of a horned animal ;

a stroke given in fencing ; burlesque. Prior.

BUTT. s. A vessel ; a barrel containing one

hundred and twenty-six gallons ofwine.

To BUTT. v. a. To strike with the head, as

horned animals. Wotton.

BUTTER. s. [burreɲe , Saxon ] An unctuous

substance made by agitating the cream of

milk, till the oil separates from the whey.

ToBUTTER. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To smear, or oil with butter. Shak.

2. To increase the stakes every throw. Add.

BUTTERBUMP. 8. A fowl ; the bittern.

BUTTERBUR. s. A plant.

BUTTERFLOWER. s. A yellow flower of

Gay.May.

BUTTERFLY. s. [ burrepflege, Saxon . ] A
beautiful insect. Spenser.

BUTTERIS. s. An instrument ofsteel used in

paring the foot ofa horse.

BUTTERMILK. s . The whey separatedfrom

cream when butter is made.

BUTTERPRINT. s. A piece ofcarved wood,

used to mark butter.

Harvey.

Locke.

BUTTERTOOTH. s. The great broad fore-

tooth.

Hooker. BUTTERWOMAN. s. A woman that sells

8. Not more than ; he had but just enough. butter.

9. By any other means than.

10. Ifit were not for this.

11. However; howbeit.

12. Otherwise than.

13. Yet it may be objected.

14. But for ; had not this been.

BUT. s. [bout, Fr.] A boundary.

Dryden. BUTTERWORT. s. A plant ; sanicle.

Shakespeare. BUTTERY. a. Having the appearance or

Shakespeare. qualities ofbutter. Floyer.

Dryden. BUTTERY. s. [from butter .] The room where

provisions are laid up. Bramston.Shakespeare.

Bentley. BUTTOCK. s. The rump; the part near the

Waller. tail.

Holder.

BUT. s. [In sea language. ] The end of any

plank which joins to another. Harris.

BUTEND. s. The blunt end of any thing.

Clarendon.

BUTCHER. s. [boucher, French. ]

1. One that kills animals to sell their flesh.

2. One that is delighted with blood. Locke.

To BUTCHER. v. a. To kill ; to murder sa-

vagely. Shakespeare.

BUTCHER'S BROOM, or KNEEHOLLY. S.

A tree.

ABUTCHERLINESS. s. [from butcherly.]

buteherly manner ; clumsy savageness.

BUTCHERLY. a. [from butcher.] Cruel ;

bloody ; barbarous, and brutal. Ascham.

BUTCHERY. 8.

1. The trade of a butcher.

2. Murder ; cruelty..

Pope.

BUTTON. s. [ botiwn, Welch.]

1. Any knob or ball.

2. The bud of a plant.

Knolles.

Boyie.

Shakespeare,

Ainsworth.

Wotton.

BUTTON. s. The sea-urchin.

To BUTTON. v . a. [from the noun.]

1. To dress ; to clothe.

2. To fasten with buttons.

BUTTONHOLE. s. The loop in which the

button of clothes is caught. Bramston.

BUTTRESS & [ from aboutir, French.]

1. A prop ; a wall built to support another.

2. A prop; a support. South

To BUTTRESS. v. a . To prop.

BU'TWINK. s. The name of a bird.

BUTYRA'CEOUS. a. [butyrum, Lat. butter.]

Having the qualities of butter.

BUTYROUS. a. Having the properties of

butter.

BU'XOM. a.Shakespeare.

Shak. 1. Obedient ; obsequious.3. The place where blood is shed.

BUTLER. s. [ bouteiller, Fr. ] A servant em-

ployed in furnishing the table. Swift.

2. Gay; lively ; brisk.

3. Wanton; jolly.

Floyer

Milton..

Crashaw.

Dryden
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BUXOMLY. ad. [from buxom .] Wantonly;

amorously.

BU'XOMNESS . 8 [ from buxom . ] Wantonness ;

amorousness.

To BUY. v. a. preter. I bought ; I have bought.

[biegean, Saxon .]

1. To purchase ; to acquire by paying a price.

Addison.

2. To manage, or obtain by money.

To BUY. v. n. To treat about a purchase.

BUYER. s. He that buys ; a purchaser.

To BUZZ. v. n. [bizzin, Teut.]

South.

15. Beside ; noting passage ; I came home

by Cambray. Addison.

16. Beside ; near to ; in presence ; noting

proximity , the general stood bythe king.

Shakespeare.

17. Before himself, it notes the absence of all

others. Ascham.

18. It is the solemn form of swearing. Dry.

19. At hand ; he was unarmed, but his sword

was by him. Boyle.

20. It is used in forms of obtesting. Smith.

21. By proxy of; noting substitution ; he

appeared by his attorney. Broome.

22. In the same direction with ; a column

furrowed by its length. Grew,

1. To hum, like bees.

2. To whisper ; to prate.

Suckling.

Shakespeare.

To BUZZ. v. a. To spread secretly. Bentley.

BUZZ. s . A hum ; a whisper ; a talk with an BY. ad.

I. Near ; at a small distance.

2. Beside ; passing.

Dryden.
1

3. In presence.

Shakespeare.

Sidney.

Sidney.

air ofsecrecy.

BUZZARD. s. [busard, French.]

Addison.

1.A degenerate ormean species ofhawk. Dr.

2. A blockhead ; a dunce. Ascham.

BUʻZZER. s . [from buzz.] A secret whisperer.

Shakespeare.

BY. prep. [b, big, Saxon .]

1. It notes the agent ; the flower was crop-

ped byme. Locke.

2. It notes the instrument ; the wound was

made by a knife. Dryden.

3. It notes the cause ; the fever came by a

cold . Addison.

tion.

4. It notes the means by which any thing is

performed ; she was gained by long solicita-

Shakespeare.

5. It shows the manner of an action ; it was

done by fits . Dryden.

6. It has a signification, noting the method

in which any successive action is performed ;

the business proceeded by slow steps .

Hooker. Knolles.

7. It notes the quantity had at one time ; I

buy snuff by ounces.

8. At, or in ; noting place ; they fought by

Bacon.

9. According to ; you may go by my leave.

sea.

Bacon.

10. According to ; noting proof; the earth

moves by the testimony of Kepler. Bentley.

11. After ; noting imitation or conformity ;

I live by the imitation of Cornaro. Tillotson.

12. From ; noting token ; it is Cæsar by his

voice. Waller.

13. It notes the sum orthe difference between

two things compared ; corn is cheaper by a

shilling in the bushel. Locke.

14. Not later than ; noting time ; he rose by

five. Spenser.

BY AND BY. In a short time.

BY. s. [from the preposition . ] Something not

the direct and immediate object of regard ;

by theby. Bacon. Boyle. Dryden.

BY, in composition, implies something out of

the direct way.

BY-CONCERNMENT. s. An affair which is

not the main business.

Shak.

BY-END. s. Private interest ; secret advan-

tage. L'Estrange.

BY-GONE. a. [a Scotch word.] Past.

BY-LAW.s. By-laws are orders made for the

good of those that make them, farther than

the publick law binds. Cowel.

BY-NAME. s. A nickname. Camden.

BY-PATH. s. A private or obscure path.

BY-RESPECT. s. Private end or view.

BY-ROOM. s. A private room within.

BY- SPEECH. s. An incidental or casual

speech. Hooker.

BY-STANDER. s. A looker on ; one uncon-

cerned. Locke:

BY-STREET. s. An obscure street. Gay.

BY-VIEW. S. Private self-interested purpose.

Atterbury.

BY-WALK. s. A private walk ; not the main

road. Broome.

BY-WAY. s. A private and obscure way.

Spenser. Herbert.

BY-WEST. ad . Westward ; to the west of.

Davies.

BY-WORD. s. A saying ; a proverb. Atterb.

BYE. s. Dwelling ; in this sense it frequently

ends the names of places. Gibson.

BYZANTINE. See BIZANTINE.

C.

C

C, The third letter of the alphabet, has two
sounds ; one like k, as call, clock, craft,

coal, companion, cuneiform ; the other as s,

C

as Cesar, cessation, cinder. It sounds like k, be

fore a, o, u, or a consonant ; and like s befo

e, i, and y.
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CAC CAK

CAB. s. A Hebrew measure, containing about CACOCHY'MICAL. a. [from cacochymy.`

three pints English .

CABA'L. s . [cabale, Fr. nap.]
1. The secret science of the Hebrew rabins

2. A body ofmen united in some close de-

sign. Addison.

3. Intrigue. Dryden.

To CABA'L. v. n. [cabaler, Fr. ] To form close

intrigues. Dryden.

CA'BALIST. s. One skilled in the traditions

ofthe Hebrews. Swift.

CABALISTICAL. a. Something that has an

CABALITICK. occult meaning. Spect.

CABA'LLER. s. [ from cabal.] He that en-

gages in close designs ; an intriguer. Dryden.

CA'BALLINE. a. [caballinus, Lat. ] Belonging

to a horse.

Bramhall.CA'BARET. s . [Fr.] A tavern.

CA'BBAGE. s. [cubus, Fr. brassica, Latin . ] A

plant.

TO CABBAGE. v. a. To steal in cutting

clothes . Arbuthnot

CA'BBAGE-TREE. s. A species of palm-tree.

CA'BBAGE-WORM. s. An insect.

CA'BIN.s.[cabane, Fr. chabin,Welch, a cottage.j

1. A small room.

2. A small chamber in a ship .

3. A cottage, or small house."

4. A tent.

Spenser.

Raleigh,

Sidney.

Fairfax

Shakespeare.

To CA'BIN. v. n. [from the noun.] To live in

a cabin.

To CA'BIN. v. a. To confine in a cabin .

CA'BINED. a. [from cabin.] Belonging to %

cabin.

CA'BINET. s . [cabinet, Fr.]

Milton.

I. A set of boxes or drawers for curiosities.

2. Any place in which things of value are

hidden. Taylor .

3. A private room in which consultations are

neld. Dryden.

Spenser.
4. A hut or house.

CABINET COUNCIL. s. A council held in

Bacon.a private manner.

CA'BINET-MAKER. s . [from cabinet and

maker.] One that makes small nice work in

wood. Mortimer.

CA'BLE. s. [cabl, Welch ; cabel, Dutch. ] The

great rope of a ship to which the anchor is

fastened. Raleigh.

CACHE'CTICAL. a. [from cachexy.] Hav-

CACHECTICK. ing an ill habit of body.

Floyer.

CACHE'XY . S. [xaxa. ] Such a distempera

ture ofthe humours as hinders nutrition and

weakens the vital and animal functions.

Arbuthnot

CACHINNA'TION. s . [cachinnatio, Latin.] A

loud laughter.

CA'CKEREL. s. A fish.

To CA/CKLE. v . n . [kacckelen Dutch.]

1. To make a noise as a goose. Pope .

2. Sometimes it is used for the noise ofa hen.

3. To laugh ; to giggle.
Arbuthnot,

4. To talk idly ; to prattle ; to chatter.

CA'CKLE. s. [from the verb. ] The voice of a

goose or fowl.

CA'CKLER. s. [from cackle. ,

1. A fowl that cackles.

2. A telltale ; a tatler.

CACOCHY'MICK. Having the humours

corrupted. Floyer.

CACOCHY'MY. s. [nanoxvμia.] A deprava-

tion of the humours from a sound state. Arb.

CACOPHONY. s . [naxopwna . ] A bad sound of

words.

To CACU'MINATE. v. a. [cacumino, Latın.J

To make sharp or pyramidal.

CADA'VEROUS. a. [cadaver, Latin. ] Having

the appearance of a dead carcase.

CADDIS . s.

Shakespeare.

Walton.

1. A kind of tape or riband.

2. A kind of worm or grub.

CADE. s. [ cadeler, Fr ] Tame ; soft ; as a cade
lamb .

To CADE. v. a. [from the noun.] To breed up
in softness.

CADE. s. [cadus, Latin. ] A barrel.
CA'DENCE.

CA'DENCY. } s. [cadence, Fr.]

Philips.

Milton.

Crashaw.

1. Fall : state of sinking ; decline.

2. The fall of the voice.

3. The flow of verses, or periods. Dryden.

4. The tone or sound. Swift.

5. In horsemanship, cadence is an equal mea-

sure or proportion, which a horse observes in

all his motions. Farrier's Dict.

CA'DENT. a. [cadens, Lat.] Falling down.

CA'DET. s. [cadet, Fr.]

1. The younger brother.

2. The youngest brother. Brown

3. A volunteer in the army, who serves in

expectation of a commission.

CA'DEW. s. A straw worm .

CA'DGER. s. A huckster.

CA'DI. s. A magistrate among the Turks.

CADILLACK. s. A sort of pear.

CE'CIAS. s. [ Lat. ] A wind from the north ;

the north east wind. Milton.

CESURA. s. [Lat. ] A figure in poetry, by

which a short syllable after a complete foot

is made long.

CA'FTAN. 8. [Persick .] A Persian vest or

garment.

CAG. s . A barrel or wooden vessel containing

four or five gallons .

CAGE. s . [cage, Fr. ]

1. A inclosure of twigs or wire in which

birds are kept. Sidney. Swift

2. A place for wild beasts .

3. A prison for petty malefactors.

To CAĜE. v. a. [from the noun.] To inclose in

a cage. Donne

CA'IMAN. 8. The American name of a cro

codile.

To CAJOLE. v. a. [cageoller, Fr.] To flatterà

to sooth. Hudibras

SAJOʻLER. s . [from cajole.] A flatterer, a

wheedler.

CAJO'LERY. s. [cajolerie, Fr. ] Flattery.

CA'ISSON. s . [French.] A chest of bombs or

powder , any hicllow fabrick of timber.

CÂI'TIFF... [cattivo, Ital. a slave.] A mean

villain ; a despicable knave.

Dryden, CAKE. s . [cuch, Teutonick.]

1. A kind of aciicate bread.

Spenser-

Dryden.

Bacon. Dryden.

2. Any thing of a form rather flat than high
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CAL CAL

To CAKE. v. n. [from the noun. ] Toharden as

dough in the oven. Addison.

CALABA'SH Tree, A tree ofwhich the shells

are used by the negroes for cups, as also for

instruments of musick. Miller.

CALAMA'NCO. s. [culumancus, Lat. ] A kind

of woollen stuff. Tatler.

CA'LAMINE or Lapis Calaminaris. s . A kind

of fossile bituminous earth , which beingmix-

ed with copper, changes it into brass.Locke.

CA'LAMINT. s . [calamintha, Lat. ] The name

of a plant.

CALA'MITOUS . a. [calamitosus, Latin. ] Mi-

serable ; involved in distress ; unhappy ;

wretched. Milton. South.

CALA'MITOUSNESS. s. [from calamitous.]

Misery ; distress.

CALAMITY. s. [calamitas, Lat.] Misfortune ;

'cause of misery. Bacon.

CA'LAMUS. s. [Lat.] A sort of reed or sweet

scented wood mentioned in scripture.

CALA'SH. s. [caleche, Fr. ] A small carriage of

pleasure. King.

¿Â'LCEATED. u. [culceatus, Lat. ] Shod ; fitted

with shoes.

CALCEDO'NIUS. s. [ Latin .] A kind of pre-

cious stone. Woodward.

CALCINATION. s . [from calcine ; calcination,

Fr. Such a management of bodies by fire,

as renders them reducible to powder ; che-

mical pulverization. Boyle.

CALCI'ÑATORY. s . [from calcinate. ] A vessel

used in calcination .

To CALCI'NE. v. a. [calciner, Fr. from calx,

Latin.]

1. To burn in the fire to a calx , or friable

substance. Bacon.

Denham.

Newton.

2. To burn up.

To CALCI'NE. v. n. To become a calx, a kind

of lime by heat.

To CALCULATE. v a. [calculer, Fr.]

1. To compute ; to reckon.

2. To compute the situation of the planets at

any certain time. Bentley.

3. To adjust ; to protect for any certain end.

Tillotson.

CALCULA'TION. s. [from calculate.]

1. A practice or manner of reckoning.

2. The art of numbering.

3. The result of arithmetical operation.

CALCULATOR. s. [from calculate. ] A com-

puter.

CALCULATORY. a. [from cuiculate.] Belong-

ing to calculation .

CAʼLCULE. s. [calculus, Lat.] Reckoning ;

compute. Howel.

CA'LCULOSE.2a. [from calculus, Latin.]
CA'LCULOUS. Stony ; gritty. Sharp.

CALCULUS. s. [Latin.] The stone in the

bladder.

a kettle.

CA'LDRON. s. [chauldron, Fr.] A pot ; a boiler ;

Spenser. Addison.

CALEFACTION. s. [from calefacio, Latin. ]

1. The act of heating any thing.

2. The state of being heated.

CALEFA'CTIVE. a. [from calefacio, Lat.]

That which makes any thing hot ; heating.

CALEFACTORY. a. [from calefacio, Lat.]

That which reats.

To CA'LEFY. v. n. [calefio, Lat. ] To growbot,

to be heated. Brown.

CALENDAR. s . [calendarium, Latin. ] A re-

gister ofthe year in which the months, and

stated times, are marked, as festivals, and

holiday. Shakespeare. Dryden.

To CALENDAR. v. a. [calendrer, Fr. ] To dress

cloth.

CA'LENDAR. s. [from the verb.] A hotpress ;

a press in which clothiers smooth their cloth.

CA'LENDRER. s . [from calender.] The per-

son who calenders.

CA'LENDS . s. [calenda, Lat.] The first day of

every month among the Romans .

CA'LENTURE s. [ from caleo , Lat .] A distem-

per in hot climates ; wherein they imagine

the sea to be green fields. Swift.

CALF. s. calves in the plural . [ cealf, Saxon.]

1. The young of a cow. Wilkins.

2. Calves of the lips mentioned by Hosea.

signifying sacrifices of praise and prayers.

3. The thick, plump, bulbous part of the

leg. Suckling.

CA'LIBER. s. [calibre, Fr.] The bore ; the

diameter of the barrel of a gun.

CA'LICE. s. [calix, Lat. ] A cup ; a chalice,

CAʼLICO . s . [from Calecut in India. ] An Indian

stuff made of cotton. Addison.

CA'LID. a. [calidus, Lat.] Hot ; burning.

CALIDITY. s . [from calid .] Heat. Brown.

CALIF. Ls. [khalifa, Arab .] A title assumed

CA'LIPH. by the successors of Mahomet

among the Saracens.

CALIGATION. s. [ from caligo, Lat.] Dark-

ness ; cloudiness. Brown.

CALI’GINOUS. a. [caliginosus, Lat.] Obscure ;

dim .

CALI'GINOUSNESS . s. [from caliginous ]

Darkness.

Prideaux.

CA'LIGRAPHY. s. [naλıygapia . ] Beautiful

writing.

CA'LIVER. s. [from culiber. ] A hand-gun ; a

barquebuse; an old musket. Shakespeare.

CALIX. s. [ Latin. ] A cup. Used of flowers.

To CALK. v. a . [from calage, Fr. ] To stop the

leaks of a ship. Raleigh. Dryden.

CA'LKER.S. [ from calk .] The workman that

stops the leaks of a ship.

To CALL. v. a. [kalder, Danish. ]

Ezekiel.

1. To name ; to denominate. Genesis.

2. To summon or invite. Knolles.

3. To convoke ; to summon together.

Clarmdon.

To summon judicially. Watts.

7. To summon by command. Isaiah.

6. In the theological sense, to inspire with

ardours ofpiety.

7. To invoke ; to appeal to.

s. To proclaim ; to publish.

Romens.

Clarendon.

Gay.

'Cowley.

Swift.

Isaiah.

9. To excite ; to put in action ; to bring into

view.

10. To stigmatize with some opprobrious

denomination.

11. To call back . To revoke.

12. To cain. To resume money at interest.

Addison.
寓

12. To ca. over. To read aloud a list or

muster roll.

24. To call out. To challenge.
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CAL CAM

.

To CALL. v . n. To make ashort visit; to come

byaccident, or without formality. B.Jon.Ad.

CALL. s. [from the verb.]

1. A vocal address. Pope.

Hooker.

3. Divine vocation ; summons to true reli-

2. Requisition.

gion .

4. An impulse.

2. A plant mentioned in Virgil's Georgicks

under the name of tribulus. Milton.

To CALVE. v. n. [from calf. ] To bring a calf ;

spoken ofa cow. Dryden.

CALVILLE. s [ French.] A sort of apple.

To CALUMNIATE. v. n. [calumnio“, Lat.] Tɔ

accuse falsely. Dryder.

To CALUMNIATE. v. a. To slander. Spratt.

Denham. CALUMNIA'TION. s. [ from calumniate.] A

malicious and false representation of words

or actions.

Locke.

Roscommon.

5. Authority ; command.

6. A demand , a claim.
Addison.

7. An instrument to call birds. Wilkins.

8 Calling ; vocation ; employment.

9. A nomination.

Dryden.

Bacon.

CA'LLAT.7
Shakespeare.CALLET. 8. A trull.

CA'LLING. s. [from call.]

1. Vocation ; profession ; trade. Rogers.

2. Proper station, or employment. Swift.

3. Class of persons united by the same em-

ployment or profession. Hammond.

4. Divine vocation ; invitation to the true

religion. Hakewell.

CA'LLIPERS. s. Compasses with bowed

shanks.

CALLO'SITY. s . [cullosité, Fr.)

swelling without pain.

CA'LLOUS. a. [callus, Lat.]

1. Indurated ; hardened.

2. Hardened in mind ; insensible.

CA'LLOUSNESS. s . [ from callous.]

1. Induration of the fibres.

2 Insensibility ofmind.

Moxon.

A kind of

Quincy.

Wiseman.

Dryden.

Cheyne.

Bentley.

CA'LLOW. a. Unfledged ; naked ; wanting

feathers.

CA'LLUS. 8 [Latin.]

1. An induration ofthe fibres.

Milton.

2. The hard substance by which broken

bones are united.

CALM. a . [calme, Dutch . ]

1. Quiet ; serene ; not stormy; not tem-

pestuous. Spenser.

2. Undisturbed ; unruffled .

CALM . s.

1. Serenity ; stillness.

2. Freedom from disturbance ; quiet ; re-

pose.

Atterbury.

Raleigh.

South.

Dryden.

2. To pacify ; to appease. Atterbury.

CALMER. s. [from calm. ] The person or thing

which has thepower of giving quiet. Walton.

CA'LMLY. ad. [from calm . ]

ToCALM. v. a.

1. To still ; to quiet.

1. Without storms or violence .

2. Without passions , quietly.

CA'LMNESS. s. [from calm.]

1. Tranquillity ; serenity.

Prior.

Denham.

2. Mildness ; freedom from passion. Shak

CA'LMY. a. [ from calm .] Calm ; peaceful. Sp.

CA'LOMEL. s. [calomelas , Lat. ] Mercury six

cimes sublimed. Wiseman,

CALORIFICK. a . [calorificus, Latin.] That

which hasthe quality ofproducing heat . Grew

CALOTTE, s . [French. ] A cap or coif.

CALOYERS. s. [xaλ ] Monks of the Greek

church.

CA'LTROPS. s. [colτnæppe, Saxon. ]

1. An instrument made with four spikes, so

that which way soever it falls to the ground,

one ofthem points upright. Dryden. Addison.

Ayliffe

CALUMNIATOR. s . [from calumniate. A

forger of accusation ; a slanderer. Addison,

CALUMNIOUS. a. [from calumny.] Slander-

ous , falsely reproachful. Shakespeare.

CA'LUMNY... [calumnia, Latin. ] Slander ;

false charge. Temple.

CALX. s. ( Latin. Any thing rendered redu-

cible to powder by burning.

".

Digby

[calyculus, Latin.] A small budCA'LYCLE

of a plant.

CAMAIEU. s. A stone with various figures

and representations of landskips, formed by

nature.

CA'MBER. s . A piece of timber cut arching.

Moxon.

CA'MBRICK. s. (from Cambray ] A kind of

fine linen. Shakespeare.

CAME. The preterite ofto come. Addison.

CA'MEL. s. [camelus, Latin ] An animal very

common in Arabia, -Judea, and the neigh-

bouring countries. One sort are large, fit to

carryburdens of a thousand pounds, having

cne bunchupon their backs.Anotherhave two

bunchesupon their backs, fit for men to ride

on. A third kind are smaller , called dromeda-

ries, because of their swiftness. Camels will

continue ten days without drinking. Calmet.

CAME'LOPARD. s . [from camelus and pardus,

Latin.] An animal taller than an elephant,

but not so thick.

CA'MELOT. s. [from camel.] A kind of stuff

CA'MLET. originally made by a mixture

of silk and camel's hair ; it is now made

with wool and silk. Brown.

CAMERA OBSCURA. [Latin.] An optical

machine used in a darkened chamber, so that

the light coming only through a double con-

vex glass, objects opposite ere represented

inverted. Martin.

CA'MERADE. s. [from camera, Latin.] A

chamber fellow ; a bosomcompanion.Rymer.

CA'MERATED. a. [cameratus, Lat.] Arched

CAMERA'TION. s. [cameratio, Latin.] A

vaulting or arching.

CAMISA'DO. s. [camisa, a shirt, Italian.] An

attack made in the dark ; on which occasion

they put their shirts outward. Hayward.

CA'MISATED. a. Dressed with the shirt out-

ward.

CA'MLET. See CAMELOT.

CA'MMOCK. s. [cammoc, Saxon. ] An herb ;

petty whin, or restharrow.

CÂMŎ'YS . a . [camus, French.] Flat of the
nose. Brown.

CAMP. s. [cumpe, Fr.] The order of tents

placed by armies when they keep the field.

To CAMP. v. a. [from the noun.] To lodge

Shakespeare.
in tents.
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CÂMP-FIGHT. s. An old word for combat.

CAMPAIGN. s. [campaigne, Fr.]

Hakewell.

1. A large, open, level tract of ground.

2. The time for which any army keeps the

field . Clarendon.

CAMPA'NIFORM. a. [of campana andforma . ]

A term used of flowers, which are in the

shape ofa bell. Harris.

CAMPA'NULATE. a. Campaniform .

CAMPE'STRAL. a. fcampestris, Lat.] Grow-

ing in the fields . Mortimer.

CA'MPHIRE-TREE. s. [camphora, Latin.]

There are two sorts ofthis tree ; one of Bor-

neo, from which the best camphire is taken,

which is a natural exudation from the tree,

where the bark has been wounded. The

other sort is a native of Japan.

CA'MPHORATE. a. [from camphora, Latin.]

Impregnated with camphire.

CA'MPION. s . [lynchis, Latin. ] A plant.

CA'MUS. s . A thin dress. Spenser.

CAN. s. [canne, Saxon .] A cup of metal, as

tin or copper. Shakespeare. Dryden.

Boyle.

Locke.

To CAN. v. n . [konnen, Dutch.]

1. To be able ; to have power.

2. It expresses the potential mood ; as, I can

Dryden.do it.

CANA'ILLE. s. [ Fr.] The lowest people.

CANA'L. s. [canalis, Latin.]

1. A basin of water in a garden.

2. Any course of water made by art.

Pope.

3. A passage through which any of thejuices

ofthe body flow.

CA'NAL-COAL. s. A fine kind of coal.

CANALICULATED. u. [canaliculatus, Lat. ]

Made like a pipe or gutter.

CANA'RY. s. [from the Canary islands. ] Wine

brought from the Canaries ; sack .

To CANARY. v. a. To frolick . Shakespeare.

CANA'RY-BIRD. An excellent singing bird.

To CANCEL. v . a. [canceller, Fr.]

1. To cross a writing,

2. To efface ; to obliterate in general.

Roscommon. Southern

CANCELLA'TED. a. [from cancel . ] Cross-

barred. Grew.

CANCELLATION. s. [from cancel. ] An ex-

punging or crossing ofawriting, so as to take

away its force .

CANCER. s. [cancer, Latin.]

1. A crabfish.

2. The sign of the summer solstice .

3.A virulent swelling, or sore, not to be

cured. Wiseman.

To CA'NCERATE. v. n. [from cancer. ] To be-

LEstrange.

CANCERA'TION. s. A growing cancer-

come a cancer.

ous.

CA'NCEROUS. a. [from cancer.] Having the

virulence of a cancer. Wiseman.

CA'NCEROUSNESS. 9. The state of being

cancerous.

CA'NCRINE. a. [from cancer.] Having the

qualities ofa crab.

CA'NDENT. a. [candens, Lat.] Hot. Brown.

CA'NDICANT. a. [candicans, Lat.] Growing

white.

CAʼNDID. a. [cundidus, Lat.]

Dict.

1. White. Dryden.

2. Fair ; open ; ingenuous ; kind. Locke.

CANDIDATE. s . [candidatus, Lat.] A com-

petitor ; one that solicits advancement, or

preference . Addison.

CANDIDLY- ad. [from candid ] Fairly ; with-

out trick ; ingenuously. Swift.

CA'NDIDNESS . s . [from candid.] Ingenuity ;

openness of temper. South.

To CANDIFY. v. a. [candifico, Lat.] To make

white. Dict.

CA'NALE. s. [candela, Latin.]

1. A light made of wax or tallow, surround-

ing a wick of flax or cotton. Ray.

2. Light, or luminary. Shakespeare.

CANDLEBERRY-TREE. Sweet willow.

CANDLEHOʻLDER. s . [from candle and hold.]

1. He that holds the candle.

2. He that remotely assists . Shakespeare.

CANDLELIGHT. s. [from candle and light.]

1. The light ofa candle. Swift.

2 The necessary candles for use. Molineux.

CA'NDLEMAS. s. [from candle and mass.

The feast of the purification of the Blessed

Virgin, which was formerly celebrated with

many lights in churches . Brown, Gay

CANDLESTICK. s. [from candle and stick

The instrument that holds candles . Addison.

CANDLESTUFF. s. [from candle and stuff.]

Grease ; tallow. Bacon.

CANDLEWA'STER. s. [from candle and

waste. ] A spendthrift. Shakespeare.

CA'NDOCK. s. A weed that grows in rivers.
Walton.

CA'NDOUR. s. [candor, Lat.] Sweet temper ;

purity ofmind ; ingenuity.

To CANDY. v. a.

Watts.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

1. To conserve with sugar.

2. To form into congelations.

To CA'NDY. v. n. To grow congealed.

CANDY. Lion's foot. [catanance, Latin.] A

plant.

CANE. s . [canna, Latin.]

1. A kind of strong reed.

Miller.

Harvey.

2. The plant which yields the sugar. Other

reeds have their skin hard ; but the skin of

the sugar cane is soft, and the pith veryjuicy.

It usually grows four or five feet high, and

about half an inch diameter. The stem is

divided by knots a foot and a half apart.

They usually plant them in pieces cut a foot

and a half below the top of the flower; and

they are ordinarily ripe in ten months.

3. A lance.

4. A reed.

Dryden.

Mortimer.

To CANE. v. a. [from the noun.] To beat.

CANI'CULAR. a. [canicularis, Lat. ] Belong-

ing to the dog-star.
Brown.

CA'ÑINE. a. [caninus, Lat.] Having the pro-

perties ofa dog.
Addison.

CA'NISTER. s [canistrum, Lat.]

1. A small basket. Dryden

2. A small vessel in which any thing is laid

up.

CANKER. s. [cancer, Lat.]

1. A worm that preys upon, and destroys

fruits. Spenser

2. A fly that preys upon fruits. Walton.

3. Anything that corrupts or consumes. Bac.
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4.A kind of wild worthless rose. Peacham.

5. An eating or corroding humour.

6. Corrosion ; virulence.

7. A disease in trees.

Shak

Shakespeare.

1.A corrupt dialect used by beggars and

vagabonds.

2. A form of speaking peculiar to some cer-

tain class or body ofmen. Dryden.

Spenser. Prior.

3. A whining pretension to goodness.Dryden.

4. Barbarous jargon.

5. Auction.

Swift.

Swift.

To CA'NKER. v . n. [from the noun.] To grow

corrupt.

To CA'NKER. v. a .

Herbert.

Addison.

1. To corrupt ; to corrode.

2. To infect ; to pollute.

CA'NKERBIT. part. a. [from canker and bit. ]

Bittenwith an invenomed tooth . Shakespeare.

CA'NNABINE.a. [cannabinus, Lat. ] Hempen.

CA'NNIBAL. s. An anthropophagite ; a man-

Davies. Bentley.

CA'NNIBALLY. ad. In the manner of a can-

Shakespeare.

eater.

nibal.

CA'NNIPERS . s. Callipers.

CA'NNON. s . [cannon, Fr.] A gun larger than

can be managed by the hand.

CA'NNON-BALL. s. The balls which are

CA'NNON-SHOT. ( shot from great guns.

To CANNONA'DE. v . a. [from cannon.] To

batter with great guns.

CANNONI'ER. s . [ from cannon. ] The engineer

that manages cannon. Hayward.

CA'NNOT. Of can and not. It notes inability;

as, I cannot fly ; or impossibility ; as, colours

cannot be seen in the dark. , Locke.

CANO'A.s. A boat made by cutting the

CANOE'. trunk ofa tree into a hollow vessel.

CA'NON. s. [navwv.]

1. A rule ; a law.

2.Lawmade by ecclesiastical councils.Stillin.

3. The books of Holy Scripture ; or the great

rule. Ayliffe.

4. A dignitary in cathedral churches. Bacon.

5. A large sort of printing letter.

CA'NON-BIT. s . That part of the bit let into
the horse's mouth. Spenser.

CA'NONESS . s . [canonissa , low Latin. ] In

popish countries, women living after the ex-

ample of secular canons.

CANO'NICAL. a. [cunonicus, low Latin.]

1. Accordingto the canon.

2. Constituting the canon.

Hooker.

Ayliffe.

Raleigh.

3. Regular ; stated ; fixed by, ecclesiastical

laws. Taylor.

4. Spiritual ; ecclesiastical. Raleigh.

CANO'NICALLY. ad. [from canonical. ] In

a manner agreeable to the canon.

CANO'NICALNESS. s. The quality of being

canonical.

CA'NONIST. s. [from canon.] A professor of

Camden. Pope.the canon law.

CANONIZATION. s . [from canonize.] The

act ofdeclaring a saint. Addison.

To CA'NONIZE v. a. [from canon. ] To de-

clare any man a saint. Bacon.

CA'NONRY. s. [from canm . ] An ecclesi-

CA'NONSHIP. astical benefice in some ca

thedral or collegiate church.

CA'NOPIED. a. [ from canopy.] Covered with

a canopy.

CA'NOPY, s. [ canopeum, low Latin.] A cover-

ingspread over the head. Fairfax.

To CA'NOPY. v. a. [from the noun ] To cover.

with a canopy. Dryden.

CA'NOROUS. a. [canorus, Latin.] Musical ;

tuneful. Brown.

CANT. s. [cantus, Latin.]

ToCANT. v. n. To talk in the jargon ofparti-

cular professions. Glanville.

CANTATA. s . [ Italian. ] A song.

CANTATION. s. [from canto, Lat.] The act

of singing.

CA'NTER. s . (from cant.] Hypocrite.

CANTERBURY BELLS. Belflower.

CAʼNTERBURY GALLOP. The gallop of

an ambling horse, commonly called a canter.

CANTHARIDES. s. [Lat. ] Spanish flies used

to raise blisters . Bacon.

CA'NTHUS. s. [Lat. ] The corner of the eye.

Wiseman.

CA'NTICLE. s . [canto, Lat.]

1. A song.

Bacon.2. The song of Solomon.

CANTI'LIVERS. s . Pieces of wood framed

into the front or other sides of a house, to

sustain the eaves over it. Moxon

CA'NTLE. s. [kant, Dutch. ] A piece with cor

Shakespeare,ners .

"

To CA'NTLE . v. a. [from the noun.] To cut in

pieces. Dryden

CA'NTLET. s . [from cantle. ] A piece ; a frag

Dryden

CA'NTO. s. [ Italian.] A book, or section of a

poem. Shakespeare

ment.

CA'NTON. s.

-

Bacon.

1. A small parcel or division of land.

2. A small community, or clan,

To CAʼNTON. v . a. To divide into little parts.

Locke.

To CA'NTONIZE. v. a. To divide out into

small divisions.

CA'NTRED. s . An hundred.

CANVASS. s. [canevas, Fr.] A kind

cloth woven for several uses.

To CA'NVASS. v. a [cannabasser, French.]

1. To sift ; to examine.

Howel.

Cowel.

of linen

Sidney.

Woodward.

L'Estrange.

Ayliffe.

2. To debate ; to controvert.

To CA'NVASS . v. n. To solicit.

CA'NY. a. [from cane. ] Full of canes. Milton.

CA'NZONET. s. canzonetta, Italian.] A little

song. Peacham.

CAP. s . [cap, Welch.]

1. The garment that covers the head. Swift.

2. The ensign ofthe cardinalate.Shakespeare.

3. The topmost ; the highest. Shakespeare.

4. A reverence made by uncovering the

head .

To CAP. v. a . [from the noun.]

1. To cover on the top.

2. To snach off the cap.

Derham.

Spenser.

3. To cap verses. To name alternately verses

beginning with a particular letter.

CAP à pè. Fromhead to foot. Shakespeare.

CAP à piè Swift.

CAP-PAPER. s. A sort of coarse brownish

paper formed into caps or bags. Boyle.

CAPABILITY. s . [ from capable. ] Capacity.

CAPABLE. a. [capable, French.]

1. Endued with powers equal to any parti

cular thing. Wults.
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2. Intelligent ; able to understand. Shakesp.

3. Capacious ; able to receive.

4. Susceptible.

5. Qualified for.

6. Hollow.

Digby.

Prior.

Tillotson.

Shakespeare.

CA'PABLENESS. s. [from capable.] The qua-

lity or state ofbeing capable.

CAPA'CIOUS. a. [capax, Latin.]

1. Wide ; large ; able to hold much.

2. Extensive ; equal to great design. Watts.

CAPA'CIOUSNESS. s. [from capacious.] The

power of holding ; largeness. Holder.

To CAPACITATE. v. a. [from capacity ] To

enable ; to qualify.

CAPA'CITY. s. [capacité, French.]

1. The power of containing.

2. The force or power ofthe mind.

3. Power; ability.

4. Room ; space.

Dryden.

Davies.

South.

Blackmore.

Boyle.

South.5. State ; condition ; character.

CAPA'RISON. s. [caparazon, Spanish.] A sort

ofcover for a horse. Milton.

To CAPA'RISON. v. a . [ from the noun. ]

7. To dress in caparisons.

2. To dress pompously .

CAPE. s. [cape, Fr. ]

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Arbuthnot.

Bacon.

1. Headland ; promontory.

2. Theneck-piece ofa cloak.

CA'PER. s. [from caper, Latin, a goat.} A

leap ; a jump. Swift.

CA'PER. s. [capparis, Latin. ] An acid pickle.

Floyer.

CA'PER-BUSH. s. [capparis, Latin.] This

plant grows in the south of France ; the buds

are pickled for eating.

To CA'PER. v. n. [from the noun .]

1. To dance frolicksomely. Shakespeare.

2. To skip for merriment. Crashaw.

3. To dance. Rowe.

CA'PERER. s. [from caper. ] A dancer. Dryden.

CA'PIAS. s. [ Lat. ] A writ of execution. Cowel.

CAPILLA'CEOUS. a. The same with capil-

lary.

CAPI'LLAMENT. s. [capillamentum, Latin.]

Small threads or hairs which grow up in the

middle ofa flower. Quincy.

CA'PILLARY. a. [from capillus, Lat. ] Resem-

bling hairs ; small ; minute. Brown.

CAPILLA'TION. s. [capillus, Lat.] A small
ramification of vessels . Brown.

CAPITAL. a. [capitalis, Latin.]

1. Relating to the head.

2. Criminal in the highest degree.

3. That which affects life.

4. Chief; principal.

Milton.

Swift.

Bucon.

Hooker. Atterbury.

Mitton.5. Chief; metropolitan.

6. Applied to letters, large ; such as are

written at the beginning or heads of books.

Taylor. Grew.

7. Capital stocks. ] The principal or original

stock of a trading company.

CA'PITAL. s.

Addison.

Addison.

1. The upper part of a pillar.

2. The chief city of a nation.

CA'PITALLY. ad. [from cupital. ] In a capital

manner.

CAPITATION. s. [from caput, Latin.] Nu-

meration by heads. Brown.

CAPITULAR. s. [from capitulum, Lat.]

1. The body of the statutes of a chapter.

2. A member of a chapter. Ayliffe.

To CAPITULATE. v . n. [from capitulum,

Latin.]

1. To draw up any thing in heads or articles .

Shakespeare.

2. To yield, or surrender on certain stipula

tions. Hayward.

CAPITULATION. s. Stipulation ; terms;

conditions. Hale.

CAPI'VI-TREE. s . [copaibu, Lat.] This tree

grows near a village called Ayapel, in the

province of Antiochi, in the Spanish West

Indies. Some ofthem do not yield any of the

balsam ; those that do, are distinguished by

a ridge. One ofthese trees will yield five or

six gallons ofbalsam. Miller.

CA'PON. s. [capo, Lat.] A castrated cock.

Gay.

CAPONNI'ERE. s. [Fr. A term in fortifica-

tion. ] A covered lodgment, of about four or

five feet broad, encompassed with a little

parapet. Harris.

CAPO'T. s. [French. ] Is when one party wins

all the tricks ofcards at the game of piquet.

CAPO'UCH. s. [capuce, Fr.] A monk's bood.

CA'PPER. s . [from cap.] One who makes or
sells caps.

CAPRE'OLATE. a . [from capreolus, Latin.]

Such plants as turn and creep by means of

their tendrils, are capreolate . Harris.

CAPRI'CE. 2s. [ caprice, Fr.] Freak ; fancy;

CAPRICHIO. whim. Bentley.

CAPRICIOUS. a. [capricieux, Fr.] Whimsical,;
fanciful.

CAPRICIOUSLY. ad. [from capricious.]

Whimsically.

CAPRICIOUSNESS . s. [fromcapricious.] Hu-

mour; whimsicalness. Surft.

CAPRICORN . s. [capricornus, Lat.] One of

the signs of the zodiack ; the winter sol-
stice. Creech.

CAPRIO'LE. s . [Fr.] Caprioles are leaps , such

as horses make in one and the same place,

without advancing forward. Farrier's Dict.

CAPSTAN. s . [cubestan, Fr.] A cylinder, with

levers, to wind up any great weight.Raleigh.

CAPSULAR. a . [capsula, Lat.] Hollow

CA'PSULARY. like a chest. Brown.

CA'PSULATE. a. [capsula, Lat. ] Inclosed,

CA'PSULATED . as in a box.

CAPTAIN. s. [capitain, French.]

1. A chief commander. Shakespeare

2. The commander of a company in a regi

ment. Dryden.

3. The chief commander of a ship.

4. Captain General. The general or com-
mander in chief of an army,

CAP'TAINRY. s. [from captain .] The power

over a certain district ; the chieftainship.Sp.

CAPTAINSHIP. s . [from captain.]

1. The rank or post of a captain. IVotton.

2. The condition or post of a chief comman-

der. Shakespeare.

Davies.3. The chieftainship of a clan.

CAPTATION. s . [from capto, Latin.] The

practice of catching favour. King Charles.

CAPTION. s . [capio, Lat.] The act of taking

any person.
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CATTIOUS, v. a. [captieux, Fr.]

1. Given to cavils ; eager to object.

2. Insidious ; ensnaring.

Locke.

Bacon.

Locke.
CAPTIOUSLY. ad. [ from captious.] With an

inclination to object.

CAPTIOUSNESS. s . [from captious.] Incli-

nation to object ; peevishness. Locke.

To CAPTIVATE. v. a. [captiver, French. ]

1. To take prisoner ; to bring into bondage,

King Charles.

2. To charm ; to subdue. Addison.

CAPTIVATION. s . The act of taking one

captive.

CAPTIVE. s . [captif, French.]

1. One taken in war ; one made prisoner by

conquest.

2. One charmed by beauty.

CAPTIVE. a . [captivus, Latin . ]

soner in war.

Rogers.

Shakespeare.

Made pri-

Dryden.

To CAPTIVE. v. a. To take prisoner.

CAPTIVITY. s . [captivité, Fr.]

1. Subjectionby the fate of war ; bondage.

Dryden.

Addison.2. Slavery ; servitude.

CAPTOR. s. [from capio, Lat. ] He that takes

a prisoner, or a prize.

CAPTURE. s. [capture, Fr.]

1. The act or practice of taking any thing.

2. A prize.

CAPUCHED. a. [from capuce, Fr.] Covered

over as with a hood. Brown.

CAPUCHI'N. s . A female garment, consisting

of a cloak and hood, made in imitation ofthe

dress of capuchin monks.

CAR. s. [car, Welch.]

1. A small carriage ofburden.

2. A chariot of war.

Swift.

Milton.

3. The Charles's wain. Dryden.

CA'RABINE, or CARBINE. s. [ carbine, Fr.]

A small sort of fire arms used on horseback.

CARABINIER. s. [from carabine.] A sort of

light horseman. Chambers.

CA'RACK. s. [caracca, Spanish . ] A large ship

of burden ; a galleon. Raleigh. Waller.

CA'RACOLE. s. [caracole, Fr.] An oblique

tread, traced out in semi-rounds.Farrier'sDict.

To CA'RACOLE. v. n. To move in caracoles.

CA'RAT.

}
CA'RACT. s. [carat, French.]

1. A weight of four grains.

2. A manner of expressing the fineness of

gold ; an ounce is divided into twenty-four

caruts ; if, ofthe mingled mass, two, or three,

orfour parts out offour-and-twenty be base

metal, the whole is said to be two-and-twen-

ty, one-and-twenty, or twenty carats fine.

Guineas are two-and-twenty carats. Cocker.

CA'RAVAN. s. [caravanne, Fr. ] A troop or

body ofmerchants or pilgrims. Taylor.

CARAVA'NSARY. s. A house built for the

reception ofeastern travellers. Spectator.

CA'RAVEL. 2s. [caravela, Span .] A light,

CA'RVEL . round, old-fashioned ship.

CA'RAWAY. s. [carum, Lat.] A plant.

CARBONA'DO . s. [carbonnade, Fr.] Meat cut

across to be broiled. Shakespeare.

To CARBONA'DO. v. a. [from the noun.]

Shakespeare.
To cut or hack.

CA'RBUNCLE. s. [carbunculus, Lat.]

1. A jewel shining in the dark.

2. Red spot or pimple.

CA'RBUNCLED. a.

1. Set with carbuncles.

Milton.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

2. Spotted ; deformed with pimples.

CARBUNCULAR a. Red like a carbuncle .

CARBUNCULATION.s. [carbunculatio, Lat.]

The blasting ofyoung buds by heat or cold.

Harris.

CA'RCANET. s. [carcan, Fr.] A chain or col-

lar ofjewels. Shakespeare. Hakewell

CA'RCASS. s. [carquasse, Fr.]

1. A dead body of any animal. Taylor.

2. The decayed parts of any thing. Shakes.

3. The main parts without completion or

ornament. Hale.

4. [In gunnery.] A kind of bomb usually ob-

long, consisting of a shell or case, withholes,

filled with combustibles. Harris.

CA'RCELAGE. s . [ from carcer. ] Prison fees.

CARCINOMA. s. [from xagnos, a crab.] A

Quincy.

CARCINO'MATOUS. a. [from carcinoma. ]

Cancerous.

cancer.

CARD. s . [carte, Fr. charta, Lat.]

1. A paper painted with figures, used in

Pope.games.

•

2. The papers on which the winds are

marked for the compass. Spenser. Pope.

3.The instrumentwith which wool is combed.

To CARD. v. a . [ from the noun.] To comb

wool.
May.

To CARD. v . n. To game.

CARDAMOMUM. s. [ Latin.] A medicinal

seed.

CA'RDER. s . [from card. ]

1. One that cards wool.

Chambers.

Shakespeare.

2. One that plays much at cards.

CARDIACAL. a . [nagdia, the heart.] Cor-

CARDIACK. dial ; having the quality

of invigorating.

CA'RDIALGY. 8. [from nagdia, the heart, and

anyos, pain . The heart-burn.

CARDINAL. a. [cardinalis, Latin.] Princi-

pal ; chief. Brown. Clarendon.

CA'RDINAL. s. One ofthe chief governors of

the Roman church.
Shakespeare.

CA'RDINALATE. s. [from cardinal.] The

CARDINALSHIP. office and rank ofa car.

L'Estrange,
dinal.

CA'RDMATCH. s . A match made by dipping

pieces of a card in melted sulphur.

CARE. s. [cape, Saxon.]

2. Caution.

1. Solicitude ; anxiety ; concern. Dryden.

Tillotson.

3. Regard ; charge ; heed in order to pre-

Dryden.
servation.

4. The object of care, or oflove. Dryden

To CARE. v. n. [from the noun.]

Knolle1. To be anxious or solicitous .

2. To be inclined ; to be disposed ; as, hedid

not carefor work. Waller.

3. To be affected with ; as, he cares not for

my kindness. Temple.

CA'RECRAZED. a. [from care and craze.]

Broken with care and solicitude. Shak.

To CARE'EN. v . a. [cariner, Fr.] To calk, or

stop up leaks.

CAREER. s. [carriere, Fr.]
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1. The ground on which a race is run.Sidney. CA'RNALNESS . s . Carnality.

. 2. A course ; a race.

3. Full speed ; swift motion.

4. Course of action.

Shakespeare.

Prior.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

To CARE'ER. v. n. To run with swift motion.

CA'REFUL. a. [from care and full.]

1. Anxious ; solicitous ; full of concern .

2. Provident ; diligent ; cautious.

3. Watchful.

CA'REFULLY. ad. [from careful . ]

Dryden.

Ray.

Collier.

Atterbury.

Knolles.

I. In a manner that shews care.

2. Heedfully ; watchfully.

CA'REFULNESS. s. Vigilance ; heedfulness ;

caution.

CA'RELESLY. ad. [from careless.] Negligent-

ly; heedlesly. Waller.

CA'RELESSNESS . s . Heedlesness ; inatten-

Shakespeare. Taylor.
tion.

CA'RELESS. a. [from care.]

ful.

Y

1. Having no care ; feeling no solicitude ;

unconcerned ; negligent ; heedless ; unmind

Locke.

2. Cheerful ; undisturbed. Pope.

3. Unmoved by ; unconcerned at. Granville.

To CARE'SS. v. a. [caresser, Fr.] To endear,

to fondle. South.

CARE'SS. s. Act of endearment. Milton.

CA'RET. s. A note which shews where some-

thing interlined should be read ; as, ▲.

CARĞASON. s. [cargacon, Spanish ] A cargo.

Howel.

CA'RGO. 8. [charge, Fr.] The lading of a ship.

Burnet.

CA'RICOUS Tumour. [carica, Latin, a fig.] A

swelling in the form ofa fig,

CA'RIES. s. Rottenness. Wiseman.

CARIO'SITY. s. [from carious.] Rottenness.
Wiseman.

churl.

CA'RIOUS. a. [curiosus, Latin.] Rotten.
CARK..s. [ceanc, Sax.] Care, anxiety. Sidney.

To CARK. v. n. [ceancan, Sax.] To be care-

ful; to be anxious. Sidney.

CARLE, s. [ceoɲl, Sax. ] A rude, brutal man ;

Spenser. Bentley.

CA'RLINE THISTLE, [carlina, Latin.] A

plant.

CAR'LINGS. s. [In a ship.] Timbers lying

fore and aft in a ship.. Harris.

CA'RMAN . s. A man whose employment it is

to drive cars.
Gay.

CA'RMELITE. s. [carmelite,Fr.]Asort ofpear.

CARMI'NATIVE. a. Carminatives are such

things as dilute and relax at the same time.

Whatever promotes insensible perspiration,
is carminative. Arbuthnot. Swift.

CA'RMINE. s. A bright red or crimson pig-

Chambers.

Hayward.

ment.

CA'RNAGE. s. [carnage, French.]

1. Slaughter ; havock.

2. Heaps of flesh .

CA'RNAL. a. [curnal, French.]

1. Fleshly ; not spiritual.

2. Lustful ; lecherous.

CARNA'LITY. s. [from carnal.]

J. Fleshly lust.

2. Grossness ofmind.

Pope

King Charles.

Shakespeare.

South.

Tillotson.

CA'RNALLY. ad. [from carnal .] According to

the flesh ; not spiritually. Taylor.

CARNATION. s. [carnes, Latin.] The name of

the natural flesh colour from whence per-

haps the flower is named. A flower.

CARNE'LION. s . A precious stone. Woodw.

CARNE'OUS. a. [carneous, Latin.] Fleshly.

To CA'RNIFY. v. n. [carnis, Latin. ] To breed

flesh . Hale.

CARNIVAL. s. The feast held in popish

countries before Lent. Decay ofPiety.

CARNIVOROUS. a. [from carnis, and voro,

Latin.] Flesh eating.

CARNOSITY. s . [carnosité, Fr.]

crescence.

Ray

Fleshy ex-

Wiseman.

CA'RNOUS. a. [from caro carnis, Lat . ] Fleshy.

Brown. Ray.

CA'ROB. s. A plant.

CARO'CHE. s. [from carosse, Fr.] A coach.

CA'ROL. s. [carola, Ital.]

1. A song ofjoy and exultation. Bac. Dryd.

2. A song of devotion. Milton.

To CAROL. v. n. To sing ; to warble.

Spenser. Prior.

To CA'ROL. v. a. To praise, to celebrate .Milt.

CAROTID. a. [carotides, Latin . ] Two arteries

which arise out of the ascending trunk ofthe

aorta. Ray.

CAROʻUSAL. s. [from carouse.] A festival.

Dryden.

ToCA'ROUSE. v . n. [carousser, Fr.] To drink ;

to quaff.

To CAROUSE. v. a. To drink.

CARO'USE. s. [from the verb.]

1. A drinking match.

Suckling.

Denham.

Pope.
Davies.

Grano.

Hale.

2. A heavy dose ofliquor.

CARO'USER. s. A drinker ; a toper.

CARP. [carpe, Fr.] A pond fish.

To CARP. v. n. [carpo, Latin.]. To censure ;

cavil.

to

Herbert.

CA'RPENTER. s . [charpentier, Fr.] An arti-

ficer in wood. Fairfax.

CARPENTRY. s . [from carpenter.] The trade

of a carpenter.

CA'RPER. s . A caviller.

CARPET. s. [karpet, Dutch.]

Moxon.

Shakespeare.

1. A covering of various colours. Bacon,

2. Ground variegated with flowers. Dryden.

3. A state of ease and luxury. Shakespeare.

4. To be on the carpet, is to be the subject

of consideration.

To CA'RPET. v. a. [from the noun.] To

spread with carpets. Bacon

CARPING. part. a. Captious ; censorious.

Watts.

CAʼRPINGLY. ad. Captiously ; censoriously.

Camden.

CA'RPUS. s. [Latin. ] The wrist. Wiseman.

CA'RRIAGE. s. [cariage, Fr.]

1. The act ofcarrying or transporting. Wilk.

2. Conquest ; acquisition.

3. Vehicle ; as, coach, chariot.

Knolles,

Watts

4. The frame upon which cannon is carried
Knolles

Bacon,5. Behaviour ; personal manners.

6. Conduct; measures ; practices. Clarend

7. Management ; manner of transacting.Bac

CA'RRIEŘ. s. [from to carry.]

1. One who carries something.

2. One whose trade is to carry goods.

Bacon,
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"

3. A messenger.

4. A species of pigeons:

CA'RRION. s. [charonge, Fr.]

Dryden.

Walton.

1. The carcass of something not proper for

food. Spenser. Temple.

2. A name of reproach for a worthless wo-

Shakespeare.man.

3. Any flesh so corrupted as not to be fit for

food.

CA'RRION. a. [from the subst. ] Relating to

carcasses.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

CA'RROT. s [ carote, Fr.] A garden root.

CA'RROTINESS . s. [from carroty.] Redness

of hair.

CA'RROTY. a. [from carrot. ]

hair.

Spoken of red

To CA'RRY. v. a. [charier, French.]

1. To convey from a place.

2. To transport.

3. To bear ; to have about one.

4. To convey by force.

tions as the person to whom it is sent thinks

proper.

CA'RTEL. s. [cartel, Fr.] A writing containing

stipulations. Addison.

CARTER. s. [from cart .] The man who
drives a cart.

Dryden.

Arbuthnot.

a. [from cartilage.]

Consisting of car-

Holder!

CARTILAGE. s. [ from cartilago.] A smooth

and solid body, softer than bone, but harder

than a ligament.

CARTILAGI'NEOUS .

CARTILA'GINOUS.

tilages .

CARTO'ON. s. [cartone, Ital .] A painting or

drawing upon large paper. Watts.

CARTOUCH. s. [cartouche, Fr.] A case of

wood three inches thick at the bottom, hold-

ing balls. It is fired out of a hobit or small

mortar.

CA'RTRAGE.

Dryden. Harris.

Bucon.
s. [cartouche, Fr.] A case

Wiseman. CA'RTRIDGE. of paper or parchment

filled with gunpowder, used for greater ex-

pedition in charging guns. Dryden.

CA'RTRUT. s. [from cart and rut.] The

track made by a cart wheel.

CA'RTULARY. s. [ from charta, Latin.] A

place where papers are kept.

6. To gain in competition ; he carried the

prize.

Shakespeare.

5. To effect any thing ; he carried his elec-

tion. Ben Jonson.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Addison. CARTWRIGHT. s . [from cart and wright. ]

Clarendon. A maker of carts.

Locke.

7. To gain after resistance.

8. To manage ; to transact.

9. To behave ; to conduct.

10. To bring forward.

11. To urge ; his inclinations carried him too

far.

To CARVE. v. a . [ceopran, Saxon .]

1. To cut wood or stone.

Camden.

Wisdom.

Shakespeare.

South.

2. To cut meat at the table .

3. To make any thing by cutting.

4. To engrave.

5. To choose one's own part.

Hammond.

12. To have ; to obtain. Hale.

13. To display on the outside. Addison.

14. To imply ; to import. Locke.

15. To have annexed ; secrecy
carries fear.

commonly To CARVE. v. n.

16. To move any thing.

18. To receive ; to endure.

19. To support ; to sustain .

17. To push on ideas in a train.

20. To bear, as trees.

21. To fetch and bring, as dogs.

22. Tocarry off. To kill.

South.

Addison.

Hale.

1. To exercise the trade of a sculptor.

2. To perform at table the office of supplying

the company.

Bacon. CA'RVER. s. [from carve.]

Bacon.

Bacon.

Ascham.

Temple.

23. To carry on. To promote ; to help for-

ward. Addison.

24. To carry through. To keep from failing.

Hammond.

To CA'RRY. v. n. A horse is said to carry well,

when his neck is arched, and he holds his

head high.

CA'RRY-TALE. s. A talebearer. Shakespeare.

CART. s. [cnær, Sax.]

7. A carriage in general. Temple.

2. A wheel-carriage used commonly for lug-

gage. Dryden.

3. The vehicle in which criminals are carried

to execution. Prior.

To CART. v. a. To expose in a cart. Prior.

To CART. v. n. To use carts for carriage.

CART-HORSE. s . A coarse unwieldy horse.

Knolles.

Sidney.
CART-JADE. s. A vile horse.

CART-LOAD. s.

A quantity ofany thing piled on a cart.

2.A quantity sufficient to load a cart.

CART-WAY. 8. A way through which a car-

riage may conveniently travel. Mortimer.

CARTE BLANCHE. s. [French.] A blank

paper ; a paper to be filled with such condi-

1. A sculptor.

Prior.

Dryden.

2. He that cuts up the meat at the table.

3. He that chooses for himself. L'Estrange.

CARVING. s . Sculpture ; figures carved.

CARU'NCLE. s. [caruncula, Latin.] A small

protuberance offlesh. Wiseman.

s. [from Carya, a city.]

CARYA'TIDES. } Columns, orpilasters, un-

der the figures of women, dressed in long

robes. Chambers.

CASCA'DE. s . [cascade, Fr. cascare, Italian. ]

A cataract ; a water-fall.

CASE. s. [caisse, Fr.]

Prior.

Broome.

Addison.

Wotton.

1. A covering ; abox ; a sheath.

2. The outer part ofa house.

3. A building unfurnished.

CASE-KNIFE. s. A large kitchen knife.

CASE-SHOT. s. Bullets inclosed in a case.

CASE. s. [casus, Latin.]

1. Condition with regard to outward cir

cumstances .

2. State of things.

Atterbury.

Bacon.

3. In physick, state of the body. Arbuthnot.

4.Condition with regard to leanness or health.

Swift.

Tillotson.5. Contingence.

6. Question relating to particular persons or

things ; as, a case of conscience. Sidn. Tillot.

7. Representation of any question. Bacon.

8. History of a disease.
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9. State of a legal question.

10. The variation of nouns.

11. In case. If it should happen.

Tò CASE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To putin a case or cover.

2. To cover as a case.

3. To strip off the covering.

To CASE. v. n. To put cases.

outside.

Clarke.

Hooker.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

L'Estrange.

To CASEHA'RDEN. v. a. To harden on the

Moxon.

CA'SEMATE. 8. [casamata, Span.] A kind of

vault or arch of stone work.

CA'SEMENT. s. [casamento, Ital. ] A window

opening upon hinges. South.

CA'SEOUS. a. [caseus, Latin. ] Resembling

cheese ; cheesy.

case.

Floyer.

Harris.

CA'SERN. 8. [caserne, Fr.] A little room or

lodgment erected between the rampart and

the houses.

CA'SEWORM. s. A grub that makes itself a

Floyer.

CASH. s. [caisse, Fr. a chest.] Money at hand.

Milton. Pope.

CA'SH-KEEPER. 8. A man entrusted with

the money. Arbuthnot.

CA'SHEWNUT. s. A tree. Miller.

CASHIER. s. [from cash.] He that has charge

ofmoney. South.

To discard ;

Bacon. Swift

Harvey.

Addison.

To CASHIER. v. a. [casser, Fr.]

to dismiss from a post.

CASK. s. [casque, Fr.] A barrel.

CASK. s. [casque, Fr. ] A helmet ; ar-

CASQUE. mour for the head.

CA'SKET. s . [casse, cassette, Fr.] A small box

or chest forjewels. Davies. Pope.

To CA'SKET. v. a. To put in a casket. Shuk.

CASSAMUNA'IR. s. An aromatick vegeta-

ble, being a species ofgalangal. Quincy.

To CA'SSATE. v. a. [casser, Fr. ] To vacate ;

to invalidate. Ray.

CASSA'TION. s. [cassatio, Latin.] The act of

making null or void.

CA'SSAVI.

CA'SSADA.
}

s. An American plant.

CA'SSIA. s. A sweet spice mentioned by Mo-
ses.

CA'SSIDONY, or Stickadore. s. A plant.

CA'SSIOWARY. s. A large bird of prey.

CA'SSOCK. s. [casaque, Fr.] A close garment.

Shakespeare.

CA'SSWEED. s . Shepherd's pouch.

To CAST. v. a. preter. cast ; part. pass. cast.

[kaster, Dan.]

1. To throw with the hand. Raleigh.

2. To throw away as useless or noxious. Sh.

3. To throw dice or lots. Joshua.

4. To throw from a high place.

5. To throw in wrestling. Shakespeare.

6. To throw a net or snare.

7. To drop ; to let fall. Acts.

8. To expose as useless. Pope.

9. To drive by violence of weather ; as, he

was cast on an island.

10. To build by throwing up earth . Knolles.

11.To put into any certain state . Psl.lxxvi.6.

12. To condemn in a trial. Donne.

13. To condemn in a law-suit. Dec. ofPiety.

14. To defeat.

15. To cashier.

16. To leave behind in a race.

Hudibras.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

17. To shed ; to let fall ; to moult ; the sc

pent has cast his skin. Fairfax

18. To lay aside, as fit to be worn no lon

ger. Bacon. Addison:

19. To have abortions ; the cow has cast her

calf. "Genesis.

20. To overweigh ; to make to preponderate,

to decide by overbalancing ; interest casts
the balance. South.

21. To compute ; to reckon ; to calculate ;

he has cast the reckoning wrong.

22. To contrive ; to plan out.

23. Tojudge ; to consider.

24. To fix the parts in a play.

25. To direct the eye .

Addison.

Temple.

Milton.

Addison.

Pope

26. To form in a mould ; the king's head is

cast in gold. Boyle. Walter.

Wutts.27. To model ; to form."

28. To communicate by reflection or emana-

tion. Dryden.

29. To yield, or give up ; cast thyself on his

charity. South.

30. To inflict ; he cast no reproaches . Locke.

31. To cast away. To shipwreck. Ral. Knol.

32. To cast away. To waste in profusion.

Ben Jonson.

Hooker.33. To cast away. To ruin.

34. To cast down. To deject ; to depress the

mind.

35. To cast off.

36. To cast off.

37. To cast off.

38. To cast out.

39. To cast out.

40. To cast up.

To discard.

Addison.

Milton.

To disburden one's self of.

Tillotson.

To leave behind. L'Estrange.

To turn out of doors. Shak.

To vent ; to speak. Addison.

To compute ; to calculate.

41. To cast up. To vomit.

To CAST. v. n.

1. To contrive ; to turn the thoughts.

Temple.

Dryden.

Spenser. Pope.

Woodward.

2. To admit of a form, by casting or melt-

ing.

3. To warp ; to grow ont of form. Moxon.

CAST. s. [from the verb . ]

1. The act of casting or throwing ; a throw.
Waller.

2. State of any thing cast or thrown.Bramh.

3. The space through which any thing is

thrown.

4. A stroke ; a touch.

5. Motion of the eye.

6. The throw of dice.

Locke.

South. Swift.

Digby.

7. Chance from the cast of dice. South.

8. A mould ; a form. Prior.

10. Exterior appearance. Denham.

Pope.

Sidney.

9. Ashade,or tendency to any colour.Woodw.

11. Manner ; air ; mien.

12. A flight ofhawks.

CA'STANET. s. [castaneta, Spanish.] Small

shells of ivory or hard wood, which dancers

rattle in their hands. Congreve.

CA'STAWAY. s. [from cast and away.] A per

son lost, or abandoned by Providence.

Hooker.

Raleigh.CA'STAWAY. a. Useless .

CA'STELLAIN. s. [castellano, Spanish. ] Con-

stable of a castle.

CA'STELLANY. s. [from castle.] The manour

or lordship belonging to a castle. Philips
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CA'STELLATED. a. [from castle.] Inclosed

within a building.

CA'STER. s. [from to cast.]

1. A thrower ; he that casts. Pope.

2. A calculator ; a man that calculates for-

tunes. Addison.

To CA'STIGATE. v. a. [castigo, Latin. ] To

chastise ; to chasten ; to punish.

Shakespeare.

CASTIGATION. s. [from to castigate.]

1. Penance discipline.

2. Punishment ; correction.

3. Emendation.

Shakespeare.

Hale.

Boyle.

CA'STIGATORY. a. [from castigate .] Puni-

tive ; tending to correction. Bramhill.

CA'STING-NET. s. A net to be thrown into

May.the water.

CA'STLE. s . [castellum, Latin.]

1. A house fortified .

2. CASTLES in the air.

reality.

Shakespeare.

Projects without

Raleigh.

CASTLE-SOAP. s . [ Castile Soap.] A kind

of soap, originally Spanish.

CA'STLED. a. [from castle.]

Addison.

Furnished with

castles. Dryden.

CA'STLING. s. [from castle.] An abortive.

Brown.

CA'STOR. s. [castor, Latin. ] A beaver.

CASTOR and POLLUX. [In meteorology.]

A fiery meteor, which at sea seems some-

times sticking to a part of the ship, in form
of balls . Chambers.

CASTO'REUM. s. [from castor. In pharmacy.]

A liquid matter inclosed in bags or purses,

ncar the anus of the castor, falsely taken for

his testicles . Chambers.

CASTRAMETA"TION. s . [castrametor.] The

art or practice of encamping.

To CA'STRATE. v. a. castro, Latin.]

1. To geld .

2. To takeaway the obscene parts ofa writing.

CASTRATION. s. [from castrate. ] The act

ofgelding. Sharp.

CA'STERIL.s. A mean or degenerate kind

CA'STREL. S ofhawk.

CASTRE'NSIAN. a. [castrensis, Latin:] Be-

longing to a camp.

CA'SUAL. a. [casuel, French.] Accidental ;

arisingfrom chance.. Davies. Clarendon.

CA'SUALLY. ad. [from casual. ] Accidentally ;

without design. Bacon.

CA'SUALNESS. s. [from casual.] Accidental-

ness ; chance; fortuitousness.

CA'SUALTY. s. [from casual.]

1. Accident ; a thing happening by chance.

South.

2. Chance that produces unnatural death.

Graunt.

CA'SUIST. s. [casuiste, Fr. from casus, Lat.]

One that studies and settles causes of con-

science. South.

CASUISTICAL. a. [from casuist . ] Relating

to causes ofconscience. South.

CA'SUISTRY. s. [from casuist.] The science

ofa casuist. Pope.

A domestic

Wiseman

is, whenthat which a man says to another, he

says it as ifanother had said it to him. Bacon.

'CAT o'nine tails. A whip with nine lashes. Vanb.

CATACHRE'SIS. s. [navaxensis.] The abuse

of a trope, when the words are too far wrest-

ed from their native signification ; a voice

beautiful to the ear.

CATACHRE'STICAL. a. [from catachresis.]

Forced ; far-fetched. Brown.

CATACLYSM. s. [natanλvoμ .] A deluge ;

an inundation. Hale.

CATACOMBS. s. [from nara and xoulos, a

hollow or cavity. ] Subterraneous cavities for

the burial of the dead.

CATAGMA'TICK. a . [xarayua, a fracture.]

That which has the quality of consolidating

the parts.

CATALE PSIS . s . [xaraλnis.] A disease,

wherein the patient is without sense, and re-

mains in the same posture in which the dis-

case seizeth him.

CATALOGUE. s . [xarahoy .] An enumera-

tion of particulars ; a list.

CATAMOUNTAIN. s. [ from cat and moun-

tain. ] A fierce animal, resembling a cat. Arb.

CATAPHRACT. s. [cataphracta, Lat.] A

horseman in complete armour. Milton.

CATAPLASM. s. [naтahagμa . ] A poultice.

Shakespeare. Arbuthnot.

CATAPULT. s. [catapulta, Lat. ] An engine

used anciently to throw stones. Camden.

CATARACT. s . [naraganтn .] Afall of water

from ou high ; a cascade. Blackmore.

CATARACT. An inspissation ofthe chrystal-

line humour of the eye ; sometimes a pellicle

that hinders the sight ; the disease cured by
the needle. Bacon.

CATA'RRH. s. [narappe .] A defluxion of a

sharp serum from the glands about the head

and throat. Milton. South.

CATA'RRHAL.

CATA'RRHOUS.

a. [from catarrh.] Re-

lating to the catarrh ;

proceeding from a catarrh.

CÂTAʼSTROPHE. s. [naтaçgopn.]

•

}

Floyer:

1. The change or revolution which produces

the conclusion or final event ofa dramatick

piece. Dennis.

2. A final event ; generally unhappy.

CA'TCAL. s. [from cat and call. ] A squeak-

ing instrument, used in the playhouse to

condemn plays. Pope.

To CATCH. v . a. preter. I catched, or caught ;

I have catched, or caught. [ketsen, Dutch.]

1. To lay hold on with the hand.

2. To stop any thingflying.

3. To seize any thing by pursuit .

4. To stop ; to intercept falling.

5. To ensnare ; to entangle in a snare.

6. To receive suddenly.

1 Sum.

Addison.

Shakesp.

Spectator.

Dryden.

Decay of Piety.

7. To fasten suddenly upon ; to seize.

8. To please ; to scize the affections ; to

charm . Dryden.

9. To receive any contagion or disease.

Shakespeare. Pope.

10. To seize, as a disease.

To CATCH. v. n. To be contagious ; to spread

infection. Addison.

CAT. s. [katz, Teuton. chat, Fr.]

animal that catches mice. Shakespeare.

CAT. s. A sort of ship.

CATCH. s . [from the verb.]CAT in the pan. Turning ofthe cat in the pan, →
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1. Seizure ; the act of seizing.

2. The act of taking.

·

Philips.

Sidney. CATES. s. Viands ; food ; dish ofmeat. B. Jon.

Bacon. CATFISH. s. A sea fish in the West Indies.

Dryden.

Addison. CATHARPINGS. s. Small ropes in a ship. Har.
CATHA'RTICAL. a. [nabagrin . Purging.

CATHA'RTICK .

CATHA'RTICALNESS. s. [from cathartical.]

Purging quality.

Shakespeare.

Locke.

Glanville.

3. Asong sung in succession.

4. Watch ; the posture of seizing.

5. An advantage taken ; hold laid on.

6. The thing caught ; profit.

7. A short interval of action.

8. A taint ; a slight contagion.

9. Any thing that catches, as a hook.

10. A small swift-sailing ship.

CA"TCHER. s. [from catch .]

1. Hethat catches.

2. That in which any thing is caught.

CA'TCHFLY. s. [from catch and fly.] A plant ;

campion.

CATCHPOLL. s. [catch and poll.] A serjeant ;

a bumbailiff. Bacon. Philips.

CA'TCHWORD. s . The word at the corner

of the page under the last line, which is re-

peated at the top of the next page.

CATECHETICAL. a. [from xarxa.] Con-

sisting ofquestions and answers. Addison.

CATECHETICALLY. ad. In the way of

question and answer.

2.

Shak.

Το CATECHISE. υ . α . [κατηχεω.]

1. To instruct by asking questions.

To question ; to interrogate ; to examine.

Shakespeare. Swift.

CATECHISER. s. [from to catechise. ] One who

catechises.

CA'TECHISM. s. [ from anxi . ] A form

of instruction by means of questions and an-

swers, concerning religion . Hooker. South.

CATECHIST. s. [narning. ]One whose charge

is to question the uninstructed concerning

religion. Hammond.

CATĚCHU'MEN. s . [xarxeμεvos.] One who

is yet in the first rudiments of Christianity.

Stillingfleet.

CATECHUME'NICAL. a. Belonging to the

catechumens.

CATEGOʻRICAL. a. [from category.] Abso-

lute ; adequate ; positive. Clarendon.

CATEGORICALLY. ad. Positively ; express-

ly, Child.

CATEGORY. s. [narnyogia .] A class ; a rank ;

an order of ideas ; predicament.

CATENA'RIAN. a. Relating to a chain.

To CATENATE. v. n. [ from catena, Latin.]

To chain.

CATENATION. s. [from catena, Lat.] Link ;

regular connection. Brown.

To ČATER. v. n. [ from cates . ] To provide

food ; to buy in victuals . Shakespeare.

CATER. s. [from the verb.] Provider. Carew.

CATER. s. [quatre, Fr.] The four of cards

and dice.

CA'TER-COUSIN. s. A petty favourite ; one

related by blood or mind. Rymer,

CATERER. s . [from cater.] The provider or

purveyor. Ben Jonson. South.

CÂ'TEŘESS. s. [from cater.] A woman em-

ployed to provide victuals.

CATERPILLAR. s. A worm,

leaves and fruits.

CATERPILLAR. s. A plant.

Milton.

sustained by

To CATERWA'UL v. n. [from cat.]

Bacon.

1. To make a noise like cats in rutting time.

2. To make any offensive or odious noise. Hu.

Boyle.

CA'THEAD. s. A kind of fossile. Woodward.

CA'THEAD. s. [In a ship. ] A piece of tim-

ber with two shivers at one end, having a

rope and a block. Sea Dict.

CATHEDRAL. a. [from cathedra, Latin.]

1. Episcopal ; containing the see of a bishop.

Shakespeare.

2. Belonging to an episcopal church. Locke.

3. Antique ; venerable. Pope.

CATHEDRAL. s. The head church of a dio-

Addison,

CATHERINE-PEAR. See PEAR. Suckling.

CATHETER. s. A hollow and somewhat

cese.

crooked instrument, to thrust into the blad-

der, to assist in bringing away the urine,

when the passage is stopped.

CA'THOLES. s. [In a ship.] Two little holes

astern above the gun-room ports.

CATHOLICISM. s . [from catholic. ] Adhe-

rence to the catholick church.

CA'THOLICK . a. [catholique, Fr. naborın&.]

Universal or general. Ray.

CATHO’LICON. s. [from catholick.] An uni-

versal medicine. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

CATKINS. s . [kettekens, Dutch. ] Imperfect

flowers hanging from trees, in manner of a

rope or cat's tail. Chambers.

CA'TLING. s.

1.A dismembering knife, used by surgeons.

Harris.

Shakespeare.2. Catgut ; fiddle-strings .

CATMINT. s. [cataria, Lat.] The name of a

plant.

CÂTO'PTRICAL. a. [from catoptricks.] Re-

lating to catoptricks, or vision by reflection.

Arbuthnot.

CATO'PTRICKS, s. [xaToTgov.] That part of

optics which treats of vision by reflection .

CATPIPE. s. Catcall.

CAT'S EYE. s. A stone.

CAT'S FOOT. s. An herb ; alehoof; ground-ivy.

CAT'S HEAD. s. A kind of apple. Mortimer.

CATSILVER. s. A kind offossile. Woodw.

CAT's TAIL. s.

L'Estrange.

Woodward.

1.A long round substance that grows upon

nut trees.

Philips.

Swift.

2. A kind ofreed.

CATSUP. s. A kind of pickle.

CATTLE. s . Beasts of pasture, not wild nor

domestick. Shakespeare.

CAVALCA'DE. s. [from cavallo.] A proces-

sion on horseback.

CAVALIER. s . [cavalier, French.]

1.A horseman ; a knight.

2. Agay, sprightly, military man.
n.Shakespeare.

3. The appellation of the party of king

Charles the First.

CAVALIER. a. [fromthe substantive.]

1. Gay; sprightly ; warlike.

2. Generous ; brave.

3. Disdainful ; haughty.

Swift.
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AVALIERLY. ad. [from cavalier. ] Haughti.

ly; arrogantly ; disdainfully.

CAVALRY. 8. [cavalerie, Fr.] Horse troops.

Bacon. Addison.

To CA'VATE. v. a. [cavo, Lat.] To hollow.

CAVA'ZION. s. [from cavo, Lat.] Hollowing

of the earth for cellarage. Philips.

CA'UDLE. s. [chaudeau, Fr.] A mixture ofwine

and other ingredients, given to women in

Shakespeare.childbed.

To CA'UDLE. v. a. To make caudle.

CAVE. s. [cave, French.]

1. A cavern ; a den.

a cave.

Wotton. Dryden.

Bacon.2. A hollow ; any hollow place.

To CAVE. v. n. [from the noun . ] To dwell in

Shakespeare.

CA'VEAT. 8. A caveat is an intimation given

to some ordinary or ecclesiastical judge, no-

tifying to him that he ought to beware how

he acts . Ayliffe. Trumbull.

CA'VERN. s. [caverna, Lat.] A hollow place

in the ground. Shakespeare.

CA'VERNED. a. [from cavern.]

1. Full of caverns ; hollow ; excavated.

2. Inhabiting a cavern. Pope.

CA'VERNOUS . a. [ from cavern.] Full of ca-

Woodward.verns.

CAVE'SSON 8. [Fr. in horsemanship .] A sort

ofnoseband, put into the nose of a horse.

Farrier's Dict.

CAUF. s. A chest with holes, to keep fish alive

in the water. Philips.

CAUGHI. particip. pass. [from to catch.]

CAVIARE. 8. The eggs of a sturgeon salted.

Grew.

To CA'VIL. v. n. [caviller, Fr.] To raise cap-

tious and frivolous objections. Pope.

To CA'VIL. v. a. To receive or treat with ob-

jections. Milton.

CĂ VIL. s. False or frivolous objections.

CAVILLA'TION. s. The disposition to make

captious objection. Hooker.

CA'VILLER. s. [cavillator, Lat.] An unfair

adversary ; a captious disputant. Atterbury.

CA'VILLINGLY . ad. [ from cavilling.] In a

cavilling manner.

tions.
CAVILLOUS. a. [from cavil.] Full of objec-

Ayliffe.

CA'VIN. s. [French.] A natural hollow.

CAVITY. s. [cavitas, Latin.] Hollowness ;

Bentley.
Woodward.

hollow.

CAUK. s. A eoarse talky spar.

CAUL. S.

Grew.

1. The net in which women inclose their

hair ; the hinder part of a woman's cap.

2. Anything ofa small net.

3. The integument in which the guts are in-

closed. Ray,

CAULIFEROUS . a. [from caulis, a stalk, and

fero. ] Aterm for such plants as have a true

stalk.

CAULIFLOWER. s. [caulis, Lat.] A specics

of cabbage. Evelyn.

To CAU'PONATE. v. n. [caupono, Latin.] To

sell wine or victuals.

CAU'SABLE. a. [from causo,

That which may be caused.

CAU'SAL. a. [causalis, low Lat.]

causes .
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low Latin.]

Brown.

Relating to

Glanville.

Brown.

CAUSAʼLITY. s. [causalitas, low Lat.] The

agencyofa cause ; the quality ofcausing. Br.

CAU'SALLY. ad. [from causal.] According

to the order of causes.

CAUSA'TION. s. [from causo , low Latin . ] The

act or power ofcausing. Brown

CAUSATIVE. a. That expresses a cause or

reason.

CAUSA'TOR. s . [from cause.] A causer ; an

author of any effect. Brown.

CAUSE. s. [ causa, Latin.]

1. That which produces or effects any thing ;

the efficient ; fire is the cause of heat.

Hooker. Rowe.

2. The reason ; motive to any thing ; money

is the cause of virtues. South. Rowe.

3. Subject oflitigation ; his cause was lately
before the court. Shakespeare.

4. Side ; party ; he stuck his cause against

his interest. Tickell.

To CAUSE. v. a. [from the noun . ] To effect as

an agent.

CAUSE LESS. a. [from cause.]

1. Original to itself.

Locke

Blackmore.

2. Without just ground or motive.

CAU'SELESLY. ad. [from causeless.] With-

out cause ; without reason. Taylor.

CAU'SER. s . [ from cause. ] He that causes ;

the agent by which an effect is produced.

CA'USEY . s. [chassée, Fr] A way rai-

CA'USEWAY. sed and paved, above the

rest of the ground. 1 Chron. Pope.

CAU'STICAL. a. [nauixos.] Belonging to

CAU'STICK.medicaments which, by their

violent activity and heat, destroy the texture

ofthe part to which they are applied, and

burn it to an eschar. Wiseman

CA'USTICK. s . A caustick or burning appli

cation. Temple.

CAU'TEL . s. [cautela, Latin.] Caution

scruple. Shakespeare.

CAUTELOUS. a. [cauteleux, French.]

1. Cautious ; wary. Wotton.

2. Wily ; cunning. Spenser. Shakespeare .

CAUTELOUSLY. ud . Cunningly ; slyly; cau-

tiously; warily. Brown. Bacon.

CAUTERIZATION. s. [from cauterize. ] The

act ofburning flesh with hot irons.

To CA'UTERIŽE. v. a. [ cauteriser, Fr.] To

burn with the cautery. Sharp.

CA'UTERY. s. [nai , uro.] Cautery is either

actual or potential ; the first is burning by a

hot iron, and the latter by caustick medi-

cines. Wiseman.

CA'UTION. s. [caution, Fr.]

1. Prudence ; foresight ; provident care ; wa-
riness.

2. Security ; he laid down money as caution

for performance.

3. Provisionary precept.

4. Warning.

Sidney.

Arbuthnot.

To CA'UTION. v. a. [from the noun.] To

warn ; to give notice of a danger.

CA'UTIONARY. a. [ from caution .] Given as

a pledge, or in security.

CA'UTIOUS. a. [from cautus, Lat.] Wary;

watchful. Swift.

Southern.

CAUTIOUSLY. ad. In a wary manner.

CA'UTIOUSNESS. s. [from cautious.] Watch

fulness ; vigilance ; circumspection.
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To CAW. v . n. To cry as the rook, or crow. Ad.

CAY'MAN. s. American alligator or crocodile.

To CEASE. v . n. [cesser, Fr. cesso, Latin.]

1. To leave off; to stop ; to give over. Dry.

2. To fail; to be extinct.

3. To be at an end.

Hale,

Dryden.

Milton.To CEASE. v. a. To put a stop to.

CEASE. s. Extinction ; failure. Shakespeare.

CE'ASELESS. a. Incessant ; perpetual, conti-
nual. Fairfax.

CE'CITY. s. [cæcitas, Lat. ] Blindness ; pri-

vation of sight. Brown.

CECUTIENCY. s. [cæcutio, Lat.] Cloudiness

of sight. Brown.

CE'DAR. s. [cedrus, Latin.] A tree. It is ever-

green ; the leaves are much narrower than

those of the pine tree, and many of them

produced out of one tubercle ; it hath male

flowers. The seeds are produced in large

cones, squamose and turbinated . The exten-

sion ofthe branches is very regular in cedar

trees.

CE'DRINE. a. [cedrinus, Latin.] Ofor belong-

ing to the cedar tree.

To CEIL. v. a. [cælo, Latin.] To overlay, or

cover the inner roof of a building.

CE'ILING. s. [from ceil. ] The inner roof.

Bacon. Milton.

CE'LANDINE. s . A plant.

CE'LATU'RE. s. [celatura, Latin.] The art

of engraving.

To CF'LEBRATE. v. a. [celebro, Latin.]

1. To praise ; to commend. Addison.

2. To distinguish by solemn rites. 2 Maccab.

3. To mention in a set or solemn manner.Dry.

CELEBRATION. s. [from celebrate.]

1. Solemn performance ; solemn remem-

brance. Sidney. Taylor.

2. Praise ; renown ; memorial. Clarendon.

CELEBRIOUS. a. [celeber, Lat.] Famous ;
renowned. Grew.

CELEBRIOUSLY. ad. [from celebrious.] In
a famousmanner.

CELEBRIOUSNESS. s. [from celebri

Renown ; fame.

CELEBRITY. s. [celebritas, Lat.] Celebra-

tion ; transaction publickly splendid. Bacon.

CELERIACK. s. Turnip-rooted celery.

CELERITY. s. [celeritus, Lat. ] Swiftness ;

speed ; velocity. Hooker. Digby.

CELERY. s. A species ofparsley.

CELESTIAL. a. [calestis, Latin.]

1. Heavenly ; relating to the superior re-

gions. Shakespeare.

2. Heavenly ; relating tothe blessed state. Sh.

3. Heavenly, with respect to excellence. Dry.

CELE'STIAL. s. An inhabitant of heaven.

CELE'STIALLY. ad. In a heavenly manner.

To CELE'STIFY. v. a. [from cœlestis, Latin.]

To give something of heavenly nature to any

thing. Brown.

CELIACK. a. [xaλia, the belly.] Relating to

the lower belly. Arbuthnot.

CELIBACY. s. [from calebs, Lat.] Single

life. Atterbury.

CE'LIBATE. s. [cælibatus, Latin.] Single

life.

CELL. s. [cella, Latin.]

1. A small cavity orhollow.

Graunt,

Prior.

2. The cave or little habitation ofa religious

Denham.person.

3. A small and close aperture in a prison.

4. Any small place ofresidence. Milton.

CE'LLAR. s. [cella, Latin. ] A place under

ground, where stones are reposited . Peacham

CE'LLARAGE. s. [from cellar.] The part of

the building which makes the cellars .

CE'LLARIST. s . [cellarius, Latin. ] The but

ler in a religious house.

CE'LLULAR. a. [cellula, Latin.] Consisting

of little cells or cavities.
Sharp

CELSITUDE. s. [celsitudo, Lat.] Height.

CEMENT. s . [camentum, Latin.]

1. The matter with which two bodies are

made to cohere. Bacon

South.2. Bond of union in friendship.

To CEMENT. v. a. [from the noun.] To

unite by something interposed. Burnet.

To CEMENT. v. n. To come into conjunc-

tion ; to cohere. Sharp.

The actCEMENTATION. s. [from cement.]

of cementing.

CEMETERY. s. [xonangiov.] A place where

the dead are reposited. Addison.

CE'NATORY. a. [ceno, Latin.] Relating to

supper.

CENOBI'TICAL. «. [xovor and Bros.] Living

in community. Stillingfleet.

CE'NOTAPH. s. [xavor and rapos.] A monu-

ment for one buried elsewhere ; an empty

tomb.

CENSE. s . [census, Lat.] Publick

To CENSE. v. a. [enconser, Fr.]
with odours.

CE'NSER. & [encensoir, Fr.]

which incense is burned.

CE'NSOR. s. [censor, Latin.]

Brown.

Dryden.

rates. Bacon.

To perfume

Dryden.

The pan in

Peacham.

1. An officer of Rome who had the power of

correcting manners.

2. One who is given to censure.

CENSOʻRIAN. a. [ from censor.]
the censor.

Roscommon.

Relating to

Bucon.

Addicted

Sprat.

CENSO'RIOUS. a. [from censor. ]

to censure ; severe.

CENSOʻRIOUSLY. ad. In a severe upbraid-

ing manner.

CENSO'RIOUSNESS. s. Disposition to re-

proach, or censure.
Tillotson.

CE'NSORSHIP. s. [from censor.] The office
of a censor. Brown.

Locke.

CE'NSURABLE. a. [from censure . ] Worthy of

censure ; culpable.

CENSURABLENESS. s. Blamableness.

CE'NSURE. s. [censura, Latin.]

1. Blame ; reprimand ; reproach. Pope.

2. Judgment ; opinion.

3. Judicial sentence.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Hummond.4. Spiritual punishment.

To CE'NSURE. v. a. [censurer, French. ]

1. To blame ; to brand publickly. Saunders.

2. To condemn.

CE'NSURER. s. He that blames.. Addison

CENT. s. [centum, Lat. ] A hundred ; as, five

per cent. that is, five in the hundred.

CENTAUR. s. [centaurus, Lat. ]

1. Apoetical being, supposed to be composed

of a man and a horse.

2. The archer in the zodiack.

Thomson.

Thomso
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CENTAURY s. A plant.

CE'NTENARY. s. [centenarius, Lat.] The

number of a hundred. Hakewill.

CENTE'SIMAL. a. [centesimus, Lat.] Hun-

dredth. Arbuthnot.

CENTIFO'LIOUS. a . [from centum andfolium,

Latin.] Having an hundred leaves.

CE'NTIPEDE. s. [centum and pes.] A poison-

ous insect

CENTO. s. [Lat.] A composition formed by

joining scraps from other authors. Cambden.

CENTRAL. a. [from centre.] Relating tothe

Woodward.

CENTRALLY. ad. With regard to the centre.

Dryden.

centre.

CENTRE. s. [centrum, Lat.] The middle.

Digby.

To CENTRE. v. a. [from the noun.] To place

on a centre ; to fix as on a centre.

To CENTRE. v. n.

Atterbury.1. To rest on ; to repose on.

2. To be placed in the midst or centre.

CENTRICK. a. [from centre.] Placed in the

centre. Donne.

CENTRIFUGAL. a. [centrum and fugio, Lat.]

Having the quality acquired by bodies in

motion, of receding from the centre.

CEʼNTRIPETAL. a. Having a tendency to

the centre. Cheyne.

CENTRY. See SENTINAL, a word ill-spelt

for Sentry. Gay.

CENTUPLE. a . [centuplex, Latin.] An hun-

dred fold.

To CENTU'PLICATE. v. a. [centum andplico,

Latin. ] To make a hundred fold.

To CENTURIATE. v. a. [centurio, Latin.]

To divide into hundreds.

CENTURIA'TOR. s. [from century. ] A name'

given to historians, who distinguish times

by centuries. Ayliffe.

CENTURION. s. [centurio, Latin. ] A mili-

tary officer, who commanded an hundred

Shakespeare.men.

CENTURY. s . [centuria, Latin .] A hundred ;

usually employed to specify time ; as, the sc-

cond century. Boyle.

CEPHALALGY. s. [xepaλahyia.] The head-

ach.

CEPHALICK. α . [κεφαλη.] That which is

medicinal to the head. Arhuthnot.

CERA'STES. s . [xegans.] A serpent having
horns. Milton.

CE'RATE. s . [cera, Lat. wax.] A medicine
made of wax.

Quincy.

wax.

brain.

CE'RATED. a. [ceratus, Lat.] Waxed.

To CERE. v. a. [from cera, Latin, wax.] To

Wiseman.

CE'REBEL. s. [cerebellum, Lat.] Part ofthe

Derham.

CE'RECLOTH. s. [from cere and cloth.] Cloth

smeared over with glutinous matter.

CE'REMENT. s. [from cera Latin, wax.]

Cloths dipped in melted wax, with which

dead bodies were infolded. Shakespeare.

CEREMONIAL. a. [from ceremony.]

1. Relating to ceremony or outward rite.

2. Formal, observant of old forms.

CEREMONIAL. s. [from ceremony .] }

1. Outward form ; external rite.

2. The order for rites and forms in the Ro

man church.

South.

CEREMONIALNESS. 8. The quality of be

ing ceremonial.

CEREMO'NIOUS. a. [froin ceremony.]

1. Consisting of outward rites.

2. Full of ceremony ; awful. Shakespeare.

3. Attentive to the outward rites of religion.

Shakespeare.

4. Civil ; according to the strict rules of ci

vility. Addison.

Sidney.5. Civil and formal to a fault.

CEREMO'NIOUSLY. ad. In a ceremonious

manner ; formally. Shakespeare.

CEREMONIOUSNESS. s. Addictedness to

ceremony.

CEREMONY. s. [ceremonia, Latin.]

1. Outward rite ; external form in religion.Sp.

2. Forms of civility. Bacon.

Dryden.3. Outward form of state.

CEROTE. s. The same with cerate. Wiseman.

CERTAIN. a. [certus, Latin.]

1. Sure; indubitable ; unquestionable. Tillot.

2. Resolved ; determined. Milton.

3. Unfailing ; as, a certain experiment.

4. Regular ; settled ; theypay a certain rate.

5. Not subject to chance ; the labour is cer-

tain, the profit doubtful.

6. In an indefinite sense, some ; as, a certain

man toldme this.

7. Undoubting ; put past doubt.

CERTAINLY. ad. [ from certain.]

1. Indubitably ; without question.

2. Without fail.

CERTAINTY. s. [from certain .]

1. Exemption from doubt.

Wilkins.

·Dryden.

Locke.

Locke

Shakesp.2. That which is real and fixed.

3. Exemption from casualty.

CE'RTES . ad. [ certes, French.] Certainly ; in

truth. Hudibras.

CERTIFICATE. s . [ certificat, low Latin.]

1. A writing made in any court to give no-

tice to another court ofany thing done there-

in

2. Any testimony.

Cowel.

Addison:

To CERTIFY. v . a. [certifier, Fr.] To give

certain information of. Hammond.

CERTIORA'RI. s. [Lat.] ´´ A writ issuing out

of the chancery, to call up the records of a

cause therein depending. Cowel.

CERTITUDE. s . [certitudo, Latin.] Certain-

ty; freedom from doubt. Dryden,

CERVICAL. a. [cervicalis, Lat. ] Belonging

to the neck. Cheyne.

CERU'LEAN. a. [cæruleus, Lat. ] Blue

CERU'LEOUS. S sky-coloured. Boyle.

CERULI'FICK. a . [ from ceruleous. ] Having

the power to produce a blue colour. Grew.

CERU'MEN. s. [ Lat.] The wax of the ear.

CE'RUSE. s . [cerussa, Lat. ] White lead. Quincy.

CESA'RIAN. a [ from Cæsar.] The Casarian

section is cutting a child out ofthe womb.Qu.

CESS. s. [from cese.]

}

;

1. A levy made upon the inhabitants ofa

place, rated according to their property. Sp.

2. The act oflavying rates.

- 3. Bounds or limits. Shakespeare.

To CESS. v. a. To rate ; to lay charge on. Sp.

Swift. CESSATION. s. [cessatio, Latin .]
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1. A stop ; a rest ; a vacation. Hayward.

2. A panse ofhostility, without peace.

CESSA'VIT. s. [Latin.] A writ that lies upon

this general ground , that the person against

whom it is brought, hath, for two years,

omitted to perform such service as he is

obliged by his tenure.

CESSIBILITY. s. The quality of receding or

giving way.

Cowel.

Digby.

CE'SSIBLE. a . [cessum , Lat.] Easy to give

way.

CE'SSION. s. [cession, French. ]

·

CHAIN. s . [chaine, French.]

I. A series of links fastened one within ano

ther. Genesis.

Pope.2. A bond ; a manacle ; a fetter.

3. A line oflinks with which land is measur

ed. Locke.

4. A series linked together ; a chain of propo

sitions. Hammond.

To CHAIN. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To fasten or link with a chain.

2. To bring into slavery.Digby.

Bacon.

3. To keep by a chain.

4. To unite.

Temple.

Retreat ; the act of giving way.

2. Resignation.

CE'SSIONARY. a . [from cession. ] Implying a

resignation.

CE'SSMENT. s. [from cess. ] An assessment or

tax.

CE'SSOR. s. [from cesso, Lat.] He that ceascth

or neglecteth so long to perform a duty be-

longing to him, as that he incurreth the dan-

ger oflaw. Cowel.

CE'STUS. s. [Lat ] The girdle of Venus.

CETACEOUS . a. [ from cete, Lat. ] Ofthe

whale kind. Brown. Ray.

Carew.CHAD. s. A sort of fish.

To CHAFE. v. a. [echauffer, French.]

1. To warm with rubbing.

2. To heat.

3. To perfumc.

4. To make angry.

To CHAFE. v. n.

Sidney.

Shakespeare.

Suckling.

Hayward. Knolles.

1. To rage ; to fret ; to fume. Pope.

2. To fret against any thing. Shakespeare.

CHAFE. s. [from the verb.] A heat ; a rage ; a

fury. Hudibrus.

CHAFE-WAX. s. An office belonging to the

lord high chancellor, who fits the wax for the

sealing ofwrits. Harris.

CHA'FER. s. [ ceapon, Saxon.] An insect ; a

sort of yellow beetle.

CHA'FERY. s. A forge in an iron mill.

CHAFF. s. [ceaf, Saxon. ]

1. The husks of corn that are separated by

threshing and winnowing. Dryden.

2. It is used for any thing worthless .

To CHA'FFER. v . n. [keuffun, German, to buy]

To haggle; to bargain.

To CHA'FFER. v. a.

1. To buy.

2. Toexchange.

Swift.

Spenser.

Spenser.

CHA'FFERER. s. [from chaffer.] A buyer ;

bargainer.

CHA'FFERN. s. [ from eschauffer, Fr. to heat.]

A vessel for heating water.

CHAFFERY.s. [from chaffer.] Traffick.

CHA'FFINCH . s. [ from chaff and finch.] A

bird so called, because it delights in chaff.

CHA'FFLESS . a . [from chuff. ] Without chaff.

Shakespeare.
CHA'FFWEED. s . Cudweed.

CHA'FFY. a. Like chaff; full of chaff.

CHAFINGDISH. s . ( from chafe and dish.] A

vessel to make any thing hot in ; a portable

grate for coals. Bacon.

CHAGRI'N. s. [chagrin, Fr.] Ill-humour ; vex-

ation. Pope.

To CHAGRI'N. v. a. [chagriner, Fr.] To vex,

to put out of temper.

Knolles.

Pope.

Knolles.

Shakespeare.

CHAI'NPUMP. 8. [from chain and pump.] A

pump used in large English vessels, which is

double, so that one rises as another falls.

Chambers.

CHAINSHOT. s . [from chain and shot. ] Two

bullets, or halfbullets , fastened together by a

chain, which, when they fly open, cut away

whatever is before them.

CHA'INWORK. s. Work with open spaces.

CHAIR. s . [chair, French.]

1.A moveable seat.

King.

Watts.

Pope.

Watts.

2. A seat ofjustice, or of authority.

3. A vehicle born by men; a sedan.

CHAIRMAN. s . [ from chair and man.]

1. The president of an assembly.

2. One whose trade is to carry a chair.

CHAISE . s. [chaise, French.] A carriage of

pleasure drawn by one horse. Addison.

CHALCO'GRAPHER. s. [xadxoyeæpos, of xad-

xos, brass. ] An engraver in brass.

CHALCO'GRAPHY. s. [xaλxoygapia. ] Engra-

ving in brass.

CHA'LDER. s. A dry English measure of

CHAʼLDRON. coals, consisting of thirty-

CHA'UDRON. six bushels heaped up. The

chuudron should weigh two thousand pounds.

CHA'LICE. s. [calic, Saxon.]

1. A cup ; bowl.

2. It is generally used for a cup used in acts

of worship .

Chambers.

Shakespeare.

Stillingfleet

Shakespeare.

Chalk is a white

CHA'LICED. a. [from calix, Lat.] Having a

cell or cup.

CHALK. s [ cealc, Saxon . ]

fossile, usually reckoned a stone, but by some

ranked among the boles.

To CHALK. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To rub with chalk.

2. To manure with chalk. Mortimer.

Woodward.

3. To mark or trace cut as with chalk.

CHALK-CUTTER. s . A man that digs chalk.

CHAʼLKY. a. [from chalk. ]

Woodward.

1. Consisting ofchalk ; white with chalk

2. Impregnated with chalk. Bacon.

To CHALLENGE. v. a. [chalenger, French.]

1. To call another to answer for an offence

by combat.

2. To call to a contest.

3. To accuse.

Shakespeare.

Locke:

Shakespeare.

4. [In law He challenges the jury ; to object

to theimpartiality ofany one.
Hale.

5. To claim as due. Hooker. Addison.
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g

Peacham. of an odoriferous plant. Spenser.

6. To call any one to the performance of CHA'MOMILE. s. [xapaspunλor . ] The name

conditions.

CHAʼLLENGE. s. [from the verb. ]

1. A summons to combat. Shakespeare.

2. A demand of something as due. Collier.

3. [Inlaw. ] Anexception taken either against

persons or things ; persons, as in assize to the

jurors, or any one or more of them, by the

prisoner at the bar. Cowel.

CHALLENGER. s . [ from challenge.]

1. One that desires or summons another to

combat.

2. One that claims superiority . Shakespeare.

3. A claimant. Hooker.

CHALYBEATE. a . [from chalybs, Latin.]

Impregnated with iron or steel . Arbuthnot.

CHAMADE. s. [French.] The beat of the

drum which declares a surrender . Addison.

CHA'MBER s. [chambre, Fr. ]

1. An apartment in a house ; generally used

for those appropriated to lodging.

2. Any retired room.

3. Any cavity or hollow.

4. A court ofjustice.

Prior.

Sharp.

Ayliffe .

5. The hollow part of the gun where the

charge is lodged.

6. The cavity where the powder is lodged in

a miue.

Romans.

To CHAʼMBER. v. n. [from the noun .]

1. To be wanton ; to intrigue.

2. To reside as in a chamber. Shakespeare.

CHA'MBERER. s. [from chamber. ] A man of

intrigue. Shakespeare.

CHAMBERFELLOW. s . [from chamber and

fellow.] One that lies in the same chamber.

Spectator.

CHA'MBERLAIN. s . [from chamber.]

1. Lord great chamberlain of England is the

sixth great officer of the crown.

2. Lord chamberlain of the household has the

oversight of all officers belonging to the

king's chambers, except the precinct of the

bed chamber. Chambers. Clarendon .

3. A servant who has the care of the cham-

bers. Shakespeare. Dryden.

CHA'MBERLAINSHIP. s.[from chamberlain.]

The office of chamberlain.

CHAMBERMAID . s. [from chamber and

maid.] A maid whose business it is to dress a

lady. Ben Jonson.

To CHA'MBLET. v. a. To vary ; to variegate.

Bacon.

CHA'MBREL of a horse. The joint or bend-

ing ofthe upper part of the hinder leg.

CHAME'LION. s . [xaμaiλewv.] The chamelion

has four feet, and on each foot three claws.

Its tail is flat, its nose long, its back is sharp,

its skin plated. Some have asserted that it

hves onlyupon air ; but it has been observed

to feed on flies. This animal is said to assume

the colour of those things to which it

plied. Bacon.

To CHAMFER. v. a. [chambrer, Fr.] To

channel.

CHAMFER.

CHAMFRET. on a column,}

C

ap-

s. A small furrow or gutter

CHAMLET. s. See CAMELOT. Peacham.

CHAʼMOIS. s. [chamois, Fr.] An animal ofthe

goat kind.
Deuteronomy.
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To CHAMP. v. a . [champayer, Fr.]

1. To bite with a frequent action of the

teeth.

2. To devour.

Bacon.

Spectator.

To CHAMP. v . n. To perform frequently the

action of biting. Sidney. Wiseman.

CHAMPAIGN. s . [campagne, Fr. ] A flat open

country. Spenser. Milton.

CHA'MPERTORS. s . [ from chumperty. ] Such

as move suits at their proper costs, to have

part of the gains .

CHA'MPERTY. s. [champart, Fr. ] A mainte-

nance ofany man in his suit to have part of

the thing recovered.

CHAMPIGNON. s . [champignon, Fr.] A kind

Woodward.of mushroom .

CHAMPION . s. [champion, Fr.]

1. A man who undertakes a cause in single

combat.

2. A hero ; a stout warriour.

To CHA'MPION. v . a. To challenge.

CHANCE. s. [chance, French.]

Dryden.

Locke.

1. Fortune ; the cause offortuitous events .

2. The act offortune. Bacon.

3. Accident ; casual occurrence ; fortuitous

event. South. Pope.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

To hap-
Knolles.

4. Event ; success ; luck.

5. Misfortune ; unlucky accident. Shake

6. Possibility of any occurrence.

To CHANCE. v . n. [from the noun. ]

pen; to fall out.

CHANCE-MEDLEY. s . [from chance and

medley. ] In law, the casual slaughter of a

man, not altogether without the fault of the

slayer. Cowel. Southe

CHA'NCEABLE. a. [ from chance. ] Acciden

tal.

CHA'NCEL. s. [from cancelli, Latin.] The

eastern part of the church, in which the altar

is placed. Hooker. Addison.

CHANCELLOR. s. [cancellarius, Lat. chan-

celier, Fr.]

1. The chancellor hath power to moderate and

temper the written law, and subjecteth him-

selfonly to the law of nature and conscience
Cowel. Swift.

2. CHANCELLOR in the Ecclesiastical Court.

A bishop's lawyer, to direct the bishops in

matters ofjudgment. Ayliffe.

3. CHANCELLOR of a Cathedral. A dignitary

whose office it is to superintend the regular

exercise of devotion.

4. CHANCELLOR of the Exchequer. An officer

who sits in that court, and in the exchequer

chamber, and, with the rest of the court,

ordereth things to the king's best benefit.

cellor.

Cowcl.

5. CHANCELLOR of the University. The prin-

cipal magistrate.

CHANCELLORSHIP. s. The office of chan-

Camden.

CHANCERY. s. [probably chancellery ; then

shortened.] The court of equity and con-

science. Cowel.

CHA'NCRE. s. [chancre, Fr.] An ulcer usually

arising from venereal maladies . Wiseman.

CHA'NCROUS. a. [from chancre.] Ulcerous .
Wiseman
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CHANDELIER. s . [chandelier, Fr.] A branch

for eandles .

1

CHA'NDLER. 8. [chandelier, Fr. ] An artisan

whose trade is to make candles. Gay.

CHA'NFRIN. s . [old French. ] The fore-part

of the head of a horse. Farrier's Dict.

To CHANGE. v . a. [changer, Fr.]

1. To put one thing in the place of another.

Bacon.

2. To resign any thing for the sake of an-

other. South. Dryden.

3. To discount a larger piece of money into

several smaller. Swift.

Taylor.

Ecclus.

6. To mend the disposition or mind . Shak.

To CHANGE. v. n . To undergo change ; to

suffer alteration. Shakespeare.

4. To give and take reciprocally.

5. To alter.

CHANGE. s. [ from the verb.]

1. An alteration ofthe state of any thing . Sh.

2. A succession of one thing in the place of

another. Prior.

3. The time of the moon in which it begins

a new monthly revolution. Bacon.

4. Novelty. Dryden.

Norris.

Judges.

Swift.

5. An alteration of the order in which a set

of bells is sounded.

6. That which makes a variety.

7. Small money.

CHANGEABLE. a. [from change.]

1. Subject to change ; fickle ; inconstant.

2. Possible to be changed . Arbuthnot.

3. Having the quality of exhibiting different

appearances. Shakespeare.

CHANGEABLENESS. s. [from changeable. ]

1. Susceptibility of change.

2. Inconstancy ; fickleness.

CHANGEABLY. ud. Inconstantly.

Hooker.

Sidney.

CHA'NGEFUL. a . Inconstant ; uncertain ;

mutable.

CHA'NGELING. s. [from change.]

Pope.

1. A child left or taken in the place of an-

other. Spenser.

Dryden.2. An ideot ; a natural.

3. One aptto change ; a waverer. Hudibras.

CHA'N ER. s . One that is employed in chan-

ging or discounting money.

CHANNEL. s. [canal, Fr.]

1. The hollow bed ofrunning waters . Spenser.

2. Any cavity drawn longways.

3. A strait or narrow sea.

4. A gutter or furrow of a pillar.

Dryden.

TO CHANNEL. v. a. To cut any thing in

channels. Wotton. Blackmore.

To CHANT. v. a. [chunter, Fr.]

1. To sing.

1. The mass of matter supposed to be

confusion before it was divided bythe crea

tion into its proper classes and elements.

2. Confusion ; irregular mixture. K. Charles.

3. Any thing where the parts are undistin-

guished. Pope.

CHAO'TIGK. a . [ from chaos. ] Resembling

chaos ; confused. Derham.

To CHAP. v . a. [kappen, Dutch. ] To break

into chinks ; to make gape. Blackmore.

CHAP. s. A cleft ; a gaping ; a chink. Burnet.

CHAP. s. The upper or under part of abeast's

mouth. Grew.

CHAPE. s . [ chappe, Fr. ] The catch of any thing

by which it is held in its place. Shakespeare.

CHA'PEL. s. [capella, Latin . ] A chapel is either

adjoining to a church, as a parcel of the

same, or separate, called a chapel of ease.

Cowel. Sidney. Ayliffe.

CHA'PELESS . a. Without a chape.

CHA'PELLANY. s. A chapellany is founded

within some other church. Ayliffe.

CHA'PELRY. s. [from chapel. ] The jurisdic-

tion or bounds of a chapel .

CHAPE'RON. s. A kind of hood worn bythe

knights of the garter. Camden.

CHA'PFALN. a . [from chap and fall .] Having

the mouth shrunk. Dryden.

CHA'PITER . s . [chapiteau, Fr.] Capital of a

pillar.

CHA'PLAIN. s . [capellamus, Lat.]He that at-

tends the king, or other person, for the in

struction of him and his family.

Cowel. Shakespeare.

CHA'PLAINSHIP . s. [from chaplain .]

1. The office or business of a chaplain.

2. The possession or revenue of a chapel.

CHA'PLESS. a . [from chap.] Without any flesh

about the mouth. Shakespeare.

CHA'PLET. s . [chapelet, Fr.]

Exodus.

1. A garland or wreath to be worn aboutthe

head.

2. A string of beads used in the Romish

church.

3. [In architecture.] A little moulding

carved into round beads.

CHAPMAN. 8. [ceapman, Sax.] A cheapner ;

one that offers as a purchaser.

Shakespeare. Ben Jonson. Dryden.

CHAPS. s. [ from chup.] The mouth of a beast

ofprey. Dryden.

CHAPT. part.pass [fromto chap. ]Cracked;

CHA'PPED. *_ cleft.

CHAPTER. s . [chapitre, Fr.]

1. A division of a book.

Ben Jonson.

South.

Chapter, from capitulum, an assembly ofthe

clergy of a cathedral. Cowel

Spenser.

Bramhall.

2 .

2. To celebrate by song.

3. To sing in the cathedral service.

To CHANT. v . n. To sing. Amos.

CHANT. 8. Song ; melody. Milton .

CHA'NTER. s. A singer; a songster. Pope.

CHA'NTICLEER. s . [ from chanter and cluir,

French. ] The cock, from his crow. Dryden.

CHANTRESS . s. [from chant.] A woman

singer. Milton.

CHANTRY. s. [ from chant.] Chantry is a

church endowed with revenue for priests, to

sing mass for the souls of the donors.

CHAOS. s. [chaos, Latin:]

3. The place in which assemblies ofthe cler.

gy are held.

CHA'PTREL. s. The capitals of pillars or pi-

lasters, which support arches.
Moxon.

CHAR. 8. A fish found in Winander-meer in

Lancashire, and a few other places.

To CHAR. v. a. To burn wood to a black cin

der. Woodward

CHAR. s. [cynne, work, Sax.] Work done by

the day. Dryden.

To CHAR. v. n. To work at other houses by

the day. Dryden.
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Swift.

CHAR-WOMAN. s. A woman hired acciden

tally for odd work .

CHARACTER. s. [character, Lat.]

1. A mark or stamp ; a representation. Milt.

2. A letter used in writing or printing. Hold.

3. The hand or manner of writing. Shak.

4. A representation of any man as to his

personal qualities . Denhum.

5. Anaccount of any thing as good or bad..

Addison.

6. The person with his assemblage of quali

ties. Dryden.

7. Personal qualities ; particular constitution

ofthe mind. Pope.

8. Adventitious qualities impressed by a post

or office . Atterbury.

10 CHA'RACTER. v. a. To inscribe ; to en-

grave. Shakespeare.

CHARACTERISTICAL. a. [from character-

ize.] That which constitutes the character.

Woodward.

CHARACTERISTICALNESS. s . [from cha-

racteristical. ] The quality of being peculiar

to a character.

CHARACTERI'STICK. a. That which con-

stitutes the character. Pope.

CHARACTERIZE. v. a . [from character.]

1. To give a character or an account of the

personal qualities of any man.
Swift.

2. To engrave ; to imprint. Hule.

3. To mark with a particular stamp or token.

Arbuthnot.

CHA'RACTERLESS. a. [from character. ]

Without a character. Shakespeare.

CHA'RACTERY. a. [fromcharacter. ] Impres-

sion ; mark. Shakespeare.

CHA'RCOAL. s. [from to chark, to burn.]

Coal made by burning wood under turf.

CHARD. s. [charde, Fr.]

1. Chards of artichokes are the leaves of fair

artichoke plants tied and wrapped up all

over but the top, in straw. Chambers.

2. Churds of beet, are plants of white beet

transplanted.

To CHARGE v. a. [charger, Fr]

Mortimer.

1. To entrust ; to commission for a certain

purpose. Shakespeare.

Locke.

Pope. Watts.

2. To impute as a debt.

3. To impute as a crime.

4. To impose as a task.

5. To accuse ; to censure.

6. To accuse.

7. To challenge.

8. To command.

9. To fall upon ; to attack.

10. To burden ; to load.

II. To fill.

12. To load a gun.

CHARGE. s . [ from the verb.]

1. Care ; trust ; custody.

"

2. Precept; mandate ; command.

Tillotson.

Wake.

Job.

10. A preparation, or sort of ointment, ap-

plied to the shoulder-splaits and sprains of

Farrier's Dict.horses.

11. [In heraldry. ] The charge is that which

is borne upon the colour. Peacham .

CHARGEABLE. a. [from charge.]

1. Expensive ; costly. Wotton

2. Imputable, as a debt or crime, South.

3. Subject to charge ; accusable. Spectator.

CHA'RGEABLENESS. 8. [from chargeable. ]

Expence ; cost ; costliness. Boyle.

CHARGEABLY. ad. [from chargeable ] Ex-

pensively.

CHARGER. s . [from charge.] A large dish.

Ascham.

Denham.

CHA'RILY. ad. [from chury.] Warily ; fru-

gally.

CHA'RINESS. s. [from chary .] Cantion ;

nicety. Shakespeare

CHA'RIOT. s. [car-rhod, Welch.]

1. A carriage of pleasure, or state. Dryden.

2. A car in which men of arms were an-

ciently placed.

To CHA'RIOT. v. a. [from the noun. ] To

convey in a chariot. Milton.

CHARIOTE'ER. 8. [from chariot.] He that

drives the chariot. Prior.

CHARIOT-RACE. s. A sport where chariots

were driven for the prize. Addison.

CHA'RITABLE. a. [charitable, Fr.]

1. Kind in giving alms .

2. Kind in judging of others.

CHARITABLY ud. [from charity.]

1. Kindly ; liberally..

Taylor.

Bucon.

2. Benevolently ; without malignity. Taylor,

CHARITY. s . [charité, French .]

1. Tenderness ; kindness ; love.

2. Goodwill; benevolence.

Milton

Dryden.

3. The theological virtue of universal love.

Hooker. Atterbury.

Dryden4. Liberality to the poor.

5. Alms ; relief given to the poor. L'Estrunge.

To CHARK. v. a . To burn to a black cinder .

Grew.

CHA'RLATAN. s . [charlatan, Fr.] A quack ;

a mountebank. Brown.

CHARLATA'NICAL. a. [from charlatan.]

Quackish ; ignorant. Cowley.

CHARLATANRY. s. [from charlatan .}

Wheedling ; deceit.

CHARLES's WAIN. &. The northern constel-

lation , called the Bear. Brown.

Shakespeare. CHA'RLOCK. s. A weed growing among the

corn with a yellow flower.Dryden.

Granville. CHARM. s. [charme, Fr. curmen, Lat].

Temple.

Addison.

1. Words or philtres imagined to have some
occult power. Shakespeare. Swift.

2. Something of power to gain the affections.

Knolles. To CHARM. v . a. [ from the noun. ]

Hooker.

3. Commission ; trust conferred ; office. Pope.

4. Accusation ; imputation. Shakespeare.

5. The thing entrusted to care or manage-

ment.

6. Expence ; cost.

7. Onset; attack.

Milton.

Spenser. Dryden,

Bacon.

8. The signal to fall upon enemies. Dryden.

9. The quantity of powder and ball put into

gun.

Waller

1. To fortify with charms against evil.

2. To make powerful by charms. Sidney.

3. To subdue by some secret power.

4. To subdue by pleasure. Waller.

CHA'RMER. s. [ from charm.] One that has

the power ofcharms, or enchantments .

Dryden.

CHA'RMING. particip. a. [from churm.] Plea

sing in the highest degree. Sprat
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CHARMINGLY. ad. [from charming.] In such

a manner as to please exceedingly. Addison.

CHA'RMINGNESS, s. [from charming.] The

power of pleasing.

or carcasses.

CHA'RNEL. a. [charnel, Fr.] Containing flesh

Milton.

CHA'RNEL-HOUSE. s . [charnier, Fr.] The

place where the bones of the dead are depo-
sited. Taylor.

CHART. 8. [charta, Latin.] A delineation of

Arbuthnot.coasts.

CHA'RTER. s. [charta, Latin .]

1 A charter is a written evidence . Cowel.

2.Anywriting bestowing privileges or rights .

Raleigh. South.

3. Privilege ; immunity ; exemption. Shak.

CHARTER-PARTY. s. [chartre partie, Fr.]

Apaperrelating to a contract, of whicheach

party has a copy.

CHARTERED . a. [from charter.] Privileged ;

granted by charter. Shakespeare.

CHA'RY. a. [from care.] Careful ; cautions.

To CHASE. v. a. [chasser, Fr.]

J. To hunt as game.

2. To pursue an enemy.

3. To drive.

4. To follow with desire to overtake.

CHASE. s. [from the verb.]

Hale.

Carew.

Judges.

Knolles.

1.Hunting; pursuit ofany thing as game Bur.

2. Fitness to be hunted. Dryden.
Knolles.

Shakespeare.

6. The game hunted. Sidney. Granville.

7. Openground stored with such beasts as are

hunted.
Shakespeare.

8. The CHASE of a gun, is the whole bore or

length of a piece. Chambers.

CHASE-GUN. s. [from chase and gun. ] Guns

in the fore-part of the ship, fired upon those

that are pursued .

3. Pursuit of an enemy.

4. Pursuit of something as desirable.Dryden .

5. Hunting match.

Dryden.

CHA'SER. s. [from chase.] Hunter ; pursuer ;

driver.

CHASM. 3. [χασμα.]

2. Freedom from obscenity. Shakespeare,

3. Freedomfrom bad mixture of any kind.

CHA'STELY. ad. [from chaste.] Without in-

continence ; purely ; without contamination.

Walton. Dryden.

CHA'STENESS. s. [from chastity.] Chastity

purity.

To CHAT. v. n. [from caqueter, Fr.] To prate ;

to talk idly ; to prattle. Spenser.

CHAT. s. [from the verb.] Idle talk ; prate.

Shakespeare. Pope.

CHAT. s. The keys of trees .

CHATELLANY. s. [châtelenie, Fr.] The dis-

trict under the dominion of a castle.

CHATTEL. s. Any moveable possession.

To CHATTER. v. n. [caqueter, Fr.]

9:

1. To make a noise as a pie, or other unhar

monious bird.
Sidney. Dryden

2. To make a noise by collision ofthe teeth.

8. To talk idly or carelessly.

CHATTER. s. [from the verb.]

1. Noise like that of a pie or monkey.

2. Idle prate.

Prior

Watts.

CHA'TTERER. s. [from chatter.] An idle

talker.

CHA'TWOOD. 8. Little sticks ; fuel.

CHA'VENDER. s. [chavesne, Fr.] The chub ;

a fish. Walton.

CHAUMONTE'LLE. s. [Fr.] A sort of pear.

To CHAW. v. a. [kawen, Germ. ] To masticate ;

Donne. Boyle.

CHAW. s. [from the verb.] The chap.

CHA'WDRON. s. Entrails.

CHEAP . a. [ceapan, Sax .]

to chew.

Shakespeare.

Locke.

Bacon.

1. To be had at alow rate.

2. Easy to be had ; not respected.

CHEAP. s. Market ; purchase ; bargain.

Sidney. Decay ofPiety.

To CHE'APEN. v. a. [ ceapen, Sax. to buy.]

1. To attempt to purchase ; to bid for any

thing.

2. To lessen value.

CHE'APLY. ad. [from cheap ] At a small price ;

at a low rate.

Prior.

Dryden.

Denham.

Dryden.

Locke.

Dryden.

CHEAPNESS. s. [from cheap . ] Lowness of

price. Temple.

Tillotson.

South.

1. A cleft ; a gap; an opening.

2. A place unfilled ; a vacuity.

CHA'SSELAS. s. [ Fr. ] A sort of grape.

CHASTE. a. [chaste, Fr. castus, Lat.]

1. Pure from all commerce of sexes ; as, a

chaste virgin.

2. Pure ; uncorrupt ; not mixed with barba-

rous phrases.

3. Free from obscenity.

4. True to the marriage bed.

Watts.

Titus.

CHASTE-TREE. s . [viter, Lat. ] A tree.Mill.

To CHA'STEN. v. a. [chastiser, Fr.] To cor-

rect; te punish. Proverbs. Rowe.

To CHA'STISE. v. a. [castigo, Latin.]

1. To punish ; to correct by punishment.

Boyle. Grew.

2. To reduce to order, or obedience.

Shakespeare.

CHASTI'SEMENT. s . Correction ; punish-

Raleigh. Bentley.

CHASTI'SER. 8. [from chastise. ] A punisher ;

ment.

a corrector.

CHA'STITY. s . [castitas, Lat.]

1. Purity ofthe body. Taylor. Pope.

To CHEAT. v. a. To defraud ; to impose up-

on ; to trick.

CHEAT. s.

1. Afraud ; a trick ; an imposture.

2. A person guilty offraud.

CHEATER. s [from cheat.] One that prac

tises fraud.

To CHECK. v. a

1. To repress ; to curb.

2. To reprove ; to chide.

Taylor.

3. To controul by a counter reckoning

To CHECK. v. n.

1. To stop ; to make a stop.

2. To clash ; to interfere.

CHECK. s. [from the verb.]

Bacon. Milton.

Shakespeare.

Locke

Bacon.

Rogers.

Shakespeare.

1. Repressure ; stop ; rebuff.

2. Restraint ; curb ; government. Clarendon.

3. Reproof ; a slight.

4. A dislike ; a sudden disgust. Dryden.

5. In falconry, when a hawk forsakes her

proper game to follow other birds

6. The cause of restraint ; a stop, Clarendon.
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7. Clerk of the CHECK has the check and

controlment of the yeomen of the guard.

To CHECKER. v. a. [from echecs, chess, Fr.]

To CHEQUER. To variegate or diversify,

in the manner of a chess board, with alter

nate colours. Drayton.

CHECKER. s. Work varied alter-

CHECKER-WORK. nately. Kings.

CHECK-MATE 8. [echec et mat, Fr. ] The

movement on the chess-board that kills the

opposite men. Spenser.

CHEEK. s. [ceae, Saxon.]

CHERRY. s. [cerise, Fr. cerasus, Lat.

CHERRY-TREE.

CHERRY. a . Resembling a cherry in colour.

Shakespeare.

CHERRYBAY, s . Laurel .

CHERRYCHEEKED. a . [from cherry and

cheek .] Having ruddy checks. Cougrere.

CHERRYPIT. 8. A child's play, in which they

throw cherry stones into a small hole. Shak.

CHERSONESE. s . [xegono ] A peninsula.

CHERT. s . [ from quartz, German.] A kind of

Woodward.

1. The side of the face below the eye. CHERUB. s. [ .] A celestial spirit, which,

2. A general name amongmechanicks for al- in the hierarchy, is placed next in order to

most all those pieces of their machines that the scraphim. Calmet. Prior.

are double. Chambers. CHERU'BICK . a. [from cherub . ] Angelick ;

CHEEK-TOOTH, s. The hinder tooth or relating to the cherubim.

Joel. CHERUBINE. a. [ from cherub .] Angelical.

CHERVIL. s. [charophyllum, Lat. ] Än umbel-

Locke. liferous plant. Miller.

tusk .

CHEER. s . [chere, French.]

1. Entertainment ; provisions.

2. Invitation to gaiety.

3. Gaiety ; jollity.

flint.

Milton.

Shakespeare. To CHE'RUP. v . n [from cheer up.] To chirp ;

to use a cheerful voice. Spenser.

Skinner.CHE'SLIP. s. A small vermin.

CHESS . s . [ echec, Fr ] A game in which two

sets ofmen are moved in opposition.

CHESS-APPLE. s. Wild service .

4. Air of the countenance.

Shakespeare.

Daniel.

5. Temper ofmind. Acts.

To CHEER. v . a. [from the noun.]

1. To incite ; to encourage ; to inspirit.

2. To comfort ; to console. Dryden.

3. To gladden. Pope.

To CHEER. v. n. To grow gay or gladsome.

CHE'SS-BOARD. s. [from chess and board.]

The board or table on which the game of

chess is played. Prior.

Philips.
Bacon.CHE'ERER. s . [ from to cheer. ] Gladner ; giver

ofgaiety. Wotton. Walton.

CHEERFUL. a. [from cheer and full.]

1. Gay; full of life ; full of mirth.

2. Having an appearance of gaiety.

CHEERFULLY. ad. [from cheerful. ] Without

dejection ; with gaiety.

CHEERFULNESS . s. [ from cheerful.]

1. Freedom from dejection ; alacrity.

2. Freedom from gloominess.

South.

Sidney.

CHE'ERLESS . a . [ from cheer.] Without gaiety,

comfort, or gladness.

CHEERLY. a. [from cheer.]

1. Gay; cheerful.

2. Not gloomy.

Dryden.

Ray.

Milton.

CHEERLY. ad . [from cheer.] Cheerfully.

CHE'ERY. a. [from cheer.] Gay ; sprightly.

Gay

CHEESE. s. [ cyre, Saxon ] A kind of food

made by pressing the curd of milk.

CHEESECAKE. s. [ from cheese and cake.] A

cake made of soft curds, sugar, and butter.

CHEESEMONGER. s. [ from cheese and mon-

ger.] One who deals in cheese.

CHEESEVAT. s . [from cheese and vat .] The

wooden case in which the curds are pressed

into cheese. Glanville.

CHEESY. a. Having the nature or form of

cheese. Arbuthnot.

CHELY. s. [chela, Lat.] The claw of a shell-
fish. Brown.

To CHE'RISH . v . a . [cherir, Fi .] To support ;
to shelter ; to nurse up. Tillotson.

CHE'RISHER. s. [from cherish.] An encoura-

ger; a supporter.

CHE'RISHMENT. s. [from cherish.] Encou-

ragement ; support ; comfort. Spenser

CHESS -MAN. s . A puppet for chess.

CHE'SSOM. s . Mellow earth.

CHEST. s . [ cýrt, Saxon .] A box of wood or

other materials . Dryden.

To CHEST. v. a. [from the noun. ] To reposit

in a chest.

CHEST-FOUNDERING. S. A disease in

horses ; a pleurisy, or peripneumony.

CHE'STED. a. Having a chest.

CHESTNUT.

CHESTNUT-TREE.}
s. A tree.

Peacham.

Cowley.

1. The fruit ofthe chestnut tree.

2. The name of a brown colour.

CHESTNUT. a. Being of the colour of a

chestnut ; reddishly brown.

CHE'STON. s. A kind of plum.

CHEVALIER. s . A knight. Shakespeare.

CHEVAUXde Frise . s . A piece of timber tra-

versed with wooden spikes pointed with iron,

five or six feet long ; used in defending a

passage, a turnpike, or tourniquet.

CHEVEN. s . [chevesne, Fr. ] A river fish ; the

same with chub.

CHE VERIL. s. [cheverau, Fr.] A kid ; kid-

Shakespeare.
leather.

CHEVISANCE. s . [French.] Enterprize ; at

chievement. Spenser.

To CHEW. v. a. [ ceopyan, Saxon.]

1. To grind with the teeth ; to masticate.

Dryden. Arbuthnot. ,

2. To meditate ; to ruminate in the thoughts.

Prior.

Bacon.3. To taste without swallowing.

To CHEW. v. n . To champ upon ; to ruminate.

Pope.

CHICA'NE. s. [chicane, French .]

Sprat. 1. The art ofprotracting a contest by arti,

fice. Locke

2. Artifice in general. Prior,
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To CHICA'NE. v. n. [chicaner, F1.] To prolong

a contest by tricks .

Locke.
CHICA'NER. s. [chicaneur, Fr.] A petty sophi-

ster ; a wrangler.

CHICA'NERY. s. [chicanerie, Fr.] Sophistry ;

wrangle.

CHICK.

}

Arhuthnot.

s. [cicen, Saxon ; kiecken,

CHICKEN. Dutch. ]

or small bird.

1. The young ofa bird , particularly of a hen,

Davies. Hale. Swift.

2. A word oftenderness. Shakespeare.

3. A term for a young girl. Swift.

CHICKENHEARTED. a. Cowardly ; fear-

Spenser.

The CHICKENPOX. s. An exanthematous

distemper.

CHICKLING. s . [ from chick.] A small chicken.

CHICKPEAS. s. [ from chick and pea.] An herb

CHICKWEED. s. A plant. Wisemun.

ful.

To CHIDE. v . a. preter. chid, or chode ; part.

chid, or chidden . [cıdan , Saxon . ]

1. To reprove. Waller.

Prior.

2. To drive away with reproof. Shakespeare.

3. To blame ; to reproach.

To CHIDE. v. n.

1. To clamour ; to scold.

2. To quarrel with.

3. To make a noise.

Swift.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

CHI'DER. s. [from chide.] A rebuker ; a re-

prover.

CHIEF. a. [chef, the head, French']

1. Principal ; most eminent. Kings.

2. Eminent ; extraordinary. Proverbs.

3. Capital ; ofthe first order. Locke.

CHIEF. s. [from the adjective.] A commander,

a leader. Milton. Pope

CHI'EFLESS. a. Without a head. Pope.

CHI'EFLY . ad. [from chief. ] Principally ; emi-

nently; more than common. Dryden.

CHI'EFRIE. s . [ from chief.] A small rent paid

to the lord paramount.

CHIEFTAIN. s. [from chief.] .

Spenser.

1. A leader ; a commander. Spenser.

2. The head of a clan. Davies.

CHIE'VANCE. s . Traffick, in which money

is extorted ; as discount. Bacon.

CHI'LBLAIN. s. [ from chill, cold , and blain.]

Sores made by frost. Temple.

CHILD. s. In the plural, CHILDREN, [ cild,

Saxon.]

1. An infant, or very young person . Wake.

2. One in theline of filiation, opposed to the

parent.

3. A girl child.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

4. Anything, the product or effect ofanother.

Shakespeare.

5. To be with CHILD. To be pregnant.

To CHILD. v. n. [fromthe noun.] To bring

children. Shakespeare. Arbuthnot.

CHI'LDBEARING. particip. subst. The act of

bearing children. Milton.

CHI'LDBED. s. The state of a woman bring-

ing a child.

CHILDBIRTH. s . [from child and birth.]

Travail ; labour. Sidney. Dryden.

CHI'LDED. a. Furnished with a child.

Arbuthnot.

Shakespeare.

CHI'LDERMAS-DAY. s. [from child and

mass. } The day of the week, throughout the

year, answering to the day on which the feast

ofthe Holy Innocents is solemnized. Carew.

CHILDHOOD. s . [from child. ]

1. The state of infants ; the time in which

we are children.
Rogers.

2. The time of life between infancy and pu-

berty.

3. The properties of a child .

CHILDISH. a . [from child . ]

·

Arbuthnot.

Dryden.

1. Becoming only children ; trivial ; puerile.

Sidney. Milton. Roscommon.

2. Trifling ; ignorant ; simple. Bacon.

CHILDISHLY. ad. [from childish .] In a child-

ish, trifling way. Hooker. Hayward.

CHILDISHNESS. s . [from childish .]

1. Puerility ; triflingness. Locke.

2. Harmlessness. Shakespeare.

CHI'LDLESS . a. [ from child. ] Without chil-

dren. Bacon. Milton.

CHI'LDLIKE. a. [from child and like . ]Becom

ing or beseeming a child. Hooker.

CHI'LIAD. s. [from xxas.] A thousand. Hold.

CHILIA'EDRON. s. [ from xxi . ] A figure of

a thousand sides .

CHILL. a. [cele, Saxon.]

Locke.

Rowe.

1. Cold ; that which is cold to the touch.

2. Having the sensation of cold.

3. Depressed ; dejected ; discouraged .

4. Having no warmth of mind ; not affec

tionate. ·

CHILL. s. [from the adjective . ] Chillness ; cold.

Derham.

Dryden. Creech.

To CHILL. v. a. [from the adjective.]

1. To make cold.

2. To depress ; to deject. Rogers.

Blackmore.3. To blast with cold.

CHI'LLINESS. s. [from chilly. ] A sensation of

shivering cold. Arbuthnot.

Philips.CHI'LLY. a. Somewhat cold .

CHI'LNESS. s . Coldness ; want of warmth .

CHIME. s . [kime, Dutch.] The end of a barrei

or tub.

CHIME. s . [chirme, an old word.]

1. The consonant or harmonick sound of

many correspondent instruments . Ben Jonson.

2. The correspondence of sound.. Dryden.

3.The sound ofbells struck with hammers Sh.

4. The correspondence of proportion or re-

lation .

To CHIME. v. n. [from the noun.]

. To sound in harmony.

Grew.

Prior.

2. To correspond in relation or proportion Lo.

3. To agree ; to fall in with. Arbuthnot.

4. To suit with ; to agree. Locke.

5. To jingle ; to clatter.
Smith.

To CHIME. v. a.

1. To make to move, or strike , or sound

harmonically. Dryden.

2. To strike a bell with a hammer.

CHI'MERA . s. [chimera, Latin. ] A vain and

wild fancy. Dryden.

CHIME'RICAL. a. [from chimera.] Imagin.

ary ; fantastick. Spectator.

CHIME'RICALLY. ad. [from chimerical. ]

Vainly ; wildly.

Come

CHI'MINAGE . s. [from chemin, Fr.] A toll for

passage through a forest.

CHIMNEY. s. [cheminée, Fr.]

I4
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1. The passage through which the smoke

ascends from the fire in the house. Swift.

2. The turret raised above the roof of the

house for conveyance of the smoke.

3. The fire-place. Raleigh.

CHIMNEY-CORNER. s. The fire-side ; the

place ofidlers . Denham.

CHIMNEYPIECE.s . [from chimney and piece.]

The ornamental piece round the fire-place.

Swift.

CHIMNEYSWEEPER. s. [from chimney and

sweeper.] One whose trade is to clean foul

chimnies of soot.
Shakespeare.

CHIN. s . [cine, Saxon.] The part of the face

beneath the under-lip. Sidney. Dryden.

CHI'NA. s. [from China.] China ware ; porce-

Jain ; a species of vessels made in China,

dimly transparent. Pope.

CHI'NA-ORANGE. S. The sweet orange

brought from China. Mortimer.

CHINA-ROOT. s . A medicinal root, brought

originally from China.

CHINCOUGH. s. [ kincken, to pant, Dutch,

and cough.] A violent and convulsive cough.

Floyer.

CHINE. s. [eschine, Fr.]

1. The part of the back in which the back-

bone is found. Sidney.

2. A piece of the back of an animal, as a

chine of pork. Shakespeare.

To CHINE. v. a. To cut into chines. Dryden.

CHINK. s. [cman, to gape, Saxon .]

1. A small aperture longwise. Bacon . Swift.

2. A small sharp sound made bythe collision

ofmetal, and by shaking money in a purse.

3. Money, in burlesque.

To CHINK. v. a. To shake so as to make a

sound. Pope.

To CHINK. v. n. To sound by striking each

Arbuthnot.other.

CHINKY. a. [from chink.] Full of holes ;

gaping. Dryden.

CHINTS . s.Cloth ofcotton made in India.Pope.

CHI'OPPINE. s. A high shoe, formerly worn

by ladies. Cowley.

CHIP, CHEAP, CHIPPING, in the names of

places, imply a market. Gibson.

To CHIP. v. a. [from chop. ] To cut into small

pieces. Thomson.

CHIP. s. [from the verb. ] A small piece taken

offby a cutting instrument. Taylor.

CHIPPING. s. A fragment cut off. Mortimer.

CHIRA'GRICAL. a. [chiragra, Lat. ] Having

the gout in the hand. Brown.

CHIRO'GRAPHER. s. [xg, the hand, ygapw,

to write.] He that exercises writing. Bacon.
CHIRO'GRAPHIST. s . Chirographer.

CHIRO'GRAPHY. s. The art of writing.

CHIRO'MANCER. s . One that foretels events

by inspecting the hand. Dryden.

CHIROMANCY. s. [ xeg, the hand , and μarris,

a prophet.] The art offoretelling the events

oflife by inspecting the hand. Brown.

ToCHIRP. v. n. [from cheer up.] To make a

cheerful noise ; as birds.

To CHIRP. v. a. [ cheer up. ] To make cheerful .

Sidney.

Johnson.

CHIRP. s. The voice of birds or insects Spect.

CHI'RPER. s. [from chirp. ] One that chirps.

To CHIRRE. v. n. [ceoɲian, Sax. ] To coo as

a pigeon. Junius.

CHIRURGEON. s . [xgougyos. ] One that

cures ailments, not by internal medicines,

but outward applications ; a surgeon.

CHIRURGERŸ. s . [from chirurgeon .] The ar

of curing by external applications.

CHIRURGICAL.

CHIRURGICK. }

a.

1. Having qualities useful in outward appli

cations to hurts. Mortimer.

Wilkins.2. Manual in general.

CHI'SEL. s . [ciscau, Fr.] An instrument with

which wood or stone is pared away.

To CHI'SEL. v. a. [from the noun. ] To cut

with a chisel,

CHIT. s. [ chico, little Spanish.]

I. A child ; a baby. Addison.

2. The shoot of corn from the end of the

grain. Mortimer.

Mortimer.

3. A freckle.

To CHIT. v. n. To sprout.

CHITCHAT. s. [from chat.] Prattle ; idle

prate. Spectator.

CHITTERLINGS. 8. [ from schyterlingh,Dut.]

The guts.

CHITTY. a. [ from chit. ] Childish ; like ababy.

CHIVALROUS . a. [ from chivalry.] Relating

to chivalry ; knightly ; warlike.

CHIVALRY. s. [chevalerie, Fr.]

1. Knighthood ; a military dignity. Bacon.

2. The qualifications ofa knight ; as valour.

Shakespeare.

Sidney.

3. The general system ofknighthood.Dryden.

4. An adventure ; an exploit.

5. The body or order of knights.Shakespeare.

6. [In law.] A tenure of land by knight's

service. Cowel.

CHIVES . s . [cive , Fr.]

Ray.

Skinner,

1. The threads or filaments rising in flowers,

with seeds at the end.

2. A species of small onions.

CHLORO'SIS . s . [from xλwgos, green.] The

green sickness.

To CHOAK. See CHOKE.

CHO'COLATE. s. [chocolate, Span.]

1. The nut ofthe cocoa tree.

2. The mass made by grinding the kernel of

the cocoa nut, to be dissolved in hot water.

3. The liquor made by a solution of choco-

late. Arbuthnot. Pope.

S. [chocolate and

house. ] A house where company is entertain-

ed with chocolate.

CHO'COLATE-HOUSE.

CHODE. The old preterite of chide.

CHOICE. s. [choix, Fr.]

Tatler,

1. The act of choosing ; election. Dryden

2. The power of choosing ; election. Grew

3. Care in choosing ; curiosity of distinction.

4. The thing chosen. Milton. Prior.

Hooker:5. The best part of any thing.

6. Several things proposed as objects of

election.

CHOICE. a. [choisi, Fr.]

Shakespeare.

Walton.

Taylor

Hammond

1. Select ; ofextraordinary value.

2. Chary ; frugal ; careful.

CHOICELESS. a. [from choice ] Wanting the

power of choosing.

CHOICELY. ad. [from choice .]
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1. Curiously ; with exact choice. Shakespeare.

2. Valuably ; excellently. Walton.

CHOICENESS . s. [from choice. ] Nicety ; par-

ticular value. Evelyn.

CHOIR. s. [chorus, Latin.]

1. An assembly or band of singers. Waller.

2. The singers in divine worship . Shakespeare.

3. The part of the church where the singers

are placed. Shakespeare.

To CHOKE v. a. [aceocan, Saxon. ]

J. To suffocate. Waller.

2. To stop up ; to block up a passage ; the

port was choked. Chapman.

3. To hinder by onstruction ; the fire was

choked.
Shakespeare. Davies.

Shakespeare.

Luke. Dryden.

4. To suppress.

5. To overpower.

CHOKE. s. The filamentous or capillary part

of an artichoke.

CHOKE-PEAR. s. [from choke and pear.]

1. A rough, harsh, unpalatable pear.

2. Anysarcasm that stops the mouth. Claris .

CHO'KER. s. [from choke.]

1. One that chokes.

2. One that puts another to silence.

3. Any thing that cannot be answered.

CHO'KY. a. [from choke. ] That which has the

power of suffocation.

CHOʻLAGOGUES. 8 [xoxo , bile. ] Mcdicines

which have the power of purging bile.

CHO'LER. s. [cholera, Lat. from xoan.]

1. The bile. Wotton.

2. The humour supposed to produce irasci-

bility. Shakespeare.

3. Anger ; rage. Shakespeare. Prior.

CHO'LERICK. a. [cholericus, Latin.]

1. Abounding with choler. Dryden.

2. Angry ; irascible. Arbuthnot.

3. Offensive. Sidney. Raleigh,

CHOʻLERICKNESS. s. [ from cholerick. ] An

ger; irascibility ; peevishness.

To CHOOSE. v. a. Ichose, I have chosen or chose.

[choisir, Fr. ceoran, Sax.]

1. To take by way of preference of several

things offered.' Shakespeare.

South.2. To take ; not to refuse.

3. To select ; to pick out of a number. Sum.

4. To elect for eternal happiness ; a term of

theologians.

To CHOOSE. v. n. To have the power of
choice.

Hooker. Tillotson.

CHO'OSER. s . [from choose. ] He that has the

power ofchoosing ; elector. Drayton.

To CHOP. v. a. [ kappen, Dutch ; couper, Fr.]

J. To cut with a quick blow. Shakespeare.

2. To devour eagerly. Dryden.

3. To mince ; to cut into small pieces.

4. To break into chinks.

To CHOP . v. n.

Shakespeare,

1. To do any thing with a quick motion.

2. To light or happen upon a thing.

To CHOP. v. a, [ceapan, Saxon.]

1.To purchase, generally by way of truck.Bac

2. To put one thing in the place of another.

3. To bandy: to altercate.

CHOP. s. [from the verb.]

1.A piece chopped off.

2. A small piece ofmeat.

3. A crack, or cleft,

Bacon.

CHOP-HOUSE. s. [chop and house.] A¨mean

house of entertainment.
Spectator.

CHO'PIN. s. [ French. ]

1. A Frenchliquid measure, containing near-

ly a pint of Winchester.

2. A term used in Scotland for a quart of
wine measure.

CHO'PPING. participial a. An epithet fre-

quently applied to infants, by way of com-

mendation. Fenton.

CHO'PPING-KNIFE. s. [chop and knife.] A

knife with which cooks mince their meat.Sid.

CHO'PPY. a. [from chop.] Full of holes or

cracks.

CHOPS. s. [from chaps.]

1. The mouth of a beast.

Shakespeare.

L'Estrange.

2. The mouth of any thing in familiar lan-

guage.

CHO'RAL. a. [from chorus, Latin.]

1. Sung by a choir.

2. Singing in a choir.

CHORD . s. (chorda, Latin.]

Milton.

Anthurst.

1. The string of a musical instrument.

2. A right line, which joins the two ends of

any arch of a circle.

To CHORD. v. a. To furnish with strings.

Dryden.

CHORDE'E. s. [ from chorda, Latin.] A con-

traction of the frænum.

CHO'RION. s. [xwgs , to contain.] The out-

ward membrane that enwraps the fœtus.

CHOʻRISTER. s. [ from chorus.]

1. A singer in the cathedrals ; a singing boy.

2. A singer in a concert. Spenser. Ray.

CHORO'GRAPHER. s. [xwg and ygapw. ] He

that describes particular regions or countries.

CHOROGRAPHICAL. a. Descriptive of

particular regions. Raleigh.

CHOROGRA'PHICALLY. ad. In a choro-

graphical manner.

CHORO'GRAPHY. s. The art of describing

particular regions.

CHO'RUS . s. [chorus, Latin.]

1. A number of singers ; a concert. Dryden.

2. The persons who are supposed to behold

what passes in the acts of tragedy.

3. The song between the acts of a tragedy.

4. Verses of a song in which the company

join the singer.

CHOSE. The preter tense, from to choose.

CHO'SEN. The participle passive, from to

choose. Shakespeare.

CHOUGH. s. [ceo, Sax.] A bird which fre-

quents the rocks by the sea.

CHOULE. s. The crop of a bird. Brown.

To CHOUSE. v . a. To cheat ; to trick. Swift.

CHOUSE. s.

1. Abubble ; a tool.

2. A trick or sham .

Bacon.

Hudibras,

CHRISM. s. [xgμa, an ointment.] Unguent.

or unction. Hammond.

CHRI'SOM. s. [See CHRISM. ]A child that dies

within a month after its birth. Graunt

To CHRI'STEN. v. a. [chɲirenian, Saxon .]

1. To baptize ; to initiate into christianity

by water.

Burnet.Bacon. 2. To name ; to denominate.

King CHRISTENDOM. s. [from Christ and dom.]

Bacon The collective body of christianity. Hooker.
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CHRISTENING. s. [from the verb.] The ce-

remony ofthe first initiation into christianity ,

Bacon.

CHRISTIAN. s . [christianus, Lat.] A profes-

sor ofthe religion of Christ. Tillotson.

CHRISTIAN. a. Professing the religion of

Christ.
Shakespeare.

CHRISTIAN-NAME. s. The name given at

the font, distinct from the gentilitious name,

or surname.

CHRISTIANISM. s . [christianismus, Latin. ]

1. The christian religion.

2. The nations professing christianity.

CHRISTIANITY. s. [chrètientê, French.]

The religion of christians. Addison.

To CHRISTIANIZE. v. a . [ from christian.]

To make christian . Dryden.

CHRISTIANLY. ad. [from christian.] Like a

Dryden.

CHRISTMAS. s. [from christ and mass . ] The

day on which the nativity of our blessed Sa-

viour is celebrated.

christian.

CHRISTMAS-BOX. s. A box in which little

presents are collected at Christmas.

CHRIST'S THORN. s. A plant.

CHROMATICK. a. [xgua, colour.]

1. Relating to colour.

CHRY'SOLITE. 8. [xguros and bos.] A pre-

cious stone of a dusky green, with a cast of

yellow. Woodward.

CHRY'SOPRASUS. s. [xguros, and prasinus,

green.] A precious stone of a yellow colour,

approaching to green.
Rev. xxi. 20.

CHUB, s. [from cop, a great head.] A river

fish ; the cheven . Walton.

CHUBBED. a . [from chub . ] Big-headed like

a chub.

To CHUCK. v . n . To make a noise like a ḥen .
To CHUCK. v . a.

1. To call as a hen calls her young. Dryden.

2. To give a gentle blow under the chin.

CHUCK. s.

Congreve.

Temple.

Shakespeare.

1. The voice of a hen.

2. A word of endearment .

CHUCK-FARTHING. s . A play at which the

money falls with a chuck into the hole be-

neath. Arbuthnot

To CHUCKLE. v. n. [schaecken, Dutch.] To

laugh vehemently. Prior.

Gay. To CHUCKLE. v . a. [from chuck.]

1. To call as a hen. Dryden.

2. To cocker ; to fondle. Dryden.

Dryden. Bacon.

L'Estrange.

Arbuthnot.

2. Relating to a certain species of ancient

musick.

CHRONICAL. a. [from xgovos, time.] A

CHU'ET. s . Forced meat.

CHUFF. s . A blunt clown.

CHU'FFILY. ad. Stomachfully.

CHU'FFINESS . s . [ from chuffy. ] Clownishness.

CHRO'NICK. } chronical distemper is of CHU'FFY. 4. [from chuf ) Surly , fat.

length, opposed to acute.

CHRONICLE. s . [ cronique, French.]

Brown.

Shakespeare.

1. A register or account of events in order of

time . Shakespeare.

2. A history. Spenser. Dryden.

To CHRONICLE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To record in chronicle, or history.

2. To register ; to record.

CHRONICLER s. [from chronicle. ]

I. A writer of chronicles. Donne.

2. A historian. Raleigh.

CHRO'NOGRAM. s. [χρονος and γράφω.]

An inscription including the date of any ac-

tion, as VIXI, I have lived twenty seven

years.

#

CHRONOGRAMMA'TICAL. a . Belonging

to a chronogram.

CHRONOGRA'MMATIST. s. A writer of

chronograms . Addison.

CHRONO'LOGER. s . [xgovos, and λoyos, doc-

trine.] He that studies or explains the science

of computing past time. Holder.

CHRONOLOGICAL. a. [from chronology.]

Relating to the doctrine of time. Hale.

CHRONOLO'GICALLY. ad. [from chronolo-

gical. ] In a chronological manner ; according

to the exact series of time.

CHRONO'LOGIST. s One that studies or

explains time. Locke.

CHRONO'LOGY. s. [xovos, time, and λoyos,

doctrine. ] The science of computing and

adjusting the periods of time.

CHRONO'METER. s. [xgovog and mergov.] An

instrument for the exact mensuration of

time. Derham .

CHRY'SALIS . s . [from xgvoos , gold. ] Aurelia,

or the first apparent change of the maggot

of any species of insects. Chambers.

Clarissa.

CHUM. s . [ chom, Armorick. ] A chamber-fel-

low.

CHUMP s. A thick heavy piece ofwood . Mox.

CHURCH. s . [cince, Saxon, xugiann.]

1. The collective body of christians . Hooker.

2. The body of christians adhering to one

particular form of worship. Watts.

3. The place which christians consecrate to

the worship ofGod. Hooker. Shakespeare.

To CHURCH. v. a . To perform with any one

the office of returning thanks, after any sig-

nal deliverance, as childbirth.

CHURCH ALE. s. [from church and ale.] A

wake, or feast, commemoratory of the dedi-

cation ofthe church. Curew.

CHURCH-ATTIRE . s. The habit in which

men officiate at divine service.

CHURCHMAN. s. [church and man.]

1. An ecclesiastick ; , a clergyman. Clarend.

2. An adherent to the church of England.

CHURCH-WARDENS . s. Officers yearly

chosen, to look to the church, church-yard,

and such things as belong to both ; and to

observe the behaviour of the parishioners.

Cowel Spenser.

CHURCH-YARD. s . The ground adjoining

the church, in which the dead are buried ; a

cemetery. Bacon. Pope.

CHURL s . [ceonl, Saxon.]

1. A rustick ; a countryman.

2. A rude, surly, ill-bred man.

3. A miser ; a niggard.

CHU'RLISH. a. [ from churl. ]

1. Rude ; brutal ; harsh ; austere ;

2. Selfish ; avaricious.

Sidney.

Shakespeare,

uncivil.

I Sam.

3. Unpliant ; cross-grained ; unmanageable ;

as, a churlish soil. Goldsmith. Bucon. Mortimer.

4. Intractable ; vexatious. Crashaw .
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CHU'RLISHLY. ad . [ from churlish. ] Rudely,

brutally. Howel.

CHU'RLISHNESS. s. [from churlish. ] Bruta-

lity ruggedness of temper.
Ecclus.

CHURME. s . A confused sound ; noise. Bac.

CHURN. s. The vessel in which the butter is,

by agitation, coagulated.

To CHURN. v. n. [kernen, Dutch.]

Guy.

1. To agitate or shake any thing by a violent

motion. Dryden.

2. To make butter by agitating the milk.

CHU'RRWORM. a. [from cynn, Saxon. ] An

insect that turns about nimbly ; called also

a fancricket. Skinner.

CHYLA'CEOUS. a . [from chyle.] Belonging to

chyle.

CHYLE. s . [xuos. ] The white juiceformed in

the stomachby digestion ofthe aliment. Arb.

CHYLIFA'CTION.s. [ from chyle. ] The act or

process of making chyle in the body.

CHYLIFA'CTIVE. a. Having the power of

making chyle.

CHYLOPOETICK. α . [χυλος and ποιεω.] Hav-

ing the power offorming chyle. Arbuthnot.

CHY'LOUS. a. [from chyle.] Consisting of

chyle.

CHY'MICAL.

CHY'MICK. }
a. [chymicus, Latin.]

1. Made by chymistry.

Arbuthnot.

Dryden.

Pope.

In a

2. Relating to chymistry.

CHY'MICALLY. ad. [from chymical.]

chymical manner.

CHY'MIST. s. [See CHYMISTRY.] A prófessor

of chymistry ; a philosopher by fire. Pope.

CHY'MISTRY. s. Philosophy by fire. Arbuth.

CIBA'RIOUS. a . [cibarius, Lat.] Relating to
food.

CI'BOL. s. [ciboule, Fr. A small sort of onion.

Mortimer.

CICATRICE, or CICATRIX . s. [cicatrix, Lat. ]

1. The scar remaining after a wound . Shak.

2. A mark ; an impression. Shakespeare.

CICATRI'SÁNT. s. [from cicatrice. ] An ap-

plication that induces a cicatrice.

CICATRI'SIVE. a. [ from cicatrice.] Having

the qualities proper to induce a cicatrice.

CICATRIZATION. s . [from cicatrice. ]

1. The act ofhealing the wound. Harvey.

2. The state ofbeinghealed or skimmed over.

To CICATRIZE. v. a. [from cicatrix.] To ap-

ply such medicines to wounds, or ulcers, as

skin them .
Quincy.

CICELY. s. A sort of herb.

CICHORA'CEOUS. a. [cichorium, Latin.]

Having the qualities ofsuccory. Floyer.

To CI'CRRATE. v. a. To tame ; to reclaim

from wildness . Brown.

CICURATION. s. The act of taming or re-

claimingfrom wildness.

CIDER. &. [cidre, Fr. sidra, Ital.1

Ray.

1. Liquormade ofthe juice of fruits pressed.

2. The juice of apples expressed and fer-

mented. Philips.

CIDERIST. s. A maker of cider. Mortimer.

Cİ'DERKIN. s. [from cider. ] The liquor made

ofthe gross matter of apples, after the cider

is pressed out. Mortimer.

CIERGE. 8. [French ] A candle carried in

processions.

CI'LIARY. a . [ciliunt, Latin.] Belonging tothe

eyelids. Ray.

CILICIOUS . a. [from cilicium, hair cloth, Lat.]

Made ofhair. Brown.

CIME'LIARCH. s . [from zipendiagxns. ] The

chief keeper of things of value belonging to

a church. Dict.

CIMETER. 8. [ cimitarra, Spanish ] A sort of

sword, short and recurvated. Dryden.

CINCTURE. s . [ cincturo, Latin.]

1. Something worn round the body.

2.An inclosure .

Pope.

Bucon.

3. A ring or list at the top or bottom ofthe

shaft of a column. Chambers.

Waller.

CINDER. s. [ceindre, French.]

1. A mass ignited and quenched.

2. A hot coal that has ceased to flame.

CI'NDER-WOMAN. s. [cinder and woman.]
CINDER-WENCH. Awoman whose trade

is to rake in heaps of ashes, and gather cin-

ders. Arbuthnot.

CINERATION. s . [from cineres, Lat.] The

reduction of any thing by fire to ashes.

CINERI'TIOUS. a. [cinericius, Lat. ] Having
the form or state of ashes. Cheyne.

CINE'RULENT. a. Full of ashes.

CINGLE. s. [cingulum, Latin.] A girth for a

horse.

CINNABAR. s. [ cinnabaris, Latin.] Cinnabar

is native or factitious ; the factitious cinna-

bar is called vermilion. The particles of

mercury, uniting with the particles of sul-

phur, compose cinnabar. Newton.

CINNABAR of Antimony, is made of-mercu-

ry, sulphur, and crude antimony.

CINNAMOŃ. s. [cinnamomum, Latin.] The

fragrant bark of a low tree in the island of

Ceylon. Chambers.

CINQUE. s. [ French.] Five.

CINQUE-FOIL. s . [cinque feuille, Fr.] A kind

offive-leaved clover.

CINQUE-PACE. s . [cinque pas, Fr.] A kind of

grave dance. Shakespeare.

CINQUE-PORTS. s. [ cinque ports, French.]

Those havens that lie toward France. The

cinqueports are Dover, Sandwich, Rye, Hast-

ings, Winchelsea, Rumney, and Hithe ;

some of which, as the number exceeds five,

must be added to the first institution. Cowel.

CINQUE-SPOTTED. a . Having five spots.

Shakespeare.

CI'ON. s. [sion, or scion, French. ]

Howel.

Bacon.

1. A sprout ; a shoot from a plant.

2. The shoot engrafted on a stock.

CIPHER. s. [chifre, Fr. cifra, low Lat.]

1. An arithmetical character, by which some

number is noted ; a figure, as, I , 2 .

2. Anarithmeticalmark, which, standingfor

nothing itself, increases the value of the

other figures, as, 10, ten. South.

3. An intermixture of letters ; his box is

marked with a cipher.

4. A character in general.

Pope.

Raleigh.

Donnc.

5. A secret or occult manner of writing, or

the key to it.

To CIPHER. v. n. [from the noun. ] To prac

tise arithmetick. Arbuthnot.

To CI'PHER. v . a. To write in occult charac

Haywters.
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To CIRCINATE. v. a. [circino, Latin.] To

make a circle. Bailey.

CIRCINATION. s. An orbicular motion.

CIRCLE. s. [ circulus, Latin ]

1. A line continued till it ends where it bc-

gan.
Locke.

2. The space included in a circular line.

3. A round body ; an orb.

4. Compass ; inclosure.

Isaiah.

Shakespeare.

5. An assembly surrounding the principal

Pope.

Addison.
person.

6. A company.

7. Any series ending as it begins.

Bacon. Dryden.

8. An inconclusive form of argument, in

which the foregoing proposition is provedby

the following, and the following inferred

from the foregoing. Watts.

9. Circumlocution ; indirect form of words.

Fletcher.

10. CIRCLES ofthe German empire. Such pro-

vinces and principalities as have a right to

be present at diets .

To CIRCLE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To move round any thing. Bacon.

2. To inclose ; to surround. Prior.

Digby.3. To confine ; to keep together.

To CIRCLE. v. n . To move circularly.

CIRCLED. a. Having the form of a circle ;

round. Shakespeare.

CIRCLET. s. [from circle ] A circle ; an orb .

Pope.

CIRCLING. particip. a. Circular ; round.

CIRCUIT. s. circuit, Fr. circuitus, Latin.]

1. The act ofmoving round any thing.

2. The space inclosed in a circle. Milton.

3. Space ; extent, measured by travelling

round. Hooker.

Shakespeare.

5. The visitation of the judges for holding

assizes.

4. A ring ; a diadem .

Davies.

To CIRCUIT. v. n. To move circularly.

CIRCUITE'ER. s. One that travels a circuit

with the judges ofassize.

CIRCUITION. s . [ circuitio, Latin.]

1. The act of going round any thing.

2. Compass ; maze ofargument ; comprehen-
sion. Hooker.

CIRCULAR. a . [circularis, Latin.]

1. Round like a circle ; circumscribed by a

circle. Spenser. Addison.

2. Successive to itself; always returning.

3. Vulgar ; mean ; circumforaneous. Dennis.

4. CIRCULAR Letter. A letter directed to

several persons, who have the same interest

in some common affair.

5. CIRCULAR Sailing, is that performed on

the arch ofa great circle .

CIRCULA'RITY. s. [from circular.] A circu-

lar form.

CIRCULARLY. ad. [ from circular.]

1. In form ofa circle.

2. With a circular motion.

Brown.

Burnet.

Dryden.

To CIRCULATE. v. n. [from circuius.] To

move in a circle.

To CIRCULATE. v. a . To put about.

CIRCULATION. s. [from circulate.]

1. A motion in a circle.

Denham.

Burnet.

2. A series in which the same order is al-
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ways observed, and things always return to

the same state. Swift.

3. A reciprocal exchange of meaning. Hook.

CIRCULATORY. s . [from circulate. ] A chy-

mical vessel, in which that which rises from

the vessel on the fire , is collected and cool

ed in another fixed upon it, and falls down

again.

CIRCUMA'MBIENCY. s. [from circumam-

bient ] The act of encompassing. Brown.

CIRCUMAʼMBIENT. a. [ circum and ambio,

Latin Surrounding ; encompassing.

To CIRCUMAʼMBULATE. v. n. [ circum and

ambulo, Latin.] To walk round about

To CIRCUMCISE. v. a. [circumcido, Latin.]

To cut the prepuce, according to the law

givento the Jews. Swift.

CIRCUMCI'SION. s. [from circumcise.] The

rite or act of cutting offthe foreskin.

To CIRCUMDU'CT. v . a. [ circumduco, Latin.]

To contravene ; to nullify. Ayliffe.

CIRCUMDUCTION. s. [from circumduct.]

1. Nullification ; cancellation,

2. A leading about.

CIRCUMFERENCE. s. [circumferentia, Lat.]

1. The periphery ; the line including and

surrounding any thing. Newton.

Ayliffe.

2. The space inclosed in a circle. Milton.

3. The external part of an orbicular body.

4. An orb ; a circle. Milton.

To CIRCUMFERENCE. v . a. To include in
a circular space. Brown.

CIRCUMFERENTOR. s. [from circumfero .]

An instrument used in surveying, for mea-

suring angles . Chambers.

CIRCUMFLEX. s. [circumflexus, Lat.] An

accent used to regulate the pronunciation

of syllables, including or participating the

acute and grave. Holder.

CIRCU’MFLUENCE . s. An inclosure of wa-
ters

CIRCUMFLUENT. a. [circumfluens, Latin.]

Flowing round any thing. Pope.

CIRCUMFLUOUS. a. [circumfluus, Latin.]

Environing with waters. Milton. Pope.

CIRCUMFORA'NEOUS. a. [circumforaneus,

Lat.] Wandering from house to house.

To CIRCUMFU'SË . v. a . [circumfusus, Latin.]

To pour round. Bacon.

CIRCUMFU'SILE. a . [circum and fusilis, Lat.]

That which may be poured round any thing.

Pope.

CIRCUMFU'SION. s. The act of spreading
round.

To CIRCU'MGYRATE. v. a. [circum_and_gy-

rus, Lat.] To roll round. Ray.

CIRCUMĞYRA'TION. s. [from circumgyrate.]

The act of running round.

CIRCUMJA'CENT. a. [circumjacens, Latin ]

Lying round any thing.

CIRCUMITION. s. [circumitum, Lat.] The

act of going round.

CIRCUMLIĞA'TION. s. [circumligo, Latin.

1. The act ofbinding round.

2. The bond with which any thing is encom

passed.

CIRCUMLOCUTION. s. [circumlocutio, Lat.]

1. A circuit or compass of words ; periphra

sis. Swift.

2. Theuse ofindirect expressions. L'Estrim
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CIRCUMMU'RED. a. [circum and murus.]

Walled round. Shakespeare.

CIRCUMNA'VIGABLE. a. That which may

be sailed round. Ray.

To CIRCUMNA'VIGATE. v. a. [circum and

navigo ] To sail round.

CIRCUMNAVIGATION. s. The act of sail-

ing round. Arbuthnot.

CIRCUMNAVIGATOR. s. One that sails

round.

·

CIRCUMPLICATION. s . [circumplico, Lat. ]

1. The act of enwrapping on every side.

2. The state of being enwrapped.

CIRCUMPO'LAR. a . [from circum and polar.]

Round the pole.

CIRCUMPOSITION. s. [from circum and po-

sition. ] The act ofplacing any thing circular-

ly. Evelyn.

CIRCUMRA'SION. s . [circumrasio, Latin .]

The act ofshaving or paring round.

CIRCUMROTATION. s. [circum and roto,

Lat.] The act ofwhirling round like a wheel.

To CIRCUMSCRIBE. v. a. [circum and scribo,

Latin.]

1. To inclose in certain lines or boundaries.

2. To bound ; to limit ; to confine. Southern.

CIRCUMSCRIPTION.s [circumscriptio, Lat. ]

1. Determination of particular form or mag-

nitude. Ray.

2. Limitation ; confinement. Shakespeare.

CIRCUMSCRIPTIVE. a . [from circumscribo ]

Inclosing the superficies . Grew.

CIRCUMSPECT. a. [circumspectum, Latin.]

Cautious ; attentive ; watchful. Boyle

CIRCUMSPE'CTION. s. [from circumspect.]

Watchfulness on every side ; cautious ; ge-

neral attention. Clarendon.

CIRCUMSPECTIVE. a. [circumspectum, Lat.]

Attentive ; vigilant ; cautious.

CIRCUMSPECTIVELY. ad. [from circum-

spective. ] Cautiously ; vigilantly.

CIRCUMSPECTLY.ad. [from circumspect.]

Watchfully; vigilantly. Ray.

CIRCUMSPECTNESS. s. [from circumspect. ]

Caution ; vigilance .

CIRCUMSTANCE. s. [circumstantia, Latin .]

1. Something appendant or relative to a fact.

2. Accident ; something adventitious.

3. Incident ; event.

Wotton.

South.

Davies.

Clarendon.

Bentley.4. Condition ; state of affairs.

To CIRCUMSTANCE. v. a. To place in a

particular situation, or relationto the things.

Donne.

CI'RCUMSTANT. a. [circumstans, Lat.] Sur-

rounding. Digby.

CIRCUMSTANTIAL. a. [circumstantialis, low

Latin.]

1. Accidental ; not essential.

2. Incidental ; casual.

South.

Dorne.

Prior.3. Full of small events ; detailed .

CIRCUMSTANTIA'LITY, 8. The appendage

of circumstances.

CIRCUMSTANTIALLY. ad. [from circum.

siantial.]

1. According to circumstance ; not essen-

tially. Glanville.

Broome.2. Minutely; exactly.
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To CIRCUMSTANTIATE. a [from sir

cumstance. ]

1. To place in particular circumstances. Bra.

2. To represent with particular circumstances

3. To place in a particular condition . Swift.

To CIRCUMVA'LLATE. v. a. [circumvallo,

Lat. ] To inclose round with trenches or for-

tifications.

CIRCUMVALLA'TION. s. [from circumval-

late.]

1. The art or act of casting up fortifications

round a place. Watts.

2. The fortification thrown up round a place

besieged. Howel

CIRCUMVE'CTION. s . [circumvectio, Latin .]

1. The act of carrying round.

Collier.

2. The state of being carried round.

To CIRCUMVENT. v. a. [circumvenio, Latin.]

To deceive ; to cheat. Knolles.

CIRCUMVENTION. s. [from circumvent.]

1. Fraud ; imposture ; cheat.

2. Prevention ; pre-occupation. Shakesp.

To CIRCUMVE'ST. v. a . [circumvestio, Lat.]

To cover round with a garment. Wotton.

CIRCUMVOLA'TION. s. [circumvolo, Lat.]

The act offlying round.

To CIRCUMVO'LVE. v. a. [circumvolvo, Lat.]

To roll round. Glanville.

CIRCUMVOLUTION. s . [circumvolutus, Lat.]

1. The act of rolling round.

}

2. The thing rolled round another. Wilkins.

CIRCUS. s. [circus, Lat.] An open space

CIRQUE. or area for sports. Sidney.

CIST. s. [cista, Lat.] A case ; a tegument ;

commonly the inclosure of a tumour.

CI'STED. a. [from cist. ]Inclosed in a cist or bag

CI'STERN. s . [ cisterna, Latin.]

Shakespeare.

1. A receptacle of water for domestick use,

2. A reservoir ; an inclosed fountain .

3. Any watery receptacle.

CI'STUS. s. [ Latin. ] Rockrose.

CIT. s. [ contracted from citizen .] An inhabi-

tant of a city ; a pert low townsman.

CITADEL. s . [citadelle, French.] A fortress ;

Dryden.
a castle.

CITAL. s. [from cite.]

1. Reproof ; impeachment.

2. Summons ; citation.

CITATION. s. [citatio, Latin .]

Shakespeare.

1. The calling a person before a judge.

2. Quotation from another author.

3. The passage or words quoted. Watts.

Harvey.

Ayliffe.

4. Enumeration ; mention.

CI'TATORY. a. [ from to cite.] Having the

power or form of citation.

To CITE. v. a. [cito, Latin.]

1. To summons to answer in a court

2. To enjoin ; to call upon another authori-

tatively.

3 To quote.

CITER. s. [from cite .]

1. One who cites into a court.

Prior.

Hooker.

2. One who quotes ; a quoter. Atterbury.

CITE'SS. s. [from cit. ] A city woman. Dryden.

CI'THERN. s. [ citharu, Lat.] A kind ofharp.

Mac.

CITIZEN. s. [citoyen, French.]

1. A freeman of a city. Raleigh.

2. A townsman ; not a gentleman. Shakesp.

3. An inhabitant.
Dryden.
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zen.

CITIZEN . a. Having the qualities of a citi-

Shakespeare.

CI TRINE. a. [citrinus, Lat. ] Lemon-coloured.

Grew. Floyer.

CITRINE. s . [from citrinus, Latin.] A spe-

cies of crystal of an extremely pure, clear,

and fine texture, generally free from flaws

and blemishes. Our jewellers cut stones for

rings out of it, which are generally mistaken

for topazes. Hill .

CITRON-TREE. s. [from citrus, Latin.] One

sort with a pointed fruit, is in great esteem.

Miller. Addison.

CITRON-WATER, s . Aqua vitæ, distilled

with the rind of citrons.

CITRUL. s. Pumpion.

CITY. s. [cité, French.]

tants.

Pope.

1. A large collection of houses and inhabi-

Temple.

2. In the English law, a town corporate, that

hath a bishop. Cowel.

Relating to civil

3. The inhabitants of a certain city. Shakes.

CITY. a. Relating to the city. Shakespeare.

CI'VET. s. [civette, Fr.] A perfume from the

civet cat. The civet, or civet cat, is a little

animal not unlike our cat, excepting that his

front is more pointed, his claws less danger-

ous, and his cry different. Bacon.

CIVICK. a. [civicus, Latin .]

honours ; not military.

CIVIL. a . [civilis, Latin .]

1. Relating to the community ; political .

Hooker. Spratt.

2. Not in anarchy ; not wild. Roscommon.

3. Not foreign ; intestine ; a civil war. Bacon.

4. Not ecclesiastical ; the clergy are subject

to the civil power.

Pope.

5. Not natural ; a natural and civil history

ofa place.

6. Not military ; the civil power gave wayto

martial law,

7. Not criminal ; he was pursued by a civil

action, as for a debt, not by a criminal in-

dictment, as for a robbery.

8. Civilized ; not barbarous. Spenser.

9. Complaisant ; civilized ; gentle ; well

breda

10. Grave ; sober.

Dryden.

Milton.

1. Relating to the ancient consular or impe-

rial government ; as, civil law.

CIVILIAN.s [civilis, Lat. ] One that professes

the knowledge ofthe old Romanlaw. Bacon.
CIVILITY. s. [from civil.]

1. Freedom from barbarity. Davies.

2. Politeness ; complaisance ; elegance of

behaviour.
Clarendon.

3. Rule of decency ; practice of politeness.

To CIVILIZE. v. a. [from civil. ] To reclaim

from savageness and brutality.

CIVILIZER. s. [ from civilize. ] He that re-

claims others from a wild and savage life.

CIVILLY, ad [from civil ]

1. In a manner relating to government.

2. Politely ; complaisantly , without rude-
ness. Collier.

3. Without gay or gaudy colours. Bacon.

CIZE. s. [ from incisa, Latin. ] The quantity of

any thing, with regard to its external form.

Grew.
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CLACK. s. [klatchen, German, to rattle. ]

1. Any thing that makes a lasting and im-

portunate noise. Prior.

2. The CLACK of a Mill. A bell that rings

when more corn is required to be put in ; or

that which strikes the hopper, and promotes

the running of the corn . Betterton

To CLACK. v. n . [from the noun.]

1. To make a chinking noise.

2. To let the tongue run.

CLAD. part. pret. Clothed ; invested ; garbed.

To CLAIM. v. a. [from clamer, Fr.] To demand

of right ; to require authoritatively. Locke,

CLAIM. s . [ from the verb.]

1. A demand of any thing as due.

2. A title to any privilege or possession in the
hands of another. Locke.

8. [In law.] A demand of any thing that is

in the possession of another. Cowel.

CLA'IMABLE. a.That which maybe demand-

ed as duc.

CLAIMANT. s. [ from claim.] He that de-

mands any thing as unjustly detained by ano-

ther.

CLA'IMER. s . [from claim.] He that makes a

demand.

To CLA'MBER. v. n. To climb with difficulty.

Shakespeare. Ray.

To CLAMM. v. a. [clæmian, Saxon. ] To clog

with any glutinous matter.

CLA'MMINESS. s . [ from clammy . ] Viscosity ;

viscidity.

nous.

Moxon.

CLA'MMY. a. [from clamm. ] Viscous ; gluti-

Bacon. Addison.

CLA'MOROUS. a . [from clamour. ] Vociferous ;

noisy. Hooker. Swift.

CLA'MOUR. s . [clamor, Lat.] Outery ; noise ;

exclamation ; vociferation. King Charles.

To CLA'MOUR. v. n. To make outcries ; to

exclaim ; to vociferate. Shakespeare.

CLAMP. s. [clamp, French.]

1. A piece of wood joined together.

2. A quantity of bricks.

To CLAMP. v. a. [ from the noun.]

tables are commonly clamped.

CLAN. s . [klaun, in the Highlands,

children.]

1. A family ; a race.

Mortimer.

Ends of

Moxon.

signifies

Milton.

Swift.2. A bodyor sect of persons.

CLA'NCULAR. a. [cluncularius, Lat.] Clan

destine ; secret. Decay ofPiety.

CLANDESTINE. a. [clandestinus, Lat. ] Se-

cret ; hidden. Blackmore.

CLANDESTINELY. ad. [from clandestine.]

Secretly; privately. Swift.

CLANG. s. [clangor, Latin. ] A sharp, shrill

noise. Milton. Dryden.

To CLANG. v. n . [clango, Lat .] To clatter ; to

make a loud shrill noise. Prior.

CLA'NGOUR. s. [clangor, Latin. ] A loud shrill

sound. Dryden.

CLAʼNGOUS . a. [from clang ] Making a clang.

Brown.

CLANK. s . [from clang .] A loud, shrill, sharp

noise. Spectator.

To CLAP. v. a. [ clappan, Saxon .]

1. To strike together with a quick motion.Job,

2. To add one thing to another. Taylor.

3. To do any thing with a sudden hasty mo-

tion. Prior
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4. To celebrate or praise by clapping the

hands ; to applaud.

5. To infect with a venereal poison.

Dryden.

Wiseman.

6. To CLAP up. To complete suddenly. Howel.

To CLAP. v . n.

1. To move nimbly with a noise. Dryden.

2. To enter with alacrity and briskness upon

any thing. Shakespeare.

3. To strike the hands together in applause.

Epilogue to Henry VIII.

CLAP s [from the verb. ]

1. A loud noise made by sudden collision .

2. A sudden or unexpected act or motion.

3. An explosion of thunder.

4. An act of applause.

5. A venereal infection.

Hakewill.

Addison.

Pope.

6. The nether part of the beak of a hawk.

CLA'PPER. s. [from clap.]

1. One who claps his hands.

2. The tongue of a bell. Addison.

To CLA'PPERCLAW. v. a. [from clap and

claw.] To tongue-beat, and scold .

CLA'RENCEUX, or CLARENCIEUX. $. The

second king at arms ; so named from the

duchy of Clarence.

CLARÉ'OBSCURE . s . [ from clarus, bright,

and obscurus, Lat.] Light and shade in paint-

ing. Pope.

CLA'RET. s. [claret, French.] French wine.

CLA'RICORD. s . [from clarus and chorda, La-

tin ] A musical instrument in form of a spi-

Chambers.

CLARIFICA'TION. s. [from clarify. ] The act

of making any thing clear from impurities .

Bacon.

nette.

•
To CLA'RIFY. v. a. [ clarifier, French.]

1. To purify or clear. Bacon.

South.

Spenser. Pope.

2. To brighten ; to illuminate.

CLA'RION. s . [clarin, Spanish .] A trumpet.

CLA'RITY. s. [clarté, French.] Brightness ;

splendour.

CLA'RY . s. An herb.

Raleigh.

To CLASH. v. n. [kletsen, Dutch . ]

1. To make a noise by mutual collision.

Denham. Bentley.

2. To actwith opposite power, or contrary

direction.

3. To contradict ; to oppose.

South.

Spectator.

To CLASH. v. a. To strike one thing against

another.

CLASH. s.

1. A noisy collision of two bodies. Denham.

2. Opposition ; contradiction.

CLASP. s. (clespe, Dutch ]

Atterbury.

1. A hook to hold any thing close .

2. An embrace.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

To CLASP. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To shut with a clasp .

2. To catch and hold by twining.

3. To inclose between the hands.

4. To embrace.

Hooker.

Milton.

Bacon.

Smith.

5. To inclose. Shakespeare.

CLA'SPER. s. [from clusp.] The tendril or

thread of a creeping plant.

CLA'SPKNIFE. s. A knife which folds into

the handle.

CLASS. s. [from classis, Latin.]
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Ray.

1. A rank or order of persons. Dryden,

2. A number of boys learning the same les-

son.

3. A set of beings or things.

Watts.

Addison.

To CLASS. v. a. To range according to some

stated method ofdistribution. Arbuthnot.

CLA'SSICAL, or CLASSICK. a . [classicus, Lat. ]

1. Relating to antique authors. Felton.

2. Ofthe first order or rank . Arbuthnot.

CLASSICK. s. An author of the first rank.

CLA'SSIS. s. [ Latin . ] Order ; sort ; body.

To CLATTER. v . n . [ clarɲunge, a rattle,

Saxon.]

1. To make a noise by knocking two sono-

rous bodies frequently together. Dryden.

2. To utter a noise by being struck together.

3. To talk fast and idly. Decay of Piety.

To CLATTER. v . a .

4. To strike any thing so as to make it sound.

2. To dispute, jar, or clamour.

CLATTER. s. [from the verb .]

Milton.

Martin.

1. A rattling noise madeby frequent collision

of sonorous bodies.
Swift.

Ben Jonson.

2. Any tumultuous and confused noise.

CLA'VATED. a. [clavatus, Lat. ] Knobbed.

Woodward.

CLAUDENT. a. [claudens, Lat .] Shutting ; in-

closing.

To CLAUDICATE. v . n. [claudico, Latin.] To
halt.

CLAUDICA'TION. s . The habit ofhalting.

CLAVE. The preterite of cleave.

CLA'VELLATED. a. [claveliatus, low Lat.]

Made with burnt tartar. A chymical term.

CLA'VER. s. [ clæren, Saxon.] Clover.

CLA'VICLE. s . [clavicula, Latin. ] The collar

bone. Brown. Wiseman.

CLAUSE. s . [clausula, Latin.]

I. A sentence ; a single part of discourse ; a

subdivision of a larger sentence. Hooker.

2. An article, or particular stipulation .

CLA'USTRAL. a. [from claustrum, Latin.]

Relating to a cloyster. Ayliffe.

CLA'USURE . 8. [clausura, Latin .] Confine-
Geddes.ment.

CLAW. s . [clapan, Saxon. ]

1. The foot of a beast or bird, armed with

sharp nails.

2. A hand, in contempt.

Spenser. Garth.

To CLAW. v. a. [clapan, Saxon.]

1. To tear with nails or claws. Shakespeare.

2. To tear or scratch in general. Hudibras

3. To tickle. Shakespeare.

4. To CLAWoff. To scold. L'Estrange.

CLA'WBACK. s. A flatterer ; a wheedler.

CLA'WED. a . [from claw. ] Furnished or arm-
ed with claws. Grew.

CLAY. s . [clai, Welsh ] Unetuous or tenacious
earth . Watts.

To CLAY. v . a. To cover with clay.

CLAY-COLD. a. Cold as the unanimated

earth . Rowe.

CLAY-PIT. s. A pit where clay is dug.

CLA'YEY. a. Consisting of clay. Derham.

CLA'YMARL. s . [clay and marl. ] A chalky

clay.

CLEAN. a. [clæne, Saxon.]

1. Free from dirt or filth .

Mortimer.

Spenser.
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2. Chaste ; innocent ; guiltless.

3. Elegant ; neat ; not unwieldy ; not incum-

bered.

4. Not leprous .

Waller.

Leviticus.

CLEAN. ad. Quite ; perfectly ; fully ; com-

pletely. Hooker.

To CLEAN. v. a. To free from dirt.

CLE'ANLILY. ad. In a cleanly manner.

CLEANLINESS. s. [from cleanly.]

1. Freedom from dirt or filth.

2. Neatness of dress ; purity.

CLEANLY. a . [from clean.]

Addison.

Sidney.

1. Free from dirtiness ; pure in the person.

2. That which makes cleanliness. Prior.

3. Pure ; immaculate.

4. Nice ; artful.

Glanville.

L'Estrange.

CLE'ANLY. ad. [from clean.] Elegantly; neatly.

CLE'ANNESS. s. [from clean . ]

1. Neatness ; freedom from filth.

2. Easy exactness ; justness ; natural, unla-

boured correctness.

3. Purity ; innocence.

To CLEANSE. v. a. [clænrian, Sax.]

1. To free from filth or dirt.

2. To purify from guilt.

Dryden.

Pope.

Prior.

Proverbs.

Mark.

Addison.

3. To free from noxious humours . Arbuthnot.

4. To free from leprosy.

5. To scour.

CLEANSER. s. [clænreɲe, Sax.] That which

has the quality of evacuating, or purifying

the body. Arbuthnot.

CLEAR. a. [clair, Fr. clarus, Lat.]

1. Bright ; transpicuous ; pellucid ; transpa-

rent ; not opacous . Denham.

2. Free from clouds ; serene ; as a clear day.

3. Without mixture ; pure ; unmingled.

4. Perspicuous ; not obscure ; not ambiguous.

Temple.

5. Indisputable ; evident ; undeniable ; a clear

proef.

6. Apparent ; manifest ; not hid. Hooker.

7. Unspotted ; guiltless ; irreproachable ; a

clear character. Shakespeare. Pope.

8. Unprepossessed ; impartial. Sidney.

9. Free from distress, prosecution, or imputed

guilt ;the suspected person is now clear. Gay.

10. Free from deductions or incumbrances ;

a clear estate. Collier.

II. Vacant ; unobstructed ; a clear passage.

Shakespeare. Pope.

12. Out of debt.

13. Unintangled ; at a safe distance from

danger. Shakespeare.

14. Canorous ; sounding distinctly. Addison.

15. Free ; guiltless. Susan.

CLEAR.ad. Clean ; quite ; completely. L'Estr.

To CLEAR, v. u.

1. To make bright ; to brighten. Dryden.

2. To free from obscurity. Boyle.

3. To purge from the imputation of guilt ;

to justify. Hayward.

4. To cleanse. Shukespeare.

5. To discharge ; to remove any incum-
brance.

Wilkins. Addison.

6.To free from any thing offensive, or ob-

structive.
Locke.

7. To clarify ; as to clear liquors.

8. To gain without deduction ; as, he cleared

ten pounds by his bargain. Addison.

9. To dismiss from a port after customs paid.

ío. To obtain dismission from a port.

To CLEAR. v. n.

1. To grow bright ; to recover transparency.

Shakespeare. Norris.

2. To be disengaged from incumbrances, or

entanglements. Bucon.

CLEARANCE. s. A certificate that a ship

has been cleared at the customhouse.

CLEARER. s. Brightener ; purifier ; enlight

ener.

CLEARLY. ad. [from clear.]

1. Brightly ; luminously.

2. Plainly ; evidently.

3. With discernment ; acutely.

4. Without entanglement.

5. Without by-ends ; honestly.

6. Without deduction or cost.

Addison.

Hooker.

Rogers

Ben Jonson.

Bucon.

Tillotson.

7. Without reserve; without subterfuge. Dav.

CLE'ARNESS . s. [from clear.]

1. Transparency ; brightness .

2. Splendour ; lustre .

Bacon.

Sidney.

Addison.3. Distinctness ; perspicuity.

4. Freedom from all imputation of ill.

CLEARSIGHTED. a. [clear and sight. ] Dis-

cerning; judicious. Denhum.

To CLE'ARSTARCH. v. a. [clear and starch.]

To stiffen with starch. Addison.

To CLEAVE. v. n. pret. I clave, particip .

cloven. [cleofan, Saxon.]

1. To adhere ; to stick to ; to hold to. Job.

2. To unite aptly ; to fit.

3. To unite in concord.

4. To be concomitant.

Shakespeare.

Hooker. Knolles.

Hooker.

To CLEAVE. v . a. preterite, I clove, I cluxe,

I cleft ; part. pass. cloven, or cleft. [cleofan,

Saxon.]

1. To divide with violence ; to split.

2. To divide.

To CLEAVE. v.n.

Milton. Blackmore.

Deuteronomy.

Shakespeare. Pope.

Newton.

1. To part asunder.

2. To suffer division.

CLE'AVER. s. [from cleave.] A butcher's in-

strument to cut animals into joints . Arbuth.

CLEES. s . The two parts of the foot of beasts

which are cloven-footed.

CLEF. s . [ from clef, key, Fr ] A mark at the

beginning ofthe lines of a song, which shows

the tone or key in which the piece is to be-

gin. Chambers.

CLEFT. part. pass. [from cleave.] Divided

CLEFT. s. [ from cleave .]

Milton.

1. A space made by the separation ofparts ;

a crack. Woodward.

2. [In farriery.] Clefts appear on the bought

of the pasterns, and are caused by a sharp

and malignant humour. Far. Dict. B. Jonson.

To CLEFTGRAFT. v. a. [cleft and graft. ] To

engraft by cleaving the stock of a tree.

CLEMENCY. s . [ clemence, Fr. clementia, Lat.]

Mercy; remission of severity. Addison.

CLEMENT. a. [clemens Lat.] Mild ; gentle ;

merciful.

To CLEPE. v. a . [ clýpian, Sax.] To call. Sha.

CLERGY s. [clergé, Fr. nλngos ] The body of

men set apart by due ordination for the ser-

vice of God. Shakespeare.
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CLERGYMAN. s.A man in holy orders ; not

a laick . Swift.

CLERICAL. a. [clericus, Latin .] Relating to

the clergy.

CLERK, s. [ clepic, Saxon. ]
I. A clergyman.

Bacon.

Ayliffe.

2. A scholar ; a man of letters. South.

3. A man employed under another as a wri-

ter. Shakespeare.

4. A petty writer in publick offices.

5. The layman who reads the responses to the

congregationin the church, to direct the rest.

CLERKSHIP. s . [from clerk.]

1. Scholarship.

2. The office of a clerk of any kind.

At the beginning or end of the
CLEVE.

CLIF.

CLIVE.

pro-

per name of a place, denotes it to

be situated on a rock or hill .

CLEVER, a.

Addison.1. Dexterous ; skilful.

2. Just ; fit ; proper ; commodious. Pope.

3. Well-shaped ; handsome. Arbuthnot.

CLEVERLY. ad. [from clever .] Dexterously ;

fitly; handsomely.
Hudibras.

CLEVERNESS . s. [from clerer.] Dexterity ;

skill.

CLEW. s . [clype, Saxon.]

Smith.

1. Thread wound upon a button.Roscommon.

2. A guide ; a direction.

To CLEW. v. a . To clew the sails, is to raise

them, in order to be furled.

Gay.

To CLICK. v. n. [clicken, Dutch.] To make a

sharp, successive noise.

CLICKER. s. [from click. ] A low wordforthe

servant of a salesman.

CLICKET. s . The knocker of a door.

CLIENT. s. [cliens, Lat.]

Taylor.

Ben Jonson.

1. One who applies to an advocate for coun-

sel and defence.

2. A dependant.

CLIENTED. participial a. Supplied with cli-

ents. Carew.

CLIENTELE. s. [clientela, Lat.] The condi-

tion or office of a client. Ben Jonson.

CLIʼENTSHIP. s. [from client . ] The condition

of a client. Dryden.

A steep

Bacon.

CLIFF. s. [clivus, Latin, clif, Saxon.]

rock ; a rock.

CLIFT. s . The same with CLIFF. Spenser.

CLIMA'CTER. s. [xλμanтng ] A certain pro-

gression of years, supposed to end in a dan-

gerous time. Brown.

CLIMACTERICAL. a . [from climacter.]

CLIMACTE'RICK . Containing a number

of years, at the end of which some great

change is supposed to befal the body. Pope.

CLIMATE. s. [unia.]

1. A space upon the surface of the earth,

measured from the equator to the polar cir-

cles ; in each of which spaces the longest

day is half an hour longer. From the polar

circles to the poles, climates are measured

by the increase of a month.

2. A region, or tract of land.

To CLIMATE. v. n. To inhabit. Shakespeare.

CLIMATURE. s. The same with climate.

CLIMAX. s. [nag.] Gradation ; ascent ; a

figure in rhetorick, by which the sentence

rises gradually.

Dryden.

Dryden,

To CLIMB. v. n. preterite, clomo or climbed ;

participle, clomb or climbed . [ climan, Saxon

To ascend up any place.

To CLIMB. v . a. To ascend.

CLIMBER. s . [from climb .]

Samuel

Prior.

1. One that mounts or scales any place ; a

mounter ; a riser. Carcic.

2. A plant that reeps upon other supports.

Mortimer.

tract of earth .

Miller.3. The name of a particular herb.

CLIME. 8. [from climate.] Climate ; region ;

Milton. Atterbury.

To CLINCH. v . a . [ clyniga, Saxon .]

1. To hold in hand withthe fingers bent.Dry.

2. To contract or double the fingers . Swift.

3.To bendthepoint ofa nail on the other side.

4. To confirm ; to fix ; as, to clinch an argu

ment.

CLINCH. s . [from the verb. ] A pun ; an am-

biguity. Boyle. Dryden.

CLI'NCHER. s. [from clinch. ] A cramp ; hold-

Pope.
fast.

To CLING. v . n . preter. I clung ; particip. I

have clung. [klynger, Danish.]

•

1. To hang upon by twining round. B. Jon.

2. To dry up ; to consume. Shakespeare.

CLINGY. a. [ from cling. ] Clinging ; adhesive.

CLINICAL. a . [xxww, to lie down.] One

CLINICK. that keeps the bed with in-

firmity.

}

Taylor.

To CLINK. v. n. To utter a small interrupted

noise. Prior.

CLINK. s. [from the verb. ] A sharp successive
noise.

Shakespeare.

CLI'NQUANT. s . [Fr.] Embroidery ; spangles.

Shakespeare.

To CLIP. v. a. [clippan, Saxon. ]

1. To embrace, by throwing the arms round.

Sidney Ray.

Suckling. Bentley.2.To cut with sheers.

3. It is particularly used of those who dimi-

nish coin.

4. To curtail ; to cut short.

5. To contine ; to hold.

Locke.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

CLIPPER. s. One that debases coin by cut-

ting.

CLIPPING. s.The part cut or clipped off Loc.

CLI'VER. s. An herb.

CLOAK. s. [lach, Saxon.]

1. The outer garment.

2. A concealment.

To CLOAK. v. a.

Miller.

Pope.

Peter.

Spenser.

1. To cover with a cloak.

2.To hide ; to conceal.

CLO’AKBAG . s [from cloak and bag. ] Å port-

manteau ; a bag in which clothes are carried

Shakespeare.

CLOCK . s . [ cioce, Welsh.]

1. The instrument which tells the hour.

2. It is an usual expression to say, What is it

of the clock? for, What hour is it ? Or, ben

o'clock, for the tenth hour.

3. The clock of a stocking ; the flowers or

inverted work about the ankle. Swift.

4. A sort of beetle.

CLOCKMAKER. s. An artificer whose pro-

fession is to make clocks . Derham

CLOCKWORK. s Movements by weights or

springs. Prior
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CLOD. s. [club, Saxon.]

1. A lump of earth or clay.

2. A turf; the ground.

Ben Jonson.

6. A pause or cessation.

7. A conclusion or end.

South. CLOSE. a. [ from the verb .]

1. Shut fast.

Dryden.

3. Any thing vile , base, and earthly. Milton.

4. A dull fellow , a dolt.

To CLOD. v. n. [from the noun.] To gather

into concretions ; to coagulate .

To CLOD. v. a. To pelt with clods.

CLODDY. a. [from clod. ]

Milton.

1. Consisting of earth or clods ; earthy.

2. Full of clods ; unbroken. Mortimer.

CLO'DPATE. s. [clod and pate .] A stupid

fellow ; a dolt ; a thickscull .

CLODPATED. a. [from clodpate. ] Doltish ;

thoughtless . Arbuthnot.

CLO'DPOLL. s. A thickscull ; a dolt.

To CLOG. v. a . [from log. ]

Shakespeare.

1. To load with something that may hinder

motion.

2. To hinder ; to obstruct.

3. To load; to burden.

Dryden.

Milton.

Wilkins.

2. Without vent ; without inlet ; private. Dr

3. Confined ; stagnant ; close air.

4. Compact ; solid ; close wood.

5. Viscous ; glutinous.

Bacon.

Burnet.

Wilkins.

6. Concise ; brief; a close style. Dryden.

7. Immediate ; without any intervening dis
tance or space. : Ben Jonson. Pope.

8. Joined one to another.

9. Narrow ; as a close alley.

10. Admitting smali distance.

11. Undiscovered,

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

12. Hidden ; secret ; not revealed . Boyle.

13. Having the quality of secrecy; trusty.Sh.

14. Cloudy ; sly. Shakespeare

Locke.

Dryden.

15. Without wandering ; attentive.

16. Full to the point ; home.

17. Retired ; solitary .

18. Secluded from communication.

19. Dark ; cloudy ; not clear.

CLO'SEBODIED. a . Made to fit the body

exactly.

Digby.

Raleigh.

Shakespeare.

To CLOG. v. n.

1. To coalesce ; to adhere. Evelyn.

2. To be encumbered or impeded . Sharp.

CLOG. s. [from the verb.]
CLO'SEHANDED. a. Covetous.

Ayliffe.

Arbuthnot.

CLO'SELY. ad. [from close. ]

Milton. 1. Without inlet or outlet. Boyle.

2. A hindrance ; an obstructlon . Donne. 2. Without much space intervening ; nearly.

3. A kind of shackle. Shakespeare.

Carew.

Dryden.

1. Any encumbrance hung to hinder motion .

4. A kind of additional shoe worn bywomen

to keep them from wet.

5. A wooden shoe. Harvey.

CLOGGINESS. s . [from cloggy.] The state of

being clogged .

CLO'GGY. a . [ from clog.] That which has the

power of clogging up. Boyle.

CLOISTER.s.[claurten, Sax. claustrum, Lat.]

1. A religious retirement. Davies.

2. A peristyle ; a piazza.

To CLOISTER. v. a. [ from the noun. ] To

shut up in a religious house ; to immure from

the world. Bacon. Rymer.

CLOISTERAL. a . Solitary ; retired . Walton.

CLOISTERED. part. a. [ from cloister.]

1. Solitary ; inhabiting cloisters. Shakespeare.

2. Built with peristyles or piazzas . Wotton.

CLOISTRESS. s . [ from cloister. ] A nun.

CLOMB. pret. of to climb.

+

Milton.

To CLOOM. v. u . [clæmian, Sax. ] To shut

with viscous matter. Mortimer.

To CLOSE. v, ua. [clos, Fr. clausus, Latin.]

1. To shut ; to lay together.

2. To conclude ; to finish.

3. To inclose ; to confine.

4. To join ; to unite fractures.

ToCLOSE. v. n.

Prior.

Wake.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

1. To coalesce ; to join its own parts toge-

ther. Numbers . Bacon.

2. To CLOSE upon. To agree upon. Temple.

3. To CLOSE with. To come to an agree-

To CLOSE in with.ment with ; to unite

with. Shakespeare. South. Newton.

CLOSE. s. [from the verb. ]

Bacon.

Carew.

1. Any thing shut, without outlet.

2.A small field inclosed.

3. The manner of shutting. Chapman.

4. The time of shuttingup. Dryden.

5. A grapple in wrestling. Bacon. Chapman.

3. Secretly ; slily.

4. Without deviation.

CLOSENESS. s. [from close .]

1. The state of being shut.

2. Narrowness ; straitness .

3. Want of air, or ventilation.

4. Compactness ; solidity.

Bacon.

Swift.

Bentley.

Sh.5. Recluseness ; solitude ; retirement.

6. Secrecy ; privacy. Collier

Addison.

South.

7. Covetousness ; sly avarice .

8. Connection ; dependance.

CLO'SER.s [from close. ] A finisher; a concluder.

CLO'SESTOOL. s . A chamber implement.

CLO´SET. s. [from close. ]

I. A small room of privacy and retirement.

2. A private repository of curiosities . Dryd.

To CLOSET. v. a . [from the noun.]

1. To shut up, or conceal in a closet. Herb .

2.To take into a closet for a secret interview.

Swift.

CLOSH. s . A distemper in the feet of cattle

CLO'SURE. s . [from close ]

1. The act of shutting up.

2. Thatby which any thing is closed or shut.

3. The parts inclosing ; inclosure.

4. Conclusion ; end.

CLOT. s. Concretion ; grume.

To CLOT. v. n.

Boyle.

Pope

Shakesp .

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

Philips.

1. To form clots ; to hang together. Philips.

2. To concrete ; to coagulate.

CLOTH. s. plural cloths or clothes. [ cloð, Sax.]

1. Any thing woven for dress or covering.

2. The piece of linen spread upon the table.

3. The canvass on which pictures are deli-

neated. Dryden.

4. In the plural . Dress ; habit ; garment ;

vesture. Pronounced clo's.

5. The covering of a bed.

Temple.

Prior.
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To CLOTHE. v . a. pret. I clothed ; part. Ihave

clothed, or clad. [from cloth.]

1. To invest with garments ; to cover with

dress. Addison.

2. To adorn with dress . Ray.

3. To invest as with clothes Dryden. Watts.

4. To furnish or provide with clothes.

CLOTHIER. s. [from cloth. ] A maker ofcloth.

Graunt.

CLOTHING. s . [from to clothe. ] Dress ; ves-

ture ; garments. Fairfax. Swift.

CLOTHSHE'ARER. s. One who trims the

Hakewell.cloth.

CLOTPOLL. s. [from clot and poll.]

1. Thickscull ; blockhead. Shakespeare.

2.Head, in scorn. Shakespeare.

To CLOʻTTER. v. n. [klotteren, Dutch.] To

concrete ; to coagulate. Dryden.

CLOTTY. a. [from clot.] Full of clots ; con-

creted. Harvey. Mortimer.

A CLOUD. s.

1. The dark collection ofvapours in the air..

Grew. Roscommon.

2.Theveins or stains in stones , or other bodies.

3. Any state ofobscurity or darkness.Waller.

4. Any thing that spreads wide so as to inter-

rupt the view, as a multitude.

To CLOUD. v . a. [from the noun.]

1. To darken with clouds.

Atterbury.

CLO'VERED. a. [from clover. ] Covered with

clover. Thomson.

CLOUGH. s . [clough , Sax.] A cliff.

CLOUGH. s. [ In commerce. ] An allowance

of two pounds in every hundred weight for

the turn of the scale, that the commodity

may hold out weight when sold by retail .

A CLOUT. s . [ clut, Sax.]

1. A cloth for any mean use.

2. A patch on a shoe or coat.

Swift.

3. Anciently, the mark of white cloth at

which archers shot. Shakespeare.

Milton

Spenser

Ascham

4. An iron plate to an axle tree.

To CLOUT. v. a [from the noun. ]

1. To patch ; to mend coarsely .

2. To cover with cloth.

3. To join awkwardly together.

CLO'UTED. particip. a. Congealed ; coagu

lated ; for clotted .

CLOʻUTERLY. a. Clumsy ; awkward.

CLOWN. s. [lown, Sax.]

1. A rustick ; a churl.

2.A coarse ill-bred man.

CLOWNERY. s. [from clown.] Ill breeding

L'Estrange
churlishness .

CLO'WNISH. a . [from clown .]

Gay

Sidney

Spectator

1. Consisting of rusticks or clowns . Dryden

2. Coarse ; rough ; rugged.

Pope. 3. Uncivil ; ill-bred.

4. Clumsy ; ungainly.

Pope.

2. To obscure ; to make less evident.

3. To variegate with dark veins.

To CLOUD. vn. To grow cloudy.

CLOUDBERRY. s. [from cloud and berry.]

A plant, called also knotberry.

CLO’UDCAPT. a. Topped with clouds. Sh.

CLOUDCOMPELLING. a . An epithet of

Jupiter, bywhom clouds were supposed to be

collected .

CLOUDILY, ad. [from cloudy.]

1. With clouds ; darkly.

2. Obscurely ; not perspicuously.

CLOUDINESS. s . [from cloudy.]

Waller.

Spenser.

1. The state of being covered with clouds ;

darkness.

2. Want of brightness .

CLOUDLESS. a. [from cloud.]

Harvey.

Spenser

Shakespeare

Prior

Locke

CLOWNISHLY. ad. Coarsely ; rudely

CLOWNISHNESS . [from clownish ]

1. Rusticity ; coarseness.

2. Incivility ; brutality.

CLOWN's MUSTARD. s. An herb.

To CLOY. v . a . [enclouer , Fr.]

Sidney.1. To satiate ; to sate ; to surfeit.

2. To strike the beak together. Shakespeare.

3. To nail up guns, by striking a spike into

the touch-hole.

CLO'YLESS. a. [from cloy. ] That which can.

not cause satiety. Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Spenser.

CLO'YMENT. s. [from cloy.] Satiety ; reple-
tion.

CLUB. s . [clwppa, Welsh . ]Boyle.

Clear ; un- 1. A heavy stick.

clouded ; luminous. Pope.

CLOUDY. a. [from cloud.]

1. Obscured with clonds.

2. Dark ; obscure ; not intelligible.

3.Gloomy oflook ; not open ; not cheerful.

Exodus.

Watts.

Spenser.

4. Marked with spots or veins.

CLOVE. [The preterite of cleave.]

CLOVE. s. [clou, Fr.]

1. A valuable spice brought from Ternate.

The fruit or seed of a large tree. Brown.

2. Some of the parts into which garlick se-

parates. Tate.

CLOVE-GILLYFLOWER. s. [from its smel-

fing like cloves .] A flower.

CLOVEN. part. pret . [from cleave.] Waller.

CLO VEN-FOOTED. a. [cloven and foot, or

CLO'VEN-HOOFED. hoof.] Having the foot

divided into two parts.

CLO'VER. s. [ clæren, Saxon.]

1. A species of trefoil. Shakespeare.

Ogle.

2. To live in CLOVER, is to live luxuriously.

2. The name ofone of the suits of cards.

3. The shot or dividend to be paid. L'Estr.

4. An assembly ofgood fellows. Dryden.

5. Concurrence ; contribution ; joint charge,

Hudibras.

To CLUB v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To contribute to common expence.

2. To join to one effect.

arms.

Dryden. King.

To CLUB. v. a. To pay to a common reckon.

ing. Pope

CLUBHEADED. a. [club and head.] Having

a thick head. Derham.

CLUBLA'W. s. [club and law .] The law of

Addison.

CLUBRO'OM. s . [club and room.] The room

in which a club or company assembles.

To CLUCK. v . n. [ cloccan, Saxon. ] To call

chickens, as a hen. Ray.

CLUMP. s . [from lump.] A shapeless piece of

ofwood.

CLUMPS. s. A numbscull. Skinner.

CLUʼMSILY. ad ..[from clumsy.] Awkwardly

Ray.
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CLUMSINESS . s. [from clumsy . ] Awkward-

ness; ungainliness; want ofdexterity. Collier.

CLUMSY. a . [ lompsch, Dutch, stupid. ] Awk-

ward; heavy; artless ; unhandy. Ray. Dryden.

CLUNG The preterite and participle of cling.

To CLUNG. & n. [ clingan, Saxon. ] To dry as

wood docs.

CLUNG. a . [ clungu , Saxon .] Wasted with

leanness.

CLUSTER. &. [clýrzen, Sax.]

1. Abunch ; a number of things of the same

kind growing or joined together. Bacon.Den.

2. A number of animals gathered together.

Milton.

3. A body of people collected . Addison.

To CLUSTER. v . n. To grow in bunches.

Dryden.

To CLUSTER. v. a. To collect any thing into

bodies.

CLUSTER-GRAPE. S. The small black

grape, called the currant .

CLUSTERY. a. Growing in clusters.

To CLUTCH v. a . ,

Mortimer.

1. To holdin the hand; to gripe ; to grasp . Her.

2. To contract ; to double the hand. Shak.

CLUTCH. s. [from the verb. ]

1. The gripe ; grasp ; seizure .

2. The paws ; the talons .

3. Hands .

L'Estrange.

Stillingfleet.

King.

CLUTTER. s . A noise ; a bustle ; a hurry.

To CLUTTER. v . n. [from the noun.] To

make a noise or bustle.

CLY'STER. s . [xλung.] An injection into the

anus. Arbuthnot.

Bucon.

To COACE'RVATE. v. a. [coacervo, Lat. ] To

heap up together. Bacon.

COACERVATION. s . [from coacervate. ] The

act of heaping.

COACH, s. [coche, French. ] A carriage of plea-

Sidney Popesure or state.

To COACH. v. a. [from the noun. ] To carry

in a coach. Pope.

COACH-BOX. s. The seat on which the dri-

ver ofthe coach sits . Arbuthnot.

COACH-HIRE. s. Moncy paid for the use of

a hired coach. Spectator:

CO'ACHMAN. s . The driver of a coach.

To COA'CT. v. n. To act together in concert.

Shakespeare.

COA'CTION. s . [coactus, Lat. ] Compulsion ;

force.

COACTIVE. a. [from coact.]

1. Havingthe force of restraining or impel-

ling ; compulsory. Raleigh.

Shakespeare.

Philips.

2. Acting in concurrence.

COADJU'MENT. s. Mutual assistance.

COADJUTANT. «. Helping ; co-operating.

COÀDJU'TOR. 8.

COAGMENTATION. s. [from coagment .]

Coacervation into one mass. Ben Jonson.

COA'GULABLE. a . [from coagulate . ] That

which is capable of concretion . Boyle.

To COAGULATE. v . a. [coagulo, Latin. ] To

force into concretions. Bacon. Woodward.

To COAGULATE. v. n . To run into concre-

tions . Boyle.

COAGULATION. s . [ from coagulate.]

1. Concretion ; congelation.

2. The bodyformed by coagulation . Arbuth.

COA'GULATIVE. a . [ from coagulate.] That

which has the power of causing concretion.

Boyle.

COAGULATOR. * s. [from coagulate .] That

Arbuthnot.which causes coagulation .

COAL. s . [col , Sax. kol, Germ ]

1. The common fossil fewel Denham,

Dryden.

2. The cinder of burnt wood, charcoal .

3. Any thing inflamed or ignited.

To COAL. v. a. [from the noun ]

1. To burn wood to charcoal.

2.To delineate with a coal.

COAL- BLACK. a. [ coal and black .]

the highest degree.

COAL-MINE s. [coal and mine . ]

which coals are dug.

COAL-PIT. s. [from coal and pit . ]

digging coals.

Carew.

Camden.

Black in

Dryden.

A mine in

Mortimer

A pit for

Woodward.

COAL-STONE, s . A sort of canal coal.

COAL-WORK. s. A coalery ; a place where

Felton.coals are found.

COʻALERY. s. A place where coals are dug.
Woodward.

Newton.

To COALE'SCE.v.'n. [coalesco, Lat. ]

1. To unite in masses.

2. To grow together ; to join.

COALESCENCE. s . [ from coalesce .] Concre-

tion ; union.

COALITION. s . [coalitum, Lat. ] Union into

one mass or body. Hule. Bentley.

Milton.CO'ALY. a. Containing coal.

COAPTATION. s . [con and apto, Lat.] The

adjustment of parts to each other.

To COARCT. v. a . [coarcto, Lat. ]

1. To straiten ; to confine.

2. To contract power.

COAKCTATION. s. [from coarct .]

Boyle.

Ayliffe.

1.Confinement ; restraint to a narrow space.

I. Not refined .

3. Rude ; uncivil.

Bacon.

2. Contraction of any space. Ray.

South. 3. Restraint of liberty. Bramhall

COARSE. a.

Shakespeare.

2. Not soft or fine.

4. Gross ; not delicate. Thomson.

5. Inelegant ; unpolished. Dryden

Arbuthnot.

Otuay.

Brown.

Dryden.

Dryden.

1. A fellow-helper ; an assistant ; an associ-

ate. Garth.

2. In the canon law, one who is empowered

to perform the duties of another.

COADJUVANCY. s. Help ; concurrent help .

Brown.

COADUNITION. s. The conjunction of dif-

ferent substances into one mass. Hale.

To COAGMENT. v. a. To congregate. Cilan.

6. Unaccomplished by education .

7. Mean ; not nice ; vile.

COARSELY. ad. [from course.]

1. Without fineness,

2. Meanly ; not elegantly.

3. Rudely ; not civilly.

4. Inelegantly..

COARSENESS. s . [from coarse .]

1. Impurity ; unrefined state .

2. Roughness ; want of fineness .

3. Grossness ; want of delicacy.

Bucon
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4. Roughness , rudeness of manners.

5. Meanness ; want of nicety,

COAST. s. [coste, French.]

Addison.

1. The edge or margin ofthe land next the

sea ; the shore.

2. Side.

Dryden.

Newton.

3. The COAST is clear. The danger is over.

Sidney. Dryden.

To COAST. v.n. To sail close by the shore.

Arbuthnot.

Addison.To COAST. v. a. To sail by.

COʻASTER. s. He that sails timorously near

the shore.

COAT. s. [cotte, French.]

1. The upper garment.

Dryden.

Samuel.

2 Petticoat ; the habit of a boy in his in-

fancy ; the lower part of a woman's dress.

3. Vesture, as demonstrative of the office ;

as, a herald's coat.

4. The covering of an animal.

5. Any tegument.

Howel.

Milton.

Derham.

6. That on which the ensigns armorial are

portrayed. Dryden.

Tổ COAT. v. a. To cover ; to invest.

To COAX. v. a. To wheedle ; to flatter.

L'Estrange. Farquhar.

CO'AXER. s . [from the verb.] A wheedler ;

or flatterer.

Philips.

COB s. The head or top.

COB. s. A sort of sea-fowl.

CO'BALT. s. A marcasite plentifully impreg-

nated with arsenick. Woodward.

To CO'BBLE. v . a. [kobler, Danish . ]

1. To mend any thing coarsely. Shakespeare.

2. To make any thing clumsily. Bentley.

CO'BBLER. s. [from cobble.]

1. A mender of old shoes. Addison.

Shakesp.

Dryden.

CO'BIRONS. s. Irons with a knob at the up-

per end. Bacon.

2. A clumsy workman in general.

3. Any mean person.

COBI'SHOP. s. A coadjutant bishop .

CO'BNUT. s. [cob and nut. ] A boy's game.

CO'BSWAN. s. [cob head, and swan .] The

head or leading swan. Ben Jonson.

CO'BWEB. s. [kopweb, Dutch.]

1. The web or net of a spider. Spenser.

2. Any snare or trap . Swift.

COCCIFEROUS. a.ˆ [noxxos andfero. ] Plants

are so called that have berries. Quincy.

CO'CHINEAL. s. [cochinilla, Span. ] An insect

gathered upon the opuntia, from which a red

colour is extracted.
Hill.

CO'CHLEARY. a. [from cochlea, Lat. a screw.]

Screwform . Brown.

CO'CHLEATED. a . [ from cochlea, Latin.] Of

a screwed or turbinated form. Woodward.

COCK. s. [ coce, Saxon. ]

1. The male to the hen. Dryden.

2. The male of any small birds. Arbuthnot.

3. The weathercock that shews the direction

of the wind. Shakespeare.

4. A spout to let out water at will. Pope.

5. The notch of an arrow.

6. The part of the lock of a gun that strikes
with the flint.

7. A conqueror ; a leader.

8. Cockcrowing.

9. A cockboat ; a small boat.

Grew.

Swift.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

tc. A small heap ofhay. [Properly cop . ] Mort.

11. The form of a hat.

12. The style of a dial.

13. The needle ofa balance.

Addison.

Chambers.

14. Cock on the hoop. Triumphant ; exulting.

Camden. Hudibras,

To COCK. v. a [from the noun. ]

1. To set erect ; to held bolt upright. Swift

2. To set up the hat with an air ofpetulance.

Prior,

3. To mould the form ofthe hat.

4. To fix the cock ofa gun for a discharge.Dr

5.To raise hay in small heaps.

To COCK. v. n.

Spenser.

1. To strut ; to hold up the head . Addison.

2. To train or use fighting cocks.Ben Jonson.

COCKA'DE. s. [from cock. ] A riband worn

in the hat.

COCKATRICE. s. [cock, and arren, Sax. a

serpent. ] A serpent supposed to rise from a
cock's egg. Bacon.

CO'CKBOAT. s. [cock and boat.] A small boat

belonging to a ship. Stillingfleet

CO'CKBROTH. s. Broth made by boiling a

cock. Harvey.

COCKCRO'WING. s. [cock and crow.] The

time at which cocks crow ; early morning.

Mark.

To CO'CKER. v . a. [coqueliner, Fr.] To cade ;

to fondle. Locke. Swift.

CO'CKER. s. One who follows the sport of

cockfighting .

CO'CKEREL. 8. [from cock.] A young cock .

Dryden.

CO'CKET. s. A seal belonging to the king's

customhouse ; likewise a scroll ofparchment

delivered by the officers ofthe customhouse

to merchants, as a warrant that their mer-

chandize is entered. Cowel. Davies.

COCKFIGHT. s . A match of cocks. Bacon.

CO'CKHORSE. a. [cock and horse.] On horse-

back ; triumphant . Prior.

CO'CKLE. s. [coquille, Fr. ] A small testaceous

fish. Locke.

CO'CKLE-STAIRS. s.Winding or spiral stairs.

Chambers.

CO'CKLE. s. [coccel, Saxon. ] A weed that

grows in corn ; corn-rose. Donne.

To CO'CKLE. v . a. [from cockle.] To contract

into wrinkles. Gay.

CO'CKLED . a. [from cockle. ] Shelled or tur-

binated. Shakespeare.

CO'CKLOFT. s . [cock and loft. ] The room over

the garret. Dryden.

CO'CKMASTER. s. One that breeds game-

cocks. L'Estrange.

CO'CKMATCH. 8. Cockfight for a prize.

CO'CKNEY. s.

I. A native ofLondon.

2. An effeminate, low citizen.

COCKPIT. s . [cock and pit.]

Dorset.

Shakespeare.

Howel.1. The area where cocks fight.

2. A place on the low deck ofa man ofwar.

Harris.

CO'CKSCOMB. s. A plant ; lobeswort.

CO'CKSHEAD. s . A plant ; sainfoin .

CO'CKSHUT. s . The close of the evening.

CO'CKSPUR. s. Virginian hawthorn ; a spe

cies of medlar.
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COCKSURE. ad. [from cock and sure.] Confi-

dently certain . Shakespeare. Pope.

CO'CKSWAIN. s. [cogfgrame, Saxon.] The

officer that has the command ofthe cockboat.

Corruptly Coxon.

CO'CKŴEED. s. A plant, dittander or pep-

perwort.

CO'COA. s. [cacaotal, Spanish.] A species of

palm-tree. The bark of the nut is made into

cordage, and the shell into drinking bowls .

The kernel of the nut affords a wholesome

food, and the milk contained in the shell a

cooling liquor. The leaves of the trees are

used for thatching houses. This tree flowers

twice or three times in the year, and ripens

as many series offruits. Miller. Hill.

CO'CTILE. a. [coctilis, Lat.] Made by baking.

CO'CTION. s. [coctio, Lat. ] The act ofboiling.

Arbuthnot.

CO'DFISH . } s. A sea fish.

COD. s. [corde, Sax.] Any case or husk in

which seeds are lodged. Mortimer.

To COD. v. a. [from the noun.] To inclose in
Mortimer.a cod.

CO'DDERS. 8. [from cod .] Gatherers of pease.

Dict.

CODE. s. [codex, Lat.]

1. A book.

2. A book ofthe civil law. ' Arbuthnot.

CO'DICIL . s. [codicillus, Lat.] An appendage

to a will. Prior.

CODI'LLE. s. [codille, Fr.] A term at ombre.

Pope.

To CO'DLE. v. a. [coctulo, Lat.] To parboil.

CO'DLING. s. [ from to codle. ] An apple gere-

rally codled. King.

COEFFICACY. s. [con and efficacia, Latin.]

The power ofseveral things acting together.

Brown.

COEFFICIENCY. s. [com and efficio, Latin .]

Co-operation ; the state of acting together to

some single end. Glanville.

COEFFICIENT. s. [ con and efficiens, Latin.]

That which unites its action with the action

of another.

COELIACK Passion. A diarrhœa or flux, that

arises from indigestion, whereby the aliment

comes away little altered. Quincy.

COE'MPTION. s. [ coemptio, Lat.] The act of

buyingupthe whole quantity of any thing.Ba.

COE'QUAL. a. [from con and æqualis, Latin . ]

Equal. Shakespeare.

COEQUALITY. s. [from coequal. ] The state

ofbeing equal.

To COERCE. v. a. [coerceo, Latin.] To re-

strain ; to keep in order by force.

COERCIBLE. a . [from coerce.]

1. That may be restrained .

2. That ought to be restrained.

Ayliffe.

COERCION. s. [from coerce. ] Penal restraint ;

check.

COERCIVE. a. [fromcoerce.]

Hale. South.

1. That which has the power of laying re-

straint. Blackmore.

2. That which has the authority of restrain-

ing by punishment.
Hooker.

COESSENTIAL. a. [con and essentia, Latin.]

Participating ofthe same essence. Hooker.
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COESSENTIA'LITY. s . [ from coessential.

Participation of the same essence.

COETA'ÑEOUS. a. [con and atas, Latin.] Of

the same age with another. Brown.

COETE'RNAL. a. [con and æternus, Latin.]

Equally eternal with another. Milton.

COETERNALLY. ad. [from coeternal.] In

a state of equal eternity with another.

COETERNITY. s . [ from coeternal.] Having

existence from eternity equal with another

eternal being. Hammond.

COE'VAL. a . [coavus, Lat.] Of the same age.

Prior. Bentley.

COE'VAL. s. [ from the adjective .] A contem-

porary. Pope.

CÕE'VOUS. a . [coavus, Lat.] Of the same

age. South.

To COEXIST. v. n. [con and existo, Lat.] To

exist at the same time. Hale.

COEXISTENCE . s. [from coexist. ] Existence

at the same time with another. Grew.

COEXISTENT. a. [from coexist. ] Having ex-

istence at the same time with another.

To COEXTEND. v. a. [con and extendo, Lat.]

To extend to the same space of duration with

another. Grew.

COEXTENSION. 8. [from coextend.] The

state of extending to the same space with

another. Hale.

CO'FFEE. s. [Arabick.] They have in Turkey

a drink called coffee, made of a berry ofthe

same name, as black as soot, and of a strong

scent, which they take, beaten into powder

in water, hoc. Bacon.

CO'FFEEHOUSE.s.[coffee and house.] A house

where coffee is sold. Prior

CO'FFEEMAN. s. One that keeps a coffee-

house. Addison.

COFFEEPOT. s. [coffee and pot ] The cover-

ed pot in which coffee is boiled.

CO'FFER. s . [coƑne, Sax.]

1. A chest generally for keeping money.

Spenser. L'Estrange.

2. Treasure. Bacon

3. [In fortification . ] A hollow lodgment

across a dry mivat. Chambers.

To CO'FFER. v. a . To treasure up in chests.

Bacon.

CO'FFERER ofthe King's household. s. A prin-

cipal officer of his majesty's court, next un-

der the comptroller. Cowel.

CO'FFIN. s . [ coffin, French.]

1. The chest in which dead bodies are put

into the ground. Sidney. Swift.

2. A mould of paste for a pie.

3. COFFIN of a horse, is the whole hoof ofthe

foot above the coronet, including the coffin

bone. Farrier's Dict.

To CO'FFIN. v. a. To inclose in a coffin. Don.

To COG. v. a.

1. To flatter ; to wheedle.

2. To obtrude by falsehood.

Shakespeare:

Tillotson.

3. To CoG adie . To secure it, so as to direct

its fall. Swift.

To COG v. n. To lie ; to wheedle Shakespeare.

COG. s. The tooth of a wheel, by which it acts

upon another wheel.

To COG. v. a . To fix cogs in a wheel.

CO'GENCY. s. [from cogent ] Force ; strength.

Locke
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CO'GENT a. [cogens, Lat. Forcible ; resist- COHERENCE.

less ; convincing. Bentley. COHE'RENCY.

CO'GENTLY. ad. [from cogent. ] With resist-

less force ; forcibly. Locke.

CO'GGER. s. [from to cog.] A flatterer ; a

wheedler.

stone.

CO'GGLESTONE. s. [cuogolo, Ital. ] A little

Skinner.

CO'GITABLE. a. [from cogito, Lat.] What

maybethe subject of thought.

To CO'GITATE. v. n. [cogito, Lat. ] To think`;

to exercise the mind.

COGITATION. s. [cogitatio, Lat. ]

1. Thought ; the act ofthinking.
Hooker.

}

s. [cohærentia, Lat .]

1. That state of bodies in which their parts

are joined together, so that they resist di-

vulsion and separation. Quincy. Bentley.

2. Connexion ; dependency , the relation of

parts or things one to another. Hooker.

3. The texture of a discourse.

4.Consistency in reasoning,or relating . Locke.

COHERENT. a. [cohærens, Lat.]

1. Sticking together. Arbuthnot.

2. Suitable to something else ; regularly ad-

apted. Shakespeare.

3. Consistent ; not contradictory. Watts.

COHE'SION. s. [from cohere .]2. Purpose ; reflection previous to action.

3. Meditation. Milton. 1. The act of sticking together.

2. The state ofunion.

Bentley. 3. Connection ; dependence.

Wotton.

CO'GITATIVE. a. [from cogito, Lat.]

1. Having the power ofthought.

2. Given to meditation.

COGNATION. s. [cognatio, Lat.]

I. Kindred. South.

2. Relation ; participation of the same nature.

Brown.

COGNISE'E.s. [In law. ] He to whom a fine in

lands or tenements is acknowledged . Cowel.

CO'GNISOUR. s. [In law. ] Is he that passeth

or acknowledgeth a fine. Cowel.

COGNITION. s. [cognitio, Lat.] Knowledge ;

complete conviction. Brown.

CO'GNITIVE. a. [from cognitus, Lat.] Having

the power of knowing.

CO'GNIZABLE. a. [ cognoisable, Fr.]

1. That falls under judicial notice.

2. Proper to be tried, judged, or examined.

3. That may be known.

South.

South.

CO'GNIZANCE. s . [connoissance, Fr.]

1. Judicial notice ; trial.

2. A badge by which any one is known.

COGNO'MINAL. a. [cognomen, Lat. ] Having

Brown.
the same name.

COGNOMINA'TION. s. [cognomen, Lat.]

1. A surname ; the name ofa family.

2. A name added from any accident or qua-

lity. Brown.

COGNO'SCENCE. s. [cognosco, Lat.] Know-

ledge.

COGNO'SCIBLE. a. [cognosco, Lat.] Thatmay

Hale.be known.

To COHA'BIT. v . n . [cohabito, Lat.]

1. To dwell with another in the same place.

South.

2. To live together as husband and wife. Fid.

COHA'BITANT. s. An inhabitant ofthe same

place. Decay ofPiety.

COHABITATION. s. [from cohabit.]

1. The state of inhabiting the same place

with another.

2. The state of living together as married

persons. Tatler.

COHE'IR. s . [cohares, Lat. ] One of several
among whom an inheritance is divided .

Taylor.

COHE'IRESS. s. A woman who has an equal
share of an inheritance.

To COHE'RE. v. n. [cohæreo, Lat.]

1. To stick together.

2. To be well connected.

3. To suit ; to fit.

4. To agree.

Woodward.

Shakespeare.

Newton.

Blackmore.

Locke.

COHE'SIVE. a. [from cohere.] That has the

power of sticking together.

COHE'SIVENESS. s. [ from cohesive. ] The

quality ofbeing cohesive.

To COHIBIT. v. a. [cohibeo, Lat. ] To restrain ;

to hinder.

To CO'HOBATE. v. a. To pour the distilled

liquor upon the remaining matter, or new

matter ofthesame kind,and distil it again.Ar.

COHOBATION. s. [from cohobate . ] A return-

ing any distilled liquor again upon what it

was drawn from. Quincy. Grew.

CO'HORT. s . [colors, Latin.]

1. A troop of soldiers, containing about five

hundred foot. Camden.

Milton.2. A body of warriours.

COHORTATION. s. [cohortatio, Lat.]

Incitement.

COIF. s . [coeffe, Fr. ] The head-dress ; a cap.

Bacon.

CO'IFED. a. [from coif. ] Wearing a coif.

CO'FFURE. s. [coeffure, Fr. ] Head-dress. Ad.

COIGNE. s. [Fr. ] A corner.

To COIL. v. a. [cueiller, Fr.] To gather into a
narrow compass.

COIL . s. [kolleren, German.]

1. Tumult ; turmoil ; bustle.

2. A rope wound into a ring.

Boyle.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

COIN. s. [coigne, Fr.] A corner ; called often

quoin.

COIN. s. [cuneus, Lat. ]

1. Money stamped with a legal impression.

2. Payment of any kind. Hammond.

To COIN. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To mint or stamp metals for money.

2. To forge any thing, in an ill sense. Atterb.

CO'INAGE. s. [from coin.]

1. The act or practice ot coining money.

2. Coin ; money.

3. The charges of coining money.

4. Forgery ; invention.

Brown.

Shakespeare.

To COINCIDE. v. n. [coincido, Lat. ]

1. To fall upon the same point. Cheyne.

2. To concur. Watis.

CO'INCIDENCE. s. [from coincide.]

1. The state of several bodies or lines , fall-

ing upon the same point. Bentley

2. Concurrence ; tendency of things to the

same end.

3. The accident by which two things ha

at the same time.
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COINCIDENT. a. [from coincide.]
Newton.1. Falling upon the same point.

2. Concurrent ; consistent ; equivalent.

South. Bentley.

COINDICATION. s. [from co and indico,Lat . ]

Manysymptoms betokening the same cause.

CO'INER. s. [ from coin. ]

1. A maker of money ; a minter . Swift.

2. A counterfeiter of the king's stamp.

3. An inventor. Camden.

To COʻJOIN. v. n. [cojungo, Lat.] To join

with another. Shakespeare.

COI'STRIL. s. A coward hawk. Shakespeare.

COIT. s. [kote, a die, Dutch. ] A thing thrown

at a certain mark. Carew.

COITION. s. [coitio, Latin . ]

1. Copulation ; the act ofgeneration.

2. The act by which two bodies come togc-

ther. Brown.

COKE. s. [coquo . ] Fewelmade byburning pit-

coal under earth, and quenching the cinders.

CO'LANDER.s. [colo, to strain, Lat. ] A sieve

through which a mixture is poured and

which retains the thicker parts. May.

COLATION. s . The art of filtering or strain-

ing.

COʻLATURE s . [from colo, Lat. ]

1. The act of straining ; filtration .

2 The matter strained.

Women.

CO'LBERTINE. s . A kind of lace worn by

Congreve.

CO'LCOTHAR. s. A term in chymistry. The

dry substance which remains after distilla-

tion.

COLD. a. [cole, Saxon .]

1. Not hot ; not warm.

2.

Quincy.

Arbuthnot.

.. Chill ; having sense of cold. Shakespeare.

3. Having cold qualities ; not volatile. Bucon.

4. Unaffected ; frigid ; without passion; a

cold friend. Aschum. Rowe.

5. Unaffecting ; unable to move the passions ;

a cold plea. Addison.

6. Reserved ; coy ; not affectionate ; not

cordial ; cold looks.

7. Chaste.

8. Not welcome ; cold news.

9. Not hasly ; not violent.

Clarendon.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Shak.io. Not affecting the scent strongly.

11. Not having the scent strongly affected.Sh.

COLD. s. [from the adjective.]

1. The cause of the sensation of cold ; the

privation ofheat.

2. The sensation of cold ; chilness .

Bacon.

3. A disease caused by cold ; the obstruction

of perspiration. Shakespeare. Roscommon.

CO'LDLY. ad. [from cold.]

1. Without heat.

2. Without concern ; indifferently ; negli

gently.

COLDNESS s . [from cold.]

1. Want of heat.

Swift.

Boyle.

2. Unconcern ; frigidity of temper. Hooker.

3. Coyness ; want of kindness.

4. Chastity.

Prior.

Pope.

COLE. s [ cap!, Saxon.] Cabbage.

COʻLEWORT. 8. [caplþynt, Sax.] Cabbage.

Dryden

CO'LICK. s. [colicus, Lat.] It strictly is a dis.

order of the colon ; but loosely, any disorder
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of the stomach or bowels that is attended

with pain.

CO'LICK. a. Affecting the bowels .

Quincy.

Millon.

To COLLAPSE.v n. [collapsus, Lat.] To close

so as that one side touches the other. Arb.

COLLAPSION. s . [ from collapse.]

1. The state of vessels closed.

2. The act of closing or collapsing.

CO'LLAR. s . [collare, Lat]

1. A ring ofmetal put round the neck.

2. The harness fastened about the horse's

neck. Shakespear .

3. The part of the dress that surrounds the

neck.

4. To slip the COLLAR. To disentangle him-

self from any engagement or difficulty. Hub.

5. A COLLAR of Braun, is the quantity

bound up in one parcel.

CO'LLAR-BONE. s . [ from collar and bone.]

The clavicle ; the bones on each side of the

neck. Wiseman-

To CO'LLAR. v . a . [from the noun.]

1. To seize by the collar ; to take by the

throat.

2. To COLLAR beef, or other meat; to roll

it up, and bind it hard and close with a string

or collar.

To COLLATE . v . a. [collatum , Lat.]

1. To compare one thing of the same kind

with another. South.

2. To collate books ; to examine if nothing

be wanting.

3.To place in an ecclesiastical benefice. Alter.

COLLATERAL. a . [con and latus, Lat.]

1. Side to side .

2. Running parallel.

3. Diffused on either side.

Milton.

Milton.

4. Those that stand equal in relation to some

ancestor. Ayliffe.

5. Not direct ; not immediate. Shakespeare.

6. Concurrent. Atterbury.

COLLATERALLY. ad . [from collateral ]

1. Side by side.

2. Indirectly.

3. In collateral relation.

COLLAʼTION. 8. [collatis, Lat.]

Wilkins.

Dryden .

1. The act of conferring or bestowing ; gift.

2. Comparison of one thing of the same kind

with another. Grew

3. [In law.] Collation is the bestowing of a

benefice. Cowel.

4.A repast.

COLLATITIOUS . a. [collatitius, Lat.] Done

by the contribution of many.

COLLATOK. s. [ from collate. ]

1. One that compares copies or manuscripts

Addison.

2. One who presents to an ecclesiastical be-

nefice.
Ayliffe.

To COLLA'UD . v. a. [collaudo , Lat.] Tojoin

in praising. Dict.

COLLEAGUE . s. [ collega, Lat.] A partner in

office or employment, Milton. Swift.

To COLLE'AGUE. v . a. To unite with.

To COLLECT. v. a . [collectum, Lat.]

1. To draw together. Watts,

2. To draw many units into one sum.

3. To gain from observation . Shakespeare.

4. To infer as a consequence ; to gatherfrom

premises. Decay ofPiety,
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5. To COLLECT himself. To recover from

surprise. Shakespeare.

COʻLLECT. s. [collecta, low Lat . ] A short com-

prehensive prayer used at the sacrament ;

any short prayer. Taylor.

COLLECTA'NEOUS. a. [collectancus, Latin ]

Gathered up together.

COLLECTIBLE. a . [ from collect ] That which

may be gathered up from the premises.

COLLECTION. s. [from collect. ]

1. The act of gathering together.

2. The things gathered . Addison.

3. The act ofdeducing consequences.Hooker.

4. Consectary ; deduced from premises.

Hooker. Davies.

COLLECTITIOUS. a . [ collectitius, Lat.] Ga-
thered up.

COLLECTIVE. a. [collectif, Fr.]

1. Gathered into one mass ; accumulative.

Hooker. Watts.

2. Employed in deducing consequences . Bro.

3. A collective noun expresses a multitude,

though itself be singular ; as , a company.

COLLECTIVELY. ad. [ from collective ] In a

general mass ; in a body ; not singly. Hale.

COLLECTOR. s . [collector, Latin .]

1. A gatherer. Addison

2. A tax-gatherer. Temple.

COLLE'GĂTARY. s. [from con and legatum ,

a legacy, Lat.] A person to whom is left a

legacy in common with one or more.

CO'LLEGE. s. [collegium, Lat.]

1.A community.

Chambers.

Dryden.

2. Asociety ofmen set apart for learning or

religion. Bacon.

3. The house in which the collegians reside.

2 Kings.

4. A college, in foreign universities, is a lec-

ture read in public.

COLLEGIAL. a . [from college.] Relating to

a college.

COLLEGIAN. s. [from college. ] An inhabitant

of a college.

COLLEGIATE. a. [collegiatus, low Lat.]

1. Containing a college ; instituted after the

manner ofa college. Hooker.

2. A collegiate church was such as was built

at a distance from the cathedral, wherein a

number of presbyters lived together. Ayliffe.

COLLEGIATE. s . [ from college. ] A member

of a college ; university mau. Rymer.

COʻLLET. s. [Fr. from collum, Lat. the neck. ]

1. Something that went about the neck.

2.That part of a ring in which the stone is set.

To COLLIDE. v. a. [collido, Lat .] To beat, to

dash,to knock together. Brown.

COʻLLIER. s. [ from coal.]

1. A digger of coals.

2. A dealer in coals .

3. A ship that carries coals.

CO'LLIERY. s . [ from collier.]

1. The place where coals are dug.

2. The coal trade.

Bacon.

COʻLLIFLOWER. s. [from capl, Saxon, and

flower. Cauliflower.

COLLIGATION. s . [colligatio, Lat.] A bind-

ing together.
Brown.

COLLIMATION. s. [from collimo, Lat.] Aim.
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COLLINEA'TION. s . [collines, Lat.] The act

of aiming.

COLLI'QUABLE. a . [from colliquate .] Easily

dissolved . Harrey.

COLLI'QUAMENT. s. [from colliquate. ] The

substance to which any thing is reduced by

being melted.

COʻLLIQUANT. a. [ from colliquate.] That

which has the power of melting.

To CO'LLIQUATE. v. a. [collique, Lat.] To

melt ; to dissolve. Boyle Harvey.

COLLIQUATION. s . [colliquatio, Lat.]

I The melting of any thing whatsoever.

2. Such a temperament or disposition ofthe

animal fluids as proceeds from a lax com-

pages, and wherein they flow off through

the secretory glands. Bacon.

COLLIQUATIVE. a . [from colliquate ] Melt-

ing ; dissolvent. Harvey.

COLLIQUEFA'CTION. s . [colliquefacio, Lat. ]

The act of melting together.

COLLI'SION. s . [ collisio , Lat. ]

1. The act of striking two bodies together.

2. The state ofbeing struck together ; a clash.

Denham.

To CO'LLOCATE. v . a. [ colloco, Latin.] To

place ; to station.

COLLOCATION. s. [collocatio, Latin .]

1. The act of placing,

Bacon.

Bacon.2. The state of being placed.

COLLOCUTION. s. [collocutio, Lat.] Confer-

ence ; conversation.

To COLLO'GUE. v . n. To wheedle ; to flat.

ter. A low word.

CO'LLOP. s . [from coal and op, a rasher broil-

ed upon the coals .]

King's Cookery.

L'Estrange.

Shakespeare.

1. A small slice of meat.

2. A piece of an animal.

3. A child.

COʻLLOQUY. s. [colloquium, Lat. ] Confer-

ence; conversation ; talk. Taylor.

CO'LLOW. s. Black grime ofcoals. Woodward.

COLLU'CTANCY. s . [colluctor, Lat.] Opposi-
tion of nature.

COLLUCTATION. s. [colluctatio, Lat.] Con-

test ; contrariety ; opposition. Woodward.

To COLLU'DE. v. n. [colludo, Lat ] To con-

spire in a fraud.

COLLUSION. s. [collusio, Lat. ] A deceitful

agreement or compact between two or more.

COLLUSIVE, a. [ from collude. ] Fraudulently

concerted.

COLLU'SIVELY. ad [ from collusive. ] In a

manner fraudulently concerted.

COLLUSORY. a [colludo, Lat. ] Carrying on

a fraud by secret concert.

CO'LLY. s [ from coul. ] The smut ofcoal . Burt.

To CO'LLY. v. a . To grim with coal. Shak.

COLLY'RIUM. s . [Lat. ] An ointment for the

eyes.

COLMAR. s. [Fr.] A sort of pear.

CO'LOGN Earth. s . A deep brown, verylight

bastard ochre. -

COLON. S. [καλον . ]

Hill.

1. A point [ : ] used to mark a pause greater

than that of a comma, and less than that ofa

period.

2. The greatest and widest of all the intes

tines, about eight or nine hands-breadth

long. Quincy. Swift. Floye
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CO'LONEL. s. The chief commander of a re-

giment. Generally sounded col❜nel.

COLONELSHIP. s . [from colonel. ] The office

or character of colonel. Swift.

To CO'LONISE. v. a. [from colony. ] To plant

with inhabitants.. Howel.

COLONNA'DE. s . [from colonna, Ital .]

Addison.

Pope.

1. A peristyle of a circular figure, of a series

of columns disposed in a circle .

2. Any series or range of pillars.

CO'LONY. s. [colonia, Lat.]

1. A body of people drawn from the mother-

country to inhabit some distant place.

2. The country planted ; a plantation.

Dryden.

COʻLOPHONY. s. [from Colophon, a city

whence it came.] Resin. Boyle. Floyer.

COLOQUINTEDA. s . [colocynthis, Lat.] The

fruit of a plant of the same name, called

bitter apple. It is a violent purgative.

Chambers.

CO'LORATE. a. [coloratus, Lat.] Coloured ;

dyed. Ray.

COLORATION. s. [coloro, Lat.]

Bacon.

1. The art or practice of colouring.

2. The state of being coloured.

COLORIFICK. a. [ colorificus, Lat.] That has

the power of producing colours. Newton.

COLO'SSE. s . [colossus, Latin. ] A statue of

COLO'SSUS. enormous magnitude.

COLOSSE'AÑ. a. [colosseus, Lat.] Giant-

like.

CO'LOUR. s. [color, Lat.]

1. The appearance of bodies to the eye ; hue ,

die . Newton.

2. The appearance ofblood in the face. Dryd.

3. The tint of a painter. Pope.

4. The representation of any thing superfi-

cially examined .

5. Concealment ; palliation.

6. Appearance ; false show.

7. Kind ; species ; character.

8. In the plural , a standard ; an

war.

Swift

K. Charles.

Knolles.

Shakespeare.

ensign of

Knolles.

To CO'LOUR. v. a. [coloro, Lat.]

1. To mark with some hue, or dye.

2. To palliate ; to excuse.

3. Tomake plausible.

Raleigh.

Addison.

To CO'LOUR. v . n . To blush.

CO'LOURABLE. a. [from colour . ] Specious ;

plausible. Spenser. Hooker. Brown,

CO'LOURABLY. ad. [from colourable. ] Speci-

ously ; plausibly.
Bacon.

CO'LOURED. part. a. Streaked ; diversified
with hues.

Bacon.

CO'LOURING. s. The part of the painter's

art that teaches to lay on colours. Prior.

CO'LOURIST. s . [from colour. ] A painterwho

excels in giving the proper colours to his de-

signs. Dryden.

CO'LOURLESS. a . [from colour . ] Without co-

lour ; transparent. Newton. Bentley.

COLT. s. [ colt, Sax.]

1. A young horse ; not a foal.

2. Ayoung foolish fellow.

Taylor.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

To COLT. v. n. To frisk ; to frolick. Spenser.

To COLT. v. a. To befool.

COLTS-FOOT. s. [from colt and foot. ] A plant.

COLTS-TOOTH

1. An imperfect tooth in young horses.

2. Alove of youthful pleasure. Shakespeare.

CO'LTER. s. [culton, Saxon.] The sharp iron

of a plough.

CO'LTISH. a. [from colt. ] Wanton.

CO'LUBRINE. a. [colubrinus, Lat.]

1. Relating to a serpent .

2. Cunning ; crafty.

CO'LUMBARY. s. [columbarium, Lat.] A dove-

cot ; a pigeon-house. Brown.

CO'LUMBINE. s. [columbina, Latin.] A plant

with leaves like the meadow rue. Miller.

CO'LUMBINE. s. [columbinus, Lat.] A kind

of violet colour.

COLUMN. s. [columna, Lat.]

1. A round pillar.

Dict.

Peacham.

2. Anybody pressing vertically upon its base.

3. The long file or row oftroops.

4. Halfa page, when divided into two equal

parts, by a line passing through the middle.

COLUMNAR. a. [from column . ] Form-

COLUMNA'RIAN. ed in columns. Wood.

COLU'RES. s. [coluri, Latin ; xoxovgo.. ] Two

great circles supposed to pass through the

poles of the world : one through the equinoc-

tial points, Aries and Libra ; the other

through the solstitial points, Cancer and

Capricorn. They divide the ecliptick into

four equal parts . Harris. Milton.

CO'MA. s. [ ou .] A morbid disposition to

sleep.

COMA'TE. s. [con and mate. ] Companion.

COMATO'SE. a. [from coma.] Lethargick.

COMB. s. [camb, Sax. ]

1. An instrument to separate and adjust the

hair. Newton.

Dryden.2. The top or crest of a cock.

3. The cavities in which the becs lodge their

honey.

To COMB. v. a. [from the noun.]

Dryden.

Swift.1. To divide and adjust the hair.

2. To lay any thing consisting of filaments

smooth ; as, to comb wool.

COMB BRUSH. s . [comb and brush.] A brush

to clean combs . •

COMB-MAKER. s. One whose trade is to

make combs. Mortimer

To CO'MBAT. v . n. [combattre, Fr.] To fight.

Shakespeare.

To CO'MBAT. v . a. To oppose. Granville.

COMBAT. s. Contest ; battle ; duel. Dryden.

CO'MBATANT. s. [combattant, Fr.]

1. He that fights with another ; antagonist.

2. A champion. Locke.

CO'MBER. s. [ from comb. ] He whose trade is

to disentangle wool, and lay it smooth for

the spinner.

CO'MBINATE. a. [from combine.] Betrothed ;

promised. Shakespeare.

COMBINAʼTION. s. [from combine.]

1. Union for some certain purpose ; associa-

tion ; league. Shakespeare..

2. Union of bodies ; commixture ; conjunc

tion. Boyle. South.

Locke.3. Copulation of ideas.

4. COMBINATION is used,in mathematicks, to

denote the variation or disposition of any

number of quantities, letters, sounds, or the

like, in all the different manners possible.
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COM COM

To COMBINE. v. a. [combiner, Fr.]

1. Tojoin together.

2. To link in union.

3. To agree ; to accord.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

4. To join together ; opposed to analyse.

To COMBINE. v. n.

or crest.

1. To coalesce ; to unite each with other.

2. To unite in friendship or design .

CO'MBLESS. a . [ from comb. ] Wanting a comb

Shakespeare.

COMBUST. a. [combustum, Latin.] A planet

not above eight degrees and a halffrom the

sun is said to be combust.

COMBUSTIBLE. a . [ combustum, Lat . ]Suscep-

tible of fire.

COMBUSTIBLENESS s.Aptness to take fire.

COMBUSTION. s .

South.

1. Conflagration ; burning , consumptionby

fire.

2. Tumult; hurry ; hubbub.

Burnet.

Addison.

To COME. v. n. pret. came, particip. come.

[coman, Saxon ; komen, Dutch. ]

I. To be moved from a distant to a nearer

place. Opposed to go.
Knolles.

2. To draw near ; to advance toward . Shak.

3. Tomove in any manner toward another.

Locke.

2 Samuel.

5. To advance from one stage to another.

Knolles. Dryden.

4. To proceed ; to issue.

6. To change cendition either for better or

worse.

To attain any condition.

8. To become.

Swift.

Ben Jonson.

Shakespeare.

9. To arrive at some act or habit. Locke.

10. To change from one state into another

desired . Bacon. Hudibras.

11. To become present, and no longer future.

Dryden.

12. To become present ; no longer absent.

Pope.

13. To happen ; to fall out. Shakespeare.

14. To follow as a consequence. Shakespeare.

15. To cease very little from some act or

2 Sumuel.state .

16. To COME about. To come to pass ; to

fall out. Shakespeare.

17. To COME about. To change ; to come

round.

18. To COME again.

19. To COME at.

gain .

20. To COME by.

quire.

Ben Jonson.

To return . Judges.

To reach ; to obtain ; to

Suckling.

To obtain ; to gain ; to ac-

Hooker. Stillingfleet.

To enter.21. To COME in.

22. To Corin. To comply ; to yield.

23. To COME in. To become modish. Rosc.

24. To COME in. To be an ingredient ; to

make part ofa composition. Atterbury.

25. To COME infor. To be early enough to

obtain. Collier.

26. To COME in to. To join with ; to bring

help.
Bucon.

27.To COME in to. To comply with ; to

agree to. Atterbury.

28. To COME near. To approach in excel-

lence. Ben Jonson.

29. TO COME of. To proceed, as a descen-

dant from ancestors.

30. To COME of. To proceed, as effects

from their causes. Locke

31. To COMEoff. To deviate ; to depart from

a rule. Bacon.

32. To COME off. To escape. Milton . South.

33. To COME off. To end an affair. Hudib

34. To COME offfrom. To leave ; to forbes .

Felton

35. To COME on. To advance ; to make pro-

gress .
Bacon. Knolles

36. To COME on. To advance to combat.

37. ToCOME on.

Knolles,

To thrive ; to grow big.

Bacon.

To repeat an act. Shak.

To revolt. Addison.

38. To COME over.

39. To COME over.

40.To COME over. To rise in distillation.Boyle.

41. To COME out. To make publick . Stilling.

42. To COME out. To appear upon trial ; to

be discovered . Arbuthnot.

43. To CONE out with. To give vent to. Boyle.

44. TO COME to. To consent or yield . Swift.

45. To COME to. To amount to. Knol. Locke.

46. To COME to himself. To recover his senses.

Temple.

47. To COME to pass. To be effected ; to fall

out. Hooker. Boyle.

48. To COME up. To grow out of the ground.

Bacon. Temple.

Wake.

49. To COME up. To make appearance. Bac.

50. To COME up. To come into use.

51. To COME up to. To amount to. Woodw.

52. To COME up to. To rise to.

53. To COME up with. To overtake.

54. To COME upon. To invade ; to attack. "

South.

COME. A partcile of exhortation . Be quick ;

make no delay. Genesis.

COME. A particle of reconciliation . Come,

come, at all I laugh he laughs no doubt.Pope.

To COME. In futurity ; not present. Locke.

COME . s. [from the verb. ] A sprout ; a cant

Mortimer.term .

COME'DIAN. s . [from comedy.

Camden.

Peacham.

1. A player or actor of comick parts.

2. A player in general ; an actress or actor.

3. A writer of comedies.

CO'MEDY. s. [comedia, Lat.] A dramatick re-

presentation of the lighter faults of mankind .

Pope.

CO'MELINESS . s. [from comely.] Grace ;

beauty ; dignity. Sidney. Ray. Prior.

CO'MELY. a. [from become.]

1. Graceful ; decent. South.

2. Decent ; according to propriety. Shak.

CO'MELY. ad. [from the adjective.] Hand-

somely ; gracefully. Aschum.

CO'MER. s . [from come.] One that comes.

Bacon. Locke.

CO'MET. s. [cometa, Latin, a hairy star. ] A

heavenly body in the planetary region, ap-

pearing suddenly, and again disappearing.

Comets, properly called blazing stars, are

distinguished from other stars by a long train

or tail of light always opposite to the sun.

Crashaw.

}

CO'METARY. a. [from comet.] Relating to

Dryden. CO'METICK. S a comet. Cheyne
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CO'MFIT. s. [from confect. ] Sweetmeat , fruit

preserved in sugar. Hudibras"

To CO'MFIT. v. a. To preserve dry with su-

gar. Cowley.

COʻMFITURE s. [from comfit.] Sweetmeat.

Donne.

To COMFORT. v. a. [comforto, Lat.]

1. To strengthen ; to enliven ; to invigorate.

Bacon.

2. To console ; to strengthen the mind under

calamity. Job.

CO'MFORT. s . [from the verb.]

1. Support ; assistance ; countenance. Bacon.

2. Consolation ; support under calamity.
Tillotson.

3. That which gives consolation or support.

CO'MFORTABLE. a . [from comfort.]

1. Receiving comfort ; susceptible of com-

fort. South.

2. Dispensing comfort. Dryden.

CO'MFORTABLY. ad. [from comfortable.]

With comfort ; without despair. Hammond.

COMFORTER. s. [ from comfort.]

1. One that administers consolation in mis-

fortunes.
Shakespeare.

2. The title of the third person of the Holy

Trinity ; the paraclete.

COMFORTLESS. a. [from comfort.] Without

comfort. Sidney. Swift.

CO'MFREY. s. [comfrie, French.] A plant.

CO'MICAL. a. [comicus, Lat.]

1. Raising mirth ; merry ; diverting.

2. Relating to comedy ; befitting comedy.

CO'MICALLY. ad. [from comical .]

1. In such a manner as raises mirth.

2. In a manner befitting comedy.

CO'MICALNESS . s. [from comical.] The qua-

lity ofbeing comical.

CO'MICK. a. [ comicus, Latin ; comique, Fr.]

1. Relating to comedy.

2. Raising mirth.

CO'MING. s. [from to come.]

Roscommon.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

Locke.

1. The act of coming ; approach .

2. State ofbeing come ; arrival.

CO'MING-IN. s. Revenue ; income. Shakesp.

CO'MING. particip. a. [from come.]

1. Fond ; forward ; ready to come. Pope.

2. Future ; to come. Roscommon.

COMITIAL. a. [comitia, Lat. ] Relatingtothe

assemblies of the people.

CO'MITY. s. [comitas, Latin. ] Courtesy ; civi-

lity.

CO'MMA. s. [ quua .] The point which notes

the distinction of clauses, marked thus [ , ] .

Pope.

A

To COMMAND . v . a. [commander, Fr.]

1. To govern ; to give orders to. D. ofPiety.

2. To order; to direct to be done. Shak.

3. To have in one's power ; his wife commands

his opinions. Gay.

4. To overlook , to have so subject as that it

may be seen or annoyed ; the hill commands

the town. Millon.

To COMMAND. v. n. To have the supreme

authority. South.

COMM'AND. s. [from the verb.]

1. The right of commanding ; power ; su-

preme authority. Waller.

Locke.2. Cogent authority ; despotism .

3. The act of commanding ; order. Taylor.

4. The thing commanded.

Dryden.5. The power of overlooking.

COMMAĴNDER. s . [ from command.]

1. He that has the supreme authority ; a

Clarendon.chief.

2. A paving beetle, or a very great wooden

mallet. Moxon.

COMMANDERY. s . [from command.] A body

of the knights of Malta, belonging to the

same nation.

COMMANDMENT. s. [commandement, Fr.]

1. Mandate ; command; order ; precept.

2. Authority; coactive power.

3. By way of eminence, the precepts of the

decalogue given by God to Moses. Exodus.

COMMANDRESS. s . A woman vested with

supreme authority. Hooker. Fairfax.

COMMATERIAL. a. [from con and materia,

Lat. ] Consisting of the same matter with an-

other. Bacon.

COMMATERIA'LITY. s . Participation ofthe

same matter.

COM'MELINE. s . [commelina, Lat.] A plant.

COMMEMORABLE. a. [from commemorate.]

Deserving to be mentioned with honour.

To COMMEMORATE. v. a. [con and memore,

Lat.] To preserve the memory by some pub-
lic acts. Fiddes.

COMMEMORATION. s . [from commemorate.]

An act of public celebration .

COMMEMORATIVE. a . [from commemorate.]

Tending to preserve memory ofany thing.

Atterbury.

To COMMENCE. v . n. [commencer, French. ]

1. To begin ; to take beginning. Rogers.

2. To take a new character. Pope.

To COMMENCE. v. a. To begin ; to make a

beginning of ; as, to commence a suit.

COMMENCEMENT. s. from commence.] Be-

ginning ; date.
Woodward.

To COMMEND. v . a . [commendo, Latin.]

1. To represent as worthy of notice, or kind-

ness ; to recommend. Knolles.

2. To deliver up with confidence. Luke.

3. To mention with approbation. Cowley.

4. To recommend with remembrance. Shuk.

COMMEND. s . Commendation . Shaks.

COMMENDABLE. a . [ from commend.] Lau-

dable ; worthy of praise. Bacon.

COMMENDABLY. ad. [from commendable.!

Laudably; in a manner worthy of commen-

dation. Carew.

COMME'NDAM. [commenda, low Latin.]

Commendam is a benefice, which, being void,

is commended to the charge of some sufficient

clerk to be supplied. Cowel. Clarendon.

COMMENDATARY. s. [from commendam.]

One who holds a living in commendam.

COMMENDATION. s . [from commend.]

1. Recommendation ; favourable representa-

tion. Bacon.

2. Praise ; declaration of esteem. Dryden.

3. Message oflove. Shakespeare.

COMME'NDATORY. a. [from commend. ] Fa-

vourably representative ; containing praise.

COMME'NDER. s. [from commend .] Praiser.

COMMENSALITY. s. [from commensalis, La-

tin. ] Fellowship of table.
Brown.
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COMMENSURABILITY. s. [from commen-

surable . ] Capacity of being compared with

another, as to the measure ; cr ofbeing mea-

sured by another.

COMMENSURABLE. a. [con and mensura,

L tin.]Reducible to some common measure ;

as a yard and a foot are measured by an inch.

COMMENSURABLENESS. s . [ from commen-

surable.] Commensurability ; proportion.

measure.

Hale.

To COMMENSURATE. v . a. [con and men-

suru, Latin.] To reduce to some common

Brown.

COMMENSURATE. a . [from the verb. ]

1. Reducible to some common measure.

2. Equal ; proportionable to each other.

COMMENSURATELY. ad. [from commensu-

rate. ] With the capacity of measuring, or be-

ing measured by some other thing. Holder.

COMMENSURATION. s. [from commensu-

rate.] Reduction of some things to some

Bucon. Smith.

To COʻMMENT. v . n. [commentor, Latin .] To

annotate ; to write notes ; to expound.

common measure.

Herbert.

COMMENT. s. Annotations on an author ;

Hammond.
notes ; exposition.

COʻMMENTARY. s. [commentarius, Latin ▾

1. An exposition ; annotation ; remark.

Donne.

K. Charles.

2. Narrative in familiar manner. Aadison.

COMMENTATOR. s. [from comment.] Ex-

Dryden.positor ; annotator.

COMMENTER. s. [from comment. ] An ex-

plainer ; an annotator.

COMMENTITIOUS. a [commentitius, Lat. ]

Invented ; imaginary.

CO'MMERCE. s. [commercium, Latin . ] Ex-

change of one thing for another ; trade ; traf-

fic . Hooker. Tillotson .

To COMMERCE. v. n. To hold intercourse.

Milton.

Glanville.

COMMERCIAL. a. [from commerce.] Relat-

ing to commerce or traffic.

COʻMMERE. s . [Fr. ] A common mother.

To CO'MMIGRATE. v. n . [con and migro, La-

tin.] To remove, by consent, from one coun-

try to another.

COMMIGRATION. s. [from commigrate.] A

removal of a people from one country to an-

other. Woodward.

COMMINATION. s. [comminatio, Latin. ]

1. A threat ; a denunciation of punishment.

2. The recital of God's threatenings on stat-

ed days.
Com. Prayer.

COMMI'NATORY. a. [from commination .] De-

nunciatory ; threatening .

To COMMINGLE. v. a. [commisceo, Latin.]

To mix into one mass ; to mix ; to blend.

Shakespeare.

To COMMINGLE. v. n. To unite with an-

other thing. Bacon,

COMMINUIBLE. a. [from comminute.] Fra-

gible ; reducible to powder. Brown.

To COMMINUTE. v. a. [comminuo, Latin. ]

To grind ; to pulverise. Bacon.

COMMINUTION. s. [from comminute. ] The

act ofgrinding into small parts ; pulverisa-

Bentley.tion.
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COMMI'SERABLE. a. [from commiserate.

BaconWorthy of compassion ; pitiable.

COMMI'SERATE. v. a. [con and misereor,

Lat.] To pity ; to compassionate .

COMMISERATION. s. [ from commiserute.]

Hooker.Pity; compassion ; tenderness.

CO'MMISSARY. s . [ commissurius, low Latin.]

1. An officer made occasionally ; a delegate ;

a deputy.

2. Such as exercise spiritual jurisdiction in

places of the diocese far distant from the

chief city. Cowel

3. An officer who draws up lists of an army,

and regulates the procuration ofprovision.Pr.

CO'MMISSARISHIP. s . The office of a com-

missary. Ayliffe.

COMMISSION. s. [commissio, low Latin.]

1 The act of entrusting any thing.

2. A trust; a warrant by which any trust is

held. Cowel. Shakespeare.

3. A warrant by which a military officer is

constituted. Knolles. Pope.

Milton.4. Charge ; mandate ; office .

5. Act of committing a crime.

mission are distinguished from

sion.

Sins of com-

sins of omis-

Smith.

6. A number ofpeople joined in a trust or

office.

7. The state ofthat which is entrusted to a

number ofjoint officers ; as, the great seal was

put into commission.

s. The order by which a factor trades for an-

other person.

Not in use.

To COMMI'SSION. v. a. To empower ; to ap-

point. Dryden.

To COMMI'SSIONATE. v. a. To empower.

Decay of Piety.

COMMISSIONER. s . One included in a war-

rant of authority. Clarendon.

COMMI'SSURE. s . [commissura, Latin. ] Joint ;

a place where one part is joined to another.

Wotton.

Clarendon.

To COMMIT. v. a. [committo, Latin.]

1. To intrust ; to give in trust. Shakespeare.

2. To put in any place to be kept safe. Dryd.

3. To send to prison ; to imprison . Clarend.

4. To perpetrate ; to do a fault. Clarendon.

COMMITMENT. s . [from commit.]

1. Act of sending to prison.

2. An order for sending to prison.

COMMITEE. s. [from commit.] Those to

whom the consideration or ordering of any

matter is referred, either by some court to

whom it belongs, or by consent of parties

Cowel. Clarendon. Walton,

COMMITTER. s. [from commit. ] Perpetra

South.tor; he that commits.

COMMITTIBLE. a. [from commit .] Liable to

be committed . Brown

To COMMIX. v. a. [commisceo, Latin . ] To

mingle ; to blend. Newton

COMMI'XION. s. [from commix.] Mixture ;

incorporation. Shakespeare.

COMMI'XTION. s. [from commix. ] Mixture ;

incorporation. Broum.

COMMI'XTURE. s. [from commix.]

1. The act of mingling ; the state of being

mingled.
Bacon.

2. The mass formed by mingling different

things ; compound .
Bacon. Woiten.
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COMMO'DE. s. [French ] The head-dress of

Granville.
women.

COMMODIOUS. a. [commodus, Latin.]

1. Convenient ; suitable ; accommodate.

2. Useful ; suited to wants or necessities .

COMMO'DIOUSLY. ad. [from commodious.]

1. Conveniently.

2. Without uneasiness.

3. Suitably to a certain purpose.

Cowley.

Milton.

Hooker.

Shakespeare.6. A prostitute.

COMMONITION. s. [commonitio, Lat.Ĵ Ad-

vice ; warning.

CO'MMONLY. ad. [from common.] Frequent-

ly ; usually.

COMMONNESS. s. [from common.]

1. Equal participation among many.

Temple.

Government ofthe Tongue.

2. Frequent occurrence ; frequency. Swift.

COMMO'DIOUSNESS. s. [from commodious.] To COMMONPLACE. v. a. to reduce to

Convenience ; advantage.

COMMODITY. s . [ commoditas, Latin.]

Temple.

1. Interest ; advantage ; profit. Hooker.

2. Convenience of time or place. B. Jonson.

3. Wares ; merchandize. Locke.

COMMODORE. s . [corrupted from the Spa-

nish commendador.] The captain who com-

mands a squadron of ships.

CO'MMON. a. [communis, Latin.]

1. Belonging equally to more than one.

2. Having no possessor or owner. Locke.

3. Vulgar ; mean ; easy to be had ; not

scarce.

4. Public ; general.

Davies.

Walton. Addison.

5. Mean ; without birth, or descent.

6. Frequent ; usual ; ordinary. Clarendon.

7. Prostitute. Spectator.

8. Such verbs as signify both action and pas-

sion are called common ; as, aspernor, I'des-

pise, or am despised ; and such nouns as are

both masculine and feminine, as parens.

CO'MMON. s. An open ground equally used

by many persons. South.

COMMON. ad. [from the adjective. ] Com-

monly ; ordinarily. Shakespeare.

In CO'MMON.

1. Equally to be participated by a certain

number. Locke.

2. Equally with another ; indiscriminately.

To COMMON. v. n. [from the noun.] To

have a joint right with others in some com-

mon ground.

CO'MMON LAW. Customs which have by

long prescription obtained the force oflaw ;

distinguished from the statute law, which

owes its authority by acts of parliament.

CO'MMON PLEAS. The king's court now

held in Westminster hall, but anciently

moveable. All civil causes, both real and

personal, are, or were formerly, tried in this

court, according to the strict laws of the

realm . Cowel.

COʻMMONABLE. a. [from common.] What is
held in common. Bacon.

CO'MMONAGE. s. [from common.] The right

of feeding on a common.

CO'MMONALTY. s. [communauté, Fr.]

1. The common people.

2. The bulk ofmankind.

Milton.

Hooker.

CO'MMONER. s. [from common.]

1. One ofthe common people ; a man of low

rank. Addison.

2. A man not noble. Prior.

3. A member ofthe House of Commons.

4. One who has a joint right in common

ground. Bacon.

5. A student of the second rank at the uni-

versity ofOxford
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general heads. Felton.

COMMONPLA'CE-BOOK. s . A book in

which things to be remembered are ranged

under general heads. Tatler.

CO'MMÖNS. s.

Swift.

}s. [from common, and

1. The vulgar ; the lower people. Dryden.

2. The lower house of parliament, by which

the people are represented .

3. Food ; fare ; diet.

COMMONWE'AL.

COMMONWEALTH. weal, or wealth .]

1. A polity ; an established form of civil life.

Hooker. Davies. Locke.

2. The public ; the general body of the peo-

ple. Shakespeare.

3. Agovernment, in which the supreme power

is lodged in the people ; a republic.

Ben Johnson. Temple.

CO'MMORANCE. s. [from commorant.]

CO'MMORANCY. Dwelling; habitation ;}

Hale.residence.

CO'MMORANT. a. [commorans, Latin.] Resi-

dent ; dwelling ; living. Ayliffe.

COMMOTION. s . [commotio, Latin.]

1. Tumult ; disturbance ; combustion. Luke.

2. Perturbation ; disorder of mind ; agita-
tion . Clarendon.

3. Disturbance ; restlessness. Woodward.

COMMOTIONER. s . [from commotion . ] A dis-

turber ofthe peace. Hayward.

To COMMO/VÉ. v. a. [ commoveo, Latin.] To

disturb to unsettle . Thomson.

To COMMUNE. v. n. [communico, Latin.] To

converse, to impart sentiments mutually . Spe

COMMUNICABILITY. s. [from communica-

ble.] The quality of Leing communicated or

imparted.

COMMUNICABLE. a. [ from communicate.]

1. That which may become the common pos-

session of more than one. Hooker.

Milton.2. That which may be imparted.

3. That which may be told.

COMMUNICANT. s. [from communicate.] One

who is present, as a worshipper, at the cele-

bration ofthe Lord's supper ; one who par-

ticipates of the blessed sacrament. Hooker.

To COMMUNICATE. v. a. [communico, Lat.]

1. To impart to others what is in our own

power. Bacon. Taylor.

2. To reveal ; to impart knowledge. Claren.

To COMMUNICATÉ. v. n.

1. To partake of the blessed sacrament.

Taylor.

2. To have something in common with an-

other ; as, the houses communicate. Arbuthnot.

COMMUNICATION. s . [from communicate.]

1. The act of imparting benefits or know.

ledge. Holder

2. Common boundary or inlet. Arbuthnot
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Swift.

Samuel.

3. Interchange ofknowledge.

4. Conference ; conversation.

COMMUNICATIVE. a. [from communicate.]

Inclined to make advantages common ; libe-

ral of knowledge ; not selfish. Evelyn.

COMMUNICATIVENESS. s. [from commu-

nicative. ] The quality of being communica-

tive. Norris.

COMMUNION. s. [communio, Latin.]

1. Intercourse ; fellowship ; common posses-

sion. Raleigh. Fiddes.

2. The common or public celebration of the

Lord's Supper. Clarendon.

3. A common or public act. Raleigh.

4. Union in the common worship of any

church. Stillingfleet.

COMMUNITY. s. [communitas, Latin.]

1. The commonwealth ; the body politick.

2. Common possession . Locke.

3. Frequency ; commonness. Not used. Shak.

COMMUTABILITY. s. [from commutable.]

The quality of being capable of exchange.

COMMUTABLE. a. [from commute.] That

may be changed for something else.

COMMUTATION. s. [from commute.]

1. Change ; alteration. South.

2. Exchange ; the act ofgiving one thing for

another. Ray.

3. Ransom ; the act of exchanging a corpo-

ral for a pecuniary punishment. Brown.

COMMUTATIVE. a. [from commute.] Rela-

tive to exchange.

another.

To COMMUTE. v. a. [commuto, Latin.]

1. To exchange ; to put one thing in the

place of another. 'Decay ofPiety.

2. To buy off, or ransom one obligation by

L'Estrange.

To COMMUTE. v. n. To atone ; to bargain

for exemption. South.

COMMU'TUAL. a. [con and mutual.] Mutual ;

reciprocal. Pope.

CO'MPACT. s . [pactum, Latin:] A contract ;

an accord ; an agreement. South.

ToCOMPACT. v.a. [compingo, compactum,Lat.]

1. To join together with firmness ; to conso-

Roscommon.lidate.

2. To make out of something. Shakespeare.

3. To league with. Shakespeare.

4. To join together ; to bring into a system.

Hooker.

COMPACT. a. [compactus, Latin.]

1. Firm ; solid ; close ; dense. Newton.

2. Well connected ; as, a compact discourse.

COMPACTEDNESS. s. [from compacted. ]

Firmness ; density. Digby.

COMPACTLY. ad. [from compact.]

1. Closely ; densily.

2. With neat joining.

COMPACTNESS. s. [from compact. ] Firm-

ness ; closeness . Woodward.

COMPA'CTURE. s. [from compact .] Struc-

ture ; compagination. Spenser.

COMPA'GES. s. [Latin.] A system of many

parts united. Ray.

COMPAGINA'TION. s. [compago, Lat.] Uni-

Brown.on ; structure .

CO'MPANABLENESS. s. [from company.]

The quality of being a good companion.

Not in use.

COMPA'NION. 8. [compagnon, French.]

1. One with whom a man frequently con

Priorverses.

2. A partner ; an associate. Philippians

3. Afamiliar term ofcontempt ; a fellow.

Ralegh,

COMPA'NIONABLE. a. [from companion. ] Fit

for good fellowship ; social . Clarendon.

COMPA'NIONABLY. ad. [from companion-

ble.] In a companionable manner.

COMPA'NIONSHIP. s. [from companion.]

1. Company ; train. Shakespeare.

2. Fellowship ; association. Shakespeare.

COMPANY. s. [compagnie, French.]

1. Persons assembled together. Shakespeare.

2. An assembly of pleasure. Bacon.

3. Persons considered as capable of conver-

sation.
Temple.

Guardian.4. Conversarion ; fellowship .

5. A number ofpersons united for the exe-

cution of any thing ; a band. i Dennis.

6. Persons united in a joint trade or part-

nership.

7. A body corporate ; a subordinate corpo-

ration. Arbuthnot,

8. A subdivision of a regiment offoot.

Knolles

9. To bear COMPANY. To associate with;

" To heepCOMPANY. }tobe companion to

with.

Shakespeare. Pope..

10. To keep COMPANY. To frequent houses
of entertainment.

Shakespeare.

To CO'MPANY. v. a. [from the noun.] To

accompany ; to be associated with.

Shakespeare, Prior.

To CO'MPANY. v. n To associate one's self

Corinthians.

COʻMPARABLE. a. [ from to compare. ] Wor

thy to be compared ; of equal regard.

CO'MPARABLY. ad. [from comparable.] In a

manner worthy to be compared.

COMPA'RATES. S. [from compare.] In

logic, the two things compared to one an-

other.

COMPARATIVE. a. [comparativus, Latin. ]

1. Estimated by comparison ; not absolute.

Bacon. Bentley.

2. Having the power of comparing.

Glanville.

3. [In grammar.] The comporative degree

expresses more of any quantity in one thing

than in another ; as, the right-hand is the

stronger.

COMPARATIVELY. ad. [from comparative.]

In a state ofcomparison ; according to esti

mate made by comparison. Rogers.

To COMPA'RE. v. a. [comparo, Latin.]

1. To make one thing the measure of an-

other ; to estimate the relative goodness or

badness. Tillotson.

2. To get ; to procure ; to obtain. Spenser.

COMPA'RE. s. [from the verb.]

1. Comparative estimate ; comparison. Suck.

2. Simile ; similitude. Shakespeare.

COMPARISON.s. [comparaison, French.]

1. the act of comparing.

Sidney,

2. The state of being compared.

3. A comparative estimate.

4. A simile in writing or speaking.

Grew

Locke.

Tillotson.

Shak
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5. [In grammar.] The formation ofan adjec-

tive through its various degrees of significa-

tion ; as, strong, stronger, strongest.

vide.

To COMPART. v . a. [compartir, Fr.] To di- ,

Wotton.

COMPARTIMENT. s. [compartiment, Fr.]

A division of a picture or design. Pope.

COMPARTITION. s . [ from compart.]

1. The art of comparting or dividing.

2. The parts marked out, or separated ; a

separate part. Wotton.

COMPARTMENT. s . [compartiment, French.]

Division. Peachum.

Dryden.

Luke.

To COMPASS. v . a. [compasser, French. ]

1. To encircle ; to environ ; to surround. Job.

2. To walk round any thing.

3. To beleaguer ; to besiege.

4. To grasp ; to inclose in the arms.

5. To obtain ; to procure ; to attain.

Hooker. Clarendon. Pope.

6. To take measures preparatory to any

thing ; as, to compass the death ofthe king.

COMPASS . s . [from the verb.]

L Circle ; round.

2. Extent ; reach ; grasp.

3. Space; room ; limits.

4. Enclosure ; circumference.

Shakespeare.

South.

Atterbury.

Milton.

5. A departure from the right line ; an indi-

rect advance.

6. Moderate space ; moderation ; due limits.

Davies.

7. The power of the voice to express the

notes ofmusick. Shakespeare. Dryden.

8. The instrument with which circles are

drawn. Donne.

9. The instrument composed of a needle and

card, whereby mariners steer. K. Charles.

COMPA'SSION. s. [ compascion, Fr. ] Pity ;

commiseration ; painful sympathy. Hebrews.

To COMPA'SSION. v. a . [ from the noun.]

To pity. Shakespeare.

COMPASSIONATE. a. [ from compassion. ]

Inclined to pity ; merciful ; tender. South .

To COMPASSIONATE. v. a . [ from the noun.]

To pity ; to commiserate.

COMPASSIONATELY. ad. [from compus-

sionete. ] Mercifully ; tenderly. Clarendon.

COMPATERNITY. s. [con and paternitas,

Lat. ]The relation of godfather to the per-

son for whom he answers. Gossipred, or

computernity, by the canon law, is a spiritual

affinity. Davies.

Raleigh.

COMPATIBILITY. s. [from compatible.] Con-

sistency ; the power of co-existing with

something else.

COMPATIBLE. a.

1. Suitable to ; fit for ; consistent with. Hale.

2. Consistent ; congruous ; agreeable. Broome.

COMPATIBLENESS. s. [from compatible.]

Consistency.

COMPATIBLY. ad. [ from compatible. ] Fitly ;

suitably.

COMPATIENT. a. [from con and patior, Lat.]

Suffering together.

COMPATRIOT. s. One of the same country.

COMPE'ER. s. [compur, Latin .] Equal ; com-

panion ; colleague Philips.

To COMPEER. v. a. To be equal with ; to

Shakespeare.
maie.

To COMPE'L. v . a. [ compello, Latin.]

1. To force to some act ; to oblige ; to con

strain. Clarendon.

2. To take by force or violence. Shakespeare.

COMPE'LLABLE. a. [from compel.) That

may be forced.

COMPELLATION. s. [from compello, Lat.]

The stile of address. Duppa.

COMPELLER. s. [from compel.] He that
forces another.

Watts.

CO'MPEND . s. [compendium, Lat.] Abridg

ment ; summary ; epitome.

COMPENDIA'RIOUS. a .[compendiarius, Lat. ]

Short ; contracted

COMPENDIO'SITY. s. [from compendious.]

Shortness .

COMPENDIOUS. a. [from compendium ]

Short ; summary ; abridged ; comprehensive
Woodward.

COMPENDIOUSLY, ad . [from compendious . ]

Shortly ; summarily.

COMPENDIOUSNESS. s. [from compendious. ]

Shortness ; brevity.

Hooker.

Bentley.

Watts.

COMPENDIUM. s . [Latin.] Abridgment ;

summary; breviate.

COMPENSABLE. a . [from compensate ] That

which may be recompensed.

To COMPENSATE. v . a . [ compenso, Lat.] To

recompense ; to counterbalance ; to coun-

tervail. Bacon. Prior.

COMPENSATION. s. [from compensate. ] Re-

compense ; something equivalent. Dryden.

COMPENSATIVE. a. [from compensate. ]

That which compensates.

To COMPE'NSE. v. a. [compenso, Latin.] To

compensate ; to counterbalance ; to recom-

pense . Bacon.

To COMPERENDINATE. v. a. [comperendi-

no, Latin.] To delay.

COMPERENDINATION. s . [from comperen-

dinate. ] Delay.

COMPETENCE.
COMPETENCY. 8. [ from competent. ]

1. Such a quantity ofany thing as is sufficient.

Gov. ofthe Tongue.

2. A fortune equal to the conveniences of life .

Shakespeare. Pope.

3. The power or capacity of a judge or court.

COMPETENT. a. [ competens, Latin.]

1. Suitable ; fit ; adequate ; proportionate.

Davies.

2. Without defect or superfluity. Hooker

3. Reasonable ; moderate.

4. Qualified ; fit.

Atterbury.

Gov. ofthe Tongue.

Locke.

Wotton.

Bentley.

5. Consistent with.

COMPETENTLY. ad. [from competent .]

1. Reasonably; moderately.

2. Adequately ; properly.

COMPETIBLE. a. [competo, Lat.] Suitable

to ; consistent with. Hammond.

COMPETIBLENESS. s. [from competible.]

Suitabieness ; fitness.

COMPETITION. s. [con and petitio, Lat.]

J. Rivalry ; contest. Rogers.

2. Claim of more than one to one thing.

COMPETITOR. s. [con and petitor, Lat. ]

1. A rival.

2. An opponent.

COMPILATION. s. [from compilo, Lat.]

Rogers

Shakespeare.
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Woodi .

.A collection from various authors.

2. An assemblage ; coacervation.

To COMPILE. v. a . [compilo , Latin.]

1. To drawup from various authors .

2. To write ; to compos. Temple.

3. To contain ; to comprise. Spenser.

COMPILEMENT. s . [ from compile. ] Coacer-

vation ; the act of heaping up. Wotton.

COMPILER. s. [from compile. ] A collector ;

one whoframes a composition from various

authors. Swift.

COMPLACENCE. s. [complacentia, low

COMPLACENCY. Latin.]}

J. Pleasure ; satisfaction ; gratification.

Miller. South.

Clarendon.

2. The cause of pleasure ; joy. Milton.

3. Civility; complaisance.

COMPLACENT. a. [complacens, Lat. ] Civil ;

affable ; soft.

To COMPLAIN. v. n . [complaindre, French.]

1. To mention with sorrow ; to lament.

Burnet's Theory.

Shakespeare.

To COMPLAIN. v. a. To lament ; to bewail.

2. To inform against.

Dryden.

COMPLAINANT. s . [from complain .] One

who urges a suit against another. Collier.

COMPLAINER. s. One who complains ; a

lamenter. Gov of the Tongue.

COMPLAINT. s. [ complainte, Fr.l

1. Representation of pains or injuries. Job .

2. The cause or subject of complaint.

3. A malady ; a discase. Arbuthnot.

4. Remonstrance against. Shakespeare.

COMPLAISA'NCE. s . [complaisance, French ]

Civility ; desire of pleasing ; act of adulation .

Dryden. Prior

COMPLAISA NT. a. [complaisant, Fr. ] Civil ;

desirous to please. Pope.

COMPLAISA'NTLY. ad. [from complaisant. ]

Civilly ; with desire to please ; ceremonious-

ly. Pope.

COMPLAISA'NTNESS. s . [from complaisant. ]

Civility.

}

To COMPLA'NATE. v. a. [from planus,

To COMPLA'NE. Lat. ] To level ; to

reduce to a flat surface. , Denham .

CO'MPLEMENT. s . [complementum, Latin. ]

1. Perfection ; fulness ; completion. Hooker.

2. Complete set ; complete provision ; the

full quantity. Prior.

3. Adscititious circumstance ; appendage.

Hooker. Shakespeure.

COMPLETE. a. [completus, Latin .]

1. Perfect; full ; without any defects.

2. Finished ; ended ; concluded . Prior.

To COMPLETE. v. a . [ from the noun. ] To

perfect ; to finish . Walton .

COMPLETELY. ad. [from complete.] Fully ;

perfectly. Blackmore. Swift .

COMPLETEMENT. s. [completement, Fr.]

The act of completing. Dryden.

COMPLETENESS. s. [from complete. ] Perfec-
tion . K. Charles.

COMPLETION. s. [from complete.]

1. Accomplishment; act offulfilling.

2. Utmost height ; perfect state. Pope.

COMPLEX.s. Complication ; collection .

South.

COMPLEXEDNESS. s. [from complex.]

Complication ; involution of many particular

parts in one integral. Locke.

COMPLEXION. 8. [complexio, Latin.]

1. Involution of one thing in another. Watts

2. The colour of the external parts of any

body. Davies.

3. The temperature ofthe body. Dryden.

COMPLEXIONAL. a. [from complexion.]

Depending on the complexion or tempera-

ment of the body. Fiddes

COMPLEXIONALLY. ad . [from complexion.]

By complexion. Brown.

COMPLEXLY. ad . [from complex.] In a com-

plex manner ; not simply.

COMPLEXNESS. s. [from complex. ] The state

ofbeing complex.

COMPLEXURE. s. [from complex. ] The in-

volution ofone thing with others.

COMPLIANCE. s. [ from comply .]

1. The act of yielding ; accord ; submission.

Rogers.

2. A disposition to yield to others. Clarend.

COMPLIANT. a . [ from comply.]

1. Yielding ; bending.

2. Civil; complaisant.

Milton.

To COMPLICATE. v . a. [complico, Latin.]

1. To entangle one with another ; tojoin.

Tillotson.

2. To unite by involution of parts. Boyle.

3. To form by complication ; toform by the

union ofseveral parts into one integral.

Locke

CO'MPLICATE . a . Compounded of a multi-

plicity of parts. Watis.

CO'MPLICATENESS. s . [ from complicate. ]

The state ofbeing complicated ; intricacy.

Hale.

COMPLICATION. s . [from complicate .]

1. The act ofinvolving one thing in another.

2. The state of being involved one in ano-

ther. Wilkins.

3. The integral consisting of many things

involved. Watts.

COMPLICE. s. [Fr. from complex, Latin.]

One who is united with others in an ill de-

sign ; a confederate. Clarendon.

COMPLIER. s . [from comply. ] A man of an

easy temper.

COMPLIMENT. s . [compliment, Fr.] An act

or expression of civility, usually understood

to mean less than it declares Sidney.

ToCOMPLIMENT. v. a. [from the noun. ]

To sooth with expressions of respect ; to

flatter. Prior.

COMPLIMENTAL. a. [from compliment.]

Expressive of respect or civility. Wotton.

COMPLIME'NTALLY. ad. [from complimen-

tal.] In the nature of a compliment ; "civilly.

Broome.

COMPLIMEʼNTER. s . [from compliment.]

One given to compliments ; a flatterer.

CO'MPLINE . s. [compline, Fr. completinum ,

low Lat.] The last act ofworship at night.

Spenser.

CO'MPLEX. a. [complexus, Lat.] Composite ; To COMPLOʻRE. v. n. [comploro, Lat.] To

ofmany parts ; not simple.
Locke. make lamentation together.
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COMPLOT. 8. [French.] A confederacy in

some secret crime ; a plot. Shakespeare.

To COMPLOT. v. a. [from the noun.] To

form a plot ; to conspire. Pope.

COMPLOTTER. s . [from complot. ] A conspi-

rator ; one joined in a plot. Dryden.

To COMPLY'. v. n. [complier, Fr.] To yield to ;

to be obsequious to. Tillotson.

COMPONENT. a . [componens, Lat.] That

which constitutes a compound body. Newt.

ToCOMPORT. v . n. [comporter, Fr ]To agree ;

to suit. Donne.

To COMPO'RT. v . a. To bear ; to endure.

Daniel.

COMPO'RT. 8. [from the verb.] Behaviour ;

conduct. Taylor.

COMPO'RTABLE. a. [from comport.] Con-

sistent. Wotton.

COMPO'RTANCE. s. [from comport.] Beha-

viour. Spenser.

COMPO'RTMENT. s. [ from compori .] Beha-

viour ; mien ; demeanour. Addison.

To COMPO'SE. v. a. [composer, French.]

1. Toform a mass by joining different things

together. Spratt.

2. To place any thing in its properform and

method ; she composed her dress. Dryden.

3. To dispose ; to put in its proper state.

Clarendon.

4. To put together a discourse or sentence.

Hooker.

5. To constitute by being parts of a whole ;

blue and yellow compose green. Milton. Watts.

6. To calm ; to quiet. Clarendon.

7. To adjust the mind to any business. Duppa.

8. To adjust ; to settle ; as, to compose a

difference.

9. [With printers.] To arrange the letters.

1c. [In musick. ] To form a tune from the

different musical notes .

COMPO'SED. participial a. Calm ; serious ;

even ; sedate. ·̂ Addison.

COMPOSEDLY. ad. [ from composed.] Calm-

ly ; seriously. Clarendon

COMPO'SEDNESS. s. Sedateness ; calmness .

COMPO'SER. s. [from compose ]

1. An author ; a writer.

9. The act of discharging a debt, or paying

part.

10. Consistency ; congruity. Shakespeare.

11. [In grammar.] The joining two words

together.

12. A certain method of demonstration in

mathematicks, which is the reverse of the

analytical method , or of resolution. Harris.

COMPOSITIVE . a. Compounded ; or having

the power of compounding. Dict.

COMPO'SITOR. s. [ from compose.] He that

arranges and adjusts the types in printing.

CO'MPOST. s. [ French ; compositum , Latin. ]

Manure. Evelyn.

To COMPO'ST. v. a. To manure. Bacon.

COMPO'STURE. s . [from compost.] Soil ; ma-

Shakespeare.

COMPO'SURE. s. [from compose.]

nure.

1. The act of composing or inditing. K. Ch.

2. Arrangement ; combination ; order. Hold.

3. The form arising from the disposition of

the various parts.

4. Frame ; make.

5. Relative adjustment.

Crashaw,

Shakespeare.

Wotton.

6. Composition ; framed discourse. Atterb.

7. Sedateness ; calmness ; tranquillity . Milt.

8. Agreement; composition ; settlement of

differences. Milton.

COMPOTATION. s. [compotatio, Latin.]

The act of drinking together. Philips.

To COMPOUND. v. a. [compono, Latin. ]

1. To mingle many ingredients together.

2. To form by uniting various parts ; he

compounded a medicine. Boyle.

3. To mingle in different positions ; to com-

bine. Addison.

4. To form one word from two or more

words ; as, daylight, from day and light. Ral.

5. To compose by being united. Shakespeare.

6. To adjust a difference by recession from

the rigour of claims. Shakespeare. Bacon.

7. To discharge a debt by paying only part.

See Compose.

To COMPOUND. v. n.

Gay.

1. To come to terms of agreement by abat-

ing something.Norris.

2. To bargain in the lump.

Milton.

2. He that adapts musick to words. Peach.

COMPO'SITE. a. [ compositus, Lat. ] The com-

posite order in architecture is the last ofthe

five orders ; so named, because its capital is

composed out of those of the other orders :

it is also called the Roman and Italick or-

der. Harris.

COMPOSITION. 8. [compositio, Latin.]

1. The act offorming an integral of various

dissimilar parts. Bacon. Temple.

z. The act of bringing simple ideas into com-

plication, opposed to analysis . Newton.

3. A mass formed by mingling different in-

gredients. Swift.

4. The state of being compounded ; union ;

conjunction. Watts.

5. The arrangement of various figures in a

picture,

6. Written work.

7. Adjustment ; regulation.

s. Compact ; agreement.

Dryden.

Addison.

B. Jonson.

Hooker. Waller.

3. To come to terms.

4. To determine.

CO'MPOUND. a. [from the verb.]

Clarendon.

Shakespeare.

Carew.

Shakespeare.

1. Formed out of many ingredients ; no*

single. Bacon.

2. Composed oftwo or more words. Pope.

CO'MPOUND . s. The mass formed by the

union ofmany ingredients. South.

COMPO'UNDABLE. a. Capable of being

compounded.

COMPOUNDER. s . [from to compound.]

1. One who endeavours to bring parties to

terms of agreement. Swift.

2. A mingler ; one who mixes bodies.

To COMPREHE'ND. v. a. [comprekendo, Lat.]

1. To comprise ; to include . Romans.

2. To contain in the mind ; to conceive.

Waller.

COMPREHENSIBLE a . [comprehensible, Fr.]

Intelligible ; conceivable. Locke.

COMPREHE’NSIBLY. ad. [from comprehen-

sible.]
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Tillotson. Curew.Superintendence.

COMPU'LSATIVELY. ad. By constraint.

I. With great power of signification or un- COMPTROLLERSHIP. s. [from comptroller.]

derstanding.

2. Intelligibly.

COMPREHENSION. s. [comprehensio, Lat.]

1. The act or quality of comprising or con-

taining ; inclusion. Hooker.

2. Summary ; epitome ; compendium. Rog.

3. Knowledge ; capacity ; power of the mind

to admit ideas. Dryden.

COMPREHENSIVE. a . [from comprehend .]

1. Having the power to comprehend or un-

derstand. Pope.

2. Having the quality of comprising much.

Sprat.

COMPREHENSIVELY. ad. In a compre-
hensive manner.

COMPREHENSIVENESS. s. [ from compre-

hensive.] The quality of including much in a

few words or narrow compass. Addison.

To COMPRESS . v . a. [compressus, Latin. ]

1. To force into a narrow compass.

2. To embrace. Pope.

CO'MPRESS. s. [from the verb. ] Bolsters of
linen rags. Quincy.

COMPRESSIBILITY. s. [from compressible.]

The quality of admitting to be brought by
force into a narrower compass.

COMPREʼSSIBLE. a . [from compress.] Yield-

ingto pressure, so as that one part is brought

nearer to another. Cheyne .

COMPRESSIBLENESS. s. [from compreasi-

ble.] Capability of being pressed close.

COMPRESSION. s. [compressio, Lat. ] The act

of bringing the parts of any body more near

to each other by violence. Bacon. Newton.

COMPRESSURE. s . [ from compress. ] The

act or force of the body pressing against an-

other.
Boyle.

To COMPRINT. v. n. [ comprimere, Latin.]

To print another's copy, to the prejudice of

the rightful proprietor. Philips.

To COMPRISE. v. a. [compris, Fr.] To con-

tain ; to include.

COMPROBATION. s. [comprobo, Latin.]

Proof; attestation . Bacon.

CO'MPROMISE. s. [ compromissum, Latin.]

1. A mutual promise of parties at difference

to refer their controversies to arbitrators.

Hooker. Roscommon.

Cowel.

2. A compact, or bargain, in which conces-

sions are made. Shakespeare.

To COMPROMISE. v. a . [from the noun. ]

1. To adjust a compact by mutual conces-

sions.

2. To accord ; to agree. Shakespeare.

COMPROMISSO'RIAL a. [from compromise.]

Relating to a compromise.

COMPROVINCIAL. a. [con and provincial. ]

Belonging to the same province.

COMPT. s. [ compte, Fr ] Account ; computa-
tion ; reckoning. Shakespeare.

To COMPT. v. a. [compter, Fr.] To compute ;

to number. We now use To COUNT.

CO'MPTIBLE. a. Accountable ; ready to give

Shakespeare.

To COMPTRO'LL v. a. To control ; to over-

rule ; to oppose.

account.

COMPTROLLER. s. [from comptroll.] Di-

rector ; supervisor. Temple.

Clarissa.

COMPULSATORY. a . [compulsor, Latin.}

Havingthe force ofimpelling. Shakespeare.

COMPULSION. s [compulsio, Latin.]

1. The act of compelling to something ;

force. Milton.

2. The state ofbeing compelled . Hale.

COMPULSIVE. a, [from compulser, French.]

Having the power to compel ; forcible. Phil.

COMPULSIVELY. ad. [from compulsive.] By

force ; by violence.

COMPULSIVENESS. s. [from compulsive.]

Force; compulsion.

COMPU'LSORILY. ad. [from compulsory.] In

a compulsory or forcible manner ; by vio-

lence. Bacon.

COMPULSORY. a. [compulsoire, Fr.] Having

the power of compelling.
Bramhall.

COMPU'NCTION. s. [componction, French. ]

1. The power ofpricking ; stimulation.

Brown.

2. Repentance ; contrition. Clarendon.

COMPU'NCTIOUS. a . [from compunction. ]

Repentant ; tender. Shakespeare.

COMPU’NCTIVE. a. [from compunction.]

Causing remorse.

COMPURGATION. s. [compurgatio, Latin.]

The practice ofjustifying any man's veracity

by the testimony ofanother.

COMPURGATOR. s. [Latin.] One who

bears his testimony to the credibility of ano-

ther. Woodward

COMPUTABLE. a. [from compute.] Capable

ofbeing numbered." Hale.

COMPUTATION. s . [from compute. ]

1. The act of reckoning ; calculation .

2. The sum collected or settled by calcula-

tion . Addison.

Holder.

Computa-

To COMPUTE. v. a. [computo, Latin.] To

reckon ; to calculate ; to count.

COMPUTE. s. [computus, Latin.]

tion ; calculation .

COMPUTER. s . [from compute.] Reckoner ;

accountant. Swift.

Wotton.

COʻMPUTIST. s. [computiste, Fr.] Calculator ;

one skilled in computation.

CO'MRADE. s. [camerade, French . ]

1. One who dwells in the same house or

chamber ; used chiefly of soldiers.

Shakespeare

Milton.
2. A companion ; a partner.

CON. A Latin inseparable preposition, which,

at the beginning ofwords, signifies union ; as,

concourse, a running together.

CON. [contra, against, Lat . ] One whois onthe

negative side ofa question

To CON. v. a. [ connan, Saxon . ]
1. To know.

2. To study.

Spenser,

Shakespeare. Holder. Prior.

3. To CON thanks. To thank. Shakespeare.

To CONCA'MERATE. v. a. [concamero, Lat.]

To arch over ; to vault, Grew.

To CONCATENATE. v. a. [from catena, Lat.]

To link together.

CONCATENATION. s. [from concatenate.] A

series of links. South
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CONCAVATION. s. [ from concave. ] The act

of making concave .

Burnet.

CONCAVE. a. [concarus, Lat.] Hollow ; op-

posed to convex.

CONCA'VENESS. s . [ from concave.] Hollow-

ness. Dict.

CONCAVITY. s. [ from concave. ] Internal sur-

face of a hollow spherical or spheroidical

body. Woodward.

CONČAVO-CONCAVE. a. Concave or hol-

low on both sides .

other.

CONCAVO-CONVEX. a. [from concave and

convex.] Concave one way, and convex the

Newton.

CONCA/VOUS . a. [concavus, Lat.] Concave.

CONCAVOUSLY. ad . [from concavous. ] With

hollowness . Brown.

To CONCE'AL . v. a. [concelo, Lat.] To hide ;

to keep secret ; not to divulge.

CONCEALABLE . a . [from conceal. ] Capable

of being concealed. Brown.

CONCEALEDNESS. s. [from conceal. ] Pri-

vacy; obscurity.
Dict.

CONCÉ'ALER. s . [from conceal. ] He that

conceals any thing.

CONCE'ALMENT. s. [from conceal .]

1. The act of hiding ; secrecy.

2. The state of being hid ; privacy.

3. Hiding place ; retreat.

Glanville.

Rogers.

To CONCE'DE. v. a . [concedo , Latin.] To ad-

mit ; to grant.

CONCEIT. s. [concept, French.]

1. Conception ; though ; idea.

2. Understanding ; readiness of apprehen-

sion.

Brown.

CONCEIVER. s. [ from conceive.] One that

understands or apprehends.

CONCE'NT. s . [concentus, Lat. ]

1. Concert of voices ; harmony.

2. Consistency.

Bacon.

Atterbury.

To CONCENTRATE. v. a. [concentrer, Fr.]

To drive into a narrower compass. Arbuthnot.

CONCENTRATION. s. [ from concentrute.]

Collection in a narrower space round the

Peacham.centre .

To CONCENTRE. v. n. [concentrer, Fr.] To

tend to one common centre. Hale.

centre.

To CONCENTRE. v . a. To emit toward one

Decay ofPiety.

a. [concentricus Latin.]

Having one common

Donne. Bentley.

CONCENTRICAL
CONCENTRICK.

centre.

CONCEPTACLE. s . [conceptaculum, Latin.]

That in which any thing is contained ; a ves

sel. Woodward.

CONCEPTIBLE. a. [from concipio, conceptum,

Lat. ] Intelligible ; capable to be understood.

Hale.

CONCEPTION. s . [conceptio, Lat.]

1. The act of conceiving, or quickening with

pregnancy.
Milton.

2. The state of being conceived. Shakespeare.

3. Notion ; idea. South.

Shakespeare.4. Sentiment ; purpose.

5. Apprehension ; knowledge, Davies.

6. Couceit ; sentiment ; pointed thought.

Dryden.

CONCE'PTIOUS . a . [conceptum, Lat .] Apt to

conceive ; pregnant. Shakespeare.

CONCEPTIVE. a. [conceptum, Lat.] Capable

Brown.to conceive.

Bentley.

Sidney.

Wisdom.

3. Fancy; fantastical notion.

4. Opinion in a neutral sense.

5. A pleasant fancy.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

To CONCE'RN. v. a . [concerner, Fr.]

1. To relate ; to belong to. Locke.

Pope. 2.To affectwith some passion. Rogers.

Boyle,

4. To disturb ; to make uneasy.

CONCERN. s.

South. 1. Business ; affair.

Knolles. 3. Importance ; moment.

Felton.

Derham.

Rogers.

Burnet.

Roscommon.

Addison.

6. Sentiment ; striking thought.

7. Fondness ; favourable opinion . Bentley.

8. Out ofCONCEIT with . No longer fond of.

Tillotson.

To CONCEIT. v . a . To imagine ; to believe.

CONCEITED . participial a . [from conceit .]

1. Endowed with fancy.

2. Proud ; fond of himself; opinionative.

CONCEITEDLY. al. [from conceited ] Fan-

cifully; whimsically. Donne.

CONCEITEDNESS. s . [from conceited.]Pride;

fondness of himself. Collier.

CONCEITLESS. a. [from conceit . ] Stupid ;

without thought. Shakespeare.

CONCEIVABLE. a. [from conceive. ]

1. That may be imagined or thought.

2. That may be understood or believed.

CONCEIVABLENESS. s . [from conceivable.]

The quality of being conceivable.

CONCEIVABLY. ad. [from conceivable.] In a

conceivable manner.

To CONCEIVE. v. a. [concevoir, French . ]

1. To form in the womb ; to be pregnant of.

2. To form in the mind. Jeremiah.

3. To comprehend ; to understand. Shakesp.

4. To think ; to be of opinion.

To CONCEIVE. v . n .

1. To think ; to have an idea of

2. To become pregnant.

Swift.

Watts.

Genesis.

3. To interest ; to engage by interest ; he is

concerned in the mine.

2. Interest ; engagement.

4. Passion ; affection ; regard.

CONCERNING. prep. Relating to ; with re-
lation to. Bacon. Tillotson.

CONCERNMENT. s. [from concern.]

1. The thing in which we are concerned o

interested ; business ; intcrest.

2. Relation ; influence.

3. Intercourse ; business.

4.Importance ; moment.

5. Interposition ; regard ; meddling.

Tillotson.

Denham.

Locke.

Boyle,

Clarendon,

Dryden.6. Passion ; emotion ofmind.

To CONCERT. v. a. [concerter, Fr.]

1. To settle any thing by mutual communi-

cation .

2. To settle ; to contrive ; to adjust jointly

with others.

Swift.

CO'NCERT. s. [from the verb.]

1. Communication of designs .

2. A symphony ; many performers playing

to the same tune.

CONCERTATION. s . [convertatio, Latin.]

Strife : contention.
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CONCE'RTATIVE. a. [concertativus, Latin.]

Contentious. Dict.

Hale.

K. Charles.

CONCE'SSION. s. [concessio, Lat.]

1. The act of granting or yielding.

2. A grant ; the thing yielded.

CONCESSIONARY.a. Given by indulgence.

CONCESSIVELY. ad. [from concession .] By

way ofconcession. Brown.

CONCH, s. [conchu, Lat.] A shell ; a sea-shell.

Dryden.

CO'NCHOID. s. The nave of a curve.

To CONCILIATE. v. a . [concilio, Lat.] To

gain ; to win. Brown.

CONCILIATION. s. [ from conciliate. ] The

act of gaining or reconciling.

CONCILIATOR. s . [from conciliate. ] One that

makes peace between others.

CONCILIATORY. a . [from conciliate .] Relat-

ing to reconciliation." Dict.

CONCINNITY. s. [from concinnitas, Latin .]

Decency; fitness ; neatness.

CONCI'NNOUS. a . [concinnus, Lat.] Becom-

ing ; pleasant ; neat.

CONCI'SE. a. [concisus, Latin . ] Brief; short.

Ben Jonson.

CONCI'SELY. ad . [from concise . ] Briefly ;

shortly. Broome,

CONCI'SENESS . s . [ from concise . ] Brevity ;

Dryden .shortness.

CONCI'SION. s . [concisum, Lat.] Cutting off ;

excision.

CONCITATION. s . [concitatio, Lat.] The act

of stirring up.

CONCLAMATION. s. An outcry.

COʻNCLAVE . s. [conclave, Fr.]

1. A private apartment.

Brown.

Dict.

2. The roomin which the cardinals meet ; or,

the assembly of the cardinals.

To CONCLU’DE. v. a. [ concludo, Lat.]

South.

3. Close assembly. Garth.

1. To shut.

2. To collect by ratiocination.

Hooker.

Tillotson.

3. To decide ; to determine. Addison.

4. To end ; to finish. Bacon. Dryden.

Hale. Atterbury.1

5. To oblige, as by the final determination.

To CONCLU’DE. v. n.

1. To perform the last act of ratiocination ;

to determine. Davies. Boyle.

Atterbury.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

CONCLUDENCY. s . [from concludent .] Con-

sequence ; regular proof. Hale.

CONCLUDENT. a. [from conclude.] Decisive.

Hule.

CONCLU'SIBLE. a. [from conclude.] Deter-

minable. Hammond.

2. To settle opinion.

3. Finally to determine.

4. To end.

CONCLUSION. s. [from conclude .]

1. Determination ; final decision. Hooker.

2. Collection from propositions premised ;

consequence. Davies. Tillotson.

Eccles.3. The close ; the last result.

4. The event ofexperiments ; experiment.

Shakespeare.

5. The end ; the upshot. : Shakespeare.

6. Silence ; confinement ofthe thought.

Shakespeare.

CONCLUSIVE. a. [from conclude.]

1. Decisive ; giving the last determination.

Bramhall . Rogers.

2. Regularly consequential.
Locke.

CONCLUSIVELY. ad . [ from conclusive. ] De.

cisively. Bacon.

CONCLUSIVENESS. s. [from conclusive.]

Power of determining the opinion. Hule.

To CONCOAGULATE, v. a . To congeal one

thing with another. Boyle.

CONCOAGULATION. s. [from concoagulate .]

A coagulation by which different bodies are

joined in one mass.

To CONCO'CT. v . a . [ concoquo, Lat.]

1. To digest by the stomach. Hayward

2. To exalt ; to mature by time or warmth.

CONCO'CTIÓN. s . [from concoct.] Digestion

in the stomach ; maturation by heat. Donne.

CONCO'LOUR. a . [concolor, Lat.] Of one co-

lour. Brown.

CONCO'MITANCE. Į s. [from concomiter,
CONCOMITANCY. Lat.] Subsistence

together with another thing. Glanville.

CONCO'MITANT. a. [concomitans, Lat.] Con-

joined with ; concurrent with. Locke.

CONCO'MITANT. s. Companion ; person

connected. South.

CONCO'MITANTLY. ad. [from concomitant .]

In company with others.

To CONCO'MITATE. v. a . [concomitatus,Lat.]

To be connected with any thing ; to attend ;

to accompany. Harvey.

COʻNCORD. S. [concordia, Lat. ]

1. Agreement between persons or things ;

peace ; union. Shakespeare.

Davies.2. A compact.

3. Harmony ; consent of sounds.

4. Principal grammatical relation of one

word to another. Locke.

CONCO'RDANCE. s. [concordantia, Lat.]

1. Agreement..

2. A book which shows in how many texts

of scripture any word occurs . Swift.

CONCORDANT. a. [concordans, Lat. ] Agree-

able ; agreeing. Brown.

CONCORDATE. s. [concordat, Fr.] A com

pact ; a convention. Swift.

CONCORPORAL. a. [from concorporo, Lat. ]

Ofthe same body. Dict.

To CONCO'RPOŘATE. v. a. [con and corpus

Lat.] To unite into one mass or substance.

Dict.

Taylor .

CONCORPORATION. s . [from concorporate .]

Union in one mass.

CONCOURSE. s . [concursus , Lat.]

1. The confluence ofmany persons or things

Ben Jonson.

2. The persons assembled. Dryden.

3. The point of junction or intersection of

two bodies. Newton,

CONCREMATION. s . [from conci emo, Lat.]

The act of burning together. Dict.

CO'NCREMENT. s. [from concresco, Latin. ]

The mass formed by concretion. Hale.

CONCRESCENCE. s . [from concresco, Lat. ]

The act or quality of growing by the union

ofseparate particles . Raleigh.

To CONCRETE. v. n. [concresco, Latin ] To

coalesce into one mass. Newton

To CONCRETE, v. a . To form by concretion.
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CO'NCRETE. a. [from the verb.]",

1. Formed by concretion ,

>

Burnet.

2. [In logick.] Not abstract ; applied to a

subject
Hooker.

COʻNCRETE s . A mass formed by concretion.

Bentley.

CONCRETELY. ad. [from concrete.] In a

manner including the subject with the pre-
dicate. Norris

CONCRETENESS. s. [ from concrete. ] Coagu
lation ; collection of fluids into a solid mass.

Dict.

CONCRETION. s. [from concrete. ]

1. The act of concreting ; coalition.

2. The mass formed by a coalition of sepa-

rate particles.

CONCRETIVE. a. [from concrete. ] Coagula-

tive. Brown.

CONCRETURE. s. A mass formed by coagu-

lation.

•

Bacon.

CONCUBINAGE. s. [concubinage, Fr.] The

act of living with a woman not married.

Broome.

CONCUBINE s. [concubina, Lat.] A woman

kept in fornication ; a whore. Bacon.

To CONCU'LCATE. v . a . [ conculco, Latin.] To

tread or trample under foot.

CONCULCA'TION. s. [conculcatio, Latin .]

Trampling with the feet.

CONCUPISCENCE. s. [concupiscentia, Lat.]

Irregular desire ; libidinous wish. Bentley.

CONCUPISCENT. a. [concupiscens, Lat.] Li-

bidinous ; lecherous. Shakespeare.

CONCUPISCENTIAL. u . [from concupiscent.]

Relating to concupiscence.

CONCUPI'SCIBLE. a. [concupiscibilis, Lat.]

Impressing desire ; indulging desire. South.

To CONCUR. v. n. [concurro, Lat.]

1. To meet in one point. Temple.

Swift.2. To agree ; to join in one action .

3. To be united with; to be conjoined.

4. To contribute to one common event.

CONCURRENCE.
S.CONCURREN

CY . 8. [from concur.]

1. Union ; association ; conjunction.

stances.

Clarendon.

2. Combination of many agents or circum-

Crashaw.

Rogers.

Ayliffe.

3. Assistance ; help.

4. Joint right ; common claim.

CONCURRENT. a. [from concur.]

1. Acting in conjunction ; concomitant in

agency. Hale.

2. Conjoined ; associate ; concomitant.

CONCURRENT. s. That which concurs.

Decay of Piety.

CONCUSSION . s. [concussio, Lat.] The act of

shaking ; tremefaction. Bacon.

CONCUSSIVE. a. [concussus, Lat.] Having

the power or quality of shaking.

To CONDEMN. v. a . [condemno, Lat.]

1. To find guilty ; to doom to punishment ;

contrary to acquiz.

prove.

Fiddes.

2. To censure ; to blame ; contrary to ap.
Locke.

3. To fine. Chronicles.

CONDEMNABLE. a. [ from condemn.] Blani-

able; culpable. Brown.

CONDEMNATION. s. [condemnatio, Latin.]

The sentence by which any one is doomed

to punishment. Romans.

CONDEMNATORY. a. [from condemn.]

Passing a sentence of condemnation.

Government ofthe Tongue.

CONDE'MNER. s. [from condemn.] A blamer;

a censurer. Taylor.

CONDE'NSABLE. a . [from condensate . ] Being

capable of condensation. Digby.

To CONDENSATE. v. a. [condenso, Lat.] To

make thicker.

To CONDE'NSATE. v. n. To grow thicker.

CONDENSATE. a. [condensatus, Lat.] Made

thick ; compressed into less space. Peacham.

CONDENSATION. s. [from condensate. ] The

act of thickening any body ; opposite to

rarefaction. Raleigh. Bentley.

To CONDENSE. v. a . [condenso, Lat.] To make

any body more thick, close, and weighty.

Woodward.

To CONDENSE. v. n. To grow close and

weighty. Newton.

CONDENSE. a. [from the verb.] Thick ;

dense.
Bentley.

CONDE'NSER. s. A vessel, wherein to crowd

the air. Quincy.
CONDE'NSITY. s. [from condense.] The state

of being condensed.

CO'NDERS. s. [conduire, French.] Such as

stand upon high places near the sea-coast, at

the time ofherring fishing, to make signs to

the fishers which way the shoal of herrings

passeth. Cowel.

ToCONDESCEND. v. n. [condescendre, Fr.]

1. To depart from the privileges of superio-

rity. Watts.

2. To consent to do more than mere justice

can require.
Tillotson.

3. To stoop ; to bend ; to yield. Milton,

CONDESCENDENCE. s. [condescendence,Fr. }

Voluntary submission.

CONDESCENDINGLY. ad. [from condescend-

ing.] By way of voluntary humiliation ; by

way ofkind concession.

CONDESCENSION. s . [ from condescend.] Vo-

Juntary humiliation ; descent from superio-
Tillotson.

CONDESCE'NSIVE. a. [from condescend.]

Courteous.

rity.

CONDI'GN, a. [condignus, Lat.] Suitable ; de-

served ; merited. Arbuthnot.

CONDI'GNESS. s. [from condign.] Suitable-

ness ; agreeableness to deserts.

CONDIGNLY. ad. [from condign. ] Deserved-

ly; according to merit.

COʻNDIMENT. s. [condimentum, Latin.] Sea-

soning ; sauce. Bacon.

CONDISCIPLE. s. [condiscipulus, Latin.] A

school-fellow.

To CO'NDITE . v. a. [condio, Lat.] To pickle ,

to preserve by salts. Taylor.

CO'NDITEMENT. s. [from condite.] A com-

position of conserves. Dict.

CONDITION. s. [condition, Fr.]

1. Quality ; that by which any thing is de-

nominated good or bad. Shakespeare.

2. Attribute ; accident ; property. Newton

3. Natural quality of the mind ; temper;

temperament. Shakespeare
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4. Moral quality ; virtue, or vice.

5. State ; circumstances .

6. Rank.

South.

Wake.

Shakespeare. Clarendon.

7. Stipulation ; terms of compact. Clarendon.

8. The writing of agreement ; compact.

Shakespeare.

To CONDITION. v. n. [from the noun.] To

make terms, to stipulate . Donne.

CONDITIONAL. a. [from condition .] By way

ofstipulation ; not absolute. South.

CONDITIONAL. s . [from the adjective.] A

limitation . Bacon.

CONDITIONA'LITY. s. [from conditional .]

Limitation by certain terms. Decay ofPiety.

CONDITIONALLY. ad. [from conditional.]

With certain limitations ; on particular terms .

South.

CONDITIONARY. a. [from condition .] Sti-

pulated.
Norris.

To CONDITIONATE. v. a . To regulate by

certain conditions. Brown.

terms.

CONDITIONATE. a . Established on certain

Hammond.

CONDITIONED. a. [from condition . ] Having

qualities or properties good or bad.

To CONDO'LE. v. n. [condoleo, Lat.]To lament

with those that are in misfortune ; to partake

another's sorrow. Temple.

To CONDO'LE. v . a. To bewail with another.

Dryden,

CONDO'LEMENT. s. [from condole.] Grief;

sorrow participated . Shakespeare.

CONDO'LENCE. s . [condolance, Fr.] Grieffor

the sorrows of another. Arbuthnot.

CONDO'LER. s. [from condole . ] One that la-

ments with another upon his misfortunes.

CONDONATION. s. [condonutio, Latin.] A

pardoning ; a forgiving.

To CONDUCE. v. n. [conduco, Lat.] To pro-

mote an end; to contribute. Tillotson.

To CONDU'CÉ . v. a. To conduct. Wotton.

CONDUCIBLE. a. [conducibilis, Lat.] Having

the power of conducing. Bentley.

CONDUCIBLENESS . s. [from conducible. ]

The quality of contributing to any end.

CONDUCIVE. a. [from conduce .] That which

may contribute to any end. Rogers.

CONDUCIVENESS. s. [from conducive. ] The

quality ofconducing.

CONDUCT. s . [conduit, Fr.]

1. Management ; economy.
Bacon.

Waller.

1 Esdras.

2. The act of leading troops.

3. Convoy ; escort ; guard.

4. Awarrantby which a convoy is appointed.

5. Behaviour ; regular life. Swift.

To CONDUCT. v. a. [conduire, Fr.]

1. To lead ; to direct ; to accompany in or

der to show the way.

2. To attend in civility.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

3. To manage ; as, to conduct an affair.

4. To head an army.

CONDUCTITIOUS. a. [conductitius, Latin. ]
Hired .

CONDUCTOR. s. [from conduct.]

Ayliffe.

1. A leader ; one who shows anotherthe way

by accompanying him.

2. A chief; a general.

3. A manager; a director.

Dryden.

4. An instrument to direct the knife in cut.

ting. Quincy

CONDUCTRESS. s. [from conduct.] A woman

that directs .

CONDUIT. s. [conduit, Fr.]

waters.

1. A canal of pipes for the conveyance of

Davies.

2. The pipe or cock at which water is drawn.

Shakespeare.

CONDUPLICATION. s . [conduplicatio, Lat.]

A doubling .

CONE. s. [ navos . ] A solid body, of which the

base is a circle, and which ends in a point.

To CONFA BULATE. v. n . [confubulo, Lat.]

To talk easily together ; to chat.

CONFABULATION. s. [confabulatio, Latin.]

Easy conversation.

CONFA'BULATORY. a. [from confabulate.]

Belonging to talk.

CONFARREATION. s. [confarreatio, Lat.]

The solemnization of marriage by eating

bread together. Ayliffe.

To CONFECT. v. a. [confectus, Lat. ] To make

up into sweetmeats.

CO'NFECT. s . [ from the verb.] Asweetmeat.

CONFECTION. s. [confectto, Latin .]

1. A preparation of fruit with sugar ;

sweetmeat. Addison.

a

2. A composition ; a mixture. Shakespeare.

CONFECTIONARY. s. [from confection.] One

whose trade is to make sweetmeats. Shak

CONFECTIONER. s. [from confection.] One

whose trade is to make sweetmeats . Boyle.

CONFEDERACY. s. [ confederation, French. ]

League ; union ; engagement. Shakespeare

To CONFEDERATE. v. a. [confederer, Fr.]

To join in a league ; to unite ; to ally. Knol

To CONFE'DERĂTÉ. v . n. To league ; to

unite in a league. South.

CONFEDERATE. a. [fromthe verb.]United

in a league.

CONFEDERATE.s. [from the verb.]One who

engages to support another ; an ally Dryden.

CONFEDERATION. s . [confederation, Fr. ]

League alliance. Bucon.

Psalms.

To CONFER. v. n . [confero, Latin .] To dis

course with another upon a stated subject.

To CONFE'R. v. a .

1. To compare.

2. To give; to bestow.

Clarendon.

Raleigh. Boyle .

Clarendon.

3. To contribute ; to conduce. Glanville.

CONFERENCE. s . [ conference, Fr.]

1. Formal discourse ; oral discussion of any

question. Sidney.

2. An appointed meeting for discussing some

point.

3. Comparison.

CONFE'RRER. s. [from confer.]

1. He that converses.

2. He that bestows.

To CONFE'SS . v . a. [confesser, Fr.]

1. To acknowledge a crime.

Ascham.

Shakespeare.

2. To disclose the state of the conscience to

the priest. Wake.

3. To hear the confession of a penitent, as a

priest.

4. To own ; to avow; not to deny. Marth.

3r
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5. To grant ; not to dispute. Locke.

Pope.6. To show ; to prove ; to attest.

To CONFESS. v. n. To make confession ; as ,

he is gone to the priest to confess.

CONFE'SSEDLY. ad . [from confessed . ] Avow-

edly ; indisputably. South.

CONFE'SSIÓN. s. [from confess .]

I. The acknowledgment of a crime. Temple.

2. The act of disburdening the conscience to

a priest. Wake.

I Timothy.

4. Aformulary in which the articles offaith

are comprised.

3. Profession ; avowal.

Addison.

CONFESSIONAL. s. [French.] The seat in

which the confessor sits.

CONFESSIONARY. s. [confessionaire, Fr. ]

-The seat where the priest sits to hear confes-

sions.

CONFESSOR. s. [confesseur, Fr.]

1. One who makes profession of his faith in

the face of danger. Stillingfleet.

2. He that hears confessions, and prescribes

penitence. Taylor.

Rowe.

3. He who confesses his crimes.

CONFE'ST. a. Open ; known ; not concealed ;

apparent ; evident.

CONFESTLY. ad. Undisputably ; evidently.

Decay ofPiety.

CONFI'CIENT. a. That causes or procures.

Dict.

Arbuthnot.

CO'NFIDANT. s . [confident, French.] Aperson

trusted with private affairs.

To CONFIDE. v. n. [confido , Lat.] To trust in ;

to put trust in. Congreve.

CO'NFIDENCE. s . [ confidentia, Lat.]

1. Firm belief of another. South.

2. Trust in his own abilities or fortune. Clar.

3.Vitious boldness; opposed to modesty.Hook

4. Honest boldness ; firmness of integrity.

2 Esdras. Milton.

5. Trust in the goodness of another. 1 John .

6. That which gives or causes confidence .

CO'NFIDENT. a. [ from confide .]

1. Assured beyond doubt.
Hummond.

2. Positive ; affirmative ; dogmatical.

3. Secure of success. Sidney. South.

4. Void ofsuspicion ; trusting without limits.

Shakespeare.

5. Bold to a vice ; impudent.

CONFIDENT. s. [from confide. ] One trusted

with secrets . South.

CO'NFIDENTLY. ad. [from confident.]

1. Without doubt ; without fear. Atterbury.

2. With firm trust. Dryden.

3. Without appearance of doubt ; positively ;

dogmatically.
Ben Jonson.

CO'NFIDENTNESS. s. [from confident. ] As-

surance.

CONFIGURATION. s . [configuration, Fr.]

1. The form of the various parts adapted to

each other. Woodward.

2. The face ofthe horoscope.

To CONFIGURE. v . a. [from figura, Lat.] To

dispose into any form." Bentley.

CONFINE. s. [confinis, Lat.] Common boun-

dary ; border ; edge. Locke.

CONFINE. a. [confinis, Lat.] Bordering upon.

To CO'NFINE. v. n.To border upon ; to touch

on other territories.

To CONFI'NE. v. a. [confiner, Fr.]

1. To bound ; to limit."

2. To shut up; to imprison ; to immure.

3. To restrain ; to tie up to ; as, the action of

a play is confined to a short time. Dryden.

CONFINELESS . a . [ from confine.] Bound-

less ; unlimited. Shakespeare.

CONFINEMENT. s. [from confine . ] Imprison-

ment ; restraint of liberty. Addison.

CONFI'NER. s. [ from confine.]

1. A borderer ; one that lives upon confines .

2. A near neighbour.

Daniel.

Wotton.

3. One which touches upon two different re.

gions. Bacon.

CONFINITY. s. [confinitas, Lat. ] Nearness ;

contiguity. Dict.

To CONFIRM. v. a . [confirmo, Lat.]

1. To put past doubt bynew evidence. Add .

2. To settle ; to establish . Shakespeare.

3. To fix ; to radicate. Wiseman.

4. To complete ; to perfect. Shakespeare.

5. To strengthen by new solemnities or ties.

Swift.

6. To admit to the full privileges of a Chris-

tian, by imposition of hands. Hammond.

CONFIRMÁBLE. a. [ from confirm . ] That

which is capable of incontestible evidence.

CONFIRMATION. s. [ from confirm .]

1. The act of establishing any thing or per-

son; settlement. Shakespeare.

Knolles.2. Evidence ; additional proof.

3. Proof; convincing testimony. South.

4. An ecclesiastical rite. Hammond.

CONFIRMA'TOR. s. An attester ; he that

puts a matter past doubt. Brown.

CONFIRMATORY. a . [from confirm .] Giv-

ing additional testimony,

CONFIRMEDNESS . s . [from confirmed.] Con-

firmed state . Decay ofPiety.

CONFIRMER. s . [from confirm . ] One that

confirms ; an attester ; an establisher. Shake.

CONFI'SCABLE . a . [from confiscate. ] Liable

to forfeiture.

To CONFISCATE. v a. [confisquer, Fr.] To

transfer private property to the publick, by

way ofpenalty.
Bacon.

CONFISCATE. a . [ from the verb.] Trans-

ferred to the publick as forfeit. Shakespeare.

CONFISCATION. s. [ from confiscate. ] The

act of transferring the forfeited goods of cri

minals to publick use. Bacon.

CONFITENT. s . [confitens, Lat .] One confess-

ing. Decay ofPiety.

CONFITURE. s. [ French ] A sweetmeat ; a

confection.

down.

Bacon.

To CONFI'X. v . a. [confixum, Latin.] To fix

Shakespeare.

CONFLAGRANT. a. [conflagrans, Lat. ] In-

volved in a general fire.
Milton.

CONFLAGRATION. s . [conflagratio, Lat.]

1. A general fire. Bentley.

2. It is taken for the fire which shall con-

sume this world at the last day.

CONFLATION. s . [conglutum , Lat.]

1. The act of blowing many instruments to--

gether. Bacon.

2. A casting or melting ofmetal.

Milton. CONFLEXURE.s. [conflexura, Lat. ]A bending.
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To CONFLICT. v. n. [confligo, Latin. ] To

strive , to contest ; to fight ; to struggle. Till.

CONFLICT. s . [conflictus, Lat.]

1. A violent collision, or opposition .

2. A combat ; a fight between two. Shak.

3. Contest ; strife ; contention. Shakespeare.

4. Struggle ; agony ; pang.

CO'NFLUENCE. s . [ conflue, Lat]

Regers.

1. The junction or union ofseveral streams.
Brerewood.

2. The act of crowding to a place. Bacon.

3. A concourse ; a multitude. Temple.

CO'NFLUENT. a . [ confluens, Lat.] Running

one into another ; meeting. Blackmore.

CO'NFLUX. s. [confluxio, Lat.]

4. The union of several currents . Clarendon.

2. Crowd ; multitude collected . Milton.

CONFO'RM. a . [conformis, Lat. ] Assuming the

same form ; resembling. Bacon.

To CONFO'RM. v. a. [conformo, Latin.] To

reduce to the like appearance with some-

thing else. Hooker.

To CONFORM. v. n . To comply with.Dryden.

CONFORMABLE. a. [ from conform. ]

1. Having the same form ; similar. Hooker.

2. Agreeable ; suitable ; not opposite . Add.

3. Compliant ; ready to follow directions ;

obsequious. Sprat.

CONFORMABLY. ad. [from conformable.]

With conformity ; suitably.

CONFORMATION. s . [French ; conformatio,

Lat.]

Locke.

1. The form of things as relating to each

other. Holder.

2. The act of producing suitableness, or con-

formity.
Watts.

CONFORMIST. s. [from conform . ] One that

complies with the worship of the church of

England.

CONFORMITY. s . [from conform .]

1. Similitude ; resemblance.

2. Consistency.

Hooker.

Arbuthnot.

CONFORTATION. s . [from conforto, Lat.]

Collation of strength.

To CONFOUND . v. a . [confondre, Fr.]

1. To mingle things.

Bacon.

Genesis.

2. To perplex ; to mention without due dis-
tinction. Locke.

Grew.

3. To disturb the apprehension by indistinct

words. Locke.

4. To throw into consternation ; to perplex ;

to astonish ; to stupify. Milton.

5. To destroy. Daniel.

CONFOUNDED. part. a. [ from confound.]

Hateful ; detestable.

CONFOUNDEDLY. ad. [from confounded .]

Hatefully; shamefully. Addison.

CONFOUNDER. s . [from confound.] He who

distubs, perplexes, or destroys.

CONFRATERNITY. s. [from con and fru-

ternitas, Latin.] A body of men united for

some religious purpose. Stillingfleet.

CONFRICA TIÓN. s . [from con and frico,

Lat.] The act of rubbing against any thing.

To CONFRONT. v. a. [confronter, Fr.]

1. To stand against another in full view ; to

face.
Dryden.

2. To stand face to face, in opposition to

another.
Sidney.

3. To oppose one evidence to another in open

court.

4. To compare one thing with another.

CONFRONTATION. s . [ French.] The act of

bringing two evidences face to face.

To CONFUSE. v. a. [confusus, Lat.}

1. To disorder ; to disperse irregularly,

2. To mix; not to separate.

3. To perplex, not distinguish ; to obscure.

Watc

Pope.4. To hurry the mind.

CONFUSEDLY. ad. [from confused. ]

1. In a mixed mass ; without separation .

2. Indistinctly ; one mingled with another.

3. Not clearly ; not plainly. Clarendon.

4. Tumultuously ; hastily. Dryden.

CONFUSEDNESS. s. [ from confused .] Want

of distinctness ; want of clearness. Norris

CONFUSION. s . [from confuse.]

1. Irregular mixture ; tumultuous medley.

2. Tumult. Hooker.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

3. Indistinct combination.

4. Overthrow ; destruction .

5. Astonishment ; distraction of mind. Spect.

CONFU TABLE. a. [from confute. ] Possible

to be disproved. Brown.

CONFUTATION. s. [confutatio , Latin. ] The

act of confuting ; disproof.

To CONFUTE. v. a. [confuto, Latin. ] To con-

vict of error ; to disprove. Hudibras.

CO'NGE. s. [ congé, Fr. ]

Spenser.

1. Act of reverence ; bow ; courtesy.

2. Leave ; farewell.

To CO'NGE. r. n . To take leave. Shakespeure.

CO'NGE D'ELIRE. [ French ] The king's

permission royal to a dean and chapter, in

time of vacation, to choose a bishop . Spect.

CO'NGE. s . [ In architecture . ] A moulding in

form of a quarter round, or a cavetto.

To CONGEAL. v . a. [congelo , Latin.]

1. To turn, by frost, from a fluid to a solid

state . Spenser.

2. To bind or to fix, as by cold . Shakespeare.

To CONGEAL. v. n. To concrete, by cold.

Burnet.

CONGE'ALABLE. a. [from congeal. ] Suscep-

tible of congelation . Bacon.

CONGEALMENT. s . [from congeal . ] The clot

formed by congelation . Shakespeare.

CONGELA'TION. s. [ from congeal.] State of

being congealed, or made solid. Brown.

CO'NGENER. s . [ Latin. ] A thing of the same
kind or nature. Miller

CONGENEROUS. a . [congener, Lat. ] Ofthe
same kind. Brown. Arbuthnot.

CONGE'NEROUSNESS . s . [from congene-

rous.] The quality of being from the same

original .

CONGENIAL. a. [con and genius, Lat.] Par-

taking of the same genius ; connate. Pope.

CONGENIALITY. s. [from congenial. ] Cog-

nation of mind.

CONGENIALNESS. s . [from congenial.] Cog-

nation ofmind.

CONGENITE. a . [congenitus, Latin.] Ofthe

same birth ; connate. 5.Hale,

CO'NGER. s . [congrus, Lat.] The sea eel. Walt.

CONGERIES . s. [ Latin.] A mass ofbodies

heaped up together. Boyle
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To CONGEST. v. a. [congestum, Latin.] To

heap up.

CONGESTIBLE. a. [from congest. ] That may

be heaped up.

CONGESTION. s . [congesio, Latin.] A col-

lection ofmatter, as in abscesses. Quincy.

CO'NGIARY. s. [congiarium, Lat.] A gift dis-

tributed to the Roman people or soldiery.

To CONGLA'CIATE. v. n. [conglaciatus, Lat. ]

To turn to ice. Brown.

CONGLACIA'TION. s. [from [conglaciate. ]

Act of changing into ice . Brown.

To CO'NGLOBATE. v. a. [conglobatus, Lat.]

To gather into a hard firm ball. Grew.

CO'NGLOBATE. a. Moulded into a firm ball.

Cheyne.

CO'NGLOBATELY. ad. In a spherical form.

CONGLOBATION. s. [from conglobate. ] A

round body ; acquired sphericity. Brown.

To CONGLO BE. v. a. [conglobo, Latin. ] To

gather into a round mass.

To CONGLO'BE. v. n. To coalesce into a

round mass. Milton.

Pope.

To CONGLO'MERATE. v. a. [conglomero,

Latin.] To gather into a ball, like a ball of

thread. Grew.

CONGLOMERATE. a. [from the verb.]

1. Gathered into a round ball, so that the

fibres are distinct. Cheyne.

2. Collected ; twisted together.

CONGLOMERA'TION. s. [from conglome-

rate . ]

Bacon.

1. Collection of matter into a loose ball.

2. Intertexture ; mixture.

T. CONGLUTINATE.v.. [conglutino, Lat.]

To cement ; to re-unite.

To CONGLUTINATE. v . n. To coalesce.

CONGLUTINATION. s. [from conglutinate.]

The act ofuniting wounded bodies.

CONGLUTINATIVE. a. [from conglutinate.]

Having the power of uniting wounds.

CONGLUTINA'TOR. s. [from conglutinate.]

That which has the power ofuniting wounds.
Woodward.

CONGRATULANT. a. [from congratulate.]

Rejoicing in participation. Milton.

To CONGRATULATE. v. a. [gratulor, Lat.]

To compliment upon any happy event. Sprat.

To CONGRATULATE. v. n. To rejoice in

participation. Swift.

CONGRATULATION. s . [from congratu-

late.]

1. The act of professing joy for the happi- .
ness or success of another.

2. The form in which joy is professed.

CONGRATULATORY. a. [from congratulate]

Expressing joy for the good of another.

To CONGRE’E. v. r. To agree ; to join. Sha.

To CONGRE'ET. v. n. [from con and greet. ]

To salute reciprocally. Shakespeare.

To CO'NGREGATE. v. a. [congrego, Latin.]

To collect ; to assemble ; to bring into one

place. Raleigh. Newton.

To CO'NGREGATE. v. n . To assemble ; to

Denham.meet.

Bacon.

CO'NGREGATE. a. [from the verb.] Collect-

ed ; compact.

CONGREGA'TION. s. [from congregate.]

1. A collection ; a mass brought together.

154 Shakespeare,

2. An assembly met to worship God in pub

lick. Hooker. Swift.

CONGREGATIONAL. a. [from congregation.]

Publick ; pertaining to a congregation.

CO'NGRESS. s. [congressus, Latin.]

1. A meeting ; a shock ; a conflict..

2. An appointed meeting for settlement of

affairs between different nations.

CONGRE'SSIVE. a. [from congress.] Meet-

ing ; encountering.
Brown.

To CONGRU'E. v. n. [ from congruo, Latin .] To

agree ; to be consistent with ; to suit.

Shakespeare.

CO'NGRUENCE. s. [congruentia, Latin.]

Agreement ; suitableness of one thing to

another.

CONGRU’ENT. a . [congruens, Lat. ] Agreeing ,

correspondent.

CONGRU'ITY. s . [from congrue.]

1. Suitableness ; agreeableness.

2. Fitness ; pertinence.

Cheyne

Glanville.

3. Consequence of argument ; reason ; con-

sistency. Hooke.

CO'NGRUMENT.s . [from congrue.] Fitness ;

adaptation. Ben Jonson.

Locke.

CO'NGRUOUS. a. [congruus, Lat.]

1. Agreeable to ; consistent with.

2. Suitable to ; accommodated to. Cheyne.

3. Rational ; fit. Atterbury.

CO'NGRUOUSLY. ad. [from congrous.] Suita-

bly; pertinently.

cone.

Boyle.

CO'NICAL. a. [conicus, Latin.] Having the

CO'NICK. formof a cone. Prior.

CO'NICALLY. ad. [ from conical ] In form of a

Boyle.

CO'NICALNESS. s. [from conical. ] The state

or quality of being conical,

CO'NICK Section . s. A curve line arising from

the section of a cone by a plane.

CO'NICK Sections. s. That part ofgeometry

whichconsiders the coneCO'NICKS.

and the curves arising from its sections.

To CONJE'CT. v . n. [conjectum, Latin.] To

guess ; to conjecture. Shakespeare.

CONJECTOR. s . [from conject .] A guesser ;

a conjecturer. Swift.

CONJECTURABLE. a. [from conjecture.]

Possible to be guessed,

CONJECTURAL. a. [ from conjecture.] De-

pending on conjecture. Broome.

CONJECTURALITY. s. [from conjectural.]

That which depends upon guess.

CONJECTURALLY. ad. [from conjectural.]

By guess ; by conjecture.
Hooker.

CONJECTURE. s. [conjectura, Latin ]

1. Guess ; imperfect knowledge. South.

2. Idea ; noiton ; conception. Shakespeare.

To CONJECTURE. v. a. [from the noun. ]

To guess ; to judge by guess. South.

CONJECTURER. s. [from conjecture.] A

Addison.

CONIFEROUS. a. [conus and fero, Lat.] Such

trees are coniferous as bear fruit of a woody

substance,and a figure approaching to that of

acone. Ofthis kind are fir and pine. Quincy.

To CONJO'BBLE. v. a. To concert ; a low

word. L'Estrange,

To CONJO'IN. v. a. [conjoindre, French.]

1. To unite ; to consolidate into one.

guesser.

.
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2. To unite in marriage. Shakespeare.

3. To associate ; to connect. Taylor.

To CONJOIN. v. n. To league ; to unite.

CONJOINT. a. [conjoint, Fr.] United ; con-

nected.

Brown.

Matri-

Swift.

Matri-

CONJOINTLY. ad . [from conjoint. ] In union ;

together.

CO'NJUGAL. a. [conjugalis, Latin.]

monial ; belonging to marriage.

COʻNJUGALLY. ad. [from conjugal. ]

monially ; connubially.

To CO'NJUGATE. v. a . [conjugo, Latin. ]

1. To join ; to join in marriage ; to unite.

Wotton.

2. To inflect verbs.

COʻNJUGATE. a . [conjugatus, Latin.] Agree-

ing in derivation with another word. Bram.

CONJUGATION. s . [conjugatio, Latin.]

1. A couple ; a pair.

2. The act ofuniting or compiling things to-

gether.

3. The form of inflecting verbs.

4. Union ; assemblage.

Brown.

Bentley.

Locke,

Taylor.

Shakespeare.

CONJUNCT. a. [conjunctus, Latin.] Conjoin-

ed ; concurrent ; united.

CONJUNCTION. s. [ conjunctio, Latin.]

1. Union ; association ; league. Bacon.

2. The congress of two planets in the same

degree ofthe zodiack.

3.A word made use ofto connect the clauses

of a period together.

Rymer.

Clarke.

Shakespeare.

CONJUNCTIVE. a. [conjunctivus, Lat.]

1. Closely united.

2. [In grammar.] The mood ofa verb.

CONJUNCTIVELY. ad. [from conjunctive.]

In union. Brown.

CONJUNCTIVENESS. s. [from conjunctive.]

The quality ofjoining or uniting.

CONJUNCTLY. ad. [from conjunct.] Jointly ;

together.

Clarendon.

CONJUNCTURE. s . [conjuncture, French. ]

1. Combination ofmany circumstances. K. C.

2. Occasion ; critical time.

3. Mode of union ; connection.

4. Consistency.

CONJURATION. s. [from conjure. ]

Holder.

K. Charles.

1. The form or act of summoning another in

some sacred name.
Shakespeare.

2. An incantation ; an enchantment. Sidney.

To CO'NJURE. v . u. [conjuro, Latin.]

1. To summon in a sacred name. Clarendon.

2. To conspire. Milton.

To CONJU'RE. v. n. To practise charms or

enchantments. Shakespeare.

CO'NJURER. s. [from conjure.]

1. An enchanter. Donne.

2. An impostor who pretends to secret arts ;

a cunning man. Prior

Addison.

Serious

Milton.

3. A man of shrewd conjecture.

CONJU'REMENT. s. [from conjure.]

injunction.

CONNA'SCENCE. s . [con and nascor, Latin. ]

1. Common birth ; community ofbirth.

2. The act of uniting or growing together.

CONNA'TE. a. [from con and natus, Latin.]

Born with another.

CONNA'TURAL. a. [con and natural.]

1. Suitable to nature.

2. Participant of the same nature.

South.

Milton..

Milton.

Hale.

3. United with the being ; connected by na

ture. Davies.

CONNATURA'LITY. 8. [from connatural. ]

Participation of the same nature.

CONNATURALLY. ad. [from connatural.]

By the act of nature ; originally.

CONNA'TURALNESS. s . [from connatural. ]

Participation of the same nature ; natural

union.

To CONNECT. v. a. [connecto, Latin.]

1. To join ; to link ; to unite.

2. To unite as a cement.

Pearson.

Boyle.

Locke.

3. Tojoin in a just series of thought ; as, the

author connects his reasons well.

To CONNECT. v. n. To cohere ; to havejust

relation to things precedent and subsequent.

CONNECTIVELY. ad. [from connect.] In

conjunction ; in union.

To CONNE'X. v. a . [ connexum, Lat.] To join

or link together. Hale. Phillips

CONNEXION. s . [from connex.]

1. Union ; junction. Atterbury.

2. Just relation to some thing precedent or

subsequent. Blackmore.

CONNEXIVE. a. [from connex.] Having the
force of connexion. Wutts.

CONNICTATION. s. [from connicto, Latin.]

1. The act of winking..

2. Voluntary blindness ; pretended igno-

rance ; forbearance.

To CONNI'VE. v. n. [connivo, Lat.]

I. To wink.

South.

Spectator.

2. To pretend blindness or ignorance. Rog.

CONNOISSEUR. s . [French. ] A judge ; a

critic in matters of taste. Swift.

To CO'NNOTATE. v . a. [con and nota, Latin .]

To designate something beside itself. Ham.

CONNOTATION. s . [from connotate.] Impli-
cation of something beside itself. Hale.

To CONNO'TE. v. a. [con and nota, Latin.]

To imply ; to include. South.

CONNUBIAL. a . [connubialis, Lat.] Matrimo-

nial ; nuptial ; pertaining to marriage ; con-

jugal. Pope.

CO'ÑOID. s. {xwvoεing.] A figure partaking of

a cone. Holder.

CONOI'DICAL. a. [from conoid.] Approach-

ing to a conic form.

To CONQUA'SSATE. v. a. [conquasso, Latin.]

To shake ; to agitate. Harvey.

CONQUASSA'TION. s . [ from conquassate.]

Agitation ; concussion.

To CO'NQUER. v. a . [conquerir, French.]

1. To gain by conquest ; to win.

2. To overcome ; to subdue.

3. To surmount ; to overcome ; as,

quered his reluctance.

I Mac.

Smith.

he con-

To CONQUER. v. n. To get the victory ; to

Decay ofPicty.overcome.

COʻNQUERABLE. a . [from conquer .] Possible

to be overcome,

CONQUEROR. s. [from conquer.]

South.

1. Amanthat has obtained a victory ; a vic-

tor. Shakespeare.

2. One that subdues and ruins countries.

CONQUEST. s. [conqueste, French .]

1. The act of conquering ; subjection . Dav

2. Acquisition by victory ; thing gained.

3. Victory ; success in arms. Addison
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CONSANGUI’NEOUS. a. [consanguineus, Lát.]

Near of kin ; related by birth ; not affined

by marriage. Shakespeare.

CONSANGUINITY. s. [consanguinitas, Lat.]

Relation by blood. South.

CONSARCINATION. s. [from consarcino,

Lat.] The act of joining coarsely together.

CO'NSCIENCE. s . [conscientia, Latin. ]

1. The knowledge or faculty by which we

judge ofthe goodness or wickedness of our

own actions. Spenser.

2. Justice ; the estimate of conscience.

3. Consciousness ; knowledge of our own

thoughts or actions . Hooker.

4. Real sentiment; veracity; private thoughts.

Clarendon.

Taylor.

Swift.

5. Scruple ; difficulty.

6. Reason ; reasonableness.

CONSCIENTIOUS. a. [from conscience .] Scru-

pulous ; exactly just.
L'Estrange.

CONSCIENTIOUSLY.ad. [from conscientious.]

According to the direction of conscience.

L'Estrange.

CONSCIENTIOUSNESS. s. [from conscien-

tious. ] Exactness ofjustice. Locke.

CO'NSCIONABLE. a. [from conscience.] Rea-

sonable ; just. Shakespeare.

CO'NSCIONABLENESS . s . [from consciona-

ble.] Equity reasonableness.

CO'NSCIONABLY. ad. [from conscionable. ]

Reasonably ; justly.

CO'NSCIOUS. a . [conscius, Latin.]

1. Endowed with the powerof

one's own thoughts and actions.

2. Knowing from memory.

Taylor.

knowing

Bentley.

Dryden.

3. Admitted to the knowledge of any thing.

Bentley.

4. Bearing witness by conscience to any

thing . Clarendon,

CONSCIOUSLY. ad. [from conscious. ] With

knowledge of one's own actions.

CO'NSCIOUSNESS. s . [from conscious.]

1. The perception of what passes in a man's

own mind. Locke.

2. Internal sense of guilt, or innocence.

Government of the Tongue.

CO'NSCRIPT. a. Aterm used in speaking of

the Roman senators, who were called Putres

conscripti.

CONSCRIPTION. s . [conscriptio, Latin .] An

enrolling.

To CO'NSECRATE. v . a. [consecro, Latin.]

1. To make sacred ; to appropriate to sacred

Hebrews.uses.

2. To dedicate inviolably to some particular

purpose . Numbers.

3. To canonize.

CO'NSECRATE. a. Consecrated ; sacred.

Drayton.

CO'NSECRATER. s. [ from consecrate ] One

that performs the rites by which any thing

is devoted to sacred purposes. Atterbury.

CONSECRATION. s . [ from consecrate.]

1. A rite of dedicatingto the service ofGod.

Hooker.

2. The act of declaring one holy. Hulc.

COʻNSECTARY. 8. Deduction from premises ·

corollary. Woodward

CONSECUTION. s. [consecutio, Latin. ]

1. Train of consequences ; chain of deduc.

tions.

2. Succession.

Hale.

Newton.

3. [In astronomy.] The month of consecution

is the space between one conjunction ofthe

moon with the sun unto another.

CONSECUTIVE. a. [consecutif, French.]

1. Following in train. Arbuthnot.

2. Consequential ; regularly succeeding.

To CONSEMINATE. v. a . [ consemino, Lat.]

To sow different seeds together.

CONSE'NSION. s. [ consensio , Latin. ] Agree-

ment; accord.

CONSENT. s. [ concensus, Latin. ]

1. The act of yielding or consenting.

2. Concord ; agreement ; accord.

3. Coherence with ; correspondence.

4. Tendency to one point .

Bentley

Cowley.

Pope.

5. The correspondence which one part has

with another, by means of some fibres and

nerves common to them both. Quincy.

Genesis.

To CONSENT. v . n. [consentio, Latin .]

1. To be of the same mind ; to agree.

2. To co-operate to the same end.

3. To yield ; to allow ; to admit.

CONSENTANEOUS . a . [consentaneus, Latin.]

Agreeable to ; consistent with . Hammond.

CONSENTA'NEOUSLY. ad. [ from consenta

neous. ] Agreeably ; consistently ; suitably.Boy.

CONSENTANEOUSNESS. s. [ from consen

taneous. ] Agreement ; consistence. Dict.

CONSENTIENT. a. [consentiens, Latin .]

Agreeing ; united in opinion .

Oxford Reasons against the Covenant.

CO'NSEQUENCE. s. [consequentia, Latin. ]

1. That which follows from any cause or

principle.

2. Event; effect of a cause.

3. Deduction ; conclusion.

Milton.

Dec. ofPiety.

4. The last proposition of a syllogism intro-

duced bytherefore ; as , what is commanded by

our Saviour is our duty ; prayer is commanded,

therefore prayer is our duty.

Hammond

5. Concatenation of causes and effects.

6. Influence ; tendency.

7. Importance ; moment.

CONSÉQUENT. a. [consequens, Latin.]

1. Following by rational deduction,

2. Following as by the effect of a cause

CO'NSEQUENT. 5.

Swift.

1. Consequence ; that which follows from

previous propositions.
Hooker.

2. Effect ; that which follows an acting

Davies.cause.

CONSEQUENTIAL. a . [from consequent .]

1. Produced by the necessary concatenation

of effects to causes.

2. Conclusive.

CONSEQUENTIALLY. ad . [from consequen-

tial.]

Prior.

Hale.

1. Withjust deduction of consequences.

2. By consequence ; eventually. Smith.

3. In a regular series . Addison

CO'NSECTARY. a: [ from consectarius, Latin.] CONSEQUENTIALNESS. s. [fromconsequen-

Consequent ; consequential.
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Brown. tial ] Regular consecution ofdiscourse.

CONSEQUENTLY. ad . [ from consequent.]
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1

South.

1. By consequence ; necessarily ; inevitably.

Woodward.

2. In consequence ; pursuantly.

CO'NSEQUENTNESS. s . [ from consequent.]

Regular connection. Digby.

CONSERVABLE. a. [ from conservo, Latin. ]

Capable of being kept.

CONSERVANCY. s . Courts held by the Lord

Mayor ofLondon for the preservation of the

fishery.

CONSERVATION. s . [conservatio , Latin.]

1. The act of preserving ; continuance pro-

tection. Woodward.

2. Preservation from corruption. Bacon.

CONSERVATIVE. a . [from conservo, Latin. ]

Having the power of opposing diminution

or injury. Peacham.

CONSERVATOR. s . [Latin .] Preserver.

CONSERVATORY. s. [from conservo, Lat.]

A place where any thing is kept. Woodward.

CONSERVATORY. a. Having a preservative

quality.

To CONSERVE. v. a . [ conservo, Lat.]

I. To preserve without loss or detriment.

2. To candy or picklefruit.

CONSERVE. s. [from the verb .]

1. A sweetmeat made of the inspissated .

juices offruit.

2. A conservatory.

CONSERVER. s . [from conserve. ]

1. A layer up ; a repositer.

2. A preparer of conserves.

Dennis.

Evelyn.

Hayward.

CONSE'SSION. s. [ consessio, Lat ] A sitting

together.

CONSE'SSOR. s. [Latin . ] One that sits with

others.

TO CONSIDER. v. a . [considero , Latin.]

1. To think upon with care ; to ponder ; to

examine. Spectator.

2. To take into the view ; not to omit in the

examination. Temple.

3. To have regard to ; to respect. Hebrews.

4. To requite ; to reward one for his trouble.

Shakespeare.

Isaiah.

To CONSIDER. vn. '

1. To think maturely.

2. To deliberate ; to work in the mind.

3. To doubt ; to hesitate.

CONSIDERABLE. a. [from consider ]

1. Worthy of consideration ; worthy of re-

gard and attention . Tillotson.

Shakespeare.

2. Respectable ; above neglect. Spratt.

3. Important ; valuable. Decay ofPiety.

4. More than little ; a middle sense between

little and great. Clarendon.

CONSIDERABLENESS. s. [from considera-

ble.]Importance ; dignity , moment ; value ;

desert ; a claim to notice. Boyle.

CONSIDERABLY. ad. [from considerable.]

1. In a degree deserving notice. Roscommon.

2. With importance ; importantly, Pope.

CONSIDERANCE. s. [ from consider.] Con-

sideration ; reflection ." Shakespeare:

CONSIDERATE. a . [ consideratus, Latin.]

1. Serious ; prudent ; not rash. Tillotson.

2. Having respect to ; regardful D. of Picty.

8. Moderate ; not rigorous.

CONSIDERATELY. ad. [from

Calmly ; coolly.
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nsiderate .]

Bacon.

CONSIDERATENESS. s. [ from considerate.]

Prudence ; calm deliberation.

CONSIDERATION. s. [from consider.]

1. The act of considering ; regard ; notice,

Locke.

Sidney.

Sidney.

2. Mature thought ; prudence .

3. Contemplation ; meditation.

4. Importance ; claim to notice ; worthiness

of regard. Addison.

Ray.5. Equivalent ; compensation.

6. Motive ofaction ; influence. Clarendon.

7. Reason ; ground of concluding. Hooker.

8. [Inlaw.] Consideration is the material cause

of a contract, without which no contract

bindeth. Cowel.

CONSIDERER. s. A man of reflection.

Gov. ofthe Tongue.

To CONSIGN. v. a. [consigno, Latin.]

1. To give to another any thing. South.

2. To appropriate ; to quit for a certain pur.

pose.

3. To commit ; to entrust.

To CONSIGN. v. n.

Addison.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

1. To yield ; to submit ; to resign.

2. To sign; to consent to.

CONSIGNATION. s [from consign.]

1. The act of consigning.

2. The act ofsigning.

CONSIGNMENT. s . [ from consign.]

1. The act of consigning.

Taylor.

Taylor.

2. The writing by which any thing is con-

signed.

CONSIMILAR. a. [ from consunilis, Latin.]

Having one common resemblance.

To CONSI'ST. v . a. [consisto, Lat.]

1. To subsist ; not to perish. Colossians

2. To continue fixed , without dissipation.

Brerewood.

3. To be comprised ; to be contained ; true

cheerfulness consists in benevolence. Walsh.

4. To be composed ; beer consists ofmalt and
water. Burnet.

5. To agree ; not to oppose. Clarendon.

CONSISTENCE. s . [consistentia, low La-
}CONSISTENCY. tin . ]

1. State with respect to material existence ;

water in its natural consistence is level. Bacon.

2. Degree ofdenseness or rarity. Arbuthnot.

3. Substance ; form ; make. South.

4. Agreement with itself, or with any other

thing. Addison.

5.A state in which things continue for some

time at a stand . Chambers.

CONSISTENT. a. [consistens , Latin.]

1. Not contradictory ; not opposed. South

2. Firm ; not fluid . Woodward

CONSISTENTLY. ad. [ from consistent.]

Without contradiction ; agreeably. Broome.

CONSISTOʻRIAL. a. [from consistory .] Relat

ing to the ecclesiastical court. Ayliffe.

CO'NSISTORY. s. [consistorium, Latin. ]

1. The place ofjustice inthe court Christian

Hooker. South

2. The assembly of cardinals. Atterbury.

3. Any solemn assembly. Millor

4. Place of residence. Shakespeare

CONSO'CIATE. s [ from conscio, Lat. ] An ac

complice ; a confederate ; a partner. Hayu.

To CONSO'CIATE. v . a. [consocio, Lat.]

1. To unite ; to join. Wotton,
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2. To cement ; to hold together. Burnet.

To CONSO'CIATE. v. n. To coalesce ; to u-

nite.

CONSOCIATION. s. [from consociate.]

1. Alliance.

Bentley.

Ben Jonson.

2. Union ; intimacy ; companionship.

CONSO'LÁBLE. a. [from console. ] That which

admits comfort.

Brown.

Bacon.

To CO'NSOLATE. v. a. [consolor, Lat.] To

comfort ; to console.

CONSOLATION. s. [consolatio, Latin.] Com-

fort ; alleviation of misery.

CONSOLATOR. s. [Latin .] A comforter.

CONSO'LATORY. s. [from consolate. ] A

speech or writing containing topicks of com-

fort. Milton.

CONSOLATORY. a. [from consolate. ] Tend-

ing to give comfort.

To CONSOLE. v. a. To comfort ; to cheer.

Pope.

CONSOLE. s. [French.] In architecture, -a

part or member projecting in manner of a

bracket. Chambers.

CONSO'LER. s. [from console.] One that gives

comfort. Warburton.

CONSO'LIDANT. a. [from consolidate.] That

which has the quality of uniting wounds.

To CONSO'LIDATE. v. a. [consolider, Fr.]

1. To form into a compact or solid body ; to

harden. Burnet. Arbuthnot.

2.To combine two parliamentarybills into one.

To CONSOLIDATE. v. n. To grow firm,

hard, or solid. Bacon. Woodward.

CONSOLIDA'TION. s . [from consolidate.]

1. The act of uniting into a single mass.

2. The annexing of one bill in parliament to

another.

3. The combining two benefits into one Cow.

CO'NSONANCE.

CON'SONANCY.

1. Accord ofsound.

}·s . [consonance, French.]

Wotton.

Hammond.2. consistency ; congruence.

- 3. Agreement ; concord ; friendship. Shak.

CO'NSONANT. a. [consonans, Lat.] Agree-

able ; according ; consistent. Hooker.

CONSONANT. s. [consonans, Lat.] A letter

which cannot be sounded by itself.

COʻNSONANTLY. ad. [from consonant.] Con-

sistently ; agreeably. Hooker. Tillotson.

CO'NSONANTNESS. s. [from consonant.] A-

greeableness ; consistency.

CO'NSONOUS. a. [consonus, Latin.] Agree-

ing in sound ; symphonious.

CONSOPIA'TION.s. [from consopia, Latin.]

The act of laying to sleep.

CONSORT. s. [consors, Latin.]

1. Companion ; partner.

Digby.

Denham.

2. An assembly; a divan ; a consultation.

3. Anumber ofinstruments playing together.

Ecclus.

Atterbury.

Dryden.

4. Concurrence ; union.

To CONSORT. v. n. [from the noun.] To as-

sociate with.

To CONSO'RT. v. a

1. To join ; to mix ; to marry. He, with his
consorted Eve.

2. To accompany.

CONSORTABLE. a. [from

compared with ; suitable.
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Milton. Locke.

Shakespeare.

consort.] To be

Wotlon.

•

CONSORTION. s. [consortio, Latin. ] Part-

nership ; society.

CONSPECTABLE. a. [from conspectus, Lat.]

Easy to be seen.

CONSPECTU'ITY. s. [conspectus, Lat.] Sense

of seeing. Shakespeare.

CONSPERSION. s . [conspersio, Latin.] A

sprinkling about.

CONSPICU'ITY. s. [from conspicuous. ] Bright-

ness ; favourableness to the sight. Glan.

CONSPICUOUS. a. [conspicuus, Latin.]

1. Obvious to the sight ; seen at distance.

2. Eminent ; famous ; distinguished. Addison.

CONSPICUOUSLY. ad. [from conspicuous.]

Watts.1. Obviously to the view.

2. Eminently ; famously ; remarkably.

CONSPICUOUSNESS. s . [from conspicuous.]

1. Exposure to the view. Boyle.

Boyle.2. Eminence ; fame ; celebrity.

CONSPIRACY. s. [conspiratio, Latin.]

1. A plot ; a concerted treason. Dryden.

2. An agreement ofmen to do any thing evil

or unlawful. Cowel.

3. Tendency ofmany causes to one event.

CONSPIRANT. a. [conspirans, Lat.] Conspir

ing ; engaged in a conspiracy ; plotting. Shak.

CONSPIRATION. s . [conspiratio, Latin.] A

plot.

CONSPIRATOR. s. [from conspiro, Latin.] A

man engaged in a plot ; a plotter. South.

To CONSPI'RE. v. n. [conspiro, Latin.]

1. To concert a crime ; to plot. Shakespeare.

2. To agree together ; as, all things conspire

to make him happy.

CONSPIRER. s. [from conspire.] A conspira-

tor; a plotter. Shakespeare.

CONSPIRING Powers. [In mechanicks. ] All

such as act in direction not opposite to one

another. Harris

CONSPURCATION. s. [from conspurco, Lat.

Defilement ; pollution.

CONSTABLE. s . [comes stabuli, as it is sup

posed.]

Το

1. Lord high constable is an ancient officer

of the crown, long disused in England . The

function ofthe constable of England consisted

in the care ofthe common peace ofthe land,

in deeds of arms, and in matters ofwar.

the court ofthe constable and marshal belong-

ed the cognizance ofcontracts, deeds of arms

without the realm, and combats and blazonry

of arms within it. From these are derived

petty constables, or inferior officers of the

peace.
Cowel. Clarendon

2. To over-run the CONSTABLE . To spend

more than what a man knows himself to be

worth.

CO'NSTABLESHIP. s . [from constable. ] The

office of a constable. Carew.

CO'NSTANCY. s. [constantia, Latin.]

1. immutability ; perpetuity ; unalterable

continuance . Hooker.

2. Consistency ; unvaried state. Ray.

3. Resolution ; steadiness. Prior.

4. Lasting affection . South

5. Certainty ; veracity. Shakespeare

Boyle

CO'NSTANT. a. [constans, Latin.]

1. Firm ; not fluid.

2. Unvaried ; unchanged ; immutable ; dur

able
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3. Firm ; resolute ; determined. Shakespeare.

4. Free from change of affection. Sidney.

5. Certain ; not various. Addison.

CO'NSTANTLY. ad. [from constant. ] Unva-

riably ; perpetually ; certainly ; steadily.

TO CONSTELLATE v. n. [constellatus, Lat.]

To shine with one general light.

To CONSTE'LLATE. v. a. To unite several

shining bodies in one splendour.

CONSTELLATION. s. [from constellate .]

1. A cluster of fixed stars. Isaiah.

2. An assemblage of splendours, or excel-

Hammond.lencies.

CONSTERNA'TION. s . [from consterno, Lat.]

Astonishment ; amazement ; wonder. South.

To CONSTIPATE. v . a. [from constipo, Lat.]

1. To crowd together in a narrow room .

2. To stop by filling up the passages. Arbuth.

3. To bind the belly.

CONSTIPATION. s. [from constipate.]

1. The act of crowding any thing into less

Bentley.

2. Stoppage ; obstruction by plenitude. Arb.

CONSTITUENT. a. [constituens, Latin.] Ele-

mental ; essential ; that of which any thing

consists. Dryden Bentley.

room.

CONSTITUENT. 8.

1. The person or thing which constitutes or

settles any thing.
Hale.

2. That which is necessary to the subsistence

ofany thing.
Arbuthnot.

3. He that deputes another.

To COʻNSTITUTE. v. a. [constituo, Latin.

1. To give formal existence ; to produce.

Decay ofPiety.

Taylor.2. To erect ; to establish .

3. To depute.

ONSTITUTER. s . [from constitute. ] He that

constitutes or appoints.

CONSTITUTION. s. [from constitute.]

1. The act of constituting ; enacting; esta-

blishing.

2. State of being ; natural qualities . Newt.

3. Corporeal frame.
Arbuthnot.

4. Temper of body, with respect to health .

5. Temper ofmind. Sidney. Clarendon.

6. Established form of government ; system

oflaws and customs. Daniel.

7. Particular laws ; establishment ; institu-

tion . Hooker.

CONSTITUTIONAL. a . [from constitution .]

1. Bred in the constitution ; radical. Sharp.

2. Consistent with the constitution ; legal.

CONSTITUTIVE. a. [from constitute.]

1. Elemental ; essential ; productive.

Having the power to enact or establish.

To CONSTRA'IN. v. a . [constraindre, Fr.]

1. To compel ; to force to some action.

2. to hinder by force.

2.

3. To necessitate.
TE

Dryden,

Pope.

4. To violate ; to ravish. Shakespeare.

Gay.5. To confine ; to press .

CONSTRA'INÁBLE. a. [from constrain.] Li-

Hooker.able to constraint.

CONSTRAINER. s . [from constrain.] He that

constrains.

Locke.

CONSTRAINT. s. [constrainte, Fr.] Compul.

sion ; violence ; confinement.

To CONSTRICT. v. a. [constrictum, Latin.]

1. To bind ; to cramp.

2. To contract ; to cause to shrink. Arbuth.

CONSTRICTION. s. [from constrict. ] Con-

traction ; compression. Ray.

CONSTRICTOR. s. [constrictor, Latin.] That

which compresses or contracts. Arbuthnot.

To CONSTRINGE. v. a . [ constringo, Latin.]

To compress ; to contract ; to bind. Shak.

CONSTRINGENT. a. [constringens, Latin.]

Having the quality ofbinding or compressing.

Bacon.

To CONSTRUCT. v. a. [constructus, Latin.]

To build ; to form. Boyle.

CONSTRUCTION. s. [constructio, Latin.]

1. The act of building ; fabrication.

2. The form of building ; structure ; fabrick.

Arbuthnot.

3. The putting of words together in such a

manner as to convey a complete sense. Locks.

4. The act of arranging terms in the proper

order ; the act of interpreting ; explanation.

Shakespeare.

Collier.5. The sense ; the meaning.

6. Judgment ; mental representation ; he put

a bad construction upon good actions. Brown.

7. The manner of describing a figure in geo-

metry.

CONSTRUCTURE. s . [from construct .] Pile ;

edifice ; fabrick. Blackmore.

Hooker.

To CO'NSTRUE. t. a. [construo, Latin.]

1. To range words in their natural order.

2. To interpret ; to explain.

To CO'NSTUPRATE. v. a. [constupro, Latin.]

To violate ; to debauch ; to defile.

CONSTUPRATION. v. a. [from constuprate.]

Violation ; defilement.

CONSUBSTANTIAL. a. [consubtantialis, Lat.]

1. Having the same essence or substance.
Hooker.

2. Being ofthe same kind or nature. Brerew.

CONSUBSTANTIA'LITY. s. [from consub-

stantial. ] Existence of more than one in the

Hammond.same substance.

To CONSUPSTANTIATE. v. a. [con and sub-

stantia, Latin.] To unite in one common sub-

stance or nature.

CONSUBSTANTIATION. s. [from consub-

stantiate.] The union ofthe body of our bles-

sed Saviour with the sacramental element,

according to the Lutherans. Atterbury.

CO'NSUL. s. [consul, Latin.]

1. the chief magistrate in the Roman repub-

lick. Dryden.

2. An officer commissioned in foreign parts

to judge between the merchants of his na

tion.

CO'NSULAR. a. [consularis, Latin.]

1. Relating to the consul. Spectator.

2. CONSULAR Man. One who has been con-

sul. Ben Jonson.

CO'NSULATE. s. [consulatus, Lat.] The office

of consul. Addison.

CONSULSHIP. s. [from consul.] The office

Ben Jonson.of consel.

To CONSULT. v. n. [consulto, Latin.] To take

Clarendon.council together.

To CONSULT. v. a.

1. To ask advice ; as, he consulted hisfriends.

2. To regard; to act with view or respect to.

L'Estrange
159
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3. To plan ; to contrive.

4. To search into ; to examine ;

of; as, to consult an author.

CO'NSULT. s. [from the verb.]

1. The act of consulting.

Clarendon.

to inquire

Dryden.

2. The effect of consulting ; determination .

3. A council ; a number of persons assembled

in deliberation . Swift.

CONSULTATION. s . [from consult .]

1. The act of consulting ; secret deliberation.

Mark.

2. A number of persons consulting together.

Wiseman.

CONSULTER. s. [from consult . ] One that con-

sults , or asks counsel. Deuteronomy.

CONSUMABLE. a. [from consume.] Suscep-

tible of destruction. Wilkins.

fo CONSUME. v. a. [consumo, Latin.] To

waste ; to spend ; to destroy. Deuteronomy.

To CONSU'ME. v. n. To waste away ; to be

exhausted.
Shakespeare.

CONSUMER. s. [from consume.] One that

spends, wastes, or destroys any thing.

To CONSUMMATE v. a. [consommer, Fr. ] To

complete ; to perfect. Shakespeare.

CONSUMMATE. a. [from the verb .] Com-

plete ; perfect. Addison.

CONSUMMATION. s. [from consummate.]

1. Completion ; perfection ; end. Addison.

2. The end of the present state of things.

3. Death; end oflife.
Shakespeare.

CONSUMPTION. s. [consumptio, Latin. ]

1. The act of consuming ; waste ; destruc-

tion. Locke.

2. The state of wasting or perishing.

3. A waste ofmuscular flesh, attended with

a hectic fever. Quincy. Shakespeare.

CONSUMPTIVE. a . [from consume.]

1. Destructive ; wasting ; exhausting. Addis.

2. Discased with a consumption. Hurvey.

CONSUMPTIVENESS . s . [from consumptire.]

A tendency to a consumption.

CONSUTILE. a . [consutilis , Latin.] That is

sewed or stitched together.

To CONTABULATE. v. a. [contabulo, Latin.]

To floor with boards.

CONTABULATION. 8. [contabulatio, Latin.]

Ajoining of boards together.

CONTACT. s . [contactus, Latin .] Touch ; close

union.
Newton.

CONTACTION. s. [contactus, Latin .] The

act oftouching. Brown.

CONTAGION. 8. [contagio, Latin.]

1. The emission from body to body by which

diseases are communicated . Bacon.

2. Infection ; propagation of mischief. K. Ch.

3. Pestilence ; venomous emanations. Shak.

CONTAGIOUS. a. [from contagio, Latin.] In-

fectious ; caught by approach. Prior.

CONTAGIOUSNESS. s. [from contagious. ]

The quality of being contagious.

To CONTAİN. v. a. [contineo, Latin.]

1. To hold, as a vessel.

2. To comprise, as a writing.

3. To restrain ; to withhold.

John.

Spenser.

Arbuthnot.

To CONTAIN. v. n. To live in continence or

chastity.

To CONTA'MINATE. v . a. [contamino, Lat.

To defile ; to corruptby base mixture. Shak

CONTAMINATE. a. [from the verb.] Pol-

luted ; defiled. Shakespeare.

CONTAMINATION. s. [ from contaminale.]

Pollution ; defilement.

CONTE'MERATED. a. [contemeratus, Lat.]

Violated ; polluted .

To CONTE/MIN . v. a. [contemno, Latin .] To

despise ; to scorn ; to slight ; to neglect.

CONTE'MNER. s . [from contemn. ] One that

contemns ; a despiser. South.

To CONTE'MPER. v. a. [contempero, Latin.]

To moderate by mixture. Ray.

CONTE'MPERAMENT. s. [from contempero,

Latin.] The degree of any quality as tem-

peredto others. Derham.

To CONTEMPERATE. v. a . [from contem-

pero, Latin.] To moderate ; to temper by

mixture. Wiseman.

CONTEMPERATION. s. [from contempe-

rate.]

1. The act of moderating or tempering.

2. Proportionate mixture ; proportion.

To CONTEMPLATE. v. a. [contemplor, Lat. ]

To study ; to meditate. Watts.

To CONTEMPLATE. v.-n. To muse ; to think

studiously with long attention.

CONTEMPLATION. s. [ from contemplate.]

1. Meditation ; studious thought on any sub-

ject. Shakespeare.

2. Holy meditation ; a holy exercise of the

soul, employed in attention to sacred things.

3. Study ; opposed to action.
South.

CONTEMPLATIVE. a. [from contemplate.]

1. Given to thought ; studious ; thoughtful.

Denham.

Raleigh.

2. Employed in study ; dedicated to study.

3. Having the power of thought. Ray.

CONTEMPLATIVELY. ad. [from contempla-

tive.] Thoughtfally ; attentively.

CONTEMPLATOR. s. [ Latin. ] One employ.

ed in study.

CONTEMPORARY. a. [contemporain, Fr.]

1. Living in the same age.

2. Born at the same time.

3. Existing at the same point of time.

CONTEMPORARY. s . One who lives at the

same time with another. Dryden,

To CONTEMPORISE. v. a. [con and tempus

Latin.] To make contemporary. Brown

CONTEMPT. s . [contemptus, Latin.]

Dryden.

Cowley.

1. The act of despising others ; scorn. Soutn

2. The state of being despised ; vileness.

CONTEMPTIBLE. a . [ from contempt.]

1. Worthy of contempt ; deserving scorn .

2. Despised ; scorned ; neglected . Locke

3. Scornful ; apt to despise. Shakespeare

CONTE'MPTIBLENESS. s . [from contemp

tible.] The state of being contemptible ; vile.

ness ; cheapness. Decay of Piety.

CONTEMPTIBLY. ad. [from contemptible.]

Meanly ; in a manner deserving contempt.

CONTEMPTUOUS. a. [from contempt . ] Scor

ful; apt to despise. Raleigh. Atterbury

CONTEMPTUOUSLY. ad. [from contemp

tuous. ] With scorn ; with despite.

CONTAINABLE. a. [from contain.] Possible CONTEMPTUOUSNESS. s. [ from contemp

to be contained.
Boyle. tuous. ] Disposition to contempt.
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To CONTEND. v. n. [contendo, Latin.]

1. To strive ; to struggle in opposition .

2. To vie ; to act in emulation.

To CONTEND. v. a. To dispute any thing ; to

contest. Dryden.

CONTENDENT s [from contend.] Antago

nist ; opponent. L'Estrange.

Locke.

CONTEXT.

series of a discourse.

[contextus, Latin. ] The genera

Hammond.

CONTEXT. a. [from contex.] Knit together;

firm . Derham.

CONTEXTURE. s . [from contex.] The dispo-

sition of parts one among another ; the sys-

tem ; the constitution. Blackmore.

CONTENDER. s . [from contend. ] Combatant ; CONTIGNATION. s. [contignatio, Latin .]

champion. 1. A frame of beams or boards joined to-

gether. Wotton.CONTENT. a. [contentus, Latin.]

1. Satisfied so as not to repine ; easy.

2. Satisfied so as not to oppose. Shakespeare.

To CONTENT. v. a. [from the adjective.]

1. To satisfy so as to stop complaint. Tillot.

2. To please ; to gratify. Shakespeare.

CONTENT. s . [from the verb.]

1. Moderate happiness. Shakespeare.

2. Acquiescence ; satisfaction in a thing un-

examined. Pope.

3. That which is contained, or included in

Woodward.any thing.

4. The power of containing ; extent ; capa-

city. Graunt.

5. That which is, comprised in writing. Add.

CONTENTATION. s. [from content.] Satis-

faction; content. Sidney.

CONTENTED . part . a. [from content.] Satis-

fied ; at quiet ; not repining.
Knolles.

CONTENTION. s. [contentio, Lat.]

1. Strife ; debate ; contest. Decay of Piety.

2. Emulation ; endeavour to excel. Shakes.

3. Eagerness ; zeal ; ardour. Rogers.

CONTENTIOUS. a [from contend.] Quarrel-

some; given to debate ; perverse.

CONTENTIOUS Jurisdiction. [In law.] A

court which has a power to judge and deter-

mine differences between contending par-

ties. Chambers.

CONTFNTIOUSLY. ad. [from contentious.]

Perversey ; quarrelsomely.

CONTENTIOUSNESS. s. [from contentious.]

Proneness to contest ; perverseness ; turbu-

lence. Bentley.

CONTENTLESS. a. [from content.] Discon-

tented ; dissatisfied ; uneasy. Shakespeare.

CONTENTMENT. s. [from content, the

verb.]

Brown.

1. Acquiescence without plenary satisfaction.

Hooker. Grew.

2. Gratification. Wotton.

CONTERMINOUS. a . [conterminus, Latin .]

Bordering upon. Hale.

CONTERRANEOUS. a. [conterraneus, Lat.]

Ofthe same country.

To CONTEST. v. a. [contester, Fr.] To dis-

pute ; to controvert ; to litigate. Dryden.

To CONTEST. v. n .

1. To strive ; to contend. Burnet.

2. To vie; to emulate. Pope.

CONTEST. s . [from the verb.] Dispute ; dif-

ference ; debate. Denham.

CONTESTABLE. a. [from contest.] Dispu-

table ; controvertible.

CONTESTABLENESS. 8. [from contestable.]

Possibility of contest.

CONTESTATION. s . [from contest. ] The act

of contesting ; debate ; strife. Clarendon.

To CONTEX. v. a. [contexo, Latin. ] To weave

together. Boyle.

contact.

2. The act offraming or joining a fabrick.

CONTIGUITY. s . [ from contiguous .] Actual

Brown. Hale.

CONTIGUOUS. a. [contiguus, Latin. ] Meet-

ing so as to touch. Newton.

CONTIGUOUSLY. ad. [from contiguous.]

Without any intervening spaces. Dryden.

CONTIGUOUSNESS. s. [from contiguous.]

Close connection.

CONTINENCE.

COʻNTINENCY. }s.
·s. [continentia, Latin.]

1. Restraint ; command of one's self.

2. Chastity in general. Shakespeare.

3. Forbearance of lawful pleasure. Grew.

4. Moderation in lawful pleasures. Taylor.

5. Continuity ; uninterrupted course. Ayliffe.

CONTINENT. a. [continens, Latin.]

1. Chaste ; abstemious in lawful pleasures.

Shakespeare.

2. Restrained ; moderate ; temperate. Shak.

3. Continuous ; connected. Brerewood.

CONTINENT. s. [ continens, Latin.]

1. Land not disjoined by the sea from other

lands. Bentley.

2. That which contains any thing. Shakespeare.

To CONTI'NGE. v. n. [contingo, Latin. ] To

touch ; to reach.

Brown.

CONTINGENCE. s . [from contingent.] The

CONTINGENCY. Šquality of being fortui-

tous ; accidental possibility.

CONTINGENT. a. [contingens, Latin . ] Falling

out by chance ; accidental. South.

CONTINGENT. 8.

1. A thing in the hands of chance. Grew.

2. A proportion that falls to any person upon

a division.

CONTINGENTLY. ad. [from contingent.] Ac

cidentally ; without settled rule. Woodward.

CONTINGENTNESS . s . [from contingent.]

Accidentalness ; fortuitousness.

CONTINUAL. a. [continuus, Latin . ]

1. Incessant ; proceeding without interrup-

tion. Pope.

2. [In law.] A continual claim is made from

time to time, within every year and day. Cow.

CONTINUALLY. ad. [from continual.]

1. Without pause ; without interruption.

2. Without ceasing.

CONTINUANCE. 9. [from continue.]

1. Succession uninterrupted.

2. Permanence in one state.

3. Abode in a place.

4. Duration ; lastingness.

5. Perseverance.

Bentley.

Addison.

Sidney. South.

Hayward.

Romans.

Hooker.

CONTINUATE. a. [continuatus, Latin.]

1. Immediately united.

2. Uninterrupted ; unbroken. Shakespeare.

CONTINUATION. s . [from continuate.] Pro-

traction, or succession uninterrupted. " Røy.
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CONTINUATIVE. s . [from continuate.] Ex-

pressing permanence or duration. Watts.

CONTINUATOR. s. [from continuate.] He

that continues to keep up the series of suc-

cessions. Brown.

To CONTINUE. v . n . [ continuer, Fr.]

1. To remain in the same state . Matthew.

2. To last ; to be durable.

3. To persevere.

To CONTINUE. v. a.

Samuel.

Job.

1. To protract, or repeat without interrup-

tion. Psalms.

2. To unite without a chasm, or intervening

-substance. Milton.

CONTINUEDLY. ad. [from continued . ] With-

out interruption ; without ceasing. Norris.

CONTI'NUÈR. s. [from continue . ] Having the

power ofperseverance. Shakespeare.

CONTINUITY. s . [continuitas, Lat. ]

1. Connection ; uninterrupted cohesion.

2. The texture or cohesion of the parts ofan

animal body. Quincy. Arbuthnot.

CONTINUOUS. a. [continuus, Latin . ] Joined

together without the intervention of any

space. Newton.

"
To CONTO'RT. v. u. [contortus, Latin . ] To

twist ; to writhe. Ray.

CONTORTION. s. [from contort. ] Twist ;

wry motion ; flexure. Ray.

CONTO'UR. s. [ French.] The outline ; the line

by which any figure is defined or termi-

nated.

CONTRA. A Latin preposition used in com-

position, which signifies against.

COʻNTRÁBAND . a. [contrabando, Ital . ] Pro-

hibited ; illegal ; unlawful. Dryden

To CONTRABAND. v. a. [from the adjec-

tive. ] To import goods prohibited .

To CONTRACT. v. a. [ contractus, Lat.]

1. To draw together ; to shorten . Donne.

2. To bring two parties together ; to make a

bargain. Dryden.

Tutler.3. To betroth ; to affiance.

4. To procure ; to bring ; to incur ; to draw ;

to get ; as, he contracts bad habits ; he con-

tracts a disease. K. Charles.

5. To shorten ; to abridge ; to epitomise.

To CONTRACT. v. n.

1. To shrink up ; to grow short. Arbuthnot.

2. To bargain ; as, to contract for a quantity

ofprovisions.

CONTRACT. participial a. [from the verb .]

Affianced ; contracted . Shakespeare.

CONTRACT. s.

1. A bargain ; a compact. Temple.

2. An act whereby a man and woman are be-

trothed to one another. Shakespeare.

3.A writing in which the terms of a bargain

are included.

CONTRACTEDNESS. 8. [from contracted.]

The state of being contracted.

CONTRACTIBILITY. s . [ from contractible. ]

Possibility of being contracted . Arbuthnot.

CONTRACTIBLE. a. [from contract. ] Capa-

ble ofcontraction. Arbuthnot.

CONTRACTIBLENESS. s. [from contrac-

tible. The quality of suffering contraction.

CONTRACTILE. a. [from contract. ] Having

the power ofshortening itself. Arbuthnot.

CONTRA'CTION. s . [ contractio, Lat.]`

1. The act of contracting or shortening.

2. The act of shrinking or shrivelling. Arb.

3. The state of being contracted or drawn

into a narrow compass. Newton.

4. [ In grammar.] The reduction of two

vowels or syllables to one.

5. Abbreviation ; as, the writing is full of

contractions.

CONTRACTOR. s. [from contract.] One of

the parties to a contract or bargain

To CONTRADICT. v . a. [contradico, Lat.]

1. To oppose verbally. Dryden.

2. To be contrary to ; to repugn. Hooker.

CONTRADICTER. s. [ from contradict ] One

that contradicts ; an opposer. Swift

CONTRADICTION. s. [from contradict ]

1.Verbal opposition ; controversial assertion,

2. Opposition.

Milton.

Hebrews.

South.

Sidney

3. Inconsistency ; incongruity.

4. Contrariety in thought or effect.

CONTRADICTIOUS. a. [from contradict.]

1. Filled with contradiction ; inconsistent.

2. Inclined to contradict.

CONTRADICTIOUSNESS . s. [ from contru-

dictious.] Inconsistency. Norris.

CONTRADICTORILY. ad. [from contradic-

tory.] Inconsistently with himself ; oppo-

sitely to others. Brown.

CONTRADICTORY.a.[contradictorius, Lat. ]

1. Opposite to ; inconsistent with. South.

2. [ In logick .] That which is in the fullest

opposition.

CONTRADICTORY. s . A proposition which

opposes another in all its terms ; inconsist

ency. Bramhall.

CONTRADISTINCTION. s. Distinction by

opposite qualities . Glanville

To CONTRADISTINGUISH. v. a. [contra

and distinguish.] To distinguish by opposite

qualities. Locke.

CONTRAFI'SSURE. s. [from contra and fis-

sure.] A crack of the skull, where the blow

was inflicted, is called fissure ; but in the

contrary part, contrafissure. Wiseman.

CONTRAINDICATE. v. a . [contra and

indico, Latin. ] To point out some peculiar

symptom, contrary to the general tenour o

the malady.
Harvey,

CONTRAINDICATION. s. [ from contraindi

cate. ] An indication or symptom , which for-

bids that to be done which the main scope

of a disease points out at first.

CONTRAMU'RE. s . [contremure, Fr.] An out-

wall built about the main wall of a city.

CONTRANITENCY. s . [from contra and

nitens, Lat.] Re-action ; a resistency against

pressure. Dict.

To

CONTRAPOSITION. s. [from contra aud po-

sition.] A placing over against.

CONTRAREGULAʼRITY. s [from contra and

regularity. ] Contrariety to rule .

CONTRARIANT. a. [contrariant, contrarier,

Fr. ] Inconsistent ; contradictory.

CONTRARIES. s. [from contrary. ] In logick,

propositions which destroy each other.

CONTRARIETY. s. [from contrarietas, Lat.]

. Repugnance ; opposition. Wotton
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2. Inconsistency ; quality or position destruc-

tive of its opposite .

CONTRARILY. ad. [from contrary.]

1. In a manner contrary.

Sidney.

2. Different ways ; in different directions .

CONTRARINESS . s. [from contrary.] Con-

trariety ; opposition .

CONTRA'RIOUS. a. [from contrary. ] Oppo-

site ; repugnant. Milton.

CONTRA'RIOUSLY. ad. [from contrarious . ]

Oppositely.

CONTRA'RIWISE. ad.

1. Conversely.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

Davies. Raleigh.2. On the contrary.

CONTRARY. a. [contrarius, Latin.]

1. Opposite ; contradictory ; not simply dif

ferent.

2. Inconsistent ; disagreeing.

Davies.

Tillotson.

3. Adverse ; in an opposite direction.

CONTRARY. s. [from the adjective. ]

other side.

1. A thing of opposite qualities. Cowley.

2. A proposition contrary to some other.

3. On the CONTRARY. In opposition ; on the

Swift.

4. To the CONTRARY. To a contrary purpose.

Stillingflect.

To CONTRARY. v. a. [contrarier, Fr.] To op-

pose ; to thwart. Obsolete. Latimer.

CONTRAST. s. [contraste, French.] Opposi-

tion and dissimilitude of figures, by which

one contributes to the visibility or effect of

another.

To CONTRA'ST. v. a. [from the noun.]

-1. To place in opposition.

2. To show another figure to advantage.

CONTRAVALLA'TION. s. [ from contra and

vallo, Lat. ] The fortification thrown up to

hinder the sallies of the garrison .

TO CONTRAVE'NE. v. a. [contra and venio,

Lat ] To oppose ; to obstruct ; to baffle .

CONTRAVE'NER. s . [ from contravene. ] He

who opposes another.

CONTRÄVENTION. s. [French .] Opposi-

Swift.

CONTRAYE'RVA. s . A species ofbirth-wort.

'Miller.

CONTRECTATION. s. [contrectatio, Latin. ]

A touching.

tion.

CONTRIBUTARY. a. [from con and tributa-

ry.] Paying tribute to the same sovereign.

To CONTRIBUTE. v . a. [contribuo, Lat.] To

give to some common stock. Addison.

To CONTRIBUTE. v . n. To bear a part ; to

have a share in any act or effect. Pope.

CONTRIBUTION. s. [from contribute.]

1. The act of promoting some design in con-

junction with other persons.

2. That which is given by several hands for

some common purpose. Gruunt.

3. That which is paid for the support of an

army lying in a country. Shakespeare.

CONTRIBUTIVE. a. [from contribute.] That

which has the power or quality ofpromoting

any purpose in concurrence with other mo-

tives.
Decay ofPiety.

CONTRIBUTOR. s. [from contribute.]

that bears a part in some common design.

CONTRIBUTORY, a. [from contribute .] Pro.
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To

moting the same end ; bringing assistance to

some joint design.

Bacon.

CONTRI'STATE. v. a . [contristo, Latin.]

To sadden ; to make sorrowful.

CONTRISTATION s. [from contristate. ] The

act ofmaking sad ; the state of being made

sad. Bacon.

CONTRI'TE. a. [ contritus, Latin .]

1. Bruised ; much worn.

2. Worn with sorrow ; harassed with the

sense ofguilt ; peLitent. Contrite is sorrowful

for sin, from the love of God and desire of

pleasinghim ; aud attrite is sorrowful for sin,

from the fear ofpunishment. Rogers.

CONTRITENESS. s. [from contrite. ] Contri-

tion ; repentance.

CONTRITION. s. [from contrite.]

1. The act of grinding, or rubbing to pow-

der. Newton.

Sprat.2. Penitence ; sorrow for sin.

CONTRIʼVABLE. a . [ from contrive. ] Possible

to be planned by the mind. Wilkins.

CONTRIVANCE . s. [from contrive.]

1. The act of contriving ; excogitation.

2. Scheme ; plan. Glanville.

3. A conceit ; a plot ; an artifice. Atterbury.

To CONTRIVE. v. a. [controuver, French . ]

1. To plan out ; to excogitate. Tillotson.

2. To wear away. Spenser.

To CONTRI'VE. v. n. To form or design ; to

plan. Shakespeare

CONTRI'VEMENT. s. [from contrive. ] Inven-

tion.

CONTRI'VER. s. [from contrive.] An inventer.

Denham.e

CONTRO'L. s. [controle, Fr.]

1. A register or account kept by another

officer, that each may be examined by the

other.

2. Check ; restraint. Waller.

3. Power ; authority ; superintendence.

To CONTRO'L. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To keep under check by a counter rec

koning.

2. To govern ; to restrain ; to subject.

3. To overpower ; to confute. Bacon

CONTRO'LLABLE. a . [from control.] Sub-

ject to control ; subject to be overruled.

CONTRO'LLER.s. [from control . ] One that has

the power of governing or restraining. Dryd.

CONTROLLERSHIP. 8. [ from controller. ]

The office of a controller.

CONTRO'LMENT. s. [ from control.]

1. The power or act of superintending or

restraining ; restraint. Duries.

2. Opposition ; restraint ; confutation.

CONTROVERSIAL. a. [from controversy . ]

Relating to disputes ; disputatious . Locke

CONTROVERSY. s. [controversia, Latin. ]

1. Dispute ; debate ; agitation of contrary

opinions.

2. A suit in law.

3. A quarrel .

4. Opposition ; enmity.

Denham,

Deuteronomy.

Jeremiah.

Shakespeare.

To CONTROVERT. v. a. [controverto, Lat. ]

To debate ; to dispute any thing in writing.

Cheyne.

CONTROVERTIBLE. a. [from controvert.]

Disputable. Brown
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CONTROVERTIST. . [from controvert.]

Disputant.
Tillotson.

CONTUMACIOUS. a . [contumax, Latin. ] Ob-

stinate ; perverse ; stubborn. Hammond.

CONTUMACIOUSLY. ad. [from contumaci-

ous. ] Obstinately ; inflexibly ; perversely.

CONTUMACIOUSNESS . s . [ from contumaci-

ous.] Obstinacy ; perverseness. Wiseman.

CONTUMACY. s. [from contumacia, Latin.]

1. Obstinacy ; perverseness ; stubborness ;

inflexibility. Millon.

2. [In law.] A wilful contempt and disobe-

dience to any lawful summons or judicial or-

Ayliffe.

CONTUME'LIOUS . a. [contumeliosus, Latin ]

1. Reproachful ; rude ; sarcastick. Shak.

2. Inclined to utter reproach ; brutal ; rude.

Government of the Tongue.

2. Productive of reproach ; shameful.

der.

Decay ofPiety.

CONTUME'LIOUSLY.ad. [from contumelious.]

Reproachfully ; contemptuously ; rudely.

Hooker.

CONTUME'LIOUSNESS . s. [from contumeli-

ous ] Rudeness ; reproach.

CO'NTUMELY.s . [contumelia, Lat.] Rudeness ;

contemptuousness ; bitterness of language ;

reproach. Hooker. Tillotson.

To CONTU'SE. v. a. [contusus, Latin.]́

1. To beat together ; to bruise. Bacon.

2. To bruise the flesh without a breach of

the continuity. Wiseman.

CONTUSION. s . [from contusio, Latin.]

1. The act of beating or bruising.

2. The state ofbeing beaten or bruised. Boyle.

3. A bruise. Bacon.

s. [from convalesco,

CONVALESCENCY. } Latin.] Renewal of

health ; recovery' from disease . Clarendon.

CONVALESCENT. a . [convalescens, Latin.]

Recovering.

CONVENABLE. a. [convenable, Fr.] Consist-

ent with ; agreeable to ; according to.

To CONVENE. v. n. [convenio, Lat.] To come

together; to assemble. Boyle.

To CONVENE, v. a.

1. To call together ; to assemble ; to con-

voke. Clarendon.

Ayliffe.2. To summon judicially.

CONVENIENCY. 8. [ convenientia, Lat.]

CONVENIENCE.

1. Fitness ; propriety.

2. Commodiousness ; ease.

Hooker.

Calamy.

3. Cause ofease ; accommodation. Dryden.

4. Fitness of time or place. Shakespeare.

CONVENIENT. a. [conveniens, Latin. ] Fit ;

suitable ; proper ; well adapted . Tillotson.

CONVENIENTLY. ad. [from convenient.]

1. Commodiously ; without difficulty.

Shakespeare.

Wilkins.2. Fitly.

CO'NVENT. s . [conventus, Lat.]

1. An assembly of religious persons. Shak.

2. A religious house ; a monastery ; a nun-

Addison .nery.

To CONVENT. v . a. [convenio, Lat.] To call

before a judge or judicature. Shakespeare.

CONVENTICLE. 5. [conventiculum, Lat. ]

1. An assembly ; a meeting. Ayliffe.

Hooker.

Shakespeare.

2. An assembly for worship.

3. A secret assembly.

CONVEʼNTICLER. s. [ from conventicle .] One

that supports or frequents private and un.

lawful assemblies. Dryden.

CONVENTION. s . [conventio, Lat.]

1. The act of coming together ; union ; co

alition.

2. Au assembly.

Boyle.

Swift.

3. A contract ; an agreement for a time.

CONVENTIONAL. a. [from convention . ] Sti-

pulated ; agreed on by a compact. Hale.

CONVENTIONARY. a. [ from convention.]

Acting upon contract ; settled by stipula

tion . Carew .

CONVENTUAL. a . [ conventuel, Fr.] Belong

ing to a convent ; monastick. Ayliffe ,

CONVENTUAL. s [ from convent .] A monk

a nun ; one that lives in a convent.

To CONVERGE. v . n. [ convergo, Latin. ] To

tend to one point from different places.

Newton.

CONVE'RGENT. Į a [from converge.] Ten

CONVERGING.ding to one point from

different places.

CONVERSABLE.a . [from converse. ] Qualified

for conversation ; fit for company.

CONVERSABLENESS. s. [from conversable.}

The quality of being a pleasing companion.

CONVERSABLY ad. [from conversable ] In

a conversable manner.

CONVERSANT. a. [conversant, Fr.]

1. Acquainted with ; familiar

2. Having intercourse with any.

Hooker.

Joshua..

3. Relating to ; having for its object ; con-

cerning; logick is conversant about many

things Hooker. Addison.

CONVERSATION . [conversatio, Lat.]

1. Familiar discourse ; chat ; easy talk.

2. A particular act of discoursing upon any

subject.

3. Commerce ; intercourse ; familiarity.

Dryden.

4. Behaviour ; manner of acting in common

life . Peter.

CONVERSATIVE a [ from converse.] Relating

to publick life ; not contemplative.

To CONVERSE. v . n . [ converser, Fr.]

1. To cohabit with ; to hold intercourse with.

2. To be acquainted with.

Locke

Shakespeare.

3. To convey the thoughts reciprocally in

talk. Milton.

4. To discourse familiarly upon any subject.

5. To have commerce with a different sex.

COʻNVERSE. s. [from the verb. ]

1. Manner of discoursing in familiar life.

Pope.

2. Acquaintance ; cohabitation ; familiarity.

Glanville.

CONVERSELY. ad. [ from converse . ] With

change of order ; reciprocally.

CONVERSION. 8. [ conversio, Lat.] ,

1. Change from onestate into another ; trans-

mutation. Ar ut not

2. Change from reprobation to grace.

3. Change from one religion to another

4. The interchange of terms in an argument,

as, no virtue is vice, no vice is virtue.
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CONVERSIVE. a. [from converse.] Conversa-

ble ; sociable.

To CONVERT. v. a. [converto, Latin.]

1. To change into another substance ; to

transmute. Burnet.

2. To change from one religion to another.

3. To turn from a bad to a good life.

4 To turn toward any point
Brown.

5. To apply to any use ; to appropriate.

To CONVERT. v. n. To undergo a change ;

to be transmuted. Shakespeare.

COʻNVERT. s. A person converted from one

opinion to another. Stillingfleet.

CONVERTER. s. [from convert. ] One that

makes converts .

CONVERTIBILITY. s. [from convertible.]

The quality ofbeing possible to be converted.

CONVERTIBLE. u . [ from convert.]

1. Susceptible of change ; transmutable.Arb.

2. So much alike as that one may be used

for the other. Swift.

CONVERTIBLY. ad. [ from convertible.] Re.

ciprocally. South.

CONVERTITE. s. [converti Fr.] A convert.

Donne.

1. To prove guilty ; to detect in guilt . Bacon.

2.To confure ; to discover to be false.Brown.

CONVICT. a. Convicted ; detected in guilt.

CO'NVICT. s. [from the verb ] A person cast

Ayliffe.
at the bar.

CONVICTION. s . [from convict .]

1. Detection ofguilt. Cowel.

2. The act of convincing ; confutation .

CONVICTIVE. a. [from convict ] Having the

power of convincing.

To CONVINCE. v. a. [convinco , Lat.]

1. To force another to acknowledge a con-

tested position. Tillotson

2. To convict ; to prove guilty of. Raleigh.

3. To evince ; to prove. Shakespeare.

4.To overpower ; to surmount. Shakespeare

CONVI'NCEMENT. s . [from convince. ] Con-

viction. Decay ofPiety.

CONVINCIBLE. a . [ from convince.]

1. Capable of conviction.

2 Capable of being evidently disproved..

CONVINCINGLY. ad. [from convince.] In

such a manner as to leave no room fo: doubt.

CONVINCINGNESS. s. [from convincing.]

The power of convincing.

To CONVIVE. v. a. [convivo, Latin.] To en-

tertain ; to feast. Shakespeare.

Tickel. CONVIVAL. a.

CONVEX . a. [convexus, Lat. ] Rising in a cir-

cular form ; opposite to concave.

CO'NVEX. s. A convex body.

CONVEXED, particip . a . [ from convex .] Pro- CONVIVIAL } .conviralis, Lat. ] Relating

Brown.tuberant in a circular form.

CONVEXEDLY. ad. [from convex.] In a con-

vex form. Brown.

CONVEXITY. s. [from convex.] Protube.

rance in a circular form . Newton.

CONVEXLY. ad. [from convex.] In a convex

form. Grew.

CONVEXNESS. s . [from convex.] Spheroi-

dical protuberance ; convexity.

CONVEXO-CONCAVE. a. Having the hol-

low on the inside corresponding to the exter

nal protuberance.
Newton.

To CONVEY. v. a. [conveho, Lat .]~

1. To carry ; to transport from one place to

another. I Kings.

2. To hand from one to another.

3. To carry secretly.

4. To bring ; to transmit.

6. To impart.

7. To introduce.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

Locke.

5. To transfer ; to deliver to another.

8. To manage with privacy.

CONVEYANCE. s. [from convey.]

Locke.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

1. The act of removing any thing. Shakesp.

2. Way for carriage or transportation . Rul.

3. The method ofremoving secretly. Shak.

4. The means by which any thing is convey-

ed. Shakespeare.

5. Delivery from one to another. Locke.

6. Act of transferring property. Spenser.

7. Writing by which propertyis transferred.

Clarendon.

8. Secret management ; juggling artifice.

Hooker. Hudibras.

CONVEYANCER. s. [from conveyance.] A

lawyer who draws writings by which pro-

perty is transferred.

CONVEYER. s . [ from convey.] One who

carries or transmits any thing. Brerewood.

To CONVICT. v. a. [convinco, Lat.]

to an entertainment ; festal;

Denham.social.

CONUNDRUM. s. A low jest ; a quibble.

To CO'NVOCATE. v. a. [convoco, Lat.] To call

together.

CONVOCATION. s. [ convocatio, Lat.]

1. The act of calling to an assembly. Sidney.

2. An assembly. Leviticus.

3. An assembly of the clergy for consultation

upon matters ecclesiastical ; as the parlia-

ment consists of two distinct houses, so does

this ; the archbishops and bishops sit seve-

rally ; the rest of the clergy are represented

by deputies. Stillingfleet.

To ČONVO'KE. v. a. [convoco, Lat. ] To call

together ; to summon to an assembly.

To CONVÓ'LVE. v . a. [convolvo, Lat.] To roll

together ; to roll one part upon another.

CONVOLUTED. part. Twisted ; rolled upon

itself. Woodward.

CONVOLUTION. s. [convolutio, Lat.]

Milton.

1. The act of rolling anything upon itself.Gr

2. The state of rolling together in company.

To CONVO'Y. v. a . [ convoyer, French .] To

accompany by land or sea, for the sake of

defence.

CO'NVOY. s. [from the verb ]

1..Force attending on the road by way ofde

fence. Shakespeare

2. The act of attending as a defence.

CO'NUSANCE. s. [connoissance, French.] Cog-

nisance ; notice.

To CONVULSE v. a. [ convulsus, Latin.] To

give an irregular and involuntary motion to

the parts of any body.

CONVULSION. s. [convulsio, Latin.]

1. A convulsion is an involuntary contraction

ofthe fibres and muscles. Quincy.

2. Any irregular and violent motion ; com-

motion. Temple.
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CONVULSIVE a. [convulsif, French.] That

which gives twitches or spasms. Hale.

CO'NY. s. [connil, Fr. cuniculus, Lat.] A rab-

bit ; an animal that burrows in the ground.

Ben Jonson.

CONY-BOROUGH. s . A place where rabbits

make their holes in the ground.

To CO'NYCATCH. v. n. To cheat ; to trick.

Shakespeare.

CO'NYCATCHER. s . A thief; a cheat.

To COO. v. n. [from the sound . ] To cry as a

dove or pigeon. Thomson.

COOK. s. [coquus, Latin . ] One whose pro-

fession is to dress and prepare victuals for

Shakespeare.

COOK-MAID. s. [cook and maid.] A maid that

dresses provisions.

the table.

Addison.

COOK-ROOM. s . [cook and room.] A room in

which provisions are prepared for the ship's

crew.

To COOK. v. a. [coquo, Latin.]

1. To prepare victuals for the table. D. ofP.

2. To prepare for any purpose. Shakespeare.

COOKERY. s. [ from cook. ] The art ofdressing

victuals. Davies.

COOL. a. [koelen, Dutch.]

1. Somewhat cold ; approaching to cold.

2 , Not zealous ; not ardent ; not fond.

COOL. s. Freedom from heat ; as, the cool of

the evening.

To COOL. v. a . [koelen, Dutch.]

J. To make cool ; to allay heat. Arbuthnot.

2. To quiet passion ; to calm hunger. Swift.

To COOL. v. n.

1. To grow less hot.

2. To grow less warm with regard to passion.

Dryden,

1. That which has the power of cooling the

body. Harvey.

2. A vessel in which any thing is made cool.

CO'OLLY. ad. [from cool.]

CO'OLER. s . [from cool.]

1. Without heat, or sharp cold . Thomson.

2. Without passion. Atterbury.

CO'OLNESS. s. [from cool . ]

1. Gentle cold ; a soft or mild degree of cold .

Bacon.

2. Want ofaffection ; disinclination . Clarend.

3. Freedom from passion.

COOM. s. [ecume, Fr. ]

1. Soot that grows over an oven's mouth.

2. That matter that works out of the wheels

of carriages. Bailey.

COOMB. s. A measure of corn containing

four bushels.
Bailey.

COOP. s. [kuype, Dutch.]

1. A barrel ; a vessel for the preservation of

liquids .

2. A cage ; a penn for animals, as poultry or

sheep. Brown.

To COOP. v. a. [from the noun.] To shut up

in a narrow compass ; to cage. Dryden.

COOPEE. s. [coupè, French. ] A motion in

dancing .

COʻOPER. s. [from coop. ] One that makes

coops or barrels .

CO'OPERAGE. s. [from cooper.] The price

paid for coopers' work.

Child.

To COO'PERATE. v. n. [con and opera, Lat.]
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1. To labour jointly with another to the same

Bacon. Boyle.end.

2. To concur in producing the same effect.

COOPERATION. s. [from cooperate.] The

act of contributing or concurring to the same

end. Bacon.

COOPERATIVE. a . [from cooperate. ] Promot-

ing the same end jointly.

COOPERATOR. s. [from cooperate. ] He that,

byjoint endeavours, promotes the same end

with others.

COOPTATION. s. [coopto, Latin .] Adoption ;

assumption.

COORDINATE. a. [con and ordinatus, Latin.]

Holding the same rank. Watts.

COO'RDINATELY. ad. [from coordinate. ] In

the same rank.

COO'RDINATENESS. s . [from coordinate.]

The state of being coordinate.

COORDINATION. s . [from coordinate. ] The

state of holding the same rank ; collateral-

Howel.

COOT. s . [cotée, French. ] A small black water-

fowl. Dryden.

COP. s. [kop, Dutch.] The head ; the top of

any thing.

ness.

CO'PAL. s. The Mexican term for a gum.

COPA'RCENARY. s. [from coparcener. ] Joint

succession to any inheritance. Hale.

COPA'RCENER. s. [from con and particeps,

Latin.] Coparceners are such as have equal

portion in the inheritance of the ancestor.

Cowel. Davies.

COPA'RCENY. s. [See CoPARCENER.] An

equal share of coparceners.

COPA'RTNER. s . [co and partner.] One that

has a share in some common stock or affair.

COPA'RTNERSHIP. s. [from copartner. ] The

state ofbearing an equal part, or possessing

an equal share. Hale.

CO'PATAIN. a. [ from cope.] High raised ;

pointed. Hanmer.

COPA'YVA. s. A gum which distils from a

tree in Brazil.

COPE. s. [ See Cop.]

1. Anything with whichthe head is covered.

2. A sacerdotal cloak, worn in sacred mi

nistration.

3. Any thing which is spread over the head.

Dryden.

Addison.

To COPE. v.a. [from the noun.]

1. To cover, as with a cope.

2. To reward ; to give in return. Shakespeare.

3. To contend with ; to oppose. Shakespeare.

To COPE. v . n .

1. To contend ; to struggle ; to strive. Phil.

2. To interchange kindness or sentiments.

Shakespeare.

CO'PESMATE. s. Companion ; friend . Spenser.

CO'PIER. s . [from copy. ]

1. One that copies ; a transcriber. Addison,

2. A plagiary ; an imitator. Tickel.

CO'PING. s. [from cope. ] The upper tire of

masonry which covers the wall.

CO'PIOUS. a. [copia, Latin.]

1. Plentiful ; abundant ; exuberant ; in great

quantities.

2. Abounding in words or images ; not bar.

ren ; not concise.

CO'PIOUSLY. ad. [from copious.]
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1. Plentifully ; abundantly ; in great quan-

tities .

2. At large ; without brevity or conciseness ;

diffusely.

COPIOUSNESS. s. [from copious.]

Addison.

1. Plenty ; abundance ; exuberance.

2. Diffusion ; exuberance of style . Dryden.

CO'PIST. s. [from copy .] A copyer ; an imita-

tor.

CO'PLAND. s. A piece of ground which ter-

minates with an acnte angle. Dict.

CO'PPED. a. [from cop.] Rising to a top or

head. Wiseman.

CO'PPEL. s. An instrument used in chymis-

try. Its use is to try and purify gold and

silver.

CO'PPER. s. [koper, Dutch. ] One of the six

primitive metals. Copper is the most ductile

and malleable metal, after gold and silver.

Of copper and lapis calaminaris, is formed

brass ; of copper and tin, bell-metal ; ofcopper

and brass, what the French call bronze, used

for figures and statues .

Bacon.

CO'PPER. s. A boiler larger than a moveable

pot.

CO'PPER-NOSE. s. [copper and nose. ] A red

Wiseman.nose.

CO'PPER-PLATE. s . A plate on which pic-
tures are engraven.

COPPER-WORK. s . [ copper and work.] A

place where copper is manufactured.

CO'PPERAS. s. [kopperoose, Dutch. ] A name

given to three sorts of vitriol ; the green, the

bluish green, and the white. What is com-

monly sold for copperas, is an artificial vitriol ,

made of a kind of stones found on the sea

shore in Essex.

CO'PPERSMITH. s . [copper and smith.] One
that manufactures copper. Swift.

CO'PPERWORM . s.

1. A little worm in ships.

2. A worm breeding in one's hand . Ainsw.

CO'PPERY. a. [from copper. ] Containing cop-

per. Woodward.

CO'PPICE. s. [coupeaux, Fr.] Low woods cut

at stated times for fuel. Sidney. Mortimer.

CO'PPLE-DUST. s. [or cupel dust.] Powder

used in purifying metals. Bacon.

CO'PPLED. a. [from cop.] Rising in a conick
form.

Woodward.

Wuller.COPSE. s. Short wood.

To COPSE. t. a. [from the noun.] To pre-

serve underwood. Swift.

CO'PULA. s. [Lat.] The word which unites

the subject and predicate of a proposition ;

as, books are dear ; are is the copula. Watts.

To CO'PULATE. v. a. [copulo, Lat. ] To unite,

to conjoin. Bacon.

To CO'PULATE. v. n. To come together as

different sexes, Wiseman.

COPULATION. s. [from copulate.] The con-

gress or embrace of the two sexes.

CO'PULATIVE. a. [copulativus, Latin.] A

term ofgrammar. Copulative prepositions are

those which have more subjects ; as, riches

and honours are temptations.

CO'PY. s. [copie, Fr.]

1. A transcript from the archetype or origi-

Denham.nal.

2. An individual book ; as, a good and fuir

Hooker.copy.

3. The autograph ; the original ; the arches

type. Holder.

4. An instrument by which any conveyance

is made in law. Shakespeare.

5. Apicture drawn from another picture.

CO'PY-BOOK. s. [ copy and book.] A book in

which copies are written for learners to imi-

tate.

CO'PY-HOLD. s . [copy and hold. ] A tenure,

for which the tenant hath nothing to show but

the copy ofthe rolls made by the steward of

his lord's court. This is called a base tenure,

because it holds at the will of the lord ; yet

not simply, but according to the custom of

the manor ; so that if a copy-holder break

not the custom of the manor, and thereby

forfeit his tenure, he cannot be turned out at

the lord's pleasure. Cowley.

COʻPY-HOLDER. s . One that is possessed of

land in copy-hold .

To COPY. v. a.

1. To transcribe ; to write after an original .

2. To imitate ; to propose imitation .

To CO'PY. v. n . To do any thing in imitation

of something else. Dryden.

Addison.

To COQUET. v. a. [from the noun.] To treat

with an appearance of amorous tenderness . Sw.

COQUETRY, s [coqueterie,Fr.] Affectation of

amorous advances.

COQUETTE. s. [coquette, Fr.] A gay, airy

girl, who endeavours to attract notice.

CO'RACLE. s. [cwrigle, Welsh . ] A boat

used in Wales by fishers, made by drawing

leather or oiled cloth upon a frame ofwicker

work.

COʻRAL. s . [ corallium, Latin . ]

1.Red corul is a plant of as great hardness and

stony nature while growing in the water, as

it has after long exposure to the air. Hill.

2. The piece of coral which children have

about their necks.

CO'RALLINE. a . Consisting of coral.

CO'RALLINE. s . Coralline is a sea plant

used in medicine ; but much inferior to the

coral in hardness. Hill .

CO'RALLOID, or CORALLOIDAL. a. [xogade

Xong.] Resembling coral.

CORA'NT. s. [ courant, Fr.] A nimble sprightly

dance. Walsh.

COʻRBAN. s.[. ] An alms basket ; a gift ;
an alms K. Charles.

CORBE. a. [courbe, Fr. ] Crooked .

CORBEILS. s . Little baskets used in fortifi-

cations, filled with earth.

COR'BEL. s. [In architecture . ] The represent-

ation ofa basket.

CO'RBEL, or CORBIL. S. A short piece o

timber sticking out six or eight inches from

a wall.

CORD. s. [cort, Welsh ; chorda, Latin.]

1. A rope, a string. Blackmore.

2.A quantity ofwood or fuel ; a pile eight

feet long, four high, and four broad.

CORD-MAKER.s.[cord and make. ] One whose

trade is to make ropes ; a rope-maker.

CORD-WOOD. s. [cord and wood. ] Wood piled

up to be sold for fuel.
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To CORD. v. a. [from the noun.] To bind

with ropes

CO'RDAGE.8. [from cord.] A quantity ofcords.

Raleigh.

CO'RDED. a. [from cord .] Made of ropes.

CORDELIER. s. A Franciscan friar ; so

named from the cord which serves him for a

cincture. Prior.

CO'RDIAL. s . [from cor, the heart, Latin. ]

1. A medicine that increases the force ofthe

heart, er quickens the circulation .

2. Any medicine that increases strength .

3. Any thing that comforts, gladdens, and

Dryden.exhilarates.

CO'RDIAL. a .

1 Reviving ; invigorating ; restorative .

2. Sincere ; hearty ; proceeding from the

Hammond.heart.

CORDIA'LITY. s. [from cordial.]

1. Relation to the heart. Brown.

2. Sincerity ; freedom from hypocrisy.

CO'RDIALLY. ad. [from cordial. ] Sincerely ;

heartily. South.

CO'RDINER. s. [cordonnier, French. ] A shoe-

Cowel.maker .

CO'RDON. s. [ French .] A row ofstones.

CO'RDWAIN . s . [Cordovan leather. ] Spanish

leather. Spenser.

CORDWA'INER. s. A shoemaker.

CORE. s. [cœur, Fr.]

1. The heart. Shakespeare.

2. The inner part of any thing. Raleign.

3. The inner part of a fruit which contains
the kernel. Bacon.

Dryden.

4. The matter contained in a boil or sore .

CORIA'CEOUS. a. [coriaceus, Latin.]

1. Consisting of leather.

currant.

2. Of a substance resembling leather. Arb.

CORIA'NDER. s . A plant.

CO'RINTH. s. A small fruit commonly called

Broome.

CORINTHIAN Order, is generally reckoned

the fourth of the five orders of architecture.

The capital is adorned with two rows of

leaves, between which little stalks arise, of

which the sixteen volutes are formed, which

support the abacus. Harris.

CORK. s . [cortex, Latin.]

1.A glandiferous tree, in all respects like

the ilex, excepting the bark.
Miller.

King.

2. The bark of the cork tree used for stopples.

3. The stopple of a bottle.

CO'RKING-PIN. s. A pin of the largest size.

Swift.

CO'RKY. a. [from cork. ] Consisting of cork.

Shakespeare.

CO'RMORANT. s. [cormoran, Fr.]

1. A bird that preys upon fish.

2. A glutton.

CORN. s. [conn, Saxon. ]

1

1. The seeds which grow in ears, not in

pods. John xii. 25.

Knolles.

Job.

2. Grain yet unreaped.

3. Grain in the ear, yet unthreshed.

4. An excrescence on the feet, hard and pain
ful.

To CORN, v. a. [from the noun.]
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Wiseman.

1. To salt ; to sprinkle with salt.

2. To granulate.

CORN-FIELD. s. A field where corn is grow

ing. Shakespeare.

CORN-FLAG. s . [corn and flag.] A plant ; the

leaves are like those ofthe fleur-de-lys.

CORN-FLOOR . s . The floor where corn is

stored. Hosea.

CORN-FLOWER. s. [from corn and flower.]

The blue-bottle.

CORN-LAND . s. [corn and land.] Land ap-

propriated to the production of grain.

CORN-MASTER. s . [corn and master. ] One

Bacen.

that cultivates corn for sale . Bacon

CORN-MILL. s. [corn and mill. ] A mill to

grind corn into meal. Mortimer.

CORN-PIPE. s . A pipe made by slitting the

joint ofa green stalk of corn. Tickel.

CORN-SALLAD. s. Corn sallad is an herb,

whose top leaves are a sallad ofthemselves,

CO'RNAGE. s. [from corne, Fr.] A tenure

which obliges the landholder to give notice

of an invasion by blowing a horn.

CORN-CHANDLER. s . [corn and chandle: .]
One that retails corn.

CORN-CUTTER. s. [from corn and cut .] A

man whose profession is to extirpate corns

from the foot. Wiseman.

CO'RNEL.

}

s. [cornus, Lat.] The

CORNE'LIAN-TREE. Cornel-tree beareth

the fruit commonly called the cornel or cor-

nelian cherry. Mortimer.

CO'RNEMUSE. s . [ Fr.] A kind ofrustick finte

CO'RNEOUS. a . [corneus, Lat.] Horny ; of a

substance resembling horn.

CO'RNER. s . [cornel Welsh .]

1. An angle.

2. A secret or remote place.

Brown.

Proverbs.

3. The extremities the utmost limit . Dr.

CO'RNER-STONE. s. The stone that unites

the two walls at the corner. Howel.

CO'RNER-TEETH of a Horse, are the four

teeth which are placed between the middling

teeth and the tushes. Furrier's Dict

CO'RNERWISE. ad. [corner and wise.] Dia-

gonally ; from corner to corner.

CO'RNĚT. s. [cornette, Fr.]

1. A musical instrument blown with the

month. Bacon

2. A company or troop of horse. Clarendon.

3. The officer that bears the standard of a

troop.

4. CORNET of a Horse, is the lowest part of

his pastern, that runs round the coffin .

5. A scarf anciently worn by doctors.

CO'RNETTER. s. [from cornet ] A blower of

the cornet. Hakewell

CO'RNICE. s. [corniche, Fr.] The highest pro

jection of a wall or column.

CO'RNICLE. s. [from cornu, Latin. ] A little

horn.

CORNI'GEROUS. a. [corniger, Lat. ] Horned ;

having horns. Brown.

CORNÜCOP'IA. s . [Latin.] The horn of

plenty.

To CORNUTE . v. a . [cornutus, Latin.] To

bestow horns ; to cuckold.

CORNU'TED. a. [cornutus, Latin.] Grafted

with horns ; cuckolded.
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CORNUTO. s. " [from cornutus, Lat.] A man

horned ; a cuckold. Shakespeare.

CO'RNY. a. [from cornu, horn, Latin. ]

1. Strong or hard like horn ; horny. Milton.

2. [from corn. ] Producing corn. Prior.

CORO'LLARY. s . [corollarium, Latin, from

corolla.]

1. The conclusion.

2 Surplus.

Gov. of the Tongue.

Shakespeare.

CORO'ÑA. s. [ Lat. ] The crown of an order.

CO'RONAL. S. [coronu, Latin. ] A crown ; a

garland. Spenser.

CO'RONAL. a. Belonging to the top ofthe

head. Wiseman.

CO'RONARY. a. [coronarius, Latin. ]

1. Relating to a crown. Brown.

2. It is applied in anatomy to arteries , fancied

to encompass the heart in the manner of a

garland. Bentley.

CORONA'TION. s. [from corona, Latin .]

1. The act or solemnity of crowning a king.

Sidney.

2. The pomp or assembly present at a coro-

nation. Pope.

CO'RONER. s . [from corona, Lat.] An officer

whose duty is to inquire how any violent

death was occasioned.

CO'RONET. s. [coronetta, Ital. ] An inferiour

crown worn by the nobility. Sidney.

CO'RPORAL. s. [corrupted from caporul, Fr.]

The lowest officer ofthe infantry. Gay.

CO'RPORAL ofa Ship. An officer that hath

the charge of setting the watches and sen-

tries.

CO'RPORAL . a. [corporel, Fr.]

Shakespeare.

Harris.

1. Relating to the body ; belonging to the

body. Atterbury.

2. Material ; not spiritual. Shakespeare.

CORPORA'LITY. s . [ from corporal.] The qua-

lity ofbeing embodied. Raleigh.

COʻRPORALLY. ad. [from corporal. ] Bodily.

Brown.

CO'RPORATE. a [from corpus, Lat.] United

in a body or community. Swift.

CO'RPORATENESS. s. [from corporate. ]

State ofcommunity.

CORPORATION. s. [from corpus, Latin .] A

body politick , authorised to have a common

seal, one head officer or more, able, by their

common consent, to grant or receive in law

any thing within the compass of their char-

ter ; even as one man. Davies.

LOʻRPORATURE. s. [from corpus, Lat. ] The

state of being embodied.

CORPOREAL. a [corporeus, Lat.] Having a

body; not immaterial. Tillotson.

CORPOREITY. s. [from corporeus, Latin.]

Materiality ; bodiliness. Stillingfleet.

CORPORIFICATION. s. [from corporify. ]

The act ofgiving body or palpability.

To CORPO'RIFY. v. a. [from corpus, Latin.]

To embody. Boyle.

CORPS.

CORPSE . } s . [corps, Fr.]

1. A body. Dryden.

2. A carcase ; a dead body ; a corse. Addis.

3. A quantity of land.

4. A body offorces.

CO'RPULENCE.

CORPULENCY. } . [corpulentia, Latiu .]

Donne

Ray

1. Bulkiness ofbody ; fleshiness.

2. Spissitude ; grossness ofmatter.

CO'RPULENT. a. [corpulentus, Lat. ] Fleshy ,

bulky. Ben Jonson.

CORPUSCLE. s. [ corpusculum, Lat. ] A small

body ; an atom . Newton.

CORPUSCULAR. a [from corpuscu-

CORPUSCULARIAN. } lum, Lat.] Relating

to atoms ; comprising small or indivisible

bodies. Boyle. Bentley.

To CORRA'DE. v a. [corrado, Lat. ] To rub

off; to scrape together.

CORRADIATION. s . [ con and radius, Lat.] A

conjunction ofrays in one point. Bacon.

To CORRECT. v. a. [correctum, Lat.]

1. To punish ; to chastise ; to discipline.

2. To amend ; to take away faults.

3. To obviate the qualities of one ingredient

by another.

Rogers.

Prior

4. To remark faults .

CORRECT. a. [correctus, Lat. ] Revised or

finished with exactness ; accurate. Felton.

CORRECTION. s. [ from correct.]

1. Punishment ; discipline ; chastisement.

2. Act oftaking away faults ; amendment.

Dryden.

3. That which is substituted in the place of

anything wrong.
Watts.

' Brown.4. Reprehension ; animadversion.

5. Abatement of noxious qualities, by the
addition of something contrary. Donne

CORRECTIONER. s . [ from correction . ] A

jail-bird. Shakespeare

CORRECTIVE. a . [from correct ] Having the

power to alter or obviate any bad qualities.

Arbuthnot

CORRECTIVE. s.

South.

Hule.

1. That which has the power of altering o

obviating any thing amiss.

2. Limitation ; restriction.

CORRECTLY. ad. Accurately ; appositely

exactly. Locke.

CORRECTNESS. s. [ from correct. ] Accuracy;

Swiftexactness.

CORRECTOR. s . [from correct . ]

1. He that amends or alters by punishment.

Sprat.

2. He that revises any thing to free it from

faults . Swift.

3. Such an ingredient in a composition, as

guards against, or abates the force of ano-

ther. Quincy.

To CO'RRELATE . v. n. [from con and rela-

tus, Lat.] To have a reciprocal relation , as

father and son.

CO'RRELATE. s. One that stands in the op-

posite relation. South.

CORRELATIVE. a. [con and relativus, Lat.]

Having a reciprocal relation . South.

CORRELATIVENESS. s . [ from correlative. ]

The state of being correlative.

CORREPTION. s. [correptum, Lat.] Objur,

gation chiding ; reprehension ; reproof.

Government of the Tongue.

To CORRESPOʻND. v . n. [con and respondeo

Latin.]

1. To suit ; to answer ; to fit. Locke

2. To keep up commerce with another by

alternate letters.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

CORRESPONDENCY }

s. trcm corre-

spond.

1. Relation ; reciprocal adaptation of one

thing to another.

2. Intercourse ; reciprocal intelligence . K. C.

3. Friendship ; interchange of offices or ci-

vilities. Bacon.

CORRESPONDENT. a. [from correspond.]

Suitable ; adapted ; agreeable ; answerable.

Hooker.

CORRESPO'NDENT. s. One with whom in-

telligence or commerce is kept up by mutual

Denham.messages or letters.

CORRESPONSIVE. a. [ from correspond.]

Answerable ; adapted to any thing. Shakesp.

CO'RRIDOR. s. [French.]

1. The covert way lying round the fortifica-

tions.

2. A gallery or long isle round about a build-

ing. Harris.

CO'RRIGIBLE. a. [from corrigo, Latin. ]

1. That which may be altered or amended.

2. Punishable.

3. Corrective; having the power to correct . Sh .

CORRIVAL. s . [con and rival. ] Rival ; compe-

titor.
Spenser.

CORRIVALRY. s. [from corrival . ] Competi-

tion ; opposition ofinterest.

CORROBORANT. a . [from corroborate.] Hav-

ing the power to give strength. Bacon.

To CORROBORATE. v. a . [con and roboro,

Latin .]

Bacon.1. To confirm ; to establish.

2. To strengthen ; to make strong. Wotton.

CORROBORATION. s . [ from corroborate .]

The act ofstrengthening or confirming. Bacom .

CORROBORATIVE. a . [from corroborate. ]

Having the power ofincreasing strength . Wis.

To CORRO DE. v. a . [ corrodo, Lat ] To eat a-

way by degrees ; to wearaway gradually. Boy.

CORRODENT. a. [from corrode. ] Having the

power of corroding or wasting.

CORRO'DIBLE. a. [from corrode.] Possible

to be consumed. Brown.

CO'RRODY. s . [corrodo, Latin.] A defalcation

from an allowance. Ayliffe.

CORROSIBILITY. s . [from corrosible . ] Pos-

sibility to be consumed by a menstruum.

CORRO'SIBLE. a. [from corrode. ] Possible to

be consumed by a menstruum.

CORRO'SIBLENESS. s . [ from corrosible. ]

Susceptibility of corrosion."

CORROSION. s . [corrodo, Latin. ] The power

ofeating or wearing awayby degrees. Wood.

CORRO'SIVE. a. [corrodo, Latin.]

1. Having the power ofwearing away. Grew.

2. Having the quality to fret or vex. Hooker.
CORRO'SIVE. s .

1. That which has the quality of wasting any

thing away. Spenser.

2. That which has the power of giving pain.

Hooker.

CORRO'SIVELY. ad. [from corrosive.]

1. Like a corrosive. Boyle.

2. With the power of corrosion.

CORROSIVENESS. s. [from corrosive.] The

quality of corroding or eating away ; acri-

mony. Donne

CO'RRUGANT. a. [from corrugate.] Having

the power ofcontracting into wrinkles.

10 CORRUGATE. v. a. [corrugo, Latin.] To

wrinkle or purse up. Bacon.

CORRUGATION. s . [ from corrugate.] __Con .

tractiou into wrinkles. Floyer.

To CORRUPT. v. a . [corruptus, Latin .]

1. To turn from a sound to a putrescent state;

to infect.

2. To deprave ; to destroy integrity ; to vi-

tiate. 1 Cor. Locke. Pope.

Addison

To CORRUPT. v. n. To become putrid ; to

grow rotten . Bacon.

CORRUPT. a . [from corrupt . ] Vicious ; taint-

ed with wickedness. South.

CORRUPTER. s . [from corrupt. ] He that

taints or vitiates.

CORRUPTIBILITY. s. [from corruptible.j

Possibility to be corrupted .

CORRUPTIBLE. a. [from corrupt.]

1. Susceptible ofdestruction.

2. Possible to be vitiated.

CORRUPTIBLENESS . s. [from corruptible.]

Susceptibility of corruption.

CORRUPTIBLY. ad. [from corruptible.] In

such a manner as to be corrupted.

Tillotson,

Shakespeare.

CORRUPTION. s . [corruptio, Latin.]

1. The principles by which bodies tend to

the separation of their parts.

2. Wickedness ; perversion of principles. "

3. Putrescence. Blackmore.

4. Matter orpus in a sore.

5. The means bywhich any thing is vitiated ,

depravation. Raleigh.

CORRUPTIVE. a. [from corrupt. ] Having the

quality of tainting or vitiating. Ruy.

CORRUPTLESS . a. [ from corrupt. ] Insuscep-

tible of corruption ; undecaying.

CORRUPTLY. ad. [from corrupt.]

3. With corruption ; with taint. Shakespeare.

2. Viciously ; contrary to purity. Camden.

CORRUPTNESS. s. [from corrupt.] The qua-

lity of corruption ; putrescence ; vice .

CO'RSAIR. s. [ French . ] A pirate.

CORSE. s. [corps, French. ]

1. A body. Spenser

Addison.2. A dead body ; a carcase.

CO'RSELET. s . [ corselet, French.] A light ar

mour for the fore part ofthe body. Prior.

CORTICAL. a . [ cortex, bark, Lat. ] Barky ;

belonging to the rind. Cheyne.

CORTICATED. a. [ from corticatus, Latin . ]

Resembling the bark of a tree.- Brown.

CORTICOSE. a. [from corticosus, Latin .] Full

of bark.

CORVETTO. s. The curvet. Peacham

CORU'SCANT. a. [corusco, Latin.] Glittering

byflashes , flashing.

CORUSCA'TION. s. [coruscatio , Lat.] Flash ,

quick vibration oflight. Garth.

CORY'MBIATED. a. [corymbus, Lat.] Gar-

nished with bunches ofberries.

CORYMBIFEROUS. a. [corymbus and fe

ro, Latin.] Bearing fruit or berries in

bunches.

CORU'MBUS. s. [Latin.] Amongst ancient

botanists, clusters of berries ; amongmodern,

a compounded discous flower ; such are the

flowers of daisies, and common marygold.

Quincy.

COSCI'NOMANCY. 8. [xaσnivor, a sieve. and
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pavra , divination .] The art of divination

by means of a sieve.

COSE CANT. s. [ In geometry.] The secant

ofan arch, which is the complement of ano-

ther to ninety degrees. Harris.

COʻSIER. s. [from couser, old French, to sew.]

A botcher. Shakespeare.

CO'SINE. s. [ In geometry.] The right sine of

an arch, which is the complement of another

to ninety degrees. Harris.

COSMETICK. a. [xooμntix . ] Beautifying.

Pope.

CO'SMICAL. a. [xooμ .]

1. Relating to the world.

2. Rising or setting with the sun. Brown.

CO'SMICALLY. ad. [from cosmical .] With the

sun ; not ahronycally . Brown.

COSMO'GONY. s. [xocμ and yown .] The rise

orbirth of the world ; the creation.

COSMO'GRAPHER. s. [nooμ and yeap .]

One who writes a description of the world.

Brown.

COSMOGRAPHICAL. a. [from cosmography. ]

Relating to the general description of the

world.

COSMOGRAPHICALLY. ad. [from cosmo-

graphical. [In a manner relating to the struc-

ture ofthe world. Brown.

COSMO'GRAPHY. s. [noμ and yeap .]

The science of the general system or affec-

tions ofthe world.

COSMOPOLITAN.

COSMO'POLITE

South.

s. [κοσμο and πολίτης.]

SAcitizen ofthe world;

one who is at home in every place.

CO'SSET. 8. A lamb brought up without the

dam.

COST. s . [kost, Dutch.]

1. The price of any thing.

2. Sumptuousness ; luxury

3. Charge ; expense.

4. Loss ; fine ; detriment.

Spenser.

Waller.

Crashaw.

Knolles.

To COST. v. n. preter cost ; particip . cost. [cous-

ter, French . ] To be bought for ; to be had at

a price.

CO'STAL. a. [costa, Latin, a rib.] Belonging

Brown.to the ribs.

CO'STARD. s. [from coster, a head.]

1. A head.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

2. An apple round and bulky like the head.

Burton.

CO'STIVE. a. [constipé, French.]

1. Bound in the body. Prior.

2. Close ; unpermeable. Mortimer.

CO'STIVENESS . s. [ from costive.] The state of

thebodyin which excretion is obstructed. Loc.

COʻSTLINESS. s . [ from costly. ] Sumptuous-

ness ; expensiveness.
Glanville.

CO'STLY. a. [from cost . ] Sumptuous ; expen-

Dryden.sive.

CO'STMARY. s . [costus, Latin. ] An herb.

CO'STREL. s. A bottle. Skinner.

COT. At the end of the names of places,

from the Saxon cor, a cottage.COTE.

COAT. Gibson.

COT. s. [cor, Saxon.] A small house ; a hut ; a

mean habitation. Fenton.

COT. s. An abridgment of cotquean.

COTA'NGENT. s. [ In geometry. ] The tan-

gent of an arch which is the complement of

another to ninety degrees.

To COTE. v. a. To leave behind . Chapman.

COTE'MPORARY. a. [con and tempus, La.

tin.] Living at the same time ; coetaneous ,

COTLAND. s . [cot and land.] Land append-

antto a cottage.

Locke.

CO'TQUEAN. s . A man who busies himself

with women's affairs. Addison.

COTTAGE. s. [from cot. ] A hut ; a mean ha

bitation. Zeph. Taylor. Pope;

COTTAGER. s . [from cottage.]

1. One who lives in a hut or cottage .

2. One who lives on the common, without

paying rent. Bacon

COTTIER. s . [from cot.] One who inhabits a

cot.

COTTON. s . The down ofthe cotton tree.

COTTON. s . A plant.

COʻTTON. s. Cloth or stuff made ofcotton.

To COTTON. v . n.

1. To rise with a nap.

2. To cement ; to unite with.

To COUCH. v . n. [coucher, French.]

Swift.

1. To lie down on a place of repose . Dryden.

2. To lie downon the knee, as a beast to rest.

Dryden.

Hayward.

Deuteronomy.

3. To lie down in ambush.

4. To lie in a stratum.

5. To stoop or bend down, in fear, in pain.

To COUCH. v. a.

1. To repose ; to lie in a place of repose.

2. To lay down any thing in a stratum.

3. To bed ; to hide in another body.

Bacon.

4. To involve ; to include ; to comprise.

5. To include secretly ; to hide.

6. To lay close to another.

Atterbury.

South.

Spenser.

7. To fix the spear in the rest. Dryden.

8. To depress the film that overspreads the

pupil ofthe eye. Dennis.

COUCH. s . [from the verb.]

1. A seat of repose, on which it is common

to lie down dressed.

2. A bed; a place of repose.

3. A layer, or stratum.

Addison.

Mortimer.

COUCHANT. a. [couchant, French.] Lying

down; squatting. Milton.

CO'UCHEE. s. [French. ] Bedtime; the time of

visiting late at night. Dryden.

COʻUCHER. s . [from couch. ] He that couches

or depresses cataracts.

CO'UCHFELLOW. s. [couch and fellow . ] Bed-

fellow ; companion.

CO'UCHGRASS. s. A weed.

COVE. s.

Shakespeare:

Mortimer.

1. A small creek or bay.

2. A shelter ; a cover.

COVENANT. s. [couvenant, French.]

1. A contract ; stipulation.
Waller

2. An agreement on certain terms ; a com

pact.
Hermond.

3. A writing containing the terms of gree

ment. Shakespeare.

South.

To COVENANT. v. n. [from the noun.] To

bargain ; to stipulate.

COVENANTE'E. s. [from covenant.] A party

to a covenant ; a stipulator ; a bargainer.

Ayliffe.

COVENANTER. s . [from covenant.] One
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who takes a covenant. A word introduced

in the civil wars. Oxford Reasons.

CO'VENOUS. a. [ from covin.] Fraudulent ;

collusive ; trickish.

To CO VER. v. a. [couvrir, French.]

Bacon.

1. To overspread any thing with something

else. Shakespeare.

2. To conceal under something laid over. Dry.

3. To hide by superficial appearances.

4. To overwhelm ; to bury. Watts.

5. To shelter; to conceal from harm.

6. To incubate ; to breed on. Addison.

7. To copulate with a female.

8. To wear the hat. Dryden.

CO'VER. s. [from the verb.]

Clarendon.

1. Any thing that is laid over another.

2. A concealment ; a screen ; a veil.

3. Shelter; defence.

CO'VER-SHAME. s . [cover and shame ] Some

appearance to conceal infamy. Dryden.

COVERING. s. [ from cover. ] Dress ; vesture.

South.

COVERLET.s. [courrelit, French. ] The outer-

most ofthe bedclothes ; that under which

all the rest are concealed.

COVERT. s . [couvert, French ]

1. A shelter ; a defence.

2. A thicket, or hiding place.

CO'VERT. a . [couvert, French .]

Spenser.

Isaiah.

Addison.

1. Sheltered ; not open ; not exposed .

2. Secret ; hidden ; private ; insidious . Milt.

CO'VERT. a. [couvert, French . ] The state of

a woman sheltered by marriage under her

husband. Dryden.

CO'VERT-WAY. s. [from covert and way. ] A

space of ground level with the field , three or

four fathom broad , ranging quite round the

half-moons, or other works toward the coun-

try. Harris.

COVERTLY. ad. [from covert. ]

closely.

CO'VERTNESS. s. [ from covert. ]

privacy.

CO'VERTURE. s. [from covert.]

Secretly ;

Dryden.

Secrecy ;

1. Shelter ; defence ; not exposure. Woodw.

2. [In law.] The state and condition of a

married woman. Cowel. Davies.

To CO'VET. v. a. [convoiter, French. ]

1. To desire inordinately ; to desire beyond

due bounds.

2. To desire earnestly.

Shakespeare.

1 Corinthians.

To CO'VET: v. n. To have a strong desire.

CO'VETABLE. a. [from covet .] To be wished

for.

CO'VETISE. s. [convoitise, French.] Avarice ;
covetousness .

To COUGH. v. n. [kucken, Dutch. ] To have

the lungs convulsed ; to make a noise in en-

deavouring to evacuate the peccant matter

from the lungs. Shakespeare. Pope.

To COUGH. v. a . To eject by a cough.

COUGHER. s . [ from cough. One that coughs.

CO'VIN. s. A deceitful agreement be-

CO'VINE.

of another.

} tween two or more to the hurt

CO'VING. s . [from cove.] A term in building,

used in houses that project over the ground-

plot. Harris.

COULD. [the imperfect pret. of can ]

COULTER. s. [culter, Latin ] The sharp iron

of the plough which cuts the earth.

COUNCIL. s. [concilium , Latin.]

1. An assembly of persons met together in

consultation . Matthew.

2. An assembly of divines to deliberate upon

religion. Watts.

3. Persons called together to be consulted .

4. The body of privy counsellors . Shakesp.

COUNCIL-BOARD. s. [council and board.]

Council table ; table wherematters of state

are deliberated.

COUNSEL. s . [consilium, Latin.]

1. Advice ; direction .

2. Deliberation.

Clarendon.

Clarendon.

Hooker.

Proverbs.3. Prudence ; art ; machination.

4. Secrecy ; the secrets intrusted in consult.

ing. Shakespeare.

5. Scheme ; purpose ; design. I Corinth.

6. Those that plead a cause ; the counsellors.

Pope.

To COUNSEL. v. a. [consilior, Latin.]

1. To give advice or counsel to any person.

2. To advise any thing.

COUNSELLABLE. a. [ from counsel ] Wil.

ling to receive and follow advice. Clarendon.

COUNSELLOR. s. [from counsel.]

1. One that gives advice.

2. Confident; bosom friend.

Wisdom viii. 9 .

Waller.

3. One whose province is to deliberate and

advise upon publick affairs.
Bacon.

4. One that is consulted in a case of law.

COUNSELLORSHIP. s. [from counsellor.]

The office or post ofa privy counsellor.

To COUNT. v. a. [compter, French.]

1. To number; to tell.

2. To preserve a reckoning.

South.

Locke.

consider as

Hooker.

Rowe.

3. To reckon ; to place to an account. Locke.

4. To esteem ; to account ; to

having a certain character.

5. To impute to ; to charge to.

To COUNT. v. n. To found an account or

scheme.

COUNT. s . [compte, French.]

1. Anumber.

Spenser.

Dryden.

2. Reckoning.

CO'VETOUS. a . [convoiteux, French .]

1. Inordinately desirous.

2. Inordinately eager of money ; avaricious.

3. Desirous ; cager, in a good sense. Taylor.

CO/VETOUSLY. ud. [from covetous . ] Avari-

ciously ; eagerly. Shakespeare.

CO/VETOUSNESS. s . [from covetous.] Ava-

rice ; eagerness of gain. Tillotson.

CO'VEY. s. [couvée, French.]

1. A hatch ; an old bird with her young ones.

2. A number of birds together. Addison.

COUGH. s. (kuch, Dutch.] A convulsion ofthe

Jungs with noise,
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Smith.

Swift.

Spenser

Shakespeare.

COUNT. s. [ comte, French. ] A title of fo.

reign nobility ; an earl.

CO'UNTABLE. a. [from count.] That which

may be numbered. Spenser.

COUNTENANCE. s . [contenance, French.]

1. The form of the face ; the system of the

features . Milton.

Shakespeare.2. Air ; look.

3. Calmness of look ; composure of face. Sw.

4. Confidence ofmien ; aspect of assurance.

Clarendon. Sprat.
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3. Affection or ill-will, as it appears upon

the face. Spenser.

6. Patronage ; appearance of favour ; sup-

port

7. Superficial appearance.

Davies.

Ascham .

To COUNTENANCE. v . a. [from the noun.]

1. To support ; to patronise ; to vindicate.

2. To make a show of. Spenser.

3. To act suitably to any thing. Shakespeare.

4. To encourage ; to appear in defence. Wot.

COʻUNTENANCER. s . [from countenance . ] .

One that countenances or supports another.

CO'UNTER. s . [from count.]

1. A false piece of money used as a means of

reckoning. Swift.

2. The form on which goods are viewed and

money told in a shop. Dryden.

3. COUNTER ofa horse is that part of a horse's

fore hand that lies between the shoulder and

under the neck. Farrier's Dict.

CO'UNTER. ad. [contre, French .]

Locke.

1. Contrary to ; in opposition to. South.

2. The wrong way. Shakespeare.

3. Contrarywise.

To COUNTERA'CT. v. a. [counter and act.]

To hinder any thing from its effects by con-

trary agency. South.

TO COUNTERBA'LANCE. v. a. [counter and

balance.] To act against with an opposite

weight. Boyle.

COUNTERBALANCE. s . [ from the verb. ]

Opposite weight. Locke.

Te COUNTERBU'FF. v. a. [ from counter and

buff] To impel ; to strike back. Druden.

COUNTERBÜ'FF. s . [counter and buff.] A

stroke that produces a recoil. Sidney.

COUNTERCASTER. s. [counter and caster.]

Abook-keeper ; a caster of accounts ; a rec-

koner. Shakespeare.

COUNTERCHANGE. s . [counter and change.]

Exchange ; reciprocation. Shakespeare.

To COUNTERCHANGE. v . a To give and

receive.

COUNTERCHA'RM . s. [ counter and charm .]

That by which a charm is dissolved . Pope.

To COUNTERCHA'RM. v. a. [from counter

and charm. ] To destroy the effect of an en-

chantment.
Decay ofPiely.

To COUNTERCHE'CK. v. a . [counter and

check. ] To oppose.

- COUNTERCHECK. s. [from the verb.]

Stop ; rebuke. Shakespeare.

To COUNTERDRA'W. v. a. [from counter

and draw. ] To copy a design by means ofan

oiled paper, whereon the strokes, appearing

through, are traced with a pencil.

COUNTERE'VIDENCE. s . [counter and evi.

dence. ] Testimony by which the deposition

ofsome former witness is opposed. Burnet.

To COUNTERFEIT. v. a . [contrefaire, Fr.]

1. To copy with an intent to pass the copy

for an original . Waller.

2. To imitate ; to copy ; to resemble . Tillot.

3. To imitate hypocritically.

COUNTERFEIT. a . [ from the verb.]

1. That whichis made in imitation of ano-

ther; forged ; fictitions. Locke.

2. Deceitful ; hypocritical.

COUNTERFEIT s. [from the verb.]

1. Onewho personates another ; animpostor

Bacon.

Camden.

2. Something made in imitation of another ;

a forgery. Tillotson.

COUNTERFEITER. s. [from counterfeit. ]

A forger.

COUNTERFEITLY. ad. [from counterfeit . ]

Falsely ; with forgery. Shakespeare.

COUNTERFERMENT. s. [counter and fer- ·

ment.] Ferment opposed to ferment.

COUNTERFE'SANCE. s. [contrefaisance, Fr.]

The act of counterfeiting ; forgery.

COUNTERFORT. s . [from counter and fort.]

Counterforts are pillars serving to support

walls subject to bulge. Chambers.

COUNTERGA'GE. s . [ from counter and gage.]

A method used to measure the joints, by

transferring the breadth of a mortise to the

part where the tenon is to be.

COUNTERGUA'RD s. [from counter and

guard.] A small rampart with parapet and

ditch. Military Dict.

COUNTERLIGHT. s. [ from counter and

light.] A window or light opposite to any

thing. Chambers.

To COUNTERMA'ND. v. a. [contremander,

French.]

1. To order the contrary to what was order-

ed before. South.

2. To contradict the orders ofanother. Hold.

COUNTERMA'ND. s. [contremand, French.]

Repeal ofa former order. Shakespeare.

COUNTERMA'RCH. v. n. [counter and

march. ] To march backward.

COUNTERMAʼRCH. s . [from the verb. ]

To

1. Retrocession ; march backward. Collier.

2. Change of measures ; alteration of con-

duct. Burnet.

COUNTERMARK. s. [from counter and

mark.]

1. A second or third mark put on a bale of

goods.

2. The mark of the goldsmith's company

3. An artificial cavity made in the teeth of

horses.

4.A mark added to a medal a long time af.

ter it is struck, by which the curious know

the several changes in value.

To COUNTERMARK. v. a . A horse is said

to be countermarked when his corner teeth

are artificially made hollow.

COUNTERMINE. s. [counter and mine.]

1. A well or hole sunk into the ground, from

which a gallery or branch runs out under

ground, to seek out the enemy's mine.

2. Means of opposition. Sidney.

3. A stratagemby which any contrivance is

defeated. L'Estrange.

measures,

To COUNTERMI'NE. v. a . [from the noun.].

1. To delve a passage into an enemy's mine.

2. To counter-work ; to defeat by secret

Decay of Piety.

COUNTERMOTION. 8. [counter and mo`ion.]

Contrary motion . Digby,

COUNTERMURE. s . [contremure, French. ]

A wall built up behind anotherwall. Knolles.

COUNTERNATURAL. a. [counter and nului.

ral.] Contrary to nature. Harvey.

COUNTERNG'ISE. s. [counter and noise .] A
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sound by which any other noise is over pow-

ered. Calamy.

COUNTERO'PENING. s. [counter and open-

ing.] An aperture on the contrary side.

COUNTERPA'CE. s. [counter and puce.] Con-

trary measure. Swift.

COUNTERPANE. s. [contrepoint, French .]

A coverlet for a bed, or any thing else woven

in squares. Shakespeare.

COUNTERPART. s . [counter and part .] The

correspondent part. L'Estrange.

COUNTERPLE'A. s . [from counter and plea. ]

In law, a replication. Cowel.

To COUNTERPLOT. v. a. [counter and plot. ]

To oppose one machination by another.

COUNTERPLOT. s . [from the verb.] An

artifice opposed to an artifice. L'Estrange.

CO'UNTERPOINT. s. A coverlet woven in

squares.

To COUNTERPOISE. v . a. [counter and poise.]

1. To counterbalance ; to be equiponderant

to. Digby.

2. To produce a contrary action by an equal

weight. Wilkins.

3. To act with equal power against any per-

son or cause. Spenser,

COUNTERPOISE. s. [from counter andpoise.]

1. Equiponderance ; equivalence of weight.

Boyle.

2. The state of being placed in the opposite

scale ofthe balance. Milton.

3. Equipollence ; equivalence of power.

COUNTERPOISON. s. [counter and poison.]

Antidote. Arbuthnot.

COUNTERPRESSURE. s. [counter and pres-

sure. ] Opposite force.
Blackmore.

COUNTERPROJECT. s. [counter and pro-

ject. ] Correspondent part ofa scheme. Swift.

To COUNTERPROVE. v. a. [ from counter

andprove.] To take off a design in black lead,

by passing it through the rolling press with

another piece of paper, both being moisten-

ed with a sponge. Chambers.

To COUNTERRO'L. v. a. [counter and roll.]

To preservethe power of detecting frauds by

a counter account.

COUNTERRO'LMENT. s. [from counterrol.]

A counter account. Bacon.

CO'UNTERSCARP. s . That side of the ditch

which is next the camp .
Harris.

To COUNTERSIGN. v. a . [from counter and

sign.] To sign an order or patent of a supe-

riour, in quality of secretary, to render the

thing more authentick. Chambers.

COUNTERTE'NOR. s . [from counter and te-

nor. ] One of the mean or middle parts of

musick ; so called, as it were, opposite to the

tenor. Harris.

COUNTERTIDE. s. [counter and tide. ] Con-

trary tide. Dryden.

COUNTERTIME. s . [contretemps, French. ]

Defence ; opposition. Dryden.

COUNTERTURN. s . [counter and turn .] The

height and full growth of the play, we may

call properly the counterturn, which destroys

expectation. Dryden.

To COUNTERVA'IL. v . a. [contra and vulco,

Latin.] To be equivalent to ; to have equal

force or value ; to act against with equal

power. Hooker. Wilkins.

COUNTERVA'IL. s. [from the verb. ]

1. Equal weight.

2. That which has equal weight or value

South.

COUNTERVIEW. s. [counter and view . ]

1. Opposition ; a posture in which two per

sons front each other. Milton.

2. Contrast. Swift.

To COUNTERWO'RK. v. a. [counter and

work. ] To counteract ; to hinderby contrary

operations. Pope

COUNTESS. s. [ comitissa, Lat. comtesse, Fr. ]

The lady of an earl or count. Dryden.

COʻUNTING-HOUSE. s . [count and house.]·

The room appropriated by traders to their

books and accounts. Locke.

COUNTLESS . a. [from count. ] Innumerable

surpassing number.

COUNTRY. &, [contré, French.]

1. A tract of land ; a region.

2. Rural parts , not towns.

•

Donne

Sprat.

Spectator.

Sprut.

The place which any man inhabits.

4. The place ofone's birth ; the native soil.

5. The inhabitant of any region .

COUNTRY. a.

Shakespeare.

Norris.

Locke.

1. Rustick ; rural ; villatick.

2. Remote from cities or courts.

3. Peculiar to a region or people. Maccabees

4. Rude ; ignorant ; untaught. Dryden.

COUNTRYMAN. s. [from country and man.]

1. One born in the same country. Locke

2. A rustick ; one that inhabits the rural

parts ; not a townsman. Graunt

3. A farmer ; a husbandman. L'Estrange.

COUNTY. s. [ comté, French.]

1. A shire ; that is, one of the circuits or

portions of the realm, into which the whole

land is divided. Cowel. Addison .

Davies.

2. An earldom.

3. A count ; a lord.

COUPE'E. s. [French. ] A motion in dancing.
Chambers.

COUPLE. s. [ couple, French.]

1. A chain or tie that holds dogs together.

2. Two ; a brace.

Shakespeare.

Sidney. Locke

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

South.

3. A male and his female.

To COUPLE. v. a . [copulo, Latin.]

1. To chain together.

2. To join one to another.

3. To marry ; to wed. Sidney.

Bucon. Hale.

To COUPLE. v. u. To join in embraces.

CO'UPLE-BEGGAR. s. [couple and beggar.]

One that makes it his business, to marry beg-

gars to each other. Swift.

COUPLET . s . [French.]

Amos.

I. Two verses ; a pair of rhymes. Swift.

2. A pair, as of doves. Shakespeare.

COURAGE. 8 courage, French.] Bravery ;

active fortitude. Addison.

COURA'GEOUS. a . [from courage.] Brave ;

daring ; bold.

COURAGEOUSLY. ad. [from courageous.]

Bravely ; stoutly ; boldly.
Bacon.

COURAGEOUSNESS. s. [from courageous.

Bravery; boldness ; spirit ; courage.

Maccabees
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COURA'NT. s. [courant French.] See COURT-DAY. s. [court and day.] Day on

COURANTO. CORANT.

1. A nimble dance.

2. Any thing that runs quick, as a paper of

news.

which justice is solemnly administered. Arb.

Shakespeare. COURT-DRESSER. s . A flatterer. Locke.

COURT-FAVOUR. s. Favours or benefits

bestowed by princes. L'Estrange.

COURT-HAND. s. [court and hand. ] The hand

or manner ofwriting used in records andju-

dicial proceedings. Shakespeare.

COURTLADY. s. [court and lady.] A lady

To COURB. v. n. [courber, Fr. ] To bend ; to

bow. Shakespeare.

COURIER. s. [courier, Fr.] A messenger sent

in haste.
Shakespeare. Knolles.

COURSE. s. [course, French.]

1. Race ; career. Cowley.

Denham.

Sidney.

2. Passage from place to place.

3. Tilt ; act of running in the lists .

4. Ground on which a race is run .

5. Track or line in which a ship sails .

6. Sail ; means by which the course is per-

formed.

7. Progress from one gradation to another.

8. Order or succession.

Raleigh.

Shakespeare.

Corinthians.

Shakespeare.

Wiseman.

9. Stated and orderly method.

10. Series of successive and methodical pro-

: cedure.

11. The elements of an art exhibited and ex-

plained, in a methodical series. Chambers.

12. Conduct ; manner of proceeding.

13. Method of life ; train ofactions.

14. Natural bent ; uncontrolled will.

15. Catamenia

16. Orderly structure.

Krol.

Prior.

Temp.

Harvey.

James.

17. [In architecture .] A continued range of

stones.

18. Series of consequences. Garth.

19. Number of dishes set on at once upon the

table.

20. Regularity ; settled rule.

21. Empty form.

Swift. Pope.

Swift.

L'Estrange.

Shakespeare.

To COURSE. v . a. [from the noun. ]

1. To hunt ; to pursue.

2. To pursue with dogs that hunt in view.

3. To put to speed ; to force to run.

To COURSE. v . n . To run ; to rove about.

CO'URSER. s. [coursier, French.]

1. A swift horse ; a war-horse. Pope.

2. One who pursues the sport of coursing

hares. Hanmer.

COURT. s. [cour, French.]

1. The place where the prince resides ; the

palace. Pope.

2. The hall or chamber where justice is ad-

ministered . Atterbury.

3. Open space before a house. Dryden,

4. A small opening enclosed with houses and

paved with broad stones.

5. Persons who compose the retinue of a

prince. Temple.

6. Persons who are assembled for the admi-

nistration ofjustice.

7. Any jurisdiction, military, civil, or eccle-

siastical. Spectator.

8. The art of pleasing ; the art of insinua-

tion ; civility ; flattery.

To COURT. v. u. [from the noun.]

1. To woo ; to solicit a woman.

2. To solicit ; to seek.

Locke.

B. Jonson.

Locke.

3. To flatter ; to endeavour to please.

COURT-CHAPLAIN. s. [ court and chaplain.]

One who attends the king to celebrate the

holy offices. Swift.

conversant in court. Locke.

COURTEOUS. a. [courtois, Fr.] Elegant of

manners ; well-bred. South.

COURTEOUSLY. ad. [ from courteous.] Re-

spectfully; civilly ; complaisantly. Calamy.

COURTEOUSNESS. s. [from courteous.] Ci-

vility ; complaisance.

COURTESAN.

COURTEZAN. } A of the town , a

8. [cortisana, low Latin.]

Wotton. Addison.prostitute ; a strumpet.

COURTESY. s . [courtoisie, French.]

1. Elegance of manners ; civility ; complai-

sance.

2. An act of civility or respect.

Clarendon.

Bacon.

3. The reverence made by women. Dryden.

4. A tenure, not of right, but by the favour

of others.

5. COURTESY of England. A tenure by which,

if a man marry an inheritrix, that is, a wo-

man seised of land, and getteth a child ofher

that comes alive into the world, though both

the child and his wife die forthwith, yet

shall he keep the land during his life. Cow.

To COURTESY. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To perform an act of reverence.

Shakespeare.

2. To make a reverence in the manner of

ladies. Prior

COURTIER. s. [from court.]

1. One that frequents or attends the courts

of princes. Dryden.

2. One that courts or solicits the favour of

another." Suckling.

CO'URTLIKE. a. [court and like .] Elegant ;

polite. Camden.

CO'URTLINESS . s . [from courtly ] Elegance

of manners ; complaisance ; civility.

COURTLY. a. [from court.] Relating or per

taining to the court ; elegant ; sofi ; flaiter,

Pope.
ing.

COʻURTLY. ad. In the manner of courts ; ele.

gantly. Dryden.

Serifi.

COURTSHIP. s . [from court .]

1. The act ofsoliciting favour.

2. The solicitation of a woman to marriage.

3. Civility ; elegance of manners.

COUSIN. s. [cousin, French. ]

Addison.

Donne,

1. Any one collaterally related more remote.

ly than a brother or a sister. Shakespeare.

2. A title given by the king to a nobleman,

particularly to those ofthe council.

COW. s. [ In the plural, anciently kine or keen,

now commonly cows; cu, Saxon. ] The fe

male ofthe bull.. Bacon.

To COW. v. a. [from coward.] To depress with

fear. Howel

COW-HERD. s. [cow, and hyɲd, Saxon, a

keeper.] One whose occupation is to tend

COWS.
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The house

Mortimer.

COW-HOUSE. s. [cow and house.]

in which kine are kept.

COW-LEECH. s. [cow and leech. ] One who

professes to cure distempered cows.

COWS.

ToCOW-LEECH. v. n. To profess to cure

Mortimer.

COW-WEED. s. [cow and weed. ] A species of

chervil.

COW-WHEAT. s. [from cow and wheat.] A

plant.

CO'WARD. s. [coudra, French.]

1. A poltroon ; a wretchwhose predominant

passion is fear. Sidney. South.

2. It is sometimes used in the manner of an

adjective. Prior.

COWARDICE. s . [from coward ] Fear ; habi-

tual timidity ; want of courage. Rogers.

CO'WARDLINESS. s. [from cowardly. ] Timi-

dity ; cowardice.

CO'WARDLY. a. [from coward.]

1. Fearful ; timorous ; pusillanimous. Bacon.

2. Mean ; befitting a coward. Shakespeare.

CO'WARDLY. ad. In the manner ofa coward ;

meanly. Knolles.

To CO'WER. v. n. [currain, Welsh.] To sink

by bending the knees ; to stoop ; to shrink.

Milton. Dryden.

Timorous ; fear-

Shakespeare.

CO'WKEEPER. s . [cow and keeper .] One whose

business is to keep cows. Brown.

COWL. s. [cuzle, Saxon.]

1. A monk's hood. Camden,

CO'WISH. a. [ from to cow.]
ful

2.A vessel in which water is carried on a

pole between two.

men.

COWL-STAFF s. [cowl and staff. ] The staff

on which a vessel ir supported between two

Suckling.

CO'WSLIP. s . [curlippe, Sax .] Cowslip is also

called pagil, and is a species of primrose.

Miller. Sidney. Shakespeare.

COWS-LUNGWORT. s. Mullein.

CO'XCOMB. s. [from cock's comb.]

1. The top of the head.

Miller.

Shakespeare.

2. The comb resembling that ofa cock, which

licensed fools wore formerly in their caps.

Shakespeare.

3. A fop ; a superficial pretender. Pope.

COXCO'MICAL. a. [from coxcomb. ] Foppish ;

conceited.

COY. a. [coi, French ]

1. Modest ; decent.

2. Reserved ; not accessible.

Dennis.

Chaucer.

Waller..

To COY. v. n. [ from the adjective .]

1. To behave with reserve ; to reject fami-

liarity.
Rowe.

2. Not to condescend willingly. Shakespeare.

CO'YLY. ad. [from coy.] With reserve. Chap.

CO'YNESS. s. [ from coy. ] Reserve ; unwilling-

ness to become familiar. Walten.

COZ. s. A cant or familiar word, contracted

from cousin. Shakespeare.

To COZEN. v. a. To cheat ; to trick ; to de-

fraud . Clarendon. Locke.

COZENAGE. s. [from cozen. ] Fraud ; deceit ;

trick ; cheat. Ben Jonson.

CO'ZENER. s . [from cozen. ] A cheater ; a de-

frauder.

CRAB. 8. [cpabba, Saxon.]

Shakespeare.

1. A erustaceous fish. Bacon

2. A wild- apple ; the tree that bears a wild

apple.

3. A peevish morose person.

Taylor.

4. A wooden engine with three claws for

launching of ships. Phillips.

Creech.5. The sign in the zodiack.

CRAB. a . Sour or degenerate fruit , as, a crab

cherry.

CRA'BBED. a. [from crab.]

1. Peevish ; morose ; cynical ; sour. Spenser.

2. Harsh ; unpleasing. Dryden.

3. Difficult ; perplexing. Prior.

CRABBEDLY. ad. [from crabbed .] Peevishly.

CRABBEDNESS. s . [from crabbed .}

1. Sourness of taste.

2. Sourness of countenance ; asperity ofman.

ners.

3. Difficulty.

CRA'BER. s. The water-rat. Walion

CRABS EYES. s. Whitish bodies, rounded on

one side, and depressed on the other ; not

the eyes ofany creature, nor do they belong

to the crab, but are produced by the com.

mon crawfish. Hill.

CRACK. s. [kraeck, Dutch .]

1. A sudden disruption .

2. A chink ; fissure ; narrow breach. Newt.

3. The sound of anybody bursting or falling.

Dryden.

4. Any sudden and quick sound. Addison.

5. Anybreach, injury , or diminution ; a flash.

Shakespeare.

6. Craziness of intellect.

7. A man crazed.

8. A whore.

9. A boast.

10. A boaster.

To CRACK. v. a. [kraecken, Dutch.]

1. To break into chinks.

Addison

Spenser.

Mortimer.

Donne2. To break ; to split.

3. To do any thing with quickness or smart.

ness . Pope

Ros

4. To break or destroy any thing. Shuk

5. To craze ; to weaken the intellect.

To CRACK. v . n .

1. To burst ; to open into chinks. Boyle

2. To fall to ruin. Dryden.

Shakespeare.

3. To utter a loud and sudden sound. Shak.

4. To boast ; with of.

CRACK-BRAINED. a. Crazy ; wanting right

reason. Arbuthnot.

CRACK-HEMP. s. A wretch fated to the gal

lows.

CRACK-ROPE. s . A fellow

hanging.

CRACKER. s. [from crack.]

1. A noisy boasting fellow.

2. A quantity of gun powder

to burst with great noise.

Shakespeare.

that deserves

Shakespeare.

confined so as

Boyle.

To CRACKLE. v. n. [ from crack.] To make

slight cracks ; to decrepitate.
Donne.

CRA'CKNEL . s. [from crack.] A hard brittle

cake.
Spenser.

CRA'DLE . s. [ cɲadel, Saxon .]

1. Amoveable bed, on which children or

sick persons are agitated with a smooth mo

tion.

2. Infancy, or the first part of life.

Pope.

Claren
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"

3 [Withsurgeons. ] A case for a broken bone

4. [With shipwrights. ] A frame of timber

raised along the outside ofa ship. ·

Arb.To CRA'DLE. v. a. To lay in a cradle.

CRADLE-CLOTHES s. [ from cradle and

clothes. ] Bed-clothes belonging to a cradle.

CRAFT. s. [ epært. Saxon.]

1. Manual art ; trade.

2. Fraud ; cunning.

3. Small sailing vessels.

Wotion.

Shakespeare.

To CRAFT, v. n. [from the noun.] To play

tricks. Shakespeare.

CRAFTILY. ad. [from crafty. ] Cummingly ;

artfully. Knolles.

CRAFTINESS . s . [from crafty .] Cunning ;

Job.

An artifi

stratagem .

CRAFTSMAN. s . [craft and man.]

cer ; a manufacturer.

CRAFTSMASTER. s. [craft and muster.]

man skilled in his trade.

CRAFTY. a. [from craft.] Cunning ; artful.

Decay ofPiety.

A

Collier.

Duries.

CRAG, s.

1. A rough steep rock.

2. The rugged protuberance of rocks. Fairf.

3. The neck. Spenser,

CRA'GGED. a. [from crag. ] Full of inequali.

ties and prominences. Crashaw.

CRA'GGEDNESS. s . [ from cragged.] Fulness

of crags or prominent rocks. Brerewood.

CRA'GGINESS . s. [ from craggy.] The state of

being craggy.

CRA'GGY. a. [from crag.] Rugged ; full of

prominences ; rough. Raleigh.

To CRAM. v. a. [cpamman, Saxon . ]

1. To stuff; to fill with more than can con-

veniently be held. Shakespeare.

2. To fill with food beyond satiety. King.

3. To thrust in by force. Dryden.

To CRAM. v. n. To eat beyond satiety. Pope.

CRA'MBO. s. A play at which one gives a

word, to which another finds a rhyme.

CRAMP. s. kramp, Dutch. ]

1. Aspasm or contraction ofthe limbs . Bacon.

2. A restriction ; a confinement ; shackle.

3. A piece of iron bent at each end, by which

two bodies are held together. Wilkins.

CRAMP. a. Difficult ; knotty ; a low term.

To CRAMP. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To pain with cramps or twitches. Dryd.

2. To restrain ; to confine ; to obstruct.

Granville. Burnet.

3 To bind with crampirons.

CRAMP-FISH. s. The torpedo, which be-

numhs the hands of those that touch it.

CRA'MPIRON, s. See To CRAMP, sense 3.

CRA'NAGE. s. [cranagium, low Lat. ] A liberty

to use a crane for drawing up wares from

the vessels.

CRANE. s. [cpan, Saxon.]

1. A bird with a long beak.

Cowel.

Isaiah.

2. An instrument made with ropes, pullies,

and hooks, by which great weights are

raised . Thomson.

3. A crooked pipe for drawing liquors out

ofa cask.

CRANES-BILL. s. [from crane and bill.]

1. An herb . Miller.

2. A pair of pincers terminating in a point,

used by surgeons,

CRA'NIUM. 8. [Latin .] The skull. Wiseman,

CRANK. s. [a contraction of crane-neck .]

1. A crank is the end of an iron axis turned

square down, and again turned square to the

first turning down.

2. Anybending or winding passage .

Moxon.

Shakespeare.

3. Any conceit formed by twisting and

changing a word.

CRANK. a.

1. Healthy ; sprightly.

Milton.

Spenser

2. Among sailors, a ship is said to be crank,

when loaded near to be overset.

To CRA'NKLE. v. n. [from crank.] To run in

and out. Shakespeare.

To CRA'NKLE. v. a. To break into unequal

surfaces. .
Phillips.

CRA'NKLES. s. [from the verb.] Inequali
ties.

CRA'NKNESS . s. [ from crank.]

1. Health ; vigour.

2. Disposition to overset.

CRA'NNIED. a . [from cranny .] Full of chinks.

Brown.

CRAʼNNY. s . [cren, Fr. crena, Lat.] A chink ;
a cleft. Burnet.

CRAPE. s . [crepa, low Lat. ] A thin stuffloose-

ly woven. Swift.

CRAPULENCE. s. [crapula, a surfeit, Lat. ]

Drunkenness ; sickness by intemperance.

CRAPULOUS . a. [crapulosus, Lat.]Drunken ;

sick with intemperance.

sound.

To CRASH . v . n . To make a loud complicated

noise, as ofmany things falling. Smith.

To CRASH. v. a. To break or bruise.

CRASH, s. [from the verb . ] A loud mixed

Shakespeare. Pope.

CRA'SIS. s. [xgaris. ] Temperature ; constitu-

tion. South.

CRASS. a. [crussus, Latin. ] Gross ; coarse ; not

thin ; not subtle. Woodward.

CRA'SSITUDE. s. [crassitudo, Latin. ] Gross-

Bacon.ness ; coarseness.

CRASTINATION. s . [ from crastinus, Latin.]

Delay.

CRATCH. s . [creche, Fr.] The pallisaded frame

in which hay is put for cattle. Hakewill.

CRAVA'T. s. A neckcloth. Hudibras.

To CRAVE. t. a. [cɲapian, Saxon.]

1. To ask with earnestness ; to ask with sub-

mission. Hooker. Knolles.

Derham.2. To ask insatiably.

3. To long ; to wish unreasonably. South.

4. To call for importunately. Shakespeare

CRAVEN. s.

1. A cock conquered and dispirited.

Shakespeare

2. A coward ; a recreant. Fairfax

To CRA'VEN. v. a. [from the noun. ] To make

recreant or cowardly. Shakespeare

To CRAUNCH. v. a . To crush in the mouth.

Suijl .

CRAW. s . [kroe, Danish.] The crop or first

stomach of birds. Ray

CRA'WFISH. s. A small crustaceous fish

found in brooks. Bacon.

To CRAWL. v. n. [krielen, Dutch .]

1. To creep ; to move with a slow motion ;

to move withoutrising from the ground, as a

Dryden. Grew'.worm.
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Knolles.To move weakly, and slowly.

3. To move about, hated and despised.

CRAWLER. s. [from crawl.] A creeper ; any

thing that creeps .

CRA'Y-FISH. s. [See CRAWFISH.] The river

· lobster.

CRA'YON. 8. [crayon, French.] .

Floyer.

1. A kind of pencil ; a roll of pasteto draw

lines with.

2. A drawing done with a crayon.

To CRAZE. v. a. [ecraser, French.]

Dryden.

1. To break ; to crush ; to weaken. Milton.

2. To powder. Carew.

3. To crack the brain, to impair the intellect.

Tillotson.

CRAʼZEDNESS. s . [from crazed .] Decrepi-

tude ; brokenness. Hooker.

Howel.

Shakespeare.

CRAZINESS . s. [from crazy. ] State of being

crazy ; imbecility ; weakness.

CRAZY. a. [ecrasé, French.]

1. Broken ; decrepit.

2. Broken-witted ; shattered in the intellect.

Hudibras.

3. Weak ; feeble , shattered Wake.

CREAGHT. s. [An Irish word.] Herds of cat-

tle. Davies.

To CREAK. v. n. [corrupted from crack .] To

make a harsh noise. Dryden.

CREAM. s . [cremor, Latin.] The unctuous or

oily part of milk.' King.

To CREAM. v. n. [from the noun.] To gather

Shakespeare.
cream .

To CREAM. v. a. [from the noun.]'

1. To skim off the cream.

2. Totakethe flower and quintessence ofany

thing.

CREAM-FACED. a . [cream and fuced .] Pale ;

coward-looking. Shakespeare.

CREAMY. a. [from cream.] Full of

cream .

CRE'ANCE. s. [French. ] A fine small line fas-

tened to a hawk's leash.

CREASE. s. A mark made by doubling any

thing. Swift.

To CREASE. v. a . [from the noun.] To mark

any thing by doubling it, so as to leave the

impression.

To CREATE. v. a. [creo, Latin.]

1. To form out of nothing ; to cause to exist.

Genesis.

2. To produce ; to cause ; to bethe occasion

of. King Charles. Roscommon.

3. To beget. Shakespeare.

4. To invest with any new character. Shak.

CREATION. s. [from create.]

ence.

1. The act of creating, or conferring exist-

Taylor.

2. The act of investing with a new charac-

ter.

3. The things created ; the universe, Parnel.

4. Any thing produced or caused.

CREATIVE. a. [from create.]

1. Having the power to create.

2. Exerting the act of creation . South.

Taylor.

CREATOR. s. [creutor, Latin. ] The Being

that bestows existence.

CREATURE. s . [creatura, low Latin.]

1. Abeing created.

2 An animal, not human.

3. A general term for man. Spenser.

4. A word ofcontempt for a human being

Prior.

5 A word ofpetty tenderness. Dryden.

6 A person who owes his rise or his fortune

to another. Clarendon.

CREATURELY. a. [from creature.] Having

the qualities of a creature. Cheyne.

CRE'BRITUDE. s. [from creber, frequent,

Latin.] Frequentness. Dict.

CREBROUS . a. [from creber, Latin.] Fre-

quent. Dict.

CRE'DENCE. s . [from credo, Lat. credence, Fr.]

1. Belief; credit. Spenser.

South.

Shakespeare.

2. That which gives a claim to credit or be-

lief. Hayward.

CREDE'NDĂ. s. [Latin. ] Things to be be-

lieved ; articles offaith.

CREDENT. a. [credens, Latin.]

1. Believing ; easy ofbelief.

2. Having credit ; not to be questioned.

CREDENTIAL. s. [ from credens, Lat.] That

which gives a title to credit. Addison.

CREDIBILITY. s. [from credible .] Claim to

credit; possibility of obtaining belief. Tillot.

CREDIBLE. a. [credibilis, Latin. ] Worthy of

credit ; having ajust claim to belief. Tillotson.

CREDIBLENESS . s. [from credible]. Credi

bility ; worthiness of belief; just claim to

belief. Boyle.

CREDIBLY. ad. [from credible. ] In a manner

that claims belief. Bacon.

CREDIT. s. [credit, French.]

1. Belief.

2. Honour ; reputation.

3. Esteem ; good opinion.

4. Faith ; testimony.

5. Trust reposed.

6. Promise given.

Addison.

Pope

Bacon.

Hooker

Locke

7. Influence ; power not compulsive. Claren

To CREDIT. v. a. [credo, Latin. ]

1. To believe. Shakespeare

Waller

2. To procure credit or honour to any thing

3. To trust ; to confide in.

4. To admit as a debtor.

CREDITABLE. a. [from credit.]

1. Reputable ; above contempt. Arbuthnot

2. Honourable ; estimable. Tillotson

CREDITABLENESS. s. [from creditable.] Re

putation ; estimation. Decay of Piety

CREDITABLY. ad. [from creditable .] Repu

tably ; without disgrace.

CREDITOR. s. [creditor, Latin . ] He to whom

a debt is owed ; he that gives credit ; cor-

relative to debtor.

South

Swift

CREDU'LITY. s. [ credulité, Fr.] Easiness of

belief.
Sidney

CREDULOUS. a. [credulus, Latin.] Apt to

believe ; unsuspecting ; easily deceived.
CREDULOUSNESS. s. [from credulous.] Apt.

ness to believe ; credulity.

CREED. s. [from credo, Latin . ].

1. A form of words in which the articles of

faith are comprehended. Fiddes.

2. Any solemn profession of principles or

opinion. Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Stilling fleet. To CREEK. v. a. To make a harsh noise.

Shakespeare.
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CREEK. s. [cɲecca, Saxon ; kreke, Dutch.]

1. A prominence or jut in a winding coast.
Davies.

2. A small port ; abay ; a cove. Davies.

3. A turn or alley. Shakespeare.

CRE'EKY. a. Full of creeks ; unequal ; wind-

ing. Spenser.

To CREEP. v. n. preterit, crept. [cnýpan,

Saxon.]

. To move with the belly to the ground

without legs. Milton.

2. To grow along the ground, or on other

supports. Dryden.

3. To moveforward without bounds or leaps ,

as insects.

4. To move slowly and feebly. Shakespeare.

5. To move secretly and clandestinely.

6. To move timorously without soaring, or

venturing. Addison.

Sidney. Temple.

8. To behave with servility ; to fawn ; to

bend. Shakespeare:

7. To come unexpected.

CREEPER. s . [from creep.]

1. A plant that supports itself by means of

some stronger body. Bacon.

2. An iron used to slide along the grate in

kitchens.

3. A kind of patten or clog worn bywomen.

CREE'PHOLE. s. [creep and hole.]

1. A hole into which any animal may creep

to escape danger.

2. A subterfuge ; an excuse.

CREEPINGLY. ad. [from creeping. ] Slowly ;

after the manner of a reptile. Sidney.

CREMATION. s. [crematio, Latin.] A burn-

ing.

CRE'MOR.s [Latin .] A milky substance ; a

soft liquor resembling cream. Ray.

CRE'NATED. a. [from crena, Lat. ] Notched ;

indented. Woodward.

CRE'PANE. s . [with farriers. ] Anulcer seat-

ed in the midst of the forepart ofthe foot.

Farrier's Dict.

To CRE'PITATE. v. n. [crepito, Latin.] To

make a small crackling noise.

CREPITATION. s. [from crepitate.] A small

crackling noise.

CREPT. particip . [from creep.] Pope.

CREPUSCULE. & [crepusculum, Latin.] Twi-

light.

CREPUSCULOUS. a. [crepusculum, Latin.]

Glimmering ; in a state between light and
darkness. Brown.

CRE'SCENT, a. [from cresco, Latin. ] Increas-

ing ; growing. Shakespeare. Milton.

CRE'SCENT. s. [crescens, Latin. ] The moon

in her state of increase ; any similitude of

the moon increasing. Dryden.

CRE'SCIVE. a. [from cresco, Latin.] Increas-

ing ; growing. Shakespeare.

CRESS. s. An herb.
Pope.

CRE'SSET. s . [croissette, French. ] A great light

set upon a beacon, light-house, or watch-
Milton.tower.

CREST. s. [crista, Latin.]

1. The plume of feathers on the top of the

ancient helmet. Milton.

2. The ornament ofthe helmet in heraldry.

3. Any tuft or ornament on the head. Shak.

•

Shakespeare4. Pride ; spirit ; fire.

CRESTED. a. [from crest ; cristatus, Latin.]

1. Adorned with a plume or crest. Milion

2. Wearing a comb. Dryden

CREST-FALLEN. a. Dejected ; sunk ; heart-

less ; spiritless . Howel

with coat armour.

CRE'STLESS. a. [from crest. ] Not dignified

Shakespeare.

CRETACEOUS. a. [creta, chalk, Latin.] A-

bounding with chalk ; chalky. Phillips.

CRETATED. a. [cretatus, Latin.] Rubbed
with chalk. Dict.

CREVICE. s . [ from crever, French.] A crack ;

a cleft.

1
CREW. s. [probably from crud, Saxon.]

1. A company of people associated for any

purpose. Spenser.

2. The company of a ship.

3. It is now generally used in a bad sense.

CREW. s. the preterite ofcrow .

CRE'WEL. s. [klewel, Dutch.] Yarn twisted,

and wound on a knot or ball.

CRIB. s. [cnybbe, Saxon .]

Shak

Shak

1. The rack or manger of a stable.

2. The stall or cabin of an ox.

3. A small habitation ; a cottage.

To CRIB. v. a. [from the noun. ] To shut up

in a narrow habitation ; to cage. Shakespeare

CRIBBAGE. s. A game at cards.

CRIBBLE. s. [cribrum, Lat. ] A corn sieve. Dic.

CRIBRATION. s. [cribro, Latin. ] The act of

sifting.

CRICK. s.

1. [from cricco, Italian. ] The noise of a door

2. [from cnyce, Saxon, a stake. ] A painful

stiffness in the neck.

CRICKET. s.

1. An insect that squeaks or chirps about

ovens and fire-places .
Milton.

2. A sport, at which the contenders drive a

ball with sticks. Pope:

3. A low seat or stool.

CRIER. s. [from cry.] The officerwhose busi-

ness is to cry or make proclamation.

CRIME. s. [crimen, Latin, crime, French. ] An

act contrary to law and right ; an offence ; a

great fault.

CRIMEFUL. a. [from crime and full. ] Wick

ed ; criminal. Shakespeare.

CRIMELESS. a. [from crime. ] Innocent ; free

from crime.

CRIMINAL. a . [from crime.] ·

1. Faulty ; contrary to right ;

duty ; as, a criminal action.

2. Guilty ; tainted with crime ;

as, a criminal person.

Pope,

Shakespeare

contrary to

Spenser.

not innocent ;

Rogers

Dryden,

Bacon

3. Not civil ; as, a criminal prosecution.

CRIMINAL. s. [from crime ]

1. A man accused.

2. A man guilty of a crime.

CRIMINALLY. ad. [from criminal . ] Not in

nocently ; wickedly ; guiltily. Rogers.

CRIMINALNESS. s . ( from criminal . ] Guilti

ness ; want ofinnocence.

CRIMINATION. s. [criminatio, Latin.] The

act of accusing ; accusation ; arraignment ;

charge.

CRIMINATORY. a. [from crimina, Latiu.į

Relating to accusation'; accusing.
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CRIMINOUS . a . [criminosus, Latin. ]Wicked ;

iniquitous ; enormously guilty. Hammond.

CRIMINOUSLY. ad. [from criminous.] Enor-

mously ; very wickedly. Hammond.

CRIMINOUSNESS . s. [from criminous . ]

Wickedness ; guilt ; crime. King Charles.

CRIMOSIN. s . [crimosino, Italian . ] A species

of red colour tinged with blue. Spenser

CRIMP. a. [from crumble, or crimble.]

1. Friable ; brittle ; easily crumbled . Philips.

2. Not consistent ; not foreible ; a low cant

word. Arbuthnot.

To CRIMPLE. v. a. To contract ; to corru-

gate. Wiseman.

CRIMSON. s. [crimosino, Italian.]

1. Red, somewhat darkened with blue. Boyle.

2. Red in general . Shakespeare. Prior.

To CRIMSON. v . a. [from the noun . ] To dye

with crimson.
Shakespeare.

CRI'NCUM. s. [a cant word .] A cramp ;

whimsy. Hudibris.

CRINGE. s. [from the verb.] Bow ; servile

civility. Philips.

To CRINGE. v. a. To draw together ; to con-

tract. Shakespeare.

To CRINGE. v. n. To bow ; to pay court ; to

fawn; to flatter. Arbuthnot.

CRINI'GEROUS . a. [criniger, Latin . ] Hairy ;

overgrown with hair.

To CRINKLE. v. n. [from krinckelen , Dutch.]

To go in and out ; to run in flexures. King.

To CRINKLE. v . a . To mould into inequali-

ties.

CRINKLE. s. [from the verb. ] A wrinkle ; a

sinuosity.

CRINOSE. a. [ from crinis, Latin.] Hairy.

CRINO'SITY. s. [from crinose. ] Hairiness.

CRIPPLE. s. [cnypel, Saxon . It is written

by Donne, creeple, as from creep.] A lame

Dryden. Bentley.

To CRIPPLE. v. a. [fromthe noun.] To lame ;

to make lame. Addison.

CRIPPLENESS. s . [from cripple.] Lameness.

CRI'SIS. s. [xgloss. ]

man.

1. The decisive moment ; the point in which

the disease kills, or changes to the better.

-Dryden.

2. The point of time at which any affair

comes to the height. Addison.

CRISP. a. [crispus, Latin.]

1. Curled.

2. Indented ; winding.

3. Brittle ; friable.

To CRISP. v. a. [crispo, Latin .]

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

1. To curl ; to contract into knots.

2. To twist.

3. To indent ; to run in and out.

CRISPA'TION. s. [from crisp.]

1. The act of curling.

B. Jonson.

Milton.

Milton.

Bacon.2. The state of being curled .

CRI'SPING-PIN. s. [from crisp. ] A curling-

iron. Isaiah.

CRI'SPNESS. s . [from crisp. ] Curledness.

CRISPY. a. [from crisp.] Curled. Shakespeare.

CRITERION. s . [ gingiov. ] A mark by which

any thing is judged of, with regard to its

goodness or badness.

CRITICK. s. [MgITIns. ]

South.

1. A man skilled in the art ofjudging of L

Locke.terature.

2. A censurer ; a man apt to find fault.

CRITICK. a . Critical ; relating to criticism .

CRITICK. s.

Pope.

1. A critical examination ; critical remarks.

2. Science of criticism . Locke.

To CRITICK. v . n. [from the noun.] To play

the critick ; to criticise.

CRITICAL. a. [from critick.]

1. Exact ; nicely judicial ; accurate.

2. Relating to criticism.

Temple.

Stil.

3. Captious ; inclined to find fault. Shak.

4. Comprising the time at which a great

event is determined. Brown.

CRITICALLY. ad. [from critical.] In a criti-

cal manner ; exactly ; curiously. Woodward.

CRITICALNESS. s. [ from critical. ] Exact

nesss ; accuracy .

Dryden.

Locke.

To CRITICISE. v. n. [from critick.]

1. To play the critick ; to judge.

2. To animadvert upon as faulty.

To CRITICISE. v. a. [from critick. ] To cen-

sure ; to pass judgment upon. Addison.

CRITICISM. s. [from critick.]

1. Criticismis a standard ofjudgingwell. Dry

2. Remark ; animadversion ; critical obser

vations. Addison.

To CROAK. v. n. [cɲacezzan, Saxon.]

1. To make a hoars, low noise, like a frog.

2. To caw or cry as a raven or crow. Shak.

CROAK. s . [from the verb.] The cry or voice

of a frog or raven. Lee.

CRO'CEOUS. a. [croceus, Latin .] Consisting of

saffron ; like saffron.

CROCITATION. s. [crocitatio, Latin.] The

croaking of frogs or ravens.

CROCK. s . [kruick, Dutch.] A cup ; any ves
sel made of earth.

CROCKERY. s. Earthen ware.

CRO'CODILE. s. [from xgoxos, saffron, and

de , fearful .]

1. An amphibious voracious animal, in shape

resembling a lizard, and found in Egypt and

the Indies. It is covered with very hard

scales, which cannot be pierced, except un-

der the belly. It runs with great swiftness,

but does not easily turn itself.

2. Crocodile is also a little animal, otherwise

called stinx, very much like the lizard, or

small crocodile. It always remains little, and

is found in Egypt nearthe Red Sea Trevoux.

CRO'CODILINE. a. [crocodilinus, Lat.] Like

a crocodile. Dict

CRO'CUS. s. An early flower.

CROFT. s. [cpoft, Sax.]A little close joining to

a house, that is used for corn or pasture.

Mi.ton,

CROISA'DE. s. [croisade, from croix, a cross.

CROISA'DO.JFr. The adventurers inthe ho-

ly war always bearing a cross, as an ensign

of their cause.] A holywar. Bacon.

CROI'SES. s.

1. Pilgrims who carry a cross.

2. Soldiers who fight against infidels.

CRONE. s. [ chone, Saxon.]

1. An old ewe.

き
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2. In contempt, an old woman. Dryden.

CRO'NET. s. The hair which grows over the

top of an horse's hoof.

CRÓ'NY. s. [a cant word . ] An old acquain-

fance.

CROOK. s. [croc, French .]

Swift.

1. Any crooked or bent instrument.

2. A sheephook. Prior.

3. Any thing bent ; a meander. Sidney.

To CROOK. v. a. [ crocher, French .]

1. To bend ; to turn into a hook. Arbuthnot.

2. To pervert from rectitude. Bacon.

CROO'KBACK. s . [crook and back.] A man

that has gibbous shoulders. Shakespeare.

CROO'KBACKED. a . Having bent shoulders.

Dryden.

CROOKED. a. [crocher, French .]

1. Bent; not straight ; curved. Newton.

2. Winding ; oblique ; anfractuous. Locke.

3. Perverse ; untoward ; without rectitude

of mind .
Shakespeare.

CROO'KEDLY. ad. [from crooked.]

1. Not in a straight line.

2. Untowardly ; not compliantly.

CROOKEDNESS. s . [from crooked.]

Taylor.

1. Deviation from straightness ; curvity.

2. Deformity of a gibbous body. Taylor.

CROP. s . [cɲop, Saxon.] The craw of a bird.

Ray.

CROP. s. [cnoppa, Saxon .]

1. The highest part or end of any thing.

2. The harvest ; the corn gathered off a field .

Roscommon.

3. Any thing cut off. Dryden.

To CROP. v. a. [from the noun.] To cut off

the ends of any thing ; to mow ; to reap.

Creech.

To CROP. v. n. To yield harvest. Shakespeare.

CRO'PFUL. a . [crop and full.] Satiated ; hav-

ing a full belly. Milton.

CRO'PSICK. a. [crop and sick. ] Sick with ex-

cess and debauchery. Tate.

CRO'PPER. s. [from crop.] A kind of pigeon

with a large crop. Walton.

CROI'SER. s . [croiser, Fr.] The pastoral staff

of a bishop .

CRO'SLET. s. [croisselet, French.] A small

cross.

CROSS. s. [croix, French.]

Bacon.

1. One straight body laid at right angles over

another. Taylor.

2. The ensign of the christian religion . Rowe.

3. A monument with a cross upon it to ex-

cite devotion ; such as were anciently set in

market-places. Shakespeare.

4. A line drawn through another.

5. Any thing that thwarts or obstructs ; mis-

fortune ; hinderance ; vexation ; opposition ;

misadventure ; trial of patience. B. Jonson.

6. Money so called because marked with a

Howel.cross.

7. Cross and pile, a play with money.

CROSS. a. [from the substantive.]

1. Transverse ; falling athwart something

else. Newton.

Shakespeare.

Atterbury.

South.

2. Oblique.

3. Adverse ; opposite.

4. Perverse ; untractable.

5. Peevish ; fretful ; ill-humoured. Tillotson.

6. Contrary ; contradictory.

7. Contrary to wish ; unfortunate.

South.

South.

8. Interchanged ; a cross marriage. Bacon.

CROSS. prep.

1. Athwart ; so as to intersect any thing.

2. Over ; from side to side.

To CROSS. v . a. [ from the noun.]

Knolles.

L'Estrange.

1. To lay one body, or draw one line athwart

another. Hudibras

2. To sign with the cross .

3. To mark out ; to cancel ; as , to cross an

article.

4. To pass over ; he crossed the river. Temple.

5. To move laterally, obliquely, or athwart.

Spenser.

6. To thwart ; to interpose obstruction.

Daniel. Clarendon.

7. To counteract ; appetite crosses reason.

Locke.

8. To contravene ; to hinder by authority.

9. To contradict.

10. To debar ; to preclude.

To CROSS. v. n.

* Shakespeare.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

Sidney.

1. To lay athwart another thing.

2. To be inconsistent.

CROSS-BAR SHOT. s. A round shot, or great

bullet, with a bar of iron put through it.

Harris.

To CROSS-EXAMINE. v. a. [cross and exa-

mine.]Totrythe faith of evidence by captious

questions ofthe contrary party. D. of P.

CROSS-STAFF. s. [from cross and staff.] An

instrument commonly called the fore-staff,

used by seamen to take the meridian altitude

of the sun or stars. Harris.

CRO'SSBITE. s [cross and bite .] A deception ;

a cheat. L'Estrange.

To CRO´SSBITE . v . a. [ from the noun. ] To

contravene by deception.
Collier.

CROSSBOW. s . [cross and bow.] A missive

weapon formed by placing a bow athwart a

stock. Shakespeare

CRO'SSBOWER. s. A shooter with a cross-

Raleigh.bow.

CROSS-GRAINED. a. [cross and grain.]

1. Having the fibres transverse or irregular

Moxon.

2. Perverse ; troublesome ; vexatious. Prior.

CRO'SSLY. ad. [ from cross. ]

1. Athwart ; so as to intersect something else.

2. Adyersely ; in opposition to. Tillotson.

3 Unfortunately.

CROʻSSNESS . s. [from cross. ]

1. Transverseness ; intersection.

2. Perverseness ; peevishness.

CRO'SSROW. s. [cross and row. ] Alphabet ;

so named because a cross is placed at the

beginning, to show that the end of learning

is piety. Shakespeare.

CROSSWIND. s. [cross and wind. ] Wind

blowing from the right to the left. Boyle.

CROSSWAY. s. [ cross and way. ] A small ob-

scure path intersecting the chief road.

CRO'SSWORT. s . [from eross and wort.] A

plant.

CROTCH. s. [ croc, French. ] A hook.

N 3
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CRO'TCHET. s. [crochet, Fr.]

1. [In musick.] One ofthe notes or charac-

ters of time, equal to half a minim.

2. A piece of wood fitted into another to

support a building. Dryden.

3. In printing. ] Hooks in which words are

included [thus ] .

4. A perverse conceit ; odd fancy. Howel,

To CROUCH. v. n. [crochu, crooked, Fr.]

Dryden.

1. To stoop low ; to lie close to the ground.

2. To fawn; to bend servilely.

CROUP. s. [croupe, Fr.]

1. The rump ofa fowl.

2. The buttocks of a horse.

CROUPA'DES. s . [from croup. ] Higher leaps

than those of curvets. Farrier's Dict.

CROW. s. [cnape, Sax.]

1. A large black bird that feeds upon the

carcases ofbeasts. Dryden.

2. To pluck a CROW, to be contentious about

that which is of no value.

3. A bar used as a lever.

L'Estrange.

Southern.

1. To invest with the crown or regal orna.

ment.

2. To cover, as with a crown.

Dryden.

Dryden.

3. To dignify ; to adorn ; to make illustrious.

Psalms.

Roscommon,

South.

Dryden.

4. To reward ; to recompense.

5. To complete ; to perfect.

6. To terminate ; to finish.

CRO'WNGLASS. s. The finest sort ofwindow-

glass .

CROWNPOST. s. A post, which, in some

buildings, stands upright in the middle, be-

tween two principal rafters.

CROWNSCAB. s. A stinking filthy scab

round a horse's hoof. Farrier's Dict.

CRO'WNWHEEL. s. The upper wheel of a

watch.

CRO'WNWORKS. s. [In fortification . ] Bul-

warks advanced toward the field to gain

some hill or rising ground. Harris.

CRO'WNET. s. [ from crown.]

1. The same with coronet.

2. Chief end ; last purpose.

CRO'YSLTONE. s. Crystallized chalk. Wood.

CROWFOOT. s. [from crow and foot.] A CRUCIAL. a. [crux , crucis, Latin. ] Transverse;

flower.

4. The voice ofa cock, orthe noise which he

makes in his gaiety.

CRO'WFOOT. s. A caltrop.

Military Dictionary.

To CROW. preterite, Icrew, or crowed, Ihave

crowed. [enapan, Sax.]

1. To make the noise which a cock makes.

2. To boast ; to bully ; to vapour.

CROWD. s. [enuð, Sax.]

1. A multitude confusedly pressed together.

2. A promiscuous medley. Essay on Homer.

3. The vulgar ; the populace. Dryden.

4. [From cruth, Welsh. ] A fiddle. Hudibras.

To CROWD. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To fill with confused multitudes ; he

crowded the house with his friends. Watts.

2. To press close together ; he crowds many

thoughts into a page. Burnet.

3. To incumber by multitudes ; thegates were

crowded. Granville.

4. To CROWD Sail. [A sea phrase.] To spread

wide the sails upon the yards.

To CROWD. v. n.

1. To swarm ; to be numerous and confused.

Dryden.

2. To thrust among a multitude. Cowley.

CRO'WDER. s. [from crowd. ] A fiddler. Sid.

CRO'WKEEPER. s. [crow and keep.] Ascare-

Shakespeare.crow.

CROWN. s. [couronne, Fr.]

imperial and regal dignity.

1. The ornament ofthe head which denotes

Shakespeare.

2. A garland.
Ecclus.

3. Reward ; honorary distinction.

4. Regal power ; royalty.

5. The top ofthe head.

Cor.

Locke.

6. The top of any thing ; as, of a mountain.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

Suckling.

7. Part ofthe hat that covers the head.

8. A piece of money.

9. Honour ; ornament ; decoration.

1c. Completion, accomplishment.

CROWN-IMPERIAL. s. [corona imperialis,

Latin. ] A flower.

To CROWN. v. a. [fromthe noun.]

intersecting one another.

Shakespeare.

Sharp.

To CRUCIATE. v. a. [crucio , Latin.] To tor-

ture; to torment ; to excruciate.

CRUCIBLE. s . [crucibulum, low Latin. ] A

chymist's melting pot made of earth.

CRUCIFEROUS. a. [crux and fero, Latin. ]

Bearing the cross.

CRUCIFIER. s. [from crucify. ] He that in-

flicts the punishment of crucifixion. Humm.

CRUCIFIX. s. [crucifixus, Latin. ] A represen-

tation in picture or statuary of our Lord's

passion. Addison.

CRUCIFIXION. s. [from crucifixus, Latin.]

The punishment of nailing to a cross.Addison ,

CRUCIFORM. a. [crux and forma, Latin.]

Having the form of a cross.

To CRUCIFY. v. a . [crucifigo, Latin.] To put

to death by nailing the hands and feet to a

cross set upright.
Milton.

CRUCI'GEROUS . a. [cruciger, Latin. ] Bearing
the cross.

CRUD. s. [commonly written curd .] A concre

tion ; coagulation .

CRUDE. a. [crudus, Latin.]

1. Raw ; not subdued by fire.

2. Not changed by any process or prepara-

tion.

3. Harsh ; unripe.

4. Unconnected ; not well digested .

5. Not brought to perfection , immature.

Boyle.

Bacon.

Bacon,

Milton.

6. Having indigested notions. Milton

7. Indigested ; not fully concocted in the

intellect. Ben Jonson,

CRU'DELY. ad. [from crude . ] Unripely ; with-

out due preparation. Dryden.

CRU'DENESS . s. [from crude. ] Unripeness ;

indigestion.

CRU'ĎITY. s. [from crude.] Indigestion ; in.

concoction ; unripeness ; want of maturity.

Arbuthnot.

To CRU'DLE. v. a. To coagulate ; to congeal.

Dryden

CRUDY . a. [from crud.]
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1. Concreted ; coagulated .

2. [From crude.] Raw ; chill.

CRUEL. a. [cruel, Fr.]

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

1. Pleased with hurting others ; inhuman ;

hard-hearted ; barbarous. Dryden.

2. [Ofthings. ] Hurtful ; mischievous ; de-

structive. Psalms.

CRUELLY. ad. [from cruel.] In a cruel man-

ner; inhumanly ; barbarously. South.

CRU'ÉLNESS. s. [from cruel.] Inhumanity ;

cruelty. Spenser.

CRUELTY. s. [cruauté, French. ] Inhumanity ;

savageness ; barbarity. Shakespeare.

CRUENTATE. a. [cruentatus, Lat.] Smeared

with blood. Glanville.

Swift.

CRU'ET s. [kruicke, Dutch .] A vial for vinegar

or oil.

CRUISE. s. [kruicke, Dutch.] A small cup.

1 Kings.

CRUISE. s. [croise, Fr.] A voyage in search of

plunder.

ToCRUISE. v. n. [from the noun.] To rove

over the sea in search of plunder.

CRUISER. s. [from cruise. ] One that roves

the sea in search ofplunder. Wiseman.

CRUM.

CRUMB. }
s. [cpuma, Saxon. ]

1. The soft part of bread, not the crust. Bacon ,

2. A small particle or fragment of bread.

To CRUMBLE. v. a. [from crumb.] To break

into small pieces ; to comminute. Herbert,

To CRUMBLE. v. n. To fall into small pieces.

Pope.

CRU'MENAL. s. [from crumena, Latin.] A

Spenser.

CRUMMY. a. [from crum. ] Soft ; not crusty.

CRUMP. a. [cpump, Saxon.] Crooked in the

back.. L'Estrange.

To CRUMPLE. v. a. [from rumple.] To draw

into wrinkles.

CRUMPLING. s. A small degenerate apple.

To CRUNK. v. n. To cry like a crane.

purse.

Addison.

Dict.To CRU'NKLE. S

CRUPPER. s. [from croupe, French.] That

part ofthe horseman's furniture that reaches

from the saddle to the tail. Sidney.

CRU'RAL. a. [from crus, cruris, Latin.] Be-

longing to the leg.
CRUSA'DE.

8

CRUSADO . s . See CROISADE .

Arbuthnot.

1. An expedition against the infidels.

2. A coin stamped with a cross. Shakespeare.

CRUSE. See CRUISE.

CRU'SET. s. A goldsmith's melting pot.

To CRUSH. v. a. [ecraser, Fr.]

1. To press between two opposite bodies ; to

squeeze.

2. To press with violence.

Milton.

Waller.

Dryden.

to dispirit.Milton.

3. To overwhelm ; to beat down.

4. To subdue ; to depress ;

To CRUSH. v. n. To be condensed. Thomson.

CRUSH. s. [from the verb.] A collision.

CRUST. s. [crusta, Latin.]

1. Any shell or external coat. Addison.

2. Any incrustation ; collection of matter

into ahard body.
•

3. The case of a pie, made of
baked.

4. The outer hard part of bread.

5. A waste piece of bread.

Addison.

meal, and

To CRUST. v . a. [from the noun.]

1. To envelope ; to cover with a hard case.

2. To foul with concretions. Swift

To CRUST. v . n. To gather or contract a crust,

Temple.

CRUSTACEOUS. a. [from crusta, Latin. ]

Shelly, with joints ; not testaceons

Woodward

CRUSTACEOUSNESS. s. [from crustaceous.]

The quality of having jointed shells.

CRU'STILY. ad. [from crusty.] Peevishly

snappishly.

CRU'STINESS. s. [from crusty. ]

1. The quality of a crust.

2. Peevishness ; moroseness.

CRUSTY. a. [from crust.]

1. Covered with a crust.

2. Morose; snappish.

CRUTCH. s. [croccia, Italian.] A support used

by cripples.

Derham.

Smith.

To CRUTCH. v. a. [from crutch.] To support

on crutches as a cripple. Dryden.
To CRY. v. n. [crier, Fr.]

1. To speak with vehemence and loudness.

2. To call importunately.

3. To talk eagerly or incessantly.

Shakespeare

Jonah ii. 2

Exodus.

4. To proclaim ; to make publick. Jeremiah.

5. To exclaim.

6. To utter lamentation.

7. To squall, as an infant.

8. To weep; to shed tears.

Herbert.

Tillotson.

Waller

Donne.

9. To utter an inarticulate voice, as an ani.

mal. Psalms,

10. To yelp, as ahound on a scent. Shakesp

To CRY. v. a. To proclaim publickly some-

thing lost or found. Crashaw.

To CRY down. v. a.

1. To blame ; to depreciate ; to decry.Tillot

2. To prohibit.

3. To overbear.

Bacon

Shakespeare
To CRY out. v. n.

1. To exclaim ; to scream ; to clamour.

2. To complain loudly. Atterbury.

3. To blame ; to censure. Shakespeare.

Shakespeare

4. To declare loud.

5. To be in labour.

To CRY up. v. a.

1. To applaud ; to exalt ; to praise. Bacon

2. To raise the price by proclamation.Temp

CRY. s. [cri, Fr.]

1. Lamentation ; shriek ; scream. Exodus

2. Weeping ; mourning.

3. Clamour ; outcry. Addison.

4. Exclamation of triumph or wonder.

5. Proclamation.

6. The hawker's proclamation of wares ; as,

the cries of London.

7. Acclamation ; popular favour. Shakespeare.

s. Voice ; utterance ; manner of vocal ex

pression.

9. Importunate call.

10. Yelping of dogs.

11. Yell; inarticulate noise.

12. A pack ofdogs.

CRY'AL, s. The heron.

Locke

Jeremiah

Waller

Zeph. i. 10

Milton. Ainsworth

CRY'ER. s. The falcon gentle. Ainsworth

Addison. CRYPTICAL.α. [ngu@rw.] Hidden ; secret,

Dryden. CRYPTICK. occult, Glanville

Dryden. N 4
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CRYPTICALLY. ad. [from crypticul.] Oc-

cultly ; secretly. Boyle.

CRYPTO'GRAPHY. s. [µgʊπ™ and ygaqw.]

1. The art of writing secret characters.

2. Secret characters ; ciphers.

CRYPTO'LOGY. 8. [×gu7™wand λ0705. ] Ænig-

matical language.

CRYSTALS. [xgvoraλλos .]

1. Crystals are hard, pellucid , and naturally

colourless bodies, of regular angular figures.

Hill.

2. Island crystal is a genuine spar, of an ex-

tremely pure, clear, and fine texture, seldom

eitherblemished with flaws or spots, or stain-

ed with any other colour. It is always an

oblique parallelopiped of six planes. Hill.

3. Crystal is also used for a factitious body

cast in the glass-houses , called also crystal

glass, which is carried to a degree of per-

fection beyond the common glass. Chambers.

4. Crystals. [ In chymistry.] Express salts or

other matters, shot or congealed in manner

of crystal. Bacon.

CRY'STAL. a.

1. Consisting ofcrystal. Shakespeare.

2. Bright; clear ; transparent ; lucid ; pel-

lucid. Dryden.

CRYSTALLINE. a. [crystallinus, Latin.]

1. Consisting ofcrystal. Boyle.

2. Bright ; clear ; pellucid ; transparent.

CRY'STALLINE Humour. s. The second hu-

mour of the eye, that lies next to the aque

ous behind the uvea. Ray.

CRYSTALLIZATION. s. [from crystallize. ]

Congelation into crystals ; the mass formed

by congelation or concretion. Woodward.

To CRYSTALLIZE. v. a. [from crystal.] To

cause to congeal or concrete in crystals .

To CRYSTALLIZE. v. n. To coagulate, con-

geal, concrete, or shoot into crystals,

CUB. s. [ofuncertain etymology. ]

1. The young ofa beast ; generally of a bear

or fox. Shakespeare.

Waller.

Shak.

2. The young ofa whale.

3. In reproach, a young boy or girl.

To CUB. v. a. [from the noun.] To bring

forth. Dryden.

CUBATION. s. [cubatio, Latin. ] The act of

lying down. Diet.

CUBATORY. 4. [ from cubo, Lat .] Recumbent.

CUBATURE. s. [from cube. ] The finding ex-

actly the solid content ofany proposed body.

Harris.

CUBE. s. [from us, a die.] A regular solid

body, consisting ofsix square and equal faces

or sides, and the angles all right, and there-

fore equal. Chambers..

CUBE Root.
s. The origin of a cubick

CUBICK Root. number.

CU'BEB. s . A small dried fruit resembling

pepper, but somewhat longer, of a greyish

brown colour, and composed ofa corrugated

bark, covering a thin friable shell or capsule,

containing a single seed, roundish , blackish

on the surface, and white within . Hill. Floy.
CUBICAL.

CUBICK . a. [from cube.]
}

1. Having the form and properties of a cube.

2. It is applied to numbers. The number of

four multiplied into itself, produceth the

square number sixteen ; and that again mul

tiplied by four produceth the cubick numbe

sixty-four. Hale.

CUBICALNESS. s . [from cubical ] The state

or quality of being cubical.

CUBICULARY. a. [cubiculum, Lat.] Fitted

for the posture oflying. Brown.

CUBIFORM. a. [from cube and form.] Of the

shape of a cube.

CUBIT. s. [from cubitus, Latin.] A measure in

use among the ancients ; which was original-

ly the distance from the elbow, bending in

ward, to the extremity of the middle finger

a foot and a half. Holder

CUBITAL. a. [cubitalis, Latin. ] Containing

only the length of a cubit. Brown.

CU'CKINGSTOOL. s . An engine invented

for the punishment of scolds and unquiet

Cowel. Hudibras.

CUCKOLD. 8. [cocu, Fr. ] One that is married

to an adulteress.
Shakespeare.

To CUCKOLD . v. a.

women.

1. To rob a man of his wife's fidelity. Shak.

2.To wrong a husband by unchastity. Dryd.

CUCKOLDY. a. [from cuckold.] Having the

qualities ofa cuckold ; poor ; mean. Shak.

CUCKOLDMAKER. s. [cuckold and make.]

One that makes a practice of corrupting

wives. Dryden.

CUCKOLDOM. s. [from cuckold .]

1. The act of adultery.

2. The state of a cuckold.

CUCKOO. s. [cwccw, Welsh.]

Dryden.

Arbuthnot.

1. A bird which appears in the spring ; and

is said to suck the eggs of other birds, and

lay her own to be hatched in their place.

2. A name ofcontempt.
CUCKOO-BUD.

Sidney. Thomson

Shakespeare.

s. The name of a

Shak.CUCKOO-FLOWER. flower.

CUCKOO-SPITTLE. s. Woodseare, that spu-

mous dew, or exudation, found upon plants

about the end of May. Brown.

CU'CULLATE.

CU'CULLATED. }

a. [cucullatus, hooded,

Latin.]
"

1. Hooded ; covered, as with a hood or cowl.

2. Having the resemblance or shape of a

hood. Brown.

CUCUMBER. s . [cucumis, Latin. ] The name

of a plant, and fruit of that plant.

CUCURBITA'CEOUS. a. [from cucurbita

Latin, a gourd . ] Cucurbitaceous plants an

those which resemble a gourd ; such as the

pumpion and melon. Chamber

CUCURBITE. s. [cucurbita, Latin. ] A chy

mical vessel, called a body. Boyle.

CUD. s. [ cub, Saxon .] The food which is re

posited in the first stomach, in order to ru

mination. Sidney.

CU'DDEN. s. A clown ; stupid, low dolt.

CUDDY. Dryden.

To CU'DDLE . v. n. To lie close ; to squat.

CU'DGEL. s . [kudse, Dutch.]

1. A stick to strike with.

Prior.

Locke

2. To cross the CUDGELS, is to yield. L'Estr

To CU'DGEL. v. a. [from the noun ] To beat

with a stick South.
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CUDGEL-PROOF. a. Able to resist a stick.

CU'DWEED. s. [from cud and weed.] A plant.

Miller.

CUE. s. [queue, a tail, Fr.]

1. The tail or end of any thing.

2. The last word of a speech. Shakespeare.

3 A hint ; an intimation ; a short direction.

Swift.

To CUFF. v. a.

4. The part that any man is to play in his

turn. Rymer.

5. Humour; temper ofmind.

CUERPO. s . [ Spanish. ] To be in cuerpo, is to

be without the upper coat. Hudibras.

CUFF. s. [zaffa, a battle, Italian . ] A blow

with the fist ; a box ; a stroke. Shakespeare.

To CUFF. v. n. [from the noun.] To fight_to

scuffle . Dryden.

1. To strike with the fist. Shakespeare.

2. To strike with talons. Otway.

CUFF. s. [coeffe, French.] Part of the sleeves.

Arbuthnot.

CU'IRASS. s. [cuirasse, Fr.] A breast-plate. Dr.

CUIRA'SSER. s. [from cuirass.] À man at

arms ; a soldier in armour. Milton.

CUISH. s. [cuisse, French. ] The armour that

covers the thighs . Dryden.

CU'LDEES. s. [colidei, Latin.] Monks in Scot-

land.

CU'LERAGE. s. Arse-smart.

CULINARY. a. [culina, Latin. ] Relating to

the kitchen. Newton.

To CULL. v.a. [cueillir, Fr.] To select from

others. Hooker. Pope.

CU'LLER. s. [from cull.] One who picks or

chooses.

CU'LLION. s. [coglione, a fool, Italian.] A

scoundrel. Shakespeare.

CU'LLIONLY. a. [from cullion .] Having the

qualities of a cullion ; mean ; base.

CU'LLY. s. [coglione, Italian, a fool. ] A man

deceived or imposed upon. Arbuthnot.

To CU'LLY. v. a. [fromthe noun. ] To be-fool ;

to cheat ; to impose upon.

CULMI FEROUS. a. [culmus and fero, Latin.]

Culmiferous plants are such as have a smooth

jointed stalk, and their seeds are contained

in chaffy husks. Quincy.

To CULMINATE. v. n. [culmen, Latin.] To

be vertical ; to be in the meridian. Milton.

CULMINATION. s. [ from culminate.] The

transit of a planet through the meridian.

CULPABILITY. s. [from culpable. ] Blame-

ableness.

CU'LPABLE. a . [culpabilis, Latin.]

1. Criminal Shakespeare.

2. Blameable ; blameworthy. Hooker.

CULPABLENESS. s. [from culpable. ] Blame ;

guilt.

CULPABLY. ad. [from culpable. ] Blameably ;

criminally. Taylor.

CULPRIT. s. A man arraigned before his

judge. Prior.

CÚ'LTER. s. [culter, Latin.] The iron of the

plough perpendicular to the share.

To CULTIVATE. v. a. [cultiver, Fr.]

1. To forward, or improvethe product ofthe

earth, by manuel industry.

2. To improve ; to meliorate.

Felton.

Wuller.

CULTIVATION. s . [ from cultivate.]

1. The art or practice ofimproving soils, anį

forwarding or meliorating vegetables.

2. Improvement in general ; melioration.

CULTIVATOR. s. [ from cultivate. ] One who

improves, promotes, or meliorates . 'Boyle.

CULTURE. s . [cultura , Latin. ]

1. The act of cultivation.

Improvement ; melioration.2.

Woodward.

Tatler.

To CULTURE. v. a. [from the noun.] To cul-

tivate; to till. Thomson.

CU'LVER.s . [culfɲe, Sax.] A pigeon. Spen.

CU'LVERIN. s. [coulverine, Fr.] A species of

Waller.ordnance.

CULVERKEY. s. A species offlower.

To CU'MBER. v . a . [komberen, to disturb, Dut.]

1. To embarrass ; to entangle ; to obstruct.

2. To crowd or load with something useless .

3. To involve in difficulties and dangers ; to

distress. Shakespeare,

4. To busy ; to distract with multiplicity of

cares . Luke.

5. To be troublesome in any place. Grew.

CU'MBER. s. [komber, Dutch. ] Vexation ; em-
barrassment.

Raleigh.

CUMBERSOME. a. [from cumber.]

1. Troublesome ; vexatious . Sidney,

2. Burthensome ; embarrassing. Arbuthnot.

3. Unwieldy ; unmanageable. Newton.

CU'MBERSOMELY. ad. [from cumbersome.]

In a troublesome manner.

CUMBERSOMENESS . s. [from cumbersome. ]

Encumberance ; hinderance ; obstruction .

CU'MBERANCE. s . [ from cumber.] Burthen ;

hinderance ; impediment.

CU'MBROUS. a. [ from cumber.]

Milton.

Swift.

1. Troublesome ; vexatious ; disturbing.

2. Oppressive ; burthensome

3. Jumbled ; obstructing each other. Milton.

CU'MFREY. s. A medicinal plant.

CU'MIN. s. [cuminum, Lat.] A plant.

To CUMULATE. v. a [cumulo, Lat. ] Toheap

together. Woodward.

CUMULATION. s. The act of heaping toge-

ther.

CUNCTATION. s. [cunctatio, Lat.] _ Delay ;

procastination ; dilatoriness. Hayward.

CUNCTATOR. s. [Latin . ] One given to delay ;

a lingerer. Hammond.

To CUND. v . n. [konnen, Dutch. ] To give no-

tice to fishers. Carew.

CU'NEAL. a. [cuneus, Lat.] Relating to a

wedge ; having the form of awedge.

CU'NEATED . a. [cuneus, Lat. ] Made in form

of a wedge.

CUNEIFORM. a. [from cuneus and forma,

Lat.] Having the form of a wedge.

CU'NNER. s. A kind of fish less than an

oyster, that sticks close to the rocks. Ainsw.

CU'NNING. a. [ from connan, Saxon ]

1. Skilful ; knowing ; learned.

2. Performed with skill ; artful. Spenser

3. Artful ; deceitful ; trickish ; subtile ; craf-

ty; subdolous.

4. Acted with subtility.

CU'NNING . s. cunninge, Saxon .]

*Prior.

South.

Sidney.

1. Artifice ; deceit ; slyness ; slight; fraudu

lent dexterity.

2. Art ; skill ; knowledge.

Bacon.

Psalms.
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CU'NNINGLY. ad. [from cunning. ] Artfully ;

slyly ; craftily. Swift .

CU'NNINGMAN. s . [cunning and man.] A

man who pretends to tell fortunes, or teach

how to recover stolen goods. Hudibras.

CU'NNINGNESS. s . [from cunning.] Deceit

fulness ; sliness .

CUP. s . [cup, Sax.]

1. A small vessel to drink in. Genesis.

2. The liquor contained in the cup ; the

draught.
Waller.

3. Social entertainment ; merry bout ; com-

monly in the plural. Knolles. B. Jonson.

4. Any thing hollow like a cup ; as, the husk

of an acorn. Woodward.

5. CUP and Can. Familiar companions. Swift.

To CUP. v. a. [fromthe noun.]

1. To supply with cups. Shakespeare.

2. To fill a glass bell or cucurbite upon the

skin, to draw the blood by scarification.

See CUPPING GLASS.

CUPBEARER. s.

Pope.

Wot.1. An officer of the king's household.

2. An attendant to give wine at a feast.

CUPBOARD. s . [cup, and bord, Saxon.] A

casewith shelves, in which victuals or earthen

ware is placed.
Bacon.

Addison.

To CUPBOARD. v. a. [from the noun.] To

treasure ; to hoard up. Shakespeare.

CUPIDITY. s. [cupiditas, Latin.] Concupis-

cence ; unlawful longing.

CU'POLA. s. [Italian.] A dome ; the hemisphe-

rical summit of a building.

CU'PPEL. See COPPEL.

CU'PPER. s . [from cup,] One who applies

cuppingglasses ; a scarifier.

CUPPING-GLASS. s . [from cup and glass.] A

glass used by scarifiers to draw out the blood

by rarefying the air.
Wiseman.

CU'PREOUS. a. [cupreus, Latin.] Coppery ;

consisting of copper.

CUR. s. [korre, Dutch.]

Boyle.

1. A worthless degenerate dog. Shakespeare.

2. Aterm ofreproach for a man. Shakespeare.

CU'RABLE. a [from cure.] That admits a

remedy. Dryden.

CURABLENESS. s. [from curable. ] Possibi-

lity to be healed.

CURACY. s. [from curate.] Employment ofa

curate ; which a hired clergyman holds un-

der the beneficiary.

CURATE. s . [curator, Latin.]

Swift.

1. A clergyman hired to perform the duties

of another.

Dryden. Collier.
2. A parish priest.

CURATESHIP. s. [from curate.] The same

with curacy.

CURATIVE. a. [from cure. ] Relating to the

cure of disease ; not preservative. Brown.

CURATOR. s. [Latin. ] One that has the su-

perintendence of any thing. Swift.

CURB. s. [courber, Fr.]

CURD. s. The coagulation of milk. Pope.

To CURD. v. a. [from the noun. ] To turn up

curds ; to cause to coagulate. Shakespeare.

To CU'RDLE. v. n. [from curd. ] To coagulate ;

to concrete. Bacon.

To CU'RDLE. v. a. To cause to coagulate.

CURDY. a. [from curd. ] Coagulated ; concre-

ted ; full of curds ; curdled.

CURE. s. [cura, Latin.]

1. Remedy ; restorative.

2. Act of healing.

Arbuthnot.

Granville.

Luke.

3. The benefice or employment of a curate

or clergyman.

To CURE. v. a. [caro, Latin.]

Collier.

1. To heal ; to restore to health ; to remedy.

Waller.

2.To prepare in any manner, so as to be pre-

served from corruption. Temple.

CU'RELESS. a . [cure and less. ] Without cure

without remedy. Shakespeare.

CU'RER. s . [from cure. ] A healer ; a physi

Shakespeare. Hurvey.

CURFEW. s. [couvrefeu, Fr.]

cian.

1. An evening peal, by which the Conqueror

willed, that every man should rake up his

fire, and put out his light. Milton.

2. The cover of a fire ; a fire- place. Bacon.

CURIA'LITY. s. [curialis, Latin.] The privi-

leges or retinue of a court. Bacon.

CURIO'SITY. s. [from curious.]

1. Inquisitiveness ; inclination to inquiry.

2. Nicety ; delicacy. Shakespeare.

3. Accuracy ; exactness. Ray.

4. An act of curiosity ; nice experiment.

Bacon.

5. An object of curiosity ; rarity. Addison,

CU'RIOUS. a. [curiosus, Lat.]

1. Inquisitive ; desirous of information.

Davies.

2. Attentive to ; diligent about. Woodward.

3. Accurate ; careful not to mistake Hooker.

4. Difficult to please ; solicitous of perfec-

fection. Taylor.

Hooker,5. Exact ; nice ; subtle.

6. Artful ; not neglectful ; not fortuitous ;

nicely diligent. Fairfax.

Shakespeare.

7. Elegant ; neat ; laboured ; finished.

8. Rigid ; severe ; rigorous.

CURIOUSLY. ad. [from curious.]

1. Inquisitively ; studiously.

2. Elegantly ; neatly.

Artfully ; exactly.3.

4. Captiously.

CURL. s. [from the verb.]

1. A ringlet of hair.

Newton.

South.

2. Undulation ; wave ; sinuosity ; flexure,

To CURL. v. a. [krollen, Dutch.]

1. To turn the hair in ringlets.

Sidney.

Newton.

Shakespeare.

2. To writhe ; to twist.

3. To dress with curls. Shakespeare.

4. To raise in waves, undulations, or sinuo-

sities. Dryden.

Boyle.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Milton. CU'RLEW. s . [courltes, Fr.]

Spen.

"
1. A kind of water-fowl.

1. A curb is an iron chain, made fast to the

upper part of the branches of the bridle,

running over the beard of the horse.

2. Restraint ; inhibition ; opposition. Atter.

To CURB. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To guide a horse with a curb.

2. To restrain ; to inhibit ; to check.

To CURL. v. n.

1. To shrink into ringlets.

2. To rise into undulations.

3. To twist itself.
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CUR CUR

1 2. A bird larger than a partridge,with longer

legs. It frequents the corn fields in Spain.

Trevoux.

CURMUDGEON. s . [cœur mechant, Fr. ] An

avaricious churlish fellow ; a miser ; a nig-

gard ; a griper.

CURMUDGEONLY. a. [ from curmudgeon ]

Avaricious, covetous ; churlish ; niggardly.

CURRANT. s.

1. A small fruit tree.

2. A small dried grape ; properly written co-

rinth. King.

CURRENCY. s . [ from current.]

1. Circulation ; power of passing from hand

to hand.

2. General reception.

Swift.

3. Fluency ; readiness of utterance.

4. Continuance ; constant flow. Ayliffe.

5. General esteem ; the rate at which any

thing is vulgarly valued . Bacon.

6. The papers stamped in the English colo-

nies by authority, and passing for money.

CU'RRENT. a. [currens, Latin.]

1. Circulatory ; passing from hand to hand.

Genesis.

Hooker.

Watts.

2. Generally received ; uncontradicted ; au-

thoritative.

3. Common ; general.

4. Popular ; such as is established by vulgar

estimation. Grew.

5. Fashionable ; popular. Pope.

6. Passable ; such as may be allowed or ad-

mitted. Shakespeare.

7. What is now passing ; as, the current year.

CURRENT. s.

1. A running stream . Boyle.

2. Currents are progressive motions of the

water ofthe sea in several places. Harris.

CURRENTLY. ad. [from current. ]

1. With a constant motion.

2. Without opposition. Hooker.

3. Popularly ; fashionably ; generally.

4. Without ceasing.

CURRENTNESS . s. [from current.]

1. Circulation.

2. General reception.

Cam den.3. Easiness of pronunciation.

CU'RRIER. s. [coriarius, Latin .] One who

dresses and prepares leather for those who

make shoes and other things. L'Estrange.

CU'RRISH. a . [ from cur.] Having the quali-

ties of adegenerate dog ; brutal ; sour ; quar-

relsome. Fairfax.

To CU'RRY. v . . [caorium, Latin, leather.]

1. To dress leather.

2. To rub ; to thrash ; to chastise. Addison.

3. To rub a horse with a scratching instru-

ment, so as to smooth his coat. Bacon.

4. To scratch in kindness. Shakespeare.

5. To CURRYfavour. To become a favourite

by petty officiousness, slight kindnesses, or

flattery.. Hooker.

CU'RRÝCOMB. s . [from curry and comb.] An

iron instrument used for currying horses.

To CURSE. v. a. [cuprian, Saxon .]

1. To wish evil ; to execrate.

2. To mischief; to afflict.

Knolles.

Pope.

To CURSE. v. n. To imprecate evil. Judges.

CURSE. s. [from the verb.]

1. Malediction ; wish of evil to another.

2. Affliction ; torment ; vexation.

CURSED. particip. a. [from curse.]

Dryden

Addison

Prior.

1. Under a curse ; hateful ; detestable . Shak.

2. Unholy ; unsanctified. Milton.

3. Vexatious ; troublesome.

CURSEDLY. ad. [from cursed.] Miserably ;

shamefully. Pope

CURSEDNESS. s. [from cursed .] The state of

being under a curse.

CU'RSHIP. s. [from cur.] Dogship ; meannes .

Hudibras.

CURSITOR. s. [Latin .] An officer or clerk

belonging to the Chancery, that makes out

original writs. Cowel.

CURSORARY. a. [from cursus, Lat.] Cur-

sory; hasty ; careless. Shakespeare.

CURSORILY. ad. [from cursory.] Hastily ;
without care.

Atterbury..

CURSORINESS . s. [from cursory.] Slight at-

tention .

CURSORY. a. [from cursorius, Lat.] Hasty ;

quick ; inattentive ; careless. Addison.

CURST. a. Froward ; peevish ; malignant ,

malicious ; snarling. Ascham. Crashaw .

CU'RSTNESS. s. [from curst. ] Peevishness ;

frowardness ; malignity. Dryden.

CURT. a. [from curtus, Lat. ] Short.

To CU'RTAIL. v. a. [curto, Lat.] To cut off;

to cut short ; to shorten. Hudibras.

CURTAILDog. s. A dog whose tail is cut off.

Shakespeare.

CU'RTAIN. s. [cortina, Lat. ]

1. A cloth contracted or expanded at plea-

Arbuthnot.sure.

2. To draw the CURTAIN. To close it so asto

shut out the light, or to open it so as to

discern the object. Pope. Shakespeare. Crash.

3. [In fortification .] That part of the wall or

rampart that lies between two bastions.

Knolles.

CURTAIN-LECTURE. s. [from curtain and

lecture. ] A reproof given by a wife to her

husband in bed. Addison.

Pope.

To CURTAIN. v. a. [from the noun.] To en

close with curtains.

CU'RTATE Distance. s . [In astronomy. ] The

distance of a planet's place from the sun, re.

duced to the ecliptick.

CURTATION. s . [from curto, to shorten,Lat.]

The interval between a planet's distance from

the sun, and the curtate distance.

CU'RTELASSE. See CUTLASS.
CURTELAX.

CU'RTSY. See COURTESY.

CU'RVATED. a. [curvatus, Lat.] Bent.

CURVA'TION. s . [curvo, Latin ] The act of

bending or crooking.

CURVATURE s . [from curve. ] Crookedness

inflexion ; manner of bending ; bent form,

Holder

CURVE. a. [curvus, Latin .] Crooked ; bent

inflected . Bentley

CURVE. s. Any thing bent ; a flexure of

crookedness. Thomson

To CURVE. v. a. [curro, Lat. ] To bend; to

crook ; to inflec . Holder
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CUT CUT

To CURVE'T. v. n. [corvetture, Italian.]

1 To leap ; to bound.

2. To frisk ; to be licentious.

CU'RVET. s. [from the verb.]

1. A leap ; a bound.

2. A frolick ; a prank.

Drayton.

CURVILINEAR. a . [curvus and linea, Lat.]

1. Forming a crooked line. Cheyne.

2. Composed of crooked lines.

CURVITY. s . [from curve. ] Crookedness.

CU'SHION. s. [coussin, French.] A pillow for

the scat ; a soft pad placed upon a chair.

CU'SHIONED. a . [from cushion. ] Seated on a

cushion.

CUSP. s . [cuspis, Latin.] A term used to ex-

press the points or horns of the moon, or

other luminary. Harris.

CU'SPATED . a. [ from cuspis, Lat.] Hav-

CU'SPIDATED . Jing the leaves of a flower

ending in a point. Quincy.

CU'STARD. s . [custard, Welsh . ] A kind of

sweetmeat made by boiling eggs with milk

and sugar. It is a food much used in city

feasts.

CUSTODY. s. [custodia, Latin.]

Pope.

1. Imprisonment ; restraint of liberty, Milton.

2. Care ; preservation ; security.

CUSTOM. s. [coustome, French. ]

1. Habit ; habitual practice.

1. To penetrate with an edged instrument.

2. To hew, as with an axc. 2 Chron.

3. To carve ; to make by sculpture.

4. To form any thing by cutting. Pope.

5. To pierce with any uneasy sensation .

6. To divide packs of cards. Granville.

7. To intersect ; to cross ; as, one line cuts

another.

8. To CUT down. To fell ; to hew down.

9. To CUT down. To excel ; to overpower.

Addison.

10. To CUT off. To separate from the other

parts. Judges.

11. To CUT off. To destroy ; to extirpate ; to

put to death untimely.

12. To CUT off. To rescind.

Howel.

Smalridge.

13. To CUT off. To intercept ; to hinder from

union. Clarenden.

1

14. To CUT off. To put an end to ; to obvi.

Clarendon.ate.

15. To CUT off. To take away ; to withhold.

Rogers.

Prior.16. To CUT off. To preclude.

17. To CUT off. To intercept ; to silence.

Bacon.

18. To CUT off. To apostrophise ; to abbre-

viate by elision.Bacon. Dryden.

19. To CUT out. To shape ; to form.

20. To CUT out. To scheme ; to contrive.

21. To CUT out. To adapt.

1 Samuel. 22. To CUT out. To debar.

Rymer.

Pope.

2. Fashion ; common way of acting.

3. Established manner.

4. Practice of buying of certain persons.

5. Application from buyears ; as, this trader

has good custom .

6. [In law.] A law or right, not written,

which, being established by long use, and

the consent of our ancestors, has been, and

is, daily practised. Cowel.

7. Tribute ; tax paid for goods imported or

exported. Temple.

CUSTOMHOUSE. s. The house where the

taxes upon goods imported or exported are
collected. Smith.

CU'STOMABLE. a. [from custom.] Common ;

habitual ; frequent.

CU'STOMABLENESS. s . [from customable .]

1. Frequency ; habit.

2. Conformity to custom.

CU'STOMABLY. ad. [from custompble.] Ac-

cording to custom. Hayward.

CU'STOMARILY. ad. [from customary.] Ha-

bitually ; commonly.

CU'STOMARINESS. s. [from customary.] Fre-

Government ofthe Tongue.quency.

CU'STOMARY. a. [from custom.]

Ray.

1. Conformable to established custom ; ac-

cording to prescription.

2. Habitual.

3. Usual ; wonted.

Glanville.

Tillotson.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

CU'STOMED. k. [from custom.] Usual ; com-

mon.

CU'STOMER. a. [from custom.] One who fre-

quents any place of sale for the sake of pur-

chasing. Roscommon.

CU'STREL. s.

1.A shieldbearer.

2. A vessel for holding wine. Ainsworth.

To CUT. v. a. pret. cut ; part. pass. cut. [from

the French couteau, a knife.]

23. To CUT out. To excel ; to outdo.

24. To CUT short. To hinder from proceed-

ing by sudden interruptions. Dryden.

25. To CUT short. To abridge ; as, the sol-

diers were cut short oftheir pay.

26. To CUT up. To divide an animal into
convenient pieces.

27. To CUT up. To eradicate.

To CUT v. n

L'Estrange.

Job.

1. To make its way by dividing obstructions.

Arbuthnot.

2. To perform the operation of lithotomy.

3. To interfere ; as, a horse that cuts.

CUT. part. a. Prepared for use.

CUT. s. [from the verb.]

Swift.

1. The action ofa sharp or edged instrument.

2. Theimpression or separation of continuity,

made by an edge.

3. A wound made by cutting.

4. A channel made by art.

Wiseman.

Knolles.

5. A part cut off from the rest.

6. A small particle.

Mortimer.

7. A lot cut off a stick.

Hooker.

Locks,

8. Anear passage, by which some angle is cut

off. Hale.

9. A picture cut or carved upon wood or

copper, and impressed from it. Brown.

10. The art or practice of dividing a pack

of cards. Swift.

Stilling fleet. Addison.

Shakespeare.

11. Fashion; form ; shape ; manner of cut-

ting into shape.

12. A fool or cully.

13. CUT and long tail. Men of all kinds.

Ben. Jonson.

CUTANEOUS. á. [from cutis, Latin.] Relat

ing to the skin. Floyer.

CUTICLE. s. [cuticula, Latin.]

1. The first and outermost covering of the
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CYC CZA

body, commonly called the scarf-skin. This

is that soft skin which rises in a blister upon

any burning, or the application of a blister-

ing plaster. It sticks close to the surface of

the true skin. Quincy.

2. A thin skin formed on the surface of any

liquor.

CUTICULAR. a. [from cutis, Latin.] Belong-

ing to the skin.

CUTH. s. Knowledge or skill . Camden.

CUTLASS s . [coutelas, French.] A broad cut-

ting sword. Shakespeare.

CUTLER. s . [ coutelier, Fr.] One who makes

or sells knives. Clarendon.

CUTPURSE. s. [cut and purse.] One who

steals by the method of cutting purses. A

thief; a robber.

CUTTER. s. [from cut.]

Bentley.

1. An agent or instrument that cuts any

thing.

2. A nimble boat that cuts the water.

3. The teeth that cut the meat.
Ray.

4. An officer in the exchequer that provides

wood for the tallies, and cuts the sum paid

upon them. Cowel.

CUT-THROAT. s . [cut and throat.] A ruffian ;

a murderer ; an assassin . Knolles.

CU'T-THROAT. a. Cruel ; inhuman ; barba-

Carew.

CUTTING. s. [from cut.] A piece cut off ; a

chop. Bacon.

rous.

CU'TTLE. s . A fish, which, when he is pur-

sued by a fish of prey, throws out a black

liquor. Ray.

CUTTLE. 8. [ from cuttle. ] A foul-mouthed fel-

low. Hanmer. Shakespeare.

CY'CLE. s. [cyclus, Latin ; xvxos.]

1. A circle.

2. A round oftime ; a space in which the

same revolution begins again ; a periodical

space oftime. Holder.

3. A method, or account of a method, conti-

nued till the same course begins again. Evel.

4. Imaginary orbs ; a circle in the heavens.

Milton.

CY'CLOID. s. [from xuxλoids.] A geometrical

curve, of which the genesis may be con-

ceived by imagining a nail in the circumfer

ence of a wheel : the line which the nail de-

scribes in the air, while the wheel revolves

in a right line, is the cycloid.

CYCLOIDAL. a. [from cycloid. ] Relating to

a cycloid.

CYCLOPÆDIA. s. [xunhos and waida . ] A cir

cle of knowledge ; a course of the sciences.

CY'GNET. s. [from cygnus, Latin. ] A young

Mortimer.

CYLINDER. s. [xvλdgov. ] A body having two

flat surfaces and one circular ; a roller..

Wilkins.

swan.

CYLINDRICAL. a. [from cylinder.] Par-
CYLINDRICK. taking of the nature of

a cylinder ; having the form of a cylinder, or

of a roller. Woodward.

CYMA'R. s. [properly written simar.] A slight

covering; a scarf. Dryden.

CYMA'TIUM. s. [Latin ; from nuμation. ] A

member of architecture whereon one half is

convex, and the other concave. Harris.

CYMBAL. s. [ cymbalum, Latin.] A musical in-

strument.
Dryden.

CYNA'NTHROPY. s. [xvæv, xevoc, and av-

egos.] A species ofmadness in which men

have the qualities of dogs.

CYNEGETICKS. s. [ uveynra.] The art of

hunting.

CYNICAL. a. [zuvixos.] Having the qualities

CY'NICK. of a dog ; currish ; brutal ;

snarling ; satirical. Wilkins.

CYNICK. s . [xuvnoq .] A philosopher of the

snarling or currish sort ; a follower of Dioge

ness ; a snarler ; a misanthrope. Shakespeare.

´CY'NOSURE. s. [from xuvos ouga .] The star near

the north pole, by which sailors steer.

Milton.

CY'PRESS-TREE. s. [cupressus, Latin.]

1. A tall straight tree : its leaves are bitter ;

the smell and shade of it are dangerous.

Hence the Romans looked upon it to be a fa-

tal tree, and made use of it at funerals. The

cypress tree is always green ; the wood is

heavy, ofa good smell, and never either rots,

or is wormeaten. Calmet. Shakespeare. Isaiah.

2. It isthe emblem ofmourning. Shakespeare.

CYPRUS. s. A thin black stuff. Shakespeare.

CYST. 28. [xus.] A bag containing some

CY'STIS . morbid matter. Wiseman.

CY'STICK. a. [from cyst, a bag.] Contained in

a bag. Arbuthnot.

CYSTO'TOMY. s. [xusic and reμvw . ] The act

' or practice of opening encysted tumours.

CZAR. s. [written more properly tzar.] The

title ofthe emperor of Russia.

CZARI'NA, s. [from czar.] The empress of

Russia.

D.

DAC

DIS a consonant nearly approaching insound
to T. The sound of D in English is uni-

form, and it is never mute.

DACA'PO. [Italian. ] A term in musick, which

DAB

means that the first part of the tune should

be repeated at the conclusion.

ToDAB. v. a. [dauber, French. ] To strike gent

ly with something soft or moist. Sharp
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DAI DAM

DAB. s. [from the verb.]

1. A small lump ofany thing.

2. A blow with something moist or soft.

3. Something moist or slimy throwuupon one.

4. [In low language. ] An artist.

5. A kind of small flat fish.

DAB-CHICK. s. A water-fowl.

Carew.

Pope.

Swift.

To DA'BBLE. v. a. [dabbelen, Dutch.] To

smear ; to daub ; to wet.

To DA'BBLE. v. n.

1. To play in water ; to move

mud.

in water or

Swift.

2. To do any thing in a slight manner ; to

tamper.

DA'BBLER. s. [from dabble.]

1. One that plays in water.

Pope.

2. One that meddles without mastery ; a su-

perficial meddler. Swift.

DACE. s. A small river fish, resembling a

roach. Walton.

DACTYLE. s. [danruno , a finger.] A poetical

foot consisting of one long syllable and two

short.

DAD. s. The child's way of expressing

DA'DDY. father.
Shakespeare.

DÆ'DAL. a. [dadalus, Latin.] Various ; varie-

gated.

DAFFODIL. s. This plant hath

DAFFODI'LLY. a lily-flower, con-

DAFFODOWNDI'LLY. sisting of one leaf,

which is bell-shaped. Spenser. Milton . Dryden.

To DAFT. v. a. [from do aft.] To toss aside ;

to throw away slightly.

DAG. s. [dague, French.]

1. A dagger.

2. A handgun ; a pistol.

Shakespeare.

To DAG. v. a. [from daggle.] To daggle ; to

bemire.

DA'GGER. s. [dague, French.]

1. A short sword ; a poinard. Addison.

2. A blunt blade of iron with a basket hilt,

used for defence.

3. The obelisk ; as, [+ ].

DA'GGERSDRAWING. s . [dagger and draw.]

The act of drawing daggers ; approach to

open violence. Hudibras.

To DA'GGLE. v. a. [from dag dew.] To dip

negligently in mire or water.

To DA'GGLE. v. n. To be in the mire. Pope.

DA'GGLEDTAIL. a. [daggle and tail.] Be-

mired ; bespattered. Swift.

DA'ILY. a. [baglic, Saxon.] Happening

day ; quotidian.

every

Prior.

DAILY. ad. Every day ; very often. Spenser.

DA'INTILY. ad. [from dainty.]

1. Elegantly ; delicately.

2. Deliciously ; pleasantly.

DA'INTINESS. s. [from dainty.]

1. Delicacy ; softness.

2. Elegance ; nicety.

3. Squeamishness ; fastidiousness.

DAINTY. a. [dain, old French.]

Bacon.

Ben Jonson.

Wotton.

Wotton.

DA'INTY. 8.

1. Something nice or delicate ; a delicacy.

Proverbs.

2. A word of fondness formerly in use.

Ben Jonson.

DAIRY. s. [from dey, an old word for milk.]

1. The occupation or art of making various

kinds offood from milk.

2. The place where milk is manufactured.

3. Pasturage ; milk farm. Bacon.

DA'IRYMAÏD. s. [dairy and maid.] The

woman servant whose business is to manage

the milk. Dryden.

DAISY. [dægereage, Saxon, day's eye. ] A

spring flower. Shakespeare.

DALE. s. [dalei, Gothick.] A vale ; a valley.

DA'LLIANCE. s. [from dally.]

Tickel

1. Interchange of caresses ; acts offondness.

Milton,

Milton.

Shakespeare.

2. Conjugal conversation .

3. Delay; procrastination.

DA'LLIER, s. [from dally. ] A trifler ; a fond-

ler. Ascham.

Tusser.DAʼLLOP. s. A tuft or clump.

To DA'LLY. v. n. [dollen, Dutch, to trifle.]

1. To trifle ; to play the fool. Shak. Calamy.

2. To exchange caresses ; to fondle. Shak.

3. To sport ; to play ; to frolick. Shak.

4. To delay. Wisdom.

To DAʼLLY. v. a. To put off; to delay ; to a-

Knollesmuse.

DAM. s. [from dame.] The mother.

DAM. s. [dam, Dutch .] A mole or bank to con-
fine water. Dryden. Mortimer.

To DAM. v. a. [demman, Saxon . ] To confine

or shut up water by moles or dams.

DA'MAGE. s . [damage, French.]

1. Mischief; hurt ; detriment.

2. Loss ; mischief suffered.

Otw.

Davies.

Davies.

Clarendon.3. The value ofmischief done.

4. Reparation of damage ; retribution. Bacon.

5. [In law. ] Any hurt or hinderance that a

man taketh in his estate. Cowel.

To DA'MAGE. v. a. To mischief; to injure ;

to impair. Addison.

To DAMAGE. v. n. To take damage.

DA'MAGEABLE. a . [from damage.]

Bacon

1. Susceptible of hurt ; as, damageable goods.

2. Mischievous ; pernicious. Gov. of Tongue.

DA'MASCENE. s. [from Damascus.] A small

black plume ; a damson.

DA'MASK. s. [ damasquin, French.] Linen_or

silk woven in a manner invented at Da-

mascus, with a texture, by which part has

regular figures . Swift.

Fenton

Bacon.

Howel. To DA'MASK. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To form flowers upon stuffs .

2. To variegate ; to diversify.

DA'MASK-ROSE. s . A red rose.

DA'MASKENING. s. [from damasquiner, Fr.]

The art or act of adorning iron or steel, by

making incisions, and filling them up with

gold or silver wire. Chambers.

1. Pleasing to the palate ; of exquisite taste.

2. Delicate ; of acute sensibility ; nice ;

squeamish Davies

3. Scrupulous ; ceremonious . Shakespeare.

4. Elegant ; tenderly languishing ; beautiful.

Milton.

5. Nice ; affectedly fine.

DAME. s. [dame, French ; dama, Spanish.]

1. A lady; the title of honour to women.

2. Mistress of a low family

Prior. 3. Women in general.

Milton.

L'Estrange.

Shakespeare
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DAN D.AR

DAMES-VIOLET. s. Queen's gilliflower.

To DAMN. v. a. [damno, Latin.]

1. To doom to eternal torments in a future
state. Bacon.

2. To procure or cause to be eternally con-
demned.

3. To condemn ; to censure.

South.

Dryden.

4. To hoot or hiss any public performance ;

to explode. Pope.

DA'MNABLE. a. [from damn.] Deserving

damnation. Hooker.

DA'MNABLY. ad. [from damnable.] In such a

manner as to incur eternal punishment. South.

DAMNATION. s . [ from damn.] Exclusion

from divine mercy ; condemnation to eter-

nal punishment. Taylor

DA'MNATORY. a. [from damnatorius, Lat.]

Containing a sentence of condemnation.

DA'MNED. part. a. [from damn.] Hateful ; de-

Shakespeare. Rowe.

DAMNI'FICK. a. [from damnify.] Procuring

loss ; mischievous.

testable.

To DA'MNIFY. v. a. [ from damnifico, Latin.]

1. To endamage ; to injure.

2. To hurt ; to impair.

DA'MNINGNESS. s. [from damning.] Tenden-

cy to procure damnation.

DAMP. a. [dampe, Dutch.] .

1. Moist ; inclining to wet.

2. Dejected ; sunk ; depressed.
DAMP. s.

1. Fog ; moist air; moisture.

Locke.

Spenser.

Hammond.

Dryden.

Milton.

Dryden.

2. A noxious vapour exhaled from the earth.

Woodward.

3. Dejection ; depression of spirit. Roscomm.

To DAMP. v. a. [from the noun .]

1. To wet ; to moisten.

2. To depress ; to deject ; to chill . Atterbury.

3. To weaken ; to abate ; to hebetate. Milton.

DA'MPISHNESS, 8. [from damp.] Tendency

to wetness ; fogginess ; moisture. Bacon.

DA'MPNESS. s. [from damp. ] Moisture ; fog-

giness. Dryden.

DA'MPY. a. [from damp. ] Dejected ; gloomy ;

Hayward.

Prior.

sorrowful.

DA'MSEL. s. [damoiselle, French.]

1. A young gentlewoman.

2. An attendant of the better rank. Dryden.

3. A wench ; a country lass . Gay.

DA'MSON. s. [corruptly from damascene. ] A

small black plum. Shakespeare.

DAN. s. [from dominus, Latin. ] The old term

of honour for men. Prior.

To DANCE. v. n. [danser, French.] To move
in measure.

Shakespeare.

To DANCE Attendance. v. a. To wait with

suppleness and obsequiousness. Raleigh.

To DANCE. v. a. To make to dance ; to put

into a lively motion. Bucon.

DANCE. s. [from the verb.] A motion of one

or many in concert. Bacon.

DA'NCER. s. [from dance. ] One that practises

the art of dancing. Donne.

DANCING-MASTER. s. [dance and muster.]

One who teaches the art of dancing. Locke.

DANCING-SCHOOL. s. [dance and school.]

The school where the art of dancing is

taught. L'Estrange.

DANDELION. s. [dent de lion, French. ] The

name of a plant. Miller.

DAʼNDIPRAT. s. [ dandin, French .] A little

fellow ; an urchin.

To DANDLE. v. a. [dandelen, Dutch.]

1. To shake a child upon the knee. Temple.

2. To fondle ; to treat like a child . Addison.

3. To delay ; to procrastinate. Shakespeare.

DA'NDLER. s. He that dandles or fondles

children.

DANDRUFF. s. [ran, the itch, and dɲof, sor-

did.] Scabs in the head.

DA'NEWORT. s. A species of elder ; called

also dwarf elder, or wall-wort.

DA'NGER. s. [danger, French.] Risk ; ´ha-

zard ; peril. Acts.

To DA'ÑGER. v. a. To put in hazard ; to en-

danger. Shakespeare.

DA'NGERLESS . a. [from danger. ] Without

hazard ; without risk.

DA'NGEROUS. a. [from danger.] Hazardous ;

perilous. Dryden.

DANGEROUSLY. ad. [from dangerous.] Ha-

zardously; perliously ; with danger. Ham.

DANGEROUSNESS . s. [from dangerous.]

Danger ; hazard ; peril.

Sidney.

Boyle.

To DANGLE. v. n. [from hang, according to

Skinner.]

1. To hang loose and quivering. Smith.

2. To hang upon any one ; to be an humble
follower. Swift.

DANGLER. s . [from dangle.] A man that

hangs about women. Ralph.

DANK. a . [from tuncken, German. ] Damp ; hu-

mid; moist ; wet. Milton. Grew.

DA'NKISH. a. Somewhat dank. Shakespeare.

To DAP. v. n. [corrupted from dip.] To let fall

gently into the water. Walton.

DEPATICAL. a. Sumptuous in cheer. Bailey,

DA'PPER. a . [dapper, Dutch. ] Little and ac-

tive ; lively without bulk. Milton.

DA'PPERLING. s . [from dapper.] A dwarf.

DA'PPLE. a. Marked with various colours ;

variegated. Locke.

To DA'PPLE. v. a. To streak ; to vary. Bacon.

DAR.
s. A fish found in the Severn.

DART.

To DARE. v. a. pret . I durst ; part. I have

dared. [deannan, Saxon.] To have courage

for any purpose , not to be afraid ; to be

adventurous. Shakespeare. Dryden

To DARE. v. n. [pret. I dared . ] To challenge ;

to defy. Knolles. Roscommon.

To DARE Larks. To catch them by means of

a looking-glass, Carew.

DARE. s. [from the verb.] Defiance ; chal-

lenge. Shakespeare.

DA'REFUL. a. [dare and full.] Full of defi-

Shakespeare.ance.

DA'RING. a. [from dare.] Bold ; adventur-

ous ; fearless . Prior.

DA'RINGLY. ad. [from dariug.] Boldly ; Cou-

rageously. Halifax.

DARINGNESS. s. [ from daring. ] Boldness.

DARK. a. [deonc, Saxon .]

Waller.

Boyle.

1. Not light ; wanting light.

2. Not ofa showy or vivid colour.

3. Blind ; without the enjoyment oflight. Dry.
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4. Opake , not transparent.

5. Obscure ; not perspicuous. Hooker.

6. Not enlightened by knowledge ; ignorant

7. Gloomy ; not cheerful.

DARK. s.

Denham.

Addison.

1. Darkness ; obscurity '; want of light. Shak.

2. Obscurity ; condition of one unknown.

Atterbury.

DASH. ad. An expression of the sound of wa.

ter dashed. Dryden.

DA'STARD. s. [adarrɲiga, Saxon.] A coward ;

a poltroon. Locke.

To DA'STARD. v . a. To terrify ; to intimi-

date. Dryden.

To DA'STARDISE. v. a. [from dastard.] To

intimidate ; to deject with cowardice. Dry.

DA'STARDLY. a. [from dastard. ] Cowardly ;

3. Want ofknowledge. Locke. mean ; timorous . L'Estrange.

To DARK. v. a. [from the noun.] To darken ; DA'STARDY. s . [ from dastard.] Cowardliness.

to obscure. Spenser. DA'TARY. s. [from date.] An officer of the

chancery of Rome. Dict.

Addison. DATE. s. [datte, French.]

To DA'RKEN. v. a.

1. To make dark.

2. To cloud ; to perplex.

3. To foul ; to sully.

Bacon.

Tillotson.

To DA'RKEN. v. n. To grow dark.

DA'RKLING. participle. Being in the dark.

Shakespeare. Dryden.

DA'RKLY. ad. [from dark. ] In a situation void

of light ; obscurely ; blindly.

DARKNESS. s . [from dark.]

1. Absence of light.

2. Opakeness.

3. Obscurity.

Dryden.

Genesis.

Colossians.

4. Infernal gloom ; wickedness. Shakespeare.

5. The empire of Satan.

DA'RKSOME a. [from dark. ] Gloomy ; ob-

scure ; not luminous.
Spenser. Pope.

DA'RLING. a. [deonling, Saxon.Ĵ Favourite ;

dear ; beloved. L'Estrange.

DA'RLING. s. A favourite ; one much belov-

ed. Halifax.

To DARN. v. a. See DEARN. To mend holes

by imitating the texture of the stuff. Gay.

DA'RNEL. s. A weed growing in the fields.

To DA'RRAIN. v. a.

Shakespeare.

1. The time at which a letter is written,

marked at the end or the beginning.

2. The time at which any event happened.

3. The time stipulated when any thing shall

be done.

4. End ; conclusion .

5. Duration ; continuance.

Shakespeare

Pope.

Denham .

6. [From dactylus, Latin .] The fruit of the

date-tree. Shakespeare.

DATE-TREE. s. A species ofpalm.

To DATE. v. a. [from the noun.] To note with

the time at which any thing is written or

done. Bentley.

DA'TELESS. a. [from date.] Without any fix-

ed term. Shakespeare.

-DA'TIVE. a . [dativus, Latin.] In grammar, the

case that signifies the person to whom any

thing is given.

To DAUB. v . a. [dabben, Dutch.]

1. To smear with something adhesive. Exod.

2. To paint coarsely. Otway.

Shakespeare.

3. To cover with something specious or gross.

4. To lay on any thing gaudily or ostenta-

tiously.

5. To flatter grossly.

1. To range troops for battle.

2. To apply to the fight.

Carew.

Spenser.

DART. s. [ dard, French. ] A missile weapon

thrown by the hand.'

To DART. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To throw offensively.

Peacham.

Pope.

ter.

2. To throw ; to emit.

To DART. v. n. To fly as a dart. Shakespeare.
To DASH. v. a.

1. To throw any thing suddenly_against

something Tillotson.

Shakespeare.

Mortimer.

2. To break by collision.

3. To throw water in flashes.

4. To bespatter ; to besprinkle. Shakespeare.

5. To agitate any liquid. Dryden.

6. To mingle ; to change by some small ad-

mixture. Hudibras.

7. To form, write, or print in haste. Pope.

8. To obliterate ; to blot ; to cross out. Pope.

9. To confound ; to make ashamed suddenly.

Dryden. South. Pope.
To DASH. v. n.

1. To fly off the surface . Cheyne.

2. To fly in flashes with a loud noise . Thoms.

3. To rush through water so as to make it fly.

Dryden.

DASH. 8. [from the verb.]

1. Collision.

2. Infusion.

3. A mark in writing ; a line

4. Stroke ; blow.

Bacon.

South

To DAUB. v. n. To play the hypocrite. Shak.

DA'UBER. s. [from duub.] A coarse low pain.

Swift.

DA'UBY. a. [from daub. ] Viscous ; glutinous ;

adhesive. Dryden.

DA'UGHTER. s. [dohren, Saxon ; dotter,

Runick.]

1. The female offspring of a man or woman.

Shakespeare.

Genesis.2. A woman.

3. [In poetry.] Any descendant.

4. The penitent of a confessor. Shakespeare.

To DAUNT. v . a. [domter, Fr.] To discourage ,

to fright. Glanville.

DA'UNTLESS. a . [ from daunt. ] Fearless ; not

dejected. Pope.

DA'UNTLESSNESS. s. [from dauntless.] Fear-

lessness.

DAW. s. The name of a bird. Davies.

DAWK. s. A hollow or incision in stuff. Mox.

To DAWK. v. a . To mark with an incision.

To DAWN. v. n.

Moxon.

1. To grow luminous ; to begin to grow

light.

Thomson. 2. To glimmer obscurely.

Addison.

Brown.

Pope.

Locke.

3. To begin, yet faintly, to give some pro-

mises oflustre. Pope

Shakespeare. DAWN. s. [from the verb.]
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1. The time between the first appearanceof

light and the sun's rise.

2. Beginning ; first rise.

DAY. s. [dæg, Saxon .]

Dryden.

Pope.

1. The time between the rising and setting

ofthe sun, called the artificial day. Matth.

2. The time from noon to noon, called the

natural day. Shakespeare.

Romans.3. Light ; sunshine.

4. The day of contest ; the contest ; the bat-

tle. Roscommon.

5. An appointed or fixed time. Dryden.

6. A day appointed for some commemora-

tion. Shakespeare.

7. Fromdayto day ; without certainty or con-

tinuance. Bacon.

TO-DAY. On this day. Fenton.

DA'YBED. s. [day and bed . ] A bed used for

idleness.
Shakespeare.

DA'YBOOK. s. [from day and book. ] A trades-

man's journal.

DA'YBREAK. s. [day and break.] The dawn ;

the first appearance oflight. Dryden.

DAYLA'BOUR. s. [day and labour . ] Labour

by the day. Milion.

Milton.

DAYLA'BOURER. s. [from daylabour.] One

that works by the day.

DAYLIGHT. s . [day and light .] The light of

the day, as opposed to that of the moon or a

taper. Knolles. Newton.

DAYLILY. s. The same with asphodel.

DA'YSMAN. s. [day and man. ] An old word

for umpire. Spenser.

DA'YSPRING. s. [ day and spring. ] The rise of

the day ; the dawn.

DAʼYSTAR. s. [day and star . ]
star.

The morning

Ben Jonson.

DAYTIME. s. [day and time.] The time in

which there is light ; opposed to night. Bac.

DA'YWORK. s. [day and work.] Work impo-

sed bythe day ; day-labour. Fairfax.

To DAŽE. v. a. [opær, Saxon.] To overpower

with light. Fairfax. Dryden.

DA'ZIED. a. Besprinkled with daisies.

To DA'ZZLE. v. a. To overpower with light.

Davies.

To DA'ZZLE. v. n. To be overpowered with

light. Bacon.

DEACON. s. [diaconus, Latin.]

1. One ofthelowest order ofthe clergy. San.

2. [In Scotland . ] An overseer of the poor.

3. The mast of an incorporated company.

DE ACONESS. s . [from deacon.] A female of-

ficer in the ancient church.

DEACONRY. s. [from deacon . ] The of

DE'ACONSHIP. fice or dignity of a dea-

con.

DEAD. a. [dead, Saxon.]

1. Deprived of life ; exanimated. Hale.

Pope.

Lee.

Dryden.

3. Imitating death ; senseless ; motionless. Ps.

2. Without life ; inanimate.

4. Unactive ; motionless.

5. Empty ; vacant.

6. Useless ; unprofitable.

7. Dull ; gloomy ; unemployed.

8. Still ; obscure.

9. Having no resemblance oflife .

10. Obtuse ; dull ; not sprightly.

11. Dull ; frigid ; not animated.

Addison.

Knolles.

Hayward.

1

12. Tasteless ; vapid ; spiritless

13. Uninhabited. Arbuthnot.

14. Without the power of vegetation.

15. [In theology.] Lying under the power of

- sin.

The DEAD. s . Dead men. Smith.

DEAD. s . Time in which there is remarkable

stillness or gloom ; as at midwinter, and

midnight. South. Dryden.

To DEAD. v. n . [ from the noun .] To lose force,

ofwhatever kind. Bacon.

To DEAD.

To DE'ADEN. }
v. a.

1. To deprive of any kind of force or sensa-

tion. Bacon.

2. To make vapid, or spiritless .

DEAD-DOING. particip. a . [dead and do.] De-

structive ; killing ; mischievous. Hudibras.

DEAD-LIFT. s. [dead and lift. ] Hopeless exi-

gence. Hudibras.

DĚ'ADLY. a. [from dead.]

1. Destructive ; mortal ; murderous. Shak.

2. Mortal ; implacable. Knolles.

DEADLY. ad,

1. In a manner resembling the dead. Dryá

2. Mortally.
Ezekiel

3. Implacably ; irreconcileably.

DE'ADNESS . s . [from dead. ]

1. Frigidity ; want of warmth ; want of ar-

dour. Rogers.

2. Weakness of the vital powers ; langour ;

faintness . Dryden. Lee

3. Vapidness of liquors ; loss ofspirit. Mort.

DE'AD-NETTLE. S. A weed ; the same with

archangel.

DEAD-RECKONING. s. [A sea term . ] That

estimation or conjecture which the seamen

make ofthe place where a ship is, by keep-

ing an account of her way by the log.

DEAF. a. [doof, Dutch. ]

1. Wanting the sense of hearing. Holder.

2. Deprived ofthe power ofhearing. Dryd.

3. Obscurely heard. Dryden.

To DEAF. v. a. To deprive of the power of

hearing. Donne.

To DE'AFEN. v. a. [from deaf. ] To deprive of

the power ofhearing.

DE'AFLY. ad. [from deaf.]

1. Without sense of sounds.

2. Obscurely to the ear.

DEAFNESS. s. [from deaf.]

Addison.

1. Want of the power of hearing ; want of

sense of sounds.

2. Unwillingness to hear.

DEAL. s. [deel, Dutch.]

I. Part.

Holder.

King Charles.

Hooker.

Ben Jonson. Fairfax.

2. Quantity ; degree ofmore or less.

3. The art or practice ofdealing cards . Swift.

4. [Deyl, Dutch. ] Firwood ; the wood offirs,

or pines. Boyle.

To DEAL. v. a. [deelen, Dutch.]

1. To distribute ; to dispose to different per-

Tickel.sons.

2. To scatter ; to throw about. Dryden.

3. To give gradually,or one after another. Gay

Dryden. To DEAL. v. n.

Boyle.

Addison.

1. To traffick ; to transact business ; to trade

Decay of Piely
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2. To act between two persons ; to intervene.

Bacon.

3. To behave well or ill in any transaction.

Tillotson.

Shakespeare.4. To act in any manner.

5. To DEAL by. To treat well or ill . -Locke.

6. To DEAL in. To have to do with ; to be

engaged in ; to practise. Atterbury.

7. TO DEAI with. To treat in any manner ;

to use well or ill. South. Tillotson.

8. To DEAL with. To contend with.

Sidney. Dryden.

To DEA'LBATE v. a. [dealbo, Latin. ] To

whiten ; to bleach.

DEALBÁ'TION. s. [dealbutio, Latin.] The act

ofbleaching.

DEALER. s. [from deal.]

1. One that has to do with any thing.

2. A trader or trafficker.

3. A person who deals the cards.

DE'ALING. s . [from deal.]

1. Practice ; action.

2. Intercourse.

Brown.

Swift.

Raleigh.

Addison.

Hammond.3. Measure of treatment.

4. Traffick ; business. Swift.

DEAMBULA'TION. s. [ deambulatio, Latin. ]

The act of walking abroad.

DEAMBULATORY. a . [deambulo, Latin.]

Relating to the practice of walking abroad.

DEAN. s . [decanus, Latin ; doyen, French. ] The

second dignitary of a diocese.

DEANERY. s. [from dean.]

1. The office of a dean. Clarendon.

2. The revenue ofa dean. Swift.

3. The house of a dean. Shakespeare.

DEANSHIP. s . [from dean.] The office and

rank of a dean.

DEAR. a. [veon, Saxon. ]

1. Beloved ; favourite ; darling. Addison.

2. Valuable ; of a high price ; costly. Pope.

3. Scarce ; not plentiful ; as, a dear year.

4. Sad ; hateful ; grievous. Shakespeare.

DEAR. s. A word of endearment. Dryden.

DE'ARBOUGHT. a. [ dear and bought.] Pur

chased at a high price. Roscommon.

DE'ARLING. s. [now written darling. ] Fa-

vourite.
Spenser.

DEARLY. ad. [from deur.]

1. With great fondness.

2. At a high price.

Wotton.

Bacon.

To DEARN. v. a. [oynnan, Saxon. ] To mend

clothes.

DE'ARNESS. s. [from dear.]

1. Fondness ; kindness ; love .

2. Scarcity ; high price.

DEARNLY. ad. [deopn, Saxon ] Secretly ;

privately ; unseen.

6. Murder ; the act of destroying life un-

lawfully.
7. Cause of death.

8. Destroyer.

Bacon.

Kings.

Pope.

9. [In poetry. The instrument of death.

ments.

Dryden. Pope.

10. [In theology.] Damnation ; eternal tor-

Church Catechism.

DEATHBED. s . [death and bed. ] The bed to

which a man is confined by mortal sickness.

Collier.

DEATHFUL. a. [death and full. ] Full of

slaughter ; destructive ; murderous.

Raleigh.

DE'ATHLESS. a . [from death. ] Immortal ;

never dying. Boyle.

DE'ATHLIKE . a . [death and like.] Resem-

bling death ; still. Crushaw.

DEATH'S-DÓOR. s. [death and door.] A near

approach to death. Taylor.

DEATHSMAN. s. [death and man.] Execu-

tioner ; hangman ; headsman. Shakespeare.

DE'ATHWATCH. S. [death and watch.]

An insect that makes a tinkling noise, super-

stitiously imagined to prognosticate death.

Watts,

To DEA'URATE. v . a . [deauro, Latin. ] To

gild, or cover with gold.

DEAURA'TION. s. [from deaurate. ] The act

of gilding.

DEBACCHA'TION. s. [debacchatio , Latin.]

A raging ; a madness.

To DEBA'R. v. a. [from bar.] To exclude ; to

preclude. Raleigh.

To DEBA'RB. v . a. [ from de and barba, Lat . ]

To deprive of his head.

To DEBA'RK. v. a. [debarquer, Fr.] To discm-

bark ; to leave the ship .

To DEBA'SE. v. a. [ from base.]

1. To reduce from a higher to a lower state ;

to degrade. Locke.

2. To make mean ; to crush into meanness ;

to lower; to impair. Hooker.

3. To sink; to vitiate with meanness ; to

make vile or vulgar. Addison.

4. To adulterate ; to lessen in value by base

admixtures. Hale.

DEBA'SEMENT. s . [from debase. ] The act of

debasing or degrading. Gov. of the Tongue.

DEBA'SER. s . [from debase.[ He that debases ;

he that adulterates ; he that degrades any

thing.

DEBATABLE. a. [from debate.] Disputable .

subject to controversy.

DEBATE. s . [debat, French.]

1. A personal dispute ; a controversy. Locke.

2. A quarrel ; a contest.

To DEBATE. v. a. [debatre, Fr.]

vert ; to dispute ; to contest.

South.

Swift.

Spenser.

DEARTH. s. [from dear.]

1. Scarcity which makes food dear. Bacon.

2. Want ; need ; famine. Shakespeare. To DEBATE. v. n.

3. Barrenness ; sterility. Dryden.

Dict.

Hebrews.

ToDEARTICULATE. v. a . [de and articulus,

Lat. ] To disjoint ; to dismember.

DEATH. s. [dead, Saxon .]

1. The extinction oflife.

2. Mortality ; destruction .

4. The manner of dying.

3. The state ofthe dead.

1. To deliberate.

2. To dispute.

DEBATEFUL. a. [from debate.]

Dryden.

To contro-

Clarendon

Shakespeare.

Tailer.

1. [Of persons.] Quarrelsome ; contentious.

2. Contested ; occasioning quarrels.

Shakespeare. DEBATEMENT. s. [from debate. ] Contest

Shakespeare.

Ezekiel.

Shakespeare .

5. The image of mortality represented by a

skeleton.

controversy. Shakespeare.
DEBATER. s. [from debate.] A disputant,

controvertist.
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Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Tillotson.

To DEBAUCH. v. a . [desbaucher, French.]

1. To corrupt ; to vitiate.

2. To corrupt with lewdness.

3. To corrupt byintemperance.

DEBAUCH. s.A fit of intemperance ; luxury;

excess ; lewdness. Calamy.

DEBAUCHE'E. s. [from debauché, French.] A

lecher; a drunkard. South.

DEBAUCHER. s. [from desbauch.] One who

seduces others to intemperance or lewdness.

DEBAUCHERY. s . [from debauch. ] The prac-

tice ofexcess ; lewdness . Sprat.

DEBAUCHMENT. s. [from debauch.] The

act of debauching or vitiating ; corruption.

}

Taylor.

To DEBE'L. v. a. [debello, Latin.]

To DEBE'LLATE. To conquer ; to over-

come in war. Bacon.

DEBELLA'TION. s. [from debellatio, Latin . ]

The act of conqueringin war.

DEBENTURE. s. [debentur, Lat . from debeo.]

A writ or note, by which a debt is claimed.

Swift.

DE'BILE. a. [debilis, Latin. ] Weak ; feeble ;

languid ; faint. Shakespeare.

TO DEBILITATE. v. a. [debilito, Latin. ] To

weaken ; to make faint ; to enfeeble. Brown.

DEBILITATION. s . [from debilitatio, Latin.]

The act ofweakening.

DEBILITY. s. [debilitas, Latin.] Weakness ;

feebleness ; languor ; faintness. Sidney.

DEBONAIR. a. [debonnaire, Fr.] Elegant ;

civil ; well bred. Milton. Dryden.

DEBONAIRLY. ad. [from debonair. ] Ele-

gantly.

DEBT. s . [debitum, Latin.]

1. That which one man owes to another.

Duppa.

2. That which any one is obliged to do or

suffer. Shakespeare.

DEBTED. particip. [from debt.] Indebted ;

obliged to. Shakespeare.

DEBTOR. s. [debitor, Latin.]

2

Philips.

Dict.

1. He that owes something to another. Swift.

2. One that owes money.

3. One side of an account- book. Addison.

DECACU'MINATED. a. [decacuminatus, Lat. ]

Havingthe top or point cut off.

DECA'DE. s. [Sena, Greek ; decas, Lat.] The

sum often. Holder.

DE'CADENCY. s. [decadence, Fr.] Decay ;

fall. Dict.

DE'CAGON. s. [ from dexa, ten, and yovia, a

corner.] A plain figure in geometry of ten

sides.

DECALOGUE. s. [ denaλoyos, Greek.] The ten

commandments given by God to Moses.

Hammond.

To DECA'MP. v. n. [decamper, Fr.] To shift

the camp ; to move off.

DECA'MPMENT. s. [from decamp.] The act

of shifting the camp .

To DECANT. v. a. [decanter, Fr.] To pour off

gently by inclination . Boyle.

DECANTATION. s. [decantation , Fr.] The

act of decanting.

DECA'NTER. s . [from decant.] A glass vessel

made for pouring off liquor clear.

To DECAPITATE. v. a. [decapito, Latin

To behead.

Clarendon.

To DECA'Y. v. n. [decheoir, Fr.] To lose ex-

cellence ; to decline.

DECA'Ý . s . [from the verb.]

1. Decline from the state of perfection .

Ben Jonson.

2. The effects of diminution ; the marks of

decay. Locke.

Leviticus.

That which

Shakespeare

Death ; de .

3. Declension from prosperity.

DECA'YER. s. [from decay.

causes decay.

DECEASE. s . [decessus, Latin.]
parture from life.

To DECE'ASE. v. n. [decedo, Latin .]

to depart from life.

DECEIT. s. [deceptio, Latin.]

Hooker

To die ,

Chapman.

Job.

Shakespeare.

1. Fraud ; a cheat ; a fallacy.

2. Stratagem ; artifice.

DECEITFUL. a. [deceit and full.] Fraudulent ;

full of deceit.
Shakespeare,

DECEITFULLY. ad. [ from deceitful. ] Frau-

dulently. Wotton.

DECEITFULNESS. s . [from deceitful. ] Ten-

dency to deceive. Matthew.

DECEIVABLE. a. [from deceive.]

1. Subject to fraud ; exposed to imposture.

Milton.

2. Disposed to produce error ; deceitful. Bac.

DECEIVABLENESS . s. [from deceivable.]

Liableness to be deceived. G. ofthe Tongue

To DECE'IVE. v. a. [decipio, Latin .]

1. To cause to mistake ; to bring into errour.

2. To delude by stratagem.

3. To cut off from expectation.

4. To mock ; to fail.

Locke.

Knolles.

Dryden.

DECE'IVER. s. [ from deceive.] One that leads
another into error. South.

DECEMBER. s. [December, Lat.] The last
month ofthe year. Shakespeare.

DECEMPEDAL. a. [from decempeda, Latin.]

Having ten feet in length.

DECEMVIRATE. s. [decemviratus, Latin.]

The dignity and office of the ten governors

ofRome.

DECENCE.
DECENCY. s. [decence, French.]

}

1. Propriety ofform ; proper formality ; be-

coming ceremony. Sprut.

2. Suitableness to character ; propriety. Sou.

3. Modesty; not ribaldry ; not obscenity. Ros.

DECE'NNIAL. a. [from decennium, Latin .]

What continues for the space of ten years.

DECENNO'VAL. a. [decem aud novem,

DECENNO'VARY. Lat. ] Relating to the}

number nineteen. Holder.

DE'CENT. a. [decens, Latin.] Becoming ; fit ;

suitable.
Dryden.

DECENTLY. ad. [from decent.]

1. In a proper manner ; with suitable beha-

viour. Broome.

Dryden.2. Without immodesty.

DECEPTIBILITY. s. [from deceu. ] Liable

ness to be deceived. Glanruie.

DECEPTIBLE. a. [from deceit.] Liable to be

deceived. Brown

DECEPTION. s. [deceptio, Latin.]
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1. The act or means of deceiving ; cheat ;

fraud. South.

2. The state of being deceived. Milton.

DECEPTIOUS. a. [from deceit . ] Deceitful.

Shakespeare.

DECEPTIVE. a. [ from deceit .] Having the

power of deceiving.

DECEPTORY. a. [ from deceit. ] Containing

means of deceit.

DECE'RPT. a . [decerptus, Latin .] Plucked

away ; taken off

DECERPTIBLE. a. [decerpo, Latin. ] That

may be taken off.

DECERPTION. s . [from decerpt. ] The act of

plucking away or taking off.

DECERTATION. s. [decertatio, Latin.] A

contention ; a striving ; a dispute.

DECE'SSION. s. [decessio, Lat. ] A departure.

To DECHARM. v. a. [decharmer, Fr.] To

counteract a charm ; to disenchant. Harvey.

To DECIDE. v. a. [decido, Latin .]

1.To fix the event of; to determine. Dryd.

2. To determine a question or dispute. Glan.

DE'CIDENCE. s . [decidentia, Latin.]

1. The quality ofbeing shed, or of falling off,

as leaves in autumn.

Brown.

Watts.

2. The act offalling away.

DECIDER. s. [from decide.]

1. One who determines causes.

2. One who pacifics quarrels.

3. One who settles an event.

DECIDUOUS . a. [ deciduus, Lat.] Falling, as

leaves in autumn ; not perennial. Quincy.

DECIDUOUSNESS. s. [from deciduous.] Apt-

ness to fall .

DECIMAL. a. [decimus, Latin.] Numbered

by ten ; divided into tenths. Locke.

To DE’CÍMATE. v . a . [decimus, Latin.] To

tithe ; to take the tenth.

DECIMATION. s . [from decimate .]

1. A tithing ; a selection of every tenth.

2. A selection by lot of every tenth soldier

for punishment. Dryden.

To DECIPHER. v. a . [dechiffrer, French. ]

1.To explain thatwhich is written in ciphers.

Sidney.

2. To write out ; to mark down in charac-

ters . South.

3. To stamp ; to characterize ; to mark. Shak.

4. To unfold ; to unravel.

DECIPHERER. s. [ from decipher ] One who

explains writings in cipher.

DECISION. s. [from decide.]

1. Determination ofa difference . Woodward.

2. Determination of an event. Shakespeare.

DECISIVE. a. [from decide.]

1. Having the power of determiningany dif

ference. Rogers.

2. Having the power of settling any event.

3. Positive ; dogmatical.

DECISIVELY. ad. [from decisive .] In a con-

clusive manner.

DECISIVENESS . s. [from decisive .]

1. The power ofterminating any difference,

or settling an event.

2. Positiveness ; dogmaticalness .

DECISORY. a. [from decide. ] Able to deter-

mine or decide.

To DECK. v. a. [decken, Dutch.]

1. To cover ; to overspread.

2. To dress ; to array.

3. To adorn ; to embellish.

DECK. s . [from the verb.]

1. The floor of a ship.

Millon.

Shakespeare.

Prior.

Ben Jonson.

2. Pack of cards piled regularly on each

other. Grew

DECKER. s . [from deck .] A dresser ; a coverer

To DECLAIM. v. n. [declamo, Latin .] To

harangue ; to rhetoricate ; to speak set ora-

tions. Ben Jonson.

DECLAIMER. s. [from declaim .] One who

makes speeches with intent to move the pas
sions. Addison.

DECLAMATION. s . [declamatio, Latin.] A

discourse addressed to the passions ; an ha-

rangue Taylor.

DECLAMA'TOR. s . [ Latin . ] A declaimer;

Tatler.

DECLAM'ATORY. a. [declamatorius, Latin .]

1. Relating to the practice of declaiming.

Wotton.

Dryden.

an orator.

2. Appealing to the passions .

DECLA'RABLE. a. [from declure. ] Capable of

proof or illustration . Brown.

DECLARATION. s . [from declare.]

Corvel.

1. A proclamation or affirmation ; publica-

tion. Hooker. Tillotson.

2. An explanation of any thing doubtful.

3. [In law.] Declaration isthe showing forth

of an action personal in any suit, though it

is used sometimes for real actions.

DECLARATIVE. a . [from declare.]

1. Making declaration ; explanatory. Grew.

2. Making proclamation Swift.

DECLARATORILY. ad. [from declaratory. ]

In form of a declaration ; not promissively.

Brown.

DECLA'RATORY. a. [from deciare. }

1. Affirmative ; expressive ; explanatory. Til.

2. Not enacting a new law, but explaining

the law as it stands.

To DECLA'RE. v . a. [declaro, Lat.]

1. To clear ; to free from obscurity. Boyle.

2. To make known ; to tell evidently and

openly.

3. To publish ; to proclaim.

4. To show in open view.

Dryden.

Chronicles.

Addison.

To DECLARE. t . n. To make a declaration.

Taylor.

DECLA'REMENT. s . [from declare. ] Disco-

very ; declaration ; testimony. Brown.

DECLA'RER. s . [from declare. ] One that

makes any thing known.

DECLENSION. s. ( declinatio , Latin.]

1. Tendency from a greater to a less degree

of excellence.

2. Declination ; descent.

South.

Burnet.

3. Inflexion ; manner of changing nouns.

Clurke

DECLINABLE. a. [from decline. ] Having

variety of terminations.

DECLINATION . s. [declinatio, Latin.]

1. Descent ; change from a better to a worse

state ; decay. Waller.

2. The act ofbending down.

3. Variation from rectitude ; oblique motion ;

obliquity. Bentley.

4. Variation from a fixed point .___Woodward
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s. [In navigation . ] The variation of the

needle from the true meridian of any place

to the East or West.

6. [In astronomy. ] The declination of a star

we call its shortest distance from the equator.

Brown.

7. [In grammar. ] The declension or inflexion

of a noun through its various terminations .

DECLINATOR. s. [from decline .] An in-

strument in dialling.DECLINATORY

Chambers.

To DECLINE. v. n. [declino, Latin. ]

1. To lean downward. Shakespeare.

2. To deviate ; to run into obliquities. Exod.

3. To shun ; to avoid to do any thing.

4. To sink ; to be impaired ; to decay. Den.

To DECLINE. v. a.

1. To bend downward ; to bring down. Spen.

2. To shun ; to avoid ; to refuse ; to be cau-

tious of. Clarendon.

3. To modify a word by various terminations.

Watts.

DECLINE. s. The state of tendency to the

worse ; diminution ; decay. Prior.

DECLIVITY. s . [declivis, Lat .] Inclination or

obliquity reckoned downwards ; gradual de-

scent ; the contrary to acclivity. Swift.

DECLI'VOUS . a . [ declivis, Lat. ] Gradually

descending ; not precipitous .

To DECO'CT. v. a . [decoquo, decoctum, Latin .]

1. To prepare by boiling for any use ; to di-

gest in hot water.

2. To digest by the heat ofthestomach. Dav.

3. To boil in water. Bacon.

4. To boil up to a consistence. Shakespeare.

DECO'CTIBLE. a. [from decoct . ] That which

may be boiled, or prepared by boiling.

DECO'CTION. s. [decoctum, Latin.]

1. The act of boiling any thing. Bacon.

2. A preparation made by boiling in water.

Ben Jonson.

DECO'CTURE. s . [from decoct .] A substance

drawn by decoction .

DECOLLATION. s. [decollatio, Lat. ] The act

ofbeheading. Brown.

DECOMPOSITE. a. [decompositus, Latin. ]

Compounded a second time. Bacon.

DECOMPOSITION. s . [docompositus, Latin.]

The act ofcompounding things already_com-

pounded. Boyle.

To DECOMPOUND. v . a. [decompono, Latin ]

1. To compose of things already compound-
ed.

Boyle. Newton.

2. To separate things already compounded.

DECOMPO'UND. a. [from the verb. ] Com-

posed ofthings or words compounded .

DECO'RUM. s. [Latin. ] Decency ; behaviour

contrary to licentiousness ; scemliness.

Wotton.

To DECO'Y. v. a. [from koey, Dutch, a cage.]

To lure into a cage ; to entrap. L'Estrange .

DECO'Y. s. Allurement to mischiefs . Berkley.

DECO'YDUCK. s. A duck that lures others.

Mortimer.

To DECRE'ASE. v. n . [decresco, Latin. ]

1. To grow less ; to be diminished. Ecclas.

2. To wain, as the moon.

To DECREASE. v . a. To make less ; to dimi

nish. Daniel. Newton.

DECRE'ASE. s. [from the verb.]

1..The state of growing less ; decay. Prior.

2. The wain of the moon. Bacon.

To DECRE'E. v. n . [decretum, Lat.] To make

an edict ; to appoint by edict. Milton.

To DECREE. v. a. To doom or assign by a

decree. Job.

Shakespeare.

Jub

DECRE'E. s . [decretum, Latin .]

1. An edict ; a law.

2. An established rule.

3. A determination of a suit.

DE'CREMENT. s . [decrementum, Latin.] De

crease ; the state of growing less ; the quan-

tity lost by decreasing. Brown

DECREPIT. a. [decrepitus, Latin. ] Wasted

and worn out with age. Raleigh. Addison.

To DECREPITATE. v . a. [decrepo, Latin .]

To calcine salt till it has ceased to crackle

in the fire. Brown.

DECREPITA'TION. s . [from decrepitate.]

The crackling noise which salt makes over

the fire. Quincy.

DECREPITNESS. [from decrepit.] The

DECREPITUDE. last stage ofdecay ; the

last effects of old age. Bentley.

DECRE'SCENT. a . [from decrescens, Latin.]

Growing less.

DE'CRETAL. a . [decretum, Lat.] Appertaining

to a decree ; containing a decree. Ayliffe.

DECRETAL. s. [from the adjective.]

South.

Brown.

1. A book of decrees or edicts . Addison.

2. The collection ofthe pope's decrees. How

DECRETIST. s . [ from decree. ] One that stu-

dies the decretal.
Ayliffe.

DECRETORY. a. [from decree ]

1. Judicial ; definitive.

2. Critical ; definitive.

DECRI'AL.'s. [from decry.] Clamorous ccn-

sure ; hasty or noisy condemnation.

To DECRY'. v. a. [ decrier, Fr. ] To censure ;

to blame clamorously ; to clamour against.

Dryden.

DECUMBENCE. s. [decumbo, Latiņ.] The

DECU'MBENCY. act of lying down , the

posture oflying down. Brown.

DECUMBITURE. s. [from decumbo, Latin.]

1. The time at which a man takes to his bed

in a disease.

}Boyle.

DECORAMENT. s. [from decorate.] Orna-

ment.

To DECORATE. v. a. [decoro, Latin. ] To

adorn ; to embellish ; to beautify.

DECORATION. s. [from decorate.] Orna-

ment; added beauty. Dryden.

DECORATOR. s . [ from decorate. ] An adorner.

DECO'ROUS. a. [decorus, Latin.] Decent ;

suitable to a character.
Ray

TO DECORTICATE. v. a. [decortico, Latin.]
To divest of the bark or husk Arbuthnot.

DECORTICATION. s . [ from decorticate.]

The act of stripping the bark or husk.

2. [In astrology.] A scheme of the heavens

erected for that time, by which the prog-

nosticks ofrecovery or death are discovered.

Dryden.

DECUPLE. a. [decuplus, Lat.] Tenfold. Ray.

DECU'RION. 8. [decurio, Lat. ] A commander

Temple.

DECURSION. s . [decursus, Latin.] The act of

running down,

over ten.

Hale.
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DECURTA'TION . s. [decurtatio, Latin . ] The

act of cutting short.

To DECU'SSATE. v. a. [decusso, Latin.] To

intersect at acute angles. Ray.

DECUSSATION. s . [from decussate. ] The act

ofcrossing ; state ofbeing crossed at unequal

angles. Ray.

To DEDECORATE. v. a. [dedecoro, Latin. ]

To disgrace ; to bring a reproach upon.

DEDECORATION. 8. [from dedecorate.] The

act of disgracing.

DEDECOROUS . a. [dedecus, Lat.] Disgrace-

ful ; reproachful .

DEDENTITION. s . [de and dentitio, Latin .]

Loss or shedding of the teeth .

To DEDICATE. v. a. [dedico, Lat.]

Brown.

1. To devote to some divine power. Numb.

2. To appropriate solemnly to any person or

purpose ; consecration . Clarendon.

Peachum.3. To inscribe to a patron.

DEDICATE. a. [from the verb.] Consecrate;

devote ; dedicated. Spelman.

DEDICATION. s . [dedicatio, Lat.]

1. The act of dedicating to any being or

Hooker.purpose.

2. Aservile address to a patron. Pope.

DEDICATOR. s. [from dedicate. ] One who

inscribes his work to a patron with compli-

ment and servility. Pope.

DEDICATORY. a. [from dedicate.] Compos-

ing a dedication ; adulatory. Pope.

DEDITION. s. [deditio, Latin .]

yielding up any thing.

The act of

Hale.

To D'EDUCE. v. a. [deduco, Lat.]

1. To drawin a regular connected series.

Pope.

2. To form a regular chain of consequential

propositions. Locke.

3. To lay down in regular order. Thomson.

DEDUCEMENT. s. [from deduce.] The thing

deduced ; consequential proposition. Dryden.

DEDUCIBLE. a. [from deduce. ] Collectible

by reason. Brown. South.

DEDU'CIVE. a. [from deduce.] Performing

the act ofdeduction.

To DEDUCT. v. a. [deduco, Lat.]

1. To subtract ; to take away ; to defalcate.

Norris.

Spenser.2. To separate ; to dispart.

DEDUCTION. s. [deductio, Lat.]

1.Consequential collection; consequence. Dup.

2. That which is deducted.
Pope.

DEDUCTIVE. a. [from deduct . ] Deducible.

DEDUCTIVELY. ad. [from deductive. ] Con-

sequentially ; by regular deduction.

DEED. s. [dæo, Saxon.]

1. Action, whether good or bad. Smallridge.

2. Exploit ; performance. Dryden.

Milton.

Hooker.

3. Power of action ; agency.

4. Act declaratory of an opinion.

5. Written evidence of any legal act. Bacon.

6. Fact ; reality ; the contrary to fiction. Lee..

DEE'DLESS. a. [from deed. ] Unactive. Pope.

To DEEM. v. n. particip. dempt ordeemed. [de-

man, Saxon. ] To judge ; to conclude upon
consideration. Spenser. Hooker. Dryden.

DEEM. s. [ from the verb.] Judgment; sur-

mise ; opinion. Shakespeare.

DEE'MSTER. s . [fromem.] A judge

DEEP. a. [deep, Saxon. ]

1. Having length downward.

2. Low in situation ; not high.

Bacon

3. Measured from the surface downward,

as, tenfeet deep . Newton

4. Entering far ; piercing a great way ; as,

a deep wound.

5. Farfrom the outer part.

6. Not superficial ; not obvious.

7. Sagacious ; penetrating,

Clarendon,

Dryden.

Looke.

Locke.

8. Full of contrivance ; politick ; insidious

9. Grave ; solemn.

10. Dark-coloured.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Dryden

11. Having a great deal of stillness, or gloom.

Genesis

Bacon.

Waller

2. The most solemn or still part. Shakespeare.

To DE'EPEN. v. a . [from deep.]

12. Bass ; grave in sound.

DEEP. s . [from the adjective. ]

1. The sea; the main.

1. To make deep ; to sink far below the sur-

face. Addison.

2. To darken ; to cloud ; to make dark.

Peacham.

Pope.3. To make sad or gloomy.

DEEPMOUTHED. a. [deep and mouth.] Hav-

ing a hoarse and loud noise. Gay.

DEEPMU'SING. a . [deep and muse.] Contem-

plative ; lost in thought.

DEEPLY. ad. [from deep.]

Pope.

1. To a great depth ; far below the surface.

2. With great study or sagacity.

3. Sorrowfully ; solemnly.

Tillotson.

Mark. Donne,

3. With a tendency to darkness of colour. Boy.

5. In a high degree. Bacon.

DE'EPNESS.s. [from deep ] Entrance far below

the surface ; profundity ; depth. Knolles.

DEER. s. [deon, Saxon.] That class of animals

which is hunted for venison. Waller

To DEFA'CE . v. a. [defaire, French. ] To de

stroy ; to raze ; to disfigure. Shakesp. Prior.

DEFA'CEMENT. s. [from deface. ] Violation;

injury.
Bacon.

DEFA'CER. s . [from deface. ] Destroyer ; abo-

lisher ; violator. Shakespeare.

DEFA'ILANCE. s . [defailaace, Fr. ] Failure.

Glanville

TO DEFA'LCATE. v. a. [defulquer, French.]

To cut off; to lop ; to take away part.

DEFALCA″TION. ´s. [from defalcate . ] Dimi-

nution ; amputation.
Addison.

DEFA'MATORY. a [from defame. ] Calum

nious ; unjustly censorious ; libellous.

Government ofthe Tongue.

To DE'FAME. v . a . [de and fama, Latin. ] To

make infamous ; to censure falsely in pub-

lick ; to deprive of honour ; to dishonour by

reports. Dec. ofPiety.

DE'FAME. 8. [from the verb.] Disgrace ; dis-

honour. Spenser.

DEFA'MER. s. [from defame. ] One that injures

the reputation of another. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

To DEFA'TIGATE. v. a. [defatigo, Lat.] To

weary.

DEFATIGATION. s. [defatigatio , Latin

Weariness .

DEFAULT. s. [defaut, Fr.]
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1. Omission of that which we ought to do

neglect.

2. Crime ; failure ; fault.

3. Defect ; want.

Hayward.

Davies.

;

4. [ In law. ] Non-appearance in court at a

day assigned.

DEFEASANCE. s . [ defaisance, Fr.]

Cowel.

1. The act of annulling or abrogating any

contract.

2. Defeasance is a condition annexed to an

act ; which performed by the obligee, the

act is disabled . Cowel.

3. The writing in whicha defeasance is con-

tained.

4. A defeat ; conquest. Spenser.

DEFEASIBLE. a. [from defuire, Fr.] That

which may be annulled. Davies.

DEFEAT. s . [from defaire, Fr.]

1. The overthrow of an army. Addison.

2. Act of destruction ; deprivation. Shakesp.

To DEFEAT. v. a.

1. To overthrow.

2. To frustrate.

3. To abolish.

Bacon.

Milton.

DEFEATURE. s. [from de and feature.]

Change offeature; alteration ofcountenance.

Shakespeare.

TO DEFECATE. v. a. [defæco, Lat.]

1 Topurge ; to purify ; to cleanse. Boyle.

2. To purify fromany extraneous or noxious

mixture. Glanville.

DE FECATE. a. [from the verb.] Purged from

lees or foulness. Boyle.

DEFECATION. s. [defæcatio, Latin.] Purifi-

cation.

6. [In fortification .] The part that flanks

another work.

DEFENCELESS, a. [from defence.]

1. Naked ; unarmed ; unguarded .

2. Impotent.

To DEFE'ND. v. a. [defendo, Lat.]

Milton.

Addison.

1. To stand in defence of; to protect ; to

support. Shakespeare.

2. To vindicate ; to uphold ; to assert ; to

maintain.

3. To fortify ; to secure.

4. To prohibit ; to forbid.

Swift.

Dryden,

Milton. Temp.e.

5. To maintain a place or cause.

DEFENDABLE. a. [from defend.] That may

be defended.

DEFENDANT. a. [from defendo, Latin.] De-

fensive; fit for defence. Shakespeare.

DEFENDANT. s. [from the adjective.]

1.He that defends against assailants . Wilk.

2. [In law.] The person accused or sued. Hud .

DEFENDER. s. [from defend. ]

South,

1. One that defends ; a champion. Shakesp

2. An assertor ; a vindicator.

3. [In law.] An advocate.

DEFE'NSATIVE. s . [from defence.]

1. Guard ; defence. Brown,

2. [In surgery. ] A bandage, plaster, or the

like.

DEFE'NSIBLE. a. [from defence .]

1. That may be defended. Bacon.

Collier.

2. Justifiable ; right ; capable ofvindication.

DEFENSIVE. a . [ defensif, Fr.]

1. That serves to defend ; proper for de-

fence. Sidney.

2. In a state or posture of defence. Milton .

DEFENSIVE. s. [from the adjective .]

1. Safeguard.

2. State of defence.

Bacon.

Clarendon.

DEFENSIVELY. ad. [from defensive. ] In a

defensive manner.

Harvey.

DEFECT. 8. [defectus, Latin.]

1. Want ; absence of something necessary.

Davies.

2. Failing , want. Shakespeare.

3. A fault ; mistake ; error.

4. A blemish ; a failure.

Holder.

Locke.

Brown. DEFENST. part. pass. [from defence. ] Defend-

ed. Fairfax.

Hale. To DEFE/R. v. n. [from differo, Lat.]

1. To put off; to delay to act.
Milton.

Hale.

To DEFER. v. a.

Raleigh. Pope.

To DEFECT. v. n. To be deficient.

DEFECTIBILITY. s. [from defectible.] The

state offailing ; imperfection.

DEFECTIBLE. a. [from defect.] Imperfect ;

deficient.

DEFECTION. s. [defectio, Latin.]

1. Want; failure.

2. A falling away ; apostacy.

3. An abandoning of a king, or a state ; re-

volt. Davies.

DEFECTIVE. a. [from defectivus, Latin.]

1. Full of defects ; imperfect ; not sufficient.

Locke. Arbuthnot. Addison.

2. Faulty ; vicious ; blameable. Addison.

DEFECTIVE. or deficient Nouns . [ In gram-

mar.] Indeclinable nouns, or such as want a

number, or some particular case.

DEFECTIVE Verb. [In grammar.] A verb

which wants some of its tenses.

DEFECTIVENESS. s. [from defective .] Want;

faultiness. Addison.

DEFENCE. s. [defensio, Lat.]

1. Guard ; protection ; security. Eccles.

2. Vindication ; justification ; apology. Acts.

3. Prohibition.

4. Resistance.

2. To pay deference or regard to another's

opinion.

1. To withhold ; to delay.

2. To refer to ; to leave to another's judg

ment.

DE'FERENCE. s . [deference, Fr.]

1. Regard ; respect.

2. Complaisance ; condescension.

3. Submission.

Bacon.

Swift.

Locke.

Addison.

Bacon.
DE'FERENT. a. [from deferens, or defero, Lat. ]

That carries up and down.

DE'FERENT. s . [from the adjective. ] That

which carries ; that which conveys. Bacon.

DEFIANCE. s . [from deffi, Fr.]

1. A challenge ; an invitation to fight. Dry

2. A challenge to make any impeachment

good .

3. Expression of abhorrence or contempt.

Decay of Piety

Temple. DEFI'CIENCE.

5. [In law.] The defendant's reply after d

claration produced .
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DEFICIENT. a. [deficiem , Latin .] Falling ;

wanting ; defective. Wotton.

DEFI'ER. s . [from deffi, Fr.] A challenger ; a

Tillotson.contemner.

To DEFI'LE. v. a . [ apılan , Saxon ]

1. To make foul or impure ; to dirty . Shak.

2. To pollute ; to make legally or ritually

impure.

3. To corrupt chastity ; to violate. Prior.

4. To taint ; to corrupt ; to vitiate.

Leviticus.

Wake.

7 DEFILE. v. n. [ deffiler, Fr.] To go offfile

by file.

DEFILE. s . [deffile, Fr.] A narrow passage.

Addison.

DEFI'LEMENT. s . [from defile. ] The state of

being defiled ; pollution ; corruption .Milton .

DEFI'LER. s . [from defile.] One that defiles ; a

corruptor. Addison.

DEFI'NABLE. a. [ from define.]

1. Capable of definition.

2. What may be ascertained."

To DEFINE. v. a. [definio , Latin .]

Dryden.

Burnet.

1. To give the definition ; to explain a thing

by its qualities . Sidney.

2. To circumscribe ; to mark limits. Newt.

To DEFI'NE. v. n. To determine ; to decide .

Bacon.

DEFI'NER. s . [ from define. ] One that describes

a thing by its qualities. Prior.

DEFINITE. a. [from definitus, Latin.]

1. Certain ; limited ; bounded.

2. Exact ; precise .

DEFINITE. s . [from the adjective. ]

explained or defined.

Sidney.

Shakespeare.

Thing

Ayliffe.

DEFINITENESS. s. [from definite.]

1. Certainty.

2. Limitedness.

DEFINITION . s . [ definitio , Latin .]

1. A short description of a thing by its pro-

perties. Dryden.

2. Decision ; determination .

S. [In logick . ] The explication of the essence

of a thingby its kind and difference. Bentley.

DEFINITIVE. a . [definitivus, Latin.] Deter-

minate ; positive , express. Wotton.

DEFINITIVELY, ad. [from definitive.] Posi-

tively; decisively ; expressly. Hall.

DEFINITIVENESS . s. [ from definitive. ] De-

cisiveness.

DEFLAGRABILITY. s . [from deflagro, Lat.]

Combustibility. Boyle.

DEFLA'GRABLE. a. [from deflagro , Latin.]

Having the quality of wasting away wholly
in fire .

DEFAGRATION. s . [ deflagratio, Latin.] The

act orpractice of setting fire to several things

in their preparation. Quincy.

To DEFLECT. v. n . [deflecto, Latin. ] To turn

aside ; to deviate from a true course.Blackm.

DEFLECTION. s. [deflecto, Lat.]

1. Deviation ; the act ofturning aside.Brown.

2. A turning aside, or out of the way.

3. [In navigation. ] The departure of a ship

from its true course.

DEFLEXURE. s. [from deflecto, Latin.] A

bending down; a turning aside or out of the

way.

DEFLORATION. s. [defloration, [Fr.]

1. The act of deflowering,

2. A selection of that which is most valuable.

Hale.

To DEFLO'UR. v. n . [deflorer, Fr.]

1. To ravish ; to take away a woman's vir-

ginity. Ecclus.

Taylor.

2. To take away the beauty and grace of

any thing.

DEFLO'URER. s. [from deflour.] A ravisher.

Addison.

DEFLU'OUS. a . [defluus, Lat.]

$

1. That flows down.

2. That falls off.

DEFLUXION. s . [defluxio, Latin.] The flow

ofhumours downwards. Bacon

DEFLY. ad . [from deft .] Dexterously skill-

fully. Properly deftly . Spenser.

DEFOEDA'TION. s . [from defœdus, Lat ] The

act of making filthy ; pollution. Bentley.

DEFO'RCEMENT. s. [from force.] A with-

holding of lands and tenements by force.

To DEFO'RM. v. a. [ deformo, Lat.]

1. To disfigure ; to make ugly. Shakespeare.

2. To dishonour ; to make ungraceful.

DEFO'RM . a . [deformis, Lat.] Ugly ; disfi-

gured. Spenser. Milton.

DEFORMA'TION s. [deformatio, Lat.] A de-

facing.

DEFO'RMEDLY. ad. [ from deform.] In an

ugly manner.

DEFORMEDNESS. s. [from deformed.] Ug-

liness ; unshapeliness .

DEFO'RMITY. s. [deformitas, Lat. ]

1. Ugliness ; ill favouredness. Shakespeare.

2. Ridiculousness. Dryden.

3. Irregularity ; inordinateness. K. Charles.

4. Disuonour ; disgrace.

DEFO'RSOR. s. [from forceur, Fr.] One that

overcomes and casteth out by force. Blount.

To DEFRAUD . v. a . [defraudo, Lat.] To rob

or deprive by wile or trick. Pope.

DEFRA'UDER. s. [from defraud.] A deceiver.
Blackmore:

To DEFRA'Y . v. a. [defrayer, Fr.] To bearthe

charges of. 2 Mac

DEFRA'YER. s . [ from defray.] One that dis

charges expences.

DEFRA'YMENT. s . [from defray.] The pay-

ment of expences .

DEFT. a. [dor, Sax. ] Obsolete.

1. Neat ; handsome ; spruce.

2. Proper; fitting.

3. Ready; dexterous .

DEFTLY. ad. [ from deft.] Obsolete.

1. Neatly ; dexterously.

2. In a skilful manner.

DEFU'NCT , a . [defunctus, Latin. ] Dead : de

Hudibras.

DEFUNCT. 8. [ from the adjective. ] One that

is deceased ; a dead man, or woman.Graunt.

DEFUNCTION. s. [from defunct.] Death.

Shakespeare.

ceased.

To DEFY'. v. a. [defier, Fr.]

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

1. To call to combat ; to challenge. Dryden.

2. To treat with contempt ; to slight. Shak.

DEFY'. s . [ from the verb.] A challenge ; an

invitation to fight. Dryden

DEFYER. s. [from defy.] A challenger ; one

that invites to fight. South.

DEGE'NERACY. s. [from degeneratio, Latin.]
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1 Departure from the virtue of our ances

tors.

2. A forsaking of that which is good . Tillot.

3. Meanness. Addison.

To DEGENERATE. v. n. [degenerer , Fr.]

1. To fall from the virtue of our ancestors.

2.To fali from a more noble to a base state.

Tillotson .

2. To fall from its kind ; to grow wild or

base. Bacon.

Pope. Swift.

Milton.

DEGENERATE. a . [ from the verb ]

1. Unlike his ancestors.

2 Unworthy ; base.

DEGE'NERÅTENESS. s. [from degenerate ]

Degeneracy ; state of being grown wild, or

out ofkind. Dict.

DEGENERA'TION. s. [from degenerate.]

1. A deviation from the virtue of one's an-

cestors .

2. A falling from a more excellent state to

one of less worth.

state .

3. The thing changed from its primitive

Brown.

DEGENEROUS. a. [from degener, Latin.]

1. Degenerated ; fallen from virtue.

2. Vile ; base ; infamous ; unworthy. South.

DEGENEROUSLY. ad. [from degenerous . ] In

a degenerate manner ; basely ; meanly.

Decay of Piety.

DEGLUTI'TION. s. [deglutition, Fr. ]The act

or power of swallowing. Arbuthnot.

DEGRADATION. s . [degradation, Fr ]

1. Dismission from an office or dignity. Ayl.

2. Diminution of value.

3. Degeneracy ; baseness.

To DEGRA'DE. v. a. [ degrader, Fr.]

South.

1. To put one down fromhis degree Shak.

2. To lessen ; to diminish the value of. Milt.

DEGREE. s. [degré, Fr.]

1. Quality , rank ; station . Psalms.

2. The state and condition in which a thing
Bacon.is.

3. A step or preparation to any thing. Sidney.

4. Order of lineage ; descent of family.Dry.

5. The orders or classes ofthe angels. Locke.

6. Measure ; proportion. Dryden.

7. [In geometry. ] The three hundred and

sixtieth part ofthe circumference of a circle.

8. [In arithmetick. ] A degree consists of three

figures, of three places comprehending units,

tens , and hundreds. Cocker.

9.[In musick.] The intervals ofsounds. Dict.

10. The vehemence or slackness of the hot

or cold quality of a plant, mineral, or other

mixt body. South.

By DEGREES . ad. Gradually ; by little and
little, Newton.

DEGUSTATION. s . [ degustatio, Latin.] A

tasting.

To DEŁOʻRT. v. a. [dehortor, Lat . ] To dis-

suade. Ward.

DEHORTATION. s . [from dehorter, Latin.]

Dissuasion ; a counselling to the contrary.

Ward.

DEHO'RTATORY. a. [from dehortor, Latin. ]

Belonging to dissuasion.

DEHO'RTER. s. [from dehort.] A dissuader ;

an adviser to the contrary.

DEICIDE. s. [from deus and caudo, Latin ]

Death ofour blessed Saviour. Prior

To DEJECT. v. a. [dejicio, Lat.]

1. To cast down; to affict ; to grieve. Shak

2. To make to look sad. Dryden.

DEJECT. v. a. [dejectus, Latin ] Cast down ;

afflicted ; low-spirited .

DEJECTEDLY. ad. [from deject.] In a de-

jected manner ; sadly ; heavily.

DEJECTEDNESS . s. Lowness of spirits.

DEJECTION. s. [dejection, French ; from de-

jectio, Latin.]

Bacon .

1. A lowness of spirits ; melancholy. Rogers.

2. Weakness ; inability.
Arbuthnot.

3. A stool. Ray.

DEJECTURE. s . [ from deject.] The excre-

ments. Arbuthnot.

DEJERA'TION. s . [from dejero, Lat.] A tak-

ing ofa solemn oath.

DEIFICATION. s. [deification, Fr.] The act

ofdeifying, or making a god.

DEIFORM . a . [from deus and forma, Latin.]

Of a godlike form.

To DE'IFY. v. a. [deifier, Fr.]

2.

1. To make a god of; to adore as a god. Sou.

To praise excessively.
Bacon.

To DEIGN. v. n. [from deigner, French.] To

vouchsafe ; to think worthy. Milton.

To DEIGN. v . a . To grant ; to permit. Shak.

To DEINTEGRATE. v. a. [from de and inte-

gro, Lat.] To diminish.

DEI'PAROUS. a. [deiparus, Lat. ] That brings

forth a god ; the epithet applied to the

blessed Virgin.

DE'ISM . s . [deisme, Fr.] The opinion of those

that only acknowledgeone God, withoutthe

reception ofany revealed religion . Dryaen.

DEIST. s. [ deiste, Fr.] A man who follows no

particular religion, but only acknowledges

the existence of God.

DEISTICAL. a. [from deist . ] Belonging to

the heresy of the deists.

DEITY. s. [deite, Fr.]

Burnet.

Watts.

1. Divinity ; the nature and essence ofGod.

2. A fabulous god.

Hooker.

Shakespeare.

3. The supposed divinity of a heathen god.

Spenser.

DELACERATION. s. [from delacero, Latin.]

A tearing in pieces.

DELACRYMA'TION. s. [delacrymatio, Lat.]

The waterishness ofthe eyes.

DELACTATION. s. [delactatio, Latin.] A

weaning from the breast. Dict.

DELA'PSED. a . [delapsus, Latin.] Bearing or

falling down. Dict.

To DELA'TE . v. a . [from delatus, Latin To

carry ; to convey ; to accuse. Bacon.

DELA'TION. s. [delatio, Latin.]

1. A carrying ; conveyance.

2. An accusation ; an impeachment.

DELA'TOR. s . [delator, Lat. ] An accuser ; an

informer. Government ofthe Tongue.

To DELA'Y. v. a. [from delayer, Fr.]

1. To defer; to put off.

1

Bacon

Exodus.

Dryden.2. To hinder ; to frustrate.

To DELA'Y. v . n. To stop ; to cease from ac-

tion. Locke.

DELA'Y. s . [from the verb.]

1. A deferring ; procrastination.Shakespeare .

2. Stay ; stop. Dryden.
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DELA'YER. s . [ from delay.] One that defers.

DELECTABLE. a [ delectabilis, Lat. ] Plea-

sing ; delightful.

DELECTABLENESS . 8. [from delectable.]

Delightfulness ; pleasantness.

DELECTABLY. ad. Delightfully ; pleasantly.

DELECTATION. s . [delectatio, Latin. ] Plea-

sure ; delight.

To DELEGATE. v. a. [delego, Latin.]

1. To send away.

2. To send upon an embassy.

3. To entrust ; to commit to another. Taylor.

4. To appoint judges to a particular cause.

DE'LEGATE. s. [delegatus, Latin.]

1. A deputy; a commissioner ; a vicar. Tayl.

2. [In law.] Delegates are persons delegated

or appointed by the king's commission to sit,

upon an appeal to him, inthe court ofChan-

cery.
Blount.

DELEGATE. a. [delegatus, Latin.] Deputed.

Taylor.

DELEGATES. [ Court of.] A court wherein all

causes of appeal, by way of devolution from

either ofthe archbishops, are decided .

DELEGA'TION. s. [delegatio, Latin.]

1. A sending away.

2. A putting into commission.

3. The assignment of a debt to another.

DELENI'FICAL. a . [delenificus, Lat. ] Having

virtue to assuage, or ease pain.

To DELETE. v. a. [from deleo, Latin. ] To
Dict.blot out.

DELETE'RIOUS. a. [deleterius, Lat. ] Deadly;

destructive . Brown.

DELETERY. a. Destructive ; deadly.Hudib .

DELETION. s. [deletio , Latin .]

1. Act of rasing or blotting out.

2. A destruction.

DELF.

DELFE. }
s. [from delfan, Sax. to dig.]

1. A mine ; a quarry.

Hale.

Ray.

2. Earthen ware ; counterfeit China ware.

[From Delft in Holland.] Smart.

DELIBAʼTION. s. [delibatio, Lat. ] An essay ;

a taste.

TO DELIBERATE. v. a . [delibero, Latin .] To

think, in order to choice, to hesitate.Addison.

DELIBERATE. a. [deliberatus, Latin. ]

1. Circumspect ; wary ; advised ; discreet.

2. Slow ; tedious ; not sudden. Hooker.

DELIBERATELY. ad. [from deliberate. ] Cir-

cumspectly ; advisedly ; warily. Dryden.

DELIBERATENESS . s. [from deliberate . ]Cir-

cumspection ; wariness ; coolness ; caution.

K. Charles.

DELIBERATION. 8. [deliberatio, Lat. ] The

act of deliberating ; thought in order to
choice. Hammond.

DELIBERATIVE. a . [deliberativus,Lat.] Per-

taining to deliberation ; apt to consider.

DELIBERATIVE. s. [from the adjective.]

The discourse in which a question is delibe-
rated. Bacon,

Milton.

DELICACY. s. [delicatesse, Fr.]

1. Daintiness ; fineness in eating.

2.Any thing highly pleasing to the senses. Mil.

3. Softness ; feminine beauty.

4. Nicety ; minute accuracy.

5. Neatness ; elegance ofdress.

Sidney.

Dryden.

6. Politeness ; gentleness of manners.

7. Indulgence ; gentle treatment. Temple.

8. Tenderness ; scrupulousness ; mercifulness

9. Weakness of constitution.

10. Exility ; tenuity ; smallness.

DE'LICATE. a . [delicat, Fr.]

1. Fine ; not coarse ; consisting of small

parts.
Arbuthnot.

2. Beautiful ; pleasing to the eye.

3. Nice ; pleasing to the taste ; of an agree

able flavour. Taylor.

4. Dainty ; desirous of curious meats.

5. Choice ; ' select ; excellent.

6. Polite ; gentle of manners.

7. Soft ; effeminate ; unable to bear hard-

ships. Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.8. Pure ; clear.

DELICATELY, ad. [from delicate.]

1. Beautifully.

2. Finely ; not coarsely.

3. Daintily.

4. Choicely.

5. Politely.

6. Effeminately.

Pope.

Taylor.

DELICATENESS. s. [from delicate.] The

state of being delicate ; tenderness ; softness ;

effeminacy. Deuteronomy.

DE'LICATES. s. [ from delicate. ] Niceties ;

rarities; that which is choice and dainty.King

DELICES. s . pl . [ delicia,Lat. ] Pleasures.Spen.

DELICIOUS. a. [delicieux, Fr.] Sweet ; deli-

cate ; that affords delight ; agreeable. Pope.

DELICIOUSLY. ad. [ from delicious. ] Sweetly;

pleasantly ; delightfully.
Revelations .

DELICIOUSNESS . s . [from delicious .] De-

light; pleasure ; joy. Taylor.

DELIGATION. s. [deligatio, Lat. ] A binding

up.

DELIGHT. s. [delice, Fr.]

1. Joy ; content ; satisfaction.

2. That which gives delight.

Wiseman.

Samuel.

Shakespeare.

To DELIGHT. v. a. [delector, Lat.] To please ;

to content ; to satisfy.
Locke.

To DELIGHT. v. n. To have delight or plea-

sure in. Psalms.

DELIGHTFUL. a . [from delight and full.]

Pleasant ; charming. Sidney.

DELIGHTFULLY. ad. Pleasantly ; charm

ingly ; with delight.
Milton.

DELIGHTFULNESS. s. [from delight. ] Plea-

santness ; comfort ; satisfaction. Tillotson.

DELIGHTSOME. a. [from delight. ] Plea-

sant ; delightful . Grew.

DELIGHTSOMELY. ad. [from delightsome. ]

Pleasantly ; in a delightful manner.

DELIGHTSOMENESS. s. [ from delightsome.]

Pleasantness ; delightfulness.

To DELINEATE. v. a . [delineo , Lat.]

1. To draw the first draught of a thing ; to

design ; to sketch.

2. To paint in colours ; to represent a true

likeness. Brown.

Raleigh.3. To describe.

DELINEATION.s.[delineatio , Lat.] The first

draught ofa thing.
Mortimer

DELINQUENCY. s. [delinquentia, Lat.] A

fault ; failure in duty. Sandys.

DELINQUENT. s. [from delinquens, Latin. ]

An offender. B. Jonson.
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To DE'LIQUATE. v. n. [deliqueo, Latin.] To

melt ; to be dissolved. Cudworth.

DELIQUATION. s. [deliquatio, Latin.] A

melting; a dissolving.

DELIQUIUM. s. [Lat. A chymical term.] A

distillation by the force of fire.

DELI'RAMENT. s. [deliramentum, Latin.] A

doting or foolish idle story. Dict.

To DELIRATE. v. n . [deliro , Lat. , To dote ;

to rave.

DELIRATION. s. [deliratio Latin.] Dotage ;

folly

Swift.

DELIRIOUS a. [delirius, Latin.] Light-

headed ; raving ; doting.

DELIRIUM s. [Latin. ] Alienation of mind ;

dotage. Arbuthnot.

To DELIVER. v_a. [delivrer, Fr.]

1. To give ; to yield ; to offer. Dryden.

2. To cast away; to throw off. Pope.

3. To surrender ; to put into one's hands.

Samuel.

4. To save ; to rescue ; to free. Shakespeare.

5. To speak ; to tell ; to relate ; to utter. Sw.

6. To disburden a woman of a child. Peach.

TO DELIVER over. v a.

1. To put iuto another's hands. Shakespeare.

2. To give from hand to hand. Dryden.

To DELIVER up. v. a. To surrender ; to give

up. Shakespeare.
DELIVERANCE. s . [ delivrance, Fr. ]

1. The act ofdelivering up a thing to another.

2. The act offreeing from captivity, slavery,

or any oppression ; rescue. Dryden.

3. The act of speaking ; utterance. Shak.

4. The act of bringing children. Shakespeare.

DELIVERER. s. [from deliver.]

1. A saver ; a rescuer ; a preserver. Bacon.

2. A relater ; one that communicates some-

thing.

DELIVERY. s. [from the verb.j

1. The act of delivering, or giving.

2 Release ; rescue ; saving.

3. A surrender ; giving up.

Boyle.

Clarendon.

4. Utterance ; pronunciation ; speech. Hook.

5. Use ofthe limbs ; activity. Wotton.

6. Childbirth. Isaiah.

DELL. s. [from dal, Dutch.] A pit; a valley.

Spenser. Tickell.

DELPH. s. A fine sort of earthen ware. Swift.

DELU'DABLE. a . [from delude .] Liable to be

deceived.

To DELU'DF. v. a. [deludo, Latin.]

Brown.

1. To beguile ; to cheat ; to deceive. Dryden.

2. To disappoint ; to frustrate.

DELU'DER. s. [from delude.] A beguiler ; a

deceiver ; an impostor. Granville.

To DELVE. v. a. [delpan, Sax.]

1. To dig ; to open the ground with a spade.

Phillips.

2. To fathom ; to sift. Shakespeare.

DELVE. s. [from the verb . ] A ditch ; a pitfal ;

a den. Ben Jonson.

DE'LVER. s. [from delve.] A digger.

DE'LUGE. s. [deluge, Fr.]

1. A general inundation. Burnet.

2. An overflowing of the natural bounds of

a river.
Denham.

3. Any sudden and resistless calamity.

To DELUGE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To drown ; to lay totally under water.

Blackmore,

2. To overwhelm ; to cause to sink . Pope.

DELUSION. s. (delusio, Latin . ]

1. A cheat ; guile ; deceit ; treachery.

2. A false representation ; illusion ; errour.

Prior.

DELUSIVE. a. [from delusus, Latin. ] Apt to

Priordeceive.

DELU'SORY. a . [from delusus, Lat.] Apt to

deceive. Glanville

DE'MAGOGUE. s. [♪npaywyo;. ] A ringleader

ofthe rabble.

DEMA'IN.

DEME'AN.

DEME'SNE.

South.

s. [domaine, Fr.] That_land

which a man holds originally

of himself. It is sometimes

used also for a distinction between those lands

that the lord of the manor has in his own

hands, or in the hands of his lessee, and such

other lands appertaining to the said manor

as belong to free or copyholders.

DEMAND. s . [demande, Fr.]

1. A claim ; a challenging.

2. A question ; an interrogation.

Swift.

Locke.

3. A calling for a thing in order to purchase

Addison.it.

4. [In law.] The asking of what is due.

Blount.

To DEMAND. v. a. [demander, Fr.] To claim;

to ask for with authority. Peacham

DEMAʼNDABLE. a. [from demand .] That may

be demanded, requested, asked for. Bacon.

DEMA'NDANT. s. [from demand.] He who is

actor or plaintiff in a real action. Coke.

DEMA'NDER. s . [demandeur, Fr.]

1. One that requires a thing with authority.

2. One that asks for a thing in order to pur-

chase it. Carew.

3. A dunner.

DEMEAN. s. [from demener, Fr.] A mien ;

presence ; carriage. Spenser,

To DEME'AN. v. a. [from demener, Fr.]

1. To behave ; to carry one's self. Tillotson.

2. To lessen ; to debase ; to undervalue.Shak.

DEME'ANOUR. s. [demener, Fr.] Carriage ;

behaviour. Clarendon.

DEMEANS. s. pl . An estate in goods or lands.

To DEMENTATE. v. n. [demento, Lat.] To

growmad.

DEMENTATION. s. [dementatio, Lat.] State

ofbeing mad or frantick.

DEMERIT. s. [demerité, Fr.] The opposite to

merit ; ill-deserving. Spenser.

To DEMERIT. v. a. To deserve blame or pu-

nishment.

DEME'RSED. a. [from demersus, Latin.]

Plunged.

DEMERSION. s . [demersio, Lat. ] A drown-

ing.

DE'MI. inseparable particle.[ demi, Fr. ] Half; as,

demi-god, that is , half human, half divine.

DE'MI-CANNON. s. [ demi and cannon. ]

DE'MI-CANNON Lowest. A great gun that

carries a ball thirty pounds weight.

DE'MI-CANNON Ordinary. A great gun. It

carries a shot thirty-two pounds weight.

DEʼMI-CANNON ofthe greatest Size. Agun.

It carries a ball thirty-six pounds weight.
Wilkins.
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DE'MI-SCULVERIN ofthe lowest size. Agun.

It carries a ball nine pounds weight.

DE'MI-SCULVERIN Ordinary. A gun. It car-

ries a ball ten pounds eleven ounces weight.

DE'MICULVERIN elder sort. A gun . It car-

ries a ball twelve pounds eleven ounces

weight. Clarendon.

DEMI-DEVIL. s. Half a devil. Shakespeare.`

DE'MI-GOD. s. [demi and god. ] Partaking of

divine nature ; half a god.

DE'MI-LANCE, s . [demi and lance. ] A light

lance ; a spear. Dryden.

DEMI-MAÑ. s. Half a man. Knolles.

DE'MI-WOLF. s. [demi and wolf. ] Half a

wolf. Shakespeare.

DEMI'SE. s. [from demetre, demis, Fr. ] Death ;

decease. Swift.

To DEMI'SE. v. a. [demis, French.] To grant

at one's death ; to bequeath. Swift.

DEMI'SSION. s . [demissio, Latin.] Degrada-

tion , diminution of dignity. L'Estrange.

To DEMIT. v. a. [demitto, Latin . ] To de-

press . Brown.

DEMOCRACY. s. [Inμongatia .] One of the

three forms of government ; that in which

the sovereign power is lodged in the body of

the people. Temple.

DEMOCRATICAL. a. [from democracy . ] Per-

taining to a popular government ; popular.
Brown.

To DEMO'LISH. v. a. [ demolir, French.] To

throw down buildings ; to rase ; to destroy.

Tillotson.

DEMO'LISHER. s . [ from demolish.] One that

throws down buildings.

DEMOLITION. s. [from demolish. ] The act

of overthrowing buildings. Swift.

DE'MON. s. [dæmon, Latin. ] A spirit ; gene-

rally an evil spirit. Prior.

DEMO'NIACAL.

}
DEMO'NIACK. a. [from demon.]

1. Belonging to the devil ; devilish.

2. Influenced by the devil.
Milton.

DEMO'NIACK. s. [ from the adjective ] One

possessed by the devil. Bentley.
DEMO'NIAN. a. Devilish . Milton.

DEMONO'CRACY. s . [day and ngaтew. ]

The power of the devil.

DEMONO'LATRY. s . [dama and λargua.]

The worship ofthe devil.

DEMONOLOGY. s . [day and λoyos. ] Dis-

course ofthe nature of devils.

DEMONSTRABLE. a . [demonstrabilis, Lat.]

That which may be proved beyond doubt

or contradiction. Glanville.

DEMONSTRABLY. ad. [from demonstrable .]

In such a manner as adnit sof certain proof.

> Clarendon.

To DEMONSTRATE. v . a. [demonstro. Lat.]

To prove with the highest degree of cer-

talnty. Tillotson.

DEMONSTRATION. s. [demonstratio, Lat.]

1. The highest degree of deducible or argu-

mental evidence. Hooker.

2. Indubitable evidence of the senses or rea-

son. Tillotson.

DEMONSTRATIVE. a. [demonstrativus, Lat.]

Having the power of demonstration ; invin-

cibly conclusi , Hooker.

2. Having the power of expressing clearly.

Dryden.

3. That which shows, as demonstrative pro-

nouns.

DEMOʻNSTRATIVELY. ad. [from demon.

strative.]

1. With evidence not to be opposed or

doubted. South.

2. Clearly ; plainly ; with certain knowledge.

Brown.

DEMONSTRATOR. s. [from demonstrate.]

One that proves ; one that teaches.

DEMONSTRATORY. a . [from demonstrate. ]

Having the tendency to demonstrate.

DEMULCENT. a. [demulcens, Latin. ] Soften-

ing; mollifying ; assuasive. Arbuthnot.

To DEMU'R. v . n . [demeurer, French.]

1. To delay a process in law by doubts and

objections. Walton

2. To puse in uncertainty ; to suspend de-

termination . Hayward

3. To doubt ; to have scruples. Bentley.

To DEMU'R. v. a. To doubt of. Milion.

DEMU'R. s . [from the verb.] Doubt ; hesita

tion . South.

Spenser.

DEMU'RE. a. [ des mœurs, French.]

1. Sober ; decent.

2. Grave ; affectedly modest. Bacon. Swift.

To DEMU'RE. v. n. [from the noun.] To look

with an affected modesty. Shakespeare.

DEMU'RELY. ad. [from demure.]

1. With affected modesty ; solemnly. Bacon.

2. Solemnly. Shakespeare.

DEMU'RENESS. s. [from demure.]

1. Modesty ; soberness ; gravity of aspect.

2. Affected modesty.

DEMU'RRER. s. [demeurer, Fr.] A kind of

pause upon a point of difficulty in an action.

Cowel.

DEN. s. [ben, Saxon.]

1. A cavern or hollow running horizontally.

2. The cave ofa wild beast.

Hooker..

Dryden.

3. Den may signify either a valley or a

woody place. Gibson.

DENA'Y. s. Denial ; refusal. Shakespeare.

DENDRO'LOGY. s. [devdgov and λoyos . ] The

natural history oftrees.

DENI'ABLE. a. [from deny .] That which may

be denied . Brown

DENIAL. s . [from deny.]

South.

1. Negation ; the contrary to confession. Sid

2. Refusal ; the contrary to grant. Shuk

3. Abjuration ; contrary to acknowledgment

or profession ofadherence.

DENI'ER. s. [from deny. ]

1. A contradictor ; an opponent. Watts

2. One that does not own or acknowledge.

South

3. A refuser ; one that refuses . King Charles.

DENI′ER. s. [from denarius , Latin. ] A small

denomination of French money.

blacken.

To DENIGRATE. v . a. [denigro, Latin. ] To

Brown. Boyle.

DENIGRATION. s. [denigratio, Latin.] A

blackening, or making black. Boyle.

DENIZATION. s. [from denizen.] The act of

enfranchising. Davies.
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DENIZEN. s. [from dinasddyn, Welsh, a

DE'NISON man of the city. ] A freeman ;

one enfranchised. Davies.

To DENIZEN. v. a. To enfranchise ; to make

free. Donne.

To DENO'MINATE. v. a. [denomino, Latin.]

To name ; to give a name to. Hammond.

DENOMINATION. s. [denominatio, Latin. ]

A name given to a thing. Rogers.

DENO'MINATIVE. a. [from denominate.]

1. That which gives a name ; that which

confers a distinct appellation.

2. That which obtains a distinct appellation.

Cocker.

DENOMINATOR. s . [from denominate. ] The

giver of a name.
Brown.

DENOMINATOR of a Fraction, is the num-

ber below the line, showing the nature and

quality of the parts which any integer is di-

vided into. Harris.

DENOTATION. s. [denotatio, Latin.] The

act of denoting.

To DENOTE. v. a. [denoto, Latin.] To mark ;

to be a sign of; to betoken.

To DENOUNCE. v. a. [denuntco, Latin ; de-

noncer, French.]

1. To threaten by proclamation. Dec. ofP.

2. To give information against. Ayliffe.

DENOUNCEMENT. s. [from denounce.] The

act of proclaiming any menace. Brown.

DENOUNCER. s. [from denounce. ] One that

declares some menace. Dryden.

DENSE. a. [densus, Latin.] Close ; compact ;

approaching to solidity. Locke.

DENSITY. s. [densitas, Latin.] Closeness ;

compactness ; close adhesion ofparts. Newton.

DENTAL. a. [dentalis, Latin.]

1. Belonging or relating to the teeth.

2. [ In grammar.] Pronounced principallyby

the agency of the teeth. Holder.

DENTAL. s . A small shell-fish . Woodward.

DENTE'LLI. s. [ Italian . ] Modillons.

DENTICULATION. s. [denticulatus, Latin.]

The state of being set with small teeth . Grew.

DENTICULATED. a. [dvnticulatus, Latin. ]

Set with small teeth .

DENTIFRICE. s. [ dens and frico, Latin.] A

powder made to scour the teeth. B. Jonson.

DENTI'TION. s. [dentitio, Latin. ]

1. The act ofbreeding the teeth.

2. The time atwhich children's teeth are bred.

To DENU'DATE. v . a. [denudo, Latin. ] To

divest ; to strip. Decay ofPiety.

DENUDATIOÑ. s . [ from denudate.] The act

ofstripping.

To DENU'DE. v. a . [denudo , Latin.] To strip ;

to make naked. Clarendon.

DENUNCIATION. s. [denunciatio, Latin. ]

The act of denouncing ; a public menace.

Ward.

DENUNCIATOR. s. [from denuncio, Latin . ]

1. He that proclaims any threat.

2. He that lays an information against an-

other.

To DENY'. v. a. [denier, French.]

Ayliffe.

1. To contradict an accusation ; not to con-

fess.

2. To refuse ; not to grant.

2. To abnegate ; to disown.

4. To renounce ; to treat as foreign, or not

belonging to one. Spratt.

To DEOBSTRUCT. v. a. [deobstrue, Latin.]

To clear from impediments. Mortimer.

DEO'BSTRUENT. s. [deobstruens, Latin.] A

medicine that has the power to resolve vis-

ciditise. Arbuthnot.

DEODAND. s . [ Deo dandum, Latin. ] A thing

given or forfeited to God for the pacifying his

wrath, in case of any misfortune, by which

any Christian comes to a violent end, without

the fault of any reasonable creature. Cowel.

To DEO'PPILÅTE. v. a. [de and oppilo, Lat.]

To deobstruct ; to clear a passage.

DEOPPILATION. s. [from deoppilate.] The

act of clearing obstructions.

DEO'PPILATIVE. a. [from deoppilate.] De

obstruent. Harvey.

DEOSCULATION. s . [deosculatio, Lat.] The

act of kissing . Stillingfleet.

Brown

To DEPA'INT. v. a. [depeint, French.]

1. To picture ; to describe by colours. Spen.

2. To describe.

To DEPART. v. n. [depart, French.]

1. To go away from a place.

2. To desist from practice.

3. To be lost ; to perish.

Gay.

Susannah.

Kings.

Esdras.

4. To desert ; to revolt ; to fall away ; to

apostatize.
Isaiah.

5. To desistfrom a resolution or opinion, Clar.

6. To die ; to decease ; to leave the world.

Genesis.

To DEPART. v. a. To quit ; to leave ; to re-

tire from. Ben Jonson,

To DEPART. v. a. [ partir, Fr.] To divide

to separate.

DEPART. s. [depart, French.]

1. The act of going away.

2. Death.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

3. [With chymists.] An operation so named,

because the particles of silver are departed

or divided from gold.

DEPARTER. s . [from depart. ] One that re-

fines metals by separation.

DEPARTMENT. ` s. [ departement, French.]

Separate allotment ; business assigned to a

particular person.

DEPARTURE. s . [from depart.]

1. Going away.

Arbuthnot.

2. Death ; decease ; the act of leaving the

present state of existence. Addison.

3. A forsaking ; an abandoning. Tillotson.

DEPA'SCENT. a. [depascens, Latin.] Feeding

greedily.

To DEPA'STURE. v. a. [from depascor, Lat.]

To eat up ; to consume by feeding upon it.

Spenser

To DEPAUPERATE. v . a . [depaupero, Lat.]

To make poor. Arbuthnot.

DEPECTIBLE. a. [from depecto, Lat.] Tough ;

clammy.

To DEPE/INCT. v. a. [depeindre, Fr.]To paint ;

to describe in colours. Spenser.

To DEPE'ND. v. n. [dependeo, Latin.]

1. To hang from. Dryden.

2. To be in a state of servitude or expecta-

Genesis. tion . Bacon.

Dryden. 3. To he in suspense. Bacon.

Joshua. 4. To DEPEND upon. To rely on ; to trustto.
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5. To be in a state of dependance. Shak. DEPLORATION. s. [from deplore.] The act

of deploring.6. To rest upon any thing as its cause. Rog

DEPENDANCE.

DEPENDANC
Y

. 8. [from depend .]

1. The state of hanging down from a sup.

porter.

2. Something hanging upon another. Dryd.

3. Concatenation ; connexion ; relation of

one thing to another. Locke.

4. State ofbeing at the disposal of another.

Tillotson.

5. The things or persons of which any man

has the dominion. Bacon.

6. Reliance ; trust ; confidence. Hooker.

DEPENDANT. a. [from depend.] In the

power of another. Hooker.

DEPENDANT. s. [from depend.] One who

lives in subjection, or at the discretion of

Clarendon.another.

DEPENDENCE.

DEPENDENCE. 8. [from dependeo, Lat.]

1. Thing or person at the disposal or discre-

tion of another. Collier.

2. State ofbeing subordinate, or subject. Bac.

3. That which is not principal ; that which

is subordinate. Burnet.

4. Concatenation , connexion. Shakespeare.

5. Relation of any thing to another. Burnet.

6. Trust ; reliance ; confidence. Stillingfleet.

DEPENDENT. a. [dependens, Latin. ] Hang-

ing down. Peacham.

DEPENDENT. s. [from dependens, Latin.]

One subordinate. Rogers.

DEPENDER. s. [from depend . ] One that re-

poses on the kindness of another. Shak.

DEPERDITION. s. [from deperditus, Latin.]

Loss ; destruction. Brown.

DEPHLEGMATION. s . [from dephlegm .] An

operation which takes away from the phlegm

any spirituous fluid by repeated distillation .

Quincy. Boyle.

To DEPHLEGM. v. a. [dephlegmo, low

To DEPHLEGMATE . Lat. To clear from

phlegm, or aqueous insipid matter. Boyle.

DEPHLEGMEDNESS . s. [from dephlegm .]

The quality of being freed from phlegm. Boy.

To DEPICŤ. v. a. [aepingo, depictum, Lat.]

1. To paint ; to pourtray.

2. To describe to the mind.

DEPILATORY. s. [de and pilus, Latin.] An

application used to take away hair.

DEPILOUS . a. [de and pilus, Latin.] With-

out hair. Brown.

DEPLANTATION. s. [deplanto, Latin .] The

act oftaking plants up from the bed.

DEPLETION. s. [depleo, depletus, Lat.] The

act of emptying.

DEPLORABLE. a. [from deploro, Latin.]

1. Lamentable ; sad ; calamitous ; miserable ;

hopeless. Clarendon.

2.
nonsense.

Taylor.

Felton.

Arbuthnot.

tible; despicable

; as, deplorable

DEPLORABLENESS

. s. [from
deplorable

. ]

The
state

of being
deplorable

.

DEPLO'RABLY

. ad. [from
deplorable

. ] La-
mentably

; miserably

. South
.

DEPLO'RATE

. a.. [ deploratus

, Lat
.] Lament-able

; hopeless

. L'Estrange

.

To DEPLO'RE. v . a. [deploro, Latin.] To la

ment ; to bewail ; to bemoan. Dryden.

DEPLO'RER. s. [from deplore.] A lamenter ;
a mourner.

DEPLUMA'TION. s. [deplumatio, Latin.]

1. Plucking offthe feathers.

2. [In surgery. ] A swelling of the eye-lids,

accompanied with the falling of the hairs

from the eye-brow. Philips.

To DEPLUME. v. a . [de and pluma, Latin .]

To strip of its feathers.

To BEPO'NE. v. a. [depono, Latin.]

1. To lay down as a pledge of security.

2. To risk upon the success of an adven-

ture. Hudibras.

DEPO'NENT. s. [from depono, Latin.]

To

1. One that deposes his testimony in a court

ofjustice.

Bacon.

2. [In grammar.] Such verbs as have no ac-

tive voice are called deponents. Clarke.

DEPO'PULATE. v. a. [depopulor, Latin.]

To unpeople ; to lay waste.

DEPOPULATION. s. [from depopulate.] The

act ofunpeopling ; havock ; waste.

DEPOPULATOŘ. s. [from depopulate. ] A

dispeopler ; a destroyer ofmankind.

To DEPORT. v. a. [deporter, French. ] To car-

ry; to demean. Pope.

DEPO'RT. s. [ from the verb.] Demeanour ;

behaviour. Milton.

DEPORTATION. 8. [deportatio, Latin. ]

1. Transportation ; exile into a remote part

of the dominion.

Ayliffe.2. Exile in general.

DEPO'RTMENT. s. [deportement, French.]

1. Conduct ; management.

2. Demeanour ; behaviour.

To DEPO'SE. v. a. [depono, Latin. ]

Wotion.

Swift.

1. To lay down ; to lodge ; to let fall. Woodw.

2. To degrade from dignity. Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

Shak.

3. To take away ; to divest.

4. To give testimony ; to attest.

5. To examine any one on his oath.

To DEPO'SE. v. n. To bear witness . Sidney.

DEPO´SITARY. s. [depositarius, Latin.] One

with whom any thing is lodged in trust. Shak.

To DEPO'SITE. v . a . [depositum, Latin.]

1. Tolay up ; to lodge in any place. Bentley.

2. To lay up as a pledge, or security.

3. To place at interest.

4. To lay aside.

DEPO'SITE. s. [ depositum, Latin .]

Sprat

Decay ofPiety

1. Any thing committed to the trust and care

of another.

2. A pledge ; a pawn ; a thing given as a se-

curity.

3. The state ofa thing pawned or pledged. Ba.

DEPOSITION. s.

1. The act of giving public testimony.

2. The act of degrading one from dignity.

DEPOSITORY. s. [from deposite. ] The place

where any thing is lodged. Addison.

DEPRAVA'TION. s. [ depravatio, Latin.]

1. The act ofmaking any thing bad . Swift.

2. Degeneracy ; depravity. '
South.

3. Defamation. Shakespeare.
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To DEPRAVE. v. a. [depravo, Latin ] To vi-

tiate ; to corrupt.
Hooker.

DEPRA'VEDNESS. s. [from deprave.] Cor-

ruption ; taint ; vitiated state. Hammond.

DEPRA'VEMENT. s. [from deprave.] A viti-

ated state. Brown.

DEPRA'VER. s . [from deprave ] A corrupter.

DEPRAVITY. s . [from deprave. ] Corruption.

To DEPRECATE. v. a.

Prior.

1. To beg off; to pray deliverance from ; to

avert by prayer. Smalridge.

2. To implore mercy.

DEPRECATION. s. [deprecatio, Latin.] Pray-

er against evil.

DEPRECATIVE. a. [from deprecate . ] That
DEPRECATORY. serves to deprecate.

Brown.

Bacon.

DEPRECATOR. s . [deprecator, Latin. ] An

excuser.

To DEPRECIATE. v. a. [depretiare, Latin.]

1. To bring a thing down to a lower price.

2. To undervalue. Addison.

TO DE'PREDATE. v. a . [deprædari, Latin.]

1. To rob ; to pillage.

2. To spoil ; to devour. Bacon.

DEPREDATION. s. [deprædatio, Latin.]

1. A robbing ; a spoiling.
·
2. Voracity ; waste.

Hayward.

Bacon.

DEPREDATOR. s. [deprædator, Latin. ] A

robber ; a devourer. Bacon.

Bacon .

To DEPREHE'ND. v. a . [deprehendo, Latin.]

1. To catch one ; to take unawares. Hooker.

2. To discover ; to find out a thing.

DEPREHENSIBLE. a. [ from deprehend.]

1. That may be caught.

2. That may be understood.

DEPREHENSIBLENESS. s.

1. Capableness of being caught.

2. Unintelligibleness.

DEPREHENSION. s . [deprehensio, Latin.]

1. A catching or taking unawares.

2. A discovery.

To DEPRESS. v. a. [from depressus, Latin.]

1. To press or thrust down.

2. To let fall ; to let down. Newton.

3. To humble ; to deject ; to sink . Addison.

DEPRESSION. s . [depressio , Latin.]

1. The act of pressing.

2. The sinking or falling in of a surface. Boyle.

3. The act of humbling ; abatement. Bacon.

DEPRESSION of an Equation in algebra]

is the bringing it into lower and more sim-

ple terms of division.

DEPRE'SSOR. s. [depressor, Latin. ] He that

keeps or presses down.

DEPRIVATION.s. [from de and privatio,Lat.]

1. The act of depriving, or taking away

from. Bentley.

2. [In law.] Is when a clergyman, as a bishop,

parson, vicar, or prebend, is deposed from

his preferments.

To DEPRIVE. v. a. [from de and privo, Lat . ]

1. To bereave one of a thing. Clarendon.

Dryden.

Spenser.

Bacon.

2. To hinder ; to debar from.

3. To release ; to free from.

4. To put out of any office.

DEPTH. s. [from deep, of diep, Dutch.]

1. Deepness ; the measure of any thing from

the surface downward. Bacon.

2. Deep place ; not a shoal. Dryden.

3. The abyss ; a gulf of infinite profundity.

Proverbs.

4. The middle or height of a season ; applied

commonly to the winter. Clarendon.

5. Abstruseness ; obscurity. Addison.

To DEPTHEN. v. a. [diepen, Dutch. ] To

deepen. Dict.

To DEPU'CELATE. v. a. [depuceler, French. ]

To deflour. Dict.

DEPU'LSION. s . [ depulsio, Latin . ] A beating

or thrusting away.

DEPU'LSORY. a . [from depulsus, Lat. ] Put-

ting away.

Boyle.

To DEPU'RATE. v . a. [depurer, French.] To

purify ; to cleanse.

DEPURATE. a. [from the verb.]

1. Cleansed ; freed from dregs.

2. Pure ; not contaminated.

DEPURATION. s . [depuratio, Lat.] The act

of separating the pure from the impure part

of any thing.

To DEPU'RE. v . a . [depurer, French.]

1. To free from impurities.

2. To purge.

Glanvile.

Boyle.

Raleigh.

DEPUTATION. s . [deputation, French. ]

1. The act of deputing, or sending with a

special commission.

2. Vicegerency. South.

To DEPUTE. v. a. [deputer, French. ] To send

with a special commission ; to impower one

to transact instead of another. Roscommon.

DEPUTY. s . [ deputé, Fr. from deputatus, Lat.

1. A lieutenant ; a viceroy. Hale

2. Any one that transacts business for an-

other. Hooker.

To DEQUA'NTITATE. v. a. [from de and

quantitas, Latin. ] To diminish the quantity

of. Brown.

DER, in the beginning of names of places, is

derived from deon, a wild beast, unless the

place stands upon a river ; then from the

British dur, i. e. water.

}v.

To DERA'CINATE. v. a. [deraciner, French .]

To pluck or tear up by the roots. Shak

To DERA'IGN. v. a. To prove ; to justify.

To DERA'IN. Blount.

DERA'Y. s . [from desrayer, French. ] Tumult,

disorder ; noise.

To DERE. v. a . [deɲian, Saxon . ] To hurt. Ob-

solete. Spenser.

DERELICTION. s. [derelictio, Latin. ] An

utter forsaking or leaving. Hooker.

DERELICTS. s. pl. [ In law.] Such goods as

are wilfully thrown away. Dict.

To DERI'DĚ. v. a. [derideo, Lat. ] To laugh

at ; to mock ; to turn to ridicule. Tillotson.

DERI′DER. s. [from the verb.] A mocker ; a

scoffer. Hooker.

DERI'SION. s. [derisio, Latin.]

1. The act of deriding or laughing at.

2. Contempt ; scorn ; a laughing-stock.

Jeremiah. Milton.

DERI'SIVE. a. [from deride. ] Mocking ; scof-

fing. Pope.

DERI'SORY, a. [derisorius, Latin .] Mocking ;

ridiculing.

DERIVABLE. a. [from derive. ] Attainable
by right ofdescent or derivation South
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DERIVATION s. [derivatio, Latin.]

1. A draining of water. Burnet.

2. The tracing of a word from its original.

Locke

3. The tracing of any thing from its source.

Hale.

4. [In medicine. ] The drawing ofa humour

from one part of the body to another. Wise.

DERIVATIVE. a. [derivativus, Lat.] Derived

or taken from another. Hale.

DERIVATIVE. s . [from the adjective.] The

thing or word derived or taken from another.

South.

DERIVATIVELY. ad. [from derivative. ] In

a derivative manner.

To DERI'VE. v. a . [deriver, French, from de-

rivo, Latin. ]

1. To turn the course of any thing.

2. To deduce from its original.

South.

Boyle.

3. To communicate to another, as from the

origin and source. South.

4. To communicate to by descent of blood.

Felton.

Davies.

5. To spread from one place to another.

6. [In grammar.] To trace a word from its

origin.

To DERIVE. v. n .

Shakespeare

1. To comefrom ; to owe its origin to . Prior.

2. To descend from.

DERIVER. s. [from derive. ]

or fetches from the original.

One that draws

South.

DERN. a. [deaɲn, Saxon.]

1. Sad ; solitary.

DERNIER. a. Last. Ayliffe.

2. Barbarous ; cruel. Out of use.

To DEROGATE. v. a. [derogo, Latin.]

1. To do an act contrary to a preceding law

or custom. Hale.

2. To lessen the worth of any person or

thing ; to disparage.

To DEROGATE. v. n . To detract.

DEROGATE. a. [from the verb. ] Lessened

in value. Shakespeare.

DEROGATION. s . [derogatio, Latin.]

1. The act of breaking and making void a

former law. South.

2. A disparaging ; lessening or taking away

the worth of any person or thing. Hooker.

DERO'GATIVE. a. [derogativus, Latin .] De-

tracting ; lessening the value. Brown.

DERO'GATORILY. ad. [from derogatory .] In

a detracting manner.

DERO'GATORINESS. s. [from derogatory.]

The act of derogating.

Brown.

DERO'GATORY. a. [derogatorius, Latin. ]

That lessens the value of.

DERVIS. s. [dervis, Fr.[ A Turkish priest.

DESCANT. s . [descanto, Italian.]

Sandys.

1. A song or tune composed in parts.Milton.

2. A discourse ; a disputation ; a disquisition

branched out into several divisions or heads.

Gov. ofthe Tongue.
To DE'SCANT. v. n .

1. To sing in parts.

2. To discourse copiously ; to display with

superfluity ofwords.

To DESCEND. v. n. [descendo, Latin .]

1. To come from a higher place to a lower.

Matthew

2. To come suddenly ; to fall upon as an ene

my.

3. To make an invasion

Pope.

Dryden.

4. To proceed from an original, or ancestor.

Collier.

5. To fall in order of inheritance to a sue-

Locke.cessor.

6. To attend a discourse from general to

particular consideration. Decay of Piety.

To DESCE'ND. v. a. To walk downward

upon any place.
Milton.

DESCENDANT. s. [descendant, French. ] The

offspring of an ancestor. Bacon.

DESCENDENT. a. [descendens, Latin.]

1. Falling ; sinking ; coming down.

2. Proceeding from another, as an origina

or ancestor.

Ray

Pope.

Hale

DESCE'NDIBLE. a. [from descend.]

1. Such as may be descended.

2. Transmissible by inheritance.

DESCENSION. 8. [descensio, Latin ]

1. The act offalling or sinking ; descent.

2. Adeclension ; a degradation . Shakespeare.

3. [In astronomy. ] Right descension is the arch

ofthe equator, which descends with the sign

or star below the horizon ofa direct sphere.

Oblique descension is the arch ofthe equator,

which descends with the sign below the hori-

zon ofan oblique sphere. Ozenam .

DESCENSIONAL. a. [from descension .] Re-

latingto descent.

DESCENT. 8. [descensus, Latin.]

1. The act of passing from a higher place.

2. Progress downward.

3. Obliquity ; inclination.

4. Lowest place.

Blackmore

Locke.

Woodward.

Shakespeare.

5. Invasion ; hostile entrance into a king-

dom. Wotton. Clarendon.

6. Transmission of any thing by succession

and inheritance. Locke.

7. The state of proceeding from an original

or progenitor. Atterbury.

8. Birth; extraction ; process oflineage. Sh.

9. Offspring ; inheritors. Milton.

Hooker.

10. A single step in the scale of genealogy.

11. A rank in the scale or order of being.

Milton.

To DESCRIBE. v . a. [describo , Latin.]

1. To mark out any thing by the mention of

its properties. Watts.

2. To delineate ; to mark out ; as, a torch

waved about the head describes a circle.

3. To distribute into proper heads or divi-

sions. Joshua.

4. To define in a lax manner.

DESCRIBER. s. [from describe.] He that de-

scribes. Brown.

DESCRI′ER. s. [from the verb. ] A discoverer ;

a detecter. Crashaw .

DESCRIPTION. s. [ descriptio, Latin.]

1. The act of describing or making out any

person or thing by perceptible properties.

2. The sentence or passage in which any

thing is described.

3. A lax definition..

Dryden.

Watts.
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4. The qualities expressed in a description.

Shakespeare.

To DESCRY'. v. a. [descrier, French ]

1. To give notice of any thing suddenly dis-

covered.

2. To spy out ; to examine at a distance.

Judges.

3. To detect ; to find out any thing conceal-

ed. Wotton.

4. To discover ; to perceive by the eye ; to

see any thing distant or absent. Digby. Prior.

DESCRY'. s. [from the verb. ] Discovery ;

thing discovered. Shakespeare.

To DESECRATE. v a. [desacro, Latin .] To

divert from the purpose to which any thing

is consecrated.

DESECRATION. s . [from desecrate.] The

⚫ abolition of consecration.

DE'SERT. s. [desertum, Latin.] A wilderness ;

solitude ; waste country ; uninhabited place.

Shakespeare.

DE'SERT. a. [desertus, Latin.] Wild ; waste ;

solitary. Deuteronomy.

To DESERT. v. a. [deserter, French ; desero,

Latin.]

1. To forsake ; to fall away from ; to quit

meanly or treacherously.

2. To leave ; to abandon.

Dryden.

Bentley.

3. To quit the army, or regiment, in which

one is enlisted .

DESERT. s. [from deserve.]

1. Qualities or conduct considered with re-

spect to rewards or punishments ; degree of

merit or demerit.. Hooker.

2. Proportional merit ; claim to reward. Sou.

3. Excellence ; right of reward ; virtue .

DESERTER. s. [from desert.]

1. He that has forsaken his cause or his post.

Dryden.

2. He that leaves the army in which he is

enlisted. Decay ofPiety.

3. He that forsakes another.

DESERTION. s. [from desert.]

Pope.

1. The act offorsaking or abandoning a cause

or post. Rogers.

2. [In theology.] Spiritual despondency ; a

sense of the dereliction of God ; an opinion

that grace is withdrawn. South.

DESERTLESS. a. [from desert .] Without me-

rit. Dryden.

To DESERVE. v. a. [deservir, French.]

1. To be worthy of eithergood or ill. Hook.

2. To be worthy of reward. South.

DESERVEDLY. ad [from deserve.] Worthily ;

according to desert. Milton.

DESE'RVĚR. s. [from deserve.] A man who

merits rewards. Wotton.

DESICCANTS. s. [ from desicate. ] Applica.

tions that dry up the flow of sores , driers ..

Wiseman.

To DE'SICCATE. v. a. [desicco, Latin.] To

dry up. Hale.

DESICCATION. s. [from desiccate.] The act

ofmaking dry. Bacon.

DESICCATIVE. a. [from desiccate.] That

which has the power of drying sores.

To DESIDERATE. v. a. [desidero, Latin.] To

want; to miss. Cheyne.

DESI'DIOSE. a. [desidiosus, Lat.] Idle ; lazy ;

heavy. Dict.

To DESI'GN. e. a. [designo, Lat. dessiner, Fr.]

1. To purpose; to intend any thing.

2. To form or order with a particular pur

Stillingfleet .

Clarendon.

pose.

3 To devote intentionally.

4. To plan ; to project ; t o form in a rude

draught.

5. Tomark out.

DESIGN. s . [ from the verb.]

1. An intention ; a purpose.

Wotton.

Locke.

2. A scheme ; a plan of action. Tillotson.

3. A scheme formed to the detriment of ano-

ther. Locke.

4. The idea which an artist endeavours to

execute or express. Addison.

DESIGNABLE. a. [designo, Latin.] Distin-

guishable ; capable to be particularly mark.

ed out. Digby.

DESIGNATION. s . [designatio, Latin.]

1. The act ofpointing or marking out. Swift.

2. Appointment ; direction.

3. Import ; intention.

DESIGNEDLY. ad. [ from design . ] Purposely;

intentionally ; not inadvertently ; not fortui-

tously.

Bacon.

Locke.

Ray.

Decay ofPiety.

Addison.

DESIGNER. s . [from design.]

1. A plotter ; a contriver.

2. One that forms the idea of any thing in

painting or sculpture .

DESIGNING. part. a . [from design.] Insidious ;

treacherous ; deceitful . Southern.

DESIGNLESS . a . [ from design ] Unknowing ;

inadvertent.

DESIGNLESSLY. ad. [from designless .]

Without intention ; ignorantly ; inadvertent-

Boyle.
DESIGNMENT. s . [from design .]

I. A scheme ofhostility. Shakespeare.

2. A plot ; a malicious intention. Hayward.

3. The idea or sketch of a work. Dryden.

DESIRABLE. a . ]from desire.]

1. That which is to be wished with earnest-

ness. Rogers.

Addison.2. Pleasing ; delightful.

DESIRE. s. [ desir, French, desiderium, Latin .]

Wish; eagerness to obtain or enjoy. Locke.

To DESI'RE. v. a. [ desirer, French. ]

1. To wish; to long for. Deuteronomy.

2. To express wishes ; to appear to long.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.3. To ask ; to intreat.

DESI'RER. s. [ from desire. ] One that is eager

of any thing Shakespeare.

DESI'KOUS. a. [from desire. ] Full of desire ;

eager ; longing after. Hooker.

DESIROUSNESS. s. [from desirous. ] Fuliness

of desire.

DESIROUSLY. ad. [from desirous.] Eagerly ;

with desire .

To DESI'ST . v. n . [desisto, Latin.] To cease

from any thing ; to stop. Milton.

DESI'STANCE. s. [from desist. ] The act of

desisting ; cessation. Boyle.

DESITIVE. a. [ desitus, Latin. ] Ending ; con-

cluding.
Watis

DESK. 8. [disch, a table, Dutch. ] An inclining

table for the use ofwriters or readers .

Walton.

DE'SOLATE. a. [desolatus, Lat ]

1. Without inhabitants ; uninhabited Broome
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2. Deprived of inhabitants ; laid waste. Jer. DESPITEFUL. a. [despite and full. ] , Mali-

3. Solitary ; without society.

To DE'SOLATE. v. a . [desolo, Latin.] To de-

prive ofinhabitants. Thomson.

DE'SOLATELY. ad. [from desolate. ] In a de-

solate manner.

DESOLA'TION. s. [from desolate .]

1. Destruction ofinhabitants . Spenser.

2. Gloominess ; sadness ; melancholy. Sidney.

3. A place wasted and forsaken . Jeremiah.

DESPAIR. s . [desespoir, French.]

1. Hoplessness ; despondence. Corinthians .

2. That which causes despair ; that ofwhich

there is no hope. Shakespeare.

Wake.

3. [In theology. ] Loss of confidence in the

mercy ofGod. Sprat.

To DESPAIR. v. n. [despero, Latin.] To be

without hope ; to despond.

DESPAIRER. s. [from despair.] One without

hope. Dryden.

DESPA'IRFUL. a. [despair and full. ] Hope-

less . Obsolete. Sidney.

DESPA'IRINGLY. ad. [from despairing.] În

a manner betokening hopelessness. Boyle.

To DESPATCH. v. a. [depecher, French.]

1. To send away hastily. Temple.

2. Tosend out of the world ; to put to death.

Shakespeare.

3. To perform a business quickly. *Locke.

4. To conclude an affair with another. Shak.

DESPATCH. s . [from the verb.]

1. Hasty execution. Granville.

2. Conduct ; management. Shakespeare.

3. Express ; hasty messenger or message.

DESPATCHFUL. a. [from despatch. ] Bent

Pope.
on haste.

DESPERATE. a. [desperatus, Latin.]

1. Being without hope. Shakespeare.

2. Without care of safety ; rash. Hammond.

8. Irretrievable ; unsurmountable ; irrecover-

able.

4. Mad ; hot-brained ; furious.

DE'SPERATELY. ad. [from desperate.]

1. Furiously ; madly.

Locke.

Spenser.

Brown.

2. In a great degree ; this sense is ludicrous.

DESPERATENESS. s . [from desperate. ] Mad-

ness ; fury; precipitance.
Hammond.

DESPERATION. s. [from desperate.] Hope-

lessness ; despair ; despondency. Hammond.

DE'SPICABLE. a. [despicabilis Latin.] Con-

temptible ; vile , mean ; sordid ; worthless.

Hooker.

DE'SPICABLENESS. s. [from despicable.]

Meanness ; vileness . Decay ofPiety.

DE'SPICABLY. ad. [from despicable.] Mean-

ly ; sordidly Addison.

DESPI'SABLE. a. [ from to despise. ] Contempti-

ble ; despicable ; regarded with contempt.Arb.

To DESPI'SE. v. a. [despiser, old French.]

1. To scorn ; to contemn.

2. To abhor.

cious ; full of spleen. K. Charles.

DESPITEFULLY. ad. [from despiteful. ] Ma-

liciously ; malignantly. Matthew.

DESPITEFULNESS. s. [from despiteful. ] Ma-

lice ; hate ; malignity. Wiseman.

DESPITEOUS. a. [from despite.] Malicious ;

furious. Spenser.

To DESPO'IL . v. a. [despolio, Latin .] To rol ;

to deprive. Spenser

DESPOLIATION. s . [from despolio, Latin.]

The act of despoiling or stripping.

To DESPOND. v. n. [despondeo, Latin.]

1. To despair ; to lose hope. Dryden.

2. [In theology.] To lose hope of the divine

Watts.mercy.

DESPONDENCY. s. [from despondent.] De-

spair; hopelessness.

DESPONDENT. a . [despondens, Latin.] De-

spairing ; hopeless . Bentley.

To DESPONSATE. v . a. [desponso, Latin. ]

To betroth ; to affiance.

DESPONSATION. s. [from desponsate.] The

betrothing persons to each other.

DE'SPOT. S. [ SECTOTS.] An absolute prince ;

as, the despot of Servia.

DESPOTICAL. a. [from despot. ] Absolute

DESPO'TICK. in power ; unlimited in

authority. South

DESPOTICALNESS. s. [from despotical.]

Absolute authority.

}

DESPOTISM. s . [ despotisme, Fr. from despot ]

Absolute power.

To DESPU'MATE. v. n. [despumo, Latin.] To

throw off parts in foam.

DESPUMA'TION. s. [from despumate.] The

act of throwing off excrementitious parts in

scum or foam.

DESQUAMA'TION. s . [from squama, Latin.]

The act of scaling foul bones.

DE'SSERT. s. [desserte, Fr.] The last course at

an entertainment. King.

To DESTINATE. v. a. [destino, Latin. ] To

design for any particular end. Ray.

DESTINAʼTIÓN. s. [from destinate.]

1. The act of appointing.

2. The purpose for which any thing is ap

pointed. Hale

To DESTINE. v . a. [ destino, Latin.]

I. To doom ; to appoint unalterably to any

state. Milton.

2. To appoint to any use or purpose. Arbuth

3. To devote ; to doom to punishment

misery.

4. To fix unalterably .

DE'STINY. s. [ destinée, French.]

Prior.

Prior.

1. The powerthat spins life, and determines

fate. Shakespeare

Denham,2. Fate ; invincible necessity.

Jeremiah. 3. Doom; condition in future time.

Shakespeare. DE'STITUTE. a. [destitutus, Latin. ]

1. Forsaken ; abandoned.

2. In want of.

DESPI'SER. s. [from despise .] Contemner ;

scorner.

DESPITE. s . [spijt, Dutch ; dépit, Fr.]

1. Malice ; anger ; malignity.

2. Defiance.

3. Act of malice.

Swift.

Sprat.

Blackmore.

Milton.

To DESPITE, v. a. [ from the noun.] To vex ;

to affront. Raleigh.

Shak.

Hooker.

Dryden.

DESTITUTION. s . [from destitute.] Want ;

the statein which something is wanted . Hook.

To DESTRO'Y. v. a. [destruo , Latin .]

1. To overturn a city ; to raze a building.

Genesis.

2. To lay waste ; to make desolate. Knolles.
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3. To kill. Deuteronomy, Hale.

4. To put an end to ; to bring to nought.

Bentley.
DESTROYER. 8. [from destroy .] The person

that destroys. Raleigh.
DESTRUCTIBLE. a. [from destruo, Latin .]

Liable to destruction.

DESTRUCTIBILITY. s. [from destructible.]

Liableness to destruction .

DESTRUCTION. s . [destructio, Latin.]

1. The act ofdestroying ; waste.

2. Murder ; massacre.

3. The state of being destroyed.

4. A destroyer ; depopulator

and devastation.

Waller.

Psalms.

5. [In theology. ] Eternal death. Matthew.

DESTRUCTIVE. a. [destructivus, low Latin.]

That which destroys ; wasteful ; causing ruin

Dryden.
DESTRUCTIVELY. ad. [from destructive.]

Ruinously ; mischievously. Decay ofPiety.

DESTRUCTIVENESS. s. [from destructive. ]

The quality ofdestroying or ruining.

Decay. of Piety.
DESTRUCTOR. s . [ from destroy.] Destroyer;

Boyle.

DESUDA'TION. s . [desudatio, Latin.] A pro-

fuse and inordinate sweating.

DE'SUETUDE. s. [desuetudo, Lat.] Cessation

from being accustomed.

consumer.

a. [desultorius, Latin.]
DE'SULTORY. Removing from thing

to thing ; unsettled ; immethodical. Norris.

To DESU'ME. v. a. [desumo, Latin.] To take

from any thing.

To DETA'CH. v . a. [detacher, French .]

1. To separate ; to disengage.

Hale.

Woodward.

2. To send out part of a greater body ofmen

on an expedition. Addison.

DETACHMENT. s . [fromdetach.] A body of

troops sent out from the main army. Black.

TO DETAIL. v. a. [detailler, Fr.] To relate

particularly; to particularize. Cheyne.

DETAIL. s. [detail, French.] A minute and

particular account. Woodward.

To DETA'IN. v. a. [detineo, Latin.]

2

1. To keep that which belongs to another.

2. To withhold ; to keep back.

3. To restrain from departure.

4. To hold in custody.

Taylor.

Broome.

Judges.

DETA'INDER. s . [from detain . ] The name of

a writ for holding one in custody.

DETAINER. s . [from detain. ] He that holds

back any one's right ; he that detains.

10 DETECT. v. a. [detectus, Latin. ] To disco-

ver ; to find out any crime or artifice.

DETECTER. s. [from detect.] A discoverer ;

one that finds out what another desires to

hide.
Decay ofPiety.

Sprat.

DETECTION. s. [from detect . ]

1. Discovery of guilt or fraud.

2. Discovery ofanything hidden. Woodward.

DETENTION. s. [from detain. ]

1. The act of keeping what belongs to ano-

ther. Shakespeare.

Bacon.2. Confinement ; restraint.

To DETER. v. a. [deterreo, Latin.] To discou-

rage from any thing. Tillotson.

TO DETERGE. v. a. [detergo, Latin. To

cleanse à sore. Wiseman.

DETERGENT. a. [from deterge. ] That which

cleanses. Arbuthnot.
DETERIORATION. s. [from deterior , Lat.]

The act of making any thing worse.

DETE'RMENT. s. [ from deter. ] Cause of dis-

couragement. Boyle.
DETERMINABLE. a. [from determine.] That

which may be certainly decided. Boyle.

TO DETERMINATE. v. a. [determiner, Fr. ]

To limit ; to fix. Shakespeare.
DETERMINATE. a. [determinatus, Latin.]

1. Limited ; determined. Bentley.

Shakespeare,

Sidney.

Shakespeare.

2. Established ; settled by rule. Hooker

3. Decisive ; conclusive.

4. Fixed ; resolute.

5. Resolved.

DETERMINATELY. ad. [from determinate. ]

Resolutely ; with fixed resolve . Sidney. Til.

DETERMINATION. s. [from determinate.]

1. Absolute direction to a certain end . Locke

2. The result of deliberation . Hale. Calamy.

3. Judicial decision. Gulliver's Travels

DETERMINATIVE. a. [from determinate.]

1. That which uncontrollably directs to a
certain end. Bramhall.

2. That which makes a limitation. Watts.

DETERMINATOR. s. [from determine. ] One

who determines . Brown.

TO DETERMINE. v. a . [determiner, Fr.]

1.To fix ; to settle.

2. To conclude ; to fix ultimately.

3. To bound ; to confine.

4. To adjust ; to limit.

6. To influence the choice.

7. To resolve.

8. To decide.

Shakespeare.

South.

Atterbury.

Locke.

5. To direct to any certain point.

Locke

Samuel.

Locke.

Shak

Milton

Hayward

Shakespeare

Temple.

Shak.

9. To put an end to ; to destroy.

To DETERMINE. v. n.

1. To conclude ; to form a final conclusion.

2. To end ; to come to an end.

3. To come to a decision.

4. To end consequentially.

5. To resolve concerning any thing.

DETERRA'TION. s. [de and terra, Latin. ]

Discovery of any thing by removal of the

earth. Woodward.

DETERSION. s. [from deterge, Latin. ] The

act of cleansing a sore. Wiseman.

DETERSIVE. a. [from detergo.] Having the

power eo cleanse a sore.

DETERSIVE. s . An application that has the

power ofcleansing wounds. Wiseman.

To DETEST. v. a. [detestor, Latin.] To hate ;

to abhor. South.

DETE'STABLE. a. [from detest. ] Hateful ; ab.

horred . Hayward.

DETE'STABLY. ad. [from detestable. ] Hate-

fully ; abominably. South

DETESTATION. s. [from detest. ] Hatred ;

abhorrence ; abomination.

DETE'STER. s. [from detest.] One that hates.

To DETHRO'NE. v. a. [dethroner, French.]

To divest of regality ; to throw down from

the throne.

DETINUE. s. [deténue, Fr. ] A writ that lies a-

gainst him, who, having goods or chattels deli-

vered him to keep, refuses to deliver them .

again. Coael.
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DETONATION. s. [detono, Latin. ] A noise

somewhat more forcible than the ordinary

crackling of salts in calcination ; as inthe go-

ing off of the pulvis or aurum fulminans, or

the like. Quincy.

To DETONIZE. v. a. [from detono , Latin. ]

To calcine with detonation. Arbuthnot.

To DETO'RT. v . a. [detortus, ofdetorqueo , Lat.]

To wrest from the original import. Dryden.

To DETRACT. v. a. [detractum, Latin. ] To

derogate ; to take away by envy and calum-
nv. Bacon.

DETRACTER. s . [from detract.] One that

takes away another's reputation . Swift.

DETRACTION. s. [detractio, Lat. detraction,

French.]

Detraction, in the native importance of the

word, signifies the withdrawing or taking off

from a thing ; and, as it is applied to the re-

putation, it denotes the impairing a man in

point of fame. Ayliffe.

DETRACTORY. a. [from detract.] Defama-

tory by denial of desert ; derogatory. Brown.

DETRA CTRESS. s . [from detract.] A censo-

rious woman. Addison.

DETRIMENT. s. [detrimentum, Latin .] Loss ;

damage ; mischief. Hooker. Evelyn.

DETRIMENTAL. a. [ from detriment. ] Mis-

chievous ; harmful ; causing loss. Addison.

DETRITION. s. [detero, detritus, Lat.] The

act ofwearing away.

To DETRUDE. v. a . [detrudo, Lat. ] To thrust

down ; to force into a lower place. Davies.

TO DETRUNCATE. v. a. [ detrunco, Latin. ]
To lop ; to cut ; to shorten.

DETRUNCATION. s. [from detruncate.] The

act of lopping.

DETRU'SION. s . [detrusio, Latin .] The act of

thrusting down. Keil.

DETURBATION. s. [deturbo, Lat.] The act

ofthrowing down ; degradation.

DEVASTATION. s. [devasto, Lat.] Waste;

havock. Garth.

DEUCE. s. [deux, Fr.] Two. Shakespeare.

To DEVELOP. v. a. [developer, French.] To

disengage from something that enfolds and

conceals.

DEVE'RGENCE. s . [devergentia, Latin.]

clivity ; declination.

Pope.

De-

Denham.

Bacon.

To DEVE'ST. v. a . [devester, French.]

1. To strip ; to deprive of clothes .

2. To take away any thing good.

3. To free from any thing bad.

DEVE'X. a. [derexus, Latin.] Bending down ;

declivous.

Prior.

DEVEXITY. s. [from devex.] Incurvation

downward.

To DEVIATE. v. n. [de via decedere, Latin.]

1. To wander from the right or common
way.

2. To go astray ; to err ; to sin.

DEVIATION. s . [from deviate.]

Pope.

1. The act of quitting the right way ; errour:

2. Variation from established rule.

3. Offence ; obliquity of conduct.

DEVICE.S. [from devise, French.]

1. Contrivance ; a stratagem.
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2. A design ; a scheme formed ; a project ;

speculation.

3. The emblem on a shield .

4. Invention ; genius.

DEVIL. s . [dioful, Saxon.]

Prior.

Shakespeare.

1. A fallen angel ; the tempter and spiritual

enemy ofmankind.

2.A wicked man or woman .

3. A ludicrous term ofmischief.

DEVILISH. a. [from devil. ]

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare,

Granville.

1. Partaking ofthe qualities ofthe devil. Sid.

2. An epithet ofabhorrence or contempt. Sh

DEVILISHLY. ad. [ from devilish. ] In a man.

ner suiting the devil ; wickedly. South.

DEVIOUS . a. [ devius, Latin.]

1. Out ofthe common track . Holder.

2. Wandering ; roving ; rambling. Thomson.

3. Erring ; going astray from rectitude. Clar.

To DEVI'SE. v. a. [deviser, Fr. ] To contrive ;

to form by art ; to invent. Peacham,

To DEVI'SE. v. n. To consider ; to contrive.

DEVI'SE. s . [ devise, a will, old French.]

1. The act of giving or bequeathing by_will.
Cowel.

Hooker.2. Contrivance ; device.

To DEVI'SE. v . a . [from the noun.] To grant

by will.

DEVI'SER. 8. [from devise. ] A contriver ; an
inventer. Grew.

DEVI'SOUR. s. [from devise. ] He that gives

by will.

DEVITABLE. a. [devitabilis, Latin.] Possible

to be avoided.

DEVITAʼTION. s . [devitatio, Latin .] The act

of escaping.

DEVO'ID. a. [vuide, French.]

I. Empty ; vacant ; void. Spenser.

Dryden.

Knolles.

2. Without any thing, whether good or evil.

DEVO'IR. s. [devoir, French.]

1. Service.

2. Act of civility or obsequiousness. Pope.

To DEVOLVE. v. a. [devolvo, Latin .]

1. To roll down. Woodward.

2. Tomovefrom one hand to another. Addis.

To DEVOLVE. v . n. To fall in succession in-

to new hands. Decay ofPiety.

DEVOLUTION. s. [devolutio, Latin.]

1. The act of rolling down. Woodward.

Hale.2. Passagefrom hand to hand.

DEVORA'TION. s. [from devoro, Lat.] The

act of devouring.

To DEVOTE. v. a. [devotus, Latin.]

1. To dedicate ; to consecrate . Shakespeare'›

2. To addict ; to give up to ill. Grew.

Dryden.

Boyle

3.To curse ; to execrate.

DEVOTEDNESS. s . [ from derote.] The state

ofbeing devoted or dedicated .

DEVOTË'E. s. [devot, French . ] One erroneous-

ly or superstitiously religious ; a bigot.

DEVOTION. s. [devotion, French.]

1. Thestate ofbeing consecrated ordedicated

2. Piety ; acts of religion. Dryden.

Cheyne. 3. An act of external worship.

Holder. 4. Prayer ; expression of devotion.

Hooker.

Sprat.

Clarissa. 5. The state of the mind under a strong sense

of dependence upon God.
Law.

Atterbury. 6. An act of reverence, respect, or ceremo-

ny. Shakespeare
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7. Strong affection ; ardent love. Clarendon.

8. Disposal ; power. Clarendon.

DEVOTIONAL. a. [from devotion.] Pertain-

ing to devotion. King Charles.

DEVOTIONALIST. s. [from devotion.] A

man zealous without knowledge.

To DEVOU'R. v. a . [devoro, Latin.]

1. To eat up ravenously. Shakespeare.

2. To destroy or consume with rapidity and

violence. Joel.

3. To swallow up ; to annihilate. South.

DEVOU'RER. s. [from devour.] A consumer ;

he that devours. Decay of Piety.

DEVOU'T. a. [devotus, Latin.]

1. Pious ; religious ; devoted to holy orders.

Rogers.

2. Filled with pious thoughts. Dryden.

3. Expressive of devotion or piety. Milton.

DEVOUTLY. ad. [ from devout. ] Piously ; with

ardent devotion ; religiously. Addison.

DEUSE. s. [more properly than deuce, Junius;

from Dusius, the name ofa certain species of

evil spirits .] The devil. Congreve.

DEUTERO'ĞAMY. s. [SEʊTeg✪ and yeµ✪.]

A second marriage.

DEUTERONOMY. S. [SEUTER and vou ]

The second book ofthe law, being the fifth

book of Moses.

DEUTERO'SCOPY. s. [Savreges and σxowεw.]

The second intention. Brown.

DEW. s. [deap, Saxon.] The moisture upon

the ground. Pope.

To DEW. v. a. [from the noun.] To wet as

with dew ; to moisten. Spenser.

DE'WBERRY. s. [from dew and berry.] Ras-

berries. Haamer. Shakespeare.

DEWBESPRE'NT. part. [dew and besprent .]

Sprinkled with dew. Milton.

DEWDROP. s . [dew and drop. ] A drop ofdew

which sparkles at sun-rise. Tickell.

DE'WLAP. s. [from lapping or licking the

dew.]

1. The flesh that hangs down fromthe throat

of oxen. Addison.

2. The lip flaccid with age. Shakespeare.

DE'WLAPT. a. [from dewlap.] Furnished
with dewlaps. Shakespeare.

DE'WWORM. s. [from dew and worm. ] A

worm found in dew. Walton.

DE'WY. a. [from dew.]

Milton.

1. Resembling dew ; partaking of dew.

2. Moist with dew ; roscid .

DEXTER. a. [Lat. ] The right ; not the left.

Shakespeare.

DEXTERITY. s . [dexteritas, Latin. ]

1. Readiness of limbs ; activity ; readiness to

attain skill.

2. Readiness of contrivance .

DEXTEROUS. a. [dexter, Latin. ]

Bacon.

1. Expert at any manual employment ; ac-

tive ; ready.

2. Expert in management ; subtle ; full of

expedients .
Locke

DEXTEROUSLY. ad. [from dexterous.] Ex

pertly ; skilfully ; artfully. South.

DEXTRAL. a. [dexter, Lat.] The right ; not

the left. Brown.

DEXTRA'LITY. s. [from dextral.] The state

of being on the right side. Brow"

DIABETES. s. [SiaCairng.] A morbid copious

ness ofurine. Derham.

DIABO'LICAL. a. [from diabolus, Latin.j

DIABO'LICK. Devilish ; partaking ofthe

qualities ofthe devil.

DIACO'DIUM. s. [diandiov . ] The syrup ofpop

pies.

Ray.

DIACO'USTICKS. s. [dianggina .] The doc-

trine of sounds.

DI'ADEM . s . [diadema, Latin. ]

•

1. A tiara ; an ensign of royalty bound round

the head of eastern monarchs. Spenser

2. The mark of royalty worn on the head
the crown Denham. Roscommon.

DIADEMED. a. [from diadem. ] Adorned with
a diadem.

Pope.

DI'ADROM. s. [diadgousw.] The time in which

any motion is performed. Locke.

DIE'RESIS . s. [Siigis.] The separation or

disjunction of syllables ; as, aër

DIAGNO'STICK. s. [daywoon .] A symptom

by which a disease is distinguished from

others. Collier.

Brown.

DIA'GONAL. a. [diayon .] Reaching from

one angle to another.

DIA'GONAL. s . [from the adjective .] Aline

drawn from angle to angle. Locke.

DIA'GONALLY. ad. [from diagonal.] In a

diagonal direction. Brown.

DIAGRAM. s. [dıaygaµµa.] A delineation of

geometrical figures ; a mathematical scheme.

Bentley.

DIAGRY'DIATES. s. [from diagrydium. ]

Strong purgatives made with diagrydium.Flo.

DI'AL. s. [diale, Skinner. ] A plate marked with

lines, where a hand or shadow shows the

hour. Glanville.

DIAL-PLATE. s . [dial and plate.] That on

which hours orlines are marked.

DIALECT. s. [ aλEXTOS.]

Addison.

Hooker.

South.

1. The subdivision of a language.

2. Style ; manner of expression.

3. Language ; speech.

DIALECTICAL. a. [from dialectick .]Logical ;

argumental. Boyle,

DIALECTICK. s . [diaλextiun . ] Logick ; the

art of reasoning.

DI'ALLING. s. [from dial. ] The sciaterick sci-

ence ; the knowledge of shadows ; the art

ofconstructing dials.

DIALIST. s. [from dial. ] A constructor of

dials. Moxon.

DIA'LOGIST. s. [from dialogue .] A speaker

in a dialogue or conference.

DIALOGUE. s . [diaλoyos. ] A conference ; a

conversation between two or more. Shak.

To DIALOGUE. v. n. [from the noun.] To

discourse with. Shakespeare.

DIALYSIS. s. [Staλvois.] The figure in rheto-

rick by which syllables or words are divided.

DIAMETER. s. [dia and mergov. ] The line

which passing through the centre of a circle,

or other curvilinear figure, divides it into

equal parts. Raleigh.

DIA'METRAL. a. [from diameter. ] Describing

the diameter.

DIA'METRALLY. ad. [from diameter.] Ac.

cording to the direction ofa diameter. Ham,

DIAMETRICAL. a. [ from diameter.]
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1 Describing a diameter.

2. Observing the direction of a diameter.

Gov. ofthe Tongue.

DIAMETRICALLY. ad. [from diametrical.]

In a diametrical direction. Clarendon.

DIAMOND. s . [diamant,French ; adamas,Lat. ]

The diamond, the most valuable and hardest

ofall the gems, is, when pure, perfectly clear

and pellucid as thepurest water. The largest

known is that in the possession ofthe Great

Mogul, which weighs two hundred and se-

venty-nine carats, and is computed to be

worth seven hundred and seventy-nine thou-

sand two hundred and forty-fourpounds Hill.

DI'APASE. s . [Sawakov. ] A chord including

all tones.

DIAPA'SON. s. [Saπalwv. ] A term in musick ;

Crashaw.an octave.

DIAPER. s. [diapre, Fr.]

1. Linen cloth woven in flowers, and other

figures.

2. A napkin.

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

To DI'APER. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To variegate ; to diversify.
Howel.

2. To draw flowers upon clothes. Peacham.

DIAPHANEITY. s . [from diapavela .] Trans-

parency ; pellucidness . Ray.

DIAPHA'NICK. a. [ dia and paivos .] Transpa-

rent ; pellucid. Raleigh.

DIA'PHANOUS. a. [dia and paww.] Transpa-

rent ; clear. Raleigh.

DIAPHORE'TICK.a. [diapogntinos.] Sudorifick;

promoting perspiration. Arbuthnot.

DIAPHRAGM. s. [Siapgayua.]

1. The midriff which divides the upper cavity

of the body from the lower.

2. Any division or partition which divides a

hollow body. Woodward.

DIARRHOE'A. s. [Siappoia .] A flux of the

belly. Quincy.

DIARRHOE'TICK. a. [from diarrhea. ] Pro-

moting the flux of the belly ; solutive ; pur-

gative. Arbuthnot.

DÏ'ARY. s. [diarium, Latin.] An account of

every day; a journal.

DIA'STOLE. s. [diagon .]

Tatler.

1. A figure in rhetorick, by which a short

syllable is made long.

Ray.
2. The dilaration ofthe heart.

DIA'STYLE. s . [dia, and çuxos, a pillar.]

A sort of edifice, where the pillars stand at

such a distance from one another, that three

diameters of their thickness are allowed for

intercolumniation . Harris.

DIATE'SSERON. s . [of dia , and Toga, four. ]

An interval in musick, composed of one

greater tone, one lesser, and one greater se-
mitone.

Harris.

DIBBLE. s . [from dipfel, Dutch. ] A small

spade.

Locke.

DIBSTONE. s. A little stone which children

throw at another stone.

DICA'CITY. s. [dicacitas, Latin.] Pertness ;

sauciness .

DICE. s. The plural of die.

Dict.

Bentley.

Shakespeare.

To DICE. v. n. [from the noun.] To game with

dice.

DICE-BOX. s. [dice and box.] The box from

whence the dice are throwu. Addison

DI'CER. s. [from dice.] A player at dice ; a

gamester. Shakespeare.

DICH. This word seems corrupted from dit

for do it. Shakespeare.

DICHOTOMY. s. [dixdoua.] Distribution of

ideas by pairs.

DICKER of Leather. s . [dicra, low Lat.] Ten
hides. Dict.

To DICTATE. v . a. [dicto, Latin.]

1.To deliver to another with authority. Pope.

2. To pronounce what another is to speak or

write.

DICTATE. s. [dictatum, Latin.]

1. Rule or maxim delivered with authority.

Prior.

2. That which delivered orally by one is to

be written or spoken by another.

DICTATION. s. [from dictate. ] The act o

practice of dictating.

DICTATOR. s. [Latin.]

1. A magistrate of Rome made in times of

exigence, and invested with absolute autho-

rity.
Waller.

2. One invested with absolute authority. Mil.

3. One whose credit or authority enables him

to direct the conduct or opinion of others.

DICTATO'RIAL. a. [from dictator. ] Autho-

ritative ; confident ; dogmatical.

DICTATORSHIP. s . [from dictator.]

1. The office of a dictator.

2. Authority ; insolent confidence. Dryden.

DICTA'TURE. s. [dictatura, Lat. ] The office

of a dictator.

Watts.

Wotton.

DICTION. s. [diction, Fr.] Style ; language ;

expression. Dryden.

DICTIONARY. s. [dictionarium, Latin.] A

book containing the words of any language;

vocabulary ; word-book.

DID. Ofdo. [dis, Saxon.]

1. The preterite ofdo.

Watts.

Shakespeare.

2. The sign of the preter-imperfect tense.

Dryden.

3. It is sometimes used emphatically ; as, I

did really love him.

DIDA'CTICAL.

DIDACTICK.

a. [SiSantinos.] Preceptive

giving precepts ; as, a di-

dactick poem is a poem that gives rules for

some art. Ward.

DI'DAPPER. s . [from dip. ] A bird that dives

into the water.

DIDASCA'LICK. a. [dida@nadinos .] Preceptive;

didactick. Prior.

To DI'DDER. v. a. [diddern, Teut. zittern,

German.] To quake with cold ; to shiver.

A provincial word. Skinner.

DIDST. The second person of the preter-tense

ofdo. I did, thou didst. Dryden.

To DIE. v . a . [deaz, Saxon . ] To tinge ; to co-

lour. Milton

DIE.s.[from the verb.] Colour ; tincture; stain;

hue acquired.
Bacon.

To DIE. v. n. [deadian, Saxon.]

1. To lose life ; to expire ; to pass into an-

other state of existence. Sidney

2. To perish by violence or disease . Dryden.

3. Tobe punished with death. Hammond.

4. To be lost ; to perish ; to come to nothing

5. To sink ; to faint.

Spectator.

Samuel
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6. [In theology ] To perish everlastingly ,

Hakewill.

7.To languish with pleasure or tenderness.

8. To vanish.

Pope.

Addison.

9. [In the style of lovers. ] To languish with

affection.

10. To wither, as a vegetable.

11. To grow vapid, as liquor.

DIE. s. pl.dice. [dé, Fr.]

"

Tatler.

1. A small .cube, marked on its faces with

numbers from one to six, which gamesters

throw in play.

2. Hazard ; chance.

3. Any cubick body.

South.

Spenser.

DIE. s. plur. dies. The stamp used in coinage.

Swift.

DI'ER. s. [from die.] One who follows the

trade ofdying.

DIET. s. [diæta, low Latin ; Saita.]

Waller.

1. Food ; provisions for the mouth ; victuals.

Raleigh.

2. Food regulated by the rules of medicine.

Temple.

Shakespeare.

To DI'ET. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To give food to.

2. To board ; to supply with diet.

To DIET. v. n.

Milton.

1. To cat by rules of physick.

2. To eat ; to feed.

DI′ET-DRINK. s. [diet and drink. ] Medicated

liquors.

or estates.

Locke.

DIET. s. [German.] An assembly of princes

Raleigh.

DI'ETARY. a. [from diet. ] Pertaining to the

rules of dict. Shakespeare.

DIETER. s. [ from diet .] One who prescribes

rules for eating.
Shakespeare.

DIETETICAL. a. [SaiTnTin. ] Relating to

DIETETICK. diet ; belonging to the me-

dical cautions about the use of food. Arbuth.

To DIFFER. v. n. [differo, Latin.]

1. To be distinguished from ; to have proper-

ties and qualities not the same with those of

another. Addison.

2. To contend ; to be at variance . Rowe.

3. To be ofa contrary opinion. Burnet.

DIFFERENCE. s. [differentia, Latin.]

1. State of being distinct from something.`

Hooker.

2. The quality by which one differs from an-

other. Raleigh.

3. The disproportion between one thing and

another. Hayward.

Sandys.

Tillotson.

4. Dispute ; debate ; quarrel.

5. Distinction.

6. Point in question ; ground of controversy.

7. Logical distinction.

8. Evidences of distinction ;
marks.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

differential

Davies.

TO DIFFERENCE. v. a. To cause a differ-

ence.

DI'FFERENT. a. [from differ.]

1. Distinct ; not the same.

2. Ofmany contrary qualities.

3. Unlike ; dissimilar.

Holder.

Addison.

Philips,

DIFFERENTIAL Method, consists in de-

scending from whole quantities to their in-

* finitely small differences, and comparing to

gether these infinitely small differences, of

what kind soever they be. Harris.

DIFFERENTLY. ad. [from different. ] In a

different manner.

DIFFI'CIL. a. [difficilis, Latin. ]

1. Difficult ; hard ; not easy.

2. Scrupulous.

Boyle. "

Hudibras.

Bacon.

DIFFICILNESS. s. [from difficil . ] Difficulty

to be persuaded .

DIFFICULT. a. [difficilis, Latin.]

1. Hard ; not easy ; not facil .

2. Troublesome ; vexatious.

Bacon.

3. Hard to please ; peevish.

DIFFICULTLY. ud. [from difficult.] Hardly ;

with difficulty ; not easily. Rogers.

DIFFICULTY.'s. [from difficulté, Fr.]

1. Hardness ; contrariety to easiness . Rogers.

2. Something hard to accomplish. South.

3. Distress ; opposition

4. Perplexity in affairs.

5. Objection ; cavil .

Dryden.

Addison.

Swift.

Locke.

To DIFFI'DE. v. n. [diffido, Lat.] To distrust ;

to have no confidence in. Dryden.

DI'FFIDENCE. s . [from diffide. ] Distrust ,

want of confidence.

DI'FFIDENT. a. [from diffide.] Not confident ;

not certain. K. Charles. Clarissa.

To DIFFI'ND. v. a. [diffindo, Lat.] To cleave

in two.

DIFFI'SSION. s . [diffiisio, Latin.] The act of

cleaving.

DIFFLATION. s. [difflare, Latin.] The act of

scattering with a blast ofwind.

DI'FFLUENCE. Į s. [ from diffluo, Lat.] The

DI'FFLUENCY. quality of falling away on

all sides . Brown.

DIFFLUENT. a. [difluens, Latin.] Flowing

every way ; not fixed.

DIFFORM. a. [from forma, Latin. ] Contrary

to uniform ; having parts of different struc-

ture ; as, a difform flower, one of which the

leaves are unlike each other. Newton.

DIFFORMITY. s. [from difform.] Diversity

ofform ; irregularity ; dissimilitude. Brown.

DIFFRA'NCHISEMENT. s. [franchise, Fr.]

The act oftaking away the privileges ofa city.

To DIFFUSE. v . a. [diffusus, Latin.]

1. To pour out upon a plane.

2. To spread ; to scatter.

DIFFU'SE. a . [diffusus, Latin.]

1. Scattered ; widely spread.

2. Copious ; not concise.

DIFFUSED. part. a. Wild, uncouth, irregular.

Shakespeare.

DIFFU'SEDLY. ad. [from diffused .] Widely ;

dispersedly.

Burnet.

· Milton.

DIFFUSEDNESS. s. [from diffused. ] The state

of being diffused ; dispersion.

DIFFU'SELY. ad. [from diffuse.]

1. Widely; extensively.

2. Copiously ; not concisely.

DIFFUSION. s. [from diffuse.]

1. Dispersion, the state of being scattered

every way.

2. Copiousness ; exuberance of style.

DIFFUSIVE. a. [from diffuse. ]

Boyle

1. Having the quality of seattering any thing

¡every way. Dryden,
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9. Scattered ; dispersed. South.

Tillotson.3. Extended ; in full extension

DIFFU'SIVELY. ad. [from diffusive.] Widely ;

extensively.

DIFFUSIVENESS. s. [from diffusive.]

1. Extension ; dispersion.

2. Want of conciseness. Addison.

To DIG. v. a. preter. dug, or digged, part.

pass . dug, or digged. [dyger, Danish.]

1. To pierce with a spade.

2. To form by digging.

. To cultivate the ground by

with a spade.

Ezekiel.

Whitgift.

turning it

Temple.

Dryden.

Woodward.

4. To pierce with a sharp point.

5. To gain by digging.

To DIG. v. n. To work with a spade. Job.

To DIG up. v. a. To throw up that which is

covered with earth. Shakespeare.

DIGERENT. a. [digerens, Lat.] That which

has the power of digesting.

DIGEST. s. [digesta, Latin. ] The pandect of

the civil law. Bacon.

To DIGEST. v. a. [digero, digestum, Latin.]

1. To distribute into various classes or repo-

sitories ; to range methodically.

2. To concoct in the stomach. Prior.

3. To soften by heat, as in a boiler ; a chy-

mical term.

4. To range methodically in the mind.Thoms.

5. To reduce to any plan, scheme, or me-

thod.
Shakespeare.

6. To receive without loathing ; not to re-

ject. Peacham,

Shakespeare.

8. [ In chirurgery. ] To dispose a wound to

generate pus in order to a cure.

7. To receive and enjoy.

་

To DIGEST. v. n. To generate matter, as a

wound.

DIGE'STER. s . [from digest.]

1. He that digests or concocts his food.

Arbuthnot.

2. A strong vessel, wherein to boil, with a

very strong heat, any hard substances, so as

to reduce them into a fluid state.

3. That which causes or strengthens the

concoctive power.

DIGESTIBLE. a. [from digest.] Capable of

being digested. Bacon.

DIGESTION. s. [from digest.]

1. The act of concocting food.

Temple.

Temple.

2. The preparation of matter by a chymical

heat. Blackmore.

Temple.

4. The act of disposing a wound to generate

3. Reduction to a plan.

matter.

DIGESTIVE. a. [from digest.]

1. Having the power to cause digestion . Br.

2. Capableby heat to soften and subdue.Hale.

3. Disposing ; methodising. Dryden.

DIGESTIVE. 8. [ from digest. ] An application

which disposes a wound to generate matter.

Wiseman.

DI'GGER. s. [from dig. ] One that opens the

ground with a spade. Boyle.

To DIGHT. v. a. [oihran, to prepare, Saxon.]

To dress ; to deck ; to adorn. Milton.

2. The twelfth part of the diameter of the

sun or moon.

3. Any of the numbers expressed by single

figures. Brown.

DIGITATED. a. [from digitus, Lat.] Branch .

ed out into divisions like fingers. Brown.

DIGLADIATION. s. [digladiatio, Latin.] A

combat with swords ; any quarrel. Glanville.

DIGNIFIED. a. [from dignify.] Invested with

some dignity. Ayliffe.

DIGNIFICATION. s. [from dignify.] Exalt-
Walton.ation .

To DI'GNIFY. v. a. [from dignus andfacio,

Latin.]

1. To advance ; to prefer ; to exalt.

2. To honour ; to adorn ; to improve by

some adventitious excellence , or honourable

distinction . Ben Jonson,

DIGNITARY. s. [from dignus, Lat.] A cler-

gyman advanced to some dignity, to some

rank above that of a parochial priest. Swift.

DIGNITY. s. [ dignitas, Latin.]

1. Rank of elevation.

2. Grandeur of mien.

Hooker.

Clarissa.

3. Advancement ; preferment ; high place.

Shakespeare.

4. [Among ecclesiasticks.] That promotion

or preferment to which any jurisdiction is

annexed. Ayliffe.

Brown.5. Maxim ; general principle.

6. [In astrology. ] The planet is in dignity

when it is in any sign.

DIGNO'TION. s . [from dignosco, Latin.] Dis-

tinction.

To DIGRESS. v. n. [digressus, Latin.]

1. To turn out ofthe road.

Brown.

2. To depart from the main design. Locke,

3. To wander ; to expatiate. Brerewood.

4. To transgress ; to deviate. Shakespeare

DIGRE'SSION. s . [digressio, Latin.]

1. A passage deviating from the main tenour.

Denham.

Brown.2. Deviation.

DIJUDICA'TION. s . [dijudicatio, Latin.] Ju-

dicial distinction.

DIKE. s . [dic, Saxon.]

Pope.1. A channel to receive water.

2. A mound to hinder inundations . Cowley,

To DILA'CERATE. v. a. [dilacero, Lat. ] To

tear; to rend. Brown,

DILACERA'TION. s. [ from dilaceratio, Lat.]

The act of rending in two. Arbuthnot.

To DILA'NIATE. v. a. [dilanio, Latin. ] To

rend by violence ; to tear in rage.

To DILAPIDATE. v. n . To fall to ruin.

DILAPIDATION. s. [ dilapidatio, Lat. ] The

incumbent's suffering any edifices of his ec-

clesiastical living to go to ruin or decay.

1 Ayliffe.

DILATABILITY. s . [ from dilatable.] ” The

quality ofadmitting extension. Ray.

DILA"TABLE. «. [from dilate.] Capable of

extension. Arbuthnot

DILATATION. s. [from dilatatio, Latiu.]

1. The act of extending into greater space.

Holder

DIGIT. s. [digitus, Latin.]

1. The measure of length containing three
fourths of an inch.

Boyle.

2. The state of being extended .

To DILATE. v. a . [dilato, Lat.]

1. To extend ; to spread out.

Newton.

Waller
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2. To relate at large ; to tell diffusely and

copiously.

To DILATE. v. n.

1. To widen; to grow wide.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

2. To speak largely and copiously.Clarendon.

DILATOR. s. [from dilate.] That which

widens or extends. Arbuthnot.

DI'LATORINESS. s . [ from dilatory. ] Slow-

ness ; sluggishness .

DILATORY.a. [dilatoire, Fr.] Tardy ; slow ;

sluggish. Hayward. Otway.

DILECTION. s . [dilectio, Latin. ] The act of

loving. Boyle.

DILEMMA. 8. [διλεμμα.]

1. An argument equally conclusive by con-

trary supposition. Cowley.

2. A difficult or doubtful choice. Pope.

DI’LIGENCE. s . [diligentia, Latin .] Industry ;

assiduity ; the contrary to idleness. Peter.

DI'LIGENT. a. [diligens, Latin . ]

1. Constant in application ; persevering in

endeavour ; assiduous ; not lazy. Proverbs.

2. Constantly applied ; prosecuted with ac-

tivity. Deuteronomy.

DILIGENTLY. ad. [from diligent. ] With as-

sidnity ; with heed and perseverance. Dryd.

DILL. s. (dile, Sax. ] An herb.

DILUCID. a. (dilucidus, Latin.]

1. Clear ; plain ; not opaque.

2. Clear ; plain ; not obscure.

To DILUCIDATE. v. a. [from dilucidare,

Lat. ] To make clear or plain ; to explain.

Brown.

DILUCIDATION. s . [from dilucidatio , Lat.]

The act ofmaking clear.

DI'LUUET. a. [diluens, Latin. ] Having the

power to thin other matter.

DILUENT. s. [from the adjective.] That

which thins other matter. Arbuthnot.

To DILUTE. v. a. [diluo, Latin.]

1. To make thin. Locke:

2. To make weak. Newton.

DILUTER. s. [from dilute.] That which makes

any thing else thin. Arbuthnot.

DILUTION. s. [dilutio, Lat,] The act of mak-

ing any thing thin or weak. Arbuthnot.

DILUVIAN. a. [from diluvium, Lat.] Relat.

ing to the deluge.

DIM. a. [dimme, Sax.]

1. Not having a quick sight.

2. Dull of apprehension.

3. Not clearly seen ; obscure.

Burnet.

Davies.

Rogers.

Locke.

4. Obstructing the act of vision ; not lumi

nous.

To DIM. v. a. [ from the adjective.]

1. To cloud ; to darken.

Spenser.

Locke.

2. To make less bright ; to obscure. Spenser,

DIMENSION. s . [dimensio, Lat.] Space con-

tained in any thing ; bulk ; extent ; capa-

city. Dryden.

DIMENSIONLESS. a. [from dimension.]

Without any definite bulk. Milton.

DIME'NSIVE. a . [dimensus, Lat.] That which

marks the boundaries or outlines. Davies.

DIMICA'TION. s . [ dimicatio, Lat.] A battle ;

the act of fighting.

DIMIDIATION. s. [dimidiatio, Lat.] The act

of halving.

To DIMINISH. v. a. [diminuo, Lat.]

Dict.

Dict.

1.To make less by abscission or destruction

of any part. Locke.

2. To impair ; to lessen ; to degrade.Milton.

3. To take any thing from that to which it

belongs ; the contrary to add. Deuteronomy.

To DIMINISH. v. n. To grow less ; to be im-

paired. Dryden. Pope.

DIMINISHINGLY. ad. [from diminish.] In

a manner tending to vilify.

DIMINUTION. s. [diminutio, Lat.]

1. The act ofmaking less .

2. The state ofgrowing less.

3. Discredit ; loss of dignity.

tion.

Locke.

Hooker.

Newton.

Philips

4. Deprivation of dignity ; injury of reputa-

K. Charles.

5. [In architecture.] The contraction of the

diameter ofa column, as it ascends.

DIMI'NUTIVE. a. [diminutivus, Lat. ] Small ;

little. South.

DIMINUTIVE. s. [from the adjective .]

1. A word formed to express littleness ; as,

maniken, in English, a little man. Cotton.

2. A small thing. Shakespeare.

DIMINUTIVELY. ad . [from diminutive.] In

a diminutive manner.

DIMINUTIVENESS. s. [from diminutive.]

Smallness ; littleness ; pettyness .

DI'MISH. a. [from dim.] Somewhat dim. Sw.

DI'MISSORY. a. [dimissorius, Latin. ] That by

which a man is dismissed to another juris

diction. Ayliffe.

DI'MITY. s. A fine kind of fustian, or cloth

of cotton. Wiseman.

DI′MLY. ad. [from dim.]

1. Not with a quick sight ; not with a clear

perception.

2. Not brightly ; not luminously.

DI'MNESS. s . [from dim.]

1. Dulness of sight.

Milton

Boyle

2. Want of apprehension ; stupidity.D. ofP.

3. Obscurity ; not brightness.

DIMPLE. s . [ dint, a hole ; dintle, a little hole.

Skinner.] Cavity or depression in the cheek

or chin. Grew.

To DI'MPLE. v. n. [from the noun.] To sink

in small cavities .

DIMPLED. a. [ from dimple. ] Set with dimples.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

DI'MPLY. a . [from dimple. ] Full of dimples.

Smith.

Wharton,

DIN. s. [oyn, a noise, Saxon.] A loud noise ;

a violent and continued sound.

To DIN. v. a . [from the noun.]

1. To stun with noise. Otway

2. To impress with violent and continued

noise. Swift

To DINE. v. n. [diner, Fr.] To eat the chief

meal about the middle of the day. Clarendon.

To DINE. v. a. To give a dinner to ; to feed.

Dryden.

DINETICAL. a. [ dintinos. ] Whirling round

vertiginous. Ray

•

To DING. v. a. pret. dung. [dringen, Dutch.] ´

1. To dash with violence.

2. To impress with force.

To DING. v. n . To bluster ; to bounce ; to

huff. Arbuthnot.

DING-DONG. s. A word by which the sound

of bells is imitated. Shakespeare
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DINGLE. s. [from den, Saxon, a hollow.] A

Milton.hollow between hills .

DI'NING-ROOM. s. [dine and room. ] The

principal apartment ofthe house. Taylor.

DI'NNER. s. [diner, Fr. ] The chief meal ; the

meal eaten about the middle ofthe day. Tayl.

DI'NNER-TIME. s. [dinner and time .] The

time of dining.

PINT s. [oynt, Saxon.]

1. A blow; a stroke.

2. The mark made by a blow.

3. Violence , force ; power.

Milton.

Dryden.

Addison.

To DINT. v. a. [from the noun.] To mark

with a cavity by a blow. Donne.

DINUMERATION. s. [dinumeratio, Latin .]

The act ofnumbering out singly.

DIOCESAN s. [from diocess. ] A bishop, as he

stands related to his own clergy or flock. Tat.

DI'OCESS. s. [diocesis, Latin.] The circuit of

every bishop's jurisdiction. Cowel. Whitgift.

DIOPTRICAL.2a. [dioloμal.] Affording a

DIOPTRICK. medium for the sight ; as-

sisting the sight in the view of distant ob-

jects. More.

DIOPTRICKS. s. A part of opticks treating

of the different refractions of the light. Harr.

DIORTHRO'SIS. s. [doggwors .] An operation

by which crooked members are made even.

Harris.

To DIP. v. a. particip. dipped or dipt. [dippan,

Saxon; doopen, Dutch.]

1. To immerge ; to put into any liquor.

2. To moisten ; to wet..

Ayl.

Milton.

´´earth to move progressively through the zo.

diack ; not retrograde. Dryden.

4. Not collateral.

Bacon

5. Apparently tending to some end Sidney

6. Open ; not ambiguous.

7. Plain ; express.

To DIRECT. v. a. [directum, Latin .]

1. To aim in a straight line.

2. To point against, as a mark.

3. To regulate ; to adjust.

.

Pope.

Dryden.

Ecclus.

4. To prescribe a certain measure ; to mark

out a certain course.

5. To order ; to command.

DIRE'CTER. s. [director, Lat.]

1. One that directs.

Job.

2. An instrument that serves to guide any

manual operation.

DIRECTION. s. [directio, Latin.]

1. Aim at a certain point. Smalridge.

2. Tendency of motion impressed by a cer.

tain impulse. Locke.

3. Order ; command ; prescription. Hooker.

DIRECTIVE. a. [ from direct.]

1. Having the power of direction. Bramhall.

2. Informing ; showing the way. Thomson.

DIRECTLY. ad. [from direct.]

1. In a straight line ; rectilineally. Dryden.

2. Immediately ; apparently ; without cir.

cumlocution. Hooker.

DIRECTNESS . s . [from direct.] Straightness ;

tendency to any point ; the nearest way. Bent.

DIRECTOR. s. [ director, Latin.]

1. One that has authority over others ; a

superintendant.3. To be engaged in any affair. Dryden.

4. To engageas a pledge. Dryden. 2. A rule ; an ordinance.

3. An instructor.

L'Estrange.

Milton.

Swift.

Swift.

Hooker.To DIP. v. n.

1. To sink ; to immerge.

2. To enter ; to pierce.

3. To enter slightly into any thing. Pope.

4. To drop the hand by chance in any mass ;

to choose by chance.

DI'PCHICK. 8. [from dip and chick.] The

name of a bird. - Carew.

DIPE TALOUS . a .[ and weTaλov.] Having

two flower leaves.

DIPHTHONG. s. [diploryos . ] A coalition of

two vowels to form one sound ; as , vain, leaf,

Cæsar. Holder.

DIPLOE. s . The inner plate or lamina of the

skull.

DIPLO'MA. s. [diλμα.] A letter or writing

conferring some privilege.

DIPPER. s. [from dip.] One that dips in the

water.

DI'PPING Needle s. A magnetic needle as it

points up or down. Philips.

DI'PSAS. s. [from daw.] A serpent whose

bite produces unquenchable thirst . Milton.

DIPTOTE. s. [ Tara . ] A noun consisting of

two cases only. Clarke.

DIPTYCH. s. [diptycha, Latin. ] A register of

bishops and martyrs. Stillingfleet.

DIRE. a. [dirus, Latin.] Dreadful ; dismal ;

mournful ; horrible.

DIRECT. a. [directus, Latin .]

1. Straight ; not crooked.

2. Not oblique.

Milton.

4. One who is consulted in cases of con

science. Dryden.

5. An instrument in surgery, by which the

hand is guided in its operation. Sharp

DIRECTORY. s. [from director.] The books

which the factious preachers published in

the rebellion for the direction of their sects

in acts ofworship. Oxford Reasons.

DI'REFUL. a. Dire ; dreadful. Pope

DI'RENESS. s. [from dire.] Dismalness ; hor-

rour ; hideousness. Shakespeare.

DIRE'PTION. s. [direptio, Latin.] The act of

plundering.

DIRGE. s. A mournful ditty ; a song of la-

mentation. Sandys.

DIRK. s. [an Earse word.] A kind of dagger

Tickell.

To DIRKE. v. a. To spoil ; to ruin. Spenser.

DIRT. s. [dryt, Dutch.]

1. Mud ; filth ; mire. Wake.

Suckling.

2. Meanness ; sordidness .

To DIRT. v. a. [from the noun.] To foul; to

bemire. Swift.

DI'RTPIE. s. [dirt and pie ] Forms moulded

by children of clay.

DI'RTILY. ad. [from dirty. ]

1. Nastily; foully ; filthily.

2. Meanly ; sordidly ; shamefully.

DIRTINESS. s. [from dirty.]

1. Nastiness ; filthiness ; foulness.

2. Meanness ; baseness ; sordidness.

3, [In astronomy.] Appearing to an eye on DI'RTY. a. [from dirt }

218 1. Foul ; nasty; fitly.

Donne.
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2 Gross ; not elegant.

3. Mean ; base ; despicable.

To DIRTY. v. a. [ from the noun.]

1. To foul ; to soil.

Locke.

Taylor.

Arbuthnot.

2. To disgrace ; to scandalize.

DIRUPTION. s . [diruptio, Latin. ]

1. The act ofbursung, or breaking.

2. The state of bursting, or breaking.

DIS. An inseparable particle, implying com-

monly a privative or negative signification ;

as, to arm, to disarm.

DISABILITY. s . [from disable.]

1. Want ofpower to do any thing ; weak-

ness. Raleigh.

2. Want ofproper qualifications for any pur

pose ; legal impediment. Swift.

To DISA'BLE. v. a. [dis and able.]

1. To deprive of natural force.

2. To impair ; to diminish.

3. To make inactive.

Davies.

Shakespeare.

Temple.

4. To deprive of usefulness or efficacy. Dry.

5. To exclude, as wanting proper qualifica-
tions. Wotton.

To DISABU'SE. v. a. [dis and abuse.] To set

free from a mistake ; to set right ; to unde-

ceive. Glanville. Walter.

DISACCOMMODATION. s. [dis and accom-

modation.] The state of being unfit or unpre-

pared. Hale.

ToDISACCU'STOM. v. a. [dis and accustom .]

To destroy the force of habit by disuse or

contrary practice.

DISACQUÂ'INTANCE. s. [dis and acquaint-

ance.] Disuse of familiarity. South.

DISADVANTAGE. s.

1. Loss ; injury to interest ; as, he sold to

disadvantage.

2. Diminution of any thing desirable ; as,

credit, fame, honour. Dryden.

3. Astate not prepared for defence. Spenser.

To DISADVANTAGE. v. a. To injure an in-

terest ofany kind. Decay ofPiety.

DISADVANTAGEABLE. a. [from disadvan-

tage.] Contrary to profit ; producing loss.

Bacon.

DISADVANTAGEOUS. a. [from disadvan-

tage.] Contrary to interest ; contrary to con-
venience. Addison.

DISADVANTAGEOUSLY. ad. [from disad-

vantageous.] In a manner contrary to interest

or profit. Government ofthe Tongue.

DISADVANTAGEOUSNESS. s. Contrarie-

ty to profit ; inconvenience.

DISADVENTUROUS. a. Unhappy ; unpros-

Spenser.

To DISAFFECT. v . a. To fill with discon-

tent; to discontent. Cudworth.

DISAFFECTED. part. a. Not disposed to zeal

or affection.
Stillingfleet.

DISAFFECTEDLY. ad. After a disaffected

perous.

manner.

DISAFFECTEDNESS. s. [from disaffected.]

The quality of being disaffected .

DISAFFECTION. s. Want of zeal for the

reigning prince. Swift.

DISAFFIRMANCE. s. Confutation; negation.

To DISAFFO'REST. v. a . [dis and forest. ] To

throw open to common purposes, by putting

awaythe privileges of a forest. Bacon.

To DISAGREE. v. n. [dis and agree.]·

Locke.1. To differ ; not to be the same.

2. To differ ; not to be of the same opinion.

3. To be in a state of opposition.

DISAGREEABLE. a. [from disagre.]

Dryden.

Brown.

Pope.

Locke.

1. Contrary ; unsuitable.

2. Unpleasing ; offensive

DISAGREEABLENESS . s. [from disagree-

able .]

1. Unsuitableness ; contrariety.

2. Unpleasantness ; offensiveness. South.

DISAGREEMENT. s. [from disagree.]

1. Difference; dissimilitude ; diversity ; not

identity.
Woodward.

Hooker.2. Difference of opinion.`

To DISALLO'W. v. a. [dis and allow .]

1. To deny authority to any.

2. To consider as unlawful.

Dryden.

Hooker.

.3. To censure by some posterior act. Swift.

4. Not to justify. South.

Hooker.

To DISALLO'W. v. n. To refuse permission ;

not to grant.

DISALLOWABLE. a. [from disallow .] Not al-

lowable.

South.DISALLO'WANCE. s. Prohibition.

To DISA'NCHOR. v. a. [from dis and anchor }

To drive a ship from its anchor.

To DISA'NIMATE. v. a. [dis and animate.]

1. To deprive oflife.

2. To discourage ; to deject. Boyle

DISANIMATION, s. [from disanimate.] Pri-

vation of live . Brown.

To DISANNU'L. v. a. To annul ; to deprive

of authority ; to vacate. Herbert

DISANNU'LMENT. s. [trom disannul.] The

act ofmaking void.

To DISAPPEAR. v. n. [disparoitre, French.]

To be lost to view ; to vanish out of sight.

tions.

Milton.

To DISAPPOINT. v. a. [dis and appoint.] To

defeat of expectation ; to balk. Tillotson.

DISAPPOINTMENT. s . [ from disappoint.]

Defeat of hopes ; miscarriage of expecta-

Spectator.

DISAPPROBATION. s. [dis and approbation.]

Censure ; condemnation . Pope.

To DISAPPROVE. v. a. [disapprouver, Fr.]To

dislike ; to censure. Pope.

DI'SARD. s. [dirig, Saxon.] A prattler ; a

boasting talker

Tk DISA'RM. v. a. [disarmer, Fr.] To spoil or

divest of arms. Dryden.

Spenser

Hayward.

To DISARRA'Y. v. a. [dis and array.] To un-

dress any one ; to disorder.

DISARRA'Y. s. [from the verb.]

1. Disorder ; confusion.

2. Undress.

DISA'STER. s. [disastre, French.]

1. The blast or stroke of an unfavourable

planet. Shakespeare.

2. Misfortune ; grief ; mishap ; misery. Pope.

To DISA'STER. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To blast by an unfavourable star. Sidney

2. To afflict; to mischief. Shakespeare

DISA'STROUS . a. [ from disaster.]

3. Unlucky ; not fortunate.

2. Unhappy ; calamitous ; miserable . Denh.

3. Gloomy ; threatning misfortune. Millon.

Hayward
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DISASTROUSLY. ad. [from disastrous. ] In à

dismal manner.

DISA'STROUSNESS. s . [from disastrous. ] Un-

luckiness ; unfortunateness.

To DISAVOUCH. v. a. To retract profession ;

to disown. Daniel.

To DISAVOW. v. u. To disown ; to deny

knowledge of. Hayward.

DISAVO'WAL. s. [from disavow.] Denial.

Clarissa.

DISAVOWMENT. s . [from disavow.] Denial.

Wotton.

ToDISAUTHORIZE. v. a. [dis and authorize.]

To deprive of credit or authority. Wotton.

To DISBAND. v. a. [dis and band.]

1 To dismiss from military service. Knolles.

2. To spread abroad ; to scatter. Woodward.

To DISBAND. v. n. To retire from military

service. Clarendon. Tillotson.

To DISBA'RK. v. a. [debarquer, Fr.] To land
from a ship. Fairfax.

DISBELIEF. s. [from to disbelieve .] Refusal of

credit ; denial of belief.

To DISBELIEVE. v. a. [dis and believe.] Not

to credit ; not to hold true. Hammond.

DISBELIEVER. s. One who refuses belief.

Tillotson.

Watts.

To DISBENCH. v. a. To drive from a seat.

Shakespeare.

Evelyn.

Dict.

To DISBRA'NCH. v. a. [dis and branch. ] To

separate or break off.

To DISBU'D. v. a. [with gardeners.] To take

away the sprigs newly put forth.

To DISBURDEN. v. a. [dis and burden .]

1. To ease ofa burden ; to unload. Milton.

2. Todisencumber, discharge, or clear. Hale.

3. To throw off a burden.

To DISBURDEN. v. n. To ease the mind.

To DISBURSE. v. a. [debourser, Fr.] To spend

or lay out money.

DISBURSEMENT. s. [deboursement, Fr.] A

disbursement, or laying out. Spenser.

Addison.

Spenser.

DISBURSER. s. [from disburse.] One that

disburses.

DISCALCEATED. a. [discalceatus, Latin.]

Stripped of shoes.

DISCALCEA'TION. s. [from discalceated.]

The act of pulling off the shoes. Brown.

To DISCANDY. v. n. [from dis and candy.]

To dissolve ; to melt. Shakespeare.

To DISCARD. v. a. [dis and card. ]

1. To throw out of the hand such cards as

are useless.

Swift.

2. To discharge or eject from service or em-

ployment.

DİSCA'RNATE. a. [dis, and caro, flesh ; scar-

nato, Italian.] Stripped of flesh. Glanville.

To DISCA'SE . v . a. To strip ; to undress. Shak.

To DISCERN. v . a. [discerno, Latin.]

1. To descry ; to see. Proverbs.

2. Tojudge ; to have knowledge of. Sidney.

3. To distinguish. Boyle.

4. To makethe difference between. Ben Jon.

To DISCERN. v. n. To make distinction .

DISCERNER. s. [from discern.]

Hayward.

1. Discoverer ; he that descries. Shakespeare.

2. Judge; one that has the power of distin-

guishing. Clarendon,

DISCERNIBLE. a. [from discern.] Discover

able ; perceptible ; distinguishable ; appa

rent. South.

DISCERNIBLENESS. s . [from discernible.]

Visibleness .

DISCE'RNIBLY. ad . [ from discernible.] Per-

ceptibly; apparently.
Hammond.

DISCERNING. part. a. [from discern. ] Judi-

cious ; knowing. Atterbury.

DISCERNINGLY. ad. Judiciously ; ration-

ally ; acutely.

DISCERNMENT. s. [from discern .] Judg

ment; power of distinguishing . Freeholder.

To DISCE'RP. v. a . [discerpo , Latin.] To tear

in pieces.

Garth.

More.

DISCERPTIBLE. a. [from discerp.] Frangi-

ble; separable.

DISCERPTIBILITY. s. [from discerptible.]

Liableness to be destroyed by disunion of

parts .

DISCE'RPTION. s. [from discerp.] The act of

pulling to pieces.

Dryden.

TO DISCHARGE. v . a. [décharger, French.]

J. To disburden ; to exonerate.

2. To unload ; to disembark. King.

3. To give vent to any thing ; to let fly. Dryd.

4. To let off a gun.

5. To clear a debt by payment.

6. To set free from obligation.

Knolles.

Locke.

L'Estrange.

7. To clear from an accusation or crime ; to

absolve.

s. To perform ; to execute.

Locke.

Dryden.

9. To put away ; to obliterate ; to destroy.

Bucon.

Bacon.

10. To divest of any office or employment.

11. To dismiss ; to release .

To DISCHARGE. v . n. To dismiss itself; to

break up.

DISCHAʼRGE s. [from the verb.]

Bacon.

1. Vent ; explosion ; emission.
Woodward.

2. Matter vented. Sharp.

3. Disruption ; evanescence.
Bacon.

4. Dismission from an office.

5. Release from an obligation or penalty.

Milton.

6. Absolution from a crime. South.

Milton.

L'Estrange.

Ecclus.

7. Ransom ; price ofransom.

8. Performance ; execution.

9. An acquittance from a debt.

10. Exemption ; privilege.

DISCHARGER. s. [ from discharge.]

1. He that discharges in any manner.

2. He that fires a gun.

DISCI'NCT. a . [discinctus, Latin .] Ungirded ;

loosely dressed.

Brown.

Dict.

To DISČIND. v. a. [disciñdo, Lat . ] To divide ;

to cut in pieces. Boyle.

DISCIPLE. s . [discipulus, Latin. ] A scholar.
Hammond

To DISCIPLE. v . a. To punish ; to discipline.

Spenser.

DISCIPLESHIP. s. [from disciple. ] The state

or function of a disciple. Hammond.

DISCIPLINABLE. a. [disciplinabilis, Latin.]

Capable ofinstruction.

DISCIPLI'NABLENESS. s. [from disciplin

able.] Capacity of instruction. Hale.

DISCIPLINA'RIAN. a. [fromdiscipline .] Per

taining to discipline. Glanville
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DISCIPLINA'RIAN. 2. DISCOMMO'DIOUS. a. Inconvenient ; trou

Spenser1. One who rules or teaches with great blesome.

strictness.

1. A follower of the presbyterian sect, so

called from their clamour about discipline.

Saunderson.

'DI'SCIPLINARY. a . [disciplina, Latin. ] Per-

taining to discipline. Milton.

DI'SCIPLINE. s. [disciplina, Latin .]

order.

1. Education ; instruction ; the act of culti-

vating the mind. Bacon.

2. Pule ofgovernment ; Hooker.

3. Military regulation . Shakespeare.

4. A state of subjection. Rogers.

5. Any thing taught ; art ; science. Wilkins.

6. Punishment ; chastisement ; correction.

Addison.

To DISCIPLINE. v. a.

1. To educate ; to instruct ; to bring up.

Addison.

2. To regulate ; to keep in order. Derham.

3. To punish ; to correct ; to chastise.

4. To reform ; to redress. Milton.

To DISCLAIM. v. a. [dis and claim. ] To Dis-

own; to deny any knowledge of. Rogers.

DISCLAIMER. s . [from to disclaim . ] One

that disclaims, disowns, or renounces.

To DISCLOSE. v. a.

1. To uncover ; to produce from a state of

latitancy to open view.
Woodward.

Bucon.

Addison.

2. To hatch ; to opes.、

3. To reveal ; to tell.

DISCLOSER. s. [from disclose. ] One that re-

'veals or discovers.

DISCLOSURE. s. [from disclose.]

1. Discovery ; production into view. Bacon.

2. Act of revealing any secret. Bacon.

DISCOLORATION. s. [from discolour .]

1. The act of changing the colour ; the act

of staining.

2. Change of colour ; stain ; die. Arbuthnot.

To DISCO'LOUR. v. a. [discoloro, Latin.] To

change from the natural hue ; to stain. Temp.

To DISCO'MFIT. v .a . [desconfire, French. ] To

defeat ; to conquer ; to vanquish. Philips.

DISCO'MFIT. s. [from the verb.] Defeat ;

rout ; overthrow.

Shak.

Milton.

DISCO'MFITURE, s. [from discomfit.] Defeat ;

loss of battle ; rout ; overthrow. Atterbury.

DISCOMFORT. s. [dis and comfort.] Uneasi-

ness ; sorrow; melancholy ; gloom.

To DISCOMFORT. v. a . To grieve ; to sad-

den ; to deject. Sidney.

DISCOMFORTABLE. a . [from discomfort.]

1. One that is melancholy, and refuses com-

fort. Shakespeare.

Sidney.
2. That causes sadness.

Tu DISCOMMEND. v. a. To blame ; to cen-

Denham .snre.

DISCOMMENDABLE. a. Blamable ; cen-

surable.
Ayliffe.

DISCOMMOʻDITY. 8. Inconvenience ; dís

advantage ; hurt. Bacon.

To DISCOMPO'SE. v . a . [decomposer, Fr.]

1. To disorder ; to unsettle.

2. To ruffle ; to disorder.

3. To disturb the temper.

Clarendon,

Swift.

Dryden.

1

Swift.

Bacon.

4. To offend ; to fret ; to vex.

5. To displace ; to discard.

DISCOMPO'SURE. s . [from to discompose.]

Disorder ; perturbation. Clarendon.

To DISCONCE'RT. v. a. [dis and concert. ] To

unsettle the mind ; to discompose. Collier

DISCONFO'RMITY. s. Want of agreement.

Milton.

Hakewill

DISCONGRU'ITY. s. Disagreement ; incon-

sistency. Hals.

DISCO'NSOLATE. a. Wanting comfort ;

hopeless ; sorrowful.

DISCO'NSOLATELY. ad. In a disconsolate

manner; comfortlessly.

DISCO'NSOLATENESS. s. The state of be-

ing disconsolate.

DISCONTENT. s. Want of content ; uneasi-

ness at the present state . Pope.

DISCONTENT. a. Uneasy at the present

state ; dissatisfied . Hayward.

·

To DISCONTENT. v. a. [from the noun.]

To dissatisfy ; to make uneasy Dryden.

DISCONTENTED. participial a. Uneasy ;

cheerless ; malevolent. Tillotson.

DISCONTENTEDNESS. s. Uneasiness ; want

Addison.

DISCONTENTMENT. s. [from discontent.]

The state of being discontented. Bacon.

DISCONTINUANCE. s. [from discontinue .]

I. Want of cohesion of parts ; disruption.

of ease.

Bacon.

2. Cessation ; intermission. Atterbury.

DISCONTINUATION. s. [from discontinue.]

Disruption of continuity ; disruption ; sepa-

ration. Newton.

To DISCONTINUE. v. n . [discontinuer, Fr.]

1. To lose the cohesion of parts. Bacon.

2. To lose an established or prescriptive cus-

Jeremiah.tom .

To DISCONTINUE. v. a.

1. To leave off ; to cease any practice or ha

bit. Bacon

Holder.

Newton.

2. To break off; to interrupt.

DISCONTINUITY. s. Disunion of parts ;

want of cohesion.

DISCONVENIENCE. s . Incongruity ; dis-

agreement. Bramhall.

DISCORD. s. [discordia, Latin.]

1. Disagreement ; opposition ; mutual anger.

Shakespeare.

2. Difference or contrariety ofqualities. Dry.

3. [In musick.] Sounds not of themselves

pleasing, but necessary to be mixed with

others. Peacham.

Ayliffe. To DISCO'RD. v. n. [discordo, Latin. ] To dis-

agree ; not to suit with. Bacon.

DISCOMMENDABLENESS. s. Blamable-

ness; liableness to censure.

DISCOMMENDATION. 8. Blame ; reproach;

proach ; censure.

DISCOMMENDER. 8. One that die

Ayliffe.

mends.

To DISCOMMODE. v. a. To put to inconve-

niencies ; to molest.

DISCORDANCE

inconsistency.

s. [from discord.] Dis-

agreement ; opposition ;

DISCO'RDAÑT. a. [discordans, Latin.] I
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1. Inconsistent ; at variance with itself.Dry.

2. Opposite ; contrarious ; as, discordant opi-

nions perplex. Cheyne.

Hale.

3. Incongruous ; not conformable ; declara-

tions discordantfrom action.

DISCO'RDANTLY. ad. [from discordant.]

1. Inconsistently; in disagreement with itself.

2. In disagreement with another. Boyle.

3. Peevishly; in a contradictions manner.

TO DISCOVER. v. a . [dècouvrir, French.]

1. To show , to disclose ; to bring to light.

2. To make known.

Shakespeare.

Isaiah.

Pope.3. To find out ; to espy.

DISCO'VERABLE. a. [from discover.]

1. That which may be found out.

2. Apparent ; exposed to view.

DISCOVERER. s. [from discover.]

Watts.

Bentley.

1. One that finds any thingunknown before.

Arbuthnot.

2. A scout ; one who is put to descry the

Shakespeare.enemy.

DISCOVERY. s. [from discover.]

1. The act of finding any thing hidden. Dry.

2. The act of revealing or disclosing any se-

South.cret.

To DISCOUNSEL. v. a. [dis and counsel.] To

dissuade ; to give contrary advice. Spenser.

DISCOUNT. s. The sum refunded in a bar-

gain. Swift.

To DI'SCOUNT. v. a. To count back ; to pay

back again Swift.

To DISCOUNTENANCE. v. a.

1. To discourage by cold treatment. Claren.

2. To abash ; to put to shame. Milton.

DISCOUNTENANCE. s. Cold treatment ,

unfriendly regard.
Clarendon.

DISCOUNTENANCER. s. One that discou-

rages by cold treatment. Bacon.

To DISCOURAGE. v. a. [décourager, Fr.]

1. To depress ; to deprive of confidenc.

King Charles.

2. To deter ; to fright from any attempt.

Numbers.

DISCOURAGER. s. [from discourage.] One

that impresses diffidence and terror. Pope.

DISCOURAGEMENT. s. [from discourage.]

1. The act of deterring, or depressing hope.

2. Determent ; that which deters. Wilkins .

3. The cause of depression, or fear. Locke.

DISCOURSE. s. [discours, French .]

1. The act of the understanding, by which it

passes from premises to consequences.

Hooker.

2. Conversation ; mutual intercourse of lan-

guage ; talk. Herbert.

3. Effusion of language ; speech. Locke.

4. A treatise ; a dissertation eitherwritten or

uttered .

To DISCOURSE. v. n.

1. To converse ; to talk ; to relate.

Pope.

Shak.

2. To treat upon in a solemn or set manner.

Locke.

3. To reason ; to pass from premises to con-

Davies.sequences.

To DISCOURSE. v. a. [from the noun.] To

Shakespeare.
treat of.

DISCOURSER. 8. [from discourse.]

1. A speaker ; an haranguer. Shakespeare.

2. Awriter on any subject. Brown.

DISCOURSIVE. a. [from discourse.]

1. Passing by intermediate steps from pre

mises to consequences. Milton.

Dryden.

2. Containing dialogue ; interlocutory.

DISCOURTEOUS. a. Uncivil ; uncomplai-

Motteux.sant.

DISCOURTESY. s . Incivility ; rudeness.

Sidney. Herbert.

DISCOURTEOUSLY.ad. [from discourteous.]

Uncivilly; rudely.

DI'SCOUS. a. [from discus, Latin.] Broad ;

flat ; wide. Quincy.

DISCRE’DIT. 8. [discredit, Fr.] Ignominy ;

reproach ; disgrace. Rogers.

TO DISCREDIT. v. a. [décrediter, French.]

1. To deprive of credibility ; to make not

trusted. Shakespeare

2. To disgrace ; to bring reproach upon ; to

shame.

DISCREET. a. [discret, French .]

Donne

Waller.

1. Prudent; circumspect ; cautious ; sober.

Whitgift.

2. Modest ; not forward. Thomson.

DISCREETLY. ad. [from discreet. ] Prudent-

ly ; cautiously.

DISCREETNESS. s. [from discreet. ] The

quality ofbeing discreet.

DISCREPANCE. s . [discrepantia, Lat.] Dif

ference ; contrariety.

DISCREPANT. a. [discrepans, Latin.] Dif

ferent ; disagreeing.

DISCRETE. a. [discretus, Latin .]

1. Distinct ; disjointed ; not continuous.Hale.

2. Disjunctive.

3. Discrete proportion is when the ratio ba

tween two pairs of numbers or quantities i

the same ; but there is not the same propor-

tion between all the four ; thus, 6 : 8 :: 3 : 4.

Harris.

DISCRETION. s . [from discretio, Latin.]

I. Prudence ; knowledge to govern or direct

one's self; wise management. Tillotson.

2. Liberality of acting at pleasure ; uncon-

trolled and unconditional power.

DISCRETIONARY. a. [from discretion .] Left

F at large ; unlimited ; unrestrained. Tatler.

DISCRETIVE. a. [discretus, Latin.]

1. [In logick.] Discretive propositions are

such wherein various, and seemingly oppo-

site judgments are made ; as , travellers may

change their climate, but not their temper.

Watts.

2. [In grammar.] Discretive distinctions are

such as imply opposition ; as, not a man, but

a beast.

DISCRIMINABLE. a. [from discriminate.]

Distinguishable by outward marks or tokens

To DISCRIMINATE. v. a. [discrimino, Lat.]

1. To mark with notes ofdifference. Boyle

2. To select or separate from others. Boyle.

DISCRIMINATENESS. s . [from discrimi-

nate.] Distinctness.

DISCRIMINATION. s. [from discriminatio,

Latin.]

1. The state ofbeing distinguished from other

persons orthings . Stillingfleet.

2. The act of distinguishing one from ano-

ther ; distinction.

3. The marks of distinction.

Addison.

Holder
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Harvey.

Cheyne

Philips.

DISCRIMINATIVE. a. [from discriminate. ] To DISEMBO'GUE. v. n. To gain a vent ; to
1. That which makes the mark of distinc- flow.

tion ; characteristical. Woodward. DISEMBO'WELLED.part.a . [dis and embowel.

2. That which observes distinction . More. Takenfrom out the bowels.

DISCRIMINOUS. a. [from discrimen, Latin.] To DISEMBRO'IL. v. a . [debrouiller, French.]

Dangerous ; hazardous. To disentangle ; to free from perplexity.

DISCU’BITÓRY. a. [discubitorius, Lat.] Fit-

ted to the posture of leaning.
Brown.

DISCUMBENCY. s. [ discumbens, Latin.] The

act ofleaning at meat. Brown.

To DISCUMBER. v. a . [ dis and cumber.] To

disengage from any troublesome weight or

bulk ; commonly, disencumber. Pope.

To DISCU'RE. v. a. To discover.

DISCURSIVE. a . [discursif, French .]

Spenser.

1. Moving here and there ; roving. Bacon.

2. Proceeding by regular gradation from pre-

mises to consequences. More.

DISCURSIVELY. ad. By due gradation of

argument.
Hale.

DISCURSORY. a. [discursor, Latin.] Argu-

mental ; rational.

DISCUS. s. [ Latin.] A quoit.

To DISCUSS. v. a. [discussum, Latin.]

1. To examine ; to ventilate.

Pope.

2. To disperse any humour or swelling.

DISCU'SSER. s. [from discuss.] He that dis-

cusses.

DISCUSSION. s. [from discuss.]

Dryden.

To DISENA'BLE. v. a. To deprive of power.

Dryden.

To DISENCHA'NT. v. a. To free from the

force of an enchantment. Denham.

To DISENCU'MBER. v . a . [dis and encumber.]

1. To discharge from encumbrances ; to dis-

burden ; to exonerate. Sprat.

2. To free from obstruction of any kind. Ad.

DISENCUMBRANCE. s. [from the verb.]

Freedom from encumbrance. Spectator.

To DISENGA'GE. v. a. [dis and engage.]

1. To separate from any thing with which it

is in union. Burnet.

2. To withdraw the affection ; to wean ; to

abstract the mind.
Atterbury,

Waller.

3. To disentangle ; to clear from impedi-

ments or difficulties.

4. To free from any thing that powerfully

seizes the attention. Denham.

To DISENGA'GE. v. n. To set one's self free

from. Collier.

DISENGA'GED. part. a. Vacant ; at leisure.

1. Disquisition ; examination ; ventilation of DISENGA'GEDNESS. s. The quality ofbeing

a question. Prior.

2. [ In surgery.] Discussion is breathing out

thehumours by insensible transpiration.

Wiseman.

DISCU'SSIVE. a. [from discuss. ] Having the

power to discuss .

DISCUTIENT. s. [discutiens, Latin.] A me-

dicine that has power to repel. Quincy.

To DISDA'IN. v. a. [dédaigner, Fr.] To scorn;

to consider as unworthy ofone's character.

Addison.

DISDA'IN. s. [sdegno, Italian . ] Contempt ;

scorn ; contemptuous anger. Ecclus.

DISDA'INFUL. a . [disdain andfull. ] Contemp-

tuous ; haughtily scornful ; indignant. Hook.

DISDA'INFULLY. ad. [from disdainful.] Con-

temptuously ; with haughty scorn. South.

DISDA'INFULNESS. s. [from disdainful.]

Contempt ; haughty scorn. Ascham.

DISEA'SE. s. [dis and ease. ] Distemper ; mala-

dy ; sickness. Swift.

Burnet.

To DISEA'SE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To afflict with disease ; to torment with

sickness. Shakespeare.

2. To put to pain ; to pain ; to make uneasy.

Locke

DISEA'SEDNESS. s. [from diseased .] Sickness;

morbidness.

DISE'DGED. a. [dis and edge. ] Blunted ; ob-

tunded ; dulled. Shakespeare.

To DISEMB'ARK. v. a. To carry to land.

Shakespeare.

To DISEMBAR'K. v. n. To land ; to go or

land.
Pope.

ToDISEMBITTER. v. a . [dis and embitter. ]To

sweeten ; to free from bitterness. Addison.

DISEMBÓ'DIED. a. Divested of the body.

To DISEMBO'GUE. v. a. [disemboucher, old

Fr.] To pour out at the mouth of a river.
223 Addison.

disengaged ; vacuity of attention.

DISENGA'GEMENT... [from disengage ]

1. Release from any engagement, or obliga-

tion.

2. Freedom ofattention ; vacancy.

To DISENTANGLE. v. a.

1. To set free from impediments ; to disem-

broil ; to clear from perplexity or difficulty.

Clarendon.

2. To unfold the parts of any thing interwo-

Boyle.
ven.

3. To disengage ; to separate. Stillingfleet

To DISENTE'RRE. v. a. To unbury. Brown.

To DISENTHRA'L. v . a. To set free ; to re-

store to liberty ; to rescue from slavery.

Sandys

To DISENTHRO'NE. v. a. To depose from

sovereignty. Milton.

To DISENTRA'NCE. v. a . To awaken from a

trance, or deep sleep. Hudibras.

To DISESPOUSE. v. a. To separate after

faith plighted. Milton.

DISESTEEM. s. [dis and esteem .] Slight re-

gard. Locke.

To DISESTE’EM. v . a. [ from the noun .] To

regard slightly. Chapman.

DISESTIMATION. s. [dis and æstimatio, La-

tin. ] Disrespect ; disesteem.

DISFA'VOUR. s. [dis and favour .]

1. Discountenance ; unpropitious regard.Bac.

2. A state of ungraciousness or unaccepta

bleness. Spelman.

3. Want ofbeauty.

To DISFA/VOUR. v. a. [from the noun.] To

discountenance ; to withhold or withdraw

kindness . Swift.

DISFIGURATION. s. [fromdisfigure.]

1. The act of disfiguring.

2. The state of being disfigured.¸·

3, Deformity.
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To DISFIGURE. v. a. [dis and figure.] To

change any thing to a worse form ; to de-

form; to mangle.
Locke.

DISFIGUREMENT. s . [from disfigure. ] De-

facement of beauty ; change of a betterform

Suckling.

To DISFO'REST. v . a. To reduce land from

the privileges of a forest to the state of com-

non land.

to a worse.

To DISFRANCHISE. v. a . To deprive of

privileges or immunities.

DISFRANCHISEMENT. s. The act of de-

priving of privileges.

To DISFURNISH. v. a. To deprive ; to un-

furnish ; to strip . Knolles.

To DISGA'RNISH. v. a. [dis and garnish.]

1. To strip of ornaments.

2. To take guns from a fortress .

To DISGLO'RIFY. v. a . To deprive ofglory ;

to treat with indignity.

To DISGO'RGE. v. a.

1. To dischargeby the mouth.

2. To pour out with violence.

DISGRA'CE. s . [disgrace, French.]

Milton.

Dryden.

Derham.

1. Shame ; ignominy ; dishonour. Shakespeare.

2. State of dishonour. Sidney.

3. State of being out offavour.

To DISGRACE. v. a. [from the noun .]

1. To bring a reproach upon ; to dishonour.

Hooker.

2. To put out offavour.

DISGRACEFUL. a. [disgrace and full.]

Shameful ; ignominious . Taylor.

DISGRACEFULLY. ad. In disgrace ; with

indignity ; ignominiously. B. Jonson.

DISGRACEFULNESS. s. [from disgrace. ]

Ignominy ; cause of shame.

DISGRA'CER. s. [ from disgrace. ] One that

exposes to shame. Swift.

DISGRA'CIOUS. a. [dis and gracious.] Un-

kind ; unfavourable. Shakespeare.

To DISGUISE. v . a . [deguiser, French. ]

1. To conceal by an unusual dress. Shak.

2. To hide by a counterfeit appearance.

3. To disfigure ; to change the form . Dryd.

4. To deform by liquor. Spectator.

DISGUISE. s. [from the verb.]

1. A dress contrived to conceal the person

that wears it.

2. A counterfeit show.

DISGUISEMENT. s. [from disguise.]

of concealment.

DISGUISER. s. [from disguise.]

1. One that puts on a disguise.

Addison.

Dryden.

Dress

Sidney.

Swift .

2. One that conceals another by a disguise ;

one that disfigures.

DISGU'ST. s. [degout, French.]

Shakespeare.

1. Aversion of the palate from any thing.

2. Ill-humour ; malevolence ; offence con-

ceived. Locke.

To DISGUST. v. a. [degouter, French.]

1 To raise aversion in the stomach ; to dis-
taste.

Swift.

Swift.

2. To strike with dislike ; to offend. Watts.

3. To produce aversion.

DISGUSTFUL. a. Nauseous.

DISH. s. [disc, Saxon, discus, Latin.)

1. A broad wide vessel, in which solid food

is served up atthe table. Dryden,

2. A deep hollow vessel for liquid food.

Milton.

3. Themeat served in a dish ; any particu

lar kind of food.
Shakespeare.

To DISH. v. a. To serve in a dish . Shakespeare.

DISH-CLOUT. s. [dish and clout.] The cloth

with which the maids rub their dishes . Sw.

DISH-WASHER. 8. The name ofa bird.

DISHAÜI'LLE . a. [deshabillé, Fr. ] Undressed ;

loosely or negligently dressed. Dryden.

DISHABI'LLE. s. Undress ; loose dress. Clar.

To DISHA'BIT. v. a. To throw out ofplace.

Shakespeare.

DISHAR'MONY. s. Contrariety to harmony.

To DISHEA'RTEN. v. a. [dis and hearten.] To

discourage ; to deject ; to terrify. Milton.

DISHE'RISON. s The act ofdebarring from

inheritance.

To DISHE'RIT. v. a. [dis and inherit .] To cut

offfrom hereditary succession. Spenser.

To DISHE'VEL. v. a. [decheveler, Fr.]To spread

the hair disorderly. Knolles. South.

DI'SHING. a. Concave. Mortimer

DISHO'NEST. a. [ dis and honest.]

1. Void of probity ; void of faith ; faithless.

South.

Dryden.

Pope.

2. Disgraced ; dishonoured.

3. Disgraceful ; ignominious.

DISHONESTLY. ad. [from dishonest .]

1. Without faith ; without probity ; faithless-

ly. Shakespeare.

2. Lewdly ; wantonly ; unchastely.

DISHONESTY. s . [from dishonest. ]

Eccles

1. Want ofprobity ; faithlessness. Swift.

2. Unchastity ; incontinence. Shakespeare.

DISHONOUR. s. [dis and honour.]

1. Reproach ; disgrace ; ignominy. Boyle.

2. Reproach uttered ; censure. Shakespeare.

To DISHONOUR. v. a . [dis and honour.]

1. To disgrace ; to bring shame upon ; to

blast with infamy. Ecclus.

Dryden.

2. To violate chastity.

3. To treat with indignity.

DISHONOURABLE. a. [from dishonour . ]

1. Shameful ; reproachful ; ignominious. Dan.

2. In a state of neglect or disesteem . Ecclus.

DISHONOURER. s . [from dishonour.]

1. One that treats another with indignity.

Millon.

2. A violator of chastity.

To DISHO'RN. v. a. [dis and horn. ] To strip

of horns. Shakespeare.

DISHU'MOUR. §. Peevishness ; ill-humour.

Spectator.

DISIMPROVEMENT. s. [dis and improve-

ment. ] Reduction from a better to a worse

Norris,state .

To DISINCARCERATE. v. a. To set at li-

berty. Harvey.

DISINCLINA'TION. s. Want of affection ;

slight ; dislike. Arbuthnot.

To DISINCLINE. v. a. [ dis and incline.] To

produce dislike to ; to make disaffected ; to

alienate affection from. Clarendon.

DISINGENUITY. 8. [from disingenuous.]

Meanness of artifice ; unfairness . Clarendon.

DISINGENUOUS. a. [dis and ingenuous.] Un-

fair; meanly artful ; viciously subtle;
illi.

beral. Stillingfleet,
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DISINGE'NUOUSLY. ad. In a disingenuous

manner.

DISINGENUOUSNESS . s. Mean subtilty ;

Government of the Tongue.low craft.

DISINHE'RISON. s.

I The act of cutting off from any hereditary

succession.
Clarendon.

2. The state of being cut off from an here-

ditary right. Taylor.

To DISINHERIT. v . a . To cut off from an

hereditary right.. Davies.

To DISINTER. t. a. To unbury ; to take out

ofthe grave. Addison.

DISINTERESSED. a . [dis and interesse, Fr.]

Void of regard to private advantage ; impar-
tial.

Dryden.

DISINTERESSMENT. s. [dis and interesse-

ment, French.] Disregard to private advan-

tage; disinterestedness.

DISINTEREST. s. [dis and interest.]

Prior.

1. What is contrary to one's wish or prospe-

rity. Glanville.

2. Indifference to profit.

DISINTERESTED. a. [from disinterest .]

Swift.

1. Superior to regard of private advantage ;

not influenced by private profit.

2. Without any concern in an affair.

DISINTERESTEDLY. ad. In a disinterested

manner.

DISI'NTERESTEDNESS. s. [from disinte-

rested.] Contempt ofprivate interest. Brown.

To DISINTRICATE. v. a. [dis and intricate.]

To disentangle.

To DISINVITE. v. a . [dis and invite.] To pro-

hibit after an invitation.

To DISJOIN. v . a. [dejoindre, Fr.] To sepa-

rate ; to part from each other ; to sunder.

To DISJOINT. v. a. [dis and joint.]

1. To put out ofjoint.

Milton.

Sandys.

2. To break at junctures ; to separate at the

part where there is a cement. Irene.

3. To break in pieces. Blackmore.
4. To carve a fowl.

5. To make incoherent. Sidney.

To DISJOINT. v. n. To fall in pieces. Shak,

DISJOINT. particip. [from the verb. ] Separa-

ted ; divided. Shakespeare.

DISJUNCT. a. [disjunctus , Latin. ] Disjointed ;

separate.

DISJUNCTION. s. [from disjunctio, Latin .]

Disunion ; separation ; parting. South.

DISJUNCTIVE. a . [disjunctivus, Latin.]

1. Incapable of union. Grew.

2. That which marks separation or opposi-

tion ; as, Ilove him, orfear him. Watts.

3. In logick.] A disjunctive proposition is

when the parts are opposed ; as, Il is either

day or night.

DISJUNCTIVELY. ad. Distinctively ; sepa-

rately. Decay ofPiety.

DISK. s. [discus, Latin.]

1. The face of the sun or planet as it appears

to the eye. Newton.

Greu.

2. A broad piece of iron thrown in the an-

cient sports ; a quoit.

DISKINDNESS. s. [dis and kindness. ]

1 Want of kindness ; want of affection.

Ill-turn ; injury ; detriment. Woodward.

DISLIKE. s.

2.

1. Disinclination ; absence of affection. Spen.

2. Discord ; dissention ; disagreement Fairf

To DISLIKE. v. a. [dis and like. ] To disap-

prove ; to regard without affection. Temple.

DISLIKEFUL. a. [dislike and full. ] Disaffect-

ed ; malign. Spenser

To DISLIKEN. v. a. [dis and like.] To make
unlike. Shakespeare.

DISLIKENESS . s. [dis and likeness . ] Dissimi-

litude ; unlikeness. Locke.

DISLIKER. s . A disapprover ; one that is

not pleased. Swift.

To DISLI'MB. v. a. [dis and limb. ] To dila-

niate ; to tear limb from limb.

To

To

DISLIMN. v. a. [ dis and limu .] To unpaint ;

to strike out of a picture. Shakespeare.

DISLOCATE. v. a. [dis and locus, Latin.]

1. To put out of the proper place. Woodw.

2. To put out ofjoint. Shakespeare.

DISLOCATION. s . [from dislocate.]

Burnet

Grew

1. The act of shifting the place of things.

2. The state of being displaced.

3. A luxation ; a joint put out.

To DISLO'DGE. v. a. [ dis and lodge.]

1. To remove from a place. Woodward.

2. To remove from a habitation. Dryden.

3. To drive an enemy from a station. Dryden,

4. To remove an army to other quarters.

Shakespeare.

To DISLO'DGE. v. ?. To go away to another

place. Milton.

DİSLO'YAL . a . [desloyal, French.]

1. Not true to allegiance ; faithless ; false to

a sovereign ,
Milton.

Shakespeare.2. Dishonest ; perfidious.

3. Not true to the marriage-bed. Shakespeare.

4. False in love ; not constant.

DISLO'YALLY. ad. [from disloyal.]

faithfully ; disobediently.

DISLOʻYALTY. s . [from disloyal.]

Not

1.Want of fidelity to the sovereign. K. Cha.

2. Want offidelity in love. Shakespeare.

DI'SMAL. a . [dies malus, Latin, an evil day.]

Sorrowful ; dire ; horrid ; uncomfortable ;

unhappy. Decay ofPiety.

DI'SMALLY. ad. Horridly ; sorrowfully.

DI'SMALNESS . s . [from dismal .] Horror ; sor-

row.

To DISMAʼNTLE. v . a . [dis and mantle.]

1. To throw off a dress ; to strip. South.

2. To loose ; to unfold ; to throwopen. Shuk.

3. To strip atown ofits out-works. Hakewill.

4. To break down any thing external. Dry.

To DISMA'SK. v . a . [dis and mask.] To divest

of a mask. Wotton.

To DISMA'Y. v. a. [desmayar, Spanish.] To

terrify ; to discourage ; to affright. Raleigh.

-DISMA'Y . s . [desmayo, Spanish.] Fall of cou

rage; terrour felt ; desertion ofmind. Mitten.

DISMA'YEDNESS . s . [from dismay.] Dejec

tion of courage ; dispiritedness. Sidney.

DISME.s. [French. ] A tenth ; the tenth part ;

tithe. Shakespeare.

To DISME'MBER. v. a. [dis and member.] To

divide member from member ; to cut in

pieces. Swift .

To DISMI'SS . v. a. [dismissus , Latin.]

I. To send away.

2. To give leave of departure,

3. To discard.

Acts.

Dryden
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DISMISSION. s. [from dismissio, Latin.]

1. Dispatch ; act of sending away. Dryden.

2. An honourable discharge from any office.

Milton.

3. Deprivation ; obligation to leave any post

or place. Shakespeare.

To DISMORTGAGE. v . a . [dis and mortgage.]

To redeem from mortgage.

To DISMOUNT. v . a. [demonter, Fr.]

1. To throw off a horse.

2. To throw from any elevation.

Howel.

Shakespeare.

3. To throw a cannon from its carriage. Kn.

To DISMO'UNT. v. n .

1. To alight from a horse.

2. To descend from an elevation.

Addison.

To DISNATURALIZE. v . a . [dis and natural-

ize.] To alienate ; to make alien.

DISNATURED . a . [ dis and nature . ] Unnatu-

ral ; wanting natural tenderness . Shakespeare.

DISOBEDIENCE. s. [dis and obedience.]

1. Violation of lawful commands or prohibi-

tion ; breach of duty due to superiours.

2.

Stillingfleet.

Blackmore.Incompliance.

DISOBEDIENT. a . [ dis and obedient.] Not

observant of lawful authority. Kings.

fo DISOBEY. v. a. [dis and obey. ] To break

commands, or transgress prohibitions . Denh.

DISOBLIGATION. s. [dis and obligation. ]

Offence ; cause of disgust. Clarendon.

To DISOBLIGE . v . a. [dis and oblige .] To of-

fend to disgust ; to give offence to. Clarend.

DISOBLIGING. participial a. [from disoblige. ]

Disgusting ; unpleasing ; offensive.

Government of the Tongue.

DISOBLIGINGLY. ad. [from disobliging .] In

a disgusting or offensive manner ; without

attention to please.

DISOBLIGINGNESS. s. [from disobliging.]

Offensiveness ; readiness to disgust.

DISO'RBED . a. [dis and orb. ] Thrown out of

the proper orbit. Shakespeare.

DISORDER. s . [desordre, Fr.]

1. Want of regular disposition ; irregularity;

confusion. Spectator.

Waller.2. Tumult ; disturbance ; bustle.

3. Neglect of rule ; irregularity. Pope.

4. Breach of laws ; violation of standing in-

stitution. Wisdom.

5. Breach of that regularity in the animal

economy which causes health ; sickness ;

distemper. Locke.

6. Discomposure of mind.

To DISO'RDER. v. a. [dis and order.]

1. To throw into confusion ; to confound ;

to disturb ; to ruffle.

2. To make sick.

Milton.

3. To discompose ; to disturb the mind.

DISO'RDERED. a . [from disorder.] Disorder-

ly; irregular ; vicious ; loose ; debauched.

Shakespeare.

DISO'RDEREDNESS. s. Irregularity ; want

of order ; confusion. Knolles.

DISORDERLY: a. [from disorder.]

1. Confused ; immethodical.

2. Irregular ; tumultuous.

Hale.

Addison.

Bacon.

3. Lawless ; contrary to law ; inordinate ;

vicious.

DISORDERLY. ad. [from disorder.]

1. Without rule ; without method ; irregu

larly ; confusedly. Raleigh.

2 Without law ; inordinately. Thessalonians.

DISO'RDINATE. a. [dis and ordinate.] Not

livingby the rules of virtue. Milton.

DISOʻRDINATELY ad. Inordinately ; vi-

ciously.

DISORIENTATED . a . [ dis and orient .] Turn-

ed from the east ; turned from the right di-
rection.

To DISO'WN. v. a . [dis and own.]

Harris.

Dryden.

Swift.

1. To deny ; not to allow.

2. To abrogate ; to renounce.

To DISPA'ND. v. a. [dispando, Latin . ] To dis-

play; to spread abroad.

DISPA'NSION. s. [from dispansus, Lat.] The

act of displaying ; diffusion ; dilatation .

To DISPARAGE. v . a. [from dispar, Latin.]

1. To match unequally ; to injure by union

with something inferiour in excellence.

2. To injure by a comparison with something
of less value.

3. To treat with contempt ; to mock ; to

flout. Milton.

4. To bring reproach upon ; to be the cause

of disgrace.

5. To marry any one to another of inferiour

condition.

DISPA’RAGEMENT. s. [from disparage.] {

1. Injurious union, or comparison with some-

thing of inferiour excellence. L'Estrange.

2. [In law.] Matching an heir in marriage

under his or her degree, or against decency.

Sidney,

3. Reproach ; disgrace ; indignity. Wotton

DISPA'RAGER. s . One that disgraces.

DI'SPARATES . s. [disparata, Lat. ] Things so

unlike that they cannot be compared with
each other.

DISPARITY. s. [from dispar, Lat.]

1. Inequality ; difference in degree either of

rank or excellence. Rogers.

Shakespeare.

2. Dissimilitude ; unlikeness.

To DISPARK. v. a. [dis and park.]

1. To throw open a park.

2. To set at large without inclosure. Waller.

To DISPA'RT. v. a. [dis and part ; dispertior,

Latin.] To divide in two ; to separate ; to

break. Dyer.

DISPA'SSION. s. [dis and passion. ] Freedom

from mental perturbation. Temple.

DISPAʼSSIONATE.a . [ from dis andpassionate.]

Cool ; calm ; moderate ; temperate. Clarend.

To DISPEL. v. a. [ dispello, Latin . ] To drive

by scattering ; to dissipate.
Locke.

DISPE'NCE. s . [dispence, Fr.] Expence ; cost ;

charge. Spenser.

To DISPEND. v. a. [dispendo, Lat .] To spend;

to consume. Spenser.

DISPENSARY. s. [from dispense. ] The place

where medicines are dispensed . Gurth.

DISPENSATION. s. [ from dispensatio , Lat.]

1. Distribution ; the act of dealing out any

thing. Woodward.

2. The dealing of God with his creatures ;

method ofprovidence. Taylor.

3. An exemption from some law. Ward

DISPENSA'TOR. s. [Latin.] One employed

in dealing outany thing ; a distributer. Bacon
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DIS DIS

DISPENSATORY. s . [from dispense. ] A book

in which the composition ofmedicines is de-

scribed and directed ; a Pharmacopeia.Hamm.

To DISPENSE. v. a . [dispenser, Fr.]

1. To deal out to distribute. Dec. ofPiety.

2. To make up a medicine.

3. TO DISPENSE with. To excuse ; to grant

dispensation for ; to suspend from operation.

Raleigh.

DISPE'NSE. s. [from the verb . ] Dispensation ;

exemption. Milton.

DISPENSER. s . [from dispense.] One that

dispenses ; a distributer. Sprat.

To DISPEOPLE. v. a. [dis and people.] To

depopulate ; to empty of people. Pope.

DISPEOPLER. s. [from dispeople .]A depopu

Locke.

DISPLE'ASINGNESS. 8. [from displeasing.,

Offensiveness ; quality of offending. Locke

DISPLE'ASURE . s . [from displease.]

1. Uneasiness ; pain received.

2. Offence ; pain given.

3. Anger ; indignation.

4. State of disgrace.

Judges.

Knolles.

Peacham.

To DISPLE'ASURE. v. a. To displease ; not

to gain favour. Bacon.

To DISPLO’DE. v. a. [displodo, Lat.] To dis-

perse with a loud noise ; to vent with vio-

lence. Milton.

DISPLO'SION. s. [from displosus, Lat.] The

act of disploding ; a sudden burst with noise

DISPO'RT. s. [dis and port .] Play ; sport ;

pastime. Hayward.

noun.] To di-

Shakespeare.

toy ; to wan

Pope.

To DISPO'RT. v. a. [from the

vert.

ton.

lator. Gay.

To DISPERGE. v. a. [dispergo, Latin.] To

sprinkle. Shakespeare. To DISPO'RT. v. n. To play ; to

To DISPERSE. v. a . [dispersus, Latin.]

1. To scatter ; to drive to different parts . Ez.

2. To dissipate. Milton.

DISPERSEDLY. ad. [from dispersed.] In a

dispersed manner. Hooker.

DISPERSEDNESS. s. [from disperse.]

1. The state of being dispersed.

2. Thinness ; scatteredness. Brerewood.

DISPERSER. s. [from disperse.] A scatterer;

a spreader. Spectator.

DISPERSION. s. [from dispersio, Latin.]

1. The act ofscattering or spreading.

DISPO'SAL. s. [ from dispose.]

1. The act of disposing or regulating any

thing; regulation ; distribution. Milton.

2. The power of distribution ; the right of

bestowing. Atterbury.

Locke

2. The state of being scattered. Raleigh.

To DISPIRIT. v. a. [dis and spirit.]

1. To discourage ; to deject ; to depress ; to

damp. Clarendon.

3. Government ; conduct.

To DISPO'SE . v. a. [disposer, Fr.]

1. To employ to various purposes ; to diffuse.

Prior.

2. To give ; to place ; to bestow. Sprat.

3. To turn to any particular end or conse

quence.

4. To adapt ; to form for any purpose.

5. To frame the mind.

6. To regulate ; to adjust.

Collier.

2. To oppress the constitution of the body.

DISPIRITEDNESS. s. [from dispirit.] Want

ofvigour.

To DISPLACE. v. a. [dis and place. ]

1. To put out of place.

2. To put out of any state, condition, or dig-

nity.

3. To disorder.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

DISPLACENCY. s . [displicentia, Latin.]

1. Incivility ; disobligation.

2. Disgust ; any thing unpleasing. D. ofP.

TO DISPLANT. v. a. [dis and plant.]

1.To remove a plant.

Dryden.

Spenser.

Smabridge.

Dryden.

Swift.

7. To DISPOSE of. To apply to any purpose ;

to transfer to any person.

8. TO DISPOSE of. To put into the hands of

another. Tatler.

9. To DISPOSE of. To give away. Waller.

10. To DISPOSE of. To employ to any end.

11. TO DISPOSE of.

tion.

12. TO DISPOSE of.

means.

To DISPO'SE. v. n.

terms.

Bucon.

To place in any condi-

Dryden.

To put away by any

Burnet.

To bargain ; to make

Shakespeare

2. To drive a people from the place in which DISPO'SE. s. [from the verb.]

they have fixed.

DISPLANTATION. s.

1. The removal of a plant.

2. The ejection of a people .

To DISPLAY. v . a. [desployer, Fr.]

1. To spread wide.

2. To exhibit to the sight or mind.

3. To carve ; to cut up.

Bacon.

Raleigh.

Locke.

Spectator.

4. To talk without restraint. Shakespeare.

5. To set out ostentatiously to view. Shak.

DISPLAY. s. [ from the verb. ] An exhibition

of any thing to view. Spectator.

DISPLE'ASANCE. s. [from displease.] Anger;

discontent.

DISPLEASANT. a. Unpleasing ; offensive.

Spenser.

Glanville.

To DISPLE'ASE. v. a. [dis and please.]

1. To offend ; to make angry.

2. To disgust ; to raise aversion.

Temple.

Locke.

1. Power; management ; disposal. Shak.

2. Distribution ; act of government. Milton,

3. Disposition ; cast of behaviour. Shakesp.

4. Cast ofmind ; inclination.

DISPO'SER. s. [from dispose .]

1. Distributer ; giver ; bestower.

2. Governour ; regulator.

Shakespeare.

Graunt.

Boyle.

3. One who gives to whom he pleases . Prior.

DISPOSITION. s . [from dispositio, Latin.]

1. Order ; method ; distribution .

2. Natural fitness ; quality.

3. Tendency to any act or state .

4. Temper ofmind.

Dryden.

Newton.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

5. Affection of kindness or ill-will. Swift.

6. Predominant inclination. Locke.

DISPOʻSITIVE. a. That which implies dispo

sal of any property ; decretive. Ayliffe

DISPOSITIVELY. ad. [from dispositive.]

Distributively.
Brown
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DIS DIS

DISPOʻSITOR. s. The lord of that sign in

which the planet is.

To DISPOSSE'SS. v. a. [dis and possess. ]To put

out of possession ; to deprive ; to disseize.

Fairfax. Knolles. Tillotson.

DISPO'SURE s. [from dispose.]

Pope.

1. Disposal ; government ; power ; manage-

ment. Sundys.

2. State ; posture. Wotton.

DISPRAISE. s . Blame ; censure. Addison.

To DISPRA'ISE. v. a. To blame ; to censure .

Shakespeare.
DISPRA'ISER. s. A censurer.

DISPRAVISIBLE. a. [from dispraise.] Un-

worthy of commendation.

DISPRA'ISINGLY. ad. With blame. Shak.

To DISPREAD. v . a. [dis and spread.] To

spread different ways.

DISPROFIT. s . Loss ; damage.

DISPROOF. s . [dis and proof. ] Confutation ;

conviction of errour or falsehood. Atterbury.

To DISPROPERTY. v. a . To dispossess .

DISPROPORTION. s . Unsuitableness in

quantity of one thing to another ; want of

symmetry. Denham.

To DISPROPORTION. v . a. To dismatch ;

to join things unsuitable. Suckling.

DISPROPORTIONABLE. a. Unsuitable in

quantity or quality. Suckling. Smalridge.

DISPROPORTIONABLENESS. s. Unsuit-

ableness to something else.

DISPROPORTIONABLY. ad . Unsuitably ;

not symmetrically.

Ray.

DISPROPORTIONAL.a.Disproportionable;

unsymmetrical ; ill adapted.

DISPROPORTIONALLY. ad. Unsuitably

with respect to quantity or value.

DISPROPORTIONATE. a. Unsymmetrical;

unsuitable to something else .

DISPROPORTIONATELY. ad. Unsuita-

bly; unsymmetrically.

DISPROPORTIONATENESS. s. Unsuita-

bleness in bulk or value.

To DISPROVE. v. a. [dis and prove.]

1. To confute an assertion ; to convict of er-

rour or falsehood. Hooker.

2. To convict of a practice of érrour. Hook.

DISPROVER. s. [from disprove. ] One that
confutes.

DISPUNISHABLE. a. Without penal re-
straint.

DISPUTABLE. a . [from dispute.]

Swift.

To DISPUTE. v . a.

1. To contend for. Hooker. Tatler

Dryden.2. To oppose ; to question.

3. To discuss ; to consider. Shakespeare

DISPUTE. s . Contest ; controversy. Bentley.

DISPUTELESS. a. Undisputed ; uncontro-

vertible.

DISPUTER. s. A controvertist ; one given to

argument. Stillingfleet.

DISQUALIFICATION. s. That which dis-

Spectator.qualifics.

To DISQUALIFY. v. a. [dis and qualify.]

1. To make unfit ; to disable by some natu-

ral or legal impediment. Swift.

2. To deprive of a right or claim by some

positive restriction. Swift.

To DISQUANTITY. v. a . To lessen.

DISQUI'ET. s. Uneasiness ; restlessness ; ver

ation ; anxiety. Tillotso

DISQUI'ET. a . Unquiet ; uneasy ; restless.

Shakespeare.

To DISQUIET. v. a. To disturb ; to make

uneasy ; to fret ; to vex. Roscommon.

DISQUIETER. s. A disturber ; a harasser.

DISQUIETLY. ad. Without rest ; anxiously

Shakespeare.

DISQUI'ETNESS . s. Uneasiness ; restlessness;

anxiety. Hooker.

DISQUI'ETUDE.s.Uneasiness ; anxiety. Add.

DISQUISITION . s. [ disquisitio , Latin.] Exa

mination ; disputative inquiry. Arbuthnot.

To DISRA'NK. v. a. To degrade from his

rank.

DISREGARD. s . Slight notice ; neglect.

To DISREGARD. v. a. To slight ; to con-

Sprat. Smalridge.

DISREGA'RDFUL. a. Negligent ; contemp

temn.

tuous.

Milton.

Locke.

Pope.

DISREGA'RDFULLY. ad. Contemptuously.

DISRE'LISH . s. [dis and relish.]

1. Bad taste ; nauseousness.

2. Dislike ; squeamishness.

To DISRE'LISH. v . a. [from the noun.]

1. To infect with an unpleasant taste.Rogers.

2. To want a taste of.

DISREPUTATION. s. [dis and reputation. ]

Disgrace ; dishonour. Taylor.

DISREPUTE. s. [dis and repute. ] Ill charac-

ter ; dishonour ; want of reputation.

DISRESPECT. s . [ dis and respect.] Incivility;

want ofreverence ; rudeness. Clarendon

DISRESPECTFUL. a . Irreverent ; uncivil

1. Liable to contest ; controvertible. South. DISRESPECTFULLY.ad. Irreverently.Add

2. Lawful to be contested. Swift. To DISRO BE. v. a. To undress ; to uncover

DISPUTANT. s . [from dispute ; disputans, Wotton.

Latin.] A controvertist ; an arguer ; a rea-

Spectator.

DISPUTANT. a. Disputing ; engaged in con-

troversy. Milton.

soner.

DISPUTATION. s. [from disputatio, Latin.]

1. The skill of controversy ; argumentation .

2. Controversy ; argumental contest . Sidney.

DISPUTATIOUS. a. [from dispute . ] Inclined

to dispute ; cavilling. Addison.

DISPUTATIVE. a. [from dispute.] Disposed

to debate.
Watts.

To DISPUTE. v. n. [disputo, Lat.] To contend

by argument ; to debate ; to controvert.

Tillotson.

DISRUPTION. s. [disruptio, Latin.] The act

ofbreaking asunder ; a breach ; a rent. *

Ray. Blackmore.

DISSATISFACTION. s . [dis and satisfaction .]

The state ofbeing dissatisfied ; discontent.

Rogers.

DISSATISFA'CTORINESS . s. [from dissatis-

factory. ] Inability to give content.

DISSATISFACTORY. a. [from dissatisfy.]

Unable to give content.

To DISSATISFY. v . a . [dis and satisfy.] To

discontent ; to displease. Collier.

To DISSECT. v. a. [disseco, Latin.]

1 To cut in pieces. Roscommon.



DIS DIS

2. To divide and examine minutely, as an

anatomist. Atterbury.

DISSECTION. s . [dissectio, Latin.] The act

of separating the parts of animal bodies ;

anatomy . Glanville.

DISSE ISIN. s . [from disseisir, Fr. ] An unlaw-

ful dispossessing a man of his land. Cowel.

To DISSEIZE. v. a . {disseiser, French.] To

dispossess ; to deprive. Locke.

DISSE'IZOR. s. [from disseize. ] He that dis-

possesses another.

To DISSEMBLE. v. a. [dissimulo, Latin.]

1. To hide under false appearance ; to pre-

tend that not to be which really is. Hayward.

2.To pretend that to which is not. Prior.

To DISSE'MBLE. v . n. To play the hypocrite.

Rowe.

DISSE'MBLER. s. [from dissemble.] An hy-

pocrite ; a man who conceals his true dis-

position. Raleigh.

DİSSE'MBLINGLY. ad. With dissimulation ;

hypocritically.
Knolles.

To DISSEMINATE. v. a. [dissemino, Latin.]

To scatter as seed ; to spread every way. Att.

DISSEMINATION. s. [ disseminatio, Latin.]

The act of scattering like seed. Brown.

DISSEMINATOR. s. [disseminator, Lat. ] He

that scatters ; a spreader. Decay of Piety.

DISSE'NSION. s. [dissensio, Latin.] Disagree-

ment; strife ; contention ; breach of union.

Knolles.

DISSENSIOUS. a. Disposed to discord ; con-

tentious . Ascham.

To DISSE'NT. v. n. [dissentio, Latin.]

1. To disagree in opinion.
Addison.

2. To differ ; to be ofa contrary nature.Hook.

DISSE'NT. s. [from the verb.] Disagreement;

difference of opinion ; declaration of differ-

ence ofopinion. Bentley.

DISSENTA'NEOUS. a . [from dissent.] Dis-

agreeable ; inconsistent ; contrary.

DISSENTER. s. [from dissent. ]

1. One that disagrees, or declares his disa-

greement, from an opinion. Locke.

2. One who for whatever reason, refuses the

communion of the English church.

DISSERTATION. s. [ dissertatio, Lat.] A

Pope.discourse.

To DISSERVE. v . a. [dis and serve. ] To do in-

jury to; to mischief; to harm. Clarendon.

DISSERVICE. s. [dís and service. ] Injury ;

Collier.

DISSERVICEABLE. a . Injurious ; mischie-

mischief.

vous.

hurt.

DISSERVICEABLENESS . s. Injury ; harm ;

Norris.

To DISSETTLE. v. a. To unsettle ; to put

out ofthe established state.

To DISSE VER. v. a. [dis and sever.] To part

in two ; to break ; to divide ; to separate ;

to disunite. Raleigh.

DISSIDENCE. s. [dissideo, Lat.] Discord ;

disagreement.

DISSILIENCE. s. [dissilio, Lat.] The act of

starting asunder.

DISSI'LÏENT. a. [dissiliens, Latin.] Starting

asunder ; bursting in two.

DISSILI'TION. s. [dissilio, Lat. ] The act of

bursting in two. Boyle.

Cheyne.

DISSIMILAR. a . [dis and similar.] Unike

heterogeneons. Boyle. Newton.

DISSIMILARITY. s . [from dissimilar.] Un-

likeness ; dissimilitude.

DISSIMILITUDE. s. Unlikeness ; want of

resemblance. Stillingfleet. Pope.

DISSIMULATION. s . [dissimulatio, Latin .]

The act of dissembling ; hypocrisy. South.

DISSIPABLE. a. [ from dissipate .] Easily

scattered.

To DISSIPATE. v . a . [dissipatus, Lat.]

Bacon

1. To scatter every way ; to disperse . Woodw.

2. To scatter the attention . Savage's Life.

3. To spend a fortune. London.

DISSIPATION. s. [dissipatio, Lat.]

1. The act of dispersion.

2. The state ofbeing dispersed.

3. Scattered attention.

Hale.

Milton.

Swift.

To DISSO'CIATE, v. a. [dissocio, Latin.] To

separate ; to disunite ; to part. Boyle.

DISSO'LVABLE. a. [from dissolve. ] Capable

ofdissolution. Newton.

DI'SSOLUBLE. a. [dissolubilis, Lat.] Capable

ofseparation ofone part from another.

Woodward.

DISSOLUBILITY.s .[from dissoluble. ] Liable-

ness to suffer a disu.ion of parts. Hale.

To DISSO'LVE. v . a. [dissolvo, Latin .]

1. To destroy the form of any thing by dis-

uniting the parts, as by heat or moisture.

Woodward.

2. To break ; to disunite, in any manner.

2 Peter

3. To loose ; to break the ties of any thing.

Milton.

4. To separate persons united. Shakespeare.

5. To break up assemblies.

6. To solve ; to clear.

7. To break an enchantment.

8. To be relaxed by pleasure.

To DISSOLVE. v. n.

1. To be melted .

Bacon.

Daniel.

Milton.

Dryden.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

Hale.

2. To fall to nothing.

3. To melt away in pleasure.

DISSOLVENT. a. [ from dissolve. ] Having the

power of dissolving or melting. Ray.

DİSSO'LVENT. s. That which has the power

of disuniting the parts of any thing. Arbuth.

DISSOLVEŘ. s . That which has the power of

dissolving. Arbuthnot.

DISSOʻLVIBLE. a . [from dissolve .] Liable to

perish by dissolution.

DISSOLUTE. a. [ dissolutus, Latin. ] Loose ;

wanton ; unrestrained ; luxurious ; debauch

ed . Hayward. Rogers

DISSOLUTELY. ad. [ from dissolute. ] Loosely;

in debauchery.
Wisdom.

DI'SSOLUTENESS . s . [from dissolute.] Loose-

ness ; laxity ofmanners ; debauchery. Locke

DISSOLUTION. s. [dissolutio, Lat.]

1. The act ofliquefying by heat or moisture

2. The state ofbeing liquefied.

3. The state of melting away.

4. Destruction of any thing by the separa

tion of its parts.

Shakespeare.

South.

5. The substance formed by dissolving any

body.

6. Death ; the resolution of the body inte

its constituent elements. Raleigh
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7. Destruction.

8. Breach of any thing compacted.

Hooker.

South.

9. The act of breaking up an assembly.

10. Looseness ofmanners. . . Atterbury.

DISSONANCE. s [ dissonance, French.] A mix-

ture of harsh, unharmonious sounds. Milton.

DI'SSONANT. a. [dissonans, Latin.]

1. Harsh : unharmonious . Thomson.

2. Incongruous ; disagreeing. Hakewill.

To DISSUA'DE. v. a. [dissuadeo, Latin.]

1. To dehort ; to divert by reason or impor-

tunity from any thing. Shakespeare.

2. To represent any thing as unfit. Milton.

DISSUA'DER. s. [from dissuade. ] He that dis-
suades.

DISSUA'SION . s . [dissuasio, Latin.] Urgency

of reason or importunity against any thing ;
dehortation ; Bayle.

DISSUA'SIVE. a. [from dissuade.] Dehorta-

tory; tending to deter.

DISSUA'SIVE. s. Dehortation ; argument to

turn the mind off from any purpose. G. of T.

DISSY'LLABLE. s. [Siouxλabos. ] A word of

two syllables. Dryden.

DI'STAFF. s. [dirτær, Saxon.]

1. The staff from which the flax is drawn in

spinning. Fairfax.

2. It is used as an emblem ofthe female sex.

Howel.

DI'STAFF-THISTLE . s. A thistle.

To DISTA'IN. v. a. [dis and stain.]

1. To stain ; to tinge. Pope.

2. To blot ; to sully with infamy. Spenser.

DI'STANCE. s. distance, Fr. distantia, Lat.]

1. Distance is space considered between any

two beings. Locke.

Prior.

3. The space kept between two antagonists

in fencing. Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

2. Remoteness in place.

4. Contrariety ; opposition.

5. A space marked on the course where
horses run.

6. Space oftime.

7. Remoteness in time.

8. Ideal disjunction.

Davies,

1. Nauseous to the palate ; disgusting. Glan

2. Offensive ; unpleasing.

3. Malignant ; malevolent.

DISTE'MPER. s. [dis and temper.]

Brown,

Suckling

Raleigh.

1. A disproportionate mixture of parts.

2. A disease ; a malady.

3. Want of due temperature.

4. Bad constitution ofthe mind . Shakespeare.

5. Want of due balance between contraries.

6. Depravity of inclination.

7. Tumultuous disorder.

8. Uneasiness.

Bacon.

King Charles.

Waller.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Boyle.

Dryden.

To DISTE'MPER. v . a . [dis and temper.]

1. To disease.

2. To disorder.

3. To disturb ; to ruffle .

Shakespeare.

4. To destroy temper or moderation. Addis.

5. To make disaffected.

DISTE'MPERATE. a. [dis and temperate. ] Im-

moderate. Raleigh.

DISTE'MPERATURE. s . [from distemperate.?

1. Intemperateness ; excess of heat or cold.

Abbot.

2. Violent tumultuousness ; outrageousness .

3. Perturbation of the mind. Shakespeare.

4. Confusion ; commixture of extremes. Sha.

To DISTE'ND. v. a. [distendo, Latin.] To

stretch out in breadth.

DISTENT.s. [from distend .] The space through

which any thing is spread. Wotton.

DISTENTION. s. [distentio, Latin.]

Thomson.

1. The act of stretching in breadth. Arbuth.

2. Breadth ; space occupied.

3. The act of separating one part from an-

other. Wotton,

To DISTHRONIZE. v . a . [dis and throne.]

To dethrone. Spenser.

DI'STICH. s . [distichon, Latin.] A couplet ; a

couple of lines ; an epigram consisting only

of two verses . Camden.

L'Estrange. To DISTIL. v. n. [distillo, Latın.]

1. To drop ; to fall by drops.

2. To flow gently and silently.

3. To use a still.

Prior.

Smalridge.

Locke.

9. Respect ; distant behaviour. Dryden.

10. Retraction of kindness ; reserve. Milton.

To DI'STANCE. v . a. [from the noun.]

1. To place remotely ; to throw off from the

view.
Dryden.

2. To leave behind at a race the length of a

distance.

DI'STANT. a. [distans, Latin.]

Gay.

Pope.1. Remote in place ; not near.

2. Remote in time either past or future.

3. Remote to a certain degree ; as, ten miles

distant.

5. Not primary ; not obvious .

4. Reserved ; shy.

Addison.

DISTA'STE. s. [ dis and taste.]

J. Aversion of the palate ; disgust.

2. Dislike ; uneasiness.

3. Anger ; alienation of affection.

To DISTA'STE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To fill the mouthwith nauseousness. Shak.

Bacon.

Bacon.

Bacon.

2. To dislike ; to loathe.

3. To offend ; to disgust.

Shakespeare.

Davies.

4. To vex; to exasperate. Pope.

DISTA STEFUL. a. [distaste and full.]

To DISTI'L. v. a.

1. To let fall in drops.

2. To force by fire throughthe

tillation.

Pope.

Raleigh.

Shakespeare.

Job. Drayton.

vessels of dis-

Shakespeare.

Boyle.3. To draw by distillation .

DISTILLATION. s . [distillatio, Latin.]

1. The act of dropping, or falling in drops.

2. The act of pouring out in drops.

3. That which falls in drops.

4. The act of distilling by fire.
Newton

5. The substance drawn by the still. Shak.

DISTILLATORY. a. [from distil. ] Belonging

to distillation. Boyle.

DISTILLER. s [from distil.]

1. One who practises the trade of distilling

Boyle.

2. One who makes pernicious inflammatory

spirits.

DISTILMENT. s . [ from distil. ] That which

is drawn by distillation.

DISTINCT. a. [ distinctus, Latin.]

1. Different ; not the same.

2. Separate ; not conjunct.

3. Clear ; unconfused.

Stillingflect

Tillotson

Milton
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4 Spotted ; variegated.

5. Marked out ; specified.

1. Note of difference.

DISTINCTION. a. [distinctio, Latin.]

2. Honourable note of superiority.

Milton.

Milton.

3. That by which one differs from another.

Locke:

4. Preference or neglect in comparison with

something else. Dryden.

5. Separation ofcomplex notions. Shakespeare.

6. Division into different parts. Dryden.

7. Notation of difference between things

seemingly the same ; discrimination . Norris.

8. Discernment ; judgment.

DISTINCTIVE. a. [from distinct .]

ence.

ous.
*

1. That which makes dictinction or differ-

Pope.

2. Having the power to distinguish ; judici-

Brown.

DISTINCTIVELY. ad. In right order ; not

confusedly. Shakespeare.

Newton.

Dryden.

DISTINCTLY. ad. [from distinct.]

1. Not confusedly.

2. Plainly ; clearly.

DISTINCTNESS. s. [from distinct.]

1. Nice observation of the difference be-

tween things. Ray.

2. Such discrimination of things as makes

them easy to be observed.

To DISTINGUISH. v. a . [distinguo, Latin.]

1. To note the diversity of things. Hooker.

2. To separate from others by some mark of

honour. Prior.

3. To divide by notes of diversity. Burnet,

4. To know one from another by any mark.

Watts.

5. To discern critically ; to judge. Shak.

6. To constitute difference ; to specificate.

Locke.

7. To make known or eminent.

To DISTINGUISH. v . n. To make distinc-

tion ; to find or show the difference. Child.

DISTINGUISHABLE. a. [from distinguish.]

1. Capable of being distinguished. Hale.

2. Worthyofnote ; worthy of regard. Swift.

DISTINGUISHED . part. a. Eminent ; extra-

ordinary. Rogers.

DISTINGUISHER. s. [from distinguish.]

1. Ajudicious observer ; one that accurate-

ly discerns one thing from another.

2. He that separates one thing from another

by proper marks of diversity. Brown.

DISTINGUISHABLY. ad. With distinction .

Pope.

Graunt.

DISTINGUISHMENT. s. Distinction ; ob.

servation of difference.

To DISTOʻRT. v. a. [distortus, Latin.]

1. To writhe ; to twist ; to deform by irre-

gular motions. Smith.

2. To put out of the true direction or pos-

ture. Tillotson.

3. To wrest from the true meaning. Peacham.

DISTORTION. s. [distortio, Latin.] Irregular

motion bywhich the face is writhed, or the

parts disordered. Prior.

To DISTRACT. v. a. part. pass. distracted ;

anciently distraught. [distractus, Latin.]

1. To pull different ways at once.

2. To separate ; to divide. Shakespeare,

231

3.10 turn from a single direction toward

various points. South ,

4. To fill the mind with contrary considera-

tions ; to perplex. Psalms. Locke.

5. To make mad. Locke.

DISTRACTEDLY. ad. [from distract. ] Mad-

ly; frantickly. Shakespeare.

DISTRACTEDNESS. s. [ from distract. ] The

state ofbeing distracted ; madness.

DISTRA'CTION. s. [distractio, Latin.]

1. Teudency to different parts . Shakespeare.

2. Confusion ; state in which the attention

is called different ways. Dryden.

Tatler.3. Perturbation of mind.

4. Madness ; frantickness ; loss of the wits.

Atterbury.

5. Disturbance ; tumult caused by difference

of sentiments . Clarendon.

Tɔ DISTRA'IN. v . a. [from distringo, Latin.]

To seize. Shakespeare.

To DISTRA'IN. v. n. To make seizure. Marvel.

DISTRIA'NER. s. [from distrain.] He that

seizes.

DISTRA'INT. s . [ from distrain . ] Seizure.

DISTRAUGHT. part. a. [from distract.] Dis-

tracted. Camden.

DISTRESS. s. [destresse, French.]

1. The act of making a legal seizure .

2. Compulsion, by which a man is assured to

appear in court, or pay a debt. Cowel.

3. The thing seized by law.

4. Calamity ; misery ; misfortune. Shakespeare.

To DISTRE'SS . v. a. [from the noun. ]

1. To prosecute by law to a seizure.

2. To harass ; to make miserable. Deuteron.

DISTRE'SSFUL. a. [distress and full.] Miser-

able ; full of trouble ; full of misery. Pope.

To DISTRIBUTE. v. a. [distribuo, Latin.] To

divide among more than two ; to deal out.

Spenser. Woodward.

DISTRIBUTION. s. [distributio, Latin. ]

1. The act of distributing or dealing out to

others. Swift.

2. Act ofgiving in charity. Atterbury.

DISTRIBUTIVE. a. [from distribute. ] That

which is employed in assigning to others

their portions ; as, distributive justice. Dryd.

DISTRIBUTIVELY. ad. [from distributive. ]

1. By distribution.

Hooker.
2. Singly ; particularly.

DISTRICT. s. [ districtus, Latin].

1. The circuit within which a man may be

compelled to appearance.

2. Circuit of authority ; province. Addison.

3. Region ; country ; territory . Blackmore.

To DISTRUST. v. a. [dis and trust. ] To re-

gard with diffidence ; not to trust. Wisdom.

DISTRU'ST. s. [from the verb.]

1. Loss ofcredit ; loss of confidence. Milton

2. Suspicion. Dryden.

DISTRU'STFUL. a . [distrust and full . ]

1. Apt to distrust ; suspicious.

2. Not confident ; diffident. Gov. ofTongue.

3. Diffident of himself; timorous. Pope.

DISTRUSTFULLY. ad. In a distrustful man-

ner.

Boyle.

DISTRUSTFULNESS. s. The state of being

distrustful ; want of confidence.

To DISTURB. v. a. [disturbo, low Latin.]

1. To perplex ; to disquiet. Collier
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2.To confound ; to put into irregular motions.

3. To interrupt ; to hinder.

To DIVA'RICATE . v . n . [ divaricatus, Latin.]

To be parted into two ; to become forked .

Woodward.

Grew.

To DIVA'RICATE. v . a. To divide into two ;

to make forked.

DIVARICATION. s. [divaricatio, Latin.]

4. To turn off from any direction .

DISTURBANCE. s . [from disturb.]

Milton.

1. Perplexity ; interruption of tranquillity.

Locke.

2. Confusion ; disorder. Watts. 1. Partition into two.

Milton.3. Tumult; violation of peace.

DISTURBER. s . [from disturb .]

1. A violator of peace ; he that causes tu-

Glanville.mults.

2. He that causes perturbation ofmind. Sha.

To DISTURN. v. a . [dis and turn.] To turn

oft . Daniel.

DISVALUATION. s . [dis and valuation .] Dis-

grace; diminution ofreputation.

To DISVA'LUE. v. a. [dis and value.] To un-

dervalue. Government ofthe Tongue.

To DISVE'LOP. v. a. [developer, French. ] To

uncover.

DISUNION. s. [dis and union.]

1. Separation ; disjunction.

2. Breach of concord .

To DISUNITE. v . a . [dis and unite .]

1. To separate ; to divide.

2. To part friends.

To DISUNITE. v. n. [dis and unite.]

asunder ; to become separate .

Bacon.

Glanville.

Pope.

To fall

South.

DISUNITY. s. [dis and unity .] A state ofac-

tual separation . More.

DISU'SAGE. s. [dis and usage.] The gradual

cessation of use or custom . Hooker.

DISU'SE. &. [ dis and use. ]

1. Cessation of use ; want of practice. Addis.

2. Cessation of custom .

To DISU'SE. v . a. [dis and use.]

1. To cease to make use of.

2. To disaccustom .

Arbuthnot.

Dryden.

Dryden.

To DISVOUCH. v . a . [dis and vouch . ] To des-

troy the credit of; to contradict. Shak.

DISWITTED. a. [dis and wit.] Deprived of

the wits ; mad ; distracted. Drayton.

DIT. s. [dicht, Dutch.] A ditty ; a poem.

Spenser.

DITCH. s. [dic, Saxon.]

1. A trench cut in the ground, usually be-

tween fields. Arbuthnot.

2. Any long narrow receptacle of water. Bac.

3. The moat with which a town is surround.

ed. Knolles.

4. Ditch is used, in composition, ofanything

worthless. Shakespeare.

To DITCH. v . a. To make a ditch. Swift.

DITCH-DELIVERED. a. Brought forth in a

ditch. Shakespeare.

DITCHER. s. [from ditch.] One who digs
ditches.

Swift.

DITHYRA'MBICK. s . [dithyrambus, Latin. ]

1. Asong in honour of Bacchus.

2. Any poem written with wildness. Cowley.
DITTA'NDER. s. Pepperwort.

DITTANY. s. [dictamnus, Latin. ] An herb.

DITTIED. a. [from ditty. ] Sung ; adapted to

Millon.musick.

DITTY. s. [dicht, Dutch.] A poemtobesung;

a song.

DIVA'N. s. [An Arabick word .]

1. The council of the oriental princes.

2. Any council assembled,

Hooker.

Pope.

2. Division of opinions.

To DIVE. v. n. [eippan, Saxon.]

Ray

Brown.

1. To sink voluntarily under water. Dryden,

2. To go under water in search of any thing.

Raleigh.

3. To go deep into any question or science.

Davies Blackmore.

4. To immerge into any business or condi-

tion . Shakespeare.

To DIVE. v. a. To explore by diving. Denham.

DI'VER s . [from dive.]

1. Onethat sinks voluntarily under water.

Pope.

2. One that goes under water in search of

treasure. Woodward.

3. He that enters deep into knowledge or

study. Wotton.

To DIVE'RGE. v. n . [divergo, Latin. ] To tend

various ways from one point. Newton.

DIVERGENT. a. [from divergens, Latin.]

Tending to various parts from one point.

DIVERS. a. [diversus, Latin.] Several ; sun-

dry; more than one. Whitgift.

DIVERSE. a. [diversus, Latin .]

1. Different from another. Daniel.

Pope.

2. Different from itself; multiform . B. Jon.

3. In different directions.

DIVERSIFICATION. s. [from diversify.]

1. The act of changing forms or qualities.

2. Variation ; variegation.

3. Variety offorms ; multiformity.

4. Change ; alteration.

Boyle.

Hale.

To DIVERSIFY. v . a. [diversifier, French .]

1. To make different from another ; to dis-

tinguish . Addison.

2. To make different from itself; to varie-

gate. Sidney.

DIVERSION. 8. [from divert.]

1. The act of turning any thing off from its

course. Bucon.

2. The cause by which any thing is turned

from its proper course or tendency. Denham.

3. Sport ; amusement ; something that un-

bends the mind. Waller

4. [In war.] The act or purpose of drawing

the enemy off from some design, by threat-

ening or attacking a distant part.

DIVERSITY. s . [diversité, French, from di

versitas, Latin. ]

1. Difference ; dissimilitude ; unlikeness.

2. Variety.

Hooker.

Arbuthnot.

3. Distinction of being ; not identity. Rogers ,

4. Variegation. Pope.

DI'VERSLY. ad. [from diverse.]

1. In different ways ; differently ; variously.
Wotton.

2. In different directions.

To DIVERT. v. a. [diverto, Latin .]

1. To turn off from any direction or course.
Locke
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2. To draw forces to a different part. Davies.

3. Towithdraw the mind. Philips.

4. To please ; to exhilarate. Swift.

5. To subvert ; to destroy. Shakespeare.

DIVERTER. s. [from the verb.] Any thing

that diverts or alleviates . Walton.

To DIVERTI'SE. v . a . [divertiser, French. ] To

please ; to exhilarate ; to divert. Dryden.

DIVERTISEMENT. s. [divertissement, Fr.]

Diversion ; delight ; pleasure. Gov. ofFongue.

DIVERTIVE. a. [ from divert. ] Recreative ;

Rogers.amusive.

To strip ; to

Denham.

Boyle.

To DIVE'ST. v . a . [devestir, Fr.]

make naked.

DIVE'STURE. s. [from divest. ] The act of

putting off.

DİVI'DABLE. a . [from divide. ] Separate ; dif-

ferent ; parted. Shakespeare.

DIVI'DANT. &. [from divide. ] Different ; se-

parate. Shakespeare.

To DIVIDE. v . a . [divido, Latin.]

1. To part one whole into different pieces.

Kings. Locke.

2. To separate ; to keep apart ; to stand as

a partition between. Dryden.

3. To disunite by discord.

/

Luke.

4. To deal out ; to give in shares. Locke.

5. To separate intellectually ; to distinguish.

To DIVIDE. v. n. To part ; to sunder ; to

break friendship. Shakespeare.

DIVIDEND. s. [from divido, Latin .]

1. A share ; the part allotted in division.

Decay of Piety.

2. Dividend is the number given to be parted

or divided. Cocker.

DIVIDER. s. [from divide.]

1. That which parts any thing into pieces.

Digby.

2. A distributer , he who deals out to each

his share.

3. A disuniter.

Luke.

Swift.

4. A particular kind of compasses.

DIVIDUAL. a. [dividuus, Latin.] Divided ;

shared or participated in common with others.

Milton.

DIVINATION. s. [divinatio, Latin.] Predic-

tion, or foretelling future things. Hooker.

DIVINE. a. [divinus, Latin.]

1. Partaking of the nature of God. Dryden.

2. Proceeding from God ; not natural ; not

human. Hooker.

Davies.3. Excellent in a supreme degree.

4. Presageful ; divining ; prescient. Milton.

DIVINE. s.

1. A minister of the gospel ; a priest ; a cler-

gyman. Bacon.

2. A man skilled in divinity ;; a theologian.

Denham.

To DIVINE. v. a. [divino, Latin.] To foretel ;

to foreknow.

To DIVINE. v. n.

1. To utter prognostication.

2. To feel presages.

3. To conjecture ; to guess.

DIVINELY. ad. [from divine.]

ture.

1. Divinity ; participation of the divine na

Grew.

2. Excellence in the supreme degree. Shak.

DIVINER. s. [from divine.]

1. One that professes divination, or the art

of revealing occult things by supernatura.

Brown.
means.

Locke.2. Conjecturer ; guesser.

DIVINERESS. s. [from diviner.] A prophe-

Dryden.
tess .

DIVINITY. s. [divinité, French ; divinitas, La-

tin .]

1. Participation of the nature and excellence

ofGod ; deity ; godhead. Stillingfleet.

2. The Deity ; the Supreme Being ; the Cause

of causes.

3. False god.

4. Celestial being.

Prior

Cheyne.

5 The science of divine things ; theology.

Shakespeare.

6. Something supernatural . Shakespeare.

DIVISIBLE. a . [divisibilis, Latin.] Capable

ofbeing divided into parts ; separable. Bent.

DIVISIBILITY . s. [divisibilité, French .] The

quality of admitting division . Glanville.

DIVISIBLENESS . s. [from divisible. ] Divisi-

bility ; separability. Boyle

DIVISION. s . [ divisio, Latin.]

1. The act of dividing any thing into parts.

2 Esdras

2. The state of being divided.

3. That by which any thing is kept apart ;

partition.

4. The part which is separated from the rest

by dividing. Addison.

5. Disunion ; discord ; difference. Dec. ofP

6. One of the parts into which a discourse is

distributed. Locke.

7. Space between the notes of musick ; just

time. Shakespeare.

Exodus.8. Distinction.

9. [In arithmetick.] The separation or part-

ing of any number or quantity given, into

any parts assigned . Cocker.

10. Subdivision ; distinction of the genus

into species. Shakespeare

DIVISOR. s. [divisor, Latin. ] The numbe

given by which the dividend is divided.

DIVO'RCE . s. [divorce, French. ]

1. The legal separation of husband and wife.

2. Separation ; disunion .

Dryden

K. Charles.

3. The sentence by which a marriage is dis

solved.

4. The cause of any penal separation. Shak.

To DIVO'RCE. v. a . [from the noun.]

1. To separate a husband or wife from the

other.

2. Toforce asunder ; to separateby violence

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

3. To separate from another.

4. To take away.

Hooker

Hooker.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare. DIVORCEMENT. s [from divorce . ] Divorce ;

Broome.

1. By the agency or influence of God. Bent.

2. Excellently in the supreme degree. Milt.

3. In a manner noting a deity.

DIVI'NENESS . s . [from divine . ]

separation of marriage. Deuteronomy.

DIVORCER. s. [ from divorce.] The person or

cause which produces divorce or separation.

Drummond.

DIURETICK. a. [ gnτixos. ] Having thepow

er to provoke urine. Arbuthnot.
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DIURNAL. a. [diurnus, Latin.]

J. Relating to the day.

2. Constituting the day.

Brown.

Prior.

Milton.

3. Performed in a day ; daily ; quotidian.

DIU'RNAL. s. [diurnul, French.] A journal ; a

day-book.

DIURNALLY. ad. [from diurnal.] Daily ;

every day.

DIUTU'RNITY. s . [diuturnitas Lat.]

of duration.

Tatler.

Length

Brown.

To DIVULGE. v. a. [divulgo, Latin.]

1. To publish ; to make publick.
Hooker.

2. To proclaim. Milton.

DIVULGER. s . [from divulge. ] A publisher.

King Charles.

DIVULSION. s. [divulsio, Latin. ] The act of

plucking away. Brown.

To DIZEN. v. a. [from dight.] To dress ; to

deck, in contempt.

DIZZARD. s. [from dizzy.] A blockhead ; a
fool.

DIZZINESS. s. [from dizzy.] Giddiness.

DIZZY. a. [dirig, Saxon.]

1. Giddy; vertiginous.

2. Causing giddiness.

3. Giddy ; thoughtless.

Glanville.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

To DIZZY. v. a. To whirl round ; to make

! giddy. Shakespeare.

To DO. v. a. preter. did ; part. pass . done. [don,

Saxon ; doen, Dutch.]

1. To practise or act any thing good or bad.

2. To perform ; to achieve.

3. To execute ; to discharge.

4. To cause.

5. To transact.

Psalms.

¡Collier.

Shakespeare.

Spenser.

Acts.

6. To produce any effect to another. Shak.

7. To have recourse to ; to practise as the

last effort.

8. To perform for the benefit of another.

Jeremiah.

Samvel.

9. To exert ; to put forth. 2 Tim.

10. To manage by way of intercourse or deal-

ing. Boyle. Rowe.

11. To gain a point ; to effect by influence.

Shakespeare.

12. To make any thing what it is not. Shakesp.

13. To furnish ; to end. Duppa.

14. To conclude ; to settle. Tillotson.

15. This phrase, what to Do with, signifies how

to bestow ; what to make use of; what

course to take ; how to employ ; which way

to get rid of.

To DO. v. n.

Tillotson.

1. To act or behave in any manner well or
ill.

Temple.

2. To make an end ; to conclude. Spectator.

3. To cease to be concerned with ; to cease

to care about.
Stillingfleet

4. To fare ;to be with regard to sickness or

health ; as, how do you? Shakespeare.

5. To succeed, to fulfil a purpose. Collier.

6. To Do is used for any verb ; to save the re-

petition of the verb ; as, I shall come ; but if

I do not,go away ; that is, if I come not.

7. Do is a word of vehement command, or

earnest request ; as, help me, do ; make haste,
do.

Taylor.

8. To Do is put before verbs sometimes ex-

pletively; as, I do love, or I love; I did

love, or I loved. Bacon.

9. Sometimes emphatically ; as, I do hute

him, but will not wronghim. Shakespeare.

10. Sometimes by way of opposition ; as, I

did love him, but scorn him now.

DO'CIBLE. a . [docilis, Latin . ] Tractable ; do-

cile ; easy to be taught. Milton.

DO'CÍBLÈNESS. s. [from docible.] Teacha-

bleness ; docility. Walton.

Ellis.

DO'CILE. a. [docilis, Latin .] Teachable ; easi-

ly instructed ; tractable.

DOCILITY. s. [docilité, Fr. from docilitas, La-

tin.] Aptness to be taught ; readiness to

learn. Grew.

DOCK. s. [bocca, Saxon. ] An herb.

DOCK. s. The stump of the tail which remains

after docking. Grew

DOCK. s. [as some imagine, ofdoxo .]A place

where water is let in or out at pleasure,

where ships are built or laid up.

To DOCK. v. a. [from dock, a tail. ]

1. To cut off a tail.

2. To cut any thing short.

Addison.

Swift.

3. To cut off part of a reckoning.

4. To lay the ship in a dock.

DO'CKET. s. A direction tied upon goods ; a

summary of a larger writing.

DO'CTOR. s . [doctor, Latin.]

1. One that has taken the highest degree in

the faculties of divinity, law, or physick. In

some universities they have doctors of mu-

sick. Shakespeare.

2. A man skilled in any profession. Derham.

3. A physician ; one who undertakes the

cure of diseases. Shakespeare.

4. Any able or learned man. Digby.

To DOCTOR. v. a. [from the noun.] To phy-

sick ; to cure.

DOCTORAL. a. [doctoralis, Latin.] Relating

to the degree ofa doctor.

DOCTORALLY. ad. [from doctoral.] In man-

ner ofa doctor. Hakewill.

DOCTORSHIP. s . [from doctor. ] The rank of

a doctor. Clarendon.

DOCTRINAL. a. [doctrina , Latin.]

1. Containing doctrine.
South.

2. Pertaining to the act or means of teach-

ing. Hooker.

DOCTRINALLY. ad. [from doctrine.] In the

form of doctrine ; positively. Ray

DOCTRINE. s . [doctrina, Latin.]

1. The principles or positions ofany sect or

master. Atterbury.

Mark.

Watts.

2. The art of teaching.

DO'CUMENT. s. [documentum, Latin. ]

1. Precept ; instruction ; direction.

2. Precept, in an ill sense ; a precept magis

terially dogmatical. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

DO'DEER. s. [touteren, to shoot up, Dutch.

Skinner.] Dodder is a singular plant : when it

first shoots from the seed, it has little roots,

which pierce the earth near the roots ofother

plants ; but the capillaments soon after cling-

ing aboutthese plants, the roots wither away.

From this time it propagates itself along the

stalks ofthe plant. It has no leaves. Hill.

DO'DDERED. a . [from dodder. ] Overgrown

with dodder. Dryden,
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DOG DOL

DODE'CAGON. s. [Sodena and yovia.] A fi-

gure of twelve sides.

DODECATEMOʻRION. 8.

The twelfth part.

[Swdenarnμogiov.]

Creech.

To DODGE. v. n. [from dog.]

1. To use craft ; to deal with tergiversation.
Hall.

2. To shift place as another approaches.Milt.

3. To play fast and loose ; to raise expecta-

tions, and disappoint them. Swift.

DO'DKIN. s. [duytken, Dutch.] A doitkin, or

little doit ; a low coin. Lily.

DO'DMAN. s. The name of a fish. Bacon.

DO'GGERFL. s. Mean, despicable, worthless

verses. Swift.

DO'GGISH. a. [from dog.] Currish ; brutal.

DO'GHEARTED . a. [dog and heart.] Cruel ;

pitiless ; malicious. Shakespeare.

DO'GHOLE. s. [dəg and hole.] A vile habita-

Pope.tion.

DO'GKENNEL. s. [dog and kennel .] A little

hut or house for dogs. Tatler.

DO'GLOUSE. s. [dog and louse.] An insect

that harbours on dogs.

DO'GMA. s. [Latin. ] Established principle ;

established notion. Dryden.

a. [from dogma. ] Autho-DOE. s . [ba, Saxon.] A she deer ; the female
DOGMATICALritative

; magisterial ; po-

of a buck .

DOE. s. [from to do . ] A feat ; what

do.

DO'ER. s. [from to do .]

Bacon.

one has to

Hudibras.

1. One thatdoes any thing good or bad. South.

2 Actor ; agent. Hooker.

3. An active, or busy, or valiant person.Knol.

4. One that habitually performs or practises.

Hooker.

DOES. The third person fromdo, for doth. Loc.

To DOFF. v. a. [from do off.]

1. To put off dress. Milton. Dryden. Rowe.

2. To strip. Crashaw.

3. To put away; to get rid of. Shakespeare.

4. To delay ; to refer to another time. Shak.

DOG. s. [dogghe, Dutch.]

1. A domestick animal remarkably various in

his species. Locke.

2. Aconstellation called Sirius, or Canicula,

rising and setting with the sun during the

dog-days. Brown.

3. A reproachful name for a man. Shakesp.

4. To give or send to the DoGs ; to throw

away. Togo tothe DOGS ; to be ruined,

destroyed, or devoured. Pope.

5. It is used as the male ofseveral species ;

as, the dog fox, the dog otter.

To DOG. v. a. To hunt as a dog, insidiously

and indefatigably. Herbert.

DOG-TEETH. s. The teeth in the human head

next to the grinders ; the eye teeth. Arbuth.

DOG-TRICK. s . [dog and trick.] An ill turn ;

surly or brutal treatment. Dryden.

DO'GBANE. s . [dog and bane.] An herb.

DO'GBERRY-TREE. 8. Cornelian cherry.

DO'GBRIAR. s. [dog and briar . ] The briar

that bears the hip.

DO'GCHEAP. a. [dog and cheap.] Cheap as

dog's meat. Dryden.

DO'GDAYS. s. [dog and days. ] The days in

which the dogstar rises and sets withthe sun.

Clarendon.

DOGE. s. [doge, Italian.] The title of the

chiefmagistrate of Venice and Genoa. Add.

DO'GFISH. s. [fromdog and fish.] A shark.

Woodward.

DO'GFLY. s. A voracious biting fly. Chap.

DO'GGED. a. [from dog.] Sullen ; sour ; mo-

rose ; ill-humoured ; gloomy. Hudibras.

DO'GGEDLY. ad. [ from dogged.] Sullenly ;

gloomily.

DO'GGEDNESS. s. [from dogged. ] Gloom of

mind ; sullenness.

DO'GGER. s. A small ship with one mast.

DO'GGEREL. a. Vile ; despicable ; mean.

Dryden.

DOGMATICK.

sitive.

South.

Boyle.

DOGMATICALLY. ad. [from dogmatical . ]

Magisterially ; positively.

DOGMATICALNESS. s. [ from dogmatical.]

Magisterialness ; mock authority.

DO'GMATIST. s . [dogmatiste, Fr.] A magiste-

rial teacher ; a bold advancer of principles.

Watts.

To DO'GMATIZE. v. n. [from dogma.] To

assert positively ; to teach magisterially.

Blackmore.

Derham .

DOGMATI'ZER. s. [from dogmatize. ] An

asserter ; a magisterial teacher. Hammond.

DO'GROSE. s. [dog and rose.] The flower of

the hip.

DO'GSLEEP. s. [dog and sleep.]

sleep.

DO'GSMEAT. s. [dog and meat.]
stuff.

Pretended

Addison.

Refuse ; vile

Dryden.

Addison.

Miller.

DO'GSTAR. s . [dog and star.]The star which

gives name to the dogdays.

DO'GSTOOTH. s. A plant.

DO'GTROT. s. A gentle trot like that ofa

dog. Hudibras.

DOGWE'ARY. a. Tired as a dog. Shakespeare.

DO'GWOOD . See CORNELIAN CHERRY.

DO'ILY. s. A species of woollen stuff, so cal-

led, I suppose, from the name of the first

Congreve.maker.

DOʻINGS. s. [from to do.]

1. Things done ; events ; transactions.

Shakespeare.

Sidney.

Hooker.

2. Feats ; actions, good or bad. Sidney.

3. Behaviour ; conduct.

4. Stir ; tumult ; bustle.

5. Festivity ; merriment ; as, gay doings.

DOIT. s. [duyt, Dutch. ] A small piece ofmo-

Shakespeare.ney.

DOLE. s. [from dælan, Saxon. ]

1. The act ofdistributing or dealing. Cleave.

2. Anything dealt out or distributed.

Hudibras.

3. Provision or money distributed in chari-

ty. Dryden.

Milton,4. Blows dealt out.

5. [From dolor, Lat.] Grief; sorrow ; misery.

Shakespeare.

To DOLE. v. a. [from the noun.] To deal ; to

distribute. Dict.

South. Dry.

Sidney.

Hooker.

DO'LEFUL. a. [dole andfull .]

1. Sorrowful ; expressing grief.

2. Melancholy ; feeling grief.

3. Dismal ; impressing sorrow.

DO'LEFULLY. ad. [ from doleful .] In a dole-

ful manner.
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DOM DOO

DO'LEFULNESS. 8. [from doleful.]

1. Sorrow ; melancholy.

2. Querulousness.

3. Dismalness.

DO'LESOME. a . [from dole.] Melancholy ;

gloomy; dismal. Pope.

DO'LESOMELY. ad. [from dolesome.] In a

dolesome manner.

DO'LESOMENESS. s. [from dolesome. ] Gloom ;

melancholy.

DOLL. s. A little girl's puppet or baby.

DO'LLAR. s. [daler, Dutch.] A Dutch and

German coin of different value, from about

two shillings and sixpence to four and

pence.

DOLORI’FICK. a. [dolorificus, Latin.]

which causes grief or pain.

DO'LOROUS. a. [ from dolor, Latin.]

1. Sorrowful ; doleful ; dismal.

2. Painful.

DO'LOUR. s . [dolor, Latin.]

1. Grief; sorrow.

2. Lamentation ; complaint.

3. Pain ; pang.

six-

That

Ray.

Milton.

More.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

DO'LPHIN. s. [delphin, Lat. ] The name ofa

Peacham.fish.

DOLT. s. [dol, Teutonick.] A heavy stupid

fellow ; a thickscull. Shakespeare.

DO'LTISH. a. [from dolt. ] Stupid ; mean ;

blockish. Sidney.

DO'MABLE. a. [domabilis, Lat.] Tameable.

DOMA'IN. s. [domaine, French.]

1. Dominion ; empire. Milton.

2. Possession ; estate . Dryden.

DOME. s. [dome, French.]

1. A building ; a house ; a fabrick.

2. Hemispherical arch ; a cupola.

Prior.

DOMESTICAL
DOME'STICK.

a. [domesticus, Latin .]

1. Belonging to the house ; not relating to

things publick.

2. Private ; not open.

Hooker.

Hooker.

3. Inhabiting the kouse ; not wild. Addison.

4. Not foreign ; intestine. Shakespeare.

To DOMESTICATE. v. a. [from domestick. ]

To make domestick ; to withdraw from the

publick. Clarissa.

To DO'MIFY . v. a. To tame.

DO'MINANT. a. [dominant, Fr.] Predomi-

nant ; presiding ; ascendant.

To DOMINATE, v.-a. [dominatus, Lat.]

predominate ; to prevail over the rest. Dry.

DOMINATION. s . [dominatio, Latin. ]

1. Power; dominion.

O

To

Wotton.

Shakespeare.

2. Tyranny ; insolent authority. Arbuthnot.

One highly exalted in power ; used of an-

gtuck beings.

DO'MINATIVE. a. [from dominate.] Impe-

rious ; insolent.

DOMINATOR. s . [Latin. ] The presiding

Camden.power.

ToDOMINE'ER. v . n. [dominor, Latin.] To

rule with insolence ; to swell ; to act without

controul. Prior.

DOMINICAL. a. [dominicalis, Latin.] That

which denotes the Lord's day, or Sunday.

Holder.

DOMÏ'NION. s. [dominium, Latin.]

1. Sovereign authority ; unlimited power.

236 Tickell.

2. Right possession or use, without being ac

countable.

3. Territory ; region ; district.

4. Predominance ; ascendant.

5. An order of angels.

Locke.

Davies.

Dryden.

Colossians.

DON. s . [dominus, Latin .] The Spanish title

for a gentleman ; as, Don Quixote.

To DON. v. a. [ To do on. ] To put on. Fairfax.

DO'NARY. s. [donarium, Lat.Ĵ A thing given

to sacred uses.

DONATION . s . [donatio, Latin .]

1. The act of giving any thing. South.

Raleigh.

Hooker.

2. The grant by which any thing is given.

DO'NATIVE. s. [donatif, French.]

1. A gift ; a largess ; a present.

2. [In law.] A benefice mer ly given and

collated by the patron to a man, without the

ordinary. Cowel.

DONE. part. pass. ofthe verb To do.

DONE. interject. The word by which a wager

is concluded ; when a wager is offered, he

that accepts it says done.
Clearland.

DO'NJON. s. [now dungeon.] The highest and

strongest tower ofthe castle, in which priso-

ners were kept. Chaucer

DO'NOR. s. A giver ; a bestower. Atterbury.

DO'ODLE, s . A trifler ; an idler.

To DOOM. v. a. [deman, Saxon.]

1. Tojudge.
Milton

2. To condemn to any punishment ; to sen-

tence. Smith.

3. To pronounce condemnation upon any.Dr.

4. To command judicially or authoritatively.

Shakespear

5. To destine ; to command by uncontrolla

ble authority. Dryden

DOOM. s . [dom, Saxon.]

1. Judicial sentence ; judgment. Milton,

2. The great and final judgment.Shakespeare.

3. Condemnation. Shakespeare.

4. Determination declared . Shakespeare.

5. The state to which one is destined . Dryden.

6. Ruin ; destruction. Pope.

DO'OMSDAY. s. [doom and day. ]

1. The day of final and universal judgment;

the last, the great day.

2.The day ofsentence or condemnation . Sha.

DO'OMSDAY-BOOK. s . [doomsday and book.]

A book made by order of William the Con-

queror, in which the estates of the kingdom

were registered.
Camden.

DOOR. s. [don, Saxon. ]

1. The gate of a house ; that which opens to

yield entrance. Denham

2. In familiar language, a house, Arbuthnot .

3. Entrance ; portal. Dryden.

Hammond.

4. Passage ; avenue ; means of approach.

5. Out ofDOORS . No more to be found ; fair-

Locke.ly set away.

6. At the Door ofany one. Imputable ; charge-

able upon him. Dryden.

7. Next Door to. Approaching to ; near to.

L'Estrange.

DO'ORCASE. s. [door and case. ] The frame in

which the door is enclosed. Moxon.

DO'ORKEEPER. s . [door and keeper.] Porter,

one thatkeeps the entrance ofahouse. Tayl



DOT DOU

DOʻQUET. s. A paper containing a warrant.

DO'RMANT. a. [dormant, French .]

1. Sleeping.

2. In a sleeping posture

3. Private ; not publick.

4. Concealed ; not divulged.

5. Leaning ; not perpendicular.

Bacon.

1. One whose understanding is impaired by

years ; a dotard. Burton.

2. A man fondly, weakly, and excessively in

love.Congreve. Boyle.

Grew. DO'TINGLY. ad. [from doting. ] Fondly. Dry.

Bacon. DO'TTARD. s. A tree kept low by cutting.

Swift.

Cleveland.

DORMITORY. s. [dormitorium, Latin.]

1. A place to sleep in ; a room with many

beds. Mortimer.

2. A burial place. Ayliffe.

DO'RMOUSE. s . [dormio and mouse. ] A small

animal which passes a large part of the win-

ter in sleep. B. Jonson.

DORN. s. [from dorn, German, a thorn . ] The

name of a fish. Carew.

DO'RNICK. s. [ of Deornick, in Flanders.] A

species of linen cloth used in Scotland for

the table.

To DORR. v. a. [tor, stupid, Teutonick.] To

deafen or stupify with noise. Shinner.

DORR. s. Akind of flying insect ; the hedge-

chafer.

}

Grew.

DO'RSEL.s. [from dorsum, the back ] A

DO'RSER. pannier; a basket or bag, one

ofwhich hangs on either side of a beast of

burden.

DORSI FEROUS. Į a. [dorsum and fero, or

DORSIPAROUS . J pario , Latin . ] Having the

property of bearing on the back ; used of

plants that have the seeds on the back of

their leaves, as fern .

DO'RTURE. s . [from dormiture ; dortoir, Fr.]

A dormitory ; a place to sleep in. Bacon.

DOSE. s. [docis.]

1. So much of any medicine as is taken at

one time.
Quincy.

2. As much of any thing as falls to a man's

lot. Hudibras.

3. The utmost quantity of strong liquor that

a man can swallow.

To DOSE. v. a. To proportion a medicine pro-

perly to the patient or disease.

DO'SŠIL. s. [from dorsel. ] A pledget ; a nodule

or lump oflint. Wiseman.

Addison.DOST. The second person ofdo.

DOT. s. [fromjot, a point. ] A small point or

spot made to mark any place in a writing.

To DOT. v. n. [from the noun ] To make dots

or spots.

DO'TAGE. s. [from dote.]

1. Loss ofunderstanding ; imbecility ofmind.

Davies. Suckling.

2. Excessive fondness. Dryden.

DO'TAL. a. [dotalis, Latin.] Relating to the

portion of a woman ; constituting her por-

tion.

DO'TARD. s. [from dote.] A man whose age

has impaired his intellects ; a twichild. Spens.

DOTATION. s. [dotatio, Latin ] The act of

giving a dowry.

To DOTE. v. n. [doten, Dutch.]

Garth.

1. To have the intellect impaired by age or

passion. Jeremiah.

2. To be in love to extremity. Sidney.

To DOTE upon. To regard with excessive fond-

Burnet,ness.

DO'TER. s. (from dote.]

Bacon.

DO'TTEREL. s. The name of a bird. Bacon.

DOUBLE. a. [double, French.]

1. Two of a sort ; one corresponding to the

other. Ecclus.

2. Twice as much ; containing_the_same

quantity repeated.
Ben Jonson.

3. Having more than one in the same order

or parallel , as, a double row oftrees. Bacon.

4. Twofold ; oftwo kinds.

5. Two in number.

Dryden.

Davies.

6. Having twice the effect or influence.

Shakespeare.

7. Deceitful ; acting two parts . Shakespeare.

DOUBLE-PLEA. s.That in which the defend-

ant alleges for himself two several matters,

whereof either is sufficient to effect his de-

sire in debarring the plaintiff.

DOUBLE-BITING. d. Biting or cutting on

either side. Dryden.

DOʻUBLE-BUTTONED. a . [double and but-

toned.] Having two rows of buttons.

DOUBLE-DEALER. s . A deceitful, subtle,

insidious fellow ; one who says one thing and

thinks another. L'Estrange.

DO'UBLE-DEALING. s. Artifice ; dissimula-

tion ; low or wicked cunning. Pope.

To DOUBLE-DIE. v. a . To die twice over.

Dryden.

DOUBLE-HEADED. a. Having the flowers

growing one to another. Mortimer,

To DOUBLE-LOCK. v. a . [double and lock.]

To shut the lock twice . Tatler.

DOUBLE-MINDED. a . Deceitful ; insidious .

DOʻUBLE-SHINING. a . Shining with double

lustre. Sidney

DOUBLE-TONGUED. a. Deceitful ; giving

contrary accounts ofthe same thing. Dryden.

To DO'UBLE . v. a.

1. To enlarge any quantity by addition ofthe

same quantity Shakespeare.

2. To contain twice the quantity . Dryden.

3. To repeat ; to add. Dryden.

4. To add one to another in the same order

or parallel.

5. To fold.

6. To pass round a headland .

To DO'UBLE. v . n .

1. To grow to twice the quantity.

Exodus.

Prior.

Knolles.

Burnet.

2. To enlarge the stake to twice the sum in

play.

3. To wind or turn in running.

4. To play tricks ; to use sleights .

DOʻUBLE, s.

Dryden.

Bucon.

Dryden.

Graunt.1. Twice the quantity or number.

2. Strongbeer of twice the common strength.

Shakespeare.

3. A trick ; a shift ; an artifice.

DOUBLENESS. s. [from double.] The state

ofbeing double. Shakespeare.

DO'UBLER. 8. [from double.] He that doubles

any thing.

DOUBLET. 8. [from double.]
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1. The inner garment of a man ; the waist-
coat. Hudibras.

2. Two ; a pair. Grew.

DOUBLO'N. s. [French. ] A Spanish coin con-

taining the value of two pistoles.

DOUBLY. ad. [from double. ] In twice the

quantity ; to twice the degree.

To DOUBT. v. n. [doubter, Fr.]

Dryden.

1. To question ; to be in uncertainty. Tillot .

2. To question any event, fearing the worst.

Shakespeare. Knolles.

Baker.

Daniel.

3. To fear ; to be apprehensive.

4. To suspect ; to have suspicion .

5. To hesitate ; to be in suspense. Dryden.

To DOUBT. v. a.

1. To hold questionable ; to think uncertain.

2. To fear ; to suspect.

3. To distrust.

DOUBT. s. [from the verb.]

Milton.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

1. Uncertainty of mind ; suspense.

2. Question ; point unsettled.

South.

Pope.

3. Scruple ; perplexity ; irresolution . Shak.

4. Uncertainty of condition. Deuteronomy.

5. Suspicion ; apprehension of ill. Galatians.

6. Difficulty objected . Blackmore.

DOUBTER. s. [from doubt.] One who enter-

tains scruples.

DOUBTFUL. a. [doubt and full .]

Shak.1. Dubious ; not settled in opinion .

2. Ambiguous ; not clear in its meaning.

3. Thatwhich is doubted ; questionable ; un-

certain. Bacon. South. Dryden.

4. Not secure ; not without suspicion. Hook.

5. Not confident ; not without fear. Milton.

DOUBTFULLY. ad. [from doubtful.]

1. Dubiously ; irresolutely.

2. Ambiguously ; with uncertainty of mean-

ing. Spenser.

DOUBTFULNESS. s. [from doubtful.]

1. Dubiousness ; suspense ; instability ofopi-

nion. Watts.

2.Ambiguity ; uncertainty ofmeaning. Locke.

DOUBTINGLY. ad . [fromdoubt.] In a doubt-

ing manner ; dubiously.
Bacon.

DOUBTLESS . a. [from doubt .] Without fear ;

without apprehension of danger.Shakespeare.

DOUBTLESS . ad. Without doubt ; unques-

tionably.

DOUCET. s. [doucet, Fr.] A custard . Skinner.

DO'UCKER. 9. A bird that dips in the water.

DOVE. s. [duvo, old Teut. daub, Germ.]

1. A wild pigeon.

2. A pigeon.

DOVECOT.s. [dove and cot .] A small building

in which pigeons are bred and kept. Shak.

DOVEHOUSE s. [dove and house. ] A house

for pigeons. Dryden.

DOVETAIL. s. [dove and tail. ] A form ofjoin-

ing two bodies together, where that whichis

inserted has the form of a wedge reversed.

DOUGH. s. [dah, Sax.]

1. The paste of bread or pies, yet unbaked.

Dryden.

2. My cake is DOUGH. My affair has miscar-

ried. Shakespeare.

DOUGHBA'KED. a. [dough and baked.] Unfi-

nished ; not hardened to perfection ; soft.

Dryden

DOUGHTY. a. [dohr:g, Sax.] Brave ; nobleł

illustrious ; eminent. Spenser.

DOUGHY. a. [from dough.] Unsound; soft ;

unhardened. Shakespeare.

To DOUSE. v. a. To put over head suddenly

in the water.

To DOUSE. v. n. To fall suddenly into the

Hudibras.water.

DO’WAGER. s . [douairiere, Fr.]

1. A widow with a jointure. Shakespeare.

2. The title given to ladies who survive their

husbands. Shakespeare.

DO'WDY. s . An awkward , ill -dressed , inele-

gant woman. Shakespeare,

DO'WER.

DOWERY. } s. [douaire, Fr.]

1. That which the wife bringeth to her hus-

band in marriage. Pope.

2. That which the widow possesses. Bacon.

3. The gifts of a husband for a wife.Genesis.

4. Endowment ; gift. Davies.

DO'WERED. a. Portioned ; supplicd with a

portion. Shakespeare.

DO'WERLESS. a. [ from dower. ] Without a

fortune.
Shakespeare.

DO'WLAS. s . A coarse kind of linen. Shak.

DOWN. s. [doun, Danish ]

1. Soft feathers. Wotton.

2. Anything that sooths ormollifies. Southern.

3. Soft wool, or tender hair. Prior.

4. The soft fibres of plants which wing the

seeds. Bacon.

DOWN. s. [oun, Saxon. ] A large open plain

or valley. Sidney. Sandys

DOWN prep . [aduna, Saxon.]

1. Along a descent ; from a higher place to

a lower ; contrary to up. Shakespeare.

2. Towards the mouth of a river. Knolles.

DOWN. ad.

1. On the ground.

2. To the ground.

Milton,

Shak.

Arbuthnot.

3. Tending towards the ground.

4. Out of sight ; below the horizon.

5. To a total maceration.

6. Into disgrace ; into declining reputation.

South.

7. [Up and down. ] Here and there. Psalms.

DOWN. interject. An exhortation to destruc-

tion or demolition. Shakespeare.

DOWN. [To go.] To be digested ; to be re-

Locke.received.

To DOWN. v. a. [from the particle. ] T

knock ; to subdue ; to conquer. Sidney.

DO'WNCAST. a. [down and cast.] Bent down ;

directed to the ground. Addison.

DOWNFAL. s. [down and fall.]

1. Ruin ; fall from a higher state.

2. A body of things falling.

3. Destruction of fabricks .

DO'WNFALLEN. part. a. Ruined ; fallen.

South.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Carew.

DO'WNGYRED. a . [down and gyred.] Let

down in circular wrinkles. Shakespeare.

DO'WNHILL. s . [down and hill. ] Declivity

descent.

DO'WNHILL. a. Declivous ; descending.

DO'WNLOOKED. a. [down and look. ] Hav-

ing a dejected countenance ; sullen ; melan-

choly. Dryde
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be in travail of child birth.

DOWNLYING. a. [down and lie. ] About to To DRAʼGGLE. v. a. [from drag. To make

dirty by dragging on the ground. Guy.

To DRA'GGLE. v . n. To grow dirty by being

drawn along the ground. Hudibras.

DRA'GNET. s. [drag and net. ] A net which

is drawn along the bottom ofthe water. May.

DRA'GON. s . [draco, Latin.]

DOWNRIGHT. ad. [down and right .]

1. Straight or right down.

2. In plain terms.

Hudibras.

Shakespeare.

3. Completely ; without stopping short. Arb.
DOWNRIGHT. a.

1. Plain ; open ; apparent ; undisguised .Rog.

2. Directly tending to the point. B. Jonson.

3. Unceremonious ; honestly surly. Addison.

4. Plain ; without palliation . Brown.

DOWNSITTING. s. [down and sit . ] Rest ;

Psalms.repose.

DOWNWARD.

DOWNWARDS . } ad. [ounepeard, Sax.]

1. Towards the centre. Newton.

2. From a higher situation to a lower. Milt.

3. In a course of successive or lineal descent.

Shakespeare.

DO'WNWARD. a.

1. Moving on a declivity.

2. Declivous ; bending.

3. Depressed ; dejected.

DO'WNY. a. [from down.]

1. Covered with down or nap.

2. Made of down or soft feathers.

3. Soft ; tender ; soothing.

DOWRE.

DOWRY. s . [douaire, Fr.]

1. A kind of winged serpent. Rowe.

2. A fierce violent man or woman.

3. A constellation near the north pole.

DRAGON. s. [dracunculus, Latin.] A plant.

DRAGONET. s . A little dragon. Spenser.

DRA'GONFLY. s. A fierce stinging fly.Bacon.

DRA'GONISH . a . [from dragon.] Having the

form of a dragon. Shakespeare.

DRA'GONLIKE. a. Furious ; fiery. Shakesp.

DRA'GONSBLOOD. s . [dragon and blood .] A

resin moderately heavy, friable, and dusky

red ; but of bright scarlet, when powdered ;

it has little smell, and is of a resinous and

astringent taste. Hill.

Miller.

Miller.

Dryden.

Dryden. DRA'GONSHEAD. s. A plant.

Sidney, DRA'GONTREE. s . Palmtree.

DRAGO'ON. s. [from dragon, German. ] A

kind ofsoldier that serves indifferently either

on foot or horseback.

Shakespeare.

Dryden. Tutler.

Crashaw . To DRAGOʻON. v, a. To persecute by aban-

doning a place to the rage ofsoldiers. Prior.

To DRAIN. v. a. [trainer, Fr.]

1. A portion given with a wife. Sidney.

2. A reward paid for a wife. Cowley.

DOXO'LOGY. s. [doğa and λoyos .] A form of

giving glory to God. Stillingfleet.

DOʻXY. s. A whore ; a loose wench. Shakesp.

To DOZE. v. a. To stupify to dull. Clarendon.

To DOZE. v. n. [opær, Sax.] To slumber ; to

be half asleep. L'Estrange. Pope.

DO'ZEN. s. [douzaine,French . ] The number of

twelve. Raleigh.

DO'ZINESS. s. [from dozy. ] Sleepiness ; drow-

Locke.siness.

DO'ZY. a. Sleepy ; drowsy ; sluggish. Dryden.

DRAB. s. [onabbe, Saxon, lees .] A whore ; a

strumpet.

DRACHM. s . [drachma, Latin.]

1. An old Roman coin.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

2. The eighth part of an ounce.

DRACU'NCULUS. s. [Latin. ] A worm bred

in the hot countries, which grows to many

yards length between the skin and flesh.

DRAFF. 8. [ ɲoƑ, Saxon. ] Any thing thrown

Ben Jonson.

DRA'FFY.a. [ from druff.] Worthless ; dreggy.

DRAFT. a. [ corrupted for draught. ] Employed

in drawing, as oxen. Shakespeare.

away.

To DRAG. v. a. [dɲazan, Sax.]

1.To pull along the ground bymain force.Den.

2. To draw any thing burthensome. Smith.

3. To draw contemptuously along. Stillingfl.

4. To pull about with violence and ignominy.

5. To pull roughly and forcibly. Dryden.

To DRAG. ". n. To hang so low as to trail or

grate uponthe ground. Moxon.

DRAG. s. [from the verb .]

1. A net drawn along the bottom of the wa-

ter. Rogers.

2. An instrument with hooks to catch hold

of things under water.

3. A card drawn by the hand.
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Walton.

Moxon.

1. To draw off gradually. Bacon.

2. To empty by drawing gradually away

what it contains. Roscommon.

Swift.3. To make quite dry.

DRAIN. s . [from the verb.] The channel

through which liquids are generally drawn.

Mortimer,

Mortimer.

DRAKE. s . [ of uncertain etymology.]

1. The male ofthe duck.

2. A small piece of artillery. Clarendon.

DRAM. s . [from drachm ; drachma, Latin.]

1.In weight the eighth part of an ounce.Bac.

2. A small quantity. Dryden.

Swift.

Pope.

3. Such a quantity of distilled spirits as is

usually drank at once.

4. Spirit ; distilled liquor.

To DRAM. v. n. To drink distilled spirits .

DRA'MA. s. [Sgaua.] A poem accommodated

to action ; a poem in which the action is not

related, but represented ; and in which there-

fore such rules are to be observed as make

the representation probable. Dryden.

DRAMATICAL. a. [from drama.] Repre-

DRAMATICK. sented by action. Bentley.

DRAMATICALLY. ad. [from dramatick.] Re

presentatively ; by representation . Dryden.

DRAMATIST. s . [from drama.] The author

of dramatick compositions. Burnet.

DRANK. [the preterite of drink.]

To DRAPE. v. n. [drap, Fr.] To make cloth.

Bucon.

DRA'PER. s. [from drape.] One who sells

cloth. Boyle. Howel.

DRA'PERY. s . [drapperie, Fr.]

1. Clothwork ; the trade of making cloth.

Bacon.

Arbuthnot.2. Cloth ; stuffs of wool.

3. The dress of a picture or statue. Prior.

DRA'PET. s. [from drape. ] Cloth ; coverlet.

Spenser.
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DRA'STICK. a. [Sgaorinos . ]Powerful ; vigorous.

DRAVE. [The preterite of drive. ] Cowley.

DRAUGH. S. [corruptly written for draff.]

Refuse , swill .

DRAUGHT. s. [from draw.]

1. The act of drinking.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Milton.

2. A quantity of liquor drank at once. Boyle.

3. Liquor drank at pleasure.

4. The act of drawing or pulling carriages .

Temple.

Mortimer.

Dryden.

South.

South.

Hale.

5. The quality of being drawn.

6. Representation by picture.

7. Delineation ; sketch.

8. A picture drawn.

9. The act of sweeping with a net.

10. The quantity of fishes taken by once

drawing the net. L'Estrange.

11. The act of pulling the bow to shoot.

Camden.

12. Diversion in war ; the act of disturbing

the main design. Spenser.

13. Forces drawn off fromthe main army ; a

detachment.

14. A sink ; a drain.

Addison.

Matthew.

15. The depth which a vessel draws, or sinks
into the water. Dryden.

16. [In the plural draughts.] A kind of play

resembling chess.

DRAUGHTHOUSE. s. [draught and house.]

A house in which filth is deposited. Kings,

To DRAW. v. a. preter. drew ; part. pass.

drawn. [opagan, Sax. ]

1. To pull along ; not to carry.

2. To pull forcibly; to pluck.

3. To bring by violence ; to drag.

4. To raise out of a deep place.

5. To suck.

Samuel.

Atterbury.

James.

Jeremiah.

Ecclus.

6. To attract ; to call toward itself ; the mag-

net draws iron.

7. To inhale.

Bacon. Suckling.

Addison.

8. To take from any thing containing. Chron.

9. To take from a cask.

10. To pull a sword from the sheath.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Wiseman.1. To let out any liquid.

12. To take bread out of the oven. Mortimer.

13. To unclose or slide back curtains. Dryd.

14. To close or spread curtains. Sidney.

15. To extract.

34. To compose ; to form in writing , hɩ

draws settlements. Pope

35. To withdraw from judicial notice. Shak.

36. To eviscerate ; to embowel. King

37. To DRAW in. To apply to any purpose

by distortion. Locke.

38. To DRAW in. To contract ; to pull back .

Guy.

South.

40. To DRAW off. To extract by distillation.

Addison.

41. ToDRAW off. To withdraw ; to abstract.

42. To DRAW on. To occasion ; to invite.

Hayward.

39. To DRAW in. To inveigle ; to entice.

43. ToDRAWon. To eause by degrees .Boyle.

44. To DRAW over. To raise in a still. Boyle

45. To DRAW over. To persuade to revolt.

Addison.

46. To DRAW out. To protract ; to lengthen.

Shakespeare.

47. To DRAW out. To pump out by insinua-

tion. Sidney.

48. To DRAW out. To call to action ; to de-

tach for service .

49. To range in battle.

Dryden.

Collier.

52. ToDRAWup. To form in order of battle.

Clarendon.

51. To DRAW up. To form in writing. Swift.

To DRAW. v. n.

1.To perform the office of abeast ofdraught.

2. To act as a weight.

3. To contract ; to shrink.

4. To advance ; to move.

5. To draw a sword.

Deuteronomy.

Addison.

Bacon.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

6. To practise the art of delineation. Locke.

7. To take a card out of the pack ; to take

a lot. Dryden.

8. To make a sore run by attraction.

iso To retire ; to retreat a little. Clarendon.

10. To DRAW off. To retire ; to retreat.

Collier.

11. To DRAWon. To advance ; to approach.

Dryden.

12.To DRAWup. To form troops into regular

order. Clarendon.

DRAW. s. [from the verb.]

1. The act of drawing.Cheyne.

16. To procure, as an agent cause ; he draws 2. The lot or chance drawn.

his ruin upon himself. Locke. DRAWBACK. s. [ draw and back. ] Money

To produce, as an efficient cause ; virtue paid back for ready payment. Swift.

Tillotson. DRAWBRIDGE. s. [draw and bridge ] A

Raleigh. bridge made to be lifted up, to hinder or

Felton. admit communication at pleasure. Carew.

Dryden. DRAWER s . [ from draw .]

draws reverence.

18. To convey secretly.

19. To protract; to lengthen.

Waller.

20. To utter lingeringly.

21. To represent by picture.

22. To form a representation. Dryden.

23. To derive from some original. Temple.

21. To deduce, as from postulates . Temple.

25. To imply. Locke.

26. To allure ; to entice.

27. To lead, as a motive.

Psalms.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

29. To induce. Davies.

Shakespeare.

28. To persuade to follow.

30. To win ; to gain.

31. To receive ; to take up.

32. To extort ; to force.

33. To wrest ; to distort.

the well.

1. One employed in procuring water from

Deuteronomy

2. One whose business is to draw liquors from

the cask. Ben Jonson.

3. That which has the power of attraction.

Swift.

4. A box in a case, out of which it is drawn

at pleasure.
Locke.

5. [In the plural .] The lower part of a man's

dress. Locke.

Pope.

Shakespeare. DRAWING. s. [from draw. ] Delineation ;

Addison. representation.

Whitgift. DRA'WINGROOM. s. [draw and room.]
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1. 'The room in which company assembles at

court.

2. The company assembled there.

DRAWN. part [from draw.]

Pope.

1. Equal; where each party takes his own

stake. Addison.

2. With a sword drawn. Shakespeare.

3. Open ; put aside, or unclosed . Dryden.

4. Eviscerated. Shakespeare.

5. Induced as from some motive. Spenser.

DRA'WWELL. s. [draw and well.] A deep

well ; a well out of which water is drawn by

a long cord. Grew.

To DRAWL. v. n. [from draw. ] To utter any

thing in a slow way. Pope.

s. [opaz, Sax.] The car on

DRA'YHORSE. s. A horse which draws a

dray.
Tutler.

DRAYMAN. ș. [dray and man .] One that at-

tends a dray.

DRAYCART. which beer is carried . Gay.

South.

DRAʼZEL. s . [ from droslesse, Fr.] Alow, mean,

worthless wench.

DREAD. s . [dræd, Saxon.]

Hudibras.

DREARY. a. [oneorig, Sax.]

1. Sorrowful ; distressful.

2. Gloomy ; dismal ; horrid.

DREDGE. s. A kind of net.

Spenser.

Prior.

Care .

To DREDGE. v. a . To catch with a net. Car.

DREDGER. s. [from dredge.] One who fishes

with a dredge.

DREGGINESS. s. [from dreggy.] Fulness of

dregs or lees ; feculence.

DREGGISH. a. [from dregs.] Foul with lces :
feculent.

DREGGY. a. [from dregs. ] Containing dregs ;

consisting of dregs ; feculent. Boyle.

DREGS. s . [operzen, Sax.]

1. The sediment of liquors ; the lees ; the

grounds. Davies. Sandys.

2. Any thing by which purity is corrupted.

3. Dross ; sweepings ; refuse.

To DREIN. v. n. To empty.

To DRENCH. v. a. [opencan, Sax.]

1. To wash ; to soak ; to steep.

Bacon.

Rogers.

Southern.

Milton.

2. To saturate with drink or moisture . Phill.

3. To physick by violence.

1. Fear ; terrour ; affright. Tillotson. DRENCH. s . [ from the verb.]

2. Habitual fear ; awe. Genesis. 1. A draught ; swill.

3. The person or thing feared. Prior. 2. Physick for a brute.

DREAD. a. [onæo, Sax.]

1. Terrible ; frightful.
Milton.

Mortimer.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

2. Awful ; venerable in the highest degree.

Milton.

To DREAD. v. a. To fear in an excessive de-

gree . Wake.

To DREAD. v. n. To be in fear. Deuteronomy.

DRE'ADER. s. One that lives in fear. Swift.

DREADFUL. a. [dread and full .] Terrible ;

frightful. Granville.

DREADFULNESS. 8. Terribleness ; fright-

Hakewill.fulness.

Dryden.

DRE'ADFULLY. ad. [from dreadful. ] Terri-

bly ; frightfully.

DRE'ADLESNESS . s. [from dreadless. ] Fear-

lesness ; intrepidity. Sidney.

DREA'DLESS. a. Fearless ; unaffrighted ; in-

trepid.

DREAM. s. [droom, Dutch.]

Spenser.

1. A phantasm of sleep ; the thought of a

sleeping man. Dryden.

Shakespeare.

1. To have the representation of something

3. Physick that must be given by violence.

K. Charles.

4. A channel of water.

DRENCHER. s . [from drench.]

1. One that dips or steeps any thing.

2. One that gives physick by force.

DRENT. participle. Drowned.

To DRESŚ . v . a . [ dresser, Fr.]

Spenser .

1. To clothe ; to invest with clothes . Dryden.

2. To clothe pompously or elegantly.Taylor.

3. To adorn ; to deck ; to embellish. Clarend.

4. To cover a wound with medicaments.

Wiseman.

Taylor.

Milton.

5. To curry ; to rub a horse.

6. To rectify ; to adjust.
7. To prepare for any purpose. Mortimer.

8. To trim ; to fit any thing for ready use.

Mortimer.

9. To prepare victuals for the table. Dryden.

10. To train a horse. Dryden.

DRESS. s . [from the verb.]

1. Clothes ; garment ; habit.

Government ofthe Tongue.

Pope.

2. Splendid clothes ; habit of ceremony.Cla.

3. The skill of adjusting dress.

2. An idle fancy.

To DREAM. v. n.

in sleep. Tatler.

2. To think ; to imagine. Burnet. DRE'SSER. s. [from dress. ]

3. To think idly. Smith.

4. To be sluggish ; to idle . Dryden.

To DREAM. v. a. To see in a dream. Dryden.

DREAMER. s. [from dream.]

1. One who has dreams. Locke.

Shakespeare,2. An idle fanciful man.

1. One employed in putting on the clothes

of another. Dryden.

2. One employed in regulating or adjusting

Locke.
any thing.
3. The bench in a kitchen on which meat is

drest. Swift.

3. A mope ; a man lost in wild imagination. DRESSING.s.The application made to a sore.

Prior.

4. A sluggard ; an idler.

DREAMLESS. a. Free from dreams .Camden.

DREAR. a. [dɲeong, Sax.] Mournful ; dis.

mal. Milton.

DRE'ARIHEAD. &. Horrour ; dismalness,

DREARIMENT. s . [from dreary. ]

1. Sorrow ; dismalness ; melancholy . Spenser.

2. Horrour ; dread ; terrour. Spenser.

Wiseman.

Swift.

DRE'SSINGROOM. s. The room in which

clothes are put on.

DREST. part. [from dress.]

To DRIB. v. a. To crop ; to cut off. Dryden.

To DRIBBLE. v. n . [drypp, Danish.]

1. To fall in drops.
¡Voodward.

2. To fall weakly and slowly. Shakespeare

3. To slaver as a child or ideot.
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To DRIBBLE. v. a. To throw down in drops.

Swift.

DRI'BLET. s. [from dribble .] A small sum ;

odd money in a sum. Dryden.

DRIER. s . [from dry ] That which has the

quality of absorbing moisture ; adesiccative.

DRIFT. s. [from drive .]

1. Force impellent ; impulse.

2. Violence ; course.

3. Any thing driven at random.

Bacon.

South.

Spenser.

Dryden.

4. Anything driven or borne along in a body.

Pope.

Shakespeare.5. A storm ; a shower.

6. A heap or stratum of any matter thrown

together by the wind.

To DRIVE. v. a. preterite drove, anciently

drave ; part. pass. driven, or drove. [drifau,

Saxon.]

1. To produce motion in any thing by vio-

lence.

2. To force along by impetuous pressure .

3. To expel by force from any place.

4. To force or urge in any direction .

5. To guide and regulate a carriage .

6. To make animals march alongunder guid-

Addison.ance.

7. To clear any place by forcing away what

is in it.

8. To force ; to compel.

9. To distress ; to straiten.

Dryden.

King Charles.

Spenser.

10. To urge by violence, not kindness. Dry.

11. To impel by influence of passion. Claren

12. To urge ; to press to a conclusion.Digby

13. To carry on.

7. Tendency, or aim of action

8. Scope of a discourse.

Daniel.

Tillotson. Swift.

Ellis.

Thomson. 15. To DRIVE out. To expel.

To DRIVE. v. n.

To DRIFT. v . a. [from the noun. ]

1. To drive ; to urge along.

2. To throw together onheaps.

To DRILL. v. a. [drillen, Dutch.]

1. To pierce any thing with a drill . Moxon.

2. To perforate ; to bore ; to pierce.

3. To make a hole.

14. To purify by motion.

Bacon.

L'Estrange.

Knolles.

1. To go as impelled by any external agent.

Blackmore. 2. To rush with violence.

Moxon.

4. To delay ; to put off. Addison.

5. To draw from step to step. South.

6. To draw slowly. Thomson.

7. To range troops

8. To train to arms.

DRILL. s. [from the verb.]

3. To pass in a carriage.

Brown.

Dryden.

Milton.

4. To tend to ; to consider as the scope and

ultimate design.

5. To aim ; to strike at with fury.

Hudibras. To DRI'VEL. v. n. [from drip.]

1. An instrument with which holes are bored.

2. An ape ; a baboon.

3. A small dribbling brook.

Boyle .

Locke.

Sandys.

To DRINK. v . n. pret. drank or drunk ; part.

pass. drunk or drunken. [dɲincan . Sax.]

1. Toswallow liquors ; to quench thirst. Tay.

2. To be entertained with liquors. Shakesp.

3. To be a habitual drunkard.

4. To DRINK. to. To salute in drinking.

To DRINK. v. a.

1. To swallow ; applied to liquids .

2. To suck up ; to absorb.

Locke.

Dryden.

1. To slaver ; to let the spittle fall in drops.

2. To be weak or foolish ; to dote.

DRIVEL. s . [from the verb.]

Grew.

Shak.

1. Slaver ; moisture shed from the mouth.

Dryden.

Sidney.2. A fool ; an ideot ; a driveller.

DRI'VELLER. s. [from drivel .] A fool ; an

ideot.

DRIVER. Participle of drive.

DRIVEE. s. ( from drive. ]

Swift.

1. The person or instrument that gives any

motion by violence.

3. One who drives a carriage.

TO DRIZZLE. v. a. [driselen, German.] To

South.

Gay.

2. One who drives beasts. Sandys.

Dryden.

3. To take in by any inlet ; to hear ; to see.

Pope. shed in small slow drops. Shakespeare.

4. To act upon by drinking. Swift. To DRIʼZZLE. v. n. To fall in short slow

5. To make drunk. Kings. drops .

DRINK. s . [from the vesb.]

1. Liquor to be swallowed ; opposed to meat.

Milton.

2. Liquor ofany particular kind. Philips.

DRINKMONEY. s. Money given to buy li-

quor. Arbuthnot.

DRINKABLE. a. [from drink.] Potable.

DRI'NKER. 8. [from drink. ] One that drinks

to excess ; a drunkard . South.

To DRIP. v. n. [ drippen, Dutch. ]

1. To fall in drops.

2. To have drops falling from it. Prior.

To DRIP. v. a.

I. To let fall in drops.

2. To drop fat in roasting.

Swift.

Walton,

Swift.

DRIP. s. That which falls in drops. Mortimer.

DRIPPING. 8. The fat which housewives

gather from roast meat.

DRIPPINGPAN. s. The pan in which the

fat ofroast meat is caught.

Addison.

DRIZZLY. a. [from drizzle. ] Shedding small

rain . Dryden.

DROIL. s. A drone ; a sluggard

ToDROIL. v. n . To work sluggishly and slow.

ly . Gov. of the Tongue.

DROLL. s . [droler, Fr.]

1. One whose business it is to raise mirth by

petty tricks ; a jester ; a buffoon. Prior.

2. A farce ; something exhibited to raise

mirth. Swift

To DROLL. v. n. [drôle, Fr. ] .To jest ; to play

the buffoon. Glanville.

DRO'LLERY. s. [ from droll. ] Idle jokes ; buf

foonery. Gov. of the Tongue.

DRO'MEDARY. s. [dromedare, Ital . ] A sort

of camel so called from its swiftness, because

it is said to travel a hundred miles a day.

Calmet. Kings.

DRONE. s . [onoen, Sax.]

1. The bee which makes no honey. Dryden
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2. A sluggard ; an idler. Addison.

3. The hum , or instrument ofhumming.

To DRONE. v. n. To live in idleness. Dryden.

DRO'NISH. a. [from drone. ] Idle ; sluggish .

Dryden.

To DROOP. v. n. [drocf, sorrow,

To languish with sorrow.

Dutch.]

Sandys.

Roscommon.2. To faint; to grow weak.

DROP. s. [onoppa, Sax.]

1. A globule ofmoisture ; as much liquor as

falls at once when there is not a continual

stream. Boyle.

2. Diamond hanging in the ear. Pope.

DROP SERENE. s. [gutta serena, Latin.] A

disease ofthe eye producing blindness, and

proceeding from an inspissation of the hu-

Milton.niour.

To DROP. v. a. [onoppan, Sax.]

1. To pour in drops or single globules . Deut.
2. To let fall.

Dryden.

3. To let go ; to dismiss from the hand or

the possession.

5. To insert indirectly, or by way of, digres

Locke.

Collier.

DRO'TCHEL. 8. An idle wench ; a sluggard ;

a drozzle.

DROVE. s. [from drive.]

Hayward

South

Milton

Dryden.

1. A body or number of cattle.

2. A number of sheep driven.

3. Any collection of animals .

4. A crowd ; a tumult.

DRO'VEN. part. a. [from drive.] Shakespeare.

DRO'VER. 8. [from drove. ] One that fats oxen

for sale, and drives them to the market.Dry.

DROUGHT. s. [dpuzove , Sax .]

1. Dry weather ; want of rain.

2. Thirst ; want of drink.

DROUGHTINESS..s. [from droughty.] The

state of wanting rain.

DROUGHTY. a. [from drought.]

1. Wanting rain ; sultry.

2. Thirsty ; dry with thirst.

To DROWN. v. a. [opunenian, Sax. ]

1. To suffocate in water.

2. To overwhelm in water.

Sandys.

Milton.

Ray

Phillips.

K. Charles.

Knolles.

3. To overflow ; to bury in an inundation.Watts.

4. To utter slightly or casually. Amos. Dryden.

4. To immerge. Davies.

sion. 5. To lose in something that overpowers or

6. To intermit ; to cease. covers.

7. To quit a master. L'Estrange.

s. To let go a dependant, or companion.

Wotton.

To DROWN. v. n. To be suffocated in waters.

Ascham .

To DROWSE. v. a. [droosen, Dutch.] To make

heavy with sleep.
Milton.

To DROWSE. v. n.

Addison.

9. To suffer to vanish, or come to nothing.

Swift .

10.To bedrop ; to speckle ; to variegate. Milt.

To DROP. v. n.

1. To fall in drops, or single globules . Shak.

2. To let drops fall. Psalms.

3. To fall ; to come from a higher place.

Cheyne.

4. To fall spontaneously.
Milton.

5. To fall in death ; to die suddenly.

6. To die.

Shak.

Digby.

7. To sink into silence ; to vanish ; to come

to nothing. Addison. Pope.

Spectator.8. To come unexpectedly.

DROPPING. s. [from drop.]

1. That which falls in drops. Donne.

2. That which drops when the continuous

stream ceases . Pope.

DRO'PLET. s. A little drop. Shakespeare.

DROPSTONE
. s. Spar formed into the shape

of drops. Woodward.

.

DRO'PWORT. s. A plant.

DRO'PSICAL. a. [from dropsy. ] Diseased with

a dropsy. Shakespeare.

DROPSIED. a. [from dropsy . ] Diseased with

a dropsy. Shakespeare..

DROPSY. s. [hydrops, Latin.] A collection of

water in the body. Quincy.

DROSS . s . [dnor, Sax.]

1. The recrement or despumation of metals.

Hooker.

2. Rust ; incrustation upon metal. Addison.

3. Refuse ; leavings ; sweepings.; feculence ;

corruption. Tillotson.

DRO'SSINESS. s . [from drossy.] Foulness ; fe-

culence ; rust. Boyle.

DRO'SSY. a. [from dross.]

1. Full of scorious or recrementitious parts.

2. Worthless ; foul ; feculent.

Davies.

Donne.

1. To slumber ; to grow heavy with sleep.

Milton.

2. To look heavy, not cheerful . Shakespeare.

DRO'WSIHED. s. Sleepiness ; inclination to

sleep. Spenser.

DROWSILY. ad. [from drowsy.]

1. Sleepily ; heavily. Dryden.

2. Sluggishly ; idly ; slothfully ; lazily. Ral.

DROWSINESS. s. [from drowsy. ]

1. Sleepiness ; heaviness with sleep. Crashaw.

2. Idleness ; indolence ; inactivity. Bacon.

DRO'WSY. a . [ from drowse .]

1. Sleepy ; heavy with sleep ; lethargick.

Cleaveland.

2. Heavy ; lulling ; causing sleep. Addison.

3. Stupid; dull. Atterbury.

To DRUB. v. a. [ druber, to kill, Danish.] To

thrash ; to beat ; to bang Hudibras.

DRUB. s. [from the verb.] A thump ; a knock ;

a blow. Addison.

To DRUDGE. v. n. [draghen, to carry, Dut. ]

To labour in mean offices ; to toil without

honour or dignity. Otway.

DRUDGE. s . [from the verb.] One employed

in mean labour. Shakespeare.

DRUDGER. s. [from drudge.]

1. A mean labourer.

2. The box out of which flower is thrown

on roast meat.

DRUDGERY. s. Mean labour ; ignoble toil.

Southern.

DRUDGINGBOX. s. The box out of which

flower is sprinkled upon roast meat. King.

DRUDGINGLY. ud. Laboriously ; toilsome-

ly.

DRUG. s. [drogue, Fr.]

1. An ingredient used in physick ; a medi

cinal simple. Sirish
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2. Any thing without worth or value , any

thing of which no purchaser can be found.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.3. A drudge.

To DRUG. v. a. [from the noun .]

1. To season with medicinal ingredients. Sh.

2. To tincture with something offensive.

Milton.

DRU'GGET. s. A slight kind of woollen stuff.

Swift.

DRUGGIST. s . [from drug.] One who sells

physical drugs. Boyle.

DRUGSTER. s. [from drug.] One who sells

physical simples. Atterbury.

DRUID. s. [derio, oaks, and hud, incantation .]

The priests and philosophers of the ancient

Britons.

DRUM. s. [tromme, Danish .]

1. An instrument of military musick.

2. The tympanum of the ear.

To DRUM. v. n.

1. To beat a drum ; to beat a tune on a

drum .

2. To beat with a pulsatory motion. Dryden.

To DRUMBLE. v. n. To drone ; to be slug-

gish. Shakespeare.

DRU'MFISH. s. The name of a fish . Woodw.

DRUMMA'JOR. s. [drum and major.] The

chiefdrummer of a regiment. Cleaveland.

DRUMMAKER. s. He who deals in drums.

DRUMMER. s. He whose office is to beat the

drum.

DRUMSTICK. s . [drum and stick.] The stick

with which a drum is beaten.

DRUNK. a. [from drink.]

Gay.

1. Intoxicated with strong liquor ; inebriated.

Dryden.

2. Drenched or saturated with moisture.

Deuteronomy.

DRUNKARD. s . [ from drunk.] One given to

excessive use of strong liquors. South.

DRUNKEN. a. [from drunk.]

1. Intoxicated with liquor ; inebriated. Bacon.

2. Given to habitual ebriety.

3. Saturated with moisture. Shakespeare.

4. Done in a state of inebriation. Swift.

DRUNKENLY. ad. [from drunken .] In a

drunken manner.
Shakespeare.

DRUNKENNESS . s . [from drunken:]

1. Intoxication with strong liquor. Taylor.

2. Habitual ebriety. Watts.

3. Intoxication, or inebriation of any kind ;

disorder of the faculties.

DRY. a. [oriz, Saxon.]

1. Arid ; not wet ; not moist.

2. Without rain.

Spenser.

Bacon.

Addison.

3. Not succulent ; not juicy. Shakespeare.

4. Without tears.

5. Thirsty ; athirst.

6. Jejune ; barren ; plain ;

7. Hard ; severe.

To DRY. v. a.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

unembellished.

Ben Jonson.

Hudibras.

To DRY. v. n. To grow dry ; to lose mois-
ture.

DRY'ER. s . [from dry.] That which has the

quality of absorbing moisture. Temple.

DRY EYED. a. [dry and eye ] Without tears ;

without weeping. Milton.

DRY'LY. ad. [from dry.]

1. Without moisture.

Pope.

2. Coldly ; frigidly ; without affection. Dav.

3. Jejunely ; barrenly.

DRY'NESS . s. [ from dry. ]

1. Want of moisture ; siccity.

2. Want of succulence.

Bentley.

Shakespeare.

3. Want of embellishment ; want of pathos.

Ben Jonson.

4. Want of sensibility in devotion ; aridity.

Taylor.

DRY'NURSE. s . [dry and nurse. ]

1. A woman who brings up and feeds a

child without the breast.

2. One who takes care of another. Shak.

To DRY NURSE. v. a . To feed without the

breast. Hudibras.

DRY'SHOD. a. Without wet feet ; without

treading above the shoes in water. Sidney.

DU'AL. a. [dualis, Latin. ] Expressing the num-
ber two.

To DUB. v. a. [dubban, Saxon.]

1. To make a man a knight.

Clarke.

Camden.

2. To confer any kind of dignity. Cleaveland

DUB. s . [from the verb. ] A blow , a knock.

Hudibras

DUBIO'SITY. s. [from dubious. ] A thing doubt-

ful.

DUBIOUS. a . [dubius, Latin.]

Brown.

1. Doubting ; not settled in an opinion.

2. Uncertain ; that of which the truth is not

fully known. Derham.

Milton.3. Not plain ; not clear.

DUBIOUSLY. ad. [from dubious .] Uncertain-

ly; without any determination .

DUBIOUSNESS. s. Uncertainty ; doubtful

ness.

Swift.

DUBITABLE. a . [dubito, Latin.] Doubtful ;

uncertain ; what may be doubted.

DUBITA'TION. s . [dubitatio, Latin . ] The act

of doubting ; doubt. Grew.

DU'CAL. a. Pertaining to a duke.

DU'CAT. s. [from duke. ] A coin struck by

dukes ; in silver, valued at about four shillings

and sixpence ; in gold, at nine shillings and

sixpence.

DUCK. s. [ ducken, to dip, Dutch.]

1. A water fowl, both wild and tame.

2. The female of the drake.

Bucon

3. A word of endearment, or fondness. Shak.

4. A declination ofthe head. Milton.

5. A stone thrown obliquely on the waters

called duck and drake.

To DUCK. v. n . [from the noun.]

Arbuthnot.

1. To dive under water as a duck. Spenser.

2. To drop the head, as a duck.

3. To bow low ; to cringe.

Swift.

Shakespeare.

1. To free from moisture ; to arcfy ; to ex- To DUCK. v. a. To put under water.

siccate.

2. To exhale moisture.

3. To wipe away moisture.

4. To scorch with thirst.

5. To drain ; to exhaust.

Bacon, DUCKER. s . [from duck.]

Woodward. 1. A diver.

Denham. 2. A cringer.

Isaiah. DUCKING-STOOL. 8. A chair in which

Philips. scolds are tied, and put under water. Doreet.
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DUCK-LEGGED. a. [duck and

legged.

leg. ] Short

Dryden.

DUCKLING. s. A young duck. Ray.

DUCKMEAT. s. A common plant growing in

standing waters.

DUCKOY. s. Anymeans of enticing and en-

snaring. Decay ofPiety.

To DUCKOY. v. a. [mistaken for decoy. ] To

entice to a snare.
Grew.

DUCKS-FOOT. s. Black snake-root, or May-

apple.
Miller.

DUCKWEED. s. Duckmeat.

DUCT. s. [ductus, Latin.]

1. Guidance ; direction.

Bacon.

Hammond.

2. A passage through which any thing is
conducted. Arbuthnot.

DUCTILE. a. [ductilis, Latin.]

2 1. Flexible ; pliable. Dryden.

Dry.2. Easy to be drawn out into length.

3. Tractable ; obsequious ; complying. Phil.

DUCTILENESS. s. [from ductile. ] Flexibili-

ty ; ductility.

DUCTILITY. s. [from ductile.]

Donne.

1. Quality of suffering extension ; flexibility.

2. Obsequiousness ; compliance.

DUDGEON. 3. [dolch, German.]

1. A small dagger.

Watts.

Shakespeare.

2. Malice ; sullenness ; ill-will . Hudibras.

DUE. a. Participle passive of owe. [dû, French.]

1. Owed ; that which any one has a right to

demand. Smalridge.

2. Proper ; fit ; appropriate. Atterbury.

3. Exact ; without errour. Milton.

DUE. ud. [from the adjective.] Exactly ; nice-

ly ; duly. Shakespeare.

DUE. s. [from the adjective.]

1. That which belongs to one ; that which

may be justly claimed.

2. Right; just title.

Swift.

Milton.

3. Whatever custom or law requires to be

done.

4. Custom ; tribute.

To DUE. v. a. To pay as due.

DU'LCET. a. [dulcis, Latin.]
Milton.

Shak.

1. Sweet to the taste ; luscious.

2. Sweet to the ear ; harmonious.

DULCIFICATION. s. [ from dulcify. ] The act

of sweetening ; the act of freeing from aci-

dity, saltness, or acrimony. Boyle.

To DULCIFY. v. a. [dulcifier, French. ] To

sweeten; to free from acidity. Wiseman.

DULCIMER. s . [dolcimello , Italian . Skinner]

A musical instrument played by striking the

brass wires with little sticks. Daniel.

To DU'LÇORATE. v. a. [from dulcis, Latin.]

To sweeten ; to make less acrimonious.

Bucon.

DULCORATION. s . The act of sweetening,

Bacon.

DU'LHEAD. s. [dull and head.] A blockhead,

a wretch foolish and stupid. Aschum

DU'LIA. s. [duλsta . ] An inferiour kind of ado-

ration. Stillingfleet.

DULL. a. [ dwl, Welsh.]

1. Stupid ; doltish ; blockish ; unapprehen

sive.

2. Blunt ; obtuse.

3. Unready ; awkward.

4. Hebetated ; not quick.

5. Sad ; melancholy.

Bacon.

Herbert,

Sidney.

Matthew.

6. Sluggish ; heavy ; slow of motion. Spenser.

7. Gross ; cloggy ; vile. Shakespeare

8. Not exhilarating ; not delightful.

9. Not bright.

10. Drowsy ; sleepy.

" Shake eare.

To DULL. v . a. [from the adjective. ]

1. To stupify ; to infatuate.

2. To blunt ; to obtund .

3. To sadden ; to make melancholy.

4. To hebetate ; to weaken.

5. To damp ; to clog.

6. To make weary or slow of motion.

7. To sully brightness.

Ascham.

Bacon.

Spenser.

Hooker.

Bacon

Shakespeare

Dryden.

Bacon.

DU'LLARD. s . [from dull.] A blockhead ; a

Dryden.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

dolt; a stupid fellow.

DU'LLY. ad. [from dull.]

DU'EL. s. [ duellum , Latin. ] A combat between

two ; a single fight.
Waller.

To DUEL. v. n. [from the noun. ] To fight a

single combat. Locke.

To DUEL. v. a. To attack or fight with, sing-

Milton.lv.

DU'ELLER. 8. [from duel. ] A single comba-

Decay of Piety.tant.

DUELLIST. s. [from duel. ]

1. A single combatant. Suckling.

2. One who professes to live by rules of ho-

nour. L'Estrange.

DUELLO. s. [Italian .] The duel ; the rule of

duelling. Shakespeare.

DU'ENNA. s. [Spanish .] An old woman kept

to guard a younger. Arbuthnot. Pope.

DUG. s. [deggia, to give suck, Islandick. ] A

pap ; a nipple ; a teat. Creech.

DUG. Preterite and part. pass. of dig. Addi.

DUKE. s. [duc, Frenchi ; dur, Latin. ] One of

the highest order of nobility in England.

DU'KEDOM. s. [from duke.]

1. The seigniory or possessions of a duke.

2. The title or quality of a duke.

DU'LBRAINED. a. [dull and brain .] Stupid ;

doltish ; foolish. Shakespeare.

1 Stupidly ; doltishly.

2. Slowly ; sluggishly.

3. Not vigorously ; not gaily ; not brightly ;

not keenly ; obtusely.

DULNESS. s . [from dull. ]

1. Stupidity ; weakness of intellect ; indoci-

lity.

2. Want of quick perception.

South.

Bacon.

3. Drowsiness ; inclination to sleep. Shulc

4. Sluggishness ofmotion.

5. Dimness ; want of lustre.

DU'LY. ad. [from due.]

1. Properly ; fitly.

2. Regularly; exactly.

DUMB,a. (097 ; dumbe, Saxon.]

Spenser, Rogera

Hooker

Dryden

Roscommon.

1. Mute; incapable of speech.

2. Deprived of speech.

Dryden.

3. Mute; not using words.

4. Silent ; refusing to speak.

DUMBLY, ad. [from dumb. ] Mutely ; silently.

DUMBNESS. s. [from dumb.]

1. Incapacity to speak.

2. Omission of speech ; muteness .

3. Refusal to speak ; silence .

To DUMFOUND. v. a. [from dumb.]

fuse ; to strike dumb.

R 3

Shak.

Dryden.

To con-

Spectator
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DUMP. s. [from dom, stupid, Dutch.]

Herbert.

1. Sorrow ; melancholy ; sadness. Hudibras.

2. Absence of mind ; reverie. Locke.

DU'MPISH. a. [from dump.] Sad · melancholy ;

scrrowful.

DUMPLING. s. [from dump, heaviness ] A

sert of pudding. Dryden.

DUN. a [oun, Saxon.]

2. Dark ; gloomy.

J. A colour partaking of brown and black.

Newton.

To DUN. v. a. [onñan, Saxon, to clamour.] To

claim a debt with vehemence and importu-

nity. Swift.

DUN. s . [from the verb.] A clamorous, impor-

tunate, troublesome creditor. Philips.

DUNCE. s. A dullard ; a delt ; a thickskull.

Stillingfleet.

DUNG. s. [dinez, Saxon .] The excrement of

animals, used to fatten ground. Donne.

ToDUNG. v. a. To fatten with dung. Dryden.

DUNGEON. s . [ from donjon . ] A close prison ;

generally spoke ofa prison subterraneous.Ad.

DUNGFORK. s . [ dung and fork. ] A fork to

toss out dung from stables. Mortimer.

DU'NGHIL. s . [dung and hill .]

1. A heap or accumulation of dung. South.

2. Any niean or vile abode. Dryden.

3. Any situation ofmeanness.

4. A term of reproach for a man meanly

born.

Sandys.

Shakespeare.

DUNGHIL. a. Sprung from the dunghil ;

mean ; low. Spenser.

DUNGY. a. Full of dung ; mean ; vile ; base.

Shakespeare.

DU'NGYARD. s. [dung and yard. ] The place

of the dunghil . Mortimer.

DU'NNER. s. One employed in soliciting petty

debts. Spectator.

DUODE'CUPLE. a. [ duo and decuplus, Lat. ]

Consisting of twelve ; twelvefold. Arbuthnot.

DUPE. s. [dupe, Fr.] A credulous man ; a man

easily tricked. Dunciad.

To DUPE. v. a. To trick ; to cheat. Pope.

DUPLE a. [duplex, Latin .] Double ; one re-

peated.

To DUPLICATE. v. a. [duplico, Latin.]

1. To double ; to enlarge by the repetition

ofthe first number or quantity. Glanville.

2. To fold together.

DUPLICATE. s. Another correspondent to

the first ; a second thing of the same kind,

as a transcript of a paper. Woodward.

DUPLICATION. s . [from duplicate. ]

1. The act of doubling.

2. The act offolding together.

3. A fold ; a doubling.

·

DURABLY. ad. [from durable.] In a lasting

manner. Sidney.

DU'RANCE. 8. [from duresse, low French.]

1. Imprisonment ; the custody or power of a

jailer. Congreve.

2. Endurance ; continuance ; duration. Dry.

DURATION. s. [duratio, Latin.]

1. A sort of distance or length, the idea

whereof we get from the perpetually perish-

ing parts of succession.

2. Power of continuance.

3 Length of continuance.

Locke

Rogers.

Addison.

To DURE. v. n. [duro, Latin ] To last ; to con-
tinue. Raleigh.

DU'REFUL. a . [from dure and full . ] Lasting ;

oflong continuance. Spenser.

DU'RELESS . a . [from dure.] Without conti-

nuance ; fading.

DURE'SSE . s. [French. ]

1. Imprisonment ; constraint.

Raleigh

2. [Inlaw. ] A plea used, by way ofexception,

byhim who, being cast into prison at a man's

suit, or otherwise by threats, hardly used,

seals any bond to him during his restraint.

DU'RIVG. prep. For the time of the continu

Locke.ance.

DURITY. s . [dureté, French . ] Hardness ;

firmness . Wotton.

DURST. The preterite ofdure.

DUSK. a . [duyster, Dutch.]

1. Tending to darkness.

Milton.

2. Tending to blackness ; dark coloured .

DUSK. s . [from the adjective.]

1. Tendency to darkness ; incipient obscu-

rity. Spectator.

Dryden.2. Darkness of colour .

To DUSK. v . a. [ from the noun.] To make

darkish.

To DUSK. v. n. To grow dark; to begin to

lose sight.

DU'SKILY. ad. [from dusky. ] With a tendency

to darkness.

DU'SKISH. a. [from dusk .]

1. Inclining to darkness ; tending to obscuri

ty. Spenser

Wotton,2. Tending to blackness.

DU'SKISHLY. ad. Cloudily ; darkly. Bacon.

DU'SKY. a. [from dusk. ]

1. Inclining to darkness ; obscure. Prior.

2. Tending to blackness ; dark.coloured .

Newton.

Bentley.

3. Gloomy; sad ; intellectually clouded.

Hale. DUST. s. [ourt, Saxon .]

Wiseman.

DUPLICATURE. s . [from duplicate. ] A fold ;

any thing doubled. Ruy.

DUPLICITY. s . [duplicitas, Latin. ]

Watts.1. Doubleness ; the number of two.

2. Deceit ; doubleness of heart.

DURABILITY. s . [ durabilis, Latin.] The

power oflasting ; endurance. Hooker.

DURABLE. a. [durabilis, Latin.]

1. Lasting ; having the quality of long con-

tinuance .
Raleigh. Milton.

2. Having successive existence. Milton.

DURABLENESS. s . Power of lasting.
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1. Earth or other matter reduced to small

particles . Bacon.

2. The grave ; the state of dissolution. Milt.

3. Mean and dejected state. Samuel.

To DUST. v. a. To free from dust ; to sprinkle

with dust.

DU'STMAN. s. One whose employment is to

carry away the dust.

DU'STY. a . [from dust.]

1. Filled with dust ; clouded with dust.

2. Covered or scattered with dust.

DUTCHESS. s . [duchesse, French.]

1. The lady of a duke.

Gay,

Swift.

2. A lady who has the sovereignty ofa duke-

dom.
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DUTCHY. s. [duché, F. ] A territory which

gives title to a duke. Addison.

DUTCHY-COURT. s. A court wherein all

matters appertaining to the dutchy of Lan-

caster are decided.

DUTEOUS. a . [from duty.]

1. Obedient ; obsequious.

Cowel.

Prior.

2. Obedient to good or bad purposes. Shak.

3. Enjoined by duty. Shakespeare.

DUTIFUL. a. [duty andfull.]

1. Obedient ; submissive to natural or legal

superiours. Swift.

2. Expressive of respect ; giving token of re-

verence ; reverential.

DUTIFULLY. ad. [from dutiful.]

1. Obediently ; submissively.

2. Reverently ; respectfully.

DUTIFULNESS. s . [from dutiful . ]

DWA'RFISHNESS. s. [from dwarfish.] Mi.

nuteress of stature ; littleness. Glanville.

To DWELL. v. n. preterite dwelt or dwelled.

[duelia, Islandick. ]

1. To inhabit ; to live in a place ; to reside ;

to have a habitation. Leviticus.

2. To live in any form of habitation. Hebr.

3. To be in any state or condition.

4. To be suspended with attention.

5. To fix the mind upon.
A
6. To continue long speaking .

To DWELL. v. a. To inhabit.

Shak.

Smith.

Pope.

Swift.

Milton.

Bacon.

Dryden.

Daniel.

DWE'LLER. 8. [from dwell. ] An inhabitant .

Sidney.

DWE'LLING. s. [from dwell. ]

1. Habitation ; abode.

Sidney.

1. Obedience ; submission to just authority.

2. Reverence ; respect.

DU'TY. s . [from due.]

Taylor.

1. That to which a man is by any natural or

legal obligation bound. Locke.

2. Acts or forbearances required by religion

or morality. Taylor.

3. Obedience or submission due to parents,

governours, or superiours. Decay ofPiety.

4. Act of reverence or respect. Spenser.

5. The business of a soldier on guard. Clar.

6. Tax ; impost ; custom ; toll. Arbuthnot.

DWARF. s. [opeong, Saxon.]

1. A man below the common size ofmen.

Brown. Milton.

2. Any animal or plant below its natural

bulk. L'Estrange.

3. An attendant on a lady or knight in ro-

Spenser.

4. It is used often in composition ; as, dwarf

elder, dwarf honeysuckle.

mances.

Addison.

To DWARF. v. a. To hinder from growing to

the natural bulk.

DWA'RFISH. a. Below the natural bulk ; low ;

small ; little . Bentley.

DWA'RFISHLY. ad. [from dwarfish.] Like a

dwarf.

2. State oflife ; mode of living.

DWE'LLINGHOUSE. s. The house at which

one lives. Ayliffe.

To DWINDLE. v. n. [Spinan, Saxon.]

1. To shrink ; to lose bulk ; to grow little. Ad.

2. To degenerate ; to sink. Norris. Swift.

3. To wearaway ; to lose health ; to grow

feeble. Gay.

Clarendon.4. To fall away ; to moulder.

DYING. The participle of die.

1. Expiring ; giving up the ghost.

2. Tinging ; giving a new colour.

DYNASTY. s. [Suvassa.] Government ; sove-

reignty.
Hale.

DY'SCRASY. s. [ duongacia .] An undue mix-

ture of elements in the blood or nervous

juice ; a distemperature. Floyer.

DYSENTERY. s. [SUCEVTEgia .] A looseness,

wherein ill humours flow off by stool, and are

sometimes attended with blood. Arbuthnot..

DYSPE PSY. s. [dvomefia.] A difficulty of

digestion.

DY'SPHONY. s. [duopavia .] A difficulty in

speaking.

DYSPNOEA. s . [duo@vioa .] A difficulty of

breathing.

DY'SURY. s . [Suσugia .] A difficulty in making

urine. Harvey

E.

EAD

E Has two sounds ; long, as scene, and short,
as men. E is the most frequent vowel in

the English language ; for it has the peculiar

quality of lengthening the foregoing vowel,

as, can, cane.

Ea has the sound of e long.

EACH. pron. [elc, Saxon.]

1. Either of two.

EAG

EA'GER. a. [eazon, Saxon.]

1. Struck with desire ; ardently wishing.

Dryden.

2. Hot of disposition ; vehement ; ardent.

Hooker. Spra

Addison.

Shakespeare

3. Quick ; busy.

Dryden.

Milton.

4. Sharp ; sour ; acid.

5. Keen ; severe ; biting.

6. Brittle ; inflexible .

-EA'GERLY. ad. [from eager.]

1. With ardour of desire.

Bacon,

Locke.

Stepucy

2. Every one of any number.

To EACH the correspondent word is other.

EAD, and cadig, denotes happiness ; Eadger,

happy power. Camden.
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2. Ardently; hotly.

3. Keenly ; sharply.

EA'GERNESS. s. [from eager .]

1. Ardour of inclination.

Shakespeare. EA'RLINESS . . [from early.] Quickness of

any action with respect to something else.Knolles.

Rogers.

2. Impetuosity ; vehemence ; violence. Dry.

EA'GLE. s. [aigle, French.]

1. A bird of prey- said to be extremely sharp-

sighted. Shakespeare.

2. The standard ofthe ancient Romans. Pope.

EA'GLE-EYED. a. [from eagle and eye . ] Sharp,

sighted as an eagle. Howel.

EAGLESPEED . s. [eagle and speed. ] Swift-

ness like that of an eagle.
ป Pope.

EA'GLESTONE. s. A stone said to be found

at the entrance of the holes in which the ea-

gles maketheir nests . The eaglestone contains,

in a cavity within it, a small loose stonewhich

rattles whenit is shaken; and every fossil,with

a nucleus in it, has obtained the name. Hill.

EA'GLET.s. [from cagle. ] A young eagle. Dav.

EA'GRE. s. [ ager, in Runick , is the ocean. ] A

tide swelling above another tide. Dryden.

EAʼLDERMAN. s. [ealdenman, Saxon. ] Al-

derman.

EAM. s. [eam, Saxon. ] Uncle.

FAR. s. [eane, Saxon.]

Fairfax.

1. The whole organ of audition or hearing.

Derham.

2. That part of the ear that stands promi-

nent.

3. Power ofjudging ofharmony.

4. The head, or the person.

Shakespeare.

Knolles.

5. The highest part of a man ; the top.

L'Estrange.

6. The privilege of being readily and kindly

heard; favour. Ben Jonson.

7. Any prominences from a large body, rais-

ed for the sake ofholding it. Taylor. Cong.

8. The spike of corn ; that part which con-

tains the seeds . Bacon. Mortimer.

9. Tofall together by the EARS. To fight ; to

scuffle. More.

10. To set by the EARS. To make strife ; to

maketo quarrel. Addison.

EA'RLESS. a. [from ear.] Wanting ears. Pope.

EA'RRING. s. [ear and ring . ] Jewels set in a

ring, and worn at the ears. Sundys.
EARSHOT. s. Reach of the ear. Dryden.

EA'RWAX. s. The cerumen or exudation

which smears the inside of the ear. Ray.

EA'RWIG. s . [eane and pizza, Saxon.]

1. A sheathwinged insect.

2. A whisperer .

EA'RWITNESS. s . [ear and witness.] One who

attests, or can attest any thing as heard by
Limself. Hooker.

Drayton.

To EAR. v. a. [aro, Latin .] To plow ; to till.

Shakespeare. Genesis.

To EAR. v. n. [from ear. ] To shoot into ears.

EA'RED. a. [from ear.]

Pope.

1. Having cars, or organs of hearing.

2. Having ears, or ripe corn.

EARL. s. [ eopl, Saxon.] A title of nobility,

anciently the highest ofthis nation, now the
third.

Shakespeare.

EARL-MARSHAL. s . [earl and marshal. ] He

that has chief care of military solemnities.

Dryden.

EA'RLDOM. s. [from earl.] The seigniory of

an earl.
Spenser.

EA'RLY. a. [ær, Saxon, before. ]

respect to something else.

EARLY. ad. [from the adjective ]

times.

Sidney.

Soon with

Smith.

Soon ; be-
Waller.

To EARN. v. a. [eaɲnian, Saxon.]

1. To gain as the reward orwages of labour.

Swift.

Shakespeare.2. To gain ; to obtain.

EA'RNEST. a . [eonnert, Saxon.]

1. Ardent in any affection ; warm ; zealous.

Hooker.

Duppa.2. Intent ; fixed ; eager.

EA'RNEST. s . [ from the adjective. ]

1. Seriousness ; a serious event ; not a jest.

Shakespeare

2. [Ernitz penge, Danish.] Pledge ; handsel ;

first fruits. Smalridge.

3. The money that is given in token that a

bargain is ratified . Decay ofPiety.

EA'RNESTLY. ad. [from earnest.]

1. Warmly ; affectionately ; zealously ; im.

portunately. Smalridge,

Shakespeare.2. Eagerly ; desirously.`

EARNESTNESS. s. [from earnest.]

1. Eagerness ; warmth ; vehemence. Addison.

2. Solemnity ; zeal. Atterbury

3. Solicitude ; care. Dryden.

EARSH. s. [from ear, to plow. ] Aplowed field.

May's Virgil.

EARTH. s . [eone, Saxon.]

1. The element distinct from air, fire, or wa-

Thomson.ter.

2.

2. The terraqueous globe ; the world. Locke.

3. Different modifications of terrene matter.

The five genera of earths are, 1. Boles.

Clays. 3. Marls. 4. Ochres. 5. Tripelas.

4. This world opposed to other scenes of ex-

istence. Shakespeare.

5. The inhabitants of the earth. Genesis.

6. Turning up the ground in tillage. Tusser.

To EARTH. v. a. [from the noun ]

1. To hide in the earth.

2. To cover with earth.

To EARTH. v. n. To retire under ground.

Dryden.

Evelyn.

Tickel.

EA'RTHBOARD. s. [earth and board .] The

board ofthe plough that shakes offthe earth.

Mortimer.

EARTHBORN. a. [earth and born.]

1. Born of the earth ; terrigenous. Prior.

2. Meanly born. Smith.

EARTHBOUND. a. [ earth and bound.] Fast-

ened bythepressure ofthe earth.Shakespeare.

EA'RTHEN. a. [from earth. ] Made of earth ;

made of clay. Wilkins.

EARTHFLAX. s. [earth and flax.] A kind of

fibrous fossil. Woodward.

EARTHINESS. s. The quality of containing

earth ; grossness.

EARTHLING. s. [ from earth. ] An inhabitant

of the earth ; a poor frail creature.

EARTHLY. a. [from earth.]

Drummond.

1. Not heavenly ; vile ; mean ; sordid. Milton.

2. Belonging only to our present state ; not

spiritual.

3. Corporeal ; not mental,

Hooker.

Pope.
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Ray.

Tre-

Addison

EARTHNUT. s. [earth and nut.] A pignut ; a

root in shape and size like a nut.

EARTHQUAKE. s. [earth and quake.]

mour, or convulsion of the earth.

EARTHSHAKING. a. [earth and shake .]

Having power to shake the earth, or to raise

earthquakes.

EARTHWORM. s . [earth and worm.]

Milton.

2. Quiet ; at rest ; not harassed. Smalridge.

3. Complying ; unresisting ; credulous. Dry.

4. Free from pain.

5. Ready ; not unwilling.

6. Free from want ; contented .

7. Unconstrained ; not formal.

Milton.

Dryden.

Swift.

Pope.

To EAT. v . a. preterite ate, or eat ; part. eat, oi

éaten. [ezan, Saxon. ]

South.4. To make way by corrosion.

EA'TABLE. a. [from eat. ] Any thing that may

be eaten.

1. A worm bred under ground.

2. A mean sordid wretch.

EARTHY. a. [from earth.]

1. Consisting of earth.

Bacon. 1. To devour with the mouth. Exodus.

Norris. 2. To consume ; to corrode. Tillotson.

3. To swallow back ; to retract. Hakewill.

Wilkins. To EAT. v. n.

2. Composed or partaking of earth ; terrene.

3. Inhabiting the earth ; terrestrial. Dryden.

1. To go to meals ; to take meals ; to feed.
Milton. Matthew.

2. To take food.

4. Relating to earth . Dryden. 3. To be maintained in food.

Locke.

Proverbs.

5. Not mental ; gross ; not refined .

Shakespeare.

EASE. s . [ aise, French. ]

1. Quiet ; rest ; undisturbed tranquillity.

Davies.

King.

Abbot.

2. Freedom from pain. Temple.
2. A corrosive.

3. Rest after labour ; intermission oflabour.

4. Facility ; not difficulty.

5. Unconstraint ; freedom from

forced behaviour, or conceits.

To EASE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To free from pain.

Swift.

Dryden.

harshness,

Pope.

Locke.

2. To relieve ; to assuage ; to mitigate. Dryd.

3. To relieve from labour. Dryden.

4. To set free from any thing that offends.

Locke.

EA'SEFUL. a . [ease and full.] Quiet ; peacea

ble. Shakespeare.

EA'SEMENT. s . [from ease.] Assistance ; sup-

port.

EA'SILY. ad. [from easy .]

1. Without difficulty.

Swift .

Prior.

2. Without pain ; without disturbance. Tem.

3. Readily; without reluctance. Dryden.

EA'SINESS . s. [from easy.]

Tillotson.1. Freedom from difficulty.

2. Flexibility ; compliance ; readiness . Hook.

3. Freedom from constraint ; unaffectedness ;

not formality.

4. Rest ; tranquillity.

EAST. s. [eory, Saxon ]

Roscommon.

1. The quarter where the sun rises.

Ray.

Abbot.

2. The regions in the eastern parts of the

world. Shakespeare.

EA'STER. s. [eartre, Saxon.] The day on

which the Christian church commemorates

our Saviour's resurrection . Decay of Piety.

EA'STERLY. a. [from East.]

1. Coming from the parts toward the East.

2. Lying toward the East.

3. Looking toward the East.

EA'STERN. a. [from East.]

Raleigh.

Graunt.

Arbuthnot.

1. Dwelling or found in the East ; oriental.

Thomson.

2. Lying or being toward the East. Addison.

3. Going toward the East. Addison.

4. Looking towards the East.

EA'STWARD. ad. [East and toward.] Toward

the East.

EA'SY. a. [from ease.]

1. Not difficult.

Brown.

Hooker.

EA'TER. s. [from eat .]

1. One that eats any thing.

EATH. a. [eað, Sax. ] Easy ; not difficult. Fair.

EATH. ad. [ from the adjective. ] Easily.

EATINGHOUSE. s. [eat and house. ] A house

where provisions are sold ready dressed. L'Es.

EAVES. s. [efere, Sax ] The edges of the roof

which overhang the house. Woodward.

To EA'VESDROP. v. n. [eaves and drop.] Te

catch what comes from the eaves ; to listen

under windows.

EA'VESDROPPER. s . A listener under win-

dows.

EBB. s . [ebba, Saxon . ]

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Roscommon

1. The reflux ofthe tide toward the sea.

2. Decline ; decay ; waste.

To EBB. v. a. [ from the noun.]

1. To flow back toward the sea. Shakespeare.

2. To decline ; to decay. Halifax.

E'BON. s. [ebenum, Latin.] A hard, black,

EBONY valuable wood. Moxon.

EBRIETY. s. [ebrietas, Latin. ] Drunkenness;
intoxication by strong liquors. Brown.

EBRIC'SITY. s. [ebriositas, Latin. ] Habitual
drunkenness.

EBU'LLITION. s. [ebullio, Latin.]

1. The act of boiling up with heat.

2. Any intestine motion.

Brown.

3. That struggling or effervescence which

arises from the mingling any alkalizate and

acid liquor ; any intestine violent motion of

the parts of a fluid .
Newton.

ECCENTRICAL .

ECCENTRICK. }
a. [eccentricus, Latin.]

1. Deviating from the centre.

2. Not having the same centre with another

circle. Newton.

3. Not terminating in the same point. Bucon.

4. Irregular ; anomalous. K. Charles.

ECCENTRICITY. s. [ from eccentrick ]

1. Deviation from a centre.

2. The state ofhaving a different centrefrom

another circle. Holder.

3. Excursion from the proper orb. Wotton.

ECCHY'MOSIS . s . [exxuµwors.] Livid spots or

blotches in the skin. Wiseman.

ECCLESIA'STICAL. a. [ecclesiasticus, Lat.]

ECCLESIA STICK. } Relating tothe church

not civil. Hooker. Swift .
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ECCLESIA'STICK. s. A person dedicated to

the ministries of religion. Burnei.

ECCOPRO/TICKS . s . [cn and norẹos . ] Such

medicines as gently parge the belly. Harvey.

E'CHINATE . a. from echinus, Latin.j

ECHINATED . Bristled like a hedgehog ;

set with prickles. Woodward,

ECHI'NUS. s . [ Latin ]

1. A hedgehog.

2. A shellfish set with prickles.

3. [With botanists. ] The prickly head ofany

plant.

4. [In architecture. [A member or ornament,

taking its name from the roughness of the

carving Harris.

E'CHO. s. [ xw.]

1. Echo was supposed to have been once a

nymph, who pined into a sound. Sidney.

2. The return or repercussion of any sound.

Bacon.

3. The sound returned. Shakespeare.

To E'CHO. v. n.

voice.

1. To resound ; to give the repercussion ofa

Shakespeare.

2. To be sounded back. Blackmore.

To E'CHO. v. a. To send back a voice. D. ofP.

ECLAIRCISSEMENT. s. [ French.] Expla-

nation ; the act of clearing up an affair.

Clarendon.

ECLA'T. s. [Fr. ] Splendour ; show ; lustre.Pope.

ECLECTICK. a . [ExλEXTIXOS .] Selecting ; chu-

sing at will. { , Watts.

ECLE'GMA. s. [ex and λeixei .] A form ofme-

dicine made by the incorporation of oils

with syrups.

ECLIPSE. s. [Exλerfic .]

1. An obscuration of the luminaries of

heaven.

2. Darkness ; obscuration.

To ECLIPSE. v . a. [ from the noun.]

1. To darken a luminary.

2. To extinguish ; to put out.

3. To cloud ; to obscure.

4. To disgrace.

Waller.

Raleigh.

sorbed, and in which the mind is for a time

lost.

2. Excessive joy ; rapture.

Suckling.

Prior.

3. Enthusiasm ; excessive elevation of the

mind. Milton.

4. Excessive grief or anxiety. Shakespeare.

5. Madness ; distraction .

ECSTASIED. a. [from ecstasy. ] Ravished .

ECSTATICAL } a. [ex5atinos .]

ECSTATICK
.

Norris.

1. Ravished ; rapturous ; elevated to ecstasy.

Stillingfleet.

2. Being in the highest degree ofjoy. Pope.

ECTYPE. s. [EXTUTES . ] A copy. Locke.

E'CURIE. s. [French. ] A place for the housing

of horses.

EDA'CIOUS. a . [edax, Latin . ] Eating ; vora-

cious ; ravenous ; greedy.

EDA'CITY. s. [educitas, Latin . ] Voracity ; ra-
venousness. Bacon-

To E'DDER. v . a. To bind a fence. Mortimer,

E'DDER. s . Such fencewood as is commonly

put upon the top offences. Tusse

E'DDY' . s . [ed, backward again, and ea, water,

Saxon.]

1. The water that by some repercussion, cr

opposite wind, ruas contrary to the main

Dryden.
stream .

2. Whirlpool ; circular motion . Dryden.

E'DDY. a . Whirling ; moving circularly. Dr.

EDEMATO'SE. a. [ ida . ] Swelling full of
humours. Arbuthnot.

EDENTATED. a. [edentutus, Latin.] Depriv-

ed of teeth.

EDGE. s. [ecze, Saxon.]

1. The thin or cutting part of a blade.

2. A narrow part rising from a broader.

3. Keenness ; aerimony.

Dict.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

4. To set teeth on EDGE. To cause a tingling

pain in the teeth. Bacon.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Pope.

Hayward

Locke.

Creech.

Shakespeare.

Calamy. To EDGE. v. a. [from the noun.]

Clarendon. 1. To sharpen; to enable to cut.

2. To furnish with an edge.

3. To border ; to fringe.

4. To exasperate ; to erbitter.

5. To put forward beyond a line.

To EDGE. v. u. To move against any power.

Dryden.

ECLIPTICK. S. [ExλEITTINOS . ] A great circle of

the sphere, supposed to be drawn through

the middle of the Zodiack, and making an

angle with the Equinoctial, in the points of

Aries and Libra, of23° 30', which is the sun's

greatest declination. Harris.

ECLOGUE. s. [Exλoyn.] A pastoral poem, so

called because Virgil called his pastorals

eclogues. Pope.

ECONOMY. s. [οικονομια .]

1. The management of a family. Taylor.

2. Frugality ; discretion of expence.

3. Disposition of things ; regulation. Hamm.

4. The disposition or arrangement of any

work. Ben Jonson.

5. System ofmotions ; distribution of every

thing to its proper place. Blackmore.

ECONO'MICAL.

ECONO'MICK. }

$

a. [from economy. ]

1. Pertaining to the regulation of a house-

hold.
Davies.

Wotton.2. Frugal.

ECPHRA'CTICKS. s. [ɛn and garr . ] Such

medicines as render tough humours thin.

ECSTASY. s. [εκςασις .]

1. Any passion in which the thoughts are ab-

EDGED. part . a. [from edge . ] Sharp ; not

blunt. Digby,

E'DGELESS . a . [from edge.] Blunt ; obtuse ,

unable to cut. L'Estrange.

E'DGETOOL. s . [edge and tool.] A tool made

sharp to cut. Dorset,

E'DGEWISE. ad . [edge and wise. ] With the

edge put into any particular direction . Ray.

E'DGING. s. [from edge.]

1. What is added to any thing by way ofor

nament. Dryden

2.A narrow lace.

E'DIBLE. a. [from edo, Lat.] Fit to be eaten
More

E'DICT. s . [edictum, Lat.] A proclamation of

command or prohibition. Addison

EDIFICATION. s. [ædificatio, Latin.]

1. The act of building up man in the faith

improvement in holiness.

2. Improvement ; instruction.

Taylor

Addison
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E'DIFICE. s . [ædificium, Latin.] A fabrick ; a

building. Bentley.

E'DIFIER. s . [from edify.] One that improves
or instructs another.

To E'DIFY. v. a. [edifico, Lat.]

1. To build.

2. To instruct ; to improve.

Chapman.

Hooker.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

3. To teach ; to persuade.

E'DILE. s. [ædilis, Lat.] The title of a magis-

trate in old Rome.

EDITION. 8. [editio, Latin.]

1. Publication of any thing, particularly of

a book. Burnet.

2. Republication, with revisal. Baker.

E'DITOR. s. [editor, Lat. ] Publisher ; he that

revises or prepares any work for publica-

tion. Addison.

To EDUCATE. v. a. [educo, Lat.] To breed ;

to bring up. Swift.

EDUCATION. s . [from educate.] Formation

of manners in youth. Swift.

To EDU'CE. v. a. [educo, Lat.] To bring out ;

to extract. Glanville.

EDUCTION. s . [from educe.] The act ofbring-

ing any thing into view.

To EDULCORATE. v. a. [from dulcis, Lat.]

To sweeten.

EDULCORATION. s. [from edulcorate.] The

act ofsweetening.

To EEK. v. a. [eacan, Saxon.] See EKE.

1. To make bigger by the addition of ano-

ther piece.

2. To supply any deficiency. Spenser.

EEL. s. [el, Saxon. ] A serpentine slimy fish,

that lurks in mud. Shakespeare.

E'EN. ad. [ contracted from even.] L'Estrange.

EFFABLE. a. [effabilis, Latin.] Utterable ;

that may be spoken.

To EFFACE. v. a. [effacer, French.]

1. To destroy any form painted, or carved.

2. To make no more legible or visible ; to

blot out.

3. To destroy ; to wear away.

EFFECT. s. [effectus, Latin.]

Locke.

Denham

1. He that produces any effect.

2. Maker ; creator.

EFFECTUAL. a. [ effectuel, French.}

1. Productive of effects ; powerful to a de-

gree adequate to the occasion ; efficacious.

Hooker. Philemon.

2. Veracious ; expressive of facts.
Shakesp.

EFFE'CTUALLY. ad. [from effectual.] In a

manner productive of the consequence in-

tended ; efficaciously. South.

TO EFFECTUATE. v. a. [effectuer , Fr.] To

bring to pass ; to fulfil. Sidney.

EFFE'MINACY. s. [ from effeminate ]

1. Admission of the qualities of a woman ;

softness ; unmanly delicacy. Milton.

2. Lasciviousness ; loose pleasure. Taylor.

EFFEMINATE. a. [ effeminatus, Lat.] Having

the qualities of a woman ; womanish ; volup-

tuous ; tender. Milton.

To EFFE'MINATE. v . a. [ effemino, Lat .] To

make womanish ; to emasculate ; to unman.

Locke.

To EFFEMINATE. v . n. To growwomanish ;

to melt into weakness. Pope.

EFFEMINATION. s . [from effeminate.] The

state of one grown womanish ; the state of

one emasculated or unmanned. Brown.

To EFFERVESCE. v. n . [effervesco, Lat. ] To

grow hot by intestine motion. Mead.

EFFERVESCENCE. s . [from effervesco, Lat. ]

The act ofgrowing hot ; production of heat

by intestine motion.

EFFETE. a. [effatus, Latin.j

Grew.

Bentley

South.

1. Disabled from generation.

2. Worn out with age.

EFFICACIOUS. a. [efficax, Latin.] Produc

tive of effects ; powerful to produce the con-

sequence intended .

EFFICACIOUSLY. ad. [from efficacious. ] Ef-

fectually.

Phillips.

Digby.

EFFICACY. s . Production ofthe consequence

intended. Tillotson.

EFFICIENCE . s. [from efficio, Latin.] The

EFFICIENCY. }

Dryden.

agency.1. That which is produced by an operating

cause.

2. Consequence ; event.

3. Purpose ; meaning.

Addison. EFFICIENT. s. [efficiens, Latin.]

1. The cause which effects.Addison.

Chronicles.

4. Consequence intended ; success ; advan-

tage.

5. Completion ; perfection .

6. Reality ; not mere appearance.

7. Goods ; moveables.

To EFFECT. v. a. [ efficio, Latin.]

Clarendon.

Prior.

Hooker.

Shakespeare.

1. To bring to pass ; to attempt with success ;

2. He that makes ; the effector.

EFFICIENT. a. Causing effects.

South.

Hooker.

Hale.

Collier.

TO EFFI'GIATE. v. a. [effigio, Lat.] To form

in semblance ; to image.

EFFIGIA'TION. s. [from effigiate. ] The act of

imagining things or persons.
Dict.

EFFIGIES. s . [effigies, Lat.] Resemblance ;

EFFIGY. image in painting or sculpture.•}

Dryden.

EFFECTIBLE. u. (from effect .] Peformable ; EFFLORESCENCE. } s. [effloresco, Lat.]

to achieve. Ben Jonson.

2. To as a cause.

practicable. Brown. 1. Production of flowers. Bacon

EFFECTIVE a. [from effect.] 2. Excrescences in the form of flowers.

1. Powerful to produce effects . Taylor. Woodward.

2. Operative ; active. Brown.

3. Producing effects ; efficient. Taylor.

4. Having the power of operation ; useful.

EFFECTIVELY. ad. [ from effective. ] Power-

fully with real operation. Taylor.

EFFE CTLESS. a. [from effect. ]

fect ; impotent ; useless.

EFFECTOR. s. [effector, Latin.]
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Without ef-

Shakespeare.

3. [In physick. ] The breaking out of some
humours in the skin. Wiseman.

EFFLORESCENT. a . [ effloresco, Lat. ] Shoot-

ing out in form offlowers. Woodward.

EFFLUENCE. s . [ effluo, Lat. ] What issues

from some other principle.
Prior

}

EFFLUVIA. s. [from effluo, Lat.] Those

EFFLU'VIUM. small particles which are

continually flying off from bodies...
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EFFLUX. s. [ effluxus, Latin.]

1. The act of flowing out.

2. Effusion.

Harvey.

Hammond.

3. That which flows from something else ;

emanation. Thomson.

To EFFLUX. v . n. [ effluo, Latin. ] To run out.

Boyle.

EFFLUXION. s. [effluxum, Latin.]

1. The act of flowing out.
Brown.

2. That which flows out ; effluvium ; emana-

tion. Bacon.

To EFFO'RCE. v. a. [efforer, French .]

1. To break through by violence. Spenser.

2. To force ; to ravish. Spenser.

To EFFO'RM. v. a . [ efformo, Lat.] To shape ;

to fashion. Taylor.

EFFORMATION. s . [from effermo. ] The act

of fashioning or giving form to. Ray.

EFFORT. s. [effort, French.] Struggle ; labo-

rious endeavour. Addison.

EFFO'SSION. s . [ effossum, Latin .] The act of

digging up from the ground ; deterration. Ar.

EFFRA'IABLE. a. [ effroyable, Fr. ] Dreadful ;

frightful. Harvey.

EFFRONTERY. s. [effronterie, Fr.] Impu-

dence ; shamelessness. K. Charles.

EFFULGENCE. s . [ effulgeo, Latin.] Lustre ;

brightness ; clarity ; splendour. Milton.

EFFULGENT. a. [effulgens, Lat. ] Shining ;

bright ; luminous. Blackmore.

EFFUMABILITY. s. [effumus, Latin. ] The

quality offlying away in fumes. Boyle.

To EFFU'SE. v. a . [effusus, Latin.] To pour

out; to spill.
Milton.

EFFU'SE . s. [fromthe verb.] Waste ; effusion.

EFFU'SIGN. s. [effusio, Latin.]

1. The act of pouring out.

2. Waste ; the act of shedding.

3. The act of pouring out words.

4. Bounteous donation.

Shakespeare.

Taylor.

Hooker.

Hooker.

Hammond.

K. Charles.5. The thing poured out.

EFFUSIVE. a . [from effuse. ] Pouring out ; dis-

persing. Thomson.

EFT. s. [efera, Saxon.] A newt ; an evet.

Mortimer. Nichols.

EFT. ad. [eft, Sax. ] Soon ; quickly ; speedily.

Fairfax.

E'FTSOONS. ad. [eft and roon, Sax.] Soon

afterwards. Knolles.

E. G. [exempli gratia. ] For the sake of an in-

stance or example.

E'GER. s. [ See EAGRE.] An impetuous and ir-

regular flood or tide. Brown.

To EGE'ST. v. a. [egero, Latin. ] To throw out

food at the natural vents. Bacon.

EGE'STION. s. [egestus, Latin.] The act of

throwing out the digested food. Hale.

EGG. s. [œg, Saxon.]

1. That which is laid by feathered animals,

and many others, from which their young is

produced. Bacon.

2. The spawn or sperm. Blackmore.

3. Any thing fashioned in the shape of an

egg. Boyle,

Derham.

To EGG. v . a. [eggia, Islandick .] To incite ; to

instigate.

EGLANTINE. s. [esglantine, French.] A spe.

cies of rose ; sweetbriar. Shakespeare.

E'GOTISM. s. [from ego, Latin.] The fault

committed in writing by the frequent repe-

tition of the word ego, or I; too frequent

mention of one's self. Spectator.

E'GOTIST. s . [from ego, Latin.] One that is

always repeating the word ego, I ; a talker

of himself. Spectator.

To E'GOTIZE. v. n. [from ego, Lat.] To talk

much of one's self.

EGRE'GIOUS. a . [egregius, Latin.]

1. Eminent ; remarkable ; extraordinary.
More.

2. Eminently bad ; remarkably vicious. Hook.

EGREGIOUSLY. ad. [from egregious . ] Emi-

nently ; shamefully.
Arbuthnot.

E'GRESS. s . [egressus, Lat.] The act of going

out of any place ; departure.
Woodward.

EGRESSION. s. [egressio, Lat.] The act of

going out. Pope.

E'GRET. s . A fowl ofthe heron kind.

E’GRIOT. s. [aigret, Fr. ] A species of cherry.
Brown.

To EJA'CULATE. v. a. [ejaculor, Latin.] To

throw; to shoot out. Grew.

EJACULATION. s. [from ejaculate. ]

1. A short prayer darted out occasionally. Ta.

2. The act of darting or throwing. Bacon.

EJA'CULATORY. a. [from ejaculate.] Sud

denly darted ; sudden ; hasty. Duppa,

ToEJECT. v. a. [ ejicio, ejectum, Latin.]

1. To throw out ; to cast forth ; to void.

2. To throw out or expel from an office or

possession .

3. To expel ; to drive away.

4. To cast away ; to reject.

EJECTION. s. [ejectio, Latin.] ´

Sandys.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Hooker.

1. The act ofcasting out ; expulsion. Broome.

2. [In physick.] The discharge of any thing

by an emunctory. Quincy.

EJË'CTMENT. s. [from eject. ] A legal writ

by which any inhabitant of a house, or te-

nant ofan estate, is commanded to depart.

EIGH. interj . An expression of sudden delight.

EIGHT. u. [eahta, Saxon . ] Twice four.

word of number. Sandys.

EIGHTH. a. [from eight .] Next in order to the

Pope

Taylor.

seventh.

EIGHTEEN. a. [eight and ten.] Twice nine.

A

EIGHTEENTH, a. [from eighteen.] The next

in order to the seventeenth. Kings.

EIGHTFOLD. a. [eight and fold .] Eight times

the number or quantity.

EIGHTHLY. ad. [from eighth.] In the eighth

place.
Bacon,

EIGHTIETH. a. [from eighty. ] The next in or

derto the seventy-ninth ; eighth tenth. Wilk.

EIGHTSCORE. a. [eight and score. ] Eight

times twenty. Shakespeare.

EIGHTY. a. [eight and ten. ] Eight times ten.
Brown

EIGNE. a. [aisne, French.] The eldest or first

born. Bacon.

EI'SEL. s. [eoril, Saxon.] Vinegar ; verjuice.

EITHER. pron. [ægden, Saxon.]

1. Whethersoever of the two ; whether the

one or the other. Drayton

2. Each ; both. Hale
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EITHER. ed. [ from the noun.] A distributive

adverb, answered by or ; either the one or

the other. Daniel.

Outcry ;EJULATION. s . [ejulatio , Latin ]

lamentation ; moan ; wailing. G. ofthe T.

EKE. ad. [eac, Saxon.] Also ; likewise ; be-

side. Spenser. Prio

To EKE. v. a. [eacan, Saxon. ]

1 To increase. Spenser.

2. To supply ; to fill up deficiencies. Pope.

3. To protract ; to lengthen. Shakespeare.

4. To spin out by useless additions . Pope.

To ELA'BORATE. v. a . [elaboro, Latin.]

1. To produce with labour. Young.

2. To heighten and improve by successive

operations. Arbuthnot.

ELABORATE. a. [elaboratus, Latin .] Finished

with great diligence.
Waller.

ELA'BORATELY. ad. [from elaborate. ] Labo-

riously ; diligently ; with great study.

Neuton.

ELABORATION. s. [from elaborate. ] Im-

provement by successive operations. Ray.

To ELA'NCE. v. n. [elancer, French.] Το

throw out; to dart. Prior.

To ELA'PSÉ. v. a. [elapsus, Latin.] To pass

away; to glide away. Clarissa.

ELA'STICAL. a. [from shaw.] Having the

ELA'STICK . power of returning to the

form from which it was distorted ; springy.

Newton.

ELASTICITY. s . [from elastick. ] Force in

bodies, by which they endeavour to restore

themselves.

ELA'TE. a. [elatus, Latin.] Flushed with suc-

cess ; lofty; haughty.

Pope.

-Pope.

Thomson.

To ELATE . v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To puff up with prosperity.

2. To exhalt ; to heighten.

ELATE'RIUM. s. [ Lat . ] An inspissated juice,

procuredfrom the fruit ofthe wild cucumber;

a very violent and rough purge.

ELA'TION. s. [from elate.] Haughtiness pro-

ceeding from success. Atterbury.

E'LBOW. s. [elboga, Saxon.]

Hill.

1. The next joint or curvature of the arm,

below the shoulder.

2. Any flexure , or angle.

3. Tobe at the ELBOW. To be near.

Pope.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

ELBOWCHA'IR. s. [elbow and chair. ] A chair
with arms. Gay.

ELBOWROOM. s. [elbow and room.] Room

to stretch out the elbows ; freedom from

confinement.

ELDERS. s. [from elder.]

1. Persons whose age gives them reverence.

2. Ancestors.

1
Raleigh

Pope

3. Those who are older than others. Hooker.

4. [Among the Jews . ] Rulers ofthe people

5. [In the NEW Testament. ] Ecclesiasticks.

6. [Among presbyterians. ] Laymen introduc-
ed into the kirk-polity. Cleaveland.

E'LDERSHIP. s . [ from elder. ]

1. Seniority ; primogeniture. Rore.

2. Presbytery ; ecclesiastical senate. Hooker.

E'LDEST. a. [The superlative of old.]

1. The oldest ; that has the right of primo.

geniture. Shakespeare.

Locke.2. That has lived most years.

ELECAMPA'NE. s. A plant named also star-

wort.

To ELECT. v. a. [electus, Latin.]

1. To chuse for any office or use.

Miller,

Daniel.

2. [In theology.] To select as an object of
eternal mercy. Milton.

ELECT. a. [ from the verb.]

1. Chosen ; taken by preference from among

others. Shakespeare.

2. Chosen to an office, not yet in possession.

Ayliffe.

Hammond.

3. Chosen as an object of eternal mercy.

ELECTION. s . [electio, Latin ]

1. The act of chusing one or more from a

greater number. Whitgift

Davies.

Rogers

2. The power of choice.

3. Voluntary preference.

4. The determination of God by which any

were selected for eternal life Atterbury.

5. The ceremony of a public choice. Addison.

ELECTIVE. a. [from elect .] Exerting the

power of a choice. Grew.

ELECTIVELY. ad. By choice ; with prefer-

ence of one to another. Grew.

ELECTOR. s. [from elect .]

1. He that has a vote in the choice of any of

ficer. Waller.

2. A prince who has a voice in the choice of

the German emperour.

ELECTORAL. s . [ from elector. ] Having the

dignity of an elector.

ELECTORATE. s. [from elector. ] The digni-

ty ofan elector. Addison.

ELECTRE. s. [electrum, Latin.]

1. Amber, which, having the quality, when

warmed by friction, of attracting bodies,

gave to one species of attraction the name of

electricity.

ELECTRICK. }

South.

To ELBOW v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To push with the elbow. Dryden.

2. A mixed metal.

ELECTRICAL.

2 To push ; to drive to distance.

To E'LBOW. To jut out in angles.

Dryden.

ELD. s. [eald. Saxon.]

1. Old age ; decrepitude. Spenser.

2. Old people ; persons worn out with years,

Milton.

E'LDER a. [The comparative of old .] Surpas-

sing another in years. Temple.

tree. #
ELDER. s. [ellara, Saxon.] The name of a

Shakespeare.

E'LDERLY «. [from elder.] Nolonger young.

Swift .

Bacon.

a. [from electrum, Lat.]

1. Attractive without magnetism ; by pecu

liar property, supposed once to belong chief.

ly to amber. Newton.

2. Produced by an electrick body. Brown.

ELECTRICITY. s. [ from electrick . ] A proper-

ty in bodies, whereby, when rubbed, they

draw substances, emit flame, may be filled

with such a quantity ofthe electrical vapour,

as, if discharged at once upon ahuman body,

would endanger life.

ELECTUARY. s. [electuarium, Latin.] A
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form ofmedicine of conserves and powders,

in the consistence ofhoney.

ELEEMO'SYNA RY. a. [ελenμcovvn .]

Quincy.

1. Living upon alms ; depending upon cha-

rity. Glanville.

2. Given in charity.

E'LEGANCE . s. [elegantia, Lat. ] Beauty of

EʼLEGANCY. art ; beauty without gran-
deur.

E'LEGANT. a. [elegans, Latin.]

Raleigh.

Pope.

Pope.

1. Pleasing with minuter beauties.

2. Nice ; not coarse ; not gross.

ELEGANTLY. ad. [from elegant. ] In such a

manner as to please without elevation. Pope.

ELEGIACK. a. [elegiacus, Latin.]

1. Used in elegies.

2. Mournful ; sorrowful.

E'LEGY. s . [elegia, Latin.]

1. A mournful song.

2. A funeral song.

Gay.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

3. A short poem, without points or turns.

E'LEMENT. s . [elementum, Latin . ]

1. The first or constituent principle of any

thing. Hooker.

2. The four elements, usually so called, are

earth, fire, air, water, of which our world is

composed. Bacon.

3. The proper habitation or sphere of any

thing. Baker.

4. A necessary ingredient ;, a constituent

part. Shakespeare.

5. The letters of any language.

6. The lowest or first rudiments of literature

or science. Hooker.

To ELEMENT. v. a . [from the noun.]

1. To compound of elements. Boyle.

2.To constitute ; to make as a first principle.

Donne.

ELEMENTAL. a. [from element .]

1. Produced by some ofthe four elements.

Dryden.

2. Arising from first principles. Brown.

ELEMENTA'RITY. s. [from elementary . ]

Simplicity ofnature ; absence of composition.

Brown.

ELEMENTARY. a [from element.]

J. Uncompounded ; having only one princi-

ple. Arbuthnot.

2. Rudimental ; simple.

ELENCH. s. [elenchus, Latin ] An argument ;

a sophism. Brown.

ELE'OTS. s . Apples in request in the cider

countries. Mortimer.

E'LEPHANT. s. [elephas, Latin.]

1. The largest of quadrupeds, of whose saga-

city, faithfulness, and understanding, many

surprising relations are given. This animal

feeds on hay, herbs, and pulse . He is natu-

rally very gentle. He is supplied with a

trunk, or long hollow cartilage, which serves

him for hands. His teeth are the ivory so

well known in Europe. Calmet.

2. Ivory ; the teeth of elephants. Dryden.

ELEPHANTI'ASIS. s. [elephantiasis, Latin.]

A species ofleprosy, so called from in-

crustations like those on the hide of an ele-

phant.

ELEPH'ANTINE. a. [ elephantinus, Lat. ] Per-

taining to the elephant.
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To ELEVATE v. a. [elevo , Latin .]

1. To raise up aloft.

2. To exalt ; to dignify.

Woodward

3. To raise the mind with great conceptions.

Milton. Savage.

Hooker

4. To elate the mind with vicious pride.

5. To lessen by detraction.

ELEVATE. part. a. Exalted ; raised aloft.

ELEVATION. s. [elevatio, Latin.]

Milton

1. The act ofraising up aloft. Woodward

2. Exaltation ; dignity. Locke

3. Exaltation of the mind by noble concep

tions. Norris.

Hooker.4. Attention to objects above us.

5. The height of any heavenly body with re-

spect to the horizon.

ELEVATOR. s. [from elevate.] A raiser or
lifter up.

ELE'VEÑ. a . [ændlefen, Saxon. ] Ten and one.

Shakespeare.

ELEVENTH. a. [from eleven.] The next in or.

der to the tenth. Raleigh.

ELF. s . plural elves, [eilf, Welch, Baxter.]

1. A wandering spirit, supposed to be seen

in wild places. Dryden.

2. A devil.

To ELF. v. a. To entangle hair inso intricate a

manner, that it is not to be unravelled .

Shakespeare.

E'LFLOCK. s. [elf and lock.] Knots of hair

twisted by elves . Shakespeare:
•

To ELICIT . v. a. [elicio, Latin.] To strike out,

to fetch out by labour. Hale.

ELICITE. a. [elicitus, Latin . ]Brought into act.

Hammond.

ELICITA'TION. s. [from elicio, Latin.] Ex-

citement ofthe power of the will into act.

Bramhall.

To ELI'DE. v. a. [elido, Latin. ] To break in

pieces. Hooker

ELIGIBILITY. s. [ from eligible. ] Worthiness

to be chosen. Fiddes

ELIGIBLE. a. [ eligibilis, Latin.] Fit to be

chosen ; preferable.

ELIGIBLENESS. s . [from eligible.] Worthi-

ness to be chosen ; preferableness .

ELIMINATION. s. [elimino, Latin. ] The act

of banishing ; rejection .

ELI'SION. &. [ elisio, Latin. ]

1. The act of cutting off. Swift.

Bacon
2. Division ; separation of parts.

ELIXA'TION. s. [ elixus, Latin .] The act o

boiling. Brown.

ELIXIR. s. [Arabick.]

1. A medicine made by strong infusion,

where the ingredients are almost dissolved in

the menstruum. Quincy,

2. The liquor with which chymists transmute

metals. Donne.

3. The extract or quintessence of any thing.

4. Any cordial .

South.

Milton.

Hill.
ELK. s . [ æle , Saxon.] The elk is a large and

stately animal of the stag kind.

ELL. s . [elu, Saxon. ] A measure containing a

yard and a quarter.
Herbert

ELLIPSIS. s. [ .]

1. A figure of rhetorick, bywhich something

is left out.
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2. [In geometry.] An oval figure generated

from the section of a cone, by a plane cutting

both sides ofthe cone, but not parallel to the

base, and meeting with the base when pro-

duced. Harris.

ELLIPTICAL. a. [from ellipsis.] Having

ELLIPTICK. S the form ofan ellipsis.

Cheyne.

FLM. s. [ulmus, Latin ; elm, Saxon. ] Thename

of a tree.

Wotton.

Milton.

ELOCUTION. s . [elocutio , Latin.]

1. The power of fluent speech.

2. Eloquence ; flow oflanguage.

3. The power of expression or diction. Dry.

E'LOGY. s. [eloge, Fr.] Praise ; panegyrick.

Wotton.

To ELOʻIGNE. v. a. [eloigner, French.] To put

at a distance. Donne.

To ELO'NGATE. v. n. [from longus, Latin . ]

To lengthen ; to draw out.

To ELONGATE. v. a. To go off to a distance

from any thing.

ELONGATION. s . [from elongate.]

Brown.

1. The act of stretching or lengthening itself.

Arbuthnot.

2. The state of being stretched.

3. [In medicine. ] An imperfect luxation .

Quincy. Wiseman.

4. Distance ; space at which one thing is dis-
Glanville.

Brown.

tant from another.

5. Departure ; removal.

To ELO'PE. v. a. [loopen, to run, Dutch.] To

run away ; to break loose ; to escape. Addis.

ELOPEMENT. s. [ from elope. ] Departure

from just restraint. Ayliffe.

E'LOPS. s. [ελo . ] A fish ; reckoned by Milton

among the serpents .
Milton.

E'LOQUENCE. s . [eloquentia , Latin.]

1. The power of speaking with fluency and

elegance. Shakespeare.

2. Elegant language uttered with fluency.Pope

E'LOQUENT. a. [eloquens, Latin. ] Having the

power of an orator. Isaiah. Pope.

ELSE. pronoun. [eller, Saxon. ] Other ; one be-

sides.

ELSE. ad.

1. Otherwise.

2. Beside ; except.

E'LSEWHERE. ad. [else and where.]

1. In any other place.

Denham.

ELU'SION. s . [ elusio, Lat. ] An escape from

examination ; an artifice. Woodward.

ELU'SIVE. a. [from elude.] Practising elusion ,

using arts to escane. Pope.

ELU'SORY. a. [ from elude.] Tending to de-

ceive ; fraudulent. Brown.

To ELUTE. v. a. [eluo, Latin .] To wash off.

Arbuthnot.

To ELU'TRIATE. v. a. [elutrio, Latin.] To

decant, or strain out. Arbuthnot

ELY'SIAN. a . [elysius, Lat. ] Deliciously sooth-

ing; exceedingly delightful. Milton.

ELYSIUM. s. [ Latin. ] The place assigned by

the heathens to happy souls ; any place ex-

cellently pleasant. Shakespeare.
Hudibras.'EM. A contraction ofthem.

To EMA'CIATE. v. a . [emacio, Lat.] To waste;

to deprive of flesh. Graunt.

To EMA'CIATE. v. n . To lose flesh ; to pine.

Brown.

EMACIATION. s. [emaciatus, Latin .]

1. The act of making lean.

2. The state of one grown lean. Graunt.

EMACULATION. s. [ emuculo, Latin. ] The

act offreeing any thing from spots or foul-
ness.

E'MANANT. a. [emanans, Latin . ] Issuing from

something else .

EMANATION. s . [emanatio, Latin.]

Hale.

1. The act of issuing or proceeding from any

other substance. South.

2. That which issues from another substance.

Taylor.

EMA'NATIVE. a. [from emano, Latin.] Issu-

ing from another.

To EMA'NCIPATE. v. a. [emancipo, Latin.]

To setfree from servitude. Arbuthnot.

EMANCIPATION. s. [from emancipate. ] The

act of setting free ; deliverance from slavery,

Glanville.

To EMA'RGINATE. v. a. [margo, Lat.] To

take away the margin or edge of any thing .

To EMA'SCULATE. v . a. [emasculo, Lat.]

1. To castrate ; to deprive of virility.Graunt.

2. To effeminate ; to vitiate by unmanly soft-

ness. Collier.

Tillotson. EMASCULATION. s . [from emasculate. ]

Dryden. 1. Castration.

2. In other places ; in some other place.

Abbot.

Tillotson.

To ELUCIDATE. v. a. [elucido, Latin .] To

explain ; to clear.

ELUCIDATION. s . [from elucidate.]

nation ; exposition.

Boyle.

Expla-

2. Effeminacy ; womanish qualities.

To EMBA'LE. v. a . [emballer, French.]

1. To make up into a bundle.

2. To bind up ; to enclose.

To EMBA'LM. v. a. [embaumer, French. ] To

impregnate a body with aromaticks, that it

may resist putrefaction .

Spenser

Donne.

Boyle.

Abbot.

ELUCIDATOR. s . [from elucidate ] Explain-

er; expositor ; commentator.

To ELUDE. v . a. [eludo, Latin.]

1. To escape by stratagem ; to avoid by ar-

tifice. Rogers.

2. To mock by unexpected escape. Pope.

ELUDIBLE. a. [from elude.] Possible to be
defeated. Swift.

Pope.ELVES. The plural of elf.

E'LVELOCK. s . Knot in the hair. Brown.

ELVISH. a. [ from elves. ] Relating to elves, or

wandering spirits. Drayton.

ELU'MBATED. a . [elumbis, Lat.] Weakened

in the loins.

EMBA'LMER. s. [ from embalm.] One that

practises the art of embalming and preserv-

ing bodies.

To EMBA'R. v. a. [from bar.]

1. To shut ; to enclose.

Bacon.

Fairfax.

2. To stop ; to hinder by prohibition ; to
block up . Bacon. Donne,

EMBARCATION. s . [from embark. ]

1. The act of putting on shipboard. Clarend.

2. The act ofgoing on shipboard.

EMBARGO. s. [embargar, Spanish. ] A prohi-

bition to pass ; a stop to trade.
Wollon

To EMBARK. r. u. [embarquer, French ]

1. To put on shipboard.

2. To engage another in any affair.

Clarendor
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To EMBARK. v. n.

1. To go on shipboard.

2. To engage in an affair.

Philips.

To EMBA'RRASS . v . a . [embarrasser, French.]

To perplex ; to distress ; to entangle.

Spectator.

EMBA'RRASSMENT. s . [from embarrass.]

Perplexity ; entanglement.

To EMBA'SE. v . a. [ from buse.]

Watts.

1. To vitiate ; to depaupcrate ; to impair.

Wotton.

2. To degrade ; to vilify. Spenser

EMBA'SSADOR. s. One sent on a publick

message. Denham .

Gurth.

EMBA'SSADRESS. s. A woman sent on a

publick message.

E'MBASSAGE.

E'MBASSY. ·}

S.

1. A publick message.

2. Any solemn message.

3. An errand, in an ironical sense.

Dryden.

Taylor.

Sidney.

To EMBATTLE. v. a . [from battle. ] To range

in order or array ofbattle. Prior.

To EMBA'Y. v. a. [from baigner, to bathe,

French.]

1. To bathe ; to wet ; to wash. Spenser.

2. [From buy.] To enclose in a bay ; to land-

lock. Shakespeare.

To EMBELLISH. v . a. [ embellir, French.] To

adorn ; to beautify. Locke.

EMBELLISHMENT. s. [ from embellish. ] Or-

nament ; adventitious beauty ; decoration.

Addison.

E'MBERING. s. The ember days. Tusser.

E'MBERS . s . Without a singular. [æmynia,

Saxon. ] Hot cinders ; ashes not yet extin-

guished. Bacon.

E'MBER-WEEK. s. A week in which an em-

ber day falls. The ember days at the four

seasons are the Wednesday, Friday, and Sa-

turday after the first Sunday in Lent, the

feast of Pentecost, Sept. 14, Dec. 13.

To EMBEZZLE. v. a.

Common Prayer.

Hayw.1. To appropriate by breach oftrust.

2. To waste ; to swallow up in riot. Dryden.

EMBEZZLEMENT. s. [from embezzle.]

1. The act of appropriating to himself that

which is received in trust for another.

2. The thing ill appropriated.

To EMBLAZE. v. a. [blasonner, French.]

1. To adorn with glittering embellishments.

Pope.

2. To blazon ; to paint with ensigns armo-
rial. Milton.

To EMBLAZON. v. a [blasonner, French. ]

1. To adorn with figures of heraldry.

2. To deck in glaring colours. Hakcwill.

EMBLEM. 8. [εμβλημα.]

1. Inlay ; enamel.

2. An occult representation ; an illusive pic-

ture. Peacham. Addison.

To E'MBLEM. v. a. To represent in an occult

or illusive manner.

EMBLEMATICAL.

EMBLEMATICK.

Glanville.

"}
a. [from emblem.]

1. Comprising an emblem ; illusive ; occult

ly representative. Prior.

2. Dealing in emblems ; using emblems.

EMBLEMATICALLY. ad. [from emblema.

tical ] Inthe manner of emblems ; allusively.

Swift.

EMBLEMATIST. s . [from emblem.] Writer

or inventer of emblems. Brown.

E'MBOLISM. s. [εμBoriomos.]

1. Intercalation ; insertion of days or years

to produce regularity and equation of time.

Holder.

2. The time inserted ; intercalatory time.

E'MBOLUS. s . [EMBλos . ] Any thing inserted

and acting in another, as the sucker in a

pump. Arbuthnot.

To EMBO'SS . v. a . [ from bosse, a protube

rance, French.]

1. To form with protuberances. Milton.

2. To engrave with relief, or rising work.

Dryden.

3. To enclose ; to include ; to cover. Spenser.

4. To enclose in a thicket.

5. To hunt hard.

EMBO'SSMENT. s. [from emboss. ]

Milton.

Shakespeare.

1. Any thing standing out from the rest ,

jut ; eminence.

2. Relief; rising work.

Bacon.

Addison.

To EMBOTTLE. v. a. [bouteille, French. ] To

include in bottles ; to bottle. Philips.

To EMBO'WEL. v . a . [from bowel.] To evisce

rate ; to deprive of entrails ; to exenterate.

Milton.

To EMBRA’CE. v. a. [embrasser, French. ]

1. To hold fondly in the arms ; to squee

in kindness. Dryden

2. To seize ardently or eagerly ; to lay hold

on; to welcome. Davies. Tillotson.

3. To comprehend ; to take in ; to encircle.

4. To comprise ; to enclose ; to contain.

5. To admit ; to receive.

6. To find ; to take.

Denham

Shakespeare ,

7. To squeeze in a hostile manner.

To EMBRACE. v. n . To join in an embrace.

Shakespeare.

EMBRA CE. s. [ from the verb.]

1. Clasp ; fond pressure in the arms ; hug.

Denham,

2. An hostile squeeze ; crush .

EMBRA'CEMENT. s. [from embrace.]

1. Clasp in the arms ; hug ; embrace. Sidney

2. Comprehension.
Davies

3. State ofbeing contained ; enclosure. Bacon.

4. Conjugal endearment. Shakespeare.

EMBRA'CER. s . [from embrace. ] The person

embracing. Howel.

EMBRA'SURE. s. [embrasure, French.] An

aperture in the wall ; battlement.

To EMBRA VE. v. a. [ from brave.] To deco-

rate ; to embellish ; to deck. Spenser.

Το EMBROCATE. υ. α . [εμβρέχω .] To rub

any part diseased with medicinal liquors

Wiseman.

EMBROCA'TION. 8. [from embrocute.]

1. The act of rubbing any part diseased with

medicinal liquors.

2. The lotion with which any diseased part

is washed. Wiseman.

To EMBROIDER. v . a . [broder, French. ] To

border with ornaments ; to decorate figured

work . Waller
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EMBROIDERER. s. [from embroider.] One
that adorns clothes with needlework. Ecclus.

EMBROIDERY. s. [from embroider.]

1. Figures raised upon a ground ; variegated

needlework. Bacon.

Spec.2. Variegation ; diversity of colours.

To EMBROIL. v. a. [brouiller, Fr.] To dis-

turb; to confuse ; to distract. K. Charles.

To EMBROTHEL. v. a. [brothel, brodel .] To

enclose in a brothel.

EMBRYO.

E'MBRYON. }
5. [εμβρύων.]

Donne.

1. The offspring yet unfinished inthe womb.

Brown. Burnet.

2. The state of any thing yet not fit for pro-

duction, or yet unfinished. Swift.

EME. s. [eame, Saxon . ] Uncle.

EME'NDABLE. a. [emendo, Latin .]

of emendation ; corrigible.

Spenser.

Capable

EMENDATION. s . [emendo, Latin.]

.
1. Correction ; alteration of any thing from

worse to better. Grew.

2. An alteration made in the text by verbal

criticism .

EMENDATOR. s . [emendo, Latin .] A correc-

tor ; an improver.

EMERALD. s. [emersude, Fr. amaragdus, Lat.]

A green precious stone. The emerald is in its

most perfect state perhaps the most beautiful

of all the gems. It is of all the various shades

ofgreen, from the deepest to the palest.

Woodward.

To EMERGE. v. n . [emergo, Latin.]

1. To rise out of any thingin which it is co-

vered.
Boyle.

Newton.2. To issue ; to proceed.

3. To rise ; to mount from a state of depres-

sion or obscurity.

EMERGENCE.

EMERGENCY.}
s. [from emerge.]

Pope.

1. The act of rising out ofany fluid by which

it is covered . Brown.

2. The act of rising into view. Newton.

3. Any sudden occasion ; unexpected ca-

sualty. Glanville.

4. Pressing necessity. A sense not proper.

Addison.

EMERGENT. a. [from emerge.]

1. Rising out of that which overwhelms or

obscures it. Ben Jonson.

Milton.

South.

Samuel.

2. Rising into view, or notice.

3. Issuingfrom any thing.

4. Sudden; unexpectedly casual. Clarendon.

EMERODS. s . [from hemorrhoids. ] Pain-

E'MEROIDS. ful swellings of the hemor

rhoidal veins ; piles.

KMERSION. s. [from emerge.] The time

when a star, having been obscured byits ap-

proach to the sun, appears again. Brown.

EMERY. s. [ esmeril, French. ] Emery is an

iron ore. It is prepared by grinding in mills.

It is used in cleaning and polishing steel . Hill.

EMETICAL. a. [eμew.] Having the quality

EMETICK. S ofprovoking vomits. Hale.

EMETICALLY. ad. [from emetical. ] In such

amanner as to provoke to vomit. Boyle.

EMICATION. s. [ emicatio , Lat.] Sparkling ;

flying offin small particles.
Brown.

EMICTION. s. [from emictum, Latin.] Urine.

To E'MIGRATE. v. n . [emigro, Latin.] To re

move from one place to another.

EMIGRATION. s. [from emigrate. ] Change

of habitation. Hale

E'MINENCE.

E'MINENCY. S s. [eminentio, Latin ]

1. Loftiness ; height.

2. Summit ; highest part. Ray

3. A part rising above the rest. Dryden

4. A place where one is exposed to general

notice. Addison.

5. Exaltation ; conspicuousness ; reputation ;

celebrity.

6. Supreme degree.

7. Notice ; distinction .

8. A title given to cardinals.

E'MINENT. a. [ eminens, Latin.]

1. High ; lofty.

2. Dignified ; exalted.

3. Conspicuous ; remarkable.

E'MINENTLY. ad. [ from eminent .]

Stillingfleet.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Ezekiel.

Dryden.

Milton.

1. Conspicuously ; in a manner that attracts

observation.

2. In a high degree.

E'MISSARY. s. [emissarius, Latin .]

1. One sent on private messages ;

secret agent.

2. One that emits or sends out.

EMI'SSION. s. [emissio, Latin .]

sending out ; vent.

Milton.

Swift.

a spy ; a

Swift.

Arbuthnot.

The act of

Evelyn.

Woodward.

Prior.

Ayliffe

To EMIT. v. a. [emitto, Latin.]

1. To send forth ; to let go.

2. To let fly ; to dart.

3. To issue out juridically.

EMME'NAGOGUES. s. [eunia and ajo.]

Medicines that promote the courses. Quincy.

E'MMET. s . [æmerte, Saxon. ] An ant ; a pis-

mire. Sidney.

To EMME'W. v. a. [from mew.] To mew or

Shakespeare.coop up.

Spenser.

To EMMO'VE. &. a. [emmouvoir, French ] To

excite ; to rouse.

EMO'LLIENT. a. [emolliens, Lat.] Softening;

supplying.
Arbuthnot.

EMO'LLIENTS. s . Such things as sheath and

soften the asperities ofthe humours , and re-

lax and supple the solids. Quincy.

EMOLLITION. s. [emollitio, Latin.] The act

of softening. Bacon.

EMOLUMENT. s. [emolumentum, Lat.] Pro-

fit ; advantage.

EMO'NGST. prep. [ So written by Spenser. ] A-

mong. Spenser.

South.

EMOTION. s. [emotion, Fr.] Disturbance of

mind ; vehemence of passion. Dryden.

To EMPA'LE. v . a. [empaler, French.]

1. To fence with a pale.

2. To fortify.

Donne.

Raleigh.

Cleaveland.3. To inclose ; to shut in.

4. To put to death by spitting on a stake

fixed upright. Southern.

EMPA'NNEL.. s. [from panne, French. ] The

writing or entering by the sheriff the names

of a jury into a schedule, which he has sun-

moned to appear. Cquel.

To EMPA'NÑEL. v. a. [ from the noun.] To

summon to serve on a jury.

Government of the Tongue.

EMPA'RLANCE. s. [from parler, French.]
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It signifieth a desire or petition in court ofa

day to pause what is best to do. Cowel.

EMPA'SM. s. [εμwaσow. ] A powder to correct

the bad scent of the body.

To EMPA'SSION. v. a. [from passion.]To move

with passion ; to affect strongly.
Milton.

To EMPEOPLE. v . a. [from people.] To form

into a people or community.

E'MPERESS . s. [from emperour.]

Spenser.

1. A woman invested with imperial power.

Davies.

2. The queen of an emperour. Shakespeare.

EMPEROUR. s . [ empereur, Fr. ] A monarch of

title and dignity superiour to a king. Shak.

E'MPERY. s. [empire, Fr. ] Empire ; sovereign

command. Not in use. Shakespeare.

Holder.

EMPHASIS. s. [ µparis. ] A remarkable stress

laid upon a word or sentence.

EMPHATICAL
. } a. [eμpano .]

EMPHATICK.

1. Forcible ; strong ; striking.

2. Striking the sight.

Garth.

Boyle.

3. Appearing ; seeming ; not real.

EMPHATICALLY. ad. [ from emphatical .]

1. Strongly ; forcibly ; in a striking manner.

South.

2. According to appearance. Brown.

EMPHYSEMATOUS. a. [ from quvonua.]

Bloated ; puffed ; swollen." Sharp.

To EMPIERCE. v. a. [from pierce.] To pierce

into ; to enter by violent appulse . Spenser.

EMPIGHT. part . Set ; pitched ; put in a pos-

Spenser.ture.

E'MPIRE. s. [empire, Fr.]

1. Imperial power ; supreme dominion Rowe.

2. The region over which dominion is ex-

tended. Temple.

3. Command over any thing.

EMPIRICK. S. [EμTεiginos . ] A trier or experi-

menter, such persons as liave no true know-

ledge ofphysical practice, but venture upon

observation only. Hooker.

EMPIRICAL.

EMPIRICK.
a. [from the noun.]

Milton.1. Versed in experiments.

2. Knownonlyby experience ; practised only

by rote.
Shakespeare.

EMPIRICALLY. ad. [from empirical.]

1. Experimentally ; according to experience.

Brown.

2. Without rational grounds ; charlatanically.

EMPIRICISM. s. [ from empirick. ] Depend-

ence on experience without knowledge or

art ; quackery.

EMPLA'STER. s. [ µwraggov.] An applica-

tion to a sore of an oleaginous or viscous

substance spread upon cloth. Wiseman.

To EMPLA'STER. v. a. To cover with a

Mortimer.plaster.

EMPLA'STICK. a. [ µraginos. ] Viscous ;

glutinous. Wiseman.

To EMPLEAD. v. a. To indict ; to prefer a

charge against.
4

Hayward.

To EMPLOY . v. a. [emploier, Fr.]

1..To busy ; to keep at work ; to exercise.

2. To use as an instrument.

3. To use as means.

4. To use as materials,

Watts

Dryden.

Prior.

5. To commission ; to intrust with the ma

nagement ofany affairs.

6. To fill up with business .

7. To pass or spend in business,

EMPLOY. s . [from the verb. ]

1. Business ; object ofindustry.

2. Publick office.

EMPLO'YABLE. a. [ from employ .] Capable

to be used ; proper for use. Boyle.

EMPLOYER. s. [from employ.]

Pope.

Addison.

1. One that uses or causes to be used. Child.

2. One who sets others to work.

EMPLOYMENT. s. [ from employ.]

1. Business ; object of industry ; object of

labour.

2. Business ; the state of being employed.

3. Office ; post of business. Atterbury.

4. Business intrusted. Shakespeare.

To EMPOISON. v. a . [empoisonner, Fr.]

1. To destroy by poison ; to destroy by ve-

nomous food or drugs. Sidney.

2. To taint with poison ; to envenom.

EMPOISONER. s . [empoisonneur, Fr.] One
who destroys another by poison. Bacon.

EMPOISONMENT. s. [empoisonnement, Fr.]

The practice of destroying by poison .Bacon.

EMPORE'TICK. a. [EμTOTINOS.] That which

is used at markets, or in merchandise.

EMPORIUM. s . [εμwogiov. ] A place of mer-

chandise ; a mart ; a commercial city.Dryd.

To EMPOVERISH. v . a. [poutre, Fr.]

1. To make poor ; to depauperate ; to reduce

to indigence. South

2. To lessen fertility.

EMPOVERISHER. s . [from empoverish .]

1. One that makes others poor.

2. That which impairs fertility. Mortimer.

EMPOVERISHMENT. s. [from empoverish.]

Cause ofpoverty ; waste.

To EMPOWER. v. a. [from power.]

1. To authorize ; to commission.

Swift.

Dryden.

2. To give natural force ; to enable. Baker.

E'MPRESS . s . [from emperess .]

1. The queen of an emperour.
Ben Jonson.

Milton.

2. A female invested with imperial dignity ;

a female sovereign .

EMPRISE. s . [emprise, Fr.] An attempt of

danger ; undertaking of hazard ; enterprise.

Fairfax. Pope.

One that emp-
Nahum,

EMPTIER. s. [from empty.]

ties ; one that makes void.

EMPTINESS. s. [ from empty.]

1. Absence of plenitude ; inanity. Philips.

2. The state ofbeing empty. Shakespeare.

3. A void space ; vacuity ; vacuum. Dryden.

4. Want of substance or solidity. Dryden.

5. Unsatisfactoriness ; inability to fill up the

desires. Atterbury.

6. Vacuity ofhead ; want ofknowledge.Pope.

E'MPTION. s . [emptio, Lat.] The act of pur-

chasing. Arbuthnot.

EMPTY. a. [æmtig, Sax. ]

1. Void ; having nothing in it ; not full.

Burnet.

2. Devoid ; unfurnished . Newton.

Temple.

Gay.

3. Unsatisfactory ; unable to fill the mind or

desires.

Dryden.

Locke.

4. Without any thing to carry ; unburden

ed. Dryden.
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5. Vacant ofhead ; ignorant ; unskilful . Rul.

6. Without substance ; without solidity ; vain.

Dryden.

To EMPTY. v. a. [from the adjective ] To

evacuate ; to exhaust. Arbuthnot.

To EMPURPLE. v. a. [from purple.] To

make ofa purple colour. Milton.

To EMPUZZLE. v. a. [from puzzle.] To per-

plex ; to put to a stand. Brown.

EMPYE'MA. s . [εuwunua . ] A collection of

purulent matter in any part whatsoever; ge-

nerally used to signify that in the cavity of

the breast only. Arbuthnot.

EMPY'REAL. a. [εuwugos . ] Formed of the

element offire ; refined beyond aerial. Milt.

EMPYRE'AN. s. [ Euπugos. ] The highest hea-

ven, where the pure element of fire is sup-

posed to subsist. Milton.

EMPYREUM.. [εμgεua . ] The burn-

EMPYREUMA. ing of any matter in boil.

ing or distillation. Harvey.

EMPYREUMATICAL. a. [from empyreuma. ]

Having the smell or taste ofburnt substances .

Boyle.

EMPYRO'SIS . s. [ μgow.] Conflagration ;

general fire . Hale.

To E'MULATE. v. a. [æmulor, Lat.]

1. To rival ; to propose as one to be equalled

or excelled.

2. To imitate with hope of equality, or su-

perior excellence. Ben Jonson.

3. To be equal to ; to rise to equality with.

Pope.

4. To imitate ; to resemble. Arbuthnot.

EMULATION. s . [æmulatio, Latin.]

1. Rivalry ; desire ofsuperiority. Sprut.

2. Envy ; desire of depressing another ; con-

test ; contention. Shakespeare.

E'MULATIVE. a. [from emulate. ] Inclined to

emulation ; rivalling ; disposed to competi-

tion.

EMULATOR. s. [from emulate. ] A rival ; a

competitor. Bacon.

To EMULGE. v. a. [emulgeo, Latin. ] To milk

out.

EMULGENT. a. [emulgens, Latin.]

1. Milking or draining out.

2. Emulgent vessels [in anatomy] are the two

large arteries and veins which arise, the for-

mer from the descending trunk of the aorta,
the latter from the vena cava.

E'MULOUS. a. [amulus, Latin.]

Brown.

1. Rivalling ; engaged in competition.B.Jon.

2. Desirous of superiority ; desirous to rise

above another ; desirous of any excellence

possessed by another. Prior.

3. Factitious ; contentious . Shakespeare.

E'MULOUSLY. ad. [from emulous . With desire

of excelling or outdoing another. Grew.

EMULSION. s. [ emulsio, Latin.] Aform of

medicine, by bruising oily seeds or kernels.

Quincy.

EMUNCTORIES. s. [emunctorium, Latin. ]

Those parts of the body where any thing ex-
crementitious is separated. More.

To ENA'BLE. v. a. [from able.] To make

able ; to confer power. Spenser. Rogers.

To ENACT. v. a. [ from act.]

1. To act ; to perform ; to effect. Spenser.

Temple

Shakespeare.

2. To establish ; to decree.

3. To represent by action .

ENACT. s. [from the verb.] Purpose ; deter-

ENACTOR. s. [from enact.]

mination.

1. One that forms decrees, or establishes

laws. Atterbury.

2. One that practises or performs any thing.

Shakespeare.

ENAʼLLAGE. s . [from the Greek ɛvahhayn. ]

A figure in grammar, where there is a change

either of a pronoun, as when a possessive is

put for a relative, or when one mood or tense

of a verb is put for another.

To ENA'MBUSH . v . a. [from ambush.] To

hide in ambush ; to hide with hostile inten

tion . Chapman

To ENAMEL. v. a. [from amel .]

1. To inlay; to variegate with colours.

2. To lay upon another body so as to varyit

Milton.

To ENAMEL. v. n. To practise the use of

Boyle.enamel.

ENAMEL. s. [from the verb.]

1. Any thing enamelled, or variegated with

colours inlaid. Fairfax.

2. The substance inlaid in other things.

ENA'MELLER. s. [from enamel .] One that

practises the art of enamelling.

To ENA'MOUR. v. a. [amour, French.] To

inflame with love ; to make fond . Dryden.

ENARRATION. s. [enarro, Latin. ] Expla-

nation.

ENARTHRO'SIS. s. [Ev and agegov. ] The in-

sertion of one bone into another to form a

joint. Wiseman.

ENATATION. s. [enato, Latin. ] The act of

swimming out.

ENA'UNTER. ad . An obsolete word explained

by Spenser himselfto mean lest that.

To ENCA'GE. v. a. [ from cage. ] To shut as in

a cage ; to coop ; to confine. Donne.

To ENCAMP. v . n. To pitch tents ; to sit

down for a time in a march. Bacon.

To ENCAMP. v. a . To form an army into a

regular camp.

ENCAMPMENT. s . [from encamp.]

1. The act of encamping or pitching tents.

2. A camp ; tents pitched in order. Grew.

To ENCA'VE. v. a. [from cave ] To hide as in

Shakespeare.a cave.

ENCE INTE. s . [French.] Inclosure ; ground

inclosed with a fortification.

To ENCHA'FE. v . a. [eschauffer, French.] To

enrage; to irritate ; to provoke. Shakespeare.

To ENCHA'IN. v. a. [enchainer, Fr.] To fasten

with a chain ; to hold in chains ; to bind.

Dryder.

To ENCHANT. v. a . [enchanter, Fr.]

1. To give efficacy to any thing by songs of

sorcery. Granville.

2. To subdue by charms or spells , Sidney

3. To delight in a high degree. Pope.

ENCHANTER. s . [enchanteur, Fr.] A magi.

cian ; a sorcerer. Dec. ofFicty.

ENCHANTINGLY, ad. [from enchant. ] With

the force of enchantment.

ENCHANTMENT, s. [enchantement, Fr.)

1. Magical charms ; spells ; incantation,Knoį

Shakespeare
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Pope.

2. Irresistible influence ; overpowering_de-

light.

ENCHANTRESS. s. [enchanteresse, Fr.]

1. A sorceress ; a woman versed in magical

arts. Tatler.

2. A woman whose beauty or excellencies

give irresistible influence. Thomson.

To ENCHA'SE. v. a. [ enchasser, Fr. ]

1. To infix ; to enclose in any body so as to

be held fast, but not concealed. Felton.

2. To adorn by being fixed upon it. Dryden.

ENCHE'ASON . s. [ encheson, old law French.]

Cause; occasion. Spenser.

To ENCIRCLE. v. a. [from circle.] To sur-

round ; to environ ; to enclose in a ring or

circle. Pope.

ENCIRCLET. s. [from circle.] A circle ; a

ring. Sidney.

ENCLITICKS. s . [ɛynλıvına . ] Particles which

throw back the accent upon the foregoing

syllable.

To ENCLOSE. v. a. [enclos, Fr.]

1. To part from things or grounds common

by a fence.
Hayward.

2. To environ ; to encircle ; to surround.

Pope.

ENCLO'SER. s . [from enclose .]

1. One that encloses, or separates common

fields into several distinct properties. Herbert.

2. Any thing in which another is enclosed.

ENCLOSURE. s . [ from enclose.]

1. The act of enclosing or environing any

thing. Wilkins.

2. The separation of common grounds into

distinct possessions. Hayward.

3. The appropriation of things common . Tay.

4. State of being shut up in any place. Burn.

5. The space enclosed.

6. Ground enclosed ; ground separated .

Addison.

South.

ENCO'MIAST. s. [■ynwμiaçns . ] A panegyrist ;

a proclaimer of praise ; a praiser. Locke.

α . [εγκωμιασικος.] Pa-

ENCOMIA'STICK. negyrical ; laudatory;

containing praise ; bestowing praise.
ENCO'MIUM. s. [Exμov.] Panegyrick ;

praise ; eulogy. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

To ENCOMPASS. v. a. [from compass.]

1. To enclose ; to encircle. Shakespeare.

2. To shut in ; to surround ; to environ.

3. To go round any place.

ENCOMPASSMENT. s. [from encompass.]

Circumlocution ; remote tendency of talk.

ENCORE. ad. [ Fr.] Again ; once more. Pope.
ENCOUNTER. s. [encontre, Fr.]

1. Duel ; single fight ; conflict. Dryden.

2. Battle ; fight in which enemies rush

against each other. Milton.

3. Eager and warm conversation, either of
love or anger.

4. Accidental congress ; sudden meeting.Pope.

5. To oppose ; to oppugn.

6. To meet by accident.

To ENCOUNTER. v. n.

Hale

Shakespeare.

1. To rush together in a hostile manner ; to

conflict.

2. To engage ; to fight.

3. To meet face to face.

Shakespeare.

Knolles.

4. To come together by chance.

ENCO'UNTERER. s. [from encounter.]

1. Opponent ; antagonist ; enemy. More.

2. One that loves to accost others. Shuk.

To ENCOURAGE. v. a. [encourager, Fr.]

1. To animate ; to incite to any thing. Psal.

2. To give courage to ; to support the spirits ,

to embolden . K. Charles.

3.To raise confidence ; to make confident. Loc.

ENCOURAGEMENT. s. [from encourage.]

1. Incitement to any action or practice ; in-

centive. Phillips

2. Favour countenance ; support. Otway.

ENCOURAGER. s . [from encourage ] One

that supplies incitements to any thing ; a fa-

Dryden.

To ENCRO'ACH. v. n. [accrocher, from croc, a

hook, French.]

vourer.

1. To make invasions upon the right of ano-

ther ; to put a hook into another man's pos-

sessions to draw them away. Spenser.

2. To advance gradually and by stealth upon

that to which one has no right. Herbert.

ENCRO'ACHER. s . [from encroach.]

1. One who seizes the possession of another

by gradual and silent means. Swift.

2. One who makes slow and gradual advan-

ces beyond his rights. Clarissa.

ENCROACHMENT. s. [from encrouch.]

1. An unlawful gathering in upon another

Cowel. Milton.man.

2. Advance into the territories or rights of

another. Addison.

To ENCU’MBER. v. a. [ encombrer, Fr.]

1. To clog ; to unload ; to impede.

2. To entangle ; to embarrass ; to obstruct.

3. To load with debts.

Temple.

Ayliffe.

ENCUMBRANCE. s . [ from encumber.]

1. Clog ; load ; impediment.

2. Excrescence ; useless addition. Thomson.

3. Burden upon an estate.

ENCYCLICAL. a. [eynunλnos. ] Circular ; sent

round through a large region. Stillingfleet.

ENCYCLOPEDIA. 5. [εγκυκλοπαιδεια .]The

ENCYCLOPEDY. circle ofsciences ; the

round of learning.

ENCY'STED . a . [ ugs. ]

or bag.

END. s. [end, Saxon .]

Arbuthnot.

Enclosed in a vesicle

1. The extremity of any thing materially ex-

tended . Locke.

2. The last particle of any assignable dura-

tion. Donne.

3. The conclusion or cessation of any action.

Genesis.

Shakespeare.

5. Act ofaccosting. Shakespeare.

6. Casual incident ; occasion.

To ENCOUNTER. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To meet face to face.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

4. The conclusion or last part of any thing ;

as, the end of a chapter.

2. To meet in a hostile manner ; to rush

against in conflict. Knolles.

3. To meet with reciprocal kindness . Shak.

4. To attack ; to meet in the front. Tillotson.

5. Ultimate state ; final doom.

6. The point beyond which no progression

can be made. Psalms.

7. Final determination ; conclusion ofdebate

or deliberation .
Shakespear
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8. Death; fate ; decease.Wotton. Roscommon.

9. Abolition ; total loss.

10. Cause of death ; destroyer.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

11. Consequence ; event.

12. Fragment , broken piece.

13. Purpose ; intention.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Clarendon.

14. Thing intended ; final design. Suckling.

15. An END. Erect ; as, his hair stands an

end.

16. Most an END. Commonly. Shakespeare.

To END. v. a. [from the noun .]

1. To terminate ; to conclude ; to finish.

Knolles. Smalridge.

2. To destroy ; to put to death. Shakespeare.

To END. v. n.

1. To come to an end ; to be finished .

Fairfax.

2. To terminate ; to conclude ; to cease ; to

fail. Taylor.

To ENDA'MAGE. v. a. [from damage.] To

mischief; to harm. South.

To ENDANGER. v . a. [from danger.]

1. To put into hazard ; to bring into peril.

Tillotson.

Bacon.

2. To incur the danger of; to hazard.

To ENDEAR. v. a. [from dear.] To make

dear; to make beloved. Wake.

ENDEARMENT. s . [ from endear.]

1. The cause of love ; means by which any

thing is endeared . Thomson.

2. The state of being endeared ; the state of

being loved. South.

ENDEAVOUR. s . [devoir, endevoir, French. ]

Labour directed to some certain end.

Tillotson.

To ENDEAVOUR. v. n. To labour to a cer-

tain purpose. Pope.

To ENDEAVOUR. v. a. To attempt ; to try.

Milton.

ENDEAVOURER. s. [from endeavour. ] One

who labours to a certain end. Rymer.

ENDE'CAGON. s. [Evdenayov.] A plain figure

of eleven sides and angles.

ENDE'MIAL. a. [εvonus.] Peculiar to a

ENDEMICAL. country ; used of any dis-

ENDE'MICK. ease that affects several

people together in the same country, pro-

ceeding from some cause peculiar to the

country where it reigns. Quincy.

To ENDE'NIZE. v . a . [from denizen. ] To make

free ; to enfranchise.

To ENDICT.

TO ENDITE. v. a. [enditer, Fr.]

Camden.

1. To charge any man by a written accusa-

tion before a court of justice ; as, he was

enditedforfelony.

2. To draw up ; to compose ; to write.

Waller.

ENDICTMENT. s. [from endite. ] A bill or
ENDITEMENT. & Chromeconditud inforon

oflaw, for the benefit of the commonwealth.

Hooker.

ENDIVE. s. [endive, Fr. intybum, Latin. ] An

herb; succory. Mortimer.

ENDLESS. a. [from end.]

1. Without end ; without conclusion or ter›

mination. Pope.

2. Infinite in longitudinal extent. Tillotson.

3. Infinite in duration ; perpetual. Hooker

4. Incessant ; continual.

E'NDLESSLY. ad. [from endless .]

Pope

1. Incessantly ; perpetually. Decay ofPiety.

2. Without termination of length .

E'NDLESSNESS. s . [from endless. ]

1. Perpetuity ; endless duration.

2. The quality of being round without an

end. Donne.

E'NDLONG. ad. [end and long.] In a straight

line. Dryden

E'NDMOST. a . [end and most.] Remotest ;

furthest ; at the further end.

To ENDO'RSE. v. a . [endorser, Fr. ]

1. To register on the back of a writing ; to

superscribe. Howel

Milton,2. To cover on the back.

ENDORSEMENT. s. [from endorse .]

1. Superscription ; writing on the back.

2. Ratification .

To ENDO'W. v. a. [ indotare, Latin.]

1. To enrich with a portion.

Herbert.

Exodus.

Addison.

Swift.

2. To supply with any external goods.

3. To enrich with any excellence.

4. To be the fortune of any one. Shakespeare.

ENDOWMENT. s. [from endow.]

1. Wealth bestowed to any person or use.

2. The bestowing or assuring a dower; the

setting forth or serving a sufficient portion

for perpetual maintenance.

3. Gifts of nature.

Dryden.

Addison

To ENDU'E. v. a . [induo, Latin.] To supply

with mental excellencies. Common Prayer

ENDURANCE. s. [from endure.]

1. Continuance ; lastingness.

2. Delay; procrastination.

ENDU'RE. v. a. [endurer, French.] To

bear; to undergo ; to sustain ; to support.

Temple.

To

To ENDU'RE. v. n.

Temple

Shakespeare.

1. To last ; to remain ; to continue. Locke.

2. To brook ; to bear ; to admit. Davies.

ENDU'RER. s. [from endure.]

1. One that can bear or endure ; sustainer ;

sufferer. Spenser.

2. Continuer ; laster.

E'NDWISE. ad. [end and wise.] Erectly ; np-

rightly ; on end. Ray.

To E'NĚČATE. v. a. [eneco, Latin.] To kill ; to

destroy. Harvey

E'NEMY. s . [ennemi, Fr.]

1. A publick foe. Davies.

2. A private opponent ; an antagonist.

3. Any one who regards another with male-

volence ; not a friend.

4. One that dislikes.

Shakespeare.

Prior.

5. [In theology.] The fiend ; the devil.

CommonPrayer,

ENERGETICK. a [ EgynTinos.]

1. Forcible ; active ; vigorous ; efficacious .

2. Operative ; active ; working ; not at rest.

ENERGY. s. [Evεgyela.]

1. Power not exerted in action

2. Force ; efficacy ; influence.

3. Faculty ; operation.

Grew.

Bacon.

Smalridge.

Bentley

4. Strength of expression ; force of significa

tion. Roscomm
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Bacon .

To ENERVATE. v. a. [enervo, Latin. ] To

weaken ; to deprive offorce.

ENERVATION. s, [from enervate.]

1. The act of weakening ; emasculation.

2. The state of being weakened ; effeminacy.

To ENERVE. v . a. [enervo, Latin. ] To weaken ;

to break the force of; to crush.

To ENFA'MISH. v. a . [fromfumish.] To starve ;

to famish.

Digby.

To ENFEE'BLE. v. a. [ fromfeeble . ] To weak-

en; to enervate. Taylor.

To ENFE'OFF. v. a. [feoffamentum, low Latin.]

To invest with any dignities or possessions.

Alaw term.

ENFE OFFMENT. s. [from enfeoff.]

1. The act of enfeoffing.

Hale.

2. The instrument or deed by which one is

invested with possessions.

To ENFETTER. v. a. To bind in fetters ; to

enchain. Shakespeare.

ENFILA'DE. s. [French.] A straight passage.

TO ENFILA'DE. v. a. [from the noun.] To

pierce in a right line.

To ENFIRE. v. a. [fromfire.] To fire ; to set

on fire to kindle.

To ENFORCE. v. a. [enforcir, French.]

Spenser.

1. To give strength to ; to strengthen ; to

invigorate.

2. To make or gain by force.

3. To put in act by violence.

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

4. To instigate ; to provoke ; to urge on.

5. To urge with energy .

6. To compel ; to constrain.

7. To press with a charge.

Spenser.

Clarendon.

Davies.

Shakespeare.

To ENFORCE. v. n. To prove ; to evince.

Hooker.

ENFO'RCE. s. [fromforce.] Power , strength.

Milton.

ENFORCEDLY. ad. [from enforce.] By vio-

lence ; not voluntarily ; not spontaneously.

Shakespeare.

ENFORCEMENT. s. [from enforce .]

1. An act of violence ; compulsion ; force of-

fered. Raleigh.

2. To impawn ; to stake. Hudibras.

8. To enlist ; to bring into a party. Tillotson.

4. To embark in an affair ; to enter in an un-

dertaking. Digby.

5. To unite ; to attach ; to make adherent.

Addison.

6. To induce ; to win by pleasing means ; to

gain. Waller.

7. To bind by appointment or contract.

Aiterbury

8. To seize by the attention.

9. To employ ; to hold in business. Dryden.

10. To encounter ; to fight.

To ENGA'GE. v. n .

1. To conflict ; to fight.

Pope.

Clarendon.

2. To embark in any business ; to enlist in

any party. Dryden

ENGAGEMENT. s. [from engagement, Fr.j

1. The act of engaging, impawning, or mak.

ing liable to debt.

2. Obligation by contract.

2. Adherence to a party or cause ; partiality.

4. Employment of the attention.

5. Fight ; conflict ; battle .

6. Obligation ; motive.

to confine.

Atterbury.

Swift.

Rogers.

Dryden.

Hammond.

To ENGA'OL. v . a. [from gaol.] To imprison ;

Shakespeare.

To ENGA'RRISON. v. a. To protect by a

garrison.
Howel.

To ENGENDER. v. a. [ engendrer, French.]

1. To beget between different sexes. Sidney

2. To produce ; to form. Shakespeare. Davies

3. To excite ; to cause ; to produce. Addison

4 To bring forth. Prior.

To ENGENDER. v . n . To be caused ; to be

produced. Dryden

E'NGINE. s . [engin, French.]

1. Any mechanical complication, in which

various movements and parts concur to one

effect.

2. A military machine.

3. Any instrument.

4. Any instrument to throw

burning houses.

Fairfax.

Raleigh.

water upon

Dryden.

Duppa.

Daniel.

5. Any means used to an effect.

6. An agent for another.

ENGINE'ER. s . [engenieur, French.]

1. One who manages engines.

2. One who directs the artillery ofan army

Shakespeare.

Milton,

Milton.

2. Sanction ; that which gives force to a law.

Locke.

3. Motive of conviction ; urgent evidence.

Hammond.

4. Pressing exigence. Shakespeare.

ENFORCER. s. [ from enforce.] Compeller;

one who effects by violence. Hammond. E'NGINERY. s. [from engine.]

ENFO'ULDRED. a. [from foudre, French.] 1. The act of managing artillery.

Mixed with lightning. Spenser. 2. Engines of war ; artillery.

To ENFRANCHISE. v. a. [from franchise. ] To ENGIRD. v. a. [fromgird.] To encircle ;

1. To admit to the privileges of a freeman. to surround. Shakespeare.

Davies, ENGLE. s. A gull ; a put ; a bubble. Shak.

Temple. E'NGLISH. a . [Engles, Saxon.] Belonging to

Shak. England. Shakespeare.

To ENGLISH. v . a . Te translate into English.

Brown.

2. To set free from slavery.

3. To free or release from custody.

4. To denisen ; to endenisen. Walts.

ENFRANCHISEMENT. s. [from enfran-

chise.]

1. Investiture of the privileges of a denisen.

Cowel.

2. Release from prison or from slavery.

ENFROZEN. part. [from frozen . ] Congealed

with cold.
Spenser.

To ENGAGE. v. a . [engager, French.]

1.To make liable for adebt to a creditor. Sha.

To ENGLU'T. v. a. [engloutir, French.]

1. To swallow up. Shakespeare.

Ascham.

Spenser.

2. To glut ; to pamper.

To ENGORE. v. a, [fromgore.] To pierce ; to

prick.

To ENGOʻRGE. v . a. [from gorge, French.] To

swallow ; to devour ; to gorge, Spenser
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To ENGO'RGE. v. n. To feed with eagerness

and voracity. Milton.

To ENGRAIL. v. a. [from grele, French.] To

indent in curve lines. Chapman.

Spenser.

To ENGRAIN. v. a. [from grain . ] To die deep ;

to die in grain.

To ENGRAPPLE. v. n. [from grapple.] To

close with ; to contend with hold on each

other. Daniel.

To ENGRA'SP. v. a. [ from grasp. ] To_seize ;

to hold fast in the hand. Spenser.

To ENGRAVE. v. a. preter. engraved ; part.

pass. engraved or engraven . [engraver, Fr.]

1. To picture by incisions in any matter.

2. To mark wood or stone.

Pope.

Exodus.

Locke.

Hale.

3. To impress deeply ; to imprint.

4. [From grave.] To bury ; to inter. Spenser.

ENGRA'VER. s. [from engrave. ] A cutter in

stone or other matter.

To ENGRIEVE. v. a. To pain ; to vex.

To ENGROSS. v. a. [grossir, French .]

1. To thicken ; to make thick.

2. To increase in bulk.

Spenser.

Wotton.

3. To fatten ; to plump up. Shakespeare.

4. To seize in the gross. Shakespeare.

5. To purchase the whole of any commodity

for the sake of selling it at a high price.

6. To copy in a large hand. Pope.

ENGRO'SSER. s . [from engross .] He that pur-

chases large quantities of any commodity to

sell it at a high price. Locke.

ENGRO'SSMENT. s . [from engross . ] Appro-

priation of things in the gross ; exorbitant

acquisition . Swift.

To ENGUARD. v. a . [from guard .] To protect ;

to defend. Shakespeare.

TO ENHANCE. v. a . [enhausser, French.]

1. To lift up ; to raise on high. Spenser.

2. To raise ; to advance in price.
Locke.

3. To raise in esteem. Atterbury.

4. To aggravate. Hammond.

ENHANCEMENT. s . [from enhance. ]

1. Augmentation of value. Bacon.

2. Aggravation ofill. Gov. of the Tongue.

ENIGMA. s . [anigma, Latin ] A riddle ; an

obscure question ; a position expressed in

remote and ambiguous terms.

ENIGMATICAL. s . [ from enigma.]

Pope.

1. Obscure ; ambiguously or darkly express-

cd. Brown.

2. Cloudy ; obscurely conceived or appre-

hended. Hammond.

ENIGMATICALLY. ad [from enigma. ] In a

sense different from that which the words in

their familiar acceptation imply. Brown.

ENIGMATIST. s . [from enigma. ] One who

deals in obscure and ambiguous matters .

Addison.

To ENJOIN. v . a. [enjoindre, French .] To di-

rect ; to order ; to prescribe.
Tillotson.

ENJOINER. s . One who gives injunctions.

ENJO'INMENT. s. [from enjoin. ] Direction ;

command. Broome.

To ENJOY. v. a. [jouir, enjouir, French.]

1. To feel or perceive with pleasure. Addison.

2. To obtain possession or fruition of. Milton.

3. Toplease ; to gladden ; to exhilarate. More.

To ENJOY. v. n. To live in happiness. Milton.

ENJO'YER. s. One that has fruition .

ENJOYMENT. s. Happiness ; fruition . Tillot.

To ENKI'NDLE. v . a. [from kindle.]

1. To set on fire ; to inflame.

2. To rouse passions.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

3. To incite to any act or hope. Shakespeare.

To ENLAʼRGE. v. a. [ enlargir, French.]

1. To make greater in quantity or appear-

ance.

2. To increase in magnitude.

3. To increase by representation.

4. To dilate ; to expand.

Pope.

Locke.

2 Corinthians.

5. To set free from limitation. Shakespeare.

6. To extend to more purposes or uses. Hook.

7. To amplify ; to aggrandize.
Locke.

8. To release from confinement. Shakespeare.

9. To diffuse in eloquence. Clarendon.

To ENLARGE . v. n. To expatiate ; to speak

in many words.

ENLARGEMENT. s. [from enlarge.]

Clarendon.

1. Increase ; augmentation ; farther exten-

sion. Hayward.

Shakespeare.

Pope.

Clarendon.

2. Release from confinement.

3. Magnifying representation .

4. Expatiating speech ; copious discourse.

ENLA'RGER. s . [from enlarge. ] Amplifier.

To ENLIGHT. v. a . [from light. ] To illumi-

nate ; to supply with light.

To ENLIGHTEN. v. a. [ from light.]

1. To illuminate ; to supply with light.

Pope.

2. To instruct ; to furnish with increase of

knowledge.

Hooker.

Rogers.

Dryden.

2. To cheer ; to exhilarate ; to gladden.

4. To supply with sight.

ENLIGHTENER. s. [ from enlighten.]

1. Illuminator ; one that gives light. Milton .

2. Instructor.

To ENLINK. v. a. [from link. ] To chain to ;

to bid. Shakespeare.

To ENLIVEN. v. a . [from life, live.]

1. To make quick ; to make alive ; to ani-

mate,

Swift.2. To make vigorous or active.

3. To make sprightly or vivacious .

4. To make gay or cheerful in appearance.

ENLIVENER. s . That which animates ; that

which invigorates. Dryden.

To ENLU'MINE. v. a . [enluminer, Fr.] To il

lumine ; to illuminate. Spenser.

E'NMITY. s. [from enemy.]

1. Unfriendly disposition ; malevolence ; a-

version. Locke.

2. Contrariety of interests or inclinations.

3. State of opposition.

Milton.

James.

4. Malice ; mischievous attempts. Atterbury.

To ENMA'RBLE. v. a. [from marble . ] To turn

to marble. Spenser.

Shakespeare.

To ENME'SH. v. a. [from mesh.] To net ; to

entangle.

ENNE'ÄGON. S. [EVVED and yova.] A figure ot

nine angles.

ENNEA'TICAL. a. [Evveα .] Enneatical days are

every ninth day of a sickness ; and enneati

cal years, every ninth year of one's life.
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To ENNO'BLE. v. a. [ennoblir, French.]

1. To raise from commonalty to nobility.

Shakespeare.

2. To dignify ; to aggrandize ; to exalt ; to

raise. South.

Waller.

Bacon.

3. To elevate ; to magnify.

4. To make famous or illustrious.

ENNO'BLEMENT. s . [from ennoble.]

1. The act of raising to the rank of nobility.

2. Exaltation ; elevation ; dignity. Glanville.

ENODATION. s . [enodatio, Latin .]

1. The act of untying a knot.

2. Solution of a difficulty.

ENO'RMITY. s. [from enormous .]

1. Deviation from rule ; irregularity.

2. Deviation from right ; depravity ; corrup-

tion. Hooker.

3. Atrocious crime ; villany.

ENOʻRMOUS. a. [enormis, Latin.]

1. Irregular ; out of rule.

2. Disordered ; confused.

Swift.

Newton.

Shakespeare.

3. Wicked beyond the common measure.

4. Exceeding in bulk the common measures.

Pope.

ENO'RMOUSLY. ad. [from enormous. ] Be-

yond measure. ¡Voodward.

ENO'RMOUSNESS . s. Immeasurable wicked-

Decay of Piety.

ENOUGH. a . [genoh, Saxon .] Being in a suf-

ficient measure ; such as may satisfy. Locke.

ENOUGH. s.

ness

1. Something sufficient in greatness or excel-

Temple.
lence.

2. Something equal to a man's powers or fa-

culties. Bacon.

ENOUGH. ad.

1. In a sufficient degree ; in a degree that

gives satisfaction.

2. It notes a slight augmentation of the posi-

tive degree ; as, I am ready enough to quar-

rel ; that is, I am rather quarrelsome than

peaceable. Addison.

3. An exclamation noting fulness or satiety.

Shakespeare.

ENO'W. [The plural of enough. ] A sufficient
number. Hooker.

EN PASSANT. ad. [French . ] By the way.

To ENRA'GE. v. a. [enrager, French. ] To irri-

tate ; to make furious. Walsh.

To ENRA'NGE. v. a. [from range.] To place

regularly ; to put in order. Spenser.

To ENRA'NK. v . a . [from rank.] To place in

orderly ranks. Shakespeare.

To ENRA'PT. v. a. [from rapt. ] To throw in

to an ecstacy ; to transport with enthusiasm .

Shakespeare.

1

To ENRA'PTURE. v. a. [from rapture .] To

transport with pleasure.

To ENRA'VISH , v. a . [ from ravish. ] To throw

into ecstacy. Spenser.

ENRA'VISHMENT. s. [from enravish.] Ec-

stacy of delight. Glanville.

To ENRICH. v. a. [enricher, French.]

1. To make wealthy ; to make opulent.

1 Samuel.

2. To fertilize ; to make fruitful. Blackmore.

3. To store ; to supply with augmentation

of any thing desirable. Raleigh.

ENRICHMENT. s. [from enrich.]

1. Augmentation of wealth.

2. Amplification ; improvement by addition .

Bucon

TO ENRIDGE. v. a. To form with longitudi-

nal protuberances or ridges. Shakespeare.

To ENRI′NG. v. a. [from ring.] To bind round ;

to encircle. Shakespeare.

To ENRI'PEN. v. a. To ripen ; to mature.
Donne.

To ENROBE. v. « . [from robe.] To dress ; to

Shakespeareclothe.

To ENROL. v . a. [enroller, French.]

1. To insert in a roll or register. Sprat.

2. To record; to leave in writing. Milton.

3. To involve ; to inwrap. Spenser.

ENROʻLLER. s. He that enrols ; he that re-

gisters .

ENRO'LMENT. s. [from enrol. ] Register ; writ

ing in which any thing is recorded. Davies.

To ENRO'OT. v. a. To fix by the root. Shak.

To ENRO'UND. v. a. [from round . ] To envi-

ron ; to surround ; to enclose. Shakespeare.

ENS. s. [Latin.]

1. Any being or existence .

2. [In chymistry.] Some things that are pre-

tended to contain all the qualities of the in-

gredients in a little room.

ENSAMPLE. s . [ essempio, Italian.] Example ;

pattern ; subject of imitation. Sanderson.

To ENSA'MPLE. v . a. [from the noun.] To

exemplify ; to give as a copy. Spenser.

To ENSA'NGUINE. v. a. [sanguis, Latin. ] To

smear with gore ; to suffuse with blood.

Milton.

To ENSCHEDULE. v. a . To insert in a sche-

dule or writing.

To ENSCO'NCE. v. a. To cover

To ENSE'AMev. a . [ from seam.]

to enclose by a seam.

Shakespeare.

as with a fort.

Shakespeare.

To sew up ;

Camden.

To ENSE'AR. v. a. [ from sear.] To cauterize ;

to stanch or stop with fire. Shakespeare.

To ENSHIELD . v. a. [from shield.] To cover.

Shakespeare

To ENSHRINE. v. a. To enclose in a chest or
cabinet ; to preserve as a thing sacred. Tate.

E'NSIFORM. a. [ensiformis, Latin.] Having

the shape of a sword.

E'NSIGN. s. [enseigne, French.]

1. The flag or standard of a regiment. Shak.

2. Any signal to assemble. Isaiah.

Waller3. Badge ; mark of distinction.

4. The officer of foot who carries the flag.

E'NSIGNBEARER. s. He that carries the flag,

Sidney

To ENSLAVE. v. a. [from slave.]

1. To reduce to servitude ; to deprive of li-

berty. Milton.

2. To make over to another as his slave.

Locke.

ENSLA'VEMENT. s . [from enslave.] The state

of servitude ; slavery. South.

ENSLAVER. s. [from enslave .] He that re-

duces others to servitude. Swift.

To ENSU'E. v. a . [ensuivre, French .] To follow;

to pursue. Common Prayer. Davies.

To ENSU'E. v. n.

1. To follow as a consequence to premises.

Hooker
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2 To succeed in a train of events, or course

of time. Shakespeare.

ENSU'RANCE. s. [from ensure.]

1. Exemption from hazard, obtained by the

payment of a certain sum."

2. The sum paid for security.

ENSURANCER. s. [from ensurance.] He who

undertakes to exempt from hazard. Dryden.

To ENSU'RE. v . a. [from sure.]

1. To ascertain ; to make certain ; to secure.

Swift.

2. To exempt any thing from hazard by pay-

ing a certain sum, on condition of being re-

imbursed for miscarriage.

3. To promise reimbursement of any miscar-

riage for a certain reward stipulated.

L'Estrange.

ENSU'RER. s. [from ensure.] One who makes

contracts of ensurance.ENTA'BLATURE.chitecture .]The archi-s . [from table. ] [In ar-

ENTA'BLEMENT.

trave, frise, and cornice of a pillar.

ENTA'IL. s . [from the French, entaille, cut.]

1. The estate entailed or settled, with re-

gard to the rule of its descent.

2. The rule of descent settled for any estate.

3. Engraver's work ; inlay. Obsolete. Spenser.

To ENTAIL. v. a. [tailler, to cut, French.]

1. To settle the descent of any estate, so that

it cannot be, by any subsequent possessor,

bequeathed at pleasure. Dryden.

2. To fix unalienably upon any person or

thing.

3. To cut. Obsolete.

Tillotson.

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

To ENTA'ME. v. a. [from tame.] To tame ;to

subjugate.

To ENTANGLE. v. a.

1. To inwrap or insnare with something not

easily extricable.

2. To lose in multiplied involutions.

3. To twist, or confuse.

4. To involve in difficulties ; to perplex.

5. To puzzle ; to bewilder.

Clarendon.

Hayward.

6. To insnare by captious questions or art-
ful talk. Matthew.

7. To distract with variety ofcares . Timothy.

s. To multiply the intricacies or difficulties
of a work. Shakespeare.

ENTANGLEMENT. s. [from entangle.]

1. Involution of any thing intricate or adhe-

sive. Granville.

More.2. Perplexity ; puzzle.

ENTANGLER. s. [from entangle.] One that

entangles.

To ENTER. v. a. [entrer, French.]

1. To go or come into any place. Atterbury.

2. To initiate in a business, method, or so-

cicty. Locke.

3. To introduce or admit into any counsel.

4 To set down in writing.

Shakespeare.

Graunt.

Judges.

2. To penetrate mentally ; to make intellec-

tual entrance.

To ENTER. v. n .

1. To come in ; to go in.

3. To engage in.

4. To be initiated in.

ENTERDE'AL. § . [entre and deal. ] Recipro

cal transactions . Hubbard's Tale.

E'NTERING. s . Entrance ; passage into a

place. Isaiah.

To ENTERLACE. v. a. [ entrelasser, Fr.] To

intermix ; to interweave. Sidney.

ENTERO'CELE. 8. [enterocele, Latin .] A rup-

ture from the bowels pressing through the

peritonæum, so as to fall down into the

groin. Sharp

ENTERO'LOGY. S. [EVTEGOV and hoy .] Th

anatomical account of the bowels and inter

nal parts.

ENTERO'MPHALOS. $. [EVTEgor and oupaλ .]

An umbilical or navel rupture.

ENTERPA'RLANCE. s. [entre ane parler, Fr.]

Parley ; mutual talk ; conference. Hayward.

ENTERPLE'ADER. s. [entre and plead.] The

discussing of a point incidentally falling out,

before the principal cause can take end.

ENTERPRISE. s . [ enterprise, French. ] An

undertaking of hazard ; an arduous attempt.

Dryden.

Cowel.

To ENTERPRISE. v. a. [from tae noun.]

1.To undertake ; to attempt ; to essay. Tem.

2. To receive to entertain. Spenser.

ENTERPRIZER. s. [from enterprise.] A man

of enterprise ; one who undertakes great

things. Hayward.

To ENTERTAIN. v. a. [entretenir, French.]

1. To converse with ; to talk with. Locke.

2. To treat at the table.

3. To receive hospitably.

Addison.

Hebrews.

4. To keep in one's service, or pay. Shak.

5. To foster in the mind. Decay ofPiety.

6. To please ; to amuse ; to divert. Addison..

7. To admit with satisfaction. Locke.

ENTERTAINER. s. [from entertain .]

1. He that keeps others in his service. Bacon.

2. He that keeps others at his table. Smalrid.

3. He that pleases, diverts, or amuses.

ENTERTAINMENT. s. [from entertain.]

1. Conversation.

2. Treatment at the table ; convivial provi-

sion.

3. Hospitable reception.

4. Reception ; admission.

Waller.

Tillotson.

5. The state of being in pay, as soldiers or

servants. Shakespeare.

6. Payment of soldiers or servants. Davies.

7. Amusement ; diversion. Temple.

Gay.

8. Dramatick performance ; the lower co-

medy.

ENTERTI'SSUED. a. [entre and tissue .] Inter-

woven or intermixed with various colours or

substances. Shakespeare

To ENTHRO'NE. v. a . [from throne.]

1. To place on a regal seat. Shakespeare.

2. To invest with sovereign authority. Ayliffe.

ENTHUSIASM. s . [ 1080μ .]

1. A vain belief of private revelation ; a vain

confidence of divine favour. Locke.

2. Heat of imagination ; violence of passion.

3. Elevation of fancy ; exaltation of ideas.

Dryden.Addison.

Tatler. ENTHUSIAST. s. [evÕHOIASTYS . ]

Addison. 1. One who vainly imagines a private reve-
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lation ; who has a vain confidence of his in-

tercourse with God. Locke.

2. One of a hot imagination, or violent

passions. Pope.

3. One of elevated fancy, or exalted ideas.

ENTHUSIASTICAL.

ENTHUSIA'STICK. }

Dryden.

α . [ενθασιαστικος .]

1. Persuaded of some communication with

the Deity. Calamy.

2. Vehemently hot in any cause.

3. Elevated in fancy ; exalted in ideas .Burn.

E'NTHYMEME. s. [εvouμnua . ] An argument

consisting only of an antecedent and conse-

quential proposition. Brown.

To ENTICE. v . a. To allure ; to attract ; to

draw by blandishment or hopes. Ascham.

ENTI CEMENT. s . [from entice.]

1. The act or practice of alluring to ill . Hook.

2. The means by which one is allured to ill ;

allurement. Taylor.

ENTI CER. s . [from entice. ] One that allures

to ill.

ENTICINGLY. ad. [from entice.] Charming-

ly; in a winning manner.

E'NTIERTY. s. [entierté, French. ] The whole.

ENTIRE. a. [entier, Fr.]

1. Whole ; undivided .

Addison.

2. Unbroken ; complete in its parts. Newton.

3. Full ; complete ; comprising all requisites

in itself. Hooker. Shakespeare.

4. Sincere ; hearty.

5. Firm ; sure ; solid ; fixed.

6. Unmingled ; unallayed .

ENTRANCE. s. [entrans, Fr.]

1. The power of entering into a place. Shak

2. The act of entering. Shakespeare.

3. The passage by which a place is entered ;

Wotton

Locke.

avenue.

4. Initiation ; commencement.

5. Intellectual ingress ; knowledge. Bacon.

6. The act of taking possession of an office

or dignity. Hayward.

7. The beginning of any thing. Hakewill.

To ENTRANCE. v. a. [from trance.]

1. To put into a trance ; to withdraw the

soul wholly to other regions.

2. To put into an ecstacy.

To ENTRA'P . v. a . [from trap.]

Milton.

1. To ensnare ; to catch in a trap. Spenser.

2. To involve unexpectedly in difficulties .

3. To take advantage of.

Shakespeare

Eccles

To ENTRE'AT. v . a [traiter, Fr.]

1. To petition ; to solicit ; to importune.

2. To prevail upon by solicitation.

3. To treat or use well or ill.

Genesis.

Rogers.

Prior.

4. To entertain ; to amuse. Not used. Shak.

5. To entertain ; to receive. Not used.Spen.

To ENTRE'AT. v. n.

1. To offer a treaty or compact.

Bacon.

Bacon. 2. To treat ; to discourse.

3. To make a petition.

Bacon.

Prior.

Milton.

7. Honest ; firmly adherent ; faithful. Clar.

8. In full strength ; with vigour unabated .

ENTIRELY. ad. [from entire.]

Spenser.

1. In the whole ; without division . Raleigh.

2. Completely ; fully.
Milton.

3. With firm adherence ; faithfully. Spenser.

ENTIRENESS. s . [from entire.]

1. Totality ; completeness ; fulness.

2. Honesty ; integrity.

To ENTITLE. v. a. [entituler, Fr.]

Boyle.

1. To grace or dignify with a title or honour-

able appellation.

2. To give a title or discriminative appella-

tion. Hooker.

3. To superscribe, or prefix as a title.Locke.

4. To give a claim to any thing. Rogers.

5. To grant any thing as claimed by a title.

E'NTITY. s. [entitas, low Latin .]

Locke.

1. Something which really is ; a real being.

Crashaw.

2. A particular species of being. Bacon.

To ENTOIL. v. a. [from toil .] To ensnare ; to

entangle ; to bring into toils or nets. Bacon.

To ENTO'MB. v. a. [fromtomb .] To put into a

tomb.
Denhum.

ENTRAILS. s. Without a singular. [entrailles,

French.]

1. The intestines ; the bowels ; the guts .

Ben Jonson.

2. The internal parts ; recess ; caverns. Loeke.

To ENTRAIL. v. a. To mingle ; to inter-

Spenser.
weave.
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Mac.

Hakewill.

Shakespeare.

Fairfax.

ENTRE'ATANCE. s. Petition ; entreaty ; so-

licitation.

ENTRE'ATY. s. [ from entreat.] Petition ;

prayer ; solicitation . Shakespeare

ENTREME'TS. s. [French.] Small plates set

between the main dishes. Mortimer

ENTRY. s. [ entrée, Fr.]

1. The passage by which any one enters a

house. Bacon.

2. The act of entrance ; ingress. Addison.

3. The act of taking possession ofany estate.

4. The act of registering or setting down in

writing.
Bacon.

5. The act of entering publickly into any

city. Bacon.

To ENUBILATE. v. a. [from e and nubilo,

Latin.] To clear from clouds.

To ENUCLEATE. v. a . [enucleo, Latin.] To

solve ; to clear.

To ENVELOP. v. a . [enveloper, Fr.]

1. To wrap ; to cover.

2. To hide ; to surround. Philips

3. To line ; to cover on the inside . Spenser.

ENVELOPE. s. [French.] A wrapper ; an

outward case. Swift.

To ENVE'NOM. v. a . [from venom.]

To taint with poison ; to poison. Milton.

2. To make odious. Shakespeare.

3. To enrage. Dryden.

E'NVIABLE. a. [from envy. ] Deserving envy.

Carew.

E'NVIER. s. [from envy.] One that envies

another ; a maligner. Clarendon,

E'NVIOUS. a. [from envy. ] Infected with envy.

Proverbs.

ENVIOUSLY. ad. [ from envious. ] With envy;

with malignity with ill will. Duppa.

To ENVIRON. v. a . [environner, Fr.]

1. To surround ; to encompass ; to encircle
Knolles
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2. To involve ; to envelop. Donne.

3. To surround in a hostile manner ; to be-

siege ; to hem in.

4. To inclose ; to invest.

Shakespeare.

Cleveland.

EPHEMERA. s . [spausen.]

1. A fever that terminates in one day.

2. An insect that lives only one day.

a. [εqaμεg .] Diurnal

ENVIRONS. 5. [environs , Fr.] The Lig . EPHEMERICK. } beginning and ending in

bourhood, or neighbouring places round

about the country.

To ENUMERATE. v. a. [enumero, Latin.] To

reckon up singly ; to count over distinctly.

Wake.

INUMERATION. s . [enumeratio, Lat.] The

act of numbering or counting over. Sprat.

To ENUNCIATE. v. a. [enuncio, Lat.] To de-

clare ; to proclaim.

ENUNCIATION. s. [enunciatio, Latin.]

1. Declaration ; publick attestation. Taylor.

2. Intelligence ; information. Hale.

ENUNCIATIVE. a. [ from enunciate.] Decla-

rative ; expressive. Ayliffe.

ENUNCIATIVELY. ad. [from enunciative .]

Declaratively.

E'NVOY. s . [envoye, Fr.]

1. A publick minister sent from one power

to another. Denham.

2. A publick messenger, in dignity below an

ambassador.

3. A messenger.

To E'NVY. v. a. [envier, Fr.]

Blackmore.

I. To hate another for excellence, or success.

Collier.

2. To grieve at any qualities of excellence in

another. Swift.

3. To grudge ; to impart unwillingly. Dryd.

To ENVY. v. n. To feel envy ; to feel pain at

the sight of excellence or felicity. Taylor.

E'NVY. s. [from the verb.]

1. Pain felt and malignity conceived at the

sight of excellence or happiness.

2. Rivalry ; competition.

3. Malice; malignity.

. Publick odium ; ill repute.

Pope.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

To ENWHEEL. v. a. [from wheel.] To en-

compass ; to encircle.

To ENWO'MB. v . a. [from womb.]

1. To make pregnant.

Shakespeare.

Spenser.

Donne.2. To bury ; to hide.

EO'LIPILE. s. [from Eolus and pila, Latin.]

A hollow ball of metal with a long pipe ;

which ball, filled with water, and exposed to

the fire, sends out, as the water heats, at in-

tervals, blasts of cold wind through the pipe.

EPACT. S. [ Tann.] A number, whereby we

note the excess of the common solar year

above the lunar, and thereby may find out the

age of the moon every year. To find the

epact, having the prime or golden number

given, you have this rule :

Divide by three ; for each one left add ten;

Thirtyreject ; the prime makes epact then.

EPAULMENT. s . [ French, from epaule, a

shoulder.] In fortification, a sidework of

earth thrown up, or bags of earth, gabions,

or offascines and earth. Harris.

EPENTHESIS. S. [ WEBESIS. ] The addition of

a vowel or consonant in the middle of a word.

Harris.

E'PHA. s. [ Hebrew.] A measure among the

Jews, containing fifteen solid inches.Ezekiel.
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a day.

EPHEMERIS. s. [ εonμegis . ]

Wotton

1. A journal ; an account of daily transac
tions.

2. An account of the daily motions and sit .

ations of the planets. Dryati.

EPHE'MERIST. s. [from ephemeris. ] Onewho

consults the planets ; one who studies astro-

logy. Howel.

EPHEMERON-WORM. s . A sort ofworm

that lives but a day. Derham.

Sandus.

E'PHOD. s. [ EN] A sort of ornament worn

by the Hebrew priests. Sandys.

EPIC. a. [epicus, Latin ; .] Applied to a

poem, narrative ; comprising narrations, not

acted, but rehearsed. It is usually supposed

to be heroick. Dryden.

EPICE'DIUM. s. [εiundi .] An elegy ; a

poem upon a funeral.

EPICURE. s. [epicureus, Latin. ] A man given

wholly to luxury. Locke.

EPICUREAN. a. Luxurious ; contributing to

luxury. Shakespeare.

EPICURISM. s. [from epicure.] Luxury ; sen-

sual enjoyment ; gross pleasure. Calamy.

EPICY'CLE. S. [ ε and xxx . ]Alittle circle

whose centre is in the circumference of a

greater ; or a small orb, which, being fixed

in the deferent of a planet, is carried along

with its motion ; and yet, with its own pe-

culiar motion, carries the body of the planet

fastened to it round about its proper centre.

Harris.

EPICY'CLOID. s. [εTINUXλoeing . ] A curve

generated bythe revolution of the periphery

of a circle along the convex or concave part

ofanother circle .

EPIDEMICAL.

EPIDEMICK.
}

α. [επι and δημος.]

1. That which falls at once upon great num-

bers of people, as a plague. Graunt.

2. Generally prevailing ; affecting great

numbers. South

Cleveland.3. General ; universal.

EPIDERMIS. S. [Eπidegis.] The scarf-skin of

a man's body.

E'PIGRAM. s. [ epigramma, Latin. ] A short

poem terminating in a point. Peacham.

EPIGRAMMATICAL. a. [epigrammaticus,

EPIGRAMMATICK. Latin. ]

1. Dealing in epigrams ; writing epigrams.

Camden.

2. Suitable to epigrams ; belonging to epi

grams. Addison

EPIGRAʼMMATIST. s. [from epigram.] One

who writes or deals in epigrams. Pope.

EPI'GRAPHE. s. [wanygapn . ] An inscription.

EPILEPSY. s. [εans. ] Any convulsion, or

convulsive motion of the whole body, or of

its parts, with loss ofsense. Floyer.

EPILEPTICK. a . [ from epilepsy. ] Convulsed.

Arbuthnot.

EPILOGUE. s. [epilogus, Latin.] The poem

or speech at the end of a play. Dryden.
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EPINYCTIS. S. [εWINUNTIS . ] A sore at the cor-

ner ofthe eye. Wiseman.

EPIPHANY. s. [ewpaveia.] A church festival,

celebrated on the twelfth day after Christ-

mas, in commemoration of our Saviour's be-

ing manifested to the world, by the appear-

ance of a miraculous star.

EPIPHONE'MA. s. [ επı‡ovμa.] An exclama-

tion ; a conclusive sentence not closely con-

nected with the words foregoing. Swift.

EPIPHYLLOSPE'RMOUS. a . [from ε , QUX-

λον, and σπερμα .] It is applied to plants that

bear their seed on the back part of their

leaves, being the same with capillaries. Hur.

EPIPHY'SIS. s. [Eπiquis.] Accretion ; the

parts added by accretion . Quincy. Wiseman.

EPIPLOCE. s. [επiπλoun .] A figure of rhe.

torick, bywhich one aggravation, or striking

circumstance, is added in due gradation to

another.

EPI'SCOPACY. s. [episcopatus, Latin.] The

government of bishops, established by the

apostles. Clarendon.

Rogers.

Hooker.

EPISCOPAL. a. [from episcopus, Latin.]

1. Belonging to a bishop.

2. Vested in a bishop.

EPI'SCOPATE. s . [episcopatus, Latin. ] A bi-

shoprick ; the office and dignity of a bishop .

EPISODE. s. [ Town .] An incidental narra-

tive, or digression in a poem, separable from

the main subject. Addison.

EPISODICAL. a.a. [from episode.] Contained

EPISPA'STICK. s. [επ and σraw.]

EPISO'DICK. in an episode.

1. Drawing.

2. Blistering.

EPISTLE. s. [ 5 ] A letter.

EPI'STOLARY. a. [from epistle.]

Dryden.

Arbuthnot.

Dryden.

1. Relating to letters ; suitable to letters.

2. Transacted by letters . Addison.

EPI'STLER. s. [from epistle.] A scribbler of

letters.

ΕΡΙΤΑΡΗ. s . [επιταφιος .] An inscription upon

a tomb.
Smith.

EPITHALA'MIUM. s . [swidaλaμos . ] A nup

tial song; a complimentupon amarriage.San.

EPITHEM. s. [ Onua.] A liquid medica-

ment externally applied. Brown.

EPITHET. s. [ EwinTov. ] An adjective denot-

ing any quality good or bad. Swift.

EPITOME. S. [ Toun. ] Abridgment ; abbre-

viature.
Wotton.

To EPITOMISE. r. a. [from epitome.]

1. To abstract ; to contract into a narrow

space. Donne.

2. To diminish ; to curtail. Addison.

EPITOMISER. s. [from epitomise. ] An

EPITOMIST. f abridger ; an abstracter.

The at which a

EPOCHA. } sentation isbegun, the

timefrom which dates are numbered. South.

EPO'DE. s. [wwwdos . ] The stanza following the

strophe and antistrophe.

poem .

EPOPE'E. s. [swona. ] An epick or heroick

Dryden.

EPULATION. s. [epulatio, Latin.] Banquet ;

feast. Brown.

EPULOʻTICK. 8. [swovλw™ . ] A cicatrizing
medicament. Wiseman.

EQUABILITY. s. [from equable .] Equality to

itself; evenness ; uniformity. Ray

E'QUABLE. a. [æquabilis, Latin. ] Equal to it-

self; even ; uniform. Bentley.

E'QUÁBLY. ad. [from equable . ] Uniformly ;

evenly ; equally to itself. Cheyne

E'QUAL. a. [æqualis, Latin.]

J. Like another in bulk, or any quality that

admits comparison.

2. Adequate to any person.

3. Even; uniform .

4. In just proportion.

5. Impartial ; neutral.

6. Indifferent.

Hale

Clarendon.

Smith.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Cheyne.

7. Equitable ; advantageous alike to both

parties. Maccabees.

E'QUAL. s. [from the adjective .]

1. One not inferiour or superiour to another

Shakespeare.

Galatians.2. One ofthe same age.

To E’QUAL. v. a. [ from the noun.]

1. To make one thing or person equal to

another.

2. To rise to the same state with another

person.

3. To be equal to.

4. To recompense fully.

To E'QUALISE. v. a. [from equal.]

1. To make even.

2. To be equal to .

EQUALITY. s. [from equal.]

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Brown.

Digby.

1. Likeness with regard to any quantities

compared. Shakespeare.

Milton.2. The same degree of dignity.

3. Evenness ; uniformity ; equability. Brown.

EQUALLY. ad. [from equal.]

1. In the san.e degree with another. Rogers.

2. Evenly ; equably ; uniformly. Locke.

3. Impartially. Shakespeare.

EQUA'NGULAR a. [from equus and angulus,

Latin . ] Consisting of equal angles.

EQUANIMITY. s. [ equanimitas, Lat.] Even-

ness ofmind ; neither elated nor depressed.

EQUA'NIMOUS. a. [æquanimis, Lat.]̀ Even ;

not dejected.

EQUATION. s . [aquare, Latin.] The investi

gation of a mean proportion, collected from

the extremities of excess and defect. Holder.

EQUATION. [In algebra. ] An expression of

the same quantity in two dissimilar terms,

but of equal value.

EQUATION. [ In astronomy.] The difference

between the time marked by the sun's ap

parent motion, and that measured by its real

motion.

EQUATOR. s . [æquator, Latin.] A great

circle, whose poles are the poles ofthe world.

It divides the globe into two equal parts,the

northern and southern hemispheres
. Harris.

EQUATORIAL
[From equator .) Pertain

ing to the equator. Cheyne.

E'QUERRY.s.[ecurie,Dut. ] Master ofthe horse,

EQUESTRIAN. a . [equestris, Latin.]

1. Appearing on horseback. Shakespeare

2. Skilled in horsemanship.

3. Belonging to the second rank in Rome.

EQUICRU'RAL.
EQUICRU'RE. a. [æquus and crus, Lat ]

}

1. Having the legs of an equal length.
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Ray.

2. Having the legs of an equal length, and

longer than the base. Digby.

EQUIDISTANT. a. (@quus and distans, Lat. ]

Being at the same distance.

EQUIDISTANTLY. ad. [from equidistant .]

At the same distance. Brown.

EQUIFO'RMITY. s. [æquus andforma, Lat. ]

Uniform equality. Brown.

EQUILATERAL. a. [æquus and latus, Lat.]

Having all sides equal. Bacon.

Boyle.

To EQUILIBRATE. v. a. [from equilibrium. ]

To balance equally.

EQUILIBRATION. s. [from equilibrate.]

Equipoise.

EQUILIBRIUM. s. [ Latin.]

1. Equipoise ; equality of weight.

Derham.

2. Equality of evidence, motives, or powers .

South,

EQUINECESSARY. a. [æquus and necessarius,

Latin.] Needful in the same degree.

Hudibras.

EQUINO'CTIAL. s. [æquus and nox, Latin.]

The line that encompasses the world at an

equal distance from either pole, to which

circle when the sun comes, he makes equal

days and nights all over the globe.

EQUINO'CTIAL. a. [from equinox.]

1. Pertaining to the equinox.

2.Happening aboutthe time ofthe equinoxes.

3. Being near the equinoctial line. Philips.

EQUINOCTIALLY. ad. [from equinoctial.]

In the direction ofthe equinoctial. Brown.

EQUINOX. s . [aquus and nox, Latin.]

Milton.

1. Equinoxes are the precise times in which

the sun enters into the first point of Aries

and Libra ; for then, moving exactly under

the equinoctial, he makes our days and nights

equal. Harris. Brown.

2. Equality ; even measure. Shakespeare.

3. Equinoctial wind. Dryden.

EQUINU'MERANT. a. [æquus and numerus,

Latin.] Having the same number. Arbuthnot

To EQUIP. v. a. [equipper, Fr.] ,

1. To furnish for a horseman.

pondero, Latin.] To weigh equal to another

thing. Wilkins.

EQUIPONDIOUS. a . [æquus and pondus,

Latin.] Equilibrated ; equal on either part.

Not in use. Glanville.

EQUITABLE. a . [equitable, Fr.]

1. Just ; due to justice. Boyle.

2. Loving justice ; candid ; impartial.

EQUITABLY. ad. [ from equitable.] Justly ;

impartially.

EQUITY. s. [equité, Fr.]

1. Justice ; right ; honesty.

2. Impartiality.

Tillotson.

Hooker.

3. [In law.] The rules of decision observed

by the Court of Chancery.

EQUIVALENCE. s. [aquus and valeo, Lat.]

EQUI’VALENCY. Equality of power or
worth.

Smalridge.

To EQUIVALENCE. v. a. [ from the noun.]
To equiponderate ; to be equal to. Brown.

EQUIVALENT. a. [æquus and valens, Latin ]

1. Equal in value.

2. Equal in any excellence.

3. Equal in force or power.

Milton.

Milton.

4. Ofthe same cogency or weight. Hooker.

5. Ofthe same import or meaning. South.

EQUIVALENT. s. A thing of the same

weight, dignity, or value.

EQUIVOCAL. a. [æquivocus, Latin.]

Rogers.

1. Of doubtful signification ; meaning dif

ferent things. Stillingfleet.

Ray

Dennis.

2. Uncertain ; doubtful.

EQUIVOCAL. s. Ambiguity.

EQUIVOCALLY. ad. [from equivocal.] /

1. Ambiguously ; in a doubtful or double

South.sense.

2. By uncertain or irregular birth ; by ge-

neration out ofthe stated order. Bentley.

EQUI’VOCALNESS. s. [from equivocal.] Am-

biguity ; double meaning. Norris.

To EQUIVOCATE. v. n. [æquivocatio, Latin. ]

To use words of double meaning ; to use

ambiguous expressions.
Smith

EQUIVOCATION. s. [ æquivocatio, Lat. ] Am-

biguity of speech ; double meaning. Hooker.

EQUIVOCATOR. s . [from equivocate ] One

who uses ambiguous language. Shakespeare.

Milton. E'RA. s. [ara, Latin.] Account of time from

Pope. any particular date or epoch.
Prior.

Spenser. ERADIATION. s. [e and radius, Lat. ] Emis-

sion ; radiance.

2. To furnish ; to accoutre ; to dress out.

E'QUIPAGE. s. [equipage, Fr.]

1. Furniture for a horseman.

2. Carriage of state ; vehicle.

3. Attendance ; retinue.

4. Accoutrements ; furniture.

EQUIPAGED. a. [from equipage.] Accoutred ;

Spenser.

EQUIPE'NDENCY.s.[æquus and pendeo,Lat . ]

The act of hanging in equipoise South.

EQUIPMENT. s. [from equip. ]

attended.

1. The act of equipping or accoutring.

2. Accoutrement ; equipage.

EQUIPOISE. s. [æquus, Lat. and poids, Fr ]

Equality of weight ; equilibration. Glanville .

EQUIPO'LLENCE. s. Equality of force or

power.

EQUIPO'LLENT. a. fæquipollens, Lat.] Hav-

ing equal power or force. Bucon.

EQUIPONDERANCE. 7 s. [æquus and pon-

EQUIPO'NDERANCY. dus, Lat.] Equality

of weight.

EQUIPONDERANT. a. [æquus and ponde-

rans, Lat. ] Being of the same weight. Ray.

To EQUIPONDERATE. v. n. [aquus and

K. Charles.

To ERA'DICATE. v. a. [eradico, Lat.]

1. To pull up by the root.
Brown.

Swift.2. To completely destroy ; to end.

ERADICA'TION. s . [from eradicate.] '

1. The act of tearing up by the roots ; de-

struction ; excision.

2. The state of being torn up by the roots.

ERA'DICATIVE. u. [from eradicate.] That

which cures radically.

Peacham.

To ERA'SE. v . a. [raser, Fr.] To destroy ; to

exscind ; to rub out.

ERA'SEMENT. s. [from erase .]

1. Destruction ; devastation.

2. Expunction ; abolition .

ERE. ad. [æn, Saxon ] Before ; sooner than.

Daniel.

ERELO'NG. ad. [from ere and long. ] Before

a long time had elapsed. Spenser.
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ERENO'W. "ad. [from ere and now.] Before

this time. Dryden.

EREWHILE. ad. [from ere and while.]

EREWHILES. Some time ago ; before a

little while. Shakespeare.

}ad

To ERECT. v. a. [erectus, Latin .]

1. To place perpendicularly to the horizon.

2. To raise ; to build. Milton.

3. To establish anew ; to settle . Raleigh.

4. To elevate ; to exalt. Dryden.

5. To raise consequences from premises. Loc.

6.To animate ; not to depress ; to encourage.

Denham.

To ERECT. v. n. To rise upright.

FRECT. a. [erectus, Latin.]

1. Upright; not leaning ; not prone.

2. Directed upward .

3. Bold ; confident ; unshaken.

4. Vigorous ; not depressed.

ERECTION. s. [ from erect.]

Bacon.

Brown.

Hooker.

something to be.told or donebya messenger

ERRANT. a. [errans, Lat.]

Hooker

Broom.1. Wandering ; roving ; rambling.

2. Vile ; abandoned ; completely bad. John.

E'RRANTRY. s. [from errant .]

An errant state ; the condition of a wan-

derer. Addison.

2. The employment of a knight-errant.

ERRATA. s . [ Latin . ] The faults of the printer

or author inserted in the beginning or end

of the book. Boyle.

ERRA'TICK. a. [erraticus, Lat.]

1. Wandering ; uncertain ; keeping no cer

tain course.

2. Irregular ; changeable.

Blackmore.

Harvey.

Philips. ERRATICALLY. ad. [from erratical or er-

Granville. ratick. ] Without rule ; without method. Br、

E'RRHINE. a. [eppiva. ] Snuffed up by the

nose ; occasioning sneezing.

ERRO'NEOUS . a. [ from erro, Lat. ]

1. Wandering ; unsettled .

1. The act of raising, or state of being raised

upward. Brerewood.

2. The act ofbuilding or raising edifices. Ral.

3. Establishment ; settlement. South.

4. Elevation ; exaltation of sentiments. Sidney.

ERECTNESS . s. Uprightness of posture . Buc.

ERE'MITE. s. [eremita, Lat. ɛgnus . ] One who

lives in a wilderness ; an hermit. Raleigh.

EREMITICAL. a. [from eremite. ] Religiously

solitary. Stillingfleet.

EREPTATION. s . [erepto , Latin. ] A creep-

ing forth.

EREPTION. s. [ereptio, Latin.] A snatching

or taking away by force.

E'RGOT. s. A sort of stub, like a piece of

soft horn, placed behind and below the

pastern joint.
Farrier's Dict.

ERI'NGO. s . Sea-holly, a plant.

ERI'STICAL. a. [egis . ] Controversial ; relating

to dispute.

ERKE. a. [eaɲg, Sax.] Idle ; lazy ; slothful.

Chaucer.

E'RMELINE. s. [ diminutive of ermine. ] An

ermine. Sidney.

ERMINE. s. [hermine, Fr. ] An animal found

in cold countries, which very nearly resem-

bles a weasel in shape ; having a white pile,

and the tip of the tail black, and furnishing

a choice and valuable fur. Trevoux.

E'RMINED. a. [from ermine.] Clothed with

ermine.
Pope.

ERNE.

ERON.
s. [from the Sax. enn.] A cottage.

To ERODE. v. a. [erodo, Lat.] To canker ; to

eat away. Bucon.

EROGA'TION. s. [erogatio, Lat.] The act of

giving or bestowing.

ERO'SION. s. [erosio, Lat.]

1. The act of eating away.

2. The state of being eaten away. Arbuthnot.

To ERR. v. n. [erro, Lat.]

Dryden.

Pope.

1. To wander ; to ramble.

2. To miss the right way ; to stray.Com.Pray.

3. To deviate from any purpose.

4. To commit errours ; to mistake. Taylor.

E'RRABLE. a. [ from err. ] Liable to err.

E'RRABLENESS. s. [from errable.] Liable-

Decay ofPiety.

ERRAND. [ærend, Saxon.] A message ;

ness to errour.

"

Racon.

Newton.

2. Irregular; wandering from the right road.

Arbuthnot

3. Mistaking ; misled by errour. South.

4. Mistaken ; not conformable to truth.Newt.

ERRO'NEOUSLY. ad . [from erroneous. ] By

mistake ; not rightly. Hooker.

ERRONEOUSNESS. s. [from erroneous.]

Physical falsehood ; inconformity to truth.

Boyle.

E'RROUR. s . [error, Lat.]

1. Mistake ; involuntary deviation from truth.

Shakespeare.

2. A blunder ; a mistake committed . Dryden.

3. Roving excursion ; irregular course. Dry.

4. [In theology . ] Sin Hebrews.

5. [In law.] A mistake in pleading, or in the

process.

ERST. ad. [erst, Germ.]

1. First.

2. At first ; in the beginning.

Cowel.

Spenser.

Milton.

Milton.

Prior.

Knolles.

3. Once ; when time was.

4. Formerly ; long ago.

5. Before ; till then ; till now.

ERUBE'SCENCE.

ERUBE'SCENCY.

redness.

ERUBE'SCENT. a. [ervbescens,Lat.] Reddish ;

somewhat red.

s. [erubescentia, Latin. ]

The act of growing red;

To ERU'CT. v. a. [eructo, Lat.] To belch ; to

break wind from the stomach.

ERUCTA'TION . s. [from eruct .]

1. The act of belching.

2. Belch ; the matter vented from the sto-

mach. Arbuthnot.

3. Sudden burst of wind or matter. Woodw.

ERUDITION. s. [eruditio , Latin .] Learning ;

knowledge. Swift.

ERU'GINÕUS . a. Jaruginosus, Lat. ] Partaking

ofthe substance and nature of copper.

ERUPTION. s. [ eruptio, Lat .]

1. The act ofbursting forth.

2. Burst ; emission.

Bacon.

Addison.

3. Sudden excursion of an hostile kind. Milt.

4. Violent exclamation. South.

Arbuthnot.5. Efflorescence ; ustules.

ERUPTIVE. a. [eruptus, Latin. ] Bursting

forth. Thomson
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another.

ERYSIPELAS. s . [ egusimas. ] An erysipelas is

generated by a hot serum in the blood, and

affects the superficies of the skin with a shin-

ing pale red, spreading from one place to

Wiseman.

ESCALA'DE. s. [French. ] The act of scaling

the walls. Addison.

ESCA'LOP. s. A shellfish, whose shell is regu-

larly indented. Woodward.

To ESCAPE. v. a. [echapper, Fr.]

1. To obtain exemption from ; to obtain se-

curity from ; to fly ; to avoid. Wake.

2. To pass unobserved. Denham.

To ESCAPE. v. n. To fly ; to get out of dan-

ger. Chronicles.

ESCAPE. s. [from the verb.]

1. Flight ; the act ofshunning danger.Psalms.

2. Excursion ; sally. Denham.

3. [In law.] Violent or privy evasion out of

lawful restraint. Cowel.

Milton.

Brerewood.

4. Excuse ; subterfuge ; evasion. Raleigh.

5. Sally , flight ; irregularity.

6. Oversight ; mistake.

ESCA'RGATÓIRE. s . [French. ]A nursery of

snails. Addison.

ESCHALO'T.s. [French .] Pronounced shallot.

A plant.

E'SCHAR. S. [Exaga.] A hard crust or scar

made by hot applications. Sharp.

ESCHAROTICK. a. [from eschar.] Caustick ;

having the power to scar or burn the flesh.

Floyer.

ESCHE'AT. s . [from the French eschevir. ] Any

lands, or other profits, that fall to a lord

within his manor by forfeiture, or the death

of his tenant, dying without heir general or

especial. Cowel.

To ESCHEAT. v. a. [from the noun.] To fall

to the lord of the manor. Clarendon.

ESCHEATOR. s . [from escheat. ] An officer

that observes the escheats of the king in the

county whereof he is escheator. Camden.

To ESCHEW. v. a. [ escheoir, old French. ] To

fly ; to avoid ; to shun. Sandys.

ESCO'RT. s. [escort, Fr.] Convoy ; guard from

place to place.

To ESCO'RT. v. a. [escorter, Fr.] To convey ;

to guard from place to place.

ESCOT. s. [French.] A tax paid in boroughs

and corporations toward the support of the

community.

To ESCO'T. v. a. [from the noun.] To pay a

man's reckoning ; to support. Shakespeare.

ESCO'UT. s. [escouter, French . ] Listeners or

spies.

ESCRITO'IR. s. [French. ] A box with all the

implements necessary for writing.

ESCUAGE. s. [from escu, French, a shield .]

Escuage,that is, service of the shield, is either

uncertain or certain. Escuage uncertain is,

where the tenant by his tenure is bound to

follow his lord . The other kind of this escu-

age uncertain, is called castleward,where the

tenant by his land is bound to defend a cas-

tle. Escuage certain is, where the tenant is

set at a certain sum of money, to be paid in

lieu of such uncertain services. Cowel.

E'SCULENT. a. [esculentus, Latin.] Good for

food ; eatable. Bacon.

E'SCULENT. 8. Something fit for food . Bacon.

ESCUTCHEON. s. The shield of the family ;

the ensigns armorial. Peacham.

ESPA'LIER. s. Trees planted and cut so as

to join. Evelyn.

ESPARCET. s. A kind of saint-foin . Mort.

ESPECIAL. a. [especialis, Latin. ] Principal ;

Daniel.chief.

ESPECIALLY. ad. [from especial. ] Principai

ly; chiefly ; in an uncommon degree ; parti

cularly.
Hooker.

ESPERA'NCE. s . [French.] Hope.Shakespeare.

ESPI'AL. s. [from espier, French.] A spy ; a

scout.

ESPLANA'DE. s . [French.] The empty space

between the glacis of a citadel and the first

houses ofthe town. Harris.

ESPO'USAL. a. Used in the act of espousing

or betrothing.
Bacon.

ESPO'USALS. s. without a singular. [espous,

Fr.] The act of contracting or affiancing a

man and woman to each other.

To ESPOUSE. v. a . [espouser, Fr.]

1. To contract or betroth to another. Bacon.

2. To marry ; to wed.

3. To adopt ; to take to himself.

4. To maintain ; to defend.

Milton.

Bacon.

Dryden.

To ESPY'. v. a. [espier, French.]

1. To see a thing at a distance.

2. To discover a thing intended to be hid.

3. To see unexpectedly.

Sidney.

Genesis.

Joshua.4. To discover as a spy.

To ESPY'. v. n. To watch ; to look about.

ESQUIRE. s. [escuer, Fr.]

Jeremiah.

1. The armour-bearer or attendant on a

knight.

2. Atitle ofdignity, and next below a knight.

Those to whom this title is now of right due,

are all the younger sons of noblemen, and

their heirs male for ever ; the four esquires

of the king's body ; the eldest sons of all

baronets ; of knights of the Bath, and

knights bachelors, and their heirs male in

the right line. Ajustice of the peace has it

during the time he is in commission, and no

longer.

To ESSA'Y. v . a. [essayer, Fr.]

1. To attempt ; to try ; to endeavour.

Blount.

Blackmore.

2. To make experiment of.

3. To try thevalue and purity of metals.Loc.

ESSA'Y. s. [from the verb.]

1. Attempt ; endeavour. Smith.

2. A loose sally of the mind ; an irregular

indigested piecc.

3. A trial ; an experiment.

4. First taste of any thing.

E'SSENCE. s. [ essentia, Latin.]

Bucon.

Locke.

Dryden.

1. Essence is the very nature of any thing,

whether it be actually existing or not. Watts

2. Formal existence. Hooker.

3. Existence ; the quality of being. Sidney.

4. Being ; existent person.

5. Species of existent being.

6. Constituent substance.

7. The cause of existence.

Milton.

Bacon.

Milton

Shakespeare

8. [In medicine. ] The chief properties of
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virtues of any simple or composition collect, E'STIMABLENESS . s. [from estimable. ] The

ed in a narrow compass.

9. Perfume ; odour ; scent. Pope.

To E'SSENCE. v. a. [from essence.] To per-

fume; to scent.

ESSENTIAL. a. [essentialis, Latin . ]

Addison.

I. Necessary to the constitution or existence

of any thing. Sprat.

2. Important in the highest degree ; princi-

pal. Denham.

3. Pure ; highly rectified ; subtilely elabo-

rated.

ESSENTIAL. s.

1. Existence ; being.

Arbuthnot.

Milton.

2. Nature ; first or constituent principle.

South.

3. The chief point.

ESSENTIALLY. ad. [essentialiter, Latin.] By

the constitution of nature.

ESSOINE. s . [of the French essoiné.]

South.

1. He that has his presence forborn or ex-

cused upon any just cause, as sickness.

2. Allegement of an excuse for him that is

summoned, or sought for, to appear. Cowel.

3. Excuse ; exemption,

To ESTABLISH. v. a . [etablir, French. ]

1. To settle firmly ; to fix unalterably.

Spenser.

2. To settle in any privilege or possession ;

to confirm.

3. To make firm ; to ratify.

4. To fix or settle in an opinion.

5. To form or model.

Genesis.

Swift.

Numbers.

Acts.

Clarendon.

6. To found ; to build firmly ; to fix im-

movably. Psalms.

7. To make a settlement of any inheritance.

Shakespeare.

ESTABLISHMENT. s. (from establish.]

1. Settlement ; fixed state. Spenser.

2. Confirmation of something already done ;

ratification . Bacon.

3. Settled regulation ; form ; model. Spenser.

4. Foundation ; fundamental principle. Atter.

5 Allowance ; income ; salary. Swift.

ESTATE, s. [état, French.]

1. The general interest ; the publick.

2. Condition of life.

Bacon.

Dryden.

3. Circumstances in general Locke.

4. Fortune ; possession in land. Sidney.

5. Rank ; quality.

6. A person ofhigh rank.

Sidney.

Mark.

Shakespeare.

To ESTATE. v. a. [from the noun,] To settle

as a fortune.

To ESTEEM. v. a. [estimer, French.]

Romans.

1. To set a value, whether high or low, upon

any thing. Wisdom.

2. To compare ; to estimate by proportion.

Davies.

3. To prize ; to rate high. Dryden.

4. To hold in opinion ; to think ; to ima-

gine.

ESTE'EM. s . [ from the verb. ] High value ; re-

verential regard. Pope.

ESTE'EMER. s. [from esteem. ] One that high-

ly values ; one that sets an high rate upon

any thing. Locke.

ESTIMABLE. a. [ French .]

I Valuable ; worth a large price. Shak.

2.Worthy ofesteem ; worthy ofhonour. Tem.

quality of deserving regard.

To E'STIMATE. v. a. [æstimo, Latin.]

1. To rate ; to adjust the value of; to judge

of any thing by its proportion to something
else. Locke.

2. To calculate ; to compute.

E'STIMATE. s. [from the verb.]

1. Computation ; calculation. Woodward.

2. Value. Shakespeare.

3. Valuation ; assignment of proportional va

lue. L'Estrange.

ESTIMATION. s . [from estimate.]

J. The act of adjusting proportional value.

2. Calculation ; computation.

3. Opinion ; judgment. Bacon.

Hooker.4. Esteem ; regard ; honour.

E'STIMATIVE. a. [from estimate.] Having

the power ofcomparing and adjusting the

preference. Hale.

ESTIMATOR. s. [from estimate. ] A setter of

rates.

E'STIVAL. a. [æstivus, Latin.]

1. Pertaining to the summer.

2. Continuing for the summer.

ESTIVATION. s. [æstivatio, Latin.] The act

of passing the summer. Bacon.

ESTRA'DE. s. [French.] An even or level

space.

To ESTRAʼNGE. v. a. [estranger, French.]

1. To keep at a distance ; to withdraw. Dry.

2. To alienate ; to divert from its original

use or possessor. Jeremiah.

Milton.

Glanville.

3. To alienate from affection.

4. To withdraw or withhold.

ESTRAʼNGEMENT. s. [from estrange.] Alic-

nation ; distance ; removal. South.

ESTRAPA'DE. s. [French. ] The defence ofa

horse that will not obey, who rises before,

and yerks furiously with his hind legs.

ESTRE'ATE. s. [extractum, Latin. ] The true

copy of an original writing. Cowel.

ESTRE'PEMENT. s . Spoil made by the te-

nant for a term of life upon any lands or

woods. Correl.

E'STRICH. s . [commonly written ostrich . ] The

largest of birds. Sandys.

ESTUARY. s. [æstuarium, Latin.] An arm of

the sea ; the mouth of a lake or river in which

the tide reciprocates.

To E'STUATE. v. «. [ æstuo, Latin.] To swell

and fall reciprocally ; to boil.

ESTUATION. s. [ from astuo, Latin.] Th

state of boiling ; reciprocation of rise and

fall. Norris.

E'STURE. s. [astus, Latin. ] Violence ; com

Chapman.

ESU'RIENT. a. [esuriens, Latin.] Hungry ,

voracious.

motion.

E'SURINE. a . [esurio Latin.] Corroding ; eat-

ing.
Wiseman.

ETC. A contraction of the two Latin words

et catera, which significs and so on.

To ETCH. v. a. [etizen, German.] A way

used in making ofprints, by drawing witha

proper needle upon a copper-plate, covered

over with a ground ofwax, and well blacked

with the smoke of a link, in order to take

off the figure of the drawing ; which having
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its backside tinctured with white lead, will,

by running over the strucken outlines with a

stift, impress the exact figure on the back or

red ground; which figure is afterward with

needles drawn deeper quite through the

ground ; and then there is poured on well-

tempered aqua fortis, which eats into the fi-

gure or drawing on the copper-plate. Harris.

ETE'RNAL. a. [æternus, Latin.]

1 Without beginning or end. Deuteronomy.

2. Being without beginning. Locke.

3 Being without end ; endless . Shakespeare.

4. Perpetual ; constant ; unintermitting.

5. Unchangeable. Dryden.

ETERNAL. s. [eternel, French. ] One of the

appellations of the Godhead. Hooker.

ETERNALIST. s. [aternus, Latin .] One that

holds the past existence ofthe world infinite.
Burnet.

To ETERNALIZE. v. a. [from eternal. ] To

make eternal .

ETERNALLY. ad. [from eternal.]

1. Without beginning or end.

2. Unchangeably ; invariably. South.

3. Perpetually ; without intermission . Addison.

ETE'RNE. a. [æternus, Latin.] Eternal ; per-

petual. Shakespeare.

ETERNITY. s . [æternitas, Latin.]

ì. Duration without beginning or end.

2. Duration without end.

Cowley.

To ETERNIZE. v. a . [æterno, Latin.]

1. To make endless ; to perpetuate. Milton.

2. To make for ever famous ; to immorta-

lize. Sidney. Creech.

ETHER. s. [ather , Latin ; along.]

1. An element more fine and subtle than air ;

air refined or sublimed . Newton.

2. The matter of the highest regioas above.

ETHEREAL. a. [from ether.]

Dryden.

Milton.

1. Formed of ether.

2. Celestial ; heavenly.

ETHEREOUS . a. [from ether. ] Formed of

ether; heavenly.

ETHICAL. a. [ no ] Moral ; treating on mo-

rality.

Milton.

ETHICALLY. ad. [from ethical.] According

to the doctrine of morality. Gov. ofthe Ton.

ETHICK. a. [nixos . ] Moral ; delivering pre-

cepts ofmorality.

Grew.

Raleigh.

ETHICKS. s. Without the singular. [non.]

The doctrine of morality ; a system ofmora-

lity. Donne. Bentley.

ETHNICK. a . [Exos.] Heathen ; Pagan ; not-

Jewish ; not Christian.

ETHNICKS. s. Heathens.

ETHOLOGICAL. a. [nos and 70s . ] Treat-

ing of morality.

ETIOLOGY. s. [αιτιολογια .] An account of the

causes of any thing, generally of a distemper.

Arbuthnot.

ETYMOLO'GICAL. a . [from etymology .] Re-

lating to etymology. Locke.

ETYMOLOGIST. s. [from etymology.] One

who searches out the original of words.

ETYMOʻLOGY. s. [etymologia, Lat. Typos and

λόγος .]

1. The descent or derivation of aword from
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its original ; the deduction of formations

from the radical word. Cellier.

2. The part of grammar which delivers the

inflections of nouns and verbs.

ETYMON. S. [εTUμov.] Origin ; primitive

Peacham.word.

To EVA'CATE. v. a. [vaco, Latin.] To empty

out ; to throw out. Harvey.

Hooker.

To EVACUATE. v. a . [eracuo, Latin.]

1. To make empty ; to clear.

2 To throw out as noxious, or offensive.

3. To void by the excretory passages. Arb.

4. To make void ; to nullify. South.

5 To quit ; to withdraw from out of a place.

Swift.

EVACUANT. s. [evacuans, Latin. ] Medicine

that procures evacuation by any passage.

EVACUATION. s. [from evacuate.]

1. Such emissions as leave a vacancy ; dis-

charge.

2. Abolition ; nullification .

Hale.

Hooker.

3. The practice of emptying the body by

physick. Temple.

4. Discharge of the body by any vent, natu-

ral or artificial.

To EVA'DE. v. a. [erado, Latin.]

1. To elude ; to escape by artifice or strata-

gem . Brown.

2. To avoid ; to decline by subterfuge. Dry.

3. To escape or elude by sophistry. Stillingfl.

4. To escape as imperceptible or uncontrol-

lable.

To EVA'DE. v. n.

South.

Bacon.1. To escape ; to slip away.

2. To practise sophistry or evasions. South.

EVAGA'TION. s . [evagor, Lat.] The act of

wandering ; excursion ; ramble ; deviation .

Ray.

EVANE'SCENT. a . [evanescens, Latin . ] Vanish-

ing ; imperceptible. IVolluston.

EVANGELICAL. a. [evangelique, French .]

1. Agreeable to gospel ; consonant to the

christian law revealed in the holy gospel.

Atterbury.

Hooker.2. Contained in the gospel.

EVANGELISM. s. [ from evangely. ] The pro-

mulgation ofthe blessed gospel . Bucon.

EVANGELIST. s. [Euayyελoç .]

1. A writer of the history of ourLord Jesus.

Addison.

2. Apromulgator ofthe christian laws.

Decay of Piety.

To EVANGELIZE. v. a. [evangelizo, Latin ;

ευαγγελίζω.] Το instruct in the gospel or law

of Jesus . Milton

EVA'NGELY. 8. [ Evayyehov, that is, good tid-

ings. ] The message of pardon and salva-

tion ; the holy gospel ; the gospel of Jesus.

evanescent.

Spenser.

EVA'NID. a. [evanidus, Latin. ] Faint ; weak;

Brown.

To EVA'NISH . v. a. [evanesco, Latin. ] To va-

nish ; to escape from notice.

EVAPORABLE. a . [from evaporate. ] Easily

dissipated in fumes or vapours. Grew.

To EVAPORATE. v. n. [ eruporo, Latin. ] To

fly away in vapours or fumes.

To EVAPORATE. v. a.

1. To drive away in fumes.

Boyle.

Bentley.
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2. To give vent to ; to let out in ebullition

or sallies. Wotton.

EVAPORATION. s. [from evaporate.]

1. The act of flying away in fumes or va-

Howel.pours.

2. The act of attenuating matter, so as to
make it fume away.

Raleigh.

3. [In pharmacy ] An operation by which

liquids are spent or driven away in steam,

so as to leave some part stronger than before.

Quincy.

EVA'SION. s. [evasum, Latin.] Excuse ; sub-

terfuge ; sophistry ; artifice. Milton.

EVA'SIVE. a. [from evade.]

1. Practising evasion ; elusive. Pope.

2. Containing an evasion ; sophistical.

EUCHARIST.'s. [ euxagiria . ] The act of giv-

ing thanks ; the sacramental act, in which

the death of our Redeemer is commemorat-

ed with a thankful remembrance ; sacrament

ofthe Lord's supper.
Hooker. Taylor.

EUCHARISTICAL. a. [from eucharist.]·

1. Containing acts of thanksgiving. Ray.

2. Relating to the sacrament of the supper

of the Lord.

EUCHOʻLOGY. s. [euxoλoyiov.] A formulary of

prayers.

EU'CRASY. S. [εuxgaσia. ] An agreeable well-

proportioned mixture, whereby the body is

in health.

EVE.

E'VEN.
}

s. [æren, Saxon.]

1. The close of the day. May.

2. The vigil or fast to be observed before an

holiday. Duppa.

E'VEN. a. [eren, Saxon.]

1. Level ; not rugged ; not unequal. Newton.

2. Uniform ; equal to itself; smooth. Prior.

3. Level with ; parallel to. Exodus.

4. Without inclination any way. Shakespeare.

5. Without any part higher or lower than

the other. Davies.

South.6. Equal on both sides ; fair.

7. Without any thing owed on either part.

Shakespeare.

8. Calm ; steady ; not subject to elevation

To E'VEN. v. a. [from the noun.]

or depression.

9. Capable to be divided into

not odd.

Pope.

equal parts ;

Taylor.

Shakespeare.

Raleigh.

Carew.

1. To make even.

2. To make out of debt.

3. To level ; to make level.

To E'VEN. v. n. To be equal to.

E'VEN. ad. [ often contracted to ev'n.]

1. A word of strong assertion ; verily he did

it even now .
Spenser.

2. Notwithstanding, he could hear even at a

great distance. Dryden.

3. Not only so, but also ; appeased and even

pleased. Atterbury.

4. So much as ; he was not even a gentleman.

Swift.

EVENHA'NDED. a. [even and hund.] Impar-

tial ; equitable. Shakespeare.

E'VENING. s. [æren, Saxon. ] The close of

the day ; the beginning of night. Watts.

E'VENLY. ad. [from even.]

1. Equally ; uniformly.
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2. Levelly ; without asperities. Wotton.

3. Without inclination to either side ; hori-

zontally. Brerewood.

4. Impartially ; without favour or enmity.

E'VENNESS. s. [from even.]

1. State of being even.

2. Uniformity ; regularity.

3. Equality of surface ; levelness.

Bacon.

Grew.

4. Freedom from inclination to either side ;

horizontal position. Hooker.

5. Impartiality ; equal respect.

6. Calmness ; freedom from perturbation ;

equanimity. Atterbury.

E'VENSONG. s. [even and song.]

1. The form of worship used in the evening.

Taylor.

2. The evening ; the close of the day. Dryden.

E'VENTIDE. s. [even and tide.] The time of

evening. Spenser.

EVENT. s. [eventus, Latin.]

1. An incident ; any thing that happens.

2. The consequence ofan action. Dryden.

To EVE'NTERATE. v. a. [eventero, Lat.] To

rip up ; to open the belly. Brown.

EVENTFUL. a. [event andfull. ] Full of inci-
dents. Shakespeare.

To EVENTILATE. v. a. [eventilo, Latin.]

1. To winnow ; to sift out.

2. To examine ; to discuss.

EVENTUAL. a. [from event.] Happening in

consequence of any thing ; consequential.

EVENTUALLY. ad. [from eventual. ] In the

event ; in the last result. Boyle.

EVER. ad. [ærne, Saxon.]

1. At any time ; if ever he did it let him do it

Tillotson.nou .

2. At all times ; always ; without end ; it has

ever been and ever will be. Hooker. Temple.

Philips.3. For ever ; eternally.

4. At one time ; as, ever and anon.

5. In any degree ; is he ever the richerfor his

profits?
Hall.

6. A word of enforcement. As soon as ever he

had done it.

7. EVER A. Any.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

during.] Eter-

Raleigh.

Verdant

Milton.

retains its

Eveleyn.

8. It is often contracted into e'er.

9. It is much used in composition inthe sense

of always ; as, evergreen, green throughout

the year ; everduring, enduring without end.

EVERBUBBLING. a. Boiling up with per.

petual murmurs. Crawhaw.

EVERBU'RNING. a. [ever and burning. ] Un-

extinguished.

EVERDU'RING. a. [ever and

nal ; enduring without end.

EVERGRE’EŇ. a. [ever and green ]

throughout the year.

EVERGREEN. s. A plant that

verdure through all the seasons.

EVERHO'NOURED. a. [ever and honoured.]

Always held in honour. Pope.

EVERLA'STING. a . [ever and lasting. ] Last-

ing or enduring without end ; perpetual ;

immortal. Hammond.

EVERLA'STING. s. Eternity. Psalms.

EVERLA'STINGLY. ad. Eternally ; without

Shakespeare.end.

Bentley. EVERLAʼSTINGNESS. s . [from everlasting. ]

Eternity ; perpetuity. Donne.
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EVERLIVING. a. [ever and living.] Living EVILSPEA'KING. 8. [evil and speaking. ] Slan-

without end. Newton.

EVERMOʻRE. ad. [ever' and more.] Always ;

eternally.
Tillotson.

To EVE'RSE. v. a. [eversus, Latin .] To over-
throw; to subvert ; to destroy. Glanville.

To EVE'RT. v. a. [everto, Latin. ] To destroy.

Ayliffe.

E'VERY. a. [æfer ealc, Sax. ] Each one of all.

Hammond.

E'VESDROPPER. s. [eves and dropper. ] Some

mean fellow that skulks about a house inthe

night to listen. Dryden.

To EVE'STIGATE. v. a. [evestigo, Latin.] To
search out. Dict.

Dryden.
EUGH. s. A tree.

To EVICT. v. a. [evinco, Latin.]

1. To dispossess of by a judicial course. Dav.

2. To take away by a sentence of law.

King James.

Cheyne.
1

3. To prove ; to evince.

EVICTION. s. [from evict.]

1. Dispossession or deprivation by a defini-

tive sentence of a court ofjudicature . Bacon.

2. Proof; evidence. L'Estrange.

EVIDENCE. s. [ French.]

1. The state of being evident ; clearness ;

notoriety.

Tillotson.2. Testimony ; proof.

3. Witness ; one that gives evidence. Bentley.

To EVIDENCE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To prove ; to evince. Tillotson.

2. To show ; to make discovery of. Milton.

EVIDENT a. [French.] Plain ; apparent ;

Brown.
notorious.

EVIDENTLY. ad. Apparently ; certainly.

EVIL. a. [yrel , Saxon.]

1. Having bad qualities of any kind ; not

good. Psalms.

Matthew.2. Wicked ; bad ; corrupt.

3. Unhappy ; miserable ; calamitous. Prov.

4. Mischievous ; destructive.

EVIL. s. [generally contracted to ill.]

1. Wickedness ; a crime.

Genesis.

Shakespeare.

Proverbs.

Ecclesiasticus.

Job.

Shakespeare.

Shak.

John.

2. Injury ; mischief.

3. Malignity ; corruption.

4. Misfortune ; calamity .

5. Malady ; disease.

1. Not well in whatever respect.

2. Not well ; not virtuously.

3. Not well ; not happily.

4. Injuriously ; not kindly.

EVIL. ad. [commonly contracted to ill.]

Deuteronomy.

Deuteronomy.

5. It is often used in composition to give a

bad meaning to a word.

EVILAFFECTED. a. [evil and affected . ] Not

kind ; not disposed to kindness. Acts.

EVILDO'ER. s. [evil and doer. ] Malefactor.

Peter.

EVILFA'VOURED. a. [evil and favoured.] Ill-

countenanced. Bacon.

EVILFAVOUREDNESS. 8.s. [from evil-favour-

ed.] Deformity. Deuteronomy.

E'VILLY, ad. [from evil. ] Not well. Shak.

EVILMI'NDED. a. [evil and mind.ed] Mali-

cious ; mischievous. Dryden.

E'VILNESS. s. [from evil. ] Contrariety to

goodness ; badness of whatever kind. Hale.

Sidney.

der ; defamation ; calumny. Peter.

EVILWI'SHING. a. [evil and wish. ] Wishing

evil to ; having no good will.

EVILWO'RKER. s. [evil and work.] One who

does wickedness. Philippians.

To EVI'NCE. v. a . [evinco, Latin.] To prove ;
to show.

Atterubry.

EVINCIBLE. a. [from evince .] Capable of

proof; demonstrable. Hale.

EVINCIBLY. ad. [from evincible. ] In such a

manner as to force conviction.

To E'VIRATE. v. a. [eviratus, Latin.] To de-

prive ofmanhood. Dict.

To EVI'SCERATE. v. a . [eviscero, Latin. ] To

embowel ; to draw ; to deprive ofthe entrails

E'VITABLE. a. [evitabilis, Latin .] Avoidable ;

that may be escaped or shunned. Hooker

To E'VITATE. v. a. [evito, Latin . ] To avoid ;

to shun. Shakespeare.

EVITATION. s. [from evitate.] The act of

avoiding. Dict.

EVITE'RNAL. a . [ æviternus, Latin.] Eternal

in a limited sense ; of duration not infinite-

ly, but indefinitely long.

EVITE'RNITY. s. [æviternitas, low Lat. ] Du

ration not infinitely, but indefinitely long.

EU'LOGY. s. [EU and λoy .] Praise ; encomi-

Spenser.

EU'NUCH. s. [εvväxⒸ.] One that is castrated.

To EU'NUCHATE. v. a. To make an eunuch.

Brown.

um.

EVOCATION. s . [evocatio, Latin.] The act of

calling out. Broome.

EVOLA'TION. s . [evolo, Latin. ] The act of

flying away.

To EVOLVE. v. a. [evolvo, Latin .] To unfold ;

to disentangle. Hale.

To EVO'LVĒ. v. n . To open itself ; to disclose

itself. Prior.

EVOLUTION. s. [ evolutus, Latin. ]

1. The act of unrolling or unfolding.

2. The series of things unrolled or unfolded.

More.

3. [In geometry. ] The equable evolution ofthe

periphery of a circle, or any other curve, is

such a gradual approach ofthe circumference

to rectitude, as that all its parts do meet to-

gether, and equally evolve or unbend.

Harris.

4. [In tactics.] The motion made by a body

ofmen in changing their posture, or form of

drawing up.
Harris.

EVOMITION. s . [evomo, Latin. ] The act of

vomiting out.

EUPHOʻNICAL. a. [from euphony.] Sounding

agreeably. Dict.

EUPHONY. s. [ɛupavia.] An agreeable sound ;

the contrary to harshness.

EUPHO'RBIUM. 3.

1. A plant.

2. A gum, in drops or grains, of a bright yel-

low, between a straw and a gold colour, and

a glossy surface. It has no great smell, but

its taste is violently acrid and nauseous .

Hill.

EU'PHRASY. s. [euphrasia, Latin.] The herb

eyebright. Milton.
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ofshaking.

EUROCLYDON. s. [Eugonhudov.] A wind EXAGITA'TION. s . [from exagitate.] The act
which blows in the Mediterranean. Acts.

EU'RUS. s. [Latin.] The east wind.

Peacham.

E'URYTHMY. s. [Evgueμos.] Harmony ; regu-

lar and symmetrical measure.

EUTHANA'SIA. 5. [ευθανασια .] An easy

EUTHA'NASY.

EUU'LSION. s. [evulsio, Latin.]

plucking out.

death.

EVULGATION. s. [evulgo, Lat.]

divulging.

Arbuthnot.

The act of

Brown.

The act of

EWE. s . [eope, Saxon .] The shesheep.

E'WER. s. [from eau, perhaps anciently eu, wa-

ter.] A vessel in which water is brought for

washing the hands. Pope.

EWRY. s. [from ewer.] An office in the king's

household, where they take care of the linen

for the king's table.

EX. A Latin preposition often prefixed to com-

pounded words ; sometimes meaning out ; as,

exhaust, to draw out.

To EXACERBATE. v. a . [exacerbo, Lat.] To

imbitter ; to exasperate.

EXACERBATION. s . [from exacerbate.]

1. Increase of maliguity ; augmented force

or severity.

Bacon.2. Height ofa disease ; paroxysm .

EXACERVATION. s. [acervus, Latin.] The

act ofheaping up.

EXA'CT. a. [exactus, Latin.]

1. Nice; free from failure. Pope.

2 Not negligently performed.

3. Careful ; not negligent.

Arbuthnot.

Spectator.

4. Honest ; strict ; punctual . Ecclus.

To EXACT. v. a. [exigo, exactus, Latin.]

1 To require authoritatively.

2. To demand of right.

Taylor.

Smalridge.

3. To summon ; to enjoin. Denham.

To EXA'CT. v. n. To practise extortion.

Psalms.

EXA'CTER. 8. [from exact.]

1. Extortioner ; one who claims more than

his due. Bacon.

2. He that demands by authority. Bacon.

3. One that is severe in his injunctions or his
demands.

EXACTION. s. [from exact.]

Tillotson.

1. The act of making an authoritative de-

mand, or levying by force. Shakespeare.

2. Extortion, or unjust demand. Davies.

3. A toll ; a tribute severely levied . Addison.

EXACTLY. ad. [from exact. ] Accurately ;

nicely; thoroughly. Atterbury.

EXA'CTNESS . s. [from exact.] .

1. Accuracy ; nicety ; strict conformity to

rule or symmetry. Woodward.

2. Regularity ofconduct ; strictness of man-
ners.

Rogers.

Clarendon.

Hale.

Swift.

TO EXAGGERATE. v . a .[exaggero, Latin. ] To

heighten by representation .

EXAGGERATION. s . [from exaggerate.]

1. The act of heaping ; a heap.

2. Hyperbolical amplification.

To EXA'GITATE. v. a. [exagito, Latin.]

1. To shake ; to putin motion. Arbuthnot.

2. To reproach ; to pursue with invectives.
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Hooker.

·

To EXALT. v. a. [exalter, French.]

1. To raise on high.

2. To elevate to wealth or dignity. Ezekiel.

3. To elevate to joy or confidence. Clarend.

4. To praise ; to extol ; to magnify. Psalms.

5. To raise up in opposition ; a scriptural

phrase.

6. To intend ; to enforce.

Kings

Prior

7. To heighten ; to improve ; to refine by

fire . Arbuthnot.

8. To elevate in diction or sentiment. Rosc.

EXALTATION. s. [from exalt. ]

1. The act of raising on high.

2. Elevation to power or dignity.

3. Elevated state ; state of greatness or dig

nity. Tillotson.

Hooker,

4. [In pharmacy.] Raising a medicine to a

higher degree of virtue. Quincy.

Dryden.

Bacon.

5. Dignity of a planet in which its powers

are increased.

EXAMEN. s. [Lat.] Examination ; disquisi-

tion. Brown.

EXA'MINATE. s. [examinatus, Latin.] The

person examined.

EXAMINATION. s . [examinatio, Lat.] The

act of examining by questions, or experi-

ment. Locke.

EXAMINATOR. s . [Latin .] An examiner ; an

inquirer. Brown.

To EXA'MINE. v . a. [examino, Latin.]

1. To try a person accused or suspected, by

interrogatories . Church Catechism

2. To interrogate a witness . Acts.

3. To try the truth or falsehood of any pro-

position.

4. To try by experiment ; to narrowly sift ;
to scan.

5. To make inquiry into ; to search into ; to

scrutinize . Locke.

EXA'MINER. s. [from examine .]

1. One who interrogates a criminal or evi-

dence. Hale.

Newton.2. One who searches or tries .

EXA'MPLARY. a. [from example .] Serving

for example or pattern. Hooker.

EXAMPLE. s . [example, French.]

1. Copy or pattern ; that which is proposed

to be resembled. Raleigh.

2. Precedent ; former instance ofthe like.

3. Precedent ofgood. Milton.

4. A person fit to be proposed as a pattern.

1 Tim

5. Onepunished for the admonition of others.

Jude.

Wisdom. Rogers.

6. Influence which disposes to imitation.

7. Instance ; illustration of a general position

by particular specification .

8. Instance in which a rule is illustrated by

an application.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Spenser.

ToEXAMPLE. v. a. [from the noun.] To

give an instance of.

EXA'NGUIOUS. a. [exunguis, Latin. ] Having

no blood.

EXA'NIMATE. a. [exanimatus, Latin.]

1. Lifeless ; dead.

2. Spiritless ; depressed .

Brown.

Thomson.
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privation oflife.
EXANIMATION, s . [from exanimate.] De-

EXA'NIMOUS . a. [exanimis, Latin. ] Lifeless ;

dead ; killed .

EXANTHEMATA. 8. [εğavonuara.] Efflores-

cencies ; eruptions ; breaking out ; pustules.

EXANTHEMATOUS. a. [from exanthema-

ta.] Pustulous ; efflorescent ; eruptive.

To EXANTL'ATE. v. a. [exantlo, Latin.]

1. To draw out.

2. To exhaust ; to waste away. Boyle.

EXANTLA'TIÓN. s. [from exantlate.] The

act ofdrawing out.

EXARATION. s. [exaro, Lat. ] The manual

act ofwriting.

EXARTICULA'TION. s. [ex and articulus,

Latin.] The dislocation of a joint.

To EXASPERATE. v . a. [exaspero, Latin.]

1. To provoke ; to enrage ; to irritate. Add.

2. To heighten a difference ; to aggravate ;

to embitter. Bacon.

3. To exacerbate ; to heighten malignity.

Ayliffe.

Bacon.

EXASPERATER. s. [from exasperate.] He

that exasperates, or provokes.

EXASPERATION. s. [from exasperate.]

1. Aggravation ; malignant representation.

K. Charles,

2. Provocation ; irritation. Woodward.

To EXAUCTORATE. v. a. [exauctoro, Lat.]

1. To dismiss from service.

2. To deprive of a benefice.

EXAUCTORATION. [from exauctorate.]

1. Dismission from service.

2. Deprivation ; degradation .

EXCANDE'SCENCE.

EXCANDESCENCE. s. [excandesco, Lat .]

1. Heat ; the state of growing hot.

2. Anger ; the state of growing angry.

EXCANTATION. s. [excanto, Latin.] Disen-

chantment by a counter charm .

To EXCA'RNATE. v. a . [ex and carnis, Lat. ]
To clear from flesh.

Grew.

EXCARNIFICATION. s. [excarnifico, Lat.]

The act oftaking away the flesh .

Ayliffe.

To EXCAVATE. v. a. [excavo, Latin.] To

hollow; to cut into hollows. Blackmore.

EXCAVATION. s. [from excavate.]

1. The act of cutting into hollows.

2. The hollow formed ; the cavity.

To EXCEED. v. a. [excedo, Latin.]

1. To go beyond ; to outgo.

2. To excel ; to surpass.

To EXCEED. v. n.

Wotton.

Woodward.

Kings.

1. To go too far ; to pass the bounds of fit-

ness.
Taylor.

2. To go beyond any limits. Deuteronomy.

3. To bear the greater proportion. Dryden.

EXCEEDING. part. a. [from exceed.] Great

in quantity, extent, or duration. Raleigh.

EXCEEDING. ad. In a very great degree.

Raleigh. Addison.

EXCEEDINGLY. ad. [from exceeding. ] To a

great degree. Davies. Newton.

To EXCEL. v. a. [excello, Latin.] To outgo in

good qualities ; to surpass. Prior.

To EXCEL. vn. To have good qualities in a

great degree. Temple.

Ꭶ.
EXCELLENCE. } 8 [excellence, French, ex-

cellentia, Latin.]

1. The state ofabounding in any goodquality.

2. Dignity ; high rank in existence . Dryden.

3. The state of eminence in any thing valua-

ble.

4. That in which one excels.

5. Purity ; goodness.

Locke.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

Shakespear

6. A title of honour. Usually applied to an

bassadors and governors.

E'XCELLENT. a. [excellens, Latin.]

1. Being ofgreat virtue ; of great worth ; of

great dignity. Taylor.

2. Eminent in any good quality.

EXCELLENTLY. ad. [from excellent ]

1. Well ; in a high degree.

2. To an eminent degree.

Job.

Brown.

Dryden.

To EXCEPT. v. a. [excipio, Latin.] To leave

out, and specify as left out ofa general pre-

cept, or position. Corinthians.

To EXCEPT. v. n. To object ; to make ob-

jections . Locke.

EXCEPT. prep. [from the verb.]

Dryden.

1. In exclusion of; without inclusion of.Milt.

2. Unless. Tillotson .

EXCEPTING. prep. Without inclusion of;

with exception of.

EXCEPTION. s. [from except ; exceptio , Lat .]

1. Exclusion from the things comprehended

in a precept or position. South.

2. Thing excepted or specified in exception .

3. Objection , cavil. Hooker. Bentley.

4. Peevish dislike ; offence taken. Bacon.

EXCEPTIONABLE. a. [from exception.]

Liable to objection. Addison,

EXCEPTIOUS. a. [from except. ] Peevish

froward. South

EXCEPTIVE. a. [from except .] Including an

exception. Watts.

EXCEPTLESS. a. [from except.] Omitting,

or neglecting all exceptions. Shakespeare.

EXCEPTOR. s. [from except. ] Objecter. Bur

To EXCE'RN. v. a. [excerno, Lat. To strain

out; to separate or emit by strainers. Bacon.

EXCERPTION. s. [excerptio, Latin.]

1. The act of gleaning ; selecting.

2. The thing gleaned or selected.

EXCE'SS. s. [excessus, Latin.]

Raleigh.

1. More than enough ; superfluity. Hooker.

2. Exuberance ; act of exceeding. Newton.

3. Intemperance ; unreasonable indulgence.

4. Violence of passion.

5. Transgression ofdue limits.

EXCESSIVE. a. [excessif, French .]

Denham.

1. Beyond the common proportion of quan

tity or bulk. Bacon

2. Vehement beyond measure in kindness or

dislike. Hayward

EXCESSIVELY. ad. [from excessive.] Ex-

ceedingly ; eminently.
Addison.

To EXCHANGE. v. a. [exchanger, French.]

1. To give or quit one thing for the sake of

gaining another.

2. To give and take reciprocally.

EXCHANGE. s. [from the verb.]

Locke.

Rowe.

1. The act of giving and receiving recipro-

cally.

2. Traffick by permutation.

Waller

South
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3. The form or act oftransferring Shunesp.

4. The balance of the money of different na-

tions. Hayward.

5. The thing given in return for something

received. Locke.

6. The thing received in return for something

given. Dryden.

7. The place where the merchants meet to

negotiate their affairs. Locke.

EXCHANGER. s. [from exchange. ] One who

practises exchange.
Locke.

Spenser.EXCHEAT. s. See ESCHEAT.

EXCHEATOR. s. See ESCHEATOR .

EXCHEQUER. s. [eschequier, Norman Fr.]

The court to which are brought the revenues

belonging to the crown. It is a court of re-

cord, wherein all causes touching the reve-

nues are handled. Harris.

EXCI'SE. s. [accijs, Dutch ; excisum, Lat.] A

hateful tax levied upon commodities, and ad-

judged not by the common judges of proper-

ty. Marvel.

To EXCI'SE. v. a . [from the noun. ] To levy

excise upon a person or thing. Pope.

EXCI'SEMAN. s . [excise and man.] An officer

who inspects commodities.

EXCISIÓN. s . [excisio, Latin. ] Extirpation ;

destruction ; ruin . Decay ofPiety.

EXCITATION. s . [from excito, Latin.]

1. The act ofexciting or putting into motion.

Bacon.

2. The act of rousing or awakening. Watts.

To EXCITE. v. a. [excito, Latin.]

1. To rouse ; to animate ; to stir up ; to en-

courage. Spenser.

2. To put into motion ; to awaken ; to raise.

EXCITEMENT. s . [from excite.] The motive

by which one is stirred up. Shakespeare.

EXCITER. s. [from excite.]

1. One that stirs up others, or puts them in

motion. K. Charles.

2. The cause by which any thing is raised or

put in motion. Decay of Piety.

To EXCLA'IM. v . n. [exclamo, Latin.]

1. To cry out with vehemence ; to make an

outcry. Decay of Piety.

2. To declare with loud vociferation .

cry .

Shakespeare.

EXCLA'IM. s. [from the verb.] Clamour ; out-

Shakespeare.

EXCLA'IMER. s . [ from exclaim .] One that

makes vehement outcries. Atterbury.

EXCLAMATION. s . [exclamatio, Latin.]

1. Vehement outcry ; clamour ; outrageous

vociferation. Hooker.

Sidney.2. An emphatical utterance.

3. A note by which a pathetical sentence is

marked, thus, [ ! ] ·

EXCLA'MATORY. a. [from exclaim.]

1. Practising exclamation.

2. Containing exclamation.

To EXCLU'DĚ. v. a . [excludo, Latin.].

1. To shut out ; to hinder from entrance or

admission. Dryden.

2. To debar ; to hinder from participation ;

to prohibit. Dryden.

3. To except in any position.

4. Not to comprehend in any grant or privi-

lege. Hooker.

EXCLUSION. s. [from exclude.]

1. ue act of shutting out or denyng

sion.

2. Rejection ; not reception.

tils

Bacon.

Addison.

3. The act of debarring from any privilege.

4. Exception.
Bacon.

5. The dismission of the young from the egg

or womb. Ray.

EXCLUSIVE. a. [from exclude .].

1. Having the power of excluding or deny-

ing admission. Milton.

Locke.2. Debarring from participation.

3. Not taking into an account or number

4. Excepting.

EXCLUSIVELY. ad. [from exclusive.]

1. Without admission of another to partici-

pation. Boyle.

2. Without comprehension in an account or

number.

up.

Ayliffe.

To EXCO'CT. v. a. [excoctus, Latin.] To boil

Bacon.

To EXCO'GITATE. v . a . [excogito, Lat.] To

invent ; to strike out by thinking. More.

EXCOMMUNICATE. v. a. [ excommunico,

low Lat.] To eject from the communion of

the visible church by an ecclesiastical cen-

Hammond.

To

sure.

EXCOMMUNICATION. s. [from excommuni-

cate.] An ecclesiastical interdict ; exclusion

from the fellowship ofthe church. Hooker.

To EXCO'RIATE. v. a. To flay ; to strip off

the skin. Wiseman.

EXCORIATION. s. [from excoriate.]

1. Loss of skin ; privation of skin ; the act of

flaying.
Arbuthnot

2. Plunder ; spoil . Howel.

EXCORTICATION. s . [from ex and cortex,

Lat.] Pulling the bark off any thing.

To E'XCREATE. v. a. [ excreo, Lat. ] To eject

at the mouth by hawking.

EXCREMENT. s. [excrementum, Lat.] That

which is thrown out as useless , from the na-

tural passages ofthe body Raleigh.

EXCREMENTAL. a. [from excrement:] That

which is voided as excrement. Raleigh.

EXCREMENTI'TIOUS. a. [from excrement.]

Containing excrements ; consisting of matter

excreted from the body. Bacon.

EXCRE'SCENCE. Į s. [excresco, Lat.] Some-

EXCRE'SCENCY. what growing out of

another without use, and contrary to the

common order of production. Bentley.

EXCRE'SCENT. a . [excrscens, Latin . ] That

which grows out of another with preternatu

ral superfluity. Pope.

EXCRETION. s. [excretio, Latin.] Ejection

Quincy.

EXCRETIVE. a. [excretus, Lat.] Having the

power of separating and ejecting excre-

Harvey

of animal substance.

ments.

EXCRETORY. a. [from excretion.] Having

the quality of separating and ejecting super-

fluous parts. Cheyne.

EXCRUCIABLE. a. [from excruciatus, Lat.]

Liable to torment. Dict.

To EXCRUCIATE. v. a. [excrucio, Latin.]

To torture ; to torment. Chapman.

EXCUBATION. s. [excubatio, Latin.]The act

ofwatching all night-

To EXCULPATE. v. a. [ex and culpo, Latin.]

To clear from the imputation ofafault. Clar
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EXCURSION. s . [excursion, French.

1. The act of deviating from the stated or

settled path. Pope.

2. An expedition into some distant part. Loc.

3. Progression beyond fixed limits. Arbuth.

4. Digression ; ramble from a subject. Boyle.

EXCURSIVE. a. [from excurro, Latin.] Ram-

bling wandering ; deviating. Thomson.

EXCU'SABLE. a. [from excuse.] Pardonable.

Raleigh. Tillotson.

EXCU'SABLENESS. s. [from excusable. ] Par-

donableness ; capability to be excused . Boyle.

EXCUSA'TION. s. [from excuse.] Excuse ;

plea ; apology.

EXCU'SATORY. a. [from excuse.]

excuse ; apologetical..

To EXCUSE. v. a. [excuso, Latin.]

1. To extenuate by apology.

Bacon.

Pleading

B. Jonson.

2. To disengage from an obligation. Clarend.

3. To remit ; not to exact.

4. To weaken or mollify obligation to any

thing. South.

Addison.

6. To throwoff imputation by a feigned apo-

logy. Corinthians.

5 To pardon by allowing an apology.

EXČU'SE. s.

1. Plea offered in extenuation ; apology. Sid.

2. The act of excusing or apologizing. Shak.

3. Cause for which one is excused. Roscom.

EXCU'SELESS. a. [from excuse.] That for

which no excuse or apology can be given.

Decay ofPiety.

Swift.

EXCU'SER. s. [from excuse.]

Ayliffe.

1. One who pleads for another.

2. One who forgives another.

To EXCU'SS . v. a. [excussus, Latin.] To seize

and detain by law.

EXCU'SSION . s. [excussio, Latin . ] Seizure by

law.

E'XECRABLE. a. [execrabilis, Lat.]

detestable ; accursed.

Ayliffe.

Hateful ;

Hooker.

E'XECRABLY. ad. [from execrable.]

ly ; abominably.

Cursed-

Dryden.

To E'XECKATĚ. v . a. [execror, Latin. ] To

curse ; to imprecate ill upon. Temple.

EXECRATION, s. [from execrate .] Curse ;

imprecation of evil . Stillingfleet.

To EXE'CT. v. a. [execo, Lat.] To cut out ; to

cut away. Harvey.

EXE'CTION. s. [from exect. ] The act of cut-

ting out.

To EXECUTE. v. a. [exequor, Latin.]

1. To perform ; to practice. Sandys.

2. To put in act ; to do what is planned.

Locke.

3. To put to death according to form ofjus-

tice. Davies.

4. To put to death ; to kill. Shakespeare.

EXECUTER. s. [from execute .]

1. He that performs or executes any thing.

Dennis.

2. He that is entrusted to perform the will

of a testator
Shakespeare.

3. An executioner ; one who puts others to
death.

Shakespeare.

EXE'CUTERSHIP. s. [from executer.] The

office of him that is appointed to perform

the will of the defunct. Bacon.

EXECUTION. s. [from exccute.]

1. Performance ; practice. Bavon.

2. The last act of the law in civil causes, by

which possession is given ofbody or goods.

Clarendon.

3. Capital punishment , death inflicted by
forms oflaw. Creech.

Hayward4. Destruction ; slaughter.

EXECUTIONER. s. [from execution. ]

1. He that puts in act, or executes. Shakesp

2. He that inflicts capital punishments.

3. He that kills ; he that murders. Shakesp.

4. The instrument by which any thing is

performed. Crashaw.

EXECUTIVE. a. [from execute.]

Bacon.

Walker.

1. Having the quality of executing or per-

forming. Hale.

2. Active ; not deliberative ; not legislative ;

havingthepower to putin actthe laws . Swift.

EXECUTRIX . s. [from execute.] A woman

entrusted to perform the will of the testator.

EXEGE'SIS . s. [εğnynois . ] An explanation.

EXEGETICAL. a. [ enynτixos . ] Explanatory ;

expository.

EXEMPLAR. s. [exemplar, Lat. ] A pattern ;

an example to be imitated. Raleigh.

EXEMPLARILY. ad. [from exemplary .]

1. So as deserves imitation.

2. So as may warn others.

EXEMPLARINESS. s. [from exemplary.]

State of standing as a pattern to be copied.

Tillotson.

EXEMPLARY. a. [from exemplar.]

1. Such as may deserve to be proposed to

imitation.

Howel.

Clarendon.

Bacon.

2. Such as may give warning to others. K. C.

3. Such as may attract notice and imitation.

Prior.

EXEMPLIFICATION. s. [from exemplify.]

A copy; a transcript. Hayward

To EXEMPLIFY. v. a. [from exemplar.]

1. To illustrate by example.

2. To transcribe ; to copy.

Hooker.

Knolles,

To EXE'MPT. v . a. [exemptus, Latin.] To pri--

vilege ; to grant immunity from.

EXEMPT. a . [from the verb.]

1. Free by privilege. Ayliffe

Ben Jonson

Lea

2. Not subject; not liable to.

3. Clear ; not included.

4. Cut offfrom. Disused. Shakespear?

EXEMPTION. s . [from exempt. ] Immunity ,

privilege ; freedom from imposts. Bacon.

EXEMPTITIOUS. a. [from exemptus, Lat. ]

Separable ; that which may be taken from

another. . More.

Brown.

To EXE'NTERATE. v. a. [exentero, Latin.

To embowel.

EXENTERATION, s. [exenteratio, Latin.j

The act of taking out the bowels ; embowel-

ling. Brown.

EXEQUIAL. a. [from exequia, Latin. ] Rela-

ting to funerals .

EXE QUIES. s. without a singular. [exequia,

Latin.] Funeral rites ; the ceremony of bu

rial. Dryden.

EXERCENT. a. [exercens, Latin. ] Practising ;

following any calling. Ayliffe

E'XERCIŠE. s . [exercitium, Latin]
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1 Labour of the body.

2. Something done for amusement.

Bacon. EXHAUSTLESS. a. [from exhaust.] Not to

Bacon. be emptied ; inexhaustible. Blackmore

To EXHIBIT. v. a. [exhibeo, Latin. ]

1. To offer to view or use ; to offer or pro-

pose.
Clarendon.

3. Habitual action by which the body is for-

med to gracefulness. Sidney.

4. Preparatory practice in order to skill.

5. Use ; actual application ofany thing Hook.

6. Practice ; outward performance.Addison.

7. Employment.
Locke.

8. Task ; that which one is appointed to per-

Milton.form .

9. Act of divine worship , whether publick or

private.

To E'XERCISE. v. a. [exerceo, Latin. ]

1. To employ ; to engage in employment.

2. To train to use by any act.

Shakespeare.

Locke.

Locke.

2. To show ; to display. Pope.

EXHIBITER. s . [from exhibit. ] He that of-

fers any thing. Shakespeare.

EXHIBITION. s . [from exhibit.]

1. The act of exhibiting ; display ; setting

forth .

2. Thing displayed.

Grew

• Swift.3. Allowance ; salary ; pension,

To EXHILARATE. v. a. [exhilaro, Latin.]

To make cheerful ; to cheer; to fill with

mirth. Philips.

3. To make skilful or dexterous by practice. EXHILARATION. s . [from exhilarate.]

1. The act ofgiving gaiety.

4. To busy; to keep busy.

Hebrews.

Atterbury.

5. To task ; to keep employed as a penal in-

junction.

6. To practise ; to perform.

7. To exert ; to put in use.

Milton.

Bacon.

Locke.

8. To practise or use in order to habitual

skill. Addison.

To EXERCISE. v . n. To use exercise ; to la-

bour for health or amusement. Broome.

E'XERCISER. s. [from exercise. ] He that di-

rects or uses exercise.

EXERCITA'TION. s . [exercitatio, Latin.]

1. Exercise.

2. Practice ; use.

To EXE'RT. v. a. [exero, Latin.]

1. To use with an effort.

2. To put forth ; to perform.

2. The state ofbeing enlivened. Bacon.

To EXHOʻRT. v. a. [exhortor, Lat.] To incite

bywords to any good action. Com. Prayer.

EXHORTATION. s. [from exhort. ]

1. The act of exhorting ; incitement to good.

Atterbury.

2. The form of words by which one is ex-

horted. Shakespeare.

EXHO'RTATORY. a. [from exhort. ] Tending

to exhort.

EXHO'RTER. s . [from exhort.] One who ex-

horts.

Brown. To EXI'CCATE . v . a . [exsicco, Lat.] To dry.

Felton. EXICCA'TION. s. [from exiccate. ] Arefaction ,

act of drying up; state of being dried up..

Bentley.Rowe.

South.

3. To enforce ; to push to an effort. Dryden.'

EXERTION. s. [from exert.] The act of ex-

erting ; effort.

EXE'SION. s . [exesus, Latin .] The act of eat-

ing through. Brown.

EXESTUATION. s. [exastuo, Lat.] The state

of boiling ; effervescence ; ebullition. Boyle.

To EXFOLIATE. v. n. [ex and folium, Latin.]

To shell off, as a corrupt bone from the
sound part. Wiseman.

EXFOLIATION. s. [from exfoliate. ] The pro-

cess by which the corrupted part of the

bone separates from the sound. Wiseman.

EXFOLIATIVE. a. [from exfoliate.] That

which has power of procuring exfoliation.

Wiseman.

EXHAʼLABLE. a. [from exhale .] That which

may be evaporated .

EXHALATION. s. [exhalatio, Latin.]

1. The act of exhaling or sending out in va

pours.

2. The state of evaporating or flying out in

vapours.

3. That which rises in vapours . Milton.

To EXHAʼLE. v . a. [exhalo, Latin.}

1.To send ordraw out vapours or fumes.Tem.

2. To draw out.
Shakespeare.

EXHA'LEMENT. s. [from exhale.] Matter
exhaled ; vapour.

To EXHAUST. v. a.

1. To drain ; to diminish.

EXI'CCATIVE. a. [from exiccate.] Drying in

quality.

EXIGENCE.
EXIGENCE

S.

1. Demand ; want ; need. Atterbury

2. Pressing necessity ; distress ; sudden oc-

casion.

E'XIGENT. s . [exigens, Latin.]

Pope.

1. Pressing business ; occasion that requires

immediate help.
Waller.

2. [In law.] A writ sued when the defend-

ant is not to be found.

Shakespeare.3. End.

EXIGU'ITY. s. [exiguitus, Latin.] Smallness ;

diminutiveness. Boyle.

EXIGUOUS. a. [exiguus, Latin. ] Small ; di-

minutive ; little. Not used.

E'XILE. s . [exilium, Latin.]

Harvey.

Dryden.

1. Banishment ; state of being banished.

2. The person banished.

full.

EXILE. a. [exilis, Latin.] Small ; slender ; not

Bacon.

To E'XILE. v. a. [from the noun.] To banish ;

to drive from a country. Shakespeare.

EXILEMENT. s. [from exile. ] Banishment.

Wotton.

Brown.
EXILI'TION. s. [exilitio, Latin.] The act of

leaping out.

EXI'LITY. s. [exilis, Latin .] Smallness ; slen-

Brown.. derness.. Grew.

Bucon.

Locke.

2. To draw out totally ; to draw until no-

thing is left.

EXHAUSTION. s . [from exhaust.] The act of.

draining.

EXIMIOUS. a . [eximius, Latin .] Famous ;

eminent.

EXINANI'TION. s. [exinanilio, Lat. ] Priva

tion ; loss. Decay of Piety.

To EXIST. v. n . [exislo, Lat.] To be; to have

a being. Setten
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EXI'STENCY.

of being.

s. [existentia, low Lat. ] State

of being ; actual possesion

Dryden.

EXISTENT. a. [from exist.] In being ; in pos-

session ofbeing. Dryden.

EXISTIMATION. s . [existimatio, Latin.]

1. Opinion.

2. Esteem.

EXIT. s. [Latin.]

1. The term set in the margin of plays to

Bark the time at which the player goes off.

2. Recess ; departure ; act of quitting the

theatre oflife. Shakespeare.

3. Passage out ofany place. Glanville.

4. Way by which there is a passage out.
Woodward.

}

a. Destructive ; fatal ; mor-

tal.

EXITIAL.

EXITIOUS.

EXODUS.S. [ godos. ] Departure ; journey

EXODY. from a place ; the second bookof

Moses is so called, because it describes the

journey ofthe Israelites from Egypt. Hale.

EXOLETE. a. [exoletus, Latin.] Obsolete ; out

of use. Dict.

EXO'LVE. v. a. [exolvo, Latin.] To loose ; to

Dict.

EXOMPHALOS. s. [eg and quaλos .] A navel

rupture.

To EXO'NERATE. v. a. [exonero, Latin.]_To

unload ; to disburden. Ray.

EXONERATION. s. [from exonerate.] The

act of disburdening. Grew.

EXOPTABLE. a. [exoptabilis, Latin.] Desir-

able; to be sought with eagerness or desire.

E'XORABLE. a. [exorabilis, Latin.] To be

moved by entreaty.

EXORBITANCE.s. [from exorbitant. ]

EXO'RBITANCY.

1. The act of going out of the track pre-

scribed. Government ofthe Tongue.

2. Enormity ; gross deviation from rule or

right. Dryden.

Garth.3. Boundless depravity.

EXORBITANT. a. [ex and orbito, Latin.]

1. Deviating from the course appointed or

rule established.. Woodward.

2. Anomalous ; not comprehended in a set.
tled rule or method. Hooker.

3. Enormous ; beyond due proportion ; ex-

cessive. Addison.

To EXO'RBITATE. v. n.[ex and orbito, Lat.]

To deviate ; to go out ofthe tract. Bentley.

Το EXORCISE. υ . α . [εξορκίζω .]

1. To adjure by some holy name.

2. To drive away spirits by certain forms of

adjuration.

3. To purifyfrom the influence of malignant

spirits. Dryden.

EXORCISER. s. [from exorcise.] One who

practises to drive away evil spirits

EXORCISM. s. [εognoos. ] The form ofad-

juration, or religious ceremony by which evil

and malignant spirits are driven away. Harv.

EXORCIST. s. [eĝoguinc.]

1. One who by adjurations, prayers, or reli-

gious acts, drives away malignant spirits.

Acts.

2. An enchanter ; a conjurer. Improperly.

Shakespeare.

May.

EXORDIUM. 3. [Latin.] A formal preface ;

the proemial part of a composition.

EXORNA'TION. s. [exornatio, Latin.] Orna-

ment ; decoration ; embellishment.

EXO'SSATED. a. [exossatus, Latin .] Deprived

ofbones. Dict.

EXOSTO'SIS . s. [Ex and 50v.] Any protuber-

ance of a bone that is not natural.

EXO'SSEOUS. a. [ez and ossa, Latin.] Want-

ing bones ; boneless. Brown.

EXO'TICK . a. [egrinos. ] Foreign ; not pro-

duced in our own country. Evelyn.

EXOTICK . s. A foreign plant. Addison.

To EXPA'ND. v . a . [expando, Latin.]

1. To spread ; to lay open as a net or sheet.

2. To dilate ; to spread out every way.

Arbuthnot.

3. To enlarge in words.

EXPA'NSE. s. [ expansum, Lat.] A body widely

extended without inequalities. Savage.

EXPANSIBILITY. s . [from expansible. ] Ča-

pacity of extension ; possibility to be ex-

panded. Grew.

EXPA'NSIBLE. a. [from expansus, Latin.]

Capable to be extended. Grew.

EXPANSION. s. [from expand.]

1. The state of being extended into a wider

surface, or space. Bentley.

Grew.
2. The act of spreading out.

3. Extent ; space to which any thing is ex-
tended. Locke,

4. Pure space, as distinct from solid matter

Locke.

EXPAʼNSIVE. a. [from expand.] Having the

power to spread into a wider surface. Ray.

To EXPATIATE. v. n . [expatior, Lat.]

1. To range at large. Addison.

Broome.
2. To enlarge upon in language.

3. To let loose ; to allow to range. Dryden.

To EXPECT. d. a. [expecto, Latin.]

1. To have a previous apprehension of either

good or evil.

2. To wait for ; to attend the coming. Dryd.

To EXPECT. v. n. To wait ; to stay. Job.

EXPE'CTABLE. a. [from expect. ] To be ex-

pected.

EXPECTANCE . } s. [ from expect .]

Brown.

1. The act or state of expecting. Ben Jonson.

2. Something expected. Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.3. Hope.

EXPECTANT. a. [ French.] Waiting in ex-

pectation. Swift.

Pope.

EXPECTANT. s. [from expect . ] One who

waits in expectation.

EXPECTATION. s . [expectatio, Lat.]

1. The act of expecting. Shakespeare.

2. The state of expecting either with hope

or fear. Rogers.

3. Prospect of any thing good to come.Psal.

4. The object of happy expectation ; the

Messiah expected.
Milton.

Otway.

5. A state in which something excellent is

expectedfrom us.

EXPE’CTER. s. [from expect. ]

1. One who has hopes of something. Swift.

2. One who waits for another. Shakespeare.

To EXPECTORATE. v. a . [ex and pectus,

Lat. ]To eject from the breast. Arbuthnot.
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EXPECTORATION. 8. [from expectorate .]

1. The act of discharging from the breast.

2. The discharge which is made by cough-

ing. Arbuthnot.

EXPECTORATIVE. a. [from expectorate.]

Having the quality of promoting expectora-

tion. Harvey.

EXPEDIENCE.

EXPEDIENCY. s . [from expedient.]

1. Fitness ; propriety ; suitableness to an

end. South.

2. Expedition ; adventure. Shakespeare.

3. Haste ; dispatch. Shakespeare.

EXPEDIENT. a. [expedit, Latin.]

1 Proper ; fit ; convenient ; suitable. Tillot.

2. Quick ; expeditious. Shakespeare.

EXPEDIENT. s. [from the adjective.]

Woodward.

1. That which helps forward, as means to

an end. Decay of Piety.

2. A shift ; means to an end contrived in an

exigence.

EXPEDIENTLY. ad . [from expedient .]

1. Fitly ; suitably; conveniently.

2. Hastily ; quickly. Shakespeare.

TO EXPEDITE. v. a. [expedio, Latin.]

1. To facilitate ; to free from impediment.

2. To hasten ; to quicken. Swift.

3. To dispatch ; to issue from a publick of-

fice.

E'XPEDITE. a. [expeditus, Latin.]

1. Quick ; hasty ; soon done.

2. Easy ; disencumbered ; clear.

3. Nimble ; active ; agile.

4. Light armed.

Bacon.

1. To try ; to practise.

1. Practice ; frequent trial. Raleigh

2. Knowledge gained by practice.

To EXPERIÈNCE. r. a.

Shuk.

Milton.

Locke.

Pope.

Digby.

2. To know by practice.

EXPERIENCED. part. a.

1. Made skilful by experience.

2. Wise by long practice.

EXPERIENCER. s. One who makes trial ; a

practiser of experiments.

EXPERIMENT. s. [experimentum, Lat. ] Trial

ofany thing; something done in order to dis

cover an uncertain or unknown effect. Bac.

TO EXPERIMENT. v. a. from the noun.] To

try; to search out by trial.

EXPERIMENTAL. a.

1. Pertaining to experiment.

2. Built upon experiment.

Ray.

Brown.

Newton3. Known by experiment or trial.

EXPERIMEʼNTALLY. ad. [from experi-

mental.] By experience ; by trial. Evelyn.

EXPERIMENTER. s . [from experiment. ]

One who makes experiments. Digby.

EXPERT. a. [expertus, Latin.]

·

1. Skilful ; addressful ; intelligent in business.

2. Ready ; dexterous. Dryden.

3. Skilful by practice or experience. Bacon.

EXPERTLY. ad. [from expert.] In a skilful,

ready manner.

EXPERTNESS. s. [from expert.] Skill ; rea-

diness . Knolles.Sandys.

Hooker. EXPIABLE. a. Capable to be expiated .

Tillotson. To EXPIATE. v. a. [expio , Latin.]

EXPEDITELY. ad. [from expedite.]

quickness ; readily ; hastily.

EXPEDITION. s. [from expedite.]

1. Haste ; speed ; activity.

Bacon.

With

Grew.

Hooker.

2. A march or voyage with martial inten-

tions. Shakespeare.

EXPEDITIOUS. a. [from expedite.]

1. Speedy ; quick ; soon done.

2. Nimble ; swift ; acting with celerity.

EXPEDITIOUSLY. ad. Speedily ; nimbly.

To EXPE'L. v. a. [expello, Latin.]

1. To drive out ; to force away.

2. To eject ; to throw out.

Burnet.

Bacon.

3. To banish ; to drive from the place of re-

sidence. Dryden.

EXPE'LLER. s. [from expel. ] One that expels

or drives away.

To EXPEND. v. a . [expendo, Lat.] To lay out ,

to spend. Hayward.

EXPE'NSE. s . [expensum, Lat.] Cost ; charges ;

money expended. Ben Jonson.

EXPENSEFUL. a. [expense andfull.] Costly;

chargeable. Wotton.

EXPENSELESS. a. [from expense .] Without

Milton.cost.

EXPENSIVE. a. [from expense.]

1. Given to expense ; extravagant ; luxuri-

ous.

2. Costly ; requiring expense.

3. Liberal ; distributive.

EXPENSIVELY. ad. With great expense.

EXPE'NSIVENESS. s. [from expensive .]

1. To annul the guilt of a crime by subse-

quent acts of piety ; to atone for. Bacon.

2. To avert the threats of prodigies.

EXPIA'TION. s. [ from expiate ]

1. The act of expiating or atoning for any

crime.

2. Themeans by which we atone for crimes;

atonement. Dryden.

Hayward.

3. Practices by which ominous prodigies

were averted.

E’XPIATORY. a. [ from expiate. ] Having the

power of expiation.
Hooker.

EXPILATION. s. [expilatio, Lat.] Robbery.

EXPIRATION. s. [from expire.]

1. That act of respiration which thrusts the

air out of the lungs. Arbuthnot.

2. The last emission of breath ; death.

Rambler.

Bacon.

3. Evaporation ; act of fuming out.

4. Vapour ; matter expired.

5. The cessation of any thing to which life is

figuratively ascribed.

6. The conclusion of any limited time.

To EXPI′RE. v. a. [expiro, Latin.]

1. To breathe out.

Boyle.

Clarendon

Spenser.

2. To exhale ; to send out in exhalations

Woodward.

3. To close ; to bring to an end. Spenser

To EXPIRE. v. n .

Temple.

Sprat.
1. To make an emission of the breath.

2. To die ; to breathe the last. Pope.

3. To perish ; to fall ; to be destroyed. Spen.

4. To fly out with a blast. Dryden.

Shak.

To ex-

Gay.

Arbuthnot.

1. Addition to expense ; extravagance.

2. Costliness.

EXPERIENCE. s. [experientia, Latin:]

982

5. To conclude ; to come to an end.

To EXPLAIN. v. a. [explano, Latin.]

pound ; to illustrate ; to clear.
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Brown.

EXPLA'INABLE. a. [from explain.] Capable

of being explained .

EXPLAINER. s. [from explain.] Expositor ;

interpreter ; commentator.

EXPLANATION. s. [from explain .]

1. The act of explaining or interpreting.

2. The sense given by an explainer or inter-

preter. Sunft.

EXPLA'NATORY. a. [from explain. ] Con-

taining explanation. Swift.

EXPLETIVE. s . [expletivum, Latin.] Some-

thing used only to take up room. Swift.

E'XPLICABLE. a. [from explicate .] Explain-

able ; possible to be explained. Hale.

To EXPLICATE. v . a. [explico, Latin.]

1. To unfold ; to expand. Blackmore.

Taylor.2. To explain ; to clear.

EXPLICATION. s. [from explicate.]

1. The act ofopening, unfolding, or expand.

ing.

2. The act of explaining ; interpretation ;

explanation. Hooker.

3. The sense given by an explainer. Burnet.

EXPLICATIVE. a. [from explicate.] Having

a tendency to explain . Watts.

EXPLICATOR. s. [from explicate. ] Expound-

er ; interpreter ; explainer.

EXPLICIT. a. [explicitus, Latin. ] Unfolded ;
plain ; clear ; not merely implied. Burnet.

EXPLICITLY. ad. [from explicit. ] Plainly ;

directly ; not merely by inference.

Gov. ofthe Tongue.

TO EXPLO'DE. v. a. [explodo , Latin.]

1. To drive out disgracefully with some noise

of contempt. Roscommon.

2. To drive out with noise and violence, as

from a gun. Blackmore.

EXPLO'DER. s . [from explode. ] A hisser ;

one that drives out with open contempt.

EXPLOIT. s. [expletum, Latin.] A design

accomplished ; an achievement ; a success-

ful attempt. Denham.

TO EXPLOIT. v. a. [from the noun.] To

perform ; to achieve. Camden.

TOEXPLORATE. v. a. [exploro, Latin.] To

search out. Brown.

EXPLORATION. s. [from explorate. ] Search;

examination. Brown.

EXPLORATOR. s. [from explorate.] One

who searches ; an examiner.

EXPLORATORY. a. [from explorate.]Search-

ing; examining.

Tɔ EXPLORE. v. a. [exploro, Latin.] To try ;

to search into ; to examine by trial. Boyle.

EXPLO'REMENT. s. [from explore .] Search ;

trial.. Brown.

EXPLO'SION. s. [from explode.] The act of

driving out any thing with noise and vio-

lence. Woodward. Newton.

EXPLOSIVE. a. [from explode . ] Driving out

with noise and violence. Woodward.

EXPO'NENT. s. [from expono, Latin.] Expo-

nent ofthe ratio, or proportion between any

two numbers or quantities, is the exponent

arising when theantecedent is divided bythe

consequent ; thus six is the exponent of the

ratio which thirty hath to five. Harris.

EXPONENTIAL. a. [from exponent.] Ex-

ponential curves are such as partake both of

the nature of algebraick and transcendental

Harris.ones.

To EXPO'RT. v . a. [exporto, Latin .] To carry

out of a country. Addison.

EXPORT. s. [ from the verb.] Commodity

carried out in traffick.

EXPORTATION. s . [ from export.] The act

or practice of carrying out commodities into

other countries. Swift.

Prior.

To EXPO'SE. v. a. [expositum, Latin.]

1. To lay open ; to make liable to.

2. To put in the power ofany thing. Dry

3. To lay open ; to make bare. Dryden.

4. To lay open to censure or ridicule. Dry.

5. To lay open to examination.

6. To put in danger.

7. To cast out to chance.

Locke.

Clarendon.

Prior

8. To censure ; to treat with dispraise. Add.

EXPOSITION. s . [from expose.]

1. The situation inwhich any thing is placed

with respect to the sun or air. Arbuthnot.

2. Explanation ; interpretation. Dryden.

EXPO'ŠITOR. s. [expositor, Lat.] Explainer ;

expounder ; interpreter. South.

To EXPO'STULATE. v. n . [expostulo, Latin.]

To canvass with another ; to altercate ; to

debate. Cotton.

EXPOSTULATION. s. [from expostulale.]

I. Debate ; altercation ; discussion of an af-

fair. Spectator.

2. Charge ; accusation. Waller.

EXPOSTULATOR. s. [from expostulate. ]

One that debates with another without open

rupture.

EXPO'STULATORY. a. [from expostulate.]

Containing expostulation . L'Estrange.

EXPO'SURE. s. [from expose.]

1. The act of exposing or setting out to ob

servation.

2. The state of being open to observation.

3. The state of being exposed to any thing.

4. The state of being in danger. Shakespeare.

5. Exposition ; situation. Evelyn.

To EXPO'UND. v. a. [expono, Latin. ]

1. To explain ; to clear ; to interpret. Ral.

2. To examine ; to lay open. Hudibrus.

EXPO'UNDER. s. [from expound. ] Explainer ;

interpreter. Hooker.

To EXPRE'SS. v. a. [expressus , Latin .]

1. To copy ; to resemble ; to represent.

2. To represent by the imitative arts ; as

poetry, sculpture, painting. Smith.

3. To represent in words ; to exhibit by lan-

guage ; to utter ; to declare. Milton.

4. To show or make known in any manner.

5. To denote ; to designate.

Prior.

Numbers.

6. To squeeze out ; to force out by com-

pression. Bacon.

Ben Jonson.7. To extort by violence.

EXPRE'SS. a. [from the verb.]

1. Copied ; resembling ; exactly like.Milton .

2. Plain; apparent ; in direct terms. B. Jon.

3. Clear ; not dubious. Stillingfleet.

4. On purpose; for a particular end. Atterb.

EXPRESS. s. [from the adjective.]

1. A messenger sent on purpose. Clarendon.

2. A message sent.
K. Charles.

Norris.
3. A declaration in plain terms.
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EXPRE'SSIBLE. a. [from express.]

1. That may be uttered or declared. Woodw.

2. That may be drawn by squeezing or ex-

pression.

EXPRESSION. s. [from express.]

1. The act or power of representing any

thing. Holder.

2. The form or cast of language in which

any thoughts are uttered. Buckingham.

3. A phrase ; a mode of speech.

4. The act of squeezing or forcing ont any

thing, as by a press. Arbuthnot.

EXPRESSIVE. a. [from express.] Having the

power of utterance or representation. Pope.

EXPRESSIVELY. ad. [from expressive. ] In a

clear and representative way.

EXPRESSIVENESS . s. [from expressive.] The

power of expression, or representation by
words.

Addison.

EXPRESSLY. ad. [from express.] In direct

terms ; plainly ; not by implication. Stillingfl
EXPRE'SSURE. s. [from express.]

1. Expression ; utterance. Shakespeare

2. The form ; the likeness represented.

3. The mark ; the impression. Shakespeare.

To EXPROBRATE. v. a. [exprobro, Lat.] To

charge upon with reproach; to impute open-

ly with blame ; to upbraid. Brown.

EXPROBRATION. s . [from exprobrate. ] Re-

proachful accusation . Hooker.

TO EXPROPRIATE. v. a. [ex and proprius,

Lat.] To make no longer our own. Boyle.

To EXPU'GN. v. a. [expugno, Latin.] To con-

quer; to take by assault.

EXPUGNATIOŇ. s. [from expugn.] Conquest;

the act of taking by assault. Sandys.

To EXPULSE. v. a. [expulsus, Latin.] To

drive out ; to force away. Bacon. Broome.

EXPULSIÓN. s . [from expulse.]

1. The act of expelling or driving out.

2. The state of being driven out. Stillingfleet.

EXPULSIVE. a. [ from expulse.] Having the

power of expulsion.

EXPUNCTION. s. [from expunge . ] Abolition.

To EXPUNGE. v. a. [expungo, Latin.]

1. To blot out ; to rub out. Swift.

2. To efface ; to annihilate. Sandys.

EXPURGATION. s. [expurgatio, Latin.]

1. The act of purging or cleansing. Wiseman.

2. Purification from bad mixture, as er-

rour or falsehood. Brown.

EXPU'RGATORY. a. [expurgatorius, Latin.]

Employed in purging away what is noxious.

Brown.

EXQUISITE. a. [exquisitus, Latin.]

1. Farsought ; excellent ; consummate ; com-

plete. Raleigh.

2. Consummately bad. King Charles.

EXQUISITELY. ad. Perfectly ; completely.

Wotton. Addison.

EXQUISITENESS. s. [from exquisite.] Nice-

ty; perfection. Boyle

EXSCRIPT. s . [exscriptum, Lat.] A copy ; a

writing copied from another.

EXSICCANT. a. [from exsiccate.] Drying ;

having the power to dry up. Wiseman.

To EXSICCATE. v . a. [exsicco, Latin.] To

dry. Brown.
L

EXSICCA'TION. s. [from exsiceate.] The act

ofdrying. Brown.

EXSI'CCATIVE. a. [from exsiccate.] Having

the power ofdrying.

EXSPUITION. s. [expuo, Latin .] A discharge

by spitting.

Boyle.

EXSUCTION. s. [exugo, Latin.] The act of

sucking out.

EXSUDĂTION. s. [from exudo, Latin.] A

sweating ; an extillation . Derham.

EXSUFFLATION. s. [ex and sufflo, Latin.] A

blast working underneath. Bacon.

To EXSUFFOLATE. v . a. To whisper ; to

buzz in the ear. Shakespeare.

To EXSUSCITATE. v. a. [exsuscito, Lat.}

To rouse up; to stir up.

EXTANCY. s. [from extant.] Parts rising up

Boyle.
above the rest.

EXTANT. a. [extans, Latin.]

1. Standing out to view ; standing above the

rest.

}

Ray.

Graunt.

a. [exarixos.] Rapturous.

Pope

2. Publick ; not suppressed.

EXTA'TICAL.

EXTA'TICK .

EXTEʼMPORAL. a . [extemporalis, Latin. ]

1. Uttered without premeditation ; quick ;

ready ; sudden. Wotton.

2. Speaking without premeditation. Ben. Joa.

EXTEMPORALLY. ad. [from extemporal.]

Quickly ; without premeditation. Shak.

EXTEMPORANEOUS. a. [extemporaneus,

Latin.] Unpremeditated ; sudden.

E'XTEMPORARY. a. [extemporarius, Latin.]

Uttered or performed without premedita

tion ; sudden ; quick. More.

EXTEMPORE. ad. [extempore, Latin. ] With

out premeditation ; suddenly ; readily.
South.

EXTE'MPORINESS. s. [from extempore.] The

faculty of speaking or acting without pre-

*meditation.

To EXTEMPORIZE. v . n. [from extempore.]

To speak extempore, or without premedita-

tion. South.

Pope.

To EXTEND. v. a. [extendo, Latin.]

1. To stretch out in any direction.

2. To spread abroad ; to diffuse ; to expand ;

contrary to contract. Locke.

3. To widen toa large comprehension. Loc.

4. To stretch into assignable dimensions ; to

make local ; to magnify so as to fill some

assignable space.

5. To enlarge ; to continue.

Prior

Pope

6. To increase in force or duration. Shak.

7. To enlarge the comprehension of any po-

sition. · Hooker.

Psalms.8. To impart ; to communicate.

9. To seize by a course oflaw. Hudibras

EXTENDER. s. [from extend. ] The person or

instrument by which any thing is extended.

Wiseman.

EXTENDIBLE. a. [from extend.] Capable of

extension. Arbuthnot.

EXTENSIBILITY. s. [from extensible.] The

quality of being extensible. Grew.

EXTENSIBLE. a. [extensio, Latin.]

1. Capable of being stretched into length or

breadth. Holder.
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2. Capable of being extended to a larger

comprehension.

EXTENSIBLENESS

Glanville.

s. [from extensible.]

Capacity of being extended.

EXTENSION. s. [from extensio, Latin.]

1. The act of extending.

2. The state of being extended. Burnet.

EXTENSIVE. a. [extensivus, Latin.] Wide ;

large ; comprehensive. Watts.

EXTENSIVELY. ad. [from extensive .] Wide-

ly ; largely. Watts.

EXTENSIVENESS. s. [from extensive.]

1. Largeness ; diffusiveness ; wideness.

2. Possibility to be extended.

EXTE'NSOR. s. The muscle by which any

limb is extended.

EXTE'NT. participle. [from extend. ] Extended.

EXTENT. s. [extensus, Latin.]

Ray.

Spenser.

1. Space or degree to which any thing is

stretched or spread. Milton.

2. Communication ; distribution. Shakespeare.

3. Execution ; seizure. Shakespeare.

To EXTE'NUÁTE. v. a. [extenuo, Latin.]

1. To lessen ; to make small. Grew.

2 To lessen ; to diminish in any quality.

Dryden.

3. To lessen ; to degrade ; to diminish in

honour.

4. To lessen ; to palliate.

5. To make lean.

Milton.

Milton.

EXTENUATION. s. [from extenuate.]

1. The act of representing things less than

they are ; palliation.

2. Mitigation ; alleviation of punishment.

Atterbury.

3. A general decay in the muscular flesh of

the whole body. Quincy.

EXTERIOR. a. [exterior, Latin.] Outward;

external ; not intrinsick. Boyle.

EXTERIORLY. ad. [from exterior. ] Outward-

ly ; externally. Shakespeare.

To EXTERMINATE. v. a. [extermino, Lat.]

To root out ; to tear up ; to drive away.

Bentley.

EXTERMINATION. s. Destruction ; exci-

sion. Bacon.

EXTERMINATOR. s. [exterminator, Latin.]

The person or instrument by which any

thing is destroyed.

To EXTERMIÑE. v. a . [extermino, Lat.] To

Shakespeare.exterminate.

EXTERN. à. [externus, Latin .]

1. External ; outward ; visible. Shakespeare.

2. Without itself ; not inherent ; not intrin-

sick.

EXTERNAL. a. [externus, Latin.]

Digby.

1 Outward ; not proceeding from itself; op-

posite to internal. Tillotson.

2. Havingthe outward appearance. Stillingfl.

EXTERNALLY. ad. [from external. ] Out-

wardly. Taylor.

To EXTIL. v. n. [ex and stillo Lat.] To drop

or distil from.

EXTILLATION. s. [from ex and stillo, Lat.]

The act offalling in drops. Denham.

To EXTIMULATE. v. a. [extimulo, Latin.]

To prick ; to incite by stimulation . Brown

EXTIMULATION.Js. [from extimulatio, Lat.j

Pungency ; power of exciting motion or

sensation.

EXTINCT. a. [extinctus, Latin.]

Bacon.

1. Extinguished ; quenched ; put out.

2. At a stop ; without progressive succes-

Dryden.

Ayliffe.

sion.

3. Abolished ; out offorce.

EXTINCTIOŃ. s. [extinctio, Latin.]

1. The act of quenching or extinguishing.

2. The state of being quenched. Harvey.

3. Destruction ; excision.

4. Suppression.

To EXTINGUISH. v. a . [extinguo, Latin.]

1. To put out ; to quench.

Rogers.

Thomson.

Dryden.

Hayward.

Shakespeare.

2. To suppress ; to destroy.

3. To cloud ; to obscure.

EXTINGUISHABLE. a. [from extinguish . ]

That may be quenched or destroyed.

EXTI’NGUISHER. s. [from extinguish.] A

hollow cone put upon a candle to quench it.

Collier.

EXTI’NGUISHMENT. s. [from extinguish.]

1. Extinction ; suppression ; act of quench-

ing.

2. Abolition ; nullification .

Davies.

Hooker.

Davies.

3. Termination of a family or succession.

To EXTI′RP. v. a . [extirpo, Latin.] To eradi-

cate ; to root out. Shakespeare.

TO EXTIRPATE. v. a. [extirpo, Latin.] To

root out ; to eradicate ; to exscind.

EXTIRPA'TION. s. [ from extirpate. ] The act

of rooting out ; eradication ; excision.

EXTIRPATOR. s . [from extirpate. ] One who

roots out ; a destroyer.

EXTISPICIOUS. a . [extispicium, Lat. ] Augu

rial ; relating to the inspection of entrails.

Brown,

To EXTO'L. v. a. [extollo, Latin.] To praise ;

to magnify ; to laud ; to celebrate. Dryden.

EXTOLLER. s. [from extol . ] Apraiser ; a mag-

nifier.

EXTO'RSIVE. a. [from extort.] Having the

quality of drawing by violent means.

EXTO'RSIVELY. ad. [ from extorsive . ] In an

extorsive manner ; by violence.

To EXTO'RT. v. a. [extorqueo, extortus, Lat ]

1. To draw by force ; to force away ; to

wrest ; to wring from one.
Rowe.

2. To gain byviolence or oppression. Spens.

To EXTO'RT. v. n. To practise oppression and
violence. Davies.

EXTO'RTER. s . [from extort. ] One who prac

tises oppression. Camden.

EXTORTION. s. [from extort .]

1. The act or practice of gaining by violence

and rapacity. Davies.

2. Force by which any thing is unjustly taken

away. K. Char.es.

EXTORTIONER. s . [ from extortion.] One

who practises extortion.
Camden.

Bacon
To EXTRA'CT. v. a. [extractum, Latin.]

1. To draw out of something.

2. To draw by chymical operation. Philips

3. To take from something. Milton

4. To draw out ofany containing body.

Burnet.
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5. To select an abstract from a larger trea-

tise. Swift.

1. The substance extracted ; the chief parts

drawn from any thing.

EXTRACT. s . [from the verb.]

Boyle.

Camden.

2. The chief heads drawn from a book.

EXTRACTION. s. [extractio, Latin.]

1. The act of drawing one part out of a

compound.
Bacon.

2. Derivation from an original ; lineage ;

descent. Clarendon.

EXTRACTOR. s. [ Latin.] The person or in-

strument by which any thing is extracted.

EXTRADICTIONARY. a. [extra and dictio,

Latin.] Not consisting in words, but reali-

ties. Brown.

EXTRAJUDICIAL. a. [extra and judicium,

Latin.] Out of the regular course of legal

procedure.

EXTRAJUDICIALLY. ad. In a manner dif-

ferent from the ordinary course of legal pro-

cedure. Ayliffe.

EXTRAMI'SSION . s . [extra and mitto, Lat.]

The act of emitting outwards. Brown.

EXTRAMUNDA'NE. a. [extra and mundus,

Latin.] Beyond the verge of the material

world. Glanville.

EXTRA'NEOUS. a. [extraneus, Lat.] Not be-

longing to any thing ; foreign. Woodward.

EXTRAORDINARILY. ad. [from extraordi-

nary.]

1. In a manner out of the common method

and order. Hooker.

2. Uncommonly ; particularly ; eminently ;

Howel.

EXTRAORDINARINESS. s. [from extraor-

nary.] Uncommonness ; eminence ; remark-

ableness . Gov. ofthe Tongue.

EXTRAORDINARY. a. [extraordinarius, La-

tin . ]

1. Different from common order and me-

thod ; not ordinary. Davies.

2. Different from the comnion course of law.

mon.

Clarendon.

3. Eminent ; remarkable ; more than com-

Sidney. Stillingfleet.

EXTRAORDINARY. ad. Extraordinarily ;

uncommonly. Addison.

EXTRAPARO'CHIAL. a. [extra and paro-

chia, Latin.] Not comprehended within any

parish.

EXTRAPROVINCIAL. a. [extra and pro-

vincia, Latin.] Not within the same province.

Ayliffe.

EXTRARE'GULAR. a. [extra and regula,

Latin.] Not comprehended within a rule.

EXTRAVAGANCE.

EXTRAVAGANCY.s. [extravagans, Lat ]

1 Excursion or sally beyond prescribed li-

mits. Hammond.

2. Irregularity ; wildness.

mence.

3. Outrage ; violence ; outrageous vehe-

Tillotson.

4. Unnatural tumour ; bombast. Dryden.

5. Waste ; vain and superfluous expence.

Arbuthnot.

EXTRAVAGANT. a. [extravagans, Latin.]

1. Wandering out of his bounds. Shakespeare.

·

2. Roving beyond just limits or prescribed
methods. Dryden.

3. Not comprehended in any thing. Ayliffe.

4. Irregular ; wild. Milton.

5. Wasteful ; prodigal ; vainly expensive. Ad.

EXTRAVAGANT. s. One who is confined in

no general rule or definition. L'Estrange.

EXTRAVAGANTLY. ad. [from extrava-

gant.]

Pope.

1. In an extravagant manner ; wildly.

2. In an unreasonable degree.

3. Expensively ; luxuriously ; wastefully.

EXTRA'VAGANTNESS. s . [ from extrava

gant.] Excess ; excursion beyond limits .

To EXTRAVA'GATE. v. n. [ extra and ragor,

Latin.] To wander out of limits.

EXTRAVASATED . a. [extra and vasa, La-

tin.] Forced out of the properly containing

vessels. Arbuthnot.

EXTRA'VASATION. s. [from_extravasated.]

The act of forcing, or state of being forced

out ofthe proper containing vessels . Arbuth.

EXTRAVE'NATE. a. [extra and vena, Lat.]

Let out ofthe veins. Glanville.

EXTRAVEʼRSION. s. [extra and versio, Lat.]

The act of throwing out. Boyle.

EXTRA'UGHT. part. Extracted . Shakespeare.

EXTREME. a. [extremus, Latin.]

1. Greatest ; of the highest degree. Hooker.

2. Utmost. Shakespeare.

3. Last ; that beyond which there is no-

thing. Dryden.

4. Pressing, or rigorous to the utmost degree.

Hooker.

EXTREME. s . [from the adjective.]

1. Utmost point ; highest degree of any

thing.
Milton.

Locke.

2. Points at the greatest distance from each

other; extremity ; end.

EXTRÉMELY. ad. [from extreme.]

1. In the utmost degree.

2. Very much , greatly.

EXTREMITY, s. [extremitas, Lat.]

Sidney.

Swift.

1. The utmost point, the highest degree.

Hooker

2. The utmost part ; the part most remote

from the middle. Brown.

3. The point in the utmost degree of oppo-

tion. Denham.

4. Remotest parts ; parts at the greatest dis-
tance.

5. Violence of passion.

Arbuthnot.

Spenser

6. The utmost violence, rigour or distress.

Clarendon.

To EXTRICATE. v. a. [extrico, Latin. ]

J. To disembarrass ; to set any one free ina

state of perplexity. Addison.

2. To clear a perplexed question.

EXTRICATION. s . [from extricate.] The act

of disentangling. Boyle.

EXTRINSIČAL. a. [extrinsecus, Latin.] Ex-

ternal ; outward ; not intimately belonging ;

not intrinsick. Digby.

EXTRINSICALLY. ad. [from extrinsical.]

From without. Glanville.

EXTRINSICK. a. [extrinsicus, Lat. ] Outward ;

external. Government ofthe Tongue.

To EXTRUCT. v. a. [extructum, Latin.] To

build ; to raise ; to form.
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EXTRUCTOR. s. [from extruct.] A builder ;

a fabricator.

To EXTRUDE. v. a. [extrudo, Latin.] To

thrust off. Woodward.

EXTRUSION. s. [extrusus, Latin. ] The act of

thrusting or driving out. Bacon.

EXTUBERANCE. s. [ex and tuber, Latin.]

Knobs, or parts protuberant. Moxon.

EXUBERANCE. s . [exuberatio, Latin. ] Over-

growth; superfluous shoots ; luxuriance.

EXUBERANT. a. [exuberans, Latin.]

Garth.

1. Growing with superfluous shoots ; over-

abundant ; superfluously plenteous. Pope.

2. Abounding in the utmost degree.

EXUBERANTLY. ad. [from exuberant.] A-

bundantly. Woodward.

TO EXUBERATE. v . n. [exubero, Latin.] To

abound in the highest degree. Boyle.

EXU'CCOUS. a. [exsuccus, Latin.] Without

juice ; dry.

EXUDATION. s. [from exudo, Latin.]

1. The act of emitting in sweat.

Brown.

2. The matter issuing out by sweat from any

body.

To EXU'DATE.

To EXUDE.

sweat.

ulcer.

Bacon.

v. n. [exudo, Latin. ] To

sweat out ; to issue by

Arbuthnot.

Ray.

TO EXU'LCERATE. v. a. [exulcero, Latin.]

1. To make sore with an ulcer.

2. To afflict ; to corrode ; to enrage. Milton.

EXU'LCERATION. s. [ from exulcerate.]

1. The beginning erosion, which forms an

Quincy.

2. Exacerbation ; corrosion. Hooker.

EXU'LCERATORY. a. [from exulcerate.] Hav-

ing a tendency to cause ulcers.

To EXULT. v. n. [exulto, Latin.] To rejoice

above measure ; to triumph. Hooker.

EXULTANCE. s. [from exult. ] Transport ;

joy ; triumph. Government ofthe Tongue.

EXULTA'TION. s . [exultatio, Latin.] Joy ;

triumph ; rapturous delight. Hooker.

To EXU'NDATE. v. a. [exundo, Latin.] To

overflow. Dict.

EXUNDATION. s. [from exundate.] Over-

flow ; abundance. Ray.

EXU'PERABLE. a. [exuperabilis, Latin.] Con-

querable ; superable ; vincible.

EXU'PERANCE. s . [exuperantia, Lat.] Over-

balance ; greater proportion. Brown.

To EXU'SCITATE. v. a. [exsuscito, Latin.] To

stir up; to rouse.

EXU'STION. s . [exustio, Latin.] The act of

burning up ; consumption by fire .

EXU'VIE. s. [ Latin. ] Cast skins ; cast shells ;

whatever is shed by animals. Woodward.

EY, EA, EE, may either come from 13, an

island, or from the Saxon ea, which signifies

Gibson.

E'YAS. s . [eniais, French.] A younghawkjust

taken from the nest.
Shakespeare.

EY'ASMUSKET. 8. A young unfledged male

hawk. Hammer.

EYE. s. plural eyne, now eyes. [eaz, Saxon.]

a water.

1. The organ ofvision.

2. Sight ; ocular knowledge.

3. Look; countenance.

4. Front; face.

5. A posture of direct opposition.

6. Aspect ; regard.

Dryden

Galatians.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Bacon

7. Notice ; attention ; observation.

8. Opinion formed by observation. Denham.

9. Sight ; view. Shakespeare.

10. Any thing formed like an eye. Newton.

11. Any small perforation. South.

12. Any small catch for a hook. Boyle.

Evelyn

Boyle.

Deuteronomy.

13. Bud ofa plant.

14. A small shade of colour.

15. Power of perception.

To EYE. v. a. [from the noun.] To watch; to

keep in view.

To EYE. v. n. To appear ; to

More.

show ; to bear

an appearance. Shakespeare.

EY'EBÅLL. s. [eye and ball .] The apple of

the eye. Shakespeare.

EYEBRIGHT. s. [euphrasia, Latin.] An

herb.

EYEBROW. s. [eye and brow. ] The hairy arch

over the eye.

EYEDROP. s . [eye and drop.] Tear. Shak.

EY'EGLANCE. s. [eye and glance.] _Quick

notice ofthe eye. Spenser.

EY'EGLASS. s. [ eye and glass.] Spectacles ;

glass to assist the sight. Newton.

EŸ'ELESS. a. [from eye. ] Without eyes ; sight-

less ; deprived of sight.
Milton. Garth.

EYELET. s . [œillet, French.] A hole through

which light may enter ; any small perfora-

tion. Wiseman.

EYELID. s . [eye and lid. ] The membrane that

shuts over the eye. Bacon.

EYESE'RVANT. s. [eye and servant.] A ser-

vant that works only while watched.

EYESE'RVICE. s. [ eye and service.] Service

performed only under inspection. Colossians.

EŸ'ESHOT. s. [eye and shot.] Sight , glance ;

Spectator.view.

eye.

EY’ESIGHT. s. [eye and sight .] Sight of the
Samuel.

EYESORE. s . [eye and sore.] Something offen-

sive to the sight. Clarendon.

EYESPOTTED. a. [eye and spot . ] Marked

with spots like eyes. Spenser.

EYESTRING. s . [eye and string. ] The nerve

of the eye. Shakespeare.

EYETOOTH. s . [ eye and tooth. ] The tooth in

the upper jaw next on each side to the grin-

ders ; the fang.

EY'EWINK. s . [eye and wink.] A wink, as a

hint or token . Shakespeare.

Ray.

EYEWITNESS. s. [eye and witness . ] An ocu

lar evidence ; one who gives testimony of

facts seen with his own eyes. Peter.

EYRE. s . [eyre, French.] The court ofjustices

itinerants. Cowel.

EY'RY. s. [from ey, an egg.] The place where

birds of prey build their nests, and hatch.

Milton.
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F...

FHas, in English, an invariable sound,

formed by compression of the whole lips,

and a forcible breath.,

FABACEOUS. a. [fabaceus, Latin.] Having

the nature ofa bean.

FA'BLE. s . [fable, French.]

1. A feigned story intended to enforce some

moral precept.

2. A fiction in general.

Addison.

Dryden.

3. The series or contexture of events which

constitute a poem. Dryden.

4. A lie.

To FA'BLE. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To feign ; to write not truth but fiction.

Prior.

Shakespeare.2. To tell falsehoods.

To FA'BLE. v. a. To feign ; to tell falsely.

Milton.

FABLED. a. [from fable.] Celebrated in

fables. Tickel.

FA'BLER. s. [from fable.] A dealer in fic-
tion.

To FABRICATE. v . a. [fabricor, Latin.]

1. To build ; to construct.

Hale.

2. To forge ; to devise falsely.

FABRICATION. s. [fromfabricate. ] The act

ofbuilding.

FA'BRICK. s. [fabrica, Latin.]

1. A building ; an edifice. Wotton.

2. Any system or compages of matter. Prior.

To FABRICK. v. a. [from the noun.] To

build ; to form ; to construct. Philips.

FA'BULIST. s. [fabuliste, French. ] A writer
offables .

Abbot.

FABULO'SITY. s. [fabulositas, Latin. ] Fulness

offeigned stories.

FA'BULOUS. a. [fabulosus, Latin.] Feigned ;
full of fables.

Addison.

FA'BULOUSLY. ad. [from fabulous.]

tiou.

FACE. s. [face, French, fromfacies, Latin.]

1. The visage.

FAC

FACELESS. a. [from face. ] Being without a
face .

FACEPAINTER. s. [face and painter.] A

drawer of portraits .

FACEPAINTING. s. [face and painting.] The

art ofdrawing portraits. Dryden.

FA'CET. s. [fucette, Fr. ] A small surface.

Bacon.

FACE'TIOUS . a. [facetieux, Fr.] Gay ; cheer-

ful ; lively . Government ofthe Tongue.

FACETIOUSLY. ad. [from facetious. ] Gayly ;

cheerfully.

FACE'TIOUSNESS. s [fromfacetious.] Cheer-

ful wit ; mirth.

FA'CILE. a. [facile, French.]

1. Easy ; not difficult ; performable with
little labour. Milton. Evelyn.

2. Easily surmountable ; easily conquerable.

3. Easy of access or converse ; not superci-

lious. Ben Jonssn.

4. Pliant ; flexible ; easily persuaded. Calamy.

To FACILITATE. v. a. (faciliter, Fr.] To

makeeasy ; to free from difficulty. Clarendon.

FACILITY. s. [facilité, French.]

1. Easiness to be performed ; freedom from

difficulty. Raleigh.

2. Readiness in performing ; dexterity.Dryd

3. Vitious ductility; easiness to be persuaded

Bacon

4. Easiness of access ; affability. South.

FACINE'RIOUS . a. Wicked ; facinorous. Sh.

FACING. s. [from to face.] An ornamental co-

vering.
Wotton.

FACINOROUS. a. [facinora, Lat.] Wicked ;

atrocious ; detestably bad.

FACINOROUSNESS. s. [from facinorous.]

Wickedness in a high degree.

FACT. s. [factum, Latin.]

1. A thing done ; an effect produced.

2. Reality ; not supposition.

In fic-

Brown. Smalridge.

3. Action ; deed. Dryden.

Bacon.

2. Countenance ; cast of the features.

3. The surface of any thing.

FACTION. s. [ faction, French.]

1. A party in a state. Shakespeare.

Genesis. Clarendon,

4. The front or fore-part of any thing.

5. State of affairs . Milton.

6. Appearance ; resemblance.

7. Presence ; sight.

8. Confidence ; boldness.

9. Distortion ofthe face.

FACE to FACE.

Ben Jonson.

Dryden.

Tillotson.

Shakespeare.

1. When both parties are present. Acts.

2. Without the interposition of other bodies.

To FACE. v. n.

Corinthians.

1. To carry a false appearance. Spenser.

2. Toturn the face ; to comein front. Dryden.

To FACE. v. a.

1. To meet in front ; to oppose with confi-
dence.

Dryden.

2. Tumult ; discord ; dissension.

FACTIONARY. s. [factionaire, French.] A

party man. Shakespeare,

FÂ'CTIOUS. a. [factieux, French.]

1. Given to faction ; loud and violent in a

party. Shakespeare.

2. Proceeding from publick dissensions.K. C.

FACTIOUSLY. ad. [fromfactious. ] In a man-

ner criminally dissensious . K. Charles

FACTIOUSNESS. s. [from factious. ] Inclina.

tion to publick dissension.

FACTITIOUS. a. [factitius, Latin. ] Made by

art, in opposition to what is made by nature.

Boyle.

FACTOR. s. [facteur, French.] An agent fo

another; a substitute.

FACTORY. s. [from factor.]

South

1. A house or district inhabited by trader

in a distant country.

2. To oppose with impudence Hudibras.

3. To stand opposite to. Pope.

4. To cover with an additional superficies.Ad. 2. The traders embodied in one place.
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-FACTOTUM. s..[fac totum, Latin. ] A servant

employed alike in all kinds of business ; as

Scrub in the Stratagem.

FACTURE. s. [French.] The act or mannerof

making any thing.

FACULTY. s. [facultè, Fr. facultas, Latin.]

1. The power of doing any thing ; ability.
Hooker.

2. Powers of the mind, imagination , reason,

memory. Swift.

3. [In physic .] A power or ability to per-

form any action natural, vital, and animal.

Quincy.

4. A knack ; habitual excellence ; dexterity.

Clarendon.

5. Quality ; disposition or habit of good or

ill.
Shakespeare.

6. Power; authority. Shakespeare.

7. Privilege ; right to do any thing. Hooker.

8. Faculty in an university, denotes the mas-

ters and professors of the several sciences

FACUND. a. [facundus, Lat. ] Eloquent.

To FA'DDLE. v. n. To trifle ; to toy ; to play.

To FADE. v. n. [fade, French.]

1. To tend from greater to less vigour ; to

grow weak.

2.To tend from a brighterto a weaker colour.

Boyle.

3. To wither as a vegetable. Isaiah.

4. To die away gradually ; to vanish Addison.

5. To be naturally not durable ; to be tran-
sient. Locke.

Dryden.

To FADE. v. a. To wear away ; to reduce to

languor.

To FÅDGE. v. n . [gerezan, Saxon.]

1. To suit ; to fit ; to have one part consist-

ent with another.

2. To agree ; not to quarrel.

Shakespeare.

Hudibras.

L'Estrange.3. To succeed ; to hit.

FECES. s. [Latin ] Excrements ; settlings

dregs. Quincy.

To FÅG. v. a. [fatigo, Lat.] To grow weary ;

to faint with weariness ; a word scarce used.

Mackenzie.

FAGEND.. s. [ fromfag and end.]

1. The end ofa web of cloth.

2. The refuse or meaner part of any thing."

Fanshaw.

FA'GOT. s . [fagod, Welsh ; fagot, French.]

1. A bundle of sticks bound together for the

fire .

2. A soldier numbered inthe muster roll , but

not really existing.

To FA'GOT. v. a. [from the noun. ] To tie up ;

to bundle.

To FAIL. v. n. [failler, French.]

Dryden.

I. To be deficient ; to cease from former

plenty ; to fall short. Locke.

2. To be extinct ; to cease to be produced.

Psalms.

3. To cease ; to perish ; to be lost. Addison.

4. To die ; to lose life. Shakespeare.

Isaiah.5. To sink ; to be torn down.

6. To decay ; to decline ; to languish.

7. To miss ; not to produce its effect.

8. To miss ; not to succeed in a design.

9. To be deficient in duty.

To FAIL. v. a.

Wake.

1. To desert; not to continue to assist or

Sidney Locke.supply.

2. Not to assist ; to neglect ; to omit to help

3. To omit ; not to perform

4. To be wanting to.

FAIL. s. [from the verb.]

1. Miscarriage ; miss ;

Davies.

Dryden.

Kings.

unsuccessfulness.

Shakespeare.

2. Omission ; non-performance. Shakespeare.

3. Deficience ; want.

4. Death ; extinction.

FAILING. s . [from fail. ] Deficiency ; imper-

fection ; lapse.

FAILURE. S. [from fail.]

Rogers.

Woodward.1. Deficience ; cessation.

2. Omission ; non-performance ; slip .

3. A lapse, a slight fault.

FAIN. [Feagn, Saxon.]

1. Glad; merry ; cheerful ; fond. Spenser.

2. Forced ; obliged ; compelled. Hooker.

FAIN. ad. [ from the adjective. ] Gladly ; verv

desirously.

To FAIN. v. n. [from the noun.] To wish ; to

desire fondly. Spenser.

To FAINT. v . n . [faner, French.]

1. To decay ; to wear or waste away quickly.

2. To lose the animal functions ; to sink

motionless.

3. To grow feeble.

4. To sink into dejection.

Guardian.

Ecclus.

Mitton.

To FAINT. v. a. To deject ;to depress ; to en-

feeble.

FAINT. a. [fane, French. ]

Shakespeare.

1. Languid ; weak ; feeble. Temple.

2. Not bright ; not vivid ; not striking.

Newton,

3. Not loud ; not piercing.

4. Feeble of body.

Boyle.

Rambler.

5. Cowardly ; timorous ; not vigorous. Cam.

6. Dejected ; depressed .
Hebrews.

Davies.

Isaiah.

7. Not vigorous ; not active.

FAINTHEARTED. a. [faint and heart.]

Cowardly ; timorous.

FAINTHÉ'ÁRTEDLY. ad, [from faintheart-

ed.] Timorously.

FAINTHE'ARTEDNESS. s. [fromfuintheart-

ed.] Cowardice ; timorousness .

FAINTING. s. [ fromfaint.] Deliquium ; tem-

porary loss of animal motion. Wiseman.

FA'INTISHNESS . s . [from faint.] Weakness

in a slight degree ; incipient debility.

FAINTING. a. [from faint. ] Timorous ; fee.

ble-minded. Arbuthnot.

FAINTLY. ad. [from faint.]

1. Feebly ; languidly.

2. Not in bright colours.

Welsh.

Pope.

3. Without force ofrepresentation. Shak:

4. Without strength ofbody. Dryden

5. Not vigorously, not actively. Shakespeare.

6. Timorously ; with dejection ; without

spirit. Denham.

FAINTNESS . s. [fromfaint .]

1. Languor ; feebleness ; want of strength.

2. Inactivity ; want ofvigour. Spenser.

3. Timorousness ; dejection. -Shakespeare.

FA'INTY. a [from faint . ] Weak ; feeble ; lan-

guid. Dryden.

FAIR. a. [rægen, Saxon .]

1. Beautiful ; elegant of features ; hand-

some? Shakespeare.

2. Not black ; not brown ; white in the com

plexion.
Hale.
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3. Pleasing to the cye.

4. Clear ; pure.

Shakespeare. FAITHED. a. [from faith.] Honest ; sincere

Shakespeare

1. Firm in adherence to the truth of religion.

Ephesians.

5. Not cloudy ; not foul ; not tempestuous.

2. Of true fidelity ; loyal ; true to allegiance.

Milton.

6. Favourable ; prosperous.

7. Likely to succeed.

Boyle.

Prior.

Shakespeare.

FAITHFUL. a. [faith andfull.]

8. Equal ; just. Shakespeare.

9. Not effected by any insidious or unlawful

methods.

10. Not practising any fraudulent or insidious

11. Open ; direct.

Temple.

Pope.

Dryden.

Spenser.
Milton.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

arts.

12. Gentle ; mild ; not compulsory.

13. Mild ; not severe.

14. Pleasing ; civil.

15. Equitable ; not injurious.

16. Commodious ; easy.

FAIR. ad. [from the adjective .]

1. Gently ; decently ; without violence. Locke.

2. Civilly ; complaisantly.

3. Happily ; successfully.

4. On good terms.

FAIR. s.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Collier.

1. A beauty ; elliptically, afair woman.Dryd.

2. Honesty ; just dealing. Arbuthnot.

FAIR. s. [foire, French.] An annual or stated

meeting of buyers and sellers . Arbuthnot.

FAIRING. s. [ from fair. ] A present given at a

fair.

FAIRLY. ad. [from fair.]

1. Beautifully.

Ben Jonson.

2. Commodiously ; conveniently.

3. Honestly ; justly ; without shift.

4. Ingenuously ; plainly ; openly.

5. Candidly ; without sinistrous interpreta-
tions.

Dryden.

Pope.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Sidney.

6. Without violence to right reason. Dryden.

7. Without blots.

8. Completely ; without any deficience .

FA'IRNESS . s. [from fair. ]

1. Beauty ; elegance ofform.

2. Honesty ; candour ; ingenuity. Atterbury.

FA'IRSPOKEN. a. [from fair and speak.]

Bland and civil in language and address.

FAIRY. s. [Faɲhð, Saxon.]

Hooker.

1. A kind of fabled being supposed to ap-

pear in a diminutive human form, and to

dance in the meadows, and reward cleanli-

ness in houses ; an elf; a fay.

2. Enchantress.

FAIRY. a.

1. Given by fairies.

Shakespeare.

'Davies.

2. Belonging to fairies . Shakespeare.

FAIRYSTONE. . A stone found in gravel

pits.

FAITH. s. [foi, French.]

1. Beliefofthe revealed truths of religion.

Hooker. Hammond.

Swift.

Shakespeare.

2. The system of revealed truths held by the

Christian church. Acts. Common Prayer

3. Trust in God.

4. Tenet held.

5. Trust inthe honesty or veracity ofanother.

6. Fidelity ; unshaken adherence. Milton.

7. Honour ; social confidence. Dryden.

8. Sincerity ; honesty ; veracity. Shakespeare.

9. Promise given. Shakespeare.

FAITHBREACH. s.[faith and breach. ]Breach

offidelity; perfidy. Shakespeare.

3. Honest ; upright ; without fraud.

4. Observant of compact or promise. Dryd.

FAITHFULLY . ad. [ from faithful.]

1. With firm belief in religion

2. With full confidence in God.

Bacon.

South.

3. With strict adherence to duty.Shakespeare.

4. Without failure of performance. Dryden.

5. Sincerely ; with strong promises.

6. Honestly ; without fraud.

7. Confidently ; steadily.

FAITHFULNESS. s. [fromfaithful.]

1. Honesty , veracity.

2. Adherence to duty ; loyalty.

FAITHLESS. a. [from faith.]

Shakespeare.

Psalms.

Dryden.

1. Without belief in the revealed truths of

religion ; unconverted. Hooker.

2. Perfidious ; disloyal ; not true to duty.

Shakespeare.

FAITHLESSNESS. s. [fromfaithless.]

1. Treachery ; perfidy.

Harris.

2. Unbeliefas to revealed religion.

FAITOUR. s. [faitard, Fr.] A scoundrel ; a

rascal ; a mean fellow. Spenser.

FAKE. s. A coil ofrope.

FALCA'DE. s. [from fulx, falcis, Latin.] A

horseis said to makefalcades, whenhe throws

himselfupon his haunches two orthree times,

as in very quick curvets.

FA'LCATED. a. [falcatus, Latin.] Hooked ;

bent like a scythe. Harris.

Brown.FALCA'TION. s. Crookedness.

FA'LCHION. s. [fauchon, Fr.]A short, crooked

sword ; a cymeter.

FALCON. s. [faulcon, French. ]

1. A hawk trained for sport.

2. A sort of cannon.

Dryden.

Walton.

Harris.

Temple.

FALCONER. s. [faulconnier, Fr.] One who

breeds and trains hawks.

FALCONET. s. [falconette, French.] A sort

of ordnance.

FAʼLDAGE. s. [faldagium, barbarous Lat.] A

privilege reserved of setting up folds for

sheep. Harris.

FA'LDING. s. A kind of coarse cloth.

FALDSTOOL. s. [fald or fold and stool .] A

kind ofstool placed at the south side of the

altar, at which the kings of England kneel

at their coronation.

To FALL. v. n. pret. Ifell ; compound pret. I

havefaln or fallen. [Fellan, Saxon.]

1. To drop from a higher place. Shakespeare.

2. To drop from an erect to a prone posture.

3. To drop ; to be held no longer.

4. To move down any descent.

5. To drop ripe from the tree.

Acts.

Burnet

Isaiah.

6. To pass at the outlet ; as a river. Arbuth.

7. To be determined to some particular di-

rection. Cheyne.

8. To apostatize ; to depart from faith or

goodness. Milton.

9. To die by violence. Milton

10. To come to a sudden end. Davies-
L
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11. To be degraded from a high station.

12. To decline from power or empire.

Addison.

13. To enter into any state worse than the

former. Dryden.

14. To decrease ; to be diminished.

15. To ebb ; to grow shallow.

16. To decrease in value ; to bear less price.

17. To sink ; not to amount to the full

18. To be rejected ; to become null .

19 To decline from violence to calmness.

20. To enter into any new state of body or

mind. Knolles.

21. To sink below something in comparison.

22. To sink into an air of discontent or de-

jection.

23. To happen; to befal.

Bacon.

Donne.

Shak.24. To come by chance ; to light on.

25. To come in a stated method. Holder.

26. To come unexpectedly. Boyle.

27. To begin any thing with ardour and ve-
hemence. Hale.

28. To handle or treat directly. Addison.

29. To come vindictively, as a punishment.

30. To come by any mischance to any new

possessor. Knolles.

31. To drop or pass by carelessness or im-

prudence. Swift.

To FALL. v. a.

1. To drop ; to let fall.

2. To sink ; to depress.

Shakespeare.

Bacon,

3. To diminish in value ; to let sink in price.

Locke.

4. To yean ; to bring forth. Shakespeare.

FALL. s. [from the verb.]

1. The act of dropping from on high.

2. The act of tumbling from an erect pos

Shakespeare,
ture.

3. The violence suffered in dropping_from

on high. Locke

4. Death ; overthrow ; destruction incurred

5. Ruin ; dissolution . Derham .

nion.

6. Downfal ; loss of greatness ; declension

from eminence ; degradation. Daniel,

7. Declension of greatness, power, or domi.

Hooker.

8. Diminution ; decrease ofprice. Child.

9. Declination or diminution of sound ; close

to musick.

10. Declivity ; steep descent.

11. Cataract ; cascade.

12. The outlet of a current into

water.

Milton,

Bacon

Pope

any other

Addison.

Dryden.13. Autumn ; the fall ofthe leaf.

14. Any thing that falls in great quantities,

as, a full of snow.

15. The act of felling or cutting down.32. To come forcibly and irresistibly.

33. To become the property of any one by FALLA'CIOUS. a. [fallacieux, French.]

lot, chance, or inheritance. Denham.

Addison.

Mortimer.

Arbuth.

34. To languish ; to grow faint.

35. Tobe born, to be yeaned.

36. To FALL away. To grow lean.

37. To FALL away. To revolt ; to change al-

legiance. Kings

38. To FALL away. To apostatize.

39. To FALL away. To perish ; to be lost.

40. To FALL away. To decline gradually ; to

fade.

41. To FALL back. To fail of a promise or

purpose. Taylor.

42. To FALL back. To recede ; to give way.

43. To FALL down. To prostrate himself in

adoration. Psalms.

44. To FALL down. To si :k ; not to stand.

45. To FALL down. To bend as a suppliant.

Isaiah.

46. To FALL from. To revolt ; to depart

from adherence. Hayward.

47. To FALL in. To concur ; to coincide .

48. To FALL in. Tocomply ; to yield to.Swift.

49. To FALL off.To separate; to be broken.Sh.

50. To FALLoff. To perish ; to die away.

51. To FALL off. To apostatize. Milton.

52. To FALL on. To begin eagerly to do auy

thing. Dryden.

53. To FALL on. To make an assault. Shak.

54. To FALL over. To revolt ; to desert from

one side to the other. Shakespeare.

55. To FALL out. To quarrel ; to jar. Sidney.

56. To FALL out. To happen ; to befal. Hook.

57. To FALL to. To begin eagerly to eat.

58. To FALL to. To apply himself to.

59. To FALL under. To be subject to. Taylor.

60 To FALL under. To be ranged with. Ad.

61. To FALL upon. To attack ; to invade.

62. To FALL upon. To attempt. Holder.

63. To FALL upon. To rush against. Addison.

South1. Producing mistake ; sophistical.

2. Deceitful ; mocking expectation. Milton.

FALLA'CIOUSLY. ad. [fromfallacious. ] So-

phistically ; with purpose to deceive. Brown.

FÁLLA'CIOUSNESS. s. [from fallacious.]

Tendency to deceive.

FA'LLACY. s. [fallacia, Lat.] Sophism ; lo-

gical artifice ; deceitful argument. Sidney.

FALLIBILITY. s. [from fallible. ] Liableness

to be deceived. Wutts.

FA'LLIBLE. a. [fallo, Lat.] Liable to errour.

Taylor.

FA'LLING. s. [fromfall.] Indentings opposed

to prominence. Addison.

FAʼLLINGSICKNESS. s. [fall and sickness.]

The epilepiy ; a disease in which the patient

is without any warning deprived at once of

his senses, and falls down.

FA'LLOW. a. [ralepe, Saxon.]

1. Pale red, or pale yellow.

2. Unsowed ; left to rest after

tillage .

Clarendon,

the years of

Hayward

Howel

Shakespeare

Iludibras

3. Plowed, but not sowed.

4. Unplowed ; uncultivated.

5. Unoccupied ; neglected .

FA'LLOW. s. [from the adjective .]

1. Ground plowed in order to be plowed

again.
Mortimer.

Rowe2. Ground lying at rest.

To FA'LLOW. v. a. To plow in order to a se-

cond plowing. Mortimer.

FA'LLOWNESS. s . [from fallow . ] Barrenness ;

an exemption from bearing fruit. Donne.

FALSE. a. [falsus, Latin.]

1. Not morally true ; expressing that which

is not thought. Shakespeare.

2. Not physically true ; conceiving that

which does not exist.

3. Supposititious ; succedaneous.

Davies.

Bacon
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4. Deceiving expectation.
L'Estrange.

5. Not agreeable to rule, or propriety. Shak.

6. Not honest ; not just. Donne.

7. Treacherous ; perfidious ; traiterous.

s. Counterfeit ; hypocritical ; not real.

To FALSE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To violate by failure of veracity. Spenser.

2. To deceive. Spenser.

3. To defeat ; to balk ; to evade. Spenser.

FALSEHEARTED . a. [ false and heart.]

Treacherous ; perfidious ; deceitful ; hollow.

FA'LSEHOOD. s. [fromfulse.]

J. Want of truth ; want of veracity.

2. Want ofhonesty ; treachery.

3. A lie ; a false assertion.

FA'LSELY. ad. [fromfalse .]

Bacon,

Milton.

1. Contrarily to truth ; not truly.Gov. ofTon.

2. Erroneously ; by mistake.

3. Perfidiously ; treacherously.

FA'LSENESS . s. [fromfalse.]

1. Contrariety to truth.

Sambridge.

2. Want of veracity ; violation of promise.

3. Duplicity ; deceit.

Tillotson.

Hammond.

4. Treachery ; perfidy ; traitorousness . Rog.

FA'LSER. s. [from false.] A deceiver.

FALSIFIABLE. a. [from falsify. ] Liable to

be counterfeited.·

FALSIFICATION. s . [ falsification, Fr.]

1. The act of counterfeiting any thing so as

to make it appear what it is not. Bacon.

2. Confutation.

FAʼLSIFIER. s. [fromfalsify.]

Broome.

1. One that counterfeits ; one that makes

any thing seem what it is not. Boyle.

2. A liar. L'Estrange.

To FALSIFY. v. a. [falsifier, Fr.]

1. To counterfeit ; to forge.

2. To confute ; to prove false.

3. To violate by falsehood.

To FALSIFY. v. n. To tell lies.

FALSITY. s. [falsitas, Latin.] .

Hooker.

Addison.

Camden

7. Easy; unconstrained.

8. Too nearly acquainted.

FAMILIAR. 8. An intimate ; one long ac-

quainted.

FAMILIA'RITY. s. [familiarité, Fr.]

Rogers.

1. Easiness of conversation, omission of ce

remony.

2. Acquaintance ; habitude. Atterbury

3. Easy intercourse. Pope.

To FAMILIARIZE. v . a. [ familiariser, Fr.]

1. To make easy by habitude.

2. To bring down from a state of distant su-

periority. Addison.

FAMILIARLY. ad. [fromfamiliar.]

1. Unceremoniously ; with freedom . Bacon.

2. Commonly ; frequently. Raleigh.

Pope

Swift.

3. Easily ; without formality.

FAMILLE. [en famille, Fr. ] In a family way

FA'MILY. s. [familia, Latin.]

1. Those who live in the same house ; house-

hold. Swift.

Numbers.

Bacon.

2. Those that descend from one common pro-

genitor ; a race ; a generation.

3. A class ; a tribe ; a species .

FA'MINE. s. [ famine, Fr.] Scarcity offood ;

dearth. Hale.

To FA'MISH. v. a. [fromfames, Latin.]

1. To kill with hunger ; to starve. Shakesp.

2. To kill by depravation of any thing ne

Milton.
cessary.

To FA'MISH. v. n. To die ofhunger.

FA'MISHMENT. s. [fromfamish. ] Want of

food. Hakewill.

FAMO'SITY. s. Renown . Dict.

FAMOUS. a. [fameux, French.] Renowned ;

celebrated. Peacham. Milton.

FAMOUSLY. ad. [fromfamous. ] With cele-

brity ; with great fame.

Addison. FAN. s . [vannus, Latin.]

Knolles.

South.

1. Falsehood ; contrariety to truth . Sandys.

2. A lie ; an errour Glanville

To FAʼLTER. v. n. [vautur, Islandick .]

1. To hesitate in the utterance ofwords.

2. To fail in any act ofthe body.Shakespeare.

3. To fail in any act of the understanding.

Locke.

To FA'LTER. v. a. To cleanse ; to sift.

FA'LTERINGLY. ad. [fromfalter. ] With he-

sitation ; with difficulty.

To FA'MBLE. v. n. [fambler, Danish.] To

hesitate.

FAME. s. [fama, Latin. ]

1. Celebrity ; renown.

2. Report , rumour

Addison.

Jos.

Dryden.

May.

FAMED. a. [fromfame.] Renowned ; cele-

brated ; much talked of.

FA'MELESS. a. Without fame.

FAMILIAR. a . [familiaris, Lat.]

1. Domestick ; relating to a family. Pope.

2. Affable ; not formal ; easy in conversation.

3. Unceremonious ; free.

4. Well known.

Shakespeare.

Sidney.

Watts.

5. Well acquainted with ; accustomed. Pope.

6. Common ; frequent. Locke.

1. An instrument used by ladies to move the

air and cool themselves. Atterbury.

2. Any thing spread out like a woman's fan.

L'Estrange.

Shakespeare.

3. The instrument by which the chaff is
blown away.

4. Any thing by which the air is moved.

5. An instrument to raise the fire. Hooker.

To FAN. v. a.

1. To cool or recreate with a fan. Spectator.

2. To ventilate ; to affect by air put in mo-

tion. Milton

Bacon3. To separate, as by winnowing.

FANATICISM . s. [fromfanatick.] Enthusi-

asm; religious frenzy. Rogers.

FANATICK. a. [fanaticus, Latin.] Enthusi

astick ; superstitious .
Milton.

FANATICK. s. [from the adjective.] An en-

thusiast ; a man mad with wild notions.

FANCIFUL. a. [fancy andfull.]

1. Imaginative ; rather guided by imagination

than reason. Woodward.

son.

2. Dictated by the imagination, not the rea

Hayward.

FA'NCIFULLY. ad. [from [fanciful. ] Accord-

ing to the wildness of imagination.

FANCIFULNESS. s. [fromfanciful. ] Addic

tion to the pleasures of imagination. Hale
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FANCY. 8. [ phantasia, Latin.]

J. Imagination ; the power by which the

mind forms to itself images and representa-

tions. Granville.

2. An opinion bred rather by the imagina-

tion than the reason. Clarendon.

3. Taste ; idea ; conception of things. Addis.

4. Image ; conception ; thought. Shakespeare.

5. Inclination ; liking ; fondness. Collier.

6. Caprice ; humour ; whim. Dryden.

7. Frolick ; idle scheme ; vagary.L'Estrange.

8. Something that pleases or entertains. Buc.

To FA'NCY. v. n. [from the noun.] To ima-

gine ; to believe without being able to prove.

Sprat.
To FA'NCY. v. a.

1. To pourtray in the mind ; to imagine. Dry.

2. To like ; to be pleased with . Raleigh.
FA'NCYMONGER. s. One who deals in

tricks of imagination. Shakespeare.

FANCYSICK. a. [from funcy and sick.] One

whose distemper is in his own mind. L'Estr.

FANE. s. [fane, Fr.] A temple consecrated to

religion.

FANFARON. s. [French ]

1. A bully ; a hector.

Philips.

Dryden.

2. A blusterer ; a boaster of more than he

can perform. Dryden.

FANFARONA'DE. s. [from fanfaron, Fr.]

A bluster ; a tumour of fictitious dignity.

Swift.

To FANG. v. a. [Fangan, Saxon.] To seize ; to

gripe ; to clutch. Shakespeare.

FANG. s. [from theverb.]

1. The long tusks of a boar or other animal.

Shakespeare.

2. The nails ; the talons.

3. Anyshoot or other thing by which hold is

taken. Evelyn.

FA'NGED. a. [from fang.] Furnished with

fangs or long teeth ; furnished with instru-

ments in imitation offangs. Philips.

FANGLE. s. [from Fangan, Saxon.] Silly at-

tempt ; trifling scheme.

FAʼNGLED. a. [from fangle.] It is scarcely

used but in new-fangled ; vainly fond of no-

velty. Quick wits be in desire new-fangled.

Ascham.

FA'NGLESS. a. [fromfang.] Toothless ; with-

out teeth. Shakespeare.

FA'NGOT. s. A quantity of wares.

FA'NNEL. s. [fanon, Fr.] A sort of ornament

like a scarf, worn about the left arm of a

mass priest.

FA'NNER. s. [from fan .] One that plays a fan.

Jeremiah.

FANTASIED. a. [from fantasy.]

fancies.

FANTASM. s. [See PHANTASM. ]

FANTA'STICAL .

FANTASTICK.

Filled with

Shakespeare.

a. [fantastique, Fr.]
}a.

1. Irrational ; bred onlyin the imagination.

2. Subsisting only in the fancy ; imaginary.

3. Capricious ; humourous ; unsteady.

4. Whimsical ; fanciful. Sidney. Addison.

FANTA'STICALLY. ad. [fromfantastical.]

1. Bythe power of imagination.

2. Capriciously ; humourously. Shakespeare.

3. Whimsically. Grew.

FANTA'STICALNESS. s. [from funtasti™

FANTASTICKNESS. cal.]}

1. Humourousness ; mere compliance with

fancy.

2. Whimsicalness ; unreasonableness. Tillot.

3. Caprice ; unsteadiness.

FANTASY. s. [fantasie, Fr.]
I.
Fancy ; imagination ; the power of ima

gining. Davies. Newton.

2. Idea ; image of the mind.

3. Humour ; inclination .

FAP. a . Fuddled ; drunk.

FAR. ad. [Feon, Saxon. ]

1. To great extent in length.

2. To a great extent every way.

Spenser.

Whitgift,

Shakespeare

Prior

Prior.

3. To agreat distance progressively. Shak.

4. Remotely ; at a great distance. Knolles.

5. To a distance .

6. In a great part.

Raleigh

Judges,

7. In a great proportion ; by many degrees

8. To a great height ; magnificently. Shak.

9. To á certain point ; to a certain degree.

Hammond. Tillotson.

10. It is used often in composition ; as, far-

shooting,far-seeing.

FAR-FETCH. s. [far and fetch. ] A deep

stratagem. Hudibras.

FAR-FETCHED. a. [far and fetch.]

1. Brought from places remote. Milton.

2. Studiously sought ; elaborately strained.

Smith.

FAR-PIERCING. a. [far and pierce.] Strik-

ing, or penetrating a great way. Pope.

FAR-SHOOTING. a. Shooting to a great

distance.

FAR. a.

1. Distant ; remote. Dryden

2. From FAR. From a remote place.

FAR. s. [contracted from farrow.] Young pigs.

Tusser.

To FARCE. v. a. [farcio, Latin.]

1. To stuff; to fill with mingled ingredients.

Carew.

2. To extend ; to swell out. Shakespeare.

FARCE. s. [farcer, French, to mock.] Á dra-

matick representation written without regu-

larity. Dryden.

FA'RCICAL. a. [fromfarce.] Belonging to a

farce. Gay.

FA'RCY. s. [farcin, Fr.] The leprosy of horses.

FA'RDEL. s. [fardello, Italian.] A bundle ; a

little pack. Shakespeare.

Fairfax.

To FARE. v. n. [rapan, Saxon.]

1. To go ; to pass ; to travel.

2. To be in a state good or bad. Waller.

3. To proceed in any train of consequence

good or bad. Milton.

4. To happen to any one well or ill. South.

5. To feed ; to eat ; to be entertained Brown.

FARE. s . [from the verb.]

1. Price of passage in a vehicle by land or

by water. Dryden.

2. Food prepared for the table ; provisions.

FAREWELL. ad.

1. The parting compliment ; adieu. Shakesp.

2.It is sometimes used only as an expression

of separation without kindness. Waller

FAREWE'LL . s. Leave ; act of departure.
Miltra
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FARINA'CEOUS. a . [from farina, Latin.]

Mealy; tasting like meal. Arbuthnot.

FARM. s . [ferme, Fr.]

1. Ground let to a tenant ; ground cultivated

by another man upon condition of paying

part ofthe profit to the owner. Hayward.

2. The state of lands let out to the culture

of tenants.

To FARM. v. a. [from the noun .]

Spenser.

1. To let out to tenants at a certain rent.

2. To take at a certain rate.

3. To cultivate land.

FA'RMER. s. [fermier, Fr.]

tant.

FASCIA'TION. s. [fascia, Latin.] Bandage.
Wiseman.

TO FA'SCINATE. v. a. [fascino, Latin.] Tobe

witch ; to enchant ; to influence in some

wicked and secret manner. Decay of Piety.

FASCINATION. s. [from fascinate. ] The

power or act ofbewitching ; enchantment.

FASCINE. s. [French. ]A faggot. Addison.

FA'SCINOUS . a . [fascinum, Latin.] Caused or

acting by witchcraft. Harvey.

Camden. FA'SHION. s. [Juçon, French.]

1. One who cultivates hired ground. Shak.

2. One who cultivates ground. Mortimer.

FA'RMOST. a. [superlative offar. ] Most dis-

Dryden.

FA'RNESS. s . [fromfar.] Distance ; remote-

Carew.

FARRA'GINOUS. a. [from farrago, Latin . ]

Formed of different materials.

FARRA'GO. s. [Latin. ] A mass formed con-

fusedly of several ingredients ; a medley.

FA'RRIER. s. [ ferrier, Fr.]

ness.

1. A shoer ofhorses.

.Brown.

Digby.

2. One who professes the medicine of horses.

Swift.

To FA'RRIER. v. n. [from the noun.] To prac-

tise physick or chirurgery on horses.

FA'RROW. s. [reaɲh, Saxon. ] A litter ofpigs.

Shakespeare.

To FA'RROW. v. a. To bring pigs. Tusser.

FART. s. [fent, Saxon. ] Wind from behind.

Suckling.

To FART. v. a. To break wind behind.

FA'RTHER. ad. [We ought to write further

andfurthest, forðan, fundor, Saxon. ] At a

greater distance ; to a greater distance ;

more remotely. Locke.

FA'RTHER. a. [supposed fromfar, more pro-

bably from forth.]

1. More remote. Dryden.

Dryden.

FA'RTHERANCE. s . [more properlyfurther-

ance.] Encouragement ; promotion.

FARTHERMO'ŘE. ad.[more properlyfurther-

more.] Besides ; over and above ; likewise.

Raleigh.

To FA'RTHER. v. a. [more proper tofurther.]

To promote ; to facilitate ; to advance. Dry.

FARTHEST. ad. [more properlyfurthest.]

1. At the greatest distance.

2. Longer; tending to a greater distance.

2. To the greatest distance.

FARTHEST. a. Most distant ; remotest.

FARTHING. s. [Feoɲdling, Saxon.]

1. The fourth of a penny.

2. Copper money.

Cocker.

Gay.

3.It is usedsometimes in a sense hyperbolical;

as, it is not worth afarthing ; or proverbial.

FA'RTHINGALE. 8. A hoop, used to spread

the petticoat.

FARTHINGSWORTH. s. As much as is sold

for a farthing. Arbuthnot.

Swift.

FA'SCES. s. [Latin.] Rods anciently carried

before the consuls. Dryden.

FA'SCIA. s. [Latin.] A fillet ; bandage.

FAʼSCIATED. a. [fromfascia, Latin.] Bound

with fillets.

1. Form ; make ; state of any thing with re-

gard to appearance. Luke.

2. The make or cut of clothes . Shakespeare.

3. Manner ; sort ; way. Hayward.

4. Custom operating upon dress, or any do-

mestick ornaments. Shakespeare.

5. Custom ; general practice. Tillotson

6. Manner imitated from another ; way esta-

blished by precedent. Shakespeare:

Pope.7. General approbation ; mode .

8. Rank ; condition above the vulgar. Ral.

9. Any thing worn. Shakespeare.

10. The farcy, a distemper in horses ; the

horses leprosy. Shakespeare.

To FAʼSHION. v. a. [ façonnèr, Fr.]

1. To form ; to mould ; to figure . Raleigh

2. To fit ; to adapt ; to accommodate. Spers.

3. To cast into external appearance. Shak.

4. To make according to the rule prescribed

by custom. Locke.

FASHIONABLE. a . [from fashion.]

1. Approved by custom ; established by cus-

Rogers.tom .

Shakespeare.

2. Made according to the mode. Dryden.

3. Observant ofthe mode.

4. Having rank above the vulgar, and below

nobility.

FA'SHIONABLENESS . s. [ fromfashionable.]

Modish elegance. Locke.

FA'SHIONABLY. ad . [from fashionable.] In a

manner conformable to custom ; with modish

elegance.
South.

FA'SHIONIST. s. [fromfashion. ] A follower

of the mode ; a coxcomb.

To FAST. v. n. [fastan, Gothick. ]

1. To abstain from food. Bacon.

2. To mortify the body by religious absti-

nence.

FAST. s . [from the verb.]

1. Abstinence from food.

Bible.

2. Religious mortification by abstinence`

religious humiliation.

FAST. a. [rær , Saxon.]

1. Firm ; immoveable.

2. Strong ; impregnable.

3. Fixed.

4. Deep ; sound .

5. Firm in adherence.

6. [From fest,Welsh.] Speedy;

7. FAST and loose. Uncertain ;

constant.

FAST. ad.

1. Firmly; immoveably.

2. Closely ; nearly.

3. Swiftly ; nimbly.

4. Frequently.

Taylor.

Atterbury.

Milton.

Spenser.

Temple.

Shakespeare.

Ascham.

quick ; swift.

Davies

variable ; in-

Sidney.

Shakespeare.

Knolles

Daniel.

Hammond.
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To FASTEN. v. a. [fromfast.]

1. To make fast ; to make firm. Dryden.

2. To hold together ; to cement ; to link .

3. To affix ; to conjoin.

4. To stamp ; to impress.

5. To settle ; to confirm.

Swift.

Shakespeare.

Decay of Piety.

Drydens6. To lay on with strength.

To FA'STEN. v. n. To fix himself.

FA'STENER. s. [from fasten. ] One that makes

fast or firm.

FASTER. s. [from fast.] He who abstains

from food.

FA'STHANDED. a. [fast and hand.] Avari-

cious ; closehanded ; covetous. Bacon.

FASTIDIOSITY. s. [fromfastidious.] Dis-

dainfulness . Swift.

FASTIDIOUS. a. [fastidiosus, Lat.] Disdain-

ful ; squeamish ; insolently nice.B.Jon. South.

FASTIDIOUSLY. ad. [fromfastidious.] Dis-

dainfully ; squeamishly. Gov. of the Tongue.

FASTIGIÁTÉD. a. [ fastigiatus, Lat. ] Roofed

with a slope.

Taylor.

FA'STINGDAY. s. [fast and day.] Day of

mortification by abstinence.

FA'STNESS. s. [fromfast.]

1. Firmness ; firm adherence.

2. Strength ; security.

Bacon.

Davies.

3. A strong place ; a place not easily forced.

4. Closeness ; conciseness ; not diffusion.

Ascham.

FA'STUOÙS. a. [fastuosus, Latin. ] Proud ;

haughty.

FAT. a. [ræt, Saxon.]

1. Full-fed ; plump ; fleshy.

2. Coarse ; gross ; dull.

3. Wealthy ; rich.

Arbuthnot.

Dryden.

Milton.

FAT. s. An oily and sulphureous part of the

blood, deposited in the cells ofthe membrana

adiposa, from the innumerable little vessels

which are spread amongst them.

To FAT. v. a. [from the noun. ] To make fat ;

to fatten. Abbot.

To FAT. v. n. To grow fat ; to grow full-

fleshed .
L'Estrange.

FAT. s. [ræt, Saxon.] A vessel in which any

thing is put to ferment or be soaked, com-

monly written vat.

FATAL. a. [fatalis, Latin.]

1. Deadly; mortal ; destructive ; causing

destruction . Dryden.

2. Proceeding by destiny ; inevitable ; ne-

cessary. Tillotson.

3. Appointed by destiny.
Bacon.

FATALIST. s. [from fute.] One who main-

tains that all things happen by invincible ne-

cessity. Watts.

FATALITY. s. [fatalité, Fr.]

1. Predestination ; predetermined order or

series ofthings and events. South.

K. Charles.

Brown.

2. Decree offate.

3. Tendency to danger.

FATALLY. ad. [fromfatal.]

1 Mortally; destructively, even to death.

2. By the decree of fate. Bentley.

FATALNESS. s. [fromfatal.] Invincible ne-

cessity.

FATE. s. [fatum, Latin.]

1. Destiny ; an eternal series of successive

causes.
Milton.

2. Event predetermined. Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Prior.

3. Death; destruction.

4. Cause of death.

FA'TED. a. [fromfate.]

1. Decreed by fate.

2. Modelled in any matter by fate.

3. Endued with any quality by fate. Dryden.

FATHER. s. [ræden, Saxon . ]

1. He by whom the son or daughter is be-

gotten.

2. The first ancestor.

3. The appellation of an old man.

Bacon.

Romans

Camden.

4. The title of any man reverend. Shakesp.

5 One who has given original to any thing

good or bad. Genesis.

6. An ecclesiastical writer of the first cen-

turies.
Stillingfleet.

7. One who acts with paternal care and

tenderness. Job.

8. The title of a popish confessor. Addison

9. The title of a senator of old Rome. Dryd.

10. The appellation of the first person ofthe

adorable Trinity. Taylor

11. The compellation of God as Creator.

Common Prayer.

FATHER-IN-LAW. s. [from father. ] The fa-

ther of one's husband or wife.

To FATHER. v. a.

Addison.

1. To take ; to adopt as a son or daughter.

2. To supply with a father.

3. To adopt a work.

Shakespeare.

Swift.

Hooker.

FATHERHOOD. s . [fromfather. ] The cha-

racter of a father. Hall.

FATHERLESS. a. [from father. ] Without a

father.

4. To ascribe to any one as his offspring, or

production.

FATHERLINESS. s. [fromfather.] The ten-

derness of a father.

FATHERLY. a. [from father.] Paternal ; like

a father. Shakespeare.

FATHERLY. ad. In the manner of a father,

Milton.

FATHOM. s. [Færm, Saxon.]

1. A measure of length containing six feet.

Holder.

2. Reach ; penetration ; depth of contri

Shakespearevance.

To FATHOM . v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To encompass with the arms extended or

encircling.

2. To reach ; to master. Dryden,

3. Tosound ; to try with respect to the depth.

Felton.

4. To penetrate into ; to find the bottom ;

as, I cannot fathom his design.

FA'THOMLESS . a . [ fromfathom .]

1. That ofwhich no bottom can be found.

2. That of which the circumference cannot

be embraced. Shakespeare.

FATI'DICAL. a. [fatidicus, Latin . ] Prophe-

tick ; having the power to foretel. Howel.

FATI’FEROŬS. « . [fatifer, Latin.] Deadly ;

mortal. Dict

FATIGABLE. a. [ fatigo, Latin . ] Easily

wearied.

1

TO FA'TIGATE. v. a. [fatigo, Latin.] To

weary; to fatigue. Shakespeare.

FATIGUE. s. [fatigue, Fr.]
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> Weariness ; lassitude.

9. The cause of weariness ; labour ; toil.

To FATIGUE. v. a. [fatiguer, Fr.] To tire ;

to weary.

FATKIDNEYED. a. [ fat and kidney.] Fat.

FATLING. s . [fromfat.] A young animal fed

fat for the slaughter. Isaiah,

FATNER. s . [fromfat.] That which gives

fatness.

FA'TNESS. s . [fromfat .]

1. The quality of being fat ; plump.

2. Fat ; grease.

3. Unctuous or greasy matter.

4. Oleaginousness ; sliminess.

5. Fertility ; fruitfulness .

6. That which causes fertility.

To FATTEN. v. a. [fromfat. ]

1. To feed up ; to make fleshy.

2. To make fruitful.

Arbuthnot.

Spenser.

Bacon.

Arbuthnot.

Genesis.

Philips.

Arbuthnot.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Otway.

3. To feed grossly ; to increase.

To FATTEN. v. n. [fromfat . ] To grow fat ;

to be pampered.

FA'TUOUS. a. [fatuus, Latin.]

Denham.

;

1. Stupid ; foolish ; feeble of mind. Glanville.

2. Impotent ; without force.

FATUITY. s. [fatuité, French. ] Foolishness

weakness of mind. K. Charles.

FA'TWITTED. a. [ fat and wit .] Heavy ; dull.

Shakespeare.

FATTY. a. [fromfat.] Unctuous ; oleaginous ;

greasy.
Bacon.

sword.

FA'UCHION. s. [ See FALCHION.] A crooked

Dryden.

FA'UFEL. s. [French.] The fruit of a species

of the palmtree.

FAVILLOUS. a. [favilla, Lat. ] Consisting of

ashes.

FA'ULCON. s. [See FALCON.]

FAULT. s. [faute, French.]

Brown.

1. Offence ; slight crime ; somewhat liable

to censure.

2. Defect ; want ; absence.

3. Puzzle ; difficulty.

Hooker.

Shakespeare.

To FAULT. v. n. [from the noun.] To be

wrong; to fail. Spenser.

To FAULT. v . a. To charge with a fault ; to

accuse.

FA'ULTER. s. [fromfault.] An offender.

Fairfax.

FA'ULTFINDER. s. [fault and find.] A cen-

surer.

FAULTILY. ad. [fromfault ..] Not rightly

improperly.

FAULTINESS. s. [fromfaulty.]

4. To resemble in feature.

FAVOUR. s. [favor, Latin.]

1. Kindness ; kind regard.

Spectator

Shakespeare.

Rogers.

Sidney.

Swift

Psalms.

2. Support ; defence ; vindication.

3. Kindness granted.

4. Lenity ; mildness ; mitigation of punish.

ment.

5. Leave ; good-will ; pardon.

6. Object of favour ; person or thing fa

Milton.voured.

South.

Shak.

7. Something given by a lady to be worn.

8. An thing worn openly as a token. Shak,

9. Feature ; countenance.

FA'VOURABLE a. [ favorable, Fr.]

1. Kind ; propitious ; affectionate.

2. Palliative; tender ; averse from censure.

3. Conducive to ; contributing to. Temple

4. Accommodate ; convenient. Clarendon,

5. Beautiful ; well favoured. Spenser.

FAVOURABLENESS. s. [from favourable.]

Kindness ; benignity.

FAVOURABLY. ad. [fromfavourable.] Kind-

ly; with favour.

FA'VOURED. particip. a.

1. Regarded with kindness.

Rogers.

Pope.

Spenser.2. Featured.. With well or ill.

FA'VOUREDLY. ad. With well or ill. In a

fair or foul manner.

FA'VOURER. s . [from favour.] One who

favours ; one who regards with kindness or

tenderness. Daniel.

FA'VOURITE. s. [favori, favorite, Fr.]

1. A person or thing beloved ; one regarded

with favour. Pope.

2. One chosen as a companion by his supe-

riour. Clarendon.

FA'VOURLESS. a. [from favour.]

1. Unfavoured ; not regarded with kindness.

2. Unfavouring ; unpropitious. Spenser.

FA'USEN. s. A sort of large eel. Chapman.

FA'USET. s. [ fausset, Fr.] The pipe inserted

into a vessel to give vent to the liquor, and

stopped up by a peg or spigot.

FA'USSEBRAYE . s . A small mount of earth,

four fathom wide, erected on the level round

the foot ofthe rampart. Harris.

FAʼUTOR. s. [Latin ; fauteur, French.] Fa-

vourer ; countenancer. Ben Jonson.

FAUTRESS. s. [fautrice, Fr.] A woman that

favours, or countenances. Chapman.

FAWN. s. [fuon, Fr.] A young deer.

To FAWN. v. n.

1. To courtbyfrisking before one, as adog.

Sidney.

Hooker.

2. To court by any means.

3. To ourt servilely.

1. Badness ; viciousness ; evil .

2. Delinquency ; actual offence.

FAULTLESS. a. [fromfault. ] Without fault ;

perfect.

FA'ULTY. a. [fautif, Fr.]

Fairfax.

1. Guilty of a fault ; blameable ; criminal.

Milton.

2. Wrong; erroneous. Hooker.

3. Defective ; bad in any respect. Bacon.

To FAVOUR. v. a. [favor, Latin.

1. Toзupport ; to regard with kindness.

Bacon.

Addison ,

2. To assist with advantages or convenien-

cies.

3. To conduce to ; to contribute.

Sidney.

South.

Milton.

FA'WNER. s. [fromfaun.] One that fawns ;

one that pays servile courtship.

FAWNINGLY. ad. [fromfawon.] In a crin-

ging servile way.

FA'XED a. [ from Fæx, Saxon. ] Hairy. Camd.

FAY. s. [fée, Fr.]

1. A fairy ; an elf.

2. Faith . [foi, Fr.] Obsolete .

FE'ABERRY. s. A gooseberry.

Milton.

Spenser

To FEAGUE. v. a. [ ƒegen, German, to sweep.j

To whip ; to chastise.

FEALTY.'s. [feaulté, Fr.] Duty due to a su

periour lord. Milton
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FEAR. 8. [Feaɲan, Saxon.]

1. Dread ; terror ; apprehension of danger.

2. Awe ; dejection of mind.

3. Anxiety , solicitude .

4. That which causes fear.

Locke.

Genesis.

Maccabees.

Shakespeare.

5. Something hung up to scare deer. Isaiah.

FEAR. s. [reana, Saxon.] A companion. Ob-
solete.

To FEAR. v. a. [reapan, Saxon .]

1. To dread ; to consider with apprehensions

of terrour.

2. To fright ; to make afraid.

To FEAR. v. n.

1. To live in terrour ; to be afraid.

2. To be anxious.

FEARFUL. a.

1. Timorous ; easily made afraid.

2. Afraid.

3. Awful ; to be reverenced.

4. Terrible ; dreadful.

FEARFULLY. ad. [fromfearful.]

1. Timorously ; in fear.

Dryden.

Donne.

Shak.

To FEATHER. v. a. [from the noun.}

1. To dress in feathers.

2. To fit with feathers.

3. To tread as a cock.

4. To enrich ; to adorn:

Dryden.

Bacon.

Donne

5. To FEATHER one's nest. To get riches to-

gether.

FE'ATHERBED. s. [feather and bed.] A bed

stuffed with feathers.

FEATHERDRIVER. s. [feather and drive

One that cleanses feathers.

FEATHERED. a. [from feather.]

1. Clothed with feathers.

2. Fitted with feathers ; carrying feathers,

as an arrow.

Derham

Dryden.

Dryden. FEATHEREDGE. s. Boards or planks that

have one edge thinner than another, are

called featheredge stuff. Moxon.

FEATHEREDGED. a. [feather and edge.]

Belonging to a featheredge.

Shak.

Davies.

Exodus.

Tillotson. FEATHERFEW. s. A plant.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.
2. Terribly ; dreadfully.

FE'ARFULNESS. s. [fromfearful.]

1. Timorousness ; habitual timidity.

2. State ofbeing afraid ; awe ; dread. South.

FEARLESSLY. ad. [fromfearless. ] Without

Decay ofPiety.

FEARLESSNESS. s. [fromfearless. ] Exemp-

terrour.

Clarendon.tion from fear.

FEARLESS. a. [fromfear.] Free from fear ;

intrepid. Temple.

FEASIBILITY. s. [fromfeasible. ] A thing

practicable. Brown.

FEASIBLE. a. [faisible, Fr.] Practicable ;

that may be effected.. Glanville.

FE'ASIBLY. ad. [from feasible.] Practicably.

FEAST. s. [feste, Fr.}

1. An entertainment of the table ; a sump-

tuous treat of great numbers. Genesis.

2. An anniversary day of rejoicing. Shak.

3. Something delicious to the palate. Locke.

To FEAST. v. n. To eat sumptuously,

To FEAST. v. a.

1. To entertain sumptuously.

2. To delight; to pamper.

FEASTER. s . [fromfeast.]

1. One that fares deliciously.

Hayward.

Hayward.

Taylor.

2. One that entertains magnificently.

FEASTFUL. a. [feast andfull.]

1. Festive ; joyful.

2. Luxurious ; riotous.

Mortimer

Mortimer.

FE'ATHERLESS. a. [from feather.] Being

without feathers. Howel.

FEATHERSELLER. s. [feather and seller.]

One who sells feathers .

FE'ATHERY. a. [fromfeather.] Clothed with

feathers. Milton.

FEATLY. ad. [from feut.] Neatly ; nimbly.
Tickell.

FEATNESS. 8. [fromfeat.] Neatness ; dexte

rity.

FE'ATURE. s. [faiture, old Fr.]

1. The cast or make ofthe face. Shakespeare.

2. Any lineament or single part of the face.

To FE'ATURE. v. a. To resemble in counte-

Shakespeare.

To FEAZE. v. a. To untwist the end of a rope.

To FEBRI’CITATE. v. n . [febricitor, Latin.]

To be in a fever.

nance.

FEBRIFUGE. s. [ febris and fugo, Lat.] Any

medicine serviceable in a fever. Floyer.

FEBRIFU'GE. a. Having the power to cure

fevers. Arbuthnot.

FEBRILE. a. [febrilis, Latin.] Constituting a

fever ; caused by a fever. Harvey.

FEBRUARY. 8. [ Februarius, Lat.] The name

of the second month ofthe year.

FE'CES . s. [faces, Latin.]

1. Dregs ; lees ; sediment ; subsidence.

2. Excrement.

FECULENCE.

Arbuthnot.

Milton. FECULENCY. } s. [fæculentia, Latin.]

Pope.

FE'ASTRITE. s . [feast and rite.] Custom ob-

served in entertainments.

FEAT. s. [fuit, Fr.]

1. Act ; deed ; action.

Philips.

Spenser.

2. A trick; a ludicrous performance. Bacon.

FEAT. a. [fait, Fr.]

1. Ready ; skilful ; ingenious. Shakespeare.

2. Nice ; neat. Shakespeare.

FEATEOUS. a. Neat ; dexterous.

FEATEOUSLY. ad. Neatly ; dexterously.

FEATHER. s. [Feden, Saxon .]

1. The plume of birds.

Spenser.

Newton.

g. An ornament ; an empty title.

3. [Upon a horse.] A sort of natural frizzling

hair. Farrier's Dict.

1. Muddiness ; quality of abounding with

lees or sediment.

Brown.

2. Lees; feces ; sediment ; dregs. Boyle.

FE'CULENT. a. [fœculentus, Lat.] Foul ; dreg-

gy ; excrementitious. Glanville.

FECUND. a. [fæcundus, Latin. ] Fruitful :

prolifick . Graunt.

FECUNDATION. s . [fæcundo, Lat.] The act

ofmaking prolifick.

To FECUNDIFY. v. a. To make fruitful.

FECUNDITY. s. [fecondité, Fr.] Fruitful-

ness ; quality ofproducing or bringing forth.

Woodward.

FED. Preterite and participle pass. of tofeed.

FE'DARY. s. A partner, or a dependant.

FEDERAL. a. [fromfœdus, Latin. ] Relating

to a league or contract. Hammod.
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FE'DERARY. s . [from fœdus, Latin.] A confe-

derate ; an accomplice. Shakespeare.

FE'DERATE. a. [fœderatus, Latin .] Leagued.

FEE. s. [reoh, Saxon.]

1. All lands and tenements that are held by

any acknowledgment of superiority to a

higher lord. Cowel.

Shakespeare.

3. Reward; gratification ; recompense.

4. Payments occasionally claimed by per-

sons in office.

2. Property ; peculiarity. ·

Shakespeare.

5. Rewards paid to physicians or lawyers.

FE'EFARM. s . [fee and farm. ] Tenure by

which lands are held from a superior lord.

To FEE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To reward ; to pay.

2. To bribe.

3. To keep in hire.

Davies.

South.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

FE'EBLE. a. [foible, French. ] Weak ; debilitat-

ed ; Sickly. Smith.

To FE'EBLE. v. a. [from the noun.] To wea-

ken ; to enfeeble ; to deprive of strength or

power. Shakespeare.

FEEBLEMI'NDED. a. [feeble and mind.]

Weak ofmind. Thessalonians.

FE'EBLENESS. s . [from feeble . ] Weakness ;

imbecility ; infirmity. South.

FE'EBLY. ad. [fromfeeble. ] Weakly ; without

strength.

1

FE'ELER. s. [fromfeel.]

1. One that feels. Shakespeare

2. The horn or antenna of insects. Derham.

FEELING. particip. a. [fromfeel.]

1. Expressive ofgreat sensibility.

2. Sensibly felt.

FEELING. s. [fromfeel.]

1. The sense of touch.

2. Sensibility ; tenderness.

3. Perception.

FEE'LINGLY. ad. [fromfeeling.]

Sidney.

Southern.

Milton.

Bacon.

Watts.

Raleigh.

Pope.

1. With expression ofgreat sensibility.Sidney.

2. So as to be sensibly felt.

FEET. s. the plural offoot.

FE'ETLESS. a . [from feet. ] Without feet. Cam.

To FEIGN. v. a. [feindre, French.]

I. To invent.

2. To make a show of.

Ben Jonson

Spenser

3. To make a show of; to do upon some

false pretence. Pope.

Spenser.4. To dissemble ; to conceal.

To FEIGN. v. n. To relate falsely ; to image

from the invention . Shakespeare.

FE'IGNEDLY. ad. [from feign.] In fiction ;

not truly.
Bacon

FEIGNER. s. [from feign.] Inventer ; con-

triver of a fiction. Ben Jonson.

FEINT. participial a . [for feigned ; orfeint, Fr.]

False.

Dryden. FEINT. s. [feint, French.]

1. A false appearance.

2. A mock assault.
To FEED. v. a. [fodan, Goth, fedan, Saxon.]

1. To supply with food.

3. To graze ; to consume by cattle. Mort.

Prior.

Spectator.

Prior.

FE'LANDERS. s. Worms in hawks. Ainswor.

To FELICITATE. v . a. feliciter, French.]

1. To make happy.

Arbuthnot.

2. To supply ; to furnish. Addison.

4. To nourish ; to cherish.

5. To keep in hope or expectation. Knolles.
2. To congratulate.

Watts.

Brown.

6. To delight ; to entertain. Bacon. FELICITATION. s. [fromfelicitate. ] Congra-

To FEED. v. n.

1. To take food. Shakespeare.

2. To prey; to live by eating. Temple.

3. To pasture ; to place cattle to feed.

tulation,

FELICITOUS. a. [felix, Latin.] Happy.

FELICITY. s. [felicitas, Latin. ] Happiness ;

prosperity ; blissfulness. Arbuthnot.

Exodus.

4. To grow fat or plump.

FELINE. a. [felinus, Latin.] Like a cat ; per-

taining to a cat. Grew.

FEED. s. [from the verb.] FELL. a. [relle, Saxon.]

1. Food; that which is eaten. Sidney.
Fairfax.

Shakespeare.

Denham.

2. Pasture.

FEEDER. s. [from feed.]

1. One that gives food.

2. An exciter ; an encourager.

3. One that eats.

4. One that eats nicely.

Pope.

1. Cruel; barbarous ; inhuman.

2. Savage ; ravenous ; bloody.

FELL. s. [relle, Saxon. ] The skin ; the hide.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare. To FELL. v. a. [fellen, German.]

Brown.

To FEEL. v. n. pret. felt ; part. pass. felt.

[relan, Saxon.]

1. To have perception ofthings bythe touch.

Addison.

2. To search by feeling.

3. To have a quick sensibility of good or

evil. Pope.

Sharp.4. To appear to the touch.

Te FEEL. v. a.

1. To perceive by the touch.

2. To try ; to sound.

1. To knock down ; to bring to the ground.

2. To hew down ; to cut down. Dryden.

Milton.
FELL. The preterite ofto full.

FE'LLER. s. [from fell.] One that hews down.

Isaiah.

FELLI'FLUOUS. a. [fel and fluo, Lat. ] Flow-

ing with gall.

FE'LLMONGER. s. [from fell.] A dealer in

hides.

FE'LLNESS. s . [from fell. ] Cruelty ; savage-

ness ; fury. Spenser.

Dict.

Judges.

Shakespeare.

or pleasant.

FE'LLOE. s . [felge, Danish. ] The circumfer-

ence of a wheel. Shakespeare.

FE'LLOW. s.3. To have sense of, as painful

Creech.

4. To be affected by. Shakespeare.

5. To know; to be acquainted with. Shak.

FEEL. 8. [from the verb.] The sense of feel-

ing ; the touch. Sharp.

1. A companion ; one with whom

sort.

2. An associate ; one united in the

fair.

3. One ofthe same kind.

we con-

Ascham.

same af-

Dryden.

Waller
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4. Equal ; peer. Fairfax.

Addison.

6. One thingsuited to another ; one of a pair.

6. One like another ; as, this knave hath not

his fellow.

7. A familiar appellation used sometimes

with fondness ; sometimes with contempt ,

as, an honest or sorry fellow.

8. Mean wretch ; sorry rascal. Swift.

9. A member of a college that shares its re-

Bacon.venue.

To FELLOW. v. a. To suit with ; to pair

Shakespeare.with.

FELLOW-CO'MMONER. s.

1. One who has the same right of common.

2. A commoner at Cambridge of the higher

order, who dines with the fellows.

FELLOW-CREATURE. s. One that has the

same Creator. Wutts.

FE'LLOW-HEIR. s. Coheir. Ephesians.

FELLOW-HELPER. s. Coadjutor. John.

FELLOW-LAʼBOURER. s. One who labours

in the same design. Dryden.

FELLOW-SE'RVANT. s. One that has the

same master. Milton.

FELLOW-SO'LDIER. s. One who fights un-

der the same commander.
Shakespeare.

FELLOW-STUDENT. s. One who studies in

company with another. Watts.

FELLOW-SU'FFERER. s. One who shares in

the same evils. Addison.

FELLOW-FEE'LING. s. [fellow and feeling.]

1. Sympathy. L'Estrange.

FE'LLOWSHIP. s . [fromfellow.]

FE'LONY. 8. [felonie, French.] A crime ..

nounced capital by the law. Shakespeare,

FELT. The preterite offeel.

FELT. s. [Felt, Saxon.]

I. Cloth made ofwool united without weav-

ing.

2. A hide or skin.

Shakespeare.

Mortimer.

To FELT. v. a. [from the noun.] To unite with-

out weaving. Hale.

To FELTRE. v. a. [fromfelt. ] To clot together

like felt. Fairfax.

FELU'CCA. s. [feleu, French.] A small open

boat with six oars.

she.

FE'MALE. s. [femelle, French.] A she ; one of

the sex which brings young. Shakespeare.

FE'MALE. a. Not masculine ; belonging to a

Dryden.

FEME Covert.s. [ French.] A married woman.

Blount.

FEME Sole. s. [ French.] A single woman.

FEMINA'LITY. s. [fromfœmina, Latin.] Fe-

male nature. Brown.

Milton,

Raleigh

FEMININE. a. [fœminineus, Latin.]

1. Ofthe sex that brings young ; female.

2. Soft; tender ; delicate.

3. Effeminated ; emasculated.

FEMININE. s. A she ; one of the sex that

brings young. Milton.

FEMORAL. a. [femoralis, Latin.] Belonging

to the thigh. Sharp,

FEN. s [Fenn, Saxon .] A marsh ; low and

moist ground; a moor; a bog. Abbot.

FE'NBERRY. s . [fen and berry.] A kind of

blackberry.

FENCE. s . [from defence.]

1. Guard ; security ; outwork ;

2. Inclosure ; mound ; hedge.

Skinner

defence.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

3. The art offencing ; defence. Shakespeare.

4. Skill in defence.

FE'LLOWLIKE.

FE'LLOWLY.

2. Combination ; joint interest. Arbuthnot.

a. [fellow and like. ] Like

a companion ; on equal

terms. Carew.

To FENCE. v . a.

Knolles.

Dryden.

1. Companionship ; consort ; society.Calamy.

2. Association ; confederacy ; combination.

3. Equality.

4. Partnership ; joint interest.

5. Company ; state of being together. Shak.

6. Frequency of intercourse ; social pleasure.
Bacon.

7. Fitness and fondness for festal entertain-

ments. Clarendon.

8. An establishment in the college with share

in its revenue.
Swift.

9. [In arithmetick.] That rule of plural pro-

portion whereby we balance accounts de-

pending between divers persons, having put

together a general stock. Cocker.

FE'LLY. ad. [from fell.] Cruelly ; inhumanly ;

savagely. Spenser.

FE'LO-DE-SE. s. [ In law.] He that commit-

teth felony by murdering himself.

FE'LON. s. [felon, French.]

1. One who has committed a capital crime.

2. Awhitlow ; a tumour formed between the

bone and its investing membrane. Wiseman.

FE'LON. a. Cruel ; traiterous ; inhuman. Pope.

FELO'NIOUS. a. [fromfelon.]

1. Wicked ; traiterous ; villainous ; malig-

Wotton.

Spenser.

nant.

2. Wicked in a great degree.

FELO'NIOUSLY. ad. [from felonious.] In a
felonious way.

1. To enclose ; to secure by an enclosure or

hedge.

2. To guard.

To FENCE. v. n.

Fairfax.

Milton.

1. To practise the arts of manual defence ;

to practise the use of weapons.
Locke.

2. To guard against ; to act on the defensive.

Locke.

Dryden.3. To fight according to art.

FE'NCELESS. a. [ from fence. ] Without enclo

sure ; open. Rowe.

FENCER. s. [from fence. ] One who teaches or

practises the use of weapons.
Herbert.

FE'NCIBLE. a . [from fence. ] Capable of de

fence. Addison

FENCINGMASTER. s. [fence and master.]

One who teaches the use of weapons.

FENCINGSCHOOL. s. A place in which the

use ofweapons is taught. Locke,

·
To FEND. v. a. [ from defend. ] To keep off; to

shut out. Dryden.

To FEND. v. n. To dispute ; to shift off a

charge.
Locke.

FENDER. s. [from fend.]

1. An iron plate laid before the fire to hin-

der coals that fall from rolling forward tothe

floor.

2. Any thing laid or hung at the side of

ship to keep off violence.
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Brown.

FENERATION. s. [fœneratio, Latin.] Usury ;

the gain ofinterest.

FE'NNEL. s. [fœniculum, Latin. ] A plant of

Miller.strong scent.

FE'NNELFLOWER. s. [nigella.] A plant.

FENNELGIANT. s . [ferula.] A plant.

FE'NNY. a. [from fen.]

1. Marshy ; boggy; moorish. Prior.

Shakespeare.2. Inhabiting the marsh.

FENNYSTONES. s. A plant.

FE'NSUCKED. a. [fen and suck.] Sucked out

of marshes. Shakespeare.

FENUGREEK. s. [ƒœnum Græcum. ] A plant.

FEOD. s. [feodum, low Latin. ] Fee ; tenure.

FEODAL. a. [feodal, French ; from feod.]

Held from another.

·

FEODARY. s. [from feodum, Latin.] Onewho

holds his estate under the tenure of suit and

service to a superiour lord. Hanmer.

To FEOFF. v. a. [ feoffure, low Lat.] To put in

to invest with right.possession ;

FEOFFEE. [ feoffatus, Lat.; fieffé, Fr.] One

put in possession. Spenser.

FÈ'OFFËR. s. [feoffator, low Latin.] One who

gives possession of any thing.

FEOFFMENT. s . [feoffamentum, Latin.] The

act of granting possession.
Cowel

FERA CITY. s. [ feracitas, Latin .] Fruitful-

ness ; fertility. Dict.

FERAL. a. [feralis, Lat.] Funereal ; deadly.

FERIA'TION. s. [feriatio, Latin.] The act of

keeping holiday. Brown.

FE'RÎNE. a. [ferinus, Lat.] Wild ; savage.Hale.

FERI'NENESS. s. [from ferine. ] Barbarity ;

savageness ; wildness.

FE'RITY. s. [feritas, Lat.] Barbarity ; cruel-

ty; wildness. Woodward.

Hale.

To FERMENT. v. a. [fermento, Lat.]To exalt

or rarity byintestine motion of parts. Pope.

To FERMENT. v. n. To have the parts put

into intestine motion.
Floyer.

FERMENT. s. [ferment, Fr. fermentum, Lat.]

1. That which causes intestine motion. Floy.

2. Intestine motion ; tumult. Rogers.

FERMENTABLE. a. [fromferment. ] Capable

offermentation.

FERMENTAL. a. [fromferment .] Having the

powerto cause fermentation. Brown.

FERMENTATION. s. [fermentatio, Latin.]

A slow motion of the intestine particles of a

mixt body, arising usuallyfrom the operation

of some active acid matter, which rarifies,

exalts, and subtilizes the soft and sulphure-

ous particles ; as when leaven or yest rarifies,

lightens, and ferments bread or wort.

Harris.

FERMENTATIVE. a. [from ferment. ] Caus-

ing fermentation. Arbuthnot.

FERN.s [reann, Saxon.] A plant.

FERNY. a. [from fern. ] Overgrown withfern.

Dryden.

FERO'CIOUS. a. [ferox, Lat. feroce, Fr.]

1. Savage ; fierce. Pope.

2. Ravenous ; rapacious. Brown.

FERO'CITY.8. [ferocitas, Latin ; ferocité, Fr.]

Savageness ; wildness ; fierceness. Addison.

FE'RREOUS. a. [ferreus, Latin. ] Irony ; par-

taking ofiron. ' Brown.

FERRET. s. [fured, Welch ; ferret, Dutch .]
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1. A-kind of rat with red eyes and a long

snout, used to catch rabbits. Sidney.

2. A kind of narrow woollen tape.

To FE'RRET. v. a . [from the noun.] To drive

out of lurking places. Heylin.

FERRETER. s. [fromferret .] One that hunts

another in his privacies.

FE'RRIAGE. s. [from ferry. ] The fair paid at

a ferry.

FERRUGINOUS. a. [ferrugineus, Latin.]

Partaking of 'the particles and qualities of

iron. Ray,

FERRULE. s. [from ferrum, iron, Latin. ] An

iron ring put round any thing to keep it

from cracking. Ray.

To FERRY. v. a. [Finan, to pass, Saxon.] To

carry over in a boat. Spenser.

To FERRY. v. n. To pass over water in a ven

sel of carriage. Milton.

FERRY.

FE'RRY-BOAT.

1. A vessel of carriage.

2. The passage over which the ferry-boat

[from the verb, and boat.]

Shakespeare.

passes.

FERRYMAN. s. [ferry and man.] One who

keeps a ferry ; one who for hire transports

goods and passengers over the water. Shak.

FERTH, or FORTH. Common terminations,

are the same as in English an army ; coming

from the Saxon word fýrð. Gibson.

FERTILE. a. [fertile, French ; fertilis, Latin.]

Fruitful ; abundant ; plenteous. Dryden.

FEʼRTILÉNESS. s. Fruitfulness ; fecundity.

To FERTILITATE v. a. [from fertile. ] To

fecundate ; to fertilize. Not in use. Brown.

FERTILITY. s. [fertilitas, Latin.] Fecundity ;

abundance ; fruitfulness. Raleigh.

To FERTILE. v. a. [fertiliser, French.] To

make fruitful ; to make plenteous ; to make

productive ; to fecundate. Woodward.

FERTILITY. ad. [from fertile. ] Fruitfully ;

plenteously ; abundantly.

FERVENCY. s. [fervens, Latin .]

1. Heat ofmind ; ardour ; eagerness

2. Pious ardour ; zeal.

FE'RVENT. a. [fervens, Latin.]

1. Hot ; boiling.

2. Hot in temper ; vehement.

3. Ardent in piety ; warm in zeal.

FERVENTLY. ad. [from fervent.]

1. Eagerly ; vehemently.

2. With pious ardour.

FE'RVID. a. [fervidus, Latin.]

1. Hot ; burning ; boiling.

2. Vehement ; eager ; zealous.

FERVIDITY. s. [from fervid. ]

J. Heat.

Shak

Hooker.

Wolton.

Hooker.

Acts.

Spenser.

Colossians.

2. Zeal ; passion ; ardour.

FE'RVIDNESS. s. [from fervid . ] Ardour of

mind ; zeal ; passion. Bentley.

FERULA. s. [ferule, Fr.] An instrument with

whichyoungscholars are beaten on the hand.

To FE'RULE. v. a . To chastise with the ferula.

FERVOUR. s. [fervor, Lat. ferveur, Fr.]

1. Heat ; warmth. Waller.

2. Heat ofmind ; zeal.

3. Ardour ofpiety.

Hooker.

Addison.

FE'SCUE. s . [festu, French. ] A small wire by

which those who teach to read point out the

letters. Holder
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FE'SELS. 8. A kind of base grain. May.

FESSE. s. [ In heraldry. ] The fesse is so called

ofthe Latin word fascia, a band or girdle,

possessing the third part of the escutcheon
over the middle. Peacham.

To FESTER. v. n. To rankle ; to corrupt ; to

grow virulent. Sidney.

FE'STINATE. a. [festinatus, Latin.] Hasty ;

hurried. Not in use.
Shakespeare.

FE'STINATELY. ad. Hastily. Shakespeare.

FESTINATION. s . [festinatio, Latin.] Haste.

FESTIVAL. a. [festivus, Latin.] Pertaining

to feasts ; joyous. Atterbury.

FESTIVAL. s. Time of feast ; anniversary

day of civil or religious joy. Sandys.

FESTIVE. a. [festivus, Latin.] Joyous ; gay ;

befitting a feast.

FESTIVITY. s. [ festivitas, Latin .]

1. Festival ; time of rejoicing.

2. Gayety; joyfulness.

FESTO'ON. s . [ feston, French.] An ornament

of carved work in the form of a wreath or

garland of flowers, or leaves twisted to-

gether, thickest at the middle.

FESTU'CINE. a. [festuca, Latin.] Straw co-

lour, between green and yellow.

FESTU'COUS a. [festuca, Latin .] Formed of

Brown.straw.

FEU'DAL. a. [feudalis, low Latin.] Pertain

ing to fees, or tenures by which lands are

held of a superiour lord.

FEU'DAL. s. A dependance ; something held

by tenure ; a fee. Hale.

FEU'DATORY. s . [from feudal. ] One who

holds not in chief, but by some conditional

tenure from a superiour. Bacon.

FE'VER. s. [febris, Latin . ] A disease in which

the body is violently heated, and the pulse

quickened, or in which heat and cold pre-

vail by turns . Locke.

To FE'VER. v. a . [from the noun.] To put in-

to afever. Shakespeare.

FEVERET. s . [from fever.] A slight fever ,
febricula.

Ayliffe.

Thomson. FE'VERFEW. s. [febris and fugo, Latin.] A

plant. Miller.

South. FEVERISH . a. [fromfever.]

Taylor. 1. Diseased with a fever. Creech.

2. Tending to a fever. Swift.

Harris.

Brown.

To FET. v. a. To fetch. Not in use. Spenser.

FET. s. A piece. Not in use.

To FETCH. v. a. pret. fetched . [Feccan, Sax.]

1. To go and bring.

2. To derive ; to draw.

Drayton.

Waller.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

4. To bring to any state by some powerful

operation. Addison.

5. To draw within any confinement or pro-

hibition. Sanderson.

6. To produce by'some kind of force. Addi.

7. To perform any excursion. Knolles.

8. To perform with suddenness or violence.

3. To strike at a distance.

turn.

Addison.

9. To reach ; to arrive at. Chapman.

10. To obtain as its price. Locke.

To FETCH. v. n. To move with a quick re-

Shakespeare.

FETCH. s. [from the verb.] A stratagem by

which any thing is indirectly performed ; a

trick ; an artifice . Hudibras.

FETCHER.s. [from tofetch. ] One that fetches

any thing.

FE TID. a. [foetidus, Latin . ] Stinking ; having

a smell strong and offensive. Arbuthnot.

FETIDNESS. s. The quality of stinking.

FETLOCK. s. [feet and lock.] A tuft of hair

that grows behind the pastern joint.

FE'TOR. 8. [fætor , Lat.] A stink ; a stench ; a

strong and offensive smell. Arbuthnot.

FETTER. s. It is commonly used in the plu-

ral, fetters. [fromfeet ; ferrepe, Sax. ] Chains

for the feet. Raleigh.

To FETTER. v. a. [from the noun.] To en-

chain ; to shackle ; to tie. Bramhall.

To FETTLE. v. n. To do trifling business.

Swift.

FEʼTUS. s. [fœtus, Latin.] Any animal in em-

bryo ; any thing yet in the womb. Boyle.

FEUD. s. [reaho, Saxon.] Quarrel ; conten-

tion; opposition ; war. Addison.

1

3. Uncertain ; inconstant ; now hot, now
cold. Dryden.

Dryden.4. Hot ; burning.

FEVERISHNESS. s. [from feverish. ] A slight

disorder of the feverish kind.

FEVEROUS. a . [ fievreux-se, French.]

1. Troubled with a fever or ague.

Shakespeare.

2. Having the nature of a fever. Milton!'

3. Having a tendency to produce fevers.Pope.

FEVERY. a.. [from fever.] Diseased with a

fever. Ben Jonson.

FEUILLAGE. s . [French. ] A bunch or row of

leaves. Jervas.

FEUILLEMORT. s. [French.] The colour of

a faded leaf, corrupted commonly to philemot.

FE'UTERER. s. A dog-keeper.

FEW. a. [reo, Saxon.]

Berkley.

Hooker.

1. Not many ; not numerous.

2. Infew. In not many words.

FE'WEL. s . [feu, French.] Combustible mat-

ter; as, firewood, coal. Bentley.

To FE'WEL. v. a. [from the noun.] To feed

with fewel. Cowley.

FE'WNESS. s. [fromfew.]

1. Paucity ; smallness of number. Dryden.

2. Paucity of words ; brevity. Shakespeare.

To FEY. v. a. [veghen, Dutch.] To

ditch ofmud.

FIB. s. A lie ; a falsehood.

To FIB. v. n. To lie ; to tell lies.

FI'BBER. s . A teller of fibs.

FIBRE. s. [fibre, French ; fibra,

cleanse a

Tusser

Pope.

Arbuthnot.

Latin.] A

small thread or string ; the first constituent

parts ofbodies. Pope.

FIBRIL. s . [fibrille, French.] A small fibre.or

string. Cheyne.

FIBROUS. a. [ fibreux, French. ] Composed of

fbres or stamina. Bacon.

FIBULA. s. [ Latin . ] The outer and lesser

bone of the leg, much smaller than the

tibia.

FI'CKLE. a . [Ficol, Saxon.]

1. Changeable ; inconstant ; irresolute ; wa

vering; unsteady. Dryden.

2. Not fixed ; subject to vicissitude. Milton.

FI'CKLENESS. s. [from fickle. ] Inconstancy,

uncertainty ; unsteadiness. Sidney.
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FI'CKLY. ad. [fromfickle.] Without certainty

or stability. Southern.

FICO. 3. [Italian.] An act of contempt done

with the fingers. Carew.

FI'CTILE. a. [ fictilis, Latin.] Manufactured

by the potter.

FICTION. s . [fictio, Latin.]

Bacon.

Raleigh.

Prior.

Dryden.

Pope.

Addison.

1. The act of feigning or inventing. Stilling.

2. The thing feigned or invented.

3. A falsehood ; a lie.

FI'CTIOUS. a. Fictitious ; imaginary.

FICTITIOUS. a. [ fictitius, Latin. ]

1. Counterfeit ; false ; not genuine.

2. Feigned ; imaginary.

3. Not real ; not true ; allegorical.

FICTITIOUSLY. ad. [from fictitious. ] False-

ly; counterfeitly. Brown.

FID. s. [ fitta, Italian.] A pointed iron with
which seamen untwist their cords. Skinner.

FIDDLE. s. [fidele, Sax.] A stringed instru-

ment of musick ; a violin. Stillingfleet.

To FIDDLE. v . n. [from the noun.]

1.To play upon a fiddle. Bacon.

2. To trifle ; to shift the hands often, and do

nothing. Arbuthnot.

FI'DDLEFADDLE. s . [A cant word.] Trifles.

FI'DDLEFADDLE. a. Trifling ; giving need-

less trouble. Arbuthnot.

FIDDLER. s. [from fiddle.] A musician ; one

that plays upon the fiddle. Ben Jonson.

FIDDLESTICK. s. [ fiddle and stick.] The

bow and hair which a fiddler draws over the

strings of a fiddle. Hudibras.

Arbuthnot.

FI'DLEESTRING. s. [fiddle and string.] The

string of a fiddle.

FIDELITY. s . [fidelitas, Latin.]

1. Honesty ; veracity.

2. Faithful adherence.

}

Hooker.

Clarke.

To FIDGE. v. n. [A cant word.] To move

To FIDGET.nimbly and irregularly. Swift.

FIDUCIAL. a. [fiducia, Latin.] Confident ;

undoubting.

FIDUCIARY. a.

FI'ELDFARE. s. [Feld and faɲan, Saxon.] A
bird. Bacon.

"

FI'ELDMARSHAL. s. [field and marshul.]

Commander of an army in the field .

FIELDMOUSE. s. A mouse that burrows in

banks. Dryden.

FI'ELDOFFICER. s. An officer whose com

mand in the field extends to the whole regi-

ment ; as the colonel, lieutenant-colonel, and

major.

Knolles.

FI'ELDPIECE. s. Small cannon used in bat-

tles, but not in sieges.

FIEND. s. [Fiend, Saxon.]

I. An enemy; the great enemy ofmankind ;

the devil.

2. Any infernal being.

FIERCE. a. [fier, French.]

Shakespeare.

Ben Jonson.

1. Savage ; ravenous ; easily enraged. Job.

2. Vehementin rage ; eager of mischief. Pope.

3. Violent ; outrageous. Genesis

James.

4. Passionate ; angry ; furious. Shakespeare.

5. Strong ; forcible.

FIERCELY. ad. Violently ; furiously.

Knolles.

FI'ERCENESS. s. [fromfierce.]

1. Ferocity ; savageness. Swift.

2. Eagerness for blood ; fury. Spenser.

3. Quickness to attack ; keenness in anger

and resentment. Shakespeare.

4. Violence ; outrageous passion. Dryden.

FIERIFA'CIÁS. s. [In law.] A judicial writ,

for him that has recovered in an action of

debt or damages, to the sheriff, to command

him to levy the debt, or damages. Cowel.

FI'ERINESS. s. [fromfiery.]

1. Hot qualities ; heat ; acrimony. Boyle.

2. Heat of temper ; intellectual ardour.

FI'ERY. a. [from fire ]

1. Consisting offire.

2. Hot like fire.

Addison.

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

3. Vehement; ardent ; active. Shakespeare.

4. Passionate ; outrageous ; easily provoked.

Hammond.

Wake.

Howel. 5. Unrestrained ; fierce.

6. Heated by fire.

1. Confident ; steady ; undoubting.

2. Notto be doubted.

FIDUCIARY. s. [fiduciarius, Latin.]

1. One who holds any thing in trust.

2. One who depends upon faith__without
works.

Hammond.

FIEF. s. [ fief, French.] A fee ; a manor ; a

possession held by some tenure ofa superiour.

FİELD. s. [Feld, Saxon. ]

1. Ground not inhabited ; not built on. Ral.

2. Ground not enclosed .

3. Cultivated tract of ground.

4. The open country.

5. The ground of battle..

Mortimer.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

action of an6. A battle ; a campaign ; the

army while it keeps the field.

7. A wide expanse.

8. Space ; compass ; extent.

9. The ground or blank space on which fi-

gures are drawn.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Smalridge.

Dryden.

10. [In heraldry.] The surface of a shield.

FI'ELDED. a. [from field.] Being in field of

battle. Shakespeare.

FIELD-BASIL. s. [field and basil.] A plant.

FI'ELDBED. s. [field and bed . ] A bed con-

trived to be set up easily in the field . Shak.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

FIFE. s. [fifre, French.] A pipe blown to the
drum .

FIFTEEN. a. [fÿftene, Sax.] Five and ten.

FIFTEENTH. a. [Fyrteoða, Saxon.] The or-

dinal of fifteen ; the fifth after the tenth.

FIFTH. a. [fifta, Saxon.]

1. The ordinal offive ; the next to the fourth.

2. All the ordinals are taken elliptically for

the part which they express , afifth, a fifth

part; a third, a third part. Swift.

FIFTHLY. ad. [fromfifth. ] Inthe fifth place.

FIFTIETH. a. [Fifreogoða, Saxon.] The

ordinal offifty.

FIFTY. a. [fiftig, Saxon. ] Five tens.

FIG. s . [ficus, Latin ; figue, French.]

1. A tree that bears figs .

2. The fruit ofthe fig tree.

To FIG. v. a. [ See Fico. ]

Pope.

Arbuthnot

Shakespeare.

L'Estrange.

1. To insult with ficoes or contemptuous mo-

tions ofthe fingers.

2. To put something useless into one's head.

FI'GAPPLE. s. A fruit. Mortimer.
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To FIGHT. v. n. preter. fought ; part. pass.

fought. [reohran, Saxon.]

1. 1o contend in battle ; to war ; to make

war ; to battle ; to contend in arms. Swift.

2. To combat ; to duel ; to contend in single

fight.

3. To act as a soldier in any case.

1. Battle.

Esdras.

Addison.

Sandys.4. To contend.

To FIGHT. v a. To war against ;

against.

to combat

Dryden,

FIGHT. s. [from the verb.]

Milton.

2. Combat ; duel. Dryden.

3. Something to screen the combatants in

ships. Dryden.

FIGHTER. s. [fromfight. ] Warriour ; duellist.

" Shakespeare.

FIGHTING. particip. a. [fromfight .]

Pope.

Miller.

1. Qualified for war ; fit for battle. Chronic.

2. Occupied by war.

FIGMARIGOLD. s . A plant.

FIGMENT. s. [figmentum . Latin.] An inven-

tion ; a fiction ; the idea feigned. Brown.

FI'GPECKER. s. [fig and peck. ] A bird.

FI'GULATE. a. [from figulus, Latin.] Made of

potters clay.

FIGURABLE. a. [from figuro, Lat.] Capable

ofbeing brought to certain form, and re-

tained in it. Thus lead is figurable, but not

Bacon.water.

FIGURABILITY. s . [from figurable.] The

quality of being capable of a certain and

stable form .

FIGURAL. a. [from figure. ] Represented by

delineation .

FIGURATE. a. [figuratus, Latin.]

1. Of a certain and determinate form.

Brown.

Bacon.

2. Resembling any thing of a determinate

form ; as, figurate stones retaining the forms

of shells in which they were formed by the

deluge.

FIGURATION. s. [figuratio, Latin.]

1. Determination to a certain form.

2. The act of giving a certain form .

FIGURATIVE. a. [ figuratif, French.]

1. Representing something else ; typical ;

representative. Hooker.

2. Not literal. Stillingfleet.

Bacon.

Bacon.

3. Full of figures ; full of rhetorical exorna-

tions . Dryden.

FIGURATIVELY. ad. By a figure ; in a

sense different from that which words origi-

nally imply ; not literally. Hammond.

FIGURE. s. figura, Latin.]

1. The form of any thing as terminated by
the outline .

Boyle.

2. Shape ; form ; semblance. Shakespeare.

3. Person ; external form ; appearance, mean

or grand. Clarissa.

4. Distinguished appearance ; eminence ; re-

markable character. Addison.

Law.

Addison.

Dryden.

5. Magnificence ; splendour.

6. A state ; an image ; something formed in

resemblance ofsomewhat else.

7. Representation in painting.

8. Arrragement ; disposition ; modification.

Watts.

South.o. A character denoting a number.

10. The horoscope ; the diagram of the aɛ

pects ofthe astrological houses. Shakesp

11. [In theology.] Type ; representative.

Romans.

12. [In rhetorick. ] Any mode of speaking in

which words are detorted from their literal

and primitive sense. In strict acceptation,

the change of a word is a trope, and any af-

fection of sentence a figure ; but they are

confounded even by the exactest writers.

Stillingfleet.

13. [In grammar.] Any deviation from the

rules of analogy or syntax.

To FIGURE. v. a. [ figuro, Latin.]

1. To form into any determinate shape. Dry.

2. To showbya corporeal resemblance.Spen.

3. To cover or adorn with figures. Shakesp.

4. To diversify ; to variegate with adventi

tious forms or matter. Shakespeare.

5. To represent by a typical or figurative re-

semblance. Hooker. Donne.

Temple.6. To image in the mind.

7. To prefigure ; to foreshow. Shakespeare.

8. To form figuratively ; to use in a sense

not literal. Locke.

Dryden.9. To note by characters.

FIGURE-FLINGER. s. [figure and fling. ] A

pretender to astrology.
Collier.

Bacon.

FIGWORT. s. [fig and wort. ] A plant.

FILA'CEOUS . a. [from filum, Lat.] Consisting

of threads.

FI'LACER. s . [filazarius, low Lat. filum.] An

officer in the Common Pleas, so called bc-

cause he files those writs whereon he makes

process. Harris.

FILAMENT. s . [filament, Fr. filamenta, Lat.]

A slender thread ; a body slender and long

like a thread. Broome.

FI'LBERT. s. A fine hazel nut with a thin

shell.

To FILCH. v. n. To steal ; to take by theft ;

to pilfer. Usually spoken of petty thefts.

Gay.

FILCHER. s. [from filch. ] A thief; a petty

robber."

FILE. s. [file, Fr. filum, a thread, Lat.]

1. A thread. - Not used. Wotton.

2. A line on which papers are strung to keep

them in order. Bacon.

3. A catalogue ; roll ; series. Shakespeare.

4. A line ofsoldiers ranged one behind ano-

ther. Milton.

5. [reol, Saxon.] An instrument to rub down

prominences.
Moxon.

FILECUTTER. s. [file and cutter. ] A maker

of files . Moxou.

To FILE. v. a. [fromfilum, athread]

1. To string upon a thread or wire. Arbuth.

2. [From Feolan, Sax.] To cut with a file.

3. To smooth ; to polish. Shakespeare

4. [ From Filan, Saxon.] To foul ; to sully.

To FILE. v. n. To march in a file, not abreast,

but one behind another. Blackmore.

FI'LEMOT. s. [fromfeuille morte, a dead leaf,

Fr.] A brown or yellowbrown colour. Swift.

FI'LER. s. [from file. ] One who files ; one who

uses the file in cutting metals.

FILIAL. a . [filial, Fr. filius, Lat.]

1. Pertaining to a son ; befitting a son. Sid.
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2. Bearing the character or relation of a son.

Milton.

FILIA'TION. s . [from filius, Lat.] The rela-

tion of a sonto a father ; correlative to pa-

ternity. Hale.

FILINGS. s. [fromfile. ] Fragments rubbed off

by the action ofthe file.

To FILL. v. a. [fyllan, Saxon.]

Felton.

1. To store till no more can be admitted.

2. To store abundantly.

3. To satisfy to content.

4. To glut ; to surfeit.

John.

Milton.

Cheyne.

Shakespeare.

5. To FILL out. To pour out liquor for drink.

6. To FILL out. To extend bysomething con-

tained.

7. To FILL up. To make full.

8. To FILL up. To supply.

Dryden.

Pope.

Addison.

9. To FILL up. To occupy by bulk. Burnet.

10. To FILL up. To engage ; to employ. Shak.
Te FILL. v. n.

1. To give to drink.

2. To grow full.

3. To glut; to satiate .

4. To FILL up. To grow full.

FILL. s. [from the verb.]

1. As much as may produce

faction.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

Woodward.

complete satis-

Fairfax.

Mortimer.

2. The place between the shafts of a car-

riage; the thill.

FI'LLER. s. [from fill.]

1. Any thing that fills up room without use.

Dryden.

2. One whose employment is to fill vessels of

carriage.

FI'LLET. s. [filet, French.]

Mortimer.

1. A band tied round the head or other part.

Dryden.

2. The fleshy part of the thigh ; applied

commonly to veal. Dryden.

3. Meat rolled together and tied round.

Swift.

4. [In architecture.] A little member which

appears in the ornaments and mouldings, and
is otherwise called listel. Harris.

To FI'LLET. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To bind with a bandage or fillet.

2. To adorn with an astragal. Exodus.

To FI'LLIP. v. a. To strike with the nail of

the finger by a sudden spring. Bacon.

FILLIP. s. A jerk of the finger let go from

the thumb.

FI'LLY. s. [filoy, Welsh.]

1. A young horse or mare : Not used. Suck.

2. A young mare ; opposed to a colt or young

horse. Shakespeare.

FILM. s. [Fylmepa, Saxon.] A thin pellicle or

Graunt.skin .

To FILM. v. a. [from the noun.] To cover with

a pellicle or thin skin. Shakespeare.

FILMY. a. [from film.] Composed of thin

membranes or pellicles.

To FILTER. v . a. [filtro, low Lat.]

Pope.

1. To defecate by drawing off liquor by de-

pending threads.

2. To strain ; to percolate.

FILTER. s. [filtrum, Latin.]

Grew.

1. A twist of thread, of which one end is

dipped in the liquor to be defecated, andthe

other hangs below the bottom of the vessel,

so that the liquor drips from it.

2. Strainer ; a search.

FILTH. s. [Filð, Saxon.]

1. Dirt ; nastiness .

Ray.

Sandys.

Til.2. Corruption ; grossness ; pollution.

FILTHILY. ad. [from filthy.] Nastily ; foul-

ly ; grossly. L'Estrange.

FILTHINESS . s . [from filthy.]

1. Nastiness ; foulness ; dirtiness . Sidney.

2. Corruption ; pollution .

FILTHY. a. [ from filth.]

J. Nasty ; foul ; dirty.

2. Gross ; polluted.

South

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

;To FILTRATE. v. a . [from filter.] To strain

to percolate. Arbuthnot.

FILTRATION. s. [from filtrate. ] A method

by which liquors are procured fine and clear

Boyle.

FI'MBLE Hemp. s. [corrupted from female.]

The light summer hemp, that bears no seed,

is called fimble hemp. Mortimer.

FIN. s. [Fm , Sax. ] The wing of a fish ; the limb

by which he balances his body, and moves

in the water. Addison.

FIN-FOOTED. a. Palmipedous ; having feet

with membranes between the toes. Brown.

FINABLE. a . [from fine.] That admits a fine ;

that deserves a fine.

FI'NAL . a. [ final, French.]

1. Ultimate ; last.

2. Conclusive ; decisive.

3. Mortal ; destructive.

4. Respecting the end or motive.

FINALLY. ad. [from final.]

Hayward.

Milton.

Davies.

Spenser.

Collier,

1. Ultimately ; lastly ; in conclusion . Milton,

2. Completely ; without recovery.
South.

FINANCE. s. [French.] Revenue ; income ;

profit. Bacon.

FINANCIER. s. [Fr.] One who collects or

farms the publick revenue.

FI'NARY. s. [fromto fine. ] The second forge

at the iron mills.

FINCH. s. [µınc, Sax.] A small bird of which

we have three kinds, the goldfinch, chaffinch,
and bullfinch.

To FIND. v. a. [Fyndan, Saxon.]

Shakespeare.

Milton.

1. To obtain by searching or seeking.Milton.

2. To obtain something lost.

3. To obtain something desired.

4. To meet with ; to fall upon.

5. To know by experience.

6. To come to ; to attain.

Pope

Cowley

Milton.

7. To discover what is hidden. Cowley.

8. To hit on by chance ; to perceive by ac-

cident. Cowley,

9. To gain by any mental endeavour. Pope

10. To remark ; to observe.
Milton.

Locke.

Job.

Cowley.

Cowley.

11. To detect ; to deprehend ; to catch.

12. To reach ; to attain.

13. To meet.

14. To settle ; to fix any thing in one's own

opinion.

15. To determine by judicial verdict. Shak.

16. To supply ; to furnish .
Bacon.

17. [In law. ] To approve ; as, to find a bill.

18. To FIND himself. To be ; to fare with re-

gard to ease or pain. L'Estrange.
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19. To FIND out. To unriddle ; to solve. Ecc.

20. To FIND out. To discover something hid-

den. Newton.

21. To FIND out. To obtain the knowledge

of.
Dryden.

22. To FIND out. To invent ; to cxcogitate .

Chronicles.

FI'NDER. s . [from find.]

Onethatmeets or falls upon any thing . Sh.

2. One that picks up any thing lost . Crashaw .

FI'NDFAULT. s . [find andfault. ] A censurer ;

a caviller.
Shakespeare.

FI'NDY. a. [rýndig, Sax.] Plump ; weighty ;

firm ; solid. Not used.

FINE. a. [fine, French.]

1. Not coarse.

、 2. Refined ; pure ; free from dross.

3. Subtile , thin ; tenuous.

4. Refined ; subtilely excogitated.

5. Keen ; thin ; smoothly sharp .

6. Clear; pellucid ; transparent.

7. Nice ; exquisite ; delicate .

8. Artful ; dexterous..

Junius.

Spenser.

Ezra.

1. The flexible member of the handby which

men catch and hold. Keil.

2. A small measure of extension ; the breadth

of a finger. Wilkins.

Wal.

Grew.

3. The hand ; the instrument of work

To FINGER. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To touch slightly ; to toy with.

2. To touch unseasonably or thievishly.South.

3. To touch an instrument of musick. Shak.

4. To perform any work exquisitely with the

fingers. Spenser.

FI'NGLEFANGLE. s . [from fangle.] A trifle.

A burlesque word. Hudibras.

FI'NICAL. a. [ from fine.] Nice ; foppish. Sh.

FI'NICALLY. ad. Foppishly.

FI'NICALNESS . s . [from finical. ] Superfluous

nicety ; foppery.

Bacon. To FI'NISH. v. a. [finir, French.]

Temple.

Bacon.

Jonson.

Davies.

Bacon.

Spens.9. Fraudulent ; sly ; knavishly subtle.

10. Elegant ; beautiful in thought or lan.

guage. Dryden.

11. Beautiful with dignity.

12. Accomplished ; elegant of manners. Felt.

13. Showy ; splendid.

FINE. s. [ffin, Cimbr.]

1. A mulct ; a pecuniary punishment. Dav.

2. Penalty Shakespeare.

3. Forfeit ; money paid for any exemption or

liberty. Pope.

Sidney.4. The end ; conclusion. [ fin, Fr.]

To FINE. v. a. [from the adjective . ]

1. To refine ; to purify. Job.

2. To embellish ; to decorate. Not used. Sh.

3. To make less coarse. Mortimer.

4. To make transparent. Mertimer.

5. To punish with pecuniary penalty. [from
the substantive.] Locke.

To FINE. v. n. To punish by a fine. Oldham.

To FI'NEDRAW. v . a. [ fine and draw.] To

sew up a rent with so much nicety that it is

not perceived.

OneFI'NEDRAWER. s. [from finedraw.]

whose business is to sew up rents.

FI'NEFINGERED . a . [fine and finger.] Nice ;

artful; exquisite. Spenser.

FINELY. ad. [fromfine.]

Addison.1. Beautifully ; elegantly.

2. Keenly; sharply ; with a thin edge or

point. Peacham.

3. Not coarsely ; not meanly ; gayly. Bacon.

4. Insmall parts ; subtilely ; not grossly. Boy.

FI'NENESS. s. [from fine.]}

1. Elegance ; beauty ; delicacy. Sidney.

2. Show; splendour ; gayety of appearance.

Decay of Piety.

3. Subtity; artfulness ; ingenuity. Shak.

4. Purity ; freedom from dross or base mix-

tures. Bacon.

FI'NER. s. [from fine.] One who puriñes me-

tals. Proverbs.

FI'NERY. s. [from fine.] Show ; splendour of

appearance ; gayety of colours. Southern.

FINE'SSE. s. [Fr.] Artifice ; stratagem.

FINGER. s. [ringen, Saxon.]

"

1. To bring to the end purposed ; to com-

plete.

2. To make perfect.

Luke.

Broome.

3. To perfect ; to polish to the excellency
intended. Blackmore

Shakespeare.

Hooker

Milton.

4. To end ; to put an end to.

FINISHER. s. [from finish.]

1. Performer ; accomplisher.

2. One that puts an end ; ender.

3. One that completes or perfects.

FINITE. a. [finitus, Lat. ] Limited ; bounded

terminated. Brown

FINITELESS . a . [fromfinite .]Without bounds.

FI'NITELY. ad. [from finite.] Within certain

limits ; to a certain degree. Stillingfleet.

FI'NITENESS. s. [from finite.] Limitation ,

confinement within certain boundaries.

Norris.

FI'NITUDE. s. [from finite .] Limitation ,
confinement within certain boundaries.

Cheyne.

FINLESS. a. [from fin. ] Wanting fins.

FI'NLIKE. a. [ fin and like.] Formed in imita.

Dryden.tion of fins.

FI'NNED . a. [from fin.] Having broad edges

spread out on either side. Mortimer.

FI'NNY . a. [from fin.] Furnished with fins

formed for the element of water. Blackmore

FI'NTOED. a . [ fin and toe. ] Palmipedous

having a membrane between the toes. Kay

FIPPLE. s. [from fibula , Lat.] A stopper. Bac.

FIR. s. [fyrr, Welsh . ] The tree of which deal

boards are made.

FIRE. s. [rýn, Saxon.]'

1. The igneous element.

2. Any thing burning.

Pope.

3. A conflagration of towns or countries.

Dryden.

Cowley

Glanville.

Shakespeare

Prior

4. Flame ; light ; lustre.

5. Torture by burning.

6. The punishment of the damned. Isaiah

7. Any thing that inflames the passions.

Shakespeare.

Atterbury.8. Ardour oftemper.

9. Liveliness ofimagination ; vigour offancy ;

force ofexpression ; spirit ofsentiment. Gow.

10. The passion of love. Shadewell.

11. Eruption or impostumation ; as, Dt. An-

thony's fire.

12. To set FIRE on, or set on FIRE. To kindle ;

to inflame. Taylor.
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To FIRE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To set on fire ; to kindle.

2. To inflame the passions ; to animate.

3. To drive by fire.

To FIRE. v. n.

FIRMAMENT. s. (firmamentum, Latin. ] The

sky ; the heavens.

FIRMAMENTAL. a. [from firmament. ) Ce

lestial ; of the upper regions.

Raleigh.

Dryden. Dryden.

Shakespeare. FIRMLY. ad. [from firm.]

Addison

Smith.

1. To take fire ; to be kindled.

2. To be inflamed with passion.

3. To discharge any fire arms.

FIREARMS. s. [fire and arms .] Arms which

owe their efficacy to fire ; guns. Clarendon.

FIREBALL. s. [fire and bull.] Grenado ;

a ball filled with combustibles, and bursting

where it is thrown. South.

FIREBRAND . s. [fire and brand.]

1. A piece of wood kindled. L Estrange.

Bacon.

2. Anincendiary ; one who inflames factions ;

one who causes mischief.

FIREBRUSH. s. The brush which hangs by

the fire to sweep the hearth. Swift.

FIRECROSS. s. A token in Scotland for the

nation to take arms. Haywood.

FI'REDRAKE. s. A fiery serpent. Drayton.

FI'RELOCK. s. A soldier's gun ; a gun dis-

charged by striking steel with flint.

FIREMAN. s. [ fire and man.]

1. Strongly ; impenetrably ; immoveably.

2. Steadily ; constantly.

FIRMNESS. s. [from firm.]

1. Hardness ; compactness ; solidity. Burnet.

2. Durability ; stability.

3. Certainty ; soundness .

Hayward.

South.

4. Steadiness ; constancy ; resolution. Rosc.

FIRST. a. [Finrt, Saxon. ]

1. The ordinal of one.

2. Earliest in time.

3. Foremost in place.

4. Highest in dignity.

5. Great; excellent.

FIRST: ad.

Shakespeare.

Prior.

Daniel.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Bacon.

1. Before any thing else; earliest.

2. Before any other consideration.

3. At FIRST. At the beginning. Bentley.

4. FIRST or last. At one time or another.Dr.

FIRST-BEGOT. s. [fromfirst and be-

Gay. FIRST- BEGOTTEN. } got. The eldest of

1. One who is employed to extinguish burn-

ing houses. Gay.

2. A man of violent passions. Tatler.

FIRENEW. a. New fromthe forge ; newfrom

the melting-house. Shakespeare.

FI'REPAN.. [fire and pan.]

1. A pan for holding fire. Bacon.

2. [In a gun. ] The receptacle for the prim-

ing powder.

FIRER. s. [fromfire. ] An incendiary. Carew.

FIRESHIP. & [ fire and ship.] A ship filled

with combustible matter to fire the vessels

of the enemy. Wiseman.

FIRESHOVĚL. s. The instrument with

which the hot coals are thrown up. Brown.

FIRESIDE. s.The hearth ; the chimney. Prior.

FIRESTICK. s. A lighted stick or brand.Dig.

FIRESTONE. s. A compound metallick fos-

sil, composed of vitriol, sulphur, and an un-

metallick earth, but in very different propor-

tions to the several masses ; it has its names

ofpyrites, or firestone, from its giving fire on

being struck against a steel much more

freely than a flint will do.

FIREWOOD. s. Wood to burn ; fewel.

FI'REWORK. s. Show of fire ; pyrotechni-

cal performance.

FIRING. s . [fromfire.] Fewel.

To FIRK. v. u. [from ferio, Lat. ] To

beat ; to correct ; to chastise.

FIRKIN. s. [from Foopen, Saxon.]

1. A vessel containing nine gallons.

2. A small vessel.

FIRM. a. [firmus, Latin.]

Hill.

Brown.

Mortimer.

whip ; to

Hudibras.

Arbuth.

Denham.

1. Strong ; not easily pierced or shaken ;

hard, opposed to soft. Cleaveland.

2. Constant ; steady ; resolute ; fixed ; un-

shaken. Tillotson. Walsh.

3. Solid ; not giving way ; fluid . Raleigh.

fo FIRM. v. a. [firmo, Latin.]

1. To settle ; to confirm ; to establish ; to fix.

Knolles.

2. To fix without wandering. Spenser.

children. Milton.

Locke.

FIRST-BORN. s . Eldest ; the first by the

order of nativity..

FIRST-FRUITS. s. [first andfruits.]

1. What the season carliest produces

tures of any kind.

or ma

Prior.

Bacon.2. The first profits of any thing.

3. The earliest effects of any thing. Milton.

FIRSTLING, a. [from first. ] That is first pro-

duced or brought forth. Deuteronomy.

FIRSTLING. s. [fromfirst.]
1. The first produce or offspring. Milton.

2. The thing first thought or done. Shak.

FI'SCAL. s. [ fromfiscus, a treasury, Latin.]

Exchequer ; revenue.

FISH. s. [Firc, Saxon.]

Bacon.

1. An animal that inhabits the water. Fish

is used collectively for the race offishes. Sh.

2. The flesh of fish, opposed to that of tor-

restrial animals, called flesh. Brown.

To FISH . v. n.

1. To be employed in catching fishes.

2. To endeavour at any thing by artifice. Sh.

To FISH. v. a. To search water in quest offish,

or any thing else. Swift.

FISH-HOOK. s. A hook to catch fishes.

FISH-POND. s. A small pool for fish .

FI'SHER. s . [fromfish.] One who is employed

in catching fish.

FI'SHERBOAT. s. [fisher and boat.] A boat

employed in catching fish .

Waller

FI'SHERMAN. s. One whose employment

and livelihood is to catch fish.

FI'SHERTOWN. s . A town inhabited by

fishermen. Clarendon.

FI'SHERY. s. [fromfisher.] The business of

catching fish. Addison.

FI'SHFUL.a. [from fish.] Abounding with fish ;

stored with fish . Camden.

To FI'SHIFY. v. a. [from fish. ] To turn to fish.

A cant word. Shakespeare

FI'SHING. s. [from fish. ] Commodity of tak

ing fish. Spenser.

FI'SHKETTLE. s. [ fish and kettle.] A caldron
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made long for the fish to be boiled without

bending. Grew.

Sharp.FI'SHMEAL. s. Diet offish.

FI'SHMONGER. s . A dealer in fish. Carew.

FI'SHY. a. [fromfish.]

1. Consisting of fish.

2. Inhabited by fish. Pope.

3. Having the qualities or form offish. Brown.

FI'SSILE. a. [fissilis, Latin. ] Having the grain

in a certain direction, so as to be cleft. New.

FISSI'LITY. s. [from fissile. ] The quality of

admitting to be cloven.

FI'SSURE. s . [fissura, Lat.; fissure, French. ] A

cleft ; a narrow chasm where a breach has

been made. Woodward.

To FI'SSURE. v. a .[fromthe noun.] To cleave;

to make a fissure. Wiseman.

FIST. s. [Fire, Saxon. ] The hand clenched

with the fingers doubled down.

To FIST. v. a.

1. To strike with the fist.

Denham.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.2. To gripe with the fist.

FI'STINUT. s. A pistachio nut.

FI'STICUFFS . s. [ fist and cuff.] Battle with

the fist ; blows with the fist. More.

FI'STULA. s. [Latin ; fistule, French.]

1. A sinuous ulcer callous within. Wiseman.

2. FISTULA Lachrymalis. A disorder of the

canals leading from the eye to the nose, which

obstructs the natural progress ofthetears,and

makes them trickle down the cheek. Sharp.

FI'STULAR. a . [fromfistula.] Hollow like a

pipe.

FISTULOUS. a . [fistuleux, Fr.] Having the

nature ofa fistula Wiseman.

FIT. s.

1. A paroxysm or exacerbation of any inter-

mittent distemper. Sharp.

2. Any short return after intermission ; in-

terval. Rogers.

3. Any violent affection of mind or body.

4. Disorder ; distemperature. Shakespeare.

5. It is used for the hysterical disorders of

women, and the convulsions of children.

FIT. a.

1. Qualified ; proper. Cowley.

2. Convenient ; meet ; proper ; right. Add.

To FIT. v. a. [vitten, Flemish .]

1. To accommodate to any thing ; to suit

one thing to another. Denham.

2. To accommodate a person with any thing.

Wiseman.

3. To be adapted to ; to suit any thing.Boyle.

4. To FIT out. To furnish ; to equip.Dryden.

5. To FIT up. To furnish ; to make proper

for the use or reception of any. Pope.

To FIT. v. n. To be proper ; to be becoming.

FITCH. s . A small kind of wild pea, common-

ly vetch. Tusser.

FITCHAT. s. [fissau, Fr.] A stinking little

FITCHEN. beast, that robs the hen-roost

Walton.
and warren.

FI'TFUL. a. [fit and full. ] Varied by pa-

roxysms.

FITLY. ad. [from fit.]

Shakespeare.

1. Properly; justly ; reasonably. Tillotson.

2. Commodiously ; meetly. Donne.

FITMENT. s . [fromfit. ] Something adapted

to a particular purpose. Shakespeare.

FITNESS. s. [from fit. ]

1. Propriety ; meetness ; justness ; reason-

ableness. Hooker.

2. Convenience ; commodity ; the state of

being fit. Shakespeare.

FITTER. s. [fromfit.]

1. The person or thing that confers fitness

for any thing. Mortimer

2. A small bit.

FITZ. s. [Norman.] A son ; as , Fitzherbert, the

son of Herbert ; Fitzroy, the son ofthe king.

It is commonly used of illegitimate children.

FIVE. a. [F¹F, Saxon. ] Four and one ; half of

Dryden.

FI'VELEAVED Grass. s. Cinquefoil ; a species

of clover.

FIVES. s.

ten.

1. A kind of play with a bowl.

2. A disease of horses.

To FIX. v. a. [ fixer, Fr. ]

Shakespeare.

1. To make fast, firm, or stable.

2. To settle ; to establish invariably.

3. To direct without variation .

4. To deprive of volatility.

5. To pierce ; to transfix.

6. To withhold from motion.

To FIX. v. n.

Milton.

Dryden.

Locke.

Sandys.

Locke

Waller

1. To determine the resolution.

2. To rest ; to cease to wander.

3. To lose volatility, so as to be malleable.

FIXATION. s. [ French.]

Raleigh.

Watts :

1. Stability ; firmness ; steadiness. K. Char.

2. Residence in a certain place.

3. Forbearance of excursion.

4. Want or destruction of volatility. Bacon.

3. Reduction from fluid ;o firm. Glanville.

FIXEDLY. ad. [fromfixed . ] Certainly ; firmly.

FIXEDNESS. s. [from fixed. ]

1. Stability ; firmness.

2. Want or loss of volatility.

Locke.

Locke.

3. Solidity ; coherence of parts. Bentley.

4. Steadiness ; settled opinion or resolution.

K. Charles.

FIXI'DITY. s . Coherence of parts. Boyle.

FIXITY. s. [fixité, Fr. ] Coherence of parts.

FIXTURE. s. [fromfix.]

1. Position .

Newton.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

2. Stable pressure.

3. Firmness ; stable state.

FI'ZGIG. s. A kind of dart or harpoon with

which seamen strike fish .

FLA'BBY. a. [flaccidus, Lat. ] Soft ; not firm.

Arbuthnot.

FLA'BILE. a . [flabilis, Latin.] Subject to be

blown.

FLACCID, a . [ flaccidus, Lat.] Weak ; limber;

not stiff ; lax ; not tense . Holder.

FLACCIDITY. s. [ from flaccid.] Laxity ; lim-

berness ; want of tension . Wiseman,

To FLAG. v . n . [flaggeren, Dutch.]

1. To hang loose without stiffness or tension.

2. To grow spiritless or dejected.

Boyle.

Swift

3. To grow feeble ; to lose vigour. B.Jonson.

To FLAG. v . a.

1. To let fall ; to suffer to doop.

2. To lay with a broad stone.

Prior.

Sandys.
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FLAG. s. [from the verb.]

1. A water plant with a broad bladed leaf

and yellow flower.

2. The colours or ensign of a ship, or land

forces.

ments.

Sandys.

Temple.

3. A species of stone used in smooth pave-

Woodward.

FLAG-BROOM. s . [from flag and broom.] A

broom for sweeping flags or pavements.

FLAG-OFFICER. s. [ flag and officer.] A com-

mander of a squadron. Addison.

FLAG-SHIP. s. [flag and ship. ] The ship in

which the commander of a fleet is.

FLAG-WORM. s . [flag and worm.]A grub bred

in watery places among flags or sedges. Wal.

FLAGELET. s . [flageolet, French. ] A small

flate. More.

FLAGELLATION. s . The use of the scourge.

Garth.

FLAGGINESS. s. [from flaggy. ] Laxity ;

limberness.

FLAGGY. a. [from flag.]

1. Weak ; lax ; limber ; not stiff ; not tense.

Dryden.

Bacon.2. Weak in taste ; insipid.

FLAGITIOUS. a . [from flagitium, Latin .]

Wicked ; villanous ; atrocious. Roscommon.

FLAGITIOUSNESS. [from flagitious.]S.

Wickedness ; villany.

FLA'GON, s. [ fluçon , Fr. ] A vessel of drink

with a narrow mouth. Roscommon.

FLA'GRANCY. s. [flagrantia, Latin. ] Burning

heat ; fire.

FLA'GRANT. a . [ flagrans, Latin. ]

1. Ardent ; burning ; eager.

2. Glowing ; flushed.

3. Red ; imprinted red.

4 Notorious ; flaming out .

Bucon.

Hooker.

Pope.

Prior.

Smith.

FLAGRATION. s. [fugro, Lat.] Burning.

FLAGSTAFF. s. [flag and stuff. ] The staff on

which the flag is fixed. Dryden.

FLAIL. s. [flagellum ,Lat. ] The instrument with

which grain is beaten out ofthe ear. Dryd.

FLAKE. s. [flaccus, Latin.]

1. Any thing that appears loosely put toge-

ther.

2. A stratum ; layer ; lamina.

FLAKY. a. [ fromflake. ]

1. Loosely hanging together.

Grew.

Sandys.

Blackmore.

2. Lying in layers or strata ; broken into la-

minæ .

FLAM. s. A falsehood ; a lie ; an illusory pre-

text. South.

To FLAM . v. a. [from the noun. ] To deceive

with a lie.

FLAMBEAU. s. [French.] A lighted torch.

FLAMECO'LOURED. a. [flame and colour.]

Of a bright yellow colour. Peacham.

Pope.

FLA'MEN. s . [Latin .] A priest ; one that of

ficiates in solemn offices.

FLAMMATION. s. [flammatio, Latin.] The

act ofsetting on flame. Brown.

FLAMMABILITY. s. [flamma, Latin.] The

quality of admitting to be set on fire. Brown.

FLAMMEOUS. a. [flammeus, Latin.] Con

sisting offlame. Brown.

FLAMMIFEROUS. a. [Aummifer, Latin:]

Bringing flame. Dict.

FLAMMIVOMOUS. a. [ flamma and romo,

Latin.] Vomiting out flame.

FLA'MY. a. [ from flame. ]

1. Inflamed ; burning ; flaming.

2. Having the nature of flame.

FLANK. s . [flanc, Fr.]

Sidney.

Bucon.

1. That part of the side of a quadruped near

the hinder thigh . Peacham.

2. [In men.] The lateral part of the lower

belly. Pope

3. The side of an army or fleet. Hayward.

4. [In fortification .] That part of the bastion

which reaches from the curtain to the face.

Harris.

To FLANK. v. a .

1. To attack the side of a battalion or fleet.

2. To be posted so as to overlook or command

any pass on the side ; to be on the side. Dry.

FLANKER. s. [from flank.] A fortification

jutting out so as to command the side of a

body marching to the assault. Knolles.

To FLA'NKER. v . a . [flanquer, Fr ] To defend

by lateral fortifications .

FLANNEL. s. [gwlanen, Welsh.] A soft nap.

py stuff of wool. Shakespeare.

FLAP. s. [læppe, Saxon.]

1. Any thing that hangs broad and loose.

2. The motion of any thing broad and loose.

3. A disease in horses. Farrier's Dict.

To FLAP. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To beat with a flap, as flies are beaten.

2. To move with a flap or noise. Tickell.

To FLAP. v . n.

1. To ply the wings with noise. L'Estrange.

2. To fall with flaps, or broad parts depend.

ing. Gay.

FLAPDRAGON. s.

1. A play in which they catch raisins out of

burning brandy.

2. The thing eaten at flapdragon. Shak.

To FLA'PDRAGON. v. a. [from the noun.j

To swallow ; to devour. Shakespeare.

FLA'PEARED . a . [flap and ear.] Having loose
and broad ears. Shakespeare.

To FLARE. v. n . [from federen, to flutter,

Dutch.]

South.

Dryden.

FLAME. s. [ flamma, Latin.]

1. Light emitted from fire. Cowley.

2. Fire. Cowley.

3. Ardour oftemper or imagination ; bright-

1. To flutter with a splendid show. Shak

2. To glitter with a transient lustre . Herbert.

3. To glitter offensively. Milton.

ness offancy. Waller. 4. To be in too much light. Prior.

4. Ardour of inclination. Pope. FLASH. s . [pλoğ . Minshew.]

5. Passion of love. Cowley.

To FLAME. v. n.

1. To shine as fire ; to burn with emission of

light.

1. Sudden, quick, transitory blaze. Roscom

2. Sudden burst of wit or merriment.

Milton. 3. A short transient state.

Raleigh

Bacon

2. To shine like flame. Prior. 4. A body of water driven by violence.

3. To break out in violence of passion.
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To FLASH. v. n.

1. To glitter with a quick and transient

flame.
Boyle.

2. To burst out into any kind of violence.

3. To break out into wit, merriment, or

bright thought.
Felton.

To FLASH. v. a. To strike up large bodies of

water. Carew.

FLA'SHER. s . [from flash . ] A man of more

appearance of wit than reality.

FLA'SHILY. ad. [from flashy . ] With empty

show.

FLA'SHY. a. [fromflash. ]

stance.

1. Empty ; not solid ; showy, without sub-

Digby.

2. Insipid ; without force or spirit. Bacon

FLASK. s. [fasque, Fr.]

1. A bottle ; a vessel.

2. A powder-horn.

King.

Shakespeare.

FLA'SKET. s. [from flask. ] A vessel in which

viands are served.

FLAT. a. [ plat, Fr.]

Pope.

1. Horizontally level, without inclination.

2. Smooth ; without protuberances. Bacon.

3. Without elevation.

4. Level with the ground.

Milton.

South.

5. Lying horizontally prostrate ; lying along.

6. [In painting. ] Without relief;

prominence ofthe figures.

7. Tasteless ; insipid ; dead.

Daniel.

without

Philips.

Bacon.8. Dull ; unanimated ; frigid.

9. Depressed ; spiritless ; dejected. Milton.

10. Unpleasing ; tasteless. Atterbury.

11. Peremptory ; absolute ; downright.Spen.

12. Not shrill ; not acute ; not sharp in sound.

Bacon.

FLAT. s.

1. A level ; an extended plane. Wotton.

2. Even ground ; not mountainous. Milton.

3. A smooth low ground exposed to inunda-

tions. Shakespeare.

4. Shallow ; strand ; place in the sea where

the water is not deep. Raleigh.

5. The broad side of a blade. Dryden.

6. Depression of thought or language. Dryd.

7. A surface without relief, or prominences.

Bentley.

To FLAT. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To level ; to depress ; to make broad and
smooth.

2. To make vapid.

To FLAT. v. n.

Creech.

Bacon.

1. To grow flat ; opposed to swell. Temple.

2. To render unanimated or vapid. K. Char.

FLATLONG. ad. [flat and long. ] With the

flat downward ; not edgewise. Shakespeare..

FLATLY. ad. [from flat.]

1. Horizontally ; without inclination.

2. Without prominence or elevation.

3. Without spirit ; dully ; frigidly.

4. Peremptorily ; downright.

FLATNESS. s. [fromflat.]

Daniel.

Addison.

1. Evenness ; level extension .

2. Want of relief or prominence .

3. Deadness ; insipidity ; vapidness. Mort.

4. Dejection of state. Shakespeare.

6. Dejection ofmind ; want oflife.

6. Dulness ; insipidity ; frigidity. Collier.

7. The contrary to shrillness or acuteness of

sound. Bacon.

To FLA'TTEN. v. a . [from flat.]

1. To make even or level, without promi

nence or elevation.

2. To beat down to the ground . Mortimer.

3. To make vapid .

4. To deject ; to depress ; to dispirit.

To FLATTEN. v. n.

1. To grow even or level.

2. To grow dull and insipid. L'Estrange.

FLATTER. s. [from flat. ] The workman or

instrument by which bodies are flattened .

To FLATTER. v. a. [flater, Fr.]

1. To sooth with praises, to please with

blandishments.

2. To praise falsely.

Shakespeare.

Young.

Dryden.

Milton.

One who

Swift.

3. To please ; to sooth.

4. To raise false hopes.

FLATTERER. s. [from Aatter. ]

flatters ; a fawner ; a wheedler.

FLATTERY. s. [flaterie, Fr.] False praise

artful obsequiousness . Young.

FLA'TTISH. a . [from fat .] Somewhat flat

approaching to flatness. Woodward.

FLATULENCY. s. [fromflatulent .]

1. Windiness ; fulness of wind .

2. Emptiness ; vanity ; levity ; airiness . Glan.

FLATULENT. a. [Aatulentus, Latin.]

1. Turgid with air ; windy.

Arbuthnot.

Arbuthnot.

2. Empty ; vain ; big without substance or

reality ; puffy.
Dryden.

FLATUO'SITY. s. [flatuosité, Fr. ] Windiness ;

fulness of air. Bacon.

FLA'TUOUS. a. [fromflatus, Latin. ] Windy ;

full of wind. Bacon.

FLATUS. s. [ Latin. ] Wind gathered in any

cavities ofthe body. Quincy.

FLA'TWISE. ad. With the flat downwards ;

not the edge.
Woodward.

To FLAUNT. v. n.

1. To make a fluttering show in apparel .Boy.

2. To be hung with something loose and fly-

ing. Pope.

FLAUNT. s. Any thing loose and airy. Shuk.

FLA'VOUR. s.

1. Power of pleasing the taste. Addison.

2. Sweetness to the smell ; odour ; fragrance.

FLA'VOROUS . a. [from favour.]

1. Delightful to the palate.

2. Fragrant ; odorous.

FLAW . s.

1. A crack or breach in any thing.

2. A fault; a defect.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Boyle.

Dryden.

3. A sudden gust ; a violent blast. Chapman.

4. A tumult ; a tempestuous uproar. Dryden.

5. A sudden commotion of mind. Shakesp.

To FLAW. v. a. [fromthe noun.]

3. To break ; to crack ; to damage with fis-

sure. Boyte.

Shakespeare.2. To break ; to violate.

FLAWLESS . a. [from flaw. ] Without cracks ;

without defects. Boyle.

FLAWN. s . [rlena, Saxon. ] A sort of custard

a pie baked in a dish.

To FLA'WTER. v. a. To scrape or pare a

skin. Ainsworth.

FLA'WY. a . [fromflaw.] Full of flaws.
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FLAX. s. [pleax, flex , Saxon.]

1. The fibrous plant of which the finest

thread is made. Miller.

2. Thefibres of flax cleansed and combed for

the spinner. Dryden.

FLA'XCOMB . s. [flax and comb.] The instru-

ment with which the fibres of flax are clean-

sed from the brittle parts.

FLA'XDRESSER. s . [flax and dress. ] He that

prepares flax for the spinner.

FLA'XEN. a. [fromflax.]

1. Made of flax.

2. Fair, long, and flowing.

FLA'XWEED. s. A plant.

To FLAY. v. a . [vlaen, Dutch.]

1. To strip off the skin .

Sharp.

FLE'ERER. s . [from fleer.]

fawner.

A mocker #

FLEET. FLEOT. FLOT. Are all derived from

the Saxon Fleor, which signifies a bay, or

gulph. Gibson's Camden.

FLEET. s . [flota, Sax. ] A company of ships ;

Prior,a navy.

FLEET. s. [Fleot, Saxon ] A creek ; an inlet
of water. Mortimer.

FLEET. a.

1. Swift ofpace ; quick ; nimble ; active.

2. [In the husbandry of some provinces.]

Light; superficially fruitful.

3. Skimming the surface.

Addison. Mortimer.

Mortimer.

To FLEET. v. n. [Floran, Saxon .]

Raleigh. Shakespeare

Digby2. To take offthe skin or surface of any thing.

Swift.

FLA'YER. s. [fromAlay.] He that strips off the

skin of any thing.

FLEA. s. [Flea, Saxon.] A small red insect re-

markable for its agility in leaping.

To FLEA. v. a. [from the noun.]To clean from

fleas .

FLE'ABANE, s. [flea and bane.] A plant.

FLE'ABITE.
FLE'ABITI

NG
. } s . [flea and bite .]

1. Red marks caused by fleas. Wiseman.

2 A small hurt or pain like that caused by

the sting ofa flea.

FLE'ABITTEN. a. [ flea and bite.]

1. Stung by fleas.

2. Mean ; worthless.

Harvey.

Cleaveland.

FLEAK. s. [from floccus, Latin. ] A small lock,

thread, or twist. More.

FLEAM . s. An instrument used to bleed

cattle, which is placed on the vein, and then

driven by a blow.

FLE'AWORT. s. [ flea and wort.] A plant.

To FLECK. v. a. [Aleck, German, a spot. ] To

spot; to streak ; to dapple. Sandys.

To FLECKER. v. a. [from fleck. ] To spot ; to

mark with strokes or touches . Shakespeare.

FLED. The preterite and participle offlee.

FLEDGE. a. [ flederen, to fly, Dutch. ] Full-

feathered ; able to fly. Herbert.

To FLEDGE. v. a. [from the adjective.] To

furnish with wings ; to supply with feathers.

Pope.

To FLEE. v . n. pret. fled. To run from danger ;

to have recourse to shelter.

FLEECE. s. [flýr, fler, Saxon. ] As much wool

as is shorn from one sheep. Shakespeart.

To FLEECE. v. a. [ from the noun . ]

1. To clip the fleece off a sheep.

2. To strip ; to pull ; to plunder, as a sheep

is robbed of its wool.

Tillotson.

Addison.

FLEECED. a. [ from fleece.] Having fleeces of

wool. Spenser.

FLE'ECY. a. [from fleece. ] Woolly ; covered

with wool. Prior.

To FLEER. v. n. [fleaɲdian, to trifle, Saxon.]

1. To mock; to gibe ; to jest with insolence

and contempt. Swift.

2. To leer ; to grin with an air of civility.

FLEER. s . [from the verb.]

1. Mockery expressed either in words or

looks. Shakespeare.

2. A deceitful grin of civility. South.

1. To fly swiftly ; to vanish.

2. To be in a transient state.

To FLEET. v. a.

1. To skim the water. Spenser

2. To live merrily, or pass time away lightly

Shakespeare,

3. [In the country.] To skim milk.

FLEETINGDISH. s . [from fleet and dish.] A

skimming bowl.

FLEETLY. ad. [fromfleet .] Swiftly ; nimbly ;

with swift pace.

FLEETNESS. s . [ from fleet . ] Swiftness of

course ; nimbleness ; celerity.

FLESH. s. [Floc, Saxon. ]

1. The body distinguished from the soul.

2. The muscles distinguished from the skin,

bones, tendons.

3. Animal food distinguished from vegeta

ble. Locke.

4. The body of beasts or birds used in food,

distinct from fishes.

5. Animal nature.

Brown.

Genesis.

6. Carnality , corporal appetites. Smulridge.

7. A carnal state ; worldly disposition . Rom.

8. Near relation. Genesis.

9. The outward or literal sense. The Orien-

tals termed the immediate or literal signifi-

cation of any precept or type the flesh, and

the remote or typical meaning the spirit.

This is frequent in St. Paul.

To FLESH. v. a.

1. To initiate. Government ofthe Tongue.

Sidney.

Shakespeare.

Wiseman.

2. To harden in any practice.

3. To glut ; to satiate.

FLE'SHBROTH. s. [ flesh and broth. ] Broth

made by decocting flesh .

FLE'SHCOLOUR. s. [ Aesh and colour.] The
colour of flesh.-

FLE'SHFLY. s . [flesh and fly.] A fly thatfeeds

upon flesh, and deposits her eggs in it.

FLE'SHHOOK. s. [flesh and hook. ] A hookto

draw flesh from the caldron.

Locke.

FLE'SHLESS . a. [from flesh. ] Without flesh.

FLESHLINESS. s. [from fleshly. ] Carnal pas-

sions or appetites.

FLESHLY. a. [from flesh.]

1. Corporeal.

2. Carnal ; lascivious.

3. Animal ; not vegetable.

Derham.

Milton

Dryden.

4. Human ; not celestial ; not spiritual. Milt.

FLE'SHMEÁT.s .[flesh and meat . ] Animal food;

the flesh of animals prepared for food. Floy.

FLE'SHMENT. s. [fromflesh. ] Eagerness gain-

ed by a successful initiation. Shakespeare.
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FLESHMONGER. s. [from flesh .] One who

deals in flesh ; a pimp. Shakespeare.

FLE'SHPOT. s. [ flesh and pot.] A vessel in

which flesh is cooked ; thence plenty of

flesh . Taylor.

FLE'SHQUAKE. s. [flesh and quake.] A tre-

mour ofthe body. Ben Jonson.

FLE'SHY. a. [from flesh.]

1. Full of flesh ; fat ; musculous. Ben Jonson.

2. Pulpous ; plump ; with regard to fruits.

Bacon.

FLETCHER. s . [from fleche, an arrow, Fr.]

A manufacturer of bows and arrows.

Mortimer.

FLET. Participle passive ofto fleet. Skimmed.

Mortimer.

Pope.

Hanmer.

FLEW. The preterite offly.

FLEW. s. The large chaps of a deep-mouthed

hound.

FLE'WED. a. [from few.] Chapped ; mouth-

ed. Shakespeare.

FLEXA'NIMOUS.a. [flexanimus,Lat.] Having

power to change the disposition ofthe mind.

FLEXIBILITY. s. [flexibilité, Fr.]

1. The quality of admitting to be bent ; pli-

ancy.
Newton.

2. Easiness to be persuaded ; compliance ;

facility. Hammond.

FLEXIBLE. a. [flexibilis, Latin.]

1. Possible to be bent ; not brittle ; pliant ;

not stiff. Bacon.

2. Not rigid ; not inexorable ; complying ;

obsequious .

3. Ductile ; manageable.

Bacon.

Locke.

4. That may be accommodated to various

forms and purposes.

FLEXIBLENESS. s . [ from flexible.]

Rogers.

1. Possibility to be bent ; not brittleness ;

easiness to be bent. K. Charles.

Locke.

2. Facility ; obsequiousness ; compliance.

3. Ductility ; manageableness.

FLEXILE. a. [ Aexilis, Latin. ] Pliant ; easily

bent ; obsequious to any power or impulse.

Thomson.

FLEXION. s. [flexio, Latin.]

1. The act of bending.

2. A double ; a bending. Bacon.

3. A turn toward any part or quarter.Bacon.

FLEXOR. s. [Lat.] The general name ofthe

muscles which act in contracting the joints.

FLEXUOUS . a. [flexuosus, Latin.]

1. Winding ; tortuous.

2. Variable ; not steady.

FLEXURE. s. [flexura, Latin.]

Arbuthnot.

Digby.

Bacon.

1. The form or direction in which any thing

is bent.

2. The act of bending.

Ray.

Shakespeare,

Sandys.3 The part bent ; the joint.

4. Obsequious or servile cringe. Shakespeare.

To FLICKER. v. a. [fligheren, Dutch.] To

flutter ; to play the wings.

FLIER. s. [from fly.]

away.

Dryden.

1. One that runs away; a fugitive ; a run-,

Shakespeare.

2. That part of a machine, which, by being

put into a more rapid motion than the other

parts, equalizes and regulates the motion of
the rest.

Swift.

FLIGHT. s. [from tofly.]

1. The act offlying or running from danger

Denham,

Dryden.2. Removal to another place.

3. The act of using wings ; volation . Spens

4. Removal from place to place by means of

wings.

5. A flock of birds flying together.

Esdrus.

Bacon.

6. The birds produced in the same season ;

as, the harvest flight ofpigeons.

7. A volley .

8. The space past by flying.

Chevy Chase.

9- Heat of imagination ; sally ofthe soul.

10. Excursion.

11. The power of flying.

FLIGHTỶ. a. [fromflight.]

1. Fleeting ; swift.

2. Wild ; full of imagination .

FLIMSY. a.

1. Weak ; feeble.

Denham.

Tillotson.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Pope.2. Mean ; spiritless ; wanting force.

To FLINCH. v . n. [corrupted from fling. Skin-

ner.]

1. To shrink from any suffering or underta-

king. South.

2. In Shakespeare it signifies to fail.

FLI'NCHER. s. [from the verb. ] He who

shrinks or fails in any matter.

To FLING. v. a. preter flung ; part. flung, or

flong. [fromfigo, Latin. Skinner.]

1. To cast from the hand ; to throw.

2. To dart ; to cast with violence.

3. To scatter.

4. To drive by violence.

5. To move forcibly.

6. To eject ; to dismiss .

7. To cast reproach.

Denham.

Pope.

Burnet.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

8. To force into another condition . Spenser.

9. To FLING down. To demolish ; to ruin.

10. To FLING off. To baffle in the chase.

To FLING. v. n.

1. To flounce ; to wince ; to fly into violent

motions. Tillotson.

2. To FLING out. To grow unruly or outra

geous. Shakespeare.

FLING. s. [from the verb. ]

1. A throw ; a cast.

2. A gibe ; a sneer ; a contemptuous remark

FLINGER. s. [from the verb.]

1. He who throws.

2. He who jeers.

FLINT. s. [Flint, Saxon.]

Addison

1. A semi-pellucid stone, composed ofcrystal

debased, of a blackish grey, of one simila

and equal substance, free from veins and in-

vested with a whitish crust. Hill.

Spenser

2. Any thing eminently or proverbiallyhard

FLI'NTY. a. [from flint.]

1. Made offlint ; strong.

2. Full of stones.

Dryden.

Bacon.

3. Hard of heart ; cruel ; savage ; inexora-

ble. Shakespeare.

FLIP. s. [A cant word.] A liquor much used

in ships, made by mixing beer with spirits

and sugar. Dennis

FLIPPÄNT. a.
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1. Nimble; moveable. It is used only ofthe FLOOK. s. [ pfug, a plough, German.] The

act of speech.

2. Pert ; talkative.

FLIPPANTLY.

Addison.

Thomson.

ad. [from the adjective.] In

a flowing prating way.

To FLIRT. v. a,

1. To throw any thing with a quick elastick

motion. Swift.

Dorset.2. To move with quickness.

To FLIRT. v. n.

1. Tojeer; to gibe one.

2. To run about perpetually ; to be unsteady

and fluttering.

FLIRT. s. [from the verb.]

1. A quick elastic motion.

2. A sudden trick.

Addison.

Ben Jonson.

Addison.

FLIRTATION. s. A quick sprightly motion.

3. A pert hussey.

To FLIT. v. n. [flitter, Danish.]

1. To fly away.

2. To remove ; to migrate.

Pope.

Spenser.

Hooker.

Dryden.

Dryden.

3. To flutter ; to rove on the wing.

4. To be flux or unstable.

FLIT. a. [from fiect . ] Swift ; nimble ; quick.

FLITCH. s. [Flicce, Saxon. ] The side of a hog

salted and cured. Swift.

FLITTERMOUSE. s. The bat.

FLITTING. s. [flit, Saxon.] An offence ; a

fault. Psalms.

FLIX. s. [corrupted from flax.] Down ; fur ;
soft hair. Dryden.

To FLOAT. v. n. [flotter, French ]

1. To swim on the surface ofthe water.

2. To move without labour in a fluid.

3. To pass with a light irregular course.

To FLOAT. v. a. To cover with water.

FLOAT. s. [from the verb.]

1. The act of flowing ; the flux. Hooker.

2. Any body so contrived or formed as to

swim upon the water.. L'Estrange.

3. The cork or quill by which the angler
Walton.

4. A cant word for a level. Mortimer.

FLO'ATY. a. Buoyant and swimming a-top.

Raleigh.

discovers the bite.

FLOCK. 8. [Floce, Saxon.]

1. A company ; usually a company of birds

Shakespeare.or beasts.

2. A company of sheep, distinguished from

herds, which are ofoxen.

3. A body ofmen.

4. A lock ofwool.

Addison.

Maccabees.

Dryden.

To FLOCK. v. n. To gather in crowds or large

numbers. Knolles. Suckling.

To FLOG. v. n . [fromflagrum, Lat. ] To lash ;

to whip. Swift.

FLONG. participle pass. from to fling, used by

Spenser.

FLOOD. s. [Flod, Saxon .]

1. A body ofwater ; the sea ; a river.

2. A deluge ; an inundation.

broad part of the anchor which takes hold

of the ground.

FLOOR. s. (flop, floɲe , Saxon.]

1. The pavement. Sidney

2. A story ; a flight of rooms. Ben Jonson.

Tɔ FLOOR. v. a . [ from the noun.] To cover

the bottom with a floor. Chronicles.

FLOORING. s. [from floor.] Bottom ; floor.

Addison.

To FLOP. v. a. [from fup.] To clap the wings

with noise. L'Estrange.

FLORAL. a. [ floralis, Latin . ] Belonging to

Flora, or to flowers. Prior.

FLORENCE. s . [from the city of Florence .] A

kind of cloth.

FLO'REN. s. A gold coin of Edward III. ia

value six shillings .

FLORET. s. [fleurette, Fr.] A small imperfect

flower.

FLO'RID. a . [ floridus, Latin.]

1. Productive of flowers ; covered with

flowers.

Taylor.

Dryden.

2. Flushed with red.

3. Embellished ; splendid.

FLORIDITY. s. [from florid.] Freshness of

colour.

FLO'RIDNESS. s . [ from florid.]

1. Freshness of colour.

2. Embellishment ; ambitious elegance.Boyle.

FLORIFEROUS. a . [ florifer, Latin.] Produc-

tive offlowers.

FLO'RIN. s. [French. ] A coin first made by

the Florentines. That of Germany is in va-

lue 2s. 4d. that of Spain 4s . 4d. halfpenny ;

that ofPalermo and Sicily 2s. 6d. that of

Holland 28. Ayliffe.

FLO'RIST. s. [fleuriste, French. ] A cultivator

offlowers. Pope.

FLO'RULENT. a. [floris, Latin .] Flowery ;

blossoming.

FLO'SCULÕUS. a. [ Aosculus, Lat.] Composed

offlowers. Brown.

To FLOTE. v. a . [ See To fleet.] To skim.

FLOTSON. s. [fromflote. ] Goods that swim

without an owner on the sea. Skinner.

FLOTTEN. part. [from flote. ] Skimmed .

To FLOUNCE. v. n . [ plonsen, Dutch. ]
1. To move with violence in the water or

mire. Addison.

2. To move with weight and tumult.

3. To move with passionate agitation. Swift.

To FLOUNCE. v. a. To deck with flounces.

FLOUNCE. s. [from the verb. ] Any thing

sewed to the garment, and hanging loose, so

as to swell and shake. Pope.

FLOUNDER. s. [ fynder, Danish. ] The name

of a small flat fish. Camúen.

ToFLOUNDER. v . n. [fromflounce.] To strug-

gle with violent and irregular motions. Dry.

To FLOURISH. v. n. [ foreo, Latin.]

1. To be in vigour ; not to fade.Shakespeare.

3. Flow; flux ; not ebb. Davies. 2. To be in a prosperous state.

4. Catamenia. Harvey. 3. To use florid language.

To FLOOD. v. a. [from the noun . ] To deluge ;

to cover with waters.

FLOODGATE. s. [ flood and gate.]

Mortimer. lines.

Gate or 5. To boast ; to brag.

shutter by which the watercourse is closed

or opened at pleasure. Sidney.

Pope.

Dryden.

Baker

Pope

4. To describe various figures by intersecting

6. [In music.] To play some prelude.
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To FLOURISH . v. a.

1. To adorn with vegetable beauty. Fenton,

2. To adorn with figures of needle-work.

3. To work with a needle inte figures. Bacon.

4. To move any thing in quick circles or vi-

brations. Crashaw.

5. To adorn with embellishments of lan-

guage .

6. To adorn ; to embellish.

FLOURISH. s [from the verb.]

1. Bravery ; beauty.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

Crashaw.

2. Au ostentatious embellishment ; ambiti-

ous conspicuousness. Bacon. More.

3. Figures formed by lines curiously or wan-

tonly drawn. Boyle.

FLOURISHER. s . [from flourish. ] One in

prime or in prosperity. Chapman.

To FLOUT. v. a. [Aluyten, Dutch. ] To mock ;

to insult ; to treat with mockery and con-

tempt. Walton.

Swift.

To FLOUT. v. n. To practise mockery ; to be-

have with contempt.

FLOUT. s. [from the verb. ] A mock ; an in-

sult.
Calamy.

FLO'UTER. s. [fromAout. ] One who jeers.

To FLOW. v. n. [flopan, Saxon.]

1. To run or spread as water.

2. To run ; opposed to standing waters.

3. To rise ; not to ebb.

Swift.

Shakespeare.

Isaiah.

South.

4. To melt.

5. To proceed to issue.

6. To glide smoothly without asperity ; as, a

Howing period.

7. To write smoothly ; to speak volubly.

8. To abound ; to be crowded.

Hakewill.

9. To be copious ; to be full.

10. To hang loose and waving.

Chapman.

Pope.

Spectator.

To FLOW. v. a. To overflow ; to deluge.

FLOW. s. [from the verb. ]

1. The rise of water ; not the ebb. Brown.

2. A sudden plenty or abundance. Pope.

3. A stream of diction. South.

FLOWER. s. [fleur, French]

1. The part of a plant which contains the

seeds. Cowley.

Pope.

2. An ornament ; an embellishment. Hakew.

3. The prime ; the flourishing part.

4. The edible part of corn ; the meal. Spens.

5. The most excellent or valuable part of any

thing. Addison.

FLOWERde Luce. s . A bulbous iris. Peacham .

To FLOWER. v. n. [ Aeurir, French.]

1. To be in flower ; to be in blossom.

2. To be in the prime ; to flourish . Spenser.

3. To froth ; to ferment ; to mantle. Bacon.

4. To come as a cream from the surface.

To FLOWER. v. a. [from the noun. ] To adorn

with fictitious or imitated flowers.

FLOWERAGE. s. [from Aower.] Store of

flowers.

FLO'WERET. s. [Aeuret, French.] A flower ;

a small flower. Dryden.

FLOWERGARDEN. s. [Aower and garden.]

A garden in which flowers are principally

cultivated .

FLOWERINESS. s. [from flowery .]

1. The state of abounding in flowers.

2. Floridness of speech.

FLOWERBUSH. s. A plant.
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Mortimer.

Miller.

FLOWERY. a. [fromflower.] Full of flowers ;

adorned with flowers real or fictitious . Milt.

FLOWINGLY. ad. [from flow .] With volubi-

lity ; with abundance.

FLOWK. s. A flounder. Carew.

FLO'WKWORT. s. The name of a plant.

FLOWN. Participle offly.

1. Gone away.

Milion.2. Puffed ; inflated ; elate.

FLUCTUANT. a. [fluctuans, Latin.] Wave".

ing ; uncertain. L'Estrange

To FLUCTUATE. v. n . [fluctuo, Latin .]

1. To rollto and again, as water in agitation.

2. To roll backward and forward.

Addison.

3. To move with uncertain and hasty motion.

4. To be in an uncertain state.

5. To be irresolute.

FLUCTUATION. s . [ fluctuatio, Latin.]

1. The alternate motion of the water.

2. Uncertainty ; indetermination .

FLUE. s.

Boyle.

1. A small pipe or chimney to convey air.

2. Soft down or fur.

FLUE'LLIN. s. The herb speedwell.

FLU'ENCY. s . [fromfluent.]

1. The quality of flowing ; smoothness ; free-

dom from harshness or asperity. Garth.

2. Readiness ; copiousness ; volubility. K. C.

3. Affluence ; abundance.

FLUENT. a. [ fluens, Latin.]

1. Liqaid.

Sandys.

Bacon.

Ray.

Bacon.

2. Flowing ; in motion ; in flux.

3. Ready; copious ; voluble.

FLU'ENT. s. Stream ; running water. Philips.

FLUID. a . [ Auidus, Latin ; fluide, Fr.] Hav

ing parts easily separable ; not solid . Newton.

FLU'D. s. [ In physick. ] Any animal juice.

FLUIDITY. S. [ fluidité, Fr. from fluid.] The

quality in bodies opposite to stability. Boyle.

FLUIDNESS . s . [from fluid. ] The quality in

bodies opposite to stability. Boyle.

FLUMMERY. s A kind of food made by co-

agulation of wheatflower, or oatmeal.

FLUNG. participle and preterite of tofling.

FLUOR. s. [Latin.]

1. A fluid state.

2. Catamenia.

FLURRY. s.

1. A gust of wind ; a hasty blast.

2. Hurry.

To FLUSH. v. n . [Auysen, Dutch .]

1. To flow with violence.

2. To come in haste.

3. To glow in the skin.

4. To shine.

To FLUSH. v. a.

1. To colour ; to redden.

2. To elate ; to elevate.

FLUSH. a.

1. Fresh ; full of vigour.

2. Affluent; abounding.

FLUSH. s.

Newton.

Swift.

Mortimer.

Ben Jonson.

Collier.

Spenser.

Addison.

Atterbury.

Cleaveland.

1 Arbuthnot.

1. Afflux ; sudden impulse ; violent flow.Rog.

2. Cards all of a sort.

To FLUSTER. v . g. [from to flush.] To make

hot and rosy with drinking. Shakespeare.

FLUTE. s. [fute, French.]

1. Amusical pipe ; a pipe with stops for the

fingers. Dryden.

2. A channel or furrow in a pillar.
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To FLUTE. v. a. To cut columns into hollows.

To FLUTTER. v. n. [floreɲan, Saxon.]

1. To take short flights with great agitation

of the wings. Deuteronomy.

2. To move about with great show and bus-

tle. Grew.

3. To be moved with quick vibrations or un-

dulations.

4. To move irregularly.

To FLUTTER, v. a.

Pope.

Howel.

1. To drive to disorder, like a flock of birds

suddenly roused.

2. To hurry the mind.

Shakespeare.

3. To disorder the position ofany thing.

FLUTTER. s . [from the verb. ]

1. Vibration ; undulation. Addison.

2. Hurry ; tumult ; disorder of mind.

3. Confusion ; irregular position.

FLUVIA'TICK. a. [Auviaticus, Latin. ] Belong-

ing to rivers.

FLUX. s. [fluxus, Latin.]

Dryden.

J. The act offlowing ; passage. Digby.

2. The state ofpassing away and giving place

to others. Brown.

3. Any flow or issue of matter. Arbuthnot.

4. Dysentery ; disease in which the bowels

are excoriated and bleed ; bloody flux.

Halifax.

5. Excrement ; that which falls from bodies.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.6. Concourse ; confluence.

7. The state of being melted.

8. That which mingled with a body makes

it melt.

FLUX. a. [Aluxus, Latin.] Unconstant ; not

durable ; maintained by a constant succes-

sion of parts.

To FLUX. v. a.

1. To melt.

2. To salivate ; to evacuate by spitting.

FLUXI'LITY.7. s . [ fluxus, Latin.] Easiness of

separation of parts. Boyle.

FLUXION. s. [fluxio, Latin.]

1. The act offlowing.

The matter that flows.

3. [ In mathematics.] The arithmetick or

analysis of infinitely small variable quanti-
Harris.ties.

To FLY. v. n. pret. flew or fed ; part. fled or

flown. [Aed is properly fromflee.]

1. To move through the air with wings.

2. To pass through the air.

3. To pass away.

4. To pass swiftly.

Job.

Prior.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

5. To spring with violence ; to fall on sud-

denly.

Waller.6. To move with rapidity.

7. To burst asunder with a sudden explosion.

s. To break ; to shiver.

9. To run away ; to attempt escape. Dryden.

10. To FLY in the face. To insult. Swift.

11. To FLY in toeface. To act in defiance. Dr.

12. To FLY off. To revolt. Addison.

13. TO FLY out.

14. TO FLY out.

15. To FLY out.

.direction.

To burst into passion. B.J.

To break out into licence.

Dryden.

To start violentlyfrom any

Bentley.

16. To let FLY. To discharge. Glanville.

To FLY. v. a.

1. To shun ; to avoid ; to decline.

2. To refuse association with.

3. To quit by flight.

4. To attack by a bird of prey.

FLY. s . [fleoge, Saxon.]

1. A small winged insect.

Shak.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Bacon

Locke

2. That part of a machine which, being put

into a quick motion, regulates the rest. Wilk.

3. FLY, in a compass. That part which

points howthe wind blows.

To FLYBLOW. v. a. [fy and blow .] To taint

with flies ; to fill with maggots. Stillingfleet.

FLY'BOAT. s. [ fly and boat. ] A kind of vessel

nimble and light for sailing.

FLYCATCHER. s. [fly and catch.] One that

hunts flies.

FLY'ER. s. [from fly.]

1. One that flies or runs away.

2. One that uses wings.

3. The fly of a jack.

Dryden

Sandys.

To FLYFISH. v. n. [ fiy and fish.] To angle

with a hook baited with a fly.

FOAL. s. [Fola, Saxon . ] The offspring of a

mare, or other beast of burden. The cus-

tom now is to use colt for a young horse, and

foal for a young mare. Spenser.

May.

To FOAL. v. a. [from the noun.] To bring

forth a foal.

FO'ALBIT. s. A plant.

FOAM. s. [ram, Saxon. ] The white substance

which agitation or fermentation gathers on

the top of liquors ; froth ; spume. Hosea.

To FOAM. v. n. [from the noun. ]

1. To froth ; to gather foam. Shakespeare.

2. To be in a rage ; to be violently agitated.

Mark.

FO'AMY. a. [fromfoam.] Covered with foam ;

frothy. Sidney.

FOB. s . [ fuppe, German .] A small pocket.

To FOB . v. a. [fuppen, German .]

1. To cheat ; to trick ; to defraud. Shak.

2. To FOB off. To shift off ; to put aside

with an artifice. Addison.

FO'CAL. a. [from focus, Latin.] Belonging to

the focus. Denham.

FO'CIL. 8. [focile, French.] The greater or

less bone between the knee and ankle, or el-

bow and wrist. Wiseman.

FOCILLATION. s . [focillo, Latin. ] Comfort;

support. Dict.

FOCUS. s. [Latin.]

1. In opticks. ] The focus of a glass is the

point of convergence or concourse, where

the rays meet and cross the axis after their

refraction by the glass. Harris.

2. Focus ofa Parabola. A point in the axis

within the figure, and distant from the ver-

tex by a fourth part of the parameter, or

latus rectum. Harris.

3. Focus ofan Ellipsis. A point toward each

end of the longer axis ; from whence two

right lines being drawn to any point in the

circumference, shall be together equal to

that longer axis. Harris.

FO'DDER. s. [Ƒodne, Sax. ] Dry food stored

up for cattle against winter. Knolles

To FO'DDER. v. a. [from the noun ] To feed

with dry food. Evelyn
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FOʻDDERER s. [from fodder.] He who fod- FOLIATION. s. [foliatio, Latin.]̀
ders cattle.

FOE. s. [Fah, Saxon .]

1. An enemy in war.

war.

Spenser.

2. A persecutor ; an enemy in common life.

3. An opponent ; an ill-wisher. Watts.

FO'EMAN. s . [fromfoe and mun.] Enemy in

Spenser.

FOETUS. s. [ Latin .] The child in the womb

after it is perfectly formed. Quincy.

FOG. s. [fog, Danish, a storm.] A thick mist ;

a moist dense vapour near the surface ofthe
land or water. `Raleigh.

FOG. s. [fogagium, low Latin. ] Aftergrass.

FO'GGILY. ad. [from feggy. ] Mistily ; darkly ;

cloudily.

FO'GGINESS. s. [fromfoggy.] The state of

being dark or misty ; cloudiness ; mistiness.

FO'GGY. a. [fromfog.]

1. Misty ; cloudy ; dark. Evelyn.

2. Cloudy in understanding ; dull.

FOH. interject. An interjection of abhorrence.

FOIBLE. s . [ French] A weak side ; a blind

side ; trifling.

To FOIL. v. a. [affoler, old French. ]

1. To put to the worst ; to defeat.

2. [Fouiller, Fr.] To blunt ; to dull.

3. To defeat ; to puzzle.

FOIL. s. [ from the verb. ]

1. A defeat ; a miscarriage.

2. Leaf gilding . [feuille, French .]

Friend.

Milton.

Shak.

Addison.

Southern.

Sidney.

Shak.

3. Something of another colour near which

jewels are set to raise their lustre.

4. A blunt sword used in fencing.

FOILER. s. [from foil.] One who has gained

advantage over another.

To FOIN. v. n. [ foindre, French. Skinner.] To

push in fencing. Dryden.

FOIN. s. [from the verb.] A thrust ; a push.

FOISON. s. [Foiron, Saxon. ] Plenty ; abun-

dance. Out of use. Shakespeare.

To FOIST. v. a. [fausser, French .] To insert

by forgery. Carew.

FOЛISTINESS. s. [from foisty.] Futsiness ;

mouldiness.

FO'ISTY. a. [See FUSTY.] Mouldy ; fusty.

FOLD. s. [falo, Saxon.]

Tusser.

Dryden.

Creech.

1. The ground in which sheep are confined .

9. The place where sheep arehoused.Raleigh.

3. The flock of sheep. '

4. A limit ; a boundary.

5. A double ; a complication ; one part added

to another. [from Filo, Saxon.] Arbuthnot.

6. From the foregoing signification is derived

the use offold in composition. Fold signifies

the same quantity added ; as, twenty fold,

twenty times repeated. Matthew.

To FOLD. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To shut sheep in the fold.

2. To inclose ; to include ; to shut.

3. To double ; to complicate.

Milton.

Shak.

Collier.

To FOLD. v. n. To close over another of the

same kind.
Kings.

FOLIA'CEOUS. a . [foliaceus, Latin.] Consist-

ing of laminæ or leaves. Woodward.

FOʻLIAGE. s. [folium, Latin .] Leaves ; tufts

of leaves. Addison.

To FO'LIATE. v. a. [foliatus, Latin.] To beat

into laminæ or leaves. Newton.
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1. The act ofbeating into thin leaves.

2. Foliation is one of the parts of a flower,

being the collection of those fugacious co-

loured leaves called petals, which constitute

the compass of the flower. Quincy.

FO'LIATURE. s . [from folium, Latin .] The

state ofbeing hammered into leaves.

FOʻLIO. s. [infolio, Latin. ] A large book of

which the pages are formed by a sheet of

paper once doubled. Watts

FO'LIOMORT. a . [folium mortuum, Latin.]

A dark yellow ; the colour of a leaf faded ;

vulgarly called philomot.
Woodward.

FOLK. s . [ Fole , Saxon.]

1. People, in familiar language.

2. Nations ; mankind.

Sidney.
Psalms.

3. Any kind of people as discriminated from

others. Shakespeare.

FOLKMOTE. s . A meeting of folk. Spenser.

FO'LLICLE. s. [folliculus, Latin.]

1. A cavity in any body with strong coats.

2. [In botany.] The seed vessel, capsula se-

minalis, or case, which some fruits and seeds

have over them. Quincy.

To FO'LLOW. v. a. [Folgian, Saxon.]

1. To go after ; not before, or side by side.

2. To pursue as an enemy ; to chase. Dryd.

3. To accompany ; not to forsake.

4. To attend, as a dependant.

5. To go after, as a teacher.

Milton.

Pope.

Dryden.

Pope.6. To succeed in order of time.

7. To be consequential in argument. Milton.

8. To imitate ; to copy, as a pupil. Hooker.

9. To obey ; to observe, as a guide. Tillotson.

10. To pursue as an object of desire. Heb.

11. To confirm by new endeavours . Spenser.

12. To attend to ; to be busied with. Ecclus.

TO FOLLOW. v. n.

1. To come after another.

2. To attend servilely.

3. To be posterior in time.

Ben Jonson.

Shakespeare.

4. To be consequential, as effect to cause.

5. To be consequential, as inference to pre-

mises.

6. To continue endeavours.

FO'LLOWER. s. [from follow.]

Temple.

Hosea.

1. One who comes after another ; not before

him, or side by side. Shakespeare.

South.

Pope.

2. One who observes a leader.

3. An attendant, or dependant.

4. An associate ; a companion. Shakespeare.

5. One under the command of another.

Dryden.

6. A scholar ; an imitator ; a copier. Svrat.

FO'LLY. s. (follie, French.]

1. Want of understanding ; weakness of in-

tellect. Hawksworth.

2. Criminal weakness ; depravity of mind.

Shakespeare

3. Act ofnegligence or passion unbecoming

gravity or deep wisdom.

To FOMENT. v. a. [ fomentor, Latin.]

1. To cherish with heat.

Pope.

Milton.

Arbuthnot.

Wotton.

2. To bathe with warm lotions.

3. To encourage ; to cherish.

FOMENTATION. s. [fomentation, French . ]

1. Afomentation is partial bathing, called also
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stuping, which is applying hot flannels to any

part, dipped in medicated decoctions. Quin.

2. The lotion prepared to foment the parts.

FOME'NTER. s. [from foment.] An encou-

rager; a supporter. Howel.

FON. s. A fool ; an ideot. Obsolete. Spenser.

FOND. a.

1. Foolish ; silly ; indiscreet ; imprudent ;

injudicious. Ascham.

2. Trifling ; valued by folly. Shakespeare.

3. Foolishly tender ; injudiciously indulgent.

Addison.

4. Pleased in too great a degree ; foolishly

delighted.

To

Prior.

v. a. To treat with great in-

70 FONDLE. } dulgence; to caress ; to

cocker. Dryden.

To FOND. v. n. To be fond of; to be in love

with; to dote on. Shakespeare.

FOʻNDLER. s. [from fond.] One who fondles.

FO'NDLING. s. [fromfondle. ] A person or

thing much fondled or caressed ; something

regarded with great affection.

FO'NDLY. ad. [from fond .]

1. Foolishly ; weakly ; imprudently.

2. With extreme tenderness.

FO'NDNESS . s. [fromfond.]

Swift.

Pope.

Savage.

1. Foolishness ; weakness ; want of sense ;

want ofjudgment.

2. Foolish tenderness.

3. Tender passion.

4. Unreasonable liking.

Spenser.

Addison.

Swift.

Hammond.

Hooker.

FONE. s. Plural offoe. Obsolete. Spenser.

FONT. s. [fons, Lat.] A stone vessel in which

the water for holy baptism is contained in

the church.

FONTANEL. s. [fontanelle, Fr.] An issue ; a

discharge opened in the body. Wiseman.

FONTA'NGĖ. s . A knot of ribands on the

top ofthe head-dress. Out of use. Addison.

FOOD. s. [fæðan, Saxon.]

1. Victuals ; provision for the mouth. Shak.

2. Any thing that nourishes. Shakespeare.

FOODFUL a. [food and full. ] Fruitful ; full

offood ; plenteous. Dryden.

FOO'DY. a. [from food.] Eatable ; fit for food.

FOOL. s. [ ffol, Welsh.]

1. One to whom nature has denied reason ;

a natural ; an ideot. Pope.

2. [In scripture.] A wicked man. Psalms.

3. A term of indignity and reproach. Dryd.

4. One who counterfeits folly ; a buffoon ; a

jester.
Denham.

5. To play the FOOL. To play pranks like a

hired jester ; to make sport. Sidney.

6. To play the FOOL. To act like one void of

common understanding. Shakespeare.

7. To make a FOOL of. To disappoint ; to

defeat.
Shakespeare.

To FOOL. v. n. [from the noun.] To trifle ; to

toy; to play ; to idle ; to sport. Herbert.

To FOOL. v. a.

1. To treat with contempt ; to disappoint ;

to frustrate ; to defeat. Ben Jonson.

2. To infatuate ; to make foolish. Calamy.

3. To cheat ; as, to fool one of his money.

FOO'LBORN. a. [fool and born .] Foolish from

the birth.
Shakespeare.

FOO'LERY. s. [from fool.]

1. Habitual folly. Shakespeare.

2. An act of folly ; trifling folly. Watis.

3. Object offolly. Raleigh.

FOOLHAPPY. a. [fool and happy. ] Lucky

without contrivance or judgment. Spenser.

FOOLHA'RDINESS. s. [fromfoolhardy. ] Mad
rashness ; courage without sense. South.

FOOLHA'RDISE. s. [ fool and hardiesse, Fr.]

Foolhardiness. Obsolete.
Spenser

FOOLHA'RDY. a . [fool and hardy.] Daring

withoutjudgment ; madly adventurous.Hook.

FOO'LISH. a. [ from fool.]

1. Void ofunderstanding ; weakofintellect.

2. Imprudent ; indiscreet. Shakespeare.

Law.3. Ridiculous ; contemptible.

4. [In scripture. ] Wicked ; sinful.

FOOLISHLY. ad. [from foolish. ] Weakly ;

without understanding. In scripture, wick

edly. Swift.

FOO'LISHNESS . s. [fromfoolish. ]

1. Folly ; want ofunderstanding.

2. Foolish practice ; actual deviation from

the right. Prior.

Miller.FOOLSTONES. s. A plant.

FOO'LTRAP. s. [ fool and trap.] A snare to
catch fools in.

FOOT. s. pluralfeet . [For, Saxon .]

Dryden.

1. That part upon whichwe stand Clarendon.

2. That bywhich any thing is supported in

the nature of a foot ; as, the foot of a table.

3. Thelower párt ; the base.

4. The end; the lower part.

5. The act of walking.

Hakerill.

Dryden.

Maccabees.

Shak.

Clarendon.

6. On Foor. Walking ; without carriage.

7. On FOOT. In a posture of action.

8. Infantry ; footmen in arms.

9. State ; character ; condition .

10. Scheme ; plan ; settlement.

Addison.

Swift.

Ascham .

11. A certain number of syllables constitut-

ing a distinct part of a verse.

12. Motion ; action.

13. Step.

Grei.

L'Estrange

14. A measure containing twelve inches.

To FOOT. v. n. [from the noun ]

1. To dance ; to tread wantonly ; to trip.

2. To walk ; not ride.

To FOOT. v. a.

1. Tospurn ; to kick.

2. To settle ; to begin to fix.

3. To tread.

FOOʻTBALL. s. [foot and bell.]

Dryden.
South

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Tickel.

1. A ball commonly made ofablownbladder

cased with leather, driven by the foot. Wal.

e . The sport or practice ofkicking the foot-

ball. Arbuthnot.

FOO'TBOY. s. [ foot and boy.] A low menial ;

an attendant in livery. Boyle.

FOOTBRIDGE . s . A bridge on which pas-

sengers walk ; a narrow bridge.

FOOTCLOTH. s . A sumpter-cloth.

FOOTED. a. Shaped in the foot.

FOOTFIGHT. s. A fight made on foot, in

opposition to that on horseback. Sidney

FOOTHOLD. s . Space to hold the foot :

space onwhich one may tread surely.

FOOTING. s. [from foot.]

1. Ground for the foot.

Sidney.

Shak.

Grew.

L'Estrange

Shakespeare
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2. Support ; root.

3. Foundation ; basis.

4. Place; possession.

5 Tread; walk.

6. Dance.

7. Steps ; road ; track.

9. In comparative respect ; for height this

boy is a man.

10. With appropriation to ; frieze is for old

Dryden.

Locke.

Dryden.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

Dryden.

men.
Shakespeare.

8. Entrance ; beginning ; establishment.Dry.

9. State ; condition ; settlement. Arbuthnot.

FOO'TLICKER. s . [foot and lick.] A slave ;

an humble fawner. Shakespeare.

FOO'TMAN. s. [foot and man.]

1. A soldier that marches and fights on foot.

Raleigh.

2. A low menial servant in livery. Bacon.

3. One who practises to walk or run.

FOOTMANSHIP. s. [fromfootman. ] The art

or faculty of a runner. Hayward.

FOOTPACE. s. [foot and pace.]

1. Part of a pair of stairs, whereon, after

four or five steps, you arrive to a broad

place. Moxon.

2. A pace no faster than a slow walk.

FOOTPAD. s . [foot and pad.] A highwayman

that robs on foot.

FOOTPATH. s. [foot and path.] A narrow

way which will not admit horses. Shakesp.

FOOTPOST. s. [foot and post. ] A post or

messenger that travels on foot.

FOOTSTALL. s. [foot and stall. ] A woman's

stirrup.

FOOTSTEP. s. [foot and step.]

Carew.

1. Trace ; tract ; impression left bythe foot.

2. Token ; mark ; notice given.

3. Example.

Denham.

Bentley.

Stool onFOOTSTOOL. s . [ foot and stool. ]

which he that sits places his feet.

FOP. s. A simpleton ; a coxcomb ; a man of

small understanding and much ostentation ;

a pretender. Roscommon.

FO'PDOODLE. s . [fop and doodle. ] A fool ;

an insignificant wretch.

FO'PPERY. s. [fromfop.]

1. Folly ; impertinence.

Hudibras.

Shakespeare.

2. Affectation ofshow, or importance ; showy

folly.

2. Foolery ; vain or idle practice. Stilling.

FO'PPISH. a. [fromfop.]

1. Foolish ; idle ; vain. Shakespeare.

2. Vainin show ; foolishly ostentatious. Garth.

FO'PPISHLY . ad. Vainly ; ostentatiously.

FO'PPISHNESS. s. Vanity ; showy or osten-

tatious vanity.

FO'PPLING. s. [fromfop.] A petty fop ; an

underrate coxcomb. Tickel.

FOR. prep. [Fon, Saxon.]

1. Because of; he died for love. Hooker.

2. With respect to ; with regard to ; the

troops for discipline were good. Stillingfeet.

3. In the character of; he stood candidate for

hisfriend. Locke.

4. With resemblance of ; helay fordead. Dry.

5. Considered as ; in the place of; rushness

stands for valour. Clarendon.

6. In advantage of; for the sake of; hefights

forfame
Cowley.

7. Conducive to ; this sickness is for good. Til.

8. Withintention ofgoing to a certain place ;

he is gone for Oxford, Hayward.
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11. After O an expression of desire ; O for

better times. Shakespeare.

12. In account of; in solution of; I speak

enough for that question. Burnet.

13. Inducing to as a motive ; he had reason

for his conduct. Tillotson.

14. In expectation of; he stood still for his

follower. Locke.

15. Noting power or possibility ; it is hard

for me to learn. Taylor.

Boyle.

16. Noting dependence ; for a good harvest

there must be good weather.

17. In prevention of ; for fear of; he wrapped

up for cold. Bacon.

18. In remedy of ; a medicine for the gout.

Garretson.

19. In exchange of; money for goods. Dryden.

20. In the place of; instead of; a club for a

weapon. Cowley.

21. In supply of; to serve in the place of. Dry.

22. Through a certain duration ; it lusted for

a year.

23. In search of; in quest of;

the goldenfleece.

Roscommon.

he went for

Tillotson.

24. According to ; for aught I know, it was

otherwise. Boyle.

25. Noting a state offitness orreadiness. Dr.

26. Inhope of; he wrote for money. Shakesp.

27. Oftendency to ; toward ; his wish was

for peace. Knolles.

28. In favour of; onthe part of; beinghonest,

he fought for the king. Cowley.

29. Noting accommodation or adaptation ;

the tool is too brittle for the wood.

30. With intention of; the book was contrived

for young students.

Felton.

Tillotstn.

31. Becoming ; belonging to ; must is for a

king. Cowley.

Bentley.

Spenser.

32. Notwithstanding ; he might have entered

for the keeper.

33. To the use of; to be used in.

34. In consequence of ; he did it for anger. Dr.

35. In recompense of; in return of; he work-

ed for money formerly paid. Dryden.

Shakespeare.

36. In proportion to ; he was tall for his age.

37. By means of; by interposition of; but

for me you hadfailed. Hale.

33. In regard of; in preservation of; he can-

not for his life do it.

39. FOR all. Notwithstanding.

FOR. conj.

Addison.

South.

3. The word by which the reason is given of

something advanced before. Cowley.

2. Because ; on this account that. Spenser.

3. FOR as much. In regard to that; in con-

sideration of. Hooker.

4. FOR why. Because ; for this reason that.

Knolles.

To FO'RAGE. v . n. [fromforis, abroad, Lat. ]

1. To wander far ; to rove at a distance. Not

in use. Shakespeare.

2. To wander in search of provisions. Denk.

3. To ravage ; to feed on spoil . Shakespeare.

To FO'RAGE. v . a . To plunder ; to strip ; to

spoil.
South
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FO'RAGE. 8. [fourage, German and French. ]

fromforis, Latin.]

1. Search of provisions ; the act of feeding

abroad. Milton.

2. Provisions sought abroad. Dryden.

3. Provisions in general. Dryden.

FORA'MINOUS. a. [from foramen, Latin.]

Full of holes ; porous. Bacon.

To FORBEAR. v. n. pret. forbore, anciently

forbare ; part. forborn. [Foɲbænan, Saxon .]

1. To cease from any thing ; to intermit.

2. To pause ; to delay. Shakespeare.

3. To emit voluntarily ; to abstain . Denham.

4. To restrain any violence of temper ; to be

patient. Proverbs.

To FORBEAR. v. a.

1. To decline ; to avoid voluntarily. Waller

2. To abstain from ; to omit. Clarendon.

3. To spare ; to treat with clemency. Ephes.

4. To withhold. Chronicles.

FORBEARANCE. s . [ fromforbear .]

1. The care of avoiding or shunning any

thing ; negation of practice.

2. Intermission of something.

3. Command of temper.

South.

Shakespeare.

4. Lenity ; delay ofpunishment ; mildness.

Rogers.

FORBEARER. s . [fromforbear.] An intermit-

ter; interceptor of any thing. Tuffer.

To FORBI'D. v. a. pret. Iforbade ; part. for-

bidden orforbid. [Fonbeodan, Saxon.]

1. To prohibit ; to interdict any thing. Shak.

2. To command ; to forbear any thing. Sid.

3. To oppose ; to hinder. Dryden.

4. To accurse ; to blast. Obsolete Shakesp.

To FORBI'D. v. n. To utterprohibition. Shak.

FORBIDDANCE. s. [from forbid. ] Prohibi-

tion ; edict against any thing. Milton.

FORBIDDENLY. ad. [from forbid.] In an

unlawful manner.
Shakespeare.

FORBI'DDER. s. [from forbid.] One that

prohibits. Brown.

FORBIDDING. particip. a. [from forbid.]

Raising abhorrence.

FORCE. 8. [force, French.]

1. Strength ; vigour ; might.

2. Violence.

3. Virtue ; efficacy.

4. Validness ; power oflaw.

Aaron Hill.

Donne.

Dryden.

Locke.

Denham.

5. Armament ; warlike preparation. Waller.

6. Destiny ; necessity ; fatal compulsion.

To FORCE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To compel ; to constrain.

2. To overpower by strength.

Swift.

Milton.

3. To impel ; to press ; to draw or push by

main strength.

4. To enforce ; to urge.

5. To drive by violence or power.

6. To gain by violence or power.

7. To storm ; to enter by violence.

8. To ravish ; to violate by force.

9. To constrain ; to distort.

Dryden.
Milton.

D. of P.

Dryden.

Waller.

Dryden.

Addison.

10. To man ; to strengthen by soldiers . Ral.

11. To FORCE out. To extort. Atterbury.

To FORCE. v. n. To lay stress upon. Camden.

FORCEDLY. ad. [from force.] Violently ;

constrainedly ; unnaturally. Burnet.

FO'RCEFUL. a. [force and full.]

strong; impetuous.

Violent ;

Pope.

FO'RCEFULLY. ad. [fromforceful .] Violent

ly ; impetuously.

FO'RCELESS. a. [fromforce.] Having little

force ; weak; feeble ; impotent.

FORCEPS. s. [ Latin. ] Forceps properly signi-

fies a pair of tongs ; but is used for an in-

strument in chirurgery, to extract any thing

ont of wounds. Quincy.

FO'RCER. s. [fromforce.]

1. That which forces, drives, or constrains.

2. The embolus of a pump working by pul

sion.

FO'RCIBLE. a. [from force.]

1. Strong ; mighty.

2. Violent ; impetuous.

3. Efficacious ; active ; powerful.

Wilkins

Milton.

Prior

Bacon.

Raleigh.4. Prevalent ; ofgreat influence.

5. Done by force ; suffered by force. ' Swift,

6. Valid ; binding ; obligatory.

FO'RCIBLENESS. s. Force ; violence.

FO'RCIBLY. ad. [fromforcible.]

1. Strongly ; powerfully. Tillotson.

2. Impetuously ; with great strength.

3. By violence ; by force. Hammond.

FO'RCIPATED. a. [from forceps .] Formed

like a pair of pincers to open and enclose.

Derham,

FORD. s. [Ford, Saxon. ]

1. A shallow part of a river where it may be

passed without swimming.

2. The stream ; the current.

To FORD. v. a. [from the noun.]

without swimming.

Fairfax.

Milton.

To pass

Raleigh.

Raleigh.

Bacon.

FO'RDABLE. a . [fromford . ] Passable without

swimming.

FORE. a. [Fone, Saxon.]

1. Anteriour ; not behind.

2. That is firstin a progressive motion. Cheyne.
FORE. ad.

1. Anteriourly. Raleigh.

2. Fore is a word much used in composition

to mark priority oftime .

To FOREADVISE. v. n. [fore and advise. ]

To counsel early ; to counsel before the

time ofaction, or the event. Shakespeare.

To FOREARM. v. a. [fore and arm.] To pro-

vide for attack or resistance before the time

of need.

To FOREBO'DE. v. n. [fore and bode.]

1. To prognosticate ; to foretell.

2. To foreknow; to be prescient of.

FOREBO'DER. s . [fromforbode. ]

1. A prognosticator ; a soothsayer.

South.

Dryden.

Pope.

L'Estrange.

2. A foreknower.

FOREBY' . prep. [fore and by.] Near ; hard

by; fast by. Spenser.

To FORECAST. v. a. [fore and cast.]

1. To scheme ; to plan before execution Dan.

2. To adjust ; to contrive antecedently. Dry.

3. To foresee ; to provide against. L'Estr.

To FORECA'ST. v. n. To form schemes ; to

contrive beforehand.
Spenser.

FORECA'ST. s [from the verb.] Contrivance

beforehand ; antecedent policy. Addison.

FORECA'STER. s . [fromforecast.] One who

contrives beforehand.

FO'RECASTLE. s. [ fore and castle.] In a ship

is that part where the foremast stands.
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FORECHO'SEN. part. [fore and chosen.] Pre-

elected .

FORECITED. part. [fore and cite.] Quoted

before, or above. Arbuthnot

To FORECLOʻSE. v . a. [fore and close .]

1. To shut ; to preclude ; to prevent.

2. To FORECLOSE a Mortgage, is to cut off

the power ofredemption.

FO'REDECK. s. [fore and deck.] The ante.

riour part of a ship. Chapman.

TO FOREDESIGN. v . a . [fore and design . ] To

plan beforehand. Cheyne.

To FOREDO'. v. a. [fromfor and do, notfore.]

1. To ruin ; to destroy. Obsolete. Shak.

2. To overdo ; to weary ; to harass. Shak.

T FOREDO'OM. a. a. [ fore and doom.] To

predestinate ; to determine beforehand .Pope.

FÖRE-END. s . [ fore and end . ] The anteriour

part.

FOREFATHER. s. [fromfore and father. ] An-

cestor ; one who in any degree of ascending

genealogy precedes another. Raleigh.

To FOREE'ND. v. a. [for, orfore and fend.]

1. To prohibit ; to avert. Dryden.

2. To provide for ; to secure. Shakespeare.

FOREFİ'NGER. s. [fore and finger.] The

finger next the thumb ; the index. Brown.

FO'REFOOT. s. plur. forefeet. [ fore andfoot.]

The anteriour foot of a quadruped. Peacham.

To FOREGO'. v. a. [fore and go.]

1. To quit; to give up ; to resign.

2. To go before ; to be past.

3. To lose.

Bacon.

Locke.

Raleigh.

Shakespeare.

FOREGO'ER. s . [fromforego. ] Ancestor ; pro-

genitor. Shakespeare.

FOREGROUND. s. [fore and ground. ] The

part ofthe field or expanse ofa picture which

seems to lie before the figures. Dryden.

FOREHAND. s . [fore and hand.]

1. That part of a horse which is before the

rider.

2. The chief part. Shakespeare.

FOREHAND a. Done too soon . Shakespeare.

FOREHANDED. a. [fore and hand.]

1. Early ; timely.

2. Formed in the foreparts.

FOREHEAD. s. [fore and head.]

Taylor.

Dryden.

1. That part ofthe face which reaches from

the eyes upward to the hair. Dryden.

2. Impudence ; confidence ; assurance . Collier.

FOREHO'LDING. s. (fore and hold. ] Predic-

tions ; ominous accounts. L'Estrange.

FO'REIGN. a. [forain, Fr.forano, Spanish . ]

1. Not of this country ; not domestick. Add.

2. Alien ; remote ; not allied. Swift.

3. Excluded ; not admitted ; held at a dis-

tance. Shakespeare.

4. [In law. ] A foreign plea, placitum forinse-

cum ; as being a plea out of the proper court

ofjustice.

5. Extraneous ; adventitious in general.

Philips.

FO'REIGNER. s. [fromforeign.] A man that

comes from another country ; not a native ;

a stranger. Addison.

FOREIGNNESS. s . [from foreign. ] Remote-

ness ; want of relation to something. Locke.

To FOREIMA'GINE. v. a . [ fore and imagine.]

To conceive or fancy before proof. Camden.

To FOREJUDGE. v. a. [fore and judge.] To

judge beforehand ; to be prepossessed.

To FOREKNOW. v. a. [ fore and know .] To

have prescience of; to foresee. Raleigh,

FOREKNO'WABLE. a. [fromforeknow. ] Pos-

sible to be known before they happen.

More.

FOREKNO'WLEDGE. s. [fore and know-

ledge. ] Prescience ; knowledge of that which

has not yet happened. Milton.

FO'RELAND. s. [fore and lund. ] A promon-

tory ; headland ; high land jutting into the

sea; a cape. Milton.

To lay

Dryden.

To raise

Spenser.

TO FORELA'Y. v. a. [fore and lay.]

wait for ; to entrap by ambush.

To FOʻRELIFT. v. a. [fore and lift.]

aloft any anteriour part.

FO'RELOCK. s. [fore and lock. ] The hair

that grows from the forepart of the head.;

Milton.

FO'REMAN. s. [fore and man.] The first or
chief person. Addison.

FOREMENTIONED. a. [fore and mention .]

Mentioned or recited before.

FO'REMOST. a . [from fore.]

1. First in place. Sidney.

2. First in dignity. Dryden.

FORENA'MEĎ. a. [ fore and name. ] Nominat-
ed before. Ben Jonson.

FO'RENOON. s.. [fore and noon . ] The time of

day reckoned from the middle point between

the dawn and the meridian, to the meredian.

Arbuthnot.

FORENO'TICE. s. [fore and notice . ] Informa-
tion of an event before it happens. Rymer

FORENSICK. a. [forensis, Latin . ] Belonging

to courts ofjudicature. Locke.

To FOREORDA'IN . v. a. [fore and ordain. ] To

predestinate ; to predetermine ; to preordain.

Hooker.

FO'REPART. s . [fore and part.]

1. The part first in time. Raleigh.

Ray.2. The part anteriour in place.

FOREPA'ST. a. [fore and past.] Past before a

certain time. Hammond.

;

FOREPOSSE'SSED. a . [fore and possess .] Pre-

occupied ; prepossessed.
Saunderson.

FO'RERANK. s. [fore and rank.] Firstrank

front. Shakespeare.

FORERECITED. a. [ fore and recite ] Men-

tioned or enumerated before. Shakespeare.

To FORERUN. v. a. [fore and run.]

1. To come before as an earnest of something

following. Dryden.

2. To precede ; to have the start of. Graunt.

FORERUNNER. s. [ from forerun. ]

1. A harbinger ; a messenger sent before to

give notice of the approach of those that fol-

low. Stillingfleet. Dryden.

2. A prognostick ; a sign foreshowing any

thing. South.

To FORESA'Y.v.a. [fore and say.]To predict ;

to prophesy ; to foretell. Shakespeare.

To FORESE'É. v. a. [fore and see. ] To see be-

forehand ; to see what has not yet happened.

Taylor.

To FORESHA'ME. v. a. [ fore and shame.] To

shame ; to bring reproach upon. Shakespeare.
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FORESHIP. s . [fore and ship. ] The anteriour

part ofthe ship. Acts.

To FORESHO'RTEN. v. a. [fore and shorten.]

To shorten figures for the sake of showing

those behind.

TO FORESHO'W. v. a. [fore and show.]

Dryden.

1. To discover before it happens ; to predict ;

to prognosticate.

2. To represent before it comes.

FO'RESIGHT. s. [fore and sight.]

1. Prescience ; prognostication ;

ledge.

Denham.

Hooker.

foreknow-

Milton.

2. Provident care offuturity. Spenser.

FORESIGHTFUL. a. [foresight andfull. ]Pre-

scient ; provident. Sidney .

To FORESIGNIFY. v. a. [fore and signify.]

To betoken beforehand ; to foreshow ; to

typify. Hooker.

FORESKIN. s. [fore and skin.] The prepuce.

Cowley.

FORESKIRT. s. [fore and skirt.] The pendu-

lous or loose part of the coat before. Shak.

To FORESLA'CK. v. a. [fore and slack. ] To

neglect by idleness. Spenser.

To FORESLO'W. v. a. [fore and slow.]

1. To decay ; to hinder ; to impede. Dryden.

2.To neglect; to omit. Fletcher.

TO FORESLO'W. v. n. To be dilatory ; to

loiter.
Shakespeare.

To FORESPEAK. v. n. [fore and speak.]

1. To predict; to foresay.

2. To forbid. [from for and speak .]

FORESPE'NT. a. [for and spent.]

1. Wasted ; tired ; spent.

Camden.

Shak.

Shakespeare.

2. Forepassed ; past. [fore and spent. ] Spens.
3. Bestowed before.

Shakespeare.

FORESPU'RRER. s. [fore and spur.] One

Shakespeare,that rides before .

FOREST. s. [forest, French.]

1. A wild uncultivated tract of ground in-

terspersed with wood. Shakespeare.

2. [In law.] A certain territory of woody

grounds and fruitful pastures, privileged for

wild beasts, and fowls of forest, chase, and

warren, to abide in, in the safe protection of

the king, for his pleasure. Cowel.

TO FORESTALL. v . « . [foɲeszallan, Saxon.]

1. To anticipate ; to take up beforehand.

2. To hinder by preoccupation or preven-

tion. Pope.

3. To seize, or gain possession, ofbefore ano-

ther. Spenser.

FORESTAʼLLER. s. [fromforestall. ] One that

anticipates the market ; one that purchases

before others to raise the price. Locke.

FORESTBO'RN. a. [ forest and born. ] Born in

a wild. Shakespeare.

FORESTER. s. [forestier, French .]

1. An officer ofthe forest. Shakespeare.

2. An inhabitant ofthe wild country.

FO'RESWAT. a. [from fore and swat,

FO'RESWART. from sweat.] Spent with}

Sidney.heat.

TO FORETA'STE. v. a. [fore and taste. ]

1.Tohave antepast of; to have prescience of.

2. To taste before another. Milton .

FO'RETASTE. s. Anticipation of South.

TO FORETE'LL. v. a. [fore and tell.]

1. To predict ; to prophesy.

2. To foretoken ; to foreshow.
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Dryden.

To FO'RETELL. v..n. To utter prophesy.

FORETE'LLER. s . [from foretell. ] Predicter;

Boyle.
foreshower.

To FORETHI'NK. v. a. [fore and think. ]

1. To anticipate in the mind ; to have pre-

science of.

2. To contrive antecedently.

Raleigh.

Hall.

To FORE THINK. v. n. To contrive before-

hand. Smith.

FORETHOUGHT. s . [from forethink.]

1. Prescience ; anticipation . L'Estrange.

2. Provident care.

To FORETO’KEN. v . a. [fore and token .] To

foreshow ; to prognosticate as a sign. Daniel.

FORETOʻKEN. s. [from the verb. ] Prevenient

sign ; prognostick . Sidney.

FORETO'OTH. s. [fore and tooth.] The

tooth in the anteriour part ofthe mouth ; the

incisor. Ray.

FO'RETOP. s. [fore and top.] That part of a

woman's head dress that is forward, or the

top of a periwig. Dryden

FOREVOUCHED . part. [fore and vouch.]

Affirmed before ; formerly told. Shakespeare,

FOREWARD. s. [fore and ward.] The van ;

the front. Maccabees.

To FOREWA'RN. v. a . [ fore and wurn.]

1. To admonish beforehand. Luke.

2. To inform previously of any future event.

Milton.

3. To caution against any thing beforehand

To FOREWA'STE. v . a. [fore and waste.] To

desolate ; to destroy. Out of use. Spenser.

To FOREWI'SH. v. a . [fore and wish. ] To
desire beforehand. Knolles.

FOREWO'RN. part. [fore and worn, from

wear.] Worn out ; wasted by time or use.

FORFEIT. s. [forfuit, French.]

Sidney.

1. Something lost by the commission of a

crime ; a fine ; a mulct. Waller.

2. A person obnoxious to punishment.

Shakespeare.

To FORFEIT. v. a. [ from the noun.] To lose

by some breach of condition ; to lose by some

offence. Davies. Boyle,

FOʻRFEIT. part. a. [from the verb . ] Liable to

penal seizure ; alienated by a crime. Pope.

FO'RFEITABLE. a . [from forfeit. ] Possessed

on conditions, by breach ofwhich any thing

may be lost.

FORFEITURE. s . [ forfaiture, French.]

1. The act of forfeiting.

2. The thing forfeited ; a mulct ; a fine.

To FORFE'ND. v. a. To prevent ; to forbid.

FORGAVE. The preterite offorgive.

FORGE. s. [forge, French.]

1. The place where iron is beaten into form.

2. Any place where any thing is made or

shaped.
Hooker.

3. Manufacture of metalline bodies. Bacon

To FORGE. v . a. [forger, old French .]

1. To form by the hammer.

2. To make by any means.

3. To counterfeit ; to falsify.

FO'RGER. s. [from forge.]

1. One who makes or forms.

2. One who counterfeits any thing.

FO'RGERY. s. [from forge . ]

1. The crime offalsification.

Chapman.

Locke

Shakespeare.

West.

Stephens

2. Smith's work ; the act ofthe forge. Milton
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To FORGET. v. a. preter. forgot ; part. for-

gotten, orforgot. [pongyran, Saxon.]

1. To lose memory of; to let go from the re-

membrance. Atterbury.

Isaiah.2. Not to attend ; to neglect.

FORGETFUL. a. [fromforget .]

1. Not retaining the memory of.

2. Causing oblivion ; oblivious. Dryden.

3. Inattentive ; ncgligent ; neglectful ; care-

less . Hebrews. Prior.

FORGETFULNESS. s. [from forgetful.]

1. Oblivion ; cessation to remember ; loss of

memory. Shakespeare.

2. Negligence ; neglect ; inattention. Hooker.

FO'RGÈTIVE. a. [from forge.] That may

forge or produce. Shakespeare,

FORGETTER. s. [fromforget.]

1. One that forgets .

2. A careless person.

To FORGIVE. v. a. pret. forgave ; part. pass.

forgiven. [FongiƑan, Saxon.]

1. To pardon ; not to punish.

2. To pardon a crime.

Prior.

Isaiah.

3. To remit ; not to exact debt or penalty.

FORGIVENESS. s. [Fongifenirre, Saxon.]

1. The act of forgiving .

2. Pardon of an offender.

3. Pardon of an offence.

Daniel.

Dryden.

South.

4. Tenderness ; willingness to pardon. Sprat.

5. Remission of a fine, penalty, or debt.

FORGIVER. s. [fromforgive.] One who par-

dons.

FORGO'T. [part. pass. offorget .] Not

FORGOTTEN. remembered. Prior.

TO FORHA'IL. v. a. To harass, tear, torment.

Spenser.

FORK. s. [ fforch, Welsh.]

1. An instrument divided at the end into two

or more points or prongs.

2. The point of an arrow.

3. A point.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.
Addison.

To FORK. v. n. [from the noun.] To shoot in-

to blades, as corn does out of the ground.

FO'RKED. a. [fromfork.] Opening into two

or more parts . Shakespeare.

FO'RKEDLY, ad. In a forked form.

FO'RKEDNESS. s . [ fromforked.] The quality

ofopening into two parts or more.

FO'RKHEAD . s . [fork and head.] Point of an

Spenser.arrow.

Pope.

FO'RKY. a. [from fork.] Forked ; furcated ;

opening into two parts.

FORLORE. a. Deserted ; forsaken. Fairfax.

FORLO'RN. a. [roplopen, Saxon.]

1. Deserted ; destitute ; forsaken ; wretched;

helpless ; solitary. Knolles. Fenton.

2. Taken away.

3. Small ; despicable.

FORLORN. s.

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

1. A lost, solitary, forsaken man.

Shakespeare.

2. FORLORN Hope. The soldiers who are

sent first to attack, and are therefore doom-

ed to perish. Dryden.

FORLORNNESS. s. Destitution ; misery ;

solitude. Boyle.

To FORLI'E. v. n. [from fore and lie. ] To lie

before. Spenser.

YORM. s. [forma, Latin.]

1. The external appearance of any thing

representation ; shape. Grew

2. Being, as modified by a particular shape .

Dryden.

3. Particular model or modification. Addis.

4. Beauty ; clegance of appearance. Isaiah.

5. Regularity ; method ; order. Shakesp.

6. External appearance withoutthe essential

qualities ; empty show.

7. Ceremony ; external rites.

Swift.

Clarendon.

8. Stated method ; established practice ; ri-

tual and prescribed mode.

9. A long seat.

10. A class ; a rank of students.

11. The seat or bed of a hare.

Hooker.

Watts.

Dryden.

Prior.

12. The essential, specifical, or distinguish.

ing modification of matter, so as to give it a

peculiar manner of existence.

To FORM. v. a. [formo, Latin.]

1. To make out of materials.

2. To model to a particular shape.

Hurris.

Pope.

Milton.

3. To modify ; to scheme ; to plan. Dryden.

4. To arrange ; to combine in a particular

manner ; as, heformed his troops.

5. To adjust ; to settle.

6. To contrive ; to join.

Decay ofPiety.

Rowe.

7. To model by education or institution.

Dryden.

FO'RMAL. a. [formel, Fr. formalis, Latin.]

1. Ceremonious ; solemn ; precise ; exact to

affectation. Bacon.

2. Done according to established rules and

methods ; not sudden.

3. Regular ; methodical.

Hooker.

Wuller

4. External ; having the appearance but not

the essence. Dryden

5. Depending upon establishment or custom.

Pope.

6. Having the power of making any thing

what it is ; constituent ; essential. Holder

7. Retaining its proper and essential charac

teristick regular ; proper. Shakespeare.

FO'RMALIST. s. [ formaliste, French.] One

who practises external ceremony ; one who

prefers appearance to reality. South.

FORMALITY. s . [formalité, French.]

1. Ceremony ; established mode ofbehaviour.

2. Solemn order, mode, habit, or dress.

3. External appearance.

Swift

Glanville,

4. Essence ; the quality by which any thing.

is what it is. Stillingfleet .

Hooker.

Shak.

To FO'RMALIZE. v . a. [ formaliser, French. }

1. To model ; to modify.

2. To affect formality.

FO'RMALLY. ad. [from formal.]

1. According to established rules.

2. Ceremoniously ; stiffly ; precisely. Collier

3. In open appearance. Hooker.

4. Essentially ; characteristically. Smalridge.

FORMATION. s. [formation, French .]

1. The act offorming or generating . Watts.

2. The manner in which a thing is formed.

FO'RMATIVE. a. [fromformo, Lat. ] Having

the power ofgiving form ; plastick. Bentley.

FO'RMER. s. [ from form. ] He that forms ;

maker ; contriver ; planner. Ray-

FO'RMER. a . [from Foɲina, Saxon . ]

1. Before another in time. Shakespeare.
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2. Mentioned before another.
Pope.

3.Past ; as, this was the custom in former times.
FO'RMERLY. ad. In times past. Addison.

FO'RMIDABLE. a . [ formidabilis, Latin.] Ter-

rible ; dreadful ; tremendous ; terrifick.

FORMIDABLENESS. s . [from formidable.]

1. The quality of exciting terrour or dread.

2. The thing causing dread. Decay ofPiely.

FO'RMIDABLY. ad. [from formidable. ] In a

terrible manner. Dryden.

FO'RMLESS. a. [from form.] Shapeless ;

wanting regularity ofform. Shakespeare.

FO'RMULARY. s. [ formulaire, Fr.] A book

containing stated and prescribed models.

FO'RMULE. s. [formule, Fr.; formula, Lat.]

A set or prescribed model.

To FO'RNICATE. v. a. [from fornix, Latin.]

To commit lewdness. Brown.

FORNICATION. s . [ fornication , Fr.]

1. Concubinage, or commerce with an un-
married woman. Graunt.

2. In Scripture, sometimes idolatry. Ezekiel.

FORNICATOR. s . [ fornicateur, Fr.] One that

has commerce with unmarried women. Tay.

FORNICA TRESS. s. A woman who without

marriage cohabits with a man. Shakespeare.

To FORSA'KE . v. a. preter. forsook ; part.

pass. forsook orforsaken. [versurken, Dutch. ]

1. To leave in resentment or dislike. Cowley.

2. To leave ; to go away from . Dryden.

3. To desert ; to fail. Rowe.

FORSA'KER. s. [fromforsake. ] Deserter ; one

that forsakes. Apocrypha.

FORSO'OTH. ad. [foprode, Saxon. ] In truth;

certainly ; very well. Hayward.

TO FORSWEAR. v. a. pret. forswore ; part.

forsworn. [Fonrpæɲian, Saxon.]

1. To renounce upon oath. Shakespeare.

2. To deny upon oath. Shakespeare.

3. With the reciprocal pronoun ; as, tofor-

swear himself; to be perjured ; to swear

falsely. Smith.

To FORSWEAR. v. n . To swear falsely ; to

commit perjury. Shakespeare.

FORSWE’ARER. s. [ fromforswear.] One who

is perjured.

FORT. s. [fort, French.] A fortified house ; a

castle. - Denham.

FOʻRTED. a. [from fort. ] Furnished or guard-

ed by forts. Out ofuse. Shakespeare.

FORTH. ad. [rond, Saxon ; whencefurther,

furthest, corrupted fromfarther, farthest.]

1. Forward ; onward in time. Spenser.

2. Forward in place or order. Whitgift.

3. Abroad ; out of doors. Shakespeare.

4. Out away ; beyond the boundary of any

place. Spenser.

Waller.

Hammond.

5. Out into publick view.

6. Thoroughly; from beginning to end. Sh.

7. To a certain degree.

s. On to the end. Memoir in Strype.

FORTH. prep. Out of.
Donne.

FORTHCOMING. a. [ forth and coming.]

Ready to appear ; not absconding. Shak.

FORTHI'SSCING. a. Coming out ; coming

forward from a covert. Pope.

FORTHRIGHT. ad . Straight forward ; with-

out flexions. Dryden.

FORTHRIGHT. s. A straight path. Shak.

FORTHWITH. ad. Immediately ; without

delay ; at once ; straight. Davies.

FO'RTIETH. a. [from forty.] The fourth

tenth. Donne.

FORTIFIABLE. a. [from fortify.] What may

be fortified .

FORTIFICATION. s. [fortification, Fr.]

1. The science of military architecture.

2. A place built for strength. Sidney.

3. Addition of strength. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

FORTIFIER. s . [from fortify.]

1. One who erects works of defence. Carew.

2. One who supports or secures. Sidney.

To FORTIFY. v. a. [fortifier, Fr.]

1. To strengthen against attacks by walls or

works.
Shakespeare.

Sidney.
2. To confirm ; to encourage.

3. To fix ; to establish in resolution. Locke

To FORTIFY. v. n . To raise strong places.

FORTILAGE. s. [from fort. ] A little fort ; á

blockhouse. Spenser.

FO'RTIN. s. [French. ] A little fort. Shak.

FORTITUDE. s. [ fortitudo, Latin.]

I. Courage ; bravery. Milton.

2. Strength ; force. Not in use. Shakespeare..

FO'RTLET. s. [fromfort. ] A little fort.

FORTNIGHT. s. [contracted from fourteen

night.] The space of two weeks. Bacon.

FO'RTRESS. s. [fortresse, Fr.] strong hold ;

a fortified place. Locke.

FORTUITOUS. a. [fortuit, Fr. fortuitus, Lat.]

Accidental ; casual . Ray

Rogers.

FORTUITOUSLY. ad. Accidentally ; casual-

ly; by chance.

FORTUITOUSNESS. . [from fortuitous.]

Accident ; chance ; hit.

FORTUNATE. a. [fortunatus, Lat.] Lucky ;

happy ; successful. Dryden.

FORTUNATELY. ad. [fromfortunate. ] Hap

pily; successfully.

FORTUNATENESS. S. [from fortunate.]

Happiness ; good luck ; success. Sidney.

FO'RTUNE. s. [fortuna, Latin.]

Priar.

1. The power supposed to distribute the lots

of life according to her own humour. Shak.

2. The good or ill that befalls man. Bentley.

3. The chance of life ; means of living. Sw.

4. Success good or bad ; event. Temple.

5. Estate ; possessions . Shakespeare.

6. The portion of a man or woman. Otway.

7. Futurity ; future events. Cowley.

To FORTUNE. v. n. [ from the noun.] To be

fall ; to fall out ; to happen ; to come casually

to pass. Knolles

FO'RTUNED. a. Supplied by fortune. Shak.

FORTUNEBOOK. s . [ fortune and book ] A

book consulted to know fortune. Crashaw.

FORTUNEHUNTER. s. [fortune and hunt. ]

A man whose employment is to inquire after

women with great portions, to enrich him-

self by marrying them. Spectator.

TO FORTUNETELL. v. ». [fortune and tell.]

1. To pretend to the power of revealing fu-

turity. Walton.

Cleaveland.

F

2. To reveal futurity.

FORTUNETELLER. s. [fortune and teller.]

Onewho cheats common people, by pretend-

ing to the knowledge of futurity. Duppe

FO'ŘTY. a. [reopeɲziz, Sax. ] Four times ten.
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FORUM. s. [Latin . ] Any publick place. Pope.

To FORWA'NDER. v. a. [ for and wander.]

To wander widely and wearily. Spenser.

FORWARD. ad. [Fonpeano, Saxon.] To-

FORWARDS . ward a part or place before;

onward ; progressively ; straight before.Hook.

FORWARD. a. [from the adverb.]

1. Warm ; earnest. Galatians.

2. Ardent ; eager ; hot ; violent. Prior.

3. Ready ; confident ; presumptuous. Dryd.

4. Not reserved ; not over modest Shakesp.

5. Premature ; early ripe . Shakespeare.

6. Quick ; ready ; hasty.

7. Antecedent ; anteriour.

Swift.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

8. Not behindhand ; not inferiour. Shakesp.

To FORWARD. v. a. [from the adverb.]

1. To hasten ; to quicken ; to accelerate in

growth or improvement.

2. To patronize ; to advance.

FO'RWÅRDER. s . [from forward. ] He who

promotes any thing.

FORWARDLY. ad. [from the adjective .]

Eagerly ; hastily ; quickly. Atterbury.

FORWARDNESS. s. [fromforward.]

J. Eagerness ; ardour ; readiness to act. Bac.

2. Quickness , readiness. Wotton.

3. Earliness ; early ripeness .

4. Confidence ; assurance ; want of modesty.

FOSSE. s. [ fossa, Latin.] A ditch ; a moat.

FO'SSEWAY. s. [fosse and way. ] One ofthe

great Roman roads through England, so cal-

led from the ditches on each side.

FO'SSIL. a. [fossilis, Lat. fossile, Fr.] That is

dug out ofthe earth. Woodward.

FO'SSIL. s . Many bodies, because we discover

them by digging into the bowels of the earth,

are called fossila . Locke.

To FO'STER. v.. [Fortɲian, Saxon .]

Sidney.

Thomson.

1. To nurse ; o feed ; to support. Cleaveland.

2. To pamper ; to encourage.

3. To cherish ; to forward.

FO'STERAGE. s. [ from foster. ] The charge of

nursing ; alterage. Raleigh.

FOSTERBROTHER. s. [forrer broder,

Saxon.] One bred at the same pap.

FOSTERCHILD. s. [forren cilo, Saxon.]

A child nursed by a woman not the mother,

or bred by a man not the father. Davies.

FOSTERDAM. s. [foster and dam.] A nurse ;

one thatperforms the office of a mother. Dr.

FOSTEREA'RTH . s . [ foster and earth. ] Earth

by which the plant is nourished, though it

did not grow at first in it. Philips.

FO'STERER. s. [fromfoster.] A nurse ; one

who gives food in the place of a parent. Dav.

FOSTERFATHER. s. [Forren Faden, Sax.]

Onewho gives food inthe place of the father.

FOSTERMOTHER. s. [foster and mother. ] A

nurse.

FOSTERS'ON. s. [foster and son.] One fed and

educated, though not the son by nature.

FOUGA'DE. 8. [French. ] In the art ofwar,

a sort oflittle mine in the manner of a well,

dug under some work or fortification .

FOUGHT.The preterite and participle offight.

FOUGHTEN. The passive participle offight.

FOUL. a. [Ful, Saxon. ]

1 Not clean ; filtly ; dirty ; miry. Tillotson.

2. Impure ; polluted ; full of filth. Tillotson.
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8. Wicked ; detestable ; abominable.Dryden.

4. Not lawful.

5. Hateful ; ugly ; loathsome.

6. Disgraceful ; shameful.

7. Coarse ; gross.

Shakespeare

Bacon.

Milton

Felton

8. Full of gross humours : wanting purgation

or mundification .

9. Not bright ; not serene.'"

Shakespeare

Dryden

10. With rough force ; with unseasonable

violence. Clarendon

11. [Among seamen.] Entangled ; as, a rope

is foul of the anchor.

To FOUL. v. a. [ pulan, Saxon .] To daub ; tɲ

bemire ; to make filthy ; to dirty. Evelyn.

FO'ULFACED. a. [ foul and faced .] Having

an ugly and hateful visage. Shakespeare.

FOULLY. ad. [fromfoul.]

1. Filthily ; nastily ; odiously. Hayward

2. Not lawfully ; not fairly. Shakespeare

FOULMOUTHED. a. [foul and mouth. ] Scur-

rilous ; habituated to the use of opprobrious

terms and epithets. Addison.

FO'ULNESS . s. [from foul.]

1. The quality of being foul ; filthiness ; nas-

tiness. Wilkins.

Bacon.2. Pollution ; impurity.

3. Hatefulness ; atrociousness. Ben Jonson.

4. Ugliness ; deformity. Dryden.

5. Dishonesty ; want of candour. Hammond.

FOUND. The pret. and part. pass. offind.

To FOUND . v. a. [fundare, Lat.fondre, Fr.]

1. To lay the basis of any building. Psalms.

2. To build ; to raise.

3. To establish ; to erect.

Davies.

Milton.

4. To give birth or original to ; as, hefounded

an art.

5. To raise upon, as on a principle or ground.

Decay ofPiety.

Shakespeare.6. To fix firm.

To FOUND. v. a. [fundare, Lat. fondre, Fr.]

To form by melting and pouring into moulds;

to cast.

FOUNDATION. s. fondation, Fr.]

Milton.

Tickel.

1. The basis or lower parts of an edifice.

2. The act of fixing the basis .

3. The principles or grounds on which any

notion is raised.

4. Original ; rise.

Tillotson.

Hooker

Swift.

5. A revenue settled and established for any

purpose, particularly charity.

6. Establishment ; settlement.

FOUNDER. s. [from found .]

1. A builder ; one who raises an edifice. Dr

2. One who establishes a revenue for any

purpose.
Bentley.

3. One from whom any thing has its original

or beginning.
Roscommon.

4. A caster ; one who forms figures by cast-

ing melted matter into moulds. Grew

To FOUNDER. v. a. [fondre, Fr. ] To cause

such a soreness and tenderness in a horse's foot,

that he is unable to set it to the ground. Durs.

To FOUNDER. v. n. [from fond, Fr.]
1. To sink to the bottom . Raleigh

2. To fail ; to miscarry. Shakespeare.

FOʻUNDERY. s. A place where figures are

formed of melted metal ; a casting house.

FOʻUNDLING. s. [fromfound, offind .] A child

exposed to chance ; a child ound without

any parent or owner.
Sidney.
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FOUNDRESS . s. [from founder.]

1. A woman that founds, builds, establishes ,

or begins any thing.

2. A woman that establishes any charitable

revenue.

}

Milton.

Bacon.

Dryden.

FOUNT. s. [fons, Latin ; fontaine,

FOUNTAIN. French.]

1. A well ; a spring.

2. A small basin of springing water.Addison.

3. Ajet ; a spout ofwater.

4. The head or first spring of a river. Dryd.

5. Original ; first principle ; first cause . Sprat.

FOUNTAINLESS . a. [ from fountain. ] Having

no fountain ; wanting a spring. Milton.

FO'UNTFUL. a. [fount and full.] Full of

springs. Chapman.

To FOUPE. v . a. To drive with sudden impe-

tuosity. Out of use. Camden.

FOUR. a. [reorpn. Saxon.] Twice two.

FOURBE. s. [French. ] A cheat ; a tricking
fellow. Not in use. Denham.

FOURFO'LD. a. [four and fold . ] Four times

told.
Samuel.

FOURFO'OTED. a. [ four and foot . ] Qua-

druped ; having four feet. Dryden.

FOURSCO'RE. a. [four and score. ] Four times

twenty ; eighty. Sandys.

FOURSQUARE. a. [four and square. ] Qua-

drangular. Raleigh.

FOURTEEN. a. [peopeɲrýn, Sax.] Four and

ten ; twice seven.

FOURTEENTH. a . [from fourteen. ] The or-

dinal offourteen; the fourth after the tentn.

FOURTH. a. [from four.] The ordinal offour ;

the first after the third.

FOURTHLY. ad. In the fourth place. Bacon.

FOURWHEELED. a. [four and wheel.]

Running upon four wheels. Pope.

FO'UTRA. s. [fromfoutre, Fr.] A fig ; a scoff.

Shakespeare.

FOWL. s. [Fuzel, puhl, Saxon. ] A winged ani-

mal ; a bird. Foul is used collectively ; as,

we dined upon fish and fowl.
Bacon.

To FOWL. v. n. To kill birds for food or game.

FOWLER. s . [from fowl. ] A sportsman who

pursues birds. Philips. Pope.

FO'WLINGPIECE. s. [fowl and piece .] A gun

for birds.

FOX. s. [Fox, Saxon.]

Mortimer.

Pope.

1. A wild animal of the canine kind , remark-

able for his cunning, living in holes, and

preying upon fowls or small animals. Shak.

2. A knave or cunning fellow.

FO'XCASE. s. A fox's skin . L'Estrange.

FO'XCHASE . s. The pursuit ofthe fox with

hounds.

FO'XEVIL. s. [fox and evil. ] A kind of dis-

ease in which the hair sheds.

FO'XFISH. s. A kind of fish.

FOXGLOVE. s . A plant.

FO'XHUNTER. s . [ fox and hunter.] A man

whose chief ambition is to show his bravery

in hunting foxes.

Miller.

Spectator.

FO'XSHIP. s. [from fox.] The character or

qualities of a fox ; cunning. Shakespeare.

FO'XTRAP. s. [fox and trap.] A gin orsnare

to catch foxes. Tatler.

FOY. s. [ fot, Fr.] Faith ; allegiance. Spenser.

To FRACT. v. a. [fractus, Lat. ] To break ; to

violate ; to infringe. Shakespeare.

FRACTION. s [fraction, Fr.]

1. The act of breaking ; the state of being

broken. Burnet.

Brown.
2. A broken part of an integral.

FRACTIONAL. a. [fromfraction. ] Belonging

to a broken number.

FRACTURE. s . [fractura, Latin.]

Cocker.

1. Breach ; separation of continuous parts.

Hale.

2. The separation of the continuity ofa bone

in living bodies.
Herbert.

To FRA'ČTURE. v. a . [from the noun. ] To

break a bone. Wiseman.

FRA'GILE . a . [fragile, Fr. fragilis, Lat.]

1. Brittle ; easily snapped or broken. Denk.

2. Weak ; uncertain ; easily destroyed.Milt.

FRAGILITY. s. [fromfragile.]

Knolles.

Wotton.

1. Brittleness ; easiness to be broken.Bacon.

2. Weakness ; uncertainty.

3. Frailty ; liableness to fault.

FRA'GMĚŃT. s. [fragmentum, Latin.] A part

broken from the whole ; an imperfect piece.

Newton.

FRA'GMENTARY. a . [from fragment.] Com-

posed of fragments. Notused. Donne.

FRA'GOR. s. [Latin.] A noise ; a creak ; a

Sandys.

FRAGRANCE. s . [fragrantia, Lat .] Sweet-

FRA'GRANCY. ness of smell ; pleasing

scent ; grateful odour.

FRA'GRANT. a. [fragrans, Lat.] Odorous ;

sweet of smell. Prior

crash. Not used.

FRA'GRANTLY. ad. With sweet scent.

FRAIL. s.

1. A basket made of rushes.

2. A rush for weaving baskets.

FRAIL. a . [ fragilis, Lat.]

Garth.

1. Weak ; easily decaying ; subject to ca-

sualties ; easily destroyed. Rogers.

2. Weak of resolution ; liable to errour or

seduction. Tuylor.

FRAI'LNESS. s. Weakness ; instability. Nor.

FRAILTY. s. [from frail.]

1. Weakness of resolution ; instability of

mind ; infirmity.
Milton.

2. Fault proceeding from weakness ; sins of

infirmity. Dryden.

FRAI'SCHEUR. s . [French.] Freshness ; cool-

Dryden.

FRAISE. s. [ French .] A pancake with bacon
in it.

To FRAME. v. a.

ness.

1. To form or fabricate by orderly construc-

tion .

2. To fit one to another.

3. To make ; to compose.

4. To regulate ; to adjust.

Spenser.

Abbot.

Shakespeare.

Tillotson.

5. To form to any rule or method by study

or precept. Shakespeare.

6. To form and digest by thought. Granville.

7. To contrive ; to plan. Clarendon

8. To settle ; to scheme out. Shakespeare.

9.To invent ; to fabricate. Bacon

FRAME. s. [from the verb.]

1. A fabrick ; any thing constructed of va-

rious parts or members. Tillotson
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2. Any thing made so as to enclose or admit

'something else. Newton.

FRATERNITY. s. [fraternité, Fr.]

1. The state or quality of a brother.

2. Body ofmen united ; corporation ; society;

association ; brotherhood. L'Estrange.

3. Order ; regularity ; adjusted series or dis-

position. Swift.

Clarendon. 3. Men ofthe same class or character.South

Shakespeare. FRATRICIDE. s. [fratricide, Fr.] The mur

der of a brother.

4. Scheme ; order.

5. Contrivance ; projection.

6. Mechanical construction .

7. Shape ; form ; proportion. Hudibras.

FRA'MER. s. [fromframe ; Fɲemman, Sax.]

Maker ; former ; contriver ; schemer.

Arbuthnot.

FRA'MPOLD. a. Peevish ; boisterous ; rug-

ged; crossgrained. Shakespeare.

FRANCHISE. s. [franchise, Fr.]

1. Exemption from any onerous duty.

2. Privilege ; immunity ; right granted.

Dryden.

3. District ; extent ofjurisdiction . Spenser.

To FRA'NCHISE. v. a. [from the noun.] To

enfranchise ; to make free. Shakespeare.

FRA'NGIBLE. a. [frango, Latin.] Fragile ;

brittle ; easily broken. · Boyle.

FRA'NION. s. A paramour ; a boon compa-

Spenser.nion.

FRANK. a. [franc, Fr.]

1. Liberal ; generous ; not niggardly. Sprat.

2. Open; ingenuous ; sincere ; not reserved.

3. Without conditions ; without payment.

4. Not restrained ; licentious.

FRANK. s. [from the adjective.]

Spenser.

1. A place to feed hogs in ; a sty. Shakesp.

2. A letter which pays no postage.

3. A French coin.

To FRANK. v. a. [from the noun.]

Pope.

1. To shut up in a frank or sty. Shakespeare.

2. To feed high ; to fat ; to cram. Ainsworth,

3. To exempt letters from postage. Swift.

FRA'NKINCENSE. s. [frank and incense.] A

dry resinous substance in pieces or drops of

a pale yellowish white colour ; a strong

smell, but not disagreeable, and a bitter,

acrid, and resinous taste. Hili.

FRANKLIN. s. [fromfrank. ] A steward ; a

bailiff ofland. Not in use.
Spenser.

FRA'NKLY. ad. [fromfrank.]

1. Liberally ; freely ; kindly ; readily. Bacon.

2. Without constraint. Clarendon.

Clarendon.
3. Without reserve.

FRA'NKNESS . s. [fromfrank.]

1. Plainness of speech ; openness ; ingenu-

Clarendon.ousness.

2 Liberality ; bounteousness.

3. Freedom from reserve. Sidney.

FRANKPLE'DGE. s . [ franciplegium, Latin.]

A pledge or surety for freemen. Cowel.

FRANTICK. a. [corrupted from phrenetick.]

1. Mad ; deprived of understanding by vio.
lent madness.

Spenser.

2. Transported by violence of passion ; out-

rageous ; turbulent. Addison.

FRA'NTICKLY. ad. [fromfrantick.] Madly ;

outrageously. Shakespeare.
FRA'NTICKNESS. s. [from frantick.] Mad-

ness ; fury of passion ; distraction.

FRATERNAL. a. [ fraternel, Fr.] Brotherly ;

pertaining to brothers ; becoming brothers.

Hammond.

FRATERNALLY. ad, In a brotherly man-

ner.

FRAUD. s . [fraus, Latin ; froude, Fr.] Deceit;

cheat ; trick ; artifice ; subtilty ; stratagem.

Dryden.

FRA'UDFUL. a. [fraud and full . ] Treacher-、

ous ; artful ; trickish ; subtle. Shakespeare.

FRA'UDFULLY. ad. Deceitfully ; artfully ;

subtilely ; by stratagem.

FRAUDULENCE:}

s. [fraudulentia, Latin.]

trick-

ishness ; proneness to artifice.

FRA'UDULENT. a. [ fraudulentus, Latin. ]

1. Full ofartifice ; trickish ; subtle ; deceit.

ful. Milton

2. Performed by artifice ; deceitful ; trea

cherous. Milton.

FRAUDULENTLY. ad. By fraud ; by de

ceit ; by artifice ; deceitfully.

FRAUGHT. part. pass. [from fraight,,

writtenfreight. ]

1. Laden; charged .

Taylor.

now

Shakespeare.

Addison.2. Filled ; stored ; thronged.

FRAUGHT. s. A freight ; a cargo. Dryden.

To FRAUGHT. v. a . To load ; to crowd. Sh.

FRA'UGHTAGE. s. Lading ; cargo.

FRAY. s. [ effrayer, to fright, Fr. ]

1. A battle ; a fight.

2. A duel ; a combat.

3. A broil ; a quarrel.

To FRAY. v. a. [effrayer, Fr.]

1. To fright ; to terrify.

2. [ Frayer, Fr.] To rub.

FREAK. s. [Ƒɲæc, Saxon . ]

Shak.

Fairfax.

Denham.

Shakespeare.

Bacen.

1. A sudden and causeless change of place.

2. A sudden fancy ; a humour ; a whim; a

capricious prank. Swift.

Thomson.To FREAK. v. a. To variegate.

FREAKISH. a. [from freak. ] Capricious ; hu-

L'Estrange.
moursome.

FREAKISHLY. ad. [from freakish.] Capri-

ciously ; humoursomely.

FRE'AKÍSHNESS . s. [from freakish. ] Capri-

ciousness ; humoursomeness ; whimsicalness.

To FREAM. v. n. [fremere, Latin.] To growl

or grunt as a boar. Bailey.

FRECKLE. s. [flech, a spot, Germ.]

1. A spot raised in the skin by the sun. Dry.

2. Any small spot or discoloration . Evelyn.
FRECKLED. a. [fromfreckle. ] Spotted ; ma-

culated. Drayton.

FRE'CKLY. a. [from freckle.] Full of freckles.

FRED. The same with peace. So Frederick is

powerful or wealthy in peace.

FREE. a. [Ƒneah, Saxon.]

Gibson.

1. At liberty ; not enslaved. Prior.

2. Uncompelled ; unrestrained. South.

3. Not bound by fate ; not necessitated.

Milton.

4. Permitted ; allowed. Shakespeare.

5. Licentious ; unrestrained.

6. Open; ingenuous.

Temple.

Otway

Y 3

7. Acquainted ; conversing without reserve.
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8. Liberal ; not parsimonious. FREEMINDED. a. [ free and mind.] Uuper-

plexed ; without load of care.

Pope.

9. Frank ; not gained by importunity ; not

purchased. Bacon.

Shakespeare.

FRE'ENESS. s. [fromfree.]

Dryden.

Denham.

10. Clear from distress.

11. Guiltless ;

12. Exempt.

innocent.

13. Invested with franchises ; possessing any

thing without vassalage .

14. Without expence ; as, a freeschool.

To FREE. v. a.

Dryden.

1. To set at liberty ; to rescue from slavery ;

to mauumit ; to loose. Pope.

2. To rid from ; to clear from any thing ill.

Clarendon.

3. To clear from impediments or obstruc-

tions. Dryden.

4. To banish ; to send away. Not used. Shak.

5. To exempt. Romans.

FREEBOOTER. s . [free and booty .] A rob.

ber; a plunderer; a pillager. Clarendon.

FREEBOOTING. s. Robbery ; plunder. Spen.

FREEBORN. a. Inheriting liberty. Dryden.

FREECHA'PEL. s . [free and chapel. ] A cha-

pel of the king's fouudation, and by him ex-

empted from the jurisdiction of the ordi-

nary. The king may also license a subject to

found such a chapel. Cowel.

FRE'ECOST. a. Without expence ; free from

charges. South.

FREEDMAN. s. A slave manumitted. Dryd.

FREEDOM. s. [fromfree.]

1. Liberty ; exemption from servitude ; in-

dependence. Dryden.

2. Privileges ; franchises ; immunities . Shak.

3. Power of enjoying franchises. Swift.

4. Exemption from fate, necessity, or pre-

determination. South.

5. Unrestraint. Maccabees.

6. The state of being without any particular

inconvenience. Law.

7. Ease or facility in doing any thing.

FREEFO'OTED . a. [free andfoot. ] Not re-

strained in the march.
Shakespeare.

FREEHE'ARTED. a. [free and heart.] Li-

beral ; unrestrained. Davies.

FREEHOL'D . s. [free and hold. ] That land

or tenement which a man holdeth in fee, fee-

tail, or for term of life. Freehold in deed is

the real possession of lands or tenements in

fee, fee-tail, or for life. Freehold in law is

the right that a man has to such lands or te-

nements before his entry or seizure . Cowel.

FREEHOLDER. s . [fromfreehold.] One who

has a freehold. Davies.

FREELY. ad. [from free.]

1. At liberty ; without vassalage ; without

slavery ; without dependence.

2. Without restraint ; heartily. Shakespeare.

3. Plentifully ; lavishly. Shakespeare.

4 Without scruple ; without reserve. Pope.

5. Without impediment.

6. Without necessity ; without predetermi-

nation.

7. Frankly ; liberally.

8. Spontaneously ; of its own accord.

FREEMAN. s. [free and man.]

Ascham.

Rogers.

South.

1. One not a slave ; not a vassal. Locke.

2. One partaking of rights , privileges, or im-

munities. Dryden.

Bacon

1. The state or quality of being free.

2. Openness ; unreservedness ; ingenuous-

ness ; candour. Dryden

Sprat3. Generosity ; liberality.

FREESCHO'OL. s . [free and school. ] A school

in which learning is given without pay.

Davies.

FREESPO'KEN. a. [free and spoken.] Accus-

tomed to speak without reserve. Bacon.

FRE'ESTONE. s. Stone commonly used in

building, so called because it maybe wrought

and cut freely in any direction. Woodward.

FREETHI'NKER. s . [free and think. ] A liber-

tine ; a contemner of religion. Addison.

FREEWI'LL. s. [free and will.]

1. The power of directing our own actions

without restraint by necessity of fate.Locke.

2. Voluntariness ; spontaneity. Ezra.

FREEWO'MAN. s. [free and woman.] A wo-

man not enslaved. Maccabees.

To FREEZE. v. n. pret. froze. [rriesen, Dut.]

1. To be congealed with cold. Locke.

2. To be of that degree of cold by which

water is congealed .

To FREEZE. v. a.

1. To congeal with cold.

2. To kill by cold.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

3. To chill by the loss of power or motion.

To FREIGHT. v. a. pret. freighted ; part.

fraught, freighted. [fretter, Fr.]

1. To load a ship or vessel of carriage with

goods for transportation. Shakespeare.

2. To load as the burden ; to be the thing

with which a vessel is freighted . Shakespeare.

FREIGHT. s.

1. Any thing with which a ship is loaded.

Dryden.

2. The money due for transportation ofgoods.

FRE'IGHTEŘ. s. [fretteur, Fr.] He who

freights a vessel.

FREN. s. A stranger:
Spenser.

FRENCH Chalk. s. An indurated clay, ex-

tremely dense, ofa smooth glossy surface,and

soft to the touch. Hill.

To FRENCHIFY. v. a. [from French.] To in-

fect with the manners of France ; to make

a coxcomb. Camden.

FRENETICK. a. [frenetique, Fr. Ogevntinos ;

generally therefore written phrenetick. ] Mad;

distracted . Daniel.

FRENZY. s. [¿gevitis ; phrenitis, Latin. ] Mad-

ness ; distraction of mind ; alienation of un-

derstanding ; any violent passion approach-

ing to madness. Bentley.

FREQUENCE. s . [frequence, Fr.] Crowd ;

concourse ; assembly.

FREQUENCY. 8. [ frequentia, Latin.]

Milton.

1. Common occurrence ; the condition of

being often seen or done. Atterbury

Ben Jonson2. Concourse ; full assembly.

FREQUENT. a. [ frequent, Fr. frequens, Lat.]

1. Often done ; often seen ; often occurring.

2. Used often to practise any thing.

3. Full of concourse

Pope.

Swift.

Milton.
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To FREQUENT. v. a . [.frequento, Latin.] To

visit often ; to be much in any place. Bacon.

FREQUENTABLE. a. [from frequent.] Con

versable ; accessible. Sidney.

FREQUENTATIVE. a. {frequentativus, Lat.]

A grammatical term applied to verbs signi-

fying the frequent repetition of an action.

FREQUENTER. s. [fromfrequent.] One who

often resorts to any place. Swift.

FREʼQUENTLY. ad. [frequenter, Lat.] Often;

commonly; not rarely. Swift.

FRE'SCO. s. [ Italian.]

1. Coolness ; shade ; duskiness. Prior.

2. A picture not drawn in glaring light, but

in dusk. Pope.

FRESH. a. [Fnerc, Saxon.]

1. Cool ; not vapid with heat.

2. Not salt.

Prior.

To FRET. v. n.

Pope.

1. To be in commotion ; to be agitated.Sout

2. To be worn away ; to be corroded. Peac

3. To make away by attrition. Moxon.

4. To be angry ; to be peevish.

FRETFUL. a. [from fret .] Angry ; peevish.

FRE'TFULLY . ad. Peevishly.

FRE'TFULNESS. s. [fromfretful. ] Passion ;

peevishness.

FREʼTTY. a. [from fret . ] Adorned with raised

work.

FRIABILITY. s . [ fromfriable.] Capacity of
being easily reduced to powder. Locke.

FRI'ABLE. a. [friable, Fr. ] Easily crumbled ;

easily reduced to powder.
Bacon.

FRI'AR. s. [frere, Fr.] A religious ; a brother

ofsome regular order. Swift.

Abbot. FRI'ARLIKE. a . [from friar .] Monastick ;
Dryden. unskilled in the world. Knolles.

FRI'ARLY. a. [friar and like. ] Like a friar,

or man untaught in life. Bacon.

FRI'ARSCOWL. s. [friar and cowl. ] A plant

that produces a flower resembling a cowl.

FRI'ARY. s. [from friar. ] A monastery or con-

vent of friars.

3. New ; not had before.

4. New; not impaired by time.

5. In a state like that of recentness .Denham.

6. Recent ; newly come.

Milton.

Dryden.

7. Repaired from any loss or diminution. Dr.

8. Florid ; vigorous ; cheerful ; unfaded ;

unimpaired . Bacon.

9. Healthy in countenance ; ruddy. Harvey.

10. Brisk ; strong ; vigorous. Holder,

11. Fasting ; opposed to eating and drinking.

12. Sweet ; opposed to stale or stinking.

FRESH. s. Water not salt. Shakespeare.

To FRE'SHEN. v . a. [from fresh.] To make

fresh. Thomson.

To FRE'SHEN. v. n. To grow fresh . Pope.

FRE'SHET... [from fresh.] A pool of fresh

Milton.water.

FRESHLY. ad. [fromfresh.]

1. Coolly.

2. Newly; in the former state renewed.Bacon

3. With a healthy look ; ruddily. Shakesp.

FRE'SHNESS. s. [from fresh.]

1. Newness ; vigour ; spirit ; the contrary

of vapidness. Bacon.

2. Freedom from diminution by time ; not

staleness ; not decay.

3. Freedom from

strength.

4. Coolness.

fatigue ;

5. Ruddiness ; colour ofhealth.

6. Freedom from saltness .

FRET. s. [fretum, Latin.]

South.

newness of

Hayward.

Addison.

Granville.

1. A frith, or strait of the sea, where the

waterby confinement is always rough. Br.

2. An agitation of liquors by fermentation,

or other cause. Derham .

3. That stop of the musical instrument

which causes or regulates the vibrations of

the string. Milton.

4. Work rising in protuberances . Spectator.

5. Agitation of the mind ; commotion of

the temper ; passion.

To FRET. v. a. [from the noun.]

Herbert.

1. To agitate violently by external impulse

or action.

2. To wear away by rubbing.

3. To hurt by attrition.

4. To corrode ; to eat away

5. To form into raised work.

6. To variegate ; to diversify.

7. To make angry; to vex.

Shakespeare.

Newton.

Milton.

Hakewill.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Ezekiel.

Camden.

Hudibras.

Spectator.

FRI'ARY. a . Like a friar.

To FRIBBLE. v. n. To trifle.

FRIBBLER. s. A trifler.

FRICASSE'E. s. [ French.] A dish made by

cutting chickens or other small things in

pieces, and dressing them with streng sauce.

FRICA'TION. s . [fromfricatio, Lat.] The act

ofrubbing one thing against another. Bacon.

FRICTION. s. [frictio, Latin.]

1. The rubbing of two bodies together.New.

2. The resistance in machines caused by the

motion of one body upon another.

3. Medical rubbing with the fleshbrush or

clothes. Bacon.

FRIDAY. s . [Fnizedæg,Sax .] The sixth day of

the week, so named of Freya, a Saxon deity.

FRIEND. s. [vriend, Dut. Fneond, Sax.]

1. One joined to another in mutual benevo-

lence and intimacy. Dryden.

2. One without hostile intentions. Shakesp.

3. One reconciled to another. Shakespeare.

4. An attendant, or companion. Dryden.

5. Favourer ; one propitious. Peacham.

6. A familiar compellation.
Matthew.

To FRIEND. v. a. [from the noun. ] To favour;

to befriend ; to countenance ; to support.

Shakespeare.

FRI′ENDLESS . a. Wanting friends ; wanting

support ; destitute ; forlorn . South.

FRIENDLINESS. s. [fromfriendly.]

1. A disposition to friendship.

2. Exertion of benevolence.

FRIENDLY. a. [fromfriend.]

Sidney.

Taylor.

1. Having the temper and disposition of a

friend ; kind ; favourable. Milton.

Pope.

Milion.

2. Disposed to union ; amicable.

3. Salutary ; homogeneal.

FRIENDLY. ad. In the manner offriends ;

with appearance of kindness ; amicably. Sh.

FRIENDSHIP. s . [vriendschap, Dutch.]

1. The state ofminds united by mutual be

nevolence ; amity.

2. Highest degree of intimacy.

3. Favour ; personal kindness.

Clarendon.

Dryden.

Spenser
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4. Assistance ; help. Shakespeare.

5. Conformity ; affinity ; correspondence ;

aptness to unite. Dryden.

FRIEZE. s . [drap defrise, Fr.] A coarse warm

cloth , made perhaps first in Friesland. Milt.
FRIEZE. s. [In architecture .] A large flat

FRIZE. member which separates the ar-

chitrave from the cornice ; ofwhich there are

as many kinds as there are orders of co-

lumns. Harris.

FRIEZED. a. [fiʊm fricze.] Shagged or nap-

ped with frieze.. Addison.

FRIEZELIKE. a. [fricze and like.] Resem-

bling a frieze.

FRIGATE. s. [frigate, French.]

1. A small ship .

Addison.

Raleigh.

2. Any small vessel on the water. Spenser.

FRIGEFACTION. s . [frigus andfacio, Latin. ]

The act ofmaking cold.

rour.

To FRIGHT. v. a . [pnightan, Saxon.] To ter-

rify ; to disturb with fear. Dryden.

FRIGHT. s. [from the verb.] A sudden ter-

Dryden.

To FRIGHTEN. v. a. To terrify ; to shock
with dread. Prior.

FRIGHTFUL. a. [from fright. ] Terrible ;

dreadful ; full ofterrour. Shakespeare.

FRIGHTFULLY. ad. [fromfrightful. ] Dread-

fully ; horribly. Burnet.

FRIGHTFULNESS . s. [from frightful.] The

power ofimpressing terrour,

FRIGID. a. [frigidus, Latin. ]

1. Cold ; wanting warmth.

2. Wanting warmth of affection .

Cheyne.

3. Impotent ; without warmth ofbody.

4. Dull ; without fire of fancy.

FRIGIDITY. s. [frigiditas, Latin.]

1. Coldness ; want ofwarmth.

Swift.

Glanville.

2. Dulness ; want of intellectual fire . Pope.

3. Want of corporeal warmth.

4. Coldness of affection .

FRIGIDLY. ad. [fromfrigid . ] Coldly ; dully ;

without affection.

FRIGIDNESS. s. [from frigid . ] Coldness ;

dulness ; want of affection.

FRIGORIFICK. a. [frigorificus, frigus, and

facio, Latin.] Causing cold. Quincy.

To FRILL. v. n. [frilleux, Fr.] To quake or

shiver with cold. Used of a hawk; as, the

hawk frills.

FRINGE . s. [frange, Fr.] Ornamental appen-

dages added to dress or furniture. Wolton.

To FRINGE. v. a. [from the noun .] To adorn

with fringes ; to decorate with ornamental

appendages. Fairfax.

FRIPPEKER. s . [from frippier, French.] One

who deals in old things vamped up.

FRIPPERY. s. [fripperie, French.]

1. Places where old clothes are sold . Howel.

2. Old clothes ; cast dresses ; tattered rags.

To FRISK. v. n. [frizzare, Italian .] '

1. To leap ; to skip. Locke.

2. To dance in frolick or gayety. L'Estrange.

FRISK. s . [from the verb.] A frolick ; a fit

of wanton gayety.

FRISKER. s. [fromfrisk.] A wanton ; one not

constant or settled. Camden.

FRI'SKINESS 8. [from frisk.] Gayėty ; live-

liness.

FRI'SKY. a . [ frisque, French ; from frisk.

Gay; airy.

FRIT. s. [Among chymists .] Ashes or sait

baked or fried together with sand.

FRITH. s. [fretum, Latin.]

Dryden.

Carew.

1. A strait ofthe sea, where the water, being

confined, is rough.

2. A kind of net.

FRITILLARY. s. [fritillarie, French. ] A

plant. Miller

FRITINANCY. s. [from fritinia, Latin. ] The

scream of an insect, as the cricket or cica-

da.

FRITTER. s . [friture, French.]

1. A small piece cut to be fried.

2. A fragment ; a small piece.

3. A cheesecake ; a wig.

Brown.

Tusser.

Bacon.

Ainsworth.

To FRITTER. v. a . [from the noun. ]

ments.

1. To cut meat into small pieces to be fried.

2. To break into small particles or frag-

Pope.

FRIVOLOUS. a . [frivolus, Latin.] Slight ;

trifling ; of no moment. Roscommon.

FRIVOLOUSLY. ad. Triflingly ; without

weight.

FRIVOLOUSNESS. s. Want of importance ;

triflingness.

To FRIZLE. v. a. [friser, French.] To curl in

short curls like nap of frieze. Hakewill,

FRI'ZLER. s . [fromfrizle.] One that makes
short curls .

FRO. ad. [ ofFna, Saxon.] Backward ; regres

sively to andfro, backward and forward, to

and from.

FROCK. s. [froc, French.]

1. A dress ; a coat.

2. A kind of close coat for men.

FROG. s. [frogga, Saxon.]

Pope.

Milton.

Dryden.

1. A small animal with four feet, living both

by land and water, and placed by naturalists

amongmixed animals, as partaking ofbeast

and fish. Shakespeare.

Ainsworth.

Ainsworth,

2. The hollow part of a horse's hoof.

FRO'GBIT. s. An herb.

FRO'GFISH. s . A kind of fish.

FRO'GGRASS. s . A kind ofherb.

FROGLETTUCE. s. A plant.

FROIZE. s. [from the French froisser .] A kind

offood made by frying bacon enclosed in a

paucake.

FRO'LICK. a. [vrolijck, Dutch.] Gay ; full of

levity ; full of pranks.
Waller.

FRO'LICK. s. A wild prank ; a flight ofwhim

and levity. Roscommon

To FRO'LICK. v . n. To play wild pranks ; to

play tricks of levity and gayety.
Rowe

FRO LICKLY. ad. Gayly ; wildly.

FROʻLICKSOME. a. Full of wild gayety.

FRO'LICKSOMELY. ad. With wild gayety.

FRO'LICKSOMENESS. s . Wildness of gay-

ety ; pranks.

FROM. prep. [rnam, Saxon.]

1. Away ; noting privation ; his land was

taken from him.

2. Noting reception ; I learned

him.

3. Noting procession, descent, or

came from kings.

Dryden

this from

Pope

birth ; he

Blackmore.
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4. Noting transmission.

5.

Shakespeare.

Noting abstraction or vacation ; free from

fault. Shakespeare.

6. Noting succession ; from morning to night.

Burnet.

Milton.7. Out of; noting emission.

8. Noting progress from premises to infer-

ences ; from dignity we infer honour. South.

9. Noting the place or person from whom a

message is brought. Shakespeare.

10 Out of; noting extraction. Addison.

11. Because of; noting the reason or motive

of an act ; heis lavish from kindness. Tillotson.

12. Out of; noting the ground or cause of

any thing ; earthquakes are from fire. Dryden.

13. Not near to ; noting distance. Shak.

14. Noting separation or recession. Dryden.

15. Noting exemption or deliverance ; he is

free from his pain.

16. Noting absence.

17. Noting derivation.

Prior.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

18. Since ; we have been growing rich from the

conquest. Raleigh. Tillotson.

Donne.

Dryden.

19. Contrary to ; not in use.

20. Noting removal.

21. From is very frequently joined by an el-

lipsis with adverbs ; as,from above, from the

parts above. Hooker.

FRO'MWARD. prep. [from Fɲam and peard,

Saxon.] Away from ; the contrary to the

word toward. Not in use. Sidney.

FRONDIFEROUS. a . [frondifer, Lat.] Bear-

ing leaves. Dict.

Creech.

FRONT. s. [frons, Latin.]

1. The face.

2. The face as opposed to an enemy. Daniel.

3. The part or place opposed to the face.

Bacon.

Milton.4. The van ofan army.

5. The forepart of any thing, as of a build-

ing. Brown.

6. The most conspicuous part or particular.

To FRONT. v . a. [from the noun.]

1. To oppose directly, or face to face ; to en-

counter, Dryden.

Addison.

2. To stand opposed, or over-against any

place or thing.

To FRONT. v. n. To stand foremost. Shak.

FROʻNTAL. s. [frontale, Latin. ] Any external

form of medicine to be applied to the fore-

head.
Quincy. Brown.

FRONTATED. a. [from frons, Latin. ] The

frontated leaf of a flower grows broader and

broader, and at last perhaps terminates in a

right line; in opposition to cuspated. Quincy.

FRONTBOX. 8. [front and box.] The box in

the playhouse from which there is a direct

view to the stage.
Pope.

FRONTED. a. [fromfront.] Formed with a
front.

Milton.

FRONTIER. s . [frontiere, Fr. ] The marches ;

the limit ; the utmost verge of any territory ;

the border.
Milton.

Addison.FRONTIER. «. Bordering.

FRONTISPIECE. s. [ frontispicium, Latin.]

That part of any building or other body that

directly meets the eye. Milton.

FRONTLESS. a. [fromfront.] Not blushing ;

wanting shame. Dryden.

FRO'NTLET. s. [from frons, Latin. ] A ban

dage worn upon the forehead. Wiseman.

FRONTRO’OM. s. [front and room . ] An a-

partment in the forepart of a house. Moxon.

FRORE. a. Frozen. Not in use.

FRORNE. a. Frozen. Obsolete.

FROST. s . [ frost, Saxon.]

Milton.

Spenser.

1. The last effect of cold ; the power or act

of congelation. South.

2. The appearance of plants and trees spark-

ling with. congelation ofdew. Pope.

FROSTBITTEN. a. Nipped or bitten by the
frost. Mortimer.

FRO'STED a. Laid on in inequalities like

those ofthe hoar-frost upon plants. Gay.

FRO'STILY. ad. [from frosty.]

1. With frost ; with excessive cold.

2. Without warmth of affection. Ben Jonsen.

FRO'STINESS . s. [from frosty.] Cold ; frecz-

ing cold.

FRO'STNAIL. s . [ frost and nail.] A nail with

a prominent head driven in the horse's shoes,

that it may pierce the ice.
Grew.

FRO'STWORK. s . [frost and work. ] Work in

which the substance is laid on with inequa-

lities, like the dew congealed upon shrubs.

Blackmore.

FROSTY. a. [fromfrost.]

1. Having the power of congelation ; exces-

sive cold. L'Estrange.

2. Chill in affection ; without warmth of

kindness or courage. Shakespeare.

3. Hoary; gray-haired ; resembling frost. Sh.

FROTH. s. [free, Danish and Scottish.]

1. Spume; foam ; the bubbles caused in li-

quors by agitation . Bacon.

2. Any empty or senseless show of wit or

eloquence.

Dryden.

3. Any thing not solid or substantial. Tusser.

To FROTH. v. n. [from the noun.] To foam ;

to throw out spume.

FRO'THILY. ad. [fromfrothy .]

1. With foam ; with spume.

2. In an empty trifling manner.

FRO'THY. a. [from froth. ]

Bacon

Bacon.

L'Estrange.

Ascham .

1. Full offoam, froth, or spume.

2. Soft ; not solid ; wasting.

3. Vain ; empty ; trifling.

FROUNCE. s. A distemper in which white

spittle gathers about the hawk's bill. Skinner.

To FROUNCE. v. a. To frizle or curl the hair

about the face.

FROʻUZY. a. [A cant word.]

1. Fetid ; musty.

2. Dim ; cloudy.

FRO'WARD. a. [Fnampeano, Sax.] Peevish ;

ungovernable ; angry.

FROWARDLY. ad. [fromfroward. ]

ly ; perversely.

FRO'WARDNESS. s. [fromfroward. ] Peevish-

ness ; perverseness.

FRO'WER. s. A cleaving tool.

Swift.

Swift.

Temple.

Peevish-

Isaiah

South.

Tusser.

To FROWN. v. a. [ frogner, old French. ] To

express displeasure by contracting the face

to wrinkles ; to look stern. Pope.

FROWN. s. Á wrinkled look ; a look of dis-

pleasure. Shakespeare.

FRO'WNINGLY, ad. [ from frown. ] Sternly ;

with a look of displeasure. Shakespeare.
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FROWY. a. Musty ; frouzy.

FROZEN. Part. pass. offreeze.

1. Congealed with cold.

2. Chill in affection.

3. Void of heat or appetite.

Spenser.

Dryden.

Sidney.

Pope.

F. R. S. Fellow of the Royal Society.

FRUCTIFEROUS. a. [fructifer, Lat.] Bear-

ing fruit. Ainsworth.

FRUCTIFICATION. s. [from fructify.] The

act of causing or of bearing fruit ; fecunda-

tion ; fertility. Brown.

To FRUCTIFY. v. a. [fructifier, French.] To

make fruitful ; to fertilize. Granville.

To FRUCTIFY, v. n. To bear fruit. Hooker.

FRUCTUOUS. a. [ fructueux, Fr. ] Fruitful ;

fertile ; impregnating with fertility. Philips.

FRUGAL. a. [frugalis, Latin.] Thrifty ; spar-

ing; parsimonious. Dryden.

FRUGA'LLY. ad. Parsimoniously ; sparingly ;

thriftily. Dryden.

FRUGALITY. s. [frugalité, French. ] Thrift ;

parsimony ; good husbandry. Bacon.

FRUGI FEROUS. a. [frugifer, Lat. ] Bearing

fruit. Ainsworth.

FRUIT. s. [fruit, French.]

2. That part of a plant which is taken for

food.

3. Production.

1. The product of a tree or plant in which

the seeds are contained. Shakespeare.

Davies.

Ephesians.

Sandys.

5. Advantage gained by any enterprise or

conduct. Swift.

6. The effect or consequence of any action.

Proverbs.

FRUÏTAGE. 8. [fruitage, French. ] Fruit col-

lectively; various fruits. More.

FRUITBEARER. s . [ fruit and bear.] That

which produces fruit. Mortimer.

FRUITBEARING. a. [fruit and bear.] Hav-

ing the quality of producing fruit. Mortimer.

FRUITERER. s. [fruitier, French.] One who

trades in fruit. Shakespeare.

FRUITERY. 8. [fruiterie, French.]

1. Fruit collectively taken.

2. A fruit-loft ; a repository for fruit.

FRUITFUL. a. [fruit and full.]

4. The offspring of the womb.

Philips.

1. Fertile ; abundantly productive ; liberal

of vegetable product.

2. Actually bearing fruit.

Sidney.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

3. Prolifick childbearing ; not barren.

4. Plenteous ; abounding.

FRUITFULLY. ad.

1. In such a manner as to be prolifick.

Roscommon.

2. Plenteously ; abundantly. Shakespeare.

FRUITFULNESS. s. [ from fruitful.]

1. Fertility ; fecundity ; plentiful production.

Raleigh.

2. The quality of being prolific. Dryden.

3. Exuberant abundance. Ben Jonson.

FRU'ITGROVES. s. [fruit and grove.] Shades

or close plantations of fruit trees.

FRUITION. s. [fruor, Latin.] Enjoyment ;

possession ; pleasure given by possession or

Rogers.

FRUITIVE. a. [from the noun.] Enjoying ;

possessing; having the power of enjoyment.

use.

FRUITLESS. a. [fromfruit.]

1. Barren offruit ; not bearing fruit. Raleigh,

2. Vain ; productive of no advantage ; idle ;

unprofitable. Milton.

3. Without offspring. Shakespeare.

FRUITLESSLY. ad. [from fruitless . ] Vainly ;

idly ; unprofitably. Dryden.

FRUIT-TIME. s. [fruit and time.] The au

tumn.

FRUIT-TREE. s. [fruit and tree.] A tree of

that kind whose principal value arises from

the fruit produced by it. Waller.

FRUMENTA'GIOUS. a. [from frumentum,

Latin.] Made of grain.

Skinner

FRUMENTY. s. [frumentum, corn, Latin. ]

Food made ofwheat boiled in milk.

To FRUMP. v . a. To mock ; to brow-beat.

To FRUSH. v. a. [ froisser, French.] To break,

bruise, or crush. Shakespeare.

FRUSH. s . [from the verb. ] A sort of tender

horn that grows in the middle of the sole.

Farrier's Dict.

FRUSTRA'NEOUS. a . [ frustra, Latin.] Vain ;

useless ; unprofitable ; without advantage.

Moore.

To FRU'STRATE. v. a. [Frustror, French.]

1. To defeat ; to disappoint ; to balk. Hooker.

2. To make null ; to nullify. Spenser.

FRU'STRATE. part. a. [from the verb.]

1. Vain ; ineffectual ; unprofitable. Raleigh.

2. Null; void . Hooker.

FRUSTRATION. s . [ frustratio, Latin ] Dis-

appointment ; defeat. South.

FRUSTRATIVE .a. [from frustrate. ] Falla-

cious. Ainth.

FRUSTRATORY a. [from frustrate . ] That

which makes any procedure void.

FRU'STUM. s . [Latin . ] A piece cut from a

regular figure. A term of science .

FRY. s. [ fromfroe, foam, Danish. Skinner.]

1. The swarm of little fishes just produced

from the spawn. Donne.

2. Any swarm of animals ; or young people

in contempt.

FRY. s. A kind of sieve.

Oldham .

Mortimer.

To FRY. v. a. [frigo, Latin. ] To dress food by

roasting it in a pan on the fire.

To FRY. v. n.

1. To be roasted in a pan on the fire.

2. To suffer the action of fire.

3. To melt with heat.

Dryden.
Wuller.

4. To be agitated like liquor in the pan or

the fire. Bacon.

FRY. s. [from the verb.] A dish of things

fried.

Shakespeare.

Ainsworth.

FRY'INGPAN. s. [fry and pan.] The vessel in

which meat is roasted on the fire.

To FUB. v. 4. To put off.

FUB. s. A plump chubby boy.

FU'CATED . a. [fucatus, Latin .]

1. Painted ; disguised with paint.

2. Disguised with false show.

FUCUS. s. [ Latin . ] Paint for the face. B. Jon.

To FU'DDLE. v. a. To make drunk.

To FU'DDLE. v. n. To drink to excess.

FUEL. s. [fromfue, fire, French. ] The matter

or aliment of fire.

To FU'EL. v . a. [from the noun.]

Prior.
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1.To feed fire with combustible matter.'

Donne.

Walton.2. To store with firing.

FUE'ILLEMORTE. s. [Fr.] Corruptly pro-

nounced and written philomot. Brown, like a

dry leat. Locke.

FUGA'CIOUSNESS. s. [fugax, Latin. ] Vola-

tility ; the quality of flying away.

FUGACITY. s. [fugar, Latin . ]

1. Volatility ; quality of flying away.

2. Uncertainty ; instability.

FUGH. interj. An expression of abhorrence.

FUGITIVE. a. [fugitivus, Latin.]

Dryden.

Woodward.

Milton.

1. Not tenable ; not to be held or detained.

2. Unsteady ; unstable ; not durable .

3. Volatile ; apt to fly away.

4. Flying ; running from danger.

5. Flying from duty ; falling off.

6. Runagate ; vagabond.

FU'GITIVE. s . [from the adjective .]

1. One who runs from his station or duty.

Clarissa.

Wotton.

Denham.

Dryden.

2. One who takes shelter under another

power from punishment.

FUGITIVENESS. s. [fromfugitive.]

1. Volatility ; fugacity. Boyle.

2. Instability ; uncertainty.

FUGUE. s. [ French ; from fuga, Latin.] In

musick, some point consisting of four, five,

six, or any other number of notes, begun by

some one single part, and then seconded by a

third, fourth, fifth, and sixth part, if the

composition consists of so many ; repeating

the same, or such like notes, so that the se-

veral parts follow, or come in one after an-

other in the same manner, the leading pa: ts

still flying before those that follow. Harris.

FU'LCIMENT. s [fulcimentum, Latin.] That

on which a body rests. Wilkins.

To FULFIL. v. a. (full and fill.]

1. To fill till there is no room for more. Shak.

2. To answer any promise or prophecy by

performance. Acts.

3. To answer any purpose or design . Milton.

4. To answer any desire by compliance or

gratification. Dryden.

5. To answer any law by obedience. Milton.

FULFRA UGHT. a. [full and fraught.] Full

stored.
Shakespeare.

FU'LGENCY. s. [fulgens, Latin.] Splendour ;

lustre. Dict.

FULGENT. a. [fulgens, Lat. ] Shining ; daz-

zling . Milton.

FU'LĜID. a. [fulgidus, Latin.] Shining ; glit-

tering.

FULGIDITY. s. [from fulgid . ] Splendour.

FU'LGOUR. s. [ fulgor, Latin. ] Splendour ;

dazzling brightness . More.

FULGURATION. s. [fulguratio, Latin.] The

act of lightening.

FUʼLHAM. s. A cant word for false dice. Sha.

FULI'GINOUS . a . [fuliginosus, Latin. ] Sooty;

smoky. Howel.

FU'LIMART. s. A kind of stinking ferret.

FULL. a. [Fulle, Saxon.]

Walton.

1. Replete ; without vacuity ; without any

space void. Ecclesiasticus.

2. Abounding in any quality good or bad.

Sidney. Tillotson.

3. Stored with any thing ; well supplied with

any thing.

4. Plump ; saginated ; fat.

5. Saturated ; sated.

Tickell.

Wiseman.

Bacon.

6. Crowded in the imagination or memory.

7. That which fills or makes full. Arbuthnot.

8. Complete ; such as that nothing further

is wanted . Hammond.

Swift.9. Complete without abatement.

19. Containing the whole matter ; expressing

much.

11. Strong; nor faint ; attenuated.

12. Mature ; perfect.

Denham.

Bacon.

13. [Applied to the moon. ] Complete in its

orb. Wiseman.

14. Spread to view in all its dimensions. Ad.

FULL. s. [ from the adjective.]

1. Complete measure ; freedom from defi-

ciency.

2. The highest state or degree.

3. The whole ; the total.

4. The state of being full .

Clarendon.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Jeremiah.

5. [Applied to the moon ] The time in which

the moon makes a perfect orb.

FULL. ad.

1. Withont abatement.

2. With the whole effect.

3. Exactly.

4. Directly.

FULL-BLOWN. a. [full and blown.]

Bacon.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Addison.

Sidney.

1. Spread to the utmost extent. Denham.

2. Stretched by the wind to the utmost ex-

tent. Dryden.

FULL-BOTTOMED. a. [ full and bottom .]

Having a large bottom. Guardian.

FULL-EA'RED. a. [ full and ear.] Having the

heads full of grain. Denham.

FULL-EY'ED . a. [full and eye. ] Having large

prominent eyes.

fat; sa

Pepe.

FÜLL-FED. a. [full and fed. ] Sated ;

ginated.

FULL-LADEN. a. [ full and laden.] Laden

till there can be no more added. Tillotson.

FULL-SPREAD. a. [full and spread.] Spread

to the utmost extent. Tillotson.

FULL-SU'MMED. a. [full and summed. ] Com-

plete in all its parts.
Howel.

To FULL. v. a. [fullo, Lat. ] To cleanse cloth

from its oil or grease.

FU'LLAGE. s . [ fromfull.] The money paid

for fulling and cleansing cloth.

FU'LLER. s . [fullo, Latin. ] One whose trade

is to cleanse cloth. Shakespeare.

FU'LLERS Earth. s . A marl of a close texture,

extremely soft and unctuous ; when dry, of

a greyish brown colour, in all degrees, from

very pale to almost black, generally with

something of a greenish cast. The finest

fullers earth is dug in our own island. Hill.

FU'LLERY. s. [ from fuller .] The place where

the trade of a fuller is exercised.

FU'LLINGMILL. s. [full and mill. ] A mill

where hammers beat the cloth till it be

cleansed. Mortimer

FULLY. ad. [fromfull.]

1. Without vacuity.

2. Completely ; without lack. Hooker
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FUM FUN

FULMINANT. a. [fulminant, Fr. fulminans,

Latin.] Thundering ; making a noise like

thunder.

To FULMINATE. v . n . [fulmino, Latin.]

1. To thunder.

2. To make a loud noise or crack. Boyle.

3. To issue out ecclesiastical censures,

To FU'LMINATE. v. a. To throw out as an

object ofterrour. Ayliffe.

FULMINATION. s . [fulminatio, Latin.]

1. The act of thundering.

2. Denunciations of censure. Ayliffe.

FU'LMINATORY. a. [fulmineus, Lat.] Thun-

dering ; striking horrour.

FULNESS. s. [fromfull.]

1. The state of being filled so

part vacant.

as to have no

K. Charles.

2. The state ofabounding in any quality good

or bad.

3. Completeness ; such as leaves nothing to

be desired. South.

4. Completeness from the coalition of many

parts. Bacon.

Taylor.

Shakespeare.

5. Repletion ; satiety.

6. Plenty ; wealth.

7. Struggling perturbation ; swelling in the

mind.

8. Largeness ; extent.

Bacon.

9. Force of sound ; such as fills the car ; vi-

gour ofsound.

To FUME. v. a.

1. To smoke ; to dry in smoke. Carew

2. To perfume with odours in the fire. Dry

3. To disperse in vapours. Mortimer

FUMETTE. s. [Fr.] The stink ofmeat. Swift,

FU'MID. a. [ fumidus, Latin. ] Smoky ; vapo-

Brown.

FUMIDITY. s . [fromfumid.] Smokiness ; ten-

dency to smoke.

rous.

To FUMIGATE. v. a. [from fumus, Latin ,

fumiger, French. ]
"

1. To smoke; to perfume by smoke or va-

Dryden.pour.

2. To medicate or heal by vapours.

FUMIGATION. s. [fumigation, French.]

1. Scents raised by fire. Arbuthnot.

2. The application of medicines to the body

in fumes.

rage.

FU'MINGLY. ad. [from fume.] Angrily ; in a

Hooker.

FU'MITER. s. See FUMITARY. Shakespeare.

FU'MOUS. a. [fumeux, French.] Producing

FU'MY. fumes. Dryden.

FUN. s. Sport ; high merriment.

FUNCTION. 8. [functio, Latin. ]

1. Discharge ; performance.

2. Employment ; office.

3. Single act of any office.

More.

Swift.

Whitgift.

Shakespeare.

4. Trade ; occupation. Shakespeare.

Pope. 5. Office of any particular part of the body.

Bentley

6. Power ; faculty. Pope.

Bacon. FUND. s. [ fond, French.]

Dryden. 1. Stock; capital ; that by which any ex-

pence is supported. Dryden.

Addison.

FU'LSOME. a. [from fulle, Saxon, foul . ]

1. Nauseous ; offensive. Shakespeare. Otway.

2. Ofa rank, odious smell.

3. Tending to obscenity.

FU'LSOMELY. ad. [from fulsome.] Nauseous-

ly; rankly ; obscenely.

FULSOMENESS. s. [fromfulsome.]

1. Nauseousness.

2. Rank smell.

3. Obscenity. Dryden.

FU'MADO. s. [fumus, Latin.] A smoked fish.

Carew.

FU'MAGE. s. [from fumus, Latin .] Hearth-

money.

FU'MATORY. s. [fumaria, Latin ; fumeterre,

French.] An herb. Shakespeare.

To FU'MBLE. v. n . [fommelen, Dutch.]

1. To attempt any thing awkwardly or un-

gainly. Cudworth.

2. To puzzle ; to strain in perplexity.

3. To play childishly. Shakespeare.

To FU'MBLE. v. a. To manage awkwardly.

Dryden.

FU'MBLER. s. [fromfumble.] One who acts

awkwardly.

FU'MBLINGLY. ad. [from fumble.] In an

awkward manner.

FUME. s. [fumée, French .]

1. Smoke. Dryden.

2. Vapour ; any volatile parts flying away.

3. Exhalation from the stomach. Dryden.

4. Rage; heat of mind ; passion. South.

5. Any thing unsubstantial .

6. Idle conceit ; vain imagination.

To FUME. v. n. [fumer, French.]

1. To smoke.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

Milton.

Shak.

3. To pass away in vapours. Ben Jonson.

4. To be in a rage. Dryden.

2. To vapour ; to yield exhalations.

2. Stock or bank ofmoney.

FU'NDAMENT. E. [fundamentum, Latin.] The

back part ofthe body.

FUNDAMENTAL. a. Serving for the foun

dation ; that upon which the rest is built ; es-

sential ; not merely accidental . Raleigh

FUNDAMENTAL. s. Leading proposition .

South

FUNDAMENTALLY. ad . [fromfundamental.]

Essentially ; originally. Grew.

FUNERAL. s. [ funerailles, French.]

1. The solemnization of a burial ; the pay-

ment ofthe last honours to the dead ; obse-

quies.

2. The pomp or procession with which the
dead are carried.

Sandys.

Swift

Derham.3. Burial ; interment.

FUNERAL. a. Used at the ceremony of in

terring the dead. Denham.

FUNE'REAL . a. [funera, Latin.] Suiting a

funeral ; dark ; dismal. Pope.

FUNGO'SITY. s . [fromfungus, Latin.] Unso-

lid excrescence.

FU'NGOUS. a. [fromfungus, Latin.] Excre

scent ; spongy. Sharp.

FUNGUS. s. [Latin.] Strictly a mushroom ; a

word used to express such excrescences of

flesh as grow out upon the lips of wounds, o1

any other excrescence from trees or plants

not naturally belonging to them. Quincy,

FU'NICLE. s. [funiculus, Lat.] A small cord,

FUNICULAR. a . [funiculaire, French.] Con

sisting of a small cord or fibre.

FUNK. 8. A stink.
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FUR FUS

FU'NNEL. s. [infundibulum , Latin.]

1. An inverted hollow cone with a pipe de

scending from it, through which liquors are

poured into vessels. Ben Jonson.

1. A pipe or passage ofcommunication. Add.

FUR. s. [fourrure, French.]

1. Skin with soft hair, with which garments

are lined for warmth. Swift.

2. Soft hair ofbeasts found in cold countries ;

hair in general. Ray.

3. Moisture exhaled so as that the remainder

sticks on the part.

To FUR. v. a. [from the noun. ]

Dryden.

1. To line or cover with skins that have soft

hair. Sidney.

Philips.2. To cover with soft matter.

FUR-WROUGHT. a. [fur and wrought.]

Made offur. Gay.

FURA'CIOUS. a. [furax, Latin.] Thievish.

FU'RACITY. s. [ fromfurax, Latin .] Disposi-

tion to theft.

ment.

FU'RBELOW. s. [fur and below. ] Fur, or other

stuff, sewed on the lower part of the gar-

Pope.

To FU'RBELOW. v. a. [from the noun.] To

adorn with ornamental appendages.

To FURBISH. v. a. [ fourbir, French.] To

burnish ; to polish. South.

FU'RBISHER. s. [fourbisseur, Fr. from fur-

bish.] One who polishes any thing.

FURCATION. s. [furca, Latin.] Forkiness ;

the state of shooting two ways like the

blades of a fork. Brown.

FU'RFUR. s. [Latin. ] Husk or chaff;

danduff.

scurff or

Quincy.

FURFURA'CEOUS. a. [furfuraceus, Latin.]

Hulky ; branny ; scaly.

2. Appendages. Tillotson

3. Equipage ; embellishments ; decorations

FU'RRIER. s . [ fromfur. ] A dealer in furs.

FU'RROW. s. [ruph, Saxon.]
1

1. A small trench made by the plough forthe

reception of seed. Dryden.

Dryden.2. Any long trench or hollow.

FURROW-WEED. s. A weed that grows in

furrowed land.
Shakespeare.

To FU'RROW. v. a . [from the noun ; fýnian,

Saxon.]

1. To cut in furrows.

2. To divide in long hollows.

3. To make by cutting.

FU'RRY. a . [ fromfur.]

Suckling.

Wotton.

1. Covered with fur ; dressed in fur. Fento .

2. Consisting offur. Dryden.

FURTHEK. a . [fromforth; forth, further, fur-

thest.]

1. At a great distance.

2. Beyond this. Matthew.

FU'RTHER. ud. [from forth. ] To a greater

distance. Numbers.

To FURTHER. v. a. [Foɲopian, Saxon .] To

put onward; to forward ; to promote; to

assist. Hooker.

FURTHERER. s. [fromfurther.] Promoter ;

advancer. Ascham.

FURTHERMORE. ad. [further and more.]

Moreover ; beside. Shakespeare.

FURTIVE. a. [furtive, French.] Stolen ; got-

ten by theft. Prior.

FU'RUÑCLE . s. [furunculus, Latin. ] A bile ;

any angry pustule.
Wiseman.

FURY. s. [ furor, Latin . ]

1. Madness.

2. Rage ; passion of anger ; tumult of mind

approaching to madness.

2. Raging ; violent ; transported by passion

FU'RIÕÚS. a. [furieux, French.]

1. Mad ; phrenetick. Hooker.

beyond reason. Shakespeare.

Madly ;

Spenser.

Frenzy ;

Guy.

FUSCA'TION. s . [fuscus, Latin.] The act of

darkening.

3. Enthusiasm ; exultation of fancy.

4. A stormy, turbulent, raging woman.

FURZE. s. [Finr, Sax.] Gorse ; goss . Dryden.

FURZY. a. [from furze.] Overgrown with

furze ; full of gorse.

FURIOUSLY. ad. [from furious. ]

violently ; vehemently.

FU'RIOUSNESS. s. [from furious.]

madness ; transport of passion .

to contract.

To FURL. v. a. [fresler, French .] To drawup ;

Creech.

FURLONG. s. [Fanlang, Saxon.] A measure

of length ; the eighth part of a mile.

FU'RLOUGH. s. [verloef, Dutch.] A tempo

rary dismission from military service. Dryd.

FU'RMENTY. s. Food made by boiling wheat

in milk. Tusser.

FURNACE. s . [furnus, Latin. ] An inclosed

fire-place. Abbot.

To FURNACE. v. a. To throw out as sparks

from a furnace. Shakespeare.

To FURNISH. v . a. [ fournir, French.]

1. To supply with what is necessary.Knolles.

2. To give things for use. Addison.

3. To fit up ; to fit with appendages. Bacon.

4. To equip ; to fit out for any undertaking.

Watts.

5. To decorate ; to adorn. Halifax.

FU'RNISHER. s. [fournisseur, French. ] One

who supplies or fits out.

FU'RNITURE. s. [fourniture, French.]

1. Moveables ; goods put into a house for

use or ornament. South.

To FUSE. v. a. [fusum, Latin. ] To melt ; to

put into fusion.

To FUSE. v. n. To be melted.

FU'SEE. s. [fuseau, French.]

1. The cone round which is wound the cord

or chain of a clock or watch. Hule.

2. A firelock ; a small neat musket.

3. FUSEE ofa bomb or granado shell, is that

which makes the whole powder or composi

tion in the shell take fire ; usually a wooden

pipe filled with wildfire.

4. Track of a buck. Ainsworth.

FU'SIBLE. a. [from fuse. ] Capable of being

melted. Boyle

FUSIBILITY. s. [from fusible.] Capacity of

being melted ; quality of growing liquid by

heat. Wotton.

FU'SIL. a. [fusile, French.]

1. Capable of being melted ; liquifiable by

heat.

2. Running by the force ofheat.

FU'SIL. s. [ fusil, French.]

Milton

Philips

1. A firelock ; a small neat musquet.

2. [In heraldry.] Something like a spindle.
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FUS FY

FUSILI'ER. s. [from fusil. ] A soldier armed FU’STY. a. [from fust.] Il-smelling ; mouldy.

with a fusil.

FU'SION. s. [fusio, Latin.],

1. The act of melting.

2. The state of being melted. Newton.

FUSS. s. [A low cant word.] A tumult ; a

bustle,

FUST. s. [fuste, French.]

1. The trunk or body of a column.

Swift.

2. A strong smell, as that of a mouldy bar-

rel.

To FUST. v. n. To grow mouldy ; to smell ill.

FU'STIAN. s. [ futaine, French.]

1. A kind of cloth made of linen and cotton.

Shakespeare.

2. A high swelling kind of writing made up

of heterogeneous parts ; bombast. Smith.

FU'STIAN. a. [from the noun.]

1. Made of fustian.

2. Swelling ; unnaturally pompous ; ridicu-

iously tumid. Dryden.

FU'STIC. s. A sort of wood brought from the

West Indies.

TO FU'STIGATE . v. a. [fustigo, Latin. ] To
beat with a stick."

FUSTILA'RIAN. s. A low fellow ; a stinkard.

Shakespeare.

FU'STINESS. s. [from fusty.] Mouldineer ;
stink.

FUTILE. a. [futile, French.]

1. Talkative ; loquacious.

2. Trifling ; worthless.

FUTILITY. s. [futilité, French.]

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

1. Talkativeness ; loquacity. L'Estrange.

2. Triflingness ; want of weight ; want of

solidity. Bentley.

FUTTOCKS . s . [from foothooks. Skinner. ] The

lower timbers that hold the ship together.

FUTURE. a. [futurus, Latin . ] ` That which

will be hereafter ; to come ; as, the future

Milton.state.

FUTURE. s . Time to come ; somewhat to

happen hereafter. Locke.

FUTURELY. ad. In time to come. Raleigh.

FUTURITION. s . The state of being to be.

South.

FUTURITY. s. [from future.]

1. Time to come ; events to come. Swift.

2. The state of being to be ; futurition.

Glanville.

To FUZZ. v . n . To fly out into small particles.
FU'ZZBALL. s. A kind of fungus, which,

when pressed, bursts and scatters dust in

the eyes.

FY. interj . [fy, French ; pɛʊ, Greek.] A word

Spenser.of blame.

GAD

G.

G Has two sounds, one called that of the

hard g, because it is formed bya pressure

somewhat hard of the forepart of the tongue

against the uppergum. This sound g retains

before a, o, u, l, r. The other sound, called

that ofthe soft g, resembles that ofj, and is

commonly found before e, i ; as, gem, gibbet.

GA'BARDINE. s. [gavardina, Ital.] A coarse

frock. Shakespeare.

To GA'BBLE. v. n. [gabbare, Italian.]

1. To make an inarticulate noise. Dryden.

2. To prate loudly without meaning. Hudib.

GA'BBLE, s. [from the verb.]

1. Inarticulate noise like that of brute ani-

mals. Shakespeare.

2. Loud talk without meaning. Milton.

GA'BBLER. s. [from gabble.] A prater ; a

chattering fellow.

GA'BEL. s. [gabelle, French.] An excise ; tax.

Addison.

GABION. s. [French. ] A wicker basket which

is filled with earth to make a fortification or

intrenchment. Knollcs.

GA'BLE. s. [gaval, Welsh. ] The sloping roof

of a building.

GAD. s. [gad, Saxon.]

1. A wedge or ingot of steel.

2. A style or graver.

Mortimer.

Moxon.

Shakespeare.

To GAD. v. n. [gadaw, Welsh, to forsake. ] To

ramble about without any settled purpose.

Ecclus. Herbert.

GAI

GA'DDER. s. [from gad.] A rambler ; one that
runs much abroad without business. Ecclus.

GA'DDINGLY. ad. [from gad.] In a rambling

manner.

GA'DFLY. s. [gad and Ay.] A fly that, when

he stings the cattle, makes them gad or run

madly about ; the breeze. Bacon.

GAFF. s. A harpoon or large hook.

GA'FFER. s . [ zefene, companion, Saxon.] A

word of respect, now obsolete. Gay.

GA'FFLES . s . [gapelucar, spears, Saxon.]

1. Artificial spurs upon cocks.

2. A steel lever to bend cross bows.

To GAG. v. n. [from gaghel, Dutch. ] To stop

the mouth . Pope.

GAG. s. [from the verb.] Something put into

the mouth to hinder speech or eating.

GAGE. s. [gage, French. ] A pledge ; a pawn ;

Southern.a caution.

To GAGE. v. a. [gager, French.]

King.

1. To wager ; to depone as a wager ; to im-

pawn.
Knolles.

2. To measure ; to take the contents of any

vessel of liquids. Shakespeare.

To GA'GGLÉ. v. n . [gagen, Dutch.] To make

a noise like a goose.

GAIETY. See GAYETY.

GAI'LY. ad. [from gay .]

1. Airily ; cheerfully.

2. Splendidly; pompously.

GAIN. s. [guin, French.]

Pope.
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GAL GAL

1. Profit ; advantage.

2. Interest ; lucrative views.

3. Unlawful advantage.

Raleigh.

Shakespeare.

2 Corinthians.

4. Overplus in a comparative computation.

To GAIN. v. a. [gagner, French.]

1. To obtain as profit or advantage. Ezekiel.

2. To have the overplus in comparative com-

putation ; by standing on higher ground he

gained aninch.

3. To obtain ; to procure ; you will gain your

purpose. Tillotson.

4 To obtain increase of any thing ; he that

harrous well gains a bushel in six. Daniel.

Acts.5. To obtain whatever, good or bad.

6. To win against opposition ; they gained

the field.

7. To draw into any interest or party. Phil.

8. To reach to attain ; notwithstanding the

storm, the sailors gained the port. Waller.

9. To GAIN over.

party or interest.

To GAIN. v. a.

To draw to another

Swift.

1. To encroach ; to come forward by de-

grees. Dryden.

2. To get ground ; to prevail against. Addis.

3. To obtain influence, with . Swift.

To GAIN. v. n. To grow rich ; to have advan-

tage.

GAIN. a. [an old word .] Handy ; ready.

GAINER. s . [from gain.] One who receives

-profit or advantage.

GAINFUL. a. [gain and full.]

1. Advantageous ; profitable.

Denham.

South.

2. Lucrative ; productive ofmoney. Dryden.

GA'INFULLY. ad. [from gainful. ] Profitably ;

advantageously.

GA'INFULNESS. s. Lucrativeness.

GA'INGIVING. s. ['gainst and give. ]The same

as misgiving ; a giving against. Shakespeare.
GA'INLESSNESS. s. [from guinless .] Unpro-

fitableness .
Decayof Piety

GA'INLY. ad. [from gain.] Handily ;

dily.

To GA'INSAY . v . a. ['gainst and say.] To con-

tradict ; to oppose ; to controvert with.

rea-

Hooker.

GA'INSAYER. s . [ from gainsay.] Opponent;

adversary.

'GAINST. prep. [for against.]

Hooker.

To GA'INSTAND. v. a. ['gainst and stand.] To

withstand.
Sidney.

GA'IRISH. a. [geannian, to dress fine, Sax.]

1 Gaudy; showy ; splendid ; fine. Milton .

2. Extravagantly gay ; flighty.

GA'IRISHNESS. s . [from gairish . ]

1. Finery ; flaunting gaudiness.

2 Flighty or extravagant joy.

GAIT. s. [gat, Dutch.]

1. A way ; as, gang your gait.

2. March; walk.

South.

Taylor.

Shakespeare.

Hubbard's Tale.

3. The manner and air of walking. Clarendon.

GALA'GE. s. A shepherd's clog. Spenser.

GALA'NGAL. s. [galange, French.] A medi-

cinal root, of which there are two species ;

the lesser galangal, and the larger galangal.

They are brought, the small from China, and

the larger from the island ofJava. Hill.

GALAXY. 8. [yadagia.] The milky way.

Cowley.

GALBANUM, 8. [Latin.] Galbanum is soft,

"

like wax, and ductile between the fingers ;

of a yellowish or reddish colour ; its smell

strong and disagreeable ; its taste acrid, nau-

seous, and bitterish. It is of a middle na

ture between a gum and a resin. Hill.

GALE. s. [gahling, hasty, Gern.an.] A wind

not tempestuous, yet stronger than a breeze.

Milton,

GA'LEAS. s. [galeasse, French.] A heavy low-

built vessel, with both sails and oars.

GA'LEATED. a. [galeatus, Latin.]

1. Covered as with a helmet. Woodward.

2. [In botany.] Such plants as bear a flower

resembling an helmet, as the monkshood

GALERICULATE. a. [from galerus, Latin.]

Covered as with a hat.

GA'LIOT. s. [galiotte, Fr.] A little galley or

sort of brigantine, built very slight and fit

for chace. Knolles.

GALL. s. [geala, Saxon.]

1. The bile ; an animal juice remarkable for

its supposed bitterness. Arbuthnot.

2. The part which contains the bile. Brown.

3. Any thing extremely bitter. Shakespeare.

4. Rancour ; malignity. Spenser.

5. A slight hurt by fretting off the skin.

Government of the Tongue.

6. Anger ; bitterness ofmind. Prior.

7. [ From galla, Lat.] Galls, or gallnuts, are a

kind of preternatural and accidental tu-

mours produced on various trees ; but those

ofthe oak only are used in medicine. An in-

sect of the fly kind, for the safety of her

young, wounds the branches ofthe trees, and

in the hole deposits her egg ; the lacerated

vessels ofthe tree discharging their contents,

form a woody case about the hole, where the

egg is thus defended from all injuries. This
tumour also serves for the food of the tender

maggot, produced from the egg of the fly,

which, as soon as it is perfect, and in its

winged state, gnaws its way out, as appears

from the hole found in the gall ; and where

no hole is seen on its surface, the maggot, or

its remains, are sure to be found within.

To GALL. v. a. [galer, French .]

1. To hurt by fretting the skin.

2. To impair ; to wear away.

3. To teaze ; to fret ; to vex.

4. To harass ; to mischief.

To GALL. v. n. To fret.

GA'LLANT. a. [galant, French .]

1. Gay; well-dressed ; showy.

2. Brave ; high-spirited ; daring ;
mous.

Hill. Ray.

Denham.

Ray.

Tillotson.

Sidney.

Shakespeare.

Isaiah

magnar'.

Dig'ry

Clare don.

Thomson.

3. Fine ; noble ; specious.

4. Inclined to courtship.

GA'LLANT. s. [ from the adjective.]

1. A gay, sprightly, airy, splendid man.

2. A whoremaster, .who caresse women to

debauch them. Addison.

3. Awoer ; one who courts a woman for

marriage.

GAʼLLANTLY. ad. [from gailunt.]

1. Gaily ; splendidly.

Swift.2. Bravely ; nobly ; g nerously.

GA'LLANTRY. 8. [ga'anterie, French.]

1. Splendour of appearance ; show; magni-

ficence.
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2. Bravery ; nobleness ; generosity.Glanville.

3. A number ofgallants. Shakespeare.

4. Courtship ; refined address to women.

5. Vicious love ; lewdness ; debauchery. Swift.

GA'LLERY. s. [galerie, Fr.]

1. A kind ofwalk along the floor of a house,

into which the doors ofthe apartments open.

Sidney.

2. The seats in the playhouse above the pit,

in which the meaner people sit. Pope.

GA'LLEY. s. [galea, Italian. ]

1. A vessel with oars, in use in the Mediter-

ranean, but found unable to endure the agi.
tation of the main ocean. Fairfax.

2. It is proverbially considered as a place of

toilsome misery ; because criminals are con-

demned to row in them. South.

GA'LLEY-SLAVE. s. [galley and slave.] A

man condemned for some cr to row in

the gallies.

GA'LLIARD. s. [gaillard, Fr.]

Bramhall.

1. A gay, brisk, lively man ; a fine fellow.

Cleaveland.

Bacon.2. An active, nimble dance.

GA'ILLARDÍSE. s. [French .] Merriment ;

exuberant gaiety. Brown.

GA'LLICISM. s. [gallicisme, French ; from

gallicus, Latin.] A mode of speech peculiar

to the French language ; such as, hefigured

in controversy. Felton.

GA'LLIGASKINS. s. [Caliga Gallo Vasconum-

Skinner.] Large open hose.

GALLIMA'TIĂ. s. [galimathias,Fr.] Nonsense;

talk without meaning.

GALLIMAU'FRY. s . [galimafrée, Fr.]

1. A beam laid over two posts, on whirl

malefactors are hanged.
Hayward

2. A wretch that deserves the gallows. Shak

GA'LLOWSFREE. a. [gallows and free. ] Ex

empt by destiny from being hanged.Dryden,

GA'LLOWTREE. s. [gallows and tree. ] The

tree of terrour ; the tree of execution.

GAMBA'DE. s. [gamba, Ital . a leg. ] Spatter

GAMBA'DO. dashes. Dennis.

GAMBLER. s. A knave whose practice it in

to invite the unwary to game and cheat

them ; a low word.

GA'MBOGE. s . A concreted vegetable juice,

partly gummy, partly resinous . It is lieavy,

of a bright yellow colour, and scarce any

Hill.smell.

To GA'MBOL. v . n. [gambiller, Fr.]

1. To dance ; to skip ; to frisk. Milton

2. To leap ; to start. Shakespeare

GA'MBOL. s. [from the verb.]

1. A skip ; a hop ; a leap for joy.L'Estrange.

2. A frolick ; a wild prank. Hudibras.

GA'MBREL. s . [from gamba, Ital .] The leg of

a horse.

GAME. s. [gaman, a jest, Islandick.]

1. Sport ofany kind.

2. Jest opposed to earnest.

Grew.

Shakespeare.

Spenser.

3. Insolent merriment ; sportive insult. Milt.

4. A single match at play

5. Advantage in play. Dryden.

Philips.

6. Scheme pursued ; measures planned.

7. Field sports ; as , the chace.
Wuller.

Prior.

I. A hotch-potch, or hash of several sorts of

broken meat ; a medley. Spenser.

2. Any inconsistent or ridiculous medley.

3. It is used by Shakespeare ludicrously of a

woman.

GA'LLIPOT. 8. [gleye, Dutch, shining earth.]

A pot painted and glazed. Fenton.

GA'LLON. s. [gelo, low Latin.] A liquid mea-

sure of four quarts. Wiseman.

GALLO'ON. s . [galon, Fr.] A kind of close

lace, made of gold or silver, or of silk

alone.

To GA'LLOP. v. n. [galoper, Fr.]

1. To move by leaps, so that all the feet are

off the ground at once.
Donne.

2. To ride at the pace which is performed

by leaps. Sidney.

3. To move very fast. Shakespeare.

GAʼLLOP. s. The motion of a horse when he

runs at speed.

GA'LLOPER. s . [from gallop.]

1. A horse that gallops .

2. A man that rides fast.

Mortimer.

GA'LLOWAY. s. A horse not more than four-

teen hands high, much used in the north.

To GA'LLOW. v. a. [agælpan, to fright, Sax.]

To terrify ; to fright. Shakespeare.

GA'LLOWGLASSES. s. Footmen the Irish

call gallowglasses ; the which name doth dis-

cover them to be ancient English ; for gal-

logla signifies an English servitor or yeoman.

Spenser
GA'LLOW.

GALLOWS.
s. [gealga, Sax.]

8. Animals pursued in the field.

9. Solemn contests exhibited as spectacles

to the people.

To GAME. v. n. [zaman, Saxon.]

1. To play at any sport.

Denham.

2. To play wantonly and extravagantly for

money.
Locke.

GA'MECOCK. s. [game and cock .] A cock bred

to fight. Locke.

GA'MEEGG. s. [game and egg.] An egg from

which fighting cocks are bred. Gurth.

GA'MEKEEPER. s. [game and , keeper.] A

person who looks after game, and sees it is

not destroyed.

•
GA'MESOME. « . [from game.] Frolicksome ;

gay; sportive. Sidney.

GA'MESOMENESS. s [from gamesome. ] Spor-

tiveness ; merriment.

GA'MESOMELY. ad. [ from gamesome. ] Mer-

rily.

GA'MESTER. s . [ from game.]

1. One who is vitiously addicted to play.

2. One who is engaged at play. Bacon.

3. A merry frolicksome person. Shakespeare.

4. A prostitute. Shakespeare,

GA'MMER. s. The compellation of a woman

corresponding to gaffer.

GA'MMON. s. [gambone, Ital.]

1. The buttock of a hog salted and dried.

notes.

Dryder

Thomson.2. A kind of play with dice.

GA'MUT. s. [gama, Ital . ] The scale ofmusica

Donne,

'GAN, for began, from 'gin for begin. Spenser.

To GANCH. v. a. [ganciare, Ital.] To drop

from a high place upon hooks, by way of

punishment ; a practice in Turkey.

J
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GA'NDER.' s. [gandɲa, Saxon.] The male of

the goose. Mortimer.

To GANG. v. a. [gangen, Dutch.] To go ; to

walk ; an old word not now used, except

ludicrously. Spenser. Arbuthnot.

GANG. s. [from the verb. ] A number herding

together ; a troop ; a company ; a tribe.Prior.

GANGHON. s. [Fr.] A kind offlower.

GA'NGLION. s. [yayyλiv. ] A tumour in the

tendinous and nervous parts. Harris.

GA'NGRENE. s. [gangrene, Fr.gangrana,Lat.]

A mortification ; a stoppage of circulation

followed by putrefaction. Wiseman.

To GA'NGRENE. v . a. [gangrener, Fr.] To

corrupt to mortification. Dryden.

GA'NGRENOUS. a. [ from gangrene. ] Morti-

fied ; producing or betokening mortification.

Arbuthnot.

GA'NGWAY. s. In a ship, the several ways or

passages from one part of it to the other.

GÁ'NGWEEK. s. [gung and week.] Rogation
week.

GA'NTELOPE.

GA'NTLET.

s. [gantelope, Dutch. ] A mi-

}litaspelope,Dut, Anet

GAR, in Saxon, signifies a weapon ; ' so Eadger,

is a happy weapon. Gibson

To GAR. v. a . [giera, Islandick. ] To cause ; te

make. Spenser,

GARB. s. [garbe, Fr.]
Milton.

Denham.

Shakespeare.

1. Dress ; clothes ; habit.

2. Fashion of dress.

3. Exteriour appearance.

GA'RBAGE. s. [garbera, Span.] The bowels ;

the offal. Roscommon.

GA'RBEL. s . A plank next the keel ofaship.

}

Bailey.

GA'RBIDGE .

GA'RBISH.
s. Corrupted from garbage.

To GA'RBLE. v. a. [garbellare, Ital . ] To sift;

to part; to separate the good from the bad.

GA'RBLER. s. [ from garble. ] He who sepa

rates one part from another. Swift.

GA'RBOIL. s . [garbouille, Fr.] Disorder ; tu-
mult ; uproar. Shakespeare.

GARD. s. [guarde, French. ] Wardship ; care ;

custody.

GA'RDEN. s. [gardd, Welsh ; jardin, Fr.]

1. A piece ofground enclosed and cultivated,

planted with herbs or fruits. Bucon.

2. A place particularly fruitful or delightful.

Shakespeare.

3. Garden is often used in composition, be-

longing to a garden.

GA'RDEN-WARE. s. The produce of gar-
Mortimer.dens.

To GARDEN. v. n. [from the noun.] To cul-

tivate. Ben Jonsen.

the criminal running between the ranks re-

ceives a lash from each man. Dryden.

GA'NZA. s. [gansa, Spanish, a goose.] A kind

ofwild goose. Hudibras.

GAOL. s. [geol, Welsh. ] A prison ; a place of

confinement. Shakespeare.

GAʼOLDELIVERY. s. [gaol and deliver. ] The

judicial process, which by condemnation or

acquittal of persons confined evacuates the

prison. Davies. GARDENER. s. [from garden.] He that at-

GA'OLER. s. [from gaol . ] Keeper of a prison; tends or cultivates gardens. Evelyn.

he to whose care the prisoners are com- GAʼRDENING. s. [from garden.] The act of

mitted Dryden. cultivating or planning gardens.

GARE. s. Coarse wool on the legs of sheep.

Tusser. GARGARISM. s . [yagyagioμos .] A liquid form
Knolles. ofmedicine to wash the mouth with. Bacon.

Dryden. To GAʼRGARIZE. v. a. [yagyaçıęw ; gargariser,

Spenser. Fr. To wash the mouth with medicated lis

More.
quors.

Holder.

Swift. GARGET. s. A distemper in cattle. Mortimer.

To GA'RGLE. v. a. [gargouiller, Fr.]

GAP. s. [from gape.]

1. An opening in a broken fence.

2. A breach.

3. Any passage.

4. An avenue ; an open way.

5. A hole ; a deficiency .

6. Any interstice ; a vacuity.

7. An opening of the mouth in speech dur-

ing the pronunciation of two successive

vowels. Pope.

8. To stop a GAP, is to escape bysome mean

shift ; alluding to hedges mended with dead

Swift.

GA'P-TOOTHED. a [gap and tooth.] Having

interstices between the teeth. Dryden.

To GAPE. v. n. [zeapan, Saxon .]

bushes.

1. To open the mouth wide ; to yawn.

2. To open the mouth for food, as a young

bird. Dryden.

3. To desire earnestly ; to crave. Denham.

4. To open in fissures or holes. Shakespeare.

5. To open with a breach. Dryden.

6. To open ; to have an hiatus. Dryden.

7. To make a noise with open throat. Rosc.

8. To stare with hope or expectation .

GA'PER. s. [from gape.]

Hudibras.

Dryden.

Job.

9. To stare with wonder.

10. To stare irreverently.

1. One who opens his mouth.

2. One who stares foolishly.

3. One who longs or craves.

Carew.

Carew.

Wiseman.

1. To wash the throat with some liquor not

suffered immediately to descend. Harvey

2. To warble ; to play in the throat. Waller.

GA'RGLE. s. [ from the verb. ] A liquor with
which the throat is washed.

GA'RGLION. 8 An exsudation of nervous

juice from a bruise. Quincy.

GA'RGOL. s. A distemper in hogs.

Mortimer.

branches or flowers.

GA'RLAND. s. [garlande, Fr.] A wreath of

Sidney.

GARLICK. s. [zan, Saxon, a lance, and leek. ]

A plant.

GARLICKE'ATER. s. [garlick and eat.] A

mean fellow. Shakespeare.

GA'RMENT. s. [guarniment, old Fr. ] Any

thing by which the body is covered.

GA'RÑER. s . [grenier, Fr.] A place in which

thrashed grain is stored up. Dryden.

To GA'RNER. v. a. [from the noun. ] To store

as in garners . Shakespeare.

GARNET. s. [garnato, Italian. ] The garnet

is a gem ofa middle degree ofhardness, be-

tween the sapphire and the common crystal.
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It is found of various sizes. Its colour is GASP. s. [from the verb.]

ever ofa strong red.

To GARNISH. v. a. [garnir, Fr.]

Hill.

1. To decorate with ornamental appendages.

Sidney.

2. To embellish a dish with something laid

round it.

3. To fit with fetters. A cant term .

GARNISH. 8. [from the verb.]

Dryden.

1. Ornament ; decoration ; embellishment.

ornament.

Shakespeare.

2. Things strewed round a dish.

3. [In gaols . ] Fetters.

GA'RNISHMENT. s . [from garnish.] Orna-

ment ; embellishment. Wotton.

GAʼRNITURE . s. [from garnish. ] Furniture ;

Granville.

GA'ROUS. a . [from garum, Latin. ] Resemb-

ling pickle made of fish .
Brown.

GA'RRAN. s. [Erse.] A small horse ; a hobby ;

a galloway. Temple.

GA'RRET. s. [garite, the tower of a citadel,

Fr. ]A room on the highest floor ofthe house.

GARRETEER. s . [from garret. ] An inhabi-

tant of a garret.

GA'RRISON. s . [garrison, Fr.]

1. Soldiers placed in a fortified town or castle

to defend it. Sidney.

2. Fortified place stored with soldiers . Wall

3. The state of being placed in a fortification
for its defence.

Spenser.

Dryden.

To GA'RRISON. v. a. [from the noun.] To

secure by fortresses.

GARRULITY. s. [garrulitas, Latin .]

1. Loquacity ; incontinence of tongue. Milt.

2. The quality of talking too much ; talka-

tiveness. Ray.

GA'RRULOUS. a. [garrulus Lat.] Prattling ;

talkative.

GARTER. s. [gardus, Welsh.]

Thomson.

1. A string or riband by which the stocking

is held upon the leg. Ray.

2. The mark of the order of the garter, the

highest order of English knighthood.

3. The principal king at arms.

To GARTER. v. a. [from the noun. ] To bind
with a garter. Wiseman.

GARTH. s. The bulk ofthe body measured

by the girdle.

GAS. s. A spirit not capable of being coagu

lated. Harris.

GASCONA'DE. s. [French. ] A boast ; a

bravado. Swift.

To GASCONA'DE. v . n. [from the noun. ] To

boast ; to brag ; to bluster.

To GASH. v. a. [from hacher, Fr. to cut.] To

cut deep, so as to make a gaping wound.

GASH. 8. [from the verb.]

1. A deep and wide wound. Spenser.

2. The mark of a wound. Arbuthnot.

GA'SKINS. s. Wide hose ; wide breeches.

Shakespeare.

To GASP. v. n. [from gape. Skinner.]

1. To open the mouth wide to catch breath

with labour. Addison.

2. To emit breath by opening the mouth

convulsively. Dryden..

Spectator.3. To long for.

1. The act of opening the mouth to catch

breath.

2. The short catch of breath in the last ago.

Addison.nies.

To GAST. v. a . [from gart, Saxon. ] To make

aghast ; to fright ; to shock ; to terrify ; to

fear ; to affray. Shakespeare.

GA'STRICK. a. [from yang.] Belonging to

the belly.

GASTRO'RAPHY. 8. [yang and ganrw. ] Sew-

ing up any wound in the belly. Shakespeare.

GASTRO TOMY. s. [yang and TETOμa .] The

act of cutting open the belly.

GAT. The preterite ofget. Exodus.

GATE. s . [gear, Saxon . ]

1. The door of a city, castle, palace, or

large building. Shakespeare

2. A frame of timber upon hinges to give a

passage into enclosed grounds. Shakespeare.

3.An avenue ; an opening. Knolles.

GATEVEIN. s. The vena porta. Bacon.

GATEWAY. s. [gate and way.]A way through

gates of enclosed grounds.

To GA'THER. v. a. [zadeɲan, Saxon.]

1. To collect ; to bring into one place.

Mortimer.

Leviticus.

2. To pick up ; to glean ; he gathers pulse.

3. To crop ; he gathered a rose.

4. To assemble.

5. To heap up ; to accumulate ; a
thers riches .

6. To select and take.

7. To sweep together.

Wotton.

Dryden.

Bacon..

miser ga-

Proverbs,

Psalms.

Matthew.

8. To collect charitable contributions.

9. To bring into one body or interest.

10. To draw together from a state of diffu

sion ; to compress ; to contract.

11. To gain.

12. To pucker needlework.

13. To collect logically .

Pope.

Dryden.

Hooker.

14. To GATHER Breath. To have respite

from any calamity.

To GATHER. v. n.

Spenser.

1. To be condensed ; to thicken. Dryden.

2. To grow larger by the accretion of simi.

lar matter.

3. To assemble.

Bacon.

Ecclus.

Hudibras

Wotton.

4. To generate pus or matter. Dec. ofPiety.

GATHER, s. [from the verb.] Pucker ; cloth

drawn together in wrinkles.

GATHERER. s. [from the verb .]

1. One that gathers ; a collector.

2. One that gets in crop of any kind.

GATHERING. s. [from gather. ] Collection

of charitable contributions. 1 Corinthians.

GATTEN-TREE . See CORNELIAN CHERRY.

GAUDE. s. [gaude, Fr. a yellow flower. ] An

ornament ; a fine thing. Shakespeare.

To GAUDE. v. a. [gaudeo, Latin.] To exalt ;

to rejoice at any thing. Shakespeare.

GA'UDERY. s [from gaude.] Finery ; osten-

tatious luxury of dress.

GA'UDILY. ad. [from gaudy. ] Showily.

GA'UDINESS.s.Showiness ; tinsel appearance.

GA'UDY. a. [from gaude. ] Showy ; splendid ;

pompous ; ostentatiously fine. Milton.

-South,
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GA'UDY. s. [gaudium, Lat.] A feast ; a festi-
val. Cheyne.

GAVE. The preterite ofgive. Donne.

GA'VEL. s. À provincial word for ground.

GA'VELKIND. s. A custom whereby the

lands of the father are equally divided at

his death among all his sons. Davies.

To GAUGE. v. a. (gauge, measuring rod, Fr.]

1. To measure with regard to the contents
of a vessel.

2. To measure with regard to any propor-

tion. Pope.

GAUGE. s. [from the verb. ] A measure ; a

standard. Moxon.

GAUGER. s. [ from gauge.] One whose busi-

ness it is to measure vessels or quantities.

GAUNT. a. [As ifgewant.] Thin ; slender ;

lean ; meagre. Shakespeare.

A'UNTLY. ad. [from gaynt.] Leanly ; slen-

derly ; meagerly.

GAUNTLET. S. [gantelet, Fr.] An iron

glove used for defence, and thrown down in

challenges. Cleaveland.

GA'VOT. s. [gavotte, Fr.] A kind of dance.
Arbuthnot.

GAUZE. s. A thin transparent silk . Arbuthnot.

GAWK. s. [geac, Sax.]

I. A cuckow.

2. A foolish fellow.

GAWN. s. [corrupted from gallon .] A small
tub.

GA'WNTREE. s. [ Scottish .] A woodenframe

on which beer casks are set when tunned.

GAY. a. [gay, Fr.]

1. Airy; cheerful ; merry ; frolicksome.

Pope.

Baruch.2. Fine ; showy.

GAY. s . [ from the adjective.] An ornament or

embellishment.

GA'YETY. s . [gayeté, Fr.]

L'Estrange.

Denham.

Shakespeare.

1. Cheerfulness ; airiness ; merriment.

2. Acts ofjuvenile pleasure.

3. Finery ; show.

GA'YLY. aa. Merrily ; cheerfully ; showily.

GA'YNESS. s. [from gay.] Gayety ; finery.

To GAZE. v. n. [ayačεodai . ] To look intently

and earnestly ; to look with eagerness.

GAZE. s. [from the verb.]

Fairfax.

1. Intent regard , look of eagerness or won-

der; fixed look.

ration.

Spenser.

Milton.2. The object gazed on.

GA'ZER. s. [from gaze.[ He that gazes ; one

that looks intently with eagerness or admi-

Spenser.

GAʼZEFUL. a. [gaze and full. ] Looking in-

tently. Spenser.

GAZEHOUND. s. [gaze and hound. ] Ahound

that pursues not by the scent, but bythe

eye. Tickell.

GAZETTE. s. [gazetta is a Venetian half-

penny, the price of a newspaper.] A paper

of news or publick intelligence. Locke.

GAZETTE'ER. s. [from gazette. ] A writer of

news.

GA'ZINGSTOCK. s . [gaze and stock.] A per-

son gazed at with scorn or abhorrence.

GAZON. s. [French. ] In fortification, pieces

offresh earth covered with grass, cut in form

of a wedge. Harris.

GEAR. s. [zynian, Saxon, to clothe.]

1. Furniture ; accoutrements ; dress ; habit;

Fairfax.ornaments.

2. The traces by which horses or oxen draw

Chapman

Shakespeare.3. Stuff.

GE'ASON. a. Wonderful.

GEAT. s. [ corrupted from jett.] The hole

through which the metal runs into the mould.

Moxon.

GECK. s . [geac, Saxon , a cuckow. ] A bubble

easily imposed upon. Shakespeare.

To GECK. v. a. To cheat.

GEE. A term used by waggoners to their hor-

ses when they would have them go faster.

GEESE. The plural ofgoose.

GE'LABLE. a. [from gela, Latin.] What may

be congealed.

GE'LATINE. a. [gelatus, Lat. ] Formed

GELA'TINOUS. into a jelly.

To GELD. v . a. preter. gelded or gelt ; part.

pass . gelded or gelt . [gelten, German.]

}

1. To castrate ; to deprive of the power of

generation. Shakespeare.

2. To deprive of any essential part. Shak.

3. To deprive of any thing immodest or li-

able to objection Dryden.

GELDER. s . [ from geld. ] One that performs

the act of castration. Hudibras.

GE'LDER-ROSE. s . [brought from Guelder-

iland.] A plant.

GE'LDING. s. [ from geld .] Any animal cas-

trated, particularly a horse.
Graunt.

GELID. a. [gelidus, Latin. ] Extremely cold.

}

Thomson.

GELIDITY. s. [from gelid .] Extreme

GELIDNESS . cold.

GE'LLY. s. [gelatus , Lat. ] Any viscous body,

viscidity ; glue ; gluey substance. Dryden.

GELT. s. [from geld.] A castrated animal ;

gelding.

GELT. Part. pass. ofgeld.

GELT. s. Tinsel ; gilt surface.

GEM. s. [gemma, Latin.]

Mortimer.

Mortimer.

Spenser.

1. A jewel ; a precious stone of whatever

kind.

2. The first bud.

Shakespeare

Denham.

To GEM. v. a. [gemmo, Latin.] To adorn, as

with jewels or buds.

To GEM. v. n. [gemmo, Latin .] To put forth

the first buds . Milton.

GEMEʼLLIPAROUS. a. Bearing twins.

To GEʼMINATE. v. a. [gemino, Latin. ] To

double.

GEMINA'TION. s . [ from geminate.] Repeti-

tion ; reduplication. Boyle.

GE'MINY. s. Twins ; a pair ; a brace.

GEMINOUS. a. [geminus, Latin.] Double.

GE'MMARY. a. [from gem.] Pertaining to

gems or jewels.
Brown.

GEMMEÕUS . a . [gemmeus, Latin.]

1. Tending to gems.

2 Resembling gems.

GEMOTE. 3. The court of the hundred.

GENDER. s. [genus, Latin.]

1. A kind ; a sort.

Woodward.

Shakespeare.
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2. A sex.

3. [In grammar.] A denomination given to

nouns, from their being joined with an ad-

jective in this or that termination.

To GENDER. v. a. [engendrer, Fr.]

1. To beget.

2 Tim.2. To produce ; to cause.

To GENDER. v. n. To copulate ; to breed.

GENEALOGICAL. a. [from genealogy. ] P.r-

taining to descents of families.

GENEALOGIST. s . [yevṛaλoyew ; genealogiste,

French.] He who traces descents.

GENEALOGY. s . [yevez and λoy .] History

ofthe succession of families.

GE'NERABLE. a. [ from genero, Latin.] That

may be produced or begotten.

GENERAL. a. [general, Fr.]

Burnet.

1. Comprehendingmany species or individu-

als ; not special . Broome.

2. Lax in signification ; not restrained to any

special or particular import. Watts

3. Not restrained by narrow or distinctive

limitations. Locke.

4. Relating to a whole class or body ofmen.

Whitgift.

5. Publick ; comprising the whole. Milton.

6. Not directed to a single object. Sprat.

7. Extensive, though not universal.

8. Common ; usual. Shakespeare.

GENERAL. s.

1. The whole ; the totality. Norris.

Addison.

2. The publick ; the interest ofthe whole.

3. The vulgar. Shakespeare.

4. [General, French.] One that has the com-

mand over an army.

GENERALI'SSIMO. s . [generalissime, Fr.]

The supreme commander.

GENERA'LITY. s. [generalité, Fr.]

1. The state of being general.

2. The main body ; the bulk.

GENERALLY. ad. [from general .]

Clarendon.

Hooker.

Tillotson.

1. In general ; without specification or ex-

ception.

2. Extensively, though not universally.

3. Commonly ; frequently.

Bacon.

4. In the main ; without minute detail.

GENERALNESS. s. [from general. ] Wide ex-

tent, though short of universality ; frequen-

cy commonness.

GENERALTY.s. [from general.] The whole

the totality.

Sidney.

Hale.

;

GENERANT. s . [generans, Latin.] The be-

getting or productive power. Glanville.

To GENERATE. v. a. [genero, Latin.]

1. To beget ; to propagate.

2. To cause; to produce.

GENERATION. s [generation, Fr.]

Bacon.

Milton.

1. The act of begetting or producing. Bacon.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Raleigh.

Hooker.

2. A family; a race.

3. Progeny , offspring.

4. A single succession.

5. An age.

GENERATIVE. a. [generatif, Fr.]

1. Having the power of propagation. Brown.

2. Prolifick ; having the power of produc-

tion ; fruitful . Bentley.

GENERATOR. s. [from genero, Latin. ] The

powerwhich begets, causes, or produces.

Brown.

GENERICAL. a. [generique,Fr.] That which

GENERICK. comprehends the genus, or

distinguishes from another genus. Watts.

GENERICALLY. ad. [ from generick . ] With

regard to the genus, though not the species

Woodward.

GENERO'SITY. s. [generosité, Fr.] The qua

lity of being generous ; magnanimity ; libe

rality. Locke

GENEROUS. a. [generosus, Latin.]

1. Not ofmean birth ; of good extraction.

2. Noble of mind ; magnanimous ; open of

heart.

3. Liberal ; munificent.

Pope

Parnel.

Boyle.

Dryden.

4. Strong ; vigorous.

GENEROUSLY. ad. [from generous.]

1. Not meanly with regard to birth.

2. Magnanimously ; nobly.

3. Liberally; munificently.

GENEROUSNESS. s. [from generous.] The

quality of being generous. Collier.

GENESIS. s. [ EVE ; genese, Fr.] Generation;

the first book of Moses, which treats ofthe

production of the world.

GENET. s. [Fr. ] A small well-proportioned

Spanish horse.

mers.

GENETHLI'ACAL. a. [yεveλian .] Pertain

ing to nativities as calculated by astrono-

Howel.

GENETHLIACKS. s. [from EVEλ .] The

science of calculating nativities, or predict.

ing the future events of life from the stars

predominant at the birth.

GENETHLIA'TICK. s. [7EVEλn .] He who

calculates nativities. Drummond.

GENEVA. s. [genevre, Fr. a juniper-berry . ]

A distilled spirituous water, made with oil

ofturpentine, put into the still, with com-

mon salt, and the coarsest spirit drawn off

much below proof strength.

GE'NIAL. a. [genialis, Latin.]

Hill.

1. That which contributes to propagation.

Dryden.

2. That gives cheerfulness, or supports life.

3. Natural ; native.

GE’NIALLY. ad. [from genial.]

1. By genius ; naturally.

2. Gayly; cheerfully.

Milton.

Brown.

Glanville.

GENICULATED. a. [geniculatus, Latin.]

Knotted ; jointed.
Woodward.

GENICULATION. s. [geniculatio, Latin./

Knottiness.

GE'NIO. s. A man ofa particular turn ofmind.

Tatler.

GENITALS. s . [genitalis, Lat.] Parts belong-

ing to generation.
Brown.

GENITING. s. [A corruption ofJaneton, Fr.]

An early apple in June.
Bacon.

GE'NITIVE. a . [ genitivus, Lat.] In grammar,

the name of a case, which, among other re

lations, signifies one begotten, as, the father

of a son; o one begettting, as, the son of a

father.

GE'NIUS. s. [ Latin ; genie, Fr.]

1. The protecting or ruling power of men,

places, or things.
Milton.

2. A man endowed with supcriour faculties.

Addison.
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3. Mental power or faculties. Waller.

4. Disposition of nature by which any one is

qualified for some peculiar employment.

5. Nature ; disposition. Burnet.

GENT. a. [gent, old French.] Elegant ; soft ;

gentle ; polite . A word now disused.

GENTE EL. a. [gentil, Fr.]

1. Polite ; elegant in behaviour ; civil.

2. Graceful in mien.

GENTE ELLY. ad. [from genteel.]

1. Elegantly: politely .

2. Gracefully handsomely.

GENTEELNESS. s . [from genteel .]

South.

1. Elegance ; gracefulness ; politeness .

2. Qualities befitting a man of rank.

GE'NTIAN. s. [gentiane, French. ] Felwort or

baldmony ; a plant. Wiseman.

GENTIANE'LLA. s. A kind of blue colour.

GE'NTILE. s. [gentilis, Latin. ] One ofan un-

covenanted nation ; one who knows not the

true God. Bacon.

GENTILE'SSE. s. [French.] Complaisance ;

civility. Hudibras.

GENTILISM. s. [gentilism, Fr.] Heathenism;

paganism. Stillingfleet.

GENTILITIOUS. a. [gentilitius, Latin.]

1. Endemial ; peculiar to a nation. Brown.

2. Hereditary ; entailed on a family.Arbuth.

GENTILITY. s. [gentilité, Fr.]

1. Good extraction ; dignity of birth.

2. Elegance of behaviour ; gracefulness of

mien ; uicety of taste.

Hooker.

3. Gentry; the class of persons well born.

4. Paganism; heathenisin.

GE'NTLE. a. [gentilis, Latin.]

1.Well born; well descended; ancient,though

not noble. Sidney.

2. Soft ; bland ; mild ; tame ; meek ; peace-

able.

2. Soothing ; pacifick.

GENTLE. s.

Fairfax.

Wotton.

1. A gentleman ; a man of birth.

2. A particular kind ofworm.

To GENTLE. v. a. To make gentle. Shakes.

GENTLEFOLK. s. [gentle and folk.] Persons

distinguished bytheirbirth fromthe vulgar.

GENTLEMAN. s. [gentilhomme, Fr.]

1. A man of birth ; a man of extraction,

though not noble. Sidney.

2. A man raised above the vulgar by his
character or post. Shakespeare.

3. A term of complaisance. Addison.

4. The servant that waits about the person

ofa man of rank.. Camden.

5. It is used of any man however high. Sh.

GENTLEMANLI'KE. a. [gentleman and

GENTLEMANLY. like.] Becoming a

man of birth. Swift.

GENTLENESS. s. [from gentle.]

1. Dignity of birth; goodness of extraction.

2. Softness of manners ; sweetness of dispo-

sition ; meekness. Milton.

3. Kindness ; benevolence. Obsolete.

Shakespeare.

GENTLESHIP. s. Carriage of a gentleman.

GENTLEWOMAN. s.

1. A woman of birth above the vulgar ; a

woman well descended. Bacon.

2. A woman who waits about the person of

one ofhigh rank. Shakespeare.

3. A word of civility or irony. Dryden.

GENTLY. ad. [from gentle.]

1. Softly; meekly ; tenderly ; inoffensively ;

kindly.

1. Birth ; condition.

Locke.

Grew.2. Softly ; without violence.

GENTRY. s. [gentlery, gentry, from gently.]

Shakespeare.

2. Class of people above the vulgar. Sidney.

2. A term of civility real or ironical. Prior.

4. Civility ; complaisance. Shakespeare.

GENUFLECTION. s . [genuflexion, Fr.] The

act ofbending the knee ; adoration expressed

by bending the knee. Stillingfleet.

GENUINE. a. [genuinus, Lat. ] Not spurious.

Tillotson.

GENUINELY. ad. [from genuine.] Without

adulteration ; without foreign admixtures ;

naturally. Boyle.

GENUINENESS. s . [from genuine.] Freedom

from any thing counterfeit ; freedom from

adulteration. Boyle.

GENUS. s. [Latin. ] A class of being, compre

hending under it many species ; quadruped is

a genus comprehending under it almost all

terrestrial beasts. Watts.

GEOCENTRICK. a . [yn and xevTgov. ] Applied

to a planet or orb having the earth for its

centre, or the same centre with the earth.

GEODE'SIA. s. [yedaiola .] That part ofgeo-

metry which contains the doctrine or art of

measuring surfaces, andfinding the contents

ofall plane figures. Harris,

GEODETICAL. a. [from geodasia.] Relating

to the art ofmeasuring surfaces .

GEO'GRAPHER. s. [3 and ygapw.] One who

describes the earth according to the posi-

tion of its different parts.

GEOGRAPHICAL. a. [geographique, Fr.]

Relating to geography.

GEOGRAPHICALLY. ad. In a geographi

cal manner. Broome.

GEO'GRAPHY.s. [yn and ygapw.] Knowledge
of the earth .

Brown.

GEO'LOGY. s. [yn and λoyos.] The doctrine of

the earth.

GEOMANCER. s. [ and marrig.] A for-

tuneteller ; a caster of figures. Brown.

GE'OMANCY. s. [yn and Marsia .] The act of

foretelling by figures. Ayliffe.

GEOMA'NTICK. a. [from geomancy.] Per-

taining to the art of casting figures. Dryden.

GEO'METER. s. [yewμergns ; geometre, Fr.]One

skilled in geometry ; a geometrician. Watts.

GE'OMETRAL. a. [geometral, Fr.] Pertaining

to geometry.

GEOMETRICAL. } a. [yexusтixos .]
GEOMETRICK.

1. Pertaining to geometry.
More.

Grew.

2. Prescribed or laid down by geometry.

3. Disposed according to geometry.

GEOMETRICALLY. ad. [from geometrical. ]

According to the laws of geometry.

GEOMETRICIAN. s. [yeμETges .] One skilled

in geometry. Brown.

Το GEOMETRIZE. v. n. [γεωμετριω .] Το act

according to the laws of geometry. Boyle.
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GEOMETRY. s. [yewμergia .] The science of

quantity, extension, or magnitude abstract-

edly considered. Ray.

GEOPO'NICAL. a. [yn and wovor.] Relating to

agriculture.
Brown.

GEOPO'NICKS. .s [ yn and woves. ] The science

of cultivating the ground ; the doctrine of

agriculture.

GEORGE. 8. [ Georgius, Latin.]

1. A figure of St. George on horseback worn

bythe knights of the garter. Shakespeare.

2. A brown loaf. Dryden.

GEO'RGICK. s . [yeoginov ; georgiques, French.]

The science of husbandry put into a pleasing

dress, and set off with all the beauties and

embellishments of poetry.

GEO'RGICK . a. Relating to the doctrine of

agriculture.

Addison.

Gay.

Bailey.

GEO'TICK. a. Belonging to the earth.

GE'RENT. a. [gerens, Lat. ] Carrying ; bearing.

GE'RFALCON. s. A bird of prey, in size be-

tween a vulture and a hawk.

GE'RMAN. s. [germain, French.] Brother ; one

approaching to a brother in proximity of

blood. Sidney.

GERMAN. a. [germanus, Latin . ] Related.

GE'RMANDER. s. [germandrée, Fr.] A plant.

Miller.

GERME. s. [germen, Lat. ] A sprout or shoot.
Brown.

GE'RMIN. s. [germen, Latin. ] A shooting or

sprouting seed. Shakespeare.

To GERMINATE. v. n. [germino, Latin.] To

Woodward.sprout ; to shoot ; to bud.

GERMINATION. s . [germination, Fr.] The

act of sprouting ; growth.

GERUND s. [gerundium, Latin.] In the La-

tin grammar, a kind of verbal noun, which

governs cases like a verb.

GEST. s. [gestum, Latin.]

Wotton.

1. A deed, an action ; an achievement.

2. Show ; representation .

Ray.

3. The roll or journal of the several days, and

stages prefixed, in the progresses ofkings.Br.

GESTATION. s. [gestatio, Latin. ] The act of

bearing the young in the womb.

To GESTI'CULATE. v. n. [gesticulor, Latin ;

gesticuler, French. ] To play antick tricks ; to

show postures.

GESTICULATION. s . [gesticulatio, Latin.]

Antick tricks ; various postures.

GE'STURE. s. [gestum, Latin.]

1. Action or posture expressive of sentiment.

Sidney.

Addison.2. Movement ofthe body.

To GESTURE. v. a. [from the noun.] To ac-

Hooker.company with action or posture.

To GET. v. a. pret. I got, anciently gat ; part.

pass. got, or gotten. (zeran, gertan, Saxon.]

1. To procure ; to obtain.

2. to force ; to seize.

3. To win by contest.

4. To have possession of; to have.

5. To beget upon a female.

6. To gain as profit.

1

11. To procure to be.

12. To put into any state.

13. To prevail on ; to induce.

14. To draw ; to hook.

15. To betake ; to remove.

16. To remove by force or art.

17. To put.

South

Guardian.

Spectator.

Addison,

Knolles.

Boyle

Shakespeare

18. To GET off. To sell or dispose of by some

expedient. Swift.

To GET. v. n.

1. To arrive at any state or posture by de.

grees with some kind of labour, effort, or

difficulty. Sidney.

2. To fall ; to come by accident.
Tatler.

3. To find the way. Boyle.
Knolles.

Knolles

Knolles

Clarendon.

4. To move ; to remove.

5 To have recourse to.

6. To go ; to repair.

7. To put one's self' in any state .

8. To become by any act what one was not

before. Dryden.

9. To be a gainer ; to receive advantage.

10. To GET off. To escape. Dryden.

Swift.

11. To GET over. To conquer ; to suppress ;

to pass without being stopped.

12. To GET up. To rise from repose. Bacon.

13. To GET up. To rise from a seat.

14. To remove from a place.

GETTER. s. [from get.]

1. One who procures or obtains.

2. One who begets on a female. Shakespeare.

GETTING. s. [ from get.]

Proverbs.

Bacon.

1. Act of getting ; acquisition.

2. Gain ; profit.

GEWGAW. s. [zegar, Sax.] A showy trifle ;

atoy ; a bauble .

GEWGAW.a. Splendidly trifling ; showy with-

out value.

Abbot.

Law.

GHA'STFUL. a. [zart and fulle, Sax.] Drea-

ry ; dismal ; melancholy. Spenser.

GHA'STLINESS . s. [ from ghastly.] Horrour

of countenance ; resemblance of a ghost ;

paleness.

GHA'STLY. a. [gart, or ghost, and like.]

1. Like a ghost ; having horrour in the coun-

tenance ; pale ; dismal.
Knolles.

Milton.2. Horrible ; shocking ; dreadful.

GHA'STNESS. s. [from gart, Saxon. ] Ghast-

Shak.liness ; horrour of look. Not used.

GHE'RKIN. s. [from gurcke, German, a cu-

cumber.] A small pickled cucumber.

To GHESS. v. n To conjecture ; to guess.

GHOST. s. [gart, Saxon.]

1. The soul of man. Sandys.

Dryden.

Shak.

2. A spirit appearing after death.

3. To give up the GHOST. To die to yield

up the spirit into the hands of God.

4. The third person in the adorable 'Trinity,

called the Holy Ghost.

To GHOST. v. n. [from the noun. ]To yield up

the ghost ; to die. Not in use.

Obsolete.

Sidney.

Boyle.

Daniel.

Knolles. To GHOST. v. a. To haunt with apparitions

Herbert. ofdeparted men. Shakespeare.

Waller. GHO'STLINESS. s. [from ghostly.] Spiritual

tendency ; quality of having reference chief-

ly to the soul .
7. To gain a superiority or advantage.

8. To earn ; to gain by labour.

9. to receive as a price or reward.

13. To learn.

Locke.

Shak.

Abbot. GHOSTLY. a. [ from ghost.]

Locke.

Watts.

1. Spiritual ; relating to the soul ; not carnal ;

not secular.
Hooker.
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2. Having a character from religion ; spiri-

tual. Shakespeare.

GIA'LALINA. [Italian . ] Earth of a bright

gold colour. Woodward.

GIA'MBEUX. s. [jambes, French.] Legs , or

armour for legs ; greaves. Spenser.

GIANT. s. [geant, French.] A man of size

above the ordinary rate of men ; a man un-

naturally large. Raleigh.

GIANTESS. s. [ from giant.] A she-giant ; a

woman of unnatural bulk.

GI'ANTLIKE. a. [from giant and like.] Gi-

GIANTLY. gantick; vast. South.

GIANTSHIP. s. [from giant.] Quality or cha-

racter of a giant. Milton.

Howel.

GI'BBE. s. Any old worn-out animal. Shak.

To GIBBER. v. n. [from jabber. ] To speak in-

articulately. Shakespeare.

GIBBERISH. s. Cant ; the private language

of rogues and gypsies ; words without mean-

ing.

GI'BBET. s. [gibet, French.]

Swift.

1. A gallows ; the post on which malefactors

are hanged, or on which their carcases are

exposed.

2. Any traverse beams .

To GIBBET. v. n. [from the noun.]

Cleaveland.

1. To hang or expose on a gibbet. Oldham.

2. To hang on any thing going traverse.

Shakespeare.

GIBBIER. s . [French.] Game ; wild fowl.

Addison.

GIBBO'SITY. s. [gibbosité, Fr. from gibbous.]

Convexity ; prominence ; protuberance. Ray.

GIBBOUS. a. [gibbus, Latin.]

1. Convex ; protuberant ; swelling into ine-

qualities. Dryden.

2. Crookbacked. Brown.

GIBBOUSNESS. s. [from gibbous . ] Convexi-

ty; prominence. Bentley.

GIBCAT. s . An old worn-out cat. Shakespeare.

To GIBE. v. n. [gaber, old French.] To sneer ;

to join censoriousness with contempt. Swift.

To GIBE. v. a. To reproach by contemptuous

hints ; to flout ; to scoff; to treat with scorn ;

to taunt. Swift.

GIBE. s. [from the verb. ] Sneer ; hint of con-

tempt by word or look ; scoff ; act or ex-

pression ofscorn ; taunt. Spectator.

GI'BER. s. [from gibe. ] A sneerer ; a scoffer ;

Ben Jonson.

GI'BINGLY. ad. [from gibe.] Scornfully ; con-

temptuously.
GIBSTAFF. s.

a taunter.

Shakespeare.

1. A long staff to guage water, or to shove

forth a vessel into the deep.

2. A weapon used formerly to fight beasts.

GIBLETS. s. The parts of a goose which are

cut off before it is roasted.

GI'DDILY. ad. [from giddy.]

Dryden.

1. With the head seeming to turn round.

2. Inconstantly ; unsteadily. Donne.

3. Carelesly ; heedlesly ; negligently. Shak.

GI'DDINESS. s. [from giddy.]

1. The state of being giddy or vertiginous.

2. Inconstancy ; unsteadiness ; mutability ;

changeableness . Bacon.

3. Quick rotation ; inability to keep its place.

4. Frolick, wantonness oflife. Donne.

1

GI'DDY. a. [gidig, Saxon .]

1. Vertiginous ; having in the head & whirl,

or sensation of circular motion.

2. Rotatory ; whirling.

Tate.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

Prior.

3. Inconstant ; mutable ; unsteady ; change-

ful.

4. That causes giddiness.

5. Heedless ; thoughtless ; wild .

6. Tottering ; unfixed.

Rowe.

Shakespeare.

7. Intoxicated ; elated to thoughtlessness ;

overcome by any overpowering incitement.

Shakespeare.

GIDDYBRAINED.a. [giddy and train . ] Care-

less ; thoughtless. Otway

GIDDYHEADED. a. Without steadiness or

constancy. (' Burton.

GIDDYPACED. a. Moving without regula-

rity. Shakespeare.

GI′ER-FAGLE. s. An eagle of a particular

kind. Leviticus.

GIFT. s. [from give.]

1. A thing given or bestowed.

2. The act of giving.

Matthew.

Milton.

3. The right or power of bestowing. South.

4. Oblation ; offering.

5. A bribe.

6. Power ; faculty.

GIFTED. a. [from gift.]

1. Given ; bestowed.

Tobit.

Deuteronomy.

Shakespeare.

*Milton.

2. Endowed with extraordinary powers. Dry.

GIG. s. [Etymology uncertain.]

1. Any thing that is whirled round in play.

2. [Gigia, Islandick. ] A fiddle. Out of use.

GIGANTICK. a. [gigantes, Lat.] Suitable to

a giant ; big ; bulky ; enormous . Pope.

To GI′GGLE. v. n . [gichelin, Dutch.] To

laugh idly ; to titter. Garrick

GIGGLER. s. [from giggle.] A laugher ; a

titterer. Herbert.

GIGLET. s . [geagl, Saxon.] A wanton ; a las-

civious girl. Out of use. Shakespeare.

GIGOT. s. [French .] The hip joint.

To GILD. v. a. pret. gilded or gilt. [zildan,

Saxon.]

1. To overlay with thin gold. Spenser

Pope.

South

2. To cover with any yellow matter. Shak.

3. To adorn with lustre.

4. To brighten ; to illuminate.

5. To recommend by adventitious ornaments

Shakespeare

GILDER. s . [from gild. ]

1. One who lays gold on the surface of any

other body. Bacon.

2. A coin, from one shilling and sixpence

to two shillings. Shakespeare.

GILDING. s. [from gild.] Gold laid on any

surface by way ofornament.
Bacon.

GILL. s . [agulla , Spanish ; gula, Latin.]

1. The apertures at each side of a fish's

head. Walton.

2. The flaps that hang below the beak of a

fowl.

3. The flesh under the chin.

Bacon.

Bacon.

4. [Gilla, barbarous Latin .] A measure of li-

quids containing the fourth part of a pint, or,

in some places, half of a pint. Swift.

5. The appellation of a woman in ludi-

crous language ; contracted from Gillian.

Ben Jonson,
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6: [Chelidonium.] A plant ; ground-ivy.

7. Malt liquor medicated with ground-ivy.

In the last four senses it is spokenjill.

GI'LLHOUSE. s . [gill and house.] A house

where gill is sold. Pope.

GIʼLLYFLOWER. s. Corrupted from July

flower. Mortimer.

GILT. s. [from gild .] Golden show ; gold laid

on the surface of any matter. Shakespeare.

GILT. The participle ofgild.

GILTHEAD. s . [gilt and head.] A sea-fish.

GILTTAIL. s. [gilt and tail . ] A worm se

called from its yellow tail.

GIM . a . [An old word.] Neat ; spruce.

GIMCRACK. s . [ ludicrously formed fromgin.]

A slight or trivial mechanism. Prior.

GIMLET. s. [gibelet, guimbelet, French.] A

borer with a screw at its point. Moxon.

GIMMAL. s . [gimellus, Latin .] Some little

quaint devices of machinery. Hanmer.

GIMMER. s. Movement ; machinery. More.

GIMP. s. A kind of silk twist or lace.

GIN. s. [from engine.]

1. A trap ; a snare. Ben Jonson.

2. Any thing moved with screws, as an en-

gine of torture. Spenser.
"

3. A pump worked by rotatory sails.

Woodward.

4. [Contracted from GENEVA.] The spirit

drawn by distillation from juniper-berries.

GINGER. s . [zinziber, Lat. gingero, Italian.]

The root ofginger is of the tuberous kind,

knotted, crooked, and irregular ; of a hot, a-

crid, and pungent taste, though aromatick,

and of a very agreeable smell. Hill.

GINGERBREAD . s . [ginger and bread.] A

kind offarinaceous sweetmeatmade ofdough,

like that of bread or biscuit, sweetened with

treacle, and flavoured with ginger and some

aromatick seeds.
Swift.

GINGERNESS. s. Niceness ; tenderness.

GINGIVAL. a. [gingiva, Latin. ] Belongingto

the gums.

To GINGLE. v. n.

Hooker.

1. To utter a sharp clattering noise. Pope.

2. To make an affected sound in periods or

cadence.

To GINGLE. v. a. To shake so that a sharp

shrill clattering noise should be made. Pope.
GINGLE. s. [from the verb.]

1. A shrill resounding noise.

2. Affectation in the sound of periods.

GINGLYMOID. a. [yyyλμos, a hinge, and

Elder.] Resembling a ginglymus ; approaching

to a ginglymus.

GINGLYMUS. s. A mutual indenting of two

bones into each other's cavity, in the manner

of a hinge, ofwhich the elbow is an instance.

GINNET. s. [ vos. ] A nag ; a mule ; a dege-

nerate breed.

GINSENG. s. [ Chinese.] A root of a very a-

greeable and aromatick smell, though notvery

strong. Its taste is acrid and aromatick,

and has somewhat bitter in it. We have it

from China and America.
Hill.

To GIP. v. a. To take out the guts ofherrings.

GIPSY. s. [ corrupted from Egyptian.]

1. A vagabond who pretends to foretellfutu

rity, commonly by palmestry or physiog

nomy.

2. A reproachful name for a dark com

plexion. Shakespeare.

3. A name of slight reproach to a woman.

GI‘RASOLE. s. [girasol, French.]

1. The herb turnsol.

2. The opal stone.

To GIRD. v. a. pret. girded or girt. [gyɲdan,

Saxon.]

Maccabees.1. To bind round.

2. To put on so as to surround or bind. Sw

3. To fasten by binding.

4. To invest.

Milton.

Shakespeare

5. To dress ; to habit ; to clothe. Ezekiel,

6. To cover round as a garment.

7. To furnish ; to equip.

8. To enclose ; to encircle.

9. to reproach ; to gibe.

Milton.

Milton.

Milton

Shakespeare.

To GIRD. v. n. To break a scornful jest ; to

gibe ; to sneer. Shakespeare.

GIRD. s. [from the verb. ] A twitch ; a pang.

Tillotson. Goodman.

GI'RDER. s . from gird.] The largest piece of

timber in a floor.

GIRDLE. s. [gyndel, Saxon.]

Harris.

1. Any thing drawn round the waist, and

tied or buckled .

2. Enclosure ; circumference.

3. The zodiack.

Brown.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

To GIRDLE. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To gird ; to bind as with a girdle. Shak.

2. To enclose ; to shut in ; to environ.

GIRDLEBELT. s. [girdle and belt.] The belt

that encircles the waist. Dryden.

GIRDLER. s. [from girdle.] A maker of

girdles.

GIRE. s. [gyrus, Latin. ] A cirle described by

any thing in motion.

GIRL. s. [karlinna, Islandick, a woman.] A

young woman, or female child. Shakespeare.

GIRLISH. a. [from girl.] Suiting a girl ;

youthful. Carew.

GIRLISHLY. ad. In a girlish manner.

To GIRN. v. n. It seems to be a corruption of

grin.

GIRROCK. s. A kind of fish.

GIRT. The part. pass. ofgird.

To GIRT. v. a. [from gird. ] To gird ; to en

compass ; to encircle. Not proper. Thomson.

GIRT.

GIRTH.}
s. [from gird.]

1. A band by which the saddle or burden is

fixed upon the horse.

2. A circular bandage.

Milton.

Wiseman.

3. The compass measured by the girdle. Ad.

To GIRTH. v. a. To bind with a girth.

To GISE Ground. v . a. Is when the owner of it

does not feed it with his own stock, but takes

other cattle to graze.

Gibson.

GI'SLE. Among the English Saxons, signifies a

pledge ; thus, Fredgisle is a pledge of peace ;

Gislebert an illustrious pledge.

GITH. s. An herb called Guinea pepper.

To GIVE. v. a. pret. gave ; part. pass . given.

[giran, Saxon.]

1. To bestow, to confer withoutany price or

reward.
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2.To transmit from himself to another by

hand, speech, or writing ; to deliver. Burnet.

3. To put into one's possession ; to consign ;

to impart; to communicate. Temple.

4. To pay as a price or reward, or in ex-

change. Shakespeare.

Bacon.

Ecclus.

Bramhall.

5. To yield ; not to withhold.

1. Thestrong musculous stomach ofa fowl.

2. Apprehension or conception of mind ; as,

he frets his gizzard, he harasses his imagina
tion. Hudibras.

GLA'BRITY. s. [from glaber, Lat.] Smooth-

ness ; baldness.

GLACIAL. a. [glacial, French ; glacialis, Lat.]

Icy ; made of ice ; frozen.

To GLA'CIATE. v. n. [glacies, Lat. glacer, Fr.]

To turn into ice.

6. To quit ; to yield as due.

7. To confer ; to impart.

8. To expose ; to yield without intention .

9. To grant ; to allow.

10. To yield ; not to deny.

11. To afford ; to supply.

Dryden.

Atterbury.

Rowe.

Hooker.

GLACIA'TION. s. [from glaciate. ] The act of

turning into ice ; ice formed. Brown.

GLACIOUS. a. [glacie, Lat.] Icy ; resembling

ice. Brown.

12. To empower ; to commission.

13. To enable.

Shakespeare.14. To pay.

Pope.

Hooker.

15. To utter ; to vent ; to pronounce. Swift.

16. To exhibit ; to show. Hale.

17. To exhibit as the product of a calcula-

tion. Arbuthnot.

18. To do any act of which the consequence

reaches others ; he gave no offence. Burnet.

19. To exhibit ; to send forthas odours from

any body.

20. To addict ; to apply.

21. To resign ; to yield up.

22. To conclude ; to suppose.

Bacon.

Sidney.

Herbert.

Garth.

23. To GIVE away. To alienate from one's

self; to make over to another. Taylor.

24. To GIVE back. To return ; to restore.

25. To GIVEforth. To publish ; to tell.

26. TO GIVE the hand. To yield pre-emi-

nence, as being subordinate or inferiour.

27. To GIVE over. To leave ; to quit ; to
Hooker.cease.

28. To GIVE over. To addict ; to attach to.

Sidney. Grew.

29. To GIVE over. To conclude lost.

Arbuthnot.

30. To GIVE over. To abandon. Hudibras.

31. To GIVE out . To proclaim ; to publish ;

to utter.

32. To GIVE out. To show in false appear

Shakespeare.
ance.

Knolles.

Stillingfleet.

Swift.

33. TO GIVEup. To resign ; to quit ; to yield.

34. To GIVE up. To abandon.

35. To GIVE up. To deliver.

36. To GIVE way. To yield ; not to resist ;

to make room for.

To GIVE. v. n.

1. To rush ; to fall on ; to give the

A French phrase.

2. To relent ; to grow moist ; to

soften ; to thaw.

3. To move.

Collier.

assault.

Hooker.

melt or

Bacon.

A French phrase. Daniel.

4. To GIVE in. To go back ; to give way.

Not in use. Hayward.

5. To GIVE into. To adopt ; to embrace. A

French phrase. Addison.

6. To GIVE off. To cease ; to forbear. Locke.

7. To GIVE over. To cease ; to act no more.

8. To GIVE out. To publish ; to proclaim. Sw.

9. To GIVE out. To cease ; to yield. Swift.

GI'VER. s. [from to give. ] One that gives ;

donor ; bestower ; distributer ; granter. Pope.

GIVES.'s. Fetters or shackles for the feet.

GI'ZZARD. s. [gesier, French ; gigeria, Lat.]

It is sometimes called gizzern.

GLA'CIS. s. [French.] In fortification, a slop-

ing bank. Harris.

GLAD. a. [glæð, Saxon ; glad, Danish . ]

1. Cheerful ; gay ; in a state ofhilarity. Mil.

2. Wearing a gay appearance ; fertile ; bright ;

showy.

3. Pleased ; elevated with joy.

4. Pleasing ; exhilarating.

5. Expressing gladness.

Isaiah.

Proverbs.

Sidney.

Pope.

To GLAD. v. a. [from the adjective.] To make

glad ; to cheer ; to exhilarate. Pope.

To GLÁ'DDEN. v. a. [from glad.] To cheer ;

to delight ; to make glad ; to exhilarate.

Addison.

GLA'DDER. s . [from glad. ] One that makes

glad ; one that exhilarates. Dryden.

GLADE. s . [ from glopan, Saxon. ] A lawn or

opening in a wood. Pope.

GLA'DEN. s. [from gladius, Lat. a sword.]

GLA'DER. Swordgrass ; a general name of

plants that rise with a broad blade like

sedge.

GLA'DFULNESS. s . [glad and fulness.] Joy;

gladness. Obsolete. Spenser.

GLADIATOR. s. [ Latin ; gladiateur, Fr.]

A swordplayer ; prizefighter. Denham.

GLA'DLY. ad. [from glad. ] Joyfully ; with

gayety ; with merriment. Shakespeare.

GLA'DNESS. s. [from glad.] Cheerfulness ;

joy ; exultation .

GLA'DSOME. a. [from glad.]

1. Pleased ; glad ; delighted.

2. Causing joy ; having an appearance of

gayety. Prior.

GLA’DSOMELY. ad. [from gladsome.] With

gayety and delight.

Dryden.

Spenser.

GLA'DSOMENESS . s. [from gladsome.] Gay-

ety ; showiness ; delight.

GLAIRE. s . [glæn, Saxon, amber ; glar, Da-

nish, glass glaire, French.]

1. The white of an egg.

2. A kind of halbert.

Peacham.

To GLAIRE. v. a. [glairer, French ; from the

noun.] To smear with the white of an egg.

GLANCE. s. [glantz, German.]

1. A sudden shoot of light or splendour. Mil.

2. A stroke or dart ofthe beam of sight. Dry.

3. A snatch of sight ; a quick view. Watts.

To GLANCE. v. n. [ from the noun. ]

1. To shoot a sudden ray of splendour. Rowe.

2. To fly off in an oblique direction . Shak.

3. To strike in an oblique direction. Pope.

4. To view with a quick cast of the eye ; to

play the eye.

5. To censure by oblique hints.

Pope.

Shak
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To GLANCE. v. n. To move nimbly ; to shoot GLA'SSGRINDER. s. [glass and grinder.]

obliquely. Shakespeare. One whose trade is to polish and grind

GLA'NCINGLY. ad. [from glance.] In an glass .

oblique broken manner ; transiently. GLA'SSHOUSE s. [glass and house. ] A house

where glass is manufactured. Addison.

GLA'SSMAN. s. [glass and man.] One who

sells glass. Swift.

GLA'SŠMETAL. s. [glass and metal. ] Glass in

fusion. Bacon.

Hakewill.

GLAND. s. [glans, Latin ; gland, French.]

The glands are reduced to two sorts, conglo-

bate and conglomerate. A conglobate gland

is a little smooth body, wrapt up in a fine

skin, by which it is separated from all the

other parts, only admitting an artery and

nerve to pass in, and giving way to a vein

and excretory canal to come out. A conglo-

merate gland is composed of many little con-

globate glands all tied together. Wiseman.

GLA'NDERS . s. [from gland.] In a horse, is

the running of a corrupt matter from the

nose.

GLANDI'FEROUS. a. [glans andfero, Latin.]

Bearing mast ; bearing acorns. Mortimer.

GLA'NDULE. s. [glandula, Latin. ] A small

gland serving to the secretion of humours.

Ray.

GLANDULO'SITY. s. [from glandulous.] A

collection of glands. Brown.

GLA'NDULOUS. a. [glandulosus, Lat.] Per-

taining tothe glands ; subsistingin the glands;

having the nature of glands. Brown.

To GLARE. v. n. [glueren, Dutch.]

1. To shine so as to dazzle the eyes. Fairfax.

2. To look with fierce piercing eyes . Shak.

3. To shine ostentatiously. Felton.

Milton.

To GLARE. v. a. To shoot such splendour as

the eyes cannot bear.

GLARE. s. [from the verb.]

1. Overpowering lustre ; splendour, such as
dazzles the eyes. Pope.

Milton.

Lat.

2. A fierce piercing look.

GLA'REOUS . a. [glarieux, Fr. glareosus,

from glaire.] Consisting of viscous transpa-

rent matter, like the white of an egg.

GLA'RING. a. Applied to any thing notorious;

as, a glaring crime.

GLASS. s. [zlær, Saxon.]

1. An artificial substance madeby fusing fix-

ed salts and flint, or sand, together, with a

vehement fire. Peachum.

2. A glass vessel of any kind . Shakespeare.

3. A looking-glass ; a mirror. Dryden.

4. An Hour-GLASS. A glass used in measur-

ing time by the flux of sand. Shakespeare.

5. The destined time of man's life . Chapman.

6. A cup ofglass used to drink in. Philips.

7. The quantity of wine usually contained in

a glass ; a draught.

8. A perspective glass .

GLASS. a. Vitreous ; made ofglass .

To GLASS. v. a.

GLA'SSWORK. s. [glass and work.] Manufac-

ture of glass.
Bacon.

GLA'SSWORT. s. A plant ; saltwort. Miller.

GLA'SSY. a. [from glass .]
Bacon.

1. Made ofglass ; vitreous.

2. Resembling glass, as in smoothness or lus-

tre, or brittleness . Sandys.

GLASTONBURY Thorn. s. A species of

MEDLAR. Miller

GLAUCO'MA. s. [yλavnoμa ; glaucome, Fr.]

A fault in the eye, which changes the crys-

talline humour into a grayish colour, with-

out detriment of sight. Quincy.

GLAVE. s. [glaive, Fr.] A broad sword ; a
falchion. Fairfax.

Welsh, flattery.]

L'Estrange.

To GLA'VER. v. n. [glave,

To flatter; to wheedle.

To GLAZE. v. a. [ To glass,

varied .]

only accidentally

1. To furnish with windows ofglass. Bacon.

2. To cover with glass, as potters do their
earthen-ware .

3. To overlay with something shining and

pellucid. Grew.

Gay.

GLAZIER. s. [corrupted from glasier, or glas

sier, ofglass.] One whose trade is to make

glass windows.

GLEAD. s . A buzzard hawk ; a kite.

GLEAM. s . [zelioma, Saxon. ] Sudden shoot of

light ; lustre ; brightness. Milton.

To GLEAM. v. n. [from the noun ]

1. To shine with sudden coruscation.

2. To shine.

Thomson.

Thomson.

GLEAMY. a. [from gleum .] Flashing ; darting

sudden coruscations of light. Pope.

To GLEAN. v. a. [glaner, French. ]

1. To gather what the reapers ofthe harvest

leave behind. Dryden.

2. To gather any thing thinly scattered.

Shakespeare.

GLEAN. s. [ from the verb. ] Collection made

laboriously by slow degrees. Dryden

GLEA'NER. s. [from gleun.]

1. One who gathers afterthe reapers. Thoms.

2. One who gathers any thing slowly and la-

boriously. Locke.

GLEA'NING. s. [from glean.] The act of

gleaning, or thing gleaned. Atterbury.

Taylor.

Dryden.

Shak.

GLEBE. s . [gleba, Latin.]

1. Turf; soil ; ground.

1. To see as in a glass ; to represent as in a

glass or mirror. Not in use.

2. To case in glass .

Sidney

Shakespeare.

3. To cover with glass ; to glaze. Boyle.

GLA'SSFURNACE, s. [glass andfurnace .] A

tion.

furnace in which glass is madeby liquefac-

Locke.

GLA'SSGAZING. a. [glass and guzing.] Fini-

cal ; often contemplating himself in a mir-

Shakespeare.
ror.

Dryden.

Spelman.

2. The land possessed as part ofthe revenue

ofan ecclesiastical benefice.

GLE'BY.. } a. [from glebe.] Turfy. Prior.

GLEDE. s . [zlidaglide, Saxon.] A kind of

Deuteronomy.hawk.

GLEE. s . [zligge, Saxon.] Joy ; merriment ;

gayety. Gay.
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GLEED. 8. [from glopan, Saxon, to glow.] A

hot glowing coal. Obsolete.

GLEEFUL. a. [glee and full .]

cheerful. Not used.

GLEEK. 8. [3ligge, Saxon.]

sician.

upon.

Gay; merry ;

Shakespeare.

Musick ; or mu-

Shakespeare.

To GLEEK. v. a . [zlıgman, in Saxon, is a mi-

mick or a droll . ] To sneer ; to gibe ; to droll

Shakespeare.

To GLEEN. v. n. To shine with heat or polish.

Prior.

GLEE'SOME. adject. [from glee.] Joyous.

W. Browne.

GLEET. s. [glidan, Saxon.] A sanious ooze ;

a thin ichor from a sore. Wiseman.

GLEET. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To dip or ooze with a thin sanious liquor.

Wiseman.

sanious.

2. To run slowly. Cheyne.

GLE'ETY. a. [from gleet.] Ichorous ; thinly

Wiseman.

GLEN. s. [gleann, Erse .] A valley ; a dale ; a

depression between two hills . Spenser.

GLEW. s. [gluten, Latin .] A viscous cement.
See GLUE.

GLIB. a. [from Aev . Skinner.]

1. Smooth ; slippery ; so formed as to be ea-

sily moved.

trate.

Burnet.

2. Smooth ; voluble. Shakespeare.

GLIB. s. A thick curled bush of hair hanging

down over the eyes. Spenser.

To GLIB. v. a. [from the adjective .] To cas-

Shakespeare,

GLI'BBERY. a. [from glib .] Smooth faced.

GLI'BLY. ad. [from glib . ] Smoothly ; volubly.

Government of the Tongue.

GLI'BNESS. s. [ from glib.] Smoothness ; slip-

periness. Chapman.

To GLIDE. v. n. [zlıdan, Saxon.]

1. To flow gently and silently. Fairfax,

2. To pass on without change of step.

Dryden.

3. To move swiftly and smoothly along.

Shakespeare.

GLIDE. s. [from the verb.] Lapse ; act or

manner ofpassing smoothly. Shakespeare.

GLI'DER. s. [ from glide. ] One that glides.

GLIKE. s. [zlig, Saxon. See GLEEK .] A sneer;

a scoff. Not in use. Shakespeare.

To GLIMMER. r . n. [glimmer, Danish.]

1. To shine faintly. Shakespeare.

2. To be perceived imperfectly ; to appear

faintly.

GLI'MMER. s . [from the verb.]

1. Faint splendour ; weak light.

2. A kind offossil.

GLIMPSE. s. (glimmen, Dutch.]

I. A weak faint light.

2. A quick flashing light.

3. Transitory lustre.

4. Short fleeting enjoyment.

5. A short transitory view.

Wotton.

Woodward.

Locke.

Milton.

Dryden.

Prior.

Hakewill.

6. The exhibition ofa faint resemblance.

Shakespeare.

To GLISTEN. v. n. [glittan, German.] To

shine ; to sparkle with light. Thomsor.

To GLISTER. v. n. [glisteren, Dutch.] To

shine ; to be bright. Spenser.

GLI'STER. s. See CLYSTER.

To GLITTER. v. n. [zlıtıman, Saxon.]

1. To shine ; to exhibit lustre ; to gleam.

Dryden.

2. To be specious ; to be striking. Young.

GLITTER. s . [from the verb.] Lustre ; bright

show; splendour. Collier.

GLITTERAND . part. Shining ; sparkling.

GLITTERINGLÝ. ad . [from glitter.] With

shining lustre.

To GLO'AR. v . a. [gloeren, Dutch.] To squint ;

to look askew. Skinner.

To GLOAT. v. n. To cast side glances as a ti-

morous lover. Rowe.

GLO'BARD. s. [from glow .] A glow-worm.

GLO'BATED . a. [from globe. ] Formed in

shape of a globe ; spherical ; spheroidi-
cal.

GLOBE. s. [globe, French ; globus, Latin .]

1. A sphere ; a ball ; a round body ; a body

ofwhich every part of the surface is at the

same distance from the centre.

2. The terraqueous ball. Stepney.

3. A sphere in which the various regions of

the earth are geographically depicted, or in

which the constellations are laid down ac-

cording to the places in their sky. Creech.

4. A body of soldiers drawn into a circle.

GLOBO'SĒ. a. [globosus, Latin.] Spherical ;

round. Milton.

GLOBO'SITY. s. [from globose .] Sphericity ;

sphericalness. Ray.

GLO'BULAR. a. [globulus, Latin. ] In form of

a small sphere ; ronnd ; spherical.

GLOBULA'RIA. s. [Latin ; globulaire, Fr.]
A flosculous flower, consisting of many

florets. Miller.

GLO'BULE . s. [globule, Fr. globulus, Latin.]

Such a small particle of matter as is ofa glo-

bular or spherical figure, as the red particles

ofthe blood. Newton.

GLOBULOUS. a. [from globule.] In form of

a small sphere ; round. Boyle.

To GLOʻMERATE. v. a. [glomero, Lat.] To

gather into a ball or sphere.

GLOMERATION. s . [glomeratio, Latin.]

1. The act of forming into a ball or sphere.

2.A body formed into a ball. Bacon.

GLOʻMEROUS. a. [glomerosus, Latin.] Ga

thered into a ball or sphere.

GLOOM. s. [glomang, Saxon, twilight.]

1. Imperfect darkness ; dismalness ; obscu-

rity ; defect of light. Milton.

2. Cloudiness of aspect ; heaviness of mind ;

sullenness .

To GLOOM. v . n . [from the noun.]

1. To shine obscurely, as the twilight.

2. To be cloudy ; to be dark.

2. To be melancholy ; to be sullen.

GLOO'MILY. ad. [from gloomy.]

Spenser.

1. Obscurely ; dimly ; without perfect light ;

dismally.

2. Sullenly ; with cloudy aspect ; with dark

intentions ; not cheerfully. Dryden.

GLOO'MINESS . s. [from gloomy.]

1. Want of light ; obscurity ; im erfect light;

dismalness.
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2. Want of cheerfulness ; cloudiness of look ; GLO'SSOGRAPHER. s. [yλooα and ygapw.j

heaviness ofmind ; melancholy. Collier.

3. Cloudy of look.

GLOOMY. a. [from gloom.]

Milton.

1. Obscure ; imperfectly illuminated ; al-

most dark ; dismal for want of light.

Dryden.
Milton.2. Dark of complexion.

3. Sullen ; melancholy ; cloudy of look ;

heavy of heart.

GLO'RIED. a. [from glory.] Illustrious ; ho-

nourable. Not in use. Milton.

GLORIFICATION. s. [glorification, Fr.] The

act of giving glory. Taylor.

To GLO'RIFY. v. a. [glorifier, French .]

1. To procure honour or praise to one.

2. To pay honour or praise in worship.

3. To praise ; to honour ; to extol.

4. To exalt ; to glory in heaven.

GLO'RIOUS. a. [gloriosus, Latin.]

1. Boastful ; proud ; haughty.

2. Noble ; illustrious ; excellent .

GLO'RIOUSLY. ad. [from glorious. ]

splendidly ; illustriously.

GLORY. 8. [gloria, Latin.]

1. Praise paid in adoration.

A scholiast ; a commentator.

GLO'SSOGRAPHY. s. [yλwood and yeap .]

The writing of commentaries.

GLO'SSY a. [from gloss .] Shining ; smoothly

polished. Dryden

GLOVE. s . [glofe, Sax .] Cover ofthe hands.

Drayton.

To GLOVE. v. a. [from the noun. ] To cover

as with a glove. Cleaveland.

GLO'VER. s. [from glove. ] One whose trade is

to make or sell gloves . Shakespeare.

Chapman.

To GLOUT. v. n. To pout ; to look sullen.

To GLOW. v. n. [zlopan, Saxon .]

1. To be heated so as to shine without flame.

Hakewill.Daniel.

Hooker.

2. To burn with vehement heat. Smith.

3. To feel heat of body. Addison.
·

Donne.

Romuns.

4. To exhibit a strong bright colour.

Milton.

Bacon.

Addison.

Nobly ;

Pope.

Prior.

6. To rage or burn as a passion. Shadwell.

To GLOW. v. a. To make hot so as to shine.

Not in use.

5. To feel passion of mind, or activity of

fancy.

Shakespeare.

Luke.

2. The felicity of heaven prepared for those

that please God. Milton.

3. Honour ; praise ; fame ; renown ; cele-

brity.

4. Splendour ; magnificence.

5. Lustre ; brightness.

Sidney.

Matthew.

Pope.

6. A circle of rays which surrounds the
heads of saints in pictures.

7. Pride ;, boastfulness ; arrogance.

To GLO'RY. v. n. [glorior, Latin.] To boast

To GLOSE. v . a. To flatter ; to colleague.

GLOSS . s. [yorsa ; glose, French.]

South.

Young.

8. Generous pride. Sidney.

in ; to be proud of. Sidney.

1. A scholium ; a comment. Davies.

2. Superficial lustre. Addison.

3. An interpretation artfully specious ; a spe-

cious representation. Hooker.

To GLOSS. v. n. [gloser, French.]

1. To comment. Dryden.

Prior.

Donne.

2. To make sly remarks.

To GLOSS. v. a.

1. To explain by comment.

2. To palliate by specious exposition or re-

presentation. Hooker.

3. To embellish with superficial lustre.

Dryden.

GLO'SSARIST. s. The writer of a glossary.

Tyrwhitt.

GLOSSARY. s. [glossarium, Latin.] A dic-

tionary of obscure or antiquated words.

Baker.

Ayliffe.

GLOSSA'TOR. s. [glossateur, Fr.] A writer of

glosses ; a commentator.

GLO'SSER. s. [glossarius, Latin .]

1. A scholiast ; a commentator.

2. A polisher,

GLO'SSINESS . s. [from glossy.] Smooth po-

fish ; superficial lustre.
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Boyle.

GLOW. s. [from the verb.]

1. Shining heat.

2. Vehemence of passion.

3. Brightness or vividness of colour.

Shakespeare.

GLOW-WORM. s. [glow and worm.] A

small creeping grub with a luminous tail.

To GLOZE. v. n . [zleran, Saxon.]

Waller.

1. To flatter ; to wheedle ; to insinuate ; to

fawn.

2. To comment ; to gloss.

GLOZE. s . [ from the verb. ]

1. Flattery ; insinuation .

South.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

2. Specious show ; gloss . Not used. Sidney.

GLUE. s. [glu, French.] A viscous body com-

monly made by boiling the skins of animals

to a jelly ; any viscous or tenacious matter

by which bodies are held one to another ; a

cement.

To GLUE. v . a . [from the noun.]

1. Tojoin with a viscous cement.

2. To hold together.

Blackmore.

Ecclus.

Newton.

Tillotson.

One

3. To join ; to unite ; to inviscate

GLU'E-BOILER. s. [glue and boil.]

whose trade is to make glue.

GLU'ER. s. [from glue.] One who cements

with glue.

GLUM. a. [A low cant word.] Sullen ; stub-

bornly grave.
Guardian

To GLUT. v. a. [engloutir, Fr. glutio, Latin.]

1. To swallow ; to devour.

2. To cloy ; to fill beyond sufficiency.

3. To feast or delight even to satiety.

4. To overfill ; to load.

5. To saturate.

GLUT. s. [from the verb.]

Milton.

Bacon

Dryden.

Arbuthnot

Boyle.

Milton.

Milton.

1. That which is gorged or swallowed.

2. Plenty even to loathing and satiety.
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• More than enough ; overmuch. "

Ben Jonson.

4 Any thing that fills up a passage.

Woodward.

GLUTINOUS. a. [glutineux, French. ] Gluy ;

viscous ; tenacious. Bacon.

GLUTINOUSNESS. s. [from glutinous .] Vis-

cosity; tenacity. Cheyne.
GLUTTON. s . [glouton, French.]

1. One who indulges himself too much in

eating. Prior.

2. One eager of any thing to excess . Cowley.

To GLUTTONISE. v. n. [from glutton.] To

play the glutton ; to be luxurious.

GLUTTONOUS. a. [from glutton. ] Given to

excessive feeding. Raleigh.
GLUTTONOUSLY. ad. With the voracity of

a glutton.*

GLUTTONY. s. [glutonnie, French.] Excess .

of eating; luxury of the table. Arbuthnot.

GLU'Y. a. (from glue. ] Viscous ; tenacious ;

glutinous. Addison.

Spenser.

GLYN. s. [Irish .] A hollow between two

mountains ; a glen.

To GNAR. v. n. [znýnɲan, Saxon.] To

To GNARL. growl ; to murmur ; to snarl.}

GNA'RLED. a. Knotty.

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

To GNASH. v. a. [knaschen, Dutch. ] To strike

together ; to clash.

To GNASH. v. n.
Dryden.

1. To grind or collide the teeth. Matthew.

2. To rage even to collision of the teeth ; to

fume ; to growl.

GNAT. s. [gnæet, Saxon.]

1. A small winged stinging insect.

Dryden

Shakespeare.

2. Any thing proverbially small. Matthew.

GNA'TFLOWER. s. [gnat and flower.] The

beeflower.

GNA'TSNAPPER. s. [gnat and snap.] A bird

that lives by catching gnats. Hakewill.

To GNAW. v. a. [ gnagan, Saxon.]

1. To eat by degrees ; to devour by slow

corrosion.

2. To bite in agony or rage.

Dryden

Shakespeare.

3. To wear away by biting.

4 To fret ; to waste ; to corrode.

5 To pick with the teeth.

Sandys.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.
GNA'WER. s. [from gnaw.] One that gnaws.

GNO'NOM. s. [yvoμav.] The hand or pin ofa

Brown.

GNO'MONICKS. 8. [ vμovin.] A science

which teaches to find the just proportion of

shadows for the construction of all kinds of

sun and moon dials .

To GNAW. v. n. To exercise the teeth.

dial.

GNO'STIC. s. [from you , Greek.] One ofa

particular sect of early Christians.

To GO. v. n. pret. I went ; I have gone. [gan,

Saxon.]

1. To walk ; to move step by step.

2. To move, not stand still.

3. To walk solemnly.

4. To walk leisurely, not run.

5. To travel ; to journey.

Shakespeare.

Matthew.

Hooker.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

6. To proceed ; to make a progress. Dryden.

7. To remove from place to place.

Shakespeare.

Cowley,

8. To depart from a place ; to move from a

place.

9. To move or pass in any manner, or to any

end. Herbert.

10. To pass in company with others. Temple

11. To proceed in any course of life good or

bad. Ezekiel,

12. To proceed in mental operation. Digby

13. To take any road. Deuteronomy.

14. To march in a hostile or warlike man-

Shakespeare.
ner.

15. To change state or opinion for better or

worse; affairs go to ruin. Knolles.

16. To apply one's self; he went to his stu-

dies.
Bentley.

Corinthians.17. To have recourse to.

18. To be about to do ; I am going to live.

Locke.

19. To shift ; to pass life not quite well ; I

go forward as I can. Locke.

20. To decline ; to tend toward death or

ruin ; we thought his credit going. Shakespeare.

21. To be in party or design.

22. To escape.

23. To tend to any act.

24. To be uttered.

Dryden.

Maccabees.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

25. To be talked of; to be known. Addison.

26. To pass ; to be received.

27. To move by mechanism.

Sidney.

Otway.

Shakespeare

28. To be in motion from whatever cause.

29. To move in any direction. Shakespeare.

30. To flow ; to pass ; to have a course. Dry.

31.To have any tendency.

32. To be in a state of compact or partner-

ship.

Dryden.

L'Estrange.

to pro-

Sprat.

33. To be regulated by any method ;

ceed upon principles.

34. To be pregnant ; women go commonly nine

months.

35. To pass ; not to remain. "

36. To pass ; not to be retained.

37. To be expended.

Bacon.

Judges.

Shak.

Felton.

38. To be in order of time or place ; this

name goes first.
Watts.

39. To reach or be extended to any degree

Locke.

Wilkins.

Dryden.

40. To extend to consequences. L'Estrange.

41. To reach by effects.

42. To extend in meaning.

43. To spread ; to be dispersed ; to reach.Tate.

44. To have influence ; to be of weight ; to

be of value. Temple.

45. To be rated one with another ; to be

considered with regard to greater or less

worth. Arbuthnot.

46. To contribute ; to conduce ; to concur ;

to be an ingredient. Collier.

47. To fall out ; to terminate ; to succeed.

Shakespeare.

Chronicles,48. To be in any state.

49. To proceed in train or consequence.

Shakespeare,

50. To Go about. To attempt ; to endeavour ;

to set one's seifto any business. Shakespeare

51. To Go aside. To err ; to deviate from the

right. Numbers
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52. To Go between. To interpose ; to mode-

rate between two. Shakespeare.

53. To Go by. To pass away unnoticed.

Shakespeare.

54. To Go by. To find or get in the conclu-

sion. Milton.

Sharp.55. To Go by. To observe as a rule.

56. To Godown. Tobe swallowed ; to be re-

ceived ; not rejected. Dryden.

57. To Go in and out. To do the business of

life. Psalms.

58. To Go in and out. To be at liberry . John.

59. To Go off. To die ; to go out of life ; to

decease. Tatler.

60. To Go off. To depart from a post. Shak.

61. To Go on. To make attack. Ben Jonson.

62. To Go on. To proceed. Sidney.

63. To Go over. To revolt ; to betake himself

to another party. Swift.

64. To Go out. To go upon any expedition.

Shakespeare.

65. To Go out. To be extinguished. Bacon.

66. To Go through. To perform thoroughly ;

10 execute. Sidney .

67. To Go through. To suffer ; to undergo.

Arbuthnot.

68. To Go upon . To take as a principle.

Addison.

GO-TO. interject. Come, come, take the right

course. A scornful exhortation . Spenser.

GO-BETWEEN. s. [go and between.] One that

transacts business by running between two

parties. Shakespeare.

GO-BY. s. Delusion ; artifice ; circumvention ;

over-reach. Collier.

GO-CART. s. [go and cart.] A machine in

which children are enclosed to teachthem to

walk. Prior.

GOAD. s. [gad, Saxon.] A pointed instrument

with which oxen are driven forward. Pope.

To GOAD. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To prick or drive with a goad.

2. To incite ; to stimulate ; to instigate. Dry

GOAL. s. [gaule, French.]

1. The landmark set up to bound a race ;

the point marked out to which racers run.

Milton.

Dryden.2. The starting post.

3. The final purpose , the end to which a de-

sign tends.

GOAR. s. [goror, Welsh .] Any edging sewed

upon cloth to strengthen it.

Pope.

GOAT. s. [zar. Saxon . ] A ruminant animal

that seems a middle species between deer

and sheep. Peacham.

GOATBEARD s. A plant. Milton.

GOATCHAFFER. s. A kind of beetle.

GOATHERD . s. [ gaz and hyno, Saxon. ] One

whose employment is to tend goats. Spenser.

GOATMARJORAM. s. Goatbeard.

GOA'TISH. d. [fromgout.] Resembling a goat

in any quality ; as, rankness, or lust. More.

GOB. s. [gobe, French.] A small quantity.

GO'BBET. s. [gobe, French. ] A mouthful ; as

much as can be swallowed at once. Sandys.

To GO'BBET. v. a. To swallow at a mouthful.

L'Estrange.

To GO'BBLE. v. a. [gober, Fr.] To swallow

hastily with tumult and noise. Prior.
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GO'BBLER. s. [from gobble.] One that devours

in haste ; a gormand ; a greedy eater.

GO'BLET. s. [gobelet, Fr.] A bowl, or cup,

that holds a large draught. Denham.

GO'BLIN. s. [gobeline, French.]

1. An evil spirit ; a walking spirit ; a fright-

ful phantom.

2. Afairy ; an elf.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

GOD. s. [30d, Saxon, which likewise signifies

good.]

1. The Supreme Being.

2. A false god ; an idol.

John.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

3. Any person or thing deified or too much

honoured.

To GOD. v. a . [from the noun.] To deify ; to

exalt to divine honours. Shakespeare.

GO'DCHILD. s. [god and child.] A term of

spiritual relation ; one for whom one becam

sponsor at baptism, and promised to see edu

cated as a christian.

GO'DDAUGHTER. s. [god and daughter.] A

girl for whom one became sponsor at bap-

tism.

GODDESS . s . [from god. ] A female divinity.

Dryden.

GO'DDESS-LIKE. a. Resembling a goddess.

Pope.

GO'DFATHER. s. [god andfather.] The spon-

sor at the font.

GO'DHEAD. s. [from god.]

Bacon.

1. Godship ; deity ; divinity ; divine nature.

Milton.

2. A deityin person ; a god or goddess. Dry.

GO'DLESS . a. [from god.] Without sense of

duty to God ; atheistical ; wicked ; irreli-

gious ; impious. Dryden.

GÖ'DLIKE. a. [god and like.] Divine ; resem-

bling a divinity ; supremely excellent. Milt.

GO'DLING. s. [from god . ] A little divinity ; a

diminutive god. Dryden.

GO'DLINESS . s. [from godly.]

1. Piety to God.

2. General observations of all the duties pre-

scribed by religion. Hooker.

Common Prayer.

Psalms.

GO'DLY. a. [from god.]

1. Pious toward God.

2. Good ; righteous , religious.

GO'DLY. ad. Piously ; righteously. Hooker.

GO'DLYHEAD . s. [from godly.] Goodness ;

righteousness. Spenser.

GO'DMOTHER. s . [god and mother.] A wo-

man who has undertaken sponsion in baptism

GO'DSHIP. s. [from god. ] The rank or cha

racter of a god ; deity ; divinity. Prior.

GO'DSON. s . [god and son . ] One for whom one

has been sponsor at the font. Shakespeare.

GODWARD. a. To Godward is toward God.

GO'DWIT. s. [3od, good, and piza, Sax.] A

bird of particular delicacy. Cowley.

ad. [corrupted from God

GODYIELD. } shield, or protect .]

GOEL. a . [golen, Saxon. ] Yellow Tusser.

GO'ER. 8. [ from go. ]

Shakespeare.1. Onethat goes ; a runner.

2. A walker ; one that has a gait or manuer

ofwalking, good or bad. Wotton.

To GO'GGLE. v. n. To look asquint. Hudib.

GOG'GLE. s.

1. A strained motion ofthe eyes.

2. Used adjectively by Ben Jonson.

Halifax,
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GO'GGLE-EYED. a. [rcezl ezen, Saxon.]

Squint-eyed ; not looking straight. Ascham.

GOING. s. [from go.]

Shakespeare.

Grew.

Milton.

1. The act or walking.

2. Pregnancy.

3. Departure.

GOʻLA. s. The same with CYMATIUM. Spect.

GOLD. s. [gold, Saxon ; golud, riches, Welsh.]

1. Gold is the heaviest, the most dense, the

most simple, the most ductile, and most fixed

of all bodies, not to be injured either by air

or fire, and seemingly incorruptible. It is so-

Inble by means of sea salt, but is injured

by no othersalt. Gold is frequently found na-

tive, and very rare in a state of ore. Hill.

2. Money. Shakespeare.

3. Any thing pleasing or valuable.

Shakespeare.

GOʻLDBEATER. s. [gold and beat. ] One

whose occupation is to beat or foliate gold.

GOLDBEATER's Skin. s. The intestinum

rectum ofan ox, which goldbeaters lay be-

tween the leaves of their metal while they

beat it, whereby the membrane is reduced

thin, and made fit to apply to cuts or small

fresh wounds, as is now the common prac-

tice . Quincy.

GOʻLDBOUND. a. [gold and bound.] Encom-

passed with gold. Shakespeare.

GOʻLDEN. a . [from gold.]

1. Made of gold ; consisting of gold. Dryden.

2. Shining , bright ; splendid ; resplendent.

Crashaw.

Dryden.

3. Yellow ; of the colour of gold . Mortimer.

4. Excellent ; valuable.

5. Happy ; resembling the age of gold.

4. Lost ; departed. Holder.

Oldham.

Milton.

5. Dead ; departed from life.

GOʻNFALON. Į s . [gonfanon, Fr.] An ensign ;

GOʻNFANON. a standard.

GONORRHOE'A. s. [yov and gew.] A morbid

running of venereal hurts. Woodward.

GOOD. a. comp. better; superl . best. [zod, Sax.

goed, Dutch.]

1. Having such physical qualities as are ex-

pected or desired ; not bad ; not evil.

2. Proper ; fit ; convenient.

3. Uncorrupted ; undamaged.

4. Wholesome ; salubrious.

5. Medicinal ; salutary.

6. Pleasant to the taste.

7. Complete ; full.

8. Useful ; valuable.

9. Sound ; not false ; not fallacious.

Dryden.

Bacon.

Locke.

Prior.

Bacon.

Bacon.

Addison.

Collier.

Atterbury.

10. Legal ; valid ; rightly claimed or held.

11. Confirmed ; attested ; valid.

12. Well qualified ; not deficient.

13. Skilful ; ready ; dexterous.

14. Happy ; prosperous.

15. Honourable .

16. Cheerful ; gay.

Smith.

Locke.

South.

Psalms.

Pope.

Pope.

17. Considerable ; not small though not very

great. Bacon.

18. Elegant ; decent ; delicate ; with breed-

ing.

19. Real ; serious ; not feigned .

Addison

Shakesp.

20. Rich ; able to fulfil engagements. Shak.

21. Religious ; virtuous ; pious.

22. Kind ; soft ; benevolent.

" 23. Favourable ; loving.

Shakespeare.

GOLDENLY. ad. [fromgolden1
Shakelly

.

splendidly. Shakespeare.

GOLDFINCH. s. [zolorinc, Sax. ] A singing

bird, so named from its golden colour. Dryd.

GOʻLDFINDER. s. [gold and find.] One who

finds gold . A term ludicrously applied to

those that empty jakes. Swift.

GOʻLDHAMMER. s. A kind of bird.

GOʻLDING. s. A sort of apple.

GOʻLDNEY. s. A fish ; the gilthead.

GOʻLDPLEASURE. s. An herb.

GOʻLDSIZE. s. A glue of a golden colour.

GOLDSMITH. s . [golo and rmit, Saxon ]

1. One that manufactures gold. Shakespeare.

2. A banker ; one who keeps money for

others in his hands." Swift.

GOʻLDYLOCKS. s. A plant.

GOLL. s. Hands ; paws. Obsolete. Sidney.

GOME. s . The black grease of a cart wheel .

GOMPHO'SIS. s. [youps, a nail.] A particular

form of articulation, by which the teeth

stand in the jaw. Wiseman.

GOʻNDOLA. s. [gondolę, Fr. ] A boat much

used in Venice ; a small boat. Spenser.

GONDOLI'ER. s . [from gondola.] A boatman;

one that rows a gondola. Shakespeare.

To GONE. v. n. The old word for togo.

GONE. part. preter. [fromgo.]

1. Advanced ; forward in progress.

2. Ruined ; undone.

3 Past.

Matthew.

Sidney.

Samuel.

24. Companionable ; sociable ; merry.

Clarendon.

Collier.

25. Hearty ; earnest ; not dubious. Sidney.

26. In GOOD time. Not too fast.

27. In GOOD sooth. Really ; seriously. Shak.

28. To make GOOD. To keep ; to maintain ;

notto give up ; not to abandon. Dryden.

29. To make GoOOD. To confirm ; to establish .

Smalridge.

30. To make GOOD. To perform. Waller.

31. To make GOOD. To supply. L'Estrange.

GOOD. s.

1. That which physically contributes to hap-

piness ; benefit ; advantage ; the contrary to

evil.

2. Prosperity ; advancement.

3. Earnest ; not jest.

Shakespeare.

Ben Jonson.

L'Estrange.

South.

4. Moral qualities, such as are desirable .;

virtue ; righteousness ; piety.

5. Proper behaviour.

GOOD. ad.

1. Well; not ill ; not amiss.

2. As GOOD. No worse.

GOOD. interjection Well ; right.

GOOD-CONDITIONED. a. Without ill qua-

lities or symptoms. Sharp.

GOOD-FE'LLOW. s. A jolly companion.

Ben Jonson.

Fairfax. GOOD-FELLOWSHIP. s. [ fromgood-fellow.]

Jolly society.

Swift. GOOD-MANNERS. s. Polite behaviour.

Shakespeare. GOOD-NATURED. a. Benevolently dis-

Shakespeare. posed. Chesterfield.
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GOOD-NOW. interj. GOYMAND. s. [gourmand, Fr.] A greedy

1. In good time. A low word. Shakespeare. eater , a ravenous luxurious feeder.

2. A soft exclamation of wonder. Dryden. To GOʻRMANDIZE. v. n. [from gormand.] To

GOʻODLINESS. s. [from goodly.] Beanty ;. feed ravenously ; to eat greedily.

grace ; excellence. Sidney. GORMANDI'ZER. s . [from the verb. ] A

voracious eater.GÖ'ODLY. a. [from good.]

1. Beautiful ; graceful ; fine ; splendid .

2. Bulky ; swelling ; affectedly turgid. Dry.

3. Happy; desirable ; gay ; Spenser.

GO'ODLY. ad. Excellently. Obsolete.Spenser.

GO'ODLIHOOD. s. [from goodly.] Grace;

goodness. Obsolete. Spenser.

GOODMAN, s. [good and man..]

1. A slight appellation of civility. Shakesp.

2. A rustick term of compliment ; gaffer.

Gay.

3. Master. Spenser.

GOODNESS. s. [ from good. ] Desirable qua-

lities either moral or physical ; kindness ;

favour. Hooker.

Chapman.

GOODS. s. [from good.]

1. Moveable in a house.

2. Personal or moveable estate. Shakespeare.

3. Wares ; freight ; merchandise. Raleigh,

GO'ODY. s. [ corrupted from good wife.] A

low term ofcivility used to mean persons.Gay.

GOʻODYSHIP. s. [from goody. ] The quality

ofa goody. Hudibras.

GOOSE. s . plural geese. [ gor, Saxon.]

1. A large waterfowl proverbially noted for

foolishness . Peacham.

2. A tailor's smoothing iron. Shakespeare.

GO'OSEBERRY. s. A tree and fruit.

GO OSECAP. s. A silly person.

GO'OSEFOOT, s. [chenopedium, Latin . ] Wild

orach. Miller.

GO'OSEGRASS. s. Clivers ; an herb. Mort.

GOʻRBELLIED. a. [from gorbelly. ] Fat ; big-

bellied. Shakespeare.

GOʻRBELLY. s. [from goɲ, dung, and belty.]

A big paunch ; a swelling belly.

GORD. s. An instrument ofgaming.

GORE. s. [zone, Saxon.]

1. Blood effused from the body.

2. Blood clotted or congealed.

GORSE. s. [zonr, Sax.] Furz ; a thick prickly

shrub that bears yellow flowers.

GO'RY. a. [from gore.]

Spenser.1. Covered with congealed blood.

2. Bloody; murderous ; fatal. Shakespeare.

GO'SHAWK. s. [30r, goose, and hafoc, a

hawk. A hawk of a large kind. Fairfax.

GO'SLING. s . [from goose.]

1. A younggoose ; a goose not yet full grown.

Swift.

2. A katkin on nut trees and pines.

GO'SPEL. s. [30der spel, cr God's good

tidings ; ευαγγελιον.]

1. God's word ; the holy book of the chris-

tian revelation. Waller.

2. Divinity ; theology.

To GO'SPEL. v. n. [from the noun.] To fill

with sentiments of religion. Shakespeare.

GO'SPELLER. s. [fromgospel. ] A name ofthe

followers ofWickliffe, who first attempted a

reformation from popery, given them bythe

papists in reproach. Rowe.

GO'SSAMER. s. [gossipium, low Latin.] The

down of plants ; the long white cobwebs

which fly in the calm sunny weather.

Shakespeare.

GO'SSIP. s. [from god and rýb, relation, Sax.]

1. One who answers for the child in baptism.

2. A tippling companion. Shakespeare.

3. One who runs about tattling like women

at a lying-in.

To GOʻSSIP. v. n . [from the noun.]

1. To chat ; to prate ; to be merry.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

2. To be a pot companion. Shakespeare.

GO'SSIPRED. s. [gossipry, from gossip.] Gos-

sipred or compaternity, by the canon law, is

a spiritual affinity.

Warbur.

Spenser.

Milton. GO'STING. s. An herb.

To GORE. v. a. [gebeɲian, Saxon.] GOT. The pret. ofget.

1. To stab ; to pierce. Shakespeare. GOTTEN. Part. pass. ofget.

2. To pierce with a horn. Dryden. GOUD. s . Woad ; a plant.

GORGE. s. [gorge, Fr. ] GOVE. s. A mow.

1. The throat ; the swallow. Sidney.

2. That which is gorged or swallowed.

Spenser.

Davies.

Ainsworth.

Temple.

Tusser.

To GORGE. v. n. [gorger, Fr.]

1. To fill up to the throat ; to glut ; to sa-

tiate. Addison.

2. To swallow ; as, the fish has gorged the

hook.

GOʻRGEOUS. a. [gorgias, old Fr. ] Fine ;

glittering in various colours ; showy ; splen-

did ; magnificent.
Milton.

GOʻRGEOUSLY. ad. Splendidly ; magnifi-

cently ; finely
Wotton.

GORGEOUSNESS. s. Splendour ; magnifi-

cence ; show.

GOʻRGÉT. s. [from gorge. ] The piece of

armour that defends the throat. Knolles.

GO'RGON. s. [yogy . ] A monster with snaky

hairs, of which the sight turned beholders

to stone ; any thing ugly or horrid.

To GOVE. v. a. To mow; to put in a gave,

goff, or mow.

To GO'VERN. v. a. [gouverner, Fr.]

Tusser.

1. To rule as a chief magistrate. Spenser.

2. To regulate ; to influence ; to direct.

Atterbury.

Shakespeare.3. To manage ; to restrain.

4. [In grammar. ] To have force with regard

to syntax ; as, amo governs the accusative

case.

5. To pilot ; to regulate the motions of a ship.

To GO'VERN. v. n. To keep superiority ; to

behave with haughtiness. Dryden.

GO'VERNABLE. a. [from govern. ] Submissive

to authority ; subject to rule . Locke.

GO'VERNANCE 3. [from govern.]

1. Government ; rule ; management.

Maccabees.

2. Control, as that of a guardian. Spenser.

3. Behaviour ; manners. Obsolete. Spenser.
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GOVERNANT. s. [gouvernante, Fr.] A lady

who has the care of young girls of quality.

GO'VERNESS . s. [gouvernesse, Fr.]

1. A female invested with authority.

Shakespeare.

2. A tutoress ; a woman that has the care of

young ladies. Clarendon.

3. An instructress ; a directress .

GOVERNMENT. 8. [gouvernement, Fr.]

More.

I Form of a community with respect to the

disposition ofthe supreme authority. Temp.

2. An establishment of legal authority. Dry.

3. Administration ofpublick affairs. Young.

4. Regularity ofbehaviour. Shakespeare.

5. Manageableness ; compliance ; obsequi-

Shakespeare.

6. Management ofthe limbs or body. Spens.

7. [In grammar.] Influence with regard to

construction.

ousness.

GOʻVERNOUR. s. [gouverneur, Fr.]

1. Onewho has the supreme direction .Hook.

2. One who is invested with supreme autho-

rity in a state. South.

3. One who rules any place with delegated

and temporary authority. Shakespeare.

4. A tutor ; one who has care of a young

Shakespeare.

5. Pilot ; regulator ; manager. James.

GOUGE. s . [French .] A chissel having a round

edge.

man.

Moxon.

Milton.GOURD. s. [gouhorde, Fr.] A plant.

GOURDINESS. s. [from gourd.] A swelling

in a horse's leg. Farrier's Dict.

GOU'RNET. s. [cuculus. ] A fish.

GOUT. s. [goutte, Fr.]

1. The arthritis ; a periodical

tended with pain.

disease at-

Arbuthnot.

2. [Goutte, Fr. ] A drop. Shakespeare.

GOUT. s. [French.] A taste. Woodward.

GOʻUTWORT. s. An herb. Ainsworth.

GO'UTY. a. [from gout.]

2. Relating to the gout.

1. Afflicted or diseased with the gout. Dryd.

GOWN. s. [gonna, Ital.]

1. A long upper garment.

2. A woman's upper garment.

Blackmore.

Abbot.

Pope.

3. The long habit of a man dedicated to arts

of peace, as divinity, medicine, law. Young.

4. The dress of peace. Dryden.

GO'WNED. a. Dressed in a gown. Dryden.

GO'WNMAN. s. [gown and mun.] A man de-

voted to the arts of peace ; one whose pro-

per habit is a gown. Rowe.

To GRA'BBLE. v . n. To grope. Arbuthnot.

To GRA'BBLE. v. a. To lie prostrate on the

ground. Ainsworth.

GRACE. s. [grace, Fr.]

1. Favour ; kindness. Sidney.

9. Adventitious or artificial beauty. Dryden,

10. Natural excellence. Hooker.

11. Embellishment ; recommendation ; beau.

ty .

12. Single beauty.

Dryden.

Dryden.

13. Ornament ; flower ; highest perfection.

Shakespeare.

14. Single or particular virtue. Shakespeare.

15. Virtue physical. Shakespeare,

16. The title of a duke or archbishop ; for-

merly ofthe king, meaning the same as your

goodness, or your clemency. Bacon.

meat.

17. A short prayer said before and after

Swift,

GRACE-CUP. s. [grace and cup.] The cap or

health drank after grace. Prior.

To GRACE. v. a. [from the noun . ]

1. To adorn , to dignify ; to embellish . Pope

2.To dignify or raise by an act offavour.

Shakespeare,

Dryden.3. To favour.

GRA'CED . a. [from grace.] Not in use.

1. Beautiful ; graceful. Sidney.

2. Virtuous ; regular ; chaste. Shakespeare.

GRA'CEFUL. a. [from grace. ] Beautiful with

dignity. Pope.

GRĂ'CÈFULLY. ad. Elegantly ; with plea-

sing dignity. Swift.

GRACEFULNESS . s. Elegance ofmanner

dignity with beauty. Dryden.

GRA CELESS. a. [from grace.] Void ofgrace ;

wicked ; abandoned. Spenser.

GRA'CES. s. Good graces for favour is seldom

used in the singular. Hudibras.

;

GRA'CILE. a. [gracilis, Lat. ] Slender ; small.

GRA'CILENT. a. [ gracilentus, Lat.] Lean.

GRACI’LITY. s. [gracilitas, Latin.] _Slender-

ness , smallness.

GRA'CIOUS. a. [gracieux, Fr.]

1. Merciful ; benevolent.

2. Favourable ; kind.

3. Acceptable ; favoured.

4. Virtuous ; good .

5. Excellent.

South

2 Kings

Clarendon

Shakespeare

Hooker.

Camden6. Graceful ; becoming.

GRACIOUSLY. ad. [from gracious.]

1. Kindly ; with kind condescension. Dryd,

2. In a pleasing manner.

GRA'CIOUSNESS. s. [from gracious.]

1. Kind condescension.

2 Pleasing manner.

GRADATION. s. [gradation, Fr. ]

1. Regular progress from one degree to ano

ther. L'Estrange

Clarendon.

2. Regular advance step by step. Shak.

3. Order ; arrangement. Shakespeare.

4. Regular process of argument. South.

GRA'DATORY. s. [gradus, Lat.] Steps from

2. Favourable influence ofGod on the human the cloister into the church.

mind.
Common Prayer. GRA'DIENT. a. [gradiens, Latin.] Walking.

Pope. Wilkins.

Milton. GRA'DUAL. a. [graduel, French.] Proceed-
Prior. ing by degrees ; advancing step by step.

Dryden.

Prior.

3. Virtue ; effect of God's influence.

4. Pardon ; mercy.

5. Favour conferred.

6. Privilege.

7. A goddess, by the heathens supposed to

bestow beauty.

8. Behaviour considered as decent or unbe-

coming.
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Temple.

Milton.

GRA'DUAL. s. [gradus, Latin. ] An order of

steps.

GRADUALITY. s . [from gradual .]

progression.

A &

Dryden.

Regular

Brown

*
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GRA'DUALLY. ad. [from gradual. ] By de-

grees ; in regular progression. Newton.

To GRADUATE. v. a. (graduer, Fr.]

1. To dignify with a degree in the univer-
sity. Carew.

Derham.2. To mark with degrees.

3. To raise to a higher place in the scale of

merals. Bacon.

Brown.4. To heighten ; to improve.

GRADUATE. s. [gradué, Fr. ] One dignified

with an academical degree. Bramston.

GRADUATION. s . [graduation, Fr.]

.. Regular progression by succession of de-

grees. Grew.

2. The act of conferring academical degrees .

GRAFF. s . [ See GRAVE.] A ditch ; a moat.

Clarendon.

GRAFF.s. [greffe, Fr. ] A small branch in-

GRAFT. serted into the stock of another

tree, and nourished by its sap, but bearing

its own fruit ; a young cion.

To GRAFT. v. a. [greffer, Fr.]

Pope.

1. To insert a cion or branch of one tree

into the stock of another . Dryden.

2. To propagate by insertion or inoculation. -

3. To insert into a place or body to which it

did not originally belong. Romans.

4. To fill with an adscititious branch. Shak.

5. To join one thing so as to receive support

from another. Swift.

GRA'FTER. s. [from graff or graft. ] One who

propagates fruit by grafting. Evelyn.

GRAIL. s . [ from grêle, Fr.] Small particles of

any kind. Spenser.

GRAIN. s. [graine, Fr. granum, Latin.]

1. A single seed ofcorn. Shakespeare.

Dryden.2. Corn.

3. The seed of any fruit.

4. Any minute particle ; any single body.

Shakespeare.

5. The smallest weight, of which in physick

twenty make a scruple, and in Troy weight,

twenty-four make a pennyweight ; a grain

so named because it is supposed of equal

weight with a grain of corn. Holder.

6. Any thing proverbially small . Wisdom .

7. GRAIN of allowance. Something indulged

or remitted . Watts.

8. The direction of fibres of the wood, or

other fibrous matter. Shakespeare.

9. The body of the wood. Dryden.

10. The body considered with respect to the

form or direction of the constituent fibres.

11. Died or stained substance.

12. Temper ; disposition ; inclination ; hu-

mour.

Brown.

Spenser.

Hudibras.

Hayward.

14. The form of the surface with regard to

roughness and smoothness. Newton.

GRAINED. a. [from grain . ] Rough ; made

less smooth. Shakespeare.

GRAINS. s . [ without a singular.] The husks

ofmalt exhausted in brewing. Ben Jenson.

GRAINY. u. [from grain.] ~

13. The heart ; the bottom .

1. Full of corn.

2. Full of grains or kernels.

GRAMERCY. int. [contracted from grant me

mercy. ] An obsolete expression of surprise.

Shakespeare.

GRAMI'NEOUS. a. [gramineus, Lat. ] Grassy.
GRAMINI'VOROUS. a. [gramen and voro,

Lat. Grass-eating. Sharp.

GRA'MMAR. 3. [grammaire, Fr. grammaticu,

Latin.]

1. The science of speaking correctly ; the

art which teaches the relation of words to

each other. Locke.

2. Propriety orjustness of speech. Dryden

3. The book that treats of the various fera-

tions of words to one another.

GRA'MMAR School . s. A school in which the

learned languages are grammatically taught.

Locke.

GRAMMA'RIAN. s . [grammairien, Fr. from

grammar.] One who teaches grammar ; a

philologer. Hooker.

GRAMMATICAL. a. [grammatical, Fr. ]

1. Belonging to grammar.

2. Taught by grammar.

GRAMMATICALLY. ad. [from grømmati-

cal. ] According to the rules or science of

grammar. Watts.

Sidney.

Dryden.

Rymer.

Ainsworth.

GRAMMATICA'STER. s . [ Latin. ] A verbal

pedant; a low grammarian.

GRA'MPLE. s . A crab-fish.

GRA'MPUS. s. A large fish of the cetaceous

kind.

GRA'NARY. s. [granarium, Latin.] A store-

house for thrashed corn. Addison.

GRA'NATE. s. [from granum, Latin. ] A kind

of marble so called. See GRANITE.

GRAND. a. [grand, Fr. grandis, Latin.]

1. Great ; illustrious ; high in power.

2. Great; splendid ; magnificent.

3. Noble ; sublime ; lofty ; conceived or ex-

pressed with great dignity.

Ral.

Young.

4. It is used to signify ascent or descent of

consanguinity.

GRA'NDAM. s. [grand and dam or dame.]

1. Grandmother ; my father or mother's mo
ther. Shakespeare.

2. An old withered woman. Dryden.

GRA'NDCHILD. s. [grand and child. ] The

son or daughter ofmy son or daughter.

GRA'NDAUGHTER. s . [grand and daugh-

ter.] The daughter of a son or daughter.

GRANDE'E. s. [grand, Fr. ] A man of great,

rank, power, or dignity. Wotton.

GRANDEVITY.s. [from grandævous, Latin .]

Great age ; length of life.

GRANDE'VOUS. a. [grandærus, Lat.] Long

lived ; ofgreat age. Dict.

GRANDEUR. s. [ French.]

Dict.

1. State ; splendour of appearance ; magni-

ficence. South.

2. Elevation of sentiment or language.

GRANDFATHER. s. [grand and father.] The

father ofmy father or mother. Bacon.

GRANDI'FICK . a . [grandis and facio, Latin. ]

Making great. Dict.

GRANDINOUS. a . [grando, Latin .] . Full of

hail.

GRANDITY. s. [from grandis, Lat.] Great-

ness ; graudeur. Camden.
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GRANDMOTHER. 8. [grand and mother.]

The father or mother's mother. Timothy.

GRA'NDSIRE. s. [grand and sire.]

I. Grandfather. Denham. Prior.

Pope.2. Any ancestor, poetically.

GRANDSON. s. [grand and son.] The son of

a son or daughter. Swift.

GRANGE. s. [grunge, Fr.] A farm ; generally

a farm with a house at a distance from neigh-

bours. Ben Jonson.

GRA'NITE. s. [granit, Fr. from granum, Lat.]

A stone composed of separate and very large

concretions, rudely compacted. The white

granite with black spots, commonly called

moor-stone, forms a very firm and beauti-

fully variegated mass. Hard, red granite,

variegated with black and white, now called

oriental granite, is valuable for its extreme

hardness and beauty, and capable of a most

elegant polish. Hill. Woodward.

GRANIVOROUS. a. [granum and voro, Lat.]

Eating grain. Arbuthnot.

GRA'NNAM. s. [for grandam.] Grandmother.

Gay.

To GRANT. v. a. [from gratia, or gratificor,

Latin.]

1. To admit that which is not yet proved.

2. To bestow something which cannot be

claimed of right.

GRANT. s. [from the verb.]

Pope.

1. The act of granting or bestowing.

2. The thing granted ; a gift ; a boon.

3. [In law.] A gift in writing of such athing

as cannot aptly be passed or conveyed by

word only. Cowel.

4. Admission of something in dispute. Dryd.

GRAʼNTABLE. a. [from grunt. ] That which

may be granted. Ayliffe.

GRANTEE. s. [from grant.] He to whom any

grant is made. Swift.

GRANTOR. s. [from grant. ] He by whom a

grant is made. Ayliffe.

GRANULARY. a. [from granule. ] Smali and

compact ; resembling a small grain ofseed.Br.

To GRANULATE. v. n. [granuler, Fr.] Tobe

formed into small grains.

To GRA'NULATE. v. a.

Sprut.

Ray.

1. To break into small-masses.

2. To raise into small masses.

GRANULA'TION. s . [granulation, Fr.]

1. The act of pouring melted metal into cold

water, so as it may congeal into small grains.

Gunpowder and some salts are likewise said

to be granulated, from their resemblance to

grain. Quincy.

2. The act of shooting or breaking in small

masses.

GRA'NULE. s. [from granum, Lat. ]

compact particle.

GRA'NULOUS. a. [from granule.]

little grains.

2. A grappling iron with which in fight one

ship fastens on another.

To GRAPPLE. v . n . [krappeln, Germ .]

Dryden.

1. To contend by seizing each other. Milton.

2. To contest in close fight.

To GRA'PPLE. v. a.

1. To fasten ; to fix. Shakespeare.

2. To seize ; to lay fast hold of. Heylen.

CRA'PPLE. s . [from the verb.]

1. A contest, in which the combatants seize

each other.

2. Close fight.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

3. Iron instrument by which one ship fastens

on another.
Dryden.

GRA'PPLEMENT. s. [from grapple.] Close

fight. Not in use. Spenser.

GRA'SHOPPER. s. [grass and hop. ] A small

insect that hops in the grass.

GRA'SIER. See GRAZIER.

To GRASP. v. a. [graspare, Ital .]

1. To hold in the hand ; to gripe.

2. To seize ; to catch at.

Te GRASP. v. n.

Sidney.

Clarendon.

1. To catch ; to endeavour to seize. Swift.

2. To struggle ; to strive .

3. To gripe ; to encroach

GRASP. s. [ from the verb .]

Dryden

Shakespeare.

Clarendon.

1. The gripe or seizure of the hand. Milton

2. Possession ; hold.

3. Power of seizing.

GRA'SPER. s. [ from grasp.] One that grasps .

GRASS. s. [gnær, Saxon. ] The common herb-

A

age of fields on which cattle feed. Temple.

GRASS of Parnassus. s. [ purnussia, Latin .]

plant. Tusser.

To GRASS . v. n. To breed grass. Tusser.

GRASS-PLOT, s . [gruss and plot . ] A small
level covered with short grass. Mortimer.

GRASS-POLY. s . A species ofwillow-wort ; a

plant.

GRA'SSINESS . s . [ from grassy.] The state of

abounding in grass.

GRA'SSY. a . [from grass . ] Covered with grass.

Milton. Dryden.

GRATE. s . [crates, Lat.]

1. Enciosure made with bars placed near to

one another. Addison.

2. The range of bars within which fires are

made. Spectator.

ToGRATE. v. a. [gratter, Fr. ]

1. To rub or wear any thing by the attrition

of a rough body. Spenser.

2. To offend by any thing harsh or vexatious.

3. To form a sound by collision of asperities.

Milton.

To GRATE. v. n.

Sharp.

A smail

1. To rub so as to injure or offend. L'Estran.

2. To make a harsh noise. Hooker

Boyle.

Full of

GRATEFUL. a. [gratus, Lat.]

1. Having a due sense of benefits.

2. Pleasing ; acceptable ; delightful ;__ deli

cious. Bacon.

Milton.

GRAPE. s. [gruppe, Fr. krappe, Dutch.] The

fruit ofthe vine, growing in clusters.

GRAPHICAL. a. [xgapw.] Well delineated.

GRAPHICALLY. ud. [from graphical.] In a

picturesque manner ; with good description

or delineation.

GRA'PNEL. s. [grapin, Fr.]

1. A small anchor belonging to a little vessel.

GRATEFULLY. ad. [from grateful ]

1. With willingness to acknowledge and re-

pay benefits. Dryden.

Watts.2. In a pleasing manner.

GRATEFULNESS . s . [from grateful.]

1. Gratitude ; duty to benefactors. Herbert.

2. Quality ofbeing acceptable ; pleasantness .
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GRATER. s. [gratoir, Fr.] A kind of coarse

file with which soft bodies are rubbed to

powder.

GRATIFICATION. s. [gratificatio, Latin.]

1. The act of pleasing.

2. Pleasure ; delight.

3. Reward ; recompense.

Hill.

South.

Rogers.

To GRATIFY. v. a. [gratificor, Latin.]

1. To indulge ; to please by compliance.

2. To delight ; to please. Addison.

3. To requite with a recompense.

GRATINGLY. ad. [from grate.] Harshly ;

offensively.

GRA'TIS. ad. [Latin.] For nothing ; without a

recompense. Arbuthnot.

GRATITUDE s. [gratitudo, low Latin.]

1. Duty to benefactors. Shakespeare.

South.2. Desire to return benefits.

GRATUITOUS. a. [gratuitus, Lat.]

1. Voluntary ; granted without claim or me-

rit.
L'Estrange.

Ray.2. Asserted without proof.

GRATUITOUSLY. ad. [from gratuitous.]

1. Without claim or merit.

2. Without proof.

GRATUITY. s . [gratuité, Fr.] A present or

acknowledgment. Swift.

Cheyne.

To GRATULATE. v. a. [gratulor, Lat.]

1. To congratulate ; to relate with declara-

tions ofjoy. Shakespeare.

2. To declare joy for.
Ben Jonson.

GRATULATION. s. [from gratulatio, Latin.]

Salutations made by expressing joy. Hooker.

GRATULATORY. a. [from gratulate.] Con-

gratulatory; expressing congratulation.

GRAVE, a final syllable in the names ofplaces,

is from the Saxon gɲæƑ, a grove or cave.

Gibson.

GRAVE. s. [gɲær, Sax. ] The place in which

the dead are deposited. Milton.

GRA'VE-CLOTHES. s. [grave and clothes.]
The dress of the dead. Spenser. John.

GRAVESTONE. s. [grave and stone. ] The

stone that is laid over the grave. Shakespeare.

To GRAVE. v. a. preter. graved ; part. pass.

graven.

1.To insculp ; to carve in any hard substance.

Prior.

2. To carve or form. Hebrews. Dryden.

3. [From the noun ] To entomb. Shakespeare.

4. To clean, caulk, and sheath a ship. Ains.

To GRAVE. v. n. To write or delineate on

hard substances.

GRAVE. a. [grave, Fr.]

1. Solemn ; serious ; sober.

2. Not futile ; credible.

3. Not showy ; not tawdry.

Exodus.

More.

Grew.

4. Not sharp ofsound ; not acute. Holder.

GRA'VEL. s. [graveel, Dut.]

1. Hard sand.

2. [Gravelle, Fr.] Sandy matter concreted in

the kidneys.

Woodward.

Arbuthnot.

Bacon.

Camden.

To GRA'VĚL. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To pave or cover with gravel.

2. To stick in the sand.

3. To puzzle ; to stop ; to put to a stand.

4. [In horsemanship.] To hurt the foot with

gravel confined by the shoe.

956

GRA'VELESS. a [from grave.] Wanting a

tomb ; unburied Shakespeare.

GRA'VELLY. a. [graveleux, Fr.] Full of gra-

vel ; abounding with gravel. Harvey.

GRAVELY. ud. [from grave.]

1. Solemnly ; seriously ; soberly ; without

lightness. Spectator.

2. Without gaudiness or show.

GRA'VENESS. s . [ from grave. ] Seriousness ;

solemnity and sobriety. Denham.

GRA'VEOLENT. a . [graveolens, Lat.] ` Strong

scented.

GRA'VER. s. [graveur, Fr.]

nancy.

1. Onewhose business is to inscribe or carve

upon hard substances ; one who copies pic-

tures upon wood or metal to be impressed

on paper. Dryden.

2. The style or tool used in graving. Boyle

GRAVIDITY. s. [from gravidus, Lat.] Preg-

Arbuthnot.

GRA'VING. s. [from graver.] Carved work.

Chronicles.

To GRAVITATE. v. n. [from gravis, Latin .]

To tend to the centre of attraction . Bentley.

GRAVITA'TION. s. [from to gravitate.] _Act

of tending to the centre. Pope.

GRAVITY. s. [gravitas, Lat. ]

J. Weight ; heaviness ; tendency to the cen-

tre. Brown.

Hooker.

Bacon.

Newton.

2. Atrociousness ; weight of guilt.

3. Seriousness ; solemnity.

GRAVY. s. The serous juice that runs from

flesh not much dried by the fire. Arbuthnot.

GRAY. a. [zɲæz , Saxon ; grau, Danish.]

1. White with a mixture ofblack.

2. White or hoary with old age. Walton.

3. Dark, like the opening or close of day.

GRAY. s. A badger. Ainsworth.

GRA'YBEARD. s. [gray and beard.] An old

Shakespeare.man.

GRA'YLING. s. The umber, a fish.
Walton.

GRA'YNESS. s. [from gray. ] The quality of

being gray.

To GRAZE. v. n. [from grass .] To eat grass ;

to feed on grass.

To GRAZE. v. a.

1. To tend grazing cattle.

2. To supply with grass.

Shakespeare.

Daniel.

Bacon

3. [From raser, Fr.] To touch lightly. Bacon.

GRAʼZIER. s. [from graze.] One who feeds

cattle.

GREASE. s. [graisse, Fr.]

1. The soft part ofthe fat.

Howel.

Shakespeare.

2. [In horsemanship. ] A swelling and gourdi-

ness ofthe legs, which generally happens to

a horse after his journey.

To GREASE. v. a. [from the noun. ]

1. To smear or anoint with grease.

2. To bribe ; to corrupt with presents.

GRE'ASINESS. s. [from grease.] Oiliness ;

fatness.

GREASY. a. [from grease.]

1. Oily ; fat; unctuous.

2. Smeared with grease.

3. Fat ofbody ; bulky .

GREAT. a. [great, Saxon.]

1. Large in bulk or number.

Boyle.

Shakespeare.

Mortimer.

Shakespeare.

Locke

2. Having any quality in a high degree . Till

3. Considerable in extent or duration. Sum
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4. Important; weighty.

5 Chief; principal.

6. Ofhigh rank ; of large power.

7. Illustrious ; eminent.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Pope.

Jeremiah.

8. Grand ofaspect ; of elevated mien. Dryd.

9. Noble ; magnanimous.

10. Swelling ; proud.

11. Familiar ; much acquainted.

12. Pregnant ; teeming.

Sidney.

Knolles.

Bacon.

May.

13. It is added in every step of ascending or

descending consanguinity ; as, great grand-

son is the son ofmy grandson. Addison.

14. Hard ; difficult ; grievous. Taylor.

GREAT. s. [from the adjective. ] The whole ;

the gross ; the whole in a lump. Raleigh.

GREATBELLIED. a . [great and belly. ] Preg-

nant; teeming.
Wilkins.

To GREATEN. v. a. [from great. ] To ag-

grandize ; to enlarge. Raleigh.

GREATHEA'RTED. a. [great and heart.]

High spirited ; undejected .

GREATLY. ad. [from great.]

1. In a great degree.

2. Nobly ; illustriously.

Clarendon.

Milton.

Dryden.

3. Magnanimously , generonsly ; bravely.

GREATNESS. s. [from greut.]

Locke.

1. Largeness of quantity or number.

2. Comparative quantity.

3. High degree of any quality. Rogers.

4. High place ; dignity ; power ; influence.

Dryden. Swift.

5. Swelling pride ; affected state. Bacon.

6. Merit; magnanimity ; nobleness ofmind.

Milton.

Pope.

Spenser

7. Grandeur ; state ; magnificence.

GREAVE. s. Á grove.

GREAVES. s. [from gréves, Fr.] Armour for

the legs. Samuel.

Spenser.

GRE'CISM. s. [græcismus, Lat.] An idiom of

the Greek language.

GREE. s. Good-will ; favour.

GREECE. s. [corrupted fromdegrees.] A flight

of steps. Obsolete. Shakespeare.

GREEDILY. ad. [from greedy.] Eagerly ; ra-

venously; voraciously. Denham.

GRE'EDİNESS . s. [from greedy.] Ravenous-

ness ; voracity ; hunger ; eagerness of appe-

tite or desire. Denham.

GREEDY. a. [grædig, Saxon.]

1. Ravenous ; voracious ; hungry. K.Charles.

2. Eager ; vehemently desirous. Fairfax.

GREEN. a. [grun, German ; groen, Dutch.]

1. Having a colour formed by compounding

blue and yellow.

2. Pale ; sickly.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

3. Flourishing ; fresh ; undecayed. Dryden.

4. New ; fresh ; as, a green wound.Shakespeare.

5. Not dry.

6. Not roasted ; half raw.

Hooker.

Watts.

7. Unripe ; immature ; young. Shakespeare.
GREEN. s.

household, for taking cognizance of all mat

ters of government and justice within the

king's court royal. Dict. Bacon.

GREENEYED. a. [green and eye. ] Having

eyes coloured with green. Shakespeare.

GRE'ENFINCH. s. A kind of bird. Morteiner.

GRE'ENFISH. s. A kind of fish.

GRE'ENGAGE. s. A species of plum.

GREENHOUSE. s. [green and house.] A house

in which tender plants are sheltered .

GRE'ENISH. «. [ fromgreen. ] Somewhat green.

Spenser.

GREENLY. ad. [from green.]

1. With a greenish colour.

2. Newly ; freshly.

3. Immaturely.

4. Wanly; timidly. Not in use. Shakespeare.

GRE'ENNESS. s. [ from green.]

1. The quality ofbeing green ; viridity.

2. Immaturity ; unripeness.

3. Freshness ; vigour.

Sidney.

South.

4. Newness.

GRE'ENSICKNESS. s. [green and sickness.]

The disease of maids, so called from the

paleness which it produces. Arbuthnot.

GREENSWARD. s. [green and sword. ] The

GREENSWORD turf on which grass

grows. Shakespeare. Swift.

GREENWEED. s. [green and weed .] Diers

weed.

GREENWOOD. s. [green and wood.] A wood

considered as it appears in the spring or

Dryden.

To GREET. v. a. [grator, Lat. gɲetan, Sax.]

1. To address at meeting.

summer.

Donne.

2. To address in whatever männer. Shak.

3. To salute in kindness or respect. Dryden.

4. To congratulate. Spenser.

Shakespeare.

5. To pay any compliment at a distance.

6. To meet, as those do who go to pay con-

gratulations. Pope.

To GREET. v. n. To meet and salute.

Shakespeare.

GREETER. s. [from the verb.] He who greets.

GREETING. s [from greet.] Salutation at

meeting, or compliments at a distance.

GREEZE. s. A flight of steps. Shakespeare.

GRE'GAL. a. [grex, gregis, Latin.] Belonging

to a flock. Dict.

GREGA'RIOUS. a. [gregarius, Lat ] Going in

flocks or herds. Ray:

Dict.

GREMIAL. a . [gremium, Lat.] Pertaining to

the lap.

GRENA'DE. s. A little hollow globe or ball

about two inches in diameter, which, being、

filled with fine powder, as soon as it is

kindled, flies into shatters, to the damage of

all that stand near. Harris.

GRENADIER. s. [grenadier, Fr. from gre

nade.] A tall foot-soldier, of whom there is

one company in every regiment.

GRENA'DO. s. See GRENADE.

GREUT. s. A kind of fossil body.

1. The green colour. Dryden.

2. A grassy plain. Milton.

3. Leaves ; branches ; wreaths. Dryden.

To GREEN. v. a . [from the noun.]

green .

To make GREW. The preterite ofgrow.

Thomson. GREY. a. [gris, Fr.] See GRAY.

Milton.GREENBROOM. s. A shrub.

GRE'ENCLOTH. s . A board or court of jus-

tice held in the counting-house ofthe king's

Grew.

Dryden.

GREYHOUND. s. [grizhund, Sax.] A tall

fleet dog that chsaes in sight. Sidney.
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GRICE. s.

1. A little pig.

2. A step or greeze.

Gouldman.

Shakespeare.

To GRIDE. v. n. [gridare, Italian . ] To cut.

Milton.

GRI'DELIN. s. A colour mixed of white and

red.
Dryden.

GRIDIRON. s . [grind, Islandick, a grate, and

iron. ] A portable grate. Spectator.

GRIEF. s. [from grieve.]

1. Sorrow ; trouble for something past.

2. [ Grief, Fr.] Disease ; grievance ; harm .

GRIEVANCE. s . [from grief.]

1. A state of uneasiness.

2. The cause of uneasiness.

South.

Swift.

To GRIEVE. v. a. [grever, Fr. ] To afflict ; to

hurt. Psalms.

To GRIEVE. v. n. To be in pain for something

past ; to mourn ; to sorrow, as for the death

offriends. Shakespeare. Dryden.

GRIEVINGLY. ad. [from grieve . ] In sorrow;

Shakespeare.sorrowfully.

GRIEVOUS. a . [gravis, Lat.]

1. Afflictive ; painful ; hard to be borne.

Hooker.

2. Such as causes sorrow.

3. Expressing a great degree of uneasiness .

4. Atrocious ; heavy.

Watts.

Shakespeare.

5. Sometimes used adverbially in low lan-

guage. Shakespeare.

Spenser.
Knolles.

Hooker.

Ray.

GRIEVOUSLY. ad. [from grievous.]

1. Painfully ; with pain.

2. With discontent ; with ill-will.

3. Calamitously ; miserably.

Isaiah.

4. Vexatiously.

GRIEVOUSNESS. s. [from grievous . ] Sorrow;

pain.

GRIFFIN.s. [ gv ] A fabled animal , said

GRIFFON. to be generated betweenthelion

and eagle, and to have the head and paws of

the lion, and the wings of the eagle. Peach.

GRIG. s. [kricke, Bavarian, a little duck.]

1. A small eel.

2. A merry creature. [ Supposed from Greek.]

To GRILL. v. n. [grille, a grate, Fr.] To broil

on a gridiron.

GRILLADE. s. [from grill. ] Any thing broil-

ed on a gridiron.

To GRILLY. v. a. [from grill.] To harass ; to

Hudibrus.hurt.

GRIM. a. [gɲimma, Saxon.]

1. Having a countenance ofterror ; horrible.

Denham.

Shakespeare.2. Ugly; ill-looking.

GRIMACE. s . [French ; from grim.]

To GRIN. v. n. [gɲennian, Saxon.]

1. To set the teeth together and withdraw

the lips. Shakespeare.

2. To fix the teeth as in anguish. Shakespeare.

GRIN. 8. [from the verb.] The act of closing

the teeth. Watts.

GRIN. s. [znýn, gnỷene, Saxon .] A snare ; a

trap. Job.

To GRIND. v. a. preter. I ground ; part. pass.

ground. [grindan, Sax.]

1. To reduce any thing to powder by fric-

tion.

2. To sharpen or smooth.

3. To rub on against another.

4. To harass ; to oppress .

Bentley.

Herbert.

Bacon,

Addison.

To GRIND. v. n. To perform the act ofgrind-

ing ; to be moved as in grinding.

GRINDER. s . [ from grind.]

1. One that grinds..

2. The instrument of grinding.

3. The back tooth.

GRINDLESTONE.

GRINDSTONE.

Sandys.

Bucon.

S. [from grind and

stone.] The stone on

which edged instruments are sharpened.

GRI'NNER. s . [from grin. ] He that grins. Ad.

GRINNINGLY. ad. [from grin.] With a grin-

ning laugh. Ainsworth.

GRIP. s. A small ditch.

To GRIPE. v. a. [greipan, Gothick. ]

1. To hold with the fingers closed. Drayton.

2. [Gripper, Fr.] To catch eagerly ; to seize.

3. To close ; to clutch.

Shakespeare.

Pope.

4. To pinch ; to press ; to squeeze. Dryden.

To GRIPE. v. n. To pinch the belly. Dryden.

GRIPE. s. [from the verb.]

1. Grasp , hold ; seizure of the hand or paw.

2. Squeeze ; pressure

Dryden.

Dryden.

3. Oppression ; crushing power. Shakespeare.

4. Affliction ; pinching distress. Otway.

5. [ Plural. ] Belly-ache ; colick. Floyer.

GRI PER. s. [from gripe. ] Oppressor ; usyrer.

Burton.

GRIPINGLY. ad. [from griping.] With pain

in the guts. Bacon.

Spenser.GRIPLE. s . A griping miser.

GRI'SAMBER. 8. Used by Milton for amber-

grise.

GRISE. s. A step or scale of steps . Shakesp.

GRI'SKIN. s. (grisgin, roast meat, Irish.] The

vertebræ of a hog broiled.

GRI'SLY. a. [znurlu, Saxon.] Dreadful ; hor-

rible ; hideous.

GRIST. s. { grise, Sax.]

Addison.

1. Corn to be ground.
Tusser.

South. 2. Supply ; provision. Swift.

Granville. GRI'STLE. s. [gristle, Saxon.] A cartilage.

Ray.

1. A distortion of the countenance from ha-

bit, affectation, or insolence.

2. Air of affectation.

GRIMAʼLKIN. s. [gris, Fr. and malkin ] An
old cat.

Philips.

GRIME. s. [from grim.] Dirt deeply insinuat-
Woodward.ed.

To GRIME. v . a. [from the noun.] To dirt ; to

sully deeply.

GRIMLY. ad. [from grim.]

1. Horribly ; hideously.

2. Sourly ; sullenly.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

GRIMNESS. s. [ from grim.] Horrour; fright-

fulness of visage.

GRI'STLY. a. [from gristle .] Cartilaginous.

GRIT. s. [gnytča, Sax.]

Philips.

1. The coarse part ofmeal.

2. Oats husked or coarsely ground.

3. Sand ; rough hard particles .

4. Grits are fossils found in minute masses,

forming together a powder ; the several par-

ticles of which are of no determinate shape,

but seem the rudely broken fragments of

larger masses ; not to be dissolvedby water,
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Hill.

but retaining their figure, and not cohering
into a mass.

GRITTINESS. s . [from gritty. ] Sandiness ;

the quality of abounding in grit. Mortimer.

GRITTY. a. [from grit.] Full of hard parti-

cles. Newton.

GRI'ZELIN. s [More properly gridelin. ]

Pale red. Temple.

GRIZZLE. s. [from gris, gray ; grisaille, Fr. ]

A mixture of white and black ; gray.

GRIZZLED. a. [from grizzle. ] Interspersed

with gray. Dryden.

GRIZZLY. a. [from gris, gray, Fr. ] Some-

what gray. Bacon.

To GROAN. v. n. [gɲanan, Sax. ] To breathe

with a hoarse noise, as in pain or agony.Pope.

GROAN. s. [from the verb.]

1. Breath expelled with noise and difficulty.

2. A hoarse dead sound.
Shakespeare.

GRO'ANFUL. a. [groan and full .] Sad ; ago-

nizing.

GROAT. s. [groot, Dutch.]

Spenser.

1. A piece valued at four pence.

2. A proverbial name for a small sum.

3. GROATS. Oats that have the hulls taken

off. Ainsworth.

GRO'CER. s. [ from gross, a large quantity.]

A man who buys and sells tea , sugar, and

plums and spices.
Watts.

GROCERY. S. [from grocer.] Grocer's ware.

Clarendon.

GRO'GERAM. s. [gros grain, Fr.] Stuff wo-

GRO'GRAM. ven with a large woof and

GRO'GRAN. a rough pile.

GROIN. s. The part next the thigh. Dryden.

GRO'MWELL. s. Gromill, or graymill. A

plant.

GROOM. s. [grom, Dutch.]

1. A boy ; a waiter ; a servant.

2, A young man.

3 A man newly married.

1. A deep cavern or hollow.

GROOVE. s. [from grave.]

Miller.

Fairfax.

Fairfax.

Dryden.

Boyle.

2. A channel or hollow cut with a tool.

To GROOVE. v. a. [from the noun.] To cut

hollow. Swift.

To GROPE. v. n. [gɲapan, Sax.] To feel where

one cannot see. Sandys.

To GROPE. v. a. To search by feeling in the

dark. Swift.

GRO'PER. s . [from grope. ] One that searches

in the dark.

GROSS. a. [gros, Fr. grosso, Ital . ]

1. Thick ; bulky.

2. Shameful ; unseemly.

Baker.

Hooker.

3. Intellectually coarse ; palpable ; impure ;

unrefined. Smalridge.

4. Inelegant ; disproportionate in bulk.

5. Thick ; not refined ; not pure. Bacon.

6. Stupid , dull. Watts.

7. Coarse ; rough ; opposite to delicate.Wot.

8. Thick ; fat ; bulky.

GROSS. s. [from the adjective.]

1. The main body ; the main force. Addison.

2. The bulk ; the whole not divided into its

several parts.. Hooker.

3. Not individual, but a body together.Shak.

4. The chief part ; the main mass.

5. The number oftwelve dozen.

.

GRO'SSLY. ad. [from gross.]

1. Bulkily ; in bulky parts ; coarsely.

2. Without subtility ; without art ; without

delicacy . Newton

GRO'SSNESS . s. [from gross.]

1. Coarseness ; not tenuity ; thickness.

2. Inelegant fatness ; unwieldy corpulence.

3. Want of refinement ; want of delicacy.

GROT. s [grotte, Fr. grotta, Ital . ] A cave ; a

cavern for coolness and pleasure. Prior.

GROTE'SQUE. a . (grotesque, Fr. ] Distorted

offigure ; unnatural. Pope.

GROTTO. s. [grotte, Fr.] A cavern or cave
made for coolness. Woodward.

GROVE. s. [from grave.] A walk covered by

trees meeting above. Glanvil le

To GROVEL. v . n. [grusde, Islandick, flat

upon the face.]

1. To lie prone ; to creep low on the ground

Spenser.

2. To be mean ; to be without dignity. Ad

GROUND. s. [grund, Saxon.]

1. The earth considered as solid or low.

Milton

2. The earth as distinguished from air or

water.

3. Land ; country.

4. Region ; territory.

5. Farm ; estate ; possession.

6. The floor or level of the place .

7. Dregs ; lees ; feces.

Dryden.

Hudibras.

Milton

Dryden

Matthew.

Sharp.

8. The first stratum of paint upon whichthe

figures are afterwards painted. Hakewill.

9. The fundamental substance ; that by which

the additional or accidental parts are sup-

ported. Pope.

10. The plain song ; the tune on which des-

cants are raised. Shakespeare.

11. First hint ; first traces ofan invention.

12. The first principles of knowledge. Milt.

13. The fundamental cause. Sidney.

14. The field or place of action. : Daniel.

15. The space occupied by an army as they

fight, advance, or retire. Dryden.

16. The intervening space between the flyer

and pursuer. Addison.

17. The state in which one is with respect

to opponents or competitors. Atterbury.

18. State of progress or recession. Dryden.

19. The foil to set a thing off. Shakespeare.

To GROUND. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To fix on the ground. Rambler.

2. To found, as upon cause or principle.

3. To settle in first principles or rudiments

of knowledge. Ephesians.

GROUND. The preterite and part. pass . of

grind.

GROUND-ASH. s . A saplin of ash taken

from the ground . Mortimer

GROUND-BAIT. s. [from ground and bait.]

A bait made of barley or malt boiled,

thrown where you angle . Walton.

GROUND-FLOOR. s. [ground and floor.]

The lower part of a house.

GROUND-IVY. 8. Alehoof, or tunhoof.

GROʻUND-OAK. s. [ground and oak. ] Saplin

oak. Mortimer.

Hill .

[In architecture.]

Bacon. GROUND-PINE. s. A plant.

Locke. GRO'UND-PLATE. s.
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The outermost pieces of timber lying on or

near the ground, and framed into one an-

other with mortises and tenons.

GROUND-PLOT. s.

Mortimer.

2. Covered or filled by the growth of any

thing.

3. Arrived at full growth or stature.

4. Become or made by time.

1. The ground on which any building is GROWTH. s. [from grow,]

placed .

Tatler.

2. The ichnography of a building .

GRO'UND-RENT. s . Rent paid for the pri-

vilege of building on another man's ground.

Arbuthnot.

GROUND-ROOM. s. A room on the level

with the ground.

GROUNDEDLY. ad. [from grounded.] Upon

firm principles. Glanville.

GRO'UNDLESS. a. [from ground.] Void of

Freeholder.

GRO'UNDLESSLY. ad. [from groundless.]

Without reason ; without success. Boyle.

GRO'UNDLESSNESS. s. [from groundless . ]

Want ofjust reason.
Tillotson.

GRO'UNDLING. s. [from ground.J

reason.

1. A fish which keeps at the bottom of the

water.

Shakespeare.2. One ofthe vulgar.

GROUNDLY. ad. [from ground.] Upon prin-

ciples ; solidly. Ascham.

GROUNDSEL. s. [grund, and rile, the basis,

Saxon. ] The timber next the ground. Moxon.

GROUNDSEL. s. [senecio, Latin.] A plant.

GROUNDWORK. s. [ground and work.]

1. The ground ; the first stratum. Dryden.

2. The first part of an undertaking ; the fun-
damentals. Milton.

3. First principle ; original reason. Spenser.

GROUP. s. [grouppe, French.] A crowd ; a

cluster ; a huddle. South.

To GROUP. v. a. [groupper, French.] To put

into a crowd ; to huddle.

GROUSE. s. A kind offowl ; a moorcock.

GROUT. s. [znut, Saxon.]

1. Coarse meal ; pollard.

2. That which purges off.

3. A kind of wild apple.

Prior.

Proverbs.

Atterbury.

Milton.

1. Vegetation ; vegetable life .

2. Product ; thing produced.

3. Increase in number, bulk, or frequency.

4. Increase of stature ; advance to maturity.

5. Improvement ; advancement. Hooker.

GROWTHEAD. s. [from gross or great

GRO'WTNOL.

1. A kind of fish .

2. An idle, lazy fellow.

} head.]

Ainsworth.

Tusser.

To GRUB. v. a. [graban, preter. grðb, to dig,

Gothick.] To dig up ; to destroy by digging.

Dryden.

GRUB. s. [from grubbing, or mining.]

1. A small worm that eats holes in bodies.

2. A short thick man ; a dwarf. Carew.

To GRUBBLE. v. n . [grubelen, German.] To

feel in the dark. Dryden.

GRUBSTREET. s . The name of a street in

London, much inhabited by writers of small

histories, dictionaries, and temporary poems;

whence any mean production is called grub

Guystreet.

To GRUDGE. v . a . [grwgnach, Welsh.]

1. To envy ; to see any advantage of another

with discontent.

2. To give or take unwillingly .

To GRUDGE. v. n.

1. To murmur ; to repine.

Sidney.

Addison.

Hooker.

2. To be unwilling ; to be reluctant. Raleigh.

3. To be envious .

4. To wish in secret.

James.

Dryden.

5. To give or have uneasy remains. Dryden.

GRUDGE, s. [from the verb. ]

1. Old quarrel ; inveterate malevolence.

2. Anger ; ill will .

King.

Dryden.

3. Unwillingness to benefit.

To GROW. v. n. preter. grew ; part. pass.

grown. [gnopan, Saxon.]

1. To vegetate ; to have vegetable motion.

Wisdom.

2. To be produced by vegetation. Abbot.

3. To shoot in any particular form . Dryden.

4. To increase in stature.
Samuel.

5. To come to manhood from infancy.

6. To issue, as plants from a soil. Dryden.

7. To increase in bulk ; to become greater.

8. To improve ; to make progress. Pope.

9. To advance in any state. Shakespeare.

10. To come by degrees. Rogers.

11. To come forward ; to gather ground.

12. To be changed from one state to another.

Dryden.

Swift.

4. Envy ; odium ; invidious censure. B. Jon.

5. Remorse of conscience.

6. Some little commotion or forerunner of a

disease. Ainsworth.

GRUDGINGLY. ad. [from grudge.] Unwil-

ling ly; malignantly. Dryden.

GRUEL. s. [gruelle, French. ] Food made by

boiling oatmeal in water. Arbuthnot.

GRUFF. a. [groff, Dutch. ] Sour of aspect ;

harsh ofmanners. Addison.

GRUFFLY. ad. [from gruff. ] Harshly ; rag

gedly. Dryden

GRUFFNESS. s. [from gruff. ] Raggedness of

mien.

GRUM. a . [from grumble .] Sour ; surly.
Arbuthnot.

Prior.
To GRUMBLE. v. n. [grommelen, Dutch.]

1. To murmur with discontent.

2. To growl ; to snarl. Dryden.

Rowe.

GRUMBLER. s. [from grumble.] One that

grumbles ; a murmurer.

13. To proceed as from a cause.

14. To accrue ; to be forthcoming.

15. To adhere ; to stick together.

Hooker.

Shak. 3. To make a hoarse rattle.

Walton.

16. To swell ; a sea term. Raleigh.

GRO'WER. s. [from grow.] An increaser.

To GROWL. v. n. [groller, Flemish .]

Ellis.

2. To murmur ; to grumble. Gay.

GROWN. The participle passive ofgrow.

1. To snarl like an angry cur.

1. Advanced in growth.

Swift.

GRUMBLING. s. [from grumble ] A murmur.

ing through discontent. Shakespeare.

GRUME. s. [grumeau, Fr. grumus, Latin.] A

thick viscid consistence of a fluid ; a clot.

GRU'MLY. ad. [from grum.] Sullenly ; mo

rosely.
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GRUMMEL. 3. [lithospermum, Latin.] An

herb. Ainsworth.

GRU'MOUS. a. [ from grume. ] Thick ; clotted .
Arbuthnot.

GRU'MOUSNESS. s . [from grumous.] Thick-

ness of a coagulated liquor. Wiseman.

GRUNSEL. s. [usually groundsel. ] The lower

part ofthe building. Milton.

To GRUNT. Į v. n. [grunio, Latin.] To

To GRU'NTLE. murmur like a hog. Gay.

GRUNT. s. [from the verb. ] The noise of a

hog. Dryden.

GRÜNTER. s. [from grunt.]

1. He that grunts.

2. A kind of fish. Ainsworth.

GRUNTLING. ş. [from grunt.] A young

hog.

To GRUTCH. v. n. To envy ; to repine.

Ben Jonson.

GRUTCH. s. [from the verb.] Malice ; ill-

will. Hudibras.

Dict.GRY. s. Any thing of little value.

GUAIA'CUM. s. A physical wood.

GUARANTEE. s. [guarant, French.] A pow-

er who undertakes to see stipulations per-

formed. South.

To GUAʼRANTY. v. a. [guarantir, French.]

To undertake that stipulations shall be per-

formed.

To GUARD. v. a. [garder, French, from

ward.]

Waller.

Addison.

s. A plant. Miller.
GUAIA'VA.

GUA'VA.

GUBERNA'TION. s. [gubernatio, Latin.] Go

vernment ; superintendency. Watts.

GU'DGEON. 8. [goujon, French.]

1. A small fish found in brooks and rivers.

2. Something to be caught to a man's own

disadvantage. Shakespeare.

GUE'RDON. s. [guerdon, French.] A reward ;

a recompense.

To GUESS. v. n. [ghissen, Dutch.]

Knolles.

Raleigh.

Stillingfleet.

1. To conjecture ; to judge without any cer

tain principles ofjudgment.

2. To conjecture rightly.

To GUESS. v. a. To hit upon by accident.

GUESS. s. [from the verb. ] Conjecture ; judg-

ment without any positive or certain grounds.

GUE'SSER. s. [from guess .] Conjecturer ; one

who judges without certain knowledge.

GUE'SSINGLY. ad. [ from guessing. ] Conjec

turally ; uncertainly. Not used. Shak.

GUEST. s . [gert, girt, Saxon.]

Prior

1. One entertained in the house of another.

2. A stranger ; one who comes newly to re-

side. Sidney.

GUE'STCHAMBER. 8. Chamber of enter-

tainment. Mark.

To GU'GGLE. v. n. [gorgoliare, Italian.] To

sound as water running with intermissions

out of a narrow vessel.

GUI'DAGE. s. [from guide. ] The reward given

to a guide.

GUI'DANCE. s. [from guide. ] Direction ; go.

1. To watch byway of defence and security.

2. To protect ; to defend.

3. To preserve by caution.

4. To provide against objections. Broome. vernment.

5. To adorn with lists, laces, or ornamental

borders. Shakespeare.

To GUARD. v. n. To be in a state of caution

or defence. Collier.

GUARD. s. [garde, French.]

"

1. A man, or body of men, whose business is

to watch. Milton.

2. A state of caution ; vigilance. Smulridge.

3. Limitation ; anticipation of objection.

4. An ornamental hem, lace, or border.

5. Part ofthe hilt of a sword.

GUA'RDAGE. s. [ from guard. ] State of ward-

ship. Shakespeare.

GUARDER. s . One who guards.

GUARDIAN. s. [gardien, French.]

J. One that has the care of an orphan.

1
Arbuthnot.

2. One to whom the care and preservation

ofany thing is committed. Shakespeare.

3. A repository or store-house. Not used.

GUARDIAN ofthe Spiritualities. He to whom

the spiritual jurisdiction of any diocese is

committed, during the vacancy of the see.

Cowel.

GUARDIAN. a. Performing the office of a

kind protector or superintendent. Dryden.

GUARDIANSHIP. s. [from guardian.] The

office of a guardian . L'Estrange.

GUARDLESS . a . [from guard.] Without de-
fence. Waller.

GUA'RDSHIP. s. [from guard.]

1. Care; protection.

2. [Guard and ship ] A king's ship to guard

the coast.

To GUIDE. v. a. [guider, French.]

1. To direct.

Rogers.

South.

2. To govern by counsel ; to instruct. Psalms.

3. To regulate ; to superintend. D. of Piety.

GUIDE. s. [guide, French . ]

1. One who directs another in his way.

Holder.

2. One who directs another in his conduct.

3. Director ; regulator.

GUIDELESS. a. [from guide . ] Without a

guide. Dryden.

GÜI'DER. s. [from guide.] Director ; regula-

tor ; guide.
South.

GUI'DÖN. s. [French .] A standardbearer ; a

standard.

GUILD. s. [zılorcip, Saxon.] A society ; a cor

poration ; a fraternity.
Cowel

Milton.

GUILE. s. [guille, old French.] Deceitful cun-

ning; iusidious artifice.

GUI'LEFUL. a. [guile andfull.]

1. Wily ; insidious ; mischievously artful .

Hooker. Dryden

2. Treacherous ; secretly mischievous. Shuk.

GUI'LEFULLY. ad. [from guileful. ] Insidi-

ously ; treacherously. Milton.

GUI'LEFULNESS . s . [ from guilful. ] Secret

treachery ; tricking cunning.

GUILELESS. a. [from guile. ] Free from de-

ceit ; without insidiousness.

GUI'LER. s . [ from guile.] One that betrays in-

to danger by insidious practices. Spenser.

GUILT. s. [gilt, Saxon . ]

1. The state of a man justly charged with a

crime.

2. Acrime ; an offence.

Hammond

Shakespeare,
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cence.

GUILTILY. ad. [from guilty. ] Without inno-

Shakespeare.

GUILTINESS . s. [from guilty.] The state of

beingguilty ; consciousness of crime. Sidney.

GUILTLESS. a. [from guilt . ] Innocent ; free

from crime.
Pope.

GUILTLESSLY. ad. [from guiltless.] With-

out guilt ; innocently

GUILTLESSNESS. s. [from guiltless. ] Inno-

cence ; freedom from crime. KingCharles.

GUILTY. a. [ziltiz , Saxon . ]

1. Justly chargeable with a crime ; not inno-

Shakespeare.

-Thomson.

cent.

2. Wicked ; corrupt.

GUINEA. s. [from Guinea, a country in Africa

abounding with gold . ] A gold coin valued at

one and twenty shillings.

GUINEADROPPER. s.. One who cheats by

dropping guineas. Gay.

GUINEAHEN. s. A small Indian hen. -

GUINEAPEPPER. s. [capsicum, Latin .] A

plant.

GUINEAPIG. s. A small animal with a pig's

snout.

GUISE. s. [guise, French .]

1. Manner ; mein ; habit.

Miller.

Fairfax.

2. Practice ; custom ; property. Ben Jonson.

3. External appearance ; dress. Temple.

GUITA'R. s. [ghitiaru, Italian. ] Astringed in-

strument of musick. Prior.

GULCH. s. [from gulo, Latin. ] A little

GU'LCHIN. glutton. Skinner.

GULES. a. [perhaps from goule, the throat . ]

Red, in heraldry. Shakespeare.

GULF. s. [golfo, Italian.]

1. A bay ; opening into the land. Knolles.

2. Abyss ; an unmeasurable depth. Spenser.

3. A whirlpool ; a sucking eddy. Shakespeare.

4. Any thing insatiable. Shakespeare.

GU'LFY. a. [from gulf. ] Full of gulfs or whirl-

pools. Pope.

I. A sea bird.

To GULL. v. a. [guiller, French, to cheat.] To
trick ; to cheat ; to defraud. Dryden.

GULL. s. [from the verb.]

Shakespeare.

2. A cheat ; a fraud ; a trick. Shakespeare.

3. A stupid animal ; one easily cheated.

Hudibras.

GU'LLCATCHER. s. [gull and catch. ] A cheat.

Shakespeare.

GU'LLER. s. [from gull. ] A cheat ; an impos-

tor.

GU'LLERY. s. [from guli .] Cheat ; imposture.

Ainsworth.

GU'LLET. s. [goulet, French.] The throat ;

the meat-pipe. Denham.

To GU'LLY. v. n. To run with noise.

GULLYHOLE. s . The hole where the gut-

ters empty themselves in the subterraneous

sewer.

GULO'SITY. s. [from gulosus, Latin . ] Greedi-

ness ; gluttony ; voracity. Brown.

To GULP. v. a. [golpen, Dutch.] To swallow

eagerly ; to suck down without intermission.

Gay.

GULP. s. [from the verb. ] As much as can be

swallowed at once. More.

GUM . s. [gummi, Latin.]

1. A vegetable substance differing from re-

sin, in being more viscid, and dissolving in

aqueous menstruums. Quincy.

2. [Goma, Saxon. ] The fleshy covering that

contains the teeth. Swift.

To GUM. v . a. To close with gum . Wiseman

GUMMINESS. s. [from gummy.] The state of

being gummy. Wiseman.

GUMMO'SITY. s . [from gymmous.] The na-

ture ofgum ; gumminess. Floyer.

GU'MMOUS. a. [from gum.] Of the nature of

Woodward.gum.

GUMMY. a. [ from gum .]

1. Consisting ofgum ; ofthe nature ofgum.

2. Productive of gun .

3. Overgrown with gum .

Dryden.

Milton.

Dryden.

GUN. s . The general name for fire-arms ; the

instrument from which shot is discharged by

fire. Knolles. Granville

GUNNEL s. [corrupted from gunwale. }

GU'NNER. s. [from gun . ] Cannonier ; he whose

employment is to manage the artillery in a

ship. Shakespeare.

GUNNERY. s . [from gunner.] The science of

artillery.

GUNPOWDER. s . [gun and powder.] The

powder put into guns to be fired. Brown.

GUNSHOT. s. [gun and shot.] The reach or

range of a gun. Dryden.

GU'NSHOT. a. Made by the shot of a gun.

GUNSMITH. s. [gun and smith.] A man whose
trade is to make guns. Mortimer.

GU'NSTICK. s. [gun and stick.] The rammer

ofa gun.

GU'NSTOCK. s. [gun and stock.] The wood to

which the barrel of the gun is fixed.

cannon.

Mortimer.

GU'NSTONE. s. [gun and stone. ] The shot ot

Shakespeare.

GUNWALE, or GU'NNEL, of a Ship. s. That

piece of timber which reaches on either side

of the ship from the half deck to the fore-

castle : this is called the gunwale, whether

there be guns in the ship or no. Harris.

GURGE. s. [gurges, Latin. ] Whirlpool ; gulf.

Milton.

GU'RGION. s. The coarser part of the meal,

sifted from the bran.

To GURGLE. v . n. [gorgogliare, Italian. ] To

fall or gush with a noise, as water from a

bottle.

GURNARD.

GURNET.

Pope

s. [gournal, French.] A kind

Shakespeare} 8. [gournal,

To GUSH. v . n. [gostelen, Dutch.]

1. To flow or rush out with violence ; not to

spring in a small stream, but in a large

body.
Thomson.

2. To emit in a copious effluxion . Pope.

GUSH. s. [from the verb.] An emission of

liquor in a large quantity at once. Harvey.

GU'SSET. s . [gousset, French. ] Any piece

sewed on cloth in order to strengthen it.

GUST. s. [goust, French ; gustus, Latin.]

1. Sense of tasting.

2. Height ofperception.

3. Love ; liking.

Pope.

Milton.

Tillotson.

4. Turn offancy ; intellectual taste. Dryden.

5. [Fromguster, Islandick.] A sudden violent

blast of wind. Shakespeare. Addison,
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GU'STABLE. a. [gusto, Latin.]

1. To be tasted. Harvey.

2. Pleasant to the taste. Derham.

GUSTATION. s . [gusto, Latin. ] The act of

tasting. Brown.

GU'ST-FUL. a. [gust and full. ] Tasteful ; well.

tasted.
Decay ofPiety.

GUSTO. s. [Italian .]

1. The relish of any thing ; the power by

which any thing excites sensations in the pa-
late. Derham.

2. Intellectual taste ; liking. Dryden.

GU'STY a. [from gust. ] Stormy ; tempestuous.

Shakespeare.

GUT. s. [kuttelu, German.]

1. The long pipe reaching with many convo-

lutions from the stomach to the vent . Bacon.

2. The stomach ; the receptacle of food pro-

verbially. Hudibrus.

3. Gluttony ; love of gormandizing. Hakew.

To GUT. v. a. [from the noun .]

1. To eviscerate ; to draw ; to exenterate.

2. To plunder of contents. Spectator.

GUTTATED. a. [from gutta, Latin, a drop.]

Besprinkled with drops ; bedropped. Dict.

GUTTER. s. [from guttur, a throat, Latin.] A

passage for water. Addison.

To GUTTER. v. a. [from the noun.] To cut

in small hollows.
Sandys.

To GUTTLE. v. u. [from gut.] To feed luxu-

riously ; to gormandize. A low word.

Dryden.

To GU'TTLE. v. a. [from gut.] To swallow.

L'Estrange.

GUTTLER. s. [from guttle.] A greedy eater.

GUTTULOUS. a. [from guttula, Lat.] In the

form of a small drop. Brown.

Dict.

GUTTURAL. a. [gutturalis, Lat. ] Pronounced

in the throat ; belongingto the throat. Holder

GUTTURALNESS. s. [ from guttural ] Th :

quality of being guttural .

GUTWORT. s. [gut and wort.] An herb.

GUY. s. [from guide. ] A rope used to lift any

thing into the ship.

To GUZZLE. v. n . [ from gut or gust . ] To gor-

mandize ; to feed immoderately. Gay.

To GUZZLE. v. a. To swallow with immode-

• rate gust. Dryden.

GUZZLER. s . [from guzzle.] A gormandizer.

Dryden.

GYBE. s . [ Sec GIBE.] A sneer ; a taunt ; a

Shakespeare.sarcasm.

To GYBE. v . n. To sneer ; to taunt. Spenser.

GYMNA'STICALLY. ad. [from gymnastick.]

Athletically ; fitly for strong exercise. Brown.

GYMNA'STICK. a. [ vμraz ] Pertaining

to athletick exercises . Arbuthnot.

GY'MNICK. a. [y ] Such as practise the

athletick or gymnastick exercises .

GYMNOSPE'RMOUS . a . [yvµv✪ and oπegua.]

Having the seeds naked.

GY'NECOCRACY. s. [yvvainongaria . ] Petticoat

government ; femae power.

GYRA'TION. s. [gyro, Latin .] The act of

turning any thing about. Newton.

GYRE. s. [gyrus, Latin.] A circle described by

any thing going in an orbit.

GYVES. s. [geryn, Welsh .] Fetters ; chains for

the legs. Ben Jonson.

Sandys.

To GYVE. v. a. To fetter ; to shackle. Shak.

НАВ

H.

HIS in English, as in other languages, a

note ofaspiration , sounded only by a strong

emission of the breath, without any confor-

mation of the organs of speech, and is there-

fore by many grammarians accounted no

letter. The h in English is scarcely ever

mute at the beginning of a word ; as, honse.

HA. interject. [ha, Latin.]

1. An expression of wonder, surprise, sudden

question, or sudden exertion. Shakespeare.

2. An expression oflaughter. Dryden.

HAAK. s. A fish. Ainsworth.

HA'BEAS CORPUS. [ Latin .] A writ which

a man, indicted of some trespass, being laid

in prison for the same, may have out of the

King's Bench, thereby to remove himself

thither at his own costs. Cowel.

HABERDASHER. s. One who sells small

wares ; a pedlar. Bacon.

HA'BERDINE. s. A dried salt cod.

Ainsworth.

HA'BERGEON. s. [haubergeon, Fr.] Armour

to cover the neck and breast. Hudibras.
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HABILIMENT. s. [habiliment, Fr.] Dress ;

clothes ; garment. Swift.

To HABILITATE. v. n . [habiliter, French.]

To qualify ; to entitle. Not used. Bacon.

HABILITATION. s. [from habilitate.] Quali-

fication. Bacon.

HABILITY. s. [habilité, French.] Faculty ;

power.

HA'BIT. s. [ habitus, Latin.]

1. State of any thing ; as, habit of body.

2. Dress ; accoutrement. Dryden.

3. Habit is a power in man of doing any

thing acquired by frequent doing. Locke.

4. Custom ; inveterate use. South.

Donne.

To HA'BIT. v. a. [from the noun.] To dress ;

to accoutre ; to array. Clarendon.

HABITABLE. a. [habitable, French. ] Capable

ofbeing dwelt in .

HABITABLENESS. s. [from habitable.] Ca-

pacity ofbeing dwelt in.

HA'BITANCE. s. [habitatio, Lat.] Dwelling ;

abode. Spenser.

HA'BITANT. s. [habitant, French.] Dweller ;

one that lives in any place, Pope.

More.
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HABITA'TION. s. [habitation, French.]

1. The act of dwelling ; the state ofa place

receiving dwellers.

Milton.2. Place of abode ; dwelling.

HABITA'TOR. s. [Latin. ] Dweller ; inhabi-

tant. Broome.

HABITUAL. a. [habituel, Fr.] Customary ;

accustomed ; inveterate. South.

HABITUALLY. ad. [from habitual. ] Custo-

marily ; by habit. Arbuthnot.

To HABITUATE. v . a. [habituer, Fr. ] To ac-

custom ; to use one's self by frequent repe-

tition . Tillotson.

HA'BITUDE. s. [habitudo, Latin.] ..

1. Relation ; respect. Hale.

2. Familiarity ; converse ; frequent inter-

Dryden.
course.

Dryden.

3. Long custom ; habit ; inveterate use.

4. The power of doing any thing acquired

by frequent repetition.

HA'BNAB. ad. [hap ne hap.] At random ; at

the mercy of chance. Hudibras.

To HACK. v. a. [haccan, Saxon .]

1. To cut into small pieces ; to chop. Sidney.

2. To speak unreadily, or with hesitation .

To HACK. v. n. To turn hackney or prosti-

Shakespeare.

HA'CKLE. s. Raw silk ; any filmy substance
Walton.

tute.

unspun.

To HA'CKLE. v. a . [from hack.] To dress flax.

HACKNEY. s. [hachnai, Welsh.]

1. A pacing horse.

2. A hired horse, hired horses being usually

taught to pace.

3. A hireling; a prostitute.

4. Anything let out for hire.

Bacon.

Roscommon.

Pope.

To

5. A thing much used ; common. Harvey.

To HA'CKNEY. v. a. [ from the noun.]

practise in one thing ; to accustom to the
road.

Shakespeare.

HACQUETON. s. [haquet, old French .] Some

piece of armour. Spenser.

HAD. The preterite and part. pass. of have.

HA'DDOCK. s . [hadot, French .] A sea fish of

the cod kind.
Carew.

HAFT. s. [hæft, Saxon. ] A handle ; that part

of an instrument that is taken into the hand.

Dryden.

To HAFT. v. a . [from the noun.] To set in a

haft.

HAG. s. [hæzerre, a goblin, Saxon.]

1. A fury ; a she monster.

2. A witch ; an enchantress. Shakespeare,

3. An old ugly woman. Dryden.

Hudibras.

To HAG. v. a. [from the noun.] To torment ;

to harass with terrour.

HA'GGARD. a. [hagard, French.]

1. Wild ; untamed ; irreclaimable. Spenser.

2. [Hager, German.] Lean. L'Estrange.

3. [Huge, Welsh . ] Ugly ; rugged ; deformed.

Smith.

HAGGARD. s.

1. Any thing wild or irreclaimable.

Shakespeare.

2. A species of hawk. Sandys.

HA'GGARDLY. ad. [from haggard.] Deform-

edly; uglily. Dryden.

HA'GGESS. s. [from hog or hack. ] A mass of

meat enclosed in a membrane.
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HA'GGISH. a. [from hag.] Of the nature of a

hag ; deformed ; horrid. Shakespeare.

To HA'GGLE. v. a. [corrupted from hackle or

hack.] To cut ; to chop ; to mangle.

To HAGGLE. v. n. To be tedious in a bar

gain ; to be long in coming to the price.

HÄ'GGLER. s. [ from huggle.]

1. One that cuts.

2. One that is tardy in bargaining.

HAʼGIOGRAPHER. s . [ày and ygapw .] A

holy writer. The Jews divide the holy scrip.

tures ofthe Old Testament into the law, the

prophets, and the hagiographers.

HAH. interj. An expression of sudden effort.

Dryden.

HAIL. s. [hazel, Saxon . ] Drops of rain frozen
in their falling. Locke.

To HAIL. v. n. To pour down hail. Isaiah.

HAIL. interj. [hœl, health, Saxon .] A term of

salutation ; health. Milton.

To salute ;

Dryden.

Small shot

Hayward.

A particle

Shakespeare.

To HAIL. v. a. [from the noun.]
to call to.

HAILSHOT. s . [hail and shot. ]

scattered like hail.

HAILSTONE. s . [hail and stone. ]

or single ball ofhail.

HA'ILY. a. [from hail . ] Consisting of hail.

HAIR. s. [hæn, Saxon. ]

1. One ofthe common teguments ofthe bo-

dy. With a microscope, we find the hairs

have each a round bulbous root, which lies

pretty deep in the skin ,and which draws their

nourishment from the surrounding humours ;

that each hair consists of five or six others,

wrapt up in a common tegument. Quincy.

2. A single hair. Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

3. Any thing proverbially small. Shakespeare.

4. Course ; order ; grain.

HA'IR-BRÁINED . a . [rather hare-brained.]

Wild ; irregular. Judges.

HA'IRBEL. s. The name of a flower ; the

hyacinth.

Shakespeare.

Dryden

Carew.

HAIRBREADTH. s . [hair and breadth.] A

very small distance. Judges.

HA'IRCLOTH. s. [ hair and cloth. ] Stuffmade

of hair, very rough and prickly, worn some-

times in mortification . Grew.

HAIRLA'CE. s. [ hair and lace.] The fillet with

which the women tie up their hair.

HAIRLESS. a. [from hair.] Without hair.

HA'IRINESS . s. [from hairy.] The state of

being covered with hair.

HAIRY, a . [ from hair.]

1. Overgrown with hair.

2. Consisting of hair.

HAKE. s. A kind of fish.

HA'KOT. s. [from hake.] A kind offish .

HAL. s . The Saxon healle, i. e. a hall.

HA'LBERD . s. [halebarde, Fr ] A battle-axe

fixed to a long pole. Pope.

HA'LBERDIER. s. [halebardier, Fr.] One who

is armed with a halberd.

HALCYON. s. [halcyo, Latin. ] A bird that

breeds in the sea ; there is always a calm

during her incubation. Shakespeare.

HALCYON. a. [from the noun. ] Placid ;

quiet ; still. Denham.

HALE. a. Healthy ; sound ; hearty. Spenser.

To HALE. v. a. [halen, Dutch. ] To drag by

force ; to pull violently. Sandys. Brown.
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HA'LER. s. [from hale. ] He who pulls and HA'LSER. s. [from hals, neck, and reel, Sax,

hales.

HALF. s. [healy, Saxon.]

1. A half; one part of two ; an equal part.

Ben Jonson.

2. It sometimes has a plural signification

when a number is divided.

HALF. ad. In part ; equally. Dryden.

HALF-BLOOD, s. One not born of the same

father and mother. Locke.

HALF-BLOODED. a . [half and blood ] Mean ;

degenerate.

Tatler.

Shakespeare.

HALF-FACED. a. [half and faced . ] Showing

only part of the face. Shakespeare.

HALF-HEARD. a. Imperfectly heard.

HALF-MOON. s . The moon in its appearance

when at half increase or decrease.

HALF-PENNY. s. plural half-pence. [halfand

penny.] A copper coin of which two make a

penny. Dryden.

HALF-PIKE. s . [half and pike. ] The small

pike carried by officers.

HALF-SEAS over. A proverbial expression for

any one far advanced. It is commonly used

of one half drunk. Dryden.

HALF-SPHERE. s . [half and sphere.] Hemis-

phere.

HALF-STRAINED . a. (half and strained .]

Half-bred ; imperfect. Dryden.
HALF-SWORD. s. Close fight. Shakespeare.

HALF-WAY. ad. [half and way .] In the mid-
dle. Granville.

Ben Jonson.

HALF-WIT. s. [half and wit. ] A blockhead ;

a foolish fellow.

HA'LIBUT. s. A sort of fish.

HA'LIDOM. s. Our blessed lady.

HA'LIMASS. s. [ halıg and mass . ]
All Souls.

Dryden.

Ainsworth.

Spenser.

The feast of

Shakespeare.

HA'LITUOUS . a. [halitus, Latin.] Vaporous ;

fumous.

HALL. s. [hal, Saxon.]

1. A court ofjustice.

Boyle.

2. A manor house so called, because in it

were held courts for the tenants. Addison.

3. The publick room of a corporation .

4. The first large room,of a house. Milton.

HALLELUJAH. [ Praiseyethe Lord.

s. A song of thanksgiving. Milton.

HA'LLOO. interj . [allons, let us go ! Fr.] A

word of encouragement when dogs are let
loose on their game. Dryden.

To HA'LLOO. v. n. [haler, Fr.] To cry as af-

ter the dogs.

To HA'LLOO. v. a.

1. To encourage with shouts.

2. To chase with shouts .

Sidney.

Prior.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.3. To call or shout to.

To HA'LLOW. v . a . [halgian, halıg, Saxon,

holy.]

1. To consecrate ; to make holy. Hooker.

2. To reverence as holy ; as, hallowed be thy

name.

HALLUCINATION. s. [hallucinatio, Latin.]

Errour; blunder ; mistake. Addison.

HALM. s. [healm, Saxon . ] Straw.

HALO. 3. A red circle round the sun or moon.

Newton.

HA'LSENING. a. [hals, German .] Sounding

harshly. Not used. Carew.
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a rope. ] A rope less than a cable.

To HALT. v. n. [healt, Saxon, lame.]

1. To limp ; to be lame.

2. To stop in a march.

Dryden,

Addison.

3. To hesitate ; to stand dubious. Kings.

4. To fail ; to falter. Shakespeare.

HALT. a. [from the verb. ] Lame ; crippled.

HALT. s. [from the verb.]

1. The act of limping ; the manner oflimp-

ing.

2. [Alte, French. ] A stop in a march.

HALTER. s . [ from halt. ] He who limps.

HAʼLTER. s. [healrepe, Saxon.]

1. A rope to hang malefactors. Shakespeare.

2. A cord ; a strong string. Sandys.

To HA'LTER. v. a. [from the noun.] To bind

with a cord. ` Atterbury.

To HALVE. v . a. [from half, halves.] To divide

into two parts.

HALVES. interj. [from half.] An expression by

which any one lays claim to an equal share.

Cleaveland.

HAM. s . [ham, Saxon.] A house ; a farm.

HAM. s . [ham, Saxon.]

1. The hip ; the hinder part of the articula-

tion ofthe thigh. Wiseman.

Pope.2. The thigh ofa hog salted.

HA'MATED. a. [hamatus, Lat.] Hooked ; set

with hooks.

To HA'MBLE. v . a. [from ham.] To cut the si-

news; to hamstring.

HAME. s . [hama, Sax.] The collar by which a
horse draws in a waggon.

HA'MLET. s . [ham, Saxon. ] A small village.

HA'MMER. s . [hamen, Saxon.]

1. The instrument consisting ofa long handle

and heavy head, with which any thing is

forced or driven.

2. Any thing destructive.

To HAMMER. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To beat with a hammer.

Brown.

Hakewill.

Sandys.

2. To forge or form with a hammer . Dryden.

3. To work in the mind ; to contrive by in.

tellectual labour.

To HA'MMER. v. n.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

1. To work ; to be busy.

2. To be in agitation .

HAMMERER. s. [from hammer. ] He who

works with a hammer.

HA'MMERHARD. s. [ hammer and hard.]

Hammerhard is when you harden iron or steel

with much hammering on it. Moxon.

HA'MMOCK. s . [hamaca, Sax.] A swinging

bed. Temple.

HA'MPER. s. [ hanaperium, low Lat.] A large

basket for carriage.

To HAMPER. v. a..

Swift.

I. To shackle ; to entangle in chains. Herb.

2. To ensnare ; to inveigle. Hudibras.

3. To complicate ; to entangle. Blackmore.

4. To perplex ; to embarrass by many lets

and troubles. Hudibras.

HA'MSTRING. s . [ham and string.] The ten-

Shakespeare.

To HAMSTRING. v. a . preter. and part. pass.

hamstrung. To lame by cutting the tendon of

the ham. Dryden.

HA'NAPER. s . [hanaperium, low Latin.] A

treasury ; an exchequer.

don ofthe ham.

Bacon
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HANCES. s. [In a ship.] Falls of the fife-rails

placed on bannisters on the poop and quar-

ter-deck down to the gang-way. Harris.

HA'NCES. s. [ In architecture.] The ends of

elliptical arches.

HAND. s. [hand, hond, Saxon .]

1. The palm with the fingers .

Measure of four inches.2.

3. Side, right or left.

Harris. Moxon.

Berkley.

Excdus.

4. Part; quarter ; side : this is allowed on all

hands. Swift.

Tillotson.

5. Ready payment : he had his money inhand,

and gave no credit.

6. Rate ; price : he sold at a good hand.

7. Terms ; conditions : this will be

no hand.

8. Act ; deed ; external action :

went not with his wishes.

9. Labour ; act ofthe hand.

10. Performance.

Bacon.

suffered at

Taylor.

his hand

K. Charles.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

Spenser.

11. Power of performance.

12. Attempt ; undertaking.

13. Manner of gathering or taking : he ga-

thered hisdue with a gentle hand. Bacon.

14. Workmanship ; power or act of manu-

facturing or making : he has a good hand at

clock-work.

15. Manner of acting or performing. Dryden.

16. Agency ; part in action.

19. Care ; necessity of managing.

20. Discharge of duty,

21. Reach ; nearness ; as, at hand,

reach.

South.

17. The act of giving or presenting. Samuel.

18. Act of receiving any thing ready to one's
hand. Locke.

Pope.

Hooker.

within

Boyle.

Dryden.

23. State ofbeing in preparation. Shak.

24. State of being in present agitation. Shak.

25. Cards held at a game. Bacon.

22. Manual management.

•

26. That which is used in opposition to ano-

ther. Hudibras.

27. Scheme of action. Ben Jonson.

28. Advantage ; gain ; superiority. Hayward.

29. Competition ; contest.

30. Transmission ; conveyance.

31. Possession ; power.

32, Pressure of the bridle.

Shakespeare.

Colossians.

Hooker.

Shakespeare.

33. Method of government ; discipline ; re-

straint.

34. Influence ; management.

Bacon.

Daniel.

To HAND. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To give or transmit with the hand. Brown

2. To guide or lead by the hand. Donne.

To seize ; to lay hands on. Shakespeare.

4. To manage ; to move with the hand.

5. To transmit in succession ; to deliver

down from one to another. Woodward.

HAND is much used in composition for that

which is manageable bythe hand, as a hand-

saw; or born in the hand, as a hand-barrow.

HAND-BASKET. s . A portable basket.

HAND-BELL. s. A bell rung by the hand.

HAND-BREADTH. s. A space equal to the

breadth of the hand. Arbuthnot.

HA'NDED. a. [from hand.]

1. Having the use ofthe hand, left or right.

2. With hands joined. Milton.

HA'NDER. s. [from hand. ] Transmitter ; con

veyer in succession. Dryden.

HANDFAST. s. [hand andfast.] Hold ; cus-

tody. Obsolete. Shakespeare.

HA'NDFUL. s. [hand andfull.]

1. As much as the hand can gripe or contain.

Freeholder.

2. A palm ; a hand's breadth ; four inches .

3. A small number or quantity. Clarendon

HAND-GALLOP. 8. A slow easy gallop, in

which the hand presses the bridle to hinder

increase of speed. Dryden.

HA'ND-GUN.'s. A gun wielded by the hand.

Camden.

HA'NDICRAFT. s. [hand and craft. ] Manual

occupation. Swift.

HANDICRAFTSMAN. s. [handicraft and

man.] A manufacturer ; one employed in

manual occupation. Swift

HA'NDILY. ad. [from handy.] With skill ,

with dexterity.

HA'NDINESS. s. [from handy.] Readiness ;

dexterity.

HANDIWORK. s. [handy and work.] Work

ofthe hand ; product of labour ; manufac

ture. L'Estrange.

HA'NDKERCHIEF. s. [hand and kerchief.] A

piece of silk or linen used to wipe the face,

or cover the neck. Arbuthnot.

To HANDLE. v. a . [handelen, Dutch.]

1. To touch ; to feel with the hand. Locke.

2. To manage ; to wield.

3. To make familiar to the hand by frequent

touching.

Shakespeare.

Temple.

4. To treat in discourse. Atterbury.

5. To deal with ; to practise. Jeremiah.

Clarendon

Swift.

Tillotson.

7. To practise upon ; to do with.

Shakespeare.

35. That which performs the office of a hand

in pointing.

36. Agent ; person employed .

37. Giver and receiver.

Locke.

38. An actor ; a workman ; a soldier.

39. Catch or reach without choice . Milton.

40. Form or cast ofwriting. Felton.

Negligently ; rashly.41. HAND over head .

42. HAND to HAND.

43. HAND in HAND.

44. HAND in HAND.

45. HAND to mouth.

46. To beur in HAND.

tion ; to elude.

47. To be HAND and Glove. To be intimate

and familiar ; to suit one another.

L'Estrange.

Close fight. Shakesp.

In union ; conjointly.

Swift.

Fit ; pat. Shakespeare.

As want requires.

To keep in expecta-

Shakespeare.

6. To treat well or ill .

HANDLE. s . [handle, Saxon.]

1. That part of any thing by which it is held

in the hand. Taylor.

South.2. That ofwhich use is made.

HANDLESS. a . [hand and less .] Without a

hand. Shakespeare.

HANDMAID . s . A maid that waits at hand.

Fairfax.

HA'NDMILL. s . [hand and mill.] A mill mov-

ed by the hand. Dryden.

HANDS off. A vulgar phrase for keep off;

forbear. L'Estrange.

HA'NDSAILS. s. Sails managed by the

hand.
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HANDSAW. s. A saw manageable by the

hand. Mortimer.

HA'NDSEL. 8. [handsel, Dutch. ] The first act

of using any thing ; the first act of sale.

To HA'NDSEL. v a. To use or do any thing

the first time Cowley.

HANDSOME. a . [handsaem, Dutch.]

1. Ready; gainly ; convenient.

2. Beautiful with dignity ; graceful.

3. Elegant ; graceful .

Spenser.

Addis.

Felton.

4. Ample ; liberal ; as, a handsome fortune.

5. Generous ; noble ; as, a handsome action.

To HANDSOME. v. a. [from the adjective .]

To render elegant or neat, Donne.

HAʼNDSOMELY. ad. [from handsome.]

1. Conveniently ; dexterously. Spenser.

Wisdom.

4. Liberally ; generously. Addison.

HANDSOMENESS. s. [from handsome.]

Beauty; grace ; elegance. Boyle.

HA'NDVICE. s. [hand and vice.] A vice to

hold small work in. Moxon.

HANDWRITING. s. [hand and writing.] A

cast or form of writing peculiar to each

hand.

2. Beautifully ; gracefully.

3. Elegantly ; neatly.

HA'NDY. a. [from hand.]

Cockburn.

1. Executed or performed by the hand.

Ready ; dexterous ; skilful.2.

3. Convenient.

Dryden.

Moxon.

HANDYDANDY. s. A play in which chil-

dren change hands and places. Shakespeare.

To HANG. v. a. preter. and part. pass. hanged,

or hung, anciently hong.

1. To suspend ; to fasten in such a manner as

to be sustained, not below, but above.South.

2. To place without any solid support. Sand.

3. To choke and kill by suspending by the
neck.

Shakespeare.

Addison.4. To display ; to show aloft.

5. To let fall below the proper situation. Dr.

5. To fix in such a manner as in some direc-

tions to be moveable. Maccabees.

7. To adorn by hanging upon. Dryden.

8. To furnish with ornaments or draperies

fastened to the wall.

To HANG. v. n.

1. To be suspended ; to be supported above,

not below. Spenser.

2. To depend ; to fall loosely on the lower

part ; to dangle. Maccabees. Dryden.

Addison.

Pope.
Pore

18. To be executed by the halter.

19. To decline ; to tend down.

HA'NGER. s. [from hang. ] That bywhich any

thing hangs ; as, the pot hangers.

HA'NGER. s. [from hang.] A short broad

sword.

Shak

HA'NGER-ON. s. [from hang.] A dependant.

Brown. Swift.

HA'NGING. s. [from hang. ] Drapery hung or

fastened against the walls of rooms.

HA'NGING. participial a. [from hang.]

1. Foreboding death by the halter.

2. Requiring to be punished by the halter.

HANGMAN. s. [hang and mun.] The publick

Sidney.

HANK. s. [hank, Islandick . ] A skein ofthread.

To HA'NKER. v. n. [hankeren, Dutch. ] To long

importunately. Hudibrus. Addison,

HAN'T, for has not, or have not. Addison.

HAP. s. [anhap, in Welsh, is misfortune. ]

1. Chance ; fortune.

exccutioner.

Hooker.

2. That which happens by chance or fortune.

Sidney.

3. Accident ; casual event ; misfortune.

To HAP. v. n. [from the noun. ] To come by

accident ; to fall out ; to happen. Bacon.

HAP-HAZARD. s. Chance ; accident ; fortui-

tous event. Locke.

HA'PLY. ad. [from hap.]

1. Perhaps ; peradventure ; it may be.Rowe.

2. By chance ; by accident. -Milton.

HA'PLESS. a. [from hap.] Unhappy ; unfortu-

nate ; luckless. Smith,

To HAPPEN. v. n. [from hap.]

1. To fall out; to chance ; to come to pass.

Tillotson.

2. To light ; to fall by chance. Graunt.

HA'PPILY. ad. [from happy.]

1. Fortunately ; luckily ; successfully. Dryd.

2. Addressfully; gracefully ; without labour.

Pope.

3. In a state offelicity.

HA'PPINESS. 8. [from happy.]

1. Felicity ; state in which the desires are

satisfied. Hooker.

Bacon. 2. Good luck; good fortune.

3. Fortuitous elegance . Denham.

HA'PPY. a. [from hap.]

1. Being in a state offelicity.

2. Lucky ; successful ; fortunate.

3. Addressful ; ready .

Sidney.

Boyle.

Swift.

8. To be loosely joined.

Prior.

5. To be supported by something raised

above the ground. Addison.

Atterbury.

Shakespeare.

6. To rest upon by embracing. Peacham.

7. To hover ; to impend .

3. To bend forward.

4. To float ; to play.

9. To drag ; to be incommodiously joined.

10. To be compact or united. Addison.

11. To adhere.

12. To rest.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

13. To be in suspense ; to be in a state of

uncertainty. Deuteronomy.

14. To be delayed ; to linger. Milton.

15. To be dependant on. Shakespeare.

16. To be fixed or suspended with attention.

Pope.

17. To have a steep declivity. Mortimer.

HA'QUETON. s. A piece of armour. Spenser.

HARA'NGUE. s. [harangue, French.] A

speech ; a popular oration. Swift.

To HARA'NGUE. v. n. [haranguer, French.]

To make a speech.

HARA'NGUER. s. [from harangue.] An ora-

tor ; a publick speaker.

bance.

To HA'RASS. v. a. [harasser, French.] To

weary; to fatigue. Addison.

HA'RASS . s. [from the verb. ] Waste ; distur

Milton.

HARBINGER. s. [herberger, Dutch.] A fore-

runner ; a precursor. Dryden.

HARBOUR. s. [herberge, French.]

1. A lodging ; a place of entertainment.

Dryden

2. A port or haven for shipping. Shakespeare

3. An asylum ; a shelter.
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To HARBOUR. v. n. [ from the noun.] To

receive entertainment ; to sojourn. Dryden.

To HARBOUR. v. a.

I. To entertain , to permit ; to reside. Rowe.

2. To shelter ; to secure. Sidney.

HA'RBOURAGE. s . [herbergage, Fr.] Shel-

ter ; entertainment. Shakespeare.

HA'RBOURER. s . [from harbour.] One that

entertains another.

HARBOURLESS. a. [from harbour.] Being

without a harbour.

HARD. a. [heard, Saxon ; hard, Dutch.]

1. Firm ; resisting penetration or separation.

Shakespeare.

2. Difficult ; not easy to the intellect.

3. Difficult of accomplishment. Dryden.

4. Painful ; distressful ; laborious. Clarendon.

5. Cruel ; oppressive ; rigorous.

6. Sour ; rough ; severe.

7. Unfavourable ; unkind.

Atterbury.

Shakespeare.

8. Insensible ; inflexible.

9. Unhappy ; vexatious .

Dryden.

Dryden.

Temple.

10. Vehement ; keen ; severe ;

winter.

as , a hard

11. Unreasonable ; unjust.

12. Forced ; not easily granted .

13. Powerful; he was too hard for

nent.

Swift.

Burnet.

2. Stoutness ; courage ; bravery. Shakespeare.

3. Effrontery ; confidence.

HARDLA'BOÚRED. a. [hard and labour.]

Elaborate ; studied. Swift

South.

Shakespeare.

HA'RDLY. ad. [from hard.]

1. With difficulty ; not easily.

2. Scarcely ; scant ; not lightly. Swift.

3. Grudgingly, as an injury.

4. Severely ; unfavourably.

5. Rigorously ; oppressively

6. Unwelcomely ; harshly.

Hooker.

Swift.

Locke.

7. Not softly ; not tenderly ; not delicately.

HA'RDMOUTHED. a. [hard and mouth. ] Dis

obedient to the rein ; not sensible of the hit.

Dryden.

HA'RDNESS. s. [from hard.]

1. Durity ; power of resistance in bodies.

2. Difficulty to be understood. Shakespeare.

3. Difficulty to be accomplished. Sidney.

4. Searcity ; penury.

5. Obduracy; profligateness.

Swift.

South.

6. Coarseness ; harshness of look. Ray.

7. Keenness ; vehemence of weather or sea-

Mortimer.sons.

s. Cruelty oftemper ; savageness ; harshness.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

1. Close ; near.

the oppo-

Wutts.

14. Austere ; rough, as liquids.

15. Harsh ; stiff; constrained.

16. Not plentiful ; not prosperous.

17. Avaricious ; faultily sparing.

HARD. ad. [hardo, German.]

Bacon.

Dryden.

Dryden.

9. Stiffness ; crabbedness.

10. Faulty parsimony ; stinginess.

HARDOCK. s. I suppose the same with bur-

dock. Shakespeare

HARDS. s . The refuse or coarser part of flax

HA'RDSHIP. s . [from hard.]

1. Injury ; oppression. Swift

Judges.

2. Diligently ; laboriously ; incessantly. Dry.

Shakespeare.

2. Inconvenience ; fatigue.

HA'RDWARE. s. [hard and ware.] Manufac

tures of metal.

Sprat.

4. Vehemently ; distressfully. L'Estrange.

L'Estrange.

HA'RDWAREMAN. s . [hardware and man.] A

maker or seller of metalline manufactures.

6 With difficulty. Bacon. Swift.

Taylor.

Pope.

HARDY. a. [hardi, French.]

1. Bold ; brave ; stout ; daring.

2. Strong ; hard ; firm.

Bacon.

South.

Woodward.

3. Uneasily ; vexatiously.

5. Fast ; nimbly.

7. Tempestuously ; boisterously.

HA'RDBOUND. a. [hard and bound.] Costive.

To HA'RDEN. v. a. [from hard.]

1. To make hard ; to indurate.

2. To confirm in effrontery ; to make impu-

dent.'

3. To confirm in wickedness ; to make 'ob-

durate. Addison,

4. To make insensible ; to stupify Swift.

5. To make firm ; to endue with constancy.

Dryden,

HAʼRDENER. 8. [ from harden.] One that

makes any thing hard.

HARDFA'VOURED. a. [hard and favour.]

Coarse of feature.

HARDHA'NDED. a. [hard and hand.] Coarse ;

mechanick. Shakespeare.

HA'RDHEAD. s. [hard and head.] Clash of

heads. Dryden.

HARDHE'ARTED. a. [hard and heart.]Cruel ;

inexorable ; merciless ; pitiless. Arbuthnot.

HARDHEARTEDNESS. s. [from hardheart-

ed.] Cuelty ; want of tenderness. South.

HA'RDIHEAD . s. [from hardy.] Stoutness ;

HARDIHOOD . } bravery. Obsolete. Milton

HA'RDIMENT. s. [from hardy.] Courage ;

stoutness ; bravery. Not in use. Fairfax.

HA'RDINESS. s. [from hardy.]

1. Hardship ; fatigue.
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Spenser.

HARE and HERE, differing in pronunciation

only, signify both an army and a lord. Bec.

HARE. s. [hana, Saxon .]

1. A small quadruped, remarkable for timi-

dity, vigilance, and fecundity.

2. A constellation.

More

Creech

To HARE. v. a . [harier, French.] To fright.

Locke.

HA'REBELL. s . [hare and bell. ] A blue flower

campaniform. Shakespeare

HA'REBRAINED. a. [from hare, the verb

and brain.] Unsettled ; wild. Bacon

HA'REFOOT. s. [hare and foot.]

1. A bird.

2. An herb.

HA'RELIP. s . A fissure in the upper lip with

want of substance. Quincy

HA'RESEAR. s. [bupleurum, Latin.] A plant.

Miller

Ainsworth.

Ainsworth.

HA'RIER. s. [from hare.] A dog for hunting
hares. Ainsworth

To listen.

To HARK. v. n. [contracted from hearken.]

Hudibras

HARK. interj. [It is originally the imperative

ofthe verb hark.] List! hear ! listen !

HARL. s.

1. The filaments of flax.

2. Any filamentous substance. Mortimer
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HA'RLEQUIN. s. [ Menage derives it from a

famous comedian that frequented Mr.Harley's

house, whom his friends called Harlequino,

little Harley.] A buffoon who plays tricks to

divert the populace ; a Jackpudding . Prior.

HARLOT. s. [herlodes, Welsh, a girl. ] A

whore ; a strumpet. Dryden.

HARLOTRY. s . [from harlot . ]

1. The trade of a harlot ; fornication. Dryd.

2. A name of contempt for a woman. Shak.

HARM. s. [heapm , Saxon.]

chievous.

Swift.

1. Injury ; crime ; wickedness.

2. Mischief; detriment ; kurt.

To HARM. v. a. To hurt ; to injure. Waller.

HARMFUL. a. [harm andfull .] Hurtful ; mis-

Raleigh.

HARMFULLY. ad. [from harmful.] Hurt-

fally noxiously.

HARMFULNESS . s. [from harmful. ] Hurt-

fulness ; mischievousness ; noxiousness.

HA'RMLESS . a. [ from harm .]

Aschum.

1. Innocent ; innoxious ; not hurtful. Shak.

2. Unhurt ; undamaged. Raleigh.

HARMLESSLY. ud. Innocently ; without

hurt; without crime. Walton.

HARMLESSNESS. s. Innocence ; freedom .

from tendency to injury crhurt. Donne.

HARMONICAL. a. [åguonnos ; harmonique,

HARMO'NICK. French. ]·}

1. Relating to musick ; susceptible of musi-

cal proportion to each other. Bacon.

2. Concordant ; musical. Pope.

HARMONIOUS. a. [harmonieux, French.]

1. Adapted to each other ; having the parts

proportioned to each other.

2. Musical ; symphonious.

HARMONIOUSLY. ad.

Cowley.

Dryden.

1. With just adaptation and proportion of

parts to each other. Bentley.

2. Musically ; with concord of sounds.

Stillingfleet.

HARMONIOUSNESS. s . [from harmonious .]

Proportion ; musicalness.

To HARMONIZE. v. a [from harmony.] To

adjust in fit proportions. Dryden.

HA'RMONY. s. (águona ; harmonie, French.]

1. Thejust adaptation ofone part to another.
Bacon.

Watts.2. Just proportion of sound.

3. Concord ; correspondent sentiment. Milt.

HA'RNESS. s. [harnois , French.]

1. Armour ; defensive furniture ofwar.

Shakespeare.

2. The traces of draught horses, particularly

of carriages of pleasure or state.

To HARNESS . v. a [from the noun.]

1. To dress in armour.

HARPONE'ER. s. [harponeur, French.] He

that throws the harpoon. Waller.

HARPO'ON. s. [harpon, French. ] A bearded

dart with a line fastened to the handle, with

which whales are struck and caught.

HARPSICHORD. s . A musical instrument,

strung with wire,and played by strikingkeys.

HARPY. s. [harpyia, Latin.]

1. The harpies were a kind of birds which

had the faces of womenand foul long claws,

very filthy creatures. Raleigh.

2. A ravenous wretch ; an extortioner. Shak.

HA'RQUEBUSS . s. [See ARQUEBUSE .]A hand-

gun.

HÀ'RQUEBUSSIER. s . [from harquebuss.] One

armed with a harquebuss. Krolles.

HARRIDA'N. s . [ corrupted from haridelle,

Fr. a worn-out worthless horse. ] A decayed

strumpet. Swift

HA'RROW. s . [charroue, Fr.] A frame of tim-

bers crossing each other, and set with teeth,

drawn over sowed ground to throw the earth

over the seed. Mortimer

To HA'RROW. v. a . [from the noun.]

1. To cover with earth by the harrow. Tus.

2. To break with the harrow. Shakespeare.

3. To tear up ; to rip up. Rowe.

4. To pillage ; to strip ; to lay waste. Bacon.

5. [From hengian, Saxon . [ To invade ; to

harass with incursions. Obsolete. Spenser.

6. To disturb ; to put into commotion. Shak.

HA'RROW. interj. An exclamation of sudden

distress . Out of use. Spenser.

HA'RROWER. s . [from harrow.]

1. One who harrows.

2. A kind ofhawk.

To HA'RRY. v. a. [harer, French.]

Ainsworth.

1. To teaze ; to hare ; to ruffle. Shakespeare.

2. In Scotland it signifies to rob or plunder.

HARSH. a. [hervische, German, Skinner.}

1. Austere ; roughly sour. Denham.

2. Rough to the ear. Dryden.

3. Crabbed ; morose ; peevish. Taylor.

4. Rugged to the touch ; rough.

5. Unpleasing ; rigorous.

Boyle.

Dryden.

Milton.

HARSHLY, ad.

1. Sourly ; austerely to the palate.

2. With violence ; not gently.

3. Severely ; morosely ; crabbedly. Addison.

4. Unpleasantly to the ear.

HA'RSINESS. s. [from harsh.]

1. Sourness ; austere taste.

2. Roughness to the ear.

Dryden.

3. Ruggedness to the touch.

4. Crabbedness ; peevishness.

Rowe.

Hale.2. To fix horses in their traces.

HARP. s. [heapp, Saxon ; harpe, Freneb .]

1. A lyre ; an instrument strung with wire,

and commonly struck with the finger. Dryd.

2. A constellation . Creech.

Corinthians.

Shakespeare.

To HARP. v. n. [hurper, French.]

1. To play on the harp.

2. To touch any passion.

HARPER. s. [froin harp. ] A player on the

harp. Tickel.

Waller.

HA'RPING Iron. s. [from harpago, Latin. ] A

harpoon.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

Pope.
Bacon.

Shakespeare.

Muy.

comes into

Hill.

Ainsworth.

HART. s. [heopt, Saxon .] A he deer ; the
male of the roe.

HART-ROYAL. s. A plant.

HARTSHORN. s. A drug that

use under manyforms.

HARTSHORN. s . An herb .

HA'RTSTONGUE . s. A plant.

HARTWORT. s. A plant.

HARVEST. s . [hæppert, Saxon.]

Mortimer.

Miller.

1. The season of reaping and gathering the

L'Estrange.corn.

2. The corn ripened, gathered, and immed. Sh.

3. The product oflabour.

HAʼRVEST-HOME. s.

Dryden.
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1 The song which reapers sing at the feast

made for having inned the harvest. Dryden.

2. The time ofgathering harvest. Dryden.

3. The opportunity of gathering treasure.

HARVEST-LORD. s. The head reaper at the

harvest. Tusser.

HARVESTER. s. [from harvest.] One who

works at the harvest.

HARVESTMAN. s. A labourer in harvest.

To HASH. v. n . [kacher, Fr.] To mince ; to

chop into small pieces and mingle. Garth.

HASK. s . This seems to signify a case or habi-

tation made of rushes or flags. Spenser.

HA'SLET. s. [hasla, Islandick, a bundle ;

HA'RSLET. hastier, Fr.] The heart, liver,

and lights of a hog, with the windpipe and

part ofthe throat to it.

}

HASP. s. [hæpr, Sax.] A clasp folded over a

staple, and fastened on with a padlock. Mor.

To HASP. v. n. [from the noun . ] To shut with

a hasp.

HA'SSOCK. s. [haseck, Germ.] A thick mat on

which men kneel at church. Addison.

HAST. The second person singular of have.

HASTE. s. [haste, Fr.]

1. Hurry; speed ; nimbleness ; precipitation.

2. Passion ; vehemence. Psalms.

To HASTE.

To HA'STEN. } v. n . [haster, Fr.]

1. To make haste ; to be in a hurry. Jerem.

2. To move with swiftness. Denham.

TO HASTE. v. a. Topushforward ; to urge

TOHASTEN. } on; to precipitate ; to drivea
swifter pace. Dryden.

HA'STENER. s. [from hasten.] One that has-

tens or hurries.

HA'STILY . ad. [from hasty.]

HATCH. s. [ from the verb.]

1. A brood excluded from the egg.

2. The act of exclusion from the egg.

3. Disclosure ; discovery. Shakespeare.

4. [pæca, Sax. ] A half door. Shakespeare.

5. [In the plural.] The doors or openings by

which they descend from one deck or floor

of a ship to another. Dryden.

6. To be under HATCHES . To be in a state of

ignominy, poverty, or depression. Locke.

To HATCHEL. v. a. [hachelen, German.] To

beat flax so as to separate the fibrous from
the brittle part. Woodward.

HATCHEL. s. [hachel, Germ.] The instru
ment with which flax is beaten.

HATCHELLER. s. [from hatchel.] A beater
offlax .

HATCHET. s. [hache, hachette, Fr.] A small
ахе. Crashaw.

HATCHET-FACE. s. An ugly face. Dryden.

HATCHMENT. s. [ corrupted from achieve-

ment.] Armorial escutcheon placed over a

door at a funeral.
Shakespeare.

HA'TCHWAY. s. [hatches and way.] The way

over or through the hatches.

To HATE. v . a. [ hatian, Sax . ] To detest ; to

abhor ; to abominate. Shakespeare.

HATE. s. [hare, Sax. ] Malignity ; detestation;

the contrary to love.

HATEFUL. a. [hate and full.]

Broome.

1. That causes abhorrence ; odious.Peacham.

2. Abhorrent ; detesting ; malignant ; male-

volent.

HATEFULLY. ad.

1. Odiously ; abominably.

2. Malignantly ; maliciously.

HATEFULNESS. s. Odiousness.

Dryden.

Chapman.

1. In a hurry ; speedily ; nimbly ; quickly.

2. Rashly ; precipitately. Swift.

HA'TER. s. [from hate. ] One that hates ; an

abhorrer ; a detester. South.

3. Passionately ; with vehemence.

HA'STINESS . s. [from hasty.]

HA'TRED. s. [from hate.] Hate ; ill-will ; ma-

lignity ; abhorrence.

1. Haste ; speed.

2. Hurry ; precipitation . Sidney.

3. Rash eagerness. Dryden.

4. Angry testiness ; passionate vehemence.

HA'STINGS. s. [from hasty.] Peas that come

early.

HA'SŤY. a. [hastif, Fr.]

1. Quick ; speedy.

2. Passionate ; vehement.

3. Bash ; precipitate.

4. Early ripe.

Mortimer.

Shakespeare.

Proverbs.

Eccles.

Isaiah .

HA'STY-PUDDING. s. A pudding made of

milk and flower boiled quick together.

HAT. s. [hæt, Sax.] A cover for the head.

HA'TBAND. s. [hat and band.] A string tied

round the hat. Bacon.

HA'TCASE. s. [hat and casc.] A slight box for

a hat. Addison.

To HATCH. v. a. [hecken, Germ.]

1. To produce young from eggs.

South.

To HATTER. v. a. To harass ; to weary ; to

tire out. Dryden.

HATTER. s . [ from hat. ] A maker ofhats.

HATTOCK. s. [attock, Erse. ] A shock of corn.

HAUBERK. s. [hauberg, old Fr. ] A coat of

mail ; a breastplate. Spenser.

To HAVE. v. a. I have, thou hast, he hath ; we,

ye, they have ; pret. and part. pass. had.

[habban, Saxon ; hebben, Dutch.]

1 Not to be without.

2. To carry ; to wear.

3. To make use of.

4. To possess.

5. To obtain ; to enjoy.

6. To take ; to receive.

7. To be in any state.

Acts.

Sidney

Judges

Exodus.

John.

Dryden.

Samuel.

s. To put ; to take. Tusser.

9. To procure ; to find. Locke.

10. Not to neglect ; not to omit. Shakespeare.

Milton. 11. To hold ; to regard. Psalms.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Shakespeare

Addison.

2. To quicken the egg by incubation. Add.

3. To produce byprecedent action . Hooker.

4. To form by meditation ; to contrive.

5. [From hacher, Fr. to cut. ] To shade by

lines in drawing or graving.

To HATCH. v. n.

Dryden.

1. To be in a state of growing quick. Boyle.

2. To be in a state of advance toward effect.

12. To maintain ; to hold opinion.

13. To contain.

14. To require ; to claim.

15. To be a husband or wife to another.

16. To be engaged, as in a task.

17. To wish; to desire.

18. To buy.

Psalms.

Collier.
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19. It is most used in English, as in other

European languages, as an auxiliary verb to

make the tenses ; have, hast, and hath or has,

the preterperfect; and had and hadst, the pre-

terpluperfect.

Dr.

20. HAVEat, or with, is an expression denot-

ing resolution to make some attempt.

HA'VEN. s. [haven, Dutch.]

Shakespeare.

1. A port ; a harbour ; a station for ships.

2. A shelter ; an asylum.

HA'VENER. s. [from haven.] An overseer of

a port.
Carew.

HA'VER. s. [from have.] Possessor ; holder.

HA'VER is a common word in the northern

counties for oats.

HAUGHT. a. [haut, Fr.]

Peacham.

1. Haughty ; insolent. Obsolete.Shakespeare.

2. High , proudly magnanimous. Spenser.

HA'UGHTILY. ad. [fromhaughty.] Proudly ;

arrogantly ; contemptuously. Dryden.

HAUĞHTINESS. s . [from haughty.] Pride ;

arrogance. Dryden.

HA'UĞHTY. a. [hautaine, Fr.]

1. Proud ; lofty ; insolent ; arrogant ; con-

temptuous.

2. Proudly great.

3. Bold ; adventurous. Obsolete.

HA'VING. 3. [from have.]

Clarendon.

Prior.

Spenser.

1. Possession ; estate ; fortune. Shakespeare.

2. The act or state of possessing. Sidney.

3. Behaviour ; regularity. Shakespeare.

HA'VIOUR. s. [ from behaviour.] Conduct ;

manners. Not used.

To HAUL. v. a. [haler, Fr. to draw.]

to draw ; to drag by violence.

HAUL. s. [from the verb.] Pull ; violence in

dragging.

Spenser.

To pull ;

Pope.

Thomson.

HAUM. s . [healm, Sax.] Straw.

HAUNCH. s. [huncke, Dut. hanche, Fr.]

1. The thigh ; the hip.

2. The rear ; the hind part.

To HAUNT. v. a. [hanter, Fr.]

Tusser.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

1. To frequent ; to be much about any place

or person. Sidney.

2. It is used frequently in an ill sense ofone

that comes unwelcome. Swift.

3. It is eminently used of apparitions that

appear in a particular place. Pope.

To HAUNT. v. n. To be much about ; to ap-

pear frequently. Shakespeare.

HAUNT. $. [from the verb.]

1. Place in which one is frequently found.

2. Habit ofbeing in a certain place. Arbuth.

HA'UNTER. s. [from huunt.] Frequenter ;

one that is often found in any place. Wotton.

HA'VOCK. s. [hafog, Welsh. ] Waste ; wide

and general devastation. Addison.

HA'VOCK. interj . A word of encouragement

to slaughter. Shakespeare.

To HA'VOCK. v. a. [from the noun.] To

waste ; to destroy ; to lay waste. Milton.

HAUTBOY. s . [haut and bois, Fr.] A wind

instrument. Shakespeare.

HAUTBOY Strawberry. See STRAWBERRY.

HAW. s. [hag, Saxon.]

1. The berry and seed of the hawthorn.

2. An excrescence ofthe eye.

1

To HA'W. v. n. To speak slowly with frequent

intermission and hesitation . L'Estrange

HAWK. s. [hæbeg, Welsh. ]

1. A bird of prey, used much anciently in

sport to catch other birds. Peacham.

2. [Hech, Welsh. ] An effort to force phlegm

up the throat.

To HAWK. v. n. [from the noun .]

1. To fly hawks at fowls ; to catch birds by

means of a hawk. Prior.

2. To fly at ; to attack on the wing . Dryden

3. Toforce up phlegm with a noise.

Shakespear

4. To sell by proclaiming it in the streets.

[from hock, Germ. a salesman.] Swift.

HA'WKED. a. [from hawk. ] Formed like a

hawk's bill. Brown.

HA'WKER. 3. [from hock, German.] One who

sells his wares by proclaiming them in the

street. Pope.

Miller.HA'WKWEED. s . A plant.

HA'WSES. s. [of a ship.] Two round holes

under the ship's head or beak, through which

the cables pass. Harris.

HA'WTHORN. s. [hægdoɲn, Sax.] A species

ofmedlar ; the thorn that bears haws. Mil.

HAY. s. [hieg, hig, Sax.] Grass dried to fodder

cattle in winter.

the haunt of an animal.

Camden.

To dance the HAY. To dance in a ring. Shak.

HAY. s. [ from haie, Fr.] A net which encloses

Mortimer.

HA'YMAKER. s. [hay and make.] One em-

ployed in drying grass for hay. Pope.

HA'ZARD. s. [hazard, Fr.]

1. Chance ; accident ; fortuitous hap.Locke.

2. Danger; chance of danger.

3. A game at dice.

Rogers.

Swift.

To HAZARD. v. a . [hazarder, Fr.] To expose

to chance.

To HA'ZARD. v. n

1. To try the chance.

2. To adventure.

Hayward.

Shakespeare.

Waller,

Brown.

HA'ZARDABLE. a. [from hazard.] Ventur-

ous ; liable to chance.

HAʼZARDER. &. [from hasard.] He who ha-

zards.

HAʼZARDRY. 3. [ from hazard.] Temerity ;

precipitation. Obsolete. Spenser.

HÀʼZARDOUS. a. [ hazardeux, Fr.] Danger-

ous ; exposed to chance. Dryden.

HAZARDOUSLY. ad. [from hazardous.] With

danger or chance.

HAZE. s. Fog ; mist.

To HAZE. v. n. To be foggy or misty.

To HAZE. v. a. To fright one. Ainsworth.

HAʼZEL s. [hærel, Saxon ; corylus, Lat.] Nut-

tree. Miller.

HA'ZEL. a. [from the noun.] Light brown;

of the colour of hazel. Mortimer

HAʼZELLY. a. Of the colour of hazel ; of a

light brown. Mortimer.

HAZY. a. [from haze .] Dark ; foggy ; misty.
Burnet.

HE. pronoun. gen. him ; plur. they ; gen. them.

[hi , Sax. ]

1. The man that was named before. Milton.

2. The man ; the person. Daniel.

3. Man, or male being. Dryden.

Curew. 4. Male ; as, a he bear, a he goat. Bacon
3. [Paga, Saxon. ] A small piece ofground

joining to a house.

-
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HEAD. s. [heapod, heard, Sax.]

1. That part ofthe animal that contains the

brain, or the organ of sensation and seat of

thought. Dryden.

2. Person as exposed to any danger or pe-

nalty ; the penalty was on his head. Milton.

3. HEAD and Eurs. The whole person. Gran.

4. Denomination of any animals ; the head

of oxen. Arbuthnot.

5. Chief; principal person ; one to whom

the rest are subordinate. Tillotson

6. Place ofhonour ; the first place. Addison.

7. Place of command. Addison.

Dryden.8. Countenance ; presence.

9. Understanding ; faculties ofthe mind.

10. Face ; front ; forepart.

L'Estrange.

Dryden.

11. Resistance ; hostile opposition.

12. Spontaneous resolution.

South.

Davies.

13. State ofa deer's horns, by which his age

is known.

16. The forepart of any thing, as

17. That which rises on the top.
18. The blade of an axe.

Shakespeare.

Graunt.14. Individual.

15. The top of any thing, bigger than the

rest. Watts.

of a ship.

Raleigh.

Mortimer.

Deuteronomy.

Genesis.

Pope.

Swift.

Raleigh.

Addison.

19. Upper part of a bed.

20. The brain.

21. Dress of the head.

22. Principal topick of discourse. Atterbury.

23. Source of a stream.

24. Crisis ; pitch.

25. Power; influence ; force ; strength ; do-

minion ; they gather head.

26. Body; conflux.

27. Power ; armed force.

Milton.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

28. Libertyin running a horse. Shakespeare.

29. Licence ; freedom from restraint. South.

30. It is very improperly applied to roots ; as,

a head ofgarlick. Gay.

31. HEAD and Shoulders . By force ; violently.

HEAD. a. Chief; principal. Clarendon.

To HEAD. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To lead ; to influence ; to direct ; to go-

vern. Prior.

2. To behead ; to kill by taking away the

head. Shakespeare.

3. To fit any thing with a head, or principal

part. Spenser.

Mortimer.

Sidney.

Isarah .

4. To lop trees.

HEADACH. s. Pain in the head.

HEADBAND . s. [head and band.]

1. A fillet for the head ; a topknot.

2. The band at each end of a book.

HE'ADBOROUGH. s. [ head and borough.] A

constable a subordinate constable.Camden.

HEADDRESS. s. [head and dress.]

1. The covering of a woman's head. Pope.

2. Any thing resembling a headdress, and

prominent on the head.

HEADER. s . [ from head.]

Addison.

1. One that heads nails or pins , or the like.

2 The first brick in the angle. Moxon.

HEADGARGLE. s . A disease in cattle. Mor.

HEADINESS. s . [ from heady. ] Hurry; rash-

ness ; stubbornness ; precipitation . Spenser.
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HEADLAND. s . [ head and land .]

1. Promontory ; cape.

2. Ground under hedges.

HEADLESS . a. [from head.]

1. Without a head ; beheaded.

2. Without a chief.

3. Obstinate; inconsiderate ; ignorant ; want

ing intellects .

HEADLONG. a.

Dryden

Tusser.

Spenser.

Raleigh.

.
Spenser

Sidney.

Pope.

1. Steep ; precipitous .

2. Rash ; thoughtless.

3. Sudden ; precipitate.

HE'ADLONG. ad . [head and long .]

1. With the head foremost.

2. Rashly ; without thought ; precipitately.

3. Hastily ; without delay or respite. Dryd.

HE'ADMOULD-SHOT. s. [head, mould, and

shot.] This is when the sutures ofthe skull,

generally the coronal, ride ; that is, have

their edges shot over one another. Quincy.

HE'ADPIECE . s . [head and piece. ]

1. Armour for the head; helmet ; motion.

2. Understanding ; force of mind. Prideaux.

HE'ADQUARTERS. s. [head and quarters .]

Theplace ofgeneral rendezvous, or lodgment

for soldiers. Properly two words. Collier.

HE'ADSHIP. s. [from head.] Dignity ; ad-

thority ; chief place,

HE'ADSMAN. s. [head and man.] Execution-

er; one that cuts off heads. Dryden.

HE'ADSTALL. s. [head and stall. ] Part ofthe

bridle that covers the head. Shakespeare.

HE'ADSTONE. s . [head and stone. ] The first

or capital stone. Psalms.

HEADSTRONG. a. [head and strong.] Unre-

strained ; violent ; ungovernable. Hooker.

HE'ADWORKMAŃ. s. [head and workman.]

The foreman. Properly two words. Swift.

HE'ADY. a. [from head.]

Boyle.

Shakespeare.

1. Rash ; precipitate ; hasty ; violent . Add.

2. Apt to affect the head.

3. Violent ; impetuous.

To HEAL. v. a. [hælan, Saxon .]

1. To cure a person ; to restore from hurt or

sickness. Watts.

2. To cure a wound or distemper. Wiseman.

3. To perform the act of making a sore to

cicatrize . Wiseman

4. To reconcile ; as, he healed all dissensions.

To HEAL. v. n. To grow well. Sharp

HEALER. s . One who cures or heals. Isaiah,

HE'ALING. particip. a. [from heal .] Mild ,

mollifying ; gentle ; assuasive.

HEALTH. s. [from heel, Saxon.]

1. Freedomfrom bodily pain or sickness.

2. Welfare of mind ; purity ; goodness. Bacon.

3 Salvation spiritual and temporal. Psalms.

4. Wish ofhappiness used in drinking . Shak.

HEALTHFUL. a. [health andfull.]

1. Free from sickness .

2. Well disposed.

3. Wholesome ; salubrious.

South.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

4. Salutary ; productive of salvation . C.Prey

HEALTHFULLY, ad. [from healthful .]

1. In health.

2. Wholesomely.

HEALTHFULNESS. s. [from healthful.]

1. State of being well.

2. Wholesomeness ; salubrious qualities. Ad
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HEʼALTHILY. ad . [from healthy.] Without

sickness or pain.

HE'ALTHINESS. s. [from healthy. ] The state

of health.

HEALTHLESS . a. [from health.]

1. Weak ; sickly ; infirm.

Taylor.2. Not conducive to health.

HEALTHSOME. a. [from health. ] Whole-

some ; salutary. Not used. Shakespeare.

HEALTHY. a. [from health.]

1. Enjoying health ; free from sickness ;

hale ; sound. Arbuthnot.

2. Conducive to health ; wholesome. Locke.

HEAM. s. In beasts, thesame as the afterbirth

ir women.

HEAP... [heap, Sax .]

1. Many single things thrown together ; a

pile ; an accumulation. Dryden.

2. A crowd ; a throng ; a rabble . Bacon.

3. Cluster ; number driven together.Dryden.

To HEAP. v. a. [from the noun .]

1. To throw on heaps ; to pile ; to throw

together. Ezekiel.

2. To accumulate ; to lay up. Job.

3. To add to something else. Shakespeare.

HEA'PER. s. One that makes piles or heaps.

HEA'PY. a. [from heap. ] Lying in heaps. Gay.

To HEAR. v. n. [ hyɲan, Sax.]

1. To enjoy the sense by which sounds are

distinguished.

2. To listen ; to hearken.

3. To be told ; to have an account.

To HEAR. v. a.

1. To perceive by the ear.

Holder.

Denham.

Acts.

Chronicles.

2. To give an audience, or allowance to speak.

3. To attend; to listen ; to obey. Ezekiel.

4. To attend favourably. Matthew.

5. To try; to attend judicially . Deuteronomy.

6. To acknowledge a title. Prior.

HEARD signifies a keeper ; as, heard-bearht, a

glorious keeper. Now written herd. Gibson.

HE'ARER. s. [from hear.]

1. One who hears. Hooker.

2. One who attends to any doctrine or dis-

course orally delivered by another.

3. One of a collected audience. Ben Jonson.

HEARING. s. [from hear.]

1. Thesense by which sounds are perceived.

2. Audience.

3. Judicial trial.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

Hooker.4. Reach of the ear.

To HE'ARKEN. v. n. [heaɲcnian, Sax.]

1. To listen ; to listen curiously. Rogers.

2. To attend ; to pay regard. Pope.

HE'ARKENER.s.Listener ; one that hearkens.

HEARSAY. s. [hear and say.] Report ; ru-

Raleigh.mour.

HEARSE. s. [See HERSE.]

1. A carriage in which the dead are conveyed

to the grave.

2. A temporary monument set over a grave.

Shakespeare.

HEART. s. [heopt, Sax.]

1. The muscle which, by its contraction and

dilatation, propels the blood through the

course of circulation, and is therefore consi-

dered as the source of vital motion.

2. The chief part ; the vital part.

3. The inner part of any thing.

Bacon.

Abbot.

4. Person ; character.

5. Courage ; spirit.

6. Seat oflove.

7. Affection ;

8. Memory.

Shakespeare .

Clarendon.

Рорв.

Pope.

inclination. Dryden.

9. Good-will ; ardour of zeal . Clarendon.

10. Passions ; anxiety ; concern.Shakespeare.

11. Secret thoughts ; recesses of the mind.

12. Disposition ofmind.

13. A hard heart is cruelty.

Sidney.

Rowe.

14. Tofind in the HEART. To be not wholly

Sidney.averse.

15. Secret meaning ; hidden intention . Shak.

16. Conscience ; sense ofgood or ill.Hooker.

17. Strength ; power.

18. Utmost degree.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

19. It is much used in composition for mind,

or affection.

HEART-ACH. 8. Sorrow ; pang; anguish of

mind.
Shakespeare

HEART-BREAK. s . Overpowering sorrow.

Shakespeare.

HEART-BREAKER. $ A cant name for a

woman's curls. Hudibras.

HEART-BREAKING. a . Overpowering with
sorrow. Spenser.

HEART-BREAKING. s. Overpowering grief.

Hukewill.

HEART-BURNED. a. Having the heart in-

flamed. Shakespeare.

HEART-BURNING. s.

1. Pain at the stomach, commonly from an

acrid humour. Woodward.

2. Discontent ; secret enmity. Swift.

HEART-DEAR. a . Sincerely beloved. Shak.

HEART-EASE. s . Quiet ; tranquillity. Shak.

HEART-EASING. a. Giving quiet. Milton.

HEART-FELT. a. Felt in the conscience.

HEART-PEAS. s. A plant.

HEART-QUELLING. a. Conquering the af-

Spenserfection.

Miller.

HEART-RENDING. a. Killing with anguish.

HEART-SICK. a.

1. Pained in mind.

Waller.

Taylor.

Mortimer.

2. Mortally ill ; hurt in the heart.Shakespeare.

HEARTS-EASE. s. A plant.

HEART-SORE. s. That which pains the

minds. Spenser.

HEART-STRING. s. The tendons or nerves

supposed to brace and sustain the heart. Sp.

HEART-STRUCK. a.

1. Driven to the heart ; infixed for ever in

the mind. Shakespeare.

2. Shocked with fear or dismay. Milton.

HEART-SWELLING. a. Rankling in the

Spenser.mind.

HEART-WHOLE. a.

1. With the affections yet unfixed. Dryden.

2. With the vitals yet unimpaired.

HEART-WOUNDED. a. Filled with passion

oflove or grief. Pope.

HE'ARTED. a. It is only used in composition ;

as, hard hearted.

To HE'ARTEN. v. a. [from heart.]

Gay.

1. To encourage ; to animate ; to stir up. Sh.

2. To meliorate with manure.

HEARTH. s. The pavement of a room ou

which a fire is made.

May.

Dryden.
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HEARTILY. ad. [fromhearty.]

1. From the heart ; fully. Prior.

Sincerely ; actively; diligently.Atterbury.

3. Eagerly ; with desire.

HE'ARTINESS. s. [from hearty.]

1. Sincerity ; freedom from hypocrisy. Shak.

2. Vigour ; eagerness. Taylor.

Cowley.

HE'ARTLESS. a. [from heart.] Without cou-

rage ; spiritless.

HEARTLESSLY. ad. Without courage ;

faintly ; timidly.

HEARTLESSNESS. s. [from heartless. ] Want

of courage or spirit ; dejection of mind.

HEARTY. a. [from heart.]

1. Sincere ; undissembled ; warm ; zealous.

2. In full health.

Pope.

Wotton.

3. Vigorous ; strong.

4. Strong ; hard ; durable.

HEARTY-HALE. a. [hearty and hale.] Good

for the heart.

HEAT. s. [heat, hær, Sax.]

Spenser.

1. The sensation caused by the approach or

touch of fire. Locke.

2. The cause of the sensation of burning.

3. Hot weather. Addison.

4. State ofany body under the action of the

fire. Moxon.

5. Fermentation ; effervescence.

6. One violent action unintermitted. Dryden.

7. The state of being once hot.

8. A course at a race.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Addison.9. Pimples in the face ; flush.

10. Agitation of sudden or violent passion ;

vehemence of action.
Sidney.

11. Faction ; contest ; party rage.K.Charles.

12. Ardour of thought or elocution . Addison.

To HEAT. v. a. [ from the noun.]

1. To make hot ; to endue with the power of

burning.

2. To cause to ferment.

Daniel.

Mortimer.

3. To make the constitution feverish . Arb.

4. To warm with vehemence of passion or

desire. Dryden.

5. To agitate the blood and spirits with ac-

tion. Dryden.

HE'ATER. s. [from heat.] An iron made hot,

and put into a box-iron to smooth linen.

HEATH. s. [erica, Latin.]

Miller.1. A shrub of low stature.

2 A place overgrown with heath. Shak.

3. A place covered with shrubs of whatever

kind. Bacon.

HEATH-COCK. s. [heath and cock.] A large

fowl that frequents heaths.

HEATH-PEAS. s. A species of bitter vetch.

HEATH-POUT. s. A bird.

HEATH-ROSE. s. A plant.

HE'ATHEN. s. [heyden, Germ.] The gentiles ;

the pagans ; the nations unacquainted with

the covenant of grace. Addison.

HE/ATHEN. a. Gentile ; pagan. * Addison.

HEA'THENISH. a. [from heathen.]

1. Belonging to the gentiles.

Dryden.

Ainsworth.

Hooker.

2. Wild; savage ; rapacious ; cruel. South.

HEATHENISHLY. ad. After the manner of

heathens.

HE'ATHENISM. s. [from heathen. ] Gentilism ;

paganism.
Hammond.

HE'ATHY. a. [from heath.] Full ofheath.

To HEAVE. v. a. pret. heaved, anciently hove ;

part. heaved or hoven.

1. To lift; to raise from the ground. Milton.

2. To carry.

3. To raise ; to lift.

4. To cause to swell.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Thomson.

5. To force up from the breast. Shakespeare

6. To exalt ; to elevate.

7. To puff; to elate.

To HEAVE. v. n.

Shakespeare.

Hayward.

1. To pant ; to breathe with pain. Dryden.

2. To labour. Atterbury

3. To rise with pain ; to swell and fall. Dry.

4. To keck ; to feel a tendency to vomit.

HEAVE. s. [from the verb.]

1. Life ; exertion or effort upward . Dryden.

2. Rising ofthe breast.

3. Effort to vomit.

4. Struggle to rise.

Shakespeare.

Hudibras.

HEAVE Offering. s. An offering among the

Jews.

HE'AVEN. s. [heofon, Sax.]

Numbers.

1. The regions above ; the expanse ofthesky.

2. The habitation of God, good angels, and

pure souls departed.
Milton.

3. The supreme power ; the sovereign of

heaven. Temple.

4. The pagan gods ; the celestials . Shakesp.

5. Elevation sublimity. Shakespeare.

HE'AVEN-BORN. Descended from the ce-

lestial regions ; native of heaven. Dryden.

HE'AVEN-BRED. Produced or cultivated in

heaven. Shakespeare.

HE'AVEN-BUILT. Built by the agency of

gods.

HE'AVEN-DIRECTED.

1. Raised toward the sky.

2. Taught bythe powers of heaven.

HEAVENLY. a. [from heaven.]

Pope.

Pope.

Pope.

1. Resembling heaven ; supremely excellent.

2. Celestial ; inhabiting heaven.

HE'AVENLY. ad.

Dryden.

1. In a manner resembling that of heaven.

2. By the agency or influence of heaven.

HEAVENWARD. ad. [heaven, and peard,

Sax. ] Toward heaven. Prior.

HEAVILY. ad. [from heavy.]

1. With great ponderousness.

2. Grievously ; afflictively.

3. Sorrowfully ; with grief.

HE'AVINESS. s. [from heavy.]

Collier.

Clarendon

1. Ponderousness ; the quality of being hea

vy , weight. Wilkins.

2. Dejection of mind ; depression of spirit.

3. Inaptitude to motion or thought. Arbuth.

4. Oppression ; crush ; affliction .

5. Deepness or richness of soil . Arbuthnot.

HE'AVY. a. [heafiz, Sax.]

1. Weighty ; ponderous ; tending strongly

to the centre. Wilkins.

2. Sorrowful ; dejected ; depressed. Shak.

3. Grievous ; oppressive ; afflictive . Swift.

4. Wanting alacrity ; wanting briskness of

appearance.
Prior.

5. Wanting spirit or rapidity of sentiment ;

unanimated. Swift.

6. Wanting activity ; indolent ; lazy. Dryd.

7. Drowsy ; dull ; torpid.

8. Slow ; sluggish.

Luke.

Shakespeare.
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9. Stupid ; foolish. Knolles.

10. Burdensome ; troublesome ; tedious.

Swift.

11. Loaded ; incumbered ; burdened . Bacon.

12. Not easily digested. Arbuthnot.

13. Rich in soil ; fertile ; as heavy lands.

14. Deep ; cumbersome ; as heavy roads.

HEAVY. ad. As an adverb it is only used in

composition ; heavily. Matthew.

HEBDOMAD. 8 [hebdomas, Latin.] A week ;

a space ofseven days.

HEBDO'MADAL.

Brown.

HEBDOMADARY. Lat. Weekly;co ?
a. [from hebdomas,

sisting of seven days. Brown.

To HE'BETATE. v. a. [hebeto, Lat.] To dull ;

to blunt ; to stupify. Arbuthnot.

HEBETATION. s . [from hebetate.]

1. The act of dulling.

2 The state ofbeing dulled.

HE'BETUDE. s . [hebetudo, Latin.] Dulness ;

obtuseness ; bluntness. Harvey.

HEBRAISM. s. [hebraisme, French, hebrais-

mus, Latin.] A Hebrew idiom. Addison.

HEBRAIST. s. [Hebræus, Latin.] A man

skilled in Hebrew.

HEBRI'CIAN. s. [from Hebrew.]

in Hebrew.

HE'CATOMB. s. [hecatombe, Fr.]

ofan hundred cattle.

HECTICAL. a. [hectique, Fr.]
НЕ'СТІСК.

1. Habitual ; constitutional.

One skilled

Raleigh.

A sacrifice

Donne.

Donne.

Taylor.2. Troubled with a morbid heat.

HECTICK. s. An hectick fever. Shakespeare.

HECTOR. s . [ from Hector, the great Home-

rick warriour.] A bully ; a blustering, turbu-

lent, pervicacious, noisy fellow. Prior.

To HECTOR. v. a. [from the noun.] To

threaten ; to treat with insolent terms. Arb.

To HE'CTOR. v. n. To play the bully. Swift.

HEDERA'CEOUS. a. [hederaceus, Lat.] Pro-

⚫ducing ivy.

HEDGE. s . [hegge, Sax.] A fence made round

grounds with prickly bushes. Pope.

HEDGE, prefixed to any word, notes some-

thing mean, vile, ofthe lowest class.

To HEDGE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1 To enclose with a hedge.

2 To obstruct.

3. To encircle for defence.

Swift.

Bacon.

Hosea.

Shakespeare.

4. To shut up within an enclosure. Locke.

5. To force into a place already full.Dryden.

To HEDGE. v. n. To shift ; to hide the head.

Shakespeare.

HEDGE-BORN. a. Of no known birth ;

meanly born. Shakespeare.

HEDGE-FUMITORY. s. A plant. Ainsw.

HEDGE-HOG. s.

1. An animal set with prickles, like thorns

in a hedge. 1 Ray.

shakespeare.2.Aterm of reproach.

3. A plant ; trefoil.

HEDGE-HYSSOP. s. A species of willow-

wort. Hill.

HEDGE-MUSTARD. s. A plant. Miller.

HEDGE-NETTLE. s . A plant. Ainsworth.

HEDGE-NOTE. s. A word of contempt for

low writing. Dryden.

HEDGE-PIG. 8 A young hedge-hog. Shak.

HEDGE-ROW. s. The series of trees orbushes

planted for enclosures. Milton.

HEDGE-SPARROW. s. A sparrow that lives

in bushes. Shakespeare.

HE'DGING-BILL. s. [hedge and bill. ] A cut-

ting hook used in making hedges. Sidney.

HE'DGER. s. [from hedge. ] One who makes

hedges. Locke.

To HEED. v. a. [heban, Sax. ] To mind ; to

regard ; to take notice of; to attend. Locke.

HEED. s. [from the verb. ]

1. Care ; attention. Addison.

2. Caution ; fearful attention ; suspicious

watch.

3. Care to avoid.

4. Notice ; observation.

5. Seriousness ; staidness .

6. Regard ; respectful notice.

HE'EDFUL. a. [from heed.]

Shakespeare.

Tillotson.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

L'Estrange.

Shak.1 Watchful ; cautious ; suspicious.

2. Attentive ; careful ; observing. Pope.

HE'EDFULLY. ad. Attentively ; carefully ;

cautiously. Watts.

HE'EDFULNESS. s. [from heedful.] Caution ;

vigilance ; attention.

HE'EDILY. ad. Cautiously ; vigilantly.

HE'EDINESS. s. Caution ; vigilance.

HEEDLESS. a. [from heed . ] Negligent ; in-

attentive ; careless ; thoughtless. Locke.

HE'EDLESSLY. ad. Carelessly ; negligently ;

inattentively. Arbuthnot.

HE'EDLESSNESS. s. [from heedless . ] Care-

lessness ; negligence ; inattention . Locke.

HEEL. s . [hele, Saxon .]

1. That part of the foot that protuberates

behind. Wiseman.

Addison.

L'Estr.

2. The whole foot of animals.

3. The feet, as employed in flight.

4. To be at the HEELS. To pursue closely ;

to follow hard. Milton.

5. To laybythe HEELS. Tofetter ; to shackle ;

to put in gyves. Hudibras.

6. Any thing shaped like a heel. Mortimer.

7. The back part of a stocking ; whence the

phrase to be out at heels, to be worn out.

To HEEL. v. n. [from the noun.]

I. To dance. Shakespeare

2. To lean on one side ; as, the ship heels.

To HEEL. v. a. To arm a cock.

HE'ELER. s . [from heel.] A cock that strikes

well with his heels.

HE'EL-PIECE. s. [heel and piece.] A piece

fixed on the hinder part of the shoe.

To HE'EL-PIECE. v. a. To put a piece oflea-

ther on a shoe heel. Arbuthnot.

HEFT. s. [from heave.]

1. Heaving ; effort. Shakespeare.

Waller2. [For huft.] Handle.

HE'GIRA. s. [Arabick.] A term in chrono-

logy, signifying the epocha, or account of

time, used by the Arabians, who begin from

the day that Mahomet was forced to escape

from Mecca, July 26, A. D. 622. Harris.

HE'IFER. s. [heafoɲe, Saxon.] A young cow.

Pope.

HEIGH-HO. interj . An expression of slight

langour and uneasiness. Shakespeare.
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HEIGHT. 8. [from high.]

1. Elevation above the ground. Addison.

2. Altitude ; space measured upward. Dryd.

3. Degree of latitude. Abbot.

4. Summit ; ascent ; towering eminence ; high

place. Dryden.

5. Elevation of rank ; station of dignity. Sha.

6. The utmost degree ; full completion. Bac.

7. Utmost exertion . Shakespeare.

8. State of excellence ; advance toward per-

fection .

To HEIGHTEN. v. a. [from height.]

1. To raise higher

2. To improve ; to meliorate.

3. To aggravate.

Addison.

Addison.

4. To improve by decorations. Dryden.

HEINOUS. a. [haineux, French.] Atrocious ;

wicked in a high degree. Tillotson.

HEINOUSLY. ad. Atrociously ; wickedly.

HEINOUSNESS. s . [from heinous. ] Atrocious-

ness ; wickedness. Rogers.

HEIR. s. [heire, old French. ]

1. One that is inheritor to any thing after

the present possessor. Pope.

2. One newly inheriting an estate. Swift.

To HEIR. v. a. To inherit. Dryden.

HEIRESS. s . [from heir.] An inheritrix ; a

woman that inherits . Waller.

HEIRLESS . a. [from heir.] Without an heir ;

wanting one to inherit after him. Shak.

HE'IRLOOM. s. [heir and geloma, goods, Sax. ]

Any furniture or moveable decreed to de-

scend by inheritance, and therefore insepar-

able from the freehold. Swift.

HEIRSHIP. s . [from heir. ] The state, charac-

ter, or privileges of an heir. Ayliffe.

HELD. The preterite and part. pass. of hold .

HELIACAL. a. [ heliaque, French, from 4.]

Emerging from the lustre ofthe sun, or fall-

ing into it. Brown.

HE'LICAL. a . [helice, Fr. from inģ. ] Spiral ;

with many circumvolutions. Wilkins.

HELIOCENTRICK. a. [heliocentrique, Fr.

ha and xevrgov. ] Belonging to the centre of
the sun.

Harris.

HE'LIOID Parabola, in mathematicks, or the

parabolick spiral, is a curve which arises from

the supposition of the axis of the common

Apollonian parabola being bent round into

the periphery of a circle, and is a line then

passing through the extremities of the ordi-

nates, which do now converge toward the

centre of the said circle . Harris.

HELIOSCOPE. s . [helioscope, Fr. & and

anore .] A sort of telescope fitted so as to

look on the body ofthe sun, without offence

to the eyes. Harris.

HELIOTROPE. s . [ .3 and retro. ] A plant

that turns toward the sun ; but more parti-

cularly the turnsol, or sunflower. Gov. ofTon.

HELISPHERICAL. a. [helix aud sphere.]

The helispherical line is the rhomb line in

navigation. Harris.

HELIX. s. [helice, Fr. ing.] Part of a spiral

line ; a circumvolution. Wilkins.

HELL. s. (helle, Saxon.]

1. The place ofthe devil and wicked souls.Sh.

2. The place of separate souls, whethergood

or bad. Apostles Creed.

3. Temporal death. Psalma.

4. The place at a running play to which

those who are caught are carried. Sidney.

5. The place into which the tailor throws his

shreds. Hudibras.

6. The infernal powers. Cowley.

HELL-BLACK. a. Black as hell. Shakespeare.

HELL-BROTH. s . A composition boiled up

for infernal purposes. Shakespeare.

HELL-DOOMED. a. Consigned to hell. Mili.

HELL-HATED. a. Abhorred like hell. Shak.

HELL-HOUND . 8.

1. Dog of hell.

2. Agent of hell.

Dryden.

Milton.

HELL-KITE . s. Kite of infernal breed. Shak.

HE'LLEBORE. s. [helleborus, Latin. ] Christ-

mas flower. Miller

Miller

HE'LLEBORE White. s. [veratrum, Latin.] A

plant.

HE'LLENISM. s . [ixanos. ] A Greek idiom.

HE'LLISH. a. [from hell. ]

1. Sent from hell ; belonging to hell. Sidney.

2. Having the qualities of hell ; infernal ;

wicked ; detestable. South.

HE'LLISHLY. ad. [from hellish.] Infernally ;

wickedly ; detestably.

HE'LLISHNESS. s. [from hellish.] Wicked-

ness ; abhorred qualities.

HE'LLWARD. ad. Toward hell.

HELM denotes defence ; as, Eadhelm, happy

defence. Gibson.

HELM. s. [helm, Saxon. ]

Pope.

1. A covering for the head in war. Dryden.

2. The part of a coat of arms that bears the

crest. Camden.

Boyle.3. The upper part of the retort.

4. [pelma, Saxon. ]The steerage ; the rudder.

Ben Jonson,

5. The station of government. Swift.

To HELM. v. a. [from the noun.] To guide ;

to conduct. Shakespeare.

HELMED. a. [from helm. ] Furnished with a

headpiece. Milton.

HE'LMET. s . A helm ; a headpiece. Dryden.

HELMINTHICK. a. [from inuwd .] Relat

ing to worms.

To HELP. v. a. preterite helped or holp ; part.

helped or holpen . [helpan, Saxon .]

1. To assist ; to support ; to aid.

2. To remove, or advance by help ; the ope-

ration is helped by air.
Locke.

Fairfax.

3. To free from pain or vexation ; the pain

is helped by medicine.

4. To cure ; to heal.

5. To remedy ; to change for the better.

6. To prevent ; to hinder.

7. To forbear ; to avoid.

8. To promote ; to forward.

Locke..

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Swift.

Pope.

Bacon.

9. To HELP to. To supply with ; to furnish

with.

To HELP. v. n .

Pope.

2. To bring a supply.

Dryden.

Rymer.

1. To contribute assistance.

HELP. s . [ from the verb ; hulpe, Dutch.]

1. Assistance ; aid ; support ; succour. Locke.

2. That which gives help. Wilkins.

3. That which forwards or promotes. Bacon.

4. Remedy. Holder
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HELPER. s. [from help.]

1. An assistant ; an auxiliary.

2. One that administers remedy.

Kings.

More.

3. One that supplies with any thing wanted.

4. A supernumerary servant.

HE'LPFUL. a. [help andfull.]

1. Useful ; that gives assistance.

2. Wholesome ; salutary.

HE'LPLESS. a. [from help.]

HE'MPEN. a. [from hemp.] Made ofhemp.

HEN. s. [henne, Saxon. ]

1. The female of a house-cock.

2. The female of any land fowl. Addison.

Swift. HEN-DRIVER. s. [hen and driver.] A kind of

hawk. Walton.

Dryden. HEN-HARM. s. [pygargus.] A kind of

HEN-HARRIER. Š kite.Raleigh.

1. Wanting power to succour one's self. Dry.

2. Wanting support or assistance. Pope.

3. Irremediable ; admitting no help . Spenser.

4. Unsupplied ; void. Dryden.

HELPLESSLY. ad. [from helpless . ] Without

ability ; without succour.

HELPLESSNESS. s. [from helpless.] Want of

ability ; want of succour.

HE'LTER-SKELTER. ad. In a hurry ; with-

out order ; tumultuously. L'Estrange.

HELVE. s. [helfe, Saxon.] The handle of an

Raleigh.axe.

To HELVE. v. a. [from the noun.] To fit with

a helve or handle.

HEM. s. [hem, Saxon.]

1. The edge of a garment doubled and sewed

to keepthe threads from spreading. Wiseman.

· [Hemmen, Dut. ]The noise uttered by asud-

den and violent expiration ofthe breath. Add.

3. Interject. Hem !" [Latin.]

2.

To HEM. v. a.

1. To close the edge of cloth by a hem or

double border sewed together.

2. To border ; to edge. Spenser.

3. To enclose ; to environ ; to confine ; to

shut. Fairfax.

To HEM. v. n. [hemmen, Dutch.] To utter a

noise by violent expulsion of the breath.

HE'MICRANY. s. [ cv, half, and gavov, the

skull.] A pain that affects only one part of

the head at a time. Quincy.

HE'MICYCLE. s. [ýµıxvxλ☺ .] A half round.

HE'MINA. 8. An ancient measure ; now used

in medicine to signify about ten ounces.

Quincy.

HE'MIPLEGY. s. [hou, half, and A ,

to strike. ] A palsy, or any nervous affection

relating thereunto, that seizes one side at a

time.

HEMISPHERE, s . [huicpaigiov.] The half of a

globe, where it is supposed to be cut through

its centre in the plane of one of its greatest

circles. Dryden.

2 a. [from hemisphere.]

} Ainsworth.

HEN-HEARTED. a. [hen and heart.] Das-

tardly ; cowardly.

HEN-PECKED. a. [hen and pecked.] Govern

ed bythe wife. Arbuthnot

HEN-ROOST. s. [hen and roost. ] The part

where the poultry rest. Addison,

HE'NBANE. s. [hyoscyamus, Latin.] A plant.

HE'NBIT. s. A plant.

Miller.

Derham.

HENCE. ad. or interj. [heonan, Saxon ; hennes,

old English. ]

1. From this place to another. Roscommon.

2. Away; to a distance . Milton.

3. A a distance ; in another place. Shak.

4. From this time ; in the future. Arbuthnot.

5. For this reason ; in consequence ofthis.

Tillotson .

6. From this cause ; from this ground.

Arbuthnot.

7. From this source ; from this original ; from

this store.
Suckling.

8. From hence is a vicious expression.

To HENCE. v. a. [from the adverb.] To send

off; to dispatch to a distance. Sidney.

HENCEFORTH. ad. [henonpopo, Saxon .]

From this time forward Milton.

HENCEFO'RWARD. ad. [ hence and forward.]

From this time to futurity. Dryden.

HE'NCHMAN. s. [ hyne, Sax. a servant, and

man.] A page ; an attendant. Obsolete. Shak.

To HEND. v. a. [hendan, Saxon.]

1. To seize ; to lay hold on. Fairfax

2. To crowd ; to surround. Shakespeare.

HE'NDECAGÓN. s. [irdɛna and yes.] A fi.

gure of eleven sides or angles.

HEPA'TICAL. Į a. [ hepaticus, Lat.] Belong-

HEPATICK. ing to the liver. Arbuthnot.

HEPS. s. The berries of the brier or dogrose,

commonly written hips.

HEPTACA'PSULAR. a. [ Eπra, and capsula,

Latin.] Having seven cavities or cells.

HEPTĂGON. S. [iπтα and ywna.] A figure

with seven sides or angles.

HEPTA'GONAL. a. [from heptagon.] Having

seven angles or sides.

Ainsworth.

HEMISPHERICAL Halfround ; contain- HEPTARCHY. s. [irra and agxn.] A seven-

Boyle.

Dryden.

HEMISPHERICK.

ing half a globe.

HE'MISTICK. 8. [hµçıxır ; hemistiche, Fr. ]

Halfa verse.

HEMLOCK. s . [hemloc, Saxon.] An herb.

Miller.

HE'MORRHAGE . s. [«iuoppaysa.] A violent

HEMORRHAGY. S flux of blood.

HE'MORRHOIDS. 8. [aiμoppose .] The piles ;

Swift.

HE'MORRHOIDAL. a. [from hemorrhoids.]

Belonging to the veinsin the fundament.Ray.

HEMP. s. [hænep, Saxon ; hampe, Dutch. ] A

fibrous plant of which coarse linen and ropes

are made. Mortimer.

HEMP Agrimony. s . A plant. Miller.

the emrods.

fold government.

HER. pronoun.

Camden.

1. Belonging to a female ; of a she ; ofa

woman. Cowley

2. The oblique case ofshe.

HERS. pron. This is used when it refers to a

substantive going before ; as, such are her

charms, such charms are hers. Cowley.

HE'RALD. s . [herault, French.]

1. An officer whose business it is to register

genealogies, adjust ensigns armorial, regu-

late funerals, and anciently to carry mes-

sages between princes, and proclaim war

and peace. Ben Jonson.

2.A precursor ; a forerunner ; a harbinger.Sh.
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3. A proclaimer ; a publisher. Shakespeare. HE'REDITAMENT. s. [hæredium, Latin.] A

To HERALD. v. a. [from the noun. ] To in- law term denoting inheritance.

Peacham.

troduce as by a herald. Not used. Shak.

HERALDRY. s . [heraulderie, French.]

1. The art or office of a herald.

2. Registry ofgenealogies.

3. Blazonry.

Denham.

Clearland.

HERB. s. [herbe, Fr. herba, Latin.] Herbs are

those plants whose stalks are soft, and have

nothing woody in them ; as, grass and hem-

lock. Locke.

HERB Christopher, or Bane-berries. a. A plant.

HERBA'CEOUS. a . [from herba, Latin.]

1. Belonging to herbs.

2. Feeding on vegetables.

HERBAGE. s . [ harbage, French. ]

Brown.

Derham.

1. Herbs collectively ; grass ; pasture. Wood.

2. The tythe and the right of pasture. Ains.

HE'RBAL. s. [from herb.] A book containing

the names and descriptions of plants. Bacon.

HE'BARIST. s. [from herbal.] A man skilled

in herbs. Brown.

HERBALIST. 8. [herbarius, Lat.] One skilled

in herbs. Boyle.

HERBELET. s. [diminutive of herb.] A small

herb.
Shakespeare.

HERBE'SCENT. a. [herbescens, Latin. ] Grow-

ing into herbs.

HE'RBID. a. [herbidus, Latin.] Covered with

herbs.

HE'RBOROUGH. s. [herberg, German.] Place

oftemporary residence. Ben Jonson.

HE'RBÓUS. a. [herbosus, Latin.] Abounding

with herbs.

HERBULENT. a. [ from herbula, Latin . ] Con-

taining herbs.

HERD. s. [heord, Saxon.] '

HE'RBWOMAN. s. [herb and woman.] A wo-

man that sells herbs. Arbuthnot.

HE'RBY. a. [from herb.] Having the nature

of herbs. Bacon.

1. A number of beasts together. Flocks and

herds are sheep, and oxen or kine. Addison.

2. A company ofmen, in contempt or detes-

tation. Dryden.

3. It anciently signified a keeper of cattle.

[Pyno, Saxon. ] Asense still retained in com-

position ; as, goat-herd.

To HERD. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To run in herds or companies.

2. To associate.

Dryden.

Walsh.

To HERD. v. a. To throwor put into a herd.B.J.

HE'RDGROOM. s. [herd and groom.] A keep-

er of herds. Not in use.
Spenser.

HE'RDMAN. s. [herd and man ] One em-

HE'RDSMAN. Sployed in tending herds ;

formerly, an owner of herds. Sidney. Dryden.

HERE. ad. [heɲ, Saxon.]

1. In this place.

2. In the present state.

3. It is often opposed to there.

HE'REABOUTS. ad. [here and about.]

this place.

HEREAFTER. ad. In a future state.

HEREAFTER. s. A future state.

HEREA'T. ad. At this .

HEREBY' . ad. By this.

"

Pope.

Dryden.

South.

Hooker.

HERE'DITARILY. ad. [from hereditary.] By

inheritance.

HERE'DITARY. a. [hereditaire, Fr.] Pos-

sessed or claimed by right of inheritance ;

descending by inheritance.

HEREIN. ad. [here and in. ] In this.

HEREINTO. ad. Into this.

HEREOF. ad. From this ; of this. Shakespeare.

HEREO'N. ad. Upon this.
Brown.

HEREO'UT. ad. Out of this place. Spenser.

HEREMITICAL. a. [eremitical, from eremite ;

heremitique, French.] Solitary ; suitable to a

hermit.

HE'RESIARCH. s. [heresiarque, French.] A

leader in heresy. Stillingfleet.

HE'RESY. s. [heresie, French ; hæresis, Lat.]

An opinion of private men different from

that ofthe Catholic and orthodox church.

Pope.

Bacon.

HE'RETICK. s. [heretique, French.] One who

propagates his private opinions in opposition

to the catholick church. Davies.

HERETICAL. a. [from heretick.] Containing

heresy. Decay of Piety.

·

HERETICALLY. ad. With heresy.

HERETO' ad. [here and to.] To this ; add to

this.

HERETOFO'RE. ad. [hereto and fore.] For-

merly ; anciently.
South.

HEREUNTO'. ad. [here and unto.] To this.

Locke.

HEREWITH. ad. With this. Hayward.

HE'RIOT. s . [hepezilo, Saxon. ] A fine paid to

the lord at the death of a landholder. Dryden.

HE'RITABLE. a. [hæres, Latin.] Capable to

inherit whatever may be inherited. Hale.

HE'RITAGE. s . [heritage, French.]

I. Inheritance ; estate devolved by succes-

sion ; estate in general. Rogers.

2. [In divinity.] The people ofGod.

HERMAPHRODITE
. s. [ from guns and

apporn.] Au animal uniting two sexes.

HERMAPHRODITICAL
. a. [from herma

phrodite. ] Partaking of both sexes. Brown.

HERMETICAL. a. [from Hermes, or Mer-

HERMETIČK . cury, the imagined inven-

ter of chymistry.] Chymical. Boyle.

HERMETICALLY. ad. According to the

hermetical or chymick art. Bentley.

HE'RMIT. s. [hermite, French.]

1. A solitary ; an anchoret ; one who retires

from society to contemplation and devotion.

2. A beadsman ; one bound to pray for an-

other. Improper. Shakespeare.

HE'RMITAGE. s. [hermitage, French.] The

cell or habitation of a hermit. Addison.

HE'RMITESS. s. [from hermit.] A woman re-

tired to devotion.

Milton.

Bacon.

Spratt.

Áboút

HERMITICAL. a. [from hermit.] Suitable to

a hermit.

Addison.

Shak.

Addison.

Hooker.

Watts.

Locke.

HE'RMODACTYL. s. [ igues and dantuλG.]

Hermoducty is a root, and represents the

common figure of a heart cut in two. The

dried roots are a gentle purge.

HERN. s. [contracted from HERON.]

HEʼRNHILL. s. [hern and hill. ] An herb.

HE'RNIA. s. [Latin.] Any kind of rupture.

HEREDITABLE. a. [heres, Latin.] Whatever

may be occupied as inheritance.

Hill
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HERO. 8. [heros, Latin.]

1 A man eminent for bravery. Cowley.

2. A man ofthe highest class in any respect.

HE'ROESS. s. [from hero. ] Heroine ; a female

hero. Not in use. Chapman.

HERO'ICAL. a. [from hero.] Befitting a hero ;

noble ; heroick. Dryden.

HERO'ÍCALLY. ad. After the way of a hero ;

suitably to a hero. Sidney.

HERO'ICK. a. [from hero.]

1. Productive of heroes.

2. Noble ; suitable to a hero ;

nanimous ; intrepid.

Shakespeare.

brave ; mag-

Waller.

3. Reciting the acts of heroes. Cowley.

HERO'ICKLY. ad. Suitably to a hero ; heroi-

cally.

HEROINE. 8. [from hero ; heroine, French .]

A female hero.

Milton.

Addison.

HE'ROISM. 8. [heroisme, French.] The quali-

ties or character of a hero. Broome.

HE'RON, s. [heron, French] A bird that feeds

upon fish. Bacon.

HERONRY. s. [from heron.] A place

HE'RONSHAW. where herons breed . Der.

HERPES. 8. [ieπnç.] A cutaneous inflammation

Wiseman.

}

HE'RRING. s. [hareng, Fr. hæning, Saxon.]

A small sea-fish . Swift.

HERS. pron. The female possessive. See HER.

HERSE. s. [hersia, low Latin.]

1. A temporary monument raised over a

grave.

2. The carriage in which corpses are drawn

to the grave. Pope.

To HERŠE. v. a. [from the noun.] To put into

a herse. Crashaw.

HERSELF. pronoun.

1. A female individual, as distinguished from

others. Shakespeare.

2. Being in her own power ; mistress of her

own thoughts. Dryden.

reciprocal pro-3. The oblique case of the

noun; as, she hurt herself.

HE'RSELIKE. a. [ herse and like.] Funereal ;

'suitable to funerals. Bacon.

To HERY. v. a. [heɲian, Saxon. ] To regard

as holy. Not in use. Spenser.

HE'SITANCY. s. [from hesitate.] Dubiousness ;

uncertainty ; suspence. Atterbury.

To HE'SITATE. v. a. [hæsito, Latin.] To be

doubtful ; to delay ; to pause. Pope.

HESITATION. s. [from hesitate.]

1. Doubt ; uncertainty ; difficulty made.

2. Intermission of speech ; want ofvolubility.

Swift.

HEST. s. [hært, Saxon.] Command ; precept ;

injunction . Obsolete. Shakespeare.

HETEROCLITE. s . [heteroclitum, Latin.]

1. Such nouns as vary from the common

forms of declension. Watts.

2. Any thing or person deviating from the

common rule.

HETEROCLI'TICAL. a. [from heteroclite. ]

Deviating from the common rule. Brown.

HETERODOX. a. [ iregos and Soga .] Deviat-

ing from the established opinion ; not ortho-

dox . Locke.

HETERODOX. s. An opinion peculiar. Br.

HETEROGF'NEAL.. a [heterogene, French ;

ireg and yev .] Not of the same nature,

nor kindred. Newton

HETEROGENEITY. 8. [from heterogeneous.

1. Opposition of nature ; contrariety or dis

similitude of qualities.

ture.

2. Opposite or dissimilar part. Boyle.

HETEROGENEOUS. a. [ir and yev .]

Not kindred ; opposite or dissimilar in na-

Woodward.

HETERO'SCIANS. s. [įreg✪ and σxia.] Those

whose shadows fall only one way ; as the

shadows of us who live north of the tropick

fall at noon always to the north.

To HEW. v. a. part hewn or hewed. [heapan,

Saxon.]

1. To cut by blows with an edged instru-

ment ; to hack.

2. To chop ; to cut.

3. To fell, as with an axe.

4. To form or shape with an axe.

5. To form laboriously.

Hayward.

Dryden.

Sandys.

Addison.

Dryden.

HE'WER. s . [from hew.] One whose employ.

ment is to cut wood or stone. Brown.

HE'XAGON. s. [ it and yova.] A figure of six

sides or angles ; the most capacious of all

the figures that can be added to each other

without any interstice ; and therefore the

cells in honeycombs are of that form.

HEXAGONAL. a. [from hexagon. ] Having

sides or corners . Brown.

HEXA'GONY. s. [from hexagon.] A figure of

six angles. Bramhall.

HEXA'METER. s. [ig and μeręw.] A verse of

Dryden.

HEXA'NGULAR. a. [ ¿½, and angulus, Latin.]

Having six corners. Woodward.

HEXAPOD. s. [i§ and modes.] An animal with

six feet.

six feet.

Ray.

HEXA´STICK. s. [ ig and rɩxos .] A poem of

six lines.

HEY. interj . [from high.] An expression ofjoy,

or mutual exhortation. Prior.

HE'YDAY. interj . [for high day.] An expres-

sion of frolick and exultation. Hudibras.

HE'YDAY. s. A frolick ; wildness. Shakespeare.

HE'YDEGIVES. s. A wild frolick dance. Spe.

HIA'TION. s. [from hio, Latin. ] The act of

gaping. Brown.

HIATUS. s. [hiatus, Latin.]

1. An aperture ; a gaping breach. Woodward.

2. The opening ofthe mouth by the succes-

sion of an initial to a final vowel. Pope.

HIBERNAL. a. [hibernus, Latin.] Belonging

to the winter. Brown.

HICCIUS DOCCIUS. s. A cant word for a

juggler ; one that plays fast and loose. Hud.

HICCO'UGH.s. [hicken, Danish.] A convulsion

ofthe stomach producing sobs. Cleaveland.

ToHI'CCOUGH. v. n. [from the noun.] To sob

with convulsion of the stomach.

}
3. A bird.

To HICKUP. v. n. [corrupted from hiccough.]

To sob with a convulsed stomach. Hudibras.

HI'CKWALL.
Ainsworth.

HI'CKWAY.

To HIDE. v. a. preter. hid ; part. pass. hid, or

hidden. [hidan, Sax.]To conceal ; towithhold

or withdraw from sight or knowledge. Shak

To HIDE. v. ». To lie hid ; to be concealed.

Pope.
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HIDEand SEEK . 8. A play in which some hide

themselves, and another seeks them. Swift.

HIDE. s. [hyde, Saxon ; haude, Dutch

1. The skin of any animal, either raw or

dressed .

2. The human skin ; in contempt.

3. A certain quantity of land.

HIDEBOʻUND. a. [hide and bound.]

Pope.

Dryden.

Wotton.

1. A horse is said to be hidebound when his

skin sticks so hard to his ribs and back that

you cannot with your hand pull up or loosen

the one from the other. Farrier's Dict.

2. [In trees. ] Being in the state in which the

bark will not give wayto the growth. Swift.

3. Harsh ; untractable. Hudibras.

4. Niggardly; penurious. Ainsworth.

HIDEOUS. a. [ from hideux, French. ] Horri-

ble ; dreadful ; shocking. Woodward.

HIDEOUSLY. ad. Horribly ; dreadfully ; in

a manner that shocks. Shakespeare.

HIDEOUSNESS. s. [from hideous.] Horrible.

ness ; dreadfulness ; terrour.

HIDER. s. [from the verb.] He that hides.'

To HIE. v. n. [hiegan, Saxon.] To hasten ; to

go in haste. Dryden.

HÏ'ERARCH. s. [iɛgoç and agx".] The chief of

a sacred order.

HIERARCHICAL. a. [hierarchique, Fr.] Be-

longing to sacred or ecclesiastical government.

HIERARCHY. s . [hierarchie, French. ]

1. A sacred government ; rank or subordi-

nation of holy beings. Fairfax.

South.

s. [hieroglyphe, Fr.

2. Ecclesiastical government.

HIEROGLYPHICK . } isgo,

Milton.

J. An emblem ; a figure by which a word

was implied. Pope.

11. Violent ; tempestuous ; loud ; applied to

the wind. Denham.

12. Tumultuous ; turbulent ; ungovernable.

13. Full ; complete ; applied to time . Spenser.

14. Raised to any great degree. Baker.

15. Advancing in latitude from the line. Ab.

16. At the most perfect state ; in the meri.

dian.

17. Far advanced into antiquity.

18. Dear ; exorbitant in price.

Genesis.

Brown.

South.

19. Capital ; great ; opposed to little ; as,

high treason, in opposition to petty.

HIGH. s. High place ; elevation ; superior re-

gion. Dryden.

On HIGH. ad. Aloft ; above ; into superior re-

gions. Dryden.

HIGH-BLEST. a. Supremely happy. Milton.

HIGH-BLOWN. a . Swelled much with wind ;

much inflated.. Shakespeare.

HI'GH-BORN. a . Of noble extraction. Rowe.

HIGH-CO'LOURED . a . Having a deep or

glaring colour.. Floyer.

HIGH-DESIGNING. a. Having great

***
schemes.

HIGH-FED. a. Pampered.

HIGH-FLI'ER. s. One that carries his opinion

to extravagance.

HIGH-FLOWN, a.

Dryden.

L'Estrange.

Swift.

Denham.

L'Estrange

1. Elevated ; proud.

2. Turgid ; extravagant.

HIGH-FLY'ING. a. Extravagant in claims or

opinions.

HIGH-HE'APED . a.

1. Covered with high piles.

2. Raised into high piles.

Dryden.

Pope

Pope.

HIGH-METTLED. a. Proud or ardent of

spirit. Garth.

Boyle.

2. The art of writing in picture. Swift. HIGH-MI'NDED. a . Proud ; arrogant. Shak.

HIEROGLYPHICAL.a. [hieroglyphique, HIGH-RE'D . a. Deeply red .

HIEROGLYPHICK. Fr ] Emblematical ; HIGH-SEASONED . a . Piquant to the pa-

expressive of some meaning beyond what
immediately appears. Sandys.

HIEROGLYPHICALLY. ad. [from hierogly.

phical.] Emblematically. Brown.

HIEROGRAPHY, s . [ isgos and yeap . ] Holy

writing.

HIEROPHANT. s. [ εgopavτng. ] One who

teaehcs rules of religion ; a priest. Hule.

To HIGGLE, v . n.

1. To chaffer ; to be penurious in a bargain.

Hale.

2. To go selling provisions from doorto door.

HIGGLEDY-PIGGLEDY, ad. A cant word

corrupted from higgle, which denotes any
confused mass.

HIGGLER. s. [ from higgle. ] One who sells

provisions by retail.

HIGH. a . [heah, Saxon.]

1. Long upward ; rising above from

face, or from the centre.

2.-Elevated in place ; raised aloft.

3. Exalted in nature.

late . Locke.

HIGH-SPIRITED. a. Bold ; daring ; insolent.

HIGH-STO'MACHED. a. Obstinate ; lofty.

HIGH-TA'STED. a. Gustful ; piquant.

HIGH-VI'CED. a. Enormously wicked. Shak.

HIGH-WROUGHT. a. Accurately finished.

HIGHLAND. s. [high and land .] Mountainons

region. ichlisunt.

HIGHLANDER. s . [from highland.] An in-

habitant ofmountains.

HIGHLY. ad. [from high.]

Adding

1. With elevation as to place and situation.

2. In a great degree. Atterbury

3. Proudly ; arrogantly ; ambiticusly. Shak.

4. With esteem ; with estimation. Romans.

HIGHMOST. a. Highest ; topmost. Shakesp.

HIGHNESS. s. [from high.]

1. Elevation above the surface ; loftiness.

2. The title of princes, anciently ofkings.

3. Dignity of nature ; supremacy.

HIGHT. imperf. verb.

Job.

Dryden.

Spenser.

the sur-

Burnet.

Locke.

Baxter. 1. Was named ; was called.

4. Elevated in rank or condition. Dryden. 2. Called ; named.

5. Exalted in sentiment.

6. Difficult ; abstruse. Shakespeare.

7. Boastful ; ostentations .

Shakespeare.

8. Arrogant ; proud ; lofty.

9. Severe ; oppressive.

10. Noble ; illustrious.

Milton. HIGHWA'TER. s. [high and water.] The ut-

Mortimer

Clarendon. HIGHWA'Y. s . [high and way] Great road ;

Clarendon. Swift.

Bacon. HIGHWAYMAN. s. A robber that plunders

Swift.

mostflow of the tide

publick path.

on the publick road .
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HIGLAPER. s. An herb. Ainsworth.

HILA'RITY. s. [kiluritus, Latin. ] Merriment ;

gayety. Brown.

HILDING. s. [hild , Sax. signifies a lord ; per-

haps hilding means originally a little lord.]

1. A sorry, paltry, cowardly fellow. Shak.

2. It is used likewise for a mean woman.

Shakespeare.

HILL. s. [ hil, Saxon . ] An elevation of ground

less than a mountain. Glanville.

HILLOCK. s . [from hill . ] A little hill. Sidney.

HILLY. a. [from hill.] Full of hills ; unequal

in the surface. Howel.

HILT. s. [hile, Sax. ] The handle of any thing,

particularly of a sword. Pope.

HIM. [him , Saxon ] The oblique case ofhe.

HIMSELF. pron. [him and self.]

1. In the nominative, he.

2. In ancient authors, itself.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

3. In the oblique cases it has a reciprocal

signification. Samuel.

By HIMSELF. Alone ; unaccompanied. Kings.

HIN. [ 7] A measure of liquids among Jews,

containing about ten pints. Exodus.

HIND. a. compar. hinder ; superl. hindmost.

[hynoan, Saxon. ] Backward ; contrary in po-

sition to the face.

HIND. s. [hinde, Saxon.]

Ray.

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

1. The she to a stag.

2. [pine, Sax.] A servant.

3. [Pineman, Sax. ] A peasant ; a boor. Dryd.

HINDBERRIES. s. The same as raspberries.

To HINDER. v. a. [hindɲian, Saxon. ] To ob-

struct ; to stop ; to let ; to impede. Taylor.

To HI'NDER. v. n. To raise hinderances ; to

cause impediment.

HINDER. a. [from hind.] That is in a position

contrary to that ofthe face. Sidney.

HI'NDERANCE. s. [from hinder.] Impedi-

ment; let ; stop ; obstruction. Atterbury.

HI'NDERER. s. [from hinder. ] He or that

which hinders or obstructs.
May.

HI'NDERLING. s. [from hind or hinder.] A

paltry, worthless, degenerate animal.

Hİ'NDERMOST. a. Hindmost ; last. Shak.

HINDMOST. a. [ hind and most. ] The last ;

the lag ; that comes in the rear. Pope.

HINGE. s. [or hingle, from hangle or hang.]

1. Joints upon which a gate or door turns.Dr.

2. The cardinal points of the world. Creech.

3. A governing rule or principle. Temple.

4. To be offthe HINGES. To be in a state of

irregularity and disorder.

To HINGE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To furnish with hinges.

2. To bend as a hinge.

Tillotson.

Shakespeare.

To HINT. v . a. [ enter, French. Skinner.] To

bring to mind by a slight mention or remote

allusion ; to mention imperfectly. Pope.

To HINT at. To allude to ; to touch slightly

upon. Addison,

HINT. s. [from the verb.]

1. Faint notice given to the mind ; remote

allusion ; distant insinuation. South.

2. Suggestion ; insinuation. Addison.

HIP. s. [from heop, Saxon. ] The fruit of the

brier or the dogrose. Bacon.

HIP. s. [hype, Saxon.]

1. The joint of the thigh. Brown.

2. The haunch ; the flesh ofthe thigh. Dryd.

3. To have on the HIP. (A low phrase.] To

have an advantage over another. Shak.

To HIP. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To sprain or shoot the hip. Shakespeare.

2. HIP-HOP. A cant word formed by the re-

duplication of hop. Congreve.

HIP. interj. An exclamation, or calling to one.

HIP. a. A corruption of hypochon-

HIPPISH. driack. Ainsworth

HIPPOCENTAUR. s. [iwwonevraugos. ] A fa

bulous monster, half horse and halfman.

HIPPOCRAS. s. [vinum Hippocratis, Latin.]

A medicated wine. Kings.

HIPPOCRATES's Sleeve. s . A woollen bag

made by joining the two opposite angles of a

square piece of flannel, used to strain syrups

and decoctions for clarification .
Quincy.

HIPPOGRIFF. s. [iwno and ygv4. ] A winged

horse. Milton.

HIPPOPOTAMUS . s. [ίππος and ποταμος .]

The river horse ; an animal found in the Nile.

HIPSHOT. a. [hip and shot. ] Sprained or dis-

located inthe hip.

HIPWORT. s. A plant.

To HIRE. v. a. [hynan, Saxon.]

L'Estrange.

Ainsworth.

1. To procure any thing for temporary use

at a certain price. Dryden.

2. To engage aman in temporary service for

wages.

3.To bribe.

4. To engage himself for pay.

HIRE. s. [hyne, Saxon. ]

Isaiah.

Dryden.

Samuel.

1. Reward or recompense paid for the use

ofany thing.

2. Wages paid for service.

HI'RELING. s. [from hire. ]

Spenser.

cenary.

1. One that serves for wages.

2. A mercenary ; a prostitute.

HI'RELING. a . Serving forhire ; venal ; mer-

Dryden.

Sandys.

Pope.

HIRER. s. [from hire. ] One who uses any

thing paying a recompense ; one who em-

ploys others, paying wages.

HIRSUTE. a . [hirsutus, Lat. ] Rough ; rugged.

Bacon.

HIS. pronoun possessive. [hýr, Sax. ] The mascu-

line possessive. Belonging to him that was

before-mentioned. Locke.

To HISS . v. n . [ hissen, Dutch.]

1. To utter a noise like that of a serpent and

some other animals.
Shakespeare.

2. To condemn in a publick exhibition, which

is sometimes done by hissing. Sandys.

To HISS. v. a. [hiɲcean, Saxon.]

1. To condemnby hissing ; to explode. Dryd.

2. To procure hisses or disgrace. Shakesp.

HISS. s. [from the verb.]

Milton.1. The voice of a serpent.

2. Censure ; expression of contempt used in

theaties. Pope.

HIST. interj. An exclamation commanding si-

lence. Swift.

HISTOʻRIAN. s. [historien, Fr.] A writer of

facts and events ; a writer ofhistory. Pope.

HISTORICAL. a. [historique, Fr. historicus

HISTOʻRICK. Latin. ]

1. Giving an account of facts and events. Sp

2. Pertaining to history or narrative. Prior
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HISTORICALLY. ad. In the manner ofhis

tory ; by way of narration. Hooker.

TO HISTO'RIFY. v. a. [ from history.] To re-

late ; to record in history. Brown

HISTÓRIO'GRAPHER s. [isogım and yeapw. ]

A historian ; a writer of history. Spenser.

HISTORIO'GRAPHY. s. [irogie and yeapw.]

The art or employment of a historian.

HI'STORY. s. [içogia ; histoire, French.]

1. A narration of events and facts delivered

with dignity.

2. Narration; relation.

Pope.

Wiseman.

3. The knowledge offacts and events . Watts.

HISTORY Piece. s. A picture representing

some memorable event.

HISTRIO'NICAL.

HISTRIO'NICK.

Pope.

a. [from histrio ; Latin,

histrion, Fr. ] Befitting

the stage ; suitable to a player ; becoming a

buffoon ; theatrical.

HISTRIONICALLY. ad. [from histrionical.]

Theatrically ; in the manner of a buffoon.

To HIT. v. a. [from hitte, Danish.]

1. To strike ; to touch with a blow.

2. To touch the mark ; not to miss.

3. To attain ; to reach ; not to fail.

South.

Sidney.

Atterbury.

4. To suit ; to be conformable to. Milton.

5. To strike ; to touch properly. Dryden.

6. To HIT off. To strike out ; to fix or deter-
mine luckily. Temple.

7. To HITout. To performby good luck. Sp.

To HIT. v. n.

1. To clash ; to collide. Locke.

2. To chance luckily ; to succeed by_acci-

dent; not to miss

3. To succeed ; not to miscarry.

4. To light on.

Bacon.

Bacon.

Tillotson.

HIT. s. [from the verb.]

1. A stroke. Shakespeare.

2. A chance ; a fortuitous event. Glanville.

3. A lucky chance. Shakespeare.

To HITCH. v. n. [ hiezan, Sax. or hocher, Fr.]

To catch ; to move by jerks. Pope.

To HITCHEL. v. a . [See HATCHEL.] To beat

or comb flax or hemp.

HITCHEL. s . [heckel, German.] The instru-

ment with which flax is beaten or combed.

HITHE. s. [hyde, Saxon. ] A small haven to

land wares out of vessels or boats.

HITHER. ad. [hiden, Saxon.]

1. To this place from some other.
Milton.

2. Hither and thither, to this place and that.

3. To this end ; to this design. Tillotson.

HITHER. a. superl. hithermost. Nearer ; to-

ward this part. Hale.

HI THERMOST. a. [of hither, adv.] Nearest

on this side.

HITHERTO. ad. [from hither.]

1.To this time ; yet.

e. In any time till now.

Hale.

To HIVE. v. a. [fromthe noun.]

1. To put into hives ; to harbour. Dryden.

2. To contain, as in hives. Cleaveland.

To HIVE. v. n. To take shelter together ; to

reside collectively. Pope

HI'VER. s . [ from hive. ] One who puts bees in

hives. Mortimer.

}

HO. interj. [eho! Latin. ] A call ; a sudden

HOA. exclamation to give notice of ap-

proach, or any thing else. Shakespeare.

HOAR. a. [han, Saxon.]

1. White.

grass.

store.

Fairfax.

Pope.2. Gray with age.

HOAR-FROST. s. [hoar and frost.] The con-

gelations of dew in frosty mornings on the

Arbuthnot.

HOARD. s . [hond, Sax.] A store laid up in

secret ; a hidden stock ; a treasure. Shak

To HOARD. vn. To make hoards ; to lay up

Shakespeare.

To HOARD. v. n. To lay in hoards ; to hus-

band privily ; to store secretly. Rogers.

HOA'RDER. s. [from hoard.] One that stores

up in secret.

HOA'RHOUND. s . A plant.

HOA'RINESS. s. [from hoary.] The state of

being whitish ; the colour of old men's hair.

Dryden.

HOARSE. a. [har, Saxon.] Having the voice

rough, as with a cold , having a rough sound.

Shakespeare.

HO'ARSELY. ad. [ from hourse. ] With arough

harsh voice. Dryden.

HO‘ARSENESS. s. [from hoarse.]Roughness of

voice.

HO'ARY. a. [han, haɲung, Saxon.]

1. White ; whitish.

2. White or gray with age.

3. White with frost.

4. Mouldy ; mossy ; rusty.

Locke.

Hill.

Holder

Addison.

Rowe.

Shakespeare.

Knolles.

To HO'BBLE. v . n. [ to hop, to hopple, to hobble.]

1. To walk lamely or awkwardly upon one

leg more than the other ; to hitch. Swift.

2. To move roughly or unevenly. Prior.

HO'BBLE. s. [from the verb. ] Uneven awk-

ward gait. Swift.

HO'BBLINGLY. ad . [from hobble.] Clumsily ;

awkwardly ; with a halting gait.

HO'BBY. s [hobereau, French .]

1. A species ofhawk. Bacon

2. [Hoppe, Gothick .] An Irish or Scottish

horse ; a pacing horse ; a garran.

3. A stick on which boys get astride, ana

ride. Prior.

Shakespeare.

Shak

4. A stupid fellow.

HOBGOʻBLIN. s. A frightful fairy.

HO'BIT. s. A small mortar.

HO'BNAIL. s. [from hobby and nail.] A nail

Dryden. used in shoeing a little horse. Shakespeare.

Spenser. HOB'NAILED a. Set with hobnails. Dryden.
Dryden. HO'BNOB. Corrupted from habnab. Shakes.

HI THERWARD. ad. [hýðenpeand, Sax. ] HOCK. s . [ the same with hough.] The joint

HITHERWARDS. This way ; toward this between the knee and the fetlock.

To HOCK. v. a. To disable in the hock.

HOCK. s. [from Hockheim on the

3. At every time till now.

place.

HIVE. s. [hype, Saxon.]

1. The habitation or artificial

bees.

2. The bees inhabiting a hive.

3. A company being together.

Milton.

E. }receptacle of HO'CKAMORE.

Addison. nish. Floyer.

Shakespeare. HO'CKHERB. s. [hock and herb.] A plant ;

L Swift. → the same with mallows. Ainsworth,
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To HO'CKLE. v. a. [from hock.] To hamstring.

Hanmer.

HOCUSPOCUS. [Junius derives it from hoc-

ced , Welsh, a cheat, and poke or pocus, a bag.]

A juggle ; a cheat. L'Estrange.

HOD. s. A kind of trough in which a labourer

carries mortar to the masons. Tusser.

HODGE-PODGE. s. [heché en pocha, Fr. ] A

medley ofingredients boiled together.Sandys.

HODIE'RNAL. a . [hodiernus , Latin. ] Of to-

day.

Bucon.

HO'DMAN. s . [hod and man.] A labourer

that carries mortar.

HODMANDO'D. s . A fish.

HOE. s. [houe, French.] An instrument to cut

up the earth. Mortimer.

To HOE. v. a. [houer, French.] To cut or dig

with a hoe.

HOG. s. [hush, Welsh.]

-1. The general name of swine.

2. A castrated boar.

Mortimer.

Pope.

3. To bring HoGs to a fine market.

one's design.

To fail of

A

Spectator.

house for

Mortimer.

HO'GCOTE. s. [hog and cote. ]

hogs ; a hogsty.

HO'ĞGEREL. s. A two year old ewe. Ainsw.

HOGH. s. [ otherwise written ho, from hoogh,

Dutch. A hill ; a rising ground. Spenser.

HO'GHERD. s [hog and byɲo, a keeper.] A

keeper ofhogs. Broome.

Sidney.

HO'GGISH. a. [from hog.] Having the quali-

ties ofa hog; brutish ; selfish .

HO'GGISHLY. ad. Greedily ; selfishly.

HO'GGISHNESS. s. [ from hoggish. ] Brutali-

ty; greediness ; selfishness.

HO'GSBEANS.

11. To possess in subordination.

12. To suspend ; to refrain.

13. To stop ; to restrain .

14. To fix any condition .

15. To keep ; to save.

Knolles.

Crashaw.

Denham.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

16. To confine to a certain state. Esdras.

17. To contain ; to keep in subjection. Acts.

18. To detain ; to continue.

19. To practise with continuance.

20. To solemnize ; to celebrate.

21. To conserve ; not to infringe.

22. To manage ; to handle intellectually.

23. To maintain.

Dryden.

Milton.

Samuel.

Dryden.

Bacon.

Maccabees.

Matthew.24. To carry on conjunctively.

25. To prosecute ; to continue. Abbot.

26. TO HOLDforth. To offer to exhibit ; to

propose. Temple.

27. To HOLDforth. To portend ; to put for-

ward to view.

28. To HOLD in.

29. To HOLD off.

30. To HOLD on.

to push forward.

31. To HOLD out.

forth.

32. To HOLD out.

33. To HOLD out.

suffer.

34. To HOLD up.

35. To HOLD up.

To HOLD. v. n.

Cheyne.

To restrain. Swift.

To keep at a distance.

Shakespeare.

To continue ; to protract ;

Sanderson.

To extend ; to stretch

Esther.

To offer ; to propose.

To continue to do or

Shakespeare

To raise aloft. Locke.

To sustain ; to support.

1. To stand ; to be right ; to be without ex-

ception.

2. To continue unbroken or unsubdued.

HO'GSBREAD.
s. Plants. Ainsw.

HO'GSMUSHROOMS. 3. To last ; to endure.

HO'GSFENNEL. 4. To continue without variation.

HO'GSHEAD. s . [hog and head.]

1. A measure of liquids containing sixty-

three gallons.

2. Any large barrel.

Arbuthnot.

Swift.

HO'GSTY. s . [hog and sty. ] The place in which

swine are shut to be fed. Swift.

HOʻGWASH. s. [hog and wash.] The draff

which is given to swine. Arbuthnot.

HOI'DEN. s. [hoeden, Welsh.] An ill-taught

awkward country girl.

To HOIDEN. v. n. [from the noun.] To romp

indecently. Swift.

To HOISE. v. a. [hausser, French.] To raise

To HOIST. J up on high. Chapman.

To HOLD. v. a. preter. held; part. pass. held,

or holden. [haldan, Saxon.]

1. To grasp in the hand ; to gripe ; to clutch.

2. To keep ; to retain.

Shakespeare.

Spenser.

3. To connect ; to keep together. Exodus.

4. To maintain as an opinion. Locke.

5. To consider ; to regard. Shakespeare.

6. To think of ; to judge with regard to

praise or blame. Dryden.

. To receive, and keep in a vessel. Milton.

8. To contain ; to receive into its capacity ;

as, a hogshead holds sixty-three gallons.

9. To have any station.

10. To possess ; to have.
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Milton.

Knolles.

5. To refrain ; he heldfrom tears.

6. To stand up for ; to adhere.

7. To be dependent on.

8. To derive right.

Stillingfleet.

Shakespeare.

Bacon

Milton.

Dryden.

Hule.

Ascham.

Dryden

9. To HOLD forth. To harangue ; to speak

in publick. L'Estrange

10. To HOLD in. To restrain one's self. Jer.

11. To HOLD in. To continue in luck. Swift.

12. To HOLDoff. To keep at a distance

without closing with offers. Decay ofFiety.

13. To HOLD on. To continue ; not to be in-

terrupted. Swift.

14. TO HOLD on. To proceed. L'Estrange.

15. To HOLD out. To last ; to endure. Arb.

16. TO HOLD out. Not to yield ; not to be

subdued. Collier.

17. To HOLD together. To be joined. Dryd.

18. To HOLDtogether. To remain in union.

19. To HOLD up. To support himself. Tillot.

20. To HOLD up. Not to be foul weather.

21. To HOLD up. To continue the same

speed. Collier.

HOLD. interj. Forbear ; stop ; be still. Dryd.

HOLD. s. [from the verb.]

1. Theact ofseizing ; gripe ; grasp ; seizure.

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

Hooker

2. Something to be held ; support Bacon.

3. Catch ; power of seizing.

4. Prison ; place of custody.

5. Custody. Shakespeare.
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6. Power ; influence. Dryden.

7. HOLD of a Ship. All that part which lies

between the keelson and the lower deck.

8. A lurking place.

9. A fortified place ; a fort.

HOLDER. s. [from hold.]

Spenser.

1. One that holds or gripes any thing in his

hand. Mortimer.

2. A tenant ; one that holds land under

another. Carew.

HOʻLDERFORTH. s . [hold and forth. ] An

haranguer ; one who speaks in publick Add.

HOLDFAST. s. [hold and fust.] Any thing

which takes hold ; a catch ; a hook. Ray.

HO'LDING. s. [from hold.]

1. Tenure ; farm. Carew.

2. It sometimes signifies theburden or chorus

of a song. Shakespeare.

HOLE. s. ( hol, Dutch ; hole, Saxon.]

1. A cavity narrow or long, either perpen-

dicular or horizontal. Bacon.

2. A perforation ; a small interstitial vacuity.

? Boyle.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

Dryden.

3. A cave ; a hollow place.

4. A cell of an animal.

5. A mean habitation.

6. Some subterfuge or shift.

HO'LIDAM. s. Blessed lady.

HO'LILY. ad . [from holy.]

1.Piously ; with sanctity.

2. Inviolably ; without breach.

HO'LINESS. s . [from holy. ]

Ainsworth.

Hanmer.

Shakespeare.

Sidney.

1. Sanctity ; piety ; religious goodness. Rog.

2. The state of being hallowed ; dedication

to religion.

Addison.3. The title of the pope.

HO'LLA. interj . [nola, Fr.] A word used in

calling to any one at a distance. Milton.

To HO'LLA.. v . n. [fromthe interjection . It

is now vitiously written hollo ; sometimes

halloo.] To cry out loudly. Shakespeare.

HO'LLAND. s. Fine linen made in Holland.

HO'LLOW. a. [from hole.]

1. Excavated ; having a void space within;

not solid. Dryden.

2. Noisy, like sound reverberated from a ca-

vity. Dryden.

3. Not faithful ; not sound ; not what one

appears.

HO'LLOW. s.

1. Cavity ; concavity.

2. Cavern ; den ; hole.

3. Pit.

HO'LLYROSE. 8. A plant.

HOLME. s.

1. Holme or howme. [holme Sax.] A river
island.

Tusser,2. The ilex ; the evergreen oak.

HOLOCAUST. s. [oλos and asw .] A burnt s

crifice. Brown.

HOLP. The old preterite and participle pas-

sive ofhelp. Shakespeare.

HO'LPEN. The old participle passive of

help.

HOʻLSTER. s . [heolrren, Sax ]

horseman's pistol.

HOLT. s. [holt, Sax. ] A wood.

HO'LY. a . [ balig, Sax.]

1. Good ; pious ; religious .

Bacon.

A case for a

Butler.

Gibson.

Shakespeare.

South

Shakespeare

2. Hallowed ; consecrated to divine use . Dr.

3. Pure ; immaculate.

4. Sacred.

HOʻLY-THURSDAY. s. The day on which

the ascension of our Saviour is commemo.

rated, ten days before Whitsuntide.

HO'LY-WEEK. s. The week before Easter.

HOʻLYDAY. s . [holy and day.]

1. The day ofsome ecclesiastical festival.

2. Anniversary feast.

3. A day ofgayety and joy.

Knolles.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.4. A time that comes seldom.

HO'MAGE. s. [hommage, French ; homagium,

low Latin.]

1. Service paid and fealty professed to a so-

vereign or superiour lord.
Davies.

2. Obeisance ; respect paid by external ac-

tion. Denham.

To HO'MAGE. v. a. [from the noun.] To re-

verence by external action ; to pay honour

to ; to profess fealty.

HO'MAGER. s. [ hommageur, French. ] One

who holds by homage of some superior-lord.

Bacon.

HOME. s. [lam, Sax. ]

1. His own house ; the private dwelling.

2. His own country. Shakespeare.

3. The place of constant residence. Prior.

4. United to a substantive, it signifies do-

mestick.

HOME. ad. [from the noun.]

Bacon.

1. To one's own habitation. Locke.

Milton. 2. To one's own country.

3. Close to one's own breast or affairs.

Bacon.

Prior. 4. To the point designed .

Wake.

Saunderson

Addison.

4. Any opening or vacuity. Genesis.

5. United to a substantive, it implies force

and efficacy. Stillingfleet.

5 Passage ; canal.

To HO'LLOW. v. a. [from the noun.] To make

HOMEBOʻRN. a . [ home and born.]Addison.

1. Native ; natural. Donne.

hollow; to excavate. Spectator.

To HO'LLOW. v. n. To shoot ; to hoot.

HO'LLOWLY. ad. [from hollow .]

2. Domestick ; not foreign.

HOMEBRED . a. [home and bred.]

Pope.

1. Native ; natural. Hammond.

1. With cavities.

2. Unfaithfully ; insincerely ; dishonestly.

HO'LLOWNESS. s. [from hollow.]

1. Cavity ; state of being hollow. Hakewill.

2. Deceit ; insincerity ; treachery. South.

HO'LLOWROOT. s. [hollow and root.] A

plant. Ainsworth.

HO'LLY. s. [holeyn, Sax.] A tree.

HOLLYHOCK. s. [holihoc, Sax. ] Rose-mal-
low. Mortimer.

2. Not polished by travel ; plain ; rude ; art.

less ; uncultivated.

3. Domestick; not foreign.

HOʻMEFELT. a . [home andfelt .] Inward;

private

HOMELILY. ad. [from homely.] Rudely ; in-

elegantly.

HO'MELINESS . s. [ from homely.] Plainness ;

rudeness.

Dryden.

Spenser.

Pope.
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HOʻMELY. a. [from home.] Plain ; homespun ;

not elegant; not beautiful ; not fine ; coarse.

South.

Ainsworth.

HOʻMELY. ad. Plainly ; coarsely ; rudely.

HO'MELYN. s. A kind of fish.

HO'MEMADE. a. [home and made.] Made at

Locke.

HO'MER. s. A measure of about three pints.

Leviticus.

home.

HO'MESPUN. a. [home and spun.]

1. Spun or wrought at home ; not made by

regular manufacturers. Swift.

2. Not made in foreign countries. Addison,

3. Plain ; coarse ; rude ; homely ; inelegant,

Sandys.

HO'MESPUN. s. A coarse, inelegant rustick.

Shakespeare.
HO'MESTALL. s. [ham and prece, Saxon. ]

The place of the house.HOMESTEAD.

HO'MEWARD.

HO'MEWARDS.

the native place.

Dryden.

ad. [ham and peaɲo, Sax.]

Toward home ; toward

Sidney.

HO'MICIDE. s. [ homicidium, Latin.]

1. Murdering ; manquelling.

2. Destruction.

Hooker.

Dryden.

3. [Homicida, Latin.] A murderer ; a man-

slayer.

HOMICI'DAL. a. ' [from homicide. ] Murder-

ous; bloody. Pope.

HOMILETICAL. a. [óµiλntikos. ] Social ; con-

versible. Atterbury.

HOʻMILY. s. [ópa. ] A discourse read to a

congregation. Hammond.

HOMOGENEOUS. thesisnaturing
HOMOGENEAL. u. [ µcoyevns .] Having

principles.

HOMOGENEALNESS.

HOMOGENEITY.

HOMOGENEOUSNESS.

similitude of kind.

}

Newton.

s. Participation

ofthe sameprin-

ciples of nature;

Cheyne.

HO'MOGENY. s . [ipoyena . ] Joint nature.

Bacon.

HOMOʻLOGOUS. a. [óµcoroyos . ] Having the

same manner or proportions.

HOMO'NYMOUS. u . [óμovpos. ] Denominat-

ing different things ; equivocal.

HOMO'NYMY. s. [opatupera . ] Equivocation ;

ambiguity.

HOMOTONOUS. a . [ óprovovos . ] Equable ; said

of such distempers as keep a constanttenour

of rise, state, and declension. Quincy.

HONE. 8. [hæn, Sax. ] A whetstone for a ra-

Tusser.cor.

To HONE. v. n. [ honigian, Sax.] To pine ; to

long.

HONEST, a. [honestus, Latin. ]

1. Upright ; true ; sincere.

2. Chaste.

Watts.

Shakespeare.

3. Just ; righteous ; giving to every man his

due.

HONESTLY. ad. [from honest .]

1. Uprightly ; justly.

2. With chastity ; modestly.

HO'NESTY. 8. [honėstas, Latin.]

.truth ; virtue ; purity.

HO'NIED. a . [from honey.]

1. Covered with honey.

2. Sweet ; luscious.

Ben Jonson.

HOʻNEY. s. [hunig, Sax. ]

1.A viscous substance, of a whitish or yel

lowish colour, sweet to the taste, soluble in

watesr and becoming vinous on fermenta-

tion, inflammable, liquable by a gentle heat,

and of a fragrant smell. Of honey, the

finest is virgin honey, the first produce of

the swarm . The second is thicker than the

first, often almost solid , procured from the

combs by pressure ; and the worst is the

common yellow honey. Hill. Arbuthnot

2. Sweetness ; lusciousness. Shakespeare.

3. A name of tenderness ; sweet ; sweetness.

Shakespeare.

To HO'NEY. v. n. [from the noun . ] To talk

fondly. Shakespeare.

HO'NEY-BAG. s. [honey and bag.] The honey-

bug ofthe bee is the stomach .

HONEY-COMB. a. [ honey and comb.] The

cells ofwax in which the bee stores her ho

ney . Dryden.

Grew.

HO'NEY-COMBED. s. [honey and comb ]

Flawed with little cavities. Wiseman.

HO'NEY-DEW. s. [honey and dew.] Sweet

dew. Garth.

HONEY-FLOWER. s . [melanihuś, Latin. ] A

plant.

HOʻNEY-GNAT. s. [honey and gnat.] An

insect.

HONEY-MOON. s. [honey and moon .] The

first month after marriage. Addison.

HO'NEY-SUCKLE. s. Woodbine. Shakespeare.

HO'NEYLESS . a. [from honey . ] Without ho-

ney. Shakespeare.

HONEY-WORT. s. [cerinthe, Lat. ] A piant.

HOʻNORARY. a. [honorarius, Latin.]

1. Done in honour. Addison.

2. Conferring honour without gain. Addison.

HOʻNOUR. s . [honor, Lat.]

1. Dignity ; high rank.

2. Reputation ; fame. Bucon.

3. The title of a man of rank. Shakespeare.

4. Subject ofpraise . Shakespeare.

5. Nobleness of mind ; magnanimity. Rog.

6. Reverence ; due veneration . Shakespeare.

7. Chastity.

8. Dignity ofmien.

9. Glory; boast.

10. Publick mark of respect.

11. Privileges of rank or birth.

12. Civilities paid .

Shakespeare.

Milton,

Burnet.

Wake.

Shakespeare.

Pope.

Dryden.13. Ornament ; decoration.

To HOʻNOUR. v. a . [honoro, Lat.]

1. To reverence ; to regard with veneration.

Pope.

2. To dignify ; to raise to greatness. Exod.

HO'NOURABLE. a. [honorable, Fr. )

1. Illustrious ; noble. Shakespeare.

2. Great ; magnanimous ; generous. Shak.

3. Conferring honour. Dryden.

4. Accompanied with tokens of honour.

5. Requiring respect. Shakespeare

6. Without faint ; without reproach. Mac.

7. Honest ; without intention of deceit. Elay.

8. Equitable.Justice ;

Temple. HONOURABLENESS . s. [from honourable.]

Eminence ; magnificence ; generosity.

HONOURABLY. ad. [from honourable. ]

1. With tokens ofhonour.

Milton.

Shakespeare. Milton.
Shakespeare.
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2. Magnanimously; generously.
Bacon.

3. Reputably ; with exemption from re-

proach. Dryden.

HÖʻNOURER. s . [from honour.] One that ho-

nours ; one that regards with veneration.

HOOD, in composition, is derived from the

Saxon had, in German heit, in Dutch heid.

It denotes quality ; character ; as, knight-

hood, childhood. Sometimes it is taken col-

lectively , as, brotherhood, a confraternity.

HOOD. s . [hod, Sax.]

1. The upper covering of a woman's head.

2. Any thing drawn upon the head, and wrap-

ped round it. Wotton.

3. A covering put over the hawk's eyes.

4. An ornamental fold that hangs down the

back of a graduate.

To HOOD. v. a. [from the noun .]

1. To dress in a hood. Pope.

2. To blind as with a hood. Shakespeare.

3. To cover. Dryden.

HO'ODMAN'S Blind. s . A play in which the

person hooded is to catch another, and tell

the name. Shakespeare.

To HO'ODWINK. v . a . [hood and wink.]

1. To blind with something bound over the

eyes . Sidney. Shakespeare. Davies.

2. To cover ; to hide. Shakespeare.

3. To deceive ; to impose upon. Sidney.

HOOF. s. [hor, Saxon . ] The hard, horny sub-

stance onthe feet of graminivorous animals .

More.

HOOF-BOUND. a . [hoof and bound .] A horse

is said to be hoof-bound when he has a pain in

the forefeet, occasioned by the dryness and

contraction or narrowness of the horn ofthe

quarters, which straitens the quarters of the

heels, and oftentimes makes the horse lame.

Farrier's Dict.

HOOK. s . [hoce, Sax.]

1. Any thing bent so as to catch hold.

2. The curvated wire on which the bait is

hung for fishes, and with which the fish is

pierced.

3. A snare ; a trap.

4. A sickle to reap corn.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Mortimer.

Spenser.

5. An iron to seize the meat in the caldrou.

6. An instrument to cut or lop with. Pope.

7. The part of the hinge fixed to the post.

8. Hook. [In husbandry.] A field sown two

years running. Ainsworth.

9. Hook or Crook. One way or other ; by

any expedient. Hudibras.

To HOOK. v. a. [from the noun .]

1. To catch with a hook.

2. To entrap ; to ensnare.

3. To draw as with a hook.

4. To fasten as with a hook.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

5. To be drawn by force or artifice . Norris.

HO'OKED. a. [ from hook. ] Bent ; curvated.

Brown.

HO'OKEDNESS. s. [from hooked.] State ofbe-

ing bent like a hook.

HO'OKNOSED. a. [hook and nose. ] Having

the acquiline nose rising in the middle. Sh.

HOOP, S. [hoep, Dutch.]

1. Any thing circular by which something

else is bound, particularly casks or barrels.

2. The whalebone with which women extend

their petticoats.

3. Any thing circular.

To HOÓP. v . a. [ from the noun.]

1. To bind or enclose with hoops.

Swift.

Addison.

Shak

2. To encircle ; to clasp ; to surround, Shak,

To HOOP. v. n. [from wopyun, Gothick ; or

houpper, Fr.] To shout ; to make an outcry

by way of call or pursuit.
To HOOP. v. a.

Shakespeare.1. To drive with a shout,

2. To call by a shout.

HOʻOPER. s. [from hoop. ] A cooper ; one that

hoops tubs.

HOOPING-COUGH. s . [from hoop, to shout

A convulsive cough, so called from its noise.

To HOOT. v. n. [hut, Welsh.]

1. To shout in contempt.

2. To cry as an owl.

Sidney

Shakespeare

Shakespeare.

To HOOT. v . a. To drive with noise and

shouts .

HOOT. s. [huée Fr. from the verb.] Clamour;

shout.

To HOP. v . n. [hoppan, Sax.]

1. To jump ; to skip lightly.

2. To leap on one leg.

Glanville.

Dryden.

Abbot.

3. To walk lamely, or with one leg less nim-

ble than the other.

4. To move ; to play.

HOP. s. [ from the verb .]

1. Ajump ; a light leap.

2. Ajump on one leg.

Dryden.

Spenser.

3. A place where meaner people dance.

HOP. s. [ hop, Dutch. ] A plant.

To HOP. v. a. [from the noun. ] To impregnate

with hops. Arbuthnot.

HOPE. s . [hopa, Sax. ]

1. Expectation ofsome good ; an expectation

indulged with pleasure. Job. Locke.

2. Confidence in a future event, or in the fu-

ture conduct of any body. Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

HOPE s. Any sloping plain betweenthe ridges

3. That which gives hope.

4 The object of hope.

of mountains.

To HOPE. v. n. [from the noun.]

Ainsworth.

1. To live in expectation of some good. Tay.

2. To place confidence in futurity. Psalms.

To HOPE. v. a. To expect with desire. Dryd.

HO'PEFUL.. a. [hope andfull.]

1. Full of qualities which produce hope ;

promising.
Bacon

2. Full of hope ; full of expectation ofsuc

Boyle. Pope.cess.

HOPEFULLY. ad. [from hopeful .]

1. In such a manner as to raise hope. Clar.

2. With hope ; without despair. Glanville.

HO'PEFULNESS. s. [ from hopeful.] Promise

ofgood ; likelihood to succeed .

HO'PELESS. a. [from hope.]

IVotton

1. Wanting hope ; being without pleasing

expectation. Hooker.

2. Giving no hope ; promising nothing plea-

sing Shakespeare.

HO'PER. s . [from hope.] One that has pleasing

expectations.

HO'PINGLY. ad. [ from hoping.]

with expectation ofgood.

Swift.

With hope ;

Hammond
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HOPPER. s. [from hop.] He who hops or

jumps on one leg.

HOPPERS.s.[commonly calledScotch hoppers. ]

A kind of play in which the actor bops on

one leg.

HO'PPER. s. [so called because it is always

hopping. ]

1. The box or open frame ofwood into which

corn is put to be ground.

2. A basket for carrying seed.

HO'RAL. a. [from hora, Latin .]

the hour.

HO'RARY. a . [horarius, Latin.]

1. Relating to an hour.

2. Continuing for an hour.

Grew.

Relating to

Prior.

Hudibras.

Brown.

HORDE. S. A clan ; a migratory crew of

people. Thomson.

HORİʻZON. 8. [igv. ] The line that termi-

nates the view. The horizon is distinguished

into sensible and real ; the sensible horizon

is the circular line which limits the view ; the

real is that whichwould bound it, if it could

take in the hemisphere.

HORIZONTAL. a. [horizontal, Fr.]

1. Near the horizon. Milton.

2. Parallel to the horizon ; on a level. Arb.

HORIZONTALLY. ad. [ from horizontal . ] In

a direction parallel to the horizon. Bentley.

HORN. s. [haurn, Gothick ; hoɲn, Saxon.]

*

1. The hard pointed bodies which grow on

the heads ofsome graminivorous quadrupeds,

and serve them for weapons. Bentley.

Dryden.

2. An instrument of wind musick made of

horn.

3. The extremity of the waxing or waining

Dryden. Tillotson.moon.

4. The feeders of a snail.

5. A drinking cup made of horn.

6. Antler of a cuckold.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

7. HORN mad. Perhaps mad as a cuckold.

HORNBE'AK.
s. A kind of fish.

HORNFI'SH.

HOʻRNBEAM. s. [horn and beam, Dutch .] A

tree.

HO'RNBOOK. s. [horn and book.] The first

book of children, covered withhorn to keep

it unsoiled.

HO'RNED. a. [from horn. ]

#

horns.

Locke. Prior.

Furnished with

Derham.

One that works in

Grew.

HOʻRNER. s. [from horn.]

horn, and sells horns.

HO'RNET. s. [bynnette, Saxon .] A very

large strong stinging fly. Derham.

HOʻRNFOOŤ. a. [horn and foot. ] Hoofed .

HO'RNOWL. s . A kind of owl. Ainsworth.

HO'RNPIPE. s. [horn and pipe. ] A country

dance, danced commonly to a horn. B.Jonson.

HO'RNSTONE. s . A kind of blue stone.

HO'RNWORK. s. A kind of angular fortifica-

tion.

HOʻRNY. a . [from horn.]

1. Made of horn.

2. Resembling horn. Arbuthnot.

Dryden.3. Hard as horn ; callous.

HORO'GRAPHY. s. [ ga and ygapw .] An ac-

count ofthe hours.

HORO'LOGE. s. [horologium, Latin.] Any

HO'ROLOGY. instrument that tells the

hour ; as, a clock, a watch, an hour-glass.

HORO'MÈTRY. s . [åga and μETgEw. ] The art

ofmeasuring hours. Brown

HOROSCOPE. s. [ agornowos . ] The configura

tion of the planets at the hour of birth.

Drummond. Dryden.

HO'RRIBLE. a. [horribilis, Lat. ] Dreadful ;

terrible ; shocking ; hideous ; enormous.

HOʻRRIBLENESS. s . [ from horrible.] Dread-

fulness ; hideousness ; terribleness .

HO'RRIBLY. ad. [ from horrible. ]

1. Dreadfully , hideously.

2. To a dreadful degree.

HO'RRID. a. [ horridus, Latin.]

Milton

Locke

1. Hideous ; dreadful ; shocking Shakespeare.

2. Shocking ; offensive ; unpleasing. - Pope.

3. Rough ; rugged. Dryden.

HO'RRIDNESS . s. [from horrid. ] Hideous-

ness ; enormity ; roughness. Hammond.

HO'RRIFICK. a . [horrificus, Latin . ] Causing

horrour. Thomson.

HO'RRISONOUS . a . [horrisonus, Lat.] Sound-

ing dreadfully.
Dict.

HO'RROUR. s . [ horror, Latin .]

1. Terrour mixea with detestation . Davies.

2. Gloom ; dreariness. Pope.

3. [In medicine . ] Such a shuddering or qui

vering as precedes an ague-fit ; a sense of

shuddering or shrinking. Quincy.

HORSE. s. [ honr, Saxon. ]

1. A neighing quadruped, used in war, and

draught and carriage. Creech.

2. It is used in the plural sense, but with a

singular termination, for horses, horsemen,

or cavalry. Clarendon.

3. Something on which any thing is sup-

ported.

4. A wooden machine which soldiers ride by

way of punishment.

5. Joined to another substantive, it signifies

something large or coarse ; as, horseface, a

a face of which the features are large and

indelicate.

To HORSE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To mount upon a horse.

2. To carry one on the back.

3. To ride any thing.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

Mortimer.4. To cover a mare.

HO'RSEBACK. s. [horse and back. ] The seat

of the rider ; the state of being on a horse

HORSEBEA'N. s . [horse and bean . ] A small

Mortimer.bean usually given to horses.

HO'RSEBLOCK. s . [horse and block,] A block

on which they climb to a horse.

HORSEBOAT . s . [horse and boat.] A boat

used in ferrying horses.

HORSEBO'Y. s. [horse and boy.] A boy em.

ployed in dressing horses ; a stable-boy.Know.

HO'RSEBREAKER. s. [horse and break. ] One

whose employment is to tame horses to the

Creech,saddle.

HORSECHE'SNUT. s . [horse and chesnut.] A

tree. Miller.

HO'RSECOURSER. s . [hurse and courser.]

1. One that runs horses, or keeps horses for

the race.

2. A dealer in horses. Wiseman.

HO'RSECRAB. s. A kind of fish . Ainsworth.

HORSECU'CUMBER. s. [horse and cucumber.]

A plant. Mortimer.
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HOʻRSEDUNG. 8. [horse and dung. ] The ex-

erements of horses. Peacham.

HORSEE'MMET. s. [horse and emmet. ] Ant

of a large kind.

HO'RSEFLESH. s . [horse and flesh .] The flesh

of horses. Bacon.

HO'RSEFLY. s . [horse and Ay.] A fly that

stings horses , and sucks their blood.

HO'RSEFOOT. s . An herb. The same with

coltsfoot. Ainsworth.

HO'RSEHAIR. s. [horse and hair. ] The hair

of horses. Dryden.

HO'RSEHEEL. s . An herb.

HO'RSELAUGH. s . [horse and laugh. ] A loud,

violent, rude laugh. Pope.

HO'RSELEECH. s. [horse and leech.]

1. A great leeen that bites norses.

2. A farrier.

Shak.

HO'RSELITTER. s. [horse and litter.] A car-

riage hungupon poles between two horses, on

which the person carried lies along. Maccab.

HO'RSEMAN. s. [horse and man.]

1. One skilled in riding. Dryden.

2. One that serves in wars on horseback. Pri.

3. A rider ; a man on horseback . Prior.

HO'RSEMANSHIP. s . [from horseman.] The

art of riding; the art of managing a horse.

Wotton.

HO'RSEMARTEN. s. A kind oflarge bee.

HO'RSEMATCH s. A bird. Ainsworth.

HO'RSEMEAT. s. [horse and meat.] Provender.

HO'RSEMINT. s. A large coarse mint.

HO'RSEMUSCLE. s. A large muscle. Bacon.

HO'RSEPLAY. s . [horse and play ] Coarse,

rough, rugged play. Dryden.

HO'RSÉPOND. s . [horse and pond. ] A pond

for watering horses .

HOʻSIER, 3. [from hose. ] One who sells stock.

ings. Swift.

HO'SPITABLE a. [hospitabibis, Latin ] Giv.

ing entertainment to strangers ; kind to stran.

gers. Dryden.

HÖ'SPITABLY. ad. [from hospitable.] With

kindness to strangers. Prior.

HO'SPITAL. s. [hôpital French ; hospitalis,

Latin.]

J. A place built for the reception ofthe sick,

or support ofthe poor.
Addison,

2. A place for shelter or entertainment,

HOSPITALITY. s . [hospitalité, French.J The

practice of entertaining strangers. Hooker.

HO'SPITALLER. s. [ hospitalarius, low La.

tin ; from hospital. ] One residing in an hos

pital in order to receive the poor or stran

ger. Ayliffe.

TO HO'SPITATE. v. a [hospitor, Latiu.] To

receive under the roof of another. Grew.

HOST. s. [hoste, French ; hospes, hospitis,

Latin.]

1. One who gives entertainment to another.

2. The landlord of an inn. Shakespeare.

3. [From hostis, Latin.] An army ; numbers

assembled for war.

4. Any great number.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

5. [Hostia, Latin.] The sacrifice of the mass

in the Romish church.

To HOST. v. n [from the noun.]

1. To take up entertainment.

2. To encounter in battle.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

3. To review a body of men ; to muster.

HO'STAGE. s. [ ostage, French. ] One given in

pledge or security for performance of condi

tions. Arbuthnot.

s. [hostel, bostelerie, French.]

HORSERACE. horse and ruce .]A match of HOSTELRY. } Alste

grass.

HO'RSESHOE. s. [horse and shoe.]

Ainsworth.

horses in running. Bacon.

HO'RSERADISH. s. [horse and radish. ] A

root acrid and biting ; a species of scurvy

Floyer.

1. A plate of iron nailed tothe foot of horses.

Shakespeare.

2. An herb. Ainsworth.

HORSESTEA'LER. s. [horse and steal .] A

thief who takes away horses. Shakespeare.

HO'RSETAIL. s. A plant.

HO'RSETONGUE. s. An herb.

HO'RSEWAY. s. [horse and way.] A way by

which horses may travel. Shakespeare.

HORTATION. s . [hortatio, Latin. ] The act of

exhorting ; advice or encouragement to some-

thing.

HOʻRTATIVE. s. [from hortor, Latin. ] Exhor-

tation; precept by which one incites or ani-

Bacon.

HOʻRTATORY. a. [from hortor, Latin. ] En-

couraging ; animating ; advising to anything.

HORTICULTURE. s. [hortus and cultura,

Latin.] The art of cultivating gardens.

HO'RTÚLAN. a. [hortulanis, Latin.] Belong-

ing to a garden. Evelyn.

HOŠAʼNNA. 8. [ioavva .] An exclamation of

praise to God. Fiddes.

mates,

HOSE. s. plur. hosen. [hora, Saxon.]

1. Breeches.
Shakespeare

2. Stockings ; coverings for the legs. Guy.

HO'STESS . s. [hostesse, Fr.] A female host;

a woman that gives entertainment.

HO'STESS-SHIP. s . [from hostess.] The cha-

racter of an hostess. Shakespeare.

HO'STILE. a. [hostilis, Latin.] Adverse; op.

posite ; suitable to an enemy. Dryden.

HOSTILITY. s . [hostilité, French, from hos-

tile.] The practices of an enemy ; open war;

opposition in war. Hayward.

HOʻSTLER. s. [ hosteller, from hostel, French.]

One who has the care of horses at an inn.

Spenser.

HO'STRY. 8. [corrupted from hostelry.] A

place where the horses of guests are kept.

HỘT. a. [hat, Saxon.]

1. Having the power to excite the sense of

heat; contrary to cold ; fiery.

2. Lustful ; lewd.

Newton.

Shakespeare.

3. Violent ; furious ; dangerous . Clarendon.

4. Ardent ; vehement ; precipitate. Denham.

5. Eager ; keen in desire.

6. Piquant ; acrid.

Locke.

HO'TBED. s. A bed of earth made hot by the

fermentation of dung. Bacon.

HOTBRAINED. a. [hot and brain.] Violent;

vehement ; furious.

HOTCO'CKLES. s. [hauts “oquilles, French.]

A play in which one covers his eyes, and

guesses who strikes him. Arbuthnot.

HOTHEA'DED. a. [hot and head.] Vehement;

violent ; passionate. Arbuthnot,
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HO'THOUSE. s. [ hot and house ]

1. A bagnio ; a place to sweat and cup in.

2. A brothel.

HO'TLY. ad. [ from hot.]

1. With heat ; not coldly.

2. Violently ; vehemently.

3. Lustfully.

Ben Jonson.

Sidney.

Dryden.

HOTMOUTHED. a. [hot and mouth.] Head-

strong; ungovernable. Dryden.

HO'TNESS. s. [from hot. ] Heat ; violence ;

fury .

HO'TCHPOTCH. s. [haché en poche, French.]

A mangled hash ; a mixture. Camden.

HOTSPUR. s. [hot and spur.]

1. A man violent, passionate, precipitate,

and heady. Burton.

2. A kind of pea of speedy growth. Mortimer.

HOTSPURRED.a. [from hotspur. ] Vehement ;

rash ; heady. Peacham.

HOVE. The preterite of heave.

HO'VEL. s. [diminutive of hope, house, Sax. ]

1. A shed open on the sides, and covered

overhead. Tusser.

2. A mean habitation ; a cottage. Ray.

To HO'VEL. v. a. [from the noun. ] To shelter
in a hovel.

Shakespeare.

HO'VEN. part. pass. [from heave. ] Raised ;

swelled ; tumefied. “ Tusser.

To HO'VER. v. n. [hovio, to hang over, Welsh.]

1. To hang in the air overhead.

2. To stand in suspense or expectation .

3. To wander about one place.

HOUGH. s. [hog, Saxon.]

1. The lower part ofthe thigh.

2. [Hue, Fr.] An adz ; a hoe.

To HOUGH. v. a. [from the noun.]

Prior.

Addison.

Esdras.

Stillingfleet.

1. To hamstring ; to disable by cutting the

sinews ofthe ham. Joshua.

2. To cut up with an hough or hoe.

HO'ULET 8. The vulgar name for an owl.

HOULT. s. [holt, Saxon. ] A small wood.

HOUND. s. [hund, Saxon. ] A dog used in the

chase. Prior.

Bramhall.

L'Estrange.

To HOUND. v. a. [from the noun .]

1. To set on the chase.

2. To hunt; to pursue.

HO'UNDFISH. s. A kind offish.

HOUNDSTO'NGUE. s. [cynoglossum, Latin.]

A plant. Miller.

HO'UNDTREE. s. A kind of tree. Ainsworth.

HOUP. s. [upupa, Latin .] The puet.

HOUR. s. [heure, French ; hora, Latin.]

1. The twenty-fourth part of a natural day ;

the space of sixty minutes. Shakespeare.

2. A particular time.

3. The time as marked by the clock. Shak.

HOURGLASS. s. [hour and glass. ]

Bacon.

1. A glass filled with sand, which, running

through a narrow hole, marks the time.

2. Space oftime.

HOURLY. a. [from hour.] Happening or done

every hour ; frequent ; often repeated.

Dryden.

HOʻURLY. ad. [from hour.] Every hour ; fre-

quently. Dryden.

HOURPLATE. s . [hour and plate. ] The dial ;

the plate on which the hours pointed by the

hand of a clock are inscribed.

HOUSE. s. [hur, Saxon.]

1. A place wherein a man lives ; a place of
human abode.

2. Any place of abode.

Waits.

Shakespeare.

3. Places in which religious or studious per-

sons live in common. Addison.

4. The manner of living ; the table.

5. Station of a planet in the heavens, astro-

logically considered. Stillingfleet.

6. Family of ancestors, descendants, and

kindred ; race. Dryden.

7. A body of the parliament ; the lords of

commons-collectively considered . K. Charles

To HOUSE. v. a. [from the noun .]

1. To barbour ; to admit residence.

2. To shelter ; to keep under a roof. Evelyn.

To HOUSE. v. n.

1. To take shelter ; to keep abode ; to reside.

Shakespeare.

2. To have an astrological station in the

heavens. Dryden.

HOUSEBREA'KER. s . [house and break. ] Bur

glar; one who makes his way into houses to

steal." L'Estrange.

HOUSEBREA'KING. s . [house and break. {

Burglary. Swift

Addison

HO'UŠEDOG. 8. [house and dog. ] A mastit

kept to guard the house.

HOUSEHOLD. s. [house and hold.]

1. A family living together.

2. Familylife ; domestick arrangement.

Shakespeare

Shakespeare

Acts

3. It is used in the manner of an adjective

to signify domestick ; belonging to the fami

ly.

HOUSEHOLDER. s. [from household. ] Master

of a family. Matthew

HOUSEHOLDSTUFF.s. [household and stuff. }

Furniture of any house ; utensils convenien

for a family. L'Estrange

HOUSEKEEPER. s. [house and keep.]

1. Householder ; master of a family.

2. One who lives in plenty.

3. One who lives much at home. Shakespeare

4. A woman servant that has care of a fami

ly, and superintends the servants. Swift.

5. A housedog. Shakespeare.

HOUSEKEEPING. a. [ house and keep.] Do

mestick ; used to a family.

HOUSEKEEPING, s. Hospitality ; liberal

and plentiful table.

Wotton

Carew.

Prior.

HOUSEL. s. [hurl, Saxon.] The holy eucha
rist.

To HO'USEL. v. a. [from the noun. ] To give

or receive the eucharist. Both the noun and

the verb are obsolete.

HO'USELEEK. s . [house and leek .] A plant.

Miller.

HO USELESS. a. [from house.] Without abode ;

wanting habitation.
West.

HOUSEMAID. s. [house and maid. ] A maid

employed to keep the house clean. Swift.

HO'USEROOM, s . [house and room. ] Place in

a house. Dryden

HO'USESNAIL. s. A kind of snail.

HOʻUSEWARMING. s. [ house and warm. ] A-

feast or merrymaking on going into a new

house.
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AO'USEWIFE. s. [house and wife.]

1. The mistress of a family.

2. A female economist.

Pope.

Spenser.

3. One skilled in female business . Addison .

HOUSEWIFELY
. a. [from housewife. ] Skilled

in the acts becoming a housewife.

HOUSEWIFELY
. ad. [from the noun .] With

the economy of a housewife.

HOUSEWIFERY. s. [ from housewife.]

1. Domestick or female business ; manage-

ment.

2. Female economy.

HOUSING. s. [from house .]

1. Quantity of inhabited building.

Chapman.

Taylor.

Graunt.

2. [From houseaux, Fr. ] Cloth originally used

to keep off dirt, now added to saddles as or-

namental.

HOʻUSLING. a. [from house.] Provided for en-

tertainment at first entrance into a house ;

housewarming.

HOUSS. & [from houseaux, Fr.] Housings.

HOW. ad. [hu, Saxon . ]

1.To what degree.

2. In what manner.

Spenser.

Boyle.

L'Estrange.

3. For what reason ; for what cause. Shak.

4. By what means. Bacon.

5. In what state. Dryden.

6. It is used in a sense marking proportion

or correspondence ; by how much a man is wi-

ser, bysomuch he should be better. Hayw. Bent.

7. It is much used in exclamation ; and when

he talk'd, ye Gods, howmuch he wouldtalk. Lee,

HOWBETT. ad. [how be it .] Nevertheless ;

HO'WBE. notwithstanding ; yet ; how-

ever. Not in use. Hooker.

HOWDY'E. [ Contracted from how do ye. ] In

what state is your health. Pope.

HOWEVER. ad. [how and ever.]

1. In whatsoever manner ; in whatsoever de.

gree. Shakespeare.

2. At all events ; happenwhat will ; at least .

Tillotson.

Swift.

3. Nevertheless ; notwithstanding ; yet.

To HOWL. v. n. [huglen, Dutch ; ululo , Latin. ]

1. To cry as a wolf or dog. Shakespeare.

2. To utter cries in distress . Shakespeare.

3. To speak with a belluine cry or tone.

4. It is used poetically of any noise loud and

horrid.

HOWL. s . [from the verb.]

1. The cry of a wolf or deg. Swift.

2. The cry of a human being in horrour.

HOWSOEVER. ad [how and soever.]

1. In what manner soever. Raleigh.

2. Although. Shakespeare.

To HOX. v. a. [from hog, Saxon.] To hough ;

to hamstring. Knolles.

HOY. s. [hou, old French.] A large boat some-

times with one deck. Watts.

HUBBUB. s. Atumult ; a riot. Clarendon.

HUCKABACK. s. A kind of linen on which

the figures are raised .

HUCKLEBACKED . a. [hocker, German, a

hunch. ] Crooked in the shoulders.

HUCKLEBONE. s. [from hucklen, Dutch.]

The hip bone.

HU'CKSTER.

HUCKSTERER. }

s. [lock, German, a ped-

lar.]

J. One who sells goods by retail, or in smail

quantities.

2. A trickish mean fellow.

South.

To HUCKSTER. v. n. [from the noun.] To

deal in petty bargains. Swift

To HUDDLE. v . a. [probably from hood.])

1. To dress up close so as notto be discover-

ed ; to mobble.

2. To put on carelessly in a hurry. Swift

3. To cover up in haste.

4. To perform in a hurry. Dryden.

5. To throw together in confusion. Locke

To HU'DDLE. v . n. To come into a crowd or

hurry. Milton.

HU'DDLE. s . [from the verb. ] Crowd ; tu-

mult; confusion. Addison.

HUE. s. [hiepe, Saxon.]

1. Colour ; die. Milton

2. [Huée, French. ] A clamour ; a legal pur-
suit.

Carew.

Arbuthnot.

HU'ER s. [huer, French, to cry.] One whose

business is to call out to others .

HUFF. s. [ from hove, or hoven, swelled ]

1. Swell of sudden anger or arrogance. Hud.

2. A wretch swelled with a false opinionof

his own value.

To HUFF. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To swell ; to puff.

South.

Grew.

2. To hector ; to treat with insolence and ar-

rogance.

To HUFF. v . n. To bluster ; to storm ; to

bounce. South. Otway. Roscommon.

HUFFER. s . [from huff. ] A blusterer ; a bully.

Hudibras.

HU'FFISH . a. [ from huff. ] Arrogant ; inso-

lent ; hectoring.

HUFFISHLY . ad. [from huffish ] With arro-

gant petulance.

HUFFİSHNESS . s. Petulance ; arrogance ;

noisy bluster.

To HUG. v. a. [hegian, Saxon.]

Atterbury,

1. To press close in an embrace. L'Estrange.

2. To fondle ; to treat with tenderness.

3. To hold fast.

HUG. s . [from the noun.] Close embrace.

HUGE. a. [hoogh, high, Dutch.]

1. Vast ; immense. Abbot.

Shakespeare

Swift .

2. Great even to deformity or terribleness.

HU'GELY, ad. [from huge ]

1. Immensely ; enormously.

2. Greatly ; very much.

HU'GENESS. s. [from huge.] Enormous bulk

greatness . Shakespeare.

HÜGGERMUGGER. s. [ corrupted perhaps

from hug er morcker, or hug in the dark.

Morcker in the Danish is darkness, whence

murky.] Secrecy ; by-place. Hudibras.

HU'GY. a. [See HUGE.] Vast ; great ; huge.

•

Carew.

HUKE. s. [huque, French.] A cloak. Bucon.

HULK. s. [hucllce, Dutch ; hulc, Saxon ]

1. The body ofa ship. Shakespeare.

2. Any thing bulky and unwieldy. Shak.

To HULK. v. a. To exenterate ; as, to hulk a

hare. Ainsworth.

HULL. s. [huigan, Gothick, to cover.]

1. The husk or integument of any thing; the

outer covering.

2. The body of a ship.
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To HULL. v. n. [from the noun .] To float ; to

drive to and fro upon the water without

sails or rudder. Sidney.

HU'LLY. a. [from hull .] Siliquose ; husky.

HULVER. s. Holly.

To HUM. v. a [hommelen, Dutch.]

1. To make the noise of bees.

Tusser.

Dryden.

2. To make an inarticulate and buzzing

sound. Shakespeare.

3. To pause in speaking, and supply the in-

terval with an audible emission of breath .

4. To sing low. Granville. Pope.

5. To applaud. Approbation was common-

ly expressed in public assemblies by a hum,

about a century ago.

HUM. s. [from the verb.]

Milton.

1. The noise of bees or insects . Shakespeare.

2. The noise of bustling crowds.

3. Any low dull noise. Pope.

4. A pause with an inarticulate sound. Dry.

5. Ia Hudibras it seems used for ham.

6. An expression of applause. Spectator.

HUM. interj. A sound applying doubt and de-

liberation. Shakespeare.

HU'MAN. a. [humanus, Latin.]

1. Having the qualities of a man.

2. Belonging to a man.

Swift.

Milton.

HUMA'NE. a. [humaine, French. ] Kind ; civil ;

benevolent ; good-natured . Sprat.

HUMA'NELY. ad. [from humane.] Kindly ;

with good nature. Shakespeare.

HU'MANIST. s . [humaniste, French . ] A phi-

lologer ; a grammarian.

HUMANITY. s. [humanitas, Latin. ]

1. The nature of man. Sidney.

2. Humankind ; the collective body of hu-

mankind. Glanville.

Locke.3. Benevolence ; tenderness.

4. Philology , grammatical studies.

To HUMANIZE. v . a . [humaniser, French. ]

To soften ; to make susceptive of tenderness

or benevolence. Wotton.

HUMANKIND. s . [human and kind. ] The race

of man. Pope.

Atterbury.

Pope.

HU'MANLY. ad. [from human.]

Cowley.

1. After the notions of men.

2. Kindy; with good-nature.

HUMBIRD. s. [from hum and bird ] The hum-

ming bird. Brown.

HUMBLE. a . [humble, French ; humilis, Lat. ]

1. Not proud ; modest ; not arrogant. Shak.

2. Low ; not high ; not great.

To HUMBLE. v a. [from the adjective. ] ´

1. To make humble; to make submissive.

2. To crush ; te break ; to subdue. Milton.

3. To make to condescend.

4. To bring down from an height. Hakewill.

HUMBLE-BEE, s. [humble and bee. ] A buz-

zing wild-bee.

HU'MBLE-BEE. s . An herb.

Locke.

Atterbury.

Ainsworth.

HUMBLE-BEE Eater. s . A fly that eats the

humble-bee. Ainsworth.

HU'MBLENESS. s [from humble. ] Humility ;

absence of pride. Bacon. Herbert.

HUMBLER. s. [from humble.] One that hum-

bles or subdues himself or others.

HUMBLE-MOUTHED . a. [humble and mouth.]

Mild ; meek. Shakespeare.

HUMBLE-PLANT. s . A species of sensitive

plant. Mortimer.

HUMBLES . s. Entrails of a deer.

HUMBLESS . s. [ from humble. ] Humbleness ;

humility. Spenser.

HU'MBLY. ad. [from humble.]

1. Without pride ; with humility. Addison.

2. Without height ; without elevation.

HUMDRUM. a. [from hum, drone ] Dull ; dro-

nish ; stupid.

To HUME'CT.

Hudibras

v . a. [humeclo, Latin.)

To HUME'CTATE. To wet ; to moisten.

HUMECTATION. s . [ humectation, Fr. ] The

act of wetting ; moistening. Brown.

HU'MERAL. a. [humerus, Lat.] Belonging to

the shoulder. Sharp.

HUMICUBATION. s . [humi and cubo, Latin.]

Lying on the ground. Bramhall.

HUMID. a. [humidus, Latin ] Wet ; moist;

wartery. Newton

HUMIDITY. s. [from humid . ] Moisture, or

the power of wetting other bodies. It dif

fers from fluidity, depending altogether on

the congruity of the component particles of

any liquor to the pores or surfaces of such

particular bodies as it is capable of adhes

ing to. Quinoy.

HUMILIATION. s . [French. ]

1. Descent from greatness ; act of humlity.

Hooker.

2. Mortification ; external impression of sin

and unworthiness.

3. Abatement of pride.

HUMILITY. s . [humilité, French.]

Millon.

Swift .

1. Freedom from pride ; modesty ; not arro-

gance. Hooker.

Davies.2. Act ofsubmission.

HU'MMER. s. [from hum.] An applander.

Addison.

HUMORAL. a. [from humour.] Proceeding

from humour. Harvey.

HUMORIST. s. [humoristo, Italian. ]

1. One who conducts himself by his own

fancy ; one who gratifies his own humour.

Watts.

2. One who has violent and peculiar pas-

sions. Bacon.

HUMOROUS. a. [from humour.]

1. Full ofgrotesque or odd images. Addison.

2. Capricious ; irregular. Dryden,

3. Pleasant ; jocular.

HUMOROUSLY. ad. [from humorous. ]

1. Merrily ; jocosely. Calamy. Swift

2. With caprice ; with whim.

HUMOROUSNESS.s . [from humorous.] Fic .

kleness ; capricious levity.

HU'MORSOME. a. [ from humour.]

1. Peevish ; petulant.

2. Odd ; humorous. Swif

JHU'MORSOMELY. ad. [from humorsome

Peevishly ; petulantly.

HU'MOUR. s. [humor, Latin. ]

1. Moisture. Ray.

2. The different kinds of moisture in man's

body ; phlegm, blood , choler, and melancho

ly. Milton.

3. General turn or temper of mind. Sidney
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4. Present disposition. Dryden.

5 Grotesque imagery ; jocularity ; merri-

ment.

6. Diseased or morbid disposition. Temple.

7. Petulance ; peevishness.

8. A trick ; a practice.

South.

Shakespeare.

9. Caprice ; whim ; predominant inclination.

Bucon,

To HUMOUR. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To gratify ; to sooth by compliance. Shak.

2. To fit ; to comply with. Addison.

HUMP. s. [corrupted perhapt from bump.] A
crooked back. Tatler.

HUMPBACK. s. [hump and back.] Crooked

back; high shoulders . Tatler.

HUMPBACKED. a. Having a crooked back.

To HUNCH. v. a. [husch, German .]

1. To strike or punch with the fists. Arbuth.

2. [Hocker, a crooked back, German. ] To

crook the back. Dryden.

HUNCHBACKED. a. [hunch and back.] Hav-

ing a crooked back. Arbuthnot.

HUNDRED. a. [hund, hundred, Sax.] The

number consisting of ten multiplied by ten.
HUNDRED. s.

1. A company, body, or collection, consist-

ing of a hundred. Arbuthnot.

2. [Hundredum, low Latin. ] A canton or di-

vision of a country, perhaps once containing

a hundred manors. Bacon.

HUNDREDTH. a. [hundreonteogopa, Sax.]

The ordinal of a hundred .

HUNG. The pret. and part. pass. ofhang.

HU'NGER. s. [ hungen, Saxon. ]

1. Desire offood ; pain feit from fasting.

2. Any violent desire.

Arbuthnot.

Dec. ofPiety.

To HUNGER. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To feel the pain of hunger. Cowley.

2. To desire with great eagerness. Milton.

HUNGERBIT. a. [hunger and bit.]

HUNGERBITTEN. Pained or weakened

Milton.with hunger.

HUNGERLY. a. [from hunger.] Hungry ; in
want ofnourishment.

Shakespeare.

HU'NGERLY. ad. With keen appetite. Shak.

HUNGERSTARVED
. a. Starved with hun-

ger; pinched by want of food. Dryden.

HUNGRED. a. [from hunger. ] Pinched by
want offood. Bacon

HU'NGRILY. ad. [from hungry.] With keen

appetite. Dryden.

HUNGRY. a. [from hunger.]

1. Feeling pain from want offood. Locke.

2. Not fat; not fruitful ; not prolifick ; more

disposed to drawfrom other substances than

to impart to them. Mortimer.

HUNKS. s. [hunsker, sordid, Islandick. ] A co-

vetons sordid wretch ; a miser. Addison.

To HUNT. v. a. [huntian, Saxon.]

1. To chase wild animals.

HUNT. s. [from the verb.]

1. A pack of hounds.

2. A chase.

3. Pursuit.

HUNTER. s . [from hunt.]

Dryden,

Shakespeare

Shakespeare

1. One who chases animals for pastime or

food. Milton.

2. A dog that scents game or beasts ofprey.

Shakespeare

HUNTINGHORN. s. [hunting and horn. ] A

bugle ; ahornused to cheer the hounds. Prior.

HUNTRESS, &. [ from hunter. ] A woman that
follows the chase. Broome.

HUNTSMAN. 8. [ hunt and man.]

1. One who delights in the chase. Waller.

2. The servant whose office it is to manage

the chase. L'Estrange.

HUNTSMANSHIP. s. [from huntsman.] The

qualifications of a hunter. Donne

HURDLE. s. [hýndel, Saxon. ] A texture of

sticks woven together ; a crate. Dryden

HURDS. s. The refuse of hemp or flax.

Ainsworth.

To HURL. v. a. [from hourlt, to throw down,

Islandick ; or from whirl.}

1. To throw with violence ; to drive impetu

ously. Ben Jonson.

2. To utter with vehemence. [hurler, Fr. to

make a howling noise. ] Not in use. Spenser.

2. To play at a kind ofgame. Carew

HURL. s . [from the verb.] Tumult ; riot
Knolles.commotion.

HURLBAT. s . [hurl and bat. ] Whirlbat.

HU'RLER. s. [from hurl ] One that plays at

hurling. Carew.

HU'RLWIND. s. [hurl and wind.] A whirl-

wind ; a violent gust. Not in use. Sandys.

HU'RLY.
s. Tumult; commotion ;

HU'RLYBURLY. bustle. Shakespeare.

HURRICANE. Į s . [ huracan, Spanish.] A

HURRICANO, violent storm, such as is

often experienced in the western hemisphere.

Dryden. Shakespeare.

HU'RRIER. s. [from hurry. ] One that hurries ;

a disturber. Chapman.

To HU'RRY. v. a. [hengian, to plunder, Sax.]

To hasten ; to put into precipitation or con-

fusion ; to drive confusedly. Pope.

To HURRY. v. n. To move on with precipi-

tation. Dryden.

HURRY. s. [from the verb.] Tumult ; precipi-

tation ; commotion. Addison,

HURST. &. [hynst, Sax.] A grove or thicket
Ainsworth.of trees .

To HURT. v. a. preterite Ihurt ; part. pass.

I have hurt. [hynt, wounded, Sax.]

1. To mischief ; to harm.
Milton

2. To wound ; to pain by some bodily harm

*

3. To damage ; to impair,

Walton

Revelation.

Addison. HURT. s. [from the verb.]

2. To pursue ; to follow close. Harvey. 1. Harm ; mischief.

3. To search for. Spenser. 2. Wound or bruise.

Baker.

Hayward.

4. To direct or manage hounds in the chase. 3. Injury; wrong. Ezra

Addison.

To HUNT. n. n.

1. Tofollow the chase. Shakespeare

HU'RTER. s. [from hurt.] One that does barm.

HURTFUL. a. [hurt and full.] Mischievous ;

pernicious. Drysens

2. To pursue or search.
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HURTFULNESS. s. [from hurtful.] Mischie-

vousness ; perniciousness.

To HURTLE. v. n. [heurteur, French. ] To

clash ; to skirmish ; to run against any thing ;

to jostle. Shakespeare.

To HURTLE. e. a. To move with violence or

impetuosity. Obsolete. Spenser,

HURTLEBERRY. s. [hiort bar, Danish.]

Bilberry ; wortleberry.

HURTLESS. 4. [from hurt ]

1. Innocent ; harmless ; innoxious ;

harm,

doing no

Spenser.

Sidney.

2. Receiving no hurt.

HURTLESSLY. ad, Without harm.

HURTLESSNESS. s. [ from hurtless.] Free-

dom from any pernicious quality.

HU'SBAND. s . [hossband, master, Danish.]

1. The correlative to wife ; a man married

to a woman.

2. The male of animals.

Locke.

Dryden.

3. An economist ; the man that knows and

practises themethods of frugality and profit.

4. A tiller ofthe ground ; a farmer. Dryden.

To HUSBAND. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To supply with a husband. Shakespeare.

2. To manage with frugality. Shakespeare.

3. To till ; to cultivate the ground with pro-

per management. Bacon.

HUSBANDLESS. a. [from husband. ] Without

a husband. Shakespeare.

HUSBANDLY. a, [from husband.] Frugal;

thrifty. Tusser.

HUSBANDMAN. s. [husband and man.] One

who works in tillage. Broome.

HUSBANDRY. s. [from husband.]

1. Tillage ; manner ofcultivating land. Shak.

2. Thrift ; frugality; parsimony. Swift.

3. Care of domestick affairs. Shakespeare

HUSH. interj, [without etymology.] Silence !

be still ! no noise ! Shakespeare.

HUSH. a. [from the interjection.] Still ; silent ;

quiet. Shakespeare.

To HUSH. v. n. [from the interjection.] To be

still; to be silent. Spenser.

Otway.

Pope.

To HUSH. v. a. To still ; to silence ; to quiet ;

to appease.

To HUSH up. v. a. To suppress in silence ; to

forbid to be mentioned.

HU'SHMONEY. s. [hush and money. ] A bribe

to hinder information. Swift.

HUSK. s. [huldsch, Dutch.] The outmost inte-

gument offruits. Bacon.

To HUSK. v. a. [ from the noun.] To strip off

the outward integument.

HU'SKED. a. [ from husk. ] Bearing a husk ;

covered with a husk.

HU'SKY. a. [from husk. ] Abounding in husks ;

consisting of husks. Philips

HU'SSY. s. [ corrupted from housewife.] A

sorry or bad woman. Southern,

HU'STINGS. s. [hurting, Saxon . ] A council ;

a court held.

HUSWIFERY. s . (from huewife.]

1. Management good or bad. Tusser

2. Management of rural business committed

to women. Tusser.

cottage.

HUT. s. [hutte, Sax. hute, French.] A poor

Swift. Thomson.

HUTCH. s. [hpæcca, Saxon ; huche, French. ]
A corn chest. Mortimer.

To HUZZ. v. n. To buzz ; to murmur.

HUZZA'. interj. A shout ; a cry of acclama-

tion. L'Estrange.

To HUZZA'. v. n. [from the interjection.] To

utter acclamation . King.

To HUZZA'. v. a. To receive or attend with

acclamation. Addison.

HY'ACINTH. s. [vaxın .]

1. A flower. Miller.

2. The hyacinth is the same with the lapis

lyncurius ofthe ancients. It is a less showy

gem than any ofthe other red ones, but not

without its beauty, though not gaudy. It is

seldom smaller than a seed of hemp, or lar-

ger than a nutmeg. Hill.

HYACINTHINE. a. [vanSivos.] Made of hy-

acinths ; resembling hyacinths.

HY'ADES. s. [ ed .] Awatery constellation .

HY'ADS. Dryden.

HY'ALINE. a. [úaλos . ] Glassy ; crystalline.

}

Milton.

HY'BRIDOUS. a. [¿ßgs ; hybrida, Latin. ] Be

gotten between animals of different species.

Ray.

HYDATIDES. s. [from idag.] Little transpa-

rent bladders of water in any part ; most

common in dropsical persons Quincy.

HY'DRA. s . A monsterwithmany heads, slain

by Hercules ; whence any multiplicity of

evils is termed a hydra. Dryden.

HYDRAGOGUES. s. [idag and ay . ] Such

medicines as occasion the discharge of wa-

tery humours, which is generally the case of

the stronger catharticks. Quincy.

HYDRAULICAL. a. [from hydraulicks.]

HYDRAULICK. Relating to the convey-

ance of water through pipes.

HYDRAULICKS. s. [ ideg, water, and avaos,

a pipe. ] The science of conveying water

through pipes or conduits.

Derham.

HYDROCE'LE. s. [idgexnλn ; hydrocele, Fr.) A

watery rupture.

HYDROCEPHALUS. s. [idog and repadon.] A

dropsy in the head. Arbuthnot.

HYDRO'GRAPHER. s. [ dwg and yeapm.}

One who draws maps ofthe sea. Boyle

HYDROGRAPHY . . [ idwg and reapw ] №-

scription ofthe watery part of the terraque-

ous,globe.

HYDROMANCY. s. [idag and pura.] Pre-

diction by water, Ayliffe.

HYDROMEL. s. [i♪wg and μ . ] Honey and

water. Arbuthnot.

HYDROMETER. s. [ idwg and mergo . ] An in-

strument to measure the extent ofwater.

HYDROMETRY. s. [ Swg and mergo . ] The

act of measuring the extent of water.

HYDROPHOBIA. s. [údgopoßia.]

To HUSTLE. v . u. [perhaps corrupted from

hurtle. To shake together in confusion.

HU'SWIFE. s . [ corrupted from housewife.]

4. A bad manager ; a sorry woman. Shakesp.

2. Aneconomist ; a thrifty woman. Shakesp.

To HU'SWIFE. v. a. [from the noun.] To ma-

page with economy and frugality. Dryden. HYDROʻPICK.

water.

HYDRO'PICAL. } α. [ἱδροπικος . ]

Dread of

Quincy
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water. Arbuthnot.

Tillotson. son.

1. Dropsical ; diseased with extravasated HYPERCRITICK. s . [ing and agitinos .] A

critick exact or copious beyond use or rea-

Dryden.

HYPERCRITICAL. a . [from hypercritick .]

Critical beyond necessity or use. Swift

HYPE'RMETER. s. [ ineg and Mergov. ] Any

thing greaterthan the standard requires. Ad

HYPERSARCO'SIS . s. [ negσaguwis.] The

growth of fungous or proud flesh. Wiseman.

HY'PHEN. s. [üpev.] A note of conjunction ;

as, virtue, ever-living.

2. Resembling dropsy.

HYDROSTA TICAL. a. [ dwg and T.]

Relating to hydrostaticks ; taught by hydro-
staticks.

Bentley.

HYDROSTATICALLY. ad. According to

hydrostaticks. Bentley.

HYDROSTATICKS. s. [idwg and rarinn.]

The science of weighing fluids, or weighing
bodies in fluids.

HYDROTICK. s. [idwg .] Purger of water or

phlegm. Arbuthnot.

s. [hyene, French ; hyana, Latin.]

HYENA. } An animal like a wolf, said fabu-

lously to imitate human voices.

HYGROMETER. s . [vyę and METgEw.] An

instrument to measure the degrees of mois-

ture. Arbuthnot.

HOTTEW .] An

and dryness

estimate the

Quincy.

Shakespeare.

HY'GROSCOPE. 8. Tygos and

instrument to showthe moisture

ofthe air, and to measure and

quantity of either extreme.

HYM. s. A species of dog.

HY'MEN. s. [vμnv.]

1. The god of marriage.

2. The virginal membrane.

HYMENEAL. s. [imevalos. ] A marriage

HYMENEAN. S song. Pope.

HYMENEAL. a. Pertaining to marriage.

HYMENE'AN. Pope.

HYMN. s. [hymne, Fr. iuvos . ] An encomiastick

song, or song of adoration to some superiour

being. Spenser.

To HYMN. v. a. [ uve . ] To praise in song ;

to worship with hymns. Milton.

To HYMN. v. n. To sing songs of adoration.

Milton.

HY'MNICK a. [ uvos. ] Relating to hymns.

To HYP. v. a. [ barbarously contracted from

hypochondriack.] To make melancholy ; to

dispirit. Spectator.

HYPALLAGE. s. [iwaλλayn.] A figure by

which words change their cases with each

other.

Prior.HY'PER. s . Hypercritick.

HYPERBOLA. s. [ g and Baλλ .] A sec-

tion of a cone made by a plane, so that the

axis ofthe section inclinesto the opposite leg

of the cone, which in the parabola is parallel

to it, and in the ellipsis intersects it. Harris.

HYPERBOLE. s. [ὑπερβολη.] A figure in

rhetorick by which any thing is increased or

decreased beyond the exact truth . He runs

faster than lightning. His possessions are fal-

len to dust.

HYPERBOLICAL. a. [from hyperbolu. ]

HYPERBOʻLICK.

1. Belonging to the hyperbola ; having the

nature of a hyperbola. Grew.

2. [From hyperbole.] Exaggerating or exte-

nuating beyond fact.

HYPERBOLICALLY. ad.

1. In form of a hyperbola.

Boyle

2. Withexaggeration or extenuation. Brown.

HYPERBOʻLIFORM. a . [hyperbola and for-

ma, Latin.] Having the form, or nearly the

form, ofthe hyperbola.

HYPERBO'REAN. a. [hyperboreus, Latin.]

Northern

HYPNO TICK. s . [iπvoc . ] Any medicine that
induces sleep.

HYPOCHO'NDRES. s. [¿πoxov giov. ] The two

regions lying on each side of the cartilago

ensiformis, and those ofthe ribs, and the tip

of the breast, which have in one the liver,

and in the other the spleen. Quincy

HYPOCHONDRI'ACÁL. Į a. [from hypo

HYPOCHONDRIACK. } chondres.]

1. Melancholy ; disordered in the imagina-

tion . Decay ofPiety.

Bacon.

Hill.

2. Producing melancholy.

HY POCIST. s. [ x55.] An inspissated juice

in large flat masses, hard and heavy, of a fine

shining black colour when broken. It is

an astringent medicine.

HYPOCRISY. s . [hypocrisie, Fr. imongiois. ]

Dissimilation with regard to the moral or

religious character. Dryden, Swift.

HYPOCRITE. s. [iTоngirns .]

1. A dissemblerin morality or religion. Swift.

2. A dissembler. Philips.

HYPOCRITICAL. a. [from hypocrite. ] Dis-

HYPOCRITICK.sembling ; insincere ;

appearing differently from the reality.

HYPOCRITICALLY. ad . With dissimula-

tion ; without sincerity. G. ofthe Tongue.

HYPOGA'STRICK . a . [iwo and yang.]Seated

in the lower part of the belly. Wiseman.

HYPOGE'UM. s. [¿ï。 and y» .] A name which

the ancient architects gave to all the parts

ofa building that were under ground , as cel-

lars and vaults. Harris

HYPO'STASIS . s . [imoçais .]

1. Distinct substance.

2. Personality. A term used in the doctrine

ofthe Holy Trinity. Hammond.

HYPOSTA'TICAL. a . [from hypostasis. ]

1. Constitutive ; constituent as distinct in

gredients . Boyle.

2. Personal ; distinctly personal.

HYPOTENU'SE. s . [Unuтevsoa .] The line tha

subtends the right angle of a right-angled

triangle ; the subtense." Locke.

HYPOTHESIS. S. [ ECI . ] A supposition;

a system formed upon some principles not

proved.
South.

HYPOTHETICAL. a. [ from hypothesis .]In-

HYPOTHETICK. clading a supposition;

conditional. Watts.

HYPOTHETICALLY. ad. Upon supposi-

tion ; conditionally. Broome.

HYRST, HURST, HERST, are all from the

Saxon hypre, a wood or grove.
Gibson.

HY'SSOP. s. [hyssopus, Latin . ] A verticillate

plant. It hath been a great dispute whether

the hyssop commonly known is the same

which is mentioned in Scripture. Miller.
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HYSTERICK. } [n. voeginⒸ .]

1. Troubled with fits ; disordered in the re-

gions ofthe womb. Harvey.

JAC

IIs in English considered both as a vowel and

consonant. I vowel has a long sound, asfine,

thine, which is usually marked by an e final ;

or a short sound, as fin, thin . Prefixed to eit

makes adiphthong ofthe samesound withthe

soft i, or double e, ee ; thus field, yield, are

spoken as feeld, yeeld. Subjoined to a or e it

makes them long, as ,fail, neigh. The sound

ofi before another i, and at the end ofa word,

is always expressed byy. J consonant has in-

variably the same sound with that of g in

giant, as jade, jet.

I. pronoun personal . [ik, Gothick ; ic, Saxon. I,

gen. me ; plural we, gen. us.]

1. The pronoun of the first person, myself.

2. I is more than once, in Shakespeare, writ-

ten for ay, or yes .

To JA'BBER. v. n. [gabberen, Dutch.] To talk

idly ; to chatter. Swift.

JA'BBERER. s. [from jabber.] One who talks

inarticulately or unintelligibly. Hudibras.

JA'CENT. a. [jucens, Latin.] Lying at length.

Wotton.

JAʼCINTH. s. [from hyacinth, as Jerusalem for

Hierusalem.]

1. The same with hyacinth.

2. A gem of a deep reddish colour, approach-

ing to a flame colour, or the deepest amber.

Woodward.

JACK. s. [Jaques, French.]

1. The diminutive of John. Used as a general

term ofcontempt for saucy or paltryfellows.

Shakespeare.

2. Thename of instruments which supply the

place of a boy, as an instrument to pull off

boots. Watts.

3. An engine which turns the spit. Wilkins.

4. A youug pike. Mortimer.

5. [Jacque, Fr. ] A coat of mail. Hayward.

6. A cup of waxed leather.

7. A small bowl thrown out for

bowlers.

T

8. A part of a musical instrument

virginal.

Dryden.

a mark to

Bentley.

called a

Bacon.

9. The male of animals. Arbuthnot.

10. A support to saw wood´on. Ainsworth.

11. The colours or ensign ofa ship. Ainsworth.

12. A cunning fellow. Cleaveland.

JACK Boots , s . Boots which serve as armour.

JACK by the Hedge. s. An herb. Mortimer.

JACK Pudding. s . [jack and pudding. ] A zany ;

a merry-andrew. Guardian.

JACK with a Lantern. s. An ignis futuus.

JACKAL. s. [chacal, Fr.] A small animal, sup-

posed to start prey for the lion. Arbuthnot

JACKALENT. s . [Jack in Lent, a poor starved

fellow. ] A simple sheepish fellow.

JA'CKANAPES. s. [jack and ape ]

Shak

I.

2. Proceeding from disorders in the womb.'

Arbuthnot

HYSTERICKS. s. [ic gun .] Fits of women,

supposed to proceed from disorders in the

womb.

JAL

1. Monkey ; an ape.

Arbuthnot.2. A coxcomb ; an impertinent.

JACKDA'W. s . A cock daw ; abird caught to

imitate the human voice. Watts.

JA'CKET. s. [jacquet, French.}

I. A short coat ; a close waistcoat. Spenser.

2. To beat one's JACKET, is to beat the man.

L'Estrange.

JA'COB's Ladder. s. The same with Greek va-

lerian.

JA'COB's Staff. s.

1. A pilgrim's staff.

2. Staff concealing a dagger.

3. A cross-staff ; a kind of astrolabe.

JA'COBINE. s. A pigeon with a high tuft.

JACTITATION. 8. [jactito, Latin.]

1. Tossing motion ; restlessness. Harvey.

2. A term in the canon law for a false pre-

tension to marriage.

JACULATION. s . [ jaculatio, Latin.] The act

of throwing missive weapons. Milton.

JADE. s.

1. A horse of no spirit ; a hired horse ; a
worthless nag. Pope

Swift.

Addison.

Hill

2. A sorry woman : in contempt.

3. A young woman in irony.

JADE. s. A species of the jasper.

To JADE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To tire ; to harass ; to dispirit ; to weary.

Shakespeare.

2. To overbear ; to crush; to degrade. Shak.

3. To employ in vile offices. Shakespeare.

4. To ride ; to rule with tyranny. Shakesp.

To JADE. v. n. To lose spirit ; to sink. South.

JA'DISH. a. [ from jade.]

1. Vicious ; bad as a horse.

2. Unchaste ; incontinent.

Southern

L'Estrange.

To JAGG v. a. [gagaw, slits or holes, Welsh.]

To cut into indentures ; to cut into teeth like

those of a saw. Watts.

JAGG. s. [from the verb.] A protuberance or

denticulation. Ray.

JA'GGY. a. [from [jagg.] Uneven ; denticu-

lated. Addison.

JA'GGEDNESS. s. [from jugged. ] The state of

being denticulated ; unevenness. Peacham.

JAIL. s. [geole, French. ] A gaol ; a prison ; a

place where criminals are confined, Dryden.

JA'ILBIRD . s. [jail and bird. ] One who has

been in a jail.

JA'ILER. s. [fromjail .] The keeper ofa prison.

Sidney.

Swift.JAKES. s. A house of office .

JA'LAP. s . [jalap, Fr. jalapium, low Lat.] A

firm and solid root, of a faintish smell, and

ofan acrid and nauseous taste. It is an ex-

cellent purgative where serous humours are

to be evacuated. Hill.
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JAM. s. A conserve offruits boiled with sugar

and water.

JAM. s. [jambe, Fr.] Any supporter on either

side, as the posts of a door. Moxon.

LAMBICK. s. [iambicus, Latin. ] Verses com-

posed of a short and long syllable alter-

nately; used originally in satire, therefore

taken for satire. Dryden.

To JAʼNGLE. v. n . [jangler, Fr.] To altercate;

to quarrel ; to bicker in words.

To JANGLE. v. a. To make to sound untune-

ably. Prior.

JA'NGLER. s. [from jangle.] A wrangling,

chattering, noisy fellow.

JA'NIZARY. s . [ a Turkish word .] One ofthe

guards of the Turkish king.

JA'NNOCK. s . Oat bread.

Waller.

JANTY. 4 [corrupted fromgentil, French.]

Showy; fluttering. Spectator.

JA'NUARY. s. [Januarius, Latin.] The first
month ofthe year. Peacham.

JAPA'N. s. [from Japan in Asia.] Work var-

nished and raised in gold and colours.

To JAPAN. v. a. [from the noun. }

1. To varnish ; to embellish with gold and

raised figures.

2. To black and gloss shoes.

JAPA'NNER. s. [from jupun.]

1. One skilled in japan work.

2. A shoeblacker.

To JAR. v. n. [ from guerre, war, Fr.]

Swift.

Gay.

Pope.

1. To strike together with a kind of short

rattle. Dryden.

2. To strike or sound untuneably. Rosc.

3. To clash; to interfere ; to act in opposi-

tion ; to be inconsistent. Dryden.

4. To quarrel ; to dispute. Spenser.

JAR. s. [from the verb ]

1. Akind ofrattling vibration of sound. Hold.

2. Clash of interests ; discord ; debate. Spen.

3. A state in which a door unfastened may

strikethe post.
Swift.

4. [ Giarre, Ital.] An earthen vessel. Dryden.

JARDES. s. [French. ] Hard callous tumours

in horses, a little below the bending of the

ham on the outside. Farrier's Dict.

JA'RGON. s. [jargon, Fr.] Unintelligible talk;

gabble; gibberish. Bramhall.

JARGONELLE. s . A species of pear.

JA'SHAWK. s. A young hawk. Ainsworth.

JASMINE. s. [jasmin, Fr. ] A creeping shrub

with a fragrant flower. Thomson.

JASMINE Persian. s. A species oflilach.

JA'SPER. s. [jaspe, Fr. iaspis, Latin.] A hard

stone of a beautiful green colour, sometimes

clouded with white. Hill,

IATROLEPTICK. a. [iatroleptique, Fr. arg .

and sap .] That cures by anointing.

To JAVEL, or jable. v. a. To bemire ; to soil

over with dirt.

JAVEL. s. [perhaps from the verb.] A wan

dering or dirty fellow. More.

JA'VELIN. 8. [ javeline, Fr.] A spear or half

pike, anciently used either by foot or horse.

Addison.

JAUNDICE. s. [jaunisse, jaune, yellow, Fr. }

A distemper from obstructions of the glands

of the liver, which prevents the gall being
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duly separated by them from the blood, and

makes the blood yellow. Quincy.

JAUNDICED. a. [from jaundice. ] Infected

with the jaundice. Pope.

To JAUNT. v. n. [ janter, Fr.] To wander

here and there ; to bustle about. Shakespeare.

JAUNT. s . [from the verb.] Ramble ; flight ;

excursion. Milton.

JA'UNTINESS. s. [fromjaunty or jaunt.] Airi-

ness ; flutter ; genteelness. Addison.

JAW. s . [ joue, a cheek, Fr.]

1. The bone ofthe mouth in which the teeth

are fixed. Wotton. Grew.

2. The mouth. Rowe.

JAY. s . A bird. Shakespeare.

JAZEL. s. A precious stone of an azure or

blue colour.

ICE. s. [eir, Saxon ; eyse, Dutch.]

1. Water or other liquor made solid by cold.

Locke.

2. Concreted sugar.

3. To break the ICE. To make the first open-

ing to any attempt. Peacham,

To ICE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To coverwith ice ; to turn to ice.

2. To cover with concreted sugar.

I'CEHOUSE. s. [ice and house. ] A house in

which ice is reposited .

ICHNE'UMON. s . [ Xvμ .] A small animal

that breaks the eggs ofthe crocodile.

ICHNEUMONFLY' . s. A sort of fly. Derham.

ICHNO'GRAPHY. 8. [¿xv✪ and yeap .] The

groundplot.

serum .

Moxon.

Brown.

I'CHOR.'s. [ .] A thin watery humour like

Quincy,

I'CHOROUS. a. [from ichor. ] Serous ; sani-

ous ; thin ; undigested . Harvey.

ICHTHYO'LOGY. s. [ixJvoñoysa .] The doc-

trine ofthe nature of fishes.

ICHTHYO'PHAGY. & [ixev and pxxx.]

Diet offish ; the practice of eating fish.

I'CICLE. s. [from ice. ] A shoot ofice hanging

down. Woodward.

I'CINESS. s. [ from icy.] The state ofgenerat-

ing ice.

I'CON. 8. [ExQ . ] A picture or representation.

Fakewill

ICONOCLAST. S. [iconoclaste, French ;

einovon λagns.] A breaker ofimages.

ICONOLOGY, s . [inconologie, Fr. exμ -and

Asya. ] The doctrine of picture or represen

tation.

ICTERICAL. a. [icterus, Latin.]

1. Afflicted with the jaundice.

2. Good against the jaundice.

I'CY. a. [from ice.]

Floyer.

1. Full of ice ; covered with ice ; made of

ice ; cold ; frosty. Pope.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

2. Cold ; free from passion.

3. Frigid ; backward.

I'D. Contracted for I would.

IDE'A. s. [ dea.] Mental image.

IDEAL. a. [ from idea. ] Mental ; intellectual ;

not perceived by the senses. Cheyne.

IDEALLY. ad. [from ideal.] Intellectually ;

mentally. Brown

IDENTICAL. Įa. [identique, Fr.] The same ;

IDENTICK. ƒ implying the same thing :

comprising the same idea. Tillotson.
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IDEʼNTITY. «. [identité, Fr.] Sameness ; not

diversity. Prior.

IDES. s. [idus, Latin.] A term anciently used

among the Romans, and still retained in the

Romish calendar. It is the 18th day ofeach

month, except in March, May, July, and

October, in which it is the 15th day, because

in these four months it was six days before

the nones, and in others four days. Shak.

IDIO'CRASY. s. [18 and gas.] Peculiarity

of constitution.

IDIOCRATICAL. a . [from idiocrasy .] Pecu-

liar in constitution.

I'DIOCY. S. [idir . ] Want of understanding.

I'DIOM. s. [ Siwa. ] A mode of speaking pecu-

liar to a language or dialect ; the particular

cast ofa tongue ; a phrase. Dryden.

IDIOMATICAL . a. [ from idiom . ] Peculiar

IDIOMA TICK. to a tongue ; phraseo-

Spectator.logical.

IDIO'PATHY.s. [18 and water . ] A primary

disease that neither depends on

ceeds from another.

IDIOSY'NCRASY. 8. [idios, σ , and

peculiar temper or disposition of

common to another.

I'DIOT. s. [iðing.] A fool ; a natural ; a

changeling.

To IDOLATRIZE. v. a. [ from idolater.] To

worship idols. Ainsworth.

IDOLATROUS . a. [ from idolater .]Tending to

idolatry ; comprising idolatry. Peacham.

IDOLATROUSLY. ad. [from idolatrous . ] In

an idolatrous manner. Hooker.

IDO'LATRY. s. [idolatria, Lat.] The worship

ofimages. South.

I'DOLIST. s. [from idol.] A worshipper of

images. Milton.

To I'DOLIZE. v. a . [from idol.] To love or re-

verence to adoration. Denham.

IDO'NEOUS. a. [idoneus, Lat.] Fit ; proper ;

convenient ; adequate. Boyle.

IDYL. 8 [EISUλλiov.] A small short poem.

I. E. for id est, or that is.

JE'ALOUS . a. [jaloux, Fr.]

1. Suspicious in love.

2. Emulous ; full of competition.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Clarendon.

Decay of Piety.

Swift.

3. Zealously cautious against dishonour.

4. Suspiciously vigilant.

JEALOUSLY. ad. Suspiciously ; emulously.

JEALOUSNESS. s. [ fromjealous.] The state

ofbeing jealous ; rivalry ; suspicion.

nor pro- 5. Suspiciously careful.

Quincy. 6. Suspiciously fearful.

gas.] A

body not

Quincy.

Sandys. JEALOUSY. s. [jealousie, Fr.]

I'DIOTISM. s. [ISINTION .] 1. Suspicion in love.

2.

1. Peculiarity of expression ; mode

pression peculiar to a language.

Folly; natural imbecility of mind.

of ex- 2. Suspicious fear.

Hale.

1. Lazy; averse from labour. Bull.

K. Charles.

Dryden.

Clarendon.

I'DLE. a. [ydel, Sax.]

2. Not engaged ; affording leisure.

3. Unactive ; not employed.

4. Useless ; vain ; ineffectual.

Shak.

Addison.

Dryden.

5. Unfruitful ; barren ; not productive of

good. Shakespeare.

Hooker.6. Trifling ; of no importance.

To I'DLE. v. n. To lose time in laziness and

inactivity.

IDLEHE'ADED. a. [idle and head.]

1. Foolish ; unreasonable.

3. Suspicious caution, vigilance, or rivalry.

To JEER. v. n. To scoff; to flout ; to make

mock. Herbert. Taylor.

To JEER. v. a. To treat with scoffs. Howel.

JEER. s. [from the verb.] Scoff; taunt , biting

jest ; flout ; jibe ; mock. Swift.

JE'ERER. s. [from jeer.] A scoffer ; a scorner;

a mocker.

Derham.

JEʼERINGLY. ad. [fromjeering. ] Scornfully ;

contemptuously ; in mock.

JE'GGET. s. A kind of sausage

JEJUNE. a. [jejunus, Lat.]

Ainsworth.

Prior.

Carew.

1. Wanting ; empty ; vacant.

2. Hungry ; not saturated.

Bacon.

Broun.

2. Desirous ; infatuated. L'Estrange.

I'DLENESS. s. [from idle.]

3. Dry ; unaffecting.

JEJU'NENESS. s. [from jejunc.]

Boyle.

1. Laziness ; sloth ; sluggishness ; aversion 1. Penury ; poverty. Bacon.

from labour. South.

2. Absence of employment. Sidney.

2. Dryness ; want of matter that can engage

the attention .

3. Omission of business. Shakespeare.

4. Unimportance ; trivialness. Shakespeare.

5. Inefficacy ; uselessness ,

6. Barrenness ; worthlessness.

7. Unreasonableness ; want ofjudgment.

I'DLER. 8. [from idle. ] A lazy person ; a slug-

gard. Raleigh.

I'DLY. ad. [from idle.]

1. Lazily ; without employment.

2. Foolishly ; in a trifling manner.

3. Carelessly ; without attention.

4. Ineffectually ; vainly.

I'DOL. S. [εdwhov ; idolum, Lat.]

1. An image worshipped as God.

2. A counterfeit.

JELLIED. a. Glutinous ; brought to a state

of viscosity . Cleaveland.

JE'LLY. s. [gelatinum, Lat. See GELLY. ]

1. Any thing brought to a state of gluti-

nousness and viscosity. Shakespeare.

2. Sweetmeat made by boiling sugar in the

jelly. Pope.

JENNETING. s. [corrupted from juneting.]

Shak. A species of apple soon ripe. Mortimer.

Prior. JE'NNET. s. [See GENNET.] A Spanish horse.

Prior. Prior.

Maccab.

Hooker. To JE'OPARD. v. a . To hazard ; to pat ir

danger. Obsolete. Maccabees

JE'OPARDOUS. a. [fromjeopardy.] Hazard.

ous ; dangerous.

JEOPARDY. s. [ jeu perdu, Fr.]

danger ; peril. Not in use.

To JERK. v. a. [gepeccan, Sax. ]

with a quick hard blow ; to lash. Swift .

To JERK.v. n. To strike up ; to accost eagerly.

Zeck.

3. An image. Dryden.

4. A sepresentation. Not in use. Spenser.

5. One loved or honoured to adoration. Den.

IDO'LATER. s. [ idolatra, Lat.] One who pays

divine honoursto images ; one who worships

for God that which is not God. Bentley.

Hazard ;

Bacon.

To strike

Dryden
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JERK. s . [from the verb.]

I. A smart quick lash. Dryden.

2. A sudden spring ; a quick jolt that shocks .
or starts . Ben Jonson.

JE'RKIN. s. [cýptelkın , Saxon .] A packet ; a

short coat; a close waistcoat. South.

JERKIN. s. A kind ofhawk. Ainsworth.

JERSEY. s . [from the island of Jersey, where

much yarn is spun. ] Fine yarn of wool.

JERUSALEM Artichoke. s. Sunflower, of

which it is a species. Mortimer.

JESS. s. [gecte, Fr. ] Short straps of leather

tied about the legs of a hawk, with which

she is held on the fist. Shakespeare.

JESSAMINE. s . [ See JASMINE. ] A fragrant

flower. Spenser.

To JEST. v . n. [gesticulor, Lat. ] To divert or

make merry by words or actions. Shak.

JEST. s. [from the verb . ]

1. Any thing ludicrous, or meant only to

raise laughter. Tillotson.

2. The object of jests ; a laughing-stock.

3. Manner of doing or speaking feigned , not

real ; ludicrous, not serious ; game, not

earnest.

JE'STER. s . [ fromjest.]

1. One given to merriment and pranks.

Grew.

Shakespeare.

Swift.

Spenser.

2. One given to sarcasm .

3. Buffoon ; jackpudding.

JET. s . [ agaz, Sax. gagates, Latin .]

1. A beautiful fossil, of a firm and even struc-

ture, and of a smooth surface ; found in mas-

ses, seldom of a great size, lodged in clay ;

of a fine deep black, having a grain resem

bling that of wood. Hill.

2. [Jet, Fr.] A spout or shoot of water.

To JET. v. n. [jetter, Fr.]

Blackmore.

1. To shoot forward ; to shoot out ; to in-

trude ; to jut out. Shakespeare.

2. To strut ; to agitate the body by a proud

gait. Shakespeare.

Wiseman.3. To jolt; to be shaken.

s. [jetter, French.] Goods which,

JETSON.} overboard a

storm, or after shipwreck, are thrown upon

the shore, and belong to the lord admiral.

JETTY. a. [fromjet.]

1. Made ofjet..

2. Black as jet.

JE'WEL. s. [joyaux, Fr. jeweelen, Dut.]

Brown.

1. Any ornament of great value, used com-

monly of such as are adorned with precious

stones. South.

2. A precious stone ; a gem. Pope.

3. A name of fondness. Shakespeare.

JEWEL-HOUSE, or Office. s. The place

where the regal ornaments are reposited.

JEWELLER. s. [from jewel.] One who traf-

ficks in precious stones. Boyle.

JEWS-EAR. s. [ from its resemblance of the

kunan ear. Skinner. ] A fungus, tough and

thin ; and naturally, while growing, of a

rumpled figure, like a flat and variously hol-

lowed cup ; from an inch to two inches in

length, and about two thirds of its length in

breadth. People cure themselves of sore

throats with a decoction of it in milk. Hill.

JEWS-HARP. s. A kind of musical instru

ment held between the teeth.

JEWS-MALLOW. s . [cochborus, Latin .] An

herb. Miller.

JEWS-STONE. s. The elevated spine of a

very large egg-shaped sea-urchin, petrified

by long lying in the earth. Hill.

IF. conjunction. [31F, Sax.]

1. Suppose it to be so, or it were so, that. A

hypothetical particle .

2. Whether or no.

that.

Hooker

Prior.

3. Allowing that ; suppose it to be granted

Boyle.

I'GNEOUS . a . [ ignens, Lat.] Fiery ; contain-

ing fire ; emitting fire. Glanville.

IGNIPOTENT. a. [ignis and potens, Latin .]

Presiding over fire. Pope.

IGNIS FĂTUUS. s. [ Latin.] Will with the

wisp ; Jack with the lantern.

To I'ĠNITE. v. a. [from ignis, Latin.] To kin-

dle ; to set on fire. Grew.

Boyle.

Brown.

Derham.

Dryden.

IGNITION. s . [ignition, French. ] The act of

kindling, or of setting on fire.

IGNITIBLE. a. [ from ignite. ] Inflammable ;

capable ofbeing set on fire.

IGNIVOMOUS. a. [ignivomus, Lat.] Vomit-

ing fire.

IGNO'BLE. a. [ ignobilis, Latin.]

1. Mean of birth ; not noble.

2. Worthless ; not deserving honour. Shak.

IGNO'BLY. ad. [ from ignoble. ] Ignominiously;

meanly; dishononrably. Dryden.

IGNOMINIOUS. a. [ ignominieux, Fr. ignomi-

niosus, Lat.] Mean ; shameful ; reproachful ;

dishonourable.

IGNOMINIOUSLY. ad. [from ignominious. ]

Meanly ; scandalously ; disgracefully; shame-

fully; reproachfully. South.

I'GNOMINY. s. [ignominia, Latin.] Disgrace ;

reproach ; shame ; infamy.

IGNORA'MUS. s. [Latin.]

Milton.

1. Ignoramus is a word properly used by the

grand inquest impannelled in the inquisition

ofcauses criminal and publick ; and written

upon the bill, whereby any crime is offered

to their consideration, when they mislike

their evidence as defective, or too weak to

makegood the presentment ; all inquiry upon

that party, for that fault, is thereby stopped,

and he delivered. Cowel.

2. A foolish fellow ; a vain uninstructed pre-

tender. South.

I'GNORANCE. s. [ignorance, Fr.]

1. Want ofknowledge ; unlearnedness.

Hooker.

2. Want of knowledge respecting some par

ticular thing. Sherlock.

3. Want ofknowledge discovered by external

effect. Common Prayer.

I'GNORANT. a . [ignorant, Fr.]

1. Wanting knowledge ; unlearned ; unin-

structed ; unenlightened. Pope.

2. Unknown ; undiscovered. Shakespeare.

3. Without knowledge of some particular.

4. Unacquainted with. Dryden..

5. Ignorantly made or done. Shakespeare.

IGNORANT. 8. One untaught, unlettered,

uninstructed. Denham.

I'GNORANTLY. ad. [from ignorant .] Without
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tion.

knowledge ; unskilfully ; without informa-

Dryden.

To IGNORE. v . a . [ignorer, Fr. ] Not to know;

to be ignorant of. Not used. Boyle.

IGNO'SCIBLE. a. [ ignoscibilis, Lat.] Capable

of pardon.

or tune.

JIG. s. [giga, Italian . ] A light careless dance

Spenser. Pope.

Y; JIG. v. n. [from the noun. ] 'To dance care-

lessly ; to dance. Locke.

JI'G-MAKER. s . [jig and make. ] One who

dances or plays merrily. Shakespeare.

JI'GGUMBOB. s . [A cant word. ] A trinket ;

a knick-knack ; a slight contrivance in ma-

chinery. Hudibras.

JILT. s. [ perhaps from gillet or gillot, the di-

minutive of gill, the ludicrous name of a

woman. ]

1. A woman who gives her lover hopes, and

deceives him.
Otway.

2. A name of contempt for a woman. Pope.

To JILT. v. a. [from the noun .] To trick a

man by flattering his love with hopes, and

then leaving him for another. Dryden.

To JILT. v. n. To play the jilt ; to practise

amorous deceits . Congreve.

To JINGLE. v. n . [fromjangle.] To clink ; to

sound with any kind of sharp rattle. Shak.

JINGLE. s . [ from the verb .]

1. Any clink, or sharp rattle.

2. Anything sounding ; a rattle ; a bell.

ILE. s . [aisle, Fr. ] A walk or alley in a church

or publick building. Pope.

ILE. s. [aisle, Fr. ] An ear of corn.

ILE'US. s. [Latin . ] The twisting of the guts.

Arbuthnot.

ILEX. s. [Latin. ] The scarlet oak. Mortimer

I'LIAC. a. [iliacus, Latin.] Relating to the

lower bowels. Floyer.

I'LIAC Passion. s . A kind of nervous colick,

whose seat is the ilium, whereby that gut is

twisted, or one part enters the cavity of the

part immediately below or above. Floyer.

ILK. ad. [eale, Saxon. ] The same. It is still

retained in Scotland, and denotes each ; as,

ilk ane ofyou, every one of you . It also sig-

nifies the same ; as, Macintosh ofthat ilk, de-

notes a gentleman whose surname and the

title of his estate are the same ; as, Macintosh

ofMacintosh.

ILL. a. [contracted from EVIL.]

1. Bad in any respect ; contrary to good,

whether physical or moral ; evil. Bacon.

2. Sick ; disordered ; not in health. Temple.
ILI.. S.

1. Wickedness ; depravity.

2. Misfortune ; misery.

ILL. ad.

Bacon.

Tute.

1. Not well ; not rightly in any respect. Dr.

1. Not easily ; with pain. Milton.

ILL, substantive or adverb, is used in composi-

tion to express any bad quality or condition.

IL, before words beginning with 1, stands for in.

ILLA'CHRYMABLE. a . [illachrymabilis,Lat.]

Incapable of weeping.

ILLA'PSE. s. [illupsus, Latin.]

1. Gradual emission or entrance of one

thing into another. Norris,

2. Sødden attack ; casual coming, Thomson,

Watts.

To ILLA'QUEATE. v . a. [illaqueo,Lat.] To en-

tangle ; to entrap ; to ensnare.

ILLAQUEATION. s. [from illaqueate. ]

1. The act of catching or ensnaring. Brown

2. A snare ; any thing to catch another.

ILLA'TION. s . [illatio, Lat. ] Inferenee ; con.

clusion drawn from premises. Locke.

I'LLATIVE. a. [ illatus, Latin. ] Relating to

illation or conclusion.

ILLA'UDABLE. a. [illaudabilis , Latin .] Un

worthy ofpraise or commendation . Milton.

ILLA'UDABLY. ad. [from illaudable . ] Un-

worthily ; without deserving praise. Broome.

ILLEGAL. a. [in and legalis, Lat. ] Contrary

to law. Swift

ILLEGAʼLITY. s. [from illegal. ] Contrariety

to law. Clarendon.

ILLEGALLY. ad. [from illegal.] In a manner

contrary to law.

ILLEGIBLE. a . [ in and legibilis, from lego,

Lat.] What cannot be read. Howel.

ILLEGITIMACY. s. [from illegitimate.] State

ofbastardy.

ILLEGITIMATE. a. [in and legitimus, Lat.]

Unlawfully begotten ; not begotten in wed-

lock. Cleaveland.

ILLEGITIMATELY. ad. Not in wedlock.

ILLEGITIMATION. s. [from illegitimate .]

The state of one not begotten in wedlock.

ILLE'VIABLE. a. [lever, Fr.] What cannot

be levied or exacted. Hale.

ILLFA'VOURED. a. Deformed. Shakespeare.

ILLFA'VOUREDLY. ad. With deformity.

ILLFA'VOUREDNESS . s . Deformity.

ILLI'BERAL. a. [illiberalis, Lat.]

1. Not noble ; not ingenuous . K. Charles,

2. Not munificent ; not generous ; sparing.

Woodward

Bacon.

ILLIBERA'LITY. s. [from illiberal. ]

1. Meanness ofmind.

2. Parsimony ; niggardliness .

ILLI'BERALLY. ad. [ from illiberal.] Disinge-

nuously ; meanly. Decay ofPiety.

ILLICIT. a. [illicitus, Latin ; illicite, Fr.] Un-

lawful ; as, an illicit trade.

To ILLIGHTEN. v. n. [ in and lighten.] To

enlighten ; to illuminate. Raleigh.

ILLIMITABLE. a. [in and limes, Lat. ] That

cannot be bounded or limited. Brown.

ILLIMITABLY ad. [ from illimitable ] With

out susceptibility of bounds.

ILLIMITED. a . [illimité, Fr. ] Unbounded ;

interminable.

ILLIMITEDNESS. s. [ from illimited.] Ex-

emption from ali bounds. Clarendon.

ILLITERATE. a. [illiteratus, Lat.] Unlet

tered ; untaught ; unlearned. Wotton.

ILLITERATENESS . S. [from illiterate.]

Want of learning ; ignorance of science.

ILLITERATURE. s. [in and literature.] Want

of learning. Ayliffe

I'LLNESS . s. [from ill.]

1. Badness or inconvenience of any kind, na-

tural or moral. Locke.

2. Sickness ; malady ; disorder of health.

3. Wickedness. Shakespeare.

ILLNATURE. s. [ ill and nature.] Habitual

malevolence ; want of humanity. South.

ILLNAʼTURED. a. [from illnature.]
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1. Habitually malevolent ; wanting kindness

or good-will ; mischievous. South.

2. Untractable ; not yielding to culture.

ILLNA TUREDLY. ad. [from illnatured . ] In

a peevish froward manner.

ILLNA'TUREDNESS. s . [from illnatured.]

Want of kindly disposition .

ILLO'GICAL. a. [from in and logical .]

1. Ignorant or negligent of the rules of rea-

soning. Walton.

2. Contrary to the rules of reason. D. ofP.

ILLO'GICALLY. ad. [from illogical. ] In a

manner contrary to the laws of argument.

To ILLUDE. v. a [illudo, Latin.] To deceive;

to mock.

To ILLU'ME. v. a. [illuminer, Fr.]

1. To enlighten ; to illuminate.

2. To brighten ; to adorn.

ToILLU'MINE. v. a. [illuminer, Fr.]

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

Thomson.

1. To enlighten ; to supply with light. Milt.

2. To decorate ; to adorn. Pope.

To ILLUMINATE. v. a. [illuminer, Fr.]

1. To enlighten ; to supply with light. Spens.

2. To adorn with festal lamps or bonfires.

3. To enlighten intellectually with know-

ledge or grace. Sandys.

4. To adorn with pictures or initial letters

of various colours.

Watts.

Raleigh.

5. To illustrate.

ILLUMINATION. s. [illuminatio; Latin.]

1. The act of supplying with light.

2. That which gives light.

3. Festal lights hung out as a token ofjoy.

4. Brightness ; splendour. Felton.

5. Infusion of intellectual light ; knowledge

of grace. Hooker.

ILLUMINATIVE. a. [illuminatif, Fr.] Hav-

ing the power to give light. Digby.

ILLUMINATOR. s. [from illuminate.]

1. One who gives light.

2. One whose business is to decorate books

with pictures at the beginning of chapters.

ILLU'SION. s. [ illusio, Lat. ] Mockery ; false

show; counterfeit appearance ; errour.

ILLUSIVE. a. [from illusus, Lat.] Deceiving

by false show. Blackmore.

ILLUSORY. a. [illusoire, Fr.] Deceiving ;

fraudulent. Locke.

To ILLUSTRATE. v . a. [illustro, Latin.]

1 To brighten with light.

2. To brighten with honour. Milton.

Br.3. To explain ; to clear ; to elucidate.

ILLUSTRATIÓN. s . [from illustrate. ] Expla-

nation ; elucidation ; exposition. L'Estrange

ILLUSTRATIVE. a . [from illustrate.] Having

the quality of elucidating or clearing. Brown.

ILLUSTRATIVELY. ad. [ from illustrative.]

By way of explanation. Brown.

ILLUSTRIOUS. a. [illustris, Lat.] Conspicu-

ous ; noble ; eminent for excellence. South.

ILLUSTRIOUSLY. ad. [from illustrious . ]

Conspicuously ; nobly ; eminently. Pope.

ILLUSTRIOUSNESS. 8. [from illustrious. ]

Eminence ; nobility ; grandeur.

I'M. Contracted from I am.

IM is used commonly, in composition, for in,
before mute letters. What is im in Latin,

when it is not negative, is often em in French;

and our writers, as the Latin or French oc

curs to their minds use im or em.

•

I'MAGE. §. [image, Fr. imago, Latin.]

1. Any corporeal representation, generally a

statue ; a picture. South

Chronicles
2. An idol ; a false gød.

3. A copy; representation ; likeness. Shak

4. Semblance ; show ; appearance. Shak.

5. An idea ; a representation of any thingto

the mind. Watts.

Dryden.

To I'MAGE. v. a. [from the noun. ] To copy

by the fancy ; to imagine.

I'MAGERY. s. [from image.]

1. Sensible representations ;

tuès.

2. Show ; appearance.

pictures ; sta

Spenser

Rogers.

Atterbury.

Dryden.

3. Forms of the fancy ; false ideas ; imagi.

nary phantasms.

4. Representations in writing.

IMA'GÍNABLE. a. [imaginable, Fr.] Possible

to be conceived. Tillotson.

IMAGINANT. a. [imaginant, Fr.] Imagining;

forming ideas. Bucon.

IMAGINARY. a. [imaginaire, Fr.] Fancied ;

visionary ; existing only in the imagination.

IMAGINATION. s. [ imaginatio, Lat.]

1. Fancy; the power of forming idéal pic.

tures ; the power of representing things ab-

sent to one's self or others. Dennis.

2. Conception ; image of the mind ; idea.

3. Contrivance ; scheme. Lam.

Locke.4. An unsolid or fanciful opinion.

IMAGINATIVE.a. [imaginutif, Fr. ] Fantas

tick ; full of imagination. Taylor.

Locke.

Psalms.

To IMAGINE v. a. [ imaginer, Fr.]

1. To fancy; to paint in the mind.

2. To scheme ; to contrive.

IMA'GINER. s. [from imagine.] One who

forms ideas. Bacon.

IMBECILE. a. [ imbecilis, Lat.] Weak ; feeble;

wanting strength ofeither mind or body.

To IMBECILE. v. a. [fromthe adj. and cor-

ruptly written embezzle.] To weaken a stock

or fortune by clandestine expenses. Taylor .

IMBECILITY. s . [imbecillité, Fr. ] Weakness

feebleness ofmind or body. Hooker.

Swift

Watt's

Newton.

To IMBIBE. v . a. [imbibo, Latin.]

1. To drink in ; to draw in .

2. To admit into the mind.

3. To drench ; to soak ; to imbue.

IMBIBER. 8. [from imbibe. ] That which

drinks or sucks.

Boyle

Arbuthnot.

IMBIBI'TION. s . [imbibition, Fr.] The act of

sucking or drinking in .

To IMBITTER. v. a. [from bitter.]

1. To make bitter.

2. To deprive of pleasure ; to make unhappy.

Addison.

3. To exasperate.

To IMBO'DY. v. a. [from body.]

1. To condense to a body.

2. To invest with matter ; to make corporeal.

3. To bring together into one mass or com

pany; to incorporate.

4. To enclose. Improper.

Shakespeare.

Woodward.

To IMBO'DY. v . n. To unite into one mass ;

to coalesce. Milton. Locke

To IMBO'IL. v . n [from hoil. ] To excstuate ;

to effervesce . Not in use Spenser.

To IMBOʻLDEN. v . a. [ from oold. ] To raise to

confidence } to encourage. Shakespeare.
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To IMBO'SOM. v. a. [from bosom.]

1. To hold on the bosom ; to cover fondly

with the folds of one's garment. Milton.

2. To admit to the heart, or to affection .

To IMBOUND. v. a. [from bound. ] To en-

close ; to shut in. Shakespeare.

To IMBOW. v. a. [from bow.] To arch ; to

Milton.vault.

To IMBO'WER. v. a. [from bower. ] To cover

with a bower ; to shelter with trees. Thom .

IMBO'WMENT. s. [ from imbow.] Arch ;

vault. Bacon.

To IMBRA'NGLE. v. a. To entangle. A low

word. Hudibras.

I'MBRICATED. « . [from imbrex, Lat.] In-

dented with concavities ; bent and hollow

like a roof or gutter tile.

'MBRICATION. s . [imbrex, Lat. ] Concave

indenture. Derham.

To IMBRO'WN. v. a . [from brown.] To make

brown; to darken ; to obscure ; to cloud.

To IMBRU'E. v. a. [from in and brue.]

1. To steep ; to soak ; to wet much or long.

Clarissa.

2. To pour; to emit moisture. Obsolete.

To IMBRUTE. v. a. [from brute.] To degrade

to brutality. Milton.

To IMBRUTE. v . n. To sink down to bruta-

lity. Milton.

To IMBU'E. v. a. [imbuo, Latin .] To tincture

deep ; to imbibe with any liquor or die.

To IMBURSE. v. a. [bourse, Fr.] To stock
with money.

IMITABILITY. s. [imitabilitas, Latin. ] The

quality ofbeing imitable. Norris.

I'MITABLE. a. [imitabilis, Latin.]

1. Worthy to be imitated ; deserving to be

copied. Raleigh

2. Possible to be imitated ; within reach of

imitation. Atterbury.

To I'MITATE. v . a . [imitor, Latin.]

1. To copy ; to endeavour to resemble.

2. To counterfeit. Dryden.

3. To pursue the course of a composition, so

as to use parallel images and exampies.Gay.

IMITATION. s. [imitatio, Latin.]

1. The act of copying ; attempt to resemble.

2. That which is offered as a copy. Dryden.

3. A method of translating looser than para-

phrase, in which modern examples and il-

lustrations are used for ancient, or domes-

tick for foreign . Dryden.

I'MITATIVE. a. [ imitativus, Latin.]

1. Inclined to copy.

2. Aiming at resemblance.

3. Formed after some original. Dryden.

IMITATOR. s. [ Latin ; imitateur, Fr.] One

that copies another ; one that endeavours

to resemble another. Dryden.

IMMA'CULATE. a. [ immaculatus, Lat.]

1. Spotless ; pure ; undefiled.

2. Pure ; limpid.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

To IMMA'NAČLE. v. a. [from manacle.] To

fetter ; to confine. Milton.

IMMAʼÑE. a. [immanis, Latin . ] Vast ; prodi-

giously great.

South.

I'MMAÑENT. a. [immanent, Fr.] Intrinsick ;

inherent ; internal.

IMMAʼNIFEST. a. [in and manifest. ] Not má-

nifest ; not plain. Not in use. Brown.

IMMA'NITY. s. [immanitas, Lat.] Barbarity ;

savageness. Shakespeare.

IMMARCE'SSIBLE. a. [in and marcesco , Lat.]

Unfading.

IMMA'RTIAL. a. [in and martial. ] Not war-

like. Chapman.

To IMMA'SK. v. a. [in aud masic.] To cover ;

to disguise . Shakespeare.

IMMATERIAL. a. [immateriel, Fr.]

1. Incorporeal ; distinct from matter ; void

of matter. Hooker.

2. Unimportant ; without_weight ; imperti-

nent ; without relation. Improper.

IMMATERIALITY. s. [from immaterial.] In-

corporeity ; distinctness from matter.Watts.

IMMATE'ŘÍALLY. a . [from immaterial.] In

a manner not depending upon matter.

IMMATERIALIZED. ad. [from fa and ma-

teria, Lat.] Distinct from matter ; incorpo-

real. Glanville.

IMMATERIALNESS. s. [from immaterial .]

Distinctness from matter.

IMMATERIATE. a. [in and materia, Latin.]

Not consisting ofmatter ; incorporeal ; want-

ing body.
Bacon.

IMMATU'RE. a. [immaturus, Lat.]

1. Not ripe.

2. Not perfect ; not arrived at fulness or

completion Dryden.

3. Hasty; early ; come to pass before the

natural time.

}

IMMATURELY. ad. Too soon ; too early ;

before ripeness or completion.

IMMATU’RENESS. s. [from immature.]

IMMATURITY. Unripeness ; incom-

pieteness ; a state short ofcompletion . Glan.

IMMEABILITY. s. [immeabilis, Lat. ] Want

ofpower to pass. Arbuthnot

IMMEASURABLE. a . [in and measure. ] Im-

mense; not to be measured ; indefinitely ex-

tensive. Hooker.

IMMEASURABLY. ad. [ from immeasurable.]

Immensely ; beyond all measure. Milton.

IMMECHANICAL. a. [in and mechanical. ]

Not according to the laws of mechanicks.

IMMEDIACY. s. [from immediate ] Personal

greatness ; power of acting without depen

dance. Not in use. Shakespeare

IMMEDIATE. a. [immediat, Fr.]

1. Being in such a state with respect to

something else, as that there is nothing be-

tween them ; proximate.

2. Not acting by second causes.

Burnet.

Abbot.

3. Instant ; present with regard to time.

IMMEDIATELY. ad.

1. Without the intervention of any othe

cause or event. South

2. Instantly ; at the time present ; without

delay. Shakespeare

IMMEDIATENESS. s. [from immediate. ]

1. Presence with regard to time.

2. Exemption from second or intervening

causes.

IMME'DICABLE. a . [ immedicabilis, Lat. ] Not

to be healed ; incurable. Milton.

IMMEMORABLE. a. [immemorabilis, Lat. ]

Not worth remembering.

IMMEMO'RIAL. a. [immemorial, Fr.] Past

time of memory ; so ancient that the begin

ning cannot be traced. Hale.
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Grew.

IMMENSE. a. [ immense, French. ] Unlimited ;

unbounded ; infinite .

IMMENSELY. ad. [from immense.] Infinitely ;

without measure. Bentley.

IMMEʼNSITY. s. [immensité, French.] Un-

bounded greatness ; infinity. Blackmore.

IMMENSURABILITY. s. [ from immensu-

rable. ] Impossibility to be measured.

IMMENSURABLE. a. [in and mensurabilis,

tin. ] Not to be measured.

To IMMERGE. v . a. [immergo, Latin . ] To put
under water.

IMMERIT. s. [immerito, Latin. ] Want of

worth; want of desert. Suckling.

Woodward.

To IMMERSE. v. a. [immersus, Latin. ]

1. To put under water.

2. To sink or cover deep.

3. Tokeep in a state ofintellectual depression.

IMMERSE. a. [immersus, Latin .] Buried ; co-

vered ; sunk deep.. Bacon.

IMMERSION. s. [immersio, Latin.]

1. The act of putting any body into a fluid

below the surface. Addison.

2. The state of sinking below the surface of

a fluid.

3. The state of being overwhelmed or lost in

any respect. Atterbury.

IMMETHO'DICAL. a. [ in and methodical. ]

Confused ; being without regularity ; being

without method. Addison.

IMMETHO'DICALLY. ed . Without method ;

without order.

.

I'MMINENCE. s. [ from imminent. ] Any ill im-

pending ; immediate or near danger. Shak.

I'MMINENT. a. [imminent, Fr. imminens, Lat.]

Impending ; at hand ; threatening. Shak.

To IMMINGLE. v . a. [ in and mingle.] To

mingle ; to mix ; to unite. Thomson.

IMMINÚTION. s . [from imminuo, Lat.] Di-

minution; decrease. Ray.

IMMISCIBILITY. s. [from immiscible .] Inca-

pacity of being mingled.

IMMI'SCIBLE a. [in and miscible . ] Not capa-

ble of being mingled. Clarissa.

IMMI'SSION. s. [immissio, Latin. ] The act

of sending in ; contrary to emission.

To IMMIT. v. n. [immitto, Latin. ] To send in.

To IMMI'X. v. a. [ in and mix. ] To mingle.

IMMI'XABLE. a. [in and mix.] Impossible to

be mingled. Wilkins.

IMMOBILITY. s. [immobilité, French.] Un-

moveableness ; want ofmotion ; resistance to
motion. Arbuthnot.

IMMO'DERATE. a. [immoderatus, Lat.] Ex-

cessive ; exceeding the due mean. Ray.

IMMO'DERATELY. ad. [from immoderate.]

In an excessive degree. Burnet.

IMMODERATION. s. [immoderation, Fr. ]

Want of moderation ; excess.

IMMO'DEST. a. [immodeste, French ]

2. Unchaste ; impure.

3. Obscene.

1. Wantingshame ; wanting delicacy or chas-

ity. Shakespeare.

→ Dryden.

Shakespeare.

4. Unreasonable ; exorbitant ; arrogant.

IMMO'DESTY. s . [immodestie, French.] Want

ofmodesty ; indecency. Pope.

To THIMOLATE. v . a . [immolo, Latin.]

1. To sacrifice ; to kill in sacrifice Boyle.

Pope.

Brown.

Decay of Piety.

2. To offer in sacrifice.

IMMOLA'TION. s . [immolution, French.]

1. The act of sacrificing.

2. A sacrifice offered.

IMMOʻMENT. a. [ in and moment. ] Trifling ;

ofno importance. Not used. Shakespeare.

IMMO'RAL. a . [ in and moral.]

1. Wanting regard to the laws of natural re-

ligion.

2. Contrary to honesty ; dishonest.

IMMORAʼLITY. s. [from immoral . ] Disho

nesty ; want of virtue ; contrariety to virtue.

Swift

IMMO'RTAL. a. [immortalis, Latin. ]

1. Exemptfrom death ; being neverto die.Ab.

2. Never-ending ; perpetual. Shakespeare,

IMMORTALITY.s. [fromimmortal . ] Exemp

tion from death ; life never to end. Watts

To IMMORTALIZE. v. a. [immortaliser, Fr.

To make immortal ; to perpetuate ; to ex-

empt from death.

tal.

Davies.

To IMMO'ʻRTALIZE . v. n . To become immor-

Pope.

IMMO'RTALLY ad. [from immortal.] With

exemption from death ; without end.

IMMOVABLE. a. [in and moveable.]

1. Not to be forced from its place. Brown.

2. Not liable to be carried away ; real in

law. Ayliffe.

3. Unshaken ; unaffected. Dryden.

IMMO'VABLY. ad. [from immovable.] In a

state not to be shaken. Atterbury.

IMMUNITY. s . [immunité, French.]

1. Discharge from any obligation.. Hooker.

2. Privilege ; exemption from onerous du-

ties. Sprat.

Dryden.

Hooker.

3. Freedom.

To IMMU'RE. v. a. [in and murus, Lat. emu-

rer, old French.] To enclose within walls ; to

confine ; to shut up ; to imprison. Wotton.

IMMU'RÉ. s . [from the verb . ] A wall ; an en-

closure . Not used. Shakespeare .

IMMU'SICAL. a. [in and musical ] Inharmoni

ous ; wanting proportion of sound. Brown.

IMMUTABILITY. s. [immutabilitus, Latin.]

Exemption from change ; invariableness ;

unchangeableness.

IMMUTABLE. a. [ immutabilis, Latin.] Un-

changeable : invariable ; unalterable. Dry

IMMUTABLY. ad. [from immutable.] Unal

terably ; invariably ; unchangeably. Boyle.

IMP. s. [ imp, Welsh, a shoot, a sprout.]

1. A son ; the offspring ; progeny. Fairfax.

2. A subaltern devil ; a puny devil. Swift.

To IMP. v. a. [impio, to engraff, Welsh.] To

lengthen or enlarge by any thing adsciti

tious. Cleaveland .

To IMPA'CT. v . a . [ impactus, Latin. ] To drive

-close or hard. Woodward.

To IMPA'INT. v. a. [ in andpaint .] To paint;

to decorate with colour. Not in use. Shak.

To IMPA'IR. v. a. [empirer, French. ] To di

minish ; to injure ; to make worse. Pope.

To IMPAIR. v. n. To be lessened or worn

out.

Brown.
IMPA'IR . s. [from the verb. ] Diminution ; de-

crease. Not used.

IMPAIRMENT. s. [from impair .] Diminu.

tion; injury.
Brown.
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IMPALPABLE. a. [impalpable, French.] Not

to be perceived by touch. Boyle.

To IMPARADISE. v . a. [imparadisare, Ital . ]

To put in a place or state resembling para-

dise in felicity. Donne.

Bacon.

IMPA'RITY. s. [imparitas, Latin. ]

1. Inequality ; disproportion.

2. Oddness ; indivisibility into equal parts.

Brown.

To IMPARK. v. a. [in and park.] To enclose

with a park ; to sever from a common.

To IMPART. v. a. [impartior, Latin . ]

1. To grant ; to give. Dryden.

2. To make known ; to show by words or

tokens. Milton.

3. To communicate Shakespeare.

IMPARTIAL. a . [impartial, French. ] Equi.

table ; free from regard to party ; indifferent;

disinterested ; equal in distribution of jus-

tice ; just. Dryden.

IMPARTIALITY. s . [impartialité, French.]

Equitableness ; justice ; indifference . South.

IMPARTIALLY. ad. [from impartial. ] Equi-

tably ; with indifferent and unbiassed judg-

ment ; justly ; honestly. South.

IMPAʼRTIBLE. a. [impnrtible, Fr.] Communi-

cable ; that may be conferred or bestowed.

Digby.

IMPA'SSABLF ; a. [ in and passable . ] Not to

be passed ; not admitting passage ; impervi-

Raleigh.

IMPASSIBILITY. s . [impassibilité, Fr.] Ex-

emption from suffering ; insusceptibility of

injury from external things . Dryden.

IMPA'SSIBLE. a . [impassible, Fr.] Incapable

ofsuffering ; exempt from the agency of ex-

ternal causes ; exempt froin pain. Hammond.

IMPA'SSIBLENESS . s . [from impassible.] Im-

passibility ; exemption from pain. D. ofPiety.

IMPA'SSIONED. a. [in and passion .] Disor-

dered by passion.

ous.

Milton.

IMPA'SSIVE. a. [ in and passive.] Exempt from

the agency of external causes. Pope.

IMPA'STED . a. [in and paste. ] Concreted as

into paste. Not in use. Shakespeare.

IMPATIENCE. s. [impatience, French. ]

1. Inability to suffer pain ; rage under suf-

fering. Shakespeare.

2. Vehemence of temper ; heat of passion.

3. Inability to suffer delay ; eagerness.

IMPATIENT. a. [impatient, French.]

1. Not able to endure ; incapable to bear. Po.

2. Furious with pain ; unable to bear pain.Dr.

3. Vehemently agitated by some painful pas

sion.

Pope.

Taylor.

4. Hot ; hasty. Addison.

5. Eager ; ardently desirous ; not able to en-

dure delay.

IMPATIENTLY. ad. [from impatient.]

1. With rage under uneasiness.

2. Passionately ; ardently. Clarendon.

3. Eagerly ; with great desire .

To IMPATRONIZE. v . a . [ impatroniser, Fr.]

To gain to one's self the power ofany seig-

niory. Not usual. Bacon.

Tɔ IMPA'WN. v . a . [in and pawn.] To impig-

norate ; to pawn ; to give as a pledge ; to

pledge. Shakespeare.

"

To IMPEACH. v. a. [impecher, French.]

1. To hinder ; to impede. Davies.

Grew.

2. To accuse by public authority. Addison.

IMPEACH. s . [from the verb.] Jinderance ;

let ; impediment. Shakespeare.

IMPEACHABLE. a. [from impeach .] Accu-

sable ; chargeable .

IMPEACHER. s [from impeach . ] An accuser ;

one who brings an accusation against an

other. Gov. of the Tongue.

IMPEACHMENT. s . [from impeach.]

1. Hinderance ; let ; impediment ; obstruc

tion. Not in use. Spen r

2. Public accusation ; charge preferred. Sw.

To IMPEARL. v. a. [ in and pearl.]

1. To form in resemblance of pearls. Milton.

2. To decorate as with pearls. Digby

IMPECCABILITY. s. [impeccabilité, Fr.] Ex

emption from sin ; exemption from failure.

Pope.

IMPECCABLE. a. [ impeccable, Fr.] Exempt

from possibility of sin. Hammond.

To IMPE'DE. v . a . [impedio, Lat.] To hinder ;

to let ; to obstruct. Decay of Piety.

IMPEDIMENT. s. [impedimentum, Lat.] Hin-

derance ; let ; obstruction ; opposition . Tay.

To ïMPE'L. v . a. [impello, Lat. ] To drive on to-

ward a point ; to urge forward ; to press on.

Pope.

IMPELLENT. s. [impellens, Latin.] An im-

pulsive power ; a power that drives forward.

Glanville.

To IMPE'ND. v . n . [ impendeo, Latin.]

1. To hang over. Pope:

2. To be at hand ; to press nearly. Pope.

IMPENDENT. a. [ impendens, Latin .] Immi-

nent ; hanging over ; pressing closely. Prior.

IMPENDENCE . s. [from impendent. ] 'The state

ot hanging over ; near approach . Hale.

IMPENETRABILITY.s. [impenetrabilité,Fr.]

1. Quality ofnot being pierceable, or per-

Newton.meable.

2. Insusceptibility ofintellectual impression.

IMPENETRABLE. a . [ impenetrable, French .]

1. Not to be pierced ; not to be entered by

any external force. Dryden.

2. Impervious ; not admitting entrance. Dr.

3. Not to be taught ; not to be informed.

4. Not to be affected ; not to be moved. Shak.

IMPENETRABLY. ad. [from impenetrable.]

With hardness to a degree incapable of im-

pression. Pope.

IMPENITENCE. Į s. [impenitence, Fr.] Ób

IMPENITENCY. duracy ; want ofremorse

for crimes ; final disregard of God's threat-

enings or mercy. Rogers.

IMPE'NITENT. a. [impenitent, Fr.] Finally

negligent ofthe duty of repentance ; obda

Hammond

IMPE'NITENTLY. ad. [from impenitent .] Ob

durately ; without repentance. Hammond,

IMPENÑOUS. a . [in and penna, Lat.] Want-

ing wings.
Brown,

I'MPERATE. a. [imperatus, Lat. ] Done with

consciousness ; doneby direction ofthe mind.

South. Hale.

IMPERATIVE. a. [imperativus, Latin.] Com-

manding ; expressive of command.

IMPERATIVELY. ad. In a commanding

style ; authoritatively.

rate.

Clarke.
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IMPERCEPTIBLE. a . [imperceptible, Fr.]

Not to be discovered ; not to be perceived ;

small ; subtle. Dryden.

IMPERCEPTIBLENESS. s. The quality of

eluding observation. Hale.

IMPERCEPTIBLY. ad. [from imperceptible.]

In a manner not to be perceived . Addison.

IMPERFECT. a. [imperfectus, Latin.]

1. Not complete ; not absolutely finished ;

defective. Boyle. Lokce.

2. Frail , not completely good.

IMPERFECTION. s . [imperfection, French . ]

Defect ; failure ; fault, whether physical or

Addison.moral.

IMPERFECTLY. ad. Not completely ; not

fully not without failure . Locke.

IMPERFORABLE. a. [ in and perforo, Latin. ]

Not to be bored through.

IMPERFORATE. a. [ in and perforatus, Lat. ]

Not pierced through ; without a hole. Sharp.

IMPERIAL. a. [imperial, Fr. imperialis , Lat. ]

1. Royal ; possessing royalty. Shakespeare.

2. Betokening royalty ; marking sovereign-

ty. Shakespeare.

3. Belonging to an emperour or monarch ;

regal ; royal ; monarchical. Dryden.

IMPERIALIST. s. [ from imperial.] One that

belongs to an emperour. Knolles.

IMPERIOUS. a. [imperieux, Fr.imperiosus,La.]

1. Commanding ; tyrannical ; authoritative ;

haughty ; arrogant ; assuming command . Loc.

2. Powerful ; ascendant ; overbearing. Tillot.

IMPERIOUSLY. ad. With arrogance of com-

mand ; with insolence of authority. Garth.

IMPERIOUSNESS. s . [from imperious. ]

1. Authority ; air of command.

2. Arrogance of command.

IMPERISHABLE. a . [imperissable, Fr.] Not

to be destroyed.

IMPERSONAL. a . [impersonalis , Latin .] Not

varied according to the persons.

IMPERSONALLY. ad. According to the

manner of an impersonal verb.

IMPERSUA'SIBLE. a. [in and persuasibilis,

Latin.] Not to be moved by persuasion.

Decay ofPiety.

IMPERTINENCY. s. impertinence, Fr.]

Sidney.

Locke.

Milton.

1. That which is ofno present weight ; that

which has no relation to the matter in hand.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

Walton.

Evelyn.

2. Folly ; rambling thought.

3. Troublesomeness ; intrusion.

4. Trifle ; thing of no value.

IMPERTINENT. a [impertinent, French ]

1. Ofno relation to the matter in hand ; of

no weight. Tillotson.

2. Importunate ; intrusive ; meddling.

3. Foolish ; trifling. Pope.

IMPERTINENT. s. A trifler ; a meddler ; an

intruder ; one who inquires or interposes

where he has no right or call. L'Estrange.

IMPERTINENTLY. ud. [ from impertinent.]

1. Without relation to the present matter.

2. Troublesomely ; officiously ; intrusively.Ad.

IMPERTRANSIBILITY.s [ in and pertranseo,

Lat.]Impossibility to be passed through. Hal.

IMPERVIOUS. a. (impervius, Latin. ]

1. Unpassable ; impenetrable.

2. Inaccessible. P

IMPERVIOUSNESS. s. [from impervious.]

The state of not admitting any passage.

IMPETIGINOUS. a. [from impetigo, Latin.]

Scurfy; covered, with small scabs.

I'MPETRABLE. a . [impetrabilis, from impetro,

Latin. ] Possible to be obtained .

To I'MPETRATE. v. a . [impetro, Latin.] To

obtain by intreaty.

IMPETRATION. s . [impetrutio, Latin.] The

act of obtaining by prayer or intreaty . Taylor.

IMPETUO'SITY. s. [from impetuous. ] Vio-

lence ; fury ; vehemence ; force. Clarendon.

IMPETUOÚS. a. [impetueux, Fr. from imnetus,

Latin.]

1. Violent ; forcible ; fierce. Prior.

Addison

2. Vehement of mind ; passionate. Rowe.

IMPETUOUSLY. ad. [from impetuous. ] Vio

lently ; vehemently.

IMPETUOUSNESS. s. [from impetuous.] Vio

lence ; fury. Decay of Piety.

I'MPETUS. s. [Latin.] Violent tendency to

any point ; violent effort. Bentley.

IMPIE'RCEABLE. a. [ in and pierce. ] Impene-

trable ; not to be pierced. Spenser.

IMPIETY. s. [impietas, Latin.]

To

1. Irreverance to the Supreme Being ; con-

tempt ofthe duties of religion. Shakespeare.

2. Any act of wickedness ; expression of ir-

religion. Swift.

To IMPIGNORATE. v. a. [in and pignus,

Latin.] To pawn ; to pledge.

IMPIGNORA'TION. s. [ from impignorate.]

The act of pawning or putting to pledge.

To IMPINGE. v . n. [impingo, Lat.] To fall a-

gainst ; to strike against ; to clash with. Newt.

IMPI'NGUATE. v. a. [in and pinguis, Lat.]

To fatten ; to make fat. Bacon.

IMPIOUS . a . [impius,Lat.] Irreligious ; wick-

ed ; profane. Forbes.

I'MPIOUSLY. ad. [from impious.] Profancly ;

wickedly. Granville.

IMPLACABILITY. s. [from implacable. ] In-

exorableness ; irreconcileable enmity ; unap-

peasible malice.

IMPLA CABLE. a . [implacabilis, Latin. Not

to be pacified ; inexorable ; malicious ; con-

stant in enmity. Addison.

IMPLACABLY. ad. [from implacable. } With

malice notto be pacified ; inexorably Claren.

ToIMPLANT. v. a. [in and planto, Lat. ] To

infix ; to insert ; to place ; to ingraft ; to set-

tle; to set ; to sow. Sidney. Locke.

IMPLANTATION. s . [implantation, French.j

The act of setting or planting ; the act of en-

fixing or settling.

IMPLAUSIBLE. a. [in and plausible . ] Not

specious ; not likely to seduce or persuade.

Swift.

I'MPLEMENT. s. [implementum, Latin.]

1. Something that fills up vacancy, or sup

plies wants.
Hooker.

2. Instrument of manufacture ; tools of a

trade ; vessels of a kitchen. Brown.

IMPLETION. s . [impleo, Latin .] The act of

filling; the state ofbeing full. Brown.

IMPLE'X. a. [implexus, Latin. ] Intricate ; en-

tangled ; complicated. Spectator.

Boyle.

To I'MPLICATE. v. a . [implico, Latin.] To

entangle ; to embarrass ; to infold.
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IMPLICATION. s . [implicatio, Latin.]

1. Involution ; entanglement. Boyle.

2. Inference not expressed, but tacitly con-

nected. Ayliffe.

IMPLICIT. a. [implicitus, Latin.]

1. Entangled ; infolded ; complicated . Pope.

2 Inferred ; tacitly comprised ; not expres-

sed . Smalridge.

3. Resting upon another ; connected with

another over which that which is connected

to it has no power ; trusting without reserve

or examination.

IMPLICITLY. ad. [from implicit.]

Denham.

1. By inference comprised, though not ex-

pressed. Bentley.

2. By connection with something else ; de-

pendently ; with unreserved confidence or

obedience. Rogers.

To IMPLO'RE. v. a . [imploro, Latin .]

1. To call upon in supplication ; to solicit. Po.

2. To ask ; to beg. Shakespeare.

IMPLO'RE. s. [from the verb. ] The act of

begging ; entreaty. Not in use. Spenser.

IMPLORER. s. [from implore. ] Solicitor. Sha.

IMPLU'MED. a. [implumis, Latin. ] Without

feathers.

To IMPLY'. v. a. [implico, Latin.]

Dict.

1. To infold ; to cover ; to entangle. Not

in use. Spenser.

2. To involve or comprise as a consequence

or concomitant. Dryden

To IMPOI'SON. v. a. [empoisoner, French.]

1. To corrupt with poison. Shakespeare.

2. To kill with poison. Shakespeare.

IMPO'LARILY. ad . [in and polar ] Not ac-

cording to the direction of the poles . Brown.
IMPOLITICAL.dent

;
indiscreet

; void ofa. [ inand politick. ] Impru-

IMPO'LITICK.

art or forecast. Hooker.

IMPOLITICALLY. ad. Without art or

IMPO'LITICKLY. forecast.

IMPO'NDEROUS. a. [in and ponderous.] Void

ofperceptible weight. Brown.

IMPOROSITY. s. [in and porous . ] Absence of

interstices ; compactness ; closeness. Bacon.

IMPO'ROUS. a. [in and porous. ] Free from

pores ; free from vacuities or interstices ;

close of texture ; completely solid. Ray.

To IMPORT. v. a. [importo , Latin.]

1. To carry into any country from abroad ;

opposed to export.

2. To imply ; to infer.

Pope.

Bacon.

3. To produce in consequence. Shakespeare.

4. [ Importer, Fr.] To be of moment. Dryden.

IMPO'RT. s. [from the verb.]

1. Importance ; moment ; consequence. Sha.

2. Tendency. Boyle.

3. Any thing brought from abroad.

IMPORTABLE. a. [in and portable. ] Unsup-

portable ; not to be endured. Spenser.

IMPORTANCE. s. [French .]

1. Thing imported or implied. Shakespeare.

2. Matter ; subject. Not in use. Shakespeare.

Pope.3. Consequence ; moment.

4. Importunity. Not proper. Shakespeare.

IMPORTANT. a. [important, French.]

1. Momentous ; weighty ; of great conse-

quence. Wotton.

2. Momentous ; forcible ; of great efficacy.

3. Importunate. Not proper. Shakespeare.

IMPORTATION. s . [from import ] The act

or practice of importing, or bringing into a

country from abroad. Addison.

IMPO'RTER. s. [from import.] One that

brings in from abroad. Swift.

IMPO'RTLESS. a. [from import. ] Of no mo-

ment or consequence. Shakespeare.

IMPO'RTUNATE. a. [ importunus, Lat.] Un-

seasonable and incessant insolicitations ; not

to be repulsed. Smalridge.

IMPO'RTUNATELY. ad. With incessant so-

licitations ; pertinaciously in petition . Duppa.

IMPO'RTUNATENESS. s. [from importunate.]

Incessant solicitation. Sidney.

To IMPORTUNE. v. a. [ importunus, Latin .]

1. To disturb by reiteration of the same re-

quest.

2. To tease ; to harass with slight vexation

perpetually recurring ; to molest. Swift.

IMPORTUʼNE. a. [importunus, Latin. ]

1. Constantly recurring ; troublesome by fre-

quency.

2. Troublesome ; vexatious.

Bacon.

Hammond.

3. Unseasonable ; coming, asking, or happen-

ing at a wrong time.

IMPORTU'NELY. ad.

Milton.

Spenser.

Sanderson.

I Troublesomely ; incessantly.

2. Unseasonably ; improperly.

IMPORTU'NITY. s. [importunitus, Lat. ] In-

cessant solicitation . Knolles.

To IMPO'SE. v. a. [imposer, French.]

1. To lay on as a burden or penalty. Shak.

2. To enjoin as a duty or law.

3. To fix on ; to impute to.

4. To obtrude fallaciously.

Waller.

Brown.

Dryden.

5. TO IMPOSE on. To put a cheat on ; to

deceive. Locke.

6. [Among printers.] To put the pages on

the stone, and fit on the chase, in order to

carry the form to press.

IMPO'SE. s . [from the verb.] Command ; in-

junction. Not in use. Shakespeare

IMPO'SEABLE. a . [from impose. ] To be laid

as obligatory on any body. Hammond

IMPO'SER. s. [from impose.] One who en

joins as a law ; one who lays any thing on

another as a hardship . Walton

IMPOSITION. s. [imposition, French. ]

1. The act of laying any thing on another.

2. The act of annexing. Boyle

3. Injunction of any thing as alaw or duty.

Shakespeare. Milton

Watts
4. Constraint ; oppression.

5. Cheat ; fallacy ; imposture.

6. A supernumerary exercise enjoined scho

lars as a punishment.

Bacon.

IMPO'SSIBLE. a. [ impossible, Fr. ] Not to be

done ; not to be attained ; impracticable. Loc

IMPOSSIBILITY. s . [impossibilité, French ]

1. Impracticability ; the state of being not

feasible. Whitgift . Rogers.

2. That which cannot be done. Cowizy.

I'MPOST. s. [impost, French. ] A tax ; a toll ;

a custom paid.

IMPO'STS.s. [imposte, Fr.] In architecture, that

part ofa pillar, in vaults and arches, on which

the weight of the whole building lieth . Ains.

IMPO'STHUMATE. v. n. [from impost-

hume.] To form an abscess ; to gather ; to

form a cyst or bag containing matter. Arbut

To
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To IMPOSTHUMATE. v. a To afflict with

an imposthume. Dec. ofPiety.

IMPOSTHUMA'TION. s . [from imposthumate.]

The act offorming an imposthume; the state

in which an imposthume is formed.

IMPO'STHUME. s. [formed by corruption

from aposteme, an abscess.] A collection of

purulent matter in a bag or cyst.

IMPO'STOR. s. [imposteur, Fr. ] One who

cheats by a fictitious character. South.

IMPO'STURE. s . [imposture, French. ] Cheat ;

fraud ; suppositiousness .

I'MPOTENCE.

I'MPOTENCY. 8. [impotentia, Latin .]

Shak.

South.

1. Want of power ; inability ; imbecility ;

weakness .

2. Ungovernableness ofpassion .

3. Incapacity of propagation.

IMPOTENT. a. [impotent, French.]

power.

3. To mark, as impressed by a stamp.Spenser.

4. To force into military service. Shakesp

IMPRE'SS . s. [from the verb . ]

1. Mark made by pressure. Woodward.

2. Effects of one substance on another. Glan.

3. Mark of distinction ; stamp.

4. Device ; motto.

South.

Milton

Shakespeare.5. Act offorcing into service.

IMPREʼSSIBLE. a. [in and pressum, Latin .]

What may be impressed.

IMPRESSION. s . [impressio, Latin.]

Bacon.

1. The act of pressing one body upon ano-

ther. Locke.

2. Mark made by pressure ; stamp. Shakes.

3. Image fixed in the mind.

Bentley. 4. Operation ; influence.

Milton. 5. Effect of an attack.

Pope.

Dryden.

1. Weak; feeble ; wanting force; wanting

Hooker.

2. Disabled by nature or disease. Shakespeare.

3. Without power ofrestraint.

4. Without power of propagation. Tatler.

I'MPOTENTLY. ad. Without power. Pope.

To IMPOUND. v. a. [in and pound.]

1. To enclose as in a pound ; to shut in ; to

confine. Bacon.

2. To shut up in a pinfold. Dryden.

IMPRACTICABLE. a. [impracticable, Fr.]

1. Not to be performed ; unfeasible ; impos-

sible. Rogers.

Rowe.2. Untractable ; unmanageable.

IMPRACTICABLENESS. s.

1. Impossibility. Swift.

To

2. Untractableness ; stubbornness .

To I'MPRECATE. v. a. [imprecor, Lat.]

call for evil upon himself or others.

IMPRECATION. s . [imprecatio, Lat.] Curse ;

prayer by which any evil is wished. Pope.

IMPRECĂTORY. a. [from imprecate .] Con-

taining wishes of evil.

Milton.

To IMPREGN. v. a . [in and prægno, Latin .]

To fill with young ; to fill with any matter

or quality ; to make pregnant.

IMPREGNABLE. a. [impregnable, French.]

1. Not to be stormed ; not to be taken.

Milton .

2. Unshaken ; unmoved ; unaffected . South .

IMPREGNABLY. ad. [from impregnable.] In

such a manner as to defy force or hostility.

Sandys.

To IMPREGNATE. v. a. Lin and prægno,

Latin.]

1. To fill with young ; to make prolifick .

2. [Impregner, French. ] To fill , to saturate.

IMPREGNATION. s . [from impregnate.]

1. The act of making prolifick ; fecundation.

ted.

Bucon.

2. That with which any thing is impregna-

Derham.

3. Saturation. Ainsworth.

IMPREJUDICATE. a. [in, pra, and judico,

Latin.] Unprejudiced ; not prepossessed ;

impartial. Brown.

IMPREPARATION. s. [in and preparation.]

Unpreparedness ; want ofpreparation .Hook.

To IMPRESS. v . a. [impressum, Latin.]

1. To print by pressure ; to stamp. Derhum .

2. To tix deep. Watis.

Swift.

Clarendon.

Wotton.

6. Edition ; number printed at once ;

course of printing.

one

Dryden.

IMPRESSURE. s . [from impress. ] The mark

made by pressure ; the dint ; the impression.

Shakespeare.

To IMPRINT. v. a . [imprimer, French. ]

1. To mark upon any substanceby pressure.

Holder. South.

2. To stamp words upon paper by the use of

types.

Locke.3. To fix on the mind or memory.

To IMPRI'SON. v. a. [emprisonner, Fr.] To

shut up ; to confine ; to keep fromliberty. Dr.

IMPRISONMENT. s. [emprisonnement, Fr.]

Confinement ; clausure ; state of being shut

in prison. Watts.

IMPROBABILITY. s. [from improbable.]

Unlikelihood ; difficulty to be believed . Dry.

IMPRO'BABLE. a. [improbable, Fr.] Unlike-

ly; incredible. Addison.

IMPROBABLY. ad . [from improbable.]

1. Without likelihood .

2. In a manner not to be approved . Obsolete.

Boyle.

Ainsworth.

To I'MPROBATE. v. a. [ in and probo, Latin.]

Not to approve.

IMPROBATION. s. [ improbatio, Lat.] Act

of disallowing. Ainsworth.

Want of

Hooker.

Brown

Burnet.

IMPRO BITY. s . [improbitas, Lat. ]

honesty ; dishonesty ; baseness.

To IMPROLIFICATE. v . a. [in and prolifick.}

To impregnate ; to fecuudate.

IMPROPER. a [impropre, French. ]

1 Not well adapted ; unqualified .

2. Unfit ; not conducive to the right end. Ar.

3. Not just ; not accurate.

IMPROPERLY. ad.

Dryden

Dryden.

1. Not fitly ; incongruously.

2. Not justly ; not accurately.

To IMPROPRIATE. v. a [in and proprius,

Latin.]

1. To convert to private use ; to seize to

himself. Bacon.

2. To putthe possessions of the church into

the hands of laicks . Spelman.

IMPROPRIATION. s. [from impropriate.]An

impropriation is properly so called when the

church land is in the hand of a layman ; and

an appropriation is, when it is in the hands of

a bishop, college, or religious house. Ayliffe.

IMPROPRIATOR. s . [from impropriate.] A

Jayman that has the possession of the lands

of the church. Ayliffe.
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IMPROPRIETY. 8. [improprieté, Fr.] Unfit-

ness ; unsuitableness ; inaccuracy ; want of

justness. Bacon. Swift.

IMPRO'SPEROUS. a. [in and prosperous.] Un-

happy; unfortunate , not successful . Dryd.

IMPRO'SPEROUSLY. ad. Unhappily ; un-

successfully ; with ill fortune. Boyle.

IMPRO'VABLE. a. [ from improve.] Capable

ofbeing advanced from a good to a better

state ; capable of melioration. Grew.

IMPRO/VABLENESS. s. [from improvable .]

Capableness of being made better.

IMPRO'VABLY. ad. [from improvable .] In a

manner that admits of melioration.

To IMPROVE. v. a . [in and probus, Latin.]

1. To advance any thing nearer to perfec-

tion ; to raise from good to better. Pope.

2. To disprove. Not used. Whitgift.

TO IMPROVE. v. n. To advance in goodness.

Atterbury.

IMPROVEMENT. s. [from improve.]

1. Melioration ; advancement of any thing

from good to better. Tillotson.

2. Act of improving. Addison.

3. Progress from good to better.

4. Instruction ; edification.

Addison.

5. Effect of melioration.

IMPRO'VER. s. [from improve.]

South.

South.

1. One that makes himself or any thing else

better. Clarendon. Pope.

2. Any thing that meliorates. Mortimer.

IMPROVIDED. a. [improvisus, Latin.] Un-

foreseen ; unexpected ; unprovided against.

Spenser.

IMPROVIDENCE. s. [from improvident. ]

Want offorethought ; want of caution. Hale.

IMPROVIDENT. a. [improvidus, Latin .]

Wanting forecast ; wanting care to provide.

Clarendon.

IMPROVIDENTLY. ad. Without fore-

thought ; without care. Donne.

IMPROVI'SION. s. [in and provision.] Want

offorethought. Brown.

IMPRUDENCE. s . [ imprudence, Fr. impru-

dentia, Latin.] Want of prudence ; indiscre-

tion ; negligence ; inattention to interest.

IMPRU'DENT. a . [ imprudent, Fr. imprudens,

Lat.] Wanting prudence ; injudicious ; in-

discreet ; negligent. Tillotson.

I'MPUDENCE. s . [impudence, Fr. impuden-

I'MPUDENCY. tid, Lat.] Shamelessness ;

immodesty. Shakespeare. K. Charles.

I'MPUDENT. a. [impudent, Fr. impudens, Lat.]

1 Shameless ; wanting modesty. Shakesp.

2. Unchaste ; immodest.

I'MPUDENTLY. ud. Shamelessly ; without

modesty. Sandys.

To IMPUGN. v. a. [impugner, Fr. impugno,

Lat.] To attack ; to assault by law or argu-

South.ment.

7

IMPUGNER. s. [from impugn.] One that at-

tacks or invades.

IMPUISSANCE. s. [French.] Impotence ;

inability ; weakness ; feebleness. Bacon.

I'MPULSE. s. [impulsus, Latin.]

1. Communicated force ; the effect of one

body acting upon another. South.

2 Influence acting upon the mind ; motive ;

idea impressed. Locke.

Prior.3. Hostile impression.

IMPULSION. s. [impulsion, French.]

1. The agency of body in motion upon body.

Bacon.

2. Influence operating uponthe mind .Milton.

IMPULSIVE . a. [impulsif, Fr.] Having the

power ofimpulse ; moving ; impellent. South.

IMFU'NITY . s. [impunité, Fr. impunitas, Lat.]

Freedom from punishment ; exemption from

punishment.

IMPU'RE. a . [impurus, Latin.]

1. Defiled with guilt ; unholy.

Davies.

Donne

2. Contrary to sanctity ; unhallowed. Milton.

3. Unchaste. Addison.

4. Feculent ; foul with extraneous mixtures ;

drossy.

IMPU'RELY. ad. With impurity.

IMPU'RENESS. s. [impuritas, Latin ; from

IMPURITY. impure.]

1. Want of sanctity ; want of holiness .

2. Act ofunchastity.

3. Feculent admixture.

Atterbury.

Arbuthnot.

To IMPU'RPLE. v. a. [empourprer ; French,

from purple. ] To make red ; to colour as

with purple. Milton.

IMPUTABLE. a . [from impute.]

1. Chargeable upon any one ; that of which

one may be accused. South.

2. Accusable ; chargeable with a fault.Ayliffe.

IMPUTABLENESS . s. The quality ofbeing

imputable. Norris.

IMPUTAʼTION. s. [imputation, French ; from

impute.]

1. Attribution of any thing ; generally of ill,

sometimes of good. Dryden. Shakespeare.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

2. Censure ; reproach.

3. Hint ; slight notice.

IMPUTATIVE. a. [from impute.] That may

impute. Ainsworth.

To IMPUTE. v. a. [imputer, Fr. imputo, Lat.}

1. To charge upon ; to attribute ; generally

ill, sometimes good. Romans. Temple.

2. To reckon to one what does not properly

belong to him. Milton.

IMPUTER. s . [from impute.] He that imputes.

IN. prep. [in, Lat.]

1. Noting the place where any thing is pre-

sent ; in the house.

2. Noting the state or thing present at any

time ; he is in prosperity.

3. Noting the time ; it happenedin that year.

Fairfax.

Smalridge.

Locke.

Spenser.

Swift.

Collier.

7. Concerning.
Locke.

4. Noting power ; in his choice.

5. Noting proportion ; nine in ten.

6. According to.

8. A solemn phrase ; used thus, in the king's

name. Dryden.

Shakespeare

9. Noting cause ; in my behalf. Shakespeare.

10. IN that. Because.

11. IN as much. Since ; seeing that. Hooker.

IN. ad.

1. Within some place ; not out,

2. Engaged to any affair,

3. Placed in some state.

4. Noting immediate entrance.

5. Into any place.

6 Close ; home.

South.

Daniel.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

Collier.

Tatler.

IN has commonly in composition anegative or

privative sense, as in the Latin ; so, active

denotes that which acts, inactive that which

2
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does not act. In before is changed into r,

as irregular ; before l into 1, as illative ; and

into m before some other consonants, as

improbable.

Hooker.

INABILITY.s. [in and ability. ] Impuissance ;

impotence ; want ofpower.

INA'BSTINENCE. s. [ in and abstinence. ] In-

temperance ; want of power to abstain ;

prevalence of appetite. Milton.

INACCESSIBLE. a. [ inaccessible, Fr.] Not to

be reached ; not to be approached . Ray.

INA'CCURACY. 8. [ from inaccurate.] Want of
exactness .

INA'CCURATE a. [in and accurate.] Not ex-

act ; not accurate.

INA'CTION. s. [inaction, Fr.] Cessation from

labour ; forbearance of labour. Pope.

INA'CTIVE. a. [in and active.] Not busy ; not

diligent ; idle ; indolent ; sluggish .

INA'CTIVELY. ad. Idly ; without labour ;

without motion ; sluggishly. Locke.

INACTIVITY. s. [in and activity.] Idleness ;

rest ; sluggishness . Rogers.

INA'DEQUATE. a. [in and adequatus, Latin. ]

Not equal to the purpose ; defective. Locke.

INA'DEQUATELY. ˆad. Defectively ; not

completely. Boyle.

INADVERTENCE.
s. [inadvertence, Fr.]

I. Carelessness ; negligence ; inattention.

South .

2. Act or effect of negligence. Addison.

INADVERTENT. a. [in and advertens, Lat.]

Negligent ; careless.

INADVERTENTLY. ad. Carelessly ; negli-

Clarissa.gently.

INALIENABLE. a. [ in and alienable .] That

cannot be alienated , or granted to another.

INALIMENTAL. a. [ in and alimental.] Af-

fording no nourishment. Bacon.

INAMI'SSABLE. a . [ inamissable, Fr.] Not to

be lost. Hammond.

INA'NE. a. [inanis, Latin.] Empty ; void.

Locke.

To INA'NIMATE. v. a. [in and animo, Latin.]

To animate ; to quicken. Not in use. Donne.

INA'NIMATE. a. [inanimatus, Latin.]

INA'NIMATED.

mation.

void space.

Bacon. Cheyne.

INANI'TION. s. [ inanition, Fr.] Emptiness of

body ; want of fulness in the vessels of the

animal. Arbuthnot.

INA'NITY. s. [from inanis, Latin.] Emptiness ;

Digby.

INA'PPETENCY. s. [in and appetentia, Lat. ]

Want ofstomach or appetite.

INA'PPLICABLE. a. [in and applicable. ] Not

to be put to a particular use.

INAPPLICABILITY. s. [from inapplicable.]

Unfitness for the particular purpose.

INAPPLICATION. s [ inapplication, French .]

Indolence ; negligence.

INA'RABLE. a. [in and aro, Latin.] Not ca-

pable of tillage. Dict.

To INA'RCH. v. a. [in and arch.] Inarching is

called grafting by approach, and is used
when the stock and the tree may be joined .

Miller.

INARTICULATE. a. [inarticulé, Fr. in and

articulate.] Not uttered with distinctness, like

that of the syllables of human speech. Dryd.

INARTI'CULATELY. ad. Not distinctly.

INARTICULATENESS. s. [from inarticu-

late.] Confusion of sounds ; want of distinct-

ness in pronouncing.

INARTIFICIAL. a. [in and artificial.] Con-

trary to art. Decay of Piety.

INARTIFICIALLY. ad. Without art ; in a

manner contrary to the rules of art. Collier.

INATTENTION. s. [inattention, Fr.] Disre-

gard ; negligence ; neglect. Rogers.

INATTENTIVE. a. [ in and attentive ] Care-

less ; negligent ; regardless. Watts.

INAUDIBLE. a. [ in and audible.] __Not to be

heard; void of sound. Shakespeare.

To INAUGURATE. v. a. [inauguro, Latin.]

To consecrate ; to invest with a new office

by solemn rites. Wotton.

INAUGURATION. s. [ inauguration, French.]

Investiture by solemn rites. Howel.

INAURATION. s. [inauro, Lat. ] The act of

gilding or covering with gold. Arbuthnot.

INAUSPICIOUS . a. [in and auspicious.] IH-

omened ; unlucky ; unfortunate. Crashaw.

INBEING. s . [ in and being. ] Inheritance ; in-

separableness. Watts.

INBORN. a. [in and born.] Innate ; implanted

by nature. Dryden.

INBREATHED. a. [in and breath.] Inspired ;

infused by inspiration. Milton.

I'NBRED. a. [ in and bred.] Produced within ;

hatched or generated within. Milton.

To INCA'GE. v. a. [ in and cage.] To coop up ;

to shut up ; to confine in a cage, or any

narrow space. Shakespeare

INCALE'SCENCE. Į s. [incalesco, Lat.] The
INCALESCENCE. } stateofgrowingwarm;

warmth ; incipient heat. Ray.

INCANTATION….s. [ incantation, Fr.] Charms

uttered by singing ; enchantment. Raleigh.

INCA'NTATORY. a. [from incanto, Latin.]

Dealing by enchantment ; magical . Brown.

To INCA'NTON. v. a. [in and canton. ] To unite

to a canton or separate community.

INCAPABILITY.

Addison.

s. [from incapable.] In-

ability natural ; dis-

Suckling.qualification legal.

INCA'PABLE. a. [incapable, French .]

1. Wanting power ; wanting understanding;

unable to comprehend, learn, or understand.

Shakespeare

2. Not able to admit or have any thing.

Clarendon.

3. Unable ; not equal to any thing. Shak.

4. Disqualified by law. Swift.

INCAPA'CIOUS . a. [ in and capacious. ] Nar-

row of small content. Burnet.

INCAPACIOUSNESS . s. [from incapacious.]

Narrowness ; want of containing space.

To INCAPACITATE. v. a. [in and capaci-

tate.]

Clarissa.

Arbuthnot.

1. To disable ; to weaken.

2.To disqualify.

INCAPACITY. s. [ in apacité, French. ] Ina-

bility ; want of natural power ; want of

power ofbody; want of comprehensiveness

of mind. Arbuthnot.
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1 INCARCERATE. v. a. [incarcero, Latin .]

To imprison ; to confine. Harvey.

INCARCERATION. s. [from incarcerate.]

Imprisonment ; confinement.

To INCA'RN. v. a. [incarno, Latin.] To cover

with flesh . Wiseman.

To INCA'RN. v. n. To breed flesh . Wiseman.

To INCA'RNADINE. v. a. [incarnadino, pale

red, Italian. ] To die red . Shakespeare.

To INCARNATE. v . a. [incarner, Fr. encarno,

Lat.] To clothe with flesh ; to embody with

flesh. Milton.

INCARNATE. partic. a. [incarnat, French.]

Clothed with flesh ; embodied in flesh. Sand.

INCARNATION. s. [ incarnation, French.]

1. The act of assuming body.

2. The state of breeding flesh.

INCA'RNATIVE. s . [incarnatif, Fr.] A medi-

cine that generates flesh.
Wiseman.

Taylor.

Wiseman.

To INCA'SE. v. a. [in and case. ] To cover ; to

enclose ; to inwrap. Pope.

INCAUTIOUS. a. [in and cautious.] Unwary :

negligent ; heedless. Keil.

INCAUTIOUSLY. ad. Unwarily ; heedlessly ;

negligently. Arbuthnot.

INCENDIARY. s. [incendiarius ; from incendo,

Latin.]

1. One who sets houses or towns on fire in

malice, or for robbery.

2. One who inflames factions, or promotes

quarrels. K. Charles. Bentley.

I'NCENSE. s. [incensum, Latin ; encens, Fr. ]

Perfumes exhaled by fire in honour of some

god or goddess
Prior.

To IN'CENSE. v. a. [from the noun.] To per-

fume with incense.

To INCE'NSE . v. a. [incensus, Lat.] To en-

kindle to rage ; to inflame with anger ; to

enrage ; to provoke ; to exasperate. Dryden.

INCE'NSEMENT. s. [from incense.] Rage ;

heat ; fury. Shakespeare.

INCE'NSION. s. [incensio, Lat .] The act of

kindling ; the state of being on fire. Bacon.

INCE'NSOR. s. [Lat. ] A kindler of anger ; an

inflamer of passions. Hayward.

INCE'NSORY. s. [from incense ] The vessel in

which incense is burnt and offered.

Ainsworth.

INCENTIVE. s. [incentivum, Latin.]

1. That which kindles. King Charles.

2. That which provokes ; that which encou-

rages ; incitement ; motive ; encouragement ;

spur. Addison.

NCENTIVE. a. Inciting ; encouraging.

INCEPTION. s. [inceptio, Latin . ] Beginning.

Bacon.

INCEPTIVE. a. [inceptivus, Latin.] Noting

beginning. Locke.

INCEPTOR. s. [Latin.] A beginner ; one who

is in his rudiments.

INCERATION. s. [incero, Latin. ] The act of

covering with wax.

INCERTITUDE. s. [incertitude, Fr. incerti-

tudo, Latin. ] Uncertainty ; doubtfulness.

INCE'SSANT. a. [ in and cessans, Latin.] Un-

ceasing ; unintermitted ; continual ; uninter-

rupted. Pope.

INCESSANTLY. ad . [from incessunt.] With-

out intermission ; continually. Addison.

I'NCEST. s. [ inceste, French ; incestum, Lat.

Unnatural and criminal conjunction of per-

sons within degrees prohibited . Shakespeare

INCE'STUOUS a. [incestueux, French. ] Guil,

ty of incest ; guilty of unnatural cohabita-

tion. South.

INCE'STUOUSLY. ad. [from incestuous.] With

unnatural love. Dryden.

INCH. s. [ince, Saxon ; uncia, Latin.]

1. A measure of length supposed equal to

three grains of barley laid end to end ; the

twelfth part of a foot. Holder

2. A proverbial name for a small quantity.

3. A nice point oftime.

To INCH. v. a. [from the noun.]

Shakespeare.

Dryden.1. To drive by inches.

2. To deal out by inches ; to give sparingly

To INCH. v. n. To advance or retire a little at

a time.

I'NCHED. a. [with a word ofnumber before

it.] Containing inches in length or breadth.

I'NCHIPIN. s. Some of the inside of a deer.

Ainsworth.

I'NCHMEAL. s. [inch and meal. ] A piece an

inch long. Shakespeare.

To I'NCHOATE. v . a . [inchoo, Latin .] To be-

gin ; to commence. Raleigh.

INCHOA'TION. s. [inchoatus, Latin.] Incep-

tion ; beginning. Hale.

I'NCHOATIVE. a. [inchoativus, Lat.] Incep-

tive ; noting inchoation or beginning.

To INCIDE. v. a . [ from incido, Latin .] To

cut. Medicines are said to incide which con-

sist of pointed or sharp particles, by which

the particles of other bodies are divided,

Quincy.

1'NCIDENCE. s. [incido, to fall, Latin ; in-

I'NCIDENCY. cidence, French.]

1. The direction with which one body strikes

upon another ; and the angle made by that

line and the plane struck upon, is called the

angle of incidence. Quincy.

2. [Incidens, Latin. ] Accident ; hap ; casual-

ty. Shakespeare.

INCIDENT. a. [incident, Fr. incidens, Lat.]

1. Casual ; fortuitous ; occasional ; happen-

ing accidentally ; falling in beside the main

design ; happening beside expectation.Watts

2. Happening; apt to happen. South.

I'NCIDENT. s. [ from the adjective. ] Some

thing happening beside the main design ; ca.

sualty. Dryden.

INCIDENTAL. a. Incident ; casual ; happen.

ing by chance. Milton.

INCIDENTALLY. ad. Beside the main de-

sign ; occasionally. Saunderson.

INCIDENTLY. ad. [from incident.] Occa

sionally ; by the by ; by the way. Bacon.

To INCINERATE. v. a. [in and cineres, Lat.]

Harvey.

INCINERATION. s. [incineration, Fr.] _The

act of burning any thing to ashes . Boyle.

INCIRCUMSPECTION. 8. [ in and circum-

spection.]Want of caution ; want ofheed. Br.

INCI'SED. a. [incisus, Latin. ] Cut ; made by

cutting.
Wiseman.

Toburn to ashes.

INCI'SION. s. [incision, French.]

1. A cut; a wound made with a sharp instru

ment. South
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•

2. Division of viscosities by medicines. Bac.

INCI'SIVE. a. [ incisif, Fr from incisus, Lat.]

Having the quality of cutting of dividing.

Boyle.

INCI'SOR. s . [incisor, Lat.] Cutter ; tooth in

the forepart of the mouth.

INCI'SORY. a . [incisoire, Fr.] Having the qua-

lity of cutting.

INCI'SURE. s. [incisura, Latin .] A cut; an

aperture. Derham.

INCITATION. s. [incitatio, Lat.] Incitement ;

incentive ; motive ; impulse. Brown.

To INCITE. v. a. [incito, Lat.] To stir up ; to

push forward in a purpose ; to animate ; to

spur ; to urge on. Swift.

INCITEMENT. s. [from incite. ] Motive ; in-

centive ; impulse ; inciting power. Milton.

INCI'VIL. a. [incivil, Fr. ] Unpolished .

INCIVILITY. s. [incivilité, Fr.]

1. Want of courtesy ; rudeness. Tillotson .

2. Act of rudeness. Taylor.

INCLE'MENCY. s . [inclementia, Latin.] Un-

mercifulness ; cruelty ; severity ; harshness ;

roughness. Dryden.

INCLEMENT. a. [in and clemens, Lat.] Un-

merciful ; unpitying ; void of tenderness ;

harsh. Milton.

INCLINABLE. a. [inclinabilis, Latin.]

1. Having a propension of will ; favourably

disposed; willing.
Hooker.

2. Having a tendency. Bentley.

INCLINATION. s. [inclinaison, Fr. inclinatio,

Latin.]

1. Tendency toward any point.

2. Natural aptness.

3. Propension of mind ; favourable disposi-

tion ; incipient desire.

4. Love ; affection ; regard.

5. Disposition ofmind.

INCLUSIVE. a. [inclusif, Fr.]

1. Enclosing ; encircling. Shakespeare

2. Comprehended in the sum or number.

INCLUSIVELY. ad. [from inclusive .] The

thing mentioned reckoned into the account

From Sunday to Sunday inclusively ; that is,

taking both Sundays into the reckoning.

INCOA GULABLE. a. [ in and coagulable.]

Incapable of concretion.

INCOEXISTENCE. s. [ in and coexistence.]

The quality of not existing together. Locke.

INCO'G. ad. [corrupted by mutilation from

incognito, Lat.] Unknown ; in private. Addis

INCO GITANCY. s. [incogitantia, Lat .] Want

of thought. Boyle.

INCO'GITATIVE. a . [in and cogitative. }

Wanting the power of thought. Locke

INCO'GNITO . ad. [incognitus, Lat.] In a state

of concealment. Prior

INCOHERENCE . } s. [in and coherence .]

1. Want of cohesion ; looseness of material

parts. Boyle

2. Want of connexion ; incongruity ; in con-

sequence of argument ; want of dependence

of one part upon another. Locke

INCOHÉ'RENT. a. [in and coherent. ]

1. Without cohesion ; loose. Woodward.

2. Inconsequential ; inconsistent ; having no

dependence of one part on another. Locke.

INCOHERENTLY.ad. Inconsistently ; in-

consequentially.
Broome.

INCOLU'MITY. s. [incolumitas, Lat.] Safety ;

security. Howel.Newton.

Addison. INCOMBUSTIBILITY. s. [from incombusti-

ble.] The quality of resisting fire. Ray.

Clarendon. INCOMBUSTIBLE. a. [incombustible, Fr.]

Dryden. Not to be consumed by fire. Wilkins.

Shakespeare. INCOMBUSTIBLENESS. s . [from incombus-

tible.] The quality of not being wasted by

fire .

6. The tendency of the magnetical needle to
the east or west.

7. [ In pharmacy.] The act by which a clear

liquor is poured off from some feces or sedi-

ment by only stooping the vessel. Quincy.

INCLINATORY. a. [from incline.] Having a

quality of inclining to one or other. Brown.

INCLINATORILY. ad. [from inclinatory.]

Obliquely; with inclination to one side or the

other. Brown.

To INCLINE. v. n . [inclino, Latin.]

1. To bend ; to lean ; to tend toward any

part. Brown.

2. To be favourably disposed to ; to feel de-

sire beginning. Shakespeare.

To INCLINE. v. a.

1. To give a tendency or direction to any

place or state. Pope.

2. To turn toward any thing, as desirous or

attentive. Milton.

Dryden.3. To bend ; to incurvate.

To INCLIP. v . a . [in and clip.] To grasp ; to

enclose ; to surround. Shakespeare.

To INCLOISTER. v . a . [in and cloister.] TO

shut up in a cloister.

To INCLOUD. v. a . [in and cloud. ] To darken ;

to obscure. Shakespeare.

To INCLUDE. v . a. [includo, Lat.]

1. To enclose ; to shut in.

2. To comprise ; to comprehend.
Bacon.

I'NCOME. s . [in and come.] Revenue ; produce

of any thing. South.

INCOMMENSURABILITY. s. [ from incom-

mensurable.] The state of one thing with re-

spect to another, when they cannot be com-

pared by any common measure.

INCOMMENSURABLE. a. [in, con, and

mensurabilis, Latin. ] Not to be reduced to

any measure common to both. Watis

INCOMMENSURATE. a [ in, com, and men-

sura, Latin.] Not admitting one cominoL

Holdermeasure.

To INCO'MMODATE. v. a. [incommodo,

Latin.] To be inTo INCOMMO'DE.

convenient to ; to hinder or embarrass with.

out very great injury.
Woodward.

INCOMMO'DIOUS. a. [ incommodus, Latin ]

Inconvenient to ; vexatious without great

mischief. Hooker.

INCOMMO'DIOUSLY. ad . Inconveniently ;

not at ease.

Burnet.
INCOMMODIOUSNESS . 8. [from incommo

dious. ] Inconvenience.

INCOMMODITY. s. [incommodité, Fr.] In-

convenience ; trouble. Wotton.

INCOMMUNICABILITY. s. [from incommu-

nicable.] The quality of not being imparti-

ble.
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INCOMMUNICABLE. a. [incommunicable,

French.]

one.

1. Not impartible ; not to be made the com-

mon right, property, or quality of more than

Stillingfleet.

2. Not to be expressed ; not to be told.

INCOMMUNICABLY. ad. [from incommuni-

cable. ] In a manner not to be imparted or

communicated. Hakewill.

INCOMMUNICATING. a. [ in and communi-

cating.] Having no intercourse with each

other.

INCOMPA'CT.

INCOMPA'CTED. }

Hale.

a. [in and compact. ] Not

joined ; not cohering.

Boyle.

INCOMPARABLE. a. [incomparable, Fr. ]

Excellent above compare ; excellent beyond

all competition. Sidney. Dryden.
NCOMPARABLY. ad. from incomparable .]

1. Beyond comparison ; without competi-
tion . Hooker.

2. Excellently ; to the highest degree. Add.
INCOMPA'SSIONATE. a. [in and compas-

sionate.] Void of pity or tenderness.

INCOMPATIBILITY. s. [properly imcompe-

tibility; in and competo, Lat.] Inconsistency

of one thing with another. Hale.

INCOMPATIBLE. a. [rather incompetible, as

it is sometimes written ; in and competo, Lat.]

Inconsistent with something else ; such as

cannot subsist or cannot be possessed toge-

ther with something else. Suckling.

INCOMPATIBLY. ad. [for incompetibly, from

incompatible. ] Inconsistently.

INCOMPETENCY. s . [incompetence, Fr.] In-

ability ; want of adequate ability or qualifi-

cation. Boyle.

INCO'MPETENT
. a. [in and competent, Fr. ]

Not suitable ; not adequate ; not propor-

tionate. Dryden.

INCOMPETENTLY
. ad . [ from incompetent. ]

Unsuitably ; unduly.

INCOMPLETE. a . [in and complete.] Not

perfect; not finished. Hooker.

INCOMPLETENESS
. s. [from incomplete.]

Imperfection ; unfinished state. Boyle.

INCOMPLIANCE
. s . [ in and compliance.]

1. Untractableness
; impracticableness

; con-
tradictious temper. Tillotson.

2. Refusal of compliance. Rogers.

INCOMPO'SED. u. [ in and composed.] Dis-

turbed ; discomposed ; disordered . Howel.

'INCOMPOSSIBILITY. s. [from incompos-

sible.] Quality of being not possible but by

the negation ordestruction of something else.

INCOMPO'SSIBLE. a . [in, con, and possible.]

Not possible together ; not possible but by

the negation of something else.

INCOMPREHENSIBILITY. s. [incompre-

hensibilité, Fr. Unconceivableness ; superi-

ority to human understanding.

INCOMPREHENSIBLE.a . [ incomprehensible,

French.]

1. Not to be conceived ; not to be fully un-

derstood. Hammond.

Hooker.2. Not to be contained.

INCOMPREHENSIBLENESS. s . [ from in-

comprehensible. ] Unconceivableness . Watts.

INCOMPREHENSIBLY. ud . [from incom-

prehensible.] In a manner not to be con

ceived. Locke.
•

INCOMPRE´SSIBLE. a. [incompressible, Fr.]

Not capable of being compressed into less

space. Cheyne.

INCOMPRESSIBILITY. s. [from incompres

sible.] Incapacity to be squeezed into less room.

INCONCURRING. a. [in and concur.] Not

concurring.

mind.

Brown.

INCONCEALABLE. a. [ in and conceal .] Not

to be hid ; not to be kept secret. Brown.

INCONCEIVABLE. a. [inconceivable, Fr.] In-

comprehensible ; not to be conceived bythe

Newton.

INCONCEIVABLY. ad. [from inconceivable.]

In a manner beyond comprehension.

INCONCEPTIBLE. a. [in and conceptible.]

Not to be conceived ; incomprehensible ; in-

conceivable. Not used. Hale.

INCONCLUDENT. a. [in and concludens,

Lat.] Inferring no consequence. Ayliffe.

INCONCLUSIVE. a . [in and conclusive.] Not

enforcing any determination of the mind ;

not exhibiting cogent evidence.

INCONCLUʼSIVELY. cd. Without any such

evidence as determines the understanding.

INCONCLUSIVENESS. s. [from inconclu-

sive.]Want of rational cogency. Locke.

INCONCOCT. a . [in and concoct.] Un-

INCONCOCTED.
ripened ; immature ; not

fully digested . Hale.

INCONCOCTION. s. [from inconcoct. ] The

state of being indigested. Bacon.

INCO'NDITE. a. [inconditus, Lat.] Irregular;

rude ; unpolished . Philips.

INCONDITIONAL. a. [in and conditional .]

Having no exception, or limitation . Brown

INCONDITIONATE. a. [ in and condition. ]

Not limited ; not restrained by any condi

tions ; absolute. Boyle

INCONFORMITY. s . [in and conformity. ] In-

compliance with the practice of others.

Hooker.

INCONFUSION. s. [in and confusion.] Dis-

tinctness . Not used. Bacon.

INCONGRUENCE. s. [in and congruence. ]

Unsuitableness ; want of adaptation. Boyle.

INCONGRU'ITY. s. [incongruité, Fr. ]

1. Unsuitableness of one thing to another.

Stillingfleet.

2. Inconsistency ; inconsequence ; absurdity;

impropriety. Dryden.

3. Disagreement of parts ; want ofsymme-

try.

INCO'NGRUOUS. a. [incongru, Fr.]

1. Unsuitable ; not fitting.

2. Inconsistent ; absurd.

Donne.

Stillingfleet.

INCO'NGRUOUSLY. ad. [from incongruous.]

Improperly ; unfitly.

INCONNEXEDLY. ad. [in and connex ]

Without any connection or dependence.

INCO'NSCIÓNABLE. a. [in and conscionable.]

Void of the sense of good and evil. Spenser

INCO'NSEQUENCE. s . [ inconsequence, Fr. in-

consequentia, Latin.] Inconclusiveness ; want

ofjust inference. Stillingfleet

INCO'NSEQUENT. a . [ in and consequens,

Latin.] Without just corclusion ; without

regular inference. Brown

•
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INCONSIDERABLE. a. [in and considerable.] INCONTROVERTIBLE. a. [in and contro

Unworthy of notice ; unimportant. Rogers. vertible.] Indisputable ; not to be disputed.

INCONSIDERABLENESS s. [from incon- INCONTROVERTIBLY. ad. To a degre

siderable.] Small importance. beyond controversy or dispute .

INCONSIDERATE. a. [inconsideratus, Lat.] INCONVENIENCE.
1. Careless ; thoughtless ; negligent ; inatten- INCONVENIENCE . } s. [ inconvenient, Fr.]

1. Unfitness ; inexpedience.tive , inadvertent.

2. Wanting due regard.

INCONSIDERATELY.

Tillotson.

Donne.

Decay of Piety.

ad. Negligently ;

thoughtlessly ; inattentively. Addison.

INCONSIDERATENESS. s. [from inconsi-

derate.] Carelessness ; thoughtlessness ; neg-

ligence ; inadvertence. Tillotson.

INCONSIDERATION.s.[inconsideration, Fr.]

Wantof thought ; inattention ; inadvertence.

INCONSISTENCE.

INCONSISTENCY.s . [from inconsistent .]

1. Such opposition as that one proposition in-

fers the negative of the other ; such contra-

riety that both cannot be together. South.

2. Absurdity in argument or narration ; ar-

gument or narrative, where one part destroys

the other ; self-contradiction.

3. Incongruity. Swift.

Locke.

4. Unsteadiness ; changeableness.

INCONSISTENT. a. [in and consistent.]

1. Incompatible ; incongruous. Clarendon.

2. Contrary.

3. Absurd.

INCONSISTENTLY. ad. Absurdly ; incon-

gruously ; with self-contradiction.

INCONSI'STING.a. [in and consist. ] Not con-

sistent ; incompatible with. Dryden.

INCONSO'LABLE. a . [inconsolable, Fr.] Not

to be comforted ; sorrowful beyond suscep-

tibility of comfort. Fiddes.

INCO'NSONANCY. s. [in and consonancy.]

Disagreement with itself.

INCONSPICUOUS. a. [in and conspicuous.]

Indiscernible ; not perceptible by the sight.

INCO'NSTANCY. s. [inconstantia, Lat.] Un-

steadiness ; want of steady adherence ; muta-

bility oftemper or affection. Woodward.

INCONSTANT. a. [inconstans, Latin.]

1. Not firm in resolution ; not steady in af-

fection ; wanting perseverance. Sidney.

2. Changeable ; mutable ; variable. Shak.

INCONSUMABLE. a. [in and consume.] Not
to be wasted. Brown.

INCONSUMPTABLE. a. [in and consumptus,

Lat. ] Not to be spent ; not to be brought to

an end ; not to be consumed by fire. Digby.

INCONTE'STIBLE. a [incontestable, Fr.] Not

to be disputed ; not admitting debate ; un-

controvertible. Locke.

INCONTE'STABLY. ad. [from incontestable. ]

Indisputably ; uncontrovertibly.

INCONTIGUOUS. a. [in and contiguous.] Not

touching each other ; notjoined together.

INCONTINENCE. s . [incontinentia, Lat.]

INCONTINENCY. Ability to restrain the

appetites ; unchastity. Milton.

INCONTINENT. a. [ incontinens, Latin.]

1. Unchaste ; indulging unlawful pleasure.

2. Shunning delay ; immediate. Obsolete.
INCONTINENTLY. ad.

J. Unchastely ; without restraint of the ap-

petites.

2. Immediately; at once. Obsolete. Spenser.

Brown

Hooker.

2. Disadvantage ; cause of uneasiness ; diffi-

culty.
Tillotson.

INCONVENIENT. a. [inconvenient, Fr.]

1. Incommodious ; disadvantageous . Smalr.

2. Unfit ; inexpedient.

INCONVENIENTLY. ad.

Hooker.

Ainsworth.

1. Unfitly ; incommodiously.

2. Unseasonably.

INCONVE'RSABLE. a. [ in and conversable. ]

Incommunicative ; unsocial. More.

INCONVERTIBLE. a. [in and convertible.}

Not transmutable ; incapable of change.

INCONVINCIBLE. u. [ in and convincible.]

Not to be convinced.

INCONVINCIBLY. ad. [from inconvincible.]

Without admitting conviction. Brown

INCO'NY. a. [ from in and conn, to know.]

1. Unlearned ; artless.

2. In Scotland it denotes mischievously un-

lucky. Shakespeare.

INCORPORAL. a. [in and corporal .] Imma-

terial ; distinct from matter distinct from

body. Raleigh.

INCORPORALITY. s. [incorporalité, Fr.]

Immaterialness ; distinctness from body.

INCO'RPORALLY. ad. [from incorporal.]

Without matter ; immaterially.

To INCORPORATE. v. a. [incorporer, Fr.]

1. To mingle different ingredients so as they

shall make one mass.

2. To conjoin inseparably.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

3. To form into a corporation, or body poli-

tick.

4. To unite ; to associate.

Carew.

Addison.

5. To work into another mass. Temple.

6. To embody. Stillingfleet.

To INCORPORATE. v. n. To unite with

something else. Boyle.

INCORPORATE. a. [in and corporate. ] Îm-

material ; unbodied. Not used. Raleigh.

INCORPORATION. s. [incorporation, Fr.)

1. Union of divers ingredientsin one mass.

2. Formation of a body politick.

3. Adoption ; union ; association. Hooker.

INCORPO'REAL. a. [incorporalis, Latin ; in-

corporel, Fr.] Immaterial ; unbodied. Bacon.

INCORPO'REALLY. ad. Immaterially ;

without body. Bacon.

INCORPOREITY. s. [in and corporeity.] Im-

materiality ; distinctness from body.

To INCOʻRPSE. v. a. [in and corpse. ] To incor-

porate. Not used. Shakespeare.

INCORRECT. a. [ in and correct. ] Not nicely

finished ; not exact ; inaccurate. Pope.

INCORRECTLY. ad. Inaccurately ; not ex-

actly.

INCORRECTNESS. s. [in and correctness.]

Inaccuracy ; want of exactness.

INCO'RRIGIBLE. a. [incorrigible, Fr.] Bad

beyondcorrection; depraved beyond amend

ment by any means. Swift.
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INCO'RRIGIBLENESS. s. [ from incorrigib¹³ .]

Hopeless depravity ; badness beyond all

means of amendment. Locke.

INCO'RRIGIBLY. ad. [from incorrigible. ] To

a degree of depravity beyond all means of

amendment. Roscommon.

INCORRUPT.

INCORRUPTED.

Cor.

a. [in and corruptus,

Lat. incorrompu, Fr. ]

1. Free from foulness or depravation. Milt.

2. Pure of manners ; honest ; good.

INCORRUPTIBILITY. s. [incorruptibilité,

French.] Insusceptibility of corruption ; in-

capacity of decay. Hakewill.

INCORRUPTIBLE. a. [ incorruptible, Fr.]

Not capable of corruption ; not admitting

decay. Wake.

INCORRUPTION. s. [ incorruption, Fr.] In-

capacity of corruption.

INCORRUPTNESS. s . [from incorrupt.]

1. Purity ofmanners ; honesty ; integrity.

Woodward.

2. Freedom from decay or degeneration.

To INCRA'SSATE. v. a. [in and crassus, Lat. ]

To thicken ; the contrary to attenuate.

Brown. Newton.

INCRASSA'TION. s. [from incrassate.]

1. The act of thickening.

2. The state of growing thick. Brown.

INCRA'SSATIVE. a. [from incrassate. ] Hav.

ing the quality of thickening. Harvey.

To INCRÉ'ASÉ. v. n. [in and cresco, Latin. ]

1. To grow more or greater ; to advance in

quantity or value. Prior.

2. To be fertile .

1

Hale.

ToINCREASE. v. a. To make more or

greater.

INCREASE. s. [from the verb.]

Temple.

1. Augmentation ; the state of growing more

or greater. Pope.

2. Increment ; that which is added to the

original stock.

3. Produce.

4. Generation.

5. Progeny.

Leviticus.

Denham.

Shakespeare.

Pope.

Bacon.6. The state of waxing.

INCREASER. s. [from increase .] He who in-

creases .

INCREA'TED. a. Not created. Cheyne.

INCREDIBILITY. s. [incredibilité, Fr.] The

quality ofsurpassing belief. Dryden.

INCREDIBLE. a. [incredibilis, Latin.] Sur-

passing belief ; not to be credited. Raleigh.

INCREDIBLENESS. s. [from incredible.]

Quality of being not credible.

INCREDIBLY. ad. [from incredible.] In a

manner not to be believed.

INCREDULITY. s. [ incredulité, Fr.] Qua-

lity ofnot believing ; hardness ofbelief.

Raleigh.

INCREDULOUS. a. [incredule, Fr. incredulus,

Latin.] Hard of belief; refusing credit.

Bacon.

INCREDULOUSNESS. 8. [from incredulous. ]

Hardness of belief; incredulity.

INCRE'MABLE. a. [in and cremo, Lat.] Not

consumable by fire.
Brown,

I'NCREMENT. s. [incrementum, Latin.]

1. Act of growing greater. Brown.

2. Increase ; matter added.

3. Produce

Woodward.

Philips

To I'NCREPATE. v. a. [increpo, Latin .] To

chide; to reprehend.

INCREPATION. s. [increpatio, Latin.] Re

prehension ; chiding. Hammond.

To INCRU'ST.

}

v. a. [incrusto, Latin.]

To INCRU'STATE. To cover with an ad-

ditional coat adhering to the internal mat-

Pope. Cheyne.

INCRUSTA'TION. s . [incrustation, Fr.] An

adherent covering ; something superinduced.

Addison.

ter.

To INCUBATE. v. n. [incubo, Latin. ] To sit

upon eggs.

South.

INCUBATION. s. [ incubation, Fr. incubatio,

Latin.] The act of sitting upon eggs to hatch

them. Raleigh. Arbuthnot.

I'NCUBUS. s. [Latin ; incube, French.] The

nightmare. Floyer.

To INCU'LCATE. v. a. [inculco , Latin. ] To

impress by frequent admonitions. Broome.

INCULCA'TION. s. [from inculcate. ] The

act of impressing by frequent admonition.

INCULPABLE. a. [ in and culpabilis, Latin. ]

Unblamable ; not reprehensible. South.

INCULPABLY. ad. fin and culpabilis, Latin .]

Unblameably ; without blame.

INCULT. a. [ inculte, Fr. incultus, Latin .] Un-

cultivated ; untilled. Thomson.

INCUMBEŃCY. s. [from incumbent.]

1. The act of lying upon another.

2. The state of keeping a benefice.

INCUMBENT. a. [incumbens, Latin.]

1. Resting upon ; lying upon.

2. Imposed as a duty.

INCUMBENT. s. [incumbens, Latin. ] He who

is in present possession of a benefice. Swift.

To INCU'MBER. v. u . [encombrer, Fr.] To em-

barrass. Dryden.

To INCUR. v. a. [incurro, Lat.]

Swift.

Boyle.

Sprat.

1. To become liable to punishment or re-

prehension. Hayward.

2. To occur ; to press on the senses. South.

INCURABILITY. s. [incurabilité, Fr.) Im-

possibility of cure ; utter insusceptibility of

remedy. Harvey.

INCU'RABLE. a. [incurable, Fr.] Not admit.

ting remedy; not to be removed by medi-

cine ; irremediable ; hopeless. Swift.

INCURABLENESS. s . [from incurable.] State

ofnot admitting any cure.

INCU'RABLY. ad. [from incurable . ] Without

remedy. Locke.

INCU'RIOUS. a. [in and curious. ] Negligent ;

inattentive. Derham.

INCURSION. s. [from incurro, Latin.]

1. Attack ; mischievous occurrence. South.

2. [Incursion, Fr.] Invasion without con-

quest ; inroad ; ravage.
Bacon.

To INCURVATE. v. a. [incurvo, Latin.] To

bend; to crook. Cheyne.

INCURVATION. s. [from incurvate.]

1. The act of bending or making crooked.

2. State ofbeing bent ; curvity ; crookedness.

Glanville.

3. Flexion of the body in token of reverence.

Stillingflect.
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INCU'RVITY. s. [from incurvus, Lat. ] Crook-

edness ; the state of bending inward. Brown.

To I'NDAGATE. v. a. [indago, Latin.] To

search ; to beat out.

INDAGA'TION. s. [from indagate. ] Search ;

inquiry ; examination. Boyle.

INDAGATOR. s. [indagator, Lat. ] A search-

er ; an inquirer ; an examiner. Boyle

To INDA'RT. v . a. [in and dart .] To dart in ;

to strike in. Shakespeare.
To INDEBT. v. a.

I. To put in debt.

ވ

2. To oblige ; to put under obligation . Milt.

INDEBTED. participial a. [in and debt. ] Ob-

liged by something received ; bound to res-

titution ; having incurred a debt. Hooker.

INDECENCY. s. [ indecence, French.] Any

thing unbecoming ; any thing contrary to

good manners ; something wrong, but scarce

criminal. Locke.

INDE'CENT. a. [indecent, French.] Unbecom-

ing; unfit for the eyes or ears. South.

INDECENTLY. ad. Without decency ; in a

manner contrary to decency.

INDECIDUOUS. a. [in and deciduous. ] Not

falling ; not shed ; not liable to a yearly fall

of the leaf; evergreen. Brown.

INDECLI'NABLE. a. [indeclinabilis, Latin.]

Not varied by terminations. Arbuthnot.

INDECO'ROUS. a. [indecorus, Latin.] Inde-

cent ; unbecoming. Norris.

INDECO'RUM. s. [Latin.] Indecency ; some-

thing unbecoming. Young.

INDEED. ad. [in and deed.]

1. In reality ; in truth ; in verity.

2. Above common rate.

Sidney.

Davies.

wise in-

Wake.

3. This is to be granted that ; he is

deed, but he is not happy.

4. It is used as a slight assertion or recapitu-

lation in a sense hardly perceptible or expli-

cable ; I said I thought it a confederacy, though

indeed I had no reason so to think. Bacon.

5. It is used to note concessions in compa-

risons ; he is a greater man indeed, but not a

belter. Bacon.

INDEFA'TIGABLE. a. [indefatigabilis, Lat.]

Unwearied ; not tired ; not exhausted by la-

bour. South.

INDEFATIGABLY. ad. [from indefatigable .]

Without weariness.
Dryden.

INDEFECTIBILITY. s. [from indefectible. ]

The quality of suffering no decay ; of being

subject to no defect.

INDEFECTIBLE. a. [in and defectus, Latin.]

Unfailing ; not liable to defect or decay.

INDEFE'ISIBLE. a . [indefuisible, Fr. ] Not

to be cut off; not to be vacated ; irrevoca-

ble.
Decay of Piety.

INDEFENSIBLE. a. [ in and defensus, Lat. ]

What cannot be defended or maintained . San.

INDEFINITE. a. [indefinitus, Latin. ]

1. Not determined ; not limited ; not settled.

Bacon.

2. Large beyond the comprehension ofman,

though not absolutely without limits . Spect.

INDEFINITELY. ad.

1. Without any settled or determinate limi-
tation.

Hooker.

Ray.2. To a degree indefinite.

Hale.

INDEFINITUDE. s. [from indefinite. ] Quan

tity not limited by our understanding, though

yet finite.

INDELI'BERATE. a. [in and deliberate .]

INDELIBERATED. Unpremeditated

Bramhall,done without consideration

INDELIBLE. a. [indelibilis, Latin . ]

1. Not to be blotted out or effaced. Gay.

2. Not to be annulled. Sprat.

INDE'LICACY. s. [in and delicacy . ] Want of

delicacy ; want of elegant decency. Addison.

INDELICATE. a. [ in and aelicate. ] Wanting

decency ; void of a quick sense of decency.

INDEMNIFICATION. s . [from indemnify .]

1. Security against loss or penalty.

2. Reimbursement of loss or penalty.

To INDEMNIFY. v. a. [in and demnify.]

1. To secure against loss or penalty.

2. To maintain unhurt.

INDEMNITY. s. [indemnité, French. ] Secu

rity from punishment ; exemption from

punishment. King Charles.

To INDENT. v. a. [in, and dens, a tooth, Lat.]

To mark any thing with inequality like a

row of teeth ; to cut in and out ; to make to

wave or undulate. Woodward.

To INDE'NT. v. n. [from the method of cutting

counterparts of a contract together.] To con-

tract ; to bargain ; to make a compact.

Watts

Decay of Piety.

INDE'NT. s . [from the verb.] Inequality ; in-

ciosure ; indention. Shakespeare.

INDENTATION. s. [in and dens, Latin. ] An

indenture; waving in any figure. Woodward.

INDENTURE. s . [from indent. ] A covenant

so named because the counterparts are in-

dented or cut one by the other. Swift.

INDEPENDENCE. s. [independance, Fr.]

INDEPENDENCY. Freedom ; exemption

from reliance or control ; state over which

none has power. Addison.

INDEPENDENT. a. [independant, French.]

1. Not depending ; not supported by any

other ; not relying on another ; not control
led. South.

2. Not relating to any thing else, as to a su

periour cause or power. Bentley.

INPEPENDENT. s. One who in religious af-

fairs holds that every congregation is a com-

plete church . Sanderson.

INDEPENDENTLY. ad [from independent.]
Without reference to other things. Dryden

INDESERT. s. [in and desert.] Want of merit

Addison.

Ray.

INDE'SINENTLY. ad. [indesinenter, French.]

Without cessation.

INDESTRUCTIBLE. a. [in and destructible.]

Not to be destroyed. Boyle.

INDETERMINABLE. a. [in and determin-

able.] Not to be fixed ; not to be defined or

settled. Brown.

INDETERMINATE. a. [ indeterminé, Fr.]

Unfixed ; not defined ; indefinite. Newton.

INDETERMINATELY. ad. Indefinitely ;

not in any settled manner. Brown.

INDETERMINED. a. [in and determined.]

Unsettled ; unfixed . Locke.

INDETERMINATION. s. [in and determina-

tion.] Want of determination. Bramhall
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INDEVOTION. s. { indevotion, French. ] Want

of devotion ; irreligion . Decay ofPiety.

INDEVOUT.a. [indevot, French.] Not devout ;

not religious ; irreligious. Decay of Piety.

INDEX. s. [ Latin.]

1. The discoverer ; the pointer out. Arbuth.

2. The hand that points to any thing. Bent.

3. The table of contents to a book. Shak.

INDEXTEʼRITY. s. [ in and dexterity.] Want

of dexterity ; want of readiness. Harvey.

INDIAN Arrow-root . s. A plant ; a sovereign

remedy for curing the bite of wasps, and ex-

pelling the poison of the nuanchineel tree.

This root the Indians apply to extract the

venom oftheir arrows. Miller.

INDIAN Cress. s . [acriviola, Lat.]A plant.

INDIAN Fig. s. [opuntia, Latin. ] A plant.

INDIAN Red. s. A kind of mineral earth.

I'NDICANT. a. [indicans, Latin . ] Showing ;

pointing out ; that which directs what is to

be done in any disease.

To INDICATE. v. a. [indico, Latin.]

1. To show; to point out.

2. [In physick. ] To point out a remedy.

INDICATION. s. [indication , French .]

1. Mark ; token ; sign ; note ; symptom.

2. [In physick. ] Indication is of four kinds ;

vital, preservative, curative, and palliative,

as it directs what is to be done to continue

life, cutting off the cause of an approaching

distemper, curing it whilst it is actually pre-

sent, or lessening its effects. Quincy.

3. Discovery made ; intelligence given. Ben.

INDICATIVE. a. [ indicativus, Latin.]

1. Showing ; informing ; pointing out.

2. [In grammar. ] A certain modification of

a verb, expressing affirmation or indication.

Clarke.

INDICATIVELY. ad . [ from indicative.] In

such a manner as shows or betokens.

To INDICT. See ENDITE, and its derivatives .

INDICTION. s. [indiction, French ; indico,

Latin.]

Bacon.1. Declaration ; proclamation.

2. [In chronology.] The Indiction, instituted

by Constantine the Great, is a cycle of tri-

butes for fifteen years, and by it accounts

were kept. Afterward, in memory ofthe

victory obtained by Constantine over Me-

zentius, 8 Cal. Oct. 312, by which freedom

was given to Christianity, the council of

Nice ordained that the accounts of years

should be no longer kept by the Olympiads,

but by the indiction, which has its epocha

A. D. 313, Jan. 1 .

INDIFFERENCE.
INDIFFERE

NCE: } s. [indifference, Fr.]

1. Neutrality ; suspension ; equipoise or free-

dom from motives on either side. Locke.

2. Impartiality. Whitgift.

3. Negligence ; want of affection ; uncon-

cernedness . Addison.

4. State in which no moral or physical rea-

son preponderates.
Hooker.

INDIFFERENT. a . [indifferent, Fr indifferens,

Latin.]

1. Neutral ; not determined on either side.

Addison.

2. Unconcerned ; inattentive ; regardless.Tem.

3. Not having such difference as that the one

is for its own sake preferable to the other.

Davies

4. Impartial ; disinterested . Ascham. Davies.

5. Passable ; having mediocrity ; of a mid-

dling state. Roscommon

6. In the same sense it has the force of an

adverb ; as , indifferent well. Shakespeare.

INDIFFERENTLY, ad. [indifferenter, Lat.]

1. Without distinction ; without preference

Newton,

2. In a neutral state ; without wish or aver-

sion.

Burnet.

Arbuthnot.

3. Not well ; tolerably ; passably ; middling-

Iv. Carew.

INDIGENCE. s . [indigence, French ; indi-

INDIGENCY. gentia, Latin.] Want ; pe-

nury; poverty.

INDIGENOUS. a . [indigene, Fr. indigenu, La-

tin.] Native to a country.

INDIGENT. a. [indigens, Latin.]

1. Poor; needy ; necessitous.

2. In want ; wanting.

3. Void ; empty.

INDIGE'ST.

INDIGE STED. Latin.]

Addison.

Philips.
Bacon.

a. [indigeste, Fr. indigestus,

1. Not separated into distinct parts. Raleigh.

2. Not formed or shaped . Shakespeare.

3. Not well considered and methodised.

Hooker.

4. Not concocted in the stomach. Dryden.

5. Not brought to suppuration. Wiseman.

INDIGE'STIBLE. a . [from in and digestible. ]

Not conquerable in the stomach. Arbuthnot.

INDIGESTION. s . [indigestion, French. ] The

state ofmeats unconcocted. Temple.

To INDIGITATE. v. a. [indigito, Latin.] To

point out ; to show.
Brown.

INDIGITATION. s. [from indigitate . ] The

act of pointing out or showing.
More.

INDI'GN. a . [indigne, Fr. indignus, Latin ]

1. Unworthy ; undeserving.
Bacon.

2. Bringing indignity. Shakespeare.

INDI'GNANT. a . [indignans, Latin.] Angry ;

raging ; inflamed at once with anger and

disdain. Arbuthnot.

INDIGNATION. s . [indignation, Fr. indigna-

tio, Latin.]

1. Anger mingled with contempt or disgust.

Clarendon.

Kings.

Shakespeare.

2. The anger of a superiour.

3. The effect of anger.

INDIGNITY. s. [indignitas, fror, indignus,

Latin. ] Contumely ; contemptuous injury ;

violation of right accompanied with insult.
Hooker.

I'NDIGO. s. [indicum, Latin.] A plant, by the

Americans called anil, used in dying for a

blue colour. Miller.

INDIRECT. a. [indirectus, Latin.]

I. Not straight ; not rectilinear.

2. Not tending otherwise than collaterally or

consequentially to apurpose. Shakespeare.

3. Not fair; not honest. Daniel.

INDIRECTION. s. [in and direction.]

1. Oblique means ; tendency not in a straight

line.

2. Dishonest practice.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare
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INDIRECTLY. ad. [from indirect.]

1. Not in a right line ; obliquely.

2. Not in express terms.

1. Resisting all separation of its parts; firm ;
stable. Boyle.

Broome. 2. Binding for ever ; subsisting for ever. Bae.

Taylor. INDISSOLUBLENESS. s. Indissolubility ;

resistance to separation of parts .

INDI'SSOLUBLY. ad. [from indissoluble.]

3. Unfairly ; not rightly.

INDIRECTNESS. s. [in and directness.]

1. Obliquity.

6

2. Unfairness.

INDISCERNIBLE. a. [in and discernible.]

Not perceptible ; not discoverable. Denham.

INDISCERNIBLY. ad. [from indiscernible.]

In a manner not to be perceived.

INDISCERPTIBLE. a . [ in and discerptible. ]

Not to be separated ; incapable of being

broken or destroyed by dissolution ofparts.

INDISCERPTIBILITY. s. [from indiscerpti-

ble.] Incapability of dissolution.

INDISCOVERY. s . [in and discovery.] The

state ofbeing hidden. Brown.

INDISCREET. a. [indiscret, Fr.] Imprudent ;

incautious ; inconsiderate ; injudicious.

Spenser.

INDISCREETLY. ad. Without prudence ;

without consideration. Sandys.

INDISCRETION. s . [indiscretion, Fr.] Im-

prudence ; rashness ; inconsideration . Hayw.

INDISCRIMINATE. a. [indiscriminatus, Lat.]

Undistinguihsable ; not marked with any

note of distinction.

INDISCRIMINATELY. ad. Without distinc-

Government ofthe Tongue.

INDISPENSABLE. a. [ Fr.] Not to be re-

mitted ; not to be spared ; necessary . Woodw.

INDISPENSABLENESS . s . State of not be-

ing to be spared ; necessity.

INDISPENSABLY. ad. [from indispensable.]

Without dispensation ; without remission ;

necessarily.

tion.

Addison.

To INDISPO'SE. v. a . [indisposer, French.]

1. To make unfit.
Atterbury.

2. To disincline ; to make averse. South.

3. To disorder ; to disqualify for its proper
functions. Glanville

4. To disorder slightly with regard to health .

Walton.

5. To makeunfavourable.. Clarendon.

INDISPO'SEDNESS. s. [from indisposed .]

State of unfitness or disinclication ; disorder-

ed state. Decay of Piety.

INDISPOSITION. 8. [indisposition, French.]

1. Disorder of health ; tendency to sickness ;

slight disease.. Hayward.

2. Disinclination ; dislike. Hooker.

INDISPUTABLE. a. [in and disputable.] Un-

controvertible ; incontestable. Rogers.

INDISPUTABLENESS. 8. The state of be-

ing indisputable ; certainty ; evidence.

INDISPUTABLY. ad. [from indisputable.]

1. Without controversy ; certainly. Brown.

2. Without opposition. Howel.

INDISSO'LVABLE. a. [in and dissolvable.]

1. Indissoluble ; not separable as to its parts.

Newton.

2 .
Obligatory ; not to be broken ; binding

for ever.
Ayliffe.

INDISSOLUBILITY. «. [indissolubilité, Fr.]

1. Resistance to a dissolving power ; firm-
ness ; stableness. Locke.

2. Perpetuity of obligation.

INDI'SSOLUBLE. a. (indissoluble, French.]

Hale.

1. In a manner resisting all separation Boyle

2. For ever obligatory.

INDISTINCT. a. [indistinct, French.]

Brown.

Sprat.

Newton.

1. Not plainly marked ; confused. Dryden.

2. Not exactly discerning. Shakespeare.

INDISTINCTION. s. [from indistinct.]

1. Confusion ; uncertainty.

2. Omission of discrimination.

INDISTINCTLY. ad . [from indistinct. ]

1. Confusedly; uncertainly.

2. Without being distinguished. Brown.

INDISTINCTNESS. 9. [from indistinct.] Con-

fusion ; uncertainty ; obscurity. Newton

INDISTURBANCE. s. [in and disturb. ] Calm-

ness ; freedom from disturbance. Temple.

INDIVIDUAL. a. [individu, individuel, Fr. ]

1. Separate from others of the same species ;

single ; numerically one. Watts.

2. Undivided ; not to be parted or disjoined.

Milton.

INDIVIDUALITY. s. [from individual.] Se-

parate or distinct existence. Arbuthnot.

INDIVIDUALLY. ad. [ from individual.]

1. With separate or distinct existence ; nu-

merically. Hooker.

2. Not separably ; incommunicably. Hakew.

To INDIVIDUATE. v. a. [ from individuus,

Lat.] To distinguish from others of the same

species ; to make single. More.

INDIVIDUA'TION. s. [from individuate.]

That which makes an individual. Watts.

INDIVIDU'ITY. s. [from individuus, Latin.]

The state of being an individual ; separate

existence.

INDIVI’NITY. s. [in and divinity.] Want of

divine power. Not in use. Brown.

INDIVISIBILITY. s. [from indivisible.]

INDIVI'SIBLENESS. State in which no

more division can be made. Locke.

INDIVIʼSIBLE. a . [ from indivisible, Fr.] What

cannot be broken into parts ; so small as that

it cannot be smaller. Digby.

INDIVI'SIBLY. ad. [from indivisible .] So as

it cannot be divided.

To

INDO'CIBLE. a. [in and docible.] Unteach-

able : insusceptible of instruction .

INDO'CIL. a. [indocile, French. ] Unteach

able;incapacity of being instructed . Bentley.

INDOCILITY. s. [ indccilité, French.] Un

teachableness ; refusal of instruction .

INDOCTRINATE. v. a. [endoctriner, old

French.] To instruct ; to tincture with any

science, or opinion. Clarendon

INDOCTRINATION. s . [from indoctrinate. ]

Instruction ; information. Brown.

I'NDOLENCE.

INDOLENCY.

s. [in and doleo, Latin ; in-

dolence, French. ]

Burnet.1. Freedom from pain.

2. Laziness ; inattention ; listlessness . Dryd.

I'NDOLENT. a. [French.]

1. Free from pain.

listless. Pope2. Careless ; lazy ; inattentive ;

I'NDOLENTLY. ad. [from indolent.]
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1. With freedom from pain.

2. Carelessly ; lazily , inattentively ; listlessly.

Addison.

To INDO'W. v. a. [indotare, Latin.] To por-

tion ; to enrich with gifts.

INDRA'UGHT. s. [ in and draught.]

1. An opening in the land into which the sea

flows. Raleigh.

Bacon.

To INDRENCH. v. a . [ trom drench. ] To soak ;

to drown, Shakespeare.

INDUBIOUS. a. [in and dubious . ] Not doubt-

ful not suspecting ; certain. Harvey.

INDUBITABLE. a. [ indubitabilis, Latin . ] Un-

doubted ; unquestionable. Watts.

INDUBITABLY, ad. [from indubitable.] Un-

doubtedly ; unquestionably. Sprat.

INDUBITATE. a. [indubitatus, Latin.] Un-

questioned ; certain ; evident. Wotton.

ToINDUCE. v. o . [induire, Fr. induco, Latin .]

1. To persuade ; to influence to any thing.

Hayward.

2. To produce by persuasion or influence.

Bacon.

3. To offer by way of induction, or conse-

quential reasoning.
Brown.

2. Inlet ; passage inward.

4. To inculcate ; to enforce. Temple.

5. To cause extrinsically ; to produce. Bacon.

6. To introduce ; to bring into view. Pope.

7. To bring on; to superinduce. D.ofPiety.

INDUCEMENT. s. [from induce. ] Motive to

any thing ; that which allures or persuades

to any thing. Rogers.

INDU'CER. s. [from induce.] A persuader ;

one that influences.

To INDUCT. v. a. [inductus, Latin.]

1. To introduce ; to bring in. Sandys.

2. To put into actual possession of a bene-

fice. Ayliffe.

INDUCTION. s. [induction, Fr. inductio, Lat. ]

1. Introduction ; entrance. Shakespeare.

2. Induction is when, from several particular

propositions, we infer one general. Watts.

3. The act or state of taking possession ofan

ecclesiastical living.

INDUCTIVE. a. [from induct.]

1. Leading; persuasive. Milton.

Hale.2. Capable to infer or produce.

To INDUE. v. a. [induo, Latin.] To invest ; to

clothe. Milton.

TO INDULGE. v. a. [indulgeo, Latin.]

1. To encourage by compliance. Dryden.

2. To fondle ; to favour; to gratify with

concession ; to foster. Atterbury.

3. To grant not of rigirt but favour. Pope.

To INDULGE. v . n. To be favourable ; to

give indulgence. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

INDULGENCE.

INDULGENCY. } s. [indulgence, Fr.]

1. Fondness ; fond kindness. Milton.

2. Forbearance ; tenderness ; opposite to ri-

gour. Hammond,

Rogers.3. Favour granted ; liberality.

4. Grant ofthe church of Rome. Atterbury.

INDULGENT. a. [indulgent, French.]

1. Kind ; gentle ; liberal.

2. Mild ; favourable.

Rogers.

Waller.

3. Gratifying ; favouring ; giving way to.

INDULGENTLY.ad. Without severity ; with-

out censure. Hammond.

INDU'LT 8. [Italian and French.] Privi-

INDULTO. } lege , or exemption

To I'NDURATE. v . n. [induro, Lat.] To grow

hard ; to harden.

To I'NDURATE. v. a.

1. To make hard.

2. To harden the mind.

INDURATION. s . [ from indurate.]

1. The state ofgrowing hard.

2. The act ofhardening.

Bucon.

Sharp.

Bacon.

3. Obduracy ; hardness of heart. D. ofPiety.

INDUSTRIÕUS. a. [ industrius, Latin.]

1. Diligent ; laborious ; assiduons. Milton.

2. Designed : done for the purvose. Watts

INDUSTRIOUSLY. u .

1. Diligently ; laboriously ; assiduously.

Shakespeare.

2. For the set purpose ; with design . Bacon.

INDUSTRY. s. [industria, Latin.] Diligence ;

assiduity. Shakespeare. Cowley.

To INEBRIATE. v. a . [inebrio, Latin.] To in-

toxicate ; to make drunk. Sandys.

To INEBRIATE. v. n. To grow drunk ; to

be intoxicated.

INEBRIATION. s. [from inebriate. ] Drunken-

ness ; intoxication. Brown.

INEFFABILITY. s . [from ineffable. ] Un-

speakableness.

South.

INEFFABLE. a . [ ineffable, Fr. ineffubilis, Lat.]

Unspeakable ; unutterable.

INEFFABLY. ad. [from ineffable.] In a man-

ner not to be expressed. Milton.

INEFFECTIVE. a. [ineffectif, Fr. in and effec-

tive.] That can produce no effect ; unactive ;

inefficient ; useless. Taylor.

INEFFECTUAL. a. [in and effectual. ] Unable

to produce its proper effect ; weak ; want-

ing power. Hooker.

INEFFECTUALLY. ad. Without effect.

INEFFECTUALNESS. s . [ from ineffectual.]

Inefficacy ; want of power to perform the

proper effect. Wake.

INEFFICA'CIOUS . a. [inefficace, Fr.] Unable

to produce effects ; weak ; feeble. Locke.

INEFFICACY. s. [in and efficacia, Latin.]

Want ofpower ; want of effect.

INE'LEGANCE.? s. [from inelegant .] Ab-

INE'LEGANCY. sence of beauty ; want of

elegance.

INELEGANT. a. [inelegans, Latin.]

1. Not becoming ; not beautiful. Woodword

2. Mean ; despicable ; contemptible. Broome.

INE'LOQUENT. a. [ in and eloquens, Lat. ] Not

persuasive ; not oratorical .

INEPT. a. [ineptus, Latin.]

1. Trifling ; foolish. More.

2. Unfit for any purpose ; useless . Woodw.

INE'PTLY. ad. [ineptè, Latin.] Triflingly ,

foolishly ; unfitly.
More.

INEPTITUDE. s. [from ineptus, Latin. ] Ur-

fitness. Witkins.

INEQUAʼLITY. s. [from inæqualitas, Lat.]

1. Difference of comparative quantity. Ray

2. Unevenness ; interchange of higher and

lower parts. Newton.

3. Disproportion to any office or purpose ;

state of not being adequate. South.

4. Change ofstate ; unlikeness of a thing to

itfelf. Bacon.

5. Difference of rank or station. Hooker.
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er our. Hammond.

INE'RRABLENESS. s. [from inerrable. ] Ex-

emption from errour. Hammond.

INE'RRABLY. ad. [from inerrable.] With se-

eurity from rrour , infallibly.

INERRINGLY. ad. [ in and erring. ] Without

errour ; without deviation. Glanville.

INERT. a. [iners , Latin . ] Dull ; sluggish ; mo-

tionless . Blackmore.

INERTLY. ad. Sluggishly ; dully. Pope.

INESCATION. s. [ in and esca, Lat.] The act

ofbaiting.

•

INERRABILITY. s. [from inerrable.] Ex- INEXPLICABLY. ad. [from inexplicable. ] In

emption from errour ; infallibility. K. Char. a manner not to be explained.

INE'RRABLE. a. [in and err.] Exempt from INEXPRESSIBLE. a. [in and express.] Not

to be told ; unutterable. Stillingfleet.

INEXPREʼSSIBLY. ad . [from inexpressible. ]

To a degree or in a manner not to be utter-

ed ; unutterably. Hammond.

INEXPUGNABLE. a. [ inexpugnabilis, Lat. ]

Impregnable ; not to be taken by assault ;

not to be subdued. Ray.

INEXTINGUISHABLE. a . [in and extinguo,

Latin.] Unquenchable. Grew.

INEXTRICABLE. a. [inextricabilis, Latin.]

Not to be disentangled ; not to be cleared.

Blackmore.

INE'STIMABLE. a . [ inestimabilis, Lat.] Too INEXTRICABLY. ad. [from inextricable. ]To

valuable to be rated ; transcending all price. a degree ofperplexity not to be disentangled.

Boyle. Bentley

INE VIDENT. a. [inevident, Fr.] Not plain ; To INE'YE. v. n. [in and eye.] To inoculate ,
obscure . Not in use. Brown. to propagate trees by the insition of a bud

INEVITABILITY. s. [from inevitable.] Im- into a foreign stock. Philips.

possibility to be avoided ; certainty. Bramh. INFALLIBILITY.

INEVITABLE. a. [invoitabilis, Lat.] Unavoid- INFALLIBLENESS .

able ; not to be escaped. Dryden.

INEVITABLY. ad. [from inevitable. ] Without

possibility of escape. Bentley.

INEXCU'SABLE. a. [inexcusabilis, Lat. ] Not

to be excused ; not to be palliated by apolo-

Swift.

INEXCU'SABLENESS . s . Enormity beyond

forgiveness or palliation. South.

INEXCU'SABLY. ad. [ from inexcusable. ] To

a degree ofguilt or folly beyond excuse . Bro.

INEXHA'LABLE. . [in and exhale. ] That

cannot evaporate. Brown.

INEXHAUSTED. a . [ in and exhausted . ] Un-

emptied ; not possible to be emptied. Dryden.

INEXHAUSTIBLE. a . Not to be drawn all

away; not to be spent. Locke.

gy .

INEXISTENT. a. [in and existent.] Not hav-

ing being; not to be found in nature. Boyle.

INEXISTENCE. s. [in and existence.] Want

of being ; want of existence. Broome.

INEXORABLE. a. [ inexorable, Fr. inexorabi-

lis, Lat. ] Not to be entreated ; not to be mov-

ed by entreaty. Rogers.

INEXPEDIENCE. s. [in and expediency. ]

INEXPEDIENCY. Want of fitness ; want

of propriety ; unsuitableness to time or

place; inconvenience. Sanderson .

INEXPEDIENT. a. [in and expedient. ] In-

convenient ; unfit ; improper. Smalridge.

INEXPERIENCE. s . [ inexperience, Fr. ]Want

of experimental knowledge. Milton.

INEXPERIENCED. a . [ inexperius, Lat. ] Not

experienced.

Milton.

INEXPERT. a. [inexpertus, Latin. ] Unskilful ;
unskilled .

INEXPIABLE. a. [inexpiable, French.]

1. Not to be atoned.

2. Not to be mollified by atonement.

Milton.

INEXPIABLY. ad. [ from inexpiable.] To a

degree beyond atonement. Roscommon.

INEXPLEABLY. ad. [in and expleo, Latin . ]

Insatiably. Not in use. Sundys.

INEXPLICABLE. a. [in and explico, Latin .]

Incapable of being explained ; not to be

made intelligible. Newton.

}

s. [infallibilité, Fr.

from infallible.] Iner-

rability ; exemption from errour. Tillotson.

INFAʼLLIBLE. u . [infallible, Fr.] Privileged

from errour ; incapable of mistake ; not to

be misled or deceived ; certain. South.

INFALLIBLY. ad . [from infallible.]

I. Without danger of deceit ; with security
from errour. Smalridge.

Rogers.2. Certainly,

Bacon.

To INFA'ME. v. a . [ infamo, Latin.] To repre-

sent to disadvantage ; to defame ; to censure

publickly.

I'NFAMOUS. a . [ infamis, Latin. ] Publickly

branded with guilt ; openly censured ; of

bad report. Ben Jonson.

I'NFAMOUSLY. ad. [from infamous.]

1. With open reproach ; with publick noto-

riety of reproach.

2. Shamefully ; scandalously. Dryden.

I'NFAMOUSNESS. Į s. [infamia, Lat.] Pub-

I'NFAMY. lick reproach ; notorie-

K. Charles.

}

Hooker.

ty ofbad character.

I'NFANCY. s. [infantia, Latin.]

1. The first part of life.

2. Civil infancy, reaching to twenty-one.

3. First age ofany thing ; beginning ; origi-

nal ; commencement. Arbuthnot.

INFANGTHEF. A privilege or liberty grant-

ed unto lords of certain manors to judge any

thief taken within their fee . Cowel.

I'NFANT. s. [infans, Latin. ]

1. A child from the birth to the end of the

seventh year. Roscommon.

2. [In law. ] A ycang person to the age ofone

and twenty.

I'NFANT. a . Not mature ; a state of initial im-

perfection. Shakespeare.

INFANTA. s . [ Spanish.] A princess descend-

ed from the royal blood of Spain.

INFANTICIDE. s. [infanticidium, Lat .] The

slaughter ofthe infants by Herod.

INFANTILE. a. [ infuntilis, Lat. ] Pertaining

to an infant. Derhum.

INFANTRY. s . [ infanterie, Fr.] The foot sol-

diers of an army. Milton.

INFARCATION. s. [in and farcio, Lat. ] Stut-

fing ; constipation . Harvey.
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Te INFATUATE. v. a. [ infatuo, from in and

futuus, Lat.] To strike with folly ; to deprive

of understanding. Clarendon.

INFATUATION. s . [from infatuate.] The act

ofstriking with folly ; deprivation of reason.

South.

INFAUSTING. s. [from infuustus, Lat.] The

act ofmaking unlucky.

INFEASIBLE. a . [ in and feasible. ] Impracti-

cable ; not to be done.

To INFECT. v. a. [ infectus, Latin.]

Bacon.

Glanville.

1. To act upon by contagion ; to affect with

communicated qualities ; to hurt by conta-

gion ; to taint. Milton.

2. To fill with something hurtfully conta-

gious. Shakespeare.

INFECTION. s. [ infection, Fr. infectio, Lat. ]

Contagion ; mischief by communication ;

taint ; poison. Shakespeare.

INFECTIOUS. a. [from infect.] Contagious ;

influencing by communicated qualities . Tem.

INFECTIOUSLY. ad. Contagiously. Shak.

INFECTIOUSNESS . s . The quality of being

infectious ; contagiousness.

INFECTIVE. a. [from infect .] Having the

quality of acting by contagion. Sidney.

INFECUND. a. [infacundus, Lat. ] Unfruitful ;

infertile . Derham.

INFECUNDITY. s . [infecunditas, Lat . ] Want

offertility ; barrenness.

The act of putting one inpossession of a fee or

estate. Hale.

I'NFIDEL. s. [ infidelle, Fr. ] An unbeliever; a

miscreant ; a pagan ; one who rejects chris-

tianity.

INFIDELITY. s [infidelité, French.]

1. Want of faith .

2. Disbelief of christianity.

3. Treachery ; deceit.

I'NFINITE. a. [infinitus, Latin.]

mense.

Hooker.

Taylor.

Addison.

Spectator.

1. Unboundled ; boundless ; unlimited ; im-

Dennis.

2. Itis hyperbolically used for large ; great.

INFINITELY . ad.

1. Without bounds ; immensely. Hooker.

2. In a great degree. Rogers.

INFINITENESS. s. [from infinite. ] Immensi

ty ; boundlessness ; infinity.

INFINITE'SIMAL. a . [from infinite. ] Infinite-

ly divided.

Taylor.

INFINITIVE. a . [infinitif, Fr. infinitivus, Lat.]

In grammar, the infinitive affirms, or inti-

mates the intention of affirming, but does

not do it absolutely.

INFI'NITUDE. s . [from infinite . ]

1. Infinity ; immensity.

2. Boundless number.

INFI'NITY. s . [infinité, French.]

1. Immensity ; boundlessness ;

Clarke,

Hale.

Addison.

unlimited

qualities. Raleigh.

2. Endless number. Arbuthnot.

Watts. INFIRM. a . [ infirme, French.]

1. Weak; feeble ; disabled of body.

2. Weak of mind ; irresolute.

Shak.

Milton.

3. Not stable ; not solid. South.

INFELICITY. s. [infelicitas, Lat. ] Unhappi-

ness; misery ; calamity.

To INFE'R. v. a. [infero, Latin.]

1. To bring on ; to induce. Harvey.

2. To infer is nothing but, by virtue of one

proposition laid down as true, to draw in

another as true. Locke.

3. To offer ; to produce. Not in use. Shak.

I'NFERENCE. s . [inference, Fr. from infer.]

Conclusion drawn from previous arguments.

Watts.

INFE'RIBLE. a. [ from infer. ] Deducible from

premised grounds. Brown.

INFERIO'ŘITY. s. [ from inferiour.] Lower

state of dignity or value.

INFERIOUR. a. [inferior, Latin .]

1. Lower in place.

2. Lower in station or rank of life.

3. Lower in value or excellency.

4. Subordinate.

To INFIRM . v. a. [infirmer, Fr.] To weaken;

to shake ; to enfeeble. Raleigh.

INFIRMARY. s. [infirmerie, Fr.] Lodgings

for the sick .

INFIRMITY. s . [infirmité, French .]

Bacon.

1. Weakness of sex, age, or temper. Rogers.

2. Failing; weakness ; fault. Clarendon.

3. Disease ; malady. Hooker.

INFIRMNESS. s. [from infirm .] Weakness ;

feebleness .Dryden. Boyle.

To INFIX. v. a. [infixus, Latin .]

to fasten.

To drive in ;

Spenser.

South. To INFLA'ME. v . a. [ inflammo, Lat.]

Dryden.

Walts.

1. To kindle ; to set on fire. Sidney.

2. To kindle any passion.
Susan.

Milton.

Addison.South.

Hill .

INFERIOUR. s. One in a lower rank or sta-

tion than another.

INFERNAL. a. [infernal, Fr. ] Hellish ; tarta-

rean ; detestable. Dryden.

INFE'RNAL Stone. s . The lunar caustick, pre-

pared from an evaporated solution of silver,

or from crystals of silver.

INFERTILE. a. [ infertile, Fr.] Unfruitful ; not

productive ; infecund. G. of the Tongue.

INFERTILITY. s . [ infertilité, Fr.] Unfruit-

fulness ; want offertility. Hale.

To INFE'ST. v. a. [infesto, Lat.] To harass ;.

to disturb ; to plague. Hooker.

INFESTIVITY. s . [in and festivity.] Mourn

fulness ; want of cheerfulness.

INFE'STRID. a. [ in and fester. ] Rankling ;

inveterate. Obsolete . Spenser.

INFEUDATION. s. [in and feudum, Lat.]

3. To fire with passion.

4. To exaggerate ; to aggravate.

5. To heatthe body morbidly with obstruct-

ed matter.

6. To provoke ; to irritate. Decay ofPiety.

To INFLA'ME. v . n . To growhot, angry, and
painful by obstructed matter. Wiseman.

INFLA'MER. s . [from influme.] The thing or

person that inflames. Addison.

INFLAMMABILITY. s. [from inflammable.]

The quality of catching fire. Harvey

INFLAMMABLE. a. [ French.] Easy to be

set on flame. Newton.

INFLAMMABLENESS. s .[from inflummuble,]

The quality of easily catching fire.

INFLAMMATION. s. [inflammatio, Latin .]

1. The act of setting on flame.

2. The state ofbeing in flame.

Temple.

Vilkins.

419
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3. [In chirurgery.] Inflammation is when the

blood is obstructed so as to crowd in a greater

quantity into any particular part, and gives

ita greater colour and heat than usual. Quincy.

4. The act of exciting fervour of mind.Hook.

INFLAMMATORY. a. [ from inflame.] Hav-

ing the power of inflaming. Pope.

To INFLATE. v. a. [inflatus, Lat.]

1. To swell with wind. Ray.

Dryden.2. To fill with the breath.

INFLATION. s. [ infatio, Latin.] The state of

being swelled with wind ; flatulence. Arb.

To INFLECT. v . a . [inflecto, Lat.]

1. To bend ; to turn. Newton.

2. To vary a noun or verb in its terminations.

INFLECTION. s . [inflectio, Lat.]

1. The act of bending or turning.

2. Modulation of the voice.

Hale.

Hooker.

Brerewood.3. Variation of a noun or verb.

INFLECTIVE. a. [from inflect.] Having the

power ofbending.

INFLEXIBILITY.

INFLEXIBLENESS.

Derham.

s. [inflexibilité, Fr.

from inflexible.]

1. Stiffness ; quality of resisting flexure.

2. Obstinacy ; temper not to be bent.

INFLEXIBLE. a. [French ; inflexibilis, Lat ]

1. Not to be bent or incurvated. Brown.

2. Not to be prevailed on ; immovable. Ad.

3. Not to be changed or altered. Watts.

INFLEXIBLY. ad. [from inflexible.] Inexora-

bly; invariably. Locke.

To INFLICT. v. a. [infligo, inflictus, Lat. infli-

ger, French.] To put in act or impose as a

punishment. Temple.

INFLICTER. s. [from inflict.] He who pu-

nishes. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

INFLICTION. s. [from inflict.]

1. The act of using punishments. South.

2. The punishment imposed. Rogers.

INFLICTIVE. a. [inflictive, Fr. from inflict. ]

That imposes a punishment.

INFLUENCE. s. [influence, Fr. influo, Latin.]

1. Power of the celestial aspects operating

upon terrestrial bodies and affairs. Prior.

2. Ascendant power ; power of directing or

modifying. Sidney. Atterbury.

To I'NFLUENCE. v. a. [from the noun .] To

act upon with directive or impulsive power ;

to modify to any purpose. Newton.

I'NFLUENT. a. [influens, Lat.] Flowing in.

Arbuthnot.

INFLUENTIAL. a . [from influence. ] Exerting

Glanville.influence or power.

I'NFLUX. s. [influxus, Latin.]

1. Act of flowing into any thing.

2. Infusion ; intromission .

Ray.

Hale.

Bacon.

Howel.

3. Influence ; power. Not in use.

INFLUXIOUS. a. [from infiux.] Influential.

Not used.

Howel.

To INFO'LD. v. a. [in and fold. ] To involve ;

to inwrap ;to enclose with involutions . Pope.

To INFO'LIATE. v. a. [in and folium, Latin. ]

To cover with leaves.

To INFO'RM . v. a . [informo, Lat.]

1. To animate ; to actuate by vital powers.

Dryden.

2. To instruct ; to supply with new know-

ledge ; to acquaint. Clarendon.

3. To offer an accusation to a magistrate.

F INFO'RM. v. n . To give intelligence. Shak.
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INFO'RMAL. a. [from inform.] Irregular ; not

competent. Shakespeare.

INFO'RMANT. s. [French.]

1. One who gives information or instruction,

Watts,

2. One who exhibits an accusation.

INFORMATION. s. [informatio, Lat.]

1. Intelligence given ; instruction.

2. Charge or accusation exhibited.

3. The act of informing or accusing.

INFO'RMER. s . [ from inform .]

South.

1. One who gives instruction or intelligence.

Swift.

2. One who discovers offenders to the ma-

gistrate. L'Estrange.

INFO'RMIDABLE. a. [in and formidabilis,

Lat.] Not to be feared ; not to be dreaded

INFO'RMITY . 8. [from informis, Lat. ] Shape-

lessness. Brown.

INFO'RMOUS. a. [informis, Lat. ] Shapeless ;

of no regular figure. Brown.

INFO'RTUNATE a. [ infortunatus, Lat.] Un-

happy. Bacon.

To INFRACT. v. a. [infractus, Latin.] To '

break. Thomson.

INFRACTION. s . [infractio, Lat.] The act of

breaking ; breach ; violation. Waller.

INFRA'NGIBLE. a. [in andfrangible.] Not

to be broken. Cheyne.

INFREQUENCY. s. [infrequentia, Lat.] Un-

commonness ; rarity. Broome.

INFREQUENT. a. [infrequens, Latin.] Rare ;
uncommon.

To INFRIGIDATE. v. a. [in and frigidus,

Lat.] To chill ; to make cold. Boyle.

To INFRINGE. v. a. [infringo, Lat.]

1. To violate ; to break laws or contracts.

Shakespeare

Waller.2. To destroy ; to hinder.

INFRINGEMENT. s. [from infringe.]Breach ;

violation . Clarendon.

INFRI’NGER. s. [from infringe.] A breaker ;
a violator. Ayliffe.

INFU'NDIBULIFORM. a . [infundibulum and

forma, Latin.] Of the shape of a funnel or

(tundish.

INFU'RIATE. a . [in andfuria, Lat. ] Enraged ;

raging. Milton.

INFUSCA'TION. s . [infuscatus, Lat.] The act

ofdarkening or blackening.

To INFU'SE. v. á . [infuser, Fr. infusus, Lat.]

1. To pour in ; to instil. Denham.

2. To pour into the mind ; to inspire. Swift.

3. To steep in any liquor with a gentle heat.

Bacon.

4. To make an infusion with any ingredient.

Not used.

5. To inspire with. Not used.

INFU'SIBLE, a. [from infuse. ]

1. Possible to be infused.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

Hammond.

Brown.

2. Incapable of dissolution ; not fusible ; not

to bemelted.

INFUSION. s . [ infusion, Fr. infusio, Lat.]

1. The act of pouring in ; instillation .

Addison.

2. The act of pouring into the mind ; inspi-

ration. Hooker.

3. Suggestion ; whisper. Swift.

4. The act of steeping any thing in moisture

without boiling.

5. The liquor made by infusion.

Bacon.

Bacon
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Brown.

INFU'SIVE. a. [from infuse . ] Having the pow-

er of infusion, or being infused. Thomson.

I'NGATE. s. [in and gate.] Entrance ; passage

in. Spenser.

INGANNA'TION. s. [ingannare, Italian .]

Cheat ; fraud; deception ; juggle ; delusion ;

imposture. Not in use.

INGATHERING. s. [in and gathering ] The

act ofgetting in the harvest. Exodus.

INGE, in the names of places, signifies a mea-

dow, from the Saxon ing. Gibson.

To INGE'MINATE. v . n . [ingemino, Lat.] To

double ; to repeat. Clarendon.

INGEMINATION. s. [inand geminatio, Lat.]

Repetition ; reduplication.

INGE'NERABLE. a. [in and generate.] Not

to be produced or brought into being. Boyle.

¡INGE'NERATE.

Wotton.

INGENERATED . } a . [ ingeneratus, Lat .]

1. Inborn ; innate ; inbred.

2. Unbegotten.

INGENIOUS. a. [ingeniosus, Latin.]

Brown.

1. Witty ; inventive ; possessed ofgenius.Sh.

2. Mental ; intellectual. Not in use. Shak.

INGENIOUSLY. ad [from ingenious.] __Witti-

İy subtilely. Temple.

INGENIOUSNESS. s. [from ingenious. ] Wit-

tiness ; subtilty ; strength of genius. Boyle.

INGE'NITE. a. [ingentius, Latin.] Innate ; in-

born; native ; ingenerate. South.

ITGENUITY. s. [from ingenuous.]

1. Openness ; fairness ; candour ; freedom

from dissimulation.
Wotton. Donne.

2. [From ingenious.] Wit ; invention ; genius ;

subtilty ; acuteness. South.

INGENUOUS. a. [ingenuus, Latin.]

1. Open ; fair ; candid ; generous ; noble.

Locke.

Brown.

2. Freeborn ; not of servile extraction. K. C.

INGENUOUSLY. ad. Openly ; fairly ; can-

didly; generously. Dryden.

INGENUOUSNESS. s. [from ingenuous.]

Openness ; fairness ; candour.

I'NGENY. 8. [ingenium, Lat.] Genius ; wit.

Not in use. Boyle.

To INGEST. v. a. [ingestus, Lat.] To throw

into the stomach.

INGESTION. s. [from ingest.] The act of

throwing into the stomach. Harvey.

INGLO'RIOUS. a. [inglorius, Latin.] Void of

honour ; mean ; without glory. Howel.

INGLO'RIOUSLY. ad. With ignominy ; with

want of glory. Pope.

I'NGOT. s. [lingot, French. ] A mass of metal.

Dryden.

To INGRA'FF. v. a . [in and graff

1. To propagate trees by insition . May.

2. To plant the sprig of one treein the stock

of another.

3. To plant any thing not native.

4. To fix deep; to settle.

INGRAFTMENT. s . [from ingraft.]

1. The act ofingrafting.

2. Thesprig ingrafted.

I'NGRATE.

INGRATEFUL.
a. [ingratus, Lat.]

Milton.

Hooker.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

1. Ungrateful ; unthankful.

2. Unpleasing to the sense.

To INGRATIATE. v a. [in and gratis, Lat.]
421 .

To put in favour ; to recommend to kindness.

King Charles.

INGRATITUDE. s. [ingratitude, Fr. in and

gratitude.] Retribution of evil for good ; un-

thankfulness. Dryden.

INGREDIENT. s. [ingredient, Fr. ingrediens,

Lat.] Component part of a body, consisting

of different materials. Milton.

I'NGRESS. s. [ingressus, Lat.] Entrance ; pow-

er ofentrance ; intromission. Arbuthnot.

INGRE'SSION. s. [ ingressio, Latin.] The act

of entering ; entrance. Digby.

INGUINAL. a. [inguinal, Fr. inguen, Lat.]

Belonging to the groin. Arbuthnot.

To INGU'LF. v. a. [in and gulf.]

I. To swallow up in avast profundity. Milt.

2. To cast into a gulf. Hayward.

To INGURGITATE. v. a. [ingurgito, Latin.]

To swallow down.

INGURGITA'TION. . [from ingurgitate.]

The act of swallowing.

INGU'STABLE. a. [in and gusto, Lat.] Not

perceptible by the taste. Brown.

INHA'BILE. a. [ inhabilis, Latin.] Unskilful ;

unready ; unfit; unqualified.

To INHA’BIT. v . a. [habito, Latin.] To dwell

in ; to hold as a dweller. Isaiah.

To INHABIT. v. n. To dwell ; to live. Milt.

INHABITABLE. a. [from inhabit. ]

1. Capable of affording habitation. Locke.

2. [Inhabitable, Fr.] Incapable of inhabitants;
uninhabitable. Not in use. Shakespeare.

INHABITANCE. s . [from inhabit.] Residence

of dwellers. Carew.

INHABITANT. s. [from inhabit. ] Dweller ;

one that lives in a place.

INHABITATION. s . [from inhabit.]

1. Abode ; place of dwelling.

Abbot.

Milton.

Brown.

2. The act of inhabiting or planting with

dwellings ; state of being inhabited. Raleigh.

3. Quantity of inhabitants.

INHA'BITER. s . [from inhabit.] One that in-

habits ; a dweller. Brown.

To INHA'LE. v. a. [inhalo, Latin.]To draw in

with air ; to inspire. Arbuthnot.

INHARMONIOUS. a. [in and harmonious.]

Unmusical ; unsweet of sound. Felton.

To INHE'RE. v. n. [inhæreo, Latin.] To exist

in something else. Donne.

INHERENT. a. [ inherent, Fr. inhærens, Lat.]}

1. Existing in something else, so as to be in-

separable from it. Shakespeare.

2. Naturally conjoined ; innate ; inborn. Sw.

To INHERIT. v. a. [enheriter, French.]

1. To receive or possess by inheritance. Add.

2. To possess ; to obtain possession of. Shak,

INHE'RITABLE. a. [from inherit. ] Trans .

missible by inheritance ; obtainable by suc-

cession. Carew

INHERITANCE. s. [from inherit ]

1. Patrimony; hereditary possession. Milt.

2. Thereception of possession by hereditary

right. Locke.

3. Possession. Shakespeare.

INHE'RITOR. s. [ from inherit.] An heir :

one who receives by succession. Bacon

INHERITRESS. s. [from inheritor.] An heir-

ess ; a woman that inherits. Bacon.

INHÉ'RITRIX. 8. [from inheritor ] An heiress

Ec 3 Shakespeare.
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To INHERSE. v. a [in and herse. ] To enclose

in a funeral monument Shakespeare.

INHE'SION. s. [inhasio, Latin . ] Inherence ;

the state of existing in something else.

To INHIBIT. v. a. [inhibeo, Lat. inhiber, Fr.]

1. To restrain ; to hinder ; to repress ; to

Bentley.

Clarendon .

check.

2. To prohibit ; to forbid.

INHIBITION. s. [ inhibitio, Latin.]

1. Prohibition; embargo. Gov. ofthe Ton.

[In law.] A writ to forbid a judge from

further proceeding in the cause depending

2.

before him .

INI"TIATE. a. [initié, Fr. initiatus, Latiu.]

Unpractised. Shakespeare.

INITIATION. s. [ initiatio, Latin. ] The re-

ception, admittance, or entrance of a new

comer into any art or state. Hammond.

INJUCUNDITY. s. [in and jucundity.] Un .

pleasautness.

INJU'DICABLE. a. [in and judico, Lat.] Not

cognizable by a judge.

INJUDICIAL. a. [in and judicial.] Not ac-

cording to form oflaw.

INJUDICIOUS. a. [in and judicious. ] Void of
judgment ; wanting judgment. Tillotson.

INJUDICIOUSLY. ad. With ill judgment ;

not wisely. Broome.

INJUNCTION. s . [from injoin ; injunctus, in-

junctio, Latin. }

Cowel,

To INHOʻLD. v. a. [ in and hold.] To have in-

herent ; to contain in itself. Raleigh.

INHO'SPITABLE. a. [ in and hospitable.]

Affording no kindness or entertainment to

strangers. Dryden.

INHO'SPITABLY. ad. [from inhospitable.]

Unkindly to strangers .

INHO'SPITABLENESS . s. [inhospitalité, To

INHOSPITAʼLITY.

Milton.

}Frentalité

hospitality ; want of courtesy to strangers.

INHU'MAN. a. [inhumain, Fr. inhumanus, Lat.]

Barbarous ; savage ; cruel. Atterbury.

INHUMAʼNITY. s. [inhumanité, Fr.] Cruelty ;

savageness ; barbarity. King Charles.

INHUMANLY. ad. [from inhuman.] Savage-

ly; cruelly ; barbarously.

To l'NHUMATE. 7 v. a. [inhumer, Fr.]

To INHU'ME. Sbury; to inter.

To INJECT. v. a. [injectus, Latin .]

1. To throwin ; to dart in.

2. To throw up ; to cast up.

INJECTION. s. [injectio, Latin .]

J. The act of casting in.

·

Swift.

Το

Pope.

Glanville.

Pope.

Boyle.

2. Any medicine made to be injected by a

syringe, or any other instrument, into any

part ofthe body. Quincy.

3. The act offilling the vessels with wax, or

any other proper matter, to show their shapes

and ramifications. Quincy.

INI'MICAL. a. [ inimicus, Lat.] Unfriendly ;

unkind ; hurtful; hostile ; adverse.

INIMITABILITY. s . [from inimitable. ] Inca-

pacity to be imitated. Norris.

INIMITABLE. a. [inimitabilis, Latin.] Above

imitation ; not to be copied. Denham.

INIMITABLY, ad. [from inimitable. ] In a

manner not to be imitated ; to a degree of

excellence above imitation . Pope.

To INJO'IN. v . a. [enjoindre, Fr. injungo,Lat. ]

1. To command ; to enforce by authority.

See ENJOIN. Hooker.

2. To join. Not used. Shakespeare.

INIQUITOUS. a. [inique, Fr. from iniquity.]

Unjust ; wicked.

INIQUITY. s . finiquitus, Lat. iniquité, Fr.]

1 Injustice ; unrighteousness.

1. Command ; order ; precept. Shakespeare.

2. [In law.] An interlocutory decree out of

the chancery. Cowel.

I'NJURE . v. a. [injurier, Fr.]

1. To hurt unjustly ; to mischiefundeserved-

ly ; to wrong. Temple.

2. To annoy ; to affect with any inconveni-

ence. Milton.

I'NJURER. s. [ from to injure. ] He that hurts

another unjustly. Ben Jonson.

INJU'RIOUS. a. [injurius, Latin.]

Unjust ; invasive of another's rights.

2. Guilty ofwrong or injury.

I.

Milton .

3. Mischievous ; unjustly hurtful . Tillotson.

4. Detractory ; contumelious ; reproachful.

Swift.

INJURIOUSLY. ad. [ from injurious. ] Wrong-

fully hurtfully ; with injustice.

INJURIOUSNESS. 8. [from injurious. ] Qua-

lity of being injurious.

I'NJURY. s. [injuria, Latin.]

1. Hurt without justice .

2. Mischief; detriment.

3. Annoyance.

K. Charles.

Hayward.

Watts.

Mortimer.

4. Contumelious language ; reproachful ap

pellation. Bacon.

INJUSTICE. s. [injustice, Fr. injustitia,Lat.]

Iniquity ; wrong. Swift.

INK. s . [inchiostro, Italian. ]

1. The black liquor with which men write.

2. Ink is used for any liquor withwhich they

write ; as, red ink ; green ink.

To INK. v . a. [ from the noun ] To black or

daub with ink.

INKHO'RN. s. [ink and horn . ] A portable case

for the instruments of writing, commonly

made ofhorn. Shakespeare.

I'NKLE. s . A kind of narrow fillet ; a tape.

Gay.

Clarendon.

I'NKMAKER. s. [ink and maker. ] He who

I'NKLING. s. Hint ; whisper ; intimation .

Smalridge.

Hooker. makes ink.

I'NKY. a. [from ink.]

1. Consisting of ink.

2. Resembling ink.

3. Black as ink.

Pope.

Harvey.

2. Wickedness ; crime.

INITIAL. a. [ initial, Fr. initialis, Lat.]

1. Placed at the beginning.

2. Incipient ; not complete .

To INITIATE. v . a. [initier, Fr. initio, Lat.]

To enter; to instruct in the rudiments of an

art; to place in a new state ; to put into a

new society. More.

To INITIATE. v. n. To do the first part ; to

perforin the first rite. Pope.

Shakespeare.

Boyle.

Shakespeare.

I'NLAND. a. [in and land. ] Interiour ; lying

remote from the sea. Swift.

I'NLAND. s. Interiour or inland parts.

I'NLANDER. s . [from inlund.] Dweller re

mote from the sea. Brown.

422
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To INLAPIDATE. v. a. [ in and lapido, Lat. ]
To turn to stone.

To INLA'Y. v . a. [in and lay.]

Bacon.

1. To diversify with different bodies inserted

into the ground or substratum . Gay.

Milton.

2. To make variety by being inserted into

bodies ; to variegate.

INLA'Y. s. [from the verb. ]

INNOCUOUSLY. ad. [from inocuous№

Without mischievous effects. Brow

INNO'CUOUSNESS. S. [from innocuous. ]

Harmlessness. Digby,

To INNOVATE. v. a. [innovo, Lat.]

1. To bring in something not known before.

Bacon.

2. To change by introducing novelties.

INNOVATION. s. [innovation, Fr.] Change

by the introduction of novelty.

INNOVATOR. s . [innovateur, Fr.]

matter cut to be inlaid.

Matter inlaid ;

Milton.

To INEA'W. v. a. [in and law ] To clear of

Bacon.

place of in-
Wotton.

1. An introducer of novelties.

outlawry or attainder.

I'NLET. s. [in and let . ] Passage ;

gress ; entrance.

I'NLY. a. [from in and ly. ] Interiour ; internal;

secret. Shakespeare.

I'NLY. ad. Internally ; within ; secretly ; in

the heart. Milton. Dryden.

I'NMATE. s . [ in and mate. ] Inmates are those

that be admitted to dwell for their money

jointly with another man. Cowel.

I'NMOST. a. [from in and most.] Deepest ;

within ; remotest from the surface.

INN. s. [inn, Saxon, a chamber. ]

Shak.

1. A house of entertainment for travellers.

2. A house where students are boarded and

tanght. Shakespeare.

To INN. v. n. [ from the noun. ] To take up

temporary lodging. Donne.

To INN. v. a. To house ; to put under cover.

Shakespeare.

INNATE. a. [inné, Fr. innatus, Lat.] In-
INNATED. } Fr, nerate; natural;

not superadded ; not adscititious. Howel.

INNATENESS . s. [from innate. ] The quality

of being innate.

INNA'VIGABLE. a . [innavigabilis, Lat.] Not

to be passed by sailing. Dryden.

I'NNER. a. [ from in. ] Interiour ; not outward.

I'NNERMOST. a [from inner. ] Remotest from

the outward part. Newton.

INNHOLDER. s . (inn and hold.] A man who

keeps an inn.

I'NNINGS. s. Lands recovered from the sea.

Ainsworth.

INNKEEPER. s. [ inn and keeper. ] One who

keeps lodgings and provisions for entertain-

ment of travellers . Taylor.

I'NNOCENCE.

I'NNOCENCY. s. [innocentia, Latin.]

1. Purity from injurious actions ; untainted

integrity.
Tillotson.

2. Freedomfrom guilt imputed . Shakespeare.

3. Harmlessness ; innoxiousness. Burnet.

4. Simplicity of heart, perhaps with some

degree of weakness. Shakespeare.

I'NNOCENT. a. [innocens, Latin.]

1. Pure from mischief.

2. Free from any particular guilt.

3. Unhurtful ; harmless in effects.

NNOCENT. s.

1. One free from guilt or harm.

2. A natural ; an idiot .

I'NNOCENTLY. ad. [from innocent.]

1. Without guilt.

2. One that makes changes by introducing

novelties.

INNO'XIOUS . a. [innoxius, Lat.]

1. Free from mischievous effects.

2. Pure from crimes.

Bacon

South.

Digby.

Pope.

Brown.

INNO'XIOUSLY. ad . [from innoxious. ]Harm-

lessly.

INNO'XIOUSNESS. S. [from innoxious.]

Harmlessness.

Milton.

INNUE'NDO.s.[innuendo, from innuo, Lat. ] An

oblique hint. Swift.

INNUMERABLE. a. [innumerabilis, Latin.]

Not to be counted for multitude.

INNUMERABLY. ad. [from innumerable.]

Without number,

INNUMEROUS. a. [innumerus, Latin.] Too

many to be counted. Pope.

To INNO'CULATE. v. a. [inoculo, in and

oculus, Latin.]

1. To propagate any plant by inserting its

bud into another stock. May,

2. To yield a bud to another stock . Cleavel.

INOCULATION. s . [inoculatio, Lat.]

1. Inoculation is practised upon all sorts of

stone fruit, and upon oranges and jasmines.

2. The practice of transplanting the small-

pox by infusion of the matter from ripened

pustules into the veins ofthe uninfected .

INOCULATOR. s . [from inoculate.]

1. One that practises the inoculation oftrees.

2. One who propagates the small-pox by in-

oculation . Friend.

INO'DOROUS . s . [inodorus, Latin.] Wanting

scent ; not affecting the nose. Arbuthnot.

INOFFENSIVE. a. [ in and offensive.]

1. Giving no scandal ; giving no provoca-

tion. Fleetwood.

2. Giving no pain ; causing no terrour.

3. Harmless ; hurtless ; innocent. Milton.

4. Unembarrassed ; without step or obstruc-

tion. Milton.

INOFFENSIVELY. ad. [from inoffensive.]

Without appearance of harm ; without harm.

Milton.

Milton. INOFFENSIVENESS . s. [from inoffensive.}

Dryden. Harmlessness. Milton.

Pope. INOFFI'CIOUS. a. [ia and officious.] Not

civil ; not attentive to the accommodation ·̈

of others.Spenser.

Hooker.

South.

2. With simplicity ; with silliness or impru-

dence.

3. Without mischievous effects. Brown.

INNO'CUOUS. a. [ innocuus, Lat.] Harmless in
effects. Grew.

INO'PINATE. a. [ inopinutus, Lat. inopiné,

Fr] Not expected.

INOPPORTUNE. a. [inopportunus, Latin .]

Unseasonable ; inconvenient.

INO'RDINACY, s . [from inordinate.] Irregu

larity ; disorder. Government of the Tongue.

INO'RDINATE a. [ in and ordinatus Latin ]

Irregular ; disorderly ; deviating from night.
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INO'RDINATELY. ad, [from inordinate.] Ir-

regularly ; not rightly.

INO'RDINATENESS. . [from inordinate.]

Want of regularity ; intemperance of any

kind.

INORDINATION. s. [ from inordinate. ] Ir-

regularity ; deviation from right. South.

INORGA'NICAL. a. ( in and organical. ] _Void

of organs or instrumental parts. Locke.

To INO'SCULATE. v. a. [ in and osculum,

Latin.] To unite by opposition or contact.

INOSCULATION.s [from inosculate.] Union

by conjunction of the extremities.

INQUEST. s . [enqueste, Fr. inquisitio, Latin.]

1. Judicial inquiry or examination.

Atterbury.

2. [In law.]The inquest ofjurors, orbyjury,

is the most usual trial of all causes, both civil

and criminal, in our realm ; in civil causes,

after proof made on either side, so much as

each partythinks good, if the doubtbe inthe

fact, it is referred to the discretion oftwelve

indifferent men, and as they bring in their

verdict, so judgment passes ; for the judge

saith, The jury finds the fact thus ; then is

the law thus, and so wejudge.

3. Inquiry ; search ; study.

INQUIETUDE. s. [inquietude, Fr ] Disturbed

state ; want of quiet ; attack on the quiet.

Cowel.

South.

Wolton.

To I'NQUINATE. v . a . [inquino, Latin.] To

pollute ; to corrupt. Brown.

INQUINATION. s . [inquinatio, Latin.] Cor-

ruption ; pollution .

INQUIRABLE. a. [from inquire.] That of

which inquisition or inquest may be made.

To INQUIRE. v. n. [inquiro, Lat. ]

Bacon.

1. To ask questions ; to make search ; to ex-

ert curiosity on any occasion. Swift.

2. To make examination. Dryden.
To INQUIRE. v. a. To ask about ; to seek

out ; as, he inquired the way.

INQUIRER. s. [from inquire .]

1. Searcher ; examiner ; one curious and in-

quisitive. Locke.

2. One who interrogates ; one who ouestions .

INQUIRY. s. [from inquire.]

1. Interrogation ; search by question . Acts.

2. Examination ; discussion. Locke.

INQUISITION. s. [inquisitio, Latin.]

1. Judicial inquiry. Taylor. Southern.

2. Examination discussion. Esther.

3. [ In law. ] A manner of proceeding in mat-

ters criminal, by the office of the judge.

4. The court established in some countries

subject to the pope for the detection of he-

Corbet.

INQUISITIVE. a. [inquisitus, Lat.] Curious ;

busyinsearch ; active to pry into any thing.

Wotton.

INQUISITIVELY. ad. [fron inquisitive.]With

curiosity ; with narrow scrutiny.

INQUISITIVENESS. s. [ from inquisitive.]

Curiosity; diligence to pry into things hid-
den. Sidney. Smith.

INQUISITOR. s . [inquisitor, Latin.]

resy.

1. One who examines judicially. Dryden.

2. An officer in the popish courts of inquisi-

tion.

To INRA'IL. v. a. [in and rail. ] To inclose

with rails. Hooker. Gay.

I'NROAD. s. [in and road .] Incursion ; sud-

den and desultory invasion. Clarendon.

INSA'NABLE. a. [insanabilis, Latin.] Incura-

ble ; irremediable.

INSA'NE. a. [insanus, Latin.] Mad ; making

mad.
Shakespeare.

INSATIABLE. a. [insatiabilis, Lat.] Greedy

beyond measure ; greedy so as not to be sa-

tisfied .

INSATIABLENESS . s. [from insatiable.]

Greediness not to be appeased . K. Charles.

INSATIABLY. ad. [from insatiable. ] With

greediness not to be appeased. South.

INSA'TIATE. a. [insatiatus, Lat.] Greedy so

as not to be satisfied. Philips.

INSATISFACTION. s. [ in and satisfaction .]

Discontent ; unsatisfied state. Bacon.

INSA'TURABLE. a. [insaturabilis, Lat.] Not

to be glutted ; not to be filled.

To INSCRIBE. v. a . [inscribo, Lat.]

1. To write on any thing. It is generally

applied to something written on a monu-

ment. Pope.

2. To mark any thing with writing.

3. To assignto a patron without a formal de-

dication. Dryden.

4. To draw a figure within another. Creech.

INSCRIPTION. s. [inscription, Fr.]

1. Something written or engraved. Dryden.

2. Title. Brown.

3. Consignment of a book to a patron with-

out a formal dedication.

INSCRU’TABLE. a . [inscrutabilis, Lat.] Un-

searchable , not to be traced out by inquiry

or study. Sandys.

To INSCU'LP. v. a. [insculpo, Latin.] To en-

grave ; to cut. Shakespeare.

INSCULPTURE. s. [from in and sculpture.]

Any thing engraved . Brown.

2

To INSE'AM. v. a. [in and seam.] To impress

or mark by seam or cicatrix. Pope.

I'NSECT. s. [insecta, Latin.]

1. Insects are so called from a separation in

the middle oftheir bodies, wherebythey are

cut into two parts, which are joined toge-

ther by a small ligature, as we see in wasps

and common flies. Locke.

2. Any thing small or contemptible .

INSECTA'TŎR. s. [from insector, Lat.] One

that persecutes or harasses with pursuit.

INSE'ĈTILE. a. [from insect.] Having the na-

ture of insects. Bacon.

INSECTO'LOGER. s. [insect and λoyos.] One

who studies or describes insects. Denham.

INSECURE. a . [in and secure.]

1. Not secure ; not confident ofsafety.

2. Not safe.

INSECURITY. s. [ in and security.]

1. Uncertainty; want of reasonable confi-

dence. Brown.

2. Want of safety ; danger ; hazard. Hamm.

INSEMINATION. s . [insemination, Fr.] The

act ofscattering seed on ground.

INSECUTION. s. [insecution, Fr.] Pursuit.

Not in use. Chapman.

INSE'NSATE. a. [insensato, Italian.] Stupid ;

wanting thought ; wanting sensibility.
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INSENSIBILITY. ●. [insensibilité, Fr.)

1. Inability to perceive. Glanville.

2. Stupidity ; dulness of mental perception.

3. Torpor ; dulness of corporal sense.

INSE'NSIBLE. a. [ insensible, Fr.]

senses.

1. Imperceptible ; not discoverable by the

Newton.

2. Slowly gradual. Dryden.

3.Void of feeling, either mental or corporal.

4. Void of emotion or affection. Dryden.

INSE'NSIBLENESS . s . [from insensible. ] Ab-

sence of perception ; inability to perceive.

INSE'NSIBLY. ad. [from insensible. ]

Ray.

1. Imperceptibly ; in such a manner as is

not discoverable by the senses. Addison.

2. By slow degrees. Swift.

3. Without mental or corporal sense.

INSEPARABILITY.

INSEPARABLENESS.

s. [from insepara-

ble.] The quality

of being such as cannot be severed or di-

vided. Locke.

INSEPARABLE. a. [inseparable, Fr. insepa

rabilis, Lat.] Not to be disjointed ; united

so as not to be parted.
Bacon.

INSEPARABLY. ad. [from inseparable.] With

indissoluble union. Bentley.

To INSERT. v. «. [inserer, Fr. insero, insertum,

Lat.] To place in or amongst other things.

Stillingfleet.

INSERTION. s . [insertion, Fr.]

1. The act of placing any thing in or among

other matter, Arbuthnot.

Broome.2. The thing inserted.

To INSERVE. v. a. [inservio, Latin.] To be of

use to an end.

INSE'RVIENT. a. [inserviens, Latin .] Con-

ducive ; ofuse to an end.

1.

To INSHELL. v. a. [in and shell . ] To hide in

a shell. Shakespeare.

Tọ INSHI’P. v. a. [in and ship. ] To shut in a

ship ; to stow ; to embark. Shakespeare.

To INSHRINE. v. a. [in and shrine.] To en-

close in a shrine or precious case. Milton.

I'NSIDE. s. [in and side.] Interiour part ; part

within. Addison.

INSIDIA'TOR. s. [Latin.] One who lies in

wait.

INSIDIOUS. a. [insidieux, Fr. insidiosus, Lat.]

Sly; circumventive ; diligent to entrap ;

Atterbury.\

INSIDIOUSLY. ad [from insidious. ] In a sly

and treacherous manner ; with malicious ar-

tifice. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

INSIGHT. s. [insicht, Dutch. ] Introspection ;

deep view ; knowledge of the interiour parts.

Sidney.

INSIGNIFICANCE
. s. [insignific

ance, Fr.]

treacherous.

INSIGNIFICANCY.

1. Want of meaning ; unmeaning terms.

2. Unimportance . Addison.

INSIGNIFICANT. a. [in and significant.]

1. Wanting meaning ; void of signification.

Blackmore.

2. Unimportant ; wanting weight ; ineffec-

tual, South

INSIGNIFICANTLY. ad. [from insignificant.]

1. Without meaning. Hale.

2. Without importance or effect.

INSINCE'RE. a. [insincerus, Lat.]

1. Not what he appears ; not hearty ; dis

sembling ; unfaithful.

Pope.2. Not sound ; corrupted.

INSINCE'RITY. s. [from insincere. ] Want of

truth or fidelity. Not used. Broome

To INSI'NEW. v. a. [in and sinew .] Το

strengthen ; to confirm. Shakespeare.

INSINUANT. a. [French.] Having the power

to gain favour. Wotton.

To INSINUATE. v. a. [insinuer, Fr. insinuo

Latin.]

1. To introduce any thing gently. Woodward.

2. To push gently into notice ; commonly

with the reciprocal pronoun. Clarendon.

3. To hint ; to impart indirectly.

4. To instil ; to infuse gently.

To INSINUATE. v. n.

Swift

Locke.

1. To wheedle ; to gain on the affections by

gentle degrees. Shakespeare.

2. To steal into imperceptibly ; to be con

veyed insensibly. Harvey.

3. To enfold ; to wreath ; to wind. Milton.

INSINUATION. s. [insinuatio, Latin.] The

power ofpleasing or stealing upon the affec-

tions. Clarendon.

INSINUATIVE. a. [from insinuate. ] Stealing

'on the affection. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

INSINUA'TOR. s. [insinuator, Lat.] He that

insinuates. Ainsworth.

INSIPID. a. [insipidus, Latin.]

1. Without taste ; without power of affect-

ing the organs ofgust. Floyer.

Dryden.

}8.
8. [insipidité, Fr.]

Pope.

2. Without spirit ; without pathos ; flat ;

dull ; heavy.

INSIPIDITY.

INSIPIDNESS.

1. Want of taste.

2. Want of life or spirit.

INSIPIDLY. ad. [from insipid . ] Without

taste ; dully. Locke.

INSI'PÍENCE. s. [insipientia, Latin.] Folly ;

want of understanding.

To INSI'ST. v. n. [insister, Fr. insisto, Lat.]

1. To stand or rest upon. Ray.

Shakespeare.

2. Not to recede from terms or assertions ;

to persist in.

3. To dwell upon in discourse.

Wotton.

Decay of Piety.

INSI'STENT. a. [insistens, Lat. ] Restingupou

any thing.

INSISTURE s. [from insist . ] This word seems

in Shakespear to signify constancy or regu-

larity, but is not now used.

INSITIENCY. s . [in and sitio, Lat.] Exemp

tion from thirst. Grew.

INSITION. s. ( insitio, Latin. ] The insertion

or ingraftment of one branch into another.

Ray.

To INSNA'RE. v. a. [in and snare.]

1. To intrap ; to catch in a trap , gin, or

saare ; to inveigle. Fenton.

2. To entangle in difficulties orperplexities.

INSNA'RER. s. [from insnare.] He that in

snares.

INSOCIABLE. a. [insociable, Fr. )

1. Averse from conversation. Shakespeare

2. Incapable of connexion or union. Wotton
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INSOBRIETY. s. [in and sobriety.] Drunk-

enness ; want of sobriety. Decay ofPiety.

To I'NSOLATE. v. a. [insolo, Lat.] To dry in

the sun to expose to the action of the sun.

INSOLATION. s. [insolation, Fr. ] Exposing

to the sun.

I'NSOLENCE.

I'NSOLENCY.

Brown.

s. [insolence, Fr. insolentia,

Lat.] Pride exerted in con.

temptuous and overbearing treatment of o-

thers ; petulant contempt.

To I'NSOLENCE. v. a. [from the noun.] To

insult. Bad word. K. Charles.

I'NSOLENT. a . [ insolent, Fr. insolens, Latin.]

Contemptuous of others ; haughty ; over-

bearing. Atterbury.

I'NSOLENTLY. ad. [insolenter, Latin. ] With

contempt ofothers ; haughtily ; rudely. .4d .

INSO'LVABLE. a. [insolvable, French.]

1. Not to be solved ; not to be cleared ; un-

extricable ; such as admits ofno solution , or

explication. Watts.

2. That cannot be paid.

INSO'LUBLE. a. [insoluble, French.]

1. Not to be cleared ; not to be resolved.

2. Not to be dissolved or separated . Arbuth.

INSO'LVENT. a. [ in and solvo, Latin .] Un-

able to pay. Smart.

INSOLVENCY. s. [from insolvent.] Inability

to pay debts.

INSOMU'CH. conj . [in so much.] So that ; to

such a degree that. Addison.

To INSPECT. v. a. [inspicio, inspectum, Latin. ]

To look into by way of examination.

INSPECTION. s. [inspection, French ; inspec-

tio, Latin.]

1. Prying examination ; narrow and close

survey. South.

2. Superintendance ; presiding care. Bentley.

INSPECTOR. s. [Latin.]

1. A prying examiner. Denham,

Watts2. A superintendant.

INSPERSION. s . [inspersio, Latin. ] A sprink-

ling. Ainsworth.

Milton.

To INSPHERE. v. a. [in and sphere.] To

place in an orb or sphere.

INSPIRABLE. a. [from inspire. ] Which may
F be drawn in with the breath. Harvey.

INSPIRATION. s. [from inspire.]

1. The act ofdrawing in the breath. Arbuth.

2. The act of breathing into any thing.

3. Infusion of ideas into the mind by a supe-

riour power. Denham.

To INSPIRE. v. n . [inspiro, Latin.] To draw

in the breath . Walton.

To INSPIRE. v. a.

1. To breathe into ; to infuse into the mind.

Shakespeare.

2. To animate by supernatural infusion. Ad.
3. To draw in with the breath. Harvey.

INSPIRER. s . [from inspire. ] He that inspires.

Derham.

To INSPIRIT. v. a. [in and spirit .] To ani-

mate ; to actuate ; to fill with life and vi-

gour. Pope.

To INSPI'SSATE. v. a. [in and spissus, Latin.]

Tothicken ; to make thick. Arbuthnot.

INSPISSA'TION. s . [from inspissate. ] The act

of making any liquid thick. Arbuthnot.

INSTABILITY. s. [instabilité, French ; insta-

Addison

bilis, Latin. ] Inconstancy ; fickleness ; mir

tability of opinion or conduct.

INSTA'BLE. a. [ instabilis, Latin .] Inconstant ;

changing.

To INSTALL. v. a. [ installer, French ; in and

stall.] To advance to any rank or office, by

placing in the seat or stall proper to that

condition . Wotton.

INSTALLATION. s. [ installation , French. ]

The act of giving visible possession of a

rank or office, by placing in the proper

Ayliffe.seat.

INSTALMENT. s. [from install.]

1. The act of installing. Shakespeare.

2. The seat in which one is installed Shak.

INSTANCE. s. [instance, Fr. ]
I'NSTANCY.

1. Importunity ; urgency ; solicitation ; im•

portunateness ; persistency.
Hooker

2. Motive ; influence ; pressing argument.

3. Prosecution or process of a suit. Ayliffe.

4. Example ; document.

5 State of any thing.

6. Occasion ; act.

Addison.

Hale.

Rogers.

To I'NSTANCE. v . n . [from the noun.] To

give or offer an example. Tillotson.

I'NSTANT. a . [instans, Latin.]

1. Pressing ; urgent ; importunate ; earnest.

2. Immediate ; without any time interven-

ing ; present.

3. Quick; without any delay.

I'NSTANT. s. [instant, French.]

Prior.

Pope.

1. Instant is such a part of duration wherein

we perceive no succession. Locke.

2. The present or current month. Addison.

INSTANTANEOUS. a . [instantaneus, Latin. ]

Done in an instant ; acting at once without

any perceptible succession. Burnet.

INSTANTANEOUSLY. ad . [from instantane-

ous.] In an indivisible point of time.

I'NSTANTLY. ad. [înstanter, Latin.]

Derham.

1. Immediately ; without any perceptible

intervention of time. Bacon.

2. With urgent importunity.

To INSTATE. v. a. [in and state.]

1. To place in a certain rank or condition.

2. To invest. Obsolete. Shakespeare.

INSTAURA'TION. s. [instauratio, Latin. ] Re-

storation ; reparation ; renewal.

INSTEAD of. prep. [ of in and stead, place.]

1. In room of; in place of.

2. Equal to.

Swift

Tillotson.

To INSTE'EP. v. a. [in and steep.]

1. To soak ; to macerate in moisture. Shak.

2. To lay under water. Shakespeare.

I'NSTEP. s. [ in and step .] The upper part of

the foot where it joins to the leg. Arbuthnot.

To INSTIGATE. v . a. [instigo, Lat .] To urge

to ill ; to provoke or incite to a crime.

INSTIGATION. s. [ instigation, French.] In-

citement to a crime ; encouragement ; im-

pulse to ill . South.

INSTIGATOR. s. [instigateur, Latin.] Inciter

to ill. Decay of Piety.

To INSTI'L. v. a. [instillo, Latin.]

1. To infuse by drops.

2. To insinuate any thing imperceptibly in-

to the mind ; to infuse.

Milton.

Calamy.
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INSTILLATION . s . [ instillatio, Latin ; from

instil.]

1. The act ofpouring in by drops.

2. The act of infusing slowly into the mind.

3. The thing infused. Rambler.

INSTINCT. a. [instinctus, Latin. ] Moved ; ani-
mated. Not in use. Milton.

I'NSTINCT. s. [instinctus, Latin. ] Natural de-

sire or aversion ; natural tendency. Prior.

INSTINCTED . a. [ instinctus, Lat.] Impressed

as an animating power. Bentley.

INSTINCTIVE. a . [from instinct. ] Acting

without the application of choice or reason.

Broom .

INSTINCTIVELY. ad. [from instinct. ] By in-

stinct ; by the call of nature. Shakespeare.

To I'NSTITUTE. v . a . [ instituo, Latin .]

1. To fix ; to establish ; to appoint ; to en-

act ; to settle.

struction.

Hale.

2. To educate ; to instruct ; to form by in-

Decay ofPiety.

I'NSTITUTE. s. [institutum, Latin.]

1. Established law ; settled order.

2. Precept ; maxim ; principle.

INSTITUTION. s . [ institutio, Latin.]

1. Act of establishing.

2. Establishment ; settlement.

3. Positive law.

4. Education.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Swift.

Atterbury.

Hammond.

INSTITUTIONARY. a. [from institution.]

Elemental ; containing the first doctrines, or

principles of doctrine. Brown.

I'NSTITUTOR. s. [institutor, Latin.]

1. An establisher ; one who settles. Holder.

2. Instructor ; educator. Walker.

INSTITUTIST. s . [from institute.] Writer of

institutes or elemental instructions.

Harvey.

To INSTO'P. v. a. [ in and stop.] To close up ;

to stop. Dryden.

To INSTRUCT. v. a . [instruo, Latin. ]

1. To teach ; to form by precept ; to inform

authoritatively. Milton.

Ayliffe.2. To model ; to form.

INSTRUCTER. s. [from instruct. ] A teacher ;

an institutor. Addison.

Young.

INSTRUCTION. s. [from instruct.]

1. The act ofteaching ; information.

2. Precepts conveying knowledge.

3. Authoritative information ; mandate.

INSTRUCTIVE. a. [from instruct . ] Convey-

ing knowledge. Holder.

INSTRUMENT. s. [instrumentum, Latin.]

J.Atool used for any work or purpose.

2. A frame constructed so as to yield har-

monious sounds. Dryden.

3. A writing containing any contract or or-

der. Tobit.

4. The agent or mean ofany thing. Locke.

5. One who acts only to serve the purposes

of another. Dryden.

INSTRUMENTAL. a. [instrumental, French.]

1. Conducive as means to some end ; organi-

cal. Smalridge.

2. Acting to some end ; contributing to some

purpose ; helpful . Swift.

3. Consisting not of voices, but instruments.

4. Produced by instruments ; not vocal.

INSTRUMENTALITY. s. [from instrumen-

South.

tal.] Subordinate agency ; agency of any

thing as means to an end. Hale.

INSTRUMENTALLY. ad. [from instrumen-

tal.] In the nature of an instrument ; as

means to an end.
Digby.

INSTRUMENTALNESS. 8. [from instrumen-

tal.] Usefulness as means to an end.

INSUFFERABLE. a . [in and sufferable.]

1. Intolerable ; insupportable ; intense be-

yond endurance . Locke

2. Detestable ; contemptible. Dryden.

INSU'FFERABLY. ad. [from insufferable .] To

a degree beyond endurance.

INSUFFICIENCE. s . [insufficience, Fr.] In-

INSUFFICIENCY. adequateness to any

end or purpose. Hooker. Atterbury.

INSUFFICIENT. a . [ insufficient, French.] In-

adequate to any need, use, or purpose ;

wanting abilities. Rogers.

INSUFFICIENTLY. ad. [from insufficient.]

With want of proper ability.

INSUFFLA'TIÓN . s. [in and sufflo, Latin .]

The act of breathing upon.

I'NSULAR. a. [insulaire, French. ] Belong-

I'NSULARY. Sing to an island. Howel.

I'NSULATED. a. [insula, Latin.] Not conti-

guous to any side.

Hammond.

INSU'LSE. a. [ insulsus, Latin.] Dull ; insipid ,

heavy.

I'NSULT. s. [ insultus, Latin.]

1. The act of leaping upon any thing.

2. Act of insolence or contempt.

To INSULT. v. a. [insulto, Latin.]

Dict.

Broome.

1. To treat with insolence or contempt.

2. To trample upon ; to triumph over. Shak.

INSULTER. s . [from insult .] Ône who treats

another with insolent triumph. Rowe.

INSULTINGLY. ad. [from insulting.] With

contemptous triumph. Dryden.

INSUPERABILITY. 8. [ from insuperable.]

The quality of being invincible.

INSU’PERABLE. a. [insuperabilis, Latin.] In-

vincible ; insurmountable ; not to be con-

quered ; not to be overcome. Pope.

INSUPERABLENESS. s. [ from insuperable.]

Invincibleness ; impossibility to be surmount-

ed.

INSU'PERABLY. ad. [from insuperable.] In-

vincibly ; insurmountably. Grew

INSUPPORTABLE. a . [insupportable, Fr.] In-

tolerable ; insufferable ; notto be endured. Be.

INSUPPORTABLENESS . s. [from insupport-

able.] Insufferableness ; the state of being

beyond endurance. Sidney.

INSUPPORTABLY. ad. [from insupportable.}

Beyond endurance. Dryden

INSURMOUNTABLE. a. [insurmountable,

Fr.] Insuperable ; unconquerable.

INSURMOUNTABLY. ad. [from insurmount-

able.] Invincibly ; unconquerably.

INSURRECTION. s. [insurgo, Latin.] A sedi-

tious rising ; a rebellious commotion. Arb.

INSUSURRATION. s. [ insusurro, Lat.] The

act ofwhispering.

INTA'CTIBLE. a. [ in and tactum, Lat.] Not

perceptible to the touch.

INTA'GLIO. s. [ Italian ] Any thing that has

figures engraved on it so as to rise abovethe

ground. Addison
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IN'TAʼSTABLE. a. [in and taste.] Not raising INTEMPERANCE.`s. [intemperantia, Lat.Į

any sensations in the organs of taste . INTEMPERANCY. Want of moderation ;

INTEGER. s . [Latin.] The whole of any excess in meat or drink, or any other grati

thing.

INTEGRAL. a. [integral, French.]

Arbuthnot.

1. Whole ; applied to a thing considered as

comprising all its constituent parts. Bacon.

2. Uninjured ; complete ; not defective.

3. Not fractional ; not broken into fractions.

I'NTEGRAL. s. The whole made up of parts.

Watts.

INTEGRITY. s . [entcgritas, Latin.]

ners.

1. Honesty ; uncorrupt mind ; purity ofman.

Rogers.

2. Purity ; genuine unadulterated state. Hale.

3. Intireness ; unbroken whole. Broome.

INTEGUMENT. s. [integumentum, Lat.] Any

thing that covers or envelops another.

I'NTELLECT. s. [intellectus, Lat.] The intelli-

gent mind ; the power of understanding.

South.

INTELLECTION. s . [intellectio, Lat ] The

act ofunderstanding. Bentley.

INTELLECTIVE. a [intellectif, Fr.] Having

power to understand. Glanville.

INTELLECTUAL. a. [intellectuel, Fr. ]

1. Relating to the understanding ; belonging

to the mind ; transacted by the understand-

ing. Taylor.

2. Mental ; comprising the faculty of under-

standing. Watts.

senses.

3. Ideal ; perceived by the intellect, not the

Cowley.

4. Having the powerofunderstanding. Milt.

INTELLECTUAL. s. Mind ; understanding ;

mental powers or faculties. Glanville.

INTELLIGENCE.

s. [intelligentia, Lat.]INTELLIGENCY.

1. Commerce ofinformation ; notice ; mutu-

al communication.
Hayward.

2. Commerce of acquaintance ; terms on

which men live with one another. Bacon.

3. Spirit ; unbodied mind. Collier.

4. Understanding; skill. Spenser.

INTELLIGENCER. s. [fromintelligence. ] One

who sends or conveys news ; one who gives

notice of private or distinct transactions.

Howel.

INTELLIGENT. a. [intelligens, Latin.]

1. Knowing; instructed ; skilful. Milton.

2. Giving information. Shakespeare.

INTELLIGE'NTIAL. a. [from intelligence.]

1. Consisting of unbodied mind.

2. Intellectual ; exercising understanding.

INTELLIGIBILITY. s. [from intelligible.]

1. Possibility to be understood.

Milton.

2. The power of understanding ; intellection .

Glanville.

INTELLIGIBLE. a. [ intelligibilis, Lat. ] To

be conceived by the understanding. Watts.
INTELLIGIBLENESS. s. [from intelligible.]

Possibility to be understood ; perspicuity.

Locke.

INTELLIGIBLY. ad. [from intelligible.] So

as to be understood : clearly ; plainly.

INTE'MERATE. a. [intemeratus, Latin.] Un-

defiled ; unpolluted.
INTEMPERAMENT..

. s. [in and temperament.]
Bad constitution

Harvey.

fication. Hakervill,

INTEMPERATE. a. [intemperatus, Latin.]

1. Immoderate in appetite ; excessivein meat

or drink, or other things. South

2. Passionate ; ungovernable ; without rule.

INTE'MPERATELY. ad. [from intemperate. ]

1. With breach ofthe laws of temperance.

2. Immoderately ; excessively. Sprat.
INTEMPERATENESS s. [from intemperate.]

1. Want of moderation.

2. Unseasonableness of weather. Ainsworth

INTEMPERATURE. s. [ from intemperate.]

Excess ofsome quality.

Spenser.

Newton.

To INTEND. v. a. [intendo , Latin.]

1. To stretch out. Obsolete.

2. To enforce ; to make intense.

3. To regard ; to attend ; to take care of.

4. To pay regard or attention to. Bacon.

5. To mean ; to design. Dryden.

INTE'NDANT. s. [French.] An officer ofthe

highest class, who oversees any particular

allotment of the publick business. Arbuthnot.

INTENDIMENT.s. Attention ; patient hear-

ing. Not in use. Spenser.

INTENDMENT. s. [entendement, French.] In-

tention ; design. L'Estrange.

Bacon.

To INTE'NERATE. v. a. [in and tener, Lat.]

To make tender ; to soften .

INTENERATION. s. [from intenerate. ] The

act of softening or making tender. Bacon.

INTE'NIBLE. a. [ in and tenible. ] That canno

be held.
Shakespeare.

INTE'NSE. a. [ intensus, Latin.]

1. Raised to a high degree ; strained ; forced ;

not slight ; not lax.

2. Vehement ; ardent.

Boyle.

Addison.

3. Kept on the stretch ; anxiously attentive.

INTE'NSELY. ad . [from intense. ] To a great

degree. Addison.

INTE'NSENESS . s. [from intense .] The state

of being affected to a high degree ; contra-

riety to laxity or remission. Woodward.

INTENSION. s. [intensio, Latin.] The act of

forcing or straining any thing. Taylor.

INTENSIVE. a. [from intense.]

1. Stretched or increased with respect to it-

self. Hale.

Wotton.2. Intent ; full of care.

INTENSIVELY. ad. To a greater degree.

INTE'NT. a. [intentus, Latin. ] Anxiously dili-

gent; fixed with close application. Watts.

INTENT. s. [ from intend ] A design ; a pur.

pose ; a drift ; a viewformed ; meaning . Hook.

INTENTION. s. [intentio, Latin.]

1. Eagerness of desire ; closeness of atten-

tion; deep thought ; vehemence or ardour

ofmind.
South.

Arbuthnot.2. Design; purpose.

3. The state of being intense or strained.
INTENTIONAL. a. [intentionel, French .]

Designed ; done by design. Rogers.
INTENTIONALLY. ad. [from intentional. ]

1. With design; with fixed choice. Hule.

2. In will, if not in action. Atterbury.

INTENTIVE. a. [ from intent .] Diligently ap

plied ; busily attentive. Brown
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INTENTIVELY. ad. [from intentive.] With

application ; closely.

INTENTLY. ad. [ from intent.] With close at-

tention ; with close application ; with eager

desire. Hammond.

INTENTNESS. s. [from intent.] The state of

being intent ; anxious application. Swift.

To INTER. v. a. [enterrer, French .] To cover

under ground ; to bury. Shakespeare.
INTERCALAR. a. [intercalaris, Lat.] In-

INTERCALARY. serted out of the com-

mon order to preserve the equation of time,

as the twenty-ninth of February in a leap

year is an intercalary day.

To INTERCALATE. v. a. [intercalo, Lat. ] To

insert an extraordinary day.

INTERCALATION. s. [intercalatio, Lat. ] In-

sertion of days out of the ordinary reckon-

ing. Bacon.

To INTERCE'DE. v. n. [intercedo, Latin.]

1. To pass between. Newton.

2. To mediate ; to act between two parties.

Calamy.

INTERCE'DER. s . [from intercede.] One that

intercedes ; a mediator.

To INTERCEPT. v. a. [interceptus, Latin.]

1. To stop and seize in the way. Shak.

2. To obstruct ; to cut off; to stop from be-

ing communicated. Newton.

INTERCEPTION. s . [ interceptio, Lat. ] Stop-

page in course ; hinderance ; obstruction.

Wotton.

INTERCESSION. s . [intercessio, Lat . ] Media-

tion ; interposition ; agency betweentwo par-

ties ; agency in the cause of another. Rom.

INTERCE'SSOR. s . [intercessor, Latin. ] Medi-

ator ; agent between two parties to procure

reconciliation. South.

To INTERCHA'IN. v. a. [inter and chain .] To

chain ; to link together. Shakespeare.

To INTERCHA’NGE. v . a. [inter and change.]

1. To put each in the place of the other.

2. To succeed alternately.

INTERCHANGE. s. [from the verb.]

1. Commerce ; permutation of commodities.

2. Alternate succession.

Sidney.

Holder.

Howel.

South.3. Mutual donation and reception.

INTERCHANGEABLE.a. [ from interchange.]

1. Given and taken mutually. Bacon.

2. Following each other in alternate succes-

sion.
Tillotson.

INTERCHANGEABLY. ad. Alternately ; in

a manner whereby each gives and receives.

Shakespeare.

INTERCHANGEMENT.s. [inter and change.]

Exchange ; mutual transference.

INTERCIPIENT. a . [intercipiens, Lat.] An in-

tercepting power ; something that causes a

stoppage. Wiseman.

INTERCI'SION. s . [inter and cade, Latin.]

Interruption. Brown.

To INTERCLUDE. v. n . [intercludo, Latin.]

To shut from a place or courseby something

intervening. Holder.

INTERCLUSION. s . [interclusus, Latin. ] Ob-

struction ; interception.

INTERCOLUMINATION. s. [inter and co-

lumna, Lat.] The space between the pillars.

To INTERCOMMON. v. n. [inter and com

mon.] To feed at the same table. Bacon.

INTERCOMMUNITY. s. [ inter and commu.

nity.] A mutual communication or commu-

nity.

More.

INTERCO'STAL. a. [inter and costu, Latin.]

Placed between the ribs.

INTERCOURSE. s . [entrecours, French.]

1. Commerce ; exchange.

2. Communication.

INTERCURRENCE. s. [from intercurro, Lat.}

Passage between. Boyle.

Milton.

Bacon

INTERCURRENT. a. [intercurrens, Latin . ]

Running between. Boyle.

INTERDE'AL. s. [ inter and deal.] Traffick ;

intercourse. Obsolete. Spenser

To INTERDI′CT. v. a. [interdico, Latin.]

1. To forbid ; to prohibit. Tickel.

2. To prohibit from the enjoyment of com-

munion with the church. Ayliffe.

INTERDICT. s. [from the verb.]

1. Prohibition ; prohibiting decree.

2. A papal prohibition to the clergy to cele

brate the holy offices. Wotton.

INTERDICTION. s . [interdictio, Latin.]

1. Prohibition ; prohibiting decree. Milton

2. Curse ; from the papal interdict. Shak.

INTERDICTORY. a. [ from interdict.] Be-

longing to an interdiction. Ainsworth.

To INTERE'SS. Į v. a. [interesser, French.]

To INTEREST. To concern ; to effect ; to

give share in. Dryden.

To INTEREST. v. n. To affect ; to move.

INTEREST. s. [interest, Lat. interêt, French.]

1. Concern ; advantage ; good. Hammond.

2. Influence over others. Clarendon,

3. Share ; part in any thing ; participation. |

4. Regard to private profit.

5. Money paid for use ; usury.

6. Any surplus of advantage.

To INTERFE'RE. v. n. [inter and ferio, Lat.]

1. To interpose ; to intermeddle.

Swift.

Arbuthnot

Shakespeare.

Swift.

2. To clash ; to oppose each other. Smalrid.

3. A horse is said to interfere, when the side

ofone of his shoes strikes against and hurts

one of his fetlocks , or one leg hits another,

and strikes off the skin. Farrier's Dict.

INTERFLUENT. a. [interfluens, Lat. ] Flow-

ing between. Boyle.

INTERFULGENT. a. [inter and fulgens, Lat.]

Shining between.

INTERFU'SED. a. [interfusus, Latin.] Poured

or scattered between.. Milton.

INTERJA'CENCY. s. [ from interjacens, Lat]

1. The act or state oflying between.

2. The thing lying between.
Brown.

INTERJA'CENT. a. [interjacens, Lat.] Inter-

vening ; lying between. Raleigh.

INTERJECTION. s. [interjectio, Latin.]

1. A part of speech that discovers the mind

to be seized or affected with some passion ;

such as are in English, O ! alas ! ah!

2. Intervention ; Interposition ; act of some-

thing coming between. Bacon.

INTERIM. s. [interim, Latin.] Mean time ;

intervening time. Tatler

To INTERJO'IN. v. a. [inter and join.] To

join mutually ; to intermarry. Shakespeare.
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INTEʼRIOUR. a. [interior, Latin .] Internal ;

inner; not outward ; not superficial.

INTERKNOWLEDGE. s. [inter and know-

ledge ] Mutual knowledge.
Bacon.

To INTERLA CE. v. a . [entrelasser, Fr. ] To

intermix; to put one thing within another.

Hayward.

INTERLA'PSE. s. [inter and lapse .] The flow

of time between any two events. Harvey.

To INTERLA'RD. v. a. [entrelarder, Fr.]

1. To mix meat with bacon, or fat.

2. To interpose ; to insert between.

3. To diversify by mixture.

Carew.

Hale.

To INTERLE'AVÉ. v. a. [inter and leave . ] To

chequer a book by insertion ofblank leaves.

To INTERLI'NE. v . a. [inter and line. ]

1. To write in alternate lines. Locke.

2. To correct by something written between

the lines. Dryden.

INTERLINEA'TION. s. [inter and lineation. ]

Correction made by writing between the

lines. Swift.

TO INTERLI'NK. v. a. [inter and link.] To

connect chains one to another ; to join one

to another.

INTERLOCUʼTION. s . [interlocutio, Lat. ]

1. Dialogue ; interchange of speech. Hooker.

2. Preparatory proceeding in law. Ayliffe.

INTERLOCUTOR. s . [inter and loquor, Lat.]

Dialogist ; one that talks with another. Boyle.

INTERLOCUTORY. a. [ interlocutoire, Fr.]

1. Consisting ofa dialogue. Fiddes.

2. Preparatory to a decision.

To INTERLO'PE. v. n . [inter and loopen,

Dutch.] To run between parties and inter-

cept the advantage that one should gain from

the other. Tatler.

INTERLO'PER. s. [from interlope. ] One who

runs into business to which he has no right.

L'Estrange.

INTERLU'CENT. a . [ interlucens, Lat.] Shin-

ing between.

INTERLUDE. s. [inter and ludus, Latin.]

Something played at the intervals of festivi-

ty ; a farce. Bacon.

INTERLU'ENCY. s. [interluo, Lat.] Water

interposited ; interposition of a flood. Hale.

INTERLU'NAR. a. [inter and lung, Lat. ]

INTERLU'NARY. Belonging to the time

whenthe moon, about to change, is invisible.

Milton.

INTERMA'RRIAGE. s . [inter and marriage.]

Marriage betweer two families, where each

takes one and gives another.

TO INTERMA'RRY. v. a. [ inter and marry.]

To marrysome of each family with the other.

Swift.

Addison.

Spenser.

To INTERME'DDLE. v. n . [inter and meddle .].

To interpose officially.
Clarendon.

To INTERMEDDLE. v. a. [entremesler, Fr.]

To mingle ; to intermell.

INTERMEDDLER. s. [from intervneddie.]

One that interposes officiously ; one that

thrusts himself into business to which he has

no right. L'Estrange.

INTERMEDIACY. s . [from intermediate. ] In-

terposition ; intervention.

INTERMEDIAL. a. Intervening ; lying be.

tween ; intervenient.

Derham.

Evelyn

INTERMEDIATE. a. [intermediat, French.]

Intervening ; interposed. Newton.

INTERMEDIATELY.ad. [from intermediate.]

By way of intervention .

To INTERME'LL. v. a. [entremesler, Fr.] To

mix ; to mingle. Not in use. Spenser.

INTERMENT. s. [ interment, Fr.] Burial ; se-

pulture.

INTERMIGRATION. s. [intermigration, Fr.]

Act ofremoving from one place to another,

so as that of two parties removing, each

takes the place of the other. Hale.

INTERMINABLE. a. [in and termino, Lat. ]

Immense; admitting no boundary. Milton.

INTE'RMINATE. a. [ interminatus, Lat.] Un-

bounded ; unlimited. Chapman.

INTERMINATION. s. [intermino, Lat.] Me-

nace ; threat. Decay ofPiety.

To INTERMI'NGLE. v. a. [ inter and mingle.}

To mingle ; to mix ; to put some things

among others . Hooker.

To INTERMIʼNGLE. v. n. To be mixed or

incorporated.

INTERMISSION. s. [intermissio, Latin.]

1. Cessation for a time ; pause ; intermediate

stop. Wilkins.

Shakespeare.2. Intervenient time.

3. State of being intermitted. Ben Jonson.

4. The space between the paroxysms of a fe-

ver, or any fits ofpain ; rest. Milton.

INTÉRMI'SSIVE. a. [from intermit.] Coming

by fits ; not continual. Brown.

To INTERMIT. v. a . [intermitto, Latin.] To

forbear any thing for a time ; to interrupt.

Rogers.

To INTERMIT. v. n. To grow mild between

fits and paroxysms.

INTERMITTENT. a. [intermittens, Latin .]

Coming by fits. Harvey.

To INTERMIX. v. a. [inter and mix.] To

mingle; to join ; to put some things among

others. Hayward.

To INTERMIX. v. n. To be mingled together.

INTERMIXTURE. s . [ inter and mixture,Lat. ]

1. Mass formed by mingling bodies. Boyle.

2. Something additional mingled in a mass .

Bacon.

INTERMU'NDANE. a. [inter and mundus,

Latin.] Subsisting between worlds, or be-

tween orb and orb. Locke.

INTERMU'RAL. a . [inter and murus, Latin.]

Lying between walls. Ainsworth.

INTERMUTUAL. a. [inter and mutuul.] Mu-

tual ; interchanged. Daniel.

INTERN. d. [ internus, Latin. ] Inward ; intes-

tine ; not foreign.

INTERNAL. a. [internus, Latin.]

1. Inward ; not external.

Howel.

Locke.

2. Intrinsick ; not depending on external ac-

cidents ; real. Rogers.

INTERNALLY. ad.

1. Inwardly.

Taylor.2. Mentally ; intellectually.

INTERNE’ČINE. a. [internecinus, Lat. ] En-

deavouring mutual destruction. Hudibras.

INTERNECION. s . [internecio , Lat.] Mutual
destruction ; massacre ; slaughter. Hale.

INTERNUNCIO. s. [internuncjus, Lat.] Mes-

senger between two parties.
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"

INTERPELLATION. s. [intorpellatio, Lat.]

A summons ; a call upon.
Ayliffe.

T. INTERPOLATE. v. a . [interpolo, Latin.]

1. To foist any thing into a place to which
it does not belong.

Pope.

2. To renew ; to begin again. Not used. Hale.

INTERPOLATION. s [ interpolation ,French .]

Something added or put into the original mat-

Cromwell.

INTERPOLA'TOR. s. [ Latin.] One that foists

in counterfeit passages. Swift.

INTERPO'SAL. s . [ from interpose.]

ter.

1. Interposition ; agency between two per-
South.sons.

2. Intervention. Glanville.

To INTERPO'SE. v. a . [interpono, Latin .]

1. To place between ; to make intervenient.

Bacon.

2. To thrust in as an obstruction, interrup-

tion, or inconvenience. Swift.

3. To offer as a succour or relief. Woodward.

To INTERPO'SE. v. n.

1. To mediate ; to act between two parties.

2. To put in byway of interpretation. Boyle.

INTERPO'SER. s. [from interpose. ]

1. One that comes between others. Shak.

2. An intervenient agent ; a mediator.

INTERPOSITION. s. [interpositio, Latin.]

1. Intervenient agency. Atterbury.

2. Mediation ; agency between parties. Add.

3. Intervention ; state of being placed be-

tween two. Raleigh.

Milton.4. Any thing interposed.

To INTERPRET. v. a. [interpretor, Lat. ] To

explain ; to translate ; to decipher ; to give

a solution to. Daniel.

INTERPRETABLE. a. [from interpret .] Ca-

pable ofbeing expounded. Collier.

INTERPRETĂ'TION. s . [interpretatio, Lat.]

1. The act of interpreting ; explanation. Sh.

2. The sense given by an interpreter ; expo-

sition. Hooker.

3. The power of explaining.

INTERPRETATIVE. a. [from interpret.]

Collected by interpretation. Hammond.

INTERPRETATIVELY. ad. As may be col-

lected by interpretation. Ray.

INTERPRETER. s. [interpres, Latin .]

Bacon.

1. An expositor ; an expounder. Burnet.

2. A translator. Sherburne.

INTERPUNCTION. s. [interpungo, Latin.]

Pointing between words or sentences.

INTERREGNUM. s. [ Latin. ] The time in

which a throne is vacant between the death

of a prince and accession of another. Cowley.

INTERREIGN. s . [interregne, Fr. interregnum,

Latin.] Vacancy of the throne. Bacon .

To INTERROGATE. v. a. [interrogo, Latin .]

To examine ; to question.

INTERRO'GATIVE. s. A pronoun used in

asking questions ; as, who ? what ?

INTERROGATIVELY. ad. In form of a

question.

INTERROGATOR. s. [from interrogate. ] An

asker of questions.

INTERROGATORY. a. Containing a ques-

tion ; expressing a question.

To INTERRUPT. v. a. [interruptus , Latin.]

1. To hinder the process of any thing by

breaking in upon it. Hale.

2. To hinder one from proceeding by inter

position. Ecclesiasticus.

3. To divide ; to separate. Milton.

INTERRUPT. a. Containing a chasm. Milton.

INTERRUPTEDLY. ad [ from interrupted.]

Not in continuity ; not without stoppages.

Boyle.

INTERRUPTER. s . [from interrupt. ] He who

interrupts.

INTERRUPTION. s . [ interruptio , Latin .]

I. Interpostion ; breach of continuity. Hale,

2. Intervention ; interposition. Dryden

3. Hinderance ; stop ; let ; obstruction . Sha.

4. Intermission. Addison.

INTERSCA'PULAR. a. [inter and scapula,

Latin. ] Placed between the shoulders.

To INTERSCIND. v. a . [inter and scindo, Lat.]

To cut off by interruption.

To INTERSCRIBE. v. a. [inter and scribo,

Latin.] To write between.

INTERSE'CANT. a. [intersecans, Lat ] Divid-

ing any thing into parts.

To INTERSECT. v. a. [interseco, Latin. ] To

cut ; to divide each other mutually. Brown,

To INTERSECT. v. n. To meet and cross each

other. Wiseman.

INTERSECTION. s. [intersectio, Lat. ] Point

where lines cross each other. Bentley.

To INTERSE'RT. v. a . [intersero, Latin.] To

put in between other things. Brerewood.

INTERSERTION. s. [from intersert.] An in-

sertion, or thing inserted between any thing.

Hammond.

To INTERSPE'RSE. v. a. [interspersus, Lat.]

To scatter here and there among other things.

Swift.

INTERSPERSION. s. [fromintersperse.] The

act of scattering here and there. Watts.

INTERSTELLAR. a . [inter and stella, Lat.]

Intervening between the stars. Bacon.

I'NTERSTIČE. s. [interstitium, Latin.]

1. Space between one thing and another. Arb.

2. Time between one act and another. Ayl.

INTERSTITIAL. a . [ from interstice.] Con-

taining interstices. Brown.

INTERTE'XTURE. s. [intertexo, Latin.] Di-

versification of things mingled or woven one

among another.

v. a. [inter, and twine70 INTERROGATE. v. n. To ask ; to put To
INTERTWINK

or twist . ] To unite by

Hammond.questions.

INTERROGA'TION, s. [ interrogatio, Latin.]

1. The act of questioning.

2. A question put ; an inquiry. Pope.

3. A note that marks a question ; thus ?

INTERROGATIVE. a. [interrogativus, Lat.]

Denoting a question ; expressed in a ques-

tionary form of words.

Milton.

To INTERTWI'ST.

twisting one in another.

INTERVAL. s. [intervallum, Latin.]

1. Space between places ; interstice ; vacui-

ty ; space unoccupied ; void place ; vacan-

cy; vacant place. Newton.

2. Time passing between two assignable

points. Swift.
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3. Remission of a delirium or distemper

Addison.

To INTERVENE. v. n. [intervenio, Lat.]

1. To come between things or persons.

2. To make intervals. Milton.

Taylor.3. To cross unexpectedly.

INTERVENE.s. [from the verb.] Opposition,

or perhaps interview. Out of use. Wotton.

INTERVENIENT. a. [interveniens, Latin.]

Intercedent ; interposed ; passing between.

Bacon.

INTERVENTION. s. [interventio, Latin.]

1. Agencybetween persons . Atterbury.

2. Agency between antecedents and conse-

cutives. L'Estrange.

3. Interposition ; the state of being inter-

posed. Holder,

Woiton.

To INTERVERT. v. a. [interverts, Lat.]

1. To turn to another course.

2. To turn to another use.

INTERVIEW. s. [entrevue, Fr.] Mutual sight;

sight of each other. Hooker.

To INTERVO'LVE. v. a. [ intervolvo, Lat.] To

involve one within another. Milton.

To INTERWE'AVE. v. a. pret. interwove, part.

pass. inte, woven, interwove, or interweaved.

[inter and weave, ] To mix one with another

in a regular texture ; to intermingle . Milton.

To INTERWI'SH. v. a. [inter and wish.] To

wish mutually to each other. Donne.

INTE'STABLE. a. [ intestabilis, Latin.] Dis-

qualified to make a will. Ayliffe.

INTE'STATE. a. [intestatus, Lat.] Wanting a

will; dying without a will. Dryden.

INTESTINAL. a. [ intestinal, Fr. from intes-

tine.] Belonging to the guts. Arbuthnot.

INTESTINE. a. [intestin, French ; intestinus,

Latin.]

1. Internal ; inward ; not external. Duppa.

2. Contained in the body. Milton.

3. Domestick ; not foreign. Pope.

INTE'STINE. s. [intestinum, Lat.] The gut ;

the bowels. Arbuthnot.

To INTHRALL. v. a. [ in and thrall.] To

enslave ; to shackle ; to reduce to servitude.

Prior.

·

INTHRAʼLMENT. s. [from inthrall.] Servi-

tude ; slavery. Milton.

To INTHRONE. v. a. [ in and throne.] To

raise to royalty ; to seat on a throne.

Thomson.

I'NTIMACY. 8. [from intimate. ] Close fami-

liarity. Rogers.

Tillotson.

South.

I'NTIMATE. a. [ intimus, Latin.]

1. Inmost ; inward ; intestine.

2. Near, not kept at a distance.

3. Familiar; closely acquainted. Roscommon.

I'NTIMATE. s. [ intime, Fr. intimus, Latin.] A

familiar friend ; one who is trusted with our

thoughts. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

To INTIMATE. v. a. [intimer, French. ] To

hint ; to point out indirectly, or not very

plainly. Locke.

I'NTIMATELY. ad. [from intimate.]

1. Closely ; with intermixture of parts. Arb.

2. Nearly ; inseparably. Addison.

3. Familiarly ; with close friendship.

INTIMATION. s. [from intimate.] Hint ; ob-

scure or indirect declaration or direction .

I'NTIME. a. Inward ; being within the mark;

internal. Not used. Digby.

ToINTIMIDATE. v. a. [intimider, Fr. ] To

make fearful ; to dastardize ; to make cow-

ardly. Young.

INTIRE. a . [entier, Fr. See ENTIRE.] Whole ;

undiminished ; unbroken. Hooker.

INTI'RENESS. s. [from intire. ] Wholeness

integrity.

I'NTO. prep. [ in and to. ]

Donne.

1. Noting entrance with regard to place : he

went into the house. Wotton

2. Noting penetration beyond the outside ;

moisture sinks into the body. Pope.

3. Noting a new state to which any thing is

brought by the agency of a cause ; he was

brought into danger by rashness. Boyle.

INTOLERABLE. a. [intolerabilis, Latin.]

1. Insufferable ; not to be endured ; not to

be born. Taylor.

2. Bad beyond sufferance.

INTOLERABLENESS. s. Quality ofa thing

not to be endured.

INTO'LERABLY. ad. [from intolerable.] To

a degree beyond endurance.

INTOʻLERANT. a. [intolerant, Fr.] Not en-

during; not able to endure. Arbuthnot.

To INTO'MB. v. a. [in and tomb. ] To enclose

in a funeral monument ; to bury. Dryden.

To INTONATE. v. a. [intono, Latin.] To

thunder.

INTONATION. s. [intonation, Fr. from into-

nate.] The act of thundering.

To INTO'NE. v. n. [from tone.] To make a

slow protracted noise.

To INTO'RT. v. a. [intortuo, Lat.] To twist ;

to wreath; to wring. Pope.

To INTO'XÍCATE. v. a. [in and toxicum,Lat. ]

To inebriate ; to make drunk. Bacon.

INTOXICATION
. s. [from intoxicate.] In-

ebriation ; ebriety ; the act ofmaking drunk ;

the state of being drunk.
South.

INTRA'CTABLE. a . [intractabilis, Latin. ]

1. Ungovernable ; violent ; stubborn ; obsti-

Rogers.

2. Unmanageable ; furious. Woodward.

INTRACTABLENESS
. s. Obstinacy ; per-

nate.

verseness .

INTRACTABLY. ad. [from intractable.] Un-

manageably; stubbornly.

INTRANQUILLITY, s. [ in and tranquillity.]

Unquietness ; want of rest. Temple

INTRANSMUTABLE. a . [in and transmu-

table. ]Unchangeable to any other substance.

To INTREA'SURE. v. a. [in and treasure. ]

To lay up as in a treasury. Shakespeare.

To INTRENCH. v. n. [in and trencher, Fr.]

To invade ; to encroach ; to cut off part of

what belongs to another.

To INTRE'NCH. v. a.

1. To break with Lollows.

Dryden.

Milton.

2. To fortify with a trench ; as, the allies

were intrenched in the camp.

INTRE'NCHANT. a. Not to be divided ; not

to be wounded ; indivisible. Shakespeare.

INTRENCHMENT. s. [from intrench.] For-

tification with a trench.

INTREPID. a . [intrepide, Fr. intrepidus, Lat.]

Fearless ; daring ; bold ; brave. Thomson.
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INTREPIDITY. 8. [from intrepidité, Fr.]

Fearlessness ; courage ; boldness. Swift.

INTREPIDLY. ad. [from intrepid .] Fear-

lessly ; daringly. Pope.

INTRICACY. s . [ from intricate. ] State of be-

ing entangled ; perplexity ; involution ; com-

plication of facts or notions. Addison.

INTRICATE. a. [intricatus, Latin . ] Entan-

gled ; perplexed ; involved ; complicated ;

obscure. Addison.

To INTRICATE. r. a. [from the adjective.]

To perplex ; to darken. Not proper, nor

in use. Camden.

INTRICATELY. ad. [from intricate. ] With

involution of one in another ; with perplex-

ity. Swift .

INTRICATENESS. s. [from intricate.] Per-

plexity ; involution ; obscurity. Sidney.

INTRIGUE. s. [intrigue, Fr.]

1. A plot ; a private transaction in which

many parties are engaged. Addison.

2. Intricacy; complication. Hale.

3. The complication or perplexity of a fable

or poem: artful involution of feigned trans-

action. Pope.

To INTRIGUE . v. n. [intriguer, Fr. ] To form

plots ; to carry on private designs.

INTRIGUER. s. [intriguer, Fr. ] One who bu-

sies himself in private transactions ; one who

forms plots ; one who pursues women.

Addison.

INTRIGUINGLY. ad. [from intrigue.] With

intrigue ; with secret plotting.

INTRINSECAL. a. [ intrinsecus, Latin.]

1. Internal ; solid ; natural ; not accidental ;

not merely apparent. Bentley .

2. Intimate ; closely familiar. Not used.

INTRI'NSECALLY. ad.

South.

Wotton.

1. Internally ; naturally ; really.

2. Within ; at the inside.

INTRINSECATE. a. Perplexed ; entangled.

Not in use. Shakespeare.

INTRINSICK. a. [intrinsecus, Latin.]

1. Inward ; internal ; real ; true. Hammond.

2. Not depending on accident ; fixed in the

nature ofthe thing. Rogers.

To INTRODUCE. v. a. [introduco, Latin.]

1. To conduct or usher into a place, or to a

person. Locke.

2. To bring something into notice or prac-

tice. Locke.

3. To produce ; to give occasion to. Locke.

4. To bring into writing or discourse by

proper preparatives.

INTRODUCER. s . [from introduce .]

1. One who conducts another to a place or

person.

2. Any one who brings any thing into prac-

tice or notice. Wotton.

INTRODUCTION. s. [iniroductio, Lat. ]

1. The act of conducting or ushering to any

place or person ; the state of being ushered

or conducted.

2. The act of bringing any new thing into

notice or practice. Clarendon.

3. The preface or part of a book containing

previous matter.

INTRODUCTIVE. a. [introductif, Fr.] Serv-

ing as means to something else. South.

INTRODUCTORY. a. [from introductus,

Lat.] Previous ; serving as conveyance o

something further, Boyle.

INTROGRESSION. 8. [ introgressio, Latin.]

Entrance ; the act of entering.

INTRO′IT. s . [ introit, Fr. ] The beginning of

the mass ; the beginning of publick devo-

tions.

INTROMI'SSION. s . [ intromissio, Lat.] The

act ofsending in.
Peacham.

To INTROMIT. v. a. [intromitto , Lat.]

1. To send in ; to let in ; to admit.

2. To allow to enter ; to be the medium by

which any thing enters. Newton.

To INTROSPECT. v. a __ [introspectus, Latin.]

To take a view ofthe inside .

INTROSPECTION. s. [from introspect.] A

view ofthe inside. Dryden.

INTROVENIENT. a. [ intro and venio, Lat. ]

Entering ; coming in. Brown.

To INTRUDE. v. n. [intrudo, Lat.]

1. To come in unwelcome by a kind of vio-

lence ; to enter without invitation or per-

mission. Watts.

2. To encroach ; to force in uncalled or un-

permitted. Colossians.

To INTRUDE. v. a . To force without right

or welcome. Pope.

INTRUDER. s. [ from intrude.] One who

forces himself into company or affairs with-

out right or welcome. Addison.

INTRU'SION. s. [ intrusio, Lat.]

1. The act of thrusting or forcing any thing

· or person into any place or state. Locke.

2. Encroachment upon any person or place .

unwelcome entrance. Wake

3.Voluntary and uncalled undertaking ofany

thing.
Wotton

To INTRUST. v. a. [in and trust .] To treat

with confidence ; to charge with any secret

commission, or thing of value. Arbuthnot.

INTUITION. s. [intuitus, Lat. ]

Locke.

Hooker.

1. Sight of any thing ; immediate knowledge.

2. Knowledge not obtained by deduction of

reason, but instantaneously accompanying

the ideas which are its object. Glanville.

INTUITIVE. a . [intuitivus, Lat.]

1. Seen by the mind immediately.

2. Seeing, not barely believing.

3. Having the power of discovering truth

immediately without ratiocination. Hooker.

INTUITIVELY. ad. [intuitivement, French. ]

Without deduction of reason ; by immediate

perception. Hooker.

INTUMESCENCE
s. [intumescence, Fr. in-

INTUMESCENCY. tumesco, Lat. ] Swell ;

tumour. Brown.

INTURGE'SCENCE. s. [ in and turgesco, Lat.)

Swelling ; the act or state ofswelling. Brown.

INTU'SE. s . [ intusus, Lat.] Bruise Spenser

To INTWI'NE. v. a . [ in and twine.]

1. To twist, or wreath together.

2. To be inserted by being wreathed or

twisted .

To INVA'DE. v. a. [invudo, Lạt.]

Hooker.

Dryden.

1. To attack a country ; to make a hostile

entrance. Knolles.

2. To attack ; to assail ; to assault. Shak

3. To violate by the first act of hostility ;

to attack. Dryden.

INVA'DER. s. [from invado, Lat.]
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1. One who enters with hostility into the INVENTOʻRIALLY. ad. [from inventory,

"possessions of another.

2. An assailant.

Bacon.

Hammond.3. Encroacher ; intruder.

INVALESCENCE. S. [invalesco, Latin.]

Strength ; health ; force.

INVALID . a. [invalidus, Latin .] Weak ; ofno

weight or cogency. Milton.

TO INVALIDATE. v . a. [from invalid . ] To

weaken ; to deprive of force or efficacy.

INVALIDE. s. [ French.] One disabled by

sickness or hurts. Prior.

INVALIDITY. s . [invalidité, Fr.]

Temple.

1. Weakness ; want of cogency. *

2. Want of bodily strength.

INVAʼLUABLE. a . [in and valuable.] Pre-

cious above estimation ; inestim ble. Atterb.

INVARIABLE. a . [invariable, Fr.] Unchange-

able ; constant . Brown.

INVARIABLENESS. s. [from invariable.]

Immutability; constancy.

INVARIABLY. ad. [from invariable. ] Un-

hangeably ; constantly. Atterbury.

INVA'SION. s. (invasio, Latin.] A

1. Hostile entrance upon the rights and pos-

sessions ofanother ; hostile encroachment.

2. Attack of a disease. Arbuthnot.

INVA'SIVE. a. [from invade.] Entering hos-

tilely upon other meu's possessions Dryden.

INVECTIVE. s . [invective, Fr.] A censure in

speech orwriting ; a reproachful accusation.

Hooker.

INVECTIVE. a. [from the noun.] Satirical ;

abusive. Dryden.

INVECTIVELY. ud. Satirically ; abusively.

To INVE'IGH. v . a. [inveho , Latin .] To utter

censure or reproach. Arbuthnot.

INVE'IGHER. s. [from inveigh. ] Vehement

railer. Wiseman.

To INVE'IGLE. v. a . [invogliare, Ital. ] To

persuade to something bad or hurtful , to

wheed.e; to allure ; to seduce. Hudibras.

INVE'IGLER. s . [from inveigle. ] Seducer ;

deceiver ; allurer to ill. Sandys.

To INVENT. v . a. [inventer, Fr.]

1. To discover ; to find out ; to excogitate ;

to produce something not made before. Arb.

2. Toforge; to contrive falsely ; to fabricate.

Stillingfleet.

To feign ; to make by the imagination.

4 To light on ; to meet with. Not used. Sp.

INVENTER. s. [from inventeur, Fr.]

1.One who produces something new ; a de-

viser of something not known before. Garth.

2 Aforger.

INVENTION. s . [ invention, Fr.]

1. Excogitation ; the act or power of produ

cing something new.

2. Discovery.

3. Forgery ; fiction.

4. The thing invented.

INVENTIVE. a. [ inventif, Fr. ]

1. Quick at contrivance ; ready at expe-
dients.

whence perhaps inventorial.] In manner

ofan inventory. Shakespeare

INVENTORY. s. [ inventoire, Fr.] An account

or catalogue of moveables. Addison.

To I'NVENTORY . v . a. [inventorier, Fr.] To

register ; to place in a catalogue. Shak.

INVENTRESS. s. [ inventrice, Fr. from inven‐

tor.] A female that invents. Burnet.

INVERSE. a. [ inverse, Fr. inversus, Lat. ] In-

verted ; reciprocal ; opposed to direct.

INVERSION. s. [inversion, Fr. inversio , Lat ]

1. Change of order or time, so as that the

last is first, and the first last. Dryden.

2. Change of place, so that each takes the

room ofthe other.

To INVERT. v. a . [inverto, Lat.]

1. To turn upside down ; to place in con-

trary method or order to that which was

before.

2. To place the last first.

Watts.

Prior.

3. To divert ; to turn into another channel ;

to embezzle; to convert. Knolles.

INVERTEDLY. ad. [from inverted.] In con-

trary or reversed order. Derhum.

To INVEST. v. a. [investio, Lat.]

1. To dress ; to clothe ; te array. Milton.

2. To place in possession of a rank or office.

Hooker. Clarendon.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

3. To adorn ; to grace.

4. To confer; to give.

5. To enclose ; to surround so as to intercept

succours or provisions ; as, the enemy in-

vested the town.

INVESTIENT. a. [investiens, Latin. ] Cover-

ing ; clothing.
Woodward.

INVESTIGABLE. a. [from investigate.] To

be searched out ; discoverable by rational

disquisition. Hooker

To INVESTIGATE. v. a. [inv stigo, Lat.] To

search out; to find out by rational disquisi-

tion. Cheyne.

INVESTIGATION. s. [ investigatio, Latin.]

1. The act of the mind by which unknown

truths are discovered.

2. Examination.

INVESTITURE. s . [French.]

1. The right of giving possession of any ma-

nor, office, or benefice. Ruleigh.

Watts.

Pope.

2. The act of giving possession .

INVESTMENT. s. [in and vestment.] Dress ·

clothes ; garment ; habit. Shakespeare

INVESTERACY. s. [inveteratio, Lat.]

1. Long continuance of any thing bad ; ob.

stinacy confirmed by time. Addison.

2. [Ia physick. ] Long continuance ofa dis-

ease.

Bacon.

Dryden. INVEʼTERATE. a . [inveteratus, Lat.]

Ray. 1. Old long established.

Shakespeare. 2. Obstinate by long continuance. Swift.

Milton. To INVETERATE. v . a. [invetero, Latin: ] To

fix and settle by long continnance. Bacon.

INVETERATENESS. s . [ from inveterate.]

Long continuance of any thing bad ; obsti-

nacy confirmed by time. Brown.

INVETERAʼTION. s. [ inveteratio , Lat.] The

act of hardening or confirming y long con

tinuance.

INVI’DIQUS. a. [invidiosus, Lat.]

Ascham .

2. Having the power of excogitation or fic-
tion.

Raleigh.
INVENTOR. s. [inventor, Latin.]

1. A finder out of something new.

2. A contriver; a framer.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

}
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1. Envious ; malignant. Evelyn.

2. Likely to incur or to bring hatred. Swift.

INVIDIOUSLY. ad.

1. Malignantly ; enviously.

2. In a manner likely to provoke hatred.

INVIDIOUSNESS. s. [from invidious.] Qua-

lity ofprovoking envy or hatred.

To INVIGORATE. v. a. [in and rigour.] To

endue with vigour ; to strengthen ; to ani-

mate; to enforce. Addison.

INVIGORA'TION. s. [ from invigorate. ]

1. The act ofinvigorating.

2. The state of being invigorated. Norris.

INVINCIBLE. a. [ invincible, Fr.] Insupera-

ble ; unconquerable ; not to be subdued..Sh.

INVINCIBLENESS. s. Unconquerableness ;

insuperableness.

INVINCIBLY. ad. [from invincible. ] Insupe-

rably ; unconquerably.

INVIOLABLE. a. [ inviolable, Fr.]

Milton.

1. Not to be profaned ; not to be injured.

2. Not to be broken.

Brown.

Hooker.

3. Insusceptible ofhurt or wound. Milton.

INVIOLABLY. ad. [from inviolable . ] With-

out breach ; without failure. Sprat.

INVIOLATE. a. [inviolatus, Lat. ] Unhurt ;

uninjured ; unprofaned ; unpolluted ; unbro-
ken. › Dryden.

I'NVIOUS . a. [invius, Lat. ] Impassable ; un-

trodden. Hudibras.

To INVI'SCATE. v. a. [in and viscus, Latin.]

To lime ; to entangle in glutinous matter.

INVISIBILITY. s. [invisibilité, Fr.] The state

of being invisible ; imperceptibleness__to
sight. Ray.

INVI'SIBLE. a. [invisible, Fr.] Not percepti-

ble by the sight ; not to be seen. Sidney.

INVISIBLY. ad. [from invisible . ] Impercep-

tibly to the sight. Denham.

INVITATION. s . [invitatio, Lat.] The act of

inviting, bidding, or calling to any thing

with ceremony and civility. Dryden.

To INVITE. v. a. [ invito, Latin.]

1. To bid ; to ask to any place with intreaty

and complaisance. Swift.

2. To allure ; to persuade ; to induce by

hope or pleasure. Bacon.

To INVITE. v. n. To ask or call to any thing

pleasing. Milton.

INVITER. s. [from invite. ] He who invites.

Smalridge.

INVITINGLY. ad. [from inviting, ] In such

a manner as invites or allures . Decay of Piety.

To INU'MBRATE. v. a. [inumbro, Latin.] To

shade ; to cover with shades.

INU'NCTION. s. [inunctus, Lat. ] The act of

smearing or anointing.

INUNDATION. s. [ inundatio, Latin .]

1. The overflow of waters ; flood.

2. A confluence of any kind.

To I'NVOCATE. v. a. [invoco, Lat. ] To in-

voke ; to implore ; to call upon ; to pray to.

Milton.

Ray.

Dryden.

Spenser.

INVOCATION. s . [invocatio, Latin.]

1. The act of calling upon in prayer.Hooker.

2. The form of calling for the assistance or

presence ofany being. Addison.

I'ÑVOICE. s. [perhaps corrupted from the

French envoyez, send.] A catalogue ofthe

freight of a ship, or of the articles and price

of goods sent by a factor..

To INVOKE. v. a. [ invoco,Lat. ] To call upon ;

to implore; to pray. Sidney.

To INVOLVE. v . a . [ involvo, Latin. ]

1. To inwrap ; to cover with any thing cir-
cumfluent.

2. To imply ; to comprise.

3. To intwist ; to join.

4. To take in ; to catch.

5. To entangle.

Dryden.

Tillotson.

Milton.

Sprat.

Locke

Pope.

Locke.

6. To complicate ; to make intricate. Locke.

7. To blend ; to mingle together confusedly.

Milton.

INVOLUNTARILY. ad. [from involuntary .]

Not by choice ; not spontaneously.

INVOLUNTARY. a. [involur'aire, Fr.]

1. Not having the power of choice.

2. Not chosen ; not done willingly.

INVOLUTION. s. [involutio, Lat. ]

1. The act of involving or inwrapping.

2. The state of being entangled ; complica-

tion. Glanville.

3. That which is wrapped round any thing.

Brown.

To INU'RE. v. a. [in and ure. ] To habituate ;

to make ready or willing by practice ; to

Addison.

INU'REMENT. s. [from inure.] Practice ;

habit ;; use ; custom; frequency. Wotton.

To INU'RN. v. a. [in and urn.] To intonb ; to

bury. Shakespeare.

INUŠTION. s. [inustio, Latin.] The act of

burning.

accustom .

INUTILE. a . [ inutile, Fr. inutilis, Lat.] Use-

less ; unprofitable. Bacon.

INUTILITY. s. [inutilitas, Lat. ] Uselessness ;

unprofitableness.

INVULNERABLE. a. [invulnerable, Fr.] Not

to be wounded ; secure from wound. Shak.

To INWA'LL. v. a. To enclose or fortify with

a wall. Spenser.

I'NWARD.

I'NWARDS.}
ad. [inpeard, Sax.]

1. Toward the internal parts ; within. Bac.

2. With inflection or incurvity ; concavely.

3. Into the mind or thought.

I'NWARD. a.

Dryden.

Hooker.

1.Internal ; placed not on the outside, but

within. Miller.

Job.

2. Reflecting; deeply thinking. Prior.

3. Intimate ; domestick ; familiar.

4. Seated in the mind.

I'NWARD. s.

Shakespeare.

1. Any thing within, generally the bowels.

Seldom has this sense a singular. Milton.

2. Intimate ; near acquaintance.Shakespeare.

I'NWARDLY. ad. [from inward .]

1. In the heart ; privately. Shakespeare.

2. In the parts within ; internally . Arbuthnot.

3. With inflection or concavity.

I'NWARDNESS. s . [from inward.] Intimacy ;

familiarity. Shakespeare.

To INWE'AVE. preter, inwove or inweaved,

part. pass. inwove or inwoven. [in and weave.j

1. To mix any thing in weaving, so that it

forms part of the texture. Pope.
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2. To intertwine ; to complicate. Milton.

To INWOOD. v. a. [in and wood.] To hide in

woods. Not used.

To INWRA'P. v. a. [in and wrap.}

Sidney.

1. To cover by involution ; to involve. Spen.

2. To perplex ; to puzzle with difficulty or

obscurity.
Bacon.

3. To ravish or transport.

INWROUGHT. a. [in and wrought. ] Adorned

with work. Milton.

To JOIN. v. a. [joindre, Fr.]

1. To add one to another in contiguity. Isa.

2. To couple ; to combine. Locke.

3. To unite in league or marriage. Dryden.

4. To dash together ; to collide ; to encoun-

ter.

5. To associate.

6. To unite in one act.

To JOIN. v. n.

Knolles.

Acts.

Dryden.

Corinthians.

Milton.

7. To unite in concord.

8. To act in concert with. Dryden.

to adhere ; to be contiguous.

2. To close ; to clash.

Acts.

Shakespeare.

To INWREATHE. v. a. [in and wreath.] To

surround as with a wreath. Milton.

JOB. s. [A low word, of which the etymology

is not known.]

1. Petty, piddling work ; a piece of chance-

work. Pope.

2. A low mean lucrative busy affair. Pope.

3. A sudden stab with a sharp instrument.

'To JOB. v. a.

ment.

1. To strike suddenly with a sharp instru-

L'Estrange.

2. To drive in a sharp instrument. Moxon.

To JOB. v. n. To play the stockjobber ; to buy

and sell as a broker. Pope.

Ainsworth.JOB's tears. s. An herb.

JO'BBER. s. [fromjob.]

1. A man who sells stock in the publick

funds. Swift.

2. One who does chancework.

JOBBERNO'WL. s. [jobbe, Flemish, dull,

and nowl, hnol, Saxon, a head.] Logger-

head ; blockhead. Hudibras.

JO'CKEY. s. [from Jack.]

1. A fellow that rides horses in the race.

2. A man that deals in horses.

3. A cheat ; a trickish fellow.

To JO'CKEY. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To justle by riding against one.

2. To cheat ; to trick.

Watts.

JOCO'SE. a. [jocosus, Latin.] Merry ; wag-

gish ; given to jest.

JOCO'SELY. ad. Waggishly ; in jest ; in game.

Broome.

JOCO'SENESS. s. [fromjocose.] Waggery ;

JOCO'SITY. Smerriment. Brown.

JO'CULAR. a. [jocularis, Latin, ] Used injest;

merry ; jocose ; waggish. Dryden.

JOCULARITY. s. [fromjocular.] Merriment;

disposition to jest. Brown.

JO'CUND. a. [jocundus, Latin.] Merry; gay ;

airy ; lively. Milton.

JO'CUNDLY. ad. Merrily ; gayly. South.

To JOG. v. a. [schocken, Dutch.] To push ; to

shake by a sudden impulse ; to give notice

by a sudden push. Norris.

To JOG. v. n.

Ꭸ .

1. To move by succussation ; to move with

small shocks like those of a low trot. Shak.

2. To travel idly and heavily. Dryden.

JOG. s. [from the verb.]

1. A push ; a slight shake ; a sudden inter-

ruption by a push or shake ; a hint given by

a push. Arbuthnot.

2. A rub ; a small stop ; an irregularity of

motion. Glanville.

JO'GGER. s . [fromjog.] One who moves hea

vily and dully.

To JO'GGLE. v. n. To shake.

JO'HNAPPLE. s. A sharp apple

Dryden.

Derham.

Mortimer.'

1. To grow to ;

3. To unite with in marriage, or any other

league. Ezra.

Maccabees.4. To become confederate.

JO'INDER. s. [from join.] Conjunction ; join-

ing. Not used. Shakespeare.

JO'INER. s. [from join.] One whose trade is

to make utensils ofwood compacted. Moxon.

JO'INERY. s. [ from joiner.] An art whereby

several pieces of wood are fitted and joined

together. Moxon.

JOINT. s . [ jointure, Fr.]

•

Temple.

1. Articulation of limbs ; juncture of move-

able bones in animal bodies.

Hinge ; junctures which admit motion of

the parts.

2.

Sidney.

3. [Injoinery.] Straight lines, in joiners lan-

guage, is called a joint, that is, two pieces

of wood are shot or planed. Moxon.

4. A kuot or commissure in a plant.

5. One ofthe limbs of an animal cut up by

Swift.the butcher.

6. Out ofJOINT. Luxated ; slipped from the

socket, or correspondent part where it nas

turally moves.
Herbert.

7. Out ofJOINT. Thrown into confusion and

disorder ; confused.

JOINT.a.

1. Shared among many.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

2. United in the same possession. Donne.

3. Combined ; acting together in concert.

Addison

To JOIN. v. a. [from the noun.]

1.To form in articulations. Ray.

2. To form many parts into one. Dryden.

3. To join together in confederacy.
Shak.

4.To divide a joint ; to cut or quarter into

joints. Dryden.

JOINTED. a . [from joint.] Full of joints,

knots, or commissures. Philips

JO'INTER. s. [from joint.] A sort of plane.

Moxon.

Hooker.

JOINTLY. ad. [fromjoint.]

1. Together ; not separately.

2. In a state of union or co-operation. Dry.

JO'INTRESS. s. [from jointure.] One who

holds any thing in jointure. Shakespeare.

JOINTSTOʻOL. s. [joint and stool.] A stool

made not merelyby insertion of the feet.

JO'INTURE. s. [jointure, Fr. ] Estate settled

on a wife to be enjoyed after her husband's

decease. Pope.

JOIST, s. [ from joindre, Fr.] The secondary

beam ofa floor. Mortimer.

To JOIST. v. a. [from the noun.] To fit in the

smaller beams of a flooring.
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serious.

JOKE. s. [jocus, Latin.] A jest ; something not

Watts.

To JOKE. v. n. [jocor, Latin.] To jest ; to be

merry in words or actions. Gay.

JO'KER. s. [from joke.] A jester ; a merry

fellow.

JOLE. s. [ geule, Fr.] ,

1. The face or cheek.

2. The head of a fish.

Dennis.

Collier.

Pope.

To JOLL. v. a. [from joll, the head.] To beat

the head against any thing ; to clash with
violence.

JO'LLILY. ad. [fromjolly. ] In a disposition

to noisy mirth.

JO'LLIMENT. s. [fromjolly.]

JO'WLER. s . A kind of hunting dog. Dryden

JO'WTER. s. A fish-driver.

JOY. s. [joye, Fr.]

Carew.

1. The passion produced by any happy acci.

dent ; gladness. South.

2. Gayety ; merriment ; festivity. Dryden.

3. Happiness ; felicity.

4. A term of fondness.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

To JOY. v. n. [from the noun.] To rejoice ; to

be glad ; to exult.

To JOY. v. a.

Wotton.

1. To congratulate ; to entertain kindly.

2. To gladden ; to exhilarate. Sidney.

Dryden.

Mirth ; mer-

riment ; gayety. Spenser.

s. [from jolly.]

3. [Jouir de, Fr.] To enjoy ; to have happy

possession.

JO'YANCE. s. [joiant, old French.] Gayety;

festivity. Spenser.

Milton.

Sidney.

JO’YFUL. a, [joy and full. ] Full of joy ; glad ;

exulting.

JOLLINESS. }JO'LLITY.

1. Gayety ; elevation of spirit.

2. Merriment ; festivity.

JOʻLLY. a. [joli, Fr.]

Kings.

Addison. JO'YFULLY. ad. [from joyful.] With joy ;

Wake.

Burton.

South.

1. Gay ; merry ; airy ; cheerful.

2. Plump ; like one in high health.

To JOLT. ». n. To shake as a carriage on

rough ground. Swift.

To JOLT. v. a. To shake one asa carriage does.

JOLT. s. [from the verb.] Shock ; violent

agitation. Swift.

JOLTHEAD. s. A great head ; a dolt ; a

blockhead. Grew.

JONQUIʼLLE. s. [jonquille, Fr.] A species of
daffodil . Thomson.

JO'RDEN. s. [zoɲ, stercus, and den, receptacu-

lum.] A pot.

To JO'STLE. v. a. [jouster, Fr.] To justle ; to

rush against.

JOT. S. [ ra.] A point ; a tittle.

JO'VIAL. a. [jovial, Fr.]

gladly.

JOYFULNESS. s. [from joyful.] Gladrese ;

joy. Deuteronomy.

JÖ'YLESS. a. [from joy.]

Shakespeare.

1.Void ofjoy ; feeling no pleasure. Shak

2. It has sometimes ofbefore the object.;

3. Giving no pleasure.

JO'YOUS. a. [joyeux, Fr.]

1. Glad ; gay ; merry.

2. Giving joy.

IPECACUA'NHA. s. An Indian plant, taken

to procure vomits.

Prior.

Spenser.

Hill.

IRA'SCIBLE. a. [irascibilis, low Lat. irascible,

French.] Partaking of the nature ofanger.Pope.

Spenser.

Brown.

IRE. s . [ French ; ira, Latin.]

passionate hatred.

I'REFUL. a. [ ire and full.]

furious.

Digby.

Anger ; rage ;

Dryden.

Angry ; raging ;

Dryden.

With ire ; in an

Merrily ;

I'RIS. s. [Latin.]

Brown.

1. Under the influence of Jupiter.

2. Gay ; airy ; merry.

JO'VIALLY. ad. [from jovial .]

gayly.

Bacon. I'REFULLY. ad. [from ire. ]

JOVIALNESS . s . [from jovial. ] Gayety ; mer-

riment.

JO'UISANCE. s. [rejouissance, Fr.] Jollity ;

merriment ; festivity. Spenser.

JOURNAL. s. [journale, Fr. giornale, Ital .]

Daily; quotidian. Shakespeare.

JOURNAL. a. [journal, Fr.]

1. A diary ; an account kept of daily trans-

actions. Arbuthnot.

2. Any paper published.

JOʻURNALIST. s. [fromjournal. ] A writer of

journals.

JOURNEY. s. [journée, Fr.]

1. The travel of a day.
•

Milton.

2. Travel by land ; a voyage or travel by sea.

3. Passage from place to place. Burnet .

To JOʻURNEY. v. n. [from the noun.] To

travel; to pass from place to place.

JOURNEYMAN. s. [ journée, a day's work,

French, and man. ] A hired workman.

JOURNEYWORK. s. [ journée, French, and

wo.k.] Work performed for hire.

JOUST. s. [joust, Fr.] Tilt ; tournament ; mock

fight. It is now written less properly just.

Milton.

To JOUST. v. n. [jouster, Fr.] To run in the

tilt. Milton.

angry manner.

1. The rainbow.

2. Any appearance of light resembling the

rainbow. Newton.

3. The circle round the pupil ofthe eye.

4. The flower-de-luce. Milton.

To IRK. v . a. [ yrk, work, Islandick . ] It irks

me; I am weary ofit. Shakespeare.

Swift.

I'RKSOME. a. [from irk.] Wearisome ; tedi-

ous ; troublesome.

I'RKSOMELY. ad. [from irksome.]Wearisome-

ly; tediously.

I'RKSOMENESS. 3. [from irksome.] Tedious-

ness ; wearisomeness.

I'RON. s. [inen, Saxon .]

1. A metal common to all parts, and of a

small price. Though the lightest of all me-

tals, except tin, it is the hardest ; and when

pure, naturally malleable ; when wrought

into steel, or when in the impure state from

its first fusion, it is scarce malleable. It is the

only known substance that is attracted by

the loadstone. Iron has greater medicinal

virtues than any ofthe other metals. Hill.

2. Any instrument or utensil made ofiron ;

as, a flat iron, or smoothing iron.

3. Chain ; shackle ; manacle.

Ff3

Pope.

Psalms.
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I'RON. a.

1. Made ofiron.

2. Resembling iron in colour.

IRREDUCIBLE. a. [in and reducible.] Not

to be brought or reduced.Mortimer.
Boyle

Woodward. IRREFRAGABILITY. s. [from irrefrag

able.] Strength of argument not to be refut-3. Harsh ; severe ; rigid ; miserable. Crash.

4. Indissoluble ; unbroken.

5. Hard ; impenetrable.

To IRON. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To smooth with an iron.

Philips.

Shakespeare.

2. To shackle with irons.

IRO'NICAL. a. [from irony. ] Expressing one

thing and meaning another ; speaking by
contraries. Brown.

IRONICALLY. ad. [from ironical.] By the

use ofirony. Bacon.

IRONMONGER. 8. [iron and monger.] A

dealer in iron .

I'RONWOOD. s. A kind of wood extremely

hard, and so ponderous as to sink in water.

I'RONWORT. s. [sideritis . ] A plant. Miller.

I'RONY. a. [from iron . ] Made of iron ; par-

taking of iron. Hammond.

IRONY. s . [ironie, French.] A mode ofspeech

in which the meaning is contrary to the

words.

IRRA'DIANCE.
IRRADIANCE s. [irradiance, Fr.]

Swift.

1. Emission of rays or beams of light upon

any object. Brown.

Milton.
2. Beams of light emitted.

To IRRA'DIATE. v . a. [ irradio, Latin.]

1. To adorn with light emitted upon it ; to

brighten. South.

2. To enlighten intellectually ; to illumine ;

to illuminate.

3. To animate by heat or light.

Milton.

Hale.

4. To decorate with shining ornaments.

Pope.

IRRADIATION. s. [irradiation , French.]

1. The act of emitting beams of light Digby.

2. Illumination ; intellectual light. Hale

IRRATIONAL. a. [irrationalis, Latin.]

1. Void of reason ; void of understanding ;

wanting the discoursive faculty. Milton.

2. Absurd ; contrary to reason. Harvey.

IRRATIONALITY. s. [from irrational. ] Want

of reason.

IRRATIONALLY. ad. [from irrational.]

Without reason ; absurdly.

IRRECLA'IMABLE. a. [ in and reclaimable. ]

Not to be reclaimed ; not to be changed to

the better. Addison.

IRRECONCI'LABLE. a. [irreconcileable, Fr. ]

Not to be recalled to kindness ; not to be

appeased. Dryden.

2. Not to be made consistent. Rogers.

IRRECONCI'LABLENESS. s. [ from irrecon-

cilable. ] Impossibility to be reconciled.

IRRECONCI'LABLY. ad. [from irreconcil.

able.] In a manner not admitting reconcilia-

tion.

atoned.

IRRECONCILED. a. [ in and reconciled . ] Not

Shakespeare.

IRRECOVERABLE. a. [in and recoverable.]

1. Not to be regained ; not to be restored or

repaired.

2. Not to be remedied.

Rogers.

Hooker.

ed.

IRREFRA'GABLE. a. [irrefragabilis, Latin.]

Not to be confuted ; superiour to argumen-

tal opposition. Swift.

IRREFRA'GABLY. ad. [from irrefragable.]

With force above confutation . Atterbury.

IRREFU'TABLE. a. [irrefutabilis, Lat.] Not

to be overthrown by argument.

IRREGULAR. a. [irregulier, French ; irregu

laris, Latin.]

1. Deviating from rule, custom, or nature.

Prior.

2. Immethodical ; not confined to any cer-

tain rule or order. Milton. Cowley.

3. Not being according to the laws of virtue.

IRREGULARITY. s. [irregularité, French.]

1. Deviation from rule.

Brown.

Rogers.

2. Neglect of method and order.

3. Inordinrte practice ; vice.

IRREGULARLY. ad . [from irregular.] With-

out observation of rule or method.. Locke.

To IRREGULATE. v. a. [in and regula, Lat.]

To make irregular ; to disorder. Brown.

IRRE'LATIVE. a . [in and relativus, Latin .]

Having no reference to any thing ; single ;

unconnected. Brown.

IRRELIGION. s. [ irreligion, Fr.] Contempt

of religion ; impiety. Rogers.

IRRELÏ'GIOUS. a [irreligieux, French .]
1. Contemning religion ; impious. South.

2. Contrary to religion. Swift.

IRRELIGIOUSLY. ad. [from irreligious.]

With impiety ; with irreligion.

IRRE'MEABLE. a. [irremeabilis, Latin.] Ad-

mitting no return . Dryden.

IRREME'DIABLE. a. [irremediable, French. }

Admitting no cure ; not to be remedied.

Bacon.

IRREME'DIABLY. ad. [from irremediable. ]

Without cure.

•

Taylor.

IRREMI'SSIBLE. a. [irremissable, Fr. ] Not to

be pardoned .

IRREMI'SSIBLENESS. s. The quality of

being not to be pardoned.
Hammond.

IRREMOVABLE. a. [in and remove. ] Not

to be moved ; not to be changed . Shak

IRRENO'WNÉD. a. [ in and renown. ] Void of

honour ; unrenowned. Spenser.

IRREPARABLE. a. [ irreparabilis, Latin.l

Not to be recovered ; not to be repaired.

Shakespeare.

IRREPARABLY. ad. [from irreparable. ]

Without recovery ; without amends. Boyle.

IRREPLEVIABLE. a. [ in and replevy.] Not

to be redeemed. A law term .

IRKEPREHENSIBLE. a. [irreprehensibilis,

Latin.] Exempt from blame."

IRREPREHENSIBLY. ad. [ from irreprehen-

sible ] Without blame.

IRREPRESENTABLE. a. [ in and represent.]

Not to be figured by any representation.

Stillingfleet.

IRRECOVERABLY. ad. [ from irrecoverable.] IRREPRO'ACHABLE. a. [in and reproach-

Beyond recovery ; past repair. able.] Free from blane ; free from reproach.Milton.
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IRREPRO'ACHABLY. ad. [from irreproach-

able.] Without blame ; without reproach.

IRREPRO'VEABLE. a . [in and reproveuble.]

Not to be blamed ; irreproachable.

IRRESISTIBILITY. s. [from irresistible.]

Power or force above opposition. Hammond.

IRRESISTIBLE. a . [ irresistible, Fr.] Superi-

our to opposition. Hooker.

IRRESISTIBLY. ad. [from irresistible . ] In a

manner not to be opposed. Rogers.

IRRE'SOLUBLE. a. [ in and resolubilis, Lat.]

Not to be broken ; notto be dissolved . Boyle.

IRRE'SOLUBLENESS. s. [from irresoluble .]

Resistance to separation of the parts. Boyle.

IRRESO'LVEDLY. ad. [ in and resolved. ]

Without settled determination. Boyle.

IRRE'SOLUTE. a. [in and resolute. ] Not con-

stant in purpose ; not determined. Temple.

IRRE'SOLUTELY. ad. Without firmness of

mind ; without determined purpose.

IRRESOLUTION. s. [irresolution, Fr.] Want

of firmness of mind.

IRRESPECTIVE. a. [in and respective. ] Hav-

ing no regard to any circumstances. Rogers.

IRRESPECTIVELY. ad. Without regard to

circumstances. Hammond.

Addison.

IRRETRIEVABLE. a. [in and retrieve .]

Not to be repaired ; irrecoverable ; inre-

parable. ·

IRRETRIEVABLY. ad. Irreparably ; irre-

coverably. Woodward.

IRREVERENCE. s. [irreverentia, Lat. irre-

verence, French.]

IRRU'PTION. s. [irruptio, Latin.]

1. The act of any thing forcing an entrance

Burnet.

2. Inroad ; burst of invaders into any place

Addison.

IS. [ r, Saxon. ] The third person singular of

to be ; I am, thou art, he is.

ISCHIA'DICK. a. [ xiadinos.] In anatomy,

an epithet given to the crural vein ; in patho-

logy, the ischiadick passion is the govt in the

hip, or the sciatica. Harris.

ISCHURETICK. s. [ischuretique, French.

Such medicines as force urine when sup-

pressed.

I'SCHURY. s. [ xugia ; ischurie, French.] A

stoppage of urine.

ISH [irc, Saxon.]

1. A termination added to an adjective to

express diminution of any quality ; as, bluish,

tending to blue.

2. It is likewise sometimes the determina-

tion of a gentle or possessive adjective ; as,

Swedish, Danish.

3. It likewise notes participation of the qua-

lities of the substantive to which it is added ;

as, man, manish.

I'SICLE. s. [more properly icicle, from ice.

A pendant shoot of ice. Dryden

ISINGLA'SS . s. [ from ice, or isc, and glass.]

A tough, firm, and light substance, of a

whitish colour, and in some degree transpa-

rent, much resembling glue. The fish from

which isinglass is prepared is a species of

sturgeon. From the intestines of this fish

the isinglass is prepared by boiling. Hill.

I'SINGLASS Stone. A fossil which is one ot

the purest of the natural bodies. It is

found in broad masses composed of thin

flakes. The masses are brownish or red-

dish ; but the plates, separated, are perfectly

colourless, and more pellucid than the finest

glass. Hill.

ISLAND. s . [insula, Latin ; isola, Italian. It

is pronounced iland.] A tract of land sur-

rounded by water.
Thomson.

1. Want ofreverence ; want of veneration ;

want ofrespect. Pope.

2. State ofbeing disregarded. Clarendon.

IRRE'VERENT. a. [irreverent, French.] Not

paying due homage or reverence ; not ex-

pressing or conceiving due veneration or

respect. Raleigh.

IRREVERENTLY. ad. Without due respect

or veneration. Government of the Tongue.

IRREVERSIBLE. a. [ in and reverse.] Not to

be recalled ; not to be changed. Rogers.

IRREVERSIBLY. ad. [from irreversible.]

Without change. Hammond.

IRREVOCABLE. a. [irrevocabilis, Lat. ] Not

to be recalled ; not to be brought back ; not

to be reversed. Dryden.

IRREVOCABLY. ad. [from irrevocable.] With-

out recall. Boyle. 2. A long walk in a church, or publick build-

ing. Pope.

Ray. ISOPERIMEʼTRICAL. s. [wos, mogi, and μ

Teov. ] In geometry, are such figures as have

equal perimeters or circumferences, of which

the circle is the greatest. Harris.

ISO SCELES. s. [ isocele, French.] That which

hath only two sides equal .]

ISSUE. s. [ issue, French.]

To I'RRIGATE. v. a. [irrige, Latin.] To wet ;

to moisten to water.

IRRIGATION. s. [from irrigate.] The act of

watering or moistening.

IRRIGUOUS. a. [ from irrigate.]

I. Watery ; watered .

2. Dewy; moist.

Bacon.

Milton.

Philips.

IRRI'SION. s . [ irrisio, Latin.] The act of

laughing at another.

To I'ŘRITATE. v. a . [irrito, Latin.]

1. To provoke ; to tease.

2. To fret ; to put into motion or disorder,

by any irregular or unaccustomed contact;

to stimulate ; to vellicate.

IRRITATION s. [irritatio, Latin.]

3. To agitate ; to enforce.

1. Provocation ; exasperation.

2. Stimulation ; vellication.

I'SLANDER. s. [from island.] An inhabitant

ofa country surrounded by water. Pope.

ISLE. s . [ isle, French. Pronounced ile.]

1. An island ; a country surrounded by wa-

Waller.ter.

1. The act of passing out.

3. Event ; consequence.

4. Termination ; conclusion.

Woodward.

2. Exit ; egress ; passage out.
Proverbs.

Clarendon. Fairfax.

Broome.

Bacon.

5. Sequel deduced from premises.

6. A fontanel ; a vent made in a muscle for

Shakesp.

Bacon. the discharge of humoars. Wiseman.

7. Evacuation. Matthew.

Arbuthnot.

8. Progeny ; offspring.

Ff4

Dryden.
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9. [In law.] Issue hath divers applications ;

sometimes used for the children begotten be-

tween a man and his wife ; sometimes for

profits growing from an amercement ; some-

times forprofits of lands or tenements ; some-

times for that point of matter depending in

suit, whereupon the parties join and put

their cause to the trial of the jury. Cowel.

To ISSUE. v . n. [ isser, French.]

1. To come out; to pass out of any place.

Pope.

2. To make an eruption ; to break out. Dry.

3. To proceed as an offspring. Kings.

4. To be produced by any fund. Ayliffe.

Bacon.5. To run out in lines.

To l'SSUE. v. a.

1. To send out ; to send forth . Bacon.

Clarendon.

2. To send outjudicially or authoritatively.

I'SSUELESS . a . [from issue .] Having no off-

spring; wanting descendants. Carew.

I'STHMUS. s. [isthmus, Lat.] A neck of land

joining the peninsula to the continent. Sand.

IT. pronoun. [hit, Saxon.]
·

1. The neutral demonstrative.
Cowley.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Locke.

5. Sometimes applied familiarly, ludicrous-

ly, or rudely to persons. Shakespeare.

ITCH. s. [31cha, Saxon.]

2. It is used absolutely for the state of a per-

son or affair.

3. It is used for the thing ; the matter ; the

affair.

4. It is used ludicrously after neutral verbs,

to give an emphasis.

1. A cutaneous disease extremely contagi-

ous, which overspreads the body with small

pustules filled with a thin serum, and raised

by a small animal. It is cured by sulphur.

Hudibras.

2. The sensation of uneasiness in the skin,

which is cured by rubbing.

3. A constant teasing desire.

To ITCH v. n. [ from the noun.]

Pope

1. To feel that uneasiness in the skin which

is removed by rubbing.

2. To long; to have continual desire.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

ITCHY. a. [from itch.] Infected with the

itch.

ITEM. ad. [Latin.] Also. A word used when

any article is added to the former.

ITEM. s.

1. A new article.

2. A hint ; an innuendo.

To I'TERATE. v. a. [itero, Latin . ]

·

Shakespeare.

Glanville.

1. To repeat ; to utter again ; to inculcate

by frequent mention. Hooker.

Milton.

Hammond.

2. To do over again.

ITERANT. a. [iterans, Lat.] Repeating. Bac.

ITERATION. s. [iteratio, Lat.] Repetition ;

recital over again.

ITINERANT. a . [itinerant, French.] Wander-

ing ; not settled. Addison.

ITINERARY. 8. [itinerarium, Latin. ] A book.

Addison.

Bacon.

of travels.

ITINERARY. a. [itinerarius, Latin.] Travel-

ling; done on a journey.

ITSELF. pronoun. [it and self. ] The neutral re-

ciprocal pronoun applied to things.

JUBILANT. a. [jubilans, Latin.] Uttering

songs of triumph. Milton.

JUBILATION. s. [jubilation, Fr. jubilatio,

Latin.] The act of declaring triumph.

JU'BILÉE. s. [jubilum, low Latin. ] A pub-

lick festivity ; a time of rejoicing ; a season

ofjoy. Dryden.

JUCUNDITY. s. [jucunditas, Lat.] Pleasant-

ness ; agreeableness. Brown.

JU'DAS Tree. s. A plant. Mortimer.

To JUDAIZE. v. n. [ judaizo, low Latin. ] To

conform to the manner ofthe Jews. Sandys.

JUDGE. s . [juge, Fr. judex, Latin.]

1. One who is invested with authority to de-

termine any cause or question , real or per
sonal. Milion.

2. One who presides in a court of judica-

ture.
Shakespeare.

3. One who has skill sufficient to decide up-

on the merit of any thing.

To JUDGE. v. n. [juger, French.]

1. To pass sentence.

2. To form or give an opinion.

Pope.

Genesis.

Milton.

3. To discern ; to distinguish ; to consider

accurately. Addison.

To JUDGE. v. a.

"

१

1. To pass sentence upon ; to examine au-

thoritatively ; to determine finally. Dryden.

2. To pass severe censure ; to doom severely.

Matthew.

JUDGER. s . [from judge.] One who forms

judgment, or passes sentence . Digby.

JUDGMENT. s. [jugement, French.]

1. The power of discerning the relations be-

tween one term or one proposition and an-

other. Locke.

2. Doom ; the right or power of passing

judgment. Shakespeare.

3. The act of exercising judicature. Addison

4. Determination ; decision. Burnet.

5. The quality of distinguishing propriety

and impropriety ; criticism.

6. Opinion ; notion.

7. Sentence against a criminal.

8. Condemnation.

Dennis.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

Tillotson.

9. Punicament inflicted by providence. Addi.

10. Distribution ofjustice.
Arbuthnot.

11. Justiciary law ; statute. Deuteronomy

12. The last doom. Shakespeare,

JUDICATORY. s . [judico, Latin.]

1. Distribution ofjustice.

2. Court ofjustice.

JU'DICATURE. s. [judicature, French.]

1. Power of distributing justice. Bacon

2. Court ofjustice.
South.

JUDICIAL. a. [judicium, Latin.]

Clarendon.

South.

1. Practised in the distribution of publick

justice.
South.

South.2. Inflicted on as a penalty.

JUDICIALLY. ad. In the forms of legal jus-

tice . Grew.

JUDICIARY. a. [judiciare, French. ] Passing

judgment upon any thing. Boyle.

JUDICIOUS. a. [ judicieux, French.] Pru-

dent ; wise ; skilful. Locke.

JUDICIOUSLY, ad. Skilfully ; wisely ; with

just determination.

JUG, s. [jugge, Danish . ] A large drinking ves-

sel with a gibbous or swelling belly. Swift .
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To JUGGLE. v. n. [jougler, French.]

1. To play tricks by slight of hand. Digby.

2. To practise artifice or imposture.

JU'GGLE. s . [from the verb.]

1. A trick by legerdemain.

2. An imposture ; a deception.

JUGGLER. s. [from juggle. ]

Shakespeare.

Tillotson.

1. One who practises slight of hand ; one

who deceives by nimble conveyance. Sandys.

2. A cheat ; a trickish fellow. Donne.

JU'GGLINGLY. ad. [from juggle. ] In a de-

ceptive manner.

JU'GULAR. a. [jugulum, Latin.] Belonging to

the throat.

JUICE. s. [jus, French.]

Wiseman.

1. The liquor, sap, or water of plants and

fruits. Watts.

2. The fluid in animal bodies. Ben Jonson.

JUICELESS . a. [from juice.] Dry ; without

moisture. More.

JUICINESS. a. [from juice. ] Plenty ofjuice ;

succulence.

JUICY. s. [fromjuice.] Moist ; full of juice ;

succulent. Milton.

To JUKE. v. n. [jucher, Fr.] To perch upon

any thing as birds.

JU'JUB .

JUJUBES.

s. A plant. The fruit is like a

small plum, but it has little flesh

upon the stone. Miller.

JU'LAP. s. [Arabick ; julapium , low Latin.]

An extemporaneous form of medicine, made

of simple and compound water sweetened,

and serving for a vehicle to other forms not

so convenient to take alone.

JU'LUS. s.

4. July flower.

Quincy.

2. Those long worm-like tufts or palms,

as they are called, in willows, which at

the beginning of the year grow out, and

hang pendular down from hazels, &c.

Miller.

JU'LY. 8. [Julius, Latin.] The month ancient-

ly called quintilis, or the fifth from March,

named July in honour of Julius Caesar ; the

seventh month from January.

JU'MART. 8. [French.] The mixture ofa bull
and mare.

Locke.

To JUMBLE. v. a. To mix violently and con-

fusedly together. Locke.

To JUMBLE. v. n. To be agitated together.

Swift.

JU'MBLE. s. [from the verb.] Confused mix-

ture; violent and confused agitation. Swift.

JU'MENT. s. [jument, French.] Beasts of bur-
den.

To JUMP. v. n. [ gumpen, Dutch.]

Brown.

2. A lucky chance. Shakespeare.

3. [Jupe, French.] A waistcoat ; a kind of

limber stays worn by sickly ladies.

JU'NCATE. s. [juncade, French.]

Cleaveland

1. Cheesecake ; a kindof sweetmeat of curds

and sugar.

Milton.2. Any delicacy.

3. A furtive or private entertainment. Now

improperly written junket.

JU'NCOUS. a. [junceus, Latin. ] Full of bul

rushes.

JU'NCTION. s. [junction, French .] Union ,

coalition. Addison .

JU'NCTURE. s. [junctura, Latin.]

1. The line at which two things are joined

together.

2. Joint ; articulation.

3. Union; amity.

Boyle.

Hale.

K. Charles.

4. A critical point or article of time.

Addison.

JUNE. s. [Juin, Fr. Junius, Latin.] The sixth

month from January.

JU'NIOR. a. [junior, Lat.] One younger than

Swift.another.

JUNIPER. s. [juniperus, Latin. ] A tree.

JUNK. s. [probably an Indian word.]

I. A small ship of China.

2. Pieces of old cable.

JU'NKET. s. [properly juncate. ]

1. A sweetmeat.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

2. A stolen entertainment.

To JU’NKET. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To feast secretly ; to make entertainments

by stealth.

2. To feast.

Swift.

South .

JUNTO. s. [Italian.] A cabal ; a kind ofmen

combined in any secret design. South.

IVORY. s. [ivoire, Fr.] A hard, solid, and firm

substance, of a fine white colour. The cla

phant carries on each side of his jaws atooth

ofsix or seven feet in length ; the two some-

times weighing three hundred and thirty

pounds ; these ivory tusks are hollow from

the base to a certain height.

coat.

Hill.

JUPPO'N. s. [juppon, French. ] A short close

Dryden.

JU'RAT. s. [ juratus, Latin.] A magistrate in

some corporations.

JURATORY. a. [juratoire, Fr.] Comprising

an oath.

JURIDICAL. a, [juridicus, Latin.]

Ayliffe.

Hale

1. Acting in the distribution ofjustice.

2. Used in courts ofjustice.

JURIDICALLY. ad. With legal authority ;

according to forms ofjustice,

JU'RISCONSULT. s. [juris consultus, Latin.]

One who gives his opinion in cases oflaw.

Swift.
Arbuthnot.

Collier JURISDICTION. s. [jurisdictio, Lat.]

Nahum. 1. Legal authority ; extent of power.

Hakewill.

1. To leap ; to skip ; to move without step

or sliding.

2. To leap suddenly.

3. To jolt.

4. To agree ; to tally ; to join .

To JUMP. v. a. To pass by a leap ; to pass

eagerly or carelessly over.

Hayward

2. District to which any authority extends.

Shakespeare. JURISPRUDENC
E

. s. [jurisprudence, Fr.

jurisprudentia, Lat.] The science of law.

JU'RIST. s. [juriste, Fr.] A civil lawyer ; a

man who professes the science of the law; a

civilian. Bacon

JUMP. ad. Exactly ; nicely. Obsolete.

Shakespeare.

1. The act of jumping ; a leap ; a skip ; a

bound. Locke.

JUMP. s. [from the verb.]
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JUʼRİ)R. 8. [jure, Latin .] One that serves on

the jury. Spenser. Dryden.

JU'RŸ. s. [jurati, Latin ; juré, French.] A

company ofmen, sworn to deliver truth upon

such evidence as shall be delivered them

touching the matter in question. Trial by

assize, be the action civil or criminal, per-

sonal or real, is referred for the fact to a

jury, and as they find it, so passeth the judg-

ment. This jury is most notorious in the great

assizes, and in the quarter-sessions, and in

them it is called a jury, whereas in other

courts it is often termed an inquest. The

grandjuryconsists ordinarily of twenty-four,

who consider of all bills of indictment, which

they either approve by writing upon them

billa vera, or disallow by writing ignoramus.

Such as they approve, are further referred

to anotherjury. Those that pass upon civil

causes real, are so many as can be had, of

the hundred where the land in question

doth lie, and four at the least.
Cowel.

JU'RYMÁN. s. [jury and man.] One who is

impannelled on a jury. Swift.

JU'RYMAST. s. So the seamen call whatever .

they set up in the room of a mast lost in a

fight, or by a storm. Harris.

JUST. a. [juste, Fr.]

2. Honest ; without crime in dealing with

others.

his office, and is called dominus justiciarius

communiumplacitorum. He originallydid deter-

mine all causes at the common law ; that is,

all civil causes between common persons, as

well personal as real ; for which cause it was

called the court of common pleas, in oppo-

sition to the pleas ofthe crown.

3. JU'STICES of Assize. Are such as were

wont, by special commission, to be sent into

this or that county to take assizes.

9. JU'STICES in Eyre. In ancient times they

were sent into divers counties, to hear pleas

ofthe crown, for the ease of the subjects,

who must else have been hurried to the

King's Bench,

10. JU'STICES of Gaol Delivery. Are such as

are sent to determine all causes pertaining

to such as for any offence are cast into goal.

11. JU'STICES ofNisi Prius. Are all one now-

a-days with justices of assize.

12. JU'STICES ofPeace . [justiciarii ad pacem .]

Are appointed by the king's commission to

attend the peace of the county where they

dwell ; ofwhom some are made of the quo-

rum, because business of importance may

not be dealt in without the presence of one

ofthem. Cowel.

To JU'STICE. v. a. [from the noun.] To ad-

minister justice to any. Not in use. Hayw.

JU'STICEMENT. s . [fromjustice. ] Procedure

in courts.

1. Upright ; incorrupt ; equitable in the dis-

tribution ofjustice. Dryden.

Tillotson. JU'STICER. s. [from to justice.] Administrator

Glanville. ofjustice. Davies.

Matthew. JU'STICESHIP. s. [from justice. ] Rank or of-

Hooker. fice ofjustice.

3. Exact ; proper ; accurate.

4. Virtuous ; innocent ; pure.

5. True ; not forged.

6. Grounded on principles ofjustice ; right-

ful.

7. Equally retributed.

8. Complete without superfluity.

9. Regular ; orderly.

10. Exactly proportioned. ?

11. Full ; offull dimensions.

JUST. ad.

1.M
er
el

ni
ce
ly

; ac
cu
ra
te
ly

.

barely.

3. Nearly ; almost.

Swift.

JUSTI'CIABLE. a. [from justice. ] Proper to

Milton. be examined in courts ofjustice.

Romans. JU'STIFIABLE . a. [from justify. ] Defensible

Bacon. by law or reason. Brown.

Addison. JU'STIFIABLENESS. s. Rectitude ; possibi-

lity ofbeing fairly defended. King Charles.

Knolles. JU'STIFIABLY. ad. [ from justifiable.]Rightly ;

so as to be supported by right. Locke.

Hooker. JUSTIFICATION. s. [justification, Fr.]

Dryden. 1. Absolution.

Temple.

Shakespeare.

JUST. s. [jouste, French. ] Mock encounter on

horseback. Joust is more proper. Dryden.

To JUST. v. n. [jouster, Fr.]

1. To engage in a mock fight ; to tilt.

2. To push ; to drive ; to justle.

JU'STICE. s. [justice, Fr. justitia, Lat.]

1. The virtue by which we give to every

man what is his due. Locke.

2. Equity ; agreeableness to right.

3. Vindictive retribution ; punishment.

Bacon.

4. Right ; assertion of right. Shakespeare.

5. [Justiciarius, Latin.] One deputed by

the king to do right by way ofjudgment.

Cowel.

6. JU'STICE ofthe King's Bench. [justiciarius

de Banquo Regis.] Is a lord by his office, and

chief ofthe rest ; he is called capitalis justi-

ciarius Angliæ. His office is to determine all

pleas of the crown ; such as concern of

fences committed against the king ; as trea- .

sons, felonies, and mayhems.

7. JUSTICE ofthe Common Pleas. Is a lordby

Shakespeare.

2. Defence ; maintenance ; vindication ; sup-

port. Swift.

Clarke.

3. Deliverance by pardon from sins past.

JUSTIFICATOR. s. [from justify. ] One who

supports, defends, vindicates, or justifies .

JUSTIFIER. s. [from justify.] One who justi-

fies ; one who defends or absolves ; one who

frees from sin by pardon. Romans.

To JU'STIFY. v. a . [justifier, Fr.]

1. To clear from imputed guilt ; to absolve

from an accusation.

2. To maintain ; to defend ; to vindicate.

Dryden.

Atterbury.

3. To free from past sin by pardon. Acts.

To JU'STLE. v. n. [ jouster, Fr.] To encoun-

ter; to clash ; to rush against each other.

Lee.

To JU'STLE. v. a. To push ; to drive ; to force

by rushing against it.
Brown.

JU'STLY. ad. [from just.]

1. Uprightly ; honestly ; in a just manner.

South.

2. Properly ; exactly ; accurately. Dryden.
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JU'STNESS. 8. [from just .]

1. Justice ; reasonableness ; equity. Shuk.

2. Accuracy ; exactness ; propriety.Dryden.

To JUT. v. n. [supposed to be corrupted from

jet, perhaps from shoot.] To push or shoot

into prominences ; to come out beyoud the

main bulk. Broome.

To JUTTY. v. a. [from jut.] To shoot out be-

yond. Shakespeare.

1JU'VENILE. a. [ juvenilis, Latin.] Young ;

youthful.

JUVENILITY. s. [fromjuvenile.]

1. Youthfulness.

Bacon.

Glanville.

2. Light and careless manner. Glanville.

JU'XTAPOSITION.3.[ juxta and pəsitio, Lat.]

Apposition ; the state of being placed by

each other.

IVY. s. [1f1g, Sax.] A plant.

Glanville.

Raleigh.

K.

K,

KEE

A letter borrowed by the English fromthe

“ Greek alphabet. It has before all the

vowels one invariable sound ; as, kéen, ken,

kill. K is silent in the present pronuncia-

tion before n; as, knife, knee, knell.

KA'LENDAR. s. [now written calendar.] An

account of time. Shakespeare.

KA'LI. s. [an Arabick word .] Sea-weed , of

the ashes of which glass is made, whencethe

word alkali. Bacon.

Shakespeare.KAM. a. Crooked.

To KAW. v. n. [from the sound .] To cry as a

raven, crow, or rook. Locke.

KAW. s. [from the verb.] The cry of a raven

or crow.

KAYLE. s. [quille, Fr. ]

Dryden.

1. Ninepin ; kettlepins, of which skittles

seems a corruption. Carew.

2. Nine-holes.

To KECK. v. n. [kecken, Dutch.] To heave the

stomach ; to reach at vomiting. Bacon.

To KE'CKLE. v. a. To defend a cable round

with rope. Ainsworth.

KECKSY. s. [ commonlykex; cigue, Fr. cicuta,

Latin.] Hemlock. Shakespeare.

KECKY. a. [from kex.] Resembling a kex.

To KEDGE. v. a. [kaghe, a small vessel, Dut.]

To bring a ship up or down a narrow river

against the wind. Harris.

KEDGER. s . [from kedge.] A small anchor

used in a river.

KE'DLACK. s. A weed that grows among

corn ; charnock.

KEE.The provincial plural ofcow ,properlykine.

KEEL. s. [cole, Saxon ; kiel, Dutch.] The

bottom ofa ship. Swift.

Tusser.

To KEEL. v. a. [cœlan, Sax.] To scum.

KE'ELFAT. s. [colan, Sax. to cool, andfat

or vat, a vessel.] Cooler ; tub in which liquor

is let to cool.

KE'ELSON. s. The next piece of timberin a

ship to her keel. Harris.

TO KE'ELHALE. v . a. [keel and hale. ] To

punish in the seaman's way, by draggingthe

criminal under water on one side of the ship

and up again on the other.

KEEN. a. [cene, Sax.]

9. Sharp ; well edged ; not blunt. Dryden.

2. Severe ; piercing. Ellis.

3. Eager; vehement. Tatler.

4. Acrimonious ; bitter of mind. Swift.

KEE

Thomson.To KEEN. v. a. To sharpen.

KE'ENLY. ad. [from keen.] Sharply ; vehe-

mently ; eagerly ; bitterly.

KE'ENNESS. s. [from keen.]

1. Sharpness ; edge. Shakespeare.

2. Rigour ofweather ; piercing cold.

3. Asperity ; bitterness ofmind. Clarendon.

4. Eagerness ; vehemenee.

To KEEP. v . a . ( cepan, Sax. kepen, old Dut.]

1. To retain ; not to lose.

2. To have in custody.

3. To preserve ; not to let go.

Temple.

Knolles.

Chronicles.

4. To preserve in a state of security. Add.

5. To protect ; to guard. Genesis.

6. To restrain from flight. Acts.

7. To detain, or hold as a motive.

8. To hold for another.

Dryden.

Milton.

9. To tend ; to have care of. Carew.

10. To preserve in the same tenour or state.

11. To regard ; to attend.

12. To not suffer to fall.

13. To hold in any state.

Addison.

Dryden

Psalms

Locke

14. To retain by some degree of force in any

place or state. Sidney.

15. To continue any state or action. Knolles.

16. To preserve in any state. Ecclus.

17. To practise ; to use habitually. Pope.

18. To copy carefully. Dryden.

19. To observe or solenmize any thing.

Milton

20. To observe ; not to violate . Shakespeare.

21. To maintain ; to support with necessaries

of life.

22. To have in the house.

23. Not to intermit.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Ecclus.

Hayward.24. To maintain ; to hold.

25. To remain in ; not to leave a place.

Shakespeare.

Boyle.

Milton

26. Not to reveal ; not to betray. Tillotson .

27. To restrain ; to withhold.

28. To debar from any place.

29. TO KEEP back. To reserve ; to with-

hold. Jeremiah.

30. To KEEPback. To withhold ; to restrain .

Psalms.

31. To KEEP company. To frequent any one ;

to accompany. Donnie.

32. To KEEP company with. Tohave familiar

intercourse. Broome.

33. TO KEEP in. To conceal ; not to tell.
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34. To KEEP in. To restrain; to curb.

Locke.

35. To KEEP off. To bear to distance.

36. To KEEP off. To hinder. Locke.

37. To KEEP up. To maintain without

abatement. Addison.

38. To KEEP up. To continue ; to hinder

from ceasing. Taylor.

39. To KEEP under. To oppress ; to subdue.

Atterbury.

To KEEP. v. n.

1. To remain by some labour or effort in a

certain state. Pope.

2. To continue in any place or state ; to stay.

Sidney.

3. To remain unhurt ; to last.

4. To dwell ; to live constantly. Shakespeare.

5. To adhere strictly. Addison.

Sidney.

6. To KEEP on. To go forward. Dryden.

7. TO KEEP up. To continue unsubdued.

KEEP. s. [from the verb.]

1. Custody ; guard. Dryden.

Ascham.2. Guardianship ; restraint.

KEEPER. s. [from keep.]

1. One who holds any thing for the use of

another. Sidney.

Shakespeare.

2. One who has prisoners in custody.Dryden.

3. One who has the care of parks, or beasts

of chase.

4. One that has the superintendance or care

of any thing. Kings.

KEEPER of the great seal. Is called lord

keeper ofthe great seal of England, and is of

the privy council, under whose hands pass all

charters, commissions, and grants of the

king, strengthened by the great seal. This

lord keeper, by the statute of5 Eliz. hath the

like jurisdiction and advantages as the lord
chancellor of England. Cowel.

KEʼEPERSHIP. s. [from keeper.] Office of a

keeper. Carew.

KEG. s. [caque, Fr.] A small barrel, commonly

used for a fish barrel.

$
KELL. s. A sort of pottage ; a soup made with

shreded greens . Ainsworth.

KELL. s. The omentum ; that which inwraps

the guts. Wiseman.

Boyle.

KELP. s. A salt produced from calcined sea

weed.

KELSON. s. [more properly keelson .] The

wood next the keel. Raleigh.

To KEMB. v. a. [comban, Sax.] To separate

or disentangle by a denticulated instrument;

to comb.

To KEN. v. a. [cennan, Saxon.]

B. Jonson.

1. To see at a distance ; to descry. Addison.

2. To know. Obsolete. Gay.

KEN. s. [from the verb.] View; reach of

sight. Shakespeare. Locke.

KENNEL. s. [chenil, Fr.]

1. A cot for dogs. Sidney.

Shakespeare.

2. A number of dogs kept in a kennel.

3. The hole of a fox or other beast.

4. [Kennel, Dutch ; chenal, Fr.] The water-

Arbuthnot.course of a street.

To KENNEL. v. n. [from the noun.] To lie ;

to dwell. Used of beasts, and of man in con-

tempt. L'Estrange.

KEPT. The pret. and part. pass. ofkeep.

KERCHE'IF. s. [covrecheif, Chaucer ; couvre, to

cover, and chef, the head.]

1. A head-dress.

KERCHE'IFED.

Shakespeare.

2. Any loose cloth used in dress. Hayward.

a. [from kercheif.] Dress-

KERCHE'IFT. ed ; hooded. Milton.

KERF. s. [ceoppan, Saxon, to cut.] The

sawn-away slit between two pieces of stuff.

Moxon.

KE'RMES. s. A roundish body ofthe bigness

of a pea, and of a brownish red colour. It

contains a multitude of little distinct gra-

nules, soft, and when crushed, yield a scar-

let juice. Hill.

KERN. s . [Irish.] Irish foot-soldier ; an Irish

boor.
Philips.

KERN. s. A handmill consisting of two pieces

ofstone, by which corn is ground.

To KERN. v. n. [probably from kernel.]

1. To harden as ripened corn. Carew.

2. To take the form of grains ; to granulate.

Carew.

KERNEL. 8. [cyprel, a gland, Sax.]

1. The edible substance contained in a shell.

2. Any thing included in a husk or integu-

ment. Denham.

Bacon.3. The seed of pulpy fruits.

4. The central part of any thing upon which

the ambient strata are concreted. Arbuthnot.

5. Knobby concretions in children's flesh.

To KE'RNÉL. v. a. [from the noun. ] To ripen

Mortimer.

KERNELLY. a. [from kernel.] Full of ker-

nels ; having the quality or resemblacne of

kernels.

to kernels .

KERNELWORT. s. An herb.] Ainsworth.

KE'RSEY. s [karsaya, Dutch.] Coarse stuff.

KEST. The preterite tense ofcast. Fairfax.

KESTREL. s. A little kind of bastard hawk.

KETCH. s. [from caicchio, Italian, a barrel.]

A heavy ship. Shakespeare.

KETTLE. s . [cerl, Saxon. ] A vessel in which

liquor is boiled . Dryden.

KETTLEDRUM. s. [ [kettle and drum.] A

drum ofwhich the head is spread over a

body ofbrass. Shakespeare.

KEY. s. [co3, Sax.]

•

1. An instrument formed with cavities cor-

respondent to the wards of a lock. Shak

2. An instrument by which something is

screwed or turned. Swift.

Locke.

3. An explanation of any thing difficult.

4. The parts of a musical instrument which

are struck with the fingers.
Pamela.

5. [In musick. ] Is a certain tone whereto

every composition, whether long or short,

ought to be fitted. Harris.

6. [Kaye, Dutch ; quai, Fr.] A bank raised

perpendicular for the ease of lading and un-

fading ships. Dryden.

KEYAGE. s. [ from key.] Money paid for

lying at the key, or quay.
Ainsworth.

KEYHOLE. s. [ key and hole.] The perfora.

tion in the door or lock through which the

key is put.
Prior.

KEYSTONE. s. [key and stone.] The middle

stone of an arch. Moxon.
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2

KIBE. s. [from kerb, a cut, German.] An

ulcerated chilblain ; a chap in the heel.

Shakespeare.

KI'BED. a. [from kibe.] Troubled with

kibes.

To KICK. v. a. [kauchen, German.] To strike

with the foot. Swift.

To KICK. v. n. To beat the foot in anger or

contempt.
Tillotson.

KICK s. [from the verb.] A blow with the

foot. Dryden.

KICKER. $. [from kick.] One who strikes

with his foot.

KICKSHAW. s. [a corruption of quelquechose,

something.]

1. Something uncommon or fantastical ;

something ridiculous. Milton.

2. A dish so changed by the cookery that it

can scarcely be known. Fenton.

KICKSY-WICKSEY. s . [ from kick and wince.]

A made word in ridicule and disdain of a

wife.

KID. s. [kid, Danish.]

1. The young of a goat

Shakespeare.

Spenser.

2. [ From cidulen, Welsh, a faggot. ] A bundle

of heath or furze.

To KID. v. a. [from the noun.] To bring forth

kids.

KIDDER. s . An engrosser of corn to enhance

its price. Ainsworth.

To KIDNAP. v. a. [from kind, Dutch, a child,

and nap.] To steal children ; to steal human

beings.

KIDNAPPER. s. [from kidnap.] One who

steals human beings. Spectator.

KIDNEY. s. [Etymology unknown.]

1. These are two in number, one on each

side ; they have the same figure as kidney.

beans ; their length is four or five fingers,

their breadth three, and their thickness two;

the right is under the liver, and the left un-

der the spleen. The nse of the kidneys is to

separate the urine from the blood. Quincy.

2. Sort ; kind ; in ludicrous language.

Mortimer.

Shakespeare.

KIDNEYBEAN. s. [so named from its shape.]

A leguminous plant.
KIDNEYVETCH

. s . Plants.

KIDNEYWORT.
Ainsworth.

KI'LDERKIN. s. [kindekin, a baby, Dutch.]

A small barrel. Dryden.

ToKILL. v. a. [anciently to quell ; cpellan,

Saxon ; kelen, Dutch.]

1.To deprive oflife ; to put to death, as an

agent.
Maccabees.

2. To destroy animals for food. Shakespeare.

3. To deprive of life, as a cause or instru-

ment. Bacon.

4. To deprive ofvegetative or other motion,

or active qualities. Floyer.

KILLER. s. [ from kill. ] One that deprives of

life. Sidney. Waller.

KILLOW. s. An carth ofa blackish or deep

blue colour. Woodward.

KILN. s. [ cyln, Saxon.] A stove ; a fabrick

formed for admitting heat, in order to dry

or burn things contained in it. Bacon.

To KI'LNDRY . v. a. [kiln and dry.] To dry

by means ofa kiln. Mortimer.

KILT, for killed. Spenser.

KIMBO. a. [a schembo, Italian. ] Crooked ;

bent ; arched. Arbuthnot

KIN. s. [cynne, Sax.]

1. Relation either of consanguinity or affini.

ty. Bacon.

2. Relatives ; those who are of the same

race.

3. A relation ; one related.
2

Dryden.

Davies.

Boyle.4. The same generical class.

5. A diminutive termination, from kind, a

child, Dutch.

KIND. a. [from cynne, relation , Sax.]

1. Benevolent ; filled with general good-will.

2. Favourable ; beneficent.

KIND. s. [cynne, Sax.]

1. Race ; generical class.

2. Particular nature.

3. Natural state. •

South.

Luke.

Hooker.

Baker.

Bacon. Arbuthnot.

4. Nature ; natural determination .

5. Manner; way.

6. Sort.

To KINDLE. v' a.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

Bacon.

1. To set on fire; to light ; to make to burn.

K. Charles.

2. To inflame the passions ; to exasperate ;

to animate. Daniel.

To KI'NDLE. v. n. [cinnu, Welsh ; cyndelan,

Saxon.]

1. To catch fire. Isaiah.

2. [ From cennan, Sax.] To bring forth.

KI'NDLER. s. [from kindle.] One that lights ;

one who inflames. Gay.

KI'NDLY. ad. [from kind.] Benevolently ;

favourably ; with good-will. Shakespeare.

KINDLY. a. [from kind.]

1. Homogeneal ; congenial ; kindred.

Hammond.

Dryden.2. Bland ; mild ; softening.

KINDNESS. s. [from kind.] Benevolence ;

beneficence ; good-will ; love. Collier.

KI'NDRED. 8. [cynnene, Sax.]

1. Relation by birth or marriage ; côgna-

tion ; affinity.

2. Relation ; sort.

3. Relatives.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Denham.

KI'NDRED. a. Congenial ; related ; cognate.

KINE. s. plur. from cow .

KING. s. [cuning, or cyning, Teut.]

Dryden.

B. Jonson.

Pope.1. Monarch ; supreme governour.

2. It is taken by Bacon in the feminine ; as

prince also is.

14
Philips.

3. A card with the picture of a king.

4. KING at Arms, or of heralds, a principal

officer at arms, of whom there are three ;

Garter, Norroy, and Clarencieux.

To KING. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To supply with a king. Shakespeare.

2. To make royal ; to raise to royalty.

KINGAPPLE. s. A kind of apple.

KI’NGCRAFT. s. [king and craft. ] The act of

governing.

KINGCUP. s. [king and cup. ] A flower.

KI'NGDOM. s. [from king.]

1. The dominion of a king ; the territories

subject to a monarch. ; Shakespeare.
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2. A different class or order of beings, as the

mineral kingdom. Locke.

Shakespeare.3. A region ; a tract.

KINGLIKE. a. [from king ]

KINGLY.

1. Royal ; sovereign ; monarchical.

2. Belonging to a king.

Shak.

Shakespeare.

Sidney.3. Noble ; august.

KINGLY. ad. With an air of royalty ; with

superiour dignity. Dunciad.

KINGSE'VIL. s. [king and evil.] A scrofulous

distemper, in which the glands are ulcerat-

ed, commonly believed to be cured by the

touch of a king. Wiseman.

KI'NGSHIP. s. [from king.] Royalty ; mo-

narchy. K. Charles. South.

Miller.

Ainsworth.

KI'NGSPEAR. s. A plant.

KINGSTONE. s. A fish.

KI'NSFOLK. s. [kin and folk .] Relations ;

those who are of the same family. Spectator.

KI'NSMAN. s. [kin and man. ] A man of the

same race or family.

KI'NSWOMAN. s. [kin and woman. ] A female

relation. Dennis.

KIRK. s. [cynce, Sax.] An old word for a

church, yet retained in Scotland . Cleaveland.

KIRTLÉ. s. [cýnzel, Saxon. ] An upper gar-

ment ; a gown. Shakespeare.

To KISS. v. a. [cusan, Welsh ;

1. To touch with the lips.

2. To treat with fondness.

3. To touch gently.

KISS. s. [ from the verb.]

joining lips.

nvw.]

Sidney.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Salute given by

Dryden.

KI'SSER. 8. [from kiss.] One that kisses.

KI'SSINGCRUST. s. [kissing and crust. ] Crust

formed where one loaf in the oven touches

another. King's Cookery.

KIT. s. [kitte, Dutch.] ,

1. A large bottle. Skinner.

Grew.2. A small diminutive fiddle.

3. A small wooden vessel.

KITCHEN. 8. [ kegin, Welsh ; cuisine, Fr.]

The room in a house where the provisions

are cooked. Hooker.

KITCHENGARDEN. s. [kitchen and garden .]

Garden in which esculent plants are produ-

ced. Spectator.

KITCHENMAID. s. [kitchen and maid.] A

cookmaid, or undercook.

KITCHENSTUFF. s. [kitchen and stuff.] The

fat ofmeat scummed off the pot, or gather-

ed out ofthe dripping-pan.

KITCHENWENCH. s. [kitchen and wench.]

Scullion ; maid employed to clean the in-

struments of cookery. Shakespeare.

KITCHENWORK. s. [kitchen and work.]

Cookery ; work done in the kitchen.

KITE. s . [cyta, Sax.]

1. A bird ofprey that infests the farms, and

steals the chickens. Grew.

2. A name of reproach denoting rapacity.

3. A fictitious bird made of paper.

Gov. ofthe Tongue.

Ainsworth.KITESFOOT. s. A plant.

KITTEN. s. [katteken, Dutch.] A young cat.

Prior.

To KITTEN. c. n. [from the noun.] To bring

forth young cats, Shakespeare.

To KLICK.` v. n. [from clack. ] To make a

small sharp noise.

To KNAB. v . a. [knappen, Dutch.] To bite.

L'Estrange.

KNACK. s. [cnec, Welsh ; cnaɲinge, skill,

Saxon .]

1. A little machine ; a petty contrivance ; a

toy. Shakespeare.

2. A readiness ; a habitual facility ; a lucky

dexterity.

3. A nice trick.

B. Jonson.

Pope

To KNACK. v. n. [from the noun. ] To make

a sharp quick noise, as when a stick breaks.

KNA'CKER. s. [from knach .,

1. A master of small work. Mortimer.

2. [Restio, Latin. ] A ropemaker. Ainsworth.

KNAG. s. [knag, a wart, Danish.] A hard knot

in wood.

KNA'GGY. a. [from knag.] Knotty ; set with

hard rough knots.

KNAP. s. [cnap, Welsh, a protuberance.] A

protuberance ; a swelling prominence.

To KNAP. v a. [knappen, Dut.]

1. To bite ; to break short. Com. Prayer.

2. [Knaap, Erse. ] To strike so as to make a

sharp noise like that of breaking. Bacon.

To KNAP. v. n. To make a sharp short noise.

Wiseman.

To KNA'PPLE. v. n. [from knap. ] To break

off with a sharp_quick_noise. Ainsworth.

KNAPSACK. s . [from knappen, to eat. ] The

bag which a soldier carries on his back ; a

bag of provisions. K. Charles

KNA'PWEED. s. A plant.

KNARE. s. [knor, Germ. ] A hard knot.

KNAVE. s. [cnapa, Sax. ]

1. A boy ; a male child..

Miller.

2. A servant. Both obsolete.

3. A petty rascal ; a scoundrel.

4. A card with a soldier painted on it.

Sidney

South

Hudibras.

Shak.

KNA'VERY. 8. [from knave.]

Pope.

Shakespeare.

1. Dishonesty ; tricks ; petty villany.

2. Mischievous tricks or practices .

KNA'VISH. a. [from knave.]

1. Dishonest ; wicked ; fraudulent.

2. Waggish ; mischievous.

KNA'VISHLY. ad . [from knavish.]

1. Dishonestly ; fraudulently .

2. Waggishly ; mischievously.

To KNEAD. v. a. [cnædan, Sax.] To beat or

mingle any stuff or substance. Donne.

KNEADINGTROUGH. s. [ knead and trough.]

A trough in which the paste of bread is

worked together. Exodus.

KNEE. s. [cneop, Sax.]`

1. The joint where the leg is joined to the

thigh. Bacon.

2. A knee is a piece of timber growing crook-

ed, and so cut that the trunk and branch

make an angle. Bacon.

Shakespeare.

To KNEE. v. a. [from the noun.] To suppli-

cateby kneeling.

KNEED. a. [from knee.]

1. Having knees ; as, in-kneed.

2. Havingjoints ; as, kneed grass.

KNE'EDEEP. a. [knee and deep.]

1. Rising to the knees.

2. Sunk to the knees. Dryden
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KNE'EHOLM. s. An herb.

KNE'EPAN. s. [knee and pan. ] A little round

bone at the knee, about two inches broad,

pretty thick, a little convex on both sides

and covered with a smooth cartilage on its

foreside. Quincy.

To KNEEL. v. n. [from knee. ] To perform the

act ofgenuflection ; to bend the knee.

KNE'ETRIBUTE. s. [knee and tribute.] Ge-

nuflection ; worship or obeisance shown by

kneeling. Milton.

KNEL. s. [cnil, Welsh ; cnyllan, Saxon.] The

sound ofa bell rung at a funeral. Cowley.

KNEW. The preterite of know.

KNIFE. s. plur. knives. [ cnıp, Saxon .] An in-

strument edged and pointed, wherewith

meat is cut. Watts.

KNIGHT. s. [cnıht, Sax.] :

*
1. A man advanced to a certain degree of

military rank. It was anciently the custom

to knight every man of fortune. In England

knighthood confers the title of sir ; as, sir

Thomas, sir Richard. When the name was

not known, it was usual to say, sir knight.

Daniel.

2. Among us the order of gentlemen next to

the nobility, except the baronets.

3. A champion. Drayton.

KNIGHT Errant. A wandering knight.

Denham. Hudibras.

KNIGHT Errantry. s. [from knight errant .]

The character or manners of wandering

knights. Norris.

KNIGHT ofthe Post. A hireling evidence.

South.

KNIGHT of the Shire. The representative of

a county in parliament ; he formerly was a

military knight, but now any man having an

estate in land of six hundred pounds a-year

is qualified.

Wotton.

To KNIGHT. v. a. [from the noun.] To create

one a knight.

KNIGHTLY. a. [from knight. ] Befitting a

knight ; beseeming a knight. Sidney.

KNIGHTHOOD. s . [from knight. ]

racter or dignity of a knight.

KNIGHTLESS. a. [from knight.] Unbecom-

ing a knight. Obsolete.

The cha-

B. Jonson.

Spenser.

To KNIT. v. a . preter. knit or knitted. [cnit-

tan, Sax ]

1. To make or unite by texture without a

loom.

2. To tie.

3. To join ; to unite.

4. To contract.

6. To tie up.

To KNIT. v. n.

Waller.

KNOB. . {knoop, Dutch.] A protuberance;

any part bluntly rising above the rest. Ray.

KNOBBED. a. [from knob.] Set with knobs ;

having protuberances. Grew.

KNOʻBBİNESS . s . [from knobby.] The quality

of having knobs.

KNO'BBY. a. [from knob.]

1. Full of knobs.

2. Hard ; stubborn.

To KNOCK. v. n . [cnucian, Sax.]

1. To clash ; to drive suddenly together.

Howei

Bentley.

2. To beat at a door for admittance.

3. To KNOCK under. A common expression,

denoting that a man yields or submits.

To KNOCK. v. a.

1. To affect or change in any respect by

blows. Dryden.

2. To dash together ; to strike ; to collide

with a sharp noise. Dryden. Rowe.

3. To KNOCK down. To fell by a blow.

4. To KNOCK on the head. To kill by a blow

to destroy.

KNOCK. s . [from the verb.]

South.

Brown.1. A sudden stroke ; a blow.

2. A loud stroke at a door for admission.

KNO'CKER. s. [from knock.]

1. He that knocks.

2. The hammer which hangs at the door for

strangers to strike. Pope.

To KNÖLL. v. a. [from knell. ] To ring the

bell; generally for a funeral. Shakespeare.

To KNOLL. v. n. To sound as a bell. Shak.

KNOLL. s. A little hill. Ainsworth.

KNOP. s. [A corruption ofknap.] Any tufty

top.
Ainsworth.

KNOT. s. [cnozza, Sax.]

1. A complication of a cord or string not

easy to be disentangled. Addison.

2. Any figure of which the lines frequently

intersect each other. Prior.

2. Any bond of association or union. Cowley.

4. A hard part in a piece ofwood caused by

the protuberance of a bough, and conse

quently by a transverse direction of the

fibres. Wisdom.

5. A confederacy ; an association ; a_sn:all

band. B. Jonson.

South.
6. Difficulty ; intricacy.

7. An intrigue, or difficult perplexity of af-

fairs.

S. A cluster ; a collection.

Shakespeare. To NOT. v. a . [from the noun.]

Shakespeare.

Addison.

Acts.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Texture.

1. To weave without a loom.

2. To join ; to close ; to unite.

KNIT. s. [from the verb.]

KNITTER. s. [from knit.]

or knits .

KNITTINGNEEDLE. s.

A wire which women use in knitting.

Shakespeare.

One who weaves

Shakespeare.

[knit and needle.]

Arbuthnot.

KNI'TTLE. s. [from knit. ] A string that ga-

thers a purse round. Ainsworth.

1. To complicate in knots.

2. To entangle ; to perplex.

3. To unite.

To KNOT. v. n.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Bacon.

1. To form buds, knots, or joints in vegeta-

Mortimer.tion.

2. To knit knots for fringes.

KNOʻTBERRYBUSH. s. A plant. Ainsworth.

KNO'TGRASS . s. [ knot and grass. ] A plant.

KNOTTED. a. [from knot. ] Full of knots.

KNOʻTTINESS.`s. [from knotty.] Fulness of

knots ; unevenness ; intricacy.

KNOTTY. a. [from knot.]

1. Full of knots.

2. Hard ; rugged.

Peacham.

Shakespeare.

Rowe.
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3. Intricate; perplexed ; difficult ; embar.

rassed. Bacon.

To KNOW. v. a. preter. I knew, I have known.

[cnapan, Sax.]

1. To perceive with certainty, whether intui

tive or discursive.

2. To be informed ; to be taught.

Locke.

Milton.

3. To distinguish. Locke.

4. To recognise. Shakespeare.

5. To be no stranger to.
Shakespeare.

6. To converse with another sex.

7. To see with approbation. Hosea.

To KNOW. v. n.

1. To have clearand certain perception ; not

to be doubtful.

2. Not to be ignorant.

3. To be informed.

Acts.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

4. To KNOWfor. To have knowledge of.

5. To KNOWof. To take cognizance of.

KNO'WABLE. a. [ from know. ] Cognoscible ;

possible to be discovered or understood .

KNO'WER. s. [fromknow. ] One who has skill

or knowledge.

KNO'WING. a. [from know .]

Glanville.

1. Skilful ; well instructed ; remote from ig-

norance.

"
KNOWLEDGE. 8. [from know.

2. Learning ; illumination of the mind.

1. Certain perception.

3. Skill in any thing.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

4. Acquaintance with any fact or any person.

Sidney.

B. Jonson.5. Cognizance ; notice.

6. Information ; power ofknowing. Sidney,

To KNO’WLEDGE. v, a. [not in use.] To

acknowledge ; to avow. Bacon.

To KNU'BBLE. v. a. [knipler, Danish.] To

beat. Skinner.

KNUCKLE. s. [cnucle, Sax.]

1. The joints ofthe fingers protuberant when

the fingers close .

2. The knee joint of a calf.

Garth.

Bucon.

Bacon.

Το

3. The articulation or joint of a plant.

To KNUCKLE. v. n. [from the noun.]

submit.

KNUCKLED. a. [from knuckle.] Jointed.

Boyle. }

Blackmore.

KNUFF. s. A lout. An old word.

KNUR. s. [knor, German. ]

KNURLE. hard substance.

KONED, for knew.

r
Bacon.

Hayward.

A knot ; a

Woodward.

Spenser.

Spenser

2. Conscious ; intelligent.

KNO'WING. s. [from know. ] Knowledge.

KNOWINGLY, ad. [from knowing.] With

skill; with knowledge. Atterbury.

To KYD. v. n. [cuð, Saxon. ] To know.

L.

LAB LAB

LAliquid consonant, which preserves always LA'BIODENTAL. a. [labium and dentalis,
the same sound in English.

At the end of a monosyllable it is always

doubled ; as, shall, still ; except after a diph.

thong; as, fail, feel. In a word of more syl-

lables it is written single ; as, channel, canal.

It is sometimes put before e, and sounded

feebly after it ; as, bible, title.

LA. interj. See ; look ; behold. Shakespeare.

LA'BDANUM. s. A resin of the softer kind.

This juice exudates from a low spreading

shrub, ofthe cistus kind, in Crete.

To LA'BEFY. v. a. [labefacio, Lat. ] To weak-

en; to impair.

LA'BEL. s. [labellum, Latin.]·

Hill.

1. A small slip or scrip of writing. Shak.

2. Any thing appendant to a larger writing.

Ayliffe .

3. [In law. A narrow slip of paper or

parchment affixed to a deed or writing, in

order to hold the appending seal . Harris,

LA'BENT. a. [labens, Lat.] Sliding ; gliding ,

slipping.
Dict.

LA'BIAL. a. [labialis, Latin.] Uttered bythe

lips. Holder.

LA BIATED. a. [labium, Latin.] Formed with

Latin.] Formed or pronounced by the co-

operation ofthe lips and teeth. Holder.

LABOʻRANT. s. [laborans, Lat.] A chymist.

Boyle.

Boyle,

LA'BORATORY. s. [laboratoire, Fr. ] A chy-
mist's workroom.

LABO'RIOUS. a. [laborieux, Fr. laboriosus,

Latin.]

South.1. Diligent in work ; assiduous.

2. Requiring labour ; tiresome ; not easy.

Dryden.

LABOʻRIOUSLY. ad. [from laborious.] With

labour ; with toil. Decay of Piety.

LABO'RIOUSNESS. s. [from laborious. ]

1. Toilsomeness ; difficulty. Decay ofPiety.

2. Diligence; assiduity.

LA'BOUR. s . [labeur, Fr. labor, Latin.]

1. The act of doing what requires a painful

exertion of strength ; pains ; toil.

2. Workto be done.

3. Work done ; performance.

Shakespeare.

Hooker

4. Exercise ; motion with some degree of

violence.

5. Childbirth ; travail.

Harvey.

South

lips.
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To LA'BOUR. v. n . [laboro, Latin.]

1. To toil ; to act with painful effort. Shak.

2. To do work ; to take pains.

3. To move with difficulty.

4. To be diseased with.

Ecclus.

Glanville.

B. Jonson.

5. To be in distress ; to be pressed . Wake.

6. To be in child-birth ; to be in travail. Dr.

To LA'BOUR. v. a.

1. To work at ; to move with difficulty. Cur.

2. To beat ; to belabour. Dryden.

LA'BOURER. s. [ laboureur, Fr.] .

1

1. One who is employed in coarse and toil-

some work. Swift.

2. One who takes pains in any employment.

Glanville.

LA'BOURSOME. a. [from labour. ] Made with

great labour and diligence. Shakespeare.

LA'BRA. s. [Spanish. ] A lip. Shakespeare.

LA'BYRINTH. s. (labyrinthus, Lat. ] Amaze ;

a place formed with inextricable windings.

Donne. Denkam .

LAC. s. Lac is of three sorts. 1. The stick lac.

2. The seed lac. 3. The shell lac.

LACE. s. [lacet, Fr.]

1. A string ; a cord.

2. A snare ; a gin.

Hill.

Spenser.

Fairfax.

3.A platted string with which women fasten

their clothes. Swift.

4. Ornaments offine thread cnriously woven.

Bacon.

5. Texture ofthread with gold and silver.
Herbert.

Prior.6. Sugar. A cant word.

To LACE. v. a. [from the noun .]

1. To fasten with a string run through eilet

Congreve.holes.

2. To adorn with gold or silver textures
sewed on.

Shakespeare.

3. To embellish with variegations .

4. To beat.

LACK. s . [from the verb.] Want ; need ; fai
lure. Hooker

LA'CKBRAIN. s. [lack and brain.] One that

wants wit.
Shakespeare.

LA'CKER. s. A kind of varnish, which, spread

upon a white substance, exhibits a goid
colour.

To LA'CKER . v. a. [from the noun.] To do

over with lacker.
Pope.

LA'CKEY. s . [lacquais, Fr.] An attending ser-

vant ; a foot-boy. Dryden

To LA'CKEY. v. a. [from the noun. ] To at

tend servilely. Milton.

Sandys.

To LA'CKEY. v . n. To act as a foot-boy ; to

pay servile attendance.

LA'CKLINEN. a . [lack and linen.] Wanting

shirts. Shakespeare.

LACKLUSTRE. a. [lack and lustre.] Want-

ing brightness. Shakespeare.

LAČO'NICK. a. [laconicus, Lat.] Short ; brief.

Pope.

Collier,

LA'CONISM. s . [ laconisme, Fr.] A concise

style.

LAČO'NICALLY. ad. [from laconick. ] Briefly;

concisely. Camden.

LA'CTARY. a. [lactis, Lat. ] Milky. Brown.

LA'CTARY. s. [lactarium, Latin.] A dairy-

house.

LACTATION. s. [lacto, Lat.] The act ortime

of giving suck.

LA'CTEAL. a. [from lac, Latin. ] Conveying

chyle, Locke.

LA'CTEAL. s . The vessel that conveys chyle.

Arbuthnot.

LACTEOUS. a. [lacteus, Latin ]

1. Milky.
Brown

Bentley.

Boyle.

2. Lacteal ; conveying chyle.

LACTE'SCENCE. s. [ lactesco, Lat .] Tendency
to milk.Shak.

L'Estrange. LACTE'SCENT. a . [lactescens, Lat. ] Produ

cing milk. Arbuthnot.LACED Mutton. An old word for a whore.

LA'CEMAN. 8. [lace and man. ] One who deals

Shakespeare.

in lace. Addison.

LA CERABLE. a. [from lacerate.]

may be torn.

To LÃ'CERATE. v. a. [lacero, Lat. ]

to rend.

Such as

Harvey.

To tear ;

Derham.

LACERATION. s [from lacerate.}

1. The act of tearing or rending , *

2. The breach made by tearing. Arbuthnot.

LA'CERATIVE. a. [from lacerate. ] Tearing ;

having the power to tear. Harvey.

LA'CHRYMAL. a . [lachrymal, Fr. ] · Generat-

ing tears. Cheyne.

LA CHRYMARY. a. [lachryma, Lat ] Con-

taining tears. Addison.

LACHRYMATION. s. [from lachryma, Lat.]

The act ofweeping, or shedding tears.

LA CHRYMATORY. s. [ lachrymatoire, Fr.]

A vessel in which tears are gathered to the

honour ofthe dead.

LACINIATED. a . [from lacinia, Lat.] Adorn-

ed with fringes and borders .

To LACK. v. a. [ laecken, to lessen , Dutch. ] To

want; to need ; to be without.

To LACK. v. n.

1. To be in want.

2. To be wanting.

Daniel.

Common Frayer.

Genesis.

LACTIFEROUS. a. [lac and fero, Lat. ] What

conveys or brings milk.

LAD. s. [lede, Sax.]

Ray.

1. A boy; a stripling , in familiar language.

2. A boy ; a swain, in pastoral language.

LA'DDER. s. [hladne, Sax. ]

1. A frame made with steps placed between

two upright pieces. Swift. Prior.

2. Any thing by which one climbs . Sidney.

3. A gradual rise. Swift.

LADE. s. The mouth ofa river, from the Sax

labe, which signifies a purging or discharg

ing. Gibson.

To LADE. v. a. preter. laded part. pass. laded

or laden. [hladen, Saxon.]

1. To load ; to freight ; to burden, Bacon.

2. [pladan, to draw, Sax. ] To heave out ; to

throw; used of liquids taken out or put in

by the hand.

LA'DING. s. [from lade. ] Weight ; burden.

LA'DLE. s. [liable, Saxon.]

Temple.

Prior.

1. A large spoon ; a vessel with a long handle

used in throwing out any liquid .

2. The receptacles ofa mill-wheel, into which

the water falling turns it.

LA'DY. 8. [hlærdig, Saxon.]

1. A woman of high rank ; the title of lady

properly belongs to the wives of knights, of
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all degrees above them, and to the daughters

of earls , and of all higher ranks. K. Charles.

2. An illustrious or eminent woman. Shak.

3. A word of complaisance used ofwomen.

Shakespeare.

LA'DY-BEDSTRAW. s. [gallium, Latin . ] A

plant.

LADY-BIRD.

LADY-COW.

LADY-FLY. }

Miller.

s. A small red insect vagi-

nopennous. Gay.

LA'DY-DAY. s. [lady and day.] The day on

which the annunciation of the blessed Virgin
is celebrated ; twenty-fifth of March.

LA'DY-LIKE. a. [lady and like. ] Soft ; deli-

cate ; elegant. Dryden.

LA'DY-MANTLE. s. A plant. Miller.

LA'DYSHIP. s. [from lady. ] The title of a

lady. Ben Jonson.

Miller.

Carew.

LA'DY'S-SLIPPER. s. A flower.

LA'DY'S-SMOCK. s. A flower.

LAG. a . [ lugg, Swedish, the end.]

1. Coming behind ; falling short.

2. Sluggish ; slow ; tardy. Shak. Dryden.

3. Last ; long delayed. Shakespeare.

LAG. s.

1. The lowest class ; the rump ; the fag end.

Shakespeare.

2. He that comes last, or hangs behind. Pope.

To LAG. v . n.

1. To loiter ; to move slowly. Dryden.

2. To stay behind ; not to come in. Swift.

LA'GGER. s. [from lag. ] A loiterer ; an idler.

LA'ICAL. a. [ luique, Fr. laicus, Lat. λaos. ] Be-

longing to the laity or people, as distinct

from the clergy. Camden.

LAID. Preterite participle oflay.

LAIN. Preterite participle of lie.

LAIR. s. [ lui, French .] The couch of a boar, or

wild beast. Milton.

LAIRD. s. [hlafond, Saxon . ] The lord of a

manor in the Scottish dialect. Cleaveland.

LA'ITY. s. [ 05.]

1. The people as distinguished

clergy.

2. The state of a layman.

LAKE. s. [lac, Fr. lacus, Latin.]

from the

Swift.

Ayliffe.

1. A large diffusion of inland water. Dryden.

2.A small plash of water.

3. A middle colour, betwixt ultramarine and

vermilion.

LAMB. s. [lamb, Gothick and Saxon. ]

1. The young of a sheep.

Dryden.

Pope.

Common Prayer.

JA'MBATIVE. a. [from lambo, Latin, to lick.]

Taken by licking. Brown.

LA'MBATIVE. s. A medicine taken by lick-

ing with the tongue. Wiseman.

IA'MBKIN. s. [from lamb . ] A little lamb . Spen.

LA'MBS-WOOL. s. [ lamb and wool . ] Ale mix-

ed with the pulp of roasted apples,

2. Typically, the Saviour ofthe world.

Song of the King and the Miller.

LA'MBENT. [lambens, Latin. ] Playing a-

bout ; gliding over without harm . Dryden.

LAMDOIDAL. a. [λaµda and doc. ] Having

the form of the letter lamda or A. Sharp.

LAME. a. [laam, lama, Saxon.]

1. Crippled ; disabled in the limbs.

Daniel. Arbuthnot. Pope.

2. Hobbling ; not smooth ; alluding to the
feet of a verse. Dryden.

Bacon.3. Imperfect ; unsatisfactory.

To LAME. v. a. [from the adjective.] To

cripple. Shakespeare.

LA'MELLATED. a. [lamella, Latin .] Covered

with films or plates.

LA'MELY. ad. [from lume.]

Derham

1. Like a cripple ; without natural force or

activity. Wiseman.

Dryden.2. Imperfectly.

LA'MENESS . 8. [from lame.]

1. The state of a cripple ; loss or inabilityof

limbs. Dryden.

Dryden.2. Imperfection ; weakness.

To LAMENT. v. n. [lamentor, Latin.] To

mourn ; to wail ; to grieve ; to express sor-

Shakespeare. Dryden.

To LAMENT. v. a. To bewail ; to mourn; to

bemoan ; to sorrow for.

LAME'NT. s. [lamentum, Latin.]

row.

Dryden.

1. Sorrow audibly expressed ; lamentation.

Dryden.

2. Expression of sorrow. Shakespeare.

LA'MENTABLE. a. [lamentabilis, Latin.]

1. To be lamented ; causing sorrow. Shak.

2. Mournful ; sorrowful ; expresssing sorrow.

Sidney.

3. Miserable, in a ludicrous or low sense ;

pitiful. Stillingfleet.

LA'MENTABLY. ad. [ from lamentable.]

1. With expressions or tokens ofsorrow . Sid.

2. So as to cause sorrow. Shakespeare.

3. Pitifully ; despicably ; meanly.

LAMENTATION. s . [ lamentatio, Latin.] Ex-

pression ofsorrow ; audible grief. Shak.

LAMENTER. s. [from lament. ] He who

mourns or laments. Spectator.

LA'MENTINE. s . A fish called a sea-cow or

manatee, which is near twenty feet long, the

head resembling that of a cow, and two short

feet, with which it creeps on the shallows

and rocks to get food, but has no fins. Buil.

LAMINA. s [Lat. ] Thin plate ; one coat laid

over another.

LA'MINATED. a. [ from lamina .] Plated ; used

of such bodies whose contexture discovers

such a disposition as that of plates lying over

one another. •
Sharp.

To LAMM . v . a. To beat soundly with a cud-

gel.

LA'MMAS . s . The first of August.

LAMP. s. [lampe, Fr. lampas, Latin.]

Dict.

Bacon.

1. A light made with oil and a wick. Boyle.

2. Any kind of light, in poetical language,

real or metaphorical . Rowe.

LA'MPASS. s . [ lampas, French.] A lump of

flesh, about the bigness of a nut, in the roof

of a horse's mouth. Furrier's Dict

LA'MPBLACK. s. (lump and black. ] It is made

by holding a torch under the bottom of a

basin, and as it is furred striking it with a

feather into some shell. Peacham.

LAMPING. a. [λaµgiтTawv. ] Shining ; spark-

ling. Spenser

LAMPO'ON. s. A personal satire ; abuse ; cen

sure written not to reform but to vex.Dryden.

To LAMPO'ON. v. a . [from the noun.] To

abuse with personal satire.
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LAMPOONER. s . [from lampoon.] A scribbler

ofpersonal satire. Tatler.

LA'MPREY.s. [lamproys, French.] Afish much

like the eel.

spear.

To LANCE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To pierce ; to cut.

cure.

LA'MPRON. s. A kind of sea-fish. Broome.

LANCE. s. [lance, Fr. lancea, Latin.] A long

Sidney.

Shakespeare.

2. To open chirurgically ; to cut in order to

Dryden.

LA'NCELY. a. [from lance.] Suitable to a

lance.
Sidney.

LANCEPE'SADE. s . [ lance spezzate, Ital. ] The

officer under the corporal. Cleaveland.

LA'NCET. s . [ lancette, French. ] A small point-

ed chirurgical instrument. Wiseman.

To LANCH. v. n. [lancer, French.] This word

is too often written launch . ] To dart ; to cast

as a lance. Pope.

LANCINA'TION. s . [from lancino, Latin.]

Tearing ; laceration.

To LA'NCINATE. v. a. [lancino, Latin.] To

tear; to rend.

LAND. s.. [land, Gothick.]

1. A country ; a region, distinct from other

countries. Spenser.

e. Earth, distinct from water. Sidney . Abbot.

3. Ground ; surface of the place.

4. An estate real and immovable.

5. Nation ; people.

6. Urine.

Locke.

Knolles.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

To LAND. v. a. [from the noun.] To set on

shore.
Dryden.

To LAND. v. n. To come on shore. Bacon.

LAND-FORCES. s. [ land and forces.] War-

like powers not naval ; soldiers that serve on

land. Shakespeare.

LA'NDED. a. [ from land. ] Having a fortune
-in land. Shakespeare.

LA'NDFALL. s . [land and fall . ] A sudden

translation of property in land by the death

of a rich man.

LA'NDFLOOD. s. [lund and flood .] Inundation

Clarendon.

LANDGRAVE. s . [land and grave, a count,

German.] A German title of dominion.

LANDHOLDER. s . [land and holder.] One

whose fortune is in land. Locke.

LA'NDJOBBER. s . [ land and job.] One who

buys and sells lands for other men. Swift.

LANDING.
s. [from land. ] The top

Addison.

by rain.

LANDING PLACE . } of stairs .

LA'NDLADY s. [land and lady.]

·

1. A woman who has tenants holding from

her.

2. The mistress of an inn . Swift.

LA'NDLESS. a. [from land. ] Without proper-

ty; without fortune. Shakespeare.

LANDLOCKED. a. [land and lock . ] Shut in,

or enclosed with land. Addison.

LANDLOPER. s. [ land and loopen, Dutch.]

A landman ; a term of reproach used by sea-

men of those who pass their lives on shore.

LANDLORD. s. [ land and lord . ]

1. One who owns lands or houses.

2. The master of an inn.

Spenser.

Addison.

LANDMARK. s. [lund and mark .] Anything

set up to preserve boundaries. Dryden.

LANDSCAPE s. [ landschape, Dutch.]

1. A region ; the prospect of a country.

Milton. Addison.

2. A picture, representing an extent of space,

with the various objects in it. Addison. Pope.

LA'ND-TAX. s . [land and tax.] Tax laid upon

land and houses. Locke.

LA'ND-WAITER. s . [ land and waiter. ] An of-

ficer ofthe customs, who is to watch what

goods are landed.

LANDWARD. ad . [from land.] Toward the

Sandys.land.

LANE. s . [laen, Dutch.]

1

Swift.

1. Anarrowway between hedges. Milt. Otw.

2. A narrow street ; an alley . Sprat.

Bacon.

3. A passage between men standing on each

side.

LA'NERET. s . A little hawk.

LA'NGUAGE. s . [ langage, French.]

1. Human speech . Holder.

2. The tongue of one nation as distinct from

others. Shakespeare.

guages.

3. Style ; manner of expression. Roscommon.

LA'NGUAGED. a. [from the noun.] Having

various languages. Pope.

LANGUAGE-MASTER. s. [ language and mas-

ter.] One whose profession is to teach lan-

Spectator.

LA'NGUET. s . [languette, Fr.] Any thing cut

in the form of a tongue.

LANGUID. a. [ languidus, Latin .]

1. Faint ; weak ; feeble.

2. Dull ; heartless.

LANGUIDLY. ad. [from languid. ] Weakly ;

feebly. Boyle.

Bentley.

Addison.

LANGUIDNESS. s . [from languid.] Weak-

ness ; feebleness .

To LA'NGUISH. v. n. [languir, Fr. langueo,

Latin.]

1. To grow feeble ; to pine away ; to lose

strength. Dryden.

2. To be no longer vigorous in motion. Dry.

3. To sink or pine under sorrow. Shakespeare.

4. To look with softness or tenderness. Dry.

LA'NGUISH. s. [ from the verb.] Soft appear-

ance. Pope.

LA'NGUISHINGLY. ad. [ from languishing.]

1. Weakly ; feebly ; with feeble softness.

Pope.

2. Dully ; tediously.

LA'NGUISHMENT. s. [languissement, Fr.]

1. State of pining.

2. Softness of mien.

Sidney.

Spenser

Dryden

LA'NGUOR. s. [languor, Latin. ] Languor and

lassitude signify a faintness, which may

arise from want or decay of spirits.

Quincy Dunciad.

LA'NGUOROUS. a. [languoreux, Fr.] Tedi-

ous; melancholy.
Spenser.

To LA'NIATE. v. a. [ lanio, Latin . ] To tear im

pieces ; to rend ; to lacerate.

LÂ'NIFICE . s. [lunificium, Latin. ] Woollen

manufacture. Bacon.

LANI'GEROUS . a. [laniger, Latin .] Bearing

wool.

LANK. a. [lanke, Dutch.]

1. Loose ; not filled up ; not stiffened out.

2. Not fat. Boyle.

3. Faint ; languid. Milton
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LA'NKNESS. s. [from lank.] Want of plump-

Hess.

LANNER. s . [lanier¸ Fr. lannarius, Latin .] A

species of hawk.

LA'NSQUENET. s.

1. A common foot soldier.

2. A game at cards.

LANTERN. s . [lanterne, French. ]

1. A transparent case for a candle. Locke.

1. A lighthouse ; a light hung out to guard

ships. Addison.

LANTERNjaws. A thin visage. Addison.

LANUGINÕUS. «. [lanuginosus, Lat. ]Downy ;

covered with soft hair.

LAP. s. [læppe, Saxon.]

1. The loose part of a garment, which may

be doubled at pleasure. Swift.

2. The part of the clothes that is spread ho-

rizontally over the knees. Shakespeare.

To LAP. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To wrap or twist round any thing. Newt.

2. To involve in any thing. Shakespeare.

To LAP. v. n. To be spread or twisted over

any thing. Grew.

To LAP. v. n. [lappian, Saxon. ] To feed by

quick reciprocations of the tongue. Digby.

To LAP. v. a . To lick up. Chapman.

LA'PDOG. s. [lup and dog.] A little dog, fond-

led by ladies in the lap.

LAPFUL. a. [lap andfull.] As much as can

be contained in the lap.

LA'PICIDE. s . [lapicida, Latin . ] A stone-cut

Dict.ter.

•

Dryden.

Locke.

-

LAPIDARY. s . [ lapidaire, French. ] One who

deals in stones or gems. Woodward.

To LAPIDATE. v. a. [lapido, Lat .] To stone ;

to kill by stoning.

LAPIDATION. s. [ lapidulio, Latin ; lapida-

tion, French. ] A stoning.

Ray.

LAPIDEOUS . a. [lapideus, Latin . ] Stony ; of

the nature of stone.

LAPIDESCENCE .s. [ lapidesco, Lat .] Stony

concretion. Brown.

LAPIDESCENT. a. [ lapidescens, Lat.] Grow-

ing or turning to stone.

Bacon.

LAPIDIFICATION. s. [ lapidification, Fr.]

The act of forming stones.

LAPIDIFICK. a. [lapidifique, Fr. ] Forming
stones.

3. To slip as by inadvertency or mistake. Ad

4. To lose the proper time. Ayliffe

5. To fall by the negligence of one proprie

tor or another. Ayliffe.

Stillingfeet.

LAPWING. s . [ ap and wing.] A clamorous

bird with long wings.

6. To fail from perfection , truth, or faith.

LAPWORK. s. [lap and work. ] Work in which

one part is interchangeably wrapped over

Grew.the other.

LA'RBOARD. s . The left-hand side of a ship,

when you stand with your face to the head;

opposed to the starboard. Harris.

LARCENY. s. [ larcin, French ; latrocinium,

Latin.] Petty theft. Spectator.

LARCH. s . [lurix, Latin. ] A tree."

LARD. s . [lardum, Latin ; lard, French.]

1. The grease of swine.

2. Bacon ; the flesh of swine.

To LARD. v a. [larder, French.]

1. To stuff with bacon.

2. To fatten.

3. To mix with something else by way of

improvement.

LA'RDER. s . [ lardier, old French.]

where meat is kept or salted.

LA'RDERER. s. [from larder. ] One

the charge of the larder.

LA'RDON. s . [French. ] A bit of bacon.

LARGE. a. [ large, French.]

1. Big ; bulky.

2. Wide ; extensive.

3. Liberal ; abundant ; plenty.

4. Copious ; diffuse.

5. At LARGE. Without restraint.

6. At LARGE. Diffusively.

LARGELY. ad. [ from large.]

1. Widely ; extensively.

2. Copiously; diffusely ; amply.

3. Liberally ; bounteously.

4. Abundantly ; without sparing.

LA'RGENESS. s. [from large.]

1. Bigness ; bulk.

2. Greatness ; comprehension.

3. Extension ; amplitude.

4. Wideness.

Donne

Dryden

King

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

The room
Ascham.

who has

Temple.

Carew.

Thomson.

Clarendon.

Bacon.

Watts.

LA'RGESS. s . [ largesse, French.] A
Grew. gift ; a bounty.

LAPIDIST. s. (from lapidus, Latin .] A dealer

in stones or gems. Ray.

LAPIS. s. [Latin .] A stone.

LA'PIS Lazuli. Azure stone, a copper ore, very

compact and hard, so as to take a high polish ;

it is worked into toys. The beautiful ultra-

marine colour used by painters is only a cal-

cination of lapis lazuli. Hill.

LA'PPER. s. [from lap.]

Swift.1. One who wraps up.

2. One who laps or licks.

LAPPET. s . [diminutive of lap. ] The part of

a headdress that hangs loose.

LAPSE. s. [lapsus, Latin . ]

Swift.

1. Flow ; fall ; glide ; smooth course. Hale.

2. Petty errour ; small mistake. Rogers.

3. Transition of right from one to another.

To LAPSE. v. n. [from the noun .]

1. To glide slowly ; to fall by degrees. Swift.

2. To fall in any thing; to slip. Shakespeare.

Watts.

Swift.

Milton.

Sprat

Collier.

Hooker.

Bentley,

present ; a

Derham

The act of

Dict.

–LÄRGITION. s. [largitio, Latin.]

giving.

LARK. s. [lapence, Sax.] A small singing bird.

LA'RKEK. s. [from lark. ] A catcher of larks.

LARKSPUR. s. [delphinium.] A plant.

LA'RVATED. a. [larvatus, Lat. ] Masked.

LA'RUM . s . [ from alarm or alarum . ]

1. Alarm ; noise denoting danger. Shakesp.

2. An instrument that makes a noise at a cer-

tain hour. Wilkins.

LARYNGOTOMY. s . [λαρυγξ and τέμνω ; la.

ryngotomie, French.] An operation where the

forepart of the larynx is divided to assist res

piration, during large tumours upon the up-

per parts : as in á quirsy Quincy.

LARYNX e, [ λaguy . ] The upper part of the

trachea, which lies below the root ofthe

tongue, before the pharynx. Quincy.

LASCIVIENT. a. [ lasciviens, Latin . ] Frolick-

some ; wantoning.
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1

LASCIVIOUS . a. [ lascious, Latin.]

1. Lewd ; lustful. South.

2. Wanton ; soft ; luxurious. Shakespeare.

LASCIVIOUSLY. ad. Lewdly; wantonly ;

loosely.

LASCIVIOUSNESS. s . [from lascivious . ] Wan-

tonness ; looseness. Dryden.

LASH. s [schlagen, Dutch.]

1. A stroke with any thing pliant and tough.

Dryden.

2. The thong or point ofthe whip. Shak.

3. A leash, or string in which an animal is

held. Out of use. Tusser.

4. A stroke of satire ; a sarcasm. L'Estrange.

79 LASH. v. a . [from the noun ]

1. To strike with any thing pliant ; to scourge.

Garth.

2. To move with a sudden spring or jirk. Dr.

3. To beat; to strike with a sharp sound.

4. To scourge with satire.

Prior.

Pope.

5. To tie any thing down to the side ormast

of a ship ; properly to lace.

To LASH. v . n. To ply the whip. Gay.

LA'SHER. s . [from lush. ] One that whips or

lashes.

LASS. s. A girl ; a maid ; a young woman.

Philips.

LA'SSITUDE. s. [lassitudo, Lat. ] Weariness ;

fatigue. More.

LA'SSLORN. a . [lass and lorn. ] Forsaken by

his mistress. Not used. Shakespeare.

LAST. a. [latest, Saxon.]

1. Latest ; that follows all the rest

2. Hindmost ; which follows in

place.

To LATCH. v . a. [from the noun.]

1. To fästen with a latch. Locke

2. [ Lecher, French.] To smear. Shakespeare.

LATCHES. s. Latches or laskets, in a ship,

are small lines like loops, fastened bysewing

into the bonnets or drablers, in order to lace

the bonnets to the courses, or the drables

to the bonnets. Harris.

LA'TCHET. s. [lacet, French.] The string that
fastens the shoe. Mark

LATE. a. [lær, Saxon.]

1. Contrary to early ; slow ; tardy ; long de

layed. Milton.

2. Last in any place, office, or character. Ad.

3. The deceased ; as, the works of the late

Mr. Pope..

4. Far in the day or night.

LATE. ad.

1. After long delays ; after a long time. Phil.

2. In a later season.

3. Lately ; not long ago.

4. Far in the day or night.

Bacon.

Spenser.

Dryden.

5. Of LATE. Lately ; in time past. Milton.

LATED. a. from late. ] Belated ; surprised by

the night. Shakespeare.

LATELY. ad . [from late. ] Notlong ago. Acts.

LA'TENESS . s. [from late. ] Time far ad-

vanced . Swift

LA'TENT. a . [latens, Lat.] Hidden ; conceal-

ed ; secret. Woodward

LATERAL. a . [ lateral, French.]

1. Growing out on the side ; belonging to

the side. Arbuthnot.

2. Placed, or acting on the side . Milton.

LATERALITY. s . [from lateral. ] The quality

of having distinct sides.

LATERALLY. ad. [from lateral .] By the

side ; sidewise.

Brown.

3. Beyond which there is no more.

4. Lowest ; meanest.

in time.

Samuel.

order of

Pope.

Cowley.

Pope.

week.

Dryden.

Holder.

LATEWARD. ad. [late, and peaɲd, Saxon.]

Somewhat late. :
5. Next before the present ; as, last

6. Utmost.

7. At LAST. In conclusion ; at the end. Gen.

8. The LAST. The end.

LAST. ad.

Pope.

1. The last time ; the time next before the

present. Shakespeare.

2. In conclusion
Dryden.

To LAST. v. n. [lærtan, Saxon.] To endure ;

to continue ; to persevere.

LAST. s. [lært, Saxon.]

Locke.

1. The mould on which shoes are formed.

Addison.

2. [Last, German.] A load ; a certain weight

or measure.

LA'STAGE. s. [lestage, Fr. lastagie, Dutch.]

1. Custom paid for freightage.

2. The ballast of a ship.

LA'STERY. s. A red colour.

LA'STING. particip. a. [from last .]

1. Continuing ; durable.

Spenser.

Ray.

2. Oflong continuance ; perpetual . Boyle.

LA'STINGLY. ad. Perpetually : durably.

LAʼSTINGNESS . s. [from lasting. ] Durable-

ness ; continuance. Newton.

LASTLY. ad. [from last.]

1. In the last place. Bacon.

2. In the conclusion ; at last ; finally.

LATCH. s. [letse, Dutch.] A catch of a door

-moved by a string, or a handle. Smart.

LATH. s. [ latta, Saxon ; late, latte, French.]

A small long piece of wood used to support

ths tiles of houses. Moxon.

To LATH. v. a . [ latter, French ; from the

noun.] To fit up with laths. Mortimer.

LATH. s. [ læð, Sax. ] A part of a county. Bac.

LATHE. s. The tool of a turner, by which he

turns about his matter so as to shape it by

the chisel. Ray.

To LATHER. v. n. [leopan, Saxon.] To forin

a foam . Baynard.

To LA'THER v. a. To cover with a foam of

water and soap.

LATHER. s. [from the verb. ] A foam or

froth made commonly by beating soap with

water.

LATIN. a. [Latinus. ] Written or spoken in

the language of the old Romans. Ascham.

LATINISM. s. [latinisme, Fr. latinismus, low

Latin.] A Latin idiom ; a mode of speech

peculiar to the Latin . Addison.

LATINIST. s. One skilled in Latin. Oldham.

LATI'NITY. s. [latinité, Fr. latinitas, Latin. ]

The Latin tongue. Dennis.

To LATINIZE. v. a. [latiniser, Fr. ] To use

words or phrases borrowed from the Latin.

To LATINIZE. v. n. To give names a Latin

termination, to make them Latin. Watts

LATISH. a. [from late ] Somewhat late.
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Brown.

LATIRO'STROUS. a. [latus and rostrum, La-

tin.] Broad-beaked.

LAʼTITANCY. s. [from latitans, Lat.] Deli-

tescence ; the state of lying hid. Brown.

LA'TITANT. a. [latitans, Lat. ] Delitescent ;

concealed ; lying hid. Boyle.

LATITATION. s. [from latito, Lat.] The state

oflying concealed.

LATITUDE. s. [latitude, French.]

1. Breadth ; width ; in bodies of unequal di-

mensions the shorter axis.

2. Room ; space ; extent

Wotton.

Locke.

3. The extent of the earth or heavens, rec-

koned from the equator to either pole. Swift.

4. A particular degree, reckoned from the

equator. Addison.

5. Unrestrained acceptation. K. Charles.

6. Freedom from settled rules ; laxity.Taylor.

7. extent ; diffusion. Brown.

LATITUDINARIAN. a . [latitudinarius, low

Latin.] Not restrained ; not confined. Col.

LATITUDINA'RIAN . 's. One who departs

from orthodoxy.

LATRANT. a. [latrans, Latin.] Barking.

Tickel.

LATRI'A. 8. [ Latin ; λavga.] The highest

kind ofworship. Stillingfleet.

LATTEN. s . [leton, Fr.] Brass ; a mixture of

copper and calaminaris stone, Peacham.

LATTER. a.

1. Happening after something else.

2. Modern ; lately done or past. Locke.

Watts.3. Mentioned last of two.

LATTERLY. ad. [from latter.] Of late.

LATTICE. s. [ lattis, French.] A reticulated

a

crossing each other at small distances . Cleave.

To LATTICE . v. a. [ from the noun. ] To de-

cussate, or cross ; to mark with cross parts

like a lattice .

LAVATION. s . [lavatio, Latin .] The act of

washing. Hakewill.

LAVATORY. s. [from lavo, Latin.] A wash ;

somethinginwhich parts diseased are washed.

Harvey.

LAUD. s. [laus, Latin.]

1. Praise ; honour paid ; celebration. Pope.

2. That part of divine worship which consists

in praise. Bacon.

To LAUD. v. a. [laudo, Latin .] To praise ; to

celebrate.

LAUDABLE. a. [laudabilis, Latin.]

Bentley.

1. Praise-worthy ; commendable. Locke.

2. Healthy ; salubrious. Arbuthnot.

LAUDABLENESS. s. [from laudable.] Praise-

worthiness.

LA'UDABLY. ad. [from laudable.] In a man-

ner deserving praise. Dryden.

LAUDANUM. s . [ a cant word, from laudo,

Latin. ] A soporifick tincture.

To LAVE. v. a. [lavo, Latin.]

1. To wash ; to bathe. Dryden.

2. [Lever, French.] To throw up ; to lade ;

to draw out. Ben Jonson,

To LAVE. v. n. To wash himself; to bathe. Po.

To LAVE'ER. v. n. To change the direction

often in a course.

LAVENDER. s . [lavendula, Latin. ]

the verticillate plants.

Dryden.

One of

Miller.

LA'VER. s. [lavoir, French ; from lave. ] A

washing vessel. Milton.

To LAUGH. v. n. [ hlahan, Sax. lachen, Ger.]

J. To make that noise which sudden merri-

ment excites. Bacon,

merriment.

2. [ In poetry.] To appear gay, favourable,

pleasant, or fertile. Shakespeare.

3. To LAUGH at. To treat with contempt ;

to ridicule . Shakespeare.

To LAUGH. v. a . To deride ; to scorn . Shak.

LAUGH. s. [from the verb. ] The convulsion

caused by merriment ; an inarticulate ex.

pression of sudden merriment. -Pope.

LÄ'UGHABLE . a. [f: om laugh . ] Such as may

properly excite laughter Dryden.

LA'UGHER. s. {from laugh.] A man fond of

Pope.

LAʼUGHINGLY. ad. [from laughing.] In a

merry way; merrily.

LA'UGHINGSTOCK. s. [laugh and stock .] A

butt ; an object of ridicule. Spenser.

LA'UGHTER. s . [from laugh.] Convulsive

merriment ; an inarticulate expression of

sudden merriment. Shakespeare

LA'VISH, a . [from to lave, to throw out.]

1. Prodigal ; wasteful ; indiscreetly liberal.

2. Scattered in waste ; profuse.

3. Wild ; unrestrained.

To LA VISH. v . a. [from the adjective. ] To

scatter with profusion ; to waste. Addison.

LA'VISHER. s. [from lavish.] A prodigal ;

profuse man.

LA'VISHLY.ad. [from lavish.] Profusely ; pro-

digally. Shakespeare.

LA'VISHNESS.

To LAUNCH. v. n.

S.

Rowe.

Shakespeare.

[from lavish.] Prodiga

lity; profusion. Spenser

1. To force a vessel into the sea.

a

Locke.

2. To rove at large ; to expatiate ; to make

excursions.

To LAUNCH. v. a.

1. To push to sea.

Davies

Pope.

Dryden.2. To dart fromthe hand.

LAUND. s. [ lande, French. ] Lawn ; a plain ex-

tended between woods. Shakespeare.

LAU'NDRESS. s. [lavandiere, French.] A wo-

man whose employment is to wash clothes.

Camden.

LAUNDRY. s. [as if lavanderie.]

1. The room in which clothes are washed.

Swift

Bacon2. The act or state of washing.

LAVOʻLTA. s. [ la volte, Fr.] An old dance,

in which was much turning and much caper-

ing. Shakespeare

LA’ÜREATE . a. [ laureatus, Lat. ] Decked or

invested with a laurel. Pope

LAUREATION. s . [from laureate.] In the

Scottish universities, the act or state ofhav

ing degrees conferred, as they have in some

of them a flowery crown, in iinitation oflau-

rel among the ancients.

LA'UREL. s . [ laurus, Lat.] A tree, called also

the cherry bay. Mortimer.

LA'URELED. a. [from laurel.] Crowned or

decorated with laurel ; laurcate. Dryden.

LAW. s . [laga, Saxon.]

1. A rule of action.
Dryden
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8. A decree, edict, statute, or custom, pub-

lickly established.

3. Judicial process .

Davies.

Shakespeare.

4. Conformity to law ; any thing lawful. Sha.

5. An established and constant mode orpro-

Shakespeare.

6. The Mosaical institution ; distinguished

from the prophets, and the gospel.

cess.

7. Jurisprudence ; the study of law.

LAWFUL. a. [ law and full. ] Agreeable to

law; allowed by law. Shakespeare.

LA'WFULLY. ad. [from lawful. ] Legally ;

agreeably to law. South.

LAWFULNESS. s. [from lawful.] Legality ;

5. To fix deep ; to lay foundations.

6. To put ; to place.

7. To bury ; to inter.

8. To station or place privily.

9. To spread on a surface.

10. To paint ; to enamel.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

Acts.

Proverbs.

Waits.

Locke.

Bacon.11. To put into any state of quiet.

12. To calm , to still ; to allay. Ben Jonson,

13. To prohibit a spirit to walk. L'Estrange.

14. To set on the table. Hosea,

15. To propagate plants by fixing their twigs

in the ground.

16. To wager ; to stake.

Mortimer.

Dryden.

allowance of law. Bacon.

17. To reposite any thing.

18. To exclude eggs.

4
Psalms.

Bacon,

LA'WGIVER. s. [law and giver.] Legislator ;

one that makes laws.

Ezekiel.

Bacon. L'Estrange.

LA'WGIVING. a. [law and giving. ] Legisla-

tive.

LA'WLESS. a. [from law.]

Waller

1. Unrestrained by any law ; not subject to

Raleigh. Roscommon.
law.

Dryden.2. Contrary to law ; illegal.

LAWLESSLY. ad. [from lawless .] In a man-

ner contrary to law. Shakespeare.

LA'WMAKER. s. [law and maker.] Legislator ;

one that makes laws ; a lawgiver. Hooker.

LAWN. s. [land, Danish ; lawn, Welsh. ]

1. An open space between woods. Pope.

2. [Linon, French. ] Fine linen, remarkable for

being used in the sleeves of bishops. Prior.

LA'WSUIT. s. [lau and suit . ] A process in

law ; a litigation . Swift.

LA'WYER. s. [from law.] Professor of law ;

advocate ; pleader. Whitgift.

LAX. a [laxus, Latin.]

1. Loose ; not confined . Milton.

2. Disunited ; not strongly combined. Wood.

3. Vague ; not rigidly exact. Baker.

Quincy.

Holder.

4. Loose in body, so as to go frequently to

stool.

5. Slack ; not tense.
1

LAX. s. A looseness ; a diarrhoea.

LAXATION. s . [ luxatio, Latin . ]

1. The act of loosening or slackening.

2. The state of being loosened or slackened.

LAXATIVE. a . [laxatif, French. ] Having the

power to ease costiveness. Arbuthnot.

LÂ'XATIVE. s. A medicine slightly purga-

tive ; a medicine that relaxes the bowels

without stimulation . Dryden.

LA'XATIVENESS . s . [from laxative.] Power

of easing costiveness .

LAXITY. s. [laxitas, Latin.]

1. Not compression ; not close cohesion ;

slackness of contexture. Bentley.

2. Contrariety to rigorous precision ; as, laxi-

ty of expression.

3. Looseness ; not costiveness. Brown.

4. Slackness ; contrariety to tension. Quincy.

5. Openness ; not closeness. Digby.

LA'XNESS. s. Laxity ; not tension ; not pre-

cision ; not costiveness. Holder.

LAY. Preterite of lie.

To LAY. v. a. [leczan, Sax.]

1. To place ; to put ; to reposite. Milton.

2. To place along.

3. To beat down corn or grass.

Ecclus.

Bacon.

› 4. To keep from rising ; to settle ; to still.Ray.

19. To apply with violence.

20. To apply nearly.

21. To add ; to conjoin.

22. To put in any state .

23. To scheme ; to contrive.

24. To charge as a payment.

25. To impute ; to charge.

Isaiah.

Donne.

Chapman.

Locke.

Temple.

26. To impose, as evil or punishment. Shak.

27. To enjoin as a duty, or a rule of action.

Wycherly.

Atterbury.

Dryden.

Raleigh.

28. To exhibit ; to offer.

29. To throw by violence.

30. To place in comparison.

31. TO LAY apart. To reject ; to put away.

James.

32. TO LAY aside. To put away ; not to re-

tain. Hebrews. Granville.

33. To LAY away. To put from one ; not to

keep. Esther.

34. To LAY before. To expose to view ; to

show ; to display. Wake.

35. To LAY by. To reserve for some future

time. Corinthians.

36. To LAY by. To put from one ; to dis-

miss. Bacon.

37. To LAY down. To deposit as a pledge,

equivalent, or satisfaction. John.

38. To LAY down. To quit ; to resign. Dryd.

39. To LAY down. To commit to repose.

Dryden.

40. To LAY down. To advance as a proposi-

tion. Stillingfleet.

41. To LAYfor. To attempt by ambush, or

insidious practicos. Knolles.

42. To LAYforth . To diffuse ; to expatiate.

L'Estrange.

43. TO LAYforth. To place when dead in a

decent posture. Shakespeare.

44. To LAY hold of. To seize ; to catch.

Locke.

45. To LAY in. To store ; to treasure. Addis.

46. TO LAY on. To apply with violence. Loc.

47. To LAY open . To show ; to expose Shak

48. To LAY over. To incrust ; to cover ; to

decorate superficially. Hab.

Bogle.49. To LAY out. To expend.

50. To LAY out. To display ; to discover.

Atterbury.

51. To LAY out. To dispose ; to plan.

52. To LAY out. With the reciprocal pro.

nonoun, to exert ; * to put forth. Smalridge.

53. To LAY to. To charge upon. Sidney.

54. TO LAY to. To apply with vigour.Tusser.

55. To LAY to. To harass ; to attack. Daniel.
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56. To LAY together. To collect ; to bring

into one view. Addison.

.57. To LAY under. To subject to. Addison.

58. To LAY up. To confine to the bed or

chamber. Temple.

Hooker.

Mortimer.

59. To LAY up. To store ; to treasure ; to

reposite for future use.

To LAY. v. B.

1. To bring eggs.

2. To contrive ; to form a scheme. Daniel.

3. To LAY about. To strike on all sides ; to

act with great diligence and vigour. South.

4. To LAY at. To strike ; to endeavour to

strike. Joo.

5. To LAY infor. To make overtures of ob-

lique invitation. Dryden.

Dryden.

6. To LAY on. To strike ; to beat without

intermission.

7. To LAY on. To act withvehemence. Used

of expences. Shakespeare.

Woodw.

Knolles.

8. To LAY out. To take measures.

9. TO LAY upon. To importune.

LAY. s. [from the verb. ]

Bacon.

Graunt.

1. A row ; a stratum ; a layer.

2. A wager.

LAY. s. [ley, leaz, Saxon.] Grassy ground ;

meadow; ground unplowed ; lea. Dryden.

LAY. s. [lay, Fr. ley, leod, Sax .] A soug; a

poem, Waller. Dryden,

LAY. a. [laicus, Latin ; λa ] Not clerical ;

regarding or belonging to the people as dis-

tinct from the clergy. Dryden.

LAYER. s. [from luy.]

1. A stratum, or row; a bed ; one body

spread over another.

2. A sprig of a plant.

3. A hen that lays eggs.

LA'YMAN. 8. [lay and man.]

·

Evelyn.

Miller.

Mortimer.

1. Oneof the people distinct from the clergy.

Gov. ofthe Tongue.

2. An image used by painters is contriving

attitudes . Dryden.

LA'YSTALL. s . A heap of dung. Spenser.

LA'ZAR. s. [from Lazarus, in the gospel. ] One

deformed and nauseous with filthy and pes-

' tilential diseases ,

LAZAR-HOUSE. Į s. [lazaret, Fr. lazzaretto,

Dryden.

LAZARETTO, } Italian,from lazuro

house for the reception of the diseased ; an

hospital. Milton.

LA'ZARWORT. s. A plant.

LA'ZILY. ad. [ from lazy.] Idly ; sluggishly ;

heavily. Locke.

LAʼZINESS. s. [ from lazy. ] Idleness ; slug-

gishness ; listiesness ; tardiness. Dryden.

LA'ZING. a. [from lazy . ] Sluggish ; idle.

South.

LAʼZULI, s. A blue stone, veined and spotted

with white, and a glistering or metallick

yellow. Woodward.

LAZY. a. [lijser, Danish .]

1. Idle ; sluggish ; unwilling to work. Pope.

2. Slow ; tedious. Clarendon.

LD. is a contraction , of lord.

LEA, s. [ley, a fallow ; leag, a pasture, Sax.]

Ground enclosed ; not open.

LEAD. s . [læo, Saxon.]

Millon.

1. The heaviest metal except gold and quick-

silver, but the softest of all the metals, and

:very ductile it is very little subject to rust,

and the least sonorous of all the metals ex-

cept gold. Hill.

2. [In the plural.] Flat roof to walk on,

covered with lead. Shakespeare. Bacon.

To LEAD. v. a. [from the noun. ] To fit with

lead in any manner. Bacon.

To LEAD. v. a. preter. I led, part. led. [lædan,

Saxon.]

1. To guide by the hand.

2. To conduct to any place.

Luke.

Samuel.

3. To conduct as head or commander. South,

4. To introduce by going first. Fairfax.

5. To guide ; to show the method of attain.

ing. Watts.

6. To draw ; to entice ; to allure. Clarendon,

7. To induce ; to prevail on by pleasing mo-

tives. Swift

8. To pass ; to spend in any certain manner.

Atterbury.

To LEAD. v. n.

1. To go first, and show the way. Genesis

2. To conduct as a commander. Temple

3. To show the way, by going first. Wotton.

LEAD, &. [ from the verb. ] Guidance ; first

place.

LEADEN. «. [leaden, Saxon.]

1. Made of lead.

Herring.

Wilkins.

Shak.

Shakespeare.

2. Heavy; unwilling ; motionless.

3. Heavy ; dull.

LEADER. 3, [from lead.]

1. One that leads, or conducts.

2. Captain ; commander.

3. One who goes first.

Heyward.

Shu respeure.

4. One at the head of any party or faction.

Swift.

LEADING. part. a. Principal ; chief. Lacke.

LEADINGSTRINGS. . [lead and string.]

Strings by which children, when they learn

to walk, are held from falling. Dryden.

LE'ADMAN. s . [lead and man.] One who be-

gins or leads a dance. Ben Jonson.

LEADWORT. s , [ plumbago .] A plant.

LEAF. s. leaves, plural. [leaf, Saxon.]

1. The green deciduous parts of plants and

flowers.
Boyle.

2. A part ofa book, containing two pages.

Spenser.

1 Kings.3. One side of a double door.

4. Any thing foliated, or thinly beaten.

Digby.

To LEAF. v. n . [from the noun. ] To bring

leaves ; to bear leaves. Broome,

LE'AFLESS . a. [from leaf.] Naked of leaves,

Gov. of the Tongue.

LE'AFY. a . [from leaf. ] Full of leaves. Shak.

LEAGUE. s. [ ligue, French ; ligo, Latin.] A

confederacy ; a combination either of in

terest or friendship . Bacon

To LEAGUE. v, n. To unite on certain terms ;

to confederate. South.

LEAGUE. s . [lieuë, Fr.] A measure of length,

containing three miles. Addison.

LE'AGUEĎ. a. [from league. ] Confederated,

Philips,

LEAGUER. s. [beleggeren, Dutch. ] Siege ; in

vestment of a town. Shakespeare.

LEAK. s. [leck, leke, Dutch, ] A breach or hole

that lets in water. Hooker.
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ToLEAK. v. n.

1. To let water in or out. Shakespeare

2. To drop through a breach. Dryden.

LE'AKAGE. s . [from leak. ] Allowance made

for accidental loss in liquid measures.

LE'AKY. a. [from leak.]

4. Battered or pierced, so as to let water in

or out. Dryden.

2. Loquacious ; not close. L'Estrange.

To LEAN. v. n. pret. leaned or leant. [blinan,

Saxon ; lenen, Dutch. ]

1. To incline against ; to rest against.

2. To propend ; to tend toward. Spenser.

3. To be in a bending posture. Dryden.

LEAN. a. [hlæne, Saxon.]

1. Not fat ; meagre ; wanting flesh ; bare-

boned. Milton.

2. Not unctuous ; thin ; hungry. Burnet.

3. Low ; poor ; in opposition to great or

mch. Shakespeare.

4. Jejune ; not comprehensive ; not embel-

lished ; as, a lean dissertation.

LEAN. s. That part of flesh which consists of

the muscle without the fat. Farquhar.

LE'ANLY. ad. [from lean ] Meagerly ; with-

out plunipness.

LEANNESS s . [from lean.]

1. Extenuation ofbody ; want of flesh ; mea-

Ben Jonson.gerness.

2. Want ofmatter ; thinness.; poverty. Shak

To LEAP. v. n. [hleapan, Saxon. ]

1. To jump ; to move upward or progres-

sively without change ofthe feet.

2. To rush with vehemence.

4. To fly ; to start.

3. To bound; to spring.

Cowley.

Sandys.

Luke.

Shakespeare.

To LEAP. v. a.

1. To pass over, or into by leaping.
Prior.

2. To compress, as beasts. Dryden.

1. Bound ; jump ; act of leaping.

2. Space passed by leaping. L'Estrange.

Swift.

LEAP. s. [from the verb.]

3. Sudden transition.

4. An assault of an animal of prey. L'Estran.

5. Embrace of animals. Dryden.

6. Hazard, or effect of leaping. Dryden.

LEAP-FROG. s. [leap and frog. ] A play of

children, in which they imitate the jump of

frogs. Shakespeare.

LEAP-YEAR. s. Leap-year, or bissextile, is

every fourth year, and so called from its leap-

ing a day more that year than in a common

year ; so that the common yearhath 365 days,

but the leap-yeur 366 ; and then February

hath 29 days, which in common years hath

but 28.

To LEARN. v. a. [leopnian, Saxon.]

1. To gain the knowledge or skill of. Knolles.

2. To teach. Obsolete. Shakespeare.

To LEARN. v. n. To take pattern. Bacon,

LE'ARNED. a. [from learn.]

1. Versed in science and literature . Swift.

2. Skilled ; skilful ; knowing. Granville.

3. Skilled in scholastic knowledge. Locke.

LE'ARNEDLY. ad. [from learned.] Withknow-

ledge; with skill . Hooker

LEARNING. s. [from learn .]

2. Skill in any thing good or bad. Hooker.

LEARNER. s. [from learn.] One who is yet

in his rudiments ; one who is acquiring some

new art or knowledge. Graunt.

LEASE. s. [laisser, French.]

1. A contract by which, in consideration of

some payment, a temporary possession is

granted of houses or lands.

2. Any tenure.

Denham.

Milton.

To LEASE. v . a. [from the noun. ] To let by

lease.
Ayliffe.

To LEASE. v. n. [lesen, Dutch.] To glean ; to

gather what the harvest-men leave. Dryden

LEASER. s. [from lease. ] Gleaner ; gatherer

after the reaper. Swift.

LEASH . s . [lêsse, French ; letse, Dutch.]

1. A leather thong, by which a falconer

holds his hawk, or a courser leads his grey-

hound. Shakespeare.

2. A tierce ; three ; as, a brace is two. Hudi.

3. A band wherewith to tie any thing in ge-

neral. Dennis.

To LEASH. v . a. [from the noun .] To bind ; to

hold in a string. Shakespeare.

LE'ASING. s . [ leare, Sax. ] Lies ; falsehood.

Prior.

LEAST. a. The superlative of little. [lært,

Sax.] Little beyond others ; smallest. Loch

LEAST. ad. In the lowest degree ; in a de .

gree below others. Pupe.

At LEAST. To say no more ; not to

At the LEAST. demand or affirm more

At LEASTWISE. than is barely sufficient ;

at the lowest degree. Milton. Hooker.

LE'ASY. a. Flimsy ; ofweak texture. Not in

use.

LE'ATHER. s. [leden, Saxon .]

1. Dressed hides of animals .

2. Skin, ironically.

Aschum.

Shakespeare.

Swift.

Shakespeare.

LEATHERCOAT. s. [ leather and coat. ] An

apple with a tough rind.

LEATHERDRESSER. s. [ leather and dresser.]

He who prepares leather ; he who manu-
factures hides for use. Pope.

LEATHER-MOUTHED. a. [leather and

mouth.] By a leather-mouthed fish, I mean

such as have their teeth in their throat ; as

the chub, or cheven. Walton.

LEATHERN. a. [from leather.] Made of

leather. Philips.

LEATHERSELLER. & [ leather and seller.]

He who deals in leather.

LEATHERY. a. [from leather .] Resembling
Grew.leather,

LEAVE. s. [lere, Saxon.]'

1. Grant of liberty ; permission ; allowance.

Pope.

Shakespeare.2. Farewell ; adieu.

To LEAVE. v. a. pret. I left; Ihave left.

1. To quit ; to forsake.

2. To desert ; to abandon.

3. To have remaining at death.

4. Not to deprive of.

5. To suffer to remain.

6. Not to carry away.

7. To reject ; not to choose.

Ben Jonson.

Ecclus.

Ecclus.

Taylor.

Bacon.

Knolles.

Steele

8. To fix as a token of remembrance. Locke.

9. To bequeath; to give as inheritance.

Prior Dryden.

1. Literature ; skill in languages or sciences ;

generally scholastick knowledge.
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10. To give up ; to resign.
Leviticus.

11. To permit without interposition. Locke.
12. To cease to do ; to desist from. Samuel.

13. ToLEAVE off. To desist from ; to forbear.

Addison.

14. To LEAVE off. To forsake. Arbuthnot.

15. To LEAVE out. To omit ; to neglect.

To LEAVE. v. n.

1. To cease ; to desist.

2. To LEAVE off. To desist.

3. To LEAVE off. To stop.

Shakespeare.

Knolles.

Daniel.

Spenser.

To LEAVE. v. a. [lever, Fr.] To levy ; to raise.

A corrupt word.

LE'AVED. a. [from leaves, of leaf.]

1. Furnished with foliage.

2. Made with leaves or folds.

LE'AVEN. 8. [levain, Fr.]

Isaiah.

1. Ferment mixed with any body to make it

light. Floyer.

2. Any mixture which makes a general

change in the mass. K. Charles.

Shak.

To LEAVEN. v. a. [from the noun ]

1. To ferment by something mixed.

2. To taint; to imbue. Prior.

LE'AVER. s. [from leave. ] One who deserts or

forsakes. Shakespeare.

Addison.

LEAVES. s . The plural of leaf.

LE'AVINGS. s . [from leave. ] Remnant ; re-

licks ; offal ; refuse.

LE'AVY. a. [from leaf. ] Full of leaves ; cover-

ed with leaves. Sidney .

To LECH. v. a . [lecher, Fr. ] To liek over.

Shakespeare.

Pope.

To

Shakespeare.

LECHEROUS. a. [from lecher.] Lewd ;

lustful. Derham.

LE'CHEROUSLY. ad. Lewdly ; lustfully.

LE'CHEROUSNESS. S. [from lecherous. ]

Léwduess.

LE'CHERY. s. [from lecher.] Lewdness ; lust.

Ascham.

LE'CTION. s. [lectio, Lat.] A reading ; a va-

riety in copies. Watts.

LECTURE. s. [lecture, Fr.]

LE'CHER. s. A whoremaster.

To LE'CHER. v. n. [from the noun.]

whore.

1. A discourse pronounced upon any subject.

Sidney. Taylor.

2. The act or practice of reading ; perusal.

Brown.

3 A magisterial reprimand ; a pedantick

discourse. Addison.

To LECTURE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To instruct formally.

2. To instruct insolently and dogmatically.

To LECTURE. v. n. To read in publick ; to

instruct an audience by a formal explana-

tion or discourse.

LECTURER. s. [from lecture.]

1. An instructor; a teacher by way oflecture.

2. A preacher in a church hired by the pa-

rish to assist the rector or vicar. Clarendon.

LECTURESHIP. s . [from lecture.] The office

ofa lecturer.

LED. The part. pret. of lead.

LEDGE. s. [leggen, Dut.]

1. A row; layer ; stratum .

Swift.

3. Any prominence, or rising part. Dryden.

LE'DHORSE. s . [led and horse.] A sumpter
horse.

LEE. s.

•

[lie, Fr.]

1. Dregs ; sediment ; refuse. Prior.

2. [Sea term.] It is generally that side which

is opposite to the wind, as the lee shore is

that the wind blows on. To be under the

lee ofthe shore, is to be close under the wea-

ther shore.

LEECH. s. [læc, Sax.]

1. A physician ; a professor of the art of

healing. Spenser.

2. A kind ofsmall water serpent, which fas-

tens on animals, and sucks the blood. Rosc.

To LEECH. v. a. [from the noun. ] To treat

with medicaments.

LEECHCRAFT. s. [leech and craft.] The art

ofhealing. Davies.

LEEF. a. [leve, Dutch.] Kind ; fond. Spenser.

LEEK. s. [leac, Sax.] A plant.

LEER. s. [ hleane, Sax.]

1. An oblique view.

2. A laboured cast of countenance.

To LEER. v. n. [from the noun.]

Guy.

Milton.

Swift.

1. To look obliquely ; to look archly. Swift.

2. To look with a forced countenance. Dry.

LEES. s. [ lie, Fr. ] Dregs ; sediment. It has

seldom a singular. B. Jonson.

To LEESE. v. a. [lesen, Dutch.] __To lose. An

old word. Tusser. Donne.

i

/

LEET. s. A law-day. The word seemeth to

have grown from the Saxon lede, which was

a court ofjurisdiction above the wapentake

or hundred, comprehending three or four of

them, otherwise called thirshing, and con-

taining the third part of a province or shire.

LEEWARD. a . [lee and peand, Sax . ] Toward

the wind. Arbuthnot.

LEFT. The participle preter. of leave.

LEFT. a. [lufte, Dutch ; lavus, Latin. ] Sinis-

trous ; not right. Dryden.

LEFT-HANDED. a. [ left and hand.] Using

the left hand rather than right. Brown.

LEFT-HANDEDNESS. s. [fm left-handed .]

Habitual use ofthe left hand.

LEG. s. [ leg, Danish.]

Donne.

1. The limb by which we walk ; particularly

that part between the knee and the foot.

2. An act of obeisance ; a bow with the leg

drawn back . Hudibras.

3. To stand onhis own LEGS. To support hin-

self. Collier

4. That by which any thing is supported on

the ground ; as, the leg of a table.

LEGACY. s . [ legatum, Latin.] A particular

thing given by last will and testament.

LEGAL. a. [legal, Fr.]

1. Done or conceived according to law.

2. Lawful ; not contrary to law. Milton.

LEGAʼLITY. s. [ legalité, Fr.] Lawfulness.

To LEGALIZE. v. a. [ legaliser, Fr.] To au

thorize ; to make lawful. South.

LEGALLY. ad. [from legal.] Lawfully ; ac-

cordingtolaw. Taylor.

Wotton.

LE'GATARY. s . [legataire, Fr.] One who has

a legacy left. Ayliffe.

LEGATE. s. [ legatus, Latin.]

Swift. 1. A deputy; an ambassadour. Dryden.

2. A ridge rising above the rest, or project-

ing beyond the rest.
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2. A kind ofspiritual ambassadour from the

pope. Atterbury.

LEGATE'E. s. [ from legatum, Lat.] One who

has a legacy left him. Swift.

LE'GATINE. a. [from legate .]

1. Made by a legate. Ayliffe.

2. Belonging to a legate of the Roman see.

LEGA'TION. s. [legatio, Latin .] Deputation ;

commission ; embassy. Wotton.

LEGATOR. s . [from lego, Latin. ] One who

makes a will, and leaves legacies . Dryden.

LEGEND. s. ( legenda, Lat.]

1. A chronicle or register of the lives of

saints. Hooker.

Fairfax.2. Any memorial or relation .

3. An incredible unauthentick narrative.

Blackmore.

4. Any inscription ; particularly on medals

or coins . Addison.

LE'GER. s. [from legger, Dutch.] Any thing

that lies in a place ; as, a leger ambassadour, a

resident ; a leger book, a book that lies in the

counting-house. Shakespeare.

LE'GERDEMAIN. s. [legereté de main, Fr.]

Slight ofhand ; juggle ; power of deceiving

the eye by nimble motion ; trick. South.

LEGE'RITY. s. [legereté, Fr.] Lightness ;

nimbleness. Not in use. Shakespeare.

LEGGED. a. [ from leg.] Having legs ; fur-

nished with legs .

LE'GIBLE. a . [legibilis, Lat.]

1. Such as may be read.

2. Apparent ; discoverable.

Swift.

Collier.

LEGIBLY. ad. [from legible.] In such a man-

ner as may be read.

LEGION. s. [legio, Latin.]

1. A body of Roman soldiers,

about five thousand.

2. A military force.

consisting of

Addison.

Philips.

3. Any great number. Rogers.

LE'GIONARY. a . [from legion .]

1. Relating to a legion.

2. Containing a legion.

3. Containing a great indefinite number.

Brown.

LEGISLATION. s. [from legislator, Latin.]

The act ofgiving laws. Littleton.

LEGISLATIVE. a. [from legislator.] Giving

laws ; lawgiving. Denham.

LEGISLATOR. s . [ legislator, Latin.] A law-

giver; one who makes laws for any commu-

nity. Pope.

Swift.

LEGISLATURE. s. [from legislator, Latin.]

The power that makes laws.

LEGITIMACY. s . [from legitimate.]

1. Lawfulness of birth .
Ayliffe.

2. Genuineness ; not spuriousness. Woodw.

LEGITIMATE a. [from legitimus, Latin ;

legitime, Fr.] Born in marriage ; lawfully

begotten. Taylor.

To LEGITIMATE. v. a. [legitimer, Fr.]

1. To procure to any the rights of legitimate

birth. Ayliffe.
2. To make lawful.

LEGITIMATELY ad. [from legitimate.]

1. Lawfully.

2. Genuinely.

1. Lawful birth.

5
2. The act of investing with the privileges

oflawful birth.

LEGUME. s. [legume, Fr. legumen, Lat.]

LEGUMEN. } Seeds not reaped,but gather.

ed by the hand ; as, beans ; in general, all

larger seeds ; pulse. Boyle.

LEGUMINOUS. a . [ legumineux, Fr. from le-

gumen. ] Belonging to pulse ; consisting of

pulse. Arbuthnot.

LEISURABLE. a. [ from leisure.] Done at lei-

sure ; not hurried ; enjoying leisure. Brown.

LE'ISURABLY. ad . [ from leisurable. ] At lei-

sure ; without tumult or hurry. Hooker

LEISURE. s . [ loisir, Fr.]

1. Freedom from business or hurry ; vacancy

ofmind ; power to spend time according to

choice. Temple.

Shakespeare.2. Convenience of time.

3. Want ofleisure. Not used. Shakespeare

LEISURELY. u. [from leisure.] Not hasty ;

deliberate ; done without hurry. Addison.

LEISURELY. ad. [from leisure. ] Not in a

hurry ; slowly ; deliberately. Addison.

LE'MAN. s. [l'aimant, the lover, Fr.] A sweet

heart ; a gallant. Hunmer.

LE'MMA. s. [ nuua .] A proposition previously

assumed.

LE'MON. s . [ limon, Fr.]

Mortimer.1. The fruit of the lemon tree.

2. The tree that bears lemons.

LEMONA'DE. s. [from lemon .] Liquor made

ofwater, sugar, and the juice of lemons.

Arbuthnot.

To LEND. v. a. preterite and part. pass. lent.

[lænan, Sax .]

1. To afford or supply, on condition of repay-

ment. Dryden.

2. To suffer to be used on condition that it

be restored. Shakespeare.

3. To afford ; to grant in general. Addison.

LE'NDER. s. [from lend.]

1. One who lends any thing.

2. One who makes a trade ofputting money

to interest.

LENGTH. s. [ from leng, Sax.]

Addison.

1. The extent of any thing material from end

to end ; the longest line that can be drawn

through a body.

2. Horizontal extension.

3. A certain space or time.

4. Extent ofduration or space.

Bacon.

Dryden.

Locke:

Locke.

5. Long duaration or protraction. Addison .

6. Reach or expansion of any thing. Watts.

7. Full extent ; uncontracted state. Addison.

8. Distance. Clarendon.

9. End ; latter part of any assignable time.

Hooker.

10. At LENGTH. At last ; in conclusion. Dry.

To LENGTHEN. v. a. [ from length.]

1. To draw out ; to make longer ; to elon-

gate. Arbuthnot.

2. To protract ; to continue.

3. To protract pronunciation.

Daniel.

Dryden.

Decay ofPiety. 4. To LENGTHEN out. To protract ; to ex-

tend. Dryden.

Dryden.
Prior.

Locke.

LENGTHWISE. ad. [length and wise.] Ac

cording to the length .

LEGITIMATION. s. [legitimation, Fr.]

To LENGTHEN. v. n. To grow longer ; to

increase in length.
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LENIENT. a. [leniens, Latin.]

1. Assuasive ; softening ; mitigating. Pope.

2. Laxative ; emollient. Arbuthnot.

LE'NIENT. s. An emollient, or assuasive ap-

plication. Wiseman.

To LE'NIFY. v. a. [ lenifier, old Fr.] To as-

suage ; to mitigate. Dryden.

LEʼNITIVE. a. [lenitif, Fr. lenio, Latin.] As-

suasive ; emollient. Arbuthnot.

LENITIVE. s.

1.Anythingmedicinally applied to ease pain.

2. A palliative. South.

LE'NITY. s. [lenitas, Lat. ] Mildness ; mercy ;

tenderness ; softness of temper. Daniel.

LENS. s [from resemblance to the seed ofa

lentil.] A glass spherically convex on both

sides, is usually called a lens ; such is a

burning-glass or spectacle-glass, or an ob-

ject-glass of a telescope. Newton.

LENT. The part. pass . of lend. Pope.

LENT. s. [ lenten, the spring, Saxon.] The

quadragesimal fast ; a time of abstinence ;

the time from Ashwednesday to Easter.

LENTEN. a. [from lent. ] Such as is used in

lent ; sparing.. Shakespeare.

LENTICULAR. a. [ lenticusaire, Fr.] Doubly

convex; ofthe form ofa lens. Ray.

LENTIFORM. a . [ lens and forma, Lat.] Hav-

ing the form of a lens.

LENTIGINOUS. a. [from lentigo, Latin.]

Seurfy ; scurfuraceous.

LENTIGO. s. [ Latin.] A freckly or scurfy

eruption upon the skin. Quincy.

LE'NTIL. s . [lens, Lat. lentille, Fr.] A plant.

LENTISCK. s. [lentiscus, Lat. ] Lentisck wood

is of a pale brown colour, almost whitish,

resinous, of a fragrant smell and acrid taste;

it is the tree which produces mastich, esteem-

ed astringent and balsamick. Hill.

LE'NTITUDE. s. [ from lentus, Latin.] Slug-

gishness ; slowness.

LENTNER. s. A kind ofhawk. Walton.

LENTOR. s. [Latin.]..

1. Tenacity ; viscosity.

2. Slowness ; delay.

L

Bacon.

Arbuthnot.

3. [ In physick.] That sizy, viscid, coagulated

part of the blood, which , in malignant fe-

vers, obstructs the capillary vessels. Quincy.

LE'NTOUS. a. [lentus, Lat. ] Viscous ; tenaci-

ous ; capable to be drawn out. Brown.

LEOD. s. The people ; or rather, a nation,

country, &c.

LEOF. s. Leof denotes love ; so leofwin is a

winner of love. Gibson.

LEONINE. a. [leoninus, Latin.]

·

Gibson.

1. Belonging to a lion ; having the nature of

a lion.

2. Leonine verses are those of which the

end rhymes to the middle, so named from

Leo, the inventor ; as,

Gloria factorum temere conceditur horum.

LEOPARD. s. [leo and pardus, Lat. ] A spot-

ted beast of prey.
Shakespeare.

LEPER. s. [lepra, leprosus, Lat. ] One infeet-

ed with a leprosy. Hakewill.

LE'PEROUS. a. [formed from leprous. ] Caus-

ing leprosy.
Shakespeare.

LEPORINE. a. [leporinus, Lat.] Belonging to

a hare ; having the nature ofa hare.

LEPRO'SITY. s. [from leprous.] Squamous

disease. Bacon.

LEPROSY.'s. [lepra, Lat. lepre, Fr.] A loath

some distemper, which covers the body with

a kind of white scales. Wiseman.

LE'PROUS. a. * [lepra, Lat. lepreux, Fr.] In

fected with a leprosy. Donne.

LERE. s. [ læne, Sax.] A lesson ; lore ; doc-

trine . Obsolete. Spenser.

LE'RRY. s. [from lere.] A rating ; a lecture.

LESS. A negative or privative termination.

[lear, Sax. loos, Dut.] Joined to a substan-

tive it implies the absence or privation ofthe

thing expressed by that substantive ; as, a

witless man, a man without wit.

LESS . a. [lear, Saxon. ] The comparative of

little; opposed to greater. Locke.

LESS. s . Not so much ; opposed to more, or to

as much. Exodus

LESS. ad. In a smaller degree ; in a lower de-

gree. Dryden.

LSE'SEE.s.The persontowhom a lease is given.

To LE'SSEN. v. a. [from less .]

1. To make less ; to diminish in bulk.

2. To diminish the degree of any state or

quality ; to make less intense . Denham.

3. To degrade ; to deprive ofpower or dig-

nity. Atterbury

Temple.

To LE'SSEN. v. n. To grow less ; to shrink ;

to be diminished.

LE'SSER. a . A corruption of less. Pope.

LE'SSER. ad . [formed by corruption from less. ]

Shakespeare.•

LESSES. s. [laissées, Fr.] The dung of beasts

left on the ground.

LE'SSON. s. [leçon, Fr.]

1. Any thing read or repeated to a teacher

in order to improvement. Denham

2. Precept ; notion inculcated . Spenser.

3. Portion ofscripture read in divine service.

Hooker.

4. Tune pricked for an instrument. Davies.

5. A rating lecture. Sidney.

To LE'SSON. v. a. [from the noun.] To teach ;

to instruct. Shakespeare

LE'SSOR. s. One who lets any thing to farm,

or otherwise, by lease. Denham. Ayliffe.

LEST. conj. [ from the adjective least.] That

not ; I hide it lest it may be lost ; that is, I

hide it that it may not be lost.
Addison.

To LET. v. a. [læran, Sax.]

1. To allow ; to suffer ; to permit. Dryden.

2. A sign ofthe optative mood used before

the first, and imperative before the third per

son. Before the first person singular it signi

fies relation, fixed purpose, or ardent wish.

3. Before the first person plural, let implies

exhortation ; let us die bravely. Mark.

4. Before the third person, singular or plural,

let implies permission ; let him gofree. Dry.

5. Before a thing in the passive voice, let im

plies command ; let the door be opened. Dry.

6. Let has an infinitive mood after it with-

out the particle to.

7. To leave.

8. To more than permit.

Dryden.

L'Estrange.

Shakespeare.

9. To put to hire ; to grant to a tenant.

10. To suffer any thing to take a course

which requires no impulsive violence.
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11. To permit to take any state or course.

Sidney

12. To LET blood, is elliptical for to let out

blood. To free it from confinement ; to suffer

it to stream out ofthe vein. Shakespeare.

13. To LET in. To admit.

14. To LET in, or into.

sion .

Knolles.

To procure admis-

Locke.

Swift.15. To LET off. To discharge.

16. To LET out. To lease out; to give to

hire or farm.

To LET. v. a. [lertran, Sax.]

1. To hinder ; to obstruct ; to oppose. Dry.

2. TO LET, when it signifies to permit orleave,

has let in the preterite and part. passive ; but

when it signifies to hinder, it has letted ; as,

many things have letted me.

To LET. v. n. To forbear ; to withhold him-

self. Bacon.

LET. s. [from the verb.] Hinderance ; ob-

struction; impediment.
Hooker.

LET, the termination of diminutive words,

from lyre, Sax. little, small ; as, rivulet, a

small stream ; hamlet, a little village.

LETHARGICK. a . [lethargique, Fr. ] Sleepy

by disease, beyond the natural power of

sleep. Hammond.

LETHARGICKNESS . s. Morbid sleepiness ;

drowsiness to a disease.

LETHARGIED. a. [from lethargy. ] Laid

asleep ; entranced. Shakespeare.

LETHARGY. s. [λnagyiz .] A morbid drow-

siness ; a sleep from which one cannot be

kept awake. Atterbury.

Herbert.

LETHE s. [Am.] Oblivion ; a draught of

oblivion .

LETTER. s . [from let.]

1. One who lets or permits .

2. One who hinders.

Shakespeare.

3. One who gives vent to any thing ; as, a

blood letter.

LETTER. s . [lettre, Fr.]

1. One of the elements of syllables ; a cha-

racter in the alphabet. Shakespeare.

2. Awritten message ; an epistle. Abbot.

3. The verbal expression ; the literal mean-

ing. Taylor.

4. Letters without the singular ; learning.

5. Any thing to be read.

John.

Addison.

6. Type with which books are printed.

To LETTER. v. a. [ from the noun . ] To stamp

with letters.. Addison.

LETTERED. a. [from letter. ] Literate ; edu-

cated to learning. Collier.

LETTUCE. s. [lactuca, Latin. ] A plant.

LEVANT. a. [levant, Fr. ] Eastern. Milton.

LEVANT. s. The east, particularly those

coasts ofthe Mediterranean cast ofItaly.

LEVATOR. s. [Latin.] A chirurgical instru-

ment, whereby depressed parts of the skull

are lifted up. Wiseman.

LEUCOPHLEGMACY. s. [from leucophleg-

matick. ] Paleness, with viscid juices and

cold sweatings. Arbuthnot.

LEUCOPHLEGMA'TICK. a. [XEUXOS and

φλεγμα.] Having such a constitution of body

where the blood is of a pale colour, viscid,
and cold.

Quincy,

LE'VEE. s. [ French.]

1. The time ofrising.

2. The concourse of those who crowdround

a man of power in a morning. Dryden.

LEVEL. a. [ lægel, Sax. ]

1. Even ; not having one part higher than

another.
Bentley.

2. Even with any thing else ; in the same

line or plane with any thing. · Tillotson.

3. Having no gradations of superiority.

Bentley.

To LEVEL. v. a. [from the adjective .]

J. To make even ; to free from inequalities.

2. To reduce to the same height with some.

thing else.

3. To lay flat.

4. To bring to equality of condition.

Dryden.

Raleigh.

Decay ofPiety.

• Swift.

Dryden.

5.To point in taking aim ; to aim. Dryden.

6. To direct to any end.

7. To suit ; to proportion.

To LEVEL. v. n.

1. To aim at ; to bring the gun or arrow to

the same line with the mark. Hooker.

2. To conjecture ; to attempt to guess.

3. To be in the same direction with a mark.

Hudibras.

4. To make attempts ; to aim. Shakespeare.

5. To efface distinction or superiority.

LEVEL. s. [from the adjective.]

1. A plane; a surface without protuberances

or inequalities. Sandys.

2. Rate ; standard ; customary height.

3. Suitable or proportionate height. Daniel.

4. A state of equality. Atterbury.

5. An instrument whereby masons adjust

their work. Moxon,

6. Rule ; plan ; scheme ; borrowed from the

mechanick level. Prier.

7. The line of direction in which any missive

weapon is aimed. Wuller.

s. The line in which the sight passes. Pope..

LEVELLER. s . [ from level .]

1. One who makes any thing even.

2. One who destroys superiority ; one who

endeavours to bring all to the same state of

equality. Collier.

LEVELNESS. s. [from level .]

1. Evenness ; equality of surface.

2. Equality with something else.

LEVEN. s. [levain, Fr.]

Peacham.

1. Ferment ; that which being mixed in

bread makes it rise and ferment.

2. Any thing capable of changing the nature

of a greater mass.
Wiseman.

LEVER. s. [ levier, Fr.] The second mecha-

nical power, used to elevate or raise a great

weight. " Harris.

LEVERET. s. [lievret, Fr.] A young hare.

Waller

LE'VET. s . [from lever, Fr.] A blast on the

trumpet.
Hudibras.

LEVEROOK. s . [lafene, Saxon ] This word

is retained in Scotland, and denotes the lark.

Walton.

LEÉ'VIABLE. a. [from levy.] That may be le

Bacon.vied.

LEVIATHAN. 8. [ ] A water animal

mentioned in the book of Job. By somei
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Imagined the crocodile, but in poetry gene- LI'BELLOUS. a. [from libel.] Defamatory.

rally taken for the whale. Thomson.

To LE'VIGATE. v. a . [ lævigo, Latin. ]

1. To rub or grind to an impalpable powder.

2. To mix till the liquorbecomessmooth and

uniform . Arbuthnot.

LEVIGATION. s. [ from levigate. ] The re-

ducing ofhard bodies into a subtile powder,

bygrindingupon marble with a muller. Quin.

LE VITE. s. [ lerita, Latin.]

1. One ofthe tribe of Levi ; one born to the

office of priesthood among the Jews.

2. A priest. Used in contempt.

LEVITICAL. a. [from levite. ] Belonging to

the Levites ; making part of the religion of

the Jews.

LEVITY. s. [levitas, Latin.]

1. Lightness ; not heaviness.

2. Inconstancy ; changeableness.

3. Unsteadiness ; laxity ofmind.

4. Idle pleasure ; vanity.

Ayliffe.

Bentley.

Hooker.

Milton.

Culamy.

5. Trifling gayety ; want of seriousness. Att.

To LEVY. v. a. [lever, French.]

1. To raise ; to bring together men. Davies.

2. To raise money. Clarendon.

Milton.3. To raise war.

LEVY. s. [from the verb.]

1. The act of raising money or men. Addison.

2. War raised.

LEWD. a. [læpede, Saxon.]

1. Lay ; not clerical. Obsolete.

2. Wicked ; bad ; dissolute.

3. Lustful ; libidinous.

Shakespeare.

Davies.

Whitgift.

Shakespeare.

LE'WDLY. ad. [from lewd.]

1. Wickedly , naughtily. Shakespeare.

2. Libidinously ; lustfully. Dryden.

LE'WDNESS. s. [from lewd.] Lustful licen-

tiousness . Dryden

LE'WDSTER. s . [from lewd.] A lecher ; one

given to criminal pleasures. Shakespeare.

LEXICO'GRAPHER. s. [ λeğinov and yeapw.]

A writer of dictionaries ; a harmless drudge,

that busies himselfin tracing the original, and

detailing the signification of words. Watts.

LEXICOGRAPHY. s. [ ov and yeap .]

The art or practice of writing dictionaries.

LEXICON. S. [λɛğıov.] A dictionary. Milton.

LEY. s. Ley, lee, lay, are all from the Saxon

leaz, a field or pasture. Gibson.

LIABLE. a. [liable, from lier, old French . ]

Obnoxious ; not exempt ; subject. Milton.

LIAR. s. [ from lie. ] One who tells falsehoods ;

one who wants veracity. Shakespeare.

LIARD. a. Mingled ; roan.
Markham.

LIBA'TION. s . [libatio, Latin.]

1. The act of pouring wine on the ground in

honour of some deity . Bacon.

2 The wine so poured . Stillingfleet.

LIBBARD. 8. [liebard, German ; leopardus,

Latin. ] A leopard.
Brerewood.

LI'BEL. s . [ libellus, Latin.]

1. A satire ; defamatory writing ; a lampoon.

Decay ofPiety.

2. [In the civil law. ] A declaration or charge

in writing against a person exhibited in court.

To LIBEL. v. n . [ from the noun .] To spread

defamation, written or printed. Denne,

To LIBEL. v. a. To satirize ; to lampoon.Dry.

LI'BELLER. s. [ from libel. ] A defamer by

writing ; a lampooner. Dryden.

LI'BERAL. a. [liberalis, Latin.]

1. Not mean ; not low in birth.

2. Becoming a gentleman.

Wotton

3. Munificent ; generous ; bountiful . Milton.

LIBERA'LITY. s. [liberalitas, Lat. liberalité,

French.] Munificence ; bounty ; generosity,

generous profusion.
Shakespeare

.

LI'BERALLY. ad. [from liberal. ]

1. Bounteously ; bountifully ; largely. James.

2. Not meanly ; magnanimously.

LIBERTINE. s . [ libertin, French . ]

1. One unconfined ; one at liberty. Shakesp.

2. One who lives without restraint or law.

Rowe.

3. One who pays no regard to the precepts

of religion. Shakespeare. Collier.

4. [In law ; libertinus, Lat. ] A freedman ; oi

rather, the son of a freedman. Ayliffe.

LIBERTINE. a. [libertin, Fr.] Licentious ;

irreligions. Swift.

LIBERTINISM. s. [from libertine. ] Irreli-

gion ; licentiousness ofopinions and practice.

Atterbury.

LIBERTY. s . [ liberté, French ; libertus, Lat.]

1. Freedom, as opposed to slavery . Addison.

2. Exemption from tyranny or inordinate go-

Milton.vernment.

3. Freedom, as opposed to necessity. Locke.

4. Privilege ; exemption ; immunity.

5. Relaxation of restraint.

6. Leave ; permission.

Davies.

Miller

Locke

LIBI'DINOUS . a. [ libidinosus, Latin.] Lewd

lustful. •
Bentley.

LIBI'DINOUSLY. ad. Lewdly ; lustfully.

LI'BRAL. a . [ libralis, Latin.] Of a pound

weight.
Dict.

Broome.

Thomson.

LIBRA'RIAN. s . [ librarius, Latin.]

1. One who has the care of a library.

2. One who transcribes books.

LIBRARY. s. [ libraire, French. ] A large col-

lection of books. Dryden.

To LI’BRATE. v. a. [ libro, Lat. ] To poise ; to

balance ; to hold in equipoise.

LIBRA'TION. s. [ libratio, Latin.]

1. The state of being balanced.

2. [In astronomy. ] The balancing motion or

trepidation in the firmament, whereby the

declination of the sun, and the latitudeof

the stars, change from time to time. Grew.

LIBRATORY. a. [ from libro, Latin . ] Ba

lancing : playing like a balance.

LICE, the plural of louse. Dryden.

LICEBAÑE. s. [ lice and bane.] A plant.

LICENSE. s. [ licentia, Latin ; licence, Fr.]

1. Exorbitant liberty ; contempt of legal and

necessary restraint.

2. A grant of permission.

3. Liberty ; permission.

Sidney.

Addison.

Acts.

Pope.

Wotton.

To LICENSE. v. a. [ licencier, French.]

1. To permit by a legal grant.

2. To dismiss. Not in use.

LICENSER. s . [from license.] A granterof

permission.

Camden,

LICENTIATE. s. [ licentiatus, low Latin. ]

1.A man who uses license.

2. A degree in Spanish universities. Ayliffe.
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Shak.

To LICE'NTIATE. v. a. [ licentier, Fr.] To

permit ; to encourage by license. L'Estrange.

LICE'NTIOUS. a. [ licentiosus, Latin. ]

1. Unrestrained by law or morality.

2. Presumptuous ; unconfined. Roscommon.

LICE'NTIOUSLY. ad. With too much liber-

ty; without just restraint.

LICE'NTIOUSNESS . s. Boundless liberty ;

contempt ofjust restraint. Swift.

LICH. s. [lice, Sax.] A dead carcase ; whence

lichwake, the time or act of watching by the

dead ; lichgate, the gate through which the

dead are carried to the grave ; Lichfield, the

field ofthe dead, a city in Staffordshire, so

named from martyred christians .

LICHOWL. s. [lich and owl.] A sort of owl,

by the vulgar supposed to foretell death.

To LICK. v. a. [licean, Saxon .]

1. To pass over with the tongue.

2. To lap ; to take in by the tongue.

3. To LICK up. To devour.

Addison.

Shak.

Pope.

LICK. s. [from the verb. ] A blow. Dryden.

LICKERISH.
LICKEROUS.

a. [liccena, a

Saxon .]

glutton,

1. Nice in the choice of food ; squeamish.

L'Estrange.

Sidney.2. Eager ; greedy to swallow.

3. Nice ; tempting the appetite. Milton.

LICKERÍSHNESS. s. [from lickerish.] Nice-

ness of palate.

LI’CORICE. s. [liquoricia, Italian . ] A root of

sweet taste.

LICTOR. s. [ Latin.] A beadle.

LID. s. [hlid, Saxon.]

Shakespeare.

1. A cover ; any thing that shuts down over

a vessel. Addison.

2. The membrane that, when we sleep or

wink, is drawn over the eye. Prior.

LIE. s. [lie, Fr.] Any thing impregnated with

some other body, as soap or salt. Peacham.

LIE. s. [lige, Saxon. ]

1. A criminal falsehood.

2. A charge of falsehood.

3. A fiction.

Watts.

Locke.

Dryden.

To LIE. v. n. [leogan, Sax. liegen, Dutch.]

1. To utter criminal falsehood. Shakespeare.

2. To exhibit false representation . Swift.

To LIE, v. n. pret. I lay ; I have lain or lien.

[liezan, Saxon ; liggen, Dutch.]

1. To rest horizontally, or with very great

inclination against something else.

2. To rest ; to press upon.

3. To be reposited inthe grave.

4. To be in a state of decumbiture.

Shakespeare.

19. To be in the power ; to belong to. Still.

20. To be valid in a court ofjudicature ; as,

an action lieth against one.

21. To cost ; as, it lies me in more money.

22. To LIE at. To importune ; to tease.

23. To LAE by. To rest ; to remain still. Shak.

24. To LIE down. To rest ; to go into a state

of repose. Isaiah.

25. To LIE down. To sink into the grave.

Job

26. To LIE in. To be in childbed . Wiseman

27. To LIE under. To be subject to ; to be

oppressed by. Smalridge.

Bentley.

28. To LIE upon. To become the matter of

obligation or duty.

29. To LIE with. To converse in bed. Shak.

LIEF. a. [leor, Sax. ] Dear ; beloved . Spenser.

LIEF. ad. Willingly. Shakespeare.

LIEGE. a. [ lige, French.]

1. Bound by some feudal tenure ; subject.

2. Sovereign. Spenser.

LIEGE. s. Sovereign ; superiour lord. Philips.

LI'EGEMAN. s. A subject. Not in use. Spen.

LIEGER. s. [more proper leger.] A resident

ambassadour. Denham.

LI'EN. The participle of lie. Genesis.

LIENTE'RICK. a . [from lientery. ] Pertaining

to a lientery. Grew.

LI'ENTERY. s . [from aɛov, læve, smooth, and

EVTEROV, intestinum, gut. ] A particular loose-

ness, wherein the food passes suddenly

through the stomach and guts. Quincy.

LI′ER. s. [from to lie.] One that rests or lies

down, or remains concealed. Joshua.

LIEU. s . [Fr. ] Place ; room ; stead. Addison .

LIEVE. ad. [ See LIEF.] Willingly. Shakesp.

LIEUTENANCY. s. [lieutenance, French.]

1. The office of lieutenant. Shakespeare.

2. The body of lieutenants. Felton.

LIEUTENANT. s. [lieutenant, Fr ]

1. A deputy ; one who acts by vicarious au-

thority ; vicegerent. Philips.

2. In war, one who holds the next rank to a

superiour of any denomination. Clarendon.

LIEUTENANTSHIP.. [from lieutenant .]

The rank or office of lieutenant.

LIFE. s . plural lives . [lifian , to live, Saxon . ]

1. Union and co-operation of soul and body ;

vitality ; animation.

2. Present state.

Genesis.

Cowley.

3. Enjoyment or possession ofexistence.Prior.

4. Blood, the supposed vehicle of life. Pope.

5. Conduct ; manner of living with respect

to virtue or vice.

Genesis .

Mark. Pope.

5. To pass the time of sleep . Dryden. 6. Condition ; manner ofliving with respect

6. To be laid up or reposited.

7. To remain fixed.

8. To reside.

Boyle. to happiness or misery. Dryden.

Temple. 7. Continuance of our present state. Locke.

Genesis . 8. The living form. Brown.

9. To be placed or situate with respect to 9. Exact resemblance. Denham

something else. Collier, 10. General state ofman. Milton.

10. To press upon afflictively. Creech. 11. Common occurrences ;

11. To be troublesome or tedious. Addison. the course of things.

12. To be judiciously imputed. Shakespeare.

13. To be in any particular state.

12. Living person.

Watts. 13. Narrative ofa life past.

human affairs ;

Aschum .

Shakespeare.

Pope

14. To be in a state of concealment. Locke.

15. To be in a prison.

16. To be in a bad state. L'Estrange.

17. To be in a helpless or exposed state.Swift.

18. To consist. Shakespeare.

14. Spirit; briskness ; vivacity ; resolution.

Shakespeare. Sidney.
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15. Animated existence ; animal being.Thom .

16. System of auimal nature. Pope.

LI'FEBLOOD. s. [ life and blood.] The blood

necessary to life ; the vital blood. Spectator
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Ainsw.LIFEEVERLASTING. &. An herb.

LIFEGIVING. a. [life and giving.] Having

the power to give life. Spenser.

LIFEGUARD. s . [life and guard.] The guard

of a king's person.

LIFELESS . a. [from life.]

1. Dead ; deprived of life.

2. Unanimated ; void of life.

3. Wantingpower, force, or spirit.

LIFELESSLY. ad. [from lifeless .]

vigour ; frigidly ; jejunely.

Prior.

Milton.

Prior.

Without

LIFELIKE. a. [life and like.] Like a living

person. Pope.

Daniel.

LIFESTRING. s. [life and string.] Nerve ;

string imagined to convey life.

LIFETIME. s. [life and time.] Continuance
or duration of life. Addison.

LIFEWEARY. a. [life and weary.] Wretched ;

tired ofliving. Shakespeare.

To LIFT. v. a. [lyffta, Swedish.]

1. To raise from the ground ; to heave ; to

elevate ; to hold on high.

5. Life.

6. Artificial illumination

Pope.

Numbers.

7. Illumination of mind ; instruction ; know-

ledge. Bacon.

8. The part of a picture which is drawn with

bright colours, or on which the light is sup

posed to fall. Dryden.

9. Reach ofknowledge ; mental view. Bacon.

10. Point of view ; situation ; direction in

which the light falls .

11. Publick notice ; publick view.

12. The publick.

13. Explanation.

Audison.

Pope.

Pope.
Locke.

14. Anything that gives light ; a phares ; a

taper ; any luminous body.

LIGHT. a. [leohr, Saxon.]

Glanville.

1. Not tending to the centre with great force :

not heavy. Addison.

2. Not burdensome ; easy to be worn, o

carried, or lifted ; not onerous. Bacon.

3. Not afflictive ; easy to be endured.Hooker.

4. Easy to be performed ; not difficult.

Dryden.

5. Easy to be acted on by any power. Dry.

6. Not heavily armed. Knolles.

Spenser.

8. Unencumbered ; unembarrassed ; cicar of

impediments.

Dryden.

2. To bear; to support. Not in use. Spenser.

3. To rob ; to plunder. Dryden.

4. To exalt ; to elevate mentally. Pope.

5. To raise in fortune. Ecclus. 7. Active ; nimble.

6. To raise in estimation. Hooker.

7. To exalt in dignity . Addison.

8. To elevate ; to swell, as with pride. Atter.

To LIFT. v. n. To strive to raise by strength.

9. Slight ; not great.

10. Not dense ; not gros

Locke.

LIFT. s. [from the verb. ]

1. The manner of lifting. Bacon.

2. The act oflifting. L'Estrange.

3. Effort ; struggle. Hudibras.

4. A load or surcharge of any thing.

5. [In Scottish.] The sky.

Bacon.

Boyle.
Numbers.

6. Lifts ofa sail, are ropes to raise or lower

them at pleasure.

Psal.LIFTER. s. [from lift .] One that lifts.

To LIG. v. n. [leggen, Dutch . ] To lie. Spenser.

LIGAMENT. s. [ligamentum, from ligo, Lat.]

1. A white and solid body, softer than a car-

tilage, but harder than a membrane ; their

chief use is to fasten the bones, which are

articulated together for motion, lest they

should be dislocated with exercise . Quincy.

2. Any thing which connects the parts ofthe

body.

3. Bond ; chain ; entanglement. Addison.

LIGAMENTAL. 7 a. [from ligament.] Com-

LIGAMENTOUS . S posing a ligament.

Brown. Wiseman.

LIGA'TION. s. [ligatio, Latin.]

1. The act of binding.

2. The state of being bound.

LIGATURE . 8. [ligature, French .]

Denham.

11. Easy to admit any influence ; unsteady ;

unsettled ; loose. Shakespeare.

12. Gay ; airy ; wanting dignity orsolidity ;

trifling. Shakespeare.

13. Not chaste ; not regular in conduct. Sh.

14. [From light, s ] Bright ; clear. Genesis.

15. Not dark; tending to whiteness. Drgd.

LIGHT. ad. Lightly ; cheaply. Houker.

To LIGHT. v. a . [from the noun .]

1. To kindle ; to enflame ; to set on fire. Boy.

2. To give light to ; to guide by light. Crush.

3. To illuminate ; to fill with light. Dryden.

4. [From the adjective. ] To lighten ; to case

of a burden. Spenser.

To LIGHT. v. n. pret. lighted, or light, or iä.

[lickt, chance, Dutch.]

1. To happen to find ; to fall upon by chance.

Sidney.

2. To fall in any particular direction . Dry.

3. To fall ; to strike on .

4. [Alghtan, Saxon. ] To descend from a

horse or carriage.

Spenser

5. To settle ; to rest.

Kings

Shakespeare

To LIGHTEN. v. n . [ lit, ligt, Saxon.]

1. To flash, with thunder. Shakespeare.

Addison. 2. To shine like lightning. Shakespeare.

3. To fall ; to light. [from light ] Com. Pray.

To LIGHTEN. v. a. [from tight.]

Spectator. 1. To illuminate ; to enlighten. Davies.

Arbuthnot. 2. To exonerate ; to unload. Jonah.

Mortimer. 3. To make less heavy. Milton.

Dryden.

1. Any thing tied round another ; bandage.

2. The act of binding.

3. The state of being bound.

LIGHT. s. [leoht, Saxon .]

1. That material medium of sight ; that body

by which we see. Newton.

2. State of the elements, in which things be-

come visible ; opposed to darkness. Genesis.

3. Power of perceiving external objects by

the eye ; opposed to blindness, Milton .

4. Day.

2

Milton.

.

4. To exhilarate ; to cheer.

LIGHTER. s . [from light , to make light .] A

heavy boat into which ships are lightened

or unloaded . Pope.

LI'GHTERMAN.s. [lighter and man ] One

who manages a lighter.

LIGHTFINGERED. a. [ light and finger.]

Nimble at conveyance ; thievish

Child.
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LIGHTFOOT. a. [ light and foot. ] Nimble in

Spenser.

A cant word.

running or dancing ; active.

LIGHTFOOT. s . Venison.

LIGHTHEADED. a. [light and head.]

1. Unsteady ; loose ; thoughtless ; weak.

Clarendon.

2. Delirious ; disordered in the mind by dis-

ease.

LIGHTHEADEDNESS . . Deliriousness ;

disorder ofthe mind.

LIGHTHEA'RTED. a. [ light and heart.]

Gay ; merry ; airy ; cheerful.

LIGHTHOUSE. s. [ light and house. ] A high

building, at the top of which lights are hung

to guide ships at sea.

LIGHTLE'GGED. a. [light and leg. ] Nimble ;

swift.

Arbuthnot.

LIGHTLESS. a. Wanting light ; dark.

LIGHTLY. ad. [from light.]

1. Without weight.

2. Without deep impression .

3. Easily ; readily; without difficulty ;

course.

4. Without reason.

5. Without dejection ; cheerfully.

6. Not chastely.

of

Sidney.

Ben Jonson.

Prior.

Hooker.

Taylor.

Shak.

Swift.

Dryden.

7. Nimbly ; with agility ; not heavily or tar-

dily.

8. Gayly ; airily ; with levity.

LIGHTMI'NDED. a. [ light and mind. ]

settled ; misteady.

LIGHTNESS . s . [from light. ]

Un-

Ecclus.

1. Want of weight ; not heaviness. Burnet.

2. Inconstancy ; unsteadiness. Shakespeare.

3. Unchastity ; want of conduct in women.

4. Agility ; nimbleness.

LIGHTNING. s. [from lighten .]

1. The flash that attends thunder.

2. Mitigation ; abatement.

Sidney.

Davies.

Addison.

LIGHTS. s. The lungs ; the organs of breath-

ing. Hayward.

LIGHTSOME. a. [from light.]

1. Luminous ; not dark ; not obscure ; not

opake. Raleigh.

2. Gay ; airy ; having the power to exhila-

South.rate.

LIGHTSOMENESS. s. [from lightsome.]

1. Luminousness ; not opacity ; not obscu-

rity ; not darksomeness. Cheyne.

2. Cheerfulness ; merriment ; levity.

LIGNAʼLOES. s. [lignum aloes, Latin.] Aloes

wood. Numbers.

LI'GNEOUS. a. [ligneus, Latin.] Made of

wood ; wooden ; resembling wood. Grew.

LIGNUMVITÆ. s. [ Latin.] Guaiacum ; a

very hard wood. Miller.

LIGURE. s. A prècious stone.

LIKE. a. [le, Sax. liik, Dutch.]

Exodus.

1. Resembling ; having resemblance. Baker.

2. Equal; of the same quantity. Sprat.

3. [For likely. ] Probable ; credible. Bacon.

4. Likely ; in a state that gives probable ex-

pectations. Shakespeare.

LIKE. s.

1. Some person or thing resembling another.

Shakespeare.

2. Near approach ; a state like to another

Raleigh.
state.

LIKE, ad.

་
1. In the same manner ; in the same manner

as.
Spenser. Philips.

Samuel.

Shakespeare.

2. In such a manner as befits.

3. Likely ; probably.

To LIKE. v. a . [lican, Saxon.]

1. To choose with some degree ofpreference.

Clarendon.

approve ; to view with approbation,2. To

not fondness .

3. To please ; to be agreeable to.

To LIKE. v. n.

1. To be pleased with. Obsolete.

Sidney.

Bacon.

Hooker.

2. To choose ; to list ; to be pleased. Locke.

LI’KELIHOOD. Į

LIKELINESS .
s. [from likely.]

1. Appearance ; show. Obsolete. Shak.

2. Resemblance ; likeness . Obsolete. Raleigh.

3. Probability ; verisimilitude ; appearance

of truth . Hooker.

LIKELY. a. [from like.]

1. Such as may be liked ; such as may please.

Obsolete.
Shakespeare.

2. Probable ; such as may in reason be

thought or believed .

LIKELY. ad. Probably ; as may reasonably

be thought. Glanville.

To LIKEN. v. a. [ from like. ] To represent as

having resemblance ; to compare. Milton.

LIKENESS. s . [from like. ]

1. Resemblance ; similitude.

2. Form ; appearance.

Dryden.

L'Estrange.

Prior3. One who resembles another.

LIKEWISE, ad . [like and wise.] In like man

ner ; also ; moreover ; too . Arbuthnot.

LIKING. a . Plump ; in a state of plumpness.

LIKING. s. [from like. ]

1. Good state of body ; plumpness. Dryden.

2. State of trial, Dryden.

Spenser.3. Inclination .

LILACH. s . [ lilac, lilás, Fr.] A tree. Bacon.

LILIED. a . [from lily. ] Embellished with

lilies . 0 Milton.

LI'LY. s . [ lilium , Lat. ] A flower. Peacham.

LILY-DAFFODIL. s [lilio -narcissus. ] A fo-

reign flower.

LILY of the Valley, or May lily. s. Miller.

LILYLIVERED. a. [lily and liver.] White-

livered ; cowardly. Shakespeare.

LI'MATURE. s. { limatura, Latin. ] Filings of

any metal ; the particles rubbed off by a file.

LIMB. s. [lim, Saxon.]

1. A member ; a jointed or articulated part

of animals. Milton.

2. [Limbe, Fr. ] An edge ; a border. Newton.

To LIMB. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To supply with limbs.

still.

Milton.

2. To tear asunder ; to dismember.

LIMBECK. s. [corrupted from alembick ] A

Fairfax. Howel

LIMBED. a. [from limb. ] Formed with re-

gard to limbs. Pope.

LIMBER. a . Flexible ; easily bent ; pliant ;

lithe . Ray. Harvey.

LIMBERNESS. s. Flexibility ; pliancy.

LI'MBO. s .

1. A region bordering upon hell, in which

there is neither pleasure nor pain. Shuk.

2. Any place of misery and restraint. Hludib.
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LIME. s. [lim, Saxon.]

1. A viscous substance drawn over twigs,

which catches and entangles the wings of

birds that light upon it. Dryden.

2. Matter of which mortar is made ; so cal-

led because used in cement.* Bacon.

3. [Lind, Saxon . ] The linden tree. Pope.

4 [Lime, Fr.] A species of lemon. Thomson.

To LIME. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To entangle ; to ensnare. Shakespeare.

2. To smear with lime.

3. To cement. Not used.

4. To manure ground with lime.

LI'MEKILN. s. [ lime and kiln.]

stones are burnt to lime.

L'Estrange.

Shakespeare.

Child.

Kiln where

Woodward.

Mortimer.

LIMESTONE. s . [lime and stone.] The stone

ofwhich lime is made.

LIME-WATER. s . A medicine made by pour-

ingwater upon quicklime. Hill.

LIMIT. s. [limité, French. ] Bound ; border

utmost reach.

To LIMIT. v. a. [ limiter, French.]

;

Exodus.

1. To confine within certain bounds ; to re-

strain; to circumscribe. Swift.

2. To restrain from a lax or general signifi-

cation ; as, the universe is here limited to
this earth.

LIMITARY. a. [from limit .] Placed at the

boundaries as a guard or superintendant. Mil.

LIMITATION. s . [ limitation, French.]

1. Restriction ; circumspection. Hooker.

2. Confinement from a lax or undeterminate

import. Hooker.

LI'MMER. s . A mongrel .

To LIMN. v. n. [enluminer, French .] To draw ;

to paint any thing. Peacham.

LIMNER. 8. [ corrupted from enlumineur, Fr.]

Apainter ; a picture-maker. Glanville.

LIMOUS. a [ limosus, Lat. ] Muddy ; slimy.

Brown.

LIMP. a. ( limpto , Italian .] Vapid ; weak.

To LIMP. v . n. [limpen, Saxon ] To halt ; to

walk lamely Prior.

LI'MPET. s. A kind of shellfish. Ainsworth.

LIMPID. a. [limpidus, Latin.] Clear ; pure ;

transparent. Woodward.

LIMPIDNESS.'s Clearness ; purity.

LIMPINGLY. ad. [from limpid. ] In a lame

halting manner.

LI'MY. a. [from lime.]

1. Viscous ; glutinous.

2. Containing lime.

Spenser.

Grew.

To LIN. v. n. [ablınnan, Saxon.] To yield ; to

give over. Spenser.

keeps theLINCHPIN. s. An iron pin that

LI'NCTUS. s. [ from lingo, Latin.]

wheel on the axle-tree.

licked up by the tongue.

LI'NDEN s. [lino, Sax.] The lime

Medicine

tree. Dry.

2. A slender string.

LINE. 8. [linea, Latin.]

1. Longitudinal extension. Bentley.

Moxon.

3. A thread extended to direct any opera-

tions. Dryden.

4. The string that sustains the angler's hook.

Waller.

5. Lineaments, or marks in the hand or face.

Cleaveland.

Temple.
6. Delincation ; sketch.
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7. Contour ; outline. Pope

8. As much as is written from one nargin te

the other; a verse.

9. Rank of soldiers.

10. Work thrown up ; trench.

11. Method ; disposition.

12. Extension ; limit.

Garth

Addison.

Dryden.

Shakespeare,

Milton.

Creech.13. Equator ; equinoctial circle.

14. Progeny ; family, ascending or descend.

Shakespeare.ing.

15. A line is one tenth of an inch. Locke.

16. [In the plural . ] A letter ; as, I read your
lines .

17. Lint or flax.

To LINE. v. a.

1. To cover on the inside.

2. To put any thing in the inside.

3. To guard within.

4. To strengthen by inner works.

Royle.

Carew.

Clarendon.

Shak

Shak5. To cover with something soft.

6. To double ; to strengthen. Shakespeare.

7. Toimpregnate ; applied to animals gene-

rating. Creech.

LINEAGE. s . [ lineage, Fr.] Race ; progeny ;

family, ascending or descending. Atterbury,

LI'NEAL. a. [ linealis , Latin .]

4

1. Composed of lines ; delineated. Wotton.

2. Descending in a direct genealogy. Locke.

3. Hereditary ; derived from ancestors. Sha.

4. Allied by direct descent. Dryden.

LI'NEALLY. ad. [from lineal.] In a direct line.

Clarendon.

LI'NEAMENT. s. [lineament, Fr.] Feature ;

discriminating mark in the form . Shakespeare.

LI'NEAR. s. [ linearis, Latin .] Composed of

lines ; having the form oflines. Woodward.

LINEATION. s. [ lineatio, from linea, Latin.]

Draught of a line or lines. Woodward.

LI'NEN. s. [linum, Latin.] Cloth made ofhemp

or flax.

LI'NEN. a. [lineus, Latin.]

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

1. Made of linen .

2. Resembling linen.

LINEN-DRA'PER. s. [ linen and draper.] He

who deals in linen.

LING. s . [ling, Islandick. ]

1. Heath. Bacon.

2. [Linghe, Dutch.] A kind of sea-fish.

LING. The termination notes commonly dimi-

nution ; as, kitling, from klien, German, lit-

tle; sometimes a quality ; as, firstling, from

langen, Teut. to belong.

To LINGER. v. n. [ from leng, Sax. long.]

1. To remain long in languor and pain. Pope.

2. To hesitate ; to be in suspense. Milton.

3. To remain long. Dryden.

4. To remain long without any action or de-

termination. Shakespeare.

5. To wait long in expectation or uncer

tainty. Dryden.

6. To be long in producing effect. Shakes.

To LI'NGER. v. a. To protract ; to draw out

to length. Out ofuse. Shakespeare.

LI'NGERER. s. One who lingers.

LINGERINGLY. ad. [from lingering.] With

delay ; tadiously.
Hale.

LI'NGET. s. [ lingot, French. ] A small mass of

metal. Camden

LINGO. s. [Portuguesc ] Language ; tongue .

speech. Congreve
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ing fit. Taylor.

LINGUA'CIOUS . a . [ linguax, Latin.] Full of LIPO'THYMY. s. [ Emojia .] Swoon ; faint-

tongue , talkative.

LINGUADEʼNTAL. a. [lingua and dens, Lat.]

Uttered bythe joint action of the tongue and

Holder.teeth.

Milton.

LINGUIST. s . [from lingua, Latin.] A man

skilful in languages.

LINGWORT. s. An herb.

LINIMENT. s . [liniment, Fr. linimentum,Lat.]

Ointment ; balsam ; unguent.

LI'NING. s. [from line.]

1. The inner covering of any thing.

2. That which is within.

LINK. s . [gelencke, German.]

1. A single ring of a chain,

Ray.

Prior.

Prior.

· LI′PPED. a. [from lip. ] Having lips.

LI'PPITUDE. s . [lippitude, French ; lippitudo

Lat.] Blearedness ofthe eyes. Bacon.

LIPWISDOM. s . [ lip and wisdom . ] Wisdom

in talk without practice. Sidney.

LIQUABLE. a. [from liquo, Latin.] Such as

may be melted.

LIQUATION. s. [from liquo, Latin .]

1. The act of melting.

2. Capacity to be melted. Brown.

Shakespeare. To LIQUATE. v . n. [liquo, Latin.] To melt;

to liquefy. Woodward.

LIQUEFÀCTION.s . [ liquefactio, Lat. ] The

act ofmelting ; the state ofbeing melted. Buc.

LI'QUEFIABLE. a. [from liquefy . ] Such as

may be melted. Bacon.

2. Any thing doubled and closed together.

3. A chain ; any thing connecting. Shakesp.

4. Any single part of a series or chain ofcon-

sequences. Hale.

5. A torch made of pitch and hards. Howel.

To LINK. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To complicate ; as, thelinks of a chain.

2. To unite ; to join in concord.

3. Tojoin; to connect .

Shakesp.

Pope.

Hooker.

4. To join by confederacy or contract. Hook.

5. To connect, as concomitant. Tillotson.

6. To unite or concatenate in a regular series

of consequences.

LI'NKBOY. Į s. [link and boy. ] A boy that

LINKMAN. S carries a torch to accommo-

date passengers with light. More. Gay.

LI'NNET. s. [linot, French.] A small singing

bird. Pope.

LI'NSEED. s . The seed of flax. Mortimer.

LI'NSEYWOOLSEY . a. [linen and wool . ]Made

of linen and wool mixed ; vile ; mean ; of
different and unsuitable parts. Pope.

LI'NSTOCK. s. [lente, Teut.] A staff ofwood

with a match at the end of it, used by gun-

ners in firing cannon. Dryden.

LINT. s. [linteum, Latin.]

1. The soft substance commonly called flax.

2. Linen scraped into soft woolly substance

to lay on a sore. Wiseman.

LI'NTEL. s. [ linteal , French.] That part of

the door frame that lies cross the door posts

overhead.

LION s. [lion, French ; leo, Latin.]

Pope.

1. The fiercest and most magnanimous of

four-footed beasts. Milton.

Creech.2. A sign in the zodiack.

LIONESS . s. [feminine of lion .] A she lion .

LIONLEAF. 35. [leontopetalon. ] A plant.Mill.

LION'S-MOUTH.

LION'S-PAW.

LION'S-TAIL.

LION'S-TOOTH.

LIP. s. [lippe, Saxon.]

s. [from lion.] The name

of an herb.

1. The outer part of the mouth, the muscles

that shootbeyond the teeth.

2. The edge of any thing.

Sandys.

Burnet.

3. To make a LIP. To hang the lip in sullen-

ness and contempt. Shakespeare.

To LIP. v . a. To kiss . Obsolete. Shakespeare.

LIPLA BOUR. s. [lip and labour. ] Action of

the lips without concurrence of the mind ;

words without sentiments. Taylor.

LIPO THYMOUS. α . [λɛπ and S.]Swoon-

ing; fainting.

a.

To Lİ'QUEFY. v . a . [ liquefier, French . ] To

melt ; to dissolve. Bacon.

To LIQUEFY. v. n. To grow liquid . Addison.

LIQUE'SCENCY. s . [liquescentia, Lat. ] Apt-

ness to melt.

LIQUE'SCENT. a. [ liquescens, Lat. ] Melting.

LIQUID. a. [liquide, French.]

1. Not solid ; not forming one continuous

substance ; fluid.

2. Soft ; clear.

Daniel.

Crashaw.

3. Pronounced without anyjar or harshness.

Dryden.

4. Dissolved, so as not to be obtainable by

1:w. Ayliffe.

LIQUID. s. Liquid substance ; liquor.Philips.

To LIQUIDATE. v. a . [from liquid .] To clear

away ; tolessen debts. "

LIQUIDITY. s. [from liquid . ] Subtity ; thin-

Glanville.

LIQUIDNESS. s. [from liquid. ] Quality of

being liquid ; fluency. Boyle.

LIQUOR. s . [ liquor, Latin.]

1. Any thing liquid .

ness .

Milton.

2. Strong drink' ; in familiar language.

To LI'QUÖR. v. a . [from the noun.]To drench

or moisten. Bacon.

Hale.

LIRICONFANCY. s . A flower.

LISNE. s . A cavity ; a hollow.

To LISP. v . n . [ hlirp, Saxon.] To speak with

too frequent appulses of the tongue to the

teeth or palate. Cleaveland.

LISP . 8. The act of lisping.

LI'SPER. s . [ from lisp . ] One who lisps .

LIST. s . [ liste, French.]

1. A roll ; a catalogue.

Tatler.

Irior.

2. [Lice, French. ] Enclosed ground in which

tilis are run, and combats fought. Pope.

3. Bound ; limit. Shakespeare.

4. [Lyrtan, Sax ] Desire ; willingness. Dryd.

5. Lisse, Fr.] A strip of cloth.

6. A border.

Boyle.

Hooker

To LIST. v. n . [lyrzan, Saxon . ] To choose ; to

desire ; to be disposed .

To LIST. v. a . [ from the noun .]

1. To enlist ; to enrol or register.

2. To retain and enrol soldiers.

3. To enclose for combats.

Whilgift.

South

Temple.

Dryden.

4. To sew together, in such a sort as to

make a party-coloured show.
Wolion.

Harvey.

5. [Contracted from listen . ] To hearken to ;

to listen , to attend. Shakespeare.
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LI'SSTED. a. Striped ; party-coloured in long

streaks. Milton.

Shakespeare.

To LISTEN. v. n. To hearken ; to give at

tention. Bacon.

LI'STENER. s. [from listen. ] One that heark-

ens ; a hearkener. Swift.

LI'STLESLY. ad. [from listless.] Without

thought ; without attention. Locke.

LESTLESNESS . s. [from listless.] Inatten-

tion ; want of desire.

LI'STLESS. a. [from list.]

To LI'STEN. v. a. To hear ; to attend.

Taylor.

1. Without inclination ; without any deter-

mination to one more than another.Tillotson.

2. Careless ; heedless.

LIT. The preterite oflight.

LITANY. s. [ Tavela.] A form of supplicatory

prayer.

LITERAL. a . [ literal, Fr.]

LITIGANT. a. Engaged in a juridical con

test. Ayliffe.

TO LITIGATE. v. a . [litigo, Lat.] To contest

in law ; to debate by judicial process.

To LITIGATE. v . n. To manage a suit; to

carry on a cause. Ayliffe.

LITIGATION. s . [litigutio, Latin. ] Judicial

contest ; suit oflaw. Clarendon.

LITIGIOUS . a. [ litigieux, Fr. ]

1. Inclinable to lawsuits ; quarrelsome;

wrangling. Donne.

Dryden.2. Disputable ; controvertible.

LITIGIOUSLY. ad. Wranglingly.

LITIGIOUSNESS . s. A wrangling disposi

tion ; inclination to vexatious suits .

LITTER. s . [ litiere, Fr.]Dryden.

Addison. 1. A kind of vehiculary bed. Dryden.

Hooker. Taylor.

2. The straw laid under animals.

3. A brood of young.

Shakesp.

4. A birth of animals.

L'Estrange.

Dryden.

Swift.

1. According to the primitive meaning ; not

figurative.
Hammond.

Hooker.

2. Following the letter, or exact words.

3. Consisting of letters .

LITERAL. s. Primitive or literal meaning.

Brown.

LITERA'LITY. s. [from literal.] Original

meaning. Brown.

LITERALLY. ad. [ from literal .]

1. According to the primitive import of

words ; not figuratively. Swift.

2. With close adherence to words. Dryden .

LITERARY. a. [literarius, Latin. ] Respect-

ing letters ; regarding learning .

LITERA'TI. s. [Ital.] The learned. Spectator.

LITERATURE. s. [ literatura, Lat.] Learn-

ing ; skill in letters. Bacon. Addison.

LITHARGE. s . [lithargyrum, Lat. ] Litharge is

properly lead vitrified, either alone or with

a mixture of copper. This recrement is of

two kinds, litharge of gold, and litharge of

silver. It is collected from the furnaces

where silver is separated from lead, or from

those where gold and silver are purified by

means ofthat metal. The litharge sold in the

shops is produced in the copper-works,where

lead has been used to purify that metal, or

to separate silver from it. Hill.

LITHÈ. a. [lide , Saxon. ] Limber ; flexible ;

pliant ; easily bent.

LITHENESS . s . Limberness ; flexibility.

LITHER. a. [ from lithe.]

1. Soft ; pliant.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

2. [Lyden, Sax.] Bad ; sorry ; corrupt.

LITHOGRAPHY. s. [ and yeapw.] The

art or practice of engraving upon stones.

LITHOMANCY. s. [ os and μavtala.] Pre-

diction by stones.
Brown.

LITHONTRIPTICK. s. [ 90s and rew . ]

Any medicine proper to dissolve the stone

in the kidneys or bladder.

LITHOTOMIST. s. [ os and Teμw.] A

chirurgeon who extracts the stone by open-

ing the bladder.

LITHOTOMY. s . [ cs and Teuvo.] The art

or practice ofcutting for the stone.

LITIGANT. s . [ litigans, Latin. ] One engaged

in a suit of law.. L'Estrange.

1

1

5. Any number of things thrown sluttishly

about.

To LITTER. v. a. [from the noun .]

1. To bring forth ; used of beasts, or ofhu-

man beings in contempt. Brown.

2. To cover with things negligently. Swift.

3. To cover with straw. Dryden.

4. To supply cattle with bedding.

LITTLE. a. comp. less ; superlat. least . [leitels,

Gothick ; lyrel, Sax.]

1. Small in extent. Joshua.

2. Not great ; small ; diminutive. Locke.

3. Of small dignity, power, or importance.

4. Not much ; not many.

5. Some ; not none.

LITTLE. s.

1. A small space.

Samuel.

Pope.

Locke.

Dryden.

2. A small part ; a small proportion. Locke.

3. A slight affair.

4. Not much.

LITTLE. ad.

1. In a small degree.

2. In a small quantity.

Prior.

Cheyne.

Watts.

Otway.

3. In some degree, but not great. Arbuthnot.

4. Not much.
·

LITTLENESS. s. [ from little.]

1. Smallness of bulk.

Swift.

Burnet,

Addison.

Collier.

2. Meanness ; want of grandeur.

3. Want of dignity.

LITTORAL. a. [littoralis, Latin.] Belonging

to the shore.

11TURGY. s. [liturgie, Fr.] Form ofprayers;

formulary of publick devotions.

To LIVE. v. n. [lyrian, Sax.]

1.

Taylor.

To be in a state of animation ; to be not

dead. Dryden.

2. To pass life in any certain manner with

regard to habits, good or ill, happiness or

misery.

3. To continue in life.

Hammond.

Shakespeare.

4. To live emphatically ; to be in a state of

happiness.

5. To be exempt from death,

spiritual.

6. To remain undestroyed.

7. To continue ; not to be lost.

s. To converse ; to cohabit.

9. To feed.

Dryden

temporal or

Thessalonians.

Burnet.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

Arbuthnot
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10. To maintain one's self. Temple.

Dryden.

11. To be in a state of motion or vegetation.

12. To be unextinguished.

LIVE. a. [from alive j

1. Quick; not dead. Exodus.

Boyle.

LIVELESS. a. [from live. ] Wanting life ; ra-

ther, lifeless. Shakespeare.

LI'VELIHOOD. s . Support of life ; mainte-

nance ; means of living.

LIVELINESS . s . [from lively.]

1. Appearance of life.

2. Active ; not extinguished.

Clarendon.

Dryden.

2. Vivacity ; sprightliness. Locke.

LI'VELODE. s. Maintenance ; support ; live-

lihood.
Spenser.

LIVELONG. a . [live and long .]

1. Tedious ; longin passing.

2. Lasting ; durable. Not used.

LIVELY. a. [live and like. ]

3. Representing life.

LIXIVIAL. a. [from lixivium, Lat.]

1. Impregnated with salts like a lixivium.

2. Obtained by lixivium. Boyle.

LIXI'VIATE. a. [ from lixivium, Lat.] Mak.

ing a lixivium. Brown.

LIXIVIUM. s. Latin.] Lie ; water impreg

nated with alkaline salt ; a liquor which has

the power of extraction. Boyle.

LIZARD. s. [ lisurde, Fr.] An animal resem-

bling a serpent, with legs added to it. Shak.

LIZARD-STONE. s . A kind of stone.

LIZARDTAIL. s. A plant.

LL. D. [legum doctor . ] A doctor of the canon

and civil laws.

LO. interj . [ la, Sax. ] Look ! see ! behold.

LOACH. s . [loche, Fr.] A. small fish, of the

shape of an eel, and with a beard of wattels

like a barbel. Walton.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

LOAD. s. [hlade, Sax.]

1. Brisk ; vigorous ; vivacious.

2. Gay ; airy.

Milton. 1. A burden ; a freight ; lading. Dryden.

Pope.

Dryden.

2. Weight ; pressure ; encumberance. Pope.

3. Weight, or violence of blows. Dryden.

Knolles. 4. Any thing that depresses. Ray.

L'Estr.LIVELY, or LI'VELILY. ad.

1. Briskly ; vigorously.

LI'VER. s. [from live. ]

1. One who lives.

Hayward.

Shakespeare.

Locke.

Prior. Wiseman.

4. Strong ; energetick.

2. With strong resemblance of life. Dryden.

red.

2. One who lives in any particular manner.

Atterbury.

3. [From lifeɲe, Sax. ] One of the entrails.

LI'VERCOLOUR. a. [ liver and colour.] Dark

Woodward.

LI'VERGROWN. a. [liver andgrown.] Having

a great liver. Graunt.

LIVERWORT. s . [lichen.] A plant. Milton.

LIVERY. s. [from livrer, Fr.]

1. The act ofgiving or taking possession.

2. Release from wardship. K. Charles.

3. The writ by which possession is obtained.

4. The state of being kept at a certain rate.

5. The clothes given to servants.

6. A particular dress ; a garb worn as a to-

ken or consequence of any thing. Sidney.

LIVERYMAN. s . [ livery and man.]

Pope.

1. One who wears a livery ; a servant ofan

inferiour kind. Arbuthnot.

2 [In London ] A freeman of some standing

in a company.

Bacon.

LIVES. s . The plural of life.

LI'VID . a. [livide, Fr. ] Discoloured, as with a

blow ; black and blue.

LIVIDITY. s . [ lividité, Fr. ] Discoloration, as

by ablow. Arbuthnot.

LIVING. particip. adj.

1. Vigorous ; active.

2. Being in motion.

LIVING. s. [from live.]

1. Support; maintenance ; fortune on which

one lives

2. Power of continuing life.

3. Livelihood.

4. Benefice of a clergyman.

5. As much drink as one can bear.

To LOAD. v. a. [hladan, Sax.]

1. To burden ; to freight.

2. To encumber ; to embarrass.

3. To charge a gun.

4. To make heavy by something appended

or annexed. Addison.

LOAD. s . [anciently and more properly lode ;

from lædan, Saxon, to lead .] The leading

- vein in a mine. Carew.

LO'ADER. s . [ from load . ] He who loads.

LO'ADSMAN. s . [load or lode and man.] He

who leads the way ; a pilot.

LO'ADSTAR. s. [more properly lodestar, from

laban, Sax. to lead. ] The polestar ; the cy-

nosure ; the leading or guiding star . Spenser.

LO'ADSTONE. 8. [properly lodestone, or lead-

ing-stone.] The magnet ; the stone on which

the mariners compass needle is touched to

give it a direction north and south. Hill

LOAF. s. [from hlap, Sax.]

1. A mass of bread as it is formed by the ba-

ker ; a loaf is thicker than a cake. Hayward.

2. Any thick mass into which a body is

wrought.
Mortimer.

LOAM. s. [lım, laam, Saxon.] Fat, unctuous,

tenacious earth ; marl. Shakespeare.

To LOAM. v. a. [ from the noun. ] To smear

with loam, marl, or clay ; to clay. Moxon.

LO'AMY. 6 [from loam.] Marly. Bacon .

LOAN. s. [hian, Saxon. ] Any thing lent ; any

thing given to another, on condition of re-

turn or repayment.

LOATH. a. [ lað, Saxon.] Unwilling ; dislik-

ing ; not ready ; not inclined. Southern.

To LOATHE. v. a . [from loath.]

Bacon.

Sidney.

L'Estrange.

1. To hate ; to look on with abhorrence.

Sidney.

Dryden

Spenser.

2. To consider with the disgust ofsatiety.

Cowley.

3. To see food with dislike. Quincy.

To LOATHE. v. n.

Exodus.

LIVINGLY. ad. [from living.] In the living

Brown.state.

LIVRE. s. [ French. ] The sum by which the

French reckon their money, equal nearly to

our ten-pence.
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1. To create disgust ; to cause abhorrence.

2. To feel abhorrence or disgust.

LO'ATHER. s. One that loathes.

LOʻATHFUL. a. [loath andfull ]
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1. Abhorring; hating.

2. Abhorred ; hated.

Hubberd. LOCUST. 8. [locusta, Latin.] A devouring in

Spenser.
sect.

LO'ATHINGLY. ad . [from loath.] In a fasti- LO'CUST-TREE. s . A tree.

dious manner.

Shakespeare.

LO'ATHLY. a . [from loath.] Hateful ; ab-

horred , exciting hatred.

LO'ATHLY. ad . [from loath. ] Unwillingly ;

without liking or inclination .

LO'ATHNESS. s . [from loath. ] Unwillingness.

LO'ATHSOME. a. [from loath . ]

1. Abhorred ; detestable.

2. Causing satiety or fastidiousness.

Quality of raising hatred.

LOB. s.

LODESTAR. See LOADSTAR .

LO'DESTONE. See LOADSTONE.

To LODGE. v . a. [logian, Sax. ]

Arbuthnot.

Miller.

1. To place in a temporary habitation . Bac.

2. To afford a temporary dwelling. Dryden.

3. To place ; to plant.

Donne.

Bacon. 4. To fix ; to settle .

South. 6. To harbour or cover.

Shak.

LOʻATHSOMENESS . s. [ from loathsome.]

LOAVES. The plural of loaf.

Addison.

1. Any one heavy, clumsy, or sluggish.

2. Lob's pound ; a prison.

3. A big worm.

manner.

Hudibras.

Walton.

To LOB. v. a. To let fall in a slovenly or lazy

Shakespeare.

LOBBY. s. [laube, Germ ] An opening before

Wotton.a room.

fish .

LOBE. s. [ Cos.] A division ; a distinct part ;

used commonly for a part of the lungs.

LOʻBSTER. s. [lobrzeɲ, Sax. ] A crustaceous

Bacon.

1. Having the properties of a place. Prior.

2. Relating to place. Stillingfeet.

3. Being in a particular place. Digby.

LOCALITY.s.[from lcoal .] Existence in place;

relation of place, or distance. Glanville.

LO'CALLY. ad. [from local.] With respect to

place.

LOCATION. s . [locatio, Lat.] Situation with

respect to place ; act of placing ; state of

being placed.

LO'CAL. a. [locus, Latiu.]

LOCH. s. A lake. Scottish.

LOCK. s. [loc , Sax.]

Glanville.

Locke.

Cheyne.

1. An instrument composed of springs and

bolts, used to fasten doors or chests . Spenser.

2. The part of the gun by which fire is

struck.

3. A hug ; a grapple.

4. Any enclosure

Grew.

5. A quantity of hair or wool hanging toge-

ther.

6. A tuft.

1. To shut or fasten with locks.

To LOCK. v. a [from the noun.]

叠

5. To place in the memory.

7. To afford place to.

8. To lay flat.

To LODGE. v. n.

Otway.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

Addison.

Cheyne.

Shakespeare.

1. To reside ; to keep residence. Milion.

2. To take up a temporary habitation. Shak.

3. To take up residence at night. Taylor

4. To lie flat. Mortimer.

LODGE. s. [logis, Fr. ]

1. A small house in a park or forest Milton.

2. Any small house appendant to a greater ;

as, the porter's lodge.

LO'DGMENT. s . [from lodge ; logement, Fr.]

1. Disposition or collocation in a certain

place. Derham.

2. Accumulation ; collection. Shakespeare.

3. Possession of the enemy's work. Addison.

LO'DGER. s. [from lodge.]

1. One who lives in rooms hired in the house

of another. Arbuthnt.

2. One that resides in any place. Pope.

LO'DGING. s. [from lodge.]

1. Temporary habitation ; rooms

the house of another.

2. Place of residence.

3. Harbour ; covert.

4. Convenience to sleep in.

LOFT. s. [lioft, Welsh ; or from lift.]

1. A floor.

2. The highest floor.

3. Rooms on high.

LO'FTILY. ad. [from lofty.]

1. Onhigh ; in an elevated place.

2. Proudly ; haughtily.

hired in

Bacon.

Spenser.

Sidney

Ray

Bacon.

Spenser.

Milton

Dry.

Psalms.

Milton.

Dryden.

3. With elevation of language or sentiment ;

sublimely. Spenser.

LO'FTINESS . s. [from lofty.]

Spenser. 1. Height; local elevation.

Addison. 2. Sublimity ; elevation of sentiment.

3. Pride ; haughtiness. Collier.

Dryden. LOFTY. a . [from loft, or lift.]

Gay.

Spenser.

Boyle.

2. To shut up or confine, as with locks.Shak.

3. To close fast.

To LOCK. v. n.

ornament.

1. To become fast by a lock.

2. To unite by mutual insertion .

LOCKER. s . [from lock. ] Any thing that is

closed with a lock ; a drawer Crusoe.

LO'CKET. s. [loquet, Fr. ] A small lock ; any

catch or springto fasten a necklace, or other

Hudibras.

LO'CKRAM. s. A sort of coarse linen. Shak.

LO'CKRON. s. A kind of ranunculus.

LOCOMOTION. s. [locus and motus, Latin .]

Power of changing place. Brown.

LOCOMOTIVE. a. [locus and moveo, Latin.]

1. Changing place ; having the power of re-

moving or changing place. Derham.

1. High ; hovering ; elevated in place. Pope.

2. Elevated in condition or character. Isaiah.

3. Sublime ; elevated in sentiment. Milton.

4. Proud ; haughty.

LOG. s.

Dryden.

1. A shapeless bulky piece of wood. Bacon.

2. An Hebrew measure, which held a quar-

ter ofa cab, or five-sixths of a pint. Calmet.

LO'GARITHMS. 8. [λojos and ayiμos.] The

indexes ofthe ratios of numbers one to ano-

ther. Harris.

LO'GGATS. s. A play or game. Shakespeare.

LOʻGGERHEAD. s. [ log and head. ] A dolt ;

a blockhead ; a thickscull. Shakespeare.

Tofail to LO'GGERHEADS. Į To scuffie ; to

To go to LOʻGĢERHEADS. fight without

weapons. L'Estrange.
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LO'GGERHEADED. a. [from loggerhead . ]

Dull ; stupid ; doltish. Shakespeare.

LO'GICK. s . [ logica, Latin. ] The art of using

reason well in our enquiries after truth , and

the communication of it to others. Watts.

LO'GICAL. a. [from logick.]

Hooker.

Addison.

1. Pertaining to logick.

2. Skilled in logick.

LO'GICALLY. ad. [from logical .] According

to the laws of logick. Prior.

LOGICIAN. s . [logicien, Fr. logicus, Latin.]

A teacher or professor of logick ; a man

versed in logick. Swift.

LO'GMAN. s. [log and man.] One whose bu-

siness is to carry logs. Shakespeare.

LOʻGOMACHY. s . [ yoμaxia .] A contention

in words ; a contention about words. Howel.

LO'GWOOD. s. Wood of a very dense and

firm texture, the heart only of the tree that

produces it, and of a deep, strong, red co-

lour . Hill.

LO'HOCK. s . Medicines which are now cal-

led eclegmas, lambatives, or linctuses . Quin.

LOIN. s. [llwyn, Welsh.]

1. The back of an animal carved out by the

butcher.

2. Loins ; the reins. Milton.

To LOITER. v. n . [loteren, Dut.] To linger ;

to spend time carelessly ; to idle. Locke.

LOITERER. s. [from loiter.] A lingerer ; an

idler ; a lazy wretch.
To LOLL v. n.

Otway.

1. To lean idly ; to rest lazily against any

thing. Dryden.

2. To hang out. Used ofthe tongue.

To LOLL. v. a. To put out.

LOMP. s. A kind of roundish fish.

LONE. a. [contracted from alone.]

1. Solitary ; having no company.

2. Single ; not conjoined.

LO'NELINESS . s . [from lonely .]

1. Solitude ; want of company.

2 Disposition to solitude.

.

LO'NELY. a. [from lone .]

1. Solitary.

Dryden.

5. At a point of duration far distant. Tillot.

6. [For along. ] All along ; throughout. Shak

LONG. ad. [gelang, a fault, Saxon. ] By the

fault ; by the failure. Shakespeare.

To LONG. v. n . [gelangen, Germ. to ask.] To

desire earnestly ; to wish with eagerness

continued. Fairfax.

LONGANI'MITY. s. [ longanimitas, Latin.]

Forbearance ; patience of offences . Howel.

LONGBOAT. s. The largest boat belonging

to a ship. Wotton.

LONGEVITY. s. [longavus, Latin ] Length

oflife. Arbuthnot.

LONGI’MANOUS. a. [ longimanus, Latin.]

Longhanded ; having long hands. Brown.

LONGIMETRY. s. [longus and μETE ; longi-

metrie, Fr.] The art or practice of measur

ing distances. Cheyne

LO'NGING. s. [from long.] Earnest desire ;

continual wish.

LO'NGINGLY. ad. [from longing.]

cessant wishes.

LO'NGITUDE. s. [longitude, Fr.]

Locke.

With in-

Dryden.

1. Length ; the greatest dimension . Wotton.

2. The circumference of the earth measured

from any meridian. Abbot.

3. The distance of any part of the earth to

the east or west of any place. Arbuthnot.

4. The position of any thing to east or west.

Brown.

LONGITUDINAL. a. [ longitudinal, French . ]

Measured by the length ; running in the

longest direction. Cheyne.

LO'NGLY. ad [from long.] Longingly ; with

great liking. Shakespeare.

LO'NGSOME. a. [from long. ] Tedious ; weari-

some by its length. Bacon.

LO'NGSUFFERING. a. [ long and suffering .]

Patient ; not easily provoked. ExodusSavage.

Pope. LO'NGSUFFERING. s . Patience of offence ;

clemency.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Rogers.

Sidney. LO'NGTAIL. s. [long and tail.] Cut and long-

tail ; a canting term for one or another.

LO'NGWAYS. ad. In thelongitudinal direc-

tion. Properly longwise. Addison.

LO'NGWINDED. a. [long and wind.] Long-

breathed ; tedious . Swift.

LO'NGWISE. ad. [ long and wise .] In the lon-

gitudinal direction . Bacon.

LOO. s. A game at cards. Addison.

Luke.

2. Addicted to solitude. Rowe.

LO'NENESS. s. [ from lone. ] Solitude ; dislike

ofcompany. Donne.

LONESOME. a. [from lone. ] Solitary ; dismal.

Blackmore.

LONG. a. [longus, Latin.]

1. Not short.

2. Having one of its geometrical dimensions

in a greater degree than either ofthe other.

Boyle.

3. Ofany certain measure in length. Pope.

4. Not soon ceasing, or at an end. Milton.

5. Dilatory.

6. Tedious in narration.

Ecclus.

Prior.

7. Continued by succession to a great series.

8. [ From the verb. ] Longing ; desirous.

9. Protracted ; as, a long syllable.

LONG. ad.

1. To a great length in space.

2. Not for a short time.

Prior.

Fairfax.

3. In the comparative it signifies for more

time ; and in the superlative, for most time.

Exodus. Locke.

Acts.4. Not soon.

LOʻOBILY. a. [ looby and like. ] Awkward ;

clumsy. L'Estrange.

•
LO'OBY.'s. [llube, a clown, Welsh. ] A lubber;

a clumsy clown. Swift.

LOOF. s. That part aloft ofthe ship which

lies just before the chess-trees, as far as the

bulkhead of the castle. Sea Dictionary.

To LOOF. v. a. To bring the ship close to the

wind.

LO'OFED. a. [from aloof.] Gone to a distance

Shakespeare.

To LOOK. v. n. [locan, Sax.]

1. To direct the eye to or from any object.

2. To have power of seeing.

3. To direct the intellectual eye.

4. To expect.

5. To take care ; to watch.

Dryden.U
Stilling.

Clarendon.

Locke.

6. To be directed with regard to any object.

Proverbs.
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7. To have any particular appearance ; to

Burnet,seem .

8. To have any air, mien, or manner. Shak.

9. To form the air in any particular manner,

in regarding or beholding. Milton.

10. To Look about one. To be alarmed ; to

be vigilant. Harvey.

11. To Look after. To attend ; to take care

of.

12. To Lookfor. To expect.

Locke.

Sidney.

Atterbury.

13. To Look into. To examine ; to sift ; to

inspect closely.

14. To Look on. To respect ; to esteem ; to

regard as good or bad. Dryden.

15. To Look on. To consider ; to conceive

of; to think. South.

16. To Look on. To be a mere idle specta-

Bacon.tor.

17. To Look over. To examine ; to try one

by one. Locke.

18. To Look out. To search ; to seek Swift.

19. To Look out. To be on the watch . Colli.

20. To Look to. To watch ; to take care of.

21. To LOOK to. To behold.

To LOOK. v. a.

7. To free from any thing painful . Luke.

8. To disengage. Dryden.

To LOOSE. v . n. To set sail ; to depart by

loosing.

LOOSE. a. [from the verb .]

1. Unbound ; untied.

2. Not fast ; not fixed.

3. Not tight ; as, a loose robe.

4. Not crowded ; not close

5. Wanton ; not chaste.

Shakespeare.

Bentley.

Milton.

Spenser.

Felton.

Arbuthnot.

Hooker.

Watts.

Locke.

Atterbury.

Addison

Prior.

6. Not close ; not coucise , lax.

7. Vague ; indeterminate.

8. Not strict ; not rigid.

9. Unconnected ; rambling.

10. Lax ofbody ; not costive.

11. Disengaged ; not enslaved.

12. Disengaged from obligation.

13. Free from confinement.

14. Remiss ; not attentive.

15. To break Loose. To gain liberty. Locke

16. To let LOOSE. To set at liberty ; to set at

large ; to free from any restraint. Taylor.

LOOSE, s. [ from the verb.]

J. Liberty ; freedom from restraint. Prior

2. Dismission from any restrainingforce. Ba

LO'OSELY. ad. [from loose.]

1. To seek ; to search for.

2. To turn the eye upon.

3. To influence by looks.

4. To Look out . To discover by searching.

LOOK. interj . See ! lo ! behold ! observe ! Sh.

LOOK. s.

Shakespeare.

Spenser. 1. Not fast ; not firmly . Dryden

Kings.

Dryden.

2. Without bondage. Spenser.

3. Without union or connexion . Norris.

4. Irregularly. Camden.

5. Negligently ; carelesly. Hooker.

6. Unsolidly ; meanly ; without dignity. Sha.

7. Unchastely. Pope.

Shakespeare.

Dryden. Sharp.

Bacon.

Milton.

Dryden.

1. Air ofthe face ; mien ; cast of the coun-

tenance.

2. The act oflooking or sceing.

LO'OKER. s [from look.]

1. One that looks.

2. LOOKER on. Spectator, not agent. Addison.

LO'OKING-GLASS. 8. [ look and glass . ] Mir-

ror ; a glass which shows forms reflected. Sh.

LOOM. s. [lǝme, a tool or instrument. Junius.]

The frame in which the weavers work their

cloth. Addison.

To LOOM. v. n. [leoman, Saxon.] To appear

Skinner.at sea.

t

LOOM. s. Abird, as big as a goose ; dark, dap-

pled with white spots on the neck, back, and

wings ; each feather marked near the point

with two spots. Grew.

LOON. s. A lown ; a sorrow fellow ; a scoun-

drel ; a rascal. Dryden.

LOOP. s . [ from loopen, Dut. ] A double through

which a string or lace is drawn ; an orna-

mental double or fringe. Spenser.

LO'OPED. a. [from loop. ] Full of holes . Shak.

LOOPHOLE . s. [ loop and hole.]

1. Aperture ; hole to give a passage . Milton .

2. A shift ; an evasion. Dryden.

LOOPHOLED. a. [ from loophole .] Fall of

holes ; full of openings. "Hudibras.

LOORD. s. [loerd, Dutch.] A drone. Spenser.

To LOOSE. v . a. [leran, Saxon ]

1. To unbind ; to untie any thing fastened .

2. To relax .

3. To unbind any one bound.

Daniel.

Locke.

Isaiah.4. To free from imprisonment.

5. To free from any obligation. Corinthians.

6. To free from any thing that shackles the

mind.
Dryden

To LOʻOSEN. v. n. [from loose. ] To part ; to

tend to separation.

To LO'OSEN. v. a. [from loose.]

1. To relax any thing tied.

2. To make less coherent.

3. To separate a compages.

4. To free from restraint.

5. To make not costive.

LO'OSENESS . s . [from loose.]

1. State contrary to that of

fixed.

2. Latitude ; criminal levity.

3. Irregularity ; neglect of laws.

4. Lewdness ; unchastity.

Bacon.

being fast or

Bacon.

Atterbury

Hayward.

Spenser.

Arbuthnot.5. Diarhea ; flux of the belly.

LO'OSESTRIFE. s. [lysimachia.] An herb.

To LOP. v. a. [ from laube, German, a leaf.]

1. To cut the branches of trees. Shakespeare.

2. To cut any thing.

LOP. s. [from the verb.]

Howel.

Mortimer.

Spenser.

1. That which is cut from trees.

2. [Loppa, Swedish.] A flea.

LOPE The old pret. of leap

LO'PPER. s . [from lop . ] One that cuts trees.

LO'PPERED. a . Coagulated ; as, loppered

milk. Ainsworth.

LOQUA'CIOUS . a . [loquar, Latin. ]

1. Full of talk ; full of tongue.

2. Speaking.

3. Blabbing ; not secret.

Milton.

Phillips.

LOQUA'CITY. s . [laquacitas, Lat. ] Too much

talk.

LORD. s. [hlafond, Saxon.]

1. Monarch ; ruler ; governour.

2. Master ; supreme person.

Ray

Milton.

Shakespeare.

3. A tyrant ; anoppressive ruler, Hayward.
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4. A husband.

5. One who is at the head of any business ;

an overseer.

6. A nobleman.

Pope. LOSS. s . [from lose.]

1. Detriment ; the contrary to gain. Hooker

2. Miss ; privation. Shakespeare

Milten

Dryden.

Tusser.

Shakespeare.

7. A general name for a peer of England.

8. A baron.

9. An honorary title applied to officers ; as,

lord chiefjustice, lord mayor.

To LORD. v. n. To domineer ; to rule des-

potically. Spenser. Philips.

LO'RDING.s. [from lord .] A little lord ; a lord

in contempt or ridicule. Shakespeare.

LO'RDLING. s. A diminutive lord . Swift.

LO'RDLINESS. s. [from lordly.]

1. Dignity ; high station.

2. Pride ; haughtiness.

LO'RDLY. a. [from lord .]

1. Befitting a lord.

Shakespeare.

South.

2. Proud ; haughty ; imperious ; insolent. Sk.

LO'RDLY. ad. Imperiously ; despotically ;

proudly. Dryden.

Sidney.

Dryden.

LO'RDSHIP. s. [from lord.]

1. Dominion ; power.

2. Seigniory ; domain.

duke.

3. Title ofhonour used to a nobleman not a

Ben Jonson.

4. Titulary compellation ofjudges, and some

other persons in authority and office.

LORE. s . [from læɲan, Saxon, to learn.] Les-

son ; doctrine ; instruction . Milton. Pope.

LORE. a. [leonan, Saxon.] Lost ; destroyed.

LOʻREL. s. [from leonan, Saxon. ] An aban-

doned scoundrel. Obsolete. Spenser.

To LO'RICATE. v. a. To plate over. Ray.

LO'RIMER. Is. [lormier, French. ] Bridle-cut-

LO'RINER. Ster.

LO'RIOT. s . [ galgulus.] A kind of bird.

LORN. [pret. pass. of loɲian, Saxon . ] For-

saken ; lost. Spenser.

To LOSE. v. a. pret. and part. lost. [leoran,Sax .]

1. To forfeit by unsuccessful contest. Dryden.

2. To forfeit as a penalty.

3. To be deprived of.

Pope.

3. Deprivation ; forfeiture.

4. Destruction.

5. Fault ; puzzle.

6. Useless application.

South.

Addison,

LOST. participial a. [ from lose.] No longer per

ceptible.

LOT. s. [hlor, Saxon. ]

1. Fortune ; state assigned.

Pope

Pope

2. A die, or any thing used in determining

chances. Dryden

3. A lucky or wished chance. Shakespeare.

4. A portion ; a parcel of goods as being

drawn by lot.

5. Proportion oftaxes ; as, to payscot and lot.

LOTE tree, or nettle tree. s. A plant. Miller.

LOTION. s . [ lotio, Latin ; lotion, French. ] A

medicine compounded of aqueous liquids,

used to wash any part with. Quincy.

LOTTERY. s . [ lotterie, French ; from lot. ] A

game ofchance ; a sortilege ; distribution of

prizes by chance. South

LO'VAGĚ. s . [levisticum, Latin.] A plant.

LOUD . a.

1. Noisy ; striking the ear with great force

2. Clamorous ; turbulent. Proverbs

LOUDLY. ad. [from loud.]

1. Noisily ; so as to be heard far. Denham

2. Clamorously. Swift

LOUDNESS. s. Noise ; force of sound ; tur
bulence ; vehemence of clamour. South

To LOVE. v . a. [lurian, Saxon.]

1. To regard with passionate affection . Cowl,

2. To regard with the affection of a friend.

Cowley.

3. To regard with parental tenderness. John

4. To be pleased with ; to delight in. Bacon.

5. To regard with reverent unwillingness to

' offend. Deuteronomy.

LOVE. s. [from the verb.]

1. The passion between the sexes.

7. To separate or alienate.

8. To ruin ; to send to perdition.

9. To bewilder, so as that the

longer known.

Addison.

way is no

K. Charles.

7. Lewdness.

Knolles. Popes

4. To suffer diminution of. Matthew. 2. Kindness ; good-will ; friendship. Cowley.

5. To possess no longer. Addison. 3. Courtship .
Bacon.

6. To miss, so as not to find. Swift. 4. Tenderness ; parental care.
Tillotson.

Swift. 5. Liking ; inclination to. Fenton.

6. Object beloved. Pope.

Shakespeare.

8. Unreasonable liking. Taylor.

Temple.

Dryden.

9. Fondness ; concord. Shakespeare.

10. Principle of union. South

Pope. 11. Picturesque representation oflove. Dry.

Pope.
12. A word of endearment. Dryden.

Prior. 13. Due reverence to God. Hummond.

Pope. Boyle.

Miller.

10. To deprive of.

11. Not to employ ; not to enjoy.

12. To squander ; to throw away.

13 To suffer to vanish from view.

14. To destroy by shipwreck.

15. To employ ineffectually.

16. To miss ; to part with, so as not to re-

cover.

17. To be freed from.

To LOSE. v. n.

1. Not to win.

Clarendon,

Purnel.

Shakespeare.

2. To decline ; to fail, Milton.

LO'SEABLE. a. [from lose. ] Subject to priva-
tion. Boyle.

LO'SEL, s. [ from lorian, to perish. , A scoun-

drel ; a sorry worthless fellow. Obsolete. Sp.

LO'SER. s . [ from lose. ] One that is deprived

of any thing ; one that forfeits any thing ;

the contrary to the winner or gamer. Taylor.

14. A kind ofthin silk stuff.

LO'VEAPPLE. s. A plant.

LO'VEKNOT. s . [ love and knot. ] A complicat-

ed figure, by which affection interchanged is

figured .

LOVELETTER. s . [ love and letter.] Letter of

courtship. Addison.

LO'VELILY. ad . [from lovely.] Amiably ; in

such a manner as to excite love. Otway.

LO'VELINESS . s . [ from lovely. ] Amiableness ;

qualities of mind or body that excite love.

LO'VELORN. a. [love and lorn .] Forsaken of

une's love.

Addison

Milton.
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LOVELY

love.

[from love.] Amiable ; exciting

Tillotson.

LOVEMONGER . s . [ love and monger.] One

who deals in affairs of love

LO'VER. s . [from love.]

1. One who is in love.

Shakespeare.

2. A friend , one who regards with kindness.

Spenser.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

3. One who likes any thing. Burnet.

LO'UVER. s. [ from l'ouvert, Fr.] An opening

for the smoke .

LO'VESECRET. s . [ love and secret. ] Secret
between lovers. Dryden.

LO'VESICK. a. Disordered with love ; lan-

guishing with amorous desire. Granville.

LOVESOME. a. [from love .] Lovely. Dryden.

LO'VESONG. s. [ love and song. ] Song expres-

sing love. Shakespeare.

LO'VESUIT. s. [love and suit . ] Courtship. Sha.

LOVETALE. 8, [ love and tale ] Narrative of
love. Milton.

LOVETHOUGHT. s. [love and thought.] A-

morous fancy. Shakespeare.

LO'VETOY. s. [love and toy.] Small presents

given by lovers. Pope.

LO'VETRICK. s . [ love and trick.] Art of ex-

pressing love. Donne.

LOUGH. 8. [loch, Irish, a lake.] A lake ; a large

inland standing water. Fairfax.

LO'VING. participial a. [from love.]

1. Kind ; affectionate .

2. Expressing kindness.

LO'VINGKINDNESS. s. Tenderness ; fa-

vour ; mercy .

3. Not elevated in situation. Burnet.

4. Descending far downward ; deep. Milton.

5. Not deep ; not swelling high ; shallow ;
used of water. L'Estrunge.

6. Not of high price ; as, corn is low.

7. Not loud ; not noisy.

8. In latitudes near to the line.

Waller.

Abbot.

9. Not rising to so great a sum as some other

accumulation of particulars. Burnet.

10. Late in time ; as, the lower empire.

11. Dejected ; depressed.

12. Impotent ; subdued.

Prior.

Graunt.

13. Not elevated in station ; abject. Shak.

14. Dishonourable ; betokening meanness of

mind.

15. Not sublime ; not exalted in thought or

diction.

16. Submissive ; humble ; reverent.

LOW. ad.

-

1. Not aloft ; not on high.

2. Not at a high price ; meanly.

3. In times near our own.

4. With depression ofthe voice.

5. In a state of subjection.

To LOW. v. a. [from the adjective. ]

to make low.

a cow .

Milton.

Felton.

Milton.

Creech

Pope.

Locke.

Addison.

Spenser.

To sink

Swift.

;

To LOW. v. n. [hlopan, Saxon . ] To bellow as

Roscommon.

LOWBELL. s. A kind of fowling in the night,

in whichthe birds are wakened by a bell, and

lured by a flame into a net.

LOWE, LOE, the termination of local names,

comes from the Saxon , hleap, a hill, heap,

or barrow.

Hayward.

Esther.

Rogers.

To LO'WER. v. a. [from low.]

Taylor.

LOVINGLY.ad. [from loving.] Affectionate-

ly ; with kindness .

LO'VINGNESS. s. [from loving.] Kindness ;

affection. Sidney.

LOUIS D'OR. s. [ French.] A golden coin of

France, valued at about 20 shillings. Specta.

To LOUNGE. v. n. [lunderen, Dutch. ] To idle ;

to live lazily.

LOUNGER. s . [from lounge. ] An idler.

LOUSE. s. plural lice. [lur, Saxon. ] A small

animal, of which different species live on the

bodies of men, of beasts, and perhaps of all

living creatures. Bentley.

To LOUSE. v. a. [from the noun.] To clean

from lice. Spenser.

LO'USEWORT. s. A plant ; cockscomb.

LO'USILY. ad. [from louse.] In a paltry, mean,

and scurvy way.

LO'USINESS. s. [ from lousy. ] The state of a-

bounding with lice.

LO'USY. a. [from louse.]

1. Swarming with lice ; overrun with lice.

2. Mean ; low-born ; bred on a dunghill.

LOUT. s. [loete, old Dut. ] A mean awkward

fellow ; a bumpkin ; a clown. Sidney.

To LOUT. v. n. [hlutan, Saxon.] To bend ; to

bow; to stoop. Obsolete. Ben Jonson.

To LOUT, v. a. To overpower. Shakespeare.

LO’UTISH. a. [ from lout. ] Clownish ; bump-

kinly. Sidney.

LOUTISHLY . ad. With the air of a clown ;

with the gait of a bumpkin.

LOW. a.

1. Not ligh.

2. Not rising far upward.

Milton.

Ezekiel.

Gibson.

1. To bring low ; to bring down by way of

submission.

2. To suffer to sink down.

Prior.

Woodward.

3. To lessen ; to make less in price or value.

To LO'WER. v. n. To grow less ; to fall ; to

sink. Shakespeare.

To LO'WER. v. n.

P
1. To appear dark, stormy, and gloomy ; to

be clouded. Addison.

2. To frown; to pout ; to look sullen. Dryd.

LO'WER. s. [from the verb. ]

1. Cloudiness ; gloominess.

2. Cloudiness of look. Sidney.

LO'WERINGLY. ad. [from lower. ] With clou-

diness ; gloomily.

LO'WERMOST. a. [from low, lower, and most.]
Lowest. Bacon.

LO'WLAND. s. [low and land.] The conutry

that is low in respect of neighbouring hills ;

the marsh. Dryden.

LO'WLILY. ad. [from lowly.]

1. Humbly ; without pride.

2. Meanly ; without dignity.

LO'WLINESS. s. [from lowly. ]

1. Humility ; freedom from pride. Atterbury.

2. Meanness ; want of dignity ; abject de-

pression.

LÔ'WLY. a. [from low. ]

1. Humble ; meek ; mild.

Dryden.

Matthew.

2. Mean ; wanting dignity ; not great. Pope.

3. Not lofty ; not sublime. Dryden.

LO'WLY. ud. [from low.]

1. Not highly ; meanly ; without grandeur ;

without dignity. Shakespeare.
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2. Humbly; meekly ; modestly, Milton. LUBRIFA'CTION. s . [lubricus andfacio, Lat.]

LOWN. s. [liun, Irish. ] A scoundrel ; a ras- The act of lubricating or smoothing. Bacon.
cal. Notin use.

LUCE. s. (perhaps from lupus, Latin. ] A pike
LO'WNESS. s. [from low.] fall grown. Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

1. Contrariety to height ; small distance from

the ground. Addison.

2. Meanness of character or condition, whe-

ther mental or external. Shakespeare.

3. Want of rank ; want of dignity. South.

4. Want of sublimity ; contrary to loftiness

of style or sentiment.

5. Submissiveness.

Donne.

Bacon.

Swift.6. Depression ; dejection .

LOWTHOUGHTED. a . Having the thoughts

withheld from sublime or heavenly medita-

tions ; mean of sentiment. Pope.

LOWSPIRITED. a. Dejected ; depressed ;

not lively ; not vivacious. Locke.

LOXODKO'MICK. s. [λogo and goos. ] The

art of oblique sailing by the rhomb, which

always makes an equal angle with every me-

ridian ; that is , when you sail neither direct-

ly under the equator, nor under one and the

same meridian, but across them.

LO'YAL. a. [ loyal, French.]

Harris.

Knolles.1. Obedient ; true to the prince.

2. Faithful in love ; true to a lady, or lover.

Milton.

LOʻYALIST. 8. [frem loyal. ] One who professes

uncommon adherence to his king. Howel.

LO'YALLY. ad [from loyal. ] With fidelity ;

with true adherence to a king ; with fidelity

to a lover.

LOYALTY. s . [loiauté, French .]

Pope.

1. Firm and faithful adherence to a prince.

2. Fidelity to a lady, or lover.

LOʻZENGE. s. [losenge, French .]}

1. A rhomb.

Milton.

Wotton.

2. Lozengeis a form of a medicine made into

small pieces, to be held or chewed in the

mouth till melted or wasted.

3. A cake of preserved fruit.

LP. a contraction for lordship.

LUBBARD. s. [from lubber .] A lazy sturdy

fellow. Swift.

LU'BBER. s . [lubbed, Danish, fat.] A sturdy

drone ; an idle, fat, bulky losel ; a booby.

LUBBERLY. a. [from lubber.] Lazy and bulky.

LUBBERLY. ad. Awkwardly ; clumsily. Dr.

LU. s. A game at cards. Pope.

To LUBRICATE. v. a . [from lubricus, Latin. ]

To make smooth or slippery ; to smooth. Arb.

LUBRICITY. s. [lubricus, Latin .]

1. Slipperiness ; smoothness of surface.

2 Apiness to glide over any part, or to faci-

litate motion.

3. Uncertainty , instability.

4. Wantonness ; lewdness.

LU'BRICK. a . [ lubricus, Latin.]

Ray.

L'Estrange.

Dryden.

1. Slippery ; smooth on the surface.

2. Uncertain ; unsteady.

LU'BRICOUS . a. [lubricus, Latin .]

3. Wanton ; lewd.

1. Slippery ; smooth.

2. Uncertain.

Crash.
Wotton.

Dryden.

Woodward.

Glanville.

LUCENT. a . [ lucens, Latin . ] Shining ; bright ;

splendid. Ben Jonson.

LUCERN. s. [medica. ] An herb remarkable

for quick growth.

LUCID. a. [lucidus, Latin.]

1. Shining ; bright ; glittering.

2. Pellucid ; transparent.

Newton.

Milton..

3. Bright with the radiance of intellect ; not

darkened with madness. Bentley.

LUCIDITY.s. [ from lucid . ] Splendour ; bright-

ness. Diet.

LUCIFEROUS. a. [lucifer, Lat. ] Giving light ;

affording means of discovery. Boyle.

LUCIFICK. a. [lux and facio, Latin. ] Making

light ; producing light. Grew.

LUCK. s. [geluck, Dutch.]

Temple.

1. Chance ; accident ; hap ; casual event. Boy.

2. Fortune, good or bad.

LUCKILY. ad. [ from lucky.] Fortunately;

by good hap.
Addison.

Locke.

LUCKINESS. s. [from lucky. ] Good fortune ;

good hap ; casuai happiness.

LUCKLESS. a. [ from luck. ] Unfortunate ;

unhappy. Suckling.

LUCKY. a. [from luck ; geluckig, Dutch. ]
Fortunate ; happy by chance. Addison.

LUCRATIVE. a. [lucrativus, Lat ] Gainful ;

profitable ; bringing money.
Bacon.

LUCRE. s. [lucrum, Latin. ] Gain ; profit ; pe-

cuniary advantage. Pope.

LUCRIFEROUS . a. [lucrum and fero, Latin.]

Gainful ; profitable. Boyle.

LUCRI'FICK. a. [lucrum and facio, Lat.] Pro-

ducing gain.

LUCTA'TION. s. [luctor, Latin .] Struggle ; ef-

fort ; contest.

Pope.

To LUCUBRATE. v . n. [lucubror, Latin.] To

watch ; to study by night.

LUCUBRATION. s . [ lucubratio, Lat.] Study

by candlelight ; nocturnal study ; any thing

composed by night. Tatler.

LUCUBRATORY. a. [ lucubratorius, Latin. ]

Composed by candlelight.

LU'CULENT. a. [luculentus, Latin.]

1. Clear ; transparent ; lucid.

2. Certain ; evident.

LUDICROUS. a . [ludicer, Latin.] Burlesque ;

merry; sportive ; exciting laughter. Broome

LU'DICROUSLY. ad. [from ludicrous. ] Spor-

tively ; in burlesque.

Thomson.

Hooker.

LU'DICROUSNEŠS . 8. [from ludicrous.] Bur-

lesque ; sportiveness.

LUDIFICATION. s. [ludificor, Latin ] The

act ofmocking.

To LUFF. v. n. [ or loof.] To keep close to the

wind. Sea term . Dryden.

To LUG. v. a. [aluccan, Saxon, to pull. ]

1. To haul or drag ; to pull with rugged vio-

lence. Collier

To LUG out. To draw a sword, in burlesque

Dryden.

To LUG v. n. To drag; to come heavily.

language.

LUG. s.

Ray. 1. A kind of small fish,

LUBRIFICATION. s . [lubricus andfio, Lat. ]

The act of smoothing.
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2. [In Scotland.] An ear.

3. A land measure ; a pole or perch. Spenser.

LUGGAGE. s. [from lug.] Any thing cum-

brous and unwieldy that is to be carried

away. Glanville.

LUGUBRIOUS. a. [lugubre, French ; lugubris,

Lat.] Mournful ; sorrowful. Decay ofPiety.

LUKEWARM . a.

1. Moderately or mildly warm .

LU'NATED. a. [from luna, Latin.] Formed

like a half moon.

LU'NATICK. a. [lunaticus, Latin.] Mad ;

having the imagination influenced by the

Shakespeare.
moon.

Graunt.LUNA'TICK. s. A madman.

LU'NATION. s. [ lunaison, French.] The revo-

lution of the moon. Holder.

s. [from clutch, or

2. Indiferent,netarde tot zealous . LUNCHEON .} As muchfuta on lunch

LUKEWARMLY. ad.

1. With moderate warmth.

2. With indifference .

LUKEWARMNESS. s. [from lukewarm.]

Sprat.

1. Moderate or pleasing heat.

2. Indifference ; want of ardour.

To LULL. a. [lulu, Danish ; lallo, Latin.]

1. To compose to sleep by a pleasing sound.Sp.

2. To compose ; to quiet ; to put to rest. Milt.

LULLABY. s. [from lull.] A song to still

babes. Fairfax. Locke.

LUMBA'GO. s. [ lumbi, Latin, the loins.] Lum-

bagos are pains very troublesome about the

loins and small of the back, such as precede

ague fits and fevers. Quincy.

LUMBER. s . [zeloma, Saxon, household-

stuff. ] Anything useless or cumbersome ;

any thing ofmore bulk than value. Dryden.

To LUMBER. v. a. [from the noun.] To

heap like useless goods irregularly. Rymer.

To LÛ'MBER. v. n. To move heavily, as bur-

deued with his own bulk. Dryden.

LU'MINARY. s . [luminare, Latin.]

1. Any body which gives light.

2. Anything which gives intelligence .

3. Any one that instructs mankind . Bentley.

LUMINATION. s. [from lumen, Lat ]

LUMINOUS. a. [lumineux, French .]

Milton.

Wot.

Emis-

Dict.

Bacon.

Milton.

sion of light.

1. Shining ; emitting light.

2. Enlightened.

3. Shining ; bright. Newton.

LUMP. s. [lompe, Dutch. ]

1. A small mass of any matter.

2. A shapeless mass.

3. Mass undistinguished.

Boyle.

Keil,

Woodward.

Addison.4. The whole together ; the gross.

To LUMP. v. a. To take in the gross, without

attention to particulars. Addison.

LU'MPFISH. s. [lump and fish.] A sortof fish .

LU'MPING. a. [from lump. ] Large ; heavy ;

great. Arbuthnot.

LU'MPISH . a. [from lump.] Heavy ; gross ;

dull ; unactive ; bulky. Raleigh.

LUMPISHLY. ad. With heaviness ; with stu-

pidity.

LUMPISHNESS. s. [from lumpish.]

heaviness.

Stupid

LU'MPY. a. [from lump.] Full of lumps ; full

ofcompact masses. Mortimer.

LU'NACY. s. [from luna, Lat. the moon. ] A

kind ofmadness influenced by the moon ;

madness in general . Suckling.

LU'NAR. a. [lunaire, French ; lunaris,

LU'NARY.J Latin. ]}

1. Relating to the moon Dryden.

2. Being under the influence ofthe moon. Br.

LU'NARY. s. [ lunaria, Latin ; lunaire, Fr ]

Moonwort. Drayton

can hold.

LUNE. s. [luna, Latin.]

Guy.

1. Any thing in the shape of a halfmoon.

2. Fits of frenzy ; mad freaks . Shakespeare.

LUNETTE. s . [Fr.] A small halfmoon.

Trevoux.

LUNGS. s. [lungen, Saxon .] The lights ; the

partbywhich breath is inspired and expired.

LÙNGĚD. a. [from lungs. ] Having lungs;

having the nature of lungs. Dryden.

LUNG-GROWN. a. [lung and grown.] The

lungs sometimes grow fast to the skin that

lines the breast ; such are lung-grown. Harv.

LUNGWORT. s . [pulmonaria. ]A plant. Milt.

LUNISO'LAR.a. [lunisolaire, Fr. ] Compound-

ed ofthe revolution of sun and moon.

LUNT. s. [lonte, Dutch.] The matchcord with

which guns are fired.

Dryden.

To leave

LU'PINĚ. s. [ lupin, French ; lupinus, Latin.]

A kind of pulse.

LURCH. s. To leave in the LURCH.

in a forlorn or deserted condition.

To LURCH. v. n. [loeren, Dutch .]

1. To shift ; to play tricks.

Arbuth.

Shakespeare.

L'Est.2. To lie in wait ; we now use lurk.

To LURCH. v. a. [lurcor, Latin.]

South.

1. To devour ; to swallow greedily. Bacon.

2. To defeat ; to disappoint.

3. To steal privily ; to filch ; to pilfer.

LURCHER. s. [from lurch.]

1. One that watches to steal, or to betrayor

entrap. Gay.

2. A dog that watches for his game. Tatler.

3. [Lurco, Lat.] A glutton ; a gormandizer.

LURE. s . [ leurre, French.]

1. Something held out to call a hawk. Bacon.

2. Any enticement ; any thing that promises

advantage.
Millon.

To LURE. v. n. [from the noun. ] To call

hawks. Bacon.

Gay.To LURE. v. a. To attract ; to entice.

LU'RID . a. [luridus, Lat.] Gloomy ; dismal.
Thomson.

ToLURK. v. n . To lie in wait ; to lie hidden ;

to lie close. Spenser.

LURKER. s. [from lurk.] A thiefthat lies in

wait.

Samuel.

Dryden.

South.

LURKING-PLACE. s. [lurk and place. ]

Hiding place ; secret place .

LU'SCIOUS. a . [ from luxurious. ] .

1. Sweet, so as to nauseate.

2. Sweet in a great degree.

3. Pleasing ; delightful .

LU'SCIOUSLY. ad. Sweet in a great degree.

LUSCIOUSNESS . s. [from luscious. ] Immode

Decay ofPiety.

LU'SERN . s. [lupus cervarius, Lat.] A lynx.

LUSH. a. Of a dark, deep, full colour, oppo

site to pale and faint. Shakespeare.

rate sweetness.
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1

LUSK. a. [lusche, Fr. ] Idle ; lazy ; worthless.

LU'SKISH. a. [from lusk. ] Somewhat inclina

ble to laziness or indolence.

LU'SKISHLY. ad. Lazily ; indolently.

LU'SKISHNESS. s. [from luskish. ] A disposi-

Spenser.

LUSO'RIOUS. a. [lusorius, Latin. ] Used in

play ; sportive. ` Sanderson.

tion to laziness.

LU'SORY. a. [lusorius, Latin.] Used in play.

LUST. s. [lure, Saxon. ]

1. Carnal desire.

Watts.

Taylor.

2. Any violent or irregular desire . Peacham.

3. Vigour ; active power. Not used. Bacon.

To LUST. v. n.

1. To desire carnally .

2. To desire vehemently.

3. To list ; to like. Out of use.

4. To have irregular dispositions.

LU'STFUL. a. [lust andfull.]

Roscommon.

To LUXATE . } offoll ,to disjoint.

v. a. [luxo, Lat.] To put out

Wiseman.

Floyer.

LUXA'TION. s. [from luxo, Latin.]

1. The act of disjointing.

2. Any thing disjointed.

LUXE. s. [ French ; luxus, Latin. ] Luxury ;

voluptuousness. Not used. Prior

LUXURIANCE.} s. [from luxurians, Latin.]

LUXU'RIANCY. Exuberance ; abundant

of wanton plenty or growth. Spectator.

LUXURIANT. a. [ luxurians, Latin. ] Exube-

rant ; superfluously plenteous. Milton.

To LUXURIATE. v . n . [luxurior, Lat.] To

grow exuberantly ; to shoot with superfluous

plenty.

Knolles. LUXURIOUS. a. [luxurieux, Fr. luxuriosus,

Psalms.

James.

1. Libidinous ; having irregular desires. Til.

2. Provoking to sensuality ; inciting to lust.

Milton.

LU'STFULLY. ad. [from lustful.] With sensual

concupiscence.

LU'STFULNESS. s . [from lustful.] Libidi-

nousness.

}

LU'STIHED.

LU'STIHOOD.

lity. Notin use.

LU'STILY. ad. [from lusty. ] Stoutly ; with vi-

gour; with metle. Southern.

LU'STINESS. s. [from lusty. ] Stoutness ; stur-

diness ; strength ; vigour of body. Dryden.

LU'STLESS. a. [from lust. ] Not vigorous ;

weak. Spenser.

LU'STRAL. a. [ lustrale, Fr. lustralis, Latin. ]

Used in purification. Garth .

LUSTRATION. s . [lustratio, Latin. ] Purifica-

tion by water.

8. [from lusty.] Vigour ;

sprightliness ; corporal abi-

Shakespeare.

LU'STRE. s. [lustre, French.]

1. Brightness ; splendour ; glitter.

2. A sconce with lights .

3. Eminence ; renown.

4. The space of five years.

Prior.

Swift.

LU'STRING. s . [ from lustre. ] A shining silk.

LU'STROUS. a. [from lustre.] Bright ; shin-

ing; luminous. Shakespeare.

Latin.]

1. Delighting in the pleasures of the table.

2. Administring to luxury.

3. Lustful ; libidinous.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Dryden

Milton.

4. Voluptuous ; enslaved to pleasure. Milt.

5. Softening by pleasure.

6. Luxuriant ; exuberant.

LUXURIOUSLY. ad. [from luxurious.] Deli-

ciously ; voluptuously. Shakespeare.

LUXURY. s. [luxuria, Latin.]

1. Voluptuousness ; addictedness to pleasure.

2. Lust; lewdness.

3. Luxuriance ; exuberance.

4. Delicious fare.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

Addison.

LY. When ly terminates the name of a place,

it is derived from leag, Sax. a field ; when it

ends an adjective or adverb, it is contracted

from lich, like; as, beastly, beastlike.

LYCA'NTHROPY. s. [Auxos and avowęwos .] A.

kind of madness, in which men have

qualities of wild beasts.

LYKE. a. For like.

Taylor.

Spenser.

LY'ING. participial noun, from lie. Shakespeare.

Davies. LYMPH. s. [ lympha, Latin. ] Water ; transpa-

Pope. rent colourless liquor. Arbuthnot.

LYMPHATED. a . [lymphatus, Lat.] Mad.

LYMPHATICK. s. [from lympha, Lat.] The

lymphaticks are slender pellucid tubes, whose

' cavities are contracted at small and unequal

distances ; they are carried into the glands

ofthe mesentery. Cheyne.

LYMPHEDUCT. s . [ lympha and ductus, Lat.]

A vessel which conveys the lymph. Blackm.

LYNX. s [ Latin. ] Aspotted beast, remarka

ble for speed and sharp sight. Locke.

LYRE. s. [lyre, French ; lyra, Latin. ] A

harp; a,musical instrument to which poetry

is supposed to be sung.

LUSTWORT. s . [lust and wort.] An herb.

LU'STY. a. [lustig, Dutch.] Stout ; vigorous ;

healthy ; able of body. Otway.

LU'TANIST. s . [ from lute. ]
upon the lute.

One who plays

LUTA'RIOUS. a. [ lutarius, Latin.]

1. Living in mud.

2. Ofthe colour ofmud,

LUTE. s. [luth, lut, French.]

Grew.

Garth.

1. A stringed instrument of musick. Arbuth.

2. A composition like clay, with which chy-

mists close up their vessels.

To LUTE. v. a. To close with lute, or chymists

clay. Wotton.

LUTULENT. a. [lutulentus, Latin.] Muddy,

turbid.

LYRICK .LYRICK. }

Prior.

a. [lyricus, Latin.] Pertaining

to a harp, or to odes or poetry

sung to a harp ; singing to aharp. Pope.

LY'RICK. s. A poet who writes songs to the

harp. Addison.

LY'RIST. s . [ lyristes, Latin .] A musician

who plays upon the harp . Dope
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MAC

M Has, in English, one unvaried sound, by

compression of the lips ; as, mize, tame.

MACAROON. s. [macorvne, Italian.]

1. A coarse, rude, low fellow ; whence ma-

caronick poetry, in which the language is

purposely corrupted. Donne.

2. [Macaron, Fr. ] A kind of sweet biscuit,

made offlower, almonds, eggs, and sugar.

MACA'W. s. A bird inthe West Indies, the

largest species of parrot.

MACA'W-TREE. s. A species of the palm

Miller.tree.

: trates.

MACE. s. [m2332, Saxon; masa, Spanish.]

1. An ensign of authority born before magis-

Spenser.

2. [Massue, French ; massa, Latin.] A heavy

blunt weapon ; a club of metal. Knolles.

3. [Macis, Latin. ] A kind of spice. The nut-

ineg is enclosed in a threefold covering, of
which the second is mace.

Hale.

MACEAʼLE. s. [mace and ale.] Ale spiced with

Hill.mace.

MA'CEBEARER. s. [nce and bearer.] One

who carries the mace before persons in au-

thority. Spectator.

To MA'CERATE. v. a. [macero, Latin.]

1. To make lean ; to wear away. Harvey.

2. To mortify ; to harass with corporal hard-

ships. Burton.

3. To steep almost to solution. Arbuthnot.

MACERATION. s. [from macerate.]

1. The act of wasting, or making lean.

2. Mortification ; corporal hardship.

3. Maceration is an infusion either with or

without heat, wherein the ingredients arein-

tended to be almost dissolved. Quincy.

MA'CHINAL. a. [from machina, Latin.] Re-

lating to machines.

To MACHINATE. v. a. [machinor, Latin.]

To plan ; to contrive.

MACHINATION. s. [machinatio, Lat.] Arti-

fice ; contrivance ; malicious scheme. Sprat.

MACHINE. s. [machina, Lat. machine, Fr.]

1. Any complicated work in which one part

contributes to the motion of another. Prior.

2. An engine. Dryden.

3. Supernatural agency in poems. Pope.

MACHINERY. s. [from machine.]

1. Enginery; complicated workmanship..

2. The machinery signifies that part which

the deities, angels, or demons, act in a poem.

Pope.

fish .

MACHINIST. s. [machineste, French.] A

constructor of engines or machines.

MA'CILENCY. s . [from macilent.] Leanness.

MA'CILENT. a. [macilentus, Latin. ] Lean.

MA'CKEREL. s. [mackereel, Dutch.] A sea

Guy.

MACKEREL-GALE. A strong breeze. Dryd.

MA'CROCOSM. s. [ mangos and μs. ] The

whole world, or visible system, in opposition

to the microcosm, or world of man.

MACTATION. s. [mactatus, Latin.] The act

ofkilling for sacrifice.

MAG

MA'CULA. s. [Latin.]

1. A spot. Burnet.

2. [In physick.] Any spots upon the skin,

whether those in fevers or scorbutick habits.

To MA'CULATE. v. a. [maculo, Latin.] To

stain ; to spot .

MACULATION. s. [from maculate.] Stain ;

spot ; taint. Shakespeare.

MA'CULE. s. [macula, Lat.] A spot ; a stain.

MAD. a. [gemaad, Saxon.]

1. Disordered in the mind ; broken in the

understanding ; distracted. Taylor.

2. Expressing disorder of mind. Milton

3. Overrun with any violent orunreasonable

desire.

4. Enraged ; furious.

Rymer.

Decay ofPiety.

To MAD. v. a. To make mad ; to make fu-

rious ; to enrage. Sidney.

To MAD. v. n. To be mad ; to be furious. Milt.

MAD. s. [maðu, Sax.] An earthworm. Ainsw.

MA'DAM. s. [ma dame, Fr. my dame.] The

term ofcompliment used in address to ladies

of every degree. Spenser. Philips.

MA'DBRAIN. a. [mad and brain. ] Dis-

MA'DBRAINED. ordered in the mind ;

hotheaded. Shakespeare.

MA'DCAP. s . A madman ; a wild hotbrained

fellow. Shakespeare.

To MA'DDEN. v. n. [from mud. ] To become

mad; to act as mad. Pope.

To MA'DDEN. v. a. To make mad. Thomson.

MA'DDER. s. [madeɲe, Sax.] A plant. Hill.

MADE. The participle preterite of make.

MADEFA'CTION. s. [madefacio, Latin.] The

act ofmaking wet. Bacon.

To MA'DEFY. v . a. [madefio, Latin . ] To mois-

ten ; to make wet.

MA'DGEHOWLET. s. An owl. Ainsworth.

MA'DHOUSE. s. [mad and house.] A house
wheremadmen are cured or confined. L'Est.

MA'DLY. ad. [ from mad.] Without under-

standing ; furiously. Dryden.

MA'DMAN. s. [mad and man.] A man deprived

of his understanding.

MA'DNESS. s . [from mad.]

South.

K. Charles

1. Distraction ; loss of understanding ; per-

turbation of the faculties . Locke.

2. Fury; wildness ; rage.

MADRIER. s . A thick plank armed with

iron plates, having a cavity sufficient to re-

ceive the mouth of the petard when charged,

with which it is applied against a gate.Bailey

MADRIGAL. s. [madrigal, Spanish and Ir.

A pastoral song. Dryden.

MA'DWORT. s. [mad and wort. ] An herb.

MÆRE. ad. It is derived from the Saxon mef,

famous, great, noted ; so almere is all-fa-

mous. Gibson.

Ainsworth.

Ainsworth.
To MA'FFLE. v. n. To stammer.

MA'FFLER. s. A stammerer.

MAGAZI'NE . s. [ magazine, French .]

1. A storehouse, commonly an arsenal or ar

moury, or repository of provisions. Pope.

2. Of late this word has signified a miscella
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neouspamphlet, from a periodical miscellany

called the Gentleman's Magazine.

MAGE. s. [magus, Lat. ] A magician. Spenser.

MAGGOT. s. [maðu, Saxon. ]

1. A small grub, which turns into a fly. Ray.

2. Whimsey ; caprice, odd fancy. Arbuthnot.

MAGGOTTINESS. s. [from mugotty.] The

state of abounding with maggots.

MAGGOTTY. a. [from maggot.]

1. Full of maggots. Bacon.

Norris.2. Capricious ; whimsical.

MA'GICAL. a. [ from magick. ] Acting or per-

formed by secret and invisible powers. Dryd.

MA'GICALLY. ad. According to the rites of

magick ; by enchantment. Camden.

MA'GICK. s . [magia, Latin.]

1. The art of putting in action the power of

spirits ; sorcery ; enchantment. Rogers.

2. The secret operations of natural powers.

Bacon.

MA'GICK. a.

1. Enchanted ; necromantick. Shakespeare.

2. Done or produced by magick. Milton.

MA'GICIAN. s. [magicus, Lat. ] One skilled in

magick ; an enchanter ; a necromancer. Loc.

MAGISTE'RIAL. a. [from magister, Lat.]

1. Such as suits a master. K. Charles.

2. Lofty ; arrogant ; proud ; insolent ; de-

spotick . South.

3. Chymically prepared, after the manner of

a magistery. Grew.

MAGISTE'ŘIALLY. ad. Arrogantly ; _with

an air of authority. South.

MAGISTERIALNESS. s . [from magisterial.]

Haughtiness ; airs of a master. G. ofTongue.

MA'GISTERY. s. [magisterium, Latin.] Magis

tery is a term made use of by chymists to

signify sometimes a very fine powder, and

sometimes resinous substances ; but the most

genuine acceptation is that preparation of

any body, wherein the whole, or most part,

is, by the addition of somewhat, changed in-

to a body of quite another kind. Quincy.

MA'GISTRACỶ. s . [magistratus, Lat. ] Office

or dignity of a magistrate. Ben Jonson.

MAGISTRALLY. ud [magistralis, low Lat. ]

Despotically ; authoritatively ; magisterially.

Bramhall.

MAGISTRATE. s. [magistratus, Lat. ] A man

publickly invested with authority; a gover-

Decay of Piety.

MAGNA'LITY. s . [magnalia, Latin.] A great

thing; something above the common rate.rate.

nour.

MAGNANIMITY. s. [magnanimité, Fr. mag-

nanimus, Lat. ] Greatness of mind ; bravery;

elevation of soul. Spenser. Swift.

MAGNA'NIMOUS . a. [magnanimus, Latin. ]

Greatofmind ; elevated in sentiment ; brave.

Grew.

MAGNA'NIMOUSLY. ad. Bravely ; with

greatness ofmind. Milton.

MAGNET. s. [ magnes, Lat.] The loadstone ;

the stone that attracts iron. Dryden.

MAGNETICAL.}

MAGNETICK.
a . [from magnet. ]

1. Relating to the magnet. Newton.

2. Having powers correspondent to those of

the magnet. Newton

3. Attractive ; having the power to draw

things distant. Donne.

Brown.

Glanville.

MAʼGNETISM. s. [from magnet. ]

1 Power of the loadstone.

2. Power of attraction.

MAGNIFI'ABLE. a. [ from magnify. ] Worthy

to be extolled or praised . Unusual. Brown.

a. [magnificus. Lat. ] Illus

MAGNIFICK. trious ; grand. Milton

MAGNIFICENCE, s. [magnificentia, Latin .]

Grandeur of appearance ; splendour. Milton.

MAGNIFICENT. a. [magnificus, Latin. ]

1. Grand in appearance ; splendid ; pompous.

Addison.

Grew.

2. Fond of splendour ; setting greatness to

show. Sidney.

MAGNIFICENTLY. ad. [from magnificent. ]

Pompously ; splendidly.

MAGNIFICO. s . [ Ital . ]A grandee of Venice.

Shakespeare.

MAGNIFIER. s. [from magnify.]

1. One that praises ; an encomiast ; an ex-

toller. Brown

2. A glass that increases the bulk of any ob-

ject.

To MA'GNIFY. v . a. [magnifico, Latin.]

1. To make great ; to exaggerate ; to am-

plify ; to extol. Bacon.

2. To exalt ; to elevate ; to raise in estima

tion. Milton.

3. To raise in pride or pretension . Daniel.

4. To increase the bulk of any object to the

Locke.eye .

Filton.

Newton.

MAGNITUDE . s. [magnitudo, Latin.]

1. Greatness ; grandeur.

2. Comparative bulk.

MA'GPIE. s. [from pie, and mug, contracted

from Margaret. ] A bird sometimes taught to

talk. Peuchum

MA'GYDARE. s. [magudaris, Lat ] An herb

Ainsworth

SaxonMAID. s. [mæden, mægden,

MAIDEN. maegd, Dutch.]

1. Anunmarried woman ; a virgin .

2. A woman servant.

3. Female.

MAID. s . A species of skate fish.

MAIDEN. a.

1. Consisting of virgins.

Dryden,

Prior

Leviticus

Addison.

2. Fresh ; new ; unused ; unpolluted. Shak.

MA'IDENHAIR. s. A plant. Peachum.

MAIDENHEAD.

MAIDENHODE. s. [from maiden.]

1. Virginity ; virginal purity ; freedom from

contamination. Milton.

2. Newness freshness ; uncontaminated

state. Wotton.

MAIDENLIP. s . An herb. Ainsworth.

MAIDENLY. a. [ muiden and like. ] Like a

maid ; gentle, modest, timorous, decent. Sh.

MA'IDHOOD. s . [ from maid. ] Virginity.Shuk.

MA'IDMARIAN. s. [puer ludius, Latin. ] A

kind of dance. Temple.

MA'IDPALE. a. [maid and pale.] Pale like a

sick virgin. Shakespeare

MAIDSEÄRVANT. s . A female servant. Swyt.

a. [from majesty.]
MAJESTICAL.}

MAJESTICK.
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1. August ; having dignity ; grand; imperial ; To MAINTAIN. v. n. To support by argu

regal ; great of appearance.

2. Stately ; pompous ; splendid.

3. Sublime ; elevated ; lofty.

Denham. ment; to assert as a tenet.

Hooker.

Dryden.

Glanville.

MAJESTICALLY. ad. [from majestical. ] With

dignity; with grandeur.

MAJESTY. s. [majestas, Latin.]

1. Dignity ; grandeur ; greatness ofappear-

ance.

2 Power ; sovereignty.

3. Dignity ; elevation of manner.

4. The title of kings and queens .

MAIL. s. [maille, Fr.]

Milton.

Daniel.

Dryden.

Shak.

1. A coat of steel network worn for defence.

2. Any armour.

3. A postman's bundle ; a bag.

To MAIL. v. a. [from the noun.]

Wotton.

Gay.

1. To arm defensively ; to cover, as with

Shakespeare.armour.

2. To bundle in a wrapper. Shakespeare.

To MAIM. v . a. [mehaigner, to maim, old Fr.]

To deprive of any necessary part ; to crip-

ple by loss of a limb. Shakespeare.

MAIM. s. [from the verb.]

1. Privation ofsome essential part ; lameness,

by a wound or amputation.
Hooker.

2. Injury ; mischief.

3. Essential defect.

MAIN. a. [magne, old Fr.]

Dryden.

MAINTAINABLE. a . [from maintain ] De-

fensible ; justifiable. Hayward.

MAINTAINER. s. [ from maintain. ] Sup-

porter ; cherisher.

MAINTENANCE. s. [maintenant, Fr.]

Spenser.

1. Supply of the necessaries of life ; suste-

nance ; sustentation. Hooker.

2. Support ; protection ; defence. Spenser.

3. Continuance ; security from failu South.

MA'INTOP . s . [main and top . ] The top ofthe

mainmast.

MATNYARD. s. [main and yard.]

ofthe mainmast.

MAJOR. a . [major, Latin . ]

Addison.

The yard

Arbuthnot

1. Greater in number, quantity, or extent.

2. Greater in dignity. Shakespeare

MAJOR. s.

1. The officer above the captain ; the lowest

field officer.

2. A mayor or head officer of a town.

3. The first proposition of a syllogism , con-

taining some generality. Boyle.

4. MAJOR-general. The general efficer of the
second rank. Tatler.

5. MAJOR-domo . One who holds occasionally

the place of master of the house.

MAJÕRA'TION. s . [from major.] Increase ;

enlargement.

Shakespeare.

Hayward.

Bacon.

1. Principal ; chief; leading. Hooker. MAJO'RITY. s. [from major.]

1. The state ofbeing greater. Grew.

Addison.

Brown.

4. Full age ; end ofminority. Davies

Shakespeare.

Miller.

2. Mighty; huge ; overpowering ; vast.

3. Gross ; containing the chief part. Shak.

4. Important ; forcible.

MAIN. s.

Davies.

1. The gross ; the bulk ; the greater part.

Locke.

2. The sum ; the whole ; the general. K.Ch.

3. The ocean ; the great sea.

4. Violence ; force.

Prior.

Hudibras.

Shakespeare.

2. The greater number.

3. Ancestry..

5 First rank. Obsolete.

6. The office of a mayor.

MAIZE, or Indian Wheat. s.

To MAKE. v . a . [macan, Saxon ; machen, Ger

maken, Dutch.]

1. To create.

2. To form materials .

Genesis.

Holder.

Waller.

4. To formby art what is not natural.

5. A hand at dice.

6. The continent. Bacon.

7. A hamper. Ainsworth. 3. To compose.

MA'INLAND. s. [main and land. ] Continent.

Spenser.

MA'INLY. ad. [from main.]

1. Chiefly ; principally.

2. Greatly ; hugely.

MA'INMAST. s. [main and mast. ]

or middle mast.

Woodward.

Bacon.

The chief

Dryden.

MA'INPERNABLE. a. Bailable ; that may be

admitted to give surety.

MA'INPERNOR. s. Surety ; bail. Davies.

MA'INPRISE. s. [main and pris, Fr.] Delivery

into the custody of a friend, upon security

given for appearance ; bail. Davies.

To MA'INPRISE. v. a. To bail.

MA'INSAIL. s. [main and sail. ] The sail ofthe

mainmast.

MA'INSHEET s. [main and sheet.] The sheet

or sail ofthe mainmast.

TO MAINTAIN. v. a. [maintenir, Fr.]

1. To preserve ; to keep.

2. To defend ; to hold out.

3. To vindicate ; to justify.

4. To continue ; to keep up.

Acts.

5. To produce or effect as the agent. Hooker.

6. To produce as a cause. Proverbs.

7. To do ; to perform ; to practise ; to use

in action. Dryden.

8. To cause ; to have any quality. Clarendon.

9. To bring into any state or condition.

10. To form ; to settle.

11. To hold ; to keep.

Rowe.

Dryden

12. To secure from distress ; to establish ir

riches or happiness.

13. To suffer ; to incur.

14. To commit.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

Dryden.

15. To compel ; to force ; to constrain.

16. To intend ; to purpose to do. Dryden.

17. To raise as profit from any thing . Shak.

18. To reach ; to tend to ; to arrive at.

19. To gain.

20. To force ; to gain by force.

21. To exhibit.

Dryden.

Hurvey.

Grew. 22. To pay; to give.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

5. To keep up ; to support the expence of.

6. To support with the conveniences oflife.

7. To preserve from failure. Blackmore.

23. To put ; to place.

24. To turn to some use.

25. To incline to ; to dispose to.

26. To effect as an argument.

27. To represent ; to show. ;

Milton.

Temple

Luke.

Leviticus.

Bacon.

Dryden.

Brown.

Hooker

Baker
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28. To constitute.

79. To amount to.

Locke.

Galatians.

30. To mould ; to form. 1 Bacon. MA'KER. s . [from make.]

31. To MAKE away. To kill ; to destroy. 1. The Creator.

Sidney. 2. One who makes any thing.

MA'KEBATE. s. [make and debute. ] Breeder

of quarrels. Sidney.

Milton.

Pope.

32. TO MAKE away. To transfer. Waller.

33. To MAKE account.
To reckon ; to be-

lieve. Bacon.

34. To MAKE account of. To esteem ; to re-

gard.

ceremony.

35. To MAKE free with. To treat without

Dunciad.

36. TO MAKE good . To maintain ; to defend ;

to justify. Knolles.

37. To MAKEgood. To fulfil ; to accomplish.

Shakespeare.

38. To MAKE light of. To consider as of no

consequence. Matthew.

39. To MAKE love. To court ; to play the

gallant. Addison.

40. To MAKE merry. To feast ; to partake of

an entertainment.
Shakespeare.

41. To MAKE much of. To cherish ; to fos-

ter.
Temple.

42. To MAKEof. What to make of, is, how to

understand. Addison.

43. To MAKE of.

fect.

To produce from ; to ef-

Addison.

44. To MAKE of.

to esteem .

45. To MAKE of. To cherish ; to foster.

46. TO MAKE over. To settle in the hands of

trustees.

To consider ; to account;

Dryden.

Hudibras.

47. To MAKE over. To transfer. Hammond.

48. To MAKE out. To clear ; to explain ; to

clear to one's self. Arbuthnot.

49. To MAKE out. To prove ; to evince.

50. TO MAKE sure of. To consider as cer-

tain.
Dryden.

3. One who sets any thing in its proper state.

Ascham.

MA'KEPEACE. s. [make and peace ] Peace-

maker; reconciler. Shakespeare.

MA'KEWEIGHT. s . [make and weight.] Any

small thing thrown in to make up weight.

MALACHITE. s . This stone is green, so asin

colour to resemble the leaf of the mallow,

pahan; sometimes it is veined with white,

or spotted with blue. Woodward.

MA'LADY. s . [maladie, Fr.] A disease ; a

distemper ofbody. Spenser.

MALA'NDERS. s. [from mal andure, Ital. ] A

dry scab on the pastern of horses.

MA'LAPERT. a. [mal and pert. ] Saucy ; quick

with impudence. Dryden.

MAʼLAPERTNESS. s. [from malapert.] Live-

liness of reply without decency ; quick im-

pudence; sauciness.

MAʼLAPERTLY. ad. [from malapert.] Impu-

dently ; saucily.

To MALA'XATE, v . a. [µaλarto. ] To soften,

or knead to softness, any body.,

MALAXATION. s. [ from malaxate. ] The act

of softening.

Swift.

Bacon.

MALE. a. [male, Fr.] Of the sex that begets

young ; not female.

MALE. s. The he of any species.

MALE, in composition, signifies ill.

MALEADMINISTRATION. s. Bad ma、

nagement ofaffairs .

MALECONTENT.

MALECONTENTED.

ed ; dissatisfied .

}

Ayliffe.

a. [male and con-

tent. ] Discontent-

Shakespeare.

51. To MAKE sure of. To secure to one's MALECONTENTEDLY. ad. [from male-

possession. Dryden.

Locke.52. To MAKE up. To get together.

53. To MAKEup. To reconcile. Shakespeare.

54. To MAKE up. To repair.
Ezekiel.

To compose, as ingredi-

To supply .

55. To MAKE up.

ents.

56. To MAKE up.

57. To MAKE up.

58. To MAKE up .

59. TO MAKE up.

60. To MAKE up.

clude ; to complete.

To shape.

To MAKE. v. n.

South.

Arbuthnot

Hooker.

To compensate. Atterbury.

To adjust. Rogers.

To accomplish ; to con-

Locke.

1. To tend ; to travel ; to go any way.

2. To contribute ; to have effect. Swift.

3. To operate ; to act as a proof of argu-

ment, or cause. Hooker. Dryden

4. To show ; to appear ; to carry appearance

Arbuthnot

5. To MAKEaway with. To destroy ; to kill ;

to make away. Addison.

6. To MAKEfor. To advantage ; to favour

7. To MAKE upfor. To compensate ; to be

instead. Swift.

8. TO MAKE with. To concur. Hooker.

MAKE. s. [ from the verb.] Form ; structure ;

nature. Glanville.

MAKE. s. [maca, Sax. ] Companion ; favourite

friend. B. Jonson.

content.] With discontent.

MALECÓNTE'NTEDNESS. s. [from male-

content. ] Discontentedness ; want ofaffection

to government. Spectator.

MALEDICTED . a. [maledictus, Latin . ] _Ae-

cursed. Dict.

MALEDICTION. s. [malediction, Fr.] Curse ;

execration ; denunciation of evil. Wetton.

MALEFA'CTION, s . [male and facio, Lat. ] A
crime ; an offence. Shakespeare.

MALEFACTOR. s . [male and facio, Latin.]

An offender against law ; a criminal.

Roscommon.

MALE FICK .

MALE'FIQUE. S vous ; hurtful.

MALEPRACTICE. s. [male and practice.]

Practice contrary to rules.

MALEVOLENCE, s . [malevolentia, Lat.] Ill.

will; inclination to hurt others ; malignity.

Shakespeare.

MALE'VOLENT. a . [malevolus, Lat. ] Il-dis-

posed toward others ; malignant. Dryden.

MALEVOLENTLY. ad. Malignly ; malig-

nantly ; with ill-will. Horvel.

MA'LICE. s . [malice, Fr.]

}a. [maleficus, Lat.] Mischie

1. Badness of design ; deliberate mischief.

Taylor.

Shakespeare.

2. Ill Intention to any one ; desire ofhurting.
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To MALICE. v. a. [from the noun.] To re-

gard with ill will. Obsolete . Spenser.

MALICIOUS. a . [malicieux, Fr. ] Ill-disposed

to any one ; intending ill ; malignant.

MALICIOUSLY. ad. With malignity ; with

intention of mischief. Swift.

MALICIOUSNESS . s . Malice ; intention of

mischief to another. Herbert.

MALIGN. a. [maligne, Fr.]

1. Unfavourable ; ill-disposed to any one ;

malicious. South.

2. Infectious ; fatal to the body ; pestilential.

Bacon.

To MALIGN. v. a. [from the adjective .]

1. Toregard with envy or malice.

2. To mischief; to hurt ; to harm...

MALIGNANCY. s . [ from malignant.]

South.

Wiseman.

1. Malevolence ; malice ; unfavourableness.

2 Destructive tendency.

MALIGNANT. a . [ malignant, Fr.]

1. Malign; envious ; unpropitious ; malici-

ous ; mischievous.

2. Hostile to life ; as, malignant fevers.

MALIGNANT. s.

Watts.

1. A man of ill intention, malevolently dis-

posed. Hooker.

2. It was a word used for the defender's of

the church and monarchy by the rebel sec-
taries in the civil wars.

MALIGNANTLY. ad. [from malignant. ] With

ill intention ; maliciously ; mischievously.

MALIGNER . s. [from malign.]

1. One who regards another with ill will. \

2. Sarcastical censurer.

MALIGNITY. s. [ malignité, Fr.]

1. Malice ; maliciousness.

Glanville.

1. A sort ofgrape.

2. A kind of wine. Shakespeare.

MALT. s . [mealt, Saxon.] Grain steeped in

water and fermented, then dried on a kiln.

To MALT. vn.

1. To make malt.

2. To be made malt. Mortimer.

MA'LTDRINK. s. All maltdrinks may be

boiled to a slimy syrup. Floyer.

MA'LTDUST. s. It is an enricher of barren

Mortimer.land.

MA'LTFLOOR . s. A floor to dry malt. Mort.

MAʼLTHORSE. s. A dull dolt. Shakespeare.

MALTMAN. s. [from malt.] One who

MA'LTSTER. makes malt.

MALVA'CEOUS. a. [malva, Lat. ] Relating to

Swift.

mallows.

MALVERSA'TION. s. [ French. ] Bad shifts ;

mean artifices.

MAM. s. [mamma, Lat.] The fond word

MAMMA' . for mother. Prior.

MA'MMET. s. [from mam or mamma.] A

puppet, a figure dressed up. Shakespeare.

MA'MMIFORM. a . [ mamma andforma, Lat.]

Having the shape of paps or dugs.

MAMI'LLARY. a. [mammillaris, Latin.] Be-

longing to the paps or dugs.

MAʼMMOCK. s. A shapeless piece.

To MA'MMOCK. v. a. [ from the noun.] To

tear ; to break ; to pull to pieces.

MAMMON. s. [Syriack.] Riches.

MAN. s. [man, mon, Saxon.]

1. Human being.

2. Not a woman.

3. Not a boy.

Tickel. 4. A servant ; an attendant.

Pope.

2. Contrariety to life ; destructive tendency.

3. Evilness of nature. South.

MALIGNLY. ad . [from malign .] Enviously ;

with ill will ; mischievously.

MAʼLKIN. s. [mal, of Mary, and kin ] A kind

ofmop made of clouts for sweeping ovens ;

thence a frightful figure of clouts dressed

up; theuce a dirty wench. Shakespeare.

MALL. s . [malleus , Lat. a hammer.]

1. A kind of beater or hammer.]

2. A stroke ; a blow. Not in use. Hudibras.

3. A walk where they formerly played with

malls and balls . Pope.

To MALL. v. a. [from the noun. ] To beat or

strike with a mall.

MAʼLLARD. 8 [malart, Fr.] The drake of the

wild duck. Walton.

MALLEABILITY
. s . [from malleable.] Qua-

lity of enduring the hammer ; quality of

spreading under the hammer. Locke.

MALLEABLE. a . [malleable, Fr. from malleus,

Latin, a hammer. ] Capable of being spread

by beating. Newton.

MAʼLLEABLENESS
, s . [from malleable ] Qua-

lity of enduring the hammer ; malleability ;

ductility Locke.

To MA'LLEATE. v . a . [from malleus, Latin .]

To hammer. Derham.

MALLET. s . [malleus, Lat. ] A wooden ham-
mer. Boyle.

MALLOWS. s . [multa, Lat. mælepe, Sax.] A

plant.

MAʼLMSEY. ..

Dryden.

James.

Shak,

Creech.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Cowley.

Shakespeare.

5. A word offamiliar address, bordering on

contempt.

6. It is used in a loose signification like the

French on, one, any one ; as, though a man be

wise he may err. Addison.

7. One ofuncommon qualifications . Addison.

8. A human being qualified in any particular

manner.

9. Individual.

10. Not a beast.

Samuel.

Watts.

Creech.

Tillot.11. Wealthy or independent person.

12. Moveable piece of chess or draughts.

13. MAN ofwar. A ship of war.

To MAN. v. a. [ from the noun .]

1. To furnish with men.

2. To guard with men.

3. To fortify ; to strengthen.`

4. To tame a hawk.

Daniel.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

Shakespeare .

5. To attend ; to serve ; to wait on as a ser-

vant. B. Jonson.

Shak,

Latin ]

Ecclus

6. To direct in hostility ; to point.

MA'NACLES. s. [manica, from manus,

Chain for the hands ; shackles.

To MA'NACLE. v. a. [from the noun .]

chain the hands ; to shackle. Shakespeare.

To MA'NAGE. v. a . [menager, Fr.]

Το

1. To conduct ; to carry on. Stillingflect.

2. To train a horse to a graceful action.

3. To govern ; to make tractable. Arbuthnot.

4. To wield ; to move or use easily. Newton.

5. To husband ; to make the object of cau-

tion. Dryden.

6. To treat with caution or decency. Add
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To MA'NAGE. v. n. To superintend affairs ;

to transact.

MANAGE. s . [menage, Fr.]

to hold in the lathethe substance to be turn-

ed. Moxon.

To MA'NDUCATE. v . a . [manduco, Lat.] To

Dryden.

South.

Bacon. MANDUCATION. s . [manducatio, Latin . !

Peacham.

L'Estrange.

1. Conduct ; administration.

2. Use ; instrumentality.

3. Government of a horse.

4. Discipline ; governance.

MA'NAGEABLE a. [from manage.]

1. Easy in the use. Newton.

2. Governable ; tractable.

MA'NAGEABLENESS. s . [from manageable.]

1. Accommodation to easy use. Boyle.

2. Tractableness ; easiness to be governed.

MA'NAGEMENT. s. [menagement, Fr.}

I Conduct ; administration. Swift.

2. Prudence ; cunning practice. Dryden.

3. Practice ; transaction ; dealing . Addison .

MA'NAGER. s. [from manage. ]

1. One who has the conduct or direction of

any thing. South.

2. A man offrugality ; a good husband.

MA'NAGERY. s. [menagerie, Fr.]

1. Conduct ; direction ; administration .

2. Husbandry ; frugality. Decay ofPiety.

3. Manner of using. Decay ofPiety.

MANATION. s. [manatio, Latin. ] The act of

issuing from something else.

MANCHE. s . [ French. ] A sleeve.

MA'NCHET. s. [michet, Fr. Skinner.] A small

loaf of fine bread. More.

MANCHINE'EL tree. s. [mancanilla, Latin .]

It is a native of the West Indies, and grows

to the size of an oak ; its wood is ofa beauti-

ful grain, will polish well and last long ; the

fruit is of the colour and size of the golden

pippin ; many Europeans have suffered, and

others lost their lives by eating it. Milton.

To MAʼNCIPATE. v . a. [mancipo, Latin.] To

enslave ; to bind ; to tie. Hale.

MANCIPATION. s . [from mancipate.] Sla-

very involuntary obligation.

MA'NCIPLE. s . [manceps, Lat. ] The steward

of a community ; the purveyor. Betterton.

MANDA'MUS. s. [ Lat. ] A writ granted by

the king, so called from the initial word.

MANDARI'N. s . A Chinese nobleman or ma-

gistrate.

MA'NDATARY. s. [mandataire, Fr. ] He to

whom the pope has, by virtue of his prero-

gative, and his own proper right, given a

mandate for his benefice. Ayliffe.

MA'NDATE. s [mandatum, Lat.]

1. Command.
L
2. Precept ; charge ; commission,

transmitted.

Howel.

sent or

Dryden.

Ayliffe.

Precep-

MANDATOR. s. [Lat. ] Director.

MA'NDATORY. à. [mandare, Lat. ]

tive ; directory.

MAʼNDIBLE. s. [mandibula , Lat. ] Thejaw ;

the instrument of manducation . Grew.

MANDIBULAR. a. [from mandibula, Lat. ]

Belonging to the jaw.

MANDILION. s. [ mandiglione, Ital. ] A sol.

dier's coat. "Skinner.

MA'NDRAKE. s. [mandragorus, Latin. ] The

root ofthis plant is said to bear a resemblance

to the human form , Miller

MANDREL. s. [mandrin, Fr.] An instrument

chew: to eat.

Eating. Taylor

MANE. s. [ maene, Dutch. The hair which

hangs down on the neck of horses, or other

animals. Sidney.

MA'NEATER s. [man and eat . ] A cannibal ;

an authropophagite.

MA'NED. a. [from mane. ] Having a mane.

MA'NES. s . [Lat. ] Ghost ; shade ; that which

remains of man after death. Dryden.

MA'NFUL. a. [man and full. ] Bold stout ;

daring. Hudibras.

Ray.MA'NFULLY. ad. Boldly ; stoutly.

MA'NFULNESS. s . [from manful .] Stoutness ,

boldness.

Hill.

MA'NGANESE. s. [manganesia, low Latin.]

An iron ore of a poorer sort.

MANGCO'RN. s mengen, Dutch, to mingle.]

Corn of several kinds mixed.

MANGE. s. [mangeaison , French . ] The itch or
scab in cattle. Ben Jonson

MAʼNGER. s . [mangeoire, Fr.] The place or

vessel in which animals are fed with corn.

MA'NGINESS . s . [ from mangy.] Scabbiness ;
infection with the mange.

Milton.

To MA'NGLE v. a. [mangelen, Dutcli ; maneus,

Lat. ] To lacerate ; to cut or tear piecemeal;

to butcher.

MA'NGLER. s. [from mangle . ] A hacker ; one

that destroys bunglingly. Tickel.

MA'NGO. s. [mangostan, Fr.] A fruit ofJava ,

brought to Europe pickled. King.

MA'NGY. a. [from mange. ] Infected with the

mange; scabby. Shakespeare.

MANHA'TER. s. [ man and hater . ] Misan-

thrope; one that hates mankind.

MA'NHOOD. s . [from man.]

1. Human nature. . Milton.

Dryden.

Pope.

2. Virility ; not womanhood.

3. Virility ; not childhood.

4. Courage ; bravery ; resolution ; fortitude.

MANIAC. a.(maniacus, Latin.] Raging

MANIACAL. J with madness,

MA'NIFEST. a. [manifestus, Lat.]

1. Plain ; open ; not concealed.

2. Detected.

Grew.

Romans,

Dryden.

MANIFEST. s [manifeste, Fr.] Declaration ;

publick protestation . Dryden.

To MANIFEST. v a. [manifester, Fr. mani,

festo, Lat.] To make appear ; to make pub-

lick ; to show plainly ; to discover. Ham.

MANIFESTAʼTION . s. [ from manifest . ] Dis-

covery ; publication ; clear evidence. Tillot.

MANIFESTIBLE. a . [ properly manifestable. ]

Easy to be made evident. Brown.

MA'NIFESTLY. ad . [from manifest. ] Clearly ;

evidently ; plainly. Swift

MA'NIFESTNESS. s. [from manifest.] Per-

spicuity ; clear evidence.

MANIFESTO. s. [Italian. ] Publick protesta-

tion ; declaration. Addison,

MA'NIFOLD. a. [many and fold . ] Ofdifferent

kinds ; many in number ; multiplied ; comis

plicated. Shakespear
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MANIFOLDED. a. [many and fold.] Having

many complications. Spenser.

MA'NİFOLDLY. ad. [from manifold.] In a

manifold manner. Sidney.

MANIGLIONS. s. [In gunnery .] Two han-

dles on the back of a piece of ordnance.

MA'NIKIN. s. [mannikin, Dut.] A little man.

Shakespeare.
•

MA'NIPLE. s. [manipulus, Latin.]

1. A handful.

2. A small band of soldiers .

MANIPULAR. a. [from manipulus, Latin.]

Relating to a maniple.

MANKILLER. s . [man and killer.] Murderer.

Dryden.

MANKIND . s . [man and kind.] The race or

species ofhuman beings. Raleigh.

MA'NKIND. a. Resembling man, not woman,

in form or nature.
Shakespeare.

MA'NLESS . a. [man and less . ] Without men ;

not manned.
Bacon.

MA'NLIKE. a. [man and like.] Having the

I proper qualities of man.

MANLINESS . s . [from manly ] Dignity ; bra-

very ; stoutness.

•

MA'NLY. a. [from man.]

Sidney.

Locke.

1. Manlike becoming a man ; firm , brave ;

stout ; undaunted ; undismayed. Dryden.

2. Not womanish ; not childish . Shakespeare.

MA'NLY. ad. With courage like a man.

MA'NNA. s. A gum, or honeylike juice con-

"reted, seldom so dry but it adheres to the

ingers ; its colour is whitish or brownish,

and it has sweetness, and with it a sharpness

that renders it agreeable ; it is the product

of two different trees, both varieties of the

ash ; when the heats are free from rain,

these trees exsudate a white juice. Hill.

MA'NNER. s. [maniere, Fr.]

}. Form ; method. Dryden.

granted by the king to some man of worth,

for him and his heirs to dwell upon, and to

exercise some jurisdiction .
Cowel

MANOUE'LLER. s. [man and cpellan , Sax.]

A murderer ; a mankiller ; a manslayer.

MANSE. s . [mansio, Latin.

1. Farm and land.

2. A parsonage house.

MA'NSION. s. [mansio, Latin.]

1. The lord's house in a manor.

2. Place of residence ; abode ; house. Dryd.

3. Residence ; abode . Denham.

MANSLAUGHTER. s . [man and slaughter .]

1. Murder ; destruction of the human spe-

cies. Ascham.

2. [In law.] The act of killing a man not

wholly without fault, though without malice ;

punished by forfeiture. Foster.

MANSLAʼYER. 8. [man and slay ] One that

has killed another. Numbers.

MANSU'ETE. a . [mansuetus, Latin . ] Tame ,

gentle ; not ferocious.

MA'NSUETUDE. S.

Tameness ; gentleness.

Ray.

[mansuetudo, Latin.]

Herbert.

MA'NTEL. s . [mantel, old Fr.] Work raised

before a chimney to conceal it. Wotton.

MANTELET. s . [mantelet, Fr. ]

1. A small cloak worn by women.

2. [In fortification. ] A moveable penthouse

made of planks, about three inches thick,

nailed over one another to the height of al-

most six feet, and driven before the pioneers,

as a blind to shelter them.

MANTI'GER. s. [man and tiger.] A large

monkey or baboon. Arbuthnot.

MA'NTLE. 8. [mantell,Welsh. ] A kind of cloak

or outer garment . Hayward.

To MA'NTLE. v . a. [from the noun. ] To

cloak , to cover ; to disguise. Shakespeare.

To MA'NTLE. v. n.

Harris.

. To spread the wings as a hawk in plea-

sure. Milton.

2. Custom ; habit ; fashion. New Test.

3. Certain degree. Bacon.

4. Sort; kind. Atterbury. 2. Tojov ; to revel. Spenser.

5. Mien ; cast of the look. Clarissa. 3. To be expanded ; to spread luxuriantly.

Gay.

4. To gather any thing on the surface ; to

froth.

6. Peculiar way ; distinct mode of person.

Clarendon.

Atterbury.

Addison.

9. General way of life ; morals ; habits.

10. Ceremonious behaviour ; studied civility.

Dryden.

MA'NNERLINESS. s. [ from mannerly.] Ci-

vility; ceremonious complaisance. Hale.

MA'NNERLY. a. [from manner.] Civil ; cere-

monious ; complaisant. Rogers.

MA'NNERLY. ad. Civilly ; without rudeness.

Shakespeare.

MA'NNIKIN. s. [man and klein, Germ . ] A

little man ; a dwarf.

7. Way ; mode.

8. [In the plural.] Character of mind.

MA'NNISH. a. [from man ] Having the ap-

pearance of a man ; bold ; masculine ; im-

pudent. Sidney.

MANOR. s. [mansir, old Fr. ] Manor signifies ,

in common law, a rule or governmentwhich

a man hath over such as hold land within

his fee. Touching the original of these mu-

nors, it seems, that in the beginning there

was a certain compass or circuit of ground

Dryden.

Clarendon.

Pope.

5. To ferment ; to be in sprightly agitation .

Smith.

MA'NTUA. s. [perhaps corrupted from man-

teau, Fr.] A lady's gown. Pope.

MA'NTUAMAKER. s . [mantua and maker.]

One who makes gowns for women. Addison.

MANUAL. a. [manualis, Latin.]

1. Performed by the hand.

2. Used by the hand.

MA'NUAL. s. A small book, such as may be
carried in the hand. Stillingfleet.

MANU'BIAL. a. [manubia, Latin.] Belonging

to spoil ; taken in war.

MANU'BRIUM. s. [Latin. ] A handle. Boyle.

MANUDUCTION. s. [manuductio, Latin.]

Guidance by the hand. South.

MANUFACTURE . s. [manus and facio, Lat.]

1. The practice of making any piece of

workmanship.

:

Addison.2. Any thing made by art.

To MANUFACTURE. v. a. [manufacturer,

French.]
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1. To make by art and labour ; to form by

workmanship.

2. To employ in work ; to work up.

MANUFACTURER. s. [manufacturier, Fr.]

A workman ; an artificer. Watts.

To MANUMI'SE. v . a. [manumitto, Latin .] To

set free ; to dismiss from slavery. Knolles.

MANUMI'SSION. s. [manumissio, Latin. ] The

act ofgiving liberty to slaves. Brown.

To MANUMIT. v. a. [manumitto, Latin. ] To

release from slavery. Dryden.

MANU'RABLE. a. [from manure.] Capable of

cultivation . Hale.

MANU'RANCE. s. [from manure.]

ture ; cultivation..

Agricul-

Spenser.

To MA'NURE. v. a. [manouvrer, Fr.]

1. To cultivate by manual labour. Milton.

2. To dung; to fatten with composts. Wood.

3. To fatten as a compost. Addison.

MAʼNURE. s. [from the verb.] Soil to be laid

on land ; dung to fatten land. Dryden.

MANU'REMENT. s. [from manure.] Cultiva-

tion ; improvement.
Wotton.

MANU'RER. s. [from the verb. ] He who ma-

nures land ; a husbandman.

MA'NUSCRIPT. s. [manuscriptum, Latin.] A

book written, not printed. Wotton.

MA'NY. a. comp. more. superl. most. [mænig,

Saxon.]

1. Consisting of a great number ; numerous;

more than few.

2. Marking number indefinite.

MA'NY. s.

Digby.

Exodus.

1. A multitude ; a company ; a great num-

ber; people. Spenser.

2. Many is used much in composition .

MANYCO'LOURED. a. [many and colour.]

Having various colours. Donne.

MANYCO'RNERED. a. [many and corner.]

Polygonal ; having many corners. Dryden.

MANYHE'ADED . a. [many and head.] Hav-

ing many heads. Sidney.

MANYLANGUAGED. a. [many_and_lan-

guage.] Having many languages. Pope.

MANYPEOPLED. a. [many and people.] Nu-

merously populous.

MANYTIMES. [an adverbial phrase. ] Often ;

frequently. Addison.

MAP. s. [mappa, low Latin ] A geographical

picture on which lands and seas are deli-

neated according to longitude and latitude.

Sandys.

Sidney.

To MAP. v. a. [from the noun.] To delineate ;

to set down. Shakespeare.

MA'PLE tree. s. [acer.] A tree. Mortimer.

MA'PPERY. s. [from map.] The art of plan-

ning and designing. Shakespeare.

To MAR. v. a. [amynnan, Saxon. ] To injure ;

to spoil ; to hurt ; to mischief; to damage.

Dryden.

MARANA'THA. s. [ Syriack .] It was a form

of the denouncing or anathematizing among

the Jews. St. Paul.

MARA'SMUS. s. [uagames.] A consumption

in which persons waste much of their sub-

Quincy.stance.

MA'RBLE. s. [marbre, Fr, marmor, Latin.]

1. Stone used in statues and elegant buildings,

capable ofa bright polish. Looke.

2. Little balls supposed to be of marble, with

which children play. Arbuthnot

3. A stone remarkable for the sculpture or

inscription ; as, the Oxford marbles.

MA'RBLE. a.

1. Made of marble. Waller.

2. Variegated, or stained like marble. Sid.

To MA'RBLE. v . a . [marbrer, Fr.] To varie-

gate, or vein like marble. Boyle.

MARBLEHEARTED . a. [marble and heart .]

Cruel ; insensible ; hardhearted. Shakespeare.

MA'RCASITE. s . A hard fossil, found among

the veins of ores, or in the fissures ofstone.

There are only three distinct species of it ;

one ofa bright gold colour, another ofa bright

silver, and a third of a dead white . Marca-

site is frequent in Cornwall, where the

workmen call it mundick. Hill.

MARCH. s . [from Mars. ] The third month of

the year. Peacham

To MĂRCH. v. n . [ marcher, Fr.]

1. To move in military form. Shakespeare.

2. To walk in a grave, deliberate, or stately

Sidney. Davies.manner.

To MARCH. v. a.

1. To putin military movement.

2. To bring in regular procession.

MARCH. s . [marche, Fr.]

Boyle.

Prior.

1. Military movement ; journey of soldiers.

2. Grave and solemn walk. Pope.

3. Deliberate or laborious walk. Addison.

4. Signals to move.
Knolles.

5. Marches, without singular. Borders ; li-

mits ; confines. Davies.

Davies.

MA'RCHER. s. [from marcheur, Fr. ] President

of the marches or borders.

MARCHIONESS. s . The wife of a marquis.

MA'RCHPANE. s. [massepane, Fr.] A kind of

sweet bread, or biscuit. Sidney

MA'RCID. a. [marcidus, Latin.] Lean ; pining ;

withered . Dryden.

MA'RCOUR. s . [marcor, Lat.] Leanness ; the

state of withering ; waste of flesh. Brown.

MARE. s. [maɲe, Sax.]

1. The female of a horse. Dryden.

2. A kind of torpor or stagnation, which

seems to press the stomach with a weight :

the night hag. Drayton .

MA'RESCHAL. & [mareschal, Fr.] A chiet

commander of an army. Prior.

MA'RGARITE. s. [margarita, Lat. ] A pearl.

Peacham.

MARGARITES. s. [bellis.] An herb. Ains

MARGE. ·
[margo, Latin ; marge,

MA RGENT.

MAʼRGIN. }

8.

French.]

1. The border ; the brink ; the edge ; the

Spenser,

Sharp

Watts

verge.

2. The edge of a page left blank. Hammond.

3. The edge of a wound or sore.

MARGINAL. a. [marginal, Fr. ] Placed or

written on the margin.

MA'RGINATED, a . [marginatus, Lat ] Hav-

ing a margin.

MARGRAVE. s. [marck and graff, Germ.] A

title of sovereignty in Germany.

MA'RIETS . s. A kind of violet.

MA'RIGOLD. s . [ Mary and gold .] A yellow
flower. Cleaveland
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To MAʼRINATE. v. a . [mariner, Fr. ] To salt MAʼRKET-PLACE. 8. Place where the mar

fish, and then preserve them in oil or vine-

gar.

ket is held.

King. MA'RKET-PRICE.

MĂ'RINE. a. [marinus, Latin .] Belonging to
the sea.

MA'RINE. s. [la marine, French.]

1. Sea affairs .

a sailor.

Woodward.

Arbuthnot.

2. A soldier taken on shipboard to be em-

ployed in descents upon the land .

MARINER. s. [from mare, Latin. ] A seaman ;

Swift.

MAʼRJORAM. s. [marjorana, Latin .] A fra-

grant plant ofmany kinds. Peachum.

MA'RISH. 8. [marais, French.] A bog ; a den ;

a swamp ; watery ground. Sandys.

MA'RISH. a. Moorish ; fenny ; boggy ; swam-

Bacon.

MA'RITAL. a. [maritus, Latin .] Pertaining to

a husband. Ayliffe.

MA'RITATED . a. [from maritus, Latin.] Hav-

ing a husband.

MARITIMAL.

MARITIME.

1. Performed on the sea ; marine. Raleigh.

2. Relating to the sea ; naval.

py.

a. [maritimus, Latin ; mari-

time, French.]

Wotton.

Milton.3. Bordering on the sea.

MARK. s. [marc, Welsh ; mercke, Dutch. ]

1. A tokenby which any thing is known. Sp.

2. A stamp ; an impression.

3. A proof; an evidence.

4. Notice taken.

5. Conveniency of notice.

Addison.

Arbuthnot.

Shakespeare.

Carew.

6. Any thing at which a missile weapon is

directed.

7. The evidence of a horse's age. Bacon.

8. [Marque, French. ] License of reprisals .

9. [Marc, French.] A sum of thirteen shil-

lings and fourpence. Camden.

10. A character made by those who cannot

write their names. Dryden.

To MARK. v. u. [merken, Dutch ; meaɲcan,

Saxon.]

1. To impress with a token or evidence . Shak.

2. To notify as by a mark. Decay ofPiety.

3. To note; to take notice of. Romans.

4. To heed ; to regard as valid. Smith.

To MARK. v. n. To note ; to take notice . Dry.

MA'RKER. s . [from mark.]

1. One that puts a mark on any thing.

2. One that notes, or takes notice.

MARKET. s . [anciently written mercat, of

mercatus, Latin. ]

1. A public time, and appointed place, of

buying and selling.

2. Purchase and sale.

Spenser.

Temple.

Dryden.3. Rate ; price. [marché, French. ]

To MA'RKET. v. n. To deal at a market ; to

buy or sell ; to make bargains.

MARKET-BELL. s . The bell to give notice

trade may begin in the market. Shak.

MAʼRKET-CROSS. s. A cross set up where

the market is held. Shakespeare.

MAʼRKET-DAY. s . The day on which things

are publickly bought and sold. Addison.

MA'RKET-FOLKS. s. People that come to

the market. Shakespeare.

MA'RKET-MAN. s . One who goes to the

market to sell or buy. Swift.

MA'RKET-RATE.

sold.

Sidney.

s. The price at which

any thing is currently

Locke.

MARKET-TOWN. s . A town that has the pri-

vilege of a stated market ; not a village. Gay.

MARKETABLE. a. [from market.]

1. Such as may be sold ; such for which a

buyer may be found. Shakespeare.

2. Current in the market. Decay of Prely.

MAʼRKMAN. s . [mark-and man. ] A man

MA'RKSMAN. skilful to hit a mark. Shak.

MARL. s. [marl, Welsh.] A kind of clay, which

is become fatter, and of a more enriching

quality, by a better fermentation. Quincy.

To MARL. v . a. [from the noun. ] To manure

with marl. Child.

To MARL. v . a . [from marline.] To fasten the

sails with marline. Ainsworth.

MA'RLINE. s . [meann, Sax. Skinner. ] Long

wreaths of untwisted hemp dipped in pitch,

with which cables are guarded. Dryden.

MA'RLINESPIKE. s . A small piece of iron

for fastening ropes together. Bailey.

MA'RLPIT. s . [marl and pit. ] Pit out of which

marl is dug. Woodward.

MAʼRLY. a . [from marl. ] Abounding with

marl. Mortimer

MARMALADE.s. [marmelade, French. The

MA'RMALET. pulp of quinces boiled into

a consistence with sugar.
Quincy.

MARMORATION. s. [marmor, Latin .] In-

crustation with marble.

MARMO'REAN. a. [marmoreus, Latín. ] Made

of marble.

MA'RMOSET. s . [marmouset, French. ] A small

monkey. Shakespeare.

MARMÒ'T. s. [Italian ] The marmotto,

MARMOTTO. or mus alpinus, as big or

bigger than a rabbit, which absconds all

winter, doth live upon its own fat. Ray.

MA'RQUETRY, s. [marqueterie, Fr.] Chequer-

ed work ; work inlaid with variegation .

MA'RQUIS. s. [marquis, French.]

1. In England one of the second order of

nobility, next in rank to a duke.

2. Marquis is used by Shakespeare for marchio-

ness. [marquise, French.]

MARQUISATE. s . [marquisate, French.] The

seigniory of a marquis.

MA'RRER. s. [from mar.] One who spoils or

hurts any thing. Ascham

MA'RRIAGE. s. [mariage, French.]

1. The act of uniting a man and woman for

life. Taylor

2. State ofperpetual union.

MA'RRIAGEABLE. a. [from marriage.]

1. Fit for wedlock ; of age to be married.

2. Capable of union. Milton.

MA'RRIED. a . [from marry.] Conjugal ; con
nubial. Dryden.

MA'RROW. s. [meng, Sax.] The bones have

either a large cavity, or are full of little cells ;

in both the one and the other there is an

oleaginous substance, called marrow. Quincy.

MA'RROWBONE. s. [marrow and bone.}

1. Bone boiled for the marrow.
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2. In burlesque language, the knees. L'Estra.

MA'RROWFAT. s. A kind ofpea.

MA'RROWLESS. a . [from marrow. ] Void of

marrow.

state .

Shakespeare.

Gay.

Bacon.

Shak.

T MA'RRY. v. a. [marier, French. ]

1. To join a man and a woman.

2. To dispose of in marriage.

3. To take for husband or wife.

To MA'RRY. v. n. To enter into the conjugal

Shakespeare.

MARSH, MARS, MAS , are derived from the

Saxon meprc, a fen.

MARSH. s. [meɲƑc, Saxon.] A fen ; a bog ; a

swamp ; a watery tract of land. Drayton

MARSH-MALLOW.s. [althaa, Lat. ] A plant.

MARSH-MARIGOLD. s. [populago, Latin . ] A

Dryden.
flower.

MA'RSHAL. s. [mareschal, French.]

Gibson.

1. The chief officer of arms. Shakespeare.

2. An officer who regulates combats in the
lists.

Dryden.

3. Any one who regulates rank or order at

a feast, or any other assembly. Spenser.

4. A harbinger ; a pursuivant. Sidney.

To MA'RSHAL. v. a . [ from the noun.]

1. To arrange ; to rank in order. Glanville.

2. To lead as a harbinger. Shakespeare.

MA'RSHALLER. s. [from marshal . ] One that
arranges ; one that ranks in order. Trapp.

MA'RSHALSEA. s . [ from marshal . ] The pri-

son in Southwark belonging to the marshal

ofthe king's household.

MA'RSHALSHIP. s. [from marshal.] The of-

fice of a marshal.

MA'RSHELDER. s. A gelder-rose, of which

it is a species .

MARSHRO'CKET. s. A a species of water-

cresses .

MARSHY. u. [from marsh.]

Dryden.

Dryden.

Hooker.

1. Boggy; wet ; feuny ; swampy.

2. Produced in marshes.

MART. s. [ contracted from market.]

1. A place of publick traffick.

2. Bargain ; purchase and sale . Shakespeare.

3. Letters of mart. See MARK.

To MART. v. a. [from the noun . ] To traffick ;

to buy or sell. Shakespeare.

MARTEN.

MARTERN. s. [marte, French.]

*

1. A large kind of weasel, whose fur is much
valued.

2. [Martelet, French .] A kind ofswallow that

buildsin houses ; a martlet. Seacham .

MARTIAL. a. [ martial, Fr. martialis, Latin .]

1. Warlike ; fighting ; given to war ; brave.

Spenser. Chapman.

2. Having a warlike show; suiting war.Pope.

3. Belonging to war ; not civil. Bacon.

4. Borrowing qualities from the planet Mars.

Brown.

5. Having parts or properties of iron, which

is called Mars by the chymists .

MARTIALIST. s. [from martial . ] A warriour ;

a fighter. Howel.

MARTINGAL. s. [martingale, French. ] A

broad strap made fast to the girths under the

belly of a horse, and running between the

two legs to fasten the other end, under the

noseband of the bridle
Harris.

MARTINMAS. s. [ Martin and muss .] The

feast of St. Martin ; the eleventh of Novem-

ber, commonly corrupted to martilmas, or

martlemas. Tusser.

MARTINET. s. [martinet, French . ] A kind

MA'RTLET. of swallow. Shakespeare.

MA'RTNETS. s. Small lines fastened to the

leetch of the sail, to bring that part of the

leetch which is next to the yard-arm close

up to the yard. Bailey,

MARTYR. s . [μagrug . ] One who by his death

bears witness to the truth.. K. Charles.

To MARTYR. v. a . [ from the noun.]

1. To put to death for virtue, or true profes-

sion.

2. To murder ; to destroy. Suckling.

MARTYRDOM. s. [from martyr . ] The death

of a martyr ; the honour of a martyr, testi-

mony born to truth by voluntary submission

to death. Hooker.

MARTYROLOGIST. s . [martyrologiste, Fr. ]

A writer of martyrology.

MARTYROLOGY. s. [martyrologe, Fr.] Are-

gister of martyrs. Stillingfleet.

MARVEL. s . [merveille, French. ] A wonder ;

any thing astonishing. Shakespeare,

MA'RVEL of Peru. A flower. Ainsworth.

To MA'RVEL. v . n. [merveiller, Fr.] To won

der ; to be astonished . Disused . Shak.

MA'RVELLOUS. a. [ marveilleux, French. ]

1. Wonderful ; strange ; astonishing.

2. Surpassing credit.

Shakespeare.

Pope

3. The marvellous, is any thing exceeding na-

tural power, opposite to the probable.

MA'RVELLOUSLY. ad. Wonderfully ;

strangely. Clarendon

MARVELLOUSNESS.`s. Wonderfulness ;

strangeness ; astonishingness .

MA'SCULINE. a. [masculin, French.]

1. Male ; not female. Milton

2. Resembling man ; virile ; not soft ; not

effeminate. Addison.

3. The gender appropriated to the male kind

in any word.

MA'SCULINELY. ad . [from masculine. ] Like

Ben Jonson.a man.

MA'SCULINENESS. 8. [from masculine.]

Mannishness ; male figure or behaviour.

MASH. s . [masche, Dutch .]

1. The space between the threads of a net.

Commonly written mesh. Mortimer.

2. Any thing mingled or beaten together in-

to an undistinguished or confused body.

3. A mixture for a horse.

To MASH. v. a. [mascher, French ]

Mortimer.

More.1. To beat into a confused mass.

2. To mix malt and water together in brew.

ing. Mortimer.

MASK. s . [masque, French.]

Prior.

1. A cover to disguise the face ; a visor.

2. Any pretence or subterfuge.

3. A festive entertainment in whichthe com-

pany is masked . Shakespeare.

4. A revel ; a piece ofmummery. Milton.

5. A dramatic performance, written in a tra

gick style without attention to rule or proba

bility.

To MASK. v. a. [masquer, French . ] . -
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1. T disguise with a mask or visor. Hooker.

2. To cover; to hide. Crashaw.

To MASK. v. n.

1. To revel ; to play the mummer. Prior.

2. To be disguised any way.

MA'SKER. s . [ from mask. ] One who revels in

a mask ; a mummer.

stone .

Donne.

MA'SON. s. [maçon, French. ] A builder with

Wotton.

MA'SONRY. 8. [maçonerie, French.] The craft

or performance of a mason.

MASQUERA'DE. s. [from masque, French.]

1. A diversion in which the company

masqued.

2. Disguise.

is

Pope.

Felton.

To MASQUERA'DE. v. n . [from the noun.]

1. To go in disguise.

2. To assemble in masks.

L'Estrange.

Swift.

MASQUERA'DER. s. [from masquerade.] A

person in a mask.

MASS. s. [masse, French.]

L'Estrange.

13. A title of dignity in the universities ; as,

master ofarts.

To MA'STER. v. a. [from the nour

Calamy.

Bacon.

1. To be a master to ; to rule ; to govern.

2. To conquer ; to overpower.

3. To execute with skill.

MA'STERDOM. s . [from master.] Dominion ;

rule. Shakespeare.

MA'STER-HAND. s. The hand of a man

eminently skilful. Pope.

MA'STER-JEST. s . Principal jest. Hudibras.

MA'STER-KEY. s. The key which opens many

locks, of which the subordinate keys open

each only one. Dryden.

MA'STER-LEAVER s. One who leaves or

deserts his master.
Shakespeare.

MA'STER-SINEW. s . A large sinew that ser

rounds the hough, and divides it from the

bone by ahollow place, where the wind-galls

are usually seated.

MA'STER-STRING. s . Principal string.

Dict.

1. A body ; a lump ; a continuous quantity. MA'STER-STROKE. s. Capital performance.

2. A large quantity.

3. Bulk ; vast body.

Newton.

Abbot.

Blackmore.

Spenser.

Davies. MA'STERLESS. a. [from master.]

1. Wanting a master or owner.

2. Ungoverned ; unsubdued.

MA'STERLINESS . s . [from musterly.] Emi-
nent skill.

4. Congeries ; assemblage indistinct. Dryden,

5. Gross body ; the general. Dryden.

Atterbury,

To MASS. v. n. [from the noun.] To celebrate

Hooker.

6. [Missa, Latin. ] The service ofthe Romish

church.

mass.

MA'SSACRE. s. [massacre, French.]

1. Butchery ; indiscriminate destruction.

2. Murder. Shakespeare,

To MA'SSACRE. v. a. [massacter, French. ] To

butcher ; to slaughter indiscriminately.

Decay of Piety. Atterbury.

MA'SSICOT. s. [ French.] Ceruss calcined by

a moderate degree of fire ; of this there are

three sorts, the white, the yellow, and that

of the golden colour, their difference aris

ing from the different degrees of tire.

MA'SSINESS . 8. [from massy.] Weight ;

MASSIVENESS. bulk ; ponderousness.

Hakewill.

MA'SSIVE. a. [massif, French. ] Heavy ;

MA'SSY. weighty ; ponderous ; bulky ;

continuous. Dryden.

MAST. s . [mast, mát, Fr. mært, Saxon.]

1. The beam or post raised above the vessel,

to which the sail is fixed. Dryden.

2. The fruit ofthe oak and beech. Bacon,

MASTED. a. [from mast ] Furnished with

masts.

MA'STER. s. [meester, Dutch ; maître, Fr.]

1. One who has servants ; opposed to man

or servant.

2. A director ; a governour.

3, Owner ; proprietor.

4. A lord ; a ruler.

5. Chief; head.

6. Possessor.

7. Commander of a trading ship.

s. One unconcrouled.

9. An appellation of respect.

10. A young gentleman.

11. One who teaches ; a teacher.

Shakespeare.

Ecclus.

Drydeu.

Guardian.

MA'STERLY. ad. With the skill of a master.

Shakespeare.

MA'STERLY. q. [from master.]

1. Suitable to a master ; artful ; skilful.

2. Imperious ; with the sway of a master.

MA'STERPIECE. s. [master and piece.]

1. Capital performance ; any thing done or

made with extraordinary skill.

2. Chief excellence .

MA'STERSHIP. s. [from master.]

1. Dominion ; rule ; power.

2. Superiority ; pre eminence.

3. Chief work.

4. Skill ; knowledge.

5. A title of ironical respect.

MA'STERWORT. s. A plant.

MASTERY. s . [from master.]

1. Dominion ; rule.

2. Superiority ; pre-eminence .

3. Skill ; dexterity.

Davies.

Clarendon.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Mortimer.

Raleigh,

L'Estrange.

Tillotson.

Locke.
4. Attainment of skill or power.

MA'STFUL. a. [ from mast. ] Abounding in

mast, or fruit of oak, beech, or chesnut. Dry.

MASTICATION. s. [masticatio, Latin . ] The

act of chewing. Ray

MAʼSTICATORY. s. [masticatoire, French.] A

medicine to be chewed only, notswallowed.

Bacon."

MA'STICH. s. [mastic, French.]

1. A kind ofgum gathered from trees ofthe

same name. Wiseman.

2. A kind of mortar or cement. Addison.

Shakespeare. MA'STICOT. s. See MASSICOT. Dryden.

Addison. MA'STIFF. s. mastives, plural. [mastin, Fr.] A

Ascham. dog ofthe largest size ; a bandog Spenser.

Shakespeare. MAʼSTLESS. a. [from mast. ] Bearingno mast.

Shakespeare. Dryden.

Dryden, MA'STLIN. s. Mixed corn ; as, wheat and

South
Tusser.rve.

12. A man eminently skilled in any practice MAT. &. [meatre, Saxon.] A texture ofsedge,
or science. Davies. flags, or rushes.

Carew.
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To MAT. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To cover with mats.
Evelyn.

2. To twist together ; to join like amat. Dry.

MATADORE. s. [matador, Spanish. ] One of

the three principal cards in the games of

ombre and quadrille . Pope.

MATACHIN. s . [ French. ] An old dance. Sid.

MATCH. s. [meche, French.]

1. Any thing that catches fire. Bacon.

MATERIATE. a. [materiatus, Let.] Con

MATE'RIATED. sisting of matter.

MATERIATION. s. [ from materia, Latin.]

The act of forming matter. Brown.

MATERNAL. a. [maternus, Lat.] Motherly ;

befitting or pertaining to a mother. Dryden.

MATERNITY. s. [ from maternus, Lat.] "The

character or relation of a mother.

MAT-FE'LON. s . A species of knap-weed.

2. [From maca, Sax. ] A contest ; a game. Sha. MATHEMATICAL.a. [mathematicus, Lat.]

3. One equal to another ; one able to contest MATHEMATICK. Considered according

with another. Rogers. to the doctrine ofthe mathematicians . Denh

MATHEMATICALLY. ad. According to the

Shakespeare. laws of the mathematical sciences . Bentley

Clarendon. MATHEMATICIAN. s . [mathematicus, Lat.]

A man versed in the mathematicks. Addison.

MATHEMATICKS. s . [μanμarin. ] That sci-

ence which contemplates whatever is capa

ble of being numbered or measured . Harris.

MA'THES. s. An herb. Ainsworth.

MATHE'SIS. s. [Manos ] The doctrine of

mathematicks .

4. One that suits or tallies with another.

5. A marriage.

6. One to be married.

To MATCH. v. a. [from the noun .}

1. To be equal to.

9. To show an equal.

Shakespeare.

South.

Milton.

Roscommon.

Donne.

3. To oppose as equal.

4. To suit ; to proportion.

5. To marry ; to give in marriage.

1. To be married.

TO MATCH. v. n.

Sidney.

2. To suit ; to be proportionate ; to tally.

MA'TCHABLE. a. [from match.]

1. Suitable ; equal ; fit to be joined. Spenser.

2. Correspondent. Woodward.

MATCHLESS. a. [from match.] Having no

equal . Waller.

MATCHLESSLY. ad. In a manner not to be

equalled.

A'TCHLESSNESS. s . [from matchless. ] State

of being without an equal.

MATCHMAKER. s . [match and maker.]

1. One who contrives marriages. Hudibras.

2. One who makes matches to burn.

MATE. s. [maca, Saxon.]

1. A husband or wife.

2. A companion, male or female.

3. The male or female of animals.

Spenser.

Dryden.

Milton.

Roscom.4. One that sails in the same ship.

5. One that eats at the same table.

6. The second in subordination in a ship ; as,

the master's mate ; the chirurgeon's mate.

To MATE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To match ; to marry.

2. To be equal to.

3. To oppose ; to equal.

Spenser.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

4. [Matter, French. ]To subdue; to confound ;

to crush. Not in use.

MATERIAL. a. [materiel, French.]

Shakespeare.

1. Consisting of matter ; corporeal ; not spi-
ritual. Davies.

Pope.

MATIN. a. [matine, French.] Morning ; used

in the morning.

MATIN. 8. Morning.

MATINS. s . [matines, Fr. ] Morning worship.

Cleaveland. Stillingfleet

Milton.

Shakespeare.

MA'TRASS. s. [matras, French. ] A chymical

glass vessel made for digestion or distillation,

being sometimes bellied, and sometime srising

gradually taper into a conical figure. Quincy.

MATRICE . s. [matrix, Latin.]

1. The womb ; the cavity where the fetus is

formed . Bacons

2. A mould ; that which gives form to some

thing enclosed. Woodward.

MATRICIDE. s. [matricidium, Latin.]

1. Slaughter of a mother. Brown.

2. [Matricida, Latin.] A mother killer. Ainsw.

To MATRICULATE. v. a. [from matriculo,

Lat.] To enter or admit to a membership of

the universities ofEngland ; to enlist. Walton

MATRICULATE. s. [from the verb .] A man

matriculated. Arbuthnot.

MATRICULATION. s. [from matriculate.]

The act of matriculating. Ayliffe.

MATRIMONIAL. a. [matrimonial, French. ]

Suitableto marriage ; pertaining to marriage ;

connubial ; nuptial ; hymeneal. Dryden.

MATRIMOʻNIALLY, ad. According to the

manner or laws ofmarriage. Ayliffe.

MATRIMONY. s. [matrimonium, Lat.] Mar-

riage ; the nuptial state ; the contract of

man and wife ; nuptials. Common Prayer.

MATRIX. s. [ Latin ; matrice, Fr.] Womb; a

place where any thing is generated or form-

ed ; matrice.

Tatler.

Pope.

2. Important ; momentous ; essential. Whit.

3. Not formal ; as, though the material action

was the same, it was formally different.

MATERIALIST. s. [from material.] One who Brown.

denies spiritual substances. Dryden. MATRON. s . [matrone, Fr. matrona, Latin .}

MATERIALITY. s. [materialité, Fr.] Corpo- 1. An elderly lady.

reity ; material existence ; not spirituality. 2. An old woman.

Digby. MATRONAL. a. [matronalis, Latin. ] Suitable

MATERIALLY. ad. [from material.] to a matron ; constituting a matron. Bacon.

1. In the state ofmatter.
Boyle. MATRONLY. a. [matron and like. ] Elderly ;

2. Not formally. South. ancient. L'Estrange.

Spenser. MATRO'SS. s. Matrosses are a sort of soldiers

next in degree under the gunners, who assist

about the guns in traversing, sponging, fir.

ing, and loading them.

3. Importantly ; essentially.

MATERIALNESS. s. [from material.] State

ofbeing material.

MATERIALS. s. [materiaux, Fr.] The sub-

stance of which any thing is made. Brown.

Bailey.

MATTER. s. [matiere, Fr. materia, Latin.] *~
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1. Body ; substance extended. Newton.

2. Materials ; that of which auy thing is com-

posed.

3. Subject ; thing treated.

Bacon.

Dryden.

4. The whole ; the very thing supposed. Til.

Affair ; business. Bacon.

Shakespeare.

Acts.

8. Import ; consequence ; importance ; mo-

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

South.

Cause ofdisturbance.

Subject ofsuit or complaint.

ment.

9. Thing ; object ; that which has some par-

ticular relation.

10. Question considered.

11. Space or quantity nearly computed. L'ES.

12. Purulent running. Wiseman.

13. Upon the MATTER. Witn respect to the

main ; nearly. Out of use Saunderson.

To MATTER. v. n. [ from the noun.]

1. To be of importance ; to import. B. Jon.

2. To generate matter by suppuration Sidney.

To MATTER. v. a . To regard ; not to neglect.

Bramston.

MATTERY. a. [from matter.] Purulent ; ge-

nerating matter. Harvey.

MATTOCK. s. [marruc, Saxon.]

1.A kind of toothed instrument to pull up

weeds. Shakespeare.

Brown.2. A pickaxe.

MATTRESS. s. [matras, French.] A kind of

quilt made to lie upon.

MATURATION. s. [from maturo,

1. The state of growing ripe.

2. The act of ripening.

Dryden.

Latin. ]

Bacon.

Bentley.

Quincy.

3. The suppuration of excrementitious or ex-

travasated juices into matter.

MA'TURATIVE. a. [ from maturo, Latin.]

1. Ripening ; conducive to ripeness . Brown.

2. Conducive to the suppuration of a sore.

MATU'RE. a . [maturus, Latin.]

, 1. Ripe ; perfected by time.

2. Brought near to a completion.

Prior.

Shakesp.

3. Well-disposed ; fit for execution ; well-

digested.

To MATU'RE. v. a. [maturo, Latin.]

1. To ripen ; to advance to ripeness.

2. To advance toward perfection .

MATU'RELY. ad. [from mature.]

1. Ripely ; completely.

MAUSOLE'UM. 3. [Latin.] A pompous fune.

ral monument.

MAW. s. [maga, Saxon .]

1. The stomach of animals .

2. The craw of birds.

Sidney.
Arbuthnot.

MA'WKISH. a. [perhaps from muw .] Apt to

give satiety ; apt to cause loathing. Pope.

MA'WKISHNESS . s. [from mawkish. ] Aptness

to cause loathing.

MA'WMET. s. [or mammet ; from mam or mo-

ther. ] A puppet ; anciently an idol.

MA'WMISH. a. [from maw, or maumit.]

Foolish ; idle ; nauseous. L'Estrange.

MAW-WORM. s. Gut-worms frequently creep

into the stomach ; whence they are called

stomach or maw-worms. Harvey.

MA'XILLAR. a. [maxillaris,Lat. ] Belong-

MAXILLARY. } ingto the jaw-bone-

Bacon

MA'XIM. s . [ maximum, Lat.] An axiom ; a ge-

neral principle ; a leading truth . Rogers.

MAY, auxiliary verb ; preterite might. [ mazan,

Saxon. ]

i . To be atliberty ; to be permitted ; to be al-

lowed ; as, you maydofor me all you can . Loc.

2. To be possible ; the ditch may be filled by
labour. Bacon.

3. To be by chance ; a blind man may catch

a hare.

4. To have power ; the kingmay pardon trea-

Shakespeare.

son. Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Spenser

5. A word expressing desire ; may myfriend

live long.

MAY-BE. Perhaps.

MAY. s [Maius, Latin.]

1. The fifth month of the year ; the confine

of spring and summer. Milton

2. The early or gay part of life . Shakespeare.

To MAY. v. n. [from the noun.] To gathe

flowers on May morning. Sidney.

MAY-BUG. s. [ May and bug.] A chaffer.

MAY-DAY. s . The first of May. Shakespeare.

MAY-FLOWER. s. A plant.

MAY-FLY. s. An insect.

Bacon.

Walton.

Bacon.

Pope.

MAY-GAME. s. Diversion ; sport ; such as are

used on the first ofMay. Bacon.

Swift.

Bentley.

MATURITY. s. [maturitus, Lat.]

completion.

Ripeness ;

Rogers.
Southern.

MAY-LILY. s. The same with lily ofthe valley.

MAY-POLE. s. Pole to be danced round in

May.

MAY-WEED, s. A species of chamomile,

which grows wild. Miller.

MA'YOR. s. [major, Latin.] The chief magis-

trate of a corporation, who in London and

York is called Lord Mayor. Knolles.

MAYORALTY. s. [from mayor. ] The office

of a mayor. Bacon

Pope.2. With counsel well digested.

3. Early ; soon.

manner.

Miller.

MA'UDLIN. a . Drunk ; fuddled.

MA'UDLIN. s. [ageratum . ] A plant.

MA'UGRE. ad . [malgré, Fr.] In spite of; not-

withstanding. Out ofuse . Burnet.

MA'VIS. s. [mauvias, Fr.] A thrush. Spenser.

To MAUL. v. a. [from malleus, Lat.] To beat ;

to bruise ; to hurt in a coarse or butcherly

Dryden.

MAUL. s . [mullens , Lat. ] A heavy hammer ;

commonly written mall. Proverbs.

MAUND. s. [mand, Sax.] A hand-basket.

To MA'UNDER. v. n. [maudire, French. ] To

grumble ; to murmur. Wiseman.

MA'UNDERER. s . [ from maunder.] A mur-

merer; a grumbler.

MAUNDY-THURSDAY. 8. The Thursday

before Good-Friday
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MAYORESS. s. [ from mayor. ] The wife of a

mavor.

MA'ZARD. s . [maschoire, Fr.] A jaw. Shakesp.

MAZE. s. [mare, a whirlpool . Skinner.]

1. A labyrinth ; a place of perplexity and

winding passages. Thomson.

2. Confusion of thought ; uncertainty ; per

plexity. Sidney.

To MAŽE. v . a. [from the noun.] To bewilder ;

to confuse. Spenser.

MA'ZER. s. [maeser, Dutch.] A maple cup.

Spenser. Dryden.

MA'ZY. a. [from maze. ] Perplexed with wind.

ings; confused. Dryden.



MEA MEA.

M. D. Medicinæ doctor, doctor of physic.

ME. The oblique case of I.

MEʼACOCK.s. [mee cos, Fr. Skinner.] An

uxorious or effeminate man.

ME'ACOCK. a. Tame ; timorous ; cowardly.

Shakespeare.

MEAD. s . [mæde, Saxon. ] A kind of drink

made of water and honey. Dryden.

MEAD. s. [mæde, Sax. ] Ground some-

MEADOW. what watery, not plowed, but

covered with grass and flowers. Waller.

MEADOW-SAFFRON. s. [colchicum .] A

plant.
Miller.

MEADOW-SWEET. s . [ulmaria. ] A plant.

ME'AGER. a. [maigre, French . ]

1. Lean; wanting flesh ; starved. Dryden.

2. Poor ; hungry. Dryden.

2. To intend ; to hint covertly ; to under-

stand. Dryden

MEA'NDER. 8. Maze ; labyrinth ; flexuous

passage ; serpentine winding.

MEA'NDROUS. a. [ from meunder.] Winding ;

flexuous.

MEʼANING. s . [from mean.]

1. Purpose ; intention.

2. Habitual intention.

Hale.

Shakespeare

Roscommon.

Pope.

Pope.

3. The sense ; the thing understood.

4. Sense ; power of thinking.

MEANLY. ad . [frommean.]

1. Moderately ; not in a great degree . Dryd.

2. Without dignity ; poorly.

3. Without greatness ofmind ; ungenerously

4. Without respect.

ME'ANNESS . s . [from mean.]

Milion.

Prior.

Watts.

1. Want of excellence. Hooker.

2. Want of dignity ; low rank ; poverty.

3. Lowness of mind. South.

Bacon. 4. Sordidness ; niggardless.

To ME'AGER. v. a. [from the adjective.] To

make lean.

ME'AGERNESS. s . [from meager.]

1. Leanness ; want of flesh.

2. Scantness ; bareness.

Knolles.

MEAK. s . A hook with a long handle. Tusser.

MEAL. s. [male, Saxon.]

J. The act of eating at a certain time .

2. A repast ; the food eaten.

3. A part ; a fragment.

Arb.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

4. [Wælepe, Saxon ; meel, Dutch. ] The flower

or edible part of corn. Wotton.

To MEAL. v. a. [ meler, Fr.] To sprinkle ; to

mingle. Shakespeare.

ME'ALMAN. s. [meal and man.] One that

deals in meal.

ME'ALY. a. [from meal.]

1. Having the taste or soft insipidity ofmeal ;

having the qualities of meal. Arbuthnot.

2. Besprinkled, as with meal. Brown.

ME'ALY-MOUTHED. a. Soft mouthed ;

unable to speak freely. L'Estrange.

ME'ALY-MOUTHEDNESS . s. Bashfulness ;

restraint of speech.

MEAN. a. [mone, Saxon.]

1. Wanting dignity ; of low rank or birth.

2. Low-minded ; base ; ungenerous ; spirit-

less.

MEANT. pret. and part. pass. ofto mean.

MEASE. s. A mease of herrings, is five hundred.

ME'ASLES . s . [morbili, Latin.]

1. Measles are a critical eruption in a fever,

well known in the common practice. Quincy.

2. A disease of swine.

3. A disease of trees.

ME'ASLED. a. [ frommeasles.]
the measles.

ME'ASLY. a. [from measles.]

the measles.

B. Jonson.

Mortimer.

Infected with

Hudibras.

Scabbed with

Swift.

Bentley

MEASURABLE. a. [from measure.]

1. Such as may be measured.

2. Moderate ; in small quantity.

MEASURABLENESS . s . Quality of admit-

ting to be measured.

ME'ASURABLY. ad . Moderately.

MEASURE. s. [mesure, French.]

Ecclus.

1. Thatbywhich any thing is measured. Arb

2. The rule by which any thing is adjusted

or proportioned.

3. Proportion ; quantity settled.

4. A stated quantity.

6. Allotment ; portion allotted.

7. Degree ; quantity.

Smalridge.

3. Contemptible ; despicable. Philips. 5. Sufficient quantity.

4. Low in the degree of any good quality ;

low in worth ; low in power. Dryden.

5. [Moyen, Fr.] Middle ; moderate ; without

excess . Sidney.

6. Intervening ; intermediate.

MEAN. s. [moyen, French .]

Kings.

11. Moderation ; not excess.

12. Limit ; boundary.

Spenser. 13. Any thing adjusted.

More.

Hooker.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Tillotson.

Abbot.

8. Proportionate time ; musical time. Prior.

9. Motion harmonically regulated . Dryden.

10. A stately dance. Shakespeare.

Isaiah.

Psalms.1. Mediocrity ; middle rate ; medium. Shak.

2. Measure ; regulation .

3. Interval ; interim ; mean time. Spenser.

4. Instrument ; measure ; that which is used

in order to any end. Hooker.

5. By all MEANS. Without doubt ; without

hesitation ; without fail.

6. By no MEANS. Not in any degree ; not

at all. Addison.

Shakespeare.7. Revenue ; fortune.

8. MEAN-TIME, or MEAN-WHILE. In the

intervening time. Dryden. Addison.

To MEAN. v. n. [meenen, Dutch.]

1. To have in the mind ; to purpose. Milton.

2. To think.

To MEAN. v. a.

1
Smalridge.

14. Syllables metrically numbered ; metre.

15. Tune ; proportionate notes . Spenser.

16. Mean of action ; mean to an end. Clar

17. To have hard measure ; to be hardly treat-

ed.

To MEʼASURE. v. a. [mesurer, French.]

1. To compute the quantity of any thing by

some settled rule. Bacon.

2. To pass through ; to judge of extent by

marching over. Dryden.

3. To judge of quantity by extent, or great-

ness.

Pope. 4. To adjust ; to proportion.

1. To purpose ; to intend ; to design, Milton,

Milton.

Taylor.

5. To mark out in stated quantities. Addison.

6. To allot or distribute by measure. Mutt.
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MED MED

MEASURELESS. a. [from measure.] Im.

mense; immeasurable. Shakespeare.

MEASUREMENT. s. [from measure.] Men-

suration ; act of measuring.

ME'ASURER. s. One that measures.

MEAT. s. [met, French.]

1. Flesh to be eaten.

2. Food in general.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

ME'ATED. a. [from meat .] Fed ; foddered .

MEATHE. s. [ medd, Welsh.] Drink. Milton.

a . [mechanicus, Lat. from

μnxan.]

MECHANICAL.

MECHA'NICK.

1. Constructed by the laws of mechanicks.

2. Skilled in mechanicks.

3. Mean ; servile ; of mean occupation. Sha.

MECHA'NICK. s. A manufacturer ; a low

workman. South.

AMECHA'NICKS. s. [mechanica, Latin.]

mathematical science which shows the effects

ofpowers, or moving forces, so far as they

are applied to engines, and demonstrates the

laws of motion .
Harris.

MECHANICALLY. ad. [from mechanick.]

According to the laws of mechanism. Ray.

MECHA'NICALNESS. s. [from mechanick.]

1. Agreeableness to the laws of mechanism.

2. Meanness.

MECHANICIAN. s. [mechanicien, French.JA

man professing or studying the construction

ofmachines.
Boyle.

MECHANISM. s . [mechanisme, French.]

1. Action according to mechanick laws. Arb.

2. Construction of parts depending on each

other in any complicated fabrick.
MECHO ACĂN. s. A large root, brought

from the province of Mechoacan, in South

America ; a gentle and mild purgative. Hill.
MECO'NIÚM. s. [μxiv.]

1. Expressed juice of poppy.

2. The first excrement of children.Arbuthnot.

ME'DAL. semedaille, French.]

1. An ancient coin.
Addison.

2. A piece stamped in honour of some re-

markable performance.

MEDAʼLLICK. a. [from medal.] Pertaining

to medals. Addison.

MEDALLION. s . [medaillon, French.] A

Large antique stamp or medal. Addison.

ME'ĎALIST. s. [medailliste, French.] A man

skilled or curious in medals. Addison.

To ME'DDLE. v. n. [middelen, Dutch.]

1. To have to do.

concern.

Bacon.

2. To interpose ; to actin any thing. Dryden.

3. To interpose or intervene importunely or

officiously. Proverbs.

To ME'DDLE. v. a. [from mesler, Fr.] To mix ;

to mingle. Obsolete. Spenser.

ME'DDLER. s. [from meddle. ] One who bu-

sies himselfwith things in which he has no

Bacon.

ME'DDLESOME. a. Intermeddling. Ainsw.

MEDIA'STINE. s . [ French ; mediastinum,

Lat.] The fimbriated body about which the

guts are convolved. Arbuthnot.

To MEDIATE. v . n. [from medius, Latin.]

1. To interpose as an equal friend to both

parties ; to intercede. Rogers.

Digby.
2. To bebetween two.

To MEDIATE. v. a.
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1. To effectby mediation. Clarendon,

2. To limit bysomething inthe middle. Hold

ME'DIATE. a. [mediat, French.]

1. Interposed ; intervening.
Prior.

Prior

Wotton.

2. Middle ; between two extremes.

3. Acting as a mean. Unusual.

ME'DIATELY. ad. [ from mediate.] By a se-

condary cause. Raleigh.

MEDIATION. s. [mediation, French.]

1. Interposition ; intervention ; agency be

tween two parties, practised by a common

friend. Bacon,

2. Agency interposed ; intervenient power.

South

3. Intercession ; entreaty for another.

MEDIATOR. s. [mediateur, French.]

1. One that intervenes between two parties.

2. An intercessor ; an entreater for another

Stillingfleet

3. One ofthe characters of our blessed Sa

viour. Milton.

MEDIATO'RIAL. Į a. [from mediator.] Be-

MEDIATORY. Slonging to a mediator.

MEDIATORSHIP. s. [from mediator. ] The

office of a mediator. ·

MEDIATRIX . s. A female mediator. Ainsw.

MEDIC. s. [medica, Latin.] A plant.

MEDICAL. a. [medicus, Latin.] Physical ; re-

lating to the art of healing
Brown.

ME'DICALLY. ad. [ from medical.] Physical-

ly ; medicinally. Brown.

MEDICAMENT. s. [medicamentum, Latin.]

Any thing used in healing ; generally topical

applications.
Hammond.

MEDICAMENTAL. a. [from medicament.]

Relating to medicine, internal or topical.

MEDICAMENTALLY. ad. After the manner

of medicine. Brown.

To MEDICATE. v. a. [medico, Latin. ] To

tincture or impregnate with any thing medi-

cinal. Arbuthnot.

MEDICATION. s. [from medicate.]

1. The act of tincturing or impregnating

with medicinal ingredients.

2. The use ofphysick.

MEDICINABLE. a. [medicinalis, Lat. ] Hav-

ing the power of physick. Bacon.

MEDICINAL. a. [medicinalis, Latin .]

1. Havingthe power of healing ; having phy-

sical virtue. Milton.

Butler.

Bacon.

Brown.

2. Belonging to physick.

MEDICINALLY. an. Physically. Dryden

MEDICINE. s. [medicine, French ; medicing

Latin. ] Physick ; any.remedy administere

by a physician. Dryden

To MEDICINE. v. a. [from the noun.] To

affect as physick. Not used. Shakespeare

MEDIETY. s. [medieté, Fr. ] Middle state ;

participation of two extremes ; half. Brown.

MEDIO'CRITY. s. [mediocrité, French.]

1. Moderate degree ; middle rate.

2. Moderation ; temperance.

ToMEDITATE. v. a. [meditor, Latin.]

1. To plan ; to scheme ; to contrive. Dryden.

2. To think on ; to revolve inthe mind. Spen.

To MEʼDITATE. v. n. To think ; to muse ; to

contemplate. Taylor.

MEDITA'TION. s. [meditatio, Latin.]

1. Deep thought ; close attention ; contriv

ance; contemplation. Bontley

Wotton.

Hooker



MEE MEL

2. Thought employed upon sacred objects.

Spenser.

3. Aseries of thoughts, occasioned by any

object or occurrence.

MEDITATIVE. a. [from meditate.]

1. Addicted to meditation.

2. Expressing intention or design .

MEDITERRĂ'NE.

MEDITERRANEAN.

MEDITERRANEOUS.

Ainsworth.

a. [medius and ter-

ra,Lat. mediterra-

née, French.]

Brerewood.1. Encircled with land.

2. Inland ; remote from the sea . Brown.

MEDIUM. s. [medium, Latin .]

1. Any thing intervening.
Bacon.

2. Any thing used in ratiocination, in order

Baker.to a conclusion.

3. The middle place or degree ; the just tem-

perature between extremes. L'Estrange.

-ME'DLAR. s. [mespilus, Latin.] '.: .

1. A tree.

2. The fruit of that tree.

To ME'DLE.

}

Miller.

Cleaveland.

Spenser.To ME'DLY. v. a. To mingle.

ME'DLY. s. [from meddle for mingle.] A mix-

ture ; a miscellany ; a mingled mass. Walsh.

ME'DLEY. a. Mingled ; confused. Dryden.

MEDU'LLAR. La. [medullaire, Fr.] Pertain-

MEDULLARY. Jing to the marrow. Cheyne.

MEED. s. [med, Saxon.]

1. Reward ; recompence. Milton.

2. Present ; gift. Shakespeare.

MEEK. a. [minkr, Islan .] Mild of temper ; not

proud ; not rough ; soft ; gentle. Milton.

To ME'EKEN. v. a . [from meek.] To make

meek; to soften. Thomson.

MEEKLY. ad. [from meek . ] Mildly ; gently.

MEEKNESS . s. [from meek.] Gentleness ;

mildness ; softness of temper. Atterbury

MEER. a. [ See MERE. ] Simple ; unmixed.

MEER. s. [See MERE.] A lake ; a boundary.

ME'ERED. a. Relating to a boundary. Shak.

MEET. a. [of obscure etymology .]

1. Fit ; proper; qualified. Whitgift.

2. MEET with. Even with. Shakespeare.

To MEET. . a. pret. I met ; I have met ; part.

met. [metan, Saxon, to find.]

Milion.

Milton.

1. To come face to face ; to encounter.Shak.

2. To encounter in hostility.

3. To encounter unexpectedly.

4. Tojoin another in the same place. Shak.

5. To close one with another. Addison.

6. To find ; to light on.

To MEET. v. n.

3. A conventicle ; an assembly ofdissenters.

4. A conflux ; as, the meeting oftwo rivers.

MEETING-HOUSE. s. [meeting and house. ]

Place where dissenters assemble to worship.

MEETLY. ad. [ from the adj. ] Fitly ; properly.

MEETNESS. s. Fitness ; propriety.

ME'GRIM. s. [from hemicrany.] Disorder of
the head. Bacon.

Ainsworth.To MEINE. v. a. To mingle.

ME'INY. s. [memizu, Saxon. ] A retinue ; do
mestick servants. Shakespeare

MELANAGO'GUES. s. [from pɛhavos and

ayo. ] Such medicines as are supposed parti-

cularly to purge off black choler.

MELANCHOʻLICK. a. [from melancholy.]

1. Disordered with melancholy ; fanciful;

hypochondriacal ; gloomy. Clarendon.

2. Unhappy ; unfortunate. Clarendon.

MELANCHOLY. s. [from μeλar and xoan.]

1. A disease supposed to proceed from a re-

dundancy of black bile. Quincy.

2. A kind of madness, in which the mind is

always fixed - on one object. Shakespeare

3. A gloomy, pensive, discontented temper

Taylor.

MELANCHOLY. a [melancholique, French.]

1. Gloomy ; dismal. Denham.

2. Diseased with melancholy; fanciful ; ha-

bitually dejected. Locke.

MELICE'RÏS. s. [µɛλängis. ] A tumour enclosed

in a cystis, and consisting of matter like

honey. Sharp.

ME'LILOT. s . [melilotus, Lat.] A plant.

To MELIORATE. v. a. [meliorer, Fr. from

melior, Lat.] To better ; to improve. South.

MELIORATION. s. [melioration, Fr.] Im-

provement ; act of bettering. Bacon.

MELIO'RITY. s . [from melior, Lat.] State of

being better. Bacon.

To MELL. v. n. [meler, French.] To mix ; to

meddle. Obsolete. Spenser.

MELLIFEROUS. a. Productive of honey.

MELLIFICATION. s . [mellifico, Lat .] The

art or practice of making honey. Arbuthnot.

MELLIFLUENCE. s. [mel and fuo, Lat.] A

honied flow ; a flow of sweetness.

MELLI'FLUENT. a. [mel and fuo, Latin.]

MELLI'FLUOUS. } Flowing with honey. Sh

ME'LLOW. a [ meaɲpa, soft, Saxon.]

1. Soft with ripeness ; full ripe.

2. Soft in sound.

Digby.

Dryden.

Bucan.

Rosc4. Drunk ; melted down with drink.

To ME'LLOW. v. a. [from the adjective.]

1. To ripen ; to mature ; to soften by ripe-

ness; to ripen by age..

Pope. 3. Soft ; unctuous.

Dryden.

2. To soften.

1. To encounter ; to close face to face.

2. To encounter in hostility.

3. To assemble ; to come together. Tillotson.

4. To MEET with. To light on ; to find.

5. To MEET with. Tojoin. Shakespeare.

6. To MEET with. To suffer unexpectedly.

Shakespeare.

7. To encounter ; to engage.

8. To obviate. A Latinism.

Kowe.

Bacon.

South.9. To advance half way.

10. To unite ; to join.

MEʼETER. s. (from meet.] One that accosts

another.

MEETING. s. [from meet.]

1. An assembly ; a convention .

2. An interview.
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Shakespeare.

Sprat.

3. To mature to perfection.

Addison.

Mortimer.

Dryden.

To ME'LLOW. v. n. To be matured ; to ripen

Donne

ME'LLOWNESS. s . [from mellow.]

1. Maturity of fruits ; ripeness ; softness by

maturity. Digby.

2. Maturity ; full age.

MELOCO"TON. s. [melocotone, Spanish.] A

quince. Obsolete. Bacon.

MÉLO'DIOUS. a. [from melody.] Musical ;

harmonious. Milton.

Shakespeare. MELO'DIOUSLY. ad. [from melodious.] Mu-

sically; harmoniously.



MEM MEN

MELODIOUSNESS. s. [from melodious.]

Harmoniousness ; musicalness.

MELODY. s. [Mehdia .] Musick ; harmony of

sound.

MELON. s. [melo, Latin.]

1. A plant.

2. The fruit.

MELON-THISTLE. s. A plant.

To MELT. v. a . [ meltan, Saxon. ]

1. To dissolve ; to make liquid.

Hooker.

2. Exemption from oblivion.

3. Time of knowledge.

Shakespeare

Milton.

4. Memorial ; monumental record. Addison.

5. Reflection ; attention. Not in use. Shakesp.

MEN. The plural of man.

Miller. MEN-PLEASER. s . [men and pleaser. ] One

Numbers. too careful to please others . Ephesians.

Miller. To ME'NACE. v. a . [menacer, French . ] To

threaten ; to threat. Shakespears.

Locke.

2. To dissolve ; to break in pieces. Burnet.

3. To soften to love or tenderness . Addison .

4. To waste away.

To MELT. v. n.

Shakespeare.

1. To become liquid ; to dissolve. Dryden.

2. To be softened to pity, or any gentle pas-

sion ; to grow tender, mild, or gentle. Shak.

3. To be dissolved ; to lose substance. Shak.

4. To be subdued by affliction.

MELTER. s. One that melts metals. Sidney.

MELTINGLY. ad. [from melting . ]

something melting.

a clause.

Psalms.

Like

Sidney.

MELWEL. s. A kind of fish.

MEMBER. s. [membre, Fr. membrum, Lat.]

1. A limb ; a part appendant to the body.

2. A part of a discourse or period ; a head ;

Watts.

3. Any part of an integral. Addison.

4. One of a community. Addison.

MEMBRANE. s . [membrana, Lat. ] A web of

several sorts of fibres, interwoven for the

wrapping up some parts ; the fibres give them

an elasticity, whereby they can contract, and

closely grasp the parts they contain. Quincy.

MEMBRANA'CEOUS. a . [membraneux, Fr.

MEMBRAʼNEOUS. from membrana,Lat. ]

MEMBRANOUS. Consisting of mem-

branes.
Boyle.

MEMENTO. s. [Latin.] A memorial notice ; a

hint to awaken the memory.

MEMO'IR. s. [memoire, French.]

Bacon.

1. An account of transactions familiarly

written. Prior.

2. Hint ; notice ; account ofany thing. Arb.

MEMORABLE. a . [memorabilis, Latin. ] Wor-

thy of memory ; not to be forgotten . Dryden.

MEMORABLY. ad. [from memorable.] In a

manner worthy of memory.

MEMORANDUM. s. [Latin. ] A note to help

the memory. Swift.

MEMO'RIAL. a . [memorialis, Latin.]

1. Preservative ofmemory.

2. Contained in memory.'

MEMO'RIAL. s .

Broome.

Watts.

1. A monument ; something to preserve me-

South.mory.

2. Hint to assist the memory. Hayward.

3. An address, reminding of services and so-

liciting reward.

MEMO'RIALIST. s. [from memorial.] One

who writes memorials.
Spectator.

To MEMORIZE. v . a . [from memory.]

1. To record ; to commit to memory by

writing. Wotton.

2. To cause to be remembered . Shakespeare.

MEMORY. s. [memoria, Latin .] ' .

1. The power of retaining or collecting

things past ; retention ; reminiscence ; recol-

lection. Locke
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MENACE. s . [menace, Fr. ] Threat. Brown.

MENACER. s. [ menaceur, Fr.] A threatener;

one that threats. Philips.

MENA'GE. s . [ French.] A collection of ani-

Addison.

ME'NAGOGUE. s. [μves and ay .]A medicine

that promotes the flux of the menses.

To MEND. v . a. [ emendo, Latin.]

mals.

1. To repair from breach or decay. Chron.

2. To correct ; to alter for the better. Pope.

3. To help ; to advance. Locke.

Dryden.4. To improve ; to increase.

To MEND. v . n. To grow better ; to advance

in any good. Pope.

ME'NDABLE. a. [from mend. ] Capable of be-

ing mended.

MENDA'CITY. s. [from mendax, Lat.] False-

hood. Brown.

ME'NDER. s. [from mend.] One that makes

any change for the better. Shakespeare.

ME'NDICANT. a. [mendicans, Lat.] Begging ;

poor to a state of beggary. Fiddes.

ME'NDICANT. s. [mendicant, Fr.] A beggar ;

one of some begging fraternity.

To ME'NDICATE. v. a. [mendico, Lat. men-

dier, Fr.] To beg ; to ask alms.

MENDICITY. s . [mendicitas, Lat.] The life

of abeggar

MENDS, for amends. Shakespeare.

ME'NIAL. a. [from meiny.] Belonging to the

retinue, or train of servants. Dryden.

ME'NIAL. s. One of the train of servants.

MEʼNINGES. s . [μEVYyos . ] The meninges are

the two membranes that envelope the brain,

which are called the pia mater and dura

mater. Wiseman.

MENO'LOGY. s. [ invoλoyov .] A register of

months. Stillingfeet.

ME'NOW. s. [commonly minnow . ] A fish.

ME'NSAL. a. [mensalis, Latin ] Belonging to

the table ; transacted at table.

ME'NSTRUAL. a. [menstruus, Latin.]

Clarissa.

1. Monthly ; happening once a month ; last-

ing a month .

2. Pertaining to a menstruum.

ME'NSTRUOUS. a . [menstruus, Latin ]

1. Having the catamenia.

Bentley.

Bacon.

Sandys.

2. Happening to women at certain times. Br.

ME'NSTRUUM. s . All liquors are called men

struums which are used as dissolvents, or to

extract the virtues ofingredients by infusion,

or decoction. Quincy.

MENSURABILITY. s. [mensurabilité, Fr.]}

Capacity of being measured.

ME'NSURABLE. a. [mersura, Lat. ] Measura-

ble ; that may be measured. Holder.

ME'NSURAL. a. [from mensura, Lat.] Relat

ing to measure.

To ME'NSURATE. v . a. [from mensura Lat.]

To measure ; to take the dimension of any

thing.
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MERCURY. s . [mercurius, Latin .]

1. The chymist's name for quicksilver is mer-

'Hill.

Pope.

、 cury.

2. Sprightly qualities.

3. A newspaper.

4 It is now applied to the carriers of news.

MERCURY. s. ( mercurialis, Lat. ] A plant.

MERCY. s. [merci, French.]

1. Tenderness ; goodness ; pity ; willingness

to spare and save ; clemency ; mildness ; un

willingness to punish . Psalms.

MENSURATION . s . [from mensura, Latin .] MERCURIFICATION. s . [from mercury.]

The act or practice of measuring ; result of The act of mixing any thing with quicksil

measuring. Arbuthnot. Boyle.

MENTAL. a. [mentale, Fr. mentis, Lat. ] In-

tellectual ; existing in the mind. Milton.

MENTALLY. ad. Intellectually ; in the mind ;

not practically or externally, but in thought

or meditation . Bentley.

MENTION. s. [mention, Fr. mentio, Latin. ]

1. Oral or written recital of any thing. Rogers.

2. Cursory or incidental nomination. Milton.

To MENTION. v . a . [mentionner , Fr. ] To write

or express in words ofwriting. Isaiah.

MEPHITICAL. a . [mephitis, Lat. ] Ill-favour-

ed ; stinking. Quincy.

MERA'CIOUS. a . [merucus, Lat . ]Strong ; racy.

MEʼRCABLE. « . [merçor, Latin.] To be sold

or bought.

MERCANTANT. ɛ . [mercantante, Italian.] A

foreigner, or foreign trader. Shakespeare.

MERCANTILE. a. Trading ; commercial.

MERCAT. s. [ mercatus, Lat. ] Market ; trade.

Sprat.

MERCATURE. s . [ mercatura, Latin. ] The

practice of buying and selling.

MERCENARIÑESS. s . [ from mercenary. ] Ve-

nality ; respect to hire or reward. Boyle.

MERCENARY. a. [mercenaire, French . ]

Dict.

1. Venal ; hired ; sold for money. Hayward.

2. Too studious of profit. South.

MERCENARY. s. A hireling ; one retained

or serving for pay. Sandys.

MERCER. s [mercier, French. ] One who sells

silks . Howel.

ME'RCERY. s. [mercerie, Fr.] Trade ofmer-

cers ; traffick of silks. Graunt.

Bacon.

To MERCHAND . v. n. [merchander, Fr. ] To

transact by traffick .

MERCHANDISE. s . [merchandise, Fr.]

1. Traffick ; commerce ; trade. Taylor.

2. Wares ; any thing to be bought or sold.

To MERCHANDISE. v . n. To trade ; to traf-

fick ; to exercise commerce. Brerewood.

MERCHANT. s. [merchand, Fr.] One who

trafficks to remote countries. Addison.

MERCHANTABLE. a . [from merchant ] Fit

to be bought or sold . Brown.

MERCHANTLIKE. ? a. Like a merchant.

MERCHANTLY. Ainsworth.

MERCHANT-MAN. s . A ship of trade.

ME'RCIABLE. a. The word in Spenser signi-

fies merciful. Not used.

'ME'RCIFUL. a. [mercy and full. ] Compassion-

ate ; tender ; kind ; unwilling to punish ;

willingto pity and spare. Deuteronomy.

MEʼRCIFULLY. ad. Tenderly ; mildly ; with

pity; with compassion. Atterbury.

MERCIFULNESS. s. [from merciful.] Ten-

derness ; willingness to serve. Hammond.

MERCILESS . a . [ from mercy. ] Void ofmer

cy; pitiless ; hardhearted ; cruel. Denham.

MEʼRCILESSLY ad. [ from merciless.] In a

manner void of pity.

MERCILESSNESS. s . [ from merciless . ] Want

ofpity.

MERCURIAL. a. [mercurialis, Latin.]

1. Formed under the influence of Mercury ;

active ; sprightly. Bacon.

2. Consisting of quicksilver.

2. Pardon.
Dryden.

3. Discretion; power of acting at pleasure.Sh.

MERCY-SEAT. s. The covering of the ark

of the covenant, in which the tables of the

law were deposited ; it was of gold, and at its

two ends were fixed the two cherubims ofthe

same metal, which, with their wings extended

forward, seemed to form a throne. Exodus.

MERE . a . [merus, Latin .] That or this only ·

such and nothing else ; this only. Atterbury.

MERE, or Mer, signifies the same with the

Saxon mene, a pool or lake. Gibson.

MERE. s . [mene, Saxon.]

1. A pool ; commonly a large pool or lake.

2. A boundary. Bacon

ME'RELY. ad. [from mere.] Simply ; only ;

thus and no other way. Swift.

MERETRICIOUS. a. [meretricius, Latin.]

Whorish ; such as is practised by prostitutes ;

alluring by false show. Roscommon

MERETRICIOUSLY. ad. Whorishly ; after

the manner of whores.

MERETRICIOUSNESS.s .[from meretricious.]

False allurement like that of strumpets.

MERIDIAN. s. [meridien, French.]

1. Noon ; midday. Dryden

2. The line drawn from north to south,

whichthe sun crosses at noon. Watts.

3. The particular place or state ofanything.

4. The highest point of glory or power . Shak.

MERIDIAN. a.

Milton.1. Being at the point of noon.

2. Extended from north to south. Boyle.

3. Raised to the highest point.

MERIDIONAL. u. [meridional, French.]

I. Southern. Brown.

2. Southerly ; having a southern aspect. Wot.

MERIDIONALITY.s.[from meridional. ]Posi

tion in the south ; aspect towards the south.

MERIDIONALLY. ad. [from meridional.] In

the direction of the meridian. Brown.

MEʼRIT. s [meritum, Lat. merite, Fr.l

1. Desert ; excellence deserving honour or

reward.

2. Reward deserved.

3. Claim ; right.

Dryden.

Prior.

Dryden.

To MERIT. v. a . [meriter, French . ]

1. To deserve ; to have a right to claim any

thing as deserved. South.

Shakespeare
2. To deserve ; to earn.

MERITORIOUS. a . [ meritoire, Fr.] Deserv

ing of reward ; high in desert. Saunderson.

MERITOʻRIOUSLY. ad . In such a manner

as to deserve reward. Wotton
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MERITO'RIOUSNESS. 8. [from meritorious. ]

The act or state of deserving well. South.

MERITOT. s. A kind of play. Ainsworth.

ME'RLIN. s. A kind of hawk. Sidney.

MERMAID. s. [mer, the sea, and maid.] A

Davies.

MERRILY. ad. [from merry.] Gayly; airily;

cheerfully ; with mirth. Granville.

MERRIMAKE. s. [merry and make.] A festi-

val; a meeting for mirth.

To MERRIMAKE.

jovial.

MERRIMENT. s. [from merry.]

ety; cheerfulness ; laughter.

MERRINESS. s. [from merry. ]

disposition.
ME'RRY. a.

Spenser.

v. n. To feast ; to be

Gay.

Mirth ; gay-

Hooker.

Mirth ; merry

Shakespeare.

1. Laughing ; loudly cheerful ; gay of heart.

2. Causing laughter.

3. Prosperous.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

4. To make MERRY. To junket ; to be jo-

vial. L'Estrange.

MERRY-ANDREW. s. A buffoon ; a zany ; a

jack-pudding. L'Estrange.

MERRYTHOUGHT. s. [merry and thought.]

A forked bone on the body of fowls.

MERSION. s. [mersio, Lat.] The act of sink-

ing, or thrusting over head. Ainsworth.

MESE'EMS. impersonal verb. I think ; it ap-

pears to me. Sidney.

MESENTERICK. a. [mesenterique, Fr.] Re-

lating to the mesentery. Cheyne.

ME'SENTERY. S. [METEVTEGIOv.] That round

which the guts are convolved. Arbuthnot.

MESERA'ICK. a. [μɛoagaιov ; meseraique, Fr. ]

Belonging to the mesentery. Arbuthnot.

MESH. s. [maesche, Dutch. ] The interstice ofa

net ; the space between the threads of a net.

Blackmore.

To MESH. v. a. [from the noun.] To catch in

Drayton.

MESHY. a. [from mesh.] Reticulated ; ofnet-

work.
Carew.

ME'SLIN s. [from miscellane.] Mixed corn ;

as wheat and rye. Hooker.

MESOLEU'CYS. S. [ 4λEUX .] A precious

stone, black, with a streak of white in the
middle.

a net ; to ensnare.

MESO'LOGARITHMS . s. [ E , λoyos, and

agiuos.] The logarithms ofthe cosines and

tangents, so denominated by Kepler. Har.

MESO'MELAS. S. [ Goμas.] A precious

stone with a black vein parting every colour

in the midst. Bailey.

ME'SPISE. s . [probably misprinted for me

prise, mespris, Fr.] Contempt ; scorn. Spenser.

MESS . s. [mes, old Fr. ] A dish ; a quantity of

food sent to table together. Shakespeare.

To MESS. v. n. To eat ; to feed.

MESSAGE. s. [message, Fr.] An errand ; any

thing committed to another to be told to a

third. South. Dryden.

·

MEʼSSMATE. 8. [mess and mate.] One who

eats at the same table.

ME'SSUAGE. s [messuagium, low Latin.]The

house and ground set apart for household
uses.

MET. The preterite and part. of meet.

META'BASIS. s. [ Greek.] In rhetorick, a

figure by which the orator passes from one

thing to another.

META'BOLA. 8. [μstaCorn.] In medicine, a

change oftime, air, or disease.

METACA'RPAL. a. [from metacarpus.] Be-

longing to the metacarpus . Sharp.

METACARPUS. S. [μeranaction. ] In ana-

tomy, a bone of the arm made up of four

bones, which are joined to the fingers.

METAGRA'MMATISM: s. [μɛra and yeaμ-

μα.] A dissolution of a name truly writter

into its letters, as its elements, and a new

connexion of it by artificial transposition,

making some perfect sense applicable to the

person named ; anagrammatism . Camden.

METAL. s. [metal, Fr.]

1. A firm, heavy, and hard substance, opake,

fusible by fire, and concreting again when

cold into a solid body, such as it was before,

which is malleable under the hammer. The

metals are six in number ; gold, silver, cop-

per, tin, iron, and lead. Hill.

mettle.

2. Courage ; spirit ; more frequently written

Clarendon.

METALE'PSIS. s. [Metaλns. ] A continua.

tion of a trope in one word through a suc-

cession ofsignifications. Bailey.

METALLICAL. a. [from metallum, Latin.]

METALLICK. Partaking of metal ; con-

taining metal; consisting of metal. Wotton

METALLIFEROUS. a. [metallum and fero,

Latin.] Producing metals.

METAʼLLINE. a. [from metal.]

t. Impregnated with metal.

2. Cousisting of metal.

METALLIST. s . [metalliste, Fr.] A worker in

metals ; one skilled in metals.

METALLO'GRAPHY. s. [metallum and yga-

p .] An account or description of metals.

METALLURGIST. s. [metallum and sgyw .] A

worker in metals.

Bacon.

Boyle.

Moxon.

METALLURGY. s. [metallum and ɛgyov.] The

art of working mètals, or separating them

from their ore.

To METAMORPHOSE. v. a. [μsramoępow.]

To change the form or shape of any thing.
Wotton.

METAMOʻRPHOSIS. S. [μεταμορφώσες . ]

Transformation ; change of shape. Dryden.

METAPHOR. s. [METapoga.] The application

of a word to an use to which, in its original

import, it cannot be put ; as, he bridles his

anger ; he deadens the sound ; the spring

awakes the flowers. A metaphor is a simile

comprised in a word. Dryden.

a [metaphorique, Fr.]
MESSENGER. s. [messager, Fr. ] One who METAPHO'RICAL. Not literal ; not ac.

carries an errand ; one who brings an ac-

count or foretoken of any thing. Clarendon.

MESSI'AH. s. [from the Hebrew.] The A-

nointed ; the Christ. Watts.

MESSIEURS. s. [Fr. plural of monsieur.] Sirs;

gentlemen

METAPHOʻRICK.

cording to the primitive meaning of the

word; figurative. Hooker.

METAPHRA'SE. s. [μstaqgaois.] A mere

verbal translation from one language into

another. Dryden
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METAPHRA'ST. s. [µeradgang. ] A literal

translator ; one who translates word for

word from one language into another.

METAPHYSICAL.

"}METAPHY'SICK.
a.

1. Versed in metaphysicks ; relating to me-

taphysicks.

2. In Shakespeare it means supernatural or

preternatural.

METAPHY'SICK.

}

s. [metaphysique, Fr.]

METAPHY'SICKS. μεταφυσικη . ] Onto-

logy; the doctrine of the general affections

of substances existing. Watts.

METAPLASM . s . [ μsτаπλаouos . ] A figure in

rhetorick, wherein words or letters are tran-

sposed contrary to their natural order.

METASTA'SIS. s . [μeragacis. ] Translation or

removal. Harvey.

METATARSAL. a [from metatarsus.] Be-

longing to the metatarsus. Sharp.

METATA'RSUS. s . [µμɛTa and ragos.] The

middle ofthe foot, which is composed offive

small bones connected to those of the first

part ofthe foot. Wiseman.

METATHESIS. S. [METEO ] A transposi-

tion.

Creech.

To METE. v. a. [metior, Latin. ] To measure ;

to reduce to measure.

To METEMPSYCHO'SE. v. a . [from metemp-

sychosis ] To translate from body to body.

Peacham.

METEMPSYCHO'SIS . s . [METEμduxis . ] The

transmigration ofsouls from body to body.

Brown.

METEOR. s. [METEwga .] Any bodies in the air

or sky that are of a flux and transitory na-

Donne.ture.

METEOROLOGICAL. a. [from meteoro-

logy.] Relating to the doctrine of meteors.

Howel.

METEOROLOGIST. s. [from meteorology .]

A man skilled in meteors, or studious of

them. Howel.

METEOROLOGY. s. [MITEE and λy .]

The doctrine of meteors. Brown.

METEOROUS . a. [from meteor.] Having the

nature of a meteor. Andbon .

METER. s . [from mete. ] A measurer.

METEWAND. s [mete and yard, or wand ]

METEYARD. A staff of a certain length

wherewith measures are taken .

}

Ascham. Leviticus.

METHE'GLIN. s . [meddygłyn, Welsh. ] Drink

made of honey boiled with water, and fer-

mented. Dryden.

METHINKS. verb impersonal. I think ; it seems

to me ; meseems. Spenser.

METHOD. s. [ methode, Fr. Medos. The

placing of several things, or performing se-

veral operations in such an order as is most

convenient to attain some end. Watts.

METHO'DICAL. a . [methodique, Fr. ] Ranged,

or proceeding in due or just order. Addison.

METHODICALLY. ad. According to me-

thod and order. Suckling.

To METHODISE. v. a. [from method.] To

regulate ; to dispose in order. Addison.

METHODIST. s. [ from method.]

1. A physician who practises by theory.

2. One ofa new kind ofpuritans lately ari

sen, so called from their profession to live

by rules and in constant method.

METHOUGHT. The pret of methinks.

METONY'MICAL. a. [ from metonymy. ] Put

by metonymy for something else.

METONYMICALLY. ad. By metonymy ;

not literally. Boyle.

ΜΕΤΟΝΥΜΥ. s. [μετωνυμία.] A rhetoricat

figure, by which one word is put for another,

as the mater for the materiate ; he died by

steel ; that is , by the sword.

METOPO'SCOPY. s. [METWTTOV and CXET .]

The study of physiognomy.

METRE. s. [METgov .] Speech confined to a

certain number and harmonick disposition

ofsyllables ; verse ; measure ; numbers.

METRICAL. a. [metricus, Latin. ]

1. Pertaining to metre or numbers.

2. Consisting ofverses.

METROPOLIS. s. [μning and mohis. ] The

mother city ; the chief city of any country

or district. Addison.

METROPOLITAN. s. [metropolitanus, Lat. ]

A bishop of the mother church ; an arch-

bishop. Clarendon.

METROPOLITAN. a. Belonging to a me-

tropolis . Raleigh.

METROPOLITICAL. a. [from metropolis . ]

Chief or principal of cities.
Knolles.

METTLE. s . [ corrupted from metal .]

1. Spirit ; spriteliness ; courage. Pope.

2. Substance.
Shakespeare

METTLED. a. [from mettle. ] Spritely ; cou

rageous ; full of ardour.

METTLESOME. a. [from mettle. ] Spritely ;

lively ; gay ; brisk ; airy. Tatler.

METILESOMELY. ad. With spriteliness.

MEW. s. [mue, Fr ]

B. Jonson.

1. A eage ; an enclosure ; a place where any

thing is confined.

2. [ æp, Saxon.] A seafowl.

To MEW. v. a. [from the noun.]

Fairfax.

Dryden.

1. To shut up; to confine ; to imprison ; to

enclose.

2. To shed the feathers.

Spenser.

Walton.

3. [Miauler, French. ] To cry as a cat.

Grew.

To MEWL. v. n. [miauler, Fr. ] To squall as a

child. Shakespeare.

MEZE'REON. s. A species ofspurge laurel.

Hill.

MEʼZZOTINTO. s . [ Ital . ] A kind of graving,

so named as nearly resembling paini, the

word importing half-painted .

MEYNT. a . Mingled . Obsolete. Spenser

MIASM. s. [ from parvo, inquino, to infect.

Such particles or atoms as are supposed tr

arise from distempered, putrefying, or poi-

sonous bodies. Harvey

MICE. The plural of mouse.

MICHAELMAS. 8. [ Michael and mas.] The

feast of the archangel Michael, celebrated or

the twenty-ninth day of September.

To MICHE. v . n. To be secret or covered ; te

lie bid. Hammer

MICHER. s. [from miche.] A lazy loiterer,

who skulks about in corners and by-places ;

a hedge-creeper Sidney.
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MICKLE. a. [micel, Saxon .] Much ; great ;

Camden.muckle.

croscope.

MICROCO'SM . s [unges and noros. ] The

little world Man is so called. Denham.

MICROGRAPHY. s . [ gos and ygapw. ] The

description of the parts of such very small

objects as are discernible only with a mi-

Grew.

MICRO'METER. s. [μingos and μergov.] An

instrument contrived to measure small spaces.

MICROSCOPE. s. [ungos and oxenew. ] An

optick instrument, contrived to give to the

eye a large appearance of many objects,

which could not otherwise be seen. Bentley.
MICROSCO'PICAL.

MICROSCO'PICK. } a. [frommicroscope.]

1. Made by a microscope.

2. Assisted by a microscope.

3. Resembling a microscope.

MID. a. [contracted from middle.]

Arbuthnot.

Thomson.

Pope.

1. Middle ; equally between two extremes.

2. It is much used in composition .

MID-COURSE. s. [mid and course . ] Middle of

the way.

MID-DAY. a. [mid and day. ] Meridional ;

being at noon.

Milton.

Sidney.

MID-DAY. s . Noon ; meridian.

MIDDEST. The superl. of mid.

Donne.

Spenser.

MI'DDLE. a. [middle, Sax.]

1. Equally distant from the two extremes.

Swift.

Davies.

Sharp.

2. Intermediate ; intervening.

3. Middle finger ; the long finger.
MIDDLE. s.

1. Part equally distant from two extremities ;

the part remote from the verge. Judges.

2. The time that passes, or events that hap-

pen, between the beginning and end. Dryden.

MIDDLE-AGED . a. [middle and age. ] Placed

about the middle of life. Swift.

MIDDLEMOST. «. [from middle. ] Being in

Newton.
the middle.

MI'DDLING. a. [from middle .]

1. Ofmiddle rank ; of condition equally re-

mote from high and low. L'Estrange.

2. Of moderate size ; having moderate qua-
lities of any kind.. Graunt.

MIDGE. s. [mize, Sax.] A gnat.

MID-HEAVEN. s. [mid and heaven.] The

middle ofthe sky.

MI'DLAND. a. [mid and land.]

Milton.

Hale.1. That is remote from the coast.

2. Surrounded by land ; mediterranean.

MI'DLEG. s. [mid and leg. ] Middle of the leg.

Bacon.

MI'DMOST. a. [from mid. ] Middle.

MIDNIGHT. s. [mid and night .] The noon of

night ; the depth of night ; twelve at night.

Atterbury.

MIDNIGHT. a. Being in the middle of the

night. Brown.
·

MIDRIFF. 3. [midhiɲife, Saxon . ] The dia-

phragm. Milton.

MID-SEA. s . The Mediterranean sea. Dryden.

MIDSHIPMAN. s . An officer aboard a ship,

next in rank to a lieutenant.

MIDST. s. Middle.
Taylor.

MIDST. a. [from middest. ] Midmost ; being in

the middle.
Dryden.

MIDSTRE'AM. s. [mid and stream . ] Middle of

Dryden.the stream .

MIDSUMMER. s. [mid and summer.] The

summer solstice. Swift.

MIDWAY. s . [mid and way.] The part of the

way equally distant from the beginning and

end. Shakespear:

MIDWAY. ad. In the middle of the passage

Dryden.

MIDWAY. a. Being in the middle between

two places. Shakespeare.

MIDWIFE. s. [mis and pif, Sax.] A woman

who assists. women in childbirth. Donne.

MIDWIFERY. s. [from midwife. ]

1. Assistance given at childbirth.

2. Trade ofa midwife.

3. Act of production ; help to production.

MIDWINTER. s . [mid and winter. ] The win-

ter solstice. Dryden.

MIEN. s. [mine, Fr.] Air ; look ; manner.

MIGHT. The pret. of may.

MIGHT. s. [might, Sax.] Power ; strength ;

force.
Ayliffe.

Dryden.

MIGHT and main. Utmost force ; highest de-

gree ofstrength.

MIGHTILY. ad. [from mighty.]

1. With great power ; powerfully ; effica

ciously ; forcibly. Hooker.

2. Vehemently ; vigorously ; violently .

Shakespeare.

3. In a great degree ; very much. Spectator.

MIGHTINESS . s. [from mighty .] Power;

greatness ; height of dignity. Shakespeare.

MIGHTY. a. [from might .]

1. Strong ; valiant.

2. Powerful.

3. Impetuous ; violent.

4. Vast ; enormous ; bulky.

Milton.

Genesis.

Isaiah.

Milton.

Esdras.

Prior.

Brown.

Woodward.

Shak.

5. Excellent ; of superiour eminence.

6. Forcible ; efficacious.

MIGHTY. ad. In a great degree.

MIGRATION. s . [migratio, Latin .]

1. Act of changing residence.

2. Change of place ; removal.

MILCH. a. [from milk . ] Giving milk.

MILD. a. [mild, Sax. ]

1. Kind ; tender ; good ; indulgent ; merci-

ful; compassionate ; clement.

2. Soft ; gentle ; not violent.

Rogers.

Pope.

3. Not acrid ; not corrosive ; not acrimoni-

ous ; demulcent ; assuasive. Arbuthnot.

Davies.

4. Not sharp ; mellow ; sweet ; having no

mixture of acidity.

MILDEW. s. [mildeape, Saxon. ] Mildew is

a dewy moisture which falls, and by its

acrimony corrodes the plant ; or mildew is

rather a concrete substance, which exsudes

through the pores of the leaves. What the

gardeners commonly call mildew is an insect,

which preys upon this exsudation Hill .

To MILDEW. v. a. To taint with mildew.

MILDLY. ad. [ from mild .]

Dryden.

Bacon.

1. Tenderly ; not severely.

2. Gently; not violently.

MILDNESS. s. [from mild. ] Gentleness ; ten-

derness ; mercy ; clemency. Addison.

MILE. s. [mille passus, Latin . ] The usual mea

sure of roads in England, one thousand se-

ven hundred and sixty yards. Clarendon.
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MILESTONE. s. [mile and stone.]

to mark the miles.

Stone set

MILFOIL. s. [millefolium, Latin.]
the same with yarrow.

MIʼLIARY. a. [milium, Lat. millet. ]

resembling a millet seed.

A plant,

Dryden.

Small ;

Cheyne.

MI'LIARYfever. A fever that produces small

eruptions .

MILICE. s. [Fr.] Standing force. Temple.

MILITANT. a. [militans, Latin.]

1. Fighting ; prosecuting the business of a

soldier. Spenser.

2. Engaged in warfare 'with hell and the

world. A term applied to the church of

Christ on earth, as opposed to the church

triumphant. Rogers.

MILITAR. a. [militaris, Latin.

MILITARY } a. Lat

Militar

1. Engaged in the life of a soldier ; soldierly.

Shakespeare.

2. Suiting a soldier ; pertaining to a soldier;

warlike. Prior.

3. Effected by soldiers . Bacon.

MILITIA. s. [Latin.] The trainbands ; the

standing force of a nation. Clarendon.

MILK. s. (meelc, Sax.]

1. The liquor with which animals feed their

young from the breast. Floyer.

2. Emulsion made by contusion of seeds ; as,

milk ofalmonds. Bacon.

To MILK. v' a. [from the noun .]

1. To draw milk from the breast by the

hand. Pope.

2. To suck. Shakespeare.

MI'LKEN. a. [from milk.] Consisting ofmilk .

Temple.

MI'LKER. s . [from milk.] One that milks ani-

mals. Dryden.

MI'LKINESS. s. [from milky. ] Softness like

that of milk ; approach to the nature of

milk. Floyer.

MI'LKLIVERED. a. [milk and liver.] Cow-

ardly ; timorous ; fainthearted. Shakespeare.

MILKMAID. s. [milk and maid.] Woman em-

ployed in the dairy.
Addison.

Mİ'LKMAN s. [milk and man .] A man who

sells milk.

MILKPAIL. s . [milk and pail .] A vessel into

which cows are milked. Watts.

MILKPAN. s. [milk and pan. ] Vessel in which

milk is kept in the dairy. Bacon.

MILKPOTTAGE. s. [milk and pottage. ] Food

made by boiling milk with water and oat-

meal. Locke.

MILKSCORE. s. [milk and score. ] Account of

milk owed for, scored on a board. Addison

MILKSOP. s. [milk and sop. ] A soft, mild,

effeminate, feeble-minded man. Spenser.

MILKTOOTH. s . [milk and tooth.] Milkteeth

are those small teeth which come forth be-

fore, when a foal is about three months old.

MILKTHISTLE. s. [milk and thistle ; plants

that have a white juice are named milky.]

An herb.

MILKTREFOIL. s. [cytisus .] An herb.

MILKVETCH. s. [astragalus ] A plant.

MIʼLKWEED. s. [milk and weed.] A plant.

MILKWHITE. a. [milk and white.] White

as milk. Dryden.

MILKWORT. s. [milk and wort.] A bell

shaped flower.

MILKWOMAN. 8. [milk and woman.} A wo-

Arbuthnot.

man whose business is to serve families with

milk.

MILKY. a. [from milk.]

1. Made of milk.

2. Resembling milk.

3. Yielding milk .

Arbuthnot.

Roscommon.

XEIV.]

Sharp.

4. Soft ; gentle ; tender ; timorous. Shak.

MILKY-WAY. s. [milky and way. ] The ga.

laxy. The milky way is a broad white track

encompassing the whole heavens , in some

places with a double path, but for the mosL

part with a single one. It consists of an in-

numerable quantity offixed stars, different in

situation and magnitude ; from the confused

mixture of whose light its white colour is

supposed to be occasioned. Harris.

MILL. s . [ µvan ; myln, Sax. ] An engine or fa-

brick in which corn is ground to meal, or

any other body is comminuted.

To MILL. v. a. [from the noun ;

1. To grind ; to comminute.

2. To beat up chocolate .

3. To stamp coin in the mints.

MILL-COG. s. The denticulations on the

circumference of wheels, by which they lock

into other wheels. Mortimer.

MI'LL-DAM. s . The mound by which the wa-

ter is kept up to raise it for the mill. Mort.

MI'LL-HORSE. s. Horse that turns a mill.

MILLENA'RIAN. s . [from millenarius, Lat.]

One who expects the millennium.

MI'LLENARY. a . [millenarius, Latin.] Cor

sisting of a thousand. Arbuthnot.

MILLENIST. s . [from mille, Latin. ] One that

Addison.

holds the millenniumi.

MILLENNIUM. s [Lat. ] A thousand years ;

generally taken for the thousand years dur-

ing which, according to an ancient tradition

in the church, grounded on a doubtful text

in the Apocalypse, our blessed Saviour shall

reign with the faithful upon earth after the

resurrection, before the final completion of

beatitude. Burnet.

MILLENNIAL. a. [ from millennium, Latin. ]

Pertaining to the millennium. Burnet.

MILLEPEDES. s . [mille and pes, Lat. ] Wood-

lice, so called from their numerous feet.

M'ILLER. s . [from mill.] One who attends a

mill. Brown.

MILLER. s. A fly. Ainsworth.

MI'LLER s-THUMB. s. A small fish found in

brooks, called likewise a buil-head.

MILLE'SIMAL. a. [millesimus, Lat.] Thou ·

sandth ; consisting of thousandth parts,

MILLET. s. [milium, Latin.]

1. A plant. Arbuthnot.

Carew2. A kind of fish .

MILLINER. s. One who sells ribands and

dresses for women. Tatler.

MI'LLION s . [million, Fr.]

1. The number of a hundred myriads, or ten

hundred thousand. Shakespeare.

2. A proverbial name before any very great

number.

MILLIONTH. a. [from million. ]

hundred thousandth.

Locke,

The ten

Bentley.
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MILLMOUNTAINS. s. An herb. Ainsworth.

MILLSTONE. s . [mill and stone.] The stone

by which corn is comminuted. L'Estrange.

M'ILLTEETH . s. [mill and teeth.] The grin-

ders,

MILT. s. [mildt, Dut.]

1. The sperm ofthe male fish.

2. [Mile, Sax.] The spleen.

Arbuthnot

Walton.

To MILT. v. a. [from the noun. ] To impreg-

nate the roe or spawn of the female fish.

MILTER. s . [ from milt. ] The he ofany fish,

the she being called spawner. Walton.

MILTWORT. s. [asplenon. ] An herb. Ains.

MIME. s. [ . ] A buffoon who practises

gesticulations, either representative ofsome

action, or merely contrived to raise mirth.

Ben Jonson.

To MIME. v. n. To play the mime. B. Jon.

MIMER. s . [ from mime.] A mimick . Milton.

MIMICAL. a. [mimicus, Latin. ] Imitative ;

befitting a mimick ; acting the mimick.

MI'MICALLY. ad. In imitation ; in a mimical

manner.

MIMICK. s. [mimicus, Latin.]

1. A ludicrous imitator ; a buffoon who co-

pies another's act or manner. Prior.

2. A mean or servile imitator.

MIMICK. a. [mimicus, Lat . ] Imitative. Swift.

To MIMICK. v. a. [from the noun.] To imi-

tate as a buffoon ; to ridicule by a burlesque
imitation . Granville.

MIMICKRY. s. [from mimick. ] Burlesque
imitation .

Spectator.

MIMO'GRAPHER. s. [mimus and ygapw . ] A
writer offarces .

MINA'CIOUS. a. [minax, Lat.] Full ofthreats.

MINA'CITY. s. [from minax, Latin. ] Disposi-

tion to use threats.

MINATORY. a. [minor, Lat.] Threatening.

To MINCE. v. a. [from minish .]

1. To cut into very small parts.

Bacon.

South.

2. To mention any thing scrupulously, by a

little at a time to palliate. Woodward.

3. To speak with affected softness ; to clip

the words.

To MINCE. v. n.
Shakespeare.

Pope,

Dryden.

In small

1. To walk nicely by short steps.

2. To speak small and imperfectly.

MI'NCINGLY. ad. [from mince.]

parts; not fully.

MIND. s. [gemind, Sax.]

3. Liking; choice ; inclination ;

affection .

1. The intelligent power.

2. Intellectual capacity .

4. Thoughts ; sentiments.

5. Opinion.

6. Memory ; remembrance.

To MIND. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To mark ; to attend.

Hooker

Shakespeare.

Cowley,

MINDLESS. a. [from mind.]

1. Inattentive ; regardless. Prior

2. Not endued with a mind ; having no in-

tellectual powers. Davies.

Shakespeare.

Sidney.

3. Stupid ; unthinking.

MIND-STRICKEN. a. [mind and stricken .]

Moved ; affected in his mind.

MINE. pronoun possessive. [myn, Sax.] Belong-

ing to me. Dryden.

MINE. s. [mine, Fr. mwyn, or mun, Welsh, ]

1. A place or cavern in the earth, which

contains metals or minerals . Boyle.

2. A cavern dug under any fortification , that

it may sink for want of support ; or, in mno-

dern war, that powder may be lodged in it,

which being fired, whatever is over it may

be blown up . Milton.

To MINE. v. n. [from the noun.] To dig

mines or burrows. Woodward.

To MINE. v. a. To sap ; to ruin by mines ; to

destroy by slow degrees . Shakespeare.

MINER. s . [mineur, Fr.]

Dryden,1. One who digs for metals.

2. One who makes military mines. Tatler.

MINERAL. s. [minerale, Latin. ] Fossil body;

matter dug out ofmines. Woodward

MINERAL. a. Consisting of fossil bodies.

MINERALIST. s. [ from mineral. ] One skilled

or employed in minerals. Boyle.

MINERALOGIST. s . [mineralogie, Fr.] One

who discourses on minerals. Brown.

MINERALOGY. s. [ from mineral and λoyos.]

The doctrine of minerals .

MINE'VER. s. A skin with specks of white.

To MINGLE. v. a.

1. To mix ; to join ; to compound ; to unite

with something so as to make one mass.

2. To contaminate ; to make of dissimilar

parts.

3. To confuse.

Rogers.

Milton.

To MINGLE. v. n. To be mixed ; to be united

with . Rowe.

MINGLE. s. [from the verb.] Mixture ; med-

ley , confused mass. Dryden.

MINGLER. s . He who mingles.

MINIATURE. s . [miniature, Fr.]

1. Painting by powders mixed with gum and

water.

2. Representation in a small compass ; re-

presentation less than the reality. Philips.

MİʼNIKIN . a. Small ; diminutive. Shakespeare.

MI'NIKIN. s. A small sort of pins.

MI'NIM. s . [ from minimus, Lat. ] A small be-

ing ; a dwarf. Milton,

propension ; MI'ŇĪMUS. s. [Lat. ] A being of the least size.

Hooker.

Dryden. MINION. s . [mignon, Fr.] A favourite ;

Granville. darling ; a low dependant.

Shakespeare.

Swift.

Atterbury. MI'NIOUS. a. [from minium, Lat.] Of the co-

lour of red lead or vermillion. Brown.

To MI'NISH . v . a. [from diminish; minus, Lat]

To lessen ; to lop ; to impair.

MINISTER. s . [minister, Lat.]

Roscommon.

2. To put in mind ; to remiud. Burnet.

To MIND. v. n. To incline ; to be disposed.

MINDED. a. [from mind .] Disposed ; inclin-

ed ; affected . Tillotson.

MINDFUL. a . [mind and full.] Attentive ;

heedful ; having memory. Hammond.

MINDFULLY. ad. Attentively ; heedfully.

MINDFULNESS. s. Attention ; regard.

Psalms.

1. An agent ; one who is employed to any

end ; one who acts under another. Sidney.

2. One who is employed in the administra

tion of government.
Bacon.

3. One who serves at the altar ; one who

performs sacerdotal functions. Addison.
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4. A delegate ; an official. Shakespeare.

5. An agent from a foreign power.

To MINISTER. v. a. [ministro, Latin.] To

give ; to supply ; to afford .

To MINISTER. v. n.

Otway.

1. To attend ; to serve in any office. Milton.

2. To give medicines. Shakespeare.

3. To give supplies of things needful ; to give

assistance ; to contribute ; to afford. Smalr.

4. To attend on the service of God. Romans.

MINISTERIAL. a . [from minister. ]

1. Attendant ; acting at command. Brown.

2. Acting under superiour authority. Rogers,

3. Sacerdotal ; belonging to the ecclesiasticks,
or their office . Hooker.

4. Pertaining to ministers of state.

MINISTERIALLY. ad. In a ministerial man-

ner. Waterland.

Milton.

MINISTERY. s . [ministerium, Latin.] Office ;

service ; commonly ministry. Digby.

MI'NISTRAL. a. [from minister.] Pertaining

to a minister.

MINISTRANT. a. [from minister. ] Attendant ;

acting at command.

MINISTRATION. s . [ from ministro, Lat.]

1. Agency ; intervention ; office of an agent

delegated or commissioned by another. Tay.

2. Service ; office ; ecclesiastical function."

MI'NISTRY. s . [contracted from ministery.]

1. Office ; service. Sprat.

2. Office of one set apart to preach ; eccle-

siastical function .

3. Agency ; interposition.

4. Business.

1. Musick ; instrumental harmony. Daries,

Mition.

Dryden.

2. A number of musicians.

MINT. s. [minte, Saxon.] A plant.

MINT, s. [munte, Dutch ; mynezian, Saxon.]

1. The place where money is coined.Addison.

2. Any place of invention. Shakespeare.

To MINT. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To coin ; to stamp money.

2. To invent ; to forge.

MI'NTAGE. s . [from mint.]

Bacon

Bacon.

1. That which is coined or stamped . Milton.

2. The duty paid for coining . Ainsworth.

MINTER. s . [from mint. ] Coiner. Camden.

MI'NTMAN. S. [mint and mun.] One skilled in

coinage. Bacon.

MI'NTMASTER. s . [mint and master.]

1. One who presides in coinage. Boyle.

2. One who invents. Locke.

MINUET. s. [menuet, French. ] A stately re-

gular dance. Stepney,

MI'NUM. s.

1. [With printers .] A small sort of printing

letter.

2. [With musicians. ] A note of slow time.

MINUTE. a. [minutus, Latin. ] Small ; little ;

slender; small in bulk. South.

MINUTE. s. [minutum, Latin. ]

1. The sixtieth part of an hour. Shakesp.

2. Any small space oftime. South.

3. The first draught of any agreement in

writing.

of short hints.

Locke. To MINUTE. v. a . [minuter, French .] To set

Bentley. down in short hints . Spectator.

Dryden. MINUTE-BOOK. s. [minute and book . ] Book

5. Persons employed in the publick affairs

of a state. Swift.

MI'NIUM. s. [Latin.] Melt lead in a broad

earthen vessel unglazed, and stir it till it be

calcined into a gray powder, called the calx

oflead ; continue the fire, stirring it, and it

becomes yellow, called masticot ; put it intoa

reverberatory furnace, and it will become of

a fine red , which is minium, or red lead . Hill.

MINNOW. s. [menue, French.] A very small

fish ; a pink. Walton.

MI'NOR, a. [Latin.]

1. Petty ; inconsiderable.

2. Less ; smaller.

MINOR S.

1. One under age.

Brown.

Clarendon.

Davies.

2. The second or particular proposition in

the syllogism . Arbuthnot.

To MINORATE. v . a. [from minor, Latin ] To

lessen ; to diminish. Glanville.

MINORATION. s. [from minorate .] The act

of lessening ; diminution ; decrease. Brown .

MINORITY. s. [from minor, Latin. ]

half bull.

1. The state of being under age. Shakespeare.

2. The state of being less. Brown.

3. The smaller number.

MINOTAUR. s . [minos and taurus, Latin. ] A

monster invented by the poets, halfman and

Shakespeare.

MUNSTER. s. [minrrepe, Saxon.] A monas-

tery ; an ecclesiastical fraternity ; a cathe.

dral church.

MINSTREL, s. [menestil, Span .] A musician;

one who plays upon instruments . Sandys.

MINSTRELSEY. 8. [from minstrel .]

MINUTE-GLASS. s. [minute and glass. ] One

of which the sand measures a minute.

MINUTELY. ad. [ from minute. ] To a small

point ; exactly. Locke.

MINUTELY, ad. [ from minute, the substan-

tive.] Every minute ; with very little time

intervening. Hammond.

MINUTENESS . s . [from minute.] Smallness ;

exility ; inconsiderableness . Bentley.

MI'NUTE-WATCH. s . [minute and watch . ] A

watch in which minutes are more distinctly

marked than in common watches which

reckon by the hour. Boyle.

MINX. s. A young, pert, wanten girl. Shak

MIRACLE. s. [miracle, Fr. miraculum, Lat.]

1.A wonder ; something above hunian power.

Shakespeare.

2. [In theology.] An effect above human or

natural power, performed iu attestation of

some truth. Bentley.

MIRA'CULOUS . a. [miraculeux, Fr. ] Doneby

miracle ; produced by miracle ; effected by

power more than natural. Herbert.

MIRA'CULOUSLY. ad. By miracle ; by

power above that of nature. Dryden

MİRA'CULOUSNESS s. [from miraculous.]

The state of being effected by miracle ; su-

periority to natural power

MIRADOR. s. [Spanish, from mirar, to look.]

A balcony. Dryden.

MIRE. s. ( moer, Dutch.] Mud ; dirt at the

bottom ofwater. Roscommon.

To MIRE. v . a. [from the noun. ] To whelm in

the mud ; to soil with mud. Shakespeare.
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MIRE. s. [myna, Sax. mier, Dutch.] An ant ;

a pismire.

MIRINESS. . [from miry.] Dirtiness ; ful-

ness ofmire.

MIRKSOME. a. Dark ; obscure. Spenser.

MIRROR. s. [miroir, French. ]

1. A looking-glass ; any thing which exhibits

representations of objects by reflection. Dav.

2. It is used for pattern ; for that on which

the eye ought to be fixed. Hooker.

MIRROR-STONE. s . [selenites, Latin. ] A

kind of transparent stone. Ainsworth.

MIRTH. s. [myɲhde , Saxon .] Merriment ; jol-

lity ; gayety ; laughter. Pope.

MIRTHFUL. a. [mirth and full .] Merry ; gay ;

cheerful. Ben Jonson.

MI'RTHLESS . a . [from mirth. ] Joyless ; cheer-

less .

MIRY. a. [from mire.]

1. Deep in mud ; muddy. Temple.

2. Consisting of mire. Shakespeare.

MIS, an inseparable particle used in composi-

tion to mark an ill sense, or depravation of

the meaning ; as, chance, luck ; mischance, ill

Jack ; from mes, Fr. used in the same sense.

MISACCEPTATION. s. [mis and acceptation.]

The act of taxing in a wrong sense.

MISADVENTURE. s. [mesaventure, French.]

Mischance ; misfortune ; il luck. Clarendon.

MISADVENTURED . a. [from misadventure.]

Unfortunate. Shakespeare.

MISADVISED. a. [mis and advised . ] Ill di-

rected.

·

MISAIMED. a . [mis and aim.] Not aimed

rightly. Spenser.

MISANTHROPE. s . [misanthrope, French ;

MI'SANTHROPOS. } µicarSewwos. ] A hater

ofmankind. Shakespeare.

MISANTHROPY. s . [misanthropie, French. ]

Hatred of mankind.

MISAPPLICATION. s . [mis and application.]

Application to a wrong purpose. Brown .

To MISAPPLY'. v . a. [mis and apply. ] To ap-

ply to wrong purposes. Howel.

To MISAPPREHEND . a. [mis and appre-

hend.] Not to understand rightly. Locke.

MISAPPREHENSION. s . [mis and apprehen-

sion. ] Mistake ; not right apprehension.

To MISASCRIBE. v. a. [mis and ascribe.] To

ascribe falsely. Boyle.

To MISASSIGN. v. a. [mis and assign. ] To as-

sign erroneously. Boyle.

To MISBECOME. v. a. [mis and become. ] Not

to become; to be unseemly ; not to suit. Sid.

MISBEGO'T. a. [ begot or begottenwith

MISBEGOTTEN. Jmis.] Unlawfully or irre

gularly begotten. Dryden.

To MISBEHAVE. v. n . [mis and behave.] To

act ill or improperly. Young.

MISBEHA'VED. a. [mis and behaved. ] Un-

tanght ; ill -bred ; uncivil. Shakespeare.

MISBEHAVIOUR. s. [mis and behaviour.] Ill

conduct ; bad practice. Addison.

MISBELIEF.s. [mis and belief. ] False religion ;

a wrong belief.

MISBELIEVER.s. [ mis and believer :] One that

holds a false religion , or believes wrongly.Dr.

To MI'SCAL. v. a. [mis and call. ] To name im-

properly. Glanville.

To MISCAʼLCULATE. v. a. [mis and calen-

late. ] To reckon wrong. Arbuthnot.

MISCA'RRIAGE. s. [mis and carriage. ]

1. Unhappy event of an undertaking ; fai-

lure ; ill conduct. Rogers.

2. Abortion ; act of bringing forth beforethe

time. Gruunt.

To MISCA'RRY. v. n. [mis and carry.]

1. To fail ; not to have the intended event ;

not to succeed. Shakespeare.

Pupe.

[mis and cast.] To take a

wrong account of Brown.

MISCELLA'NE. s . ( miscellaneus , Lat. ] Mixed

corn ; as, wheat and rye.
Bacon.

MISCELLANEOUS . a . [miscellaneus, Latin.]

Mingled ; composed of various kinds. Brown.

MISCELLANEOUSNESS
. s. [from miscella-

neous. ] Composition of various kinds . Brown

MISCELLANY. a. [miscellaneus, Lat. ] Mixed

of various kinds. Bacon.

MISCELLANY. s. A mass formed out of va-

rious kinds. Pope.

2. To have an abortion.

To MISCA'ST. v . a .

MISCHA'NCE. s. [mis and chance .] Ill luck ;

ill fortune ; misfortune ; mishap. South

MI'SCHIEF. s. [ meschef, old French.]

1. Harm ; hurt ; whatever is ill and injuri-

ously done. Rowe.

2. Ill consequence ; vexatious affair. Swift.

To MI'SCHIEF. v. a. [from the noun. ] To hurt ;

to harm ; to injure. Sprat.

MI'SCHIEFMAKER. s. [from mischief and

muke.] One who causes mischief.

MI'SCHIEVOUS. a. [from mischief.]

1. Harmful ; hurtful ; destructive ; noxious ;

pernicious ; injurious ; wicked. South.

2. Spiteful ; malicious. Ainsworth.

MISCHIEVOUSLY. ad. Noxiously ; hurtful-

ly ; wickedly. Dryden.

MISCHIEVOUSNESS. s. Hurtfulness ; perni-

ciousness ; wickedness. South.

MI'SCIBLE. a . [ from misceo, Latin. ] Possible

to be mingled. Arbuthnot.

MISCITA"TION. s. [mis and citation .] Unfair

or false quotation. Collier.

To MISCITE. v. a. [mis and cite.] To quote

wrong.

MISCLA'IM. s. [mis and claim. ] Mistaken

claim . Bacon.

MISCOMPUTA'TION. s . [mis and computa-

tion.] False reckoning.
Clarendon.

MISCONCE'IT. s. [mis and conceit, and

MISCONCEPTION. conception . ] False opi

nion ; wrong notion. Hooker

To MISCONCE'IVE. v. a. [mis and conceive.]

To misjudge ; to have a false notion of.

Shakespeare

MISCONDUCT. s. [mis and conduct . ] Ill be

haviour ; ill management. Rogers

To MISCONDU' CT. v. a . [mis and conduct ]

To manage amiss ; to carry on wrong.

MISCONJECTURE. s. [mis and conjecture ]

A wrong guess. Brown

MISCONSTRUCTION. s. [mis and construc-

tion. ]Wronginterpretation ofwords or things.

To MISCO'NSTRUE. v. a. [mis and construe. ]

To interpret wrong. Raleigh.

Te MISCOUNT. v. a. [mescounter, Fr. mis and

count.] To reckon wrong. Shakespeare.

B
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MI'SCREANCE. Įs. [from mescreance, Fr.] Un

MI'SCREANCY. } belier; else faith; adhe-

rence to a false religion .

MI'SCREANT. s. [mescreant, Fr.]

Swift.

1. One who holds a false faith ; one who be-

lieves in false gods. Hooker.

2. A vile wretch. Addison.

MISCREATE. a. [mis and create.] Formed

MISCREATED. } unnaturally or illegitimate-

ly ; made as by a blunder of nature. Shak.

MISDE'ED. s. [mis and deed. ] Evil action . Sh.

To MISDE'EM. v . a. [mis and deem.] To judge

ill of ; to mistake.

To MISDEME'AN. v. a. [mis and demean.] To

have ill. Shakespeare.

MISDEMEANOR. s . [mis and demean.] Of

fence ; ill behaviour South.

Davies.

To MISDO'. v . a. [ mis and do.] To do wrong ;

to commit a crime. Milton.

To MISDO' . v . n. To commit faults . Dryden.

MISDO'ER. s. [from misdo. ] An offender ; a

criminal ; a malefactor. Spenser.

MISDO'ING. s. [from misdo.] Offence ; devia-

tion from right. L'Estrange.

To MISDOUBT, v. a. [mis and doubt.] To sus-

pect of deceit or danger. Dryden.

MİSDOUBT. s. [mis and doubt . ]

1. Suspicion of crime or danger. Shakespeare.

a Irresolution ; hesitation. Shakespeare.

MISE. s. [ French. ] Issue. Lawterm.

To MISEMPLOʻY. v. a. [mis and employ.] To

use to wrong purposes. Atterbury.

MISEMPLOYMENT. s. [mis and employment.]

Improper application. Hale.

MI'SER. s. [miser, Latin.]

1. A wretched person. Not in use. Sidney.

2. Awretch ; amean fellow. Not in use. Shak.

3. A wretch covetous to extremity. Otway.

MI'SERABLE. a . [miserable, French.]

1. Unhappy ; calamitous ; wretched. South.

2. Wretched ; worthless. Job.

3. Culpably parsimonious ; stingy.

MI'SERABLENESS . s. [from miserable. ] State

of misery.

MI'SERABLY. ad. [ from miserable.]

1. Unhappily ; calamitously.

2. Wretchedly ; meanly.

3. Covetously.

MI'SERY. s. [miseria, Latin.]

1. Wretchedness ; unhappiness.

2 Calamity ; misfortune.

South.

" Sidney.

Ainsworth.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

3. [From miser. ] Covetousness ; avarice. Wot.

To MISFA'SHION. v. a. [mis and fashion . ] To

form wrong. Hakewill.

MISFORTUNE. 8. [mis and fortune. ] Cala-

mity; illluck ; want of good fortune. Adds.

To MISGI'VE. v. a. [mis and give. ] To fill

with doubt ; to deprive of confidence. Shak.

To MISGOVERN . v. a. [mis and govern.] To

govern ill ; to administer unfaithfully. Kno.

MISGOVERNMENT. s.

1. Ill administration of public affairs. Ral.

2. Ill management. Taylor.

3. Irregularity ; inordinate behaviour. Shak.

MISGUIDANCE. s. [mis and guidance . ] False

direction. South.

To MISGUIDE. v. a. [mis and guide.] To di-

rect ill ; to lead the wrong way. Locke.

MISHA'P. s. [mis and hap.] Ill chance ; ill luck ;

calamity. Spenser.

MI'SHMASH. s. Ains. A low word. A mingle.

To MISINF'ER. 1. a. (mis and infer.) To infer

wrong. Hooker.

To MISINFO'RM. v . a. [ mis and inform. ] To

deceive by false accounts. Milton.

MISINFORMATION. s. [from misinform.}

False intelligence ; false accounts. South.

To MISINTERPRET. v . a . [mis and inter-

pret. ] To explain to a wrong sense. B. Jon.

To MISJO'IN. v. a. [mis and join . ] To join un-

fitly or improperly. Dryden.

To MISJU'DGE. v. a. [mis and judge.] To form

false opinions ; to judge ill. Pope.

Dryden.

To MISLA'Y. v. a. [mis and lay. ] To lay in a

wrong place.

MISLA'YER. s . [ from mislay. ] One that puts

in the wrong place. Bucon.

To MI'SLE. v. n. [ from mist. ] To rain in im-

perceptible drops. Derham.

To MISLEAD. v. a. [mis and lead.] To guide

a wrong way ; to betray to mischief or mis-

take. Bacon.

MISLEADER. s. [from mislead.] One that

leads to ill. Shakespeare.

MI'SLEN. s . [ corrupted from miscellane .] Mix-

ed corn ; as, wheat and rye. Mortimer.

To MISLIKE. v. a. [mis and like.] To disap-

prove ; to be not pleased with. Herbert.

MİSLIKE. s. [from the verb. ] Disapproba-

tion ; dislike. Fairfax.

MISLİ'KER. s. [from mislike. ] One that dis-

approves.
Ascham.

To MISLI'VE . v. n. [mis and live. ] To live ill.

Spenser.

To MISMA'NAGE. v. u . [mis and manage.] To

manage ill. Locke.

MISMA'NAGEMENT. s. [mis and manage-

ment.] Ill management ; ill conduct. Pope.

To MISMATCH. v. a . [mis and match.] To

match unsuitably. Southern.

To MISNA'ME. v. a . [mis and name.] To call

by the wrong name. Boyle.

MIŠNO'MER. s. [French.] In law, an indict-

ment, or any other act vacated by a wrong

name.

To MISOBSERVE. v. a. [mis and observe.]

Not to observe accurately. Locke

MISO'GAMIST. s. [μow and you . ] A mar-

riage hater.

MISO'GYNY. s. [μow and yun.] Hatred of

women.

To MISO'RDER. v. a. [mis and order.] To

conduct ill ; to manage irregularly .

Shakespeare.

MISO'RDER. s. [from the verb. ] Irregulari-

ty; disorderly proceedings.
Camden.

MISO'RDERLY. a. [from misorder. ] Irregu

lar; unlawful. Ascham .

To MISPE'ND. v . a. [mis and spend.] To spend

ill; to waste ; to consume to no purpose ;

to throw away. Ben Jonson.

MISPE'NDER. s. [from mispend . ] One who

spends ill or prodigally. Norris.

MISPERSUA'SION. s . [mis and persuasion. ]

Wrong notion ; false opinion . Decay ofPiety.

To MISPLA'CE. v. a. [mis and place .] To put

in a wrong place.

To MISPRISE. v. a. Obsolete.

1. To mistake.

South.

Shakespeare

2. To slight ; to scorn ; to despise. Shak
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MISPRI'SION. s. [from misprise.]

1. Scorn ; contempt. Not in use. Shak.

2. Mistake ; misconception. Not in use. Gla.

3. [In common law. ] Neglect, negligence, or

oversight. Misprision of treason, is the con-

cealment of known treason. Misprision of

felony, is the letting any person, committed

for felony, to go before he be indicted . Cowel.

To MISPROPORTION. v . a. [mis and pro-

portion. ] To join without due proportion.

MISPROUD. a. [mis and proud.] Vitiously

proad. Obsolete. Shakespeare.

To MISQUOTE. v . a. [mis and quote.] To

quote falsely. Shakespeare.

To MISRECITE. v. a. [mis and recite. ] To

recite not according to the truth. Bramhall.

To MISRECKON. v. a. [mis and reckon . ] To

reckon wrong ; to compute wrong. Swift.

To MISRELATE. v. a. [mis and relate.] To re-

late inaccurately or falsely. Boyle.

MISRELATION. s. [ from misrelate.] False or

inaccurate narrative. Bramhall.

To MISREMEMBER. v. a . [mis and remem-

ber.] To mistake by trusting to memory.

Boyle.

To MISREPORT. v. a. [mis and report. ] To

give a false account of. Hooker.

MISREPO'RT. s. False account ; false and

malicious representation. South.

To MISREPRESENT. v. a. [mis and repre-

sent.] To represent not as it is ; to falsify to
disadvantage. Swift.

MISREPRESENTATION. s.

1. The act of misrepresenting. Swift.

2. Account maliciously false. Atterbury.

MISRU'LE. s. [mis and rule.] Tumult ; confu-

sion ; revel ; unjust domination. Thomson.

MISS . s. [contracted from mistress.]

1. The term of honour to a young girl. Swift.

2. A strumpet ; a concubine. Dryden.

To MISS. v. a . preter. missed ; part. missed or

mist. [missen, Dutch]

J. Not to hit by the mind ; to mistake. Milt.

2. Not to hit by manual aim.

3. To fail of obtaining.

Pope.

Dryden.

To MISSERVE. v . a [mis and serve.] To serve

unfaithfully. Arbuthnol.

To MISSHAPE. v . a. [mis and shape.] To shape

ill to form ill ; to deform. . Bentley.

MISSILE. a . [ missilis, Latin . ] Thrown by the

hand , striking at a distance. Pope.

MI'SSION. s . [ missio, Latın. ]-

1. Commission ; the state of being sent by

supreme authority. Milton. Atterbury

2. Persons sent on any account, usually to

propagate religion. Bacon.

3. Dismission ; discharge. Not in use. Buc.

4. Faction , party. Not in use. Shakespeare.

MISSIONARY. Įs. [missionaire, French.] One

MISSIONER. sent to propagate religion.

Swift. Dryden.

MISSIVE. a. [missive, French. ]

1. Such as is sent.

2. Used at distance.

MISSIVE. s . [ French.]

I. A letter sent.

Ayliffe.

Dryden

Bacon.

2. A messenger. Both obsolete. Shakespeare.

To MISSPEAK. v. a. [mis and speak ] To speak

Donne.wrong.

MIST . s. [ mire, Saxon . }

1. A low thin cloud ; a small thin rain not

perceived in drops. Roscommon.

2. Any thing that dims or darkens. Dryden.

To MIST. v. a. [from the none. ] To cloud ; to

cover with a vapour or steam . Shakespeare.

MISTA'EN. Pret. and part. pass. of mistake,

for mistaken. Shakespeare.

MISTA'KEABLE. a . [from mistake.] Liable to

be conceived wrong. Brown

To MISTA'KE. v, a. [mis and take . ] To con

ceive wrong ; to take something for that
which it is not.

Sillingfeet.

To MISTAKE. v . n.. To err ; not to judge

right.

wrong.

Raleigh.

Wuller.To beMISTA'KEN. To err.

MISTAKE. s. [from the verb. ] Misconcep..

tion ; errour. Tillotson.

MISTA'KINGLY. ad. [from mistaking.] Erro-

neously ; falsely. Boyle.

To MISSTATE. v . a . [mis and state .] To state

Saunderson.

To MISTE'ACH. v. a. [mis and teach. ] To

teach wrong. Saunderson.

To MISTE'MPER. v. a. [mis and temper.] To

temper ill ; to disorder. Shakespeare.

MI'STER. a. [ from mestier, trade, French.]

What mister, what kind of. Obsolete. Spenser.

Bacon. To MISTE'RM. v. a . [mis and term.] To term

4. To discover something to be unexpected-

ly wanting.

5. To be without.

6. To omit.

7. To perceive want of.

To MISS. v. n.

1. To fly wide ; not to hit.

2. Not to succeed.

3. To fail ; to mistake.

4. To be lost ; to be wanting.

5. To miscarry ; to fail.

Sidney.

Shakespeare.

Prior.

South.

Waller.

Milton.

Milton.

6. To fail to obtain, learn, or find . Atterbury.

MISS. s. [ from the verb.]

1. Loss ; want.

2. Mistake ; errour.

Locke.

Ascham.

Spenser.3. Hurt ; harm. Obsolete.

MI'SSAL. s. [missale, Latin ; missel, French. ]

The mass book. Stillingfleet.

To MISSA'Y. v. n. [mis and say. ] To say ill or

Hakewill.wrong.

To MISSE'EM. v. n. [mis and seem.]

1. To make false appearance.

2. To misbecome.
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Spenser.

Obsolete both. Spenser.

erroneously. Shakespeare.

To MISTHINK, v. a. [mis and think.] To
think ill ; to think wrong. Milton.

To MISTIME. v. a. [mis and time.] Not to

time right ; not to adapt properly with re-

gard to time.

Bacon.

MI'STINESS . s . [from misty. ] Cloudiness ;

state ofbeing overcast.

MI'STION. s. [ from mistus, Latin. ] The state

ofbeing mingled. Boyle.

MISTLETO'E. s. [myrtletan, Sax.] A plant,

always produced from seed, and is not to be

cultivated in the earth, but will grow upon

trees. The mistletoe thrush, which feeds upon

the berries of this plant in winter, doth con-

vey the seed from tree to tree ; for the vis
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cons part ofthe berry, which surrounds the

seed, doth sometimes fasten into the bird's

beak, which he strikes at the branches of a

neighbouring tree, and so leaves the seed

sticking by this viscous matter to the bark,

which, if it lights upon a smooth part, will

fasten itself, and the following winter put out

and grow this plant doth most readily take

upon the apple, the ash, and some other

smooth rind trees ; whenever a branch of an

oak hath these plants upon it, it is preserved

by the curious in their collections of natural

curiosities. Miller.

MI'STLIKE. a. [mist and like. ] Reserabling a

mist.
Shakespeare.

1. A woman who governs ; correlative to

subject or servant. Arbuthnot.

2. Awomanwhohas something in possession.

3. A woman skilled in any thing. Addison.

Swift.

MI'STRESS. 8. [maîtresse, French .]

4. A woman teacher.

Shak.

Milton.

Cowley.

5. A woman beloved and courted . Clarendon.

6. A term of contemptuous address .

7. A whore ; a concubine.

MİSTRU'ST. s. [mis and trust .] Diffidence ;

suspicion ; want of confidence.

To MISTRUST. v. a. To suspect ; to doubt;

to regard with diffidence.

MISTRUSTFUL. a . [mistrust and full.] Dif-

fident ; doubting. Waller.

MISTRUSTFULLY. ad. With suspicion.

MISTRUSTFULNESS. a . [from mistrustful.]

Diffidence ; doubt. Sidney.

MISTRUSTLESS . s . [from mistrust . ] Confi-

dent; unsuspecting. Carew.

MISTY. a. [from mist .]

1. Clouded ; overspread with mists . Wotton .

2. Obscure ; dark ; not plain .

To MISUNDERSTAʼND. v. a . [mis and un-

derstand.] To misconceive ; to mistake. Add.

MISUNDERSTANDING. s.

1. Difference ; disagreement.

2. Errour ; misconception .

MISU'SAGE. s. [from misuse .]

1. Abuse ; ill use.

2. Bad treatment.

Swift.

Bacon.

To MISUSE. v . a . [mis and use. ] To treat or

use improperly ; to abuse.

MISU'SE. s . [from the verb.]

1. Evil or cruel treatment.

2. Wrong or erroneous use.

3. Misapplication ; abuse.

South.

Shakespeare.

Locke.

To MISWE'EN. v . n. [mis and ween .] To mis-

judge ; to distrust. Obsolete. Spenser.

To MISWE'ND . v. n . [mis and pendan, Sax.]

To go wrong. Obsolete. Fairfax.

Hill.

+

MI'SY. s. A kind of mineral.

MITE. s. [mite, French ; mijt, Dutch ]

1. A small insect found in cheese or corn ; a

weevil. Philips.

2. The twentieth part of a grain . Arbuthnot.

3. Any thing proverbially small . Dryden.

4. A small particle. Ray.

MITE'LLA. s. A plant. Miller.

MITHRIDATE. s . One of the capital medi-

ciues ofthe shops, consisting of a great num-

ber ofingredients, and has its name from its

inventer Mithridates, king of Pontus. Quincy.

MITHRIDATE mustard. s. A plant. Miller.

MITIGANT. a. [mitigans, Latín.] Lenient

lenitive.

To MITIGATE. v. a. [mitigo, Latin.j

1. To soften ; to make less rigorous. Hooker.

2. To alleviate ; to make mild. Hooker.

3. To mollify ; to make less severe. Milton.

4. To cool ; to moderate. Addison.

MITIGATION. s. [mitigatio, Latin . ] Abate-

ment of any thing penal, harsh, or painful.

Bacon.

Dry 'en.

Watts.

MITRE. s. [mitre, Fr. mitra, Latin .]

1. An ornament for the head.

2. A kind of episcopal crown.

MITRE.s. [Among workmen. ] A mode of

MITER. Š joining two boards together.

MITRED. a. [mitre, Fr. from mitre. ] Adorned

with a mitre. Prior.

MITTENT, a. [mittens, Latin . ] Sending forth ;

emitting. Wiseman.

MITTENS. s . [mitains, French.]

1. Coarse gloves for the winter. Peacham.

2. Gloves that cover the arms withoutcover-

ing the fingers.

MITTIMUS. s. [Lat.] A warrant by which a

justice commits an offender to prison.

To MIX. v . a . [misceo , Latin.]

1. To unite to something else. Hosea.

2. To unite various ingredients into one mass.

3. To form of different substances. Bacon.

4. To join ; to mingle.. Shakespeare.

To MIX. v. n. To be united into one mass by

inutual intromission of parts Milton.

MIXEN . s. [ mixeu , Saxou.] A dunghill ; a

laystal.

MIXTION. s. [ mixtion, French ] Mixture ;

confusion of one thing with another. Digby.

MIXTLY. ad. [from mix. ] With coalition of

different parts into one.

MIXTURE. s . [mixtura, Latin.]

1. The act of inixing ; the state ofbeing mix-

ed . Arbuthnot.

2. A mass formed by mingled ingredients .

3. That which is added and mixed. Addison.

MIZMAZE. s . A maze ; a labyrinth . Locke.

MIʼZZEN. s . [mezean, Dutch. ] The mast inthe

stern or back part of a ship. Bailey.

MIZZY. s A bog ; a quagmire. Ainsworth.

MNEMO'NICKS. s . [uveμonn.] The art of

memory.

MO. a. [ mu, Saxon . ] Making greater number ;

more. Obsolete. Spenser.

MO. ad. Further ; longer. Obsolete. Shak.

To MOAN. v. a . [from mænan, Saxon, to

grieve.] To lament ; to deplore.

To MOAN. v. n. To grieve ; to make lamenta

tion. Thomson

MOAN. s. Lamentation ; audible sorrow. Shu

MOAT. s. [motte, French.] A caual of water

round a house or castle for defence. Sidney.

To MOAT. v . a . [motter, French. ] To surround

with canals by way of defence. Dryden.

MOB. s. [ from moble. ] A kind of female un-

dress for the head.

MOB. s. [ contracted from mobile, Latin. ] The

crowd ; a tumultuous rout. Dryden.

To MOB. v. a. [from the noun. ] To harass, or

overbear by tumult.

MOʻBBISH. a . [from mob .] Mean ; done after

the manner ofthe mob.
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MOBBY. s. An American drink made of po-

tatoes.

MOBILE. s . [mobile, French.] The populace ;

the rout ; the mob. L'Estrange.

MOBILITY. s . [mobilité, Fr. mobilitus, Lat.]

1. Nimbleness ; activity. Blackmore.

2. [In cant language. ] The populace Dryden.

3. Fickleness ; inconstancy. Ainsworth.

To MOBLE. v. a. To dress grossly or inele-

gantly. Shakespeare.

MO'CHO-STONE s. Mocho-stones are nearly

related to the agat kind , of a clear horny

grey, with delineations representing mosses,

shrubs, and branches, in the substance of

the stone. Woodward.

To MOCK. v. a. [mocquer, French.]

1. To deride ; to laugh at ; to ridicule .

2. To deride by imitation ; to mimick in

contempt. Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.3. To defeat ; to elude.

4. To fool ; to tantalize ; to play on

temptuously.

con-

Milton.

To MOCK. v. n. To make contemptuous sport.

MOCK. s. [from the verb.]

Job.

1. Ridicule ; act of contempt ; fleer ; sneer.

Tillotson.

2. Imitation ; mimickry. Crashaw.

MOCK. a. False ; counterfeit ; not real ; as, a

mock monarch.

MO'CKABLE. a. [ from mock.] Exposed to de-

rision.

MOCK-PRI'VET.
MOCK-WILLOW. s. Plants.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Ainsworth.

MO'CKEL. a. [the same with mickle.] Much ;

many. Spenser.

MO'CKER. s. [from mock.]

1. One who mocks ; a scorner ; a scoffer.'

2. A deceiver ; an elusory impostor.

MOCKERY. s. [mocquerie, French.]

1. Derision ; scorn ; sportive insult. Watts.

2. Ridicule ; contemptuous merriment.

3. Sport ; subject of laughter. Shakespeare.

4. Vanity of attempt. Shakespeare.

5. Imitation ; counterfeit appearance ; vain

show.
Shakespeare.

MO'CKING-BIRD . s. [mocking and bird.] An

American bird, which imitates the notes of

other birds.

MO'CKINGLY. ad . [from mockery. ] In con-

tempt ; petulantly; with insult.

MO'CKING STOCK. s. [mocking and stock.]

A butt for merriment.

MO'DAL. a. [ modale, Fr. modalis , Latin.] Re-

lating to the form or mode, not the essence.

Glanville.

MODALITY. s. [from modal. ] Accidental dif-

Holder.ference ; modal accident.

MODE. s. [mode, French ; modus, Latin.]

1. Form ; external variety ; accidental dis-

crimination ; accident.

2. Gradation ; degree.

Watts.

3. Manner ; method ; form ; fashion . Taylor.

4. State ; appearance.

5. Fashion ; custom.

MO DEL. s. [modulus, Latin.]

made cr done.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

3. A mould; any thing which shows orgives

the shape ofthat which it encloses.

4. Standard ; that by which any thing is

measured. South.

To MO'DEL. v. a. [modeler, Fr.] To plan ; to

shape ; to mould ; to form ; to delineate. Ad.

MO'DELLER. s. [from model. ] Planner ;

schemer ; contriver. Spectator.

MO‘DERATE. a. [moderatus , Latin. ]

1. Temperate ; not excessive.

2. Not hot of temper.

Ecclus.

Swift.

3. Not luxurious ; not expensive. Shak.

4. Not extreme in opinion ; not sanguine in

a tenet. Smalridge.

5. Placed between extremes ; holding the

mean.

6. Ofthe middle rate.

Hooker.

Dryden.

To MOʻDERATE. v. a. [inoderor, Latin ; mo-

derer, French. ]

1. To regulate ; to restrain ; to still ; to pa-

cify ; to quiet ; to repress.

2. To make temperate.

Spenser,

Blackmore.

MO'DERATELY. ad. [from moderate.]

1. Temperately ; mildly.

Waller.2. In a middle degree.

MODERATENESS. s. [ from moderate. ] State

of being moderate ; temperateness.

MODERATION. s . [moderatio, Latin .]

1. Forbearance of extremity ; the contrary

temper to party violence. Atterbury.

2. Calmness of mind ; equanimity. Milton.

3. Frugality in expence.

MODERATOR. s. [moderator, Latin.]

1. The person or thing that calms or re-

strains. Walton.

2. One who presides in a disputation, to re-

strain the persons from indecency, and con-

fine them to the question. Bacon.

MODERN. a. [moderne, French .]

1. Late ; recent ; not ancient ; not antique.

2. In Shakespeare, vulgar ; mean ; common.

MODERNS. s. Those who have lived lately,

opposed to the ancients. Boyle.

To MODERNISE. v . a. To adapt ancient

compositions to modern persons or things.

MO'DERNISM. s. Deviation from the ancient

and classical manner. Swift.

MODERNNESS . s . [ from modern. ] Novelty.

MODEST. a. [modeste, French . ]

1. Not arrogant ; not presumptuous.

2. Not impudent ; not forward.

3. Not loose ; not unchaste.

MODESTLY. ad. [ from modest . ]

Dryden.

Addison.

1. Not arrogantly ; not presumptuously.

2. Not impudently ; not forwardly ; with mo-

desty. Shakespeare.

3. Not loosely ; not lewdly.

4. Not excessively ; with moderation.

MO'DESTY. s . [modestie, Fr .; modestas, Lat.]

1. Not arrogance ; not presumptuousness.

2. Not impudence ; not forwardness.

3. Moderation ; decency. Shakespeare.

4. Chastity ; purity of manners. Dryden.

MO'DESTY-PIECE. s. A narrow lace which

runs along the upper part of the stays be-

fore. Addison.

1. A representation in little of something MODICUM. s. [Latin. ] Small portion ; pit-

2. A copy to be imitated.

Addison. tance. Dryden.

Hooker. MODIFI'ABLE. «. [from modify.] That may
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be diversified by accidental differences or

discriminations. Locke.

MODIFICABLE. a . [from modify.] Diversi-

fiable by various modes.

MODIFICATION. s. [modification, French. ]

The act ofmodifying any thing, or giving it

new accidental differences. Newton.

Ta MO'DIFY. v. a. [modifier, French.]

1. To change the form or accidents of any

thing ; to shape. Newton.

2. To soften ; to moderate. Dryden.

MODILLON. s . [French. ] Modillons, in ar-

chitecture, are little brackets set under the

corinthian and composite orders, and serv-

ing to support the projecture of the larmier

or drip. Norris.

MO'DISH. a. [from mode.] Fashionable ; form-

ed according to the reigning custom . Addison.

MO'DISHLY. ad. [from modish.] Fashionably.

MO'DISHNESS. s. [frommodish.] Affectation

ofthe fashion.

To MODULATE. v. a. [modulor, Latin.] To

form sound to a certain key, or to certain

notes.

MODULATION. s. [from modulate ; mudila-

tion, French.]

1. The act of forming any thing to certain

proportion. Woodward.

2. Sound modulated ; agreeable harmony.

MODULATOR. s. [from modulate.] He who

forms sounds to a certain key ; a turner. ,

Hooker.

Derhum.

MO'DULE. s . [modulus, Latin.] An empty re-

presentation ; a model. Shakespeare.

MO'DUS. s. [Latin. ] Something paid as a com-

pensation for tithes on the supposition of be-

ing a moderate equivalent. Swift.

MO'DWALL. s. A bird.

MOE. a. [ma, Sax. See Mo. ) More ; a great-

er number.

MO'HAIR. s. [mohere, French.] Thread or stuff

made of camels or other hair. Pope.

MO'HOCK. s. The name of a cruel nation of

America given to ruffians imagined to infest

the streets of London. Dennis.

MO'IDERED. a. Crazed ; mudded. **

MOʻIDORE. s. [moede, French. ] A Portugal

coin, rated at one pound seven shillings .

MOIETY. s. [moitié, French, from moien, the

MOKES ofa net. The meshes.
MOʻKY. a. Dark.

MOLE. s. [moel, Saxon.]

1. A mole is a formless concretion of extra-

vasated blood, which grows into a kind of

flesh in the uterus.
Quincy.

2. A natural spot or discoloration of the

body. Pope.

Sandys.3. A mound ; a dike.

4. A little beast that works under ground.

MO'LEBAT. s . A fish .

MO'LECAST. s . [mole and caster. ] Hillock cast

up by a mole. Mortimer.

MOLECATCHER. s. [mole and catch. ] One

whose employment is to catch moles.

MO'LEHILL. s. [mole and hill. ] Hillock thrown

up bythe mole working under ground Fair.

To MO'LEST. v. a. [molester, French.] To dis-

turb ; to trouble ; to vex. Locke.

MOLESTATION. s. [molestiu, Latin.] Dis-

turbance ; nueasiness caused by vexation.

MOLESTÉR. s . [from milest.] One who dis-

turbs.

MOʻLETRACK. s. [mole and track.] Course of

the mole under ground. Mortimer.

MO'LEWARP. s. [mols and peoɲipan, Sax.]

A mole ; properly mouldwarp. Drayton.

MO'LLIENT. a. [molliens, Latin. ] Softening ;

assuaging.

MO'LLIFIABLE. a. [from mollify.] That may

be softened.

MOLLIFICATION. s. [from mollify.]

1. The act ofmollifying or softening. Bacon.

2. Pacification ; mitigation. Shakespeare.

MO'LLIFIER. s. [ from mollify.]

1. That which softens ; that which appeases.

Bacon.

2. He that pacifies or mitigates.

To MO'LLIFY. v. a. [mollio, Latin.]

1. To soften ; to make soft.

2. To assuage. Isaiah.

3. To appease ; to pacify ; to quiet. Spenser.

4. To qualify ; to lessen any thing harsh or

burdensome. Clarendon.

Bacon.MOLTEN. Part. pass. of melt.

MO'LY. s. [moly, Lat. ] Moly, or wild garlick,

is of several sorts ; as, the great moly of Ho-

mer, the Indian moly, the moly of Hungary,

serpents moly, the yellow moly. Mortimer.

S.
middle )Half;one of ,wo equal parts . Clar. MOLOSSES. } [meluzzo,Itscian ofthe juiceTo MOIL. v. a. [mouiller, French.]

1. To dawb with dirt.

2. To weary.

To MOIL. v. n. [mouiller, French.]

1. To labour in the mire.

2. To toil ; to drudge.

MOIST. a. [moiste, French.]

Knolles.

Chapman.

Bacon.

L'Estrange.

1. Wet, not dry ; wet, not liquid ; wet in a

small degree. Pope.

2. Juicy ; succulent.

ToMOIST. v. a. [from moist. ] To make

To MO'ISTEN. damp; to make wet to a

small degree; to damp. Shakespeare.

MOISTENER. s. [ from moisten . ] The person

or thing that moistens.

MOISTNESS . s. [ from moist.] Dampness ;

wetness in a small degree.

MOISTURE. s. ( moiteur, Fr. from moist.]

Small quantity of water or liquid. Sidney.

Addison.

the spume orscum ofthe juice

of the sugar- cane.

MOME. s . A dull, stupid blockhead ; a stock ;

a post. Shakespeare.

MOMENT. s . [moment, French ; momentum,

Latin.]

1. Consequence ; importance ; weight ; value.

Bentley .

2. Force ; impulsive weight. Ben Jonson.

3. An indivisible particle of time. Prior.

MOMENTALLY. ad. [from momentum, Lat.]

For a moment. Brown.

MOMENTA'NEOUS. a. [momentaneus, Lat.]

MO'MENTANY. SLastingbutamoment.

Bacon.

MO'MENTARY. a. [from moment.] Lasting

for a moment; done in a moment. Dryden.

MOMENTOUS. a. [frommomentum, Lat. ] Im.

portant ; weighty ; of consequence. Addisor.
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MOMMERY. s . [or mummery ; momerie, Fr.]

An entertainment in which maskers play fro-

licks . Rowe.

MOʻNACHAL. a. [monacal, Fr.] Monastick ;

relating to monks, or conventual orders.

MOʻNACHISM. s. [monachisme, Fr.] The state

of monks ; the monastick life.

MO'NAD. s. [movas.] An indivisible thing.

MO'NADE. More.}

MONARCH. s . [μοναρχος .]

1. A governour invested with absolute au-

thority ; a king. Temple.

2. One superiour to the rest of the same

kind. Dryden.

3. President. Shakespeare.

MONA'RCHAL. a. [from monarch. ] Suiting a

monarch ; regal ; princely ; imperial. Milt.

MONA'RCHICAL. a . [μovagxixos. ] Vested in a

single ruler. Brown.

To MO'NARCHISE. v. n. [from monarch.] To

play the king. Shakespeare.

MONARCHY. s. [monarchie, Fr. μovagxia.]

1. The government of a single person . Atter.

2. Kingdom ; empire. Shakespeare.

MOʻNASTERY. s. [monasterium, Lat ] House

of religious retirement ; convent ; abbey ;

cloister. Dryden.

MONA'STICAL. a. [monasticus, Latin.] Re-

MONA'STICK. ligiously recluse ; pertain-

ing to a monk. Brown.

MONA'STICALLY. ad. Reclusely ; in the

manner of a monk. Swift.

}

MO'NDAY. s. [from moon and day. ] The se-

cond day of the week.

purse.

MO'NEY. s. [monnoye, French. It has pro-

perly no plural ; but monies was formerly

used for sums.] Metal coined for the pur-

poses of commerce. Swift.

MO'NEYBAG. s. [money and bag.] A large

Shakespeare.

MONEYBOX. s. [money and box. ] A till ; re-

pository ofready coin.

MO'NEYCHANGER. s. [money and change.]

A broker in money. Arbuthnot.

MO'NEYED. a. [from money.] Rich in money ;

often used in opposition to those who are

possessed of lands. Locke.

MO'NEYER. s. [from money.]

1. One that deals in money ; a banker.

2. A coiner ofmoney.

MONEYLESS . a. [from money. ] Wantingmo-

ney; penniless. Swift.

MO'NEYMATTER. s. [money and matter.]

Account of debtor and creditor. Arbuthnot.

MOʻNEYSCRIVENER. s. [money and scriven-

er.] One who raises money for others . Arb.

MO'NEYSWORTH. s. [money and worth.]

Something valuable. L'Estrange.

MOʻNEYWORT. s. A plant.

MOʻNGCORN. s. [mang, Saxon, and corn.]

Mixed corn ; as, wheat and rye.

MOʻNGER. s. [mangeɲe, Saxon, a trader.] A

dealer ; a seller. Hudibras.

MO'NGREL. a. [ from mang, Saxon, or mear

gen, to mix, Dutch.] Of a mixed breed.

MO'NIMENT. s . [from moneo, Lat.] It seems

to signify inscription in Spenser.

To MOʻNISH. v. a. [morco, Latin.] To admo-

Aschum .nish.

MO'NISHER. s . [from monish.] An admonish.

er; a monitor.

MONI'TION. s. [monitio, Latin.]

1. Information ; hint. Holder.

L'Estrange.2. Instruction ; document.

MONITOR. s . [ Latin.] One who warns of

faults, or informs of duty. If is used of an

upper scholar in a school commissioned by

the master to look to the boys . Locke.

MONITORY. a. [monitorius, Latin.] Convey-

ing useful instruction , giving admonition

MONITORY. s . Admonition ; warning . Bac

MONK. s. [ moraxos. ] One of a religious com

munity bound by vows to certain observ-

ances. Knolles.

MO'NKERY. s. [from monk.] The monastick

life. Hall.

MOʻNKEY. s. [monikin, a litttle man.]

1. An ape ; a baboon : a jackanapes. An

animal bearing some resemblance of man.

2. A word of contempt, or slight kindness .

MO'NKHOOD . s . [monk and hood .] The cha-

racter of a monk.
Atterbury.

MO'NKISH . a [from monk ] Monastick ; per-

taining to monks. Smith.

MONKS-HOOD . s . A plant. Ainsworth.

MONKS-RHUBARB. s . A species of dock.

MONOCHORD. s. [moves and xogdn . ] An in-

strument of one string. Harris.

MONO'CULAR. a. [Movog and oculus. ] One-

MONO'CULOUS . eyed. Glanville.

MO'NODY. s. [moradia ] A poem'sung by one

person not in dialogue.

MONO'GAMIST. s. [Movos and yapos.] One

who disallows second marriages.

MONO'GAMY. s. [μso; and yausw . ] Marriage

of one wife.

MONOGRAM. s . [ ovos and yeaμμa .] A

cipher ; a character compounded of several

letters .

MO'NOLOGUE. s. [Movos and λoyog.] A scene

in which a person of the drama speaks by

himself; a soliloquy. Dryden.

MONO'MACHY. s . [μovoμaxia.] A duel ; a

single combat.

MO'NOME. s . In algebra, a quantity that has

but one denomination or name. Harris.

MONOPETALOUS. a . [μονος and πεταλον .] It

is used for such flowers as are formed out

ofone leaf, howsoever they may be seeming-

ly cut into small ones. Quincy.

MONOPOLIST. s. [monopoleur, Fr. ] One who,

by engrossing or patent, obtains the sole pow

er or privilege of vending any commodity.

To MOÑOPOLIZE . v. a . [ µoves and row.]

To have the sole power or privilege of vend

ing any commodity.
Arbuthnot

MOŇO'POLY. s . [ overwhia . ] The exclusive

privilege of selling any thing. Shakespeare.

MONO'PTOTE. S. [μovos and Twσic. ] A noun

used only in some one oblique case.

MONO'STICH. s. [μovo♫ixov.] A composition

of one verse.

MONOSYLLABICAL. a. [from monosyllable. ]

Consisting ofwords ofone syllable.

MONOSYLLABLE. s. [μotos and sudda6n.]

A word of only one syllable . Dryden.

MONOSY LLABLED. a. [from monosyllable.]

Consisting of one syllable. Cleaveland
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MONOTONY. s. [Movorovia. ] Uniformity of

sound ; want of variety in cadence. Pope.

MOʻNSIEUR. s. [French.] A term of reproach

for a Frenchman. Shakespeare.

MONSOʻON. s. [monson, French ] Monsoons

are shifting trade winds in the East Indian

ocean, which blow periodically ; some for

half a year one way, others but for three

months, and then shift and blow for six or

three months directly contrary.

MOʻNSTER. 8. [monstrum, Latin.]

nature.

Harris.

1. Something out of the common order of

Locke.

2. Something horrible for deformity, wicked-

ness, or mischief. Pope.

To MONSTER. v. a. [from the noun.] To put

out ofthe common order of things. Shak.

MONSTRO'SITY. s . [from monstrous. ] The

MONSTRUO'SITY. state of being mon-

strous, or out of the common order of the

universe. Bacon. Shakespeare.

MONSTROUS. a. [monstrosus, Latin.]

1. Deviating from the stated order of nature.

2. Strange ; wonderful.

3. Irregular ; enormous.

4. Shocking ; hateful.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

Pope.

Bacon.

MOʼNSTROUS. ad. Exceedingly ; verymuch.

Bacon.A cant term.

MOʻNSTROUSLY. ad. [ from monstrous . ]

1. In a manner out of the common order of

nature ; shockingly ; terribly ; horribly . South.

2. To a great or enormous degree. Dryden.

MOʻNSTROUSNESS . s. [from monstrous.]

Enormity ; irregular nature or behaviour.Sh.

MOʻNTANT. s. [Fr. ] A term in fencing . Shak.

MOʻNTERO. s. [Spanish. ] A horseman's cap.

Bacon.

MONTE'TH. s. [from the name of the inven

tor. ]A vessel in which glasses are washed .Ki.

MONTH. s. [monað, Saxon . ] A space oftime

either measured by the sun or moon ; the

lunar month is the time between the change

and change, or the time in which the moon

comes to the same point ; the solar month is

the time in which the sun passes through a

sign of the zodiack ; the calendar months,

by which we reckon time, are unequally of

thirty or one-and-thirty days, except Febru-

ary, which is of twenty-eight, and in leap-

year oftwenty-nine.

MONTH's mind. s. Longing desire . Shakespeare.

MONTHLY. a. [from month.]

1. Containing a month ; performed in a

month. Bentley.

Dryden.2. Happening every month.

MONTHLY. ad. Once in a month. Hooter.

MONTO'IR. s [French.] In horsemanship, a

stone as high as the stirrups, which riding-

masters moant their horses from. Diot.

MOʻNUMENT. s. [monument, French.]

1. Any thing by which the memory of per-

sons or things is preserved ; a memorial. Ral.

2. A tomb ; a cenotaph.

MONUMENTAL. a . [from monument.]

1. Memorial ; preserving memory. Pope.

2. Raised in honour of the dead ; belonging

to a tomb. Crashaw .

MOOD. s. [modus, Latin.]

Pope.

1. The form ofan argument.

2. Style ofmusick.

Baker

Milion.

3. The change the verb undergoes in some

languages, to signify various intentions of

the mind, is called mood. Clarke.

4. [From mod, Gothick ; mod, Saxon.] Tem-

per ofmind ; state of mind as affected by

any passion ; disposition. Addison.

5. Anger; rage , heat of mind. Hooker.

MOODY. a. [from mood.]

1. Angry ; out of humour.

2. Mental ; intellectual,

MOON. s. [unv .]

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare,

1. The changing luminary of the night, call-

ed by poets Cynthia or Phoebe. Shakespeare.

2. A month. Ainsworth.

MOON-BEAM. s. [moon and beam. ] Ray ot

lunar light.

MOON-CALF. s. [moon and calf.]

Bacon.

1. A monster ; a false conception ; supposed

perhaps anciently to be produced by the in-
fluence ofthe moon.

Shakespeare.

Dryden,2. A dolt ; a stupid fellow.

MOON-EYED. a . ( moon and eye.]

1. Having eyes affected by the revolutions

ofthe moon.

2. Dim-eyed ; purblind.

MOONFEʼRN. §. A plant.

Ainsworth.

Ain worth.

MOON-FISH. s . Moon-fish is so called , because

the tail fin is shaped like a half-moon. Grew.

MO'ONLESS . a. [from moon.] Not enlighten-

ed by the moon. Dryden.

MO'ONLIGHT. s. [moon and light . ] The light

afforded by the moon. Hooker.

MOONLIGHT. a. Illuminated by the moon.

MOON-SEED. s. [menispermum, Latin. ] A

plant. Miller.

MOONSHINE. s. [moon and shine.]

1. The lustre of the moon. Shakespeare.

2. [In burlesque . ] A month.] Shakespeare.

MO'ONSHINE. ) a . [moon and shine. ] Illumi-

MO'ONSHINY.nated by the moon.

MO'ONSTONE . s. A kind of stone. Ainsworth.

MOONSTRUCK. a. [moon and struck.] Luna-

tick ; affected by the moon. Milton.

MOON-TREFOIL. s. [medicago, Latin. ] A

plant. Miller.

MO'ONWORT. s. [moon and wort .] Station-

flower ; honesty. Miller.

MOONY. a. [from moon.] Lunated ; having

a crescent for the standard resembling the

Philips.

MOOR. s . [moer, Dutch ; modder, Teut. clay.]

1. A marsi ; a fen ; a bog ; a tract of low

and watery grounds. Spenser.

moon.

#

2. [Maurus, Lat.] A negro ; a black-a-mour.

To MOOR. v. a. [morer, Fr.] To fasten by an-

chors, or otherwise. Dryden.

To MOOR. v. n. To be fixed by anchors ; to be

stationed. Arbuthnot.

To blow a MOOR. To sound the horn in

triumph, and call in the whole company of

hunters. Ainsworth.

MOORCOCK. s. [moor and cock.] The male

ofthe moor hen.

MO'ORHEN. s . [moor and hen.] A fowl that

feeds in the fens, without web- feet. Bacon.

MO'ORISH. « . [ from moor.] Fenny ; marshy ;

watery.
Hale
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MO'ORLAND. s. [moor and land .] Marsh ;

fen ; watery ground. Swift.

MO'ORSTONE. s. A species ofgranite.Wood.

MO'ORY. a. [from moor.] Marshy ; fenny ;

watery. Fairfax.

MOOSE. s. The large American deer.

To MOOT. v. a. To plead a mock cause ; to

state a point oflaw by way ofexercise, as was

done in the inns ofcourt at appointed times.

MOOT case or point . A point or case unset-

tled and disputable . Locke.

MO'OTED. a. Plucked up by the root. Ains.

MOʻOTER. s . [from moot. ] A disputer of moot

points.

MOP. s . [moppa, Welsh.]

1. Pieces of cloth, or locks of wool, fixed to

a long handle, with which maids clean the

floors. Swift.

2. A wry mouth made in contempt. Shakes.

To MOP. v. a. [from the noun ] To rub with a

mop.

To MOP. v. n. [from mock.] To make wry

mouths in contempt. Shakespeare.

Rowe.

To MOPE. v. n. To be stupid ; to drowse ; to

be in a constant day-dream.

To MOPE. v. a. To make spiritless ; to de-

prive of natural powers. Locke.

MOPE-EYED. a. Blind of one eye. Ainsw

MO'PPET.s. A puppet made of rags, as a

MO'PSEY. mop is made ; a fondling name

for a girl. Dryden.

Swift.MO'PUS. s. A drone ; a dreamer.

MO'RAL. a. [moral, Fr. moralis, Latin.]

1. Relating to the practice of men towards

each other, as it may be virtuous or crimi-

nal, good or bad. Hooker.

2. Reasoning or instructing with regard to

vice and virtue. Shakespeare.

3. Popular ; such as is known or admitted in

the general business oflife. Tillotson.

MO'RAL. s.

1. Morality ; practice or doctrine of the

duties of life. Prior.

2. The doctrine inculcated by a fiction ; the

accommodation ofa fable to form the morals.

Swift.

To MOʻRAL. v. n. [from the adjective.] To
moralize. Not in use. Shakespeare.

MO'RALIST. s. [moraliste, Fr.] One who

teaches the duties oflife. Addison.

MORA'LITY. s. [moralité, Fr. from moral.]|

1. The doctrine of the duties of life ; ethicks.

Baker.

2. The form of an action whichmakes it the

ubject ofreward or punishment. South.

ToMO'RALISE. v. a. [moralizer, Fr.] To apply

to moral purposes ; to explain in a moral

L'Estrange.

To MO'RALIZE. v. n. To speak or write on

moral subjects.

sense.

MOʻRALIZER. s. [from moralize. ] He who

moralizes.

MO'RALLY. ad. [from moral.]

1. In the ethical sense.
Rymer.

2. According to the rules of virtue. Dryden.

3. Popularly. L'Estrange.

MO'RALS. s. [without a singular.] The prac-

tice ofthe duties of life ; behaviour with re-

spect to others. South .

MORA'SS . s. [morais, Fr.] Fen ; bog; moor.

Watts.

MO'RBID. a. [morbidus, Lat.] Diseased ; in a

state contrary to health. Arbuthnot.

MORBIDNEŠS. s . [ from morbid. ] State of

being diseased.

MORBIFICAL. a. [morbus and facio, Lat.]

MORBI'FICK. Causing diseases . Harvey.

MORBO'SE. a. [morbosus, Latin.] Proceeding

from disease ; not healthy . Ray

MORBO'SITY. s . [ from morbosus, Lat.] Dis-

eased state. Not in use. Brown.

MORDA'CIOUS. a. [mordax, Latin.] Biting ;

apt to bite..

MORDACITY. s. [mordacitas, Latin.] Biting

quality. Bacon.

MO'RDICANT. a. [mordeo, Lat. mordicant,

Fr.] Biting ; acrid. Boyle

MORDICATION. s. [from mordicant.]__ The

act of corroding or biting.

MORE. a. [maɲe, Saxon.]

Bacon.

1. In greater quantity ; in greater degree. Sh.

2. In greater number.

3. Greater. Not in use.

4. Added to some former number.

Cowley.

Acts.

Pope

MORE. ad.

1. To a greater degree. Bacon.

2. The particle that forms the comparative

degree ; as, more happy.
Bacon.

3. Again ; a second time. Tatler.

with the nega-4. Longer ; yet continuing

tive particle ; he lives no more. Shakespeare.
MORE. s.

1. A greater quantity ; a greater degree. Sh.

2. Greater thing ; other thing ; he did more

than hisfellows. Locke.

3. Second time ; longer time ; he will come no

more.

MOR'EL. s. [solanum, Latin.]

1. A plant. Trevoux.

Mortimer.2. A kind of cherry.

MOR'EOVER. ad. [more and over.] Beyond

what has been mentioned ; besides . Shukesp.

MORGLA'Y. s. A deadly weapon. Ainsworth.

MORI'GEROUS. a. [morigerus, Latin .] Obe-

dient ; obsequious.

MOʻRION . s. [ French .] A helmet. Raleigh.

MORI'SCO. s . [morisco, Spanish . ] A dancer of

the morris or moorish dance. Shakespeare.

MOʻRKIN. s. A wild beast, dead through sick-

ness or mischance. Bailey.

MO'RLAND . s. [moɲland, Sax. ] A mountain-

ous or hilly country.

MO'RLING. s. Woolplucked from a dead

MO'RTLING. sheep. Ainsworth.

MO'RMO. s . [Mogu . ] Bugbear ; false terrour.

MORN. s . [maɲne, Sax. ] The first part of the

day ; the morning.
Locke.

MO'RNING. s. The first partof the day, from

the first appearance of light to the end of

the first fourth part of the sun's daily course.

MO'RNING. a. Being in the early part of the

day. Pope

MO'RNING-GOWN. s. A loose gown worn

before one is formally dressed . Addison.

MOʻRNING-STAR. s . The planet Venus when

she shines in the morning. Spenser.

MORO'SE. a. [morosus, Lat.] Sour oftemper;

peevish ; sullen.
Wutts.
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MORO'SELY. ad. [ froinmorose . ] Sourly ; pee-

vishly. Government of the Tongue.

MORO'SENESS . s. [from morose.] Sourness ;

peevishness. Watts.

MORO'SITY. s . [morositas, Latin . ] Morose-

ness ; sourness ; peevishness. Clarendon.

MO'RPHEW. s. [morphée, Fr ] A scurf on the

face.

MORRISDANCE. }

s. [that is, moorish or

morisco-dance.]

1. A dance in which bells are gingled, or

staves or swords clashed, which was learned

by the Moors. Milton. Bacon.

2. Nine men's MORRIS. A kind of play with

nine holes in the ground. Shakespeare.

MOʻRRIS-DANCER. s . One who dances à la

moresco, the moorish dance.

MO'RRÓW. s . [mongen, Saxon. ]

1. The day after the present day.

Temple.

Cowley.

2. To MORROW. On the day after this cur-

rent day.

MORSE. s. [phoca.] A seahorse.

MO'RSEL. s. [ morsellus, low Latin.]

Prior.

Brown.

1. A piece fit for the mouth ; a mouthful. Sh.

2. A piece ; a meal. L'Estrange.

3. A small quantity . Not proper. Boyle.

MO'RSURE. s. [morsure, Fr. morsura, Latin.]

The act of biting.

MORT. s. [morte, French ]

1. A tune sounded at the death ofthe game.

2. [Morgt, Islandick . ] A great quantity.

MO'RTAL. a. [mortalis, Latin.]

1. Subject to death ; doomed sometime to die.

2. Deadly ; destructive.

3. Bringing death.

4. Human; belonging to man.

5. Extreme ; violent.

MORTAL. s. Man ; human being.

MORTALITY. s . [ from mortal .]

Bacon.

Pope.

Milton.

Dryden.

Tickel.

1. Subjection to death ; state of being sub-

ject to death.

2. Death.

3. Power of destruction.

4. Frequency of death.

5. Human nature .

MOʻRTALLY. ad. [from mortal .]

1. Irrecoverably ; to death.

2. Extremely ; to extremity.

MOʻRTAR. s. [ mortarium, Latin .]

Watts.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Graunt.

Pope.

Dryden.

Granville.

1. A vessel in which materials are broken by

being pounded with a pestle. Ray.

2. A short wide cannon out of which bombs

are thrown.
Granville

MOʻRTAR. s . [morter, Dutch ; mortier, Fr.]

Cement made of lime and sand with water,

and used to join stones or bricks. Mortimer.

MORTGAGE. s. [mort and gage, French. ]

1. A dead pledge ; a thing put into the hands

of a creditor. Arbuthnot.

Bacon.2. The state of being pledged.

To MORTGAGE. v . a. To pledge ; to put to

pledge. Arbuthnot.

MORTGAGE'E. s. [from mortgage.] He that

takes or receives a mortgage. Temple.

MOʻRTGAGER. s . [from mortgage.] [He that

gives a mortgage.

MORTIFEROUS . a. [mortifer, Latin.] Fatal ;

deadly ; destructive. Hammond.

MORTIFICATION. s. [mortification, Fr.]

1. The state ofcorrupting, or losing the vital

qualities ; gangrene. Milton.

2. Destruction ofactive qualities. Bacon.

3. The act of subduing the body by hard-

ships and macerations. Arbuthnot

4. Humiliation ; subjection of the passions.

5. Vexation ; trouble. L'Estrange

To MORTIFY. v. a. [mortifier, French.]

1. To destroy vital qualities.

2. To destroy active powers, or essential

qualities. Bacon

3. To subdue inordinate passions . Shakesp.

4. To macerate or harass the body to com-

pliance with the mind.

5. To humble ; to depress ; to vex.

To MO'RTIFY. v. n.

1. To gangrene ; to corrupt.

2. To be subdued ; to die away.

Brown.

Addison.

Bacon.

3. To practise religious severities . Law.

MOʻRTISE . s. [ mortaise, Fr. ] A hole cut into

wood that another piece may be put into it

and form a joint. Shakespeare.

To MO'RTISE. v . a. To cut to a mortise ; to

join with a mortise. Drayton.

MO'RTMAIN. s . [morte and main, Fr. ] Such

a state of possession as makes it unalienable.

MO'RTPAŸ. s. [mort and pay. ] Dead pay ;

payment not made. Bacon.

MO'RTRESS . s. A dish of meat of various

kinds beaten together. Bacon.

MORTUARY. s. [mortuaire, Fr. mortuarium,

Latin. ] A gift left by a man at his death, to

his parish church, for the recompense ofhis

personal tithes and offerings not duly paid

in his lifetime. Harris.

MOSA'ICK. a. [mosaique, Fr.] Mosaick is a

kind of painting in small pebbles, cockles,

and shells of sundry colours. • Wotton.

MO'SCHATEL. s. A plant. Miller.

MOSQUE. s . [moschit, Turkish .] A Mahome-

tan temple.

MOSS. s . [ meor, Saxon. ] A plant. Moss, for-

merly supposed to be only an excrescence

produced from the earth and trees, is no less

a perfect plant than those of greater magni-

tude, having roots, flowers, and seeds, yet

cannot be propagated from seeds by any

Miller.art.

To MOSS. v. a. [ from the noun. ] To cover
with moss. Shakespeare.

MO'SSINESS . s . [from mossy.] The state of

being covered or overgrown with moss. Bar.

MO'SSY. a. [from moss. ] Overgrown with

moss ; covered with moss. Pope.

MOST. a. the superlative of more. [mæst,

Saxon. ] Consisting of the greatest number;

consistingofthe greatest quantity . Arbuthnot.

MOST. ad.

1. In the greatest degree. Locke.

2. The particle noting the superlative de

gree ; as, the most wise.

MÖST. s.

1. The greatest number.

2. The greatest value.

Addison.

L'Estrange.

s. The greatest degree ; the greatest quanti

ty; the utinost. Bucon

MO'STICK. s. A painter's staff. Ainsworth.

MO'STLY. ad. [from most ! For the greatest

part.
Bacen.
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MOʻSTWHAT, ad. [most and what.] For the

most part. Obsolete. Hammond.

MOTA'TION. s. Act ofmoving.

MOTE. s. [mor, Saxon.] A small particle of

matter; any thing proverbially little . Bacon.

MOTE, for might, or must. Spenser.

Dryden.

MOTH. s. [moð, Sax. ] A small winged insect

that eats cloths and hangings.

MOTHER. s. [modon, Saxon. ]

1. A woman that has born a child ; corre-

lative to son or daughter. Shakespeare.

2. That which has produced any thing. Arb.

3. That which has preceded m time ; as, α

mother church to chapels.

4. That which requires reverence and obe-

dience.

5. Hysterical passion.

Ayliffe.

Graunt.

6. Familiar term ofaddress to an old woman .

7. [Moeder, Dutch.] A thick substance con-

creting in liquors ; the lees or scum concret-

ed. Dryden.

MOTHER. a. Had at the birth ; native ; as,

mother wit. Shakespeare.

To MOTHER. v. n. To gather concretion . Dry.

MOTHER in law. s. The mother of ahusband

or wife . Matthew.

MOTHER ofpearl. s. A kind of coarse pearl.

Iakewill.

Miller.MOTHER of thyme. s. A plant.

MOTHERHOOD. s. [from mother.] The

office or character ofa mother. Donne.

MOTHERLESS . a . [from mother.] Destitute

of a mother.

1

Waller.

Donne.

MOʻTHERLY. a. [mother and like. ] Belonging

to a mother ; suitable to a mother. Raleigh.

MOTHERLY. ad. [from mother.] In mauner

of a mother.

MOTHERWORT. s . [cardiaca.] A plant.

MOTHERY. a. [from mother.] Concreted ;

full of concretions ; dreggy ; fetulent.

MOTHMU'LLEIN. s. [blattaria, Latin.] A

plaut. Miller.

MOTHWORT. s. [moth and wort. ] An herb.

MOTHY. a. [ from moth .] Full of moths. Shak.

MOTION. s. [mctio, Latin.]

I. The act of changing place.

2. Manner ofmoving the body ;

3. Change of posture ; action.

4. Agitation ; intestine action.

5. Direction ; tendency.

6. Impulse communicated.

7. Tendency of the mind.

8 Proposal made.

Milton.

port ; gait.

Waller.

Dryden.

Gay.

Milton.

Dryden.

South.

Shakespeare.

To MOTION v. a. [from the noun.] To pro-

pose.

MOTIONLESS. a. [from motion. ] Wanting

motion; being without motion. Blackmore.

MOTIVE. a. [motivus, Latin.]

1. Causing motion ; having moment. Hooker.

2. Having the power to move ; having power

to change place.

MO'TIVE. s. [motif, French.]

Wilkins.

1. That which determines the choice ; that

which incites the action. Locke.

2. Mover. Not in use. Shakespeare.

MO'TLEY . a. Mingled of various colours . Sh.

MOTOR. s. [moteur, Fr.] A mover. Brown.

MOTORY. a. [motorius, Latin.] Giving mo-
tion. Ray.

MOTTO. s. [motto, Italian ] A sentence or

word added to a device, or prefixed to any

thing written. Addison.

To MOVE. v. a. [moveo, Latin .]

1. To put out of one place into another ; to

put in motion.

2. To give an impulse to.

Job

Decay ofPiety

Davies.

South.

3. To propose ; to recommend.

4. To persuade ; to prevail on.

5. To affect ; to touch pathetically ; to stir

passion.

6. To make angry.

7. To put into commotion.

8. To incite.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Ruth.

Milton.

9. To conduct regularly in motion. Milton.

To MOVE. v. n.

1. To be in a state of changing place. Milt.

2. To go from one place to another. Shak.

3. To walk ; to bear the body. Dryden.

4. To go forward. Dryden.

5. To change the posture of the body in ce-

Esther.remony.

MO'VEÅBLE. a. [from move.]

1. Capable of being moved ; not fixed ; port-

able. Addison.

2. Changing the time of the year. Holder.

MOVEABLES . s . [meubles, Fr.] Goods ; fur.

niture ; distinguished from real or immove-

able possessions, as lands or houses. Shakes.

MOVEABLENESS. s. [ from moveable.] Mo-

bility, possibility to be moved.

MOVEABLY. ad. [from moveable.] So as it

may be moved . Grew.

MO'VELESS. a . Unmoved ; not to be put out

ofthe place.

MOVEMENT. s . [mouvement, French.]

1. Manner of moving.

2. Motion.

Boyle.

Pope.

Pope.

Grew.MO'VENT. a. [movens, Lat ] Moving.

MO'VENT. s. [movens, Latin . ] That which

moves another. Glanville.

MO'VER. s . [from move.]

1. Theperson or thing that gives motion .She.

2. Somethingthat moves, or stands not still .

Dryden.

3. A proposer. Bucon.

MO'VING. part . a . Pathetick ; touching ;

adaptedto affect the passions. Blackmore.

MO'VINGLY. ad. Pathetically ;

manner as to seize the passions.

MOULD . s . [moegel, Swedish. ]

in such a

Addison.

1. A kind of concretion on the top or outside

of things kept motionless and damp. Bacon.

2. [Mold, Saxon. ] Earth ; soil ; ground in

which any thing grows. Sandys.

3. Matter ofwhich any thing is made Addis.

4. [Molde, Span.] The matrix in which any

thing is cast, or receives its form. Blackm.

5. Cast ; form. Prior.

6. The suture or contexture of the skull .

Ainsworth.

To MOULD. v. n. [from the noun.] To con-

tract concreted matter ; to gather mould.Bac.

To MOULD. v. a . To cover with mould ; to

corrupt by mould.

To MOULD. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To form ; to shape ; to model.

2. To knead ; as, to mould bread.

MO'ULDABLE. [from mould.]

be moulded.

Knolles.

Wotton.

Ainsw.

That may

Bacut
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MOULDER. s. [from mould.] Hewho moulds.

To MOULDER. v. n . [from mould. ] To be

turned to dust ; to perish in dust. Clarendon.

To MO'ULDER. v. a . [from mould.] To turn

to dust ; to crumble. Pope.

MOULDINESS s. [ from mouldy.] The state

ofbeingmouldy. Bacon.

MOʻULDING. s. [from mould.] Ornamental

cavities in wood or stone. Moxon.

MO'ULDWARP. s. [mold and peoppan,

Saxon. ] A mole ; a small animal that throws

up the earth . Walton.

MOʻULDY. a. [from mould.] Overgrown with

concretions. Addison.

To MOULT. v. n. [muyten, Dutch. ] To shed or

change the feathers ; to lose feathers.

}

Suckling.

To MOUNCH.
v. a. To eat. Shakespeare.

To MAUNCH.

MOUND. s. [mundian, Saxon, to defend.JAny
thing raised to fortify or defend. Milton.

To MOUND. v. a. [from the noun.] To fortify

with a mound.

MOUNT. s. [mons, Latin.]

1. A mountain ; a hill. Dryden.

2. An artificial hill raised in a garden, or

other place. Knolles.

3. A publick treasure ; a bank. Obsolete.Bac.

To MOUNT. v. n. [monter, French.]

1. To rise on high. Shakespeare.

2. To tower ; to be built upto a great eleva.

tion.

3. To get on horseback.

Job.

Shakespeare.

Pope.4. [For amount.] To attain in value.

To MOUNT. v. a.

1. To raise aloft ; to lift on high. Shakespeare.

2. To ascend ; to climb.

3. To place on horseback.

4. To embellish with ornaments.

Dryden.

Dryden.

5. To MOUNT guard. To do duty and watch

at any particular post.

6. To MOUNT a cannon. To set a piece on its

wooden frame for the more easy carriage and

managementin firing it.

MOUNTAIN. s. [montaigne, French.]

1. A large hill ; a vast protuberance of the

earth. Millon.

2. Any thing proverbially huge. Shakespeare.

MOUNTAIN. a. [montanus, Latin .] Found

on the mountains ; pertaining to the moun-

tains ; growing on the mountains.Shakespeare.

MOUNTAINE'ER. s . [from mountain. ]

1. An inhabitant ofthe mountains. Bentley.

2. A savage ; a freebooter ; a rustick. Milton.

MOUNTAINET. s. [from mountain.] A hil-

lock ; a small mount. Sidney.

MOUNTAINOUS. a. [from mountain .]

1. Hilly ; full ofmountains. Burnet.

Prior.

Bacon.

2. Large as mountains ; huge.

3. Inhabiting mountains.

MOUNTAINOUSNESS. s. State of being

full ofmountains. Brerewood.

MOUNTAIN-PARSLEY. s. [oreosolinum. ] A

plant.

MOUNTAIN-ROSE. s. [chaæærhododendron.]

A plant.

MOUNTANT. a. [montant, French.] Rising

on high. Shakespeare.

MOʻUNTEBANK. s. [montare in banco, Ital .]

1. A doctor that mounts abench in the mar

ket, and boasts his infallible remedies and

Hudibras.cures.

2. Any boastful and false pretender. Shakesp.

To MOUNTEBANK. v. a . [ from the noun.]

To cheat by false boasts or pretences. Shak.

MO'UNTENANCE. s. Amount of a thing in

space. Obsolete. Spenser

MOUNTER. s. [from mount.] One that

Drayton.

The rise ofa

Sidney.

mounts.

MO'UNTY. s. [monte, French.]

hawk.

To MOURN. v. n. [muɲnan, Saxon. ]

1. To grieve ; to be sorrowful. Bacon.

Millon.2. To utter in a scrrowful manner.

MOURNE. s. [morne, French . ] The round

end ofa staff ; the part of a lance to which

the steel part is fixed. Sidney.
MO'URNER. s. [ from mourn.]

1. Onethatmourns ; one that grieves . Shak.

2. One who follows a funeral in black. Dry.

3. Something used at funerals. Dryden.

MOURNFUL. a. [mourn and full.]

1. Having the appearance of sorrow. Dryden.

2. Causing sorrow. Shakespeare.

Prior.3. Sorrowful ; feeling sorrow.

4. Betokening sorrow ; expressive ofgrief.

Shakespeare.

MOURNFULLY. ad. Sorrowfully ; with sor-

Shakespeare.
row.

MO'URNFULNESS.'s. [from mournful.] .

1. Sorrow ; grief.

2. Showof grief; appearance ofsorrow.

MOURNING. s. [from mourn.]

1. Lamentation ; sorrow. Esdras.

Dryden.2. The dress of sorrow.

MOURNINGLY. ad. [from mourning. ] With

the appearance of sorrowing. Shakespeare.

MOUSE. plural mice. s. [mur, Saxon.] The

smallest of all beasts ; a little animal haunt-

ing houses and corn fields. Derham.

To MOUSE. v. n. [from the noun.] To catch

mice. Shakespeare.

MOUSE-EAR. s. [myosotis .] A plant. Miller.

MO'USEHUNT. s. [mouse and hunt.] Mouser ;

one that hunts mice.
Shakespeare

MOUSEHOLE. s . [mouse and hole. ] Small

Stillingfleet.

MO'USER. s. [from mouse. ] One that catches

Swift

hole.

mice.

MOʻUSE-TAIL. s. [myosura. ] An herb.

MOUSE-TRAP. s . [ mouse and trap. ] A snare

or gin in which mice are taken. Hale.

MOUTH. s. [muð, Saxon. ]

1. The aperture in the head of any animal

at which the food is received . Locke.

2. The opening ; that at which any thing

enters ; the entrance. Arbuthnot.

L'Estrange.3. The instrument of speaking.

4. A spcaker ; a rhetorician ; the principal

orator.

5. Cry ; voice.

Addison.

Dryden.

6. Distortion ofthe mouth ; wryface. Addis.

7. Down in the MOUTH. Dejected ; clouded

in the countenance. L'Estrange.

To MOUTH. v. n. [ from the noun ] To speak

big; to speak in astrong and loud voice ; to

vociferate. Addison,

To MOUTH. v. a.
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1. To utter with a voice affectedly big. Shak.

2. To chew ; to eat.

3. To seize in the mouth.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Brown.4. To form by the mouth.

MOUTHED. a. [from mouth. ] Furnished

with a mouth. Pope.

MOUTH-FRIEND . s. [mouth and friend.]

One who professes friendship without intend-

ing it. Shakespeare.

MOUTHFUL. s. [mouth and full.]

1. What the mouth contains at once.

2.]Any proverbially small quantity. L'Estr.

MOUTH-HONOUR. s . [mouth and honour.]

Civility outwardly expressed without since-

rity. Shakespeare.

MOUTHLESS. a. [from mouth .] Being with-

out a mouth.

MOW. s. [mope, Saxon, a heap.]
A loft or

chamber where hay or corn is laid up. Tusser.

To MOW. v. n. [from the noun. ] To put in a

mow.

To MOW. v. a. preter. mowed, part. mown.

[mapan, Saxon.]

1. To cut with a sithe. Spenser.

2 To cutdown with speed and violence . Sh.

To MOW. v. n. To gather the harvest. Waller.

MOW. s. [mouë, Fr.] Wry mouth ; distorted
face.

Shakespeare.

To MOW. v. n. [from the noun. ] To make

mouths ; to distort the face. Ascham.

To MO'WBURN. v. n. [mow and burn . ] To

ferment and heat in the mow for want of

being dry. Mortimer.

MO'WER. s. [from mow.] One who cuts with
a sithe,

Shakespeare.

MO'XA. s. An Indian moss, used in the cure of

the gout, by burning it on the part aggriev-
ed .

Temple.

MOYLE. s. A mule ; an animal generated be-
tween the horse and the ass. May.

Deut.

Shakespeare.

MUCH. a. [mucho, Spanish. ]

1. Large in quantity ; loug in time.

2. Many in number.

MUCH. ad.

1. In a great degree ; by far.
Hebrews.

2. To a certain degree. Mark.

3. To a great degree. Baker.

4. Often, or long. Granville.

5. Nearly. Temple.
MUCH. s.

1. A great deal ; multitude in number ; abun-

dance in quantity. Dryden.

2. More than enough ; a heavy service or

burden. Milton.

3. Anyassignable quantity or degree. South.

4. An uncommon thing; something strange.

Tillotson.

Sidney.

5. To make MUCH of. To treat with regard ;

to fondle ; to pamper.

MUCH at one. Nearly of equal value ; of equal

influence.

Spenser.

Dryden.

MU'CHWHAT. ad. [much and what. ] Near-

ly. Atterbury.

MU'CHEL. a. for muckle or mickle, [ mycel,

Saxon.] Much.

MUCID. a . [mucidus, Latin.] Slimy ; musty.

MU'CIDNESS. s. [from mucid.] Sliminess ;

mustiness.
Ainsworth.

MU'CILAGE. s. [mucilage, French.] A slimy

or viscous mass ; a body with moisture suf-

ficient to hold it together. Evelyn.

MUCILA'GINOUS . a . [mucilagineux, Fr. from

mucilage.] Slimy ; viscous ; soft with some

degree oftenacity.
Grew.

MUCILA GINOUSNESS. s. [from mucilugi-

nous.] Sliminess ; viscosity.

MUCK. s. [meox, Saxon. ]

1. Dung for manure ofgrounds. Glanville.

2. Any thing low, mean, and filthy. Spenser.

3. To run a MUCK, signifies, to run madly

and attack all that we meet. Pope.

Tusser.

To MUCK. v. a. To manure with muck ; to

dung.

MU'CKENDER. s. [mouchoir, French.] A

handkerchief. Dorset.

To MUCKER. v. n. [from muck.] To scramble

for money ; to hoard up. Chaucer.

MUCKERER. s. [from mucker.] One tha

muckers.

MUCKHILL. s. [muck and hill ] A dunghill.

Burton.

MU'CKINESS. s . [from mucky. ] Nastiness ;

filth .

MU'CKLE. a. [mycel, Saxon.] Much.

MU'CKSWEAT. s. Profuse sweat.

MU'CKWORM. s . [muck and worm.]

. A wormthat lives in dung.

2. A miser'; a curmudgeon.

MUCKY. a. [ from muck. ] Nasty; filthy . Sp.

MU'COUS. a. [mucosus, Latin .] Slimy ; vis-

Brown.cous.

Swift.

Brown.

MU'COUSNESS. s. Slime ; viscosity.

MU'CRO. s . [Latin . ] A point.

MUCRONATED. a. [mucro, Latin .] Nar-

rowed to a sharp point. Woodward.

MU'CULENT. a . [from mucus, Latin . ] Vis-

cous ; slimy.

MU'CUS. s. [Latin. ] It is more properly used

for that which flows into the nostrils ; but it

is also used for any slimy liquor separated by

the mucilaginous glands. Arbuthnot

MUD. s . [modder, Dutch. ] The slime and uli-

ginous matter at the bottom of still water.

Addison.

To MUD. v. a. [from the noun.]]

1. To bury in the slime or mud. Shakesp.

2. To make turbid ; to pollute with dirt ; to

dash with dirt. Glanville.

MU'DDILY. ad. [from muddy.] Turbidly ;

with foul mixture. Dryden.

MUDDINESS . s. [from muddy. ] Turbidness ;

foulness caused by mud or sediment. Addison

To MU'DDLE. v. a . [from mud. ]

•

1. To make turbid ; to foul. Prior

2. To make half drunk ; to cloud or stupify.

MU'DDY. a. [from mud.]

1. Turbid ; foul with mud.

2. Impure ; dark ; gross.

3. Soiled with mud.

4. Dark ; not bright.

5, Cloudy in mind ; dull.

Arbuthnot

Shakespeare

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Swift.

Shakespeare.

Grew.

To MUDDY. v. a. [ from mud.] To make

muddy ; to cloud ; to disturb.

MU'DSUCKER. s . [mud and suck.]

fowl.

A sea-

Denham.

MUDWA'LL. s. [mud and wall.]

1. A wall built without mortar, by throwing
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up mud and suffering it to dry. South.

2. [Apiaster.] A bird." Ainsworth.

MUDWA'LLED. a. [mud and wall. ] Having

a mudwall. Prior.

To MUE. v. a. [muer, French.] To moult ; to

change feathers .

MUFF. s. [muff, Swedish . ] A soft cover for the

hands in winter. Cleaveland.

MULTICAPSULAR. a . [multa and capsula,

Lat. ] Divided into many partitions or cells .

MULTICA'VOUS . a. [multus and cavus, Lat.]

Full of holes.

MULTIFA'RIOUS. a. [multifarius, Latin.]

Having great multiplicity ; having different

respects. More. Evelyn.

MULTIFA'RIOUSLY. ad. With multiplicity ;

with great variety of modes. Bentley.To MUFFLE. v. a. [from morfle, Fr.]

1. To cover from the weather. Dryden. MULTIFA'RIOUSNESS.s. [from mulitfarious.]

2. To blindfold . Shakespeare.

Sandys.3. To conceal ; to involve.

To MU'FFLE. v. n . [maffelen, moffelen, Dutch. ]

To speak inwardly ; to speak without clear

and distinct articulation. Holder.

MUFFLER. s . [from muffle.]

I. A cover for the face. Arbuthnot.

2. A part of a woman's dress by which the

face was covered. Shakespeare.

The high

Gay.

Moist ;

Mortimer.

MUFTI. . [A Turkish word.]

priest of the Mahometans.

MUG. s. a cup to drink in.
MU'GGY. a. [ a cant word.]

MUGGISH. damp ; mouldy.

MU'GHOUSE. s. [mug and house.] An ale-

house ; a lowhouse of entertainment. Tickel.

MU'GIENT. a. [mugiens, Lat. ] Bellowing.

Brown.

MU'GWORT. s. [mugpynt, Saxon.] A plant.

MULATTO. s. [Spanish.] One begot between

a white and a black.

MU'LBERRY.

MULBERRY tree. }
s. [monbeniz, Sax . ]

1. Atree planted for the delicacy ofthe fruit,

and for its leaves to feed silkworms. Miller.

2. The fruit ofthe tree. Woodward.

MULCT. s. [ mulcta, Latin ] A fine ; a penalty;

used commonly ofpecuniary penalty.Dryden.

To MULCT. v. a . [mulcto, Latin.] To punish

Bacon.with a fine or forfeiture.

MULE. s. [ mule, French ; mula, Latin .] An

animal generated between a he ass and a

mare, or between a horse and a she ass. Ray.

MULETE'ER. s. [muletier, French. ] Muledri-

ver; horse boy. Shakespeare.
MULIEBRITY. s . [muliebris, Latin.] Wo-

manhood ; the contrary to virility.

To MULL. v. a. [mollitus, Latin .]

1. To soften and dispirit, as wine is when

burnt and sweetened.
Shakespeare.

Ainsworth.

Ainsworth.

2, To heat any liquor, and sweeten and spice

it.
Gay.

MULLE'IN. s. [verbascum. ] A plant. Miller.

MU'LLER. s. [mouleur, French. ] A stone held

in the hand, with which any powder is ground

upona horizontal stone. Peacham.

MULLET. s. [mulet, Fr.] A sea fish. Pope.

MUʼLLIGRUBS. s. Twisting of the guts ;

soetimes sullenness .

MULLOCK. s. Rubbish.

MULSE.s. [ mulsum, Latin.] Wine boiled and

mingled with honey. Dict.

MULTANGULAR. a. [multus and angulus,

Latin.] Many cornered ; having many cor-

ners ; polygonal.

MULTA'NGULARLY. ad. Polygonally ; with

many corners . Crew.

MULTANGULARNESS. S. The state of

being polygonal, or having many corners.

.

NorrisMultiplied diversity.

MULTI'FIDOUS. a. [multifidus, Lat ] Having

many partitions ; cleft into many branches.

Brown.

MULTIFORM. a . [multiformis, Lat.] Having

various shapes or appearances. Milton.

MULTIFO'RMITY. s. [multiformis , Latin. ]

Diversity of shapes or appearances subsist-

ing in the same thing.

MULTILATERAL. a. [multus and lateralis,

Latin.] Having many sides.

MULTILOQUOUS. a. [multiloquus, Latin.]

Very talkative.

MULTINO'MINAL. a. [mullus and nomen,

Latin.] Having many names.

MULTIPAROŬS . a. [multiparus, Latin. ]

Bringing many at a birth. Brown.

MULTIPEDE. s. [multipeda, Latin .] An insect

with many feet. Bailey.

MULTIPLE. a. [multiplex, Latin.] A term in

arithmetick, when one number contains ano-

ther several times ; as, nine is the multiple of

three, containing it three times.

MULTIPLIABLE, a. [multipliable, French ,

from multiply. ] Capable of being multiplied.

MULTIPLIABLENESS.s. [ from multipliable. ]

Capacity of being multiplied.

MULTIPLICABLE. a. [from multiplico,

Latin.] Capable of being arithmetically mul

tiplied .

MULTIPLICA'ND. s . [multiplicandus, Latin.]

The numberto be multiplied in arithmetick.

MULTIPLICATE. a. [from multiplico, Lat.]

Consisting ofmore than one. Derham.

MULTIPLICATION. s [multiplicatio, Latir.]

1. The act of multiplying or increasing any

number by addition or production of more

of the same kind. Brown.

2. [In arithmetick .] The increasing of any

one numberby another, so often as there are

units in that number, by which the one is in-

creased. Cocker.

MULTIPLICATOR. s . [from multiplico, Lat.]

The number by which another number is

multiplied.

MULTIPLICIOUS. a. [multiplex, Latin.]

Manifold. Not used. Brown.

MULTIPLICITY. s. [multiplicité, French. ]

1. More than one of the same kind. South.

2. State of being many. Dryden.

MULTIPLIER. s. [ from multiply. ]

1. One who multiplies or increases the num-

ber of any thing. Decay of Piety.

2. The multiplicator in arithmetick. Cocker.

To MULTIPLY, v. a. [multiplico, Latin . ]

1. To incrcase in number ; to make moie by

generation, accumulation, or addition. Job.

2. To perform the process of arithmetical

multiplication.
Brown
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To MULTIPLY. v. n.

1. To grow in number. Wisdom.

2. To increase themselves. Shakespeare.

MULTIPOTENT. a. [multus andpotens, Lat.]

Having manifold power. Shakespeare.

MULTIPRESENCE. s. [multus and præsentia,

Lat.] The power or act of being present in

more places than one at the same time. Hale.

MULTI'SCIOUS . a. [multiscius, Lat. ] Having

variety of knowledge.

"
MULTISI'LIQUOUS. a. [multus and siliqua,

Latin.] The same with corniculate ; used of

plants, whose seed is contained in many dis-

tinct seed vessels.
Bailey.

MULTI'SONOUS . a . [multisonus, Lat.] Hav-

ing many sounds.

MULTITUDE. s. [multitudo, Lat.]

1. The state of being many ; the state of be-

ing more than one.

2. Number collective ; a sum of many. Hale.

3. A great number, loosely and indefinitely.

-Watts.

4. A crowd or throng ; the vulgar. Addison.

MULTITUDINOUS . a. [from multitude .]

1. Havingthe appearance of a multitude . Sh.

2. Manifold. Shakespeare.

MULTIVAGANT.

MULTI'VAGOUS.

much abroad.

MULTI/VIOUS . a. [multa and via, Latin. ]

Having many ways ; manifold.

MULTO CULAR.

a. [multiragus, Latin.]

That wanders or strays

a. [multus and oculus,

Lat.] Having more eyes than two. Derham.

MUM. interject . A word denoting prohibition

to speak ; silence ; hush.. Hudibras.

MUM. s. [mumme, German.] Ale brewed

with wheat. Mortimer.

To MU'MBLE. v. n. [mompelen, Dutch.]

1. To speak inwardly ; to grumble ; to mut-

ter ; to speak with imperfect sound. Shak.

2. To chew ; to bite softly. Dryden.

To MU'MBLE. v. a.

1. To utter with a low inarticulate voice. Sh.

2. To mouth gently. Pope.

3. To slumber over ; to suppress ; to utter

imperfectly. Dryden.

MUMBLER. 8. [from mumble.] One that

speaks inarticulately ; a mutterer.

MUMBLINGLY. ad. [from mumbling.] With

inarticulate utterance.

To MUMM. v. a. [mumme, Danish.] To mask ;

to frolick in disguise, Spenser.

MU'MMER. s . [mumme, Danish. ] A masker ;

one who performs frolicks in a personated
dress. Milton.

MU'MMERY. s. [momerie, French.] Masking ;

frolicks in masks ; foolery. Bacon .

MU'MMY. s. [ mumie, Fr. mumia, Latin.]

1. A dead body preserved by the Egyptian

art of embalming. Bacon.

2. Mummy is used among gardeners for a

sort ofwax used in the planting and grafting

of trees.
Chambers.

3. To beat to a MUMMY. To beat soundly.

To MUMP. v a. [mompelen, Dutch.]

1. To nibble ; to bite quick ; to chew with

a continued motion.

2. To talk low and quick.

Otway.

3. [In cant language.] To go a begging.

U'MPER. • [In cant language.] Abeggar.

MUMPS . s. [mompelen, Dutch.] Sullenness ,
silent anger.

MUMPS. s. The squinancy.

Skinner,

Ainsworth.

To MUNCH. v. a. [manger, French . ] Το

chewby great mouthfuls. Shakespeare.

Dryden.

To MUNCH. v. n. To chew eagerly by great

mouthfuls.

MU'NCHER.

munches,

s. [from munch. ] One that

MUND. s. Peace, from which our lawyers call

a breach of the peace, mundbrech ; so Ead-

mund is happy peace ; Æthelmund, noble

peace ; Elmund, all peace. Gibson.

MUNDA'NE. a. [mundanus, Lat. ] Belonging

to the world. Glanville.

MUNDATION. s. [mundus, Latin.] The

act of cleansing.

MUNDATORY. a. [from mundus, Latin.]

Having the power to cleanse.

MUNDICK. s. A kind of marcasite or semi-

metal found in tin mines. Woodward.

MUNDIFICATION. s. [mundus and facio,

Lat. ]Cleansingany body, as from dross . Qu.

MUNDIFICATIVĚ. a . [mundus and facio,

Latin.] Cleansing ; having the power to

cleanse. Brown.

To MU'NDIFY. v. a. [ mundus andfacio, Latin.]

To cleanse ; to make clean. Harvey.

MUNDIVAGANT. a . [mundivagus, Latin. ]

Wandering through the world.

MUNDU'NGUS. s. Stinking tobacco. Philips.

MUNERARY. a. [from munus, Lat. ] Having

the nature of a gift.

MU'NGREL. s. Any thing generated between

different kinds ; any thing partaking of the

qualities of different causes or parents . Shak.

MU'NGREL. a. Generated between different

natures ; base-born ; degenerate. Shakespeare.

MUNICIPAL. a. [municipalis, Latin.] Be

longing to a corporation. Dryden.

MUNIFICENCE. s. [munificentia, Latin.] Li-

berality; the act of giving. Addison.

MUNIFICENT, a. [munificus, Lat ] Liberal ;

generous. Atterbury.

MUNIFICENTLY. ad. Liberally; generously,

MU'NIMENT. s . [munimentum, Lat. ]

1. Fortification ; strong hold.

2. Support ; defence. Shakespeare.

3. Record ; writing upon which claims and

rights are founded.

Bacon

Hale.

To MUNI'TE. v. a . [munio, Latin.] To for

tify ; to strengthen. Not in use.

MUNITION. s. [munitio, Latin .]

1. Fortification ; strong hold.

2. Ammunition ; materials for war. Fairfax.

MU'NNION. s. The upright post that divides

the lights in a window frame. Moxon.

MURAGE. s. [from murus, Latin . ] Money

paid to keep walls in repair.

MURAL. a.` [muralis, Lat. ] Pertaining to a

wall.

MU'RDER s. [mondon, Saxon.] The act of

killing a man unlawfully. Shakespeare.

Dryden.

To MURDER. v. a. [from the noun. ]

1. To kill a man unlawfully.

2. To destroy ; to put an endto. Shakespeare

MURDERER. s. [ from murder .] One who

has shed human blood unlawfully. Sidney
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MURDERESS. s . [fiom murderer.] A wo-

man that commits murder. Dryden.

MURDERMENT. s . [from murder.] The

act ofkilling unlawfully. Not used. Fairfax.

MURDEROUS. a. Bloody ; guilty of mur-

der ; addicted to blood . Prior.

MURE. s. [ mur, Fr. murus, Latin .] A wall.
Not in use. Shakespeare.

To MURE. v. a. To enclose in walls. Knolles.

MU'RENGER. s . [murus, Latin.] An over-

seer of a wall. Ainsworth.

MURIA TICK. a. [from muria, Lat. ] Parta-

king ofthe taste or nature ofbrine. Arb.

MURK. s. Husks of fruit. Ainsworth.

MURK. s. [morck, Danish.] Darkness ; want

of light. Shakespeare.

MURKY. a. [morck, Danish.] Dark ; cloudy ;

wanting light.

MURMUR. s. [murmur, Latin.]

1. A low shrill noise.

2. A complaint half suppressed.

To MURMUR. v. n . [ murmuro, Latin.]

1. To give a low shrill sound.

Addison.

Pope.

Dryden.

Pope.

2. To grumble ; to utter secret and sullen
discontent. Swift.

One who

Blackm.

Ainsw.

MURMURER. s . [from murmur.]

repines ; a grumbler ; a repiner.

MU'RNIVAL. s. Four cards ofa sort.

MU'RRAIN.s. The plaguein cattle. Garth.

MURRE. s. A kind of bird. Carew .

MURREY.a. [ morrée, Fr.] Darkly red. Boyle.

MURRION. s. [often written morion.] A

helmet ; a casque. King.

MURTH ofCorn. s. Plenty of grain. Ainsw.

MU'SCADEL. a. [muscat, muscadel, Fr.

MU'SCADINE. } moscatello, Ítal . ] A kind of

sweet grape, sweet wine, and sweet pear.

MU'SCLE. s. [muscle, Fr. musculus, Latin.]

1. Muscle is a bundle of thin and parallel

plates of fleshy threads or fibres , enclosed by

one common membrane ; all the fibres ofthe

same plate are parallel to one another, and

tied together at extremely little distances by

short and transverse fibres ; the fleshy fibres

are composed of other smaller fibres, enclo-

sed likewise by a common membrane ; each

lesser fibre consists of very small vesicles or

bladders, into which we suppose the veins,

arteries, and nerves to open. Quincy.

2. A bivalve shellfish. Hakewill.

MUSCO'SITY. s. [muscosus, Lat.] Mossiness.

MU'SCULAR. a. [from musculus, Lat.] Rela-

ting to muscles ; performed bymuscles. Arb.

MUSCULA'RITY. s . [from muscular.] The

state ofhaving muscles.

MUSCULOUS. a. [musculosus, Lat.]

Grew.

MU'SEFUL.a [from muse. ] Deep thinking

silently thoughtful. Dryden.

MU'SER.s. [ from muse.] One who muses ; one

apt to be absent ofmind.

MU'SET. s. [ In hunting. ] The place through

which the hare goes to relief. Bailey.

MU'SEUM. s. [M ] A repository oflearned

curiosities .

MU'SHROOM. s . [mouscheron, French.]

hill.

1. Mushrooms are by naturalists esteemed per-

fect plants, though their flowers and seeds

have not as yet been discovered . Miller.

2. An upstart; a wretch risen from a dung-

Bacon.

MUSHROOMSTONE.s.[mushroom and stone. ]

A kind of fossil. Woodward.

MU'SICK . s. [μson ; musique, French.]

1. The science ofharmonical sounds. Dryden.

2. Instrumental or vocal harmony. Milton.

MUSICAL. a . [musical, Fr. from musick.]

1. Harmonicus ; melodious ; sweet sounding.

Milton.

Addison.

Harmo-

Addison.

2. Belonging to musick.

MUSICALLY. ad. [from musical .]

niously ; with sweet sound.

MUSICALNESS . s. [from musical . ] Harmony.

MUSICIAN. s. [musicien, Fr. ] One skilled in

harmony ; one who performs upon instru-

ments ofmusick. Bacon.

MU'SK . s . A light and friable substance of a

dark colour, with some tinge of a purplish

colour in it, feeling somewhat unctuous ; its

smell is highly perfumed ; it is brought from

the East Indies ; and the animal which pro-

duces it is of a singular kind. Hill.

MUSK. s . [musca, Latin.] Grape hyacinth, or

grape flower. Miller.

MU'SKAPPLE. s. A kind ofapple. Ainsworth.

MUSKCAT. s. [musk and cat.] The animal

from which musk is got.

MU'SKCHERRY. s. A sort ofcherry.

MU'SKET. s. [mousquet, French.]

1. A soldier's hand gun.

Ain.

Bacon

Shak.2. A male hawk of a small kind.

MUSKETE'ER. s . [from musket. ] A soldier

whose weapon is his musket. Clarendon.

MUSKETO'ON. s . [ mousqueton, French. ] A

blunderbuss ; a short gun of a large bore.

MU'SKINESS. s. [ from musk. ] The scent of

musk.

MUSKME'LON. s . A fragrant melon. Bacon.

MU'SKPEAR. s . A fragrant pear.

MU'SKROSE. s. A rose so called, I suppose,

from its fragrance. Milton

MU'SKY. a. [from musk.] Fragrant ; sweet of

Milton.scent.

1. Full of muscles ; brawny.

2. Pertaining to a muscle. More.

MU'SLIN. s. [mousselin, French.] A fine stuff

made of cotton . Gay

MUSE. s. [from the verb.]

1. Deep thought ; close attention ; absence

ofmind ; brown study. Milton.

2. The power of poetry. Cowley.

To MUSE. v. n. [muser, French.]

1. To ponder; to think, close ; to

silence.

MU'SROL. s . [muserole, Fr. ] The noseband of

a horse's bridle. Bailey.

MUSS. s . A scramble. Shakespeare

MUSSITATION. s. [ mussito, Lat. ] Murmur ;

grumble.

study in

Hooker.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

2. To be absent ofmind ; to be attentive to

something not present.

3. To wonder; to be amazed.

MU'SSULMAN. s. A Mahometan believer.

MUST. verb imperfect. [ mussen, Dutch.] To be

obliged ; to be by necessity. It is only used

before a verb. Must is of all persons and

tenses, and used of persons and things.
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MUST. s . [mustum, Latin.] New wine ; new

Dryden.wort.

To MUST. v . a. [mws, Welsh, stinking. ] To

mould ; to make mouldy. Mortimer.

To MUST. v. n. To grow mouldy.

MUSTA'CHES. s. [mustaches, Fr.] Whiskers ;

hair on the upper lip. Spenser.

MUSTARD. s . [mustard, Welsh ; moustard,

French.] A plant. Miller.

To MU'STER. v. n . To assemble in order to

form an army. Blackmore.

To MUSTER. v. a. [mousteren, Dutch.] To

bring together ; to form into anarmy. Locke.

MUSTER. s. [from the verb.]

1. A review of a body of forces . B. Jonson .

2. A register of forces mustered. South.

3. A collection ; as, a muster ofpeacocks.

4. To pass MUSTER. To be allowed.

MUSTERBOOK. 3. [muster and book.] A book

in which the forces are registered . Shak.

MUSTERMASTER . s. One who superin-

tends the muster to prevent frauds. Knolles.

MUSTER-ROLL. s. [muster and roll. ] A re-

gister of forces. Pope.

MU'STILY. ad. [from musty.] Mouldily.

MU'STINESS . s. [from musty.] Mould ; damp

foulness.
Evelyn.

MUSTY. a. [from must ]

1. Mouldy ; spoiled with damp ; moist and

fetid.

2. Stale ; spoiled with age.

3. Vapid with fetidness.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

Pope.

4. Dull ; heavy ; wanting activity ; wanting

practice in the occurrences of life . Addison.

MUTABILITY. s . [mutabilité, Fr. ]

South.

Milton.

1. Changeableness ; not continuance in the

same state.
Stillingfleet.

2. Inconstancy ; change ofmind. Shakespeare.

MU'TABLE. a. [mutabilis, Latin. ]

1. Subject to change ; alterable.

2. Inconstant ; unsettled .

MU'TABLENESS. s . [ from mutable. ] Change-

able.ess ; uncertainty ; instability.

MUTATION. s . [mutation, Fr. mutatio, Lat.]

Change ; alteration. Bacon.

MUTE. a . ( muet, Fr. mutus, Lat.] Silent ; not

vocal ; not having the use of voice. Dryden.

MUTE. s.

Shak.1. One that has no power of speech.

2. A letter which without a vowel can make

no sound. Holder.

To MUTE. v. n. [mutir, Fr.] To dung as birds.

Tobit.

not vo-

Milton.

To de-

MU'TELY. ad. [from mute. ] Silently ;

cally.

Addison.

To MUTILATE. v. a. [mutiler, Fr.]

prive of some essential part.

MUTILATION. s . [mutilation, Fr.] Depriva-

tion of alimb, or any essential part. Clar.

MUTINE. s . [mutin, French. ] A mutineer.

Shakespeare.

MUTINE'ER. s. [from mutin, Fr.] A mover of

sedition ; an opposer of lawful authority.

Dryden.

MUTINOUS. a. [mutine, Fr.] Seditious ; busy

in insurrection ; turbulent. Waller.

MUʼTINOUSLY. ad. [from mutinous.] Sedi-

tiously ; turbulently. Sidney.

MU'TINOUSNESS. s. [from mutinous.] Sedi.

tiousness ; turbulence.

To MUTINY. v. n. [mutiner, French.] To rise

against authority ; to make insurrection ; to

move sedition. Temple.

MUTINY. s. [from the verb. ] Insurrection ;

sedition. Temple.

To MUTTER. v . n. [mutire, Lat.] To grum.

ble ; to murmur. Dryden.

To MUTTER. v. a. To utter with imperfect

articulation ; to grumble forth . Creech.

MUTTER. s. [ from the verb .] Murmur ; ob-

Milton.

MUTTERER. s . [from mutter. ] Grumbler ;

scure utterance.

murmurer.

MUTTERINGLY. ad. [from muttering.] With

a low voice.

MUTTON. s. [mouton, French.]

1. The flesh of sheep dressed for food. Swift.

2. A sheep : in ludicrous language.

Hayward.

MUTTONFI'ST. s . [mutton and fist. ] Á hand

large and red. Dryden.

MUTUAL. a. [mutuel, Fr.] Reciprocal ; each

acting in return or correspondence to the

other. Pope.

MUTUALLY. ad. [from mutual. ] Recipro-

cally ; in return . Newton.

MUTUA'LITY. s . [from mutual.] Reciproca.

tion. Shakespeare.

MUZZLE. s . [museau, French.]

1. The mouth of any thing. Sidney.

Dryden.

2. A fastening for the mouth, which hinders

to bite.

To MUZZLE. v. n. To bring the mouth near.

To MUZZLE. v. a.

1. To bind the mouth.

2. To fondle with the mouth close.

L'Estrange.

Dryden.

L'Estrange.

Shakespeare.
3. To restrain from hurt.

MY. pronoun possessive. Belonging to me.

MY'ŃCHEN. s. [mýnchen, Sax.] A nun.

MY'OGRAPHY. s. [ vypapia. ] A description

of the muscles.

MY'OLOGY. s . [myologie, Fr.] The descrip-

tion and doctrine ofthe muscles. Cheyne.

MY'OPY. s. [ . ] Shortness of sight.

MY'RIAD. s . [uugias.]

1. The number often thousand.

2. Proverbially any great number. Milton.

MY'RMIDON. s. [µugun♪wv.] Any rude ruf-

fian ; so named fromthe soldiers of Achilles

Swift.

MYRO'BALAN. s. [myrobalanus, Latin. ] A

fruit. The Myrobalans are a dried fruit, of

which we have five kinds ; they are fleshy,

generally with a stone and kernel, havingthe

pulpy part more or less of an austere acid

taste ; they are the production of five differ-

ent trees in the East Indies. Hill.

MYRO'POLIST. s. [µugov and ToλE .] One

who sells unguents .

MYRRH. 8. [myrrha, Lat. ] A gum resin, sent to

us in loose granules from the size ofa pep-

per-corn to that of a walnut, of a reddish

brown colour, with an admixture of yellow ;

its taste is bitter and acrid, with a peculiar
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aromatick flavour, but very nauseous ; its

smell is strong, but not disagreeable ; it is

brought from Ethiopia, but the tree which

produces it is wholly unknown. Hill.

MYRRHINE a. [ myrrhinus, Lat.] Made of

the myrrhine stone. Milton.

MYRTIFORM. a. [myrtus, Lat. and form.]

Having the shape of myrtle.

MY'RTLE . s . [myrtus, Lat. ] A fragrant tree

Shakespeare.
sacred to Venus.

MYSELF. s. [my and self.]

1. An emphatical word added to I; as, Imy-

selfdo it, that is, not I by proxy ; not another.

2. The reciprocal of I, in the oblique case.

MYSTAGOGUE. s. [μusaywyos . ] One who

interprets divine mysteries ; also one who

keeps church relicks, and shows them to

strangers. Bailey.

MYSTERIARCH. s. [μungov and agn. ] One

presiding over mysteries.

MYSTERIOUS. a. [mysterieux, Fr.]

1. Inaccessible to the understanding ; awfully

obscure. Denham.

Swift.2. Artfully perplexed .

MYSTERIOUSLY. ad. [frommysterious.]

Taylor.

1. In a manner above understanding.

2. Obscurely ; enigmatically.

MYSTERIOUSNESS. s. [from mysterious .]

1. Holy obscurity.

2. Artful difficulty or perplexity.

Taylor.

Brown.

To MY'STERIZE. v . a. [from mystery.] To ex-

plain as enigmas.

M'YSTERY. s. [μvengiov, mystere ; French.]

1. Something above human intelligence ,

something awfully obscure. Taylor.

2. An enignia ; any thing artfully made diffi-

Shakespearecult.

3. A trade ; a calling ; in this sense it should

according to Warburton, be written mistery,

from mestier, French, a trade. Shakespeare.

MY'STICAL.

MYSTICK. a . [mysticus, Latın .]

1. Sacredly obscure. Hooker.

2. Involving some secret meaning ; emble-

matical. Taylor.

3. Obscure ; secret. Dryden.

MY'STICALLY. ad. [from mystical. ] In a man-

ner, or by an act, implying some secret mean-

ing. Donne.

MY'STICALNESS . s . [from mystical .] Involu-

tion of some secret meaning. • Donne

MYTHOLOGICAL. a. [from mythology.] Re-

lating to the explication of fabulous history .

Brown.

MYTHOLO'GICALLY, ad. [ from mytholo

gical.] In a manner suitable to the system

offables.

MYTHOLOGIST. s. [from mythology. ] A

relater or expositor of the ancient fables of

the heathens . Creech. Norris.

To MYTHOLOGIZE. v . n. [frommythology.]

To relate or explain the fabulous history of

the heathens.

MYTHOʻLOGY. s. [µ✪ and λoyog.] Sys-

tem of fables ; explication ofthe fabulous his-

tory ofthe gods ofthe heathens. Bentley.

N.

NAK

NIs a semivowel, and has in English an
invariable sound ; as, no, name, net : it is

sometimes after m almost lost ; as, condemn,

contemn.

To NAB. v. a. [nappa, Swedish.] To catch

unexpectedly.

Creech.

NA'DIR. s. [Arabick.] The point under foot

directly opposite to the zenith.

NAFE. s. A kind of tufted seabird.

NAG. s. [nagge, Dutch.] A small horse. A

horse in familiar language. Prior.

NAIL. s. [nægl, Saxon ; nagel, German .]

1. The horny substance at the ends of the

fingers and toes. Dryden.

2. The talons of birds ; the claws of beasts.

3. A spike of metal by which things are

fastened together.

4. A stud ; a boss.

Watts.

Swift.

5. A measure of length; two inches and a

quarter.

6. On the nail. Readily; immediately ;

without delay.

To NAIL. v. a.

NAM

1. Wanting clothes ; uncovered ; bare. Milt.

2. Unarmed ; defenceless ; unprovided. Add.

3. Plain ; evident ; not hidden. Shakespeare.

4. Mere ; bare ; simple ; abstracted, Hooker

NA'KEDLY. ad.

1. Without covering.

2. Simply ; merely.

3. Discoverably ; evidently.

NA'KEDNESS. s . [from naked .]

1. Nudity ; want of covering.

Holder

Daniel

Milton

2. Want ofprovision for defence. Genesis

3. Plainness ; evidence ; want of conceal-

ment.

NALL. s. An awl.

Shakespeare.

Tusser

NAME. s. [nama, Saxon ; naem, Dutch.]

1. The discriminative appellation of an indi-

vidual. Shakespeare

2. The term by which any kind or species is

distinguished.

3. Person.

4. Reputation ; character.

Locke.

Dryden.

Clarendon.

Bacon.

6. Power delegated ; imputed character. Sh.

7. Fictitious imputation.

Swift. 5. Renown ; fame ; celebrity.

1. To fasten with nails . Milton.

2. To stud with nails . Dryden,

NAILER. s. [from nail.] A nail-maker.

NA'KED. a. [nacod, Saxon.]

8. Appearance; not reality ; assumed cha-

racter.

9. An opprobrious appellation.

Dryden

Shakespeare.

Granville.
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To NAME. v. a.

1. To discriminate by a particular appeiia-

tion imposed.

2. To mention by name.

3. To specify ; to nominate.

4. To utter; to mention.

NA'MELESS . a. [from name. ]

2. Small ; of no great extent.
Brown

3. Covetous ; avaricious. Sidney.

Shakespeare. 4. Contracted ; ungenerous. Sprat.

Ecclus. 5. Near; within a small distance. Dryden.

Locke. 6 Close ; vigilant ; attentive. Milton.

Genesis. To NA'RROW. v. a.

1. To diminish with respect to breadth.

Temple.1. Not distinguished by any discriminative

appellation.
Denham.

2. One of which the name is not known or

mentioned. Atterbury.

NA'MELY. ad. [from name.] Particularly ;

specially ; to mention by name. Addison.

NA'MER. s. [from name.] One who calls or

knows any by name.

NAMESAKE. s. One that has the same name

with another.

NAP. s. [hnoppan, Saxon, to sleep .]

1. Slumber ; a short sleep .

Addison.

2. [proppa, Saxon ] Down ; villous sub-

stance.

To NAP. v. a. [hnoppan, Saxon.]

to be drowsy or secure.

NAPTAKING. s. [nup and take.]

seizure on a sudden.

Sidney.

Spenser.

To sleep ;

Hudibras.

Surprise ;

Carew.

NAPE. s . The joint of the neck behind. Shak.

NA'PERY. s . [nuperia, Italian . ] Table linen ;

NA'PHEW. s. [napus, Latin . ] An herb.

NAPHTHA. s. [naphtha, Latin.] Avery pure,

clear, and thin mineral fluid , of a very pale

yellow ; it is soft and oily to the touch, ofa

sharp and unpleasing taste, and of a brisk and

penetrating smell ; of the bituminous kind,

and extremely ready to take fire.

NA'PKIN. s. [from nap.]

Hill.

1. A cloth used at table to wipe the hands. ^

2. A handkerchief. Obsolete. Shakespeare.

NA'PLESS. a. [from nap.] Wanting nap ;

threadbare. Shakespeare.

NA'PPINESS . s. [from nappy.] The quality

of having a nap.

NA'PPY. a . [from nap.] Frothy ; spumy. Gay.

NARCISSUS. s. [Latin ; narcisse, French.]

A daffodil. Thomson.

NARCOʻTICK. a. [vagnow ; narcotique, French.]

Producing torpor, or stupefaction.

NARD. s. [nardus, Latin.]

1. Spikenard ; a kind of ointment.

2. An odorous shrub.

NARE. s. [naris, Lat.] A nostril.

NA'RRABLE. a. [from narro, Lat.]

to be told or related.

Brown.

Milton.

B. Jonson.

Hudibras.

Capable

To NA'RRATE. v. a. [narro, Latin.] To re-

late ; to tell.

NARRATION. s. [nárratio, Latin. ] Account;

relation ; history. Abbot.

NA'RRATIVE. a. [narratif-ve, French, from

narro, Latin.]

1. Relating ; giving an account. Ayliffe.

2. Storytelling; apt to relate things past. Pope.

NA'RRATIVE. s. A relation ; an account ; a

story. Tatler.

NA'RRATIVELY. ad. [from narrative.] By

way ofrelation.
Ayliffe.

NARRATOR. s. [narrateur, Fr.] A teller ; a

relater.

NA'RROW. a. [neanu, Saxon.]

1. Not broad or wide.

Watts.

Shakespeare.

2. To contract ; to impair in dignity. Locke.

3. To contract in sentiment.

4. To confine ; to limit.

Pope.

Watts.

5. [In farriery. ] A horse is said to narrow

when he does not take ground enough.

NA'RROWLY. ad. [from narrow .]

Swift.

Shakespeare.

Swift

1. With little breadth or wideness.

2. Contractedly ; without extent.

3. Closely ; vigilantly.

4. Nearly; within a little.

5. Avariciously ; sparingly.

NA'RROWNESS. s. [ from narrow.]

Addison.1. Want ofbreadth or wideness.

2. Want of extent, or comprehension. Locke.

3. Confined state ; contractedness. Denham,

4. Meanness ; poverty. South.

Burnet.

Spenser.

5. Want of capacity.

NA'RWHALE. s. A species of whale. Brown.

NAS. [from ne has, or has not. ]

NA'SAL. a. [nasus, Latin.] Belonging to the

Sharp.

NAʼSICORNOUS. a. [nasus and cornu.] Having
the horn on the nose. Brown.

NA'STILY. ad. [from nasty.]

nose.

1. Dirtily ; filthily ; nauseously.

2. Obscenely ; grossly.

NA'STINESS. s. [from nasty.]

1. Dirt; filth .

Bacon,

Hayward.

South.

Swift.

2. Obscenity ; grossness of ideas.

NA'STY. a. [nast, nat, German, wet.]

1. Dirty; filthy ; sordid ; nauseous.

2. Obscene; lewd.

NA'TAL. a. [natal, Fr.] Native ; relating to

nativity.
Camden. Prior.

The act of

Brown.

less, Sax.]

Millon.

Never the

Spenser.

NATATION. s . [natatio, Latin.]

swimming.

NATHLESS. ad. [ na, that is, not, the

Nevertheless. Obsolete.

NATHMORE. ad. [na the more.]

more. Obsolete.

NATION. s. [nation, Fr. natio, Latin.]

1. A people distinguished from another

people.

2. A great number : emphatically. Young.

NATIONAL. a. [national, Fr. from nation.]

! 1. Publick ; general ; not private ; not par-

ticular. Addison.

2. Bigoted to one's own country.

NATIONALLY.ad. [from national. ] With re-

gardto the nation. South.

NATIONALNESS. s. [from national.] Refer-

ence to the people in general.

NATIVE. a. [nativus, Lat. natif-ve, Fr.]

1. Produced by nature ; not artificial. Davies.

2. Natural ; such as is according to nature ;

original. Swift.

Denham.3. Conferred by birth.

4. Pertaining to the time or place of birth.

Shakespeare.

5. Original ; that which gave being. Milton.
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NATIVE. 8.

1. One born in any place ; original inhabit-

ant. Bacon.

2. Offspring. Shakespeare.

NATIVENESS . s . [from native .] State ofbeing

produced by nature.

NATIVITY. s. [nativité, French.]

1. Birth ; issue into life. Bacon.

2. Time, place, or manner of birth.
Shak.

3. State or place of being produced. Milton.

NATURAL. a . [naturel, French. ]

1. Produced or effected by nature. Wilkins.

2. Illegitimate ; not legal. Temple.

3. Bestowed by nature ; not acquired. Swift.

4. Not forced ; not farfetched ; dictated by

Wotton.

Locke.

Shak.

nature.

5. Consonant to natural notions.

6. Tender ; affectionate by nature.

7. Unaffected ; accordingto truth and reality.

Addison.

8. Opposed to violent ; as, a natural death.

NATURAL. s. [from nature.]

1. An idiot ; a fool. Shakespeare. Locke.

2. Native ; original inhabitant. Raleigh.

3. Gift ofnature ; quality. Wotton.

NATURALIST. s . [from natural.] A student

in physicks, or natural philosophy. Addison.

NATURALIZA'TION. s. [from naturalize.]

The act of investing aliens with the privi-

leges of native subjects. Bacon.

To NATURALIZE. v. a . [from natural .]

1. To invest with the privileges of native

subjects . Davies.

2. To make easy like things natural. South.

NATURALLY. ad. [from natural.]

1. According to unassisted nature.

2. Without affectation.

Law.

Shakespeare.

3. Spontaneously ; without art.

NA'TURALNESS. s. [from natural.]

1. The state of being given or produced by

South.nature.

2. Conformity to truth and reality ; not af-

Dryden.
fectation.

NA'TURE. s. [natura, Latin.]

1. An imaginary being supposed to preside

over the material and animal world. Cowley.

2. The native state or properties of any thing,

by which it is discriminated from others.

Hale.

3. The constitution of an animated body.

Shakespeare.

4. Disposition of mind ; temper. Shakespeare.

5. The regular course of things. Shakespeare.

6. The compass of natural existence. Glanv.

7.The constitution and appearance ofthings.

Reynolds.

8. Natural affection, or reverence. Pope.

9. The state or operation of the material
world.

Pope.

Pope.

10. Sort ; species. Dryden.

11. Sentiments or images adapted to nature,

or conformable to truth and reality. Addison.

12. Physicks.

NATURITY. s. [from nature.] The state of

beingproduced by nature. Notused. Brown.

NAVAL. a. [naval, Fr. navalis, Latin.]

1. Consisting of ships.

2. Belonging to ships.

NAVE. s. [nar, Saxon.]

Waller.

Temple.

:

1. Themiddle part of the wheel in which the
axle moves. Shakespeare.

2. [From navis, nave, old French.] The mid

dle part of the church distinct from the aisles

or wings. Ayliffe.

NA'VEL. s. [napela, navela, Saxon.]

1. The point in the middle of the belly, by

which embryos communicate with the pa-
Brown.rent.

2. The middle ; the interior part. Milton.

NAVELGALL. s. Navelgall is a bruise on

the top of the chine of the back, behind the

saddle, right against the navel.

NA'VELWORT. s. [cotyledon. ] A plant. Mill.

NA'VEW. s. [napus . ] A plant. Miller.

NAUGHT. a. [nalt, naphiht, Saxon.] Bad ;

corrupt ; worthless. Hooker.

NAUGHT. s. Nothing. This is commonly,

though improperly written, nought.

Shakespeare.

NAUGHTILY. ad. [from naughty. ] Wickedly ;

corruptly.

NA'UGHTINESS. s . [from naughty.] Wicked-

ness ; badness. Sidney.

NAUGHTY. a. [from naught.] Bad ; wicked ;

corrupt. Sidney.

NA'VIGABLE. a. [navigable, Fr.] Capable of

being.passed by ships or boats. Raleigh.

NA'VIGABLENESS. s. [from navigable.] Ča-

pacity to be passed in vessels.

To NAVIGATE. v. n. [navigo, Lat. naviger,

Fr.] To sail ; to pass by water. Arbuthnot.

To NAVIGATE. v. a. To pass by ships or

boats. Arbuthnot.

NAVIGATION. s. [navigation, French.]

1. The act or practice of passing by water.

2. Vessels of navigation. Shakespeare.

NAVIGATOR. s. [navigateur, Fr.] Sailor ;

seaman ; traveller by water. Brerewood.

NAUʼLAGE. s. [naulum, Latin.] The freight

of passengers in a ship.

NAU'MACHY. s. [naumachie, Fr. naumachia,

Latin.] A mock seafight.

To NAUSEATE. v. n. [from nauseo, Latin.]

To grow squeamish ; to turn away with dis-

gust. Watts.

To NA'USEATE. v. a.

1. To loathe ; to reject with disgust. Pope.

2. To strike with disgust. Swift.

NA'USEOUS. a. [from nausea, Latin ; nausee,

French. ] Loathsome ; disgustful. Denham.

NA'USEOUSLY. ad. [from nauseous ] Loath-

somely ; disgustfully. Dryden.

NAU'SEOUSNESS. s. [from nauseous.] Loath-

someness ; quality of raising disgust. Dryden.

NAUTICAL. a. [nauticus, Lat.] Pertaining

NAUTICK. to sailors. Camden.

NAUTILUS. s. [Latin ; nautile, French.] A

shellfish furnished with something analagous

to oars and a sail.
Pope.

NAVY. s. [from navis, Latin.] An assemblage

ofships ; a fleet. Clarendon.

NAY. ad. [ na, Saxon, or ne aye.]

1. No ; an adverb of negation. Denham

2. Not only so, but more : he is eighteen-

nay, twenty-one.

3. Word of refusal.

NA'YWORD. s. [nay and word.]

Ben Jonson

Acts

1. The saying nay. Not in use. Shakespeare
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2. A proverbial reproach ; a by-word.

Shakespeare.

3. A watchword . Not in use, Shakespeare.

NE. ad. [Saxon. ] Neither ; and not. Spenser.

NEAF. s . [nefi, Islandick.] A fist. Shakespeare.

To NEAL. v. a. [onclan, Saxon. ] To temper

by a gradual and regulated heat. Moxon.

To NEAL. v. n. To be tempered in fire. Bacon.

NEAP. a. [ neprloo, Saxon ; næftig, poor.]

Low ; decrescent. Used only of the tide.

NEAR. prep. [nen, Saxon.] At no great dis-

tance from ; close to ; nigh. Dryden.

NEAR. ad.

1. Almost.

2. At hand ; not far off.

3. Within a little.

NEAR. a.

1. Not distant.

NE'CESSARINESS. s. [from necessary.] The

state of being necessary.

NECESSARY. a. [necessarius, Latin.]

1. Needful ; indispensably requisite.
Tillotson,

2. Not free ; fatal ; impelled by fate.

Shakespeare.

3. Conclusive ; decisive by inevitable conse-

quence. Tillotson.

To NECESSITATE. v. a. [from necessitas,

Lat.] To make necessary ; not to leave free ;

to exempt from choice. Duppa.

NECESSITATION. s . [from necessitate.] The

Drayton. act ofmaking necessary ; fatal compulsion.

Dryden. Bramhall.

Bacon. NECE'SSITIED . a. [from necessity.] In

state of want. Not used. Shakespeare.

2

Genesis. NECE'SSITOUS. a. [from necessity . ] Pressed

with poverty.2. Advanced toward the end of an enterprise

or disquisition.

3. Direct ; straight.

4. Close ; not rambling.

5. Closely related .

Milton.

Clarendon

Burnet.

Hooker. NECESSITOUSNESS. s. [from necessitous. ]

Poverty ; want ; need.

NECESSITUDE. s . [ necessitudo, Latin.]

1. Want; need.

6. Intimate ; familiar ; admitted to confi-

Dryden.

Leviticus.

dence.

7. Touching ; pressing ; affecting ; dear.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

8. Parsimonious ; inclining to covetousness.

NEAR hand. Closely . Bacon.

NEA'RLY. ad. [from near .]

1. At no great distance. Atterbury.

Swift.2. Closely ; pressingly.

3. In a niggardly manner.

NEA'RNESS . s. [from near.]

1. Closeness ; not remoteness .

2. Alliance of blood or affection.

3. Tendency to avarice.

NEAT. s. [neat, nyten, Saxon.]

1. Black cattle ; oxen.

2. A cow or ox.

NEAT. a. [net, French .]

1. Elegant, but without dignity.

2. Cleanly.

Bacon.

2. Friendship.

NECE'SSITY. s. [necessitas, Latin.]

Hale.

1. Cogency ; compulsion ; fatality. Milton.

2. State of being necessary ; indispensable-

ness .

A3. Want ; need ; poverty.

4. Things necessary for human life.

Shakespeare.

Clarendon.

Shakespeare.

Raleigh.

Chapman.

5. Cogency ofargument ; inevitable conse-

quence.

6. Violence ; compulsion.

Duppa. NECK. s . [hneca, Saxon ; neck, Dutch.].

1. The part between the head and body. Ad.

2. A long narrow part.

3. On the neck ; immediately after.

Bacon.

May.

Tusser.

Pope.

Milton.

3. Pure ; unadulterated ; unmingled. Chapm .

NE'ATHERD. s. [neaðýnd, Saxon.] A cow-

keeper ; one who has the care ofblack cattle.

NEATLY. ad. [from neat.]

Dryden.

1. Elegantly, but without dignity ; sprucely.

Shakespeare.

2. Cleanlily.

NE'ATNESS. s. [from neat.]

1. Spruceness ; elegance without dignity.

2. Cleanliness .

NEB. s. [nebbe, Saxon.]

1. Nose ; beak ; mouth. Shakespeare.

2. [In Scotland .] The bill of a bird.

NE'BULA. s. [Latin. ] It is applied to appear-

ances, like a cloud in the human body ; as

also to films upon the eyes.

NEBULOUS . d. [nebulosus, Latin.] Misty ;

cloudy.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

4. To break the neck of an affair ; to hinder

any thing being done ; or, to do more than

half.

NE'CKBEEF. s. [neck and beef.] The coarse

flesh ofthe neck of cattle. Swift.

NECKCLOTH. s. [neck and cloth.] That which

men wear on their neck. Gay.

NECKERCHIEF. s. A gorget ; handker

NECKATEE. Schieffor a woman's neck.

NECKLACE. s. [neck and lace.] An orna-

mental string of beads or precious stones,

worn by women on their neck. Arbuthnot.

NECKWEED. s. [neck and weed.] Hemp, in

ridicule .

NE'CROMANCER. 8. [vexgos and μartic.] One

whoby charms can converse with the ghosts

of the dead ; a conjurer. Swift.

NE'CROMANCY. s. [vangos and μarris ; necro-

mance, French.]

Brown.

Abbot.

1. The art of revealing future event, by

communication with the dead.

2. Enchantment ; conjuration.

NECTAR. s. [Latin.] Pleasant liquor, said to

be drank by the heathen deities.

NECTARED. a. [from nectar. ] Tinged with

nectar ; mingled with nectar. Milton.

NECTA'REOUS . a. [nectercus, Latin.] Re-

sembling nectar ; sweet as nectar. ope.

· South. NECTARINE. a. [from nectar.] Sweet as
Milton

NECESSARIES . s. [from necessary.] Things

not only convenient but needful. Hammond.

NECESSARILY. ad. [from necessary.]

1.Indispensably.

2. By inevitable consequence.

3. By fate ; not freely.
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NECTARINE. s. [nectarine, Fr.] A fruit ofthe

plum kind. Miller.

NEED. s. [neod, Saxon ; neod, Dutch.]

1. Exigency ; pressing difficulty ; necessity.

2. Want ; distressful poverty. Shakespeare.

3. Want ; lack of any thing for use. Baker.

To NEED. v. a. To want ; to lack ; to be in

want of; to require. Locke

To NEED. v. n.

Locke.

1. To be wanted ; to be necessary. Spenser.

2. To have necessity of any thing ; to be in

want of any thing.

NEE'DER. s. [from need.] One that wants any

thing. Shakespeare.

NE'EDFUL. a. [need and full . ] Necessary ; in-

dispensably requisite. Addison.

NEEDFULLY. ad. Necessarily. B. Jonson.

NEEDFULNESS. s. Necessity.

NEE'DILY. ad. [from needy. ] In poverty ;

poorly.

NEE'DINESS. s . [from needy.] Want ; pover-

ty. Bacon.

NEE'DLE. s. [næl, Saxon.]

1. A small instrument pointed at one end to

pierce cloth, and perforated at the other to

receive the thread, used in sewing. Dryden.

2. The small steel bar which in the mariner's

compass stands regularly north and south.

Burnet.

NEE'DLE-FISH. s . [needle and fish.] A kind

of sea fish . Woodward.

NEE'DLEFUL. s. [needle and full .] As much

thread as is generally put at one time in the

needle.

NEE'DLER. s. [from needle.] He

NEE'DLEMAKER. who makes needles.

NEE'DLEWORK. s. [needle and work ]

1. The business of a sempstress.

2. Embroidery by the needle.

NEE'DLESS. a. [from need.]

Addison.

Hooker.1. Unnecessary ; not requisite .

2. Not wanting. Out of use. Shakespeare.

NEEDLESSLY. ad. Unnecessarily ; without

need. Holder.

NEE'DLESSNESS. s. Unnecessariness .

Locke.

NEE'DMENT. s. [ from need.] Something ne-

cessary. Spenser.

NEEDS. ad. [neder, Saxon, unwilling. ] Neces-

sarily ; by compulsion ; indispensably ; inevi-

tably. Davies.

NEEDY. a. [from nead.] Poor ; necessitous ;

distressed by poverty. Spenser.

NE'ER. [for never.] Hudibras.

To NEESE. v. n. [ nyse, Danish ; niesen, Dut.]

To snecze ; to discharge flatulencies by the

Kings.

NEF. s. [old French, from nave. ] The body of

a church ; the nave.

NEFARIOUS. a. [nefarius, Latin. ]

abominable.

NEGATION. s. [negatio, Latin ;

French ]

nose.

Addison.

Wicked ;

Ayliffe.

negation,

1. Denial ; the contrary to affirmation.

Rogers.

2. Description by denial, or exclusion, or

exception. Watts.

3. Argument drawn from denial. Heylin

NEGATIVE. a. [negatif, Fr. negativus, Lat.]

1. Denying ; contrary to affirmative.

2. Implying only the absence ofsomething

not positive ; privative. South.

3. Having the power to withhold, though

not to compel. King Charles.

NEGATIVE. s.

1. A proposition by which something is de-

termined. Tillotson.

2. A particle of denial ; as, not . Cleaveland.

NEGATIVELY. ad. [from negative.]

1. With denial ; in the form of denial ; not

affirmatively. Boyle

2. In form of speech implying the absence

of something.

To NEGLECT. v. a. [neglectus, Latin.]

1. To omit by carelesness.

Hookes

Milton

Milton

Shakespeare

2. To treat with scornful carelesness.

3. To postpone.

NEGLECT. s . [neglectus, Latin.]

1. Instance ofinattention.

2. Careless treatment. Shakespeare

3. Negligence ; frequency of neglect.•
Denham

Prior
4. State of being unregarded .

NEGLECTER. s. [ from neglect. ] One who ne

glects .

NEGLECTFUL. a. [neglect and full. ]

1. Heedless ; careless ; inattentive.

Arbuthnot.

2. Treating with indifference. Locke

NEGLECTFULLY, ad. With heedless inat-
tention . Not used.

NEGLECTION. s . [from neglect.] The state

ofbeing negligent. Shakespeare,

NEGLECTIVE. a. [from neglect . ] Inattentive

to ; regardless of. King Charles.

NEGLIGENCE. s . [negligence, French.]

1. Habit of omitting by heedlessness, or of

acting carelesly.

Shakespeare.2. Instance ofneglect.

NEGLIGENT. a. [negligent, French. ]

1. Careless ; heedless ; habitually inattentive.

2. Careless of any particular.

3. Scornfully regardless.

NEGLIGENTLY. ad.

Chronicles

Baruch.

Swift.

1. Carelesly ; heedlessly ; without exactness.

Bacon.

2. With scornful inattention.

To NEGOTIATE. v. n . [negocier, French. ] To

have intercourse of business ; to traffick ; to

treat. Bacon.

NEGOTIATION. s. [negociation, French.]

Treaty of business .

NEGOTIATOR. s . [negociateur, French . ]One

employed to treat with others.

NE'GRÒ.s. [ Spanish ; negre, French .] A black-

moor.

Howel.

Swift.

Brown.

NEIF. s . [nefi, Islandick ; neef, Scottish .] Fist.

It is also written neaf. Shakespeare.

To NEIGH. v. n . [hnægan, Saxon. ] To utter

the voice of a horse. Smith.

NEIGH. s. The voice of a horse. Shakespeare.

NEIGHBOUR. s . [nezebun, Saxon . ]

1. One who lives near to another.

Clarendond

2. One who lives in familiarity with another;

a word of civility, Shakespeare
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5. [In divinity .] One partaking of the same

nature, and therefore entitled to good offices.

To NEIGHBOUR. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To adjoin to ; to confine on. Shakespeare.

2. To acquaint with ; to make near to.

Shakespeare.

NEIGHBOURHOOD. s. [from neighbour.]

1. Place adjoining. Addison.

2. State ofbeing near each other. Swift.

3. Those that live within reach of communi-

cation. Harte.

NEIGHBOURLY. a. [from neighbour.] Be-

coming a neighbour ; kind ; civil. Arbuthnot.

NEIGHBOURLY. ad. With social civility.

NEITHER. conjunct . ( napden, Saxon.]

1. Not either. A particle used in the first

brauch of a negative sentence, and answered

by nor;. as, fight neither with small nor great.

2. It is sometimes the second branch of a ne-

gative or prohibition to any sentence ; as, ye

shall not eat of it, neither shall ye touch it.

NEITHER. pronoun. Not either ; nor one nor

other. Dryden.

NEOPHYTE. s . [neophyte, Fr. VEOs and puw.]

One regenerated; a convert.

NEOTERICK. a . [neotericus, Latin. ] Modern ;

novel ; late. Grew.

NEP. s. [nepeta, Latin.] An herb.

NEPENTHE. s . [m and ww . ] A drug that

drives away all pains . Pope.

NEPHEW. s. [nepos, Latin ; neveu, French.]

1. The son of a brother or sister. Locke.

2. The grandson. Out of use. "Hooker.

3 Descendant, however distant. Out of use.

NEPHRITICK. a. [vεpgiтixos ; nephretique,

French . ]

1. Belonging to the organs of urine.

2. Troubled with the stone.

3. Good against the stone.

Arbuthnot.

Woodward.

+

2. Any place where animals are produced.

3. An abode ; a place of residence.

Shakesespeare.

Spenser.4. A warm close habitation.

5. Boxes or drawers ; little pockets or repo.

sitories.

nests.

To NEST. v. n. [from the noun.] To build

Howel.

NESTEGG. s. [nest and egg.] An egg left in

the nest to keep the hen from forsaking it.

Hudibras.

To NE'STLE. v. n . [from nest.] To settle ; to

harbour ; to lie close and snug.

To NESTLE v. a.

1. To house, as in a nest.

Bacon.

Donne.

Chap2. To cherish, as a bird her young.

NE'STLING. s. [ from nestle.] A bird just ta

ken out of the nest.

NET. s. [nati, Gothick ; net, Saxon.]

1. A texture woven with large interstices or

meshes. Taylor.

2. Any thing made with interstitial vacuities.

Kings. Thomson.

NETHER. a. [neoder, Sax. neder, Dutch.]

1. Lower; not upper.

2. Being in a lower place.

Dryden.

Milton.

3. Infernal ; belonging to the regions below.

Dryden.

NE’THERMOST. a. [superl. of nether.] Low-

Milton.

NETTING. s. A reticulated piece ofwork .

NETTLE. s . [nelte, Saxon.] A stinging herb

well known . Waller

est.

To NETTLE. v. a. [from the noun.] To sting;

to irritate ; to provoke. Bentley.

NETWORK. s . [net and work.] Any thing re-

ticulated or decussated , at equal distances,

with interstices between the intersections.

NEPOTISM. s. [nepome, French.] Fondness NEVER. ad. [ne ever, næerne, Saxon.]

for nephews.

NERVE. s. [nervus, Latin.]

Addison. 1. At no time. **

2. In no degree.

1. The organs of sensation passing from the

brain to all the parts ofthe body. Quincy.

2. It is used by the poets for sinew or tendon .

NE'RVELESS. a. [from nerve.] Without

strength. Dunciad.

NERVOUS. a. [nervosus, Latin.]

1. Well strung ; strong ; vigorous.

2. Relating to the nerves.

Pope.

Harte.

3. [In medical cant.] Having weak or dis-
eased nerves. Cheyne.

NE'RVY. a. [from nerve.] Strong ; vigorous.
Not in use. Shakespeare.

NE'SCIENCE. s. [from nescio, Latin.] Igno-

rance ; the state ofnot knowing. Glanville.

NESH. a. [nere, Saxon. ] Soft ; easily hurt.

NESS.

J. A termination added to an adjective to

change it into a substantive, denoting state

or quality ; as, poisonous, poisonousness ; lovely,

loveliness ; from nirre, Saxon.

2. The termination of many names of places

where there is a headland or promontory;

from nere, Saxon, a nose of land, or head-
land.

NEST. s. [nert, Saxon.]

1. The bed formed by the bird for incuba-

tion and feeding her young. Deuteronomy.

Spenser.

Pope.

South.

3. It seems in some phrases to have the sense

ofan adjective. Not any. Matthew.

4. It is much used in composition ; as, never-

ending, having no end. Milton.

NEVERTHELESS. ud. [never the less .] Not-

withstanding that. Bacon.

NEUROLOGY. s. [vɛugov and λoyos .] ´A de

scription ofthe nerves.

NEUROTOMY. s . [ngov and Tμv . ]The ana-

tomy of the nerves.

NEUTER. a. [neuter, Latin ; neutre, French.1

1. Indifferent ; not engaged on either side.

2. [In grammar. ] A noun that implies no

Dryden.

NEU'TER. s. One indifferent and unengaged.

Addison.

sex.

NEUTRAL. a. [neutral, French.]

1. Indifferent ; not engaged on either side.

Shakespeare.

Daries.

Arbuthnot.

2. Neither good nor bad.

3. Neither acid nor alkaline.

NEUTRAL. s. One who does not act nor en-

gage on either side. Bacon.

NEUTRALITY. s. [neutralité, French.]

1. A state ofindifference, of neither friend-

ship nor hostility. Addison.

2. A state between good and evil. Donne.
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NEUTRALLY. ad. [from neutral.] Indiffer-

ently; on either part.

NEW. a. [newyd, Welsh ; necp, Saxon ; neuf,

French.]

1

1. Not old ; fresh ; novel.

2. Not being before.

Burnet.

Burnet.

3. Modern ; of the present time. Temple.

4. Different from the former. Com. Prayer.

5. Not antiquated ; having the effect of no-

velty. Pope.

6. Not habituated ; not familiar. Hooker.

7. Renovated ; repaired, so as to recoverthe

first state. Bacon.

Dryden.

Addison.

8. Fresh after any thing.

9. Not of ancient extraction.

NEW. ad. This is used in composition for new-

ly; as, new-blown.

NE'WEL. s.

Cowley.

1. The compass round which, the staircase

is carried. Bacon.

2. Novelty, Spenser.

NEWFA'NGLED. a . [new andfangle.] Formed

with vain or foolish love of novelty. Shak.

NEWFANGLEDNESS. s. [from newfan-

NEWFA'NGLENESS. gled.] Vain and

foolish love of novelty.

NE'WING. s. Yest or barm.

NE'WLY. ad. [from new.]

1. Freshly ; lately.

}

Sidney.

Ainsworth.

Dryden.

2. In a manner different from the former. Sp.

NE'WNESS. s. [from new. ]

1. Freshness ; lateness ; recentness ; state of

being lately produced.

2. Novelty ; unacquaintance.

3. Something lately produced.

4. Innovation ; late change.

5. Want of practice.

NIBBLER. s. [from nibble.] One that bites by
little at a time.

NICE. a. [nere, Saxon, soft.]

1. Accurate in judgment to minute exact-

ness ; superfluously exact. It is often used

to express a culpable delicacy. Sidney.

2. Scrupulously and minutely cautious. Sha.

3. Fastidious ; squeamish. Milton.

4. Easily injured ; delicate. Roscommon.

5. Formed with minute exactness. Addison.

6. Requiring scrupulous exactness. Newton.

7. Refined. Milton.

NICELY. ad. [from nice.]

1. Accurately ; minutely ; scrupulously. Sha.

2. Delicately. Atterbury.

NI'CENESS. s. [from nice.]

1. Accuracy ; minute exactness. Dryden.

2. Superfluous delicacy or exactness . Sidney.

NICETY. s . [from nice.]

1. Minute accuracy of thought. Prior

2. Accurate performance, or observance.

Addison.

3. Fastidious delicacy ; squeamishness.

Spenser.

4. Minute observation ; punctilious discrimi-

nation ; subtilty. Locke.

5. Delicate management ; cautious treat-

ment.

6. Effeminate softness.

Swift.

7. Niceties, in the plural, is generally ap-

plied to dainties or delicacies in eating.

NÎ'CHER. s. A plant.

Raleigh.

South.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Miller.

NICHE. s . [ French . ] A hollow in which a sta-

tue may be placed. Wotton.

NICK. s. [nicke, Teutonick, the twinkling of

an eye.]

Sidney. 1. Exact point of time at which there is ne-

cessity or convenience.

Waller 2. A notch cut in any thing.

NEWS. s. [from new ; nouvelles, French. ]

1. Fresh account ofany thing.

2. Something not heard before. L'Estrange.

3. Papers which give an account ofthe tran-

sactions ofthe present times. Pope.
NE'WS-MONGER. s . [news and monger.] One

that deals in news ; one whose employment

is to hear and to tell news. Shakespeare.

NEWT. s. [erere, Saxon.] Eft ; small lizard ;

they are harmless. Shakespeare.

NEW-YEAR's-GIFT. s. Present

first day ofthe year.

NEXT. a. [next, Saxon.]

1. Nearest in place.

2. Nearest in time.

3. Nearest in any gradation.

made on the

Stillingfleet.

Bacon.

Gay.

Clarendon.

Addison.

NEXT. ad. At the time or turn immediately

succeeding.

NIAS. a. [niais, French.] Simple, silly, and

foolish.

NIB. s. [nehbe, Dutch.]

Bailey.

Derham.

1. The bill or beak ofa bird. See NEB.

2. The point of any thing.

NI'BBEĎ. a. [ from nib. ] Having a nib.

To NIBBLE. v. a. [ from nib, the beak or

mouth.]

1. To bite by little at a time ; to eat slowly.

Shakespeare. Cleaveland.
To bite as a fish does the bait. Gay.

I'BBLE. v. n.

o bite at.
Shakespeare.

o carp at; to find fault with. Tillotson.

3. A score ; a reckoning.

Suckling.

Shakespeare

4. A winning throw. [niche, French .] Prior

To NICK. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. Tohit ; to touch luckily ; to perform Ly

some slight artifice. Hudibras.

2. To cut in nicks or notches. Shakespeare.

3. To suit, as tallies cut in nicks. Camden.

4. To defeat or cozen. Shakespeare.

NICKNAME. s . [nom de nique, Fr.] A name

given in scoff or contempt.. Ben Jonson.

To NICKNAME. v. a. To call by an oppro-

brious appellation. Denham.

To NICTATE. v. a. [nicto, Latin.] To wink.

Ray.

NIDE. s. [nidus, Latin.] A brood ; as, a nide

ofpheasants.

Camden.

NIDGET. s.[corrupted from nithing orniding.]

A dastard ; a coward.

NIDIFICATION. s. [nidificatio, Latin.] The

act of building nests.
Derham

Curew.

NI'DING. a. [from nið, Saxon, vileness.] Ab.

ject; base-minded ; coward.

NI'DOROUS. a. [nidoreux, Fr. from nidor,

Lat. ] Resembling the smell or taste ofroast-

ed fat. Bacon.

NIDORO'SITY. s . [from nidorous. ] Eructation

with the taste of undigested roast-meat.

Floyer.

NIDULA'TION. s. [nidulor, Latin.] The time

ofremaining in the nest.
6. Brown.

L
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NIECE. s. [niece, niepce, Fr. neptis, Latin.] The

daughter of a brother or sister. Waller.

NI'GĞARD. s. [ninggr, Islandick.] A miser ;

a curmudgeon.

NIGGARD. a.

Sidney.

1. Sordid ; avaricious ; parsimonious.Dryden.

2. Sparing ; wary. Shakespeare.

To NIGGARD. v. a. [from the noun.] To

stint; to supply sparingly. Shakespeare.

NIGGARDISH. a. [from niggard.] Having

some disposition to avarice.

NIGGARDLINESS . s. [from niggardly.] Ava-

rice ; sordid parsimony. Addison.

NIGGARDLY. a. [from niggard.]

1. Avaricious ; sordidly parsimonious. Hall.

2. Spåring ; wary. Sidney.

NIGGARDLY. ad.Sparingly; parsimoniously.

NIGGARDNESS. 8. [from niggard.] Ava-

rice ; sordid parsimony. Not used. Sidney.

NIGH. prep. [nýh, Saxon. ] At no great dis-

Garth.tance from .

NIGH. ad.

1. Not at a great distance.

2. To a place near.

NIGH. a.

1. A small bird that sings in the night with

remarkable melody ; Philomel. Shakespeare.

2. A word of endearment.

NIGHTLY. ad. [from night.]

1. By night.

2. Every night.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

NIGHTLY. a. [ from night.] Done by night ;

acting by night. Dryden.

NIGHTMAN. s. [night and man.] One who

carries away ordure in the night.

NIGHTMARE. s. [night, and mara, a spirit.]

Amorbid oppression inthe night, resembling

the pressure ofweight upon the breast.

Arbuthnot.

NIGHTPIECE. s . [ night and piece. ] A picture

so coloured as to be supposed seen by candle

light, not by the light of the day. Addison.

NIGHTRAIL. s. [night, and ɲezl, Saxon, a

gown.] A loose gown thrown over the dress

at night. Addison.

NIGHTRAVEN. s. [night and raven .] A bird

supposed of ill omen, that cries loud in the

night. Spenser.Philippians .

Milton. NIGHTROBBER. s. [night and robber. ] One

who steals in the dark. Spenser.

NIGHTRULE. s. [night and rule.] A tumult

in the night. Shakespeare.

Prior.

Knolles.

To ap-

1. Near ; not distant ; not remote.

2. Allied closely by blood.

To NIGH. v. n. [ from the particle .]

proach ; to advance ; to draw near. Spenser.

NIGHLY. ad. [from nigh, the adjective. ]

Nearly ; within a little. Locke.

NIGHNESS. s . [from nigh.] Nearness ; proxi-

mity.

NIGHT. s . [nauts, Gothick ; nihe, Saxon.]

1. Thetime of darkness ; the time from sun-

set to sunrise. Crashaw.

2. The end of the day of life ; death.Dryden.

3. State or time of ignorance or obscurity.

To NIGHT. adverbially. In this night ; at this

night. Joshua.

NIGHTBRA'WLER. s. [night and brawler.]

Onewho raises disturbances in the night. Sh.

NIGHTCAP. s. [night and cap. ] A cap worn

in bed, or in undress . Swift.

NIGHTCROW. s . [night and crow.] A bird

that cries in the night. Shakespeare,

NI'GHTDEW. s. [night and dew.] Dew that

Iwets the ground in the night. Dryden.

NIGHTDOG. s . [night and dog. ] A dog that

hunts in the night. Shakespeare.

NIGHTDRESS. s . [night and dress.] The

dress worn at night. Pope.

NIGHTED. a. [from night. ] Darkened ;

clouded ; black. Shakespeare.

NIGHTFA'RING. a. [night and fare.] Travel

ling in the night.

NIGHTFIRE. s. [night and fire. ] Ignis fatuus ;

Will-a-wisp. Herbert.

NIGHTFLY. s. [night and fly.]Moth that flies

in the night. Shakespeare.

NIGHTFO'UNDERED. a. [ from night and

founder.] Lost or distressed in the night.

Gay.

Milton.

NIGHTGOWN. s. [night and gown.] A loose

gown used for an undress. Pope.

NIGHTHAG. s . [night and hag.] Witch sup-

posed to wander in the night.

NIGHTINGALE. s. [ from night, and galan,

Saxon, to sing .]

Milton.

NIGHTSHADE. s. [of niht reada, Saxon.]

1. A plant oftwo kinds ; common and dead-

ly nightshade.
Miller.

NIGHTSHINING. a. [night and shine. ] Shew-

ing brightness in the night. Wilkins.

NIGHTSHRIEK. s . [night and shriek.] A cry

in the night. Shakespeare.

NIGHTTRIPPING. a.[night and trip. ]Going

lightly in the night. Shakespeare.

NIGHTWALK.s. [night and walk.] Walk in

the night. Walton.

NIGHTWALKER. s. [night and walk. ] One

who roves in the night upon ill designs.

Ascham.

NIGHTWARBLING. a. [night and warble.]

Singing in the night. Milton.

NIGHTWARD. a. [night and ward.] Ap-

proaching toward night. Milton.

NIGHTWATCH. s. [night and watch. ] A pe-

riod of the night as distinguished by change

ofthe watch. Psalms.

NIGRE'SCENT. a . [nigrescens, Lat. ] Growing

black ; approaching to blackness.

NIGRIFICATION. s. [niger and facio, Lat.]

The act ofmaking black.

NIHI’LITY. s . [nihilité, Fr. ] Nothingness ;

state ofbeing nothing.

the

Watts.

To NILL. v . a. [from ne will. ] Not to will; to
refuse ; to reject. B. Jonson.

NILL.. s . The shining sparks of brass in trying

and melting the ore.

To NIM. v. a . [nemen, Dutch, to take.] To

take. In cant, to steal. Hudibras.

NIMBLE. a. [from nim ; or numan, Saxon,

tractable. ] Quick ; active ; ready ; speedy ;

lively; expeditious. Spenser.

NI′MBLENESS. s. [ from nimble.] Quickness ;

activity ; speed ; agility.

NI'MBLEWITTED. a. [nimble_and_wit.]

Quick ; eager to speak.

NIMBLY. ad . [from nimble. ] Quickly ; speedi.

ly; actively.L

Hooker.

Bacon.

Boyle.
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NI'MBLESS. s. Nimbleness. Spenser.

NI'MIETY. s. [nimietas, school Latin.] The

state ofbeing too much.

NI'MMER. s . [from nim . ] A thief ; a pilferer.

NI'NCOMPOOP. s. [a corruption of the La-

tin, non compos . ] A fool ; a trifler. Addison.

NINE. s. [nizon, Sax . ] One more than eight.

NI'NEFOLD. a. [nine and fold. ] Nine times.

NI'NEPINS . s. [nine and pin . ] A play where

nine pieces ofwood are set up on the ground

to be thrown down by a bowl. Peacham.

NI'NESCORE. a. [nine and score. ] Nine times

twenty. Addison.

NINETEEN. a. [nizontyne, Sax. ] Nine and

ten ; one less than twenty.

NINETEENTH. a . [nizonteoða, Saxon.] The

ordinal of nineteen ; the ninth after the

tenth.

NI'NETIETH. a. [hundnizonreogoda, Sax.]

The tenth nine times told.

NINETY. a. [hundnizontig, Saxon . ]
times ten.

Nine

Swift.

NI'NNY. s. [ninno, a child, Spanish . ] A fool ;

a simpleton.

NI'NNYHAMMER. s . [ from ninny.] A sim-

pleton. Arbuthnot.

NINTH. a. [negoda, Saxon .] The first after

the eighth ; the ordinal of nine.

To NIP. v. a. [nijpen, Dutch.]

1. To pinch off with the nails ; to bite with

the teeth. Bacon.

Mortimer.

3. To blast ; to destroy before full growth.

4. To pinch as frost

2. To cut off by any slight means.

5. To vex ; to bite.

Shakespeare.

Spenser.

6. To satirize ; to ridicule ; to taunt sarcas-

tically. Ascham .

NIP. s. [from the verb.]

1. A pinch with the nails or teeth .

2. A small cut.

Ascham.

Shakespeare.

3. A blast. Stepney.

4. A taunt ; a sarcasm.

NI'PPER. s. [from nip.] A satirist. "Ascham.

NIPPERS. s. [from nip. ] Small pincers.

NI'PPINGLY. ad. [from nip.] With_bitter
sarcasm .

NIPPLE. s. [nýpele, Saxon.]

1. The teat ; the dug. Ray.

2. The orifice at which any animal liquor is

separated. Derham.

NI'PPLEWORT. s . [lampsana, Latin.] A

weed.

NI'SI PRIUS. s. [In law.] A judicial writ,

which lies in case where the inquest is på-

nelled and returned before the justices of the

bank ; the one party or the other making

petition to have this writ for the ease of

the county. It is so called from the first

words of the writ, nisi apud talem locum prius
venerint.

NIT. s. [hnizu, Saxon.] The egg of a louse,

or small animal. Derham.

NITENCY. s. [nitentia, Latin.]

1. Lustre ; clear brightness..

2. [From nitor, Lat.] Endeavour ; spring to

expand itself. Boyle.

NITHING. s. [or niding. ] A coward.

NITID. a. [nitidus, Latin.] Bright ; shining ;

lustres.
Boyle.

an

NI'TRE. s. [nitre, Fr. nitrum, Latin.] Nitre,

or saltpetre, is acrystalline, pellucid, whitish

substance, of an acrid and bitterish taste,

impressing a peculiar sense of coldness upon

the tongue. This salt affords, by fire

acid spirit capable of dissolving almost eve-

rything. Nitre is naturally blended in par-

ticles in earths, as the particles of metals in
their ores.

NI'TROUS. a. [nitreux, Fr. from nitre.] Im-

pregnated with nitre. Blackmore.

NÎ“TŘY. a. [from nitre. ] Nitrous.

NITTILY. ad. [from nitty. ] Lousily.

Hill.

Gay.

Hayward.

NI'TTY. a. [from nit. ] Abounding with the

eggs oflice.

NI'VAL. a. [nivalis, Latin .] Abounding with
snow.

NI'VEOUS. a . [niveus, Lat. ] Snowy.

NI'ZY. s . A dunce ; a simpleton.

NO. ad. [na, Saxon.]

1. The word of refusal.

2. The word of denial.

LBrown ,

Calamy.

Bacon,

3. It sometimes strengthers a following ne-

gative ; no not, not even.

NO. a.

1. Not any ; none.

2. No one ; none ; not any one.

Worker.

Swift.

Smalridge.

TO NOBILITATÉ. v. a. [nobilito, Latin.] To

ennoble ; to make noble.

NOBILITY. s . [nobilitas, Latin .]

1. Antiquity offamily joined with splendour.

Dryden.

2. Rank or dignity of several degrees, con-

ferred by sovereigns. Nobility in England

is extended to five ranks ; duke, marquis,

earl, viscount, baron.

Shakespeare3. The persons ofhigh rank.

4. Dignity ; grandeur ; greatness . Sidney

NO'BLE . a. [ noble, French ; nobilis , Latin. ]

1. Ofancient and splendid family.

2. Exalted to a rank above commonalty. Dr.

3. Great ; worthy ; illustrious .

4. Exalted ; elevated ; sublime.

5. Magnificent ; stately.

6. Free ; generous ; liberal.

Milton.

Dryden.

7. Principal ; capital ; as, the heart is one of

thenoble parts of the body.

NO'BLE. s.

1. One of high rank. Bacon.

2. A coin rated at six shillings and eight-

pence. Bacon

NO'BLE liverwort. s. [hepatica. ] A plant.

NO'BLEMAN. s. [noble and man.] One who is

ennobled. Dryden

NO BLENESS. s . [ from noble .]

1. Greatness ; worth ; dignity ; magnanini

ty. Shakespeare. Taylor.

2. Splendour of descent ; lustre of pedigree.

NOBLE'SS . s. [noblesse, French.] Not used.

1. Nobility.

2. Dignity ; greatness .

3. Noblemen collectively.

NO'BLY. ad. [from noble.]

Spenser.

Ben Jonson.

Shakespeare.

1. Of ancient and splendid extraction.Dryd.

2. Greatly ; illustriously .

3. Grandly ; splendidly.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

NO BODY. 8. [no and body.] No one ; not any

Clarentonone.

NO'CENT. a . [noccns, Latin.]
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1. Guilty ; criminal.

2. Hurtful ; mischievous.

NOCK. s. [nocchia, Italian.]

1. A slit ; a nick ; a notch.

2. The fundament.

Milton.

Bacon. To NOISE. v . a. To spread by rumour, or re-

port.

NÕI'SEFUL. a. [noise andfull.] Loud ; cla-

Hudibras.

To NOCK. v. a. To place uponthe notch.

NOCTA'MBULO. s. [nox and ambulo, Latin.]

One who walks in his sleep . Arbuthnot.

NOCTI'DIAL. a. [noctis and dies, Latin.]

Comprising a night and a day. Holder.

NOCTIFEROUS. a. [nox and fero, Latin.]

Bringing night.

NOCTI'VAGANT. a. [noctivagus, Latin. ]Wan-

dering in the night.

NOCTUARY. s. [ from noctis, Latin.] An ac-

count ofwhat passes by night. Addison.

OCTURN. s . [nocturnus, Latin.] An office

of devotion performed in the night.

Stillingfleet.

NOCTURNAL. a. [nocturnus, Lat.] Nightly.

Dryden.

NOCTURNAL. s. An instrument by which

observations are made in the night. Watts.

To NOD. v. n. [of uncertain derivation.]

1. To decline the head with a quick motion.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

2. To pay a slight bow.

3. To bend downward with quick motion.

4. To be drowsy.

NOD. s. [from the verb.]
1. A quick declination ofthe head. Locke

2. A quick declination. Shakespeare.

3. The motion of the head in drowsiness.

4. A slight obeisance. Shakespeare.

NODATION. s . [from nodo, Latin.] The act

of making knots.

NO'DDER. s. [from nod. ] One who makes

nods. Pope.

NO'DDLE. s. [hnol, Saxon.] A head, in con-

tempt. B. Jonson.

NO'DDY. s . [from naudin, French.] A simple-

ton ; an idiot. L'Estrange.

NODE. s. [nodus, Latin.]

1. A knot ; a knob.

2. A swelling on the bone.

3. Intersection.

NODO'SITY. s. [from nodosus, Lat. ]

cation ; knot.

Wiseman.

Holder.

Compli

Brown.

NO'DOÚS. a. [nodosus, Lat.] Knotty ; full of

knots. Brown.

NO'DULE. s. [nodulus, Latin.] A small lump.

Woodward.

t
NOʻGGEN. a. Hard ; rough ; harsh.

NO'GGIN. s. [nossel, German. ] A small mug.

Arbuthnot.

NOI'ANCE. s. [See ANNOIANCE.] Mischief;

inconvenience. Shakespeare.

Tusser.

To NOIE. v. a. To annoy. Not used.

NOIER. s. [from noie. ] One who annoys.

NOIOUS. a. [noioso, Italian. ] Hurtful ; mis-

chievous. Obsolete. Spenser.

NOISE. s. [noise, French.]

1. Any kind of sound. Bacon.

2. Outery ; clamour ; boasting or importu-

nate talk.

3. Occasion of talk.

loud.

Baker.

Addison.

To NOISE. v. n. [from the noun.] To sound

Milton

morous.

Bentley

Dryden.

Harte.

NOI'SELESS . a. [from noise. ] Silent ; without

sound.

NOI'SINESS . s. [from noisy.] Loudness of

sound ; importunity ofclamour.

NOI'SEMAKER. s. [noise and maker. ] Cla-

L'Estrange.mourer.

NOI'SOME. a. [noioso, Italian .]

1. Noxious ; mischievous ; unwholesome.

Dryden.

2. Offensive ; disgusting. Shakespeare

NOI'SOMELY. ad. [ from noisome. ] With a

fetid stench ; with an infectious steam .

NOI'SOMENESS. s. [from noisome.] Aptness

to disgust ; offensiveness.

NOI'SY. a. [from noise.]

1. Sounding loud.

South

Smith2. Clamorous ; turbulent.

NO'LI me tangere . [Latin. ]

1. A kind of cancerous swelling.

2. A plant. Mortime

NOLITION. s. [nolitio, Latin.] Unwilling

ness ; opposed to volition.

NOLL. &. [hnol, Sax. ] A head ;

Hale.

a noddle.

Shakespeare,

NO'MANCY. s . [nomance, Fr.] The art of di

vining the fates of persons by the letters that

form their names.

NO'MBLES. s . The entrails of a deer.

NOMENCLATOR. s. [ Latin , nomenclateur,

Fr.] One who calls things or persons by their

propernames. Addison.

NOMENCLATURE. s. [nomenclature, Fr.

nomenclatura, Latin.]

1. The act of naming. Bacon.

Brown.2. A vocabulary ; a dictionary.

NO'MINAL. a. [nominalis, Lat.] Referring to

names rather than to things ; titular. Locke.

NO'MINALLY. ad. By name ; with regard to

a name ; titularly.

To NO'MINATE. v. a. [nomino, Latin.]

1. To name ; to mention by name. Wotton.

2. To entitle ; to call. Spenser.

3. To set down ; to appoint by name. Shak.

NOMINATION. s . [from nominate.]

1. The act of mentioning by name. Wotton.

2. The power of appointing. Clarendon.

NO'MINATIVE. s. [ In grammar.] The case

that primarily designates the name of any

thing.

NON. ad. [Latin.] Not. It is never used sepa

rately, but sometimes prefixed to words with

a negative power.

NO'NĂGE. s. [ non and age. ] Minority ; time

oflife before legal maturity. Hale.

NONCE. s. Purpose ; intent ; design . Not now

in use. Cleaveland.

NONCONFO'RMIST. s. [non and conformist.]

One who refuses to join in the established

worship. Swift.

NONCONFORMITY. s. [non and confor-

mity.]

1. Refusal ofcompliance. Watts,

2. Refusal tojoin in the established religion.

South
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NOO NOS

NONE. a. [ne ane, Saxon.]

J. Not one.

2. Not any.

3. Not other.

NOO'NDAY. a. Meridional. Addison.

Addison. NOO'NING. s. [from noon. ] Repose or repast

Fenton. at'noon.

4. None of sometimes signifies only empha-

tically nothing.

NONENTITY. s. [ non and entity.]

1. Nonexistence.

2. A thing not existing.

Psalms.

Genesis. NOO'NTIDE. s. [noon and tide.] Midday ,
time of noon.

Shakespeare

NOO'NTIDE. a. Meridional. Shakespeare.

NOOSE. s. [nosada, entangled .] . A running

knot, which the more it is drawn binds the

closer. Sandys.

To NOOSE. v a. [fromthe noun.] To tie in a

noose; to catch. Gov. ofthe Tongue

NOPE. s. A kind of bird called a bullfinch,

or redtail.

Bentley.

South.

Brown.

NONEXISTENCE. s. [non and existence.]

1. Inexistence ; negation of being.

2. The thing not existing.

NONJURING. a. [non and juro, Latin. ] Be-

longing to those who will not swear alle.

giance to the Hanoverian family. Swift.

NONJUROR. s. [from non and juror, Latin.]

One who, conceiving James II. unjustly de-

posed, refuses to swear allegiance to those

who have succeeded him.

NONNA'TURALS. s. [non and naturalia, Lat .]

Physicians reckon these to be six, viz. air,

meat and drink, sleep and watching, motion

and rest, retention and excretion, and the

passions ofthe mind.

NONPAREIL. s. [ non and pareil, French.j

1. Excellence unequalled.

2. A kind of apple.

Brown.

Shakespeare.

3. Printers letter of a small size, on which

small bibles and common prayers are print-

ed.

NO'NPLUS. s. [non and plus, Lat.] Puzzle ;

inability to say or do more. Locke.

To NO'NPLUS . v. a. [from the noun. ] To

confound ; to puzzle. South.

NONRESIDENCE. s. [non and residence.]

Failure ofresidence. Swift.

NONRE'SIDENT. s. [non and resident.] One

who neglects to live at the proper place.

Swift.

NONRE'SISTANCE. s. [non and resistance. ]

The principle of not opposing the king ; rea-

dy obedience to a superiour.

NO'NSENSE. s. [non and sense .]

1. Unmeaning or ungrammatical language.

2. Trifles ; things of no importance.

NONSENSICAL. a. [from nonsense . ] Un-

meaning ; foolish . Ray.

NONSENSICALNESS. s. [ from nonsensical .]

Ungrammatical jargon ; foolish absurdity.

NONSO'LVENT. a. [ non and solvent.] Who

cannot pay his debts.

Broome.

NONSOLUTION. s. [non and solution.] Fai-

lure ofsolution.

NONSPAʼRING. a. [non and sparing. ] Mer-

ciless ; all-destroying. Shakespeare.

To NONSUIT. v. a. [non and suit.] To deprive

of the benefit of a legal process for some fai-

lure in management. Swift.

NOO'DLE. s. [from noddle or noddy. ] A fool ;

a simpleton.

NOOK.s [from een hoeck, German.] A corner.

Davies.

NOON. s. [non, Saxon ; nawn, Welsh.]

1. The middle hour ofthe day ; twelve ; the

time when the sun is in the meridian ; mid-

day. Dryden.

Dryden.

Young.

2. It is taken for midnight.

NOON. a. Meridional.

NOO'NDAY. s. [noon and day. ] Midday. Sha.

NOR. conjunct . [ne or.]

1. A particle marking the second or subse

quent branch of a negative proposition ; as,

neither poor norrich. Shakespeare.

2. Two negatives are sometimes joined, but

ill : I have not done it, nor Iknow not when I

shall do it.

3. Nor is in poetry used in the first branch

for neither ; as, I nor love myself, nor thee.

NORTH. s. [nono, Saxon.] The point opposite

to the sun in the meridian. Shakespeare.

NORTH. a. Northern. Numbers.

NORTHEAST. s. [ north and east .] The point

between the north and east. Arbuthnot.

NORTHERLY. a. [from north. ] Being toward

the north.

NO'RTHERN. a. [from north.]

Derham.

Being in the

Shakespeare.
north.

NORTHSTAR. s. [north and star.] The pole-

star ; the lodestar. Shakespeare.

NO'RTHWARD. ad . [north and peaɲd, Sax.]

Being toward the north.

NORTHWARD. ad. [north and peard, Sax.]

Toward the north. Shakespeare.

NORTHWEST. s. [north and west.] The

point between the north and west. Brown.

NORTHWI'ND. s. [ north and wind.] The

wind that blows fromthe north. Milton.

NOSE. s. [nore, nora, Saxon.]

1. The prominence on the face, which is the

organ of scent, and the emunctory of the

brain. Locke.

2. The end of any thing.
Holder.

Collier.3. Scent ; sagacity.

4. To leadby the NosE. To drawby force ;

as a bear by his ring. To lead blindly.

5. To thrust one's NosE into the affairs of

others. Tobe a busybody.

6. To put one's NOSE out ofjoint. To put one

out in the affections of another.

To NOSE. v. a. [ from the noun.]

1. To scent; to smell.

2. To face ; to oppose.

To NOSE. v. n. To look big ; to bluster.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

NO'SEBLEED. s . [nose and bleed. ] A kind of

herb.

NO'SEGAY. s. [nose andgay. ] A posy ; abunch

offlowers. Pope.

NO'SELESS. a. [fron nose.] Wanting a nose ;

deprived ofthe nose. Shakespeare.

NO'ŠESMART. s. [nose and smart. ] The herb

"

cresses.

NO'SLE. s. [from nose.] The extremity of

thing; as, the nosle ofa pair ofbellows..

M m
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ΝΟΤ NOV

NOSO'LOGY. s. [veσos and λoyos.] Doctrine of
diseases.

NOSOPOETICK. [voces and .] Pro-

ducing diseases. Arbuthnot.

Bacon.

NO'STRIL. s. [nose, and yɲl, a hole, Saxon.]

The cavity in the nose.

NO'STRUM.s. [ Latin. ] A medicine not made

publick, but remaining in some single hand

Stillingfleel..

NOT. ad. [ne auhr, Saxon ; niet, Dutch.]

1. The particle of negation, or refusal.

2. It denotes cessation or extinction . No

Job.

NOTABLE. a. [notable, Fr. notabilis, Latin.]

1. Remarkable ; memorable ; observable.

more.

Sidney.

Addison.2. Careful ; bustling.

NOTABLENESS. s . [ from notable . ] Appear-

ance ofbusiness ; importance.

NOTABLY. ad. [from notable.]

1. Memorably ; remarkably.

2. With consequence ; with show of import-

ance.

notary.

Bacon.

Addison.

NOTARIAL. a. [from notary. ] Taken by a

Ayliffe.

NO'TARY. s. [notaire, Fr. from notarius, Lat. ]

An officer whose business it is to take notes

of any thing which may concern the publick.

Hooker.

NOTATION. s. [notatio, Latin.]

1. The act orpractice of recording any thing

by marks ; as, by figures or letters. Cocker.

2. Meaning ; signification. Hammond.

NOTCH. s . [nocchia, Italian .] A nick ; a hollow

cut in any thing ; a nock. Grew.

To NOTCH. v. a. [from the noun.] To cut in
small hollows.

NOTCHWEED. s . [notch and weed.]

NOTE. s . [nota, Latin ; note, French.]

called orach.

NOTE. [for ne mote.] May not.

1. Mark ; token.

2. Notice ; heed .

3. Reputation ; consequence.

4. Reproach ; stigma.

Grew.

An herb

Spenser.

Hooker.

Shakespeare,

Abbot.

Shakespeare.

5. Account ; information. Not used. Shak.

6. State of being observed. Bacon.

7. Tune ; voice ; harmonick or melodious

sound.

8. Single sound in musick.

9. Short hint ; small paper.

10. Abbreviation ; symbol.

11. A small letter.

12. A written paper.

Hooker.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Baker.

Dryden.

Swift.

13. A paper given in confession ofa debt. Arb.

14. Explanatory annotation. Felton.

To NOTE. v. a. [noto , Lat. noter, French.]

1. To observe ; to remark ; to heed ; to at-

tend; to take notice of.

2. To deliver ; to set down.

3. To charge with a crime.

Addison.

Hooker.

Dryden.

4. [In musick. ] To set down the notes of a

tune.

NOTEBOOK. s . [note and book .] A book in

which notes and inemorandums are set down.

Shakespeare.

NOTED. part. a. [from note. ] Remarkable ;

eminent; celebrated. Boyle.

NOTER. &. [from note.] He who takes notice.

NOTHING. s. [ no and thing.]

1. Negation of being ; nonentity ; universal

negation ; opposed to something. Bentley.

2. Nonexistence. Shakespeare.

3. Not any thing ; no particular thing.

4. No other thing.

Addison.

Wake.

Clarendon.

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

Ray.

Bacon.

Dryden.

5. No quantity or degree.

6. No importance ; no use.

7. No possession or fortune.

8. No difficulty ; no trouble.

9. A thing ofno proportion.

10. Trifle ; something of no consideration or

importance.

11. Nothing has a kind of adverbial signifi-

cation. In no degree ; not at all ; as, he was

nothing moved. Knolles.

Donne.

Hudibras.

NOTHINGNESS. s. [from nothing.]

1. Nihility ; nonexistence.

2. Thing of no value.

NOTICE. s . [notice, French ; notitia, Latin.]

1. Remark ; heed ; observation ; regard.

Locke

2. Information ; intelligence. Shakespeare.

NOTIFICATION. s . [notification, Fr. from

notify.] Act ofmaking known ; representa-

tion by marks or symbols. Holder.

To NOTIFY. v. a. [ notifier, Fr. notifico , Lat. ]

To declare ; to make known. Whitgift.

NO'TION. s. [notion, French.]

1. Thought ; representation of any thing

formed by the mind ; idea ; image. Newton,

2. Sentiment ; opinion. Atterbury.

3. Sense ; understanding. Not used.

Shakespeare

Prior.

Whitgift.

NO'TIONAL. a. [from notion. ]

1. Imaginary ; ideal ; intellectual.

2. Dealing in ideas, not realities. Glanville.

NOTIONALITY. s . [from notional. ] Empty,

ungrounded opinion. Not used. Glanville.

NO'TIONALLY. ad. [from notional. ] In idea ;

mentally. Norris.

NOTORIETY. s. [notorieté, Fr.] Publick

knowledge ; publick exposure. Addison.

NOTORIOUS. a. [notorius, Lat. notoire, Fr.]

Publickly known ; evident to the world ;

apparent ; not hidden.

NOTORIOUSLY. ad. [from notorious.] Pub-

lickly ; evidently ; openly. Clarendon.

NOTORIOUSNESS . s . [from notorious. ] Pub-

lick fame ; notoriety.

To NOTT. v. a. To shear. Ainsworth,

NOTWHEAT. s. [ not and wheat.] Of wheat

there are two sorts ; French, which is beard

ed ; and notwheat, so termed because it is

unbearded.. Carew.

NOTWITHSTANDING. conj . [This wordis

properly a participial adjective, as it is com-

pounded of not and withstanding, and an-

swers exactly to the Latin non obstante.]

1. Without hinderance or obstruction from.

2. Although ; this use is not proper. Addison.

3. Nevertheless ; however.

NOTUS 8. [ Latin ] The south-wind.

NOVA TION. s . [novatio , Latin. ] The intro-

duction ofsomething new.

NOVA'TOR. s. [ Latin. ] The introducer of

something new.

Hooker.

Milton

NO'VEL. a. [novellus Latin ; nouvelle Fr.j
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NOU NUL

NOVELIST. s. [from novel.]

1 New; not ancient. King Charles.

2. [In the civil law.] Appendant to the code,

and oflater euaction.

NOVEL. s. [nouvelle, French .]

Ayliffe.

2. A little while ago.

T. A small tale, generally oflove.

2. A law annexed to the code.

Dryden.

Ayliffe.

Bacon.

NOW. ad. [nu, Saxon. ]

1. At this time ; at the present time.

Tillotson.

Shakespeare.

Pope.3. At one time ; at another time.

4. It is sometimes a particle of connexion ;

as, if this be true, he is guilty ; now this is

true, therefore he is guilty. Rogers.

5. After this ; since things are so.

L'Estrange.

iner times. Hooker.

6. Now and then ; at one time and another ;

uncertainly. Dryden.

South.

The eleventh

NOW. s . Present moment.

NO'WADAYS. ud. In the present age.

Cowley.

reckoned Garrick.

1. Innovator ; assertor of novelty.

2. A writer of novels.

NOVELTY. s. [nouveauté, French.]

1. Newness ; state of being unknown to for-

2. Freshness ; recentness.

NOVEMBER. s.. [Latin.]

month ofthe year, or the ninth

from March.

NO'VENARY. s . [novenarius, Lat. ] Number

of nine ; nine collectively. Brown.

NOVE'RCAL. a. [ noverculis, from noverca,

Lat.] Having the manner of a step-mother ;

beseeming a step-mother. Derham.

NOUGHT. s. [ne ault, Saxon . ]

1. Not any thing ; nothing . Fairfax.

2. In no degree. A kind of adverbial sign-

fication. Fairfax.

3. To set at NOUGHT. Not to value ; to

slight ; to scorn ; to disregard. Proverbs.

NOVICE s. [novice, Fr. novitius, Latin.]

1. One not acquainted with any thing ; a
fresh man;,one in the rudiments of any

knowledge. Shakespeare.

2. One who has entered a religious house,

but not yet taken the vow ; a probationer.

NOVITIÅTE. s . [ noviciat, French.]

1. The state of a novice ; the time in which

the rudiments are learned. South.

2 The time spent in a religious house, by

way of trial, before the vow is taken.

NO'VITY. s. [novitas, Latin. ] Newness ; no-

velty. Brown.

NOUL. The crown ofthe head. See NOLL .

Spenser.

NOULD. Ne would ; would not. Spenser.

NOUN. s. [noun, old French ; nomen, Latin.]

The name of any thing in graminar. Clarke.

To NOURISH. v. a . [nourrir, French ; nutrio,

Latin.]

1. To increase or supportby food Thomson.

2. To support ; to maintain.

3. To encourage ; to foment.

4. To train, or educate.

Shakespeare.

Hooker.

NO'WED. a. [ nové, French.] Knotted ; in-

wreathed. Brown.

NOWES. s. [ from nou, old French. ] The mar-

riage knot. Out of use. Crashaw .

NO'WHERE. ad . [no and where. ] Not in any

place. Tillotson.

NOWISE. ad. [no and wise ; this is commonly

written by ignorant barbarians, noways . ] Not

in any manner or degree.

NO'XIOUS. a. [noxius, Latin .]

1. Hurtful ; harmful ; baneful.

2. Guilty ; criminal .

Bentley.

Brown.

Bramhall.

Swift .3. Unfavourable ; unkindly.

NO'XIOUSLY. ad. Hurtfully ; perniciously.

NO'XIOUSNESS . s. [from noxious.] Hurtful-

ness ; insalubrity.
Hammond.

NO'ZLE. s . [from nose .] The nose ; the snout ;

the end. Arbuthnot and Pope.

To NU'BBLE . v. a. [properly to knubble. ] To

bruise with handy-cufis. Ainsworth.

NUBI'FEROUS, a. [ nubifer, Latin.] Bringing

clouds.

To NUBILATE. v . a. [nubilo, Latin.] To

cloud.

NU'BILE. a. [nubile, French ; nubilis, Latin.]

Marriageable ; fit for marriage. Prior

NUCIFEROUS. a . [nuces and fero, Latin.]

Nat bearing.

NUCLEUS. s . [ Latin. ] A kernel ; any thing

about which inatter is gathered or conglo-

bated. Woodward.

NUDATION . s . [ muudation, Fr. nudo, Latin.]

The act of making bare or naked .

NU'DITY. s. [ nudité, French ; nudus, Latin.]
Naked parts.

NU'EL. See NEWEL .

Dryden.

Timothy.

Bacon- NUGA'CITY. s. [nugax, Latin ]

trifling talk or behaviour.

Futility ;

Bacon. NUGATION. s . [ nugor, Latin-] The act or

practice oftrifling.
Bacon

Grew.

5. To promote growth or strength.

To NOURISH. v . n. To gain nourishment.

Unusual.

NOU'RISHABLE. a. [from nourish .] Suscep-

tive of nourishment.

NOURISHER. s. [from nourish. ] The person

or thing that nourishes. Bucon.

NOURISHMENT. s. [ nourissement, French. ]

1. That which is given or received , in order

to the support or inerease of growth or

strength; food ; sustenance ; nutriment.

Newton.

2. Nutrition ; support of strength. Milton.

3. Sustentation ; supply of things needful.

NOURSLING. s . Nursling . Spenser.

NOURITURE. s. [nourriture, French . ] Edu-

cation ; institution. Spenser.

To NOU'SEL. v. a. To nurse up. Sponser.

NUGATORY. a. [nugatorius, Latin. ] Trifling;

-fatile ; insignificant . Bentley

NUISANCE. s. [nuisance, French.]

1. Something noxious or offensive. South.

2. [In law. ] Something that incommodes the

neighbourhood. Kettlewell.

To NULL. v. a. [nullus, Latin. ]. To annul ;

to annihilate. Milton.

NULL. a . [nullus, Lat. ] Void ; of no force ;

ineffectual. Swift.

NULL. s . Something of no power, or no mean-

ing.

NULLIBIETY. s . [from nullibi, Latin.] The

state of being nowhere

Bacon.
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NUM NUR

To NULLIFY. v a. [from nullus , Latin.] Te an- NUMERO'SITY. s . [from numerosus, Latin.] !

nul ; to make void.

NULLITY. s. [nullité, French.]

1. Want offorce or efficacy.

2. Want of existence .

NUMB. a. [benumen , Saxon .]

1. Number ; state of being numerous. Brows",

2. Harmony ; numerous flow.

South. NUMEROUS. a. [numerosus, Latin.]

Bacon.

1. Torpid ; chill ; motionless. Shakespeare.

2. Producing chilness ; benumbing. Shak.

To NUMB. v. a. To make torpid ; to make

dull ofmotion or sensation ; to deaden ; to

stupify. Shakespeare.

NUMBEDNESS. s . [from numbed.] Torpor ;

interruption of sensation. Wiseman

To NUMBER. v. a . [nombrer, French ; numern,

Latin.]

1. To count ; to tell ; to reckon how many.

Numbers.

2. To reckon as one of the same kind. Isaiah.

NU'MBER. s . [nombre, Fr. numerus, Lat.]

1. The species of quantity by which it is

computed how many. Shakespeare.

2. Any particular aggregate of units ; as,

even or odd. Shakespeare.

3. Many ; more than one. Addison.

4. Multitude that may be counted.

5. Comparative multitude.

Milton.

Bacon.

6. Aggregated multitude. Bacon.

7. Harmony ; proportions calculated by num-

Milton.

Milton.

ber.

8. Verses ; poetry.

the varia-9. [In grammar.] In the noun is

tion or change of termination to signify a

number more than one. Clarke.

NUMBERER. s. [from number.] He who num-

bers.

NU'MBERLESS . a. [from number. ] Innumer-

able ; more than can be reckoned. Swift.

NU'MBLES. s. [nombles, French. ] The en-

trails of a deer. Bailey.

NU'MBNESS. s. [from numb.] Torpor ; dead-

ness ; stupefaction. Milton.

NUMERABLE. a. [numerabilis, Latin.] Capa-

ble to be numbered.

NU'MERAL. a. [numeral, French.] Relating

to number ; consisting of number. Locke.

NU'MERALLY. ad. [from numeral.] Accord-

ing to number. Brown.

NU'MERARY. u. [numerus, Lat.] Belonging

to a certain number. Ayliffe.

NUMERATION. s. [numeration, French ; nu-

meratio, Latin.]

1. The art of numbering.

2. Number contained.
T
Locke.

Brown.

3. The rule of arithmetick which teaches the

notation of numbers, and method of read-

ing numbers regularly noted.

NUMERATOR. s. [Latin.

1. He that numbers.

2. [Numerateur, French.] That number which

serves as the common measure to others.

NUMERICAL. a. [from numerus, Latin.]

1. Numeral ; denoting number. Locke.

2. The same not only in kind or species, but

number. South.

Boyle.

NUMERICALLY. ad. [from numerical. ] With

respect to sameness in number.

NUMERIST. s . [from numerus, Latin.] One

that deals in numbers, Brown.

1. Containing many ; consisting of many ;

not few ; many. Waller

2. Harmonious ; consisting of parts rightly

numbered ; melodious ; musical. Dryden.

NU'MEROUSNESS . s . [from numerous .]

1. The quality of being numerous.

2. Harmony ; musicalness.

NU'MMARY. a. [from nummus, Latin. ] Relat-

ing to money. Arbuthnot.

Dryden.

NU'MMULAR. a. [nummularius, Latin. ] Re-

lating to money. Arbuthnot.

NU'MSKULL. s. [numb and scull.]

1. A dullard ; a dunce ; a dolt ; a blockhead.

Arbuthnot.

Prior.2. The head. In burlesque.

NU'MSKULLED. a . [from numskull.] Dull ;

stupid ; doltish. Arbuthnot.

NUN. s . A woman dedicated to the severer

duties of religion , secluded in a cloister from

the world, and debarred by a vow from the

converse of men.

NUN. s . A kiud of bird.

Addison.

Ainsworth.

NU'NCHION. s. A piece of victuals eaten be.

tween meals. Hudibrus.

NU'NCIATURE. s. [from nuncio, Latin.] The

office of a nuncio.

NU'NCIO. s. [Italian ; from nuncius, Latin.]

1. A messenger ; one that brings tidings.

}

Atter.

Shakespeare.

2. A spiritual envoy from the pope.

NUNCUPA'TIVE.

NUNCUPATORY. nuncupatif, French. ]

a. [nuncupatus, Latin ;

1. Publickly or solemnly declaratory.

2. Verbally pronounced .

NU'NDINAL. 2 a. [nundinal, Fr. from nun-

NU'NDINARY. § dinæ, Latin.] Belonging to
fairs.

NU'NNERY. s. [from nun.] A house or con

vent of nuns. Dryden.

NUPTIAL. a. [nuptial, French ; nuptialis,

Latin.] Pertaining to marriage ; constitut

ing marriage ; used in marriage. Dryden.

NUPTIALS. s. [nuptiæ, Latin.] Marriage.

NURSE. s . [nourrice, French. ]

1. A woman that has the care of another's

child.

2. A woman that has the care of a sick per-

son.

Raleigh.

Shakespeare.

3. One who breeds, educates, or protects.

Shakespeare.

4. An old woman, in contempt. Blackmore.

5. The state of being nursed. Cleaveland.

6. In composition, any thing that supplies
food. Walton.

Dryden.

To NURSE. v. a. [nourrir, French.]

1. To bring up any thing young.

2. To bring up a child not one's own. Exod.

3. To feed ; to keep ; to maintain . Addison.

4. To tend the sick.

5. To pamper ; to foment ; to encourage,

NURSER. s . [ from nurse.]

1. One that nurses. Not used. Shakespeare

2. A promoter ; a fomenter.

NURSERY. s. [from nurse.]
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1. The act or office of nursing. Shakespeare.

2. That which is the object of a nurse's care.

Milton.

3. A plantation of young trees to be trans-

planted to other ground. Addison.

4. Place where young children are nursed and

brought up. Bacon.

5. The place or state where any thing is fos-

tered or brought up Shakespeare.

NU'RSLING. s. [from nurse.] One nursed up ;

a fondling. Dryden.

NURTURE. 8. [contracted from nourriture,

French.]

1. Food ; diet.

2. Education ; institution.

1

To NURTURE. v. a. [from the noun.]

Milton.

Spenser.

1. To educate ; to train ; to bring up. Wot.

2. To nurture up ; to bring by care and food

to maturity. Bentley.

To NU'STLĚ. v. a. To fondle ; to cherish. See

NUZZLE. Ainsworth.

NUT. s. [hnut, Saxon.]

1. The fruit of certain trees ; it consists of a

kernel covered by a hard shell. Arbuthnot.

2. A small body with teeth, which corres-

pond with the teeth of wheels. Ray.

NUTBROWN. a. [nut and brown.] Brown

like a nut kept long. Milton.

NUTCRACKERS. s. [nut and crack.] An in-

strument used to enclose nuts, and break

themby pressure. Addison.

NU'TGALL. s. [nut and gall.] Hard excres-

cence of an oak.

NU'THATCH.

NU'TJOBBER.

NU'TPECKER.
}

s. A bird.

NU'THOOK. s. [nut and hook.]

Brown.

Ainsworth.

1. A stick with a hook at the end to pull

down boughs that the nuts may be gathered.

2. A name of contempt. Shakespeare.

NUTMEG. s. [ nut and muguet, French.] The

kernel of a large fruit not unlike the peach,

and separated from that and from its inves-

tient coat, the mace, before it is sent overto

us ; except that the whole fruit is sometimes

sent over in preserve, by way of sweatmeat,

or as a curiosity. Ilill.

NUTSHELL. s. [nut and shell.]

Brown.

1. The hard substance that encloses the ker

nel of the nut. Shakespeare.

2. It is used proverbially for any thing of

little value. L'Estrange.

NU'TTREE. s. [nut and tree. ] A tree that

bears nuts ; commonly a hazel . Dryden

NUTRICATION. s . [nutricatio, Latin. ] Mu�

ner offeeding or being fed.

NUTRIMENT. s. [nutrimentum, Lat. ] Food;

aliment. South.

NUTRIMENTAL. a. [from nutriment.] Hav-

ing the qualities of food ; alimental. Arbuth.

NUTRITION. s. [nutrition, French. ]

1. The act or quality of nourishing, support.
ing strength, or increasing growth. Glanv

2. That which nourishes ; nutriment. Pope.

NUTRITIOUS. a. [ from nutrio, Lat.] Having

the quality of nourishing. Arbuthnot.

NUTRITIVE. a. [from nutrio, Lat. ] Nourish-

ing ; nutrimental; alimental. Blackmore.

NUTRITURE. s. [from nutrio, Latin.] The

power of nourishing. Not used. Harvey.

To NUZZLE. v. a. [corrupted from nursle.]

1. To nurse ; to foster. Sidney.

2. To go with the nose down like a hog.

Arbuthnot.

ΝΥΜΡΗ. 8. [νυμφη .]

1. A goddess of the woods, meadows, or wa-

ters.

2. A lady. In poetry.

NY'MPHISH. a. [from nymph.]

nymphs ; ladylike.

Davies.
z

Waller,

Relating to

Drayton.

Spenser.

NYS. [A corruption of ne is. ] None is ; not is.

Obsolete.

0.

O A F

Has in English a long sound ; as, drone,

groan, stone; or short, got, not, shot . It is

usually denoted long by aservile asubjoined ;

as, moan; or by e at the end of the syllable ;

as, bone.

1. O is used as an interjection of wishing or

exclamation. Decay ofPiety.

2. O is used, with no great elegance, by

Shakespeare, for a circle or oval ; as, may we
cram within this wooden 0.

OAF. s. [for ouphe.]

1. A changeling ; a foolish child left by the

fairies. Drayton.

OAK

2. A dolt ; a blockhead ; an idiot.

OA'FISH. a. [from oaf. ] Stupid ; dull ; doltish.

QA'FISHNESS . s. [from oafish. ] Stupidity ;

dulness.

OAK. s. [ac, æc, Saxon. ] The oak tree hath

male flowers. The embryos afterwards be-

come acorns in hard scaly cups ; the leaves

are sinuated. The species are five. Miller.

OAK Evergreen. s. [ilex.] The fruit is anacorn

like the common oak. Miller.

OAKA'PPLE. s. [oak and apple.] A kind of

spongy excrescence on the oak.

Mm 3

Bacon
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OA'KEN. a. [from oak.] Made of oak ; gather-

ed from the oak.

OA'KENPIN. &. An apple.

Arbuthnot.

Mortimer.

OA'KUM. s. Cords untwisted and reduced to

hemp. Raleigh.

OAR.s. [ane, Saxon . ] A long pole with a

broad end, by which vessels are driven in

the water. Wilkins.

To OAR v. n . [ from the noun.] To row.

To OAR. v. a. To impel by rowing. Shak.

OA'RY. a. [from oar. ] Having the form or use
of oars.

1. A high piece of marble or stone, having

usually four faces, and lessening upwards by

degrees, till it ends in a point. Harris.

2. A mark of censure in the margin of a

book, in the form of a dagger [ +] .

OBEQUITA'TION. s. [ from obequito, Latin.]

The act ofriding about

OBERRATION. s . [from oberro, Latin. ] The

act of wandering about.

OBE'SE. a . [ obesus, Latin . ] Fat ; loaden with

flesh..

Milton. OBESENESS.}OBE'SITY.

s. [from obese.] Morbid fat.

Grew.ness.OAST. s . A kiln. Not in use. Mortimer.

OATCAKE. s . [oat and cake. ] Cake made of To OBE'Y. v. a. [obeir, French.j
the meal of oats. Peacham. 1. To pay submission to ; to comply with.

OA'TEN. a. [from oat. ] Made of oats ; bear-

ing oats. Shakespeare.

OATH. s. [að, Saxon .] An affirmation, nega-

tion, or promise, corroborated by the attes-

tation of the Divine Being.

OATHABLE. a . [from oath . A word not used.]

Capable ofhaving an oath administered .

Shakespeare.

OATHBREAKING. s . [outh and break.] Per-

jury ; the violation of an oath. Shakespeare.

OATMALT. s. [oat and malt.] Malt made of

Mortimer.

Flower made

Arbuthnot.

Ainsworth.

Dryden.

2. To yield to ; to give way to.

O'BJECT. s . [objet, French ; objectum, Lat.]

1. That about which any power or faculty

is employed.
Hammond.

oats.

OATMEAL. s. [oat and meal . ]

by grinding oats.

OATMEAL. s. An herb..

OATS. s. [azen, Saxon.] A grain generally

given to horses. Swift.

DATTHISTLE. s . An herb. Ainsworth.

OBAMBULATION. s . [obambulatio, Latin. ]

The act of walking about.

To OBDU'CE. r. a. [obduco, Latin.] To draw

over as a covering. Hale.

OBDUCTION. s. [from obductio, obduco, Lat.]

The act of covering, or laying a cover.

OBDURACY. s. [from obdurate. ] Inflexible

wickedness ; impenitence ; hardness ofheart.

South.

OBDU'RATE. a. [obduratus, Latin.]

1. Hard of heart ; inflexibly obstinate in ill ;

hardened ; impenitent. Shakespeare.

Milion.

2. Hardened ; firm ; stubborn. South.

3. Harsh ; rugged. Swift.

OBDU'RATELY. ad . [from obdurate ] Stab-

bornly ; inflexibly ; impenitently.

OBDU'RATENESS. s. [ from obdurate. ] Stub-

bornness ; inflexibility ; impenitence.

OBDURATION. 8. [from obdurate. ] Hardness

of heart ; stubbornness . Hooker.

OBDU'RED. a. [obduratus, Latin . ] Hardened ;

inflexible ; impenitent.

OBEDIENCE. s. [obedience, French.] Obse-

quiousness ; submission to authority. Bacon.

OKE'DIENT. a. [chediens, Latin. ] Submissive

to authority ; compliant with command or

prohibition ; obsequious. Tillotson.

OBEDIENTIAL. a. "obedientiel, French. ] Ac-

cording to the rule of obedience. Wake.

OBE'DIENTLY. ad. [from obedient .] With

obedience. Tillotson.

OBE'ISANCE. s . [obeisance, French.] A bow ;

a courtesy ; an act of reverence made by
inclination of the body or knee. Shakespeare.

OʻBELISK, s. [obeliscus, Latin.]

2. Something presented to the senses to raise

any affection or emotion in the mind. Atter.

3. [In grammar. ] Any thing influenced by

somewhat else. Clarke.

O'BJECTGLASS. s . Glass of an optical in-

strument remotest from the eye. Newton.

ToOBJECT. v. a. [ objecter, Fr. objicio, objectum,

Latin.]

1. To oppose ; to present in opposition. Bac.

2. To propose as a charge criminal, or a

reason adverse. Whitgift.

OBJECTION. s. [objection, Fr. objectio, Lat ]

1. The act of presenting any thing in oppo-

sition.

Shakespeare.

Burnet.

Walsh.

2. Criminal charge.

3. Adverse argument.

4. Fault found.

O'BJECTIVE. a. [objectif, Fr. objectivus, Lat. ]

1. Belonging to the object ; contained in the

object.
Watts.

2. Made an object ; proposed as an object ;

residing in objects.

O'BJECTIVELY. ad.

Hale.

Locke.

Brown.

1. In manner of an object.

2. In the state of an object.

O'BJECTIVENESS. s. [from objective. ] The

state of being an object.
Hale.

OBJECTOR. s. [from object .] One who offers

objections.
Blackmore.

O'BIT. s. [a corruption of obiit, or obivit, Lat.]

Funeral obsequies.
Ainsworth.

To OBJU'RGATE. v. a. [objurgo, Latin. ] To

chide ; to reprove.

OBJURGA'TION. s. [objurgatio, Latin.] Re-

proof; reprehension.
Bramhall.

OBJU'RGATORY. a. [objurgatorius, Latin. ]

Reprehensory ; culpatory ; chiding.

OBLATE. a. [oblatus, Latin. ] Flatted at the

poles. Used of a spheroid. Cheyne.

OBLATION, s . [oblation , Fr. oblatus, Lat .] An

offering; a sacrifice. South.

OBLECTATION. s . [oblectatio, Lat. ] Delight

pleasure.

To O'BLIGATE. v. a . [obligo, Lat. ] To bind

by contract or duty.

OBLIGA'TION, s . [obligatio, Latin.]

1. The binding power ofany oath, vow, du

ty ; contract.
Glanville.
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An act which binds any man to some per-

formance. Taylor.

3. Favour, by which one is bound to grati-

tude. South.

O'BLIGATORY. a. [from obligate .] Imposing

an obligation ; binding ; coercive. Taylor.

To OBLIGE. v . a . [obliger, French ; obligo,

Latin.!

1. To hind; to impose obligation ; to com-

pel to something. Rogers.

2. To indebt ; to lay obligations of gratitude.

Dryden.

3. To please ; to gratify. South.

OBLIGE'E. s . [from oblige ] The person bound

by a legal or written contract.

OBLIGEMENT. s . [obligement, French.] Ob-

ligation. Dryden.

OBLI'GER. 8. He who binds by contract .

OBLIGING. part. a. [from oblige. ] Civil ;

complaisant ; respectful ; engaging. Pope.

OBLIGINGLY. ad. Civilly ; complaisantly.

OBLIGINGNESS . s. [from obliging.]

1. Obligation ; force.- Decay ofPiety.

2. Civility ; complaisance.

OBLIQUATION. s. [obliquatio, from obliquo,

Latin.] Declination from perpendicularity ;

obliquity. Newton.

OBLIQUE. a. [oblique, Fr. obliquus, Latin.]

1. Not direct ; not perpendicular ; not pa-

rallel.

2.

Bacon.

Indirect ; by a side glance. Shakespeare.

3. [In grammar. ] Any case in nouns except

the nominative.

OBLIQUELY. ad.

1. Not directly ; not perpendicularly. Brown.

2. Not in the immediate or direct meaning.

Addison.

s. [obliquité, French, from

OBLIQUITY. oblique.]

OBLIQUENESS.

1. Deviation from physical rectitude ; devi-

ation from parallelism or perpendicularity.

Milton.

South.2. Deviation from moral rectitude .

To OBLITERATE. v. a. [ oblitero, Latin.]

1. To efface any thing written.

2. To wear out ; to destroy ; to efface . Hule.

OBLITERATION. s. [obliteratio, Latin. ] Ef-

facement ; extinction.

OBLIVION. s. [oblivio, Latin .]

Hale.

1. Forgetfulness ; cessation of remembrance.

2. Amnesty ; general pardon of crimes in a

Davies.state.

OBLIVIOUS a. [obliviosus, Latin. ] Causing

forgetfulness. Philips.

OBLO'NG. a . [oblong, Fr. oblongus, Lat.] Long-

er than broad. Harris.

OBLO'NGLY. ad. [from oblong . ] In an oblong

form . Cheyne.

OBLO'NGNESS. s . [from oblong. ] The state

of being oblong.

O'BLOQUY. s. [obloquor, Latin .]

1. Censorious speech ; blame ; slander.

Daniel.

2. Cause ofreproach ; disgrace. Shakespeare.

OBMUTE/SCENCE. s. [from obmutesco, Lat ]

Loss of speech. Brown.

OBNOXIOUS. a. [obnoxius, Lat.]

1. Subject.

2. Liable to punishment.

Bacon.

Calamy.

Fellon

Hayward.

3. Reprehensible.

4. Liable ; exposed.

OBNOXIOUSLY. ad. In a state of subjec-

tion ; in the state ofone liable to punishment.

OBNOXIOUSNESS. s. [ from obnoxious. ] Sub-

jection ; liableness to punishment.

To OBNUBILATE. v. d. [obnubilo, Latin.] To

cloud; to obscure.

O'BOLE. s. [obolus, Latin.] In pharmacy, 12

grains. Ainsworth.

OBREPTION. 3. [obreptio, Latin .] The act

of creeping on with secrecy, or by surprise.

To O'BROGATE. v. a. [obrogo, Latin. ] To pro

claim a contrary law for the dissolution of

the former.

OBSCENE. a . [obscene, French.]

Milton.

Dryden.

Dryden.

1. Immodest ; not agreeable to chastity of

mind ; causing lewd ideas.

2. Offensive ; disgusting.

3. Inauspicious ; ill-omened .

OBSCE NELY. ad. In an impure and unchaste

manner.

OBSCE'NENESS . 7 s. [obscenité, Fr. from

OBSCENITY. S obscene.] Impurity of

thought or language ; unchastity ; lewdness.

Dryden

OBSCURA'TION. 8. [obscuratio, Latin. ]

1. The act of darkening.

2. A state of being darkened.

OBSCU'RE. a. [obscurus, Latin. ]

Burnet.

1. Dark ; unenlightened ; gloomy ; hinder-

ing sight.

2. Living inthe dark.

Milion.

Shakespeare.

3. Not easily intelligible ; abstruse ; difficult.

Dryden.

4. Not noted ; not observable.

To OBSCURE. v. a. [obscuro, Latin.]

1. To darken ; to make dark.

Atterbury.

Pope.

Brown.

3. To make less intelligible. Holder.

2. To make less visible.

4. To make less glorious, beautiful, or illus-

trious. Dryden.

5. To conceal ; to make unknown . Milton.

OBSCURELY. ad. [ from obscure .]

Addison.

1. Not brightly ; not luminously ; darkly.

2. Out of sight ; privately ; without notice ;

not conspicuously.

3. Not clearly ; not plainly.

OBSCURENESS
.

OBSCURITY.

Milton.

s . [ obscuritas, Lat.]

Donne.

Dryden.

Locke.

1. Darkness ; want of light .

2. Unnoticed state ; privacy.

3. Darkness ofmeaning

OBSECRATION. s. [obsecratio, Latin.] In-

treaty ; supplication. Stillingfleet.

O'BSEQUIES . s . [obseques, French. ]

1. Funeral rites ; funeral solemnities. Sidney,

2. It is found in the singular perhaps more

properly. Crashai .

OBSEQUIOUS. a. [from obsequium, Latin.

1. Obedient ; compliant ; not resisting. Add.

2. In Shakespeare, funeral.

OBSE’QUIQÙSLY. ad. [from obsequious.]

1. Obediently ; with compliance. Dryden .

2. In Shakespeare, with funeral rites .

OBSE'QUIOUSNESS . s. [from obsequious.]

Obedience : compliance. South.

OBSERVABLE. a . [ from observo, Latin . ] Re-

markable ; eminent. Rogers.
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OBSERVABLY. ad. [from observable.] In O'BSTINATENESS. s . [from obstinate.] Stu .

a manner worthy of note. Brown.

OBSERVANCE. 8. [observance, French.]

1. Respect ; ceremonial reverence. Dryden.

2. Religious rite.

3. Attentive practice.

4. Rule of practice.

5. Careful obedience.

6. Observation ; attention.

bornness.

OBSTIPATION. s. [from obstipo, Lat.] The

act of stopping up any passage.

OBSTRE'PEROUS. a. [obstreperus, Latin.]

Loud ; clamorous ; noisy; turbulent.

Dryden

Rogers.

Rogers.

Shakespeare.

Rogers. OBSTRE'PEROUSLY. ad. [from obstrepe

Hale. rous.] Loudly ; clamorously ; noisily.

Wotton. OBSTRE'PEROUSNESS. s. [from obstrepe-

rous.] Loudness ; clamour ; noise.

OBSTRICTION. s. [from obstrictus, Latin.]

Obligation ; bond.

7. Obedient regard.

OBSERVANT. a . [ observans, Latin.]

1. Attentive ; diligent; watchful.

2. Obedient ; respectful.

3. Respectfully attentive.

Raleigh.

Digby.

Pope.

4. Meanly dutiful ; submissive. Raleigh.

OBSERVANT. s. A slavish attendant. Not

in use. Shakespeare.

OBSERVATION. s. [observatio, Latin.]

1. The act of observing, noting, or remark-

ing. Rogers.

2. Notion gained by observing ; note ; re-

mark ; animadversion. Watts.

White.3. Obedience ; ritual practice.

OBSERVATOR. s. [observateur, Fr.] One

that observes ; a remarker. Dryden.

OBSERVATORY. s. [observatoire, Fr.] A

place built for astronomical observations .

ToOBSERVE. v . a . [observo, Latin ]

To OBSTRUCT. v. a. [obstruo, Latin.]

1. To block up ; to bar.

Milton.

Arbuthnot.

2. To oppose ; to retard ; to hinder ; to be

in the way of. Milton.

OBSTRUCTER. s . [from obstruct.] One that
hinders or opposes.

OBSTRUCTION. 8. [obstructio, Latin.]

1. Hinderance ; difficulty.

2. Obstacle ; impediment.

Denham.

Clarendon.

3. [In physick.] The blocking up of any

canal in the body, so as to prevent the flow-

ing ofany fluid through it. Quincy.

4. In Shakespeare it once signifies something

heaped together.

OBSTRUCTIVE. a. [obstructif, Fr.] Hinder-

ing; causing impediment.
Hammond.

Locke. OBSTRUCTIVE. 8. Impediment ; obstacle.

Exodus. Hummond.

White. O'BSTRUENT. a. [obstruens, Latin.] Hinder-

ing; blocking up.

I. To watch ; to regard attentively. Taylor.

2. To find by attention ; to note.

3. To regard or keep religiously.

4. To practise ritually.

5. To obey ; to follow.

To OBSERVE. v. n.

1. To be attentive.

2. To make a remark.

OBSERVER. s. [ from observe.]

Watts.

Pope.

1. One who looks vigilantly on persons and

things ; close remarker. Swift.

Bacon.

2. One who looks on ; the beholder. South.

3. One who keeps any law, or custom, or

practice.

OBSERVINGLY. ad. [from observing. ] At-

tentively; carefully. Shakespeare.

OBSE'SSION. s. [obsessio, Latin.]

1. The act of besieging.

2. The first attack of Satan, antecedent to

possession.

OBSIDIONAL. a. [obsidionalis, Lat.] Belong-

ing to a siege. Dict .

O'BSOLETE. a. [obsoletus, Latin .] Worn out

ofuse ; disused ; unfashionable. Swift.

O'BSOLETENESS. s . [from obsolete. ] State of

being worn out ofuse ; unfashionableness.

D'BSTACLE. s. [obstacle, Fr.] Something

opposed ; hinderance ; obstruction . Collier.

OBSTETRICA'TION. s. [from obstetricor,

Latin.] The office of a midwife.

OBSTETRICK. a. [from obstetrix, Latin.]

Midwifish ; befitting a midwife ; doing the

midwife's office. Pope.

O'BSTINACY. s. [obstinatio, Lat.] Stubborn-

ness; contumacy ; pertinacity ; persistency.

Locke.

O'BSTINATE. a. [obstinatus, Lat.] Stubborn ;

contumacious ; fixed in resolution.

Shakespeare.

O'BSTINATELY. ad. [ from obstinate .] Stub-

bornly; inflexibly. Clarendon.

OBSTUPEFACTION. s . [obstupefacio, Lat.]

The act of inducing stupidity, or interrup-

tion of the mental powers. Abbot.

OBSTUPEFA'CTIVE. a. [from obstupefacio,

Latin.] Obstructing the mental powers.

To OBTA'IN . v. a . [obtineo, Latin.]

1. To gain ; to acquire ; to procure.

Abbot.

Hooker.

Arbuthnot.

2. To impetrate ; to gain by the concession

or excited kindness of another.

To OBTAIN. v. n.

1. To continue in use. Baker.

2. To be established ; to subsist in nature or

practice. Dryden

Arbuthnot.

Kettlewell.

3. To prevail; to succeed. Not used. Bacon.

OBTAINABLE. a . [from obtain.]

1. To be procured.

2. To be gained.

OBTAINER. s. He who obtains.

TO OBTE'MPERATE. v. a . [obtemperer, Fr.

obtempero, Latin.] To obey.

To OBTEND. v. a. [obtendo, Latin . ]

1. To oppose ; to hold out in opposition.

2. To pretend ; to offer as the reason ofany

thing. Dryden.

OBTENEBRATION. s. [ob and tenebræ,

Lat.] Darkness ; the state of being darkened;

the act of darkening ; cloudiness. Bacon.

OBTENSION. s. [from obtend.] The act of

obtending.

To OBTE'ST. v. a. [obtestor, Latin.] To be-

seech; to supplicate. Dryden.

OBTESTATION. s. [obtestatio, Latin ; from

obtest.] Supplication ; entreaty.
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OBTRECTATION. 8. [obtrecto, Latin.j Slan

der ; detraction ; calumny.

To OBTRU'DE. v. a. [obtrudo, Lat.] To thrust

into any place or state by force or imposture ;

to offer with unreasonable importunity. -

Hall.

OBTRU'DER. s. One that obtrudes. Boyle.

OBTRU'SION. s. [ from obtrusus, Latin. ] The

act of obtruding. King Charles.

OBTRUSIVE. s. [from obtrude.] Inclined to

force one's self, or any thing else, upon others.

Milton.

To OBTU'ND . v . a. [obtundo, Latin.]

blunt; to dull ; to quell ; to deaden.

Το

Harvey.

OBTURATION. s. [from obturatus, Latin. ]

The act ofstopping up anv thing with some-

thing smeared over it.

OBTUSA'NGULAR. a. [from obtuse and 'an-

gle.] Having angles larger than right angles.

OBTU'SE. a. [obtusus, Latin.]

J. Not pointed ; not acute.

2. Not quick ; dull ; stupid.
Milton.

3. Not shrill ; obscure ; as, an obtuse sound.

OBTU'SELY. ad.

1. Without a point.

2. Dully ; stupidly.

OBTU'SENESS. s. Bluntness ; dullness.

OBTU'SION. s. [from obtuse.]

1. The act of dulling.

2. The state ofbeing dulled. Harvey.

OBVENTION. s. [obvenio, Latin.] Some-

thing happening not constantly and regular-

ly, but uncertainly. Spenser.

To OBVERT. v. a. [obverto, Latin.] To turn

toward. Boyle.

To OB'VIATE. v. a. [from obvius, Latin ;

obvier, French.] To meet in the way ; to

prevent by interception. Woodward.

OʻBVIOUS. a. [obvius, Latin.]

1. Meeting any thing ; opposed in front to

any thing.

2. Open; exposed.

Milton.

Milton

3. Easily discovered ; plain ; evident. Dryd.

O'BVIOUSLY. ad.

1. Evidently ; apparently

2. Easilyto be found.

3. Naturally.

being evident or apparent.

O'BVIOUSNESS. s. [from obvious. ]

To OBUMBRATE. v. a. [obumbro,

To shade ; to cloud.

Locke.

Selden.

OCCA'SIONALLY. ad. According to inci

! dental exigence ; incidentally. Woodward

OCCA'SIONER. s. One that causes, or pro

motes by design or accident. Sanderson

OCCECATION. s. [occaecatio, Latin.] The

act of blinding or making blind . Sanderson.

O'CCIDENT. . [from occidens, Latin.] The

Shakespeare.

OCCIDENTAL. a. [occidentalis, Lat.] Wes-

west.

tern. Howel

OCCIDUOUS. a. [occidens, Latin.] Western.

OCCIPITAL. a. [occipitalis, Lat.] Placed in

the hinder part of the head.

O'CCIPUT. s. [Latin.] The hinder part of

the head. Butler.

OCCI'SION. s. [from occisio, Latin.] The act

of killing.

To OCCLUDE. v. a. [occludo, Latin.] To
shut up. Brown,

Shut up ;OCCLU'SE. a. [occlusus, Latin.]
closed. Holder.

OCCLUSION. s. [occlusio, Latin.] The act

of shutting up.

OCCULT. a. [occultus, Latin.] Secret ; hid-

den ; unknown ; undiscoverable. Newton.

OCCULTATION. s. [occultatio, Latin.] In

astronomy, is the time that a star or planet

is hid from our sight, when eclipsed by in-

terposition of the body of the moon, or some

other planet between it and us. Harris.

OCCULTNESS. s. [from occult.] Secret-

ness ; state of being hid

O'CCUPANCY. s. [from occupans, Latin.]

The act of taking possession. Warburton.

O'CCUPANT. s . [occupans, Latin.] He that

takes possession of any thing. » Bacon,

To O'ÇCUPATE. v. a. [occupo, Latin.] To

possess ; to hold ; to take up.

OCCUPATION. s. [occupatio, Latin.]

1. The act of taking possession.

2. Employment; business.

3. Trade ; calling ; vocation. Shakespeare.

O'CCUPIER. s. [from occupy.]

Bacon.

Bacon.

Wake.

1. A possessor ; one who takes into his pos-

session. * Raleigh.

2. One who follows any employment. Ezek.

To O'CCUPY. v. a. [occupier, French ; occupo,

Latin.]

1. To possess ; to keep ; to take up. Brown.

2. To busy ; to employ.

-Holyday.

State of

Boyle.

Latin.] 3. To follow as business.

Howel. 4. To use ; to expend.

Latin.]JBUMBRÁTION. s. [from ebumbro,

The act of darkening or clouding.

OCCA'SION. s. [occasio, Latin.]

1. Occurrence ; casualty ; incident. Hooker.

2. Opportunity ; convenience.

3. Accidental cause.

Ecclus.

Com. Prayer.

Exodus.

To O'CCUPY. v. n. To follow business. Luke,

To OCCU'R. v. n. [occurro, Latin.]

1. To be presented to the memory or atten-

tion. Bacon.

Genesis. 2. To appear here and there. Locke.

Spenser. 3. To clash ; to strike against ; to meet.

Bentley.

Bentley.

Locke

Watts.

4. Reason not cogent, but opportune. Shak.

s. Incidental need ; casual exigence . Buker.

To OCCASION. v. a . [from the noun. ]

1. To cause casually.

2. To cause ; to produce.

3. To influence.

OCCA'SIONAL. a. [from occasion.]

1. Incidental ; casual .

Atterbury.

Temple.

Locke.

Burnet

2. Produced by occasion or incidental exi-

Dryden.gence
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4. To obviate ; to make opposition to.

OCCURRENCE. s. [occurrence, French.]

1. Incident ; accidental event.

2. Occasional presentation.

OCCURRENT. s. [occurrent, Fr. occurrens,

Latin.]. Incident ; any thing that happens.

Bacon.

OCCURSION s. [occursum, Latin.] Clash ;

mutual blow. Boyle.



OCU OED

O'CEAN. s. [oceanus, Latin .]

1. The main; the great sea

2. Any immense expanse.

O'CEAN. a. Pertaining to the

sea

Shakespeare.

Locke.

main or great

Milton.

Pertaining to

Dict.

Derham.

OCEA'NICK. a. [ from ocean.]

the ocean.

OCELLATED. a. [ocellatus, Latin .] Resem-

bling the eyes.

O'CHRE. s . [wxga . ] Ochres have rough or

naturally dusty surfaces,are slightly coherent

in their texture, and are composed of argil-

laceous particles readily diffusible in water.

These earths are of various colours ; such as

red, yellow, blue, green, and black.

O'CHREOUS. a . [from ochre. ]

a. [from ochre.]

Hill.

Consisting of

Woodward.

Partaking of

Woodward.

ochre.

OCHREY .

ochre.

O'CHYMY. s. A mixed base metal.

O'CTAGON. s. [oxтw and ywa . ] In geometry,

a figure consisting of eight sides and angles.

Harris.

OCTA'GONAL. a. [from octagon .] Having

eight angles and sides.

OCTA'NGULAR. a . [octo and angulus, Latin.]

Having eight angles.

OCTA'NGULARNESS. s. [from octangular.]

The quality ofhaving eight angles .

O'CTANT. a. Is, when a planet is in such

O'CTILE. an aspect or position to another,

that their places are only distant an eighth

part of a circle, or forty-five degrees.

OCTA'VE. s . [octave, French ]

1.The eighth day after some peculiar festival.

4. [In musick.] An eighth, orn a interval of

eight sounds.

3. Eight days together after a festival . Ains.

OCTA'VO. [Latin ] A book is said to be in

octavowhen a sheet is folded into eight leaves.

OCTE'NNIAL. a. [from octennium, Latin.]

1. Happening every eighth year.

2. Lasting eight years.

OCTOBER. s. [Lat.] The tenth month ofthe

year, or the eighth numbered from March.

OCTOE'DRICAL. a. Having eight sides.

OCTO'GENARY. a. [from octogeni, Lat.] Of

eighty years of age.

O'CTONARY. a. [octonarius, Latin.] Belong-

ing to the number eight.

OCTONOCULAR. a. [octo and oculus, Latin.]

Having eight eyes. Derham.

OCTOPETALOUS. a. [oxтw and weraλov.]

Having eight flower leaves.

O'CTOSTYLE. s. [oxro and suλos.] The

face ofa building or ordonnance containing

eight columns. Harris.

Brown.

To the ob-

Brown.

Having

O'CTUPLE. a. [octuplus, Latin.] Eightfold.

O'CULAR. a. [from oculus, Latin. ] Depending

on the eye ; known by the eye.

O'CULARLY. ad. [from ocular.]

servation of the eye.

O'CULATE. a. [oculatus, Latin.]

eyes; knowing by the eye.

O'CULIST. s. [from oculus, Latin .] One who

professes to cure distempers ofthe eyes. Bac.

O'CULUS beli. [Latin. ] An accidental variety

ofthe agate kind, having circular delinea-
tions resembling the eye Woodward.

ODD. a. [udda, Swedish.]

1. Not even ; not divisible into equal num

bers. Brown.

Burnet2. More than a round number.

3. Particular ; uncouth ; extraordinary. Pope.

4. Not noted ; not takeu into the common

account ; unheeded. Shakespeare.

5. Strange ; unaccountable ; fantastical, Swift.

6. Uncommon ; particular.

7. Unlucky.

Ascham.

Shakespeare

8. Unlikely ; in appearance improper. Add.

O'DDLY. ud. [ from odd. ]

1. Not evenly.

Locke

2. Strangely ; particularly ; unaccountably ;

uncouthly.

O'DDNESS. s. [ from odd.]

1. The state of being not even.

2. Strangeness ; particularity ; uncouthness :

irregularity. Dryden. Collier

ODDS. s. [from odd.]

1. Inequality; excess ofeither comparedwith

the other. Hooker.

2. More than an even wager ; more likely

than the contrary. Swift.

Hudibras.3. Advantage ; superiority.

ODE. s . [w♪n . ] A poem written to be sung to

musick ; a lyrick poem. Milton.

O'DIBLE. a . [ from odi, Latin. ] Hateful.

O'DIOUS. a. [odiosus, Latin.] ,

1. Hateful ; detestable ; abominable. South.

2. Exposed to hate. Clarendon.

3. Causing hate ; invidious.

O'DIOUSLY. ad. [from odious. ]

1. Hatefully ; abominably.

Milton.

Milton.

2. Invidiously ; so as to cause hate. Dryden

O'DIOUSNESS. s. [from odious. ]

1. Hatefulness . Wake.

Sidney.2. The state of being hated.

O'DIUM. s. [Latin. ] Invidiousness ; quality of

provoking hate. King Charles.

ODONTALGICK. α. [οδων and αλγος. ] Per

taining to the toothach.

O'DORATE. a. [odoratus, Latin. ] Scented ;

having a strong scent, whether fetid or fra

grant. Bacon.

ODORIFEROUS. a [odorifer, Latin. ] Giv

ing scent ; usually sweet of scent ; fragrant ;

perfumed.
Bacon.

ODORIFEROUSNESS. s. [from odoriferous.]

Sweetness of scent ; fragrance.

O'DOROUS. a. [odorus, Latin .] Fragrant ,

perfumed ; sweet ofscent.

O'DOUR. s. [odor, Latin.]

1. Scent, whether good or bad.

2. Fragrance ; perfume ; sweet scent.

Cheyne

Bacon,

Clarendon.

OE. This combination of vowels does not pro-

perly belongto our language,nor is everfound

but in words derived fromthe Greek, and not

yet wholly conformed to our manner of writ

ing ; oe has in such words the sound of e.

OECONO'MICKS. s . [anovoμings ; œconomique,

Fr. from economy. Both it and its derivatives

are under economy. ] Management ofhouse-

hold affairs. L'Estrange.

OECUMENICAL. a. [onμsvinos . ] General ;

respecting the whole habitable world. Still,

OEDE'MA. s. [odna.] A tumour. Quincy.
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OEDE'MATICK. a. [from oedema.] Per-

DEDEMA'TOUS. taining to an oedema.

Wiseman

OEI'LIAD. s. [ from oeil, Frencn .] Glance ;

wink ; token of the eye. Shakespeare.

O'ER. contracted from over. Addison.

OESOPHAGUS. s. [from 50s, wicker, from

some similitude in the structure of this part

to the contexture of that ; and pay , to eat. ]

The gullet. Quincy.

OF. prep. [of, Saxon.]

1. It is put before the substantive that fol-

lows another in construction ; as, of these

part were slain.

2. It is put among superlative adjectives ; as,

the most dismal and unseasonable time of all

other.

3. From .

4. Concerning ; relating to.

5. Out of.

6. Among.

7. By; not in use.

8. According to.

Tillotson.

Shakespeare.

Smalridge.

Dryden.

Milton.2. Carrion ; coarse flesh.

3. Refuse ; that which is thrown away, as

of no value. South.

4. Any thing ofno esteem. Shakespeare.

OFFENCE. s . [offence, Fr. offensa, Lat.]

1. Crime ; act of wickedness.

2. A transgression.

3. Injury.

Fairfax.

Locke.

Dryden.

4. Displeasure given ; cause of disgust ;

scandal. Bacow

5. Anger ; displeasure conceived. Sidney

6. Attack ; act ofthe assailant ; contrary co

defence. Sidney.

OFFENCEFUL. a. [offence and full.] Giving

displeasure . Shakespeare.

OFFENCELESS . a. [ from offence. ] Unoffend-

ing; innocent.

To OFFE’ND . v . a. [vffendo, Latin .]

1. To make angry ; to displease.

2. To assail ; to attack.

3. To transgress ; to violate.Swift.

4. To injure.

To OFFEND . v. n.

Sandys.

Tillotson.

9. Noting power, choice, or spontaneity ; as,

of himself man is confessedly unequal tohis duty.

10. Noting properties, or condition : as, a

man of a decayed fortune ; a body of no colour.

11. Noting extraction : as, a man of an an-

cientfamily.

12. Noting adherence, or belonging : as, a

Hebrew of my tribe.

13. Noting the matter of any thing : as, the

chariot was of cedar. Bacon.

14. Noting the motive : as, of my own choice

I undertook this work. Dryden.

15. Noting preference, or postponence : as,

I do not like the Tower of any place. Shak.

16. Noting change of one state to another :

as, O miserable of happy! Milton.

17. Noting casualty : as, good nature of neces-

sity will give allowance. Dryden.

18. Noting proportion ; as, many of a hun-

dred. Locke.

19. Noting kind or species : as, an affair of

the cabinet. Swift.

20. It is put before an indefinite expression

of time: as, oflate , in late times.

OFF. ad. [af, Dutch.]

1. Of this adverb the chief use is to conjoin

it with verbs ; as, to come off ; to fly off.

2. It is generally opposed to on ; as, to lay

on; to take off.

3. It signifies distance ; as, ten miles off.

4. In painting or statuary, it signifies projec-

tion or relief; as, the figures stand off.

5. It signifies evanescence ; absence or depar-

ture ; as, the scentgoes off.

6. It signifies any kind of disappointment ;
defeat ; interruption; as, the affair is off.

7. From ; not toward.

8. Offhand ; not studied . L'Estrange.

OFF. interject. An expression of abhorrence,

or command to depart.
OFF.prep.

1. Not on.

2. Distance from.

O'FFAL. s. [offfall. Skinner.]

L

Smith.

Shakespeare.

Knolles.

Sidney

Dryden.

1. To be criminal ; to transgress the law.

2. To cause anger.

3. To commit transgression.

OFFENDER. s . [from offend .]

Shakespeare.

Swift

1. A criminal ; one who has committed a

crime ; a transgressor. Isaiah.

2. One who has done an injury. Shakespeare.

OFFENDRESS. s . [from offender.] A woman

that offends.
Shakespeare.

OFFENSIVE. a. [ offensif, Fr. from offensus,

Latin.]

1.Causing anger ; displeasing ; disgusting. Sp.

2. Causing pain ; injurious.

3. Assailant ; not defensive.

OFFENSIVELY. ad.

1. Mischievously ; injuriously.

Bacon.

Bacon.

Hooker.

2. So as to cause uneasiness or displeasure.

3. By way of attack ; not defensively.

OFFENSIVENESS. s . [ from offensive.] ·

1. Injuriousness ; mischief.

2. Cause of disgust. Grew.

To O'FFER. v. a. [offero, Lat. offrir, Fr.]

1. To present ; to exhibit any thing so that

it may be taken or received .

2. To sacrifice ; to immolate.

Locke.

Dryden.

3. To bid, as a price or reward .

4. To attempt ; to commence.

Dryden.

Maccabees.

Locke.5. To propose.

To O'FFER. v. n.

1. To be present ; to be at hand ; to present

itself.

2. To make an attempt.

O'FFER. s. [ offre, Fr. from the verb.]

Sidney.

Bacon.

1. Proposal of advantage to another. ' Pope.

2. First advance. Shakespeare.

3. Proposal made. Daniel:

4. Price bid ; act of bidding a p.ice. Swift.

4. Attempt ; endeavour.

6. Something given by way of acknowledg-

ment.

O'FFERER. s. [from offer.]

Temple. 1. One who makes an offer.

Addison.

1. Waste meat ; that which is not eaten at

the table. Atterbury.

South.

Sidney.

Chapman.

2. One who sacrifices, or dedicates in wor

ship. South,

O'FFERING. s. [ from offer. ] A sacrifice ; any

thing immolated, or offered in worship. Dry.
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OFFERTORY. s. [offertoire, Fr.] The act of

offering. Bacon.

OFFERTURE s . [from offer.] Offer ; propo-
sal of kindness. Not in use. King Charles.

O'FFICE. s. [office, Fr. officium , Lat .]

1. A publick charge or employment ; magi-

stracy. Shakespeare.

2. Agency ; peculiar use. Newton.

3. Business ; particular employment. Milton.

4. Actofgood or ill voluntarily tendered.

5. Act ofworship.

6. Formulary of devotions.

Shakespeare.

Taylor.

Shakespeare

7. Room in a house appropriated to particu-

lar business .

8. [ Officina, Latin.] Place where business is

transacted. Bacon.

To O'FFICE. v. a. [from the noun.] To per-

form ; to discharge ; to do. Shakespeare.

O'FFICER. s. [officier, French.]

1. Aman employed bythe publick. Shakesp.

2.A commander in the army. Dryden.

3. One who has the power of apprehending

criminals . Shakespeare.

O'FFICERED . a. [from officer.] Command-

ed; supplied with commanders. Addison.

OFFICIAL. a. [official, Fr. from office.]

1. Conducive ; appropriate with regard to
their use. Brown.

2. Pertaining to a publick charge.

Shakespeare.

OFFICIAL. s . The person to whom the cog-

nizance of causes is committed by such as

have ecclesiastical jurisdiction. Ayliffe.

OFFICIALTY. s. [officialié, Fr.] The charge

or post ofan official. Ayliffe.

To OFFICIATE. v. a. [from office ] To give,

in consequence of office. Milton.

To OFFICIATE. v. n.

1. To discharge an office, commonly in wor-

ship. Sanderson.

2. To perform an office for another.

OFFICINAL. a. [from officina, a shop.] Used

in a shop, or belonging to it ; thus officinal

plants and drugs are those used in the

shops.

OFFICIOUS. a . [officiosus, Latin.]'

Milton.

Shakespeare.

1. Kind ; doing good offices.

2. Importunately forward.

OFFICIOUSLY. ad. [from officious .]

1. Importunately forward

2. Kindly ; with unasked kindness. Dryden.
OFFICIOUSNESS. 8. [from officious .]

Dryden.

1. Forwardness of civility, or respect, or en-

deavour. South.

2. Service. Brown.

O'FFING. s. [from off.] The act of steering

to a distance from the land.

OFFSCOURING. s. [off and scour.] Recre-

ment ; part rubbed away in cleaning any

thing. Kettlewell.

O'FFSET. s. [off and set.] Sprout ; shoot of

a plant.

O'FFSPRING. s . [off and spring.]

1. Propagation ; generation.

Ray.

Hooker.

2. The thing propagated or generated ; chil-
dren ; descendants.

3. Production of any kind.

Davies.

Denham.

To OFFU'SCATE. v. a. [offusco, Latin.] To

dim ; to cloud ; to darken.

OFFUSCA'TION. s. [from offuscate. ] The

act of darkening.

OFT. ad. [oft, Saxon.] Often ; frequently ;

not rarely ; not seldom. Hammond.

O'FTEN. ad. [from oft, Saxon.] Oft ; fre-

quently; many times. Addison.

OFTENTIMES. ad. [ often and times.] Fre-

quently ; many times ; often. Hooker.

OFTTI'MES . ad. [ oft and times.] Frequently ;

often.

OGIVE. }

Dryden

OGE'E. s. A sort of moulding in architec-

ture, consisting of a round and a

Harris.hollow.

To O'GLE. v. a. [oogh, an eye, Dutch.] To

view with side glances, as in fondness, or

with a design not to be heeded. Dryden.

O'GLER. s. [ oogheler, Dutch.] A sly gazer ;

one who views by side glances. Arbuthnot.

O'GLIO. s. [from olla , Spanish . ] A dish made

by mingling different kinds of meat ; a med-

ley ; a hotchpotch. Suckling.

O'GRESSES. s. [ In heraldry.] Cannon-balls

of a black colour.

OH. interj. An exclamation denoting pain, sor-

row, or surprise. Wotton.

OIL. s. [ocel, Saxon ; oleum, Latin.]

1. The juice of olives expressed. Exodus.

2. Any fat, greasy, unctuous, thin matter.

Derham.

3. The juices of vegetables, whether expres-

sed or drawn by the still, that will not mix

with water. Harris.

To OIL. v . a. [ from the noun.] To smear or

lubricate with oil. Wotton.

OILCOLOUR. s. Colour made by grinding

Boyle.coloured substances in oil.

OI'LINESS. s. [from oily. ] Unctuousness ;

greasiness ; quality approaching to that of

oil. Brown.

OI'LMAN. 8. [oil and man.] One who trades

in oils and pickles.

O'ILSHOP. s. [oil and shop.] A shop where

oils and pickles are sold.

O'ILY. a. [from oil.]

1. Consisting of oil ; containing oil ; having

the qualities of oil.

2. Fat ; greasy.

OI'LYGRAIN. s. A plant.

OI'LYPALM. s. A tree.

Digby.

Shakespeare.

Miller.

Miller.

To OINT. v. a. [oint, French .] To anoint ; to

smear with something unctuous. Dryden

OINTMENT. s. [from oint.] Unguent ; unc

tuous matter to smear any thing. Spenser.

O'KER. s . [ See OCHRE.] A colour. Dryden.

OLD. a. [eald, Saxon.]

. 1. Past the middle part of life ; not young

2. Decayed by time.

Shakespeare.

Deuteronomy.

s. Oflong continuance ; begun long ago.

4. Not new.

5. Ancient ; not modern.

6. Of any specified duration.

Camden.

Bacon

Addison

Shakespeare.

7. Subsisting before something else. Swift.

8. Long practised.
Ezekiel.

9. Ofold; long ago ; from ancient times. Dr.
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not newness.

OLDFA'SHIONED. a. [old and fashion.] For-

med according to obsolete custom. Dryden.

O'LDEN. a. Ancient. Not in use. Shakespeare.

O'LDNESS. s. [from old. ] Old age ; antiquity ;

Shakespeare.

OLEA'GINOUS. a. [oleaginus, Latin.] Oily ;

Arbuthnot.

s. [from oleaginous.]

Boyle.

OLE'ANDER. s . [oleandre, French ] The plant

rosebay.

unctuous.

OLEA'GINOUSNESS.

Oiliness.

OLE'ASTER. s. [Latin ] Wild olive. Muller.

OLE'OSE. a. [oleosus, Lat.] Floyer.

DELSE,Moleos doJactus, Latin.] To Smell:

Hudibras.

OLFACTORY. a. [olfactoire, Fr. from olfacio,

Latin.] Having the sense of smelling..

O'LID.

O'LIDOUS .}"

a. [olidus, Lat. ] Stinking ; fetid.

Boyle.

OLIGA'RCHY. s. [oλyagxia .] A form of go-

vernment which places the supreme power

in a small number ; aristocracy . Burton.

O'LIO. s. [olla, Span.] A mixture ; a medley .

Congreve.

O'LITORY. a. [olitorius, Latin.] Belonging to

the kitchen garden. Evelyn.

OLIVA'STER. a. [olivastre, French.] Darkly

brown ; tawny. Bacon.

O'LIVE.'s. [olive, Fr. olea, Lat.] A plant pro-

ducing oil; the emblem of peace ; the fruit

Shakespeare.

O'MBRE. s. [hombre, Span.] A game of cards

played by three. Tatler.

O'MEGA. s. [wμaya .] The last letter of the

alphabet, therefore taken in the Holy Scrip-

ture for the last. Revelation.

O'MELET. s. [omelette, Fr.] A kind of pancake

made with eggs.

O'MEN. s . [omen, Latin.] A sign good or bad ;

a prognostick. Dryden.

of the tree.

Quincy.

O'MENED. a. [from omen.] Containing prog-

nosticks.
Pope.

OMENTUM. s . [Latin.] The caul, covering

the guts, called also reticulum , from its struc-

ture, resembling that of a net.

O'MER. s. A Hebrew measure about three

pints and a half English .

To O'MINATE. v. a. [ominor, Lat.] Tofore-

token; to showprognosticks. Decay ofPiety.

OMINATION. s. [from ominor, Lat.] Prog-

nostick. Brown.

O'MINOUS. a . [from omen.]

Bailey.

1. Exhibiting bad tokens of futurity ; fore-

showing ill ; inauspicious . Hayward.

2. Exhibiting tokens good or ill . Bucon.

O'MINOUSLY. ad. [ from ominous.] With good

or bad omen.

O'MINOUSNESS. s . [from ominous.] The qua-

lity ofbeing ominous.

OMI'SSION. s. [omissus, Lat.]

1. Neglect to do something ; forbearance of

something to be done. Rogers.

2. Neglect of duty, opposed to commission

or perpetration of crimes.

To OMIT. v. a. [omitto, Latin.]

1. To leave out ; not to mention.

2. To neglect to practise.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

Addison.

OMITTANCE. s. [from omit.] Forbearance.

Notin use. Shakespeare.

OMNIFA'RIOUS. a. [omnifarium, Eatın., Of

all varieties or kinds.
Philips.

OMNI'FEROUS. a. [omnis andfero, Lat.] Áll-

bearing. Dict.

Milton.

Dict.

OMNI'FICK. a. [omnis andfacio, Latin.] All-

creating.

OMNIFŎRM. a. [omnis and forma, Latin.]

Having every shape.

OMNI'GENOUS. o. [omnigenus. Lat.] Consist-

ing of all kind.

OMNIPAʼRITY s. [omnis and par, Latin.]

General quality

Dict

White

[omnipotentia, Latin .]

OMNIPOTENCE. } Almighty power , unli

Tillotson.mited power

OMNIPOTEN
г. a. [omnipotens, Latiu.] Al-

mighty; powerful without limit. Grew.

OMNIPRE'SINCE
. s. [omnis and prasens,

Lat.] Ubiquity ; unbounded presence.

Milton.

OMNIPRE SENT. a. [omnis and præsens, Lat.]

Ubiquitary; present in every place. Prior

OMNI'SCIENCE. 2s.[omnis and scientia,Lat.]

OMNI'SCIENCY. Boundless knowledge ;
.infinite wisdom . King Charles.

OMNI'SCIENT. a . [omnis and scio, Latin .] In-

finitely wise ; knowingwithout bounds. Ba.

OMNI'SCIOUS . a. [omnis and scio, Lat. ] All-

knowing. Not in use. Hakewill.

OMNI'VÕROUS. a. [omnis and voro, Latin.]

All-devouring. Dict

OMO'PLATE. s . [wu and whaus.] The
shoulderblade.

OMPHALO'PTICK. s. [qμpaños and onτixos.]

An optick glass that is convex on both sides,

commonly called a convex lens.

ON. prep. [aen, Dutch ; an, German.]

1. It is put before the word which signifies

that which is under, that by which any thing

is supported, which any thing strikes by fall-

ing, which any thing covers, or where fany

thing is fixed. Milton.

2. It is put before any thing that is the sub-

ject of action ; at work on a picture. Dryden.

3. Noting addition or accumulation : as, mis-

chiefs on mischiefs. Dryden.

4. Noting a state of progression : as, whither

on thy way?

:

Dryden.

Dryden.

5. It sometimes notes elevation on a hill ,

not in a valley.

6. Noting approach or invasion ; luxury came

on us. Dryden.

7. Noting dependance or reliance ; as, on

God's providence their hopes depend . Smalridge.

8. At, noting place ; the house stands on the

right hand. Shakespeare.

9. It denotes the motive or occasion of any

thing; on this provocation he grew angry.

Dryden.

10. It denotes the time at which any thing

happens ; as, this happened on the first day.

11. It is put before the object of some pas-

sion; have pity on him. Shakespeare.

12. In forms of denunciation it is put before

the thingthreatened ; hence on thy life. Dryd.

13. Noting imprecation ; sorrow on you.

14. Noting invocation ; he called on God.

15. Noting stipulation or condition ; live on

any terms. Dryden.
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16. Noting distinction or opposition ; some

were on one part, some on the other. Knolles.

17. In many senses it is more frequently upon.

ON. ad.

1. Forward ; in succession.

2. Forward ; in progression.

South.

Daniel.

3. In continuance ; without ceasing. Crash.

4. Not off: as, he is neither on nor off ; that is,
he is irresolute

5. Upon the body, as part of dress . Sidney.

6. If notes resolution to advance forward ;

not backward. Denham.

ON. interject. A word of incitement or encou-

ragement. Shakespeare.

Bacon.

ONCE. ad. [from one.]

1. One time.

2. A single time.

3. The same time.

Locke.

Locke,

4. At a point of time indivisible. Dryden,

5. One time, though no more. Dryden.

Atterbury.

Addison.

6. At the time immediate.

7. Formerly ; at a former time.

ONE. a . [an, cene, Saxon ; een, Dutch.]

1. Less than two ; single ; denotedby an unit.

Raleigh.

2. Indefinitely, any ; some one. Shakespeare.

3. Different ; diverse ; opposed to another. Sh.

4. One of two ; opposed to the other.

5. Not many; the same.

6. Particularly one.

ONE. s.

Smalr.

Pearson.

Spenser.

7. Some future. Davies.

1. A single person.

2. A single mass or aggregate.

Hooker.

Blackmore.

3. The first hour. Shakespeare.

4. The same thing.

5. A person, indefinitely .

6. A person, by way of eminence.

1. Simply ; singly ; merely ; barely.

2. So and no otherwise.

Tillet.

Genesis.

3. Singly without more : as, only begotten.

O'NOMANCY. s. [ovoa and Mavrela. ] Divina.
tion by a name. Camden.

ONOMA'NTICAL. a . [croua and μarris. ] Pre-

dicting by names. Camden.

O'NSET. s . [on and set. ]
1. Attack ; storm ; assault ; first brunt. Add.

2. Something added or set on by way of or-

namental appendage. Shakespeare.

To O'NSET. v . a. [from the noun.] To set

upon; to begin . Not used. Carew.

O'NSLAUGHT. s. [en and slay.] Attack ;

storm ; onset. Not in use.

ONTO'LOGIST. ' s . [from ontology ] One who

considers the affections of being in general ;

a metaphysician.

Hudibras.

ONTOʻLOGY. 8. [ora and λoyos. ] The science

of the affections of being in general ; meta-

physicks.

O'NWARD . ad. [ondpeard, Saxon .]

1. Forward ; progressively.

Wutts.

Pope.

2. In a state ofadvanced progression. Sidney.

3. Somewhat further. Milton.

O'NYCHA. s . The odoriferous snail or shell,
and the stone onyx. Calmet.

ONYX. s. [ ovug .} A semipellucid gem, of which

there are several species ; but the blueish

white kind, with brown and white zones, is

the true onyx of the ancients.

OOZE. s. [eaux, waters, French.]

Hill.

1. Soft mud ; mire at the bottom of water ;

slime.

2. Soft flow ; spring.

3. The liquor of a tanner's vat

•

Carew.

Prior.

Thomson.

Locke.

Watts. To OOZE. v. n. [from the noun.] To flowby

Shak. stealth ; to run gently.

O'OZY. a. [from ooze.] Miry ; muddy ; slimy.

Pope.

To OPA'CATE. v. a . [opaco, Lat. ] To shade ;

to cloud ; to darken.

OPA'CITY. s . [opacité, French ; opacitas, Lat.]

Cloudiness ; want of transparency. Newton.

OPA'COUS. a. [opacus, Lat.] Dark; obscure ;

not transparent. Digby.

7. A distinct or particular person. Bacon.

8. Persons united. Shakespeare.

9. Concord ; agreement ; one mind. Till.

10. Any person ; any man indefinitely. Att.

11. A person of particular character. Shak.

12. One has sometimes a plural, whenit stands

for persons indefinitely : as, the great ones

ofthe world. Glanville.

O'NEEYED. a. [one and eye. ] Having only one

eye. Dryden.

ONEIROCRITICAL. a. [ovEigongitinos, Gr.]

Interpretative of dreams. Addison.

ONEIROCRITICK. s. [óveipongiTinos, Gr. ] An

interpreter of dreams. Addison.

O'NENESS. s. [from one. ] Unity ; the quality

of being one. Hammond.

O'NERARY. a. [onerarius, Lat.] Fitted for

carriage or burdens ; comprising a burden.

Boyle.

O'PAL. s. The opal hardly comes within the

pellucid gems, being more opake and less

hard. In colour it resembles the finest mo.

ther of pearl ; its basis seeming a blueish or

greyish white, but with a property of reflect-

ing all the colours of the rainbow, as turned

differently to the light. Hill.

OPA'QUE. a. [opacus, Latin.] Dark ; not

transparent ; cloudy. Milton.

To v. a. [ open, Saxon ; op, Islandick;

jo NERATE. as onero , To O'PEN. } own, Gr. a hole.]

to burden.

ONERATION. s. [from onerate. ] The act of

loading. Dict.

'NEROUS. a. [onereux, Fr. onerosus, Latin.]

Burdensome ; oppressive.

O'NION. s. [oignon, French.] A plant.

O'NLY. a. [from one, onely, or onelike .]

Ayliffe.

To

1. To unclose ; to unlock ; the contrary to

shut.

2. To show; to discover.

3. To divide ; to break.

4. To explain ; to disclose.

5. To begin.

1. Single ; one and no more. Dryden. To O'PEN. }

2. This and no other. Locke.

v. n.

Milton. Brown.

Abbot.

Addison.

Collier.

Dryden.

1. To unclose itself; not to remain shut. Dr.

3. This above all other : as, he is the only man 2. To bark. A term of hunting. Dryden.

for musick.

O'NLY. ad.

OPE.

O'PEN. }

น.
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1. Unclosed ; not shut.

2. Plain ; apparent ; evident.

3. Not wearing disguise ; clear ;
cere.

4. Not clouded ; clear.

5. Not hidden ; exposed to view.

Cleaveland.

Daniel.

artless ; sin-
Addison.

Pope.

6. Not precluded ; not restrained .

7. Not cloudy ; not gloomy.

8. Uncovered.

9. Exposed ; without defence.

10. Attentive.

O'PENER. s. [from open.]

Locke.

Acts.

Bacon.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Psalms.

1. One that opens ; one that unlocks ; one

that uncloses. Milton.

2. Explainer ; interpreter. Shakespeare.

3. That which separates ; disuniter. Boyle.

OPENEY'ED. a. [open and eye .] Vigilant ;

watchful. Shakespeare.

OPENHA'NDED. a. [open and hand.] Ge-

nerous ; liberal. Rowe.

OPENHEARTED. a . [open and heart.] Ge-

nerous ; candid ; not meanly subtle. Dryden.

OPENHEA'RTEDNESS. s.Liberality; frank-

ness ; munificence ; generosity.

O'PENING. s. [from open.]

1. Aperture ; breach. Woodward.

2. Discovery at a distance ; faint knowledge ;

dawn.

O'PENLY. ad. [from open.]

South.

1. Publickly; not secretly; in sight. Hooker.

2. Plainly ; apparently ; evidently ; without

disguise. Dryden.

OPENMOUTHED. a. [open and mouth. ]

Greedy; ravenous ; clamorous ; vociferous.

L'Estrange.

O'PENNESS. s. [from open.]

1. Plainness ; clearness ; freedom from ob-

scurity or ambiguity. Shakespeare.

2. Plainness ; freedom from disguise. Felton.

O'PERA. s. [ Italian. ] A poetical tale or fic-

tion, represented by vocal and instrumental

musick, adorned with scenes, machines, and

dancing. Dryden.

O'PERABLE. a. [from operor, Latin. ] To be

done ; practicable. Not in use. Brown.

O'PERANT. a. [operant, French.] Active ;

having power to produce any effect. Shak.

To O'PERATE. v. a. [operor, Lat. ] To act ;

to have agency; to produce effects . Atterbury.

OPERATION. s. [ operatio, Latin.]

1. Agency; production of effects ; influence.

Hooker.

Bentley.2. Action ; effect.

s [In chirurgery. ] That part of the art of

healing which depends on the use of instru-

ments.

4. The motions or employments ofan army.

O'PERATIVE. a. [ from operate. ] Having the

power of acting ; having forcible agency ;

active ; vigorous ; efficacious. Norris.

OPERATOR. s . [operateur, Fr. from operate.]

One that performs any act of the hand ;

one who produces any effect. Addison.

OPERO'SE. a. [operosus, Lat.] Laborious ; full

of trouble and tediousness. Burnet.

OPHIO PHAGOUS. a . [opis and payw.] Ser

pent-eating. Not used. Brown.

OPHITES.S.A stone that has a dusky greenish

ground, with spots of a lighter green, ob-

long, and usually near square. Woodward.

OPHTHALMICK. a. [opdaλμos, Gr.] Relat.

ing to the eye.

O'PHTHALMY. s. [op≈αues, Gr.] A disease

of the eyes, being an inflammation in the

coats, proceeding from arterious blood got-

ten out of the vessels and collected into

those parts. Sharp.

O'PIATE. s. A medicine that causes sleep .

O'PIATE. a Soporiferous ; somniferous ; nar-

cotick ; causing sleep. Bacon.

O'PIFICE. s. [opificium, Lat. ] Workmanship ;

handiwork.

O'PIFICER. s. [opifex, Lat . ] One that performs

any work ; an artist. Bentley.

O'PINABLE . a . [opinor, Latin.] Which may

be thought.

OPINATION. s. [opinor, Latiu .] Opinion ;

notion.

OPINATOR. s. [opinor, Lat. ] One who holds

an opinion.
Hale.

Pope

Glanville.

Clarendon.

To OPINE. v. n. [opinor, Lat.] To think ; to

judge ; to be of opinion.

OPINIATIVE. a. [from opinion.]

1. Stiff in a preconceived notion .

2. Imagined ; not proved.

OPINIA'TOR. s. [opiniatre, Fr.] One fond of

his own notion.

OPINIA'TRE. a. [French. ] Obstinate ; stub-

born ; inflexible. Locke.

OPINIATRETY. s . [opiniatreté, Fr. ] Ob-

OPINIATRY. Sstinacy ; inflexibility ; de-

termination ofmind ; stubbornness. Locke.

OPINION. s . [opinion, Fr. opinio, Lat.]

1. Persuasion of the mind, without proof or

certain knowledge. Ben Jonson.

Locke.

2. Sentiments ; judgment ; notion . South.

3. Favourable judgment.

TË OPINION. v. n. [from the noun.] To
opine ; to think. Out ofuse. Glanville.

OPINIONATIVE. a. [from opinion . ] Fond of
preconceived notions ; stubborn. Burnet.

OPINIONATIVELY ad. Stubbornly.

OPINIONATIVENESS. s. [from opiniona-

tive.] Obstinacy.

OPINIONIST. s . [ opinioniste, Fr.from opinion .]
One fond of his own notions. Glanville.

OPI'PAROUS. a . [opiparus, Latin. ] Sump
tuous.

OPITULATION. s . {opitulatio, Latin .] An

aiding ; a helping .

O'PIUM. s. Ajuice, partly resinous, partly

gummy; brought to us in flat cakes, from

Natolia,Egypt,and the East Indies ; produced

from the white garden poppy. A moderate

dose ofopium first makes the patient cheer-

ful ; it afterwards quiets the spirits, eases

pain, and disposes to sleep. An immoderate

dose of opium brings on a sort of drunken-

ness at first, and, after many terrible symp-

toms, death itself. Hill.

O'PLE-TREE. s . [opulus, ople, and tree.] A

sort of tree. Ainsworth.

OPOBALSAMUM. 8. [ Latin. ] Baim of

Gilead.

OPO'PONAX. s . [Latin.] A gum resin of a

strong disagreeable smell, and an acrid and
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tremely bitter taste ; brought to us from

the East, but we are ignorant of the plant

which produces this drug. Hill.

O'PPIDAN. s. [oppidanus, Lat. ] A townsman ;

an inhabitant of a town.

To OPPI'GNERATE. v . a . [oppignero, Latin.]

To pledge ; to pawn . Not in use. Bacon,

To O'PPILATE. v. a . [opp:lo,Lat. oppiler, Fr. ]

To heap up obstruction.

OPPILATION. s. [oppilation, Fr.] Obstruc-

tion ; matter heaped together. Harvey.

O'PPILATIVE. a. [oppilative, French . ] Ob-

structive .

OPPLETED. a. [oppletus, Latin.] Filled ;

crowded.

OPPONENT. a. [opponens, Latin. ] Opposite ;

adverse.

OPPO'NENT. s . [opponens, Latin.]

1. Antagonist ; adversary.

Prior.

2. One who begins the dispute by raising

objections to a tenet. More.

1. To crush by hardship or unseasonable se.

verity. Pope.

2. To overpower ; to subdue. Shakespeare.

OPPRESSION. s . [oppression, French. ]

1. The act of oppressing ; cruelty ; severity.

2. The state ofbeing oppressed ; misery. Sh.

3. Hardship ; calamity. Addison.

4. Dulness of spirit ; lassitude of body. Arb.

OPPRESSIVE. a. [from oppress.]

severe.

1. Cruel ; inhuman ; unjustly exactious or

2. Heavy ; overwhelming. Rowe

OPPRESSOR. s. [from oppress ] One who

harasses others with unreasonable or unjust

severity. Sundys.

OPPROBRIOUS. a. [from opprobrium, Lat. ]

1. Reproachful ; disgraceful ; causing infa-

my; scurrilous. Addisor

Milton12. Blasted with infamy.

OPPRO'BRIOUSLY. ad. Reproachfully ;

scurrilously.

Reproachfulness ; scurrility.

Shakespeare.

OPPORTUNE. a. [opportunus, Latin. ] Sea- OPPRO'BRIOUSNESS. s. [from opprobrious.]

sonable ; convenient ; fit ; timely ; well-
timed ; proper.

Milton.

OPPORTUNELY. ad. [from opportune.] Sea-

sonably; conveniently; with opportunity
either of time or place. Wotton.

OPPORTUNITY. s. [opportunitas, Latin.]

Fit time ; fit place ; time ; convenience ; suit-

ableness of circumstances to any time.Denh.

To OPPO'SE. v. a. [opposer, French.]

1. To act against ; to be adverse ; to hinder ;

to resist.
Shakespeare.

2. To put in opposition ; to offer as an anta-

gonist or rival.

3. To place as an obstacle.

4. To place in front.

To OPPO'SE. v. n.

1. To act adversely.

Locke:

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

2. To object in a disputation ; to have the

part of raising difficulties against a tenet

supposed to be right.

OPPO'SELESS . a. [ from oppose. ] Irresistible ;

not to be opposed. Shakespeare.

OPPO'SER. 8. [from oppose.] One that oppo-

ses; antagonist ; enemy ; rival. Blackmore.

O'PPOSITE. a. [opposite, French.]

1. Placed in front ; facing each other. Milt.

2. Adverse ; repugnant. Rogers.

3. Contrary. Tillotson

O'PPOSITE. 8. Adversary ; opponent ; anta-

gonist ; enemy. Hooker.

O'PPOSITELY. ad. [from opposite.]

1. In such a situation as to face each other.

2. Adversely.

tion.

To OPPU'GN. v. a. [oppugno, Latin.] To op-

pose ; to attack ; to resist. Harvey.

OPPUGNANCY. s. [from oppugn.] Opposi

Shakespeare.

OPPUGNER. s. [ from oppugn.] One who

opposes or attacks. Boyle.

OPSI'MATHY. s. [oμadia.] Late education;

late erudition.

OPSONA"TION. s. [opsonatio, Latin.] Cater

ing; a buying provisions.

O'PIABLE. a. [optabilis, Latin.] Desirable ;

to be wished.

O'PTATIVE. a. [optativus, Lat.] Expressive

of desire. Clarke,

OPTICAL. a. [OTTINOS.] Relating to the

science ofopticks. Boyle.

OPTICIAN. s. [ from optick.] One skilled in

opticks.

OSTICK. α. [οπτικος .]

1. Visual ; producing vision; subservient to

vision.

2. Relating to the science of vision.

Newton.

Wotton.

O'PTICK. s. An instrument of sight ; an or

gan of sight.
Brown.

O'PTICKS. s. [owTinn.] The science of the

nature and laws ofvision. Brown.

O'PTIMACY. s. [optimates, Latin. ] Nobility;

body of nobles. Howel.

OPTIMITY. s . [from optimus, Latin.] The

state ofbeing best.

Grew. O'PTION. s. [optio, Latin.] Choice ; election ;

power of choosing.May. Smalridge.

O'PPOSITENESS. [from opposite . ] The OPULENCE. } s: [opulentia, Lat .] W.cam.
state of being opposite.

OPPOSITION. s . [opposition, French.]

1.Situation so as to front something opposed ;

standing over against.

2. Hostile resistance.

3. Contrariety of affection.

4. Contrariety of interest ;

measures.

5. Contrariety of meaning ;

meaning.

6. Inconsistency.

That"

Milton.

Tillotson.

contrariety of

Pearson.

diversity of

Hooker.

Locke.
OPPRESS. v. a. [oppressus, Latin.]

riches ; affluence. Clarendon.

O'PULENT. a. [opulentus, Latin.] Rich;

wealthy ; affluent. South.

O'PULENTLY. ad. Richly ; with splendour.

OR. conjunct. [očen, Saxon.]

1. A disjunctive particle, marking distribu-

tion, and sometimes opposition.

2. It corresponds to either ; he must either

fall or fly.

3. Before ; or ever, is before ever.

OR. s. [French.] Gold.

ORACH. s. [atriplex.] A plant.

Fisher.

Philin
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O'RACLE. s. [oraculum, Latin.]

1. Something delivered by supernatural wis-

dom . Hooker

2. The place where, or person of whom the

determinations of heaven are inquired. Shak.

3. Any person or place where certain deci-

sions are obtained. Pope.

4. One famed for wisdom.

îo O'RACLE, v . n. [from the noun ] To utter
oracles. Not in use. Milton.

ORA'CULAR.

ORACULOUS.
a. [from oracle.]

Glanville.
1. Uttering oracles ; resembling oracles.Pope.

2. Positive ; authoritative.

3. Obscure ; ambiguous. King.

ORACULOUSLY. ad. [ from oraculous. ] In

manner of an oracle. Brown.

ORA'CULOUSNESS. s. [from oraculous .] The

state of being oracular.

O'RAISON. s. [oraison, French . ] Prayer ; ver-

bal supplication. Dryden.

Addison.

O'RAL. a. [oral, Fr. ] Delivered by mouth ;

not written.

O'RALLY. ad. [from oral.] By mouth ; with-

out writing. Hule.

O'RANGE. s. [orange, Fr.] The leaves have

two lobes at their base like ears, and cut in

form ofa heart ; the fruit is round and depres-

sed, and of a yellow colour when ripe. Mill.

O'RANGERY, s. [orangerie, Fr. ] Plantation of

oranges. Spectator.

O'RANGEMUSK. s. A species of pear.

O'RANGEWIFE. s. [orange and wife.] A wo-

man who sells oranges . Shakespeare.

ORATION. s. [oratio, Lat.] A speech made

according to the laws of rhetorick ; a ha-

rangue ; a declamation. Watts.

O'RATOR. s. [orator, Latin.]

ORBI'CULARNESS. &. [from orbicular.] The

state ofbeing orbicular.

ORBI'CULATED.
a. [orbiculatus, Latin .]

Moulded into an orb.

O'KBIT. s. [orbita, Lat. ] The line described

by the revolution of a planet. Blackmore.

O'RBITY. s. [ orbus, Latin .] Loss, or want or

parents or children. Bacon.

Ainsworth.

Ainsworth.

ORC. s. [orca, Lat . ] A sort of sea fish . Milton.

O'RCHAL. s. A stone from which a blue co-

lour is made.

O'RCHANET. s. An herb.

O'RCHARD. s . [ontzeaɲd, Saxon.] A garden
offruit trees. Ben Jonson.

O'RCHESTRE. s. [ogxn5a . ] The place where

the musicians are set at a publick show.

ORD. s.An edge. Ord, in old English, signified

beginning.

To ORDA'IN. v. a. [ordino, Latin.]

1. To appoint ; to decree. Dryden.

2. To establish ; to settle ; to institute. Sha.

3. To set in an office. Esther.

4. To invest with ministerial function, or sa-

cerdotal power. Stillingfleet.

ORDAINER. s .[from ordain . He who ordains.

O'RDEAL. s. [ondal, Saxon.JA trial by fire or

water, by which the person accused appeal

ed to heaven, by walking blindfold over hot

bars ofiron ; or being thrown, I suppose,

into the water.

O'RDER. s. [ordo, Latin.]

1. Method ; regular disposition.

2. Established process.

3. Proper state.

4. Regularity ; settled mode.

5. Mandate ; precept ; command.

6. Rule ; regulation.

Hale.

Bacon.

Watts.

Locke.

Daniel.

Clarendon.

Hooker.

Daniel.

8. A society of dignified persons distinguish-

Bacon.

Kings.

Shakespeare.

Watts. 11. [Plural. ] Hierarchical state .

12. Means to an end.

Dryden.

Taylor.

13. Measures ; care. Spenser.

1. A public speaker ; a man ofeloquence. Sh.

2. A petitioner. This sense is used in ad-

dresses to chancery.

ORATO'RICAL. a . [ from orator.] Rhetorical ;

befitting an orator.

O'RATORY. s. [oratoriæ ars, Latin.]'

1. Eloquence ; rhetorical expression. Sidney.

2. Exercise of eloquence. Arbuthnot.

3. [Oratoire, Fr. ] . A private place deputed

and allotted for prayer alone. Ayliffe.

ORB. s. [orbe, Fr. orbis, Latin.]

1. Sphere ; orbicular body. Woodward.

2. Circular body. Dryden.

3. Mundane sphere ; celestial body. Shakes.

4. Wheel ; any rolling body.

5. Circle ; line drawn round. Holiday.

Milton.

6. Circle described by any of the mundane

spheres.

ORBA'TION. s. [orbatus, Latin.]

parents or children.

Bacon,

7. Period ; revolution of time.

8. Sphere ofaction.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Privation of

O'RBED. a. [from orb.]

1. Round ; circular ; orbicular. Shakespeare.

2. Formed into a circle. Milton.

3. Rounded. Addison.

1. Spherical. Milton.

Newton.

ORBI'CULAR. a . [orbiculaire, French.]

2. Circular.

ORBICULARLY. ad. [from orbicular.] Sphe-

rically ; circularly.

7. Regular government.

ed by marks ofhonour.

9. A rank, or class.

10. A religious fraternity.

14. [In architecture. ] A system ofthe seve-

ral members, ornaments, and proportions of

columns and pilasters . There are five orders

of columns ; three of which are Greek, the

Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian ; and two Ita-

lian, the Tuscan and Composite.

To O'RDER. v. a. [from the noun ]

1. To regulate ; to adjust ; to manage ; to

conduct.

2. To manage ; to procure.

3. To methodise ; to dispose fitly.

4. To direct ; to command.

Psalms.

Spenser.

Chron.

5. To ordain to sacerdotal function . Whitg

To O'RDER. v. n. To give command ; to give

direction. Milion

Suckling

O'RDERER. s. [ from order.] One that orders

methodises, or regulates.

O'RDERLESS . a. [from order. ] Disorderly ;

out of rule. Shakespeare.

J

O'RDERLINESS. s . [from orderly.] Regulari-

ty; methodicalness.

O'RDERLY. a. [from order.]

1. Methodical ; regular.

2. Observant ofmethod. .

Hooker.

Chapman
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Not tumultuous ; well regulated.

Clarendon.

4. According with established method . Hook.

O'RDERLY. ad. [from order .] Methodically ;

according to order ; regularly. Sandys.

O'RDINABLE. a. [ordino, Latin. ] Such as may

be appointed. Hammond.

O'RDINAL. a . [ordinal, Fr. ordinalis, Latin.]

Holder.Noting order ; as, second, third.

O'RDINAL. s. [ordinal, Fr. ordinalis , Latin. ]

A ritual ; a book containing orders. Ainsw.

O'RDINANCE. s . [ordonnance, French. ]

1. Law ; rule ; prescript.

2. Observance commanded.

3 Appointment.

Spenser.

Taylor.

Shakespeare.

4. A cannon. It is now generally written

for distinction ordnance . Shakespeare.

O'RDINARILY. ad [ from ordinary .]

1. Accordingto established rules ; according

to settled method. Woodward.

South .
2. Commonly ; usually.

O'RDINARY. a. [ordinarius, Latin .]

1. Established ; methodical ; regular. Atter.

2. Common ; usual.

3. Mean ; oflow rank.

Tillotson.

Addison.

4. Ugly; not handsome ; as, she is an ordi-

nary woman.

O'RDINARY. 8.

1. Established judge of ecclesiastical causes.

2. Settled establishment.

3. Actual and constant office.

4. Regular price of a meal.

Bacon.

Votton.

Shakespeare.

5. A place of eating established at a certain

price. Swift.

To O'RDINATE . v . a . [ordinatus, Latin. ] To

appoint. Daniel.

O'RDINATE. a. [ordinatus, Latin. ] Regular ;

methodical.

ORDINATION. s. [ordinatio, Latin.]

Ray.

1. Established order or tendency. Norris.

2. The act ofinvesting any man with sacer-
dotal power. Stillingfleet.

O'RDNANCE. s. Cannon ; great guns. Shak.

ORDOʻNNANCE . [French.] Disposition of

figures in a picture.

ORDURE. s . [ ordure, Fr.] Dung ; filth . Shak.

ORE. s . [one. or opa, Saxon ; oor, Dutch, a

mine.]

1. Metal unrefined ; metal yet in its fossil

state..

2. Metal.

O'REWEED.
O'REWOO

D.s
. A sca weed.

O'RGAL. s. Lees of wine.

ORGAN. s. [organe, French.]

Ruigh.

Milton.

Raleigh.

1. Na ' ural instrument ; as the tongue is the

organ of speech.

2. [Orgue, Fr.} An instrument of musick

consisting of pipes filled with wind, and of

stops touched by the hand.

RGA NICAL.a. [organique, French ; or-

RGA'NICK.ganicus, Latin .]

Keil.

1. Consisting of various parts co-operating
wi h each other. Milton.

Holder.

2. Instrumental ; acting as instruments of

nature or art, to a certain end. Milton.

3 Respecting organs.

ORGANICALLY. ad. [from organical.] By

means of organs or instruments, Locke.

ORGA'NICALNESS . s . [from organical. ] State

ofbeing organical .

O'RGANISM. s. [ from organ. ] Organical

Grew.structure.

O'RGANIST. s. [organiste, Fr. from organ.]

One who plays on the organ. Boyle.

ORGANIZATION. s. [from organize . ] Con-

struction in which the parts are so disposed

Locke.as to be subservient to each other.

To O'RGANIZE. v. a. [organiser, Fr. ] To

construct so as that one part co-operates

with another ; to form organically. Hooker.

O'RGANLOFT. s. [organ and loft. ] The loft

Taller.
where the organ stands.

O'RGANPIPE. s. [organ and pipe.] The pipe

of a musical organ. Shakespeare.

O'RGANY. s . [origanum . ] An herb. Ainsworth.

ORGA'SM. s. [orgusme, Fr. ogy aoμos. ] Sudden

vehemence. Derham.

O'RGEIS . s . A sea fish, called likewise or-

ganling.
Ainsworth.

Mad rites ot

Ben Jonson.

Shakespeare.

O'RGIES. s. [orgia, Latin. ]

Bacchus ; frantick revels.

ORGILLOUS. a. [ orgueilleux, Fr.] Proud ;

haughty. Not in use.

O'RICHALCH. s. [ orichalcum, Latin . ] Brass.

O'RIENT. a. [oriens, Latin ]

1. Rising, as the sun.

2 Eastern ; oriental.

Spenser.

Milion.

3. Bright ; shining ; glittering ; gaudy ; spa k-

ling.
Bacon.

O'RIENT. s. [orient, Fr. ] The east ; the part

where the sun appears.

ORIENTAL. a. [oriental, Fr. ] Eastern ; placed

in the east ; proceeding from the east. Bacon.

ORIENTAL. s . An inhabitant of the eastern

Grew.parts ofthe world.

ORIENTALISM. s. [from oriental. ] An idiom

ofthe eastern languages ; an eastern mode of

speech.

Brown.

ORIENTA'LITY. s . [from oriental .] State of

being oriental.

O'RIFICE, s . [orificium, Latin.] Any opening

or perforation. Arbuthnot.

Answ.O'RIFLAMB. s . A golden standard .

O'RIGAN. s. [ origanum, Latin. ] Wild marjo-

Spenser.

O'RIGIN. 2s. [origine, French ; origo,

ORIGINAL. Larg

.ram .

1. Beginning ; first existence. Bentley.

2. Fountain ; source ; that which gives be

ginning or existence .

3. First copy ; archetype.

origin is not used.

4. Derivation ; descent.

Atterbury.

In this sense

Locke.

Dryden.

ORIGINAL. a. [originel, Fr. originalis, Lat.]

Primitive ; pristine ; first. Stillingfleet.

ORIGINALLY. ad [from original.]

1. Primarily ; with regard to the firstcause ;

from the beginning.

.2. At first.

Smalridge.

'Woodward

Roscommon.3. As the first author.

ORIGINALNESS. s . [from original.] The

quality or state ofbeing original .

ORIGINARY. a. [originaire, French.]

1. Productive ; causing existence. Cheyne.

2. Primitive ; that which was the first state

Sandys
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ToORIGINATE. v. a. [from origin. ] To

bring into existence.

To ORIGINATE. v . n. To take existence.

ORIGINATION. s . [originatio, Latin.]

ORTHO'GONAL. a. [from orthogon.] Rect

angular.

ORTHO'GRAPHER. 8. [ogos and yeap .]

One who spells according to the rules of

Shakespeare.

Keil. ORTHOGRAPHICAL. a . [fromorthography.]

1. Rightly spelled .
Pearson.

1. The act or mode of bringing into exis-

ence ; first introduction.

2. Descent from a primitive.

O'RISON. s. [oraison , French. ] A prayer ; a

supplication.
Milton.

O'RLOP. s. [overloop, Dutch.] The middle

deck. Hayward.

O'RNAMENT. s . [ornamentum, Latin.]

1. Embellishment ; decoration. Rogers.

2. Honour ; that which confers dignity. Add.

ORNAMENTAL. a. [from ornament. ] Serving

to decoration ; giving embellishment. Swift.

ORNAMENTALLY. ad. In such amanner as

may confer embellishment.

ORNAMENTED. a . [from ornament. ] Embel-

lished ; bedecked .

O'RNATE. a. [ornatus, Latin . ] Bedecked ; de-

corated ; fine. Milton.

O'RNATÉNESS. s . [ from ornate.] Finery ;

state of being embellished.

O'RNATURE. s. [ernatus, Latin.] Decora-

Ainsworth.

ORNITHOLOGY. s. [ogvie and λoyos.] A dis-

course on Lirds.

zien .

rents.

O'RPHAN. a. [cgpavos .] A child who has lost

father or mother, or both. Spenser.

O'RPHAN. s . [orphelin, French .] Bereft ofpa-

Sidney.

O'RPHANAGE. Į s. [from orphan.] State of

ORPHANISM . an orphan.

ORPHA'NOTROPHY. S. [ogpave; and rgopn .]

An hospital for orphans.

O'RPIMENT. s. [ auripigmentum, Latin. ] A

foliaceous fossil , of a fine texture, remarka-

bly heavy, and its colour is a bright and

beautiful yellow, like that ofgold. Hill.

O'RPINE. s . [orpin, French ] Liverer or rose

Miller.root.

O'RRERY. s. An instrument which, by many

complicated movements, represents the revo-

lutions ofthe heavenly bodies. It was first

made by Mr. Rowley, a mathematician, born

at Litchfield, and so named from his patron

the earl of Orrery.

O'RRIS. s. [oris, Latin . ] A plant and flower.

Bacon.

O'RKIS. s. [old French . ] A sort of gold or
silver lace.

OKTS. s . Refuse ; things left or thrown away.

Obsolete.
Ben Jonson.

OʻRTHODOX. a. [ogos and dox .] Sound in

opinion and doctrine ; not heretical. Bacon.

O'RTHODOXLY. ad. [from orthodox .] With

soundness of opinion. Bacon.

ORTHODOXY. s. [ogDodo§ia .] Soundness in

opinion and doctrine. Swift.

O'RTHODROMICKS. s. [from 9 and

dgoμ ] The art of sailing in the arc of some

great circle, whichis the shortest orstraight-

est distance between any two points on the

surface of the globe. Harris.

O'RTHODROMY. s . [oç✪ and dequ . ] Sati-

ing in a straight course.

OʻRTHOGON. s. [ og and yovia. ] A rect-

angled figure.
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Peacham,

grammar.

2. Relating tothe spelling. Addison.

3. Delineated according to the elevation

ORTHOGRA’PHICALLY. ad.

1. According to the rules of spelling.

2. According to the elevation .

ORTHO'GRAPHY. s. [og and yeapw ]

1. The part of grammar which teaches how

words should be spelled. Holder.

2. The art or practice of spelling. Swift.

3. The elevation of a building delineated.

Moxon.

ORTHO'PNOEA. s . [ ogfoπvoia .] A disorder of

the lungs, in which respiration can be per-

formed only in an upright posture. Harvey.

O'RTIVE. a. [ ortivus, Lat.] Relating to the

rising of any planet or star.

O'RTOLAN. s . [ French.] A small bird ac-

counted very delicious. Cowley,

O'RVAL. s . [orvala, Latin .] The herb clary

ORVIE"TAŇ. s. [orvietuno, Italian. ] An anti-

dote or counter poison. Bailey.

OSCHEO'CELE. s . [oxov and xλn. ] A kind

ofhernia when the intestines break into the

scrotum .

OSCILLATION. s. [oscillum, Lat. ] The act

ofmoving backward and forward like a pen-

dulum.

OSCILLATORY. a. [oscillum, Lat.] Moving

backward and forward like 3 penduluïa Ar.

O'SCITANCY. s. [ oscitanciu , Latin.]

1. The act of yawning.

2. Unusual sleepiness ; carelessness. Addison

O'SCITANT. a . [oscitans, Latin .]

1. Yawning ; unusually sleepy.

2. Sleepy ; sluggish . Decay ofPiety.

OSCITATION. s [oscito, Latin ] The act of

yawning.

May.

Miller.

Numbers

Tatler.

O'SIER. s. [osier, French . ] A tree of the willow

kind, growing by the water.

O'SMUND . s . A plant.

O'SPRAY . s. The sea eagle.

O'SSELET. s. [French.] A little hard sub-

stance arising on the inside of a horse's knee

among the small bones. Farrier's Dict.

O'SSICLE. s. [ossiculum , Latin. ] A small bone.
Holder

O'SSIFICK. a. [ ossa and facio, Latin. ] Having

the power ofmaking bones, or changing car-

neous or membranous to bony substance. Wis.

OSSIFICATION s. [from ossify. ] Change o.

carueous, membranous, or cartilaginous, into

bony substance. Sharp.

OSSIFRAGE. s. [ossifrague, French ; ossifraga,

Latin.] A kind of eagle. Calmet.

To O'SSIFY. v a. [ossa andfacio, Latin.] To

change to bone. Sharp.

OSSIVOROUS. a. [assa and voro, Lat. ] De-

vouring bones. Derhum .

O'SSUARY. s [ ossuarium, Latin.] A charnel

house ; a place where the bones of dead peo-

ple are kept.

OSTs. A vessel upon which hops or malt

OUST. are dried. Dict,
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OSTE'NSIBLE. a. [ostendo, Latin. ] Such as

is proper, or intended to be shown.

OSTEʼNSIVE. a. [ostentif, Fr. ostendo, Latin.]

Showing; betokening.

OSTENT. s. [ostentum, Latin .]

1. Appearance ; air ; manner ; mien. Shak.

2. Show ; token. Shakespeare.

Dryden.3. A portent ; a prodigy.

OSTENTATION. s . [ ostentatio , Latin.]

1. Outward show ; appearance . Shakespeare.

2. Ambitious display ; boast ; vain show. Add.

3. A show; a spectacle. Not in use. Shak.

OSTENTATIOUS . a. [ostento, Latin.] Boast-

ful ; vain ; fond of show ; fond to expose to

view
Dryden.

OSTENTATIOUSLY. ad. [from ostentatious. ]

Vainly ; boastfully.

OSTENTATIOUSNESS. s. Vanity ; boast-

fulness.

OSTENTATOUR. s. [ostentateur , French.] A

boaster ; a vain setter to show.

OSTEOCOLLA. s . [oreov and κολλαω . ] A kind

of spar, frequent in Germany, and has long

been famous for bringing on a callus in frac-

tured bones. Hill.

OSTEOCOPE. s . [οςεον and κόπτω . ] Pains in

the bones, or rather in the nerves and mem-

branes that encompass them.

OSTEOʻLOGY. s . [05ɛov and λɛy∞.] A descrip-
tion of the bones. Tatler.

OSTI'ARY. s . [ostium, Latin. ] The opening at

which a river disembogues itself. Brown.

O'STLER. s. [ hostelier, French. ] Theman who

takes care of horses at an inn. Swift.

O'STLERY. s. [hostelerie, French.] The place

belonging to the ostler.

´O'STRĂCISM. s. [organiμoc . ] A manner of

passing sentence, in which the note of ac-

quittal or condemnation was marked upon a

shell ; publick censure. Cleaveland.

O'STRÁCITES. s . Ostracites expresses the

common oyster in its fossil state. Hill.

O'STRICH. s. [autruche, French ; struthio, La-

tin.] Ostrich is ranged among birds. It is

verylarge, its wings very short, and the neck

about four or five spans. They are hunted

byway ofcourse, forthey never fly ;

their wings to assist them in running more

swiftly. The ostrich swallows bits of iron or

brass, as other birds swallow small stones, to

assist in digesting their food . It lays its eggs

upon the ground, hides them under the sand,

and the sun hatches them. Calmet.

OTACOUSTICK. s. [wra and axsw.] An in-

strument to facilitate hearing. Grew.

OTHER. pron. [odeɲ, Saxon .]

but use

1. Not the same ; not this ; different. Swift.

2. Not I, or he, but some one else. Bacon.

3. Notthe one, not this, but the contrary . Sou.

4. Correlative to each.

5. Something beside.

6. The next.

Philips.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

Ben Jonson.7. The third past.

8. It is sometimes put elliptically for other

thing; something different." Glanville.

O'THERGATES. ad. In other manner. Shak.

O'THERGUISE. ad. [ other and guise. ] Of an-

other kind ; sometimes written otherguess.

O'THERWHERE. ad. [other and where ] In

other places . Hooker

OʻTHERWHILE. ad. [other and while.] At

other times.

O'THERWISE. ad. [other and wise.]

1. In a different manner.

2. By other causes.

3. In other respects.

Sprat.

Raleigh.

Rogers.

O'TTER. s. [ozen, Saxon.] An amphibious

animal that preys upon fish.

}

C'VAL . a . [ovale, Fr. ovum, Lat. an egg.] Ob-

long ; resembling the longitudinal section of

an egg. Blackmore.

O'VAL. s. That which has the shape of an

egg. Watts.

OVA'RIOUS, a. [from ovum, Lat. ] Consisting

of eggs. Thomson.

O'VARY. s. [ovarie, French ; ovarium, Latin.]

That part of the body in which impregna-

tion is performed. Brown.

OVA'TION. s . [ovatio , Lat. ] A lesser triumph

among the Romans.

OUBAT.

OU'BUST.
s. A sort of caterpillar.

OUCH. s. An ornament of gold or jewels.

Bacon.

O'VEN. s . [open, Saxon.] An arched cavity

heated with fire to bake bread.. Spenser.

O'VER hath a double signification in the names

of places. If the place be upon or near a

river, it comes from the Saxon ofɲe, a brink

or bank ; but if there is in the neighbourhood

another of the same name, distinguished by

the addition of nether, then over is from the

Gothick ufar, above.
Gibson. Camden.

O'VER. prep. [ ufar, Gothick ; ofɲe, Saxon .]

1. Above, with respect to excellence or dig

nity. Swift.

2. Above, with regard to rule or authority.

3. Above in place.

4. Across ; from side to side.

5. Through ; diffusely.

6. Upon.

7. Before ; as, over night.

O'VER. ad.

1. Above the top..

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Hammond.

Bacon.

Spenser.

Luke.

2. More than a quantity assigned ; five feet

and an inch over. Hayward.

3. From side to side ; the river was a mile

Grew,over.

4. From one to another.

5. From a country beyond the sea ; the king

went over to France.

6. On the surface ; the ground is all over

green. Gencsis.

7. Past ; when his rage was over, he repented.

Knolies.

8. Throughout ; completely ; I have thought

the design over.

9. With repetition ; another time ; over again ;

over and over. Dryden.

10. Extraordinary ; in a great degree ; be not

over-hasty injudging. Baker.

11. OVER and above. Beside ; beyond what

was first supposed, or immediately intended.

12. OVER against Opposite ; regarding in

front.

13. To give over. To cease from

Bacon.
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14. In composition it has a great variety of

significations ; it is arbitrarily prefixed to

nouns, adjectives, or other parts of speech in

a sense equivalent to more than enough.

To O'VERABOUND. v. n . [vver and abound.]

To abound more than enough. Philips.

To O'VERACT. v. a. [over and act . ] To act

more than enough. Stillingfleet.

To OVERA'RCH. v. a. [over and arch.] To

cover as with an arch. Pope.

To OVERA'WE. v. a. [over and awe. ] To keep

in awe by superiour influence. Spenser.

To OVERBA'LANCE. v. a. To weigh down ;

to preponderate. Rogers.

OVERBA'LANCE. s . [over and balance.] Some-

thing more than equivalent. * Locke.

OVERBA❜TTLE. a. Too fruitful ; exuberant.

Hooker.

To OVERBEAR. v. a. To repress ; to subdue ;

to whelm ; to bear down. Hooker.

To OVERBI'D. v. a. [over and bid.] To offer

more than equivalent. Dryden.

-To OVERBLO'W. v. n. [over and blow.] To be

past its violence. Dryden.

To OVERBLO'W. v. a. To drive away as

clouds before the wind. Waller.

O'VERBOARD. ad. [over and board. See

BOARD.] Off the ship ; out of the ship . Dry.

To OVERBU'LK. v. a. [over and bulk. ] To op-

press by bulk. Shakespeare.

To OVERBU'RDEN. v. a. [over and burden.]

To load with too great weight. Sidney.

To OVERBU'Y. v. a. [over and buy. ] To buy

too dear. Dryden.

TO OVERCA'RRY. v. a. [over and carry .] To

hurry too far ; to be urged to any thing vio-

lent or dangerous. Hayward.

"

·

TO OVERCAST. v. a. [over and cast .]

1. To cloud ; to darken ; to cover with

gloom. Spenser.

Hooker.2. To cover.

3. To rate too high in computation . Bacon.

To OVERCHA'RGE. v. a . [over and charge.]

1. To oppress ; to cloy ; to surcharge. Ral.

2. To load ; to crowd too much . Pope.

3. To burden. Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

4. To rate too high.

5. To fill too full.

Tickel.

6. To load with too great a charge. Shak.

To OVERCLOUD. v. a. [over and cloud. ] To

cover with clouds.

TO OVERCOME. v. a. pret. I overcame ; part.

pass. overcome ; anciently overcomen, as in

Spenser. [overcomen, Dutch.]

1. To subdue ; to conquer ; to vanish.

2. To surmount.

Spen.

Daw.

3. To overflow ; to surcharge. Philips.

4. To come over or upon ; to invade sudden-

ly. Notin use. Shakespeare.

TO OVERCOME. v. n . To gain the superiori-

ty. Romans.

OVERCO'MER. s. [from the verb.] He who

overcomes.

To OVERCO'UNT. v. a. [over and count. ] To

rate above the true value. Shakespeare.

To OVERDO'. v. a. [over and do.] To do more

than enough. Grew.

To OVERDRE'SS. v. a. [over and dress . ] To

adorn lavishly. Popk.

To OVERDRIVE. v. a. [over and drive. ] To

drive too hard, or beyond strength. Genesis

To OVEREY'E. v. a. [over and eye.]

1. To superintend.

2. To observe ; to remark. Shakespeare.

To OVERE'MPTY.v. a. [over and empty.] To

make too empty. Carew.

O'VERFAL. s . [ over and fall. ] Cataract. Ral.

To OVERFLO’ÀT. v. n. [over and float. ] To

swim ; to float. Dryden

To OVERFLOW. v. n. [over and flow ]

1. To be fuller than the brim can hold. Dry

2. To exuberate ; to abound.

To OVERFLO'W. v. a.

Roger's.

Taylor.1. To fill beyond the brim .

2. To deluge ; to drown ; to overrun. Dryd.

O'VERFLOW. s. [over andflow.] Inundation ;

more than fulness ; such a quantity as rung

over; exuberance. Arbuthnot.

OVERFLOWING. s. [from overflow .] Exu-

berance ; copiousness. Rogers.

OVERFLOWINGLY. ad. Exuberantly ; in
great abundance. Boyle.

To OVERFLY'. v. a. [over and fly.] To cross

by flight. Dryden.

OVERFO'RWARDNESS. s. [over and for-

wardness.] Too great quickness ; too great

readiness. Hale.

TË OVERFRE'IGHT. v. a. [over and freight.]

To load too heavily ; to fill with too great

quantity. Carew.

To OVERGE'T. v . a . [over and get . ] To reach ;

to come up with. Sidney.

To OVERGLAʼNCE. v. a. [over and glance. ]

To look hastily over. Shakespeare

Sidney.

To OVERGO'. v. a. [over and go. ] To surpass ;

to excel.

To OVERGO'RGE. v. a. [over and gorge.] To

gorge too much. Shakespeare.

To OVERGRO'W. v. a. [over and grow.]

1. To cover with growth.

2. To rise above.

Spenser.

Mortimer.

Knolles.

To OVERGRO'W. v. n. To grow beyond the

fit or natural size.

OVERGRO'WTH. s. [over and growth.] Exu-

berant growth.

To OVERHALE. v. a. [over and hale.]

1. To spread over.

2. To examine over again.

Bacon.

Spenser

To OVERHANG. v. a. [over and hung.] Tojut

over; to impend over. Shakespeare.

To OVERHARDEN. v. a . [over and harden.]

To make too hard. Boyle.

O'VERHEAD. ad. [over and head. ] Aloft ; in

the zenith ; above.
Milton.

To OVERHEAR. v. a . [over and hear.] To

hear those who do not mean to be heard. Sh.

To OVERHE'ND. v . a. [over and hend.] To

overtake ; to reach. Spenser.

To OVERJO'Y. v. a . [over and joy.] To trans-

port ; to ravish. Taylor.

OVERJO'Y. s . Transport ; ecstacy. Shak

To OVERLA'BOUR. v. a . [over and labour. ]

To take too much pains on any thing; to

harass with toil. Dryden.

Suckling.

To OVERLA'DE. v. a. [over and lade.] To

overburden.

OVERLAʼRGE. a . [over and lurge.] Larger

than enough.
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OVERLA'SHINGLY. ad. [over and lash.] With

exaggeration. Obsolete . Brerewood.

To OVERLAY. v. a. [over and lay.]

1. To oppress by too much weight or power.

2. To smother with too much or too close

covering. Milton.

3. To smother ; to crush ; to overwhelm. Add.

4. To cloud ; to overcast. Spenser.

5. To cover superficially . Exodus.

6. To join by something laid over. Milton.

TO OVERLE'AP. v . a. [over and leap.] To pass

by a jump. Dryden.

OVERLE'ATHER. s. [over and leather.] The

part of the shoe that covers the foot. Shak.

To OVERLIVE. v. a . [over and live. ] To live

longer than another ; to survive ; to outlive.

Hayward.

To OVERLIVE. v . n. To live too long. Milt.

OVERLIVER. s . [ from overlive. ] Surviver ;

that which lives longest. Bacon.

To OVERLOAD. v. a. [over and load.] To

burden with too much. Felton.

OVERLO'NG. a. [over and long.]Too long.Boy.

To OVERLO'OK . v . a. [over and look. ]

1 To view from a higher place. Dryden.

2. To view fully ; to peruse.

3. To superintend ; to overzee.

4. To review.

2 .

5. To pass by indulgently.

6. To neglect ; to slight.

too much mast.

Shakespeare.

Graunt.

Roscommon.

Rogers.

Atterbury.

looker.] One

Watts.

Ral.

OVERLOOKER. s. [over and

who looks over his fellows.

O'VERLOOP. s. The same with orlop.

OVERMAʼSTED. a. [over and mast.] Having

Dryden.

TO OVERMA'STER. v . a . [over and master.]

To subdue ; to govern. Shakespeare.

To OVERMA'TCH. v. a. [over and match.] To

be too powerful ; to conquer. Dryden.

OVERMATCH. s . One of superiour powers ;

one not to be overcome. Milton.

OVERMEASURE. s. [over and measure.]

Something given over the due measure."

To OVERMIX. v. a. [over and mix.] To mix
with too much. Creech.

OVERMO'ST. a. [over, and most.] Highest ;

over the rest in authority.

OVERMU'CH. a. [over and much.] Too much ;

more than enough.

OVERMU'CH. ad. In too great a degree.

To OVERNAME. v. a. [over and name.] To

name in a series .
Shakespeare.

OVERNIGHT. s. [over and night .] Night be-

fore bedtime. Shakespeare.

To OVERO'FFICE. v. a. [ over and office. ] To

lord by virtue ofan office. Shakespeare.

OVEROFFI'CIOUS . a. [over and officious.] Too

busy; too importunate. Clarke.

To OVERPA'SS. v. a. [over and pass.]

1. To cross .

Ainsworth.

Locke.

Dryden.

Raleigh.

Hooker.

2. To overlook ; to pass with diregard . Mil.

3. To omit in a reckoning.

4. To omit , not to receive.

To OVERPA'Y. v. a. [over and pay.] To re-

ward beyond the price. Prior.

To OVERPE'RCH. v. a. [ over and perch. ] To

fly over. Shakespeare.

To OVERPE'ER. v . a. [over and peer.] To over-

look ; to hover above. Not used. Sandys.

O'VERPLUS. s . [over and plus. ] Surplus ; what

remains more than sufficient. Hooker.

TO OVERPLY'. v. a. [over and ply.] To em-

ploy too laboriously. Milton.

ToOVERPO'ISE. v a. [over and poise . ] To out-

weigh. Brown.

OVERPOISE. s . [from the verb. ] Preponde

rant weight. Dryden.

To OVERPOWER. v. a. [over and power.] To

be predominant over ; to oppress by superi

ority.
Woodward.

To OVERPRESS. v. a. [over and press. ] To

bear upon with irresistible force ; to over-

whelm ; to crush. Roscommon.

To OVERPRIZE. v. a. [over and prize. [ To

value at too high a price. Wotton.

OVERRA'NK. a . [over and rank. ] Too rank.

Mortimer

To OVERRATE. v. a. [over and rate.] To rate

at too much. Rogers.

To OVERREACH. v. a. [over and reach.]

1. To rise above. Raleigh.

Tillotson.2. To deceive ; to go beyond.

To OVERREACH. v. n. A horse is said to

overreach when he brings his hinder feet too

far forward, and strikes his toes against his

fore shoes. Farrier's Dict.

OVERREACHER. s. [from overreach.] A

cheat ; a deceiver.

To OVERRE'AD. v. a. [over

peruse .

+

and read.] To

Shakespeare.

Te OVERRI′PEN. v . a. [over and ripen. ] To

make too ripe. Shakespeare

To OVERRO’AST. v. a. [over_and_roust. ] To

roast too much. Shakespeare.

To OVERRULE. v. a. [over and rule.]

1. To influence with predominant power ;

be superiour in authority.

2. To govern with high authority ; to super-

⚫ intend.

3. To supersede.

to

Sidney.

Hayward.

Carew.

Addison.

Bacon.

To OVERRUN. v . a . [over and run. ]

1. To harass by incursions ; to ravage.

2. To outrun ; to pass behind.

3. To overspread ; to cover all over. Burnet

4. To mischief by great numbers ; to pester.

Addison.

5. To injure by treading down.

To OVERRUN. e. n. To overflow ; to be more

than full. Spenser.

To OVERSE'E. v. a. [over and see.]

1. To superintend ; to overlook. Spenser

2. To overlook ; to pass by unheeded ; to

omit. Hudibras.

OVERSEEN. part . [from oversee .] Mistaken;

deceived.

OVERSE'ER. s. [from oversee.]

Clarendon.

1. One who overlooks ; a superintendant.

2. An officer who has the care of the paro⚫

chial provision for the poor.
Graunt.

To OVERSE'T. v. a. [over and set .]

1. To turn bottom upward ; to throw offthe

basis ; to subvert. Addison.

Dryden.2. To throw out ofregularity.

To OVERSE'T. v . n. To fall offthe basis.

To OVERSHA'DE, v. a. [over and shade.] To

cover with darkness. Dryden.

To OVERSHA'DOW. v. a. [over and shadow.]
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1. To throw a shadow overany thing. Bacon.

2. To shelter ; to protect. Milton.

To OVERSHO'OT. v . n. [over and shoot. ] To

fly beyond the mark.

To OVERSHO'OT. v. a.

O'VERSIGHT. s. [over and sight.]

Collier.

Tillotson.

Kings.

1. To shoot beyond the mark.

a To pass swiftly over. Harte.

3. To venture too far ; to assert too much.

Whitgift.

1. Superintendence.

2. Mistake ; errour. Hooker.

TO OVERSIZE. v. a. [over and size.]

1. To surpass in bulk. Sandys.

2. To plaster over. Shakespeare.

Hooker.

Donne.

Shakespeare.

To OVERSKI'P. v. a. [over and skip. ]

1. To pass by leaping.

2. To pass over.

3. To escape.

To OVERSLE'EP. v. a. [over and sleep. ] To

sleep too long.

To OVERSLIP. v. a. [over and slip .] To pass

undone, unnoticed, or unused ; to neglect.

Wotton.

To OVERSNO'W. v. a. [over and snow . ] To

cover with snow. Dryden.

OVERSO'LD. part . [over and sell. ] Sold at

too high a price. Dryden.

OVERSOON. ad. [over and soon. ] Too soon.

Sidney.

OVERSPENT. part. [over and spent .] Weari-

ed ; harassed . Dryden.

To OVERSPRE'AD. v. a. [over and spread. ]

To cover over ; to fill ; to scatter over. Gen.

TO OVERSTAND. v. a. [over and stand. ] To

stand too much upon conditions. Dryden.

To OVERSTA'RE. v. a . [over and stare.] To

stare wildly. Ascham .

To OVERSTO´CK. v . a . [over and stock.] To

fill too full ; to crowd. Swift.

To OVERSTRA'IN. v. n. [over and strain . ] To

make too violent efforts. Collier.

To OVERSTRA'IN. v. a . To stretch too far.

Ayliffe.

To OVERSWA'Y. v. a. [over and sway.] To

overrule ; to bear down. Hooker.

To OVERSWE'LL. v. a. [over and swell. ] To

rise above. Fairfax.

O'VERT. a. [ouvert, Fr.] Open ; publick ; ap.

parent. King Charles.

O'VERTLY. ad. [from the adjective. ] openly.

To OVERTA'KE. v . a. [over and take.]

Hooker.

Galatians.

J. To catch any thing by pursuit ; to come

up to something going before.

2. To take by surprise.

To OVERTA SK. v. a. [over and

burden with too heavy duties or injunctions.

task. ] To

Harvey.

To OVERTHRO'W. v. a. [over and throw . ]

1. To turn upside down.

2. To throw down.

Taylor.

Milton.

3. To ruin ; to demolish. Dryden.

4. To defeat ; to conquer ; to vanquish.

5. To destroy ; to subvert ; to mischief; to

bring to nothing.

OVERTHRO'W. s. [from the verb.]

Sidney.

1. The state of being turned upside down.

2. Ruin ; destruction. Hooker.

Haynard

Shakespeare

3. Defeat ; discomfiture.

4. Degradation.

OVERTHROWER. s. [from overthrow. ] He

who overthrows.

OVERTHWA'RT. a. [over and thwart.]

1. Opposite ; being over against. Dryden

2. Crossing any thing perpendicularly.

3. Perverse ; adverse ; contradictious. Clar

OVERTHWART. prep. Across ; as, he laid a

plank overthwart the brook.

OVERTHWAʼRTLY. ad. [from overthwart }

1. Across ; transversely. Peacham ,

2. Pervicaciously ; perversely.

OVERTHWAʼRTNESS. s . [from overthwurt .]

1. Posture across.

2. Pervicacity ; perverseness.

To OVERTO'P. v. a. [over and top.]

1. To rise above ; to raise the head above. Sh.

2. To excel ; to surpass. Harvey

3. To obscure ; to make of less importance

by superiour excellence. Bacon,

To OVERTRIP. v. a. [over and trip . ] To trip

over; to walk lightly over. Shakespeare

O'VERTURE. s. [ouverture, French ]

ter.

Milton

1. Opening ; disclosure ; discovery. Shak

2. Proposal ; something offered to consider

ation. Hayward

To OVERTU’RN. v. a . [over and turn . ]

1. To throw down ; to subvert ; to ruin.

2. To overpower ; to conquer.

OVERTURNER. s. [from overturn .] Subver-

Swift.

To OVERVALUE. v. a. [over and value .] To

rate at too high a price. Hooker.

To OVERVE'IL. v. a. [over and reil .] To co-

Shakespeare.

To OVERWATCH. v. n . [over and watch. ] To

subdue with long want of rest . Dryden.

OVERWE'AK. a. [over and weak.] Too weak;

too feeble. Raleigh.

To OVERWE'ATHER. v. a. [over and wea

ther. ] To batter by violence of weather. Sh.

To OVERWE'EN. v. n. [over and ween. ] To

think too highly ; to think with arrogance.

OVERWE'ENINGLY. ad. [from overween.]

with too much arrogance ; with too high an

opinion.

ver.

Hooker.

To OVERWEIGH, v. a. [over and weigh. ] To

preponderate.

OVERWEIGHT. s. [over and weight. ] Pre-

ponderance.
Bacas.

To OVERWHELM. v. a. [over and whelm.]

1. To crush underneath something violent

and weighty. Rogers.

2. To overlook gloomily. Shakespeare.

OVERWHELMINGLY. ad. [from overwhelm-

ing.] In such a manner as to overwhelm.

Not in use. Decay ofPiety.

OVERWI'SE. a. [over and wise. ] Wise to af

fectation. Ecclus.

OVERWO'RN. part. [over and worn.]

1. Worn out ; subdued by toil. Dryden.

2. Spoiled by time. Shakespeare.

OVERWROUGHT. part. [over and wrought. ]

1. Laboured too much.

2. Worked all over.

OVERYE'ARED. a. [over and year.] Too old.

Dryden.

Pope.

Fairfax.
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OVERZEALOUS. a. [over and zealous .] Too

zealous Locke.

OUGHT. 8. [aphit, Saxon.] Any thing ; not

nothing: more properly aught. Milton.

OUGHT. verb imperfect. [ preterite of owe .]

1. Owed ; was bound to pay ; have been in-

debted. Spelman.

2. To be obliged by duty ; subjects ought to

obey the king. Bacon.

3. To be fit ; to be necessary ; the position

ought tobe proved. Locke.

OVIFORM. a. [ovum sudforma, Lat.] Hav-

ing the shape of an egg. Burnet.

OVIPAROUS . a. [ovun and pario, Latin.]

Bringing forth eggs ; not viviparous. Kay.

OUNCE. s. [once, Fr. uncia, Lat.] A name of

weight of different value in different deno-

minations of weight. In troy weight an

ounce is twenty pennyweights ; a penny-

weight twenty-four grains. Bacon.

Milton.

OUNCE. s. [once, Fr. onza, Spanish.] A lynx ;

a panther.

OUPHE. s. [auf, Teutonick.] A fairy ; a

goblin. Shakespeare.

OU'PHEN. a. [ from ouphe.] Elfish. Shakespeare.

OUR. pron. poss. [une, Saxon.]

1. Pertaining to us ; belonging to us. Shak.

2. When the substantive goes before, it is
written ours. Davies.

OURSELVES. reciprocal pronoun.

1. We ; not others. Locke:

2. Us ; not others, in the oblique cases. Dryd

OURSELF is used in the regal style. Shak.

OUSE. s. Tanners bark ; rather oose.

OU'SEL. s. [urle, Saxon . ] A blackbird .

To OUST. v. a. [ouster, French .]

1. To vacate ; to take away.

2. To deprive; to eject.

OUT. ad. [ur, Saxon. ]

1. Not within ; the stag is out.

Spen.

Hale.

Lesley.

Prior.

2. It is generally opposed to in. Shakespeare.

3. In a state of disclosure ; the leaves are out.

Bacon.

4. Not in confinement or concealment ; mur-

der will out.
Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Ezekiel.

5. From the place or house.

6. From the inner part.

7. Not at home ; I was out.

8. In astate ofextinction ; the fire is out. Sh.

9. In a state of being exhausted ; the provision
is out.

Shakespeare.

10. Not in office ; the minister is out.

11. To the end ; hear him out.

Shak.

Dryden.

Pope.

13. Not in the hands ofthe owner ; my horse

12. Loudly ; without restraint.

is out, I have lent him.

14. In an error.

15. At a loss ; in a puzzle.

16. With torn clothes .

17. Away, so as to consume.

Locke.

2. Not in ; noting exclusion, dismission, ab-

sence, or dereliction .

3. No longer in.

4. Not in ; noting unfitness .

Pope.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Stillingfleet.

Addison.

5. Not within ; relating to a house. Shak.

6. From ; noting copy.

7. From; noting rescue.

8. Not in; noting exorbitance or irregulari-

ty; out oftune. Swift.

9. From one thing to something different ; he

went out ofhis regular course. Dec. of Piety.

10. To a different state from ; in a different

state; my mouth is out of taste. Bacon.

11. Not according to ; done out of rule. Pope.

12. To a different state from ; noting sepa-

ration ; he is out offavour Hooker.

13. Beyond ; out ofsight. Addison.

14. Deviating from ; noting irregularity.

Shakespeare.

15. Past ; without ; noting something worn

out or exhausted. Knolles.

16. By means of. Shakespeare.

17. In consequence of; noting the motive or

reason; he reproached me out ofkindness. Buc.

18. Out ofhand ; inmediately ; as that is ea-

sily used which is ready in the hand. Shak.

To OUT. v . a . To deprive Ly expulsion. K.Ch.

OUT, in composition, generally signifies some-

thing beyond or more than another ; but

sometimes it betokens omission, exclusion,

or something external.

Dryden.

To shut

Spenser.

To over-

Donne.

To OUTACT. v. a. [out and act .] To do be-

yond. Otway.

To OUTBALANCE. v. a. [out and balance.]

To overweigh ; to preponderate.

To OUTBAR. v . a . [out and bar. ]

out by fortification .

To OUTBID. v. a . [out and bid .]

power by bidding a higher price.

OUTBIDDER. s. One that outbids.

OUTBLO'WED. a. [out and blow.] _Inflated ;

swollen with wind. Dryden.

OUTBORN. a. [out and born.] Foreign ; not

native.

OUTBOUND. a. [out and bound.] Destin-
ed to a distant voyage. Dryden.

To OUTBRA'VE. v. a. [out and brave.] To

bear down and defeat by more daring, inso-

lent, or splendid appearance. Cowley.

To OUTBRAZEN. v. a. [out and brazen. ] To

bear down with impudence.

OUTBREAK. s. [out and break.] That which

breaks forth ; eruption. Shakespeare.

To OUTBRE'ÁTHÊ. v.a. [out and breathe.]

1. To weary by having better breath. Shak.

2. To expire. Spenser.

Swift. OUTCA'ST. part. [out and cast.]

Bacon.

Dryden.

1. Thrown into the air as refuse.

2. Banished ; expelled .

Spenser.

Milton.

Taylor.

Fell.18. Deficient ; he was outfifty pounds.

19. It is used emphatically before alas. Suck.

20. It is added emphatically to verbs of dis-

covery. Numbers.

OUT. interj. An expression of abhorrence, or

expulsion. It has sometimes upon after it,

Shakespeare.
OUT of prep.

1. From ; noting produce. Spenser.

OUTCAST. s. Exile ; one rejected ; one ex

pelled .

To OUTCRAFT. v. a. [out and craft.]

excel in cunning.

OUTCRY. s . [out and cry.]

Prior

To

Shakespeare.

Denham.

1. Cry of vehemence ; cry of distress ; cla-

mour.

2. Clamour of detestation.

3. A publick sale ; an auction.

South,

Ainsworth.
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1

To OUTDA'RE. v. a. [out and dare.] To ven-

ture beyond. Shakespeare.

To OUTDATE. v. a. [out and date.] To anti-

quate. Hammond.

To OUTDO'. r. a. [out and do.] To excel ; to

surpass ; to perform beyond another. Milt.

To OUTDWEL. v. a. [out and dweil. ] To

stay beyond. Shakespeare.

OUTER. a. [ from out.] T at which is with-

out ; opposed to inner. Grew.

OUTERLY. ad. Toward the outside. Grew.

OUTERMOST. a. [superlative, from outer.]

Remotest from the midst.

To OUTFACE. v . a. [out and face .]

2. To stare down.

Boyle.

1. To brave ; to bear down by show of mag-

nanimity, or with impudence. Wotton.

Raleigh ,

To OUTFA'WN. v. a. [out and fawn.] To ex-

cel in fawning. Hudibras.

To OUTFLY' . v. a. [out and Ay.] To leave be-

hind in flight.
Shakespeare.

OUTFO'RM. v. a. [out andform.] External

appearance. Ben Jonson.

To OUTFROWN. s. [out and frown.] To

frown down ; to overbear by frowns. Shak.

OUTGATE. s . [out and gate.] Outlet ; pas-

sage outward.
Spenser.

To OUTGI'VE. v. a. [out and give.] To surpass

in giving. Dryden.

To OUTGO'. v. a. [out and go.]

1. To surpass ; to excel. Carew.

2. To go beyond ; to leave behind in going.

3. To circumvent ; to overreach. Denham.

To OUTGROW. v. a. [out and grow.] To

surpass in growth ; to grow too great or too

old for any thing. Swift.

OU'TGUARD. s. [out and guard. ] One posted

at a distance fromthe main body, as a de-

fence. Dryden.

To OUTJE'ST. v. a. [out andjest.] To over-

power byjesting. Shakespeare.

To OUTKNA'VE. v. a. [out and knave.] To

surpass in knavery.

OUTLANDISH. a. [out and land.]

tive ; foreign.

L'Estrange.

Not na-

Donne.

Tɔ OUTLAʼST. v. a. [out and last.] To sur-

pass in duration . Waller.

OUTLAW, s. [ urlaga, Saxon.] One excluded

from the benefit of the law ; a robber; a

bandit.
Davies.

To OUTLAW. v. a. To deprive of the bene-

fit and protection ofthe law. Herbert.

OUTLAWRY. s. [from outlaw.] A decree

by which any man is cut off from the com-

munity, and deprived of the protection of

the law. Bacon.

To OUTLEA'P. v. a. [out and leap.] To pass

by leaping ; to start beyond.

OUTLEA'P. s. Sally ; flight ; escape. Locke.

OUTLET. 8. [out and let. ] Passage outward ;

discharge outward ; passage of egress . Ray.

OUTLINE. s . [out and line. ] Contour ; line by

which any figure is defined ; extremity. Dry.

T OUTLIVĚ. v. a. [out and live.] To live

beyond ; to survive. Clarendon.
OUTLIVER. s. A surviver.

To OUTLOOK. v . a . [out and look. ] To face

down ; to browbeat. Shakespeare.

1

To OUTLU'STRE. e. a. [out and lustre.] To

excelin brightness. Shakespeare.

OUTLYING. part. a. [out and lie.] Not in
the common course of order. Temple•

To OUTMA'RCH. v. a. [out and march.] To

leave behind in the march. Clarendon.

To OUTME'ASURE. v. a. [out and measure.]

To exceed in measure. Brown.

OUTMOST. a. [ out and most. ] Remotest from

the middle. Newton.

To OUTNU'MBER. o. a. [out and number.]

To exceed in number. Addison.

To OUTPA'CE. v. a. [out and pace.] To out
go; to leave behind. Chapman.

OUTPARISH . s . [out and parish.] Parish not

lying within the walls.

OUTPART. s. [out and part.]

from the centre or main body.

Graunt.

Part remote

Ayliffe.

To OUTPOU'R. v. a. [out and pour.] To

omit ; to send forth in a stream . Milton.

To OUTPRIZE. v. a. [out and prize.] To

exceed in the value set upon it.. Shakespeare.

To OUTRAGE. v. a. [outrager, Fr.] To in-

jure violently or contumeliously ; to insult

roughly and tumultuously. Atterbury.

To OUTRAGE. v. n. To commit exorbitan-

cies. Not in use. Ascham.

OUTRAGE. s. [outrage, French,] Open vio-

lence ; tumultuous mischief. Shakespeare.

OUTRAGIOUS. a. [outrageux, French.]

1. Violent ; furious ; raging ; exorbitant ; tu-

multuous ; turbulent. Sidney.

2. Excessive ; passing reason or decency. Dr.

3. Enormous ; atrocious . Shakespeare.

OUTRA'GIOUSLY. ad. Violently ; tumul-

tuously; furiously.

OUTRA'GIOUSNESS. s. [from outragious.]

Fury ; violence.

South.

Dryden.

To OUTREACH. v. a . ¿[out and reach.] To

go beyond.

To OUTRI'DE. v. a. [out and ride.]

by riding.

OUTRIGHT. ad. [out and right.]

Brown.

To pass

Dryden.

1. Immediately ; without delay. Arbuthnot.

2. Completely. Addison.

To OUTROA'Ř. v. a. [out and roar.] To ex-

ceed in roaring. Shakespeare.

OUTRODE. s. [out and rode.] Excursion.

To OUTRO'OT. v. a. [out and root. ] To ex-

tirpate ; to eradicate.

To OUTRU'N. v. a. [out and run.]

1. To leave behind in running.

2. To exceed.

To OUTSA'IL. v . a. [out and sail. ]

behind in sailing.

Rowe.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

To leave

Broome.

To OUTSCO'RN. v. a. [out and scorn.] To

bear down or confront by contempt. Shak.

To OUTSE'L . v. a. [out and sell ]

1. To exceed in the price for which a thing

is sold. Temple.

Shakespeare.2. To gain a higher price.

To OUTSHI'NE. v. a. [out and shine.]

1. To emit lustre. Shakespeare.

Denham.2. To excel in lustre.

To OUTSHOOʻT. v. a. [out and shoot .]

1. To exceed in shooting.

2. To shoot beyond.

OUTSIDE. s. [out and side.]

Dryden

Norris
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1. Superficies ; surface ; external part.

L'Estrange.

2. Extreme part ; part remote from the mid-

dle.

3. Superficial appearance.

4. The utmost.

5. Person ; external man.

Bacon.

Locke.

Mortimer.

Bacon.

To sit be-

South.

6. Outer side ; part not enclosed. Spectator.

To OUTSIT. v. a. [out and sit.]

yond the time ofany thing.

To OUTSLEEP. v. a. [out and sleep.] To sleep

beyond. Shakespeare.

To OUTSPEAK. v. a. [out and speak.] To

speak something beyond ; to exceed. Shak.

To OUTSPORT. v. a. [out and sport. ] To

sport beyond. Shakespeare.

To OUTSPREAD. v. a. [out and spread. ] To

extend ; to diffuse. Pope.

To OUTSTAND. v. a. [out and stand.] ·́··

1. To support ; to resist. Woodward.

2. To stand beyond the proper time. Shak.

To OUTSTAND. v. n. To protuberate from

the main body.

ToTo OUTSTA'RE. v. a. [out and stare.]

face down; to browbeat ; to outface with

effrontery. Crashaw.

OUTSTREET. s. [out and strect.] Street in
the extremities of a town.

To OUTSTRETCH. v. a. [out and stretch.]

To extend ; to spread out. Shakespeare.

To OUTSTRIP. v. a. To outgo ; to leave

behind in a race. Ben Jonson.

Shakespeare.

and swear. ] To

Shakespeare.

To OUTSWEETEN. v. a. [out and sweeten.]

To excel in sweetness.

To OUTSWEAR. v. a. [out

overpower with swearing.

To OUTTO'NGUE. v . a . [out and tongue. ] To

bear down by noise. Shakespeare.

To OUTTALK. v. a. [our and talk ] To over-

power by talk. Shakespeare.

To OUTVALUE. v. a. [out and value.] To

transceud in price. Boyle.

To OUTVE'NOM. v. a. [out and venom.] To

exceed in poison.

To OUTVI¹Ê. v. a. [out and vie.]

to surpass.

Shakespeare.

To exceed ;

Addison.

and villain .]

Shakespeare.

To OUTVILLAIN. v. a. [out

To exceed in villany.

To OUTVO'ICE. v. a. [out and voice.] To

outroar; to exceed in clamour. Shakespeare.

To OUTVOTE. v. a. [out and vote. ] To con-

quer by plurality of suffrages. South.

To OUTWALK. v. a. [out and walk.] To

leave one in walking.

OU'TWALL. s. [out and wall .]

1. Outward part ofa building.

2. Superficial appearance.

OUTWARD. a. [urpeand, Saxon. ]

1. External ; opposed to inward.

2. Extrinsick ; adventitious.

3. Foreign ; not intestine.

4. Tending to the out parts.

OUTWARDLY. ad. [from outward.]

1. Externally ; opposed to inwardly. Hooker

2. In appearance ; not sincerely.

To OUTWEAR. v. a. [out and wear.]

1. To pass tediously.

Sprat

Pope.

2. To last longer than something else.

To OUTWE'ED. v . a. [out and weed. ] To extir-

pate as a weed . Spenser

To OUTWE'IGH. v. a . [out and weigh ]

1. To exceed in gravity. Wilkins,

2. To preponderate ; to excel in value or in-

fluence.

To OUTWE'LL. v. a. [out and well ] To

Dryden.

Spenser.

L'Estrange,

pour out. Not in use.

To OUTWIT. v. a. [out and wit.] To cheat ;

to overcome by stratagem.

OUTWORK. s. [out and work.] The parts o

a fortification next the enemy. Bacon.

OUTWO'RN. part. [from outwear.] Consumed

or destroyed by use. Milton.

To OUTWRE'ST. v. a . [out and wrest. ] To

extort by violence. Spenser.

OUTWROUGHT. part. [out and wrought.]

Outdone ; exceeded in efficacy. Ben Jonson .

To OUTWORTH. v. a. [out and worth.]

Shakespeare.
To excel in value.

To OWE. v. a. [eg, aa, Islandick. ]

1. To be obliged to pay ; to be indebted. Sh.

2. To be obliged to ascribe ; to be obliged for.

Milton.

3. To have from any thing as the consequence

of a cause. Pope.

4. To possess ; to be the right owner of. Sh.

O'WING. part. [from owe.]

2. Due as a debt.

1. Consequential. Atterbury

3. Imputable to, as an agent.

Locke.

Swift.

OWL. 2s. [ule, Saxon ; hulote, French. ] A

O'WLET. Sbird that flies about in the night,

and catches mice. Pope.

O'WLER. s. One who carries contraband

goods.

OWN. s . [azen, Saxon.]

Swift.

1. This is a word of no other use than as it

is added to the possessive pronouns, my, thy,

his, our, your, their. Dryden.

2. It is added generally by way of emphasis

or corroboration. Dryden.

3. Sometimes it is added to note oppositionor

contradistinction ; domestick ; not foreign;

mine, his, or yours ; not another's. Daniel

To OWN. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To acknowledge ; to avow for one's own.

Dryden.

2. Το possess ;

3. To avow.

to claim. Dryden.

Dryden.

Shakespeare. 4. To confess ; not to deny. Tillotson.

Shakesp.

O'WNER. s. [from own. ] One to whom any

thing belongs ; master. Shakespeare.

rightful possession.

Dryden. O'WNERSHIP. s. [from owner.] Property;

5. [In theology. ] Carnal ; corporeal ; not

spiritual.

OUTWARD. s . External form.

OUTWARD, or OUTWARDS. ad.

Duppa.

Hayward. Ayliffe.

Dryden. OWRE. s. [ urus jubatus, Latin.] A beast.

OX. s . plur. OXEN. [oxa, Sax. oxe, Dan.]

1. The general name for black cattle. Camden.

2. A castrated bull. Graunt.

OXBA'NE. s. [buphonus .] A plant. Ainsworth.

O'XEYE. s. [buphthalmus. ] A plant.
Miller

O'XFLY. s. [talbanus, Latin.] A fly of a par

ticular kind.

Shakesp.

1. To foreign parts ; as, a ship outward
bound.

2. To the outer parts.
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O'XANGG of Land. a. Twenty acres. Ainsw.

OXHE'AL. s . A plant. Ainsworth.

OXLI'P. s. The same with cowslip ; a vernal

flower.
Shakespeare.

OXSTA'LL. s. [ox and stall. ] A stand for oxen.

O'XTONGUE. s . [buglossa ] A plant. Ainsw.

O'XYCRATE. s. [ oğungarov.] A mixture of water

and vinegar. Wiseman.

O'XYMEL. s . [oğumλe. ] A mixture of vine-

gar and honey. Arbuthnot.

OXYMO'RON. s. [ uμapor.] A rhetorical

figure, in which an epithet of a quite con-

trary signification is added to any word.

OXY'RRHODINE. s. [oupedivov.] A mixture

oftwo parts of oil of roses with one of vine-

gar ofroses. Floyer.

O'YER. s . [oyer, old French.] A court ofoyer

and terminer, is a judicature where causes

are heard and determined.

OYE'S . s. [oyez, hear ye, French. ] Is the

introduction to any proclamation or adver

tisement given by the publick crier.

thrice repeated .

It is

Prior.OYLETHOLE. s. See EYELET

OYSTER. s . [oester, Dutch ; huitre, Fr.] A

bivalve testaceous fish. Shakespeare

O'YSTERWENCH. 2 s. [oyster and wench,

O'YSTERWOMAN. or woman.] A woman

whose business is to sell oysters . Shakespeare.

OZE'NA. s. [ awa.] An ulcer in the inside

of the nostrils that gives an ill stench.

Quincy

P.

PAC

PIs a labial consonant, formed by a slight

compression of the anterior part of the

lips ; as, pull, pelt. It is confounded by the

Germans and Welsh with b : it has ar uni.

form sound : it is sometimes mute before t ;

as, receipt.

PA'BULÁR. a. [pabulum, Latin.] Affording

aliment or provender.

PABULATION. s. [pabulum, Latin. ] The

act of feeding, or procuring provender.

PA'BULOUS. a. [pabulum, Latin.] Alimental ;

affording aliment..

PACE. s. [pas, French . ]

Brown.

1. Step ; single change ofthe foot in walking.

Milton.

2. Gait ; manner of walk.

3. Degree of celerity.

Sidney

Shakespeare.

4. Step ; gradation of business. Temple.

Holder.5. A measure offive feet.

6. A particular movement which horses are

taught, made by lifting the legs on the same

side together ; amble.

To PACE. v. n. [ from the noun.]

Hudibras,

3. (Used of horses .] To move by raising the

PAC

PACIFICK. a . [pacifique, French , pacificus,
Latin.] Peace-making ; mild ; gentle ; ap-

peasing. Hammond.

PACIFIER. s . [from pacify. ] One who pa-

cifies

To PACIFY v. a. [pacifier, French ; pacifico,

Latin.] To appease ; to still resentment ;

to quiet an angry person ; to compose any
desire. Bacon.

PACK. s. [pack, Dutch . ]

1. A large bundle of any thing tied up for

carriage.

2. A burden ; a load.

3. A due number ofcards.

Cleaveland.

L'Estrange.

Addison.

4. A number ofhounds hunting together.

5. A number of people confederated in any

bad design or practice. Clarendon.

6. Any great number, as to quantity or pres-

sure ; as, apack or world of troubles.

To PACK. v. a. [packen, Dutch.]

1. To bind up for carriage,

2. To send in a hurry.

Otway.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

3. To sort the cards so as that the game shall

4. To unite picked persons in some bad de-

sign.

To PACK. v. n.

1. To tie up goods.

1. To move on slowly.

2. To move.

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

be iniquitously secured .

legs on the same side together.

To PACE. r. a.

1. To measure by steps. Shakespeare.

2. To direct to go. Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Hudibras.

Cleaveland

PA'CED. a. [from pace.] Having a particular

gait.

South.

PA'CER. s. [from pace. ] He that paces.

PACIFICATION. s . [pacification, French.]

1. The act of making peace.

2. The act of appeasing or pacifying. Hooker.

PACIFICATOR. s. [pacificateur, French ; from

pacify.] Peacemaker.

PACIFICATORY. a . [from pacificator.]Tend-

ing to make peace.

Bacon.

2. To go off in a hurry ; to remove in haste

Tusser.

3. To concert bad measures ; to confederate

in ill. Carew

PA'CKCLOTH. s . [pack aud cloth.] A cloth

in which goods are tied up.

PA'CKER. s. [from pack.] One who binds up

bales for carriage. Pope.

PA'CKET. s . [pacquet, French. ]

1. A small pack ; a mail of letters . Denham.

2. A small bundie.

τ
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3. The post ship ; the ship that brings letters

periodically.

To PA'CKEŤ. v. a. [from the noun.]

up in parcels.

PA'CKHORSE. s. [pack and horse.]

Swift.

To bind

Swift.

A horse

of burden ; a horse employed in carrying

goods. Locke.

PACKSADDLE. s. [pack and saddle. ] A sad-

Idle on which burdens are laid. Howel.

PACKTHREAD. s. [pack and thread.] Strong

thread used in tying up parcels. Addison.

PA'CKWAX. s. The strong aponeuroses on

the sides of the neck in brutes. Ray.

PACT. s. [pact, Fr. pactum, Latin.] A_con-

tract ; a bargain ; a covenant. Bacon.

PACTION. s. [paction, Fr. pactio, Latin. ] A

bargain ; a covenant. Hayward.

PACTITIOUS . a. [pactio, Latin . ] Settled by

1. The road ; a footpath.

3. Any thing showy without stability or du

ration. Pope.

PAʼGEANT. a. Showy ; pompous ; ostenta-

tious ; superficial . Dryden.

To PAGEANT. v. a. [from the noun.] To ex-

hibit in show ; to represent. Shakespeare.

PA'GEANTRY. s. [from pageant .] Pomp;

Gov. ofthe Tongue

PA'GINAL. a . [pagina, Latin. ] Consisting of

pages.

show.

Brown.

PA'GOD. s. [a corruption of poutghad, Per-

sian, a house of idols. ]

Stillingfleet.1. An Indian idol.

Pove.2. The temple of the idol.

PAID. The pret. and part. passive ofpay.

PAI'GLE. s. A flower, also called cowslip.

PAIL. s. [pailu, Spanish. ] A wooden vessel in

which milk or water is commonly carried.

PAI'LFUL. s . [pail and full. ] The quantity

that a pail will hold. Shakespeare.

PAILMÂI'L. a . Violent ; boisterous. Digby.

PAIN. s. [peine, French.]

covenant.

PAD. s. [from paad, Saxon.]

Prior.

An easy paced horse. Dryden.

> A robber that infests the roads on foot.

A.A low soft saddle. Hudibras. 2. Penalty ; punishment.

To PAD. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To travel gently.

2. To rob on foot.

To beat a way smooth and level.

PA'DAR. s. Grouts ; coarse flower. Wotton.

PA'DDER. s . [from pad.] A robber ; a foot

highwayman. Dryden.

To PA'DDLE. v. n. [patouiller, French.]

1. To row ; to beat water, as with oars. Gay.

2. To play in the water.

¡3. To finger.

A'DDLE. s. [pattal, Welsh.]

Collier.

Shakespeare.

1. An oar, particularly that which is used

by a single rower in a boat.

2. Any thing broad like the end of an oar.

Deuteronomy.

PA'DDLER. s. [from paddle.] One who

paddles. Ainsworth.

PADDOCK. s. [pada, Saxon ; padde, Dutch.]

A great frog or toad. Dryden.

PADDOCK. s. [corrupted from parrack.] A

small enclosure for deer, or other animals.

PADELION. s. [pas de lion, Fr. pesleonis,Lat.]

An herb. Ainsworth.

PA'DLOCK. s. [padde, Dutch.] A lock hung

on a staple to hold on a link. Prior.

Arbuthnot.

Ainsworth.

Pope.

To PA'DLOCK. v. a . [from the noun .] To

fasten with a padlock.

PA'DOWPIPE. s. An herb.

PE'AN. s . Asong of triumph.

PA'GAN. s. [paganirc, Sax. paganus, Lat.] A

heathen; one not a christian.

PA'GAN. a. Heathenish. Shakespeare.

PA'GANISM. s. [paganisme, Fr. from pagan.]

Heathenism .

PAGE. s. [page, French.]

Hooker.

1. One side of the leafof a book. Watts.

2. [Page, Fr.] A young boy attending on a

great person.

ToPAGE. o. a. [from the nouu.]

1. To mark the pages ofa book.

2. To attend as apage.

PAGEANT. s.

A Donne.

1. Punishment denounced.

3. Sensation of uneasiness.

4. [In the plural . ] Labour ; work ;

5. Labour ; task.

6. Uneasiness ofmind ; anxiety .

Sidney.

Bacon.

Bacon.

toil.

Spenser.

Prior.

Samuel.7. The throes of childbirth .

To PAIN. v. a. [from the noun ]

1. To afflict ; to torment ; to make uneasy.

2. To labour.

PA'INFUL. a. [pain andfull.]

1. Full of pain ; miserable;

fliction.

Jeremiah.

Spenser.

beset with "af-

Milton.

Addison.2. Giving pain ; afflictive.

3. Difficult ; requiring labour.

4. Industrious ; diligent.

PAINFULLY. ad. [from painful.]

1. With great pain or affliction.

2. Laboriously ; diligently.

PAINFULNESS. s . [from painful.]

1. Affliction ; sorrow ; grief.

2. Industry ; laboriousness.

PAI'NIM. s . [payen, Fr.] A pagan ;

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Raleigh.

South

Hooker.

an infidel.
Peachum.

Milton.PAI'NIM. a. Pagan ; infidel.

PAINLESS. a . [from pain. ] Free from pain ;

void of trouble. Dryden.

Gay.

PAINSTA’KER. s. [pains and take .] Labour-

er; laborious person.

PAINSTAKING. a. [pains and take.] Labo-

rious ; industrious .

To PAINT. v. a. [peindre, French.]

1. To represent by delineation and colours,

2. To cover with colours representative of

something. Shakespeare.

3. To represent by colours, appearances, er

images Locke

4. To descrioe ; to represent. Shakespeare.

5. To colour ; to diuersify. Spenser

6. To deck with artificial colours. Shakesp.

To PAINT. v. n. To lay colours on the face.

Pope.

Shakespeare. PAINT. s. [from the verb.]

a. A statue in a show.

2.Any show; a spectacle ofentertainment.Sh

1. Colours representative of any thing.

2. Colours laid on the face.

PAINTER. s. [peintre, Fr.]One who professes

Anom
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the art of representing objects by delinea- PA'LENDAR. 8. A kind of coasting vessel

tion and colours. Dryden. PA'LEOUS . a . [palea, Lat.] Husky ; chaffy. }

PAINTING. s. [from paint.]`

1. The art of representing objects by deli-

neation and colours. Dryden.

2. Picture; the painted resemblance. Shak.

3. Colours laid on..
Shakespeare.

PAINTURE. s. [peinture, French .] The art of

painting. Dryden.

PAIR. s. [paire, Fr. par, Latin. ]

1. Two things suiting one another ; as, a pair

of gloves.

2. A man and wife.

3. Two of a sort ; a couple ; a brace.

To PAIR. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To be joined in pairs ; to couple.

2. To suit ; to fit as a counterpart.

To PAIR. v. a.

Milton.

Ray

Shah.

Shakes.

1. To join in couples. Dryden.

2.To unite as correspondent or opposite .Pope.

PA'LACE. s. [ palais, Fr. ] A royal house ; a

house eminently splendid. Shakespeare.

PALA'CIOUS. a. [from palace. ]Royal ; noble ;

magnificent. Graunt.

PALA'NQUIN. s. A kind of covered carriage,

used in the eastern countries, that is sup.

ported on the shoulders of slaves.

PA'LATABLE. a. [from palate. ] Gustful ;

pleasing to the taste. Philips.

PA'LATĒ. s. [palatum, Latin.]

1. The instrument of taste, the upper part or

roof ofthe mouth. Hakewill.

2. Mental relish , intellectual taste. Taylor.

PA'LATICK. a. [from palate. ] Belonging to

the palate, or roof ofthe mouth. Holder.

PALATINATE. s. [palatinus, Latin.] The

county wherein is the seat of a palatine, or

chiefofficer in the court ofa sovereign prince.

PAʼLATINE. s. [palatinus, Lat. ] One invested

with regal rights and prerogatives. Davies.

PA LATINE. a. Possessing royal privileges.

PALE. a. [pale, Fr. pallidus, Latin .]

1. Not ruddy ; not fresh of colour ; wan ;

white oflook. Shakespeare.

2. Not high coloured ; approaching to co-

lourless transparency. Arbuthnot.

3. Not bright ; not shining ; faint of lustre ;

dim. Shakespeare.

To PALE. v. a. [from the adjective.]To make

pale Prior.

PALE. s. [palus, Latin.]

1. Narrow piece of wood joined above and

below to a rail , to enclose grounds. Shak,

2. Any enclosure.

3. Any district or territory.

Hooker.

Clarendon.

4. The pale is the third and middle part of

the scutcheon. Peacham.

To PALE. v. a. [from the noun.]

dimmed.

1. To enclose with pales. Mortimer.

2. To enclose ; to encompass. Shakespeare.

PA'LEEYED . a. [pale and eye.] Having eyes

Pope.

PA'LEFACED. a. [pale and face.] Havingthe

Shakespeare.

PA'LELY. ad. [ from pale.] Wanly ; not fresh-

ly ; not ruddily.

PA'LENESS. s. [from pale.]

face wan.

1. Wanness ; want of colour ; want of fresh-

ness ; sickly whiteness of look.

2. Want of colour ; want of lustre.

Pope.

Shakes.

Brown.

PALETTE. s. [palette, Fr ] A light board on

which a painter holds his colours when he

paints.

PA'LFRÉY. s . [palefroy, Fr.] A small horse fit
for ladies.

Tickel.

Dryden.

Tickel.

PA'LFREYED. a. [from palfrey. ] Riding on a

palfrey.

PALIFICATION. s . [pulus, Latin. ] The act

or practice ofmaking ground firm with piles .

Wotton.

PALINDROME. s. [ πæλideopia .] A word or

sentence which is the same read backward

or forward ; as, madum ; or this sentence,

Subi dura a rudibus.

PALINODE. Į s . [waλivwdia . ] A recantation.

PA'LINODY.S Sandys.

PALISA'DE Įs. [palisade, French ; palisado,

PALISA'DO. Spanish. ] Pales set by way of

enclosure or defence. Broome.

To PALISA'DE. v. a . [from the noun.] To en-

close with palisades.

PAʼLISH. a. [from pale. ] Somewhat pale.

PALL. s. [pallium, Latin. ]

1. A cloak or mantle of state. Milton.

2. The mantle of an archbishop... Ayliffe

3. The covering thrown over the dead.

Dryden.

To PALL . v. a . [from the noun.] To cloak ; to

invest. Shakespeare.

To PALL. v. n [perhaps a corruption of pale. ]

To growvapid ; to become insipid. Addison.

To PALL. v. a.
1

1. To make insipid or vapid. Atterbury

2. To make spiritless ; to dispirit. Dryden.

3. To weaken ; to impair, Shakespeare.

Tatler.4. To cloy.

PA'LLET. s. [from paille, French, straw .]

1. A small bed ; a mean bed. Wotton.

2. [Palette, Fr. ] A small measure of liquid,

formerly used by chirurgeons. Hakewill,

PAʼLLIAMENT. s: [pallium, Lat.] A dress ; a

robe. Shakespeare.

PA'LLIARDISE. s . [palliardise, Fr. ] Fornica

tion ; whoring. Obsolete.

To PALLIATE. v. a . [pallio, Lat. pallier, Fr.]

1. To cover with excuse. Swift.

2. To extenuate ; to soften by favourable re-

presentations. Dryden.

3. To cure imperfectly or temporarily, not

radically; to ease, not cure.

PALLIATION. s. [palliation, French. ]

1. Extenuation ; alleviation ; favourable re-

presentation. King Charles.

2. Imperfect or temporary, not radical cure ;

mitigation, not cure. Bacon.

PA'LLIATIVE. a. [palliatif, French .]

1. Extenuating ; favourably representative,

2. Mitigating, not removing ; temporarily,

not radically curative. Arbuthnot.

PALLIATIVE. s . [from palliate.] Something

mitigating. Swift.

PALLID. a. [pulidus,Latin.] Pale ; not high

coloured ; not bright. Spenser.

PALLMA'LL. s . [vilea and malleus, Latin ;

pale maill, French.] A play in which the

ball is struck with a mallet through an iron

ring.
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PALM. s. [palma, Latin.]

1. Atree ofgreat variety of species ; ofwhich

the branches were worn in teken of victory ;

it therefore implies superiority.

2. Victory ; triumph.

Miller .

Dryden.

3. The inner part of the hand. Bacon.

4. A hand, or measure of length, comprising
three inches. Denham.

To PALM. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To congeal in the palm of the hand, as

jugglers.

2. To impose by fraud.

3. To handle.

Prior.

Dryden.

Prior.

4. To stroak with the hand. Ainsworth

PALMER. s. [from palm. ] A pilgrim ; they

who returned from the Holy Land carried

branches of palm. Pope.

PA'LMERWORM. s . [palmer and worm.] A

worm covered with hair, supposed to be so

called because he wanders over all plants. Bo.

PALMETTO . s. A species of the palm tree ;

in the West Indies the inhabitants thatch

their houses with the leaves. Thomson.

PALMIFEROUS. a . [palma andfero, Latin.]

Bearing palms.

PA'LMIPEDE. a. [palma and pes, Lat.] Web-
footed. Brown.

PALMISTER. s . [from palma, Lat.] One who
deals in palmistry.

PALMISTRY. s . [palma, Latin .]

1. The cheat of foretelling fortune by the

lines ofthe palm. Cleaveland.

2. The action of the hand. Addison.

PALMY. a. [from palm.] Bearing palms. Sh.

PALPABILITY. s. [from palpable ] Quality

of being perceivable to the touch. Pope.

PA'LPABLE. a. [palpable, French .]

* 1. Perceptible by the touch. Milton.

2. Gross ; coarse ; easily detected. Tillotson.

3. Plain ; easily perceptible. Hooker.

PALPABLENESS. s. [ frem palpable. ] Quali-

ty of being palpable ; plainness ; grossness.
PALPABLY. ad. [ from palpable . ]

1. In such a manner as to be perceived by

the touch.

2. Grossly ; plainly. Bacon.

PALPATION. s . [palpatio, palpor, Latin. ]

The act offeeling.

PALTRINESS. « . [from pultry.] The state of

being paltry.

PALTRY. a. [poltron, French, a scoundrel.] -

Sorry ; worthless ; despicable ; contemptible ;
Addison.

Shakespeare.

mean.

PA'LY. a. [from pale.]

PAM. s. [probably from palm, victory.] The

knave of clubs. Pope.

To PA'MPER. v. a. [pamberare, Italian.] To

glut ; to fill with food ; to saginate. Pope.

PAMPHLET. s. [par un filet, Fr.] A small

book ; properly a book sold unbound, and

only stitched. Clarendon.

To PA'MPHLET. v. n. [from the noun ] To

write small books. Howel.

PAMPHLETE'ER. s. [from pamphlet.] A

scribbler of small books. Swift.

To PAN. v. a . An old word denoting to close

or join together. Ainsworth.

PAN. s. [ ponne, Saxon .]

1. A vessel broad and shallow. Spenser.

2. The part of a lock of a gun that holds the

powder. Boyle.

3. Anything hollow ; as, the brain pan.

PANACE'A. s . [panacée, Fr. Tavausta.] An uni.

versal medicine.

PANACE'A. s. An herb. Ainsworth.

PANA'DO. s. [from panis, Lat. bread. ] Food

made by boiling bread and water. Wiseman.

PA'NCAKE. s . [pan and cake.] Thin pudding

baked in the frying-pan. Mortimer.

PANCRATICAL. a. [wav and near .] Excel-

ling in all the gymnastick exercises. Brown.

PA'NCREAS. s. [wav and ngɛas . ] The pancreas,

or sweetbread, is a gland of the conglome

rate sort, between the bottom ofthe stomach

and the vertebræ of the loins. Quincy.

PANCREA'TICK. a. [from pancreas.] Con-

tained in the pancreas. Ray.

PA'NCY. s. [frompanacea.] A flower ; a kind

PA'NSY. of violet.
Locke.

PA'NDECT, s. [pandecta, Latin . ]

1. A treatise that comprehends the whole of

any science.

2. The digest of the civil law.

PANDE'MİCK. a . [wes and drμ✪.] Incident

to a whole people. Harvey.

PA'NDER. s. [from Pandarus, the pimp in the

To story of Troilus and Cressida.] A pimp ; a

male bawd ; a procurer. Dryden.

To PA'NDER. v. a. [from the noun.] To pimp,

to be subservient to lust or passion.

To PALPITATE. v. a. [palpito, Latin .]

beat as the heart : to flutter.

PALPITATION. s. [palpitation, French. ]

Beating or panting ; that alteration in the

pulse of the heart which makes it felt. Arb.

PÀ'LSGRAVE. s. [paltsgraff, German. ] A

count or earl who has the overseeing of a

palace.

Afflicted with aPALSICAL. a. [from palsy. ]

palsy ; paralytick.

PAʼLSIED . a. [ from pulsy .] Diseased with a

palsy. Decay ofPiety.

PALSY. s. [paralysis, Latin .] There is a

threefold division of a pulsy ; a privation of

motion, sensation remaining ; a privation of

sensation ; motion remaining ; and a priva-

tion of both together. Quincy.

To PA'LTER. v . n . [from paltron, Skinner. ] To

shift ; to dodge. Not in use. Shakespeare.

To l'ALTER. v . a. To squander ; as, he pal-

ters his fortune.
Ainsworth.

PALTERER. s . [from palter.] An insincere

dealer ; a shifter.

Shakespeare

PA'NDERLY. a. [from pander.] Pimping ;

pimplike. Shakespeare.

PANDICULATION. s . [pandiculans, Latin. ]

The restlessness, stretching, and uneasiness

that usually accompany the cold fits ofan

intermitting fever.

PANE. s. [paneau, French.]

1. Asquare of glass.

.A

Floyer.

Pope.

2. A piece mixed in variegated works with

other pieces. Donne.

PANEGY'RICK. s. [panegyrique, Fr. navnyv-

gs.] An eulogy ; an encomiastick piece.

Stillingfleet.

PANEGY'RIST. s. [panegyriste . Fr.] One that

writes praise ; encomiast.

PANEL. s. [panellum, Lat. paneau, Fr.]

1. A square, or piece of any matter inserted

between otherbodies.

Camden.

Addison.
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2. A schedule or roll, containing the names

of suchjurors as the sheriff provides to pass

upon a trial. Cowel.

PANG. s. [ bang, Dutch, uneasy. ] Extreme

pain ; sudden paroxysm of torment. Derham.

To PANG. v. a. [from the noun. ] To torment

cruelly. Shakespeare.

PA'NICK. s. [wavin . ] A sudden fright with-

out cause.

PA'NICK. a. Violent without cause. Camden.

PA'NNADE. s. The curvet of a horse. Ainsw .

PA'NNEL. s. [ panneel, Dutch. ] A kind of rus-

tick saddle. Hudibras.

PA'NNEL. s. The stomach ofa hawk. Ainsw.

PA'NNICK.

PA'NNICLE. s. A plant. Peacham.

PA'NNIER. s . [ panier, French,] A basket ; a

wicker vessel, in which fruit, or other things,
are carried on a horse. Addison.

}

PANO'PLY. s. [warowia. ] Complete armour.

Milton.

To PANT. v. n. [panteler, old French.]

1. To palpitate ; to beat as the heart in sud-

den terrour, or after hard labour. Crashaw.

2. To have the breast heaving, as for want

of breath .
Dryden.

3. To play with intermission. Pope.

4. To long ; to wish earnestly. Pope.

PANT. s . [from the verb.] Palpitation ; mo-

tiou of the heart.
Shakespeare.

PA'NTALOON. s . [pantalon , Fr.] Aman's gar-

ment anciently worn, in which the breeches

and stockings were all of a piece. Shak.

PA'NTESS. s. The difficulty of breathing in a

hawk. Ainsworth.

ΡΑΝΤΗΕΌΝ. s . [πανθειον. ] A temple of all the

gods.

PA'NTHER. s . [ Tavong ; panthera, Latin.] A

spotted wild beast ; a pard. Pope.

PA'NTILE. s . A gutter tile.

PA'NTINGLY. ad. [from panting. ] With pal-

pitation. Shakespeare.

PÂ'NTLER. s. [ panetier, Fr.] The officer in a

great family, who keeps the bread. Shakesp.

PÄ'NTOFLE. s. [pantoufle, French.] A slip-

Peacham.

PANTOMIME. s. [πaç and µµos ; pantomime,

French.]

per.

1. One who has the power of universal mi-

ing to the pope ; annexed to the bishoprick

of Rome. Raleigh.

PAPA'VEROUS. a . [papavereus, from papaver,

Latin.] Resembling poppies. Brown.

PA'PAW. s . A plant.
Waller.

PA'PER. s. [papier, French ; papyrus, Latin.]

1. Substance on which men write and print,

made of linen rags ground to pulp. Shakes.

2. Piece of paper. Locke.

3. Single sheet printed , or written. Shakesp.

PA'PER. a. Any thing slight or thin . Burnet.

To PAPER. v. a. [from the noun. ] To regis-

ter. Shakespeare.

PA'PERMAKER. s. [paper and maker. ] ´One

who makes paper.

PA'PERMILL. s . [paper and mill.] A mill in

which rags are ground for paper. Shakesp.

PAPE'SCENT. a. Containing pap ; inclinable

to pap. Arbuthnot.

PAPILIO. s.. [papillon, Fr.] A butterfly ; a

moth of various colours. Ray.

PAPILIONA'CEOUS. a. [from papilio, Lat.]

The flowers of some plants are called papilo-

naceous by botanists, which represent some-

thing of the figure of a butterfly, with its

wings displayed. Quincy.

PAPILLARY. a. [from papilla, Latin. ] Ha-

PAPILLOUS. ving emulgent vessels , or re-

semblances of paps. Derham.

PA'PIST. s. [papiste, Fr. papista, Lat ] One

that adheres to the communion of the pope

and church of Rome. Clarendon.

PAPI'STICAL. a. [from papist. ] Popish ; ad-

herent to popery. Whitgift.

PA'PPOUS. a. [papposus, low Latin. ] Having

soft light down, growing out of the seeds of

some plants, as thistles. Ray.

PA'PPY. a. [from pap. ] Soft ; succulent ; casi-

ly divided. Burnet.

PAR. s. [Latin. ] State of equality ; equiva-

lence ; equal value .
Locke.

PA'RABLE. a. [parabilis, Latin. ] Easily pro-

cured. Not in use.

PA'RABLE. s [wagahon. ] A similitude ; a re-

lation under which something else is figured.

PARABOʻLA . s. [ Latin. ] A conick section,

arising from a cone's being cut by a plane

parallel to one of its sides, or parallel to a

plane that touches one side of the cone.Har.

Brown.

micky one who expresses his meaning by PARABOLICAL } a. [parabolique, French,mute action ; a buffoon.

2. A scene ; a tale exhibited only in gesture

and dumb show. Arbuthnot.

PA'NTON. s. A shoe contrived to recover a

narrow and hoof-bound heel. Farrier's Dict.

PANTRY. s. [paneterie, Fr.] The room in

which provisions are reposited . Wotton.

PAP. s. [ pappa, Italian ; pape, Dutch ; papilla,

Latin.]

1. The nipple ; the dug sucked . Spenser.

2. Food made for infants, with brend boiled

in water.
Donne.

3. Thepulp offruit. Ainsworth.

PAPA'. S. [Tawwas.] A fond name for father,

used in many languages. Swift.

PAPACY. s. papauté, Fr. from papa, the

pope.] Popedom ; office and dignity of

bishops ofRome.

PA'PAL. a. [papal, French.] Popish ; belong-
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from

1. Expressed by parable or similitude.Brow.

2. [From parabola. ] Having the nature or

form of a parabola. Ray.

PARABOʻLICALLY. ad. [from parabolical. ]

1. Byway of parable or similitude. Brown.

2. In the form of a parabola.

PARA'BOLISM. s . În algebra, the division of

the terms ofan equation, by a known quan-

tity that is involved or multiplied in the first

term.

Harris.

PARA'BOLOID. s . [wagaßohn and ed .] A

paraboliform curve in geometry, whose or-

dinates are supposed to be in subtriplicate,

subquadruplicate, &c . ratio of their respec-

tive abscissæ.

PARACENTE'SIS . s . [@aganevno .] That

operation, whereby any of the venters are

perforated to let out anymatter ; as tapping

in a tympany . Quincy
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PARACENTRICK.

a. [maga and nevτgov.]

Deviating from cir-

PARA'DE. s. [parade, French.]

cularity.

1. Show ; ostentation.

2. Procession ; assembly ofpomp.

3. Military order.

Cheyne.

Glanville.

Swift.

Milton.

4. Place where troops draw up to do duty

and mount guard.

5. Guard ; posture of defence.

PA'RADIGM. s. [Tagadɛyua .] Example'

PARADISE. s. [Tagadeiσos. ]

Locke.

1. The blissful regions in which the first pair

was placed. Milton.

2. Any place offelicity. Shakespeare.

PARADISIACAL. a. [from paradise. ] Suiting

paradise ; making paradise.
Burnet

PA'RADOX. s . [paradoxe, Fr. wagadogos . ] A

tenet contrary to received opinion ; an asser-

tion contrary to appearance .

PARADOXICAL. a. [ from paradox .]

Sprat.

1. Having the nature of a paradox. Norris.

2. Inclined to new tenets, or notions contra-

ry to received opinions.

PARADO'XICALLY. ad. [from paradox. ] In

a paradoxical manner. Collier.

PARADOXICALNESS. s . [ from paradox.]

State ofbeing paradoxical.

PARADOXO'LOGY. s . [from paradox.] The

use of paradoxes. Brown.

PARAGO'GE. s . [wagaywyn.] A figure where-

by a letter or syllable is added at the end of

a word, without adding any thing to the

sense ofit ; as, vast, vastly.

PA'RAGON. s. [ paragon, from parage, equali-

lity, old French.]

1. A model ; a pattern; something supremely

excellent . Shakespeare.

2. Companion ; fellow. Spenser.

To PA'RAGON, v. a. [paragonner, Fr.]

1. To compare ; to parallel. Sidney.

2. To equal ; to be equal to. Shakespeare.

PA'RAGRAPH. s . [paragraphe, Fr. Tagayçapn.]

A distinct part of a discourse. Swift.

PARAGRAPHICALLY ad. [fromparagraph.]

By paragraphis.

PARALLA'CTICAL. a. [from parallax. ]Per-

PARALLA'CTICK. taining to aparallax.

PARALLAX. s . [Tagaλagic. ] The distance

betweenthe true and apparent place of any

star viewed from the earth. Milton.

PARALLEL. α . [παραλληλος .]

and pre-

Brown.

Addison.

1. Extended in the same direction,

serving always the same distance.

2. Having the same tendency.

3. Continuing the resemblance through many

particulars ; equal.
Watts.

PA'RALLEL. s. [from the adjective. ]

1. Line continuing its course, and still re-

maining at the same distance from another

line. Pope.

2. Lines on the globe marking the latitude.

3. Direction conformable to that of another

line. Garth.

4. Resemblance ; likeness ; conformity con-

tinued through many particulars . Denham.

5. Comparison made. Addison.

6. Any thing resembling another. South.

To PA'RALLEL. v. 4. [from the noun.]

[

1. To place so as always to keep the same

direction with another line. Bron.

2. To keep in the same direction ; to level.

3. To correspond to.
Burnet

4. To be equal to ; to resemble through

many particulars. Dryden.

Locke.5. To compare.

PARALLELISM. s . [ parallelisme, Fr.] State

of being parallel . Ray.

PARALLELOGRAM. s. [παράλληλος and

rgauua. ] In geometry, a right lined quadri-

Lateral figure, whose opposite sides are pa

rallel and equal. Harris. Brown.

PARALLELOGRA'MICAL. a. [fromparalle-

logram.] Having the properties of a paralle

logram.

PARALLELO'PIPED.s. [parallelopipede,Fr.]

A solid figure contained under six parallelo-

grams, the opposites of which are equal and

parallel ; or it is a prism, whose base is a

parallelogram ; it is always triple to a py-

ramid of the same base and height. Newton.

PA'RALOGISM. s . [ magaλoysoμos.] A false ar-

gument. Arbuthnot.

Brown.PA'RALOGY, s. False reasoning.

PARALYSIS. s. [Tagaλvois.] A palsy.

PARALYTICAL. a. [from paralysis ; para-

PARALYTICK. S lytique, Fr.] Palsied ;

inclined to palsy. Prior.

PARAMOUNT. a. [per and mount.]

1. Superiour ; having the highest jurisdic

tion ; as, lord paramount, the chief of the

seigniory. Glanville.

2. Eminent ; of the highest order. Bacon.

PA'RAMOUNT. s. The chief.
Milton.

PA'RAMOUR. s. [par and amour, French .}

1. A lover or wooer.

2. A mistress .

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

PA'RANYMPH. s. [πaga and vʊupn .]

1. A brideman ; one who leads the bride to

her marriage. Milton.

2. One who countenances or supports ano-

ther. Taylor.

PA'RAPAGM. s. [wαgannyμa .] A brazen table

fixed to a pillar, on which laws and procla-

mations were anciently engraved ; also a

table, containing an account of the rising

and setting of the stars, eclipses of the sun

and moon, the seasons of the year, &c.

Philips..

PARAPET. s. [parapet, Fr.] A wall breast

high. Ben Jonson.

PARAPHERNALIA. s. [Lat. paraphernaux,

Fr.] Goods in the wife's disposal.

PARAPHIMO'SIS. s. [ μos ; paraphi-

mose, Fr.] A disease when the perputium

cannot be drawn over the glans.

PA'RAPHRASE. s. [wagapgaσ.; paraphrase,

Fr.] A loose interpretation ; an explanation

in many words. Dryden.

To PARAPHRASE. v. a. [wagapeakw ; para

phraser, Fr.] To interpret with laxity of ex-

pression ; to translate loosely. Stillingfleet.

PA'RAPHRAST. s. [waga‡gasns ; paraphraste,

Fr.] A lax interpreter ; one who explains in

many words Hooker.

PARAPHRA'STICAL. a. [from para-

PARAPHRA'STICK . phrase.] Lax in

interpretation ; not literal ; not verbal.
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PARAPHRENI'TIS. 8. [πaga and ęti .] An

inflammation of the diaphragm . Arbuthnot.

PA'RASANG. s . [ parasanga, low Latin. ] A

Persian measure of length. Locke.

PARASITE. s . [ parasite, Fr. parasita, Latin ]

One that frequents rich tables, and earns his

welcome by flattery. Bacon.

PARASITICAL. a. [from parasite.] Flat-

PARASITICK. Stering ; wheedling. Hak.

PARASOL. s. A small canopy or umbrella

carried over the head, to shelter from the

heat ofthe sun. Dict.

To PARBOIL. v. a. [parbouiller, French.] To

half boil ; to boil in part. Bacon.

PA'RBREAK. v. n. [brecker, Dutch. ] To

vomit. Obsolete.

PA'RBREAK. s. [from the verb. ] Vomit. Sp.

PA'RCEL. s. [ parcelle, Fr. particula, Latin.]

1. A small bundle.

2. A part of the whole ; part taken separate-

ly.

3. A quantity or mass.

Arbuthnot,

Newton.

4. A number of persons ; in contempt . Shak.

5. Any number or quantity ; in contempt.

To PA'ŘCEL. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To divide into portions. South.

2. To make up into a mass. Shakespeare.

PA'RCENER. s. [In common law. ] When one

dies possessed of an estate, and has issue on-

ly daughters, or his sisters be his heirs ; so

that the lands descend to those daughters or

sisters ; these are called parceners, and are

but as one heir. Dict.

PARCENARY. s . [from parsonier, French. ] A

holding or occupying of land by joint te-

nants, called coparceners. Cowel.

To PARCH. v. a. To burn slightly and super-

ficially ; to scorch ; to dry up. Shakespeare.

To PARCH. v. n. To be scorched.Shakespeare.

PARCHMENT. s. [parchemin, Fr. pergamena,

Latin.] Skins dressed for the writer. Bacon.

PARCHMENT-MAKER. s. [parchment and

maker.] He who dresses parchment.

PARD. s. [pardus,pardalis, Latin.] The

PA'RDALE. leopard ; in poetry, any of the

spotted beasts. Shakespeare.

To PARDON. v. a. [ pardonner, French.]

1. To excuse an offender. Dryden.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

2. To forgive a crime.

3. To remit a penalty.

4. Pardon me, is a word of civil denial, or

slight apology.

PARDON. s. [ pardon, French.]

1. Forgiveness of an offender.

2. Forgiveness of a crime.

3. Remission ofpenalty. (

4. Forgiveness received .

To PARE. v. a. To cut off extremities of the

surface ; to cut away by little and little ; to

diminish. Hooker.

PAREGOʻRICK . a . [ agyogixos. ] Having the

power in medicine to comfort, mollify, and

Dict.assuage.

PARENCHYMA . s. [wagsyxvμa.] A spongy

or porous substance ; in physick, a part

through which the blood is strained.

PARENCHY'MATOUS. Į a. [from parerchy-

PARENCHY'MOUS. Sma.] Relating to

the parenchyma ; spongy. Grew

PARE'NESIS. s . [ agaveis. ] Persuasion ; ex-

hortation.

PARENT. s. [parens, Latin.] A father or mo-

ther. Hooker.

PARENTAGE. s . [ from parent . ] Extraction ;

birth; condition with respect to the rank of

parents. Shakespeare.

PARENTAL. a. [ from parent. ] Becoming

parents ; pertaining to parents. Brown.

PARENTATION. s . [from parento, Latin. ]

Something done or saidin honour ofthe dead,

PARENTHESIS. s. [parenthese, Fr. waga, E7,

and μ .] A sentence so included in ano

ther sentence, as that it may be taken out

without injuring the sense of that which en-

closes it; commonly marked thus, ( ) Watts.

PARENTHETICAL. a. [from parenthesis.]

Pertaining to a parenthesis.

1
Tusser.

PA'RER. s . [from pure .] An instrument to cut

away the surface.

PA'RERGY. s. [ ñaga and yov. ] Something

unimportant ; something done bythe by.

Brown.

PA'RGET. s. Plaster laid upon roofs of rooms.

Woodward.

To PA'RGET. v. a. [from the noun. ] To plas-

ter; to cover with plaster. Gov. ofthe T.

PAʼRGETER. s . [ from parget. ] A plasterer.

PARHE'LION. s. [Taga and λ .] A mock

Boyle.
sun..

PARIETAL, a. [ from paries, Lat.] Constitut

ing the sides or walls. Sharp.

PARIETARY. s. [parietaire, French .] An

herb. Ainsworth.

PARING. s. [from pare ] That which is pared

off any thing ; the rind. Pope.

PA'RIS. s. [aconitum . ] Au herb. Ainsworth.

PA'RISH. s. [parochia, low Lat. paroisse, Fr.

Tagania.] The particular charge of a secular

priest. Ourrealm was divided into parishes

by Honorius, archbishop of Canterbury, in

the year of our Lord 630.

Milton, PA'RISH. a.

South.

5. Warrant of forgiveness, or exemption

from punishment. Shakespeare.

PA'RDONABLE. a . [pardonable, Fr.] Venial ;

excusable. Dryden.

PA'RDONABLENESS. s. [ from pardonable.]

Venialness ; susceptibility of pardon. Hall.

PAʼRDONABLY. ad . [from pardonable. ] Ve-

nially ; excusably. Dryden.

PA'RDONER. s . [from pardon.]

1. One who forgives another. Shakespeare.

2. A fellow that carried about the pope's in-

dulgencies, and sold them to such as would

buy them. Cowel

Cowel

1. Belonging to the parish ; having the care

ofthe parish. Ayliffe.

2. Maintained by the parish. Gay.

PARISHIONER. s . [ paroissien, Fr. from pa-

rish.] One that belongs to the parish.

PA'RITOR. s. [ for apparitor. ] A beadle ; a

summoner of the courts of civil law.

Dryden.

PAʼRITY. s. [parité, Fr. paritas, Lat. ] Equa-

lity; resemblance. Hall.

PARK. s. [ peanpuc, Saxon ; pare, French.]

A piece of ground enclosed and stored with

wild beasts of chase, which a man mayhave

by prescription or the king's grant. Cowel
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To PARK. v. a. [from the noun.] To enclose

as in a park. Shakespeare.

PARKER. s . [ from park ] A park-keeper.
PARKLEAVES. s. Anherb.

Broome.

Ainsworth.

PARLE. s . [from parler, French. ] Conversa-

: tion ; talk ; oral treaty. Daniel.

To PA'RLEY. v. a. [ from parler, Fr. ] To treat

by word of mouth ; to talk ; to discuss any

thing orally.

PA'RLEY. s. [from the verb. ] Oral treaty ;

talk ; conference , discussion by word of

mouth. Prior.

PARLIAMENT. s . [ parliamentum , low Latin.]

The assembly of the king and three estates

ofthe realm ; namely, the lords spiritual, the

lords temporal, and commons ; which assem-

bly or court is, of all others, the highest, and

of greatest authority. Cowel.

PARLIAMENTARY. a. [from parliament. ]

Enacted by parliament ; pertaining to par-

liament. Bacon.

PA'RLOUR. s. [parloir, French ; parlatorio,

Italian.]

1. A room in monasteries, where the religious
meet and converse.

2. A room in houses on the first floor, ele-

gantly furnished for reception or entertain-

ment. Spenser.

PARLOUS . a . [ from perilous.] Keen ; spright-

ly ; waggish. Dryden.

ceti.

PARLOUSNESS. s. [from parlous . ] Quick-

ness ; keenness oftemper.

PAʼRMA-CITTY. s. Corruptedly for sperma-

Ainsworth.

PA'RNEL. s. [the diminutive of patronella. ] A

punk ; a slut. Obsolete. Skinner.

PARO'CHIAL. a. [parochialis, from parochia,

low Lat. ]Belonging to a parish. Atterbury.

PARODY. s. [parodie, Fr. wagweia . ] A kind of

writing in which the words of an author or

his thoughts are taken, and by a slight

change adapted to some new purpose. Pope.

To PARODY. v. a. [parodier, Fr. from parody.]

To copy by way of parody. Pope.

PARO'LE. s. [parole, French ] Word given as

an assurance ; promise given by a prisoner

not to go away. Cleaveland.

PARONOMA'SIA. s. [wαgowμasia. ] A rheto-

rical figure, in which, by the change of a let-

ter or syllable, several things are alluded to.-

PARONY CHIA. s . [waęwvuɣia. ] A preterna-

tural swelling or sore under the root of the

nail in one's finger ; a whitlow.

PARO'NYMOUS. a . [@agavuμos .] Resembling

another word. Watts.

PA'ROQUET. s . [parroquet, or perroquet, Fr.]

A small species of parrot. Grew.

PA'ROTID. a. [Tagris. ] Salivary ; so named
because near the ears. Grew .

PA'ROTIS. s . [ agaric . ] A tumour in the glan-

( dules behind and about the ears, generally

called the emunctories ofthe brain ; though,

indeed, they are the external fountains of

the saliva of the mouth. Wiseman.

PA'ROXYSM. s. [πagožvaµos .] A fit ; periodi-

cal exacerbation of a disease. Harvey.

PA'RRICIDE. s. [parricide, French.]

1. One who destroys his father. Shakespeare.

2. One who destroys or invades anyto whom

he owe particular reverence.

}

Brown.

3. The murder of a father ; murder of one

to whom reverance is due. Dryden.

PARRICIDAL. a. [from parricida, Lat. ]

PARRICIDIOUS . Relating to parricide ;

committing parricide.

PA'RROT. s . [perroquet, French.] A party.

coloured bird of the species of the hooked

bill, remarkable for the exact imitation of

the human voice. Dryden,

To PA'RRY. v . n. [parer, French.] To putby

thrusts ; to fence Locke

To PARSE. v . a. [from pars, Latin.] To re

solve a sentence into the elements or parts of

speech.
Ascham.

PARSIMO'NIOUS. a. [from parsimony.] Co-

vetous ; frugal ; sparing. Addison.

PARSIMO'NIOUSLY. ad. Covetously ; fru-

gally ; sparingly. Swift.

PĂRŠIMONIOUSNESS. s. [from parsimo

nious.] A disposition to spare and save.

PARSIMONÝ. s. [pursimonia, Latin. ] Fruga

lity ; covetousness ; niggardliness ; saving

temper. Swift.

PA'RSLEY. s . [persli , Welsh. J An herb.

PARSNEP. s . [pastinaca, Latin. ] A plant.

PA'RSON. s . [parochianus, Latin. ]

1. The priest of a parish ; one that has a pa.

rochial charge or cure of souls . Clarendon.

2. A clergyman. Shakespeare.

3. It is applied to the teachers of the pres

byterians.

PARSONAGE. s. [from parson. ] The benefice

of a parish ; a rectory. Addison

PART. s. [pars, Latin.]

1. Something less than the whole ; a portion ;

a quantity taken from a larger quantity.

2. Member.

Knolles.

Locke.

Law.
3. Particular ; distinct species.

4. Ingredient in a mingled mass. Blackmore.

5. That which, in division , falls to each .

6. Proportional quantity.

7. Share ; concern.

Dryden.

Chapman.

Pope.

Daniel

Shak.

8. Side ; party ; interest ; faction.

9. Something relating or belonging.
10. Particular office or character. Bacon.

11. Character appropriated in a play. Shak.

12. Business ; duty.

13. Action ; conduct.

14. Relation reciprocal .

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

Tillotson.

15. In good part ; in ill part ; as well done;

as ill done. Hooker.

16. [ In the plural. ] Qualities ; powers ; facul

ties, or accomplishments. Sidney.

17. [In the plural .] Qualities ; regions ; dis

tricts. Sidney,

18. For the most part. Commonly ; oftener

than otherwise. Heylin.

PART, ad. Partly ; in somemeasure. Shakesp.

To PART. v. a.

1. To divide ; to share ; to distribute. Acts.

2. Toseparate ; to disunite.

3. To break into pieces,

Dryden.

Leviticus

4. To keep asunder. Shakespeare.

5. To separate combatants. Shakespeare.

6. To secern. Pope.

To PART. v. n.

1. To be separated . Dryden.

2. To quit each other. Swift
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3. To take farewell.

4. To have share.

Shakespeare.

Isaiah.

5. [Purtir, Fr.] To go away ; to set out. Dry.

6. fo PART with. To quit; to resign ; to

lose; to be separated from. Taylor.

PA'RTABLE. a . [from part. ] Divisible ; such

as may be parted.

PA'RTĂGE. s. [ partage, Fr. ] Division ; act of

sharing or parting.

Camden.

Locke.

To PARTA'KE. v. n. preterite, partook ; par-

ticle passive, partaken. [part and take. ]

1. To have share of any thing ; to take share

with. Locke.

2. To participate ; to have something ofthe

property, nature, claim, or right. Bacon.

3. To be admitted to ; not to be excluded.

Shakespeare.

4. To combine ; to unite in some bad design .

To PARTA'KE. v. a.

1. To share ; to have part in. Milton.

2. To admit to part ; to extend participation

to . Obsolete.

PARTA'KER. s. [from partake .]

Spenser.

1. A partner in possessions ; a sharer ofany

thing ; an associate with. Hooker.

2. Sometimes with in before the thing parta-

ken. Shakespeare.

Psalms.3. Accomplice ; associate.

PARTER. s. [from part.] One that parts or

separates Sidney.

PARTERRE. s . [parterre, Fr.] A level divi-

sion ofground, that is furnished with greens

and flowers. Miller.

PAʼRTIAL. a. [partial, French.]

1. Inclined antecedently to favour one party

in a cause, or one side of the question more

than the other. Mulachi.

2. Inclined to favour without reason. Locke.

3. Affecting only one part ; subsisting only

in one part ; not general. Burnet.

PARTIALITY. s. [partialité, Fr. from par-

tial.] Unequal state of the judgment and fa-

vour of one above the other. Spenser.

To PARTIALI'ZE. v. a . [partialiser, Fr. from

partial. ] To make partial . Shakespeare.

PARTIALLY. ad. [ from partial.]

1. With unjust favour or dislike.

2. In part ; not totally.

PARTIBILITY.s. [from partible . ]Divisibility;

separability.

PA'RTIBLE. a. [from part.] Divisible ; sepa-

rable. Digby.

Rogers.

PARTICIPABLE. a . [from participate. ] Such

as may be shared or partaken. Norris.

PARTICIPANT. a. [participant, French.]

Sharing ; having share or part.

To PARTICIPATE. v. n. [participo, Latin ;

participer, French.]

Bacon.

1. To partake ; to have share . Shakespeare.

2. To have part of more than one.

Denham.

3. To have part of something common with

another. Bacon.

Hooker.

To PARTICIPATE. v. a. To partake ; to

receive part of; to share:

PARTICIPATION. s . [participation, Fr. from

participate. ]

1. The state of sharing something in com-

Hooker.mon.

2. The act or state of receiving or having

part ofsomething. Stillingfleet .

Kal.3. Distribution ; division into shares.

PARTICIPIAL. a. [participialis, Latin. ]

Having the nature of a participle.

PARTICIPIALLY. ad. In the serse or man-

ner of a participle.

PAʼRTICIPLE. s. [participium, Latin .]

1. A word partaking at once the qualities of

a noun and a verb. Clarke

2. Any thing that participates of different

things. Not used. Bacon.

PARTICLE. s. [particule, French ; particula,

Latin.]

stance.

1. Any small proportion of a greater sub-

Newton.

2. A word unvaried by inflection . Hooker,

PARTICULAR. a . [particulier, French.]

1. Relating to single persons ; not general.

2. Individual ; one distinct from others. Dr.

3. Noting properties or things peculiar ; he

had nothing particular in his conduct. Bacon.

4. Attentive to things single and distinct.

5. Single ; not general . Sidney.

6. Odd; having something that eminently

distinguishes him from others.

PARTICULAR. s.

1. A single instance ; a single point. South.

2. Individual ; private person. L'Estrange.

3. Private interest. Hooker.

Shakespeare.

4. Private character ; single self; state of

an individual .

5. A minute detail of things singly enume-

rated.
Ayliffe.

6. In particular. Peculiarly ; distinctly. Dry.

PARTICULARITY. s. [particularité, Fr.]

1. Distinct notice or enumeration. Sidney.

2. Singleness ; individuality. Hooker.

3. Petty account ; private incident. Addison.

4. Something belonging to single persons. Sh.

5. Something peculiar. Addison.

To PARTICULARIZE. v. a. [particulariser,

French. ] To mention distinctly ; to detail ;

to show minutely. Atterbury.

PARTICULARLY. ad. [fiom particular.]

1. Distinctly ; singly ; not universally. South.

2. In an extraordinary degree. Dryden.

To PARTICULATE. v. a. [from particular.]

To make mention singly. Obsolete. Camden.

PARTISAN. s. [partuisan, French.]

1. A kind of pike or halberd. Shakespeare.

2. [From parti, French. ] An adherent to a

faction. Addison.

3. The commander of a party detached from

the main body upon some sudden excursion.

4. A commander's leading staff. Ainsworth.

PARTITION. s . [ partition, French ; partitio,

Latin.]

1. The act of dividing ; a state of being di-

vided. Shakespeare.

2. Division ; separation ; distinction. Hooker.

3. Part divided from the rest ; separate part.

Milton.

4. That by which different parts are sepa

rated. Bacon.

3. Part where separation is made. Dryden.

To PARTITION. v . a. To divide into distinct

parts. Bacon.

PARTLET. s. A name given to a hen ; the
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original signification being a ruff or band, or

covering for the neck. Hall.

Addison.

PA'RTLY. ad. [from part. ] In some measure ;

in some degree ; in part.

PARTNER. s. [frompart.]

1. Partaker ; sharer ; one who has part in

any thing ; associate. Milton.

Shak.

Shakesp.

2. One who dances with another.

To PARTNER. v. a. [from the noun.] To

join; to associate with a partner.

PARTNERSHIP. s . [from partner .]

1. Joint interest or property. Dryden.

2. The union of two or more in the same

trade. L'Estrunge.

PARTO'OK. The preterite of partake.

PA'RTRIDGE. s. [pertris, Welsh.] A bird of

game. Samuel.

PARTURIENT. a. [parturiens, Lat.] About

to bring forth.

PARTURITION. s. [fromparturio, Lat. ] The

state of being about to bring forth. Brown.

PARTY. s . [partie, French.]

1. A number of persons confederated by si-

milarity of designs or opinions in opposition

to others ; a faction.

2. One oftwo litigants.

Locke.

Shakespeare

3. One concerned in any affair. Shakespeare.

4. Persons engaged against each other. Dry.

5. Cause ; side.

6. A select assembly.

Dryden.

Pope.

7 Particular person ; a person distinct from ,

or opposed to, another. Taylor.

8. A detachment of soldiers.

PARTY-CO'LOURED. a . [party and coloured. ]

Having diversity of colours. Dryden.

PARTY-JU'RY. s. [In law. ] A jury in some

trials halfforeigners and half natives.

PARTY-MAN. s. [party and man. ] A fac-

tious person ; an abettor of a party.

PARTY-WALL. s. [party and wall .] Wall

that separates one house from the next.

PARVIS. s . [ French. ] 4 church or church

porch. Bailey.
PÅ'RVITUDE. s. [from parvus, Lat.] Little-

ness ; minuteness Not used. Glanville.

PARVITY. s. [from parvus, Lat. ] Littleness ;

minuteness. Not used. Ray.

PAS. s. [French. ] Precedence ; right of going

foremost. Arbuthnot.

PA'SCHAL. a. [pascal, Fr. paschalis, Lat.]

1. Relating to the passover.

2. Relating to Easter.

PASH. s. [puz, Spanish.] A face. Shakespeare.

To PASH. v. a. [perssen, Dutch.] To strike to

crush . Dryden.

PA'SQUE-FLOWER. s . [pulsatilla, Latin. ] A

Miller.flower.

PA'SQUIL .

PA'SQUIN.

PASQUINA'DE.

s. [from pasquino, a statue

at Rome, to which they

affix any lampoon or sati-

Howel.rical paper.] A lampoon.

To PASS. v. n. [passer, French.]

1. To go; to move from one place to ano-

ther ; to be progressive. Shakespeare.

Dryden.2. To go forcibly ; to make way.

3. To make a change from one thing to ano-

ther.

4. To vanish ; to be lost.

5. To go away progressively.

Temple.

Dryden.

Locke.

6. To be at an end ; to be over. Dryden

7. To die ; to pass from the present life to

another state. Shakespeare.

8. Tobe changed by regular gradation. Arb.

9. To go beyond bounds. Obsolete. Shak.

10. To be in any state.

11. To be enacted.

12. To be effected ; to exist.

Ezekiel.

Clarendon.

Hooker.

13. To gain reception ; to become current.

L'Estrange.

14. To be practised artfully or successfull .

Shakespeare.

15. To beregarded as good or ill. Atterbury.

16. To occur ; to be transacted.

17. To be done

Watts.

Taylor.

Shak.18. To heed ; to regard. Not in use.

19. To determine finally ; to judge capitally.

Shakespeare.

20. To be supremely excellent. Underwood.

21. To thrust ; to make a push in fencing.

22. To omit to play.

Dryden.

Prior.

23. To go through the alimentary duct. Arb.

24. To be in a tolerable state. L'Estrange.

25. To PASS away. To be lost ; to glide off.

26. To PASS away. To vanish.

To PASS. v. a.

1. To go beyond.

Locke.

Hayward.

2.To go through ; as , the horse passed the river.

3. To spend ; to live through.
Collier.

4. To impart to any thing the powerofmov-

iug.

5. To carry hastily.

Derham.

Addison.

6. To transfer to another proprietor. Herb.

7. To strain ; to percolate.

8. To vent ; to pronounce.

9. To utter ceremoniously.

10. To utter solemnly.

11. To transmit ; to procure to go. Clarend.

12. To put an end to.

Bacon,

Watts.

Clarendon.

L'Estrange.

13. To surpass ; to excel.

14. To omit ; to neglect.

Shakespeare.

Ezekiel.

Shakespeare.

15. To transcend ; to transgress.

16. To admit ; to allow. Kings.

17. To enact a law. Swift.

Dryden.

Burnet.

18. To impose fraudulently.

19. To practise artfully ; to make succeed.

L'Estrange.

20. To send from one place to another ; as,

pass that beggar to his own parish.

21. To PASS away. To spend ; to waste.

Ecclus.

22. To PASS by. To excuse ; to forgive. Til.

23. To PASS by. To neglect ; to disregard.

Bacon..

24. To PASS over . To omit ; to let go unre-

garded.

PASS . s. [from the verb.]

1. A narrow entrance ; an avenue.

2. Passage ; road.

Dryden.

Shak.

Raleigh.

Sh.3. Permission to go or come anywhere.

4. An order by which vagrants or impotent

persons are sent to their place of abode.

5. Pusk ; thrust in fencing. Shakespeare.

6. State ; condition. Sidney.

PA'SSABLE. a . [passable, Fr. from pass. ]

1. Possible to be passed or travelled through

Shakespeare,or over.
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2. Supportable ; tolerable ; allowable. Dryd.

3. Capable of admission or reception . Collier.

4. Popular ; well received . Bacon.

PASSA'DO. s. [Italian.] A push ; a thrust. Sh.

PA'SSAGE. s. [passage, French.]

1. Act of passing ; travel ; course ; journey.

2. Road ; way.

Raleigh.

South.

Shak.3. Entrance or exit ; liberty to pass.

4. The state of decay. Not in use. Shak.

5. Intellectual admittance ; mental accept-

ance.

6. Occurrence ; hap.

Digby.

Shakespeare.

7. Unsettled state ; aptness by condition or

nature to change the place ofabode. Temple.

8. Incident ; transaction.

9. Management ; conduct.

Hayward.

Davies.

10. Part ofa book ; single place in a writing.

Endroit, French. Addison.

PA'SSED. The pret. and part. of pass.

PA'SSENGER. s. [passager, Fr.]

1. A traveller ; one who is upon the road ;

a wayfarer. Spenser.

2. One who hires in any vehicle the liberty

of travelling. Sidney.

PA'SSENGER falcon. s. A kind of migratory

hawk. Ainsworth.

PA'SSER. s. [from pass .] One who passes ; one

that is upon the road. Carew.

PASSIBILITY.s. [pussibilité,Fr. from passible. ]

Quality of receiving impressions from ex-
ternal agents. Hakewill.

PA'SSIBLE. a. [passible, French ; passibilis, La-

tin.] Susceptible of impressions from exter-

nal agents. Hooker.

PAʼSSIBLENESS . s. Quality of receiving im-

pressions from external agents. Brerewood.

PA'SSING. participial a. [from pass.]

1. Supreme ; surpassing others ; eminent.

2. It is used adverbially to enforce the mean-

ing of another word. Exceeding ; as, passing

fair. Shakespeare.

PA'SSINGBELL. s . [passing and bell. The

bell which rings at the hour of departure, to

obtain prayers for the passing soul ; it is of-

ten used for the bell which rings immedi-

ately after death. Daniel. Swift.

PA'SSION. s . [passion, Fr. passio, Latin.]

1. Any effect caused by external agency. Loc.

2. Susceptibility of effect from external ac-

tion.

3. Violent commotion ofthe mind.

4. Anger.

5. Zeal ; ardour.

6. Love.

7. Eagerness.

Bacon.

Milton.

2. Easily moved to anger. Prior

To PA'SSIONATE. v. n. [frompassion ] An old

word, now obsolete.

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

1. To affect with passion.

2. To express passionately.

PA'SSIONATELY. ad. [from passionate.j

1. With passion ; with desire, love, or hatred;

with great commotion of mind. South.

Locke

Boyle.

2. Angrily.

PA'SSIONATENESS. s. [from passionate. ]

1. State of being subject to passion.

2. Vehemence ofmind.

PA'SSIVE. a. [passif, Fr. passivus, Lat.]

1. Receiving impression from some external

agent.

2. Unresisting ; not opposing.

3. Suffering ; not acting.

South.

Pope.

4. [In grammar. ] A verb passive is that which

signifies passion or the effect of action ; as ,

doceor, I am taught. Clarke.

PA'SSIVELY. ad. [from passive.] With a pas-

sive nature. Dryden

PA'SSIVENESS. s. [from passive.]

Fell.

1. Quality of receiving impression from ex-

ternal agents. Dryden.

2. Passibility; power ofsuffering . D. ofPiety.

3. Patience ; calinness.

PASSIVITY. 8. [from passive.] Passiveness.

An innovated word. Cheyne.

PA'SSOVER. s. [ puss and over.]

1. A feast instituted among the Jews in me-

moryofthe time when God, smiting the first-

born ofthe Egyptians, passed over the habi-

tations ofthe Hebrews.

2. The sacrifice killed.

PAʼSSPORT. s . [passport, Fr.] Permission of

passage.

John.

Exodus.

Sidney .

Swift .

PAST. participiul a. [from pass.]

1. Not present ; not to come.

2. Spent ; gone through undergone. Pope.

PAST. s . Elliptically used for past time. Fent.

PAST. preposition.

1. Beyond in time ; it is past the time ofhis-

tory.
Hebrews.

2. No longer capable of ; he is past learning.

Hayward.

3. Beyond ; out of reach of; the ship is past

cannon-shot. Calamy.

4. Beyond ; further than ; we are not pastthe

fens. Numbers.

5. Above ; more than ; the well was past ten

feet deep. Spenser.

1. Any thing mixed up so as to be viscous

and tenacious. Dryden.

Watts.

Addison.

PASTE. s. [paste, French.]

Dryden.

Swift.

Acts.

8. Emphatically. The last suffering of the

Redeemer of the world.

To PA'SSION. v. n. [passionner, Fr.] To be ex-

tremely agitated ; to express great commo-

tion of mind. Obsolete. Shakespeare.

PA'SSION-FLOWER. 8. [granadilla, Lat. ] A

flower. Miller.

PA'SSION-WEEK. s. The week immediately

preceding Easter, named in commemoration

of our Saviour's crucifixion.

PA'SSIONATE. a. [passionné, French.]

1. Moved by passion ; feeling or expressing

great commotion ofmind. Clarendon

2. Flour and water boiled together so as to

make a cement.

3. Artificial mixture, in imitation ofprecious

stones.

To PASTE. v. a . [paster, Fr. from the noun.]

To fasten with a paste. Locke.

PAʼSTEBOARD. s. [paste and board.] Masses

made anciently by pasting one paper on ano-

ther ; now made sometimes by macerating

paper, and casting it in moulds, and some-

times bypounding old cordage, and casting

it in forms. Dryden.

PA'STEBOARD. a.Made ofpasteboard. Mort.

PA'STEL, s. [glastum.] An berb. Ainsworth
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PA'STERN. s. [pasturon, French.]

Shak.

Dryden.

1. That part of the leg of a horse between

the joint next the foot and the hoof.

2. The leg of a human creature.

PA'STIL. s. [pastillus, Lat. pastille, French.]

A roll of paste. Peacham.

Watts.

PAʼSTIME. s . [pass and time .] Sport ; amuse-

ment ; diversion .

PA'STOR. s . [pastor, Latin.]

1. A shepherd. Dryden.

2. A clergyman who has the care of a flock ;

one who has souls to feed with sound doc-

trine. Swift.

PA'STORAL. a. [pastoralis, Latin .]

1. Rural ; rustick ; beseeming shepherds ;

imitating shepherds. Sidney.

2. Relating to the care of souls. Hooker.

PA'STORAL. s. A poem in which any ac-

tion or passion is represented by its effects

upon a country life, or according to the

common practice in which speakers take

upon them the character of shepherds ; an

idyl ; a bucolick. Pope.

PA'STRY. s. [ pastisserie, Fr. from paste.]

1. The act of making pies.

2. Pies or baked paste.

King.

Tusser.

Shak.3. The place where pastry is made.

PA'STRY-COOK. s. [pastry and cook.] One

whose trade is to make and sell things baked

in paste.

PA'STURABLE. a. [from pasture.] Fit for

pasture.

Arbuthnot.

PA'STURAGE. s. [pasturage, French.]

1. The business of feeding cattle.

2. Lands grazed by cattle.

3. The use of pasture.

PA'STURE. s . [pasture, French .]

1. Food; the act of feeding.

2. Ground on which cattle feed.

3 Human culture ; education.

Spenser.

Addison.

Arbuthnot.

3. A small spot ofblack silk put on the face

Suckling

4. A small partiele ; a parcel of land. Shak.

5. A paltry fellow. Obsolete. Shakespeare.

PATCHER. s. [from patch.] One that

patches ; a botcher.

PÂ'TCHERY. s. [from patch.] Botchery ;

bungling work. Not used. Shakespeare.

PATCHWORK. s. [patch and work.] Work

made by sewing small pieces of different co-

lours interchangeably together. Swift.

PATE. s . The head. Spenser. South.

PA'TED. a. [from pate. ] Having a pate. It

is used only in composition ; as, long-puted

or cunning ; shallow-pated or foolish.

PATEFA'CTION. s. [patefactio, Lat.] Act

or state of opening.
Ainsworth.

PATEN. s. [patina, Latin.] A plate. Shak.

PAʼTENT. a. [patens, Latin.]

1. Open to the perusal of all ; as, letters-pa-

tent. Lesley.

2. Appropriated by letters patent. Mortim.

PATENT. s . A writ conferring some exclu-

sive rights or privileges. Shakespeare.

PATENTEE'. s . [ from patent.] One who has

a patent. Swift.

PATER-NOSTER. s. [Latin.] The Lord's

Camden.prayer.

PATE'RNAL. a. [paternus, Latin.]

1. Fatherly ; having the relation of a father ;

pertaining to a father. Hammond.

2. Hereditary ; received in succession from

one's father. Dryden.

PATERNITY. s. [from paternus, Latin. ] Fa-

thership ; the relation of a father. Arbuthnot.

PATH. s . [pað, Saxon.] Way ; road ; track ;

a narrow way ; any passage. Addison.

}

Swift.

Brown. PATHETICAL. a. [ Tabinos.] Affecting

Locke. PATHETICK. S the passions ; passionate ;

Dryden. moving.

To PA'STURE. v. a. [ from the noun. ] To

place in a pasture.

ToTo PA'STURE . v. n. [ from the noun.]

graze onthe ground. Milton.

PASTY. s. [ paste, French.] A pie of crust

raised without a dish.
Shakespeare.

PAT. a. [from pas, Dutch. Skinner.] Fit ; con-

venient ; exactly suitable. Atterbury.

Collier.

2. A small lump of matter beat into shape

with the hand.

PAT. s. [patte, French.]

1. A light quick blow ; a tap.

To PAT. v. a. [from the noun .]

lightly ; to tap.

To strike

Bacon.

PATACHE. s. A small ship. Ainsworth.

PATACOON. s. A Spanish coin worth four

shillings and eight pence English. Ainsw.

To PATCH. r. n. [ pudizer, Danish ; pezzare,

Italian .]

Locke.1. To cover with a piece sewed on.

2. To decorate the face with small spots of

black silk. Addison.

3. To mend clumsily ; to mend so as thatthe

original strength or beauty is lost. Dryden.

4. To make up of shreds or different pieces.

PATCH. s. [pezzo, Italian.]

1. A piece sewed on to cover a hole. Dryd.

2. A piece inserted in mosaick or variegated

work .
Locke.

Dryden.

PATHEʼTICALLY. ad. In such a manner as

may strike the passions.

PATHETICALNESS. s. [from pathetical.]

Quality of being pathetick ; quality of mov.

ing the passions. Dryden

PA'THLESS . a. [from path. ] Untrodden ; not

marked with paths. Sandys.

PATHOGNOMOʻNICK. a. [nadograμovinos.]

Such signs of a disease as are inseparable,

designing the essence or real nature of the

disease ; not symptomatick. Quincy.

PATHOLOGICAL. a. [from pathology. ] Re-

lating to the tokens or discoverable effects

of a distemper.

PA'THOLOGIST. s. [wal and λɛy .] One

who treats of pathology.

PATHOLOGY. s. [wal and λɛyw.] That

part of a medicine which relates to the dis-

tempers, with their differences, causes, and

effects, incident to the human body. Quincy.

PATHWAY. s. [path and way.] A road ; a

narrow way to be passed on foot. Shak.

PA'TIBLE. a. [from patior, Lat.] Sufferable ;

tolerable.

PA'TIBULARY. a . [patibulaire, Fr. from pu

tibulum, Lat.] Belonging to the gallows.

PATIENCE. ´s. [patience, Fx. patientia, Lat.]

1. The power of suffering calm endurance

of pain or labour. Prior
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2. The quality of expecting long without

rage or discontent. Matthew.

3. Perseverance ; continuance oflabour. Ha.

4. The quality of bearing offences without

revenge or anger.

5. Sufferance ; permission.

6. An herb.

Harte.

Hooker.

Mortimer.

PATIENT. a. [patient, Fr. patiens, Lat.]

1. Having the quality of enduring. Ray.

2. Calm under pain or affliction . Dryden.

3. Not revengeful against injuries.

4. Not easily provoked.

PATIENT. s. [patient, French.]

Thessalonians.

5. Persevering ; calmly diligent. Newton.

6. Not hasty ; not vitiously eager or impe-

tuous. Prior.

1. That which receives impressions from ex-

ternal agents. Gov. ofthe Ton.

2. A person diseased, under the care of ano-
ther. Addison.

TO PATIENT. v. a. [patienter, French. ] To

compose one's self; Obsolete.
Shakespeare.

PATIENTLY. ad. [from patient.]

1. Without rage under pain or affliction . Sw.

2. Without vitious impetuosity. Calamy.

PATINE. s. [patina, Latin. ] The cover of a

Ainsworth.

PA'TLY. ad. [from pat.] Commodiously ; fitly.

PATRIARCH. s. [ patriarche, Fr. patriarcha,

Latin.]

chalice.

1. One who governs by paternal right ; the

father and ruler of a family. Milton.

2. A bishop superiour to archbishops. Ral.

PATRIARCHAL. a. [patriarchal, French .]

1. Belonging to patriarchs ; such as was pos-

sessed or enjoyed by patriarchs. Norris.

2. Belonging to hierarchical patriarchs. Ayl.

PATRIARCHATE. s. [putriarchat, Fr.

PATRIARCHSHIP. from patriarch. ] A

bishoprick superiour to archbishopricks. Ayl.

PATRIARCHY. s. Jurisdiction of a patri-

arch; patriarchate.
Brerewood.

Addison.

PATRICIAN. a . [patricius, Latin.] Senato-

rial ; noble ; not plebeian.

PATRICIAN. s . A nobleman.

PATRIMONIAL. a. [patrimonial, Fr.] Pos-Drupen.

sessed by inheritance. Temple.

PATRIMONY.s. [patrimonium, Latin ; patri-

moine, French. ] An estate possessed by in-

heritance.

PATRIOT. s. One whose ruling passion is

the love ofhis country. Tickel.

PATRIOTISM. s. [ from patriot . ] Love ofone's

country; zeal for one's country.

Davies.

70 PATROCINATE. v. a . [patrocinor, Lat.]

To patronise ; to protect ; to defend.

PATROL. s. [patrouille, old French.]

1. The act of going the rounds in a garrison

to observe that orders are kept.

2. Those that go the rounds.

To PATROL. v. n. [patrouiller, Fr.]

the rounds in a camp or garrison.

PATRON. s. [patronus, Latin.]

Thomson.

To go

Black.

1. One who countenances, supports,

tects.

2. A guardian saint.

or pro-

Prior.

Spenser.

3. Advocate ; defender ; vindicator. Locke.

4. One who has donation of ecclesiastical

preferment. LWesley,

PATRONAGE. s. [from patron.]

1. Support ; protection.

2. Guardianship of saints.

Sidney.

Addison.

3. Donation of a benefice ; right of confer-

ring a benefice

To PÅ TRONAGE. v. a. [from the noun .]

To patronise ; to protect. Shakespeare.

PATRONAL. a. [from patronus, Lat.] Pro-

tecting ; supporting ; guarding ; defending ;

doing the office of a patron. Brown.

PATRONESS. s. [feminine ofpatron .]

1. A female that defends, countenances, or

supports. Fairfax.

2. A female guardian saint.

3. A woman that has the gift ofa benefice.

To PATRONISE. v. a. [from patron.] To

protect ; to support ; to defend ; to counte-

Bacon.nance.

PATRONY'MICK. s . [Trgovino . ] Name

expressing the name of the father or ances-

tor ; as, Tydides, the son of Tydeus. Broome.

PA'TTEN of a Pillar . s. Its base. Ainsworth.

PATTEN. s . [patin, Fr.] A shoe of wood with

an iron ring, worn under the common shoe

by women, to keep them from the dirt.

Camden.

PA'TTENMAKER. s . [patten and maker. ] He

that makes pattens.

To PATTER. v. n. [ from patte, Fr. the foot.]

To make a noise like the quick steps of ma-

ny feet. Dryden.

PATTERN. s. [patron, Fr. patroon, Dutch. ]

1. The original proposed to imitation ; the

archetype ; that which is to be copied ; an

examplar. Rogers.

2. A specimen , a part shown as a sample of
the rest.

Swift.

Hooker.3. An instance ; an example.

4. Any thing cut out in paper to direct the

cutting of cloth.

To PATTERN. v. a. [patronner, French.]

1. To make in imitation of something ; to

copy. Shakespeare.

2. To serve as an exampleto be followed. Sh.

s. A kind of light tripping dance.

PA'VIN.PAVAN'} Ainsworth.

PAUCI'LOQUY. s. [pauciloquium, Latin.]

Sparing and rare speech.

PAU'CITY. s. [paucitas, Latin.]

1. Fewness ; smallness of number.

2. Smallness of quantity.

To PAVE. v. a . [pavio, Latin.]

Boyle.

Brown.

1. To lay with brick or stone ; to floor with

stone. Shakespeare.

Bacon.2. To make a passage easy.

PA'VEMENT. s . [pavimentum, Latin. ] Stones

orbricks laid on the ground ; stone floor. Ad.

PA'VER. 7 s. [from pave.] One who lays
PA'VIER. with stones. Gay,

PAVILION. s. [pavilion , French . ] A tent ; a

temporary or moveable house. Sandys.

To PAVILION. v. a. [ from the noun.]

1. To furnish with tents. Milton.

2. To be sheltered by a tent.

PAUNCH. s. [panse, French ; pantex, Latin.]

The belly; the region of the guts. Bacon.

To PAUNCH. v. a. [from the noun.] To

pierce or rip the belly; to exenterate to take

out the paunch ; to eviscerate. Garth.
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PAUPER. s. [ Latin. ] A poor person ; one PA'YSER. s. [for poiser.] One that weighs.

who receives alms.

PAUSE. s. [ pausa, low Latin ; wavw.]

1. A stop ; a place or time of intermission.

2. Suspense ; doubt.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

3. Break ; paragraph ; apparent separation

of the parts of a discourse. Locke.

4. Place of suspending the voice, marked in

writing thus

5. A stop or intermission in musick.

To PAUSE. v. n .

1. To wait ; to stop ; not to proceed ; to

forbear for a time.

2. To deliberate.

3. To be intermitted .

Milton.

Knolles.

Tickell.

PAU'SER. s. [ from pause.] He who pauses ; he

who deliberates. Shakespeare.

PAW. s. [ pawen, Welsh.]

1. The foot of a beast of prey.

2. Hand ; in contempt.

More.

Dryden.

To PAW. v. n. [from the noun. ] To draw the

fore-foot along the ground.

To PAW. v. a.

Pope

1. To strike with a drawn stroke of the fore-

foot.

2. To handle roughly.

3. To fawn; to flatter.

PA'WED. a. [from paw.]

1. Having paws.

2. Broad footed.

Tickel.

Ainsworth.

PAWN. s. [ pand, Dutch ; pan, French.]

1. Something given to pledge as a security

for money borrowed, or promise made. How.

2. The state of being pledged. Shakespeare.

3. A common man at chess. Cowley.

To PAWN. v. a. [from the noun.] To pledge ;

to give in pledge. Shakespeare.

PAWNBROKER. s. [pawn and broker.] One

who lends money upon pledge. Arbuthnot.

Te PAY. v. a. [ paier, French.]

1. To discharge a debt. Dryden.

2. To dismiss one to whom any thing is due

with his money ; as, he had paid his labourers.

3. To atonc ; to make amends by suffering.

Roscommon.

4. To beat. Shakespeare.

5. To reward ; to recompense. Dryden.

6. To give the equivalent for any thing

bought. Locke.

hire ; mo-

Temple.

Bacon.

PAY. s . [ from the verb. ] Wages ;

ney given in return for service.

PAYABLE. a. [ parable, French. ]

1. Due ; to be paid.

2. Such as there is power to pay. South.

PA'YDAY. s. [pay and day. ] Day on which

debts are to be discharged, or wages paid.

PA'YER. s. [paieur, French. ] One that pays.

PA'YMASTER. s. [pay and master. ] One who

is to pay; one from whom wages or reward

is received.

PAYMENT. s. [from pay.]

1. The act of paying.

Taylor.

Bacon.

2. The thing given in discharge of debt or

promise.

3. A reward.

Bacon.

South.

4. Chastisement ; sound beating. Ainsworth.

To PAYSE, v. a. [used by Spenser for poise. ]

To balance.

Carew.

PEA. s. [pisum, Latin ; pra, Saxon.] A plant.

The species are sixteen.

PEACE. s . [paix, French ; pax, Latin.]

1. Respite from war.

Miller.

Addison.

2. Quiet from suits or disturbances. Davies.

3. Rest from any commotion.

4. Stillness from riots or tumults.

5. Reconciliation of differences.

6. A state not hostile.

Shak.

Isaiah.

Bacon.

7. Rest ; quiet ; content ; freedom from ter-

rour ; heavenly rest.
Tillotson.

8. Silence ; suppression of the thoughts. Dry.

PEACE. interjection. A word commanding si-

lence. Crashaw.

PEACE-OFFERING. s. [peace and offer.]

Among the Jews, a sacrifice or gift offered

to God for atonement and reconciliation for

a crime or offence. Leviticus.

PEA'CEABLE. a. [from peace.]

1. Free from war ; free from tumult. Swift.

2. Quiet ; undisturbed.

3. Not violent ; not bloody.

Spenser.

Hale.

4. Not quarrelsome ; not turbulent. Shak.

PEA'CEABLENESS.s. [from peaceable.] Quiet-

ness ; disposition to peace. Hammond.

PEA'CEABLY. ad. [from peaceable.]

1. Without war ; without tumult.

2. Without tumults or commotions.

3. Without disturbance.

PEA'CEFUL. a. [peace andfull .]

1. Quiet ; not in war.

2. Pacifick ; mild.

Swift.

Swift.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Pope.

Dryden.

3. Undisturbed ; still ; secure.

PEACEFULLY. ad. [from peaceful.]

1. Without war.

2. Quietly ; without disturbance.

3. Mildly ; gently.

PEA'CEFULNESS. s . [from peaceful.] Quiet ;

freedom from war or disturbance .

PEA'CEMAKER. s. [ peace and maker.] One

who reconciles differences. Shakespeare.

PEACEPA'RTED. a. [ peace and parted.] Dis-

missed from the world in peace. Shakespeare.

PEACH. s. [ pesche, French.] A tree and its

fruit. Thomson.

To PEACH. v. a. [ corrupted from impeach.]

To accuse of some crime. Dryden.

PEACH-COLOURED. a. [peach and colour.]

Of a colour like a peach. Shakespeare.

PEA'CHICK. s. [pea and chick .] The chick

of a peacock. Southern.

PEACOCK. s. [papa, Saxon ; pavo, Latin.] A

fowl eminent for the beauty of his feathers,

and particularly ofhis tail. Sandys

PEA'HEN. s. [ pea and hen ; pava, Latin ] Tue

female of the peacock.

PEAK. s . [peac, Saxon.]

1. The top of a hill or eminence.

2. Any thing acuminated.

3. The rising forepart of a headdress.

To PEAK. v. n.

1. To look sickly.

Prior.

Shakespeare.

2. To make a mean figure ; to sneak. Shuk.

PEAL. s. A succession of loud sounds

bells , thunder, cannon.

as of

Hayw
ard

.

To PEA
L

. v. n. [from the noun.] To play

solem
nly

and loud. Milion
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To PEAL. v. a. To assail with noise. Milton.

PEAR. s. [poire, French. ] A fruit more pro-

duced toward the footstalk than the apple,

but is hollow like a navel at the extreme

part. The species are eighty-four. Miller.

PEARL. s. [ perle, French ; perla, Spanish.]

1. Pearls, though esteemed gems, are a dis-

temper in the creature that produces them ;

they are most frequently found in the oyster.

2. [Poetically. ] Any thing round and clear,

as a drop. Drayton.

PEARL. s . [albugo, Latin. ] A white speck or

film growing on the eye. Ainsworth.

PEA'RLED. a. [from pearl. ] Adorned or set

with pearls. Milton.

PEA'RLEYED. a. [pearl and eye.] Having a

speck in the eye.

PEA'RLGRASS.

PEA'RLPLANT. s. Plants.

PEA'RLWORT.

PEA'RLY. a. [from pearl.]

Ainsworth.

1. Abounding with pearls ; containing pearls.

Woodward.

Drayton.

Mortimer.

Bacon.

2. Resembling pearls.

PEA'RMAIN. s. An apple.

PEA'RTREE. s. [pear and tree.] The tree that
bears pears.

PEA'SANT. s. [ paisant, French.] A hind ; one

whose business is rural labour. Spenser.

PEA'SANTRY. s. Peasants ; rusticks ; coun-

try people. Locke.

PEA'SCOD. s. [ peu, cod and shell.] The

PEA'SHELL.husk that contains peas. Gay.

PEASE. s. Food of pease. Arbuthnot.

PEAT. s. A species of turf used for fire. Bacon.

PEAT. s . [froin petit, Fr.] A little fondling ;

a darling ; now commonly pet.
Donne.

PEBBLE. 2s. [pæbolrrana, Saxou .]

PEBBLESTONE. A stone distinct from

flints, being not in layers, but in one homo-

geneous mass ; a small stone. Sidney.

PEBBLE-CRYSTAL. s. Crystal in form of

nodules. Woodward.

PEBBLED. a. [from pebble.] Sprinkled or

abounding with pebbles. Thomson.

PE'BBLY. a. [from pebble.] Full of pebbles.

PECCABILITY. s. [from peccable . ] State of

being subject to sin.. Decay of Piety.

PECCABLE. a. [frompecca, Latin. ] Liable to
sin.

PECCADILLO. s. [Spanish ; peccadille, Fr.]

A petty fault ; a slight crime; a venial of-

fence. Atterbury.

PECCANCY. s. [from peccant. ] Bad quality.
Wiseman.

PE'CCANT. a. [ peccant, French.]

1. Guilty ; criminal. South.

2. Ill-disposed ; corrupt ; bad ; offensive to

the body; injurious to the health. Arbuthnot.

3. Wrong; bad ; deficient ; unformal. Ayli.

PECK. s. [from pocea, Saxon.]

Hudibras.1. The fourth part of a bushel.

2. Proverbially. [In low language.] A great
deai.

Suckling.

To PECK. v. a. [becquer, Fr. picken, Dutch.]

1. To strike with the beak as a bird.

2. To pick up food with the beak. Addison.

3. To strike with any pointed instrument.Car.

4. To strike ; to give blows. South.

PECKER. s. [from peck.]

1. One that pecks.

2. A kind of bird ; as, the wood-pecker. Dry

PECKLED. a. [ corrupted from speckled.]

Spotted ; varied with spots.
Walton.

PECTINÁL. s. [from pecten, Latin, a conib.]

There are fishes, as pectinals, which have their

bones made laterally like a comb. Brown.

PECTINATED. a . [from pectan, Lat.] Form-
Brown.ed like a comb.

PECTINA'TION. s. The state of being pec-

tinated. Brown,

Wiseman.

PECTORAL. a. [from pectoralis, Latin. ] Be-

longing to the breast.

PECTORAL. s . [ pectorale, Lat. pectoral, Fr. ]

A breastplate.

PE'CULATE.
s. [peculatus, Latin ; peculat,

publick ; theft of publick money.

PECULATOR. s. [Latin. ] Robber ofthe pub.

lick.

PECU'LIAR. a. [peculiaris, Latin.]

1. Appropriate ; belonging to any one with

exclusion of others. +

2. Not common to other things.

3. Particular ; single.

PECU'LIAR. s.

Swift.

Locke.

Milton.

1. The property ; the exclusive property.Mil.

2. Something abscinded from the ordinary

jurisdiction. Carew.

PECULIA'RITY. s . [from peculiar.] Particu-

larity ; something found only in one. Swift ,

PECULIARLY. ad. [from peculiar.]

1. Particularly ; singly.
Woodward,

2. In a manner not common to others . Felt ,

PECUNIARY. a. [pecuniarus, Latin.]

1. Relating to money .
Brown.

Bacon.2. Consisting of money.

PED. s. [commonly pronounced pad.]

1. A small packsaddle.
Tusser.

2. A basket ; a hamper. Spenser,

PEDAGOGICAL. a. [from pedagogue.] Suit-

ing or belonging to a schoolmaster.

PEDAGOGUE. s. [#αidaywyos. ] One who

teaches boys ; a schoolmaster ; a pedant.Dry.

To PEDAGOGUE. v. a. [Tαidaywyew .] To

teach with superciliousness.
Prior.

PEDAGOGY.* s. [xaidaywyia .] Preparatory

discipline.
South.

PE'DAL. a. [pedalis, Lat.] Belonging to afoot.

PE'DALS. s. [pedalis, Latin ; pedales, French.]

The large pipes of an organ, that are played

upon and stopt with the foot. Dict.

PEDA'NEOUS. u. [pedaneus, Latin.] Going on

foot.

PE'DANT. s . {pedant, French.]

1. A schoolmaster. Dryden.

2. Aman vain of low knowledge. Swift.

PEDA'NTICAL. a. [pedantesque, Fr. from

PEDA'NTICK. pedunt. ] Awkwardly os-

tentatious of learning. Hayward.

PEDA'NTICALLY. ad. With awkward os-

tentation of literature. Dryden.

PE'DANTRY. s . [ pedanterie, Fr.] Awkward

ostentation of needless learning. Cowley.

To PE'DDLE. v . n. To be busy about trifles ;

commonly written piddle.
Ainsworth.

PE'DDLING. a. Petty-dealing ; trifling; un

important. Decay ofPiety.
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PEDERE'RO. s. [pedrero, Spanish .] A small

cannon managed by a swivel. It is frequent-

ly written paterero.

PE'DESTAL. s. [ piedestal, Fr.] The lower

member ofapillar ; the basis of a statute Ad.

PEDESTRIOUS. a . [ pedestris, Latin.] Not

winged; going on foot. Brown.

Bacon.

Ainsw.

PEDICLE. s. [from pedis, Lat. pedicule, Fr.]

The foot-stalk ; that bywhich a leaf or fruit

is fixed to the tree.

PEDICULAR. a. [ pedicularis, Lat .] Having

the phthiriasis or lousy distemper.

PEDIGREE. s. [per and degré . Skinner.] Ge-

nealogy; lineage ; account of descent. Shuk,

PE'DIMENT. s. [ pedis, Latin. ] In architec-

ture, an ornament that crowns the ordon-

nances, finishes the fronts of buildings , and

serves as a decoration over gates. Dict.

PE'DLER. s . [ a contraction for petty-dealer. ]

One who travels the country with small com-

modities. Shakespeare.

PE'DLERY. s. [from pedler. ] Wares sold by

pedlers. Swift.

PEDOBAPTISM. s. [παιδος and βαπτισμα.]

Infant baptism.

PEDOBAPTIST. s. [ waidos and Barins.]

One that holds or practises infant baptism.

To PEEL. v. a. [ peler, Fr. from pellis, Latin .]

1. To decorticate ; to flay. Shakespeare.

2. [From piller, Fr. to rob. ] To plunder. Ac-

cording to analogy this should be written

pill.

PEEL. s. [ pellis, Latin ; pelure, Fr.] The skin

or thin rind of any thing.

Milton.

PEEL. s . [ paelle, French.] A broad thinboard

with a long handle, used by bakers to put
their bread in and out of the oven.

PEE'LER. s. [frompeel.]

1. One who strips or flays.

2. A robber ; a plunderer.

To PEEP. v. n.

1. To make the first appearance.

Tusser.

Spenser.

2. To look slily, closely, or curiously ; to look

through any crevice. Cleaveland.

PEEP. s.

1. First appearance ; as, at the peep of day.

2. A sly look . Swift.

PEEPER. s. A young chicken just breaking

the shell.

PEEPHOLE.

Bramstead.

s. [peep and hole . ] Hole
PEEPINGHOLE. through which onemay

look without being discovered.

PEER. s. [ pair, French.]

Prior.

1. Equal ; one of the same rank. Davies.

2. One equal in excellence or endowments .

Dryden.

B. Jonson.3. Companion ; fellow.

4. A nobleman; of nobility we have five de-

grees, who are all nevertheless called peers,

because their essential privileges are the same.

To PEER. v. n . [ by contraction from appear.]

1. To come just in sight. Ben Jonson.

Sidney.2. To look narrowly ; to peep.

PEERAGE. s. [ pairie, French; from peer.]

1. The dignity of a peer.

2. The body of peers.

7

*

PEE'RLESS. a. [from peer. ] Unequalled ; hav-

ing no peer Milton.

PEE'RLESSNESS. s . [frompeerless . ] Univer-

sal superiority.

PEEVISH. a. [from beeish. Skinner.]

1. Petulant ; waspisli ; easily offended ; irri-

table ; soon angry ; hard to please. Swift.

2. Expressing discontent, or fretfulness. Sha.

PEE'VISHLY. ad. Angrily ; querulously ; mo-

rosely. Hayward.

PEE VISHNESS. s. Irascibility ; querulous-

ness ; fretfulness ; perverseness.King Charles.

PEG. s. [ pegghe, Teutonick . ]

1. A piece ofwood driven into a hole. Swift.

2. The pins of an instrument on which the

strings are strained. Shakespeare.

riches.

3. To take a PEG lower. To depress ; to sink ;

4. The nickname of Margaret.

To PEG. v. a. To fasten with a peg. Evelyn.

PELF. s . [ In low Latin, pelfra. ] Money ;

Sidney. Swift.

PELICAN. s. [ pelicanus, low Latin.] A bird

that has a peculiar tenderness for its young,

and is supposed to admit them to suck blood

from its breast.

PE'LLET. s. [from pila, Lat. pelote, Fr.]

1. A little ball.

2. A bullet ; a ball to be shot.

PE'LLETED. a. [from pellet. ]
bullets.

·

PE'LLICLE. s. [ pellicula, Latin. ]

1. A thin skin.

Calmet.

Sandys.

Ray.

Consistingof

Shakespeare.

Sharp.

2. It is often used for the film which gathers

upon liquors impregnated with salt or other

substance, and evaporated by heat.

PELLITORY. s. [ parietaria, Lat. ] An herb.

PE'LLMELL. ad . [pesle mesle, French. ] Con-

fusedly; tumultuously ; one among another ;

with confused violence. Hudibras.

PELLS. s . [ pellis , Latin. ] Clerk of the pells, an

officer belonging to the exchequer, who en-

ters every teller's bill into a parchment roll,

called pellis acceptorum, the roll of receipts.

Bailey.

PELLUCID. a. [pellucidus, Latin. ] Clear ;

transparent ; not opake ; not dark. Newton.

PELLUCI'DITY. Įs. [from pellucid. ] Trans-

PELLUCIDNESS . Sparency ; clearness ; not

opacity.

PELT. s. [ from pellis, Latin.]

1. Skin ; hide.

Locke. Keil.

Brown.

2. The quarry of a hawk all torn. Ainsworth.

To PELT. v. a. [poltern, German. Skinner.]

1. To strike with something thrown. Atter.

2. To throw ; to cast. Dryden.

PE'LTING. a. This word, in Shakespeare, sig-

nifies mean ; paltry ; pitiful.

PE'LTMONGER. s. [pellio, Latin ; pelt and

monger.] A dealer in raw hides.

PELVIS. s. [ Latin. ] The lower part of the

belly.

PEN. s. [penna, Latin.]

1. An instrument of writing.

2. Feather.

Swift.

Dryden.

3. Wing.

PEE'RDOM. s. [ from peer. ] Peerage. Ainsw.

Dryden.

Spenser.

Milton.

4. [From pennan, Saxon. ] A small enclosure ;

L'Estrange

PEE'RESS . s. [ female of peer.] The lady of a To PEN. v. a. pret. and part. pass. pent. [peu.

peer ; a woman ennobled.

a coop.

Pope. nan and pindan, Saxon ]
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7. To coop ; to shut up ; to encage ; to im-

prison in a narrow place.
Bacon.

2. [From the noun ; pret. and part. pass.

pended. ] To write. Digby.

PENAL. a. [ penal, Fr. from pœna, Latin.]

1. Denouncing punishment ; enacting punish-

ment. South.

2. Used for the purposes of punishment ; vin-

dictive. Milton.

PENA'LITY. s . [ penalité, old French. ] Lia-

bleness to punishment ; condemnation to

punishment.

PÉ'NALTY. s. [from penalité, old French .]

2. Punishment ; censure ; judicial infliction.

Locke.

Brown.

2. Forfeiture upon non-performance. Shak.

PE'NANCE. s . [ penence, old French. ] Inflic-

tion either public or private, suffered as an

expression of repentance for sin. Bacon.

PENCE. s . The plural of penny.

PENCIL. s [ pencillum, Latin.]

1. A small brush of hair which painters dip

in their colours. Dryden.

2. A black lead pen, with which, cut to a

point, they write without ink. Watts.

3. Any instrument of writing without ink.

To PENCIL. v. n. [from the noun ] To paint.

Shakespeare.

Pope.

PEʼNDANT. s. [ pendant, French.]

1. Ajewel hanging in the ear.

2. Any thing hanging by way of ornament.

3. A pendulum. Obsolete.

4. A small flag in ships .

Digby.

PENDENCE. s . [from pendeo, Latin. ] Slope-

ness ; inclination.

Ayliffe.

PENDENCY. s. [from pendeo, Latin.] Sus-

pence ; delay of decision.

PENDENT. a. [ pendens, Latin.]

1. Hanging.

2. Jutting over.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Milton.3. Supported above ground.

PENDING. a. [ pendente lite, Latin.] Depend-

ing; remaining yet undecided. Ayliffe.

s. [from pendulous.]

PENDULOUSNESS.} Thestate of laug

ing; suspension.

PENDULOUS. a. [ pendulus, Lat.] Hanging ;

not supported below. Ray.

PE'NDULUM. s. [ pendulus, Lat. pendule, Fr. ]

Any weight hung so that it may easily swing

backward and forward, of which the great

law is , that its oscillations are always per-

formed in equal time.

PENETRABILITY. s. [from penetrable.] Sus-

ceptibility ofimpression from another body.

Cheyne.

PENETRABLE, a. [ penetrable, Fr. penetrabi-

lis, Latin.]

sion.

1. Such as may be pierced ; such as may ad-

mit the entrance of another body. Dryden.

2. Susceptive of moral or intellectual impres-

Shakespeare.

PENETRAIL. s. [ penetralia, Lat.] Interior

parts. Not in use. Harvey.

PowerPENETRANCY. s. [from penetrunt. ]

of entering or piercing.

PENETRANT. a. [ penetrant, Fr. ]

the power to pierce or enter ; sharp ;

Ray.

Having

subtile.

Boyle.

1

Arbuthnot.

To PENETRATE. v. a . [ penetrer, French.]

1. To pierce ; to enter beyond the surface ;

to make way into a body.

2. To affect the mind.

3. To teach the meaning.

To PENETRATE. v. n.

1. To make way.

Ray.

Pope

Locke.

Wotton.

Swift.

2. To make way by the mind.

PENETRATION. s . [ penetration, French . ]

1. The act of entering into anybody. Milton.

2. Mental entrance into any thing abstruse.

3. Acuteness ; sagacity. Watts.

PENETRATIVE. a. [from penetrate.]

1. Piercing ; sharp ; subtile.

2. Acute ; sagacious ; discerning.

3. Having the power to impress the mind. Sh.

PENETRATIVENESS. s. [from penetrative. ]

The quality of being penetrative.

PENGUIN. s. [anser magellanicus, Latin.]

1. A bird, though he be no higher than a

large goose, yet he weighs sometimes sixteen

pounds.

*

Grew.

Miller.

2. A fruit very common in the West Indies,

of a sharp acid flavour.

PENINSULA. s . [ pene insula, Latin.] A piece

ofland almost surrounded by the sea.

PENINSULATED. a. [from peninsula. ] Al-

most surrounded by water.

PENITENCE. s . [ penitence, Fr. pœnitentia, La-

tin. ] Repentance ; sorrow for crimes ; con-

trition for sin, with amendment of life or

change of the affections. Dryden.

PENITENT. a. [ penitent, Fr. penitens, Lat. ]

Repentant ; contrite for sin ; sorrowful for

past transgressions, and resolutely amending

life. Milton.

PENITENT. s.

1. One sorrowful for sin. Rogers.

Stillingfleet.

2. One under censures of the church, but ad-

mitted to penance.

3. One under the direction of a confessor.

PENITENTIAL. a . [from penitence. ] Expres-

sing penitence ; enjoined as penance . Shak.

PENITENTIAL. s. [ penitenciel, Fr. pœnitenti-

ale, low Lat. ] A book directing the degrees

of penance. Ayliffe.

PENITENTIARY. s. [ penitencier, Fr. pœni-

tentiarius, low Latin . ]

1. One who prescribes the rules and mea-

Bacon.sures of penance.

2. A penitent ; one who does penance . Carew.

3. The place where penance is enjoined .

PENITENTLY. ud . [from penitent .] With re-

pentance ; with sorrow for sin ; with contri-

tion.

PE'NKNIFE, s . [ pen and knife.] A knife used

to cut pens.

PE'NMAN. s . [ pen and man.]

Addison.

1. One who professes the art of writing .

2. An author ; a writer.

PE'NNACHED. a . [ pennaché, Fr.] Applied to

flowers when the ground of the natural co-

lour of their leaves is radiated and diversi-

fied neatly without any confusion. Trevoux,

PENNANT. s. [ pennon, French.]

1. A small flag, ensign, or colour.

2. A tackle for hoisting things on board.

PE'NNATED . a . [ pennutus, Lat.]

1. Winged.
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2. Pennated, among botanists, are those leaves

of plants that grow directly one against ano-

ther onthe same rib or stalk ; as those of ash

and walnut-tree. Quincy.

PENNER. s. [from pen.]

1. Writer.

2. pencase. Ainsworth.

PE'NNILESS. a. [from penny.] Moneyless ;

poor ; wanting money.

PE'NNON. s. [pennon, Fr.] A small flag or co-

lour. Shakespeare.

PENNY. s. plural pence. [peniz, Saxon .]

1. A small coin, of which twelve make a shil-

ling ; a penny is the radical denomination

from which English coin is numbered.

2. Proverbially. A small sum.
Shakespeare

.

3. Money in general. Dryden.

PENNYROYAL, or pudding-grass. s. [pule-

gium, Lat.] A plant. Miller.

PENNYWEIGHT. s. [penny and weight. ] A

weight containing twenty-four grains troy

weight. Arbuthnot.

PENNYWISE. a. [penny and wise. ] Saving of

small sums at the hazard of larger ; niggard-

ly on improper occasions.

PENNYWORTH. s. [penny and worth.]

1. As much as is bought for a penny.

2. Any purchase ; any thing bought or sold

for money. South.

Bacon.

3. Something advantageously bought ; a pur-

chase got for less than its worth. Dryden.

4. A small quantity.

PENSILE. a. [pensilis, Lat. ]

1. Hanging ; suspended.

Swift.

Bacon.

Prior.2. Supported above the ground.

PE'NSILENESS. s. [from pensile. ] The state of

hanging.

PE'NSION. s. [pension, Fr.] An allowance

made to any one without an equivalent.

Addison.

To PE'NSION. v. a. [from the noun.] To sup-

port by an arbitrary allowance. Addison.

PENSIONARY. a. [pensionnaire, Fr.] Main-

tained by pensions.

PENSIONER. s. [from pension.]

Donne.

8

1. One who is supported by an allowance paid

at the will of another ; a dependant. Collier.

2. A slave of state hired by a stipend to obey

his master.
Pope.

PE'NSIVE. a. [pensif, Fr. pensivo, Italian.] Sor-

rowfully thoughtful ; sorrowful ; mournfully

serious ; melancholy. Pope.

PENSIVELY. ad. With melancholy ; sorrow-

fully ; with gloomy seriousness. Spenser.

PENSIVENESS. s . [from pensive.] Melan-

choly; sorrowfulness. Hooker.

PENT. part. pass of pen. Shut up. Dryden.

PENTACA'PSULAR. a. [TevTe and capsular.]

Having five cavities.

PENTACHORD. s. [ nevre and xogon .] An in-

strument with five strings .

PENTAE'DROUS. a. [TETE and epa.] Having

five sides. Woodward.

PENTAGON. S. [ TE and yovia .] A figure

with five angles.

PENTAGONAL. a. [ from pentagon. ] Quin-

quangular ; having five angles. Woodward.

PENTAMETER. s. [pentametrum, Latin. ] A
Latin verse of five feet. Addison.

L

Wotton.

Grew.

PENTA'NGULAR. a. [revre and angular.]

Five cornered.

PENTAPETALOUS. a. [TEνTE and terado.]

Having five petals orleaves.

PENTASPAST. s. [πεντε and σπαω .] An engine

with five pullies. Dict.

PENTA'STICK. s. [TEYTE and Fix ] A com-

position consisting of five verses.

PENTASTYLE. s. [#VTE and Tuλ ] In ar-

chitecture, a work in which are five rows or

columns.

PENTATEUCH. s. [TEVTE and TEUX .] The

five books of Moses. Bentley.

PENTECOST. s. [#evтɩ×95n ; pentacoste, Fr ]

1. A feast among the Jews. Calmet

2. Whitsuntide. Shakespeare.

PENTECO'STAL. a. [from pentecost. ] Belong-

ing to Whitsuntide.

PENTHOUSE. s . [pent, from pente, Fr. and

house. ] A shed hanging out aslope from the

main wail.

Sanderson.

Knolles.

PE'NTICE. s . [pendice, Italian. ] A sloping roof.

Wotton.

PE'NTILE. s. [pent and tile. ] A tile formedto

cover the sloping part of the roof. Moron.

PENT up. part. a. [pent, from pen, and up. ] Shut

Shakespeare.

PENULTIMATE. a. [penultimus, Lat.] Last

up.

but one.

PENU'MBRA. s . [pene and umbra, Latin.] An

imperfect shadow; that part of the shadow

which is halflight. Newton.

PENU'RIOUS . a. [from penuria, Lat.]

1. Niggardly ; sparing ; not liberal ; sordidly

mean. Prior.

Addison.

Addison.

2. Scant ; not plentiful.

PENU'RIOUSLY. ad. [from penurious .] Spa-

ringly ; not plentifully.

PENURIOUSNESS. s. (from penurious.]

1. Niggardliness ; parsimony.

2. Scantiness ; not plenty.

PE'NURY. s. [penuria, Lat.] Poverty ; indi-

gence. Hooker.

PEONY. s. [pæonia, Lat.] A flower. Miller.

PEOPLE. s. [peuple, Fr. populus, Latin.]

1. A nation ; those who compose a commu

nity. Shakespeare.

Waller.2. The vulgar.

3. The commonalty ; not the princes or

nobles.

4. Persons ofa particular class.

Addison.

Bacon.

5. Men, or persons in general. Arbuthnot.

To PEOPLE. v. a. [peupler, French.] To stock

with inhabitants. Prior.

PEPAʼSTICKS . s. [ñɛñaww .] Medicines which

are good to help the rawness of the stomach,

and digest crudities .
Dict.

PEPPER. s. [piper, Lat. poivre, Fr.] We have

three kinds ofpepper ; the black, the white,

and the long ; which are three differentfruits

produced by three distinct plants. Hill.

To PEPPER. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To sprinkle with pepper.

2. To beat ; to mangle with shot or blows.",

Shakespeare.

PEPPERBOX. s. [pepper and box. ] A boxfor

holding pepper. Shakespeare.

PEPPERCORN. s. [pepper and corn.] Any

thing ofinconsiderable value. Prior
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PEPPERMINT. s. [pepper and mint.] Mint

eminently hot.

PEPPERWORT. s. [pepper and wort.] A

plant. Miller.

PEPTICK. a. [TETTIXOS. ] What helps diges-

tion . Ainsworth.

PERACUTE. a. [peracutus, Lat.] Very sharp ;

very violent. Harvey.

PERADVENTURE. ad. [par aventure, Fr.]

1. Perhaps ; may be ; by chance.

2. Doubt ; question. Not properly.

To PERA'GRATE. v. a. [ peragro, Lat.] To

wander over ; to ramble through.

PERAGRATION. s . [from peragrate.] The act

ofpassing through any state or space. Hold.

To PERAMBULATE. v. a. [perambulo, Lat.]

1. To walk through.

Digby.

South.

2. To survey, by passing through. Davies.

PERAMBULATION. s. [from perambulate .]

1. The act of passing through or wandering

over. Bacon.

Howel.

Bacon.

2. A travelling survey.

3. A district ; limit ofjurisdiction . Holiday.

PERCA'SE. ad. [par and case. ] Perchance ;

perhaps. Not used.

PERCEANT. a. [perçant, French.] Piercing ;

penetrating . Obsolete. Spenser.

PERCEIVABLE. a. [from perceive.] Percep-

tible ; such as falls under perception. Locke.

PERCEIVABLY. ad. [from perceivable.] In

such a manner as may be observed orknown.

To PERCEIVE. v . a. [ percipio, Lat.]

1. To discover by some sensible effect.

2. To know; to observe.

3. To be affected by.

PERCEPTIBILITY. s. [from perceptible.]

1. The state of being an object ofthe senses

or mind ; the state of being perceptible.

2. Perception ; the power of perceiving . Not

proper. More.

Sh.

Locke.

Bacon.

PERCEPTIBLE. a. [perceptible, Fr. perceptus,

Latin. ] Such as may be known or observed.

Bacon.

PERCEPTIBLY. ad. [from perceptible. ] In

such a manner as may be perceived. Pope.

PERCEPTION. s . [perceptio, Latin.]

1. The power of perceiving ; knowledge ;
consciousness.

Bentley.

2. The act of perceiving ; observation .

3. Notion ; idea. Hale.

4. The state of being affected by something.

Bacon.

PERCEPTIVE. a. [perceptus, Lat. ] Having

the power ofperceiving. Glanville.

PERCEPTIVITY. s. [from perceptive. ] The

power ofperception or thinking. Locke.

PERCH. 8. [perca, Lat. perche, French.]A fish

ofprey ; he has ahooked or hog back, which

is armed with stiff bristles, and all his skin

armed with thick hard scales. Walton.

PERCH. s. [pertica, Lat. perche, Fr.]

1. Ameasure of five yards and a half; a pole.

2. [Perche, Fr.] Something on which birds

roost or sit.
Dryden.

To PERCH. v. n. [percher, Fr. from the noun.]

To sit or roost as a bird.
Spenser.

To PERCH. v. a. To place on a perch. More.

PERCHANCE. ad . [ per and chance. ] Perhaps ;

'peradventure. Wotton.

PERCHERS. s. Paris candles used in England

in ancient times ; also the larger sort ofwax

candles,whichwere usually set upon the altar.

PERCIPIENT. a. [percipiens, Lat.] Perceiv

ing ; having the power of perception.

PERCIPIENT. s. One that has the power of

perceiving. Glanville.

PERCLOSE. s . [per and close.] Conclusion ;

last part. Obsolete. Raleigh.

To PERCOLATE. v. a. [percolo, Latin .] To

strain through. Hale.

PERCOLATION. s. [from percolate.] The act

ofstraining ; purification or separation by

straining.

Bacon.

Newton.

Ray.

To PERCU'SS . v . a . [percussus, Lat. ] To strike.

PERCUSSION. s . [percussio, Lat.]

1. The act of striking ; stroke.

2. Effect of sound in the ear.

PERCUTIENT. s. [percutiens, Lat.] Striking;

having the power to strike.

PERDÌ'TION. s. [perditio, Lat.]

1. Destruction ; ruin ; death.

2. Loss.

Rymer.

Bacon.

Bacon .

Shakespeare

Raleigh

Bramhall.

3 Eternal death.

PERDUE. ad. Closely ; in ambush. Hudibras.

PERDULOUS. a . [from perdo, Latin. ] Lost ;
thrown away.

PE'RDURABLE. a. [perdurable, Fr. ] Lasting;

long continued. Not in use. Shakespeare.

PE'RDURABLY. ad . [from perdurable.] Last-

ingly. Shakespeare.

PERĎURA'TION. s . [perduro, Latin . ] Long

continuance. Ainsworth.

PEREGAL. a. [ Fr.] Equal. Obsolete. Spens.

To PEREGRINATE. v. n. [peregrinus, Lat.]

To travel ; to live in foreign countries.

PEREGRINATION. s. [from peregrinus,

Lat.] Travel ; abode in foreign countries.

Bentley.

PEREGRINE. a. [peregrinus, Lat. ] Foreign ;

not native ; not domestick. Bacon.

To PEREMPT. v. a . [peremptus, Latin.] To

kill ; to crush. A law term . Ayliffe.

PEREMPTION s. [ peremptio, Lat. peremption,

Fr.] Crush ; extinction. A law term .

PEREMPTORILY. ad. [ from peremptory.]

Absolutely ; positively ; so as to cut off all

further debate. Clarendon.

PEREMPTORINESS. s. [from peremptory.]

Positiveness ; absolute decision ; dogmatism .

Gov. ofthe Tongue.

PEREMPTORY. a. [peremptorius, low Lat.]

Dogmatical ; absolute ; such as destroys all

further expostulation .

PERENNIAL. a. [perennis, Latin.]

1. Lasting through the year.

2. Perpetual ; unceasing.

PERENNITY. s. [from perennitas, Latin.]

Equality of lasting through all seasons ; per-

petuity.
Derham.

PERFECT. a. [perfectus, Lat. parfait, Fr.j

1. Complete , consunimate ; finished ; nei-

ther defective nor redundant. Hooler.

South.

Cheyne.

Harvey.

2. Fully informed ; fully skilful. Shakespeare.

3. Pure ; blameless ; clear ; immaculate. Sh.

4. Confident ; certain. Shakespeare.

To PERFECT. v. a. [perfectus, fromperficio,

Latin; parfaire, French.],
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1. To finish ; to complete ; to consummate ; To PERFRICATE. v. n. [perfrico, Latin. ] To

to bring to its due state. Waller.

Shakespeare.

2. To make skilful ; to instruct fully.

PERFECTER. s. [from perfect . ] One that

makes perfect.. Pope.

PERFECTION. s. [ perfectio, Lat. perfection,

French.]

1. The state of being perfect. Milton.

2. Something that concurs to produce su-

preme excellence... Dryden.

3. Attribute of God. Atterbury.

To PERFECTIONATE. v. a. [perfectionner,

French. ] To make perfect ; to advance to

perfection. Not used. Dryden.

PERFECTIVE. a. [from perfect. ] Conducing

to bring to perfection . Ray.

PERFECTIVELY. ad. In such a manner as

brings to perfection.

PERFECTLY. ad. [fromperfect.]

1. In the highest degree of excellence.

2. Totally ; completely.

3. Exactly ; accurately.

PERFECTNESS. s. [from perfect .]

1. Completeness ; perfection.

2. Goodness ; virtue.

3. Skill.

lated faith.

A2

Grew.

Boyle.

Locke.

Colossians.

Shakespeare.

PERFIDIOUS. a. [perfidus, Lat. perfide, Fr.]

1. Treacherous ; false to trust ; guilty of vio-
Widow and Cat.

2. Expressing treachery ; proceeding from

treachery. Milton.

PERFIDIOUSLY. ad. Treacherously ; by

breach of faith. Hudibras.

PERFI'DIOUSNESS. s . [from perfidious. ] The

quality of being perfidious. Tillotson.

PERFIDY. s. [ perfidia, Latin ; perfidie, Fr.]

Treachery ; want of faith ; breach of faith.

PE'RFLABLE. a. [from perflo, Latin. ] Hav-

ing the wind driven through.

To PERFLATE. v. a. [perfo, Latin. ] To

blow through. Arbuthnot .

PERFLATION. s . [from perflate. ] The act of

blowing through. Woodward.

To PERFORATE. v. a. [perforo, Latin. ] To

pierce with a tool ; to bore. Blackmore.

PERFORATION. s. [from perforate.]

·

• Ray.

1. The act of piercing or boring. More.

2. Hole ; place bored.

PERFORATOR. s . [from perforate. ] The

instrument of boring. Sharp.

PERFO'RCE. ad. [per and force. ] By vio-

lence ; violently. Shakespeare.

To PERFO'RM. v. a. [performare, Ital .] To

execute ; to do ; to discharge ; to achieve an

undertaking ; to accomplish. Sidney.

To PERFO'RM. v. n. To succeed in an at-

tempt. Watts.

PERFORMABLE. a. [from perform.] Prac-

ticable ; such as may be done. Brown.

PERFORMANCE. s . [from perform.]

1. Completion of something designed ; exe

cution of something promised. South

2. Composition ; work.

3. Action ; something done.

PERFORMER. s. [from perform .]

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

1. One that performs any thing. Shakespeare.

2. It is generally applied to one that makes

a publick exhibition of his skill.

rub over.

PERFUMATORY. a. [from perfume.] That

which perfumes.

PERFUME. s . [perfume, French . ]

1. Strong odour of sweetness used to give

scent to other things.

2. Sweet odour ; fragrance.

Bacon.

Pope.

To PERFUME. v. a. [ from the noun .] To

scent, to impregnate with sweet scent. Pope.

PERFUMER. s. [from perfume.] One whose

trade is to sell things made to gratifythe scent.

PERFUNCTORILY. ad. [perfunctoriè, Fr.}

Carelessly ; negligently ; in such a manner as

to satisfy external form . Clarendon.

PERFU'NCTORY. a [perfunctoriè, Fr. ] Slight;

careless ; negligent. Woodward.

Harvey.

To PERFUSE. v . a. [perfusus, Latin.] To tinc-

ture ; to overspread.

PERHA'PS . ad. [per and hap. ] Peradventure ;

it maybe. Smith.

PE'RIAPT. s . [wεpla@rw. ] Amulet ; charm

worn as a preservative against diseases or
mischief.

Shakespeare.
PERICA'RDIUM. s. [weg and nagsia ; peri-

carde, Fr.] A thin membrane of a conick

figure that resembles a purse, and contains
the heart in its cavity. Quincy.

PERICA'RPIUM. s. [wegi and xapros ; peri-

carpe, Fr.] A pellicle or thin membrane en-

compassingthe fruit or grain of a plant. Ray.

PERICLITĂ'TION. s. [from periclitor, Lat.]

1. The state of being in danger.

2. Trial ; experiment.

PERICRA'NIUM . s. [ from πẹp and cranium.]

The membrane that covers the skull. Quincy.

PERICULOUS . a. {periculosus, Lat. ] Danger-

ous; jeopardous ; hazardous . Brown.

PERIE'RGY. s. [ wegi and ɛgyov. ] Needless cau-

tion in an operation ; unnecessary diligence.

PERIGE'E . S. [Tεg and yn ; perigée, Fr.]

PERIGEUM. That point in the heavens,

wherein a planet is said to be in its nearest

distance possible from the earth. Harris.

PERIHE'LIUM. s . {wg and hλios ; perihelie,

Fr.] That point of a planet's orbit, wherein

it is nearest the sun. Harris.

PERIL. s. [peril, Fr. perikel, Dutch.]

Daniel.1. Danger ; hazard ; jeopardy.

2. Denunciation ; danger denounced. Shak

PERILOUS. a . [perileux, Fr. from peril .]

1. Dangerous ; hazardous ; full of danger.

2. It is used by way of emphasis, or ladi

crous exaggeration of anything bad. Hudib .

3. Smart; witty ; parlous. Shakespeare.

PERILOUSLY. ad. Dangerously.

PEʼRILOUSNESS. s. Dangerousness.

PERIMETER. s . [ Tɛg and μɛTgE . ] The com

pass or sum ofall the sides which bound any

figure, whether rectilinear or mixed. Newton.

PERIOD. s. [periode, Fr. weglodos. ]

I. A circuit.

2. Time in which any thing is performed, so

as to begin again in the same manner. Watts.

3. A stated number of years ; a round oftime.

at the end ofwhich the things comprised with

in the calculation shall return to the state ip

which they were at the beginning. Hooker

4. The end or conclusion .. Addison
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5 The state at which any thing terminates.

6. Length of duration.

Suckling.

Bacon.

·

7. A complete sentence from one full stop to

another. Ben Jonson.

8. A course of transactions memorably ter-

minated ; as, the periods of an empire.

To PERIOD. v. a. [from the noun.] To put

an end to. A bad word. Shakespeare.

PERIO'DICAL.? a. [periodique, French ;

PERIO'DICK. from perioa . ]

1. Circular ; making a circuit ; making a

revolution . Watts.

rence.

Broome.

2. Happening by revolution at some stated

time.
Bentley.

3. Regular ; performing some action at stated

times. Addison.

4. Relating to periods or revolutions. Brown.

PERIODICALLY. ad. [from periodical. ] At

stated periods.

PERIO'STEUM. s . [wegs and oɛov. ] All the

bones are covered with a very sensible mem-

brane, called the periosteum. Cheyne.

PERIPHERY. s . [wegs and pig . ] Circumfe-

Harvey.

TO PERIPHRASE. v. a . [periphraser, Fr.] To

express one word by many ; to express by

circumlocution .

PERI'PHRASIS. s . [πpipgaσis ; periphrase, Fr.]

Circumlocution ; use of many words to ex-

press the sense of one. Watts.

PERIPHRA'STICAL. , a. [ from periphrasis. ]

Circumlocutory ; expressing the sense of one
word in many.

PERIPNEU'MONY. S. [TEP and EUμv.]

PERIPNEUMO'NIA. } An inflammation of

the lungs. Arbuthnot.

To PE'RISH. v. n. [perir, Fr. pereo, Latin.]

1. To die ; to be destroyed ; to be lost ; to

come to nothing. Locke.

2. To be in a perpetual state ofdecay. Locke.

3. To be lost eternally. Moreton.

To PE'RISH. v. a. To destroy ; to decay.

Not in use. Collier.

PE'RISHABLE. a. [from perish. ] Liable to

perish ; subject to decay ; of short duration.

PERISHABLENESS . s. Liableness to be de-

stroyed ; liableness to decay.
Locke.

PERISTALTICK . a. [περιςέλλω .] Peri-

staltick motion is that vermicular motion of

the guts, which is made by the contraction

of the spiral fibres, whereby the excrements

are pressed downward and voided. Quincy

PERISTE RION. s. The herb vervain . Dict.

PERISTY'LE . s . [peristile, Fr.] A circular

range of pillars.
Arbuthnot.

PERISYSTOLE. s. [περι and συςολη .] The

pause or interval between the two motions

of the heart or pulse.

PERITONE'UM. s . [ Egitovalov.] This lies

immediately under the muscles of the lower

belly, and is a thin and soft membrane, which

Shakespeare.

PE'RJURE. s. [perjurus, Lat. ] A perjured or

forsworn person . Not in use. Shakespeare

To PERJURE. v. a. [perjuro, Latin] To for-

swear , to taint with perjury. Shakespeare.

PERJURER. s. [fromperjure.] One that swears

falsely.

encloses all the bowels.

Dict.

Spenser.

PERJURY. s . [ perjurium, Latin.] False oath.

Shakespeare.

PE'RIWIG. s . [peruque,French .] Adscititious

hair ; hair not natural, worn by way of or-

nament or concealment of baldness. Swift.

To PE'RIWIG. v. a. [from the noun.] To

dress in false hair. Swift.

PERIWINKLE. s.

1. A small shellfish ; a kind of fish snail

2. A plant. Bacon.

To PERK. v. n. [ from perch. Skinner. ] To hold

up the head with an affected briskness.

To PERK. v. a. To dress ; to prank. Shak.

PERK. a . Pert ; brisk ; airy. Spenser.

PERLOUS. a. [from perilous.] Dangerous ;
full of hazard.

PE'RMAGY. s. A little Turkish boat.

PERMANENCE.

PE'RMANENCY.}

Spenser.

s. [from permanent.]

Hale.

Bentley.

1. Duration ; consistency ; continuance in the

same state ; lastingness.

2. Continuance in rest.

PERMANENT. a. [permanens, Lat.]

1. Durable ; not decaying ; unchanged. Hook.

2. Of long continuance. Kettlewell.

PERMANENTLY. ad. [from permanent. ]

Durably ; lastingly. Boyle.

PERMA'NSION. s. [from permaneo, Lat.] Con-

tinuance. Brown.

PE'RMEABLE. a. [from permeo, Latin.] Such

as may be passed through. Boyle.

PE'RMEANT. a . [permeans, Latin.] Passing

through. Brown.

To PERMEATE. v. a . [ permeo, Lat.] To pass

through . Woodward.

PERMÉATION. s. [ from permeate . ] The act

of passing through.

PERMI'SCIBLE. a. [from permisceo, Latin.]

Such as may be mingled.

PERMI'SSIBLE. a. [ permissus, Latin. ] What

may be permitted.

PERMI'SSION. s. [ permission, Fr. permissus,

Lat. ] Allowance ; grant of liberty. Milton.

PERMI'SSIVE. a . [from permitto, Lat.]

1. Granting liberty, not favour ; not hinder-

ing, though not approving.
Milton.

2. Granted ; suffered without hinderance ;

not authorized or favoured. Milton.

PERMI'SSIVELY. ud. By bare allowance ;

without hinderance. Bacon.

PERMI'STION. s. [permistus, Lat.] The act

of mixing.

Hooker.

To PERMIT. v. a . [ permitto, Lat.]

1. To allow without command.

2.To suffer without authorizing or approving

To allow ; to suffer.3. Locke.

Dryden.4. To give up ; to resign .

PERMIT. s. A written permission from an of-

ficer for transporting of goods from place to

place, showing the duty on them to have

been paid.

PERMITTANCE. s. [ from permit.] Allow-

ance ; permission. A bad word. Derham.

PERMIXTION. s . [from permistus, Lat. ] The

act of mingling ; the state of being mingled.

Brerewood.

PERMUTATION. s. [ permutation, Fr. permu-

tatio, Latin.] Exchange ofone foranother.

Ray.
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ToPERMUTE. v. a. [permuto , Lat. permuter,

Fr.] To exchange.

PERMU'TER. s . [ permutant, Fr.] An exchan-

ger; he who permutes.

PERNICIOUS. a. [ perniciosus, Lat.]

1. Mischievous in the highest degree ; de-

structive. Shakespeare.

Milton.2. [Pernix, Lat.] Quick. Not used.

PERNICIOUSLY. ad. Destructively ; mis-

chievously; ruinously. Shakespeare.

PERNICIOUSNESS. s. [ from pernicious. ] The

quality of being pernicious.

PERNICITY. s. [from pernix. ] Swiftness ; ce-

lerity. Ray.

PERORATION. s. [ peroratio, Lat.] The con-

clusion of an oration. Smart.

To PERPEND. v. a. [perpendo, Lat.]To weigh

in the mind ; to consider attentively. Shak.

PERPENDER.. s. [ perpigne, Fr.] A coping

stone.

PERPENDICLE. s . [ perpendicule, Fr. perpen-

diculum, Lat.] Any thing hanging down by

a straight line.

PERPENDICULAR. a. [perpendiculaire, Fr.

perpendicularis, Lat.]

1. Crossing any other line at right angles.

Newton.

2. Cutting the horizon at right angles. Brown.

PERPENDICULAR. s . A line crossing the

horizon at right angles. Woodward.

PERPENDI'ČULARLY. ad.

1. In such a manner as to cut another line at

right angles.

2. In the direction of a straight line up and

down. More.

PERPENDICULA'RITY. s. [from perpendi-

cular.] The state of being perpendicular.

Watts.

PERPE'NSION. s. [ from perpend. ] Considera-
tion. Not in use. Brown.

Tu PERPETRATE. v. a. [ perpetro, Lat.] To

commit; to act. Always in an ill sense.

PERPETRA'TION. s. [from perpetrate. ]

1. The act of committing a crime. Wotton.

2. A bad action. King Charles.

PERPETUAL. a. [ perpetuel, Fr. perpetuus,

Latin.]

1. Never ceasing ; eternal with respecttofu-

turity. Dryden.

2. Continual ; uninterrupted ; perennial. Ar.

3. Perpetual screw ; a screw which acts

against the teeth of a wheel, and continues

its action without end. Wilkins.

PERPETUALLY. ad. [from perpetual .] Con-

stantly ; continually ; incessantly. Newton.

To PERPETUATE. v. a. [ perpetuo, Lat.]

1. To make perpetual ; to preserve from ex-

tinction; to eternize.

tangle ; to make anxious ; to tease with sus

pense or ambiguity ; to distract. Dryden.

2. To make intricate ; to involve ; to com

plicate.
Addison.

3 To plague ; to vex. Not used. Glanville.

PERPLE'X. a. [ perplex, Fr. perplexus, Latin.]

Intricate ; 'difficult. Perplexed is the word in

Glanville.use .

PERPLEXEDLY. ad. [from perplexed.] In-

tricately ; with involution.

PERPLEXEDNESS. s. [from perplexed ]

1. Embarrassment ; anxiety.

2. Intricacy ; involution ; difficulty.

PERPLEXITY. s . [perplexité, Fr.]

Locke.

1. Anxiety ; distraction ofmind. Spenser.

2. Entanglement ; intricacy. Stillingfleet.

PERPOTATION. s. [per and poto, Lat.] The

act of drinking largely.

Addison.

PERQUISITE. 3. [perquisitus, Latin.] Some

thing gained by a place or office over and

above the settled wages.

PERQUISITED. a. [from perquisite .] Sup-

plied with perquisites. Savage.

PËRQUISITION. s. [perquisitus, Latin. ] An

accurate inquiry ; a thorough search. Ains.

PERRY. s. [poirè, Fr. from poire ] Cidermade

of pears. Mortimer.

To PE'RSECUTE. v. a. [ persecuter, French;

persecutus, Latin . ]

1. To harass with penalties ; to pursue with

malignity. Acts.

2. To pursue with repeated acts ofvengeance

or'enmity. Dryden.

3. To importune much.

PERSECUTION. s. [persecution, French;

persecutio, Latin.]

1. The act or practice of persecuting. Add.

2. The state ofbeing persecuted. Sprat.

PERSECUTOR. s. [persecuteur, French; from

persecute.] One who harasses others with

continued malignity. Milton.

PERSEVERANCE. s. [perseverance, Fr. per-

severantia, Lat.]

1. Persistance in any design or attempt ; stea-

diness in pursuits ; constancy in progress.K.C.

2. Continuance in a state of grace. Hamm.

PERSEVERANT. a. [perseverant, French ;

perseverans, Lat. ] Persisting ; constant.

To PERSEVE'RE. v . n. [persevero, Lat. perse-

verer, Fr ] To persist in an attempt ; not to

give over; not to quit the design.

PERSEVERINGLY. ad. [from persevere.]

With perseverance.

Wake.

To PERSI'ST. v. n. [persisto,Lat. persister, Fr.]

To persevere ; to continue firm ; not to give

South.over.

from ex- PERSISTENCE. } seems mostproper.

s. [from persist.] Persistence

2. To continue without cessation or inter-

mission. Hammond.

PERPETUATION. s. [from perpetuate ] The

act of making perpetual ; incessant continu-

Brown.ance.

PERPETUITY. s. [ perpetuitas, Lat.]

1. Duration to all futurity. Hooker.

2. Exemption from intermission or cessation.

Holder.

To PERPLEX . v. a. [ perplexus, Lat.]

1. To disturb with doubtful notions ; to en-

570

1. The state of persisting ; steadiness ; con

stancy ;perseverance in good or bad. G. ofT.

2. Obstinacy ; obduracy ; coutumacy. Shak

PERSI'STIVE. a . [from persist. ] Steady ; not

receding from a purpose ; persevering, Sh.

PERSON. s . [personne, Fr. persona, Lat.]

1. Individual or particular man or woman.

2. Man or woman considered as opposed to

things, or distinct from them.

3. Individual ; man or woman.

4. Human being, considered with respect to

mere corporal existence. Dryden

Sprat.

Pearson
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Clarissa.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

9. Man or woman represented in a fictitious

dialogue.

5. Man or woman considered as present, act-

ing or suffering. Shakespeare.

6. A genera oose term for a human being ;

one; a man.

7. One's self; no representative.

8. Exteriour appearance.

in picture, according to their appearance in

their real situation.

3. View; visto.

Addison.

Bacon

Brown.

Dryden.

PERSPECTIVE. a. Relating to the science

ofvision ; optick ; optical.

PERSPICA'CIOUS. a. [perspicaux, Latin.j
Quicksighted ; sharp of sight.

PERSPICA'CIOUSNESS . s. [from perspica

cious. Quickness of sight. Brown.

PERSPICACITY. s. [perspicacité, French,

Quickness of sight.

10. Character.

11. Character of office.

Baker.

Hayward.

South.

12. [In grammar.] The quality of the noun
that modifies the verb. South.

PERSONABLE. a. [from person. ]

ance.

1. Handsome ; graceful ; of good appear-

Raleigh.

2. [In law ] One that may maintain any plea

in a judicial court. Ainsworth.

PERSONAGE. s . [personage, Fr.]

1. A considerable person ; a man or woman

of eminence. Sidney.

2. Exteriour appearance ; air ; stature . Hay.

3. Character assumed. Addison.

4. Character represented. Broome.

PERSONAL. a. [personel, Fr. personalis, Lat. ]

1. Belongingto men or women, not to things;

Hooker.not real.

2. Affecting individuals or particular people ;

peculiar ; proper to him or her ; relating to

one's private actions or character. Rogers.

3. Present ; not acting by representative. Sh.

4. Exteriour ; corporal. Addison.

5. [In law.] Something moveable ; something

appendant to the person, as money ; not

real, ás land. Davies.

6. [In grammar.] A personal verb is that

which has all the regular modifications of

the three persons ; opposed to the impersonal,

that has only the third.

PERSONALITY. s . [from personal ] The ex-

istence or individuality of any one. Locke.

PERSONALLY. [ad. from personal. ]

1. In person ; in presence ; not by represen-

tative. Hooker.

2. With respect to an individual ; particu-

larly. Bacon.

3. With respect to numerical existence. Rog.

To PERSONATE. . a. [from persona, Latin.]

1. To represent by a fictitious or assumed

character, so as to pass for the person repre-

sented.

act.

Bacon.

2. To represent by action or appearance; to

Crashaw.

Swift.

Hammond.

Shakespeare.

3. To pretend hypocritically.

4. To counterfeit ; to feign.

5. To resemble.

6. To make a representative of, as in pic-

ture. Out of use. Shakespeare.

7. To describe. Out of use. Shakespeare.

PERSONATION. s. [ from personate .] Coun-

terfeiting of another person. Bacon.

PERSONIFICATIOŃ. s . [from personify. ]

Prosopopia ; the change of things to per-

sons ; as, Confusion heard his voice.

To PERSONIFY. v. a. [ from person. ] To

change from a thing to a person.

PERSPECTIVE. s. [perspectif, Fr. perspicio,

Latin.]

1. A glass through which things are viewed.

2 The science by which things are ranged

Brown.

PERSPICIENCE. s . [perspiciens, Latin. ] The

act of looking sharply.

PERSPICIL. s . [perspicillum, Latin.] A glass

through which things are viewed ; an optick

glass . Crashaw.

PERSPICU'ITY. s. [perspicuité, French.]

1. Transparency ; translucency; diaphaneity,

2. Clearness to the mind ; easiness to be un-

derstood ; freedom from obscurity or ambi-

guity.
Locke.

PERSPICUOUS. a. [perspicuus, Latin.]

Bacon.

1. Transparent ; clear ; such as may be seen

through ; diaphanous ; translucent. Peacham.

2. Clear to the understanding ; not obscure ;

not ambiguous . Sprat.

PERSPICUOUSLY. ad. [ from perspicuous. ]

Clearly ; not obscurely.

PERSPICUOUSNESS. s . [from perspicuous. ]

Clearness ; freedom from obscurity .

PERSPIRABLE. a. [from perspire.]

1. Such as may be emitted by the cuticular

pores. Arbuthnot.

Bacon.2. Perspiring. Not proper.

PERSPIRATION. s. [ from perspire.] Excre-

tion by the cuticular pores. Arbuthnot.

PERSPIʼRATIVE. u . [from perspire.] Perfor-

ming the act of perspiration.

To PERSPIRE. v. n. [perspiro, Latin.]

1.To perform excretion bythe cuticular pores

2. To be excreted by the skin. Arbuthnot

To PERSTRINGE. v. a. [perstringo, Latin .

Togaze upon ; to glance upon.

PERSUA'DABLE. a. [ from persuade.] Such

as may be persuaded.

To PERSUA'DE. v. a. [persuadeo, Latin.]

1. Tobring to any particular opinion . Wake.

2.To influence by argument or expostulation.

Persuasion seems rather applicable to the

passions, and argument to the reason ; bu

this is not always observed. Sidney.

3.To inculcate by argument or expostulation.

4. To treat by persuasion. Not inuse. Shak.

PERSUA'DER. s. [from persuade. ] One who

influences by persuasion ; an importunate

adviser. Bacon.

PERSUA'SIBLE. a . [persuasibilis, Lat.] To be

influenced by persuasion. Gov. of Tongue.

PERSUA'SIBLENESS. s . [ from persuasible.]

The quality of being flexible by persuasion.

PERSUA'SION. s. [ persuasion, French ; from

persuasus, Lat.]

1. The act of persuading ; the act of influ

encing by expostulation ; the act of gaining

or attempting the passions. Otway.

2. The state of being persuaded ; opinion.

PERSUASIVE. a. [ persuasif, Fr. from per-

suade.] Having the power of persuading ;

having influence on the passions. Hooker.
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Milton.

PERSUAʼSIVELY. ad. [from persuasive.] ´ In

such a manner as to persuade.

PERSUA'SIVENESS. s. [from persuasive.] In-

fluence on the passions. Hammond.

PERSUA'SORY. a. [persuasorius, Latin.]

Having the power to persuade.
Brown.

PERT. a. [pert, Welsh.]

1. Lively ; brisk ; smart. Milton.

Collier.

2. Saucy; petulant ; with bold and garru-

lous loquacity..

To PERTA'IN. v . n . [pertineo, Latin.] To be-

long; to relate. Peacham.

PERTEREBRA'TION. s . [per and terebratio,

Lat. ] The act ofboring through . Ainsworth.

PERTINA'CIOUS. a. [ from pertinax, Latin. ]

1. Obstinate ; stubborn ; perversely resolute.

Wotton.

South.

K. Charles.

2. Resolute ; constant ; steady.

PERTINA'CIOUSLY. ad. Obstinately ; stub-

bornly.

PERTINA'CITY. s. [pertinacia, Lat.

PERTINA'CIOUSNESS. from pertinacious. }

1. Obstinacy ; stubbornness. Brown.

2. Resolution ; constancy .

PERTINACY. s. ( from pertinax, Latin.]

1. Obstinacy ; stubbornness ; persistency.

2. Resolution ; steadiness ; constancy. Tay.

PERTINENCE. 7 s. [from pertineo, Latin.]

PERTINENCY. Justness of relation to the

matter in hand ; propriety to the purpose ;

appositeness. Bentley.

PERTINENT. a. [pertinens, Lat. pertinent,

French.]

1. Related to the matter in hand ; just to the

purpose ; not useless to the end proposed ;

apposite. Bacon.

2. Relating ; regarding ; concerning. Hooker.

PERTINENTLY. ad. [ frompertinent . ] Appo-

sitely ; to the purpose. Taylor.

PERTINENTNESS. s. Appositeness. Dict.

PERTINGENT. a. [pertingens, Lat.] Reach-

ing to ; touching.

PERTLY. ad. [from pert.]

1. Briskly ; smartly.

2. Saucily ; petulantly.

PERTNESS . s. [from pert.]

Pope.

Swift.

1. Brisk folly ; sauciness ; petulance. Pope.

2. Petty liveliness ; spritelincss without force,

dignity, or solidity.
Watts.

PERTRANSIENT. a. [ pertransiens, Latin.]

Passing over.

To PERTU'RB.

To PERTURBATE. Š}

Dict.

v. a. [perturbo, Latin.]

1. To disquiet ; to disturb ; to deprive of

tranquillity. Sandys

2. To disorder ; to confuse ; to put out of

regularity. Brown.

PERTURBATION. s . [ perturbatio, Latin . ]

1. Disquiet ofmind ; deprivation oftranquil-

lity.

2. Restlessness of passions.

Kay.

Bacon.

3. Disturbance ; disorder ; confusion ; com-

motion..

4. Cause ofdisquiet.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

5. Commotion of passions. Ben Jonson.

PERTURBATOUR. s. [ perturbator, Latin.]

Raiser of commotions.

PERTUSED . a. [ pertusus, Latin.] Bored;

punched ; pierced with holes.

PERTU'SION. s. [ from pertusus, Latin.}`

1. The act of piercing or punching. Arouth,

2. Hole made by punching or piercing. Bac.

To PERVA'DE. v. a. [pervado, Latin.]

1. To pass through an aperture ; to permeat.

Blackmore.

2. To pass through the whole extension. Bent.

PERVA'SION. s. [from pervade.] The act of

pervading or passing through . Boyle.

PERVERSE. a. [pervers, Fr. perversus, Latin.]

1. Distorted from the right. Milton.

2. Obstinate in the wrong ; stubborn ; un-

tractable. Dryden.

3. Petulant ; vexatious ; peevish ; desirous

to cross and vex ; cross. Shakespeare.

PERVERSELY. ad. With intent to vex ;

peevishly ; vexatiously ; spitefully ; crossly ;

with petty malignity. Decay of Piety.

PERVE'RŠENESS . s. [from perverse.]

1. Petulance ; peevishness ; spiteful cross-

Donne.

2. Perversion ; corruption . Notin use. Bacon.

PERVERSION. s. [perversion, Fr.] The act

of perverting ; change to worse. Swift.

PERVERSITY. s . [perversité, French. ] Per-

Norris.

To PERVERT. v. a . [ from perverto, Latin ]

1. To distort from the true end or purpose.

Milton.

ness.

verseness ; crossness.

2. To corrupt ; to turn from the right. Milt.

PERVERTER. s. [ from pervert.]

1. One that changes any thing from good to

bad ; a corrupter. South.

2. One who distorts any thing from the right

purpose. Stillingfleet.

PERVERTIBLE. a. [from pervert.] That

may be easily perverted. Ainsworth.

PERVICA'CIOUS . a. [pervicax, Lat.] Spite-

fally obstinate ; peevishly contumacious Cla.

PERVICA'CIOUSLY. ad . [from pervicacious.]

With spiteful obstinacy.

PERVICA'CIOUSNESS. ) s. [pervicacia, Lat.

PERVICA CITY. from pervicacious.]

PE'RVICACY. Spiteful obstinacy.

PERVIOUS. a. [ pervius, Latin. ]

1. Admitting passage ; capable of being per-

meated. Taylor.

Prior.

2. Pervading ; permeating. Not proper.

PERVIOUSNESS. s . [from pervious ] Quality

of admitting a passage. Boyle

PE'RUKE. s. [ peruque, French.] A cap of false

hair ; a periwig. Wiseman.

To PERUKE. v. a. [from the noun.] To dress

in adscititious hair.

PE'RUKEMAKER. s . [peruke and maker. A

maker ofperukes ; a wig-maker.

PERU'SAL. s . [ from peruse.] The act ofread-

ing.

To PERU'SE. v. a. [per and use.]
1. To read.

Atterbury

Bacon,

Shakespeare.2. To observe ; to examine.

PERU'SER. s . [ from peruse. ] A reader ; exa-

miner. Woodward.

PESA'DE. s. A motion a horse makes in rear-

ing. Farrier's Dict.

PE'SSARY. s. [pessaire, French.} An oblong

form of medicine, made to thrustup into the

uterus. Arbuthnot.
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PEST. s. [peste, Fr. pestis, Latin.]

1. Plague ; pestilence. Pope.

2. Any thingmischievous or destructive . Mil.

To PE'STER. v. a. [pester, French.]

1. To disturb ; to perplex ; to harass ; to

turmoil. Swift.

2. To encumber.
Milton.

PE'STERER. s . [from pester.] One that pes-

ters or disturbs.

PE'STEROUS. a. [ from pester. ] Encumbering ;

cumbersome. Bacon.

PE'STHOUSE. s . [from pest and house. ] A hos-

pital for persons infected with the plague.

PESTIFEROUS . a. [from pestifer, Latin.]

1. Destructive ; mischievous. Shakespeare.

2. Pestilential ; malignant ; infections . Arb.

PE'STILENCE. s. [ pestilence, Fr. pestilentia,

Latin. ] Plague ; pest ; contagious distemper.

Shakespeare.

PESTILENT. a . [pestilent, Fr. pestilens, Lat. ]

1. Producing plagues ; malignant. Bentley.

2. Mischievous ; destructive. Knolles.

PESTILEʼNTIAL. a . [pestilentiel, French .]

1. Partaking of the nature of pestilence ;

producing pestilence ; infectious ; conta-

gious. Woodward.

2. Mischievous ; destructive ; pernicious.

South.

PE'STILENTLY. ad. [from pestilent.] Mis-

chievously ; destructively.

PESTILLATION. s . [pistillum, Latin. ] The

act of breaking in a mortar. Brown.

PE'STLE. s . [ pistillum, Latin. ] An instrument

with which any thing is broken in a mortar.

ness.

Locke.

PESTLE ofpork. s. A gammon ofbacon.

PET. s . [ perhaps from petit, little. ]

1. A slight passion ; a slight fit of peevish-

L'Estrange.

2. A lamb taken into the house and brought

up by hand. See PEAT. Hanmer.

PETAL. S. [WETaλov.] Petal is a term in bo-

tany, signifying those fine coloured leaves

that compose the flowers of all plants. Quin.

PETALOUS. a. [ from petal. ] Having petals.

PETAR. s. [petard, Fr. petardo, Italian . ]

PETARD. An engine ofmetal, almost in the

shape of a hat, about seven inches deep, and

about five inches over at the mouth ; when

charged, it is applied to gates or barriers of

places, to blow them up. Shak. Hudibras.

PETECHIAL. a. [from petechia, Latin. ] Pes-

tilentially spotted. Arbuthnot.

PETERWORT. s. [ascyren.] A plant.

PETIT. a. [French.] Small ; little ; inconsi-

derable.

PETITION. s . [ petitio, Latin.]

South.

1. Request ; intreaty ; supplication. Shakes.

2. Single branch or article of a prayer. Dry.

To PETITION. v. a. [ from the noun .] To

solicit ; to supplicate. Addison.

PETITIONARILY. ad. [from petitionary.]

By way of begging the question. Brown.

PETITIONARY. a. [ from petition .]

1. Supplicatory ; coming with petitions. Sh.

2. Containing petitions or requests . Hooker.

PETITIONER. s. [from petition . ] One who

offers a petition. South.

PETITORY. a. [petitorius, Lat. petitoire, Fr.]

Petitioning ; claiming the property of any

thing. Ainsworth.

PETRE- s. [from petra, a stone ] Nitre ; salt-

&

Boyle.petre . See NITRE.

PETRE'SCENT. a. [petrescens, Lat.] Growing

stone; becoming stone. Boyle.

PETRIFACTION. s . [from petrifi , Lat.]

1. The act of turning to stone ; the state of

being turned to stone. Brown.

Cheyne.2. That which is made stone.

PETRIFA'CTIVE. a. [from petrifacio, Lat . ]

Havingthe power to form stone. Brown.

PETRIFICATION. s . [petrification, Fr. trom

petrify.] A body formed by changing other

matter into stone. Boyle.

PETRIFICK. a. [ petrificus, Lat.] Having the

power to change to stone. Milton.

To PETRIFY. v. a. [petrifier, Fr. petra andfio,

Latin.]

1. To change to stone.

A pistol ; a

Hudibras.

Woodward.

2. To make callous, or obdurate. Young.

To PETRIFY. v. n. To become stone . Dryd.

PETRO'L. s. [petrole, Fr. ] A liquid

PETROLEUM. bitumen, black, floating on

the water of springs. Woodward

PETRONEL. s. [ petrinal, Fr.]

small gun used by a horseman.

PETTICOAT. s. [petit and coat.] The lower

part of a woman's dress . Suckling.

PETTIFO'GGER. s. [ corrupted from pettive-

guer; petit and voguer, Fr.] A petty small-

rate lawyer. Swift.

PETTINĖSS. s. [from petty. ] Smallness ; in-

considerableness ; unimportance . Shakespeare.

PETTISH. a . [from pet .] Fretful ; peevish.

PETTISHNESS. s . [ from pettish ] Fretful-

ness ; peevishness .

PETTITOES. s. [petty and toe.]

1. The feet of a sucking pig.

2. Feet in contempt. Shakespeare.

PETTO. s. [ Italian ] Thebreast ; figuratively,

privacy.

Collier.

PETTY. a . [petit, Fr.] Small ; inconsiderable;

inferiour ; little. Stillingfleet.

PETULANCE. s . [ petulance, Fr. petulancia,

PETULANCY. Lat .] Sauciness ; peevish-

ness ; wantonness.

Waits.

Clarendon.

PE'TULANT. a. [petulans, Lat. petulant, Fr.]

1. Saucy ; perverse.

2. Wanton. Spectator.

PETULANTLY. ad. [from petulant.] With

petulance ; with saucy pertness .

PEW. s . [puye, Dutch. ] A seat enclosed in a

church.

PE'WET. s. [piewit, Dutch.]

Addison.

Carew.

Ainsworth.

1. A waterfowl.

2. The lapwing.

PE'WTER. s . [peauter, Dutch.]

1. A compound ofmetals ; an artificial metal.

2. The plates and dishes in a house. Addison.

PE'WTERER. s. [from pewter. ] A smith who

works in pewter. Boyle.

PHÆNOMENON. s. See PHENOMENON.

This has sometimes phenomena in the plurai.

[pavoμevov.] An appearance in the works of

Newton.nature.

PHAGEDE'NA. s. [payedawa, from payw, to

eat. ] An ulcer, where the sharpness of the

humours eats awaythe flesh
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PHAGEDENICK. a. [phagedenique, Fr.]

PHAGEDENOUS. Eating ; corroding. Wis.

PHA'LANX. s. [phalanx, Lat.] A troop of

men closely embodied. Pope.

PHANTASM . [ 5. [ φαντασμα , φαντασια , phan-

PHANTA'SMA. S tasme, phantasie; French.]

Vain and airy appearance ; something ap-

'pearing only to imagination.

PHANTASTICAL.

PHANTA'STICK .

PHANTOM. s. [phantome, Fr.]

1. A spectre ; an apparition.

2.A fancied vision .

PHARISA'ICAL. a. [from pharisee. ] Ritual ;

externally religious ; from the sect of the

Pharisees, whose religion consisted almost

wholly in ceremonies. Bacon.

See FANTASTICAL .

Atterbury.

PHARMACEUTICAL. } α. [φαρμακευτικός,

PHARMACEUTICK. from φαρμακεύω.]

Relating to the knowledge or art of phar-

macy, and preparation of medicines.

PHARMACOLOGIST. S. [φαρμακον and

Aɛyw.] One who writes upon drugs. Woodw.

PHARMACOLOGY. s. [paguanov and λyw.]

The knowledge of drugs and medicines.

PHARMACOPΟΕΊΑ . s . [φαρμακον and ποιεω .]

A dispensatory ; a book containing rules for

the composition of medicines.

PHARMACO'POLIST. S. [pagμano and

Toke .] An apothecary ; one who sells medi-

cines.

PHARMACY. s. [from paguan . ] The art or

practice of preparing medicines ; the trade

of an apothecary. Garth.

PHAROS. 2 s. [ from Pharos, in Egypt.] A

PHARE. lighthouse ; a lantern from the

shore to direct sailors . Arbuthnot.

PHARYNGO'TOMY. s. [ pяşuyę and teµvw.]

The act of making an incision into the wind-

pipe, used when some tumour in the throat

hinders respiration .

PHA'SELS. s. [phaseoli. ] French beans, Ains.

PHA'SIS. s . In the plural phases. [ ao ; phase,

Fr.] Appearance exhibited by any body ; as

the changes ofthe moon. Creech.

PHASM. s. [parua. ] Appearance ; phantom ;

fancied apparition. Hammond.
PHEASANT. s. [phasianus, Lat.] A kind of

wild cock. Pope.

PHEER. s. A companion . See FEER. Spenser.

To PHEESE. v. a. [perhaps to feaze.] To

comb; to fleece ; to curry. Shakespeare.

PHENICOPTER. s . [povinoπTE ] Akind of

bird. Hakewill.

PHENIX. s. [ponę ; phœnix, Latin. ] The bird

which is supposed to exist single, and to rise

again from its own ashes. Milton.

ΡΗΕΝΟΜΕΝΟΝ. s. [φαινομενον ; phenomene,

Fr. It is often written phænomenon.]

1. Appearance ; visible quality.

2. Any thing that strikes by any

+

pearance.

PHI'AL. s. [ phiala, Lat. phiôle, Fr.]

bottle.

Burnet.

new ap-

A small

Newton.

PHILANTHROPY. 8. [ 1λew and av&gws.]

Love of mankind ; good-nature. Addison.

PHILIPPICK. s. [ from the invectives of De-

mosthenes against Philip ofMacedon . ] Any

invective declamation.
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Watts

PHILOLOGER. s. [piλohoyos.] One whose

chief study is language ; a grammarian ; a

critick.
Sprat.

PHILOLO'GICAL. a . [from philology. ] Criti

cal; grammatical.

PHILO'LOGIST. s. [See PHILOLOGER. ] A

critick ; a grammarian.

PHILO'LOGY. s. [pıλoλoya .] Criticism ; grame

matical learning. Wailer.

PHILOMEL. s. [from Philomela, changed

PHILOME'LA. into a bird.] The nightin-

gale. Shakespeare. Pope.

PHILOMOT. a. [corrupted fromfeuille morte,

a dead leaf. ] Coloured like a dead leaf. Ad.

PHILO'SOPHEME. s . [piñozopnµa.] Principle

of reasoning ; theorem.

PHILO'SOPHER. s . [philosophus, Lat. philo

sophe, Fr.] A man deep in knowledge either

moral or natural.

Watts.

Hooker.

PHILOSOPHERS stone. s. A stone dreamed

ofby alchymists ; which, by its touch, con-

verts base metals into gold.

PHILOSO'PHICK. a. [philosophique, Fr.

PHILOSOPHICAL. from philosophy 1.

1. Belonging to philosophy ; suitable to a

philosopher ; formed by philosophy. Milton.

2. Skilled in philosophy.. Shakespeare.

3. Frugal ; abstemious. Dryden.

PHILOSOPHICALLY. ad. In a philosophi

cal manner ; rationally ; wisely. Bentley.

To PHILO'SOPHIZE. v. a. [from philosophy.]

To play the philosopher ; to reason like a

philosopher ; to moralize ; to search into na-

ture ; to inquire into the causes of effects.

L'Estrange.

PHILO'SOPHY. s. [philosophie, Fr. philosophia,

Latin.]

1. Knowledge natural or moral . Shakespeare.

2. Hypothesis or system upon which natural

effects are explained .

charm to love.

Locke.

Rogers3. Reasoning ; argumentation.

4. The course of sciences read inthe schools.

PHILTER. s. [pıλrgov ; philtre, French.] Some-

thing to cause love. Dryden.

To PHILTER. v. a. [from the noun ] To

Gov. ofthe Tongue,

PHIZ. s . [ A ridiculous contraction from phy

siognomy. ] The face.. Stepney

PHLEBOTOMIST. s . [from pλ and TEμ ]

One that opens a vein ; a blood-letter.

To PHLEBOTOMIZE. v. a. [phlebotomiser,

Fr.] To let blood. Howel.

PHLEBOTOMY. s. [peтousa .] Blood- let-

ting ; the act or practice of opening a vein

for medical intentions. Brown,

PHLEGM. s . [prɛyµæ.]

Boyle.

1. The watery humour of the body, which,

when it predominates, is supposed to pro-

Roscommon.
duce sluggishness or dulness .

3. Water, among chymists.

PHLEGMAGOGUE. s. [pλɛyµa and ayw.] A

purge ofthe milder sort, supposed to eva

cuate phlegm, and leave the other humours.

PHLEGMATICK. a. [preyμatinos .]

-

2. Generating phlegni.

1. Abounding in phlegm.

4. Duli ; cold ; frigid.

3. Watery.

Arbuthnot.

Brown.

Newton.

Southern

Wise.Ran
PHLEGMON. 8. [pλeyμm .] An inflammation

a burning tumour.
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Harvey . PHYSIOGNOMONICK. }

PHLEGMONOUS. a. [from phlegmon.] In- PHYSIOGNO'MICK. α . [φυσιογνωμονι

flammatory ; burning. noc.]Drawn from

PHLEME. s. [ from phlebotomy. ] An instrument the contemplation of the face ; conversant

in contemplation of the face.

PHYSIO'GNOMY. s. [from physiognomony ;

φυσιογνωμονια .]

for letting blood, which is placed on the vein

and driven into it with a blow.

PHLOGISTON. 8. [φλογιςος and φλεγω .]

1. A chymical liquor extremely inflammable.

2. The inflammable part of any body.

PHO'NICKS . s [from po .] The doctrine of

sounds.

PHONOCA'MPTICK. a . [pwvn and naμт .]

Having the power to inflect or turn the

sound, and by that to alter it. Derham.

PHOSPHOR.

PHO'SPHORUS. }

1. The morning star.

s. [phosphorus, Latin.]

Pope.

2. A chymical substance which, exposed to

the air, takes fire.

PHRASE. s. [pgaois.]

Cheyne.

1. The art of discovering the temper, and

foreknowing the fortune, by the features of

the face. Bacon.

2. The face ; the cast ofthe look. Hudibrus.

PHYSIOLOGICAL. a. [from physiology .] Re

lating to the doctrine of the natural consti-

tution of things. Boyle.

PHYSIO'LOGIST. 8. [from physiology .] A

writer of natural philosophy.

PHYSIO'LOGY. s. [puric and λeyw.] The

doctrine of the constitution ofthe works of

nature.

PHY'SY. s. The same with fusee.

Bentley.

Locke.

1. An idiom ; a mode of speech peculiar to a · PHYTI’VOROUS. a. [ pɛrov, and voro, Latin.]

language.

Shakespeare.

2. An expression ; a mode of speech. Tillots.

3. Style ; expression.

To PHRASE. v. a. [ from the noun. ] To style ;

to call ; to term.

PHRASEOLOGY. s. [φρασις and λεγω.]

1. Style ; diction.

2. A phrase book.

Shakespeare.

Swift.

Ainsworth.

a.[pgentinos ; phrenetique,

Fr. Mad ; inflamed inthe

Woodward.

PHRENETICK .

PHRE'NTICK.

brain ; frantick.

PHRENI'TIS. s. [pgтic.] Madness ; inflam-

nation ofthe brain.
Wiseman.

PHRE'NSY. s. [from geviTic ; phrenesie, Fr.]

Madness; frantickness. Milton.

PHTHI'SICAL. a. [pionos.] Wasting. Har.

PHTHI'SICK. 2 s. [piois. ] A consumption.

PHTHI'SIS. Harvey. Wiseman.

PHYLA'ČTERY. s. [puλangiov.] A bandage

on which was inscribed some memorable

Hammond.sentence.

PHYSICAL. a. [from physick. ]

1. Relating to nature or natural philosophy ;

not moral. Hammond.

2. Pertaining to the science of healing.

3. Medicinal ; helpful to health. Shakespeare.

4. Resembling physick.

PHY'SICALLY. ad. [from physical .]

Cheyne.

1. According to nature ; by natural opera-

tion ; not morally. Stillingfleet.

2. According to the science or rules of me-

dicine.

PHYSICIAN. s. [ from physick.] One who

professes the art of healing. Prior.

PHY'SICK. s. [purinn, which, originally signi-

fying natural philosophy, has been transfer-

red in modern languages to medicine.]

1. The science ofhealing. Locke.

Hooker.2. Medicines ; remedies.

3. [In common phrase.] A purge. Abbot.

To PHY'SICK. v. a. [from the noun.] To

purge ; to treat with physick ; to cure. Shá.

PHYSICOTHEOLOGY. s. [from physico,

and theology.] Divinity enforced or illus-

trated by natural philosophy.

PHYSIO GNOMER. s. [from physiognomy.]

PHYSIO'GNOMIST. One who judges of

the temper or future fortune by the features

of the face. Peacham. Dryden.

Ray.That eats grass or any vegetable.

PHYTO'GRAPHY. s. [purov and ygapw.] A

description of plants.

PHYTOLOGY. s . [purov and λɛy . ] The doc-

trine of plants ; botanical discourse.

PI'ACLE . s. [piaculum, Latin.] An enormous

crime. Not used.

PIA'CULAR. a. [piacularis, from piacu-

PIA'CULOUS. lum , Latin.]

Brown.

Glanville.

1. Expiatory ; having the power to atone.

2. Such as requires expiation.

3. Criminal ; atrociously bad.

PIAMATER. s. [Latin.] A delicate mem-

brane, which lies under the dura-mater, and

covers immediately the substance of the

brain.

PI'ANET. s . [picus varius.]

1. A bird ; the lesser woodpecker.

2. The magpie.

PIA'STER. s. [ piastra, Italian. ] An Italian

coin, about five shillings sterling value.

PIA'ZZA. s. [ Italian ] A walk under a reof

supported by pillars . Arbuthnot.

PI'CA. s. Among printers, a particular size of

their types or letters.

PICAR'OON. s. [from picare, Italian .] A

robber ; a plunderer. Temple.

PICCAGE. s. [piccagium, low Lat.] Money

paid at fairs for breaking ground for booths.

To PICK. v. a. [picken, Dutch. ]

1.To cull ; to choose ; to select ; to glean.Sh.

2. To take up ; to gather ; to find indus-

triously.
Bacon.

3. To separate from any thing useless or

noxious, by gleaning out either part. Bacon.

4. To clean, by gathering off gradually any

thing adhering.
More.

[Piquer, Fr. ] To pierce ; to strike with a

sharp instrument. Wiseman.

5.

6. To strike with the bill or beak ; to peck.

7. [Picare, Italian . ] To rob. Shakespeare.

8. To open a lock by a pointed instrument.

Derham.

9. To PICK a hole in one's coat. A proverbial

expression for finding fault with another.

To PICK. v. n.

1. To eat slowlyand by small morsels. Dry.

2.To do any thing nicely and leisurely.Dry.

PICK. s. [pique, Fr.] A sharp-pointed iron

Woodward.tool.
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·
PICKAPACK. ad . [from pack. ] In manner of

a pack. L'Estrange.

PICKAXE. s. [pick and axe. ] An axe not made

to cut, but pierce ; an axe with a sharp point.

PICKBACK. a. On the back. Hudibras.

PICKED. a. [piqué, Fr. ] Sharp ; smart.

To PICKEE'R. v. a . [piccare, Italian.]

1. To pirate ; to pillage ; to rob. Ainsworth.

2. To make a flying skirmish.

PICKER. s. [from pick. ]

1. One who picks or curls .

Hudibras.

Mortimer.

2. A pickaxe ; an instrument to pick with.

PICKEREL. s . [from pike.] A small pike.

PICKEREL-WEED. s. [from pike.] A water

plant, from which pikes are fabled to be

generated. Walton.

PICKLE. s. [pekel, Dutch.]

1. Any kind of salt liquor, in which flesh or

other substance is preserved . Addison.

2. Thing kept in pickle.

3. Condition ; state : ludicrously. Shakes.

PICKLE, or pightel. s. A small parcel of laud
enclosed with a hedge, which in some coun-

tries is called a pingle.

To PICKLE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To preserve in pickle.

Philips.

Dryden.

2. To season or imbue highly with any thing
bad.

PICKLEHERRING. s. [ pickle and herring.]

Ajack pudding ; a merry-andrew ; a zany ;

Addison.a buffoon.

PICKLOCK. s . [pick and lock.]

1. An instrument bywhich locks are opened

without the key. Brown.

2. The person who picks locks .

PICKPOCKET. 8. [pick and pocket, or

PICKPURSE. purse.] A thief who steals

by putting his hand privately into the poc-

ket or purse.
Bentley. Swift.

PICKTHANK. s . [pick and thank. ] An offi-

cious fellow, who does what he is not de-

sired ; a whispering parasite. South.

PICKTOOTH. s. [pick and tooth. ] An instru-

ment by which the teeth are cleaned. Swift.

PICT. s. [pictus, Lat.] A painted person. Lee.

PICTO'RIAL. a. [ from pictor, Latin.] Pro-

duced by a painter. Brown.

PICTURE. s. [pictura, Latin.]

1. A resemblance of persons or things in co-

lours. Shakespeare.

Stillingfleet.

2. The science of painting.

3. The works of painters.

4. Any resemblance or representation. Locke.

To PICTURE. v . a. [from the noun.]

Spenser.

1. To paint ; to represent by painting. Shak.

2. To represent.

To PIDDLE. v. n. [perhaps from peddle.]

1. To pick at table ; to feed squeamishly,

and without appetite. Swift.

2. To trifle; to attend to small parts rather

than to the main. Ainsworth.

PIDDLER. s. [from piddle.]

1 One that eats squeamishly and without

appetite.

2. One who is busy about minute things.
PIE. s.

1. Any crust baked with something in it.

2. [Pica, Latin. ] A magpie; a party-colour-

ed bird.
Shakespeare.

3. The old popish service book, so called

from the different colours of the text and

rubrick.

4. Cock and pie was a slight expression in

Shakespeare's time, of which I know not the

meaning.

PI'EBALD. a . [from pie. ] Of various colours ;

diversified in colour.

PIECE. s . [piece, French .]

1. A patch.

2. A part of a whole ; a fragment.

3. A part.

4. A picture.

5. A composition ; performance.

6. A single great gun.

7. A hand-gun.

Pope.

Ainsworth.

Acts.

Tillotson.

Dryden.

Addison.

Knolles.

Cheyne.

8. A coin ; a single piece of money. Prior.

9. A-PIECE. To each.

10 Of a PIECE with. Like ; ofthe same sort;

united ; the same with the rest.

To PIECE. v. a. [from the noun.]

Dryden.

1. To enlarge by the addition of a piece. Sha.

2. Tojoin ; to unite.

3. To PIECE out . To increase by addition.

To PIECE. v. n. To join ; to coalesce ; to be

compacted.
Bacon.

PIE/CER. s . [ from piece.] One that pieces.

PIE CELESS . a. [from piece . ] Whole ; com-

pact ; not made of separate pieces . Donne.

PIE'CEMEAL. ad. [pice and mel, Saxon .] In

pieces ; in fragments. Pope.

PIE CEMEAL. a. Single ; separate ; divided,

Government of the Tongue.

PI'ED. a. [from pie.] Variegated ; party-co-

loured. Drayton.

PI'EDNESS. s. [from pied.] Variegation ; di-

versity of colour. Shakespeare.

PIE'LED. a. Bald.

PI'EPOWDER court . s . [from pied, foot, and

pouldre, dusty. ] A court held in fairs for re-

dress of all disorders committed therein.

PIER. s. [pierre, Fr.] The columns on which

the arch ofa bridge is raised. Bacon.

To PIERCE. v. a. [piercer, French. ]

1. To penetrate ; to enter ; to force a way

into. Dryden.

2. To touch the passions ; to affect. Shak

To PIERCE. v. n.

Bacon.

1. To make way by force into, or through

any thing .

2. To strike ; to move ; to affect. Shak.

3. To enter ; to dive as into a secret. Sidney

4. To affect severely. Shakespeare.

PIERCER. 8. [from pierce.]

1. An instrument that bores or penetrates.

2. The part with which insects perforate

bodies. Ray.

3. One who perforates.

PIERCINGLY. ad. [from pierce. ] Sharply.

PIERCINGNESS. s. [from piercing.] Power

of piercing. Derham.

PIETY. s. [pietas, Lat. pieté, French.]

1. Discharge of duty to God. Peacham.

2. Duty to parents, or those in superiour re

lation.

PIG. s. [bigge, Dutch.]

1. A young sow or boar.

Swift.

Floyer.

Pope

2. An oblong mass of lead or unforged iron.
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To PIG. v. a. [from the noun.] To farrow ; to

bring pigs.

cot.

PIGEON. s. [pigeon, Fr. ] A fowl bred in cots

or a small house, in some places called dove-

Raleigh.

PIGEONFOOT. s . [geranium.] An herb.

PIGEONLIVERED, a . [ pigeon and liver.]

Mild ; soft ; gentle. Shakespeare.

PIGGIN. s. A small wooden vessel.

PIGHT. old pret. and part, pass . of pitch.

Pitched ; placed ; fixed ; ´determined . Shak.

PIGMENT. s . [ pigmentum, Latin. ] Paint ;

colour to be laid on any body. Boyle.

PI'GMY. s. [pygmæus, Latin. ] A small nation,
fabled to be devoured by the cranes ; thence

any thing mean or inconsiderable. Garth.

PIGNORATION. s. [ pignora, Latin.] The

act ofpledging.

PIʼGNUT. s. [pig and nut. ] An earth-nut. Sha.

PIGSNEY. s. [ piza, Sax. a girl.] A word of

endearment to a girl.

Hayward.

Tutler.

PIGWI'DGEON. 8. A cant word for any thing

petty or small. Cleaveland.

PIKE. s. [ picque, Fr. his snout being sharp.]

1. The luce or pike is the tyrant ofthe fresh

waters, and a long-lived fish . Walton.

2. [ Pique, Fr.] A long lance used by the

foot soldiers to keep off the horse, to which

bayonets have succeeded.

3. A fork used in husbandry.

4. Among turners, two iron sprigs between

which any thing to be turned is fastened .

PI'KED. a. [ pique, French .] Sharp ; acumi-

nated ; ending in a point. Shakespeare.

PIKEMAN. s. [ pike and man. ] A soldier arm-

ed with a pike. Knolles.

PIKESTAFF. s. [pike and staff. The wooden

pole of a pike. Tatler.

PILA'STER. s. [pilastre, Fr.] A square co-

lumn sometimes insulated , but oftener set

within a wall, and only showing a fourth or

a fifth part ofits thickness . Dict.

PILCHER. s . [pylece, Saxon.]

1. A furred gown or case ; any thing lined

with fur.

2. A fish like a herring.

PILE. s. [ pile, Fr. pyle, Dutch.]

Hanmer.

1. A strong piece of wood driven into the

ground to make a firm foundation . Knolles.

2. A heap ; an accumulation. Shakespeare.

3. Any thing heaped together to be burned.

4. An edifice ; a building.

5. [Pilus, Latin.]

6. Hairy surface ; nap.

7. [Pilum, Latin. ] The head ofan arrow.

8. One side of a coin ; the reverse of cross.

9. [ In the plural.] The hemorrhoids. Arbut.
To PILE. v. a.

hair.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

Grew.

1. To heap ; to coacervate. Shakespeare.

2. To fill with something heaped. Abbot.

PILEATED. a. [ pileus, Latin. ] Having the
form of a cover or hat. Woodward.

PILER. s. [ from pile. ] He who accumulates.

PILEWORT. s. [chelidonium minus. ] A plant.

To PILFER. v. a. [ piller, French. ] To steal ;

to gain by petty robbery. Bacon.

To PI'LFER. y . n. To practise petty theft. Sha.

PILFERER. s. [from pilfer. ] One who steals

petty things. Atterbury.

PILFERINGLY. ad. With petty larceny ,

filchingly.

PILFERY. s [from pilfer ] Petty theft.

PILGRIM. s. [pelgrim, Dutch.] A traveller ;

a wanderer ; particularly one who travels on

a religious account. Stillingfleet.

To PILGRIM. v . n. [from the noun. ] To wan-

der; to ramble. Not used. Grew.

PILGRIMAGE. s . [ pelerinage, Fr. ] A long

journey; travel ; more usually a journey on

account of devotion. Dryden.

PILL. s . [ pilula , Latin . ] Medicine made into
a small ball or mass. Crashaw

To PILL. v. a. [ piller, French.]

1. To rob ; to plunder Shakespeare.

2. [ For peel. ] To strip off the bark. Genesis

To PILL. v. n. To be stript away , to come off

in flakes or scoriæ ; properly_peel. Job.

PI'LLAGE. s. [pillage, French. ]

1. Plunder ; something got by pilling . Shak.

2. The act of plundering. Shakespeare.

To PI'LLAGE. v. a. [from the noun. ] To plun-

der ; to spoil. Arbuthnot.

PILLAGER, s . [from pilluge.] A plunderer ;

a spoiler Chapman.

PILLAR. s . [pilier, Fr. pilar, Spanish . ]

I. A column

2. A supporter ; a maintainer.

PILLARED. a. [from pillar.]

1. Supported by columns.

2. Having the form of a column.

PILLION. s. [from pillow.]

Wotton.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

Thomson

1. A soft saddle set behind a horseman for

a woman to sit on. Swift.

2. A pad ; a pannel ; a low saddle. Spenser

3. The pad of the saddle that touches the

horse.

PI'LLORY. s . [pillori, Fr. pillorium, low Lat. ]

Aframe erected on a pillar, and made with

holes and moveable boards, through which the

heads and hands of criminals are put. Shak.

To PILLORY. v. a . [ pillorier , Fr. ] To punish

with the pillory. Government of the Tongue.

PI'LLOW. s . [pyle, Saxon ; pulewe, Dutch .] A

bag ofdown or feathers laid under the head

to sleep on. Donne.

To PI'LLOW. v. a. To rest any thing on a pil-

low. Milton.

s. The cover of a pillow.

}

PI'LLOWBEER.

PILLOWCASE. Swift.

PILO'SITY. s. [from pilosus, Lat. ] Hairiness.

PILOT. s. [ pilote, Fr. piloot, Dutch. ] He

whose office is to steer the ship . Ben Jonson.

To PI'LOT. v. a . [from the noun. ] To steer ;

to direct in the course.

PILOTAGE. s. [pilotage, Fr. from pilot.]

1. Pilot's skill ; knowledge of coasts. Raleigh.

2. A pilot's hire. Ainsworth.

PI'LSER. s. The moth or fly that runs into a

flame. Ainsworth.

PIMENTA. s. [ piment, French .] A kind of

spice ; Jamaica pepper ; all-spice. Hill.

PIMP. s. [pinge, Fr. Skinner ] One who pro-

vides gratification for the lust of others ; a

procurer ; a pander. Addison.

To PIMP. v. a. [from the noun.] To provide

gratification for the lust of others ; to pan-

der ; to procure Swift,

PIMPERNEL. s. [pimpernella .] A plants
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Skinner.

Addison.

PI'MPING. a. [ pimple mensch, a weak man,

Dutch.] Little ; petty.

PI'MPLE. s. [ pompette, French.] A small red

pustule.

PIMPLED. a. [from pimple.] Having red

pustules ; full of pimples.

PIN. s. [ espingle, French.]

1. A short wire with a sharp point and round

head, used by womeu to fasten their clothes.

Pope.

2. Anything inconsiderable or of little value.

Spenser.

3. Any thing driven to hold parts together ;

a peg; a bolt. Milton.

4. Any slender thing fixed in another body.

5. That which locks the wheel to the axle.

6. The central part.
Shakespeare.

7. The pegs by which musicians intend or

relax their strings.

8. A note ; a strain. L'Estrange.

Shakespeare.

9. A horny induration of the membranes of
the eye.

10. A cilandrical roller made of wood, with

which pastry is wrought. Corbet.

11. A noxious humour in a hawk's foot.

To PIN. v. a. [from the roun.]

1. To fasten with pins.

2. To fasten ; to make fast.

3. To join ; to fix ; to fasten.

1. Tolanguish ; to wear away with any kind

of misery.

2. To languish with desire.

To PINE. v. a.

Spenser,

Shakespeare.

1. To wear out ; to make to languish. Shak.

2. To grieve for ; to bemoan in silence. Mil.

PINEAPPLE. s. The anana, named for its

resemblance to the cone of pines.

PI'NEAL. a. [ pineale, French.] Resembling

a pineapple. Arbuthnot.

PI'NEFEATHERED. a. [pin andfeather. ] Not

fledged ; having the feathers yet only be-

ginning to shoot. Dryden.

PI'NFOLD. s. [pından, Sax. to shut up, and

fold.] A place in which beasts are confined.

PINGLE. s . A small close ; an enclosure.

PI'NGUID . a . [pinguis, Lat. ] Fat ; unctuous.
Mortimer.

PI'ŇHOLE. s. [pin and hole.] A small hole,

such as is made by the perforation of a pin.

Wiseman.

PI'NION. s. [pignon, French.]

Pope.

Shakespeare.

Digby.

To4. [Pindan, Saxon. ] To shut up ; to enclose ;

to confine, as in pinfold.
Hooker.

PI'NCASE . s. [pin and case.] A pincushion,

or small box for pins.

PI'NCERS. s. [pincette, French.]

1. An instrument by which nails are drawn,

or any thing is gripped, which requires to
be held hard.

2. The claw of an animal.

To PINCH. v. a. [ pincer, French.]

Spenser.

Addison.

1. To squeeze between the fingers, or with

the teeth . Shakespeare.

2. To hold hard with an instrument.

3. To squeeze the flesh till it is pained or

livid.

4. To press between bodies.

5. To gull ; to fret.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Thomson.

6. To gripe ; to oppress ; to straiten. Raleigh.

7. To distress ; to pain.

8. To press ; to drive to difficulties. Watts.

9. To try thoroughly ; to force out what is

contained within.

To PINCH. v. n.

Collier.

Dryden.

1. To act with force, so as to be felt ; to bear

hard upon ; to be puzzling.

2. To spare ; to be frugal.

PINCH. s. [ pinçon, Fr. from the verb.]

Dryden.

1. A painful squeeze with the fingers. Dryd.

2. A gripe ; a pain given. Shakespeare.

3. Oppression ; distress inflicted . L'Estrange.

4. Difficulty ; time of distress . L'Estrange.

PINCHFIST. s. [pinch, fist, and penny.]

PINCHPENNY.S A miser. Ainsworth.

PINCUSHION. s. [pin and cushion . ] A small

bag stuffed with bran or wool in which pins

are stuck.

1

PINDUST. s . [ pin and dust. ] Particles of

metal made by pointing pins. Digby.

PINE. s. [ pinus, Latin. ] A tree. Shakespeare.

To PINE. v . n . [ pinian, Saxon ; pijnen, Dutch.]

1. The joint of the wing remotest from the

body.

2. A feather or qui!! of the wing. Shakespeare.

3. Wing. Swift.

4. The tooth of a smaller wheel, answering

to that of a larger.

5. Fetters for the arms.

PINION. v. a . [from the noun. ]

1. To bind the wings.

Ainsworth.

2. To confine by binding the wings.

Bacon.

3. To bind the arm to the body. Dryden.

4. To confine by binding the elbows to the

sides.

5. To shackle ; to bind.

6. To bind to. Not proper.

PINK. s . [ from pink, Dutch, an eye.]

.Dryden.

Herbert.

Pope.

1. A small fragrant flower of the gilliflower

kind. Bacon.

2. An eye ; commonly asmall eye ; as, pink-

eyed. Shakespeare.

3. Any thing supremely excellent. Shak.

4. A colour used by painters. Dryden.

5. [Pinque, Fr.] A kind of heavy narrow-
sterned ship.

6. A fish , the minnow.

Shakespeare.

Ainsworth.

To PINK. v . a. [from pink, Dutch, an eye.J

To work in eyelet holes ; to pierce in small

holes. Prior.

To PINK. v. n. [ pincken, Dutch.] Towink with
the eyes. L'Estrange

PI'NMAKER. s. [ pin and muker. ] He who

makes pins.

PI'NMONEY. s . [ pin and money .] Money al-

lowed to a wife for her private expenses

without account. Addison.

PINNACE. s. [ pinnasse, Fr. pinnacia, Ital .] A
boat belonging to a ship of war. It seems

formerly to have signified rather a small

sloop or bark attending a larger ship. Ral.

PI'NNACLE. a . [ pinnacle, Fr. pinna, Latin ]

1. A turret or elevation above the rest ofthe

building. Clarendon.

2. A high spiring point.

PI'NNER. s . [from pinna or pinion.]

1. The lappet of a head which flies loose.,

2.A pinmaker.

Addison.

Ainsworth.
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PINNOCK. s. The tomtit. Ainsworth,

PINT. s. [pint, Sax.] Half a quart ; in me-

dicine, twelve ounces ; a liquid measure.

PI'NULES. s. In astronomy, the sights of an

astrolabe.

PIONEER. s. [ pionier, from pion, obsolete,

Fr.] One whose business is to level the road,

throw up works, or sink mines in military

operations. Fairfax.

Spenser.
PIONING. s. Works of pioneers.

PIOUS. a [pius, Lat. pieux, Fr.]

1. Careful of the duties owed by created be-

ings to God ; godly ; religious ; such as is

due to sacred things. Milton.

2. Careful ofthe duties of near relation . Tay.

3. Practised under the appearance ofreligion .

King Charles.

PI'OUSLY. ad. [from pious. ] In a pious man-

ner; religiously ; with such regard as is due

to sacred things. Philips.

PIP. s. [ pippe, Dutch.]

1. A defluxion withwhich fowls are troubled ;

a horny pellicle that grows on the tip of their

tongues. Hudibras.

2. Aspot on the cards. Addison.

To PIP. v. n. [ pipio, Latin .] To chirp or cry

as a bird.
Boyle.

PIPE. s . [pib, Welsh ; pipe, Saxon.]

1. Any long hollow body ; a tube. Wilkins.

2. A tube of clay through which the fume of

tobacco is drawn into the mouth. Bacon.

3. An instrument of wind musick. Roscom.

4. The organs of voice and respiration ; as,

the wind-pipe. Peacham.

5. The key or sound of the voice. Shakesp. ,

6. An office of the exchequer. Bacon.

7. [Peep, Dutch ; pipe, Fr.] A liquid measure

containing two hogsheads . Shakespeare.

Camden.

Shakespeare.

PIPER. s. [from pipe.] One who plays on the

pipe.

To PIPE v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To play on the pipe.

2. To have a shrill sound.

PIPETREE. s. The lilach.

PIPING. a. [from pipe.]

1. Weak ; feeble ; sickly.

2. Hot ; boiling.

Revelations.

Shakespeare.

PI'PKIN. s . [ diminutive of pipe. ] A small

earthen boiler. Pope.

PIPPIN. s. [puppynghe, Dutch. Skinner ] A

sharp apple. Kings.

PIQUANCY. s . [from piquant.] Sharpness ;

tartness .

PIQUANT. a. [piquant, French.]

1

Bacon.

Locke.

1. Pricking; piercing ; stimulating. Addison.

2. Sharp ; tart ; pungent ; severe.

PI'QUANTLY. ad. Sharply ; tartly.

PIQUE. s. [pique, French.]

1. An ill-will ; an offence taken ; petty ma-

levolence.

2. A strong passion.

3. Point ; nicety ; punctilio.

Decay of Piety.

Hudibras.

To PIQUE. v. a. [piquer, French.]

1. To touch with envy or virulency ; to put

into fret ; to kindle to emulation. Prior.

2. To offend ; to irritate. Prior.

3. To value ; to fix reputation as on a point.

To PIQUEER. See PicKEER.

Locke.

PQUEE'RER. s. A robber ; a plunderer ; ra-

ther pickeerer. Swift.

PIQUET. s . [piquet, Fr ] A game at cards.

PIRACY. s. [wigara. ] The act or practice

of rebbing on the sea. Waller.

PIRATE. s. [@ugarns ; pirate, Frerch. ]

1. A sea robber.

2. Any robber ; particularly a bookseller

who seizes the copies of other men.

To PIRATE. v. a . [from the noun.] To rob

by sea. Arbuthnot.

To PI′RATE . v. n. [pirater, French .] To take

by robbery. Pope.

PIRA'TICAL. a . [piraticus, Latin.]

1. Predatory ; consisting in robbery. Bacon.

2. Practising robbery. Pope.

PI'SCARY. s. A privilege offishing.

PISCATION. s . [ piscatio, Latin.] The act or

practice of fishing. Brown.

PI'SCATORY. a . [piscatorius, Latin . ] Relat

ing to fishes. Addison.

PISCI'VOROUS. a . [piscis and voro, Latin.]

Fisheating ; living on fish .

PISH. interj. A contemptuous exclamation.

To PISH. v. n. [from the interjection .] To ex-

press contempt. Pope.

PI'SMIRE . s. [mýɲa, Sax, pismiere, Dutch,]

An ant ; an emmet. Prior.

To PISS. v . n. [pisser , Fr. pissen, Dutch.] To

make water. L'Estrange.

PISS. s. [fromthe verb. ] Urine ; animal water

PI'SSABED. s A yellow flower growing in

the grass.

PI'SSBURNT. a. Stained with urine.

PISTA'CHIO. s. [pistacchi, Italian. ] The pis-

tachio is a dry fruit of an oblong figure

sometimes called fistich nut.

PISTE. s. [Fr. ] The track or tread a horse-

man makes upon the ground he goes over.

PISTILLA'TIÓN. s. [pistillum, Lat. ] The act

of pounding in a mortar. Brown.

PI'STOL. s. [pistole, pistolet, French.] A small

hand-gun. Clarendon.

To PI'SŤOL. v. a. [pistoler, French.] To shoot

with a pistol.

PISTO'LE. s. [pistole, French.] A coin of many

countries, and many degrees of value.

PI'STOLET. s. [ diminutive of pistol. ] A little

pistol. Donne.

PI'STON. s. [piston, French.] The moveable

part in several machines, as in pumps and

syringes, whereby the suction or attraction

is caused ; an embolus.

PIT. s. [pit, Saxon.]

1. A hole in the ground.

2. Abyss ; profundity.

3. The grave.

Bacon.

Milton.

Psalms.

4. The area on which cocks fight. Hudibras.

3. The middle part ofthe theatre. Dryden.

6. An hollow of the body ; as, the pit of the

stomach ; the arm-pit.

7. A dint made by the finger.

8. A mark made by a disease .!

To PIT. v. a.

1. To press into hollows. Sharp.

2. To mark withhollows, as by the small pox.

PITAPAT. s. [patte patte, French.]

1. A flutter ; a palpitation.

2. A light quick step. Dryden.
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CH. s. [pic, Saxon ; pix, Latin.]'

1. The resin of the pine extracted by fire and

inspissated. Proverbs.

2. [From picts, Fr. Skinner. ] Any degree of

elevation or height. Shakespeare.

3. Highest rise . Not used. Shakespeare.

4. State with respect to lowness or height.

5. Size ; stature.

6. Degree ; rate.

Spenser.

Denham.

To PITCH. v. a. [appicciare, Italian.]

1. To fix ; to plant.

2. To order regularly.

Dryden.

Hooker.

3. To throw headlong ; to cast forward . Sha.

4. To smear with pitch. [pico, Lat.] Dryden.

5. To darken.

6. To pave.

To PITCH. v. n .

1. To light , to drop.

2. To fall headlong.

3. To fix choice.

Shakespeare.

Ainsworth.

4. To fix a tent or temporary habitation.

PITCHER. s. [ picher, French.]

Shak.

PITIABLENESS. s . [from pitiable ] State of

deserving pity.

PITIFUL. a. [ pity and full.]

1. Melancholy ; moving compassion. Spenser.

2. Tender ; compassionate. Shakespeare.

3. Paltry; contemptible ; despicable. Dryd.

PITIFULLY. ad. [ from pitiful.]

1. With pity ; with compassion. Com. Pray.

2. Mournfully ; in a manner that moves com-

passion.
Tillotson,

3. Contemptibly ; despicably.

PITIFULNESS. s. [from pitiful.]

Clarissa.

1. Tenderness ; mercy ; compassion. Sidney.

2. Despicableness ; contemptibleness.

PITILESLY. ad. [from pitiless .] Without

mercy.

PI TILESNESS. s. Unmercifulness.

Mortimer. PITILESS. a. [ from pity .] Wanting pity .

Dryden. wanting compassion ; merciless. Fairfax

Hudibras. PITMAN. s. [pit and man. ] He that in sawing

timber works belowin the pit. Moron.

PITSAW. s . [pit and suw.] The large saw

used by two men, of whom one is in the pit.

Moxor.

PITTANCE. s. [pitance, Fr. pietantia, Ital. ]

1. An allowance of meat in a monastery.

2. A small portion . Shakespeare.

PITUITE. s. [pituite, Fr pituit, Latin . ]

Phlegm. Arbuthnot.

PITUITOUS . a. [pituitosus, Lat. pituiteux, Fr.]

Consisting of phlegm. Arbuthnot.

1. An earthen vessel ; a water pot.

2. An instrument to pierce the ground in

which any thing is to be fixed. Mortimer.

PITCHFORK. s. [ pitch and fork.] A fork

with which corn is pitched or thrown upon

the waggon. Swift.

Blackness ;PITCHINESS . s . [from pitchy. ]

darkness.

PITCHY. a. [from pitch.]

1. Smeared with pitch. Dryden.

Prior.

2. Having the qualities of pitch. Woodward.

3. Black ; dark ; dismal.

PITCOAL. s. [pit and coal.] Fossil coal.

PI'TEOUS. a. [from pity.]

manner.

Prior.

1. Sorrowful ; mournful ; exciting pity. Sha.

2. Compassionate ; tender.

3. Wretched ; paltry ; pitiful. Milton.

PITEOUSLY. s. [from piteous.] In a piteous

Shakespeare.

PITEOUSNESS. ad. [from piteous. ] Sorrow-

fulness ; tenderness.

PITFALL. s . [pit and fall. ] A pit dug and

covered, into which a passenger falls unex-

pectedly.

PITH. s. [pitte, Dutch.]

Sandys.

1. The marrow of the plant ; the soft part in

the midst of the wood.

2. Marrow.

3. Strength ; force.

Donne.

Shakespeare.

4. Energy ; cogency ; fulness of sentiment ;

closeness and vigour of thought and style.

5. Weight ; moment ; principal part.

6. The quintessence ; the chief part.

Shakespeare.

PI'THILY. ad. [from pithy.] With strength ;

with cogency ; with force.

Shakespeare.

PITHINESS. s . [frompithy .] Energy ; strength.

PITHLESS. a. [from pith.]

PITY. s. (pitie, Fr. pieta, Italian .]

1. Compassion ; sympathy with misery ; ten-

derness for pain or uneasiness. Calamy.

2. A ground of pity ; a subject of pity or of

grief.
Bacon.

To PITY. v . a . [pitoyer, French.] To compas-

sionate misery ; to regard with tenderness

on account of unhappiness.
Addison.

To PITY. v. n. To be compassionate. Jerem.

PIVOT. s. [pivot, Fr.] A pin on which any

thing turns. Dryden.

PIX. s. [pixis, Latin.] A little chest or box, in

which the consecrated host is kept in Roman

catholic countries. Hanmer.

PIZZLE. s. [quasi pissle. Minshew.] The part

in animals official to urine and generation.

Bacon.

PLACABILITY. s . [from placable.] Wil-

PLA'CABLENESS. Slingness to be appeased ;

possibility to be appeased.

PLA'CABLE. a. [placabilis, Latin.] Willing of

possible to be appeased.
Milton

PLACARD. s. [placard, Fr.] An edict ; a

PLACA RT. declaration ; a manifesto.

To PLA'CATE. v . a. [placeo, Latin.] To ap-

pease ; to reconcile.

PLACE. s . [place, French.]

Locke.

Spenser.

1. Particular portion of space.

2. Locality ; ubiety ; local relation.

3. Local existence..

Addison,

Revelation.

4. Space in general.
Davies.

5. Separate room. Shakespeare.

6. A seat ; residence ; mansion. John.

7. Passage in writing.
Bacon

Philips.
8. Ordinal relation. Addison.

1. Wanting pith ; wanting strength . Shak.

2. Wanting energy ; wanting force.

PITHY. a. [from pith. ]

1. Consisting of pith.

2. Strong ; forcible ; energetick . Addison.

PITIABLE. a. [ pitoyable, Fr. from pity.] De-

serving vity. Atterbury.

9. State of actual operation ; effect. Dryden.

10. Existence ; state of being.

11. Rank ; order ofpriority.

Swift

Shakespeare.,
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12 Precedence ; priority. Ben Jonson

13. Office; public character oremployment.

Knolles.

Dryden.

Hammond.

14. Room ; way ; space for appearing or act-

ing given by cession.

15. Ground ; room.

16. Station in life.

To PLACE. v. a. [placer, French .]

Duty ofMan.

1. To put in any place, rank, condition , or
office .

2. To fix ; to settle ; to establish.

3. To put out at interest.

Milton.

Locke.

Pope.

PLA'CER. s. [ from place. ] One who places.

PLA'CID. a. [placidus, Latin .]

1. Gentle ; quiet ; not turbulent.

2. Soft ; kind ; mild .

PLA'CIDLY. ad. Mildly ; gently.

To PLAIN. v. a. [from the noun.] To level ; to

make even. Hayward.

Sidney.

PLAINDEAʼLING. a. [dlain and deal .] Ho-

nest ; open ; acting without art. L'Estrange.

PLAINDEA'LING. s. Management void of

art ; sincerity.

PLAINLY. ad [from plain ]

To PLAIN. v. n . [plaindre, je plains, Fr.] To

lament ; to wail.

1. Leveily ; flatly .

2. Not subtilly ; not speciously.

3. Without ornament.

4. Without gloss ; sincerely.

5. In earnest ; fairly.

Dryden.

Pope.

Clarendon.

Bacon.

Bacon.

6 Evidently ; clearly ; not obscurely. Milton.

PLA'INNESS. s. [from plain.]

Boyle. 1. Levelness ; flatness.

2. Want of ornament ; want of show. Pope.

3. Openness ; rough sincerity.

4. Artlessness ; simplicity.

Sidney.

Dryden.

PLA'CIT. s. [placitum, Latin .] Decree ; deter-

mination. Glanville.

PLA'CKET, or plaquet. s. A petticoat.

Shakespeare.

PLA'GIARISM. s. [from plagiary. ] Literary

theft ; adoption of the thoughts or works of

another. Swift.

PLA'GIARY. s. [from plagium, Latin.]

South.

Brown.

1. A theft in literature ; one who steals the

thoughts or writings of another.

2. The crime of literary theft.

PLAGUE. s. [plaghe, Dutch ; wλnyn.]

Bacon.

1. Pestilence ; a disease eminently contagi-

ous and destructive.

2. State ofmisery. Psalms.

3. Anything troublesome or vexatious. Prior.

To PLAGUE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To infect with pestilence.

2. To infect with disease ; to oppress with

calamity. Shakespeare. Milton.

3. To trouble ; to tease ; to vex ; to harass ;

to torment ; to afflict. Collier.

PLA'GUILY. ad. [from plaguy. ] Vexatiously ;

horribly. Dryden.

PLA'GUY. a. [from plague.] Vexatious ;

troublesome. Donne.

PLAICE. s. [plate, Dutch.] A flat fish.

PLAID. s. A striped or variegated cloth ; an

outer loose weed worn much by the High-
landers in Scotland.

PLAIN. a. [planus, Latin.]

1. Smooth ; level ; flat ; free from protube-

rances or excrescences. In this sense, espe-

cially in philosophical writings, it is fre-

quently written plane. Spenser.

2. Open ; clear ; flat.

3. Void of ornament ; simple. Dryden.

4. Artless ; not subtle ; not specious ; not

learned ; simple. Hammond.

5. Honestly rough ; open ; sincere ; not soft

in language. Bacon.

6. Mere ; bare. Shakespeare.

7. Evident ; clear ; discernible ; not obscure.

Denham.

8. Not varied by much art ; simple. Sidney.

PLAIN. ad.

1. Not obscurely.

2. Distinctly ; articulately. Mark.

3. Simply ; with rough sincerity. Addison.

PLAIN. s. [ plaine, French.] Level ground ;

open field ; flat expanse ; often, a field of
battle.

Hayward.

PLAINT. s. [ plainte, French.]

Bacon.

Wotton.

1. Lamentation ; complaint ; lament. Sidney.

2. Exprobation of injury.

3. Expression of sorrow.

PLA'INTFUL. a . [ plaint and full.] Complain-

ing audibly sorrowful. Sidney

PLAINTIFF. s. [plaintif, Fr.] He that com-

mences a suit in law against another ; op-

posed to the defendant.

PLAINTIFF. a . [ plaintif, Fr.] Complaining.

Not in use.

Dryden.

Prior.

PLA'INTIVE. a. [ plaintif, Fr:] Complaining ;

lamenting ; expressive ofsorrow. Dryden.

PLA'INWORK. s. [ plain and work.] Needle-

work, as distinguished from embroidery. Po.

PLAIT. s. [corrupted from plight or plyght.]

A fold ; a double. Davies.

Pope.

Peter.

Shakespeare.

To PLAIT. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To fold ; to double.

2. To weave ; to braid.

3. To entangle ; to involve.

PLA'ITER. s . [from plait. ] He that plaits.

PLAN. s. [ plan, French.]

1. A scheme ; a form ; a model. Addison.

2. A plot of any building, or ichnography.

To PLAN. v. a. [from the noun. ] To scheme ;

to form in design. Pope.

PLA'NARY. a. Pertaining to a plane. Dict.

PLA'NCHED. a. [from planch. ] Made of

boards. Shakespeare.

PLA'NCHER. s . [ plancher, French. ] A floor

of wood. Not used.

PLANCHING. s. [In carpentry.] The laying

the floors in a building.

PLANE, s. [planus, Latin. Plain is used in

popular language, and plane in geometry. ]

1. A level surface. Cheyne.

2. [Plane, Fr.] An instrument by which the

surfaces of boards are smoothed. Moxon.

To PLANE. v. a. [ planer, French.†

1. To level ; to smooth ; to free from inequa-

lities. Arbuthnot.

Moxon.

Miller.

2. To smooth with a plane.

PLANE-TREE. s . [ platanus, Latin.] The in-

troduction of this tree into England is owing

to lerd chancellor Bacon.

PLANET. s. [planeta , Lat.; @ravaw ; planette,

Fr.] Planets are the erratick or wandering

stars ; we now number the earth among the
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rimary planets, because we know it moves

round the sun ; and the moon is accounted

amongthe secondary planets, since she moves
round the earth. Harris.

1. Pertaining to the planets. Granville.

2 Under the dominion of any particular

planet .

PLANETARY . a . [planetaire, French.]

Dryden.

3. Produced by the planets. Shakespeare.

4. Having the nature of a planet ; erratick.

Blackmore.

PLANE TICAL. a. [from planet.] Pertaining

to planets. Brown.

PLANETSTRUCK. a. [planet and struck .]

Blasted.
Suckling.

PLANIFO'LIOUS. a . [planus andfolium , Lat.]

Flowers are so called, whenmade up ofplain
leaves. Dict.

PLANIMETRICA L.a.[from planimetry . ] Per-

taining to the mensuration of plain surfaces.

PLANIMETRY. s . [planus, Lat. and METGE ]

The mensuration of plain surfaces .

PLANIPETALOUS. a. [planus, Latin, and

TETAλov.] Flatleaved, as when the small

flowers are hollow only at the bottom, but

flat upward, as in dandelion and succory.

To PLA'NISH. v. a. [from plane. ] To polish ;

to smooth. A word used by manufacturers.

PLA'NISPHERE. s . [planus, Lat. and sphere.]

A sphere projected on a plane.

PLAŃK. s. [planche, French . ] A thick strong
board. Chapman.

To PLANK. v. a. [from the noun.] To cover

or lay with planks. Dryden.

PLANOCO'NICAL. a. [planus and conus, Lat.]

Levelon one side and conical on others. Grew.

PLA'NOCONVEX. a. [planus and convexus,

Latin.] Flat on the one side and convex on

the other. Newton.

PLANT. s. [plante, Fr. planta, Latin.]

1. Any thing produced from seed ; any ve-

getable production.

2. A sapling. Dryden.

3. [Planta, Latin. ] The sole of the foot.

To PLANT. v. a. [planto, Lat. planter, Fr. ]

1. To put into the ground in order to grow ;

to set ; to cultivate. Deuteronomy.

2. To procreate ; to generate. Shakespeare.

3. To place ; to fix. Dryden.

4. To settle ; to establish ; as, to plant a co-

lony. Milton,

5. To fill or adorn with something planted ;

as, he planted the garden or the country.

6. To direct properly ; as, to plant a cannon.

PLA'NTAGE. s. [ plantago, Latin. ] An herb,

or herbs in general. Shakespeare.

PLA'NTAIN. s. [ plantain, Fr. plantago, Lat.]

1. An herb. More.

Waller.

2. A tree in the West Indies, which bears an

esculent fruit.

PLA'NTAL. a. [from plant.] Pertaining to

plants. Not used. Glanville.

PLANTATION. s . [plantatio, Lat.]

1. The act or practice of planting.

2. The place planted.

3. A colony.

King Charles.

Bacon.

4. Introduction ; establishment. K. Charles .

PLANTED. participle . [from plant.] This word

seems in Shakespeare to signify settled ; well

grounded.

PLA'NTER. s. [planteur, French .]

1. One who sows, or sets , or cultivates ; cul-

tivator. Dryden.

2. One who cultivates ground in the West-

Indian colonies. Locke.

3. One who disseminates or introduces. Add.

PLASH. s . [plasche, Dutch.]

1. A small lake of water ; a puddle. Bacon,

2. [From the verb ] Branch partly cut offand

bound to other branches . Mortimer.

To PLASH. v. a. [plesser, French. ] To inter-

weave branches. Evelyn.

PLA'SHY. a. [from plash. ] Watery ; filled with

puddles.
Betterton.

PLASM. s. [ λasua .] A mould ; a matrix in

which any thing is cast or formed. Woodw.

PLA'STER. s . [ plastre, Fr. from πλɑ(w.]

1. Substance made of water and some absor-

bent matter, such as chalk or lime well pul-

verized with which walls are overlaid, or

figures cast. Pope.

2. [ Emplastrum, Latin ; in English, formerly

emplaster. ] A glutinous or adhesive salve. Sh.

To PLASTER. v. a. [plastrer, Fr. from the

noun.]

Bacor.1. To overlay as with plaster.

2. To cover with a medicated plaster.

PLA'STERER. s. [plastrier, French.]

1. One whose trade is to overlay walls with

plaster. Shakespeare.

2. Onewho forms figures in plaster. Wotton.

PLA'STICK. α. [ λαgos.] Havingthe power

to give form. Prior.

PLA'STRON. s. [French. ] A piece of leather

stuffed, which fencers use, when they teach

their scholars, in order to receive the pushes

made at them. Dryden.

To PLAT. v. a. [from plait . ] To weave ; to

make by texture. Addison.

PLAT. s. [more properly plot ; plot, Saxon. ]

A small piece of ground. Milton.

PLATANE. s. [platane, Fr. platanus, Latin .]

The plane-tree.
Milton.

PLATE. s. [plate, Dutch ; plaque, Fr.]

1.A piece ofmetal beat out into breadth. Sh.

2. Armour of plates. Spenser.

3. [Plata, Spanish. ] Wrought silver. King.

4. [Plat, Fr. platta, Ital .] A small shallow

vessel of metal on which meat eaten. Dry.

To PLATE. v . a . [from the noun.]

1. To cover with plates.

2. To arm with plates.

3. To beat into lamina or plates. Newton.

PLAʼTEN. s. Among printers, the flat part of

the press whereby the impression is made.

PLATFORM. s. [plat, flat, Fr. and form.]

1. The sketch of any thing horizontally de-

lineated ; the ichnography. Sandys.

Sandys.

Shakespeare.

2. A place laid out after any model. Pope.

3..A level place before a fortification. Shak.

4. A scheme ; a plan. Woodward.

PLA'TICK aspect . In astrology, is a ray cast

from one planet to another, not exactly, but

within the orbit of its own light. Bailey.

PLATO'ON. s . [ a corruption of peloton, Fr.]
A small square body of musketeers.
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PLATTER. s . [from plate. ] A large dish, ge-

nerally of earth.

PLAUDIT.

}

Dryden.

Denham.s. Applause.PLAUDITE.

PLAUSIBILITY. s . [plausibilité,Fr. ] Specious-

ness ; superficial appearance of right.. Swift.

PLAUSIBLE. a . [ plausible, French. ] Such as

gains approbation ; superficially pleasing or

taking ; specious ; popular. Clarendon.

PLAUSIBLENESS. s. [from plausible. ] Spe-

ciousness ; show of right. Sanderson.

PLAUSIBLY. ud . [ from plausible.]

1. With fair show ; speciously.

2. With applause. Not in use.

PLAU'SIVE. a. [from plaudo, Latin.]

1. Applauding.

2. Plausible. A word not in use.

ToPLAY. v. n. [plegan, Saxon . ]

Collier.

Brown.

Shakesp.

Milton.

Milton.

1. To sport ; to frolick ; to do something not

as a task, but for a pleasure.

2. To toy ; to act with levity.

3. To be dismissed from work. Shakespeare.

4. To trifle ; to act wantonly and thought-

lessly. Temple.

Shakespeare.5. To do something fanciful.

6. To practise sarcastick merriment. Pope.

7. To mock ; to practise illusion. Shakesp.

8. To game ; to contend at some game. Shak.

9. To do anything trickish or deceitful. Ad.

10. To touch a musical instrument . Gran.

11. To operate ; to act. Used of any thing

in motion ; as, the cannons play. Cheyne.

12. To wanton ; to move irregularly ; the

leaves play with the wind.

13. To personate a drama.

14. To represent a character.

15. To act in any certain character. Collier.

To PLAY. v. a.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Donne.

1. To put in action or motion ; as, he played
his cannon.

2. To use an instrument of musick.

3. To act a mirthful character.

4. To exhibit dramatically.

5. To act ; to perform.

PLAY. s.

Gay.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

1. Action not imposed ; not work.

2. Amusement ; sport.

Sidney.

Milton.

3. A drama ; a comedy or tragedy, or any

thing in which characters-are represented

by dialogue and action.

4. Game ; practice of gaming ;

game.

5. Practice in any contest.

6. Action ; employment ; office.

Dryden.

contest at a

Shakespeare.

Tillotson.

Dryden.

Sid.

Dry.

Moxon.

Addison.

7. Practice ; action ; manner of acting.

8. Act of touching an instrument .

9. Irregular and wanton motion.

10. A state of agitation or ventilation.

11.Room for motion.

12. Liberty of acting ; swing.

PLAYBOOK. s. [play and book. ]

dramatick compositions.

Book of

Swift.

Day exempt

Swift.

PLA'YDEBT. s. [play and debt .] Debt con-

tracted by gaming. Arbuthnot.

PLAYER. s. [from play.]

PLA'YDAY. s. [play and day.]

from tasks or work.

1. One who plays.

9. An idler ; a lazy person. Shakespeare

3. Actor of dramatick scenes.

4. A mimick.

Sidney

Dryden

5. One who touches a musical instrument.

6. A gamester.

7. One who acts in play in any certain man

Carewner.

PLA'YFELLOW. s . [play and fellow.] Com

panion in amusement. Spenser.

PLA'YFUL. a. [play and full .] Sportive ; full

of levity. Addison.

PLA'YGAME. s. [play and game.] Play of

children. Locke.

PLAYHOUSE.s.[ play and house. ] House where

dramatick performances are represented.

PLAYPLEASURE. s. [ play and pleasure. ]

Idle amusement.

PLA'YSOME . a. [play and some. ] Wanton ,

full oflevity.

Bucon.

PLA'YSOMENESS. s . Wantonness ; levity.

PLA'YTHING. s. [play and thing. ] Toy ;

thing to play with.

PLA'YWRIGHT. s. [play and wright.] A

maker of plays.

PLEA. s. [plaid, old French. ]

1. The act or form of pleading.

Otway.

Pope

2. Thing offered or demanded in pleading. Sh.

3. Allegation.
Milton.

Milton.4. An apology ; an excuse.

To PLEACH. v. a. [plesser, Fr.] To bend ;

to interweave. Not in use. Shakespeare.

To PLEAD. v. n . [plaider, Fr.]

1. To argue before a court ofjustice . Gran.

2.To speak in an argumentative or persuasive

way for or against ; to reason with another.

3. To be offered as a plea.

To PLEAD. v. a.

1. To defend ; to discuss.

Shakespeare.

Dryden,

Shakespeare

Dryden.

2. To allege in pleading or argument . Spens

3. To offer as an excuse.

PLEA'DABLE. a. [ from plead. ] Capable to

be alleged in plea.

PLEA'DER. s . [plaideur, French .]

Dryden.

1. One who argues in a court ofjustice. Sw.

2. One who speaks for or against. Shakesp

PLEA'DING. s. [from plead.] Act or form of

pleading.

PLEA'SANCE. s. [plaisance, Fr.]

pleasantry. Obsolete.

PLEA'SANT. a. [plaisant, French. ]

1. Delightful ; giving delight.

2. Grateful to the senses .

3. Good-humoured ; cheerful.

4. Gay ; lively ; merry.

Swift.

Gayety ;

Spenser

Psalms.

Milton.

Addison.

Rogers.

5. Trifling ; adapted rather to mirth than

use.

PLEA'SANTLY. ad. [from pleasant.]

Locke.

Broome

1. In such a manner as to give delight.

2. Gayly ; merrily ; in good humour. Claren.

3. Lightly ; ludicrously.

PLEA'SANTNESS. s . [ from pleasant. ]

1. Delightfulness ; state of being pleasant.

2. Gayety ; cheerfulness ; merriment. Tillot

PLEA'SANTRY. s [plaisanterie, Fr.]

1. Gayety ; merriment. Addison.

2. Sprightly saying ; lively talk . Addison.

To PLEASE. v. a. [ placeo, Lat. plaire, Fr.]

1. To delight ; to gratify ; to humour. Pope.

2. To satisfy ; to content. Shakespeare.
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3. To obtain favour from ; to be pleased

with, is to approve ; to favour.

4. To be PLEASED . To like.

ceremony.

To PLEASE. v. n.

1. To give pleasure.

2. To gain approbation.

3. To like ; to choose.

A

Milton.

word of

Dryden.

Milton.

Hosea.

Pope.

4. To condescend ; to comply. Shakespeare.

PLEA'SER. s. [from please . ] One that courts

favour.

PLEAʼSINGLY. ad. [from pleasing. ] In such

a manner as to give delight. Pope.

PLEA'SINGNESS. s. [from pleasing.] Quality

of giving delight.

PLEA'SEMAN. s. [please and man. ] A pick-

thank ; an officious fellow. Shakespeare.

PLEASURABLE. a . [frompleasure. ] Delight-

ful ; full of pleasure. Bucon.

PLEA'SURE. s. [plaisir, Fr.]

ses.

2. Loose gratification.

1. Delight ; gratification of the mind or sen-

South.

Shakespeare.

Psalms.

Shakespeare
.

Brown.

3. Approbation.

4. What the will dictates.

5. Choice ; arbitrary will.

Tillotson.

To PLEA'SURE. v.a. [from the noun. ] To

please; to gratify.

PLEA'SUREFUL. a . [pleasure andfull . ] Pica-

sant ; delightful. Obsolete. Abbot.

PLEBEI'AN. s . [plebeien , French ; plebeius, La-

tin.] One ofthe lower people. Swift.

PLEBEIAN. a.

2.

Bacon.

J. Popular ; consisting ofmean persons. K.C.

Belonging to the lower ranks. Milton.

3. Vulgar ; low; common.

PLEDGE. s. [pleige, Fr. pieggio, Italian .]

1. Any thing put to pawn.

2. A gage ; any thing given by way of war-

rant or security ; a pawn. Rowe.

3. A surety ; a bail ; an hostage. Raleigh.

To PLEDGE. v. a . [ pleiger, French ; pieggiare,

Italian.]

1. To put in pawn.

2. To give as warrant or security.

3. To secure as a pledge.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

4. To invite to drink, by accepting the cup

or health after another.

PLEDGET. s . [plagghe, Dutch.] A small mass

oflint.

PLEIADES.

PLEIADS.

Wiseman.

s. pleiades, Lat. hindas . ] A

northern constellation .

Milton. Dryden.

PLENARILY. ad. [from plenary. ] Fully ;

completely. Ayliffe.

PLENARINESS. s . [from plenary. ] Fulness ;

completeness.

PLENARY. a. [from plenus, Lat. ] Full ;

complete.
Wutts.

PLE'NARY. s. Decisive procedure. Ayliffe.

PLENILUNARY. a. [from plenilunium , Lat ]

Relating to the full moon. Brown.

PLENIPOTENCE. 8. [from plenus and poten-

tia, Lat.] Fullness of power.

PLENIPOTENT. a . (plenipotens, Latin ] In-

vested with full power.

PLENIPOTENTIARY. s. [plenipotentiaire,

French. ] A negotiator invested with full

Stillingfleet.power.

Millon.

PLENIST. s. [from plenus, Latin.] One that

holds all space to be full ofmatter. Boyle.

PLE’NITUDE. s. (plenitudo, from plenus, La-

tin ; plenitude, French. ].

1. Fulness ; the contrary to vacuity. Bentley.

2. Repletion ; animal fulness ; plethory. Arb.

3. Exuberance ; abundance.

4. Completeness.

PL'ENTEOUS . a . [from plenty ]

1. Copious ; exuberant ; abundant.

2. Fruitful ; fertile.

Bacon.

Prior.

Milton.

Genesis.

PLE'NTEOUSLY. ad. Copiously ; abundant-

ly ; exuberantly ; plentifully. Shakespeare.

PLENTEOUSNESS. S. [from plenteous.]

Abundance ; fertility ; plenty. Genesis.

PLENTIFUL. a. [plenty and ful . Copious ;
abundant ; exuberant ; fruitful. Raleigh.

PLENTIFULLY. ad. [from plentiful. ] Copi-

ously ; abundantly. Addison

PLENTIFULNESS . s . [from plentiful.] The

state of being plentiful ; abundance ; fertility.

PLENTY. s . [ from plenus, Latin, full .]

1. Abundance ; such a quantity as is more

than enough.

2. Fruitfulness ; exuberance .

ful.

Locke.

Thomson.

3. It is used, I think, barbarously, for plenti-

Shakespeare.

4. A state in which enough is had and en.

joyed. Joel.

PLE'ONASM . s . [ pleonasmus, Lat. ] A figure of

rhetorick, by which more words are used

than are necessary.

PLESH. s. [A word used by Spenser instead of

plash. ] A puddle ; a boggy marsh.

PLETHORA. s. [ from Anga. ] The state in

which the vessels are fuller of humours than

is agreeable to a natural state or health .

Arbuthnot.

PLETHORETICK. a . [from plethora. ] Hav-

PLETHOʻRICK. ing a full habit.

PLETHORY. s. [plethore, Fr. from nowga .]

Fullness of habit. Arbuthnot.

PLE'VIN. s. [ pleuvine, Fr. plevina, low Lat.]

In law, a warrant or assurance.
Dict.

PLEURISY. s. [Tλeugitis ] An inflammation

of the pleura, or membrane that lines the

cavity of the breast.

PLEURITICAL.

PLEURITICK. }
a. [from pleurisy.]

1. Diseased with pleurisy.

2. Denoting a pleurisy.

Quincy

Arbuthnot.

Wiseman.

PLIABLE. a pliable, from plier, Fr. to bend .]

1. Easy to be bent ; flexible. South

2. Flexible of disposition ; easy to be per-

suaded.

PLIABLENESS . s. [from pliable.]

1. Flexibility ; easiness to be bent.

2. Flexibility ofmind. South.

PLIANCY. s. [from pliant. ] Easiness to be

bent.

PLIANT. a . [ pliant, French.]

1. Bending ; tough ; flexile ;

limber.

2. Easy to take a form.

3. Easily complying.

4. Easily persuaded .

Addison.

flexible ;
lithe ,

Addison.

Dryden.

Brown.

South.

Bacon

PLIANTNESS. s . [from pliant .] Flexibility ;

toughness.
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Twelfth-day. Tusser.

PLOUGHSHARE. s. [plough and share. ] The

part of the plough that is perpendicular to

the coulter. Sidney.

PLICATION. 7 s. [plicatura, from plico, PLOUGHMONDAY. s. The Monday after

PLICATURE. Lat.] Fold ; double.

PLIERS. s. [ from ply. ] An instrument by

which any thing is laid hold on to bend it.

To PLIGHT. v. a. [plichten, Dutch.]

1. To pledge ; to give surety. Shakespeare.

2. [From plico, Lat.] To braid ; to weave. Sp.

PLIGHT. s. [plihe, Saxon.]

1. Condition ; state.

2. Good case.

Shakespeare.

Tusser.

3. Pledge ; gage. [ From the verb.] Shakesp.

4. [From to plight.] A fold ; a pucker ; a

double ; a purfle ; a plait. Spenser.

PLINTH. s. [wλos.] In architecture, is that

square memberwhich serves as a foundation

to the base of a pillar. Harris.

To PLOD. v. n. [ploeghen, Dutch. Skinner. ]

1. To toil ; to moil ; to drudge ; to travel.

2. To travel laboriously.

3. To study closely and dully.

PLO'ØDER. s . [from plod. ]

laborious man.

PLOT. s. [plor, Saxon .]

1. A small extent ofground.

2. A plantation laid out.

3. A form ; a scheme ; a plan.

Shakespeare.

Hudibras.

A dull heavy

Shakespeare.

Tusser.

Sidney.

Spenser.

4. A conspiracy ; a secret design formed

against another. Daniel.

5. An intrigue ; an affair complicated, in-

volved, and embarrassed. Roscommon.

6. Stratagem ; secret combination to an ill

end. Milton.

7. Contrivance ; deep reach of thought.

To PLOT. v. n. [from the noun .]

1. To form schemes of mischief against an-

other.

To PLUCK. v. a. [ploccian, Saxon.]

1. To pull with nimbleness or force ; to

snatch ; to pull ; to draw ; to force on or

off; to force up or down.

2. To strip of feathers.

Gay.

Shakespeare.

3. To pluck up a heart or spirit . A prover-

bial expression for taking up or resuming of

Knolles.courage.

PLUCK. s. [from the verb.]

1. A pull ; a draw ; a single act of plucking.

L'Estrange.

2. The heart, liver, and lights of an animal.

PLUCKER. s . [from pluck . ] One that plucks .

PLUG. s. [plugg, Swedish ; plugghe, Dutch.]

A stopple ; any thing driven hard into ano-

ther body to stop a hole. Boyle.

To PLUG. v a. To stop with a plug. Sharp.

PLUM. s. [plum, plumeneop, Saxon . ]

1. A fruit with a stone. Locke.

2. Raisin ; grape dried in the sun. Shakesp.

3. [In the cant of the city. ] The sum of one

hundred thousand pounds. Addison.

4. A kind of play, called How many plums

for a penny. Ainsworth.

PLU'MAGE. s. [ plumage, French. ] Feathers ;

suit offeathers . Bacon,

PLUMB. s . [ plomb, French ; plumbum, Lat. ]

A plummet ; a leaden weight let down at

the end of a line. Moxon.

PLUMB. ad. [ from the noun.] Perpendicu

larly to the horizon. Ray

1. To sound ; to search by a line with a

weight at its end.

Dryden.

2. To contrive ; to scheme. Walton. To PLUMB. v. a. [from the noun. ]

To PLOT. v. a.

1. To plan; to contrive. Dryden.

2. To describe according to ichnography.

PLOTTER. s. [from plot.]

1. Conspirator.

2. Contriver.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

PLO'VER. s. [pluvier, Fr. pluvialis, Latin.] A

lapwing. Carew.

PLOUGH. s. [plog, Saxon. ]

1. An instrument with which the furrows are

cut in the ground to receive the seed . More.

2. Tillage ; culture ofland.

3. A kind of plane. Ainsworth.

To PLOUGH. v. n. To practise aration ; to

turn np the ground to receive seed.

To PLOUGH. v . a.

1. To turn up with the plough.

2. To bringto viewby the plough.

3. To furrow ; to divide.

4. To tear; to hollow.

Isaiah.

Dryden.

Woodw.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

PLOUGHBOY. s. [ plough and boy.] Á boy

that follows the plough ; a coarse ignorant

boy. Watts.

PLOUGHER. s. [from plough.] One who

ploughs or cultivates ground. Spenser.

PLOUGHLAND. s. [plough and lund. ] A

farm for corn. Donne.

PLOUGHMAN. s. [plough and man.]

Swift.

2. To regulate any work by the plummet.

PLUMBER. s. [plombier, Fr.] One who works

upon lead. Commonly written plummer.

PLUMBERY. s. [from plumber. ] Works of

lead ; the manufactures of a plumber.

PLU'MCAKE. s . [plum and cake. ] Cake made

with raisins. Hudibras.

PLUME. s. [plume, French ; pluma, Latin. ]

1. Feather of birds. Milton.

2. Feather worn as an ornament. Dryden.

3. Pride ; towering mien. Shakespeare.

Milton.

4. Token of honour ; prize of contest.

Quincy.

5. That part of the seed of a plant, which in

its growth becomes the trunk.

To PLUME. v . a . [from the noun.]

1. To pick and adjust feathers .

2. [Plumer, Fr.] To strip of feathers.

3. To strip ; to pill.

4. To place as a plume.

5. To adorn with plumes.

Mortimer.

Ray.

Bacon.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

6. To make proud ; as, he plumes himself.

PLUMEAʼLLUM. s. [alumen plumosum, Latin .]

A kind of asbestos. Wilkins.

PLUMI'GEROUS. a. [pluma and gero, Lat.]

Having feathers ; feathered .

1. One that attends or uses the plough ; a PLU'MIPEDE. s. [pluma and pes, Latin.] A

cultivator of corn.

2. A gross ignorant rustick.

3. A strong laborious man.

Taylor. fowl that has feathers on the foot.

Shakespeare. PLUMMET. s. [from plumb.]

Arbuthnot.

Dict.

1. A weight of lead hung at a string, by
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which depths are sounded, and perpendicu-

larity is discerned. Milton.

2. Any weight. Wilkins.

PLUMO'SITY. s. [from plumous.] The state

of having feathers.

PLU'MOUS. a. [plumex, Fr. plumosus, Latin .]

Feathery ; resembling feathers. Woodward.

PLUMP. a. [perhaps from plum, when full

and ripe.] Somewhat fat ; not lean ; sleek ;
full and smooth.

L'Estrange.

PLUMP. s. [from the adjective.] A knot ;

a tuft ; a cluster ; a number joined in one

mass. Now corrupted to clump. Sandys.

To PLUMP. v. a. [from the adjective.] To

fatten ; to swell ; to make large. Boyle.

To PLUMP. v. n. [from the adverb.]

1. To fall like a stone in the water.

2. [From the adjective .] To be swollen.

PLUMP. ad. [ probably corrupted fromplumb,

or perhaps from the sound of a stone falling

on the water.] With a sudden fall. B. Jonson.

PLU'MPER. s. Something worn in the mouth

to swell out the cheeks. Swift.

PLU'MPNESS. s . Fulness ; disposition to-

ward fatness. Newton.

PLU'MPORRIDGE. s. ['plum and porridge.]

Porridge with plums.
Addison.

PLU'MPUDDING. s. [ plum and pudding. ]

Pudding made with plums.

PLU'MPY. a. Plump ; fat. Shakespeare.

Milton.

PLU'MY. a. [from plume.] Feathered ; co-

Ivered with feathers.

To PLU'NDER. v. a. [ plunderen, Dutch .]

to rob in a hostile way. South.1. To pillage ;

2. To take by pillage.

3. To rob as a thief.

PLU'NDER. s. [from the verb.]

spoils gotten in war.

PLUNDERER. s. [from plunder.]

1. Hostile pillager ; spoiler.

2. A thief; a robber.

To PLUNGE. v. a. [plonger, Fr.]

1. To put suddenly under water,

any thing supposed liquid.

2. To put into any distress .

3. To hurry into any distress.

4. To force in suddenly.

To PLUNGE. v. n.

Dryden.

Pope.

Pillage ;

Otway.

Addison.

or under

Dryden.

Dryden.

Watts.

Watts.

1. To sink suddenly into water to dive. Sh.

2. To fall or rush into any hazard or distress .

Tillotson.

PLUNGE. s.

Baker.

1. Act of putting or sinking under water.

2. Difficulty ; strait ; distress .

PLUNGEON. s . [mergus , Latin . ] A sea bird.

Ainsworth.

PLUNGER s. [ from plunge. ] One that plun-

ges ; a diver..

PLUNKET. s. A kind of blue colour. Ainsw .

PLURAL. a. [pluralis, Latin.] Implying

more than one. Shakespeare.

PLURALIST. s. [ pluraliste, French.] One

that holds more ecclesiastical benefices than

one, with cure of souls . Collier.

PLURALITY. s. [pluralité, French.]

1. The state of being or having a greater

number Bacon.

2. A number more than one.

3. More cures of souls than one.

Hammond.

4. The greater number ; the majority.

L'Estrange.

PLU'RALLY. ad. [from plural. ] In a sense

implying more than one.

PLUSH. s. [peluche, French. ] A kind of vil-

lous or shaggy cloth ; shag. Boyle.

PLU'SHER. s. A sea-fish. Carew.

PLU'VIAL. } a. [from pluvia , Lat.] Rainy ;

PLU'VIOUS. relating to rain. Brown.

PLU'VIAL. s. [pluvial, French.] A priest's

cope. Ainsworth.

To PLY. v. a. [plien, to work at any thing,

old Dutch. ]

1. To work on any thing closely and impor-

tunately. Dryden.

2. To employ with diligence ; to keep busy ;

to set on work.

3. To practise diligently.

4. To solicit importunately.

To PLY. v. n.

1. To work, or offer service.

2. To go in haste.

3. To busy one's self.

Hudibras.

Milton.

South.

Spectator.

Milton.

Dryden.

L'Estrange.

Bacon.

Arbuthnot..

α . [πνευματικος.]

4. [Plier, Fr.] To bend.

PLY. s. [from the verb.]

1. Bent ; turn ; form ; cast ; bias.

2. Plait; fold.

PLY'ERS. s . See PLIERS.

PNEUMATICAL
PNEUMATICK.

20 Locke.

Bacon.

1. Moved by wind ; relative to wind.

2. Consisting of spirit or wind.

PNEUMATICKS. s. [pneumatique, French ;

πνευμα .]

1. A branch of mechanicks , which considers

the doctrine of the air, or laws according to

which that fluid is condensed, rarified , or

gravitates . Harris.

2. In the schools, the doctrine of spiritual

substances ; as God, angels, and the souls of

Dictmen.

PNEUMATOLOGY. 8. [πVEUμaroλoyia.] The

doctrine of spiritual existence.

To POACH. v. a. [oeufs pochés, Fr.]

1. To boil slightly. Bacon,

2. To begin without completing ; from the

practice ofboiling eggs slightly. Bacon.

3. [Pocher, French, to pierce.] To stab ; te

pierce. Carew.

4. [From pache, Fr. a pocket. ] To plunder

by stealth. Garth.

To POACH. v. n . [from poche, a bag, French. ]

I. To steal game ; to carry off game private-

ly in a bag.
Oldham.

2. To be damp. A cant word. Mortimer.

POA'CHARD. s. A kind of waterfowl

POA'CHER. s . [ from poach. ] One who steals

game. More.

POA'CHINESS. s. Marshiness ; dampness.

A cant word.

POA'CHY. a. Damp ; marshy.

POCK. s . [from pox. ] A pustule raised by the

small-pox.

Mortimer.

Mortimer.

PO'CKÉT. s . [pocca, Saxon ; pochet, Fr.]

1. The small bag inserted into clothes Prior

2. A pocket is used in trade for a certain

quantity ; as, a pocket ofhops.

To PO'CKET. v. a. [ pocheter, French , from

the noun.]
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1. To put in the pocket.

notes.

Prior.

Pope.

2. To POCKET up. A proverbial torm that

denotes the doing or taking any thing clan-

destinely.

PO'CKETBOOK
. s. [pocket and book. ] A

paper book carried in the pocket for hasty

Waits.

POCKETGLASS
. s . [pocket and glass.] Por-

table looking-glass. Swift.

PO CKHOLE. s . [pock and hole .] Pit or scar

made by the small-pox.

PO'CKINESS. s. [from pocky.] The state of

being pocky.

PO'CKY. a. [from pox.] Infected with the

pox.
Denham.

PO'CULENT. a. [ poculum, Latin. ] Fit for

drink. Bacon.

Donne.

Brown.

POD. s. [bode, Dutch, a little house.] The cap-

sule oflegumes ; the case ofseeds. Mortimer.

PODA'GRICAL. a . [πodaygınos, wodayga. ]

1. Afflicted with the gout.

2. Gouty; relating to the gout.

PO'DDER s. [from pod. ] A gatherer of peas

cods, beans, and other pulse. Dict.

PODGE. s. A puddle ; a plash. Skinner.

PO'EM s. [poëma, Latin ; mroua . ] The work of

a poet ; a metrical composition. Ben Jonson.

PO ESY. s. [ poesie, French ; poesis, Latin ;

ποιησις.]
1. The art of writing poems. Ben Jonson.

2. Poem ; metrical composition ; poetry . Sh

3. A short conceit engraved on a ring or

other thing. Shakespeare.

POET. s. [ poete, Fr. poeta, Lat. wantns.] An

inventor ; an author of fiction ; a writer of

poems ; one who writes in measure. Milton.

POETA'STER. s. [Lat. ] A vile petty poet.

Ben Jonson.

PO'ETESS. s. [from poet. ] A she poet.

POETICAL. I a. [Wointinos ; poetique, Fr.

POETICK. poeticus, Lat.] Expressed in

poetry ; pertaining to poetry ; suitable to

poetry . Hale.

POETICALLY. ad. With the qualities of

poetry ; by the fiction of poetry. Kaleigh.

To POĚTIŽE. v. n. [poetiser, French ; from

poet. To write like a poet. Donne.

POETRESS. s . [ from poctris, Latin . ] A she

poet. Spenser.

POETRY. s . [ποιητρια .]

1. Metrical composition ; the art or practice

of writing poems. Cleaveland.

2. Poems ; poetical pieces. Shakespeare.

POIGNANCY. s. [from poignant.]

1. The power of stimulating the palate ;

sharpness.

2. The power of irritation ; asperity.

POIGNANT. a. [ poignant, Fr.}

1. Sharp ; stimulating the palate.

2. Severe ; piercing ; painful.

3. Irritating ; satirical ; keen.

POINT. s. [ poinct, point, French. ]

1. The sharp end of any thing.

2. A string with a tag.

3. Headland ; promontory.

4. A sting of an epigram.

5. An indivisible part of space.

7. A small space.

Swift.

8. Punctilio ; nicety. Milton.

9. Part required of time or space ; critical

moment ; exact place.

10. Degree ; state.

Atterbury

Sidney,

11. Note of distinction in writing ; a stop.

12. A spot ; a part of a surface divided by

spots ; the ace or size point.

13. One of the degrees into which the cir-

cumference of the horizon, and the mariner's

compass, is divided . Bacon.

14. Particular place to which any thing is

directed . Brown.

15. Particular ; particular mode. Shakespeare.

16. An aim ; the act of aiming or striking.

Shakespeare

17. The particular thing required ; the aim

the thing points at. Roscommon.

18. Particular ; instance. Temple.

19. A single position ; a single assertion ;

single part of a complicated question ; a sin-

gle part of any whole. Baker.

20. A note ; a tune. Shakespeare.

21. Pointblank ; directly ; as, an arrow is shot

to the pointblank, or white mark. Shakespeare.

22. Point de vise ; exact or exactly in the

point ofview. Bacon.

To POINT. v. a. [fromthe noun.]

1. To sharpen ; to forge or grind to a point.

2. To direct toward an object, by way of

forcing it on the notice. Milton.

Pope.3. To direct the eye or notice.

4. To show as by directing the finger. Addis.

5. [ Pointer, Fr. ] To direct toward a place ;

he pointed his gun.

To POINT.v. n.

1. To note with the finger ; to force on the

notice by directing the finger toward it. Ray.

2. To distinguish words or sentences by

points. Forbes.

Swift.

3. To indicate as dogs do to sportsmen. Gay.

4. To show distinctly.

POINTED. a. or participle. [from point .]

1. Sharp ; having a sharp point or pique. Dr.

2. Epigrammatical ; abounding in conceits.

Pope.

POINTEDLY. ad . [ from pointed. ] In a pointed

Dryden.
manner.

POINTEDNESS. s. [from pointed.]

1. Sharpness ; pickedness with asperity. B.J.

2. Epigrammatical smartness. Dryden.

POINTEL. s. Any thing on a point . Derham.

POINTER. s . [from point.]

1. Any thing that points.

men.

Watts.

2. A dog that points out the game to sports-

Gay.

POINTINGSTOCK. s. [pointing and stock.]

Something made the object ofridicule. Shak.

POINTLESS. a. [from point . ] Blunt ; not

Locke. sharp ; obtuse. Dryden.

South. POISON. s . [ poison, Fr. ]

1. That which destroys or injures life by a

small quantity, and by means not obvious to

the senses ; venom. Davies,Temple.

Shakespeare. 2. Any thing infectious or malignant.

Addison. To POISON. v. a. [from the noun .]

Dryden. 1. To infect with poison.

Locke. 2. To attack, injure, or kill by poison given.

6. An indivisible part of time ; a moment.

Prior. 3. To corrupt ; to taint.

Roscommon

Maccabees.

Shakespeare
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POI'SON-TREE. s. [towicodendron.] A plant.

POI'SONER. s. [from poison.]

Dryden.

South.

1. One who poisons.

2. A corrupter.

FOISONOUS . a. [from poison . ] Venomous ;

having the qualities of poison. Cheyne."

POISONOUSLY. ad. Venomously. South.

POISONOUSNESS. s.s. [ from poisonous. ] The

quality ofbeing poisonous ; venomousness .

POITREL. s. [ poictrel, French .]

1. Armour for the breast of a horse. Skin.

2. A graving tool. Ainsworth.

POIZE. s. [poids, French.]

1. Weight; force of any thing tending to the

centre.

2. Balance ; equipoize ; equilibrium. Bentley.

3. A regulating power.

Spenser.

Dryden.

To POIZE. v. a. [ peser, French .]

1. To balance ; to hold or place in equipon-

derance.

2. To load with weight.

3. To be equiponderant to. Shakespeare.

4. To weigh.

5. To oppress with weight.

Sidney.

Dryden.

South.

Shakespeare.

APOKE. s. (pocca, Saxon ; poche, French.]

pocket ; a small bag. Drayton

To POKE. v. a. [ poka, Swedish.] To feel in

the dark ; to search any thing with a long
instrument. Brown.

PO'KER. s. [from poke.] The iron bar with

which men stir the fire. Swift.

POKING-STICK. s. An instrument ancient-

ly made use of to adjust the plaits of the

ruft's which were then worn. Shakespeare.

PO'LAR. a. polaire, French ; from pole. ]

Found near the pole ; lying near the pole ;

issuing from the pole. Prior:

POLARITY. s. [ from polar. ] Tendency to the

pole. Brown.

PO'LARY. a . [polaris, Latin . ] Tending to the

pole ; having a direction toward the poles.

POLE. s . [polus, Latin ; pole, French ]

Milton.

Bacon.

1. The extremity of the axis of the earth ;

either ofthe points on which the world turns.

2. [Pole, Saxon.] A long staff.

3. A tall piece of timber erected.Shakespeare.

4. A measure of length containing five yards

and a half.

5. An instrument of measuring.

To POLE. v. a. [from the noun. ]

with poles.

Spenser.

Bacon.

To furnish

Mortimer.

PO'LEAXE. s. [pole and axe.] An axe fixed

to a long pole. Howel.

POLECAT. s . [Pole or Polish cat .] The fit-

chew; a stinking animal. L'Estrange.
PO'LEDAVY . s. A sort of coarse cloth.

POLEMICAL.} a. [TOREMINGS. ] Controver-
FOLE'MICK.sial ; disputative. South.

POLE'MICK. s. Disputant ; controvertist.

Pope.

POLÉMOSCOPE. s. [# λµ and oxww.]

In opticks, is a kind of crooked or oblique

perspective glass, contrived for seeing ob-

jects that do not lie directly before the eye.

PO'LESTAR. s. [ pole and star.]

1. A star near the pole, by which navigators

compute their northern latitude ; cynosure ;

lodestar Dryden.

2. Any guide or director.

PO'LEY-MOUNTAIN. s. [polium, Latin.] "A

Millerplant.

PO'LICE. s. [French.] The regulation and go-

vernment of a city or country, so far as re
f gards the inhabitants.

PO'LICED. a . [frompolice. ] Regulated ; form-

ed into a regular course of administration.

Bacon.

POLICY. s. [woλrea ; politia, Latin.]

1. The art of government, chiefly with re-

spect to foreign powers.

2. Art ; prudence ; management of affairs ;

stratagem. Shakespeare.

3. [Poliça, Spanish.] A warrant for money in

the publick funds ; a ticket.

To PO'LISH. v. a. [polio, Lat. polir, Fr.]

1. To smooth ; to brighten by attrition ; to

gloss.
Granville.

Milton.2. To make elegant of manners.

To PO'LISH. v. n . To answer to the act of po-

lishing ; to receive a gloss. Bacon.

PO'LISH s. [poli, polissure, French.]

1. Artificial gloss ; brightness given by at-
trition. Newton.

Addison.2. Elegance ofmanners.

POLISHABLE. a. [ from polish.] Capable of

being polished.

Addison.

PO'LISHER. s. [ from polish.] The person or

instrument that gives a gloss.

POLITE. a. [politus, Latin. ]

1. Glossy ; smooth. Newton.

Pope.2. Elegant ofmanners.

POLITELY. ad. [ from polite. ] With elegance

of manners ; genteelly.

POLITENESS. s. [politesse, French.] Ele-

gance of manners ; gentility ; good breeding.

Swift.

POLITICAL. a. [@OXITINOS.]

1. Relating to politicks ; relating to the ad-

ministration of publick affairs ; civil. Rogers.

2. Cunning ; skilful .

POLITICALLY. ad.

1. With relation to publick administration.

2. Artfully ; politickly.
Knolles.

POLITICA'STER. s. A petty ignorant pre-

tender to politicks. L'Estrange.

POLITICIAN. s. [ politicien, French.]

1. One versed in the arts of government ·

one skilled in politicks. Dryden.

2. A man of artifice ; one of deep contri-

vance {Milton.

PO'LITIČK. a . [woitines.]

1. Political ; civil. Temple.

2. Prudent ; versed in affairs. Shakespeare.

Bacon.3. Artful ; cunning.

PO'LITICKLY. ad. Artfully ; cunningly,

Shakespeare.

POʻLITICKS. s. [politique, Fr. woxitinn.] The

science of government ; the art or practice

ofadministering publick affairs. Addison.

PO'LITURE. s. [politure, Fr. ] The gloss given

by the act of polishing

POLITY. s . [TONITE:α . ] A form ofgovernment ;

civil constitution . Hooker.

Shakespeare.

POLL. s. [polle, pol, Dutch, the top.]

1. The head.

2. A catalogue or list of persons ; a register

of heads or persons. Shakespeare.

3. A fish, called generally a chub, or chevin

To POLL. v. a. [from the noun.]
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1. To lop the tops of trees.

2. In this sense is used polled sheep.

Bacon.

Mort.

3. To pull off hair from the head ; to clip

short; to shear. Ezekiel.

4. To mow ; to crop. Shakespeare.

5. To plunder ; to strip ; to pill. Bacon .

6. To take a list or register of persons.

7. To enter one's name in a list or register.

Dryden.

8. To insert into a number as a voter. Tick.
PO'LLARD. s. [from poll .]

1. A tree lopped.

2. A clipped coin.

3. The chub fish.

PO'LLEN. s . A fine powder,

derstood by the word farina ;

of fine bean.

PO'LLENGER. s. Brushwood.

'PO'LLER. s. [from poll.] ·

Bacon.

Camden.

Ainsworth.

commonly un-

as also a sort

Bailey.

Tusser.

Bacon.1. Robber; pillager ; plunderer.

2. He who votes or polls.

PO'LLEVIL. s. [poll and evil.] A large swel-

ling, inflammation, or imposthume, in the

horse's poll or nape ofthe neck. Far. Dict.

PO'LLOCK. s. A kind of fish. Curew.

2. To taint with guilt.

To POLLUTE. v. a. [polluo, Latin.]

1. To make unclean, in a religious sense ; to

defile. Shakespeare.

Milton.

3. To corrupt by mixtures of ill. Dryden.

POLLUTEDNESS. s . [from pollute.] Defile-

ment ; the state of being polluted .

POLLUTER. s. [from pollute. ] Defiler ; cor-

rupter. Dryden.

POLLUTION. s . [ pollutio, Latin.]

1. The act of defiling. Ayliffe.

2. The state ofbeing defiled ; defilement.

POʻLTRON. s. A coward ; a nidgit ; a scoun-

drel.
Shakespeare.

PO'LY. s. [polum, Lat.] An herb. Ainsworth.

PO'LY. s. [πoλU.] A prefix often found in the

composition of words derived from the

Greek, and intimating multitude ; as, polygon,

a figure ofmany angles.

POLYACOUSTICK. a. [ ve and an .]

That multiplies or magnifies sounds.

POLYA'NTHOS. s. [ ous and ave ] A

plant.

POLYE'DRICAL.17 a. [from wolved ; po-

POLYE'DROUS. lyedre, French . ] Having

many sides . Boyle. Woodward.

POLYGAMIST. s .[from polygamy. ] One that

holds the lawfulness of more wives than one

at a time.

Thomson.

Graunt.

POLY'MATHY. s. [ waλus and Mavlavo .] The

knowledge ofmany arts and sciences ; also an

acquaintance with many different subjects.

POLYPETALOUS. α . [πολυς and πεταλον .]

Having many petals.

POLYPHO'NISM. s. [moλus and own. ] Mul-

tiplicity ofsound. Derham.

POLYPODY. s. [polypodium, Lat. ] A capil

lary plant.
Miller

PO'LYPOUS. a. [from polypus.] Having the

nature of a polypus ; having many feet or

Arbuthnot.

PO'LYPUS. 8. [WOUπ ; polype, French.]

1. Any thing in general with many roots or

feet, as a swelling in the nostrils ; but it is

likewise applied to a tough concretion ofgru

mous blood in the heart and arteries . Quincy.

2. A sea animal with many feet. Pope.

POLYSCOPE. s . [ πολυς and σκοπεω .] A mul-

tiplying glass.

roots.

POLYSPÅST. s. [polyspaste, Fr. ] A machine

consisting of many pullies

POLYSPE'RMOUS. a. [wous and orgue.]

Those plants are thus called, which have

more thanfour seeds succeeding each flower.

and this without any certain order or num-

ber. Quincy.

POLYSYLLAʼBICAL. a. [from polysyllable.]

Having many syllables ; pertaining to a po-

lysyllable.

Holder.

POLYSY'LLABLE. s . [woλus and coλrabn .] A

word ofmany syllables.

POLYSYNDETON. S. [πολυσυνδετον. ] A

figure of rhetorick by which the copulative

is often repeated ; as, I came, and saw, and

overcame.

POLYTHEISM. s. [Tohus and9.] The doc-

trine of plurality of gods Stillingfleet.

POLYTHEIST. s. [wλve and J.] Onethat

holds plurality ofgods.
Duncomb.

POMA'ČE. s. [pomaceum, Latin. ] The dross of

cider pressings.

POMA'CEOUS. a. [from pomum, Latin. ] Con-

sisting of apples. Philips

POMA'DE. s. [pomade, Fr. pomado, Ital. ] ´A

fragrant ointment.

PO'MANDER. s. [pomme d'ambre, Fr. ] A sweet

ball ; a perfumed ball orpowder. Shakespeare.

POMÁ'TÙM. s. [ Latin . ] An ointment.

To POME. v. n. [ pommer, Fr.] To grow to a

round head like an apple.

POMECITRON. s. [pome and citron.] A ci-

tron apple.

POMEGRANATE. s . [pomumgranatum, Lat.]

1. The tree.

2. The fruit.

PO'MEROY. s. A sort ofapple.

lyslotte: POMEROYAL. }

POLY'GAMY. s. [polygamie, Fr. пoduyaμia .]

Plurality of wives."

PO'LYGLOT. a. [ToλVYAWTT® ; polyglotte,

Fr.] Having many languages.

POLYGON. 8. [mous and ywa.] A figure of

many angles.

POLYGONAL. a. [from polygon . ] Having

many angles.

Watts.

POLYGRAM. s. [ wokus and yeaμua.] A

figure consisting of a great number of lines.

POLYGRAPHY. s. [woλus and yeapn.] The

art of writing in several unusual manners of

ciphers ; as also deciphering the same.

POLY'LOGY. s. [wλuc doyos.] Talka

tiveness

Miller

Thomson

Ainsworth.

POMIFEROUS. a. [ pomifer, Latin. ] A term

appliedto plants whichhave the largest fruit,

and are covered with a thick hard rind. Ray.

PO'MMEL. s . [pomeau, French. ]

1. A round bail or knob. Sidney.

2. The knob that balances the blade of the

sword. Sidney.

3. The protuberant part of a saddle be-

fore.

To PO'MMEL. v. a. [pommeler, Fr. to va

riegate.] To beat with any thing thick or
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bulky ; to beat black and blue ; to bruise ; to PONTIFICALLY. ad. [ from pontifical.] In a

punch.

PÔMP. s . [pompa, Latin. ]

1. Splendour ; pride. Shakespeare.

2. Aprocession of splendour and ostentation .

Addison.

POʻMPHOLYX. s . A white, light, and friable

substance, found in crusts adhering to the

domes ofthe furnaces, and to the covers of

the crucibles, in which brass is made. Hill.

PO'MPION. s . [ pompen, Fr.] A pumpkin.

PO'MPIRE. s. [pomum andpyrus, Lat. ] A sort

of pearmain. Ainsworth.

POMPOUS. a. [pompeux, French.] Splendid ;

magnificent; grand. Pope.

POMPOUSLY. ad. [from pompous. ] Magnifi-

cently ; splendidly. Dryden.

POMPOUSNESS. s. [from pompous . ] Magni-

ficence ; splendour ; showiness ; ostenta-

tiousness. Addison.

POND. s. [supposed to be the same with

pound; pindan, Saxon, to shut up. ] A small

pool or lake of water ; a basin ; water not

running or emitting any stream. Woodward.

To POND. v. a. To ponder. Obsolete. Spenser.

To PO'NDER. v. a. [pondero, Latin. ] To weigh

mentally ; to consider ; to attend. Bacon.

To PO'NDER. v. n. To think ; to muse ; with

on. Improper use. Dryden.

PO'NDERABLE. a. [from pondero, Latiu. ]

Capable to be weighed, measurable by scales .

Brown.

PO'NDERAL. a. [from pondus, Lat. ] Estimat-

ed by weight ; distinguished from numeral.

Arbuthnot.

PONDERATION. s . [from pondero, Lat.] The

act of weighing. Arbuthnot.

POʻNDERER. s. [from ponder.] He who

ponders .

PONDERO'SITY. s . [from ponderous . ]Weight;

gravity; heaviness.

PO'NDEROUS. a. [ponderosus, Lat.]

1. Heavy ; weighty.

2. Important ; momentous.

Brown.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

3. Forcible ; strongly impressive. Dryden.

PO'NDEROUSLY. ad. [from ponderous. ] With

great weight.

PO'NDEROUSNESS . s. [ from ponderous.]

Heaviness ; weight ; gravity. Boyle.

PO'NDWEED. s. [potamogeiton.] A plant.

PO'NENT. a. [ponente, Ital . ] Western. Milton.

PO'NIARD. s. [ poignard, Fr.] A dagger ; a
short stabbing weapon. Dryden.

T. PONIARD. v. a [poignardier, Fr. ] To stab

with a poniard.

PONK. s. A nocturnal spirit ; a hag. Spenser.

PO'NTAGE. s . [pons, pontis, a bridge.] Duty

paid forthe reparation of bridges. Ayliffe.

PO'NTIFF. s. [ pontifex, Latin.]

1. A priest ; a high priest.

2. The pope.

PONTIFICAL. a. [pontificalis, Latin.]

1. Belonging to a high priest.

2. Popish.

3. Splendid ; magnificent.

Bacon.

pontifical manner.

Addison.

Milton.

PONTIFICATE. s . [ pontificatus, Lat.] Papa-

cy ; popedom.

PONTIFICE. s. [pons and facio.] Bridge-

work ; edifice of a bridge.

PONTIFICIAN. a. [from pontiff. ] Adhering

to the pope ; popish . White.

PO'NTLEVIS. s. A disorderly action of a

horse in disobedience to his rider, in which

he rears up several times running. Bailey.

PONTO'N. s . [ Fr. ] A floating bridge or inven-

tion to pass over water, made of two great

boats placed at some distance from one ano-

ther, both planked over, as is the interval be-

tweenthem ; with rails ontheir sides.

Military Dict.

PO'NY. s. A small horse.

POOL. s. [pul, Saxon.] A lake of standing

water. Burnet.

POOP. s. [pouppe, Fr. puppis, Lat.] The hin-

dermost part of a ship. Knolles.

POOR. a . [pauvre, Fr. povre, Spanish.]

1. Not rich ; indigent ; necessitous ; oppressed

with want. Pope.

2. Trifling; narrow ; of little dignity, force,

or value.

3. Paltry ; mean ; contemptible.

4. Unimportant.

Bacon.

Davies.

Swift.

5. Unhappy; uneasy ; pitiable. Waller.

6. Mean ; depressed ; low ; dejected. Bacon.

7. [A word of tenderness . ] Dear. Prior.

8. [A word of slight contempt.] Wretched.

Baker.

9. Not good ; not fit for any purpose. Shakes.

10. The PooR. Those who are in the lowest

rank of the community ; those who cannot

subsistbut by the charity of others. Sprat.

11. Barren ; dry ; as, a poor soil.

12. Lean ; starved ; emaciated. Ben Jonson.

13. Without spirit ; flaccid.

POO'RJOHN. s. A sort offish.

POO'RLY . ad. [from poor.]

1. Without wealth.

Ainsworth.

Sidney.

Shakespeare.

Wotton.

Burnet.

2. Not prosperously ; with little success. Bac.

3. Meanly ; without spirit.

4. Without dignity.

POO'RNESS s. [from poor.]

1. Poverty ; indigence ; want.

2. Meanness ; lowness ; want ofdignity . Add.

3. Sterility ; barrenness. Bacon.

POORSPI'ŘÍTED. a . [poor and spirit .] Mean;

cowardly. Dennis.

POORSPI'RITEDNESS . s. Meanness ; cow-
ardice. South.

POP. s. [poppysma, Lat. ] A small smart quick
sound ; formed from the sound. Addison.

To POP. v. n. [from the noun . ] To move or

enter with a quick, sudden, and unexpected

motion. Swift.

To POP. v. a.

1. To put out and in suddenly, slily, or un-

expectedly.

Baker. 2. To shift.

Shakespeare.

4. [From pons and facio. ] Bridge-building.

PONTIFICAL. s . [pontificale, Latin. ] A book

containing rites and ceremonies ecclesiasti-
cal.

Stillingfleet.

POPE. s. [pupa, Lat. rannas.]

1. The bishop of Rome.

Shakespeare.

Locke.

2. A small fish, by some called a ruff. Walt.

PO'PEDOM. s. [pope and dom. Papacy ; pa

pal dignity. Shakespeare,
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POPERY. s . [from pope.] The religion ofthe

church of Rome. Swift.

PO'PESEYE. s. [pope and eye. ] The gland sur-

rounded with fat in the middle of the thigh.

PO'PGUN. s. [ pop and gun.] A gun with

which children play, that only makes a noise.

Cheyne.

POPINJAY. s. [papegay, Dutch.]

1. A parrot.

2. A woodpecker.

3. A trifling fop.

tree.

Ascham.

Peacham.

Shakespeare.

PO'PISH. a. [from pope. ] Taught bythe pope ;

relating to popery. Hooker.

PO'PISHLY. ad. With tendency to popery ;

in a popish manner. Pope.

PO'PLAR. s. [peuplier, Fr. populus, Latin. ] A

Pope.

PO'PPY. s. [popig, Sax. papaver, Latin.] A

plant. Of these are eighteen species. Miller.

POPULACE. s. [populace, Fr. from populus,

Lat. ] The vulgar ; the multitude. Swift.

POPULACE. s . [populace, Fr.] The common

people ; the multitude. Dec. of Piety.

POPULAR. a. [populaire, Fr. popularis, Lat.]

1. Vulgar ; plebeian. Milton.

2. Suitable to the common people ; familiar ;

not critical. Hooker.

3. Beloved by the people ; pleasing to the

people. Clarendon.

studious of the favour of the people. d.

5. Prevailing or raging among the populace ;

as, a popular distemper.

PO'PULARITY. s. [popularitas, Latin.]

1. Graciousness among the people ; state of

being favoured by the people. Dryden.

2. Representation suited to vulgar concep-

tion ; what affects the vulgar. Bacon.

POPULA'RLY. ad. [from popular.]

1. In a popular manner ; so as to please the

crowd. Dryden.

Bacon.

2. According to vulgar conception.

To POPULATE. v. n. [from populus, Latin.]

To breed people.

POPULATION. s . [from populate.] The state

of a country with respect to numbers of peo-

ple. Bacon.

POPULO'SITY. s. [from populous.] Populous-

ness ; multitude of people. Brown.

PO'PULOUS. a. [populosus, Latin.]

people ; numerously inhabited.

POPULOUSLY. ad. With much people.

POPULOUSNESS . s. [from populous.] The

state of abounding with people. Temple.

FORCELAIN. s . [porcelaine, French.]

Full of

Milton.

1. China ; china ware ; fine dishes, of a mid-

dle nature between earth and glass . Brown.

2. [Portulaca, Latin. ] An herb. Ainsworth.

PORCH. s. [porche, Fr. porticus, Latin.]

1. A roof supported by pillars before a door ;

Ben Jonson.an entrance.

2. A portico ; a covered walk . Shakespeare.

PO'RCUPINE. s . [porc espi, or epic, French.]

The porcupine, when full grown, is as large

as a moderate pig ; and its whole body is co-

vered with quilis .

PORE. s . [pore, Fr. Tog . ]

Hill.

1. Spiracle of the skin ; passage of perspira

tion . Bacon.

2. Any narrow spiracle or passage. Quincy,

To PORE. v . n . To look with great intense.

ness and care ; to examine with great atten-

tion . Shakespeare

PO'REBLIND. a. [pore and blind ; commonly

spoken and written purblind.] Nearsighted ;

shortsighted. Высоп.

PO'RINESS. s. [from pory. ] Fullness of pores.

Wiseman

PORI'STICK method. s . [wogicinos. ] In mathe-

maticks, is that which determines when, by

what means, and how many different ways

a problem may be resolved.

PORK. s. [porc, Fr. porcus, Lat.] Swine's flesh

unsalted. Floyer.

PO'RKER. s . [from pork.] A hog; a pig.

Pope.

PO'RKEATER
. s. [pork and eater.] One who

feeds on pork. Shakespeare.

Dryden

PO'RKET. s . [ from pork. ] A young hog.

PO'RKLING. s. [from pork.] A young pig.

Tusser.

PORO'SITY. s. [from porous.] Quaality of

having pores. Bacon.

PO'ROUS . a . [poreux, Fr. from pore.] Having

small spiracles or passages. Milton.

PO'ROUSNESS. s . [ from porous. ] The quality

of having pores ; the porous part. Digby.

PO'RPHYRE. s. [from wogouga ; porphyrites,

PORPHYRY. } Latin.] Marble of aparticu

lar kind.

}

Locke. Peacham .

PO'RPOISE. s. [porc poisson, Fr.] The sea-

PO'RPUS . hog. Locke. Swift.

PORRA'CEOUS . a . [porraceus, Latin ; porrace,

French.] Greenish.
Wiseman.

PORRECTION. s . [porrectio, Latin. ] The

act of reaching forth.

PO'RRET. s . [porrum, Lat. ] A scallion. Bro.

PO'RRIDGE. s . [more properly porrage ; por-

rata, low Latin, from porrum, a leck.] Food

made by boiling meat in water ; broth. Sha.

PO'RRIDGEPOT. s. [porridge and pot. ] The

pot in which meat is boiled for a family.

PO'RRINGER. s. [from porridge.]

1. A vessel in which broth is eaten.

2. It seems in Shakespeare's time to have been

a word ofcontempt for a headdress.

PORT. s. [port, Fr. portus, Latin.]

Bacon.

1. A harbour ; a safe station for ships. Shak

2. [Porta, Latin. ]A gate.
Psalms

8. The aperture in a ship, at which the gun

is put out. Raleigh.

4. [Portée, French.] Carriage ; air ; mien ;

manner ; bearing. Fairfax.

To PORT. v. a . [porto, Lat. porter, French. ]

To carry in form . Millon.

PO'RTABLE. a . [portabilis, Latin.]

1. Manageable by the hand.

2. Such asmaybe born along with one. South

3. Suchas is transported or carried from one

place to another. Locke,

4. Sufferable ; supportable. Shakespeare.

PO'RTABLENESS. s . [from portable.] The

quality of being portable.

PO'RTAGE. s . [portage, French.]

1. The price of carriage.

2. [From Port. ] Porthole.

PORTAL. s . [portail, Fr.] A gate ; the arch

under which the gate opens.

Fell.

Shakespeare.

Sandy
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PO'RTANCE. s . [ from porter Fr.] Air ; mien ;

port ; demeanour. Spenser.

PORTA'SS. s . [sometimes called portuis. ] A

breviary; a prayer-book. Camden.

PO'RTCLUSE. s. [portecoulisse, Fr.] A

PORTCU'LLIS. sort of machine like a har-

row, hung over the gates of a city, to be let

down to keep out anenemy. Spenser.

To PORTCU'LLIS. v. a. [from the noun.] To

bar; to shut up. Shakespeare.

To PORTE'ND. v. a. [ portendo, Latin.] To

foretoken ; to foreshow as omens. Roscom.

PORTENSION. s. [ from portend. ] The act

offoretokening. Not in use. Brown.

PORTENT. s . [ portentum, Latin.] Omen of

ill ; prodigy foretokening misery. Dryden.

PORTENTOUS. a. [ portentosus, Latin.]

1. Foretokening ill ; ominous . Shakespeare.

2. Monstrous ; prodigious ; wonderful. Ros.

PO'RTER. s. [ portier, French ; from porta,

Latin, a gate.]

1. One that has the charge of the gate.

Arbuthnot.

Pope.

2. One who waits atthe door to receive mes-

sages.

3. [Porteur, Fr.] One who carries burdens

for hire. Howel.

PO'RTERAGE. s. [from porter.] Money paid

for carriage.

Spenser.
PO'RTESSE . s. See PORTASS.

PO'RTGLAVE. s. [porter and glaive, Fr. and

Erse. ] A sword-bearer. Ainsworth.

PO'RTGRAVE. s. [ porta, Lat. and grave,

PO'RTGREVE. Teut. a keeper.] The keep-

er of a gate. Obsolete.

PO'RTHOLE. s . [ from port and hole.] A hole

cut like a window in a ship's side where a

gun is placed.

PO'RTICO. s. [ porticus, Lat. portico, Ital .] A

covered walk ; a piazza. Dryden.

PORTION. s. [portion, Fr. portio, Latin.] !

1. A part. Waller.

2. A part assigned ; an allotment ; a dividend.

Waller.

3. Part ofan inheritance given to a child ; a

fortune.

4. A wife's fortune.

To PORTION. v. a. [from the noun .]

1. To divide ; to parcel.

2. To endow with a fortune.

PORTIONER. s. [fromportion. ]

vides.

PO'RTLINESS. s . [from portly.]

Prior.

1. To paint ; to describe by picture. Dryden.

2. To adorn with pictures. Milton.

PO'RTRESS. s. [from porter. ] A female guar-
dian of a gate. Swift.

PO'RWIGLE. s . A tadpole or young frog not

fully shaped. Brown.

PO'RY. a . [ poreux, French, from pore. ] Full of

pores. Dryden

To POSE. v. a. [zepore, Saxon . ]

1. To puzzle ; to gravel ; to put to a stand or

stop.
Hammond.

Bacon.2. To oppose ; to interrogate.

PO'SER. s . [ from pose . ] One that asks ques-

tions to try capacities ; an examiner. Bacon.

PO'SITED. a . [ positus, Latin . ] Placed ; ran-

ged.

POSITION. s. [ position, Fr. positio, Latin.]

1. State of being placed ; situation. Temple.

2. Principle laid down.

3. Advancement of any principle.

Hale.

Hooker

Brown.

4. [In grammar.] The state of a vowel placed
before two consonants, as pompous.

POSITIONAL. a. [from position. ] Respecting

position. Brown.

PO'SITIVE. a . [positivus, Latin . ]

1. Not negative ; capable of being affirmed ;

real ; absolute. Locke.

2. Absolute ; particular ; direct ; not implied.

Bacon.

3. Dogmatical ; ready to lay down notions

with confidence. Rymer.

4. Settled by arbitrary appointment. Hooker.

5. Having the power to enact any law. Sw.

6. Certain ; assured ; as, he was positive as

to thefact.

PO'SITIVELY. ad.

Rowe.

Pope.

One that di-

Dignity of
a

mien; grandeur of demeanour ; bulk of per-

+
sonage.

PO'RTLY. a. [from port.]

1. Grand of mien.

2. Bulky ; swelling,

Camden.

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

PO'RTMAN. s . [port and man.] An inhabitant

or burgess, as those ofthe cinque ports.

PORTMANTEAU. s. [ portmanteau, Fr.] A

chest or bag in which clothes are carried .

PO'RTRAIT. s. [ pourtrait, Fr.] A picture

drawn after the life. Prior.

To PO'RTRAIT. v. a . [ pourtraire, Fr.] To

draw ; to portray. Spenser.

PORTRAITURE. s. [ pourtraiture, Fr.] Pic-

ture ; painted resemblance.

To PORTRAY. v. a. [ pourtraire, Fr.]
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Brown.

1. Absolutely ; by way ofdirect position. Ba.

2. Not negatively. Bentley.

Dryden.

Sprat.

Norris.

3. Certainly ; without dubitation.

4. Peremptorily ; in strong terms.

PO'SITIVENESS. s. [from positive.]

1. Actualness ; not mere negation.

2. Peremptoriness ; confidence. G. ofTon.

POSITIVITY. s . [from positive. ] Peremptori-

ness ; confidence. A low word. Watts.

PO'SITURE. s . [positura, Lat.] The manner in

which any thing is placed.
Bramhall.

PO'SNET. s. [from bassinet, Fr.] A little basin ;

a porringer; a skillet.

POSSE. 3. [Latin . ] An armed power.

word.

To POSSESS. v. a. [possessus, Latin.]

Bacon.

A low
Locke.

1. To have as an owner ; to be master of; to

enjoy or occupy actually.

2. To seize ; to obtain.

Carew.

Hayward.

3. To give possession or command of any

thing ; to make master of. Shakespeare.

4. To fill with something fixed. Addison

5. To have power over, as an unclean spirit.

Roscommon.

6. To affect by intestine power. Shakespeare.

POSSESSION.s . [possession, French ; possessio,

Latin.]

1. The state of owning or having in one's

own hands or power ; property.

2. The thing possessed.

Milton.

Temple.

Carew.

To POSSESSION. v. a . To invest with pro-

perty. Obsolete.

POSSE'SSIONER. s. [from possession. ] Mas-

ter; possessor. Sidney.
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PO'SSESSIVE. a. [possessivus, Latin .] Hav-

ing possession.

POSSESSOR. s. [possessor, Lat. possesseur, Fr.]

Owner ; master ; proprietor. Law.

PO'SSESSORY. a. [possessoire, Fr. from pes-

sess .] Having possession. Howel.

PO'SSET. s. [posca, Latin. ] Milk curdled with

wine or any acid. Suckling.

To PO'SSET. v. a. To turn ; to curdle ; as

milk with acids. Not used. Shakespeare.

POSSIBILITY. s. [ possibilité, Fr. ] The power

of being in any manner ; the state of being

possible. Norris.

PO'SSIBLE. a. [possible, Fr. possibilis, Latin.]

Having the power to be or to be done ; not

contrary to the nature of things. Locke.

PO'SSIBLY. ad. [from possible. ]

1. By any power really existing.

2. Perhaps ; without absurdity.

POST. s . [poste, French. ]

Milton.

Clarendon.

1. A hasty messenger ; a courier who comes

and goes at stated times. Ben Jonson.

2. Quick course or manner of travelling.

3. Situation ; seat.

4. Military station.

5. Place ; employment ; office.

6. A piece oftimber set erect.

Dryden.

Burnet.

Addison.

Collier.

Wotton.

To POST. v. n. [poster, Fr. from the noun. ] To

travel with speed.

To POST. v. a.

Walsh.

1. To fix opprobriously on posts . K. Charles.

2. To place ; to station ; to fix. Addison.

3. To register methodically ; to transcribe

from one book into another. Arbuthnot.

4. To delay. Obsolete Shakespeare.

PO'STAGE. 3. [ from post. ] Money paid for

conveyance of a letter Dryden.

PO'STROY. s . [post and boy.] Courier ; boy

that rides post. Tatler.

To POSTDATE. v. a. [post, after, Latin, and

date.] To date later than the real time.

POSTDILU'VIAN. a. [post and diluvium,

Lat.] Posterior to the flood. Woodward.

POSTDILUVIAN. s . [post and diluvium, Lat. ]

One that lived since the flood. Grew.

PO'STER. s. [ from post. ] A - courier ; one that

travels hastily. Shakespeare.

POSTERIOR. a. [posterior, Latin. ]

1. Happening after ; placed after ; following.

2. Backward. Pope.

POSTERIORS . s. [posteriora, Latin.] The

hinder parts. Swift.

POSTERIORITY. s. [ posteriorité, French ;

from posterior.] The state of being after ; op-

posite to priority. Hale.

POSTERITY. s. [posteritas, Latin. ] Succeed .

ing generations ; descendants. Smalridge.

PO'STERN. s. [posterne, Dutch.] A small

gate ; a little door. Fairfax.

POSTEXISTENCE. s. [post and existence.]

Future existence. Addison.

POSTHA'CKNEY. s. [post and hackney.] Hired

posthorses.
Wotton.

POSTHA'STE. s. [post and haste.] Haste like

Hakewill.that of a courier.

PO'STHORSE. s [post and horse.] A horse sta-

tioned for the use of couriers. Shakespeare.

PO'STHOUSE. s. [post and house . ] Post-office ;

house where letters are taken and dispatch-

ed. Watts.

PO'STHUMOUS. a. [posthumus, Lat.] Done,

had, or published after one's death. Addison.

PO'STICK. a . [posticus, Lat.] Backward. Br.

PO'STIL. s . [ postille, Fr. postilla, Lat. ] Gloss ;

marginal notes.

To PO'STIL. v. a. [from the noun. ] To gloss ;

to illustrate with marginal notes. Bacon .

PO'STILLER. s . [from postil.] One who

glosses or illustrates with marginal notes.

PO'STILLION. s. [ postillon, French . ]

1. One who guides the first pair of a set of six

horses in a coach. Tatler,

2. One who guides a post-chaise.

POSTLIMI'NIOUS . a. [postliminium, Lat.]

Done or contrived subsequently . South .

PO'STMASTER. s . [post and master.] One who

has charge of publick conveyance of letters.

Spectator.

PO'STMASTER-GENERAL. s. He who pre-

sides over the pests or letter-carriers .

POSTMERIDIAN. a. [pos!meridianus, Lat .]

Being in the afternoon ." Bacon.

PO'STOFFICE. s. [ post and office ] Office

where letters are delivered to the post ; a

posthouse. Swift.

To POSTPO'NE. v. a. [postpono, Latin.]

1. To put off ; to delay. Rogers.

2. To set in value below something else.

PO'STSCRIPT. s. [post and scriptum, Latin. ]

The paragraph added to the end of a letter.

To PO'STULATE . v. a. [postulo, Lat. postuler,

Fr.] To beg or assume without proof.

PO'STULATE. s . [postulatum, Lat.] Position

supposed or assumed without proof. Watts.

POSTULATION. s. [postulatio, Latin.] The

act of supposing without proof; gratuitous

assumption.

PO'STULATORY. a . [from postulate.]

1. Assuming without proof.

2. Assumed without proof.

POSTULA'TUM. s. [Latin.] Position assumed

without proof. Addison.

Hale.

Bacon.

PO'STURĒ. s . [posture, Fr. positura, Latin.]

1. Place ; situation. Hale.

2. Voluntary collocation of the parts ofthe

body with respect to each other. South ,

3. State ; disposition . Clarendon.

To PO'STURE. v . a . [from the noun.] To put

in any particular place or disposition. Gr.

PO'STUREMASTER. s . [posture and master.]

Onewho teaches or practises artificial con-

tortions ofthe body. Spectator

PO'SY. s . [contracted from poesy.]

1. A motto on a ring.

2. A bunch offlowers

POT. s . [pot, Fr. potte, Islandick.]

Swift.

Swift.

1. A vessel in whichmeat is boiled on the fire.

2. Avessel to hold liquids.

3. Vessel made of earth.'

John.

Mortimer.

4. A small cup. Prior.

5. To go to POT. To be destroyed or devour-

ed. A low phrase. L'Estrange.

Dryden.

Evelyn.

Latin.]

Philips

To POT. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To preserve seasoned in pots.

2. To enclose in pots of earth.

PO'TABLE. a. [potable, Fr. potabilis,

Such as may be drank ; drinkable,
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POTABLENESS. 8. Drinkableness.

POTAGER. s. [from vottage.] A porringer.

Grew.
POTA'RGO. 8. A West-Indian pickle. King.

POTASH, . Potash, in general, is an impure

fixed alkaline salt, made by burningfrom ve-

getables : we have five kinds. 1.The German

potash, sold under the name of pearl-ashes.

2. The Spanish, called barilla, made by burn-

ing a species of kali . 3. The home-madepot-

ash, made from fern. 4. The Swedish, and

5. Russian kinds, with a volatile acid matter

combined with them; but the Russian is

stronger than the Swedish

POTATION .s. [potatio, Lat.j

1. Drinking bout.

2. Draught.

3. Species of drink.

POTATO. s. An esculent root.

Hill.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Waller.

PO'TBELLIED. a. [ pot and belly. ] Having a

swoln paunch.

POTBELLY. s. [pot and belly.] A swelling

paunch.

To POTCH. v. a. [ pocher, Fr. ]

1. To thrust ; to push.

Arbuthnot.

Shakespeare.

2. [Pocher, French.] To poach ; to boil

slightly. Wiseman.

POTCOMPANION. s. A fellow-drinker ; a

good fellow at carousals.

POTENCY. s. [potentia, Latin. ]

1. Power; influence.

2. Efficacy ; strength

POTENT. a. [potens, Latin.]

To PO"THER. v. a. To turmoil to puzzle.

Locke.

POTHERB. 8. [pot and herb.] An herb fit for

the pot. Dryden.

POTHOOK. s. [ pot and hook.] .

1. Hooks to fasten pots or kettles with.

2. Ill-formed or scrawled letters or charac-

ters . Dryden.

PO'TION . s . [potion, Fr. potio, Lat. ] A draught;

commonly a physical draught. Wotton.

PO'TLID. s. [pot and lid.] The cover of a

pot. Derham.

POTSHERD. s. [ pot and shard.] A fragment

of a broken pct. Sandys.

POTTAGE. s. [potage, Fr. from pot.] Any

thing boiled or decocted for food. Genesis.

POTTER. s. [potier, Fr. from pot .] A maker

of earthen vessels . Mortimer.

POTTERN-ORE. s. An ore with which pot

ters glaze their earthen vessels . Boyle.

POTTING. s. [ from pot. ] Drinking, Shak .

PO'TTLE. s . [ from pot.] A liquid measure

containing four pints.
Ben Jonson.

POTVA'LIANT. a. [ pot and valiant.] Heated

to courage by strong drink.

PO'TULENT. a. [potulentus, Latin.]

1. Pretty much in drink.

2. Fit to drink.

POUCH. s. [poche, French.]

1. A small bag ; a pocket. Sharp

Shakespeare

Shakespeare.

2. Applied ludicrously to a big belly or

paunch.

To POUCH. v. a.

1. To pocket. Tusser.

2. To swallow. Derham.

1. Powerful ; forcible ; strong ; efficacious.

Shakespeare.

2. Having great authority or dominion ; as,

potent monarchs.

POTENTATE. s . [potentat, Fr.] Monarch;

prince ; sovereign. Daniel.

POTENTIAL. a. [ potentiel, Fr. potentialis,

Latin.]

1. Existing in possibility, not in act. Raleigh.

2. Having the effect without the external ac-

tual property. Shakespeare.

Sh.3. Efficacious ; powerful. Not in use.

4. In grammar, potential is a mood denoting

the possibility of doing any action.

POTENTIALITY. s. [from potential.] Possi-

bility ; not actuality. Taylor.

POTENTIALLY. ad. [from potential .]

1. In power or possibility ; not in act, or po-

sitively. Bentley.

2. In efficacy ; not in actuality. Boyle,

PO'TENTLY. ad. [from potent . ] Powerfully ,

forcibly. Bacon

POTENTNESS. s. [from potent.] Powerful-

ness ; might ; power.

POTGUN. 8. A gun which makes a small

smart noise. Properly popgun. Swift.

POTHA'NGER. s. [pot and hanger.] Hook or

branch on which the pot is hung over the

fire.

、 POTHECARY. s. [ from apothecary. ] One who

compounds and sells physick.

POTHER. s. [poudre, French, dust.]

1. Bustle ; tumult ; flutter.

2. Suffocating cloud

Guardian.

Drayton.

To POTHER. v. n. To make a blustering in

effectual effort.

Ainsw.3. To pout ; to hang down the lip.

POU'CHMOUTHED. a. [pouch and mouthed.]

Blubberlipped. Ainsworth.

POVERTY. s . [pauvreté, Fr.]

1. Indigence ; necessity ; want of riches. Sh.

2. Meanness ; defect. Bacon.

POU'LDAVIS. 8. A sort of sail-cloth. Ainsw.

POULT. s. [poulet, Fr.] A young chicken.King.

POULTERER. s. [from poult. ] One whose

trade is to sell fowls ready for the cook. Har.

POULTICE. s . [pultis, Lat. ] A cataplasm ;

a soft mollifying application. Swift.

To POULTICE. v. a. [from the noun.] To

apply a poultice or cataplasm.
POULTIVE. s. A poultice

POULTRY. s. [poulet, French.]

fowls.

POUNCE. s . [ponzone, Italian.]

Temple

Domestick

Dryden.

1. The claw or talon of a bird of prey. Spen.

2. The powder of gum sandarach, so called

because it is thrown upon paper through a

perforated box.

Bacon.

To POUNCE. v. a . [pongonare, Italian.]

1. To pierce ; to perforate.

2. To pour or sprinkle through small perfo-

rations. Bacon.

3. To seize with the pounces or talons.

POUNCED. a. [from pounce.] Furnished with

claws or talons. Thomson.

POUNCETBOX. s. [pounce and box. ] A small

box perforated . Shakespeare.

POUND. s. [pond, pund, Saxon.]

1. A certain weight, consisting in troy weight

of twelve, in avoirdupois of sixteen ounces.
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a. The sum of twenty shillings. Peachum.

3. [From pindan, Sax.] A pinfold ; a prison

in which beasts are enclosed.

To POUND. v. a. [punan, Saxon .]

Swift.

Bent.1. Tobeat ; to grind as with a pestle.

2. To shut up ; to imprison as in a pound.

Spectator.

POU'NDAGE. s. [from pound. ]

1. A certain sum deducted from a pound . Sw.

2. Payment rated by the weight of the com-

modity.

POUNDER. s. [from pound.]

1. The name of a heavy large pear.

Clarendon.

Swift.

2. Any person or thing denominated from a

certain number of pounds ; as, a ten-pounder,

agunthat carries a bullet often pounds weight.

3. A pestle. Ainsworth.

POU'PETON. s. [ poupée, French.] A puppet

or little baby.

POU'PIETS. s. In cookery, veal steaks and

slices of bacon.
Bailey.

To POUR. v. a. [bwrw, Welsh.]

1. To let some liquid out of a vessel, or into

some place or receptacle. Exodus.

2. To emit ; to give vent to ; to send forth ;

to let out ; to send in a continued course, Dup.
To POUR. v. n.

1. To stream ; to flow.

2. To rush tumultuously.

POU'RER. s. [from pour.] One that pours.

POUSSE. s. The old word for pease.

Pope.

Spenser.
POUT. s.

1. A kind of fish ; a codfish.

2. A kind of bird.

To POUT. v. n. [bouter, French.]

Carew.

1. To look sullen by thrusting out the lips .

Shakespeare.

2. To shoot out ; to hang prominent. Dryden.

PO'WDER. s. [poudre, French.]

1. Dust ; any body comminuted.

2. Gunpowder.

3. Sweet dust for the hair.

To POWDER. v. a. [from the noun.]

Exodus,

Hayward.

Herbert.

1. To reduce to dust ; to comminute ; to

pound or grind small.

2. [Poudrer, French. ] To sprinkle, as with
dust. Donne.

3. To salt ; to sprinkle with salt. Cleaveland.

To POWDER. v. n. To come tumultuously

and violently. A low word. L'Estrange.

POWDERBOX. s . [ powder and box. ] A box

in which powder for the hair is kept. Gay.

POWDERHORN. s . [powder and horn.]A horn

case in which gunpowder is kept. Swift.

POWDERMILL. s. [ powder and mill.] The

mill in which the ingredients for gunpowder

are ground and mingled. Arbuthnot.

PO'WDER-ROOM. s. [ powder and room.] The

part of a ship in which the gunpowder is

kept. Waller.

POWDER-CHESTS. s. Wooden triangular

chests filled with gunpowder, pebblestones,

and such like materials, set on fire when a

ship is boarded by an enemy.

PO'ŴDERING-TUB. s . [powder and tub.]

1. The vessel in which meat is salted . More.

2. The place in which an infected lecher is

physicked to preserve him from putrefaction.

Shakespeare.

POWDERY. a. [ poudreux, Fr. from powder.]

Dusty; friable.

PO'WER. s. [ pouvoir, French.]

Woodward.

1. Command ; authority ; dominion ; influ

ence of greatness.

2. Influence ; prevalence upon.

3. Ability; force ; reach.

4. Strength ; motive ; force.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

Hooker.

Locke.

5. The moving force of an engine. Wilkins,

6. Animal strength ; natural strength. Bacon.

7. Faculty of the mind. Davies.

8. Government ; right of governing. Milton.

9. Sovereign ; potentate.
Addison.

Davies.

Dryden.

10. One invested with dominion.

11. Divinity.

12. Host ; army ; military force. Knolles.

13. A large quantity ; a great number ; as, a

power ofgood things.

PO'WERABLE. a. [from power. ] Capable of

performing any thing. Not used. Camden.

POWERFUL. a. [ power and full. ]

1. Invested with command or authority ;

potent.

2. Forcible ; mighty.
Milton.

Tillotson.

3. Efficacious ; as, a powerful medicine.

POWERFULLY. ad. Potently ; mightily ;

efficaciously ; forcibly.

POWERFULNESS. s. ( from powerful. ] Power;

efficacy ; might; force. Hakewill.

PO'WERLESS. a. [from power.] Weak ; im-

potent. Shakespeare.

POX. s. [properly pocks ; poccar, Saxon.]

1. Pustules ; efflorescencies ; exanthematous

eruptions. Used ofmany eruptive distempers.

2. The venereal disease. This is the sense

when it has no epithet. Wiseman.

POY. s . [appoyo, Span. appuy, poids, French . ] A

ropedancer's pole.

POSE.

To POZE. v. a. To puzzle. See POSE and AP-

Glanville.

PRACTICABLE. a. [practicable, French. ]

1. Performable ; feasible ; capable to be

practised. L'Estrange.

2. Assailable ; fit to be assailed ; as, a prac-

ticable breach.

PRACTICABLENESS. s. [from practicable.]

Possibility to be performed.

PRACTICABLY.ad. [from practicable. ] In

such a manner as may be performed . Rogers.

PRACTICAL. a . [ practicus, Latin. ] Relating

to action ; not merely speculative. Tillotson.

PRACTICALLY. ad. [from practical.]

1. In relation to action.

2. By practice ; in real fact.

PRACTICALNESS. s . [from practical.] The

quality of being practical,

PRACTICE. s . [@gantian ; pratique, Fr. ]

1. The habit of doing any thing.

2. Use ; customary use.

Howel.

Tate.

3. Dexterity acquired by habit. Shakespeare.

4. Actual performance, distinguished from

theory.
South.

5. Method or art ofdoing any thing.

6. Medical treatment ofdiseases. Shakespeare.

7. Exercise of any profession.
Blackmore.

8. [From prær, Sax. cunning. ] Wicked stra-

tagem ; bad artifice. Not in use. Sidney

PRACTICK. a . [#ganтixes , practicus, Latin ,

pratique, French.]
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1. Relating to action ; not merely theoretical.

Denham

2. Sly ; artful. Not in use. Spenser.

To PRACTISE. v. a . [#ganтinos ; pratiquer, Fr. ]

1. To do habitually. Psalms.

2. To do ; not merely to profess ; as, to prac-

tise law or physick.

3. To use in order to habit and dexterity.

To PRACTISE. v. n.

1. To form a habit of acting in any manner.

Waller.

2. To transact ; to negotiate secretly. Add.

3. To try artifices . Granville.

4. To use bad arts or stratagems. Shakespeare.

5. To use medical methods.
Temple.

6. To exercise any profession.

PRACTISANT. s. [from practise.] An agent.

Shakespeare.

PRACTISER. s . [from practise.]

1. One that practises any thing ; one that

does any thing habitually. South.

2. One who prescribes medical treatment. Sh.

PRACTITIONER. s . [from practice. ]

1. He who is engaged in the actual exercise

of any art. Arbuthnot.

2. One who uses any sly or dangerous arts.

Whitgift.

3. One who does any thing habitually. South.

PRÆCO'GNITA. s. [Latin.] Things previ-

ously known in order to understand some-

thing else. Locke.

PRAGMATICAL. a. [#gayμara.] Meddling ;

PRAGMATICK . impertinently busy ; as-

suming business without leave or invitation.

}

Swift.

PRAGMATICALLY. ad. [from pragmatical .]

Meddlingly ; impertinently.

PRAGMATICALNESS . s . [from pragmatical. ]

The quality of intermeddling without right

or call.

PRAISE. s. [prijs, Dutch.]

1. Renown; commendation ; fame ; honour ;

celebrity. Dryden.

2. Glorification ; tribute ofgratitude ; laud .

Milton.

Cleaveland

carelesly and without weight ; to chatter ;

to tattle ; to be loquacious.

PRATE. s . [ from the verb. ] Tattle ; slight talk,

unmeaning loquacity. Denham

PRATER. s. [from prute.] An idle talker ; a

Southern.chatterer.

PRA TINGLY. ad. [from prate.] With tittle

tattle ; with loquacity.

PRATIQUE. s . [Fr. prattica, Italian . ] A li

cence for the master of a ship to traffick it

the ports of Italy, upon a certificate that the

place from whence he came is not annoyec

with any infectious disease. Bailey

To PRATTLE. v . n. [ diminutive ofprate. ] T

talk lightly ; to chatter ; to be trivially lo-

quacious. Locke

PRATTLE. s. [from the verb. ] Empty talk

trifling loquacity. Shakespeare

PRATTLER. s. [from prattle. ] A trifling

Herbert.talker ; a chatterer.

>

PRA'VITY. s. [pravitas, Latin .] Corruption ;

badness ; malignity. South.

PRAWN. s. A small crustaceous fish, like a

shrimp, but larger. Shakespeare.

To PRAY. v. n. [prier, Fr.pregare, Ital.]

1. To make petition to heaven. Taylor.

2. To entreat ; to act submissively. Dryden.

3. I PRAY, is a slightly ceremonious form of

introducing a question. Bentley.

To PRAY. v. u.

1. To supplicate ; to implore ; to address with

submissive petitions.

2. To ask for as a supplicant.

Milton.

Ayliffe.

3. To entreat in ceremony or form. B. Jons.

PRA'YER. s. [priere, Fr.]

1. Petition to heaven.

2. Mode ofpetition.

Law.

White.

Shakespeare.

Taylor.

3. Practice of supplication.

4. Single formule of petition.

5. Entreaty ; submissive importunity. Still

PRA'YERBOOK. s . [ prayer and book.] Book

ofpublick or private devotions. Shakespeare,

PRE. [pra, Latin.] A particle which marks

priority of time or rank.

To PREACH. v. n . [prædico, Latin ; prescher,

Fr.] To pronounce a publick discourse upon

sacred subjects . Decay ofPiety.

3. Ground or reason of praise. Dryden.

To PRAISE. v. a. [prijsen, Dutch.]

1. To commend ; to applaud ; to celebrate. To PREACH. v. a.

Milton.

Psalms.2. To glorify in worship.

PRA'ISEFUL . a. [praise and full.] Laudable ;

commendable. Not in use. Chapman.

PRAI'SER. s. [from praise. ] One who praises ;

an applauder; a commender. Sidney.

PRAISEWO'RTHY. a. [ praise and worthy. ]

Commendable ; deserving praise . B. Jonson.

PRAME. s. A flat-bottomed boat. Bailey.

To PRANCE. v. n . [pronken, Dutch.]

1. To spring and bound in highmettle. Wat.

2. To ride gallantly and ostentatiously. Add.

3. To move in a warlike or showy manner.

Swift.

To PRANK. v. a. [pronken, Dutch.] To deco-

rate ; to dress or adjust to ostentation. Milt.

PRANK. s. A frolick ; a wild flight ; a ludi-

crous trick ; a mischievous act. Raleigh.

PRA'SON. s. [mgaσov. ] A leek ; also a sca-

weed as green as a leek. Bailey.

T PRATE. v. n. [ praten, Dutch.] To talk

1. To proclaim or publish in religious ora.

tions.

nestness.

Acts.

2. To inculcate publickly ; to teach with ear-

Dryden.

PREACH. s . [presche, Fr.] A discourse ; a re

ligious oration . Not in use. Hooker.

PREA'CHER. s . [ prescheur, Fr. from preach.}

1. One who discourses publickly upon reli-

gious subjects. Crashaw.

2. One who inculcates any thing with ear.

nestness and vehemence. Swift.

PREA'CHMENT. s. [ from preach ] A sermon

mentioned in contempt ; a discourse affect

edly solemn . L'Estrange.

PREAMBLE. s. [ preambule, Fr. ] Something

previous ; introduction ; preface. Hooker.

PREA'MBULARY. a. [frompreamble.] Pre-

PREA'MBULOUS.vious. Brown.

PREAPPREHE'NSION. s. [pre and appre-

hend.] An opinion formed before examina

tion. Brown
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PREASE. Press ; crowd. Obsolete. Spenser.

PREA'SING. part. a. Crowding. Spenser.

PREBEND. s. [præbenda, low Lat ]

1. A stipend granted in cathedral churches.

Swift.

2. Sometimes, but improperly, a stipendiary

of a cathedral ; a prebendary. Bacon.

PREBENDARY. s. [ præbendarius, Latin.] A

stipendiary of a cathedral. Spenser.

PRECARIOUS. a. [precarius , Lat. ] Depend-

ent ; uncertain, because depending on the

will of another ; held by courtesy . Addison.

PRECA'RIOUSLY. ad. Uncertainly ; by de-

pendence ; dependently.

PRECARIOUSNESS. s. [from precarious.]

Uncertainty ; dependence on others. Sharp.

PRECAUTION. s . [ precaution, Fr. ] Preserva-

tive caution ; preventive measures . Addison.

To PRECAUTION. v. a. [ precautioner, Fr.]

To warn beforehand. Locke.

PRECEDA'NEOUS . a. Previous ; antecedent.

To PRECE'DE. v . a . [præcedo, Lat. ]

1. To go before in order of time. Dryden.

2. To go before according to the adjustment

of rank.

PRECEDENCE.

PRECEDENCY . 8. [from præcedo, Lat.]

1. The act or state of going before ; priority .

2. Something going before ; something past.

Not used. Shakespeare.

Hale.

Dryden.

Locke.

3. Adjustment of place.

South.

4. The foremost in ceremony.

5. Superiority.

PRECEDENT. a. [precedent, Fr. præcedens,

Lat.] Former ; going before.

PRECEDENT. s. Any thing that is a rule or

example to future times ; any thing done be
fore ofthe same kind. Granville.

PRECEDENTLY. ad. [from precedent, adj .]

Beforehand.

PRECENTOR. s. [ præcentor, Lat. precenteur,

Fr.] He that leads the choir. Hammond.

PRECEPT. s. [præceptum, Lat.]A rule autho-

ritatively given ; a mandate. Dryden.

PRECEPTIAL. a. [from precept. ] Consisting

of precepts. Not in use. Shakespeare.

PRECEPTIVE. a . [ preceptivus, Latin.] Con-

taining precepts ; giving precepts. L'Estr.

PRECEPTOR. s. [præceptor, Lat. ] A teacher ;

Blackmore.a tutor.

PRECESSION. s. [præcessus, Lat.] The act of

going before.

PRECINCT. s. [præcinctus, Latin. ] Outward

limit ; boundary. Hooker.

PRECIO'SITY. s . [from pretiosus,, Lat.]

1. Value ; preciousness . Not used.

2. Anything of high price. Not used. More.

PRECIOUS. a. [ precieux, Fr. pretiosus, Lat.]

1. Valuable ; being of great worth. Addison.

2. Costly ; of great price. Milton.

PRECIOUSLY. ad . [from precious .] Valuably ;

to a great price.

PRECIOUSNESS. s. [from precious.] Valu-

ableness ; worth ; price. Wilkins.

PRECIPICE. s . [ præcipitium, Lat.] A head-

long steep ; a fall perpendicular. Sandys.
PRECIPITANCE. s. [from precipitant.]

PRECIPITANCY. Rash haste ; headlong

hurry. Milton.

PRECIPITANT. a. [præcipitans, Lat.]

1. Falling or rushing headlong. Philips.

2. Hastily ; urged with violent haste. Pope.

3. Rashly hurried . King Charles.

PRECIPITANTLY. ad. [ from precipitant .] In

headlong haste ; in a tumultuous hurry.

To PRECIPITATE. v. a. [ præcipito, Lat.]

1. To throw headlong.

2. To urge on violently.

3. To hasten unexpectedly.

4. To hurry blindly or rashly.

Wilkins.

Dryden.

Harvey.

Bacon.

Grew.

5. To throw to the bottom. A term of chy-

mistry opposed to sublime.

To PRECIPITATE. v. n.

1. To fall headlong. Shakespeare.

2. To fall to the bottom as a sediment. Bac.

3. To hasten without just preparation. Bacon.

PRECIPITATE. a . [from the verb.]

1. Steeply falling.

2. Headlong ; hasty ; rashly hasty.

Raleigh.

Clarendon.

Arbuthnot.3. Hasty ; violent.

PRECIPITATE. s. A corrosive medicine

made by precipitating mercury. Wiseman,

PRECIPITATELY. ad. [ from precipitate.]

1. Headlong ; steeply down.

2. Hastily ; in blind hurry.

PRECIPITATION. s. [from precipitate. ]

1. The act of throwing headlong . Shakesp.

2. Violent motion downward. Woodward.

3. Tumultuous hurry ; blind haste. Woodw.

4. In chymistry, subsidency ; contrary to

sublimation

PRECIPITOUS . a. [præcipitis, Lat.]

1. Headlong ; steep.

2. Hasty ; sudden.

3. Harsh ; heady.

PRECISE . a. [præcisus, Lat.]

Bacon.

K. Charles.

Evelyn,

Dryden.

1. Exact ; strict ; nice ; having strict and de-

terminate limitations. Hooker.

Addison.

Newton.

2. Formal ; finical.

PRECISELY. ad. [from precise.]

1. Exactly ; nicely ; accurately.

2. With superstitious formality ; with too

much scrupulosity.

PRECI'SENESS . s. [from precise. ] Exactness ,

rigid nicety. Watts.

PRECI'SIAN. s. [from precise.]

tion.

1. One who limits or restrains. Shakespeare.

2. Onewho is superstitiously rigorous. Watts.

PRECI'SION. s . [precision, Fr.] Exact limita-

Pope.

PRECI'SIVE . a . [from præcisus, Lat.] Exactly

limiting. Watts.

To PRECLUDE. v. a . [præcludo, Lat. ] To shut

out or hinder by some anticipation. Pope.

PRECO'CIOUS. a. [præcosus, Lat. precose, Fr.]

Ripe before the time. Brown.

PRECO'CITY. s. [from precocious. ] Ripeness

before the time. Howel.

To PRECO'GITATE. v. a. [præcogito, Latin.]

To consider or scheme beforehand.

PRECOGNITION. s. [prœ and cognito, Lat.]

Previous knowledge; antecedent examination.

PRECONCEIT. s. [pre and conceit. ] An opi-

nion previously formed. Hooker

To PRECONCEIVE. v. a. [pre and conceive.]

To form an opinion beforehand ; to imagine

beforehand. South
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PRECONCEPTION. s. [pre and conceptions]

Opinion previously formed. Hakewill.

PRÉCONTRACT. s. [pre and contract.] A

contract previous to another. Shakespeare.

To PRECONTRACT. v. « . To contract or

bargain beforehand. Ayliffe.

PREČU'RSE . s. [from præcurro, Lat.] Forerun-

ning. Shakespeare.

PRECURSOR. s. [præcursor, Lat. ] Forerun-

ner; harbinger. Pope.

PREDACEOUS. a. [from præda, Lat.] Living

by prey. Derham.

PREDAL. a. [from præda, Lat. ] Robbing;

practising plunder. S. Boyse.

PREDATORY. u. [ prædatorius, Lat. ]

1. Plundering ; practising rapine. Bacon.

2. Hungry ; preying ; rapacious ; ravenous.

Bacon.

PREDECEA'SED. a. [pre and deceased. ] Dead

before. Shakespeare.

PREDECESSOR. s. [predecesseur, Fr.]

1. One that was in any state or place before

another. Prior

2. Ancestor.

PREDESTINA'RIAN. s. [from predestinate.]

One that holds the doctrine ofpredestination.

Dec. of Piety.

To PREDESTINATE. v. a. [predestiner. Fr. ]

Toappoint beforehand by irreversible decree.

Shakespeare.

To PREDESTINATE. v. n. To hold predes-

tination. In ludicrous language. Dryden.

PREDESTINATION. s . [predestination, Fr.]

Fatal decree ; preordination . Raleigh.

PREDESTINATOR. s. [f predestinate.]

One that holds predestin or the preva-

lence of preestablished necessity. Cowley.

To PREDESTINE. v. a. [ pre and destine.] To

decree beforehand.

PREDETERMINATION. s. redetermina-

tion, Fr.] Determination made rehand.

Hammond.

To PREDETERMINE. v. a. [pre and deter-

mine.] To doom or confine by previous de-

cree to judge or settle principles. Hule.

PREDIAL. a. [prædium, Latin . ] Consisting of

farms.
Ayliffe.

PREDICABLE. a. [predicable, Fr. prædicabilis,

Latin.] Such as may be affirmed of some-

thing.

PREDICABLE. s. [ prædicabile, Latin.] A lo-

gical term, denoting one of the five things

which can be affirmed of any thing. Watts.

PREDICAMENT. s. [predicament, Fr. prædi-

camentum, Lat. ]

1. A class or arrangement of beings or sub-

stances ranked according to their natures ;

called also categorema or category. Harris.

2. Class or kind described by any definitive
marks. Shakespeare.

PREDICAMENTAL. a. [frompredicament.]

Relating to predicaments.

PRE DICANT. s [prædicans, Latin.] One that

affirms any thing.

To PREDICATE. v. a. [prædico, Latin. ] To

affirm any thing of another thing. Locke,

To PREDICATE. v. n. To affirm ; to com-

prise an affirmation . Hale.

PREDICATE. s. [prædicatum, Latin .] That

which is affirmed or denied of the subject ;

as, man is rational ; man is not immortal.

PRÉDICATION. s. [prædicatio, Latin. ] Af-

firmation concerning any thing. Locke.

To PREDICT. v. a. [prædictus, Latin.] To

foretel; to foreshow. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

PREDICTION. s . [prædictio, Lat. ] Prophe-

sy ; declaration of something future. South.

PREDICTOR. s. [from predict. ] Foreteller.

PREDIGESTION. s. [pre and digestion. ] Di-

gestion too soon performed.
Bacon.

To PREDISPO'SÊ. v. a. [ pre and dispose.] To

adapt previously to any secret purpose. South.

PREDISPOSITION. s. [pre and disposition . ]

Previous adaptation to any certain purpose.

Wiseman.

PREDO'MINANCE. s. [præ and domina

PREDO'MINANCY. ) Lat. ] Prevalence

superiority; ascendancy; superiour influence

Shakespeare. Brown.

PREDOMINANT. a. [predominant, Fr.] Pre-

valent ; supreme in influence ; ascendant.

Shakespeare.

To PREDO'MINATE. v. n. [ predominer, Fr.]

To prevail; to be ascendant ; to be supreme

in influence. Newton.

Te PREELE'CT. v. a. [ pre and elect. ] To

choose byprevious decision.

PREEMINENCE. s. [ preeminence, French.]

1. Superiority of excellence.
Addison.

2. Precedence ; priority of place. Hooker

3. Superiority ofpower or influence . Brown.

PREEMINENT. a . [preeminent, Fr.] Excel-

lent above others . Sprat.

PREEMPTION. s. [præemptio, Latin.] The

right ofpurchasing before another. Carew

To PREEN. v. a. [priinen, Dutch. ] To trimthe

feathers of birds, to enable them to glide

more easily through the air. Bailey.

To PREENGA'GE. v. a. [pre and engage.] To

engage by precedent ties or contracts. Rog.

PREENGA'GEMENT. s. [from preengage. ]

Precedent obligation. Boyle.

To PREESTABLISH. v. a. [pre and establish ]

To settle beforehand.

PREESTABLISHMENT. s. [from preestab-

lish.] Settlement beforehand.

To PREEXI'ST. v. a. [præ and existo, Lat.] To

exist beforehand . Dryden.

PREEXISTENCE. s . [preexistence, Fr.]

1. Existence before. Burnet,

2. Existence of the soul before its union with

the body. Addison.

PREEXISTENT. a. [preexistent, Fr.] Exist-

ent beforehand ; preceding in existence. Po.

PREFACE. s. [preface, French.] Something

spoken introductory to the main design ; in-

troduction ; something proemial Peacham.

To PRE'EACE. v. n. [præfuri, Lat.] To say

something introductory. Spectator .

To PREFACE. v. a.

1. To introduce by something proemial. Sou.

2. To face ; to cover. Cleaveland.

PREFACER. s. [from preface. ] The writer of

a preface. Dryden.

PREFATORY. a . [from preface. ] Introduc-

tory . Dryden.

PREFECT. s. [ præfectus, Lat.] Governour ;

commander. , Ben Jonson.
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FREFECTURE. s . [prefecture, Fr. præfectura,

Lat.] Command ; office of government.

To PREFER. v. a. [preferer, Fr. præfero, Lat.]

1. To regard more than another. Romans.

2. To advance ; to exalt ; to raise . Clarendon.

3. To present ceremoniously. Pope.

4. To offer solemnly ; to propose publickly ,

to exhibit. Sandys.

PREFERABLE . a . [ preferable, Fr. from pre-

fer.] Eligible before something else. Locke.

PREFERABLENESS. s . ( from preferable.]

The state ofbeing preferable.

PREFERABLY. ad . [ from preferable.] In pre-

ference ; in such a manner as to prefer one

thing to another. Dennis.

PREFERENCE. s . [ preference, Fr. from pre-

fer.] The act of preferring ; estimation of

one thing above another ; election of one ra-

ther than another. Sprat.

PREFE'RER. s. [fromprefer. ]One wno prefers.

PREFERMENT. s. [from prefer.]

1. Advancement to a higher station . Shak.

2. A place of honour or profit. L'Estrange.

3. Preference. Not in use. Brown.

To PREFIGURATE. v. a. [pre and figuro,

Latin.] To show by an antecedent represen-

tation.

PREFIGURATION. s. [from prefigurate.]

Antecedent representation. Norris.

To PREFIGURE. v. a. [præ and figuro, Lat.]

To exhibit by antecedent representation.

Hammond.

To PREFI'NE. v. a. [præfinio, Latin. ] To li-

mit beforehand.

To PREFIX. v. a. [prefigo, Latin.]

1. To appoint beforehand.

2. settle ; to establish.

Knolles.

Sandys.

Hale.

3. To putbefore another thing ; as, he que

fixed an advertisement to his book.

PREFIX. s. [præfixum, Lat. ] Some particle

put before a word, to vary its signification.

PREFIXION. s. [prefixion, Fr. from prefix.]

The act ofprefixing.

To PREFORM. v . a. [ pre and form.] Toform
beforehand. Not in use. Shakespeare.

PREGNANCY. s. [from pregnant . ]

1. The state of being with young.

2. Fertility ; fruitfulness ; inventive power ;

acuteness.

PREGNANT. a. [pregnans, Latin.]

1. Teeming ; breeding.

2. Fruitful ; fertile ; impregnating.

3. Full of consequence.

Ray.

2. Prejudiced ; prepossessed by opinions . Br

PREJUDICATION. s. [from prejudicate.]

The act ofjudging without examination .

PREJUDICE. s . [prejudice, French ; præjudi.

cium , Latin.]

1. Prepossession ; judgment formed before-
hand without examination. Clarendon.

2.Mischief; detriment ; hurt ; injury. Bacon.

To PREJUDICE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To prepossess with unexamined opinions

to fill with prejudices. Prior.

2. To obstruct or injure by prejudices pre

viously raised. Whitgift.

3. To injure ; to hurt ; to diminish ; to im-

pair; to be detrimental to . Prior.

PREJUDICIAL. a. [prejudiciable, Fr.]

1. Obstructed by means of opposite prepos

sessions.
Holyday.

Hooker.2. Contrary ; opposite.

3. Mischievous ; hurtful ; injurious ; detri-
mental.

Atterbury.
PREJUDICIALNESS. s. [from prejudicial.]

The state ofbeing prejudicial ; mischievous-
ness.

PRE'LACY. s. [from prelate.]

1. The dignity or post of a prelate or eccle-

siastick of the highest order. Ayliffe.

2. Episcopacy; the order of bishops. Dryden.

3. Bishops. Collectively. Hooker.

PRE'LATE. s . [prelat, Fr. prælatus, Lat. ] An

ecclesiastick of the highest order and dig-

nity. Shakespeare.

PRELATICAL. a. [from prelate. ] Relating

to prelates or prelacy.

PRELATION. s. [prælatus, Latin .] Prefer-

ence ; setting of one above the other. Hale.

PRE'LATURE. [prælatura, Latin.]

PRELATURESHIP. The state or dignity

of a prelate.

PRELÈCTION. s. [prælectio, Lat. ] Reading ;

lecture ; discourse . Hale.

PRELIBATION. s. [ from pralibo, Latin.]

Taste beforehand ; effusion previous to tast-

More.

PRELIMINARY. a. [preliminaire, Fr.] Pre-

vious ; introductory ; proemial. Dryden.

PRELIMINARY. s. Something previous ;

preparatory act.

ing.

Pope.

1. Some short flight of musick played before

a full concert. Young.

Swift. PRELUDE. 3. [præludium, Latin.]

Prior.

Dryden.

Woodward.

Shak.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

4. Evident : plain ; clear. Obsolete.

5. Easyto produce any thing.

6. Free ; kind. Obsolete.

PREGNANTLY, ad.

1. Fruitfully.

2. Fully; plainly ; clearly. Shakespeare.

PREGUSTATION. s. [præe and gusto, Lat.]

The act of tasting before another.

To PREJUDGE. v. a. [prejuger, Fr. ] To de-

termine any question beforehand ; generally

to condemn beforehand. Swift.

To_PREJUDICATE. v. a. [præ and judico,

Latin.] To determine beforehand to disad-

vantage. Sandys.

PREJUDICATE. a. [from the verb.]

1. Formed by prejudice ; formed before exa-

Watis.
mination .

2. Something introductory ; something that

only shows what is to follow. Addison.

To PRELUDE. v. a. [preluder, Fr. præludo,

Latin ] To serve as an introduction ; to be

previous to. Dryden.

PRELUDIOUS. a. [from perlude.] Previous ;

introductory. Cleaveland.

PRELUDIUM. s. [Latin.] Prelude. Dryden.

PRELU'SIVE. a. [from prelude.] Previous ;

introductory ; proemial. Thomson.

PREMATU'ŘÉ. a. [prematurus, Lat.] Ripe

too soon ; formed before the time ; too early ;

too soon said, or done ; too hasty. Hammond.

PREMATURELY. ad. Too early ; too soon ;

with too hasty ripeness.

PREMATU'RENESS. s. [from premuture.]

PREMATURITY. Too great haste ;

unseasonable earliness .

ToPREMEDITATE. v a. [præmeditor, Lat.]
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To contrive or form beforehand ; to conceive
beforehand. Dryden.

To PREMEDITATE. v. n. To have formed

in the mindby previous meditation ; to think
beforehand. Hooker.

PREMEDITATION. s. [ premeditatio, Latin .]

Act of meditating beforehand. More.

To PREME'RIT. v. a. [præmereor, Latin. ] To
deserve before. King Charles.

PREMICES. s . [ primitia, Latin ; premices, Fr.]
First fruits. Dryden.

PRE'MIER. a. [ French. ] First ; chief. Camden.

To PREMISE. v. a. [pramissus, Latin.]

1. To explain previously ; to lay down pre-

mises. Burnet.

2. To send before the time . Not used. Shak.

PREMISES. s. [ præmissa, Latin .]

1. Propositions antecedently supposed or

proved.
Hooker.

2. In law language, houses or lands . Hooker.

PREMISS. s . [præmissum, Latin. ] Antecedent

proposition. Watts.

PREMIUM. s. [præmium, Latin.] Something

given to invite a loan or a bargain. Addison.

To PREMO'NISH. v. a. [præmonio, Latin.] To

warn or admonish beforehand.

PREMO'NISHMENT. s. [from premonish.]

Previous information. Wotton.

PREMONITION. s . [from premonish. ] Previ-

ous notice ; previous intelligence. Chapman.

PREMONITORY. a. [from præ and moneo,

Latin.] Previously advising .

To PREMONSTRATE. v. a. [pre and mon-

stro, Latin. ] To show beforehand.

PREMUNI'ŘE. s . [Latin .]

1. A writ in the common law, whereby a

penalty is incurrable, as infringing some sta-

Bramhall.

South.

tute.

Brown.

2. The penalty so incurred.

3. A difficulty ; a distress.

PREMUNITION. s. [from pramunio, Latin .]

An anticipation of objection.

To PRENO'MINATE. v. a. [pra and nomino,

Latin. ] To forename. Shakespeare.

PRENOMINATION. s . [præ and nomino, Lat. ]

The privilege of being named first. Brown.

PRENO'TION. s. [prenotion, French .] _Fore-

knowledge ; prescience.

PREʼNTICE. s. [contracted from apprentice. ]

One bound to a master, in order to instruc-

tion in trade. Shakespeare.

PRENTICESHIP. s. [from prentice.] The

servitude of an apprentice. Pope.

PRENUNCIATION. s.. [prænuncio, Latin .]

The act of telling before.

PREO'CCUPANCY. s . [from preoccupate. ]

The act of taking possession before another.

To PREO'CCUPATE. v. a. [preoccuper, Fr.]

1. To anticipate. Bacon.

2. To prepossess ; to fill with prejudices.Wot.

PREOCCUPATION. s. [preoccupation, Fr.]

1. Anticipation.

2. Prepossession.

South.3. Anticipation of objection.

To PREOCCUPY. r. a. To prepossess ; to oc-

cupy by anticipation or prejudices. Arbuth.

To PREO'MINÁTE. v . a. [præ and ominor,

Latin.] To prognosticate ; to gather from

omens any future event. Brown.

PREOPINION... [pre and opinio, Latin.

Opinion antecedently formed ; prepossession

Brown.

Hammond.

To PREORDA'IN. v. a. [pre and ordain. ] To
ordain beforehand .

PREO'RDINANCE. s . [pre and ordinance .]

Antecedent decree. Not in use. Shakespeare

PREORDINATION. s. [from preordain .] The

act of preordaining.

PREPARATION. s. [preparatio, Lat. prepa-

ration, French.]

1. The act of preparing or previously fitting

any thing to any purpose.

2. Previous measures.

Wake

Burnet

3. Ceremonious introduction. Shakespeare,

4. The act of making or fitting by a regular

process . Arbuthnot.

5. Anything made by process of operation.

Brown.

6. Accomplishment ; qualification . Out of

Shakespeare

PREPA'RATIVE. a. [preparatif, Fr. ] Hay-

ing the power of preparing, qualifying, or

fitting. South

use.

PREPĂ'RATIVE.'s. [preparatif, French.]

1. That which has the power of preparing

or previously fitting. Decay of Piety.

2. That which is done in order to something

else. King Charles.

PREPARATIVELY. ad. [ from preparative. ]

Previously ; by way of preparation . Hale.

PREPARATORY. a. [preparatoire, Fr.]

1. Antecedently necessary. Tillotson.

2. Introductory ; previous ; antecedent. Hale.

To PREPA'RE. v. a. [præparo, Latin.]

1. To fit for any thing ; to adjust to any use ;

to make ready for any purpose. Blackmore.

2. To qualify for any purpose.

3. To make ready beforehand.

4. To form ; to make.

Addison.

Milton.

Psalms.

5. To make by regular process ; as; he pre-

pared a medicine.

To PREPA'RE. v. n.

1. To take previous measures . Peacham.

2. To make every thing ready ; to put things

in order. Shakespeare.

3. To make one's self ready ; to put himself

in a state of expectation.

PREPA'RE . s . [from the verb . ] Preparation ;

previous measures. Not in use. Shakespeare.

PŘEPAʼREDLY. ad. [from prepared. ] By pro-

per precedent measures Shakespeare.

PREPAREDNESS. s . [ from prepare. ] State

or act of being prepared.

PREPARER. s. [from prepare.]

1. One that prepares ; one that previously

fits. Wotton.

2. That which fits for any thing. Mortimer.

PREPE'NSE. a . [ [prepensus, Lat. ] Fore-

PREPE'NSED . § thought ; preconceived ;

contrived beforehand ; as, maiice prepense.

To PREPO NDER. v. a . [from preponderate. ]

To outweigh. Not used. Wotton.

PREPO'NDERANCE. Į s . [from preponde-

PREPO'NDERANCY. rute. ] The state of

outweighing ; superiority of weight. Locke.

To PREPO'NDERATE. v. a. [præpondero, Lat.]

1. To outweigh ; to overpower by weight.

2. To overpower by stronger influence.
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To PREPO'NDERATE. v. n .

1. To exceed in weight. Bentley.

2. To exceed in influence or power analo.

gous to weight. Locke.

PREPONDERA'TION. s . [from preponderate.]

The act or state of outweighing any thing.

Watts.

To PREPO'SE. v. a. [preposer, French .] To

put before.

PREPOSITION. s . [preposition , Fr. præpositio,

Latin.] In grammar, a particle governing a

Clarke.

PREPO'SITOR. s. [præpositor, Lat. ] A scho-

lar appointed by the master to overlook the

case.

rest.

To PREPOSSE'SS . v. a . [pre and possess.] To

fill with an opinion unexamined ; to preju-

dice. Wiseman.

PREPOSSESSION. s . [fromprepossess. ]

1. Preoccupation ; first possession . Hammond.

2. Prejudice ; preconceived opinion . South.

PREPOSTEROUS . a . [ præposterus, Latin.]

1. Having that first which ought to be last.

Woodward.

2. Wrong ; absurd ; perverted. Denham.

3. Applied to persons : foolish ; absurd . Sha.

PREPOSTEROUSLY. ad. In a wrong situa-

tion ; absurdly. Bentley.

PREPO'STEROUSNESS. s. [from preposter-

ous.] Absurdity ; wrong order or method.

PRE POTENCY. s . [præpotentia, Latin.] Su-

periour power; predominance. Brown.

PREPU'CE. s. [praputium, Latin .] That which

covers the glans ; foreskin. Wiseman.

To PRESCIND. v. a. [præscindo, Latin.] To

cut off; to abstract. Norris

PRESCINDENT. a. [præscindens, Latın.] Ab-

stracting. Cheyne.

To PRE'SCRIBE. v. a . [præscribo, Latin.]

1. To set down authoritatively ; to order ; to

direct.

2. To direct medically.

To PRESCRIBE v. n.

1. To influence by long custom.

2. To influence arbitrarily,

Hooker.

Swift.

Brown

Locke

3. [Prescrire, French. ] To form a custom

which has the force of law. Arbuthnot

4. To write medical directions and forms of

medicine. Pope.

PRE'SCRIPT. a. [præscriptus, Lat. ] Directed ;

accurately laid down in a precept Hooker.

PRE'SCRIPT. s. [præscriptum, Lat ]

1. Direction ; precept ; model prescribed.Mi.

2. Medical order. Fell.

PRESCRIPTION. s . [præscriptio, Lat.]

1. Rules produced and authorized by long

custom ; custom continued till it has the

force oflaw.

·

2. Medical receipt.

South.

Temple.

PRE'SEANCE. s . [preseance, French. ] Priori-

ty of place in sitting. Not used. Carew.

PRE'SENCE. s. [presence, Fr. præsentia, Lat.]

1. State of being present ; contrary to ab-

Shakespeare.sence.

age.

2. Approach face to face to a great person-

Daniel.

3. State ofbeing in the view of a superiour.

Milton,

4. Á number assembled before a great per

Shakespeare .son.

5. Port ; air; mien ; demeanour. Collier.

6. Room in which a prince shows himself to

his court. Spenser.

7. Readiness at need ; quickness at expedi-

To PREREQUIRE. v. a. [pre and require.]

To demand previously. Hammond.

PREREQUISITE. a. [pre and requisite.] Pre-

viously necessary. Hale.

PRERO'GATIVE. s. [prerogatif, French.]

An exclusive or peculiar privilege . Sidney.

PRERO'GATIVED. a. [from prerogative. ]

Having an exclusive privilege. Shakespeare.

PRESA GE. s. [presage, Fr. prasagium, Lat.] PRESENCE-CHAMBER. s. [presence and

Prognostick ; presension offuturity.Addison.

To PRESA'GE. v. a. [presager, French ; præ-

sagio, Latin.]

1. To forebode ; to foreknow ; to foretel ; to

prophesy. Milton.

2. To foretoken ; to foreshow. Shakespeare.

PRESA'GEMENT. s. [from presage.]

1. Forebodement ; presension.

2. Foretoken.

PRESBYTER. s . [@goCuTięⒸ.]

1. A priest .

2. A presbyterian.

↓

.

ents.

8. The person of a superiour.

PRESENCE-ROOM.

Waller.

Milton.

chamber ofrom .]

The room in which a great person receives

company.
Addison.

PRESE'NSION. s. [præsensio, Latin.] Per

ception beforehand. Brown

PRESENT. a. [present, Fr. præsens, Lat. ]

1. Not absent ; being face to face ; being at

hand. Taylor

Prior.

3. Ready at hand ; quick in emergencies.

Wotton.

Brown. 2. Not past ; not future.

Hooker.

Butler.

PRESBYTERIAL. a. [ ECUTE ] Con-

PRESBYTERIAN. S sisting of elders ; a

term for a modern form of ecclesiastical go-

vernment. Holyday. King Charles.

PRESBYTERIAN. s. [from presbyter.] An

abettor of presbytery, or calvinistical disci-

pline. Swift.

PRESBYTERY. s. [from presbyter. ] Body of

elders, whether priests orlaymen. Cleaveland .

PRE'SCIENCE. s. [ prescience, French. ] Fore-

knowledge ; knowledge of future things. Sou.

PRE'SCIENT. a. [prasciens, Latin.] Fore-

knowing ; prophetick.
Bacon.

PRE'SCIOUS. ú. [præscius, Lat. ] Having fore-

knowledge. Dryden.

L'Estrange.

4. Favourably attentive ; not neglectful ; pro-

pitious. Ben Jonson.

Watts.5. Unforgotten ; not neglected.

6. Not abstracted ; not absent of mind ; at-

tentive.

7. Being not in view ; being now under con-

sideration. Law.

The PRE'SENT. An elliptical expression for

thepresent time ; the time now existing. Rowe.

At PRE'SENT. [ à present, French .] At the

present time ; now. Addison.

PRESENT. s. [present, French.]

1. A gift ; a donative ; something ceremoni-

ously given. Shakespeare

2. Aletter or mandate exhibited .Shakespeare.

To PRESE'NT. v. a. [præsento, low Latin.]
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in the presence ofa superiour.Mt.

2. To exhibit to view or notice. Shakespeare.

3. To offer ; to exhibit. Milton.

4. To give formally and ceremoniously . Prior.

5. To put into the hands of another. Dryden.

6. To favour with gifts. Dryden.

7. To prefer to ecclesiastical benefices . Atte.

8. To offer openly. Hayward.

9. To introduce by something exhibited to

the view or notice . Not in use. Spenser.

10. To lay before a court of judicature, as

an object ofinquiry. Swift.

11. To point a missile weapon before it is

discharged .

PRESENTABLE. a. [from present . ] What

may be presented. Ayliffe.

PRESENTANEOUS. a. [presentaneus, Latin.]

Ready ; quick ; immediate.

PRESENTATIÓN. s. [presentation, Fr.]

1. The act of presenting.

-Harvey.

Hale.

Dryden.

Hooker.

2. The act of offering any one to an ecclesi-

astical benefice.

3. Exhibition.

PRESENTATIVE. a. [from present . ] Such as

that presentations may be made of it. Spel.

PRESENTE'E. s. [from presentée, Fr.] One

presented to a benefice. Ayliffe.

PŘESE'NTER. s. [from present.] One that

presents.

PRESENTIAL. s. [from present.] Supposing

actual presence.

L'Estrange.

Norris.

PRESENTIA'LITY. s. [from presential .] State

of being present. South.

Grew.

To PRESENTIATE. v. a. [from present.] To

make present.

PRESENTIFICK. a. [præsens and facio, Lat.]

Making present. Not in use.

PRESENTI FICKLY. ad. [from presentifick.]

In such a manner as to make present. More.

PRESENTLY. ad. [from present .]

Sidney.1. At present ; at this time ; now.

2. Immediate ; soon after. South.

PRESENTMENT. s. [from present .]

1. The act ofpresenting. ' Shakespeare,

2. Any thing presented or exhibited ; repre-
Milton.sentation.

3. In law, presentment is a mere denunciation

of the jurors themselves, or some other offi-

cer, as justice, constable, searcher, surveyor,

and without any information, of an offence

inquirable in the court to which it is pre-

sented. Cowel.

PRESENTNESS. s. [from present.] Presence

ofmind ; quickness at emergencies. Clarend.

PRESERVATION. s. [from preserve.] The

act ofpreserving ; care to preserve. Davies.

PRESERVATIVE. s. [ preservatif, French.]

That which has the power of preserving ;

something preventive. Hooker.

TO PRESERVE. v. a . [præservo, low Latin. ]

1. To save ; to defend from destruction or

any evil ; to keep. Clarendon.

2. To season fruits and other vegetables with

sugar, and in other proper pickles ; as, to

preserve plums, walnuts, and cucumbers.

PRESERVE. s. [from the verb. ] Fruit pre-

served whole in sugar.
Mortimer.

PRESERVER. s. [from preserve.]

1. One who preserves ; one who keeps from
ruin or mischief. Addison.•

2. He who makes preserves of fruit.

To PRESIDE. v. n. [from præsido, Latin ; pre-

sider, Fr.] To be set over ; to have authority

Dryden,

PRE'SIDENCY. s . [ presidence, Fr. from presi

dent. ] Superintendence. Ray.

PREʼSIDENT. 8. [presidens, Latin. ]

over.

Watis.

Brerewood .

Waller.

1. One placed with authority over others ;

one at the head of others.

2. Governour ; prefect.

3. A tutelar power.

PRESIDENTSHIP. s. [ from president. ] The

office and place of president. Hooker.

PRESIDIAL. a . [præsidium, Lat.] Relating

to a garrison.

To PRESS. v. a. [presser, French.]

1. To squeeze ; to crush. Milton.

2. To distress ; to crusy with calamities. Sha

3. To constrain ; to compel ; to urge by ne

cessity.

4. To impose by constraint.

5. To drive by violence.

6. To affect strongly.

7. To enforce ; to inculcate with

or importunity.

8. To urge ; to bear strongly on.

9. To compress ; to hug.

10. To act upon with weight.

11. To make earnest.

Hooker

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Acts

argument

Felton.

Boyle.

Pope.

Dryden.

Bacon.

Shak.12. To force into military service.

To PRESS. v . n.

1. To act with compulsive violence ; to urge ;

to distress. Tillotson.

2. To go forward with violence to any ob-

ject.

3. To make invasion ; to encroach.

4. To crowd ; to throng..

Knolles.

Pope.

Mark.

Dryden.

Addison.

5. To come unseasonably or importunately.

Pope.

6. To urge with vehemence and importunity.

7. To act upon or influence.

8. To PRESS upon. To invade ; to push

against.

PRESS. s . [pressoir, Fr. from the verb.]

1. The instrument by which any thing is

crushed or squeezed ; a wine press, a cider

press. Haggai.

2. The instrument by which books are print.

ed.

3. Crowd ; tumult ; throng.

4. Violent tendency.

Shakespeare.

Hooker.

Shakespeare.

5. A kind of wooden case or frame for

clothes and other uses. Shakespeare.

into military

Raleigh.

6. A commission to force men

service.

PRE'SSBED. s. [press and bed.] Bed so form-

ed as to be shut up in a case.

PRE'SSER. s. [from press.] One that presses

or works at a press. Swift.

PRESSGANG. s . [press and gang.] A crew

that strolls about the streets to force men

into naval service.

Howel.
PRESSINGLY. ad. [from pressing. ] With

force ; closely

PRE'SSION. s. [from press.] The act of pres

sing.

PRESSITANT. a . Gravitating ; heavy. More.

PRESSMAN. s. [press and man.]

Newton.

1. One who forces another into service ; one

who forces away.
Chapman-
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2. One who makes the impression of print by

the press ; distinct from the compositor, who

ranges the types.

PRESSMONEY. s . [press and money.] Money

given to a soldier when he is taken or forced

into the service.

PRESSURE. s. [from press.]

1. The act of pressing or crushing.

Bacon.

2. The state of being pressed or crushed.

3. Force acting against any thing ; gravita-

tion ; weight acting or resisting. Newton.

4. Violence inflicted ; oppression.

5. Affliction ; grievance ; distress. Atterbury.

6. Impression ; stamp ; character made by

impression. Shakespeare.

PREST. a. [prest, or prêt, Fr.] Obsolete.

1. Ready ; not dilatory. Fairfax.

Tusser.2. Neat; tight.

PREST. s . [ prest, French.] A loan. Bacon.

PRESTIGATION. s . [præstigatio, Lat.] A de-

ceiving ; a juggling ; a playing legerdemain.

PRESTIGES . s . [præstigio, Latin. ] Illusions ;

impostures ; juggling tricks.

once.

PRESTO. s . [presto, Italian . ] Quick; at

Swift.

PRESUMABLY. ad. [from presume . ] Without

examination. Brown.

To PRESU'ME. v . n . [presumer, Fr. præsumo,

Latin.]

1. To suppose ; to believe previously with-

out examination. Milton.

2. To suppose ; to affirm without immediate

proof. Brown.

3. To venture without positive leave. Milton,

4. To form confident or arrogant opinions.

Locke.

5. To make confident or arrogant attempts.

Hooker.

PRESU'MER. s. [from presume. ] One that

presupposes ; an arrogant person. Wotton.

PRESUMPTION. s. præsumptus, Lat. pre-

somption, Fr.]

1. Supposition previously formed. K. Charles.

2. Confidence grounded on any thing pre-

supposed. Clarendon.

3. An argument strong, but not demonstra-

tive ; a strong probability. Hooker.

4. Arrogance ; confidence blind and adven-

turous ; presumptuousness. Dryden.

5. Unreasonable confidence of divine favour.

Rogers.

Locke.

PRESUMPTIVE. a. [presomptif, Fr.]

1. Taken by previous supposition.

2. Supposed ; as, the presumptive heir ; op-

posed to the heir apparent.

3. Confident ; arrogant ; presumptuous. Bro.

PRESUMPTUOUS. a. [presumptueux, Fr.]

1. Arrogant ; confident ; insolent. Shak

2. Irreverent with respect to holy things. Mil.
PRESUMPTUOUSLY. ad.

1. Arrogantly ; confidently.

2. Irreverently. Addison.

3. With vain and groundless confidence in

divine favour. Hammond.

PRESUMPTUOUSNESS. s. [from presump-

tuous.] Quality of being presumptuous ; con-

fidence ; irreverence.

PRESUPPO'SAL. s . [pre and supposal.] Sup-

posal previously formed. Hooker.

To PRESUPPO'SE. v. a. [presupposer, Fr. pre

and suppose.] To suppose as previous ; to

imply as antecedent. Hooker.

PRESUPPOSITION. s. [presupposition, Fr.]

Supposition previously formed .

PRESURMI'SE. s. [pre and surmise. ] Surmise

previously formed."

PRETENCE. s. [prætensus , Latin.]

1. A false argument grounded upon fictitious

postulates. Tillotson.

2. The act of showing or alleging what is

not real ; show ; appearance. Wake.

3. Assumption ; claim to notice. Evelyn.

4. Claim, true or false. Milton.

5. Something threatened, or held out to ter-

rify. Shakespeare.

To PRETEND. v. a. [prætendo, Latin. ]

1. To hold out ; to stretch forward. Dryden.

2. To simulate ; to make false appearances

or representations ; to allege falsely. Milt.

3. To show hypocritically. Decay of Piety.

4. To hold out as a delusive appearance. Mi.

5. To claim. Dryden.

To PRETEND . v. n.

1. To put in a claim truly or falsely . Milton.

2. To presume on ability to do any thing ; to

profess presumptuously.
Brown.

Pope.

Collier.

PRETENDER. s . [from pretend.] One who

lays claim to any thing.

PRETENDINGLY. ad. [ from pretending.]

Arrogantly ; presumptuously.

PRETENSION. s [prætensio, Latin .]

1. Claim true or false.

2. Fictitious appearance.

PRETER. [præter, Latin. ] A particle which,

prefixed to words of Latin original, si guifies

beside.

Swift.

Bacon.

PRETERIMPERFECT. a. In grammar, de-

notes the tense not perfectly past.

PRETERIT. a. [preterit, French ; preteritus,

Latin ] Past.

PRETERITION. s. [preterition, Fr. from pre-

terit. ] The act of going past ; the state of

being past.

PRETERITNESS. s . [from preterit .] State

of being past ; not presence ; not futurity.

PRETERLA'PSED. a. [præterlapsus, Latin. ]

Past and gone. Walker.

PRETERLË'GAL. a. [preter and legal. ] Not

agreeable to law King Charles.

PRETERMISSION. s . [pretermission, Fr. ;

prætermissio, Lat. ] The act of omitting.

To PRETERMI’T. v . a . [pratermitto, Latin. ]

To pass by.
Bacon.

PRETERNATURAL. a . [preter and natural.]

Different from what is natural ; irregular.

PRETERNATURALLY. ad. In a manner

different from the order of nature. Bacon.

PRETERNATURALNESS. s. [ from preter-

natural.] Manner different from the order

ofnature.

PRETERPERFECT. a [preteritum perfec-

tum, Latin. ] A grammatical term applied to

the tense which denotes time absolutely past.

Addison.

PRETERPLUPERFECT.
a. [præteritum

• plusquam perfecium, Lat.] The gra nmatical

epithet for the tense denoting time relatively

past, or past before some otherfst time.
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PRETEXT. 8. [prætextus, Latin.] Pretence ;

false appearance ; false allegation. Daniel.

PRETOR. s. [prætor, Lat.] The Romanjudge.

It is now sometimes taken for a mayor.

Shakespeare.

PRETO'RIAN. a. [prætorianus, Lat. pretorien,

French.] Judicial ; exercised by the pretor.

Bucon.

tion .

PRETTILY. ad. [from pretty .] Neatly ; ele-

gantly; pleasingly without dignity or eleva-

Bacon.

PRETTINESS. s . [ from pretty . ] Beauty with-

out dignity ; neat elegance without eleva-

More.

PRETTY. a. [pnær, finery, Sax. pretto, Ital.

prat, prattigh, Dutch. ]

tion.

1. Neat ; elegant ; pleasing without surprise

or elevation. Watts.

Spectator.

3. It is used in a kind of diminutive contempt

in poetry, and in conversation ; as, a pretty

fellow indeed ! Addison.

4. Not very small. A vulgar use. Abbot.

PRETTY: ad. In some degree ; it is less than

very; the words are pretty good ; that is, not

very good. Addison. Baker.

To PREVAIL. v. n . [prevaloir, French.]

1. To be in force ; to have effect ; to have

power; to have influence. Locke.

2. Beautiful without grandeur or dignity .

2. To overcome ; to gain the superiority. Sh.

3. To gain influence ; to operate effectually.

Wilkins.

Cleaveland.4. To persuade or induce.

PREVAILING. a. [from prevail. ] Predomi-

nant; having much influence.

PREVAILMENT. s . [from prevail .]

lence.

Rowe.

Preva-

Shakespeare.

PREVALENCE. s. [prevalence, Fr. prava-

PREVALENCY. lentia, low Lat. ] Superio-

rity ; influence ; predominance ; efficacy ;

force ; validity. Clarendon.

PREVE'NTER. s . [from prevent. ]

1. One that goes before. Bacon,

2. One that hinders ; a hinderer ; an obstruc

ter.

PREVENTION. s. [prevention, Fr. from præ-

ventum, Latin.]

1. The act of going before. Milton.

Milton.

Dryden.

2. Preoccupation ; anticipation . Shakespeare.

3. Hinderance ; obstruction .

4. Prejudice ; prepossession.

PREVENTIONAL.
a. [from prevention. ]

Tending to prevention.

PREVENTIVE. a. [ from prevent.]

1. Tending to hinder. Bacon.

Brown.2. Preservative ; hindering ill.

PREVENTIVE, s. [fromprevent.] A preser

vative ; that which prevents ; an antidote.

PREVENTIVELY. ad. In such a manner as

tends to prevention.

PREVIOUS. a. [prævius, Latin. ] Antecedent ;

going before ; prior.

PREVIOUSLY. ad . Beforehand ; antecedent-

ly.

Brown.

Burnet.

Prior.

PREVIOUSNESS. s. [from previous. ] Ante-

cedence.

PREY. s . [ præda, Latin. ]

1. Something to be devoured ; something to

be seized ; ravine ; plunder.

2. Ravage ; depredation.

3. Animal ofprey, is an animal
other animals.

To PREY. v. n. [prador, Latin. ]

1. To feed by violence.

Clarendon.

Shakespeare.

that lives on

L'Estrange.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Addiscn.

2. To plunder ; to rob.

3. To corrode ; to waste.

PREYER. s . [from prey. ] Robber ; devourer ;

plunderer.

Bacon.

Bacon.

PRI'APISM . s. [priapismus, Latin ; priapisme,

Fr.] A preternatural tension.

PRICE. s . [prix, Fr. pretium, Latin. ]

1. Equivalent paid for any thing.

2. Value ; estimation ; supposed excellence.

3. Rate at which any thing is sold. Locke.

South. 4. Reward ; thing purchased by mark. Pope.

Milton. To PRICE. v. a. To pay for. Spenser.

3. Predominant. Woodward. To PRICK. v. a . [ pnician, Saxon .]

PREVALENTLY. ad . [fromprevalent. ] Power-

fully; forcibly.

PREVALENT. a. [prevalens, Lat.]

1. Victorious ; gaining superiority.

2. Powerful ; efficacious.

Prior.

To PŘEVA'RIČATE. v. n. [prævaricor, Lat.]

To cavil ; to quibble ; to shuffle. Stillingfleet.

PREVARICATION, s, [prævaricatio, Latin.]

Shuffle ; cavil. Addison.

PREVARICATOR. s. [pravaricator, Latin.]

A caviller; a shuffler.

To PREVENE. v. a. [prævenio, Latin. ] To

hinder. Philips.

PREVENIENT. a. [præveniens, Lat.] Preced-

ing ; going before ; preventive. Milton.

To PREVENT. v. a . [prevenio, Lat. prevenir,

French.]

1. To go before as a guide ; to go before,

making the way easy. Common Prayer.

2. To go before ; to be before.

3. To anticipate.

Bacon.

Pope.

4. To preoccupy ; to preengage ; to attempt
first. King Charles.

5. To hinder ; to obviate ; to obstruct. Att.

To PREVENT. v. n . To come before the time.

A latinism .
Bacon.

1. To pierce with a small puncture. Arbuth

2. Toform or erect with an acuminated point.

3. To fix by the point. Newton.

4. To hang on a point. Sandys.

5. To nominate by a puncture or point. Sha.

6. To spur ; to goad ; to impel; to incite. Sha.

7. To pain ; to pierce with remorse. Acts.

8. To make acid.

9. To mark a tune.

To PRICK. v. n. (prijken, Dutch.]

1. To dress one's self for show.

2. To come upon the spur.

PRICK. s . [pricca, Saxon ]

Hudibras.

Spenser

1. A sharp slender instrument ; any thingby

which a puncture is made.
Davies.

2. A thorn in the mind ; a teasing and tor-

menting thought ; remorse of conscience. Sh.

3. A spot or mark at which archers aim.

4. A point ; a fixed place.

5. A puncture.

Carew.

Shakespeare.

Brown.

6. The print of a hare in the ground.

PRICKER. 8. [from prick.Į
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1. A sharp-pointed instrument. Moxon.

2. A light horseman. Not used. Hayward.

PRICKET. s . [from prick. ] A buck in his se-
cond year. Manhood.

PRICKLE. s. [from prick. ] Small sharp point,

like that of a brier.
Watts.

PRICKLINESS. s. [from prickly. ] Fulness of

sharp points.

PRICKLOUSE. s . [prick and louse.] A word

of contempt for a tailor. L'Estrange.

PRICKLY. a. [from prick. ] Full of sharp

points. Bacon.

PRICKMADAM. s . A species of houseleek.

PRICKPUNCH. s . A piece of tempered steel,

with a round point at one end, to prick a

round mark in cold iron. Moxon.

PRICKSONG. s. [prick and song.] Song set

Shakespeare.

PRICKWOOD. s . [euonymus.] A tree. Ains.

PRIDE. s. [pnit, or pnyo, Saxon. ]

to musick.

1. Inordinate and unreasonable self-esteem.

Milton.

2. Insolence ; rude treatment of others ; in-

solent exultation . Milton.

3. Dignity ofmanner ; loftiness of air.

4. Generous elation of heart.

5. Elevation ; dignity.

Smith.

Shakespeare.

6. Ornament ; show; decoration . Milton.

7. Splendour ; ostentation. Dryden.

Shakespeare.

8. The state of a female beast soliciting the

male.

To PRIDE. v. a. [from the noun.] To make

proud ; to rate himself high. Swift.

PŘIE. s. I suppose an old name ofprivet.

Tusser.

Spenser.PRIEF, for proof.

PRIER. s. [from pry.] One who inquires too

narrowly.

PRIEST. s. [preort, Sax. prestre, French.]

1. One who officiates in sacred offices . Milton.

2. One ofthe second order in the hierarchy,

above a deacon, below a bishop. Rowe.

PRI'ESTCRAFT. s. [priest and craft.] Reli-

gious fraud ; management of wicked priests

to gain power. Spectator.

PRIESTESS . s . [from priest.] A woman who

officiated in heathen rites . Addison.

PRIESTHOOD. s . [from priest.]

1. The office and character of a priest. Whut.

2. The order ofmen set apart for holy of

fices.
Dryden.

3. The second order in the hierarchy.

PRIESTLINESS. s . [from priestly.] The ap-

pearance or manner of a priest.

PRIESTLY. a. [from priest. ] Becoming a

priest ; sacerdotal ; belonging to a priest. So.

PRIESTRIDDEN. a. [priest and ridden. ]

Managed or governed by priests. Swift.

To PRIEVE, for prove. Spenser.

PRIG. s. A pert, conceited, saucy, pragmati-

cal little fellow.
Spectator.

Ainsworth.PRILL. s. A birt or turbot.

PRIM. a . [by contraction fromprimitive. ] For-

mal ; precise ; affectedly nice. Swift.

To PRIM. v. a. [from the adj. ] To deck up

precisely ; to form to an affected nicety.

PRIMACY. s. [primatie, French.] The chief

ecclesiastical station .

PRI'MAGE. s. The freight of a ship.

Clarendon.

Ainsw.

PRIMAL. a. [primus, Lat.] First. Not in use.

Shakespeare.

PRIMARILY. ad. [from primary. ] Original.

ly; in the first intention ; in the first place.

Brown.

PRIMARINESS. s . [from primary. ] The state

of being first in act or intention. Norris.

PRIMARY. a. [primarius, Latin. ]

1. First in intention. Hummond.

2. Original ; first.

3. First in dignity ; chief ; principal. Bentley.

PRIMATE. s [primat, Fr. primas, Lat. ] The

chief ecclesiastick. Ayliffe.

PRIMATESHIP. s . [from primate. ] The dig-

nity or office of a primate.

PRIME. s. [primus, Latin. ]

1. The first part of the day ; the dawn ; the

morning. Milton.

2. The beginning ; the early days. Milnon.

3. The best part. Swift.

4. The spring of life ; the height of strength,

health, or beauty.

5. Spring.

6. The height of perfection.

7. The first canonical hour.

Dryden.

Waller.

Woodward.

Ainsworth.

8. The first part ; the beginning ; as, the

prime ofthe moon.

PRIME. a. [primus, Latin.]

1. Early ; blooming .

2. Principal ; first- rate.

3. First ; original.

4. Excellent.

Milton.

Clarendon.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

To PRIME. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To put in the first powder ; to put powder

in the pan of a gun. Boyle.

2. [ Primer, Fr. to begin . ] To lay the ground

on a canvass to be painted.

PRIMELY. ad. [from prime.]

1. Originally ; primarily ; in the first place ;
in the first intention. South.

2. Excellently ; supremely well.

PRIMENESS. s . [from prime.]

1. The state of being first.

2. Excellence .

PRI'MER. s.

1. An office ofthe blessed Virgin . Stillingfleet.

2. A small prayer book, in which children

are taught to read. Locke.

PRIMERO. s. [ Span. ] A game at cards. Sha.

PRIME'VAL. a. [primavus, Latin.] Ori-

PRIME VOUS . } ginal ; such as was at first.

PRIMITIAL. a. [primitius, primitiœ, Latin.]

Being of the first production. Ainsworth.

PRIMITIVE, a . [primitif, Fr. primitivus, Lat. ]

1. Ancient ; original ; established from the

beginning.
Tillotson.

2. Formal ; affectedly solemn ; imitating the

supposed gravity of old times.

3. Original ; primary ; not derivative. Milt.

PRIMITIVELY. ad . [ from primitive.]

1. Originally ; at first. Brown.

South.

2. Primarily ; not derivatively.

3. According to the original rule.

PRIMITIVENESS . s. [ from primitive. ] State

of being original ; antiquity ; conformity to

antiquity.

PRIMNESS. s. [from prim. ] Affected nice-

ness or formality.

PRIMOGENIAL. a . [primigenius, Latin.]
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First-born ; original ; primary ; constituent ;
elemental. Boyle.

PRIMOGENITURE. s. [primogeniture, Fr.]

Seniority ; eldership ; state or privilege ofbe

ing first-born. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

PRIMORDIAL. a. [primordium, Lat.] Ori-

ginal ; existing from the beginning. Boyle.

PRIMORDIAL. s. [from the adj. ] Origin ;

first principle. More.

PRIMO'RDIAN. s. A kind of plum."

PRIMO'RDIATE. a . [ from primordium, Lat.]

Original ; existing from the first. Boyle.

PRIMROSE. s. [primula veris, Latin.]

1. A flower that appears early. Bacon.

2. Primrose is used by Shakespeare for gay or

flowery.

PRINCE. s. [prince, Fr. princeps, Latin.]

1. A sovereign ; a chief ruler.

2. A sovereign of rank next to kings.

3. Ruler of whatever sex.

Milton.

Camden.

4. The son of a king. Popularly the eldest

son of him that reigns under any denomina-

tion is called a prince. Sidney.

5. The chief of any body of men. Peacham.

To PRINCE. v. n. To play the prince ; to

take state. Shakespeare.

PRI'NCEDOM. s . [from prince.] The rank,

estate, or power of the prince ; sovereignty.
Milton.

PRI'NCELIKE. a. [prince and like. ] Becom-

ing a prince. Shakespeare.

PRINCELINESS. s. [from princely.] The

state, manner, or dignity of a prince.

PRI'NCELY. a. [from prince.]

1. Having the appearance of one high-born.

Shakespeare.

2. Having the rank of princes. Sidney.

8. Becoming a prince ; royal ; grand ; au-

gust.
Milton.

PRINCELY. ad. In a princelike manner.

PRINCES-FEATHER. s. The herb amaranth.

Ainsworth.

PRINCESS. s. [princesse, Fr. ]

1. A sovereign lady ; a woman having sove-

reign command. Swift.

2. Soveerign lady of rank, next to that of a

queen.

3. The daughter of a king. Shakespeare.

4. The wife of a prince ; as, the princess of
Wales.

PRINCIPAL. a. [principalis, Latin.]

1. Princely. A latinism. Spenser.

2. Chief; of the first rate ; capital ; essen-

tial ; important ; considerable . Shakespeare.

PRINCIPAL. s. [ from the adjective.]

1. A head ; a chief ; not a second. Bacon.

2 One primarily or originally engaged ; not

accessary or auxiliary. Swift.

3.A capital sum placed out at interest. Swift.

4. President or governour.

PRINCIPALITY. s. [principaulté, Fr.]

1. Sovereignty; supreme power.

2. A prince. One invested with sovereignty.

Milton.

Sidney.

Temple.

Taylor.

3. The country which gives title to a prince ;

as, the principality ofWales.

4. Superiority ; predominance.

PRINCIPALLY, ad. [from principal.] Chiefly ;

above all ; above the rest. Newton.

PRINCIPALNESS. s. [from principal.] The

state of being principal or chief.

PRINCIPIA'TION. s. [from principium, Lat. ]

Analysis into constituent or elemental parts .

Not used. Bucon.

PRI'NCIPLE. s. [principium, Lat.]

1. Element ; constituent part ; primordial

substance.

2. Original cause.

tive cause.

Watis.

Dryden.

3. Being productive of other being ; opera-

Tillotson,

4. Fundamental truth ; original postulate .

first position from which others are deduced.

Hooker,

Addison.

South.

Locke.

3. Ground of action ; motive.

6. Tenet on which morality is founded. Law.

To PRINCIPLE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To establish or fix in any tenet ; to im-

press with any tenet good or ill.

2. To establish firmly in the mind.

PRI'NCOCK. Į s. [from prink or prim cock.] A

PRINCOX. coxcomb ; a conceited person;

a pert rogue. Obsolete. Shakespeare.

To PRINK. v. n. [pronken, Dutch.] To prank

to deck for show. Art ofTormenting.

To PRINT. v. a. [imprimer, émpreint, Fr.]

1. To mark by pressing any thing upon ano-

ther. Dryden.

2. To impress any thing, so as to leave its

form .

3. To form by impression.

Roscommon.

Shakespeare.

4. To impress words or make books, not by

the pen, but the press.

To PRINT. v. n.

1. To use the art of typography. Shakespeare.

2. To publish a book.

PRINT. s. [ empreinte, Fr.]

Pope.

1. Mark or form made by impression. Chap.

2. That which being impressed leaves its

form ; as, a butter print.

3. Pictures cut in wood or copper to be im-

pressed on paper.

· Waller.4. Picture made by impression.

5. The form, size, arrangement, or other qua-

lities ofthe types used in printing books .

Dryden.

Shakespeare

6.The state ofbeing published by the printer.

7. Single sheet printed for sale ; a paper some

thing less than a pamphlet.

Formal method. A low word.

PRINTER. s. [ from print. ]

1. One that prints books.

Addison.

Locke

Digby,

2. One that stains linen with figures.

PRINTLESS. a . [from print. ] That leaves no

impression. Milton.

PRIOR. a. [prior, Lat ]Former; being before

something else ; antecedent ; anteriour. Rog

PRI'OR. s. [prieur, French.] The head of a

convent ofmonks, inferiour in dignity to an

abbot. Addison.

PRIORESS. s. [from prior.] A lady superi-

our of a convent of nuns.

PRIORITY. s. [from prior, adjective.]

1. The state of being first ; precedence in

time. Hayward.

2. Precedence in place. Shakespeare.

PRI′ORSHIP. s. [from prior.] The state or

office ofprior.
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PRIORY. s . [from prior.] A convent, in dig-

nity below an abbey. Shakespeare.

PRISAGE. s. [from prise., A custom, now

called butlerage, whereby the prince chal-

lenges out of every bark loaden with wine,

two tuns of wine at his price. Cowel.

PRISM. s. [ gμa. ] A prism ofglass is a glass

ounded with two equal and parallel triangu

iar ends, and three plain and well polished

sides, which meet in three parallel lines, run-

ningfrom the three angles ofone end to the

three angles of the other end. Newton.

PRISMATICK. a. [prismatique, Fr. from

prism.] Formed as a prism. Pope.

PRISMATICALLY. ad. [from prismatick.]

In the form of a prism. Boyle.

PRISMOID. s. [ gioma and doc ] A body

approaching to the form of a prism .

PRISON. s. [prison, French.] A strong hold in

which persons are confined ; a gaol.

To PRISON. v. a. [from the noun.]

Shak.

1. To imprison ; to shut up in hold ; to re-

strain from liberty.

2. To captivate ; to enchain.

3. To confine.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Sandys.

PRISONBASE. s. A kind of rural play, com-

monly called prisonbars.

PRISONER. s. [prisonnier, Fr.]

1. One who is confined in hold. Bacon.

2. A captive ; one taken by the enemy. Bacon.

3. One under an arrest. Dryden.

PRI'SONHOUSE. s . Gaol ; hold in which one

is confined . Shakespeare.

PRI'SONMENT. s. [from prison. ] Confine-

ment ; imprisonment ; captivity. Shakespeare.

PRISTINE. a. [pristinus, Lat. ] First ; ancient ;

original. Philips.

PRITHEE. A familiar corruption of praythee,

or Ipray thee. L'Estrange.

PRIVACY. s. [ from private.]

1. State of being secret ; secrecy.

2. Retirement ; retreat ; place intended to

be secret. Dryden.

3. [Privauté, Fr.] Privity ; joint knowledge ;

great familiarity. Improper use. Arbuthnot.

4. Taciturnity.
Ainsworth.

PRIVADO. s. [ Span. ] A secret friend. Ba on.

PRIVATE. u . [privatus, Latin. ]

1. Not open ; secret.

2. Alone ; not accompanied.

Milton.

Hooker.

3. Being upon the same terms with the rest

of the community ; particular.

4. Particular ; not relating to the publick.

Digby.

5. IN PRIVATE. Secretly ; not publickly ;

not openly. Granville.

PRIVATE. s. A secret message. Shakespeare.

PRIVATE'ER. s. [from private. ] A ship fitted

out by private men to plunder the enemies

of the state. Swift.

To PRIVATE'ER. v. a. [from the noun.] To

fit out ships against enemies, at the charge

of private persons .

PRIVATELY. ad. [from private.] Secretly';

not openly. Shakespeare.

PRIVATENESS. s. [from private.]

1. The state of a man in the same rank with

the rest of the community.

2. Secrecy ; privacy.

3. Obscurity ; retirement,

Bacon.

Wotton.

PRIVATION. 3. [privatio, Latin .]

1. Removal or destruction of any thing of

quality. Davies.

2. The act of the mind by which, in consi-

dering a subject, we separate it from any

thing appendant.

3. The act of degrading from rank or office

Bacon

PRIVATIVE. a. [privativus, Latin.]

1. Causing privation of any thing.

2. Consisting in the absence of something ,

not positive. Taylor.

PRIVATIVE. s. That of which the essence is

the absence of something, as silenee is only

the absence of sound. Bacon.

PRIVATIVELY. ad. [from privative.]

1. By the absence of something.

2. Negatively. Hammond.

PRIVATIVENESS . s. [from privative .] No

tation of absence of something that should

be present.

PRI'VET. s. [ligustrum.] A plant. Miller.

PRIVILEGE. s. [privilege, Fr. privilegium,

Latin.]

1. Peculiar advantage. Shakespeare.

2. Immunity ; right not universal. Dryden.

To PRIVILEGE. v. a. [from the noun ]

1. To invest with rights or immunities ; to

grant a privilege. Dryden.

2. To exempt from censure or danger. Sidney.

3. To exempt from paying tax or impost. Hal.

PRIVILY. ad. [from privy.] Secretly ; pri-

vately. Spenser.

PRI'VITY . s. [privauté, Fr. from privy.]

1. Private communication. Spenser.

2. Consciousness ; joint knowledge ; private

concurrence.

3. [In the plural .] Secret parts.

PRIVY. a. [privé, French.]

Hooker.

Abbot.

1. Private ; not publick ; assigned to secret

uses. Shakespeare.

Maccabees.

Ezekiel.

2. Secret ; clandestine.

3. Secret; not shown.

4. Admitted to secrets of state. Spectator.

5. Conscious to any thing ; admitted to par-

ticipation of knowledge. Daniel.

PRI'VY. s. Place of retirement ; necessary

Swift.house.

PRIZE. s. [prix, French. ]

1. A reward gained by contest with compe-

Addison.titors.

2. Rewardgained by any performance. Dry.

3. [Prise, Fr.] Something taken by adven-

ture ; plunder. Pope.

To PRIZE. v. a. [priser, French.]

1. To rate ; to value at a certain price . Shak.

2. To esteem ; to value highly. Dryden.

PRI'ZER. 8. [priseur, French.] He that va-
lues.

Shakespeare.

PRIZEFIGHTER. s. [prize and fighter.] One

that fights publickly for a reward. Bram .

PRO. [Lat. ] For ; in defence of; pro and con,

for pro and contra, for and against . Prior.

PROBABILITY. s. [probabilitas, Lat. probu

bilité, French.] Likelihood ; appearance of

truth ; evidence arising from the preponde-

ration of argument. Tillotson.

PROBABLE. a. [ probable, Fr. probabilis,

Latin.] Likely ; having more evidence than

the contrary . Hooker,
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PRO'BABLY. ad. [from probable. ] Likely ; in

likelihood. Swift.

PROBAT. &. [Lat. ] The proof of wills and

testaments of persons deceased in the spiri-

tual court, either by the oath of the executor,

or with witnesses. Dict.

PROBATION. s . [probatio, from probo, Lat.

probation, Fr.]

1. Proof; evidence ; testimony. Shakespeare.

2. The act of proving by ratiocination or tes-

timony.

3. Trial ; examination.

4. Moral trial.

Locke.

Bacon.

Nelson.

5. Trial before entrance into monastick life ;

noviciate .

PROBATIONARY.

Pope.

a. [from probation.]

Dryden.

Serving for trial.

PROBATIONER. s . [from probation .]

1. One who is upon trial.

2. A novice. Decay ofPiety.

PROBATIONERSHIP. s. [from probationer.]

State of being a probationer ; noviciate .

PRO'BATORY. a. [from probo, Lat.] Serving

for trial. Bramhall.

PROBATUM'EST. A Latin expression added

to the end of a receipt, signifying it is tried

or proved.

PROBE. s. [ from probo, Latin . ] A slender

wire by which surgeons search the depth of

wounds. Wiseman.

PROBE-SCISSORS. s. [probe and scissors.]

Scissors used to open wounds, of which the

blade thrust into the orifice has a button at

the end. Wiseman.

Prior.

Fiddes.

To PROBE. v. a. [probo, Lat.] To search; to

try by an instrument. South.

PRO'BITY. s. [probité, Fr. probitas, Latin. ]

Honesty ; sincerity ; veracity.

PROBLEM. s. [probleme, Fr. #godna .] A

question proposed.
Bacon.

PROBLEMATICAL. a . [from problem ; pro-

blematique, Fr.] Uncertain ; unsettled ; dis-

puted ; disputable. Boyle.

PROBLEMATICALLY. ad. Uncertainly.

PROBO'SCIS. s. [ proboscis, Latin.] A snout ;

the trunk of an elephant ; but it is used also

forthe same part in every creature . Milion.

PROCA'CIOUS. a. [procax, Latin . ] Petu-

lant ; loose.

PROCACITY. s. [from procacious ] Petu-

lance ; sauciness .

PROCATARCTICK. a . [@gonaragutinos . ] Fore-

running ; remotely antecedent. Harvey.

PROCATA'RXIS. s. [@pcxaτagis . ] The pre-

existent cause of a disease, which co-operates

with others that are subsequent. Quincy.

PROCEDURE. s . [ procedure, Fr.]

1. Manner of proceeding ; management ;

conduct. South.

2. Act of proceeding ; progress ; process ;

operation.

3. Produce ; thing produced.

To PROCEED. v. n . [procedo, Lat.]

ther.

Hale.

Bucon.

1. To pass from one thing or place to ano-

Dryden.

2. To go forward ; to tend to the end design-

ed ; to advance. Ben Jonson.

3. To come forth from a place or from a
sender.

4. To go or march in state.

John.

Anon.

5. To issue ; to arise ; to be the effect of; to

be produced from.

6. To prosecute any design.

Shakespeare.

Locke.

7. To be transacted ; to be carried on.

Shakespeare.

8. To make progress ; to advance. Milton.

9. To carry on juridical process. Clarendon.

10. To transact ; to act ; to carry on any

affair methodically. Milton.

11. To take effect ; to have its course. Ayl.

12. To be propagated ; to come by generation.

Milton.

cause.

13. To be produced by the original efficient

Milton.

PROCEED. s. Produce ; as, the proceeds o

an estate.

PROCEE'DER. s. (from proceed.] One who

goes forward ; one who makes a progress. Ba.

PROCEE'DING. s. [procedé, Fr.j

1. Progress from one thing to another ; se-

ries of conduct ; transaction . Swift.

2. Legal procedure ; as, such are the proceed-

ings at law.

PROCE'LOLUS. a. [procellosus, Lat.] Tem-

pestuous.

in use.

PROCEPTION. s. Preoccupation ; act of

taking something sooner than another. Not

King Charles.

PROCE'RITY. s . [from procerus, Lat. ] Tall-

ness ; height of stature. Addison.

PRO'CESS. s. [processus, Latin.]

1. Tendency ; progressive course. Hooker.

2. Regular and gradual progress. Knolles.

3. Course ; continual flux or passage . Hale.

4. Methodical management of any thing. Pr.

5. Course of law. Swift.

PROCE'SSION. s . [processio, Latin .] A train

marching in ceremonious solemnity. Hooker.

To PROCE'SSION. v . n . [from the noun.] To

go in procession. A low word.

PROCESSIONAL. a. [ from procession.] Re-

lating to procession .

PROCE'SSIONARY. a. [ from procession. ] Con-

sisting in procession. Hooker.

PRO'CHRONISM. s. [@ xμ .] An er-

rour in chronology ; a dating a thing before

it happened.

PRO'ĊIDENCE. s . [procidentia, Lat. ] Falling

down ; dependence below its natural place.

PRO'CÍNCT. s . [procinctus, Latin.] Complete

preparation; preparation brought to the

point of action. Milton.

To PROCLAI'M. v. a. [ proclamo, Latin . ]

1. To promulgate or denounce by a solemn

or legal publication . Deuteronomy.

2. To tell openly. Locke.

Milton.

s. To outlaw by publick denunciation. Sha.

PROCLAIMER. s. [ from proclaim.] One that

publishes by authority.

PROCLAMATION. s. [proclamatio, Latin.]

1 Publication by authority. Milton.

2. A declaration of the king's will openly

published among the people. Clarendon.

PROCLIVITY. s. [proclivitas, Latin.]

1. Tendency ; natural inclination ; propen-

sion ; proneness, Bramhall.

2. Readiness ; facility of attaining. Wotton.

PROCLIVOUS. a. [proclivis, Latin .] Inclined ;

tending by nature.

PROCONSUL. s. [Latin.] A Roman officer;
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who governed a province with consular au-

thority. Peacham.

PROCONSULSHIP. s . [from proconsul. ] The

office of a proconsul.

To PROCRASTINATE. v. a. [procrastinor,

Latin.] To defer ; to delay ; to put offfrom

day to day. Shakespeare.

To PROCRASTINATE. v. n. To be dila-

tory. Swift.

s. [procrastinatio,

Lat.] Delay ; dilatoriness. Decay ofPiety.

PROCRASTINA/TOR. s. [from procrastinate.]

PROCRASTINATION.

A dilatory person.

PRO'CREANT. a. [procreans, Latin. ] Pro-

ductive ; pregnant. Shakespeare.

To PRO'CREATE. v . a. [ procreo, Lat.] To

generate ; to produce. Bentley.

PROCREATION. s . [procreatio, Lat. ] Ge-

neration ; production . Raleigh.

PRO'CREATIVE. a. [from procreate.] Ge-

nerative ; productive. Hale.

PRO'CREATIVENESS
. s. [from procreative.]

Power of generation. Decay of Piety.

PROCREATOR. s . [from procreate. ] Gene-

rator ; begetter.

PROCTOR. s. [contracted from procurator.]

1. A manager of another man's affairs . Hook.

2. An attorney in the spiritual court. Swift.

3. The magistrate of the university. Waller.

To PROCTOR. v. a . [ from the noun.] To

manage. A cant word. Shakespeare.

PROCTORSHIP. s. [from proctor.] Office or

dignity of a proctor. Clarendon.

PROCUMBENT. a. [procumbens, Latin. ] Ly-

ing down ; prone.

1

PROCU'RABLE. a. [ from procure. ] To be

procured ; obtainable ; acquirable. Boyle.

PROCURACY. s . [from procure .] The ma-

nagement of any thing.

PROCURATION. s . [from procure.] The act

of procuring. Woodward.

PROCURATOR. s . [procurator, Lat. procu-

rateur, French. ] Manager ; one who trans-

´acts affairs for another. Taylor.

PROCURATO'RIAL. a. [from procurator. ]

Made by a proctor. Ayliffe.

PROCURATORY. a . [from procurator. ] Tend-

ing to procuration.

To PROCU'RE. v. a. [procuro, Lat.]

1. To manage ; to transact for another.

2. To obtain ; to acquire. Milton.

Herbert.

Shakespeare.

pimp. Dry.

procuring.

Dryden.

PROCURER. s. [from procure.]

1. One that gains ; obtainer. Walton.

2. Pimp ; pander. South.

PROCURESS . s . [from procure . ] A bawd . Spec.

PRO'DIGAL. a. [prodigus, Latin.] Profuse ;

wasteful ; expensive ; lavish . Philips.

PRODIGAL. s . A waster; a spendthrift. Dr.

PRODIGAʼLITY. s. [prodigalité, French ] Ex-

travagance ; profusion ; waste ; excessive li-

berality. Granville.

PRO'DIGALLY. ad. [from prodigal.] Pro-

fusely ; wastefully ; extravagantly. Dryden.

PRODIGIOUS. a. [prodigiosus, Lat.] Amaz

3. To persuade ; to prevail on.

4. To contrive ; to forward.

To PROCU'RE. v. n. To bawd ;

PROCUREMENT. s. The act

fng; astonishing ; such as may seem a pro

digy ; enormous ; monstrous. Bacon.

PRODIGIOUSLY. ad. Amazingly ; asto

nishingly ; portentously ; enormously. Ray.

PRODIGIOUSNESS. s. [from prodigieus. ]

Enormousness ; portentousness ; amazing

qualities.

PRO'DIGY. s . [prodigium, Latin ]

1. Any thing out of the ordinary process of

nature, from which omens are drawn ; por-
tent.

2. Monster.

Addison.

B. Jonson,

3. Any thing astonishing for good or bad.

Spectator.

PRODITION. s. [proditio, Latin. ] Treason ;

treachery.

use.

Ainsworth.

PRO'DITOR. 8. [Latin . ] A traitor. Not in

Shakespeare.

PRODITO'RIOUS . a. [ from proditor, Latin.]

1. Traiterous ; treacherous ; perfidious . Not

in use. Daniel.

Wotten.2. Apt to make discoveries.

To PRODUCE. v. u . [produco, Lat.]

1. To offer to the view or notice. Isaiah.

2. To exhibit to the publick.

3. To bring as an evidence.

Swift.

Shakespeare.

4. To bear ; to bring forth, as a vegetable, Sun.

5. To cause ; to effect ; to generate ; to beget.

Bason.

Ayliffe.

PRO'DUCE. s. [from the noun .]

1. Product ; that which any thing yields or

brings. Dryden.

2. Amount ; profit ; gain ; emergent sem or

quantity. Addison.

PRODUCENT. s. [ from produce.] One that

exhibits ; one that offers.

PRODU’CER. s. [ from produce. ] One that ge-

nerates or produces. Suckling.
PRODUCIBLE. a. [from produce.]

1. Such as may be exhibited.

2. Such as may be generated or made. Boyle.

PRODUCIBLÉNESS. s. [from producible.]

The state of being producible. Boyle.

PRODUCT. s . [ productus, Latin . ]

1. Something produced by nature, as fruits,

grain, metals. Spectator.

2. Work ; composition.

South.

Watts.

3. Thing consequential ; effect. Milton.

4. Result ; sum ; as, the product ofmany sums

added to each other.

PRODUCTILE. a. [from produco, Latin .]

Which may be produced, or drawn out at

length.

PRODUCTION. s. [from product.]

1. The act of producing.
"
Dryden.

2. The thing produced ; fruit ; product. Sw.

3. Composition ; work of art or study . Swift.

PRODUCTIVE. a. [ from produce . ] Having

the powerto produce ; fertile ; generative ;

efficient. Milton.

PRO'EM. 8. [#gospelov. ]Preface ; introduction.

Swift.

Sh.

PROFANATION. s. [from profano, Latin. ]

1. The act ofviolating any thing sacred

2. Irreverence to holy things or persous . Sh.

PROFANE. a. [profane, French; from profa-

nus, Lat.]

1. Irreverent to sacred names or things. South

2. Not sacred ; secular. Burnet.
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3. Polluted ; not pure.

4. Not purified by holy rites.

Raleigh.

Dryden.

ToTo PROFANE. v. a. [profano, Lat. profaner,

French.]

1. To violate ; to pollute. Milton.

2. To put to wrong use. Shakespeare.

PROFANELY. ad. [from profane . ] With ir-

reverence to sacred names or things. Esdras.

PROFA'NENESS. s. [from profane. ] Irreve-

rence ofwhat is sacred. Dryden.

PROFA'NER. s. [from profane .] Polluter;

violator. Hooker.

PROFECTION. s . [profectio, Lat. ] Advance ;

progression. Brown.

To PROFE'SS. v. a. [professer, Fr. from profes-

sus, Latin.]

1. To declare himself in strong terms of any

opinion or character. Milton

2. To make a show of any sentiments by

loud declaration . Milton.

3. To declare publickly one's skill in any art

or science, so as to invite employment. Sha.
To PROFESS . v. n.

1. To declare openly. Titus.

2. To enter into a state of life by a publick

declaration. Drayton.

3. To declare friendship . Not in use. Shak.

PROFESSEDLY.ad. [from professed. ] Accord-

ing to open declaration made by himself. Dr.

PROFESSION. s. [from profess . ]

1. Calling ; vocation ; known employment.

2. Declaration. Swift.

3. The act ofdeclaring one's self of any party

or opinion. Tillotson.

PROFESSIONAL. a. [from profession.] Re-

lating to a particular calling or profession.

Clarissa.

PROFESSOR. s. [ professeur, Fr.]

1. One who declares himself of any opinion

or party. Bucon.

2. One who publickly practises or teaches

an art. Swift.

Locke.3. One who is visibly religious.

PROFESSORSHIP. s. [from professor. ] The

station or office ofa publick teacher. Walton.

To PRO'FFER. v. a. [prefero, Latin.]

1. To propose ; to offer to acceptance. Sha.

2. To attempt of one's own accord. Milton.

PRO'FFER. 8. [from the verb. ]

1. Offer made; something proposed to ac

ceptance. Clarendon.

2. Essay ; attempt. Bacon.

PRO'FFERER. s. [from proffer. ] He that of
fers. Collier.

PROFI'CIENCE. s. [from proficio, Latin. ]

PROFICIENCY. Profit ; advancement in

any thing; improvement gained. Rogers.

PROFICIENT. s. (proficiens, Latin .] One

who has made advances in any study or bu-

siness.
Boyle.

PROFI'CUOUS . a. [proficuus, Latin.] Advan-

tageous ; useful. Philips.

PROFILE. s. [profile, Fr.] The side face ;
half face.

Dryden.

PROFIT. s. [profit, Fr.]

1. Gain ; pecuniary advantage. Swift.

2. Advantage ; accession ofgood. Bacon.

3. Improvement ; advancement ; proficiency.

To PROFIT. v. a. [profiter, Fr.]

1. To benefit ; to advantage.

2. Toimprove ; to advance.

PROFIT. v. n.

1. To gain advantage.

2. To make improvement.

Dryden

Arbuthnot.

Dryden.

Prior.3. To be of use or advantage.

PROFITABLE . a. [profitable, Fr. from profit.]

1. Gainful ; lucrative.

2. Useful ; advantageous.

PROFITABLENESS . s . [from profitable .]

1. Gainfulness .

Bacon.

Arbuthnot.

2. Usefulness ; advantageousness.

PROFITABLY. ad. [from profitable.]

1. Gainfully.

More.

Wake.2. Advantageously ; usefully.

PROFITLESS. a. [from profit. ] Void of gain

or advantage. Shakespeare

PROFLIGATE. a. [profligatus, Lat.] Ában

doned ; lost to virtue and decency ; shame.

less . Roscommon.

PRO'FLIGATE. s. An abandoned, shameless

wretch. Swift.

To PROFLIGATE. v . a . [profligo, Latin.] To

drive away. Not used. Harvey.

PRO'FLIGATELY. ad. [from profligate .]

Shamelessly. Swift

PRO'FLIGATENESS. s . [fromprofligate. ] The

quality of being profligate.

PRO'FLUENCE. s . [from profluent.] Pro-

gress ; course. Wotton.

PROFLUENT. a. [from profluens, Latin.]

Flowing forward. Milton.

PROFO'UND. a. [profundus, Latin.]

1. Deep ; descending far below the surface ;

low with respect to the neighbouring places.

Milto:s.

2. Intellectually deep ; not obvious to the

mind ; as, a profound treatise.

3. Lowly; humble ; submiss ; submissive.

4. Learned beyond the common reach. Hoo.

5. Deep in contrivance.

6. Having hidden qualities.

PROFO'UND. s.

Hosea.

Shakespeare.

1. The deep ; the main ; the sea. Sandys.

2. The abyss. Milton.

Lo PROFOUND. v. n. [from the noun.] To

dive ; to penetrate.
Glanville.

PROFOUNDLY. ad. [from profound.]

Dryden.

1. Deeply ; with deep concern. Shakespeare.

2. With great degrees of knowledge ; with

deep insight.

PROFOU'ÑDNESS. s. [from profound.}

1. Depth of place.

Hooker.

Milton

2. Depth ofknowledge.

PROFUNDITY. s. [from profound.] Depth of

place or knowledge.

PROFU'SE. a . [ profusus, Latin . ]

1. Lavish ; too liberal ; prodigal.

2. Over-abounding ; exuberant.

PROFU'SELY. ad. [from profuse. ]

1. Lavishly ; prodigally.

2. With exuberance.

Addison.

Milton

Harte

Thomson.

PROFU'SENESS. s. [ from profuse.] Lavish-

ness ; prodigality. Atterbury

PROFUSION. s . [ profusio , Latin.]

1. Lavishness ; prodigality ; extravagance.
Rowe

2. Lavish expense ; superfluous effusion . Hay.

3. Abundance ; exuberant plenty. Addison,
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To PROG. v. n. A low word.¹

I. To rob ; to steal.

2. To shiftmeanly for provisions. L'Estrange.

PROG. s. [from the verb.] Victuals ; provi-

sion of any kind. Congreve.

PROGENERATION. s. [progenero, Latin .]

The act of begetting ; propagation.

PROGENITOR. s. [ progenitus, Lat.] A fore-

father ; an ancestor in a direct line. Addison.

PROGENY. s. [progenie, old Fr. progenies,

Lat.) Offspring ; race ; generation . Addison.

PROGNOSTICABLE. a. [from prognosticate.]

Such as may be foreknown or foretold.

Brown.

To PROGNO'STICATE. v. a. [from prognos-

tick.] To foretel ; to foreshow. Clarendon.

PROGNOSTICA'TION. s. [from prognosti-

cute.]

1. The act of foreknowing or foreshowing.

Burnet.

2. Foretoken. Sidney.

PROGNOSTICATOR. s. [from prognosticate.] .

Foreteller ; foreknower. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

PROGNOSTICK. a. [prognostique, Fr. wgoy

vx05.] Foretokening disease or recovery ;

foreshowing.

PROGNOSTICK. s. [from the adjective.]

1. The skill of foretelling diseases, or the

event of diseases. Arbuthnot.

Swift.

South.

2. A prediction.

3. A token forerunning.

PRO'GRESS. s. [progrés, Fr. from progressus,

Latin.]

1. Course ; procession ; passage. Shakespeare.

2. Advancement ; motion forward. Bacon.

3. Intellectual improvement ; advancement

in knowledge ; proficience. Locke.

4. Removalfrom one place to another. Denh.

5. Ajourney of state.

To PRO'GRESS . v. n. [ progredior, Lat. ] To

move forward ; to pass. Not used. Shakesp.

PROGRESSION. s . [progressio, Latin.]

Bacon.

1. Proportioned process ; regular and gra-

dual advance. Newton.

Brown.2. Motion forward.

3. Course ; passage.

4. Intellectual advance.

PROGRE'SSIONAL. a. [from progression.]

Such as are in a state of increase or advance.

Brown.

PROGRESSIVE. a. [progressif, Fr.] Going

forward ; advancing. Brown.

PROGRESSIVELY. ad. [from progressive .]

By gradual steps or regular course. Holder.

PROGRESSIVENESS. s. [from progressive.]

The state of advancing.

3. [Projetter, Fr. ] To scheme ; to form in the

mind ; to contrive. South.

To PROJECT. v. n. [To jut out ; to shoot for.

ward; to shoot beyond something next it.

PROJECT. s. [projet, Fr. from the verb.]

Scheme ; design ; contrivance. Rogers.

PROJECTILE. a . [ projectile, French.] Im-

pelled forward. Arbuthnot.

PROJECTILE, s. [from the. adj .] A body

put in motion Cheyne.

Brown.

PROJECTION. s . [from project.]

1. The act of shooting forward.

2. [Projection, Fr. ] Plan ; delineation . Watts.

3. Scheme , plan of action.

4. In chymistry, crisis of an operation. Bacon.

PROJECTOR. s . [from project.]

1. One whoforms schemes and designs . Add.

2.Onewhoforms wild impracticable schemes.

Pope.

PROJECTURE. s. [projesture, Fr. projectura,

Latin. ] A jutting out.

To PROIN. v. a. [a corruption of prune. ] To

lop ; to cut ; to trim ; to prune. Ben Jonson.

To PROLA'TE. v. a. [prolatum, Lat.] To pro-

nounce ; to utter.

Cheyne.

Howel.

PROLA'TE. a. [ prolatus, Lat. ] Extended be-

yond an exact round.

PROLA'TION. s. [prolatus, Lat.]

1. Pronunciation ; utterance.

2. Delay ; act of deferring.

PROLEĠO'MENA. s. [@goλnyoμɛva .] Previous

discourse ; introductory observations.

PROLE'PSIS. s. [@goλnfic.]

Rays

Ainsworth.

1. A form of rhetorick, in which objections

are anticipated.
Bramhall.

2. An errour in chronology by which events

are dated too early. Theobald.

PROLEPTICAL. a . [from prolepsis. ] Previous;

antecedent. Glanville.

PROLEPTICALLY. ad. [from proleptical.]

By way of anticipation.
Clarissa.

PROLETARIAN. a. Mean ; wretched ; vile ;

vulgar. Hudibras.

PROLIFICATION. s. [proles and facio, Lat.]

Generation of children. Brown.

Digby.

Ayliffe.

Shakespeare. PROLIFICAL. a. [prolifique, Fr.] Fruitful;

Locke. PROLIFICK. generative ; pregnant ; pro-

ductive. Dryden.

PROLIFICALLY. ad. [from prolifick.] Fruit-

fully ; pregnantly.

PROLIX. a. [prolixus, Latin.]

1. Long; tedious ; not concise.

2. Of long duration.

PROLIXIOUS. a. [from prolix.] Dilatory
tedious. Not used. Shakespeare.

PROLI'XITY. s. [prolixité, Fr.]Tediousness ;

tiresome length ; want of brevity. Boyle.

PROLI'XLY. ad. [from prolix .] At great

length ; tediously. Dryden.

PROLIXNESS . s. [from prolix.] Tediousness

PROLOCUTOR. s. [ Latin .] Theforeman ; th

speaker ofa convocation. Swift.

PROLOCUTORSHIP. s. [from prolocutor.]

The office or dignity of prolocutor.

PRO'LOGUE. s. [@goλoyQ.]

To PROHIBIT. v. a. [prohibeo, Latin.]

1. To forbid ; to interdict by authority. Sid.

2. To debar ; to hinder. Milton.

PROHIBITER. s. [from prohibit.] Forbidder ;

interdicter.

PROHIBITION. s [prohibition, Fr. prohibitio,

Latin.] Forbiddance ; interdict ; act of for

bidding. Tillotson.

PROHIBITORY. a. [from prohibit. ] Imply.

ing prohibition ; forbidding. Ayliffe.

To PROJECT. v. a. [projectus, Latin.]

1. To throw out ; to cast forward. Pope.

2. To exhibit a form, as of the image thrown

on a mirror. Dryden.

1. Preface ; introduction to any discourse or

performance.
Milton.

2. Something spoken before the entrance of

the actors of a play. Shakespeare
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To PRO'LOGUE. v. a. [from the noun.] To

introduce with a formal preface. Shakespeare.

To PROLO'NG. v. a. [prolonger, Fr.]

out.

Bacon.

Bacon.

1. To lengthen out ; to continue ; to draw

Milton.

2. To put offto a distant time. Shakespeare.

PROLONGATIÓN. s. [prolongation, Fr.]

1. The act of lengthening.

2. Delay to a longer time.

PROLU'SION. s. [prolusio , Latin .] Entertain-

ments ; performance of diversion . Hakewill.

PROMINENCE. s . [prominentia, Lat.] Pro-

PROMINENCY. tuberance ; extant parts.

PROMINENT. a. [prominens, Lat. ] Standing

out beyond the other parts ; protuberant ;
Brown.extant.

PROMISCUOUS. a. [promiscuus, Latin.]

Mingled ; confused ; undistinguished. Tillot.

PROMI'SCUOUSLY. ad. With confused mix-

Sandys.ture ; indiscriminately.

PRO'MISE. s. [promissum, Latin .]

1. Declaration of some benefit to be confer-

red. Dryden.

2. Performance of promise ; grant of the

thing promised. Acts.

3. Hopes ; expectation. Shakespeare.

To PROMISE. v. a. [promitto, Latin.] To

make declaration of some benefit to be con-

ferred. Temple.

To PRO'MISE. v. n. To assure one by a pro-

mise. Dryden.

PRO'MISEBREACH. s . [breach and promise. ]

Violation of promise. Not in use. Shak.

PRO'MISEBREAKER. s [promise and break.]

Violator of promises. Shakespeare.

PRO'MISER. s. [from promise. ] One who

promises. Ben Jonson.

PROMISSORILY. ad. [from promissory.] By

way ofpromise. Brown.

PRO'MISSORY. a . [promissorius, Latin.] Con-

taining profession of some benefit to be con-
ferred . Arbuthnot.

PROMONTORY. }2 s. [promontorium, Latin.]
A headland ; a cape ;

high land jutting into the sea . Suckling. Pope.

To PROMOTE. v. a. [promoveo, promotus, La-

Milton.

2. [Promouvoir, Fr. ] To elevate ; to exalt ; to

prefer. Milton.

tin .

1. To forward ; to advance.

PROMOTER. s . [promoteur, French.]

1. Advancer ; forwarder ; encourager. Atter.

2. Informer ; makebate. Obsolete. Tusser.

PROMOTION. s . [promotion , French.] Ad-

vancement ; encouragement ; exaltation to

some new honour or rank ; preferment. Mil.

To PROMOVE. v. a. [promoveo, Latin .] To

forward ; to advance ; to promote. Suckling.

PROMPT. a. [prompt, Fr. promptus, Latin.]

1. Quick ; ready ; acute ; easy. Clarendon.

2. Quick ; petulant. Dryden.

3. Ready without hesitation ; wanting no

new motive. Dryden.

4. Ready ; told down ; as, prompt payment.

To PROMPT. v. a. [prontare, Italian . ]

1. To assist by private instruction ; to help

at a loss.

2. To dictate.

3. To incite ; to instigate.

4. To remind.

Stillingfleet.

Pope.

Shakespeare.
Brown

PRO'MPTER. s. [from prompt.]

1. One who helps a publick speaker, by sug

gestingthe word to him whenhe falters. Shuk.

2. An admonisher ; a reminder. L'Estrange.

PROMPTITUDE. s. [promptitude, French.]

Readiness ; quickness.

PROMPTLY. ad. [from prompt. ] Readily ;

quickly ; expeditiously. Taylor.

PROMPTNESS. s. [from prompt.] Readiness ;

quickness ; alacrity.

PROMPTUARY. s. [promptuarium, Lat.] A

storehouse ; a repository ; a magazine. Wcod.

PRO'MPTURE. s. [from prompt. ] Suggestion ;

instigation. Not used. Shakespeare.

To PROMULGATE. v. a . [ promulgo, Latin.]

To publish ; to make known by open decla

ration. Locke.

PROMULGATION. s. [promulgatio, Latin?

Publication ; open exhibition.

PROMULGATÖR. s. [from promulgate. ] Pub.

lisher ; open teacher. Decay ofPiety.

To PROMU'LGE. v . a . [ from promulgo, Lat.]

To promulgate ; to publish ; to teach open-

ly. Atterbury.

PROMULGER. s . [from promulge.] Publish-

er ; promulgator. Atterbury.

PRONATOR. s. A muscle of the radius, that

helps to turn the palm downward.

PRONE. a. [pronus, Latin..]

South.

1. Bending downward ; not erect. Milton.

2. Lying with the face downward ; contrary

to supine. Brown.

3. Precipitous ; headlong ; going downward.

Milton.

Blackmore.4. Declivons ; sloping.

5. Inclined ; propense ; disposed. South.

PRO'NENESS . s. [from prone.]

erectness.

1. The state of bending downward ; not

Brown.

2. The state of lying with the face down-

ward ; not supineness.

3. Descent ; declivity .

1

4. Inclination ; propension ; disposition to ill.

Hooker.

PRONG. s. [pronghen, Dutch, to squeeze. ] A

fork. Sandys.

PRO'NITY. s. [from prone ] Proneness. More.

PRONOU'N. s. [ pronomen, Lat. ] A word that

is used instead of the proper name. Clarke.

To PRONOUNCE. v. a . [prononcer, Fr. pro-

nuncio, Lat.]

1. To speak ; to utter. Jeremiah

2. To utter solemnly ; to utter confidently Sh.

3. To form or articulate by the organs o.

speech. Holder.

To PRONOUNCE. v. n . To speak with con-

fidence or authority. South.

PRONOUNCER. s. [from pronounce.] One

who pronounces. Ayliffe.

PRONUNCIATION. s . [ pronunciatio, Latin.]

The act or mode of utterance. Holder.

PROOF. s. [from prove.]

1. Evidence ; testimony ; convincing token ;

means of conviction. Locke.

Milton.2. Test ; trial ; experiment.

3. Firm temper ; impenetrability. Dryden.

4. Armour hardened till it will abide a cer-

tain trial. Shakespeare

5. In printing, the rough draught of a sheet

when first pulled .
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PROOF. a. Impenetrable ; able to resist. Col.

PROOFLESS. a. [from proof.] Unproved ;

wanting evidence.

To PROP. v. a. [proppen, Dutch.]

Boyle.

1. To support by placing something under or

against. Milton.

2. To support by standing under or against.

3. To sustain ; to support. Pope.

PROP. s. [proppe, Dutch.] A support ; a stay ;

that on which any thing rests . Davies.

PRO'PAGABLE. a. [from propagate.] Such as

may be spread. Boyle.

K

TO PROPAGATE. v. a. [propago, Latin.]

1. To continue or spread by generation or

successive production.

2. To extend ; to widen.

Otway.

Shakespeare.

3. To carry on from place to place ; to pro-

mote.

4. To increase ; to promote.

5. To generate.

Newton.

Shakespeare.

Clarissa.

To PROPAGATE. v. n. To have offspring . Mi.

PROPAGATION. s . [propagatio, Lat.] Con-

tinuance or diffusion by generation or suc-

cessive production. Wiseman.

PROPAGA'TOR. s . (frompropagate .]

1. One who continues by succesive produc-

tion.

2. A spreader ; a promoter. Addison.

To PROPEL. v. a. [propello, Lat.] To drive

forward.
Harvey.

To PROPE'ND. v. n. [propenden, Latin, to hang

forward. ] To incline to any part ; to be dis-

posed in favour of any thing. Shakespeare.

PROPE'NDENCY. s. [from propend . ]

1. Inclination or tendency of desire to any

thing.

2. [From propendo, Latin, to weigh. ] Precon-

sideration ; attentive deliberation ; perpen-

dency. Hale.

PROPE'NSE. a. [propensus, Latin. ] Inclined ;

disposed. Milton.

PROPENSION. 7 s. [propension, Fr. propensio,

PROPENSITY. S Latin.]

1. Moral inclination ; disposition to any thing

good or bad.

2. Natural tendency.

PROPER. a. [proprius, Latin.]

Rogers,

1. Peculiar ; not belonging to more ; not

common.

2. Noting an individual.

3. One's own.

4. Natural original .

Davies.

Watts.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

5. Fit ; accommodated ; adapted ; suitable ;

qualified.

6. Exact ; accurate ; just.

7. Not figurative. Burnet.

8. It seems in Shakespeare to signify, mere ;

pure.

9. [ Propre, Fr.] Elegant ; pretty. Hebrews.

10. Tall ; lusty ; handsome with bulk. Shak.

PROPERLY. ad. [ from proper.]

1. Fitly ; suitably.

2. In a strict sense .

PRO'PERNESS. s . [from proper.]

1. The quality of being proper.

2. Tallness.

PROPERTY. s. [from proper.]

1. Peculiar quality.

2. Quality ; disposition.

Milton.

Hooker.

South.

3. Right of possession . Locke

4. Possession held in one's own right Dryden.

5. The thing possessed.

6. Nearness or right.

Swift.

Shakespeare.

7. Something useful ; an appendage . Dryden.

To PRO'PERTY. v . a. Not now used.

1. To invest with qualities. Shakespeare

2. To seize or retain as something owned ; to

appropriate ; to hold. Shakespeare.

PROPHA'SIS. s. [@gopasis. ] In medicine, a

foreknowledge of diseases.

PROPHECY. s. [@goonria .] A declaration

of something to come ; prediction . Shak.

PRO'PHESIER. s. [from prophesy. ] One who

prophesies.

To PROPHESY. v. a.

1. To predict ; to foretel.

2. To foreshow.

To PROPHESY. v. n.

1. To utter predictions.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

2. To preach. A scriptural sense. Ezekiel.

PRO'PHET. s. [prophete, Fr. @gopnrnc.]

1. One who tells future events ; a predictor ;

a foreteller. Dryden.

2. One ofthe sacred writers empowered by

God to display futurity. Shakespeare.

PROPHETESS. s . [prophetesse, French . ] A

woman that foretels future events. Peachum.

}

PROPHETICAL. a. [prophetique, French. ]

PROPHETICK. Foreseeing or foretelling
future events. Stillingfleet.

PROPHETICALLY. ad . [from prophetical .]

With knowledge of futurity ; in manner of a

prophecy. Hammond.

To PROPHETIZE. v. n . [prophetiser, French.]
To give predictions. Not in use. Daniel.

PROPHYLA'CTICK. a. [~gopuλantinos.] Pre-

ventative ; preservative.

PROPINQUITY. s. [propinquitas, Latin.]

1. Nearness ; proximity ; neighbourhood . Ra.

2. Nearness oftime. Brown.

Watts.

3. Kindred ; nearness of blood. Shakespeare.

PROPITIABLE. a . [from propitiate. ] Such

as may be induced to favour ; such as may

be made propitious.

To PROPITIATE. v . a . [propitio, Latin.] To

induce to favour ; to gain ; to conciliate ; to

make propitious. Stillingfleet.

PROPITIA'TION. s. [propitiation, French.]

1. The act of making propitious.

John.

2. The atonement ; the offering by which

propitiousness is obtained .

PROPITIATOR. s. [from propitiate.] One

that propitiates.

PROPITIATORY. a . [propitiatoire, Fr.] Hav-

ing the power to make propitious. Stillingfl.

PROPITIOUS. a . [ propitius, Lat. propice, Fr.]

Favourable ; kind. Addison.

PROPITIOUSLY. ad. [from propitious. ] Fa-

vourably ; kindly. Roscommon.

PROPITIOUSNESS. s . [ from propitious .] Fa-

vourableness ; kindness. Temple.

PROPLA'SM. s . [wgo and whaoμa . ] Mould ;

matrix . Woodward.

PROPLA'STICE. s. [ gowλaçın .] The art

ofmaking moulds for casting.

PROPO'NENT. s. [from proponens, Latin.]

One that makes a proposal, or lays down a

position. Dryden.
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PROPORTION. s. [proportion, French ; pro-

portio, Latin.]

1. Comparative relation of one thing to an-

other ; ratio. Raleigh.

2. Settled relation of comparative quantity ;

equal degree. Addison.

Addison.

Davies.

3. Harmonick degree.

4. Symmetry ; adaptation of one to another.

5. Form ; size.

To PROPORTION. v. a. [proportionner, Fr.]

1. To adjust by comparative relation . Addis.

2. To form symmetrically. Sidney.

PROPORTIONABLE. a. [ from proportion.]

Adjusted by comparative relation ; such as
is fit. Tillotson.

PROPORTIONABLY. ad. [from proportion .]

According to proportion ; according to com-

parative relations. Rogers.

PROPORTIONAL. a. [proportionel, French.]

Having a settled comparative relation ; hav-

ing a certain degree of any quality compared

with something else. Newton.

PROPORTIONALITY. 8. [ from proportion-

al. ] The quality of being proportional. Grew.

PROPORTIONALLY. ad. [ from proportion-

al.] In a stated degree. Newton.

PROPORTIONATE. a. [from proportion.]

Adjusted to something else, according to a

certain rate or comparative relation. Grew.

To PROPORTIONATE. r. a. [from propor-

tion.] To adjust according to settled rates

to something else. Bentley.

PROPORTIONATENESS. s . [from propor-

tionate.] The state of being by comparison

adjusted. Hale.

PROPO'SAL. s. [from propose.]

1. Scheme or design propounded to consider-

ation or acceptance. Addison.

2. Offer to the mind. South .

To PROPOSE. v. a. [proposer, Fr. ] To offer to

the consideration. Watts.

To PROPO'SE. v. n. To lay schemes. Shak.

PROPO'SER. s. [from propose .] One that of-

fers any thing to consideration. Swift.

PROPOSITION. s. [proposition, Fr. propositio,

Latin.]

ment.

1. One of the three parts of a regular argu-

White.

2. A sentence in which any thing is affirmed

or decreed. Hammond.

Clarendon.3. Proposal ; offer of terms.

PROPOSITIONAL. a. [from proposition.]

Considered as a proposition. Watts.

To PROPOUND . v. a. [propono, Latin.]

1. To offerto consideration ; to propose. Wot.

2. To offer to exhibit. Shakespeare.

PROPOUNDER. s. [ from propound. ] He that

propounds ; he that offers ; proposer.

PROPRIETARY. s. [proprietaire, Fr. from

propriety. Possessor in his own right. G. ofT.

PROPRIETARY. a. Belonging to a certain

Grew.

PROPRIETOR. s. [from proprius, Latin.] A

possessor in his own right. Rogers.

PROPRIETRESS. s . [from proprietor.] A fe-

male possessor in her own right. L'Estrange.

PROPRIETY. s. [proprietas, Latin ]

owner.

1. Peculiarity of possession; exclusive right.

2. Accuracy ; justness. Locke.

PROPT, for prepped. [from prop.] Sustained

by some prop. Pope.

To PROPUGN. v. a. [propugno, Latin.] To

defend; to vindicate. Hammond.

PROPUGNA'TION. s. [propugnatio, from
propugno, Latin .] Defence. Shakespeare.

PROPU'GNER. s . [from propugn . ] A defen-
der. Government ofthe Tongue.

PROPULSION s. [propulsus, Latin ] The act

of driving forward.

PRORE. s . [prora, Latin. ] The prow ; the

forepart of a ship. Pope.

PROROGATIOŃ. s . [prorogatio, Latin.]

1. Continuance ; state of lengthening out to

a distant time ; prolongation.

To

Bacon.

South.

2. Interruption of the session of parliament

by the regal authority.

PRORO'GUE. v. a. [prorogo, Latin]

1. To protract ; to prolong.

2. To put off; to delay.

Swift.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

3. To withhold the session of parliament to

a distant time. Bacon.

PRORUPTION. s . [proruptus, Latin .] The

act ofbursting out. Brown.

PROSA'ICK a. [ prosaique, Fr.] Belonging to

prose ; resembling prose.

To PROSCRIBE. v . a . [proscribo, Latin.]

1. To censure capitally ; to doom to destruc-
tion. Roscommon.

2. To interdict. Not in use. Dryden.

PROSCRI′BER. s. [from proscribe.] One that.
dooms to destruction. Dryden.

PROSCRIPTION. s. [proscriptio, Lat. ] Doom

to death or confiscation. Ben Jonson.

PROSE. s. [ prose, Fr. presa, Latin.] Language

not restrained to harmonick sounds or set

number of syllables. Swift.

To PRO'SECUTE . v. a . [prosecutus, Latin. ]

1. To pursue ; to continue endeavours after

any thing. Milton.

2. To continue ; to carry on. Hayward.

3. To proceed in consideration or disquisi-

tion of any thing. Holder.

4. To pursue by law ; to sue criminally.

PROSECUTION. s. [from prosecute.]

1. Pursuit ; endeavour to carry on. South.

2. Suit against a man in a criminal cause.

PRO'SECUTOR. s. [from prosecute. ] One

that carries on any thing ; a pursuer of any

purpose ; one that pursues another bylaw in

a criminal cause.

PRO'SELYTE. s . [@ęconλur ; proselite, Fr.]

A convert ; one brought over to a new

opinion. Cleaveland.

To PRO'SELYTE. v. a. To couvert. A bad

word. Government of the Tongue.

PROSEMINATION. s. [proseminatus, Latin.]

Propagation by seed. Hale.

PROSO'DIAN. s . [from prosody.] One skilled

in metre or prosody. Brown.

PRO SODY. s. [ goria. ] The part of gram-

mar which teaches the sound and quantity

of syllables and the measure of verse.

PROSOPOPOEΊΑ. s. [ προσωποποιια . ] Perso

nification ; figure by which things are made

persons. Dryden.

PRO'SPECT. s. [prospectus, Latin.]

1. View ofsomething distant. Locke.

2. Place which affords an extended view.Mil
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3. Series of objects open to the eye. Addison.

4. Object of view. Prior.

5. View delineated ; a picturesque delinea

tion of a landscape.

6. View into futurity.

Reynolds.

Smith.

7. Regard to something future . Tillotson.

To PROTECT. v. a. [protectus, Latin.] To

defend ; to cover from evil ; to shield . Milton.

PROTECTION. s. [protection, French.]

1. Defence ; shelter from evil.

2. A passport ; exemption from being mo-

lested. Kettlewell.

Swift.

To PROSPECT. v. a. [prospectus, Latin. ] To PROTECTIVE. a. [ fromprotect. ] Defensive ;

look forward.

PROSPECTIVE. a . [from prospect.] ,

1. Viewing at a distance.

2. Acting with foresight. Child.

To PROSPER. v. a . [ prospero, Latin.] To

make happy ; to favour. Dryden.

To PRO'SPER. v . n . [prosperer, French.]

-

1. To be prosperous ; to be successful. Isaiah.

2. To thrive ; to come forward. Cowley.

PROSPERITY. s . [prosperitas, Lat. prosperité,

French.] Success ; attainment of wishes ;

good fortune. Hooker.

PRO'SPEROUS . a. [prosperus, Latin.] Suc-

cessful ; fortunate. Milton.

PRO'SPEROUSLY. ad. [from prosperous.]

Successfully ; fortunately.
Bacon.

PROSPEROUSNESS. s. [from prosperous ]

Prosperity.

PROSPICIENCE. s. [from prospicio, Latin. ]

The act of looking forward .

PROSTERNATION. s. [from prosterno, Lat.]

Dejection ; depression. Not used. Wiseman.

To PRO'STITUTE. v. a. [prostituto, Latin ;

prostituter, French.]

1. To sell to wickedness ; to expose to crimes

for a reward. Addison.

2. To expose upon vile terms. Tillotson.

PRO'STITUTE. a. [prostitutus, Latin .] Vi-

tious for hire ; sold to infamy or wicked-

ness ; sold to whoredom. Prior.

PRO'STITUTE. s . [ from the verb.]

1. A hireling ; a mercenary ; one who is set

to sale. Dryden.

2. A public strumpet. Dryden.

PROSTITUTION. s. [prostitution, French.]

1. The act of setting to sale ; the state of

being set to sale.

2. The life of a publick strumpet. Addison.

PROSTRATE. d. [prostratus, Latin.]

1. Lying at length. Fairfax.

2. Lying at mercy. Shakespeare.

3. Thrown down in humblest adoration . Sou.

To PROSTRA'TE, v . a. [prostratus, Latin.]

1. To lay flat ; to throw down. Hayward.

2. To throw down in adoration . Duppa.

PROSTRATION. s . [from prostrate.]

1. The act offalling down in adoration. South.

2. Dejection ; depression. Arbuthnot.

PROSTY'LE. s. [@gova . ] A building that

has only pillars in the front.

PROSYLLOGISM. s. [pro and syllogism .] A

prosyllogism is when two or more syllogisms

are so connected together, that the conclu-

sion ofthe former is the major or the minor

of the following.

PROTA'SIS. s. [@goraciç.]

1. A maxim or proposition.

Watts.

2. In the ancient drama, the first part of a

comedy or tragedy that explains the argu-

ment of the piece.

PROTATICK. a. [wgorarinos. ] Protatick per-

sons in plays give the relation .

Thomson.sheltering.

PROTECTOR. s . [protecteur, French . ]

1. Defender ; shelterer ; supporter ; one who

shields from evil ; guardian. Waller.

2. An officer who had heretofore the care of

the kingdom in the king's minority. Shak.

PROTE CTRESS . s . [protectrice, French. ] A

woman that protects. Bacon.

To PROTEND. v. a. [protendo, Latin . ] To

hold out ; to stretch forth. Dryden.

PROTERVITY. s. [protervitas, Lat. ] Peevish-

ness ; petulance.

To PROTE'ST. v. n. [protestor, Lat. ]. To givea

solemn declaration of opinion or resolution.

To PROTEST. v. a.

1. To prove ; to show ; to give evidence of.

Not used.

tion

Shakespeare.

Milton.2. To call as a witness.

PROTEST. s . [ from the verb.] A solemn de-

claration of opinion against something.

PROTESTANT. s. [protestant, Fr.] One of

those who adhere to them, who, at the be-

ginning ofthe Reformation, protested against

the errours of the church ofRome.K.Charles.

PROTESTATION. s. [protestation, French .]

A solemn declaration of resolution , fact, or

opinion. Hooker.

PROTESTER. s . [from protest ] One who

protests ; one who utters a solemn declara-

Atterbury.

PROTHONOTARY. s. [protonotarius, Lat.]

The head register. Brerewood.

PROTHONOTARISHIP. s. The office or

dignity of the principal register. Carew.

PROTOCOL. s. [from were and noλλ . ] The

original copy of any writing. Ayliffe.

PROTOMARTYR. s. [from wewros and mag-

Tug.] The first martyr. A term applied to

St. Stephen.

PROTOPLAST. 8. [wewtos and wλa505.] (Ori-

ginal ; thing first formed as a copy to be fol-

lowed afterward. Harvey.

PROTOTYPE. s . [@gWTOTU@ov. ] The original

of a copy; exemplar ; archetype.Stillingfleet.

To PROTRACT. v . a . [protractus, Latin.] To

draw out ; to delay ; to lengthen ; to spin to

length. Knolles.

PROTRA'CT. s. [from the verb. ] Tedious

continuance. Spenser.

·

PROTRACTER. s . [ from protract. ]

1. One who draws out any thing to tedious

length.

2. A mathematical instrument for takingand

measuring angles.

PROTRACTION. s . [from protract. ] The act

of drawing to length. Daniel.

PROTRACTIVE. a . [from protract. ]

ry; delaying ; spinning to length.

PROTREPTICAL. a. [wgorgewrixos . ] Horta-

tory ; suasory.

Dilato-
Shak.

Ward.

To PROTRUDE. v. a. [protrudo, Latin.] To

thrust forward. Woodward.
6
2
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To PROTRUDE. v. n. To thrust itself for

ward. Bacon.

PROTRUSION. s . [ protrusus, Latin.] The act

of thrusting forward ; thrust ; push. Locke.

PROTUBERANCE. s . (protubero, Latin.]

Something swelling above the rest ; promi-

nence; tumour. Hale.

PROTUBERANT. a. [from protuberate. ]

Swelling ; prominent. Ray.

To PROTUBERATE. v. n . [protubero, Latin.]

To swell forward ; to swell out beyond the

parts adjacent. Sharp.

PROUD. a. [ppude, or prut, Saxon. ]

1. Too much pleased with himself. Watts.

2. Elated ; valuing himself. Dryden.

3. Arrogant ; haughty ; impatient. Milton.

4. Daring ; presumptuous." Drayton.

5. Lofty of mien ; grand of person . Milton.

6. Grand ; lofty ; splendid ; magnificent. Ba.

7. Ostentatious ; specions ; grand . Shakesp.

8. Salacious ; eager for the male. Brown.

9. Fungous ; exuberant. Arbuthnot.

PROUDLY. ad. [from proud .]

1. Arrogantly ; ostentatiously ; in a proud

manner.
Dryden.

2. With loftiness of mein. Millon.

To PROVE. v. a. [probo, Lat. prouver, French.]

1. To evince ; to show by argument or tes-

timony.

2. To try; to bring to the test.

3. To experience.

Atterbury.

Sandys.

Milton.

4. To endure ; to try by suffering or encoun-

tering.

To PROVE. v. n.

1. To make trial.

2. To be found by experience.

3. To succeed.

4. To be found in the event.

}

Davies.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

Waller.

PRO/VEABLE. a. [from prove. ] That may be

proved.

PROVEDITOR.s. [proveditore, Italian.]

PROVEDOʻRE. One who undertakes to

procure supplies for an army. Friend.

PROVENDER. s. (provendre, Fr.] Dry food

for brutes ; hay and corn. Shakespeare.

PRO'VERB. s. [proverbe, French.]

1. A short sentence frequently repeated by

the people ; a saw ; an adage. Addison.

2. A word; a by-word ; name or observation

commonly received or uttered.

To PRO'VERB. v. a. Not a good word.

1. To mention in a proverb.

Tobit.

Milton.

2. To provide with a proverb. Shakespeare.

PROVERBIAL. a. [proverbial, French.]

1. Mentioned in a proverb. Temple.

2. Resembling a proverb ; suitable to a pro-

verb. Brown.

3. Comprised in a proverb. Pope.

PROVERBIALLY. ad. In a proverb. Brown.

TO PROVIDE. v. a. [provideo, Latin.]

1. To produce beforehand ; to get ready; to

prepare. Milton.

Bacon.2. To furnish ; to supply.

3.To stipulate ;to make conditional limitation.

4. TO PROVIDE against. To take measures

for counteracting or escaping any ill . Hale.

5. TO PROVIDE for. To take care of before-

hand. Shakespeare.

PROVIDED that. Upon these terms ; this

stipulation being made. L'Estrange.

PROVIDENCE. s. [providentia, Latin .]

1. Foresight ; timely care ; forecast ; the act

of providing. Sidney.

2. The care of God over created beings ; di.

vine superintendence. Raleigh.

3. Prudence ; frugality ; reasonable and mo-

derate care of expen se. Dryden

PROVIDENT. a. [providens, Lat.] Forecast-

ing ; cautious ; prudent with respect to fu-

turity. Waller.

PROVIDENTTAL. a. [from providence. ] Ef-

fected by providence ; referrible to provi
dence. Woodward.

PROVIDENTIALLY. ad . [from providertial.]

By the care of providence. Addison.

PROVIDENTLY. ad. [ from provident. ] With

foresight ; with wise precaution. Boyle.

PROVIDER. s. [from provide.] He who pro-

vides or procures
Shakespeare.

PROVINCE. s. [province, Fr. provincia, Lat. ]

1. A conquered country ; a country govern-

ed by a delegate. Temple.

Watts.

2. The proper office or business ofany one.Ot.

3. A region ; a tract.

PROVINCIAL. a. [provincial, French.]

1. Relating to a province. Shakespeare.

2. Appendantto the principal country. Bro.

3. Not ofthe mother country; rude ; unpo-

lished . Dryden.

4. Belonging only to an archbishop's juris-

diction ; not œcumenical. Ayliffe.

PROVINCIAL. s. [provincial, Fr. from pro.

vince.] A spiritual governour. Stillingfleet

To PROVINCIATE. v. a. [from province.]

To turn to a province . Not in use. Houel.

To PROVINE. v. n. [provigner, French . ] To

lay a stock or branch of a vine in the ground

to take root for more increase.

PROVISION. s. [provision, Fr. provisio , La … . ]

1. The act ofproviding beforehand . Sidney.

2. Measures taken beforehand. Tillotson.

3. Accumulation of stores beforehand ;

stock collected. Knolles.

Clarendon.

Davies.

4. Victuals ; food ; provender.

5. Terms settled ; care taken .

PROVISIONAL. a. [provisional, Fr. from

provision.] Temporarily established ; pro-

vided for present need. Ayliffe.

Locke

PROVISIONALLY ad. [from provisional.]

By way of provision.

PROVIŠO. s. [ Latin ] Stipulation ; caution ,

provisional condition. Spenser .

PROVOCATION. s . [provocatio, Latin ]

1. An act or cause by which anger is raised.

Smith.

Ayliffe.2. An appeal to a judge.

PROVOCATIVE. s. [from proroke .] Aay

thing which revives a decayed or cloyed ap-

petite. Addison,

PROVOCATIVENESS. s . [from provocative.]

The quality of being provocative.

To PROVOKE, v. a. ( provoco, Latin.]

1. To rouse ; to excite by something offen

sive ; to awake. Dryden.

2. To anger ; to enrage ; to offend ; to in-

cense.

3. To cause ; to promote.

4. To challenge.

Clarendon,

Arbuthnot.

Dryden.

5. To induce by motive ; to move ; to incite.

Burnet.
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To PROVOKE. v. n.

1. To appeal. A latinism .

2. To produce anger.

PROVOKER. s . [from provoke.

Dryden.

Taylor.

1. One that raises anger. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

2. Causer ; promoter. Shakespeare.

PROVO'KINGLY. ad. [from provoking. ] In

such a manner as to raise anger. D. of Piety.

PRO'VOST. s. [pɲafast, Saxon. ]

1. The chief of any body ; as, the provost

of a college. Fell.

2. The executioner of an army. Hayward.

PROVOSTSHIP. s. [from provost. ] The of

fice of a provost. Hakewill.

PROW. a. Valiant.

PRO'WESS. s . [prouesse, French.]

valour ; military gallantry.

PRO'WÉST. a. [from prow, adjective.]

1. Bravest ; most valiant.

PROW. s. [proue, French ; prora, Lat. ] The

head or forepart of a ship. Peacham.

Spenser.

Bravery ;

Sidney.

Spenser.

Milton.

Sidney.

prey ; to

Tusser.

that roves

Thomson.

Next in

2. Brave: valiant. [ from prowess.]

To PROWL. v. a. To rove over.

To PROWL. v. n. To wander for

prey; to plunder.

PROWLER. s. [from prowl . ] One

about for prey.

PROXIMATE. a. [proximus, Lat.]

the series of ratiocination ; near and imme-

diate. Burnet.

PROXIMATELY. ad. [from proximate.] Im-

mediately; without intervention. Bentley.

PROXIME. a. [proximus, Latin . ] Next ; im-

medi te. Watts.

PROXIMITY. s. [proximitas, Latin.] Near-

Hayward.

PROXY. s . [By contraction from procuracy. ]

1. The agency ofanother.

ness.

2. The substitution of another ; the agency

of a substitute. South.

3. The person substituted or deputed . L'Est.

PRUCE, s. Prussian leather. Dryden.

PRUDE. 8 [prude, Fr. ] A woman over-nice and

scrupulous, and with false affectation . Swift.

PRUDENCE. s. [prudence, Fr. prudentia, Lat.]

Wisdom applied to practice. Hale.

PRUDENT. a . [prudent, Fr. prudens, Latin . ]

1. Practically wise .
Milton.

2. Foreseeing by natural instinct. Milton.

PRUDENTIAL. a . [from prudent . ] Eligible

on principles of prudence. Rogers.

PRUDENTIALS. s. Maxims of prudence or

practical wisdom . Watts.

PRUDENTIALITY. s. [from prudential.]

Eligibility on principles of prudence. Brown.

PRUDENTIALLY. ad. [from prudential.]

According to the rules of prudence. South.

PRUDENTLY. ad. [from prudent.] Discreet-

ly; judiciously. Bacon.

PRUDERY. s. [from prude.] Overmuch nice-

ty in conduct.

PRU’DISH. a. [from prude. ] Affectedly grave.

To PRUNE. v . a .

1. To lop ; to divest trees of their superflui-

ties . Davies.

2. To clear from excrescences ; to trim. Bac.

To PRUNE. v. n. To dress ; to prink. A ludi-

crous word.
Dryden.

prunum, Lat.]PRUNE. s. [ prune, pruneau, Fr.

A dried plum.
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Bacon.

PRUNEL. s. An herb.

PRUNE'LLO. s.

Ainsworth.

1. A kind of stuff of which the clergymen's

gowns are made.

2. A kind of plum.

Pope.

Ainsworth.

PRU'NER. s . [from prune.] One that crops

Denham.trees.

PRUNIFEROUS. a . [prunum and fero, Latin.]

Plum-bearing.

PRUNINGHOOK.s. A hook or knife

PRUNINGKNIFE. used in lopping trees.

PRU'RIENCE. Įs . [from prurio, Latin. ] An

PRU'RIENCY. itching or a great desire or

appetite to any thing. Swift.

PRURIENT. a. [pruriens, Latin. ] Itching.

PRURIGINOUS. a. [prurio, Latin . ] Tending

to an itch.

songs.

To PRY. v. n . [of unknown derivation .] To

peep narrowly ; to inspect officiously, cu-

riously, or impertinently. Shakespeare.

PSALM. s . [taxμoç. ] A holy song. Peacham.

PSA'LMIST. s . [from psalm .] A writer of holy
Addison.

PSA'LMODY. s. [taλuwdia . ] The act or prac

tice of singing holy songs.

PSALMO'GRAPHY. s. [faλμos and yeaqw .]

The act of writing psalms.

PSA'LTER. s. [ fadingiov.] The volume of

psalms ; a psalmbook.

PSA'LTERY. s. A kind of harp beaten with

sticks . Sandys.

PSEUDO . s. [from fav . ] A prefix, which

being put before words,signifies false or coun

terfeit; as pseaduapostle, a counterfeit apostle.

PSEUDOGRAPHY. s . False writing

PSEU'DOLOGY: s. Falsehood of speech. Arb.

PSHAW. interj . An expression of contempt.

PTI'SAN. s. [ Toσavn .] A medical drink made

of barley decocted with raisins and licorice.

PTY'ALISM. S. [πTUENμos . ] Salivation ; effu-

sion of spittle.

PTY'SMAGOGUE. s. [ Toua and ay∞. ] A

medicine which discharges spittle.

PU'BERTY. s. [pubertas, Latin . ] The time of

life in which the two sexes begin first to be

acquainted. Bentley.

PUBESCENCE. s. [from pubesco, Latin.] The

state of arriving at puberty.
Brown.

PUBE'SCENT. a. [pubescens, Latin. ] Arriving

at puberty.
Brown.

PUBLICAN. s . [from publicus, Latin.]

1. A toll gatherer.
Matthew.

2. A man that keeps a house of general en-

tertainment.

PUBLICATION. s. [from publico.]

1. The act of publishing ; the act ofnotify-.

ing to the world ; divulgation.

2. Edition ; the act of giving a book to the

publick. Pope.

PUBLICK. a . [publique, Fr. publicus, Latin.]

1. Belonging to a state or nation ; not pri-

Hooker.vate.

2. Open ; notorious ; generally known . Mat.

3. General ; done by many. Milton.

4. Regarding not private interest, but the

good ofthe community. Clarendon

5. Open for general entertainment. Addison.

PUBLICK. s. ( from publicus, Latin. ]

1. The general body of mankind, or ofa state

or nation ; the people. Addison.

2. Openview ; general notice. Locke.
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PUBLICKLY. ad. [from publick.]

1. In the name ofthe community.

2. Openly ; without concealment.

PUBLICKNESS. s. [from publick.]

Addison

Bucon.

1. State of belonging tothe community. Boy.

2. Openness ; state of being generally known

or publick.

PUBLICKSPIRITED. a. [publick and spirit.]

Having regard to the general advantage

above private good.

To PUBLISH. v . a . [publier, French.]

Dryden.

1. To discover to mankind ; to make gene-

rally and openly known. Milton.

2. To put forth a book into the world.Digby.

PUBLISHER. s. [from publish.]

1. One who makes publick or generally

known.
Atterbury.

2. One who puts out a book into the world.

Prior.

PU'CELAGE. s. [Fr.] A state of virginity.

PUCK. s. [perhaps the same with pug. ] Some

sprite among the fairies, common in roman-
ces. Corbet.

PUCKBALL, or Puckfist. s. [from puck, a

fairy's ball. ] A kind of mushroom full ofdust.

To PUCKER. v. a. [from puck the fairy.] To

gather into corrugations ; to contract into

folds or plications. Spectator.

PUDDER. [fudur, Islandick, a rapid mo-

tion.] A tumult ; a turbulent and irregular

bustle. Commonly written pother. Locke.

To PUDDER. v. n. [from the noun.] To

make a tumult ; to make a bustle. Locke.

To PU'DDER. v. a. To perplex ; to disturb ;

to confound . Locke.

PU'DDING. s . [ puding, Swedish.]

1.Akind offood very variously compounded,

but generally made of meal, milk, and eggs.

2. The gut of an animal. Shakespeare.

3. A bowel stuffed with certain mixtures of

meal and other ingredients .

4. A proverbial name for victuals. Prior.

PUDDINGPIE. s . [pudding and pie . ] Pudding

with meat baked in it.
Hudibras.

PUDDINGTIME. s [pudding and time. ]

1. The time of dinner ; the time at which

pudding, anciently the first dish, is set upon

the table.

2. Nick oftime ; critical minute. Hudibras.

PUDDLE. s. [from puteolus, Latin. Skinner. ]

A small muddy lake ; a dirty plash. Hall.

To PUDDLE. v. a. [ from the noun.] To be

muddy; to foul or pollute with dirt ; to mix
dirt and water. Sidney.

PUDDLY. a. [from puddle.] Muddy , dirty ;

miry. Carew.

PU'DDOCK, or purrock. s. [for paddock orpar-

rock.] A provincial word for a small enclo-

sure.

PU'DENCY. s. [pudens, Latin .] Modesty ;

shamefacedness.
Shakespeare.

PUDICITY. s. [ pudicité, Fr. from pudicitia,

Latin . ] Modesty ; chastity.

PUEFE'LLOW. s. A partner. Shakespeare.

PUERILE. a. [puerile, Fr. puerilis, Latin. ]

Childish ; boyish . Pope.

PUERILITY. s. [puerilitas, Latin. ] Childish-

ness ; boyishness. Dryden.
PUET. s. A kind of waterfowl. Fratton.
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PUFF. s. [ pof, Dutch.]

1. A quick blast with the mouth.

2. Asmall blast of wind.

3. A fungous ball filled with dust.

Philips

Raleigh

4. Any thing light and porous ; as puffpaste,

5. Something to sprinkle powder on the hair

To PUFF. v. n. [boffen, Dutch.]

1. To swell the cheeks with wind.

2. To blow with a quick blast. Shakespeare

3. To blow with scornfulness. South

4. To breathe thick and hard. L'Estrange

5. To do ormove with hurry, tumour, or tu-

multuous agitation.

6. To swell with the wind or air.

To PUFF. v. a.

1. To swell as with wind.

Herbert.

Boyle.

2. To drive or agitate with blasts ofwind. Sh

3. To drive with a blast of breath scornfully

4. To swell or blow up with praise. Bacon.

5. To swell or elate with pride. Shakespeare.

PUFFER. s. [ from puff ] Onethat puffs.

PUFFIN. s . [ puffino, Italian.]

1. A waterfowl

2. A kind of fish.

3. A kind offungus filled with dust.

PUFFINAPPLE. s A sort of apple.

PUFFINGLY. ad. [from puffing.]

1. Tumidly ; with swell

Curew.

Ains.

Wiseman.

Dryden,

2. With shortness of breath. "

PUFFY. a. [from puff.]

1. Windy; flatulent.

2. Tumid ; turgid.

PUG. s. [ piza, Saxon ] A kind name of a mon-

key, or any thing tenderly loved. Addison.

PU'GGERED. a. [perhaps for puckered. ]

Crowded ; complicated. More.

PUGH. interj. A word of contempt.

PU'GIL. s . [pugille, Fr.] What is taken up be-

tween the thumb and first two fingers .

PUGNA'CIOUS. a . [pugnax, Latin. ] Inclinable

to fight ; quarrelsome ; fighting.

PUGNA'CITY. s. [from pugnax, Lat.] Quar

relsomeness ; inclination to fight.

PUIS'NE . a . [puis né, French.]

1. Young; younger ; later in time.

2. Inferiour ; lower in rank.

Hale.

Bacon.

3. Petty ; inconsiderable ; small. Shakespeare.

PUISSANCE. s . [puissance, French.] Power ;

strength ; force. Milton.

PUI'SSANT. a. [ puissant, French.] Powerful ;

strong ; forcible. Raleigh

PUISSANTLY. ad. Powerfully ; forcibly.

PUKE. s . [of uncertain derivation.]

1. Vomit..

vomit.

2. Medicine causing vomit.

To PUKE. v . n. To spew ; to vomit. Shak.

PUKER. s [from puke. ] A medicine causing

Garth.

PULCHRITUDE. s. [pulchritudo, Latin.]

Beauty; grace ; handsomeness.

To PULE. t . n . [ piauler, French.]

1. To cry like a chicken.:

More.

Bacon.

2. To whine ; to cry ; to whimper. Locke.

PU'LICK. s . An herb. Ainsworth.

PU'LICOSE . a. [pulicosus, Latin ] Abounding

with fleas.

PU'LIOL. s . An herb.

To PULL. v . a . (pulhan, Saxon ]

Ainsworth

1. To draw violently toward one ; opposed to

ush, whichis to drive from one. Ben Jonson
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2. To drawforcibly.

3. To pluck ; to gather.

4. To tear ; to rend.

Mortimer.

Lamentations.

5. To Put down. To subvert ; to demolish.

Howel.

Hayward. PU'MICE . s . A slag or cinder of some fossil,

originally bearing another form, and only re-

duced to this state by the violent action of

fire ; it is a lax and spungy matter full of

little pores and cavities, and ofa pale, whit-

ish , grey colour ; the pumice is found particu-

larly about the burning mountains . Hill.

PU'MMEL. s. See POMMEL

PUMP. s. [ pompe, Dutch and French ]

6 To PULL down . To degrade. Roscommon.

7. To PULL up. To extirpate ; to eradicate.

PULL. s . [from the verb. ]

1. The act of pulling.

2. Contest ; struggle.

Locke.

Swift.

Curew.

Shakespeare.

Bailey.

3 Pluck ; violence suffered.

PU'LLER. s. [ from pull. ] One that pulls . Sh.

PU'LLEN. s. Poultry.

PULLET. s. [poulet, Fr.] A young hen Brown.

PU'LLEY. s [poulie, Fr.] A small wheel turn-

ing on a pivot, with a furrow on its outside

in which a rope runs. Swift.

To PUILULATE. v . n . [pullulo, Latin ; pul-

inler, French. ] To germinate ; to bud.

PULMONARY. s. [pulmonaria, Latin. ] The

herb lungwort.

PULMONARY.2 a. [from pulmo, Latin. ]

PULMO'NICK . Belonging to the lungs.

Arbuthnot

Ainsworth.

PULP. s . [pulpa, Latin ; pulpe, French. ]

1. Any soft mass.

2. The soft part offruit.

PULPIT. s. [ pulpitum, Latin .]

Bacon.

Ray.

1. A place raised on high, where a speaker

stands.
Shakespeare.

2. The higher desk in the church where the

sermon is pronounced . Dryden.

PU'LPOUS. u. [from pulp . ] Soft. Philips.

PU'LPOUSNESS. s. ( from pulpous. ] The qua-

lity of being pulpous.

PU'LPY. a. [from pulp. ] Soft ; pappy . Arbuth.

PULSATION. s . [pulsatio, Latin .] The act of

moving or beating with quick strokes against

any thing opposing. Harvey.

PULSA TOR. s . [from pulso, Latin.] A

striker ; a beater.

PULSE. s. [pulsus, Latin.]

1. The motion of an artery as

driven through it by the heart,

perceived by the touch.

the blood is

and as it is

Quincy.

2. Oscillation ; vibration ; alternate expan-

sion and contraction. Newton.

3. Tofeel one's PULSE. To try or know one's

mind artfully.

Plants

Milton.

beat as

Ray.

4. [From pull.] Leguminous plants.

not reaped but pulled, or plucked

To PULSE. v. n. [ from the noun . ] To

the pulse.

PULSION. s. [from pulsus, Lat.] The act of

driving or offorcing forward ; in opposition

to suction or traction. More.

PULVERABLE. a. [from pulveris, Latin .]

Possible to be reduced to dust. Boyle.

PULVERIZA'TION. s . [ from pulverize. ] The

act of powdering ; reduction to dust or pow-

der.

To PULVERIZE. v. a . [ from pulveris, Latin. ]

To reduce to powder ; to reduce to dust.

PULVE’RULENCE. s. [ pulverulentia, Latin. ]

Dustiness ; abundance of dust.

PULVIL. s. [ pulvillum, Lat. ] Sweet scented

powder. Gay.

To PU'LVIL. v. a. [from the noun.] To

sprinkle with perfumes in powder. Cong .

1. An engine by which water is drawn up

from wells ; its operation is performed by

the pressure of the air.

2. A shoe with a thin sole and low heel.

Shakespeare.

To PUMP. v. n. [pompen, Dutch.] To work a

pump ; to throw out water by a pump.

Decay of Prety.

To PUMP. v. a.

Otway.

Boyle,

Miller.

1. To raise or throw out as by means of a

pump Blackmore.

2.To examine artfully by sly interrogatories,

so as to draw out any secrets.

PU'MPER. s. [ from pump. ] The person or the
instrument that pumps.

PU'MPION. s . A plant.

PUN. s . An equivocation ; a quibble ; an ex-

pression where a word has at once different

meanings. Addison.

To PUN, v. n. [from the noun.] To quibble ;

to use the same word at once in different

Dryden.

To PUNCH. v. a . [poinçonner, French. ]To bore

or perforate by driving a sharp instrument.

PUNCH. s . [from the verb.]

senses.

1. A pointed instrument, which, driven by a

blow, perforates bodies Moxon

2. A liquor made by mixing spirit with wa-

ter, sugar, and the juice oflemons. Swift.

3. The buffoon or harlequin of the puppet-

show. Gay.

4. In contempt or ridicule, a short fat fellow.

PUNCHEON. s. [ poinçon, French.]

1. An instrument driven so as to make a hole

or impression.
Camden.

2. A measure ofliquids.

PUNCHER. s. [from punch.] An instrument

that makes an impression or hole. Grew.

PUNCTI’LIO. s. A small nicety of behaviour ;

a nice point ofexactness . Addison.

PUNCTİ'LIOUS. a. [from punctilio. ] _Nice ;

exact; punctual to superstition. Rogers.

PUNCTILIOUSNESS . s. [ from punctilious ]

Nicety ; exactness ofbehaviour.

PUNCTO. s [punto, Spanish. ]

1. Nice point of ceremony.

2. The point in fencing.

PUNCTUAL. a. [punctuel, French.]

1. Comprised in a point ; consisting in a point.

Milton.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

2. Exact ; nice ; punctilious. Atterbury.

PUNCTUAʼLITY. s. [ from punctual .] Nicely ,

scrupulous exactness.
Howel

PU'NČTUALLY. ad. [ from punctual.] Nicely ;

exactly , scrupulously. Ray.

PUNCTUALNESS. s. [from punctual. ] Ex-

actness ; nicety Felton.

PUNCTUATION. s . [punctum, Lat. ] The act

or method of pointing. Addison.

To PUNCTULATE. v . n . [punctulum, Latin.]

To mark with small spots .
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PUNCTURE. s. [punctus, Lat.] A small prick';

a hole made with a very sharp point. Brown.

PUNDLE. s. A short and fat woman. Ainsw.

PU'NGAR. s . [pagurus, Latin. ] A fish . Ainsw.

PU'NGENCY. s . [from pungent .]

1. Power of pricking.

2. Heat on the tongue ; acridness .

3. Power to pierce the mind.

Arbuthnot.

Hammond.

4. Acrimoniousness ; keenness. Stillingfleet.

PU'NGENT. a . [pungens, Latin .]

1. Pricking.

2. Sharp on the tongue ; acrid.

3: Piercing ; sharp .

4. Acrimonious ; biting.

PU'NICE. s . A wall louse ; bug.

Pope.

Swift.

Dryden.

Ainsworth.

PUNI'CEOUS . a . [puniceus, Latin . ] Purple.

PU'NINESS. s . [from puny . ] Pettiness ; small-

ness .

To PU'NISH. v. a. [punio, Latin .]

1. To chastise ; to afflict with penalties or

death for some crime. Leviticus.

2. To revenge a fault with pain or death.

PUNISHABLE . a. [ punissable, French ; from

punish. ] Worthy of punishment ; capable of

punishment. Taylor.

PUNISHABLENESS.s. [frompunishable.The

quality ofdeserving or admitting punishment.

PUNISHER. s. [from punish . ] One who in-

flicts pains for a crime. Milton.

PUNISHMENT. s. [punissement, Fr. ] Any in-

fliction or pain imposed in vengeance of a

crime. Locke.

PUNITION. s. [punition, Fr, punitio, Latin.]

Punishment. Ainsworth.

PUNITIVE. a. [from punio, Lat.] Awarding

or inflicting punishment.
Hammond.

PUNITORY. a. [from punio, Lat. ] Punishing ;

tending to punishment.

PUNK. s. A whore ; a common prostitute. Sh.

PU'NSTER. s . [ from pun.] A quibbler ; a low

witwho endeavours at reputation by double

meaning. Arbuthnot.

To PUNT. v. n. To play at basset and ombre.

PUNY a. [puis né, French. ]

1. Young.

2. Inferiour ; petty ; ofan under rate. Shak.

PUNY. 8. A young unexperienced unsea-

soned wretch. South.

Io PUP. v. n . [from puppy. ] To bring forth

whelps ; used of a bitch bringing young.

PUPIL. s. [pupilla, Latin.]

1. The apple ofthe eye. Bacon.

2. [Pupillus, L.] A scholar ; one under the

care of a tutor. Locke.

3. A ward ; one under the care ofa guardian.

PU'PILAGE. s. [from pupil.]

1. State of being a scholar.

2. Wardship ; minority.

Dryden.

Locke.

Spenser.

PUPILARY. a. [ pupillaris Lat.] Pertaining

to a pupil or ward.

PUPPET. s. [poupée, Fr. pupus, Latin.]'

1. A small image moved by wire in a mock

drama ; a wooden tragedian. Pope.

2. A word of contempt. Shakespeare.

PUPPETMAN. s. [puppet and man.] Master

ofa puppetshow.

PUPPETSHOW. s . [ puppet and show .] A

inock drama performed by wooden images

moved by wire. Swift.

PUPPY. s . [poupée, French.]

1. A whelp ; progeny of a bitch. Gay

2. A name of a contemptuous reproach to a

Shakespeare.

To PUPPY. v. n. [from the noun. ] To bring

whelps.

man.

PURBLI'ND. a. [ corrupted from_poreblind.}

Nearsighted ; shortsighted . Shakespeare.

PURBLINDNESS. s . Shortness of sight.

PURCHASABLE. a. [from purchase. That

may be purchased, bought, or obtained . Loc.

To PURCHASE. v . a. [pourchasser, French. ]

1. To acquire, not inherit.

2. To buy for a price. Shakespeare.

3. To obtain at any expence, as oflabour or

danger.
Milton.

4. To expiate or recompense by a fine or for-

feit. Shakespeare,

PURCHASE. s . [pourchas, old French.]

1. Any thing bought or obtained for a price.

2. Any thing of which possession is taken

any other way than by inheritance . Shakes.

· PURCHASER. s. [ from purchase.] A buyer ;

one that gains any thing for a price.Addison.

PURE. a. [pur, pure, Fr. purus, Latin . ]

1. Clear ; not dirty ; not muddy.

2. Not filthy ; not sullied .

Sidney.

Proverbs.

3. Unmingled ; not altered by mixtures. Tay.

4. Genuine ; real ; unadulterated . James.

5. Not connected with any thing extrinsick;

as, pure mathematicks.

6. Free ; clear.,

Watts.

Philips.

7. Free from guilt ; guiltless ; innocent. Milt.

8. Incorrupt ; not vitiated by any bad prac-

tice or opinion. Tickel.

9. Not vitiated with corrupt modes of

speech. Ascham.

Clarendon.10. Mere ; as, a pure villain.

11. Chaste ; modest ; as, a pure virgin.

PURELY. ad. [from pure.]

1. In a pure manner ; not dirtily ; not with

mixture. Isaiah.P

2. Innocently ; without guilt.

3. Merely ; completely ; totally. Clarendon

PU'RENESS . s. [from pure.]

1. Clearness ; freedom from extraneous or

foul admixtures. Temple.

2. Simplicity ; exemption from composition.

3. Innocence ; freedom from guilt. Com . Pra.

4. Freedom from vicious modes of speech.

PU'RFILE. s . [pourfilée, Fr. ] A sort ofancient

trimming for women's gowns. Bailey.

To PU'RFLE. v . a . [ pourfiler, Fr. ] To decorate

with a wrought or flowered border. Spenser.

PU'RFLE. Is. [pourfilée, Fr.] A border of

PU'RFLEW. embroidery.

PURGATION. s. [purgation, French.]

1. The act of cleansing or purifying from

vitious mixtures. Burnet.

2. The act of cleansing the body by down-

ward evacuation . Baron.

3.The act ofclearing from imputation ofguilt.

PU'RGATIVE. a. [purgatif, Fr. purgativus,

Lat.] Cathartick ; having the power to cause

evacuation,downward. Bacon.

PURGATORY. s. [purgatorium, Lat.] A place

in which souls are supposed by the papists

to be purged by fire from carnal impurities,

before they are received into heaven.

Stillingfleet.
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To PURGE. v. a. [ purgo, Latin.]

1. To cleanse ; to clear.

2. To clear from impurities.

3. To clear from guilt.

Bacon.

Woodward.

Hebrews.

Shak.

Dec. ofPiety.

4. To clear from imputation of guilt.

5. To sweep or put away impurities.

6. To evacuate the body by stool. Camden.

7. To clarify ; to defecate.

To PURGE. v. n.

1. To grow pure by clarification.

2. To have frequent stools .

Arb.

PURGE. s. A cathartick medicine ; a medi-

cine that evacuates the body by stool.

PURGER. s . [from purge.]

Bacon.

1. One who clears away any thing noxious.

2. Purge; cathartick.

PURIFICATION. s. [ purificatio, Latin.]

1. The act of making pure. Boyle.

2. The act of cleansing from guilt or pollu-

tion . Taylor.

3. A rite performed by the Hebrews after

childbearing.

PURIFICATIVE. a . [from purify . ] Having

PU'RIFICATORY. power or tendency to
make pure.

PU'RIFIER. s . [from purify.] Cleanser ; re-
finer. Malachi.

To PURIFY. v. a . [ purifier, Fr. purifico, Lat. ]

1. To make pure.

2. To free from any extraneous admixture.

3. To make clear.

Dryden.

Sidney.

4. To free from guilt or corruption . South.

5.To free from pollution, as by lustration.Job.

6. To clear from barbarisms or improprie-

ties. Sprat.

Burnet.To PU'RIFY. v. n. To grow pure.

PU'RIST. s. [puriste, Fr.] One superstitiously
nice in the use of words.

PURITAN. s . [ from pure.] A sectary pretend-

ing to eminent purity in religion . Sanderson .

PURITA'NICAL. a. [from puritan. ] Relating

to puritans.
Walton.

PURITANISM. s . [from puritan.] Thenotions

of a puritan. Wotton.

PURITY. s. [purité, Fr. puritas, Latin . ]

1. Cleanness ; freedom from foulness or dirt.

Thomson.

2. Freedom from guilt ; innocence. Wake.

3. Chastity; freedom from contamination of

Shakespeare.
sexes.

PURL. s . [ contracted from purfle .]

1. An embroidered and puckered border.

2. A kind of medicated malt liquor, in which

wormwood and aromaticks are infused.

Milton.

To PURL. v. n. To murmur ; to flow with a

gentle noise.

To PURL. v. a. To decorate with fringe or

embroidery. Ben Jonson.

PU'RLIEU. s. The grounds on the borders of

a forest ; border ; enclosure ; district. Spect.

PU'RLINS . s . In architecture, those pieces of

timber that lie across the rafters on the in-

side, to keep them from sinking in the mid-

dle oftheir length. Bailey.

To PURLOIN. v. a. [ pour and loin, Fr.] To

steal ; to take by theft.
Denham.

PURLOINER. s. [from purloin. ] A thief; one

who steals clandestinely. Estrange.

PURPARTY. s. [ pour and parti, French ,

Share; partin division. Davies.

PURPLE. a. [pourpre, Fr. purpureus, Latin.}

1. Red tinctured with blue.

2. In poetry, red.

Wollon

Dryden.

To PURPLE. v. a. [purpuro, Latin.] To make

red ; to colour with purple. Milton

PURPLE. s. The purple colour ; a purple
dress. Milion

PURPLES. s. [without a singular.] Spots o

livid red, which break out in malignant fe

vers ; a purple fever.

PURPLISH. a . [from purple.] Somewhat

purple. Boyle.

PURPORT. s. [pourporte, French.] Design ;

tendency of a writing or discourse. Norris.

To PU'RPORT. v . a . [from the noun.] To in-

tend ; to tend to show. Rowe.

PURPOSE. s [ propos, Fr. propositum , Latin .]

1. Intention ; design .

2. Effect ; consequence.

3. Instance ; example.

Knolles.

Baker.

L'Estrange.

To PURPOSE. v. a [from the noun .] To in-

tend ; to design ; to resolve. Hooker

PURPOSELY. ad . [ from purpose.] By design ;

by intention. Pope.

PURPRISE. s. [pourpris, old Fr. purprisum,

law Latin.] A close or enclosure ; as also

the whole compass of a manor

PURR. s. A sea lark.

Bacon.

Ainsworth.

A small

Shakesp.

To PURR. v. n. To murmur as a cat or leo-

pard in pleasure.

PURSE. s . [bourse, Fr. purs, Welsh.]

bag in which money is contained.

To PURSE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To put into a purse. Dryden.

2. To contract as a purse. Shakespeare.

PU'RSENET. s. [purse and net.] A net of

which the mouth is drawn together by a

string. Mortimer.

PU'RSEPROUD . a. [purse and proud.] Puffed

up with money.

PU'RSER. s . [from purse. ] The paymaster of a

ship .

PU'RSINESS. s. [from pursy.] Shortness

PUʼRSIVENESS . of breath.

PU'RSLAIN. s. [portulaca. ] A plant. Wiseman.

PURSU'ABLE. a . [from pursue. ] What may be

pursued.

PURSUANCE. s . [from pursue.] Prosecution;

process.

PŪRSU'ANT. a. [from pursue.] Done in con-

sequence or prosecution of any thing.

To PURSUE. v, a. [poursuivre, French. ]

1. To chase ; to follow in hostility. Shak.

2. To prosecute ; to continue. Proverbs.

3. To imitate ; to follow as an example. Dry,

4. To endeavour to attain. Prior

To PURSUE. v. n. To go on ; to proceed. A

gallicism . Boyle.

PÜRSUEʼR. s. [from pursue ] One who fol-

lows in hostility. Denham.

PURSUIT. s . [poursuite, French,]

1. The act offollowing with hostile intention .

2. Endeavour to attain. Dryden.

3. Prosecution . Clarendon,

PURSUIVANT. s. [poursuivant , Fr. ] A state

messenger; an attendant on the heralds. Dry.

PU'RSY. a. [poussif, Fr.] Shortbreathed and

Shakespearefat.
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PU'RTENANCE. s. [appertenance, Fr.] The

pluck of an animal. Exodus.

To PURVEY. v. a . [pourvoir, French.]

1. To provide with conveniences. Spenser.

2. To procure. Thomson.

To PURVEY.v. n. To buy in provisions . Mil.

PURVEYANCE. s. [from purvey.]

1. Provision.

2. Procurement of victuals.

Spenser.

3. An exaction of provisions for the king's

followers.

PURVE'YOR. s. [from purvey.]

2. To place in any situation. L'Estrange.

3. To place in any state or condition. Shak.

4. To repose. Chronicles.

5. To trust'; to give up.

6. To expose ; to apply to any thing. Locke.

7. To push into action.

8. To apply.

Swift.

Dryden.

9. To use any action by which the place or

state of any thing is changed.
Wake.

10. To cause ; to produce. Locke.

Bacon. 11. To compromise ; to consign to writing.

12. To add. Ecclus.

Raleigh. 13. To place in a reckoning. Locke.

Addison. 14. To reduce to any state.

Shakespeare

15. To oblige ; to urge. Boyle.

Addison.

Swift!

Habakkuk.

Hale.

1. One that provides victuals.

2. A procurer ; a pimp.

PU'RVIEW. s. [from pourvieu, Fr.] Proviso ;

providing clause

PURULENCE. Į s. [from purulent.] Genera-

PURULENCY. tion ofpus or matter. Arb.

PURULENT. a. [purulent, Fr. purulentus, Lat.]

Consisting of pus or the running of wounds.

Arbuthnot.

PUS. s. [Latin. ] The matter of a well-digested

sore.

To PUSH. v. a. [pousser, French.]

1. To strike with a thrust.

Arbuthnot.

Exodus.

Job.2. To force or drive by impulse.

3. To force not by a quick blow, butby con-

tinued violence . Shakespeare.

4. To press forward ; as, to push a prosecu-

tion. Addison.

Addison.

26. To incite ; to instigate ; to exhort ; to

urge by influence.

17. To propose ; to state.

18. To form ; to regulate.

19. To reach to another.

20. To bring into any state of mind or tem-

per. Locke.

Atterbury.21. To offer ; to advance.

22. To unite ; to place as an ingredient . Loc.

23. To PUT by. To turn off ; to divert. Tay.

24. To PUT by. To thrust aside. Sidney.

25. To PUT down. To baffle ; to repress ; to

crush. Shakespeare.

26. To PUT down. To degrade. Spenser.

27. To PUT down. To bring into disuse. Dr.

28. To PUT down. To confute. Shakespeare.

29. TO PUTforth. To propose.

30. To PUTforth. To extend.

Judges.

Genesis.

31. To PUT forth. To emit, as a sprouting

5. To urge ; to drive.

6. To enforce ; to drive to a conclusion. Sw .

7. To importune ; to tease.

To PUSH. v. n.

1. To make a thrust. Addison. plant.

2. To make an effort. Dryden. 32. To PUTforth. To exert

3. To make an attack.

4. To burst out with violence.

Daniel.

PUSH. s. [from the verb.]

1. Thrust ; the act of striking with a pointed
instrument.

2. An impulse ; force impressed.

3. Assault ; attack.

Knolles.

Addison.

Watts.

Shak.4. A forcible onset ; a strong effort.

5. Exigence ; trial ; extremity. Atterbury.

6. A sudden emergence. Shakespeare.

7. A pimple ; an efflorescence ; a wheal . Bac.

PU'SHER. s . [from push .] He who pushes for-
ward.

PU'SHING. a. [from push . ] Enterprising ; vi-

gorous.

PU'SHPIN. s. [push and pin. ] A child's play, in

which pins are pushed alternately. L'Estra.

PUSILLANIMITY.s. { pusillanimité, Fr. ]Cow-

ardice ; meanness of spirit. South.

PUSILLA'NIMOUS . a. [pusillanime ,Fr. ] Mean-

spirited ; narrow-minded ; cowardly. Bacon.

PUSILLA'NIMOUSNESS. s. [from pusillani-

mous.] Meanness of spirit.

PUSS. s.

1. The fondling name of a cat. L'Estrange.

2. The sportsman's term for a hare. Gay

PU'STULE. s. [pustule, Fr. pustula, Latin. ] A

small swelling ; a pimple ; a push ; an efflo-

Arbuthnot.

PU'STULOUS. a. [from pustule.] Full of pus-

tules ; pimply.

rescence .

To PUT. v. a. [putter, to plant, Danish.]

1. To lay or reposite in any place. Milt

33. To PUT in. To interpose.

Bacon.

Taylor.

Collier.

Chap.34. To PUT in. To drive to harbour.

35. To PUT in practice. To use ; to exercise.

36. To PUT off. To divest ; to lay aside. Ad.

37. To PUT off. To defeat or delay with some
artifice or excuse. Boyle

38. To PUT off. To delay ; to defer ; to pro-

crastinate. Wake.

39. To PUT off. To pass fallaciously. Swift.

40. To PUToff. To discard. Shakespeare.

41. To PUT off. To recommend ; to vend or

obtrude. Bacon.

42. To PUT on or upon. To impute ; to

charge.

43. To PUT on or upon. To invest with, as

clothes or covering. Ben Jonson."

Shakespeare.

44. To PUT on. To forward ; to promote ; to

incite.

45. To PUT on or upon. To impose ; to inflict.

L'Estrange.

46 To PUT on. To assume ; to take. Shak.

47.TO PUT over. To refer. Shakespeare.

48. To PUT out . To place at usury. Child.

49. To PUT out. To extinguish. Milton.

50. To PUT out. To emit, as a plant. Bacon

51. To PUT out. To extend ; to protrude. Gen.

52. To PUT out . To expel ; to drive from . Sp.

53. To PUT out. To make publick. Dryden,

54. To PUT out. To disconcert. Bacon.

55. To PUT to . To kill by ; to punish by. Sh.

56. To Pur to. To refer to ; to expose. Bacon.

57. To PUT to it. To distress ; to perplex , to

press hard. Addison.
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58. To PUT to. To assist with .

59. To PUT to death. To kill.

Sidney.

Bacon.

60. To PUT together . To accumulate into one

Burnet.sum or mass.

61. To PUTup. To pass unrevenged . L'Est.

62. To PUT up. To emit ; to cause to germi.

nate, as plants. Bacon.

63. To PUT up. To expose publickly ; as,

these goods are put up to sale.

64. To PUT up. To start from a cover. Add.

65. To PUTup. To hoard. Spelman.

66. To PUT up. To hide. Shakespeare.

67. To PUT upon. To impose ; to lay upon.

Shakespeare.

68. To PUT upon trial. To expose or summon

to a solemn and judicial examination. Arb.

To PUT. v . n.

1. To go or move.

2. To steer a vessel.

3. To shoot or germinate.

Bacon.

Addison.

Bacon.

4. To PUTforth . Toleave a port. Shakespeare.

5. To PUTforth. To germinate ; to bud. Sh.

6. To PUT in. To enter a haven. Pope.

7. To PUT in. To offer a claim . Shakespeare.

8. To PUT infor. To claim ; to stand candi-

date for. Locke.

Addison.

Abbot.

9. To PUT off. To leave land.

10. To PUT over. To sail cross.

11. To PUT to sea. To set sail ; to begin the

Bacon.course.

12. ToPUT up. To offer one's self a candi-

date. L'Estrange.

13. To PUT up. To advance to ; to bring

one's self forward. Swift.

14. To PUT up with. To suffer without re-

sentment.

PUT. s. [from the verb.]

1. An action of distress .

2. A rustick ; a clown.

3. A game at cards.

PUTRID. a. [ putride, Fr. putridus, Latin.]
Rotten ; corrupt. Waller.

Putrid fever is that kind of fever in which

the humours, or part of them, have so little

circulatory motion, that they fall into an in-

testine one, and putrefy, which is commonly

the case after great evacuations, great or ex-

cessive heat. Quincy.

PUTRIDNESS. s . [from putrid.] Rottenness.

PUTTER. s . [from put.]

1. One who puts.

Floyer.

L'Estrange.

2. PUTTER on. Inciter ; instigator. Sharp.

PUTTINGSTONE. s. In some parts of Scot-

land stones are laid at the gates of great

houses, which they call putting-stones, for

trials of strength. Pope.

PUTTOCK. s. [ derived by Minshew, from

buteo, Latin.] A buzzard. Peacham.a

PUTTY. s.

1. A kind ofpowder on which glass is ground.

Newton.

2. A kind of cement used by glaziers.

To PUZZLE. v. a. [for postle, from pose.

Skinner.]

1. To perplex ; to confound ; to embarrass ;

to entangle ; to gravel ; to put to a stand ; to

tease. Shakespeare. Clarendon.

2. To make intricate ; to entangle . Addison.

To PUZZLE. v. n. To be bewildered in one's

own notions ; to be awkward. L'Estrange.

PUZZLE. s. [from the verb. ] Embarrass-

ment ; perplexity. Bacon.

PUZZLER. s. [frompuzzle. ] He who puzzles.

PY'GARG. s. A bird. Ainsworth.

PY'GMEAN. a. [from pigmy.] Belonging to a

pigmy.
Milton.

L'Estrange. PŸ'GMY. s . [ pygmée, Fr. vyμa .] A dwarf;

one of a nation fabled to be only three spans

high, and after long wars to have been de-

stroyed by cranes. Bentley.

PYLOʻRUŠ. s. [wvλwgos. ] The lower orifice of

the stomach .

Bramston.

4. PUT off. Excuse ; shift. L'Estrange.

PUTAGE. s. [putain, French.] In law, prosti.

tution on the woman's part.

PU'TANISM. s. [putanisme, French. ] The

manner ofliving, or trade of a prostitute.

PUTATIVE. a. [putatif, French ; from puto,

Lat. ] Supposed ; reputed. Ayliffe.

PUTID. a. [putidus, Latin.] Mean ; low ;

worthless . L'Estrange.

PU'TIDNESS . s. [from putid .] Meanness ;

vileness.

PUTLOG. s. Putlogs are pieces of timber or

short poles, about seven feet long, to bear

the boards they stand on to work, and to lay

bricks and mortar upon. Moxon.

PUTRE'DINOUS. a. [from putredo, Latin. ]

Stinking ; rotten. Floyer.

PUTREFACTION. s. [putrefaction, French.]

The state of growing rotten ; the act ofmak-

ing rotten. Quincy.

PUTREFA'CTIVE. a. [from putrefacio, Lat. ]

Making rotten. Wiseman.

Bacon.

To PUTREFY. v. a. [putrifier, Fr. putrefacio,

Latin.] To make rotten ; to corrupt with

rottenness. Temple.

To PUTREFY, v . n. To rot.

PUTRE'SCENCE. s. [from putresco, Latin. ]

The state of rotting. Brown.

PUTRE'SCENT. a. [putrescens, Lat.] Grow-

ing rotten. Arbuthnot.

PYRAMID. s. [pyramide, Fr. augaus.] A

solid figure, whose base is a polygon, and

whose sides are plain triangles , their several

points meeting in one.
Harris.

PYRA'MIDAL. a. [from pyramid.] Hav-

PYRAMI'DICAL. ing the form of a pyra-

mid.

}

Locke.

PYRAMIDICALLY. ad. [from pyramidical .]

In form of a pyramid. Broome.

PYRAMIS. s . A pyramid .
Bacon.

PYRE. s. [pyra, Latin. ] A pile on which the

dead are burnt. Dryden. Pope.

PYRITES . s . [from wvg. ] Firestone. Woodwo.

PYROMANCY.s. [ πvgquavia. ] Divination by

Ayliffe.

PYROTECHNICAL. a. [pyrotechnique, Fr.

from pyrotechnicks. ] Engaged or skilled in

fireworks.

fire.

PYROTECHNICKS. s . [wug and TX .] The

art of employing fire to use or pleasure ; the

art of fireworks .

PYROTECHNY. ». [pyrotechnie, Fr.] The

art of managing fire. Hale.

PYRRHONISM. s . [from Pyrrho, the founder

of the skepticks . ] Skepticism .

PYX. s. (pyx , Latin. ] The box in which the

Romanists keep the host.
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QUA

Is a consonant borrowed from the Latin

or French, for which the Saxons generally

used cp: the name of this letter is cue, from

queue, French, tail ; its form being that of

an O with a tail.

QUAB. s. [gobio . ] A sort of fish .

To QUACK. v. n. [quacken, Dutch.]

1. To cry like a duck. Kings.

2. To chatter boastingly ; to brag loudly ; to

talk ostentatiously. Hudibras.

QUACK. s . [from the verb.]

1. A boasted pretender to arts which he does

not understand. Felton.

2. A vain boasting pretender to physick ; one

who proclaims his own medical abilities in

publick places. Addison

3. An artful tricking practitioner in physick.

Pope.

QUA'CKERY. s [from quack.] Mean or bad

acts in physick ; also pretensions to any art.

QUA'CKSALVER. s . [ quack and salve.] One

who brags of medicines or salves ; a medi-

caster ; a charlatan. Burton.

QUADRAGESIMAL. a. [ quadragesimal, Fr.

quadragesima, Latin.] Lenten ; belonging to

lent ; used in lent. Sanderson.

QUA'DRANGLE. s. [quadratus and angulus,

Latin.] A square ; a surface with four right

angles. Howel.

QUADRA'NGULAR. a . [from quadrangle.]

Square ; having four right angles. Woodward.

QUÁ'DRANT. s. [quadrans, Latin . ]

1. The fourth part ; the quarter.

2. The quarter of a circle.

Brown.

Holder.

3. An instrument with which altitudes are

taken. Gay.

QUADRA'NTAL. «. [from quadrant.] Included

in the fourth part of a circle. Derham.

QUA'DRATE. a. [quadratus, Latin .]

1.Square; having four equal and parallel sides .

2. Divisible into four equal parts. Hukewill.

3. [Quadrans, Lat. ] Suited ; applicable. Har.

QUA'DRATE. s. A square ; a surface with

four equal and parallel sides. Spenser.

To QUA'DRATE. v. n. [quadro, Latin ; qua-

drer, Fr.] To suit ; to be accommodated . Ad.

QUADRATICK. a. Four square ; belonging

to a square.

QUADRATICK equations. Such as retain,

on the unknown side, the square ofthe root,

or the number sought. Harris.

QUA'DRATURE. s . [quadrature, French .]

1. The act of squaring.

2. The first and last quarter of the moon. Lo.

3. The state of being square a quadrate ; a

square.

Watts.

Milton.

QUADRENNIAL. a. [quadrennium , Lat.]

1. Comprising four years.

2. Happening once in four years.

QUA'DRIBLE. a. [from quadro, Lat.] Tha

may be squared. Derham.

QUADRIFID. a. [ quadrifidus, Lat.] Cloven

into four divisions.

Q.

QUA

QUADRILATERAL. a. [quadrilatere, Fr.]

Having four sides . Woodward.

QUADRILATERALNESS. s . The property

ofhaving four right-lined sides.

QUADRILLE. s. A game at cards.

QUA'DRIN. 3. [quadrinus, L.] A mite ; a small

piece ofmoney, in value about a farthing.Bai.

QUADRINO'MICAL. a. [quatuor and nomen,

Latin.] Consisting of four denominations.

QUADRIPARTITE. a. [quatuor and partitus,

L.] Having four parts ; divided into four parts

QUADRIPAʼRTITELY. ad. In a quadripar-

tite distribution.

QUADRIPARTITION. s. A division by four,

orthe takingthe fourth part ofany quantity.

QUADRIPHY'LLOUS. a. [quatuor and puì-

Aov.] Having four leaves.

QUADRIREME. s. [quadriremis, Latin .] A

galley with four banks of oars.

QUADRISY'LLABLE. s. [quatuor and sylla-

ble.] A word of four syllables.

QUADRIVA'LVES. s. [quatuor and valvæ,

Lat ] Doors with four folds.

QUADRI'VIAL. a. [quadrivium, Lat. ] Hav-

ing fourways meeting in a point.

QUA'DRUPED. s . [quadrupede, Fr. quadrupes,

Latin. ] An animal that goes on four legs, as

perhaps all beasts. Arbuthnot.

QUA'DRUPED. a. Having four feet. Watts.

QUA'DRUPLE. a. [quadruplus, Latin .] Four-

fold ; four times told. Raleigh.

To QUADRUPLICATE. v. a. [quadruplico,

Lat 1 To double twice ; to make fourfold.

QUADRUPLICATION. s. [from quadrupli-

cate. The taking a thing four times .

QUA'DRUPLY. ad. [from quadruple.] To a

fourfold quantity. Swift.

QUE'RE. [ Latin. ] Inquire ; seek.

To QUAFF. v. a. [from coeffer, Fr. to be drunk. ]

To drink ; to swallow in large draughts. Sh.

To QUAFF. v. n. To drink luxuriously . Shak.

QUA'FFER. s . [from quaff. ] He who quaffs.

To QUA'FFER. v. a . To feel out. Derham.

QUA'GGY. a. Boggy ; soft ; not solid . Ainsw

QUA'GMIRE. s. [that is, quakemire. ] A shak

ing marsh ; a bog that trembles under the

feet. More.

QUAID.part.Crushed ; dejected; depressed . Sp.

To QUAIL. v. n . [ quelen, Dutch.]

1. To languish ; to sink into dejection. Her.

2. To fade ; to decline. Hakewill.

To QUAIL. v. a . [cpellan, Saxon ] To crush ;

to quell. Not used. Spenser.

QUAIL. s. [quaglia, Ital. ] A bird ofgame. Ray.

QUAILPIPE. s. [ quail and pipe. ] A pipe with

which fowlers allure quails .

QUAINT. a. [coint, Fr.]

Addison.

1. Nice ; scrupulously, minutely, superflu-

ously exact.

2. Subtle ; artful . Obsolete.

3. Neat; pretty ; exact.

4. Subtly excogitated ; finespun.

5. Affected ; foppish.

Sidney.

Chaucer.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

Swift

A
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QUAINTLY. ad. [from quaint .]

1. Nicely ; exactly ; with petty elegance.

Ben Jonson.

2. Artfully. Shakespeare.

QUAINTNESS. s. [from quaint. ] Nicety ;

petty elegance.

To QUAKE. v. r. [ cpacan, Saxon.]

1. To shake with cold or fear ; to tremble.

2. To shake ; not to be solid or firm . Pope.

QUAKE. s. [ from the verp.] A shudder ; a

tremulous agitation. Suckling.

QUA'KING-GRASS. s. An herb. Ainsworth.

QUALIFICATION. s. [qualification, Fr.]

1. That which makes any person or thing

fit for any thing.

2. Accomplishment.

Swift.

Atterbury.

Raleigh.

Swift.

3. Abatement ; diminution.

To QUALIFY. v. a. [qualifier, French.]

1. To fit for any thing.

2. To furnish with qualifications. Shakespeare.

3. To make capable of any employment or

privilege ; as, he is qualified to kill game.

4. To abate ; to soften ; to diminish. Ral.

5. To ease ; to assuage.

6. To modify ; to regulate.

QUA'LITY. s. [qualitas, Lat.]

Spenser.

Brown.

8. [Quadrella, Italian .] An arrow with a

square head." Camden.

To QUA'RKEL. v. n . [ quereller, French.]

1. To debate ; to scuffle ; to squabble . Sha.

2. To fall into variance. Shakespeare.

3. To fight ; to combat. Dryden.

4. To find fault ; to pick objections . Bramh.
QUA'RRELLER . s . He who quarrels .

QUA'RRELOUS. a . [querelleux, Fr.] Petu

lant ; easily provoked to enmity. Shakespeare.

QUA'RRELSOME. a. [ from quarrel .] Inclined

to brawls ; easily irritated ; irascible ; cho-

lerick ; petulant. L'Estrange.

QUA'RRELSOMELY. ad. In a quarrelsome

manner; petulantly ; cholerickly.

QUA'RRELSOMENESS s. [from quarrelsome.]

Cholerickness ; petulance .

QUA'RRY. 8. [quarré, Fr.]

1. A square. Mortimer.

2. [Quadreau, Fr.] An arrow with a square

head. Sandys.

Sandys.3. Game flown at by a hawk.

4. [Quarriere, quarrel, Fr.] A stone mine ; a

place where they dig stones. Cleaveland.

To QUA'RRY. v . n. [from the noun.] To prey

upon. Not in use. L'Estrange.

QUA'RRYMAN. s. [quarry and man .] One

who digs in a quarry.

1. Nature relatively considered .

2. Property ; accidental adjunct.

3. Particular efficacy.

Hooker.

Bentley.

Shakespeare. QUART. s. [quart, French.]

4. Disposition ; temper.

5. Virtue or vice.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

C
Bacon.

6. Accomplishment ; qualification. Clarendon,

7. Character.

8. Comparative or relative rank. Temple.

9. Rank; superiority of birth or station. Sh.

10. Persons of high rank. Pope.

QUALM. s. [cpealm, Saxon .] A sudden fit of

sickness ; a sudden seizure of sickly lan-

guor. Calamy.

QUA'LMISH. a. [from qualm. ] Seized with

sickly languor... Dryden.

QUANDA'RY. s. [qu'en, dirai-je, French.

Skinner.] A doubt ; a difficulty.

QUANTITIVE. a. [quantitivus, Latin .] Esti-

mable according to quantity. Digby.

QUANTITY. s. [quantité, Fr. quantitas, Lat. ]

1. That property of any thing which may be

encreased or diminished.

2. Any indeterminate weight or measure.

3. Bulk or weight.

4. A portion ; a part.

5. A large portion.

Cheyne.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Arbuthnot.

Holder.

6. The measure of time in pronouncing a

syllable.

QUANTUM. s. [Latin.] The quantity ; the

Swift.
amount.

QUA'RANTAIN.
s. [quarantain, French. ]

QUA'RANTINE. The space of forty days,

being the time which a ship, suspected of

infection, is obliged to forbear intercourse

Swift.or commerce.

QUA'RREL. s. [querelle, French .]

1. A breach of concord. Hammond.

2. A brawl ; a petty fight ; a scuffle. Shakes.

8. A dispute ; a contest.

4. A cause of debate.

Hooker.

Fairfax.

5. Something that gives a right to mischief,

reprisal, or action.

6 Objection ; ill will.

Bacon.

Felton.

7. Anyone peevish or malicious . Shakespeare.

Woodward.

Spenser.1. The fourth part ; a quarter.

2. The fourth part of a gallon. Shakespeare.

3. [ Quarte, Fr. ] The vessel in which strong

drink is commonly retailed. Shakespeare.

QUARTAN. s. [febris quartana, Latin. The

fourth-day ague.
Brown.

Boyle.

QUARTATION. s. [from quartus, Latin .] A

chymical operation

QUARTER. s . [ quart, quartier, Fr. ]

1. Afourth part. Burnet

2. A region of the skies, as referred to the

seaman's card. Addison.

3. A particular region ofa town or country.

4. The place where soldiers are lodged or

stationed .

5. Proper station.

6. Remission of life ; mercy

conqueror.

Spectator.

Milton.

granted by a

Clarendon.

Collier.

Shakesp.

7. Treatment shown by an enemy,

8. Friendship ; amity. Not in use.

9. A measure of eight bushels. Mortimer.

10. False quarter is a cleft or chink in a quar-

ter of a horse's hooffrom top to bottom.

To QUARTER. v. a. [ from the noun.]

1. To divide into four parts .

2. To divide ; to break by force . Shakespeare,

3. To divide into distinct regions. Dryden.

4. To station or lodge soldiers . Dryden.

5. To lodge ; to fix in a temporary dwelling.

Hudibrus.6. To diet.

Shakespeare.

7. To bear as an appendage to the heredi-

tary arms Peacham.

QUARTERAGE. s. [from quarter.] A quar-

terly allowance. Hudibras.

QUA'RTERDAY. s. [quarter and day.] One

of the four days in the year, on which rent

or interest is paid
Addison.

QUA'RTERDECK. s. [ quarter and deck. ] The

short upper deck.

QUARTERLY. a. [from quarter.] Containing

fourth part. Holder.
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QUE QUE

QUAʼRTERLY. ad.Once in a quarter ofa year.

QUA'RTERMASTER. s. [quarter and master.]

One who regulates the quarters of soldiers .

QUA'RTERN. s. A gill, or the fourth part of

a pint.

QUARTERSTAFF. 8. A staffofdefence. Dry.

QUAʼRTILE. s. An aspect of the planets, when

they are three signs or ninety degrees dis-

tant from each other. Harris.

QUA'RTO. s. [quartus, Lat.] A book in which

every sheet being twice doubled makes four

leaves. Watts.

To QUASH. v. a. [quassen, Dutch.]

1. To crush ; to squeeze.

2. To subdue suddenly.

Waller.

Roscommon.

Ainsworth.

Skin.

3. To annul ; to nullify ; to make void.

To QUASH. v . n. To be shaken with a noise.

QUASH. s. A pompion.

QUATERCOUSINS. s . Those within the first

four degrees of kindred ; friends.

QUATERNARY. s . [quaternarius, Lat. ] The

number four. Boyle.

QUATE'RNION. s . [quaternio, Lat. ] The num-

Boyle.

QUATERNITY. s. [quaternus, Latin.] The

number four. Brown .

QUATRAIN. s. [quatrain, Fr.] A stanza of

four lines rhyming alternately. Dryden.

To QUA'VER. v. n. [ cpavan, Saxon.]

ber four.

1. To shake the voice ; to speak or sing with

Bacon.

Newton.

a tremulous voice.

2. To tremble ; to vibrate.

QUAY. s. [quai, Fr.] A key ; an artificial bank

to the sea or river, on which goods are con-

veniently unladen.

QUE'ACHY. a. Unsolid ; unsound ; boggy.

Not in use.
Drayton.

QUEAN. s. [cpean, Saxon.] A worthless wo-

man ; generally a strumpet. Dryden.

QUE'ASINESS. s. [from queasy.] The sickness

of a nauseated stomach.

QUE'ASY. a. [of uncertain etymology.]

1. Sick with nausea.

2. Fastidious ; squeamish.

3. Causing nauseousness.

Donne.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

To QUECK. v. n. To shrink ; to show pain. Ba.

QUEEN. s. [cpen, Saxon.]

1. The wife of a king. Shakespeare.

2. A woman who is sovereign of a kingdom.

To QUEEN. v. n. To play the queen. Shakesp.

QUEEN-APPLE. s.A species of apple. Mort.

QUEENING. s. An apple. Mortimer.

QUEER. a. Odd ; strange ; original ; particu-

Spectator.
lar.

QUEERLY. ad. Particularly ; oddly.

QUEE'RNESS . s. [from queer.] Oddness ; par-

ticularity.

QUE'EST. s. [from questus, Latin. Skinner.] A

ringdove ; a kind of wild pigeon.

To QUELL. v. a. [cpellan, Saxon .] To crush;

to subdue ; originally to kill. Atterbury.

To QUELL. v. n. To die..
Spenser.

QUELL. s. Murder. Not in use. Shakespeare.

QUE'LLER. s. [from quell . ] One that crushes

or subdues. Milton.

QUE'LQUECHOSE. s. [French.] A trifle ; a
kickshaw.

Donne.

To QUEME. v. n. [cpeman, Sax.] To please.
To QUENCH. v. a.

3. To extinguish fire. Sidney.

2. To still any passion or commotion. Shak

3. To allay thirst.

4. To destroy.

South,

Davies.

To QUENCH. v. n. To cool ; to grow cool . Sh.

QUE'NCHABLE. a. [from quench.] That may

be quenched.

QU'ENCHER. s. [ from quench.] Extinguisher ;

one that quenches.

QUENCHLESS. a. [from quench.] Unextin-

guishable. Crashau .

QUERELE. s. [querela, Latin ; querelle, Fr.]

A complaint to a court. Ayliffe.

QUE'RENT.. s. [querens, Latin.] The com-

plainant ; the plaintiff.

ad. Querulously ;

Denham.

QUERIMO'NIOUS. a. [queremonia, Latin.]

Querulous ; complaining.

QUERIMO'NIOUSLY.

with complaint.

QUERIMONIOUSNESS s . [from querimoni-

ous.] Complaining temper.

Sh.

QUEʼRIST. & [from quæro, Latin.] An in-

quirer ; an asker of questions. Swift.

QUERN. s. [cpeopn, Sax. ] A handmill.

QUERPO. s . [ corrupted from cuerpo, Span. ]

A dress close to the body ; a waistcoat. Dry.

QUERRY, for equerry. s. [ecuyer, Fr. ] A groom

belonging to a prince, or one conversant in

the king's stables. Bailey.

QUE'RULOUS. a. [querulus, Lat.] Mourning ;

habitually complaining. Howel.

QUE'RULOUSLY, ad. In a complaining man-

Young.

QUERULOUSNESS . s . [ from querulous . ] Ha-

bit or quality of complaining mournfully.

QUERY. s . [from quare, Latin.] A question ;

an inquiry to be resolved. Newton.

ner.

To QUE'RŸ. v. a. [from the noun . ] To ask

questions.

QUEST. s . [queste , French . ]

1. Search ; act of secking.

2. An empannelled jury.

3. Searchers. Collectively.

4. Inquiry ; examination .”

Pope.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare,

Herbert.5. Request ; desire ; solicitation.

To QUEST. v. n. [quéter, Fr. ] To go in search.

QUEʼSTANT. s. [from quester, Fr. ] Seeker ;
endeavourer after. Spenser.

QUE'STION. s. [question, French.]

1. Interrogatory ; any thing inquired. Bacon.

2. Inquiry ; disquisition.

3. A dispute ; a subject of debate.

4. Affair to be examined.

5. Doubt ; controversy ; dispute.

6. Judicial trial..

7. Examination by torture.

Bacon.

John.

Swift.

Tillotson.

Hooker.

Ayliffe.

8. State of being the subject of present in-

quiry
Hooker.

9. Endeavour ; search. Not used. Shakespeare.

To QUESTION. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To inquire. Bacon.

2. To debate by interrogatories. Shakespeare,

To QUE'STION. v. a. [questionner, Fr.]

1. To examine one by questions . Brown.

2. To doubt ; to be uncertain of. Prior.

3. To have no confidence in ; to mention as

not to be trusted.

QUESTIONABLE. a. [from question.]

1. Doubtful ; disputable.

South.

Baker.

2. Suspicious ; liable to suspicion ; liable to

question Shakespeare.
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QUI QUI

QUESTIONARY. a. [from question. ] Inquir-

ing ; asking questions. Pope.

QUESTIONABLENESS. s. [from question .]

The quality of being questionable.

QUESTIONER. 3. [from question. ]An inquirer.

QUESTIONLESS. ad. [ from qutstion . ] Cer-

tainly ; without doubt ; doubtless . South.

QUE'STMAN. 2s. Starter oflawsuits or

QUE'STMONGER. prosecutions. Bacon.

QUE'STRIST. s. [from quest .] Seeker ; pur-

Shakespeare.
suer.

QUE'STUARY. a. [from quæstus, Latin . ] Stu-

dious of profit. Brown.

QUIB. s. A sarcasm ; a bitter taunt. Ainsw.

QUIBBLE. s. [from quidlibet, Lat.] A slight

cavil ; a low conceit depending on the sound

of words ; a pun. Watts.

To QUIBBLE. v. n. [from the noun.] To pun ;

to play on the sound of words. L'Estrange.

QUIBBLER. s. [from quibble. ] A punster.

QUICK. a. [cpic, Saxon. ]

1. Living ; not dead. Comm. Prayer.

2. Swift ; nimble ; done with celerity. Hooker.

3. Speedy ; free from delay.

4. Active ; spritely ; ready.

Milton.

Clarendon.

QUICK. ad . Nimbly ; speedily ; readily. Drayt.

QUICK. s.

1. A live animal. Not in use. Spenser.

2. The living flesh ; sensible parts. Sharp.

3. Living plants. Mortimer.

QUICKBEAM, or quickentree. s. A species of

wild ash. Mortimer.

Psalms,

Hayward.

To QUICKEN. v. a. [cpiccan, Saxon. ]

1. To make alive.

2. To hasten ; to accelerate.

3. To sharpen ; to actuate ; to excite. South.

TO QUICKEN. v. n.

1. To become alive ; as, a woman quickens

with child.

2. To move with activity.

QUICKENER. s. [from quicken.]

1. One who makes alive.

ly volatile in the fire, and may be driven up

in vapourby a degree ofheat very little great-

er than that of boiling water ; it is the least

tenacious of all bodies, and every smaller

drep may be again divided by the lightest

touch into a multitude ofothers ; the ancients

all esteemed quicksilver a poison, nor was it

brought into internal use till about two hun-

dred and twenty years ago, by shepherds,

who ventured to give it their sheep to kill

worms, and as they received no hurt, it wa

soon concluded that men might take it safe-

ly ; in time, the diggers in the mines, when

they found it crude, swallowed it in vast

quantities, in order to sell it privately, when

they had voided it by stool ; but the mine,

seldom follow their occupation above four

years, and the artificers who have much

dealing in it, are generally seized with para-

lytick disorders.

QUICKSILVERED. a. [from quicksilver.]

Overlaid with quicksilver. Newton.

QUI'DAM. s. [ Latin. ] Somebody. Spenser.

QUI'DDANY. s. [quidden, German, a quince.]

Marmalade ; confection ofquinces made with

sugar.

Hill.

QUIDDIT. s . A subtilty ; an equivocation. Sh.

QUI'DDITY. s. [quidditas, low Latin.]

1. Essence ; that which is a proper answer to

the question, quid est ? a scholastic term. Hu.

2. A trifling nicety ; a cavil. Camden.

QUIE'SCENCE. s. [from quicsco, Lat. ] Rest ;

Glanville.

QUIE'SCENT. a. [quiescens, Lat.] Resting , not

being in motion ; not moving ; lying at

repose.

repose.

QUIET. a. [quiet, Fr. quietus, Lat.]

1. Still; free from disturbance.

2. Peaceable ; not turbulent.Sandys.

Pope. 3. Still ; not in motion .

2. That which accelerates ; that which ac-

tuates. More.

QUICKGRASS. s. [quick and grass ; grumen

caninum, Lat.] Dog-grass.

QUICKLIME.́ s. [calx viva, Latin ; quick and

lime. ] Lime unquenched. Hill.

QUICKLY. ad. [from quick. ] Soon ; speedily ;

without delay. Shakespeare.

QUICKNESS . s. [from quick.]

1. Speed ; velocity ; celerity.

2. Activity ; briskness.

3. Keen sensibility.

4. Sharpness ; pungency.

South.

Wotton.

Locke.

' Dryden.

QUICKSAND. s. [quick and sand.] Moving

sand ; unsolid ground. Dryden.

Evelyn.

Bentley.

To QUÍ'CKSET. v. a. [quick and set . ] To plant

with living plants. Tusser.

QUICKSET. s. [quick and set.] Living plant

set to grow.

QUICKSI GHTED. a. [quick and sight.] Hav.

ing a sharp sight.

QUICKSI'GHTEDNESS. s. [from quicksight-

ed.] Sharpness of sight.

QUICKSILVER. s. [quick and silver.] Quick-

silver, called mercury by the chymists, is a

naturally fluid mineral, and the heaviest ofall

known bodies next to gold, and is the more

heavy and fluid, as it is more pure ; it is whol-
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Locke.

4. Smooth ; not ruffled .

Holder

Spenser.
Peter.

Judges.

Shakespeare.

Hughes.

QUIET. s. [quies, Lat. ] Rest ; repose ; tran-

quillity ; peace ; stillness.

To QUIET. v. a. [from the noun.]

I. To calm ; to luil ; to pacify ; to put to rest.

2. To still. Locke.

QUI’ETER. s. [from quiet .] The person or

thing that quiets .

QUIETISM. s. Tranquillity of mind. Temple.

QUIETLY. ad. [from quiet. ]

Bacon.

1. Calmly ; without violent emotion. Taylor.

2. Peaceably ; without offence.

3. At rest ; without agitation.

QUIETNESS . s. [ from quiet.]

1. Coolness of temper.

2. Peace ; tranquillity.

3. Stillness ; calmness.

QUI'ETSOME. a. [from quiet. ]
undisturbed. Not in use.

QUI'ETUDE. s. [quietude, Fr.

Rest; repose ; tranquillity.

QUILL. s.

Sidney.

Hayward.

Reynolds.

Spenser

from quiet.]
Wotton.

Calm ; still

1. The hard and strong feather of the wing,

ofwhich pens are made.
Bacon.

2. The instrument of writing. Garth.

3. Prick or dart of a porcupine. Arbuthnot,

4. Reed on whichweavers windtheir threads.

5. The instrument with which musicians

strike their strings . Dryden.

QUILLET. s. [quidlibet, Latin.] Subtilty ;

nicety ; fraudulent distinction. Digby.



QUI QUO

QUILT.s. [kulcht, Dutch.] A cover made by

stitching one cloth over another with some

soft substance between them.

་

Pope.

To QUILT. v. a. [ from the noun. ] To stitch

one cloth upon another with something soft

between them . Spenser.

QUINARY. a. [quinarius, Latin. ] Consisting
of five. Boyle.

QUINCE. s . [quidden, German.]

1. The tree.

2. The fruit.

Miller.

Peacham .

Spenser.

Ray.

To QUINCH. v. n. To stir ; to flounce as in

resentment or pain.

QUINCUNCIAL. a . [from quincunx.] Having

the form of a quincunx.

QUINCUNX. s . [ Latin . ] Quincunx order is

a plautation of trees, disposed originally in a

square, consisting of five trees, one at each

corner, and a fifth in the middle ; which dis-

position, repeated again and again, forms a

regular grove, wood, or wilderness.

QUINQUAGE'SIMA. s. [Latin.] Quinquage-

sima Sunday, so called, because it is the fif-

tieth day before Easter, reckoned by whole

numbers ; shrove-sunday.

QUINQUA'NGULAR. a . [quinque and angu-

lus, Lat. ] Having five corners. Woodward.

UINQUARTICULAR. a . [quinque and arti-

culus, Lat. ] Consisting of five articles . Sand.

QUINQUEFID. a. [ quinque and findo, Latin . ]
Cloven in five.

QUINQUEFO'LIATED. a . [quinque and fo-

lius, Lat.] Having five leaves.

QUINQUENNIAL. a . [quinquennius, L. ] Last-

ing five years ; happening once in five years.

QUINSY. s. [corrupted from squinancy. ] A

tumid inflammation in the throat. Dryden.

QUINT. s. (quint, Fr.] A set of five. Hudibras.

QUINTAIN. s. [quintain, Fr.] A post with a

rning top. See QUINTIN. Shakespeare.

QU'INTAL. s. [centupondium, Latin. ] A hun-

dred weight to weigh with.

QUINTESSENCE. s . [quinta essentia, Latin.]

1. A fifth being. Watts.

2. An extract from any thing, containing all

its virtues in a small quantity.

QUINTESSENTIAL. a. [from quintessence.]

Consisting of quintessence. Hakewill.

QUI NTIN. s . An upright post, on the top of

which a cross post turned upon a pin ; at one

end ofthe cross post was a broad board, and

at the other a heavy sand bag ; the play was

to ride against the broad end with a lance,

and pass by before the sand bag should strike

the tilter on the back. Ben Jonson,

Boyle.

I'NTUPLE a. [quintuplus, Lat. ] Fivefold.

QUIP. s. A sharpjest ; a taunt ; a sarcasm. Mil.

To QUIP. v. a. To rally with bitter sarcasms.

QUIRE. s. [chaur, French ; choro, Italian .]

1. A body of singers ; a chorus. Shakespeare.

2. The part of the church where the service

is sung. Cleaveland.

3. [Cahier, Fr.] A bundle of paper consisting

of twenty-four sheets.

concert.

To QUIRE. v. n. [from the noun.] To sing in

Shakespeare.

QUI'RISTER. s . [from quire.] Chorister ; one

who sings in concert, generally in divine ser-
vice.

Thomson.

QUIRK. s.

1. Quick stroke ; sharp fit.

2. Smart taunt.

3. Slight conceit,

Shakespeare

Shakespeare

Watts

4. Subtilty ; nicety ; artful distinction . L'Est

5. Loose light tune. Pope

To QUIT. v. a. part. pass. quit ; pret. I quà

or quitted. [quiter, French. ]

1. To discharge an obligation ; to make even

2. To set free.

Denham

Taylor

3. To carry through ; to discharge ; to per

form. Daniel.

4. To clear himself of an affair. Milton

5. To repay ; to requite.

6. To vacate obligations.

Shakespeare

Ben Jonson.

7. To pay an obligation ; to clear a debt ;

to be tantamount.
Temple.

8. To absolve ; to acquit. Fairfax.

Fairfax.

Ben Jonson.

Prior.

9. To pay.

10. To abandon ; to forsake.

11. To resign ; to give up.

QUI'TCHGRASS. s. [cpice, Saxon. ] Dog-

Mortimer.grass .

QUITE. ad. Completely ; perfectly. Hooker.

QUITRENT. s. [quit and rent. ] Small rent

reserved. Temple.

QUITS . interj. [from quit .] An exclamation

used when any thing is repaid, and the par

ties become even.

QUITTANCE. s. [quitance, Fr ]

1. Discharge from a debt or obligation ; an

acquittance. Shakespeare,

2. Recompense ; return ; repayment.

Shakespeare.

To QUITTANCE. v. a. [from the noun. ] To

repay ; to recompense. Not used . Shakespea.

QUITTER. s . A deliverer . Ainsworth.

QUITTERBONE. s. A hard round swelling

upon the coronet, between the heel and the

quarter. Farrier's Dict.

QUIVER. s. [couvrir, French, to cover. ] A case

or sheath for arrows. Spenser.

QUI'VER. a . Nimble ; active . Not used. Sha.

To QUI'VER. v. n.

1. To quake ; to play with a tremulous mo-

tion. Gay.

Sidney.

Milton.

Pope.

2. To shiver ; to shudder.

QUI'VERED. a . [from quiver.]

1. Furnished with a quiver.

2. Sheathed as in a quiver.

To QUOB. v. n. To move as the embryo does

in the womb. A low word.

QUO'DLIBET. s. [ Latin . ] A nice point ; a

subtilty.

QUODLIBETARIAN. s. [quodlibet, Latin.]

One who talks or disputes on any subject.

QUODLIBETICAL. a. [quodlibet, Lat.] Not

restrained to a particular subject.

QUOIF. s. [coeffe, Fr.]

Prior.

1. Any cap with which the head is covered

See Coif. Shakespeare

2. The cap of a serjeant at law.

To QUOIF. v. a. [coeffer, French.] To cap ; to

dress with a headdress.

QUOI'FFURE. s . [coeffure, Fr ] Headdress.

QUOIL. s. See COIL.

QUOIN. s. [ coin, Fr.] Corner

Addison.

Addison.

Sandys.
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QUO QUO

QUOIT. s. [coete, Dutch.]

1. Something thrown to a great distance to

a certain point. Arbuthnot.

2. The discus of the ancients is sometimes

called in English quoit, but improperly.

To QUOIT. v. n. [ from the noun.] To throw

quoits ; to play at quoits. Dryden.

To QUOIT. v. a. To throw. Shakespeare.

QUO'NDAM. [ Lat.]Having been formerly. Sh.

QUOOK. The pret. ofquake. Obsolete. Spens.

QUO'RUM. a. [Latin.] A bench ofjustices ;

such a number of any officers as is sufficient

to do business . Addison.

QUO'TA. s. [quotus, Latin. ] A share ; a pro-

portion as assigned to each. Addison.

QUOTATION. s. [ from quote.]

1. The act of quoting ; citation.

RAC

R Icalled the canine letter, because it is
uttered with some resemblance to the

growl or snarl of a cur ; it has one constant

sound in English ; as , red, rose, more, muria-

tick; in words derived from the Greek it is

followed by an h, as in rhapsody.

To RA'BATE. v. n. [ rabattre, Fr.] In falconry,

to recover a hawk to the fist again. Ainsw.

To RA'BBET. v. a. [rabatre, Fr.] To pare

down pieces ofwood so as to fit one another.

RA'BBET. s. [from the verb.] A joint made

by paring two pieces so that they wrap over

one another. Moxon.

RA'BBI. s. A doctor among the Jews.

RABBIN. } Matthew. Camden.

RA'BBIT. s. [robbekin, Dutch.] A furry animal

that lives on plants, and burrows in the

ground. Shakespeare.

RA'BBLE. s. [rabula, Latin .] A tumultuous

crowd ; an assembly of low people. Raleigh.

RA'BBLEMENT. s. [from rabble.] Crowd ;

tumultuous assembly ofmean people. Spens.

RA'BID.a. [rabidus,Lat. ] Fierce ; furious ; mad.

RA'BINET.s.Akind ofsmaller ordnance. Ains.

RACE. s . [ race, Fr. from radice, Latin .]

1. A family ascending.

2. Family descending.

3.Ageneration ; a collective family.

4. A particular breed.

Milton.

Shak.

Milton.

5. RACE ofginger. A root or sprig of ginger.

6. A particular strength or taste ofwine. Tem.

7. [Ras, Islan. ] Contest in running. Milton.

8. Course on the feet.

9. Progress ; course.

10. Train ; process.

RA'CEHORSE. s. [race and horse.] Horse

bred to run for prizes. Addison.

RACEMA'TION. s. [racemus, Lat. ] Cluster,
like that of grapes. Brown.

RACEMIFEROUS. a. [racemus andfero, Lat. ]

Bearing clusters .

"

Bacon.

Milton.

Milton.

RA CER. s . [from race. ] Runner ; one that

contends in speed. Dorset.

RA'CINESS. s . [from racy. ] The quality of

being

2. Passage adduced out of an author as evi-

dence or illustration. Locke.

To QUOTE. v. a. [quoter, Fr.] To cite an au-

thor ; to adduce the words ofanother. Whitg.

QUO'TER. s. [from quote.] Citer ; he that

quotes. Atterbury.

QUOTH. verb imperfect. [cpodan, Saxon.]

Quoth I, say I or said I ; quoth he, says he or

said he. Hudibras.

QUOTIDIAN. a. [ quotidien, Fr. quotidianus,

Lat. ] Daily ; happening every day. Donne.

QUOTIDIAN. s. [ febris quotidiana, Latin.]

A quotidian fever ; a fever which returns

every day. Shakespeare.

QUOTIENT. s . [quoties, Lat.] In arithme

tick, is the number produced by the division

ofthe two given numbers,the one by the other.

R.

RAD

1. An engine to torture.

2. Torture ; extreme pain

Taylor.

Temple.

3. Any instrument by which extension is per-

formed. Wilkins.

4. A distaff; commonly spoken and written

rock. Dryden.

5. The clouds as they are driven by the wind.

6. [Racca, Islandick, hinges or joints. ] A

neck of mutton cut for the table.

7. Agrate ; the grate on which bacon is laid.

8. A wooden grate in which hay is placed

for cattle. Mortimer.

9. Arrack ; a spirituous liquor.

To RACK. v. n. [from the noun.] To stream

as clouds before the wind. Shakespeare.

To RACK. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To torment by the rack.

2. To torment ; to harass.

3. To harass by exaction.

Dryden.

Milton.

Spenser.

4. To screw ; to force to performance. Tillo.

5. To stretch ; to extend. Shakespeare.

6. To defecate ; to draw off from the lees.

RACK-RENT. s. [rack and rent.] Rent raised

to the uttermost. Swift.

RACK-RENTER. s. [ruck and renter] One

who pays the uttermost rent. Locke.

RA'CKET. s.

1. An irregular clattering noise. Shakespeare.

2.A confused talk, in burlesque language.Su.

3. The instrument with which players strike

the ball. Digby.

RA'CKING. s . Racking pace of a horse is the

same as an amble, only that it is a swifter

time and a shorter tread.' Farrier's Dict.

RA'CKOON. s. A New England animal, like

a badger, having a tail like a fox, being

clothed with a thick and deep fur. Bailey.

RA'CY. a. Strong ; flavourous ; tasting ofthe

Cowley

Spenser.

soil.

RAD. The old pret. of read.

RAD, red, and rod , differing only in dialect, sig-

nify counsel ; as, Conrad, powerful or skilful

in counsel ; Ethelred , a noble counsellor.

RA'DDOCK, or Ruddock. s. A bird.

s . [radiare, Lat.] Sparkling

RACK.. [racke , Dut from racken, to stretch .] RADIANCE: } lufta ,glitter.
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RAG RAI .

RA'DIANT. a. [radians, Lat. ] Shining ; bright-

ly sparkling ; emitting rays. Milton.

To RA'DIATE. v. n. [radio, Latin. ] To emit

rays; to shine ; to sparkle. Boyle.

RA'DIATED. a . [radiatus, Lat. ] Adorned with

rays.

RADIATION. s. [radiatio , Latin.]

Addison.

1. Beamy lustre ; emission of rays. Bacon.

2. Emission from a centre every way. Bacon.

RA'DICAL. a. [radical, French.]

1. Primitive ; original Bentley.

Wilkins.2. Implanted by nature.

3. Serving to origination.

RADICALITY. s . [from radical.] Origination .

Brown.

RA'DICALLY. ad. [from radical.] Originally ;

primitively. Prior.

RADICALNESS. s. [from radical.] The state

ofbeing radical.

To RA'DICATE. v. a. [rudicatus, Latin.] To

root; to plant deeply and firmly. Hammond.

RADICATION. s . [ from radicate. ] The act

of taking root and fixing deep. Hammond.

RA'DICLE. s. [radicule, Fr.] That part of a

seed which forms the root. Quincy.

RA'DISH. s. [ɲædic, Saxon. ] A root common-

ly eaten raw.

RA'DIUS. s. [Latin.]

1. The semidiameter of a circle.

2. A bone of the fore arm, which accompa-

nies the ulna from the elbow to the wrist.

To RAFF. v. a. To sweep ; to huddle ; to take

hastily without distinction. Carew.

Tatler.

To RAFFLE. v. n . [raffler, to snatch, Fr. ] To

cast dice for a prize.

RA'FFLE. s. [ raffle, Fr.] A species of game or

lottery, in which many stake a small part of

the value of some single thing, in considera-

tion of a chance to gain it. Arbuthnot.

RAFT. s. A frame or float made by laying

pieces of timber cross each other. Shak.

RAFT. part. pass. of raf. Torn ; rent. Spenser.

RA'FTER. s. [nærten, Sax. rafter, Dutch. ]

The secondary timbers ofthe house; the tim-

bers which are let into the great beam. Dorne.

RA'FTERED . a. [from rafter. ] Built with raf-

Pope.
ters.

RAG. s. [hnacode, torn, Saxon ]

1. A piece of cloth torn from the rest ; a tat-

ter. Milton.

2. Any thing rent and tattered ; worn-out

clothes. Sandys.

Hudibras.3. A fragment of dress.

RAGAMUFFIN. s. A paltry mean fellow.

RAGE. s. [rage, French. ]

any thing

1. Violent anger ; vehement fury. Shakesp.

2. Vehemence or exacerbation of

painful.

3. Enthusiasm ; rapture.

4. Eagerness ; vehemence of mind.

To RAGE. v. n. [ from the noun.]

Bacon.

Cowley.

Pope.

1. To be in a fury ; to be heated with exces-
sive anger. Milton.

2. To ravage; to exercise fury. Waller.

3. To act with mischievous impetuosity. Mil.

RA'GEFUL. a. [rage and full .] Furious ; vio-

lent.

RA'GGED. a. [from rag.]

1. Rent into tatters.
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Hammond.

Arbuthnot.

2. Uneven ; consisting of parts almost dis-
united. Shakespeare.

Dryden.

L'Estrange.

3. Dressed in tatters.

4. Rugged ; not smooth.

RA'GGEDNESS. s . [from ragged. ] State of

being dressed in tatters Shakespeare.

RA'GINGLY. ad. [from raging.] With vehe-

ment fury.

RA'GMAN. s. [rag and man. ] One who deals

in rags.

RAGOUT. s . [ French:] Meat stewed and

highly seasoned. Addison,

RAGSTONE. s. [rag and stone.]

1. A stone so named from its breaking in a

ragged manner.

2. The stone with which they smooththe edge

of a tool new ground and left ragged.

RA'GWORT. s. [rag and wort . ] A plant. Mill.

RAIL. s. [riegel, German.]

1. A cross beam fixed at the ends in two up-

right posts. Moxon.

2. A series of posts connected with beams,

by which any thing is enelosed.

3. A kind of bird.

4. A woman's upper garment.

To RAIL. v . a. [from the noun .]

1. To enclose with rails.

2. To range in a line.

Bacon.

Curew.

Addison.

Bacon.

To RAIL. v. n. [railler, Fr.] To use insolent

and reproachful language ; to speak to, or

to mention in opprobrious terms. Shakespeare.

RAILER. s . [from rail . ] One who insults or

defames by opprobrious language. South.

RAILLERY. s . [raillerie, Fr.] Slight satire ;

satirical merriment. Ben Jonson.

RAI'MENT. s . Vesture ; vestment ; clothes ;
dress ; garment. Sidney.

To RAIN. v. n . [ɲenian, Sax. regenen, Dut. ]

I. To fall in drops from the clouds. Locke.

2. To fall as rain. Milton.

Shakespeare.

3. It RAINS. The water falls from the

clouds.

the

To RAIN. v. a. To pour down as rain. Shak

RAIN. s . [ nen, Sax.] The moisture that falls

from the clouds. Waller.

RA'INBOW. s. [rain and bow.]
The iris ;

semicircle of various colours which appears

in showery weather. Newton.

RA'INDEER. s . [hɲanaɲ, Sax, rangifer, Lat.]

Adeer with large horns, which , in the north-

ern regions, draws sledges through the snow.

RAI'NINESS . s. [from rainy. ] The state of be-

ing showery.

RAIN-WATER. s. Water not taken from

springs, but falling from the clouds . Morti.

RAINY. a. [from rain . ] Showery ; wet. Shak.

To RAISE. v. a. [reiser, Danish.]

1. To lift ; to heave.

2. To set upright ; as, he raised a mast.

3. To erect; to build up.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

Joshua.

4. To exalt to astate more great or illustrious.

5. To amplify ; to enlarge.

6. To increase in current value. Temple.

7. To elevate ; to exalt. Prior.

Milton.

8. To advance ; to promote ; to prefer. Clar.

9. To excite ; to put in action.

10. To excite to war or tumult. Shakespeare.

11. To rouse ; to stir up. Job.

12. To give beginning of importance to ; as,

he raised thefamily
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13. To bring into being.

14. To call into view from the state of sepa-

rate spirits .

15. To bring from death to life.

16. To occasion ; to begin.

17. To set up ; to utter loudly.

Milton. RAMBLER. s. Rover ; wanderer. L'Estrange.

RA'MBOOZE. 7 s . A drink made of wine, ale,

Sandys. RAMBUSE . eggs, and sugar. Bailey,

Romans. RA'MENTS. s. [ramenta, Latin.] Scrapings ;

Brown. shavings.

Dryden.

18. To collect ; to obtain a certain sum. Arb.

19. To collect ; to assemble ; to levy.

20. To give rise to. Milton.

21. To procure to be bred or propagated ;

as, he raised sheep.

22. To RAISE paste To form paste into pies

without a dish. Spectator.

RAI'SER. s. [ from raise. ] He that raises. Tay.

RAISIN. s. [ racemus, Lat. raisin, Fr. ] Raisins

are the fruit of the vine suffered to remain on

the tree till perfectly ripened, and then

dried ; grapes of every kind, preserved in

this manner, are called raisins ; but those

dried in the sun are much sweeter and plea-

santer than those dried in ovens. Hill

RAKE. s. [ɲace, Sax. racche, Dutch.]

1. An instrument with teeth, by which the

ground is divided, or light bodies are ga-
thered up. Dryden.

2. [Rekel, Dutch, a worthless cur dog.] A

loose, disorderly, vitious, wild, gay, thought-

less fellow; a man addicted to pleasure. Pope.

To RAKE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To gather with a rake.

2. To clear with a rake.

3. To draw together by violence.

4. To scour ; to search with eager

ment diligence.

5. To heap together and cover.

To RAKE. v. n.

May.

Thomson.

Hooker.

RAMIFICATION. s . [ramification, Fr.]

1. Division or separation into branches ; the

act ofbranching out.

2. Small branches.

Hale.

Arbuthnot.

To RA'MIFY. v . a. [ramifier, Fr.] To separate

into branches. Boyle.

To RA'MIFY . v . n . To be parted into branches.

RA'MMER. s. [from ram.]

1. An instrument with which any thing is

driven hard. Moxon.

2. The stick with which the charge is forced

into the gun. Wiseman.

RA'MISH. a. [ from ruan. ] Strong scented .

RA'MOUS. a . [from ramus, Latin.] Branchy ;

consisting of branches.
Newton.

Spenser.

Ray.

To RAMP. v. n. [rumper, French. ]

1. To leap with violence.

2. To climb as a plant.

RAMP. s . [from the verb. ] Leap ; spring. Milt.

RAMPA'LLIAN. s. A mean wretch. Shak.

RA'MPANCY. s. [from rampant. ] Prevalence ;

exuberance. South.

RA'MPANT. a. [ rampant, French.]

1. Exuberant ; overgrowing restraint. South.

2. [In heraldry.] Rampant is when the lion

is reared up in the escutcheon, as it were

ready to combat with his enemy. Peacham.

and vehe- To RAMPART. v. a. [ from the noun. ] To

Vee. To RAMPIRE. } fortify with ramparts . Huy.

Suckling. RAMPART.

RA'MPIRE . }

1. To search ; to grope. South.

2. To pass with violence. Sidney.

RA'KEHELL. s. [rake and hell. ] A wild, worth-

less , dissolute, debauched, sorry fellow. Spen.

RA'KEHELLY. a. [ from rakehell .] Wild ; dis-

solute. Ben Jonson.

RA'KER. s. [from rake.] One that rakes.

RA'KISH. a. [from ruke.] Loose ; lewd ; dis-

solute. Clarissa.

To RA'LLY. v. a . [rallier, French ]

1. To put disordered or dispersed forces in-

to order. Atterbury.

2. [ Railler, Fr.] To treat with slight con-

tempt ; to treat with satirical merriment.Add

To RALLY. v. n.

1. To come together in a hurry. Tillotson.

2. To come again into order.

3. To exercise satirical merriment.

RAM. s. [ nam, Sax. ram, Dutch.]

1. A male sheep ; a tup.

2. Aries, the vernal sign,

Dryden.

Peacham.

3. An instrument with an iron head to bat-

ter walls.

To RAM. v. a.

Shakespeare.

1. To drive with violence, as with a batter-

ing ram . Bacon.

2. To fill with any thing driven hard to-

gether. Hayward.

RA'MAGE, s. [from ramus, Latin.] Branches
of trees.

To RA'MBLE. v . n . [ rammelen, Dut.] To rove

loosely and irregularly ; to wander. Locke.

RAMBLE. s. [ from the verb.] Wandering ;

irregular excursion.

s. [rempart, Fr.]

1. The platform of the wall behind the para-

pet.

2. The wall round fortified places . B. Jonson.

RA'MPION. s [ rapunculus. ] A plant. Mort.

RA'MSONS. s. An herb.
Ainsworth.

RAN. The preterite of run.

To RANCH. v. a. [from wrench. ] To sprain ; to

injure with violent contortion. Garth.

RA'NCID. a . [ rancidus, Lat ] Strong scented.

Arbuthnot.

RA'NCIDNESS. s. [from rancid . ] Strong

RANCIDITY. scent, as of old oil.

RA'NCOROUS . a. [ from rancour. ] Malignant ;}

malicious ; spiteful in the utmost degree. Sha.

RA'NCOUR. s . [rancour, old French.]

1. Inveterate malignity ; malice ; steadfast

implacability ; standing hate. Spenser.

2. Virulence ; corruption. Shakespeare.

RAND. s . [rand, Dutch.] Border ; seam.

RANDOM. s. [randon, Fr.] Want of direc-

tion ; want of rule or method ; chance ; ha-

zard; roving motion. Milion.

RA'NDOM. a. Done by chance ; roving with-

ont direction. Dryden.

RANG. The preterite of ring.

To RANGE. v. a . [ranger, French. ]

1. To place in order ; to put in ranks. Clare.

2. To rove over.

To RANGE. v. n.

1. To rove at large.

2. To be placed in order.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

3. To lie in a particular direction. Dryden.

RANGE. s . [rangée, French.]

Swift. I. A rank ; any thing placed in a line. Newt.
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2. A class ; an order.

3. Excursion ; wandering.

4. Room for excursion

Hale.

South.

Addison.

5. Compass taken in by any thing excursive,

extended, or ranked in order.

6. Step ofa ladder.

7. A kitchen grate.

RA'NGER. s. [from range.]

Pope.

Clarendon.

Spenser.

1. One that ranges ; a rover ; a robber. Spen.

2. A dog that beats the ground. Gay.

3. An officer who tends the game of a forest.

RANK. a. [nanc, Saxon.]

1. High growing ; strong ; luxuriant. Spenser.

2. Fruitful ; bearing strong plants. Sandys.

3. [Rancidus, Lat. ] Strong-scented ; rancid.Sh.

4. High-tasted ; strong in quality.

5. Rampant ; highgrown.

6. Gross ; coarse.

Ray.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

7. The iron of a plane is set rank, when its

edge stands so flat below the sole ofthe plane,

that it will take off a thick shaving. Moxon.

RANK. s. [rang, French.]

1. Line ofmen placed abreast. Shakespeare.

2 A row. Milton.

Locke.

Atterbury.

5. Degree of dignity or excellence. Addison.

6. Dignity ; high place ; as, he is a man of

3. Range ofsubordination.

4. Class ; order.

rank.

To RANK. v. a. [ranger, French .]

1. To place abreast.

2. To range in any particular class.

3. To arrange methodically.

To RANK. v. n. To be ranged ; to be

mind.

Milton.

Shak.

Milton.

placed.

Tate.

To RA'NKLE. v. n. [from rank.] To fester ; to

breed corruption ; to be inflamed in body or

Sandys.

RA'NKLY. ad. [from rank. ] Coarsely ; grossly.

RA'NKNESS. s . [ from rank. ] Exuberance ;

superfluity ofgrowth. Shakespeare.
RANNY. S. The shrewmouse. Broum.

To RA'NSACK. v . a. [ɲan, Saxon, and saku,

Swedish, to search for or seize .]

1. To plunder ; to pillage. Dryden.

2. To search narrowly. Spenser.

RA'NSOME. s . [rançon, Fr. ] Price paid for re-

demption from captivity or punishment. Till.

To RA'NSOME. v. a . [rançonner, Fr.] To re-

deem from captivity or punishment. Milton.

RA'NSOMELESS. a. [ from ransome.] Free

from ransome.
Shakespeare.

RA'NSOMER. s. [from ransome. ] One that

redeems.

To RANT. v. a. [randen, Dutch. ] To rave in

violent or high-sounding language. Shak.

RANT. s. [from the verb.] High-sounding

language. Granville.

RA'NTER. s. [ from rant.] A ranting fellow.

RA'NTIPOLE. a. Wild ; roving ; rakish. Cong.

To RA'NTIPOLE. v. n. To run about wildly.

Alow word. Arbuthnot.

RA'NULA. s. [Lat. ] A soft swelling, possess-

ing the salivals under the tongue. Wiseman.

RANUNCULUS. s. Crowfoot. Mortimer.

To RAP. v. n. [hɲæppan, Saxon.]

1. To strike with a quick smart blow. Prior.

2. To RAP out. To utter with hasty vio-
lence. Addison.

To RAP. v. a. [from rapio extra se, Latin.]

1. To affect with rapture ; to strike with ec-

stacy ; to hurry out of himself.

2. To snatch away.

3. To seize by violence.

Pope.

Milton.

Drayton.

4. To exchange ; to truck. A low word.

To RAP and rend. To seize by violence. Hudi.

RAP. s. [from the verb. ] A quick smart blow.

Arbuthnot.

RAPA'CIOUS. a. [rapace, Fr. rapax, Latin.]

Given to plunder ; seizing by violence. Pope.

RAPA'CIOUSLY. ad. [from rapacious.] By ra

pine ; by violent robbery.

RAPA'CIOUSNESS. s. [ from rapacious. ] The

quality ofbeing rapacious .

RAPA'CITY. s. [rapacité, Fr. rapacitas, Lat.]

Addictedness to plunder ; exercise of plun-

der ; ravenousness.

RAPE. s. [raptus, Latin.]

Sprat:

Shak.1. Violent defloration of chastity.

2. Privation ; act of taking away. Chapman.

3. Something snatched away. Sandys.

4. Fruit plucked from the cluster. Ray.

5. A division of a country ; a hundred.

6. A plant, from the seed of which oil is ex-

pressed.

RA'PID. a. [rapide, Fr.] Quick ; swift. Dryden.

RAPIDITY. s . [rapidité, French.] Celerity ;

velocity ; swiftness. Addison.

RA'PIDLY. ad. [from rapid. ] Swiftly ; with

quick motion.

RA'PIDNESS. s. [from rapid. ] Celerity ; swift-

ness.

Pope.

Grew.

King Charles.

Milton.

RA'PIER. s. [rapiere, Fr.] A small sword used

only in thrusting.

RA'PIER-FISH. s. The swordfish .

RA'PINE. s. [rapina, Latin.]

1. The act of plundering.

2. Violence ; force.

RA'PPER. s. [from rap .] One who strikes.

RA'PPORT. s. [rappat, French. ] Relation ;

reference. Not used. Temple.

To RAPT. v. n. To ravish ; to put in ecstacy.

RAPT. s. [from rap.] A trance ; an ecstacy.

RAPTURE. s.

1. Violent seizure. Chapman.

2. Ecstacy ; transport ; violence of any plea-

sing passion.

3. Rapidity ; haste.

RA'PTURED. a. [ from rapture.]

transported . A bad word.

RA'PTUROUS. a. [from rapture. ]

transporting.

RARE. a. [rarus, Latin.]

1. Scarce ; uncommon.

Addison.

Milton.

Ravished ;

Thomson.

Ecstatick ;

Collier.

2. Excellent ; incomparable ; valuable to a

degree seldom found.

3. Thinly scattered .

4. Thin ; subtle ; not dense.

Shakespeare.

Cowley.

Milton.

Newton.

5. Raw; not fully subdued by the fire. Dry.

RA'REESHOW. s . [ rare and show.] A show

carried in a box. Gay

RAREFACTION. s. [rarefaction, Fr. ] Ex-

tension of the parts of a body, that makes it

take up more room than it did before. Wot.

RA'REFIABLE. a . [from rarefy. ] . Admitting

rarefaction.

To RA'REFY. v . a . [rarefier, Fr. To make

thin ; contrary to condense.
Thomson.
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To RA'REFY. v. n. To become thin. Dryden.

RA'RELY. ad. [from rare.]

1. Seldom ; not often ; not frequently. Fell.

2. Finely ; nicely ; accurately. Shakespeare.

RA'RENESS . s. [from rare.]

1. Uncommonness ; state of happening sel-

dom ; infrequency. Dryden.

Bacon.2. Value arising from scarcity.

3. Thinness ; tenuity.

RARITY. s. [rarité, French ; raritas, Latin .]

1. Uncommonness ; infrequency. Spectator.

2. Any thing valued for its scarcity. Shak.

3. Thinness ; subtilty ; the contrary to den-

sity Bentley.

RA'SCAL, s . [harcal, Saxon, a lean beast.] A

mean fellow ; a scoundrel. Dryden.

RASCA'LION. s. [from rascal . ] One of the

lowest people. Hudibras.

RASCA'LITY. s. [from rascal. ] The low mean

people. South.

RA'SCALLY. a. [ from rascal .] Mean ; worth-

less . Swift.

To RASE v. a. [ruser , Fr. rasus, Latin. ]

1. To skim ; to strike on the surface. South.

2. To overthrow ; to destroy ; to root up. Mil.

3. To blot out by rasure ; to erase. Milton.

RASH. a. [rasch, Dut. ] Hasty ; violent ; pre-

cipitate ; acting without caution. Ascham.

RASH. s. [ rascia, Italian.]

1. Sattin.

2. An efflorescence on the body ; a breaking

qut.

RA'SHER. s. A thin slice of bacon. Shak.

RA'SHLY. ad. [from rush. ] Hastily ; violent-

ly; without due consideration. Smith.

RA'SHNESS . s. [from rash. ] Foolish contempt

of danger ; precipitation.

Moxon.

RASP. s . [raspo, Ital. ] A berry that grows on

a species ofthe bramble ; a raspberry. Phil.

To RASP. v. a. [ raspen, Dutch. ] To rub to

powder with a very rough file.

RASP. s. [from the verb.] A large rough file,

commonly used to wear away wood. Moxon.

RA'SPATÓRY. s. [raspatoir, Fr.] A chirur-

geon's rasp.

RA'SPBERRY, or Rasberry. s. A delicious

kind of berry. Mortimer.

RASPBERRY-BUSH. s .A species of bramble.

RA'SURE. s. [rasura, Latin .]

1. The act of scraping or shaving.

2. A mark in writing where something has

been rubbed out.
Ayliffe.

RAT. s. [rat, Fr. ] An animal of the mouse kind

that infests houses and ships. Dennis.

To smell a RAT. To be put on the watch by

suspicion ; to suspect danger. Hudibras.

RA'TABLE. a . [from rate. ] Set at a certain

value.

·

Camden.

Raleigh.RA'TABLY. ad. Proportionably.

RATAFI'A. s . A liquor, prepared from the

kernels of apricots and spirits. Bailey.
RATA'N. s. An Indian cane.

RATCH. s. In clockwork, a sort of wheel

which serves to lift up the detents every hour,

and thereby make the clock strike. Bailey.

RATE. s. [ratus, Latin.]

1. A price fixed on any thing.

2. Allowance settled .

Dryden.

Addison.

3. Degree ; comparative height or value. Shu

4. Quantity assignable. Shakespeare.

5. That which sets value ; principle on which

value is set. Atterbury.

6. Manner of doing any thing ; degree to

which any thing is done.
Clarendon.

Prior

Boyle.

7. Tax imposed by the parish.

To RATE. v. a. [from the noun ]

1. To value at a certain price.

2. [Reita, Islandick.] To chide hastily and

vehemently. South.

To RATE. v. n. To make an estimate. Kettlew.

RATH. a. [nað, Saxon, quickly. ] Early ; com-

ing before the time. Out of use. May.

RA'THER. ad.

"

1. More willingly ; with better liking. C. P

2. Preferably to the other ; with better rea
Lockeson.

3. In a greater degree than otherwise. Dry

4. More properly.

5. Especially.

Shakespeare

Shakespeare.

Rogers.

6. To have RATHER . To desire in prefer-

ence. •

RATIFICATION. s . [from ratify.] The act

of ratifying ; confirmation.

RATIFIER. s. [ from ratify.] The person or

thing that ratifies . Shakespeare.

To RA'TIFY. v . a. [ratumfacio, Latin.] To

confirm ; to settle ; to establish . Dryden.

RATIO. s . [ Latin.] Proportion. Cheyne.

To RATIO CINATE. v. n. [ratiocinor, Latin.]

To reason ; to argue.

RATIOCINATION. s. [ratiocinatio, Latin.]

The act of reasoning ; the act of deducing

consequences from premises.
Brown.

RATIO CINATIVE. a . [from ratiocinate.] Ar-

gumentative ; advancing by process of dis-
course.

RATIONAL. a. [rationalis, Latin.]

Hale.

1. Having the power of reasoning. Law.

2. Agreeable to reason.
Glanville.

3. Wise ; judicious ; as , a rational man.

RATIONALE. s. [ from ratio, Latin.] A de-
tail with reasons. Sparrow.

RATIONALIST. s . [from rational. ] One who

proceeds in his disquisitions and practice

wholly upon reason.
Bacon.

RATIONALITY. s [from rational.]

1. The power of reasoning. Gov. ofthe Ton.

2. Reasonableness. Brown.

RA'TIONALLY. ad. [from rational.] Reason-

ably; with reason.
South.

RATIONALNESS. s. [ from rational. ] The

state ofbeing rational.

RATSBANE. s. [rat and bane.] Poison for

rats ; arsenick. Shakespeare.

Swift.RATTEEN. s. A kind of stuff.

To RATTLE. v . n. [ ratelen, Dutch ]

1. To make a quick sharp noise with fre

quent repetitions and collisions of bodies

not very sonorous.

2. To speak eagerly and noisily.

To RATTLE. v. a.

Hayward.

Swift.

1. To move any thing so as to make a rattle

or noise.

2. To stun witha noise ; to drive with a noise.

3. To scold ; to rail at with clamour. Arbuth

RATTLE. s. [ from the verb.] ,

1. A quick noise nimbly repeated. Prior.

2. Empty and loud talk , Wiseman
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3. An instrument, which agitated makes a

clattering noise. Raleigh.

4. A plant ; lousewort.

RATTLEHEADED. a. [rattle and head.]

Giddy; not steady.

RATTLESNAKE. s. A kind of serpent, which

has a rattle at the end of its tail. Grew.

RATTLESNAKE Root, s The root of a plant,

a native of Virginia ; the Indians use it as a

certain remedy against the bite of a rattle-

snake. Hill.

To RAVAGE. v. a . [ravager, Fr.] To lay

waste ; to sack ; to ransack ; to spoil ; to

pillage ; to plunder, Addison.

RA'VAGE. s. [ ravage, French.]

waste.

Spoil ; ruin ;

Dryden.

RA'VAGER. s . [from ravage.] Plunderer ;

spoiler. Swift.

RAUCITY. s. [raucus, Latin. ] Hoarseness ;

loud rough noise, Bacon.

To RAVE. v. n. [reven, Dutch ; réver, French. ]

1. To be delirious ; to talk irrationally. Smi.

2. To burst out into furious exclamations as

ifmad.

3. To be unreasonably fond.

To RA'VEL. v. a. [ravelen, Dutch.]

Sundys.

Locke.

1. To entangle ; to entwist one with another;

to make intricate ; to involve.

2. To unweave ; to unknit.

3. To hurry over in confusion..

To RA'VEL. v. n.

Waller.

Shakespeare.

Digby.

1. To fall into perplexity or confusion. Milt.

2. To work in perplexity ; to busy himself

with intricacies. Decay ofPiety.

RAVELIN. s. [ French.] In fortification, a

work that consists of two faces, that make a

salient angle, commonly called half moon by

the soldiers.

RA'VEN. s. [hɲærn, Sax.] A large black fowl.

To RA'VEN. v. a. [ ɲæƑian, Sax . to rob. ] To

devour with great eagerness and rapacity.

To RAVEN. v. n. To prey with rapacity. Lo.

RAVENOUS. a. [from raven. ] Furiously vora-

cious ; hungry to rage. Shakespeare.

RA'VENOUSLY. ad. With raging voracity.

RA'VENOUSNESS. s. [ from ravenous.] Rage

for prey; furious voracity. Hale.

RAUGHT.The old pret.and part. pass. ofreach.

RA'VIN. s. [from raven.]

1. Prey ; food gotten by violence. Milton.

2. Rapine ; rapaciousness . Ray.

RA'VINGLY. ad. [from raven.] With frenzy ;

with distraction.

To RA'VISH. v. a . [ravir, French.]

1. To deflour by force.

Sidney.

Shakespeare.

2. To take away by violence. Shakespeare.

3. To delightto rapture ; to transport. Cant.

A'VISHEŘ. 8. [ravisseur, French.]

1. He that embraces a woman by violence.

2. One who takes any thing by violence. Pope.

A'VISHMENT. s. [ ravissement, French.]

1. Violation ; forcible constupration. Taylor.

2. Transport ; rapture ; ecstacy ; pleasing

violence on the mind. Milton.

RAW. a. [hɲeap, Saxon ; rouw, Dutch.]

1. Not subdued by the fire. Spenser.

Spenser.

2. Not covered with the skin, Shakespeare.

3. Sore

4. Immature ; unripe ; not concocted .

5. Unseasoned , unripe in skill. Raleigh.

Shakespeare

Spenser

Bacon

6. New.

7. Bleak ; chill.

8.Not decocted.

RA'WBONED. a. [raw and bone. ] Having

bones scarcely covered with flesh. L'Estra

RAWHEAD. s. [raw and head. ] The name oʻ

a spectre. Dryden

RA'WLY. ad. [ from ruw.]

1. In a raw manner.

2. Unskilfully; without experience.

3. Newly.

RA'WNESS. s. [ from raw.]

1. State of being raw.

2. Unskilfulness.

3. Hasty manner.

Shakespear

Bacon

Hakewill

Shakespeare

RAY. s. [raie, French ; radius, Latin . ]

1. A beam of light. Newton

2. Any lustre corporeal or intellectual . Milt

3. [Raye, Fr. raia, Lat.] A fish. Ainsworth

4. (Lolium, Latin. ] An herb. Ainsworth

To RAY. v. a. [rayer, French.] To streak ; to

mark in long lines. Shakespeare

RAY, for array. Spenser

RAZE. s. [rayz, a root, Spanish. ] A root of

ginger. Shakespeare

To RAZE. v. a. [raser, Fr. rasus, Latin .]

1. To overthrow ; to ruin ; to subvert. Shak

2. To efface. Milton

3. To extirpate. Shakespeare

RA'ZOR. s. [rasor, Latin.] A knife with a

thick blade and fine edge used in shaving.

RA'ZORABLE. a. [from razor.] Fit to be

shaved. Not in use.
Shakespeare

RA'ZORFISH. s. A fish. Carew

RAʼZURE. s. [rasure, Fr. ] Act of erasing. Sha,

RE. An inseparable particle used by the La

tins, and borrowed by us to denote iteration

or backward action ; as, return, to come

back ; repercussion, the act of driving back.

REACCE'SS. s. [re and access. ] Visit renewed.

Hakewill.

To REACH. v . a. [næcan, Saxon.]

1. To touch with the hand extended. Cong .

2.To arrive at ; to attain any thing distant ;

to strike from a distance. Milton.

3. To fetch from some place distant, and give.

4. To bringforward from a distant place Job.

5. To hold out ; to stretch forth.

6. To attain ; to gain ; to obtain,

7. To transfer.

Hooker.

Cheyne.

Rowe.

8. To penetrate to Locke

9. To beadequate to. Locke.

10. To extend to. Addison.

11. To extend ; to spread abroad.
Milton.

12. To take in the hand. Milton.

To REACH. v. n.

1. To be extended. Boyle.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

2. To be extended far.

3. To penetrate.

4. To make efforts to attain

REACH. s. [from the verb.]

Locke.

1. Act of touching or seizing by extension

of the hand.

2. Power ofreaching or taking in the hand.

3. Power of attainment or management.

4. Power ; limit offaculties . Addison.

5. Contrivance ; artful scheme ; deep thought.

Hayward.

6. A fetch ; an artifice to attain some distant

advantage. Bacon
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7. Tendency to distant consequences. Shak.
8. Extent. Milton.

To REACT. v. a. [re and act .] To return the

impulse or impression. Arbuthnot.

REACTION. s. [ reaction, Fr. ] The reciproca-

tion of any impulse or force impressed, made

by the body on which such impression is

made ; action and reaction are equal. Newton.

READ. s. [pæd, Saxon. ] Obsolete.

1. Counsel.

2. Saying; saw.

Sternhold.

Spenser.

To READ. v. a. pret. read, part. pass. read.

[næs, Saxon.]

1. To peruse any thing written.

2. To discover by characters or marks . Sp.

3. To learn by observation.

4. To know fully.

To READ. v . n.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

1. To perform the act of perusing writing.

2. To be studions in books. Taylor.

Swift.3. To know by reading.

READ. particip. a. [from read ; the verb read

is pronounced reed ; the preterite and parti-

ciple red. ] Skilful by reading. Dryden.

REA'DING. s. [ from read. ]

1. Study in books ; perusal in books. Watts.

2. A lecture ; a prelection.

3. Publick recital.

4. Variation of copies.

Hooker

Arbuthnot.

READEPTION. s. [re and adeptus, Lat. ] Re-

covery ; act ofregaining. Bacon.

REA'DER. s. [from read.]

3. One that peruses any thing written. B. J.

2. One studious in books. Dryden.

3. One whose office is to read prayers in

churches. Swift.

READERSHIP. s . [from reader. ] The office

of reading prayers. Swift.

READILY. ad. [from ready.] Expeditely ;

little hinderance or delay.

REA'DINESS. s. [ from ready.]

1. Expediteness ; promptitude.

with

South.

South.

2. The state of being ready or fit for any

thing. Clarendon.

3. Facility ; freedom from hinderance or ob-

struction . Holder.

4. State of being willing or prepared . Addi.

READMISSION. s. [re and admission . ] The

act of admitting again. Arbuthnot.

To READMIT. v. a. [re and admit. ] Tc let in

again . Milton.

To READO'RN. v. a. [re and adorn.] To deco-

rate again ; to deck anew. Blackmore.

REA'DY. a. [redo, Swed . hɲade, nimble, Sax.]

1. Prompt ; not delaying. Temple.

2. Fit for a purpose ; not to seek. Shak.

3. Prepared; accommodated to any design.

4. Willing ; cager ; quick.

5. Being at the point ; not distant ; near ;

about to do or be.

Spenser.

Milton.

Dryden.

Hooker.

6. Being at hand ; next to hand.

7. Facile ; easy ; opportune ; near.

8. Quick; not done with hesitatiou . Clarissa.

9. Expedite ; nimble ; not embarrassed ; not

slow. Watts.

10. To make READY. To make preparations.

REA'DY. ad. Readily ; so as not to need de-

lay. Numbers.

REA'DY.s. Readymoney. Alowword. Arb.

REAFFI'RMANCE. s. [re and affirmance.] Se-

Ayliffe.cond confirmation.

REAL. a. [real, French ; realis, Latin.]

1. Relating to things, not persons ; not per-

sonal. Bacon.

2. Not fictitious ; not imaginary ; true ; ge-

guine. Glanville.

3. [In law. ] Consisting ofthings immoveable,

as land.

RE'ALGAR. s. Red arsenick.

REALITY. s. [realité, French.Ĵ˜˜

Child.

Harris.

1. Truth ; verity ; what is, not what merely

seems. Addison.

Milton.

Glanville

2. Something intrinsically important, not

merely matter of show.

To REALIZE. v. a. [realiser, French.]

1. To bring into being or act.

2. To convert money into land.

REALLY. ad. [from real.]

1. With actual existence. South.

2. In truth ; truly ; not seemingly only. Law.

REALM. s . [roiatule, French. ]
Milton.

Pope.

Milton.

1. A kingdom ; a king's dominion.

2. Kingly government.

REALTY. s . Loyalty. Not used.

REAM. s. [rume, Fr. riem, Dutch .] A bundle

of paper containing twenty quires. Pope.

To REA'NIMATE. v. a. [re and animo, Latin.]

To revive ; to restore to life. Glanville.

To REANNE'X. v. a . [ re and unnex. ]To annex

again ,

To REAP. v. a. [pepan, Saxon.]

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

Hooker

Psalms.

1. To cut corn in harvest.

2. To gather ; to obtain.

To REAP. v. n. To harvest .

REAPER. s. [from reap. ] One that cuts corn

at harvest. Sandys.

REAPINGHOOK. s. [reaping and hook .] A

hook used to cut corn in harvest. Dryden.

REAR. s . [arriere, French. ]

1. The hinder troop of an army, or the hin-

der line of a fleet. Knolles.

2. The last class ; the last in order. Peacham

REAR. a. [hɲepe, Saxon.]

1. Raw; half roasted ; half sodden.

2. Early. A provincial word.

To REAŘ. v. d. [aɲæɲan, Saxon.]

1. To raise up.

2. To lift up from a fall.

3. To move upward.

4. To bring up to maturity.

5. To educate ; to instruct.

6. To exalt ; to elevate.

7. To rouse ; to stir up.

8. To raise ; to breed.

REA'RWARD . s. [from rear.]

1. The last troop.

Gay.

Esdras.

Spenser.

Milton.

Bacon.

Southern.

Prior

Dryden.

Harte.

Sidney

2. The end ; the tail ; a train behind. Shak.

3. The latter part. In contempt. Shakespeare.

REA'RMOUSE. s . [hɲenemur, Saxon ] The

leather-winged bat.
Abbot.

To REASCEND. v. n. [re and ascend.] To

climb again. Spencer.

To REASCEND. v. a. To mount again. Add.

REA'SON. s . [ruison , French.]

1. The power by which man deduces one

proposition from another, on roceeds from

premises to consequences.

2 Cause ; ground or principle

Milton.

Tillotson
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3. Cause efficient.

4. Final cause.

Hale. REBELLIOUS. a. [ from rebel.] Opponent to

Locke. lawful authority. Deuteronomy.

Camden.

5. Argument ; ground of persuasion ; motive. REBELLIOUSLY. ad. In opposition to law-

6. Ratiocination ; discursive act. Davies. ful authority.

7. Clearness of faculties. REBELLIOUSNESS . s. [ from rebellious. ]

8. Right ; justice. The quality ofbeing rebellious.

To REBE'LLOW. v. n. [re and bellow.] To

bellow in return ; to echo back a loud noise.

REBOA'TION. s . [reboo, Latin . ] The return

of a loud bellowing sound.

Shakespeare.

Spenser.

9. Reasonable claim ; just practice. Taylor.

10. Rationale ; just account. Boyle.

11. Moderation ; moderate demands .Addison.

To REASON. v. n. [raisonner, French.]

1. To argue rationally ; to deduce consequen-

ces justly from premises. Locke.

2. To debate ; to discourse ; to talk ; to take

or give an account. Not in use. Shakespeare.

3. To raise disquisitions ; to make inquiries.

Milton.

To REA'SON. v. a. To examine rationally. A

French mode of speech. Burnet.

REA'SONABLE. a. [raison , French.]

reason.

1. Havingthe faculty ofreason ; endued with

Sidney.

2. Acting, speaking, or thinking rationally.

3. Just ; rational ; agreeable to reason . Swift.

4. Not immoderate. Shakespeare.

5. Tolerable ; being in mediocrity. Sidney.

REA'SONABLENESS. s.

1. The faculty of reason.

2. Agreeableness to reason.

3. Compliance with reason.

4. Moderation.

Clarendon.

Hale.

Dryden.

REA'SONABLY. ad . [from reasonable. ]

1. Agreeably to reason.

2. Moderately ; in a degree reaching to me-

diocrity.

reasons ; an arguer.

Bacon.

REA'SONER. s. [raisonneur, French.] One who

Blackmore.

REA'SONING. s . [from reason.] Argument.

Addison.

REA'SONLESS . a. Void ofreason.Shakespeare.

To REASSEMBLE. v. a. [re and assemble. ] To

collect anew. Milton.

To REASSERT. v. a . [re and assert.] To as-

'sert anew; to maintain after suspension or

Atterbury.

To REASSU'ME. v. a . [reassumo, Latin . ] To

resume; to take again.

cessation.

Denham.

To REASSU'RE. v. a . [reassurer, Fr.] To free

from fear ; to restore from terrour. Dryden.

REATE. s . A kind of long small grass that

grows in water, and complicates itself toge-

Walton.ther.

To REAVE. v . a . pret. reft. [næpian, Saxon.]

To take away by stealth or violence. Carew.

REBAPTIZATION. s. [rebaptisation , Fr.]

Renewal of baptism. Hooker.

To REBAPTIZE. v . a. [ rebaptiser, Fr. re and

baptize. ] To baptize again . Ayliffe .

To REBATE. . n. [ rebattre, French.] To

blunt; to beat to obtuseness ; to deprive of

Creeeh.keenness.

Milton.

REBECK. s . [rebec, French ; ribecca, Ital. ] A

three-stringed fiddle.

REBEL. 8. [rebelle, Fr. ] One who opposes

lawful authority by violence. Fenton.

To REBEL. v. a. [rebello, Lat. ] To rise in op-

position against lawful authority. Shakesp.

REBE'LLER. s . [from rebel . ] One that rebels.

REBELLION. s. [rebellion, Fr. rebelio, Lat .

from redel.] Insurrection against lawful au-

thority. Milton.

To REBOUND. v. n. [rebondir, Fr. re and

bound.] To spring back ; to be reverberated ;

to fly back in consequence of motion im-

pressed and resisted by a greater power.

Newton.

To REBOUND. v. a. To reverberate ; to beat

back. Dryden.

REBOUND. s. [from the verb.] The act of

flying back in consequence of motion resist-

ed ; resilition. Dryden.

REBU'FF. s . [ rebuffade, Fr. rebuffo, Ital .] Re-

percussion ; quick and sudden resistance.

To REBUFF. v . a. [from the noun. ] To beat

back ; to oppose with sudden violence.

To REBUILD. v. a. [re and build.] To re-edi-

fy; to restore from demolition ; to repair.

REBU'KABLE. a . [ from rebuke .] Worthy of

reprehension. Shakespeare.

To REBU'KE. v . a . [reboucher, Fr. ] To chide ;

to reprehend ; to repress by objurgation.

REBUKE. s. [from the verb.]

1.

.

Reprehension ; chiding expression ; ob-

jurgation. Pope.

2. In low language, it signifies any kind of
check. L'Estrange.

REBU'KER. s . (from rebuke. ] A chider ; a re-

prehender.
Hosea.

RE'BUS . s. [rebus, Latin.] A word represent-

ed by a picture. Peacham.

Te REBUT. v. n . [rebuter, Fr.] To retire

back. Obsolete. Spenser.

REBUTTER. s. An answer to a rejoinder.

To RECALL. v. u. [re and call.] To call back;

to cail again ; to revoke. Hooker.

RECALL. s. [from the verb.] Revocation ;

act orpower of calling back. Dryden.

To RECÀ'NT. v. a . [recanto, Lat. ] To retract;

to recall ; to contradict what one has once

said or done. Milton.

To RECA'NT. v . n. To revoke a position ; to

unsay what has been said. Swift.

RECANTA'TION. s. [from recant. ] Retracta-

tion ; declaration contradictory to a former

declaration. Stillingflect.

RECA'NTER. s. [from recant. ] One who re-

Shakespeare.

To RECAPITULATE. v. a. [recapituler, Fr.]

To repeat the sum of a former discourse.

RECAPITULATION. s . [ from recapitulate .]

Repetition ofthe principal points . South.

RECAPITULATORY. a. [from recapitulate.]

Repeating again. Garretson.

To RECA'RRY. v. a . [re and curry .] To carry

cants.

back.

To RECE'DE. v. n. [ recedo, Latin.]

1. To fall back ; to retreat.

2. To desist ; to relax any claim.

RECEIPT. s. [receptum, Latin.]

1. The act of receiving.

2. The place of receiving.

Walton.

Bentley.

Clarendon.

Wiseman

Matthew.
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3. [Recepte, Fr.] A note given, bywhich mo-

ney is acknowledged to have been received.

4. Reception ; admission. Hooker.

5. Reception ; welcome. Sidney.

6. [From recipe.] Prescription of ingredients

for any composition. Shakespeare.

RECEIVABLE. a. [receivable. ] Capable of

being received.

TO RECEIVE.. v. a [recevoir, Fr. recipio, Lat.]

1. To take or obtain any thing as due. Shak.

2. To take or obtain from another.

3. To take any thing communicated.

4. To embrace intellectually.

5. To allow.

6. To admit.

RECEPTIVE. a. [receptus, Lat. ] Having the

quality of admitting what is communicated.

RECEPTORY. a. [ receptus, Latin. ] General-

ly or popularly admitted . Brcun.

RECE'SS . s. [recessus, Latin .]

1. Retirement ; retreat ; withdrawing ; se-

cession.

2. Departure.

Prior.

Glanville

3 Piace of retirement ; place of secrecy ,

private abode. Milton.

Milton.

5. Remission or suspension ofany procedure.

Daniel.

Locke.

Locke.

4. Departure into privacy.

"

6. Removal to distance.

Hooker.

Watts.

Acts.

Mark.

7. Privacy ; secrecy of abode.

8. Secret part.

Brown.

FDryden.

Hammond.

7. To take as into a vessel.

8. To take into a place or state.

9. To conceive in the mind ; to take intel-

lectually Shakespeare.

10. To entertain as a guest. Milton.

RECEIVEDNESS. s. [from received.] General

allowance.
Boyle.

RECEIVER. s. [receveur, French .]

1. One to whom any thing is communicated

by another. Donne.

2. One to whom any thing is given or paid.

3. Any officer appointed to receive publick

money. Bacon.

Taylor.

5. One who co-operates with a robber, by

taking the goods which he steals. Spenser.

6. The vessel into which spirits are emitted

from the still. Blackmore.

4. One who partakes of the blessed sacra-

ment.

7. The vessel of the air-pump, out of which

the air is drawn, and which therefore receives

any body on which experiments are tried.

Ben Jonson.

To RECE'LEBRATE. v . a. [re and celebrate.]

To celebrate anew. Ben Jonso

RECENCY. s. [recens, Latin.] Newness ; new

state . Wiseman.

Enumera-

Evelyn.

Woodward.

Bacon.

3. Fresh ; not long dismissed, released, or

parted from . Pope.

RECENTLY. ad. Newly ; freshly. Arbuthnot.

RECENTNESS. s. [from recent. ] Newness ;

freshness. Hale.

RECEPTACLE. s. [receptuculum, Latin.] A

vessel or place into which any thing is re

ceived. Spenser.

RECEPTIBILITY . s. [receptus, Latin.] Pos-

sibility ofreceiving.
Glanville.

RECENSION. s. [recensio, Latin . ]

tion ; review.

RECENT. a . [recens, Latin.]

1. New ; not of long existence .

2. Late ; not antique.

Brown.

RECEPTARY. s . [receptus, Latin.] Thing re-
ceived. Not in use.

RECEPTION. s. [receptus, Latin.

1. The act of receiving.

2. The state ofbeing received.

RECE'SSION. s . [recessio, Latin.] The act of

retreating.

To RECHANGE. v. a. [rechanger, French. ]

To change again.

Hooker.

Dryden.

Dryden.

To RECHARGE. v. a. [recharger, French . ]

1. To accuse in return.

2. To attack anew.

RECHE'AT. s. Among hunters , a lesson which

the huntsman winds on the horn, when the

hounds have lost their game. Shakespeare.

RECIDIVA'TION. 3. [recidivus, Lat. ] Back-

sliding ; falling again. Hammond.

RECIDIVOUS. a. [recidivus, Latin. ] Subject

to fall again.

RECIPE. s. [recipe, Lat. ] A medical prescrip-

Suckling.tion.

RECIPIENT. s. [recipiens, Latin .]

1. The receiver ; that to which any thing is

communicated. Glanville.

2. The vessel into whicn spirits are driven

by the still. Decay ofPiety.

RECIPROCAL. a. [reciprocus, Latin .]

1. Acting in vicissitude ; alternate . Milton.

2. Mutual ; done by each to each. L'Estran .

3. Mutually interchangeable. Watts.

4. Reciprocal proportion is, when, in four

numbers, the fourth number is so much les-

ser than the second, as the third is greater

than the first, and vice versa. Harris.

RECIPROCALLY. ad. [ from reciprocal. ] Mu-

tually ; interchangeably. Newton.

RECIPROCALNESS . s. [from reciprocal. ]

Mutual return ; alternateness. Dec. ofPiety.

To RECIPROCATE. v. n. [ reciprocus, Lat. ]

To act interchangeably ; to alternate . Sewei.

RECIPROCATION. s. [reciprocatio, Latin. ]

Alternation ; action interchanged. Brown.

RECISION. s. [recisus, Latin.] The act of

cutting off.

RECITAL s. [from recite. ]

1. Repetition; rehearsal.

2. Narration.

3. Enumeration.

Addison.

Addison.

Prior.

Hammond.

RECITATION. s. [ from recite.] Repetition ;

rehearsal.

Millon: RECITATIVE: }

3. Admissionof any thing communicated.

4. Readmission.

5. The act ofcontaining.

Brown. RECITATIVE. 8. [from recite.] A kind of .

tuneful pronunciation,

more musical than common speech, and less

than song ; chaunt, Dryden.

To RECITE. v. a . [recito, Lat.] To rehearse ;

to repeat ; to enumerate ; to tell over. Add.

RECITE s. Recital. Not in use. Temple.

To RECK. v. n. [pecan, Sax.] To care ; to

heed; to mind. Out of use. Milton

6. Treatment at first coming ; welcome ; en-

tertainment.

7. Opinion generally admitted.

8. Recovery. Not in usc.

Milton.

Addison.

Hammond.

Locke.

Bacon.
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To RECK. v. a. To heed ; to care for. Shakes.

RECKLESSNESS. s. [from reek . ] Careless-

ness ; negligence. Sidney.

RECKLESS. a. [peccelear, Saxon. ] Careless ;

heedless ; mindless. Shakespeare.

To RECKON. v. a. [peccan, Saxon. ]

1. To number ; to count.

2. To esteem ; to account.

3. To assign in an account.

To RECKON. v. n.

1. To compute ; to calculate.

2. To state an account.

3. To charge an account.

4. To pay a penalty.

5. To call to punishment

Crashaw.

Hooker.

Romans.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

Ben Jonson.

Sanderson.

Tillotson.

6. To lay stress or dependance upon. Temple.

RECKONER. s . [from reckon.] One who

computes ; one who calculates cost. Camden.

RECKONING. s. [from reckon .]

1. Computation ; calculation.

2. Account of time.

3. Accounts of debtor and creditor. Daniel.

4. Money charged by an host.

5. Account taken.

Sandys .

Shakespeare.

Kings.

Hooker.

Brown.

6. Esteem ; account ; estimation.

To RECLAIM. v. a . [reclume, Latin .]

1. To reform ; to correct.

2. [Reclamer, French . ] To reduce to the state

desired .

3. To recall ; to cry out against.

4. To tame .

RECLAIMANT. s . [from reclaim. ]

dicter.

To RECLINE. v . a [reclino, Latin .]

back ; to lean sidewise.

Bacon.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Contra-

To lean

Addison.

To RECLINE v. n.To rest ; to repose ; to lean.

RECLINE. a. [reclinis, Latin. ] In a leaning

posture. Milton.

To RECLOSE. v. a. [re and close .] To close

again.

8

Pope.

ToRECLUDE. v. a . [recludo , Latin. ] To open.

RECLUSE. a . [reclus, French ; reclusus, Lat. ]

Shut up ; retired . Decay ofPiety.
RECLU'SE. 8 A retired person. Hammond.

RECOAGULATION. s. [re and coagulation . ]

Second coagulation . Boyle.

RECOGNISANCE. s . [recognisance, French.]

1. Acknowledgement of a person or thing.

2. Badge. Hooker. Shakespeare.

3. A bond of record testifying the recognisor

to owe unto the recognisee a certain sum of

money; and is acknowledged in some court
of record. Cowel.

To RECOGNISE. v. a. [recognosco, Latin. ]

1. To acknowledge ; to recover and avow

knowledge of any person or thing. Dryden.

2. To review ; to re-examine. South.

RECOGNISEE . s . He in whose favour the

bond is drawn.

RECO'GNISOR. s. He who gives the recog-

nisance.

RECOGNITION. s . [recognitio, Latin.]

1. Review ; renovation of knowledge. Hooh.

2. Knowledge confessed. Grew.

3. Acknowledgment ; memorial . Bacon.

To RECOIL. v. n. [reculer, French.]

1. To rushbackin consequence ofresistance.
2. To fall back.

3. To fall; to shrink.

RECOIL. s . A falling back,

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

To RECOIN. v. a. [re and coin. ]

over again.

RECOINAGE. 8. [re and coinage.]

of coining anew.

To coin

Addison.

The act

Bucon

To RECOLLECT. v . a . [ recollectus, Latin . ]

1. To recover to memory. Watts.

2. To recover reason or resolution. Dryden.

3. To gather what is scattered , to gather

again. Boyle.

RECOLLECTION. s . [from recollect . ] Reco-

very ofnotion ; revival in the memory.Locke.

To KÈCO'MFORT. v . a. [re and comfort. }

1. To comfort or console again. Sidney.

2. To give new strength. Bacon.

To RECOMMENCE. v. a [ recommencer, Fr. }

To begin anew.

To RECOMMEND. v . a. [recommender, Fr.]

1. To praise to another. Dryden

Pope.

Acts.

2. To make acceptable.

3. To commit with prayers.

RECOMMENDABLE. a. [ recommendable, Fr.]

Worthy ofrecommendation or praise. Glun.

RECOMMENDATION. s . [recommendation,

French. ].

1. The act of recommending.

2. That which secures to one a kind recep-

tion from another. Dryden.

RECOMMENDATORY. a. [from recom-

mend ] That commends to another. Swift.

RECOMME'NDER. s. [fromrecommend.] One
who recommends.

Atterbury.

To RECOMMIT. v. a . [re and commit ] To
commit anew. Clarendon,

To RECOMPACT. v. a [re and compact. } To

join anew. Donne.

TŮ RE’COMPENSE. v. a . [ recompenser, Fr.]

1. To repay ; to requite.

2. To give in requital.

Chronicles.

Romans.

3. To compensate ; to make up by some

thing equivalent. Knolles.

Numbers.4. To redeem ; to pay for.

RECOMPENSE. s . [recompense, French. ]

1. Reward ; something given as an acknow-

ledgment of merit. Shakespeare.

2. Equivalent ; compensation. Clarendon.

RECOMPI'LEMENT. s. [re and compilement.]

New compilement. Bacon.

Shakespeare.

Clarendon.

To RECOMPO'SE. v . a . [recomposer, French.]

1. To settle or quiet anew. Taylor.

2. To form or adjust anew. Boyle.

RECOMPOSITION.s. Composition renewed.

To RECONCILE. v. a . [reconciler, French.]

1. To make to like again.

2. To make to be liked again.

3. To make any thing consistent.

4. To restore to favour.

RECONCILEABLE. a. [reconciliable, Fr.]

1. Capable of renewed kindness.

2. Consistent ; possible to be made consistent.

RECONCILEABLENESS. s.

Locke.

Ezekiel.

1. Consistence ; possibility to be reconciled.

2. Disposition to renew love.

RECONCILEMENT. 8. [ from reconcile .]

1. Reconciliation ; renewal of kindness ; fa

vour restored.

2. Friendship renewed.

RECONCILER. s . [from reconcile .]

Sidney.

Milton.

1. One who renews friendship between others.

2. One who discovers the consistence between

propositiens.
Norris
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RECONCILIATION s. [reconciliatio, Latin.]

1. Renewal of friendship.

2. Agreement of things seemingly opposite ;

a solution of seeming contrarieties. Rogers.

3. Atonement ; expiation .
Hebrews.

To RECONDENSE. v. a. [re and condense ]

To condense anew.
Boyle.

RECO'NDITE. a [reconditus, Latin . ] Secret ;

profound ; abstruse. Felton .

To RECONDUCT. v. a. [reconduit, Fr. ] To

conduct again. Dryden.

To RECONJUI'N. v. a. [re and conjoin.] To

join anew. Boyle.

TO RECONQUER. v. a. [reconquerir, Fr. ] To

conquer again. Davies.

To RECO'NSECRATE . v. a .[re and consecrate.]
To consecrate anew.

Ayliffe.

TO RECONVE'NE. v. a . [re and convene.] To
assemble anew.

Clarendon.

TO RECONVEY. v . a. [re and convey. ] To

convey again . Denham.

To RECORD . v. a. [recordor, Latin.]

1. To register any thing, so that its memory

may not be lost.
Shakespeare.

2. To celebrate ; to cause to be remembered

solemnly. Fairfax.

RECORD. s. [record , French.] Register ; au-

thentick memorial.
Shakespeare.

RECORDATION. s. [recordatio, Latin .] Re-

membrance. Not in use. Shakespeare.

RECO'RDER. s. [from record.]

events.

1. One whose business is to register any

Donne.

2. The keeper of the rolls in a city. Swift.

3. A kind of flute ; a wind instrument. Sid.

To RECOUCH. v. n. [re and couch . ] To lie

down again. Wotton.

To RECOVER. v. a. [recouvrer, French.]

1. To restore from sickness or disorder . Dr.

2. To repair. Rogers.

Knolles.

Timothy.

3. To regain ; to get again.

4. To release.

5. To attain ; to reach. Not in use. Shakes.

To RECOVER. v . n. To grow well from a

disease, or any evil. Milton.

RECOVERABLE. a . [recouvrable, French.]

1. Possible to be restored from sickness .

2. Possible to be regained. Clarendon.

RECOVERY. s. [from recover.]

1. Restoration from sickness. Taylor.

2. Power or act of regaining. Shakespeare.

3. The act of cutting off an entail. Shakesp.

To RECQ'UNT. v. a. [reconter, Fr ] To relate

in detail ; to tell distinctly. Shakespeare.

RECOUNTMENT. s. [from recount. ] Rela.

' tion ; recital. Shukerpen .

RECOU'RED, for recovered, or recured.Spenser、

RECOURSE. s . [recursus, Lat. recours, Fr.]

1. Frequent passage. Obsolete. Shakespeare.

2. Return ; new attack. Bacon.

3. Application as for help or protection. Wot.

4. Access. Shakespeare.

RECOU'RSEFUL. a. [from recourse. ] Moving

alternately. Drayton.

RECREANT. a. [recriant, French . ]

Cowardly ; meanspirited ; subdued ; cry-

ing out for mercy. Spenser.

2. Apostate ; false.

To RE CREATE. v. a. [recreo, Latin. ]

Milton

1. To refresh after toil ; to amuse or divert

in weariness.

2. To delight ; to gratify.

3. To relieve ; to revive.

RECREATION. 3. [from recreate.]

Dryden.

More.

Harvey.

1. Relief after toil or pain ; amusement in

sorrow or distress .
Sidney.

2. Refreshment ; amusement ; diversion Hol.

RE'CREATIVE . a . [from recreate.] Refresh-

ing ; giving relief after labour or pain ; amus-

ing ; diverting . Taylor.

RE CREATIVENESS. s. [from recreative. ]

The quality ofbeing recreative.

RECREMENT. s . [ recrementum, Lat. ] Dross;

spume ; superfluous or useless part. Boyle.

RECREMENTAL. a . [fromrecrement .]

RECREMENTITIOUS . } Drossy.

turn.

To RECRIMINATE . v. n . [recriminer, Fr.]

To return one accusation with another.

To RECRIMINATE . v. a. To accuse in re-

South.

RECRIMINATION. s . [recrimination, Fr.]

Return of one accusation with another.

RECRIMINATOR. s . [ from recriminate.] He

that returns one charge with another.

RECRUDESCENT. a. [recrudescens, Latin.

Growing painful or violent again.

To RECRUIT. v. a . [recruter, French.]

1. To repair any thing wasted by new sup-

plies. Newton.

2. To supply an army with new men. Clar.

To RECRUIT. v. n. To raise new soldiers.

RECRUIT. s . [ from the verb. ]

Locke.

1. Supply of any thing wasted. Clarendon.

2. A new soldier. Dryden.

RECTANGLE. s . [rectangle, Fr. rectangulus,

Latin.] A figure which has one angle or

more ofninety degrees.

RECTANGULAR. a. [rectangulaire, French .]

Right angled ; having angles of ninety de-

grees. Wotton.

RECTA NGULARLY. ad. [from rectangular.]

With right angles .

RECTIFIABLE. a. [ from rectify . ] Capableto

be set right.

RECTIFICATION. s. [rectification , French .]

1. The act of setting right what is wrong.

2. In chymistry, rectification is drawing any

thing over again by distillation, to make it

yet higher or finer. Quincy.

Brown.

Brown.

To RECTIFY. v . a. [ rectifier, French.]

1. To make right ; to reform ; to redress.

2. To exalt and improve by repeated distil-

lation. Grew.

RECTILINEAR.

RECTILINEOUS .

lines.

a .[rectus and linea, Lat.]

Newton

Ayliffe.

RECTITUDE. s. [rectitude, French .]

1. Straightness ; not curvity.

2. Kightness ; uprightness ; freedom from

moral curvity or obliquity. K. Charles

RECTOR. s. [recteur, Fr. rector, Latin. ]

1. Ruler ; lord ; governour.

2. Parson of an unimpropriated parish.

RECTORSHIP. s . [ rectorat, Fr. from rector . ]

The rank or office of rector. Shakespeare.

RECTORY .. s. [from rector.] A rectory or

parsonage is a spiritual living, composed of

land, tithe, and other oblations ofthe people
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separate or dedicate to God in any congrega-

tion for the service of his church there, and

forthe maintenance ofthe minister thereof, to

whose charge the same is committed . Spelman.

RECUBA TION. s . [recubo, Latin. ] The act of

lying or leaning, Brown.

Brown.

Locke.

RECULE, for RECOIL. [reculer, Fr. ] Spenser.

RECUMBENCY. s . [from recumbent.]

1. The posture of lying or leaning.

2. Rest; repose.

RECUMBENT. a. [recumbens, Latin.] Lying ;

leaning. Arbuthnot.

RECUPERATION. s. [recuperatio, Latin.]

The recovery of a thing lost.

To RECU'R. v. n. [recurro, Latin.]

.

1. To come back to the thought ; to revive

in the mind. Calamy.

2. [ Recourir, French. ] To have recourse to ;

to take refuge in. Locke.

To RECU'RE. v . a. [re and cure. ] To recover

from sickness or labour. Not used Spenser.

RECU'RE. s . Recovery ; remedy. Knolles.

RECURRENCE.
RECURRENCY:

s . [from recurrent. ] Re-

Brown.

RECURRENT. a. [recurrent, Fr. recurrens,

Lat.] Returning from time to time. Harvey.

RECURSION. s . [ recursus, L.] Return. Boyle.

RECURVATION. s. [recurvo, Lat.] Flex-

RECURVITY. Sure backward. Brown.

RECURVOUS. a. [recurvus, Latin. ] Bent

backward. Denham.

RECU'SANT. s. [recusans, Lat.] One that re-

fuses any terms ofcommunion or society. Cla.

To RECU'SE. v . n. [recuso, Lat.] To refuse . A

juridical word. Digby.

RED. a. [ned, Saxon ; rhud, Welsh .] Ofthe
colour of blood. Newton.

Hakewill.

To REDARGUE. v. a. [redarguo, Latin ] To

refute. Not in use.

REDBERRIED shrub cassia. s . A plant.

REDBREAST. s . A small bird, so named

from the colour of its breast. Thomsor.

REDCOAT. s. A name of contempt for a

soldier. Dryden.

To REDDEN. v. a. [from red. ] To make red.

To REDDEN. v. n . To grow red. Pope.

REDDISH. a. [from red. ] Somewhat red.

RE'DDISHNESS. s [ from reddish. ] Tendency

to redness.
Boyle.

REDDITION. s. [from reddo, Latin ] Resti-

tution. Howel.

REDDITIVE. a. [redditivus, Latin.] Answer-

ing to an interrogative.

RE'DDLE. s. A sort of mineral carth, re-

markablyheavy, and of a fine florid, though

not deep red colour.

REDE. s. [pæo, Sax. ] Counsel ; advice. Shak.

To REDE. v. a. [ɲædan, Sax. ] To advise. Sp.

To REDE'EM. v. a . [redimo, Latin.]

1. To ransome ; to relieve from forfeiture or

captivity by paying a price.

Hill.

Ruth.

2. To rescue ; to recover. Shakespeare.

3. To recompense ; to compensate ; to make
amends for.

Dryden.

4. To free by paying an atonement.

Shakespeare.

Milton.5. To pay the penalty of.

REDEEMABLE. 4. [from redeem .] Capable

ofredemption,

REDEEMABLENESS. 8. [ from redeemablc.]

The state ofbeing redeemable.

REDEEMER. s . [ from redeem.] n
1. One who ransomes or redeems. Spenser

2. The Saviour ofthe world. Shakespeare

TO REDELIVER. v. a. [re and deliver. ] To

deliver back.. Ayliffe.

REDELIVERY. s . [from redeliver. ] The act

of delivering back.

TO REDEMAND. v. a . [redemander, French. ]

To demand back. Addison.

REDEMPTION. s . [redemption, Fr.]

1. Ransome ; release. Milton.

2. Purchase of God's favour by the death of

Christ. Shakespeare

REDEMPTORY. a. [from redemptus, Latin.j

Paid for ransome. Chapman.

RE'DGUM. s. [from red and gum. ] A disease

of children newly born.

RE'DHOT. a. [red and hot. ] Heated to redness.

REDI'NTEGRATE. a. [redintegratus, Latin.]

Restored ; renewed ; made new. Bacon.

REDINTEGRA'TION. s. [from redintegrate.]

1. Renovation ; restoration. Dec. of Piety.

2. Kedintegration chymists call the restoring

any mixed body or matter, whose form has

been destroyed, to its former nature and con-

stitution .
Quincy.

RE'DLEAD. s . [red and lead . ] Minium. Pea.

REDNESS. s . [from red.] The quality of be-

ing red. Shakespeare.

REDOLENCE. s. [from redolent. ] Sweet

RE'DOLENCY. } scent.

REDOLENT. a. [redolens, Latin. ] Sweet of

Sandys.scent.

Boyle.

TO REDOUBLE. v. a. [ redoubler, French.]

1. To repeat in return.

2. To repeat often.

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

3. To increase by addition of the same quan-

tity over and over. Addison.

To REDOUBLE. v. n. To become twice as

much. Addison.

REDOUBT.s. [redoute, Fr. ridotta, Ital .] The

outwork ofa fortification ; a fortress. Bacon.

REDOUBTABLE. a. [redoubtable, French. ]

Formidable ; terrible to foes. Pope.

REDOUBTED. a. [redoubté, Fr.] Dread ;

awful ; formidable. Not in use. Spenser.

To REDOU’ND. v. n. [redundo, Latin .]

1. To be sent back by reaction.

2. To conduce in the consequence. Addison.

3. To proceed in the consequence. Addison.

To REDRE'SS. v. a . [redresser, French.]

1. To set right ; to amend.

2. To relieve ; to remedy ; to ease.

REDRE'SS . s. [from the verb.]

1. Reformation ; amendment.

2. Relief; remedy.

Milton.

Milton.

Sidney.

Hooker.

Bacon

Dryden.3. One who gives relief.

REDRE'SSIVE. a. [from redress . ] Succour-

ing ; affording remedy. Thomson.

To REDSEA'R. v. n. If iron be too hot, it will

redsear, that is, break under the hammer.Mox.

REDSHANK. s. [red and shank. ] A bird.

RE'DSTART, or REDTAIL. s. [phoenicurus,

Latin. ] A bird.

RE'DSTREAK. s. [red and streak.]

1. An apple. Mortimer

2. Cider pressed from the redstreak. Smith.
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To REDUCE. v. a. [reduco, Latin.]

1. To bring back. Obsolete. Shakespeare.

2. To bring to the former state. Milton.

3. To reform from any disorder. Clarendon.

4. To bring into any state of diminution.

Boyle.

5. To degrade ; to impair in dignity. Tillets.

6. To bring into any state of misery or mean-

Arbuthnot.ness.

Milton.7. To subdue.

s. To bring into any state more within reach

or power.

9. To reclaim to order. Milton.

10. To subject to a rule ; to bring into a class.

REDUCEMENT. s. The act ofbringingback,

subduing, reforming, or diminishing. Bacon.

REDUCER. s. [from reduce.] One that re-

duces. Sidney.

REDUCIBLE. a. [from reduce. ] Possible to

be reduced . South.

REDUCIBLENESS. s. [from reducible.] Qua-

lity of being reducible. Boyle.

REDUCTION. s. [reduction, Fr.]

1. The act of reducing. Hale.

2. In arithmetick, reduction brings two or

more numbers of different denominations

into one denomination. Cocker.

REDUCTIVE. a. [reductif, French . ] Having

the power of reducing.
Hule.

REDUCTIVELY. ad. By reduction ; by con-

sequence. Hammond.

REDU'NDANCE. s. [redundantia, Latin . ]

REDUNDANCY. } Superduty,superabun-

dance ; exuberance.

REDUNDANT. a. [redundans, Latin .]

Bacon.

1. Superabundant ; exuberant ; superfluous.

2. Using more words or images than are

useful. Watts.

REDUNDANTLY. ad. [from redundant .]

Superfluously ; superabundantly.

To REDUPLICATE. v. a. [re and duplicate.]

To double.

REDUPLICATION. s.´ [from reduplicate.]

The act of doubling. Digby.

REDU'PLICATIVE. a . [reduplicatif, French. ]

Double.

REDWING. s. A bird.

Watts.

Ainsworth.

To REE. v. a. To riddle ; to sift. Mortimer.

To REE/CHO. v. n. [re and echo. ] To echo

back. Pope.

REE'CHY. a. [from reek.] Smoky ; sooty ;

Shakespeare.tanned.

REED. s. [neod, Saxon ; ried, German.]

J. A hollow knotted stalk, which grows in

wet grounds.

3. An arrow.

Raleigh.

2. A small pipe. Shakespeare.

Prior.

REE'DEN. a. [from reed. ] Consisting of reeds.

Dryden.

TO REE'DIFY. v. a. [reedifier, Fr.] To re-

build ; to build again. Shakespeare.

REEDLESS. a. [from reed.] Being without

reeds.
May.

REE'DY. a. [from reed.] Abounding with

reeds.
Blackmore.

REEK. s. [ɲec, Saxon. ]

1. Smoke; steam ; vapour. Shakespeare.

2. [Reke, Germ. any thing piled up.] A pile

of corn or hay, commonly pronounced rick.

To REEK. v. n. [ɲecan, Saxon.] To smoke ,

to steam ; to emit vapour. Shakespeare

REEKY. a. [from tack . ] Smoky ; tanned ;

black. Shakespeare,

REEL. s. [neol, Sax.] A turning frame, upon

which yarn is wound into skains from the

spindle.

To REEL. v. a. [from the noun.] To gather

yarn off the spindle.
Wilkins.

To REEL. v . n . [rollen, Dutch ; ragla, Swed .]

To stagger ; to incline in walking, first to

one side and then to the other. Sandys.

REELE'CTION. s. [re and election . ] Repeated

Swift.election.

To REENACT. v. a. [re and enact. ] To enact

Arbuthnot.anew.

To REENFORCE. v. a. [re and enforce. ] To

strengthen with new assistance . Collier.

REENFORCEMENT. s . [re and enforcement.]

I. Fresh assistance ; new help. Milton.
3

2. Iterated enforcement. Ward

To REENJO'Y. v. a . [ re and enjoy.] To enjoy

anew or a second time. Pope.

To REE'NTER. v. a. [re and enter.] To enter

again ; to enter anew. Milton.

To REENTHRO'NE. v . a . To replace in a

throne. Southern.

REENTRANCE. s . [re and entrance . ] The

act of entering again. Glanville.

REE'RMOUSE. s. [ hnenemur, Sax. ] A bat.

TO REESTABLISH. v. a. [ re and establish.]

To establish anew. Smalridge.

REESTABLISHER. s. [from reestablish . ]

One that reestablishes.

REESTABLISHMENT. s . [from reestablish .]

The act of reestablishing ; the state of being

reestablished ; restauration. Addison.

REEVE. s . [ genera, Sax. ] A steward. Dryden.

To REEXA'MINE. v. a . [re and examine .]
To examine anew. Hooker.

To REFECT. v. a. [refectus, Latin.] To refresh;
to restore after hunger or fatigue. Brown.

REFECTION. s. [refectio, Latin. ] Refreshment

after hunger or fatigue. South.

REFECTORY.s [refectoire, French. ] Room

ofrefreshment ; eating room. Dryden.

To REFE'L. v. a. [refello, Latin .] To refute ;

to repress. Ben Jonson.

Te REFER. v. a. [refero, Latin.]

1. To dismiss for information or judgment.

2. To betake to for decision. Shakespeare.

3. To reduce to, as to the ultianate end. Ba.

4. To reduce, as to a class.

To REFER. v. n.

1. To respect ; to have relation.

2. To appeal.

Boyle.

Burnet.

Bacon.

REFEREE'. s . [from refer.] One to whom any

thing is referred. L'Estrange.

REFERENCE. s [from refer.]

to.

1. Relation ; respect ; view toward; allusion

Raleigh.

2. Dismission to another tribunal. Swift.

REFERE'NDARY. s. [referendus, Lat.] Oue to

whose decision any thing is referred. Bacon.

To REFERMENT. v. a. [re and ferment.] To

ferment anew. Blackmore.

REFE'RRIBLE. a. [from refer.] Capable of

being considered, as in relation to something

else. "Brown.
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REFOCILLA'TION. 8. [ refocillo, Lat.] Resto-To REFI'NE. v. a. [ruffiner, French .]

1. To purify ; to clear from dross and recre- ration of strength by refreshment.

ment. Zechariah. To REFO'RM. v. a. [reformo, Latin.] To

Peacham. change from worse to better.2. To make elegant ; to polish .

To REFINE. v. n.

1. To improve in point of accuracy or deli-

cacy. Dryden.

2. To grow pure. Addison.

3. To affect nicety. Atterbury.

REFINEDLY. ad . [ from refine . ] With affect-

ed elegance. Dryden.

REFINEMENT. s . [from refine .]

1. The act of purifying, by clearing any

thing from dross and recrement. Norris.

2. Improvement in elegance or purity . Swift.

3. Artificial practice . Rogers.

4. Affectation of elegant improvement. Addi.

REFI'NER, s. [from refine.]

1. Purifier ; one who clears from dross or

recrement. Bacon.

2. Improver in elegance. Swift.

3. Inventor of superfluous subtilties . Addis.

To REFIT. v. a . [refait, Fr. re and fit.] To re-

pair ; to restore after damage. Woodward.

To REFLECT. v. a. [refiechir, French ; reflecto,

Latin.] To throw back.

To REFLECT. v. n.

1. To throw back light.

2. To bend back.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Bentley.

Taylor.

Prior.

Swift.

Dryden.

REFLECTENT. a. [reflectens, Latin.] Bend-

ing back ; flying back. Digby.

Cheyne.

Bentley.

Shakespeare.

3. To throw back the thoughts upon the past

or on themselves.

4. To consider attentively.

5. To throw reproach or censure.

6. To bring reproach.

REFLECTION. s . [ from reflect .]

1. The act of throwing back.

2. The act of bending back.

3. That which is reflected.

4. Thought thrown back upon the past.

Denham.

5. The action ofthe mind upon itself. Locke.

6. Attentive consideration.

7. Censure .
•

REFLECTIVE. a. [from reflect. ]

1. Throwing back images.

South.

Prior.

Bentley.

-Dryden.

2. Considering things past ; considering the

operations ofthe mind. Prior.
REFLECTOR. s. Considerer. Boyle.

REFLEX. a. [reflexus, Lat ] Directed back-

ward.

REFLEX. s . [reflexus, Lat ] Reflection . look.

REFLEXIBILITY. s. [from reflexible.] The

quality ofbeing reflexible. Newton.

REFLEXIBLE. a. [from reflexus, Latin.] Ca-

pable to be thrown back. Cheyne.

REFLEXIVE . a . [reflexus, Latin.] Having

respect to something past.
Hammond.

REFLEXIVELY. ad. In a backward direc-

Gov. of the Tongue.

REFLOAT. 3. [re andflout. ] Ebb ; reilux. Bae.

To REFLOURISH. v. a. [re andflourish.] To
flourish anew.

Milton.

To REFLOW. v. n . [refluer, Fr. ]To flow back.

REFLUENT. a. [refluens, Latin ] Running

back ; flowing back. Arbuthnot.
REFLUX. s. [retiux, French.] Backward

tion.

course of water. Brown.

Hooker.

To REFORM. v. n. To pass by change from

worse to better. Atterbury

REFO'RM. s . [ French .] Reformation.

REFORMATION. s . [reformation, French .]

1. Change from worse to better. Addison.

2. The change of religion from the corrup-

tions ofpopery to its primitive state. Atterb.

REFO'RMER. s . [from reform .]

1. One who makes a change for the better ;

an amender. Sprat.

2. One of those who changed religion from

popish corruptions and innovations. Bacon.

To REFRA'CT. v . a . [refractus, Latin . ] To

break the natural course of rays. Cheyne.

REFRACTION. s. [refraction, French. ] The

incurvation or change of determination in the

body moved, which happens to it while it

enters or penetrates any medium ; in diop-

tricks, it is the variation of a ray of light

from that right line which it would have

passed on in, had not the density ofthe me-

dium turned it aside.. Harris.

REFRACTIVE. a. [from refract.] Having

the power of refraction. Newton.

REFRACTORINESS. s. [from refractory.]

Sullen obstinacy. Sanderson.

Bacon.

REFRACTORY. a. [refractoire, Fr.] Obsti-

nate ; perverse ; contumacions.

REFRAGABLE. a. [refragabilis, Lat.] Capa-

ble of confutation and conviction.

To REFRA'IN. v. a. [refrener, Fr.] To hold

back; to keep from action. Milton.

TO REFRAIN. v. n. To forbear ; to abstain ;

to spare. Hooker.

REFRANGIBILITY. s . [from refrangible. ]

Refrangibility of the rays of light, is their

disposition to be refracted or turned out of

their way, in passing out of one transparent

body or medium into another. Newton.

REFRA'NGIBLE. a. [re and frango, Latin.]

That may be turned out of its course, in pas-

sing from one medium to another. Locke.

REFRENATION. s. [re and freno, Latin.]

The act of restraining.

To REFRE'SH. v . a. [refraischer, Fr.]

1. To recreate ; to relieve after pain, fatigue,

Shakespeareor want.

2. To improve by new touches any thing

impaired. Dryden.

3. To refrigera te ; to cool. Ecclus.

REFRE'SHER. s. [ from refresh.] That which
refreshes. Thomson.

REFRESHMENT. s . [from refresh .]

1. Relief after pain, want, or fatigue.

2. That which gives relief, as food, rest.South.

REFRIGERANT. a. [refrigerant, Fr. from re-

frigerate.] Cooling ; mitigating heat. Wisem.

To REFRIGERATE. v. a. [refrigero. Latin .]
To cool.

REFRIGERATION. s. [refrigeratio, L.] The

act ofcooling ; the state of being cooled. Wil.

REFRIGERATIVE. Į a refrigeratorius,

REFRIGERATORY. ) Latin .] Cooling ;

having the power to cool.

Brown.
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REFRIGERATORY. 8.

1. That part ofa distilling vessel that is placed

about the head of a still , and filled with wa-

ter to cool the condensing vapours. Quincy.

2. Any thing internally cooling. Mortimer.

REFRIGERIUM. s. [Latin.] Cool refresh-

ment ; refrigeration.

REFT. part. pret. ofreave.

1. Deprived ; taken away.

South.

Ascham.

2 [Preterite of reave. ] Took away. Spenser.

REFUGE. s . [refuge, Fr. refugium, Latin.]

1. Shelter from any danger or distress ; pro-

tection. Milton.

Shakespeare.

Wotton.

2. Thatwhich gives shelter or protection. Dr.

3. Expedient in distress.

4. Expedient in general.

To REFUGE. v. a . [ refugier, French. ] To

shelter ; to protect. Dryden.

REFUGEE'. s . [refugie, French . ] One who flies

to shelter or protection. Dryden.

REFULGENCE. s . [ from refulgent ] Splen-

dour; brightness.

Dryden.

REFULGENT.a. [refulgens, Lat. ] Bright ;

shining ; glittering ; splendid.

To REFUND. v. a. [refundo, Latin.]

1. To pour back.. Ray.

2. To repay what is received ; to restore.L'Es.

REFU'SAL. s . [from refuse.]

1. The act of refusing ; denial of any thing

demanded or solicited. Rogers.

2. The preemption ; the right of having any

thing before another ; option. Swift .

To REFUSE. v. a. [refuser, Fr.]

1.To denywhat is solicited or required. Sha.

2.To reject ; to dismiss without a grant. Sh.

To REFUSE v. n. Not to accept. Milton.

REFUSE. a. [from the verb. ] Unworthy of

reception ; left when the rest is taken. Fell.
RE'FUSE. S. That which remains disregarded

when the rest is taken.
Dryden.

REFU'SER. s. [from refuse.] He who refuses.

REFUTAL. s . [ from refute. ] Refutation.

REFUTATION. s. [refutatio, Latin.] The act

of refuting ; the act of proving false or er-

Bentley.
roneous.

To REFUTE. v. a. [refuter, French.] To prove

false or erroneous.
Milton.

To REGAIN. v. a. [regagner, French.] To re-

cover; to gain anew. Dryden.

REGAL. a. [ regal, French ; regalis, Latin. ]

Royal; kingly. Milton.

REGAL. s. [ regale, Fr.] A musical instrument.

REGA'LE. s. [Latin. ] The prerogative ofmo-

narchy.

To REGA'LE. v. a. [regaler, French.] To re-

fresh ; to entertain ; to gratify. Philips.

REGA'LEMENT. s. [regalement, French. ] Re-

freshment ; entertainment. Philips.

REGA'LIA. s . [Latin . ] Ensigns ofroyalty.

REGA'LITY. s. [regalis, Latin. ] Royalty ;

sovereignty ; kingship. Bacon.

To REGARD. v. a. [regarder, Fr.]

1. To value ; to attend to as worthy of notice.

2. To observe ; to remark. Shakespeare.

3. To mind as an object of grief or terrour.

4. To observe religiously. Romans.

5. To pay attention to. Proverbs.

6. To respect ; to have relation to.

7. To look toward.

REGA'RD. s. [regard, Fr.]

1. Attention as to a matter ofimportance. At.

2. Respect ; reverence.

3. Note ; eminence.

4. Respect ; account.

5. Relation ; reference .

Milton

Spenser

Hooker.

Watts.

6. Look ; aspect directed to another. Dryden.

7. Prospect ; object ofsight. Not used. Sha.

REGA'RDABLE. a. [from regard.]

1. Observable. Not used. Brown.

Carew.2. 'Worthy of notice. Not used.

REGA'RDER. s. One that regards.

REGA'RDFUL. a. [regard and full.] Atten-

tive ; taking notice of. Hayward.

REGA'RDFULLY. ad.

Shakespeare.

1. Attentively ; heedfully. '

2. Respectfully.

REGARDLESSLY. ad. [from regardless. ]

Without heed.

REGARDLESSNESS. s. [from regardless.]

Heedlessness ; negligence ; inattention .

REGA'RDLESS. 4. [from regard. ] Heedless ;

negligent ; inattentive. Spenser.

RE'GENCY. 8. [from regent.]

1. Authority ; government.

2. Vicarious government.

Grew.

Temple.

3.The district governed by a vicegerent. Mil.

4. Those to whom vicarious regality is in-

trusted .

To REGENERATE. v. a . [regenero, Lat.]

1. To reproduce ; to produce anew. Blackm.

2. To make to be born anew ; to renew by

change ofcarnal nature to a christian life . Ad.

REGENERATE. a. [regeneratus, Latin.]

1. Reproduced. Shakespeare.

2. Born anewby grace to a christian life.Milt.

REGENERATENESS. s. [from regenerate.]

The state of being regenerate.

REGENERATION. s . ( regeneration, Fr. ] New

birth ; birth by grace from carnal affections

to a christian life. Titus.

RE'GENT. a. [ regent, Fr. regens, Lat.]

1. Governing ; ruling.
Hale.

2. Exercising vicarious authority. Milton.

RE'GENT. s.

1. Governour ; ruler.
Milton

2. One invested with vicarious royalty. Sha.

REGENTSHIP. s. [from regent.]

1. Power of governing.

2. Deputed authority. Shakespeare.

REGERMINATION. s. [re and germination.}

The act of sprouting again.

RE'GIBLE. a . Governable.

REGICIDE. s. [regicida, regicidium, Latin. ]

1. Murderer of his king. Dryden.

2. Murder ofhis king. Decay of Piety.

REGIMEN. s . [ Latin. ] That care in diet and

living, that is suitable to every particular

course ofmedicine, or state of body. Swift.

REGIMENT. s . [regiment, Fr.j

1. Government ; policy. Not in use. Hooker.

2. Rule ; authority. Not in use. Hale.

3. Abody ofsoldiers under one colonel. Wall.

REGIME'NTAL. « . [from regiment . ] Belong-

ing to a regiment ; military.

REGION. s . [ region, French ; regio, Latin.]

1. Tract ofland ; country; tract ofspace. Sh.

2. Part ofthe body.

3 Place; rank •.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Sandys. REGISTER. 8. [registre, Fr. registrum , Lat.]

1. An account of any thing regularly kept.
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2. The officer whose business is to write and

keep the register.

To REGISTER. v. a. [registrer, French.]

1. To record ; to preserve from oblivion by

authentick accounts.

2. To enrol ; to set down in a list.

REGISTRY. s. [from register.]

Addison.

Milton.

1. The act ofinserting in the register. Gruunt.

2. The place where the register is kept.

3. A series of facts recorded. Temple.

REGLEMENT. s. [ Fr.] Regulation. Bacon.

RE'GLET. s. [reglette, French.] Ledge of wood

exactly planed, by which printers separate

their lines in pages widely printed.

REGNANT. a. [French.]

1. Reigning ; having regal authority. Wotton.

2. Predominant ; having power. Waller.

To REGO'RGE. v. a. [re and gorge.]

1. To vomit up ; to throw back. Hayward.

2. To swallow eagerly. Milton.

3. [ Regorger, Fr.] To swallow back. Dryden.

To REGRAFT. v. a. [regreffer, Fr.]

again.

To REGRA'NT. v. a. [re and grant.]

back.

To REGRATE. v. a.

1. To offend ; to shock.

To graft

Bacon.

Togrant

Ayliffe.

Derham.

2. [Regrutter, Fr. ] To engross ; to forestal . Sp.

REGRATER. s. [regrattier, French. ] Fore-

staller ; engrosser.

To REGREET. v. a. [re and greet.] To resa-

lute ; to greet a second time. Shakespeare.

REGRE'ET. s. Return or exchange of saluta◄

tion. Not in use. Shakespeare.

REGRESS. s . [regressus, Lat.] Passage back ;

power of passing back. Burnet.

To REGRESS . v . n . [regressus, Latin.] To go

back ; to return. Brown.

REGRESSION. s. [regressus, Latin.] The act

of returning or going back. Brown.

REGRET. s . [regret, Fr. regretto, Italian .]

1. Vexation at something past ; bitterness of

reflection. South.

2. Grief; sorrow. Clarendon.

3. Dislike ; aversion . Not proper. D. ofPiety.

To REGRET. v. a. [regretter, French.] To re-

pent; to grieve at. Boyle.

REGUE'RDON. s . [re and guerdon. ] Reward ;

recompense. Obsolete. Shakespeare.

To REGUERDON. v. a. To reward.

REGULAR. a. [regularis, Latin . ]

Shak.

1. Agreeable to rule ; consistent with the

mode prescribed. Addison.

2. Governed by strict regulations. Pope.

3. In geometry, a regular body is a solid,

whosesurface is composed ofregular and equal

figures, and whose solid angles are all equal.

4. Instituted or initiated according to esta-

blished forms or discipline.

5. Methodical ; orderly. Locke.

REGULAR. s. [regulier, Fr.] In the Romish

church, one that professes and follows a cer-

tain rule of life, and observes the three vows

of poverty, chastity, and obedience. Ayliffe.

REGULARITY. s. [regularité, French.]

1. Agreeableness to rule.

2. Method ; certain order. Grew

To REGULATE. v. a. [regula, Latin.]

1. To adjust by rule or method. Locke.

2. To direct.

REGULATION. s. [from regulate.]

1. The act of regulating.

Wiseman.

Ray.

2. Method ; the effect of being regulated.

REGULATOR. s. [from regulate.]

1. One that regulates. Grew.

2. That part of a machine which makes the

motion equable.

REGULUS. s. [ Latin ; regule, Fr.] The finer

and most weighty part of metals. Quincy.

To REGURGITATE. v. a. [re and gurges,

Lat. To throwback ; to pour back. Bentley

To REGURGITATE. v. n. To be pourec

back. Harvey.

REGURGITA'TION.s. [fromregurgitate.]Re

sorption ; the act of swallowing back. Sharp,

To REHE'AR. v . a. [re and hear.] To hear

again.
Addison

REHEARSAL. s. [from rehearse.]

1. Repetition ; recital. South.

2. The recital of any thing previous to pub.

lick exhibition.

To REHEA'RSE. v . a. [from rehear.]

1. To repeat ; to recite.

2. To relate ; to tell.

Dryden.

Swift.

Dryden.

3. To recite previously to publick exhibition.

To REJECT. v . a. [rejectus, Latin.]

1. To dismiss without compliance with pro-

posal or acceptance of offer.

2. To cast off; to make an object.

3. To refuse ; not to accept.

4. To throw aside.

Knolles.

Isaiah.

Locke.

Beattie.

REJECTION. s . [rejectio, Latin.] The act of

casting off or throwing aside. Bacon.

REI'GLE. s. [regle, French.] A hollow cut to

guide any thing.
Carew.

Bacon.

Romans.

To REIGN. v. a. (regno, Lat. regner, Fr.]

1. To enjoy or exercise sovereign authority.

2. To be predominant ; to prevail.

3. To obtain power or dominion.

REIGN. s. [regne, Fr. regnum, Latin.]

1. Royal authority ; sovereignty.

2. Time of a king's government.

3. Kingdom ; dominious.

4. Power ; influence.

Pope.

Thomson.

Pope.

Chapman.

To REIMBO'DY. v. n . [re and imbody.] To im-

body again. Boyle.

To REIMBURSE. v . a. [re, in, and course,

French, a purse. ] To pay ; to repair loss or

expense by an equivalent. Swift.

REIMBURSEMENT. s . [fron. eimburse.I

Reparation or repayment. Ayliffe.

To REIMPREGNATE. v. a. [re and impreg

nate. ] To impregnate anew. Brown.

REIMPREʼSSION. s. [re and impression .] A

second or reprated impression.

REIN. s. [resnes, French . ]

1. The part of the bridle which extends from

the horse's head to the driver's or rider's hand.

2. Used as an instrument of government, or

for government. Shakespeare,

3. To give the REINS. To give license. Milt.

To REIN. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To govern by a bridle.

2. To restrain ; to control.

Milton:

Shakespeare.

REGULARLY. ad. [from regular.] In a man- REINS. s. [renes, Lat. rein, Fr.] The kidneys ,

ner concordant to rule ; exactly. Prior. the lower part of the back. Job.
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IO REINSE'RT. v. a. [re and insert.] To in-

sert a second time.

TO REINSPIRE. v. a. [re and inspire.] Toin-

spire anew.

TO REINSTA'L. v. a. [re and instal.]

1. To seat again.

2. Το put again in possession.

Dryden.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

To REINSTATE. v . a. [re and instute. ] To put

again in possession . Addison.

TO REINTEGRATE. v. a. [reintegrer, Fr.]

To renew with regard to any state or qua-

lity ; to repair ; to restore. Bucon.

TO REINVEST. v. a. [re and invest .] To in-

-vest anew.

To REJOICE. v. n . [rejouir, Fr.] To be glad ;

to joy ; to exult. Milton.

To REJOICE. v. a. To exhilarate ; to gladden ;

to make joyful ; to glad. Prior.

REJOICER. s. [from rejoice.] One that re-

joices. Taylor:

To REJOIN. v. a. [rejoindre, French.]

1. To join again.

2. To meet one again.

3. Particular ; positive. Not in use.
RELATIVE. s.

1. Relation ; kinsman.

Shak

Taylor.

2. Pronoun answering to an antecedent.Asch.

3. Somewhat respecting something else. Lock.

RELATIVELY. ad. [ from relative. ] As it re-

spects something else ; not absolutely. Sprat.

RELATIVENESS. s. [ from relative. ] The

state of having relation.

To RELA'X. v. a. [relaxo, Latin.]

Bacon1. To slacken ; to make less tense .

2. To remit ; to make less severe or rigorous.

3. To make less attentive or laborious.

4. To ease ; to divert.

5. To open ; to loose.

Vanity ofWishes.

Milton.

To RELA'X. v . n. To be mild ; to be remiss ;

to be not rigorous. Prior.

RELAXATION. s . [relaxation, French.]

1. Diminution of tension ; the act of loosen-

ing. Arbuthnot.

Burnet.Brown. 2. Cessation of restraint.

Pope.

To REJOIN. v. n. To answer to ananswer. Dr.

REJOINDER. s. [from rejoin.]

1. Reply to an answer.

2. Reply ; answer.

REJOLT. s. [rejailler, French.]

cussion.

REIT. s. Sedge, or sea-weed.

Glanville.

Shakespeare.

Shock , suc

South.

Bailey.

Smalridge.

To REITERATE. v. a. {reiterer, French.] To

repeat again and again.

REITERATION. s . [reiteration, French.] Re-

petition. Boyle.

To REJUDGE. v. a. [re and judge . ] To re-ex-

amine ; to review ; to recall to a new trial. Pop.

To REKINDLE. v. a. [re and kindle .] To set

on fire again. Cheyne.

To RELAPSE. v. n. [relapsus, Latin.]

1. To slip back ; to slide or fall back.

2. To fall back into vice or errour. Taylor.

3. To fall back from a state of recovery to

sickness.
Wiseman.

RELA'PSE. s. [from the verb.]

1. Fall into vice or errour once forsaken. Mil.

2. Regression from a state of recovery to

sickness.

3. Return to any state.

10 RELATE. v. a. [relatus, Latin .]

1. To tell ; to recite.

2. To vent by words.

3. To ally by kindred.

4. To bring back ; to restore.

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Bacon.

Pope.

Spenser.

To RELATE. v. n. To have reference ; to

have respect. Locke.

RELATER. s. [from relate. ] Teller ; narra-

tor ; historian . Brown.

RELATION. 3. [relation, French.]

1. Manner of belonging to any person or

thing.

2. Respect ; reference ; regard.
Locke.

2. Connexion between one thing and another.

4. Kindred ; alliance of kin. Dryden.

5. Person related by birth or marriage ;

kinsman ; kinswoman. Swift.

6. Narrative ; tale ; account ; narration . Den.

RELATIVE. a. [relativus, Latin.]

1. Having relation ; respecting. Locke.

2. Considered not absolutely, but as belong-

ing to, or respecting something else. South.

3. Remission of attention or application Add.

RELA'Y. s . [relais, French.] Horses on the

road to relieve others.

To RELEA'SE. v. a. [relascher, French.]

1. To set free from confinement or servitude.

2. To set free from pain.

3. To free from obligation, or penalty. Milt.

4. To quit ; to let go. Dryden.

5. To relax ; to slacken . Not in use. Hooker.

RELEA'SE. s . [relasche, French. ]

1. Dismission from confinement, servitude,

or pain.

2. Relaxation of a penalty.

3. Remission of a claim.

Prior.

Bacon.

4. Acquittance from a debt signed by the

creditor.

To RELEGATE. v. a. [releguer, French ; re-

lego, Latin.] To banish ; to exile.

RELEGATION. s. [relegatio, Latin.] Exile ;

judicial banishment. Ayliffe.

To RELE'NT. v. n. [relentir, French.]

1. To soften ; togrow less rigid orhard.Bacon.

2. To melt ; to grow moist.
Bacon.

3. To grow less intense.. Digby.

4. To soften in temper ; to grow tender ; to

feel compassion.
Milton.

To RELE'NT. v. a.

Spenser.

Spenser.

1. To slacken ; to remit.

2. To soften ; to mollify.

RELENTLESS. a. [from relent.] Unpitying ;

unmoved by kindness or tenderness . Prior.

RELEVANŤ. a . [French .] Relieving.

RELEVATION. s. [relevatio, Latin. ] A rising

or lifting up.

Woodward.

RELIANCE. s . [from rely.] Trust ; depend

ence ; confidence.

RE'LICK. s. [reliquiæ, Lat. relique, Fr.]

1. That which remains ; that which is left

after the loss of decay or the rest. It is ge

nerally used in the plural. Shakespeare,

2. It is often taken for the body deserted by

the soul. Milton. Pope.

3. That which is kept in memoryof another,

with a kind of religious veneration. Addison.

RE'LICKLY . ad. [ from relick. ] In the manner

of relicks. Not used.

RELICT. s . [relicte, old Fr.] A widow ; a wife,

desolate by the death of her husband. Surat,

Donne.
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RELIEF. s . [relief, French.]

or sorrow.

1. Alleviation of calamity ; mitigation ofpain

Milton.

2. That which frees from pain or sorrow. Dr.

3. Dismission of a sentinel from his post. Sha.

4. [ Relevium, law Latin.] Legal remedy of

wrongs.

5. The prominence of a figure in stone or me-

tal ; the seeming prominence of a picture.

Pope.

6. The exposure of any thing, by the proxi-

mity ofsomething different.

RELIE’VABLE. a. [from relieve. ] Capable of
Hale.relief.

To RELIEVE. v. a. [relevo, Latin.]

1. To ease pain or sorrow.

2. To succour by assistance. Dryden.

3. To set a sentinel at rest, by placing an-

other on his post. Shakespeare.

4. To right by law.

RELIEVER. s. [from relieve.] One that re-

lieves. Rogers.

RELIEVO. s. [Italian.] The prominence of

a figure or picture. Dryden.

To RELIGHT. v. a. [re and light .] To light

anew.

"

RELIGION. s. [religio, Latin.]

Pope.

1. Virtue as founded upon reverence ofGod,

and expectation of future rewards and pu

nishments. Ben Jonson.

2. A system of divine faith and worship, as

opposite to others. More. Tillotson.

RELIGIONIST. s . [from religion . ] A bigot to

any religious persuasion. Swift.

RELIGIOUS. a. [religiosus, Latin.]

1. Pious ; disposed to the duties of religion.

2. Teaching religion. Wotton.

3. Among the Romanists, bound by the vows

of poverty, chastity, and obedience. Addison.

4. Exact ; strict.

RELIGIOUSLY. ad. [from religious .]

1. Piously ; with obedience to the dictates

of religion .

Shakespeare.

Woodward.

2. To give pleasure.

3. To have a flavour.

RE'LISHABLE. a. [from relish.] Gustable ;

having a taste.

To RELI'VE. v. n. [re and live.]

to live anew.

To RELO'VE. v. a . [re and love .]

return.

To revive ;

Spenser.

To love in

Boyle.

RELU'CENT. a. [relucens, Latin.] Shining ;

transparent. Thomsen.

To RELU'CT. v. n . [reluctor, Latin .] To strug-

gle again. Decay of Piety.

RELUCTANCE. Į s . [reluctor, La. ] Unwilling-
RELUCTANCY. ness ; repugnance . Boyle.

RELUCTANT. a. [reluctans, Latin.] Unwil-

ling ; acting with repugnance. Tickel.

To RELUCTATE. v. n. [reluctor, Latin. ] To

resist ; to struggle against. Decay ofPiety.

RELUCTATION. s. [reluctor, Latin.] Re-

pugnance ; resistance. Bacon

To RELU'ME. v. a To light anew ; to re-

kindle. Pope.

Shak.To RELU'MINE. v. a. To light anew.

To RELY'. v. n. [re and lie. ] To lean upon

with confidence ; to put trust in ; to rest

upon ; to depend upon. South. Rogers.

To REMAIN. v. n. [remaneo, Latin .]

-

1. To be left out of a greater quantity or

number. Job.

2. To continue ; to endure ; to be left in a

particular state.

3. To be left after any event. ✨

4. Not to be lost.

Milton.

Locke.

Spenser.

Locke.5. To be left as not comprised.

To REMAIN. v. a. To await ; to be left to. Sp.

REMAIN. s . [from the verb.]

1. Relick ; that which is left.

used in the plural.

2. The body left by the soul.

3. Abode ; habitation.

Generally

Pope.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare

Bacon.

REMAINDER. a. [from remain.] Remain-

ing ; refuse ; left.

REMAINDER. s.

Shak. 1. What is left.

Duppa.

Bacon.

The

2. According to the rites of religion.

3. Reverently ; with veneration.

4. Exactly ; with strict observance.

RELIGIOUSNESS. s. [ from religious . ]

quality or state of being religious.

To RELINQUISH . v. a. [relinquo, Latin .]

1. To forsake ; to abandon ; to leave ; to de-

sert.

South.2. To quit ; to release ; to give up.

3. To forbear ; to depart from . Hooker.

RELINQUISHMENT. s. [from relinquish. ]

The act offorsaking. South.

RE'LISH. 8. [from relecher, Fr. to lick again.]

1. Taste, the effect of any thing on the palate.

It is commonly used of a pleasing taste. Boyle.

2. Taste ; small quantity just perceptible.Sha.

3. Liking ; delight in any thing. Addison.

4. Sense ; power of perceiving excellence ;

taste .
Seed's Sermons.

5. Delight given by any thing ; the power

by which pleasure is given. Addison.

6. Cast ; manner.

To RE'LISH.v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To give a taste to any thing.

2. To taste ; to have a liking.
To RE'LISH. v. n.

1. To have a pleasing taste.

Pope.

Dryden.

Shak. Baker.

Hakewill,

2. The body when the soul is departed ; re-

mains.
Shakespeare.

To REMA'KE. v. a. [re and make.] To make

anew. Glanville.

Duries.

The part

Bacon.

To REMAND . v. a. [re and mando, Lat.] To

send back ; to call back.

RE'MANENT. s . [remanens, Latin. ]

remaining.

Collier.

Locke.

REMA'RK. s . [remarque, French.] Observa

tion ; note ; notice taken.

To REMA'RK. v . a . [remarquer, French.]

1. To note ; to observe.

2. To distinguish ; to point out ; to mark.

REMARKABLE. a. [remarquable, French.]

Observable ; worthy of notice. Raleigh.

REMARKABLENESS. s. [from remarkable.]

Observableness ; worthiness of observation.

REMARKABLY. ad. [ from remarkable.} Ob-

servably ; in a manner worthy of observa-

tion. Milton. Wutis.

REMA'RKER. s . [remarqueur, French . ] Gb-

server ; one that remarks. Wutts.

REME'DIABLE. a . [from remedy.] Capable

ofremedy.

REME'DIATE. a. [from remedy. ] Medicinal ;

affording a remedy. Shakespeare.
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REME DILESS. a. [from remedy. ] Not admit-

ting remedy ; irreparable ; cureless. Raleigh.

REMEDILESSNESS. s . [ from remediless .] In-

curableness.

REMEDY, s. [remedium, Latin .]

1. A medicine by which any illness is cured.

2. Cure ofany uneasiness. Dryden.

Locke.F. That which counteracts any evil.

4. Reparation ; means of repairing any hurt.

To REMEDY. v. a. [remedier, French.]

1. To cure ; to heal. Hooker.

2. To repair or remove mischief.

To REMEMBER. v. a. [remembrare, Ital . ]

1. To bear in mind any thing ; not to forget.

2. To recollect ; to call to mind. Sidney.

3. To keep in mind ; to have present to the

attention. Locke.

4. To bear in mind with intent of reward

or punishment. Milton

Ayliffe.

Sidney.

5. To mention ; not to omit.

6. To put in mind ; to force to recollect ; to

remind.

REMEMBERER. s. [from remember.] One

who remembers. Wotton.

REMEMBRANCE. s . [ remembrance, French.]

1. Retention in memory.

5. Account preserved .

6. Memorial.

Denham.

2. Recollection ; revival of any idea. Locke.

3. Honourable memory. Out of use. Shak.

4. Transmission of a fact from one to an-

other. Addison.

Hale.

Dryden.

7. A token by which any one is kept in the

memory. Shakespeare.

8. Notice of something absent. Shakespeare.

REMEMBRANCER. s. [ from remembrance ]

1 One that reminds ; one that pats in mind.

2. An officer ofthe exchequer. Bacon.

To REMERCIE. v. a. [remercier, French. ] To

thank. Spenser.

Boyle.

To REMIGRATE. v. n . [remigro, Latin. ] To

remove back again.

REMIGRATION. s. [from remigrate.] Re-

moval back again. Hale.

To REMIND. v. a. [re and mind.] To put in

mind ; to force to remember. South.

REMINISCENCE. s [ reminiscens, Lat .] Re-

collection ; recovery of ideas. Hale.

REMINISCENTIAL. a . [from reminiscence.]

Relating to reminiscence ." Brown.

REMISS. a. [remis, Fr. remissus, Lat. ]

J. Not vigorous ; slack. Woodward.

2. Not careful ; slothful. Shakespeare.

Roscommon.3. Not intense .

REMI'SSIBLE. a. [from remit .] Admitting

forgiveness.

REMI'SSION. s . [remission, Fr. remissio, Lat.]

1. Abatement ; relaxation ; moderation. Bac.

2. Diminution of intenseness. Woodward.

3. In physick, remission is when a distemper

abates, but does not go quite offbefore it re-

turns again.

4. Release.

5. Forgiveness ; pardon.

REMI'SSLY. ad. [from remiss.]

Addison. Swift.

Taylor.

1. Carelessly ; negligently ; without close at-

tention.
Hooker.

2. Not vigorously ; not with ardour or ea-

gerness ; slackly. Clarendon.

REMI'SSNESS . s. [from remiss ] Carelessness

negligence ; coldness ; want of ardour. Rog

To REMIT. v. a . [ remitto , Latin. ]

1. To relax ; to make less intense. Milton.

2. To forgive a punishment. Dryden.

3. [Remeltre, Fr.] To pardon a fault. Shak

4. To give up ; to resign. Hayward.

5. To defer; to refer. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

6. To put again in custody. Dryden.

7. To send money to a distant place. Addison.

s . To restore. Hayward.

To REMIT. v. n.

1. To slacken ; to grow less intense . Broome.

2. To abate by growing less eager. South.

3. In physic, to growby intervals less violent.

REMITMENT. s. [from remit.] The act of

remitting to custody.

REMITTANCE. s . [ from remit.]

1. Theact ofpaying money at a distant place.

2. Sum sent to a distant place. Addison.

REMITTER. s . [ remettre, Fr. ]

1. In common law, a restitution of one that

hath two titles to lands or tenements, and is

seized of them by his latter title, under his

title that is more ancient, in case where the

latter is defective. Cowel.

2. One who promises money to be paid at a

distant place.

REMNANT. s. [from remanant . ] Residue ;

that which is left. Shakespeare.

REMNANT. a. Remaining ; yet left. Prior.

REMO'LTEN. part. [from remelt.] Melted

again . Bucon.

REMO'NSTRANCE. s. [remonstrance, Fr.]

1. Show; discovery. Shakespeare.

2. Strong representation.
Hooker.

To_REMONSTRATE. v . n . [remonstro, Lat. ]

To make a strong representation ; to show

reasons.

RE'MORA. s . [ Latin . ]

1. A let or obstacle.

2. A fish or kind ofworm that sticks to ships,

and retards their passage through the water.

To RE'MORATE. v.a. [remoror, La. ] To hinder.

REMO'RSE. s. [remorsus, Latin ]

1. Pain of guilt . Clarendon.

2. Tenderness ; pity ; sympathetick sorrow.

REMO'RSEFUL. a. [remorse and full.] Ten-

der ; compassionate. Shakespeare.

REMO'RSÈLESS . a. [from remorse. ] Unpity-

ing ; cruel ; savage. Milton. South.

REMOTE. a . [remotus, Latin.]
1. Distant in time ; not immediate. Locke.

2. Distant in place ; not at hand.

3. Removed far off ; not near.

4. Foreign.

Locke.

5. Distant in kin ; not closely connected. Gl.

6. Alien ; not agreeing.
Locke.

7. Abstracted.

REMOTELY. ad. [from remote. ] Not nearly ;

at a distance . Smith

REMO'TENESS. s . [from remote.] State of be.

ing remote ; distance ; not nearness. Boyle

REMO'TION. s. [from remotus, Latin.] The

act ofremoving ; the state of being removed

to distance.

REMOVABLE. a. [ from remove. ]

may be removed .

REMO'VAL. s. [from remove.]

Brown.

Such as

Spenser,
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1. The act of putting out of any place. Hook.

2. The act of putting away.

3. Dismission from a post. :

Arbuthnot.

Swift.

Locke.4. The state of being removed.

To REMO'VE. v. a . [removeo, Latin.]

1.To put from its place ; to take or put away.

2. To place at a distance. Locke.

TO REMOVE. v. n.

1. To change place.

2. To go from one place to another. Dryden.

REMOVE. s. [from the verb.]

1. Change of place.

2. Susceptibility of being removed. Glanville.

3. Translation of one to the place of another.

4. State of being removed. Locke.

3. Act ofmoving a chess-man or draught.

6. Departure ; act of going away.

7. The act of changing place.

8. A step in the scale of gradation .

9. A small distance.

Waller.

Bacon.

Locke.

Rogers.

10. Act of putting a horse's shoes upon dif-
ferent feet. Swift.

11. A dish to be changed while the rest of

the course remains.

REMOVED. particip. a . Remote ; separate

from others. Shakespeare.

REMO'VEDNESS. s. [from removed.] The

state of being removed ; remoteness. Shak.

REMO'VER. 8. [ from remove.] One that re-
Bacon.

To REMO'UNT. v. n. [remonter, French. ] To

mount again. Dryden.

REMUNERABLE. a . [ from remunerate.] Re-

wardable.

k moves.

To REMUNERATE. v . a. [remunero, Latin.]

To reward ; to repay ; to requite. Boyle.

REMUNERATION. s. [remuneratio, Lat. ] Re-

ward; requital ; recompense ; repayment.

REMUNERATIVE. a. [from remunerate. ]

3. To give upon demand. Proverbs

4. To invest with qualities ; to make. South.

5. To represent ; to exhibit.

6. To translate.

Shakespeare.

Burnet.

7. To rend , to yield ; to give up. Clarendon.

8. To afford ; to give to be used. Watts.

RE'NDER. s. [from the verb.] Surrender. Sh.

RENDEZVOÜS. s . [rendez vouz, French.]

1. Assembly ; meeting appointed. Raleigh.

2. A sign that draws men together. Bacon.

3. Place appointed for assembly Clarendon.

TO RENDEZVOUS. v. n . [from the noun. ] To

meet at a place appointed .

RENDITION. s. [from render.] Surrendering;

the act of yielding.

RENEGA'DE.

RENEGADO s. [renegado, Spanish.]

1. One that apostatizes from the faith ; an a-

postate. Addison.

2. One who deserts to the enemy ; a revolter.

To RENE'GE. v . a. [renego, Lat. renier, Fr. ]
To disown. King Charles.

To RENE'W. v. a. [re and new.]

1. To renovate ; to restore to the former state.

2. To repent ; to put again in act. Dryden.

3. To begin again. Dryden.

4. In theology, to make anew ; to transform

to new life. Romans.

RENEWABLE. a. [from renew.] Capable to
be renewed. Swift.

RENEWAL. s . [fron renew.] The act of re-

newing ; renovation. Forbes.

RENITENCY. s. [from renitent.] The resist-

ance in solid bodies, when they press upon,

or are impelled one against another. Quincy.

RENITENT. a. [renitens, Latin.] Acting

against any impulse by elastick power. Ray.

RE'NNET. s . Runnet.

RENNET. s. A kind of apple.

Exercised in giving rewards. Boyle . RENETTING. }

To REMURMUR. v. u. [re and murmur.] To

utter back in murmurs ; to repeat in low

hoarse sounds.
Pope.

To REMURMUR. v. n. [remurmuro, Lat.] To

murmur back ; to echo a low hoarse sound.

RE'NARD. s . [renard, a fox, French.] The

name of a fox in a fable. Dryden.

RENA'SCENT. a. [renascens, Lat. ] Produced

again ; rising again into being.

RENA'SCIBLE. d. [renascor, Latin . ] Possible

to be produced again.

To RENA'VIGATĒ. v . a. [re and navigate.]

To sail again.

RENCOUNTER. s . [rencontre, French.]

1. Clash ; collision .

2. Personal opposition.

Collier.

Addison.

3. Loose or casual engagement. Addison.

4. Sudden combat without premeditation.

To RENCOUNTER v. n. [rencontrer, Fr.]

1. To clash ; to collide.

2. To meet an enemy unexpectedly.

3. To skirmish with another.

4. To fight hand to hand.

To REND. v. a. pret. and part. pass . rent.

[pendan, Saxon. ] To tear with violence ; to

lacerate. Pope.

RENDER. s. [from rend.] One that rends ; a

tearer.

To RE'NDER. v. a. [rendre, French.]

1. To return ; to pay back.

2. To restore ; to give back. Addison.

Mortimer.

To RE'NOVATÉ. v. a. [renovo, Latin. ] To re-

new; to restore to the first state. Thomson.

RENOVATION. &. [renovatio, Lat.] Renew-

al ; the act of renewing. Bacon.

Dryden.

Kettlewell.

To RENOU'NCE. v. a. [renoncer, French.]

1. To disown ; to abnegate.

2. To quit upon oath.

To RENOUNCE. v. n . To declare renuncia-

tion. Dryden.

RENOUNCEMENT. s. [ from renounce .e . ] Act

of renouncing ; renunciation. Shakespeare.

RENO'WN. s . [renommée, French .] Fame ; ce

lebrity ; praise widely spread.
Waller.

To RENOWN. v. a . [renommer, Fr.] To make

famous. Pope.

RENO'WNED. particip. a. [from renown.] Fa-

mous ; celebrated ; eminent ; famed. Dryden.

RENT. s. [ from rend . ] A break ; a laceration.

To RENT. v. a. [rather to rend.] To tear ; to

lacerate.

To RENT. v. n. To roar; to rant.

RENT. 3. (renie, French.]

1. Revenue ; annual payment.

Ecclus.

Hudibras.

Pope.

2. Money paid for anything held of another.

To RENT. v. a. [renter, French.]

1. To hold by paying rent.

2. To set to a tenant.

Addison.

RENTABLE. a. [from rent .] That may be

rented.

RENTAL. s. [from rent.] Schedule or account
of rents.
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RENTER. s . [from rent. ] He that holds by

paying rent. Locke.

RENVERSED. a. [renversé, French.] Over-

turned. Spenser.

RENUNCIATION. s . [renunciatio, Lat.] The

act of renouncing.

Daniel.

Taylor.

To REORDAIN. v . a. [reordiner, Fr.] To or-

dain again, on supposition of some defect in

the commission granted to a minister.

REORDINATION. s. [from reordain.] Repe-

tition of ordination.
Atterbury.

To REPACIFY. v. a. [re and pacify.] To pa-

cify again.

To REPAIR. v. a . [reparo, Latin ; reparer, Fr.]

1. To restore after injury or delapidation . Cl.

2. To amendan injury by an equivalent. Milt.

3. To fill up anew, by something put in the

place of what is lost. Milton.

REPAIR. s. [from the verb.] Reparation ; sup-

ply of loss ; restoration after delapidation.

To REPAIR. v. n. [repairer, French.] To go

to ; to betake himself. Pope.

REPAIR. s. [repaire, French .]

1. Resort ; abode. Dryden.

2. Act ofbetaking himself any whither. Clar.

REPAIRER. s . [from repair.] Amender ; re-

storer. South.

Brown.

REPA'NDOUS. a. [repandus, Latin.] _ Bent

upward.

RE PARABLE. a. [reparabilis, Lat.] Capable

of being amended, retrieved, or supplied by

something equivalent. Bacon.

RE'PARABLY. ad. [from reparable.] In a man-

nercapable of remedy by restoration, amend-

ment, or supply.

REPARATION. s. [reparatio, Latin.]

1. The act of repairing ; instauration. Arb.

2. Supply of what is wished. Arbuthnot.

3. Recompense for any injury ; amends. Dr.

REPARATIVE. s . [from repair.] Whatever

makes amends for loss or injury. Wotton.

REPARTEE'. s . [repartie, Fr.] Smart reply.

TO REPARTEE'. v. n. To make smart re-

plies.

To REPA'SS. v. n. To go back in a road. Dry.

To REPA'SS. v. a . [repasser, French.] To pass

again ; to pass back. Raleigh.

REPA'ST. s . [repas, French.]

1. A meal ; the act of taking food. Denham.

2. Food ; victuals. Shakespeare.

To REPA'ST. v. a. [repaistre, Fr.] To feed ; to
feast. Shakespeare.

REPAʼSTURE. s. [re and pasture.] Énter-
tainment . Not in use. Shakespeare.

To REPA'Y. v. a. [repayer, French.]

1. To pay back in return, in requital, or in

revenge.

2. To recompense.

3. To compensate.

4. To requite either good or ill.

Bacon.

Milton.

Bacon.

Pope.

5. To reimburse with what is owed. Shak.

REPA'YMENT. s . [from repay.]

1. The act of repaying.

2. The thing repaid.

1. To recall. Out of use.

To REPEAL. v. a. [rappeller, French.]

To REPEA’T. v. a. [repeto, Latin.]

1. To iterate ; to use again ; to do again.

2. To speak again.

3. To try again.

Arbuthnot

Hooker.

Dryden.

Milton.4. To recite ; to rehearse.

REPEATEDLY. ud. [from repeated.] Over

and over ; more than once.

REPEATER. s. [from repeat.]

Stephens

1. One that repeats ; one that recites.

2. A watch that strikes the hours at will.

To REPE'L. v. a. [repello, Latin.]

1. To drive back any thing.

2. To drive back an assailant.

To REPE'L. v. n.

Hooker.

Dryden

1. To act with force contrary to force im-

pressed.

2. To repel, in medicine, is to prevent such

an afflux of a fluid to any particular part as

would raise it into a tumour. Quincy.

REPE'LLENT. s. [repellens, Lat.] An applica-
tion that has a repelling power. Wiseman.

REPE'LLER. s. [ from repel.] One that repels. ,

To REPE'NT. v. n . [repentir, French . ]

1. To thing on any thing past with sorrow.

2. To express sorrow for something past. Sh.

3. To change the mind from some painful

motive. Exodus.

4. To have such sorrow for sin, as produces

amendment of life. Matthew.

To REPEʼNT. v. a.

Shakespeare.1. To remember with sorrow.

2. To remember with pious sorrow. Donne

REPENTANCE. s . [repentance, French . ]

1. Sorrow for any thing past.
Law.

Whitgift.

2. Sorrow for sin, such as produces newness

oflife ; penitence.

REPENTANT. a. [repentant, French.]

1. Sorrowful for the past.

2. Sorrowful for sin. Milton.

3. Expressing sorrow for sin. Shakespeare.

To REPEO'PLE. v. a. [ re and people. ] To stock

with people anew. Hale.

TO REPERCUSS. v. a. [repercussus, Lat .] To

beatback ; to drive back. Notin use. Bacon.

REPERCUSSION. s. [repercussio, Lat. ] The

act of driving back ; rebound. Bacon.

REPERCUSSIVE. a. [repercussif, French. ]

1. Having the power of driving back, or

causing a rebound.

2. Repellent.

Pattison.

Bacon.

Thomson.3. Driven back ; rebounding.

REPERTITIOUS. a . [repertus, Lat. ] Found ;

gained by finding.

REPERTORY. s. [repertorium, Lat .] A trea-

sury ; a magazine ; a book in which any

thing is to be found.

REPETITION. s. [repetitio, Latin.]

1. Iteration of the same thing. Arbuthnot.

2. Recital of the same words over again. Ho.

3. The act ofreciting or rehearsing . Shak.

4. Recital.

To REPI'NE. v. n. [re and pine.]

1. To fret ; to be discontented.

2. To envy.

Chapman.

Arbuthnot. Temple.

Dryden.

Shakespeare. REPI'NER. s. [from repine. ] One that frets or

Dryden. murmurs.

Not in use.

2. To abrogate ; to revoke.

REPEAL. s. [ from the verb.]

1. Recall from exile.

2. Revocation , abrogation.

Shak
Davies.

TO REPLACE. v. a. [replacer, Fr.]

1. To put again in the former place. Bacon.

2. To put in a new place. Dryden.
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To REPLAIT. v. a. [re and plait.] To fold one

part often over another. Dryden.

To REPLANT. v . a . [ replanter, French. ] To

plant anew.
Bacon.

REPLANTATION. s . [ from replant .] The

act of planting again.

To REPLENISH. v. a. [repleo, Lat. ]

1. To stock ; to fill. Milton.

2. To finish ; to complete. Not proper.

Shakespeare.

To REPLENISH. v . n . To recover the for-

mer fulness . Not in use. Bacon.

REPLETE. a. [replet, Fr. ] Full ; completely

filled ; filled to exuberance. Bacon.

REPLETION. s . [repletion, French.] The state

of being over full. Arbuthnot.

REPLEVIABLE. a . [replegiabilis, barbarous

Latin ] What may be replevined .

Te REPLEVIN . Įv. a [replegio, low Lat.] To

To REPLEVY. take back or set at liberty,

upon security, any thing seized. Hudibras.

REPLICATION. s. [replico, Lat.]

1. Rebound ; repercussion. Not used. Shak.

2. Reply ; answer.
Broome.

To REPLY. v. n. [repliquer, Fr.] To answer;

to make a return to an answer. Atterb.

To REPLY'. v. a. To return for an answer.

Milton.

REPLY'. s. [replique, Fr.] Answer ; return to

an answer. Watts.

REPLY'ER. 3 [from reply. ] He that makes a

Bacon.return to an answer.

To REPO'LISH. v. a . [repolir, Fr.] To polish

again.

To REPORT. v. a. [rapporter, French.]

Donne.

1. To noise by popular rumour. Shakespeare.

2. To give repute.

3. To give an account of.

Timothy.

Nehemiah.

4. To return ; to rebound ; to give back. Bac.

REPORT. s. [ from the verb.]

1. Rumour ; popular name.

2. Repute ; public character.

3. Account returned.

Shakespeare.

Waller.

4. Account given by lawyers of cases. Watts.

5. Sound ; loud noise ; repercussion. Bacon.

REPORTER. s. [ from report. ] Relater ; one

that gives an account. Hayward.

REPORTINGLY. ad. [from reporting.] By

common fame. Shakespeare.

REPO'SAL. s . [from repose.] The act of re-

posing. Shakespeare.

Milton.

2. To place as in confidence or trust. Rogers.

3. To lodge ; to lay up. Woodward.

To REPO'SE. v. a. [repono, Lat.]

1. To lay to rest.

To REPO'SE. v . n. [reposer, Fr.]

1. To sleep ; to be at rest.

2. To rest in confidence.

Chapman.

Shakespeare.

REPO'SE. s . [repos, Fr.]

1. Sleep ; rest ; quiet. Philips.

2. Cause of rest. Dryden.

REPO'SEDNESS. s . [from reposed .] State of

being at rest.

TO REPO'SITE. v. a. [repositus, Lat.] To lay

up ; to lodge as in a place ofsafety. Derham.

REPOSITION. s. [from reposite .] The act of

replacing. Wiseman.

REPOSITORY, s. [ repositorium, Lat.]A place

where any thing is safely laid up. Rogers.

To REPOSSE'SS. v a. [re and possess.) Topos

sess again . Spenser

Shakespeare.

Philips.

To REPREHEND. v. a. [reprehendo, Lat.]

1. To reprove ; to chide.

2. To blame ; to censure.

3. To detect offallacy. Bacon.

Bacon.4. To charge with as a fault.

REPREHENDER. s . [from reprehend.] Bla-

Hooker.mer; censurer.

REPREHENSIBLE. a. [reprehensible, Fr. ]

Blameable ; culpable ; censurable.

REPREHENSIBLENESS . s. [ from reprehen-

sible. ] Blameableness ; culpableness .

REPREHENSIBLY. ad. [from reprehensible.]

Blameably ; culpably.

REPREHE'NSIÓN. s. [reprehensio, Lat.] Re-

proof; open blame. Hammond.

REPREHENSIVE. a. [ fromreprehend.] Given

to reproof.

To REPRESENT. v. a. [represento, Latin.]

1. To exhibit, as if the thing exhibited were

present.
Milton.

2. To describe ; to show in any particular

character. Addison.

3. To fill the place of another by a vicarious

character ; to personate.

4. To exhibit to show.

5. To show by modest arguments or narra.

tions . Dec. of Piety.

REPRESENTATION. s. [representation, Fr.]

1. Image ; likeness . Stillingfleet.

2. Act of supporting a vicarious character.

3. Respectful declaration.

4. Publick exhibition.

REPRESENTATIVE. a. [representatif, Fr.]

1. Exhibiting a similitude. Atterbury.

2. Bearing the character or power of another.

Swift.

REPRESENTATIVE. s.

1. One exhibiting the likeness of another. Ad.

2. One exercising the vicarious power given

by another. Blount.

3. That by which any thing is shown. Locke.

REPRESENTER. s. [ from represent.]
1. One who shows or exhibits. Brown.

2. One who bears a vicarious character. Sw.

REPRESENTMENT. s. [from represent. ]

Image or idea proposed, as exhibiting the

likeness of something. Taylor.

TO REPRE'SS . v. a. [repressus, Latin.] To

crush ; to put down ; to subdue. Pope.

REPRESS. s. [ from the verb . ] Repression ; act

of crushing. Not in use. Gor, ofthe Ton,

REPRE'SSION. s. [from repress. ] Act of re-

pressing. King Charles.

REPRESSIVE. a. [from repress.] Having

power to repress ; acting to repress.

To REPRIE'VE. v. a . [reprendre, repris, Fr.]

To respite after sentence of death ; to give

a respite . South.

REPRIE'VE. s . [from the verb.] Respite after

sentence of death. Clarendon.

TO REPRIMA'ND. v . a. [reprimander, Fr.] To

chide ; to check ; to reprehend. Arbuthnot.

REPRIMA'ND. s . [reprimande, French. ] Re-

proof ; reprehension.
Addison.

To REPRINT. v. a . [re and print ]

1. To renew the impression ofany thing . Sout

2. To print anew edition. Pope.
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REPRISAL. s . [represalia, low Lat.] Some-

thing seized by way of retaliation for rob-

bery or injury.

To REPROACH. v. a. [reprocher, Fr.]

Dos.

1. To censure in opprobrious terms, as a

crime.
Dryden.

2. To charge with a fault in severe language.

3. To upbraid in general.
Rogers.

REPROACH. s. [reproche, French . ] Censure ;

infamy ; shame. Milton.

REPROACHABLE. a. [reprochable, French. ]

Worthy ofreproach.

REPROA'CHFUL. a. [from reproach.]

1., Scurrilous ; opprobrious. Shakespeare.

2. Shameful ; infamous ; vile. Hammond.

REPROA'CHFULLY. ad [from reproach. ]

1. Opprobriously ; scurrilously. Shakespeare.

2. Shamefully , infamously.

REPROBATE. a. [reprobus, Latin. ] Lost to

virtue ; lost to grace ; abandoned. South.
REPROBATE. s. A man lost to virtue ; a

wretch abandoned to wickedness. Taylor,

To REPROBATE. v. a. [reprobo, Latin. ]

1. To disallow ; to reject.
Ayliffe .

2.To abandon to wickedness and eternal de-

struction. Hammond.

3. To abandon to his sentence, without hope

of pardon. Southern.
REPROBATENESS. s. [ from reprobate. ] The

state of being reprobate.

REPROBATION. s. [reprobation, French. ]

1. The act of abandoning, or state of being

abandoned to eternal destruction. Maine.

2. A condemnatory sentence . Dryden.

To REPRODUCE. v. a . [re and produce.] To

produce again ; to produce anew. Newton.

REPRODUCTION. s. [from reproduce.] The

act of producing anew.'

REPROOF. s. [from reprove.]

REPUDIATION. s. [from repudiate.] Di.

Arbuthnot.vorce; rejection .

REPUGNANCE.

REPUGNANCY. 8. [repugnance, Fr.]

1. Inconsistency ; contrariety.

2. Reluctance ; resistance.

3. Struggle of opposite passions.

4. Aversion ; unwillingness.

REPUGNANT. a. [repugnan!, Fr.]

Bentley.

Shakespeare

South.

Dryden.

1. Disobedient ; not obsequious. Shakespeare,

2. Contrary ; opposite. Woodward.

REPUGNANTLY, ad. Contradictorily. Bro.

To REPULLULATE. v. n. [repulluler, Fr.]

To bud again.. Howel.

REPU'LSE. s. [repulse, Fr. repulsa, Lat ] The

condition of being driven off or put aside

from any attempt. K. Charles.

To REPULSE. v . a. [repulsus, Lat.] To beat

back ; to drive off. Knolles.

REPULSION. s. (repulsus, Lat. ] The act or

power of driving off from itself, Arbuthno

REPULSIVE. a . [ from repulse. ] Driving off,

having the power to beat back. Newton.

To REPURCHASE. v. a. [re and purchase. }

To buy again. Shakespeare.

REPUTABLE. a. [from repute.] Honourable ;

not infamous. Regers.

REPUTABLY. ad. [from reputable. ] Without

discredit.
Atterbury.

REPUTATION. s . [reputation, Fr.]

1. Character ofgood or bad.

2. Credit ; honour.

Addison.

Pope.

Donne.

To REPUTE. v. a. [reputo, Lat. ] To hold ; to

account ; to tirink.

REPUTE. s . [from the verb.]

1. Character ; reputation.

2. Established opinion.

REPUTELESS. a . [ from repute.] Disreput-

able ; disgraceful.

Boyle.

Pope.

1. Petition ; entreaty.
Psalms.

1. Blame to the face ; reprehension.

2. Censure ; slander. Out ofuse.

REPRO'VABLE. a . [from reprove.] Culpable;

blameable ; worthy of reprehension. Taylor.

To REPROVE. v. a. [reprover, Fr.]

1. To blame ; to censure. Psalms.

2. To charge to the face with a fault ; to

check; to chide ; to reprehend. Taylor.

3, To refute ; to disprove. Shakespeare.

4. To blame for.
Carew.

REPROVER. s. [from reprove. ] A reprehen-

der; one that reproves. South.

To RÉPRUNE. v. a. [re and prune.] To prune

a second time.
Evelyn.

REPTILE. a. [reptile, Lat. ] Creeping upon

many feet.
Gay.

REPTILE. s. An animal that creeps upon

many feet. Locke.

REPUBLICAN. a. [ from republick .] Placing

the government in the people.

REPUBLICAN. s. [from republick. ] One who

thinks a commonwealth without monarchy

the best government.
Addison.

REPUBLICK. s. [respublica, Latin. ]

2

1. Commonwealth ; state inwhich the power

is lodged in more than one. Addison.

2. Common interest ; the publick. Ben Jons.

REPUDIABLE. a. [from repudiate.] Fit to be

rejected.

To REPUDIATE. v. a. [repudio, Latin. ] To

divorce ; to reject ; to put away
Bentley.

REQUEST. s. [requeste, Fr.]

2. Demand ; repute ; credit.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Boyle.

To REQUEST. v. a. [requester, Fr.] To ask ,

to solicit ; to entreat. Knolles.

REQUE'STER. s . [from request. ] Petitioner,

solicitor.

To REQUICKEN. v. a. [re and quicken.] To

reanimate.
Shakespeare.

REQUIEM. s . [Latin . ]

1. A hymn in which they implore for the

dead requiem or rest. Shakespeare.

2. Rest ; quiet ; peace. Not in use. Sundys.

REQUIRABLE. a. [from require. ] Fit to be

required.

To REQUIRE. v . a . [requiro, Lat.]

Hale.

1. To demand ; to ask a thing as ofright. Sh.

2. To make necessary ; to need. Dryden.

REQUISITE . a. [requisitus, Lat.] Necessary;

needful ; required by the nature of things.

Dryden.

REQUISITE. s. Any thing necessary. Dryden.

REQUISITELY. ad. [ from requisite . ] Neces-

sarily ; in a requisite manner. Boyle.

REQUISITENESS. s . [from requisite. ] Neces-

sity ; the state of being requisite... Boyle.

REQUITAL. s . [ from requite. ]

1. Return for any good or bad office ; retali-

ation.

2. Return ; reciprocal action.

3. Reward ; recompense.

Hooker

Walter

South
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T. REQUITE. v. a. [requiter, Fr.]

1. To repay ; to retaliate ; to recompense.

2. To do or give in reciprocation.

To RESAI'L. v. a. [re and sail. ] To sail back.

Samuel.

Pope.

2. To retain ; to keep ; to hold. Shakespeare.

3. To lay up to a future time. Dec. ofPiety.

RESERVE. s. [from the verb.]

1. Store kept untouched.

2. Something kept for exigence.

Leeke.

Tillotson.

3. Something concealed in the mind. Addison.

4. Exception ; prohibition.

5. Exception in favour.

Milton.

Rogers.

RESA'LE. s. [re and sale.] Sale at second hand.

Bacon.

T: RESALUTE. v. a. [resaluto, Lat. resaleur,

Fr.] To salute or greet anew. Chapman.

To RESCIND . v. a. [rescindo,Lat. rescinder,Fr.]

To cut off; to abrogate a law. Dryden.

RESCI'SSION. s . [rescission, Fr. rescissus, Lat.]

The act of cutting off ; abrogation. Bacon.

RESCI'SSORY. a. [rescissoire, French ; rescis-

sus, Lat.] Having the power to cut off.

To RESCRIBE. v. a. [rescribo, Latin.]

1. To write back. Ayliffe.

2. To write over again. Howel.

RE'SCRIPT. s. [rescriptum, Latin.] Edict ofan

emperour. ::* • Bacon.

To RESCUE. v. a. [rescorre, old French.] To

set free from any violence, confinement, or

danger. Shakespeare.

RE'SCUE. s. [rescousse, old Fr.] Deliverance

from violence, danger, or confinement. Sha.

RE'SCUER. s. [from rescue. ] One that rescues.

RESEARCH. s. [recherche, French.] Inquiry ;

Rogers.
search.

To RESEARCH. v. a. [rechercher, Fr.] To

examine ; to inquire. Wotton.

To RESEA'T. v. a. [re and seat. ] To seat

again. Dryden.

REŠEI'ZER. s. One that seizes again.

RESEIZURE. s . [re and seizure.] Repeated

seizure ; seizure a second time.

RESEMBLANCE. s . [resemblance, Fr.] Like-

ness ; similitude ; representation. Hooker.

TO RESEMBLE. v. a. [resembler, Fr.]

Bacon.

1. To compare ; to represent as like some-

thing else. Raleigh.

2. To be like ; to have likeness to. Addison.

To RESE'ND. v. a. [re and send.] To send

back ; to send again. Not used. Shakespeare.

To RESE'NT. v. a. [ressentir, Fr.]

1. To take well or ill. Bacon.

2. To take ill ; to consider as an injury or

affront. Themost usual sense. Milton.

RESENTER. s. [from resent.] One who feels

injuries deeply. Wotton.

RESE'NTFUL. a. [resent andfull. ] Malignant ;

easilyprovoked toanger, and longretainingit.

RESENTINGLY. ad. [from resenting.]*

1. With deep sense ; with strong perception.
More.

2. With continued anger.

RESENTMENT. s. [ressentiment, Fr.] '

1. Strong perception of good or ill.

s. Deep sense of injury.

RESERVATION. s. [reservation, Fr.]

1

Glany.

Swift.

1. Reserve ; concealment of something in

the mind. Sanderson.

Swift.

2. Something kept back ; something not

given up.

3. Custody ; state of being treasured up. Sh.

RESERVATORY. s. [reservoir, Fr.] Place in

which any thing is reserved or kept. Wood.

T. RESERVE, v. a. [reserver, Fr.]

1 To keep in store; to save to some other

purpose. Spenser.
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6. Modesty ; caution in personal behaviour.

Prior.

Walsh.

RESERVED. a. [from reserve .]

1. Modest ; not loosely free.

2. Sullen ; not open ; not frank. Dryden.

RESERVEDLY. ad. [from reserved .]

1. Not with frankness ; not with openness ;

with reserve. Woodward.

2. Scrupulously; coldly. Pope.

RESE'RVEDNĒŠS. s. Closeness ; want of

frankness ; want ofopenness. South.

RESERVER. s. [from reserve.] One that re-

serves.

Pope.

Swift.

RESERVOIR. s. [reservoir, French. ] Place

where any thing is kept in store.

To RESETTLE. v. a. [re and settle.] To settle

again.

REŠETTLEMENT. s. [from resettle.]

1. The act ofsettling again.

2. The state of settling again.

RESI'ANCE. s . [from resiant.] Residence

abode ; dwelling.

Norris.

Mortimer.

Bacon.

RESI'ANT. a. [resseunt, French.] Resident ;

present in a place. Knolles.

ToRESIDE. v. n. [resideo, Lat. resider, Fr.]

1. To have abode ; to live ; to dwell ; to be

present.
Milton.

2.[Resido, Latin.] To sink ; to subside ; to

fall to the bottom.

RE'SIDENCE. s. [residence, Fr.]

1. Act of dwelling in a place.

2. Place ofabode ; dwelling.

Boyle.

Hule.

Milton.

Brown.

3. [From resido, Lat. ] That which settles at

the bottom of liquors.

RESIDENT. a. [residens, Latin.]] Dwelling

or having abode in any place. Burnet.

RESIDENT. s . [from the adj. ] An agent, mi-

nister, or officer residing in any distant place

with the dignity of an ambassadour.Addison.

RESIDENTIAŘY. a. [fromresident. ] Holding

residence. More.

RESIDUAL. a. [from residuum, Latin.]

RESIDUARY. Relatingto the residue ; re-

lating to the part remaining. Ayliffe.

RESIDUE. s. [residuum, Latin.] The remain-

ing part; that which is left.

To RÉSIE'GE. v. a. [re and siege, French.] To

seat again. Obsolete.

Arbuthnot.

To RESIGN. v. a. [resigno, Lat.] '

1. To give up a claim or possession.

2. To yield up.

3. To give up in confidence.

Spenser.

Denh.

Locke.

Tillotson.

4. To submit; particularly to submit to pro-

vidence. Dryden.

5. To submit without resistance or murmur,

Shakespeare.

RESIGNATION. s. [resignation, Fr.]

1. The act of resigning or giving up a claim

or possession. Hayward.

2. Submission ; unresisting acquiescence . 4d

3. Submission without murmar to the will of

God.
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RESIGNER. s. [ from resign. ] One that resigns.

RESI'GNMENT. s. [from resign. ] Act of re-

signing.

RESILIENCE. s. [fromresilio, Latin.]The

RESILIENCY. act of starting or leaping

back. Bacon.

RESILIENT. a. [resiliens, Latin. ] Starting or

springing back.

RESILITION. s. [resilio, Latin .] The act of

springing back ; resilience.

RE'SIN. s. [resine, Fr. ] The fat sulphureous

part of some vegetable, which is natural or

procured by art, and will incorporate with oil

or spirit, not an aqueous menstruum. Qu.

RE'SINOUS. a. [resineux, Fr.] Containing

resin ; consisting of resin. Boyle.

RE'SINOUSNESS. s. [from resinous. ] The

quality of being resinous.

RESIPI'SCENCE. s .[resipiscence, Fr.] Wisdom

after the fact ; repentance.

To RESIST. v. a. [resisto, Latin .]

1. To oppose ; to act against. Shakespeare.

2. To not admit impression or force. Milton.

To RESIST. v. n. To make opposition. Shak.

RESI'STANCE. s. [resistance, Fr.]

1. The act of resisting ; opposition . Maccab.

2. The quality of not yielding to force, or

external impression. Bacon.

RESISTIBILITY. s. [from resistible.]

1. Quality of resisting.

2. Quality of being resistible. Hammond.

RESISTIBLE. a. [from resist.] That may be

resisted. Hale.

RESI'STLESS. a. [ from resist .] Irresistible ;

that cannot be opposed.

RESO'LVABLE. a. [from resolve .]

Raleigh.

1. That may be referred or reduced . South.

2. Dissoluble ; admitting separation of parts.

Arbuthnot.

3. Capable of solution, or of being made less

obscure. Brown.

RESOLUBLE. a. [resoluble, French.] That

may be melted or dissolved.

To RESOLVE. v. a. [resolvo, Latin.]

1. To inform ; to free from a doubt or diffi-

culty.

2. To solve ; to clear.

3.To settle in an opinion.

Shakespeare.

Rogers.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.4. To fix in a determination.

5. To fix in constancy ; to confirm. Shak.

6. To melt ; to dissolve. Arbuthnot.

Tillotson.7. To analyze ; to reduce.

To RESOLVE. v. n.

J.To determine ; to decree within one's self.

RE'SOLUTE. a. [resolu, Fr.] Determined ; fix-

ed; constant ; steady ; firm. Shakespeare.

RESOLUTELY. ad. Determinately ; firmly ;

constantly ; steadily.
Roscommon.

RE'SOLUTENESS, s. Determinateness ; state

of being fixed in resolution . Boyle.

RESOLUTION. s . [resolutio, Latin.]

1. Act of clearing difficulties. Brown.

2. Analysis ; act of separating any thinginto

constituent parts.

3. Dissolution.

Hule.

Digby.

4. [From resolute.] Fixed determination ; set-

tled thought. King Charles.

Sidney.

5. Constancy ; firmness ; steadiness in good

or bad.

6. Determination of a cause in courts ofjus-

tice. Hale.

RE'SOLUTIVE. a. [rcsolutus, Lat. resolutif,

Fr.] Having the power to dissolve or relax.

RESONANCE. s. [from resono, Lat.] Sound ;

resound. Boyle.

RE'SONANT. a. [resonans, Latin.] Resound-

ing. Milton.

To RESORT. v. n. [ressortir, Fr.]
1. To have recourse.

2. To go publickly.

3. To repair to .

4. To fall back. In law.

RESORT. s. [from the verb.]

Clarendon.

Milton.

Pope.

Hale.

1. Frequency ; assembly ; meeting. Dryden.

9. Concourse ; confluence.

3. Act ofvisiting.

Swift.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

4. [Ressort, Fr.] Movement ; active power ;

spring.

RESO'ŘTER. s. [from resort.] One that fre-

quents, or visits .

To`RESÓ'UND . v. a. [resono, Latin.]

1. To echo ; to sound back.

2. To celebrate by sound.

Pope.

Peacham

3. To sound; to tell so as to be heard far.

To RESOUND. v. n.

1. To be echoed back.

Pope.

South.

2. To be much and loudly mentioned. Milt.

RESOURCE. s. [ressource, Fr.] Some new or

unexpected means that offer ; resort ; expe-

dient. Dryden.

To RESO'W. v . a. [re and sow.] To sow anew.

Bacon.

To RESPEA'K. v. n. [re and speak.] To an-

Shakespeare.swer.

V

To RESPECT. v. a. [respectus, Latin.]

1. To regard ; to have regard to. Bacon.

2. [ Respecter, Fr.] To consider with a lower

degree of reverence. Sidney.

Brown.

RESPECT. s. [respect, Fr. respectus, Latin. ]

2. Reverence ; honour.

Milton.

South. 3. To have relation to.

Locke. 4. To look toward.

1. Regard ; attention. Shakespeare.

Prior.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Wotton.

Hooker.

Tillotson,

2. To melt ; to be dissolved.

3. To be settled in opinion.

RESOLVE. s. [from the verb.] Resolution ;

fixed determination. Denham.

RESO'LVEDLY. ad. [from resolved.] With

firmness and constancy. Grew.

RESO'LVEDNESS. s. [from resolved. ] Resolu-

tion ; constancy ; firmness. Decay of Piety.

RESOLVENT. s . [resolvens, Lat. ] That which

has the power of causing solution. Wiseman.

RESO'LVER. s. [from resolve.]

1. One that forms a firm resolution. Ham.

2. One that dissolves ; one that separates

parts, Boyle.

3. Awful kindness.

4. Good-will.

5. Partial regard.

6. Reverend character.

7. Manner oftreating others

8. Consideration ; motive.

9. Relation ; regard.

Proverbs.

RESPECTABLE. a. [respectable, Fr ] Veno

rable ; meriting respect.
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RESPECTER. 3. [from respect. ] One that has

partial regard. Swift.

RESPECTFUL. a. [respect andfull. ] Ceremo-

nious ; full of outward civility.

RESPECTFULLY. ad. With some degree of

Dryden.reverence.

RESPECTFULNESS.

Prior.

s. [from respectful.]

The quality of being respectful .

RESPECTIVE. a. [from respect. ]

1 Particular ; relating to particular persons

or things.

2. Relative ; not absolute.

Burnet.

Rogers.

Hooker.

3 Worthy of reverence. Not in use. Shak.

4. Careful ; cautious. Obsolete .

RESPECTIVELY. ad.

1. Particularly ; as each belongs to each.

South.

2. Relatively ; not absolutely. Raleigh.

3. Partially; with respect to private views.
Obsolete. Hooker.

4. With great reverence. Not used. Shakesp.

RESPERSION. s. [respersio, Latin.] The act

of sprinkling.

RESPIRATION. s. [respiratio, Lat.]

1. The act ofbreathing.

To RESPIRE. v. n. [respiro, Latin .]

2. Relief from toil.

1. To breathe.

2. To catch breath.

3. To rest ; to take rest from toil.

RESPITE. s. [respit, Fr.]

Bacon.

Millon.

Dryden.

Milton.

Pope.

1. Reprieve ; suspension of a capital sen-

tence.

2. Pause ; interval.

To RESPITE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To relieve by a pause.

Prior.

Raleigh.

Milton.

2. [Respiter, old Fr. ] To suspend ; to delay,

Clarendon.

RESPO’NSORY. a. [responsorius, Latin. ] Con-

taining answer.

REST. s. [nert, Saxon ; ruste, Dutch.]

1. Sleep; repose. Pope.

2. The final sleep ; the quietness of death.

Dryden.

3. Stillness ; cessation or absence of motion.

Bacon.

Daniel.

4. Quiet ; peace ; cessation from disturbance ,

5. Cessation from bodily labour.

6. Support ; that on which any thing leans

or rests.

7. Place of repose.

8. Final hope.

Job.

Fairfax.

Milton.

Clarendon.

9. [ Reste, Fr.] Remainder ; what remains . Dr.

REST. a. [restes, French. ] Others ; those not

included in any proposition. Stillingfleet

To REST. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To sleep ; to be asleep ; to slumber. Milt.

2. To sleep the final sleep ; to die. Milton.

3. To be at quiet ; to be at peace ; to be

without disturbance. Milton.

4.To be without motion ; to be still . Milton.

5. To be fixed in any state or opinion. Dry.

6. To cease from labour. Taylor.

7. To be satisfied ; to acquiesce. Addison.

8. To lean ; to recline for support. Waller.

9. [Rester, Fr.] To be left ; to remain. Bacon.

To REST. v. a.

1. To lay to rest. Dryden.

Waller.2. To place as on a support.

RESTA'GNANT. a. [restagnans, Latin.] Re-

maining without flow or motion. Boyle.

TO RESTA'GNATE. r. n. [re and stagnate.]

To stand without flow. Wiseman.

RESTAGNATION. s . [from restagnate. ] The

state of standing without flow, course, or

motion.RESPLENDENCE. s . [from resplendent .]

RESPLENDENCY. Lustre ; brightness ; RESTAURA'TION. s. [restauro, Latin.] The

splendour. Boyle. act of recovering to the former state. Hook.

RESPLENDENT. a. [resplendens. Latin. ] To RESTE'M. v. a. [re and stem.] To force

Bright ; shining ; having a beautiful lustre. back against the current. Shakespeare.

Newton. RESTFÜL. a. [rest and full. ] Quiet ; being

: Shakespeare.

RESTHA'RROW. s. A plant.

RE'STIFF. a. [ restif, Fr. restivo, Ital . ]

RESPLENDENTLY. ad. [from resplendent. ]

With lustre ; brightly ; splendidly.

T. RESPOND. v. n . [respondeo, Latin.]

1. To answer.

Broome.2. To correspond ; to suit.

RESPONDENT. s. [respondens, Latin.]

1. An answer in a suit.
Ayliffe.

Watts.

2. One whose province, in a set disputation,

is to refute objections.

RESPONSE..s. [responsum, Latin.]

1. An answer. Hammond.

2. [Respons, Fr.] Answer made by the congre-

gation in publick worship. Addison.

tation.

3. Reply to an objection in a formal dispu-

Watts.

RESPONSIBLE. a. [from responsus, Latin.]

1. Answerable ; accountable. Hammond.

2. Capable ofdischarging an obligation. Loc.

RESPONSIBLENESS. s. State of being ob-

liged or qualified to answer.

RESPO NSION. s. [ responsio, Latin.] The act

of answering.

RESPONSIVE. a . [responsif, Fr.]

1. Answering ; making answer.
Ayliffe.

2. Correspondent ; suited to something else.
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Fenton.

at rest.

1. Unwilling to stir ; resolute against going

forward ; obstinate ; stubborn. Dryden.

2. Being at rest ; being less in motion. Not

used. Brown.

RE'STIFNESS. s . [from restiff. ] Obstinate re-

luctance. King Charles.

RESTI'NCTION. s. [restinctus, Latin. ] The

act of extinguishing.

RESTITUTION. s. [ restitutio, Latin.]

1. The act of restoring what is lost or taken

away. Arbuthnot.

2. The act ofrecovering its former state or

posture. Grew.

RESTLESSLY. ad. [from restless.] Without

rest; unquietly. South

RESTLESSNESS. s. [from restless.]

1. Want of sleep.

2. Want ofrest; unquietness .

3. Motion ; agitation.

RESTLESS. a . [from rest.]

1. Being without sleep .

2. Unquiet ; without peace.

3. Unconstant ; unsettled.

4 Not still ; in continued motion.

Harvey

Herbert

Boyle

Dryden

Prior

Dryden

Milton.
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RESTO'RABLE. a. [from restore.] What

may be restored. Swift

RESTORATION. s. [from restore ; restauru-

tion, Fr.]

1. The act of replacing in a former state ;

properly restauration. Dryden.

2. Recovery. Rogers.

RESTORATIVE. a. [from restore. ] That has

the power to recruit life. Milton.

RESTORATIVE. s. [ from restore .] A medi-

cine that has the power of recruiting life.

South.

To RESTO'RE. v. a. ¿restaurer, Fr:]

1. To give back what has been lost or taken

away. Dryden.

2. To bring back. Dryden.

3. To retrieve ; to bring back from degene-

ration, declension, or ruin, to its former state .

Prior.

4. To recover passages in books from cor-

ruption.

RESTORER. s. [from restore . ] One that re

stores .

To RESTRAIN. v. a. [restreindre, French.]

1. To withhold ; to keep in. Shakespeare.

Locke.2. To repress ; to keep in awe.

3. To suppress ; to hinder ; to repress . Milt.

4. To abridge.

5. To hold in.

Clarendon.

6. To limit ; to confine. South.

RESTRAINABLE. a. [ from restrain .]Capable

to be restrained. Brown.

RESTRAINEDLY. ad. [from restrained .]

With restraint ; without latitude. Hammond.

RESTRAINER. s . [from restrain.] One that

restrains ; one that withholds.

RESTRAINT. s . [ from restrain ; restreint, Fr.]

1. Abridgment of liberty. Shakespeare.

2. Prohibition . Milton.

Brown.

Brown.

3. Limitation ; restriction.

4. Repression ; hinderance of will ; act of

withholding ; state of being withheld. South.

To RESTRICT. v. a. [restrictus, Latin.] To

. limit ; to confine. Arbuthnot.

RESTRICTION. s . [restriction, Fr.] Confine-

ment; limitation.

RESTRICTIVE. a. [from restrict.]

1. Expressing limitation .

Temple.

Stillingfeet.

2. [ Restrictif French .] Styptick ; astringent.

Wiseman.

RESTRICTIVELY. ad. [from_restrictive.]

With limitation.. Gov. of the Tongue.

To RESTRINGE. v. a. [restringo, Latin.] To

confine ; to contract ; to astringe.

RESTRINGENT. s. [restringens, Lat.] That

which hath the power of contracting; styp-

tick.
Harvey.

RESTY. a. [restif, French. ] Obstinate in stand-

ing still ; restiff. Swift.

To RESUBLIME. v. a. [re and sublime. ] To

sublime another time. Newton

To RESULT. v. n. [resulto, Latin .]

1. To fly back. Pope.

2. [Resulter, Fr.] To rise as a consequence ;

to be produced as the effect of causes jointly

concurring.

3. To arise as a conclusion from premises.

RESULT. s. [from the verb.]

1. Resilience ; act offlying back.

2. Consequence ; effect produced by the con-

currence of co-operating causes. K. Charles.

3 Inference from premises. South.

Swift.4. Resolve ; decision. Improper.

RESULTANCE. s. [resultance, French. ] The

act of resulting.

RESUMABLE. a. [from resume.] What may

be taken back.. Hule.

To RESU'ME. v. a. [resumo, Latin .]

1. To take back what has been given. Wall.

2. To take back what has been taken away.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.3. To take again.

4. To begin again what was broken off; as,

to resumé a discourse.

RESUMPTION. s . [resomption, Fr. resumptus,

Lat.] The act of resuming. Denham.

RESUMPTIVE. a. [resumptus, Latin.] Taking

back.

RESUPINATION. s . [resupino, Latin.] The` .

act oflying on the back.

To RESURVEY. v. a. [re and survey. To re-

view; to survey again. Shakespeare.

RESURRECTION. s. .[resurrection, French ;

resurrectum, Latin. ] Revival from the dead ;

return from the grave. Watts.

To RESUSCITATE. v. a. [resuscito, Lat.] To

stir up anew , to revive. Bacon.

RESUSCITATION. s. [from resuscitate .] The

act ofstirring up anew ; the act of reviving,

or state ofbeing revived. Pope.

Locke.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

To RETAIL. v. a. [retailer, French .]

1. To sell in small quantities, in consequence

ofselling at second hand.

2. To sell at second hand.

3. To sell in broken parts.

RETAIL. s. [from the verb. ] Sale by small

quantities, or at second hand. Swift.

RETAILER. s . [from retail. ] One who sells

by small quantities.
Hakewill.

To RETAIN. v. a. [retineo, Latin .]

1. To keep ; not to lose.

2. To keep ; not to lay aside.

3. To keep ; not to dismiss.

4. To keep in pay ; to hire.

To RETAI'N. v. n .

1. To belong to ; to depend on.

2. To keep ; to continue. Not used.

RETAINER. s. [from retain.]

Locke.

Brown.

Milton.

Addison

Boyle.

Donne,

1. An adherent ; a dependant ; a hanger-on.

Swift

2. In common law, retainer signifieth a ser-

vant not menial nor familiar, that is not

dwellingin his house, but only using or bear-

ing his name or livery. Cowel.

3. The act of keeping dependants, or being

in dependance.
Bacon.

To RETA'KE. v. d. [re and take.] To take

again.
Clarendon.

To ŘETAʼLIATE. v. a. [re and talio, Latin.]

Toreturn by giving like for like ; to repay ;

to requite. Swift.

RETALIATION. s. [from retaliate.] Requi-

tal; return of like for like. Calamy.

To RETA'RD. v. a. [retardo, Latin retarder,

French.]

1. To hinder to obstruct in swiftness of

Bacon.

Bacon. 2. To delay ; to put off.

course. Denham.

Dryden.
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structer.

Brown RETOʻRTER. s. [from retort.] One that re-To RETARD. v. n. To stay back.

RETARDATION. s. [retardation, French.]

Hinderance ; the act of delaying. Bacon.

RETA'RDER. s . [from retard.] Hinderer ; ob-

Glanville.

To RETCH. v. n . [hɲæcan, Saxon.] To force

up something from the stomach.

RETCHLESS. a. Careless ; reckless . Dry.

RETECTION. s . [retectus, Latin.] The act of

discovering to the view. Boyle.

RETENTION. 8. [retention, French.]

1. The act of retaining. Bacon.

2. Retention and retentive faculty is that

state ofcontraction in the solid parts, which

makes them hold fast their proper contents.

3. Memory. South.

4. The act of withholding any thing. Shak.

5. Custody ; confinement ; restraint. Shak.

RETENTIVE. a. [retentif, French ]

1. Having the power of retention . Philips.

2. Having memory. Glanville.

RETENTIVENESS. s. [from retentive.] The

quality ofretention.

RETICENCE. s . [reticence, French ; reticentia,

Latin.] Concealment by silence.

RETICLE. s. [reticulum, Lat.] A small net.

RETICULAR. a. [from reticulum, Latin.]

Having the form ofa small net.

RETICULATED. a. [reticulatus, Latin.]

Made of network ; formed with interstitial

vacuities. Woodw.

RETIFORM. a. [retiformis, Latin.] Having

the form of a net.
Ray.

RETINUE. s. [retenue, French. ] A number

attending upon a principal person ; a train ;

a meiny.

To RETIRE. v. n. [retirer, French.]

1. To retreat ; to withdraw ; to

place of privacy

2. To retreat from danger.

3. To go from a publick station.

4. To go offfrom company.

5. To withdraw for safety.

Rogers.

go to a

Davies.

Milton.

Addison.

Arbuthnot.

Maccabees.

Clarendon.

Shakespeare.

To RETIRE. v. a. To withdraw ; to take

away.

RETIRE. s. [from the verb.] Not in use.

1. Retreat ; recession.

2. Retirement ; place of privacy. Milton.

RETIRED. part. a. [from retire.]

1. Secret'; private.

2. Withdrawn.

RETIREDNESS. s. [from retired. ]

privacy ; secrecy.

RETIREMENT. s. [from retire.]

Ben Jonson.

Locke.

Solitude ;

Donne.

1. Private abode ; secret habitation.

2. Private way of life.

3. Act ofwithdrawing.

4. State of being withdrawn.

Denh.

Thomson.

Milton.

Locke.

RETO'LD. [part. pass. of retell.] Related or

told again. Shakespeare.

To RETO'RT. v . a. [retortus, Latin.]

1. Tothrowback ; to rebound. Milton.

2. To return anyargument, censure, or inci-

vility.

3. To curve back.

RETO'RT. s. [retortum, Latin.]

torts.

RETO'RTION. s . [from retort.] The act of

retorting.

To RETO'SS . v. a. [re and toss.] To toss back.

Popc.

TO RETOUCH. v. a . [retoucher, French ]__ To

improve by new touches. Pope.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

To RETRACE. v . a. [retracer, French ] To

trace back ; to trace again.

To RETRACT. v. a. [retractus, Latin.]

1. To recall ; to recant.

2. To take back ; to resume. Woodward.

To RETRACT. v . n. To unsay ; to with

draw concession. Granville.

RETRACTA'TION. s. [retractatio, Latin.]

Recantation ; change of opinion declared.

RETRACTION. s. [from retract.]

South.

1. Act of withdrawing something advanced,

or changing something done. Woodward.

2. Recantation ; declaration of change of

opinion.

3. Act of withdrawing a claim .

Sidney.

King Charles.

RETRAI'CT. s. [retraitte, French. ] Retreat.

Obsolete. Bacon.

RETRAIT. s . [retrait, French. ] A cast of the

Obsolete.countenance.

RETKEA'T. s. [retraitte, French.]

1. Act of retiring.
ه

Spenser.

Pope.

Pope.

Milton.

2. State ofprivacy ; retirement.

3. Place of privacy ; retirement.L'Estrange.

4. Place of security.

5. Act of retiring before a superiour force.

Retreat is less than flight. Bacon.

Milton.

TO RETREAT. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To go to a private abode.

2. To take shelter ; to go to a place of secu-

rity.

3. To retire from a superiour enemy.

4. To go out of the former place. Woodward.

RETREĂ'TED. part. a. [from retreat.] Re-

tired ; gone to privacy. Milton.

To RETRENCH. v. a. [retrancher, French.]

1. To cut off ; to pare away.

2. To confine. Improper.

Dryden.

Addison.

To RETREʼNCH. v. n. To live with less magni»

ficence or expense. Pope.

RETREʼNCHMENT. s . [retranchement, Fr.]

The act oflopping away. Atterbury.

To RETRIBUTE. v. a. [retribuo, Latin.] To

pay back ; to make repayment of. Locke.

RETRIBUTION. s. [retribution, French.]

Repayment ; return accommodated to the

action. South.

RETRIBUTIVE. a. [from retribute ] Re-

RETRIBUTORY. paying ; making repay.

Clarissu.ment.

RETRIEVABLE. a. [from retrieve.] That

may be retrieved.

To RETRIE'VE. v . a. [retrouver, French.]

1. To recover; to restore.

Hammond. 2. To repair.

Bacon. 3. To regain.

4. To recall ; to bring back.

Shak.1. A censure or incivility returned.

2. A chymical glass vessel with a bent neck
to which the receiver is fitted.

Rogers:

Prior.

Dryden.

Bentley

RETROA'CTION. s. Action backward.

RETROCE'SSION. s. [retrocessum, Lat.] The

act ofgoing back.
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ETROCOPULATION. s. [retro and copula

tion. ] Postcoition.

RETROGRADA'TION.

Brown.

s. [retrogradation,

French.] The act of going backward.

Ray.

RETROGRADE. a. [retrograde, French.]

1. Going backward. Bacon.

2. Contrary ; opposite. Shakespeare.

TO RETROGRADE. v. n. [retrograder, Fr.]

To go backward. Brown.

RETROGRESSION. s. [retro and gressus,

Lat.] The act of going backward. Brown.

RETROMINGENCY. s. [retro and mingo,

Lat.]The quality ofstaling backward.Brown.

RETROMINGENT. a. [retro and mingens,

Latin.] Staling backward.

RETROSPECT. s. [retro and specio, Latin.]

Look thrown upon things behind or things

past. Addison.

RETROSPECTION. s. [from retrospect.] Act

or faculty of looking backward. Swift.

RETROSPECTIVE. a. [from retrospect.]

Looking backward. Pope.

Brown.

To RETUND . v. a. [retundo, Latin.] To

blunt ; to turn.; Ray.

To RETURN. v. n. [retourner, French.]

1. To come again to the same place. Milton.

2. To come back to the same state. Locke.

3. To go back.

4. To make answer.

5. To come back ; to come again ;

6. After a periodical revolution,

the same again.

7. To retort ; to recriminate.

To RETURN. v. a.

1. To repay ; to give in requital.

9. To give back.

s. To send back.

REVEALER. s . [from reveal.]

1. Discoverer ; one that shows or makes

known. Atterbury.

2. One that discovers to view. Dryden.

To REVEL. v. n. [raveelen, Dutch ] To feast

with loose and clamorous merriment.

•
Shakespeare.

REVEL. s. [from the verb.] A feast with

loose and noisy jollity. Shakespeare.

To REVEL. v. a. [revello, Latin.] To retract ;

to draw back. Harvey.

REVEL-ROUT. s.

1. Amob; an unlawful assembly. Ainsworth.

2. Tumultuous festivity. Rowe.

REVELATION. s. [revelation, French.]

1. Discovery ; communication ; communi-

cation of sacred and mysterious truths by a

teacher from heaven.
Sprat.

2. Theapocalypse ; the prophecy ofSt.John,

revealing future things.

REVELLER. s. [from revel.] One who feasts

with noisy jollity. Pope.

REVELRY. s. [from revel.] Loose jollity ;

festive mirth. Milton.

To REVENGE. v. a. [revancher, French.]

1. To return an injury.

Locke.

Pope.

to revisit.

Milton. "

to begin

Milton.

Dryden.

Pope.

2. To vindicate by punishment ofan enemy.

3. To wreak one's wrongs on him that in-

flicted them. 2

REVE'NGE. s. [revanche, French.]

1. Return of an injury.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Bacon,

2. The passion ofvengeance; desireofhurting

onefrom whomhurt has been received. Shak.

REVEʼNGEFUL. a. [from revenge.] Vindictive;

full of revenge ; full of vengeance. Shakesp.

REVENGEFULLY. ad.Vindictively. Dryden.

Chronicles. REVE'NGEMENT. s. [from revenge.] Veu-

geance; return of an injury.

Milton.

Milton.

Graunt. REVENGER. s. [from revenge.]4. To give account of.

5. To transmit. Clarendon.

RETURN. 9. [from the verb.]

1. Actof coming back to the same place.

Dryden.

2. Retrogression.

3. Act of coming back to the same state.

6. Profit ; advantage.

Kings.

4. Revolution ; vicissitude. Bacon.

5. Repayment ofmoney laid out in commo-

dities for sale. Bacon.

Taylor.

、 7. Remittance ; payment from_a_distant

place.. Shakespeare.

8. Repayment ; retribution ; requital.

Dryden.

9. Act of restoring or giving back ; restitu-
tion. South.

Swift.10. Relapse.

11. Report ; account ; the sheriff's return.

RETURNABLE. a. Allowed to be reported

back . Hale.

RETURNER. s. [from return.] One who pays

or remits money. Locke.

REVE. s. The bailiffof a franchise or manor.

Dryden.

To REVEAL. v. a. [revelo, Latin.]

1. To show; to discover ; to lay open ; to

disclose a secret.

2. To impart from heaven.

Waller.

Romans.

Raleigh.

1. One who revenges ; one who wreaks his

own or another's injuries. Sandys.

Bentley.

Shakespeare.

2. One who punishes crimes.

REVENGINGLY. ad. Withvengeance ; vin-

dictively.

RE'VENUE. 8. [revenue, French.] Income ;

annual profits received from lands or other

funds. Spenser.

To REVERB. v. a. [reverbero, Latin:] To re-

sound ; to reverberate. Not in use. Shak.

REVE'RBERANT. a. [reverberans, Latin.]

Resounding; beating back.

To REVERBERATE. v. a. [reverbero, Lat.]

1. To beat back. Shakespeare.

2. To heat in an intense furnace, where the

flame is reverberated upon the matter to be

melted or cleaned. Brown

To REVERBERATE. v. n. ·

1. To be driven back ; to bound back.Howel.

2. To resound. . · Shakespeare.

REVERBERATION. s. [reverberation, Fr.]

The act of beating or driving back. Addison.

REVERBERATORY. a. [reverberatoire, Fr.)

Returning; beating back.

Prior.

Moxon.

To REVE'ŘE. v. a. [revereor, Latin.] To re-

verence ; to honour ; to venerate ; to re-

gard with awe.

REVERENCE. s. [reverentia, Latin.]

1. Veneration ; respect ; awful regard.Baron.

1
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2. Act of obeisance ; bow ; courtesy . Dryden.

3. Title of the clergy. Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.4. Poetical title ofa father.

To REVERENCE. v. a. [from the noun. ] To

regard with reverence ; to regard with aw-

ful respect. Rogers.

REVERENCER. s . [from reverence . ] One who

regards with reverence.

REVEREND . a. [reverend, French.]

2

Swift.

1. Venerable ; deserving reverence ; exact-

ing respect by his appearance. Pove.

2. The honorary epithet of the clergy.

REVERENT. a. [reverens, Latin. ] Humble ,

expressing submission ; testifying venera-

tion. Pope.

REVEREʼNTIAL. a. [reverentielle, French . ]

Expressing reverence ; proceeding from awe

and veneration . Donne.

REVERE'NTIALLY. ad. [from reverential. ]
With show ofreverence.

REVERENTLY. ad. [from reverent. ] Respect-

fully ; with awe; with reverence. Shakesp.

REVE'RER. s. [ from revere ] One who vene-

rates ; one who reveres. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

REVE'RSAL. s. [from reverse.] Change of

Bacon.sentence.

To REVERSE. v . a. [reversus, Latin.]

1. To turn upside down.

2. To overturn ; to subvert.

3. To turn back.

4. To contradict ; to repeal.

5. To turn to the contrary.

Brown.

Temple.

Pope.

Milton.

Hooker.

Pope.

Rogers.

6. To put each in the case of the other.

7. To recall ; to renew. Obsolete. Spenser.

To REVERSE. v. n . [revertere, reversus, Latin.]

To return .

REVERSE. s. [from the verb.]

1. Change ; vicissitude.

2. A contrary ; an opposite.

To REVI'CTUAL. v. a. [re and victual .] To

stock with victuals again.

To REVIEW. v. a. [re and view.]

1. To look back.

2. To see again.

Raleigh.

1

Denhum.

Shakespeare.

3. To consider over again ; to re-examine.

4. To retrace.

Dryden.

Pope.

5. To survey ; to overlook ; to examine.

REVIEW. s . [reveuë, French ; from the verb.]

Survey; re-examination. Atterbury.

To REVILE. v. a. [re and vile .] To reproach ,

to vilify; to treat with contumely. Spenser.

REVILE. s. [from the verb. ] Reproach ;

contumely ; exprobration.

REVIʼLER. s. [from revile.]

Milton.

One who re-

viles ; one who treats another with contu-

melions terms. Government of the Tongue.

REVI'LINGLY. ad. [from revile. ] In an op-

probrious manner ; with contumely. Maine.

RÈVI'SAL. s. [ from revise.] Review ; re-

examination. Pope.

To REVI'SE. v . a. [revisus, Latin .] To re-

view; to overlook.

REVI‘ŠE. 8. [ from the verb.]

1. Review; re-examination.

Pope.

Boyle.

2. Among printers, a second proof of a sheet

corrected. Fell.

REVI'SER. s . [reviseur, French. ] Examiner ;

superintendant.

REVI'SION. s . [revision, French ] Review.

To REVIʼSIT. v. a. [reviso, Latin.] To visit

again. Milton.

REVIVAL. s. [from revive.] Recall from a

state oflanguor, oblivion, or obscurity.

To REVIVE. v. n. [revivre, French.]

1. To return to life.
Spenser.

Dryden.

Rogers. To REVIVE. v. a.

3. [Revers, Fr. ] The side ofthe coin on which

the head is not impressed. Camden.

REVERSIBLE. a . [reversible, French ; from

reverse.] Capable of being reversed.

REVERSION. s. [reversion, French.]

South.

1. The state of being to be possessed after

the death of the present possessor. Hammond.

2. Succession ; right of succession.

REVERSIONARY. a. [ from reversion. ] To

be enjoyed in succession. Arbuthnot.

To REVERT. v. a. [reverto, Latin.]

1. To change ; to turn to the contrary. Prior.

2. To reverberate. Thomson.

To REVERT. v. n . [revertir, old French. ]

To return ; to fall back.

REVE'RT. s. [from the verb.]

currence. A musical term .

REVERTIBLE. a. [from revert.]

able.

Return ; re-

Peacham.

Return-

REVERY'. s. [resverie, French. ] Loose mu-

sing ; irregular thought.
Addison.

To REVEST. v. a . [revestir, revêtir, French. ]

1. To clothe again. Spenser.

2. To reinvest ; to vest again in a possession

or office

REVE'STIARY. s . [revestiaire, Fr.] Place

where dresses are reposited. Camden.

REVICTION. s. [revictum, Latin.] Return

to life. Brown.

Kings.

2. To return to vigour or fame ; to rise from

languor, oblivion, or obscurity.

1. To bring to life again.

Milton.

T

Millon.

2. To raise from languor, insensibility, or

oblivion. Spenser.

3. To renew ; to recollect ; to bring back to

the memory.

4. To quicken ; to rouse.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

Swift.

5. To recomfort ; to restore to hope. Ezra.

6. To bring again into notice.

7. [In chymistry. ] To recover from a mixed

state.

REVIVER. s . [from revive. ] That which

invigorates or revives.

To REVIVIFICATE. v. a. [revivifier, Fr.]

To recall to life.

REVIVIFICATION. s. [ from revivificate.]

The act of recalling to life. Spectator.

REVIVI'SCENCY. s . [revivisco , reviviscentia,

Latin.] Renewal oflife. Burnet.

REUNION. s . [reunion, French. ] Return to a

state ofjuncture, cohesion,or concord.Donne.

To REUNITE. v. a. [ re and unite.]

1. To join again ; to make one whole a second

time ; to join what is divided . Shakesp.

2. To reconcile ; to make those at variance

one.

To REUNITE. ». n. To cohere again.

REVOCABLE. a . [revocable, French ]

1. That may be recalled.

2. That maybe repealed.

Bacon.
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REVOCABLENESS. 8. [from revocable.]

The quality ofbeing revocable.

To REVOCATE. v. a. [revoco, Latin.] To

recall ; to call back.

REVOCATION. s. [ revocatio, Latin .]

1. Act of recalling.

2. State ofbeing recalled.

3. Repeal ; reversal .

Daniel.

Hooker.

Howel.

Ayliffe.

Dryden.

Spenser.

To REVOKE. v . a. [revoquer, Fr. revoco, Lat.]

1. To repeal ; to reverse.

2. To check ; to repress.

3. To draw back.

REVO'KEMENT. s . [from revoke.] Revoca-

tion ; repeal ; recall. Shakespeare.

To REVOLT. v . n. [revolter, French. ]

Davies.

1. To fall off from one to another. Shak.

2. To change. Not in use. Shakespeare.

REVOLT. s. [revolte, French.]

1. Desertion ; change of sides . Raleigh.

2. Arevolter ; one who changes sides. Not

in use. Shakespeare.

3. Gross departure from duty. Shakespeare.

REVOLTED. part. adj. [from revolt.] Hav-

ing swerved from duty. Milton.

REVOʻLTER. s. [from revolt. ] One who

changes sides ; a deserter ; a renegade. Milt.

To REVOLVE. v. n. [revolvo , Latin .]

1. To roll in a circle ; to perform a revolu

tion.

2. To fall back.

To REVOLVE. v . a.

1. To roll any thing round.

Watts.

Ayliffe.

Milton..

2. To consider; to meditate on. Shakespeare.

REVOLUTION. s . [revolution, French ; revo-

lutus, Latin.]

1. Course of any thing which returns to the

point at which it began to move. Millon.

2. Space measured by some revolution . Milt.

3. Change in the state of a government or

country . Davenant.

4. Rotation ; circular motion.

5. Motion backward.. · Milton.

To vo-

Hakewill.

The act

of revelling or drawing humours from a

remote part ofthe body. Bacon.

REVULSIVE. a. Having the power of re-

vulsion. Fell.

To REVOʻMIT. v. a. [re and vomit.]

mit; to vomit again.

REVULSION. s. [revulsus, Latin.]

TO REWARD. v. a. [re and ward.]

1. To give in return. Samuel.

2. To repay; to recompense for something

good.

REWARD. s . [from the verb.]

Milton.

1. Recompense given for good performed.

Dryden.

2. It is sometimes used with a mixture of

irony, for punishment or recompense of evil.

REWARDABLE. a . [from reward. ] Worthy

of reward. Taylor.

REWA'RDER. s . [from reward. ] One that re-

wards ; one that recompenses. Swift.

TO REWO'RD. v. a. [re and word.] To re-

peat in the same words. Shakespeare.

RĦABA'RBARATE. a. [from rhabarbara,

Latin.] Impregnated or tinctured_with

rhubarb. Floyer.

RHA'BDOMANCY. s. [paces and pavesia.]

Divination by a wand. Brown.

OkeRHAPSODIST. 8. [from rhapsody.]

who writes without regular dependance of

one part upon another. Watts.

RHAPSODY. s. [gafasia .] Any number of

parts joined together without necessary de-

pendance or natural connexion. Hammond.

RHETORICK. s. [genтopixn .]

1. The act of speaking not merely with pro

priety, but with art and elegance. Baker.

2. The power of persuasion ; oratory. Shak.

RHETOʻRICAL. a. [rhetoricus, Lat. ] Pertain-

ing to rhetorick ; oratorical ; figurative.

RHETORICALLY. ad. Like an orator ; figu

ratively ; with intent to move the passions.

Brown.

To RHETO'RICATE. v. n. [rhetoricor, low

Latin.] To play the orator ; to attack the

passions. Decay ofPiety.

RHETORICIAN. s. [rhetoricien, French.]

1. One who teaches the science of rhetorick.

2. An orator. Dryden.

RHETORICIAN, a. Suiting a master ofrhe

torick. Blackmore.

RHEUM. s. [geʊµa.] A thin watery matter

oozing through the glands, chiefly about the

Quincy.

RHEUMATICK. a. [ pevμarinos.] Proceeding

from rheum or a peccant watery humour.

mouth.

Floyer.

RHEUMATISM. s. [pEvμATIOμos.] A painful

distemper, supposed to proceed from acrid

humours. Quincy.

RHEU'MY. a. [from rheum.] Full of sharp

moisture. Dryden.

RHINOCEROS. s. [gw and nɛgas.] A vast

beast in the East Indies, armed with a horn

on his nose. Shakespeare.

RHOMB. s. [rhombe, French ; pobos.] A

parallelogram or quadrangular figure, having

its four sides equal, and consisting of paral-

lel lines, with two opposite angles acute

and two obtuse. Harris

RHOMBICK. a. [from rhomb. ] Shaped like

a rhomb.

RHO'MBOID. s. [goμCoins. ] A figure ap.

proaching to a rhomb. Grew.

RHOMBOÏ'DAL. « . [from rhomboid.] Ap-

proaching in shape to a rhomb. Woodward.

RHUBARB. s . [rhabarbara, Latin. ] A medi-

cinal root slightly purgative, referred by bo-

tanists to the dock. Wiseman.

RHYME. s. [ vμos.]

Grew.

1. A harmonical succession of sounds. Denh.

2. The consonance ofverses ; the correspond-

ence ofthe last sound ofone verse to the last

sound or syllable of another.

3. Poetry ; a poem.

Dryden.

Spenser.

4. A word of sound to answer to another

word. Young.

RHYME or Reason. Number or sense.Spenser.

To RHYME. v. n .

1. To agree in sound.

2. To make verses.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

RHY'MER. s. [from rhyme.] One who

RHY'MSTER. makes rhymes ; a versifier ;

a poet in contempt. Shakespeare.

RHYTHMICAL. ['puluixos.] Harmonical ;

having one sound proportioned to another.

RIB. s. [nibbe, Saxou.]
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1.A bone in the body. Of these are twenty-

four in number, viz. twelve on each side the

twelve vertebræ ofthe back ; they are seg-

ments of a circle. Quincy.

2. Any piece oftimberor other matter which

strengthens the side. Shakespeare.

3. Any prominence running in lines ; as the

stalks of a leaf.

RIʼBALD . s. [ribauld, Fr. ribaldo , Italian .] A

loose, rough, mean, brutal wretch. Spenser.

RIBALDRY. s. [from ribald. ] Mean, lewd,

brutal language. Dryden.

RIBAND. s. [rubande, ruband Fr.] A fillet of

silk ; a narrow web of silk, which is worn for

Granville.ornament.

RIBBED. a. [from rib .]

J. Furnished with ribs. Sandys.

2. Enclosed as the body by ribs . Shakespeare.

RIBBON. s. See RIBAND.

To RI BROAST. v. n. [rib and roast.] To beat

soundly. A burlesque word. Butler.

RI'BWORT. s. [plantago.] A plant.

RIC, denotes a powerful, rich, or valiant man ;

thus Afric is altogether strong ; Ethelric,

nobly powerful. Gibson.

RICE. s. [oryza, Latin.] One of the esculent

grains. Miller.

RICH. a. [riche, French ; pica, Saxon.]

1. Wealthy; abounding in wealth ; abound-

ing in money or possessions ; opulent. Seed.

2. Valuable ; estimable ; precious ; splendid ;

sumptuous. Milton.

3. Having any ingredients or qualities in a

great quantity or degree.

4. Fertile ; fruitful.

5. Abundant ; plentiful.

Waller.

Philips.

Milton.

6. Abounding ; plentifully stocked ; as, pas-

tures rich inflocks.

7. Having something precious.

RICHED. a. [from rich.] Enriched.

RICHES. s. [richesses, French.]

- 1. Wealth ; money or possessions .

Milton.

Shakesp.

Locke.

2. Splendid sumptuous appearance. Milton.

RICHLY. ad. [from rich.]

1. With riches ; wealthily ; splendidly ; mag-

rificently.

2. Plenteously ; abundantly.

3. Truly ; abundantly.

RICHNESS. s. [from rich.]

1. Opulence ; wealth.

2. Finery ; splendour.

2. To clear ; to disencumber.

3. To despatch

Addison.

Shakespeare

Shakespeure.

Hooker

4. To drive away ; to remove by violence ;

to destroy.

RIDDANCE. s. [ from rid.)

1. Deliverance.

2. Disencumbrance ; loss of something one

is glad to lose. Shakespeare.

Milton.

3. Act of clearing away any encumbrances

RIDDEN. The participle of ride.

RIDDLE. s. [ɲædels, Saxon. ]

1. An enigma ; a puzzling question ; a dark

problem.

2. Any thing puzzling.

Milton.

Hudibras

3. [hnidole, Saxon.] A coarse or open sieve.

To RI'DDLE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To solve ; to unriddle. Dryden

2. To separate by a coarse sieve. Mortimer

To RIDDLE. v. n. To speak ambiguously or

obscurely. Shakespeare.

RIDDLINGLY. ad. [from riddle. ] In the man-

ner ofa riddle ; secretly. Donne.

To RIDE. v. n. pret. rid or rode ; part. rid or

ridden. [ɲidan, Saxon ; rijden, Dutch.]

1. To travel on horseback. Shakespeare.

2. To travel in a vehicle ; to be born, not

to walk. Burnet.

3. To be supported in motion. Shakespeare.

4. To manage a horse.

5. To be on the water.

Dryden.

"Hayward.

6. To be supported by something subser-

vient.

To RIDE. v. a.

1. To sit on so as to be carried.

2. To manage insolently at will.

RIDER. s. [from ride.]

Shakespeare.

Milton.

Swift,

1. One who is carried on a horse, or in a ve-

hicle. Prior.

2. One who manages or breaks horses. Sha.

3. An inserted leaf.

RIDGE. s. [hɲigg, Saxon ; rig, Danish ; rugge,

Dutch, the back.]

1. The top of the back. Hudibras.

2. The rough top of any thing, resembling

the vertebræ of the back. Milton.

Dryden.

4. The ground thrown up by the plough.

Milton.

Brown. 3. A steep protuberance.

Addison.

Sidney.

3. Fertility ; fecundity ; fruitfulness. Addison.

4. Abundance or perfection ofany quality.

5. Pampering qualities.
RICK. s. See REEK.

therer.

Dryden.

1. A pile of corn or hay regularly heaped up

in the open field, and sheltered from wet.

2. A heap of corn or hay piled by the ga-

Mortimer.

RICKETS. s. [rachitis, Latin.] A distemper

in children, from an unequal distribution of

nourishment, whereby the joints grow knot-

ty, and the limbs uneven. Quincy.

RICKETY. a. [from rickets.] Diseased with

the rickets. Arbuthnot.

RI'CTURE. s . [rictura, Latin.] A gaping.

RID. The preterite of ride.

To RID. v. a. [from hɲiddan, Saxon.]

1. To set free ; to redeem. Exodus.

Mortimer.

5. The top of the roof rising to an acute

angle.
Moxon.

6. Ridges ofa horse's mouth are wrinkles or

risings of the flesh in the roof of the mouth,

running across from one side of the jaw to

the other. Farrier's Dict.

To RIDGE. v. a. [from the noun.] To form a

ridge.
Milton.

RIDGIL. s. [ovis rejicula, Latin. Ains-

RIDGLING. worth .] A ram half castrated.

Dryden.

RIDGY. a. [from ridge. ] Rising in a ridge.

Dryden.

RIDICULE. s. [ridiculum, Latin.] Wit or

that species that provokes laughter. Swift.

To RIDICULE. v. a. [from the noun.] To

expose to laughter ; to treat with contemp-

tuous merriment. Temple,

RIDICU'LER. s. One that ridicules.

RIDICULOUS. a. [ridiculus, Latin.] Worthy
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.

oflaughter ; exciting contemptuous merri-

ment.

South.

South.

RIDICULOUSLY. ad. In a manner worthy

of laughter or contempt.

RIDICULOUSNESS. 3. [from ridiculous.] The

quality ofbeing ridiculous. Stillingfleet.

RIDING. particip. a. Employed to travel on

any occasion. Ayliffe.

RIDING. s. [from ride. ] A district visited by
an officer.

RI'DINGCOAT. s. [riding and coat .] A coat

made to keep out weather.

RI'DINGHOOD. s. [riding and hood.]

Swift.

A

hood used by women, when they travel, to

bear off the rain.

RIE. s. An esculent grain .

Arbuthnot.

Peacham.

RIFE. a. [nyfe, Saxon ; rijf, Dutch.] Preva-

lent ; abounding. It is now only used ofepi-

demical distempers. Arbuthnot.

RI'FELY. ad. [from rife. ] Prevalently ; abun-

dantly. Knolles.

RI'FENESS. s. [from rife.] Prevalence ; abun-

dance. Arbuthnot.

To RIFLE. v. a. [riffer, rifler, French.]

1. To rob ; to pillage ; to plunder.
South.

2. To take away ; to seize as pillage. Pope.

RI'FLER... [from rifle.] Robber ; plunderer ;

pillager.

RIFT. s. [from rive.] A cleft ; a breach ; an

opening. Dryden.

To RIFT. v. a. [from the noun.] To cleave ; to

split. Pope.

To RIFT. v. n.

1. To burst ,. to open. Bacon.

2. [Ræver, Danish.] To belch ; to break
wind.

RIG. s. Rig, ridge, seems to signify the top of

a hill falling on each side ; from the Saxon,

hrigg, and the Islandick, hriggur, both sig-

nifying a back. Gibson.

L'Estrange.

South.

To RIG. v. a. [from rig or ridge, the back.]

1. To address ; to accoutre.

2. To fit with tackling.

RIGADOO'N. s. [rigadon, French.] A dance.

RIGATION. s. [rigatio, Latin. ] The act of

,watering.

RIGGER. s. [from rig.] One that rigs or dres-

ses.

Creech.

RIGGING. s. [ from rig. ] The sails or tackling

of a ship.

RIGGISH. a . [from rig, an old word for a

whore.] Wanton ; whorish. Shakespeare.

To RIGGLE. v. a. [properly to wriggle.] To

move backward and forward, as shrinking

from pain.

RIGHT. a. [nize, Saxon ; recht, Dutch.]

1. Fit ; proper ; becoming ; suitable.

2. Rightful ; justly claiming.

Atterbury.

3. True ; not erroneous ; not wrong.

4. Not mistaken ; passing a true judgment.

5. Just ; honest ; equitable.

6. Happy ; convenient.

7. Not left.

8. Straight ; not crooked.

9. Perpendicular ; direct.

RIGHT. ad.

1. Properly; justly ; exactly ; according to

truth or justice.. Locke.

2. According to art or rule. Roscommon.

3. In a direct line. : Bacon.

4. In a great degree ; very. Obsolete . Shak.

5. It is still used in titles ; as, right honoura-

ble; right reverend. Peacham.

RIGHT. s.

1. Not wrong.

2. Justice ; not injury..

Milton.

Tillotson.

3. Freedom from guilt ; goodness. Cowley.

4. Freedom from errour.

5. Just claim.

Prior.

Milton.

6. That which justly belongs to one. Temple,

7. Property ; interest.

8. Power; prerogative.

9. Immunity ; privilege.

10. The side not left.

Dryden.

Tillotson.

Clarendon.

Milton.

11. To RIGHTS. In a direct line ; straight.

Woodward.

rour.

12. To RIGHTS. With deliverance from er-

Woodward.

To RIGHT. v. a. Todo justice to ; to establish

in possessions justly claimed ; to relieve
from wrong. Waller.

RIGHT-HAND. s. Not the left. Shakespeare.

RIGHTEOUS. a. [nihtpire, Saxon. ]

1. Just ; honest ; virtuous ; uncorrupt. Gen.

2. Equitable ; agreeing with right. Dryden.

RIGHTEOUSLY. ad. [from righteous.] Ho-

nestly ; virtuously. Dryden.

RIGHTEOUSNESS. s. [from righteous.] Jus-

tice ; honesty ; virtue ; goodness. Hooker.

RIGHTFUL. a. [right and full.

1. Having the right ; having the just claim.

Shakespeare.

2. Honest ; just ; agreeable to justice. Prior.

RIGHTFULLY. ad. According to right ; ac-

cording to justice. Dryden.

RIGHTFULNESS. s. [from rightful.] Moral

rectitude. Sidney.

RIGHTLY. ad. [from right.]

1. According to truth or justice ; properly

suitably ; not erroneously.

2. Honestly ; uprightly.

3. Exactly.

4. Straightly ; directly.

RIGHTNESS. s . [from right.] ,

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Ascham.

1. Conformity to truth ; exemption from be-

ing wrong ; rectitude.

2. Straightness.

RIGID. a. [rigide, Fr. rigidus, Latin.]

1. Stiff; not to be bent ; unpliant.

2. Severe ; inflexible.

3. Unremitted ; unmitigated.

4. Sharp ; cruel.

RIGIDITY. s. [rigidité, French.]

1. Stiffness .

Rogers.

Bacon.

· Ray.

Denham.

Milton.

Philips.

Arbuthnot.
1

2. Stiffness of appearance ; want of easy or

airy elegance.

Shakespeare. RIGIDLY. ad. [from rigid.]

Psalms.

Addison.

Brown.

1. Stiffly ; unpliantly.

Wotton.

2. Severely ; inflexibly ; without remission ;

without mitigation.

Locke. RIGIDNESS. s. [from rigid.] Stiffness ; seve-

RIGHT. interj. An expression of approbation.

Pope.

rity ; inflexibility.

RIGLET. s. [regulet, French.] A flat thin

square piece ofwoods Moxon.
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RIGOL. 8. A circle. In Shakespeare, a diadem. RING-BONE. s. A hard callous substance

RIGOUR. s. [rigor, Latin.]

1. Cold ; stiffness. Milton.

2. A convulsive shuddering, with sense of

cold. Arbuthnot.

3. Severity ; sternness ; want of condescen-

sion to others . Denham.

4. Severity of life ; voluntary pain ; austeri-

ty. Sprat.

5. Strictness ; unabated exactness . Glanv.

6. Rage ; cruelty ; fury. Spenser.

Dryden.

7. Hardness ; not flexibility ; solidity ; not

softness .

RIGOROUS. a. [from rigour.]

1. Severe ; allowing no abatement. Rogers.

2. Exact; scrupulously nice.

RIGOROUSLY. ad.

1. Severely ; without tenderness or mitiga-

Milton.tion.

2. Exactly ; scrupulously ; nicely.

RILL. s. [rivulus, Latin.] A small brook ; a

little streamlet. Milton.

To RILL. v. n. [from the noun .] To run in

small streams. Prior.

RILLET. s. [corrupted from rivulet. ] A small

stream .

RIM. s. [nima, Saxon.]

1. A border ; a margin.

Carew.

Carew.

2. That which encircles something else. Br.

RIME. s. [hɲim, Saxon.]

1. Hoar frost. Bacon.

Wiseman.

2. [Rima, Lat.] A hole ; a chink. Not used .

To RIME. v. n. To freeze with hoar frost.

To RIMPLE. v. a. To rumple ; to pucker ; to

contract into corrugations .

RIMY. a. [from rime. ] Steamy ; foggy ; full

of frozen mist.

RIND. s. [pino, Saxon ; rinde, Dutch. ] Bark ;

husk. Dryden.

Harvey.

To RIND. v. n. [from the noun .] To decorti-

cate ; to bark ; to husk.

RING. s. [hɲing, Saxon. ]

1. A circle ; an orbicular line. Newton.

2. A circle ofgold or some other matter

growing in the hollow circle of the little

pastern ofa horse ; it sometimes goes quite

round like a ring. Farrier's Dict.

RI'NGDOVE, s. [rhingelduyve, German. ] A

kind of pigeon. Mortimer.

Bacon.

RINGER. s . [from ring.] He who rings.

RINGLEADER. s. [ring and leader.] The

head of a riotous body..

RINGLET. s . [ diminutive of ring.]

1. A small ring.

2. A circle.

3. A curl.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

RI'NGSTREAKED . a. [ring and streaked. ]

Circularly streaked. Genesis.

RINGTAIL. s. ring and tail. A kind of

kite with a whitish tail.

RINGWORM . s. [ring and worm .]

tetter.

Bailey.

A circular

Wiseman.

To RINSE. v. a . [from rein, German, pure.]

1. To wash ; to cleanse by washing. Shak.

2. To wash the soap out of clothes. King.

RI'NSER. s . [from rinse. ] One that washes or

rinses ; a washer.

RIOT. s . [riotte, old French.]

1. Wild and loose festivity.

2. A sedition ; an uproar.

3. To run RIOT.

Milton.

Milton.

To move or act without

Swift.control or restraint.

To RIOT. v. n. [riotter, old French.]

1. To revel ; to be dissipated in luxurious

enjoyment.

2. To luxuriate ; to be tumultuous.

3. To banquet luxuriously.

4. To raise a sedition or uproar.

RI'OTER. s. [from riot.]

Daniel.

Pope.

1. One who is dissipated in luxury.

2. One who raises an uproar or sedition .

RIOTISE. s . [ from riot . ] Dissoluteness ; lux-

ury. Obsolete. Spenser.

RIOTOUS . a. [riotieux, French.]

1. Luxurious ; wanton ; licentiously festive.

Brown.

RI'OTOUSLY. ad.

2. Seditiously turbulent.

worn as an ornament. Addison.

3. A circle of metal to be held by. Swift.

4. A circular course.

5. A circlemade by persons standing round.

Hayward.

6. A number of bells harmonically tuned.

Prior.

7. The sound of bells or any other sonorous

body. Milton.

Bacon.8. A sound ofany kind.

To RING. v. a. pret. and part. pass. rung.

[hningan, Saxon. ]

1. To strike bells, or any other sonorous bo-

dy, so as to make it sound.

2. [From ring. ] To encircle.

3. To fit with rings.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

4. To restrain a hog by a ring in his nose.

To RING. v. n.

1. To sound as a bell or sonorous metal.

2. To practise the art of making musick
with bells.

3. To sound ; to resound.

4. To utter as a bell.

5. To tinkle.

Holder.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

6. To be filled with a bruit or report. South.

1. Luxuriously ; with licentious luxury .

2. Seditiously ; turbulently.

RIOTOUSNESS. s . [from riotous .] The state

ofbeing riotous .

To RIP. v. a. [hnýpan, Saxon.]

1. To tear ; to lacerate ; to cut asunder by

a continued act of the knife, or of other

force. Dryden.

2. To take away by laceration or cutting.

3. To disclose ; to search out; to tear up ;

to bring to view. Clarendon.

RIPE. a. [nipe, Saxon ; rijp, Dutch.]

1. Brought to perfection in growth ; ma-

ture. Milton.

2. Resembling the richness of fruit. Shakesp.

3. Complete ; proper for use. Shakespeare.

4. Advanced to the perfection of any qua-

lity. Dryden.

Hooker.5. Finished ; consummate.

6. Brought to the point of taking effect ;

fully matured. Addison.

7. Fully qualified by gradual improvement.

To RIPE. v. n . [from the adj.] To ripen ; to

grow ripe. Ripen is now used. Donne.
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To RIPE. v. a. To mature ; to make ripe. Sh.

RIPELY. ad. [from ripe.] Maturely ; at the

fit time. Shakespeare.

To RIPEN. v. n. [from ripe. ] To grow ripe ;

to be matured, Bacon,

To RI'PEN. v. a. To mature ; to make ripe.

Swift.

RIPENESS. s. [from ripe.]

1. The state of being ripe ; maturity. Shak.

2. Full growth. Denham.

3. Perfection ; completion. Hooker.

4. Fitness ; qualification. Shakespeare.

RIPPER.s. [from rip . ] One who rips ; onewho

tears ; one who lacerates.

To RIPPLE. v. n. To fret on the surface, as

water swiftly running.

RIPTOWEL. s. A gratuity, or reward given

to tenants, after they had reaped their lord's

Bailey.corn.

To RISE. v. n. pret. rose ; part. risen. [ɲıran,

Saxon; reisen, Dutch.]

1. To change a jacent or recumbent, to an

erect posture.

2. To get up from rest.

3. To get up from a fall.

4. To spring ; to grow up.

Shakespeare.

Daniel.

Milton.

Milton.

5. To gain elevation of rank or fortune. Sha.

6. To swell. Leviticus.

7. To ascend ; to move upward. Newton.

8. To break out from below the horizon, as

the sun.

9. To take beginning ; to come into exist-

ence or notice Cowley.

Dryden.

Addison.

Knolles.

10. To begin to act.

11. To appear in view.

12. To change a station ; to quit a siege.

13. To be excited ; to be produced . Otway.

14. To break into military commotions ; to

make insurrections. Pope.

15. To be roused ; to be excited to action .

16. To make hostile attack. Deuteronomy.

17. To grow more or greater in any respect.

18. To increase in price. Locke.

Tatler.

Roscommon.

Matthew.

19. To be improved.

21. To be revived from death.

20. To elevate the style.

22. To come by chance.

23. To be elevated in situation.

RISE. s. [from the verb. ]

RISK , s . [risque, French.] Hazard ; danger ;

chance of harm. South.

To RISK . v . a. [risquer, French. ] To hazard ;

to put to chance ; to endanger. Addison.

RI'SKER. s . [from risk. ] He who risks . Bull.

RITE. s. [rit, Fr. ritus, Latin . ] Solemn act of

religion ; external observance. Hammond

RITUAL. a. [rituel, French. ] Solemnly cerc-

monious ; done according to some religious

institution. Prior

RITUAL. s . [from the adj . ] A book in which

the rites and observances of religion are set

down. Addison,

RITUALIST. s. [from ritual.] One skilled in

the ritual.

RIVAGE s . [ French. ] A bank ; à coast . Not

in use. Shakespeare

RIVAL. s . [rivalis , Latin.]

1. One who is in pursuit of the same thing

which another man pursues ; a competitor.

Dryden.

2. A competitor in love. Sidney.

RIVAL. a. Standing in competition ; making

the same claim ; emulous. Shakespeure.

To RI'VAL. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To stand in competition with another ; to

oppose. South.

2. To emulate ; to endeavour to equal or ex-

cel. Dryden.

To RIVAL. v. n. To oe competitors. Shakesp.

RIVALITY. s. [rivalitas, Latin. ] Competi-

RIVALRY. tion ; emulation. Addison.

RIVALSHIP. s. [from rival.] The state or

character of a rival.

To RIVE. v . a. pret. rived ; part. riven. [nyft,

broken, Saxon ; river, French, to drive.]

To split ; to cleave ; to divide by a blunt

instrument ; to force in disruption . Howel.

To RIVE. v. n. To be split ; to be divided by

violence. Woodward.

Shakespeare.To RIVE, for dèrive or direct.

To RI'VEL. v. a. [zenipled, Saxon . ] To con-

tract into wrinkles and corrugations . Dryden.

RIVEN. The participle ofrive.

RIVER. s. [ riviere, Fr. rivus, Lat. ] A land

current of water bigger than a brook. Add.

RIVER-DRAGON. s. A crocodile. A name

Spenser. given by Milton to the king of Egypt.

Dryden. RIVER-GOD, s . Tutelary deity of a river.

Arbuthnot.

RIVER-HORSE. s. Hippopotamus. Milton.

RIVET. s. [river, French, to drive ] A fasten-

ing pin clenched at both ends.

To RIVET. v. a. [from the noun.]
1. To fasten with rivets.

1. The act of rising, locally or figuratively.

2. The act ofmounting from the ground.

3. Eruption ; ascent. Dryden.

4. Place that favours the act of mounting

aloft. Locke.

5. Elevated place. Denham.

6. Appearance, as ofthe sun in the east.

7. Increase in any respect.

8. Increase of price. Temple.

9. Beginning ; original. Locke.

10. Elevation ; increase of sound. Bacon.

RI'SEN. The particip . of to rise.

Chap.

Arbuthnot.

RI'SER. s. [from rise. ] One that rises.

RISIBILITY. s. [from risible.] The quality

of laughing.

RI'SIBLE. a . [risibilis, Latin .]

1. Having the faculty or power of laughing.

Government ofthe Tongue,

2. Ridiculous ; exciting laughter.

Dryden.

Ben Jon on.

2. To fasten strongly ; to make immoveable.

Congreve.

Moxon.3. To drive or clench a rivet.

RIVULET. s. [rivulus, Latin. ] A small ri

ver ; a brook; a streamlet. Bentley

RIXDO'LLAR. s. A German coin, worth

about four shillings and sixpence sterling.

ROACH. s. A fish ; he is accounted the water

sheep, for his simplicity and foolishness.

ROAD. s . [rade, French.]

Suckling

2. Ground where ships may anchor. Shakesp

1. Large way ; path.

3. Inroad ; incursion. Knolles
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•

4. Journey. Milton.

Law.5. The act, or state of travelling.

To ROAM. v. n. [romigare, Italian.] To wan-

der without any certain purpose ; to ramble ;

to rove ; to play the vagrant. Prior.

To ROAM. v. u. To range ; to wander over.

Milton.

ROA'MER. s. [from roam. A rover ; a ram-

bler; a wanderer ; a vagrant.

ROAN. a. [rouen, French. ] Bay, sorrel, or

black, with grey or white spots interspersed

very thick. Farrier's Dict.

To RÓAR. v. n. [ɲaɲan, Saxon.]

1. To cry as a lion or other wild beast. Sha.

2. To cry in distress.

3. To sound as the wind or sea.

4 To make a loud noise.

ROAR. s . [from the verb.]

Dryden.

Pope.

Milton.

1. The cry of the lion or other beast. Thom.

2. An outcry of distress .

3. A clamour of merriment. Shakespeare.

4. The sound of the wind or sea. Philips.

5. Any loud noise. Dryden.

ROA'RER. s. [from roar.] A noisy brutal man.

Howel.

ROA'RY. a. [better rory ; rores, Latin.] Dewy.

Fairfax.

To ROAST. v. a. [rosten, German ; zerostoð,

Saxon, roasted .]

1. To dress meat, by turning it round before

Swift.

Swift.

the fire.

2. To impart dry heat to flesh.

3. To dress at the fire without water. Bacon.

4. To heat any thing violently. Shakespeare.

ROAST, for roasted. Swift.

To rule the ROAST. To govern ; to manage ;

to preside. Shakespeare.

ROB. s. [ Arabick. ] Inspissated juice. Arbuth.

To ROB. v. a (rober, old Fr. robbare, Italian.]

1. To deprive of any thing by unlawful

force, or bysecret theft ; to plunder. Addison.

2. To set free ; to deprive of something bad.

Ironical. Shakespeare.

3. To take away unlawfully. Bacon.

RO'BBER. s. [ from rob.] One that plunders

by force, or steals by secret means ; a plun-

derer ; a thief. Shakespeare.

RO'BBERY. s. [roberie, old Fr.] Theft perpe-

trated by force or with privacy. Temple.

ROBE. s. [robbe, Fr. robbu, Italian.] A gown

of state ; a dress of dignity. Shakespeare.

To ROBE. v. a. [from the noun. ] To dress

pompously; to invest. Pope.

RO'BÉRT. s. An herb ; storksbill . Ainsworth.

ROBE'RSMAN. s. In the old statutes, a

ROBERTSMAN. S sort of bold and stout

robbers, or night thieves, said to be so cal-

led from Robinhood, a famous robber.

RO'BIN.
Is. [rubecula, Lat.]

RO'BIN-RED-BREAST. A bird so named

from his red breast ; a ruddock . Suckling.

ROBO'REOUS. a. [robur, Lat.] Made of oak.

ROBU'ST.

}

}
ROBU'STIOUS. a. [robustus, Latin.]

1. Strong ; sinewy ; vigorous ; forceful.

Milton.

2. Boisterous ; violent ; unwieldy. Dryden.

3. Requiring strength. Locke.

ROBUSTNESS . s. [ from robust .] Strength ;

vigour. Arbuthnot.

ROCAMBOʻLE... A sort of wild garlick,

called Spanish garlick. Mortimer

Mortimer.

ROCHE-ÂLUM. s. [roche, Fr. a rock. ] A

purer kind ofalum.

RO'CHET. s. [rochet, French.]

1. A surplice ; the white upper garment of

the priest officiating.
Cleaveland,

Ainsworth.2. [Rubellio, Latin .] A fish.

ROCK. s. [roc, roche, Fr. rocca, Italian .]

1. A vast mass of stone. Pope.

2. Protection ; defence. A scriptural sense.

3. [Rock, Danish. ] A distaff held inthe hand,

from which the wool was spun by twirling

a ball below Ben Jonson.

To ROCK. v. a. [rocquer, French.]

1. To shake ; to move backward and for-

ward.
1

2. To move the cradle in order to procure

sleep.

3. To lull ; to quiet.

To ROCK. v. n. To be violently agitated ; to

cradle.

Woodward.

Boyle.

Dryden!

Shakespeare.

reel to and fro. Young.

ROCK-DOE. s. A species of deer. Grew.

ROCK-RUBY. s. The garnet, when it is of a

very strong, but not deep red, and has a

fair cast of the blue. Hill.

ROCK-SALT. s. Mineral salt.

ROCKER. s. [from rock. ] One who rocks the

Dryden.

RO'CKET. s. [rocchetto, Italian.] An artificial

firework, being a cylindrical case of paper,

filled with nitre, charcoal, and sulphur,

whichmounts in the air to a considerable

height, and there bursts.

ROCKET. s. [eruca . ] A plant.

RO'CKLESS. u. [ from rock. ] Being without

rocks. Dryden.

RO'CKROSE. s. [rock and rose.] A plant.

ROCKWORK. s. [rock and work. ] Stones fix-

ed in mortar, in imitation of the asperities

of rocks. Addison.

RO'CKY. a. [from rock.]

1. Full of rocks.

2. Resembling a rock.

3. Hard ; stony ; obdurate.

ROD. s . [roede, Dutch.]

1.A long twig.

2. A kind of sceptre.

3. Any thing long and slender.

4. An instrument for measuring.

5. An instrument of correction,

twigs tied together.

Addison.

Miller.

Sandys.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Boyle.

Shakespeare.

Granville.

Arbuthnot.

made of

Spenser

Milton.RODE. The pret. of ride.

RODOMONTA'DE. s. [froma boastful hero

of Ariosto, called Rodomonte.] An empty

noisy bluster or boast ; a rant Dryden

To RODOMONTA'DE. v. n. [from the noun.]

To brag thrasonically ; to brag like Rodo-

monte.

ROE. s . [ɲa, ɲa-deoɲ, Saxon .]

1. A species of deer. Arbuthnot.

2. The female of the hart. Sandys.

ROE. s. [properly roan or rone ; rann, Danish.]

The eggs of fish. Shakespeare.

ROGA"TION. s. [rogation, French . ] Litany ;

supplication. Hooker.

ROGATION-WEEK. s. The second week

before Whitsunday , thus called from three

fasts observed therein, the Monday, Tues-

day, and Wednesday, called rogation days,
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because of the extraordinary prayers and

processions then made for the fruits of the

earth, or as a preparation for the devotion

ofHoly Thursday.

ROGUE. s. [ofuncertain etymology .]

1. A wandering beggar ; a vagrant ; a vaga-

bond. Bacon.

2. A knave ; a dishonest fellow ; a villain ;

a thief. South.

3. A name of slight tenderness and endear-

ment.

4. A wag.

To ROGUE. v. n. [from the noun.]

2. The thing rolling. Thomson.

3. [Rouleau, Fr.] Mass made round. Addison.

4. Writing rolled upon itself.

5. A round body rolled along ; a cylinder.

Prior.

Mortimer.

Davies.

6. [Rotulus, Lat.] Publick writing. Hale.

7. A register ; a catalogue.

8. Chronicle. Dryden.

9. [Role, French.] Part ; office. Not in use.

L'Estrange.

Shakespeare. ROʻLLER. s. [from roll.]

Shakespeare.

1. To wander; to play the vagabond. Carew.

2. To play knavish tricks.

RO'GUERY. s. [from rogue.]

1. The life of a vagabond.

2. Knavish tricks.

3. Waggery ; arch tricks.

RO'GUESHIP. s. [from rogue.]

or personage of a rogue.

RO'GUISH. a. [from rogue.]

1. Vagrant ; vagabond.

2. Knavish; fraudulent.

Donne.

Shakespeare.

The qualities

Dryden.

Spenser.

Swift.

5. Waggish ; wanton ; slightly mischievous.

Addison.

RO'GUISHLY. ad. [from roguish.] Like a

rogue; knavishly ; wantonly.

RO'ĞUÍSHNESS. s. [from roguisk.] The qua-

lities ofa rogue.

RO'GUY. a. [from rogue.] Knavish ; wanton.

A bad word.
L'Estrange.

To ROIST. v. n.

1. Any thing turning on its own axis, as a

heavy stone to level walks. Hammond.

Sharp.2. Bandage ; fillet.

ROʻLLINGPIN. s. [roiling and pin.] A round

piece of wood tapering at each end, with

which paste is moulded.
Wiseman.

RO'LLING-PRESS. 8. A cylinder rolling

upon another cylinder, by which engravers

print their plates upon paper.

RO'LLYPOÒLY. s. A sort of game, in which

when a ball rolls into a certain place, it

wins. Arbuthnot.

RO'MAGE. s. [ramage, French.] A tumult ; a

bustle ; an active and tumultuous search for

any thing. Shakespeare.

ROMANCE. s. [roman, French ; romanza,

Italian.]
·

1. A military fable of the middle ages ; atale

of wild adventures in war and love. Milton.

2. A lie ; a fiction. Prior.

To ROMA'NCE. v. n. [from the noun.] To lie;

to forge.

To ROISTER. IentIrister, Islandica,a vir- ROMANCER. 8. [from romance. ] APamela

bulently ; to act at discretion ; to be at free

quarter; to bluster. Shakespeare.

ROI'STER, or Roisterer. s. [from the verb.]

A turbulent, brutal, lawless, blustering fel-
low.

To ROLL. v. a. [rouler, Fr. rollen, Dutch.]

1. To move any thing by volutation, or suc-

cessive application of the different parts of

the surface, to the ground. Mark.

2. To move any thing round upon its axis.

3. To move in a circle. Milton.

4. To produce a periodical revolution. Mil.

5. To wrap round upon itself.

6. To enwrap ; to involve in bondage.

7. To form by rolling into round masses.

Peacham.

8. To pour in a stream or waves. Pope.

T. ROLL. v. n.

1. To be moved by the successive applica-

tion of all parts of the surface to a plane, as

a cylinder. Dryden.

Dryden.2. To run on wheels.

3. To perform a periodical revolution.

Dryden.

4. To move with the surface variously di-

rected.
Milton.

Pope.To float' in rough water.

6. To moveas waves or volumes of water.

forger oftales. Tate.

To ROMANIZE. v. a. [from roman, Fr. ] To

latinize ; to fill with modes of the Roman

speech. Dryden.

ROMANTICK. a. [from romance.]

1. Resembling the tales of romances ; wild.

Keil.

2. Improbable ; false.

3. Fanciful ; full of wild scenery. Thomson.

RO'MISH. a. [ from Rome.] Popish. Ayliffe.

ROMP. s.

1. A rude, awkward, boisterous, untaught

girl.

2. Rough rude play.

Arbuthnot.

Thomson.

To ROMP. v. n. To play rudely, noisily, and

boisterously. Swift.

RONDEAU. s . A kind ofancient poetry, com-

monly consisting of thirteen verses ; ofwhich

eight have one rhyme and five another ; it

is divided into three couplets, and at the

end of the second and third, the beginning

of the rondeau is repeated in an equivocal

sense, ifpossible.
Trevoux.

RO'NDLE. s. [fromround.] A round mass.

Peacham,

RO'NION. s. [rognon, French, the loins. ] A fat

bulky woman. Shakespeare.

RONT. s. An animal stinted in the growth ;

commonly pronounced runt. Spenser.

ROOD. s. [from rod.] ·

Temple.

7. To fluctuate ; to move tumultuously.

8. To revolve on an axis. Sandys.

9. To be moved with violence Milton.

1.The fourth part of an acre in squaremea

sure,or 1210 square yards. it Swift.

ROLL. s. [from the verb.]

The act of rolling ; the state of being

2. A pole ; a measure ofsixteen feet` and a

half in long measure Milton.

rolled.

ļ
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3. [Rode, Saxon. ] The cross ; sometimes an

image of a saint. Shakespeare.

ROODLOFT. s. [rood and loft. ] A gallery in

he church on which reliques or images were

set to view.

ROOF. s . [lipof, Saxon.]

1. The cover of a house.

2. The house in general.

Shakespeare.

Chapman.

3. The vault ; the inside of the arch that

covers a building. Hooker,

4. The palate ; the upper part ofthe mouth.

Bacon.

To ROOF. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To cover with a roof.

2. To enclose in a house.

Creech.

Shakespeare.

ROO'FY. a. [from roof. ] Having roofs. Dryd.

KOOK. s. [hnoc, Saxon.]

1. A bird resembling a crow ; it feeds not on

carrion, but grain. Dryden.

2. A common man at chess.

3. A cheat ; a trickish rapacious fellow.

Dryden.

Wycherley.

To ROOK. v. n. To rob ; to cheat. Hudibras.

ROO'KERY. s. [from rook.] A nursery of

rooks.

ROO'KY. a. Inhabited by rooks. Shakespeare.

ROOM. s. [ɲum, Saxon ; rums, Gothick. ]

1. Space ; extent of place.

2. Space or place unoccupied.

3. Way unobstructed.

4. Place of another ; stead.

5. Unobstructed opportunity.

ROOTED. a. [from root. ] Fixed ; deep ; ra.
dical. Hammond.

ROOʻTEDLY. ad. [ from rooted.] Deeply ;

strongly. Shakespeare.

ROOTY. a. [from root . ] Full of roots .

ROPE. s. [nap, Sax. reep, roop, Dutch.]

1. A cord ; a string ; a halter. Hudibras.

2. Any row of things depending ; as, a rope

ofonions.

To ROPE. v. n. [from the noun.] To draw out

into viscosities ; to concrete into glutinous

filaments . Dryden.

ROPEDANCER. s . [rope and dancer. ] An ar-

tist who dances on a rope. Wilkins.

ROʻPEMAKER, or Roper. s. [rope and maker.]

One who makes ropes to sell. Shakespeare.

RO'PERY, s. [from rope.] Rogue's tricks.

ROPETRICK. s . [ rope and trick.] Probably

rogue's tricks ; tricks that deserve the hal

Shakespeare.

RO PINESS. s. [from ropy.] Viscosity ; gluti-

ter.

nousness .

RO'PY. a. (from rope.] Viscous ; tenacious ;

glutinous. Dryden.

RÖ'QUELAURE. s . [ French .] A cloak for

men.
Gay.

RORATION. s. [roris, Latin. ] A falling of

Millon. dew.

Bentley. RO'RID. a. [roridus, Latin.] Dewy. Brown.

Creech. RORIFEROUS. a. [res and fero, Latin.] Pro-

Calamy. ducing dew.

Addison. RORI FLUENT. a. [ros and fluo, Latin.]

Philips. Flowing with dew.

RO'SARY. s . [rosarium, Latin.] A bunch of

beads, on which the Romanists number their

prayers. Cleaveland.

Pope.

6. Possible admission.

7. An apartment in a house.

ROO'MAGE. s . [ from room. ] Space ; place.

Wotton.

ROO'MINESS. s. [from roomy.] Space ; quan-

tity ofextent.

ROO'MY. a. [from room.] Spacious ; wide ;
large.

Dryden.

ROOST. s. [hɲorr, Saxon.]

1. That on which a bird sits to sleep.

RO'SCID. a. [roscidus, Latin.] Dewy; a-

bounding with dew ; consisting of dew. Ba.

ROSE. s. [rose, Fr. rosa, Lat.] A flower. Pope.

To speak under the ROSE . To speak any thing

with safety, so as not afterward to be dis-

covered. Brown.

Dryden.

2. The act of sleeping. Derhum.

ROSE. The preterite ofrise

RO'SEATE. a. [from rose.]

To ROOST. v. n. [rvesten, Dutch.] 1. Rosy ; full of roses.

1. To sleep as a bird. L'Estrange.

2. To lodge. In burlesque.

ROOT. s. [rôt, Swedish , roed, Danish.]

ment.

1. That part of the plant which rests in the

ground, and supplies the stems with nourish-

Evelyn.

2. The bottom ; the lower part. Milton.

3 A plant, of which the root is esculent.

Watts.

Davies.

Shakespeare.

4. The original ; the first cause.

5. The first ancestor.

6. Fixed residence.

7. Impression ; durable effect.

To ROOT, v . n. [from the noun.]

Hooker.

1. To fix the root ; to strike far into the

earth .

2. To turn up earth.

3. To sink deep.

To ROOT. v. a.

1. To fix deep in the earth.

2. To impress deeply.

Shakespeare.

3. To turn up out of the ground ;
cate ; to extirpate.

4. To destroy ; to banish.

Fell.

Dryden.

South.

to eradi-

Raleigh.

ranville.

Pope.

2. Blooming, fragrant, purple, as a rose.

RO'SED. a. [from the noun.] Crimsoned ;

Alushed. Shakespeare.

RO'SEMARY. s. [rosemarinus,,Latin.] A ver-

ticillate plant. Miller.

ROSE-NOBLE. s . An English goid coin, in

valne anciently sixteen shillings . Camden

ROSEWATER. s . [ rose and water.] Water
distilled from roses. Wiseman.

RO'SET. s . [from rose. ] A red colour for pain

Peacham.

RO'SIER. s. [rosier, Fr. ] A rosebush. Spenser.

RO'SIN. s. [resine, French ; resina, Latin.]

. Inspissated turpentine ; a juice of the

pine.
Garth.

ters .

1 .

2. Any inspissated matter of vegetables that

dissolves in spirit. Arbuthnot.

To RO'SIN. v. a. [from the noun. ] To rub

with rosin. Gay.

RO'SINY. a [ from rosin ] Resembling rosin.

RO'SSEL. s . Light land.
Mortimer.

RO'STRATED. a. [rostratus, Latin .] Adorn

ed with beaks of ships.
Arbuthnot.
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ROʻSTRUM. 8. [ Latin .]

1. The beak of a bird.

2. The beak of a ship.

3. The scaffold where orators harangued.

Addison.

4 The pipe which conveys the distilling li-

quor into its receiver in the common alem-

bicks ; also a crooked scissars , which the

surgeons use in some cases for the dilatation

of wounds. Quincy.

RO'SY. a. [roseus, Latin. ] Resembling a rose in

bloom, beauty, colour, or fragrance. Prior.

To ROT. v. n. [poran, Saxon ; rotten, Dutch.]

To putrefy ; to lose the cohesion of its parts.

Woodward.

To ROT. v. a. To make putrid ; to bring to

corruption. Dryden.

ROT. s. [from the verb ]

1. A distemper among sheep, in which their

lungs are wasted. Ben Jonson.

2. Putrefaction ; putrid decay. Philips.

ROTARY. a. [rota, Latin.] Whirling as a

wheel.

ROʻTATED. a. [rotatus, Latin .] Whirled

round.

ROTATION. s. [rotatio, Latin . ] The act of

whirling round like a wheel ; whirl. Newton.

ROTATÖR. s. [Latin ] That which gives a

circular motion. Wiseman.

ROTE. s. [rote, old French.]

1. A harp ; a lyre. Obsolete. Spenser.

Shakespeare.

2. [Routine, Fr. ) Words uttered by mere me-

mory without meaning ; memory of words

without comprehension ofthe sense. Swift.

To ROTE. v. a. To fix in the memory, without

informing the understanding.

RO'TGUT. s. Bad beer.

ROTHER-NAILS. s. Among shipwrights ,

nails with very full heads, used for fastening

the rudder irons of ships.

ROTTEN. a. [from rot.]

1. Putrid ; carious ; putrescent.

2. Not firm ; not trusty.

3. Not sound ; not hard.

Harvey.

1

2. Austere to the taste ; as, rough wine.

3. Harsh to the ear. Pope.

4. Rugged of temper ; inelegant ofmanners ;

not soft , coarse , not mild ; rude. Cowley.

5. Not gentle ; not proceeding by easy ope

ration. Clarendon.

6. Harsh to the mind ; severe. • Locke.

7. Hard featured ; not delicate. Dryden.

8. Not polished ; not finished by art.

9. Terrible ; dreadful. Milton

10. Rugged ; disordered in appearance ,

Pope.coarse.

11. Tempestuous ; stormy ; boisterous . Shuk.

To ROUGHCAST. v. a . [ rough and cast.]

1. To mould without nicety or elegance ; to

form with asperities and inequalities . Cleav.

2. To form any thing in its first rudiments.

ROUGHCAST. s. [rough and cast. ]

1. A rude model , a form in its rudiments

Dryden.

Digby.

2. A kind of plaster mixed with pebbles, or

by some other cause very uneven on the sur

face.
Shakespeare.

ROUGHDRAUGHT. s. [rough and draught.]

A draught in its rudiments ; a sketch. Dryden.

To ROUGHDRAW . v. a . [rough and draw . }

To trace coarsely. Dryden.

To ROUGHEN. v. a. [from rough.] To make

rough. Swift.

Thomson.

To RÕUGHEN. v . n. To grow rough.

To ROUGHHE'W. v . a. [rough and hew.] To

give to any thing the first appearance of

form . Hudibras.

ROUGHHEWN. particip. a.

1. Rugged ; unpolished; uncivil ; unrefined

Bacon.

Howe .

1. With uneven surface ; with asperities on

the surface.

Bailey.

2. Not yet nicely finished.

ROUGHLY, ad. [from rough.]

Sandys.

Shakespeare.

Knolles.

Shakespeare.4. Fetid ; stinking.

ROTTENNESS. s . [from rotten.] State of be-

ing rotten ; cariousness ; putrefaction . Shak.

ROTUND. a. [rotundus, Latin. ] Round ; cir-

cular ; spherical. Addison.

ROTUNDIFOLIOUS. a. [rotundus and fo-

lium, Latin. ] Having round leaves.

ROTUNDITY. s . [ rotunditas, Lat. ] Round-

ness ; sphericity ; circularity. Bentley.

ROTUNDO.s. [rotondo, Italian .] A building

formed round both inthe inside and outside ;

such as the Pantheon at Rome.

To ROVE. v. d. [roffver, Danish .] To ramble ;

to range ; to wander.

To ROVE. v. n. To wander over.

ROVER. s. [from rove.]

1. A wanderer ; a ranger.

2. A fickle inconstant man.

3. A robber ; a pirate.

Trevoux.

Watts.

Gay.

Bacon.

4. At ROVERS. Without any particular aim,

South.

ROUGE. s. [rouge, French. ] Red paint.

ROUGH. a. [hnuhze, Sax. rouw , Dutch.]

1. Not smooth ; rugged ; having inequalities

on the surface. Burnet

2. Harshly ; uncivilly ; rudely.

3. Severely ; without tenderness.

4. Austerely to the taste.

5. Boisterously ; tempestuously.

6. Harshly to the ear.

ROUGHNESS. s . [ from rough.]

Spenser,

Dryden.

1. Superficial asperity ; unevenness of sur-

face.

2. Austereness to the taste.

3. Taste of astringency. .

4. Harshness to the ear.

5. Ruggedness of temper ;

manners ; tendency to rudeness.

6. Absence of delicacy.

Boyle.

Brown.

Spectator.

Dryden.

coarseness of

Denham

Addison.

7. Severity ; violence of discipline.

8. Violence of operation in medicines.

9. Unpolished or unfinished state.

10. Inelegance of dress or appearance. '

11. Tempestuousness ; storminess .

12. Coarseness offeatures.

ROUGHT. old pret. of reach. Reached.Shakes.

To ROUGHWORK. v . a. [ rough and work.]

To work coarsely over without the least

nicety. Moxon.

ROUNCEVAL. s. A species of pea. Tusser.

ROUND. a. [ rond, French ; rondo, Italian.]

1. Cylindrical. Milton.
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2. Circular.

3. Spherical ; orbicular .

Brown:

Milton.

2. Smoothness.

4. Smooth ; without defect in sound. Peach.

5. Whole ; not broken. Arbuthnot.

6. Large ; not inconsiderable. Addison.

7. Plain ; clear ; fair ; candid ; open. Bacon.

8. Quick ; brisk . Addison.

9. Plain ; free without delicacy or reserve ;

almost round.

ROUND. s.

Bacon.

1. A circle ; a sphere ; an orb. Shakespeare.

2. Rundle ; step of a ladder. Norris.

3. The time in which any thing has passed

through all hands, aud comes back to the

first; hence applied to a carousal. Prior.

4. A revolution ; a course ending at the point

where it began. Smith.

Holyday.

5. Rotation ; succession in vicissitude.

6. [Honde, Fr.] A walk performed by aguard

or officer, to survey a certain district.

ROUND. ad.

Genesis.1. Every way ; on all sides.

2. In a revolution. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

3. Circularly.

4. Not in a direct line. Pope.
ROUND. prep.

1. On every side of.

2. About ; circularly about.

3. All over ; here and there in .

To ROUND. v. a. [ from the noun.]

1. To surround ; to encircle.

Milton.

Spenser.

3. Honesty ; openness ; vigorous measures.

To ROUSE. v. a. [of the same class of words

with raise and rise.]

1. To wake from rest. Pope.

Spenser.

2. To excite to thought or action. Atterbury.

3. To put into action.

4. To drive a beast from his laire . Shakesp.

To ROUSE. v. n.

1. To awake from slumber.

2. To be excited to thought or action.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

ROUSE. s. [rusch, German, half drunk .] A

dose ofliquor rather too large. Not in use.

Shakespeare.

ROU'SER. s. [from rouse. ] One that rouses.

ROUT. s. [rot , Dutch.]

1. A clamorous multitude ; a rabble ; a tu-

multuous crowd. Roscommon.

2. [ Route, Fr. ] Confusion of an army defeat-

ed, or dispersed. Daniel.

To ROUT. v. a. To dissipate and put into con-

fusion by defeat. Clarendon.

To ROUT. v . n. To assemble in clamorous and

tumultuous crowds. Bacon.

Gay

Spenser.

ROUTE. s . [ Route, Fr. ] Road ; way.

ROW. s . [reih, German. ] A rank or file ; a num

Milton. ber of things ranged in a line.

Dryden. To ROW. v . n . [ɲopan, Saxon. ] To impel a

vessel in the water by oars.Dryden.

Prier.

2. To make spherical, cylindrical, or cir-
cular.

3. To raise to a relief.

4. To move about any thing .

5. To mould into smoothness.

To ROUND. v. n.

1. To grow round in form.

2. Runen, Ger. ] To whisper.

3. To go round, as a guard.

ROUNDABOUT. a.

1. Ample ; extensive.

2. Indirect ; loose.

ROUNDEL.

ROUNDELAY.
x.} s. [rondelet, Fr.]

Cheyne.

Addison.

Milton.

Swift.

Gay.

To ROW. v. a. To drive or help forward by
Milton.oars.

RO'WEL. s . [rouelle, French.]

1. The points of a spur turning on an axis.

Peacham.

2. A seton ; a roll of hair or silk put into a

wound to hinder it from healing, and provoke

a discharge.

Shakespeare. To RO'WEL. v . a. To pierce through the skin ,

and keep the wound open by a rowel.
Bacon.

Milton.

Locke.

Felton.

1. A kind of ancient poetry ; rondeau. Spen.

2. Rondelle, French. ] A round form or figure.

Bucon.

ROUNDER. s. [from round. ] Circumference ;

enclosure. Shakespeare.

ROUNDHEAD. s . [round and head ] puri-

tan, so named from the practice once preva-

lent among them of cropping their hair

round. Spectator.

ROUNDHOUSE. s . [round and house. ] The

constable's prison, in which disorderly per-

sons, found in the street, are confined. Pope.

ROUNDISH. a. [from round. ] Somewhat

round ; approaching to roundness.

ROUNDLY. ad. [ from round.]

Boyle.

1. In a round form ; in a round manner.

2. Openly ; plainly ; without reserve. Add.

3. Briskly ; with speed. Locke.

4. Completely ; to the purpose ; vigorously ;
in earnest.

Davies.

ROUNDNESS. s . [from round.]

1. Circularity ; sphericity ; cylindrical form.

Watts.

Mortimer.

RO'WEN. s. A field kept up till after Michael-

mas, that the corn left on the ground may

sprout into green.

RO'WER. s . [ from row.] One that manages an

oar.

ROʻYAL. a . [roial, French.]

Tusser.

Addison.

1. Kingly ; belonging to a king ; becoming a

king ; regal. Gianville.

Shakespeare.2. Noble ; illustrious.

RO'YALIST. s. [from royal. ] Adherent to a

king. South.

To RO'YALIZE. v . a. [from royal. ] To make

royal. Shakespeare.

RO'YÝALLY. ad . [from royal. ] In a kingly man-

ner; regally ; as becomes a king. Dryden.

RO'YALTY. s . [ roiulté, French.]

1. Kingship ; character or office of a king.

2. State ofa king.

Locke.

Prior.

Milton.

Spenser.

3. Emblems of royalty.

To ROYNE. v. a. [rogner Fr.] To gnaw ; to

bite.

RO'YNISH. a. [rogneux, Fr.] Paltry ; sorry ;

mean ; rude. Shakespeare.

RO'YTÉLET. s. 'French.] A little or petty

king. Heylin.

To RUB . v . a. [rhubio, Welsh ; reiben, German

to wipe.]
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1. To clean or smooth any thing by passing

something over it ; to scour ; to wipe ; to

perfricate.

2. To touch so as to leave something of that

which touches behind.. Addison.

3. To move one body upon another. Arbuth.

4. To obstruct by collision. Shakespeare.

5. To polish ; to retouch.

6. To remove by friction.

7. To touch hard.

South.

Collier.

Sidney.

s. To RUB down. To clean or curry a horse.

Dryden.

9. To RUB up. To excite ; to awaken. South.

10. To RUB up. To polish ; to retouch.
To RUB. v. n.

1. To fret ; to make friction.

2. To get through difficulties .

RUB. s. [from the verb. ]

1. Frication ; act of rubbing.

Dryden.

L'Estrange.

2. Inequality of ground, that hinders the

motion of a bowl.
Shakespeare.

3. Collision ; hinderance ; obstruction. Dry.

4. Difficulty ; cause of uneasiness. Shakesp.

RUB-STONĚ. 8. [rub and stone. ] A stone to

scour or sharpen.

RUBBER. s. [from rub.]

1. One that rubs.

Tusser.

2. The instrument with which one rubs. Sw.

3. A coarse file. Moxon.

4. A game , a contest ; two games out of

three. Collier.

Ainsworth.5. A whetstone.

RUBBISH. s . [from rub ; as perhaps mean-

RUBBAGE.Jing, at first, dust made by rub-

bing. Rubbage is not used.]

1. Ruins of a building ; fragments of matter

used in building. Shakespeare. Wotton.

2. Confusion ; mingled mass. Arbuthnot.

3. Any thing vile and worthless.

RUBBLE-STONE. s. A stone rubbed and

worn by the water, at the latter end of the

deluge.
Woodward.

RUBICAN. a. [rubican, Fr. ] Rubican colour

of a horse is one that is bay, sorrel, or black ,

with a light gray or white upon the flanks,

but not predominant there . Far. Dict.

RUBICUND . a . [rubiconde,Fr. rubicundus,Lat.]

Inclining to redness .

RUBIED. a. [from ruby. ] Red as a ruby. Mil.

RUBIFICK. a . [ruber and facio, Latin.] Mak-

ing red. Grew.

RU'BIFORM. a. [ruber, Latin, and form.]

Havingthe form of red." Newton.

To RUBIFY. v. a. To make red. Brown.

RUBIOUS. a. [rubeus, Latin . ] Ruddy ; red.

Not used. Shakespeare.

RU'BRICATED. a. [from rubrica, Latin.]

Smeared with red.

RUBRICK . s . [rubrique, Fr. rubrica, Latin.]

Directions printed in books of law and in

prayer-books ; so termed, because they were

originally distinguished by being in red ink.

Stillingfleet.

Newton.RUBRICK. a. Red.

To RUBRICK. v. a. [from the noun.] To

adorn with red.

RUBY. s. [from ruber, Latin.]

1. A precious stone of a red colour, next in

hardness and value to a diamond. Peacham.

2. Redness.

3. Any thing red.

Shakespeare

Milton

4. A blain ; a blotch ; a carbuncle. Jones.

RU'BY. a . [from the noun . Of a red colour.

Shakespear

RUCTA'TION. s. [ructo, Latin. ] A belchi

arising from wind and indigestion.

To RUD. v. a. [nudu, Saxon, redness . ] To

make red. Obsolete. Spenser.

RU'DDER. s. [roeder, Dutch.]

1. The instrument at the stern of a vessel, by

which its course is governed.

course.

Raleigh

2. Any thing that guides or governs the

Hudibras.

RU'DDINESS. s . [from ruddy.] The quality

of approaching to redness.
Wiseman

RU’DDLE. s. [rudul, Islandick.] Red earth .

Woodward.

RU'DDOCK. s. [rubecula, Latin.] A bird ; the

redbreast. Carew.

RU'DDY. a . [ɲudu , Saxon.]

1. Approaching to redness ; pale red. Quincy.

2. Yellow. Dryden

RUDE. a. [ɲede, Saxon ; rwars, Latin.]

1. Untaught ; barbarous ; savage. Wilkins.

2. Rough ; coarse of manners ; uncivil ; bru-

tal. Shakespeare.

3. Violent ; tumultuous ; boisterous ; turbu-

lent.

4. Harsh ; inclement.

5. Ignorant ; raw ; untaught.

Boyle.

Waller.

Wotton.

6. [Rude, Fr.] Rugged ; uneven ; shapeless ;

unformed.

7. Artless ; inelegant.

Chapman

Spenser.

Dryden.

8. Such as may be done with strength with-

out art.

RU'DELY. ad.

1. In a rude manner ; fiercely. Shakespeare.

2. Without exactness ; without nicety ;

coarsely .

3. Unskilfully.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Spenser.4. Violently ; boisterously.

RUDENESS. s . [rudesse, French ; from rude. ]

1. Coarseness of manners ; incivility. Swift.

2. Ignorance ; unskilfulness . Hayward.

3. Artlessness ; inelegance ; coarseness . Spe.

4. Violence ; boisterousness. Shakespeare.

5. Storminess ; rigour. Evelyn.

RUDENTURE. s. [ French. ] In architecture,

the figure of a rope or staff, wherewith the

flutings of columns are frequently filled up.

Bailey.

RU'DERARY. a. [rudera, Latin. ] Belonging

to rubbish.

RUDERATION. s. In architecture, the lay,

ing of a pavement with pebbles or little

stones. Bailey.

RU'DESBY. s. [from rude.] An uncivil turbu-

lent fellow. A low word. Shakespeare

RU'DIMENT. s. [rudimentum, Latin.]

1. The first principles ; the first elements of

+ a science. Milton.

2. The first part of education.

3. The first , inaccurate, unshapen beginning

or original of any thing.

RUDIMENTAL. a . [from rudiment.] Initial ;

relating to first principles.

Wotton.

Philips.

Spectator

Donne.

To RUE. v. a. [neoprian, Saxon. ] To grieve

to regret ; to lament.
for ;
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..

RUE. s . [ruta, Latin.] An herb called herb

of grace, because holy water was sprinkled

with it.
Miller.

RUEFUL. a. [rue and full.] Mourrful ; wo-

ful; sorrowful. Dryden.

RUEFULLY. ad. [from rueful . ] Mournfully ;

sorrowfully. More.

RUEFULNESS. s . [from rueful. ] Sorrowful-

ness ; mournfulness.

RUE'LLE. s. [French.] A circle ; an assembly

at a private house. Not used.

RUFF. s . [ See RUFFLE ]

Dryden.

1. A puckered linen ornament ; formerly

worn about the neck. Dryden.

2. Any thing collected into puckers or cor-

rugations. Pope.

Walton.3. A small river fish ; a pope.

4. A state of roughness. Obsolete. Chapman.

5. New state. Not used. L'Estrange.

RUFFIAN. s. [ruffiano, Italian.] A brutal,

boisterous, mischievous fellow ; a cut-throat ;

a robber ; a murderer. Hayward.

RU'FFIAN. a. Brutal ; savagely boisterous.

Pope.

To RUFFIAN. v . n. [from the noun. ] To

rage to raise tumults ; to play the ruffian.
Not in use.

Shakespeare.

To RUFFLE. v. a . [ruyffelen, Dutch, to wrin-

kle.]

1. To disorder ; to put out of form ; to make

less smooth.
Boyle.

2. To discompose ; to disturb ; to put out of

temper. Glanville.

3. To put out of order ; to surprise. Hudib.

4. To throw disorderly together. Chapman.

5. To contract into plaits.

To RUFFLE. v. n.

Addison.

1. To grow rough or turbulent. Shakespeare.

2. To be in loose motion ; to flutter. Dryden.

3. To be rough ; to jar ; to be in contention.

Out of use.
Shakespeare .

RUFFLE. s . [from the verb.]

1. Plaited linen used as an ornament. Addis

2. Disturbance ; contention ; tumult. Watts.

RUFTERHOOD. s. In falconry, a hood to

be worn by a hawk when she is first drawn.

RUG. s. [rugget, rough, Swedish.]

Bailey.

1. A coarse nappy woollen cloth. Peachum.

2. A coarse nappy coverlet, used for mean
beds. Swift.

3. Arough woolly dog. Not used. Shakesp.

RUGGED. a. [rugget, Swedish .]

1. Rough ; full of unevenness and asperity.

Bentley.

2. Not neat ; not regular ; uneven. Shakesp.

3. Savage of temper ; brutal ; rough. South.

4. Stormy ; rude ; tumultuous ; turbulent ;

tempestuous. Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Hudibras.

Fairfax.

KUGGEDLY. ad. [from rugged.] In a rugged

5. Rough or harsh to the ear.

6. Sour ; surly ; discomposed.

7. Violent ; rude ; boisterous.

8. Rough ; shaggy.

manner.

RUGGEDNESS. s . [from rugged. ]

1. The state or quality of being rugged.

2. Roughness ; asperity.

RUGIN. s. A nappy cloth.

Ray.

Wiseman.

RUGINE. 8. [rugine, Fr.] A chirurgeon

rasp. Sharp

RUGO'SE. a. [ rugosus, Lat. ] Full of wrinkles
Wiseman.

RU'IN. s . [ruine, French ; ruina, Latin. ]

1. The fall or destruction of cities or edi.

fices. Beaumont,

2. The remains ofa building demolished . Sw.

3. Destruction ; loss of happiness or fortune;

overthrow

4. Mischief; bane.

To RUIN. v. a. [ruiner, French.]

1. To subvert ; to demolish.

Dryden.

Millon.

Dryden.

2. To destroy ; to deprive of felicity or for

tune.

3. To empoverish .

To RU'IN. v. n.

1. To fall in ruins.

Wake.

Addison

Milton.

2. To run to ruin ; to dilapidate. Sandys.

3. To be brought to poverty or misery. Locke.

To RU'INATE . v. a. [from ruin .] Obsolete.

1. To subvert ; to demolish. Shakespeare.

2. To bring to meanness or misery irrecove-

rable. Bacon.

RUINATION. s. [from ruinate . ] Subversion ;

demolition. Obsolete. Camden.

RU'INER. s. [from ruin.] One that ruins.

Chapman.

RU'INOUS. a. [ruinosus, Lat. ruineaux, Fr ]

1. Fallen to ruin , dilapidated; demolished .Ha.

2. Mischievous ; pernicious ; bancful ; de-

structive. Swift.

RU'INOUSLY. ad.

1. In a ruinous manner.

2. Mischievously ; destructively. D. ofPiety.

RULE. s. [regula , Latin.]

1. Government ; empire ; sway ; supreme

command.
Philips.

2. An instrument by which lines are drawn.

South.

Tillotson.

3. Canon ; precept bywhich the thoughts or

actions are directed.

4. Regularity ; propriety of behaviour. Not

in use.

To RULE. v. a. [from the noun,]

Shakespeare.

1. To govern ; to control ; to manage with

power and authority.

2. To manage ; to conduct.

3. To settle as by a rule.

Dryden.

Maccabees.

Atterbury.

To RULE. v. n. To have power or command.

Locke.

RU'LER. s . [from rule.]

1. Governour ; one that has the supreme

command.
Raleigh.

2. An instrument, by the direction ofwhich

lines are drawn. Moxon.

RUM. s.

1. A country parson. A cant word. Swift.

2. A kind of spirit distilled from molasses.

To RUMBLE. v . n. [rommelen, Dutch.] To

make a hoarse, low, continued noise. Rosc.

RU'MBLER. s . [from rumble .] The person or

thing that rumbles.

RU'MINANT. a . [ruminans, Latin . ] Having

the property of chewing the cud. Ray.

To RUMINATE. v. n. [rumino, Latin.]

1. To chew the cud. Arbuthnot,

2. To muse ; to think again and again.

Fairfax.
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To RUMINATE. v. a .

1. To chew over again.

2. To muse on ; to meditate over and over

again. Shakespeare.

RUMINATION. s . [ruminatio, Latin.]

1. The property or act of chewing the cud.

Arbuthnot.

Thomson.2. Meditation ; reflection.

To RUMMAGE. v. a. [ranmen, German ; ri-

mari, Latin.] To search ; to plunder ; to eva-

cuate. Dryden.

To RUMMAGE. v. n. To search places.

Swift.

RU'MMER. s. [roemer, Dutch. ] A glass ; a

drinking cup. Philips.

RUMOUR. s . [rumeur, Fr. rumor, Latin .] Fly-

ing or popular report ; bruit ; fame. Dryden.

To RUMOUR. v. a. [from the noun.] To re-

port abroad ; to bruit. Dryden.

RU'MOURER. s . [from rumour.] Reporter ;

spreader of news.

RUMP. s. [ rumpff, German.]

1. The end of the backbone.

2. The buttocks .

Shakespeare.

Swift.

Shakespeare.

To RU'MPLE. v. a. [rompelen, Dutch. ] To

crush or contract into inequalities and corru-

gations ; to crush together out of shape.
Blackmore.

RU'MPLE. s. [hrympelle, Saxon .] Pucker ;

rude plait. Dryden.

To RUN. v. n. pret, ran. [ɲýnan, Sax. rennen,

Dutch.]

1. To move swiftly; to ply the legs in such

a manner as that both feet are at every step

off the ground at the same time ; to make

haste ; to pass with very quick pace. Swift.

2. To use the legs in motion. Locke.

3. To move in a hurry. Ben Jonson.

4. To pass on the surface, not through the
air.

5. To rush violently.

6. To take a course at sea.

Exodus.

Burnet.

Tillotson.28. To pass into some change.

29. To proceed in a certain order. Dryden.

32. To be carried on in any manner. Ayliffe.

30. To be in force.

31. To be generally received.

33. To have a track or course.

34. To pass irregularly.

35. To make a gradual progress .

36. To be predominant.

37. To tend in growth.

38. To grow exuberantly.

Bacon.

Knolles.

Boyle.

Cheyne.

Pope

Woodward.

Bacon.

Mortimer.

39. To excern pus or matter. Leviticus.

40. To become irregular ; to change to some.

thing wild. Granville

41. To go by artifice or fraud. Hudibras.

42. To fall by haste, passion, or folly, into

fault or misfortune. Knolles.

43. To fall ; to make transition .

44. To have a general tendency.

45. To proceed as on a ground or principle.

Watts.

Swift

46. To go on with violence.

47. To RUN after. To search for ; to endea

vour at, though out of the way. Locke.

Atterbury,

Swift.

48. To RUN away with. To hurry without

deliberation . Locke.

49. To RUN in with. To close ; to comply.

Baker.

50. To RUN on. To be continued. Hooker.

51. To RUN on. To continue the same course.

Drayton.

52. To RUN over. To be so full as to over-

flow. Dryden.

53. To RUN over. To be so much as to over

flow. Dryden.

54. To RUN over. To recount cursorily. Ray.

55. TO RUN over. To consider cursorily.

Wotton.

56. To RUN out. To be at an end. Swift.

57. To RUN out. To spread exuberantly.

Taylor.

Broome.58. To RUN out . To expatiate .

59. To RUN out. To be wasted or exhausted.

Ben Jonson.

7. To contend in a race.

8. To flee ; not to stand.

Acts.

Swift.

Bacon.

9. To go away by stealth. Shakespeare.

10. To emit or let flow any liquid . Shakesp.

11. To stream ; to flow; to have a current ;

60. To RUN out. To grow poor by expense

disproportionate to income. -Swift.

To RUN. v. a.

not to stagnate . Addison. 1. To pierce ; to stab . Shakespeare.

12. To be liquid ; to be fuid. Bacon. 2. To force ; to drive. Locke

13. To be fusible ; to melt. Dryden. 3 To force into any way or form .
Felton.

14. To fuse ; to melt.. Moxon. 4. To drive with violence. Knolles

Locke. 5. To melt ; to fuse. Felton

6. To incur; to fall into. Calamy

7. To venture ; to hazard. Clarendon.

9. To prosecute in thought.

10. To push .

Collier

Addison.

L'Estrange

15. To pass ; to proceed.

16. To flow as periods or metre ; to have a

cadence ; as, the lines run smoothly.

17. To go away ; to vanish.
Addison.

18. To have a legal course to be practised.

Child.

19. To have a course in any direction. Addi.

20. To pass in thought or speech . Felton.

21. To be mentioned cursorily, or in few
words. Arbuthnot.

22. To have a continual tenour of any kind.

23. To be busied upon.

24. To be popularly known.

Sanderson.

Swift.

Temple.

25. To have reception, success, or continu-

ance ; as, seditious papers always run.

26. To go on by succession of parts.

27. To proceed in a train of conduct. Shak,

Pope.

+

8. To import or export without duty. Swift.

11. To RUN down. To chase to weariness .

12. To RUN down. To crush ; to overbear.

RUN. s. [from the verb.]

1. Act ofrunning.

2. Course ; motion.

3. Flow ; cadence.

Course ; process.

South

L'Estrange

Bucon.

Broome.

5. Way ; will; uncontrolled course. Arbuth.

6. Long reception ; continued success. Addi.

7. Modish clamour. Swift.
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3. At the long RUN. In fine ; in conclusion ;

at the end. Wiseman.

RU'NAGATE. s . [renegat, French. ] A fugi-

tive ; rebel ; apostate. Raleigh.

RUNAWAY. s. [run and away.] One that flies

from danger ; one who departs by stealth ;

a fugitive. Shakespeare.

RUNDLE. 8. [of round.]

1. A round ; a step of a ladder. Duppa.

2. A peritrochium ; something put round an
axis. Wilkins.

Bacon.RUNDLET. s. A small barrel.

RUNG. The pret. and part. pass. of ring.

RUNNEL. s. [from run. ] A rivulet ; a small

brook.

RU'NNER. s . [from run.]

2. A racer.

1. One that runs.

3. A messenger.

4. A shooting sprig.

5. One ofthe stones of a mill.

6. A bird.

Fairfax.

Dryden.

Swift.

Mortimer.

Mortimer.

Ainsworth.

RUNNET. s. [zeɲunnen, Saxon, coagulated .]

A liquor made by steeping the stomach of a

calfin hot water, and used to coagulate milk

for curds and cheese. More.

RUNNING. a. Kept for the race. Law.

RU'NNION. s. [rognant, Fr. scrubbing.] A

paltry scurvy wretch. Shakespeare.

RUNT. s. [runte, in the Teutonick dialects, sig-

nifies a bull or cow.] Any animal small below

the natural growth of the kind. Cleaveland.

RUPTION. s . [ruptus, Latin. ] Breach ; solu-

tion of continuity. Wiseman.

RUPTURE. s . [rupture, Fr. from ruptus, Lat.]

1. The act ofbreaking ; state ofbeing broken;

solution of continuity . Arbuthnot.

2. A breach of peace ; open hostility. Swift.

3. Burstenness ; hernia ; preternatural erup-

tion of the gut.
Sharp.

To RUPTURE. v. a. [from the noun.] To

break ; to burst , to suffer disruption. Sharp.

RUPTUREWORT. s. [herniaria. ] A plant.

RURAL. a. [rural, French ; ruralis, Latin.]

Country ; existing in the country, not in ci-

ties ; suiting the country ; resembling the

country. Thomson.

RURALITY. s . [from rural.] The quality

RU'RALNESS. ofbeing rural .

RURICOLIST. s . [ruricola, Latin. ] An inha-
bitant ofthe country.

RURIGENOUS. a. [rura and gigno, Latin .]

Born in the country.

RUSE. s . [ French ] Cunning ; artifice ; little

stratagem ; trick.

RUSH. s. [pire, Saxon. ]

1. A plant. They are planted with great care

on the banks of the sea in Holland, in order

to prevent the water from washing away the

earth ; for the roots of these rushes fasten

themselves very deep in the ground, and mat

themselves near the surface, so as to hold the

earth closely together. Miller.

2. Any thing proverbially worthless . Arbuth.

RUSH-CANDLE. s. [from rush and candle.]

A small blinking taper, made by stripping a

rush and dipping it in tallow. Milton.

To RUSH. v. n. [hɲeoran, Saxon.] To move

with violence ; to go on with tumultuous ra-

pidity. Sprat.

RUSH. s. [from the verb.] Violent course.

RU'SHY. a. [from rush .]

1. Abounding with rushes.

2. Made of rushes.

Crashare

Thomson.

Tickel.

RUSK. s. Hard bread for stores. Raleigh.

RU'SSET. a . [rousset, French ; russus, Latin.]

1. Reddishly brown. Dryden.

2. Newton seems to use it for gray.

3. Coarse ; homespum ; rustick . Shakespeare.

RUSSET. s . Country dress. Dryden.

RU'SSET.

RUSSETTING.

their colour.

s. A name given to several

sorts of pears or applesfrom

RUST. s. [ɲurt, Saxon.]

1. The red desquamation of old iron. May.

2. The tarnished or corroded surface of any

metal.
Dryden.

3. Loss ofpower by inactivity.

4. Matter bred by corruption or degenera-

tion.

To RUST. v. n. [from the noun. ]

King Charles.

1. To gather rust ; to have the surface tar-

nished or corroded.

2. To degenerate in idleness .

To RUST v. a.

1. To make rusty.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Brown,

2. To impair by time or inactivity.

RU'STICAL. a . [rusticus, Latin. ] Rough ; sa-

vage ; boisterous ; brutal ; rude.

RU'STICALLY. ad. [from rustical . ] Savagely ;

rudely ; inelegantly. Dryden.

RUSTICALNESS. s. [from rustical. ] The qua-

lity of being rustical ; rudeness ; savage-

ness.

To RU'STICATE. v. n. [rusticor, Latin ] To
reside in the country. Pope.

To RU'STICATE. v. a . To banish into the

country. Spectator.

RUSTICITY. s . [rusticité, Fr. rusticitus, Lat.]

1. Qualities of one that lives in the country;

simplicity ; artlessness ; rudeness ; savageness.

Woodward.

2. Rural appearance.

RU'STICK. a. [rusticus, Lat. rustique, Fr.]

1. Rural ; country.

2. Rude ; untaught ; inelegant.

3. Brutal ; savage.

Sidney.

Wutts.

Pope.

Milton.

4. Artless , honest ; simple.

5. Plain ; unadorned.

RU'STICK. s. A clown ; a swain ; an inhabi.

tant ofthe country.

RU'STINESS. s. [from rusty.] The state of

being rusty.

South.

To RUSTLE. v. n . [hɲirzlan, Saxon.] To

make a low continued rattle ; to make a

quick succession of small noises. Shakespeare.

RUSTY. a. [from rust. ]

1. Covered with rust ; infected with rust.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.2. Impaired by inactivity,

To RUT. v. n . [ruit, Fr. ] To desire to come to-

gether. Used of deer.

RÜT. s . [ruit, Fr.]

1. Copulation of deer.

2. The track of a cart wheel.

RUTH. s . [from rue.]

1. Mercy ; pity ; tenderness.

2. Misery ; sorrow

Bacon.

Chapman,

Fairfax

Spenser
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Carew.

RUTHFUL. a. [ruth and full.] Rueful ; wo-

ful; sorrowful.

RUTHFULLY. ad.

1. Wofully ; sadly. Knolles.

Spenser.2. Sorrowfully ; mournfully.

RUTHLESS. a. [from ruth.] Cruel ; pitiless ;

uncompassionate ; barbarous. Sandys.

RUTHLESSNESS. s . [from ruthless .] Want

ofpity.

RUTHLESSLY. ad. [from ruthless.] Without

pity ; cruelly ; barbarously.

RUTTIER. s. [routiere, Fr. ]A direction ofthe

road or course at sea.

RUTTISH. a. [ from rut. ] Wanton ; libidi-

nous ; salacious ; lustful ; lecherous. Shakesp.

RYE. s. [nyge, Sax.]

Arbuthnot.

Ainsworth,

1. A coarse kind of bread corn.

2. A disease in a hawk.

RYE'GRASS . s. A kind of strong grass . Mor

SAC

SHAS in English the same hissing sound as in

other languages. In the beginning ofwords

it has invariably its natural and genuine
sound in the middle it is sometimes uttered

with a stronger appulse of the tongue to the

palate, like z ; as, rose, roseate, rosy, osier, no-

sel, resident, busy, business. It sometimes keeps

its naatral sound ; as , loose, designation. In the

end of monosyllables it is sometimes s, as in

this ; and sometimes z, as in us, has ; and ge-

nerally where es stands in verbs for eth, as

gives.

SABA'OTH. s. [Heb. ] Armies ; hosts. Com. Pr.

SA'BBATH. s. [An Hebrew word signifying

rest; sabbatum, Lat.]

rest.

1.Aday appointed by God among the Jews,

and from them established among Christians

for public worship ; the seventh day set apart

from works of labour to be employed in pi-

ety. Milton.

2. Intermission of pain or sorrow ; time of

Pope.

SA'BBATHBREAKER. s. [sabbath and break.]

Violator of the sabbath by labour or wick-

edness.
Bacon.

SABBATICAL. a. [sabbaticus, Lat. ] Resem-

bling the sabbath ; enjoying or bringing in-

termission of labour. Forbes.

SABBATISM. s . [fromsabbatum, Lat. ] Obser-

vance ofthe sabbath superstitiously rigid.

SA'BINE. s . [sabine, Fr. sabina, Lat.] A plant ;

savin.

SA'BLE. s. [zibella, Lat.] Fur.

SA'BLE. a. [French.] Black.

SA'BLIERĒ. s. [French.]

1. A sand pit.

Mortimer.

Knolles.

Waller.

Bailey.

2. [ In carpentry. ] A piece of timber as long,

but not so thick, as a beam.

SA'BRE. s. [sabre, Fr.] A cimeter ; a short

sword with a convex edge ; a falchion. Pope.

SABULO'SITY. s. [from sabulous .] Grittiness ;

sandiness.

SA'BULOUS. a. [sabulum, Latin.] Gritty ;

sandy.

S.

SACCA'DE. s . [French.] A violent check the

rider gives his horse, by drawing both the

reins very suddenly. Bailey.

SA'CCHARINE. a. [saccharum, Lat.] Having

the taste, or any other of the chief qualities

of sugar. Arbuthnot.

SAC

SACERDO'TAL. a. [sacerdotalis, Lat. ] Priest

ly; belonging to the priesthood. Atterbury.

SA'CHEL . s. [sacculus, Lat ] A small sack or

bag.

SACK. s. [p ; σaux ; saccus, Latin ; ræc,

Sax.]

1. A bag , a pouch ; commonly a large bag.

2. The measure of three bushels.

3. A woman's loose robe.

To SACK. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To putin bags

Knolles.

Betterton.

2. [From sacar, Spanish. ] To take by storm ;

to pillage ; to plunder.

SACK. s. [from the verb.]

1. Storm ofa town ; pillage ; plunder.

South.

Dryden.

2. Akind of sweet wine, now brought chiefly

from the Canaries. Swift.

SACKBUT. s. [sacabuche, Spanish .] A kind of

pipe. Shakespeare.

SACKCLOTH. s. [sack and cloth. ] Cloth of

which sacks are made ; coarse cloth some-

times worn in mortification. Sandys.

SA'CKER. s. [from suck. ] One that takes a

town,

SA'CKFUL. s . [sack andfull . ] A full bag.

SA'CKPOSSET. s. [sack and posset . ]. A posset

made of milk, sack, and some other ingre-

dients. Swift .

SA'CRAMENT. s . [sacramentum , Lat.]

1. An oath ; any ceremony producing an ob

ligation.

2. An outward and visible sign ofan inward

and spiritual grace.
Hooker.

3. The eucharist ; the holy communion.

Addison.

SACRAMENTAL. a. [sacramental, Fr. from

sacrament.] Constituting a sacrament ; per-

taining to a sacrament. Taylor.

SACRAMENTALLY. ad. After the manner

of a sacrament. Hummond.

SA'CRED. a . [sacre, Fr. sacer, Lat.]

1. Immediately relating to God. Arbuthnot.

2. Devoted to religious uses ; holy. Milton.

3. Dedicated ; consecrate ; consecrated.

Dryden.

4. Relating to religion ; theological. Milton

5. Entitled to reverence.

6. Inviolable.

Cowley

Dryden.
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SA CREDLY.ad. [from sacred. ] Inviolably ; re-

ligiously. South.

SACREDNESS . 8. [from sacred. ] The state of

being sacred ; state of being consecrated to

religious uses; holiness ; sanctity. L'Estrange.

SACRIFICK. a. [sacrificus, Lat.] Employed in

sacrifice .

SACRIFICABLE. a . [ from sucrificor, Latin.]

Capable of being offered in sacrifice. Brown.

SACRIFICATOR. s . [ from sacrificor, Latin.]

Sacrificer ; offerer of sacrifice.

SACRIFICATORY. a . [from suerificor, Lat.]

Offering sacrifice .

To SA'CRIFICE. v. a . [sacrifico, Latin. ]

Brown.

1. To offer to heaven ; to immolate as an

atonement or propitiation.

2 To destroy or give up for the sake of

something else.

3 To destroy ; to kill.

4. To devote with loss.

Broome.

Prior.

To SA'CRIFICE. v . n. To make offerings ; to

offer sacrifice. Milton.

Milton.

SA'CRIFICE. s. [ sacrificium, Latin.]

1. The act of offering to heaven.

2. The thing offered to heaven, or immolat-

ed by an act of religion. Milton.

3. Any thing destroyed, or quitted for the

sake of something else.

4. Any thing destroyed.

SA'CRIFICER. s . [ from sacrifice . ] One who

offers sacrifice ; one that immolates . Addison.

SACRIFICIAL. a. [from sacrifice . ] Perform-

ing sacrifice ; included in sacrifice. Taylor.

SA'CRILEGE. s. [ sacrilege, Fr. sacrilegium,

Lat. ] The crime of appropriating to himself

what is devoted to religion ; the crime of

robbing heaven. South.

SACRILE'GIOUS. a. [sacrilegus, Lat.] Viola-

ting things sacred ; polluted with the crime

of sacrilege.

SACRILEGIOUSLY. ad. With sacrilege.

SA'CRING. part . Consecrating. Shakespeare.
SA'CRIST. s. [sacristain, Fr.] He that

SA'CRISTAN. has the care of the utensils

or moveables of the church.

SA'CRISTY s. [sacristie, Fr.] An apartment

where the consecrated vessels or moveables

of a church are reposited.

SAD. a. [the etymology not known. ]

1. Sorrowful ; full of grief.

}

Pope.

Ayliffe.

2. Habitually melancholy ; heavy ; gloomy ;

not gay ; not cheerful.

Prior.

Dryden.

1. To cover with a saddle.

2. To load ; to burden.

SA'DDLEBÁCKED . «. [saddle and back.]

Horses, saddlebacked, have their backs low,

and a raised head and neck. Farrier's Dict.

SA'DDLEMAKER. Įs. [from saddle. ] One

whose trade is to makeSA'DDLER.

saddles.

SA'DLY. ad. [from sad ]

1. Sorrowfully ; mournfully.

2. Calamitously ; miserably.

SA'DNESS . s . [ from sad.]

Digby.

Dryden.

South.

1. Sorrowfulness ; mournfulness ; dejection

of mind.

2. Melancholy look.

3. Seriousness ; sedate gravity.

SAFE. a. [ sauf, Fr. salvus, Lat.]

1. Free from danger.

2. Free from hurt.

3. Conferring security.

Dryden.

Milton.

Dryden.

Dryden.

L'Estrange.

Milton.

4. No longer dangerous ; reposited out of the

powerof doing harm. Shakespeare.

SAFE. s. [from the adjective.] A buttery;

pantry. Ainsworth.

SA'FECONDUCT. s . [saufconduit, Fr.]

•

1. Convoy ; guard through an enemy's cong-

try.

2. Pass ; warrant to pass.

SA'FEGUARD. s. ( safe and guard.]

Clarendon.

1. Defence ; protection ; security . Atterbury.

2. Convoy ; guard through any interdicted

road, granted by the possessor.

3. Pass ; warrant to pass. Clarendon.

To SA'FEGUARD. v. a . [from the noun.] To

guard ; to protect. Shakespeare.

SA'FELY. ad. [from safe.]

1. In a safe manner ; without danger.

Locke.

2. Without hurt.
Shakespeare.

SAFENESS. s. [from safe.] Exemption from

danger.

SA'FETY. s. [ from safe.]

1. Freedom from danger.

2. Exemption from hurt.

3. Preservation from hurt.

South.

Shakespeare

Prior.

Shakespeare.

4. Custody ; security from escape.. Shak.

SA'FFLOW. s. Bastard saffron . Mortimer.

SA'FFRON. s. [ safrun, Fr. from saphar, Ara-

bick ; crocus, Latin.] A plant . Miller

SA'FFRON, bastard. 5. [curthamus, Latin.] A

plant, cultivated for dyers. Miller.

SAFFRON. a. Yellow ; having the colour of

saffron.

Addison.

Milton.

Pope.

3. Serious ; not light ; not volatile ; grave.

Herbert.

4. Afflictive ; calamitous. Milton.

5. Bad ; inconvenient ; vexatious. Addison.

6. Dark-coloured.

7. Heavy ; weighty ; ponderous.

Walton.

Spenser.

1. Quick of scent.

8. Cohesive ; not light ; firm ; close . Mort.

To SA'DDEN. v. a. [from sad.]

1. To make sad ; to make sorrowful. 、

2. To make melancholy ; to make gloomy.

3 To make dark coloured.

Pope.

4. To make heavy ; to make cohesive. Mort.

SA'DDLE. s. [radi, Sax. sadel, Dutch.] The

seat which is put upon the horse for the ac-
commodation ofthe rider.

Dryden.

To SA'DDLE. v. a. [from the noun.J

To SAG. v. n. To hang heavy.

ToSAG. v. a. To load ; to burden.

SAGA'CIOUS. a. [sagax, Latin.]

Chapman.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

2. Quick of thought ; acute in making dis

coveries.

SAGA'CIOUSLY. ad.

1- With quick scent.

Locke.

2. With acuteness of penetration.

SAGA'CIOUSNESS. 3. [from sagacious.] The

quality of being´sagacious.

SAGA'CITY. s. [sagacitas, Latin.]

1. Quickness of scent.

2. Acuteness of discovery.

SAGE. s. [sauge, French ; salvia, Latin.] A

plant.. Cray

Locke.
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SAGE. a. [sage, French ; saggio, Italian.] Wise ;

grave ; prudent . Waller.

SAGE. s . [from the adjective. ] A philosopher ;

a man ofgravity and wisdom. Pope.

SA GELY. ad. [ from sage ] Wisely ; prudently.

SA'GENESS. s. [from sage.] Gravity ; pru-

dence.

SAGITTAL. a. [from sagitta, Lat. an arrow.]

1. Belonging to an arrow.

2. [In anatomy.] A suture so called from its

resemblance to an arrow. Wiseman.

SA'GITTARY. s . [sagittarius, Latin.] A cen-

taur ; an animal half man half horse, armed

with a bow and quiver. Shakespeare.

SA'GO. s . A kind of eatable grain. Bailey.

SA'ICK. s. [ saica, Italian . ] A Turkish vessel

proper for the carriage of merchandise.

SAID. The pret. and part. pass of say.

1. Aforesaid. Hale.

2. Declared ; showed.

SAIL. s. [rezl, Sax. seyhel, seyl, Dutch. ]

1. The expanded sheet, which catches the

wind, and carries on the vessel on the water.

2. [In poetry.] Wings.

3. A ship ; a vessel.

Spenser.

Addison.

4. Sail is a collective word, noting the num-

ber of ships ; as, twenty sail, a fleet of

twenty ships. Raleigh.

Acts.5. To strike SAIL. To lower the sail.

6. A proverbial phrase for abating ofpomp,

or superiority.

To SAIL. v. n. [from the noun.]

Shakespeare.

1. To bemoved by the wind with sails . Mort.

2. To pass by sea.

3. To swini.

4. To pass smoothly along.

To SAIL. v. a.

1. To pass by means of sails.

2. To fly through.

tion.

Acts.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Pope.

SAILER. s. [from sail .] A seaman ; one who

SAILOR. practises or understands naviga-
Arbuthnot. Pope.

SA'ILYARD. s. [sail and yard.] The pole on

which the sail is extended. Dryden.

SAIM [saime, Italian . ] Lard.

SAIN. [a participle, obsolete, from say.] Said.

Shakespeare.

SA'INFOIN. s. [sainfoin, French, medica.] A

kind of herb.

SAINT. s. [saint, French.] A person eminent

for piety and virtue. Shakespeare.

To SAINT. v. a. [from the noun.] To number

among saints ; to reckon among saints by a

publick decree ; to canonize. Addison.

To SAINT. v. n. To act with a show of piety.

SA'INTED. a. [from saint.]

1. Holy; pious ; virtuous.

2. Holy ; sacred.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

SAINT John's Wort. s [hypericum .] A plant.

SA/INTLIKE. a [saint and like.]

1. Suiting a saint ; becoming a saint. Dryden.

2. Resembling a saint. Bacon

SA'INTLY. a. [from saint.] Like a saint ; be-

coming a saint. Milton.

SA'INTSHIP. s. [from saint. ] The character

or qualities of a saint.

SAKE. s. [rac, Sax. suecke, Dutch.]

SA'KER. 8. [saker originally signifies a hawk.]

A sort of cannon. Derham.

SA'KERET. s. [from saker.] The male of a

saker-hawk. Bailey.

SAL. s . [Latin . ] Salt ; a word often used in

pharmacy. Floyer.

SALA'CIOUS . a. [salucis, Lat. salace, French.]

Lustful ; lecherous. Arbuthnot.

SALACIOUSLY. ad. [from salacious . ] Lecher-

ously lustfully.

SALA CITY. s. [salacitas, Latin.] Lust ; le-

chery. Floyer

SA'LAD. s. [salade , French ; salaet, German.]

Food of raw herbs. Watts.

SALAMA'NDER. s . [ salamandre, Fr. salaman

dra, Latin. ] An animal supposed to live in

the fire, and imagined to be very poisonous.

Ambrose Parey has a picture of the salaman-

der, with a receipt for her bite ; but there

is no such creature, the name being now

given to a poor harmless insect. Brown.

SALAMA'NDER's Hair. s. Akind of asbes-

SALAMA'NDER's Wool.

flax .

tos , or mineral

Woodward. Bacon.

SA'LAMANDRINE. a. [from salamander.]

Resembling a salamander. Spectator.

SA'LARY. s. [salaire, French ; salarium,

Latin.] Stated hire ; annual or periodical

payment.

SALE. s. [ saal, Dutch.]

1. The act of selling.

Swift.

2. Vent ; power of selling ; market. Spenser.

3. A public and proclaimed exposition of

goods to the market ; auction. Temple.

4. State of being venal ; price. Addison.

5. It seems in Spenser to signify a wicker

basket ; perhaps from sallow, in which fish

are caught.

SA'LEABLE. a . (from sale.] Vendible ; fit for

sale ; marketable. Locke.

SA'LEABLENESS . s. [from saleable.] The

state ofbeing saleable.

SA'LEABLY. ud. [ from saleable.] In a sale-
able manner.

One who

SA'LEBROUS. a. [salebrosus, Latin.] Rough;

uneven ; rugged.

SA'LESMAN. s . [sale and man.]

sells clothes ready made.

SA'LEWORK. s. [sale and work.]

sale ; work carelesly done.

SALIENT. a. [saliens, Latin.]

Swift.

Work for

Shakespeare.

1. Leaping ; bounding ; moving by leaps.

2. Beating ; panting.

Brown.

Blackmore.

Pope.

Brown.

3. Springing or shooting with a quick_mo-

tion.

SA'LIGOT. s. Waterthistle.

SA'LINE. a. [salinus, Latin. ] Consisting

SALINOUS. } of sonstituting salt.

Harvey. Brown.

SALİ'VA. s. [Latin ] Every thing that is spit

up; but it more strictly signifies that juice

which is separated by the glands called sali

val. Quincy.

SALIVAL. a. [from saliva.] Relating to

Grew. Arbuthnot.

To SA'LIVATE. v. a. [from saliva, Latin. ] To

purge by the salival glands. Wiseman.

rate. SALIVARY. } spittin

1. Final cause ; end ; purpose. Tillotson.

2. Account ; regard to any person or thing.
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SALIVATION. s. [ from salivate.] A method

of cure much practised in venereal cases, by

promoting a secretion of spittle. Quincy.

SALIVOUS. a. [from saliva. ] Consisting of

spittle ; having the nature of spittle . Wisem.

SA'LLET. s. [Corrupted from salad.]

Boyle. Mortimer.

SAʼLLIANCE. s. [ from sally. ] The act of is-

suing forth ; sally. Spenser.

SAʼLLOW. s . [sulix, Latin.] A tree of the ge-

nus ofwillow. Dryden.

SA'LLOW. a. [salo, German, black ; sale, Fr.

foul . ] Sickly ; yellow.

SA'LLOWNESS. s. [from sallow .]

Rowe.

Yellow-

ness ; sickly paleness . Addison,

SALLY. s. [sallie, French.]

1. Eruption ; issue from a place besieged ;

quick egress.

2. Range ; excursion.

Bacon.

Locke.

3. Flight ; volatile or sprightly exertion. St.

4. Escape ; levity ; extravagant flight ; fro-

lick ; wild gayety ; exorbitance. Swift.

To SA'LLY. v. n. [from the noun. ] To make

an eruption ; to issue out. Tate.

SAʼLLYPORT. s. [sally and port.] Gate at

which sallies are made. Denham.

SALMAGUNDI. s. [selon mon gout, or suleé à

mon gout.] A mixture of chopped meat and

pickled herrings with oil, vinegar, pepper,

and onions.

SA'LMON. s. [salmo, Latin. ] The salmon is

accounted the king of fresh-water fish, and

is bred in rivers relating to the sea, yet so

farfrom it as admits no tincture of brackish-

ness. They are said to cast their spawn in

August, which becomes samlets early in the

spring, and they haste to the sea before win-

ter. After he is got into the sea he becomes

from a samlet, not so big as a gudgeon, to be

a salmon, in as short a time as a gosling be-

comes a goose. Walton.

SA'LMONTROUT. s. A trout that has some

resemblance to a salmon. Walton.

SALPICON. s. A kind of farce or stuffing.

Bailey.
SALSAMENTA'RIOUS. a. [salsamentarius,

Latin.] Belonging to salt things.

SA'LSIFY. s. [ Latin.] A plant ; goatsbeard.

SALSOA'CID . a. [salsus and acidus, Latin. ]

Having a taste compounded of saltness and

Floyer.

SALSU'GINOUS. a . [salsugo, Latin. ] Saltish ;

somewhat salt. Boyle.

sourness.

SALT. s. [salt, Gothick ; realt, Saxon.]

1. Salt is a bodywhose two essential proper-

ties seem to be, dissolubility in water, and a

pungent sapor ; it is an active incombustible

substance. There are three kinds of salts,

fixed, volatile, and essential : fixed salt is

drawn by calcining matter, then boiling the

ashes in a good deal of water ; volatile salt

is that drawn chiefly from the parts of ani-

mals, and some putrefied parts of vegeta-

bles ; the essential salt is drawn from the

juice of plants by crystallization. Harris.

2. Taste; smack. Shakespeare.

3. Wit ; merriment.

SALT. a.

1. Having the taste of salt.

2. Impregnated with salt.

3. Abounding with salt.

Addison

Jeremiah.

4. [Salax, Latin. ] Lecherous ; salacious Shak.

To SALT. v. a. [from the noun.] To season

Brownwith salt.

SALT-PAN } s. [salt and pan, or pit.] Pit

SALT-PIT. where salt is got.

SAʼLTANT. a. [saltans, Latin.]

dancing.

SALTATION. s. [saltatio, Latin.]

1. The act of dancing or jumping.

2. Beat ; palpitation.

SA'LTCAT. s . A lump of salt.

Bacon.

Jumping ;

Brown.

Wiseman.

Mortimer.

Swift.

SALTCE'LLAR. s . [salt and cellar. ] Vessel of

salt set on the table.

SA'LTER. s. [from salt .]

1. One who salts.

Camden.

Mortimer.

Brown.

2. One who sells salt.

SA'LTERN . s. A salt-work.

SALTINBA'NCO . s. [saltare in banco ] A

quack or mountebank."

SA'LTIER. s. A saltier is in the form of a St.

Andrew's cross, and an honourable bearing

in heraldry. Peacham.

SA'LTISH. a . [from salt .] Somewhat salt.

SAʼLTLESS. a . [from salt . ]

ing of salt.

SA'ĽTLY. ad. [ from salt. ]

in a salt manner.

SA'LTNESS . s. [from salt.]

Mortimer.

Insipid ; not tast-

With taste of salt ;

Taste of salt.

Bucon.

sal petre,SALTPETRE. s . [sal petræ, Latin ;

French.] Nitre.

SALVABİ'LITY. s. [from salvable. ] Possibi

lity of being received to everlasting life.

Decay ofPiety.

SA'LVABLE. a. [from salvo, Latin. ] Possible

to be saved. Decay of Piety.

SA'LVAGE. a. [saulvage, Fr. selvaggio, Ital. ]

Wild ; rude ; cruel ; now savage. Waller

SALVATION. s . [from salvo, Lat. ] Preserva-

tion from eternal death ; reception to the

happiness of heaven. Milton.

SALVATORY. s. [salvatoire, Fr.] A place

where any thing is preserved.

SALU BRIOUS. a. [salubris, Lat.] Wholesome ;

healthful ; promoting health . Philips.

SALU'BRITY. s . [from salubrious. ] Whole-

someness ; healthfulness.

Hale.

SALVE. s. [realf, Sax. from salvus, Lat.]

1. A glutinous matter applied to wounds and

hurts ; an emplaster.

2. Help ; remedy.

To SALVE. v. a. [salvo, Latin .]

1. To cure with medicaments applied .

2. To help ; to remedy.

Donne.

Hammond.

Spenser.

Sidney

Hooker

Spenser.

3. To help or save by a salvo, an excuse, or

reservation.

4. To salute. Obsolete.

SA'LVER. s . A plate on which any thing is

presented. Pope.

SA'LVO. s . [from salvo jure, Latin.] An excep-

tion ; a reservation ; an excuse. Addison.

SALUTARINESS. s. [ from salutary.] Whole-

someness ; quality of contributing to health

or safety.

Bacon. SA'LUTÁRY. a. [salutaris, Latin.] Whole-
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some ; healthful ; safe ; advantageous , con-

tributing to health or safety. Bentley.

SALUTATION. s. [salutatio, Latin.] The act

or style of saluting ; greeting.

To SALUTE. v. a. [saluto, Latin.]

J. To greet ; to hail.

2. To please ; to gratify.

3. To kiss.

SALUTE. s. [from the verb.]

1. Salutation ; greeting.

2. A kiss.

SALUTER. s. [from salute.]
lutes.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Brown.

Roscommon.

He who sa-

SALUTIFEROUS. a. [salutifer, Lat.] Heal-

thy; bringing health. Dennis.

SAME. a. [samo, Gothick ; sammo, Swedish. ]

1. Not different ; not another ; identical ; be-

ing of the like kind, sort, or degree. Ray.

2. That was mentioned before. Daniel.

SA'MENESS . s. [from same.]

1. Identity ; the state of being not another ;

not different. King Charles.

2. Undistinguishable resemblance. Swift.

SA'MLET. s. [salmonet or salmonlet.] A little

salmon. Walton.

SAMPHIRE. s. [saint Pierre, French.] A plant

preserved in pickle. Shakespeare.

SA'MPLE. s. [from example. ] A specimen ; a

part shown, that judgment may be made of
the whole. Prior.

lar.

To SA'MPLE. v. u. To show something simi-

Ainsworth.

SA'MPLER. s. [examplar, Latin.] A pattern of

work ; a piece worked by young girls for

improvement. Shakespeare.

SA'NABLE. a. [sanabilis, Latin.] Curable ;

susceptive of remedy ; remediable.

SANATION. s. [sanatio, Latin. ] The act of

caring.

SA'NATIVE. a. [from sano, Latin. ] Powerful

to cure ; healing. Bacon.

SA'NATIVENESS. s. [from sanative.] Power

to cure.

Wiseman.

SANCTIFICATION. s . [sanctification, Fr.]

1. The state of being freed, or act of giving

freedom from the dominion of sin for the

time to come. Hooker.

2. The act of making holy ; consecration .

Stillingfleet.

SANCTIFIER. s . [from sanctify. ] He that

sanctifies or makes holy.

To SANCTIFY. v. u . [sanctifier, French.]

1. To free from the power of sin for the time

Hebrews.to come.

2. To make holy.

Derham.

Addison.

3. To make a means of holiness. Hooker.

4. To make free from guilt.

5. To secure from violation .

Dryden.

Pope.

SANCTIMO'NIOUS. a . [from sanctimonia, La-

tin.] Saintly ; having the appearance of

sanctity. L'Estrange.

SA'NCTIMONY. s . [sanctimonia, Latin.] Ho-

liness ; scrupulous austerity ; appearance of
holiness . Raleigh.

SA'NCTION. s. [sanction, Fr. sanctio, Latin.] .

1. The act of confirmation which gives to

any thing its obligatory power ; ratification .

Ben Jonson.

Denham.2. A law ; a decree ratified.

SA'NCTITUDE. s . [from sanctus, Latin.] Ho.

liness ; goodness ; saintliness. Hooker,

SA'NCTITY. s . [sanctitas, Latin.]

1. Holiness ; the state of being holy. Shak.

2. Goodness ; the quality of being good ; pu-

rity ; godliness.

3. Saint ; holy being.

Addison.

Milton.

To SA'NCTUARISE. v. n. [from sanctuary.]

To shelter by means of sacred privileges.

Not in use. Shakespeare.

SA'NCTUARY s. [sanctuarium, Latin.]

1. A holy place ; holy ground ; the most re-

tired and awful part ofa temple. Rogers.

2. A place of protection ; a sacred asylumn.

3. Shelter ; protection.

SAND. s. [sand Danish and Dutch.]

Milton.

Dryden.

1. Particles of stone not conjoined, or stone

broken to powder. Prior.

2. Barren country covered with sands. Add.

SA'NDAL. s. [sandale, Fr. sandalium, Latin.] A

loose shoe.

SA'NDARAK. s. [sandaraca, Latin.]

Pope,

1. A mineral of a bright colour, not much

unlike to red arsenick.

2. A white gum oozing out of the juniper

tree.

Bailey.

Bailey.

SANDBLIND. a. [sand and blind .] Having a

defect in the eyes, by which small particles

appear to fly before them. Shakespeare.

SA'NDBOX Tree. s [hura, Latin.] A plant.

Miller

SA'NDED. a. [from sand.]

Carew.

A pre-

1. Covered with sand ; barren. Mortimer.

2. Marked with small spots ; variegated with

dusky specks. Shakespeare.

SA'NDERLING. s. A bird.

SA'NDERS. s . [ santalum, Latin.]

cious kind of Indian wood, of which there

are three sorts, red, yellow, and green.

Bailey

SA'NDEVER. s . That which our English

glassmen call sandever, and the French, of

whom the name probably was borrowed,

suindever, is that recrement that is made

when the materials of glass , having been first

baked together, the mixture casts up the

superfluous salt. Boyle.

SA'NDISH. a. [from sand.] Approaching to

the nature of sand ; loose ; not close ; not

compact. Evelyn.

SANDSTONE. s. [sand and stone. ] Stone of a

loose and friable kind, that casily crumbles

into sand.

SA'NDY. a . [from sand.]

Woodward.

1. Abounding with sand ; full of sand.

Philips.

Bacon.2. Consisting of sand ; unsolid.

SANE. a. [sanus, Latin. ] Sound ; healthy.

SANG. The preterite of sing.

SANGUIFEROUS. a. [sanguifer, Latin.] Con-

veying blood.
Derhum.

SANGUIFICATION. s. [sanguis and facio,

Lat. ] The production of blood ; the conver

sion ofthe chyle into blood. Arbuthnot.

SA'NGUIFIER. s. [sanguis and fucio, Latin.]

Floyer.

To SA'NGUIFY. v. . [sanguis and facio, Lat.]

Hule.
To produce blood.

Producer of blood.
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SA'NGUINARY. a. [sanguinarins, Latin .]

Cruel ; bloody ; murderous.

SANGUINARY. s. [sanguis, Latin .]

herb.

SAʼNGUINE. a. [sanguineus, Latin.]

Broome.

An

Ainsworth.

1. Red; having the colour of blood. Dryden.

2. Abounding with blood more than any

other humour ; cheerful. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

3. Warm ; ardent ; confident . Swift.

SA'NGUINE. s. [from sanguis, Latin.] Blood

colour. Spenser.
SANGUINENESS .

SANGUI'NITY. dour; heat of expecta-

tion ; confidence. Decay ofPiety. Swift.

SANGUI'NEOUS . a . [sanguineus, Latin.]

1. Constituting blood. Brown.

2. Abounding with blood. Arbuthnot.

SA'NHEDRIM. s. [synedrium, Latin.] The

chiefcouncil among the Jews, consisting of

seventy elders, over whom the high priest

presided.

}s. [from sanguine .] Ar-

SA'NICLE. s. [sanicula, Latin.] A plant.

SA'NIES. s. [Latin.] Thin watery matter ;

serous excretion. Wiseman.

SA'NIOUS. a . [ from sanies.] Running a thin

serous matter, not a well-digested pus. Wise.

SA'NITY. s. [sanitas, Latin . ] Soundness of

Shakespeare,

SANK. The preterite of sink.

SANS. prep. [ French. ] Without. Shakespeare.

SAP. s. [ræpe, Saxon ; sap, Dutch. ] The vi-

tal juice of plants ; the juice that circulates
in trees and herbs.. Arbuthnot.

mind.

To SAP. v. a. [sapper, French ; zappare, Ital.]

To undermine ; to subvert by digging ; to

mine. Dryden.

To SAP. v. n. To proceed by mine ; to pro-

ceed invisibly. Tatler.

SA'PID. a. [sapidus, Latin.] Tasteful ; pala-

table ; making a powerful stimulation upon

the palate.

SAPIDITY. s . [from sapid.] Tastefulness ;

SA'PIDNESS. power of stimulating the

palate. Boyle.

SA'PIENCE. s. [sapience, French ; sapientia,

Lat. ] Wisdom ; sageness ; knowledge. Swift.

SA'PIENT. a . [sapiens, Latin . ] Wise ; sage.

Milton.

SA'PLESS. a. [saploos, Dutch.]

}

1. Wanting sap ; wanting vital juice . Swift.

2. Dry ; old ; husky. Dryden.

SA'PLING. s. [from sap.] A young tree ; a

young plant. Swift.

SAPONA'CEOUS . a. [from sapo, Latin,

SAPONARY. soap . ] Soapy ; resem-

bling soap ; having the qualities of soap.

Arbuthnot. Boyle.

SA'POR. s. [Latin.] Taste ; power of affect-

ing or stimulating the palate. Brown.

SAPORIFICK. a. [ suporifique, French ; sa-

por andfacio, Latin.] Having the power to

produce tastes.

SAPPHIRE . s. [sapphirus, Latin.] A pre-

cious stone ofa blue colour. Woodward.

SAPPHIRINE. a . [sapphirinus, Latin .] Made

of sapphire ; resembling sapphire. Donne.

SA'PPINESS. s. [ from suppy.] The state or

the quality ofabounding in sap ; succulence ;

juiciness.

►

SA'PPY. a. [from sap.]

1. Abounding in sap ; juicy ; succulent.

Philips.

Hayward2. Young; not firm ; weak.

SA'RABAND. s. [çarabande, Spanish . ] A

Spanish dance. Arbuthnot.

SA'RCASM. s . [sarcasmus, Latin. ] A keen

reproach ; a taunt ; a gibe. Rogers.

SARCA'STICAL. a . [from sarcasm . ] Keen ;

SARCA'STICK. taunting ; severe.

South.

SARCA'STICALLY. ad. [from sarcastical. ]

Tauntingly ; severely. South.

SA'RCENET. s . [sericum, saracenicum, Latin.

Skinner.] Fine thin woven silk . Brown.

To SA'RCLE. v . a. [sarcler, French ] To

weed corn. Ainsworth.

SARCOCE'LE. s . [cag and unλn. ] A fleshy

excrescence ofthe testicles , which sometimes

grows so large as to stretch the scrotum

muchbeyond its natural size. Quincy.

SARCO'MA. s . [σagxwμa ] A fleshy excre-

scence, or lump, growing in any part of the

body, especially the nostrils. Bailey.

SARCOPHAGOUS. a. [σαρξ and φαγω.]

Flesh-eating ; feeding on flesh.

SARCOPHAGY s. [oags and payw.] The

practice of eating flesh.

SARCO'TICK. s. [from cap . ] A medicine

which fills up ulcers with new flesh ; an in-

carnative . Wiseman.

SARCULA'TION. s. [sarculus, Latin. ] The

act of weeding ; plucking up weeds.

SA'RDEL
s. A sort of precious

SA'RDINE Stone. Revelation.
SA'RDIUS .

SA'RDONYX. s. A precious stone. Woodw

SARK. s. [rcynk, Saxon .]

1. A shark or shirk.

}

stone.

Brown.

2. In Scotland it denotes a shirt. Arbuthno..

SARN. s. A British word for pavement, or

stepping stones.

SARPLIER. s. [sarpilliere, French . ]

of canvass for wrapping up wares.

SARRASINE. s. [ In botany.] A

birthwort.

SARSA.

}

A piece

Bailey.

kind of

Bailey.

s. Both a tree and a

plant.

SARSE. s . A sort of fine lawn sieve.

SARSAPARELLA. Ainsworth.

Bailey.

To sift

Bailey.

To SARSE. v. a. [sasser, French. ]

through a sarse or searse .

SASH. s. [from sçache, of sçavoir, to know, a

sash being a mark ofdistinction .]

1. A belt worn by way of distinction ; a

silken band worn by officers in the army.

2. A window so formed as to be let up and

down by pullies. Swift.

SA'SHOON. s. A kind of leather stuffing put

into a boot for the wearer's ease. Ainsworth.

SA'SSAFRAS. s. A tree. The wood is medi-

cinal.

SAT. The preterite of sit.

SATANICAL. a. [from Satan, the prince of

SATA'NICK. Shell. ] Devilish ; infernal.

Milton.

SATCHEL. s. [seckel, German ; sacculus,

Latin.] A little bag ; commonly a bag used

by schoolboys. Swift.

To SATE, v. a. [satio, Latin.] To satiate ; to
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sires.

10 SATIATE. v. a. [satio Latin.]

1. To satisfy ; to fill.

3. To gratify desire.

glat ; to pall ; to feed beyond natural de-

Philips.

SATELLITE. 8. [satelles, Latin.] A small

planet revolving round a larger. Bentley.

SATELLITIOUS. a. [from satelles, Latin.]

Consisting of satellites. Cheyne.

Philips.

2. To glut to pall ; to fill beyond natural
desire . Norris.

King Charles.

4. To saturate ; to impregnate with as much

as can be contained or imbibed. Newton.

SATIATE. a. [from the verb.] Glutted ; full

to satiety. Pope.

SATIETÝ. s. [satietas, Latin.] Full be-

yond desire or pleasure ; more than enough ;

wearisomeness of plenty ; state of being

palled or glutted. Pope.

SATIN. s . [stin, French.] A soft, close, and

shining silk. Swift.

SA'TIRE. s. [ satirá , Latin .] A poem in which

wickedness or foily is censured. Proper sa

tire is distinguished , by the generality of the

reflections, from a lampoon, which is aimed

against a particular person ; but they are

too frequently confounded. Dryden.

SATIRICAL. a. [ satiricus, Latin. ]
SATIRICK.

*
1. Belonging to satire employed in writing

of invective.
Roscommon.

2. Censorious ; severe in language. Swift.

SATIRICALLY. ad. [from satirical.] With

invective ; with intention to censure or

vilify. Dryden.

SATIRIST. Tfrom satire.] One who writes

satires. Pope.

To SA'TIRIZE. v . a. [satiriser, French ; from

satire.] To censure as in a satire. Dryden.

SATISFACTION. s. [ satisfactio, Latin.]

1. The act of pleasing to the full. South.

2. The state of being pleased. Locke.

3. Release from suspense, uncertainty, or

uneasiness ; conviction . Shakespeare.

4. Gratification ; that which pleases . Dryden.

5. Amends ; atonement for a crime ; recom-

pense for an injury. Milton.

SATISFACTIVE. a . [satisfactus, Latin.] Giv-

ing satisfaction. Brown.

SATISFACTORILY. ad. [from satisfactory.]

So as to content. Digby.

SATISFACTORINESS. s. [from satisfactory. ]

Power of satisfying ; power of giving con-

Boyle.

SATISFACTORY. a. [satisfactoire, French . ]

1. Giving satisfaction ; giving content. Locke.

2. Atoning , making amends. Sanderson.

To SATISFY. v. a. [satisfacio , Latin ]

tent.

1. To content ; to please to such a degree

as that nothing more is desired .

2. To feed to the full.

Addison.

3. To recompense ; to pay to content.

Job.

Shakespeare.

4. To appease by punishment. Milton.

5. To free from doubt, perplexity, or sus-

Locke.

Atterbury.

pense.

6. To convince.

To SATISFY. v. n.

1. To give content .

2. To feed to the full.

3. To make payment. Looke.

SA'TURABLE. a. [ from saturate .] Impreg

nable with any thing till it will receive no

more. Grew.

SA'TURANT. a . [from saturans, Latin.] Im-

pregnating to the fill.

To SATURATE. v. a. [saturo, Latin .] To

impregnate till no more can be received or

imbibed. Cheyne.

SATURDAY. s . [ Særeproæz, Saxon .] The

last day of the week. Addison.

SATURITY. s. [ saturitas, from saturo, Latin.]

Fulness ; the state of being saturated ; re-

pletion.

SAÂ“TURN. s . [saturnus, Latin.]

1. A remote planet of the solar system ; sup-

posed by astrologers to impress melancholy

or severity oftemper. Thomson.

2. [In chymistry. ] Lead.

SATURNINE. a. [saturninus, Latin.] Not

light ; not volatile ; gloomy ; grave ; me-

lancholy ; severe of temper. Addison.

SATU'RÑIAN. a. [saturnius, Latin. ] Happy ;

golden. Pope.

SATYR. s. [satyrus, Latin.] A sylvan god ;

supposed among the ancients to be rudeand

lecherous. Peacham.

SA'TYRIASIS. s. An abundance of seminal

lymphas.

SAVÁGE. a . [sauvage, French ; selvaggio, Ital.]

1. Wild ; uncultivated.

2. Untamed ; cruel.

Floyer.

Dryden.

Pope.

Sprat.

3. Uncivilized ; barbarous ; untaught ; wild ;

brutal.

SAVAGE. s. [from the adjective.] A man un-

taught and uncivilized ; a barbarian. Raleigh.

To SAVAGE. v. a. [from the noun. ] To make

barbarous, wild, or cruel. -Thomson

SA'VAGELY. ad. [from savage.] Barbarously ;

cruelly. Shakespeare.

SAVAGENESS. s . [ from savage.] Barbarous-

ness ; cruelty ; wildness. Brown.

SA'VAGERY. s. [ from savage.]

1. Cruelty ; barbarity.

2. Wild growth.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

SAVA'NNA. s. An open meadow without

wood. Locke

SAUCE. s. [saulse, French ; salsa, Italian .]

1. Something eaten with food to improve its

taste. Baker.

2. To serve one the same SAUCE. A vulgar

phrase to retaliate one injury with another.

To SAUCE. v. a [from the noun.]

1. To accompany meat with something of

higher relish.

2. To gratify with rich tastes . Shakespeare.

3. To intermix or accompanywith any thing

good, or, ironically, with any thing bad.

Shakespeare.

SA'UCEBOX. s. [from sauce, or rather from

saucy.] An impertinent or petulant fellow.

Addison.

SAUCEPAN. s. [sauce and pan.] A small

skillet with a long handle, in which sauce or

small things are boiled. Swift.

SA'UCER. s. [sauciere, French ; from sauce. ]

1. A small pan or platter in which sauce is

set on the table. Hudibras.
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ner.

2. A piece or platter of china, into which a

tea-cup is set.

SA'UCILY. ad. [from saucy.] Impudently ;

impertinently ; petulantly ; in a saucy man-

Addison.

SA'UCINESS. s. [from saucy.] Impudence ;

petulance ; impertinence ; contempt of su-

periours. Collier.

SA'UCISSE. s. [ French. ] In gunnery, a long

train ofpowder sewed up in a roll ofpitched

cloth, about two inches diameter, in order

to fire a bomb-chest. Bailey.

SA'UCISSON. s. [ French .] In military ar-

chitecture, faggots or fascines made of large

boughs of trees bound together. Bailey.

SA'UČY. a. [salsus, Latin. ] Pert ; petulant ;

contemptuous of superiours ; insolent ; im-

pudent ; impertinent. Addison.

To SAVE. v. a. [sauver, saulver, French ; salvo,

Latin.]

1 To preserve from danger or destruction.

Dryden.

2 To preserve finally from eternal death.

Rogers.

3. Not to spend ; to hinder from being spent

or lost. Dryden.

Job.

Dryden.

Milton.

4. To preserve or lay by.

5. To spare ; to excuse.

6. To salve ; to reconcile.

7. To take or embrace opportunely, so as

not to lose. Swift.

Bacon.To SAVE. v. n. To be cheap.

SAVE. ad. [This word, adverbially used, is,

like except, originally the imperative of the

verb.] Except ; not including. Bacon.

SA'VEALL. s. [savè and all.] A small pan

inserted into a candlestick to save the ends

of candles.

SA'VER. s . [from suve.]

1. Preserver ; rescuer. Sidney.

2. One who escapes loss, though without

gain. Swift.

3. A good husband.

4. One who lays up and grows rich . Wotton.

SAVIN. s. [sabina, Latin ; savin, sabin, Fr.]

A plant.

SA'VING. a. [from save.]

1. Frugal ; parsimonious ; not lavish .Arbuth.

2. Not turning to loss, though not gainful.

Addison.

SA'VING. ad. With exception in favour of.

SAVING. s. [from save.]

1. Escape of expense ; somewhat preserved

from being spent. Addison.

2. Exception in favour. L'Estrange.

SA'VINGLY. ad . [from saving.] With parsi

mony.

SA'VINGNESS . s. [from saving.]

1. Parsimony ; frugality.

2. Tendency to promote eternal salvation.

SA'VIOUR. s. [sauveur, Fr.] Redeemer ; he

that has graciously saved mankind from

eternal death. Addison.

To SA'UNTER. v. n. [aller à la sainte terre,

going to the holy land .]

1. To wander about idly. Prior.

Locke.

Miller.

SA'VORY.s. [savorée, Fr. saturciu, Latin.] A

2. To loiter ; to linger.

plant.

SA'VOUR. s. [saveur, French.]

1. Scent ; odour. Arbuthnot.

2. Taste ; power of affecting the palate.

Milton.

To SA'VOUR. v. n. [savourer, French. ]

1. To have any particular smell or taste.

2. To betoken ; to have an appearance or

intellectual taste of something. Denham.

To SA'VOUR. v. a.

1 To like ; to taste or smell with delight.

Shakespeare.

2. To exhibit taste of.

SA'VOURILY. ad. [from savoury.]

1. With gust ; with appetite.

2. With a pleasing relish.

SA'VOURINESS. s. [ from savoury.]

1. Taste pleasing and picquant.

2. Pleasing smell.

Matthew.

Dryden.

Dryden.

SA'VOURY. a. [savoureux, French ; from

savour.]

1. Pleasing to the smell.

2. Picquant to the taste.

Milton.

Genesis.

SA'VOY. s. [brassica sabaudica, Latin.] A sort

of colewort.

SA'USAGE.s [saucisse, Fr. salsum, Lat. ] A roll

or ball made commonly of pork or veal

minced very small, with salt and spice.

SAW. The preterite of see.

SAW. s. [sawe, Danish ; raza, Saxon. ]

1. A dentated instrument, by the attrition

ofwhich wood or metal is cut. Moxon.

2. [Saza, Saxon ; saeghe, Dutch.] A saying ;

a maxim ; a sentence ; an axiom ; a pro-

verb. Milton.

To SAW. v . a. part. sawed and sawn . [seier, Fr.

from the noun .] To cut timber or other

matter with a saw. Moxon.

SA'WDUST. s. [ saw and dust.] Dust made by

the attrition of the saw. Mortimer.

SA'WFISH. s. [saw and fish .] A sort of fish

with a kind of dentated horn.

SA'WPIT s. [saw and pit. ] Pit over which

timber is laid to be sawn by two men.

Mortimer,

SAW-WORT. s. [serratula, Latin.] A plant.

Miller.

SA'WYER. }

SAW-WREST, s. [ saw and wrest.] A sort of

tool. With the saw-wrest they set the teeth

ofthe saw. Moxon.

SA'WER. s. [scieur, French ; from saw.]

One whose trade is to saw

timber into boards or beams. Moxon.

SA'XIFRAGE. s. [saxifraga, Latin.] A plant.

SA'XIFRAGE, Meadow. s. [silanum, Latin.]

A plant.

SA'XIFRAGOUS. a. [saxum andfrango, Lat.]

Dissolvent of the stone. Brown.

To SAY. v. a. preterite said. [recgan, Saxon ;

seggen, Dutch.]

1. To speak ; to utter in words ; to tell.

Spenser.

2. To allege by way of argument. Atterbury.

3. To tell in any manner. Spenser.

4. To repeat ; to rehearse ; as, to say a part;

to say a lesson.

5. To pronounce without singing. Com. Pr.

To SAY. v. n.

1. To speak; to pronounce ; to utter ; to re-

Clarendon.late .
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2. In poetry, say is often used before a ques-

tion ; tell.

SAY. s. [from the verb.]

1. A speech ; what one has to say.

2. [For assay.] Sample.

3. Trial by a sample.

Swift.

L'Estrange.

Sidney.

Boyle.

Obsolete.4. [ Soie, French. ] Silk.

5. A kind of woollen stuff.

'SA'YING. s. [from say.] Expression ; words ;

opinion sententiously delivered. Tillotson.

SCAB. s. [ rcæb, Saxon ; scabbia, Italian ;

scabies, Latin.]

1. An incrustation formed over a sore by

dried matter.

2. The itch or mange of horses.

Dryden.

3. A paltry fellow, so named from the itch.

L'Estrange.

SCA'BBARD. s. [schap, Ger. Junius.] The

sheath of a sword.

SCA'BBED. a. [from scab.]

Fairfax.

1. Covered or diseased with scabs. Bacon.

2. Paltry ; sorry ; vile ; worthless. Dryden.
SCA'BBEDNESS. s [from scabbed.] The

state of being scabby.

SCA'BBINESS . s. [ from scabby.] The quality

of being scabby.

SCA'BBY. a. [from scab.] Diseased with

scabs. Dryden.

SCA'BIOUS. a. [scabiosus, Latin. ] Itchy ;

leprous. Arbuthnot.

SCA BIOUS. s. [scabieuse, French ; scabiosa,

Latin.] A plant.

SCA'EROUS . a. [scaber, Latin.]

1. Rough ; rugged ; pointed on the surface.

Arbuthnot.

Ben Jonson.2. Harsh ; unmusical.

SCA'BROUSNESS. s . [from scabrous. ] Rough-

ness ; ruggedness.

SCA'BWORT. s . [helenium . ] A plant .

SCAD . s . A kind of fish.

SCA'FFOLD. s. [eschafaut, French ; schavot,

Dutch, from schawen, to show.]

Ainsw.

Carew.

1. A temporary gallery or stage raised

either for shows or spectators. Milton.

2. The gallery raised for execution of great

malefactors.
Sidney.

To

3. Frames of timber erected on the side of

a building for the workmen. Swift.

To SCAFFOLD. v. a. [from the noun.]

furnish with frames of timber.

SCAFFOLDAGE. s. [ from scaffold .] Gallery ;

hollow floor. Shakespeare.

Pope.

Prior.

SCAFFOLDING. s. [from scaffold . ]

1. Temporary frames or stages.

2. Building slightly erected.

SCALA'DE. s. [French ; scalada, Spanish

SCALA'DO. } from scala, Latin, a ladder.]

A storm given to a place by raising ladders

against the walls. Arbuthnot.

SCA'LARY. a. [from scala, Latin. ] Proceed-

ing by steps like those of a ladder. Brown.

To SCALD. v. a. [scaldare, Italian.] To burn

with hot liquor. Dryden.

SCALD. s. [ from the verb.] Scurf on the
head. Spenser.

SCALD. a. Paltry ; sorry ; scurvy . Shakespeare.

SCA'LDHEAD. s . [skalladur, bald, Islandick.]

A loathsome disease ; akind of local leprosy

in which the head is covered with a conti.

nuous scab. Floyer

SCALE. s. [rcale, Saxon ; schael, Dutch.]

1. A balance ; a vessel suspended by a

beam against another vessel. Shakespeare.

2. The sign Libra in the zodiack. Creech.

3. [Escarlle, Fr. squama, Latin . ] A small

shell or crust, of which many lying one over

another make the coats of fishes. Drayton

4. Any thing exfoliated or desquamated ; a

thin lamina. Peacham.

5. [Scala, a ladder, Latin.] Ladder ; means

of ascent. Milton.

6. The act of storming by ladders. Milton.

7. Regular gradation ; a regular series rising

like a ladder. Addison.

8. A figure subdivided by lines like the

steps of a ladder, which is used to measure

proportions between pictures and the thing

represented. Graunt.

9. The series of harmonick or musical pro-

portions.

10. Any thing marked at equal distances.

To SCALE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To climb as by ladders.

Temple.

Shakespeare.

Knolles.

2. To measure or compare ; to weigh. Shak.

3. To strip off scales ; to take off in a thin

lamina. Tobit.

Burnet.4. To pare off a surface.

To SCALE. v. n. To peel off in thin particles.

Bacon

SCA'LED. a. [from scale.] Squamous ; hav-

ing scales like fishes. Shakespeare.

SCALE'NE.s. [French ; scalenum, Latin.] In

geometry, a triangle that has its three sides

unequal to each other. Bailey.

SCA'LINESS. s. [from scaly.] The state of

being scaly.

SCALL. s . [skalladur, bald, Islandiek . ] Le-

prosy ; morbid baldness.

SCA'LLION. s. [scaloyna, Italian .]

onion.

SCA'LLOP. s. [escallop, French. ]

a hollow pectinated shell.

To SCALLOP. v. a . To mark

with segments of circles .

SCALP. s. [schelp, Dutch. ]

1. The scull ; the cranium ; the

encloses the brain.

Leviticus.

A kind of

A fish with

Hudibras.

on the edge

bone that

Sharp.

2. The integuments ofthe head. Philips.

To SCALP. v. a. [from the noun.] To deprive

the scull of its integuments. Sharp.

SCALPEL. 8. [French ; scalpellum, Latin.]

An instrument used to scrape a bone.

SCA'LY. a. (from scale.] Covered with

Milton.scales.

To SCA'MBLE. v . n.

1. To be turbulent and rapacious ; to scram-

ble ; to get by struggling with others.

Wotton.

2. To shift awkwardly. More.

To SCA'MBLE. v. a. To mangle ; to maul.

Mortimer.

SCA'MBLER. s. [ Scottish.] A bold intruder

upon one's generosity or table.

SCA'MBLINGLY. ud. [from scambling. ] With

turbulence and noise ; with intrusive auda-

ciousness.
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SCAMMO'NIATE. a. [from seammony.] Made

with scammony. Wiseman.

SCAMMONY. . [Latin.] A concreted resi-

nous juice, light, tender, friable, of a gray-

ish-brown colour, and disagreeable odour. It

flows upon incision of the root of a kind of

convolvulus, in Asia. Trevoux.

To SCA'MPER. v. n. [schampen, Dutch ; scam-

pare, Italian.] To fly with speed and trepida.
tion. Addison.

To SCAN. v. a. [scando, Lat.]

1. To examine a verse by counting the feet.

2. To examine nicely.

SCA'NDAL. s. [oxavdaλov.]

Walsh.

Calamy.

1. Offence given by the faults of others .

Milton.

2. Reproachful aspersion ; opprobrious cen-

sure ; infamy. Rogers.

To SCANDAL. v. a. [from the noun . ] To treat

opprobriously,to chargefalsely will fault

Shakespeare.

Το SCANDALIZE. υ . α . [σκανδαλιζω.]

1. To offend by some action supposed cri-

minal. Clarendon.

2. To reproach ; to disgrace ; to defame.

SCA'NDALOUS . a. [scandaleux, French ]

1. Giving public offence.

2. Opprobrious ; disgraceful.

3. Shameful ; openly vile.

SCANDALOUSLY. ad.

1. Narrow; small ; wanting amplitude ; short

of quantity sufficient. Locke.

2. Small ; poor ; not copious ; not ample.

Locke.

3. Sparing ; niggardly ; parsimonious. Watls.

To SCAPE. v. a. [contracted from escape. ] To

escape ; to miss ; to avoid ; to shun , not to

incur ; to fly. Milton.

To SCAPE. v. n. To get away from hurt or

danger. Dryden.

SCAPE. s. [from the verb.]

1. Escape; flight from hurt or danger ; ac-

cident of safety.
1

Shakespeare.

Donne.2. Means of escape ; evasion.

3. Negligent freak ; deviation from regulari-

ty. Shakespeare.

4. Loose act of vice or lewdness. Milton.

SCA'PULA. s . [Latin.] The shoulder-blade.

Wiseman.

SCAPULAR. u. [scapulaire, Fr. from sca

SCAPULARY. } Relating t

Wisemanbelonging to the shoulders.

SCAR. S. [Exaga . ] A mark made by a hurt or

fire ; a cicatrix, Arbuthnot

Daniel.

Hooker.

Pope.

To SCAR. v. a. [from the noun. ] To mark as

with a sore or wound. Shakespeare.

SCA'RAB. s . [scraabæus, Latin.] A beetle ; an

insect with sheathed wings. Derham.

SCA'RAMOUCH. s. [escarmouche, French .]

A buffoon in motley dress.

SCARCE. a. [ scarso, Italian.]

1. Not plentiful ; not copious.

Collier.

Locke.

2. Rare ; not common. Addison.

ad. [from the adject.]

Hooker.

Dryden.

1. Shamefully ; ill to a degree that gives

public offence Swift.

2. Censoriously ; opprobriously. Pope.

SCANDALOUSNESS. s. [ from scandalous.]

The quality of giving public offence.

SCA'NSION . s. [scansio, Lat.] The act or prac-

tice of scanning a verse.

To SCANT. v. a. [zercænan, Sax.] To limit ;

to straiten.

SCANT. a. [from the verb.]

Glanville.

1. Not plentiful ; scarce ; less than what is

proper or competent. Milton.

2. Wary; not liberal ; parsimonious. Shak.

SCANT. ad. [from the adjective. ] Scarcely ;

hardly. Obsolete. Camden.

SCA'NIILY. ad. [from scanty. ]

1. Narrowly ; not plentifully.

2. Sparingly ; niggardly.

SCA'NTINESS. s. [from scanty.]

Shakespeare.

1. Narrowness ; want of space ; want ofcom-

pass. Dryden.

2. Want of amplitude or greatness ; want of

liberality. South.

SCA'NTLET. s. A small pattern ; a small

quantity ; a little piece.
Hale.

SCA'NTLING. s. [eschantillon, Fr.]

1. A quantity cut for a particular purpose.

L'Estrange.

Shakespeare.

Taylor.

2. A certain proportion.

3. A small quantity.

SCA'NTLY. ad. [from scunt.]

1. Scarcely ; hardly. Obsolete. Camden.

2. Narrowly ; penuriously ; without ampli-
tude.

Dryden.

SCA'NTNESS . s. [from scant.] Narrowness ;

meanness ; smallness. Hayward.

SCANTY. [The same with scantĮ

SCARCE.

SCARCELY.

1. Hardly ; scantly.

2. With difficulty.

SCARCENESS.

SCA'RCITY.
}

s. [from scarce. ]

1. Smallness of quantity ; not plenty ; pe-

nury. Addison.

2. Rareness ; infrequency ; not commonness.

rour.

Collier.

To SCARE. v. a. [scorare, Italian . Skinner. ] To

fright ; to frighten ; to affright ; to terrify ;

to strike with sudden fear. Calamy.

SCARECROW. s. [scure and crow. ] An image

or clapper set up to fright birds ; thence any
vain terrour. Raleigh.

SCA'REFIRE. s . [scare and fire.] A fright by

fire ; a fire breaking out so as to raise ter

Holder.

SCARF. s . [ escharfe, Fr.] Any thing that hangs

loose upon the shoulders or dress . Shak.

To SCARF. v. a. [ from the noun.]

1. To throw loosely on. Shakespeare.

2. To dress in any loose vesture. Shakespeare.

SCA'RFSKIN. s . [scarf and skin. ] The cuticle ;

the epidermis ; the outer scaly integuments

of the body. Cheyne.

SCARIFICATION . s. [scarificatio, Lat. ] Inci-

sion of the skin with a lancet, or such like

strument. Arbuthnot.

SCARIFICA'TOR. s. [from scarify. ] One who

scarifics.

SCA'RIFIER. s . [from scarify.]

1. He who scarifies.

2. The instrument with which scarifications

are made.
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To SCA'RIFY. v. a. [scarifico, Latin.] To let

blood by incisions of the skin, commonly

after the application of cupping glasses.

Wiseman.

SCARLET. s . [escarlate, French. ] A colour

compounded of red and yellow ; cloth died

with a scarlet colour. Locke.

SCA'RLET. a . [ from the noun. ] Ofthe colour

of scarlet ; red tinged with yellow. Dryden.

SCARLETBEAN. s. [scarlet and bean.] A

plant. Mortimer.

SCARLETOAK. s. The ilex. A species of

}

s. For skirmish.

oak.

SCA'RMAGE.

SCA'RMOGE. Spenser.

SCARP. 3. (escarpe, Fr.] The slope on that

side of a ditch which is next to a fortified

place, and looks towards the fields

SCATE. &. [skidor, Swedish. ] A kind of wood-

en shoe, with a steel plate underneath, on

which they slide over the ice.

To SCATE. v. n. [from the noun.] To slide on

scates.

SCAPE. s. [squetus, Latin . ] A fish of the spe-

cies of thornback.

SCA'TEBROUS. a. [from scatebræ, Latin.]

Abounding with springs.

To SCATH. v. a. [rceaðan, rcaðan, Saxon ;

schueden, Dutch. ] To waste ; to damage ; to

destroy. Obsolete. Milton.

SCATH. s. [rceað, Saxon.] Waste ; damage ;

mischief; depopulation. Obsolete. Fairfax.

SCA'THFUL. a. [from scath.] Mischievous ;

destructive. Shakespeare.

T SCATTER. v. a. [rcareɲan, Sax. scatteren,

Dutch.]

1. To throw loosely about ; to sprinkle.

2. To dissipate ; to disperse.

3. To spread thinly.

Thomson.

Milton.

Dryden.

4. To besprinkle with something loosely

spread. Milton.

To SCATTER. v. n. To be dissipated ; to be

dispersed. Bacon.

SCATTERINGLY. ad. [from scattering.]

Loosely ; dispersedly. Abbot.

SCATTERLING. s . [from scatter.] A vaga-

bond ; one that has no home or settled ha-

bitation.
Spenser.

SCATU'RIENT. a. [ scaturiens, Lat.] Springing

as a fountain.

SCATURIGINOUS. a. [ from scaturigo, Lat.]

Full of springs or fountains.

SCAVENGER. s. [ from rcaran, Saxon, to

shave.] A petty magistrate, whose province

is to keep the streets clean ; more commonly

the labourer employed in removing filth.

South.

SCELERAT. s. [ French ; sceleratus, Latin .]

A villain ; a wicked wretch. Cheyne.

SCENERY. s. [from scene. ]

1. The appearance of place or things. Add.

2. The representation of the place in which

an action is performed. Pope,

3. The disposition and consecution of the

scenes of a play. Dryden.

SCENE. 3. [scanu, Latin ; xvn.]

1. The stage ; the theatre of dramatick poe-

try.

2. The general appearance of any action ;

the whole contexture of objects ; a display ;

a series ; a regular disposition. Addison.

3. Part of a play. Granville

4. So much of an act of a play as passes be-

tween the same persons in the same place.

Dryden.

5. The place represented by the stage. Shuk.

6. The hanging of the theatre adapted to the

play. Bacon.

SCE'NICK. a. [scenique, Fr. from scene.] Dra-

matick ; theatrical.

SCENOGRAPHICAL. a. [ou and yɛapw.]

Drawn in perspective.
SCENOGRAPHICALLY. ad. [ fromscenogru-

phical.] In perspective. Mortimer.

SCENOGRAPHY. s. [σun and yeap . ] The

art ofperspective.

SCENT. s. [scentir, to smell, French . ]

1. The power of smelling ; the smell. Watts.

2. The object of sinell ; odour good or bad.
Denham.

Temple.3. Chase followed by the smell.

To SCENT. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To smell ; to perceive by the nose. Milton.

2. To perfume, or to imbue with odour

good or bad. Addison.

SCE'NTLESS. a. [fromscent. ] Inodorous ; hav-

ing no smell.

SCEPTICK . s. See SKEPTICK.

SCEPTRE. s . [sceptrum, Latin.] The ensigu

of royalty born in the hand Ben Jonson.

SCEPTRÉD. a. [from sceptre:] Bearing a

sceptre.

SCHEDULE. s. [schedula, Latin.]

1. A small scroll.

Milton.

Hooker.

2. A writing additional or appendant. Donne.

3. Alittle inventory . Shakespeare.

SCHEMATISM. s . [oxпMATICμos.]

1. Combination of the aspects of heavenly

bodies.

2. Particular form or disposition of a thing.

Creech.

SCHE'MATIST. s . [from scheme . ] A projector;

one given to forming schemes.

SCHEME. s. [ xnua .]

1. A plan ; a combination of various things

into one view, design, or purpose . Atteriniry.

2. A project ; a contrivance ; a design. Swift.

3. A representation of the aspects of the

celestial bodies ; any lineal or mathematical

diagram . Hudibras.

SCHEMER. s. [from scheme.] A projector ;

a contriver.

SCHE'SIS. s. [ xos.] A habitude ; state of

any thing with respect to other things. Nor. ‹

SCHISM. S. [ xia ; schisme, French. ] A se-

paration or division in the church ofGod.

Sprut.

SCHISMA'TICAL. a. [from schismatick.] Im

plying schism ; practising schism. K. Charles.

SCHISMA'TICALLY. ad. In a schismatical

Bacon.

SCHI'SMATICK. s. [from schism.] One who

separates from the true church. Bacon.

manner.

To SCHI'SMATIZE. v. a. [ from schism. ] To

commit the crime of schism ; to make a

breach in the communion ofthe church.
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2

SCHO'LAR. s. [ scholaris, Latin.]

1. One who learns of a master ; a disciple.

2. A man ofletters.

3. A pedant ; a man of books.

4. One who has a lettered education.

SCHO'LARSHIP. s . [from scholar. ]

1. Learning ; literature ; knowledge.

2. Literary education.

Hooker.

Locke.

Bacon.

Shak.

Pope.
Milton.

3. Exhibition or maintenance for a scholar.

Ainsworth.

SCHOLA'STICAL. a. [scholasticus, Latin.]

Belonging to a scholar or school.

SCHOLA'STICALLY. ad. According to the

niceties or method of the schools. South.

SCHOLA'STICK. a. [ from schola, Latin.]

1. Pertaining to the school ; practised in
schools. Burnet.

2. Befitting the school ; suitable to the school;

pedantick. Stillingfleet.

SCHO'LIAST. s. [scholiastes, Latin .] A writer

of explanatory notes. Dryden.
SCHOLION. s. [Latin .] A note ; an expla-

SCHO'LIUM. S natory observation. Spenser.

SCHO'LY. 3. [scholie, Fr. scholium, Latin . ] An

explanatory note. Hooker.

To SCHO'LY. v. n. [from the noun. ] To write

expositions.

SCHOOL. s . [schola, Latin.]

Hooker.

1. A house of discipline and instruction.

2. A place of literary education.

3. A state of instruction .

Dryden.

Digby.

Dryden.

4. System of doctrine as delivered by parti-

cular teachers. Taylor.

5. The age ofthe church, and form of theo-

logy succeeding that ofthe fathers .

Sanderson.

To SCHOOL. v . a. [from the noun.]

1. To instruct ; to train. Spenser.

2. To teach with superiority ; to tutor. Dry.

SCHOOLBOY. s. [school and boy. ] A boy that

is in his rudiments at school. Swift.

SCHO'OLDAY. s. [school and day.] Age in

which youth is sent to school. Swift.

SCHO'OLFELLOW. s. [school and fellow. ]

One bred at the same school . Locke.

SCHO'OLHOUSE. s . [school and house .] House

of discipline and instruction . Spenser.

SCHO'OLMAN. s . [school and man.]

1. One versed in the niceties and subtilties

of academical disputation. Pope.

2. One skilled in the divinity of the school.

Pope.

SCHO'OLMASTER. & [school and master.]

One who presides and teaches in a school.

Bacon. South.

SCHO'OLMISTRESS. s. [school and mistress. ]

A woman who governs a school. Gay.

SCHREIGHT. s. A fish. Ainsworth.

SCI'AGRAPHY. s. [σniaygapia . ]

1. [In architecture . ] The profile or section of

abuilding, to show the inside thereof. Bailey.

2. [In astronomy.] The art of finding the

hour of the day or night by the shadow of

the sun, moon, or stars . Bailey.

SCI'ATHERICAL. a. [sciaterique, French ;

SCIATHERICK.xiaongoc . ] Belonging

to a sun-dial. Brown.

SCIATICA. s . [sciatique, Fr. ischiadica pag-

SCIA'TICK. sio, Latin.] The hip gout.

Brown. Pope

SCIATICAL. a. [from sciatica. ] Afflicting the

hip. Arbuthnot.

SCIENCE. s . [science, Fr. scientia, Latin ]

1. Knowledge. Hammond.

2. Certainty grounded on demonstration .

Berkley.

3. Art attained by precepts, or built on prin-

ciples.

4. Any art or species of knowledge.
E

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

5. One of the seven liberal arts, grammar,

rhetorick, logick, arithmetick, musick, geo-

metry, astronomy. Pope.

SCIENTIAL. a. [from science .] Producing sci-

ence. Milton.

SCIENTIFICAL. a. [scientifique, French ;

SCIENTIFICK. scientia andfacio, Latin.j

Producing demonstrative knowledge ; pro-

ducing certainty. South.

SCIENTIFICALLY.`ad . In such a manner as

to produce knowledge. Locke.

SCIMITAR. s . A short sword with a convex

edge ; a cimeter. Shakespeare.

SCINK. s. A cast calf.
Ainsworth.

To SCINTILLATE. v. n. [ scintillo, Lat.] To

sparkle ; to emit sparks.

SCINTILLATION. s. [scintillatio , Lat. from

scintillate.] The act of sparkling ; sparks

emitted. Brown.

SCI'OLIST. s . [sciolus, Lat.] One who knows

many things superficially,
Glanville.

SCIOLOUS. a. [sciolus, Lat. ] Superficially or

imperfectly knowing. Not used. Howel.

SCIOMACHY. s. [oxia and pax .] Battle

with a shadow. Cowley.

SCION. s. [scion , French.] A small twig taken

from one tree to be ingrafted into another.

Shakespeare.

SCIRE-FA'CIAS. s . [ Latin.] A writ judicial,

in law, most commonly to call a man to show

cause into the court, why execution of a

judgment passed should not be made. Cowel.

SCIRRHOSITY. s. [from scirrhous. ] An indu-

ration ofthe glands. Arbuthnot.

SCIRRHOUS . a. [from schirrus. ] Having a

gland indurated. Wiseman

SCIRRHUS. s . [schirre, Fr. from nigg .]

An indurated gland.

SCI'SSIBLE. a. [ from scissus, Lat.] Capable of

being divided smoothly by a sharp edge. Bac.

SCI'SSILE. a . [scissile, Fr. scissilis, Lat.] Ca-

pable ofbeing cut or divided smoothly by a

sharp edge. Arbuthnot.

SCI'SSION. s . [scission, Fr. scissio, Latin. ] The

act of cutting. Wiseman.

SCISSOR. s. [from scindo, Lat. ] A small pair

of shears, orblades moveable on a pivot, and

intercepting the thing to be cut. Arbuthnot.

SCI'SSURE. s . [scissum, Latin. ] A crack ; a

rent ; a fissure. Decay ofPiety.

SCLEROTICK. a . [oxλng . ] Hard ; an epi-

thet of one of the coats ofthe eye. Ray.

SCLERO'TICKS. s. [from the adjective.]

Medicines which harden and consolidate the

parts they are applied to. Quincy
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To SCOAT. 1 v. a. To stop a wheel by

To SCOTCH.J putting a stone or piece of

wood under it before. Bailey.

To SCOFF. v. n. [schoppen, Dutch.] To treat

with insolent ridicule ; to treat with contu-

melious language. Tillotson.

SCOFF. s . [from the verb.] Contemptuous ri-

dicule ; expression of scorn ; contumelious

language.

SCO'FFER. s. [from scoff. ] Insolent ridiculer ;

saucy scorner ; contumelious reproacher.

Watts.

Burnet,

SCO'FFINGLY. ad. [from scoffing. ] In con-

tempt ; in ridicule . Broome.

To SCOLD . v. n. [scholden, Dutch.] To quarrel

clamorously and rudely. Shakespeare.

SCOLD. s . A clamorous, rude, mean, low,
foul-mouthed woman. Swift.

SCOLOPE'NDRA. s. [σnoλowevdga.]

1. A sort of venomous serpent.

2. An herb. Ainsworth.

SCOMM . &. A buffoon . Out of use. L'Estran.

SCONCE. s. [schuntz, German.]

1. A fort ; a bulwark.

2. The head. A low word.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

3. A pensile candlestick, generally with a

looking glass to reflect the light Swift.

4. A mulct, or fine.

To SCONCE. v. a . To mulct ; to fine.

SCOOP. s. [schoepe, Dutch. ]

1. A large ladle ; a vessel with a long handle

used to throw out liquor.

2. A chirurgeon's instrument.

3. A sweep ; a stroke.

To SCOOP. v. a. [schoepen, Dutch.]

1. To lade out.

2. To empty by lading.

3. An account which, when writing was less

common, was kept bymarks on tallies, or by

lines of chalk. South

4. Account kept ofsomething past ; an epoch;

an era.

5. Debt imputed.

6. Reason ; motive.

Tillotson

Shakespeare

Collier

Swift.

Pope

7. Sake ; account ; relative motive.

8. Twenty.

9. A song in SCORE. The words with the

musical notes ofa song annexed.

To SCORE. v. a.

1. To set down as a debt.

2. To impute ; to charge.

3. To mark by a line.

Swift

Dryden

Sandys

SCO'RIA . 8. [ Lat. ] Dross ; recrement. Newton

SCO'RIOUS . a. [ from scoria, Lat.] Drossy ;

recrementitious. Brown

To SCORN. v. a. [schernen, Dut. escorner, Fr.]

To despise ; to slight ; to revile ; to vilify ,

to contemn.

To SCORN. v. n.

Job

1. To scoff ; to treat with contumely.

2. To disdain ; to think unworthy.

3. To despise ; to contemn.

Shak

Pope.

Milton

4. To neglect ; to disregard .
Milton.

SCORN. s . [ escorne, old Fr. ]

1. Contempt ; scoff; slight ; act of contume.

ly.
Tillotson.

2. Subject of ridicule ; thing treated with

contempt.

SCO'RNER. s. [from scorn .]

1. Contemner ; despiser.

Mortimer.

Sharp.

Shakespeare. 2. Scoffer ; ridiculer.

Dryden.

Addison,

Spectator.

4. To cut into hollowness or depth. Pope.

SCOOPER. s. [from scoop . ] One who scoops.

SCOPE. s. [scopus, Latin . ]

3. To carry off, so as to leave the place hol-

low.

1. Aim ; intention ; drift. Addison.

2. Thing aimed at ; mark ; final end . Milton.

3. Room ; space ; amplitude of intellectual

view. Newton.

Shuk.4. Liberty ; freedom from restraint.

5. Liberty beyond just limits ; license. Shak.

6. Act of riot ; sally.

7. Extended quantity.

SCO'PULOUS. a. [scopulosus, Latin. ] Full of

rocks.

Shakespeare.

Davies.

SCORBUTICAL scorbutus , Lat . ]
Diseaseda. [scorbutique

, Fr. from

SCORBU'TICK
.

with the scurvy. Arbuthnot
.

SCORBUTICALLY
. ud. With tendency to

the scurvy ; in the scurvy. Wiseman.

SCORCE. s. This word is used by Sperser for

discourse, or power of reason.

To SCORCH. v. a. [rconcned, Sax. burnt.]

1. To burn superficially
.

2. To burn.
Dryden.
South.

To SCORCH. v . n. To be burnt superficially ;

to be dried up. Roscommon.

SCO'RCHING Fennel . s . A plant.

SCO'RDIUM. s. [Latin.] An herb.

SCORE. s . [skora, Islandick .]

Ainsw.

1. A notch or long incision. Shakespeare.

2. A line drawu

SCO'RNFUL. a. [scorn and full.]

1. Contemptuous ; insolent.

2. Acting in defiance.

Addison.

Spenser.

Prior.

Dryden.

Prior

SCO'RNFÜLLY. ad. [from scornful.] Contemp-

tuously ; insolently.

SCORPION. s. [scorpio, Latin. ]

Atterbury.

1. A reptile much resembling a small lobster,

with a very venomous sting. Shakespeare.

Miller.

2. One of the signs ofthe zodiack . Dryden.

3. Ascourge so called from its cruelty.Kings.

4. [Scorpius, Latin ] A sea fish. Ainsworth.

SCORPION Sena. s. A plant.

SCORPION Grass.

SCORPION's Tail.

SCORPION Wort.

SCOT. s . [ écot, French.]

1. Shot ; payment.

s. Herbs. Ainsworth.

2. Scor and lot. Parish payments. Prior.

To SCOTCH. v. a. To cut with shallow inci-

sions. Shakespeare.

SCOTCH. s . [ from the verb.] A slight cut ; a

shallow incision. Walton.

SCOTCH Collops, or Scotched Collops . s. Veal

cut into small pieces.

Locke.

SCOTCH Hoppers. s. A play in which boys hop

over lines in the ground .

SCOTOMY. s. [σoтua.] A dizziness in the

head, causing dimness of sight. Ainsworth.

SCO'VEL. s . [scopa, Lat. ] A mop of clouts for
sweeping an oven ; a maulkin. Ainsworth.

SCOUNDREL. s. [ scondaruolo, Italian.] A

mean rascal ; a low petty villain . Pope.

To SCOUR. v. a. [skurer, Dan. scheuren, Dut.]

1. To rub hard with any thing rough, in or

der to cleanse the surface.. Arbuthnot.
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2. To purge violently.

3. To cleanse ; to bleach. Walton

4. To remove by scouring. Shakespeare.

5. [Scorrere, Ital.] To range about, in order

to catch or drive away something ; to clear

away.

6. To pass swiftly over.

To SCOUR. v. n.

Sidney.

Sidney.

1. To perform the office of cleaning domes-

tick utensils. Shakespeare.

Bacon.2. To clean.

3. To be purged or lax.

4. To rove : to range.

5. To run here and there.

Graunt.

Knolles.

Shakespeare.

6. To run with great eagerness and swift-

ness ; to scamper.

SCOURER. s. [from scour.]

1. One that cleans by rubbing.

2. A purge, rough and quick.

3. One who runs swiftly.

Collier

SCOURGE. s. [escourgée, Fr. scoreggia, Ital .]

1. A whip ; a lash ; an instrument of disci

pline.
Milton

8. A punishment ; a vindictive affliction. Sh.

3. One that afflicts, harasses, or destroys.At

4. A whip for a top.

To SCOURGE. v. a. [from the noun. ]

1. To lash with a whip ; to whip .

Locke

Watts

2. To punish; to chastise ; to chasten , tc

castigate with any affliction. Maccabees

SCO'URGER. s. [from scourge.] One tha

Scourges ; a punisher or chastiser.

To SCOURSE. v. a. To exchange one thing

for another ; to swap. Ainsworth

SCOUT. s. [escout, from escouter, Fr. ] One whe

is sent privily to observe the motions ofthe

enǝmy.

To SCOUT. v. n. [from the noun .]

Wilkins

1. To go out in order to observe the motions

ofan enemy privately. Dryden

2. To ridicule ; to sneer. A vulgar use.

To SCOWL. v. n . [rcylian, to squint, Saxon.j

To frown ; to pout ; to look angry, sour, or

sullen. Crashaw.

SCOWL. s . [from the verb.] Look of sullen-

ness or discontent ; gloom.
Crashaw.

SCO'WLINGLY. ad. [from scowl. ] With a

frowning and sullen look.

To SCRABBLE. v . n. [krabbelen, scraffelen, to

scrape or scratch, Dutch. ] To paw with the

hands. Samuel.

SCRAG. s . [scraghe, Dutch.] Any thing thin

or lean.

SCRA'GGED. a. [corrupted from craggy.]

Rough; uneven ; full of protuberances or

asperities. Bentley.

SCRA'GGEDNESS. Į s. [from scragged, and

SCRA'GGINESS . S scraggy.]

1. Leanness ; marcour.

2. Unevenness ; roughness ; ruggedness.

SCRA'GGY. a. [from scrag.]

1. Lean ; marcid ; thin . Arbuthnɔt.

Philips.2. Rough ; rugged ; uneven.

To SCRAMBLE. v. n. [ the same with scrab-

ble ; scraffelen, Dutch ]

1. To catch at any thing eagerly and tumul-

tuously with the hands ; to catch with haste

preventive of another. Stillingfleet.

2. To climb by the help of the hands.

SCRAMBLE. s . [from the verb. ]

1. Eager contest for something. Locke.

2. Act of climbing by the help ofthe hands.

SCRAMBLER. s. ( from scramble. ]

1. One that scrambles. Addison.

2. One that climbs by the help of the hauds.

To SCRANCH. v, n. [schrantzer, Dutch. ] To

grind somewhat crackling between the

teeth.

SCRA'NNEL. a . Vile ; worthless . Milton,

SCRAP. s . [from scrape, a thing scraped or

rubbed off. ]

1. A small particle , a little piece ; a frag-

ment. L'Estrange.

2. Crumb ; small particle of meat left at the

table. Bucon. Granville,

Pop3. A small piece of paper.

To SCRAPE. v. a. [schrapen, Dutch. ]

1. To deprive of the surface by the light ac

tion of a sharp instrument. Moxon.

2. To take away by scraping ; to erase. Swift.

3 To act upon any surface with a harsh

noise. Pope.

4. To gather by great efforts, or penurious

or trifling diligence. South.

To SCRAPE. v. n .

I. To make a harsh noise .

2 To play ill on a fiddle.

3. To make an awkward bow. Ainsworth.

4. To SCRAPE Acquaintance. A low phrase.

To curry favour, or insinuate into one's fa-

miliarity

SCRAPE. s. [skrap, Swedish.]

1. Difficulty ; perplexity ; distress.

2. The sound of the foot drawn overthe floor.

3. A bow.

SCRA'PER. s. [from scrape.]

1. Instrument with which any thing is scrap-

ed.
Swift.

2. Amiser ; a man intent on getting money ;

a scrape-penny.

3. A vile fiddler.

Herbert.

SCRAT. s. [reɲitta, Sax.] A hermaphrodite.

To SCRATCH. v. a. [kratzen, Dutch ]

I. To tear or mark with slight incisions rag-

ged and uneven.

2. To tear with the nails.

3. To wound slightly.

Grew.

More.

4. To hurt slightly with any thing pointed

or keen. Shakespeare.

Camden,

Swift

Newton.

Prior

Sidney

5. To rub with the nails.

6. To write or draw awkwardly.

SCRATCH. s. [from the verb.]

1. An incision ragged and shallow.

2. Laceration with the nails.

3. A slight wound.

SCRATCHER. s. He who scratches.

SCRATCHES. s. Cracked ulcers or scabs in

a horse's foot. Ainsworth.

SCRATCHINGLY. ad. [fromscratching.] With

the action of scratching:
Sidney.

SCRAW. s. [Irish . ] Surface or scurf. Swift.

To SCRAWL. r. a. [corrupted from scrabble .]

To draw or mark irregularly or clumsily. Sw.

To SCRAWL. v . n.

1. To write unskilfully and inelegantly. Sw.

2. [From crawl .] To creep like areptile. Ains.

SCRAWL. s. [from the verb.] Unskilful and

inclegant writing. Arbuthnot.
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SCRAWLER. s. [from scraw..] A clumsy and

inelegant writer.

SCRAY s. A bird called a sea-swallow. Ains.

SCRE'ABLE. a. [screabilis, Lat. ] That may be

spit out. Bailey.

To SCREAK. v. n. [ properly creak or shriek. ]

To make a shrill or loud noise. Bailey.

To SCREAM. v. n . [hɲeman, Saxon.]

1. To cry out, as in tearour or anguish. Swift.

8. To cry shrilly . Shakespeare.

SCREAM. s. [ from the verb. ] A shrill, quick,

loud cry of terrour or pain. Pope.

T. SCREECH. v . n. [skrækia, to cry, Island . ]

1. To cry out as in terrour or anguish.Bacon.

2. To cry as a night owl.

SCREECH. s . [from the verb.]

1. Cry of horrour and anguish.

2. Harsh cry. Pope.

SCRE'ECHOWL. s. An owl that boots in the

night, and whose voice is supposed to beto-

ken danger, misery, or death. Drayton.

SCREEN. s. [escran, French.]

ment.

1. Any thing that affords shelter or conceal-

Bacon.

2. Any thing used to exclude cold or light.

3. A riddle to sift sand.

To SCREEN. v. a. ]from the noun.]

Evelyn.

1. Writing.

2. Sacred writing ; the Bible

SCRIVENER. s . [scirvano, Italian T

Raleigh.

South

- 1. One who draws contracts. Shakespeare.

2. One whose business is to place money at

interest. Dryden.

SCRO'FULA. 3. [ from scrofa, Latin. ] A depra

vation of the humours of the body, which

breaks out in sores commonly called the

king's evil. Wiseman

SCRO'FULOUS. a. [from scrofula .] Diseased

with the scrofula. Arbuthnot.

SCROLL. s. A writing wrapped up. Prior.

SCROYLE . s . A mean fellow ; à rascal ; a

wretch. Shakespeare.

To SCRUB. v. a. [scrobben, Dut.] To rub hard

with something coarse and rough. Swift .

SCRUB. s . [ from the noun.]

1. A mean fellow, either as he is supposed

to scrub himself for the itch, or as he is em-

ployed in the mean offices of scouring away

dirt.

2. Any thing mean or despicable. Swift.

3. A worn-out broom. Ainsworth.

SCRUBBED. a. [scrubet, Danish.] Mean ;

SCRUBBY. Svile ; worthless ; dirty. Shak.

SCRUFF. s. The same, I suppose, with scurf.

SCRUPLE. s. [scrupule, Fr. scrupulus, Latin.]

1. Doubt ; difficulty of determination ; per-

plexity about matters of duty. Locke.

2. Twenty grains ; the third part of a dram.

Bacon.

1. To shelter ; to conceal ; to hide. Rowe.

2. To sift; to riddle .

SCREW. s . [scroeve, Dutch.] One of the me-

chanical powers, which is defined a right cy-

linder cut into a furrowed spiral : of this

there are two kinds, the male and female ; 3. Proverbially, any small quantity. Shak.

the former cut convex, and the latter chan- To SCRUPLE. v. n. [from the noun.] To

nelled, so as to receive the other. Quincy. doubt ; to hesitate. Milton.

To SCREW. v. a. [from the noun.] SCRUPLER. s. [from scruple.] A doubter ;

1. To turn or move by a screw. Philips. one who has scruples. Graunt.

Moxon. SCRUPULO'SITY. s. [from scrupulous.]

Cowley. 1. Doubt ; minute and nice doubtfulness.Sou.

Howel. 2. Fear of acting in any manner ; tenderness

of conscience. Decay ofPiety.

SCRUPULOUS. a. [scrupulosus, Latin.]

2. To fasten with a screw.

3. To deform by contortions.

4. To force ; to bring by violence.

5. To squeeze ; to press.

6. To press by extortion.

SCREW Tree. s. [isora, Latin .] A plant of the

East and West Indies.

To SCRIBBLE. v. a. [scribillo, Latin.]

Swift.

1. To fill with artless or worthless writing.

Milton.

2. To write without use or elegance.

To SCRIBBLE. v. n. To write without care

or beauty. Bentley. Pope.

SCRIBBLE. s. Worthless writing. Boyle.

SCRIBBLER. s. [from scribble.] A petty au-

thor ; a writer without worth. Granville.

SCRIBE. s. [scriba, Latin.]

1. A writer. Grew

2. A publiek notary. Ainsworth.

SCRIMER. s. [escrimeur, Fr.] A gladiator. Sh.

SCRINE. s. [scrinium, Lat.] A place in which

writings or curiosities are deposited. Spenser.

SCRIP. s . [skræppa, Islandick.]

1. A small bag ; a satchel. Milton.

2.. A schedule ; a small writing. Shakespeare.

SCRIPPAGE. s. [from scrip. ] That which is

contained in a scrip.

SCRIPTORY. a. [scriptorius, Lat.] Written ;

not orally delivered.

SCRIPTURAL. a. [from scripture.] Contained

in the Bible ; biblical. Atterbury

SCRIPTURE. s. [scriptura, Latin.]

1. Nicely doubtful; hard to satisfy in deter-

minations of conscience.

2. Given to objections ; captious.

3. Nice ; doubtful.

Locke.

Shakesp.

Bacon.

Woodward.4. Careful ; vigilant ; captious.

SCRUPULOUSLY. ad. [from scrupulous.]

Carefully ; nicely ; anxiously. Taylor.

SCRUPULOUSNESS. s. [from scrupulous.]

The state of being scrupulous.

SCRUTABLE. a. [from scrutor, Latin.] Dis

coverable by inquiry. Decay of Piety,

SCRUTATION. s . [scrutor, Latin. ] Search ;

examination ; inquiry.

SCRUTATOR. s . [scrutateur, Fr. from scrutor,

Lat.] Inquirer ; searcher ; examiner . Ayliffe.

SCRUTINE'ER. s . [scrutator, Lat. ] A search-

er ; an examiner.

To SCRUTINIZE. Įv. a. [from scrutiny .] To

To SCRUTINY. search ; to examine.Ayl

SCRUTINOUS. a. [from scrutiny . ] Captions ;

full of inquiries Denham.

SCRUTINY. s. [scrutinium, Lat . ] Inquiry ;

search ; examination with nicety. Taylor.

SCRUTOIRE. s . [for scriioire, or escritoire. ] A

'case of drawers for writings. Prior.

To SCRUZE. v. a. To squeeze ; to compress.

Spenser
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To SCUD. v. n. [skutta, Swedish. ] To fly ; to

run away with precipitation. Swift.

To SCUDDLE. v. n. [from scud. ] To run with

a kind of affected haste or precipitation.

SCUFFLE. s. A confused quarrel ; a tumul-

tuous broil. Dec. ofPiety.

To SCUFFLE. v. n. [from the noun. ] To fight

confusedly and tumultuously. Drayton.

To SKULK. v. n. [skulke, Danish .] To lurk

in hiding places ; to lie close. Prior.

SCU'LKER. s. [from sculk.] A lurker ; one

that hides himself for shame or mischief.

SCULL. s. [skola, Islandick . ]

1. The bone which incases and defends the

brain ; the arched bone of the head. Sharp.

2. A small boat ; a cockboat.

3. One who rows a cockboat.

4. A shoal of fish.

SCU'LLCAP. s. [scull and cap.]

1. A headpiece.

2. A nightcap .

SCU'LLER. s.

one rower.

Hudibras.

the license ofa buffoon can warrant ; lewd-

ly jocular , vile ; low. Hooker

SCU'RRILOUSLY. ad. With gross reproach ;

with low buffoonery. Tillotson

SCU'RRILOUSNESS. s. [from scurrilous.]

Scurrility ; baseness of manners.

SCU'RVILY. ud. [from scurry. ] Vilely ; base-

ly; coarsely. South.

SCURVY. s. [from scurf.] A distemper of the

inhabitants of cold countries, and among

those such as inhabit marshy, fat, low, moist

soils, near stagnated water. Arbuthnot.

SCURVY. a. [from scurf, scurfy, scurvy . ]

1. Scabbed ; covered with scabs ; diseased

with the scurvy. Leviticus.

2. Vile ; bad ; sorry ; worthless ; contempti-

ble ; offensive. Swift

Milton. SCURVYGRASS . s. [scurvy and grass.] The

plant spoonwort.

'SCU'SES, for excuses .

1. A cockboat ; a boat in which there is but

Dryden.

2. One that rows a cockboat.

SCU'LLERY . 8. [from skiola , a vessel, Islan-

dick.] The place where common utensils, as

kettles or dishes, are cleaned or kept. Peach.

SCU'LLION. s. [from escueille, Fr. a dish . ]

The lowest domestick servant, that washes

the kettles and dishes in the kitchen. Shak.

To SCULP. v. a. [sculpo, Latin.] To carve ; to

engrave. Not in use.

SCULPTILE. a. [sculptilis, Latin.] Made by

carving. Brown.

Sandys.

SCULPTOR. s. [sculptor, Lat.] A carver ; one

who cuts wood or stone into images. Addis.

SCULPTURE. s . [sculptura, Latin.]

1. The art ofcarving wood, or hewing stone,

into images.

2. Carved work.

Pope.

Dryden.

3. The art of engraving on copper.

To SCULPTURE. v. a. [from the noun.] To

cut ; to engrave. Pope.

SCUM. s. [escume, Fr. schuym, Dutch.]

1. That which rises to the top of any liquor.

Bacon.

Lee.

2. The dross ; the refuse ; the recrement ;

that part which is thrown away. Addison.

Te SCUM. v. a. [ from the noun.] To clear off

the scum; to skim.

SCU'MMER. s. [ escumoir, Fr. ] A vessel with

which liquor is scummed ; a skimmer.

SCUPPER Holes. s . [sch eopen, Dutch, to draw

off. ] In a ship, small holes on the deck,

through which water is carried into the sea.

SCURF. s . [rcupy, Sax. skurf, Danish.]

1. A kind of dry miliary scab. Swift.

2. A soil or stain adherent. Dryden.

3. Any thing sticking on the surface, Add.

SCURFINESS. s. [from scurf.] The state of

being scurfy.

SCU'RRIL. a. [scurrilis, Latin.] Low; mean ;

grossly opprobrious ; lewdly jocose. B. Jon.

SCURRILITY. s . [ scurrilitas, Lat.] Grossness

of reproach ; lewdness ofjocularity ; mean

buffoonery. Shakespeare.
SCURRILOUS . a. [ scurrilis, Latin .] Grossly

opprobrious ; using such language as only

Miller

Shakespeare.

SCUT. s . [skott, Islandick. ] The tail of those

animals whose tails are very short. Swift.

SCUTCHEON. s. [ scuccione, Ital. ] The shield

represented in heraldry . Sidney.

SCUTE'LLATED. a . [scutella, Lat .] Divided

into small surfaces. Woodward.

SCUTIFORM. a. [scutiformis, Latin. ] Shaped

like a shield,

SCUTTLE. s. [scutella, Latin.]

1. A wide shallow basket, so named from a

dish or platterwhich it resembles in form.

Hakewill.

Mortimer.2. A small grate.

3. [ From scud. ] A quick pace ; a short run ;

a pace of affected precipitation . Spectator.

To SCUTTLE. v. n. [from scud or scuttle.] To

run with affected precipitation . · Arbuthnot.

To SDEIGN. v. a. [ sengnare, Ital . ] To disdain .
Milton.

Spenser.SDEIGNFUL. a. Disdainful.

SEA. s. [ræ, Sax. see, or zee, Dutch.]

1. The ocean ; the water opposed to the

land. Milton.

2. A collection of water ; a lake. Matthew.

3. Proverbially for any large quantity.

4. Any thing rough and tempestuous. Milt.

5. Half SEAS over. Halfdrunk. Spectator

SEA is often used in composition, as will ap

pear inthe following examples :

SE'ABAR. s .[hirundo piscis, Lat.] The sea swal-

low.

SE'ABEAT. a. [ sea and beat.]

waves ofthe sea.

Dashed by the

Pope.

SE'ABOAT. 8. [sea and boat.] Vessel capable
to bear the sea. Arbuthnot.

SE'ABORN. a. [sea and born. ] Born ofthe sea ;

produced by the sea. Waller.

SEABOY. s . [sea and boy. ] Boy employed on

shipboard. Shakespeare.

SE'ABREACH. s . [sea and breach. ] Irruption

ofthe sea by breaking the banks.L'Estrange.

SE'ABREEZE. s. [sea and breeze. ] Wind blow.

ing from the sea. Mortimer.

SE'ABUILT. a. [sea and built .] Built for the

Dryden.

SE'ACALF. s. [sea and calf; phocca. ] The sea-

calf, or seal, is so called from the noise he

makes like a calf; his head comparatively

not big, shaped rather like an otter's, and

sea.
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mustaches like those of a cat ; his body long

and all over hairy ; his fore feet with fingers

clawed but not divided , yet fit for going ;

his hinder feet, more properly fins, and fitter

for swimming, as being an amphibious ani-
mal. The female gives suck. Grew.

SE ACAP. s . [sea and cap.] Cap made to be

worn on shipboard. Shakespeare.

SEACHART. s [sea and chart. ] Map on which

only the coasts are delineated .

SE'ACOAL. s. [sea and coal. ] Coal so called,

because brought to London by sea. Bacon.

SEACOAST. s . [sea and coast . ] Shore ; edge

of the sea. Mortimer.

SE'ACOMPASS. s . [sea and compass .] The card

and needle ofthe mariners. Camden.

SEACOW. s. [sea and cow. ] The manatee, a

very bulky animal, ofthe cetaceous kind. It

grows to fifteen feet long, and to seven or

eight in circumference ; its head is like that

of a hog, but longer, and more cylindrick ;

its eyes are small ; its hearing is very quick.

Its lips are thick, and it has two long tusks

standing out. It has two fins, which stand

forward on the breast like hands. The fe-

male has two round breasts placed between

the pectoral fins . The skin is very thick and

hard, and not scaly, but hairy.

SE'ADOG. s. [sea and dog. ] Perhaps the shark.

Hill .

Roscommon.

SEAFARER. s . [sea and fare. ] A traveller by

Pope.sea ; a mariner.

SEAFA'RING. a. [sea and fare.] Travelling

by sea. Shakespeare.

SE'AFENNEL. s. The same with SAMPHIRE.

SE'AFIGHT. s . [sea and fight . ] Battle of Ships ;

battle on the sea.
Arbuthnot.

SEAFOWL. s. [sea and fowl.] A bird that

lives at sea. Broome.

SE'AGIRT. a. [sea and girt.] Girded or en-

circled by the sea. Milton.

SE'AGREEN. a. [sea and green.] Resembling

the colour ofthe distant sea ; cerulean. Pope.

SE'AGREEN. s. Saxifrage. A plant.

SE'AGULL. s. [sea and gull . ] A waterfowl.

SE'AHEDGEHOG. s. [echinus.] A kind ofsea

shellfish. Carew.

SE'AHOG. s. [sea and hog.] The porpus.

SEAHOLLY.. [ erygium , Lat. A plant .

SE AHOLM. s. [sea and holm .]

1. A small uninhabited island.

2. Seaholly. A kind of sea weed.

SEAHORSE. s. [sea and horse. ]

Carew.

1. A fish of a very singular form, about five

inches in length, and nearly half an inch in

diameter in the broadest part. Hill.

2. The morse, or waltron. Woodward.

3. By the seahorse, Dryden means probably

the hippopotamus.

SEAMAID. s. [sea and maid.] Mermaid Sha.

SE'AMAN. s. [sea and man.]

1. A sailor; a navigator ; a mariner. Dryd.

2. Merman ; the male ofthe mermaid. Loc.

SE'AMARK. 8. [sea and mark.] Point or con-

spicuous place distinguished at sea. Bacon.

SEAME W.. s. [sea and mew. ] A fowl that fre-

quents the sea. Pope

SEAMONSTER. s. [sea and monster.] Strange

animal of the sea. Milton.

SE'ANYMPH. s. [sea and nymph. ] Goddess of
the sea. Brown.

SE'AONION. s. An herb. Ainsworth.

SE'AOOSE. s . [sea and oose. ] The mud in the

sea or shore. Mortimer.

SE'APIECE. s. [sea and piece.] A picture re-

presenting any thing at sea. Addison.

SE'APOOL. s. [sea and pool .] A lake of sait

Spenserwater.

SEAPORT. s. [ sea and port.] A harbour.

SE'ARISQUE. 3. [ sea and risque.]

sea.

Hazard at

Arbuthnot.

Miller.SE'AROCKET. s. A plant.

SE'AROOM. s . [sea and room.] Open sea ;

spacious main. Bazon.

SEARO'VER. s. [sea and rove.] A pirate.

SE'ASERPENT. s . [sea and serpent .] A water

serpent ; an adder.

SEASE'RVICE. s. [sea and service.] Naval

Swift.

SE'ASHARK. s. [sea and shark. ] A ravenous

sea fish .

war.

the shore.

sea.

SE'ASHELL. s . [sea and shell. ] Shells found on

Mortimer.

SE'ASHORE. s . [sea and shore.] The coast of
the sea. Dryden.

SE'ASICK. a. [sea and sick. ] Sick, as new voy-

agers on the sea. Knolles.

SEĂSI'DE. s . [sea and side. ] The edge of the

Pope.

SEASURGEON. s . [sea and surgeon.] A chi

rurgeon employed on shipboard . Wiseman.

SEASURROUNDED. a. [sea and surround .]

Encircled by the sea. Pope.

SEATE'RM . s. [ sea and term .] Word of art

used by the seamen. Pope.

SEAWA’TER. s. [sea and water. ] The salt wa-

ter of the sea Wiseman.

SEAL. s. [phoca ; reol, rele, Sax. seel, Dan.]

The sea-calf.

SEAL. s. [rizel, Saxon.]

·

1. A stamp engraved with a particular im-

pression, fixed upon the wax that closes let-

ters, or affixed as a testimony.

2. The impression made in wax.

3. Any act of confirmation.

To SEAL. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To fasten with a seal.

2. To confirm or attest by a seal

Pope.

Knolles.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Shak.

Bacon.

Milton.

3. To confirm ; to ratify ; to settle .

4. To shut ; to close.

5. To make fast.

6. To mark with a stamp. Shakespeare.

To SEAL. v. n. To fix a seal. Shakespeare.

SEALER.'s. [from seal . ] One that seals.

SE'ALINGWAX. s . [seal and wax. ] Hard wax

used to seal letters. Boyle.

SEAM. s. [ream, Sax. zoom, Dutch.]

1. The suture where the two edges of cloth

are sewed together. Addison

2. The juncture of planks in a ship. Dryden.

3. A cicatrix ; a scar.

4. A measure ; a vessel in which things are

held ; eight bushels of corn. Ainsworth,

5. SEAM of Glass. A quantity of glass weigh

ing 120 pounds.

6. Tallow ; grease ; hog's lard. Dryden
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To SEAM. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To join together by suture or otherwise.

2. To mark; to scar with a long cicatrix.

Pope.

SEAMLESS. a. [from seam. ] Having no seam.

SE'AMRENT. s. [seam and rent. ] A separa,

tion of any thing where it is joined ; a breach

of the stiches.

SE'AMSTRESS . s . [reamertre, Sax.] A wo-

man whose trade is to sew. Cleaveland.

SE'AMY. a. [from scam.] Having a seam ;

showing the seam .

•

SE'ASONABLENESS. s. [from seasonable.,

Opportuneness of time ; propriety with re-

gard to time. Addison.

SEASONABLY. ad . [from seasonable.} Proper-

ly, with respect to time. Sprat.

SE'ÁSONER . s. [ from to season. ] He who sea-

sons or gives a relish to any thing.

SE'ASONING. s . [from season . ] That which is

added to any thing to give it a relish.

Arbuthnot.

SEAT. s. [sett, old German.]

1. A chair, bench, or any thing on which

one may sit. Dryden.

2. Chair of state ; throne; post of authority ;

tribunal. Hakewill.

3. Mansion ; residence ; dwelling ; abode.

Shakespeare.

SEAN. s. [regne, Sax. } A net ; a seine

SEAR. a. [reanian, Saxon, to

not any longer green.

dry . ] Dry ;
Shakespeare.

To purn ; to

Rowe.

4. Situation ; site.

To SEAR. v. a. [reanian, Sax.]

cauterize .

To SEARCE. v. a. [sasser, Fr.] To sift finely.

Boyle.

SEARCE. s. A sieve , a bolter.

SEA'RCER. s. [from searce. ] He who searces.

To SEARCH. v . a. [chercher, French.]

1 To examine ; to try ; to explore ; to look

through .

2. To inquire ; to seek for.

3. To probe as a chirurgeon.

Milton.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

4. To SEARCH out. To find by seeking.

To SEARCH. v. n.

1. To make a search ; to look for something.

2. To make inquiry.

3. To seek ; to try to find.

SEARCH. s. [ from the verb.]

Shakespeare.

Milton.

Locke.

1. Inquiry by looking into every suspected

place.

2. Examination.

3. Inquiry ; act of seeking.

4. Quest , pursuit.

SEARCHER. s. [from search.]

1. Examiner ; trier.

2. Seeker; inquirer.

Milton.

Locke.

Addison.

Raleigh.

Raleigh.

To SEAT. v. a [ from the noun .n.]

1. To place on seats ; to cause to sit down.

Arbuthnot.

2. To place in a post of authority, or place

of distinction. Milton.

3. To fix in any particular place or situation;

to settle. Raleigh,

Milton.4. To fix ; to place firm.

SEAWARD. ad. [sea, and peaɲd, Saxon.] To-

ward the sea. Pope.

SECANT. s. [secans, Lat. secante, French.]

In geometry, the right line drawn from the

centre ofa circle cutting and meeting with

another line, called the tangent, without it.

To SECE'DE. v. n . [secedo, Latin. ] To with-

draw from fellowship in any affair .

SECE'DER. s . [from secede. ] One who disco-

vers his disapprobation of any proceedings

by withdrawing himself.

Dryden. To SECE'RN. v. a . [secerno, Latin .] To sepa-

rate finer from grosser matter ; to make the

separation of substances in the body. Bacon.

SECE'SSION. s. [secessio, Latin.]

1. The act ofdeparting.

Addison.

Prior.

3. Officer in London appointed to examine

the bodies of the dead, and report the cause

of death. Graunt.

SE'ARCLOTH. s. [reɲalað, Saxon.] A plas-

ter; a large plaster. Mortimer.

SEASON. s. [saison, French.]

1. One ofthe four parts of the year, spring,

summer, autumn, winter. Addison.

2. Atime, as distinguished from others.

3. A fit time ; an opportune concurrence.

Philips.

4. A time not very long. Shakespeare.

5. [From the verb. ] That which gives a high
relish. Shakespeare.

To SEASON. v. a. [assaisonner, French.]

1. To mix with food any thing that gives a

bigh relish. Brown.

Tillotson.2. To give a relish to.

3. To qualify by admixture of another ingre
dient.

Shakespeare.

Taylor.4. To imbue ; to tinge or taint.

5. To fit for any use by time or habit ; to

Addison.
mature.

Moxon.

To SE'ASON. v. n. To become mature ; to

grow fit for any purpose.

SEASONABLE a . [saison, French. ] Oppor

tune ; happening or done at a proper time ;

proper as to time. South.

Brown.

2. The act of withdrawing from councils or

actions.

SE'CLE. s . [seculum, Latin.] A century. Not
in use. Hammond.

To SECLUDE. v. a. [secludo , Latin. ] To con-

fine from ; to shut up apart ; to exclude.

SECOND. a [second, Fr. secundus, Latin.]

1. The next in order to the first ; the ordinal

of two. Dryden.

2. Next in value or dignity ; inferiour

mary.

Addison

SECOND-HAND. s. Possession received

from the first possessor.

SECOND-HAND. a. Not original ; not pri-

Swift.

At SE COND-HAND. ad. In imitation ; in the

second place oforder ; by transmission ; not

primarily ; not originally. - Swift.

SE'COND. s. [second, Fr. from the adjective.]

1. One who accompanies another in a duel,

to direct or defend him. Drayton.

2. One who supports or maintains ; a sup-

porter ; a maintainer. Wotton.

3. A SECOND Minute, the second division of

an hour by sixty ; the sixtieth part of a mi-

Wilkins.

To SE'COND. v. a. [seconder, Fr. secundo, Lat.j

nute.
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1. To support ; to forward ; to assist ; to

come in after the act as a maintainer. Swift.

2. To follow in the next place. Raleigh.

SECOND Sight. s . The power of seeing things

future, or things distant ; supposed inherent
in some ofthe Scottish islanders. Addison.

SECOND sighted. a. [from second sight. ] Hav-

ing the second sight. Addison.

SECONDARILY. ad. [from secondary ] In

the second degree ; in the second order ; not

primarily ; not originally. Digby.

SECONDARINESS . s . [ from secondary. ] The

state ofbeing secondary. Norris.

SECONDARY. a. [secundarius, Latin.]

1. Not primary ; not ofthe first intention.

2. Succeeding to the first ; subordinate.

L'Estrange.

3. Not ofthe first order or rate. Bentley.

4. Acting by transmission or deputation.

Prior.

5. A secondary fever is that which arises after

a crisis, or the discharge of some morbid mat-

ter, as afterthe declension of the small-, x

or measles. Quincy.

SECONDARY. s. [from the adjective.] A

delegate ; a deputy.

SECONDLY. ad. [from second . ] In a second

place.

SECOND-RATE. s . [second and rate.]

Swift.

1. The second order in dignity or value.

Addison.

2. [It is sometimes used adjectively.] Ofthe

second order.

SECRECY. s . [from secret.]

1. Privacy ; state of being hidden.

2. Solitude ; retirement.

3. Forbearance of discovery.

Dryden.

Shakesp.

South.

Hooker.

4. Fidelity to a secret ; taciturnity inviolate;

close silence. Shakespeare.

SECRET. a. [secret, Fr. secretus, Latin.]

1. Kept hidden ; not revealed ; concealed.

Deuteronomy.

2. Retired ; private ; unseen. Mitton.

3. Faithful to a secret intrusted. Shakespeare.

4. Private ; affording privacy.

5. Occult ; not apparent.

6. Privy; obscene.

Miiton.

Milton.

SECRET. s. [secret, Fr. secretum, Latin.]

1. Something studiously hidden. Shakespeare.

2. A thing unknown ; something not yet dis-

covered. Milton.

3. Privacy ; secrecy ; invisible or undisco-

vered state. Milton.

To SECRET. v. a. [from the noun.] To keep

private. Bacon.

SECRETARISHIP. s. [secretaire, Fr. from

secretary. ] The office of a secretary.

SE/CRETARY. s . [secretarius, low Latin.]

One intrusted with the management of bu-

siness ; one who writes for another. Claren.

To SECRETE. v . u . [secretus, Latin.]

1. To put aside ; to hide.

2. [In the animal economy.] To screen ; to

separate.

SECRETION. s. [from secretus, Latin.]

1. That agency in the animal economy that

consists in separating the various fluids of

the body.

2. The fluid secreted.

SECRETI'TIOUS. a. [ from secretus, Latin.]

Parted by animal secretion . Floyer.

SECRETIŠT. s. [from secret . ] A dealer in se-

Boyle.
crets.

SECRETLY. ad. [ from secret.]

1. Privately ; privily ; not openly ; not pub-

lickly. Addison.

2. Latently ; so as not to be obvious ; not

apparently. Dryden.

Donne.

SECRETNESS. s . [from secret .]

1. State of being hidden.

2. Quality ofkeeping a secret.

SECRETORY. a. [ rrom secretus, Latin. ] Per-

forming the office of secretion. Ray.

SECT. s. [secte, Fr. secta, Lat. ] A body ofmen

followingsome particular master, or united

in some settled tenets .
Dryden.

SECTARISM. s . [ from sect . ] Disposition to

petty sects, in opposition to things establish-

ed. K. Charles.

SECTARY. s. [sectaire, French. ]

Bacon.

1. One who divides from publick establish-

ments, and joins with those distinguished by

some particular whims.

2. A follower; a pupil.

SECTATOR. s . [ sectator, Latin. ] A follower ;

an imitator ; a disciple.

SECTION. s. [section , Fr. sectio , Latin. ]

1. The act ofcutting or dividing.

2. A part divided from the rest.

Spenser.

Raleigh.

Wotton.

3. A small and distinct part of a writing or

book. Boyle.

SECTOR. s . [ secteur, French.] In geometry,

an instrument made of wood or metal, with

a joint, and sometimes a piece to turn cut

to make a true square, with lines of sines,

tangents, secants, equal parts, rhombs, poly-

gons, hours, latitudes. Harris.

SE'CULAR. s . [secularis, Lat. seculier , Fr.]

1. Not spiritual ; relating to affairs of the

present world ; not holy ; worldly. Hooker.

2. [In the church of Rome. ] Not bound by

monastick rules. Temple.

Addison.

3. [Seculaire, Fr. ] Happening or coming once

in a secle or century.

SECULA'RITY. s . [from secular .] Worldli-

ness ; attention to things of the present life .

Burnet.

To SE'CULARIZE. v. a. [seculariser, Fr.]

1. To convert from spiritual appropriations

to common use.

2. To make worldly.

SE'CULARLY. ad . [from secular .] In a world-

ly manner.

SECULARNESS. s. [from secular.] Wanton-

ness.

SE'CUNDINE. s. The membrane in which

the embryo is wrapped ; the after-birth.

SECU'RE. a . [securus, Latin.]

Cowley.

1. Free from fear ; exempt from terrour ;

easy ; assured .'

3. Sure ; not doubting.

2. Confident ; not distrustful,

4. Careless ; wanting caution.

5. Free from danger ; safe.

Milton.

Dryden.

Atterbury.

Judges.

Milton.

To SECU'RE. v. a. [from the adjective.]

1. To make certain ; to put out of hazard ;

to ascertai... Dryden.
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2. To protect; to make safe.

3. To insure.

SECURELY. ad. [from secure.]

1. Without fear ; carelessly.

2. Without danger ; safely.

SECUREMENT. s. [from secure .]

of safety ; protection ; defence.

SECURITY. s . [securitas, Latin .]

Watts. , SEE. s. [sedes, Latin. The seat of episcopa

power ; the diocese of a bishop. Shakespeare.

To SEE. v. a. preterite I saw ; part. pass. seen.

[reon, Saxon ; sien , Dutch. ]Atterbury.

Dryden.

The cause
Brown.

1. Carelessness ; freedom from fear.Hayward.

2. Vicious carelessness ; confidence ; want

of vigilance.

3. Protection ; defence.

Davies.

Tillotson.

4. Any thing given as a pledge or caution ;

insurance. Arbuthnot.

5. Safety; certainty. Swift.

SEDA'N. s. A kind of portable coach ; a

chair. Arbuthnot.

SEDATE. a. [sedatus, Latin. ] Calm ; quiet ;

still ; unruffled ; undisturbed ; serene. Watts.

SEDATELY. ad. [from sedate. ] Calmly ; with-

out disturbance. Locke.

SEDA TENESS. s . [from sedute . ] Calmness ;

tranquillity ; serenity ; freedom from distur-

bance. Addison.

SE'DENTARINESS. s. [ from sedentary .] The

state of being sedentary ; inactivity.

SEDENTARY. a. [sedentaire, French ; seden-

tarius, Latin.]

1. Passed in sitting still ; wanting motion or

action. Arbuthnot.

2. Torpid ; inactive ; sluggish ; motionless.

roar.

Milton.

SEDGE. s. [ræcz, Saxon,] A growth ofnarrow

flags ; a narrow flag. Sandys.

SE'DGY. a. [from sedge.] Overgrown with

narrow flags. Shakespeare.

SEDIMENT. s. [sediment, Fr.] That which

subsides or settles at the bottom. Woodward.

SEDITION. s . [seditio, Latin. ] A tumult ; an

insurrection ; a popular commotion ; an up-

Shakespeare.

SEDITIOUS. a. [seditiosus, Latin.] Factious

with tumult ; turbulent. Clarendon.

SEDITIOUSLY. ad . [from seditious . ] Tumul-

tuously; with factious turbulence.

SEDITIOUSNESS. s . [from seditious. ] Turbu-

lence ; disposition to sedition.

To SEDUCE. v. a. [ seduco, Latin .] To draw

aside from the right ; to tempt ; to corrupt ;

to deprave ; to mislead ; to deceive. Shak.

SEDUCEMENT. s . [ from seduce.] Practice

ofseduction ; art or means used in order to

seduee.
Pope.

SEDU'CER. s. [from seduce. ] One who draws

aside from the right ; a tempter ; a corrup-

Shakespeare.

SEDUCIBLE. a. [from seduce. ] Corruptible ;

capable ofbeing drawn aside. Brown.

SEDUCTION. s . [seductus, Latin. ] The act of

seducing ; the act of drawing aside. Ham.

SEDU'LITY. s . [sedulitas, Latin.] Diligent as-

siduity ; laboriousness ; industry ; applica-

tion ; intenseness of endeavour. South.

SE'DULOUS. a . [sedulus, Latin.] Assidious ;

industrious ; laborious ; diligent ; painful.

SE'DULOUSLY. ad. [from sedulous.] Assidu-

ously; industriously ; laboriously ; diligent-

ly; painfully. Philips.

SEDULOUSNESS . s . [from sedulous.] Assidui-

ty; assiduousness ; industry ; diligence.

ter.

1. To perceive by the eye.

2. To observe ; to find.

3. To discover ; to descry.

4. To converse with.

5 To attend ; to remark.

To SEE. v. n.

Locke.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Locke.

Addison.

1. To have the power of sight ; to have by

the eye perception of things distant . Bacon.

2. To discern without deception . Tillotson,

3. To inquire ; to distinguish. Shakespeare.

4. To be attentive. Shakespeare.

5. To scheme ; to contrive . Shakespeare.

SEE. interjection . Lo ; look ; observe ; behold.

Halifax.

SEED. s. [ræd, Saxon ; saed, Dutch.]

1. The organized particle produced byplants

and animals, from which new plants and

animals are generated.

2. First principle ; original .

3. Principle of production.

4. Progeny ; offspring ; descendants.

5. Race ; generation ; birth.

To SEED. v. n. [from the noun.]

More.

Hooker

Wäller

Spenser

Waller.

1. To grow to perfect maturity, so as to shed

the seed. Swift

2. To shed the seed. Mortimer

SE'EDCAKE . s . [seed and cake.] A sweet cake

interspersed with warm aromatick seeds.

Tusser.

SE'EDLIP.s. A vessel in which the sower

SE'EDLOP. carries his seed. Ainsworth.

SE'EDPEARL. s . (seed and pearl.] Small grains

ofpearl. Boyle.

SE'EDPLOT. s. [seed and plot.] The ground

on which plants are sowed to be afterwards

transplanted, Clarendon.

SE'EDTIME. s. [seed and time. ] The season

of sowing. Atterbury.

SEEDLING. s. [from seed. ] A young plant

just risen from the seed.

SE'EDNESS . s . [from seed.]

time ofsowing.

SE'EDSMAN. s. [seed and man.]

1. The sower; he that scatters the seed .

Evelyn

Seedtime ; the

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare

2. One that sells seeds.

SEEDY. a. [from seed . ] Abounding with seed

SE'EING. s. [from see.] Sight ; vision.

SEEING.

SEEING that.

To SEEK. v. a.

}

Shakespeare.

ad. [from see.] Since ; sith ,

it being so that. Milton.

pret. I sought ; part. pass.

sought. [recan, Saxon ; soecken, Dutch.]

1. To look for ; to search for. Clarendon.

2. To solicit ; to endeavour to gain, Milton.

3. To goto find . Dryden.

4. To pursue by machinations. Shakespeare.

To SEEK. v. n.

1. To make search ; to make inquiry.

2. To endeavour.

3. To make pursuit.

Addison

Milton.

Deuteronomy.

4. To apply to ; to use solicitation. Davies.

5. To endeavour after. Knolles.
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To SEEK. ad. At a loss ; without measures,

knowledge, or experience. Roscommon.

SEE'KER. s . [from seek: ] One that seeks ; an

inquirer. Glanville.

SEE'KSORROW. s. [seek and sorrow.] One

who contrives to give himself vexation .

To SEEL. v. a . [ sceller, to seal, French. ] To

close the eyes. A term of falconry, the eyes

of a wild or haggard hawk being for a time

sceled. Bacon.

To SEEL. v. n. [rýllan, Saxon.] To lean on one

side. Raleigh.

SEE'LY. a. [from reel, lucky time, Saxon.]

1. Lucky; happy. Spenser.

Tusser.2. Silly; foolish ; simple

To SFEM. v. n. [sembler, French.]

b'ance.

1. To appear; to make a show ; to have sem-

Dryden.

To have the appearance of truth. Dryden.

3. In Shakespeare, to be beautiful.

4. It SEEMS. There is an appearance though

no reality. Blachmore.

Brown.

5. It is sometimes a slight affirmation ; there

are, it seems, many who are not pleased. Att.

6. It appears to be.

SEE'MER. s. [from seem.] One that carries an

appearance.

SEE MING. s. [from seem.]

1. Appearance ; show ; semblance.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

2. Fair appearance.

3. Opinion.

SEEMINGLY. ad. [fromseeming.] In appear-

ance ; in show ; in semblance. Glanville.

SEE'MINGNESS. s . [from seeming.] Plausibi-

lity; fair appearance. Digby.

SEE MLINESS. s. [ from seemly.] Decency ;

handsomeness ; comeliness ; grace ; beauty.

SEGREGATION. s. [fromsegregate. ] Separa

tion from others. Shakespeare.

SEIGNEURIAL. a. [from seignior. ] Invested

with large powers ; independent. Temple.

SE'IGNIOR. s. [from senior, Lat. seigneur,

French. ] A lord. The title of honour given

by Italians.

SE'IGNIORY. s. [seigneurie, French ; from

seignior.] A lordship ; a territory. Spenser.

SE'IGNORAGE. s . [seigneuriage, Fr. from

seignior. ] Authority ; acknowledgment of

power. Locke.

To SE'IGNORISE. v. a. [from seignior.] To
lord over. Fairfax.

SEINE. s. [regne, Saxon ] A net used in fish-

ing; Carcw.

SE'IÑER. s. [from seine. ] A fisher with nets.

Carew.

To ȘEIZE. v. a. [saiser, French. ]

1. To take hold of; to gripe ; to grasp.

Milton.

2. To take possession of by force. Milton

3. To take possession of ; to lay hold on ; to

invade suddenly. Pope.

4. To take forcible possession of by law.

Camden.

Addison.5. To make possessed.

To SEIZE. v. r. To fix the grasp or the power

on any thing. Shakespeare.

SEIZIN. s. [saisine, French.]

1. [In law.] Seisin, in fact, is when a corporal

possession is taken : seisin, in law, is when

something is done which the law accounteth

a seisin, as an enrolment. This is as much as

a right to lands and tenements, though the

owner be by wrong disseized of them.

Cowel.

2. The act oftaking possession. D. ofPiety

3. The things possessed. Hale.Camden.

SEE'MLY. a. [soommeligt, Danish.]

becoming ; proper ; fit.

Decent ; SEIZURE. s. [ from seize .]

Philips. 1. The act of seizing,

SEE'MLY. ad. [ from the adjective.]

cent manner ; in a proper manner,

SEEN. a. [from see. ] Skilled ; versed .

SE'ER. s. [from see.]

In a de- 2. The thing seized .
Milton.

Pope. 3. The act of taking forcible possession.

Dryden. 4. Gripe ; possession.

5. Catch.

Dryden.

Watts.

events.

tion .

1. One who sees.
Addison.

2. A prophet ; one who foresees future

Prior.

SEE'RWOOD. s . See SEARWOOD. Dry wood.

Dryden.

SEE'SAW. s. [ from saw. ] A reciprocating mo-

Pope.

To SEE'SAW. v. n. [from saw.] To move with

a reciprocating motion. Arbuthnot.

To SEETH. v . a. preterite I sod or seethed ; part.

pass . sodden. [reodan, Saxon ] To boil ; to de-

coct in hot liquor. Spenser.

To SEETH. v. n. To be in a state of ebullition ;

Shakespeare.

SEETHER. s . [from seeth. ] A boiler ; a pot.

Dryden.

SEGMENT. s . [segment, Fr. segmentum, Lat. ]

A figure contained between a chord and an

arch of the circle, or so much of the circle

as is cut off by that chord. Brown.

SE'GNITY. s. [from segnis, Latin . ] Sluggish-

ness ; inactivity .

to be hot.

To SE GREGATE. v. a . [segrego, Latin.] To

set apart ; to separate from others.

SE'LCOUTH. a . [relo, rare, Saxon, and couth,

known.] Uncommon. Spenser

SELDOM. ad [ relvan, Sax. selden, Dutch.]

Rarely ; not often ; not frequently. South.

SELDOMNESS. s . [from seldom. ] Uncommon-

ness ; infrequency ; rareness ; rarity.

SELDSHOWN. a. [seld and shown . ] Seldom

exhibited to view. Shakespeare.

To SELECT. v. a. [selectus, Lat. ] To choose

in preference to others rejected. Knolles.

SELECT. a . Nicely chosen ; choice ; culled

out on account of superiour excellence.

SELECTION. s. [selectio, Latin.] The act of

culling or choosing ; choice. Brown

SELECTNESS. s . [from select. ] The state of

being select.

SELECTOR. s. [from select. ] He who selects.

SELENOGRAPHICAL. Į a . [selenographique

SELENOGRAPHICK. French.] Belong-

ing to selenography.

SELE'NOGRAPHY. s. [-ɛλnvn and ygapw .] A

description ofthe moon. Brown

SELF. pronoun . plural selves. [rÿlf, rÿlfa, Sax.

self, selve, Dutch.]
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1. Its primary signification seems to be that

of an adjective ; very ; particular ; this

above others.
Dryden.

2. It is united both to the personal pronouns,

and to the neutral pronoun it, and is always

added when they are used reciprocally ; as,

I did not hurt him, he hurt himself; the people

hiss me, but I clap myself. Locke.

3. Compounded with him, a pronoun sub-

stantive, selfis in appearance an adjective ;

joined to my, thy, our, your, pronoun adjec-

tives, it seems a substantive.

4. It is much used in composition ; as, self-

love, self-evident, self-confiding.

SE'LFHEAL. s. [brunella, Latin .] A plant,

the same with sanicle.

SELFISH. a. [from self. ] Attentive only to

one's own interest ; void of regard for others.

Addison.

SELFISHNESS . s . [from selfish.] Attention

to his own interest, without any regard to

others ; self-love. Boyle.

SEʼLFISHLY. ad. [ from selfish .] With re-

gard only to his own interest, without love

of others.

SELFSAME. a . [self and same. ]

same.

SELION. s. [selio, low Latin.]
land.

SELL pronoun. [for self.]

Pope.

Exactly the

Milton.

A ridge of

Ainsworth.

Ben Jonson.

SELL. s. [selle, French ; sella, Latin.]

dle. Obsolete.

A sad-

Spenser.

To SELL. v. a. [ryllan, Saxon. ] To give for

a price ; to vend. Swift.

Shakespeare.

To SELL. v. n. To have commerce or traffick

with one.

SE'LLANDER. s . A dry scab in a horse's

hough or pastern. Ainsworth.

SELLER. s. [from sell. ] The person that

sells ; vender. Shakespeare.

SELVAGE. s . The edge of cloth where it is

closed by complicating the threads. Exodus.

SELVES. The plural of self.

SEMBLABLE. a. [semblable, French.] Like ;

resembling. Shakespeare.

SEMBLABLY. ad. [from semblable .] With

Shakespeare.

resemblance.

SEMBLANCE. s . [semblance, French.]

1. Likeness ; resemblance ; similitude ; re-

presentation. Rogers

2. Appearance ; show ; figure. Fairfax.

SEMBLANT. a . [ semblant, French. ] Like ;

resembling having the appearance of any

thing. Little used. Prior.

SEMBLANT. s. Show ; figure ; resemblance ;

representation. Not used. Spenser.

SEMBLATIVE. a. [from semblant . ] Suitable ;

accommodate ; fit ; resembling.

Prior.

Shakespeare.

To SEMBLE. v. n . [sembler, French.] To

represent ; to make a likeness .

SEMI. s. [ Latin . ] A word which, used in

composition, signifies half; as, semicircle,

half a circle.

SEMIA'NNULAR. a . [semi, and annulus, a

ring ] Half round. Grew.

SEMIBREF. s. [semibreve, French.] A note

in musick relating to time.

SEMICIRCLE. s. [semicirculus, Latin.] A

Donne.

half round ; part ofa circle divided by th

diameter. Swift.

SEMICIRCLED. 2a. [semi and circular.]

SEMICIRCULAR. Halfround. Addison.

SEMICO'LON. s . [semi and xxv.] Half &

colon ; a point made thus [ ] to note a

greater pause than that of a comma.

SEMIDIAMETER. s. [semi and diameter."

Half the line which, drawn through the

centre of a circle, divides it into two equa

parts. More -

SEMIDIAPHANE'ITY. s. [semi and diapha

neity.] Half transparency ; imperfect tran

sparency. Boyle

SEMIDIA'PHANOUS. a. [semi and diapka

nous.] Half transparent. Woodward.

SE'MIDOUBLE. s . [semi and double. ] In the

Romish breviary, such offices and feasts as

are celebrated with less solemnity than the

double ones. Bailey.

SEMIFLUID. a [ṣèïíå and fluid . ] Imper

fectly fluid. Arbuthnot.

SEMILU'NAR. a. [semilunaire, French.

SEMILU'NARY. } Resembling informa
half moon. Grew.

Hill

SEMIMETAL. s. [semi and metal. ] Ha!

metal; imperfect metal.

SE'MINAL. a . [seminal, French ; seminis, Lat.]

1. Belonging to seed.

2. Contained in the seed ; radical. Swift

SEMINALITY. s . [ from semen, Latin .]

1. The nature ofseed. Brown.

2. The power of being produced. Browa

SEMINARY. s. [seminaire, French ; semina

rium , Latin.]

1. The ground where any thing is sown to

be afterward transplanted ; seedplot. Mort.

2. The place or original stock whence any

thing is brought.

3. Seminal state.

4. Principle ; causality.

Woodward.

Brown.

Harvey

5. Breeding place ; place ofeducation, from

which scholars are transplanted into life.

Swift.

SEMINA'TION. s . [from semino, Latin . ] The

act of sowing.

SEMINIFICAL. } .[semen andfacio, Latin.]Productive

Brown,

SEMINIFICATION. s. Propagation from

the seed or seminal parts. Hale.

SEMIOPA COUS. a. [semi and opacus, Latin.]

Half dark. Boyle.

SEMIOʻRDINATE . s . [ În conick sections .}

A line drawn at right angles to, and bisected

by, the axis, and reaching from one side of

the section to another. Harris.

SEMIPE'DAL. a. [semi and pedis, Lat.] Con

taining half a foot.

SEMIPELLUCID. a. [semi and pellucidus,

Latin ] Half clear; imperfectly transparent.

Woodward.

SEMIPERSPICUOUS . a. [semi and perspi

cuus, Lat. ] Half transparent ; imperfectly

clear. Grew .

SEMIQUA'DRATE. Įs. [In astronomy.] An

SEMIQUARTILE. aspect of the planets

when distant from each other forty-five de-

rees, or one sign and a half. Bailey.
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SEMIQUA'VER. s. [In musick. ] A note

containing half the quantity ofthe quaver.

Bailey.

SEMIQUINTILE. s . [ In astronomy .] An as-

pect ofthe planets when at the distance of

thirty-six degrees from one another. Bailey.

SEMISE XTILE. s . [ In astronomy.] An aspect

of the planets when they are distant from

each other one- twelfth part of a circle , or

thirty degrees. Bailey.

SEMISPHERICAL. a. [semi and spherical. ]

Belonging to half a sphere. Bailey.

SEMISPHERO'IDAL. a. [semi and spheroidal.]

Formed like a half spheroid.

SEMITERTIAN. s. [ semi and tertian.] An

ague compounded of a tertian and quoti-
dian.

Arbuthnot.

SE'MITONE. s . [semiton, French.] In mu-

sick, one of the degrees of concinuous in-

tervals ofconcords. Bailey.

SEMIVO'WEL. s. [semi and vowel. ] A con-

sonant which makes an imperfect sound, or

does not demand a total occlusion of the

mouth. Broome.

Bacon.SEMPERVIVE. s . A plant.

SEMPITERNAL. a [sempiternus, Latin.]

1. Eternal in futurity ; having beginning,

but no end. Hale.

2. In poetry it is used simply for eternal.

SEMPITERNITY. s. [sempiternitas, Latin.]

Future duration without end. Hale.

SEMSTRESS. s. [reamertɲe, Saxon.] A

woman whose business is to sew ; a woman

who lives by her needle. Swift.

SE'NARY. a . [ senarius, Latin .] Belonging to

the number six ; containing six.

SENATE. s. [senatus, Latin. ] . An assembly

of counsellors ; a body of men set apart to

consult for the public good. Denham.

SE'NATEHOUSE. s. [senate and house . ] Place

of publick council. Shakespeare.

SE'NATOR. s. [senator, Latin.] A publick

counsellor. Granville.

SENATO'RIAL. a. [senatorius, Latin. ] Be-

SENATO'RIAN. longing to senators ; be-

fitting senators.

To SEND. v. a. pret. and part. pass. sent.

[rendan, Saxon ; senden, Dutch.]

1. To dispatch from one place to another.

Dryden. Swift.

2. To commission by authority to go and

Milton.act.

3. To grant as from a distant place. Genesis.

4. To inflict, as from a distance.

Deuteronomy.

5. To emit ; to immit ; to produce. Cheyne.

6. To diffuse ; to propagate.

7. To let fly ; to cast or shoot.

76 SEND. v. n.

SE'NILE. a. [senilis, Latin.] Belonging to

old age ; consequent on old age. Boyle.

SENIOR. s. [senior, Latin .]

1. One older than another ; one who, on

account oflonger time, has some superiority.

Whitgift.

2. An aged person. Dryden.

SENIORITY. s . [from senior. ] Eldership ;

priority of birth. Broume.

SE'NNA. s. [sena, Latin ] A physical tree .

Shakespeare.

SE'NNIGHT. s. [contracted from sevennight. ]

The space of seven nights and days ; a

week. Shakespeare.

SENO'CULAR. a. [se and oculus, Latin.]

Having six eyes. Derham.

SENSATION. s. [sensation , French.] Percep-

tion by means ofthe senses . Rogers.

SENSE. s. [sens, French ; sensus, Latin.]

1. Faculty or power by which external ob-

jects are perceived ; the sight, touch, hear-

ing, smell, taste Davies.

2. Perception by the senses ; sensation . Dry.

3. Perception of intellect ; apprehension of

mind. Milton.

4. Sensibility ; quickness or keenness ofper-

ception. Shakespeare.

5. Understanding ; soundness of faculties ,

strength ofnatural reason.

6. Reason ; reasonable meaning.

Pope

Dryden.

Dryden.

L'Estrange.

Tillotson

7. Opinion ; notion ; judgment. Roscommon.

8. Consciousness ; conviction.

9. Moral perception.

10. Meaning ; import.

SE'NSED. part. Perceived bythe senses . Glan.

SE'NSEFUL. a. [ from sense and full.] Rea

sonable ; judicious. Not used. Norris.

SE'NSELESS . a. [from sense .]

1. Wanting sense ; wanting life ; void of all

life or perception. Locke.

2. Unfeeling ; wanting sympathy. Rowe.

3. Unreasonable ; stupid ; doltish ; blockish.

Clarendon.

4. Contrary to true judgment ; contrary to

reason. South.

5. Wanting sensibility ; wanting quickness

or keenness of perception. Peacham.

6. Wanting knowledge ; unconscious. South.

SE'NSELESSLY. ad. In a senseless manner ;

stupidly ; unreasonably.

SE'NSELESSNESS . s. Folly ; unreasonable-

ness ; absurdity ; stupidity.

SENSIBILITY. s . [sensibilité, French.]

1. Quickness of sensation .

Locke.

Grew.

2. Quickness of perception ; delicacy. Add.

SE'NSIBLE. a . [sensible, French.]

senses.

Pope. 1. Having the power of perceiving by the

Raleigh

2. Perceptible by the senses
Hooker

Temple.1. To deliver or dispatch a message. Claren.

2. TO SEND for. To require by message to

come, or cause to be brought. Dryden.

SE'NDER. s. [from send. ] He that sends.Shuk.

SENESCENCE. s. [ senesco, Latin. ] The state

of growing old ; decay by time. Woodward.

SE'NESCHAL. s . [ seneschal, French.] One

who had in great houses the care of feasts

or domestick ceremonies. Milton.

SE'NGREEN. s. [sedum.] A plant. Ainsworth.

·

3. Perceived by the mind.

4. Perceiving by either mind or senses ;

having perception by the mind or senses .

Dryden.

5. Having moral perception ; having the

quality of being affected by moral good or

Shakespeare.ill.

6. Having quick intellectual feeling ; being

easily or strongly affected .

7. Convinced ; persuaded.

Dryden,

„Addison.
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8. In low conversation it has sometimes the

sense of reasonable ; judicious ; wise. Add.

SE'NSIBLENESS. s. [from sensible.]

1. Possibility to be perceived by the senses.

2. Actual perception by mind or body.

3. Quickness ofperception ; sensibility.

Sharp.

Hammond.

Arbuthnot.

4. Painful consciousness.

SE'NSIBLY. ud. [from sensible.]

1. Perceptibly to the senses.

2. With perception of either mind or body.

3. Externally ; by impression on the senses.

Hooker.

4. With quick intellectual perception .

5. [In low language.] Judiciously ; reason-

ably.

SE'NSITIVE. a. [sensitif, Fr.] Having sense

or perception, but not reason. Hammond.

SENSITIVE Plant. s. [mimosa, Lat.] A plant.

Of this plant the humble plants are aspecies,

which are so called, because, upon being

touched, the pedicle of their leaves falls

downward ; but the leaves of the sensitive

plant are only contracted. Miller.

SE'NSITIVELY. ad. [from sensitive.] In a

sensitive manner. Hammond.

SENSO'RIUM.

SE'NSORY. }
s. [Latin.]

1. The part where the senses transmit their

perceptions to the mind ; the seat of sense.

Bacon.

Bentley.2. Organ ofsensation.

SE'NSUAL. a. [sensuel, French.]

1. Consisting in sense ; depending on sense ;

affecting the senses. Pope.

2. Pleasing to the senses ; carral ; not spi-

ritual. Holder.

3. Devoted to sense ; lewd ; luxurious.

Milton.

SE'NSUALIST. s. [from sensual.] A carnal

person ; one devoted to corporal pleasures.

South.

SENSUA'LITY. s. [ from sensual.] Devoted-

ness to the senses ; addiction to brutal and

corporal pleasures. Davies.

To SE'NSUALIZE. v. a. [from sensual ] To

sink to sensual pleasures ; to degrade the

mind into subjection to the senses. Pope.

SE'NSUALLY. ad. [from sensual . ] In a sensual

manner.

SE'NSUOUS . a. [from sense.] Tender ; pathe.

tick ; full of passion . Not in use. Milton.

SENT. The participle passive ofsend.

SENTENCE. s. [ sentence, French. ]

1. Determination or decision, as of a judge

civil or criminal. Atterbury.

2. It is often spoken absolutely of condem.

nation pronounced by the judge ; doom.

3. A maxim ; an axiom, generally moral.
Broome.

4. A short paragraph ; a period in writing.

Daniel.

To SE'NTENCE. v . a. [sentencier, French.]

1. To pass the last judgment on any one.

2. To condemn ; to doom to punishment:

Temple.

SENTENTIO'SITY. s . [from sententious.]

Comprehension in a sentence . Brown.

SENTENTIOUS. a. [sentencieux, French.]

Milton.

1. Abounding with sentences, axioms, and

maxims, short and energetick. Crashaw ,

2. Comprising sentences. Grew,

SENTENTIOUSLY, ad. In short sentences ;

with striking brevity. Bacon,

SENTENTIOUSNESS. s. [from sententious .]

Pithiness ofsentences ; brevity with strength.

Dryden.

SE'NTERY. s. [commonly written sentry.]

One who is set to watch in a garrison, or in

the outlines of an army

SE'NTIENT. a. [sentiens, Latin.] Perceiving ;

having perception.
Hale.

SENTIENT. s . [from the adjective .] He

that has perception. Glanville ,

SE/NTIMENT. s. [sentiment, French ]

1. Thought ; notion ; opinion.

2. The sense considered distinctly from the

language or things ; a striking sentence in a

composition.
Dennis.

SENTINEL. s. [sentinelle, French ; from sen-

tio, Latin.] One who watches or keeps

guard to prevent surprise.
Davies.

SENTRY. s. [ corrupted from sentinel .]

Locke,

1. A watch ; a sentinel ; one who watches

in a garrison or army. Dryden.

2. Guard ; watch ; the duty of a sentinel.

Brown.

SEPARABILITY. s. [from separable.] The

quality ofadmitting disunion or discerption .

SEPARABLE. a. [separable, French ; separa-

bilis, Latin.]

1. Susceptive of disunion ; discerptible.Arb.

2. Possible to be disjointed from something.

Locke.

SEPARABLENESS. S. [from separable. ]

Capableness of being separated Boyle.

TO SEPARATE. v. a. [separo, Latin ; separer,

French . ]

1. To break ; to divide into parts.

2. To disunite ; to disjoin.

3. To sever from the rest

4. To set apart ; to segregate

5. To withdraw.

Milton

Boyle.

Acts.

Genesis.

To SEPARATE. v. n. To part ; to be dis-

united. Locke.

SEPARATE. a. [from the verb.]

1. Divided from the rest ; parted from an-

other.

2. Disjoined ; withdrawn.

3. Secret ; secluded .

Burnet.

Milton.

Dryden.

4. Disunited from the body ; disengaged

from corporeal nature.
Locke.

SEPARATELY. ad. Apart ; singly ; not in

union ; distinctly ; particularly. Dryden.

SEPARATENESS. s. [from separate.] The

state of being separate.

SEPARATION. s. [separatio, Latin ; separa-

tion, French.]

1. The act of separating ; disjunction . Arb.

2. The state of being separate ; disunion .

Bacon.

3. The chymical analysis, or operation of

disuniting things mingled. Bacon.

4. Divorce ; disjunction from a married

Shakespeare.

SE'PARATIST. s. [separatiste, French ; from

separate. ] One that divides from the

church ; a schismatick ; a seceder. South

state.
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SEPARATOR. s. [from separate.] One who

divides ; a divider.

SEPARATORY. a. [from separate.] Used

in separation. Cheyne.

SE PILIBLE. a. [sepio, Latin. ] That may

be buried. Bailey.

SE'PIMENT.

hedge ; a fence. Bailey.

SEPOSITION. s. [sepono, Latin.] The act

of setting apart ; segregation.

SEPT. s. [septum, Latin.] A clan ; a race ;

a family; a generation. Davies.

SEPTANGULAR. a. [septem and angulus,

Latin.] Having seven corners or sides.

SEPTEMBER. s . [Latin. ] The ninth month

ofthe year ; the seventh from March.

SEPTENARY. a. [septenarius, Latin .] Con-

sisting ofseven. Watts.

SEPTENARY. s. The number of seven . Br.

SEPTENNIAL. a . [septennis, Latin. ]

s. [sepimentum, Latin ] A

1. Lasting seven years.

2. Happening once in seven years. Howel.

SEPTENTRION. S. [French ; septentrio,

Latin.] The north. Shakespeare.

SEPTENTRION. a. [septentrionalis,

SEPTENTRIONAL. Lat. septentrional,

French.] Northern. Philips.

SEPTENTRIONAʼLITY. s. [from septen-

trional. ] Northerliness.

}

SEPTENTRIONALLY. ad . [from septentrio-

nal.] Toward the north ; northerly . Brown.

1. Following ; succeeding.

2. Consequential.

Milton.

SEQUENT. s. [from the adjective.] A fol

lower. Not used. Shakespeare.

To SEQUESTER. v. a. [sequestrer, French ;

sequestro, low Latin.]

1. To separate from others for the sake of

privacy.
Miton.

Bacon.

Hooker.

2. To put aside ; to remove.

3. To withdraw ; to segregate.

4. To set aside from the use of the owner

to that of others.

South.

Boyle.

5. To deprive of possessions .

SEQUESTRABLE. a. [from sequestrate.]

1. Subject to privation.

2. Capable of separation.

To SEQUESTRATE. v. a. To sequester ;

to separate. Arbuthnot.

SEQUESTRATION. s. [sequestration, Fr.]

1. Separation ; retirement.

2. Disunion ; disjunction.

South.

Shakespeare.

3. State ofbeing set aside. Shakespeare.

4. Deprivation of the use and profits of a

possession. Swift.

SEQUESTRAʼTOR. s. [from sequestrate.]

One who takes from a man the profit of

his possessions. Taylor.

SERA'GLIO. s. A house of women kept for

debauchery. Norris.

SE'RAPH. s. [ NW] One of the orders

of angels . Pope.

a. [seraphique, French ;
To SEPTENTRIONATE. v. n. [from septen- SERAPHICAL. fromscruph.]

Brown.

trio, Latin.] To tend northerly. Brown.

SEPTICAL. a . [ Trixos . ] Having power to

promote or produce putrefaction. Brown.

SEPTILATERAL. a . [septem and lateris,

Latin.] Having seven sides. Brown.

SEPTUA GENARY. a. [septuagenarius, Lat .]

Consisting of seventy.

SEPTUAGE'SIMAL. a . [septuagesimus, Lat.]

Consisting ofseventy. Brown.

SEPTUAGINT. s. [septuaginta, Latin.] The

old Greek version of the Old Testament,

so called, as being supposed the work of

seventy-two interpreters. Burnet.

SEPTUPLE. a. [septuplex, Latin.] Seven

times as much.

SEPULCHRAL. a. sepulcral, French ; 8c-

pulchralis, Latin.] Relating to burial ; re-

lating to the grave ; nonumental. Donne.

SEPULCHRE. s . [sepulcre, French ; sepul-

chrum, Latin.] A grave ; a tomb. Dryden.

To SEPULCHRE. v. a. [from the noun .]

To bury; to entomb. Prior.

SEPULTURE. s . [sepulture, French ; sepul-

tura, Latin. ] Interment ; burial. Dryden.

SEQUACIOUS. a . [sequacis, Latin.]

I. Following ; attendant.

2. Ductile ; pliant.

SEQUA'CITY. s. [from sequax, Latin ] Duc-

tility ; toughness .

SEQUEL. s. [ sequelle , French ; sequela, Latin.]

1. Conclusion ; succeeding part. South.

2. Consequence ; event. Milton.

Dryden.

Ray.

Bacon.

3. Consequence inferred ; consequentialness.

SEQUENCE. s. [from sequor, Latin.]

1. Order of succession.
Shakespeare.

2. Series ; arrangement ; method . Racon.

SE'QUENT. a . [sequens, Latin.]

·

SERA'PHICK.

1. Angelick ; angelical.

Maton.

Taylor.

2. Pure ; refined from sensuality. Swift.

SERAPHIM. s. [plural of seraph. ] Angels of

one ofthe heavenly orders. Milton.

SERE. a . [reanian, Saxon, to dry.] Dry ;

withered ; no longer green.

SERENA DE. s. [serenade, French ] Musick

or songs with which ladies are entertained

by their lovers in the night. Cowley.

To SERENA'DE. v . a. [ from the noun. ] To

entertain with nocturnal musick. Spectator.

SERE'NE. a. [serein, French ; serenus, Latin.]

1. Calm ; placid ; quiet. Pope.

2. Unruffled ; undisturbed ; even of temper ;

showing a calm mind. Milton.

SERE'NË. s. [from the adjective.] A calm

damp evening.
Ben Jonson.

To SERE'NE. v. a. [serener, Fr. sereno, Lat. ]

1. To calm ; to quiet.

2. To clear; to brighten . Improper. Philips.

SERE'NELY. ad. [from serene.]

1. Calmly ; quietly. Pope.

Locke.2. With unruffled temper ; coolly.

SERE'NENESS. s. [from serene. ] Serenity.

SERENITUDE. s. [from serene. ] Calmness ;
coolness of mind. Not in use. Wotton

SERENITY. s. [serenité, French.]

1. Calmness ; mild temperature. Bentley.

2. Peace ; quietness ; not disturbance.Tem.

3. Evenness of temper ; coolness of mind.

Locke.

SERGE. 8. [serge, French.] A kind of woollen

cloth.

SE'RGEANT. s. [sergent, French .]

Hale.

1. An officer whose business is to execute

the commands of magistrates. Acts
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2. A petty officer in the army. Shakespeare.

3. A lawyer of the highest rank under a

judge. Bacon.

4. It is a title given to some of the king's

servants ; as, sergeant chirurgeon.

SERGEANTRY. s. Grand sergeuntry is that

where one holdeth lands of the king by

service, which he ought to do in his own

person unto him ; as to bear the king's ban-

ner or his spear ; or to blow a horn, when

he seeth his enemies invade the land ; or to

find a man at arms to fight within the four

seas, or else to do it himself. Petit sergeant

ryis where a man holdeth land of the king,

to yield him yearly some small thing toward

his wars ; as a sword, dagger, bow, knife,

spear, pair of gloves of mail, a pair of spurs,

or such like. Cowel.

SERGEANTSHIP. s. [from sergeant ] The of-

fice of a sergeant.

SERIES. s . [series, Latin.]

1. Sequence ; order.

2. Succession ; course.

SERIOUS . a . [serius, Latin .]

Ward.

Pope.

1. Grave ; solemn ; not volatile ; not light

of behaviour. Young.

2. Important; weighty ; not trifling. Shak.

SERIOUSLY . ad. [from serious.] Gravely ; so-

lemnly ; in earnest ; without levity. South.

SE'RIOUSNESS . s . [ from serious . ] Gravity ;

solemnity ; earnest attention. Atterbury.

SERMOCINATION. s. [sermocinatio, Latin. ]

The act or practice of making speeches.

SERMOCINA'TOR. s . [ sermocinor, Latin. ] A

preacher ; a speechmaker. Howel.

SERMON. s. [sermon, French ; sermo, Latin.]

A discourse of instruction pronounced by a

divine for the edification of the people.

Hooker.

To SE'RMON. v. a. [ sermoner, French.]

1. To discourse as in a sermon . Spenser.

2. To tutor; to teach dogmatically ; to les-

Shakespeare.son.

Miller.

SERMOUNTAIN, or Seseli. s . [silex, Latin.]

A plant.

SERO'SITY. s. [serosité, French ] Thin or

watery part of the blood.

SE'ROUS. a. [serosus, Latin. ]

1. Thin ; watery.

Arbuthnot.

Arbuthnot.2. Adapted to the serum.

SERPENT. s . [serpens, Latin .] An animal that

moves by undulation without legs . They are

often venomous. They are divided into two

kinds ; the viper, which brings young, and

the snake, that lays eggs.

SERPENTINE. a. [serpentinus, Latin .]

1. Resembling a serpent.

2. Winding like a serpent ; anfractuous.

Milton.

Sidney.

Sandys.

Ainsworth.SERPENTINE. s. An herb.

SERPENTINE Stone. s. There were three

species of this stone, all of the marable kind.

The ancients tell us, that it was a remedy

against the poison ofserpents ; but it is now

justly rejected. Hill.

Ainsworth.

Ainsworth.

SERPENT's Tongue. s. An herb.
SERPET. s. A basket.

SERPI GINOUS . a . [from serpigo,

eased with a scrpigo.

Lat. ] Dis-

Wiseman.

•

SERPIGO. s. [Latin .] A kind of tetter.
Wiseman.

To SERR. v . a . [server, Fr.] To drive hard to-

gether ; to crowd into a little place. Not
used.

SERRATE.

Bacon.

u. [serratus, Latin.] Formed

SE'RRATED. with jags or indentures like

the edge of a saw. Derham.

SERKATION . s . [from serra, Latin. ] Forma-

tion in the shape of a saw.

SERRATURE. s . [from serra, Latin.] Inden-

ture like teeth of saws. Woodward.

To SE'RRY. v. a . [ serrer, Fr.] To press close ;

to drive hard together. Not used. Milton.

SEʼRVANT. s . [ servant, French.]

1. One who attends another, and acts at his

command. Milton.

2. One in a state of subjection . Shakespeare.

3. A word of civility used to superiours or

equals. Swift.

To SERVANT. v. a. [from the noun.] To sub-

ject. Not in use. Shakespeare.

To SERVE. v. a . [servir, Fr. servio, Lat.]

1. To work for. Genesis.

Milton.2. To tend at command.

3. To obey servilely or meanly. Denham.

4. Tosupply with food ceremoniously. Dry.

5. To bring meat as a menial attendant.

Taylor.

6. To be subservient or subordinate to. Milt.

7. To supply with any thing.

8. To obey in military actions.

9. To be sufficient to.

10. To be of use to ; to assist.

11. To help by good offices.

12. To comply with.

13. To satisfy ; to content.

Ezekiel.

Locke.

Taylor.

Tate.

Hooker.

South.

14. To stand instead of any thing to one. Po.

15. TO SERVE himself of. To make use of.

A mere gallicism. Dryden.

16. To requite ; as, he served me ungratefully.

17. [ In divinity.] To worship the supreme

Being. Milton.

18. To SERVE a warrant. To seize an offen-

der, and carry to justice.

19. To SERVE an office. To discharge any

onerous and publick duty.
To SERVE. v. n .

1. To be a servant or slave.

2. To be in subjection.

3. To attend ; to wait.

Genesis.

Isaiah.

Luke

4. To act in war. Knolles.

5. To produce the end desired . Sidney.

6. To be sufficient for a purpose. Dryden.

7. To suit ; to be convenient. Dryden.

Hebrews.8. To conduce; to be of use.

9. To officiate or minister.

SERVICE. s . [ service, Fr. servitium, Lat.]

1. Menial office ; low business done at the

command of a master. Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Temple.

2. Attendance of a servant.

3. Place ; office of a servant.

4. Any thing done by way of duty to a su

periour. Dryden.

5. Attendance on any superiour. Bacon.

6. Profession of respect uttered or sent . Sha.

7. Obedience ; submission . Tillotson.

8. Act on the performance of which posses

sion depends. Davies.
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9. Actual duty ; office.

10. Employment ; business.

11. Military duty.

12. A military achievement.

13. Purpose ; use.

Rogers. SESTERCE. s . [sestertium, Lat.] Among the

Swift. Romans, a sum of about 81. 1s. 5d. half- pen-

Wolton. ny sterling. Addison.

Shakespeare.

Spelman,

Shakespeare.

Hooker

Hakewill.

To SET. v. a. preterite I set ; part. pass. I am

set. [rezcan, Sax. setten, Dutch.]

14. Useful office ; advantage conferred . Pope.

15. Favour.

16. Publick office of devotion.

17. Course ; order of dishes.

18. A tree and fruit. [sorbus, Lat. ] Peachum.

SERVICEABLE. a. [servissable, old French.]

1. Active ; diligent ; officious.

2. Useful ; beneficial.

SE'RVICEABLENESS. s. [from serviceable.]

1. To place ; to put in any situation or place ;

to put. John.

2. To put into any condition, state, or pos

ture. Hooker.

3. To make motionless ; to fix immoveably.

Garth

4. To fix ; to state by some rule. Addison

5. To regulate ; to adjust.

Sidney.

Atterbury. Prior.

6. To fit to musick ; to adapt with notes.

1. Officiousness ; activity. Sidney. Donne,

2. Usefulness ; beneficialness Norris. 7. To plant, not sow. Bacon.

SE'RVILE. a. [servilis, Latin. ]

1. Slavish dependant ; mean.

2. Fawning ; cringing .

SERVILELY. ad. [from servile .

slavishly.

Milton.

Sidney.

Meanly ;

Swift

SIRVILENESS . s . [from servile .]

SERVILITY.

1. Slavishness ; involuntary obedience

Government of the Tongue.

2. Meanness ; dependance ; baseness.

3. Submission from fear. West.

Shak.4. Slavery ; the condition of a slave.

SERVING-MAN. s . [ serve and man ] A me-

nial servant.

SEʼRVITOR. s. [serviteur, French .]

8. Tointersperse or variegate with anything.

Dryden.

9. To reduce from a fractured or dislocated

state. Herbert.

10. To fix the affection ; to determine the

thoughts. Milton.

11. To predetermine ; to settle. Hooker.

12 To establish ; to appoint ; to fix. Bacon.

13. To appoint to an office ; to assign to a

post.

14. To propose to choice.

Addison.

Tillotson.

15. To value ; to estimate ; to rate. Locke.

16. To stake at play. Prior.

17. To offer a wager at dice to another. Shak.

18. To fix in metal. Dryden.

19. To embarrass ; to distress ; to perplex.

Addison.

20. To fix in an artificial manner, so as to

produce a particular effect.

Shakespeare

1. Servant ; attendant. Davies

2. One ofthe lowest order in the university.

Swift

SE'RVITUDE, s. [servitus, Latin.]

1. Slavery ; state of a slave ; dependance.

South. Dryden.

2. Servants collectively Milion. 22. To fix the eyes. Jeremiah.

SE'RUM. s. [Latin.] 23. To offer for a price. Ecclus.

24. To place in order ; to frame.

25. To station ; to place.

Knolles.

26. To oppose.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

21. To apply to something, as a thing to be

done.

1. The thin and watery part that separates

from the rest in any liquor, as in milk, the

whey from the cream.

2. The part of the blood which, in coagula-

tion, separates from the grum. Arbuthnot.

SESQUIA'LTER. a. [sesquialter, Latin.]

SESQUIA'LTERAL. In geometry, is a ra-

tio, where one quantity or number con-

tains another once and half as much more,

as 6 and 9.

SE'SQUIPEDAL. a. [sesquipedalis, La-

SESQUIPEDA'LIAN. S tin. ] Containing a

foot and a half. Arbuthnot.

SE'SQUIPLICATE. a. [In mathematicks.] Is

the proportion one quantity or number has

to another, in the ratio of one and a half to

Cheyne.

SESQUITERTIAN. s . [ In mathematics. ] Hav-

ing such a ratio, as that one quantity or num-

ber contains another once and one-third part

more, as between 6 and 8.

one.

SESS. s. [for assess, cess, or cense.] Rate ; cess

charged ; tax.

SE'SSION s. [session , Fr. sessio, Latin.]

1. The act of sitting. Brown.

2. A stated assembly of magistrates or sena-

Milton.tors.

3. The space for which an assembly sits,

without intermission or recess . Stillingfleet.

4. A meeting ofjustices ; as, the sessions of

the peace.

Locke.

27. To bring to a fine edge ; as, to set a razor.

28. To point out, without noise or disturb-

ance ; as, a dog sets birds.

29. To SET about. To apply to.

30. To SET against. To place in a state of

enmity or opposition. Duppa.

31. To SET against. To oppose ; to place in

rhetorical opposition . Burnet.

32. To SET apart. To neglect for a season.

Knolles.

33. TO SET aside. To omit for the present.

Tillotson.

Woodward.
34 To SET aside. To reject.

35. To SET aside. To abrogate , to annul.

Addison.

36. To SET by. To regard ; to esteem. Sam.

37. To SET by. To reject or omit for the

present. Bacon.

38. To SET down. To explain, or relate in

writing.
Clarendon.

39. To SET down . To register or note in any

book ; to put in writing. Shakespeare.

40. To SET down . To fix on a resolve.

Knolles.

41. To SET down. To fix ; to establish. Hook.

42. To SET forth. To publish ; to promul

gate ; to make appear. Shakespeare.

Z z
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43. To SETforth. To raise ; to send out on

expeditions. Knolles.

44 SET forth. To display ; to explain ;

to represent. Dryden.

45. TO SETforth. To arrange ; to place in

order. Shakespeare.

40. To SETforth. To show ; to exhibit. Br.

47. To SET forward. To advance ; to pro-

Job.mote.

49. To SET in. To put in a way to begin.

Collier.

Walker.

49. To SET off. To decorate ; to recommend ;

to adorn ; to embellish.

50. To SET on or upon . To animate ; to insti-

gate ; to incite . Clarendon:

51. To SET on or upon. To attack ; to assault.

Taylor.

52. To SET on. To employ as in a task. Shak.

53. To SET on or upon . To fix the attention ;

to determine to any thing with settled and

full resolution. Sidney.

Swift.

54. To SET out. To assign ; to allot. Spenser.

55. To SET out. To publish.

56. To SET out. To mark by boundaries or
distinctions of space. Locke.

57. To SET out. To adorn ; to embellish.

Dryden.

58. To SET out. To raise ; to equip . Addison.

59. To SET out. To show ; to display ; to re-

commend. Atterbury.

60. To SET out. To show ; to prove. Atter.

61. To SET up. To erect ; to establish new-

ly. Atterbury.

62. To SET up.

new business.

63. To SET up.

64. To SET up.

power.

65. To SET up.

fix.

66. To SET up. To place in view. Addison.

67. To SET up. To place in repose ; to fix ;

Wake.

To enable to commence a

Pope.

To build ; to erect. Pope.

To raise ; to exalt ; to put in

Suckling.

To establish ; to appoint ; to

Addison.

to rest.

68. To SET up. To raise by the voice. Dryd.

69. To SET up. To advance ; to propose to

reception. Burnet.

70. To SET up. To raise to a sufficient for-

tune ; to set up a trader.

Te SET. v. n.

L'Estrange.

1. To fall below the horizon, as the sun at

evening.

2. To be fixed hard.

Brown.

Bacon.

3. To be extinguished or darkened, as the

sun at night. Kings.

Shakespeare.4. To fit musick to words.

5. To become not fluid ; to concrete. Boyle.

6. To begin a journey. Shakespeare.

7. To put one's self into any state or posture

of removal. Dryden.

8. To catch birds with a dog that sets them,

that is , lies down and points them out. Boyle.

9. To plant, not sow.

10. It is commonly used in conversation for

sit.
"

Boyle.

11. To apply one's self. Hammond.

12. To SEỶ about. To fall to ; to begin.

Calamy.

13. To SET in. To become settled in a par-

jeular state. Addison.

•

14. To SET on or upon. To begin a march,

journey, or enterprise.

15. To SET on. To make an attack.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

16. To SET out. To have beginning. Brown.

17. To SET out. To begin a journey, or

Hammond.

To begin the world. Swift.

To apply himself to.

course.

18. To SET out.

19. To SET to.

20. To SET up.

Government of the Tongue.

To begin a trade openly.

Swift.

21. TO SET up. To begin a scheme oflife.

22. To SET up. To profess publickly . Dryden.

SET. part. a. [from the verb. ] Regular ; not

lax ; made in consequence of some formal

rule. Rogers.

SET. s. [from the verb.]

1. A number of things suited to each other ;

things considered as related to each other.

Broome.

2. Any thing not sown, but put in a state of

some growth into the ground. Mortimer.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Bristly ; set

Derham.

3. The fall of the sun, or other bodies of

heaven, below the horizon.

4. A wager at dice.

5. A game.

SETA'ČEOUS. a. [seta , Latin.]

with strong hairs.

SE/TON. s. [seton, French ; from seta, Latin. ]

A seton is made when the skin is taken up

with a needle, and the wound kept open by

a twist of silk or hair, that humours may

vent themselves. Farriers call this opera-

tion in cattle rowelling. Quincy

SETTE'E. s. A large long seat with a back to it.

SETTER. s . [ from set.]

1. One who sets. Addison.

2. A dog who beats the field, and points the

bird for the sportsmen.

3. A man who performs the office of a set-

ting dog, or finds out persons to be plun-

dered. South.

SETTERWORT. s. An herb ; a species of

hellebore.

SETTING Dog. s. [setting and dog.] A dog

taught to find game, and point it out to the

sportsman.
Addison.

SETTLE. s. [rerol, Saxon . ] A seat ; a bench ;

something to sit on.

To SE'TTLE . v . a . [from the noun.]

Ezekiel.

1. To place in any certain state after a time

of fluctuation or disturbance.

2. To fix in any way of life.

3. To fix in any place.

4. To establish ; to confirm.

Ezekiel.

Dryden.

Milton.

Prior.

5. To determine ; to affirm ; to free from

ambiguity.
Addison.

6. To fix ; to make certain or unchangeable.

Dryden.

7. To fix ; not to suffer to continue doubtful

in opinion, or desultory and wavering in

conduct.

8. To make close or compact.

9. To fix unalienably by legal sanctions.

Swift.

Addison.

10. To fix inseparably. Boyle.

11. To affect, so as that the dregs or impu

rities sink to the bottom. Davies
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12. To compose ; to put into a state of calm-

ness.

To SETTLE. v. n.

Duppa.

1. To subdue.; to sink to the bottom and re-

pose there. Brown.

2. To lose motion or fermentation ; to depo-

site feces at the bottom. Addison.

3. To fix one's self; to establish a residence.

Arbuthnot.

4. To choose a method of life ; to establish a

domestick state. Prior.

5. To become fixed so as not to change.

Bacon.

6. To quit an irregular and desultory for a

methodical life.

7. To take any lasting state.

8. To rest ; to repose.

9. To grow calm.

Burnet.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

10. To make a jointure for a wife. Garth.

11. To contract. Mortimer.

SETTLEDNESS, s. [from settle. ] The state

of being settled ; confirmed state . K. Charles.

SETTLEMENT. s. [from settle .]

1. The act of settling ; the state of being

settled .

2. The act of giving possession by legal

sanction.

3. A jointure granted to a wife.

4. Subsidence : dregs.

Dryden.

Swift.

Mortimer.

5. Act of quitting a roving for a domestick

and methodical life . L'Estrange.

6. A colony ; a place where a colony is esta-
blished .

SE'TWAL. s. [valeriana. ] An herb.

SE'VEN. a. [reofon, Saxon. ] Four and three ;

one more than six.

SE'VENFOLD. a . [seven and fold.] Repeated

seven times ; having seven doubles. Donne.

SEVENFOLD. ad. Seven times.

SE VENNIGHT. s . [seven and night.]

1. A week ; the time from one day of the

week to the next day of the same denomina-

tion preceding or following. Sidney.

2. We use still the word sevennight or se'nnight

in computing time ; as, it happened on Mon-

day was sevennight, that is, on the Monday

before last Monday ; it will be done on Mon-

day sevennight, that is, on the Monday after

next Monday.

SE VENSCORE. a. [seven and score .] Seven

times twenty; a hundred and forty. Bacon.

SEVENTEEN. a. [reofontyne, Sax. ] Seven
and ten.

SEVENTEENTH. a . [reofonreoða, Sax. ] The

seventh after the tenth.

SE'VENTH. a. [reofonda, Saxon .]

1. The ordinal of seven ; the first after the

sixth. Dryden.

2. Containing one part in seven. Shakespeare.

SE'VENTHLY. ud. [from seventh. ] In the

seventh place. Bacon.

SEVENTIETH. a. [ from seventy .] The tenth

seven times repeated ; the ordinal ofseventy.

SEVENTY. a. [handreofontig, Sax.] Seven

times ten.

To SE'VER. v. a. [sevrer, Fr. separo, Latin.]

1. To part by violence from the rest.

Granville.

2. To divide ; to part ; to force asunder. Sha.

3. To separate ; to segregate ; to put in dif
ferent orders or places.

Dryden.

4. To separate by chymical operation.

5. To divide by distinctions.

6. To disjoin ; to disunite.

Bacon.

Boyle.

7. To keep distinct ; to keep apart. Shuk

To SE VER. v. n.

1. To make a separation ; to make a parti-

tion.

2. To suffer disjunction .

SEVERAL. a . [from sever.]

King Charles.

Shakespeare.

1. Different ; distinct from one another . Da.

2. Divers ; many.

3. Particular ; single.

4 Distinct ; appropriate.

SEVERAL. s . [ from the adjective.]

Addison.

Milton.

1. A state ofseparation, or partition . Tusser.

2. Each particular singly taken. Hammond.

3. Any enclosed or separate place. Hooker.

4. Enclosed ground. Bacon.

SE'VERALLY. ud. [from several.] Distinctly ;

particularly ; separately. Newton,

SEVERALTY. s . [ from several. ] State of se-

paration from the rest. Wotton.

SE VERANCE. s. [from sever. ] Separation ;

partition. Carew.

SEVE'RE. a . [severe, Fr. severus, Latin. ]

1. Sharp ; apt to punish ; censorious ; apt to

blame;, hard ; rigorous. Taylor.

2. Rigid ; austere ; morose ; harsh. Milton.

3. Cruel ; inexorable. Wisdom.

4. Regulated by rigid rules ; strict . Milton.

5. Exempt from all levity of appearance ;

grave ; sober ; sedate. Waller.

6. Not lax ; not airy ; close ; strictly metho-

dical ; rigidly exact.

7. Painful ; afflictive.

More.

Milton

Dryden.

Swift.

Dryden.

Savage.

8. Close ; concise ; not luxuriant.

SEVERELY. ad. [from severe.]

1. Painfully ; afflictively.

2. Ferociously ; horridly.

3. Strictly ; rigorously.

SEVE'RITY. s . [ severitus, Latin .]

1. Cruel treatment ; sharpness of punish-

Bacon.ment.

Hale.

Dryden.

2. Hardness ; power of distressing.

3. Strictness ; rigid accuracy.

4. Rigour ; austerity ; harshness ; want of

mildness ; want of indulgence.

SEVOCATION. s. [ sevoco, Latin.] The act

of calling aside.

To SEW. for sue. To follow .

To SEW. v. n. [suo, Latin. ] To join any thing

by the use of the needle. Ecclus.

To SEW. v. a. To join by threads drawn with

a needle. Mark.

To SEW up. To enclose in any thing sewed.

Shakespeare.

To SEW. v. a. To drain a pond for the fish.

Ainsworth.

SE'WER. s . [asseour, old French.]

1. An officer who serves up a feast. Milton,

2. [From issue, issuer . ] A passage for water

to run through, now corrupted to shore. Bac.

3. He that uses a needle.

SEX. s. [ sexe, French ; sexus, Latin .]

1. The property by which any animal is

male or female. Milton.

2. Womankind, by way of emphasis. Dryden.
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SEXAGENARY. a. [serag arius, Lat.] Aged

sixty years.

SEXAGESIMA. s. [Latin ] The second Sun-

day before Lent.

}"

SEXAGE'SIMAL. a. [from sexagesimus, Lat.]

Sixtieth ; numbered by sixties .

SEXA'NGLĘD. 2a. [from sex and angulus,

SEXA NGULAR. Latin ] Having six cor-

ners or angles ; hexagonal. Dryden.

SEXANGULARLY. ad: [from sexangular. ]

With six angles ; hexagonally.

SEXE'NNIAL. a. [sex and annus, Latin.]

Lasting six years ; happening once in six

years

SEXTAIN. s. [from sextans, sex, Latin.] A

stanza of six lines.

SEXTANT. s. [sextant, French.] The sixth

part ofa circle.

SE'XTARY. s. A pint and a half.

SEXTARY.

}
SEXTRY . s. The same as sucristy.

SEXTILE. a. [sextilis, Latin. ] Is such a posi-

tion or aspect of two planets, when sixty

degrees distant, or at the distance of two

signs from one another. Milton.

SEXTON. s . [corrupted from sacristan. ] An

under officer of the church, whose business

is to dig graves. Graunt.

SEXTONSHIP. s. [from sexton. ] The office
of a sexton .

SEXTUPLE. a. [sextuplus, Latin .]

six times told.

Swift.

Sixfold ;

Brown.

To SHAB. v. n. To play mean tricks.

SHA'BBILY . ad. [from shabby ] Meanly ; re-

proachfully ; despicably.

SHA'BBINESS . s. [from shabby.] Meanness ;

paltriness. Addison.

SHA'BBY a. Mean ; paltry. Swift.

To SHACKLE. . a. [schaeckelen, Dutch.] To

chain ; to fetter ; to bind. Smith.

SHACKLES. s. wanting the singular : [reacul,

Saxon ; schaeckels, Dutch.] Fetters ; gyves ;

chains for prisoners . South.

SHAD. s. [clupea. ] A kind of fish.

SHADE. s. [rcadu, Saxon ; schade, Dutch.]

1 .. The cloud of opacity made by intercep

tion ofthe light.

2. Darkness ; obscurity.

Milton.

Roscommon.

3. Coolness made by interception of the sun.

Milton.

4. An obscure place, properly in a grove or

close wood, by which the light is excluded.

Milton.

5. Screen causing an exclusion of light or

heat ; umbrage. Arbuthnot.

6. Protection ; shelter.

7. The parts of a picture not brightly co-

loured. Dryden.

8. A variation of colour ; gradation of light.

Locke.

9. The figure formed upon any surface cor-

responding to the body by which the light

is intercepted ; the shadow.
Pope.

10. The soul separated from the body; so

called, as supposed by the ancients to be

perceptible to the sight, not to the touch.

A spirit ; a ghost ; manes.

To SHADE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To overspread with opacity.

Tickel.

Milton.

2. To cover from the light or heat ; to over-

spread.

3. To shelter ; to hide.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

4. To protect ; to cover ; to screen. Milton.

5. To mark with different gradations of co-

lours. Milton.

6. To paint in obscure colours.

SHA'DINESS. s. [from shady. ] The state of

being shady ; umbrageousness.

SHA'DOW. s . [readn, Sax. schaduwe, Dutch.]

1. The representation of a body by which

the light is intercepted. Shakespeare.

2. Opacity ; darkness ; shade.. Addison.

3. Shelter made by any thing that intercepts

the light, heat, or influence of the air. Shak.

4. Obscure place.

5. Dark part of a picture.

Dryden.

Peacham.

Shakespeare.

6. Any thing perceptible only to the sight ;

a ghost ; a spirit, or shade.

7. An imperfect and faint representation ;

opposed to substance.

3. Inseparable companion.

9. Type ; mystical representation.

10. Protection ; shelter ; favour.

To SHADOW. v. a. (from the noun.]

1. To cover with opacity.

2. To cloud; to darken .

Raleigh.

Milton.

Milton.

Psalms.

Ezekiel

Shakespeare.

3. To make cool, or gently gloomy, by inter-

ception ofthe light or heat. Sidney.

4. To conceal under cover ; to hide ; to

screen.

5. To protect ; to screen from danger ; to

shroud.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

6. To mark with various gradations of co-

lour, or light.

7. To paint in obscure colours.

8. To represent imperfectly.

9. To represent typically.

SHA'DOWY. a . [from shadow .]

1. Full of shade ; gloomy.

2. Not brightly luminous.

3. Faintly representative ; typical.

4. Unsubstantial ; unreal.

5. Dark ; opake.

SHA'DY. a. [from shade.]

1. Full of shade ; mildly gloomy.

2. Secure from the glare of light,

ness ofheat.

SHAFT. s. [rceaft, Saxon .]

Addison.

Dryden.

Milton.

Hooker.

Fenton.

Milton.

Milton.

Addi on.

Milton.

or sultri-

Bacon.

1. An arrow ; a missive weapon. Waller.

2. [Shaft, Dutch.] A narrow, deep, perper-

dicular pit. Arbuthnot.

3. Any thing straight ; the spire of a church.

Peacham

}
a. [from shag. ]

Greio.

SHAG. s. [rceacza, Saxon.]

1. Rough woolly hair.

2. A kind of cloth

SHAG. s. A sea bird.

SHA'GGED.

SHA'GGY.

1. Rugged ; hairy.

2. Rough ; rugged.

SHA'GREEN s. [chagrin, French.] The skin

ofa kind of fish, or skin made rough in imi-

tation ofit

Dryden.

Milton.

To SHA'GREEN. v. a. [chagriner, French .] To

irritate , to provoke.

To SHAIL. v. n. To walk sidewise . A low

word. L'Estrange.
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To SHAKE. v. a. preterite shook ; part. pass.

shaken or shook. [rceacan, Sax. shecken, Dut.]

1. To put into a vibrating motion ; to move

with quick returns backward and forward ;

to agitate. Shakespeare.

2. To make to totter or tremble. Roscommon.

3. Tothrowdown by a violent motion. Tatler.

4. To throw away ; to drive off. Shakespeare.

5. To weaken ; to put in danger. Atterbury.

6. To drive from resolution ; to depress ; to

make afraid . Shakespeare.

7. To SHAKE hands. This phrase, from the

action used among friends at meeting and

parting, sometimes signifies to join with, but

commonly to take leave of. Shakespeare.

8. To SHAKE off. To rid himself of; to free

from; to divest of. Stillingflcet.
To SHAKE. v. n.

1. To be agitated with a vibratory motion.

2. To totter. Milton.

3. To tremble ; to be unable to keep the bo-

dy still.

4. To be in terrour ; to be deprived of firm-

ness.

SHAKE. s. [from the verb.]

1. Concussion suffered .

2. Impulse ; moving power.

3. Vibratory motion .

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Herbert.

Addison.

Addison.

Addison.4. Motion given and received .

SHA'KER. s . [from shake.] The person orthing

that shakes.
Pope.

SHALE. s. [ corrupted for shell.] A husk ; the

case of seeds in siliquous plants . Shakespeare.

SHALL. v. defective. [rceal, Sax.] It has no

tenses but shall future, and should imperfect.

SHALLO'ON. s . A slight woollen stuff. Swift.

SHA'LLOP. s. [chaloupe, Fr.] A small boat.

SHA'LLOW. a.

Raleigh.

J. Not deep ; having the bottom at no great

distance from the surface or edge. Bacon.

2. Not intellectually deep ; not profound ;

empty ; trifling ; futile ; silly. Addison.

3. Not deep of sound. Bacon.

SHA'LLOW. s. A shelf ; a sand ; a flat ; a

shoal ; a place where the water is not deep.

Bentley.

SHA'LLOWBRAINED. a. [shallow and brain.]

Foolish ; futile ; trifling ; empty. South.

SHA'LLOWLY. ad. [ from shallow.]

1. With no great depth.

2. Simply ; foolishly.

SHA'MBLING. u. Moving awkwardly and

irregularly. Smith.

SHAME. s . [rceam, Sax . schaemte, Dutch. ]

J. The passion felt when reputation is sup

posed to be lost. Locke.

2. The cause or reason of shame ; disgrace ;

ignominy, South.

Ecclus.3. Reproach ; infliction of shame.

To SHAME. v. a. [ from the noun.]

1. To make ashamed ; to fill with shame.

Shakespeare.

Spenser.

To SHAME. v. n. To be ashamed . Raleigh.

SHA'MEFACED . a . [shame andface .] Modest ;

bashful ; easily put out of countenance.

2. To disgrace.

Addison.

SHAMEFA'CEDLY. ud. [from shamefaced.]

Modestly ; bashfully.

SHAMEFA'CEDNESS. s. [from shamefaced!

Modesty ; bashfulness ; timidity. Dryden

SHAMEFUL a. [shame and full.]

1. Disgraceful ; ignominious ; infamous ; re-

proachful. Milton.

2. Full of indignity or indecency ; raising

shame in another. Spenser.

SHAʼMEFULLY, ad.

1. Disgracefully ; ignominiously ; infamous-

ly; reproachfully.
South.

2. With indignity ; with indecency ; so as

ought to cause shame. Spenser.

SHAMELESS. a. [from shame.] Wanting

shame ; wanting modesty ; impudent ; front-

less ; immodest ; audacious. South.

SHA'MELESSLY. ad. Impudently ; auda-

ciously; without shame. Hale.

SHA'MELESSNESS . s. [ from shameless.] Im-

pudence ; want ofshame ; immodesty.

SHA'MMER. s. [from sham ] A cheat ; an im-

postor.

SHA'MOIS. s. [chamois, Fr. See CHAMOIS .]

A kind of wild goat. Shakespeare.

SHA'MROCK. s. The Irish name for three-
leaved grass . Spenser.

SHANK. s. [rceanca, Sax. schenckel, Dutch .}

1. The middle joint of the leg ; that part

which reaches from the ankle to the knee.

2. The bone ofthe leg. Shakespeare.

3. The long part of any instrument. Moxon.

SHANKED. a. [from shank. ] Having a
shank.

Carew. SHA'NKER. s. [chancre, Fr. ] A venereal ex-

Shakespeare.

SHA'LLOWNESS. s. [from shallow.]

1. Want of depth.

Herbert.

2. Want of thought ; want of understanding ;

futility ; silliness ; emptiness.

SHALM. s. [ German.] A kind of musical

pipe. Knolles.

Prior.

SHALT. The second person of shall.

To SHAM. v. n. [ shommi, Welsh, to cheat. ]

1. To trick ; to cheat ; to fool by a fraud ;

to delude with false pretences.

2. To obtrude by fraud or folly. L'Estrange.

SHAM. s. [from the verb. ] Fraud ; trick ; de-

Insion ; false pretence ; imposture. Locke.

SHAM. u. False ; counterfeit ; fictitious ; pre-

tended.
Gay.

SHA'MBLES. s. The place where butchers

kill or sell their meat ; a butchery. Shuk.

crescence.

To SHAPE. v. a. preterite shaped ; part pass.

shaped and shapen. [rcyppan, Saxon ; scheppen,

Dutch.]

1. To form to mould with respect to exter-

nal dimensions. Harvey.

2. To mould ; to cast ; to regulate ; to ad-

just.

3. To image ; to conceive.

4. To make ; to create.

SHAPE. s . [from the verb.]

Prior.

Shakespeare
.

Psalms.

1. Form ; external appearance . Shakespeare.

2. Make of the trunk of the body. Addison.

3. Being, as moulded into form. " Milton.

4. Idea ; pattern. Milton.

SHA'PELESS. a . [ from shape.] Wanting re-

gularity of form ; wanting symmetry of di-

imensions. Donne.
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SHA'PELINESS s . [from shapely ] Beauty or

proportion of form.

SHA'PELY. a. [ from shape. ] Symmetrical ;

well formed .

SHA'PESMITH. s . [shape and smith.] One

who undertakes to improve the form . Gar.

SHARD. s. [schaerde, Frisick . ]

Afragment of an earthen vessel. Shak.

2. [Chard.] A plant. Dryden.

3. It seems in Spenser to signify a frith or

Fairy Queen.strait.

4. A sort of fish.

SHAʼRDBORN. a . [shard and born.} Born or

produced among broken stones orpots. Shak.

SHARDED.a. [from shard. ] Inhabiting shards.

Shakespeure.

To SHARE. v. a. [ƒceapan, reynan, Saxon.]

1. To divide ; to part among many.

2. To partake with others.

Swift.

Spenser.

3. To cut; to separate ; to sheer. Dryden.

To SHARE. v. n . To have part; to have a di-

vidend.

SHARE. s. [from the verb.]

1. Part ; allotment ; dividend.

2. A part of the whole .

Dryden.

Temple.

Brown.

3. [Scean, Sax. ] The blade ofthe plough that

cuts the ground. Dryden.

SHAREBONE. s. [ share and bone. ] The os pu-

bis ; the bone that divides the trunk from the

limbs.

SHA'RER. s. [from share.]

Derham.

1. One who divides, or apportions to others ;

a divider.

2. A partaker ; one who participates any

thing with others .

SHARK. s. [canis charcharias, Latin.]

1. A voracious sea fish.

Daniel.

Thomson.

2. A greedy artful fellow ; one who fills his

pockets by sly tricks. South .

South.3. Trick ; fraud ; petty rapine.

To SHARK. v. a. To pick up hastily or slily.

To SHARK. v. n.

Shakespeare.

L'Estrange.

South.

1. To play the petty thief.

2. To cheat ; to trick.

SHARP. a. [rceapp, Sax. scherpe, Dutch .]

1. Keen ; piercing ; having a keen edge ;

having an acute point ; not blunt. Moxon.

2. Terminating in a point or edge ; not ob-

tuse. More.

3. Acute of mind ; witty ; ingenious ; inven-

tive. Sidney.

4. Quick, as of sight or hearing. Davies.

5. Sour without astringency ; sour, but not

austere ; acid. Dryden.

6. Shrill ; piercing the ear with a quick

noise; not flat. Bacon.

7. Severe ; harsh ; biting ; sarcastick. South.

8. Severe ; quick to punish ; cruel ; severely

rigid. Shakespeare.

9. Eager ; hungry ; keen upon a quest. Sha.

10. Painful ; afflictive . Tillotson.

SHARP. s. [from the adjective .]

I. A sharp or acute sound. Shakespeare.

2. A pointed weapon ; small sword ; rapier.

To SHARP. v. a. [from the noun. ] To make
keen. Ben Jonson.

To SHARP. v . n. To play thievish tricks.

L'Estrange.

To SHA'RPEN, v. a. [from sharp.]

1. To make keen ; to edge ; to point.. Add.

2. To make quick, ingenious, or acute. Asc.

3. To make quicker of sense.

4. To make eager or hungry

5. To make fierce or angry.

Milton.

Tillotson.

Job.

6. To make biting, sarcastick, or severe.

Smith.

7. To make less flat ; to make more piercing

to the ears . Bacon.

8. To make sour.

SHARPER. s. [ from sharp.] A tricking_fel-

low ; a petty thief ; a rascal.

SHARPLY. ad. [from sharp.]

Pope.

1. With keeness ; with good edge or point.

2. Severely; rigorously ; roughly. Spenser.

3. Keenly ; acutely ; vigorously. Ben Jonson.

4. Afflictively ; painfully. Hayward.

5. With quickness.

6. Judiciously ; acutely ; wittily.

SHA'RPNESS. s. [from sharp.]

1. Keenness of edge or point.

2. Not obtuseness.

Bacon:

Dryden.

Wotton.

Watts.3. Sourness without austereness .

4. Severity of language ; satirical sarcasm.

5. Painfulness ; afflictiveness.

Sprat.

South.

6. Intellectual acuteness ; ingenuity ; wit.

Addison.

7. Quickness of senses. Hooker.

SHARP-SET. a. [sharp and set.]

1. Hungry ; ravenous.
L'Estrange.

Sidney.2. Eager ; vehemently desirous.

SHARP-SIGHTED. a. [sharp and sight.] Hav-

ing quick sight. Davies. Clarendon.

SHARP-VISAGED. a. [sharp and visage. ]

Having a sharp countenance.

To SHATTER. v. a. [schetteren, Dutcn. ]

Hale.

1. To break at once into many pieces ; to

break so as to scatter the parts. Boyle.

2. To dissipate ; to make incapable of close

and continued attention. Norri..

To SHA'TTER. v . n. To be broken, or to fall,

by any force applied , into fragments Bacon.

SHA'TIER. s. [from the verb.] One part of

many into which any thing is broken at

Swift.

SHATTERBRAINED . a. [from shatter,

SHATTERPATÉD.

once.

} brain, and pate.]

Inattentive ; not consistent.

SHATTERY. a. [from shatter.] Disunited ;

not compact ; easily falling into many parts ;

loose of texture. Woodward.

To SHAVE. v. a. pret shaved ; part. shaved or

shaven. [rceapan, Sax. schaeven Dutch.]

11. Fierce ; ardent ; fiery. Dryden. 1. To pare off with a razor. Knolles.

12. Attentive ; vigilant. Swift . 2. To pare close to the surface . Milton.

13. Acrid ; biting ; pinching ; piercing, as

the cold . Ray.

3. To skim by passing near, or slightly touch-

ing. Milton.

14. Subtle ; nice ; witty ; acute.

15. [Among workmen.] Hard.

10. Emaciated ; lean,

Diguy. 4. To cut in thin slices. Bacon.

Noxon.
5. To strip ; to oppress by extortion ; to pil

Milim.
lage.
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SHA'VELING. s . [from shave.] A man shaved ; SHEA'THY. a. [from sheath.] Forming a

a friar, or religious.

SHA'VER. s. [from shave.]

Spenser.

1. A man that practises the art of shaving.

2. A man closely attentive to his own inte-

rest. Swift.

Knolles.3. A robber ; a plunderer.

SHA'VING. s. [ from shave. ] A thin slice pared

off from any body. Mortimer.

SHAW. s. [rcua, Saxon ; schawe, Dutch.] A

thicket ; a small wood.

SHA'WFOWL. s . [shaw and fowl.] An arti-

ficial fowl made by fowlers on purpose to
shoot at.

SHAWM. s. [from schawme, Teutonick . ] A

hautboy ; a cornet. Psalms.

SHE. pronoun . In oblique cases her. [si, Goth.

reo, Sax. sche, old English.]

1. The female pronoun demonstrative ; the

woman ; the woman before mentioned. Don.

2. It is sometimes used for a woman abso-

lutely. Shakespeare.

4. The female ; not the male.
Prior.

SHEAF. s. sheaves, plural. [ rceaf, Sax. schoef,

Dutch.]

Fairfax.

1. A bundle of stalks of corn bound together,

that the ears may dry.

2. Any bundle or collection held together.

Locke.

To SHEAL. v. a. To shell. Shakespeare.

To SHEAR. v. a. pret. shore or sheared ; part.

pass. shorn. [rceapan, reynen, Sax. It is fre-

quently written sheer, but improperly.]

1. To clip or cut by interception between

two blades moving on a rivet. Bacon.

2. To cut by interception. Grew .

To SHEAR. v. n . [ In navigation . ] To make an
indirect course.

SHEAR.

SHEARS . } s . [from the verb .]

1. An instrument to cut, consisting of two

blades moving on a pin. Shakespeare.

2. The denomination ofthe age of sheep.

Mortimer.

3. Any thing in the form of the blades of

shears.

4. Wings, in Spenser.

SHEARD. s. [rceand, Sax. ] A fragment. Now

commonly written shard. Isaiah.

SHEA'RER. s . [ from shear . ] One that clips

with shears ; particularly one that fleeces

sheep. Rogers.

SHEA'RMAN. s. [shear and man.] He that

Shakespeare.

Ainsworth.

1shears.

SHEA'RWATER. s. A fowl.

SHEATH. s. [rcæde, Sax. ] The case of any

thing ; the scabbard of a weapon. Addison.

To SHEATH.

TO SHEATHE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To enclose in a sheath or scabbard ; to

enclose in any case.

2. [In philosophy. ] To obtund any acrid

particles.

3. To fit with a sheath.

Arbuthnot.

Shakespeare.

4. To defend the main body by an outward

covering, Raleigh.

SHEATHWINGED. a. [sheath and wing.]

Having hard cases which are folded over

the wings. Brown.

sheath. Brown.

SHECKLATON, s . Gilded leather Spenser..

To SHED v. a . [ rcedan, Saxon. ]

1. To effuse ; to pour out ; to spill . Daries.

2. To scatter ; to let fall. Prior.

To SHED. v. n . To let fall its parts . Mortimer.

SHED. s.

1. A slight temporary covering. Sandys.

2. In composition, effusion ; as, blood-shed.

SHE'DDER. s . [from shed .] A spiller ; one

who sheds. Ezekiel.

SHEEN. u. Bright ; glittering ; showy.

Fairfax.

SHEEN. s. [ from the adjective. ] Brightness ;

splendour. Not used. Milton.

SHEENY. } Not in use.

SHEEP. s. plural likewise sheep. [rceap, Sax.

plural reep ; schaep, Dutch.]

1. The animal that bears wool, remarkable

for its usefulness and innocence.

2. A foolish silly fellow.

Locke.

Ainsworth.

To SHEEPBITE. v. n. [sheep and bite. ] To

use petty thefts . Shakespeare.

SHEEPBITER. s . [from sheepbite . ] A petty

thief. Tusser.

little en-

Milion.

The part

Prior.

A hook

SHEEPCOT. s . [sheep and cot . ] A
closure for sheep.

SHEEPFOLD. s . (sheep and fold . ]

where sheep are enclosed .

SHEE PHOÓK. s . [sheep and hook.]

fastened to a pole, by which shepherds lay

hold on the legs of their sheep. Dryden.

SHEEPISH . a. [from sheep. ] Bashful ; over-

modest; timorously and meanly diffident.

Locke

SHEEPISHNESS. s . Bashfulness ; mean and

timorous diffidence. Herbert.

SHEEPMASTER. s. [sheep and master.] A

feeder ofsheep. Bacon

SHEEP'S-EYE. s . [sheep and eye. ] A modest

diflident look, such as lovers cast at their

mistresses. Dryden.

SHEEPSHEA'RING. s. [sheep and shear. ]

The time of sheering sheep ; the feast made

when sheep are shorn. South.

SHEEPWALK. s . [sheep and walk.] Pasture

for sheep.

SHEER. a. [ reyn, Saxon. ] Pure ;

mingled.

SHEER. ad. [from the adjective .]

quick ; at once.

Milton.

clear ; un-

Atterbury

Cleau,

Milton.

Dryden.To SHEER. v. a . See SHEAR .

To SHEER off. v. n. To steal away ; to slip off

clandestinely.

SHEERS. s. See SHEARS .

SHEET. s. [rceat, Saxon.]

1. A broad and large piece of linen. Acts

2. The linen of a bed. Dryden.

3. [Echoten, Dut.] Sheets of a ship are ropes

bent to the clews of the sails , which serve

in all the lower sails to hale or round off the

clew of the sail ; but in top-sails they draw

the sail close to the yard-arms.

Newton.

4. As much paper as is made in any one

body.

5. A single complication or fold of paper in

a book.

6. Any thing expanded. Dryden.
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7. Sheets in the plural, is taken for a book.

Waterlund.

SHEET-ANCHOR. s. [sheet and anchor. ] In

a ship, is the largest anchor ; which, in stress

ofweather, is the mariner's last refuge when

an extraordinary stiff gale of wind happens.

Bailey.

To SHEET. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To furnish with sheets.

2. To enfold in a sheet.

3. To cover as with a sheet. Shakespeare.

HEKEL s. [. ] An ancient Jewish coin

equal to four Attick drachms, in value about

2s. 6d. sterling. Cowley.

SHE'LDAPLE. s. A chaffinch .

SHE'LDRAKE. s. A bird that preys upon

fishes.

SHELF. s . [rcyle, Saxon ; scelf, Dutch.]

I. A board fixed against a supporter, so that

any thing may be placed upon it. Swift:

2. A sand bank in the sea ; à rock under shal-
low water.

Boyle.

3. Theplural is analogically shelves ; Dryden

has shelfs, probably by negligence.

SHE'LFY. a . ( from shelf.] Full of hidden rocks

or banks ; full of dangerous shallows.

Dryden.

SHELL. s. [rcyll, rceall, Sax. schale, schelle,

Dutch.]

1. The hard covering of any thing ; the ex-
ternal crust. Locke.

2. The covering of a testaceous or crusta-

ceous animal.
Ben Jonson,

of siliquous

Arbuthnot.
Donne.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

3. The covering of the seeds

4. The covering of kernels.

plants.

5. The covering of an egg.

6. The outer part of a house.

7. It is used for a musical instrument in po-

etry.

8. The superficial part.

Dryden,

Ayliffe.

To SHELL. v . a . [from the noun . ] To take out

of the shell ; to strip off the shell.

To SHELL. v. n.

SHELTERLESS. a. [from shelter.] Harbour

less ; without home or refuge. Rowe.

SHE'LVING . a . [ from shelf.] Sloping ; inclin-

ing ; having declivity. Shakespeare.

SHE'LVY. a. [from shelf. ] Shallow ; rocky ;

full ofbanks. Shakespeare.

To SHEND . v. a. pret. and part. pass. shent.

[rcendan, Saxon ; schenden, Dutch ]

1. To ruin ; to spoil ; to mischief. Dryden.

2. To disgrace ; to degrade ; to blame ; to

reproach. Shakespeare.

3. To overcome ; to crush. Spenser.

SHEPHERD. s. [rceap, sheep, and hýɲd, a

keeper, Saxon ; sceapahýnd.j

1. One who tends sheep in the pasture.

Shakespeare.

2. A swain ; a rural lover. Raleigh.

3. One who tends the congregation ; a pas-

tor. Prior.

SHEPHERDESS. s [from shepherd. ] A wo-

man that tends sheep ; a rural lass . Dryden.

SHEPHERDS Needle. s . [scandix, Latin.]

Venus' comb. An herb.

SHEPHERDS Purse, or Pouch. s . [bursa pas-

toris, Latin ] A common weed.

SHEPHERDS Rod. s. Teasel. A plant.

SHEPHERDISH. a . (from shepherd ] Resem-

bling a shepherd ; suiting a shepherd ; pas-

toral ; rustick. Not in use. Sidney.

SHERBET. s. [sharbat, Arabick.] The juice

of lemons or oranges mixed with water and

sugar.

SHERD. s. [sceano, Saxon. ] A fragment of
broken earthen ware. Dryden.

SHE'RIFF. s. [rcynezeɲera, Saxon , from

reyne, a shire, and neve, a steward. ] An

officerto whom is intrusted, in each county,

the execution of the laws. Bucon.

SHE'RIFFALTY.
SHE'RIFFDOM

.s
. [ fromsheriff ] The of

fice or jurisdiction of á
SHE'RIFFSHIP.

sheriff. Bacon.

SHE'RIFFWICK .

SHE'RRIS .

SHE'RRIS Suck.

Wiseman. SHERRY.1. To fall off as broken shells .

2. To cast the shell.

SHE'LLDUCK. s. A kind of wild duck. Mor.

SHELLFISH. s . [shell and fish. ] Fish invested

with a hard covering ; either testaceous, as

oysters ; or crustaceous, as lobsters . Woodw.

SHE'LLY. a. [from shell.]

1. Abounding with shells.

2. Consisting of shells.

HELTER. s . [rcylo, a shield, Saxon.]

Prior.

1. A cover from any external injury or vio-

lence. Dryden.

2. A protector ; a defender ; one that gives

security. Psalms.

3. The state of being covered ; protection ;

security. Denham.

To SHELTER. v . a. [from the noun.]

1. To cover from external violence. Milton.

2. To defend ; to protect; to succour with

refuge ; to harbour.

3. To betake to cover.

4. To cover from notice.

To SHE'LTER. v. n.

1. To take shelter

2. To give shelter.

Dryden.

Atterbury.

Prior.

Thomson.

Thomson.

s. [from Xeres, a town of

Andalusia, in Spain | A kiud

of Spanish wine.

Shakespeare.

SHEW. See SHOW.

SHIDE. s . [from rceadan, to divide, Saxon ]

A board ; a cutting.

SHIELD. s . [rcyld, Saxon. ]

Skinner.

1. A buckler ; a broad piece of defensive ar-

mour held on the left arm to ward off blows.

Shakespeare.

2. Defence ; protection.

3. One that gives protection or security.

To SHIELD . v. a. [ from the noun.]

1. To cover with a shield.

2. To defend ; to protect ; to secure.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

3. To keep off; to defend against. Spenser

To SHIFT. v. n. [skipta, Runick, to change.]

1. To change place.
Woodward.

2. To change ; to give place to other things.

Locke.

3. To change clothes, particularly the linen ;

Young.

4. To find some expedient ; to act or live

though with difficulty. Daniel.
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5. To practise indirect methods.

6. To take some method for safety.

To SHIFT. v. a.

1. To change ; to alter.

Raleigh.

L'Estrange.

Swift.

2. To transfer from place to place. Tusser.

3. To put by some expedient out ofthe way.

4. To change in position.

5. To change, as clothes .

6. To dress in fresh clothes .

Bacon.

Raleigh.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Rogers.

7. To SHIFT off. To defer ; to put away by

some expedient.

SHIFT. s. [from the verb.]

1. Expedient found or used with difficulty ;
difficult means. More.

2. Indirect expedient ; mean refuge ; last

Bacon.resource.

Denham.

South.

3. Fraud ; artifice ; stratagem .

4. Evasion ; elusory practice.

5.A woman's under linen.

SHIFTER. s. [from shift.] One who plays

tricks ; a man of artifice. Milton.

SHIFTLESS. a. [from shift. ] Wanting expe-

dients ; wanting means to act or live.

-

Derham.

SHI'LLING. s. [rcylling, Saxon and Erse ;

schelling, Dutch. ] A coin of various value in

different times. It is now twelve pence.

SHILL-I-SHALL-I. A corrupt reduplication

of shall I? To stand shill-I-shall-I, is to con-

tinue hesitating. Congreve.

SHILY. ad. [from shy.] Not familiarly ; not

frankly.

SHIN. s. [rcina, Saxon ; schien, German .] The

forepart ofthe leg. *Shakespeare.

To SHINE. v. n. preterite I shone, I have shone ;

sometimes I shined, I have shined. [rcinan,

Saxon; schijnen, Dutch. ]

Denham.

1. To have bright resplendence ; to glitter ;

to glisten ; to gleani.

2. To be without clouds.

3. To be glossy.

Bacon.

Locke.

4. To be gay ; to be splendid. Spenser.

5. To be beautiful. Pope.

6. To be eminent or conspicuous. " Addison.

7. To be propitious. Numbers.

8. To give light real or figurative.

SHINE. s. [ from the verb.]

Milton.

1. Fair weather. Locke.

2. Brightness ; splendour ; lustre.D. of Piety.

SHI'NESS. s. [from shy. ] Unwillingness to be

tractable or familiar. Arbuthnot.

SHI'NGLE. s. [schindel, German.] A thin

board to cover houses. Mortimer.

SHINGLES. s. Wants the singular. [cingulum,

Latin ] A kind of tetter or herpes that

spreads itself round the loins. Arbuthnot.

SHI'NY. a. [from shine.] Bright ; splendid ;

luminous. Dryden.

SHIP. s. [Ƒcip, rcýp, Saxon ; schap, Dutch.]

A termination noting quality or adjunct, as

lordship ; or office , as stewardship.

SHIP. s. [reip, Saxon ; schippen, Dutch.] A

ship may be defined a large hollow building,

made to pass over the sea with sails . Watts.

To SHIP. v. a . [from the noun.]

1. To put into a ship.

2. To transport in a ship.

Knolles.

Shakespeare.

SHIPBOARD. s. [ship and board.]

1. This word is seldom used but in adver

bial phrases ; a skipboard, on shipboard, in a

ship. Dryden.

Ezekiel2. The plank of a ship.

SHIʼPBOY. s. [ship and boy. ] Boy that serves
in a ship . Shakespeare.

man.

SHIPMAN. s. [ship and man.] Sailor ; sea-

Shakespeare-

SHIPMASTER. s. Master ofthe ship. Jonas

SHIPPING. s. [from ship.]

1. Vessels of navigation ; fleet. Raleigh.

2. Passage in a ship. John.

SHIPWRECK. s . [ship and wreck.]

1. The destruction of ships by rocks or

shelves. Arbuthnot,

1 Tim.

2. The parts of a shattered ship. Dryden.

3. Destruction ; miscarriage.

To SHIPWRECK. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To destroy by dashing on rocks or shal-

lows. Shakespeare.

1
2.To make to suffer the dangers of a wreck.

Prior.

3. To throw by loss of the vessel . Shakespeare.

SHI'PWRIGHT. s. [ship and wright. ] A builder

of ships. Shakespeare.

SHIRE. s. [ rcin, from reinan, to divide, Sax. ]

A division of the kingdom ; a county ; so

much ofthe kingdom as is under one sheriff.

Prior.

to clothe as in a shirt.

SHIRT. s. [shiert, Dan.; reyne, reynic, Sax .]

The under linen garment of a man. Dryden.

To SHIRT. v. a. [from the noun .] To cover

Dryden.

SHIRTLESS. a. [from shirt. ] Wanting a shirt.

Pope.

SHITTAH. s. A sort of precious wood, of

SHITTIM. which Moses made the greatest

part ofthe tables, altars, and planks belong-

ing to the tabernacle. The wood is hard,

tough, smooth, without knots, and extreme-

ly beautiful. It grows in Arabia. Calmet.

SHITTLECOCK. s. A cork stuck with fea-

thers, and driven by players from one to ano-

ther with battledoors. Collier.

SHIVE. s. [schyve, Dutch.]

1. A slice of bread. Shakespeare.

2. A thick splinter or lamina, cut off from

the main substance. Boyle.

To SHI'VER. v. n. [schawren, German.] To

quake ; to tremble ; to shudder, as with cold

or fear. Cleaveland.

To SHI'VER. v. n . [from shive. ] To fall at once

into many parts or shives. Woodward.

To SHIVER. v. a. To break by one act into

many parts ; to shatter. Philips.

SHIVER. s . [from the verb.] One fragment of

many into which any thing is broken. Shak.

SHI'VERY. a. [from shiver. ] Loose of cohe

rence ; incompact ; easily falling into many

fragments. Woodward.

SHOAL. s. [rcole, Saxon.]

1. A crowd ; a multitude ; a throng. Waller

2. A shallow; a sand bank. Abbot

To SHOAL. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To crowd ; to throug.

2. To be shallow ; to grow shallow. Milton.

SHOAL. a. Shallow ; obstructed or incum-

bered with banks.

Chapman.
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SHOA'LINESS. s. [from shoaly .] Shallow-

ness ; frequency of shallow places.

SHOA'LY. a. [ from shoal. ] Full of shoals ; full

of shallow places. Dryden.

SHOCK. s. [choc , French ; schocken, Dutch.]

I Conflict; mutual impression of violence ;
violent concourse.

2. Concussion ; external violence .

3. The conflict of enemies .

4. Offence ; impression of disgust.

Milton.

Ilale.

Milton.

Young.

Sandys.

5. Schocke, old Dutch. ] A pile of sheaves of

corn.

6. [From shag.] A rough dog.

To SHOCK. v. a. [schocken, Dutch. ]

1. To shake by violence.

2. To meet force with force ; to encounter.

Shakespeare.

3. To offend ; to disgust. Dryden.

1. To meet with hostile violence. Pope.
Addison.

To SHOCK . v. n.

2. To be offensive .

To SHOCK. v. n. [from the noun. ] To build

up piles of sheaves. Tusser.

SHOD, for shoed, the preterite and participle

passive ofto shoe. Tusser.

SHOE. s. plural shoes, anciently shoon. [rceo,

rcoe, Saxon ; schoe, Dutch.] The cover of
the foot.

Boyle.

To SHOE. v. a. preterite I shod ; participle pas-

sive shod. [from the noun.]

1. To fit the foot with a shoe. Shakespeare.

2. To cover at the bottom. Drayton,

SHO'EBOY. s. [shoe and boy.] A boy that

cleans shoes. Swift.

SHO'EING-HORN. s. [shoe and horn.]

1. A horn used to facilitate the admission of

the foot into a narrow shoe.

Watts.

2. Any thing by which a transaction is faci-

litated ; in contempt. Spectator.

SHOEMAKER. s . [shoe and maker.] One

whose trade is to make shoes.

SHO'ETYE. s. [shoe and tye.] The riband with

which women tie their shoes. Hudibras.

SHOG. s. [from shock .] Violent concussion .

Bentley.

To SHOG. v. a. To shake ; to agitate by sud-

den interrupted impulses. Carew.

SHONE. The preterite of shine.

SHOOK. The preterite, and in poetry partici-

ple passive, of shake.

To SHOOT. v. a. preterite I shot ; participle

shot or shotten. [rceorau, Saxon .]

1. To discharge any thing so asto make it fly

with speed or violence.

2. To discharge as fromabow or gun.

3. To let off.

Milton.

3. To form itself into any shape, by emissions

from a radical particle.

4. To be emitted .

5. To protuberate ; to jet out.

6. To pass as an arrow.

Burnet.

Watts.

Abbot.

Addison.

7. To become any thing suddenly. Dryden.

8. To move swiftly along.

9. To feel a quick glancing pain.

SHOOT. s. [from the verb.]

Dryden.

1. The act or impression of any thing emit-

ted from a distance. Bacon.

2. The act of striking, or endeavouring to

strike, with a missive weapon discharged by

any instrument. Shakespeare.

3. [Scheuten, Dutch. ] Branches issuing from

the main stock. Evelyn.

SHOOTER. s. [from shoot.] One that shoots ;

an archer ; a gunner. Herbert.

SHOP. s . [rceop, Saxon, a magazine. ]

1. A place where any thing is sold. Shakesp.

2. A room in which manufactures are car-

ried on. Bacon.

SHO'PBOARD. s . [shop and board.] Bench-or

table on which any work is done. South.

SHOPBOOK. s. [shop and look.] Book in

which a tradesman keeps his accounts. Locke.

SHOʻPKEEPER. s. [shop and keep.] A trader

who sells in a shop ; not a merchant, who

only deals by wholesale. Addison.

SHOPMAN. s. [shop and man.] A petty tra-

Dryden.
der.

SHORE. The preterite of shear.

SHORE. s. [rcone, Saxon.]

1. The coast of the sea.

2. The bank of a river.

3. A drain ; properly sewer.

Milton.

Spenser.

4. [Schooren, Dutch, to prop. ] The support of

a building ; a buttress.

To SHORE. v. a. [schooren, Dutch. ]

1. To prop ; to support.

Wotton.

Watts.

Having no

Boyle.

2. To set on shore. Not in use. Shakespeare.

SHO'RELESS. a . [ from shore. ]
coast.

SHORN. The participle passive of shear.

SHORT. a. [Ƒceopt, Saxon.]

1. Not long ; commonly, not long enough.

2. Not long in space or extent.

3. Not long in time or duration.

4. Repeated by quick iterations.

5. Not adequate ; not equal.

Pope.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Smith.

Addison.

6. Defective ; imperfect ; not attaining the

end; not reaching the intended point. Locke.

7. Not far distant in time.

Shak. 8. Scanty ; wanting.

Abbot.

4. To strike with any thing shot. Exodus.

5. To emit new parts, as a vegetable. Mark.

6. To emit ; to dart or thrust forth . Addison.

7. To push suddenly.

8. To push forward.

9. To fit to each other by planing ;

man's term .

9. Not fetching a compass.

Clarendon.

Hayward.

L'Estrange.

10. Not going so far as was intended. Dryd.

11. Defective as to quantity.

12. Narrow ; contracted.

Dryden. 13. Brittle ; friable.

Psalms. 14. Not bending.

a work-

Moxon.

10. To pass through with swiftness. Dryden.
To SHOOT. v. n.

1. To perform the act of shooting, or emit-

ting a missile weapon. Temple.

2. To germinate ; to increase in vegetable

growth. Cleaveland.

Dryden.

Burnet.

Walton.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

SHORT. s . [from the adjective. ] A summary

account.

SHORT. ad . Not long.

To SHO'RTEN. v. a. [from short .]

1. To make short, either in time or space.

Hooker.

2. To contract ; to abbreviate. Suckling

3. To confine ; to hinder from progression.Sh.
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4. To cut off; to defeat. Spenser.

5. To lop. Dryden.

SHO'RTHAND. . [short and hand.] A me-

thod of writing in compendious characters.

Dryden.

SHO'RTLIVED. a. [short and live.] Not liv-

ing or lasting long.

SHORTLY. ad. [from short ]

1. Quickly ; soon ; in a little time.

2. In a few words ; briefly.

SHO'RTNESS . s. [from short.]

Addison.

Calamy.

Pope.

1. The quality of being short, either in time

or space. Bacon.

2 Fewness of words ; brevity ; conciseness.

Hooker.

3. Want of reach ; want of capacity. Bacon.

4. Deficience ; imperfection. Glanville.

SHORTRIBS. s . [short and rib . ] The bastard

ribs ; the ribs below the sternum . Wiseman.

SHORTSIGHTED. a. [short and sight. ]

1. Unable by the convexity of the eye to see

far. Newton.

2. Unable by intellectual sight to see far.

Denham.

SHORTSIGHTEDNESS. s. [short and sight. ]

1. Defect of sight, proceeding fromthe con-

vexity ofthe eye.
V
2. Defect of intellectual sight. Addison.

SHORTWAI'STED. a. [short and waist .]

Having a short body. Dryden.

SHORTWI'NDED . a. [short and wind. ] Short-

breathed ; asthmatick ; breathing by quick

and faint reciprocations. May.

SHORTWI'NGED. a. [short and wing ] Hav-

ing short wings. Dryden.

SHO'RY. a. [from shore.] Lying near the

Burnet.coast.

SHOT. The pret. and part. pass. of shoot.

SHOT. s. [schot, Dutch. ]

1. The act of shooting. Sidney.

2. The missile weapon emitted by any in-

Dryden.strument.

3. The flight of a missile weapon. Genesis.

4. [Escot, Fr.] A sum charged ; a reckoning.

Dryden.

SHOTE. s. [rceora, Saxon.] A fish. Carew.

SHO'TFREE. a. [shot andfree.]

1. Clear of the reckoning.

2. Not to be hurt by shot.

3 Unpunished.

Shakespeare.

SHOVELBOARD. s. [shovel and board.] A

long board on which they play by sliding

metal pieces at a mark. Dryden.

SHO'VELLER, or Shovelard. s. [from shovel.]

A bird ; the spoonbill . Grew

SHOUGH . s . [for shock. ] A species of shaggy

dog ; a shock. Shakespeare.

SHOULD. [scude, Dutch ; rceoloan, Saxon. ]

This is a kind of auxiliary verb used in the

conjunctive mood , of which the signification

is not easily fixed.

SHOULDER. s . [rculdɲe, Saxon .]

1. The joint which connects the arm to the

body. Shakespeare.

2. The upper joint of the fore leg of edible

animals . Addison.

3. The upper part ofthe back. Dryden.

4. The shouiders are used as emblems of

strength, or the act of supporting. Shakespeare.

5. A rising part ; a prominence. Moxon.

To SHOULDER. v. a . [ from the noun.]

*

1. To push with insolence and violence. Spen.

2. To put upon the shoulder. Glanville.

SHOULDERBELT. s . [shoulder and belt.] A

belt that comes across the shoulder. Dryden.

SHOULDERBLADE. s. The scapula ; the

blade bone to which the arm is connected.Job.

SHOULDERCLAPPER. s. [shoulder and

clap.] One who affects familiarity, or one

that mischiefs privily. Shakespeare.

SHOULDERSHOTTEN. a. [shoulder and

shot.] Strained in the shoulder. Shakespeare.

SHOULDERSLIP. s. [shoulder and slip.] Dis-

location ofthe shoulder. Swift.

To SHOUT. v. n. To cry in triumph or exul-

tation. Waller.

SHOUT. s . A loud and vehement cry of tri-

umph or exultation. Dryden.

Dryden.SHOUTER. s. He who shouts.

To SHOW. v. a. pret. showed and shown ; part.

pass. shown. [rceapan, Saxon ; schowen, Dut.

It is frequently written shew, but is always

pronounced show.]

1. To exhibit to view.

2. To afford to the eye or notice .

3. To make to see.

L'Estrange.

Milton.

Milton.

4. To make to perceive. Milton.

5. To make to know.
Milton

6. To give proof of; to prove. Dryden.

7. To publish ; to make publick. Peter.

8. To inform ; to teach. Job.

9. To make known. Milten.

10. To point the way ; to conduct. Swift.

11. To offer ; to afford . Deut.

12. To explain ; to expound.

13. To discover ; to point out.

Daniel.

Milton.

Arbuthnot. To SHOW. v. n.

1. To appear ; to look. Dryden.

Swift.

SHO'TIEN. «. [from shoot. ] Having ejected

the spawn. Shakespeare.

To SHOVE. v. a. [rcufan, Saxon .]

1. To push by main strength. Shakespeare.

2.To drive a boat by a pole that reaches to

the bottom of the water.

3. To push ; to rush against.

To SHOVE. v. n.

1. To push forward before one.

2. To move in a boat, not by oars but by a

pole. Garth.

SHOVE. s. [from the verb.] The act of shov-

ing ; a push. Swift.

SHO'VEI.. s. [rcofl, Sax. scheoffel, Dutch.] An

instrument consisting of a long handle and

broad blade with raised edges. Glanville.

70 SHO'VEL. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. Tothrow or heap with a shovel.

2. To gather in great quantities.

Shak.

Derham.

2. Tohaveappearance ; to seem . Shakespeare.

SHOW. s. [from the verb. ]

1. A spectacle ; something publickly exposed
to view for money.

2. Superficial appearance.

3. Ostentatious display.

4. Objet attracting notice.

5. Publick appearance.

6. Semblance ; likeness.

7. Speciousness ; plausibility.

8. External appearance.

Addison.

Milton.

Granville.

Addison.

Milton.

Milton.

Whitgift.

Sidney.
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9. Exhibition to view. Shakespeare.
Bacon.

Dryden.

Addison.

10. Pomp ; magnificent spectacle.

11. Phantom ; not reality.

12. Representative action.

SHO'WBREAD, or Shewhread. s. [show and

bread. ] Among the Jews, loaves of bread that

the priest of the week put every Sabbath

day upon the golden table before the Lord.

They were covered with leaves of gold, and

were twelve in number, representing the

twelve tribes of Israel. They served them

up hot, and took away the stale ones, which

could not be eaten but by the priest alone.

This offering was accompanied with frank-

incense and salt. Calmet.

SHO'WER. s. [scheure, Dutch ] ' .

Bacon.

Pope.

1. Rain either moderate or violent.

2. Storm ofany thing falling thick.

3. Any very liberal distribution. Shakespeare.

To SHOWER. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To wet or drown with rain.

2. To pour down.

Milton.

Milton.

3. To distribute or scatter with great libera-

lity. Wotton.

To SHOWER. v. n. To be rainy.

SHO'WERY. a. [ from shower. ] Rainy. Bacon.

SHO'WISH. a. [from show. ]

1. Splendid ; gaudy.

2. Ostentatious.

Swift.

SHOWN. [pret. and part. pass of to show.]
Exhibited. Milton.

Add.SHO'WY. a. [from show.] Ostentatious.

SHRANK. The preterite of shrink.

To SHRED. v. a. pret. shred. [repeadan, Sax .]

To cut into small pieces. Hooker.

Bacon.

Swift.

SHRED. s. [from the verb.]

1. A small piece cut off.

2. A fragment.

SHREW. s. [schreyen, Germ. to clamour.] A

peevish, malignant, clamorous, spiteful, vex-

atious, turbulent woman. Shakespeare.

SHREWD. a. [ contracted from shrewed.]

1. Having the qualities of a shrew ; mali-

cious ; troublesome ; mischievous. Shakesp.

2. Maliciously sly; cunning.

3. Bad ;, ill-betokening.

Tillotson.

South.

4. Painful ; pinching ; dangerous ; mischie-

vous.

SHREWDLY. ad. [ from shrewd .]

1. Mischievously ; destructively.

2. Vexatiously.

3. With good guess.

SHREWDNESS. s. [from shrewd . ]

1. Sly cunning ; archness.

morous.

SHRIEK. s. [skrieg, Dutch. ] An inarticulate

cry of anguish or horrour. Dryden.

SHRIFT. s . [rcpift, Saxon.] Confession made

to a priest. Out ofuse. Rowe.

SHRIGHT, for shrieked. Spenser.

SHRILL. a. Sounding with a piercing, tremu-

lous, or vibratory sound. Shakespeare.

To SHRILL. v. n. [from the adjective. ] To

pierce the ear with sharp and quick vibra-

tions of sound. Fenton.

SHRI'LLY. ad . [from shrill. ] With a shrill

noise.

SHRI'LLNESS. s. [from shrill.] The quality

of being shrill.

SHRIMP. s. [schrumpe, a wrinkle, German.]

1. A small crustaceous fish.

2. A little wrinkled man ; a dwarf.

Carew.

Shakespeare.

SHRINE. s . [renin, Saxon ; scrinium, Latin. }

A case in which something sacred is repo-

sited. Watts.

To SHRINK. v. n. pret. I shrunk or shrank ;

participle shrunken. [rcɲincan, Saxon.]

1. To contract itself into less room ; to

shrivel ; to be drawn together by some in-

ternal power.

2. To withdraw as from danger. Dryden.

3. To express fear, horrour, or pain, by

shrugging or contracting the body. Shakesp.

4. To fail back as from danger. South

To SHRINK. v a. part. pass. shrunk, shrunk, or

shrunken. To make to shrink. Shakespeare.

SHRINK. s . [from the verb.]

1. Corrugation ; contraction into less com-

pass. Woodward.

2. Contraction of the body from fear or hor-

Daniel.

s. [from shrink.] He who

rour.

SHRI'NKER.

shrinks.

To SHRIVE. v. a. [reniran, Sax. ] To hear at

confession. Not in use. Cleaveland.

To SHRI'VEL. v. a . [schrompelen, Dutch.] To

contract itself into wrinkles . Arbuthnot.

To SHRI'VEL. v. n. To contract into wrinkles.

Dryden.

South.

SHRIVER. s. [from shrive .] A confessor. Not
in use. Shakespeare.

SHROUD. s . [repud, Saxon.]

1. A shelter ; a cover. Milton.

Wotton. 2. The dress of the dead ; a windingsheet.

South.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

Pope.

Swift.

2. Mischievousness ; petulance.

SHRE'WISH. a. [from shrew. ] Having the qua

lities of a shrew; froward ; petulantly cla-

Shakespeare.

SHREWISHLY. ad. Petulantly ; peevishly ;

clamorously; frowardly. Shakespeare.

SHREWISHNESS. s. [from shrewish.] The

qualities ofa shrew ; frowardness ; petulance;

clamorousness.
Shakespeare.

SHRE/WMOUSE. s. [rcneapa, Saxon. ] A

mouse of which the bite is falsely supposed

venomous, its teeth being equally harmless

with those of any other mouse.

To SHRIEK. v. n. [skrieger, Danish.] To cry

out inarticulately with anguish or horrour ;

Dryden.
to scream.

3. The sail ropes.

To SHROUD. v. a. [from the noun.]

Knolles.

1. To shelter ; to cover from danger as an

agent.

2. To shelter as the thing covering. Raleigh.

3. To dress for the grave.

4. To clothe ; to dress .

ter.

Donne.

Addison.

Waller.

5. To cover or conceal.

6. To defend ; to protect.

To SHROUD. v. n. To harbour ; to take shel-

SHRO'VETIDE. s. [from shrove, the

SHROVETUESDAY. preterite of shrive ]

The time of confession ; the day before Ash-

wednesday or Lent. Tusser

SHRUB. s. [reɲibbe, Saxon.]

1. A bash; a small tree.

2. Spirit, acid, and sugar mixed.

Locke.
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SHRUBBY. a. [from shrub.]

1. Resembling a shrub.

2. Full of shrubs ; bushy.

Mortimer.

Milton.

SHRUFF. 8. Dross ; the refuse of metal tried

by the fire.

To SHRUG. v n. [schricken, Dutch, to trem-

ble.] To express horrour or dissatisfaction

by motion of the shoulders, or whole body.

Swift.

Hudibras.

SHRUG. s . [from the verb.] A motion of the

shoulders usually expressing dislike or aver-
sion .

Cleaveland.

SHRUNK. The pret. and part. pass. of shrink.

SHRUNKEN. The part. passive of shrink.

To SHUDDER. v. a . [schuddren, Dutch.] To

quake with fear, or with aversion. Dryden.

To SHUFFLE. v. a. [rypeling, Saxon, a bus-

tle, a tumult. ]

To SHRUG. v. a . To contract or draw up.

1. To throw into disorder ; to agitate tumul-

tuously, so as that one thing takes the place

of another.

re-2. To change the position of cards with

spect to each other. Bacon.

3. To remove, or introduce, with some arti-

ficial or fraudulent tumult. Dryden.

4. To SHUFFLE off. To get rid of.

5. To SHUFFLE up. To form tumultuously or

fraudulently .

To SHUFFLE. v. n.

Howel.

1. To throw the cards into a new order. Gran

2. To play mean tricks ; to practise fraud ;

to evade fair questions.

3. To struggle ; to shift.

South.

Shakespeare.

Shak.4. To move with an irregular gait.

SHUFFLE. s. [from the verb.]

1. The act of disordering things, or making

them take confusedly the place of each other.

Bentley.

L'Estrange.2. A trick ; an artifice.

SHU'FFLECAP. s . [shuffle and cap. ] A play at

which money is shaken in a hat. Arbuthnot.

SHUFFLER. s. [from shuffle. ] He who plays

tricks or shuffles.

SHUFFLINGLY. ad. [from shuffle.] With

an irregular gait. Dryden.

To SHUN. v. a. [arcunian, Saxon. ] To avoid ;

to decline ; to endeavour to escape ; to es-

chew. Waller.

SHU'NLESS. a. [from shun.] Inevitable ; una-

voidable. Shakespeare.

To SHUT. v. a. preterite I shut ; part. pass.

shut. [reitran, Sax. schutten, Dutch. ]

1. To close so as to probibit ingress or re-

gress ; to make not open.

2. To enclose ; to confine.

3. To prohibit ; to bar.

4. To exclude.

Milton.

Galatians.

Milton.

Dryden.

5. To contract not to keep expanded. Deut.

6. To SHUT out. To exclude ; to deny ad-
mission to. Locke.

7. To SHUT up. To close ; to make imper-

vious ; to make impassable. Raleigh.

Arbuthnot.

Knolles.

8. To SHUT up. To confine ; to enclose ; to

imprison.

9. To SHUT up. To conclude.

To SHUT. o. u. To be closed ; to close itself;

as, flowers open in the day, and shut at night.

SHUT. part. adj . Rid ; clear , free. L'Estrange.

SHUT. s . [ from the verb. ]

Dryden.

Wilkins.

Dryden,

1. Close ; act of shutting.

2. Small door or cover.

SHUTTER.'s. [from shut.]

1. One that shuts .

2. A cover; a door.

SHUTTLE. S. [schietspecle, Dut. skutul, Islan.]

The instrument with which the weaver

shoots the cross threads Sandys.

SHUTTLECOCK. s . [See SHITTLECOCK .]

Acork stuck with feathers, and beaten back-

ward and forward.
Spenser.

SHY. a. [schowe, Dutch ; schifo, Italian .]

1. Reserved ; not familiar ; not free of be-

haviour. Arbuthnot.

Hudibras.2. Cautious ; wary ; chary.

3. Keeping at a distance ; unwilling to ap-

proach. Norms.

4. Suspicious ; jealous ; unwilling to suffer

near acquaintance. Southern.

SI'BILANT. a. [sibilans, Lat. ] Hissing. Holder.

SIBILATION. s. [from sitilo, Lat.] A hissing

sound. Bacon.

SI'CAMORE. s . [sicamorus, Lat. ] A tree. Peac.

To SICCATE. v. a. [ sicco, Latin . ] To dry.

SICCA'TION. s. [ from siccate.] The act of

drying.

SICCIFICK. a . [siccus and fico, Lat.] Causing

dryness.

SI'CCITY. s. [siccité, Fr. siccitas, Lat.] Dry-

ness ; aridity ; want of moisture. Wiseman.

SICE. s. [six, French.] The number six at dice .

SICH. a. Such. See SUCH .

SICK. a. [reoc, Sax. sieck, Dutch.]

1. Afflicted with disease.

Dryden.

Spenser.

Cleaveland.

2. Disordered in the organs of digestion ; ill

in the stomach,

3. Corrupted.

4. Disgusted.

Shakespeare.

Pope.

to

Shakespeare.

To SICK. v. n. [from the noun.] To sicken ;

take a disease. Not in use.

To SICKEN. v. a. [from sick.]

1. To make sick ; to disease.

1. To weaken ; to impair.

To SI'CKEN. v. n.

Prior.

Shakespeare.

1. To grow sick ; to fall into disease . Bacon.

2. To be satiated ; to be filled to disgust.

Shakespeare.

3. To be disgusted, or disordered, with ab-

horrence. Dryden.

4. To grow weak ; to decay ; to languish .

Pape.

SICKER. a. [sicer, Welsh ; seker, Dutch.] Sule ;

certain ; firm. Obsolete
. Spenser.

SICKER. ad . Surely ; certainly. Spenser.

SICKLE. s. [ ricol, Saxon ; sickel, Dutch ; from

secale, or sicula, Lat.] The hook with which

corn is cut ; a reaping hook. South

SICKLEMAN. s. [from sickle. ] A reaper.

SI CKLER. Shakespeare. Sandys.

SICKLINESS. s. [from sickly. ] Disposition to

sickness ; habitual disease. Gruunt.

SICKLY. ad. [from sick ] Not in health . Shak.

SICKLY. a . [from sick.]

1. Not healthy ; not sound ; not well ; some-

what disordered.

2. Faint ; weak ; languid.

Dryden.

Prior.
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To SICKLY. v. a. [from the adjective ] To

make diseased ; to taint with the hue of dis-

ease. Not used.

SICKNESS. s. [from sick.]

1. State of being diseased.

2. Disease ; malady.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.
Watts.

3. Disorder in the organs of digestion.

SIDE. s. [ ride, Sax. sijde, Dutch.]

1. The part of animals fortified by the ribs.

Thomson.

2. Any part of any body opposed to any

other part. Wilkins.

Dryden.

Roscommon.

Milton.

3. The right or left .

4. Margin ; edge ; verge.

5. Any thing of local respect.

6. Party ; interest ; faction ; sect. Sprat.

7. Any part placed in contradistinction or

opposition to another. Tillotson.

8. It is used to note consanguinity ; as, he is

cousin by hisfather's side.

SIDE. a. [from the noun.]

1. Lateral .

2. Oblique ; indirect.

To SIDE. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To lean on one side.

Exodus.

Hooker.

·
Bacon

2. To take a party ; to engage in a faction.

Swift.

SIDEBOARD . s. [side and board. ] The side

table on which conveniencies are placed for

those that eat at the other table. Dryden.

SIDEBOX. s . [side and box.] Seat for the la-
dies on the side ofthe theatre.

SI'DEFLY. s. An insect.

To SIDLE. v. n. [from side.]

Pope.

Derham.

1. To go with the body the narrowest way.

Swift.

Swift.2. To lie on the side.

SIDELONG. a. [side and long.] Lateral ; ob-

lique ; not in front ; not direct.

SIDELONG . ad.

Locke.

1. Laterally ; obliquely ; not in pursuit ; not

in opposition. Dryden.

Evelyn.2. On the side.

SIDER. s. See CIDER.

SIDERAL. a. [from sidus, Lat.] Starry ; astral .

Milton.

SIDERATED. a. [from sideratus, Lat.] Blast-

ed ; planet-struck. Brown.

SIDERATION. s . [sideration, Fr. sideratio,

Lat.] A sudden mortification ; [a blast ; a

sudden deprivation of sense. Ray

SIDESADDLE. s. [side and saddle.] A wo-

man's seat on horseback.

SI'DESMAN. s. [side and mun.] An assistant

to the church-warden. Ayliffe.

SIDEWAYS.SIDEWISE. fromside and way, or wise .]

Laterally ; on one side.

SIEGE. s. [siege, French. ]

Newton.

1. The act of besetting a fortified place ; a

leaguer. Knolles.

2. Any continued endeavour to gain posses-

sion. Dryden.

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

Brown.

To SIEGE. v. a. [sieger, French.] To besiege,
Not in use. Spenser.

3. Seat ; throne. Obsolete.

4. Place ; class ; rank. Obsolete.

5. Stool.

SIEVE. s. [from sift.] Hair or lawn strained

upon a hoop, by which flower is separated

from bran, or fine powder from coarse ; a

searce.

To SIFT. v. a. [ rifcan, Sax. siften, Dutch. ]

1. To separate by a sieve.

Dryden.

Wotton.

Dryden.

Hooker.

2. To separate ; to part.

3. To examine ; to try.

SIFTER... [from sift. ] He who sifts.

SIG was used by the Saxons for victory ; as,

Sigbert, famous for victory ; Sigward, victo-

rious preserver. Gibson.

To SIGH. v. n. [rican, ricerran, Saxon, such-

ten, Dutch.] To emit the breath audibly, as

in grief. Dryden.

To SIGH. v. a. To lament ; to mourn. Prior.

SIGH. s. [from the verb.] A violent and audi-

ble emission of breath which has been long

retained, as in sadness. Taylor.

SIGHT. s. [geride, Sax. sicht, gesicht, Dutch.]

1. Perception bythe eye ; the sense ofseeing.

Bacon.

2. Open view ; a situation in which nothing
obstructs the eye. Dryden.

3. Act of seeing or beholding ; view. Locke.

4. Notice ; knowledge. Wake.

Dryden5. Eye , instrument of seeing.

6. Aperture pervious to the eye, or other

points fixed to guide the eye ; as, the sights

ofa quadrant. Shakespeare.

7. Spectacle ; show ; thing to be seen . Pope.

SIGHTED. a. [from signt .] Seeing in a parti

cular manner. It is used onlyin composition ;

as, quicksighted, shortsighted.

SIGHTFULNESS. s. [ from sight and full.]

Perspicuity ; clearness of sight.

SIGHTLESS. a. [ from sight.]

1. Wanting sight ; blind.

Sidney.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

2. Not sightly ; offensive to the eye ; unplea

sing to look at.

SI'GHTLY. a . [from sight.] Pleasing to the

eye; striking to the view. Addison.

SIGIL. s. [sigillum, Latin. ] Seal. Dryden.

SIGN. s. [signe, French ; signum, Latin.]

1. A token of any thing ; that by which any

thing is shown.

2. A wonder ; a miracle.

Holder.

Milton.

3. A picture, or token, hung at a door, to

give notice what is sold within .

4. A monument ; a memorial.

5. A constellation in the zodiack.

Donne

Numbers.

Dryden.

6. Note or token given without words. Luke.

7. Mark of distinction ; cognizance. Milton

8. Typical representation ; symbol. Brerew.

9. A subscription of one's name ; as, a sign

manual.

To SIGN. v. a. [signo, Latin.]

1. To mark. Shakespeare.

2. [Signer, Fr.] To ratify by hand or seal. Dr.

3. To betoken ; to signify ; to represent ty

pically. Taylor

SIGNAL.s [signal, Fr.] Notice given by a sign;

a sign that gives notice Dryden.

SIGNAL. a. [signal, Fr.] Eminent ; memor-

able ; remarkable. Clarendon.

SIGNALITY. s. [ from signal. ] Quality of

something remarkable or memorable. Glanv.

To SIGNALIZE. v . a . [signaler, Fr.] To make

eminent; to make remarkable. Swift.
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SIGNALLY. ad. [from signal.] Eminently ;

remarkably ; memorably. South.

SIGNATION. s. [ from signo, Latin.] Sign

given ; act of betokening. Brown.

SIGNATURE. s . [signature, French.]

1. A sign or mark impressed upon any thing;

a stamp ; a mark. Watts.

1. A mark upon any inatter, particularly

upon plants, by which their nature or medi-

cinal use is pointed out.

2. Proof drawn from marks.

More.

Rogers.

4. [Among printers. ] Some letter or figure

to distinguish different sheets .

SIGNATURIST. s. [ from signature.] One who

holds the doctrine of signatures. Brown.

SIGNER. s. [from sign . ] One that signs.

SIGNET. s. [signette, Fr.] A seal commonly

used for the seal manual of a king. Dryden.

SIGNIFICANCE.s
. [ from signify.]

SIGNIFICANCY.

1. Power ofsignifying ; meaning. Stillingfleet.

2. Force ; energy ; power of impressing the

mind. Swift.

3. Importance ; moment ; consequence.

Addison.

SIGNIFICANT. a. [significant, Fr. significans,

1. Expressive of something beyond the ex-

Shakespeare.

2. Betokening ; standing as a sign of some-

thing.

ternal mark.

Raleigh.

3. Expressive or representative in an eminent

degree ; forcible to impress the intended

meaning.
Hooker.

4. Important: momentous.

SIGNIFICANTLY. ad. [ from significant.]

With force of expression. South.

SIGNIFICATION. s . [signification, Fr. signifi-

catio, Latin.]

1. The act of making known by signs.South.

2. Meaning expressed by a sign or word.

Holder.

SIGNIFICATIVE. a. [significatif, Fr. ]

1. Betokening by an external sign . Brerew.

2. Forcible ; strongly expressive. Camden.

SIGNIFICATORY. s. [ from signify.] That

which signifies or betokens . Taylor.

To SIGNIFY. v. a . [signifier, French ; signi-

fico, Latin.J

1. To declare by some token or sign. Dryden .

2. To mean; to express. Shakespeare.

3. To import ; to weigh. Taylor.

4. To make known ; to declare . Swift.

To SIGNIFY. v. n. To express meaning with

force. Ben Jonson.

SIGNÍORY. s. [seignoria, Italian .] Lordship ;

Daniel.dominion.

SIGNPOST. s. [sign and post.] That upon

which a sign hangs. Ben Jonson.

SIKER. a . and ad. The old word for sure, or

surely. See SICKER. Spenser.

SIKERNESS. s . [from siker.] Sureness ; safety.

SILENCE, s. [ silence, Fr. silentium, Lat.] .

1. The state of holding peace ; forbearance

of speech. Milton.

2. Habitual taciturnity ; not loquacity. Shak.

3. Secrecy.

4. Stillness ; not noise.

5 Not mention oblivion.·

Pope.

Milton.

SI'LENCE. interj. An authoritative restraint

of speech. Shakespeare,

To SILENCE, v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To oblige to hold peace ; to forbid to

speak .

2. To still.

SILENT. a . [silens, Latin. ]

1. Not speaking ; mute.

Clarendon.

Waller,

Psalms.

2. Not talkative ; not loquacious. Broome.

3. Still ; having no noise. Milton.

4. Wanting efficacy. Raleigh.

5. Not mentioning. Milton.

1. Without speech. Dryden

Dryden

Locke

SILENTLY. ad. [from silent.]

2. Without noise.

3. Without mention.

SILICIOUS. a. [from cilicium ; it should be

therefore written cilicious. ] Made of hair. Br.

SILI'CULOSE. a . [silicula, Lat. ] Husky ; full

of husks.

SILI'GINOSE. a. [siliginosus, Latin .] Made of

fine wheat.

SILIQUA. s. [Latin.]

1. A carat, of which six make a scruple.

2. The seed-vessel, husk, cod, or shell ofsuch

plants as are of the pulse kind.

SILIQUOSE. a. [from siliqua, Lat.] Having

SI'LIQUOUS. } a pod, or capsula. Arbuthnot.

SILK. s. [reole, Saxon. ]

1. The thread of the worm that turns after-

wards to a butterfly. Shakespeare.

2. The stuff made ofthe worm's thread. Sh.

SILKEN. s . [ from silk.]

1. Made of silk.

2. Soft ; tender.

Milton.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.3. Dressed in silk.

SILKMEʼRCER. s. [silk and mercer. ] A dealer

in silk.

Dryden.

SILKWEA'VER. s . [silk and weaver. ] One

whose trade is to weave silken stuffs . Dryden.

SILKWORM. s . [silk and worm. ] The worm

that spins silk.

SILKY. a . [from silk.]

1. Made of silk.

2. Soft; pliant. Shakespeare.

Swift.

SILL. s. [ ryl, Saxon ; sulle, Dutch.] The timber

or stone at the foot of the door.

SI'LLABUB. s. Curds made by milking upon

vinegar. Wotton.

SI'LLILY. ad . [from silly .] In a silly manner ;

simply ; foolishly. Dryden.

SILLINESS . s . [from silly. ] Simplicity ; weak-

ness ; harmless folly. L'Estrange.

SILLY. a. [selig, German. Skinner.]

1. Harmless ; innocent ; inoffensive ; plain ;

artless.

2. Weak ; helpless.

3. Foolish; witless.

Spenser

Watts

SI'LLYHOW. a. [relig, happy, and heof ,

the head.] The membrane that covers the

head of the fetus. Brown.

SILT. s. Mud ; slime.
Hale

SILVAN. . [from silva, Latin . ] Woody ; full

of woods. Dryden.

SILVER. s . [reolfen, Saxon ; silver, Dutch. ]

1. A white and hard metal, next in weight

to gold. Watts.

2. Any thing of soft splendour.

3. Money made of silver,>

Pope.
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SILVER.

1. Made of silver.

2. White like silver.

SIMPLESS. s. ( simplesse, Fr. ] Simplicity ;

silliness ; folly. Obsolete. Spenser,

SIMPLETON. s . (from simple. ] A silly mor-

tal; a trifler; a foolish fellow. L'Estrange.

SIMPLICITY. s . [ simplicitas, Latin. ]

1. Plainness ; artlessness ; not subtilty ; not

cunning; not deceit.

Genesis.

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

Spenser.

Shak.

Pope. 2. Plainness ; not abstruseness.

3. Plainness ; not finery.

Boyle.

Isaiah.

Sidney.

Hammond.

Dryden.

3. Having a pale lustre.

4. Soft of voice.

To SILVER. v. a. [from the noun.]

2. To adorn with mildlustre.

1. To cover superficially with silver.

SILVERBEATER. s . [silver and beat.] _One

that foliates silver.

SILVERLING. 3. A silver coin.

Shakespeare.

SILVERLY. ad. [ from silver. ] With the ap-

pearance of silver.

SILVERSMITH. s . [silver and smith.] One

that works in silver. Acts.

SILVERTHISTLE. s. [acanthium vulgare.] A

plant.

SILVERWEED. s. [ argentina.] A plant.

SILVERTREE. s . [conucorpodendron.] A plant.

Miller.

SI'LVERY. a. [from silver.] Besprinkled with

silver. Woodward.

SI'MAR. s. [simarre, Fr. ] A woman's robe.

SIMILAR. a. [similaire, Fr. from similis,

SIMILARY. Latin.]

1. Homogeneous ; having one part like ano-

ther ; uniform. Boyle.

2. Resembling ; having resemblance. Hale.

SIMILARITY. s. [from similar. ] Likeness ;

uniformity. Arbuthnot.

SIMILE. s. [simile, Latin.] A comparison by

whichanything is illustrated or aggrandized.

Shakespeare.

South.

Wotton.

SIMILITUDE . s. [similitudo, Latin.]

1. Likeness ; resemblance.

2. Comparison ; simile.

SI'MITAR. s. [See CIMETER.] A crooked or

falcated sword with a convex edge.

To SI'MMER. v. n. To boil gently ; to boil

with a gentle hissing. Boyle.

SI'MNEL. s. [simnellus, low Latin.] A kind of

sweet bread or cake.

SIMOʻNIACK. s . [simoniaque, Fr. simoniacus,

Lat.] One who buys or sells preferment in

the church . Ayliffe.

SIMONIACAL. a. [from simoniack. ] Guilty of

buying or selling ecclesiastical preferment.

Spectator.

SIMONY. s . [simonie, French ; simonia, Latin.]

The crime of buying or selling church pre-

ferments. Garth.

To SI'MPER. v. n. [from rýmbelan, Saxon, to

keep holiday. Skinner . ] To smile ; generally

to smile foolishly. Sidney.

SIMPER. s. [from the verb.] Smile ; general-

ly a foolish smile. Pope.

SIMPLE. a. [simplex, Latin ; simple, Fr.]

1. Plain ; artless ; unskilled ; undesigning;

sincere ; harmless. Hooker.

Proverbs.

2. Uncompounded ; unmingled ; single ; only

one ; plain ; not complicated. Watts.

3. Silly ; not wise ; not cunning.

SIMPLE. s. [simple, Fr.] A single ingredient

in a medicine ; a drug ; an herb. Temple.

To SIMPLE. vn. To gather simples. Garth.

SIMPLENESS. s. [from simple. ] The quality

ofbeing simple. Digby.

SIMPLER. s. [from simple.] A simplist ; an

herbalist.

4. Singleness ; not composition ; state ofbe-

ing uncompounded.

5. Weakness ; silliness

SIMPLIST. s . [from simple. ] One skilled in

simples.

SIMPLY. ud. [from simple .]

1. Without art ; without subtilty ;

artlessly.

Brown.

Hooker.

Brown.

plainly ;
Milton.

Hooker.

Hooker.

2. Of itself; without addition

3. Merely ; solely.

4. Foolishly ; sililly.

SI’MULAR. s. [from simulo, Latin.] One that

counterfeits. Shakespeare.

SIMULATION. s. [simulatio, Latin. ] That

part of hypocrisy which pretends that to be

whichis not. Bucon.

SIMULTANEOUS. a . [simultaneus, Latin.]

Acting together ; existing at the same time.

Glanville.

SIN. s. [ rýn , Saxon .]

1. An act against the laws of God ; a viola-

tion of the laws of religion. Shakespeare.

2. Habitual negligence of religion . Watts.

To SIN. v. n . [from the noun.f

1. To neglect the laws of religion ; to vio-

late the laws of religion. Psalms.

Shakespeare.2. To offend against right.

SINCE. ad. [ formed by contraction from si-

thence, or sith thence, from side, Saxon.]

1. Because that.

Pope.

Sidney.

2. From the time that.

3. Ago ; before this.

SINCE. preposition. After ; reckoning from

some time past to the time present. Dryden.

SINCE'RE. a . [sincerus, Lat. sincere, French .]

1. Unhurt ; uninjured.

2. Pure ; unmingled.

3. Honest ; undissembling ; uncorrupt. Law.

SINCERELY. ad. [from sincere.] Honestly ;

without hypocrisy. Watts.

SINCE'RENESS. s. [sincerité, French ; from

SINCERITY. sincere.]

Dryden.

Atterbury.

1. Honesty of intention ; purity ofmind.

Rogers.

2. Freedom from hypocrisy. Pope.

SI'NDON. s. [Lat. ] Å fold ; a wrapper. Bacon.

SINE. s. [sinus, Lat.] A right sine, in geometry,

is a right line drawn from one end of an

arch perpendicularly upon the diameter

drawn fromthe other end of that arch ; or

it is half the chord of twice the arch. Harris.

SI'NECURE. s. [sine, without, and cura, care,

Lat.] An office which has revenue without

any employment.

SI'NEW. s. renpe, Saxon ; senewen, Dutch.]

1. A tendon ; the ligaments by which the

joints are moved. Dryden.

Garth.

2. Whatever gives strength or compactness ;

as, money isthe sinews ofwar.

3. Muscle or nerve.

Dryden.

Duvies.
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ToSI'NEW. v. a. [from the noun.] To knit as

by sinews. Not in use. Shakespeare.

SI'NEWED. a. [from sinew .]

1. Furnished with sinews. Dryden.

2. Strong ; firm ; vigorous. Shakespeare.

SI'NEWSHRUNK. a. [sinew and shrunk.] A

horse is said to be sinewshrunk when he has

been over-ridden, and so fatigued that he

becomes gaunt-bellied. Farrier's Dict.

SI'NEWY. a. [from sinew .]

1. Consisting of a sinew ; nervous. Donne.

2. Strong ; nervous ; vigorous ; forcible.

Shakespeare. Hale.

SI'NFUL. a. [sin andfull.]

1. Alien from God ; not holy ; unsanctified.

Aitton.

2. Wicked ; not observant of religion ; con-

trary to religion. Milton. South.

SI'NFULLY. ad. [from sinful.] Wickedly ;

not piously ; not according to the ordinance

of God. South.

SI'NFULNESS. s. [from sinful.] Alienation

from God ; neglect or violation of the duties

of religion ; contrariety to religious good-

Milton. Wake.

To SING. n. preterite I sang or sung, par-

ticiple pass. sung. [ringan, Saxon ; singia,

Islandick ; singhen, Dutch.]

ness.

1. To form the voice to melody ; to articu-

late musically. Dryden.

2. To utter sweet sounds inarticulately.

3. To make any small or shrill noise.

4. To tell in poetry.

To SING. v. a.

Prior.

1. To relate or mention in poetry. Milton.

2. To celebrate ; to give praises to.

3. To utter melodiously . Shakespeare.

To SINGE. v. a. [rænzan, Sax. senghen, Dut.]

To scorch ; to burn slightly or superficially.

L'Estrange.

SI'NGER. s. [from sing. ] One that sings ; one

whose profession or business is to sing.

SI'NGINGMASTER. s. [sing and master.]

One who teaches to sing.

SINGLE. a. [singulus, Latin.]

Addison.

1. One ; not double ; not more than one.

2. Particular ; individual.

3. Not compounded.

Watts.

4. Alone ; having no companion ; having no

assistant.

5. Unmarried.

6. Not complicated.

Watts.

Denham.

Dryden.

Bacon.

Matthew.

7. Pure ; uncorrupt ; not double-minded ;

simple. A scriptural sense.

s. That in which one is opposed to one ; as

single combat.

To SINGLE. v. «. [from the adjective .}

1. To choose out from among others.

2. Only; by himself. Shakespeare.

3. Without partners or associates, Pope.

4. Honestly ; simply; sincerely

SINGULAR. a. [singulier, Fr. singularis, Lat.]

1. Single ; not complex ; not compound.

Watts.

2. [In grammar.] Expressing only one ; not

plural.

3. Particular ; unexampled .

Locke.

Denham.

4. Having something not common to others.

Tillotson

5. Alone ; that of which there is but one.

Addison.

6. Affecting peculiarity ofmanners ; deviat-

ingfrom common practice.

SINGULARITY. s. (singularité, French. ]

1. Some character or quality by which one

is distinguished from others. Tillotson.

2. Any thing remarkable ; a curiosity. Shak.

3. Particular privilege or prerogative.

4. Character or manners different from those

ofothers. South.

To SI'NGULARIZE. v. a. [se singulariser, Fr.]
To make single.

SINGULARLY. ad. [from singular.] Particu-

larly ; in a manner not common to others.

SI'NGULT. s. [singultus, Latin. ] A sigh. ,

SI'NISTER. a. [ sinister, Latin.]

1. Being on the left hand ; left ; not right ;

not dexter. Dryden.

2. Bad ; perverse ; corrupt ; deviating from

honesty ; unfair. South.

Ben Jonson.

Bentley.

3. Unlucky ; inauspicious.

SI'NISTROUS . a sinister, Latin.] Absurd

perverse; wrong-headed.

SINISTROUSLY. ad. [from sinistrous .]

1. With a tendency to the left,

2. Perversely ; absurdly.

Brown.

To SINK. v . n . pret. I sunk, anciently sank; part.

sunk, or sunken. [rencan, Sax. senken, Ger.]

1. To fall down through any medium ; not

to swim ; to go to the bottom .

2. To fall gradually.

Milton.

2 Kings,

3. To enter or penetrate into any body.

I Samuel.

4. To lose height ; to fall to a level. Addis.

To lose or want prominence. Dryden

6. To be overwhelined or depressed. Milt.

7. To be received ; to be impressed. Locke.

8. To decline ; to decrease ; to decay.

Addison.

9. To fall into rest or indolence . Addison.

10. To fall into any state worse than the for-

mer; to tend to ruin.
Dryden.

11. To be left ; to vanish from notice.

To SINK. v. a.

1. To put under water ; to disable from

swimming or floating.

Dryden.

Bacon.

Brown. Milton. 2. To delve ; to make by delving.

Hooker. 3. To depress ; to degrade.

Boyle.

Prior.

Hooker. 4. To plunge into destruction.

Sidney.
5. To make to fall.

Shakespeare.
Woodward.

Addison.

2. To sequester ; to withdraw.

3. To take alone.

4. To separate.

SI'NGLENESS. s . [from single.]

1. Not duplicity or multiplicity ; the state

of being only one.

2. Simplicity ; sincerity ; honest plainness.

SI'NGLY. ad. [from single.]

1. Individually ; particularly.

6. To bring low ; to diminish in quantity.

7. To crush ; to overbear ; to depress. Pope.

8. To lessen ; to diminish. Rogers.

Rowe.

Swift

10. To suppress ; to conceal ; to intervert.

Hooker.
.
9. To make to decline.

Taylor.

;
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SINK. s. [rine Saxon.]

1. A drain ; a jakes. Shakespeare.

2. Any place where corruption is gathered.

Ben Jonson.-

SI'NLESS. a. [from sin.] Exempt from sin.

Milton. Rogers.

SI'NLESSNESS 8. [from sinless. ] Exemption

from sin. Boyle.

SI'NNER. s. [from sin.]

1. One at enmity with God ; one not truly

or religiously good. South.

Pope.c. An offender ; a criminal.

SINO'FFERING. s. [sin and offering.] An ex-

piation or sacrifice for sin. Exodus.

SINOPER, or Sinople. s. A species of earth ;

Ainsworth.ruddle.

Hale.

To SINUATE. v. a. [sinuo, Latin.] To bend in

and out. Woodward.

SINUATION. s. [from sinuate. ] A bending in

and out.

SI'NUOUS. a. [sinueux, Fr. from sinus, Latin.]

Bending in and out.

SI'NUS. s. [ Latin.]

SI'STER. [rpeorreți, Saxon ; zuster, Dutch.{

1. A woman born ofthe same parents ; cor-

relative to brother Job.

2 One ofthe same faith ; a Christian .

3. One of the same nature ; human being.

James.

4. A woman of the same kind. Shakespeare.

5. One of the same kind ; one of the s

office. Pope.

SI'STER in law. s. A husband or wife sister.

SI'STERHOOD. s. [from sister. ]

1. The office or duty of a sister.

2.A set of sisters.

Ruih.

Daniel.

3. A number of women of the same order.

Addison.

SI'STERLY. a. [from sister.] Like a sister ;

becoming a sister. Shakespeare.

To SIT. v. n. preterite I sat. [sitan, Gothick ;

sittan, Saxon ; setten, Dutch. ]

1. To rest upon the buttocks.

Brown. 2. To perch.

1. A bay of the sea ; an opening of the land.

2. Any fold or opening.

Burnet.

To SIP. v. a. [ripan, Saxon ; sippen, Dutch.]

1. To drink by small draughts.

2. To drink in small quantities.

3. To drink out of.

Pope.

Milton.

Dryden.

To SIP. v. n. To drink a small quantity.

SIP. s. [from the verb.] A small draught ; as

much as the mouth will hold. Milton.

SIPHON. s. [ pov. ] A pipe through which li-

quors are conveyed.
Tillotson.

SIPPER. s. [from sip ] Oue that sips .

SIPPET. s. [ from sip. ] A small sop .

SIR. s. [sir , French ; seignior, Italian ; senor,

Spanish.]

1. The word of respect in compellation.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.2. The title of a knight or baronet.

3. It is sometimes used for man. Shakespeare.

4. A title given to the loin of beef, which one

of our kings knighted in a fit of good hu-

mour.

SIRE. s. [sire, Fr. senior, Latin.]

1. A father, in poetry.

Addison.

Prior.

2. It is used of beasts ; as , the horse had a

good sire.

3. It is used in composition ; as, grandsire.

SI'REN. s. [Latin. ] A goddess who enticed

men by singing, and devoured them ; any

mischievous alluring woman.

SIRI'ASIS. s. [ iii ] An inflaramation of

the brain and its membrane, through an ex-

cessive heat of the sun. Dict.

SIRIUS. s. [ Latin.] The dogstar.

SIRO'CCO. s. [ Italian. ] The south-east or Sy-

rian wind. Milton.

SI'RRAH. s . [ sir ha ! Minshew.] A compella-

tion of reproach and insult. L'Estrange.

SI'ROP.s. [Arabick. ] The juice of vegeta-
SI'RUP. bles boiled with sugar. Sidney.

SI'RUPED. a. [from sirup. ] Sweet, like sirup ;

bedewed with sweets. Drayton.

SI'RUPY. a. [from sirup . ] Resembling syrup.

SISE... Contracted from assize.

Mortimer.

Donne.

May,

Bourd.

3. To be in a state of rest or idleness. Milt.

4. To be in any local position.

5. To rest as a weight or burden.

6. To settle ; to abide.

7. To brood ; to incubate.

Milton.

Taylor.

Milton.

Bucon.

8. To be adjusted ; to be with respect to nt•

ness or unfitness .

9. To be placed in order to be painted.

10. To be in any situation or condition.

Shakespeare.

Garth.

Bacon.

11. To be convened as an assembly.

12. To be placed at the table.

13. To exercise authority.

Locke.

Milton.

14. To be in any solemn assembly as a mem

15. To SIT down.

1 Muccabees.

To begin a siege.

16. To SIT down.

fied.

Clarendon.

To rest ; to cease as satis-

Rogers.

Spenser.

ber.

17. To SIT down. To settle ; to fix abode.

19. To SIT out. To be without engagement

cr employment.
Saunderson.

19. To Sir up. To rise from lying or sitting.

Luke.

20. To SIT up. To watch ; not to go to bed

To SIT. v. a.

Ben Jonson.

Prior

Bacon.

local posi-

Bentley.

1. To keep upon the seat.

2. To place on a seat.

SITE. s. (situs, Latin . ] Situation ;

tion.

SI"TFAST. s . [ sit and fust.] A hard knob

growing under the saddle. Farrier's Dict.

SITH. ad. [ride, Saxon. ] Since ; seeing that.

Obsolete. Hooker.

SITHE. s. [ride, Saxon.] The instrument of

mowing ; a crooked blade joined at right

angles to a long pole.

SITHE. s . Time. Obsolete.

SITHENCE. ad. [now contracted to since.]

Since ; in latter times.

SITHNESS. ad. Since.

SITTER. s . [from sit.]

I. One that sits.

2. A bird that broods.

Peachum

Sponser

Spenser

Spenser

Bacon

Mortimer
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SITTING. 8. [from sit.]

1. The posture of sitting on a seat.

2. The act of resting on a seat. Psalms.

3. A time at which one exhibits himself to a

painter. Dryden.

Bacon.4. A meeting of an assembly.

5. A course of study unintermitted. Locke.

6. A time for which one sits , as at play, or

work, or a visit.

7. Incubation.

Dryden.

Addison.

SITUATE. part. a. [from situs, Latin. ]

1. Placed with respect to any thing else.

2. Placed ; consisting .

SITUATION. s. [from situate.]

1. Local respect ; position.

2. Condition ; state.

Brown.

Milton.

Addison.

Rogers.

SIX. a. [six, French. ] Twice three ; one more
than five.

SIX and seven. s. To be at six and seven, is to

be in a state of disorder and confusion.

Shakespeare.

SIXPENCE. 8. [six and pence. ] A coin ; half

a shilling. Pope.

SIXSCO'RE. a. [six and score. ] Six times twen-

ty. Sandys.

SIXTEEN. a. [rixtyne, Sax. ] Six and ten.

SIXTEENTH. a. [rixzeoda, Saxon.] The

sixth after the tenth.

SIXTH. a. [ɲixta, Saxon. ] The first after the

fifth ; the ordinal of six.

SIXTH. s. [from the adjective.] A sixth part.

Cheyne.

SIXTHLY. ad. [from six. ] In the sixth place.

Bacon.

SIXTIETH. a. [sixteozoða, Saxon.] The

tenth six times repeated.

SIXTY. a. [rixtig, Saxon.] Six times ten.

SIZE. s. ( from assise, French.]

1. Bulk ; quantity of superficies ; compara-

tive magnitude.

2. A settled quantity.

3. Figurative bulk ; condition.

Raleigh.

Shakespeare.

Swift.

4. [Sisa, Italian.] Any viscous or glutinous

substance.

To SIZE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To adjust, or arrange according to size.

2. To settle ; to fix.

Dryden.

Bacon.

Corbet.

3. To cover with glutinous matter ; to be-

smear with size.

SIZED. a. [from size.] Having a particular

magnitude. Shakespeare.

SI'ZEABLE. a. [from size. ] Reasonably bulky ;

of just proportion to others. Arbuthnot.

SI'ZER, or Servitor. s. A certain rank of stu-

dents in the universities .

SI'ZERS. s. See SCISSARS .

SIZINESS . s. [from sizy.] Glutinousness ;

viscosity.

SI'ZY. a. [from size.] Viscous ; glutinous.

Arbuthnot.

SKA'DDLE. s. [rceaðnirre, Saxon.] Hurt ;

damage.

Floyer.

SKA'DDONS. . The embryos of bees.

Bailey.

SKAINSMATE. s . A messmate. Shakespeare.

SKATE. s. [rceadda, Saxon.]

I.A flat sea-fish.

2. A sort of shoe, armed with iron, for slid-

ing on the ice. Thomson.

SKEAN. s . [Irish and Erse.] A short sword ;
a knife.

SKEG. s. A wild plum.

Wotton.

SKE'GGER. s. Skeggers are bred of such sick

salmon that might not go to the sea, and ne-

ver thrive to any bigness.

SKEIN. s . [escaigne, French.] A knot ofthread

or silk wound and doubled. Ben Jonson.

SKELETON. S. [ EλETOS , Greek.]

1. [In anatomy. ] The bones of the body pre-

served together, as much as can be, in their

natural situation. Quincy.

2. The compages of the principal parts.

Hale.

SKE'LLUM. s . [skelm, German .] A villain ; a

scoundrel. Skinner.

SKEP. s. [rcephen, lower Saxon, to draw.]

A sort of basket, narrow atthe bottom, and

wide at the top, to fetch corn in. Tusser.

SKEPTICK. S. [OXETTIXOS ; sceptique, Fr.]

One who doubts, or pretends to doubt, of

every thing. Pope.

SKEPTICAL. a. [from skeptick. ] Doubtful ;

pretending to universal doubt. Bentley.

SKEPTICISM. s . [scepticisme, Fr. from skep-

tick.] Universal doubt ; pretence or profes-

sion of universal doubt. Dryden.

Addison.

SKETCH. s. [schedula , Latin .] An outline ; a

rough draught ; a first plan.

To SKETCH. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To draw, by tracing the outline. Watts.

2. To plan, by giving the first or principal

Dryden.

SKE'WER. s . [skere, Danish.] A wooden or

iron pin, used to keep meat in form. King.

To SKEWER. v. a . [ from the noun .] To fas-

ten with skewers. .

notion.

SKIFF. s. [ esquife, French ; scapha, Latin.]

A small light boat. Swift.

SKI'LFUL . a. [skill and full.] Knowing ;

qualified with skill ; possessing any art ;

dexterous ; able. Tatler.

SKILFULLY. ad. [ from skilful. ] With skill ;

with art; with uncommon ability ; dexter-

ously. Broome.

SKILFULNESS. s. [from skilful.] Art ; abi-

lity ; dexterousness. Psalms.

SKILL. s. [skill, Islandick. ]

1. Knowledge of any practice or art ; rea-

diness in any practice ; knowledge ; dexte-

rity ; artfulness.

2. Any particular art.

To SKILL. v. n. [skilia, Islandick.]

Milton.

Hooker.

1. To be knowing in ; to be dexterous at.

Whitgift.

Hooker.

2. To differ ; to make difference ; to interest;

to matter. Not in use.

SKILLED. a . [from skill.] Knowing ; dexte-

rous ; acquainted with.
Milton.

SKI'LLESS. a. [ from skill. ]

artless. Not in use.

Wanting skill ;

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

SKILLET. s. [escuellette, Fr.] A small kettle

or boiler.

To SKIM. v. a . [properly to scum.]

1. To clear off from the upper part, by pas

sing a vessel a little below the surface.

Prior.
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2. To take by skimming. Addieon.

3. To brush the surface slightly ; to pass

very near the surface. Dryden.

4. To cover very superficially. Improper.

Perhaps originally skin. Dryden.

To SKIM. v. n. To pass lightly ; to glide along.

Pope.

SKI'MBLESKAMBLE. a. Wandering ; wild.

Shakespeare.

SKIMMER. s. [from skim. ] A shallow vessel

with which the scum is taken off. Mortimer.

SKIMMILK. s. [skim and milk . ] Milk from

which the cream has been taken.

SKIN. s. [skind, Danish.]'

King.

It1. The natural covering of the flesh.

consists ofthe cuticle, outward skin, or scarf-

skin, which is thin and insensible ; and the

cutis, or inner skin, extremely sensible.

2. Hide ; pelt ; that which is taken from

animals to make parchment or leather.

3. The body ; the person.

Chapman.

L'Estrange.

To SKIN. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To flay ; to strip or divest of the skin..

2. To cover with the skin.

3. To cover superficially.

To SKIRRE, . a. [from rein, Saxon, pure,

clean. ] To scour ; to ramble over in order

to clear. Shakespeare

To SKIʼRRE. v. n. To scour ; to scud ; to run

Shakespeare.in haste.

SKI'RRET. s. [sisarum,Latin. ] A plant.

Mortimer.

SKIRT. s . [skiorte, Swedish. ]

1. The loose edge of a garment ; the part

which hangs loose below the waist.

Shakespeare

2. The edge of any part of the dress.

Addison.

3. Edge , margin ; border ; extreme part. ›

Dryden.

To SKIRT. v . a. [from the noun.] To border ;

to run along the edge. Addison.

SKITTISH. a. [skyc, Dan. schew, Dutch.]

1. Shy ; easily frightened. L'Estrange.

2. Wanton ; volatile ; hasty ; precipitate.

Hudibras.

Shakespeare,3. Changeable ; fickle.

SKITTISHLY. ad. [from skittish.] Wantonly ;

fickly.

Ellis. SKONCE. s . See SCONCE . Carew.

Dryden. SKREEN. s . [escrein, French.]

Addison. 1. A riddle or coarse sieve. Tusser.

2. Any thing by which the sun or weather is

kept off. Priar.

3. Shelter ; concealment. Dryden.

SKI'NFLINT. s. [skin and flint.] A niggardly

person.

SKINK. s. [rcenc, Saxon.]

1. Drink ; any thing potable.

2. Pottage.
Bacon.

To SKINK. v. n. [rcencan, Saxon.] To serve

drink.

SKINKER. s. [from skink.] One that serves

drink. Dryden.

SKI'NNED. a. [from skin.] Having skin.

SKI'NNER. s. [from skin.] A dealer in skins,

or pelts.

SKI'NNINESS . s . [from skinny.] The quality

of being skinny.

SKI'NNY. a. [from skin. ] Consisting only of

skin ; wanting flesh. Shakespeare.

fo SKIP. v. n. [ squittire, Italian . ]

1. To fetch quick bounds ; to pass by quick

leaps ; to bound lightly and joyfully. Pope.

2. To SKIP over. To pass without notice.

Bacon,

To SKIP. v. a. [esquirer, French.] To miss ; to

pass. Shakespeare.

SKIP. s. [from the verb.] A light leap or

bound. More.

SKIPJACK. s . [skip and jack.] An upstart.

L'Estrange.

SKIPKENNEL. s. [ship and kennel.] A lac-

key; a footboy.

SKIPPER. s. ( schipper, Dutch.] A shipmas-

ter or shipboy. Congreve.

SKIPPET. s. [probably from skiff. ] A small

boat. Not used.

SKIRMISH . s . [from ys and carm, Welsh, the

shout ofwar ; escarmouche, French.]

1. A slight fight ; less than a set battle.

2. A contest ; a contention. Shakespeare..

To SKIRMISH . v . a. [escurmoucher, Fr.] To

fight loosely ; to fight in parties before or

after the shock ofthe main battle. Atterb.

SKIRMISHER.s. [from skirmish.] He who

skirmishes. Ainsworth,

To SKREEN. v. a. [from the noun. ]

1. To riddle ; to sift.

2. To shade from sun or light, or weather.

3. To keep offlight or weather.

4. To shelter ; to protect.

SKUE. a . Oblique ; sidelong.

To SKULK. v. n. To hide ; to lurk

malice.

SKULL. s. [skiola, Islandick .]

Dryden.

Spectator.

Bentley.

in fear or

Dryden.

1. The bone that encloses the head ; it is

made up of several pieces, which, being

joined together, form a considerable cavity,

which contains the brain as in a box, and it

is proportionate to the bigness of the brain.

Quincy.

2. [Sceole, Saxon, a company.] A shoal .

See SCULL. Walton.

SKULLCAP. s. A head-piece.

SKULLCAP. s. [cussida, Latin. ] A plant.

SKY. s. [sky, Danish.]

1. The region which surrounds this earth be

yond the atmosphere. It is taken for the

whole region without the earth . Roscommen.

2. The heavens. Davies.

Shakespeare.3. The weather ; the climate.

SKY'EY. a. [from sky. ] Ethereal. Shakespeare.

SKY'COLOUR. s. [sky and colour. ] An azure

colour; the colour of the sky, Boyle.

SKY'COLOURED. a . [sky and colour.] Blue ;

azure like the sky. Addison.

SKY'DIED . a. [sky and die.] Coloured like

the sky. Pope.

SKY'EL. a. [ from sky. ] Enveloped by the

skies. Thomson.

SKY'ISH . a. [from sky. ] Coloured by the

ether; approaching the sky. Shakespeare.

SKYLARK. s. [shy and lark.] A lark that

mounts and sings. Spectutor.

SKYLIGHT. s. [sky and light. ] A window
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placed in a room, not laterally, but in the

ceiling. Arbuthnot. Pope.

SKY'ROCKET. s. [sky and rocket. ] A kind of

firework, which flies high, and burns as it

flies.

SLAB. s.

1. A puddle.

Addison.

Ainsworth.

2. A plane ofstone ; as, a marble slab.

SLAB. a. Thick ; viscous ; glutinous .

Shakespeare.

To SLA'BBER. v. n. [slabben, slabberen , Dut.]

1. To let the spittle fall from the mouth ; to

drivel.

2. To shed or pour any thing.

To SLA'BBER. v. a . [slaver is the word used .]

1. To smear with spittle. Arbuthnot.

2. To shed ; to spill .

SLA'BBERER. s. [from slabber.] He who

slabbers ; an idiot.

SLA'BBY. a.

1. Thick ; viscous. Not used. Wiseman.

2. Wet ; floody ; in low language. Gay.

SLACK. a. [rlaec, Sax. slaken, Islandick.]

1. Not tense ; not hard drawn ; loose.

Arbuthnot.

2. Relaxed ; weak ; not holding fast. Milton.

3. Remiss ; not diligent ; not eager. Hooker.

4. Not violent ; not rapid. Dryden.

To SLA'CKEN. S tive.]

v. n. [from the adjec-

5. Not intense.

To SLACK.

}

1. To be remiss ; to neglect. Deuteronomy.

2. To lose the power of cohesion.

3. To abate.

4. To languish , to fall ; to flag.

Moxon.

Milton.

Ainsworth.

To SLAKE. v . n . [from slack.]

1. To grow less tense ; to be relaxed.

Davies

Brown.2. To go out ; to be extinguished .

To SLAM. v. a. [schlagen, Dutch.] To slaugh

ter; to crush.

To SLA'NDER. v. a. [esclaundrie, French.] To

censure falsely ; to belie.

SLA'NDER. s. [from the verb.]

1. False invective.

2. Disgrace ; reproach.

Whitgift.

Ben Jonson.

Shakespeare.

3. Disreputation ; ill name. Shakespeare.

SLA'NDERER. s. [from slander.] One who

belies another ; one who lays false imputa.

tions on another.

SLA'NDEROUS . a. [from slander.]

1. Uttering reproachful falsehoods.

Taylor,

Shakespeare

2. Containing reproachful falsehoods ; ca-

lumnious.

}

South.

Ainsworth.

SLA'NDEROUSLY. ad. [from slanderous. ]

Calumniously ; with false reproach. Daniel.

SLANG. The preterite of sling.

SLANK. s . An herb.

SLANT. a. [from slanghe, a serpent,

SLA'NTING. Dutch . Skinner.] Oblique ;

not direct ; not perpendicular. Blackmore.

SLA'NTLY. ad. Obliquely ; not perpen-

SLA'NTWISE. S dicularly ; slope. Tusser.

SLAP. ad. [from the noun .] With asudden and

violent blow. Arbuthnot.

To SLAP. v . a. [from the noun.] To strike

with a slap . Prior

SLA'PDASH. interj. [from slap and dash ] Al

at once. Prior

To SLASH. v. n. To strike at random with a

To SLACK.

To SLA'CKEN. }
v. a.

1. To loosen ; to make less tight. Dryden.

To SLASH v. a. [slasa, to strike, Islandick. ]

1. To cut; to cut with long cuts .

2. To lash. Slash is improper. King

2. To relax ; to remit.

Spenser. sword; to lay about him. Pope.

Milton. SLASH. s . [from the verb . ]

make to

Hammond.

Denham.

1. Cut; wound.

2. A cut in cloth .

3. To ease; to mitigate.

4. To remit for want of eagerness .

5. To cause to be remitted ; to

abate.

6. To relieve ; to unbend.

7. To withhold ; to use less liberally. Shak.

8. To crumble ; to deprive of the power of

cohesion. Mortimer.

9. To neglect. Daniel.

10. To repress ; to make less quick or for-

cible. Addison.

SLACK. s. [from the verb.] Small coal ; coal

broken in small parts .

SLA'CKLY ad. [from slack.]

1. Loosely ; not tightly ; not closely .

2. Negligently ; remissly.

SLA'CKNESS . s. [from slack.]

Shakespeare.

1. Looseness ; not tightness.

2. Negligence ; inattention ; remissness.

Shakespeare.

3. Want oftendency ; tardiness. Sharp.

4. Weakness ; not force ; not intenseness.

Brerewood.

SLAG. s. The dross or recrement of metal.

Boyle.

Ainsworth.SLAIE. s. A weaver's reed.

SLAIN. The participle passive of slay.

To SLAKE. v. a. [ from slack, Skinner ; from

sloch, Islandick, to quench, Lye.] To quench ;

to extinguish. Crashaw.

Clarendon.

Shakespeare.

SLATCH. s . [ a sea term. ] The middle part of

a rope or cable that hangs down loose.

Bailey.

SLATE. s. [from slit ; slate is in some counties

a crack ; or from esclate, a tile, French. ] A

gray stone, easily broken into thin plates,

which are used to cover houses, or to write

upon.
Grew.

To SLATE. v. a. [from the noun.] To cover

the roof; to tile. Swift.

SLATER. s . [from slate. ] One who covers

with slates or tiles.

SLA'TTERN. s. [slaetti, Swedish.] A woman

negligent, not elegant or nice . Dryden.

SLA'TY. a. [ from slate. ] Having the nature of

slate . Woodward.

SLAVE. s . [ esclave, French.]

1. One mancipated to a master ; not a free-

man ; a dependant. Addison.

2. One that has lost the power of resistance

Wilkins.

To SLAVE. v. n . [from the noun. ] To drudge ;

to moil ; to toil. Swift.

SLAVER. s . [saliva, Lat. slæfa, Island .] Spit

tle running from the mouth ; drivel. Pope.

To SI A'VER. v. n. [from the noun.]
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1 To be smeared with spittle. Shakespeare.

2. To emit spittle. Sidney.

To SLA'VER, v. a. To smear with drivel.

Dryden.

SLA'VERER. s. [slabbaerd, Dutch ; from

slaver One who cannot hold his spittle ;

a driveller ; an ideot.

SLAVERY. s. [from slave. ] Servitude ; the

condition ofa slave ; the offices of a slave.

King Charles.

SLAUGHTER. s. [onrlauge, Saxon.] Mas-

sacre': destruction by the sword. Dryden.

To SLAUGHTER. v. a. [from the noun. ]

To massacre ; to slay ; to kill with the

sword.

S.
Shakespeare.

SLAUGHTERHOUSE. [slaughter and

house.] House in which beasts are killed

for the butcher. Shakespeare.

SLAUGHTERMAN. s. [slaughter and man.]

One employed in killing. Shakespeare.

SLA'UGHTEROUS. a. [from slaughter.] De-

structive ; murderous. Shakespeare.

SLA'VISH. a. [from slave.] Servile ; mean ;

base ; dependant. Milton.

SLA'VISHLY. ad. Servilely ; meanly.

SLA'VISHNESS. s. [from slavish. ] Servility ;

meanness.

To SLAY. v. a. pret. slew ; part. pass. slain.

[slahan, Goth. rlean, Sax. slachten, Dutch,

to strike.] To kill ; to butcher ; to put

to death. Prior.

SLA'YER. s. [from slay] . Killer ; murderer ;

destroyer. Abbot.

SLE'AZY. a. Weak ; wanting substance.

SLED. s. [slad, Dan. sledde, Dutch.]

carriage drawn without wheels. Dryden.

SLEDDED. a. [from sled .] Mounted on a

sled. Shakespeare.

SLEDGE. s. [rleez, Sax. sleggia, Islandick. ]

1. A large heavy hammer.
Moxon.

A

2. A carriage without wheels, or with very

low wheels ; properly a sled.:

SLEEK. a. [sleych, Dutch.]

1. Smooth ; nitid ; glossy.

2. Not rough ; not harsh.

Mortimer.

Drayton,

Milton.

Milton.

To SLEEK. v. a. [ from the adjective.]

1. To comb smooth and even.

2. To render soft, smooth, or glossy. Boyle.

SLEEKLY. ad. [from sleek.] Smoothly :

glossily. Shakespeare.

Atterbury.

To SLEEP. v. n. [rleepan, Sax. slaepen, Dut.]

1. To take rest by suspension ofthe men-

tal powers. Crashaw .

2. To rest ; to be motionless . Shakespeare.

3. To live thoughtlessly.

4. To be dead ; death being a state from
which man will some time awake. 1 Thess

5. To be inattentive ; not vigilant. Shak.

6. To be unnoticed , or unattended . Shak.

SLEEP. s. [ from the verb. ] Repose ; rest ;

suspension of the mental and corporal

powers ; slumber. Locke.

SLEEPER. s. [from sleep.]

1. One who sleeps ; one who is not awake.

2. A lazy inactive drone.

SLEE'PILY. ad . [from sleepy.]

1. Drowsily ; with desire to sleep.

2. Dully ; lazily. Raleigh.

3. Stupidly. Atterbury
SLEEPINESS . s . [from_sleepy.] Drowsi

ness ; disposition to sleep ; inability to

keep awake. Arbuthnot.

SLEE/PLESS. a. [from sleep.] Wanting sleep ,

always awake.

SLEE'PY. a. [from sleep.]

1. Drowsy ; disposed to sleep.

2. Not awake.

Milton

Dryden.

3. Soporiferous ; somniferous ; causing sleep.

Gulliver.

SLEET. s . [perhaps from the Danish, slet . ] A

kind of smooth small hail or snow, not fall-

ing in flakes, but single particles. Dryden.

To SLEET. v. n. [ from the noun.] To snow

in small particles, intermixed with rain .

SLEETY. a. [from the noun. ] Bringing sleet.

SLEEVE. s. [rlir, Saxon . ]

arms.

1. The part of a garment that covers the

Spenser.

2. Sleeve, in some provinces, signifies a

knot or skein of silk.

3. Sleeve, Dutch, signifies a cover; any

thing spread over. L'Estrange.

4. A fish. Ainsworth,

SLEE'VED. a. [from sleeve.] Having sleeves.

SLEEVELESS. a. [from sleeve. ]

1. Wanting sleeves ; having no sleeves.

2. Wanting reasonableness ; wanting pro-

priety ; wanting solidity.
Hall.

SLEIGHT. 8. [ slagd, cunning, Islandick.]

Artful trick ; cunning artifice ; dexterous

practice. Swift.

SLE'NDER. a. [slinder, Dutch.]

1. Thin ; small in circumference compared

with the length ; not thick. Milton.

2. Smallin the waste ; having a fine shape.

Dryden.

3. Not bulky ; slight ; not strong. Pope.

4. Small ; inconsiderable ; weak. Tillotson.

5. Sparing ; less than enough . Shakespeare.

6. Not amply supplied.

SLENDERLY. ad. [from slender.]

1. Without bulk.

2. Slightly ; meanly.

SLE'NDERNESS. s . [ from slender.]

Philips.

Hayward.

1. Thinness ; smallness of circumference.

Newton.

Arbuthnot.2. Want of bulk or strength.

3. Slightness ; weakness ; inconsiderable-

Dess. Whitgift.

4. Want of plenty.

SLEPT. The preterite of sleep.

SLEW. The preterite ofslay.

To SLEY. v . n. To part or twist into threads.

Shakespeare.

To SLICE, v. n. [slıtan, Saxon.]

1. To cut into flat pieces.

2. To cut into parts.

3. To cut off in a broad piece.

4. To cut ; to divide.

Sandys .

Cleaveland.

Gay.

Burnet.

Dryden. SLICE. s . [rhite, Saxon.]

Grew. 1. A broad piece cut off.

2. A broad piece.

Swift.

Pope.

Bacon.

Ainsworth.

3. That which lies dormant, or without

effect.

4. A fish.

3. A broad head fixed in a handle ; a peel ;

a spatula. Hakewill.
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SLICK. a. [slickt, Dutch. ] See SLEEK. Brown.

SLID. The preterite of slide.

SLI'DDEN. The participle passive of slide.

To SLI'DDER. v. n . [slidderen, Dutch.] To

slide with interruption.
Dryden.

70 SLIDE. v. n. preterite slid ; participle pass.

slidden. [rlivan, slidende, Saxon .]

1. To pass along smoothly ; to slip ; to glide.

Bacon.

2. To move without change of the foot.

3. To pass inadvertently.

4. To pass unnoticed..

Milton.

Eccles.

Sidney.

Shakespeare.

6. To pass silently and gradually from good

to bad. South.

Pope.

5. To pass along by silent and unobserved

progression.

7. To pass without difficulty or obstruction .

8. To move upon the ice by a single im-

pulse, without change of feet.

9. To fall by errour.

10. To be not firm.

Waller.

Bacon.

Thomson.

II. To pass with a free and gentle course

or flow.

To SLIDE. v. a. To pass imperceptibly.Watts.

SLIDE. s. [ from the verb. ]

1. Smooth and easy passage.

2. Flow ; even course.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

1. Overspread with slime.

2. Viscous ; glutinous.

SLINESS. s . [ from sly. ] Designing artifice.

Addison.

SLING. s. [rimgan, Sax. slingen, Dutch ]

1. A missive weapon . made by a strap and

two strings ; the stone is lodged in the strap,

and thrown by loosing one of the strings.

2. A throw ; a stroke.

Job.

Milton.

3. A kind of hanging bandage, in which a

wounded limb is sustained.

To SLING. v. a. [ from the noun.n.]

1. To throw by a sling.

2. To throw ; to cast. Addison.

Dryden.

Dryden.

3. To hang loosely by a string.

4. To move by means of a rope.

SLI'NGER. s. [from sling. ] One who slings

or uses the sling. " Kings.

To SLINK . v . n. preterite slunk . [rlingan, Sax,

to creep.] To sneak ; to steal out of the

way. Milton

To SLINK. v. a. To cast ; to miscarry of. A

low word. Mortimer.

To SLIP. v. n. [rlıpan , Sax. slippen, Dutch.]

1. To slide ; not to tread firm.

2. To slide ; to glide.

South.

Sidney.

Bacon. 3. To move or fly out of place.
Wiseman.

Bacon. 4. To sneak ; to slink. Spenser.

5. To glide ; to pass unexpectedly

ceptibly.

or imper-

Sidney

Ecclus

Pope.

SLIDER. s. [ from slide. ] He who slides.

SLIGHT. a. [slicht, Dutch.]

1. Small ; worthless ; inconsiderable. Dryd.

2. Not important ; not cogent ; weak.

Locke.

3. Negligent ; not vehement ; not done with

effort.

4. Foolish ; weak ofmind.

Milton.

Hudibras.

5. Not strong ; thin ; as, a slight silk.

SLIGHT. s. [from the adjective .]

1. Neglect ; contempt ; act of scorn.

Clarissa.

2. Artifice ; cunning practice ; more pro-

perly sleight.
Arbuthnot.

To SLIGHT. v. a. [from the adjective.]

1. To neglect ; to disregard.

2. To throw carelessly.

6. To fall into fault or errour.

7. To creep by oversight.

8. To escape ; to fall away out of the me-

mory.

To SLIP. v. a.

1. To convey secretly.

2. To lose by negligence.

3. To part twigs from the main

laceration.

4. To escape from ; to leave slily.

5. To let loose.

6. To let a dog loose.

Hooker.

Arbuthnot.

Ben Jonson.

body by
Mortimer.

Shakesp.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Swift.

Atterbury.

7. To throw off any thing that holds one.

Locke.

Shakespeare. 8. To pass over negligently.

SLIP. s. [ from the verb.]

Bucon.

3. To overthrow ; to demolish. Junius.

4. To SLIGHT over. To treat or perform

carelessly.

SLIGHTER. s. [from slight.] One who dis-

regards.

SLIGHTINGLY. ad. [from slighting.] With-

out reverence ; with contempt.

SLIGHTLY. ad. [from slight.]

1. Negligently ; without regard.

2. Scornfully ; contemptuously.

3. Weakly ; without force.

4. Without worth.

SLIGHTNESS. s . [from slight .]

1. Weakness ; want of strength .

Hooker.

Wotton.

1. The act of slipping ; false step.

2. Errour ; mistake ; fault.

3. Atwig torn from the main stock. Ray

4. A leash or string in which a dog is held.

Bramhall.

Hudibras.

Addison.

5. An escape ; a desertion.

6. A long narrow piece.

SLIPBOARD. s. [slip and board .] A board

sliding in grooves.Philips.

Milton. SLIPKNOT. s. [slip and knot.] A bowknot ;

a knot easily untied.

2. Negligence ; want of attention. Dryden.

SLILY. ad. [from sly.] Cunningly ; with

cunning secrecy. Dryden.

SLIM. ad. Slender ; thin of shape. Addison.

SLIME. s. [rlim, Saxon ; sligm, Dutch.] Vis-

cous mire ; any glutinous substance. Raleigh.

SLI'MINESS. s. [from slimy.] Viscosity ; glu-

tinous matter.

SLI'MY. a. [from slime.}

Floyer.

Moxon.

SLIPPER, or Slipshoe. s. [from slip.] A shoe

without leather behind, into which the foot

slips easily. Raleigh.

SLIPPERILY. ad. [from slippery.] In a slip-

pery manner.

SLIPPERINESS . s. (from slippery.]

1. State or quality ofbeing slippery; smooth-

ness ; glibness. Sharp.

2. Uncertainty ; want of firm footing.

SLIPPERY. a. [rlipun, Saxon ; sliperig,

Swedish.]
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1. Smooth ; glib.

2. Not affording firm footing.

3. Hard to hold ; hard to keep.

4. Not standing firm.

Arbuthnot.

Cowley.

Dryden.

5. Uncertain ; changeable ;

ble.

Shakespeare.

mutable ; insta-

Shakespeare.

6. Not certain in its effects. L'Estrange.

7. Not chaste. Shakespeare.

SLIPPY. a. [from slip. ] Shippery ; easily

sliding. A barbarous word. Floyer.

SLIPSHOD. a. [slip and shod.] Having the

shoes not pulled up at the heel, but barely

slipped on. Swift.

SLIPSLOP. s. Bad liquor. A low word

formed by reduplication of slop.

SLISH. s. Alow word formed by reduplica-

ting slash. Shakespeare.

To SLIT. v. a. pret. and part. slit and slitted.

[rhitan, Saxon ] To cut longwise. Brown.

SLIT. s. [rlit, Saxon.] A long cut, or nar-

row opening.

}

Newton.

TO SLIVE. v. a. [rlipan, Saxon.] To

To SLI VER. split ; to divide longwise ;

to tear off longwise. Shakespeare.

SLIVER. s. [from the verb.] A branch torn

off. Shakespeare.

SLOATS. s. Ofa cart are those under pieces

which keep the bottom together. Bailey.

SLO'BBER. s. [gluvoerio, Welsh.] Slaver.

To SLOCK. v. n. [slock, to quench, Swedish

and Scottish.] To slake ; to quench.

SLOE. s. [rla, Saxon. ] The fruit of the

blackthorn; a small wild plum. Blackmore.

SLOOP. s. A small ship .

To SLOP. v. a. [from lap, lop, slop.] To

drink grossly and greedily.

SLOP. s . [from the verb.] Mean and vile

liquor of any kind. Dryden.

SLOP. s. [rlop, Saxon ; sloove, Dutch, a

covering.] Trowsers ; open breeches.

Shakespeare.

SLOPE. a. Oblique ; not perpendicular.Bacon.

SLOPE. s. [from the adjective.]

1. An oblique direction ; any thing ob-

liquely directed.

2. Declivity ; ground cut or formed with

declivity . Pope.

SLOPE. ad. Obliquely ; not perpendicularly.

Milton.

To SLOPE. v. a. [from the adjective.] To

form to obliquity or declivity ; to direct

obliquely. Pope.

To SLOPE. v. n. To take an oblique or de-

clivous direction . Dryden.

SLO'PENESS . s. [from slope.] Obliquity ;

declivity ; not perpendicularity. Wotton.

SLO PEWISE. ad. [slope and wise. ] Obliquely ;

not perpendicularly.
Carew.

SLO'PINGLY. ad. [from sloping.] Obliquely ;

not perpendicularly. Digby.

SLO'PPY. u. [from slop.] Miry and wet.

To SLOT. v. a. [slughen, Dutch.] To strike

or clash hard.

SLOT. s. [slod, Islandick.] The track of a
deer.

SLOTH. s. [rlæps, slept, Saxon.]

1. Slowness ; tardiness. Shakespeare.

2. Laziness ; sluggishness ; idleness . Milton.

3. An animal of so slow a motion; that he

will be three or four days at least in climb

ing up and coming down a trec. Grew.

SLOTHFUL. a. [sloth andfull. ] Idle ; lazy ;

sluggish ; inactive ; indolent ; dull of mo-

tion . Proverbs.

SLO'THFULLY. ad. With sloth.

SLOʻTHFULNESS. s. Idieness ; laziness ;

sluggishness ; inactivity. Hooker.

SLOUCH. s. [sloff, Danish, stupid.]

1. A downcast look ; a depression of the

head. Swift.

2. A man who looks heavy and clownish.

Gay.

To SLOUCH. v. n. [from the noun.] To have

a downcast clownish look.

.

Wotton.

SLOVEN. s. [sloef, Dutch ; ysly , Welsh.]

A man indecently negligent of cleanliness ;

a man dirtily dressed. Herbert.

SLOVÈNLINESS . s. [from slovenly. ] In-

decent negligence of dress ; neglect ofclean-
liness.

SLO'VENLY. a.. [ from sloven. ] Negligent of

dress ; negligent of neatness ; not ncat ;

not cleanly. L'Estrange.

SLOVENLY. ad. [from sloven. ] In a coarse

inelegant manner.

SLO'VENRY. s. [from sloven.]

want of neatness ,

SLOUGH. s. [rlog, Saxon.]

Pope.

Dirtiness ;

Shakespeare.

1. A deep miry place ; a hole full of dirt.

Hayward.

2. The skin which a serpent casts off at his

periodical renovation. Grew.

3. The part that separates from a foul sore.

Wiseman.

SLOUGHY. a. [from slough. ] Miry ; boggy;

muddy. Swift.

SLOW. a. [rlap, fleap, Sax. sleeuw, Frisick.]

1. Not swift ; not quick of motion ; not

speedy ; not having velocity ; wanting ce-

lerity. Locke.

2. Late; not happening in a short time.

Milton.

3. Not ready ; not prompt ; not quick.

Addison,

4. Dull ; inactive ; tardy ; sluggish.

Dryden.

5. Not hasty ; acting with deliberation ; not

vehement. Common Prayer.

Pope.6. Dull ; heavy in wit.

SLOW, in composition, is an adverb ; slowly ,

as, slow-paced.

To SLOW. v. a. [from the adjective.] To

omit by dilatoriness ; to delay ; to procras

tinate. Not in use. Shakespeare.

SLOWLY. ad. [from slow.]

1. Not speedily ; not with celerity ; not

with velocity. Pope.

2. Not soon ; not early ; not in a little time.

Dryden.

3. Not hastily ; not rashly.

Addison.

4. Not promptly ; not readily.

5. Tardily ; sluggishly.

SLOWNESS. s. [ from slow.]

1. Smallness ofmotion ; not speed ; wantof

velocity ; absence of celerity or swiftness.

Watts.

2. Length of time in which any thing acts or

is brought to pass ; not quickness. Hooker.
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3. Dulness to admit conviction or affection.

Bentley.

4. Want of promptness ; want of readiness.

5. Deliberation ; cool delay.

6. Dilatoriness ; procrastination.

SLOWWORM. s . [rlapypm, Saxon.] The

blind worm ; a large viper, not mortal,

scarcely venomous. Brown.

To SLUBBER. v . a. [ probably from lubber.]

1. To do any thing lazily, imperfectly, or

with idle hurry. Sidney.

2. To stain ; to daub. Shakespeare.

3. To cover coarsely or carelessly. Wotton.

SLUBBERDEGULLION. s. A paltry, dirty,

sorry wretch. Hudibras.

SLUDGE. s. Mire ; dirt mixed with water.

Mortimer.

SLUG. s. [slug, Danish, and slock, Dutch,

signify a glutton.]

1. An idler ; a drone ; a slow, heavy, sleepy,

lazy wretch. Shakespeare.

Bacon.2. A hinderance ; an obstruction.

3. A kind of slow creeping snail.

4. [ Slecg, a hammerhead, Saxon.] A cy-

lindrical or oval piece of metal shot from

a gun. Pope.

To SLUG. v. n. [from the noun.] To lie idle ;

to play the drone ; to move slowly.

Spenser.

SLUGGARD. s. [from slug.] An idler ; a

drone ; an inactive lazy fellow. Dryden.

To SLUGGARDIZE. v. a. [from sluggard.] To

make idle ; to make dronish. Shakespeare.

SLUGGISH. a. [from slug.] Dull ; drowsy ;

lazy ; slothful ; idle ; slow.

SLUGGISHLY. ad. Dully ; not nimbly ; la-

zily ; idly ; slowly..

SLUGGISHNESS. s . Dulness ; sloth ; lazi-

ness ; idleness ; inertness. Locke.

SLUICE. s . [sluyse, Dutch ; escluse, French ;

sclusa, Italian.] A watergate ; a floodgate ;

a vent for water. Milton.

To SLUICE. v. a. [from the noun.] To emit

by floodgates.
Milton.

SLUICY. a. [from sluice. ] Falling in streams,

as from a sluice or floodgate. Dryden.

To SLUMBER. v. n. [rlumeɲan, Sax. sluyme-

ren, Dutch.]

1. To sleep lightly ; to be not awake, nor in

profound sleep.
Milton.

2. To sleep ; to repose ; sleep and slumber

are often eonfounded. Job.

3. To be in a state of negligence and su-

pineness. Young.
To SLUMBER. v. a.

1. To lay to sleep.

2. To stupify ; to stun. Spenser.

SLU'MBER. s. [from the verb.]

1. Light sleep ; sleep not profound.

2. Sleep ; repose.

Pope.

Dryden.
SLUMBEROUS.

SLUMBERY. a. [from slumber.]

1. Inviting to sleep ; soporiferous ; causing

sleep. Pope.

2. Sleepy ; not waking. Shakespeare.

SLUNG. The pret. and part. pass. of sling.

SLUNK. The pret. and part. pass. ofslink.

To SLUR. v. a. [sloorig, Dutch, nasty ; sloore,

a slut.]

1. To sully ; to soil ; to contaminate.

2. To pass lightly ; to balk ; to miss.

Dryden.

Hudibras.3. To cheat ; to trick.

SLUR. s. [from the verb.] Faint reproach ;

slight disgrace. South.

SLUT. s. [slodde, Dutch.]

J. A dirty woman. King

2. A word of slight contempt to a woman.

L'Estrange.

SLUTTERY. s. [from slut.] The qualities or

practice of a slut. Drayton.

SLUTTISH. a . [from slut.] Nasty ; not nice ;

not cleanly ; dirty ; indecently negligent of

cleanliness. Raleigh.
SLUTTISHLY. ad. In a sluttish manner ;

nastily ; dirtily.

SLUTTISHNESS. s. The qualities or prac-

tice of a slut ; nastiness ; dirtiness . Ray.

SLY. a. [rho, Saxon, slippery, and metapho-

rically deceitful ; slægur, Islandick . ] Mean-

ly artful ; secretly insidious. Fairfax.

To SMACK. v. n. [rmæckan, Sax. smaec-

ken, Dutch.]

1. To have a taste ; to be tinctured with

any particular taste.

2. To have a tincture or quality infused.

Shakespeare.

3. To make a noise by separation of the

lips strongly pressed together, as after a

Gay.
taste.

4. To kiss with a close compression of the

lips, so as to be heard when they separate.

To SMACK. v. a.

T. To kiss. Donne.

2. To make to emit any quick smart noise.

SMACK. s. [smaeck, Dutch.]

1. Taste ; savour.

2. Tincture ; quality from something mixed.

3. A pleasing taste.

4. A small quantity ; a taste.

Spenser.

Tusser.

Dryden.

5. The act of parting the lips audibly, as

after a pleasing taste.

6. A loud kiss.. Donne.

7. [Snmacca, Saxon. ] A small ship .

SMALL. a. [rmall, Sax. smal, Dutch.]

1. Little in quality ; not great. Dryden.

2. Slender ; exile ; minute. Deuteronomy.

3. Little in degree.

4. Little in importance ; petty.

Acts.

Genesis.

Swift.

The small

Sidney

a species

5. Little in the principal quality ; not

strong ; weak ; as, small beer.

SMALL. s. [ from the adjective.]

or narrow part of any thing.

SMA'LLAGE, s. A plant. It is

of parsley. Miller.

SMALLCOAL. s. [small and coal.] Little

wood coals used to light fires. Spectator

SMAʼLLCRAFT. s. [small and craft.] A

little vessel below the denomination of a

ship. Dryden.

SMALLNESS. s. [from small.]

1. Littleness ; not greatness.
Bacon

Bacon.

2. Littleness ; want of bulk ; minuteness ;

exility.

3. Want of strength ; weakness.

SMALLPOX. s. [small and pox.] An erup

tive distemper of great malignity ; variola.

.
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SMAʼLLY. ad. [from small.] In a little quan-

tity ; with minuteness ; in a little or low de-

gree. Ascham .

SMALT. s. A beautiful blue substance, pro-

duced from two parts of zaffre being fused

with three parts common salt, and one part

potash. Hill.

SMA'RAGDINE. a. [smaragdinus, Latin.]

Made ofemerald ; resembling emerald.

SMART. s. [rmeonta, Saxon ; smert, Dutch ;

smarta, Swedish .]

1. Quick, pungent, lively pain. Sidney.

2. Pain, corporal or intellectual. Atterbury.

To SMART. v. n. [rmeoɲtan, Saxon ; smer-

ten, Dutch.]

1. To feel quick lively pain.

2. To feel pain ofbody or mind.

SMART. a. [from the noun.]

Arbuthnot.

1. Pungent ; sharp ; causing smart.

2. Quick ; vigorous ; active .

Pope.

Shakespeare.

Clarendon.

3. Producing any effect with force and vi-

gour.

4. Acute ; witty.

Dryden.

Tillotson.

Addison.5. Brisk ; vivacious ; lively.

SMART. s. A fellow affecting briskness and

vivacity. A cant word.

SMARTLY. ad. [from smart.] After a smart

manner ; sharply ; briskly ; vigorously ;

' wittily. Clarendon.

SMARTNESS . s. [from smart.]

1. The quality of being smart ; quickness ;

vigour. Boyle.

Swift.2. Liveliness ; briskness ; wittiness.

SMATCH. s. [ corrupted from smack.]

1. Taste ; tincture ; twang.

2. A bird.

Holder.

To SMATTER. v. n. (supposed to be cor-

rupted from smack or taste.]

1. To have a slight taste ; to have a slight,

superficial, and imperfect knowledge.Watts.

2. To talk superficially or ignorantly. Swift.

SMATTER. s . [from the verb.] Superficial

or slight knowledge. Temple.

SMATTERER. s. [from smatter.] One who

has a slight or superficial knowledge. Swift.

To SMEAR. v. a. [rmeɲan, Sax. smeeren,

Dutch.]

1. To overspread with something viscous

and adhesive ; to besmear.

2. To soil ; to contaminate.

SMEA'RY. à . [from smear.]

sive.

SMEATH. s. A seafowl.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Dauby ; adhe-

Rowe.

To SMEETH, or Smutch. v . a. [smíððe, Sax.]

To smoke ; to blacken with smoke.

SME'GMATICK. a. [oµnyua. ] Soapy ; de-

tersive.

To SMELL. v. a. pret. and part smelt. [from

smoel, warm, Dutch ; because smells are

increased by heat. Skinner.]

1. To perceive by the nose.
Collier.

L'Estrange.

2. To find out by mental sagacity.

To SMELL. v. n.

"
Bacon.1. To strike the nostrils .

2. To have any particular scent. Brown.

3. To have a particular tincture or smack
of any quality. Shakespeare.

4. To practise the act of smelling. Addison.

5. To exercise sagacity. Shakespeare

SMELL. s. [from the verb .]

1. Power of smelling ; the sense of which

the nose is the organ. Davies.

2. Scent; power of affecting the nose.

Bacon.

SME'LLER. s . [from smell.] He who smells.

SME'LLFEAST. s. [smell andfeast. ] A para-

site ; one who haunts good tables. L'Estr.

SMELT. The pret. and part. pass. ofsmell.

SMELT. s . [rmelt, Saxon . ] A small sea fish .

Carew.

To SMELT. v. a. [smelten, Dutch.] To melt

ore, so as to extract the metal. Woodward.

SME'LTER. s. [from smelt.] One who melts

Woodward.

To SMERK. v. a. [rmeɲcian, Saxon.] To

smile wantonly.

ore.

Swift

SME'RKY, or Smirk. а. Nice ; smart ;

jaunty.

SME'RLIN. s. A fish. Ainsworth.

SMICKET. s. The under garment of a wc-

man.

To SMIGHT, for smite.

To SMILE. v. n. [smulyen, Dutch.]

Spenser.

1. To contract the face with pleasure ; to

express gladness by the countenance.Tatler.

2. To express slight contempt by the look.

3. To look gay or joyous.

Camden

Milton.

4. To be favourable ; to be propitious.Milt.

SMILE. s. [ from the verb. ] A slight contrac-

tion ofthe face ; a look ofpleasure or kind-

ness ; opposed to frown. Wotton.

SMILINGLY. ad. [from smiling.] With a

look of pleasure.

To SMIRCH. v. a. [from murk or murky.]

To cloud ; to dusk ; to soil. Shakespeare.

To SMIRK. v. a. To look affectedly soft or

kind. Young.

SMIT. The participle passive of smite.

To SMITE. v. a. pret. smote ; part. pass. smit,

smitten. [rmitan, Sax. smijten, Dutch.] ·

1. To strike ; to reach with a blow. Ezekiel.

2. To kill; to destroy.

3. To afflict ; to chasten.

4. To blast.

5. To affect with any passion.

Samuel.

Wake.

Exodus.

Milton.

Isaiah.

To SMITE. v. n. To strike ; to collide.Nahum.

SMITER. s . He who smites.

SMITH. s . {Ƒmıð, Sax. smeth, German .]

1. One who forges with his hammer; one

who works in metals.

2. He that makes or effects any thing.

Tate.

Dryden.

Raleigh.

SMITHCRAFT. s. [rmideɲæft, Sax.] The

art ofa smith.

SMITHERY. s. [from smith.] The shop

of a smith.

SMITHING. s. [from smith.] An art manual,

by which an irregular lump of iron is

wrought into an intended shape. Moxon.

SMITHY. s. [Ƒmiððe, Saxon. ] The shop ofa
smith . Dryden.

SMITTEN. [part. pass. of smite.] Struck ;

killed ; affected with passion. Ecclus.

SMOCK. s. [rmoc, Saxon. ] The under gar

ment ofa woman ; a shift. Sandys.
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SMOCKFA'CED. a. [smock andJace.] Pale-

faced ; maidenly. Fenton.

SMOKE s. [rmoec, Saxon ; smoock, Dutch. ]

The visible effluvium, or sooty exhalation,

from any thing burning. Cowley.

To SMOKE. v. n. [from the noun.]

I. To emit a dark exhalation by heat.

Milton.

2. To burn ; to be kindled. " Deuteronomy.

3. To move with such swiftness as to

kindle.

4. To smell or hunt out.

5. To use tobacco.

6. To suffer ; to be punished.

To SMOKE. v. a.

Dryden.

Hudibras.

3. Sweetness and softness of numbers.Drgd.

4. Blandness and gentleness of speech.Shak

SMOTE. The preterite of smite.

To SMOTHER. v. a. [rmopan, Saxon. ]

1. To suffocate with smoke, or by exclusion

of the air.

2. To suppress .

SMOTHER. s. [from the verb.]

Sidney.

Hooker.

1. A state of suppression. Not used . Bacon.

2. Smoke ; thick dust.

To SMOTHER. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To smoke without vent.

Collier

Bacon.

2. To be suppressed or kept close. Collier .

Shakespeare. SMOULDERING. a. [rmogan, Sax. to smo-

SMO'ULDRY. ther ; smoel, Dut. hot.]

Burningand smoking without vent. Dryden

SMUG. a. [smuck, dress ; smucken, to dress,

Dutch.] Nice ; spruce ; dressed with affec-

tation of niceness . Spectator

1. To scent by smoke ; to medicate by

smoke, or dry in smoke. Arbuthnot.

2. To smell out ; to find out. Shakespeare.

3. To sneer ; to ridicule to the face. Cong.

To SMOKE-DRY. v. a. [smoke and dry.] To

dry by smoke.

SMOKER. s. [from smoke. ]

1. One that dries or perfumes by smoke.

2. One that uses tobacco.

SMOKELESS. a. [from smoke.] Having no

smoke. Pope.

SMO'KY. a. [from smoke.]

1. Emitting smoke ; fumid. Shakespeare.

2. Having the appearance or nature of

smoke. Harvey.

3. Noisome with smoke. Milton.

SMOOTH. a. [rmed, smoed, Sax. smwyth,

Welsh.]

1. Even on the surface ; not rough ; level ;

having no asperities.

2. Evenly spread ; glossy.

Milton.

Pope.

3. Equal in pace ; without starts or ob-

struction.

4. Gently flowing.

Milton.

Milton.

Gay.

Milton.

5. Voluble ; not harsh ; soft.

6. Bland ; mild ; adulatory.

To SMOOTH. v. a. [from the adjective.]

1. To level ; to make even on the surface.

Shakespeare.

2. To work into a soft uniform mass. Ray.

3. To make easy ; to rid from obstructions.

Pope.

4. To make flowing ; to free from harsh-

ness.

5. To palliate ; to soften.

6. To calm ; to mollify.

7. To ease.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

Dryden.

8. To flatter ; to soften with blandishments .

Shakespeare.

To SMOOTHEN. v. a. [a bad word for

smooth.] To make even and smooth. Moxon.

SMOOTHFACED. a. [smooth and face. ] Mild

looking ; having a soft air. Shakespeare.

SMOOTHLY. ad. [from smooth .]

1. Not roughly ; evenly.

Pope.2. With even glide.

3. Without obstruction ; easily ; readily.

Hooker.

4. With soft and bland language.

SMOOTHNESS. s. [from smooth.]

1. Evenness on the surface ; freedom from

asperity.

2. Softness or mildness on the palate.

Bacon

Philips.

To SMUGGLE. v. a. [smockelen, Dutch. ] To

import or export goods without paying the

customs.

SMUGGLER. s. [from smuggle.] A wretch

who imports or exports goods either contra-

band or without payment of the customs.

SMU'GLY. ad. [from smug.] Neatly ; sprucely.

Gay.

SMU'GNESS. s. [from smug. ] Spruceness ;

neatness without elegance.

SMUT. s. [Ƒmitta, Sax. smette, Dutch.]

1. A spot made with soot or coal.

2. Must or blackness gathered on corn ;

mildew. Mortimer

3. Obscenity.

To SMUT. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To stain ; to mark with soot or coal. Add.

2. To taint with mildew.

To SMUT. v. a. To gather must.

To SMUTCH. v. n. [from smut.]

with smoke.

SMU'TTILY. ad. [from smutty.]

1. Blackly ; smokily.

2. Obscenely.

SMUTTINESS. s. [from smutty.]

1. Soil from smoke.

2. Obsceneness.

SMUTTY. a. [from smut.]

Bacon.

Mortimer.

To black

Ben Jonson.

Swift.

Locke.

Collier.

Dryden.

Ainsworth.

1. Black with smoke or coal.

2. Tainted with mildew.

3. Obscene ; not modest.

SNACK. s. [ from snatch.] A share ; a part

taken by compact.

SNA'COT. s. A fish.

SNA'FFLE. s. [snavel, Dutch, the nose.] A

bridle which crosses the nose. Shakespeare.

To SNA'FFLE. v. a. [from the noun.] To

bridle ; to hold in a bridle ; to manage.

SNAG. s. [etymology not known.]

1. Ajag or sharp protuberance. ' Spenser.

2. A tooth left by itself, or standing beyond

the rest ; a tooth, in contempt. Prior.

SNA'GGED . a . [from snug.] Full of snags ;

SNA'GGY. full of sharp protuberances ;

shooting into sharp points.

SNAIL. s. [rnæzl, saxon ; snegel, Dutch.]

1. A slimy animal which creeps on plants,

some with shells on their backs. Donne.

2. A name given to a drone, from the slow

motion of a snail. Shakespeare.

More.
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SNA'IL-CLAVER, or Snail-trefoil. s. An herb.

Ainsworth.

SNAKE. s. [rnaca, Sax. snake, Dutch ] A

serpent ofthe oviparous kind, distinguished

from the viper. The snake's bite is harm-
less. Shakespeare.

SNA'KEROOT. s. [snake and root. ] A species

ofbirthwort growing in Virginia and Caro-

lina.

SNA'KESHEAD Iris. s. [hermodactylus, Lat.]

A plant. Miller

SNA'KEWEED, or Bistort. s. [bistorta, Latin.]

A plant.

SNA'KEWOOD. s. The smaller branches of

the root of a tall straight tree growing in

the island of Timor, and other parts of the

East ; it has no remarkable smell, but is of

an intensely bitter taste. The Indians

deem it a certain remedy for the bite of

the hooded serpent.

SNA'KY. a. [from snake.]

Hill.

1. Serpentine ; belonging to a snake ; re-

sembling a snake. Milton.

2. Having serpents. Ben Jonson.

To SNAP. v. a. [the same with knap.]

1. To break at once ; to break short.Digby.

2. To strike with a kracking noise, or sharp

Pope.

Wiseman.

sound.

3. To bite.

4. To catch suddenly and unexpectedly.

5. To treat with sharp language. Granville,

To SNAP. v. K.

1. To break short ; to fall asunder. Donne.

2. To make an effort to bite with eagerness.

Shakespeare.

SNAP. s. [from the verb. ]

1. The act of breaking with a quick motion.

2. Agreedy fellow.

3. A quick eager bite.

4. A catch ; a theft.

SNAPDRAGON. s.

1. A plant.

L'Estrange.

Carew.

2. A kind of play in which brandy is set on

fire, and raisins thrown into it, which those

who are unused to the sport are afraid to

take out ; but which may be safely snatched

by a quick motion , and put blazing into the

mouth, which being closed, the fire is at

once extinguished.

SNA'PPER. s. One who snaps.

SNA/PPISH. a. [from snap.]

1. Eager to bite.

2. Peevish ; sharp in reply.

Shakespeare.

Spectator.

SNA'PPISHLY. ad. Peevishly ; tartly.

SNAPPISHNESS . s . [from snappish.] Peevish-

ness ; tartness .

SNA'PSACK. s. [snappsack, Swedish. ] A sol-

dier's bag ; more usually knapsack.

SNARE. s. [ snara, Swedish and Islandick ;

snare, Danish ; snoor, Dutch.]

1. Any thing set to catch an animal ; a gin';

a net ; a noose. Shakespeare.

2. Any thing by which one is entrapped or

entangled. Taylor.

10 SNARE. v. a. [from the noun.] To entrap ;

to entangle ; to catch in a noose. Milton.

To SNARL. v. n . [snarren, Dutch.]

1. To growl as an angry animal ; to gnar.

Shakespeare.

terms.

2. To speak roughly ; to talk in rude

Congreve.

To SNARL. v. a. To entangle ; to embarrass.

Decay ofPiety.

SNA'RLER. s. [ from snarl. ] One who snarls ;

a growling, surly, quarrelsome, insulting
fellow. Swift.

SNA'RY. a. [from snare. ] Entangling ; insi-

dious. Dryden.

SNAST. s . The snuff of a candle. Bucon.

To SNATCH. v. a. [snacken, Dutch.]

1. To seize any thing hastily.

2. To transport or carry suddenly.

·

Hooker.

Clarendon.

To SNATCH . v. n. To bite or catch eagerly

at something. Shakespeare.

SNATCH. s . [from the verb.]

1. A hasty catch.

2. A short fit of vigorous action . Tusser

3 A small part of any thing ; a broken

part. Brown.

4. A broken or interrupted action ; a short

fit. Wilkins.

5. A quip ; a shuffling answer. Shakespeare.

SNA'TCHER. s. One that snatches or takes

any thing in haste. Shakespeare.

SNATCHINGLY. ad. [from snatching.] Has

tily ; with interruption.

To SNEAK. v. n. [rnican, Sax. snige, Danish.]

1. To creep slily ; to come or go as if afraid

to be seen. Watts.

2. To behave with meanness and servility ;

to crouch ; to truckle.

SNE'AKER. s. A small vessel of drink.

Pope.

Spectator.

SNEAKING. participial a . [from sneak.]

1. Servile ; mean ; low. Rowe.

2. Covetous ; niggardly ; meanly parsimo

nious.

SNEAKINGLY. ad. [from sneaking.].

1. Meanly; servilely.

2. In a covetous manner.

Herbert

SNE'AKINGNESS. s. [from sneaking. ]

1. Niggardliness.

2. Meanness ; pitifulness.

SNEAKUP. s. [ from sneak.] A cowardly,

creeping, insidious scoundrel. Shakespeare.

To SNEAP. v. a.

1. To reprimand ; to check.

2. To nip.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

SNEAP. s. A reprimand ; a check. Shakespeare.

To SNEB. v. a. [properly to snib.] To check ;

to chide ; to reprimand.

To SNEER. v. n.

1. To show contempt by looks.

Spenser,

2. To insinuate contempt by covert expres.

sions.

3. To utter with grimace.

4. To show awkward mirth.

SNEER. s. [from the verb.]

Pope.

Congrere.

Taylor.

Pope.1. A look of contemptuous ridicule.

2. An expression of ludicrous scorn. Watts.

SNE'ERER. s. He that sneers.

To SNEEZE. v. n . [nieran, Saxon ; nersen,

Dutch. ] To emit wind audibly by the

Wiseman.nose.

Brown.

SNEEZE s. [from the verb. ] Emission of

wind audibly by the nose.

SNEEʼZEWOR“, s . [ptarmica.] A plant.
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SNET. s. [among hunters.] The fat of a

deer.

SNEW. The old preterite of to snow.

To SNIB. v. a. [snibbe, Danish . To check ;

to nip ; to reprimand. Spenser.

SNICK and snee. s. A combat with knives.

Wiseman.

te

To SNICKER, or Snigger. v . n. To laugh

slily, wantonly, or contemptuously ;

laugh in one's sleeve.

To SNIFF. v . n. [sniffa, Swedish .] To draw

breath audibly through the nose. Swift.

To SNIGGLE. v . n . Sniggling is thus per-

formed take a strong small hook, tied to a

string about a yard long ; and then into the

hole, where an eel may hide himself, with a

short stick put your bait leisurely ; if with-

in the sight of it, the eel will bite ; pull him

out by degrees .

To SNIP. v. a. [snippen, Dutch. ]

once with scissors.

SNIP. s. [from the verb.]

1. A single cut with scissors .

2. A small shred.

3. A share ; a snack.

Walton.

To cut at

Arbuthnot.

Shakespeare.
Wiseman.

L'Estrange.

SNIPE. s. [sneppe, German; rmite, Saxon.]

1. A small fen fowl with a long bill. Floyer.

2. A fool ; a blockhead.
Shakespeare.

SNIPPER. s. [from snip.] One that snips.

SNIPPET. s. [from snip. ] A small part ; a

share. Hudibras.

SNOWDROP. s. [narcissoleucoium, Latin.] An

early flower. Boyle.

SNOW-WHITE. a. [snow and white.] _White

as snow. •

c.]SNOWY. a. [from snow.
1. White like snow.

2. Abounding with snow.

Dryden.

Rowe,

Milton,

SNUB. s. [from snebbe, Dutch, a nose, or knu-

bel, a joint of the finger. ] A jag ; a snag ;

a knot in wood.

To SNUB. v. a . [rather to snib. ]

1. To check ; to reprimand.

2. To nip.

Spenser.

Ray.

To SNUB. v. n . [snuffen, Dutch.] To sob

with convulsion.

To SNUDGE. v . n. [sniger, Danish.] To lie

idle, close, or snug Herbert.

SNUFF. s. [ snuf, Dutch, snot. ]
1. Snot. Not used in this sense.

2. The useless excrescence of a candle.

3. A candle almost burnt out. Shakespeare.

4. The fired wick of a candle remaining

after the flame. Addison.

5. Resentment expressed by snifting ; per-

verse resentment. L'Estrange.

6. Powdered tobacco taken by the nose.

To SNUFF. v. a. [snuffen, Dutch . ]

Pope.

1. To draw in with the breath. Addison.

2. To scent. Tickel

3. To crop the candle, Taylor.

Pope. To SNUFF. v. n.

1. To snort ; to draw breath by the nose.

the nose.

To blow

Grew. 2. To snift in contempt.

Dryden.

Malachi.

SNIVEL. s. [snevel, German. ]

running ofthe nose.

Snot ; the

SNIPSNAP. s. Tart dialogue.

SNITE. s. [ rniza, Saxon.] A snipe.

To SNITE. v. a. [rnýtan, Saxon.]

•

Carew.

To SNIVEL. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To run at the nose.

2. To cry as children. L'Estrange.

SNI'VELLER. s. [from snivel.] A weeper; a

Swift.weak lamenter.

To SNORE. v. n. [snorcken, Dutch.] To breathe

hard through the nose, as men in sleep.

Stillingfeet.

SNORE. s. [rnopa, Saxon.] Audible respira-

tion of sleepers throughthe nose . Shakespeare.
SNO'RER. s. He that snores.

To SNORT. v. n . [snorcken, Dutch ] To blow

through the nose as a high-mettled horse.

Jeremiah.

Swift.

SNOT. s. [rnore, Saxon ; snot, Dutch.] The

mucus of the nose.

SNOTTY. a. [from snot. ] Full of snot.

SNOUT. s. [snuyt, Dutch.]

1. The nose of a beast. Dryden.

Grew.

Locke.

2. The nose of a man, in contempt. Swift.

3. The nosel or end of any hollow pipe.

SNO'UTED. a. Having a snout.

SNOW. s. [ rnap, Saxon ; snee, Dutch. ] The

small particles of water frozen before they

unite into drops.

To SNOW. v. n. [rnapan, Saxon ; sneuwen,

Dutch.] To fall in snow.

To SNOW. v. a. To scatter like snow.

SNOWBALL. s. [snow and ball.] A round

lump of congelated snow.

SNOWBROTH. s. [snow and broth. ] Very

cold liquor

Brown.

Donne.

Hayward.

Shakespeare.

SNUFFBOX. s. [snuff and box .] The box in

which snuff is carried. Pope.

SNUFFERS . s . [ from snuff. ] The instrument

with which the candle is clipped. Swift.

To SNU'FFLE. v . n. [snuffelen, Dutch.] To

speak through the nose ; to breathe hard

through the nose. Dryden.

SNUFFLER. s . [from snuffle.] He that speaks

through the nose.

To SNUG. v. n. [sniger, Dutch.] To lie close ;

to snudge. L'Estrange.

SNUG. a . [from the verb.]

1. Close ; free from any inconvenience, yet

not splendid.

2. Close ; out of notice.

3. Slily or insidiously close.

To SNUGGLE. v. n. [from snug.]

close ; to lie warm.

Prior.

Swift.

Dryden.

To lie

It answers to as either

" Pope.

BenJonson.

SO. ad. [rpa, Saxon ; soo, Dutch.]

1. In like manner.

preceding or following.

2. To such a degree.

3. In such a manner.

4. In the same manner.

5. Thus ; in this manner.

6. Therefore ; for this reason ;

quence ofthis.

7. Onthese terms.

Addison.

Milton.

Bentley.

in. conse-

Hammond.

Rowe.

Atterbury.

Dryden.

8. Provided that ; on condition that.

9. Thus it is ; this is the state.

10. At this point ; at this time. Shakespeare.

11. It notes a kind of abrupt beginning ;

well. Ben Jonson.
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12. It sometimes is little more than an ex-

pletive , though it implies some latent or ab-

surd comparison. Arbuthnot. ,

13. A word of assumption ; thus be it.

14. A form of petition.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

15. So much as. However much.

16. So 80. An exclamation after something

done or known.

17. So so. Indifferently ; not much amiss nor

well. Felton.

18. So then. Thus then it is that ; therefore.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

To SOAK. v . n. [rocian, Saxon .]

1. To be steeped in moisture.

2. To enter by degrees into pores. Bacon.

3. To drink gluttonously and intemperately.

Locke.

To SOAK. v. a.

1. To macerate in any moisture ; to steep; to

keep wet till moisture is imbibed ; to drench .

Mortimer.

Donne.

2. To draw in through the pores. Dryden.

3. To drain ; to exhaust.

SO'AKER. 8. [from soak.]

1. He that macerates in any moisture.

2. A great drinker.

SOAP. s. [rape, Sax. sapo, Latin .] A substance

used in washing, made of a lixivium of vege-

table alkaline ashes and any unctuous sub-
stance.

Newton.

SOAPBOILER. s. [soap and boil.] One whose

trade is to make soap.
Addison.

SOAPWORT. s. A species ofcampion. Milt.

To SOAR. v. n. [ sorare, Italian. ]

1. To fly aloft ; to tower; to mount ; pro-

perly to fly without visible action of the

wings. Shakespeare.

2. To mount intellectually ; to tower with

the mind. Addison.

Milton.3. To rise high.

SOAR. s. [from the verb. ] Towering flight.

Milton.

To SOB. v. n. [reob, complaining, Saxon. ] To

heave audibly with convulsive sorrow ; to

sigh with convulsion. Fairfax.

SOB. s. [ from the verb. ] A convulsive sigh ; a

convulsive act of respiration obstructed by

Swift.sorrow.

To SOB . v . n. To soak. A cant word. Mortim.

SO'BER. a. [sobrius, Lat. sobre, Fr.]

1. Temperate ; particularly in liquors ; not

drunken.
Taylor.

Hooker.

Dryden.

2. Not overpowered by drink.

3. Not mad ; right in the understanding.

4. Regularly ; calm ; free from inordinate

passion. Abbot.

5. Serious ; solemn ; grave. Shakespeare.

To SO'BER. v.a. [from the adjective . ] To make

sober ; to cure of intoxication . Pope.

SO'BERLY. ad. [from sober.]

1. Without intemperance.

2. Without madness.

3. Temperately ; moderately.

4. Coolly ; caimly.

SO'BERNESS . s. [ from sober.]

1. Temperance in drink.

Bacon.

Locke.

Common Prayer.

2. Calmness ; freedom from enthusiasm ;

coolness. Dryden

SOBRIETY. s. [sobrieté, Fr. sobrius, Lat.]

1. Temperance in drink ; soberness.

Taylor.

2. Present freedom from the power ofstrong

liquor.

3. General temperance. Hooker.

Dryden.

Denham.

4. Freedom from inordinate passson. Rogers.

5. Calmness ; coolness.

6. Seriousness ; gravity.

SO'CCAGE. s. [soc, Fr. a ploughshare ; socca-

gium, barbarous Lat.] A tenure of lands for

certain inferiour or husbandry services, to

be performed to the lord ofthe see. All ser-

vices due for land being knight's service, or

soccage ; so that whatever is not knight's ser-

vice, is soccage. Cowel.

SO'CCAGER. s. [from soccage.] A tenant by

soccage.

SO'CIABLE. a . [sociable, Fr. sociabilis, Lat.]

1. Fit to be conjoined. Hooker,

2. Ready to unite in a general interest. Add.

3. Friendly ; familiar ; conversible. Milton.

4. Inclined to company.

SO'CIABLENESS. s . [ from sociable.]

Wotton.

1. Inclination to company and converse.

More.

2. Freedom of conversation ; good fellow-

ship. Hayward.

SOCIABLY. aa. [from sociable.] Converiably,

as a companion.
Milton.

SO'CIAL . a. [socialis, Latin.]

1. Relating to general or public interest ; re-

lating to society. Locke

2. Easy to mix in friendly gayety ; compa-

nionable. Pope.

3. Consisting in union or converse with ano-

ther. Milton.

SO'CIALNESS . s. [from social. ] The quality

ofbeing social.

SOCIETY. s. [societé, Fr. societas, Latin.] .

1. Union ofmany in one general interest.

2. Numbers united in one interest ; commu-

nity.
Tillotson.

Shakespeare3. Company ; converse.

4. Partnership ; union on equal terms Dry.

SOCK. s. [soccus, Lat. rocc, Sax. socke, Dut.]

1. Something put between the foot andshoe.

Bacon.

2. The shoe ofthe ancient comick actors, ta-

ken in poems for comedy. Milton.

SO'CKET. s . [souchette, French.]

1. Any hollow pipe ; generally the hollow of

a candlestick. Collier,

Dryden.2. The receptacle ofthe eye.

3. Any hollow that receives something in-

serted . Bacon,

SO'CKETCHISEL. s A stronger sort of chi-

Moxon.sel.

SO'CLE. s. [with architects.] A flat square

member, under the bases of pedestals of sta-

tues and vases . Bailey.

SO'CMAN, or Soccager. s. [rocayman , Saxon.]

A sort of tenant that holds lands and tene-

ments by soccage. Cowel

SO'COMĚ. s. A custom of tenants obliged to

grind corn at their lords mill. Bailey.
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SOD. s. [soed, Dutch. A turf; a clod. Collins.

SOD. The preterite of seeth.

SODALITY. s. [sodalitas, Latin.] A fellow-

ship ; a fraternity. Stillingfleet.

SO'DDEN. [participle passive of seethe. ] Boil-

' ed ; seethed. Dryden.

To SO'DER. v. a . [souder, French ; souderen,

Dutch.] To cement with some metallick

matter. See SOLDER.

SO'DER. s. Metallick cement.

Isaiah.

Collier.

SOE. s. A large wooden vessel with hoops, for

holding water ; a cowl. More.

SOEVER. ad. [so and ever. ] A word properly

joined with a pronoun or adverb, as whoso-

ever, whatsoever, howsoever.

SOʻFÁ. s . [I believe an eastern word .] A splen-

did seat covered with carpets . Guard.

SOFT. a. [roft, Saxon ; saft, Dutch.]
Bacon.

Matthew.

1. Not hard.

2. Not rugged ; not rough.

3. Ductile ; not unchangeable of form . Milt.

4. Facile ; flexible ; not resolute. K. Charles.

5. Tender ; timorous.

6. Mild ; gentle ; kind ; not severe.

7. Meek ; civil ; complaisant.

Pope.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Pope.
Davies.

Milton.

8. Placid ; still ; easy.

9. Effeminate ; vitiously nice.

10. Delicate ; elegantly tender.

11. Weak ; simple. Glanville.

12. Gentle ; not loud ; not rough. Dryden.

13. Smooth ; flowing. Pope.

14. Not forcible ; not violent .

15. Mild ; not glaring.

Milton.

Brown.

SOFT. interj. Hold ; stop ; not so fast. Suckling.

To SO'FTEN. v. a. [ from soft.]

1. To make soft ; to make less hard. Bacon.

2. To intenerate ; to make less fierce or ob-

stinate ; to mollify. Addison.

3. To make easy ; to compose ; to make pla-

cid ; to mitigate ; to palliate. Pope.

4. To make less harsh, or vehement. Dryden.

5. To make less glaring .

6. To make tender ; to enervate.

To SO'FTEN. v. n.

1. To grow less hard. Bacon.

2. To grow less obdurate, cruel, or obstinate.

SOHO'. interj . A form of calling from a dis

tant place.

To SOIL. v. a. [rilian, Sax. souiller, French.]

1. To foul ; to dirt ; to pollute ; to stain ; to

sully.

2. To dung ; tomanure.

SOIL. s. [from the verb.]

1. Dirt ; spot ; pollution ; foulness.

Bacon.

South.

Shakespeare;

Bacon.

2. Ground ; earth considered with relation

to its vegetative qualities,

3. Land ; country.

4. Dung ; compost.

SOI'LINESS . s. [ from soil. ] Stain ; foulness.

Milton,

Mortimer.

Bacon.

SOI'LURE . s. [ from soil . ] Stain ; pollution.

Shakespeare.

To SO'JOURN. v. n. [sejourner, French. ] To

dwell any where for a time ; to live as not at

home ; to inhabit as not in a settled habita-

tion. Donne

SO'JOURN. s. [sejour, Fr.; from the verb .]

A temporary residence ; a casual and no set-

tled habitation. Milton.

SO'JOURNER. s. [ from sojourn ] A temporary

dweller. Milton.

To SOLACE. v. a. [solacier, old French ; so-

lazzare, Italian ; solatium, Latin. ] To com-

fort ; to cheer ; to amuse.

To SO'LACE. v . n . To take comfort.

Milton.

Shakespeare,

SO'LACE. 8. [solatium, Latin.] Comfort,

pleasure ; alleviation ; that which gives com-

fort or pleasure ; recreation . Milton.

SOLA'NDER.s. [soulandres, French.] A disease

in horses.

SO'LAR.

SO'LARY. a. [solaire, Fr. solaris, Latin.}

1. Being ofthe sun.

2. Belonging to the sun.

Boyle.

Brown.

3. Born under or in the predominant influ-

ence ofthe sun. Dryden.

Holder.4. Measured by the sun.

SOLD. The pret. and part. pass. of sell.

SOLD. s. [souldée, old French.] Military pay ;

warlike entertainment.
Spenser.

SO'LDAN. s. [for sultan.] The emperor of the

Turks. Milton.

SO'LDANEL. s . [soldanella, Lat. ] A plant.

To SO'LDER. v. a. [soudre, French ; soldare,

Italian ; solidare, Latin .]

1. To unite or fasten with any kind of me-

tallick cement. Newton.

2. To mend ; to unite any thing broken.
Shakespeare.

SO'LDER. s. [from the verb. ] Metallick ce-

ment. Swift.

SO'LDERER. s. [from solder.] One that solders

Shakespeare.

SO'FTLY. ad. [from soft.]

1. Without hardness.

2. Not violently ; not forcibly. Bacon.

3. Not londly. Dryden.

4. Gently ; placidly. Dryden.

5. Mildly ; tenderly. Dryden.

SO'FTNER. s . [from soft.]

1. That which makes soft.

2. One who palliates. Swift.

SO'FTNESS . s. [from soft.]

1. The quality of being soft ;

trary to hardness.

2. Mildness ; kindness.

quality con-

Bacon.

Watts.

3. Civility ; gentleness.

4. Effeminacy ; vitious delicacy.

Dryden.

Taylor.

5. Timorousness ; pusillanimity.

6. Quality contrary to harshness.

to be affected. Hooker. becoming a soldier.

8. Contrariety to energetick vehemence.

Harte.

9. Mildness ; meekness. Waller.

SO'LDIERSHIP. s. [from soldier. ] Military

character : martial qualities ; behaviour be

coming a soldier ; martial skill . Shakespeare.

or mends.

SO'LDIER. s. [solidarius, low Latin .]

1. A fighting man ; a warriour. Shakespeare.

2. It is generally used of the common men,

as distinct from the commanders. Spenser.

Bucon. a. [soldier and like. } Mar-

Grew.

7. Facility , gentleness , candour ; easiness SOLDIERLY. } tial, warlike ; military;

Clarendon.
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SO'LDIERY. 9. [from soldier.]

1. Body of military men ; soldiers collec-

tively.

2. Soldiership ; military service.

SOLE. s. [solum, Latin.]

1. The bottom ofthe foot.

s. The bottom ofthe shoe.

The foot.

Swift.

Sidney.

4. The part of any thing that touches the

ground.

SOLICITUDE. s. [solicitudo, Lat.] Anxiety ;

carefulness. Tillotson.

SOLICITRESS. s. [ feminine of solicitor.] A

woman who petitions for another. Dryden.

SO'LID. a . [solidus, Latin ; solide, French .]

1. Not liquid ; not fluid. Milton.

2. Not hollow ; full of matter ; compact ;

dense. Dryden.

3. Having all the geometrical dimensions.

Shakespeare.

Spenser.

Arbuthnot.

Moxon.

5. A kind of sea-fish. Carew. 4. Strong ; firm.

To SOLE. v. a. [from the noun.] To furnish

with soles ; as, to sole a pair ofshoes.

SOLE. a. [sol, old Fr. solus, Latin.]

5. Sound ; not weakly.

Grew.

1. Single ; only. Raleigh.

2. [In law. ] Not married. Ayliffe.

SO'LECISM . s. [ oximos .] Unfitness of one

word to another ; impropriety in language.

Addison.

SO'LELY. ad. [from sele. ] Singly ; only. Shak.

SO'LEMN. a. [solemnel, Fr. solemnis, Lat.]

1. Anniversary ; observed once a year with

religious ceremony. Stillingfleet.

Milton.2. Religiously grave ; awful.

3. Formal ; religiously regular. Duty ofMan.

4. Striking with seriousness ; sober. Spenser.

5. Grave affectedly serious .

SO'LEMNESS.Į s. [solemnité, French ; from

SOLEMNITY. J solemn.]

Swift.

1. Ceremony or rite annually performed .

2. Religious ceremony.

3. Awful ceremony or procession.

Pope.

Bacon.

4. Mannerofacting awfully serious . Sidney.

5. Gravity ; steady seriousness. Addison.

6. Awful grandeur ; grave stateliness ; sober

dignity. Wotton.

7. Affected gravity.. Shakespeare.

SOLEMNIZATION. s . [from solemnize. ] The

act of solemnizing ; celebration . Bacon.

To SO'LEMNIZE. v. a. [solemniser, Fr.]

1. To dignify by particular formalities ; to

celebrate. Hooker.

2. To perform religiously once a year.Hooker.

SOLEMNLY. ud. [from solemn . ]

1. With annual religious ceremonies.

2. With formal gravity and stateliness ; with

affected gravity.

3. With formal state.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Swift.

Milton.

Arbuthnot.

Addison.

Watts.

6. Real ; not empty ; true ; not fallacious .

King Charles

7. Not light ; not superficial ; grave ; pro-

found. Dryden.

SO'LID. s . [In physick.] The part containing

the fluids. Arbuthnot.

SOLI'DITY. s. [ solidité, Fr. soliditas, Latin.]

1. Fulness of matter ; not hollowness.

2. Firmness ; hardness ; compactness ; den-

sity ; not fluidity.
Woodward.

3. Truth ; not fallaciousness ; intellectual

strength ; certainty.

SO'LIDLY. ad. [from solid.] .

Prior.

Digby.

1. Firmly ; densely , compactly.

2. Truly ; on good grounds.

SO'LIDNESS . s . [from solid.] Solidity ; firm

ness ; density. Howel.

SOLIDU'NGULOUS . a . [solidus and ungula,

Lat.] Whole-hoofed. Brown.

SOLIFI'DIAN. s. [solus and fides, Lat.] One

who supposes only faith, not works, neces-

sary to justification. Hammond.

SOLILOQUY. s . [soliloque, French ; solus and

loquor, Latin. ] A discourse made by one in

solitude to himself. Prior.

SO'LIPEDE. s . [solus and pedes, Latin. ] An

animal whose feet are not cloven. Brown.

SOLITA'IRE. s . [ solitaire, French.]

4 1. A recluse ; a hermit. Pope.

2. An ornament for the neck.

SO'LITARILY. ad. [from solitary . ] In soli

tude ; with loneliness ; without company.

Hooker.

SO'LITARINESS. s. [from solitary. ] Solitude ;

forbearance of company ; habitual retire-

Donne.ment.

SO'LITARY. a. [solitaire, Fr. solitarius, Lat. ]

1. Living alone ; not having company. Mil.

2. Retired ; remote from company. Shak.

3. Gloomy; dismal.

4. With religious seriousness.

To SOLICIT. v. a. [solicito, Latin.]

1. To importune ; to entreat.

2. To call to action ; to summon ; to awake ; 4. Single.

to excite. Rogers.

3. To implore ; to ask. Sidney.

4. To attempt ; to try to obtain. Pope.

5. To disturb ; to disquiet. Milton.

Milton.

Locke.

SOLICITA'TIÓN. s. [from solicit.]

1. Importunity ; act of importunity.

2. Invitation ; excitement.

SOLICITOR. s. [from solicit.]

1. One who petitions for another. Addison.

2. One who does in Chancery the business

which is done by attorneys in other courts.

SOLICITOUS. a. [solicitus, Lat.] Anxious ;

careful ; concerned. Clarendon.

SOLICITOUSLY. ad. [from solicitous.] Anxi-

ously; carefully. Boyle.

Job.

Brown.

SOLITARY. s. [from the adjective . ] One

that lives alone ; a hermit. Pope.

SO'LITUDE. s. [solitude, Fr. solitudo, Latin.]

1. Lonely life ; state of being alone. Bacon.

2. Loneliness ; remoteness from company.

Law.

Pope.3. A lonely place ; a desert.

SO'LLAR. s. [solarium, low Latin.] A garret.
Tusser.

SO'LO. s . [ Italian .] A tune played by a single

instrument.

SO'LOMON's Loaf. s. A piant.

SO'LOMON's Seal. s. A plant.

SOLSTICE. s. [solstitium, Latin.]

1. The point beyond which the sun does not
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go; the tropical point ; the point at which

the day is longest in summer, or shortest in

winter.

2. It is taken of itself commonly for the

summer solstice. Brown.

SOLSTITIAL. a. [from solstice . ]

1. Belonging to the solstice. Brown.

2. Happening at the solstice. Philips.

SO'LUBLE. a. [ solubilis, Latin. ] Capable of

dissolution or separation of parts. Arbuthnot.

SOLUBILITY. s. [from soluble . ] Susceptive-

ness of separation of parts. Glanville.

To SOLVE. v. a. [solvo, Lat.] To clear ; to ex-

plain ; to untie an intellectual knot. Milton.

SO'LVENCY. s. [from solvent. ] Ability to pay.

SO'LVENT. a. [solvens, Lat. ]

1. Having the power to cause dissolution.

Boyle.

2. Able to pay debt contracted .

SO'LVIBLE. a . [from solve. ] Possible to be

cleared by reason or inquiry.
Hale.

SOʻLUND-GOOSE. s.˜À fowl inbigness and

feather very like a tame goose, but his bill

longer ; his wings also much longer. Grew.

SOLUTION. s . [solutio, Lat. ]

ration.

1. Disruption ; breach ; disjunction ; sepa-

Bacon.

2. Matter dissolved ; that which contains any

thing dissolved. Arbuthnot.

3. Resolution of a doubt ; removal of an in-

tellectual difficulty. Milton.

SO'LUTIVE. a. [from solvo, Latin. ]Laxative ;

causing relaxation. Bacon.

SOMATOLOGY. s [σωμα and λεγω .] The

doctrine of bodies.

SOME. A termination of many adjectives,

which denote quality or property of any

thing ; as, gamesome. [saam, Dutch.]

SOME. a. [rom, rum, Sax.]

1. More or less, noting an indeterminate

quantity. Raleigh.

2. More or fewer, noting an indeterminate

number. Bacon.

3. Certain persons. Some is often used ab-

solutely for some people ; part. Daniel.

4. Someis opposed to some, or to others . Spens.

5. It is added to a number, to show that the

number is uncertain and conjectural. Bacon.

6. One ; any, without determining which.

SO'MEBODY. s. [some and body.]

Milton.

SOMETHING. ad. In some degree. Temple.

SO'METIME. ad. ( some and time.]

1. Once; formerly. Shakespeare.

2. At one time or other hereafter.

SOMETIMES. ad. [some and times.]

1. Not never ; now and then ; at one time or

other. Taylor.

2. At one time ; opposed to sometimes, or to

another time. Burnet.

SO'MEWHAT. s. [some and what.]

1. Something ; not nothing, though it 'be

uncertain what.

2. More or less.

Atterbury.

Grew.

Dryden.3. Part, greater or less.

SO'MEWHAT. ad. In some degree. Dryden.

SO'MEWHERE. ad . [some and where.] In one

place or other ; not nowhere. Newton.

SO'MEWHILE. ad. [some and while. ] Once ;

for a time. Out of use.
Spenser.

SOMNIFEROUS. a. [somnifer, Lat.] Causing

sleep ; procuring sleep ; soporiferous ; dor-
mitive. Walton.

SOMNI'FICK. a. [somnus and fucio, Latin.]

Causing sleep.

SO'MNOLENCY. s. [somnolentia, Latin. ]

Sleepiness ; inclination to sleep.

SON. s . [sunus, Gothick ; runa, Sax.; sohn,

German ; son, Swedish ; sone, Dutch ]

1. A male born of one or begotten by one ;

correlative to father or mother. Shakespeare.

2. Descendant, however distant. Isaiah.

3. Compellation ofan old to a young man.

4. Native of a country.

Dryden.

Pope.

Matthew.

Brown.

5. The second person ofthe Trinity.

6. Product of any thing.

7. In scripture, sons of pride, and sons of

light, denoting some quality.

SON-IN-LAW. s. One married to one's daugh-

ter. Dryden.

SO'NSHIP . s . [from son . ] Filiation . D. ofPiety.

SONATA. s. [ Italian . ] A tune.

SONG. s. [from rerungen, Sax. ]

Prior.

1. Any thing modulated in the utterance.

Milton.

2. A poem to be modulated by the voice ; a

ballad.

3. A poem; lay ; strain.

4. Poetry ; poesy.

5. Notes of birds.

6. Old SONG. A trifle.

Bacon.

Acts.

1. One ; not nobody ; a person indiscrimi-

nate and undetermined .

2. A person of consideration.

SO'MEDEAL. ad. [rumdeal, Sax. ] In some

degree. Obsolete. Spenser.

SO'MEHOW. ad. [some and hom.] One way or

other ; I know not how. Cheyne.

SO'MERSAULT. s . [sommer, a beam, and

SO'MERSET. sault, French, a leap . ] A

leap by which ajumper throws himself from

a height, and turns over his head.

SOMETHING. s. [ rumding , Sax.]

1. A thing existing, though it appears not

what ; a thing indeterminate.

2. More or less ; not nothing.

3 A thing wanting ; a fixed denomination.

4 Part.

Distance not great.

Pope.

Pope.

Watts.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Pope.

Dryden.

More.

SO'NGISH. a. [from song.] Containing songs ;

consisting of songs. Dryden

SO'NGSTËR. s. [ from song. ] A singer. Howel.

SO'NGSTRESS. s. A female singer.

Thomson.

SONIFEROUS. a . [sonus and fero, Latin . ]

Giving or bringing sound. Derham.

SO'NNET. s. [sonnet, Fr. sonnetto , Italian.]

1. A short poem consisting of fourteen lines,

of which the rhymes are adjusted by parti-

cular rule.

2. A small poem. Shakespeare.

SONNETTE'ER. s. [ sonnetier, Fr. from sonnet . ]

A small poet, in contempt. Pope.

SONORIFICK a . [sonorus and facio, Latin. ]

Producing sound." Watts.

3 B
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SONOʻROUS. a. [sonorus, Latin.]

sound.

2.

1. Loud sounding ; giving loud or shrill

Milton.

High sounding ; magnificent of sound.

Addison.

SONO'ROUSLY. ad . With high sound ; with

magnificence of sound.

SONO'ROUSNESS . s . [ from sonorous.]

1. The quality of giving sound.

2 Magnificence of sound.

SOON. ad. [suns, Gothick ; rona, Saxon.]

1. Before long time be past ; shortly after

any time assigned or supposed. Dryden.

2. Early ; before any time supposed ; oppo-
sed to late.

3. Readily ; willingly.

Boyle.

Bacon.

Addison.

Exodus.4. Soon as. Immediately.

SOO'NLY. ad. [from soon .] Quickly ; speedily.

More.

SOO'PBERRY. s . [sapindus, Latin.] A plant.

SOOT. s. [rot, Saxon ; soot, Islandick. ] Con-

densed or embodied smoke. Howel.

SOO'TED. a. [from soot.] Smeared, manured,

or covered with soot. Mortimer.

SOO'TERKIN. s. A kind of false birth fabled

to be produced by the Dutch women from

sitting over their stoves. Swift.

SOOTH. s. [roð, Saxon. ] Truth ; reality. Ob-
solete. Shakespeare.

SOOTH. a. [roð, Saxon . ] Pleasing ; delight-
ful. Milton.

To SOOTH. v. a. [zerodian, Saxon .]

1. To flatter ; to please with blandishments.

Addison.

2. To calm ; to soften ; to mollify. Dryden.

3. To gratify ; to please. Dryden.

SOOTHER. s . [from sooth.] A flatterer ; one

who gains by blandishments. Shakespeare.

To SOOTHSAY. v . n . [sooth and say.] To

predict; to foretel. Acts.

SOOTHSAYER. s . [from soothsay. ] A fore-

teller , a predictor ; a prognosticator. Shak.

SOOTINESS . s. [ from sooty .] The quality of

being sooty; fuliginousness .

SOOTY. a. [ from soot . ]

1. Breeding soot.

2. Consisting of soot ; fuliginous.

3. Black ; dark ; dusky.

Milton.

Wilkins.

Milton.

To SOOTY. v. n. [from soot . ] To make black

with soot.
Chapman .

SOP. s. [rop, Saxon ; soppe, Dutch. ]

1. Any thing steeped in liquor, commonly to

be eaten.

2. Any thing given to pacify.

To SOP. v . a . To steep in liquor.

SOPE. s. See SOAP.

Bacon.

Swift.

SOPH. s. ( from sophista, Latin.] A young

man who has been two years at the univer-

sity. Pope.

O'PHI. s. [Persian. ] The emperour of Persia.

Congreve.

SO'PHISM. s . [sophisma, Latin . ] A fallacious

argument ; an unsound subtilty. Watts.

SOPHIST. s. [sophista, Latin.] A professor of

philosophy.

SOPHISTER. s . [sophiste, French .]

Temple.

1. A disputant fallaciously subtle ; an artful

but insidious logician. Rogers,

2. A professor of philosophy ; a sophist.

Hooker.

SOPHI'STICAL. u. [sophistique, Fr.] Falla-

ciously subtle ; logically deceitful. More.

SOPHISTICALLY. ad. [from sophistical.]

With fallacious subtilty. Swift.

To SOPHISTICATE. v. a. [sophistiquer, Fr.

from sophist.] To adulterate ; to corrupt

with something spurious . Boyle.

SOPHISTICATE. part. a. [from the verb.]

Adulterate ; not genuine. Glanville.

SOPHISTICATION. 3. [sophistication, Fr.]

Adulteration ; not genuineness. Glanville.

SOPHISTICATOR. s . [ from sophisticate. ]

Adulterator ; one that makes things not ge

nuine.

SOPHISTRY. s . [from sophist.]

1. Fallacious ratiocination .

2. Logical exercise. •

Sidney.

Felton.

To SO'PORATE. v. n. [soporo, Latin.] To lay

asleep.

SOPORIFEROUS. a. [ sopor and fero, Latin.]

Productive of sleep ; causing sleep ; narco-

tick ; opiate ; dormitive ; somuiferous.

Bacon.

SOPORIFEROUSNESS . s . [ from soporiferous.]

The quality of causing sleep.

SOPORIFICK. a [ sopor and facio.] Causing

sleep ; opiate ; narcotick. - Locke.

SO'PPER. s . [ from sop.] One that steeps any

thing in liquor.

SORBE. s. [sorbum, Latin.] The berry ofthe

sorb or service-tree.

SO'RBILE. a . [from sorbeo, Latin .] That may

be drunk or sipped .

SORBITION. s. [ sorbitio, Latin. ] The act of

drinking or sipping.

SO'RCERER. s. [sorcier, Fr.] A conjurer ; an

enchanter ; a magician. Shakespeare.

SO'RCERESS . s . [female of sorcerer. A fe

male magician ; an enchantress.. Bacon.

SO'RCERY. s . Magick ; enchantment ; con-

juration ; witchcraft. Tutler.

SORD. s. [corrupted from sward . ] Turf; grassy

ground. Shakespeare.

SO'RDES. s. [ Lat.] Foulness ; dregs. Woodw

SO'RDET. s. [ sourdine, French ; sordina,

SO'RDINE . S_Italian .] A small pipe put into

the mouth of a trumpet, to make it sound

lower or shriller. Bailey.

Dryden.

SOʻRDID. a. [ sordidus , Latin.]

1. Foul ; gross ; filthy ; dirty.

2. [Sordide, French.] Intellectually dirty ;

mean; vile ; base.

3. Covetous ; niggardly.

SO'RDIDLY. ad. [from sordid.]

poorly; covetously.

South

Denham.

Meanly ;

SO'RDİDNESS . s . [from sordid .]

1. Meanness ; baseness. Cowley.

2. Nastiness ; not neatness. Kay.

SORE. s. [from saur, French. ] A buck in his
fourth year. Shakespeare.

SORE. s . [ran, Saxon.] A place tender and

painful ; a place excoriated ; an ulcer.

SORE. a. [from the noun.]

1. Tender to the touch.

Shakespeare.

Locke.

2. Tender in the mind ; easily vexed. Pope
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3. Violent with pain ; afflictively vehement.

Common Prayer.

Shakespeare.

mence.

4 Criminal. Out of use.

SORE. ad. With painful or dangerous vehe-

Common Prayer.

SO REHON. s. [Irish and Scottish.] A ser-

SORN. Svile tenure, formerly in Scot-

land and Ireland. Whenever a chieftain had

a mind to revel, he came down among the

tenants with his followers, and lived on free

quarters ; so that, when a person obtrudes

himself upon another for bed and board, he

is said to sorn. Macbean.

SO'REL. s . [ diminutive of sore.] A buck in his
third year.

SO'RELY. ad. [from sore.]

Shakespeare.

1. With a great deal of pain or distress.

Dryden.

2. With vehemence dangerous or afflictive.

Shakespeare.

SOʻRENESS. s. [from sore. ] Tenderness of a

hurt. Temple.

SORI'TES . s. [σwę#77;.] Properly a heap. An

argument where one proposition is accumu-

lated on another. Watts.

SOROʻRICIDE. s. [soror and cædo.] The mur-

der of a sister.

SOʻRRAGE. s. The blades of green wheat or

barley.

SO'RRANCE. s. [In farriery .] Any disease or

sore in horses.

1

SO'RREL. s. [rupe, Saxon ; sorel, French.]A

plant like the dock, but differs in having an

acid taste. Miller.

SO'RRILY. ad. [ from sorry.] Meanly ; poor-

ly; despicably; wretchedly ; pitiably.

Sidney.

SO'RRINESS. s. [from sorry.] Meanness ;

wretchedness ; pitiableness ; despicableness.

SO'RROW. s. [ sorg, Danish. ] Grief; pain

for something past ; sadness ; mourning.

Milton.

To SO'RROW.v. n. [roɲgian, Sax.] To grieve ;

to be sad ; to be dejected. Milton.

SO'RROWED. u. [from sorrow.] Accompa-

nied with sorrow. Out of use. Shakespeare.

SO'RROWFUL. a. [sorrow and full.]

1. Sad for something past ; mournful ; griev-

ing. Tobit.

1. To separate into distinct and proper

classes. Shakespeare.

2. To reduce to order from a state of confu

sion. Hooker.

3. To conjoin ; to put together in distribu

tion.

4. To cull ; to choose ; to select. Chapman.

To SORT. v. n.

1. To be joined with others of the same

species.
Woodward.

2. To consort ; to join.

3. To suit ; to fit.

Bacon.

Fope.

4. [Sortir, Fr. ] To terminate ; to issue . Bacin.

5. To have success. Abbot.

6. To fall out. Shakespeare.

SO'RTANCE. s . [ from sort. ] Suitableness ;

agreement. Shakespeare.

SO'RTILEGE. s. [sortilege, French. The act

or practice of drawing lots.

SO'RTMENT. s . [ from sort. ]

1. The act of sorting ; distribution.

2. A parcel sorted or distributed.

To SOSS . v. n. [a cant word. ] To sit lazily on

a chair ; to fall at once into a chair. Swift.

SOT. s. [roz, Saxon ; sot, French.]

1. A blockhead ; a dull , ignorant, stupid fel-

low ; a dolt. South.

2. A wretch stupified by drinking . Roscom.

To SOT. v. a. To stupify ; to infatuate. Dryd

To SOT. v. n. To tipple to stupidity.

SOTTISH. a. [from sot. ]

1. Dull ; stupid ; senseless ; infatuate ; dolt-

Hayward.ish.

2. Dull with intemperance.

SOTTISHLY. ad. [from sottish.] Stupidly ;

dully ; senselessly. Bentley.

SOTTISHNESS . s. [from sottish.]

1. Dullness ; stupidity ; insensibility. Bent.

2. Drunken stupidity. South.

SO'VEREIGN. a. [souverain , French.]

1. Supreme in power ; having no superiour.

Dryden.

2. Supremely efficacious ; predominant over

diseases. Shakespeare.

SOVEREIGN. s. Supreme lord. Dryden.

SOVEREIGNLY. ad. [ from sovereign.] Su-

premely ; in the highest degree. Boyle.

SOVEREIGNTY. s . [souverainté, Fr. ] Supre-

macy ; highest place ; supreme power ; high-

est degree of excellence. Davies.2. Deeply serious. Not in use. Samuel.

3. Expressing grief; accompanied with grief SOUGH. s. [from sous, Fr.] A subterraneous

SORRY. a. [ranız, Saxon.]

drain. Ray.

SOUGHT. The pret. and part. pass. of seek.

SOUL. s. [rapel, Saxon ; suel, Danish. ]

Job.

1. Grieved for something past. Swift.

2. [From saur, filth , Islandick . ] Vile ; worth-

less ; vexatious .

1. The immaterial and immortal spirit of

Milton. Davies.man.

SORT. s. [sorte, French.] 2. Intellectual principle.
Law.

1. A kind; a species. Tillotson. 3. Vital principle.
Watts.

2. A manner ; a form of being or acting.

Milton. part.

3. A degree of any quality. Dryden. 5. Interiour power.

4. A class, or order of persons. Atterbury.

5. A company ; a knot of people. Shak.

6. Rank ; condition above the vulgar. 7. Human being.

Shakespeare. 8. Active power.

7. [Sort, French . ] A lot . Out of use.

Shakespeare.

8. A pair ; a set ; a suit.

To SORT. v. a. [sortiri, Latin.]

4. Spirit ; essence ; quintessence ; principal

6. A familiar appellation expressing the qua-

lities of the mind.

y. Spirit ; fire ; grandeur of mind.

10. Intelligent being in general. Milton.

SOULED. a. [from soul.] Furnished with

mind. Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Watts.

Addison.

Dryden.

Young.
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less.

SOU'LLESS. a. [from soul .] Mean ; low ; spirit

Shakespeare.

SOULSHOT. s. [ soul and shot .] Something

paid for a soul's requiem among the Roman-

ists.

SOUND, a. [rund, Saxou.]

Ayliffe.

1. Healthy ; hearty ; not morbid ; not dis-

eased ; not hurt. Dryden.

2 Right , not erroneous ; orthodox. Hooker.

3. Stout; strong ; lusty.

4. Valid ; not failing.

5. Fast ; hearty.

#

Abbat.

Spenser.

Milton.

SOUND. ad. Soundly ; heartily ; completely

fast.

SOUND. s. [sonde, French. ] A shallow sea ;

such as may be sounded . Camden.

SOUND. s. [sonde, French. ] A probe, an in-

strument used by chirurgeons to feel what is

out ofthe reach of the fingers . Sharp.

To SOUND. v. a.

1. To search with a plummet ; to try depth.

Hooker.

Addison.2. To try ; to examine.

To SOUND. v. n. To try with the sounding

line. Locke.

SOUND. s. [sepia . ] The cuttle-fish . Ainsworth.

SOUND. s. [sonus, Latin.]

1. Any thing audible ; a noise ; that which

is perceived by the ear.
Bacon .

2. Mere empty noise opposed to meaning.

Locke.

To SOUND. v. n.

1. To make a noise ; to emit a noise . Milton,

2. To exhibit by sound, or likeness of sound.

Shakespeare.

3. To be conveyed in sound. 1 Thessalonians.
To SOUND. v. a.

1. To cause to make a noise ; to play on Sp.

2. To betoken or direct by a sound. Waller.

3. To celebrate by sound. Milton.

SOUNDBOARD . s . Sound which propagates

the sound in organs. Milton.

SOUNDING. a . [from sound. ] Sonorous ; hav-

ing a magnificent sound.

SOUNDLY: ad. [from sound .]

Dryden.

1. Healthily ; heartily.

2. Lustily ; stoutly ; strongly. Swift.

3. Truly; rightly.
Bacon.

4. Fast ; closely. Locke.

Shakespeare.

SOUNDNESS. s. [from sound.]

1. Health ; heartiness.

2. Truth ; rectitude ; incorrupt state. Law.

3. Strength ; solidity. Hooker.

SOUP. s. [ soupe, Fr.] Strong decoction of flesh

for the table. Swift.

SOUR. a. [run, Saxon ; sur, Welsh.]

1. Acid ; austere ; pungent on the palate

with astringency. Dryden.

2. Harsh of temper ; crabbed ; peevish ; mo-

Brown.rose severe.

Swift.

3. Afflictive , painful .

4. Expressing discontent.

SOUR. s . [from the adj . ] Acid substance. Spen.

To SOUR. v. a.

1. To make acid. Dryden.

2. To make harsh, or unkindly. Mortimer.

3. To make uneasy ; to make less pleasing.

4. To make discontented.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

To SOUR. v. n .

1. To become acid.

2. To grow peevish or crabbed.

SOURCE. s. [source, French. ]

1. Spring ; fountain ; head.

2. Original ; first cause.

3. First producer.

Arbuthnot

Addison.

P
Addison,

Milton

Waller

SO'URISH. a . [from sour. ] Somewhat sour.

SO'URLY. ad. [ from sour.]

1. With acidity.

2. With acrimony.

SO'URNESS . s . [ from sour.]

Denham.1. Acidity ; austereness of taste.

2. Asperity ; harshness of temper. Addison.

SO'URSOP. s. Custard-apple. "Miller.

SOUS. s. [sol, French ] A small denomination

ofmoney.

SOUSE. s . [soute, salt, Dutch.]

1. Pickle made of salt.

2. Any thing kept parboiled in salt pickle.

Tusser.

To SOUSE. v . a. [from the noun.]

1. To parboil, or steep in pickle. Pope.

2. To throw into the water. Shakespeare.

To SOUSE. v. n. [from sous, or dessous, down,

Fr.] To fall as a bird on his prey . Dryden.

To SOUSE. v. a. To strike with sudden vio-

lence, as a bird strikes his prey. Shakespeare.

SOUSE. ad. With sudden violence. Young.

SOUTERRAIN. s. [souterrain, Fr.] A grot-

to or cavern in the ground. Arbuthnot.

SOUTH. s. [ruð, Sax. suyd, Dutch.]

1. The part where the sun is to us at noon:

opposed to north. Bucon.

2. The southern regions ofthe globe. Milton.

3. The wind that blows from the south.

Shakespeare.

SOUTH. a . [from the noun.] Southern ; meri.

dional.

SOUTH. ad.

Jub.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

1. Toward the south.

2. Form the south.

SOUTHEAST. s . [south and east. ] The point

between the east and south. Bacon.

SOUTHERLY. a. [ from south.]

1. Belonging to any of the points denomi

nated from the south ; not absolutely south-

ern .

Shak

2. Lying toward the south.

3. Coming from about the south.

SO'UTHERN. a . [rudeɲne, Sax. from south ]

1. Belonging to the south ; meridional.

Dryden

Graunt.

Bacon.

2. Lying toward the south.

3. Coming from the south.

SOUTHERNWOOD. s. [rudeɲnpudu, Sax .]

A plant that agrees in most parts with the

wormwood. Miller.

SOUTHING. a. [from south .] Going toward

the south. Dryden

SOUTHING. s. Tendency to the south. Dry.

SOUTHMOST. a. [ from south. ] Furthest to-

ward the south. Milton.

SOUTHSAY s. [properly soothsay .] Predic

tion . Spenser.

To SOUTHSAY. v. n. [ See SOOTHSAY.] To

predict. Camden.

Thomson.

SOUTHWARD, ad. [ from south. ] Toward the

south.
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SO'UTHWARD . s. The southern regions. Ral.

SOUTHWEST. s . [south and west .] Pomt be-

tween the south and west. Bacon.

SO'UVENANCE. s . [ Fr. ] Remembrance ; me-

mory. Not used. Spenser.

SOW . s. [rugn, Saxon ; soeg, souwe, Dutch.]

1. A female pig ; the female of a boar. Dry.

2. An oblong mass of lead. Ainsworth.

3. An insect ; a millepede.

SO'WBREAD. s. [cyclamen, Latin.] A plant.

To SOW. v. n. [rapan, Sax. sayen, Dutch.] To

scatter seed in order to a harvest. Psalms.

To SOW. v. a. part. pass. sown.

Ainsworth,

Bacon.

1. To scatter in the ground in order to

growth; to propagate by seed.

2. To spread ; to propagate. Milton.

3. To impregnate or stock with seed. Isaiah.

4. To besprinkle. Milton.

To SOW. v. a. [for sew .] To join by needle-
work. Milton.

To SOWCE. v. a. To throw into the water.

See SOUSE.

SO'WER. s . [ from sow.] He that sprinkles the
seed.

2. A scatterer.

L'Estrange.

Matthew.

Hakewill.

Bacon.3. A breeder ; a promoter.

SO'WINS. s . Flummery, made of

somewhat soured.

To SOWL. v . a. To pull by the ears.

SOWN. The participle of sou

SOWTHISTLE. s. A weed.

SPAAD. s. A kind of mineral,

SPACE. s. [spatium, Lat.]

1. Room ; local extension.

2. Any quantity of place.

3. Quantity of time.

4. A small time ; a while.

oatmeal

Swift.

Shak.

Bacon.

SPAN. The preterite of spin .

SPA'NCOUNTER. 8. [ from span, counter,

SPA'NFARTHING . ) andfarthing.) A play

at which money is thrown within a span or

mark. Donne.

SPANGLE. s. [spange, German, a locket.]

1. A small plate or boss of shining metal.

2. Any little thing sparkling and shining.

Glanville.

To SPANGLE. v. a . [from the noun .] To be

sprinklewith spangles or shining bodies. Den

SPA'NIEL. s. [ hispaniolus, Latin.]

Miller.

1. A dog used for sport in the field, remark-

able for sagacity and obedience. Dryden.

2. A low, mean, sneaking fellow. Shakespeare.

To SPANIEL. v . n . [from the noun . ] To fawn

on ; to play the spaniel. Shakespeare.

SPANISH Broom. s. A plant .

SPA'NISH Fly. s. A venomous fly, which is

used to raise blisters.

SPA'NISH Nut. s . A plant.

SPA'NKER. s. A small coin.

SPA'NNER. 8. The lock of a carabine. Howel.

SPAR. s.

1. Marcasite .

Miller.

Denham.

Newton.

2. A small beam ; the bar of a gate.

To SPAR. v . n . To fight with prelusive strokes .

To SPAR. v . a. [ƒpaɲɲan, Sax. sperren, Ger.]

To shut ; to close ; to bar. Spenser.

SPA'RABLE. s . [гpaɲɲan, Saxon, to fasten. ]

Small nails .

Woodward. SPA'RADRAP . s. [ In pharmacy. ] A cerecloth.

Wiseman.

Locke. To SPARE. v . a . [rpaɲan, Sax. spaeren, Dut.

Burnet.

Wilkins.

Spenser.

Cowley.

SPACIOUS. a. [ spatiosus, Lat.] Wide ; exten-

sive ; roomy ; not narrow.

SPACIOUSLY. ad. Extensively.

SPACIOUSNESS. s . [from spacious. ] Roomi-

ness ; wide extension.

SPA'DDLE. s. [diminutive of spade. ] A little

spade.
Mortimer.

SPADE. s. [rpad, Sax. spade, Dutch.]

1. The instrument of digging.

2. A deer three years old..

3. A suit of cards.

Brown.

Ainsworth.

SPA'DEBONE. s. [named from the form.]

The shoulder-blade. Drayton.

SPADICEOUS. a . [spadiceus, Lat.] Of a light

Brown.red.

SPADI'LLE. s . [spadille, or espadille, Fr. ] The

ace of spades at ombre.

SPAGY'RICK. a. [spagyricus, Lat. ] Chymical.

SPA'GYRIST. s . A mist.
Boyle.

SPAKE. The old preterite of speak.

SPALL. s. [ espaule, Fr.] Shoulder. Fairfax.

SPALT, or Spelt. s. A white, scaly, shining

stone, frequently used to promote the fusion

of metals.
Bailey.

SPAN. s. [rpan, rponne, Sax. span, Dutch]

1. The space from the end of the thumb to

the end of the little finger extended ; nine

inches.

2. Any short duration.

To SPAN. v. a.

Holder.

Walker.

1. To measure by the hand extended. Tickel.

2. To measure. Herbert.

espargner, French.]

1. To use frugally ; not to waste ; not to :

Milton.consume.

2. To have unemployed ; to save from any

particular use.

3. To do without ; to lose willingly.

Knolles.

Ben Jonson.

Dryden.4. To emit ; to forbear.

5. To use tenderly ; to forbear ; to treat with

pity ; to use with merey.
Common Prayer.

6. To grant ; to allow ; to indulge. Roscom.

7. To forbear to inflict or impose. Dryden.

To SPARE . v. n .

1. To live frugally ; to be parsimonious.

2. To forbear; to be scrupulous.

3. To use mercy ; to forgive.

SPARE. a .

1. Scanty; parsimonious ; frugal.

2. Superfluous ; unwanted.

Shakespeare.

Knolles.

Bacon,

Locke.

Addison.

Milton.3. Lean ; wanting flesh ; macilent.

SPARE. s . [ from the verb.] Parsimony ; fru-

gal use ; husbandry. Not in use. Bacon

SPARER. s. [from spare. ] One who avoids

expense.
Wotton.

SPA'RERIB. s. [spare and rib . ] Ribe cut away

from the body, and having on them spare or

little flesh ; as , a sparerib of pork.

SPARGEFA'CTION. s. [sparge, Latin ] The

act of sprinkling.

SPA'RING. a. [from spare.]

1. Scarce ; little.

2. Scanty ; not plentiful.

3. Parsimonious ; not liberal.

SPA'RINGLY. ad. [from sparing.]

Bacon.

Pope.

Dryden.
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1. Not abundantly. Bacon.

2. Frugally ; parsimoniously ; not lavishly.

Hayward.

3. With abstinence. Atterbury.

4. Not with great frequency. Atterbury.

5. Cantiously; tenderly.

SPARK. s. [rpeanca, Sax. spurke, Dutch.]

Bacon.

1. A small particle of fire, or kindled matter.
•

2. Any thing shining.

Shakespeare.

Locke.

3. Any thing vivid or active. Shakespeare.

4. A lively, showy, splendid, gay man.Prior.

5. A lover.

To SPARK. v. n. [from the noun.] To emit

particles offire ; to sparkle. Not used.

SPARKFUL. a. [spark and full. ] Lively ;

brisk ; airy. Not used. Camden.

SPA'RKISH. a. [from spark.]

1. Airy ; gay. A low word. Walsh.

2. Showy ; well dressed ; fine . L'Estrange.

SPARKLE. s . [from spark.]

1. A spark ; a small particle of fire. Dryden.

2. Any luminous particle. Pope.

To SPARKLE. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To emit sparks.

2. To issue in sparks. Milton.

3. To shine ; to glitter. Watts.

4. To emit little bubbles as liquor in a glass.

SPARKLINGLY. ad. [from sparkling. ] With

vivid and twinkling lustre. Boyle.

SPARKLINGNESS. s [from sparkling.] Vi-

vid and twinkling lustre. Boyle.

SPA'RROW. S. [rpeanpa, Sax . ] A small bird.

SPA'RROWHAWK, or Sparhawk. s. [rpean-

haroc, Sax ] The female ofthe musket hawk.

SPA'RROWGRASS . s . [corrupted from aspa-

ragus.] King.

SPA'RRY. a. [from spar.] Consisting of spar.

Woodward.

SPASM. s. [ аoμa .] Convulsion ; violent and

involuntary contraction. Arbuthnot.

SPASMO'DICK. a. [from spasm. ] Convulsive.

SPAT. The preterite of spit.

SPAT. s. The young of shellfish.

To SPA'TIATE. v. n. [spatior, Lat.] To rove ;

to range ; to ramble at large. Bentley.

Woodward.

To SPATTER. v. a. [rpar, splt, Saxon. ]

1. To sprinkle with dirt, or any thing offen-

sive. Addison.

2. To throw out any thing offensive.

3. To asperse ; to defame.

Shakespeare.

To SPATTER. v. n . To spit ; to sputter as at

any thing nauseous taken into the mouth.

SPATTERDASHES. s. [spatter and dash.]

Covering for the legs by which the wet is

kept off

SPATTLING Poppy. s. White behen. Miller.

SPATULA. s. A spattle or slice , used by apo-

thecaries and surgeons in spreading plasters

or stirring medicines. Quincy.

SPA'VIN. s. [ espavent, Fr. spavano, Italian. ]

This disease, in horses, is a bony excrescence

or crust, as hard as a bone, that grows on

the inside of the hough. Farrier's Dict.

SPAW. A place famous for mineral waters ;

any mineral water.

To SPAWL. v. n. [rpærlian, to spit, Sax,] To

throw moisture out ofthe mouth. Swift

SPAWL. s. [rpatl, Saxon.] Spittle ; moisture

ejected from the mouth. Dryden

SPAWN. s. [spene, spenne, Dutch.]

1. The eggs of fish or of frogs. Shakespeare.

2. Any product or offspring . Tillotson,

To SPAWN. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To produce, as fishes do eggs. Shakespeare.

2. To generate ; to bring forth.

To SPAWN. v. n.

Swift.

Brown.

Locke.

1. To produce eggs as fish.

2. To issue ; to proceed .

SPA'WNER. s. [from spawn.] The female fisk.

Walton.

To SPAY. v. a. [spado, Latin.] To castrate fe-

male animals. Mortimer

To SPEAK. v. n. preterite spake, or spoke ;

participle passive spoken. [ppecan, Saxon.}

1. To utter articulate sounds ; to express

thoughts by words. Holder.

2. To harangue ; to make a speech.Clarendon.

3. To talk for or against ; to dispute. Shak.

4. To discourse ; to make mention. Tillotson.

5. To give sound. Shakespeare

6. To SPEAK with. To address ; to converse

with.

To SPEAK. v. a.

Knolles.

1. To utter with the mouth ; to pronounce.

2. To proclaim ; to celebrate.

3. To address ; to accost.

4. To exhibit ; to make known.

SPEA'KABLE. a. [from speak. ]

1. Possible to be spoken.

2. Having the power of speech.

SPEAKER. s. [from speak.]

1. One that speaks .

Judges.

Shakespeare

Ecclesiasticus

Milton.

Milton.

Watts.

2. One that speaks in any particular manner.

Prior.

3. One that celebrates, proclaims, or men-
tions.

Shakespeare.

4. The prolocutor ofthe commons. Dryden.

SPEA’KING Trumpet. s. A stentorophonick

instrument ; a trumpet by which the voice

maybe propagated to a great distance. Dryd.

SPEAR. s. [rpene, Saxon ; spere, Dutch .]

1. A long weapon with a sharp point, used

in thrusting or throwing ; a lance. Cowley.

2. A lance, generally with prongs, to kill

fish. Carew.

To SPEAR. v. a. [from the noun.] To kill or

pierce with a spear.

Mortimer.

To SPEAR. v. n. To shoot or sprout ; com-

monly written spire.

SPEA'RGRASS s. [spear and grass . ] Long

stiff grass. Shakespeare.

SPEARMAN. s. [spear and man.] One who

uses a lance in fight. Prior.

SPEARMINT. s. A plant ; a species of nint.

SPEA'RWORT. s . An herb. Ainsworth.

SPECIAL. a. (special, Fr. specialis, Latin.]

1. Noting a sort of species.

2. Particular ; peculiar.

Watts.

Atterbury.

3. Appropriate ; designed for a particular

purpose.

4. Extraordinary ; uncommon.

5. Chief in excellence.

SPECIALLY. ad. [ from special.]

Davies.

Sprut.

Shakespeare.

1. Particularly ; above others. Deuteronomy,

2. Not in a common way; peculiarly. Hale
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SPECIALTY. s . [specialité, Fr. from spe-

SPECIALITY. } cial.] Particularity. Hale.

SPECIES. s. [species, Latin.]

1. A sort ; a subdivision of a general term .

Watts.

2. Class of nature ; single order ofbeings.

Bentley.

3. Appearance to the senses ; any visible or

sensible representation . Ray.

Dryden.

Bacon.

Arbuthnot.

4. Representation to the mind.

5. Show ; visible exhibition.

6. Circulating money.

!

7. Simples that have place in a compound.

SPECIFICAL.

SPECIFICK. }
a. [specifique, French.]

1. That makes a thing of the species of

which it is . Newton.

2. [In medicine.] Appropriated to the cure

of some particular distemper. Wiseman.

SPECIFICALLY. ad. [from specifick.] In such

manner as to constitute a species ; according

to the nature of the species. B'entley.

To SPECIFICATE. v. a. [from species and

facio, Latin.] To mark by notation of distin-

guishing particularities.

SPECIFICATION . s . [specification , French.]

1. Distinct notation ; determination by a

peculiar mark.

Hale.

Watts.

Ayliffe.2. Particular mention.

To SPECIFY. v. a. [from species ; specifier,

Fr.] To mention ; to showby some particu-

lar mark of distinction. Pope.

SPECIMEN. s. [specimen, Latin. ] A sample ;

a part of any thing exhibited, that the rest

may be known. Addison .

SPECIOUS. a. [specieux, Fr. speciosus, Latin.]

1. Showing ; pleasing to the view. Milton.

2. Plausibly ; superficially ; not solidly right;

striking at first view. Atterbury.

SPE'CIOUSLY. ad. [from specious. ] With fair

appearance. Hammond.

SPECK. 8. [rpecec, Saxon. A small discolo-

ration ; a spot. Dryden.

To SPECK. v. a. To spot ; to stain in drops.

Milton.

SPE'CKLE s. [from speck.] Small speck ; lit-

tle spot.

To SPECKLE. v. a. [from the noun.] To

mark with small spots . Milton.

SPECKT, or Speight. s . A woodpecker. Ainsw.

SPECTACLE. s. [spectacle, Fr. spectaculum ,

Latin.]

1. A show ; a gazing -stock ; any thing ex-

hibited to the view as eminently remarkable.

Shakespeare.

2. Any thing perceived by the sight. Spens.

3 [In the plural.] Glasses to assist the sight.

SPECTACLED. a. [from the noun .] Furnish-

ed with spectacles. Shakespeare.

SPECTATION. s. [spectatio, Latin . ] Regard ;

respect. Harvey.

SPECTATOR. s. [spectateur, Fr. spectator,

Lat.] A looker-on ; a beholder. Shakespeare.

SPECTATORSHIP. s. [from spectator. ] Act

of beholding. Shakespeare.

SPECTRE. s. [spectre, Fr. spectrum, Latin.]

1. Apparition ; appearance ofpersons dead.

Stillingfleet.

2. Something made preternaturally visible.

SPECTRUM. s . [Latin ] An image ; a visible

form

SPE'CULAR. a. [specularis, Latin.]

Newton.

1. Having the qualities of a mirror or look.

ing-glass. Donne.

Philips.2. Assisting sight. Improper.

To SPECULATE. v. n. [speculer, Fr. speculor,

Lat. ] To meditate ; to contemplate ; to take

a view of any thing with the mind. Digby.

To SPECULATE. v . a. To consider attentive.

ly; to look through with the mind . Brown.

SPECULATION. s . [ from speculate .]

1. Examination by the eye view.

2. Examiner ; spy. Shakespeare.

3. Mental view ; intellectual examination ;

contemplation. Hooker.

4. A train of thoughts formed by medita-

tion. Temple.

5. Mental scheme not reduced to practice.

Temple.

6. Power of sight. Not in use. Shakespeare.

SPE'CULATIVE. a. [from speculate.]

1. Given to speculation ; contemplative.

Hooker.

2. Theoretical ; notional ; ideal ; not prac

tical. Bacon

SPECULATIVELY. ad. [from speculative .]

1. Contemplatively ; with meditation.

2. Ideally ; notionally ; theoretically.

SPECULATOR. s. [from speculate.]

1. One who forms theories. More.

2. [ Speculateur, French . ] An observer ; a con-

templator. Brown.

Broome.3. A spy ; a watcher.

SPECULATORY. a. [from speculate . ] Exer-

cising speculation.

SPECULUM. s. [Latin.] A mirror ; a look.

ing-glass. Boyle.

SPED. The pret. and part. pass. of speed.

SPEECH. s . [ from speak.]

1. The power of articulate utterance ; the

power of expressing thoughts by words, or

vocal sounds. Watts.

2. Language ; words considered as expressing

thoughts.

3. Particular language, as

others.

4. Anythink spoken.

5. Talk ; mention.

Milton.

distinct from

Common Prayer.

6. Oration ; harangue.

7. Declaration of thoughts.

SPEECHLESS. a. [from speech.]

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

Swift.

Milton.

1. Deprived ofthe power of speaking ; made

mute or dumb.

2. Mute ; dumb.

Raleigh.

Shakespeare.

To SPEED. v . n . pret. and part. pass. sped

and speeded. [spoeden, Dutch. ]

1. To make haste ; to move with celerity.

·

2. [Spedian, to grow rich, Saxon.] To have

good success

Philips.

Shakespear

South.

Waller.

3. To succeed well or ill.

4. To have any condition, good or bad.

To SPEED. v. a.

1. To dispatch in haste ; to send away quick-

Fairfax.ly.

2. To hasten ; to put into quick motion.

Shakespeare.
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3. To furnish in haste.

4. To dispatch ; to destroy ; to kill ; to mis-

chief; to ruin.

5. To execute ; to despatch.

6. To assist ; to help forward.

7. To make prosperous.

SPEED s. [ spoed, Dutch ]

1. Quickness ; celerity.

Pope.

Ayliffe.

Dryden.

St. Paul.

More.

2. Haste ; hurry ; despatch. Decay ofPiety.

3 The course or pace of a horse.Shakespeare.

4. Success ; event. Shakespeare.

SPEEDILY. ad. [from speedy.] With haste ;

quickly. Dryden.

SPEEDINESS. s. [from speedy. ] The quality

of being speedy.

SPEEDWELL. s. [veronica, Latin.] A plant ;

fluellin. Derham.

SPEEDY. a. [from speed.] Quick ; swift ;

nimble ; quick of despatch.

SPELL. s. [rpel, Saxon, a word .]

Dryden.

1. A charm consisting of some words of oc-

cult power.

2. A turn of work.

Milton.

Carew.

To SPELL. v. a. pret. and part. pass. spelled

or spelt. [spellen, Dutch.]

1. To write with the proper letters . Dryden.

2. To read by naming letters singly.

3. To charm .

To SPELL. v. n.

1. To form words ofletters.

2 To read.

3. To read unskilfully.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Locke.

Milton.

South.

To SPELT. v. n. To split ; to break.Mortimer.

SPE'LTER. s. A kind of semimetal. Newton.

To SPEND. v. a. [rpendan, Saxon.]

1. To consume ; to exhaust ; to waste.

2. To bestow, as expense ; to expend, as

cost.

3. To bestowfor any purpose.

1. Seminal ; consisting of seed.

2. Belonging to the sperm.

More.

Ray.

To SPE'RMATIZE. v. n. [from sperm.] To

yield seed. Brown.

SPERMATOCEʼLE. s. [origua and unλn.] A

rupture caused by the contraction ofthe se-

minal vessels. Bailey.

SPERMO'LOGIST. s. [σñɛgμoλoj ] One who

gathers or treats of seed.

To SPERSE. v. a. [spersus, Latin.] To disperse ;

to scatter. Not in use. Spenser.

To SPET. v. a . To bring or pour abundantly

Milton.

To SPEW. v. a. [rpepan, Sax. speuwen, Dut.]

1. To vomit ; to eject from the stomach.

2. To eject ; to cast forth.

3. To eject with loathing.

Spenser.

Dryden.

Bacon.

To SPEW. v. n. To vomit ; to ease the sto-

mach. Ben Jonson.

SPE'WY. a. [from spew.] Wet ; foggy. Mort.

To SPHA'CELATE. v. a. To affect with a

Sharp.gangrene.

To SPHA'CELATE. v. n. To mortify ; to suf-

fer the gangrene. Sharp.

SPHA'CELUS. » [apaxeλ .] A gangrene ; a

mortification.

SPHERE. s. [sphæra, Latin.]

Wiseman.

1. A globe ; an orbicular body ; a body of

which the centre is at the same distance

from every point of the circumference. Mil.

2. Any globe of the mundane system. Dryd.

3. A globe representing the earth or sky.

4. Orb ; circuit ofmotion.

Dryden.

Milton.

5. Province ; compass ofknowledge or ac-

tion ; employment.

To SPHERE. v . a . [from the noun.]

1. To place in a sphere.

2. To form into roundness.

1. Round ; orbicular ; globular. Keil.

2. Planetary; relating to the orbs of the

planets. Shakespeare.

SPHERICALLY. ad. In form of a sphere.

SPHERICALNESS.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

Shakespeare

Isaiah. Milton.

Boyle.

4. To effuse.

5. To squander ; to lavish.

6. To pass ; to suffer to pass away.

7. To waste ; to wear out.

Shakespeare.

Wake.

Job.

SPHERICAL.

SPHERICK . }
a. [from sphere.]

Burnet.

8. To fatigue ; to harass. Addison.

To SPEND. v. n.

1. To make expense.

2. To prove in the use ; as, pork

pease spends well.

South.

fed with

Temple.

SPHERICITY.

s. [from sphere.]

Roundness; routi

ty ; globosity. Digby.

spends in

Bacon.

4 To be employed to any use. Bacon.

Taylor.

3. To be lost or wasted ; as, life

trifles.

SPENDER. s. [from spend.]

1. One who spends.

Bacon.

Swift.

Bacon.

2. A prodigal ; a lavisher.

SPENDTHRIFT. s. [spend and thrift.] A

prodigal ; a lavisher.

SPERABLE. a. [sperabilis, Latin. ] Such as

may be hoped. Not in use.

SPERM. s. [sperme, French ; sperma, Latin. ]

Seed ; that by which the species is continued.

Bacon.
SPERMACE'TI. s. [Lat.] Corruptedly pro-

nounced parmasitty ; a kind of suet made by

condensing the oil ofa whale's head. Quincy.

SPERMATICAL. a. [spermatique, French ;

SPERMATICK. from sperm.]

SPHINX. s. [ opy . ] A famous monster in

Egypt, that remained by conjoined Nilus,

having the face of a virgin, and the body of

a lion. Peacham.

SPI'AL. s. [espral, French.] A spy ; a scout ;

awatcher. Obsolete. Fairfax.

SPICE. s . [espices, French.]

1. A vegetable production, fragrant to the

smell, and pungent to the palate ; an aroma-

tick substance used in sauces. Temple.

2 A small quantity, as of spice to the thing

seasoned. Brown

SPHEROID. s. [opaiga and d .] A body

oblong or oblate, approaching to the form of

a sphere.

SPHEROI'DICAL. a. [from spheroid. ] Having

the form of a spheroid.

SPHE'RULE . s. [sphærula, Latin. ] A little

globe. Ckeyno.

Cheyne,

Cheyne.
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To SPICE. v. u. [from the noun.] To season

with spice. Donne.

SPICER. s. [from spice.] One who deals in

spice. Camden.

SPI'CERY. s. [espiceries, French.]

1. The commodity of spices

2. A repository ofspices.

Raleigh.

Addison.

SPICK and SPAN. Quite new ; nowfirst used.

SPICKNEL, or Spignel. s. [meum.] The herb

maldmony or bearwort.

SPICOʻSITY. 8. [spica, Lat. ] The quality of

beingspiked like ears ofcorn ; fulness ofears

SPICY. a . [from spice.]

1. Producing spice ; abounding with aroma-
ticks.

Dryden.

2. Aromatick ; having the qualities of spice.

Pope.

SPI'DER. s. The animal that spins a web for

flies.
Drayton.

SPIDERCATCHER. s. [picus murarius, La.

tin. ] A bird.

SPIDERWORT. s. [sphalangium, Latin. ) A

plant with a lily-flower. Miller.

SPI'GOT. s. [spicjker, Dutch.] A pin or peg

put into the faucet to keep in the liquor.

SPIKE. s. [spica, Latin.]

1. An ear of corn. Denham.

2. A long nail of iron or wood ; a long rod

of iron sharpened. Addison.

SPIKE. s. A smaller species of lavender. Hill.

To SPIKE. v. a.

1. To fasten with long nails.

2. To set with spikes.

Moxon.

Wiseman.

3. To make sharp at the end.

SPI'KENARD . s. [spica nardi, Latin. ]A plant ,

and the oil or balsam produced from the

plant. Spectator.

SPILL. s. [spijlen, Dutch.]

1. A small shiver of wood, or thin bar of

iron. Mortimer.

Ayliffe.

Dutch. ]

Daniel.

2. A small quantity of money.

To SPILL. v. a . [rpillan, Sax. spillen,

1. To shed ; to lose by shedding.

2. To destroy ; to mischief.

.

Davies.

3. To throw away. Tickel.

To SPILL. v. n.

1. To waste ; to be lavish. Sidney

2. To beshed ; to be lost by being shed.

Watts.

SPILLER. s. [I know not whence derived .]

A kind offishing line. Carew.

SPILTH. s. [ from spill. ] Any thing poured

out or wasted. Shakespeare.

To SPIN. v. a. pret. spun or span, part. spun.

[rpinnan, Sax. spinnen, Dutch.]

1. To draw out into threads.

2. To form threads by drawing

twisting any filamentous matter. Dryden.

3. To protract ; to draw out.

4. To form by degrees ; to draw out tedious-

ly.

Exodus.

out and

Addison.

Digby.

6. To put into a turning motion, as a boy's

op.

T SPIN. v. n.

1. To exercise the art of spinning, or draw

ing threads. More.

2. To stream out in a thread or small cur-

rent.

3 To move round as a spindle.

Drayton.

Milton

SPINACH.s. [spinachia, Latin.] A plant.

SPI'NAGE. S Miller

SPI'NAL. a. [spina , Latin.] Belonging to the

Philipsback-bone.

SPINDLE. s. [spindl, spindel, Saxon.]

1. The pin by which the thread is formed,

and on which it is conglomerated. Maine.

2. A long slender stalk. Mortimer.

S.

3. Any thing slender ; whence spindle shanks.

Dryden.

To SPINDLE. v . n. [from the noun ] To

shoot into a long small stalk.
Bacon,

SPINDLESHA'NKED. a . [spindle and shank.¸

Having small legs. Addison

SPINDLETREE. s. A plant ; prickwood.

SPINE. s . [spina, Latin. ]The back-bone.

Dryden,

SPINEL. s . A sort of mineral. Woodward.

SPINET. s. [espinette, Fr.] A small harpsi-

chord ; an instrument with keys. Swift.

SPINIFEROUS. a. [spina and fero, Latin.]

Bearing thorns.

SPINK. s. A finch ; a bird.

SPINNER. s . [from spin. ]

1. One skilled in spinning.

Harte.

Graunt.

2. A garden spider with long jointed legs.

Shakespeare.

SPINNING Wheel. s. [from spin . ] The wheel

by which, since the disuse of the rock, the

thread is drawn. Gay.

SPINO'SITY. s. [spinosus, Latin.] Crabbed-

ness ; thorny or briary perplexity.

Glanville.

SPI'NOUS. a. [spinosus, Latin. ] Thorny ; full

of thorns .

SPI'NSTER. s . [from spin. ]

1. A woman that spins. Shakespeare.

2. [ In law. ] The general term for a girl or
maiden woman. Swift.

SPI'NSTRY. s [from spinster.] The work of

spinning.

SPI'NY. a. [ spina, Latin.] Thorny ; briary ;

perplexed ; difficult . Digby.

SPIRACLE. s. [spiraculum, Lat. ] A breathing-

hole ; a vent ; a small aperture. Woodward.

SPIRAL. a. [from spira, Lat. ]Curve ; winding;

circularly involved. Blackmore.

SPIRALLY. ad. In a spiral form .

SPIRE. s . [spira, Latin .]

Ray.

1. A curve line ; any thing wreathed or con-

torted ; a curl ; a twist ; a wreath.

Dryden.

2. Any thing growing up taper ; a round

pyramid ; a steeple.
Hale.

3. The top oruppermost point. Shakespeare.

To SPIRE. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To shoot up pyramidically.

2. To breathe. Not in use.

SPIRIT. s. [spiritus, Latin. ]

1. Breath ; wind.

2. An immaterial substance.

3. The soul of man.

4. An apparition.

Mortimer.

Spenser.

Bacon.

Davies.

Shakespeare.

Lake.

5. Temper ; habitual disposition of mind.

Tillotson.

6. Ardour ; courage ; elevation ; vehemence

of mind.

7. Genius ; vigour of mind.

Shakespeare

Temple.
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8. Turn ofmind ; power of mind, moral or

intellectual. Cowley.

9. Intellectual powers distinct from the body.

10. Sentiment ; perception.

11. Eagerness ; desire.

Clarendon.

Shakespeare.

South.

12. Man of activity ; man of life, fire, and

enterprise. Shakespeare.

13. Persons distinguished by qualities of the

mind. Dryden.

14. That which gives vigour or cheerfulness

to the mind. Shakespeare.

15. Characteristical likeness ; essential quali-

ties. Wotton.

16. Any thing eminently pure and refined .

Shakespeare.

17. That which hath power or energy.

South.

18. An inflammable liquor raised by distilla-

tion ; as brandy, rum.

19. In the old poets, spirit was a monosylla-

ble, and often written sprite, or, less pro-

perly, spright.

To SPIRIT. v. a.

Boyle.

Spenser.

1. To animate or actuate as a spirit. Milton.

2. To excite ; to animate ; to encourage ; to

invigorate to action. Swift.

Brown.3. To draw ; to entice.

SPIRITALLY. ad. [from spiritus, Latin . ] By

means ofthe breath. Holder.

SPIRITED. a. [from spirit.] Lively ; viva-

cious ; full of fire . Pope.

SPIRITEDNESS. s . [from spirited .] Disposi-

tion or make of mind.

SPIRITFULNESS. s. [from spirit and full. ]

Sprightliness ; liveliness. Harvey.

SPIRITLESS . a. [from spirit.] Dejected ;

low ; deprived of vigour ; depressed.

SPIRITOUS. a. [from spirit.]

Addison.

Shakespeare.

1. Refined ; defecated ; advanced near to

spirit. Milton.

Boyle.

2. Fine ; ardent ; active.

SPIRITOUSNESS. s. [from spiritous.] Fine-

ness and activity of parts.

SPIRITUAL. a. [spirituel, Fr. from spirit.]]

J. Distinct from matter ; immaterial ; incor-

poreal.

2. Mental ; intellectual.

Bacon.

South.

3. Not gross ; refined from external things ;

relative only to the mind. Calamy.

Swift.

4. Not temporal ; relating to the things of

heaven; ecclesiastical.

SPIRITUALITY. s. [from spiritual .]

1. Incorporeity ; immateriality ; essence dis-

tinct from matter. Raleigh.

2. Intellectual nature. South.

South.

3. Acts independent of the body ; pure acts

ofthe soul ; mental refinement.

4. That which belongs to any one as an ec-

clesiastick. Ayliffe.

SPIRITUALITY. s. [from spiritual. ] Eccle-

siastical body. Not in use. Shakespeare.

SPIRITUALIZATION. s . [from spiritualize.]

The act of spiritualizing.

To SPIRITUALIZE. v . a. [spiritualiser, Fr.]

To refine the intellect ; to purify from the

feculencies of the world.
Rogers.

SPIRITUALLY. ad. [from spiritual. ] With

out corporeal grossness ; with attention to

things purely intellectual. Taylor.

SPIRITUOUS. a [spiritueux, Fr.]

1. Having the quality of spirit, tenuity and

activity of parts . Arbuthnot.

Wotton.
2. Lively ; gay ; vivid ; airy.

SPIRITUO'SITY. s. [from spirituous. ]

SPIRITUOUSNESS . } The quality of w..

ing spirituous ; tenuity and activity.

To SPIRT. v. n . [spritta, Swedish. ] To spring

out in a sudden stream ; to stream out by in.

tervals. Pope.

To SPIRT. v . a . To throw out in a jet. Gay.

SPIRT. s. [ from the verb.]

1. Sudden ejection.

2. Sudden effort.

To SPIRTLE. v. a. [a corruption of spirt.] To

shoot scatteringly .

SPIRY. a. [from spire.]

1. Pyramidal.

2. Wreathed ; curled.

SPISS. a . [spissus, Latin.] Close ;
Not in use.

Derham.

Pope.

Dryden.

firm ; thick.

Brerewood.

SPI'SSITUDE. s. [from spissus, Latin.] Gross-

ness ; thickness. Bacon.

SPIT. s. [rpitan, Saxon ; spit, Dutch.]

1. A long prong on which meat is driven, to

be turned before the fire . Wilkins.

2. Such a depth of earth as is pierced by one

action of the spade. Mortimer.

To SPIT. v . a . preterite sput ; participle pas-

sice spit or spitted . [ from the noun. ]

1. To put upon a spit.

2. To thrust through.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

To SPIT. v. a. [rpœzan, Sax. spytter, Danish. ]

To eject from the mouth.

To SPIT. v . n. To throw out spittle or mois-

ture ofthe mouth. South.

SPITTAL. s. [ corrupted from hospital . ] A

charitable foundation.

To SPITCHCOCK, v. a. To cut an eel in

pieces and roast him. King

SPITE. s. [spijt, Dutch.]

1. Malice ; rancour ; hate ; malignity ; male-

volence. Sidney

Rowe.

2. SPITE of, or In SPITE of. Notwithstand-

ing; in defiance of.

To SPITE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To mischief; to treat maliciously ; to vex,

to thwart malignantly. Shakespeare.

2. To fill with spite ; to offend. Temple

SPI'TEFUL. a. [spite and full. ] Malicious ; ma

lignant.
Hooker

SPITEFULLY. ad. [from spiteful.] Mali-

ciously ; malignantly.
Waller

SPITEFULNESS . s. [from spiteful. ] Malice ;

malignity ; desire of vexing.
Keil

SPITTED. a. [from spit. ] Shot out into

length.

SPITTER. s. [from spit.]

1. One who puts meat on a spit.

2. One who spits with his mouth.

3. A young deer.

Bacon.

Ainsworth.

SPITTLE. s. [corrupted from hospital.] An

hospital.
Cleaveland.

SPITTLE. s. [rpoerlian, Saxon.] Moisture of

the mouth. Arbuthnot.

SPITVENOM. s . [spit and venom .] Poison

ejected from the mouth. Hooker
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SPLANCHNOLOGY. 3. [o@hayxva and

Aoy ] A treatise or description of the

bowels.

To SPLASH. v. a . [plaska, Swedish.] To daub

with dirt in great quantities.

SPLA'SHY. a. [from splash. ] Full of dirty

water; apt to daub.

To SPLAY. v. a. To dislocate or break a

horse's shoulder-bone.

SPLA'YFOOT. a. [splay and foot.] Having the

foot turned inward. Pope.

Dryden.

SPLA'YMOUTH. s . [splay and mouth. ] Mouth

widened by design.

SPLEEN. s. [splen, Latin .]

1. The milt. It is supposed the seat of anger,

melancholy, and mirth. Wiseman.

2. Anger ; spite ; ill humour.

3. A sudden motion ; a fit.

Donne.

Shakespeare.

4. Melancholy ; hypochondriacal vapours.

Pope.

5. Immoderate merriment. Shakespeare.

SPLE'ENED. a. [from spleen.] Deprived of

the spleen. Arbuthnot.

SPLE'ENFUL. a. [spleen and full.] Angry ;

peevish ; fretful ; melancholy. Shakespeare.

SPLE'ENLESS: a. [from spleen. ] Kind ; gen-

tle ; mild. Obsolete. Chapman.

SPLEENWORT. s . [spleen and wort ] A plant;

miltwaste. Miller.

SPLEENY. a. [from spleen.] Angry ; peevish ;

Shakespeare.humourous.

SPLENDENT. a. [splendens, Lat. ] Shining ;

glossy ; having lustre.

SPLENDID. a. [splendidus, Latin. ] Showy ;

magnificent ; sumptuous ; pompous. Pope.

SPLENDIDLY. ad. [from splendid.] Magni-

ficently ; sumptuously ; pompously. Taylor.

SPLENDOUR. s. [s lendor, Latin.]

1. Lustre ; power of shining. Arbuthnot.

2. Magnificence ; pomp. South.

SPLENETICK. a . [splenetique, Fr.] Troubled

with the spleen ; fretful ; peevish. Tatler.

SPLENICK. a. [splenique, Fr. splen, Latin . ]

Belonging to the spleen. Harvey.

SPLENISH. a. [from spleen. ] Fretful ; pee-

vish.
Drayton.

SPLENITIVE. a. [from spleen.] Hot ; fiery ;

passionate. Not in use. Shakespeare.

SPLENT. s. A callous hard substance, or an

insensible swelling, which breeds on the

shank-bone of a horse, and, when it grows

big, spoils the shape ofthe leg.

Farrier's Dict.

To SPLICE. v. a. [splissen, Dutch .] To join

the two ends of a rope without a knot.

SPLINT. s. [splinter, Dutch. ] A thin piece of

wood, or other matter, used by chirurgeons

to hold the bone newly set. Wiseman.

v. a. [from the noun.]

To SPLINT.

TOSPLINTER.

Shakespeare.1. To secure by splints .

2. To shiver; to break into fragments.

SPLINTER. s. [splinter, Dutch.]

1. A fragment of any thing broken with vio-

lence.
Dryden.

2. A thin piece ofwood. Grew.

To SPLINTER. v . n. [from the noun. ] To

be broken into fragments ; to be shivered.

To SPLIT. v. a. pret. and part. pass. split .

[spletten, splitten, Dutch.]

1. To cleave ; to rive ; to divide longitudi-

nally in two. Cleaveland.

Atterbury.2. To divide ; to part.

3. To dash and break on a rock. Dryden.

4. To divide ; to break into discord. South

To SPLIT. v. n.

1. To burst in sunder ; to crack ; to suffer

disruption.

2. To burst with laughter.

Boyle.

Pope

Addison.

Swift

3. To be broken against rocks.

SPLITTER. s . One who splits.

SPLU'TTER. s. Bustle ; tumult. A low word.

To SPOIL. t. a. [spolio, Latin.]

1. To seize by robbery ; to take

force.

2. To plunder ; to strip ofgoods.

3. To corrupt ; to make useless.

To SPOIL. v. n.

away by
Milton.

Pope.

Taylor.

1. To practise robbery or plunder. Spenser.

2. To grow useless ; to be corrupted. Locke

SPOIL. s . [spolium, Latin.]

1. That which is taken by violence ; plun-

der ; pillage ; booty, Shakespeare.

2. That which is gained by strength or effort.

Bentley.

3. That which is taken from another. Milton.

4. The act ofrobbery ; robbery. Shakespeare.

5. Corruption ; cause of corruption.

Shakespeare.

6. The slough ; the cast off-skin of a serpent.

Bacon.

SPOILER. s. [from spoil. ]

1. A robber ; a plunderer ; a pillager. South.

2. One who mars or corrupts any thing.

SPOI'LFUL. a. [spoil and full.] Wasteful ; ra-

pacious. Spenser.

SPOKE. s. [rpaca, Sax.] The bar of a wheel

that passes from the nave to the felly.

SPOKE. The preterite ofspeak.

SPO'KEN. The participle passive ofspeak.

SPOKESMAN. 8. [spoke and man.] Óne who

speaks for another. Exodus.

Shakespeare.

The act

To SPO'LIATE. v. a. [spolio, Latin.] To rob ;

to plunder.

SPOLIATION. s. [spoliatio, Latin. ]

of robbery or privation.

SPO'NDEE. s . [spondaus, Latin.]

two long syllables.

SPO'NDYLE. s. [ werdudes.] A vertebre ; a

joint of the spine .

water.

Ayliffe.

A foot of

Broome.

Brown.

SPONGE. s. [spongia, Latin.] A soft porcus

substance, supposed by some the nidus o

animals. It is remarkable for sucking up

Sandys.

To SPONGE. v. a. [from the noun.] To blot ;

to wipe away as with a sponge. Hooker.

To SPONGE. v. n. To suck in as a sponge ; to

gain by mean arts. Surift.

SPO'NGER. s . [from sponge.] One who hangs

for a maintenance on others . L'Estrange.

SPO'NGINESS. s. [from spongy.] Softness, and

fulness of cavities, like a sponge. Harvey.

SPO'NGIOUS, a . [from sponge.] Full of small

cavities like a sponge. Cheyne.

SPONGY. a. [from sponge.]
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1. Soft and full of small interstitial holes. SPORTIVE. a. [from sport.] Gay ; merry;

frolick ; wanton ; playful ; ludicrous Pope.

2. Wet ; drenched ; soaked ; full like a SPORTIVENESS. s. [from sportive. ] Gayety ;

sponge.

SPONK. s. Touchwood.

Bacon.

SPO NSAL. a. [sponsalis, Latin .] Relating to

marriage.

SPO'NSION. s. [sponsio, Latin ] The act of

becoming surety for another.

SPO'NSOR. s. [Latin . ] A surety ; one who

makes a promise or gives security for ano-

ther .

SPONTANEITY. s . [spontaneitas, Latin.] Vo-

luntariness ; willingness ; accord uncom-

pelled. Bramhall.

SPONTANEOUS. a. [from sponte, Latin.]

Voluntary ; not compelled ; acting without

compulsion or restraint. Hale.

SPONTANEOUSLY. ad. [from spontaneous .]

Voluntarily of its own accord. Bentley.

SPONTANEOUSNESS. s. [from spontaneous .]

Voluntariness ; freedom of will ; accord un-

forced. Hale.

SPOOL. s. [spohl, Dutch.] A small piece of

cane or reed, with a knot at each end ; or a

piece of wood turned in that form to wind

yarn upon ; a quill.

To SPOOM. v. n. To go on swiftly. Dryden.

To SPOON. v. n. In sea language, is when a

ship, being under sail in a storm , cannot bear

it, but is obliged to put right before the wind.

Bailey.

SPOON. s. [spaen, Dutch.] A concave vessel

with a handle, used in eating liquids. Pope.

SPOONBILL. s . [ spoon and bill ] A bird : the

end ofits bill is broad. Grew.

SPO'ONFUL. s . [spoon and full.]

Dryden.

1. As much as is generally taken at once in a

spoon. A medical spoonful is half an ounce.

Bacon.

2. Any small quantity of liquid. Arbuthnot.

SPO'ONMEAT. s . [spoon and meat. ] Liquid

food ; nourishment taken with a spoon.

SPO'ONWORT. s. Scurvygrass. Harte.

SPORA'DICAL. a. [omegadnog . ] A sporadical

disease is an endemial disease, what in a par

ticular season affects but few people. Arb.

SPORT. s. [spott, a make-game , Islandick .]

1. Play ; diversion ; game ; frolick and tu-

multuous merriment. Sidney,

2. Mock ; contemptuous mirth. Tillotson.

3. That with which one plays. Dryden.

4. Play ; idle gingle. Broome.

of fowling,

Clarendon.

5. Diversion of the field, as

hunting, fishing.

To SPORT. v. a. [ from the noun.]

1. To divert ; to make merry. Sidney.

2.To represent by any kind of play. Dryden.

To SPORT. v . n.

1. To play ; to frolick ; to game ; to wanton.

2. To trifle.

SPO'RTFUL. a. [sport and full.]

Broome.

Tillotson.

Milton.

Bentley.

1. Merry ; frolicksome ; wanton.

2. Iudicrous ; done in jest.

SPO'RTFULLY. ad. Wantonly ; merrily.

SPO'RTFULNESS. s. [ from sportful.] Wan-

tonness ; play ; merriment ; frolick. Sidney.

play ; wantonness.
Walton.

SPORTSMAN. s . [sport and man. ] One who

pursues the recreations of the field. Addison.

SPORTULE. s. [sportule, Fr. sportula, Lat. ] An

alms ; a dole. Ayliffe.

SPOT.'s [spette, Danish ; spotte, Flemish ]

1. A blot ; a mark made by discoloration.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

Otway.

2. A taint ; a disgrace ; a reproach. Pope.

3. A scandalous woman.

4. A small extent of place.

5. Any particular place.

6. Upon the SPOT. Immediately ; without

changing place.

To SPOT. v. a. [from the noun .]

1. To mark with discolorations ; to mact

late. Tate.

Addison.2. To patch by way ofornament.

3. To corrupt ; to discharge ; to taint.

SPOTLESS. a. [from spot.]

1. Free from spots.

2. Free from reproach or impurity ; imma-

culate ; pure ; untainted. Waller.

SPOTTER. s . [from spot .] One that spots ;

one that maculates.

SPOTTY. a . [from spot . ] Full of spots ; ma-

culated. Milton.

SPOUSAL. a. [from spouse.] Nuptial ; matri-

monial , conjugal ; connubial ; bridal . Shak.

SPOUSAL. s. [ espousailles, Fr. sponsulia, Lat. ]

Marriage ; nuptials. Dryden.

SPOUSE. s. [sponsa , Latin ; espouse, French ]

Onejoined in marriage ; a husband or wife.

Shakespeare.

SPOU'SED. a . [from the noun. ] Wedded ,

espoused ; joined together as in matrimony.

Milton.

SPOU'SELESS. a. [from spouse. ] Wanting a

husband or wife.

SPOUT. s . [from spryt, Dutch.]

Pope.

1. A pipe, or mouth of a pipe or vessel, out

of which any thing is poured. Brown.

2. Water falling in a body ; a cataract. Shak.

To SPOUT. v. a . [ from the noun. ] To pour

with violence, or in a collected body, as from

a spout. Bacon.

To SPOUT. v. n. To issue as from a spout.

Woodward.

To SPRAIN. v. a . [corrupted from strain. ] To

stretch the ligaments of a joint without dis-

location of the bone. Gay.

SPRAIN. s . [from the verb ] Extension of the

ligaments without dislocation ofthe joint.

Temple.

SPRAINTS. s. The dung of an otter

SPRANG. The preterite of sp ing.

SPRAT. s . [sprot, Dutch.] A small sea-fish.

To SPRAWL. v. n. [spradle, Danish .]

1. To struggle, as in the convulsions ofdeath.

Hudibras.

2. To tumble or creep with much agitation

and contortion ofthe limbs. Dryden.

SPRAY. s.

1. The extremity of a branch. Dryden.

spry.

2. The foam of the sea, commonly written

Arbuthnot
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To SPREAD. v. a. [ƒpɲedan, Saxon ; spreyden,

Dutch. ]

1. To extend ; to expand ; to make to cover

or fill a larger space than before

2. To cover by extension .

3. To cover over.

4. To stretch ; to extend.

14. To proceed as from a source.

15. To shoot ; to issue with speed and vio-

lence.

1. To start ; to rouse game.

Bacon. To SPRING. v. a.

Granville.

Isaiah. 2. To produce quickly.

Milton. 3. To make by starting a plank.

4. To discharge a mine.

Matthew.

5. To publish ; to divulge ; to disseminate.

6. To emit as effluvia or emanations. Milton.

To SPREAD. v. n. To extend or expand itself.

SPREAD. s. [ from the verb .]

1. Extent ; compass.

2. Expansion of parts.

SPREADER. s. [from spread .]

1. One that spread .

Bacon.

Addison.

Bacon.

Hooker.

2. Publisher ; divulger ; disseminator. Swift.

SPRENT. part. [rppenan, Sax . sprengen, Dut.]

Sprinkled. Obsolete. Sidney.

SPRIG. s. [ysbrig, Welsh. ] A small branch ; a

spray. Bacon,

SPRIĞ Chrystal . s . Chrystal found in form of

an hexangular column, adhering at one end

to the stone, and lessening till it terminates

in a point. Woodward.

SPRI'ĠGY. a. [from sprig. ] Full of small

branches .

SPRIGHT. s. [contraction of spirit .]

Dryden.

Pope.

Donne.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Addison.

5. To contrive on a sudden ; to produce has-

tily; to offer unexpectedly.

6. To pass by leaping.

SPRING. s . [ from the verb.]

Swift.

Thomson

1. The season in which plants spring and ve-

getate. Shakespeare.

2. An elastick body ; a body which, when

distorted, has the power of restoring itself to
its former state.

3. Elastic force.

Moxon.

Newton

4. Any active power ; any cause by which

motion is produced or propagated . Rymer.

5. A leap ; a bound ; a jump ; a violent ef-

fort ; a sudden struggle. Addisin.

Ben Jonson.6. A leak ; a start of a plank.

7. A fountain ; an issue of water

earth.

from the

Davies.

8. A source ; that by which any thing is

supplied.

9. Rise ; beginning.

10. Cause ; original.

SPRING.

Samuel

s. A youth. Obsolete.

Spenser.

Locke.

1. Spirit ; shade ; soul ; incorporeal agent.

2. Walking spirit ; apparition .

3. Power which gives cheerfulness or cou-

rage. Sidney.

4. An arrow. Not used.
Bacon.

To SPRIGHT. v. a. To haunt as a spright. A

iudicrous use.
Shakespeare.

SPRIGHTFUL. a. [spright andfull.] Lively ;

brisk ; gay ; vigorous. Otway

SPRIGHTFULLY. ad. [ from sprightful. ]

Briskly ; vigorously. Shakespeare.

SPRIGHTLESS. a . [ from sprightly . ] Dull ;

enervated ; sluggish. Couley.

SPRIGHTLINESS . s . [from spright. ] Liveli

ness ; briskness ; vigour ; gayety ; vivacity.

Addison.

SPRIGHTLY . a. [from spright .] Gay ; brisk ;

lively ; vigorous ; airy ; vivacious. Prior.

To SPRING. v. n. preterite sprung or sprang,

anciently sprong ; part. sprung. [rprinzan,

Sax. springen, Dutch.]

1. To arise out of the ground, and growby

vegetative power.

2. To begin to grow.

3. To proceed as from seed.

Pope.

Ray.

Milton.

4. To come into existence ; to issue forth.

5. To arise ; to appear.

Pope.

Judges.

Pope.6. To issue with effect or force.

7. To proceed as from ancestors . Ben Jonson.

8. To proceed as from a ground, cause, or

Milton.reason.

9. To grow ; to thrive. Dryden.

10. To bound ; to leap ; to jump ; to rush

hastily ; to appear suddenly. Blackmore.

11. To fly with elastick power.

12. To rise from a covert.

13. To issue from a fountain.

Mortimer.

SPRINGAL . }

Swift

Spenser

SPRINGE. s . [from spring.] A gin ; a noose

which, fastened to any elastick body, catches

by a spring or jerk. Dryden.

SPRINGER. s. [from spring. ] One who rouses

game.

"

SPRINGHALT. s. [spring and halt .] A lame-

ness bywhich the horse twitches up his legs.

Shakespeare.

SPRI'NGINESS . s . [ from springy.] Elasticity;

power ofrestoring itself. Boyle.

SPRINGLE. s. [from spring .] A springe ; an

elastick noose.

SPRINGTIDE. s . [spring and tide.] Tide at

the new and full moon ; high tide. Grew.

SPRINGY. a. [from springe.]

Curew

1. Elastick ; having the power of restoring

itself. Bentley.

2. [From spring. ] Full of springs or foun-

Mortimer.tains . Not used.

To SPRINKLE. v . a . [sprinkelen, Dutch.j

1. To scatter ; to disperse in small masses.

2. To scatter in drops.

Exodus.

Numbers.

3. To besprinkle ; to wash, wet, or dust by

scattering in particles. Dryden.

To SPRINKLĚ. v. n . To perform the act of

scattering in small drops , Ayliffe.

SPRINKLER. s . One that sprinkles.

To SPRIT, v. a. [spnýttan, Ŝaxen ; spruyten,

Dutch. To throw out ; to eject with force.

Commonly spirt.
Brown.

To SPRIT. v . n. To shoot ; to germinate ; to

sprout.

SPRIT. s. [from the verb .] Shoot ; sprout.

Mortimer.

Otway, SPRITSAIL. s. [sprit and sail. ] The sail

Genesis. which belongs to the boltsprit. Wiseman.
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Pope.

SPRITE. s. [ contracted from spirit.] A spirit ;

an incorporeal agent.

SPRITEFULLY. ad. [ See Sprightfully.]

Vigorously ; with life and ardour. Chapman.

SPRITELY. ad. [from sprite. ] Gayly.

SPRONG. The old preterite of spring.

To SPROUT. v. n. [гpnýttan, Sax. spruyten,

Dutch.]

Chap.

1. To shoot by vegetation ; to germinate.

2. To shoot into ramifications.

3. To grow.

Prior.

Bacon.

Tickel.

SPROUT. s. [from the verb.] A shoot of a

vegetable. Bacon.

SPRUCE. a. Nice ; trim ; neat without ele-

gance. Taylor.

To SPRUCE. v. n. [from the adjective.] To

dress with affected neatness ,

SPRUCE. s. A species of fir.

SPRUCEBE'ER. s. [from spruce, a kind of fir.]

Beer tinctured with branches of fir. Arbuth.

SPRUCELEATHER. s. [corrupted for Prus-

sian leather.]

SPRUCELY. ad. [from spruce. ] In a nice

manner.

SPRUCENESS. s. [from spruce .] Neatness

without elegance.

SPRUNG. The pret. and part. pass. of spring.

SPRUNT. s. Any thing that is short and will

not easily bend.

SPUD. s . A short knife ; any short thick thing,

in contempt. Swift.

SPULLERS of Yarn. s . [ perhaps properly

spoolers. ] Are such as are employed to see

that it be well spun , and fit for the loom.

SPUME. s. [spuma, Lat. ] Foam ; froth . Milton.

To SPUME. v. n. [spumo, Latin. ] To foam ; to
froth.

SPU'MOUS.

SPU'MY.

SPUN. The preterite and part. pass . of spin.

SPUNGE. s. [spongia, Lat. ] See SPONGE.

To SPUNGE. v. n. [rather to sponge. ] To hang

on others for maintenance. Swift.

SPUNGINGHOUSE. s. [spunge and house. ]

A house to which debtors are taken before

commitmentto prison. Swift.

SPU'NGY. a . [from spunge.]

a. [spumeus, Latin.] Frothy ;

foamy.

1. Full of small holes, and soft like a spunge.

Dryden.

2. Wet; moist ; watery. Shakespeare.

3. Having the quality of imbibing. Shakesp.

SPUNK. s . Rotten wood ; touchwood. Brown.

SPUR. s. [rpuɲa, Sax. spore, Dutch.]

1. A sharp point fixed on the rider's heel,

with which he pricks his horse. Knolles.

2. Incitement ; instigation. Bucon.

3. A stimulus ; a prick ; any thing that galls
and teases. Shakespeare.

4. The sharp points on the legs of a cock

with which he fights. Ruy.

5. Any thing standing out ; a snag. Shakesp.

To SPUR. v. a. [ from the noun.]

1. To prick with the spur ; to drive with the

spur. Collier.

2. To instigate ; to incite ; to urge forward.

3. To drive by force.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

To SPUR. v. n.

1. To travel with great expedition . Dryden,

2. To press forward. Grew.

SPUʻRGALLED. a. [spur and gull ] Hurt

with a spur. Shakespeare.

SPURGE. s . [espurge, French ; spurgie, Dut.]

A plant violently purgative. Spurge is a ge-

neral name in England for all milky purga-

tive plants.

SPURIOUS. a . [spurius, Lat.]

Skinner.

1. Not genuine ; counterfeit ; adulterine. "

Swift

2. Not legitimate ; bastard. Addison.

SPURLING. s. [esperlan, French. ] A small

sea fish. Tusser

To SPURN. v. a. [rpoɲnan, Saxon.]

1. To kick ; to strike or drive with the foot.

Shakespeare.

Shakespears.

Locke

2. To reject ; to scorn ; to put away with

contempt ; to disdain.

3. To treat with contempt.

To SPURN. v. n.

I. To make contemptuous opposition ; to

make insolent resistance. Shakespeare.

Gay.

2. To toss up the heels ; to kick or struggle.

SPURN. s. [from the verb.] Kick , insolent

and contemptuous treatment. Shakespeare.

SPURNEY. 3. A plant.

SPU'RRER. s . [from spur.] One who uses

spurs .

SPURRIER. s . [from spur. ] One who makes

spurs .

SPU'RRY. s . [spergula, Latin ] A plant.

To SPURT. v . n. [See To SPIRT.] To fly out

with a quick stream .
Wiseman.

SPU'RWÂY. s. [spur and way.] A horse-way;

a bridle-road ; distinct from a road for car.

riages.

SPUTATION. s . [sputum, Latin. ] The act of

spitting. Harvey.

To SPUTTER. v. n. [sputo, Lat.]

1. To emit moisture in small flying drops.

Dryden.

2. To fly out in small particles with some

noise. Dryden.

3. To speak hastily and obscurely, as with

the mouth full ; to throw out the spittle by

hasty speech. Congreve

To SPUITER. v. a. To throw out with noise

and hesitation. Swift.

SPUTTER. s. Moisture thrown out in small

drops.

SPUTTERER. s . One that sputters.

SPY. s. [ yspio, Welsh ; espion, French ; spie,

Dutch. One sent to watch the conduct of

motions of others. Clarendon.

To SPY. v . a . [ from the noun.]

1. To discover by the eye at a distance, or

in a state of concealment ; to espy. Donne,

2. To discover by close examination.

Decay of Piety.

3. To search or discover by artifice.Numbers.

To SPY. v. n. To search narrowly. Shakespeare.

SPY'BOAT. s. [spy and boat.] A boat sent out

for intelligence .
Arbuthnot.

SQUAB . a.

1. Unfeathered ; newly hatched. King
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2. Fat ; thick and short awkwardly bulky.

Betterton.

SQUAB. s. A kind of sofa or couch ; a stuffed

cushion. Pope.

SQUAB. ad. With a heavy sudden fall, plump

and flat. A low word. L'Estrange.

To SQUAB. v . n. To fall down plump or flat ;

to squelsh or squash.

SQUA'BBISH. a. [from squab.] Thick ; hea-

vy ; fleshy. Harvey.

To SQUABBLE. v. n. [kiabla, Swedish.] To

quarrel ; to debate peevishly ; to wrangle ;

to fight. A low word. Collier.

SQUA'BBLE. s. [from the verb.] A low

brawl ; a petty quarrel. Arbuthnot.

SQUA'BBLER. s . [from squabble. ] A quarrel-

some fellow ; a brawler.

SQUABPIE. s . [squab and pie. ] A pie made

ofmany ingredients . King.

SQUADRON. s. [escadron, Fr. squadrone, Ital.]

1. A body ofmen drawn up square. Milton.

2. Part of an army ; a troop . Knolles.

3. Part of a fleet ; a certain number of ships.

Arbuthnot.

SQUA'DRONED. a. [from squadron. ] Formed

into squadrons. Milton.

SQUALID. a. [squalidus, Lat. ] Foul ; nasty ;

filthy. Dryden.

To SQUALL. v. n. [squala, Swedish. ] To

scream out as a child or woman frighted.

SQUALL. s. [from the verb.]

1. Loud scream.

Swift.

Swift.

2. Sudden gust ofwind. A sailor's word

SQUA'LLER. s . [from squall. ] Screamer ; one
that screams.

SQUA'LLY. a. [from squall. ] Windy , gusty.

SQUALOR. s. Latin . ] Coarseness ; nasti-

ness. Burton.

SQUAMOUS. a . [squamcus, Latin .] Scaly ;
covered with scales. Woodward?

To SQUA'NDER. v . a. [verschwenden, Teut.]

1. To scatter lavishly ; to spend profusely ;

to throw away in idle prodigality. Pope.

2. Toscatter; to dissipate ; to disperse.

Locke.

Dryden.

SQUA'NDERER. s . [from squander. ] A spend-

thrift ; a prodigal ; a waster.

SQUARE. a.i [ysgwâr, Welsh ; quadratus, Lat.]

1. Corncerd ; having right angles. Prior.

Forming a right angle.2. Moxon.

3. Cornered ; having angles of whatever

content ; as five square. Wiseman.

4. Parallel ; exactly suitable . Shakespeare.

5. Strong ; stout ; well set ; as, a square man.

6. Equal ; exact ; honest ; fair. Shakespeare.

7. [In geometry. ] Square root of any number

is that which, multiplied by itself, produces

the square, as 4 is the square root of 16.

SQUARE, s. [quadra, Latin.]

1. A figure with right angles and equal sides.

Milton.

2. An area offour sides, with houses on each

side.

3. Content of an angle.

Addison.

Brown.

4. A rule or instrument by which workmen

measure or form their angles .

5. Rule ; regularity ; exact proportion ; just-

ness ofworkmanship or conduct, Spenser

6. Squadron ; troops formed square.

Shakespeare

7. A square number is when another, called

its root, can be exactly found , which multi

plied by itself produces the square.

8. Quaternion ; number four. Shakespeare.

9. Level ; equality. Dryden.

10. Quartile ; the situation of planets, dis.

tant ninety degrees from each other . Milton.

11. Rule ; conformity. L'Estrange.

12. SQUARES go. The game proceeds.

To SQUARE. v. a . [ quardo, Latin.]

1. To form with right angles.

2. To reduce to a square.

L'Estrange.

Boyle.

Prior.

3. To measure ; to reduce to a measure . Sha.

4. To adjust ; to regulate ; to mould ; to

shape.

5. To accommodate ; to fit.

6. To respect in quartile.

To SQUARE. v . n.

1. To suit with ; to fit with .

Swift.

Milton.

Creech.

Woodward.

2. To quarrel ;to go to opposite sides. Shak.

SQUA'RENESS. s. [ from square. ] The state of

being square. Moxon.

SQUASH s . [from quash.]

1. Any thing soft and easily crushed. Shak.

2. [Melopepo. ] A plant . Poyle.

3. Any thing unripe ; any thing soft. hat.

4. A sudden fall. Arbuthnot

Swy5. A shock ofsoft bodies.

To SQUASH. v. a. To crush into pulp.

To SQUAT. v. n. [quatture, Italian . ] To sit cow-

ering ; to sit close to the ground.

SQUAT. a. [ from the verb.]

1. Cowering; close to the ground. Swift.

2. Short and thick ; having one part close to

another, as those of an animal contracted

and cowering Grew

SQUAT. s.

1. The posture of cowering or lying close

2. A sudden fall.

SQUAT. s. A sort of mineral.

Dryden

Herbert

Woodward

To SQUEAK. v. n. [sqwaka, Swedish .]

1. To set up a sudden dolorous cry.

2. To cry with a shrill acute tone. Shakesp.

3. To break silence or secrecy for fear of

pain. Dryden.

SQUEAK. s. [from the verb . ] A shrill quick

cry; a cry ofpain. Dryden.

To SQUEAL. v . n . [sqwala, Swedish. ] To cry

with a shrill sharp voice ; to cry with pain.

SQUEA'MISH. a. [ for qualmish, from quaim.]

Nice ; fastidious ; easily disgusted ; having

the stomach easily turned. Sidney.

SQUEA'MISHNESS. S. [from squeamish.]

Niceness ; delicacy ; fastidiousness. South.

To SQUEEZE. v. a. [cpiran, Saxon.]

1. To press ; to crush between two bodies.

Dryden.

2. To oppress ; to crush ; to harass by ex-

tortion. L'Estrange.

3. To force between close bodies.

To SQUEEZE. v. n.

1. To act or pass, in consequence ofcompres

sion. Newton

2. To torce way through close bodies.

LEstrange
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SQUEEZE. ». [from the verb 】 Compression , To STA'BLE. v. n. [stabulo, Latin.] To ken.

pressure. Philips. nel; to dwell as beasts.

L'Estrange. To STA'BLE. v. a. To put into a stable.

STA'BLEBOY.

SQUELCH. s. Heavy fall.

SQUIB. s. [schieben, German.]

Milton.

s. [stable and boy, or man.]

One who attends in the

Bacon. Swift.

Tatler. STA'BLENESS. s. [from stable.]

1. A small pipe of paper filled with wild- STA'BLEMAN.

fire.

2. Any petty fellow.

SQUILL. s . [squilla , scilla , Latin.]

1. A plant.

2. A fish.

Roscommon.

Grew.3. An insect.

SQUI'NANCY. s. [squinancie, French. ] An in-

flammation in the throat ; a quinsy. Bacon.

SQUINT. a. [squinte, Dutch, oblique. ] Look-

ing obliquely ; looking not directly ; look-

ing suspiciously. Milton.

To SQUINT. v. n. To look obliquely ; to look

not in a direct line of vision.

To SQUINT. v. a.

1. To form the eye to oblique vision.

2. To turn the eye obliquely.

SQUIʼNTEYED. a. [squint and eye.]

Bacon.

Shak.

Bacon.

Denham.

Dryden.

Shakesp.

1. Havingthe sight directed oblique . Knolles.

2. Indirect ; oblique ; malignant.

SQUINTIFE'GO . a. Squinting.

To SQUI NY. v. n. To look asquint.

SQUIRE. s . [ contraction of esquire.]

1. A gentleman next in rank to a knight.

2. An attendant on a noble warriour. Dryd.

3. An attendant at court.
Shakespeare.

SQUIRREL. s. [escurueil, Fr. sciurus, Latin .]

A small animal that lives in woods, remark-

able for leaping from tree to tree. Drayton.

To SQUIRT. v . a. [of uncertain etymology.]

To throw out in a quick stream . Arbuthnot.

To SQUIRT. v. n. To let fly ; to prate.

SQUIRT. s. [ from the verb.]

1. An instrument by which a quick stream

is ejected. Pope.

Bacon.2. A small quick stream.

SQUIRTER. s. [from squirt.] One that plies

a squirt. Arbuthnot.

To STAB. v. a. [staven, old Dutch.]

1. To pierce with a pointed weapon. Shak.

2. To wound mortally or mischievously.

To STAB. v. n.

1. To give a wound with a pointed weapon.

2. To offer a stab.

3. To give a mortal wound.

STAB. s. [from the verb. ]

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

South.

1. A wound with a sharp-pointed weapon.

2. A dark injury ; a sly mischief.

3. A stroke ; a blow.

STA'BBER. s. [ from stab.] One who stabs ;

a privy murderer.

STABILIMENT. s . [ from stabilis, Lat. ] Sup-

port ; firmness ; act of making firm . Derham.

STABILITY. s . [stabilité, French.]

1. Stableness ; steadiness ; strength to stand.

Blackmore.

2. Fixedness ; not fluidity.

3. Firmness of resolution.

STA'BLE. a. [stabilis, Latin.]

1. Fixed ; able to stand.

2. Steady ; constant.

3. Strong ; durable.

Boyle.

Davies.

Rogers.

STA'BLE. s. [ stabulum, Latin.] A house for

beasts. Ezra.

stable.

}

1. Power to stand.

2. Steadiness ; constancy ; stability. Shak.

STA/BLESTAND. s . [ In law.] Is one of the

four evidences or presumptions, whereby a

man is convinced to intend the stealing of

the king's deer in the forest ; and this is

when a man is found at his standing in the

forest, with a cross bow bent, ready to shoot

at any deer ; or with a long bow ; or else

standing close by a tree with greyhounds

in a leash . Cowell.

To STABLISH. v . a . [ establir, French ] To

establish ; to fix ; to settle . Donne.

STACK. s. (stacca, Italian. ]

1. A large quantity of hay, corn, or wood,

heaped up regularly together. Swift.

2. A number of chimneys or funnels stand-

ing together.
Wiseman.

To STACK. v. a. [ from the noun.] To pile up

regularly in ricks . Mortimer.

STACTE. s. An aromatick ; the gum that

distils from the tree which produces myrrh.

Exodus

STA'DLE. s . [rradel, Saxon. ]

1. Anything which serves for support to an-

other.

2. A staff; a crutch. Obsolete. Spenser.

3. A tree suffered to grow for coarse and

common uses, as posts or rails. Bacon.

To STA'DLE. v. a. [from the noun.] To fur-

nish with stadles. Tusser.

STA'DTHOLDER. s [stadt and houden, Dut. ]

The chief magistrate of the United Pro-

vinces.

STAFF. s. plural staves. [rræf, Saxon ; staff,

Danish ; staf, Dutch.]

1. A stick with which a man supports him-

self in walking.

2. A prop ; a support.

Broome.

Shakespeare.

L'Estrange..

3. Any stick used as a weapon ; a club.

4. Any long piece ofwood.

5. Round or step of a ladder.

6. An ensign of an officer.

Addison.

Brown.

Hay card.

7. [Stef, Islandick. ] A stanza ; a series of

verses regularly disposed, so as that, when

the series is concluded, the same order be

gins again. Dryden.

STAFFISH. a. [from staff. ] Stiff ; harsh.

STAFFTREE. s. A sort of evergreen privet.

STAG. s. The male red deer ; the male of

the hind. Milton.

STAGE. s . [ estage, French.]

1. A floor raised to view, on which any

show is exhibited.

2. The theatre ; the place of scenick enter-

tainments. Knolles.

3. Any place where any thing is publickly

transacted or performed. Shakespeare

4. [Statio, Latin . ] A place in which rest is

taken on a journey.
Hammond.

5. A single step of gradual vrocess, Rogers.
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To STAGE. v. u . [from the noun. ] To exhibit

publickly. Shakespeare.

STA'GECOACH. s. [stage and coach.] A

coach that keeps its stages ; a coach that

passes and repasses on certain days forthe

accommodation ofpassengers. Gay.

STA'GEPLAY. s. [stage and play.] Theatri-

cal entertainment. Dryden.

Arbuthnot.

STA'GEPLAYER . s. One who publickly re-

presents actions on the stage.

STA'GER. s. [from stage.]

1. A player. Ben Jonson.

Swift.

2. One who has long acted on the stage of

life ; a practitioner.

STA'GEVIL. s. A disease in horses.

STA'GGARD . s. [from stag. ] A four-year-

old stag. Ainsworth.

To STA'ĞGER. v. n. [staggeren, Dutch. ]

1. To reel ; not to stand or walk steadily.

2. To faint; to begin to give way. Addison.

3. To hesitate ; to fall into doubt.

Te STA'GGER. v. à.

Bacon.

L'Estrange.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

1. To make to stagger ; to make to reel .

2. To shock ; to alarm.

STA'GGERS. s. [from the verb.]

1. A kind of horse apoplexy,

2. Madness ; wild conduct.

STA'GNANCY. s . [from stugnant .] The state

ofbeing without motion or ventilation .

STA'GNANT. a. [stagnans, Latin. ] Motion-

less ; still ; not agitated ; not flowing; not

running. Woodward.

To STA'GNATE. v. n. [stagnum, Latin.] To

lie motionless ; to have no course or stream.

Arbuthnot.

STAGNA'TION. s. [from stagnate.] Stop of

course ; cessation ofmotion. Addison.

STAID. part. a. [from stay.] Sober ; grave ;

regular ; not wild. Milton.

STAIDNESS. s. [from staid.] Sobriety ; gra-

vity; regularity.

To STAIN. v. a. [ystaenio, Welsh.]

Dryden.

1. To blot ; to spot ; to maculate. Shakesp.

2. To die ; to tinge.

3. To disgrace ; to spot with guilt or in-

famy.

STAIN. s.

1. Blot ; spot ; discoloration.

2. Taint of guilt or infamy.

Milton.

Addison.

Broome.

3. Cause of reproach ; shame. Sidney.

STA'INER. s. [from stain .] One who stains ;

one who blots ; one that dies ; a dier.

STA'INLESS . a. [from stain.]

1. Free from blots or spots.
Sidney.

2. Free from sin or reproach. Shakespeare.

STAIR. s. [ræzen, Saxon ; steghe, Dutch. ]

Steps by which we ascend from the lower

part of a building to the upper. Sidney.

STAIRCASE. 8. [stair and case. ] The part

of a fabrick that contains the stairs. Wotton.

STAKE. s. [raca, Saxon ; staeck, Dutch. ]

1. A post or strong stick fixed in the ground.

Hooker.

2. A piece of long rough wood. Dryden.

3. Any thing placed as a palisade or fence.

Milton.

4. The post to which a beast is tied to be

baited.
Shakespeare.

5. Any thing pledged or wagered . Cowley.

6. The state of being hazarded, pledged, or

wagered . Hudibras.

7. The stake is a small anvil, which stands

upon a small iron foot on the work-bench,

to remove as occasion offers ; or else it hath

a strong iron spike at the bottom let into

some place of the work-bench, not to be re-

moved. Moxon

To STAKE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To fasten, support, or defend with posts

set upright.
.
Erelyn

South.2. To wager ; to hazard.

STALACTITES. s. [ from σraλa∞.] Spar in

the shape ofan icicle.
Woodward.

STALA'CTICAL. a. Resembling an icicle.

Derham.

STALAGMITES. s . Spar formed into the

shape of drops. Woodward,

STALE. a. [stelle, Dutch.]

1. Old ; long kept ; altered by time. Prior.

2. Used till it is of no use or esteem. Hayw.

STALE. s. [from prælan, Saxon, to steal . ]

1. Something exhibited or offered as an al-

lurement to draw others to any place or pur-

pose. Sidney.

Shakespeare.2. A prostitute.

3. [From stale, adj .] Urine ; old urine.

4. Old beer ; beer somewhat acidulated.

5. [Stele, Dutch, a stick.] A handle.

To STALE. v. a . [from the

wear out ; to make old.

To STALE. v. n. [from the

water.

STAʼLELY. ad. [ from stale. ]

time.

Mortimer.

adjective. ] To

Shakespeare.

noun.] To make

Hudibras.

Of old ; of long

Ben Jonson.

STA'LENESS. s. [from stalc. ] Oldness ; state

ofbeing long kept ; state of being corrupt-

ed by time.

To STALK. v. n. [rrealcan, Saxon.]

Bacon.

1. To walk with high and superb steps .

2. To walk behind a stalkinghorse or cover ,

Bacon,

STALK. s . from the verb.]

Dryden.

Grew.

1. High, proud, wide, and stately step . Add.

2. [Stele, Dutch. ] The sten on which

flowers or fruits grow.

3. The stem of quills.

STAʼLKINGHORSE. s. [stalking and horse,]

A horse either real or fictitious, by which a

fowler shelters himself from the sight ofthe

game ; a mask ; a pretence. Hakewill.

STALKY. a. [ from stalk. ] Hard like a stalk.

STALL. s. [rzeal, Saxon ; stal, Dutch. ]

1. A crib in which an ox is fed, or a horse

is kept in the stable. Chapman.

2. A bench or form where any thing is set

to sale. Swift.

3. A small house or shade in which certain

trades are practised. Spenser

4. The seat of a dignified clergyman in the

choir. Warburton.

To STALL. v. a.

1. To keep in a stall or stable. Dryden.

2. [For install. ] To invest. Shakespeare.

To STALL. v. n.

1. To inhabit ; to dwell.

2. To kennel.

STAʼLLAGE. s. ( from stall.]

Shakespeare.
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1. Rent paid for a stall.

2. [In old books. ] Laystall ; dung.

STAʼLLFED . a . [ stall andfed.] Fed not with

grass, but dry feed. Arbuthnot.

STALLION. s . [ ysdalwyn, Welsh ; estallion,

French. A horse kept for mares .

STAMINA. s. [ Latin. ]

1. The first principles of any thing

2. The solids of a human body.

Temple.

3. Those little fine threads or capillaments

which grow up within the flowers of plants,

encompassing round the style , and on which

the apices grow at their extremities.

STAMINEOUS. a. [stamineus, Latin. ]

1. Consisting of threads.

2. Staminous flowers are so far imperfect as

to want those coloured leaves which are

called petala , and consist only of the stylus

and the stamina.

STA'MMEL. s. A red colour. Ben Jonson.

To STAMMER. v . n. [ sramen, a stammerer,

Saxon ; stamelen, stameren, Dutch.] To speak

with unnatural hesitation ; to utter words

with difficulty. Shakespeare.

STA'MMERER. s . [from stammer .] One who

speaks with hesitation. Taylor.

To STAMP. v. a . [stampen, Dutch.]

1. To strike by pressing the foot hastily

downward. Dryden.

2. To pound ; to beat as in a mortar . Bacon.

3. [ Estamper, French ; stampare, Italian.]

To impress with some mark or figure. South.

4. To fix a mark by impressing it.

5. To make by impressing a mark.

6. To mint ; to form ; to coin. Shakespeare.

To STAMP. v . n. To strike the foot suddenly

downward.

South.

Locke.

Dennis.

STAMP. s. [ estampe, French ; stampa, Italian ]

1. Any instrument by which a distinct and

lasting impression is made. Waller.

2. A mark set on any thing ; impression .

Locke.

3. A thing marked or stamped. Shakespeare.

4. A picture cut in wood or metal ; a pic-

ture made by impression. Addison.

5. A mark set upon things that pay customs

to the government. Swift.

6. A character of reputation, good or bad,

fixed upon any thing. South.

7. Authority ; currency ; value. L'Estrange.

8. Make ; cast ; form. Addison.

STAMPER. s. [from stamp.] An instrument

of pounding. Carew.

STAN, among our forefathers, was the termi-

nation of the superlative degree ; so Athel-

stan, most noble ; Betstan, the best; Wistan,

the wisest. Gibson.

To STANCH. v. a. [estancher, French.] To

stop blood ; to hinder from running. Bacon.

To STANCH. v. n. To stop.

STANCH. a. [ from the verb.]

1

STA'NCHLESS. a. [from stanch.] Not to be

stopped. Shakespeare

To STAND. v . n. preterite I stood, I have stood

[reanban, Saxon ; staen, Dutch ]

1. To be upon the feet ; not to sit, kneel, or

lie down. Common Prayer.

2. To be not demolished or overthrown.

3. To be placed as an edifice.

4. To remain erect ; not to fall.

5. To become erect.

Milton.

Addison.

Milton.

Dryden.

6. To stop ; to halt ; not to go forward.

7. To be at a stationary point, without pro.

gress or regression. Pope.

8. To be in a state offirmness, not vacilla-

tion . Davies.

9. To be in any posture of resistance or de

fence. Shakespeare

10. To be in a state of hostility ; to keep

the grouud. Hayward.

11. Not to yield ; not to give way. Bacon.

12. To stay ; not to fly.
Clarendon.

13. To be placed with regard to rank or

order. Arbuthnot.

14. To remain in the present state . Dryden.

15. To be in any particular state . Milton.

16. Not to become void ; to remain in force.

Hooker.

17. To consist ; to have its being or essence.

Hebrews.

18. To be with respect to terms of a con-

tract. Carew.

Clarendon.19. To have a place.

20. To be in any state at the time present.

Clarendon.

tune.

21. To be in a permanent state. Shakespeare.

22. To be with regard to condition or for-

Dryden.

23. To have any particular respect. South.

24. To be without action. Bacon.

25. To depend ; to rest ; to be supported.

Whitgift.

26. To be with regard to state of mind.

27. To succeed ; to be acquitted ; to be

safe. Addison.

28. To be with respect to any particular.

29. To be resolutely of a party.

30. To be in a place ; to be

tive.

31. To remain ; to be fixed.

Shakespeare.

Hooker.

representa-

Locke

Milton,

Pope.32. To hold a course at sea.

33. To have direction toward any local

point.

34. To offer as a candidate.

Boyle.

Sanderson.

35. To place himself; to be placed . Knolles.

36. To stagnate ; not to flow.

37. To be with respect to chance. Rowe.

38. To remain satisfied.

Dryden.

Luke. 39. To be without motion.

40. To make delay.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Locke.

Boyle. 41. To insist ; to dwell with many words, or

much pertinacity . Maccavees.

Addison. 42. To be exposed . Shakespeare.

Locke. Taylor.

44. To persist in a claim. Shakespeare

Daniel.

46. To be consistent. Felton

1. Sound ; such as will not run out.

2. Firm ; sound of principle ; trusty ; hearty;

determined .

3. Strong ; not to be broken.

STAʼNCHER. s. [ from stanch .] One that

stops blood.

STANCHION. s. [estançon, French. ] A prop ;

a support.

43. To persist ; to persevere.

45. To adhere ; to abide.

47. To be put aside with disregard.
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48. To STAND by.

not to desert.

49. To STAND by.

being an actor.

50. To STAND by.

in.

To support ; to defend ;

Calamy.

To be present, without

Shakespeare.

To repose on ; to rest

Pope.

51. To STAND for . To propose one's self

a candidate. Dennis.

52. To STAND for. To maintain ; to pro-

fess to support. Ben Jonson.

53. To STAND off.

54. To STAND off.

55. TO STAND off.

or intimacy.

To keep at a distance.

Not to comply. Shak.

To forbear friendship

Atterbury.

56. To STAND off. To have relief ; to ap-

pear protuberant or prominent. Wotton.

57. To STAND out. To hold resolution ; to

hold a post ; not to yield a point . Rogers.

58. To STAND out. Not to comply ; to se-

cede. Dryden.

59. To STAND out. To be prominent or

protuberant.

60. To STAND to.

Psalms.

To ply ; to persevere.

Dryden.

To remain fixed in a

Herbert.

61. To STAND to.

purpose.

62. To STAND to. To abide by a contract

or assertion. Dryden.

63. TO STAND under. To undergo ; to sus-

tain. Shakespeare.

64. To STAND up. To crect one's self; to

rise from sitting.

65. To STAND up.

gain notice .

To arise in order to

Acts.

66. To STAND up.

67. TO STAND upon.

rest.

68. To STAND upon. To value ; to take

pride.

To make a party. Shak.

To concern ; to inte-

Hudibras.

Ray.

69. To STAND upon. To insist. Shakespeare.

To STAND. v. a.

1. To endure ; to resist without flying or

yielding.

2. To await ; to abide ; to suffer.

3. To keep ; to maintain.

STAND. s. [from the verb.]

I. A station , a place where

standing.

2. Rank ; post ; station.

3. A stop ; a halt.

4. Stop ; interruption.

5. The act of opposing.

Smith.

Addison.

Dryden.

one waits

Addison.

Daniel.

Clarendon.

Woodward.

Shakespeare.

6. Highest mark ; stationary point. Dryden.

7. A point beyond which one cannot pro-

ceed.
Prior.

8. Difficulty ; perplexity ; embarrassment ;

hesitation. Locke.

9. A frame or table on which vessels are

placed. Dryden.

STANDARD . s. [ estendurt, French.]

1. An ensign in war, particularly the ensign
of the horse. Milion.

2. [From stand. ] That which is of undoubted

authority ; that which is the test of other

things ofthe same kind. Spratt.

3. That which has been tried by the pro-

per test.

4. A settled rate .

5. A standing steni or tree.

Swif.
Bacon.

Evelyn.

STA'NDARDBEARER.s. [standard and beur.]

One who bears a standard or ensign. Spect.

STA'NDCROP. s. An herb. Ainsworth.

STA'NDEL. s. [from stand. ] A tree of long

standing.

STA'NDER. s. [from stand.]

1. One who stands.

2. A tree that has stood long.

Howel

Ascham .

3. STANDER by. One present; a mere spec-

tator. Shakespeare.

STA'NDERGRASS. s. An herb. Ainsworth.

STA'NDING. part. a. [from stand.]

1. Settled ; established .

2. Lasting ; not transitory.

3. Stagnant ; not running.

4. Fixed ; not moveable.

STANDING. s . [from stand. ]

1. Continuance ; long possession

character, or place.

2. Station ; place to stand in.

3. Power to stand.

4. Rank ; condition.

STA'NDISH. s. [stand and disk . ]

pen and ink.

STANG. s. [rtæng, Saxon.]

measure of land .

STANK. a. [stanco, Italian. ]

out.

Temple.

Addison.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

of an office,

Woodward.

Knolles.

Psalms.

A case for

Addison .

A perch , a

Swift.

Weak ; worn

Spenser.

STANK. The preterite of stink.

STA'NNARY. a. [from stannum, Latin .] Re-

lating to the tin-works. Carew.

STANZA. s. [stanza, Italian ; stance, French .]

A number of lines regularly adjusted to

each other ; so much of a poem as contains

every variation of measure or relation of

rhyme. Dryden

STA'PLE. s. [estape, French ; stapel, Dutch.]

1. A settled mart ; an established empo

rium. Arbuthnot.

2. The original material of a manufacture .

STA'PLE. a. [from the noun.]

Drayton.

1. Settled ; established in commerce. Dryd.

2. According to the laws ofcommerce.

STA'PLE. s . [rrapul, Saxon, a prop. ] A loop

of iron ; a bar bent and driven in at both

ends. Peacham.

STAR. s . [reeonna, Saxon ; sterre, Dutch. ]

1. One of the luminous bodies that appear

in the nocturnal sky.

2. The polestar.

Watts.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

3. Configuration of the planets, supposed to

influence fortune.

4. A mark of reference ; an asterisk. Watts.

STAR of Bethlehem. s. ornithogalum, Latin.]

A flower. Miller.

Miller.STA'RAPPLE. s. A plant.

STAʼRBOARD. s. [rreonbond, Saxon. ] Is

the right-hand side of a ship, as larboard is

the left. Harris.

STARCH. s . [from starc, Teutonick, stiff. ] A

kind of viscous matter made of flower or

potatoes, with which linen is stiffened, and

was formerly coloured . Fletcher.

To STARCH. v. a . [from the noun. ] To stiffen

with starch. Gay.

STARCHAMBER. s . [camera stellata, Latin .]

A kind of criminal court of equity. Now

abolished. Shakespeare.
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STA'RCHED a . [from starch ]

1. Stiffened with starch.

2. Stiff ; precise ; formal. Swift.

STA'RCHÈR. s . [from starch . ] One whose

trade is to starch.

STARCHLY. ad. [from stareh. ] Stiffly ; pre-

cisely.

STARCHNESS. s . [ from starch. ] Stiffness ;

preciseness.

To STARE. v. n . [rtanian, Sax. sterren, Dut.]

1. To look with fixed eyes ; to look with

wonder, impudence, confidence, stupidity,

or horrour. Spenser.

2. To STARE in the face. To be undeniably

evident.

3. To stand out prominent.

STARE. s. [from the verb. ]

1. Fixed look.

Mortimer.

Dryden.

2. [Sturnus, Lat. ] Starling ; a bird.

STA'RER. s. [from stare. ] One who looks with

fixed eyes. Pope.

STARFISH. s. [ star and fish.] A fish branch-

ing out into several points. Woodward.

STARGAZER. s. [star and gaze.] An astrono-

mer, or astrologer. In contempt. L'Estrange.

STA'RHAWK. s. [astur, Lat. ] A sort ofhawk.

[Ainsworth.

STARK. a. [rtenc, sranc, [ Sax. sterck, Dut.]

1. Stiff ; strong ; rugged. Denham.

2. Deep ; full ; still." Ben Jonson.

3 Mere ; simple ; plain ; gross. Collier.

STARK. ad. Is used to intend or augment the

signification of a word ; as, stark mad, mad

in the highest degree. Donne.

STA'RKLY. ad. [from stark.] Stify ; strongly.

Shakespeare.

STA'RLESS. a. [from star. ] Having no sight of

Milton.stars .

STARLIGHT. s. [star and light.] Lustre of

Milton.

Dry.

the stars.

STARLIGHT. a. Lighted by the stars.

STARLIKE. a. [star and like.]

1. Stellated ; having various points, resem-

bling a star in lustre. Mortimer.

2. Bright ; illustrious . Boyle.

STARLING. s. [præpling, Saxon .] A small

singing bird. Shakespeare.

STARPAVED. a. [star and pave. ] Studded

with stars. Milton.

STARPROOF. a. [star and proof. ] Impervious

to starlight.

STA'R-READ. s. [star and read. ] Doctrine of

the stars ; astronomy.

STAʼRRED . a . [ from star.]

Milton.

Spenser.

1. Influenced by the stars with respec . to

fortune .

2. Decorated with stars.

STA'RRY. a. [from star.]

1. Decorated with stars.

2. Consisting of stars ; stellar.

3. Resembling stars,

2. To rise suddenly.

3. To move with a sudden quickness . Pope

4. To shrink ; to winch.

5. To deviate.

Roscommon

Shakespeare

Creech.

Denham.

Waller.

6. To set out from the barrier at a race .

7. To set out on any pursuit.

To START. v. a.

1. To alarm ; to disturb suddenly.

Shakespeare

2. To make to fly hastily from a hiding place;

to rouse by a sudden disturbance. Shakesp.

3. To bring into motion ; to produce to view

or notice . Sprat

4. To discover ; to bring within pursuit.

Temple.

5. To put suddenly out of place . Wiseman.

START. s. [from the verb.]

1. A motion of terrour ; a sudden twitch or

contraction of the frame from fear or alarm.

Dryden.

Shakespea. e.

3. Sally ; vehement eruption ; sudden effu.

sion. L'Estrange.

2. A sudden rousing to action ; excitement.

4. Sudden fit ; intermitted action.Ben Jonson.

5. Quick spring or motion. Grew.

6. First emission from the barrier ; act of

setting out. Bacon.

7. To get the START. To begin before ano-

ther ; to obtain advantage over another.

STARTER. s . [from start.]

1. One that shrinks from his purpose. Hud.

2. One who suddenly moves a question or

objection.

3. A dog that rouses the game. Delany.

STARTINGLY. ad. [from starting.] By sud-

den fits ; with frequent intermission.

Shakespeare.

STARTINGPOST. s. [start and post. ] Barrier

from which the race begins.

To STARTLE. v. n . [from start.] To shrink ;

to move on, feeling a sudden impression of

alarm or terrour. Addison.

To STAʼRTLE. v. a.

1. To fright to shock ; to impress with sud-

den terrour, surprise, or alarm . Milton.

2. To deter; to make to deviate. Clarendon.

STA'RTLE. s . [from the verb. ] Sudden alarm;

shock ; sudden impression ofterrour.

Spectator.

STARTUP. s . [start and up.] One that comes

suddenly into notice. Shakespeare.

To STARVE. v. n. [rteaɲfan, Saxon ; sterven,

Dutch, to die.]

Shakespeare.

Milton.

1. To perish ; to be destroyed.

2. To perish with hunger.

Pope.

Dryden.

STA'RRING. a. [from star. ] Shining with

stellar light. Crashaw.

STA'RSHOOT. s . [star and shoot. ] An emission

from a star.

To START. v. n. [startzen, German. ]

Boyle.

1. To feel a sudden and involuntary twitch

or motion of the animal frame, on the appre-

hension of danger. Bacon,

3. To be killed with cold.

4. To suffer extreme poverty.

Fairfax

Locke,

Sandys

Pope

5. To be destroyed with cold.

To STARVE. v. a.

Woodward.

1. To kill with hunger.

2. To subdue by famine.

Prior.

Arbuthnot.

3. To kill with cold. Millon.

Locke.

Hungry;

Swift

4. To deprive offorce or vigour.

STARVELING. a. [from starve.]

lean ; pining.

STA'RVELING. s. An animal thin and weak

for want ofnourishment. Donne.
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STARWORT. s. [ aster, Latin.] Elecampane.

STATARY. 4. [ from status, Latin. ] Fixed ;

settled .

STATE. s . [status, Latin . ]

1. The art of carving images or representa

tions oflife. Temple.

2. One that practises or professes the art of

making statues . Swift.

Brown.

1. Condition ; circumstance of nature or for- STATUE. s . [statua, Latin. ] An image ; a so-

lid representation of any living being.tune.

2. Modification of any thing.

Milton.

Boyle.

3. Stationary point ; crisis ; height. Wiseman.

4. Estate ; signiory ; possession. Daniel.

5. The community ; the publick ; the com-

monwealth. Shakespeare.

6. A republick ; a government not monar-

Temple.

Fairfax.

Roscommon.

Milton.

chical.

7. Rank ; condition ; quality.

8. Solemn pomp ; appearance ofgreatness.

9. Dignity ; grandeur.

10. A seat of dignity.

Wilkins.

To STA'TUE, v. a. [from the noun . ] To place

Shakespeare.

STATURE. s . [statura, Latin.] The height of

any animal.

as a statue.

Brown.

STATUTABLE. a . [ from statute. ] According
to statute. Addison.

STATUTABLY. ad. [from statutable.] In a

manner agreeable to law.

STATUTE. s. [statutum, Latin.] A law ; an

edict of the legislature.

Shakespeare. To STAVE. v. a. [ from staff.]

1. To break in pieces.11. A canopy ; a covering of dignity. Bacon.

12. A person of high rank. Latimer.

13. The principal persons in the government.

Milton.

14. Joined with another word, it signifies

publick ; as, state affairs. Bacon.

To STATE. v . a. [constater, French,]

1. To settle ; to regulate. Collier.

2. To represent in all the circumstances of

modification .

STA TELINESS. s. [from stately .]

Hammond.

1. Grandeur ; majestic appearance ; august

manner; dignity.

Tillotson.

Dryden.

2. To push away as with a staff. 'Ben Jonson .

3. To pour out by breaking the cask . Sandys

4. To furnish with rundles or staves. Knoiles,

To STAVE. v. n. To fight with staves . Hudibras.

To STAVE and Tail. v. a. To part dogs by in-

terposing a staff, and by pulling the tail.

STAVES . s . The plural of staff.

STA'VESACRE. s . Larkspur ; a plant.

To STAY. v. n. [ staen, Dutch . ]

1. To continue in a place ; to forbear depar-

ture.

More. 2. To continue in a state.

3. To wait ; to attend.

Betterton. 4. To stop ; to stand still.

2. Appearance of pride ; affected dignity.

STATELY. a. [from state.]

1. August; grand ; lofty ; elevated . Raleigh.

2. Elevated in mien or sentiment.

STATELY. ad. Majestically.

STATESMAN. s. [state and man.]

5. To dwell ; to be long.

6. To rest confidently.

Dryden. To STAY. v. a.

Milton.

1. A politician ; one versed in the arts of

government. BenJonson.

2. One employed in publick affairs. South.

STA TESWOMAN. s. A womanwho meddles

with public affairs. Ben Jonson.

STA'TICAL. a. [from staticks. ] Relating to

STATICK. the science ofweighing.

STATICKS. s. [ TaTin. ] The science which

considers the weight of bodies. Bentley.

STATION. s. [statio, Latin.]

1. The act of standing.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Locke.

Bacon.

Dryden.

Isaiah.

1. To stop ; to withhold ; to repress . Raleigh.

2. To delay ; to obstruct ; to hinder from

progression. Spenser.

Dryden.3. To keep from departure.

4. [Estayer, French.] To prop ; to support ;

to hold up.

STAY. s. [estaye, French.]

Hooker.

1. Continuance in a place ; forbearance of

departure. Bacon.

2. Stand ; cessation of progression. Hayward.

3. A stop ; an obstruction ; a hinderance

from progress. Fairfax.

4. Restraint ; prudence ; caution. Bacon

5. A fixed state.

6. A prop ; a support.

7. Tackling.

8. Steadiness of conduct.

Donne.

Milton.

Pope.

STA'YED. part. a. [from stay.] Fixed ; set-

tled ; serious ; not volatile . Bacon.

STAYEDLY. ad. [from stayed.] Composedly ;

gravely; prudently ; soberly.

Hooker.

2. A state of rest. Brown.

3. A place where any one is placed.

Hayward.

4. Post assigned ; office. Milton.

5. Situation ; position. Prior.

6. Employment ; office. Swift.

7. Character ; state. Milton.

8. Rank ; condition of life. Dryden.

To place

Newton.

Brown.

1. A bookseller.

2. A seller of paper.

Dryden.

Dryden.

STA'YLACE. s. [stay and lace.] A lace with

which women fasten their bodice. Swift.

STAYS. s. Without singular.

STA'YEDNESS. s. [from stayed .]

1. Solidity ; weight. Camden.

2. Composure ; prudence ; gravity ; judi-

ciousness.

STAYER. s. [from stay.] One who stops,

holds, or supports. Philips.

To STATION. v. a. [fromthe noun.]

in a certain post, rank, or place.

STATIONARY. a. [from station.]

1. Fixed ; not progressive.

2. Respecting place.

3. Belonging to a stationer.

STATIONER. s. [from station .]

STA'TIST. s . [from state.] A statesman ; a po-

litician.

STA'TUARY. s. [from statua, Latin.]

Milton.

1. Bodice ; a kind of stiff waistcoat worn

by women. Gay
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2. Ropes in a ship to keep the mast from

falling aft.

3. Station ; fixed anchorage.

4. Any support ; any thing that keeps ano-

ther extended.

STEAD. s. [rted, Saxon.]

1. Place. Obsolete.

3. Use ; help .

Harris.

Sidney.

Dryden.

Spenser.

2. Room ; place which another had or might

have. Hooker.

Atterbury.

4. The frame of a bed. Dryden.

STEAD, Sted, being in the name of a place

that is distant from any river, comes from

the Saxon, rted, rrýd, a place ; but if it be

upon a river or harbour, it is to be derived

from prače, a shore or station for ships .

To STEAD. v. a. [from the noun.]

Gibson.

1. To help ; to advantage ; to support ; to

assist.

2. To fill the place of another.

STEADFAST. a . [stead and fast . ]

Rowe.

To STEAM . v . n. [rteman, Saxon.]

1. To smoke or vapour with moist heat.

2. To send up vapours.

3. To pass in vapours.

Philips.

Milton.

Boyle,

STEATO'MA. s. [σTETμa .] A species ofwen

composed offat matter. Sharp.

STEED. s. [rreda, Saxon.] A horse for state

Pope.
or war.

STEEL. s. [rtal, Saxon ; stael, Dutch.]

1. A kind of iron, refined by the fire with

other ingredients, which renders it white,

and its grain closer and finer than common

iron. Steel, of all metals, is that suscepti-

ble of the greatest degree of hardness ;

whence its great use in the making of tools

and instruments of all kinds. Chambers.

2. It is often used metonymically for weapons

or armour.

3. Chalybeate medicines.

4. It is used proverbially for hardness ; as,Shakespeare.

heads of steel.

1. Fast in place ; firm ; fixed. Spenser. STEEL. a. Made of steel.

2. Constant ; resolute. Ecclus. To STEEL. v. a. [ from the noun .]

3. Not turned aside by fear. Dryden.

STEADFASTLY. ad. Firmly ; constantly. 2. To make hard or firm.

STEADFASTNESS. s. [from steadfast.]

1. Immutability ; fixedness . Spenser.
1. Made of steel.

Dryden.

Arbuthnot.

Chapman.

2. Firmness ; constancy ; resolution.

STEADILY. ad. [ from steady.]

1. Without tottering ; without shaking.

2. Without variation or irregularity.

STEA'DINESS. s. [from steady.]

1. State of being not tottering, nor easily

shaken.

2. Firmness ; constancy.

3. Consistent unvaried conduct.

STEADY. a. [rrediz, Saxon.J

1. Firm ; fixed ; not tottering.

2. Regular ; constant.

Arbuthnot.

Collier.

Milton.

3. Not wavering ; not fickle ; not changeable

with regard to resolution or attention.

Locke.

STEAK. s . [styck, Islandick, a piece . ] A slice

of flesh broiled or fried ; a collop. Swift.

To STEAL. v. a. preterite I stole ; part. pass.

stolen [rtelan, Sax. stelen, Dutch.]

1. To take by theft ; to take clandestinely ;

to take secretly without right. Shakespeare

2. To withdraw or convey without notice.

Spenser.

3. To gain or effect by private and gradual

*means.
Calamy.

To STEAL. v. n.

1. To withdraw privily ; to pass silently.

2. To practise theft ; to play the thief. ,

STEALER. s. [from steal. ] One who steals ; a

thief.
Shakespeare.

STEA'LINGLY. ad. [from stealing. ] Slily ; by

invisible motion ; by secret practice. Sidney.

STEALTH. s. [from steal . ]

1. The act ofstealing ; theft. Shakespeare.

2. The thing stolen. Raleigh.

3. Seerct act ; clandestine practice. Dryden.

STEALTHY. a. [from stealth. ] Done clandes-

tinely ; performed by stealth. Shakespeare.

STEAM. 8. rreme, Saxon.] The smoke or

vapour ofany thing moist or hot.

Woodward.

1. To point or edge with steel. Shakespeare.

STEELY. a. [from steel. ]

Addison,

Gay.

Sidney.2. Hard ; firm .

STEELYARD. s. [ steel and yard.] A kind of

balance, in which the weight is moved along

an iron rod, and grows heavier as it is re-

moved further from the fulcrum .

STEEN, or Stean. s. A vessel of clay or stone.

Ainsworth.

STEEP. a. [rreap, Sax.] Rising or descending

with great inclination. Addison.

STEEP. s. Precipice ; ascent or descent ap-

proaching to perpendicularity. Dryden.

To STEEP. v. a. [stippen, Dutch.] To soak ;

to macerate ; to imbue ; to dip. Bacin.

STEE PLE. s . [rreopel, rtypel, Sax.] A tur-

ret of a church, generally furnished with

bells ; a spire. Shakespeare.

STEEPLY. ad. [from steep.] With precipitous

'declivity.

Addison.

STEE'PNESS. s. [from steep.] Precipitous de-

clivity.

STEE'PY. a. [from steep.] Having a precipi-

tous declivity. Dryden.

STEER. s. [rtýne, Saxon ; stier, Dutch.] A

young bullock. Spenser.

To STEER. v. a. [freoɲan, styɲan, Saxon ;

stiern, Dutch. ] To direct; to guide in a pas-

Spenser.

To STEER. v. n. To direct a course. Locke.

STEE'RAGE. s. [from steer.}

1. The act or practice of steering.

2. Direction ; regulation of a course.

sage .

Spect.

Shakespeare.

3. That by which any course is guided.

4. Regulation or management ofany thing.

Swift

5. The stern or hinder part of the ship.

STEE'RSMATE. Į s. [steer and man, or mate.}

STEERSMAN. A pilot ; one who steers

a ship. L'Estrange.

STEGANO'GRA]RAPHY. s . [σrnyaw and ygap❤ |

The art of secret writing Bailey
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SIEGNO'TICK. a. [ TETINOS.] Binding , STERCORATION. 8. [from stercora, Latin.]

rendering costive. Bailey. The act of dunging.

stalk ; a handle.

Ray

STELE. s . [ rrela, Saxon ; stele, Dutch.] A STEREO'GRAPHY
. 8. [σTEEOC and yeapw.s

The art of drawing the forms of solids upon

a plane. Harris.

STEREOMETRY
. s. [στερεος and μετρέω .]

The art ofmeasuring all sorts of solid bodies .

Harris.

STE'RIL. a. [sterile, Fr. sterilis, Latin. ] Bar-

ren ; unfruitful ; not productive ; wanting
fecundity. Woodward.

STERILITY
. s. [sterilité, French ; sterilitas,

Latin.] Barrenness ; want of fecundity ; un-

fruitfulness. Bentley.

STE'LLAR. a. [ from stella, Latin.] Astral ;

relating to the stars. Milton,

STELLATE. a. [ stellatus, Latin. ] Pointed in

the manner of a painted star. Boyle.

STELLATION. s [ from stella, Latin .] Emis-

sion of light, as from a star.

STE'LLED. a. Starry. Shakespeare.

STELLIFEROUS. a . [stella and fero, Latin. ]

Having stars.

STE'LLION. s . [stellio, Lat. ] A newt. Ainsw.

STEʼLLIONATE. s . [stellionatus, Latin . ] A

kind of crime which is committed [in law]

by a deceitful selling of a thing otherwise

than it really is ; as, if a man should sell

that for his own estate which is actually

another man's.

STEM 8. [stemma, Latin.]

Bacon.

1. The stalk ; the twig. Waller.

2. Family ; race ; generation. Shakespeare.

3. [Stummen, Swedish.] The prow or fore-

part of a ship.

To STEM. v. a. [stamma, Islandick. To oppose

a current ; to pass cross or forward notwith-

standing the stream .

STENCH. s. [ from rrencan, Saxon ] A stink ;

a bad smell. Bacon.

Dryden.

To STENCH. v. a. [ from the noun.]

1. To make to stink. Not proper. Mortimer.

2. [Forstanch, corruptly .] To stop ; to hin-

der to flow.

STENO'GRAPHY. s .[ Teve; and ygap . ] Short-

Cleaveland.hand.

Harvey.

STENTOROPHO'NICK. a. [from Stentor,

the Homerical herald, and ovn , a voice.]

Loudly speaking or sounding. Derham.

To STEP. v . n. [rtæppan, Saxon ; stappen,

Dutch.]

1. To move by a single change of the place

of the foot. Wilkins.

2. To advance by a sudden progression .

To STEʼRILIZE . v. a. [from steril .] To make

barren ; to deprive of fecundity. Savage.

STE'RLING. a. [from the Easterlings, who

were employed as coiners.]

1. An epithet by which genuine English mo-

ney is discriminated. Bacon.

2. Genuine ; having past the test. Swift.

STERLING. s. [sterlingum, low Latin .]

1. English coin ; money.

2. Standard rate.

STERN. a. [rtyɲn, Saxon.]

Garth.

1. Severe of countenance ; turbulent of as-

pect. Knolles.

2. Severe ofmanners ; harsh ; unrelenting ;

cruel.

3. Hard ; afflictive .

STERN. s . [rteon, Saxon.]

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

1. Thehind part of the ship where the rud-

der is placed.

2. Post ofmanagement ; direction.

stern.

Watts.

Shakespeare

3. The hinder part of any thing. Spenser.

STE'RNAGE. s . [from stern.] The steerage or

Shakespeare.

STERNLY. ad. [from stern.] In a stern man-

ner ; severely.
Milton.

STERNNESS. s. [ from stern.]

1. Severity of look. Spenser.

2. Severity or harshness ofmanners. Dryden.

STERNON. s. [ Tegvov. The breastbone.

3. To move mentally.

4. To go ; to walk.

5. To come as it were by chance.

6. To take a short walk.

Shakespeare.

Watts.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

Knolles.

贯

7. To walk gravely or slowly.

STEP. s. [rræp, Sax. stap, Dutch.]

1. Progression by one removal of the foot.

Addison.

2. One remove in climbing ; hold for the

foot ; a stair. Arbuthnot.

4. A small length ; a small space.

5. [In the plural. ] Walk ; passage .

6. Gradation ; degree.

7. Progression ; act of advancing.

8. Footstep ; print of the foot.

Samuel.

Dryden.

Perkins.

Newton.

Dryden.

Prior.

Pope.

9. Gait ; manner of walking..

io. Action ; instance of conduct.

STEP, in composition, signifies one who is re-

lated only by marriage ; as, step-mother.

STEPPINGSTONE. s. [step and stone.] Stone

laid to catch the foot, and save it from wet

or dirt. Watts.

STERCORA CEOUS. a. [stercoraceus, Latin.]

Belonging to dung. Arbuthnot.

Wiseman.

STERNUTA'TION . s. [sternutatio, Latin. ]

The act of sneezing. Quincy.

STERNU'TATIVE. a. [sternutatif, French.]

Having the quality of provoking to sneeze.

STERNUTATORY. s. [sternutatoire, Fr.]
Medicine that provokes to sneeze. Brown.

STEVEN. s. [rtefen, Saxon. ] A cry, or loud

clamour. Spenser.

To STEW. v. a. [estuver, French.] To seeth

any thing in a slow moist heat. Shakespeare.

To STEW . v. n. To be seethed in a slow moist

heat.

STEW. s . [estuve, Fr. stufa, Ital. estufa, Span.]

1. A bagnio ; a hothouse.

2. A brothel ; a house of prostitution .

Abbot.

Ascham .

3. [Siowen, Dut. to store.] A storepond ; a

small pond where fish are kept for the table.

STEWARD. s. [stipand, Saxon.]

1. One who manages the affairs of another.

Swift.

Shakespeare.2.An officer of state.

STEWARDSHIP. s. [from steward. ] The

toffice of a steward. Shakespeare.
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STI'BIAL. a. [from stibium, Lat.] Antimonial.

Harvey.

STICADOS. 8. [sticadis. ] An herb. Ainsworth.

STICK. s. [rricca, Saxon . ] A piece of wood

small and long ; a slender stem . Dryden.

To STICK. v. a. preterite stuck ; part. pass.

stuck. [rrican, Saxon.] To fasten on so as

that it may adhere. Addison.

To STICK. v. n.

1. To adhere ; to unite itself by its tenacity

or penetrating power. Raleigh.

2. To be inseparable ; to be united with any

thing. Sanderson.

3. To rest upon the memory painfully. Bac.

4. To stop ; to lose motion.

5. To resist emission.

Smith.

Shakespeare.

6. To be constant ; to adhere with firmness.

Hammond.

Pope.

Watts.

Locke.

7. To be troublesome by adhering.

8. To remain ; not to be lost.

9. To dwell upon ; not to forsake.

10. To cause difficulties or scruples. Swift.

11. To scruple ; to hesitate. Bacon.

13. To be stopped ; to be unable to proceed.

Clarendon.

ment.

13. Tobe embarrassed ; to be puzzled . Watts.

14. To STICK out. To be prominent, with

deformity. Job.

15. To STICK out. To refuse concurrence.

To STICK. v. a. [reician, Sax. steken, Dutch.]

1. To stab ; to pierce with a pointed instru-

Grew.

2. To fix upon a pointed body ; as, he stuck

the fruit upon his knife.

3. To fasten by transfixion.

4. To set with something pointed. Dryden.

STICKINESS. 5. [ from stick. ] Adhesive qua-

lity; viscosity ; glutinousness ; tenacity.
To STICKLE. v. a.

Dryden.

1. To take part with one side or other. Hud.

2. To contest ; to altercate ; to contend ra-

ther with obstinacy than vehemence. Cleav.

3. To trim ; to play fast and loose . Dryden.

STICKLEBAG. s. [properly stickleback. ] The

smallest of fresh-water fish . Walton.

STICKLER. s. [from stickle.]

1. A sidesman to fencers ; a second to a duel-

list. Sidney.

2. An obstinate contender about any thing.

Swift.

STICKY. a. [from stick.] Viscous ; adhesive ;

glutinous. Bacon.

STIFF. a. [rF, Sax. stiff, Dan. stijf, Dutch.]

1. Rigid ; inflexible ; resisting flexure ; not

flaccid ; not limber ; not pliant. Milton.

2. Not soft ; not giving way ; not fluid ; not

easily yielding to the touch.

3. Strong; not easily resisted.

4. Hardy ; stubborn ; not easily subdued. Sh.

5. Obstinate ; pertinacious .

Burnet.

Denham.

Taylor.

6. Harsh ; not written with ease. Gondibert.

7. Formal ; rigorous in certain ceremonies ;

starched ; affected .

To STIFFEN. v. a. [rupian, Sax.]

Addison.

1. To make stiff; to make inflexible ; to

make unpliant.

2. To make torpid.

To STIFFEN. v. n.

Addison.

Dryden.

1. To grow stiff ; to grow rigid ; to become

unpliant.
Addison.

2. To grow hard ; to be hardened. Dryden.

3. To grow less susceptive of impression ; to

grow obstinate. Dryden.

STIFFHEA'RTED. a. [stiff and heart. ] Ob

stinate ; stubborn ; contumacious. Ezekiel

STIFFLY. ad. [from stiff.] Rigidly ; inflexi.

by; stubbornly.
Hooker

STIFFNECKED. a. [stiff and neck .] Stub-

born; obstinate ; contumacious. Spenser.

STIFFNESS. s. [from stiff.]

1. Rigidity ; inflexibility ; hardness ; inepti-

tude to bend. L'Estrange.

2. Ineptitude to motion ; torpidness. Denh.

3. Tension ; not laxity. Dryden.

4. Obstinacy ; stubbornness ; contumacious-

ness . Locke.

5. Unpleasing formality ; constraint. Atterb.

6. Rigorousness ; harshness. Spenser.

7. Manner of writing not easy, but harsh

and constrained. Felton.

To STIFLE. v . a . [estoufer, French. ]

1. To oppress or kill by closeness of air ; to

suffocate. Baker.

2. To keep in ; to hinder from emission.

Newton.

3. To extinguish by hindering communica

tion ; as, the fire was stifled.

4. To extinguish by artful or gentle means.

5. To suppress ; to conceal.

STIGMA . s . [stigma, Latin.]

Addison.

Otway.

1. A brand; a mark with a hot iron.

2. A mark of infamy.

STIGMA'TICAL. Į a. [from stigma.] Brand-

STIGMATICK. } ed or marked with some

token of infamy. Shakespeare.

To STIGMATIZE. v. u. [stigmatiser, Fr.] To

mark with a brand ; to disgrace with a note

of reproach. Swift.

STILAR. a. [ from stile. Belonging to the

stile ofa dial. Moxon.

STILE. s. [rtizele, from rtizan, Saxon, to

climb.]

1. A set ofsteps to pass from one enclosure

to another. L'Estrange.

2. [Stile, French. ] A pin to cast the shadow

in a sundial. Moxon.

STILETTO. s. [ Italian ; stilet, French.] A

small dagger, of which the blade is not edged,

but round, with a sharp point. Hakewill.

To STILL. v. a . [rtillan, Sax. stillen, Dutch.]

1. To silence ; to make silent. Shakespeare.

2. To quiet ; to appease.

3. To make motionless.

STILL. a. [stil, Dutch.]

1 Silent ; uttering no noise.

2. Quiet ; calm.

3. Motionless.

STILL. s. Calm ; silence.

STILL. ad. [rzille, Saxon. ] ,

1. To this time ; till now.

Bacon.

Woodward.

Addison.

South.

Lacke.

Bacon

.Bacon.

Addison.

Atterbury.

Ben Jonson.

1. Nevertheless ; notwithstanding.

3. In an increasing degree.

4. Always ; ever ; continually.

5. After that.

6. In continuance.

Whitgift.

Shakespeare.
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STILL. 8. [from distil.] A vessel for distilla-

tion ; an alembick. Newton.

To STILL. v. a. [from distil.] To distil ; to

extract, or operate upon, by distillation.

To STILL. v. n. [ stillo, Latin.] To drop ; to

fall in drops. Out of use. Crashaw.

STILLATITIOUS . a. [stillatitius, Lat.] Fall-

ing in drops ; drawn by a still.

STILLATORY. s . [from still or distil.]

1. An alembick ; a vessel in which distilla-

tion is performed . Bacon.

2. The room in which stills are placed ; la-

boratory. Wotton.

STILLBORN. a. [still and born.] Born life-

less ; dead in the birth. Graunt.

STILLICIDE. s . [stillicidium, Latin. ]

cession of drops.

STILLICI'DIOUS. a. [from stillicide. ] Falling

in drops. Brown.

STILLING. s. [from still ]

1. The act of stilling.

2. A stand for casks.

STI'LLNESS. s. [from still.]

1. Calm ; quiet ; silence.

A suc-

Bacon.

Dryden.

2. Habitual silence ; taciturnity. Shakespeare.

STILLSTAND. s. [still and stand.] Absence

of motion. Shakespeare.

STI'LLY. ad. [from still.]

1. Silently ; not loudly. Shakespeare.

2. Calmly ; not tumultuously.

STILTS. s. [stelten, Dut.] Supports on which

boys raise themselves when they walk. More.

To STIMULATE. v. a . [stimulo, Latin.]

1. To prick.

2. To prick forward ; to excite by some pun-

gent motive.

3. [In physick.] To excite a quick sensation,

with a derivation toward the part. Arbuthnot.

STIMULATION. s . [stimulativ, Latin. ] Ex-

citement ; pungency. Watts.

To STING. v. a. pret. stung or stang; part.

pass. stang or stung. [rringan, Saxon.]

1. To pierce or wound with a point darted

out, as that of wasps or scorpions. Brown.

2. To pain acutely.

STING. s. [from the verb.]

Shakespeare.

1. A sharp point with which some animals

are armed. Drayton.

Forbes.

Dryden.

2. Any thing that gives pain.

3. The point in the last verse.

4. Remorse of conscience.

STI'NGILY. ad. [from stingy.] Covetously.

STI'NGINESS . s. [from stingy.] Avarice ; co-

vetousness ; niggardliness.

STI'NGLESS. a . [from sting. ] Having nosting.

Decay ofPiety.

STI'NGO. 8. Old beer.

STINGY. a. [a low cant word.] Covetous ;

niggardly ; avaricious. Arbuthnot.

To STINK. v. n. preterite stunk or stank. ] [rt-

nian, Saxon ; stincken, Dutch.] To emit an

offensive smell, commonly a smell of putre-

faction. Locke.

STINK. s. Offensive smell. Dryden.

STI'NKARD. s . [from stink.] A mean stinking

paltry fellow.

STINKER. s. [ from stink.] Something intend-

ed to offend by the smell. Harvey.

STI'NKINGLY. ad. [from stinking.] With a

stirk Shakespeare.

STI'NKPOT. s. | tink and pot .] An artificial

composition offensive to the smell. Harvey.

To STINT. v. a. [stynta, Swedish. ] To bound

to limit ; to confine ; to restrain ; to stop .

Addison.

STINT. s. [from the verb.]

1. Limit ; bound ; restraint. Dryden.

Ben Jonson.

2. A proportion ; a quantity assigned. Swift.

STIPEND. s. [stipendium, Lat.] Wages; set-
tled pay:

STIPENDIARY. a. [ stipendiarius, Lat.] Re.

ceiving salaries ; performing any service for

a stated price. Swift.

STIPENDIARY. s. One who performs any

service for any settled payment. Abbot.

STI'PTICK. See STYPTICK.

Ainsworth.

To STIPULATE. v. a. [stipulor, Latin.] To

contract ; to bargain ; to settle terms.

STIPULATION. s. [from stipulate.] Bar-

gain. Rogers

STIPULAʼTOR. s. One who contracts or bar-

gains.

To STIR. v. a. [sriɲian, Sax. stooren, Dut.]

1. To move ; to remove from its place.

Blackmore.

2. To agitate ; to bring into debate. Hale.

3. To incite ; to instigate ; to animate.

4. To raise ; to excite.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

5. To STIR up. To incite ; to animate ; to in-

stigate by inflaming the passions. Spenser.

6. To STIR up. To put in action ; to excite ,

to quicken. Isaiah.

To STIR. v. n.

1. To move one's self; to go out of the

place ; to change place Clarendon.

2. To be in motion ; not to be still. Addison.

3. To become the object of notice. Watts.

4. To rise in the morning. Shakespeare.

STIR. s . [stur, Runick, a battle.]

1. Tumult ; bustle. South.

2. Commotion ; publick disturbance ; tumul-

tuous disorder ; seditious uproar. Milton.

3. Agitation ; conflicting passions. Shak.

STI'RIOUS. a. [from stiria, Latin.] Resem-

bling icicles.

. Brown.

STIRP. s . [stirps, Latin.] Race ; family ; ge-

neration. Not used. Bacon.

STIRRER. s. [from stir.]

1. One who is in motion ; one who puts in

motion.

2. A riser in the morning.

3. An inciter ; an instigator.

Shakespeare.

4. STIRRER up. An inciter ; an instigator.

Raleigh.

STIRRUP. s. [rrinap, Saxon.] An iron hoop

suspended bya strap, in which the horseman

sets his foot when he mounts or rides.

To STICTH. v. a. [sticken, Dutch.]

1. To sew; to work with a needle.

2. To join ; to unite.

Camden.

Wotton.

3. To STITCH up. To mend what was rent.

Wiseman.

To STITCH. v. n. To practise needlework.
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STITCH. s. [ from the verb.]

1. A pass of the needle and thread through

any thing.

2. A sharp lancinating pain. Harvey.

3. A link of yarn in knitting. Motteux.

STITCHERY. s . [from stitch.] Needlework ;

in contempt. Shakespeare.

STITCHWORT. s. Camomile. Ainsworth.

STITHY. s . reið, hard, Saxon. ] An anvil ;

the iron body on which the smith forges his

work. Shakespeare.

To STIVE. v. a.

1. To stuff up close.

2. To make hot or sultry.

Sandys.

Wotton.

STI'VER. s. [ Dutch. ] A Dutch coin about the

value of a halfpenny.

STOAT. s. A small stinking animal.

STO’CAH. s. [ Irish ; stochk, Erse. ] An attend-

ant ; a wallet-boy ; one who runs at a horse-

man's foot. Not in use. Spenser.

STOCCA'DO. s. [from stocco, a rapier, Ital . ]

A thrust with a rapier. Shakespeare.

STOCK. s. [rroc, Sax. stock, Dutch .]

1. The trunk ; the body of a plant.

2. The trunk into which the graft is inserted .

3. A log ; a post.

4. A man proverbially stupid.

5. The handle of any thing .

Job.

Pope.

Prior

Spenser.

6. A support of a ship while it is building.

Dryden.

7. A thrust ; a stoccado. Shakespeare.

8. Something made of linen ; a cravat ; a

close neckcloth. Anciently a cover for the

leg, now stocking. Shakespeare.

Denham.9. A race ; a lineage ; a family.

10. The principal ; capital store ; fund al-

ready provided. Bacon.

Ainsworth.11. Quantity ; store ; body.

12. A fund established by the government,

ofwhich the value rises and falls by artifice

or chance.

To STOCK. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To store ; to fill sufficiently.

2. To lay in store.

3. To put in the stocks.

Pope

South

Shakespeare.

4. To STOCK up. To extirpate. Dec. ofPiety.

STOCKDOVE. s. Ringdove. Dryden.

STO'CKFISH . s. [stockevisch, Dutch. ] Dried

cod, so called from its hardness.

STOCKGILLYFLOWER. s. [leucoium, Lat. ]

A plant. Miller.

STOCKING. s. [ The original word seems to

be stock ; whence stocks, a prison for the legs.

Stock, in the old language, made the plural

stocken, which was in time taken for a singu-

lar, and pronounced stocking. ] The covering

of the leg. Swift.

To STOCKING. v. a. [from the noun.] To

dress in stockings. Dryden.

STO'CKJOBBER. s . [stock and job.] A low

wretch who gets money by buying and sell-

ing shares in the funds. Swift.

STOCKISH. s . [ from stock .] Hard ; blockish.

STOCKLOCK, á. [stockand lock.] Lock fixed

in wood.

STOCKS . s . [ See STOCKING . ]

1. Prison for the legs.

Moxon.

Peacham.

2. Wooden work upon which ships are built.

STOCKSTILL. a. Motionless as logs.

Addison

STOKE. Stoak, seem to come from the Saxon

rrocce, the stock or body of a tree. Gibson.

STOLE, s. [stola, Latin.] A long vest. Spenser.

STOLE. The preterite of steal.

STO'LEN. The participle passive ofsteal.

STOLIDITY. s. [ stolidité, French.] Stupidi -

ty ; want of sense. Bentley

STOMACH. 3. [estomach, French ; stomachus

Latin.]

1. The ventricle in which food is digested.

2. Appetite ; desire offood.

3. Inclination ; liking.

4. Anger ; violence of temper.

5. Sullenness ; resentment.

6. Pride ; haughtiness.

Hammond

L'Estrange

Butler

Hooker.

Shakespeare.

To STO'MÁCH. v . a. [stomcehor, Latin ] To

resent ; to remember with anger and malig

nity. L'Estrange.

To STOMACH. v . n . To be angry. Hooker

STO'MACHED. a . [ from stomach.] Filled with

passions of resentment. Shakespeare

STO MACHER. s. [from stomach. ] An or

namental covering worn by women on the

breast. Donne

STO'MACHFUL. a. [stomash and full.] Sul

len ; stubborn ; perverse. Locke.

STO'MACHFULNESS. s. Stubbornness ; sul.

lenness ; obstinacy .

STOMA'CHICAL. a. [stomachique, French. !

STOMA'CHICK. Relating to the stomach

Harvey. Floyer:

STOMA'CHICK. s. [from stomach .] A medi

cine for the stomach.

STO'MACHLESS. a. [stomach and less.] Be-

ing without appetite.

STOMACHOUS. a. [stomachosus, Lat.] Stout;

angry ; sullen ; obstinate.

STOND. s. [for stand .]

Spenser

Spenser.

Bacon.

1. Post ; station . Obsolete .

2. Stop ; indisposition to proceed.

STONE. s. [rtan, Sax. stoen, Dutch.]

1. Stones are bodies insipid, hard, not duc

tile or malleable, nor soluble in water.

Woodward.

2. Piece of stone cut for building. Hayward

3. Gem ; precious stone. Shakespeare.

4. Any thing made of stone. Shakespeare.

5. Calculous concretion in the kidneys or

bladder ; the disease arising from a calculus ,

Temple.

6. The case which in some fruits contains

the seed.

7. Testicle.

Bacon.

Swift.

Pope.

s. A weight containing fourteen pounds.

9. A funeral monument.

10. It is taken for a state of torpidness and

insensibility. Pope.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

11. STONE is used by way of exaggeration ;

as, stone still, stone dead. Shak. Hudibras.

12. To leave no STONE unturned. To do every

thing that can be done.

STONE. a . Made of stone.

To STONE. v. a. [ from the noun .]

1. To pelt, beat, or kill with stones. Exodus,

2. To harden. Shakespeare.

STOʻNEBREAK, s. An herb. Ainsworth
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STO'NECHATTER. s. A bird. Ainsworth.

STONECRAY. s. A distemper in hawks.

STO'NECROP. s . A sort of tree. Mortimer.

STO'NECUTTER. s. One whose trade it is to

hew stones. Swift.

Ainsworth.

Ainsworth.

STONEFERN. s . A plant.

STONEFLY. s . An insect.

STO'NEFRUIT. s . [stone and fruit. ] Fruit of
which the seed is covered with a hard shell

enveloped in the pulp. Boyle.
STO'NEHAWK. s. A kind ofhawk. Ainsw.

STO'NEHORSE. s . [stone and horse.] A horse

Mortimer.not castrated.

STO’NEPIT. s. [stone and pit. ] A quarry ; a

pit where stones are dug. Woodward.

STONEPITCH. s. Hard inspissated pitch.

STO'NEPLOVER. s. A bird.

STO NESMICKLE. s. A bird.

Bacon.

Ainsworth,

Ainsworth.

STO'NEWORK. s. [stone and work.] Building

of stone.

STO'NINESS . s. [from stony .]

Mortimer.

1. The quality of having many stones.

2. Hardness ofmind.

STO'NY. a. [from stone.]

1. Made of stone .

2. Abounding with stones.

3. Petrifick.

4. Hard ; inflexible ; unrelenting.

STOOD. The preterite of to stand.

STOOL. s. [Frol, Sax. stoel, Dutch.]

STOOP . s. [from the verb.]

1 Act of stooping ; inclination downward ,'

9. Descent from dignity or superiority.

Dryden.

3. Fall of a bird upon his prey. Waller.

4. [ Stoppa, Sax. stoope, Dutch. ] A vessel of

liquor. Derham .

STOOPINGLY. ad from stooping. ] With in-

Wotton.elination downward.

To STOP. v. a . [ stoppare, Ital . stoppen, Dut.]

1. To hinder from progressive motion.

Shakespeare,

2. To hinder from successive operation.

Dorset,

3. To hinder from any change or state

whether to better or worse.

4. To hinder from action or practice. Shak

5. To put an end to the motion or action of

any thing ; to intercept.

6. To repress ; to suspend.

7. To suppress.

Dryden.

South.

Dryden.

8. To regulate musical strings with the fir

gers.

9. To close any aperture.

Bucon

Arbuthnot.

Milton

11. To garnish with proper punctuation .

To STOP. v. n.

Hearne

Hammoad. 10. To obstruct ; to encumber.

Dryden.

Milton.

Spenser.

Swift.

1. A seat without a back, so distinguished

from a chair. Prior.

2. Evacuation by purgative medicines. Arb.

9. STOOL of Repentance, or Cutty Stool, in the

kirk of Scotland, is somewhat analogous to

the pillory. It is elevated above the con-

gregation. In some places there may be a

seat in it ; but it is generally without ; and

the person stands therein who has been

guilty of fornication, for three Sundays, in

the forenoon ; and after sermon is called

upon by name and surname, the beadle or

kirk-officer bringing the offender, if re-

fractory, forward to his post ; and then

the preacher proceeds to admonition . Here

too are set to publick view adulterers, in

a coarse canvass, analogous to a hairy vest,

with a hood to it, which they call the sack,

or sackcloth ; and that every Sunday through-

out a year, or longer. L'Estrange.

STOʻOLBALL. s. [stool and bull.] A play

where balls are driven froom stool to stool.

Prior.

To STOOP. v. n. [rzupian, Sax. stuypen, Dut.]

1. To bend down ; to bend forward. Raleigh.

2. To lean forward standing or walking.

Stillingfleet.

3. To yield ; to bend ; to submit. Dryden

. To descend from rank or dignity. Boyle.

5. To yield ; to be inferiour. Addison.

6. To sink from resolution or superiority ; to

condescend.

7. To come down on prey as a falcon.

8. To alight from the wing.

y. To sink to a lower plac

1. To cease to go forward. Gay.

2. To cease from any course of action . Les.

STOP. s . [from the verb.]

1. Cessation of progressive motion. L'Estr.

2. Hinderance of progress ; obstruction ; act

of stopping.
Hooker. Graunt.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Temple.

3. Repression ; hinderance of operation. Loc.

4. Cessation of action.

5. Interruption.

6. Prohibition of sale.

7. That which obstructs ; obstacle ; impedi-

ment. Spenser.

Shakespeare.

8. Instrument by which the sounds of wind

musick are regulated.

9. Regulation of musical chords by the fin-

gers.
Bacon .

10. The act of applying the stops in musick.

Daniel.

11. A point in writing, by which sentences

are distinguished . Crashaw.

STOPCOCK. s. [stop and cock.] A pipe made

to let out liquor, stopped by a turning cock.

Grew.

STO'PGAP . s . [stop and gap.] Something sub .

stituted ; a temporary expedient.

STOPPAGE. s . [from stop. ] The act of stop-

ping ; the state of being stopped . Arbuthnot.

STOPPLE, or Stopper. s. [from stop . ] That by

which any hole, or the mouth of any vessel,

is filled up,

STO RAX. s . [styrax, Latin.]

I. A tree.

Ray

2. A resinous and odoriferous gum. Ecclus

STORE. s. [stor, Runick, much.]

1. Large number ; large quantity ; plenty.

Dryden.

2. A stock accumulated ; a supply hoarded .

Addison.

The state ofbeing accumulated ; hoard.

Deuteronomy.

Milton.

Dryde

Millon, 4. Storehouse ; magazine. Milton
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STORE. a. Hoarded ; laid up ; accumulated.

To STORE. v. a. [from the noun. ] ' .

1. To furnish ; to replenish .

2. To stock against à future time.

2. Brave ; bold ; intrepid. Psalms

3. Obstinate ; pertinacious ; resolute ; proudBacon.

Denham. 4. Strong ; firm.

Locke.

Bacon.

South.

Spenser.

3. To lay up ; to hoard.

STOREHOUSE. s . [store and house.]

1. Magazine ; treasury.

2. A great mass reposited.

STO'RER. s. [from store.] One who lays up.

STO'RIED. a. [from story. ] Furnished with

stories ; adorned with historical pictures.

Pope.

STORK. s. [rrone, Saxon.] A bird ofpassage,

famous for the regularity of its departure.

Jeremiah.

Ainsworth.

"

STO'RKSBILL. s. An herb.

STORM. s. [ystorm, Welsh ; rτoɲm, Saxon ;

storm, Dutch.]

1. A tempest ; a commotion of the elements.

Milton.

2. Assault on a fortified place. Dryden.

3. Commotion ; sedition ; tumult ; clamour ;

bustle. Shakespeare.

4. Affliction ; calamity ; distress. Pope.

5. Violence ; vehemence ; tumultuous force.

Hooker.

To STORM. v. a. [from the noun.] To attack

by open force.

To STORM. v. n.

1. To raise tempests. Spenser.

2. To rage ; to fume ; to be loudly angry.

Swift.

STO'RMY. a. [from storm.]

1. Tempestuous. Philips.

2. Violent ; passionate.

STORY. s. [rzon, Sax. storie, Dutch.]

1. History ; account of things past. South.

2. Small tale ; petty narrative ; account of

a single incident. Addison.

3. An idle or trifling tale ; a petty fiction.

Swift.

4. [Stop, place, Saxon .] A floor ; a flight of

Wotton.rooms.

Wilkins.

To STORY. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To tell in history ; to relate .

2. To range one under another. Bentley.

STORYTELLER. 8. [story and tell.] One who

relates tales in conversation ; a historian, in

contempt. Swift
.

STOVE. s. [stoo, Islandick, a fire-place.]

1. A hothouse ; a place artificially made

Woodward.warm .

2. A place in which fire is made, and by
which heat is communicated. Evelyn.

To STOVE. v. a. [from the noun. ] To keep

warm in a house artificially heated. Bacon.

ToSTOUND. v. n. [stunde, I grieved, Islan-

dick.]

1. To be in pain or sorrow.

9. For stunned.

STOUND. s. [from the verb.]

1. Sorrow; grief; mishap.

2. Astonishment ; amazement.

3. Hour ; time ; season.

Out of use.

STOUR. s. [stur, Runick, a battle.]

incursion ; tumult. Obsolete.

STOUT. a. [stout, Dutch.]

1. Strong ; lusty ; valiant.

Daniel.

Dryden.

STOUT. s. A cant name for strong beer. Swift,

STOUTLY. ad. [from stout.] Lustily ; boldly ;

obstinately.

STOUTNESS. s . [from stout .]

1. Strength ; valour .

2. Boldness ; fortitude. Ascham.

3. Obstinacy ; stubborness. Shakespeare.

To STOW. v. a. [rrop, Sax. stowen, Dutch. ]

To lay up ; to reposite in order ; to lay in

the proper place.

STO’WAGE. s . [from stow .]

1. Room for laying up.

Pope.

Addison.

2. The state ofbeing laid up. Shakespeare.

3. Money paid for stowing of goods.

STOWE, Stoe, are the same with the Saxon

rtop, a place Gibson.

STRABISM . s. [strabisme, Fr.] A squinting ;

act oflooking asquint.

To STRA'DDLE. v. n. To stand or walk with

the feet removed far from each other to the

right and left ; to part the legs wide. Pope.

To STRA'GGLE. v. a.

1. To wander without any certain direction ,

to rove ; to ramble.

2. To wander dispersedly.

Suckling.

Clarendon.

3. To exuberate ; to shoot too far. Mortimer.

4. To be dispersed ; to be apart from any

main body ; to stand single. Dryden.

STRA'GGLER. s . [from straggle.]

1. A wanderer ; a rover ; one who forsakes

his company. Swift.

2. Any thing that pushes beyond the rest, or

stands single.

STRAIGHT. a . [strack, old Dutch.]

1. Not crooked ; right.

2. Narrow ; close ; properly strait.

3. Tense ; tight.

Dryden

Dryden.

Bacon.

STRAIGHT. ad. [strax, Danish ; strack, Dut.]

Immediately ; directly.
Addison.

To STRAIGHTEN. v. a . [from straight .]

1. To make not crooked ; to make straight.

Hooker.

2. To make tense ; to tighten.

STRAIGHTNESS. s. [from straight.] Recti-

tude ; the contrary to crookedness. Bacon.

STRAIGHTWAY. ad. [straight and way It

is very often written straightways, and there-

fore is more properly written straightwise. ]

Immediately ; straight. Spenser. Bacon.

To STRAIN . v. a. [estreindre, French. ]

1. To squeeze through something. Arbuthnot.

2. To purify by filtration.

3. To squeeze in an embrace.

Bacon.

Dryden.

4. To sprain ; to weaken by too much vis-

lence. Spenser.

5. To put to its utmost strength. Dryden.

6. To make straight or tense. Bacon.

7. To push beyond the proper extent. Swift.

8. To force ; to constrain ; to make uneasy

or unnatural.

Spenser.

Spenser.

... Gay. Shakespeare.

To STRAIN. v. n.

Assault ;

Spenser.

1. To make violent efforts.

2. To be filtered by compression.

STRAIN. s. [from the verb.]

Daniel.

Bacon.

Dryden. 1. An injury by too much violence. Grew.
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2. [Senge, Saxon .] Race ; generation ; de

scent.

3. Hereditary disposition .

4. A style or manner of speaking

5. Song; note ; sound.

6. Rank ; character.

7. Turn ; tendency.

8. Manner of speech or action

offiltration .

Chapman.

STRAINER. s. [from strain. ] An instrument

2. Uncommunicativeness ; distance ofbeha

viour Shakespeare.

3. Remoteness from common manners or no-

tions ; uncouthness . South.

Bacon.

Bacon.

5. Wonderfulness ; power of raising wonder.

STRANGER. s . [estranger, French.]

1. A foreigner ; one of another country.

Tillotson.

Swift.

Pope. 4. Matual dislike.

Dryden.

Hayward.

Bacon.

Bacon. Shakespeare

Pope.

Hudibras. Milton.

Sidney. 4. One unacquainted. Dryden.

Shakespeare. 5. One not admitted to any communication

or fellowship. Shakespeare.

STRAIT. a. [estroit, Fr. stretto, Ital. ]

1. Narrow ; close ; not wide.

2. Close ; intimate .

3. Strict ; rigorous.

4. Difficult ; distressful.

5. It is used in opposition to crooked, but is

thenmore properly written straight.
STRAIT. s.

1. A narrow pass, or frith. Judith.

2. Distress ; difficulty. Clarendon.

To STRAIT. v. a. [from the noun.]

difficulties.

To put to

Shakespeare.

To STRAI/TEN. v. a. [from strait.]

1. To make narrow. Sandys.

Clarendon.

Dryden.

2. To contract ; to confine.

3. To make tight ; to intend.

4. To deprive of necessary room. Clarendon.

5. To distress ; to perplex. Ray.

STRAITHA'NDED. a. [strait and hand.]

Parsimonious ; sparing ; niggardly.

STRAITLA'CED. a. [strait and lace.]

1. Griped with stays . Locke.

2. Stiff ; constrained ; without freedom.

1. Narrowly.

STRAITLY. ad. [from strait.]

2. Strictly ; rigorously. Hooker.

3. Closely ; intimately .

STRAITNESS. s . [ from strait.]

King Charles.

2. Strictness ; rigour. Hale.

1. Narrowness.

3. Distress ; difficulty.

4. Want ; scarcity. Locke.

STRAKE. s. [the obsolete preterite of strike. ]

Struck. Spenser.

STRAND. s. [reɲand, Sax. strande, Dutch . ]

1. The verge of the sea, or ofany water. Sh.

2. A twist of a rope.

To STRAND. v. a. [from the noun.] To drive

or force upon the shallows. Woodward.

STRANGE. a. [estrange, French.]

1. Foreign ; ofanother country.

2. Not domestick .

3. Wonderful ; causing wonder.

4. Odd ; irregular.

5. Unknown ; new. '

6. Remote.

7. Uncommonly good or bad.

8. Unacquainted .

Bacon.

2. One unknown.

•

3. A guest ; one not a domestick.

To STŘAʼNGER. v. a. [from the noun .] To

estrange ; to alienate. Shakespeare.

To STRANGLE. v . a . [strangulo, Latin.]

1. To choak ; to suffocate ; to kill by inter-

cepting the breath. Ayliffe.

2. To suppress ; to hinder from birth or ap-

pearance. Shakespeare.

STRANGLER. s. [from strangle. ] One who

strangles. Shakespeare.

STRA'NGLES. s. [from strangle . ] Swellings

in a horse's throat.

STRANGULATION. s . [from strangle.] The

act of strangling ; suffocation ; the state of

being strangled. Brown.

STRANGURY. s. [sgayyaga. ] A difficulty

ofurine attended with pain.

STRAP. s. [stroppe, Dutch.] A narrow ' ong

slip of cloth or leather. Addison.

To STRAP. v. a. To beat with a strap .

STRAPPA'DO. s. Chastisement by blows.

Shakespeare,

STRA'PPING . a. Vast ; large ; bulky.

STRATA. s. [The plural of stratum, Latin.]

Beds ; layers. Woodward.

STRATAĠEM. s. [rgarnynua.]

1. An artifice in war ; a trick by which an

enemy is deceived . Shakespeare.

2. An artifice ; a trick by which some ad-

vantage is obtained. Pope.

To STRATIFY. v. a. [stratifier, Fr. from stra-

tum, Lat.] To range in beds or layers .

STRA'TUM. s . [Latin.] A bed ; a layer. A

term of philosophy. Woodward

STRAW. s. [rrɲeop, Saxon ; stroo, Dutch.]

1. The stalk on which corn grows, and from

which it is thrashed . Bacon.

2. Any thing proverbially worthless.

Hudibras.

Davies.

Milton.

Suckling. STRA'WBERRY. s. [fragaria, Latin. ] A plant.

Millre.

Shakespeare.

Tillotson.

Bacon.

STRANGE. interj . An expression of wonder.

Waller.

Glanville.

To STRANGE. v. n. [from the adjective. ] To

wonder ; to be astonished.

STRA'NGELY. ad. [from strange.]

Shak.1. With some relation to foreigners.

2. Wonderfully ; in a way to cause wonder.

Sprat. Calamy.

STRA'NGENESS. s. [from strange. ]

1. Foreignness ; the state of belonging to an-
other country. Sprat.L

STRAWBERRY Tree. s . It is ever green

the fruit is of a fleshy substance, and very

like a strawberry. Miller

STRA/WBUILT. a. [straw and built. ] Made up

of straw. Milton.

STRA'WCOLOURED. a. [straw and colour.]

Of a light yellow. Shakespeare.

STRA'WWORM. s . [straw and worm .] A

worm bred in straw.

STRAWY. a. [ from straw. ] Made of straw";

consisting of straw. Boyle.

To STRAY. v. n. [stroe, Danish, to scatter ;

stravviare, Italian, to wander. ]

1. To wander ; to rove. Pope.
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2. To rove out ofthe way ; to range beyond

the proper limits. Spenser.

3. To err ; to deviate from the right.

To STRAY. v. a. To mislead. Obsolete. Shak.

STRAY. s. [from the verb.]

1. Any creature wandering beyond its li-

mits ; any thing lost by wandering. Addison.

2. Act of wandering. Shakespeare.

STREAK. s. [renice, Saxon ; streke, Dutch.]

A line of colour different from that of the

ground.

To STREAK. v. a. [from the noun .]

Dryden.

1. To stripe ; to variegate in hues ; to dap-

ple. Prior.

2. To stretch. Obsolete. Chapman.

STREAKY. a. [from streak. ] Striped ; varie-

gated by hues. Dryden.

STREAM. s . [rrɲeam, Sax. straum, Islandick. ]

1. A running water ; the course of running

water ; current. Dryden.

2. Any thing issuing from a head, and inov-

ing forward with continuity of parts.

Atterbury .

3. Any thing forcible and continued. Ral.

4. Course ; current. Shakespeare.

TO STREAM. v. n. [streyma, Islandick.]

1. To flow ; to run in a continuous current.

Milton.

2. To emit a current ; to pour out water in

a stream ; to be overflown. Pope.

3. To issue forth with continuance, not by

fits. Shakespeare.

To STREAM. v. a. To mark with colours or

embroidery in long tracks. Bacon.

STREAMER. s. [ from stream ] An ensign ;

a flag ; a pennon ; anything flowing loosely

from a stock.

STREAMY. a. [from stream.]

2. To confirm ; to establish. Temple

3. To animate ; to fix in resolution. Deuter.

4. To make to increase in power or secu

rity. Shakespeare.

To STRENGTHEN. v. n. To grow strong.

STRENGTHENER.}

STRENGTHNER.

Otway.

s. [from strengthen .]

1. That which gives strength ; that which

makes strong. Temple.

2. [In medicine. ] Strengtheners add to th

bulk and firmness ofthe solids . Quincy.

STRENGTHLESS. a.

1. Wanting strength ; deprived of strength.

Shakespeare.

2. Wanting potency ; weak. Boyle

STRE'NUOUS. a. [strenuus, Latin.]

1. Brave ; bold ; active ; valiant. Milton.

2. Zealous ; vehement.

STRE'NUOUSLY. ad. [ from strenuous.]

1. Vigorously ; actively.

Swift.

Brown.

2. Zealously ; vehemently ; with ardour.

STRE'PEROUS. a. [strepo, Latin. ] Loud ;

noisy.
Brown

STRESS. s. [stɲece, Saxon, violence. ]

1. Importance ; important part. Locke.

2. Importance imputed ; weight ascribed .

Atterbury,

3. Violence ; force, either acting or suffered.

Locke.

To STRESS. v. a. To distress ; to put to hard-

ships or difficulties. Spenser.

To STRETCH. v. a. [repecan, Saxon.]

1. To extend ; to spread out to a distance.

Exodus .

2. To elongate, or strain to a greater space.

Prior.

3. To expand ; to display.

Prior.

Pope.

4. To strain to the utmost.

5. To make tense.

1. Abounding in running water.

2. Flowing with a current.

STREET. s. [rtnær, Saxon ; straet, Dutch.]

1. A way, properly a paved way between

two rows of houses. Sandys.

2. Proverbially, a public place. Rogers.

STREETWALKER s. [street and walk.] A

common prostitute, that offers herself to

sale in the open street.

STRENGTH. s. [reɲenzo, Saxon.]

1. Force ; vigour ; power of the body. ·

2. Power of endurance ; firmness ; durabi-

lity; toughness ; hardness . Milton.

3. Vigour, or power, of any kind. Addison.

4. Sureness ; fastness.

5. Support ; security.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

6. Power of mind ; force of any mental fa-

culty.

7. Spirit ; animation.

Locke.

Milton

8. Vigour of writing ; nervous diction.

9. Potency ofliquors .

10. Fortification ; fortress. Ben Jonson.

11. Support ; maintenance of power. Sprat.

12. Legal force ; validity ; security.

13. Confidence imparted. Addison.

14. Armament ; force ; power. Clarendon.

15. Persuasive prevalence ; argumentative
force. Hooker.

To STRENGTH. v. a. To strengthen. Daniel.

To STRENGTHEN. v. a. [from strength.]

1. To make strong.

1

Milton.

Tillotson.

Shakespeare.

Smith.

6. To carry by violence further than is

right ; to strain ; as, to stretch credit.

To STRETCH. v . n.

Cowley.1. To be extended .

2. To bear extension without rupture. Boyle.

3. To sally beyond the truth.

Government of the Tongue.

STRETCH. s. [from the verb.]

1. Extension ; reach ; occupation of more

space. Ray.

Dryden.2. Force of body extended.

3. Effort ; struggle ; from the act of run-

ning. Addison.

Atterbury.

Granville

4. Utmost extent of meaning.

5. Utmost reach of power.

STRETCHER. s. [from stretch.]

1. Any thing used for extension.

2. The timber against which the row

plants his feet. Dryden.

Moxon.

To STREW. v. a. [strawan, Gothick ; stroyen,

Dutch ; repeapian, Saxon ; strawen, Germ.

strôer, Dan. It is sometimes written strow,

and perhaps best, as it reconciles etymology

with pronunciation. See STROW.]

1. To spread by being scattered.

2. To spread by scattering.

3. To scatter loosely.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

Exodus.

STRE/WMENT. s. [from strew .] Any thing

scattered in decoration.
Shakespeare
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STRIE. s. [Latin. ] The small channels in

the shells of cockles and scollops . Boyle.

STRIATE. 2a. [from striæ, Lat. strié, Fr. ]

Ray.

STRI'ATURE. s . [ from striæ ; strieur, Fr.]

Disposition of striæ. Woodward.

STRI'ATED. Formed in striæ.}

STRICK. S. [orpy ; strix, Latin .] A bird of
bad omen. Spenser.

STRICKEN. The ancient part . of strike.

STRICKLE. s. That which strikes the corn,

to level it with the bushel.

STRICT. a. [strictus , Latin.]

Ainsworth.

1. Exact ; accurate ; rigorously nice. Milt

2. Severe ; rigorous ; not mild.

3. Confined ; not extensive.

4. Close ; tight.

5. Tense ; not relaxed.

STRICTLY. ad. [from strict.]

Locke.

13. It is used in the participle for advanced

in years. Shakespeare.

Pope.

14. To STRIKE off. To erase from a reckon-

ing or account.

15. To STRIKE off. To separate by a

blow. Hooker. Knolles. Hakewill. Burnet.

To produce by colli-

Dryden.

16. To STRIKE out.

sion .

17. To STRIKE out.

18. To STRIKE out.

19. To STRIKE out.

quick effort.

To STRIKE. v. n .

1. To make a blow.

To blot ; to efface.

To bring to light.

To form at once by a

Pope.

Dryden.

Hooker. 2. To collide ; to clash. Bacon.

Dryden. 3. To act by repeated percussion . Waller.

Arbuthnot. 4. To sound by the stroke of a hammer.

5. To make an attack.

6. To act by external impulse

Drayton.

Locke.

Shakespeare,

1. Exactly ; with rigorous accuracy. Burnet

2. Rigorously ; severely ; without remission

or indulgence.

3. Closely ; tightly ; with tenseness.

STRICTNESS. s . [from strict. ]

Rogers.

1. Exactness ; rigorous accuracy ; nice re

gularity.

2. Severity ; rigour .

Rogers.

Bacon.

3. Closeness ; tightness ; not laxity.

STRICTURE . s . [from strictura, Latin .]

1. A stroke ; a touch. Hale.

2. Contraction ; closure by contraction.

3. A slight touch upon a subject ; not a set

discourse. Hammond.

STRIDE. s . [stræde, Saxon.] A long step ;

a step taken with great violence ; a wide

divarication of the legs. Swift.

To STRIDE. v. n . pret. strode or strid ; parti-

ciple pass. stridden. [from the noun.]

1. To walk with long steps. Dryden.

2. To stand with the legs far from each

other.

To STRIDE. v. a. To pass by a step.Arbuthnot.

STRI DULOUS. a . [stridulus, Latin . ] Making

a small noise. Brown.

STRIFE. s . [from strive.]

1. Contention ; contest ; discord. Judges

2. Contest of emulation. Congreve

3. Opposition ; contrariety ; contrast. Shak.

STRIFEFUL. a. [strife and full. ] Conten-

tious ; discordant. Dr. Maine.

STRI'GMENT. s . [strigmentum, Lat.] Scrap-

ing ; recrement. Brown.

To STRIKE. v. a. preterite struck, or strook ;

participle passive struck, strucken, stricken, or

strook. [arenican, Saxon ; stricker, Danish. ]

1. To act upon by a blow ; to hit with a

blow. Shakespeare.

Proverbs.2. To punish ; to afflict.

3. To dash ; to throw by a quick motion.

4. To notify by sound.

5. To stamp ; to impress.

Collier.

Locke.

7. To sound with blows.

8. To be dashed ; to be stranded. Knolles.

9. To pass or act with a quick or strong

effect. Dryden.

10. To pay homage, as by lowering the sail.

Shakespeare.

11. To be put by some sudden act or mo-

tion into any state ; to break forth.

Government of the Tongue.

12. To STRIKE in with. To conform ; to

suit itself to ; to join with at once.

Norris.

Burnet.

13. TO STRIKE out. To spread or rove ; to

make a sudden excursion.

STRIKE. s. A bushel ; a dry measure of ca-

pacity ; four pecks . Tusser.

STRI’KEBLOCK. s. A plane shorter than the

jointer, used for the shooting of a short

joint. Moxon,

STRIKER. s . [from strike. ] Person or thing

that strikes . Sandys. Digby.

STRIKING. part. a. Affecting ; surprising.

STRING. s. [reɲing, Sax. streng, German.]

1. A slender rope ; a small cord ; any slen-

der and flexible band. Wilkins.

2. A thread on which any things are filed .

Stillingfleet.

Bacon.

Shakespeare

8. Any set of things filed on a line. Addison.

4. The chord ofa musical instrument..

5. A small fibre.

6. A nerve ; a tendon.

7. The nerve or line ofthe bow. Psalms.

8. Any concatenation or series ; as, a string

ofpropositions.

9. To have two STRINGS to the Bow. To

have two views or two expedients.

Hudibras

To STRING. v. a. preterite strung ; participle

passive strung. [from the noun.]

1. To furnish with strings. Gay.

2. To put a stringed instrument in tune.

Addison.

3. To file on a string. Spectator

Dryden

6. To contract ; to lower : used only in the

phrases to strike sail , or to strike aflug.

7. To alarm ; to put into emotion. Waller.

8. To make a bargain.

9. To produce by a sudden action.

10. To affect suddenly in any

manner.

11. To cause to sound by blows.

12. Toforge ; to mint.

4. To make tense.

STRI'NGED . a [from string ] Having strings ;

produced by strings.

Dryden.

Bacon, Milton.

particular STRI′NGENT. a. [stringens, Latin.] Binding ;

contracting.Collies .

Knolles STRI'NGHALT. s. [string and halt.] A

sudden twitching and snatching up of theArbuthnot
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hinder leg of a horse much higher than the

other. Farrier's Dict.

STRINGLESS. a. [from string.] Having no

strings. Shakespeare.

STRINGY. a. [from string.] Fibrous ; con-

sisting of small threads ; filamentous . Grew.

To STRIP. v. a. [streopen, Dutch.]

1. To make naked ; to deprive of covering.

2. To deprive ; to divest.

3. To rob ; to plunder ; to pillage.

Hayward.

Duppa.

South.

4. To peel ; to decorticate. Brown.

5. To deprive of all.

6. To take off covering.

7. To cast off. Not in use.

Watts.

Shakespeare.

Locke.

South.

3. To separate from something adhesive or

connected.

STRIP. s. [ probably for stripe. ] A narrow

shred.

To STRIPE. v. a. [strepen, Dutch.}

Swift.

1. To variegate with lines of different co-

lours.

2. To beat ; to lash.

STRIPE. s. [strepe, Dutch.]

1. A lineary variation of colour. Bacon.

2. A shred of a different colour. Arbuthnot.

3. A weal, or discoloration made

or blow.

by a lash

Thomson.

Hayward.4. A blow; a lash.

STRI PLING. s. A youth ; one in the state of

adolescence. Arbuthnot.

To STRIVE. v. n. preterite strove, anciently

strived ; part. pass. striven. [streven, Dutch.]

1. To struggle ; to labour ; to make an
effort. Romans.

2. To contest ; to contend ; to struggle in

opposition to another. Tillotson.

3. To vie ; to be comparable to ; to emulate ;

to contend in excellence . Milton.

STRIVER. s . [ from strive.] One who la-

bours ; one who contends.

makers.

STRO'KAL. s. An instrument used by glass-

Bailey.

STROKE or Strook. The old preterite ofstrike,

now commonly struck.

STROKE. s. [from strook, the preterite of

strike.]

1. A blow ; a knock ; a sudden act of one

body upon another.

2. A hostile blow.

Shakespeare.

Swift.

1. Vigorous ; forceful ; of great

body.

ability of

Psalms.

2. Fortified ; secure from attack.

3. Powerful ; mighty.

Locke.

South.

Bacon.4. Supplied with forces.

5. Violent ; forcible ; impetuous. Prior.

6. Hale ; healthy. Ecclesias.

7. Forcibly acting on the imagination .

Bacon.

8. Ardent ; eager ; positive ; zealous. Add.

9. Full ; having any quality in a fuli de-

gree ; affecting the sight forcibly. Newton.

10. Potent; intoxicating. Swift.

11. Having a deep tincture ; affecting the

taste forcibly. King Charles.

12. Affecting the smell powerfully. Hudib.

13. Hard of digestion ; not easily nutrimen

tal. Hebrews.

14. Furnished with abilities for any thing.

15. Valid ; confirmed.

16. Violent ; vehement.

17. Cogent ; conclusive.

Dryden.

Wisdom.

Corbet.

Shakespeare.

18. Able ; skilful ; of great force ofmind.

Shakespeare.

19. Firm ; compact ; not soon broken. Pope.

20. Forcibly written ; comprising much

meaning in few words. Smith.

STRONGFI'STED. a . [strong and fist. ] Strong-

handed. Arbuthnot.

STRO'NGHAND. s. [strong and hand.] Force ;

violence.

STRONGLY. ad. [from strong.]

1. Powerfully ; forcibly.

Raleigh.

Bacon.

2. With strength ; with firmness ; in such a

manner as to last. Shakespeare

3. Vehemently ; forcibly ; eagerly. Swift.

STRONGWATER. s. [strong and water.]

Distilled spirits.

STROOK. The preterite of strike,

poetry for struck.

Bacon.

used in

Waller

STRO'PHE. s. [orgopn .] A stanza.

STROVE. The preterite of strive.

To STROUT. v. n. [strussen, Germ. ] To swell

with an appearance of greatness ; to walk

with affected dignity ; now strut.

To STROUT. v. a. To swell out ; to puff out ;

to enlarge by affectation. Bacon.

To STROW. v. n. [See To STREW.]

1. To spread by being scattered. Milton.

2. To spread by scattering ; to besprinkle.

Shakespeare.

Pope. 3. To spread.

3. A sudden disease or affliction. Harte.

4. The sound of a clock..

5. The touch of a pencil.

6. A touch ; a masterly or eminent effort.

Baker.

7. An effect suddenly or unexpectedly pro-

duced.

Dryden.8. Power ; efficacy.

To STROKÉ. v. a. [renacan, Saxon.]

1. To rub gently by the hand by way of

kindness or endearment ; to sooth. Bacon.

2. To rub gently in one direction . Gay.

To STROLL. v. n. To wander ; to ramble ;

to rove ; to gad idly.

STRO'LLER. s. [ from stroll.] A vagrant ; a

wanderer ; a vagabond.

STROND. s. [for strand.] The beach ; the

bank ofthe water. Obsolete. Shakespeare.

STRONG. 4. [reɲang, Saxon.]

Swift.

Swift.

Dryden.

Swift.

4. To scatter ; to throw at random. Waller.

To STROWL. v. n. To range ; to wauder.

Gay.

To STROY. v. a. [for destroy.] Tusser.

STRUCK. The old preterite and participle

passive ofstrike.

STRUCKEN. The old part. pass. of strike.

STRUCTURE. s. [structure, French ; struo-

tura, Latin.]

1. Act of building ; practice of building.

Dryden.

2. Manner of building ; form ; make.

3. Edifice ; building.

Woodward.

Pope.

To STRUGGLE. v. n.

1. To labour ; to act with effort.
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2. To strive ; to contend ; to contest. South.

3. To labour in difficulties ; tobe in agonies

or distress.

STRUGGLE. s. [from the verb.]

1. Labour; effort.

2. Contest ; contention.

Dryden

Atterbury.

3. Agony ; tumultuous distress .

STRUMA. 3. (Latin.] A glandular swelling ;

the king's evil. Wiseman.

Wiseman.

STRUMOUS . a. [from struma.] Having swel

lings in the glands.

STRUMPET. s. A whore ; a prostitute.

Shakespeare.

To STRUMPET. v . a. To make a whore ; to

debauch.
Shakespeare.

STRUNG. The pret. and part. pass. of string.

To STRUT. v. n. [strussen, German.]

1. To walk with affected dignity ; to swell

with stateliness. Ben Jonson.

2. To swell ; to protuberate. Dryden .

STRUT. s . [from the verb. ] An affectation of

stateliness in the walk.

STUB. s. [rzeb, Saxon ; stubbe, Danish.]

Swift.

1. A thick short stock left when the rest is

cut off.

2. A log; a block.

Dryden.

Milton.

Swift.

To STUB. v. a. [from the noun] To force up ;

to extirpate.

STUBBED. a. [from stub . ] Truncated ; short

and thick.
Drayton.

STUBBEDNESS. s . [from stubbed.] The state

of being short, thick, and truncated .

STUBBLE. s . [ estouble, French ; stoppel, Dut.]

The stalks of corn left in the field by the

Bacon.reaper.

STUBBORN. a. [frow stav }

1. Obstinate ; inflexible ; contumacious.

Shakespeare.

2. Persisting ; persevering ; steady. Locke.

3. Stiff; not pliable ; inflexible ; not easily

admitting impression.

4. Hardy, firm .

5. Harsh ; rough ; rugged.

STUBBORNLY. ad. Obstinately ; contuma-

ciously; inflexibly. Garth.

2

STUDIED. a. [from study.]

1. Learned ; versed in any study ; qualified

by study. Bacon.

2. Having any particular inclination . Shuk.

STUDIER. 8. [from study ] One who studies.

Tillotson.

STUDIOUS. a. [studieux, Fr. studiosus, Lat.]

1. Givento books and contemplation ; given

to learning.

2. Diligent ; busy.

3. Attentive to ; careful.

Locke.

Tickel.

Dryden.

Milton.

4. Contemplative ; suitable to meditation.

STUDIOUSLY. ad. [from studious .]

1. Contemplatively ; with close application

to literature.

2. Diligently ; carefully ; attentively. Atter.

STUDIOUSNESS . s . [from studious . ] Ad-

diction to study.

STUDY. s. [studium, Latin .]

1. Application of mind to books and learn-

ing. Watts.

2. Perplexity ; deep cogitation. Bacon.

3. Attention ; meditation ; contrivance.

Shakespeare.

4. Any particular kind of learning. Bacon.

5. Subject of attention. Law.

6. Apartment appropriated to literary em-

ployment. Clarendon.

To STUDY. v. n. [studeo, Latin.]

1. To think with very close application ; to

muse.

2. To endeavour diligently.

To STUDY. v. a.

1. To apply the mind to.

2. To consider attentively.

3. To learn by application.

STUFF . s. [stoffe, Dutch.]

1. Any matter or body.

2. Materials out of which any

3. Furniture ; goods.

Swift.

Thessalonians.

Locke

Dryden.

Shakespeare

Davies.

thing is made.

Roscommon.

Cowley.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Swift.

Burnet. 4. That which fills any thing.

5. Essence ; elemental part.

6. Any mixture or medicine.

7. Cloth or texture of any kind.

8. Textures of wool thinner and slighter

than cloth.

STUBBORNNESS. s. [from stubborn.] Ob-

stinacy ; vitious stoutness ; contumacy ; in-

flexibility. Swift.

STUBBY. a. [from. stub. ] Short and thick ;

short and strong.

STU'BNAIL. s . [stub and nail.] A nail broken

off; a short thick nail.

Grew.

STUCCO. s. [Italian . ] A kind of fine plaster

for walls. Pope.

STUCK. The pret . and part. pass. of sick.

STUCK. s. A thrust. Shakespeare.

STUCKLE. s. A number of sheaves laid to-

gether in the field to dry.

STUD. s. [srudu, Saxon.]

I. A post ; a stake.

Ainsworth.

Mortimer.

2. A nail with a large head driven for orna-

ment; any ornamental knob or protube-
rance.

Swift.

3. [Stode, Saxon .] A collection of breed-

ing horses and mares. Temple.

To STUD. v. a . [from the noun. ] To adorn

with studs and shining knobs. Shakespeare.

STUDENT. s. [studens, Latin. ] A man given

to books ; a scholar ; a bookish man. Watts.

Bacon

Dryden.9. Matter or thing. In contempt.

To STUFF. v. a. [ from the noun.]

1. To fill very full with any thing. Gay

2. To fill to uneasiness. Shakespeare.

Bacon.3. To thrust into any thing.

4. To fill by being put into any thing . Dryd.

5. To swell out by putting somethingin.

6. To fill with something improper or super-

fluous. Clarendon.

7. To obstruct the organs of scent or respi-

ration. Shakespeare.

King

Swift.

Swift

8. To fill meat with something of high re-

lish.

9. To form by stuffing.

To STUFF. v. n. To feed gluttonously.

STUFFING. s . [ from stuff.}

1. That by which any thing is filled. Hale.

2. Relishing ingredients put into meat.

Mortimer,

STUKE, or Stuck. s . [stuc, Fr. stucco, Ital . ] A

composition of lime and marble, powdered
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very fine, commonly called plaster of Pa-
ris. Bailey.

STULTI’LOQUENCE . s .[ stultus and loquentia,

Latin. ] Foolish talk.

STUM. s. [stum, Swedish.]

1. Wine yet unfermented ; must. Addison.

2. New wine used to raise fermentation in

dead and vapid wines. Ben Jonson.

Hudibras.

To STUM. v. a. [from the noun . ] To renew

wine bymixing fresh wine and raising a new

fermentation.

3. Wine revived by a new fermentation .

To STUMBLE. v. n. [from tumble.]

1. To trip in walking.

Floyer.

Prior.

2. To slip ; to err ; to slide into crimes or

blunders. Milton.

3. To strike against by chance ; to light on

by chance.

To STUMBLE. v. a.

Ray.

1. To obstruct in progress ; to make to trip

or stop.

2. To make to boggle ; to offend . Locke.

STUMBLE. s . [from the verb .]

t

1. A trip in walking.

2. A blunder ; a failure.

STU'PIFIER. s. [from stupify. ] That which

causes stupidity.

South.

To STU'PIFY. v. a. [stupefacio, Latin . It

should therefore be spelled stupefy. ] To make

stupid ; to deprive of sensibility.

STUPOR. s . [ Latin ] Suspension or diminu-

tion of sensibility. Arbuthnot.

To STU'PRATE. v. a. [stupro, Latin . ] To ra-

vish to violate.

Brown.

STUPRA'TION. s. [stupratio, from stupro,

Lat. ] Rape ; violation.

STU'RDILY. ad . [from sturdy.]

1. Stoutly ; hardily.

2. Obstinately ; resolutely

STURDINESS . s. [ from sturdy.]

1. Stoutness ; hardiness .

2. Brutal strength.

STURDY. a. [estourdi, French.]

Donne

Locke.

1. Hardy ; stout ; brutal ; obstinate. Dryden.

2. Strong ; forcible.

3. Stiff; stout.

STURGEON. s. A sea-fish .

Sidney.

Wotton.

Woodward.

STURK. s. [rtync, Saxon.] A young ox or

heifer. Bailey.

n. [stutten, to hinder,

L'Estrange . To STUTTER. Dutch peak with le

STUMBLER. s. [ from stumble. ] One that

stumbles.

Burnet.

Herbert.

STUMBLINGBLOCK.Į s. [from stumble. ]

STUMBLINGSTONE. Cause of stum-

bling ; cause of errour.

STUMP. s. [stumpe, Danish ; stompe, Dutch ]

The part of any solid body remaining after

the rest is taken away. Drayton.

STU'MPY. a. [from stump.] Full of stumps ;

hard ; stiff. A bad word. Mortimer.

To STUN. v. a. [rrunan, Saxon.]

1. To confound or dizzy with noise. Cheyne.

2. To make senseless or dizzy with a blow.

Dryden.

STUNG. The pret. and part. pass. of sting.

STUNK. The preterite of stink.

Pope.

To STUNT. v. a. [stunta, Islandick . ] To hin-

der from growth.

STUPE. s. [stupa, Latin. ] Cloth or flax dip-

ped in warm medicaments, and applied to a

Wiseman.hurt or sore.

To STUPE. v. a. [from the noun.] To foment ;

to dress with stupes. Wiseman.

STUPEFACTION. s . [stupefactus, Lat.] In-

sensibility; dulness ; stupidity.
South

STUPEFA'CTIVE. a . [from stupefactus, Lat. ]

Causing insensibility ; dulling ; obstructing

the senses ; narcotick ; opiate.
Bacon.

STUPENDOUS. a . [stupendus, Latin ] Won-

derful ; amazing ; astonishing. Clarendon.

STUPID. a. [stupidus, Latin. ]

1. Dull ; wanting sensibility ; wanting ap-

prehension ; heavy ; sluggish ofunderstand-

ing. Dryden.

2. Performed without skill or genius. Swift.

STUPIDITY. s. [stupiditas, Latin .] Dulness ;

heaviness of mind ; sluggishness of under-

standing. Dryden.

STUPIDLY. ad. [ from stupid .]

1. With suspension or inactivity of under-

´standing. Milton.

Dryden.2. Dully; without apprehension.

.

sitation ; to stammer.

STUTTER.

STUTTERER.

*

stammerer.

Bacon.

s. [from stut .] One that

speaks with hesitation ; a

Bacon.

King.

STY. s. [rzize, Saxon.]

1. A cabin to keep hogs in.

2. Any place of bestial debauchery. Milton.

3. A humour in the eyelid.

To STY. v. a. [from the noun. ] To shut up in

a sty. Shakespeare.

To STY. v . n. To soar ; to ascend. Spenser.

STYGIAN, a. [stygius, Latin . ] Hellish ; in-

fernal ; pertaining to Styx, one of the poeti-

cal rivers of hell. Milton.

STYLE. s. [stylus, Latin ]

1. Manner of writing with regard to lan

guage.

2. Manner of speaking appropriate to parti
cular characters .

3. Mode of painting.

Swift.

Shakespeare.

Reynolds.

4. It is likewise applied to musick.

5. Title ; appellation. Clarendon.

6. Course of writing. Unusual. Dryden.

7. STYLE of Court, is properly the practice

observed by any court in its way of pro-

ceeding. Ayliffe.

8. A pointed iron used anciently in writing

on tables of wax.

9. Any thing with a sharp point ; as a gra-

ver, the pin of a dial. Brown.

10. The stalk which rises from amid the

leaves of a flower.
Ray

To STYLE. v. « . [from the noun. ] To call ; to

term ; to name Millon

STY'PTICK. a. [çv@rino;; styptique, Fr. This

is usually, though erroneously, written stip

tick. ] The same as astringent ; but generally

expresses the most efficacious sort of astrin-

gents, or those which are applied to stop he

morrhages. Quincy.

STYPTICITY. a. The power of stanching

blood. Floyer
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on an anvil.

To STY'THY. v. a. [ See STITHY.] To forge

Shakespeare.

SUA'SIBLE . . [ from suadeo, Latin .] Easy to

be persuaded.

SUASIVE. a. [from suaden, Latin. ]. Having

power to persuade. South.

SUA'SORY. a. [suasorius, Latin. ] Having ten-

dency to persuade.

SUAVITY. s . [suavitas, Latin. ]

1. Sweetness to the senses . Brown.

2. Sweetness to the mind.

SUB, in composition, signifies a subordinate

degree.

SUBDOLOUS. a. [subdolus, Lat.] Cunning ;

subtle sly.

To SUBDUCE. v. a. [subduco, subductus,

To SUBDUCT. ) Latin.]

1. To withdraw ; to take away.

2. To substract by arithmetical operation .

SUBDUCTION. s . [from subduct:]

Millon.

Hale.

Hale,

Liule.

1. The act of taking away.

2. Arithmetical substraction.

To SUBDUE. v. a. [ from subdo, Latin.]

1. To crush ; to oppress ; to sink. Milion.

2. To conquer ; to reduce under a new do.
minion.

Sprat

3. To tame ; to subact ; to break. May.

SUBDUEMENT. s . [ from subdue. ] Conquest.
Not used. Shakespeare.

SUBDU'ER. s . [from subdue.] Conqueror ;

Philips.

a. [sub and duplus, Lat.]

Bacon. tamer.

SUBA'CID. a. [sub and acidus, Latin. ] Sour in

a small degree.
Arbuthnot.

SUBA CRID. a. [sub and acrid. ] Sharp and

pungent in a small degree. Floyer.

To SUBA'CT. v. a. [subactus, Latin . ] To re-

duce ; to subdue.

SUBA'CTION. s . [subactus, Latin.] The act

of reducing to any state.

SUBA'LTERN. a . [ subalterne, Fr.] Inferiour ;

subordinate ; that in different respects is

both superiour and inferiour. Swift.

SUBALTERNATE. a . [ subalternus, Latin.]

Succeeding by turns.

SU'BDUPLE.

Beat SUBDUPLICATE. } Containing one part of

SUBASTRINGENT. a . [sub and astringent.]

Astringent in a small degree.

SUBBE'ADLE. s. [sub and beadle.] An under

beadle. Ayliffe.

SUBCELESTIAL. a. [ sub and celestial. ] Pla-

ced beneath the heavens. Glanville.

SUBCHA'NTER. s . [sub and chanter ; succentor,

Latin. The deputy of the precentor in a ca-

thedral.

SUBCONTRARY.

SUBCLAVIAN. a. [sub and clavus, Latin.]

Under the armpit or shoulder. Arbuthnot.

SUBCONSTELLATION. 3. [sub and constel-

lation .] A subordinate or secondary constel-

lation. Brown.

a. [sub and contrary.]

Contrary in an inferiour degree. Watts.

SUBCONTRACTED . part. a. [sub and con-

tracted.] Contracted after a former contract.

Shakespeare.

SUBCUTANEOUS. a. [sub and cutaneous.]

Lying under the skin.

SUBDEA'CON. s . [ subdiaconus, Latin . ] In the

Romish church, is the deacon's servant.

More.

Ayliffe.

SUBDEA'N. s . [subdecanus, Latin.] The vice-

gerent ofa dean. Ayliffe.

SUBDECUPLE. a . [sub and decuplus , Latin. ]

Containing one part of ten.

SUBDERISO'RIOUS . a. [sub and derisor,

Lat. ] Scoffing or ridiculing with tenderness.

SUBDITITIOUS. a . [subdititius, Latin.] Put

secretly in the place of something else.

To SUBDIVERSIFY. v. u . [sub and diversify.]

To diversify again what is already diversified.

Liale.

To SUBDIVIDE. v . a. [ sub and divide. ] To

divide a part into yet more parts.

Roscommon.

SUBDIVISION. s. [ from subdivide.]

1. The act of subdividing. Watts.

2. The parts distinguished by a second divi-

sion. Addison.

two. Newton.

SUBJA'CENT. a. [subjacens, Latin. ] Lying

under. Woodward.

To SUBJECT. v . a. [subjectus, Latin .]

1. To put under. Pope.

Dryden.

2. To reduce to submission ; to make subor-

dinate ; to make submissive.

3. To enslave ; to make obnoxious. Locke.

4. To expose ; to make liable. Arbuthnot.

5. To submit ; to make accountable. Locke.

6. To make subservient.

SUBJECT. a. [subjectus, Lat.]

1. Placed or situate under.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Locke.

2. Living under the dominion ofanother.

3. Exposed ; liable ; obnoxious, Dryden.

4. Being that on which any action operates,

whether intellectual or material Dryden

SUBJECT. s. [sujet, Fr. ]

1. One who lives under the 'dominion of ano-

ther; opposed to governour. Shakespeare.

2. That on which any operation, either men.

tal or material, is performed. More.

3. That in which any thing inheres or exists .

Bacon.

4. [ In grammar. ] The nominative case to a

verb is called by grammarians the subject of

the verb. Clarke.

SUBJECTION. s [ from subject. ]

1. The act of subduing.
Hale

Spenser.

2. The state of being under government.

SUBJECTIVE. a . Relating not to the object,

but the subject. Watts.

SUBINGRESSION. s . [ sub and ingressus, Lat.]

Secret entrance. Boyle.

To SUBJOIN. v . a [subjungo, Lat.] To add at

the end ; to add afterward. South.

SUBITA'NEOUS. a [subitaneus, Latin . ] Sud-

den ; hasty.

Prior.

To SUBJUGATE. v. a . [subjugo, Latin ] To

conquer ; to subdue ; to bring under demi-

nion by force.

SUBJUĠATION. s. [ from subjugate. ] The act

of subduing. Ba'e.

SUBJUNCTION. s . [from subjungo, Lat. ] The

state ofbeing subjoined ; the act of subjoin.

ing. Clarke
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SUBJUNCTIVE. a. [ subjunctivus, Lat ] Sub-

joined to something else.

a. [sub and lapsus, Lat.]

Done after the fall of

Hammond.

SUBLA'PSARY.

man.

SUBLATION. s. [ sublatio, Lat. ] The act of

taking away.

SUBLEVATION. s . [sublevo, Lat. ] The act of

raising on high.

SUBLIMABLE. a . [from sublime.] Possible to

be sublimed.

SUBLIMABLENESS . s . [from sublimable.]

Quality of admitting sublimation . Boyle.

To SUBLIMATE . v. a. [from sublime.]

1. To raise by the force of chymical fire.

2. To exalt ; to heighten ; to elevate.

Decay ofPiety.

SUBLIMATE. s. [from sublime.]

1. Any thing raised by fire in the retort.

Bacon.

2. Quicksilver raised in the retort.

SUBLIMATE. a. Raised by fire in the ves-

sel. Newton.

SUBLIMATION. s . [from sublimate.]

1. A chyinical operation which raises bodies

in the vessel by the force of fire . Sublimation

differs very little from distillation, excepting

that in distillation only the fluid parts of

bodies are raised, but in this the solid and

dry ; and that the matter to be distilled may

be either solid or fluid, but sublimation is

only concerned about solid substances.

Quincy.

2. Exaltation ; elevation ; act of heightening

or improving. Davies.

1. High in place ; exalted aloft. Dryden.

2. High in excellence ; exalted by nature.

Milton.

SUBLIME. a . [ sublimis, Latin .]

Prior.

Milton.

Wotton.

3. High in style or sentiment ; lofty ; grand .

4. Flevated by joy.

5. Lofty of mien.

SUBLIME. s . The grand or lofty style. Pope.

To SUBLIME. v. a. [ from the adjective.]

1. To raise by chymical fire .

2. To raise on high. Denham.

3. To exalt ; to heighten ; to improve. Pope.

To SUBLIME. v. n. To rise in the chymical

vessel by the force of fire. Arbuthnot.

SUBLIMELY. ad. [ from sublime.] Loftily ;

grandly. Pope.

SUBLIMITY. s. [sublimitas, Latin.]

1. Height of place ; local elevation .

Height of nature ; excellence.2. Raleigh.

Addison.

Latin .]

Harvey.

3. Loftiness of style or sentiment.

SUBLINGUAL. a. [sub and lingua,

Placed under the tongue.

SUBLU'NAR. a. [sub and luna, Latin.]

SUBLUNARY. Situate beneath the moon;

earthly ; terrestrial. Swift.

SUBMARINE. a . [sub and mare, Lat. ] Lying

or acting under the sea, Wilkins.

To SUBMERGE. v. a. [submergo, Latin.] To

drown, to put under water. Shakespeare.

SUBMERSION. s . [from submersus, Latin }

The act of drowning ; state of being drown-

ed. Hale.

To SUBMIN'ISTER.

}

v. a. [submimisio,

ToSUBMINISTRATE. Lat.] To supply ;

to afford. Hale.

To SUBMIʼNISTER. v. n. To subserve ; to be

useful to. L'Estrange.

SUBMI'SS. a. [from submissus, Lat. ] Humble ;

submissive ; obsequious. Mitton.

SUBMISSION. s . [from submissus, Lat.]

1. Delivery of himself to the power of ano-

Shakespeare.ther.

2. Acknowledgment of inferiority or de-

pendance. Halifax.

3. Acknowledgment of a fault ; confession of

Shakespeare.
errour.

4. Obsequiousness ; resignation . Temple.

SUBMISSIVE. a. [submissus, Lat.] Humble ;

testifying submission or inferiority . Prior.

SUBMISSIVELY. ad. Humbly; with con-

fession of inferiority. Pope.

SUBMISSIVENESS. s. Humility; confession

of fault or inferiority. Herbert.

SUBMI'SSLY. ad . [from submiss.] Humbly ;

with submission.

To SUBMIT. v. a. [submitte, Lat.]

1. To let down ; to sink.

2. To subject ; to resign to authority.

Taylor.

Dryden.

Genesis.

3. To leave to discretion ; to refer to judg

ment. Swift.

To SUBMIT. v . n. To be subject ; to ac-

quiesce in the authority of another ; to yield.

Rogers.

SUBMU'L
TIPLE

. s. A submultiple number or

quantity is that which is contained in ano-

ther number a certain number of times ex

actly ; thus 3 is submultiple of 21, as being

contained in it seven times exactly.

Harris.

SUBO'CTAVE. Į a. [sub and octavus, Latin,

SUBO'CTUPLE. S and octuple. ] Containing

one part of eight. Arbuthnot.

SUBORDINACY.

SUBO'RDINANCY. } s . [from subordinate .]

1. The state of being subject. Spectator.

2. Series of subordination. Temple.

SUBO'RDINATE. a . [sub and ordinatus, Lat.]

1. Inferiour in order, in nature, in dignity,

or power. Addison.

To SUBO'RDINATE. v. a. [sub and ordino,

Latin.] To range under another. Wotton

SUBO'RDINATELY. ad. In a series regu

larly descending. Dec. of Piety.

SUBORDINATION. s [from subordinate.]

1. The state ofbeing inferiour to another.

Swift.

Dryden

2. A series regularly descending. Holday.

3. Place ofrank.

To SUBOʻRN. v. a. [suborner, Fr. suborno, Lat.]

1. To procure privately ; to procure by se

cret collusion. Prior

2. To procure by indirect means . Dryden.

SUBORNATION. s. [ subornation, Fr. from

suborn.] The crime of procuring any to do a

bad action . Swift.

SUBOʻRNER. s. [suborneur, French ; from su◄

born. One that procures a bad action to be
done
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SUBPOENA. s. [sub and pœna, Lat.] A writ

commanding attendance in a court, under a

penalty.

SUBQUA'DRUPLE. a. [sub and quadruple.]

Containing one part offour. Wilkins.

SUBQUINTUPLE. a. [sub and quintuple.]

Containing one part of five. Wilkins.

SUBRECTOR. §. [sub and rector.] The rec-

tor's vicegerent. Walton.

SUBREPTION. s . [ subreptus, Lat.] The act

of obtaining a favour by surprise or unfair

representation.

SUBREPTITIOUS. a . [ surreptitius, Latin.]

Fraudulently obtained from a superiour.

Bailey.

To SUBSCRIBE. v. a . [subscribo, Lat.]

1. To give consent to, by underwriting the

Clarendon.name.

2. To attest by writing the name. Whitgift.

3. To submit. Not used.

To SUBSCRIBE. r. n.

1. To give consent.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

2. To promise a stipulated sum for the pro-

motion of any undertaking.

SUBSCRIBEŘ. s . [from subscriptio, Lat.]

1. One who subscribes .

2. One who contributes to any undertaking.

Swift.

SUBSCRIPTION. s . [from subscriptio, Lat.]

1. Any thing underwritten. Bacon.

2. Consent or attestation given by underwrit-

ing the name.

3. The act or state of contributing to any

undertaking. Pope.

4. Submission ; obedience. Not in use.

Shakespeare.

SUBSECTION. s. [sub and sectio, Lat.] Á sub-

division of a larger section into a lesser ; a

section of a section.

SUBSECUTIVE. a . [ from subsequor, Latin . ]

Following in train.

SUBSE'PTUPLE. a. [sub and septuplus, Lat ]

Containing one of seven parts. Wilkins.

SUBSEQUENCE. s. [from subsequor, Latin. ]

The state offollowing ; not precedence.

Grew.

SUBSEQUENT. a. [subsequens, Lat. ] Follow-

ing in train ; not preceding. Prior.

SUBSEQUENTLY. ad. Not so as to go be-

fore ; so as to follow in train. South.

To SUBSE'RVE. v. a . [ subservio, Latin.] To

serve in subordination ; to serve instrumental-

ly. Walsh.

SUBSERVIENCE. s . [from subserve.] . In-

SUBSE'RVIENCY. strumental fitness, use,

or operation. Bentley.

SUBSERVIENT. a . [subserviens, Lat. ] Minis-

terial ; instrumentally useful . Newton.

SUBSEXTUPLE. a. [sub and sextuplus, Lat. ]

Containing one part of six. Wilkins.

To SUBSIDE. v. n. [subsido, Latin.] To sink;

to tend downward. Dryden.

SUBSIDENCE. s . [from subside. ] The act of

SUBSIDENCY. } sinking ; tendency down-

ward. Arbuthnot.

SUBSIDIARY. a . [subsidiarius, Lat.] Assist-

ant ; brought in aid. Arbuthnot.

SUBSIDY. s. [subsidium, Latin . ] Aid, com-

monly such as is given in money. Addison.

To SUBSI'GN. v . a. [subsigno, Lat.] To sign

under.

To SUBSIST. v. n. [subsisto , Latin.]

1. To be ; to have existence.

Cumden.

2. To continue ; to retain the present state

or condition. Swift.

3. To have means of living ; to be maintain-

ed.
Atterbury.

4. To inhere ; to have existence by means

of something else. South.

SUBSISTENCE, or Subsistency. s. [from sub-

sist.]

I. Real being . Stillingfleet.

2. Competence ; means of supporting life.

3. Inherence in something else.

SUBSISTENT. a. [subsistens, Latin. ]

1. Having real being.

2. Inherent.

SUBSTANCE. s. [substanta, Latin.]

Addison.

Brown.

Bentley.

1. Being ; something existing ; something

of which we can say that it is. Davies.

2. That which supports accidents. Watts.

3. The essential part. Addison.
2

4. Something real, not imaginary ; some-

thing solid, not empty.

5. Body ; corporeal nature.

6. Wealth ; means of life.

SUBSTANTIAL. a . [from substance.]

1. Real ; actually existing.

Dryden.

Newton.

Swift.

Bentley.

2. True ; solid ; real ; not merely seeming.

3. Corporeal ; material.

4. Strong ; stout ; bulky.

Denham

Watts

Milton.

5. Responsible ; moderately wealthy ; pos

sessed of substance. Addison.

Glanville

SUBSTANTIA'LITY. s. [ from substantial.]

1. The state ofreal existence.

2. Corporcity ; materiality.

SUBSTANTIALLY. ad. [from substantial ]

1. In manner of a substance ; with reality

of existence.

2. Strongly ; solidly.

Milton.

Clarendon.

3. Truly ; really ; with fixed purpose.

Tillotson

4. With competent wealth.

SUBSTANTIALNESS. s. [from substantial.]

1. The state of being substantial.

2. Firmness ; strength ; power of holding or

lasting. Wotton.

SUBSTANTIALS. s . [without singular. ] Es.

sential parts. Ayliffe.

To SUBSTANTIATE. v . a . [from substance.}

To make to exist . Ayliffe.

SUBSTANTIVE. s . [substantivum, Latin.] A

noun betokening the thing, not a quality.

Dryden.

SUBSTANTIVE. a . [substantivus, Latin .]

1. Solid ; depending only on itself. Bacon.

2. Betokening existence . Arbuthnot.

To SUBSTITUTE. v. a. [substitutus, Latin.]

To put in the place for another. Dryden

SUBSTITUTE. s. [substitut, French ; from

the verb.]

1. One placed by another to act with dele-

gated power. Addison.

2. It is used likewise of things ; as, one me.

dicine is a substitute for another.
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SUBSTITUTION. s. [ from substitute. ] The

act of placing any person or thing in the

room ofanother. Bacon

To SUBSTRACT. v . a. [soustraction , French. ]

1. To take away part from the whole.

2. To take one number from another.

SUBSTRACTION. s. [soustraction, French.]

1. The act of taking away part from the

whole. Denham.

2. The taking of a lesser number out of a

greater oflike kind, whereby to find out a

third number. Cocker.

SUBSTRUCTION. s. [substructio, Latin. ]

Underbuilding. Wolton.

SUBSTY'LAR. a. [sub and stylus, Latin. ] Sub-

stylar line is, in dialing, a right line, where-

on the gnomon or style of a dial is erected

at right angles with the plane.
SUBSULTIVE. Į a. [subsultus, Latin.]

SUBSULTORY. Bounding; moving by

starts.

SUBSULTORILY. ad. [from subsultory. ] In

a bounding manner ; by starts. Bacon.

SUBTANGENT. s. In any curve, is the line

which determines the intersection of the

tangent in the axis prolonged.

To SUBTEND . v . a . [ sub and tendo, Latin .]

To be extended under. Creech

SUBTE'NSE. s . [sub and tensus, Latin . ] The

chord of an arch.

SU’BTER. [Latin. ] In composition, signifies
under

Glanville.

SUBTERFLUENT. a. [subterfluo , Latin.

SUBTET.FLUOUS. } Running under.

SUBTERFUGE. s . [ subterfuge, French. ] A

shift ; an evasion ; a trick.

SUBTERRA'NEAL. a. [sub and terra,

SUBTERRA'NEAN. Lat. Subterranean,

SUBTERRA'NEOUS. or subterraneous, is

SUBTERRANY. the wordnow used. ]

Lying under the earth ; placed below th

surface. Milton. Norris.

SUBTERRA'NITY. s. [sub and terra, Latin.]

A place under ground. Not in use. Brown

SUBTILE. a. [subtilis, Latin.]

1. Thin ; not dense ; not gross. Newton .

2. Nice ; fine ; delicate ; not coarse. Davies

3. Piercing ; acute. Prior

4. Cunning; artful ; sly ; subdolous ; now

commonly written subtle.

5. Deceitful.

Milton,

Shakespeare.

6. Refined ; acute ; beyond necessity.Milton.

SUBTILELY. ad. [ from subtile. ]

1. In a subtile manner; thinly.

2. Finely ; not grossly.

3. Artfully ; cunningly.

SUBTILENESS. s. [from subtile. ]

1. Fineness ; rareness .

2. Cunning ; artfulness .

Bacon

Tillotson

To SUBTILIATE. v. a. [from subtile.] To

make thin. Harvey

SUBTILIA'TION. s. [subtiliation, French.]

The act of making thin.

SUBTILIZATION. s . [from subtilize.]

Boyle

1. Subtilization is making any thing so vola

tile as to rise readily in steam or vapour...

Quincy

z. Refinement; superfluous acuteness.

To SUBTILI'ZE . v. a . [subtilizer, French.]

1. To make thin ; to make less gross er

coarse. Ray

Glanville.

2. To refine ; to spin into useless niceties .

To SUBTILI'ZE. v . n. To talk with too much

refinement.
Digby

SUBTILTY. s . [subtilité, Fr. from sultile.]

1. Thinness ; fiacness ; exility ofparts.

2. Nicety ; exility.

3. Refinement ; too mucn acuteness.

4. Cunning ; artifice ; slyness.

Daries.

Басов.

Boyle.

King Charles.

SUBTLE. a . [ written often for subtile, espe-

cially in the sense of cunning . ] Sly ; artful ;

cunning.

SUBTLY. ad . [from subtile.}

1. Slily ; artfully ; cunningly.

2. Nicely ; delicately.

Sprot

Milton.

Pope.

To SUBTRACT. v . a . [subtractio, Latin.] To

withdraw part from the rest. Hale.

SUBTRACTER. s. [subtraho, Lat.] The num-

ber to be taken out of a larger number.

SUBTRACTION. s. See SUBSTRACTION.

SUBTRAHEND. [subtrahendum, Latin ]

The number out of which part is taken.

SUBTRIPLE . a. [sub and triplus, Lat.] Con

taining a third, or one part of three.

Wilkins.

SUBVENTA’NEOUS. a. [subventaneus, Lat.]

Addle ; windy. Brown.

To SUBVERSE. v. a . [subversus, Latin .] To

subvert ; to overthrow. Thomson

SUBVERSION. s . [subversion, Fi . subversus

Lat.] Overthrow; ruin ; destruction.

King Charles.

SUBVERSIVE . a. [from subvert. ] Having ten-

dency to overturn. Rogers

To SUBVE'RT. v . a . [subverto, Latin.]

1. To overthrow ; to overturn ; to destroy

to turn upside down. Milton.

2. To corrupt ; to confound. 2 Timothy

SUBVERTER. s. [ from subvert. ] Overthrow

er ; destroyer. Dryden

SUBURB. s. [suburbium , Latin.]

41. Building without the walls of a city."

Shakespear

2. The confines ; the outpart. Cleaveland,

SUBURBAN. a. [suburbanus, Latin.] Inha-

biting the suburb. Dryden

SUBWO'RKER. s . [sub and worker.] Under-

worker ; subordinate helper. South.

SUCCEDA'NEOUS. a. [succedaneus, Latin.

Supplying the place of something else

Boyle,

SUCCEDA'NEUM. s . [Latin.] That which is

put to serve for something else.

To SUCCEED. v. n. [succeder, French , su ca

do, Latin.]

To follow in order. Milton,

2. To come into the place of one who ha

quitted or died . Digby

3. To obtain one's wish ; to terminate as

undertaking in the desired effect. Dryde

4. To terminate according to wish

a good effect .

5. To go under cover.

to have

Tobit.

Dryden
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70 SUCCEED . v . a.

1. To follow ; to be subsequent or cense-

quent to. Brown.

2. To prosper ; to make successful. Dryden.

SUCCEEDER. s . [from succeed . ] One who

follows ; one who comes into the place of

another. Suckling.

SUCCESS. s. [succés, Fr. successus, Latin. ]

1. The termination of any affair happy or

unhappy.
Milton.

2. Succession. Obsolete. Spenser.

SUCCESSFUL. a. [success and full. ] Prospe-

rous ; happy ; fortunate. Atterbury.

SUCCESSFULLY. ad. Prosperously ; lucki-

ly; fortunately . Prior.

SUCCESSFULNESS . S. [from successful .]

Havingconclusion ; desired event ; series f

good fortune. Hammond.

SUCCESSION. s. [successio, Latin.]

1. Consecution ; series of one thing or per-

son following another. Pope.

2. A series of things or persons following

one another. Newton.

Shakespeare.

3. A lineage ; an order of descendants .

4. The power or right of coming to the in-

heritance of ancestors. Dryden.

SUCCESSIVE. a . [successif, French.]

Daniel.

1. Following in order ; continuing a course

or consecution uninterrupted .

2. Inherited by succession. Not in use.

Shakespeare.

SUCCESSIVELY. ad. In uninterrupted or-

der; one after another. Newton.

SUCCESSIVENESS . s. [from successive. ] The

state of being successive. Hale.

SUCCESSLEŠS . a. [ from success . ] Unlucky ;

unfortunate ; failing of the event desired."

Dryden.

SU'CCESSOUR. s. [successeur, Fr. successor,

Lat. This has sometimes the accent in the

middle. ] One that follows in the place or

character of another ; correlative to prede-

Dryden.cessor.

SUCCINCT. a. [succinctus, Latin. ]

1. Tucked or girded up ; having the clothes
drawn up . Pope.

Roscommon.

concisely ;

Boyle.

Brevi-

2. Short ; concise ; brief.

SUCCINCTLY. dd. Briefly ;

without superfluity of diction.

SUCCINCTNESS. s . [ from succinct.]

ty conciseness.

SUCCORY. s. [cichorium, Latin .] A plant.

Miller.

To SU'CCOUR. v. a. [succurro, Latin. ] To

help ; to assist in difficulty or distress ; to re-

lieve.
L'Estrange.

SU'CCOUR. s . [ from the verb.]

in distress .

1. Aid ; assistance ; relief of any kind ; help

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

SU'CCOURER. s . [from succour.] Helper ;

assistant ; reliever. Romans.

SUCCOURLESS. a. [from succour.] Wanting

relief; void of friends or help . Thomson.

SUCCULENCE. s . [from succulent. ] Juici-

SUCCULENCY. ness.

2. The person or thing that brings help.

SUCCULENT. a. [swerulent, French ; succ

Philips.

To SUCCUMB. v. n. [succumbe, Latin.] To

yield ; to sink under difficulty. Hudibras

SUCCUSSATION. s . [succussio, Lat. ] A trot.

Brown.

UCCUSSION . ♬ [succussio, Lat.]

1. The act of shaking.

lentus, Latin. ] Juicy ; moist.

2. [In physick. ] Such a shaking of the ner

vous parts as is procured by strong stimul.

Mart. Scriblerus

SUCH pronoun. [sulk, Dutch ; rpile, Saxon. ]

1. Of that kind ; of the like kind : barbarians

are cruel ; such were the Triballi.. Pope.

2. The same that. Knolles.

2. Comprehended under the term premised ,

thou art yet honest, continue such. South.

4. A manner of expressing a particular per-

son or thing; we looked for such and such

convenicusies. Clarendon,

To SUCK. v . a. [rucan, Saxon ; sugo, suctum,

Latin ; succer, French.]

1. To draw by making a rarefaction of the

air.

2. To draw in with the mouth. Dryden

3. To draw the teat of a female. Locke

Shakespeare

Dryden

Burnet.

4. To draw with the milk.

5. To empty by sucking.

6. To draw or drain.

To SUCK. v. n.

1. To draw by rarefying the air. Mortimer

2. To draw the breast.

3. To draw; to imbibe.

SUCK. s . [ from the verb . ]

1. The act of sucking.

2. Milk given by females.

SUCKER. s. (suceur, Fr. from suck .]

1. Any thing that draws.

2. The embolus of a pump.

Ray

Bacon

Boyle.

Dryden.

Boyle

3. A round piece of leather, laid wet on a

stone, and drawn up in the middle, rarefies

the air within, which pressing upon its edges,

holds it down to the stone. Grew

4. A pipe through which any thing is sucked

Philips

5. A young twig shooting from the stock.

Ray

SUCKET. s . [ from suck. ] A sweatmeat, to be

dissolved in the mouth. Cleaveland

SUCKINGBOTTLE. s . [suck and bottle . ] A

bottle, which, to children, supplies the want

of a pap. Locke

To SUCKLE. v. a. [from suck.] To nurse at

the breast. Dryden

SU'CKLING. s. [from suck. ] A young crea

ture yet fed by the pap.
Arbuthnot

SU'CTION. s . [from suck ; succion, French .}

The act of sucking. Boyle

SUDATION. s . [sudo, Latin. ] Sweat.

SU'DATORY. . [sudo, Latin.] Hothouse ,

sweating-bath.

SU'DDEŇ. a. [soudain, French ; soden

Saxon.]

1. Happening without previous notice; com-

ing without the common preparatives ; com-

ing unexpectedly.
Milton.

2. Hasty; violent ; rash ; passionate ; pro-
cipitate. Not in use. Shakespeare
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SUDDEN. 8.

1. Any unexpected occurrence ; surprise.
Not in use. Wotton.

2. On or ofa SUDDEN. Sooner than was ex-

perted.

SUDDENLY. ad. [from sudden.]

Baker.

1. In an unexpected manner ; without pre-

paration ; hastily. Dryden.

2. Without premeditation. Shakespeare.

SUDDENNESS. s. State of being sudden ;

unexpected presence ; manner of coming or

happening unexpectedly. Temple.

SUDORIFICK. a . [sudorifique, French.] Pro-

voking or causing sweat.

SUDORIFICK. s. A medicine provoking

sweat.

Bacon.

Arbuthnot.

SU'DOROUS. a. [from sudor, Latin.] Consist-

ing of sweat. Notused. Brown.

SUDS. s . [from reodan, to seeth ; whence

rodden, Saxon. ]

1. A lixivium of soap and water.

2. To be in the SUDS .

being in any difficulty.

To SUE. v. a . [suiver, French.]

1. To prosecute bylaw.

2. To gain by legal procedure.

Matthew:

3. [In falconry.] To clean the beak, as a

hawk.

To SUE. v. n. To beg ; to entreat ; to peti-

tion . Knolles.

SU'ET. s. [suet, old French. ] A hard fat,

particularly that about the kidneys. Wise.

SU'ETY. a. [from suet.] Consisting of suet ;

resembling suet. Sharp.

To SU'FFER. v. a. [suffere , Latin ; souffrir,

French.]

SUFFICIENCY. s. [from sufficient .]

1. State of being adequate to the end pro

posed.

2. Qualification for any purpose.

3. Competence ; enough.

4. Supply equal to want.

Boyle.

Temple

Thomson.

Watts.

5. It is used by Temple for that conceit

which makes a man think himself equal to

things above him.

SUFFICIENT. a. [sufficiens, Latin.]

1. Equal to any end or purpose ; enough ;

competent ; not deficient. Swift.

2. Qualified for any thing by fortune or

otherwise . Shakespeare.

SUFFICIENTLY. ad. [from sufficient. ] To

a sufficient degree ; enough. Rogers.

SUFFISANCE, s. [ French. ] Excess ; plenty.

Obsolete. Spenser.

To SUFFOCATE. v. a. [suffoquer, Fr. suffoce,

Latin.] To choak by exclusion or intercep-

tion of air. Collier.

A familiar phrase for SUFFOCATION. s. [suffocation, Fr. from

suffocate.] The act of choaking ; the state of

being choaked. Cheyne.

SUFFOCATIVE. a . [from suffocate.] Having

the power to choak. Arbuthnot.

SUFFRAGAN. s. [suffraganeus, Latin.] A

bishop considered as subject to his metropo-

litan.
Ayliffe.

To SUFFRAGATE. v. n. [suffragor, Latin.]

To vote with ; to agree in voice with.

Hale.

SU'FFRAGE. s . [suffragium, Latin.] Vote ;

voice given in a controverted point.

Addison.

SUFFRA'GINOUS . a. [suffrago, Latin. ] Be-

longing to the knee joints of beasts. Brown.

SUFFUMIGATION. s. [suffumigo, Latin.]

Operation of fumes raised by fire. Wiseman.

SUFFU'MIGE. s . [suffumigo, Latin. ] A medi-

cal fume. Not used. Harvey.

To SUFFU'SE . v. a. [suffusus, Latin .] To

spread over with something expansible, as

with a vapour or tincture Pope.

SUFFU'SIÓN. s. [from suffuse. ]

1. To bear ; to undergo , to feel with sense of

pain. Mark.

2. To endure ; to support ; not to sink un-

der. Milton.

3. To allow ; to permit ; not to hinder.

4. To pass through ; to be affected by ; to

be acted upon.

To SUFFER. v. n.

Milton.

1. To undergo pain or inconvenience. Locke.

2. To undergo punishment.
Clarendon.

3. To be injured. Temple.

SUFFERABLE. a. [from suffer.] Tolerable ;

such as may be endured. Wotton.

SUFFERABLY. ad. [from sufferable.] Tolera-

bly; so as to be endured. Addison.

SU'FFERANCE. s. [souffrance, French.]

J. Pain ; inconvenience ; misery. Locke.

2. Patience ; moderation. Otway.

3. Toleration ; permission ; not hinderance.

Hooker.

SUFFERER. s . [from suffer.]

1. One who endures or undergoes pain or

inconvenience. Addison.

2. One who allows ; one who permits.

SUFFERING. s . [from suffer.] Pain suffered.

Atterbury.

To SUFFICE. v. n. [sufficio, Latin.] To be

enough ; to be sufficient ; to be equal to the

end or purpose.

To SUFFI'CE. v. a.

1. To afford ; to supply.

Locke.

Dryden.

Dryden.

2. To satisfy ; to be equal to want or de-

mand.

1. The act of overspreading with any thing.

2. That which is suffused or spread. Dryd.

SUG. s. A kind of worm like a clove or pin,

with a great head. Wotton.

SU'GAR. s. [sucre, French.]

1. The native salt of the sugur-cane, obtained

by the expression and evaporation of its

juice. Quincy

2. Any thing proverbially sweet.Shakespeare.

3. A chymical dry crystallization . Boyle.

To SU’GAR. v. a. [ from the noun .]

1. To impregnate or season with sugar.

2. To sweeten. Fairfax.

SUGARCANDY. s . [from sugar and candy.]

Sugar candied or crystallized.

SU'GARY. a. [from sugar.] Sweet ; tasting

of sugar. Spenser.

To SUGGEST. v. a. [suggesto, suggest Lat.

suggerer, French.]

1. To hint ; to intimate ;

or ill ; to tell privately.

·

Lasinuate good

Locke.

2. To seduce ; to draw to ill by insinuation.

Not used. Shakespeare

3. To inform secretly. Not used.Shakespeare.
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SUGGE'STER. s. [from suggest.] One that re-

minds another.

SUGGESTION. s . [from suggest.]

1. Private hint ; intimation ; insinuation ;

secret notification . Locke.

2. Secret incitement. **.
Shakespeare.

To SU'GGILATE. v. a. [suggillo, Latin . ] To

beat black and blue ; to make livid by a

bruise.

SUICIDE. s. [suicidium, Latin.]

Wiseman.

1. Self-murder ; the horrid crime of destroy-

ing one's self.

2. A self-murderer

SUI'LLAGE. s. [souillage, French.]

filth . Obsolete.

Savage.

Young.

Drain of

Watts.

SUING. s. The act of soaking through any

thing. Not used.

SUIT. s. [suite, French.]

Bacon.

1. A set ; a number of things correspondent

one to the other. Dryden.

2. Clothes made one part to answer another.

Donne.

3. Consecution ; series ; regular order.

Bacon.

4. Out ofSUITS. Having no correspondence.

Shakespeare.

5. Retinue ; company. Sidney.

6. [From to sue.] A petition ; an address of

entreaty. Donne.

Shakespeare.

Spenser.

7. Courtship.

8. Pursuit ; prosecution.

9. [In law.] Suit is sometimes put for the in-

stance of a cause, and sometimes for the

cause itself deduced in judgment. Ayliffe.

SUIT Covenant. [ In law.] Is where the ances-

tor of one man covenanted with the ances-

tor of another to sue at his court. Bailey.

SUIT Court. [ In law.] Is the court in which

tenants owe attendance to their lord .Bailey.

SUIT Service. [ In law.] Attendance which

tenants owe to the court of their lord .

To SUIT. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To fit ; to adapt to something else.

Bailey.

Shakespeare

Dryden

Shakespeare.

2. To be fitted to ; to become.

3. To dress ; to clothe.

To SUIT. v. n. To agree ; to accord. Dryden.

SUITABLE. a. [from suit.] Fitting ; accord-

ing with ; agreeable to . Tillotson.

SUITABLENESS. s. [from suitable. ] Fitness ;

agreeableness. Glanville.

SUITABLY. ad. [from suitable.] Agreeably ;

according to.

SUITER.

SUITUR. } s . [from suit .]

South.

1. One that sues ; a petitioner ; a supplicant.

Hooker. Rowe.

2. A wooer ; one who courts a mistress.

Wotton.

SUITRESS. s . [from suiter.] A female suppli.

Rowe.
cant.

SU'LCATED. a. [sulcus, Latin. ] Furrowed.

Woodward.
SULL. s. A plough.
SU'LLEN. a.

Ainsworth.

1. Gloomily angry ; sluggishly discontented.

Clarendon.

Dryden.2. Mischievous ; malignant.

3. Intractable , obstinate. Tillotson.

4. Gloomy ; dark ; cloudy ; dismal . Pope.

5. Heavy ; dull ; sorrowful. Shakespeare.

SU'LLENLY. ad. [from sullen.] Gloomily ;

malignantly ; intractably. More.

SU'LLENNESS. s. [ from sullen.] Gloominess ;

moroseness ; sluggish anger ; malignity ; in-

tractability. Donne.

Morose

Shakespeare.

SULLENS. s. [ without singular.]

temper; gloominess of mind.

SULLIAGE. s. [souillage, French. ] Pollution ;

filth ; stain of dirt ; foulness.
•

Roscommon.

Government of the Tongue.

To SU'LLY. v. a. [souiller, Fr. ] To soil ; to

tarnish ; to dirt ; to spot.

SU'LLY.´s. [from the verb. ]

spot.

Soil ; tarnish ;

Addison.

Milton.SULPHUR. s . [ Latin .] Brimstone.

SULPHU'REOUS. a. [sulphureus, Latin .]

SULPHUROUS. Made of brimstone ;

having the qualities of brimstone ; contain-

ing sulphur. Newton.

SULPHU'REOUSNESS. s . [from sulphureous .]

The state ofbeing sulphureous.

SULPHURWORT. s. The same with Hogs

FENNEL.

SULPHURY: a. [from sulphur.] Partaking of

sulphur.

rour.

SULTAN. s . [Arabick .] The Turkish empe-

Shakespeare.

s . [from sultan.] The queen

of an eastern emperour.

[from sultan.] An eastern

Bacon.

SULTANA.

SULTANESS.

SULTANRY. s.

empire.

SU'LTRINESS . s . [from sultry.] The state of

being sultry ; close and cloudy heat.

SULTRY. a. Hot without ventilation ; hot

and close ; hot and cloudy. Addison.

SUM. s . [summa, Lat. somme, French.]

1. The whole of any thing ; many particu-

lars aggregated to a total.

2. Quantity of money.

3. Compendium ; abridgment ; the whole

abstracted.

Hooker.

Shakespeare.

Hooker.

Tillotson.

Milton.

4. The amount ; the result of reasoning or

computation.

5. Height ; completion.

To SUM. v. a . [sommer, French. ]

1. To compute ; to collect particulars into a

total ; to cast up. South.

2. To comprise ; to comprehend ; to collect

into a narrow compass. Dryden.

3. [In falconry. ] To have feathers full

grown.

SU'MACH-TREE. s. The flowers

dying, and the branches for

America .

SU'MLESS. a . [from sum.] Not to

ed.

Milton.

are used in

tanning, in

Miller:

be comput-

Pope.

SUMMARILY. ad. [from summary.] Briefly ;

the shortest way. Hooker.

SUMMARY. a. [sommaire, French. ] Short ;

brief; compendious. Swift.

SUMMARY. s. [ from the adjective .] Compen-

dium ; abridgment. Rogers.

SUMMER. s . [rumeɲ, Sax. somer, Dutch.]
1. The season in which the sun arrives at

the hither solstice.

2. The principal beam ofa floor.

Shakespeare.

Herbert
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To SUMMER. v. n. from the noun. ] To pass SUNFLOWER. s . [corona solis, Latin .] A

the summer. Isaiah.

To SUMMER. 2. a. To keep warm.

. Shakespeare.

SUMMERHOUSE. . [from summer and

house. ] An apartment in a garden used in the

Watts.

s. [soubresault, Fr.] A

high leap, in which the

summer.

SUMMERSAULT.

SUMMERSET.

Milton.

heels are thrown over the head. Walton.

SUMMIT. s. [summitas, Latin . ] The top ; the

utmost height. Shakespeare.

To SUMMON. v . a . [summoneo, Latin. ]

1. To call with authority ; to admonish to

{ appear ; to cite. Pope.

2. To excite ; to call up ; to raise. Shak.

SUMMONER. s. [from summon. ] One who

cites ; one who summons. Shakespeare.

SUMMONS. s. A call of, authority ; admoni-

tion to appear ; citation.

SU'MPTER. s . [sommier, Fr.] A horse that

carries the clothes or furniture. Dryden.

SUMPTION. s. [from sumptus, Latin.] The

act of taking. Not in use. Taylor.

SUMPTUARY. a. [sumptuarius, Latin .] Re-

lating to expence ; regulating the cost of

life. Bacon.

SUMPTUO'SITY. s . [from sumptuous. ] Ex-

pensiveness ; costliness . Not used . Raleigh.

SU'MPTUOUS. a . (sumptuosus, Latin . ] Cost-

ly ; expensive ; splendid. Atterbury.

SU'MPTUOUSLY. ad. [from sumptuous. ] Ex-

pensively ; with great cost. Bacon.

SU'MPTUOUSNESS. s. [from sumptuous. ]

Expensiveness ; costliness . Boyle.

SUN. s.s. [runna, Saxon ; son, Dutch . ]

1. The luminary that makes the day. Locke.

2. A sunny place ; a place eminently warm-

ed by the sun.
Milton.

3. Any thing eminently splendid . K. Charles.

4. Under the SUN. In this world.

verbial expression.

A pro-

Ecclus.

Dryden.

To SUN. v. a. [ from the noun. ] To insolate ;

to expose to the sun.

SUNBEAM. s. [sun and beam .]

sun.

Ray of the

South.

SUNBEAT. part. a. [sun and beat. ] Shone on

fiercely by the sun. Dryden.

SUNBRIGHT. a. [sun and bright . ] Resem-

bling the sun in brightness. Milton.

SUNBURNING. s. [ sun and burning.] The

effect ofthe sun upon the face. Boyle.

SUNBURNT. part. a . [sun and burnt.]

1. Tanned ; discoloured by the sun. Addison.

2. Scorched by the sun. Blackmore.

SU'NCLAD. part. a. [sun and clad . ] Clothed

in radiance ; bright.

SU'NDAY. s. The day anciently dedicated to

the sun ; the first day of the week ; the

Shakespeare.christian sabbath..

To SUNDER. v. a. [ɲýndɲian, Saxon.] To

part ; to separate ; to divide.

SÜ'NDER._s. [rundeɲ, Sax.] Two ; two parts.

Donne.

Psalms.

Ainsworth.SUNDEW. s. An herb.

SUNDIAL. s . [sun and dial.] A marked plate

on which the shadow points the hour. Locke.

SUNDRY. a. [runden, Saxon .] Several ;

more than one. Sanderson,

Miller.
plant.

SUNFLOWER, Little. s. [helianthemum, Lat.]

A plant.
Miller.

SUNG. The pret. and part. pass. ofsing.

SUNK. The pret. and part. pass . of sink.

SU'NLESS . a . [from sun. ]Wanting sun ; want

ing warmth.
Thomson.

SUNLIKE. a. [sun and like. ] Resembling the

sun.

SU'NNY. a. [from sun. ]

Chevne.

1. Resembling the sun ; bright. Shakespeare.

2. Exposed to the sun ; bright with the sun.

Addison

3. Coloured by the sun.
Shakespeare

.

SUNRISE. Zs. [sun and rise. Morning ;

SUNRISING. the appearance of the sun.

Bentley.

SUNSET. s. [sun and set. ] Close of the day;

evening. Pope.

SUNSHINE. s. [sun and shine . ] Action of the

sun; place where the heat and lustre of the

sun are powerful .
Clarendon.

SUNSHINY. a . [from sunshine.]

1. Bright with the sun.

2. Bright like the sun.

Boyle.

Spenser.

To SUP . v. a . [rupan, Sax. soopen, Dutch.] To

drink by mouthfuls; to drink by little at a

time ; to sip.
Crashaw.

To SUP. v . n. [souper, French.] To eat the

evening meal. Dryden

To SUP. v. a. To treat with supper. Chapman.

SUP . s. [from the verb. ] A small draught ; a

mouthful ofliquor. Swift.

SUPER, in composition, notes either more

than another, or more than enough, or on

the top.

SUPERABLE. a. [superabilis, Latin . ] Con-

querable ; such as may be overcome.

SU PERABLENESS . s . [from superable. ] Qua-

lity of being conquerable.

To SUPERABO'UND . V. n. [super and

abound.] To be exuberant ; to be stored with

more than enough.
Howel.

SUPERABU'NDA
NCE

. s . [ super and ubun-

dance.] More than enough ; great quantity.

Woodward.

SUPERABU'NDA
NT

. a [super and abundant. ]

Being more than enough. Swift.

SUPERABU'NDA
NTLY

. ad. More than suf-

Cheyne.

To SUPERA'DD . v. i . [superaddo, Latin.] To

add over and above ; to join anv thing ex-

trinsick . South.

ficiently.

SUPERADDITION. s . [super and addition. ]

1. The act of adding to something else.

More.

Hammond.2. That which is added.

SUPERADVE'NIENT.a . [superadveniens,Lat.]

1. Coming to the increase or assistance of

something. More.

2. Coming unexpectedly.

To SUPERANNUATE. v . a. [super and an-

nus, Latin.] To impair or disqualify by age

or length of life, Brown.

Bacok.
To SUPERA'NNUATE . v. n. To last beyond

the year. Not in use.

SUPERANNUATION. s. [from superannuate.]

The state of being disqualified by years.
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SUPERB. a. [superbus, Latin . ] Grand ; pom-

pons ; lofty; august ; stately ; magnificent.

SUPERB-LILY. s. [methonica. ] A flower.

SUPERBLY. ad. In a superb manner.

SUPERCARGO s . [super and cargo .] An offi-

cer in the ship whose business is to manage

the trade. Pope.

SUPERCELESTIAL. a . [super and celestial .]

Placed above the firmament. Raleigh .

SUPERCILIOUS . a. [from supercilium , Lat ]

Haughty ; dogmatical ; dictatorial ; arbi-

trary ; despotick. South.

SUPERCILIOUSLY. ad. Haughtily ; dog-

matically; contemptuously. Clarendon.

SUPERCILIOUSNESS . s . [from supercilious. ]

Haughtiness ; contemptuousness.

SUPERCONCEPTION. s . [super and concep-

tion. ] A conception admitted after another

conception. Brown.

SUPERCONSEQUENCE. s. [ super and con-

sequence.] Remote consequence. Brown.

SUPERCRE'SCENCE. s . [ super and cresco,

Lat.] That which grows upon another grow.

ing thing. Brown.

SUPEREMINENCE. s. [super and emineo,

SUPEREMINENCY. } Latiul andeminen,

degree of eminence. Ayliffe.

SUPEREMINENT. a. [super and eminent .]

Eminent in a high degree. Hooker.

SUPERE/MINENTLY. ad. In the most emi-

nent manner.

·

To SUPERE'ROGATE. v. a. [super and ero-

gatio, Lat ] To do more than duty requires.

SUPEREROGATION. s. [ from supererogate . ]

Performance of more than duty requires.

Tillotson.

SUPERE'ROGATORY. a. [from supererogate.]

Performed beyond the strict demands of

duty. Howel.

SUPEREXALTAITON. 8.s. [super and exalt.]

Elevation above the common rate. Holiday.

SUPEREXCELLENT. a. [super and excel-

lent.] Excellent beyond common degrees of

excellence. Decay of Piety.

SUPEREXCRE'SCENCE. s. [super and ex-

crescence. ] Something superfluously growing.

Wiseman.

To SUPERFE'TATE. v. n. [super and fœtus,

Lat.]To conceive after conception. Grew.

SUPERFETATION. s . [superfetation, Fr.]

One conception following another, so that

both are in the womb together. Brown.

SUPERFICE. s . [superficie, Fr. superficies,

Latin.] Outside ; surface. Dryden.

SUPERFICIAL. a. [superficiel, French.]

1. Lying on the surface ; not reaching below
the surface . Bentley.

2. Shallow ; contrived to cover something.

Shakespeare.

3. Shallow ; not profound ; smattering ; not

Dryden.

SUPERFICIA'LITY. s . [from superficial. ] The

quality of being superficial.

SUPERFICIALLY. ad. [from superficial.]

1. On the surface ; not below the surface .

2. Without penetration ; without close heed.

Milton.

3. Without going deep ; without searching

to the bottom of things. Shakespeare.

learned .

Brown.

SUPERFICIALNESS . s. [from superficial.] ]

1. Shallowness ; position on the surface.

2. Slight knowledge ; false appearance ; sho

without substance.

SUPERFICIÈS, s. [ Latin .] Outside ; surface

superfice. Sandys

SUPERFI'NE. a . [super and fine. ] Eminently

L'Estrangefine.

Brown.

SUPERFLUENCE. s [super and fluo, Latin. ]
More than is necessary. Hammond.

SUPERFLUITANCE. s . [super and fiuito,

Lat. ]The act of floating above... Brown.

SUPERFLUITANT. a. [superfluitans, Latin.]

Floating above.

SUPERFLUITY. s. [superfluité, Fr. ] More

than enough ; plenty beyond use or necessi-

ty. Suckling,

SUPERFLUOUS. a. [super and fuo, Latin

superflu, Fr. ] Exuberant ; more than enough ;

unnecessary. Hooker. Roscommon.

SUPERFLUOUSNESS . s . [ from superfluous .]

The state of being superfluous.

SUPERFLUX. 8. [super and fluxus, Lat.] That

which is more than is wanted. Shakespeare..

SUPERHUMAN . a. [super and humanus, Lat. ]

Above the nature or power of man.

SUPERIMPREGNA'TION. s. [super and im-

pregnation. ] Superconception ; superfetation .

SUPERINCUMBENT. a. [super and incum-

bens, Latin .] Lying on the top of something

else . Woodward.

To SUPERINDU'CE. v. a. [super and induco

Latin.]

1. To bring in as an addition to something

else. South.

2. To bring on as a thing not originally be-

longing to that on which it is brought.

Locke.

SUPERINDUCTION. s . [from super and in-

duce. ] The act of superinducing. South.

SUPERINJECTION. s . [super and injection.]

An injection succeeding another.

SUPERINSTITUTION. s. [super and instilu-

tion .] In law, one institution upon ano-

ther.

To SUPERINTEND . v. a. [super and intend.]

To oversee ; to overlook ; to take care of

others with authority. Watts.

SUPERINTENDENCE. s. [from super and

SUPERINTENDENCY. intend . ] Superiour

care ; the act of overseeing with authority.

Grew.

SUPERINTENDENT. s. [superintendant, Fr.

from superintend.] One who overlooks others

authoritatively.
Addison.

SUPERIORITY. & [from superiour.] Pre-

eminence ; the quality of being greater or

higher than another in any respect.

Stillingfleet

SUPE'RIOUR. a . [superieur, Fr. superior, Lat.]

1. Higher ; greater in dignity or excel-

lence ; preferable or preferred to another.

2. Upper ; higher locally.

Taylor.

Newton.

3. Free from emotion or concern ; uncon-

quered ; unaffected . Milton.

SUPE'RIOUR. s. One more excellent or dig-

nified than another. Addison.

SUPERLA'TION. s . [superlatio , Lat. ] Exalta
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tion of any thing beyond truth or proprie-

ty. Ben Jonson.

SUPERLATIVE. a. [superlativus, Latin.]

1. Implying or expressing the highest degree.

2. Rising to the highest degree. Glanville.

SUPERLATIVELY. ad.

1. In a manner of speech expressing the

highest degree.
Bacon.

2. In the highest degree. Bentley.

SUPE'RLATÍVENESS. s. [from superlative.]

The state of being in the highest degree.

SUPERLU'NAR. d. [super and luna, Latin. ]

Not sublunary ; placed above the moon ; not

of this world.

SUPE'RNAL. a. [supernus, Latin . ]

us.

Pape.

SUPERSTITIOUS. a. [superstitiosus, Latin ]

1. Addicted to superstition ; full ofidle fau-

cies or scruples with regard to religion.

Milton.

2. Over-accurate ; scrupulous beyond need

SUPERSTITIOUSLY. ad.

To

1. In a superstitious manner ; with erroneous

religion.

2. With too much care.

Bacon.

Watts.

Denham.

To SUPERSTRA'IN. v. a. [super and strain. ]

To strain beyond the just stretch. Bacon.

SUPERSTRUCT. v. a . [superstructus, Lat.]

To build upon any thing. Hammond.

SUPERSTRUCTION. s. [from superstruct.]

An edifice raised on any thing .

SUPERSTRUCTIVE. a. [ from superstruct.]

Built upon something else. Hammond.

SUPERSTRUCTURE. s. [super and structure.}

That which is raised or built upon some-

thing else . Tillotson.

SUPERSUBSTAʼNTIAL. a . [ super and sub-

stantial. ] More than substantial.

SUPERVACA'NEOUS. a. [supervacaneus, Lat.]

Superfluous ; needless ; unnecessary ; serv-

ing to no purpose.

SUPERVACAʼNEOUSLY. ad. Needlessly.

South. SUPERVACA'NEOUSNESS. s. [from superra-

caneous.] Needlessness. Bailey.

1. having a higher position ; locally above

Raleigh.

Relating to things above ; placed above ;

celestial ; heavenly. Shakespeare.

SUPERNATANT. a. [supernatans, Latin. ]

Swimming above. Boyle.

SUPERNATATION. s. [from supernato, Lat.]

The act of swimming onthetop of any thing.

SUPERNATURAL. a. [ super and natural .]

Being above the powers of nature. Tillotson.

SUPERNATURALLY. ad . In amanner above

the course or power of nature.

SUPERNU'MERARY. a . [supernumeraire, Fr. }

Being above a stated, a necessary, an usual,

or a round number. Holder.

SU'PERPLANT. s. [super and plant. ] A plant

growing upon another plant. Bacon.

To SUPERPO'NDERATE. v . a. [super and

pondero, Lat. ] To weigh over and above.

SUPERPROPORTION. s. [ super and pro-

portio, Lat.] Overplus of proportion. Digby.

SUPERPURGATION. s [superpurgation, Fr.]

More purgation than enough. Wiseman.

SUPERREFLEXION. s . [super and reflexion. ]

Reflexion of an image reflected . Bacon.

SUPERSA'LIENCY. s . {super and salio, Lat.]

The act of leaping upon any thing. Brown.

To SUPERSCRIBE. v . a . [ super and scribo,

Latin.] To inscribe upon the top or outside.

Addison.

SUPERSCRIPTION. s . [super and scriptio, .

Latin.]

1. The act of superscribing.

2. That which is written on the top or out-

side..
Suckling.

To SUPERSE'DE. v. a . [super and sedeo, Lat.]

To make void or inefficacious by superiour

power; to set aside .
Bentley.

SUPERSE'DEAS. s . [ In law.] A writ which

lieth in divers cases ; in all which it signifies

a command or request to stay or forbear the

doing of that which in appearance of law

were to be done, were it not for the cause

whereupon the writ is granted. Cowel.

SUPERSERVICEABLE. a. [super and ser-

viceable.] Over-officious . Shakespeare.

SUPERSTITION. s. [superstitio, Latin .]

1. Unnecessary fear or scruples in religion ;

religion without morality.
Dryden.

2. Rite or practice proceeding from scrupu-

lous or timorous religion. Law.

3. False religion ; reverence of beings not

proper objects of reverence. Acts.

4. Over-nicety; exactness too scrupulous.

To SUPERVENE. v . n . [supervenio, Lat.] To

come as an extraneous addition . Felton.

SUPERVENIENT. a. [superveniens, Latin .]

Added ; additional. Hammond.

SUPERVENTION. s. [from supervene.] The

act of supervening.

To SUPERVI'SE. v. a. [super and visus, Lat.]

To overlook ; to oversee ; to intend Congr.

SUPERVISOR. s. [ from supervise. ] An over-

seer ; an inspector. Watts.

To SUPERVIVE. v. n. [ super and viro, Latin.]

To overlive ; to outlive. Clarke.

SUPINATION. s. ( supination, French .] The

act of lying with the face upward.

SUPINE a. [supinus, Latin.]

prone.

sun.

1. Lying with the face upward ; opposed to

Dryden.

2. Leaning backward with exposure to the

Dryden.

3. Negligent ; careless ; indolent ; drowsy ;

thoughtless ; inattentive. Woodward.

SUPINE. s . [ supinum, Lat.] In grammar, a term

signifying a particular kind of verbal noun,

SUPINELY. ad. [from supine.]

1. With the face upward.

2. Drowsily ; thoughtlessly ; indolently . Prior.

SUPINENESS. s. [from supine.]

1. Posture with the face upward.

2. Drowsiness ; carelessness ; indolence. Sw.

SUPINITY. s . [from supine .]

1. Posture of lying with the face upward.

2. Carelessness ; indolence ; thoughtlessness .

Brows

SUPPEDA'NEOUS. a. [sub and pes, Latin.]

Placed under the feet. Brown.

SUPPER. s. [souper, Fr. See SUP.] The last

meal ofthe day ; the evening repast.

Shakespeare.

SU'PPERLESS. a. [from supper.] Wanting

supper; fasting at night.

To SUPPLANT. v. a. [suvvlanter, French.]

Pope.
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1. To trip up the heels. Milton. SUPPO'RTABLE. a. {supportable, French.]

2. To displace ; to overpower ; to force Tolerable ; to be endured. Pope.

Shakespeare. SUPPO'RTABLENESS . 8. [ from supportable.]

SUPPLA'NTER. s. [from supplant . ] One that The state of being tolerable.

away.

supplants ; one that displaces.

SUPPLE. a. [souple, French .]

1. Pliant ; flexible.

2. Yielding ; soft ; not obstinate.

Milton.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

3. Flattering ; fawning ; bending. Addison.

4. That makes supple.

Te SUPPLE. v. a. [from the adjective. ]

1. To make pliant ; to make soft ; to make

flexible. Arbuthnot.

2. To make compliant. Locke.

To SUPPLE. v. n. To grow soft ; to grow

pliant. Dryden.

SUPPLEMENT. s. [supplementum, Lat. ] Ad-

dition to any thing by which its defects are

supplied. Rogers.

SUPPLEMENTARY.} . [fromsupplement

as may supply the place of what is lost.

Clarendon. Decay ofPiety.

SUPPLENESS . s . [ souplesse, Fr. from supple.]

1. Pliantness ; flexibility ; readiness to take

any form . Bacon.

2. Readiness ofcompliance ; facility. Temple.

SUPPLETORY. a. [from suppleo, Latin .]

Brought in to fill up deficiences.

SUPPLETORY. s. (suppletorium, Lat.] That

which is to fill up deficiencies. Hammond.

SUPPLIANT. a. [suppliant, Fr. ] Entreating ;

beseeching precatory ; submissive. Prior.

SUPPLIANT. s. [ from the adjective.] An

humble petitioner. Dryden.

SUPPLICANT. s . [ from supplicate. ] One that

entreats or implores with great submission ;

air humble petitioner. Rogers.

To SUPPLICATE. v. n. [supplico, Latin . ] To

implore ; to entreat ; to petition submissive-

ly and humbly.

SUPPLICATION. s. [ from supplicate ]

1. Petition humbly delivered ; entreaty. Sha.

2. Petitionary worship ; the adoration of a

suppliant or petitioner. Stillingfeet.

To SUPPLY . v . a [suppleo, Latin. ]

Addison..

1. To fill up as any deficiencies happen. Sp.

2. To give something wanted ; to yied ; to

afford. Dryden.

Waller.

3. To relieve with something wanted. Šhuk.

4. To serve instead of.

5. To give or bring, whether good or bad.

Prior.

6. To fill any room made vacant." Dryden.

7. To accommodate ; to furnish. Wotton.

SUPPLY'. s . [from the verb. ] Relief of want ;

cure of deficiencies . Corinthians.

To SUPPORT. v. a. [supporter, French ; sup-

portare, Italian.]

1. To sustain ; to prop ; to bear up. Dryden.

2. To endure any thing painful without be-

ing overcome.

3. To endure ; to bear.

Milton.

Dryden.

4. To sustain ; to keep from fainting. Milton.

SUPPORT. s. [support, French.]

1 Act or power of sustaining.

2. Prop ; sustaining power.

3. Necessaries of life.

4. Maintenance ; supply.

Locke.

SUPPO'RTANCE. s. [from support. ] Main-

SUPPORTATION. } tenance ; support.

Shakespeare. Bacon,
Obsolete.

SUPPO'RTER. s. ( from support ]

1. One that supports. Locke

2. Prop ; that by which any thing is born

up from falling. Camden

South

South

3. Sustainer ; comforter.

4. Maintainer ; defender.

SUPPO'SABLE. a . [from suppose.] That may

be supposed. Hammond.

SUPPO'SAL. s . [from suppose. ] Position with-

out proof; imagination ; belief. Shakespeare.

To SUPPO'SE. v . a. { supposer, Fr.]

1. To lay down without proof ; to advance

by way of argument or illustration, without

maintainingthe position.

2. To admit without proof.

Locke.

Tillotson.

3. To imagine ; to believe without examina-

tion.

4. To require as previous.

5. To make reasonably supposed.

Milton.

Hale.

6. To put one thing by fraud in the place of
another.

poses.

SUPPO'SE. s. Supposition ; position without

proof ; unevidenced conceit . Dryden.

SUPPO'SER. s . [from suppose. ] One that sup-

Shakespeare.

SUPPOSITION. s . [supposition, Fr. ] Position

laid down; hypothesis ; imagination yet un-

proved. Tillotson.

SUPPOSITITIOUS. a. [supposititius, Latin . ]

1. Not genuine ; put by a trick into the place

or character belonging to another. Addison.

2. Imaginary; not real. Woodward.

SUPPOSITITIOUSNESS. s. [ from supposi-

titious ] State of being counterfeit.

SUPPOSITIVELY. ad. [from suppose. ] Upon

supposition. Hammond.

SUPPOSITORY. s . [suppositorium, Latin.] A

kind of solid clyster. Arbuthnot.

To SUPPRESS . v . a . [suppressus, Latin . ]

1. To crush ; to overpower ; to overwhelm ;

to subdue ; to reduce from any state of ac-

tivity or commotion.

2. To conceal ; not to tell.

Daries.

Brooms.

3. To keep in; not to let out. Shakespeare.

SUPPRESSION. s . [suppression, French ; sup-

pressio, Latin.]

1. The act ofsuppressing.

2. Not publication. Pope.

SUPPRESSOR. s. [from suppress .] One that

suppresses, crushes, or conceals.

To SUPPURATE. v. a. [suppurer, Fr.] Te

generate pus or matter. Arbuthnot.

To SUPPURATE. v. n. To grow to pus.

SUPPURATION. s. [ suppuration, Fr.]

1. The ripening or change of the matter of

a tumour into pus. Wiseman.

Soth.
2. The matter suppurated.

SUPPURATIVE. a. [suppuratif, Fr. ] Diges

tive ; generating matter.

SUPPUTATION. s. [supputation , Fr. supputo,

Latin. ] Reckoning ; account ; calculation ;

computation.
West.
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To SUPPUTE. v. a . [from supputo, Latin. ] To

reckon ; to calculate.

SU'PRA. [Latin. ] In composition, signifies

above or before.

SUPRALAPSA'RIAN. 2a. [supra and lapsus,

SUPRALA PSARY. Latin. ] Antecedent

· Hammond.to the fall of man.

SUPRAVULGAR. a. [supra and vulgar.] A-

bove the vulgar. Collier.

SUPREMACY. s . [from supreme.] Highest

place ; highest authority ; state of being su-

Rogers.preme.

SUPREME. a. [supremus, Latin.]

1. Highest in dignity ; highest in authority.

Hooker.

Dryden.2. Highest ; most excellent.

SUPREMELY. ud . [from supreme.] In the

highest degree. Pope.

SUR. [sur, French.] In composition, means

upon, or over and above.

SURADDITION. s . [sur and addition . ] Some-

thing added to the name. Shakespeare.

SU'RAL. a. [from sura, Latin . ] Being in the

calf ofthe leg. Wiseman.

SU'RANCE. s. [from sure. ] Warrant ; securi-

ty ; assurance. Shakespeare.

To SURBATE . v. a. [solbatir, Fr.] To bruise

and batter the feet with travel ; to harass ;

to fatigue. Clarendon.

To SURCEA'SE. v. n . [sur and cesser, Fr.}

1. To be at an end ; to stop ; to cease ; to be

no longer in use or being. Donne.

2. To leave off ; to refrain finally. Hooker.

To SURCE'ASE. v. a. To stop ; to put an end

to. Obsolete.

SURCEA'SE. s . Cessation ; stop .

To SURCHARGE. v . a. [surcharger, French. ]

To overload ; to overburden. Knolles.

SURCHARGE. s. [surcharge, French ; from

the verb. ] Overburden more than can be

well born. L'Estrange.

SURCHARGEI s . [from surcharge.] One that
overburdens.

Spenser.

Hooker.

SURCINGLE. s . [sur and cingulum , Latin.]

1. A girth with which the burden is bound

upon a horse.

Marvel.2. The girdle of a cassock.

SURCLE. s. [surculus, Latin. ] A shoot ; a

twig ; a sucker. Brown.

SU'RCOAT. s . [surcot, old Fr.] A short coat

worn over the rest of the dress.

SURD. a. [surdus, Latin.]

Dryden.

1. Deaf; wanting the sense of hearing.

2. Unheard ; not perceived by the ear.

3. Not expressed by any term.

SURDITY. s . [from surd. ] Deafness.

SURE. a. [seure, Fr.]

1. Certain ; unfailing ; infallible. Psalms,

2. Certainly doomed. Locke.

3. Confident ; undoubting ; certainly know-

ing. Denham.

4. Safé ; firm ; certain ; past doubt or dan-

ger. Temple,

5. Firm ; stable ; not liable to failure . Rose.

6. To be SURE. Certainly. Atterbury.

SURE. ad. [surement, Fr. ] Certainly ; without

doubt ; doubtless. Shakespeare

SUREFOOTED. a. [ sure andfoot. ] Treading

firmly ; not stumbling. Herbert.

SURELY. ad. [from sure.]

1. Certainly ; undoubtedly ; without doubt.

South.

2. Firmly without nazard.

SU'RENESS. s . [from sure. ] Certainty. Cowley.

SU'RETISHIP. s. [from surety. ] The office

of a surety or bondsman ; the act of being

bound for another.

SU'RETY. s . [sureté, French.]

1. Certainty ; indubitableness.

2. Security ; safety.

South.

Genesis.

Sidney.

3. Foundation of stability ; support. Milton.

4. Evidence ; ratification ; confirmation . Sha.

5. Security against loss or damage ; security

for payment. Shakespeare.

6. Hostage ; bondsman ; one that gives se.

curity for another. Hammond.

SURFACE. s . [sur and face, French. ] Super-

ficies ; outside. Newton

"
To SURFEIT. v. a . [from sur and faire, Fr.]

To feed with meat and drink to satiety or

sickness ; to cram overmuch. Shakespeare

To SURFEIT. v. n. To be fed to satiety and
sickness. Clarendon.

Sickness or

Otway.

One who

Shakespeare.

SU'RFEIT. s. [from the verb. ]

satiety caused by overfulness .

SU'RFEITER . s. [from surfeit. ]

riots ; a glutton

SU'RFEITWATER. s . [surfeit and water.]

Water that causes surfeits . Locke.

SURGE . s . A swelling sea ; wave rolling above

the general surface of the water. Sandys.

To SURGE. v. n. [from surgo, Lat.] To swell ;

to rise high. Milton.

SURGEON. s. [ corrupted from chirurgeon .]

One who cures by manual operation. Taylor.

SURGEONRY. Į s . [ for chirurgery. ] The act

SURGERY. Sof curing by manual ope-

ration. Shakespeare.

SU'RGY. a . [from surge. ] Rising in billows.

Pope.

SU'RLILY. ad . [ from surly . ] In a surly manner.

SU'RLINESS. ad. [ from surly. ] Gloomy mo-

roseness ; sour anger. Dryden.

sour morose

Camden.

SU'RLING. s. [from surly.] A

fellow. Not used.

SU'RLY. a. [from run, sour, Sax .] Gloomily

morose ; rough ; uncivil sour silently an-

gry . Swift

To SURMI'SE. v. a. [surmise, Fr.] To suspect ;

to imagine imperfectly ; to imagine without

certain knowledge. Hooker.

SURMI'SE. s . [surmise, French. ] Imperfect

notion ; suspicion.

To SURMOUNT. v. a. [surmonter, Fr.]

1. To rise above.

Hooker.

Raleigh

2. To conquer ; to overcome . Hayward.

3. To surpass ; to exceed Milton.

SURMOUNTABLE. a. [ from surmount.] Con-

querable ; superable.

SURMOUNTÈR. s. [ from surmount. ] One

that rises above another.

SURMULLET. s. [mugil . ] A fish . Ainsworth.

SURNAME. s . [surnom , French.]

1. The name of the family ; the name which

one has over and above the christian name.

Knolles.

2. An appellation added to the original

Shakespeare.name.
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ToSURNAME. v . a . [ surnommer, Fr.] To name

byan appellation added to the original name.

To SURPA'SS. v. a. [surpasser, Fr.] To excel ;

to exceed ; to go beyond in excellence . Sha.

SURPA'SSABLE. a . [from surpass and able. ]

That may be excelled .

SURPA'SSING. part. a. [from surpass . ] Excel-

lent in a high degree. Calamy.

SU'RPLICE . s. [surpelis, surplis, Fr.] The

white garb which the clergy wear in their

acts of administration. Addison.

s. [sur and plus, Fr. ] A su-

SURPLUSAGE. } pernumerary part ; over-

plus ; what remains when use is satisfied .

·}
s. [surprise, French.]

Boyle.
SURPRI'SAL.

SURPRISE.

1. The act of taking unawares ; the state of

being taken unawares.

2. Sudden confusion or perplexity.

To SURPRISE. v . a . [surpris, Fr.]

Wotton.

1. To take unexpectedly ; to fall upon una-

Ben Jonson.wares.

2. To astonish by something wonderful.

L'Estrange.

Milton.

3. To confuse or perplex by something sud-
den.

SURPRISING. part. a. Wonderful ; raising
sudden wonder or concern.

Addison.

SURPRISINGLY. ad. [from surprising. ] To

a degree that raises wonder ; in a manner

that raises wonder. Addison.

SU'RQUEDRY. s. Overweening pride. Spen.

SURREBUTTER. s . [ In law. ] Â second re-

butter ; answer to a rebutter.

SURREJOINDER. s . [ In law. ] A second de-

fence of the plaintiff's action, opposite to

the rejoinder of the defendant. Bailey.

To SURRENDER. v. a. [surrendre, old Fr.]

1. To yield up ; to deliver up.

2. To deliver up an enemy.

TË SURRE'NDER. v. n . To yield ; to give
one's self up.

SURRENDER.s. [from the verb.]
SURRE'NDRY.

1. The act of yielding.

Hooker.

Fairfax.

Woodward.

2. The act of resigning or giving up to an-

other. Clarendon.

SURREPTION. s. [surreptus, Latin Sudden

and unperceived invasion or intrusion .

Hammond.

SURREPTITIOUS. a.. [surreptitius, Latin.]

Done by stealth ; gotten or produced frau-

dulently.

SURREPTI'TIOUSLY. ad. By stealth ; frau-

dulently. Government of the Tongue.

To SURROGATE. v. a. [surrogo, Latin. ] To

put into the place of another.

SURROGATE. s. [surrogatas, Latin. ] A de-

puty ; a delegate ; the deputy of an ecclesi-

astical judge.

Brown.

SURROGATION. s . [surrogatio, Latin . ] The

act of putting in another's place.

To SURROUND. v. a. [ surrondre, French. ]

To environ ; to encompass ; to enclose on
all sides. Milton.

SURSO'LID. s. [ In algebra.] The fourth mul-

tiplication or power of any number what

ever taken as the root. Trevoux.

SURTOUT. s. [ French. ] A large coat worn

over all the rest. Prior.

To SURVE'NE . v . a. [ survenir, Fr. ] To super-

vene ; to come as an addition. Harvey

To SURVEY. v. a. [surveoir, old Fr.]

1. To overlook ; to have under the view ; to

view as from a higher place.

2. To oversee as one in authority.

3. To view as examining.

4. To measure and estimate land.

SURVEY, s . [ from the verb.]

1. View ; prospect.

2. Superintendence.

3. Mensuration.

SURVE'YOR. s. [from survey.]

Denham.

Dryden.

Dryden

1. An overseer ; one placed to superintena
others. Bacon.

Arbuthnot.2. A measurer of land.

SURVEYORSHIP. s. [from surveyor. ] The

office of a surveyor.

To SURVIEW. v. a . [surveoir, old French .]

To overlook ; to have in view.

To SURVIVE. v. n. [supervivo, Latin .]

1. To live after the death of another.

2. To live after any thing.

3. To remain alive.

Spenser.

Denham.

Watts.

Pope.

To SURVIVE. v . a. To outlive.

SURVI'VER. s . [from survive. ] One who out.

lives another. Swift.

SUSCEPTIBILITY. s. [from susceptible. ]

Quality ofadmitting ; tendency to admit.

Hale.

SUSCEPTIBLE. a . [susceptible, Fr.] Capable

of admitting ; disposed to admit. Locke.

SUSCEPTION. s. [susceptus, Latin.] Act of

taking. Ayliffe.

SUSCEPTIVE. a . [from susceptus, Latin. ] Ca-

pable to admit.

SUSCIPIENCY. s. [from suscipient .] Recep-

tion ; admission .

Watts.

SUSCIPIENT. 8. ['suscipiens, Latin . ] One who
takes ; one that admits or receives.

To SUSCITATE. v. n . [susciter, Fr. suscito,

Latin.] To rouse ; to excite. Brown.

SUSCITATION. s. [suscitation, Fr. from sus-

citate.] The act of rousing or exciting.

To SUSPECT. v. a. [suspicio, suspectum, Lat.]

1. To imagine with a degree of fear and

jealousy what is not known.
Milton.

2. To imagine guilty without proof. Locke.

3. To hold uncertain ; to doubt. Addison.

To SUSPECT, v . n. To imagine guilt.

Shakespeare.

SUSPECT. part. a. [suspect, Fr.] Doubtful.
Glanville.

SUSPECT. s. Suspicion . Obsolete. Suckling.

To SUSPEND. v. a. [ suspendre, French ; sus-

pendo , Latin.]

1. To hang ; to make to hang by any thing.

Donne.

Tillotson.2. To make to depend upon.

3. To interrupt ; to make to stop for a time.

4. To delay ; to hinder from proceeding.

5. To keep undetermined.

Denhum

Shakespeare.

Locke.

6. To debar for a time from the execution of

an office or enjoyment of a revenue. Swift,
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SUSPENSE. s. [suspensus, Latin.]

1. Uncertainty ; delay of certainty or deter-

mination ; indetermination.

2. Act withholding the judgment.

Hooker.

Locke.

3. Stop in the midst oftwo opposites. Pope.

SUSPE'NSE. a. [suspensus, Latin. ]

1. Held from proceeding. Milton.

2. Held in doubt ; held in expectation.

SUSPENSION. s . [from suspend. ]

Milton.

1. Act of making to hang on any thing.

2. Act ofmaking to depend on any thing.

3. Act of delaying. Waller.

4. Act of withholding or balancing the judg-

ment.

5. Interruption ; temporary cessation .

Grew.

Clarendon.

1. A manner of sewing or stitching, parti

cularly of stitching wounds. Sharp.

2. A particular articulation ; the bones of

the cranium are joined one to another by

four sutures. Quincy.

SWAB s. [swabb, Swedish . ] A kind of mop

to clean floors.

To SWAB. v. a. [rpebban, Saxon.] To clean

with a mop. Used chiefly at sea. Shelcoch.

SWA'BBER. s. [swabber, Dutch. ] A sweeper

of the deck.

To SWA'DDLE. v . a. [rpedan, Saxon.]

Dennis.

1. To swathe ; to bind in clothes, generally

used of binding new-born children.

Sandys.

Hudibras.

Addison.

2. To beat; to cudgel.

SWA'DDLE. s. [from the verb.] Clothes bound

6. Temporary privation of an office. round the body.

SUSPENSORY. a . [ suspensoire, Fr. ] That by SWADDLINGBAND .

which any thing hangs. SWADDLINGCLOTH.

SUSPICION. s . [suspicion, French ; suspicio, SWADDLINGCLOUT.

Latin.] The act of suspecting ; imagination

of something ill without proof.

SUSPICIOUS. a. [suspiciosus , Latin.]'

Ray.

Milton.

1. Inclined to suspect ; inclined to imagine

ill without proof. Swift.

Swift.2. Indicating suspicion or fear.

3. Liable to suspicion ; giving reason to ima-

gine ill. Hooker.

SUSPICIOUSLY . ad. [from suspicious.]

1. With suspicion.

2. So as to raise suspicion. Sidney.

SUSPICIOUSNESS . s . [from suspicious. ] Ten-

dency to suspicion . Sidney.

SUSPIRATION. s . [suspiratio, Latin. ] Sigh ;

act of fetching the breath deep.
1

More.

To SUSPIRE. v. n. [suspiro, Latin.]

1. To sigh ; to fetch the breath deep.

2. It seems in Shakespeare to mean only, to

begin to breathe.

To SUSTAIN. v. a. [soustenir, Fr. sustineo,

Latin.]

1. To bear ; to prop ; to hold up. More.

2. To support ; to keep from sinking under
evil.

3. To maintain ; to keep .

Tillotson.

Davies.

Addison.

4. To help ; to relieve ; to assist. Shakespeare.

5. To bear; to endure.

6. To bear without yielding.

7. To suffer ; to bear as inflicted.

Waller.

Milton.

child.

}

s. [from swaddle.}

Cloth wrapped

round a new-born

Spenser. Shakespeare.

To SWAG. v. n. [rigan, Saxon ] To sink down

by its weight ; to hang heavy. Grew.

To SWAGE. v. a . [ from asswage. ] To ease ; to

soften ; to mitigate. Otway.

To SWA'GGER. v. n. [rpezan, Saxon.] To

bluster ; to bully ; to be turbulently and tu-

multuously proud and insolent. Collier.

SWAGGERER. s. [from swagger ] A blus-

terer ; a bully ; a turbulent noisy fellow.

Shakespeare .

SWA'GGY. a. [from swag.] Dependent by its

weight.

SWAIN. s. [rpein, Saxon and Runick.]

1. A young man.

Brown

2. A country servant employed in husband-

ry .

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

Pope.3. A pastoral youth.

SWAINMOTE. s. A court touching matters

ofthe forest, kept by the charter of the fo-

rest thrice in the year. Cowel.

To SWALE. v. n. [rpelan, Saxon, to kindle.]

To SWEAL. To waste or blaze away ; to

melt ; as, the candle swales.

"

SWA'LLET. s. Among the tin-miners, water

breaking in upon the miners at their work.

SWA'LLOW. s. [rpalepe, Saxon ] A small

bird of passage ; or, as some say, a bird that

lies hid and sleeps in the winter.

SUSTAINABLE. a. [soustenable, Fr. from To SWA'LLOW. v. a. [rpelgan, Saxon.]

sustain. ] That may be sustained.

SUSTAINER. s. [from sustain .]

1. One that props ; one that supports.

2 One that suffers ; a sufferer. Chapman.

SUSTENANCE. s. [soustenance, French. ]

1. Support ; maintenance. Addison.

2. Necessaries of life ; victuals. Temple.

SUSTENTATION. s. [from sustento, Latin. ]

1. Support ; preservation from falling.

21: Use of victuals.

Boyle.

Brown.

3. Maintenance ; support of life.

SUSURRATION. s. [from susurro, Latin.]

Whisper; soft murmur.

SUTLER. s. [soteler, Dutch ; sudler, German.]

Aman that sells provisions and liquorin a

camp. Dryden.

SUTURE. s. [suetura, Latin.]

1. To take down the throat.

2. To receive without examination.

3. To engross ; to appropriate.

More.

Locke.

Locke.

Pope.

Shakespeare

Locke.

Thomson.

4. To absorb ; to take in ; to sink in any

abyss ;to ingulf.

5. To occupy.

6. To seize and waste.

7. To engross ; to engage completely. Isaiah.

SWA'LLOW. s. [ from the verb.] The throat ;

voracity. South.

SWALLOWTAIL. s. A species of willow.

Bacon.

SWA'LLOWWORT. s. [asclepiu. ] A plant.

SWAM. The preterite of swim.

SWAMP. s. [rpam, Sax. swamp, Swedish.] A

marsh ; a bog ; a fen.

SWA'MPY. «. [from swamp.] Boggy ; fenny.

Thomson
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SWAN. s. [rpan, Saxon ; suan, Danish ; suruen,

Dutch.] A large waterfowl, that has a long

neck, and is very white, excepting when it

is young. Its legs and feet are black, as is

its bill, which is like that of a goose. Swans

use wings like sails, so that they are driven

along in the water. The swan was conse.

crated to Apollo, because it was said to sing

melodiously when it was near expiring ; a

tradition generally received, but fabulous .

Calmet.

SWA'NSKIN. s. A kind of soft flannel, imi-

tating for warmth the down of a swan.

SWAP. ad. Hastily ; with hasty violence ; as,

he did it swap. A low word.

To SWAP. v. a. To exchange ; to swop.

SWARD. s . [sward, Swedish. ]

1. The skin of bacon.

2. The surface of the ground ; whence green

sward, or green snerd. A. Philips.

SWARE. The preterite of swear.

SWARM. s. [rpeanm, Saxon ; swerm, Dut.]

1. A great body or number of bees or other

small animals . Dryden.

2. A multitude ; a crowd. Shakespeare.

To SWARM. v. n. [rpeaɲman, Sax. suermen,

Dutch.]

1. To rise as bees in a body, and quit the

hive. Dryden.

2. To appear in multitudes ; to crowd ; to

throng. Milton .

3. To be crowded ; to be overrun ; to be

thronged.

4. To breed multitudes.

SWART.a. [swarts, Goth. rpeant,

SWARTH. swart, Dutch. ]

Howel.

Milion

Sax.

1. Black ; darkly brown ; tawny. Spenser.

2. Gloomy ; malignant. Milton.

Brown.

To SWART. v. a. [ from the noun. ] To black-

en; to dusk.

SWARTHILY. ad. [ from swarthy.1 Blackly ;

duskily ; tawnily.

SWA'RTHINESS. s . [from swarthy. ] Darkness

ofcomplexion ; tawniness.

SWA'RTHY. a. [ See SWART.] Dark of com-

plexion ; black ; dusky ; tawny. Roscommon.

SWASH. s. [A cant word. ] A figure, whose

circumference is not round, but oval ; aud

whose mouldings lie not at right angles, but

oblique to the axis ofthe work. Moxon.

SWASH. s. [from the verb. ] Impulse of water

flowing with violence.

To SWASH. v. n. To make a great clatter or

noise ; whence swashbuckler. Shakespeare.

SWA'SHER. s. [ from swash.] One who makes

a show of valour or force . Obsolete. Shuk.

SWATCH. s. A swath. Not in use. Tusser.

SWATH. s. [swade, Dutch.]
.

1. A line of grass cut down by the mower.

2. A continued quantity.

3. A band ; a fillet.

Mortimer.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

To SWATHE. v. a. To bind, as a child with

bands and rollers. Abbot.

To SWAY. v. a. [schweben, Ger. to move. ]

1. To wave in the hand ; to move or wield

any thing massy. Spenser.

2. To bias ; to direct to either side. Shak.

3. To govern ; to rule ; to overpower ; to

influence. Dryden.

To SWAY. v. n.

1. To hang heavy ; to be drawn by weight.

Bacon

Hooker

Milton

2. To have weight ; to have influence.

3. To bear rule ; to govern.

SWAY. s. [ from the verb . ]

1. The swing or sweep of a weapon. Milton.

2. Any thing moving with bulk and power.

Shakespeare

3. Weight ; preponderation ; cast of the ba

lance.

4. Power; rule ; dominion.

Milton,

Hooker.

5. Influence ; direction ; weight on one

side.
Dryden.

To SWEAR. v. n. preterite swore or sware ;

part. pass. sworn. [rpenian, Sax. sweeren,

Dutch. ]

1. To obtest some superiour power ; to utter

an oath. Tickel.

2. To declare or promise upon oath. Gen.

3. To give evidence upon oath. Shakespeare.

4. To obtest the great name profanely.

Tillotson.

To SWEAR. v. a.

1. To put to an oath ; to bind by an oath
administered. Dryden.

2. To declare upon oath ; as, he swore treason

against hisfriend.

3. To obtest by an oath. Shakespeare.

SWE'ARER. s. [ from swear.] A wretch who

obtests the great name wantonly and pro-

fanely. Swift.

SWEAT. s. [rpeat, Sax. sweet, Dutch.]

1. The matter evacuated at the pores by

heat or labour.

2. Labour ; toil ; drudgery.

3. Evaporation of moisture.

Boyle.

Denham

Mortimer.

To SWEAT. v. n . preterite swet, sweated ; par-

ticiple pass. sweaten. [from the noun.]

1. To be moist on the body with heat or la-

bour.

2. To toil ; to labour ; to drudge.

3. To emit moisture.

To SWEAT. v. a.

Cowley,

Waller.

Mortimer..

Dryden.1. To emit as sweat.

2.To make to sweat.

SWEATER. s . [from sweat.] One that sweats,

or makes to sweat.

SWE'ATY. a . [ from sweat.]

1. Covered with sweat ; moist with sweat.

2. Consisting of sweat.

3. Laborious ; toilsome.

Milton

Swift.

Prior.

To SWEEP. v. a. pret. and part. pass. swept.

[rpapan, Saxon. ]

1. To drive away with a besom .

2. To clean with a besom.

3. To carry with pomp.

4. To drive or carry off with
violence.

Luke.

Shakespeare.

celerity and

Fenton.

Dryden

Pope

5. To pass over with celerity and force.

6. To rub over.

7. To strike with a long stroke.

To SWEEP. v. n.

1. To pass with violence, tumult, or swift

ness. Dryden.

2. Το pass with pomp ; to pass with an equal

motion.

3. To move with a long reach

Shakespeare.

Dryden.
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SWEEP. s . [from the verb.]

1. The act ofsweeping.

2. The compass of any viclent or continued

motion.
Philips.

3. Violent and general destruction . Graunt.

4. Direction of any motion not rectilinear.

Sharp.

SWEEPER. s. [from sweep .] One that sweeps.

SWEEPINGS. s . [from sweep. ] That which is

swept away. Swift.

SWEEPNET. s. [sweep and net.] A net that

takes in a great compass.

SWEEPSTAKE. s . [sweep and stake.] A man

that wins all.

Camden.

Shakespeare.

SWEEPY. a . [from sweep. ] Passing with great

speed and violence over a great compass at•

once.

SWEET. a. [rpere, Sax. soet, Dutch.]

1. Pleasing to any sense.

2. Luscious to the taste.

3. Fragrant to the smell.

4. Melodious to the ear.

5. Beautiful to the eye.

6. Not salt.

7. Not sour.

6. Mild ; soft ; gentle.

9. Grateful ; pleasing.

}

SWEETWILLIAM." s. [armeria, Latin.

SWEETWI'LLOW. J Plants. They are spe

cies of gilliflowers.

SWEETWILLOW. s. Gale or Dutch myrtle.

To SWELL. v. n. participle pass. swollen.

[rpellan, Sax. swellen, Dutch.]

1. To grow bigger ; to grow turgid , to ex-

tend the parts.

3. To be exasperated.

2. To tumify by obstruction .

4. To look big.

5. To be turgid.

6. To protuberate.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Roscommon.

Isaiah.

Dryden.

Psalms.

7. To rise into arrogance ; to be elated.

8. To be inflamed with anger.

9. To grow upon the view. Shakespeare

10. It implies commonly a motion of some-

thing wrong.

Dryden.

Watts.

Davies. To SWELL. v. a.

Gay.

Waller.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

Bacon.

Milton.

Dryden.

10. Not stale ; not stinking ; as, that meat is

sweet.

SWEET 8.

1. Sweetness ; something pleasing. Locke.

2. A word of endearment. Shakespeare.

3. A perfume. Dryden.

SWEE’TBREAD. s.The pancreas of the calf.

Swift.

SWEETBRIAR. s. [sweet and briar.] A fra-

grant shrub. Bacon.

SWEETBROOM. s. [grica .] An herb. Ainsw.

SWEETCICELY. s. [myrrhus, Latin.] A

plant. Miller.

To SWEETEN. v. a. [from sweet .]

1. To make sweet.

2. To make mild or kind.

3. To make less painful.

4. To palliate ; to reconcile.

Swift.

Addison.

1. To cause to rise or increase ; to make

tumid. Shakespeare.

2.To aggravate ; to heighten. Atterbury,
3. To raise to arrogance. Clarendon,

SWELL. s. [from the verb. ] Extension of bulk.

SWE'LLING. s. [from swell.]
1. Morbid tumour.

2. Protuberance ; prominence.

3. Effort for a vent.

Shakespeare.

Blackmore.

Newton.

Tatler.

To SWELT. v. n. To break out in sweat. Sp.

To SWELTER. v. n. To be pained with heat.

Chalkhil.

To SWE'LTER. v. a. To parch, or dry up

Bentley.

SWELTRY. a. [from swelter.] Suffocating
with heat.

with heat.

SWEPT. The participle and preterite ofsweep.

To SWERD. v. n. To breed a green turf. See
SWARD. Mortimer.

To SWERVE. v . n. [swerven, Saxon and

Dutch.]

Dryden.

2. To deviate ; to depart from rule, custom ,

South.

Addison.

1. To wander ; to rove.

L'Estrange. or duty.

3. To ply ; to bend.

Dryden.

Bacon. SWIFT. a. [ rpift, Saxon.]

5. To make grateful or pleasing. Ben Jonson.

6. To soften ; to make delicate.

To SWEETEN. v . n. To grow sweet.

SWEETENER. s. [from sweeten.]

1. One that palliates ; one that represents

things tenderly. Swift.

2. That which contemperates acrimony.

Temple.

SWEETHEART. s . [sweet and heart.] A lover

or mistress.
Shakespeare. Cleaveland.

SWEETING. s . [from sweet.]

1. A sweet luscious apple. Ascham.

2. A word of endearment. Shakespeare.

SWEE'TISH. a. [from sweet. ] Somewhat sweet.

Floyer.

SWEETLY. ad. [from sweet.] In a sweet man-

ner ; with sweetness. Swift.

SWEETMEAT. s. [sweet and meat.] Delicacies

made of fruits preserved with sugar. Locke.

SWEETNESS. s. [from sweet .] The quality of

being sweet in any of its senses ; fragrance ;

melody ; lusciousness ; deliciousness ; agree-

ableness ; delightfulness ; gentleness of man-

ners ; mildness of aspect. Sidney. Swift.

Common Prayer.

Milton.

Dryden.4. To climb on a narrow body.

1. Moving far in a short time ; quick ; fleet ;

speedy ; nimble ; rapid.

2. Ready ; prompt.

Bacon.

Milton.

SWIFT. s. The current of a stream. Walton.

SWIFT. s. [from the quickness of its flight. ]
A bird like a swallow ; a martin. Denham.

SWIFTLY. ad. [from swift.] Fleetly ; rapidly ;

nimbly ; with celerity.
Prior.

SWIFTNESS. s. [from swift. ] Speed ; nim-

bleness ; rapidity ; quickness ; velocity ; ce-

lerity. Denham.

To SWIG. v. n. [swiga, Islandick.] To drink by

large draughts.

To SWILL. v. a. [rpilgan, Saxon.]

1. To drink luxuriously and grossly. Shak.

2. To wash ; to drench.

3. To inebriate.

Philips.

Dryden.

SWILL. s. [ from the verb.] Drink luxuriously

poured down. Mortimer.

SWILLER.

drinker.

s. [from swill.] A luxurious
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To SWIM. v. n. preterite swam, swom, or swum.

[rpinman, Sax. swemmen, Dutch.]

1. To float on the water ; not to sink. Bacon.

2. To move progressively in the water by the

motion ofthe limbs. Knolles.

3. To be conveyed by the stream. Dryden.

4. To glide along with a smooth or dizzy

notion. Smith.

Dryden.

Addison.

5. To be dizzy ; to be vertiginous .

6. To be floated.

7. To have abundance of any quality ; to

flow in any thing. Addison.

v. 4. To swimming.
SWIM. s. [from the verb. ] The bladder of

fishes by which they are supported in the

Grew.water.

SWI'MMER. s . [from swim.]

1. One that swims. Bacon.

2. The swimmer is situated in the fore legs

of a horse, above the knees, and upon the

inside, and almost upon the back parts of

the hind legs, a little below the hams ; this

part is without hair, and resembles a piece

of hard dry horn. Farrier's Dict.

SWIMMINGLY. ad. [from swimming.]

Smoothly; without obstruction. Arbuthnot.

SWINE. s. plural likewise swine. [ rpin, Sax.

swyn, Dutch. ] A hog ; a pig. Pope.

SWINEBREAD. s . A kind of plant ; truffles.

SWI'NEGRASS. s. [centinodir.] An herb.

SWI'NEHERD . s. [rpin and hypo, Saxon .] A

keeper ofhogs.
Broome.

SWI'NEPIPE. s . A bird of the thrush kind .

Te SWING. v. n. [rpingan, Sax.]

1. To wave to and fro hanging loosely. Gay.

2. To fly backward and forward on a rope.

To SWING. v. a. preterite swang, swung.

1. To maketo play loosely on a string.

2. To whirl round in the air.

3. To wave loosely.

SWING. s. [from the verb. ]

Milton.

Dryden.

1. Motion ofany thing hanging loosely. Locke.

2. A line on which any thing hangs loose.

3. Influence or power of a body put in mo.

tion. Brown.

4. Course ; unrestrained liberty. Chapman.

5. Unrestrained tendency. South.

To SWINGE. v. a. [rpingan, Sax.]

Shak.1. To whip ; to bastinade ; to punish.

2. To move as a lash. Not in use. Milton.

SWINGE. s . [from the verb. ] A sway ; a sweep

of any thing in motion. Waller.

SWI'NGEBUCKLER. s. [swinge and buckler.]

A bully ; a man who pretends to feats of

Shakespeare.

SWINGER. s. [from swing.] He who swings ;

arms.

a hurler.

SWINGING. a. [from swinge.] Great ; huge.

Alow word.

SWINK. s. [rpine, Sax.] Labour ; toil ; drud-

gery. Obsolete . Spenser

SWITCH. s . A small flexible twig. Addison.

To SWITCH. v. a . [from the noun. ] To lash ,

to jerk. Chapman.

SWIVEL. s . Something fixed in another body

so as to turn round in it.

SWO'BBER. s . [See SWABBER. ]

1. A sweeper of the deck. Dryden.

2. Four privileged cards that are only inci-

dentally used in betting at the game ofwhist

Swift.

SWOLN. The participle pass. of swell.

SWOM. The preterite ofswim.

To SWOON. v. n. [arpunan, Sax.] To suffer a

suspension of thought and sensation ; to

faint. Prior.

SWOON. s . [from the verb. ] A lypothymy ; a

fainting fit

To SWOOP. v. a. [ I suppose formed from the

sound.]

1. To seize by falling at once as a hawk upon

his prey. Dryden.

2. To prey upon ; to catch up. Glanville.

SWOOP. s . [from the verb. ] Fall of a bird of

prey upon his quarry. L'Estrange.

To SWOP. v. a. To change ; to exchange one

thing for another. A low word. Dryden.

SWORD. s. [rpeond, Sax. sweerd, Dutch.]

1. A weapon used either in cutting orthrust-

ing ; the usual weapon of fights hand to

hand. Broome.

Deuteronomy.

Dryden.

Hudibras.

Girt with a

Milton.

cut-throat ; a

Shakespeare.

2. Destruction by war.

3. Vengeance ofjustice.

4. Emblem of authority.

SWO'RDED. a. [from sword ]

sword.

SWO'RDER. s . [from sword.] A

soldier. In contempt.

SWO'RDFISH. s. A fish with a long sharp

bone issuing from his head.

SWO'RDGRASS . s. A kind of sedge ; glader.

Ainsworth.

Spenser.

SWORDKNOT. s. [sword and knot.] Riband

tied to the hilt of the sword. Pope.

SWO'RDLAW. s . Violence ; the law bywhich

all is yielded to the stronger. Milton.

SWO'RDMAN. s . (sword and man. ] Soldier ;

fighting man. Shakespeare.

SWO'RDPLAYER. s . [sword and play ] Gla-

diator ; fencer. Hakewill.

SWORE. The preterite of swear.

SWORN. The participle passive of swear.

SWUM. The pret and part. pass or swim.

SWUNG. The pret. and part. pass. of swing.

SYB. a. [properly sib ; rib, Saxon.] Related by

blood. Spenser.

A The sycamore

SWINGINGLY. ad . [ from swinging. ] Vastly ; SYCAMORE . } Scripture is not thmoreof

greatly. Swift.

To SWINGLE. v . n. [from swing.]

1. To dangle ; to wave hanging.

2. To swing in pleasure.

SWI'NISH. a. [from swine ] Befitting swine ;

resembling swine ; gross ; brutal. Milton.

ToSWINK. v. n [ rpincan, Sax.] To labour ;

to toil ; to drudge. Obsolete. Spenser.

To SWINK. v. a. To overlabour. Milton.

Mortimer.with ours.

SY'COPHANT
. s. [onnopavгns . ] A talebearer ;

a makebate ; a malicious parasite. South.

To SY'COPHANT
. v. n. [σvnopavτew. ] To play

the socophant. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

SYCOPHA'NTICK
. a. [from sycophant.] Tales

bearing ; mischievously
officious .

To SYCOPHA'NTISE
. v. n. [ovnopartinos ;

from sycophant.] To play the talebearer.
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a. [syllabique, Fr. from

SYLLA BICK. syllable.] Relating to syl-

lables ; consisting of syllables.

SYLLA BICALLY. ad. [from syllabical. ] In

a syllabical manner.

SY'LLABLE. s. [ouλλaln .]

1. As much of a word as is uttered by the

help ofone vowel, or one articulation .

2. Any thing proverbially concise. Swift.

To SYLLABLE. v . a. (from the noun.] To

utter ; to pronounce. Not in use. Milton.

SY'LLABUB. s . [ rightly SILLABUB, which

see.] Milk and acids. Beaumont.

SYLLABUS. s. [ounλabos .] An abstract ; a

compendium containing the heads of a dis-

course .

SYLLOGISM. s . [ouλλoyoμeos.] An argument

composed of three propositions ; as, every

man thinks ; Peter is a man, therefore Peter

thinks.
1

}

Watts.

SYLLOGISTICAL. a. [ouλhoy15105 ] Re-

SYLLOGI'STICK. lating to a syllogism ;

consisting of a syllogism.

SYLLOGISTICALLY.ad. [from syllogistical .]

In the form of a syllogism. Locke.

To SYLLOGIZE. v . n. [ ourλoyi .] To rea-

son by syllogism . Watts.

SYLVAN. a. [ better silvan.] Woody ; shady ;

relating to woods. Milton.

tick.] With sympathy ; in consequence of

sympathy.

To SYMPATHIZE. v. n. [sympathiser, Fr.

from sympathy. ] To feel with another ; to

feel in consequence of what another feels ;

to feel mutually. Locke.

SYMPATHY. s. [sympathie, Fr. ovμwadsia.]

Fellow feeling ; mutual sensibility ; the

quality of being affected by the affection of

another. South

SYMPHO'NIOUS. « . [from symphony. ] Har-

monious ; agreeing in sound.
Milton.

SYMPHONY. s . [symphonie, Fr. ew and pwn. ]

Concert ofinstruments ; harmony of mingled

sounds. Dryden.

SYMPHYSIS. s. [ and puw . ] A connascency,

or growing together ; and perhaps is meant

of those bones which in children are dis-

tinct, but after some years unite and conso-

lidate into one bone. Wiseman.

SYMPO'SIACK , a . [ vμmolancs . ] Relating

to merrymakings ; happening where com

pany is drinking together. Arbuthnot.

SÝ'MPTOM. s. [cuμπтaμα .]

1. Something that happens concurrently

with something else, not as the original

cause, nor as the necessary or constant

effect. Blackmore.

2. A sign ; a token. Swift.

a. [from symptom. ]

Happening concur-

Wiseman.

SYLVAN. s . [sylvain, French. ] A wood-god, SYMPTOMATICAL.

or satyr. Pope.

SYMBOL. s. [symbole, French ; ovμborov. ]

1. An abstract ; a compendium ; a compre-

hensive form. Buker.

2. A type ; that which comprehends in its

figure a representation of something else.

Addison.

SYMBOLICAL. a. [symbolique, Fr.cvulchinos. ]

Representative ; typical ; expressing by

signs ; comprehending something more than

itself. Taylor.

SYMBOLICALLY. ad. [from symbolical. ]

Typically ; by representation . Brown.

SYMBOLIZATION. s . [from symbolize. ] The

act of symbolizing ; representation ; resem-

blance . Brown.

To SYMBOLIʼZE. v. n . [symbolizer, French. ]

To have something in common with another

by representative qualities. South.

To SYMBOLIZE. v. a. To make representa-

tive of something. Brown.

SYMMETRIAN. s. [from symmetry.] One

eminently studious of proportion. Sidney.

SYMMETRICAL. a [from symmetry.] Pro-

portionate ; having parts well adapted to

each other.

SYMMETRIST. s. [from symmetry.] One

very studions or observant of proportion.

Wotton.

SYMMETRY. s. [symmetrie, French; our and

pov. ] Adaptation of parts to each other ;

proportion ; harmony ; agreement of one

part to another. Dryden.

SYMPATHETICAL. Į a. [sympathetique, Fr.]

SYMPATHETICK. Having mutual sen-

sation ; being affected by what happens to

the other ; feeling in consequence of what

another feels. Roscommon.

SYMPATHETICALLY. ad. [from sympathe-

SYMPTOMATICK.

rently or occasionally.

SYMPTOMATICALLY. ad. In the nature

of a symptom. Wiseman.

SYNAGOʻGICAL . a. [from synagogue. ] Per-

taining to a synagogue.

SY'NAGOGUE. s. [ovvaywyn . ] An assembly of

the Jews to worship. Gospel.

SYNALE'PHA. s . [σuvaλoon.] A contraction

or excision of a syllable in Latin verse, by

joining together two vowels in the scanning

or cutting off the ending vowel ; as, ill' ego.

Dryden.

SYNARTHRO'SIS . s. [ouv and apgow. ] A close

conjunction of two bodies. Wiseman.

SYNCHONDRO'SIS . s. [ow and xovdgos.]

Synchondrosis is an union by gristles of the

sternon to the ribs. Wiseman.

SYNCHRO'NICAL. a. [σuv and xeovos . ] Hap-

pening together at the same time. Boyle.

SYNCHRONISM. s. [ouv and xgovus. ] Con-

currence of events happening at the same

time. Hale

SY'NCHRONOUS. a. [ovv and Xpovos.] Hap.

pening at the same time. Arbuthnot.

SY'NCOPE. s. [cvynoπn.]

1. Fainting fit. Wiseman.

2. Contraction of a word by cutting off a

part in the middle.

SY'NCOPIST. s. [from syncope.] Contractor

of words.
Spectator.

To SY'NDICATE. v. n. [ou and 3x .] To

judge ; to pass judgment on ; to censure.
Not in use. Hakewill.

SY'NDROME. s . [oundpoun .] Concurrent ac-

tion ; concurrence. Glanville.

SYNE'CDOCHE. s. [σuvendoun. ] A figure by

which part is taken for the whole, or the

whole for part. , Taylor
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SYNECDO'CHICAL. a. [ from synecdoche.]

Expressed by a synecdoche ; implying a sy-

necdoche. Boyle.

SYNNEURO'SIS . 8. [ouv and vεugov.] The

connexion made by a ligament. Wiseman.

SY'NOD. s. [σuvodos.]

1. An assembly, particularly of ecclesias-

ticks. Shakespeare. Cleaveland.

2. Conjunction of the heavenly bodies.

SY'NODAL.

SYNO'DICAL.
a. [synodique, French ; from

synod.]
SYNO DICK.

1. Relating to a synod ; transacted in a sy-

nod.
Stillingfleet.

2. Reckoned from one conjunction with the

sun to another.

SYNO'DICALLY. ad. [from synodicul.] By

the authority of a synod or publick as-

sembly.
Sanderson.

SYNO'NYMA. s. [Lat. σuvwvumos.] Names

which signify the same thing.

To SYNONYMISE. v. a. [from synonyma.]

To express the same thing in different

words. Camden.

SYNONYMOUS. a. [synonyme, French ; uv

vu . Expressing the same thing by differ

ent words. Bentley.

SYNONYMY. s. [ ja ] The quality of

expressing by different words the same

thing.

SYNOPSIS. s. [ouvois.] A general view ;

all the parts brought under one view.

SYNOPTICAL. a. [from synopsis. ] Affording

a view of many parts at once. Evelyn.

SYNTACTICAL. a. [from syntaxis, Latin.]

1. Conjoined , fitted to each other.

2. Relating to the construction of speech.

SY'NTAX.

SYNTAXIS. } 5. [GUvragic .]

1. A system ; a number of things joined to.

gether. Glanville.

2. That part of grammar which teaches the

construction of words. Swift

SYNTHESIS. S. [cubes.] The act of join-

ing ; opposed to analysis. Newton

SYNTHETICK. a. [σuvbeTixos. ] Conjoining ;

compounding; forming composition ; op-

posed to analytick. Watts.

SYPHON. s. [properly siphon ; σipov .] A

tube ; a pipe. Mortimer.

SY'RINGE. s . [σupy .] A pipe through which

any liquor is squirted . ·Ray.

Wiseman.

To SY'RINGE. v. a. [from the noun. ]

1. To spout by a syringe .

2. To wash with a syringe.

SYRINGOʻTOMY. s. [ ougy and TETOμA ]

The act or practice of cutting fistulas or
hollow sores.

SYRTIS. s. [Latin.] A quicksand ; a bog.

Milton.

SY'STEM. s. [σvçnμa.]

1. Any complexure or combination ofmany

things acting together.

2. A scheme which reduces many things to

regular dependence or co-operation.

3. A scheme which unites many things in

order. Buker.

SYSTEMATICAL. α. [συρηματικος .] Me-

thodical ; written or formed with regular

subordination of one part to another.

Bentley.

SYSTEMATICALLY. ad. In form of a sys-

Boyle.

SY'STOLE. s. [systole, French ; σvon.]

1. [In anatomy.] The contraction of the

heart.

tem .

Ray.

2 [In grammar.] The shortening ofa long

syllable.

T.

TAB

T A consonant, which, at the beginning

and end of words, has always the same

sound, nearly approaching to that ofd ; but

before an i, when followed by a vowel, has

the sound of an obscure s ; as, nation, salva-

tion ; except when s precedes t ; as, chris-

tian, question.

TA'BBY. s. [tabi, tabino, Italian ; tabis, Fr.j

A kind of waved silk. Swift.

TA'BBY. a . Brinded ; brindled ; varied with

different colours.

TABEFA'CTION. s . [tabefacio, Latin.] The

act of wasting away.

Addison.

To TA'BEFY. v. n . [tabefacio, Latin.] To

waste ; to extenuate. Harvey.

TA'BERD. s. [tuberda, low Latin ; tubard,

French.] A long gown; a herald's coat ;

sometimes written tabard.

TA'BERDER. s. [from taberd . ] One who

wears a long gown.

TAB

TA'BERNACLE. s. [tabernacle, French ; ta

bernaculnm, Latin.]

1. A temporary habitation ; a casual dwell-

ing. Milton.

2. A sacred place ; a place of worship. Add.

To TA'BERNACLE. v. n. [from the noun. ]

John.

Wasted by dis-

Arbuthnot.

To enshrine ; to house.

TA'BID. a. [tabidus, Latin .]

ease ; consumptive.

TA'BIDNESS. 3. [from tabid.] Consumptive-

ness ; state of being wasted by disease.

TA'BLATURE. s. [from table.] Painting on

walls or ceilings.

TA'BLE. s. [table, French ; tabula, Latin. ]

1. Any flat or level surface. Sandys.

2. A horizontal surface raised above the

ground, used for meals and other purposes.

Locke.

3. The persons sitting at table, or wartaking

of entertainment.
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4. The fare or entertainment itself; as, he TACITU'RNITY. s. [taciturnité, French; fo

keeps a good table.

5. A tablet ; a surface on which any thing

is written or engraved . Bentley.

6. [ Tableau, French.] A picture, or any

thing that exhibits a view of any thing on a

flat surface. Addison.

7. An index ; a collection of heads ; a cata-

logue; a syllabus. Evelyn.

8. A synopsis ; many particulars brought

into one view. Ben Jonson.

9 The palm ofthe hand.

10. Draughts ; small pieces of wood shifted

on squares.

Ben Jonson.

Taylor.

11. To turn the TABLES. To change the

condition or fortune of two contending par-

ties.
Dryden.

To TA'BLE. v. n. [from the noun. ]To board ;

to live at the table of another. Felton.

To TA'BLE. v. a. To make into a catalogue ;

to set down.
Shakespeare.

TA'BLEBEER. s. [table and beer. ] Beer used

at victuals ; small beer.

TAʼBLEBOÓK. s. [table and book.] A book

on which any thing is graved or written

without ink. Shakespeare.

TA'BLECLOTH. s. [table and cloth. ] Linen

spread on a table. Camden.

TA'BLEMAN. s. A man at draughts. Bacon.

TA'BLER. s. [from table. ] One who boards.

Ainsworth.

TA'BLETALK. s . [table and taik.] Conver-

sation at meals or entertainments. Atterbury.

TABLET. s. [from table.]

"

1. A small level surface.

2. A medicine in a square form. Bacon.

3. A surface written on or painted. Dryden.

TA'BOUR. s. [tabourin, tabour, old French . ]

A small drum ; a drum beaten with one

stick to accompany a pipe. Shakespeare.

To TA'BOUR. v. n. [ taborer, old French.] To

strike lightly or frequently. Nahum.

TA'BOURER. s. [from tabour . ] One who

beats the tabour. Shakespeare.

TA'BOURET. ts. [ from tabour.]

bour.

A small ta-

Spectator.

TA'BOURINE. s. [French.] A tabour ; a

small drum. Shakespeare.

TA'BRERE. s. Tabour. Obsolete. Spenser.

TABRET. s. A tabour. · Genesis.

TA'BULAR. a. [tabularis, Latin.]

1. Set down in the form of tables or synop-

ses.

2. Formed in laminæ.

3. Set in squares.

Woodward.

To TA'BULATE. v . a . [tabula, Latin .]

1. To reduce to tables or synopses.

2. To shape with a flat surface.

TA'BULATED. s. [tabula, Latin.] Having a

flat surface. Grew.

TA'CHE. s. [from tack.] Any_thing_taken

hold of; a catch ; a loop ; a button. Exodus.

TACHY'GRAPHY. s. [Taxus and yeaqw. ] The

art or practice of quick writing.

TACIT. a. [tacite, Fr. tacitus, Lat. ] Silent ;

implied ; not expressed by words. Locke.

TACITLY. ad. [ from tacit.] Silently ; with-

out oral expression. Rogers.

citurnitas, Latin.] Habitual silence.

To TACK. v. a. [tacher, Breton.]

1. To fasten to any thing.

Arbuthnot

Grew

2. To join ; to unite ; to stitch together.

Shakespeare.

To TACK. v. n. [probably from tackle.] To

turn a ship.

TACK. s . [from the verb. ]
1. A small nail.

Addison.

Addison.

Dryden.2. The act of turning ships at sea.

3. To hold TACK. To last ; to hold out.

TA'CKLE. s. [tacel, Welsh. ]

1. An arrow.

Hudibras,

Chaucer.

Addison

Made ofropes

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

Walton.

2. Weapons ; instruments of action. Butler.

3. The ropes of a ship.

TA'CKLED. a. [from tackle ]

tacked together.

TAʼCKLING. s. [from tackle. ]

1. Furniture of the mast.

2. Instruments of action.

TACTICAL. α. [τακτικός, τακτα ; tactique,

TA'CTICK. French.] Relating to the

art of ranging a battle.

TAʼCTICKS. s. [Taxтin.] The art of ranging

men in the tield of battle. Dryden.

TA'CTILE. a. [tactile, Fr. tactilis, tactum, Lat.]

Susceptible of touch. Hale

TACTILITY. 8. [from tactile ] Perceptibility

by the touch.

TA'CTION. s. [taction, French ; tactio, Lat.]

The act of touching.

TA'DPOLE. s. [rad, toad, and pola, a young

one, Saxon.] A young shapeless frog or

toad, consisting only of a body and tail ; a

porwigle. Ray.

TA'EN. The poetical contraction of taken.

TAFFETA. s. [taffetas, French ; taffetar ,

Spanish. ] A thin silk. Shakespeare.

TAG. s . [tag, Islandick . ]

1. A pointof metal put to the end of a string.

2. Any thing paltry and mean. L'Estrange

3. A young sheep.

To TAG. v. a.

1. To fit any thing with an end ; as, to tag

a lace; to tag an act with rhyme.

Swift.

2. To append one thing to another. Dryden.

3. To join ; this is properly to tack

TA'GTAIL. s. [tag and tail.] A worm which

has the tail of another colour. Walton

TAIL. s. [ræzl, Saxon.]

·

1. That which terminates the animal be-

hind ; the continuation of the vertebres of

the back hanging loose behind.

2. The lower part .

More.

Deuteronomy.

3. Any thing hanging long ; a catkin.

·
Harvey.

Butler.4. The hinder part of any thing.

5. To turn TAIL. To fly ; to run away.

Sidney

To TAIL.v. n. To pull by the tail. Hudibras.

TAʼILED. a. [from tail. ] Furnished with a

tail. Grew.

TA'ILLAGE. s . [tailler, French. ] A piece cut

out of the whole ; a share of a man's sub-

stance paid by way of tribute. Cowell.
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TAILLE. s. The fee which is opposite to fee

simple, because it is so minced or pared that

it is not in his free power to be disposed of

who owns it ; but is, by the first giver, cut

or divided from all other, and tied to the

issue of the donee. Cowell.

TAILOR. s . [tailleur, French .]

business is to make clothes.

To TAINT. v. a. [teindre, French.]

37. To admit.

38. To pursue ; to go in.

39. To receive any temper or disposition of

mind.

40. To endure ; to bear.

Swift

Dryden

Dryden.

L'Estrange.

41. To draw; to derive Tillotson.

One whose

Collier.

42. To leap ; to jump over.

43. To assume

Shakespeare.

Locke.

44. To allow ; to admit. Boyle.

Dryden.

Mark.

1. To imbue or impregnate with anything.

Thomson.

Milton

Pope.

Swift.

3. To infect ; to poison ; to disease.

2. To stain ; to sully.

4. To corrupt.

5. A corrupt contraction of attaint.

To TAINT. v. n. To be infected ; to be touch-

ed with something corrupting. Shakespeare.

TAINT. s. [teinte, French.]

1. A tincture ; a stain.

2. An insect.

3. Infection ; corruption.

4. A spot ; a soil ; a blemish.

45. To receive with fondness.

46. To carry out for use.

47. To suppose ; to receive in thought ; to

entertain in opinion. Tute.

48. To separate for one's self from any

quantity ; to remove for one's self from any

place. Dryden.

49. Not to leave ; not to omit. Arbuthnot.

50. To receive payments.

51. To obtain by mensuration.

Brown. 52. To withdraw.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

Swift.

TAI'NTLESS. a. [from taint.] Free from

infection ; pure.

TAINTURE. s. [teinture, French.] Taint ;

tinge ; defilement. Shakespeare.

To TAKE. v. a. preterite took ; part. pass.

taken, sometimes took. [taka, Islandick.]

1. To receive what is offered . Dryden.

2. To seize what is not given. Dryden.

3. To receive. Deuteronomy.

4. To receive with good or ill will. Swift.

5. To lay hold on ; to catch by surprise or

artifice. Clarendon.

6. To snatch ; to seize.

7. To make prisoner.

Hale.

Knolles.

8. To captivate with pleasure ; to delight ;

to engage. Locke.

9. To entrap ; to catch in a snare. Canticles.

10. To understand in any particular sense

or manner.

11. To exact.

Wake.

Leviticus.

12. To get ; to have ; to appropriate. Gen.

13. To use ; to employ.

14. To blast ; to infect.

Watts.

Shakespeare.

15. To judge in favour of ; to adopt. Dryd.

16. To admit any thing bad from without.

21. To catch in the hand ; to seize. Ezekiel.

17. To get ; to procure.

18. To turn to ; to practise.

Hudibras.

2 Maccabees.

Bacon.

19. To close in with ; to comply with.

20. To form ; to fix. Clarendon.

22. To admit ; to suffer.

23. To perform any action.

Dryden.

Hakewill.

24 To receive into the mind. Watts.

25. To go into. Hale.

26. To go along ; to follow ; to pursue.

27. To swallow ; to receive. Brown.

28. To swallow as a medicine. South.

29. To choose one of more. Locke.

30. To copy. Dryden.

31. To convey ; to carry ; to transport.

Shakespeare.

32. To fasten on ; to seize. Temple.

33. Not to refuse ; to accept. Dryden.

34. To adopt. Exodus.

35. To change with respect to place. Ray.

36. To separate. Blackmore.

Shakespeare.

Swift.

Spectator.

53. To seize with a transitory impulse ; to

affect so as not to last. Arbuthnot.

L'Estrange.

54. To comprise ; to comprehend. Locke.

55. To have recourse to.

56. To produce ; to suffer to be produced.

57. To catch in the mind.

5s. To hire ; to rent

Spenser.

Locke

Pop

59. To engage in ; to be active in . Shak.

60. To incur ; to receive as it happens.

61. To admit in capitulation.

62. To catch eagerly.

Sandys.

Dryden.

63. To use as an oath or expression. Exod.

64. To seize as a disease. Dryden.

65. To TAKE away. To deprive of. Pope.

66. To TAKE away. To set aside ; to re.

move. Locke

67. TO TAKE care. To be carefu.; to be

solicitous for ; to superintend. Corinthians.

68. To TAKE care. To be cautious ; to be

vigilant.

69. To TAKE course.

measures.

70. To TAKE down.

to suppress.

71. To TAKE down.

by the mouth

72. To TAKE from.

tract.

73. To TAKE from.

74. To TAKE heed.

ware.

To have recourse to

Hammond.

To crush ; to reduce ;

Addison.

To swallow ; to take

To derogate ;

Bucon.

to de-

Dryden.

To deprive of. Locke.

To be cautious ; to be..

Dryden.

75. To TAKE heed to. To attend. Ecclus.

76. TO TAKE in. To enclose. Mortimer.

77. To TAKE in. To lessen ; to contract ;

as, he took in his sails.

78. To TAKE in. To cheat ; to gull ; as,

the cunning man was taken in.

Derham.

Wotton.

79. To TAKE in hand. To undertake. Clar.

80. To TAKE in. To comprise ; to compre

hend.

81. To TAKE in.

82. To TAKE in.

83. To TAKE in.

84. To TAKE in.

To admit.

To win by conquest.

To receive locally. Tillots.

To receive mentally.

85. ToTAKE notice. To observe.

Addison

86. To TAKE notice. To show by any act

that observation is made. Clarendon
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87. To TAKE oath. To swear. Ezekiel.

88. To TAKE off. To invalidate ; to destroy ;

Sanderson.to remove.

89. To TAKE off. To withhold ; to with-

draw.
Wake.

Locke.90. To TAKE off. To swallow.

91. To TAKE off To purchase.

92. To TAKE off. To copy.

93. To TAKE off. To find place for.

94. TO TAKE off. To remove.

95. To TAKE order with. To check ;

course with.

15. fo TAKE up with. To lodge ; to dwell.

L'Estrange.

Bacon.16. To TAKE with. To please .

1A'KEN. The participle passive oftake.

TA'KER. s. [from take. ] He that takes . Shak.

TA'KING. s. [from take. ] Seizure ; distress of

mind. Shakespeare.

Wase.TAʼLBOT. 8. A hound.

TALE. s. [ rale, Saxon.]

Locke.

Addison.

Bacon.

Exodus.

to take 2. Oral relation .

Bacon. 3. Number reckoned.

96. To TAKE out. To remove from within

anyplace. Shakespeare.

Pope.

98. To TAKE place. To prevail ; to have ef-

fect.

97. To TAKE part. To share.

Locke.

99. To TAKE up. To borrow upon credit or

Swift.interest.

100. To TAKE up. To be ready for ; to en-

gage with.
Shakespeare.

101. To TAKE up. To apply to the use of.

Addison.

102. To TAKE up. To begin. South.

103. To TAKEup. To fasten with a ligature

passed under. Sharp.

104. To TAKE up. To engross ; to engage.

105. To TAKE up. To have final recourse to.

Addison.

106. TO TAKE up. To seize ; to catch ; to

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

arrest.

107. To TAKE up. To admit.

108. To TAKE up. To answer by reproving ;

to reprimand. L'Estrange.

109. ToTAKE up. To begin where the for-

merleft off.

110. To TAKE up. To lift.

Addison.

Ray.

111. To TAKE up. To occupy. Hammond.

112. TO TAKE up. To manage in the place

of another. L'Estrange.

113. ToTAKE up . To comprise. Dryden.

114. TO TAKE up. To adopt ; to assume. At.

115. TO TAKE up. To collect ; to exact a

Knolles.tax .

116. To TAKE upon . To appropriate to ; to

assume ; to admit to be imputed to. Dryden.

117. TO TAKE upon. To assume ; to claim

anthority.

To TAKE. v. n.

Felton.

1. To direct the course ; to have a tendency

to.

2. To please ; to gain reception.

1. A narrative ; a story.

cret.

Watts.

Shakespeare.

Hooker.

4. Reckoning ; numeral account. Carew.

5. Information ; disclosure of any thing se-

Bacon.

TALEBEʼARER. s. [tale and bear.] One who

gives officious or malignant intelligence.

TALEBEARING. s . [tale and bear.] The act

ofinforming ; officious or malignant intelli-

gence. Arbuthnot.

TAʼLENT. s. [talentum, Latin .]

1. A talent signified so much weight, or a

sum ofmoney, the value differing according

to different ages and countries. Arbuthnot.

2. Faculty ; power ; gift of nature. Baker.

3. Quality ; disposition .
Clarendon.

TA'LISMAN. S. [TETλEµa. Skinner. ] A magical

character. Pope.

TALISMA'NICK . a . [from talisman. ] Magical.

To TALK. v. n. [taelen, Dutch. ]

1. To speak in conversation ; to speak fluent.

ly and familiarly ; to converse. Addison.

2. To prattle ; to speak impertinently. Milt.

3. To give account. Addison.

4. To speak ; to reason ; to confer. Collier.

TALK. s. [ from the verb.]

1. Oral conversation ; fluent and familiar

speech.
Knolles.

Locke.

Milton.

2. Report ; rumour.

3. Subject of discourse.

TALK. s. [tale, French. ] A kind of stone com-

posed of parallel plates.
Woodward.

TÁ'LKATIVE. s. [from talk. ] Full of prate ;

loquacious. Addison.

TAʼLKATIVENESS. s . [from talkative.] Lo.

quacity ; garrulity. Swift.

TA'LKER. s. [from talk.]

1. One who talks. Watts.

2. A loquacious person ; a prattler. Locke.

3. A boaster ; a bragging fellow. Taylor.

TA'LKY. a. [from talk .] Consisting of talk ;

resembling talk . Woodward.

Dryden.

Bentley.

TALL. a. [tál, Welsh.]

Dryden.

Bacon.

3. To have the intended or natural effect.

4. To catch ; to fix.

5. To TAKE after. To learn of; to resemble ;

to imitate.
Atterbury.

6. To TAKE in with. To resort to. Bacon.

7. TO TAKE on. To be violently affected . Sh.

8. To TAKE on. To claim a character. Shuk.

9. To TAKE on. To grieve ; to pine. Shak.

10. To TAKE to. To apply to ; to be fond of.

Swift.

course.

11. TO TAKE to. To betake to ; to have re-

Addison.

South.

Locke.

12. To TAKE up. To stop.

13. TO TAKE. To reform.

14. TO TAKEupth . To be contented with.

Bentley.

1. High in stature.

2. High ; lofty.

Milton.

Waller.

Shakespeare.3. Sturdy ; lusty.

TAʼLLAGE. s . [ taillage, Fr.] Impost ; excise.

TA'LLOW. s. [talge, Danish. ] The grease or

fat of an animal ; coarse suet. Abbot.

To TAʼLLOW. v. a. [from the noun .] To

grease ; to smear with tallow.

TÄ'LLOWCHANDLER. s . [tallow and chan-

delier, French.] One who makes candles of

tallow. Harvey.

TALLY. s . [from tailer, to cut, French.]

1. A stick notched or cut in conformity to

another stick, and used to keep accounts

Garth.by.

2. Any thing made to suit another. Dryden.
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T TA'LLY. v . a. [from the noun.] To fit; to

suit ; to cut out, so far as to answer any

thing. Prior.

To TALLY. v. n. To be fitted ; to conform ;
to be suitable. Addison.

TALMUD. s . The book containing the

THAʼLMUD.; Jewish traditions, the rabbi-

nical constitutions and explications of the

law.

TAʼLNESS. s . [from tall. ] Height of stature ;

procerity. Hayward.

TA'LON. s. [talon, French.] The claw of a
bird of prey. Prior.

TA'MARIND Tree. s. [tamarindus, Lat.] The

flower of the tamarind tree becomes a flat

pod, containing flat angular seeds surround-

ed with an acid blackish pulp. Miller.

TA'MARISK. s. [tamarice, Lat. ] The flowers

ofthe tamarisk are rosaceous. Miller.

TA'MBARINE. s . [tambourin, French.] A ta-

bour ; a small drum. Spenser.

TAME. a. [rame, Sax. taem, Dutch.]

1. Not wild ; domestick. Addison.

2. Crushed ; subdued ; depressed ; dejected ;

spiritless ; heartless . Roscommon.

To TAME. v. n. [temean, Saxon.]

1. To reduce from wildness ; to reclaim ; to

make gentle. Shakespeare.

2. To subdue ; to crush ; to depress ; to con-

quer.
Ben Jonson.

TA'MEABLE. a. [from tame.] Susceptive of

taming. Wilkins.

TA'MELY. ad. [from tame.] Not wildly ;

meanly ; spiritlessly.

TA'MENESS. s. [from tame.]

Swift.

1. The quality of being tame ; not wildness.

2. Want of spirits ; timidity. Roger's.

TA'MER. s . [from tame. ] Conqueror ; subduer.

Pope.

TA'MINY. s. A woollen stuff.

TA'MKIN. s. The stopple of the mouth of a

great gun.

To TA'MPER. v. a.

1. To be busy with physick. L'Estrange.

2. To meddle ; to have to do without fitness

or necessity. Roscommon.

3. To deal ; to practise secretly. Hudibras.

To TAN. v. a. [tannen, Dutch.]

1. To impregnate or imbue with bark. '

2. To imbrown by the sun.

TANG. s. [tanghe, Dutch , acrid.]

Swift.

Cleaveland.

1. A strong taste ; a taste left in the mouth.

Locke.

Atterbury.2. Relish ; taste.

3. Something that leaves a sting or pain be-

hind it.

4. Sound ; tone.

Shakespeare.

Holder.

To TANG. v. n. To ring with.
Shakespeare.

TANGENT. s. [ tangent, French ; tangens,

Lat .] A right line perpendicularly raised on

the extremity of a radius, and which touches

a circle so as not to cut it. Trevoux.

TANGIBILITY.' . s . [from tangible. ] The qua-

lity of being perceived by the touch.

TANGIBLE. a. [from tango, Lat. ] Percep-

tible by the touch. Locke.

To TANGLE. v. a [ See ENTANGLE.]

1. To implicate ; to knit together
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2. To ensnare ; to entrap. Milton.

Crashaw.3. To embroil ; to embarrass.

To TAʼNGLE. v. n. To be entangled.

TAʼNGLE. s. [from the verb.] A knot of

things interwoven in one another. Milton.

TA'NISTRY. s. The Irish hold their lands by

taristry, which is no more than a personal

estate for his lifetime that is tanist, by reason

he is admitted thereunto by election. Spenser.

TANK. s. [tanque, French .] A large cistern or

Dryden.

TA'NKARD. s. [tankaerd, Dutch. ] A large

vessel with a cover, for strong drink. Arb.

TAʼNNER. s, [from tan .] One whose trade is

to tan leather.

basin.

Moxon.

Miller.TA'NSY. s. An odorous plant.

TA'NTALISM. s. [from tantalize.] A punish-

ment like that of Tantalus. Addison.

To TANTALIZE v. a. [from Tantalus, whose

punishment was to starve among fruits and

water which he could not touch.] To torment

by the show of pleasures which cannot be

reached. Addison.

TANTAMOUNT. s . [French.] Equivalent.

TANTI'VY. ad. To ride tantivy, is to ride with

great speed.

TA'NTLING. 8. [from Tantalus.] One seized

with hopes of pleasure unattainable. Shak.

To TAP. v. a. [tappen, Dutch. ]

1. To touch lightly; to strike gently. '

2. To pierce a vessel ; to broach a vessel.

TAP. s . [fromthe verb.]

1. A gentle blow. Gay.

2. A pipe at which the liquor of a vessel is

let out. Derham.

TAPE. s. [tæppan, Saxon.] A narrow fillet or

band. Pope.

TA'PER. s . [capeɲ, Saxon.] A wax candle ; a

light. Taylor.

TA'PER. a. [from the form of a taper.] Regu-

larly narrowed from the bottom to the top ;

pyramidal ; conical. Dryden.

To TA'PER. v. n. To grow gradually smaller.

TA'PESTRY. 8. [tapesterie, Fr. tapetum, Lat.]

Cloth woven in regular figures. Addison.

TAPET. s. [tapetia, Latin.] Worked or figur.

ed stuff. Spenser.

TA'PROOT. s. The principal stem of the

root. Mortimer.

TA'PSTER. s. [fromtap.] One whose business

is to draw in an alehouse. Swift.

TAR. s. [cape, Sax. tarre, Dutch.] Liquid

pitch ; the turpentine of the pine or fir

drained out by fire. Camden.

TAR. s [ from tar used in ships.] A sailor ; a

seaman, in contempt. Swift.

Shak.

To TAR. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To smear over with tar.

2. To teaze ; to provoke. [ragarra.]

TARA'NTULA, s. [ Italian . ] An insect whose

bite is only cured by musick. Locke.

TARDA'TION. s. [tardo, Latin.] The act of

hindering or delaying.

TAʼRDIGRADOUS. a. [tardigradus, Latin.]

Moving slowly. Brown.

TAʼRDILY. ad. [from tardy.] Slowly ; slug-

gishly. Shakespeare.

TARDINESS. s. [from tardy.] Slowness ;

sluggishness ; unwillingness to action or mo-

tion
Shakespeare
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TA'RDITY. s. [tarditas, Latin.] Slowness ; TARTA'REOUS. a. [from tarlar. ]

"

Digby. 1. Consisting of tartar.

2. Hellish.

Sandys.

Prior.

want of velocity.

TA'RDY. a. [tardus, Lat. tardif, French. ]

1. Slow; not swift.

2. Sluggish ; unwilling to action or motion.

3. Dilatory ; late ; tedious.

4. Unwary. A low word.

Waller.

Hudibras.

5. Criminal ; offending. A low word. Collier.

To TA'RDY. v. a. [tarder, French. ] To delay ;

to hinder. Shakespeare.

TARE. s [from teeren, Dut. to consume.] A

weed that grows among corn.Decay ofPiety .

TARE. s. [ French. ] A mercantile word de-

notingthe weight of any thing containing a

commodity ; also the allowance made for it.

TARE. The preterite oftear.

TARGE. s. [ranga, Saxon.] A kind "of

TA'RGET. buckler or shield born on the

left arm. Spenser. Milton.

TAʼRGETIER. s . [from target. ] One armed

with a target. Chapman.

TA'RGUM . s. [ ·DIN] A paraphrase on the

pentateuch in the Chaldee language.

TÃ'RIFF. s. [turif, French. ] A cartel of com-

merce.
Addison.

TARN. s. [tiorn, Islandick. ] A bog ; a fen.

To TA'RNISH. v . a. [ternir, Fr. ] To sully ; to

soil; to make not bright. Thomson.

To TA'RNISH. v. n . To lose brightness . Coll.

TARPA'WLING. s . [from tar.]

1. Hempen cloth smeared with tar. Dryden.

2. A sailor, in contempt. Dennis.

TA'RRAGON. s. A plant called herb dragon.

TA'RRIANCE. s . [from tarry.] Stay ; delay ;

perhaps sojourn. Shakespeare.

TA'RRIER. s.

1. A sort of small dog, that hunts the fox or

otter out ofhis hole. Properly terrier, from

terre, French, the earth.

2. One that tarries or stays.

To TA'RRY. v. n [targir, French .]

1. To stay ; to continue in a place.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Prior.

2. To delay ; to be long in coming. Dryden.

3. To wait ; to expect attending. Exodus.

To TA'RRY. v. a. To wait for. Shakespeare.

TA'RSEL. s. A kind of hawk.

TA'RSUS. s . The space betwixt the lower end

of the focil bones of the leg, and the begin-

ning ofthe five long bones that are jointed

with, and bear up, the toes. Wiseman.

TART. a. [reant, Sax. taertig, Dutch.]

1. Sour ; acid ; acidulated ; sharp of taste.

2. Sharp ; keen ; severe. Shakespeare.

TART. s . [tarte, Fr. tarta, Italian. ] A small

pie of fruit. Bacon.

TA'RTANE. s. [tartana, Italian. ] A vessel used

in the Mediterranean, with one mast and a

three-cornered sail. Addison.

TARTAR. s. [tartarus, Latin.]

1. Hell, Obsolete. Spenser.

2. [Tartre, Fr.] Tartar is what sticks to wine

casks, either white or red, as the colour of

the wine from whence it comes ; the white

is preferable ; and the best is the tartar of

the rhenish wine. Quincy.

TARTAʼREAN. a. [tartarus, Latin. ] Hellish .

Grew.

Milton.

To TARTARI'ZE. v. a . [from tartar ] To im-

pregnate with tartar.

TA'RTAROUS. a. [ from tartar.] Containing

tartar ; consisting of tartar.

TA'RTLY. ad. [from tart .]

1. Sharply ; sourly ; with acidity.

2. Sharply ; with poignancy ; with severity.

3. With sourness of aspect.

TA'RTNESS. s . [from tart.]

Walker.

Shakespeare.

1. Sharpness ; sourness ; with acidity.

2. Sourness of temper ; poignancy of lan-

guage. Shakespeare.

TASK. s. [tasche, Fr. tassa, Italian ]

1. Something to be done imposed by ano-

ther. Milton.

Atterbury.2. Employment ; business .

3. To take to TASK. To reprove ; to repri

mand. Addison.

To TASK. v. a. [from the noun.] To burden

with something to be done. Shakespeare.

TA'SKER S.
TA'SKMA

STER
. } [task and master . ] One

who imposes tasks.

Milton. Dryden.

TA'SSEL. s. [tasse, Fr.] An ornamented bunch

of silk, or glittering substances. Spenser

TAʼSSELs. An herb. See TEAZLE .
TAʼZEL. Ainsworth.

TA'SSELED. a. [from tassel. ] Adorned with

}

tassels. Milton.

TA'SSES. s. Armour for the thighs. Ainsworth

TA'STABLE. a. That may be tasted ; savou

ry ; relishing. Boyle

To TASTE. v. a. [taster, to try, French.]

1. To perceive and distinguish by the palate

John

2. To try by the mouth ; to eat at least in a

small quantity.

3. To essay first.

4. To obtain pleasure from .

.Milton.

Dryden.

Carew.

5. To feel ; to have perception of. Hebrews.

6. To relish intellectually ; to approve.

To TASTE. v. n.

1. To try by the mouth ; to eat. Milton.

2. To have a smack ; to produce on the pa

late a particular sensation.
Bacon.

Swift.3. To distinguish intellectually.

4. To be tinctured, or receive some quality

or character.

5. To try the relish of any thing,

6. To have perception of.

7. To take to be enjoyed.

8. To enjoy sparingly.

TASTE. s. [from the verb.]

Shakespeare.

Davies

Wisdom,

Millon.

Dryden.

Milton.1. The act of tasting ; gustation.

2. The sense by which the relish of any

thing on the palate is perceived. Bacon.

3. Sensibility ; perception. Shakespeare.

4. That sensation which all things taken in-

to the mouth give, particularly to the

tongue. Locke

5. Intellectual relish or discernment. Pope

6. An essay ; a trial . Not in use. Shakespeare

7. A small portion given as a specimen. Bac

TA'STED. a. [from taste. ] Having a particular

BaconMilton. relish. 4.
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TA'STER... [tasteur, French.]

1. One who takes the first essay of food . Dry.

2. A dram cup. Ainsworth.

TAʼSTEFUL. a. [tast. and full. ] High relish-

ed ; savoury. Pope.

TA'STELESS . a. [from taste.]

1. Having no power of perceiving taste.

2. Having no relish or power of stimulating

the palate ; insipid. Boyle.

3. Having no power of giving pleasure ; in-

sipid.

4. Having no intellectual gust.

TA STELESSNESS . s . [from tusteless.]

1. Insipidity ; want of relish.

Rogers.

2. Want of perception of taste.

3. Want of intellectual relish.

To TA'TTER. v. a. [roræɲan, Saxon.] To

tear; to rend; to make ragged. Pope.

TAʼTTER. s . [from the verb ] A rag; a flut-

tering rag. L'Estrange.

TATTERDEMA'LION. s. A ragged fellow.

L'Estrange.

To TA'TTLE. v. n . [tateren, Dutch.] To prate ;

to talk idly. Addison.

TATTLE. s. [ from the verb. ] Prate ; idle

chat ; trifling talk. Watts.

TAʼTTLER. s. [from tattle.] An idle talker ;

a prater. Taylor.

TATTOO. s. The beat of a drum, by which

soldiers are warned to their quarters . Prior.

TA'VERN. s . [taverne, Fr. taberna, Latin . ] A

house where wine is sold, and drinkers are

entertained. Shakespeare.

s. [from tavern, man,

or keep tavernier,

Camden.

TA'VERNER.

TA'VERNKEEPER.

TA'VERNMAN.

keeps a tavern.

TAUGHT. The pret. and part. pass. of teach.

To TAUNT. v. a. [tanser, French ; tanden,

Dutch, to show teeth.]

1. To reproach ; to insult ; to revile ; to ri-
dicule.

Prior.

Rowe.

2. To exprobrate ; to mention with upbraid-

ing. Shakespeare.

TAUNT. s. [from the verb. ] Insult ; scoff ; re-

proach ; ridicule.

TAUNTER. s. [from taunt .] One who taunts,

reproaches, or insults.

TAʼUNTINGLY. ad. [from taunting. ] With

insult ; scoffingly ; with contumely and ex-

pro bration. Shakespeare.

TAURICO'RNOUS. a. [taurus and cornu, Lat.]

› Having horns like a buil. Brown.

TAUTOLOGICAL. a. [from tautology.] Re-

peating the same thing.

TAUTO LOGIST. s. [from tautology.] One

who repeats tediously.

TAUTO'LOGY. s. [TauTchoyia . ] Repetition of

the same words, or of the same sense in dif-

ferent words. Addison.

Swift.

To TAW. v. a. [ touwen, Dutch ; tapian, Sax.]

To dress white leather, commonly called

alum leather, in contradistinction from tan

leather, that which is dressed with bark.

TAW. s. A marble to play with.

TA'WDRINESS . s . Tinsel finery ; finery os-

tentatious without elegance. Clarissa

TA'WDRY. a. Meanly showy ; splendid with-

out cost ; fine without grace ; showy with-

out elegance. Addison.

TA'WDRY. 8. A slight ornament. Drayton.

TA'WER. s . [from taw . ] A dresser of white
leather.

TA'WNY. a . [ tané, tanné, French.] Yellow,

like things tanned. Peacham.

TAX. s. [taxe, French ; taxe, Dutch.]

1. An impost ; a tribute imposed ; an excise ;

a tallage. Arbuthnot.

2. [Taxo, Lat.] Charge ; censure . Clarendon.

To TAX. v. a. [taxer, Fr. from the non. ]
1. To load with imposts. Kings.

2. To charge ; to censure ; to accuse,Raleigh.

TAXABLE. a. That may be taxed .

TAXATION. s. [ taxation, French .]

1. The act of loading with taxes ; impost ;

tax. Sidney.

Shakespeare.2. Accusation ; scandal .

TA'XER. s. [ from tax. ] He who taxes. Buvon.

TEA. s. A Chinese plant, of which the infusion

has lately been much drunk in Europe.

To TEACH. v. a. pret. and part. pass . taught,

sometimes teached, which is now obsolete.

[ræcan, Saxon.]

1. To instruct ; to inform . Milton.

2. To deliver any doctrine or art, or words

to be learned . Milton.

3. To show ; to exhibit so as to impress up-

en the mind. South.

4. To tell ; to give intelligence. Tusser.

To TEACH. v. n. To perform the office of an
instructor. Shakespeare.

TE'ACHABLE. a. [from teach.] Docile ; sus-

ceptive of instruction . Watts.

TE'ACHABLENESS . s . Docility ; willingness

to learn ; capacity to lear

1. One who teaches ; an instructor ; a pre-

ceptor. Hooker. Blackmore.

2. A preacher ; one who is to deliver doc-

trine to the people. South

TEAD, or Tede. s. [tæda, Latin. ] A torch ; a

flambeau. Not in use. Spenser.

TEAGUE. s. A name of contempt, used for an

Irishman.

TEAL. s . [teelingh, Dutch. ] A wild fowl ofthe

duck kind. Carew.

TEAM. s . [zyme, Saxon, a yoke.]

1. A number of horses or oxen drawing at

once the same carriage. Roscommon.

2. Any number passing in a line. Dryden.

TEAR. s . [rean, Saxon ; pronounced teer.]

1. The water which violent passion forces

from the eyes. Milton.

2. Any moisture trickling in drops. Dryden,

To TEAR. v. a. pret. tore, anciently tare ; part.

pass. torn. [rænan, Sax. pronounced tare.]

1.To pull in pieces ; to lacerate ; to rend ;

to separate by violent pulling. Arbuthnot.

2. To laniate ; to wound with any sharp

point drawn along.

3. To break by violence.

4. To divide violently ; to shatter. Locke.

5. To pull with violence ; to drive violently.

Dryden

Shakespeare:

Dryden.

6. To take away by sudden violence: Addis.

10 TEAR. v. n. [tieren, Dutch.] To fume ; to

rave ; to rant turbulently. L'Estrange.

TEAR, s. [ from the verb . ] A rent ; a fissure.

TE'ARER. s . [from to tear.] He who rends or

tears ; one who blusters
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TEʼARFALLING. a. [tear andfall.] Tender ;

shedding tears. Shakespeare.

TE'ARFUL. a. [teur and full . ] Weeping ; full

of tears. Pope.

To TEASE. v. a. [ræran, Saxon.]

1. To comb or unravel wool or flax.

2. To scratch cloth in order to level the nap .

3. To torment with importunity ; to vex

with assiduous impertinence. Prior.

TEASEL s. [rærl, Saxon ; dipsacus, Latin .]

A plant of singular use in raising the nap up-

on woollen cloth. Miller.

TEASER. s . [ from tease.] Any thing that tor-

ments by incessant importunity. Collier.

TEAT. s. [teth, Welsh ; TIT, Saxon ; tetie,

Dutch.] The dug of a beast ; anciently the

pap ofa woman. Brown.

TECHNICAL. α . [тxvxos.] Belonging to arts;

not in common or popular use. Locke.

TECHY. a. Peevish ; fretful ; irritable ; easily

made angry ; froward. Shakespeare.

TECTO'NICK. a. [TEXTONнoç.] Pertaining to

building. Bailey.

Milton.

To TED. v. a. [readan, Sax. to prepare. ] To

lay grass newly mown in rows.

TE'DDER, or Téther. s. [tudder, Dutch.]

1. A rope with which the horse is tied inthe

field that he may not pasture too wide.

2. Any thing by which one is restrained.

TE DEUM. s. A hymn ofthe church, so cal-

led from the first two words of the Latin.

TEDIOUS. a . [tedieux, Fr. tadium, Latin. ]

1. Wearisomeby continuance ; troublesomę ;

irksome. Milton.

2. Wearisome by prolixity. Hooker.

3. Slow.
Ainsworth.

TE'DIOUSLY. ad. [from tedious.] In such a

manner as to weary.

TE'DIOUSNESS. s. [from tedious.]

Davies.1. Wearisomeness by continuance.

2. Wearisomeness by prolixity. Hooker.

3. Prolixity ; length. Shakespeare.

4. Uneasiness ; tiresomeness ; quality ofwea-

rying. Donne.

To TEEM. v. n. [ream, Saxon, offspring.]

1. To bring young. Shakespeare.

2. To be pregnant ; to engender young. Sh.

3. To be full ; to be charged as a breeding

animal.

To TEEM. v. a.

Addison.

1. To bring forth ; to produce. Shakespeare.

2. To pour. Swift.

TEE'MER. s. [from teem. ] One that brings

young.

TEE'MFUL. a. [teampul, Saxon.]

1. Pregnant ; prolifick.

2. Brimful. Ainsworth.

TEE'MLESS. a. [from teem.] Unfruitful ; not

prolifick . Dryden.

TEEN. s. [tinan, Saxon ; tenen, Flemish, to vex. ]

Sorrow; grief. Not in use. Shakespeare.

To TEEN. v. a. [from zinan, to kindle, Saxon.]

To excite ; to provoke to do any thing. Spe.

TEENS . s. [from teen for ten.] The years rec-

koned by the termination teen ; as, thirteen,

fourteen. Glanville.

TEETH. The plural of tooth.

To TEETH. v. n. [from the noun.] To breed
teeth.

Arbuthnot,

TEGUMENT. s. [tegumentum, Lat.] Cover

the outward part. Wiseman.

To TEH-HE. v. n. To laugh ; to titter.

TEIL. tree. s. Linden or lime tree. Isaiah.

TEINT. s. [teinte, French .] Colour ; touch of

the pencil. Dryden.

TE'LARY. a. [tela, a web, Latin.] Spinning

Brown.webs.

TELESCOPE. s . [τέλος and σκοπεω .] A long

glass by which distant objects are viewed.

Watts.

TELESCO'PICAL. a. [from telescope ] Be-

longidg to a telescope ; seeing at a distance.

To TEEL. v. a. pret. and part. pass. told.

[rellan, Sax. taelen, tellen, Dut. talen, Dan.]

1. To utter ; to express ; to speak. Milton.

2. To relate ; to rehearse.

3. To teach ; to inform.

4. To discover ; to betray.

5. To count ; to number.

6. To make excuses. A low word.

To TELL. v. n.

Pope.

Sanderson.

Numbers,

Prior.

Shakesp.

1. To give an account ; to make report.

·

2. To TELL on. To inform of.

TE'LLER. s. [from tell.]

1. One who tells or relates.

Psalms.

Samuel.

2. One who numbers ; a numberer.

3. A teller is an officer ofthe exchequer, of

which there are four ; their business is to

receive all monies due to the king, and give

the clerk of the pell a bill to charge him

therewith ; they also pay any money payable

bythe king, by warrant from the auditor of

the receipt. Cowel.

TE'LLTALE. s. [ tell and tale. ] One who gives

malicious information ; one who carries offi-

cious intelligence. Fairfax.

TEMERA'RIOUS. a. [temeraire, Fr. temerari-

us, Latin.]

1. Rash ; heady. L'Estrange.

Ray.2. Careless ; heedless.

TEME'RITY. s. [temeritas, Latin.] Rashness ;

unreasonable contempt of danger.

To TEMPER. v. a. [tempero, Latin.]

1. To mix so as that one part qualifies the

other. Milton.

2. To compound ; to form by mixture ; to

qualify as an ingredient.

3. To mingle.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

4. To beat together to a proper consistence.

Wisdom.

5. To accommodate ; to modify . Wisdom.

6. To bring to due proportion ; to moderate

excess.

7. To soften ; to mollify ; to assuage ; to

sooth ; to calm.

8. To form metals to a proper

hardness.

9. To govern. A latinism .

TEMPER. s. [from the verb.]

Milton.

Otway.

degree of

Boyle.

Spenser.

Arb1. Due mixture of contrary qualities.

2. Middle course ; mean or medium. Swift

3. Constitution of body.

4. Disposition ofmind.

Burnet

Locke.

5. Constitutional frame of mind . Shakespeare.

6. Calmness of mind ; moderation. Pope.

7. State to which metals are reduced, parti-

cularly as to hardness. Sharp.
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TEMPERAMENT. s . [temperamentum, Lat.] TEMPORARINESS. s. [from temporary.] The

state of being temporary.

TEMPORARY. a. [tempus, Latin.] Lasting

only for a limited time. Addison.

1. Constitution ; state with respect to the

predominance of any quality. Locke.

2. Medium ; due mixture of opposites. Hale.

TEMPERAME'NTAL. a . [ from temperament.]

Constitutional. Brown.

TEMPERANCE. s . [temperantia, Latin.]

1. Moderation ; opposed to gluttony and

drunkenness. Temple.

2. Patience ; calmness ; sedateness ; mode-

ration of passion. Spenser.

TEMPERATE. a . [ temperatus, Latin.]

Addison.

1. Not excessive ; moderate in degree ofany

quality.
Bacon.

2. Moderate in meat and drink. Wiseman.

3. Free from ardent passion. Shakespeare.

TEMPERATELY. ad. [from temperate.]

1. Moderately ; not excessively.

2. Calmly ; without violence of passion . Sh.

3. Without gluttony or luxury. Taylor.

TEMPERATENESS . s. [from temperate. ]

1. Freedom from excesses ; mediocrity.

2. Calmness ; coolness of mind. Daniel.

TEMPERATURE. s . [ temperatura, Latin.]

1. Constitution of nature ; degree of any

qualities. Watts.

2. Mediocrity ; due balance of contrarieties.

Davies.

3. Moderation ; freedom from predominant

passion. Spenser.

TEMPERED. a. [from temper.] Disposed with

regard to the passions. Shakespeare.

TE'MPEST. s. [ tempestus, Latin.]

.

1. The utmost violence of the wind. Donne.

2. Any tumult; commotion ; perturbation.

To TEMPEST, v. a. [from the noun. ] To

disturb as by a tempest. Milton.

TEMPEST-BEATEN. a. [tempest and beat. ]

Shattered with storms. Dryden.

TE'MPEST-TOST. a. [tempest and tost. ] Driv-

en about by storm. Shakespeare.

TEMPESTIVITY.

Seasonableness.

s. [tempestivus, Latin.]

Brown.

TEMPESTUOUS. a. [tempestueux, Fr. from

tempest . ] Stormy ; turbulent. Collier.

TEMPLAR. s . [from the Temple.] A student

in the law. Pope.

TE'MPLE. s . [temple, Fr. templum, Latin.J

1. A place appropriated to acts of religion.

Shakespeare.

2. [Tempora, Latin ] The upper part of the

sides of the head. Wiseman.

TE'MPLET. s. A piece of timber in a build-

ing. Moxon.

TEMPORAL. a. [ temporal, Fr. temporalis, low

Latin.]

1. Measured by time ; not eternal.

2. Secular ; not ecclesiastical.

3. Not spiritual.

Hooker.

Swift.

Rogers.

Arbuthnot4. Placed at the temples.

TEMPORA'LITY. s. [temporalité, French ;

TEMPORALS. } from temperat.]Secular

possessions ; not ecclesiastick rights . Bacon.

TEMPORALLY. ad. [from temporal.] With

respect to this life. South.

TEMPORALTY. s. [from temporal. ]

1. The laity ; secular people.

2. Secular possessions.

Abbot.

TEMPORANEOUS. a. [temporis, Latin.]

Temporary.

To TE'MPORIZE. v. n . [temporiser, Fr.]

1. To delay ; to procrastinate. Shakespeare.

2. To comply with the times or occasions.

TEMPORIZER s . [temporiseur, French; from

temporize.] One that complies with times or

occasions ; a trimmer. Shakespeare.

To TEMPT. v . a . [ tento, Lat. tenter, Fr.]

1. To solicit to ill ; to incite by presenting

some pleasure or advantage to the mind. Sh.

2. To provoke. Shakespeare.

Gay.

Dryden.

3. To solicit ; to draw.

4. To try ; to attempt.

TE'MPTABLE. a. [from tempt.] Liable to

temptation ; obnoxious to bad influence. Sw.

TEMPTATION. s . [ tentation, Fr. from tempt.]

1. The act of tempting ; solicitation to ill ;

enticement.

2. The state of being tempted.

Milton.

Duppa,

Dryden.

3. That which is offered to the mind as a

motive to ill.

TEMPTER. s. [from tempt.]

1. One who solicits to ill ; an enticer. Shak.

2. The infernal solicitor to evil. Hammond.

s. [temsen, tems, ¡Dut. ]

TEMSED-BREAD. } Bread made of flower

better sifted than common.

TE'MULENCY. s . [temulentia, Lat.] Inebri-

ation ; intoxication by liquor.

TE'MULENT. a. [temulentus, Lat.] Inebriated;

intoxicated as with strong liquors.

TEN. a. [ týn, Saxon ; tien, Dutch. ] The deci-

mal number ; twice five.

TE'NABLE. a. [ tenuble, Fr.] Such as may be

maintained against opposition ; such as may

be held against attacks. Clarendon.

TENA'CIOUS . a . [tenax, Latin.]

1. Grasping hard ; inclined to hold fast; not

willing to let go.

2. Retentive.

South.

Locke.

Newton.

Ainsworth.

3. [ Tenace, Fr.] Having parts disposed to ad-

here to each other ; cohesive.

4. Niggardly ; close-fisted .

TENACIOUSLY. 'ad, With disposition to hold

Glanville

TENA'CIOUSNESS. s . Unwillingness to quit,

resign, or let go.

fast.

TENA'CITY. s. [tenacité, Fr. tenacitas, Lat. ]

Viscosity ; glutinousness ; adhesion of one

part to another.

TENANCY. s . [tenanche, old Fr.] Temporary

possession ofwhat belongs to another.Wotton.

TENANT. s. [tenant, French ]

1. One that holds of another ; one that on

certain conditions has temporary possession

and use ofthe property of another. Pope.

2. One who resides in any place . Thomson.

To TENANT. v. a. [from the noun. ] To hold

on certain conditions. Addison.

TE NANTABLE. a. [from tenant. ] Such as

may be held by a tenant. Suckling.

TE'NANTLESS. a. [from tenant. ] Unoccu-

pied ; unpossessed. Shakespeare.

TENANT-SAW . s . [ corrupted from tenon-suw.]

See TENON.

TENCH. s [ rince, Sax. tinca, Latin. ] A pond
fish. Hale.
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ToTEND v. a. [contracted from attend .]

1. To watch ; to guard ; to accompany as an

assistant or defender.

2. To attend ; to accompany.

3. To be attentive to.

To TEND. v. n. [tendo, Latin.]

Pope.

Swift.

Millon.

1. To move toward a certain point or place.

Wotton.

2. [Tendre, Fr.] To be directed to any end

or purpose ; to aim at. Tillotson.

3. To contribute. Hammond.

4. To wait ; to expect. Out of use. Shak.

5. To attend ; to wait as dependants or ser-

Shakespeare.

6. To attend as something inseparable. Sha.

TENDANCE. s . [ from tend .]

vants.

1. Attendance ; state of expectation . Spenser.

2. Persons attendant. Shakespeare.

3. Attendance ; act of waiting. Shakespeare.

4. Care ; act of tending. Milton.

TENDENCE .

TENDENCY. } s . [ from tend .]

1. Direction or course toward any place or

object. Taylor.

2. Direction or course toward any inference

or result ; drift. Locke.

TENDER. a. [tendre, French.]

1. Soft ; easily impressed or injured . Milton.

2. Sensible ; easily pained ; soon sore. Locke.

3. Effeminate ; emasculate ; delicate. Spenser.

4. Exciting kind concern .

5. Compassionate ; anxious for another's

good.

6. Susceptible of soft passions.

7. Amorous ; lascivious .

Shakespeare.

8. Expressive of the softer passions.

9. Careful not to hurt.

Hooker.

Spenser.

Hudibras.

Tillotson.

10. Gentle ; mild ; unwilling to pain. Shak.

11. Apt to give pain .
Bacon.

12. Young; weak ; as, tender age. Shakespeare.

To TENDER. v. a. [tendre, French. ].

1. To offer; to exhibit ; to propose to ac-

ceptance. Milton.

2. To hold ; to esteem. Shakespeare.

3. [From the adjective.] To regard with

kindness. Shakespeare.

South.

Shak.

TENDER. s. [from the verb.]

1. Offer ; proposal to acceptance.

2. Regard ; kind concern. Not used.

3. A small ship attending on a larger.

TENDERHEARTED. a . [tender and heart. ]

Of a soft compassionate disposition.

TENDERLING. s . [from tender.]

1. The first horns of a deer.

2. A fondling.

TE'NDERLY. ad. [from tender.] In a tender

manner; mildly ; gently ; softly ; kindly ;
without harshness. Milton.

TENDERNESS. s. [tendresse, French.]

1. The state of being tender ; susceptibility

of impression. Arbuthnot.

Addison.

2. State of being easily hurt ; soreness.

3. Susceptibility of the softer passions. Sha.

4. Kind attention ; anxiety for the good of

another.
Bacon.

Wotton.

Gov. ofthe Tongue.

5. Scrupulousness ; caution.

6. Curious care.

7. Soft pathos of expression.

containing tendons.

TENDINOUS. a. [tendinis, Latin.] Sinewy ;

Wiseman

TE'NDON. s . [tendo, Latin.] A sinew ; a liga

ture by which the joints are moved. Wisem.

TENDŘIL. s. [tendrillon, Fr.] The clasp ofa

vine, or other climbing plant. Ray.

TENEBRICOSE. a. [tenebricosus, tenebrosus,

TE'NEBROUS. Lat.] Dark ; gloomy.

TENEBRO'SITY, s. [tenebræ, Latin. ] Ďark-

ness ; gloom .

TENEMENT. s. [tenement, Fr. tenementum,

law Lat. ] Any thing held by a tenant. Pope.
TENENT s. See TENET.

TENE'RITY. s. [teneritas, tener, Lat.] Ten-

derness. Ainsworth.

TENE/SMUS. s. Continual need to go to stool.

Arbuthnot,

TE'NET. s. [ from tenet, Lat. he holds. It '

sometimes written tenent, or they hold .] Posi-

tion ; principle ; opinion. South.

TE'NFOLD. a. [ ten and fold .] Ten times in-

creased . Milton.

TENNIS. s. A play at which a ball is driven

with a racket. Peacham.

To TENNIS . v. a. [from the noun.] To drive

as a ball. Not used . Spenser.

TE'NON. s. [French.] The end of a timber

cut to be fitted into another timber. Moxon.

TENOUR. s. [tenor, Latin ; teneur, French.]

1. Continuity of state ; constant mode ; man-

ner of continuity. Sprat.

2. Sense contained ; general course or drift.

3. A round in musick. Bacon.

TENSE. a . [ tensus, Lat.] Stretched ; stiff ; not

lax. Holder.

TENSE. s . [temps, Fr. tempus, Lat.] A varia-

tion ofthe verb to signify time. Clarke.

TENSENESS. s. [ from tense. ] Contraction ;

tension ; the contrary to laxity.

TE'NSIBLE. a. [tensus, Latin.] Capable of

being extended .

Sharp.

Bacon.

TENSILE. a. [tensilis, Lat.] Capable of ex-

tension.

TE'NSION. s . [tension, Fr. tensus, Lat.]

1. The act of stretching.

Bacon

Holder

2. The state of being stretched . Blackmore.

TENSIVE. a. [tensus, Latin. ] Giving a sensa

tion of stiffness or contraction. Floyer.

TE'NSURE. s. [tensus, Latin.] The act of

stretching, or state of being stretched ; the

contrary to laxation or laxity. Bacon.

TENT. s. [tente, Fr. tentorium, Lat.]

1. A soldier's moving lodging-place, com-

monly made of canvass extended upon poles.

Knolles.

2. Any temporary habitation ; a pavilion.

3. A roll oflint put into a sore . Shakespeare.

4. A species of wine deeply red, chiefly from

Galicia in Spain.

To TENT. v. n . [from the noun.] To lodge as

in a tent ; to tabernacle. Shakespeare.

To TENT. v. a. To search as with a medical

tent. Wiseman.

TENTA 'TION. s. [ tentation, Fr. tentutio, Lat.

Trial ; temptation. Brown.

TENTATIVE. a. [tentative, French ; tento,

Lat.] Trying; essaying. Bentley

TE'NTED. a. [from tent. ] Covered with tents .

Pope
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TE NTER. s. [tendo, tentus, Latin .]

1. A hook on which things are stretched.

2. To be on the TENTERS. To be on the

stretch ; to be in difficulties . Hudibras.

To TENTER. v. a. [from the noun.] To

stretch by hooks.

TENTH. a. [ reotha, Saxon . ] First after the

ninth ; ordinal of ten.

TENTH. s. [from the adjective.]

1. The tenth part.

2. Tithe.

Bacon.

Locke.

Philips.

3. Tenths are that yearly portion which all

livings ecclesiastical yield to the king. Cowel.

TE'NTHLY. ad. In the tenth place.

TENTIGINOUS. a. [tentigo, Latin.] Stiff ;

stretched.

TENTWORT. s . A plant. Ainsworth.

TENUIFOLIOUS. a. [tenuis and folium, Lat .]

Having thin leaves.

TENUITY. s. [tenuitas, Lat.]

1. Thinness ; exility ; smallness ; minute-

ness ; not grossness. Bentley.

2. Poverty ; meanness . Not used . K. Charles.

TENUOUS. a. [tenuis, Latin. ] Thin ; small ;

minute. Brown.

TENURE. s. [ tenure, Fr. tenura, law Latin.]

The manner whereby tenements are holden
of their lords. Cowel.

TEPEFACTION. s . [tepefacio, Latin.] The

act of warming to a small degree.

TEPID. a. [tepidus, Latin.] Lukewarm ; warm
in a small degree. Milton.

Arbuthnot.

TEPIDITY. s . [from tepid .] Lukewarmness.
TE'POR. s. [tepor, Latin. ] Lukewarmness ;

gentle heat.

TERATO'LOGY, S. [TegαT✪ and έyw. ] Bom-

bast ; affectation of false sublimity.

TERCE. s . [tierce, Fr.] A vessel containing

forty-two gallons of wine ; the third part of

a butt or pipe. Ainsworth.

a. [terebinthine, Fr.

called Easter term, which begins eighteen

days after Easter, and endsthe Monday next

after Ascension-day ; the third is Trinity

term, beginning the Friday next after Tri.

nity Sunday, and ending the Wednesday

fortnight after ; the fourth is Michaelmas

term, beginning the sixth of November, and

ending the twenty-eighth of November.

to call.

Cowel.

To TERM. v. a. [ from the noun.] To name ;

Locke.

TE'RMAGANCY. s . [from termagant.] Tur-

bulence ; tumultuousness. Parker.

TE'RMAGANT. a. [rýn and magan, Sax. ]

1. Tumultuous ; turbulent. Shakespeare.

2. Quarrelsome ; scolding ; furious. Arbuth.

TE'RMAGANT. s. A scold ; a brawling tur-

bulent woman. Hudibras.

TERMER. s. [from term.] One who travels

up to the term. Ben Jonson.

TERMINABLE. a . [from terminate.] Limit-

able ; that admits of bounds.

To TERMINATE. v. a. [termino, Lat. termi-

ner, French.]

1. To bound; to limit.

2. To put an end to.

Locke.

To TERMINATE. v. n. To be limited ; to

end ; to have an end ; to attain its end.

TERMINATION. s . [from terminate.]

1. The act oflimiting or bounding.

2. Bound ; limit.

3. End ; conclusion .

4. Last purpose.

Dryden.

Brown.

White.

5. End of words as varied by their significa-

tions. Watts.

6. Word ; term. Not in use. Shakespeare.

TERMI'NTHUS. s. [Teguidos .] A tumour.
Wiseman.

TE'RMLESS. a. [from term.] Unlimited ;

boundless. Raleigh.
TEREBINTHINAT terebinthum, Latin.] TE'RMLY. ad. [from term.]Term byterm . Bac.

TEREBINTHINE.

s. [ternarius, ternio, Latin . ]

Floyer. TE'RNION. The number three. Holder.

To TE'REBRATE. v. a. [terebro, Lat. ] To TERRACE. s. [terrace, Fr. terracia, Italian . ]

bore ; to perforate ; to pierce. Derham. 1. A small mount of earth covered with

TEREBRATION. s . [from terebrate. ] The grass. Temple

act of boring or piercing. Bacon

TERGE'MINOUS .

Threefold .

TERGIVERSA'TION. s. [tergum and verso,

Latin.]

Dentisting of turpentine ; mixed with tur. TERNARY. }

a. [tergeminus, Latin.]

1. Shift ; subterfuge ; evasion.

2. Change ; fickleness.

TERM. s. [ terminus, Latin.]

1. Limit ; boundary.

Bramhall.

Clarendon.

Bacon.

2. [Terme, Fr.] The word by which a thing

is expressed. Swift.

3 Words ; language. Milton.

4. Condition ; stipulation . Dryden.

5. [Termine, old Fr. ] Time for which any

thing lasts ; a limited time. Addison.

6. [In law. ] The time in which the tribunals

are open to all that list to seek their right

by course oflaw ; the rest ofthe year is cal-

led vacation. Of these terms there are four

in every year: one is called Hilary term,which

begins the twenty -third of January, and ends

the twenty-first of February ; another is

2. A balcony ; an open gallery. Dryden.

To TERRACE. v. a. [ from the noun. ] To open

to the air or light. Wotion.

TERRA'QUEOUS . a. [terra and aqua, Lat.]

Composed of land and water. Woodward.

TERRE'NE. a . [terrenus, Latin.] Earthly

terrestrial.

TERRE-BLUE. s. [ terre and bleu,

sort of earth.

TERRE-VERTE. &. [French .

earth.

Hooker

French ] A

Woodward.

A sort of

Dryden.

Earthly ;
Brown

TERREOUS. a . [terrèus, Latin. ]

consisting of earth.

TERRE'STRIAL. «. [terrestris, Latin.]

1. Earthly ; not celestial.

2. Terreous. Improper.

Spenser

Woodward.

To TERRE'STRIFY. v . a . [terrestris and fa-

cio, Latin.] To reduce to the state of earth.

Brown.

TERRE'STRIOUS. a. [terrestris, Lat. ] Ter

reous ; carthy ; consisting of earth. Brown.

TE'RRIBLE. a. [terribilis, Latin.]
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1. Dreadful ; formidable ; causing fear.

Shakespeare.

2. Great, so as to offend ; a colloquial hy-

perbole. Clarendon,

TERRIBLENESS. s. Formidableness ; the

quality of being terrible ; dreadfulness. Sid.

TERRIBLY. ad. [ from terrible. ]

1. Dreadfully ; formidably ; so as to raise

fear. Dryden.

2. Violently ; very much. Swift.

TERKIER. s . [terrier, Fr. from terra, Latin,

earth.]

1. A dog that follows his game under ground.

Dryden.

2. A survey or register of lands. Ayliffe.

3. A wimble ; auger or borer. Ainsworth.

TERRIFICK. a. [terrificus, Latin .] Dreadful ;

causing terrour. Philips.

To TERRIFY. v. a . [ terror and facio, Latin.]

To fright ; to shock with fear ; to make

afraid . `Blackmore.

TERRITORY. s . [ territorium, law Latin. ]

Land : country ; dominion ; district. Denh.

TE'RROUR. s . [terror, Lat. terreur, French.]

1. Fear communicated.

2. Fear received.

3. The cause offear.

Milton.

Prior.

TESTIFICATION. s. [testificatio, Latin ; from

testify.] The act ofwitnessing. Hooker.

TESTIFICATOR. s. [from testificor, Latin.]

One who witnesses.

TE'STIFIER. s. [from testify. ] One who tes-

tifies .

To TESTIFY. v. n . [testificor, Lat.] To wit

ness ; to prove ; to give evidence. Milton.

To TESTIFY. v. a. To witness ; to give evi-

dence ofany point. John.

TE'STILY. ad . [ from testy . ] Fretfully , peevish-

ly ; morosely.

TESTIMONIAL. s. [testimonial, Fr. testimo-

nium, Latin. ] A writing produced by any one

as an evidence for himself. Burnet.

TE'STIMONY. s. [testimonium, Latin.]

1. Evidence given ; proof by witness. Dry.

2. Public evidences. Milton.

3. Open attestation ; profession. Milton.

To TESTIMONY. v. a. To witness . Not

used. Shakespeare.

TE'STINESS . s . [ from testy .] Moroseness ;

peevishness. Locke.

TESTUDINATED. a . [ testudo, Lat.] Roofed

arched.

Knudes. TESTUDINEOUS. a [testudo, Lat. ] Resem-

bling the shell of a tortoise.

TE'STY. a. [ testie, Fr. testurdo, Ital . ] Fretful ;

peevish ; apt to be angry. Addison.
Brown.

TERSE. a. [tersus, Latin.]

1. Smooth. Not in use.

2. Cleanly written ; neat. Swift .

TERTIAN. s . [tertiana, Lat.] An ague inter-

mitting but one day so that there are two

fits in three days. Harvey.

To TERTIATE. v . a. [ tertio, tertius, Latin.]

To do any thing the third day.

TE'SSELLATED. a. [tessella, Latin.] Varie

gated by squares. Woodward.

TEST. s. [ test, French ; testa, Italian.]

1. The cupel by which refiners try their

metals.

2. Trial ; examination ; as by the cupel. St.

3. Means of trial. Ben Jonson

4. That with which any thing is compared

in order to try its genuineness. Pope.

5. Discriminative ; characteristick. Dryden.

6. Judgment ; distinction. Dryden.

TESTA CEOUS. a . [testaceus, Latin.]

1. Consisting of shells ; composed of shells.

2. Having continuous, not jointed shells ; OP

posed to crustaceous.

TESTAMENT. s . [testamentum, Latin.]

1. A will ; any writing directing the disposal

ofthe possessions of a man deceased. Shak.

2. The name of each of the volumes of the

holy scripture .

Woodward.

TESTAMENTARY. a. [ testamentarius, Lat.]

Given by will ; contained in wills. Atterb

TESTATE. a. [testatus, Latin. ] Having made

a will.
Ayliffe .

TESTATOR. s. [testator, Latin.] One who

leaves a will.

TESTA'TRIX. s. [Latin. ] A woman who

leaves a will.

Taylor.

TESTED. a. [from test .] Tried by a test.

Shakespeare.

Pope.

TESTER. s. [teste, French, a head.]

1. A sixpence.

2. The cover of a bed.

TEʼSTICLE. s . [testiculus, Lat. ] Stone. Brown.
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TETCHY. a. Froward ; peevish. Shakespeare.

TETE A TETE. S. [ Fr.] Check by jowl, Prior.

TETHER. s. [ See TEDDER. ] A string by

which horses are held from pasturing too

wide. Swift

To TETHER . v . a. To tie up.

TETRAGONAL. a. [TETgaya .] Four square.

Brown.

TETRAPETALOUS. α. [τέσσαρες and πετα-

Xov. ] Such flowers as consist of four leaves

round the style. Miller.

TETRARCH. s. [tetrarcha, Lat. Tergagxrs.]

A Roman governour of the fourth part of a

province. Ben Jonson.

TETRA'RCHATE. government of a fourth

TETRARCHY. 7 s . [τετραρχια . ] A Roman

part of a province.

TETRA STICK . S. [TETga5ix ] An epigram

TETRICAL. 2a. [ tetricus, Lat.] Froward ;

or stanza of four verses. Pope.

TETRICOUS. perverse ; sour. Knolles.

TETTER. s . [ zerep, Saxon. ] A scab ; a scurf' ;

a ringworm. Shakespeare

TEW. s. [towe, a hempen rope, Dutch.]

1. Materials for anything.

2. An iron chain.

Skinner

Ainsworth.

To TEW. v. a. [ rapian, Saxon ] To work ; to

beat so as to soften.

TEWEL. s. [ tuyau, or tuyal, French. ] The

taper pipe fixed in the back of a forge, in

which is placed the bellows.
Moxon,

To TE/WTAW. v. a. [from tew, by reduplica-

tion. To beat ; to break. Mortimer.

TEXT. s. [textus, Latin.]

South

Woven ; ca.

1. That on which a comment is written. Wal,

2. A sentence of scripture.

TEXTILE. a. [textilis, Latin.]

pable of being woven.

TÈXTMAN. s. [text and man.] A

in quotation oftexts.

Wilkins

man ready
Sanderson.
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TEXTRINE. a. [ textrina, Latin. ] Relating to

weaving. Derham.

TEXTUARIST.8. [textuaire, French. ] One

TEXTUARY. •}. One

ture ; a divine well versed in scripture.

TEXTUARY. a. [from text.]

1. Contained in the text.

words, this is referred like hic or cecy to

the latter, and that like ille or cela to the

former.

7. Such as. Tillotson.

8. That which; what. Shakespeare.

9. The thing ; that which I say is this.

Brown. 10. The thing which then was Cowley.

11. By way of eminence. Cowley.

Hooker.

2. Serving as a text ; authoritative. Glanville.

TEXTURE. s. [textus, Latin.]

1. The act of weaving.

2. A web; a thing woven.

Brown.

Thomson.

3. Manner of weaving with respect either

to form or matter.
Pope.

4. Disposition of the parts of bodies ; com-

bination ofparts. Newton.

THAN. ad. [thanne, Sax.] A particle placed

in comparison after the comparative adjec-

tive ; as, I am older than you.

THANE. s. [thegn, Saxon. ] An old title of

honour, perhaps equivalent to baron. Shak.

To THANK. v. a. [thancian, Saxon .]

sense.

1. To return acknowledgments for any fa-

vour or kindness. Dryden.

2. It is often used in a contrary or ironical

Swift.
THANK. 8. [thancar, Sax.] Acknowledg

THANKS.ment paid for favour or kindness ;

expression ofgratitude. Shakespeare.

THANKFUL. a. [zhancful , Sax.] Full of gra-

titude ; ready to acknowledge good receiv-

Dryden.
THANKFULLY. ad. With lively and grate-

ful sense ofgood received. Boyle.

THANKFULNESS. s . [from thankful.] Gra-

titude ; lively sense or ready acknowledg

ment ofgood received. Taylor.
THANKLESS. a. [from thank.]

ed.

1. Unthankful ; ungratefui ; making no ac-

knowledgment. Pope.

2. Not deserving, or not likely to gain thanks.

Crashaw.

THAʼNKLESSNESS. s . Ingratitude ; failure

to acknowledge good received . Donne.

THANKOFFERING. s. [ thank and offering. ]

Offering paid in acknowledgment ofmercy.

Watts.

THANKSGIVING. s. [thanks and give. ] Cele-

bration ofmercy. Hooker.

THANKWORTHY. a. [thunk and worthy.]

Deserving gratitude ; meritorious. Davies.

THARM. s. [ theaɲm, Sax. darm, Dutch, the

gut. ] Intestines twisted for several uses..

THAT. pronoun. [thata, Gothick ; zhæz , Sax.

dat, Dutch. ] The plural of that, when it is

demonstrative, is these ; as, that man is

good, and these are mending. When it is

relative, it has no plural ; as, the men that

helped me are men that my father favoured,

1. Not this, but the other ; take this, and give

me that.

2. Which ; relating to an antecedent thing ;

the house that was fired.

3. Who ; relating to an antecedent person ;

the men that spoke.

4. It sometimes serves to save the repetition

of a word or words foregoing ; he is grieved,

and that deeply.

5. Opposed to this, as the other to one.

6. When this and that relate to foregoing

12. In THAT. Because.

THAT. conjunction.

1. Because ; I am sorry that I cried.

2. Noting a consequence ; he was so frighted

that he fled.

3. Noting indication ; show that he can stund.

4. Noting a final end ; work that they may

live.

THATCH. s. [zhace , Saxon, straw. Skinner.]

Straw laid upon the top of a house to keep

out the weather. Watts.

To THATCH. v. a. [thaceian, Saxon.] To co-

ver as with straw.
Dryden.

THATCHER. s . [from thatch.] One whose

trade is to cover houses with straw. Swift.

To THAW. v. n. [ zhapan, Sax . degen, Dutch.]

1. To grow liquid after congelation ; to

melt.
Boyle.

2. To remit the cold which had caused frost.

To THAW. v. a. To melt what was congealed.

Shakespeare.

THAW. s. [from the verb.]

1. Liquefaction of any thing congealed. Mil.

2. Warmth, such as liquefies congulation. Sh.

THE. article. [de, Dutch.]

verse .

1. The article noting a particular thing. Sha.

2. Before a vowel e is commouly cut off in

Daniel.

3. Sometimes he is cut off.
Cowley

THEATRAL. a. [theatral, Fr. theatralis, Lat.]

Belonging to a theatre.

THEATRE. s. ( theatre, Fr. theatrum, Latin.]

1. A place in which shows are exnibited ; a

playhouse. Bacon.

Pope.

2. A place rising by steps or gradations like

a theatre. Milton.

THEATRICK. a. [theatrum, Lat.] Scenick ;

THEATRICAL. S suiting a theatre ; per.

taining to a theatre.

THEATRICALLY. ad. [from theatrical. ] In

a manner suiting the stage. Swift.

THEE. The oblique singular of thou

THEFT. s . [ from thief.]

1. The act of stealing.

2. The thing stolen .

THEIR. pronoun . [zheopa, ofthem, Saxon.]

1. Of them ; the pronoun possessive, from

they. Dryden.

Cowel

Exodus.

2. Theirs is used when any thing comes be-

tween the possessive and substantive. Rosc,

THEM. The oblique of they.

THEME. s. [theme, Fr. from @sua.]

I. A subject on which one speaks or writes.

Roscommon.

2. A short dissertation written by boys on

any topick. Milton.

3. The original word whence others are de-

rived.

THEMSELVES. s. [ See THEY and SELF.]

1. These very persons.

2. The oblique case of they and selves

Watts.

Hooker.
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THEN. ad. [than Got. than, Sax. dan, Dutch.]

1. At that time Clarendon.

2. Afterward ; immediately afterward ; soon

afterward.

3. In that case ; in consequence.

4. Therefore ; for this reason.

Bacon.

Dryden.

Milton.

5. At another time ; as, now and then, at one

time and another.

6. That time.

THENCE. ad.

1. From that place.

2. From that time.

3. For that reason.

L'Estrange.

Milton.

Milton.

Isaiah.

Milton.

THENCEFORTH . ad. [thence and forth.]

From that time. Milton.

THENCEFORWARD. ad . [thence and for-

ward.] On from that time. Kettlewell.

THEO CRACY. s. [theocratie, French ; 0:

and gare . ] Government immediately super-

intended by God.
Burnet.

THEOCRATICAL. a . [theocratique, French ;

from theocracy ] Relating to a government

administered by God. Burnet.

THEO'DOLITE. s . A mathematical instru-

ment for taking heights and distances.

THEO'GONY. s. [Goyovia .] The generation of

the gods. Bailey.

THEOLOGER. s . [ theo.cgien, Fr. theologus,

THEOLOGIAN. Lat. ] A divine ; a profes-

sor of divinity. Milton.

THEOLOGICAL. a . [ theologia, Latin. ] Re-

lating to the science of divinity. Swift.

THEOLOGICALLY. ad. According to the

principles of theology.

THEOLOGIST. Į s. [theologus, Latin . ] A di-

THEOLOGUE. vine ; one studious in the

science of divinity. Dryden.

THEO'LOGY. s . [theologie, French ; Oɛoλoyiα . ]

Divinity.

THEO'MACHIST. s . He who fights against

the gods. Bailey.

THEO'MACHY. s. [ and uan.] The fight

against the gods by the giants. Bailey.

THEO'RBO. s . [tiorba, Italian. ] A large lute

for playing a thorough bass, used by the Ita-

lians. Bailey.

THEOREM. s . [begnua.] A position laid down

as an acknowledged truth. Graunt.

THEOREMA'TICAL. a. [from theorem . ]

THEOREMA'TICK. Comprised in theo-

THEOREMICK.

theorems.

THEORETICK.

} rems ; consisting in

Grew.

THEORETICAL. a. [theoretique, Fr. from

BEwgTinos ; and theorique,

Fr.from Otagia . ] Specu-
THEO'RICAL.

THE ORICK.

theory or speculation ; terminating in theory

or speculation. Boyle . Burnet.

THEORETICALLY. ad. [from theoretick,

THEO'RICALLY. and theorick. ] Specu-

latively; not practically.

THE'OŘICK. s. [from the adjective.] Specu-

lation ; not practice. Shakespeare.

THEORIST. s. [from theory.] A speculatist ;

one given to speculation.
Addison.

THEORY. s. [theorie, French ; beaga.] Specu-

lation ; not practice ; scheme ; plan or sys-

tem yet subsisting only in the mind. Bacon.
THERAPEUTICK a. [DegaπEUTIxos.] Cura

tive ; teaching or endeavouring the cure of

diseases. Watts.

THERE. ad. [thar, Gothick ; thæɲ. , Saxon . ]

1. In that place.

2. It is opposed to here.

Popê.

Milton.

3. An exclamation directing something at a

distance. Dryden.

4. In composition it means that.

THEREABOUT. ad. [there and about ,

THEREABOUTS thereabouts is therefore

less proper.]

1. Near that place.

2. Nearly ; near that number,

state.

Shakespeare.

quantity, or

Suckling.

Luke

Peacham,

3. Concerning that matter.

THEREAFTER. ad . [ there and after.] Ac-

cording to that ; accordingly.

THEREA'T. ad. [there and at. ]

1. At that ; on that account.

2. At that place.

Hooker

Matthew.

THEREBY'. ad. [there and by. ] By that ; by

means of that ; in consequence of that. Spen.

THEREFORE. ad. [there andfor.]

1. For that ; for this ; for this reason. Shak.

2. Consequently. West.

3. In return for this ; in recompense for this

or for that. Mutthew.

THEREFRO'M. ad . [there and from .] From

that ; from this.

THEREIN. ad. [there and in.] In

this .

THEREINTO' . ad. [there and into. ]

THEREOF. ad. [there and of.] Of

this.

Joshua.

that ; in

Bacon.

Into that.

Bacon.

that ; of

Hooker.

THEREON. ad. [ there and on] On that.

THEREO’UT. ad. {there and out. ] Out of that.

Spenser.
THERETO'. ad. [there and to, or unto.]

THEREUNTO' . To that Tillotson.

THEREUNDER. ad. [there and under.] Ua-

Raleigh.
der that.

THEREUPO'N. ad. [ there and upon. ]

1. Upon that ; in consequence of that. Swift.

2. Immediately.

THEREWITH. ad. [there and with.]

1. With that.

2. Immediately.

Hooker

THEREWITHA'L. ad. [there and withal.]

1. Over and above.

2. At the same time.

3. With that.

Daniel.

Shakespeare

Spenser

THERI'ACAL. a . [Onpiana .] Medicinal ;_phy-
sical. Bacon.

THERMOMETER. s. [Segu and mergov .] An

instrument for measuring the heat of the air,

or of any matter. Brown.

THERMOMETRICAL. a . [from thermome

ter.] Relating to the measure of heat. Cheyne.

THERMOSCOPE. s. [ Epos and some .] An

instrument by which the degrees ofheat are

discovered. Arbuthnot.

THESE. pronoun . The plural of this.

1. Opposed to those. Dryden.

2. These relates to the persons or things last

mentioned, and those to the first. Woodward

THE'SIS . s . [ these, French ; . ] A position ;

something laid down affirmatively or nega

tively. Prior.
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THE'SMOTHETE. s . [ inesmothete, French ;

θεσμοθέτης .] Α lawgiver.

THE URGY. s. [ Bugyia . ] The power of doing

supernatural things by lawful means, as by

prayer to God. Bailey.

THEW. s. [theap, Saxon .]

1. Quality ; manners. Obsolete. Spenser.

2. In Shakespeare it seems to signify brawn,

or bulk, from the Saxon theop, the thigh.

THE'WED. a. [from thew. ] Educated ; habi-

tuated ; accustomed. Obsolete. Spenser.

THEY. pronoun. In the oblique case them ; the

plural of he or she . [ði, Saxon. ]

1 The men ; the women ; the persons. Sha.

2. Those men ; those women ; opposed to

some others. Prior.

3. [The plural of this, that, or it.]The things.

Prior.

THI'BLE. s. A slice ; a scummer ; a spatula.

Ainsworth.

THICK. a. [thicce, Saxon ; thickur, Islandick. ]
1. Not thin.

2. Dense ; not rare ; gross ; crass . Arbuthnot.

3. Not clear ; not transparent ; muddy ; fe.

culent. Temple.

4. Great in circumference ; not slender. Deut.

5. Deep ; noting the third dimension ; as, a

plank four feet long, two feet broad, and five

inches thick.

6. Noting comparative bulk ; as, the door

was three inches thick.

7. Frequent ; in quick succession ; with little

intermission. Wotton.

8. Close ; not divided by much space ; crowd-

ed. Addison.

9. Not easily pervious ; set with things close

to each other. Dryden.

10. Close ; not thin. Bacon.

11. Without proper intervals of articulation.

Shakespeare.

THICK. s. [from the adjective.]

1. The thickest part, or time when anything

is thickest. Knolles.

2. A thicket ; a place full of bushes. Drayton .

3. THICK and thin. Whatever is in the way.

Hudibras.

THICK. ud.

1. Frequently ; fast.

2. Closely.

Denham .

Norris.

3. To a great depth. Addison.

4 THICK and threefold . In quick succession ;

in great numbers.

1. To make thick.

THICKEN. v. a. [from thick.]

L'Estrange.

2. To make close ; to fill up interstices.

Woodward.

3. To condense ; to make to concrete. Arb.

4. To strengthen ; to confirm. Shakespeare.

5. To make frequent.

6. To make close or numerous.

To THICKEN. v. n.

1. To grow thick.

2. To grow dense or muddy.

THICKLY. ad. [from thic.k]

1. Deeply ; to a great quantity.

2. Closely ; in quick succession.

THICKNESS . s . [ from thick.]

Boyle.

1. The state of being thick ; density.

2. Quantity of matter interposed ; space ta-

ken up by matter interposed. Boyle.

3. Quantity laid on quantity to some consi-
derable depth. Bacon.

4. Consistence ; grossness ; not rareness ; spis-

situde. Bacon.

5. Imperviousness ; closeness. Addison.

6. Want of sharpness ; want of quickness.

Hooker.

THICKSCULLED. a. Dull ; stupid. Dryden.

THICKSET. a . [thick and set.] Close planted.

THICKSKIN. s. [thick and skin. ] A coarse

gross man ; a numskull. Shakespeare.

THIEF. s . [ their, Saxon ; dief, Dutch.]

1. One who takes by secrecy what belongs

John.to another.

Grew.

2. An excrescence in the snuff of a candle.

THIEF-CATCHER.

THIEF-LEADER.

THIEF-TAKER.

thieves.

May.

s . [thief, and catch, lead,

take.] One whose

business is to detect

Brampton. L'Estrange.

To THIEVE. v. n. [from thief. ] To steal ; to

practise theft.

THI'EVERY. s. [from thief]

1. The practice of stealing ;

2. That which is stolen.

THIEVISH, a. [from thief.]

theft . South.

Shakespeare.

1. Given to stealing ; practising theft. Addi.

2. Secret ; sly ; acting by stealth .

THI'EVISHLŸ. ad. Like a thief. Tusser.

THI'EVISHNESS . s . [ from thierish. ] Disposi

tion to steal ; habit of stealing.

THIGH. s. [theop, Saxon ; thieo, Islan.] The

thigh includes all between the buttocks and

the knee. The thigh bone is the longest of

all the bones in the body. Quincy.

THILK. pronoun . [thile, Saxon.] That same.

Obsolete. Spenser.

THILL. s. [thille, Savon.] The shafts of a

waggon ; the arms of wood between which

the last horse is placed. Mortimer.

THILL HORSE.

THI'LLER.

s. [thill and horse ] The

last horse ; the horse that

goes between the shafts. Tusser. Shakespeare.

THI'MBLE. s . [from thumb bell. Minshew.]

A metal cover by which women secure their

fingers from the needle. Shakespeare.

THIME. s. [thymus, Latin ; thym, French ] A

fragrant herb ; properly thyme. Spenser.

THIN. a. [ thinn, Sax. thunner, Islandick . ]

1. Not thick.

2. Rare ; not dense.

Exodus.

Bacon.

3. Not close ; separate by large spaces.

4. Not closely compacted or accumulated.

Shakespeare,

Prior. 5. Exile ; small.3. To concrete ; to be consolidated.

4. To grow close or numerous.

5. To grow quick.

Tatler.

Addison.

THICKET. 8. [zhicceru, Saxon .] A close

knot or tuft of trees ; a close wood or

copse. Shakespeare.

Roscommon.

Genesis.

Dryden.

Addison.

L'Estrange.

Milton.

6. Not coarse ; not gross in substance.

7. Not abounding.

8. Not fat ; not bulky ; lean ; slim.

THIN. ad. Not thickly.
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To THIN. v. a. [from the adjective .]

1. To make thin or rare ; to make less thick.

Arbuthnot.

2. To make less close or numerous. Dryden.

3. To attenuate. Blackmore.

THINE. pronoun. [thein, Gothick ; din, Sax.]

Belonging or relating to thee ; the pronoun

possessive of thou. It is used for thy when

the substantive is divided from it ; as, this

is thy house ; this house is thine.

THING. s. [ ing, Saxon ; ding, Dutch.]

1. Whatever is ; not a person. Shakespeare.

2. It is used in contempt. Swift.

3. It is used of persons in contempt, or

sometimes with pity. Shakespeare. Congreve.

4. It is used by Shakespeare once in a sense

of honour.

To THINK. v. n. preterite thought. [thankgan,

Gothick ; dencean, Saxon.]

Dryden.

1. To have ideas ; to compare terms or

things ; to reason ; to cogitate.

2. To judge ; to conclude.

3. To intend.

4. To imagine ; to fancy.

5. To muse ; to meditate.

6 To recollect ; to observe.

Daniel.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Burnet.

Dryden.

Swift.

Bentley.

to light

Swift.

Locke.

7. To judge ; to be of opinion.

8. To consider ; to doubt.

9. To THINK on. To contrive ;

upon by meditation .

10. To THINK of. To estimate.

To THINK. v. a.

1. To imagine ; to imagine in the mind ; to

conceive.

2. To believe ; to esteem.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

Milton.3. To THINK much. To grudge.

4. To THINK scorn. To disdain . Esther.

THINKER. s . [from think.] One who thinks

in a certain manner. Locke.

THINKING. s . [from think .] Imagination ;

cogitation ; judgment.

THINLY. ad. [from thin.]

1. Not thickly.

2. Not closely , not numerously.

THI'NNESS. s . [from thin.]

Addison.

To THIRST. v. a. To want to drink. Prior

THIRSTINESS . s. [from thirst.] The state

ofbeing thirsty. Wotton.

THIRSTY. a. [ chunrrig, Saxon . ]

1. Suffering want of drink ; pained for want

of drink. Rowe.

2. Possessed with any vehement desire ; as,

blood-thirsty.

THIRTEEN. a. [threotine, Saxon.] Ten

and three

THIRTEENTH. a. [from thirteen; thɲeoreo-

tha, Sax. ] The third after the tenth.

THIRTIETH. a. [ from thirty ; thɲizzegozha,

Saxon ] The tenth thrice told .

THIRTY. a. [ zbrizzig, Sax ] Thrice ten.

THIS. pronoun. [zhir, Saxon.]

1. That which is present ; what is now men-

tioned.

2. The next future.

3. This is used for this time.

4. The last past.

5. It is often opposed to that.

Shakespeare.

Genesis.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Pope.

6. When this and that respect a former sen-

tence, this relates to the latter, that to the

former member. See THOSE.

7. Sometimes it is opposed to the other.

THISTLE. s [ zhirzel, Saxon .]

weed growing in corn fields.

THISTLE, golden. s. A plant.

THISTLY. a. [ from thistle. ]

with thistles.

THI'THER. ad. [zhizhen, Saxon .]

Hooker.

Dryden.

A prickly

Miller.

Miller.

Overgrown

Thomson.

1. To that place ; opposed to hither. Denh.

2. To that end ; to that point.

THITHERTO. ad . [thither and to.] To that

end ; so far.

THITHERWARD. ad. [thither and ward.]

Toward that place.

THO. ad. [zhonne, Saxon ]

1. Then.

Milton.

Spenser

2. Tho' contracted for though.

To THOLE. v. n. To wait awhile. Ainsworth.

Dryden. THONG. s. [thnang, thɲong, Saxon. ] A

strap or string of leather. Dryden.

1. The contrary to thickness ;

nuity.

2. Paucity ; scarcity.

3. Rareness ; not spissitude.

THIRD. a. [ðɲiðða, Saxon.] The

the second ; the ordinal of three.

THIRD . s. [ from the adjective.j

1. The third part.

exility ; te-

Newton.

Dryden.

South.

first after

Addison.

Holder.2. The sixtieth part of a second.

THIRDBOROUGH. s. [ third and borough ]

An under constable.

THIRDLY. ad. In the third place. Bacon.

To THIRL. v. a. [dinlian, Saxon. ] To pierce ;

to perforate ; now thrill.
Ainsworth.

THIRST. s. [ðýnre, Saxon ; dorst, Dutch.]

1. The pain suffered for want of drink ;

want of drink. Arbuthnot.

2. Eagerness ; vehement desire. Fairfax.

3. Drought.

To THIRST. v. n. [ðýɲrzan, Saxon.]

Milton.

1. To feel want of drink ; to be thirsty or

athirst. Milton.

2. To have a vehement desire for any thing.

Locke.

THORACICK. a. [ from thorax, Latin .] Be-

longing to the breast. Arbuthnot.

THO'RAL. a . [from thorus, Latin.] Relating

to the bed. Ayliffe.

THORN. s. [ thaurns, Gothick ; rhoɲn, Sax.]

1. A prickly tree of several kinds. Genesis.

2. A prickle growing on the thorn bush.

3. Any thing troublesome.

THO'RNAPPLE. s. A plant.

THO'RNBACK. s. A sea fish .

THO'RNBUT. s . A sea fish.

THO'RNY. a. [from thorn. ]

Milton.

Southern.

Mortimer.

Arbuthnot.

Ainsworth.

1. Full of thorns ; spiny ; rough ; prickly.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Spenser.

2. Pricking ; vexations.

3. Difficult ; perplexing.

THO'ROUGH. preposition. [ the word through

extended into two syllables .]

1. By way of making passage or penetration.

2. By means of. Shakespeare.

THO'ROUGH. a. [The adjective is always

written thorough, the preposition commonly

through .]
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Clarendon.

Bacon.

1. Complete ; full ; perfect.

2. Passing through.

THOROUGHFARE. s . [thorough and fare. ]

A passage through ; a passage without any

stop or let. Shakespeare.

THOROUGHLY. ad. [from thorough.] Com-

pletely ; fully. Dryden.

THOROUGHPA'CED. a. [thorough and pace.]
Perfect in what is undertaken ; complete ;

thoroughsped. Swift.

THOROUGHSPED. a. [ thorough and sped.]

Finished in principles ; thoroughpaced.

THOROUGHSTITCH. ad. [thorough and

stitch. ] Completely ; fully. L'Estrange.

THORP. 8. Thorp, throp, threp, trep, trop, are

all from the Saxon chopp, which signifies a

village. Gibson.

THOSE. pronoun.

1. The plural of that.

2. Those refers to the former, these to the
latter noun. Cowley.

THOU. pronoun . [zhu, Saxon ; in the oblique

cases singular thee, the, Saxon; in the plural

ye, ge, Saxon ; in the oblique cases plural

you, eop, Saxon.] You is now commonly

used for the nominative plural.

1. The second pronoun personal. Shak.

2. It is used only in very familiar or very

solemn language. Cowley. Addison.

To THOU. v. a. [from the pronoun .] To treat

with familiarity. Shakespeare.

THOUGH. conj. [zheah, Sax. thauh, Goth. ]

1. Notwithstanding that ; although. Watts.

2. AS THOUGH. As if; like as if. Genesis.

3. It is used at the end of a sentence in fa-

miliar language ; however ; yet. Dryden.

THOUGHT. The pret. and part. pass. ofthink.

THOUGHT. s. [ from the pret. ofto think.]

1. The operation of the mind ; the act of

thinking. Prior.

2. Idea ; image formed in the mind. Milton.

3. Sentiment ; fancy ; imagery. Dryden.

4. Reflection ; particular consideration.

5. Conception ; preconceived notion . Milton.

6. Opinion ; judgment. Pope.

Jeremiah.

Shakespeare.

7. Meditation ; serious consideration. Rosc.

8. Design ; purpose.

9. Silent contemplation.

10. Solicitude ; care ; concern. Milton.

11. Expectation. Shakespeare.

12. A small degree ; a small quantity.

THOUGHTFUL. a. [thought and full .]

1. Contemplative ; full of reflection ; full of

meditation. Dryden.

2. Attentive ; careful.

THOUGHTLESSNESS. s. [from thought-,

less.] Want of thought ; absence ofthought.

THOUGHTSICK. a. [thought and sick.] Un-

easy with reflection. Shakespeare.

THOUSAND . a . or s. [zhurend, Saxon.]

1. The number of ten hundred .

2 Proverbially, a great number. Spenser.

THOUSANDTH. a. [from thousand. ] The

hundredth ten times told ; the ordinal of a

thousand ; proverbially, very numerous.

THOWL. s. A piece of timber by which oars

are kept in their places when rowing.

THRA'LDOM. s. [from thrall. ] Slavery ;

Sandys.servitude.

THRALL. s. [zhpæl, Saxon. ]

ment.

1. A slave ; one who is in the power of an-

other. Milton.

2. Bondage ; state of slavery or confine-

Hudibras.

To THRALL. v. a. To enslave ; to bring into

the power ofanother. Not in use. Donne

THRA'PPLE. s. The windpipe of any ani-

mal ; the throttle.

To THRASH. v. a. [thanṛcan, Saxon.]

1. To beat corn to free it from the chaff.

2. To beat ; to drub. Shakespeare.

To THRASH. v. n. To labour ; to drudge.

Dryden.

THRA'SHER. s . [from thrash. ] One who
thrashes corn. Locke.

THRA'SHINGFLOOR. s."An area on which

corn is beaten. Dryden.

THRASO'NICAL. a. [from Thraso, a boaster

in old comedy.] Boastful ; bragging.

THRAVE. s . [ zhnay, Saxon.]

1. A herd ; a drove. Out of use.

2. The number of two dozen.

THREAD. s . [zhɲæd, Sax. draed, Dutch,]

1. A small line ; a small twist. South.

2. Any thing continued in a course ; uniform

Burnet.tenour.

To THREAD. v. a. [from the noun. ]

1. To pass through with a thread . Sharp.

2. To pass through ; to pierce through.

THRE'ADBARE. a. [thread and bare.]

1. Deprived of the nap ; wore to the naked

threads. Shakespeare.

2. Worn out ; trite. Child.

THRE'ADEN. a. [from thread.] Made of

thread. Shakespeare.

Ainsworth.

To THREAP. v. a. A country word denoting

to argue much or contend.

THREAT. s. [ from the verb.] Menace ; de-

nunciation of ill.

To THREATEN.

Philips. To THREAT.

Pope.

Prior.

3. Promoting meditation ; favourable to mu-

sing.

4. Anxious ; solicitous.

THOUGHTFULLY. ad. With thought or

_consideration ; with solicitude.

THOUGHTFULNESS. s. [from thoughtful .]

1. Deep meditation.

2. Anxiety ; solicitude.

Blackmore.

THOUGHTLESS. a. [from thought.]

1. Airy ; gay ; dissipated.

2 Negligent ; careless.

3. Stupid ; dull.

carelessly; stupidly

Rogers.

Dryden.

}

Shakespeare.

v. a. [zhɲeazian, Sax .]

1. To menace ; to denounce evil. Milton.

2. To menace ; to terrify, or attempt to tei-

ify, by showing evil. Pope.

Dryden.3. To menace by action.

THREATENER. s. [from threaten.] Mena-

cer; one that threatens. Milton.

Law.

THREATENING. s [from threaten.] A me-

nace ; a denunciation of evil

THREATENINGLY. ad. [from threaten.]

With menace ; in a threatening manner.

Shakespeare.

THOUGHTLESSLY. ad. Without thought ; THRE'ATFUL. a. [threat and full. ] Full of

Garth. threats ; minacious Spenser
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THREE. a. [thnie, Saxon .]

1. Two and one.

Shak.

Pope.

2 Proveroially, a small number.

THREEFOLD. a . [ thɲeofeald, Sax.] Thrice

repeated ; consisting of three.

THREʼEPENCE. s . [ three and pence.] A

small silver coin valued at thrice a penny.

THRE'EPENNY. a. [ {riobolaris, Latin.] Vul-

gar; mean.

THRE'EPILE. s. [three and pile.] An old

namefor good velvet. Shakespeare.

THREEPI'LED. a. Set with a thick pile ; in

another place it seems to mean piled one on

another. Shakespeare.

THREESCO'RE. a . [three and score.] Thrice

twenty ; sixty. Dryden.

THRENO'DY. s. [Jęnvwdia.] A song of la-

mentation.

THRESHER. s. [properly thrasher.] Dodsley.

THRESHOLD. s. [thnercpalo, Saxon.] The

ground or step under the door ; entrance ;

gate ; door. Shakespeare. Dryden.

THREW. The preterite of throw.

THRICE. ad. [from three.]

1. Three times. Spenser.

Dryden.2. A word of amplification.

To THRID v. a. [corrupted from thread.] To

slide through a narrow passage.

THRIFT. s. [from thrive.]

Pope.

1. Profit ; gain ; riches gotten ; state of

prospering. Sidney.

2. Parsimony ; frugality, good husbandry.

Dryden.

3. A plant.

THRIFTILY. ad. [from thrifty.] Frugally ;

parsimoniously.

THRIFTINESS. s. [from thrifty.]

Swift.

Frugali-

ty; husbandry.
Wotton.

THRIFTLESS. a. [from thrift.] Profuse ;

extravagant. Spenser.

THRIFTY. a. [from thrift.]

1. Frugal ; sparing ; not profuse ; not lavish.

Swift.

2. Well husbanded. Shakespeare.

To THRILL. v. a. [zhýɲlian, Sax. ] To pierce ;

to bore ; to penetrate ; to drill. Milton.

To THRILL. v. n.

1. To have the quality of piercing. Spenser.

2. To pierce or wound the ear with a sharp

sound.
Spenser.

3. To feel a sharp tingling sensation. Shuk,

4. To pass with a tingling sensation. Addison.

To THRIVE. v. n. pret. throve, thrived ; part.

thriven. [perhaps throve was the original

word, from throa, Islandick, to increase.] To

prosper ; to grow rich ; to advance in any

thing desired. Watts.

THRIVER. s . [from thrive. ] One that pros-

pers ; one that grows rich. Hayward.

THRIVINGLY. ad. [from thriving.] In a

prosperous way.

THRO. Contracted by barbarians from

through. Dryden.

THROAT. s. [ zhɲoze, rhɲora, Saxon ]

1. The forepart of the neck ; the passage of

nutriment and breath.
Shakespeare.

2. The main road of any place. Thomson.

3. To cut the THROAT. To murder; to

kill by violence. L'Estrange.

ནཾ

THRO'ATPIPE. s . [throat and pipe. ] The

weason ; the windpipe.

THROATWORT. s . [digitalis, Lat. ] A piant

To THROB v. n.

1. To heave ; to beat ; to raise as the breast

with sorrow or distress.

2. To beat ; to palpitate.

THROB. s. [ from the verb. ]

stroke of palpitation .

Smith.

Wiseman.

Heave ; beat ;

Addison.

THROE. s. [from zhɲopian, to suffer, Saxon.]

1. The pain oftravail ; the anguish of bring-

ing children. Milton.

2. Any extreme agony ; the final and mor-

tal struggle. Spenser.

To THROE. v. a. [from the noun.] To put

in agonies. Shakespeare.

THRONE. s . [ thronus, Latin ; Spovos. ]

1. A royal seat ; the seat of a king. Dryden

2. The seat ofa bishop. Ayliffe.

To THRONE. v. a. [from the noun.] To en

throne; to set on a royal seat. Pope.

THRONG. s. [ zhɲang, Sax.] A crowd ; a mul-

titude pressing against each other. Dryden.

To THRONG. v. n. [from the noun. ] To

crowd; to come in tumultuous multitudes.

Shakespeare.

To THRONG. v . a . To oppress or incom-

mode with crowds or tumults. Milton.

THRO'STLE. s. [zhnorzle, Saxon.] The

thrush ; a small singing bird. Walton.

THROTTLE. s. [from throat.] The wind-

pipe ; the larinx . Brown.

To THROTTLE. v. a . [from the noun.] To

choke ; to suffocate ; to kill by stoppingthe

breath. Dryden. Swift.

THROVE. The preterite ofthrive.

THROUGH prep. [ thuɲh, Sax. door, Dut.]

1. From end to end of; along the whole

mass or compass . Dryden.

2. Noting passage ; the bullet passed through

the board.

3. By transmission .

Newton.

Temple.

Prior.

4. By means of; he was advanced through

hisfriends.

THROUGH. ad.
1. From one end or side to the other. Bacon.

2. To the end of any thing. South.

THROUGHBRED. a. [through and bred,

commonly thoroughbred.] Completely edu-

cated ; completely taught.
Grow.

THROUGHLIGHTED. a. [through and

light.] Lighted on both sides. Wotton.

THROUGHLY. ad. [from through. It is

commonly written thoroughly, as coming

from thorough.]

1. Completely ; fully ; entirely ; wholly.

2. Without reserve ; sincerely. Tillotson.

THROUGHOUT. prep. [through_and_out.]
Quite through ; in every part of. Bacon.

THROUGHOUT. ad. Every where ; in

every part. Dryden.

THROUGHPA'CED. a. [through and pace. ]

Perfect ; complete. More.

To THROW. v. a. pret. threw ; part. pass

thrown. [zhpapan, Saxon .]

1. To fling ; to cast ; to send to a distant

place by any projectile force.
Knolles.

2. To toss ; to put with any violence or tu-

mult. Berkley
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3. To lay carelessly, or in haste. Clarendon.

4. To venture at dice. Shakespeare.

5. To cast ; to strip ; to put off. Shakespeare.

6. To emit in any careless or vehement man-

ner.

7. To spread in haste.

8. To overturn in wrestling.

9 To drive ; to send by force .

10. To make to act at a distance.

11. To repose.

14. TO THROW away.

vain.

Watts.

Pope.

South.

Dryden.

Shak.

Taylor.

12. To change by any kind of violence.

13. To turn. [tornare, Latin. ] As balls thrown

in a lathe. Ainsworth.

To lose ; to spend in

Dryden.

15. To THROW away. To reject. Taylor.

16. To THROW by. To reject ; to lay aside

as of no use. Ben Jonson.

17. ToTHROw down. To subvert; to over-

turn. Addison.

18. To THROWoff.

19. To THROWw off.

20. To THROW out.

forth into act.

21. To THROw out.

behind.

22. To THROW out.

23. TO THROW out.

24. To THROW up.

25. To THROW up.

bring up.

To THROW. v. n.

To expel. Arbuthnot.

To reject ; to discard.

Sprat.

To exert ; to bring

Addison.

To distance ; to leave

Addison.

To reject ; to excel.

To reject ; to exclude.

Swift.

To resign angrily. Add.

To emit ; to reject ; to

Arbuthnot.

1. To perform the act of casting.

2. To cast dice.

3. To THROW about. To cast about ; to

try expedients. Spenser.

THROW. s. [from the verb.]

1. A cast ; the act of casting or throwing.

Addison.

Bentley.

2. A cast of dice ; the manner in which the

dice fall whenthey are cast.

3. The space to which any thing is thrown.

4. Stroke ; blow.

5. Effort ; violent sally.

6. The agony of childbirth ; in this

is written throe.

THRO'WER. s. [from throw.]

a

throws.

HRUM. s. [thream, Islandick.]

1. The ends of weavers' threads.

2. Any coarse yarn.

Addison.

Spenser.

Addison.

sense it

Dryden.

One that

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

To THRUM. v. a. To grate ; to play coarsely.

Dryden.

Carew. Pope.

THRUSH. s. [zhɲirc , Saxon.]

1. A small singing bird.

2. Small ulcerations which appear first in

the mouth ; but they may affect every part

of the alimentary duct, except the thick

guts ; the nearer they approach to a white

colour, the less dangerous. Arbuthnot.

To THRUST. v. a. [trusito, Latin. ]

1. To push any thing into matter, or be-

tween close bodies. Revelations.

2. To push ; to move with violence. Spenser

3. To stab.

4 To compress

5. To impel ; to urge.

6. To obtrude ; to intrude.

To THRUST. v. n.

Shakespeare.

Locke.

1. To make a hostile push ; to attack with a

pointed weapon.
2. To squeeze in ; to put himself into any

place by violence.

3. To intrude .

Dryden.

Rowe.

4. To push forward ; to come violently ; to

Knolles.
throng; to press.

THRUST, s. [from the verb.]

1. Hostile attack with any pointed weapon.
More.2. Assault ; attack.

THRU'STER. 8. [from thrust.] He tha

thrusts.

THRU'STLE. 8. [from thrush.] The thrush ;

Gay.the throstle.

To THRYFA'LLOW. v. a. [thrice and fal-

low.] To give the third ploughing in sum-

mer.
Tusser.

THUMB. s . [ thuma, Sax. ] The short strong

finger answering to the other four. Broome

To THUMB . v. n. To handle awkwardly.

THUMB-BAND . s. [thumb and band.] A

twist ofany materials made thick as a man's

thumb.
Mortimer.

THUMBSTAL.

thimble.

s. [thumb and stall. ] A

THUMP. s. [thombo , Italian.] A hard heavy

dull blow with something blunt. Dryden.

To THUMP. v. a. To beat with a dull heavy

blow. Shakespeare.

To THUMP. v. n. To fall or strike with a

Hudibras.
dull heavy blow.

THU'MPER. s. [from thump.] The person or

thing that thumps.

THUNDER. s. [thundeɲ, zhunoɲ, Saxon ;

donder, Dutch.]

1. Thunder is a bright flame rising on a sud-

den, moving with a very rapid velocity

through the air, and commonly ending with

Muschenbroek.
a loud noise or rattling.

2. In popular and poetick language, thunder

is commonly the noise, and lightning the

flash ; though thunder is sometimes taken

for both. Shakespeare. Milton

3. Any loud noise or tumultuous violence.

Spenser. Rowe.

To THUNDER. v. n . [from the noun. ]

1. To make thunder. Shakespeare.

Pope.2. To make a loud or terrible noise .

ToTHUNDER. v. a.

1. To emit with noise and terrour. Dryden.

2. To publish any denunciation or threat.

Ayliffe.

THUNDERBOLT. s . [thunder and bolt, as it

signifies an arrow.]

1. Lightning ; the arrows of heaven.

2. Fulmination ; denunciation ; properly ec-

clesiastical.
Hakewill.

THUNDERCLAP. s. [thunder and clap. ] Ex-

Dryden.plosion ofthunder.

THUNDERER. [from thunder.]

power that thunders.

THUNDEROUS. a. [from thunder .]

ducing thunder.

THUNDERSHOW
ER

.

S.
The

Waller.

Pro-

Milton.

3. [thunder and

shower.] A rain accompanied with thunder.

Stillingfieet.

Numbers.

Judges.
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THUNDERSTONE. s . [ thunder and stone. ]

A stone fabulously supposed to be emitted

by thunder; thunderbolt. Shakespeare.

To THUNDERSTRIKE. v. a. [thunder and

strike.]

1. To blast or hurt with lightning . Sidney

2. To astonish with any thing terrible. Chap.

THURIFEROUS. a. [thurifer, Latin.] Bear-

ing frankincense.

THURIFICATION. s. [ thuris and facio, Lat .]

The act of fuming with incense ; the act of

burning with incense. Stillingfleet.

THURSDAY. s. [ thorsgday, Danish ; from

Thor. Thor was the son of Odin, yet insome

ofthe northern parts they worshipped the su-

preme Deity under his name Stillingflect.]

The fifth day of the week.

THUS. ad. [thur, Saxon.]

1. Inthis manner ; in this wise. Dryden.

2. To this degree ; to this quantity. Wake.

To THWACK. v. a. [thaccian, Saxon.] To

strike with something blunt and heavy ; to

thrash ; to bang. Arbuthnot.

THWACK. s. [from the verb.] A heavy hard

Hudibras.blow.

THWART. a. [thpyn, Sax.; dwars, Dutch.]

1. Transverse ; cross to something else.

Milton.

2. Perverse ; inconvenient ; mischievous.

To THWART. v. a.

1. To cross ; to lie or come cross any thing.

Thomson.

2. To cross ; to oppose ; to traverse ; to

contravene. Pope.

To THWART. v. n. To be in opposition to.

THWA'RTINGLY. ad. [from thwarting.] Op-

positely ; with opposition.

THY. pronoun. [thin, Saxon . ] Ofthee ; belong,

ing to thee ; relating to thee ; the possessive

ofthou. See TнOU.

THYINE wood. s . A precious wood. Revelat.

THYME. s . [ thym, French ; thymus, Latin.]

A plant. Miller.

THYSELF. pronoun reciprocal. [thy and self.]

1. It is commonly used in the oblique cases,

or following the verb.. Shakespeare.

2. In poetical or solemn language it is some-

times used in the nominative.. Dryden.

TI'AR . s. [tiara, Lat. ] A dress for the

TIA'RA. head ; a diadem.. Pope. Prior.

To TICE. v. a. [from entice.] To draw ; to al-

lure. Herbert.

TICK. s. [contracted from ticket, a tally on

which debts are scored.]

1. Score ; trust. Hudibras. Locke.

2. [ Tique, French ; teke, Dutch.] The louse

of dogs or sheep. Shakespeare.

3. The case which holds the feathers of a

bed.

To TICK. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To run on score.

Arbuthnot.2. To trust ; to score.

TICKEN. s. The same with tick. A sort

TICKING. of strong linen for bedding.

Bailey.

TICKET. s. [etiquet, French.] A token ofany

right or debt, upon the delivery of which

admission is granted, or a claim acknow-

ledged . Spenser, Collier.

To TICKLE. v. a. [titillo, Latin .]

1. To affect with a prurient sensation by

slight touches. Dryden

2. To please by slight gratifications . Locke

To TICKLE. v. n. To feel titillation. Spenser.

TICKLE. a. Tottering ; unfixed ; unstable ;

easily overthrown. Shakespeare.

TICKLISH. a. [from tickle. ]

1. Sensible to titillation ; easily tickled.

Bacon.

2. Tottering ; uncertain ; unfixed .Woodward.

3. Difficult ; nice. Swift,

TICKLISHNESS. s. [from ticklish.] The

state of being ticklish.

TICTACK. s. [trictrac, French. ] A game at

Bailey.tables.

TID. u. [rydden, Saxon.] Tender ; soft ;

nice.

TIDBIT. s. [tid and bit. ] A dainty.

To TI'DDER. v. a. [from tid.] To use ten-

To TIDDLE.} derly ; to fondle.

TIDE. s . [ tyo, Sax. tijd, Dut. and Island. ]

1. Time; season ; while. Spenser.

2. Alternate ebb and flow ofthe sea. That

motion of the water called tide, is a rising

and falling of the sea ; the cause of this is the

attraction of the moon, whereby the part of

the water in the great ocean which is

nearest the moon, being most strongly at- .

tracted, is raised higher than the rest ; and

the part opposite to it being least attracted,

is also higher than the rest ; and these two

opposite rises of the surface of the water

in the great ocean, following the motion of

the moon from east to west, and striking

against the large coasts of the continents,

from thence rebound back again, and so

make floods and ebbs in narrow seas and

rivers .

3. Commotion ; violent confluence.

4. Stream ; course.

Locke.

Bacon.

Philips.

Dryden.

To TIDE. v. a. [from the noun.] To drive with

the stream .

To TIDE. v. n. To pour a flood ; to be agitat-

ed by the tide. Philips.

TIDEGATE. s. [tide and gate.] A gate

through which the tide passes into a basin.

TI'DESMAN. s . [tide and man. ] A tide-waiter

or customhouse officer, who watches, on

board of merchant-ships til the duty of

goods be paid. Bailey.

TIDEWAITER. s. [tide and wait.] An offi-

cer who watches the landing ofgoods at the

custom-house. Swift.

TI'DILY. ad. [from tidy. ] Neatly ; readily.

TI'DINESS. s. [from tidy. ] Neatness ; readi-

ness .

TI'DINGS. s . [zidan, Saxon, to happen. ] News ;

an account of something that has happened,

incidents related.

TI'DY. a. [tidt, Islandick. ]

1. Seasonable.

2. Neat ; ready.

To TIE. v. a. [tian, tigan, Saxon.]

1. To bind ; to fasten with a knot.

2. To knit ; to complicate.

Rogers

Tusser.

Gay

Knolles.

Burnet.

3. To hold ; to fasten ; to join so as not easi-

ly to be parted.

4. To hinder ; to obstruct.

Fairfax.

Waller.
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5. To oblige ; to constrain ; to restrain ; to

confine.

TIE. s. [from the verb.]

1. Knot ; fastening.

2. Bond ; obligation.

Hooker.

Waller.

TIER. s. [tiere, tieire, old French ; tuyer, Dut.]

A row; a rank. Knolles.

TIERCE. s. [ tiers, tiercier, Fr.] A vessel hold-
ing the third part of a pipe. Ben Jonson.

TIERCET. s . [from tiers, French. ] A triplet ;

three lines.

TIFF. s. [A low word .]

1. Liquor ; drink. Philips.

2. A fit ofpeevishness or sullenness ; a pet.

To TIFF. v. n. To be in a pet ; to quarrel.

TIFFANY. s. [tiffer, to dress up, old French.]

Very thin silk. Brown.

TIGE. s. [ In architecture. ] The shaft of a

column from the astragal to the capital.

Bailey.

TIGER. s. [tigre, French ; tigris, Latin.] A

fierce beast of the leonine kind.

TIGHT. a. [dicht, Dutch. ]

1. Tense ; close ; not loose.

Peacham.

Moxon.

2. Free from fluttering rags ; less than neat.

Swift.

To TIGHTEN. v. a . [ fromtight.] To straiten ;

to make close.

TIGHTER. s. [from tighten .] A riband or

stringby whichwomen straiten their clothes.
TIGHTLY. ad. [from tight.]

1. Closely ; not loosely.

2. Neatly ; not idly.

TIGHTNESS . s . [from tight.]

1. Closeness ; not looseness .

2. Neatness.

Dryden.

Woodward.

Addison.

2. The rudder ofa boat.

3. A till ; a small drawer. Dryden.

TILLYFALLY.ad. A word used former.

TILLYVALLEY. ly when any thing said

was rejected as trifling or impertinent.

Shakespeare.

TILMAN. s . [till and man.] One who tills ; a

husbandman.

TILT. s. [ zylo, Saxon.]

Tusser.

1. A tent ; any support of covering over
head. Denhum

Gay2. The cover of a boat.

3. A military game at which the combatants

run against each other with lances on horse-

back.

4. A thrust.

To TILT. v. a. [from the noun.]

I. To cover like a tilt of a boat.

2. To carry or point as in tilts.

Prior.

Addison.

Philips.

3. [Tillen, Dutch.] To turn up so as to run

out ; as, the barrel is tilted.

To TILT. v. n.

1. To run in tilts or tournaments.

2. To fight with rapiers.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Collier.

: Pope.

Grew.

3. To rush as in combat.

4. To play unsteadily.

5. To fail on one side.

TILTER. s. [from tit. ] One who tilts ; one

who fights Glanville.

TILTH. s . [from till.] Husbandry ; culture .

TILTH. a. [from till.] Arable ; tilled . Milton.

TIMBER. s. [zymbian, Saxon, to build. ]

1. Wood fit for building. Woodward.

2. The main trunk of a tree. Shakespeare.

3. The main beams of a fabrick.

4. Materials, ironically.

on a tree. A cant word.

Bacon.

L'Estrange.

TIGRESS. s . [ from tiger ] The female of the To TIMBER. v. n. [from the noun.] To light

tiger.

TIKE. s. [tik, Swedish ; teke, Dutch.]

1. The louse of dogs or sheep ; a tick.Bacon.

2. It is in Shakespeare the name of a dog.

[From tijk, Runick, a little dog.]

TILE. s. [tigle, Saxon ; tegel, Dutch ; tuile,

French.] Thin plates of baked clay used to

cover houses .

10 TILE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To cover with tiles.

2. To cover as tiles.

Moxon.

Te TIMBER. v . a. To furnish with beams or

timber.

TIMBERED. a. [from timber ; timbré, Fr.]

Built ; formed ; contrived . Brown.

TIMBERSOW. s. A worm in wood; perhaps
the wood-louse. Bacon.

TIMBREL. s. [ timbre, French.] A musical in-

strument played by pulsation. Sandys.

Bacon .

Donne

TIME. s . [ zima, Saxon ; tym, Erse.]

1. The measure ofduration. Locke.

2. Space of time. Swift.

Bacon.

TILER. s. [tuilier, Fr. from tile. ] One whose

trade is to cover houses with tiles. Bacon.

TILING. s. [from tile.] The roof covered with

tiles.

3. Interval.

4. Life considered as employed, or destined

to employment. Law.

Ecclus

6. A considerable space of duration ; conti-

nuance ; process oftime. Woodward.

7. Age ; part of duration distinct from other

Luke.

TILL. s. A money box in a shop. Swift. 5. Season ; proper time.

TILL. prep. [ul, Saxon.]

1. To the time of. Cowley,

2. TILL NOW. To the present time.
Milton.

3. TILL then. To that time. Milton. parts.

TILL. conjunction. 8. Past time.

1. To the time when. Dryden. 9. Early time.

2. To the degree that. Taylor.

nity.To TELL. v. a . [zylian , Saxon ; tenien, Dutch.]

1. To cultivate ; to husband ; commonly used

of the husbandry of the plough. Milton.

TILLABLE. a. [from till. ] Arable ; fit for

the plough. Carew.

TI'LLAGE. s . [from till. ] Husbandry ; the act

or practice of ploughing or culture. Bacon.

TILLER. s. [from till.]

1. Husbandman ; ploughman. Carew.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Rogers.

10. Time considered as affording opportu-

Clarendon.

11. Particular quality of some part of dura-

tion.

12. Particular time.

13. Hour of childbirth.

South.

Addison.

Clarendon.

14. Repetition ofany thing, or mention with

reference to repetition.

-15. Musical measure

Swift

Shakespeare
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To TIME. . a. [from the noun.]

1. To adapt to the time ; to bring or do at a

proper time L'Estrange.

2. To regulate as to time. Addison.

3. To measure harmonically. Shakespeare.

TIMEFUL. a. [time and full. ] Seasonable ;

timely ; early. Raleigh.

TIMELESS. a. [from time.]

1. Unseasonable ; done at an improper time.

Pope.

2. Untimely ; immature ; done before the

proper time.. Shakespeare.

TIMELY. a. [from time.] Seasonable ; suffi-

ciently early. Dryden.

TIMELY. ud. [from time.] Early ; soon.

Shakespeare.

TI'MEPLEASER. s. [time and please. ] One

who complies with prevailing opinions what-

ever they be. Shakespeare.

TI'MESERVING. s. [time and serve.] Mean

compliance with present power. South.

TIMID a. [timide, Fr. timidus, Latin. ] Fear-

ful; timorous ; wanting courage ; wanting

boldness . Thomson.

TIMIDITY. s. [timidité, Fr. timiditas, Latin. ]

Fearfulness ; timorousness ; habitual cowar-
dice. Brown.

TI'MOROUS. a. [timor, Latin . ] Fearful ; full

of fear and scruple. Prior.

TIMOROUSLY. ad. [ from timorous. ] Fear-

fully; with much fear. Shakespeare.

TIMOROUSNESS. s. [from timorous.] Fear-
fulness. Swift.

Bacon.

TIMOUS. a. [from time. ] Early ; timely ; not
innate. Obsolete.

TIN. s. [ten, Dutch.]

1. One of the primitive metals, called by the

chymists Jupiter. Woodward.

2. Thin plates of iron covered with tin .

To TIN. v. a. [from the noun.] To cover with
tin.

Boyle.

TI'NCAL. s . A mineral, of which borax is

made. Woodward.

To TINCT. v. a. [tinctus, Latin ; teint, Fr.]

I. To stain ; to colour ; to spot ; to die.

2. To imbue with a taste.

TINCT. . [from the verb.]

Bacon.

Colour ; stain ;

spot. Thomson.

TINCTURE. s. [teinture, Fr. tinctura, from

tinctus, Latin.]

1. Colour or taste superadded by something.

Wotton.

2. Extract of some drug made in spirits ; an

infusion in spirits. Boyle.

To TINCTURE. v. a. [from the noun. ]

1. To imbue or impregnate with some co-

lour or taste. Blackmore.

2. To imbue the mind. Atterbury.

To TIND. v. a. [tendgan, Gothick ; rendan,

Saxon.] To kindle ; to set on fire.

TI'NDER. s. [týndre, Saxon.] Any thing

eminently inflammable placed to catch fire.

Shakespeare.

TI'NDERBOX. s. [tinder and box.] The box

for holding tinder. Atterbury.

TINE. s. [tinne, Islandick.]

1. The tooth of a harrów ; the spike of a
fork. Mortimer.

2. Trouble ; distress. Spenser

To TINE. v. a. [rynan, Saxon.]

1. To kindle ; to light ; to set on fire.Dryden.

2. [Tinan, Saxon.] To shut.

To TINE. v. n.

1. To rage ; to smart.

2. To fight.

Spenser.

Spenser.

To TINGE. v. a. [tingo, Lat.] To impregnate

or imbue with a colour or taste. Neuton.

TI'NGENT. a. [tingens, Latin.] Having the

powerto tinge. Boyle.

TINGLASS s. [tin and glass.] Bismuth .

To TI'NGLE. v. n. [tingelen, Dutch .]

1. To feel a sound, or the continuance of a

sound, in the ears. Brown.

2. To feel a sharp quick pain, with a sensa-

tion of motion. Pope.

3. To feel either pain or pleasure with a sen-

sation ofmotion . Arbuthnot

To TINK. v . n . [tinnio, Lat. tincian, Welsh. ]

To make a sharp shrill noise.

1I'NKER. s. [from tink, because in their work

they make a tinkling noise.] A mender of

old brass. Shakespeare.

To TI'NKLE. v. n . [tinter, Fr. tinnio, Latin .]

1. To make a sharp quick noise ; to clink.

Dodsley.

Dryden.

Prior.

2. To hear a low quick noise.

TI'NMAN . s . [tin and man. ] A manufacturer

of tin, or iron tinned over.

TI'NNER. s . [from tin ; tin, Sax.] One who

works in the tin mines. Bacon.

TI'NNY. a. [from tin.] Abounding with tin.

Dryden.

TI'NPENNY. s. A certain customary duty

anciently paid to the tithing nen. Bailey.

TINSEL. s . [etincelle, French.j

1. A kind of shining cloth . Fairfax.

2. Any thing shining with false lustre ; any

thing showy and oflittle value. Swift.

To TINSEL. v. a. [from the noun. ] To deco-

rate with cheap ornaments ; to adorn with

lustre that has no value. Cleaveland.

TINT. s. [ teinte, Fr. tinta, Ital ] A die ; a co-

lour. Pope.

Bailey.TI'NWORM. s. An insect.

TI'NY. a. [tint, tynd, Danish.] Little ; small ;

puny. A burlesque word. Swift.

TIP. s . [tip, tipken, Dutch. ] Top ; end ; point ;

extremity. Pope.

To TIP. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To top; to end ; to cover on the end.

Milton.

Swift.2. To strike lightly ; to tap.

TIPPET. s. [ræpper, Sax. ] Something worn

about the neck. Bacon.

To TIPPLE. v. n. [tepel, a dug, old Teut.]

To drink luxuriously ; to waste life over the

cup. Shakespeare.

cess.

To TIPPLE. v . a. To drink in luxury or ex-
Cleaveland.

TIPPLE. s. [from the verb. ] Drink ; liquor.

L'Estrange.

TI'PPLED. a. [ from tipple. ] Tipsy ; drunk

Dryden.

TIPPLER. s. [from tipple. ] A sottish drunk-

ard ; an idle drunken fellow.

TIPSTAFF. s. [tip and staff.]

1. An officer with a staff tipp td with metal.

2. The staff itself so tipte Bacon.
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TIPSY. a. [from tipple. ] Drunk ; overpower-

Shakespeare.ed with excess of drink.

TIPTOE. s. [tip and toe. ] The end ofthe toe.

TIRE. s. [tuyr, Dutch.]

1- Rank ; row.

·

Herbert.

TI'THYMAL. 8. tithymalle, Fr. tithymallus.

Ainsworth.Latin .] An herb.

To TITILLATE. v. n. [ titillo, Lat.] To tickle.

Pope.

TITILLA'TION. s. [titillation, Fr. titillatio

Lat. from titillate. ]Raleigh.

1. The act of tickling.

Philips.

2. [Corrupted from tiara .] A head-dress.

3. Furniture ; apparatus.

To TIRE. v. a. [zinian, Saxon.]

1. To fatigue ; to make weary ; to harass ;

to wear out with labour or tediousness.

2. It has often out added , to intend the sig-

Bacon.
nification.

3. [From attire, or tire, from tiara.] To dress

the head. Kings.

To TIRE. v . n. [reoɲian, Saxon. ] To fail with

weariness.

TIREDNESS. s. [from tired . ] State of being

tired ; weariness. Hakewill.

TIRESOME. a. [from tire.] Wearisome ; fa-

Addison.
tiguing ; tedious.

TIRESOMENESS. s. [from tiresome.] Act or

quality of being tiresome.

TIREWOMAN. s. [ tire and woman.]

•

A wo-

man whose business is to make dresses for

Locke.
tne head.

TIʼRINGHOUSE
. s. [tire and house, or

TI'RINGROOM
. oom . The room in which

Shakespeare.players dress for the stage.
Ainsworth.

TIRWIT. s. [vanellus .] A bird.

"TIS. Contracted for it is. Shakespeare.

TI'SICAL. a. [for phthisical.] Consumptive
.

TI'SICK. s. [corrupted from phthisick. ] Con-

sumption ; morbid waste .

TISSUE. s . [tissue, Fr. ziran, to weave, Nor-

man Saxon.] Cloth interwoven with gold or

Dryden.silver, or figured colours.

To TI'SSUE. v. a . [from the noun.] To inter-

weave ; to variegate .

TIT. s.

Wotton.

Denham.

Dryden.

1. A small horse ; generally in contempt.

2. A woman, in contempt.

3. A titmouse, or tomtit ; a small bird.

TITBIT. s. [properly tidbit . ] Nice bit ; nice

food.
Arbuthnot.

TITHE. s. [zeoda, Saxon, tenth.]

1. The tenth part ; the part assigned to the

maintenance ofthe ministry.
Bacon.

2. The tenth part of any thing. Shakespeare.

3. Small part ; small portion .

To TITHE. v. á. [reoðian, Sax.]

levy the tenth part.

Bacon,

To tax ; to

Spenser.

Tusser.
To TITHE. v. n. To pay tithes.

TITHEABLE. a. [from tithe.] Subject to the

payment of tithes ; that of which tithes may

be taken.

TITHER. 8. [from tithe.] One who gathers

tithes.

TI'THING. s. [ tithinga, law Latin .]

Swift.

1. Tithing is the number or company of ten

men, with their families, knit together in a

society, all of them being bound to the king

forthe peaceable and good behaviour of

each of their society ; of these companies

there was one chief person, who, from his

Cowel.
office, was called tithingman.

2. Tithe ; tenth part due to the priest.

TI'THINGMAN. s. [tithing and man. ]-Apetty

peace officer ; a constable. Spenser

2. The state of being tickled.

3. Any slight or petty pleasure.

TITLARK. s. A small bird.

TITLE. s. [titulus, Latin.]

Bacon.

Arbuthnot.

Glanville.

Walton.

1. A general bead comprising particulars.

2. An appellation of honour,

3. A name ; an appellation .

Hale

Milton.

Shakespeare.

4. The first page of a book, telling its name

and generally its subject.

5. A claim of right.

Swift.

South.

Milton..

To TITLE. v . a. [from the noun. ] To entitle ;

to name ; to call .

TITLELÉSS . a . [ from title.] Wanting a name

Shakespeare.or appellation. Not in use.

TITLEPAGE. s . [ title and page . ] The page

Dryden.containing the title of a book.

TI'TMOUSE, or Tit . s . [tijt, Dutch, a chick,

or small bird ; titlingier, Islandick, a little

Drydenbird.] A small species of birds.

To TITTER. v. n . [formed, I suppose, from

the sound. ] To laugh with restraint ; to

Popelaugh without much noise.

TITIER. s. [from the verb. ] A restrained

laugh.
TITTLE. s. [ I suppose from tit . ] A smail par

Swift.
ticle ; a point ; a dot.

TITTLETATTLE. s. [formed from tattle by

a ludicrous reduplication . ] Idle talk ; prat.

Prior.
tle ; empty gabble.

To TITTLĚTATTLE. v. n. [from tattle. ] To

Sidney.
prate idly.

TÍTUBATION. s. [titubo, Latin.] The act of

stumbling.

Bacon.

TITULAR. a. [titulaire, Fr. ] Nominal ; hav-

ing or conferring only the title.

TITULARITY. s . [from titular.] The state of

Brown.
being titular.

TITULARY. a . [titulaire, French.]

1. Consisting in a title.

2. Relating to a title.

Bacon.

Bacon.

TITULARY. s. [from the adjective. ] One that

has a title or right. Ayliffe.

Dryden.

TI'VY. a. [a word expressing speed, from tan-

tivy, the note of a hunting horn.]

TO. ad . [ro, Saxon ; te, Dutch.]

5.

1. A particle coming between two verbs,

and noting the second as the object of the

Smalridge.first ; I love to read.

2. It notes the intention ; as, she raised a war

Dryden.to call me back.

3. After an adjective it notes its object ; as,

Sandys.
bornto beg.
4. Noting futurity ; as, we are still to seek.

Bentley.

STo and again. Rackward and forward.

Toandfro

TO. preposition.

Milton.

1. Noting motion toward ; opposed tofrom.

Sidney. Smith.

2. Noting accord or adaptation ; dance to

the tune.
Milton
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3. Noting address or compellation ; as, here's

to you all. Denham.

4. Noting attention or application . Dryden.

5. Noting addition or accumulation ; two to

two makefour. Denham.

6. Noting a state or place whither any one

goes ; as, away to horse. Shakespeare.

7. Noting opposition ; as, foot tofoot. Dryd.

8. Noting amount ; as, to the number ofthree

hundred. Bacon.

9. Noting proportion ; as , three to nine.

Swift.

10. Noting possession or appropriation ; he

has it to himself. Felton.

11. Noting perception ; as, sharp to the taste.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Tillotson.

Arbuthnot.

12. Noting the subject of an affirmation ; as,

outh to the contrary.

13. In comparison of.

14. As far as.

15. After an adjective it notes the object ;

deafto cries.

16. Noting obligation ; true to his trust.

17. Respecting.

18. Noting extent.

19. Toward.

20. Noting presence.

Shakespeare.

Holyday.

Shakespeare.

Hammond.

Dryden.

Swift.

21. After a verb, to notes the object ; books

conduce to learning. Shakespeare.

22. Noting the degree ; it was repeated to the

hundredth time. Boyle.

TOAD. s. [tade, Saxon.] An animal resem-

bling a frog ; but the frog leaps, the toad

crawls ; the toad is accounted venomous,'

perhaps without reason. Dryden.

TOADFISH. s. A kind ofsea fish .

TOA'DFLAX. s. A plaut.

TO'ADSTONE. s. [ toad and stone.] A concre

tion supposed to be found in the head of a

Brown.toad.

TO'ADSTOOL. s. [toad and stool.] A plant

like a mushroom, but not esculent.

To TOAST. v. a. [ tostum, Latin.]

TOAST. s. [from the verb.]

Bacon.

t 1. To dry or heat at the fire. Brown.

2. To name when a health is drunk. Prior.

Brown.

Pope.

1. Bread dried before the fire.

2. Bread dried and put into liquor.

3. A celebrated woman, whose health is of

ten drunk. Addison.

TO'ASTER. s. [from toast. ] He who toasts.

Prior.

TOBACCO. s . [ from Tobaco, or Tobago, in

America. ] The flower ofthe tobacco consists

of one leaf. Miller.

TOBACCONIST. s . [from tobacco .] A prepa-

rer and vender of tobacco.

TOD. s. [totte haar, a lock of hair, German.]

1. A bush , a thick shrub. Obsolete. Spenser.

2. A certain weight of wool, twenty- eight

pounds. Shakespeare.

TOE. s. [ta, Saxon ; teen, Dutch.] The divid-

ed extremities of the feet ; the fingers ofthe

! feet . Prior.

TOFO'RE. ad. [roponan, Saxon.] Before. Ob-

solete.
Shakespeare.

TOFT. s. [toftum, law Latin.] A place where

a messuage has stood. Cowel.

TO'GED. a. [togatus, Latin .] Gowned ; dres-

sed in gowns. Shakespeare.

TOGETHER. ad. [rozædere, Saxon.]

1. In company.

2. Not apart ; not in separation.

3. In the same place.

4. In the same time.

5. Without intermission.

6. In concert.

7. In continuity.

Milton

Bacon.

Davies.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Addison.

Milton.

8. TOGETHER with. In union with ; in a

state of mixture with. Drayton.

To TOIL. v. n. [tilian, Sax. tuylen, Dutch.]

To labour ; perhaps originally, to labour in

tillage.

To TOIL. v. a.

1. To labour ; to work at.

2. To weary ; to overlabour.

TOIL. s . [from the verb.]

1. Labour ; fatigue.

Prior.

Millon.

Shakespeare,

Milton.

2. [Toile, toiles, Fr. ] Any net or snare woven

or meshed. Denham.

TOILET. s. [toilette, Fr. ] A dressing-table.

Pope.

TOILSOME
. a. [from toil .] Laborious ;

weary. Pope

TOILSOMENESS . s. [from toilsome.] Weari-

someness ; laboriousness.

TO'KEN. s . [tacn, Saxon ; teycken, Dutch.]

1. A sign.

2. A mark.

Psalms,

South.

3. A memorial of friendship ; an 'evidence

of remembrance. Dryden.

To TOʻKEN. v. a. [from the noun.] To make

known. Not in use. Shakespeare.

TOLD. [pret. and part. pass. of tell . ] Men-

tioned ; reiated. Milton.

To TOLE. v. a. To train ; to draw by degrees.

TO'LERABLE. a. [ tolerable, Fr. tolerabilis,

Latin.]

1. Supportable ; that may be endured or

supported.
Hooker.

2. Not excellent ; not contemptible ; passa-

ble. Swift.

TO'LERABLENESS. s. [from tolerable.] The

state of being tolerable.

TO'LERABLY. ad. [from tolerable.]

1. Supportably ; in a manner that may be

endured.

Bacon,

2. Passably ; neither well nor ill ; moderate-

ly well. Woodward.

TO'LERANCE. s. [tolerantia, Latin.] Power

of enduring ; act of enduring.

To TO'LERATE. v. a. [tolero, Latin ; tolerer,

French.] To allow so as not to hinder ; to

suffer ; to pass uncensured. Hooker.

TOLERATION. s. [tolero, Lat. ] Allowance

given to that which is not approved. South.

TÖLL. s. [tollo, Lat. roll, Sax. tol, Dutch. ]

An excise of goods ; a seizure ofsome part

for permission ofthe rest. Arbuthnot.

To TOLL. v. n. [ from the noun.]

1. To pay toll or tollage.

2. To take toll or tollage.

3. To sound as a single bell.

To TOLL. v. a. [tollo, Latin. ]

L

1. To ring a bell.

Hudibras.

Tusser.

Dryden.

Graunt.

Ayliffe,

2. To take away ; to vacate ; to annul ; in

this sense the o is short.
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3. To take away, or perhaps to invite . Obso- TONICAL } a. [ tonique, French. ]

lete. Bacon.

TOʻLLBOOTH. s. {toll and booth.] A prison .

To TO'LLBOOTH. v . a . To imprison in a toll-

booth. Corbet.

TOLLGATHERER. s. [toll and gather.] The

officer that takes toll.

TO'LSEY. s. The same with tollbooth.

TOLUTATION. s . [ toluto, Latin.] The act

of pacing or ambling. Brown.

TOMB. s. [tombe, tombeau, Fr.] A monument

in which the dead are enclosed. Dryden.

To TOMB. v. a. [from the noun. ] To bury ; to

entomb. May.

TO'MBLESS. a. [from tomb . ] Wanting a

tomb; wanting a sepulchral monument.

TO'MBOY. s. A mean fellow ; sometimes a

wild coarse girl.

TOME. s. [French ; Toμos .]

1. One volume of many.

2. A book.

Shakespeare.

Hooker.

TOMTI'T. s. [See TITMOUSE .] A titmouse ; a

small bird. Spectator.

TON. s. [tonne, Fr. See TUN.] A measure or

weight. Bacon.

TON, or TÙN, in the names of places, is de- ,

rived from the Saxon run, a hedge or hall ;

and this seems to be from dun, a bill, the

towns being anciently built on hills . Gibson.

TONE. s. [ton, French ; tonus, Latin. ]

1. Note ; sound.

2. Accent; sound ofthe voice.

3. A whine ; a mournful cry.

Bacon.

Dryden.

Hudibras.

4. A particular or affected sound in speak-

ing.

5. Elasticity ; power of extension and con-

traction. Arbuthnot.

TONG. s. [See TONGS.] The catch of a

buckle. Spenser.

TONGS. s. [tang, Saxon ; tang, Dutch.] An

instrument by which hold is taken of any

thing ; as of coals in the fire. Mortimer.

TONGUE. s [rung, Sax. tonghe, Dutch. ]

1. The instrument ofspeech in human beings.

Dryden.

2. The organ by which animals lick . Milton.

3. Speech ; fluency of words. L'Estrange.

4. Power of articulate utterance.

5. Speech, as well or ill used.

6. A language.

7. Speech, as opposed to thoughts.

8. A nation distinguished by their language.

A scriptural term. Isaiah.

Dryden.

Milton.

Watts.

John.

9. A small point ; as, the tongue ofa balance.

10. To hold the TONGUE. To be silent. Add.

To TONGUE. v. a. [ from the noun.] To

chide; to scold . Shakespeare.

To TONGUE . t. n. To talk ; to prate. Shak.

TO'NGUED. a. [ from tongue. ] Having a

tongue. Donne.

TO'NGUELESS . a. [from tongue.]

1. Wanting a tongue ; speechless.Shakespeare.

2. Unnamed ; not spoken of. Shakespeare.

TOʻNGUEPAD . s. [tongue and pad.] A great

talker. Tatler.

TONGUETTED. a . [tongue and tie .]

1. Having an impediment of speech. Holder.

2. Unable to speak freely, from whatever

cause. Shakespeare .

1. Being extended ; being elastick. Brown.

2. Relating to tones or sounds .

TO'NNAGE. s. [from ton .] A custom or im-

post due for merchandise after a certain rate

in every ton. Cowel.

TO'NSIL. 8. [tonsilla, Lat. ] Tonsils or almonds

are two round glands placed on the sides of

the basis of the tongue, under the common

membrane of the fauces, with which they

are covered. Quincy.

TO'NSURE. s . [ lonsure, French ; tonsura, Lat . ]

The act of clipping the hair ; the state of

being shorn. Addison.

TOO. ad. [ro, Saxon.]

1. Over and above ; overmuch ; more than

enough. Sprat.

Oldham.2. Likewise ; also .

TOOK. The preterite, and sometimes the par-

ticiple passive, oftake.

TOOL. s. [rol , tool, Saxon.]

a. An instrument of manual operation.

Heylin.

1. A hireling ; a wretch who acts at the

command of another. Swift.

To TOOT. v. n. To pry ; to peep ; to search

narrowly and slily. Spenser.

TOOTH. s . plural teeth. [zoð, Saxon ; tand,

Dutch. ]

1. The teeth are the hardest and smoothest

bones of the body ; about the seventh or

eight month after birth they begin to pierce

the edge ofthe jaw ; about the seventh year

they are thrust out by new teeth, which

then begin to sprout, and if these teeth be

lost, they never grow again ; but some have

been observed to shed their teeth twice ;

about the one-and-twentieth year the two.

last of the molares spring up, and they are

called dentes sapientiæ.

Quincy. Shakespeare. Ray.

2. Taste; palate. Dryden.

3. A tine, prong, or blade, of any multifi.

dous instrument. Newton.

4. The prominent part of wheels, bywhich

theycatch upon correspondent parts of other

bodies. Moxon.

5. Tоотн and nail. With one's utmost vio

lence. L'Estrange.

6. To the TEETи. In open opposition. Shak.

7. To cast in the TEETH. To insult by open

exprobration.
Hooker.

8. In spite of the TEETH . Notwithstanding

any power of injury or defence. L'Estrange.

9. To show the TEETH. To threaten. Young.

To TOOTH. v . a . [from the noun .]

Grew

Moxon

1. To furnish with teeth ; to indent.

2. To lock in each other.

TOOTHA'CH. s. [ tooth and ach.] Pain in the

teeth . Shakespeare. Temple.

TO'OTHDRAWER. 8. [ tooth and draw.] One

whose business is to extract painful teeth.

Wiseman.

TO'OTHED. a. [from tooth. Having teeth.

TO'OTHLESS . a. [ from tooth.]

teeth ; deprived of teeth.

TOOTHPICK. s. [tooth an

TOOTHPICKER. } intrument by which

Wanting

Ray.

k.] An
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Carew.

the teeth are cleansed from any thing stick-

ing between them. Sandys.

TO'ŎTHSOME. a. [from tooth.] Palatable ;

pleasing to the taste.

TO'OTHSOMENESS. s. [from toothsome.]

Pleasantness to the taste.

TO'OTHWORT. s. [denturia.] A plant.

TOP. s. [topp, Welsh ; zop, Sax. top,

1. The highest part of any thing.

2. The surface ; the superficies.

Dutch.]

Cowley.

Bacon.

Swift.

Shakespeare.

Sprat.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

8. The hair on the crown of the head; the

forelock. Shakespeare.

9. The head of a plant.

10. An inverted conoid which children set

to turn on the point, continuing its motion

with a whip . Shakespeare.

11. Top is sometimes used as an adjective, to

express lying on the top, or being at the top.

Mortimer.

3. The highest place.

4. The highest person.

5. The utmost degree.

6. The highest rank.

.The crown ofthe head.

Te TOP. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To rise aloft ; to be eminent.

2. To predominate.

3. To excel.

To TOP. v. a.

1. To cover on the top ; to tip.

2. To rise above.

3. To outgo ; to surpass.

4. To crop.

5. To rise to the top of.

Watts.

3. A thing as is externally applied to any

particular part. Wiseman.

TO'PKNOT. s. [top and knot.] A knot worn

by women on the top ofthe head . L'Estran

TO'PLESS . a . [from top.] Having no top.

Chapman.

TO'PMAN. s. [top and man. ] The sawer at

the top. Moxon.

TO'PMOST. a. Uppermost ; highest. Addison.

TOPO'GRAPHER. S. [TOTO and yeapw.] One

who writes descriptions of particular places.

TOPO'GRAPHY. s. [TOπoc and gap .] De.

scription of particular places. Cromwell.

TO'PPING. a. [ from top . ] Fine ; noble ; gal-

lant. A low word.

TO'PPINGLY. ad. Splendidly ; nobly.

TO'PPINGLY. a. [from topping. ] Fine ; gay ;

gallant ; showy. Obsolete. Tusser.

To TO'PPLE. v. n . [from top. ] To fall forward ;

to tumble down. Shakespeare.

TO'PPROUD. a. [top and proud.] Proud in

the highest degree. Shakespeare.

TOPSAI'L. s. [top and sail.] The highest sail.

Knolles.

TOPSYTU'RVY. ad. With the bottom up.

Derhum. ward. Swift.

Locke, TOR. s . [ton, Saxon.]

Dryden.

Waller.

L'Estrange.
Collier.

Evelyn.

Denham.

6. To perform eminently ; as, he tops his

purt.

TÓ'PARCH. s. [ro and agx".] The princi-

pal man in a place. Brown.

TO'PARCHY. s . [from toparch. ] Command in

a small district.

TO'PAZ. s. [topase, French ; tipazons, low

Latin.] A yellow gum. Bacon.

To TOPE. v. n. [topper, Dutch, to be mad;

toper, French.] To drink hard ; to drink to

Dryden.

TO'PER. s. [from tope.] A drunkard.

TO'PFUL. a. [top and full. ] Full to the top ;

full to the brim. Swift .

excess.

TOPGA'LLANT. s. [top and gallant .]

1. The highest sail.

2. It is proverbially applied to any thing

elevated or splendid. Bacon.

TOPHA'CEOUS. a. [from tophus, Latin.]

Gritty ; stony. Arbuthnot.

TOPHEA'VY. a. [top and heavy.] Having the

upper part too weighty for the lower. Wot.

TO'PHET. s. [· Heb. a drum. ] Hell ; a

scriptural name.

TO'PİCAL. a. [from ToT .]

1. Relating to some general head.

2. Local; confined to some particular place.

3. Applied medicinally to a particular part.

Arbuthnot.

TO'PICALLY. ad. [from topical .] With appli-

cation to some particular part. Brown.

TO'PICK. s. [topique, Fr. vor .]

1. Principle of persuasion. Swift .

2. A general head ; something to which

other things are referred. Watts.

1. A tower; a turret.

2. A high pointed rock or hill ; whence tor

in the initial syllable of some local names.

TORCH. s. [torche, French ; torcia, Italian . ]

A waxlight generally supposed to be bigger

than a candle. Dryden

TO'RCHBEARER. s . [ torch and bear.] One

whose office is to carry a torch. Sidney.

TO'RCHER s. [from torch. One that gives

light. Shakespeare

TO'RCHLIGHT. s. [torch and light. ] Light

kindled to supply the want ofthe sun. Bacon

TORE. The preterite, and sometimes partici-

ple passive, oftear.

To TORMENT. v. a. [tourmenter, French.]

1. To put to pain ; to harass with anguish ;

to,excruciate. Shakespeare.

Milton,

Matthew

Milton.

Dryden.

2. To tease ; to vex with importunity.

3. To put into great agitation.

TO'RMENT. s. [tourment, French.]

1. Any thing that gives pain

2. Pain ; misery ; anguish.

3. Penal anguish ; torture.

TO'RMENTIL. s . [ tormentilla, Latin.] A

piant ; septfoil. The root has been used for

tanning of leather, and accounted the best

astringent in the whole vegetable kingdom.
Miller.

TORMENTOR. s. [ from torment.]

1. One who torments ; one who gives pain.

Sidney.

2. One who inflicts penal tortures. Saudys.

TORN. The participle passive oftear.

TORNA'DO. s. [ tornado, Spanish .] A hurri-

cane ; a whirlwind. Garth.

TORPE'DO. s. [Latin.] A fish which, while

alive, if touched even with a long stick, be-

numbs the hand that so touches it, but when

dead is eaten safely .

TO'RPENT. a. [ torpens, Latin.] Benumbed ;

struck motionless not active. Evelyn
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TOʻRPID a. [torpidus, Latin.] Numbed ; mo-

tionless ; sluggish ; not active. Ray.

TOʻRPIDNESS. s. [from torpid. ] The state of

being torpid. Hale.

TOʻRPITUDE. s. [from torpid .] State of be-

ing motionless ; numbness. Derham.

TO'ŘPOR. s. [ Latin ] Dulness ; numbness ;

inability to move ; dulness of sensation.

Bacon.

TORREFA'CTION. s. [torrefaction, Fr.] The

act ofdrying by the fire. Boyle.

To TO'RREFY. v. a. [torrefier, Fr. torrefacio,

Latin.] To dry by the fire. Brown.

TO'RRENT. s. [torrent, Fr. torrens, Latin.]

1. A sudden stream raised by summer show-

Sandys.ers.

2. A violent and rapid stream ; tumultuous

current. Clarendon.

TO'RRENT. a. [torrens, Latin.] Rolling in a

rapid stream.

TORRID. a . [torride, Fr. torridus, Latin.]

1. Parched ; dried with heat.

2. Burning; violently hot.

signifying a savage.] One who adheres to

the ancient constitution of the state, and the

apostolical hierarchy of the church of Eng-

land opposed to a whig. Swift.

To TOSE v. n . [ of the same original with

tease. ] To comb wool.

To TOSS. v. a. preterite and part. pass. tossed

or tost. [tosen, German, to make a noise .]

1. To throw with the hand, as a ball at play

Dryden.

Woodward.2. To throw with violence.

3. To lift with a sudden and violent motion.

Addison.

4. To agitate to put into violent motion.

Proverbs.

5. To make restless ; to disquiet. Milton.

6. To keep in play ; to tumble over.

Ascham .

To TOSS. v. n.

1. To fling ; to winch ; to be in violent

commotion.'

Milton.

Harvey.

Milton.

2. To be tossed.

Prior.

3. It is particularly applied to the regions

or zone between the tropicks.

TO'RSEL. s. [ torse, French .] Any thing in a
twisted form.

TOʻRSION. s. [torsio, Latin.] The act of turn-

ing or twisting.

Moxon.

TORT. s. [tort, French ; tortum, low Latin.]

Mischief; injury. Obsolete.

TO'RTILE. a. [ tortilis, Latin .]

wrong.

Fairfax.

Twisted ;

wreathed.

TO'RTION. s. [from tortus, Latin. ] Torment ;

pain. Not in use. Bacon .

TO'RTIOUS. a. [ from tort. ] Injurious ; doing

Spenser

TO'RTIVE. a . [ from tortus, Latin,] Twisted ;

wreathed. Shakespeare.

TO'RTOISE. s. [tortue, French.]

1. An animal covered with a hard shell ,

there are tortoises both of land and water.

2. A form into which the ancient soldiers

used to throw their troops, by bending

down, and holding their bucklers above

their heads, so that no darts could hurt

them. Dryden.

TORTUO'SITY. s. [from tortuous. ] Wreath ;
flexure . Brown.

'TO'RTUOUS. a. [from tortuosus, Latin.]

1. Twisted ; wreathed ; winding. Boyle.

2. [From tort. ] Mischievous.

TOʻRTURE. s. [tortura, Latin.]

Spenser.

1. Torments judicially inflicted ; pain by

which guilt is punished, or confession ex-

torted. Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

3. To Toss up. To throw coin into the air,

and wager on what side it will fall.

TOSS. s. [from the verb.]

1. The act oftossing.

Bramston.

Addison.

2. An affected manner of raising the head.

Swift.

TO'SSEL. s. See TASSEL. Mortimer.

TO'SSER. s. [ from toss. ] One who throws ;

one who flings and writhes.

TO'SSPOT. s. [toss and pot.] A toper and

drunkard.

Prior

Milton.

TOST. The preterite and part. pass . of toss.

TOTAL. a. [totus, Latin ; totul, French. ]

1. Whole ; complete ; full.

2. Whole ; not divided .

TOTALITY. s [ totalité, French. ] Complete

sum; whole quantity.

TOTALLY. ad. [from total. ] Wholly; fully ;

completely.
Atterbury.

T'O'THER. [contracted for the other.]

To TOTTER. v. n. [ tateen, Dutch.] To shake

so as to threaten a fall. Dryden.

TOTTERY. a. [from totter.] Shaking ; un-

TO'TTY. steady ; dizzy Spenser.

To TOUCH. v. a. [toucher, French.]

1. To perceive by feeling.
Creech.

2. To handle slightly Brown.

3. To reach with any thing, so as that there

be no space between the thing reached and

the thing brought to it.
Milton

Pope.

5. To try, as gold with a stone. Shakespeare.

Hooker.

Spenser.

Milton.

4. To cometo ; to attain.

6. To relate to.

7. To meddle with.

9. To move; to strike mentally ;

2. Pain ; anguish ; pang.

To TO'RTURE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To punish with torture.

2. To vex ; to excruciate ; to torment.

8. To effect.

Milton.

Addison.

Bacon.3. To keep on the stretch.

TO'RTURER. s. [from torture. ] He who tor-

tures ; tormentor. Shakespeare.

TOʻRVITY. 8. [torvitas, Latin .] Sourness ; se-

verity of countenance.

TO'RVOUS. a. [ torvus, Latin.] Sour of aspect ;

stern ; severe of countenance. Derkum.

TOʻRY. s. [A cant term, from an Irish word

to melt.

Congreve.

Pope.o. To delineate, or mark out.

11. To censure ; to animadvert upon. Hayw.

12. To infect ; to seize slightly.

13. To bite ; to wear ; to have an effect on.

Bacon.

Bacon.

14. To strike a musical instrument. Pope.

15. To influence by impulse ; to impel for-

cibly. ) Milton.
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16. To treat of perfunctorily. Milton.

17. TO TOUCHup. To repair, or improve

by slight strokes. Addison.

To TOUCH. v . n.

J. To be in a state of conjunction so that no

space is between them.

2. To fasten on ; to take effect on. Bacon.

3. To TOUCH at. To come to without stay.

Cowley.

To TO'UGHEN. v. n. [from tough .] To grow

tough.
Mortimer.

To TO'UGHEN. v. a. To make tough.

TOUGHNESS. s. [from tough.}

1. Not brittleness ; flexibility.

nousness.

Dryden.

2. Viscosity ; tenacity ; clamminess ; gluti-

Arbuthnot.

3. Firmness against injury. Shakespeare.

TOUPET. s. [ French.] A curl ; an artificial

lock ofhair.

TOUR. s. [tour, French.]

4. To TOUCH on. To mention slightly.

Addison.

5 To TOUCH on or upon.

short time.

To go for a very

Dryden.

6. To TOUCH on or upon.

mental inquiries.

To light upon in

Addison.

1. Ramble; roving journey.

2. Turn ; revolution.

TOURNAMENT.

TO'URNEY.

Swift.

Arbuthnot.

Blackmore.

TOUCH. s . [from the verb.]

1. Reach of any thing so that there is no

space between the things reaching and

reached.

2. The sense offeeling.

3. The act of touching.

Davies.

Milton.

Milton.

Hayward.

4. The state of being touched. Shakespeare.

5. Examination, as by a stone.

6. Test ; that by which any thing is exam-

ined.

7. Proof; tried qualities.

Carew.

Shakespeare.

8. [Touche, Fr.] Single act of a pencil upon

the picture. Dryden.

9. Feature ; lineament. Shakespeare.

10. Act of the hand upon a musical instru-

Milton.ment.

11. Power of exciting the affections.Shakesp.

12. Something of passion or affection. Hook.

13. Particular relation .

14. A stroke.

Bacon.

ter.

s. [tournamentum, low

Latin.]

1. Tilt ; just ; military sport ; meek encoun-

Daniel.

2. Milton uses it simply for encounter.

To TO'URNEY. v. n. [from the noun.] To

tilt in the lists. Spenser.

TOURNIQUET. s. [Fr.] A bandage used in

amputations, straitened or relaxed by the

turn of a handle. Sharp.

To TOUSE. v. a . [perhaps of the same origi-

nal with taw, tease, tose.] To pull ; to tear ;

to haul ; to drag ; whence touser, or towzer,

the name of a mastiff. Drayton.

TOW. s. [ top, Saxon.] Flax or hemp beaten

and combed into a filamentous substance.

Sharp.

To TOW. v. a. [reon, reohan, Saxon ; toghen,

old Dutch.] To draw by a rope, particularly

through the water. Shakespeare.

TOWA'RD .

Swift. TOWARDS . } preposition. [ropaɲd, Saxon.]

Holder.

15. Animadversion ; censure . King Charles.

16. Exact performance of agreement. Mort.

17. A small quantity intermingled .

18. A hint ; slight notice given.

19. A cant word for a slight essay.

TOUCHABLE. a. [from touch.] Tangible ;

that may be touched.

Bacon.

Swift.

Bacon.

TO'UCH-HOLE. s . [touch and hole. ] The hole

through which the fire is conveyed to the

powder in the gun.

TO'UCHINESS. s . [from touching.] Peevish-

ness ; irascibility. King Charles.

TO'UCHING. preposition. With respect, re-

gard, or relation to. Holder.

TOUCHING. a. [from touch. ] Pathetick ; af-

fecting ; moving."

TO'UCHINGLY. ad. With feeling emotion ;

in a pathetick manner. Garth.

TOUCHMENOT. s . An herb. Ainsworth.

TOUCHSTONE. s. [touch and stone. ]

1. Stone bywhich metals are examined.

Bacon.

2. Any test or criterion. Dryden.

TO'UCHWOOD. s . [ touch and wood. ] Rotten

wood used to catch the fire struck from the

flint.
Howel.

TOUCHY. a. [from touch.] Peevish ; irritable;

irascible ; apt to take fire. A low word. Arb.

TOUGH. a. [zoh, Sax.]

1. Yielding to flexure or extension without

fracture ; not brittle.

2. Stiff ; not easily flexible,

Bacon.

Dryden.

3. Not easily injured or broken. Shakespeare.

4. Viscous ; clammy ; ropy ; tenacious.
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1. In a direction to ; he set his face toward

the wilderness. Numbers.

2. With local tendency to ; the currents drive

towards the sea. Milton.

3. Near to ; as, the danger now comes toward

him .

4. With respect to ; touching ; regarding ;

he has love towards us. Sidney.

5. With ideal tendency to ; this was the first

act towards a breach. Clarendon.

6. Nearly; little less than ; he is toward se-

venty. Swift.

TOWARD. ad. Near ; at hand ; in a state

TO'WARDS. of preparation. Shakespeare.

TO'WARD. a. Ready to do or learn ; not fro-

ward.

TO'WARDLINESS. s . [from towardly . ] Doci-

lity ; compliance ; readiness to do or to learn.

Raleigh.

TO'WARDLY. a. [from toward.] Ready to do

or learn ; docile ; compliant with duty. Bac.

TO'WARDNESS. s. [from toward ] Docility .

TO'WEL. s. [touaille, Fr. touaglio, Ital . ] A

cloth on which the hands are wiped. Dryden.

TO'WER. s. [zon, Saxon ; tour, Fr.]

South.

1. A high building ; a building raised above

the main edifice.

2. A fortress ; a citadel.

3. A high headdress.

4. A high flight ; elevation .

Genesis.

Psalms.

Hudibras.

To TO'WER. v. n. To soar ; to fly or rise

high. Dryden.

Miller,

TO'WER-MUSTARD. s. [turritis, Latin.] A

plant,
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TOWERED. a. [from tower.] Adorned or de.

fended by towers. Milton.

TO'WERY. a. [from tower. ] Adorned or guard-

ed with towers.

TOWN. s. [zun, Sax tuyn, Dutch.]

Pope.

1. Any walled collection of houses . Joshua.

2. Any collection of houses larger than a vil-

lage. Shakespeare.

3 In England, any number of houses to

which belongs a regular market, and which

is not a city, or the see of a bishop .

4. The inhabitants of a town.

5. The court end of London.

Chapman.

Pope.

6. The people who live in the capital. Pope.

TOWNCLERK. s. ( town aud clerk. ] An offi-

cer who manages the public business of a

place. Acts .

TO'WNHOUSE. s. [town and house. ] The hall

where publick business is transacted.Addison.

TO'WNSHIP. s. [town and ship. ] The corpora-

tion or district of a town.
Raleigh.

TO'WNSMAN. s . [ town and man. ]

1. An inhabitant of a place. Clarendon.

2. One of the same town.

TO'WNTALK. s. [town and talk. ] Common

prattle of a place. L'Estrange.

TO'XICAL. a. [toxicum, Latin. ] Poisonous ;

containing poison.

TOY. s. [toyen, tooghen, Dutch ]

1. A petty commodity ; a triffe ; a thing of

no value.

2. A plaything ; a bauble.

3. Matter of no importance.

4. Folly ; trifling practice.

Abbot.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

Hocker.

5. Play ; sport ; amorous dalliance. Milton.

6. Odd story ; silly tale.

7. Slight representation.

8. Wild fancy ; odd conceit.

Shakespeare.

Hooker.

Shakespeare.

To TOY. v. n. [from the noun.] To tritle ; to

dally amorously ; to play.

TO'YISH. a. [ from toy. ] Trifling ; wanton.

TO'YISHNESS. s. [from toyish.] Nugacity ;

Glanville.wantonness.

TO'YMAN. s. A seller of toys.
Young.

TO'YSHOP. s. A shop where playthings and

little nice manufactures are sold. Pope.

To TOZE. v. u. [ See TOUSE and TEASE.] To

pull by violence or importunity. Shakespeare.

TRACE. s. [trace, Fr. traccia, Ital. ]

1. Mark left by any thing passing ; footsteps.
Milton.

2. Remain ; appearance of what has been .

Temple.

3. [From tirasser, Fr. tirasses, traces. ] Har-

ness for beasts of draught. Pope.

To TRACE. v. a. [tracer, Fr. tracciare, Ital .]

1. To follow by the footsteps, or remaining

marks.

2. To follow with exactness.

3. To mark out.

4. To walk over.

Prior.

TRA'CKLESS. a. [from track.] Untrodden i

marked with no footsteps.

TRACT, s. [ tractus, Latin . ]

1. Any kind of extended substance. Milton.

2. A region ; a quantity of land. Raleigh.

3. Continuity ; any thing protracted, or

drawn out to length. Howal.

4. Course ; manner of process. Shakespeare.

5. It seems to be used by Shakespeare for

track.

6. [Tractatus, Lat. ] A treatise ; a small

book, Swift.

TRACTABLE. a. [ tractabilis, Lat.; traitable,

French. ]

1. Manageable ; docile ; compliant ; obsequi

ous ; practicable ; governable. Tillotson.

2. Palpable ; such as may be handled . Hooker

TRA’CTABLENESS. s . [from tractable.] The

state of being tractable ; compliance ; obse-

quiousness. Locke.

TRACTABLY. ad. In a tractable manner ;

gently.

TRA'CTATE. s . [tractatus, Lat. ] A treatise ;

a tract ; a small book. Brown.

TRA'CTÍLE. u . [ tructus,Latin .] Capable to be

drawn out or extended in length ; ductile .

TRACTILITY. s . [ from tractile. ] The qua-

lity ofbeing tractile. Derham .

TRACTION. s. [ from tractus, Lat. ] The act of

drawing; the state of being drawn. Holder.

TRADE. s. [tratta, Italian .]

1. Traffick ; commerce ; exchange of goods

for other goods, or for money. Temple.

2. Occupation ; particular employment, whe-

ther manual or mercantile. Arbuthnot.

3. Instruments of any occupation. Dryden.

4. Any employment not manual ; habitual

exercise. Bacon.

5. Custom ; habit ; standing practice. Shak.

To TRADE. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To traffick ; to deal ; to hold commerce.

Arbuthnot.

merce.

2. To act merely for money. Shakespeare.

To TRADE. v . a. To sell or exchange in com

Ezekiel.

TRADE-WIND. s . [ trade and wind. ] Themon-

soon; the periodical wind between the tro-

picks. Dryden Cheyne.

TRA'DED. a. [ from trade.] Versed ; practised.

TRA'DEFUL. a. [ trude andfull. ] Commercial ;

busy in traffick. Spenser.

TRA'DER. s. (from trade .]

1. One engaged in merchandise or com-

Child.merce.

2. One long used in the methods of money-

getting ; a practitioner.

TRA'DESFOLK. s. [trade and folk .] People

Temple. employed in trades. Swift.

Denham. TRA'DESMAN. s. [trade and man.] A shop-

Swift. keeper.
Arbuthnot.

Shakespeare. TRADITION. s . [ tradition, Fr. traditio, Lat ]

Howel. 1. The act or practice of delivering accounts

from mouth to mouth without written me-

morials . Hooker.

TRA'CER. s One that traces.

TRACK. s. [trac, old Fr. traccia, Ital.]

1. Mark left upon the way by the foot, or

otherwise. Milton.

Dryden.2. A road ; a beaten path.

To TRACK. v. a . [ from the noun. ] To follow

by the footsteps or marks left by the way.

Dryden.

2. Any thing delivered orally from age to

age. Pope.

TRADITIONAL. a. [ from tradition.]

1. Delivered by tradition ; descending by

oral communication. Tillotson.
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2. Observant of traditions, or idle rites . Not

used, nor proper. Shakespeare.

TRADITIONALLY. ad. [from traditional .]:

1. By transmission from age to age. Burnet.

2. From tradition without evidence of writ-

ten memorials. Erown.

TRADITIONARY. a . [from tradition . ] De-

livered by tradition ; transmissive . Tillotson.

TRA'DITIVE. a. [ traditive, Fr. from trudo,

Lat. Transmitted or transmissible from age

to age. Dryden

To TRADUCE. v. a . [tradúco, Latin ; truduire,

French.]

Hule.

1. To censure ; to condemn ; to represent as

blamable ; to calumniate ; to decry. Hooker.

2. To propagate ; to increase or continue by

deriving one from another.

TRADUCEMENT. s. [from traduce. ] Cen-

5 sure ; obloquy. Shakespeare.

TRADUCER. s . [ from traduce .]

1. A false censurer ; a calumniator.

2. One who derives.

TRADUCIBLE. a. [from traduce. ] Such as

may be derived.

TRADUCTION. s . [from traduce.]

Hale.

1. Derivation from one of the same kind ;

propagation.
Glanville.

2. Tradition ; transmission from one to ano-

ther.

3. Conveyance ; act of transferring.

4. Transition.

Hale.

Hule.

Bacon.

TRAFFICK. s. [ trafique, Fr. traffico, Ital . ]

1. Commerce ; inerchandising ; large trade ;

exchange of commodities. Addison.

Gay.2. Commodities ; subject of traffick .

To TRAFFICK. v. n. [trafiquer, Fr. trafficare,

Italian.]

1. To practise commerce ; to merchandise ;

to exchange commodities. Bacon.

Rowe.2. To trade meanly or mercenarily.

TRAFFICKER.s. [trafiqueur, Fr.from traffick.]

Trader ; merchant. Shakespeare.

TRA'GACANTH. s . [ tragacantha, Latin.] A

gum which proceeds from the incision ofthe

root or trunk of a plant so called .

TRAGEDIAN. s. [ tragœdus, Latin.]

1. A writer oftragedy. Stillingfleet.

2. An actor of tragedy. Dryden.

TRAGEDY. s. [tragedie, Fr. tragedia, Latin.]

A dramatick representation of a serious ac-
tion. Rymer.

2. Any mournful or dreadfulevent.

Shakespeare.

TRA'GICAL. a. [tragicus, Latin ; tragique,

TRA'GICK. S French.]

1. Relating to tragedy. Spenser.

2. Mournful ; calamitous ; sorrowful ; dread-

ful. Sandys. Rowe.

TRA'GICALLY. ad. [from tragical.]

1. In a tragical manner ; in a manner befit-

ting tragedy. Dryden.

2. Mournfully ; calamitously ; sorrowfully.

TRA'GICALNESS. s . [from tragical ] Mourn-

fulness ; calamitousness. Dec. ofPiety.

TRAGICO'MEDY. s . [tragicomedie, French. ]

A drama compounded of merry and serious

events. Gay.

TRAGICO'MICAL. a. [tragicomique, French.]

1. Relating to tragicomedy. Gay.

row .

2. Consisting ofa mixture of mirth with sor.

TRAGICO'MICALLY. ad. [from tragicomi

cal. ] In a tragicomical manner. Bramst.

To TRAJECT. v. a. [trajectus, Lat .] To cast

through ; to throw. Newton.

TRAJECT. s. [ trajectus, Lat. ] A ferry ; a pas-

sage for a water-carriage. Shakespeare.

TRAJECTION. s [trajectio, Latin.]

1. The act of darting through.

2. Emission.

To TRAIL. v . a. [ trailler, French. ]

1. To hunt by the track.

2. To draw along the ground.

Boyle.

Brown.

Dryden.

3. To draw a long floating or waving body.

4. To draw ; to drag.

Pope.

Milton.

To TRAIL. v. n. To be drawn out in length.

Dryden.

TRAIL. s. [from the verb.]

1. Scent left on the ground by the animal

pursued ; track followed by the hunter Shak.

2. Any thing drawn to length . Rowe.

3. Any thing drawn behind in long undula-

tions.

To TRAIN. v. a. [ trainer, French .] ·.·•

1. To draw along.

Pope.

Milton.

Shak.2. To draw ; to entice ; to invite."

3. To draw by artifice or stratagem. Shak.

4. To draw from act to act by persuasion or

promise.

5. To educate ; to bring up.

Shakespeare.

Tillotson.

6. To exercise, or form to any practice by

exercise.

TRAIN. s. [train, French ]

Dryden.

1. Artifice; stratagem of enticement. Spens.

2. The tail of a bird. Ray.

Shakespeare.

Watts.

3. The part of a gown that falls behind up-

on the ground.

4. A series ; a consecution.

5. Process ; method ; state of procedure.

Swift.

6. A retinue ; a number of followers. Shak.

7. An orderly company ; a procession. Dryd.

8. The line of powder reaching to the mine.

L'Estrange.

9. TRAIN ofartillery. Cannons accompany-

ing an army. Clarendon.

TRAINBA'NDS. s. [train and band.] The mi-

litia ; the part of a community trained to

martial exercise. Clarendon.

TRAINBEARER. s. [train and bearer.] One

that holds up a train.

TRAINOI'L. s. [train and oil. ] Oil drawn by

coction from the fat ofthe whale.

TRAI'NY. a . [from train.] Belonging to train

oil. A bad word. Gay.

To TRAISPE. v . a. [A low word.] To walk in

a careless or sluttish manner. Pope.

TRAIT. s. [trait, French.] A stroke ; a touch.

Broome.

TRAITOR. s . [traitre, French ; traditor, Lat. ]

One who being trusted betrays. Swift.

TRAITORLY. a. [from traitor.] Treacherous;

perfidious. Shakespeare.

TRAITORIUS. a. [from traitor.] Treacher-

ous; perfidious ; faithless.

TRAITOROUSLY. ad. In a manner suiting

traitors ; perfidiously.

Ben Jonson.

Donne
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TRAITRESS. s. [from traitor.] A woman who TRANSCENDENTLY. ad. [from transcends

betrays. Dryden.

TRALÄTITIOUS. a. [from transtutus, Latin.]

Metaphorical ; not literal.

TRALÁTITIOUSLY. ad. Metaphorically ;

not literally. Holder.

To TRALINEATE. v. n. [trans and line. ] To

deviate from any direction.

TRA'MMEL. s. [tramail, French.]

Dryden.

1. A net in which birds or fish are caught.

2. Any kind of net.

Carew.

Spenser.
3. A kind of shackles in which horses are

tanght to pace. Dryden.

To TRA'MMEL. v. a. [from the noun.] To

catch; to intercept. Shakespeare.

ent.] Excellently ; supereminently. South.

To TRANSCOLATE. v . a . [ trans and colo,

Latin.] To strain through a sieve or colan-

der ; to suffer to pass, as through a strainer.

Harvey,

To TRANSCRIBE. v. a. [transcribo, Latin ;

transcrire, French ] To copy ; to write from

an exemplar. Clarendon

TRANSCRIBER. s . [from transcribe ] A co-

pier ; one who writes from a copy. Addison.

TRA'NSCRIPT. s. [transcriptum, Latin. ] A

copy ; any thing written from an original .

South.

TRANSCRIPTION. s. [from transcriptus,

Latin.] The act of copying. Brerewood.

In manuer of a copy.
To TRAMPLE. v . a. [ trampe, Danish. To TRANSCRIPTIVELY. ad. [ from transcript.]

tread under foot with pride, contempt , or

elevation.

To TRAMPLE. v. n .

Milton.

1. To tread in contempt. Gov. of the Tongue.

2. To tread quick and loudly. Dryden.

TRAMPLER. s . One that tramples.

TRANATION. s. [trano Latin. ] The act of

swimming over.

TRANCE. s. [ transe, Fr. transitus, Latin . ] An

ecstacy ; a state in which the soul is rapt

into visions offuture or distant things. Milt.

TRA'NCED. a. [from trance.] Lying in a

trance or ecstacy.

Moxon.

TRA'NGRAM. s . [ a cant word. ] An odd in-

tricately contrived thing.
Arbuthnot.

TRA'NNEL. s. A sharp pin.

TRA'NQUIL. a . [tranquille, Fr. tranquillus,

Latin.] Quiet ; peaceful. Shakespeare.

TRANQUILLITY. s . [tranquillitas, Latin .]

Quiet ; peace of mind ; peace of condition ;

freedom from perturbation.

To TRANSA'CT. v. a. [transactus, Latin.]

1. To manage ; to negotiate ; to conduct a

treaty or affairs.

Pope.

2. To perform ; to do ; to carry on. Addison.

TRANSA'CTION. s. [from transact . ] Nego-

tiation ; dealing between man and man ;

management. Clarendon.

TRANSANIMATION. s. [ trans and anima.]

Conveyance of the soul from one bodyto an-

other. Brown.

To TRANSCEND. v. a. [transcendo, Lat.]

1. To pass ; to overpass.

2. To surpass ; to outgo ; to exceed ;

3. To surmount ; to rise above.

To TRANSCEND. v. n.

1. To climb. Not in use.

2. To surpass thought.

TRANSCENDENCE.

Davies.

to excel.

Wailer.

Howel.

Brown.

Hammond.

TRANSCENDENCY. } s. [from transcend . ]

1. Excellence ; unusual excellence ; super-
eminence.

2. Exaggeration ; elevation beyond truth.

Bucon.

TRANSCENDENT. a. [transcendens, Latin.]

Excellent ; supremely excellent ; passing

others. Rogers.

TRANSCENDENTAL. a. [transcendentalis,

low Latin.]

1. General ; pervading many particulars .

2. Supereminent ; passing others. Grew.

Bacon.

Bacon.

To TRA'NSCUR. v. n. [transcurro, Latin. ] To

run or rove to and fro.

TRANSCURSION. s. [from transcursus,

Lat.] Ramble ; passage through ; passage be-

yond certain limits. Wotton.

TRANSE. s. [See TRANCE .] Atemporary aly
sence ofthe soul ; an ecstacy. Miiton

TRANSELEMENTATION. s . [trans and ele

ment.] Change of one element into another.

Burnet.

TRANSEXION . s. [trans and sexus, Latin. ]

Change from one sex to another. Brown.

To TRANSFER. v. a. [transfero, Latin.]

1. To convey ; to make over from one to

another. Prior.

Dryden.2. To remove ; to transport.

TRA'NSFER. s . A change of property ; a de-

livery of property to another.

TRANSFERRER. s. He that transfers .

TRANSFIGURATION. s. [ transfiguration

French.]

1. Change of form. Brown

2. The miraculous change of our blessed Sa-

viour's appearance on the mount. Addison.

To TRANSFIGURE. v. a . [trans and figura,

Latin.] To transform ; to change with re-

spect to outward appearance. Boyle.

To TRANSFI'X. v. a. [transfixus, Latin. ] To

pierce through. Fenton.

To TRANSFO'RM. v. a. [trans and forma,

Latin.] To metamorphose ; to change with

regard to external form. Davies.

To TRANSFO'RM . v. n. To be metamorpho-

sed .

;

Addison.

TRANSFORMATION. s. [from transform. ]

Change of shape ; act of changing the form ;

state of being changed with regard to form

metamorphosis.
Watis.

TRANSFRETA'TION. s . [trans andfretum ,

Latin.] Passage over the sea. Davies.

To TRANSFUSE. v. a. [ transfusus, Latin.]

To pour out of one into another. Hooker.

TRANSFUSION, s. [ transfusus, Latin. ] The

act of pouring out of one into another. Dry.

To TRANSGRESS. v . a . [transgressus, Lat. ]

1. To pass over ; to pass beyond . Dryden.

2. To violate ; to break. Wake.

To TRANSGRE'SS. v . n . To offend by vio

lating a law. Wisdom.

TRANSGRESSION , s . [ transgression, Fr. from

transgress.]
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South.

2. Offence ; crime ; fault. Shakespeare.

TRANSGRE'SSIVE. a. [from transgress.]

I. Faulty ; culpable ; apt to break laws. Brown.

TRA'NSGRESSOR. s . [ transgresseur, French.]

Lawbreaker ; violator of command ; offen-

der. Clarendon.

TRA'NSIENT a. [transiens, Lat.] Soon past ;

soon passing ; short ; momentary. Pope.

TRANSIENTLY. ad. In passage ; with a

short passage ; not with continuance.Dryden.

TRA'NSIENTNESS, s. (from transient. ] Short-

ness of continuance ; speedy passage.

Dec. of Piety.

TRANSILIENCE. s. [from transilio, Lat.]

TRANSILIENCY. } Leap from thing to

1. Violation of a law ; breach of a command. TRANSLOCATION. s. [trans and locus, Lat.]

Removal of things reciprocally to each

other's places. Woodward,

TRANSLUCENCY. s. [from translucent. ] Di

aphaneity ; transparency. Boyle.

TRANSLUCENT. a. [ trans and lucens, or

TRANSLUCID. lucidus, Lat.] Transpa-

rent; diaphanous ; clear. Bacon Pope.

TRA'NSMARINE. a. [transmarinus, Lat.] Ly

ing on the other side of the sea ; found b.-

yond sea. Howel.

To TRA'NSMEW. v. a. [transmuer, Fr.] To

transmute ; to transform ; to metamorphose ;

to change. Obsolete. Spenser.

TRA'NSMIGRANT.,a. [transmigrans, Latin.]

Passing into another country or state .Bacon.

To TRANSMIGRATE. u. n. [ transmigro,La

tin.] To pass from one place or country inte

another. Dryden

TRANSMIGRATION. 3. [from transmigrate.]

Passage from one place or state into ano-

ther. Denham.

TRANSMISSION. s. [ transmission, French ;

transmissus, Latin.] The act of sending from

one place or person to another. Newton.

TRANSMI'SSIVE. a. [from transmissus, Lat.]

Transmitted ; derived from one to another.

Pope

thing. Glanville.

TRAʼÑSIT. 8. [transitus, Latin.] In astrono-

my, the passing of any planet just by or un-

der any fixed star ; or of the moon in parti-

cular covering or moving close by any other

planet. Harris.

TRANSITION. s. [transitio, Latin.]

1. Removal ; passage from one to another.

Woodward.

2. Change ; mode of change. Pope.

3. Passage in writing or in conversation from

one subject to another. Dryden.

TRA'NSITIVE. a. [ transitivus, Latin.]

1. Having the power of passing. Bacon.

2. [In grammar.] A verb transitive is that

which signifies an action, conceived as hav-

ing an effect upon some object ; as, I strike

the earth. Clarke.

TRANSITORILY. ad. [from transitory. ] With

speedy evanescence ; with short continuance.

TRA'NSITORINESS. s. [from transitory.] .

Speedy evanescence .

TRA'NSITORY. a. [ transitorius, from transeo,

Latin.] Continuing but a short time ; spee-

dily vanishing. Tillotson.

To TRANSLATE. v. n. [ translatus, Lat.]

1. To transport ; to remove. Hebrews.

2. It is particularly used in the removal of a

bishop from one see to another. Camden.

3. To transfer from one to another ; to con-

vey.

4. To change.

Peacham.

Shakespeare.

5 [Trarslater, old Fr.] To interpret in ano-

ther language. Luke.

6. To explain. Shakespeare.

TRANSLATION. s. [translatio, Lat. transla-

tion, French.]

1. Removal ; act of removing. Arbuthnot.

2. The removal of a bishop to another see.

Clarendon.

3. The act ofturning into another language ;

interpretation. Denhum.

4. Something made by translation ; version.

Hooker.

TRANSLATIVE. a. [translativus, Latin.] Ta-

ken from others.

TRANSLATOR. s . [from translate.] One that

turns any thing into another language.

Denham.

TRANSLATORY. a. [from translate.] Trans-

ferring. Arbuthnot.
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To TRANSMIT. v. a. [transmitto, Lat. ] To

send from one place to another.
Hale

TRANSMITTAL. s. [from transmit . ] The

act oftransmitting ; transmission . Swift.

TRANSMITTER. s. [ from transmit.] Oue

that transmits .

TRANSMUTABLE. a. [transmutable, Fr. from

transmute.] Capable of change ; possible to

be changed into another nature or substance.

Arbuthnot.

TRANSMU'TABLY. ad. [from transmute .]

With capacity of being changed into ano-

ther substance or nature.

TRANSMUTATION. s. [transmutation, Fr.]

Change into another nature or substance.

The great aim of alchemy is the transmuta.

tion of base metals into gold. Bentley

To TRANSMUTE. v. n. [ transmuto, Latin.

To change from one nature or substance tc

another. Raleigh

TRANSMUTER. s. [from transmute.] One

that transmutes.

TRA'NSOM. s . [transenna, Lat.]

1. A thwart beam or lintel over a door.

2. [Among mathematicians.] The vane of an

instrument called a cross-staff, being a piece

ofwood fixed across with a square socket

upon which it slides. Bailey

TRANSPARENCY. s. [from transparent.]

Clearness ; diaphaneity ; translucency ; power

oftransmitting light. Arbuthnot.

TRANSPA'RENT. a. [transparent, French .]

Pervious to the light ; clear ; pellucid ; dia-

phanous ; translucent ; not opaque. Addison.

TRANSPICUOUS. a. [trans and specio, Lat.]

Transparent ; pervious to the sight. Philips.

To TRANSPIERCE. v. n. [ transpercer, Fr.]

To penetrate ; to make way through ; to

permeate. Raleigh.

TRANSPIRATION. s [transpiration, Fr. ]

Emission in vapour. Sharp.
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To TRANSPI'RE. v. a. [ transpiro, Latin ; tran

spirer, Fr.] To emit in vapour.

To TRANSPIRE. v. n. [transpirer, Fr.]

1. To be emitted by insensible vapour.

Woodward.

2. To escape from secrecy to notice.

To TRANSPLA'CE. v. a. [ trans and place. ] To

remove ; to put into a new place. Wilkins.

To TRANSPLANT. v. a. [trans and plaxto,

Latin }

1. To remove and plant in a new place.

2. To remove and settle.

3. To remove.

Bacon.

TRANSUDATION. s [ from transude.] The

Boyle.

act of passing in sweat, or perspirable va-

pour, through any integument.

To TRANSUDE. v. n. [trans and sudo, Lat .]

To pass through in vapour.

TRANSVERSAL a. [transversal French. ]

Running crosswise Hale.

Harvey.

TRANSVERSALLY. ad. [from transversal.]

In a cross direction. Wilkins

TO TRANSVERSE. v. a . [transversus, Latin. ]

To change ; to overturn. Lesley.

TRANSVERSE. a. [transversus, Latin. ] Be-

ing in a cross direction. Blackmore.

Roscommon.

Clarendon. TRANSVERSELY. ad. [from transverse. ] In

a cross direction . Stillingflect.

TRANSUMPTION. s . [trans and sumo, Lat.]

The act of taking from one place to ano-

ther.

TRANSPLANTATION. s. [transplantation,

French.]

1. The act of transplanting or removing to

another soil. Suckling.

2. Conveyance from one to another. Baker.

3. Removal ofmen from one country to ano-

ther. Broome.

TRANSPLANTER. s. [from transplant.] One

that transplants.

TO TRANSPO'RT. v. a. [trans and porto, Lat.

transporter, French.]

1. To convey by carriage from place to place.

Dryden.

2. To carry into banishment as a felon. Swift.

3. To sentence as a felon to banishment.

4. To hurry by violence or passion. Swift.

5. To put into ecstacy ; to ravish with plea-

Dec. ofPiety.

TRA'NSPORT. s. [transport, French ; from

the.verb. ]

sure.

Arbuthnot.

1. Transportation ; carriage ; conveyance.

2. A vessel of carriage ; particularly a vessel

in which soldiers are conveyed. Dryden.

3. Rapture ; ecstacy. South.

TRANSPO'RTANCÉ. s . [from transport.] Con-

veyance ; carriage ; removal. Shakespeare.

TRANSPORTATION. s. [from transport.]

1. Removal ; conveyance.

2. Banishment for felony.

Wotton.

3. Ecstatick violence of passion. South.

TRANSPO'RTER. s. [from transport.] One

that transports. Carew.

TRANSPO'SAL. s. [from transpose.] The act of

putting things in each other's place. Swift.

ToTRANSPO'SE. v. a. [from transposer, Fr.]

1. To put each in the place of other. Locke.

2. To put out of place. Shakespeare.

TRANSPOSITION. s. [transposition, Fr.]

J. The act of putting one thing in the place

of another.

2. The state of being put out of one place in

to another. Woodward.

To TRANSSHA'PE. v. a. [trans and shape.]

To transform ; to bring into another shape.

stance.

Shakespeare.

To TRANSUBSTANTIATE. v. a . [transub-

stantier, French. ] To change to another sub-

Donne. Milton.

TRANSUBSTANTIA'TION. s. [ transubstan-

tiation, French. ] A miraculous operation be-

lieved in the Romish church, in which the

elements of the eucharist are supposed to be

changed into the real body and blood of

Christ. che.

TRA'NTERS. s. Men who carry fish from the

sea-coast to sell in the inland counties.

..
· Bailey.

TRAP. s. [ tɲappe, Saxon ; trape, Fr. trappola,

Italian.]

1. A suare set for thieves or vermin. Taylor.

2. Au ambush ; a stratagem to betray or

catch unawares. Calamy.

3. A play at which a ball is driven with a

stick.

To TRAP. v. a. [τɲappan, Saxon.]

King.

1. To ensnare ; to catch by a snare or am-

bush ; to take by stratagem. Dryden.

2. [ See TRAPPINGS. ] To adorn ; to deco-

rate. Spenser.

TRAPDO'OR. s. [trap and door.] A door

opening and shutting unexpectedly. Ray.

To TRAPE. v. a. [commonly written to traipse.]

To run idly and sluttishly about. It is used

only of women.

TRAPES. s. [I suppose from trape . ] An idle

slatternly woman. Gay.

TRAPÉZIUM. s. [Teametov.] A quadrilateral

figure, whose four sides are not equal, and

none ofits sides parallel. Woodward.

TRAPEZOΊD. s. [τραπεζιον and είδος.] An ir-

regular figure, whose four sides are not pa-

rallel.

TRAPSTICK. s. [trap and stick.] A stick with

which boys drive a wooden ball. Spectator.

TRA'PPINGS. s. [drap, French, cloth.]

1. Ornaments appendant to the saddle. Milt.

2. Ornaments ; dress ; embellishments. Shak.

TRASH. s. [tros, Islandick ; drusen, German.]

1. Any thing worthless ; dross ; dregs. Swift.

2. A worthless person.

3. Matter improper for food.

To TRASH. v. a.

1. To lop ; to crop.

2. To crush ; to humble.

TRA'SHY. u . [from trash.]

useless .

Shakespeare.

Garth.

Worthless ;

Shakespeare.
Hammond.

vile ;

Dryden.

To TRAVAIL. v . n. [travailler, French.]

1. To labour ; to toil.

2. To be in labour ; to suffer the pains of

childbirth.

To TRAVAIL. v. a . To harass ; to tire.

TRA'VAIL. s. [from the verb.]

1. Labour ; toil ; fatigue.

2. Labour in childbirth.

Isaiah.

Hayward.

Hooker.

Bacon.
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TRAVE, TRAVEL, or TRA'VISE. S. A wooden

frame for shoeing unruly horses.

To TRAVEL. v. # .

1. To make journeys.

2. To pass ; to go ; to move.

3. To make journeys of curiosity.

Dryden.

Pope.

Waits.

4. To labour; to toil. This should be rather
travail.

To TRAVEL. v. a.

1. To pass ; to journey over.

2. To force to journey.

TRAVEL. s . [travail, French.]

Hooker.

Milton.

Spenser.

1. Journey ; act of passing from place to

place. Prior.

2. Journey of curiosity or instruction . Bacon.

3. Labour ; toil. This should be rather tra-

vail. Milton.

4. Labour in childbirth. This sense belongs

rather to travail. Dryden.

5. TRAVELS. Account of occurrences and

observations of a journey into foreign parts.

Watts.

TRAVELLER. s. [ trurailleur, French. ]

1. One who goes a journey ; a wayfarer.
•

Spenser.

2. One who visits foreign countries. Locke.

TRAVELTAINTED. a. (travel and tainted .]

Harassed ; fatigued with travel . Shakespeare.

TRAVERS, ad. [French.] Athwart ; across.

Not used. Shakespeare.

TRAVERSE ad. [à travers,French. ] Crosswise;

Hayward.

TRAVERSE. prep. Through ; crosswise . Milt.

TRAVERSE. a [transversus , Lat. traverse, Fr.]

Lying across ; lying athwart.

TRA'VERSE. s .

athwart.

Wotton.

1. Any thing laid or built across. Bacon.

2. Something that thwarts, crosses, or ob-

structs ; cross accident ; thwarting obstacle.

Dryden.

To TRA'VERSE. v . a. [traverser, French.j

1. To cross ; to lay athwart. Shakespeare.

2. To cross by way of opposition ; to thwart
with obstacles. Arbuthnot.

3. To oppose ; to cross by an objection. A

law term . Baker.

Milton.4. To wander over ; to cross.

5. To survey ; to examine thoroughly. South.

To TRAVERSE. v. n. To use a posture ofop-

position in fencing. Shakespeare.

TRAVESTY. a . [travesti, French . ] Dressed so

as to be made ridiculous ; burlesqued.

TRAUMATICK. a. [τgavμaτmos . ] Vulnerary ;

useful to wounds. Wiseman .

TRAY. s. [tray, Swedish. ] A shallow wooden

vesselin which meat or fish is carried. Gay.

TRAYTRIP s. A kind of play. Shakespeare.

TREACHEROUS. a. [from treachery. ] Faith-

less perfidious ; guilty of deserting or be-

traying. Swift.

TREACHEROUSLY. ad. Faithlessly ; per-

fidiously ; by treason ; by dishonest strata-

Otway.

TREACHEROUSNESS . s. [from treacherous . ]

The quality of being treacherous ; perfidi-

gem.

ousness .

TREACHERY. s . [tricherie, French. ] Perfidy;
breach offaith.

TRE'ACHETOR. } s. [from tricher, trickeur,

TRE ACHOUR. French. ] A traitor ; one

who betrays ; one who violates his faith or

allegiance. Not in use. Spenser.

TREACLE. s . [triacle, Fr. theriaca, Latin.]

1. A medicine made up ofmany ingredients.

Boyle.

2. Molasses ; the spume of sugar.

To TREAD. r . n. preterite.trod ; part. pass.

trodden. [trudan, Gothick ; rɲedan, Saxon

treden, Dutch.]

1. To set the foot. Milton.

2. To trample ; to set the feet in scorn or

malice.

3. To walk with form or state.

4. To copulate as birds.

To TREAD . v. a.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

1. To walk on ; to feel under the foot. Priër.

2. To press under the foot.

3. To beat ; to track.

Swift.

Shakespeare

4. To walk on in a formal or stately man.

ner.

5. To crush under foot ; to trample in con-

tempt or hatred .

6 To put in action by the feet.

Psalms.

7. To love as the male bird the female.

Job.

Dryden.

Milton.

Shakespeare

TREAD. s . [from the verb.]

1. Footing ; step with the foot.

2. Way ; track ; path.

3. The cock's part in the egg.

TREADER. s . [from tread. ] He who treads.

Isaiah.

TRE'ADLE. 8. [from tread.]

1. A part ofan engine on which the feet act

to put itin motion. Meron.

2. The sperm of the cock.

TRE'ASON. s . [trahison, Fr. ] An offence com-

mitted against the dignity and majesty ofthe

commonwealth. It is divided into high trea-

son and petit treason . High treuson is an of-

fence against the security of the common-

wealth or of the king's majesty, whether by

imagination, word, or deed ; as to compass

or imagine treason, or the death of the prince,

or the queen consort, or his son and heir

apparent ; or to deflower the king's wife, or

his eldest daughter unmarried, or his eldest

son's wife ; or levy war against the king in

his realm, or to adhere to his enemies by

aiding them; or to counterfeit the king's

great seal, privy seal, or money ; or know-

ingly to bring false money into this realm

counterfeited like the money of England,

and to utter the same ; or to kill the king's

chancellor, treasurer, justice of the one

bench orthe other ; justices in eyre, justices

of assize, justices of oyer and terminer,when

in their place and doing their duty ; orfor-

ging the king's seal manual, or privy signet ;

or diminishing or impairing the current mo

ney ; and in such treason, a man forfeits his

lands and goods to the king. Petit treason

is when a servant kills his master, a wife her

husband, a clerk secular or religious kills his

prelate ; this treason gives forfeiture to every

lord within his own fec. Both treasons are

capital. Cowel

TRE'ASONABLE. a. [from treason . ] Hav

TREASONOUS. ing the nature or guilt

of treason.

}

Clarendon. Milton
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TREASURE. s. [ tresor, French .] Wealth

hoarded ; riches accumulated. Locke.

To TREASURE. v. a. [from the noun.] To

hoard ; to reposit ; to lay up. Rowe.

TRE'ASUREHOUSE. s. [ treasure and house. ]

Place where hoarded riches are kept. Taylor.

TREASURER. s . [from treasure ; tresoirer,

French.] One who has care of money ; one

who has the charge of treasure. Raleigh.

TREASURERSHIP. s . [from treasurer. ] Office

or dignity of treasurer. Hakewill.

TREASURY. s.s. [from treasure ; tresorerie, Fr.]

1. A place in which riches are accumulated.

Temple.

2. It is used by Shakespeare for treasure.

To TREAT. v. a. [traiter, Fr. tracto, Latin.]

1. To negotiate ; to settle.

2. To discourse on.

TREE primrose. s. A plant.

TREEN. The old plural of tree. Ben Jonson.

TREEN. a . Wooden ; made ofwood . Obso-

lete. Camden.

TRE’FOIL. s. [trifolium, Latin. ] A plant.

Peacham.

TRE'ILLAGE. s. [ French. ] A contexture of

pales to support espaliers, making a distinct

inclosure of any part of a garden.

Trevoux.

TRE'LLIS. s. [French.] A structure of iron,

wood, or osier, the parts crossing each other
like a lattice . Trevous

To TREMBLE. v. n . [trembler, French'; tremo

Latin.]

1. To shake as with fear or cold ; to shiver

to quake ; to shudder.Dryden.

2. To quiver ; to totter.

3. To use in any manner, good or bad.

4. To handle ; to manage ; to carry on.

Spectator.

Dryden.

5. To entertain without expence to the

guest.

To TREAT. v. n. [traiter, French ; tɲahtian,

Saxon.]

1. To discourse ; to make discussions. Milt.

2. To practise negotiation.

3. To come to terms of accommodation.

Rowe.

Burnet.

3. To quaver ; to shake as a sound. Bacon.

TREMBLINGLY. ad. [ from trembling . ] So

as to shake or quiver. Pope.

TREMENDOUS. a. [tremendus, Latin.]

Dreadful ; horrible ; astonishingly terrible.

TRE'MOUR. s . [tremor, Latin.]

1. The state of trembling.

2. Quivering or vibratory motion.

TREʼMULOUS. a. [tremulus, Latin. ]

1. Trembling ; fearful.

2. Quivering ; vibratory.

Pope.

Harvey.

Newton

Dec. ofPiety.

TREMULOUSNESS. s . [from tremulous.]

2 Maccab.

Swift,

4. To make gratuitous entertainments.

Prior. 1. The state of quivering.

TREAT. s. [from the verb.]

1. An entertainment given. Collier.

2. Something given at an entertainment .

Dryden.

TREATABLE. a. [traitable, French . ] Mode-

rate; not violent. Hooker.

TREATISE, s . [tractatus, Latin.] Discourse ;

written tractate . Shakespeare.

TREATMENT. s. [ traitement, Fr.] Usage ;

manner ofusing, good or bad. Dryden.

TREATY. s. [traité, French .]

1. Negotiation ; act oftreating. Spenser.

2. A compact of accommodation relating to

publick affairs. Bucon.

licitation.

3. [For entreaty. ] Supplication ; petition ; so-

Shakespeare.

TRE'BLE. a. [triple, French ; triplus, triplex,

Latin.]

1. Threefold ; triple.

2. Sharp of sound.

Sandys.

Bacon.

Bacon.

To TREBLE. v. a. [triplico, Lat. tripler, Fr.]

To multiply by three ; to make thrice as

much. Creech.

To TRE'BLE. v. n. To become threefold .

Swift.

TREBLE. s. A sharp sound. Dryden.

TREBLENESS . s. [from treble. ] The state of

being treble.

TRE'BLY. ad. [from treble.] Thrice told ; in

threefold number or quantity.

TREE. s. [trie, Islandick ; tree; Danish.]

1. A large vegetable, rising; with one woody

stem , to a considerable height. Locke.

2. Any thing branched out. Dryden.

TREE germander. s. A plant.

TREE of life. s . [lignum vitæ, Latin.] An ever-

green ; the wood is esteemed by turners.

Ray.

Miller.

TREN. s . A fish spear.

Holder.

Ainsworth.

Shakespeare.

To TRENCH. v. a . [ trancher, French.]

1. To cut.

2. To cut or dig into pits or ditches. Pope.

3. To fortify by earth thrown up. Milton.

TRENCH. s . [tranche, French.]

1. A pit or ditch. Mortimer.

2. Earth thrown up to defend soldiers in

their approachto a town, orto guard a camp.

Prior.

TREʼNCHANT. a. [trenchant, Fr.] Cutting ;

sharp. Hudibras.

TRE'ŃCHER. s. [from trench; trenchoir, Fr.]

1. A piece of wood on which meat is cut at

table. More.

Shakespeare.

South.

2. The table.

3. Food ; pleasures of the table.

TRENCHERFLY. s. [trencher and fly. ] One

that haunts tables ; a parasite. L'Estrange.

TRE'NCHERMAN. s . [trencher and man.]

I. A cook. Obsolete. Sidney.

2. A feeder ; an eater. Shakespeare.

TRENCHERMAT
E

. s. [trencher and mate.]

A table companion ; a parasite. •Hooker.

To TREND. v. n. To tend ; to lie in any par-

ticular direction . Dryden.

TRE'NDLE. s. [ tɲendel, Saxon. ] Any thing

turned round. Now improperly written

trundle.

TRENTALS. s. [ trente, French.] A number

ofmasses, to the tale of thirty, said on the

Ayliffe.same account.

TREPA'N. s. [trepan, French.]

1. An instrument by which chirurgeons cut

out round pieces ofthe skull .

2. A snare ; a stratagem by which any one

is ensnared. Roscommon.
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To TREP AN. v. a. [ from the noun.]

1. To perforate with the trepan. Arbuthnot.

2. To catch ; to ensnare. South.

TREPHINE. s. A small trepan ; a smaller in-

strument of perforation managed by one

hand. Wiseman.

TREPIDATION. s. [ trepidatio, Latin.]

1. The state of trembling, or quivering.

2. State ofterrour.

Bacon.

Wotton.

3. Hurry ; confused haste.

To TRESPASS. v. n . [ trespasser, French.]

1. To transgress ; to offend. Norris.

2. To enter unlawfully on another's ground .

TRESPASS. s . [trespas, French .]

1. Transgression ; offence.

Prior.

Milton.

2. Unlawful entrance on another's ground.

TRE'SPASSER. s. [from trespass.]

1. An offender ; a transgressor.

2. One who enters unlawfully on another's

ground. Walton.

TRE'SSED . a. [from tresse, French. ] Knotted

or curled. Spenser.

TRUSSES. s . without a singular . [tresser, Fr.

treccia, Italian. ] A knot or curl of hair.

Shakespeare. Milton.

TRE'STLE. s . [tresteau, French . ]

1. The frame of a table.

2. A moveable form by which any thing is

supported.

TRET. s. [ probably from tritus, Latin. ] An

allowance made by merchants to retailers,

which is four pounds in every hundred

weight, and four pounds for waste or refuse

of a commodity. Bailey.

TRETHINGS. s. [trethingi, low Latin ; from

trethu, Welsh, to tax. ] Taxes ; imposts.

TREVET. s. [ peper, Sax. trepied, French. ]

Any thing that stands on three legs ; as, a

stool.

TREY. 3. [tres, Lat. trois, French.] A three

at cards.
Shakespeare.

TRIABLE. a. [from try.]

1. Possible to be experimented ; capable of

trial. Boyle.

Ayliffe.

TRI'AD. s. [trias, Lat. triade, French.] 'Three
united .

2. Such as may be judicially examined.

TRI'AL. s . [from try.]

1. Test ; examination. Shakespeare.

2. Experiment ; act of examining by expe-

rience. Bacon.

3. Experience ; experimental knowledge.

4. Judicial examination.

Hebrews.

Cowel.

5. Temptation ; test of virtue. Rogers.

6. State of being tried . Shakespeare.

TRIANGLE. s. [triangle, Fr. triangulum, Lat.]

A figure of three angles . Locke.

TRIANGULAR. a. [triangularis, Lat. ] Hav-

ing three angles. Ray.

TRIBE. s. [tribus, Latin.]

1. A distinct body of the people as divided

by family or fortune, or any other charac-
teristick . Ben Jonson.

2. It is often used in contempt. Roscommon.

TRI’BLET, or Triboulet. s. A goldsmith's

tool for making rings. Ainsworth.

TRIBULATION. s. [tribulation, French.]

Persecution ; distress ; vexation ; disturb-

ance of life. Atterbury.

TRIBU'NAL. s. [tribunal, Latin and French.]

1. The seat of a judge.
Wuller.

Milton.2. A court ofjustice.

TRIBUNE. s . [tribun, tribunus, Latin.]

1. An officer ofRome chosen by the people.

Shakespeare.

2. The commander of a Roman legion.

TRIBUNITIAL. a. [tribunitious, Latin.]

TRIBUNITIOUS. Suiting a tribune ; re-

lating to a tribune. Bacon.

TRIBUTARY. a. [ tributaire, Fr. tributarius,

Latin.]

1. Paying tribute as an acknowledgment of
submission to a master.

2. Subject ; subordinate.

3. Paid in tribute.

Dryden.

Prior.

Concanen.

TRIBUTARY. s . [from tribute.] One who

pays a stated sum in acknowledgment of sub-

jection. Davies.

TRIBUTE. s. [tribut, Fr. tributum, Lat.] Pay-

ment in acknowledgment of subjection. Mat.

TRICE. s . [ probably from trait, French, cor-

rupted by pronunciation.] A short time ; an

instant ; a stroke.

TRICHOTOMY. s. [TRIXOTOμEN. ] Division in-

to three parts.

TRICK, s . [treck, Dutch.]

1. A sly fraud.

Bentley.

Watts.

Raleigh.

Pope.

Dryden.

thing done to

Prior.

Shakespeare.

2. A dexterous artifice.

3. A vitious practice.

4. A juggle ; an antick ; any

cheat jocosely, or to divert.

5. An unexpected effect.

6. A practice ; a manner ; a habit. Not in

Shakespeare.use.

7. A numberofcards laid regularly up in play.

To TRICK. v. a. [from the noun ; tricker, Fr.]

1. To cheat ; to impose on ; to defraud.

Stephens.

2. To dress ; to decorate ; to adorn ; proper-

ly, to knot. Sandys.

Pope.

3. To perform by slight of hand, or with a

light touch.

To TRICK. v. n. To live by fraud. Dryden.

TRICKER. s. [often written trigger.] The

catch which being pulled disengages the

cock of the gun that it may give fire. Boyle.

TRI’CKING. s. [from trick.] Dress ; orna-

Shakespeare.

TRICKISH. a. [from trick. ] Knavishly art-

ful ; fraudulently cunning ; mischievously

subtle.

ment.

Pope.

To TRICKLE. v. n . To fall in drops ; to rill

in a slender stream. Pope.

TRICKSY. a. [from trick.] Pretty. This is

a word of endearment. Shakespeare.

TRICOʻRPORAL. a. [tricorpus, Latin. ] ´Hav-

ing three bodies.

TRIDE. a. [among hunters ; tride, French.]

Short and ready. Bailey

TRIDENT. s . [trident, Fr. tridens, Latin.] ↑

three-forked sceptre of Neptune.

TRIDENT. a. Having three teeth.
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TRI'DING. s. [rɲiðinga, Sax. rather trithing. ]

The third part of a county or shire. This

division is used only in Yorkshire, where it

is corrupted into riding.

TRI'DUAN. a. [from triduum, Latin.]

1. Lasting three days.

2. Happening every third day.

TRIE'NNIAL. a [triennis, Lat. triennal, Fr.]

1. Lasting three years.

2. Happening every third year.

TRI'ER. s . [from try.]

K. Charles.

1. One who tries experimentally.

2. One who examines judicially .

3. Test ; one who brings to the test.

Boyle.

Hale.

Shakespeare.

To TRI'FALLOW. v. a. [tres, Lat. and fealga,

Saxon, a harrow.] To plough land a third

time before sowing. Mortimer.

TRI'FID. a. [among botanists. ] Cut or divided

into three parts. Bailey.

TRIFI'STULARY. a. [tres and fistula, Latin. ]

Having three pipes. Brown.

To TRIFLE. v. n. [tryfelen, Dutch.]

1. To act or talk without weight or dignity ;

to act with levity ; to talk with folly.

moment.

Hooker.

2. To mock ; to play the fool. Shakespeare.

3. To indulge light amusement. Law.

4. To be of no importance. Spenser.

To TRIFLE. v. a. To make of no importance.
Not in use. Shakespeare.

TRIFLE, s. [from the verb.] A thing of no

Drayton.

TRIFLER. s. [trifelaar, Dutch.] Onewho acts

with levity, or talks with folly. Watts.

TRI'FLING. a. [from trifle. ] Wanting worth ;

unimportant ; wanting weight. Rogers.

TRIFLINGLY. ad. Without weight ; without

dignity ; without importance. Locke.

TRIFOLIATE. a. [tres and folium, Lat.] Hav-

ing three leaves. Harte.

TPIFORM. a. [triformis, Lat:] Having a triple

shape. Milton.

TRIGGER. 8. [derived by Junius from trigue,

Fr. from intricare, Lat.]

1. A catch to hold the wheel on steep ground.

2. The catch that being pulled looses the
cock ofthe gun. Locke.

TRIGI'NTALS . s. [from triginta, Lat. thirty.]

A number ofmasses to the tale of thirty , in-

stituted by St. Gregory. Ayliffe.

TRIGLYPH. s. [In architecture.] A member

of the frize of the Dorick order, set direct.

ly over every pillar, and in certain spaces in

the intercolumniations. Harris.

TRIGON. s. [Tgyavov. ] A triangle ; a term in

astrology. Hale.

TRI'GONAL. a. [from trigon.] Triangular ;

having three corners. Woodward.

TRIGONOMETRY. s. [τριγωνος and μετρον .]

The art of measuring triangles, or of calcu-

lating the sides of any triangle sought, and

this is plain or spherical. Harris.

TRIGONOMETRICAL. u. [from trigonome-

try.] Pertaining to trigonometry.

TRILATERAL. a. [trilateral, Fr. tres and la-

tus, Latin.] Having three sides.

TRILL. s. [ trillo, Italian. ] Quaver; tremulous-
ness of musick. Addison.

To TRILL. v. d. [from the noun.] To ntter

quavering. Thomson.

To TRILL. v. n.

1. To trickle ; to fall in drops or slender

streams. Shakespeare.

2. To play in tremulous vibrations of sound.

Shakespeare.

TRILLION. s. [A word invented by Locke.]

A million of millions of millions.

TRILU'MINAR.

TRILU'MINOUS. } Having three lights.

a. [ triluminaris, Latin .

TRIM. a. [zernýmmed, Sax. completed . ] Nice ,

snug ; dressed up. Dryden.

To TRIM. v. a. [τjimman, Sax. to build.]

1. To fit out.

2. To dress ; to decorate.

3. To shave ; to clip.

4. To make neat ; to adjust.

5. To balance a vessel.

6. It has often up emphatical.

To TRIM. v . n. To balance ; to

tween two parties.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Howel.

Ben Jonson.

Spectator.

Shakespeare

fluctuate be-

South.

TRIM. s. Dress ; geer ; ornaments. Shak.

TRI'MLY. ad . [from trim. ] Nicely ; neatly.

TRI'MMER. s. [from trim.]

Spenser.

1. One who changes sides to balance parties ;

a turncoat. Swift.

Moxon.2. A piece ofwood inserted.

TRI'MMING. s . [ from trim.] Ornamental ap、

pendages to a coat or gown. Garth.

TRIMNESS. s. [ from trim. ] Neatness ; petty

elegance of dress.

TRI'NAL. a . (trimus, Lat. ] Threefold. Spenser.

TRINE. s . [trine, Fr. trinus, Lat. ] An aspect

of planets placed in three angles of a trigon,

in which they are supposed by astrologers to

be eminently benign. Creech.

To TRINE. v . a . [from the noun.] To put in a

trine aspect. Dryden.

TRINITY. s. [trinitas, Lat. trinité, Fr.) The

incomprehensible union of the Three 'Per-

sons in the Godhead.

TRINKET. s.

Locke.

1. Toys ; ornaments of dress ; superfluities

of decoration. Swift.

2. Things of no great value ; tackle ; tools .

L'Estrange.

TRIO'BOLAR. a. [triobolaris, Latin.] Vile ;

mean ; worthless. Cheyne.

To TRIP. v. a . [treper, Fr. trippen, Dutch. ]

1. To supplant ; to throwby striking the feet

from the ground by a sudden motion. Shak.

2. To strike from under the body. Shak.

3. To catch ; to detect. Shakespeare.

To TRIP. v. n.

1. To fall by losing the hold of the feet.

2. To fail ; to err ; to be deficient. Dryden.

3. To stumble ; to titubate.

4. To run lightly.

5. To take a short voyage.

TRIP. s. [ from the verb.]

Locke.

Dryden.

1. A stroke or catch by which the wrestler

supplants his antagonist.
Addison.

2. A stumble by which the foot-hold is lost.

3. A failure ; a mistake. Dryden

Pope.4. A short voyage or journey.

TRIPARTITE. a . [tripartite, Fr. tripartitus,

Lat.] Divided into three parts ; having three
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ties.

correspondent copies ; relating to three par-

Shakespeare.

TRIPE. 8. [tripe, Fr. trippa, Ital. and Span.]

1. The intestines ; the guts. King.

2. It is used in ludicrous language for the

human belly.

TRIPEDAL. a. [tres and pes, Latin . ] Having

three feet.

TRIPE TALOUS. a. [rges and TETλOV .] Hav-

ing a flower consisting of three leaves.

TRIPHTHONG. a. [ triphthongue, Fr. TpEiS

and pyyn.] A coalition of three vowels to

form one sound ; as , eau, eye.

TRIPLE. a. [triple, Fr. triplex, triplus, Latin.]

1. Threefold ; consisting ofthree conjoined.

Waller.

Burnet.2. Treble ; three times repeated.

To TRIPLE. v. a. [from the adjective.]

1. To treble ; to make thrice as much, or as

many.

2. To make threefold.

TRIPLET. s. [from triple.]

1. Three of a kind.

Hooker.

triturate.] Possible to be pounded or com

minuted. Brown.

TRITURATION. s. [trituration, French. ] Re-

duction ofany substances to powder upon a

stone with a muller ; levigation. Brown.

TRIVET. s. [See TREVET.] Any thing sup-

ported by three feet. Chapman.

TRIVIAL. a. [trivialis, Lat.]

1. Vile ; worthless ; vulgar ; such as may be

picked up in the highway. Roscommon.

2. Light ; trifling ; unimportant ; inconsi-

derable. Dryden. Rogers.

TRIVIALLY. ad. [from trivial.]

1. Commonly ; vulgarly.

2. Lightly ; inconsiderably.

TRIVIALNESS. s. [from trivial .]

1. Commonness ; vulgarity.

2. Lightness ; unimportance.

TRIUMPH. s. [triumphus, Latin . ]

Bacon.

1. Pomp with which a victory is publickly

celebrated .

2. State ofbeing victorious.

Dryden.

Swift. 3. Victory ; conquest .

4. Joy for success.2. Three verses running together. Dryden.

TRIPLICATE. a. [from triplex, Lat.] Made

thrice as much. Harris.

TRIPLICATION. s. [from triplicate.] The act

of trebling, or adding three together.

Glanville.

TRIPLICITY. s. [ triplicité, French ; from

triplex, Latin.] Trebleness ; state of being

threefold. Watts.

TRIPMADAM. s. An herb. Mortimer.

TRIPOD. s. [tripus, Lat. ] A seat with three

feet, such as that from which the priestess

ofApollo delivered oracles. Dryden.

TRIPOLY. s. A sharp cutting sand . Newton.

TRI POS. s . A tripod. Ben Jonson.

TRIPPER. s. [from trip.] One who trips.

TRIPPING. s. [from trip. ] Quick ; nimble.

Milton.

TRIPPING. a. [from trip.] Light dance. Mil.

TRIPPINGLY. ad. [ from tripping. ] With agi-

lity with swift motion. Shakespeare.

TRIPTOTE. s. [ triptoton, Lat. ] A noun used

but in three cases.
Clarke.

TRIPUDIARY. a. [tripudium, Latin .] Per-
formed by dancing.

TRIPUDIATION. s. [tripudium, Latin.] Act

of dancing.

TRIRE ME. s. [triremis, Lat.] A galley with
three benches of oars on a side.

TRISECTION. s. [tres and sectio, Lat.] Divi-

sion into three equal parts.

TRI'STFUL. a. [tristis, Latin .] Sad ; melan-

choly ; gloomy. A bad word. Shakespeare.

TRISULC. s. [trisulcus, Latin.] A thing of
three points. Brown.

TRISYLLA'BICAL. a. [from trisyllable.] Con-

sisting ofthree syllables .

TRISY'LLABLE. s. [ trisyllaba, Lat.] A word

consisting ofthree syllables.

TRITE. a. [tritus, Latin.] Worn out ; stale ;

common ; not new. Rogers.

TRI'TENESS . s . [from trite.] Staleness ; com-

monness.

TRITHE'ISM. s. [Tpsis and Seos .] The opinion

which holds three distinct gods.

TRITURABLE. a. [triturable, French ; from

Bacon.

Dryden.

Pope.

Milton.

5. A conquering card, now called trump.

To TRIUMPH. v. n. [triumpho, Latin.]

1. To celebrate a victory with pomp ; to re-

joice for victory.

2. To obtain victory.

Dryden.

Knolles.

3. To insult upon an advantage gained . Shak.

TRIU'MPHAL. a. [triumphalis, Lat. ] Used in

celebrating victory. Swift.

TRIU'MPHAL. s . [triumphalia, Lat.] A token

of victory. Not in use. Milton.

TRIUMPHANT. a. [triumphans, Latin.]

1. Celebrating a victory.

2. Rejoicing as for victory.

South.

Milton.

3. Victorious ; graced with conquests. Pope.

TRIUMPHANTLY. ad. [from triumphant.]

1. In a triumphant manner in token of vic-

tory ; joyfully as for victory. Glanville.

2. Victoriously ; with success. Shakespeare.

3. With insolent exultation South.

TRIUMPHER. s. [from triumph.] One who

triumphs. Peacham.

TRIU'MVIRATE. Į s. [triumviratus, or trium-

TRIUMVIRI. Sviri, Lat. A coalition or

concurrence of three men. Swift.

TRI'UNE. a . [tres and unus, Latin.] At once

three and one. Burnet.

To TROAT. v. a. [with hunters.] To cry as a

buck does at rutting time.

TRO'CAR. s . [trocar, corrupted from trois

quart, Fr.] A chirurgical instrument. Sharp.

TROCHA'ICAL. a. [trochaique, Fr. trochaicus.

Latin.] Consisting of trochees.

TROCHA'NTERS. s . [recxavτnges.] Two pro-

cesses ofthe thigh - bone called rotator major

and minor, in which the tendons of many

muscles terminate.

TRO'CHEE. s . [trochæus, Latin ; Tox .] A

foot used in Latin poetry, consisting ofa long

and short syllable. Brown.

TROCHI'LICKS. s . [Toxikov.] The science

ofrotatory motion . Brown.

TRO'CHINGS. s. The branches on a deer's

head. Ainsworth.

TROCHI'SCH. s. [rpoxianos . ] A kind of tablet

or lozenge. Bacon
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TROD.

TRO'DDEN.
The participle passive of To TROʻUBLE . v. a. [troubler, French. ]

tread.

TRODE. The preterite of tread.

TRODE. s . [ from trode, pret. of tread .] Foot-

ing.

TRO'GLODYTE. s . [ тpwyλodurns . ] One who

inhabits caves of the earth. Arbuthnot.

Spenser.

To TROLL. v. a. [trollen, to roll , Dutch. ] To

move circularly ; to drive about. Ben Jonson.

To TROLL. v. n.

I. To roll ; to run round. Swift.

Gay.

2. To fish for a pike with a rod which has

a pulley toward the bottom.

TRO'LLOP. s. A slatternly loose woman.

TRO'NAGE . s. Money paid for weighing.

TROOP. s. [ troope, Dutch.]

1. A company ; a number of people collect-

ed together.

2. A body ofsoldiers.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

3. A small body of cavalry.

To TROOP. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To march in a body.

2. To march in haste.

Milton.

Chapman.

3. To march in company. Shakespeare.

TROO'PER. s. [from troop.] A horse soldier,

that fights only on horseback. Grew.

TROPE. S. [Tpon . ] A change of the word

from its original signification ; as, the clouds

foretel rain, forforeshow. Hudibras.

TRO'PHIED. a. [from trophy.] Adorned with

trophies. Pope.

TROPHY. s . [trophæum, tropæum, Latin .]

Something shown or treasured up in proof
of victory. Shakespeare.

TROPICAL. a. [from trope.]

1. Rhetorically changed from the original

meaning. South.

2 [From tropick.] Placed near the tropick ;

belonging to the tropick.
Salmon.

TRO'PICK. s . [tropicus, Latin. ] The line at

whichthe sun turns back, of which the north

has the tropick of Cancer, and the south the

tropick of Capricorn. Dryden.

TROPOLOGICAL. a. [row and xy .]

Varied by tropes ; changed from the origi-

nal import of the words.

TROPOLOGY. s. [rgomos and λoyos .] A rheto-

rical mode of speech including tropes, or

change ofsome word from the original mean-

ing. Brown.

TRO'SSERS . s . [trousses, French. ] Breeches ;

hose. See TROUSE. Shakespeare.

Jo TROT. v. n. [trotter, Fr. trotten, Dutch.]

1. To move with a high jolting pace. Shak.

2. To walk fast : in a ludicrous or contemp-

tuous sense.

TROT. s . [ trot, French. ]

1. The jolting high pace of a horse . Dryden.

2. An old woman, in contempt. Shakespeare.

TROTH. s. [ trouth, old Eng. Theod, Sax.]

1. Belief; faith ; fidelity. Shakespeare.

2. Truth ; verity.

TROTHLESS. a. [from troth.] Faithless ;

treacherous. Fairfax.

Shakespeare.

TKO THPLIGHT. a. [troth and plight.] Be-

trothed ; affianced .

TROTTER. s . [from trot.]

1. One that walks a jolting pace.

2. A sheep's fort.

1. To disturb ; to perplex.

2. To afflict ; to grieve.

3. To distress ; to make uneasy.

4. To busy ; to engage overmuch.

5. To give occasion of labour to .

of civility or slight regard.

6. To tease ; to vex.

Locke,

Tillotson.

Milton.

Luke.

A word

Locke.

Shakespeare.

7. To disorder ; to put into agitation or com-

motion. Davies.

8. [In low language.] To sue for a debt.

TROUBLE. s. [ trouble, French.]

1. Disturbance ; perplexity.

2. Affliction ; calamity.

Milton

3. Molestation ; obstruction ; inconvenience

Shakespeare.

Milton.

Milton.4. Uneasiness ; vexation.

TROUBLE STATE. s [trouble and state. ] Dis-

turber of a community ; publick makebate.

TROUBLER. s. [from trouble.] Disturber;

confounder. Atterbury

Daniel.

TROUBLESOME. a. [from troub.e.]

1. Vexatious ; uneasy ; afflictive. Tillotson.

2. Full of molestation. Atterbury.

3. Burdensome ; tiresome ; wearisome. Pope.

4. Full of teasing business .

5. Slightly harassing.

Sidney.

Shakespeare,

6. Unseasonably engaging ; improperly im-

portuning. Spenser.

Arbuthnot.7. Importunate ; teasing.

TROUBLESOMELY. ad. [from troublesome..

Vexatiously; wearisomely ; unseasonably

importunately.

Bacon.

Locke.

TROUBLESOMENESS. s . [from troublesome.]

1. Vexatiousness ; uneasiness.

2. Importunity ; unseasonableness.

TRO'ŪBLOUS. a . [ from trouble.] Tumultu-

ous ; confused ; disordered ; put into com-

motion. Spenser.

TRO'VER. s. [ trouver, French. ] In the com-

mon law, is an action which a man hath

against one that having found any of his

goods refuseth to deliver them. Cowel.

TROUGH. s. [rnog, tɲoh, Sax. troch, Dutch.]

Any thing hollowed and open longitudinal-

ly on the upper side. Dryden.

To TROUL. v. n. [trollen, to roll, Dutch.] See

TROLL.

1. To move volubly.

2. To utter volubly.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

To TROUNCE. v. a. To punish by an indict-

ment or information. Dryden.

TROUSE. } 8. [trousse, Fr. truish, Erse.]

TROUSERS . Breeches ; hose. Wiseman.

TROUT. s. [ pubz , Saxon.]

1. A delicate spotted fish , inhabiting brooks

and quick streams. Carew.

2. A familiar phrase for an honest, or per-

haps for a silly fellow. Shakespeare.

To TROW. v. n. [τpeothian, Sax. troe, Dan.]

1. To think ; to imagine ; to conceive. Not

used. Sidney.

2. To believe. Shakespeare.

TROW. interject. An exclamation of inquiry.

Shakespeare.

TRO'WEL. s. [truelle, Fr. trulla, Latin. ] A

tool to take up the mortar with, and spread

it on the bricks. Moxone
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TROY-WEIGHT.

1

=

=12

s. [from troies, French.]
TROY. A kind of weight by

which gold and bread are weighed, consist-

ing of these denominations : a pound

ounces ; ounce 20 pennyweights ; penny-

weight 24 grains. The English physi-

cians make use of troy-weight after the fol-

lowing manner : a pound = 12 ounces ;

ounce 8 drachms ; drachm = 3 scruples ;

scruple 20 grains.

TRU'ANT. s. [truand, old Fr. treuwant, Dut.]

An idler ; one who wanders idly about,

neglecting his duty or employment. To

play the truant is, in schools, to stay from
school without leave.

More.

TRU'ANT. a. Idle ; wandering from business ;

lazy ; loitering. Shakespeare.

To TRUANT. v. n. [truander, French ; truwan-

ten, old Germ .] To idle at a distance from

duty ; to loiter ; to be lazy. Shakespeare.

TRU'ANTSHIP. s. [from truant .] Idleness ;

negligence ; neglect of study or business.

Ascham.

TRUBS. s. [ tuber, Latin.] An herb. Ainsworth.

TRU'BTAIL . s. A short squat woman. Ainsw.

TRUCE. s. [truga, low Lat. truie, old French. ]

1. A temporary peace ; a cessation of hosti-

Dryden.lities.

2. Cessation ; intermission ; short quiet.

TRUCIDA'TION. s . [from trucido, Latin.]

The act of killing.

To TRUCK. v. n. [troquer, Fr. truccare, Italian ]

To traffick by exchange ; to give one com-

modity for another.

To TRUCK. v. a. To give in exchange ; to

exchange. Swift.

TRUCK. s. [ from the verb.]

1. Exchange ; traffick by exchange. Dryden.

a. [Teoxos.] Wooden wheels for carriage of

Ainsworth.cannon.

To TRUCKLE. v. n. To be in a state of sub-

jection or inferiority ; to yield ; to creep.

Cleaveland.

TRUCKLEBED, or Trundlebed . s. [properly

troclebed ; from troclea, Latin, or goxos.] A

bed that runs on wheels under a higher bed.

Shakespeare.

TRU'CULENCE. s. [truculentia, Latin.]

1. Savageness ofmanners.

2. Terribleness of aspect.

TRU'CULENT. a. [truculentus, Latin.]

1. Savage ; barbarous.

2. Terrible of aspect.

3. Destructive ; cruel.

Ray.

Harvey.

To TRUDGE. v. n. [ truggiolare, Italian.] To

travel laboriously ; to jog on ; to march

heavily on. Locke.

TRUE. a. [rneowa, τɲuwa, Saxon.]

1. Not false ; not erroneous ; agreeing with

fact, or with the nature of things. Cowley.

2. Not false ; agreeing with our own

thoughts.

3. Pure from the crime of falsehood ; vera-

cious. Proverbs.

4. Genuine ; real ; not counterfeit. Milton.

5. Faithful ; not perfidious ; steady. Pope.

TRUEBO'RN. a. [true and born.] Having a

right by birth. Shakespeare.

TRUEBŘE'D. a. [true and bred.] Of a right

breed. Dryden.

Shakespeare.

TRUEHE'ARTED. a. [true and heart . ] Ho-

nest; faithful.

TRUELOVE. s. An herb.

TRUELO'VEKNOT.

TRUELO'VERSKNOT.
}'s.

Bacon.

' s. [true, love, and

knot. ] Lines

drawn through each other with many invo-

lutions, considered as the emblem of inter-

woven affection. Hudibras.

TRUENESS. s . [from true.] Sincerity ; faith-

fulness.

TRUEPE'NNY. s . [true and penny.] A familiar

phrase for an honest fellow. Shakespeare,

TRUFFLE. s. [ trufle, truffe, French. ] In Italy,

the usual method for the finding of truffles,

or subterraneous mushrooms, called by the

Italians tartufali, and in Latin tubera terræ,

is by tying a cord to a pig, and driving him,

observing where he begins to root.

TRUG s. A hod for mortar.

TRULL. s. [trulla, Italian. ]

1. A low whore ; a vagrant strumpet. Shak.

2. A girl ; a lass ; a wench. Turberville.

TRULY. a. [from true.]

1. According to truth ; not falsely ; faith-

fully; honestly.

2. Really ; without fallacy.

3. Exactly ; justly.

4. Indeed.

Sidney.

Milton.

South.

Wotton.

TRUMP. s . [ trompe, Dut. and old Fr. tromba,

Italian .]

1. A trumpet ; an instrument of warlike mu-

sick. Wesley.

2. [Corrupted from triumph.] A winning

card ; a card that has particular privileges

in a game. Swift.

Dryden.

3. To put to or upon the TRUMPS. To put

to the last expedient.

To TRUMP. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To win with a trump card.

2. To TRUMP up. [ from tromper, French, to

cheat.] To devise ; to forge.

TRUMPERY. s. [tromperie, French, a cheat.]

1. Something fallaciously splendid ; some-

thing of less value than it seems. Shakespeare.

2. Falsehood ; empty talk. Raleigh.

3. Something of no value ; trifles . Milton.

TRUMPET. s. [trompette, Fr. and Dutch. ]

1. An instrument ofmartial musick sounded

by the breath.;
Roscommon,

2. In military style, a trumpeter. Clarendon.

3. One who celebrates ; one who praises.

Dryden.

To TRUMPET. v. a. [trompetter, French .] To

publish by sound of trumpet ; to proclaim.

Bacon.

TRU'MPETER. s. [from trumpet .]

1. One who sounds a trumpet. Hayward.

2. One who proclaims, publishes, or de-

South.

Ainsworth.

nounces.

3. Scolopex.] A fish.

TRUMPET-FLOWER. s. [bignonia, Latin.]

A tubulous flower. Miller.

6. Honest ; not fraudulent. Shakespeare. TRUMPET-TONGUED . a. [trumpet and

7. Exact ; conformable to a rule.

8. Rightful.

Prior.

Milton.

tongue.] Having a tongue vociferous as a

trumpet. Shakespeare.

:
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TRUMPLIKE. a. Resembling a trumpet.

To TRUNCATE. v. a. [trunco, Latin.] To

maim; to lop ; to cut short.

TRUNCATION. s . [from truncate.] The

act of lopping or maiming.

TRUNCHEON. s. [ tronçon, French.]

1. A short staff; a club ; a cudgel. Hayw.

2. A staff of command. Shakespeare.

To TRUNCHEON. v . a . [ from the noun.]

To beat with a truncheon. Shakespeare.

TRUNCHEONE'ER. s . [ from truncheon.] One

armed with a truncheon. Shakespeare.

To TRUNDLE. v. n . [ rɲendl, a bowl, Saxon. ]

To roll ; to bowl along. Addison.

TRUNDLE. s. [tɲendl, Saxon .] Any round,

rolling thing.

TRUNDLE-TAIL. s. Round tail. Shak.

TRUNK. s. [truncus, Latin ; tronc, French.]

1. The body of a tree. Bentley.

2. The body without the limbs ofan animal.

Shakespeare.

3 The main body of any thing.. Ray.

4. A chest for clothes ; a small chest, com-

monly lined with paper. Dryden.

5. The proboscis of an elephant, or other

animal. Milton.

6. A long tube through which pellets ofclay

are blown. Bacon.

To TRUNK. v. a . [trunco, Latin.] To trun-

cate ; to maim ; to lop. Obsolete. Spenser.

TRUNKED. a. [from trunk. ] Having a

trunk. Howel.

TRUNK-HOSE. s. [trunk and hose.] Large

breeches formerly worn. Prior.

TRU'NNIONS s . [ trognons, French.] The

knobs or bunchings of a gun, that bear it on

the cheeks of a carriage. Bailey.

TRUSION. s . [ trudo, Latin.] The act of

thrusting or pushing. Bentley.

TRUSS. s. [trousse, French.]

1. A bandage by which ruptures are re-

strained from lapsing. Wiseman.

2. Bundle ; any thing thrust close together.

Carew.

3. Trouse ; breeches. Obsolete.

To TRUSS. v. a. [trousser, French .] To pack

up close together.

TRUST. s. [ traust, Runick. ]

Spenser.

Dryden.

Milton.

1. Confidence ; reliance on another. Swift.

2. Charge received in confidence.

3. Confident opinion ofany event.

4. Credit given without examination. Locke.

5. Credit on promise ofpayment . Raleigh.

6. Something committed to one's faith.

Kettlewell.

7. Deposit ; something committed to charge,

of which an account must be given . Swift.

8. Confidence in supposed honesty. Tobit.

9. State of him to whom something is en-

trusted. Clarendon.

To TRUST. v. a. [from the noun. ]

1. To place confidence in ; to confide in.

Ben Jonson.

Shakespeare.2. To believe ; to credit.

3. To admit in confidence to the power over

any thing.

4. To commit with confidence.

5. To venture confidently.

6. To sell upon credit

Taylor.

Dryden.

Milton.

To TRUST. v. n.

1. To be confident of something future.

Raleigh,

2. To have confidence ; to rely ; to depend

without doubt. Isaiah.

3. To be credulous ; to be won to confi-

dence. Shakespeare.

L'Estrange.4. To expect.

TRUSTE'È. s. [from trust.]

1. One entrusted with any thing. Taylor.

2. One to whom something is committed for

the use and behoof of another.

TRU'STER. s. [from trust. ] One who trusts .

Shakespeare.

TRU'STINESS . s. [from trusty.] Honesty ;

fidelity ; faithfulness.

TRUSTLESS. a. [ from trust.]

unconstant ; not to be trusted.

TRU'STY. a. [from trust. ]

Grew.

Unfaithful ;

Spenser.

1. Honest ; faithful ; true ; fit to be trusted.

Addison.

Dryden.

2. Strong ; stout ; such as will not fail.

TRUTH. s. [zpeopða, Saxon. ]

1. The contrary to falsehood ; conformity

ofnotions to things. Locke.

Shakespeare.

2. Conformity of words to thoughts. Milton.

3. Purity from falsehood .

4. Right opinion.

5. Fidelity ; constancy.

6. Honesty ; virtue.

Harte.

Shakespeare.

7. It is used sometimes by way of conces-

sion. Matthew.

8. Exactness ; conformity to rule. Mortimer.

9. Reality ; real state of things. Hooker.

10. Of a TRUTH, or in 'TRUTH. In reality ;

certainly. Kings.

TRUTINATION. s. [trutina, Latin. ] The

act of weighing ; examination by the scale.

Brown

To TRY. v. a. [trier, French.]

1. To examine ; to make experiment of.

2. To experience ; to essay ; to have know-

ledge or experience of.

3. To examine a judge.

4. To bring before a judicial tribunal.

5. To bring to a decision.

6. To act on as a test.

7. To bring as to a test.

8. To essay ; to attempt.

9. To purify ; to refine.

10. To use as means.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

Milton.

Milton.

Swift.

To TRY. v. n. To endeavour ; to attempt ; to

make essay. Wotton.

TUB. s. tobbe, tubbe, Dutch.]

1. A large open vessel of wood. Milton.

2. A state of salivation ; so called, because

the patient was formerly sweated in a tub.

Shakespeare.

TUBE. s. [tubus, Latin. ] A pipe ; a siphon ;

a long hollowbody.
Roscommon.

TU'BERCLE. s . [tuberculum, Latin . ] A small

swelling or excrescence on the body ;

pimple.

TUBEROSE. s. A flower.

Harvey

Mortimer.

TUBEROUS. a . [tubereux, French ; from

tuber, Latin.] Having prominent knots or

excrescences. Woodward.
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TU'BULAR. a. [from tubus, Latin.] Resem-

bling a pipe or trunk ; consisting of a pipe;

long and hollow ; fistular. Grew.

TUBULATED. a. [from tubulus, Latin.]

Fistular ; longitudinallyTU'BULOUS.

hollow. Derham.

TUBULE. s . [ tubulus, Latin.] A small pipe,

or fistular body. Woodward.

TUCK. s. [tweca, Welsh, a knife ; estoc, Fr.

stocco, Italian.]
7

1. A long narrow sword.

2. A kind of net.

Shakespeare.

Carew.

To TUCK. v. a. [from trucken, German, to

press . Skinner.]

1. To gather into a narrower compass ; to

crush together ; to hinder from spreading.
Addison.

2. To enclose, by tucking clothes round.

Addison.

To TUCK. v. n . To contract. Sharp.

TUCKER. s. A small piece of linen that

shades the breast of women. Addison.

TUCKETSONANCE. s. The sound of the

tucket. An ancient instrument of musick .

Shakespeare.

TU'EL. s. [tuyeau, Fr.] The anus. Skinner.

TUESDAY. s. [zuerdag, Saxon ; tuỷ, Saxon,

is Mars.] The third day of the week.

TUFT. s. [tuffe, French.]

I. A number of threads or ribands, flowery

leaves, or any small bodies joined together.

Dryden.

2. A cluster ; a clump. Milton.

To TUFT. v . a. To adorn with a tuft. Thoms.

TUFTAFFETY. s. [from tufted and taffety.]

A villous kind of silk.
Donne.

TUFTED . a. [from tuft.] Growing in tufts

or clusters . Milton.

TU'FTY. a. [from tuft .]

Thomson.

Adorned with tufts.

To TUG. v. a. [zeozan, Saxon .]

1. To pull with strength long continued in

the utmost exertion ; to draw. Roscommon.

2. To pull ; to pluck. Hudibras.

To TUG. v. n.

1. To pull ; to draw. Sandys.

2. To labour ; to contend ; to struggle.

TUG. s. [from the verb.] Pull performed

with the utmost effort. Dryden.

TUGGER. s. [from tug.] One that tugs or

pulls hard.

TUITION. s. [ lutio, from tueor, Latin.]

Guardianship superintendent care ; care

of a guardian or tutor. Locke.

TULIP. s. [tulipe, French ; tulipa, Latin. ] A

flower. Hakewill.

TULIPTREE. s. A tree.

To TUMBLE. v. n. [tomber, French ; tomme-

len, Dutch ; tombolare, Italian. ]

1. To fall ; to come suddenly and violently

to the ground. Shakespeare.

2. To fall in great quantities tumultuously.

3. To roll about.

Bacon.

Sidney.

4. To play tricks by various librations of

the body.

To TUMBLE. v. a.

Rowe.

1. To turn over ; to throw about by way

of examination.

2. To throw by chance or violence. Locke

3. To throw down. Dryden.

TUMBLE. s . [ from the verb.] A fall. L'Estr.

TUMBLER. s. [from tumble.]

1. One who shows postures by contortions

ofbody, or feats of activity. Wilkins.

2. A large drinking glass .

TU'MBRËL. s . [tombereau, French.] A dung-

cart.

TUMEFA'CTION.

Swelling.

S.

Congreve.

[tumefactio, Latin.]

Arbuthnot.

Sharp.

To TU'MEFY. v. a. [ tumefacio, Latin.] To

swell ; to make to swell.

TU'MID. a. [tumidus, Latin.]

1. Swelling ; puffed up.

2. Protuberant ; raised above the level.

3. Pompous ; boastful ; puffy ; falsely su

blime.

TUMOROUS. a . [from tumour.]

1. Swelling ; protuberant.

Boyle.

Wotton.

2. Fastuous ; vainly pompous ; falsely mag-

nificent. Ben Jonson.

TU'MOUR. s. [tumor, Latin.]

1. A morbid swelling. Wiseman.

2. Affected pomp ; false magnificence ; puffy

grandeur ; swelling mien ; unsubstantial

greatness. L'Estrange.

To TUMP. v. a. [among gardeners .] To fence

trees about with earth.

To TU'MULATE. v. n. [tumulo, Latin. ] Tə

Bailey.

swell. Boyle.

TUMULOSE. a. [tumulosus, Latin .] Fuli of

'hills .

TUMULO'SITY. s. [ tumulus, Latin.] Hil-

liness. Bailey.

TU'MULT. s. [tumulte, Fr. tumultus, Latin.]

1. A promiscuous commotion in a multitude.

Pope.

2. A multitude put into wild commotion.

3. A stir ; an irregular violence ; a wild

commotion. Addison.

TUMU'LTUARILY. ad. [from tumultuary.]

In a tumultuary manner.

TUMULTUARINESS. s . [from tumultuary.j

Turbulence ; inclination or disposition to

tumults or commotions. King Charles.

TUMULTUARY. a. [tumultuaire, Fr. from

tumuli.]

1. Disorderly ; promiscuous ; confused.

2. Restless ; put into irregular commotion.

Atterbury.

To TUMULTUATE. v. n . [tumultuor, Latin. ]

To make a tumult.

TUMULTUATION. s. [from tumultuate.]

Irregular and confused agitation . Boyle.

TUMULTUOUS. a. [from tumult ; tumul-

tueux, French.]

1. Violently carried on by disorderly mul-

titudes.

2. Put into violent commotion ; irregularly

and confusedly agitated. Addison.

Knolles.

Sidney.

3. Turbulent , violent.

4. Full of tumults.

TUMULTUOUSLY. ad. [from tumultuous.}

By act of the multitude ; with confusion

and violence.

TUN. s. [zunne, Saxon ; tonne, Dutch.]

1. A large cask.

2. The measure of four hogsheads.

Bacon.

Milton.
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3. Any large quantity proverbially. Shak.

4. A drunkard. In burlesque. Dryden.

5. The weight of two thousand pounds.

6. A cubick space in a ship, supposed to

contain a tun.

To TUN. v. a. [from the noun.] To put into

casks ; to barrel. Bacon.

TU'NABLE. «. [from tune.] Harmonious ;

Holder.musical.

TUNABLENESS . s. [ from tunable.] Har-

mony ; melodiousness.

TU'NABLY. ad. [ from tunable.] Harmoni-

ously ; melodiously.

TUNE. s. [toon, Dut. ton, Swed. tuono, Ital.

tone, French ; tonus, Latin.]

1. Tune is a diversity of notes pat together.

Bacon.

2. Sound ; note. Shakespeare.

3. Harmony ; order ; concert ofparts.

4. State of giving the due sounds ; as , the

fiddle is in tune, or out of tune.

5. Proper state for use or application ; right

disposition ; fit temper or humour. Locke.

6. State of any thing with respect to order.

Shakespeare.

To TUNE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To putinto such a state, as that the pro-

per sounds may be produced. Dryden.

2. To sing harmoniously. Pope.

3. To put into order so as to produce the

proper effect.

To TUNE. v. n.

1. To form one sound to another. Milton.

2. To utter with the voice inarticulate har-

mony .

Dryden.

Cowley.

TU'NEFUL. a. [tune and full.] Musical ;

harmonious.

TU'NELESS. a. [ from tune. ] Unharmonious ;

unmusical.

TU'NER. s. [from tune.] One who tunes.

TU'NICK. s . [tunique, Fr. tunica, Latin.]

I. Part ofthe Roman dress. Arbuthnot.

2. Natural covering ; integument ; tunicle.

Derham.

TU'NICLE . s. [from tunick. ] Natural cover ;

integument. Bentley.

TU'NÑAGE. s. [from tun.]

1. Content of a vessel measured by the tun.

Arbuthnot.

2. Tax laid by the tun ; as, to levy tunnage

and poundage.

TUNNEL. 3.

1. The shaft of a chimney ; the passage for

the smoke. Wotton.

2. A funnel ; a pipe by which liquor is

poured into vessels. Bacon.

3. A net wide at the mouth, and ending in

a point.

To TUNNEL. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To form like a tunnel.

2. To catch in a net.

Derham.

TU'NNY. s. [tonnen, Italian ; thynnus, Latin.]

A sea fish. Carew.

TUP. s. A ram. This word is yet used in se-

veral provinces.

To TUP. v. n. To butt like a ram.

TURBAN. s. [a Turkish word.] The cover

worn bytheTurks on their

heads. Bacon. Howel.

TURBANT.

TURBAND.

TURBANED. a . [from turban.] Wearing

Shakespeare.
a turban.

TURBARY. s. [turbaria, low Latin. ] The

right of digging turf. Skinner.

not clear.

TU'RBID. a . [turbidus, Lat. ] Thick ; muddy;

Philips.

TU'RBIDNESS. s . [from turbid. ] Muddi-

ness ; thickness.

TURBINATED. a. [turbinatus, Lat.]

1. Twisted ; spiral ; passing from narrower

to wider.
Bentley.

2. Among botanists, plants are called turbi-

nated, as some parts ofthem resemble, or are

of a conical figure.

TURBINATION. s. [from turbinated.] The

act of spinning like a top.

TURBITH. s . [ turpethus, Latin.] Yellow

mercury precipitate. Wiseman

TURBOT. s. [turbot, French and Dutch.] A

delicate fish. Peacham.

TURBULENCE. s. [turbulence, Fr. turbu-

TURBULENCY.lentia, Latin.]

1. Tumult ; confusion.

2. Disorder of passions.

Milton.

Dryden.

3. Tumultuousness ; tendency to confusion.

Swift.

TURBULENT. «. [turbulentus, Latin.]

1. Raising agitation ; producing commo-

tion. Milton.

2. Exposed to commotion ; liable to agita-
tion . Milton.

Bentley.3. Tumultuous ; violent.

TURBULENTLY. ad. [from turbulent .]

Tumultuously ; violently.

TURD. s. [runo, Saxon.] Excrement.

TURF. s. [tynf, Saxon ; torf, Dut.] A clod

covered with grass ; a part of the surface

ofthe ground. Addison.

TURF. v. a. [from the noun.] To cover

with turfs. Mortimer.

TURFINESS. s. [ from turf. ] The state of

abounding with turfs .

C

TU'RFY. a. [from turf. ] Full of turfs.

TURGENT. a. [turgens, Latin.] Swelling ;

protuberant ; tumid. Thomson.

TURGE'SCENCE.

TURGE'SCENCY.
s. [turgescens, Latin. ]

1. The act of swelling ; the state of being

swollen. Brown.

2. Empty magnificence.

TURGID. a. [turgidus, Latin.]

1. Swelled ; bloated ; filling more room

than before.
Philips.

vainly mag-

Watts.

State of

Arbuthnot.

A large

2. Pompous ; tumid ; fastuous ;

nificent.

TURGIDITY. s. [from turgid.]

being swollen.

TURKEY. s. [gallina turcica, Lat.]

domestick fowl supposed to be brought

from Turkey. Gay.

TURKOIS. s . [turquoise, French ; from tur

key ] A blue stone numbered among the

meaner precious stones, now discovered to

be a bone impregnated with cupreous par-

ticles. Woodward.

TURKSCAP. s. [martagon.] An herb.

Ainsworth.

TURM. s. [turmæ, Latin.] A troop. Not iu

use. Millon.
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AnTURMERICK. s. [turmerica, Latin.]

Indian root which makes a yellow die.

TURMO'IL. s. [from moil, to labour.] Trou-

ble ; disturbance ; harassing uneasiness ; tu-

multuous molestation. · Shakespeare.

To TURMOIL. v. a. [ fromthe noun.]

1. To harass with commotion. Dryden.

2. Toweary ; to keep in unquietness. Milton.

To TURN. v. a. [runnan, Saxon ; tourner,

French ; from torno, Latin.]

1. To put into circular or vertiginous mo-

tion ; to move round ; to revolve. Milton.

2. To put the upper side downward ; to

shift with regard to the sides . Addison.

3. To change with respect to position.

4. To change the state ofthe balance.

Milton.

39. To TURN off. To give over ; to resign

Decay of Piety.

40. To TURN off. To deflect. Addison.

41. To be TURNED of. To advance to an

age beyond.

To transfer.

To refer.

Addison.

Sidney.

Dryden.

Swift.

42. TO TURN over.

43. TO TURN over.

44. To TURN over.

a book after another.

45. To TURN over.

der.

46. To TURN to. To have recourse to.

To examine one leaf of

To TURN. v. n.

To throw off the lad- .

Butler.

Grew.

1. To move round ; to have a circular or

vertiginous motion. Ben Jonson.

2. To show regard or anger, by directing

the look toward any thing.

3. To move the body round.

4. To move from its place.

Locke.

Milton.5. To bring the inside out.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

6. To change as to the posture of the body,

or direction ofthe look.

Wiseman.

Pope. 5. To change posture. Cheyne.

7. To form on a lathe by moving round. 6. To have a tendency or direction.

Moxon. A. Philips.

8. To form ; to shape. Tatler. 7. To move the face to another quarter.

9. To change ; to transform ; to metamor- Dryden.

phose ; to transmute.

10. To make of another colour.

11. To change ; to alter.

Taylor.

Floyer.

Shakespeare.

8. To depart from the way ; to deviate.

12. To make a reverse offortune. Dryden.

13. To translate.

Dryden.

9. To alter ; to be changed ; to be trans-

formed.

Pope. 10. To become by a change.

11. To change sides .

Taylor.

Boyle.

Swift.14. To change to another opinion or party,

worse or better ; to convert ; to pervert.

Leviticus.

15. To change with regard to inclination or

temper. Psalms.

16. To alter from one effect or purpose to

another. Tillotson.

Temple.

Bacon.

Fell.

Pope.

17. To betake.

18. To transfer. 1 Chronicles.

19. To fall upon by some change.

20. To make to nauseate.

21. To make giddy.

22. To infatuate ; to make mad,

the head or brain.

applied to

Dryden.

23. To change direction to, or

point.

from, any
Locke.

24. To direct by a change to a certain pur-

pose or propension.

25. To double in.

26. To revolve ; to agitate in the mind.

Addison.

Swift.

Watts.

Ascham .

Knolles.

27. To bend from a perpendicular edge ; to

blunt.

28. To drive by violence ; to expel.

29. To apply by a change of use. Temple.

30. To reverse ; to repeal. Deuteronomy.

31. To keep passing in a course of exchange

or traffick.

32. To adapt themind.

Collier.

Addison.

Exodus.33. To put toward another.

34. To retort ; to throw back. Atterbury.

35. To TURN away. To dismiss from ser-

vice ; to discard. Arbuthnot.

36. To TURN away. To avert. Duty ofMan.

37. To TURN back. To return to the hand

from which it was received. Shakespeare.

38. To 1URN off. To dismiss contemptu-

ously. Shakespeare.

12. To change the mind, conduct, or deter.

mination.

13. To change to acid.

Milton.

Bacon.

14. To be brought eventually. Addison.

15. To depend on, as the chief point. Pope.

16. To grow giddy. Shakespeare.

Wake.

17. To have an unexpected consequence or

tendency.

18. To TURN away. To deviate from a pro-

per course.

19. To return ; to recoil.

Proverbs.

Milton.

20. To be directed to, or from, any point ;

as, the needle turns to the pole.

21. To change attention or practice. Milton.

22. To TURN off. To divert one's course.

TURN. s . [from the verb.]

1. The act of turning ; gyration.

2. Meander ; winding way.

3. Winding or flexuous course.

4. A walk to and fro.

Norris

Dryden.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

5. Change ; vicissitude ; alteration . Hooker.

6. Successive course. Bacon.

7. Manner of proceeding ; chunge from the

original intention or first appearance.

8. Chance ; hap. Collier.

9. Occasion ; incidental opportunity.

10. Time at which , by successive vicissitudes,

any thing is to be had or done. Denham.

11. Actions of kindness or malice. South.

12. Reigning inclination . Swift.

13. A step off the ladder at the gallows.

Butler

14. Convenience ; use ; purpose ; exigence.

Clarendon.

15. The form ; cast ; shape ; manner. Watts.

16. The manner of adjusting the words of a

Addison.sentence..

3
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17. New position of things ; as, something

troublesome happens at every turn .

18. By TURNS. One after another ; alter-

nately.

TURNBENCH. s . [turn and bench. ]

iron lathe.

Prior.

A small
Moxon,

TURNCOAT. s. [ turn and coat. ] One who

forsakes his party or principles ; a renegade.

Shakespeare.

One whose trade

Dryden.

Milton.

TURNER. s. [ from turn .]

is to turn in a lathe.

TURNING. s. [from turn. ] Flexure ; wind-

ing; meander.

TUʼRNINGNESS. s. [from turning.] Qua.

lity of turning ; tergiversation ; subterfuge.

Sidney.

TURNIP. s. A white esculent root. Miller.

TURNPIKE. s [ turn and pike, or pique .] .

1. A cross of two bars armed with pikes at

the end, and turning on a pin, fixed to hin-

der horses from entering.

2. Any gate bywhichthe way is obstructed .

Arbuthnot.

TURNSICK. a. [turn and sick ] Vertiginous ;

giddy. Bacon.

TURNSO'L.. [heliotropium .] A plant .

Miller.

TURNSPIT. s. [turn and spit . ] He that an-

ciently turned a spit, instead of which jacks

are now generally used. It is now used of a

dog that turns a spit. Swift.

TURNSTILE. s ( turn and stile.] A turnpike

in a footpath. Gay.

TUʼRPENTINE. s. [ turpentina, Italian ; tere-

binthina, Latin .] The gum exuded by the

pine, the juniper, and other trees of that

kind. Peachum.

TURPITUDE. s . [turpitudo, Latin. ] Essential

deformity of words, thoughts, or actions ;

inherent vileness ; badness. South.

TURQUOISE. s . See TURKOIS. Shakespeare.

TURRET & [turris, Latin A small mi-
nence raised above the rest of the building ;

a little tower. Fairfax.

TURRETED. a. [from turret.] Formed like

a tower ; rising like a tower. Bacon.

TURTLE. s. [zuptle, Saxon ; turtur,

TURTLEDOVE . Latin.]

1. A species of dove. Shakespeare. Genesis.

2. It is used among sailors and gluttons for

a tortoise.

TUSH. interj. An expression of contempt.

TUSK. s . [zyxar, Saxon ; tosken, old Frisick . ]

The long tooth of a pugnacious animal ; the

fang ; the holding tooth. Dryden.

a. [from tusk.] Furnished with

tusks. Grew.

TUSKED. }

TU'SKY.

TU'SSUCK. s. [diminutive of tuz.] A tuft of

grass or twigs. Grew.

TUT. interj. A particle noting contempt.

TUTANAG. s. The Chinese name for spel-

Woodward.ter.

TUTELAGE. s. [tutelle, tutelage, Fr. tutela,

Latin.] Guardianship ; state ofbeing under

a guardian. Drummond.

TUTELAR. 2 a. [tuteia, Lat.] Having the

TUTELARY. S charge or guardianship of

any person orthing ; protecting ; defensive ;

guardian. Temple. Dryden.

TUTOR. s. [tutor, Lat. tuteur, Frencn .] One

who has the care of another's learning and

morals ; a teacher or instructor . Butler.

To TUTOR. v . a. [ from the nonn.]

1. To instruct ; to teach ; to document.

2. To treat with superiority or severity.

TUTORAGE. s . [ from tutor. ] The authority

or solemnity of a tutor. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

TUTORESS. s. [ from tutor . ] Directress in-

structress ; governess . Moore.

TUTTY. s . [tutia, low Latin ; tuthie, French.]

A sublimate of zinc or calamine collected in

the furnace.

TU'TSAN, or Parkleares. s. A plant.

TUZ. s . [probably a word merely of cant ] A

lock or tuft of hair. Dryden.

TWAIN: a. [ tpgen, barpa, both, twain Sax.]

Dryden.
Two.

ToTWANG v. n . [formed from the sound. ]

To sound with a quick sharp noise. Pope.

To TWANG. v. a. To make to sound sharply.

Shakespeare.

TWANG. s. [ from the verb.]

1. A sharp quick sound. Butler

2. An affected modulation of the voice.

Arbuthnot.

TWANG. interj. A word marking a quick ac-

tion accompanied with a sharp sound.

TWA'NGLING. a. [from twang. ] Contemp-

tibly noisy. Shakespeare.

To TWANK. v . n . [ corrupted from twang.]

To make to sound. Addison.

Dryden.

German.) To

L'Estrange.

Spenser.

TWAS. Contracted from it was.

To TWATTLE, v. n (schwatzen,

prate ; to gabble ; to chatter.

TWAY. For TWAIN.

TWA'YBLADE. s . [ophris, Latin.] A polype-

talous flower. Miller.

S.

ludicrons distress.

To TWEAG. v. a. [twacken, German. ] To

To TWEAK. pinch ; to squeeze between

the fingers. Butler.

TEAGUE. s. [from the verb .] Perplexity ;
TWEAK.

To TWE'EDLE. v. a. To handle lightly ; used

of awkward fiddling. Addison.

TWEEZERS. s. [etuy, French ] Nippers, or

small pincers, to pluck off hairs . Arbuthnot.

TWELFTH. a . [ rpelpra, Saxon . ] Second after

the tenth ; the ordinal oftwelve.

TWELFTHTIDE. s. The twelfth day after

Christmas. Tusser.

TWELVE. a. [ rpelf, Saxon .] Two and ten ,

twice six .

TWE'LVEMONTH. s. [ twelve and month.] A

year, as consisting of twelve months. Shak

TWELVEPENCE s. [twelve and pence.] A

shilling.

TWE'LVEPENNY. a. [twelve and penny. ]

Sold for a shilling. Dryden.

TWELVESCORE. a. [twelve and score.]

Twelve times twenty ; two hundred and

forty. Dryden.

TWENTIETH. a . [rpenzeozoda, Sax. ] Twice

tenth; ordinal of twenty,

TWENTY. a . [ 7penziz, Saxon.]

1. Twice ten.

2. A proverbial or indefinite number. Bacon.

TWIBIL. s..・ [twy for two, and bill. ] A hal-

bert. Ainsworth
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TWICE. ad. [tpizio, Saxon ; twees, Dutch.]

1. Two times.

2. Doubly.

Spenser.

Dryden.

To TWI'DLE. v. a. [commonly written tweedle.]

To touch lightly. Wiseman.

TWIG. s. [tpig, zpizza, Sax. tuyg, Dutch.] A

sinall shoot of a branch ; a switch tough and

long. Sandys.

TWIGGEN. a. [from twig .] Made of twigs ;

wicker. Grew.

'TWIGGY. a. [from twig. ] Full of twigs.

TWILIGHT. s . [ tweelicht, Dutch ; tpeone.

leoht, Saxon.]

1. The dubious or faint light before sunrise,

and after sunset ; obscure light. Donne.

2 Uncertain view. Cleaveland.

TWILIGHT. a.

1. Not clearly or brightly illuminated ; ob-

scure ; deeply shaded . Pope.

Milton.2. Seen or done by twilight.

TWIN. s. [ pinn, Sax. tweelingen, Dutch.]

1. One of two children born at a birth. It is

seldom used in the singular.

2. Gemini, the sign of the zodiack.

To TWIN. v. n. [from the noun.]

Cleaveland.

Creech.

Tusser.

Sandys.

1. To be born at the same birth. Shakespeare.

2. To bring two at once.

3. To be paired ; to be suited .

TWINBO'RN. a. [twin and born .] Born at the

same birth. Shakespeare.

To TWINE. v. a . [zpinan, Sax. twynun, Dut.]

1. To twist or complicate so as to unite, or

form one body or substance out of two or

more.

2. To unite itself.

To TWINE. v. n.

Exodus.

Crashaw.

1. To convolve itself; to wrap itself closely

about.

TWI'NNER. s . [from twin.] A breeder of

twins. Tusser.

To TWIRL. v. a. [from whirl. ] To turn round ;

to move by a quick rotation . Bacon.

To TWIRL. v. n. To revolve with a quick

motion.

TWIRL. s. [from the verb.]

1. Rotation ; circular motion.

2. Twist ; convolution . Woodward.

To TWIST. v. a. [gerpiran, Sax. tuisten, Dut.]

1. To form by complication ; to form bycon-

volution .

•

2. To contort ; to writhe.

Taylor.

Pope.

3. To wreath ; to wind ; to encircle by some-

thing round about.

4. To form ; to weave.

Burnet.

Shakespeare.

5. To unite by intertexture of parts. Waller.

· 6. To unite ; to insinuate. Dec. of Piety.

To TWIST. v. n. To be contorted ; to be con-

volved.

TWIST. s. [from the verb.]

Pope.

1. Any thing made by convolution, or wind-

ing two bodies together.

2. A single string of a cord.

3. A cord ; a string.

Addison.

Moxon.

Dryden.

Addison.

Arbuthnot.

4. Contortion ; writhe.

5. The manner of twisting.

TWI'STER. s . [ from twist .]

1. One who twists ; a ropemaker.

2. The instrument of twisting.

To TWIT. v. a. [edpiran, Saxon.] To sneer ;

to flout ; to reproach. Tillotson.

Wallis.

To TWITCH. v. a. [ piccian, Sax.] To velli-

cate ; to pluck with a quick motion ; to

snatch. Dryden. Pope.

TWITCH. s . [from the verb.]

1. Quick pull ; a sudden vellication .

Pope. Hudibras.

Shak. 2. A contraction of the fibres. Blackmore.

Swift. TWITCHGRASS . s . A plant. Mortimer.

Chapman. To TWITTER. v. n.

2. To unite by interposition of parts .

3. To wind ; to make flexures.

4. To turn round.

TWINE. s . [from the verb.]

1. A twisted thread.

2. Twist ; convolution.

Dryden.

Milton.

3. Embrace ; act of convolving itself round.

Philips.

To TWINGE. v. a. [twingen, German. ]

1. To torment with sudden and short pain.

2. To pinch ; to tweak.

TWINGE. s. [ from the verb.]

L'Estrange.

Hudibras.

1. Short sudden sharp pain. Dryden.

2. A tweak ; a pinch. L'Estrange.

TWINK. s. [ See TWINKLE.] The motion of an

eye ; a moment. Not in use. Shakespeare.

To TWINKLE. v. n. [ pinclian, Saxon .]

1. To sparkle ; to flash irregularly ; to shine

faintly ; to quiver. Newton.

2. To open and shut the eye by turns. L'Estr.

3. To play irregularly. Donne.

TWINKLING. } s . [ from the verb .]

TWINKLE.

1. A sparkling intermitting light.

2. A motion of the eye. Spenser.

3. A short space, such as is taken up by a
motion of the eye.

Dryden.

TWINLING. s . [diminutive of twin .] A twin

lamb; a lamb of two brought at a birth.

Tusser.

1. To make a sharp tremulous intermitted

noise. Dryden.

2. To be suddenly moved with any inclina-

tion. A low word. L'Estrange.

TWITTER s.

1. Any motion or disorder of passion. Hudi.

2. An upbraider.

TWITTLETWA'TTLE. s . Tattle ; gabble.

A vile word. L'Estrange.

'TWIXT. A contraction of betwixt. Milton.

TWO. a. [twai, Gothick ; tpn, Saxon .] Oze
and one.

Shakespeare.

TWO EDGED. a. [two and edge.] Having an

edge on either side. Pope.

TWOFOLD. a. [two and fold.] Double ; two

ofthe same kind.

TWO'FOLD. ad. Doubly.

TWO'HANDED. a . [ two and hand ] Large ;

bulky ; enormous of magnitude. Dryden.

TWO'PENCE. s. A small coin, valued at

twice a penny. Shakespeare.

Prior.

Maither .

TYE. s. [See TIE.] A knot ; a bond or obliga-

Pupe.
tion .

TY'GER. s . See TIGER .

TYKE. s . [ See TIKE ] A dog, or one as con-

temptible and vile as a dog. Shakespeare.

TYMBAL. s . [ iymbal, French . ] A kind of

kettledrum .
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TYMPANI'TES . 8. [TUμTanTng . ] A sort of drop-

sy that swells the belly up like a drum.

TYMPANUM. s . A drum ; a part of the ear,

so called from its resemblance to a drum.

Wiseman.

TYMPANY. s. [from tympanum, Latin.] A

kind of obstructed flatulence that swells the

body like a drum ; the wind dropsy. Arb.

TYNY. a. Small. Shakespeare.

TYPE. s. (type, Fr. typus, Latin ; TUTOS . ]

1. Emblem ; mark of something.

2. That by which something future is prefi-

gured.

Prior.

Tillotson.

3. A stamp ; a mark. Not in use. Shakesp.

4. A printing letter.

To TYPE, v. a. To prefigure. White.

TYPICAL. a. [typique, Fr. typicus, Latin. ]

TYPICK. S Emblematical ; figurative of

something else. Atterbury.

TYPICALLY. ad. [from typicul.] In a typi

cal manner. Norris.

TYPICALNESS. s . [from typical.] The state

ofbeing typical.

Hammond.

To TYPIFY. v . a. [from type. ] To figure ; to

show in emblem.

TYPO'GRAPHER. s. [Tuos and gapw .] A

printer.

TYPOGRAPHICAL. a. [from typography.]

1. Emblematical ; figurative.

2. Belonging to the printer's art.

TYPOGRAPHICALLY. ad.

1. Emblematically ; figuratively.

2. After the manner of printers.

TYPOGRAPHY. s . [ typographie, French ;

typographia, Latin.]

VAC

rant.

1. Emblematical, figurative, or hieroglyphi

cal representation . Brown.

2. The art of printing.

TYRANNESS . s. [from tyrant . ] A she ty-

Spenser.

TYRANNICAL. a. [tyrannus, Lat. Tugayrı-

TYRANNICK. Š xo . ] Suiting a tyrant ;

acting like a tyrant ; cruel ; despotick ; im-

perious. Shakespeare. Pope.

TYRA'NNICALLY. ad. [from tyrannical. ] In

manner of a tyrant.

TYRA'NNICIDE. s . [tyrannus and cædo, Lat.

The act of killing a tyrant.

To TY'RANNISE. v. n. [tyranniser, Fr. from

tyrant.] To play the tyrant ; to act with ri-

gour and imperiousness . Hooker

TYRANNOUS. a. [from tyrant .] Tyrannical ;

despotick ; arbitrary ; severe ; cruel ; impe-

rious. Not in use. Sidney.

TY'RANNY. s. [tyrannis, Latin ; Tugavus . ]

1. Absolute monarchy imperiously adminis
tered. Milton.

2. Unresisted and cruel power. Shakespeare.

3. Cruel government ; rigorous command.

Bacon.

4. Severity ; rigour ; inclemency. Shakespeare.

TYRANT. s . [Tugavos ; tyrannus, Latin .]

1. An absolute monarch governing imperi-

ously.

2. A cruel, despotick, and severe master ; an

oppressor. Sidney.

Hakewill.TYRE. s . See TIRE.

TY'RO . s. [properly tiro , as in the Latin. ] One

yet not master of his art , one in his rudi .

Gurth,

V.

V Has twopowers, expressed in modern Eng-

lish by two characters, v consonant, and u

vowel, which ought to be considered as two

letters. U, the vowel, has two sounds ; one

clear, expressed at other times by eu, as oó-

tuse; the other close , and approaching to the

Italian u, or English oo, as obtund. V, the con-

sonant, has a sound nearly approaching to

those ofb andƒ; and it is never mute.

VACANCY. s. [from vacant .]

1. Empty space ; vacuity.

2. Chasm ; space unfilled.

Shakespeare.

Waits.

3. State of a post or employment when it is

unsupplied. Ayliffe.

4. Time of leisure ; relaxation ; intermission ;

time unengaged. Watts.

Wot.5. Listlessness ; emptiness of thought.

VA'CANT. a. [ vacant, Fr. vacans, Lat. ]

1. Empty ; unfilled ; void . Boyle.

2. Free ; unencumbered ; uncrowded . More.

3. Not filled by an incumbent, or possessor.

Swift.

4. Being at leisure ; disengaged . Clarendon.

5. Thoughtless ; empty of thought ; notbusy.

Wotton.

To VA'CATE. v. a. [vaco, Latin. ]

1. To annul ; to make void ; to make of no

authority. Nelson.

ments.

VAC

Dryden

2. To make vacant ; to quit possession of

3. To defeat ; to put an end to.

VACATION. s. [vacatio, Latin.]

1. Intermission of juridical proceedings, or

any other stated employments ; recess of

courts or senates. Cowel,

2. Leisure ; freedom from trouble or per

plexity.
Hammond.

VA'CCARY. s. [rucca, Latin.] A cow-house ; 2

cow-pasture. Bailey,

VACILLANCY. s . [vacillans, Latin. ] A state

of wavering ; fluctuation ; inconstancy.

VACILLATION. s . [vacillatio, Latin.] The

act orstate of reeling or staggering. Derham.

VACUATION. s. [ from vacuus, Lat . ] The

act of emptying.

More.

VA'CUIST. s . [from vacuum.] A philosopher

that holds a vacuum.

VACUITY. s. [from vacuitas, Latin. ]

1. Emptiness ; state of being unfilled .

Boyle.

Arbuthnot.

2. Space unfilled ; space unoccupied. Rogers.

3. Inanity ; want of reality. Glanville.

VA'CUOUS. u. [vacuus, Latin ; vacué, Fr.]

Empty ; unfilled . Milton.

VACUUM. s. [Latin.] Space unoccupied by

matter. Wotton
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To VADE. v. n. [vudo, Latin . ] To vanish ; to

pass away

VAGABOND. a. [vagabond, French.]

Wotton.

1. Wandering without any settled habitation ;

wanting a home. Ayliffe.

Shakespeare.2. Wandering ; vagrant.

VA'GABOND. s. [from the adjective .]

1. A vagrant ; a wanderer ; commonly in a

sense of reproach. Raleigh.

2. One that wanders illegally, without a set-

tled habitation. Watts.

VAGARY. s. [from vagus, Latin.] A_wild

freak ; a capricious frolick. Locke.

VAGINOPE'NNOUS. a. [vagina and penna,

Latin.] Sheath-winged ; having the wings
covered with hard cases .

VAGOUS. a. [vagus, Latin; vague, French.
Wandering ; unsettled . Not in use. Ayliffe.

VA'GRANCY. s . (from vagrant. ] A state of

wandering ; unsettled condition.

VA'GRANT. a . Wandering ; unsettled ; va-

gabond ; unfixed in place.

VÄ'GRANT. s. [vagant, Fr.] A vagabond ; a

man unsettled in habitation.

VA'GUE a. [vague, Fr. vagus, Latin.]

1. Wandering ; vagrant ; vagabond.

2. Unsettled ; undetermined.

VAIL. s. [ voile, French.]

Prior.

Prior.

Hayw.

Locke.

1. A curtain ; a cover thrown over any thing

to be concealed. Wisdom .

2. A part of female dress, by which the face

is concealed. See VEIL.

Carew.

3. Money given to servants. See VALE.

To VAIL. v. a. To cover. See VEIL.

To VAIL. v. a. [avaler le bonet, French.]

1. To let fall ; to suffer to descend.

2. To let fall in token of respect. Knolles.

3. To fall ; to let sink in fear, or for any other

interest. Shakespeare.

To VAIL. v. n. To yield ; to give place ; to

show respect by yielding.
Smith.

VAIN. a. (vain, French ; vanus, Latin.]

1. Fruitless ; ineffectual. Shakespeare.

2. Empty ; unreal , shadowy. Dryden.

Swift.

3. Meanly proud ; proud of petty things.

4. Showy; ostentatious.

5. Idle ; worthless ; unimportant.

6. False ; not true.

Pope.
Denham.

7. In VAIN. To no purpose ; to no end ; in-

effectually ; without effect. Addison.

VAINGLORIOUS. a. [vanus and gloriosus,

Latin .] Boasting without performances ;

proud in disproportion to desert. Milton.

VAINGLORY. ´s . [vana gloria, Lat. ] Pride

above merit ; empty pride. Taylor.

VAINLY. ad. [from vain.]

1. Without effect ; to no purpose ; in vain.

To VA'LANCE. v. a. To decorate with dra

pery. Not in use. Shakespeare

VALE. s. [ val, French ; vallis, Latin.]

1. A low ground ; a valley. Dryden.

2. [From avail, profit ; or vale, farewell]

Money given to servants. Swift

VALEDICTION. s. [valedico, Latin.] A fare-

well. Donne.

VALEDICTORY. a. [from valedico, Latin.]

Bidding farewell.

VA'LENTINE. s. A sweetheart chosen on Va-

lentine's day. Wotton.

VALE'RIAN. s . [ valeriana, Lat. valerian, Fr.]

A plant.

VA'LET. s. [French.] A waiting-servant.

Addison.

VALETUDINARIAN. a . [valetudinaire, Fr.
VALETU’DINARY. S valetudo, Latin.]

Weakly; sickly ; infirm of health. Derham.

VA'LIANCE. s. [ vaillance, Fr.] Valour ; per-

sonal puissance ; bravery. Spenser.

VA'LIANT. a. vaillant, Fr.] Stout ; person.

ally puissant ; brave. Nelson.

VALIANTLY. ad. [from valiant.] Stontly ;

with personal strength.
Knolles.

VA'LIÂNTNESS, s. [ from valiant. ] Valour ;

personal bravery ; puissance.

VA'LID. a. [ valide, Fr. validus, Latin.]

Knolles.

1. Strong ; powerful ; efficacious ; prevalent.

Milion.

↑ Having force to convince ; weighty ; con.

clusive. Stephen

VALIDITY .s. [validité, Fr. from valid .]

1. Force to co vince ; certainty.

2. Vaine. A sense not used

Pope.

Shakespeare.

VA'LLANCY. s. [from vallance . ] A large wig

that shades the face.

vaiiant.

Dryden.

VALLEY. s . [vallée, Fr. vallis, Latin.] A low

ground ; a hollow between hills. Milton.

VA'LOROUS. a . [from valour. ] Brave ; stout ;

Spenser

VA'LOROUSLY. ad. In a brave manner.

VA'LOUR. s . [valeur, French ; valor, Latin.}

Personal bravery ; strength ; prowess ; puis

sance ; stoutness.

VALUABLE. a. [ valuable, French.]

1. Precious ; being of great price.

2. Worthy ; deserving regard.

VALUATION. s . [from value.]

Temple.

Atterbury.

1. The act of setting a value ; appraisement.

Ray,

Bacon.2. Value set upon any thing.

VALUATOR. s . [from value. ] An appraiser ;

one who sets upon any thing its price. Swift.

VALUE. s. [ value, French ; valor, Latin. ]

1. Price ; worth.

2 High rate.

Job.

Addison.

3. Rate ; price equal to the worth of the

thing bought.Dryden.

Delany.

Grew.

Dryden.

To VAʼLUE. v. a . [valoir, French. ]

1. To rate at a certain price. Spenser,

. 2. To rate highly ; to have in high esteem.

Aftertry

3. To appraise ; to estimate. Leviticus.

4. To be worth ; to be equal in worth to .

Shakespeare. 2

Bucon.

2. Proudly ; arrogantly.

3. Idly ; foolishly.

VAINNESS. s . [from vain.] The state of be-

ing vain ; pride ; emptiness. Shakespeare.

VAIVODE s. [waiwod, a governour, Sclavo-

nian. ] A prince of the Dacian provinces.

VA'LANCE. s. [from Valencia, whence the use

of them came.] The fringes or drapery hang-

ing round the tester and stead of a bed.

Swift.

5. To take account of.

6. To reckon at, with respect to number of

power. Shakespeare.
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7. To consider with respect to importance ;

to hold important. Clarendon.

8. To compare with respect to price, or ex-
cellence. Job.

Fell.

9. To raise to estimation . Not in use. Sidney.

VA'LUELESS. a. Being of no value. Shakesp.

VA'LUER. s. He that values.

VALVE. s. [valva, Latin .]

1. A folding door. Pope.

2. Any thing that opens over the mouth ofa
vessel

Boyle.

3. [In anatomy.] A kind ofmembrane, which

opens in certain vessels to admit the blood,

and shuts to prevent its regress. Arbuthnot.

JAʼLVULE. 8. [valvule, Fr.] A small valve.

VAMP. s. The upper leather of a shoe. Ainsw.

To VAMP. v. a. To piece an old thing with

some new part. Bentley.

VA'MPER. s. [from vamp.] One who pieces

out an old thing with something new.

VAN. s . [from avant, French. ]

1. The front of an army ; the first line . Dry.

2. [Van, Fr.] Any thing spread wide by

which a wind is raised ; a fan. Broome.

3. A wing with which the air is beaten.

Milton.

To VAN. v. a. [from rannus, Lat.] To fan ; to

winnow. Not in use. Bacon.

VA'NCOURIER. s . (avantcourier, French.] À

harbinger ; a precursor.

VANE. s . [vaene, Dutch.] A plate hung on a

pin to turn with the wind. Shakespeare.

VA'NGUARD. s. [avant garde, French. The

front, or first line of the army. Milton.

VANILLA. s . [vanille, French. ] A plant. The

fruit of those plants is used to scent choco-
late. Miller.

To VA'NISH . v. n. [vanesco, Latin.]

Sidney.1. To lose perceptible existence.

2. To pass away from the sight ; to disap.

Shakespeare.

Atterbury.

pear.

3. To pass away ; to be lost.

VA'NITY. s. [vanitas, Latin.]

1. Emptiness ; uncertainty ; inanity. Eccles.

2. Fruitless desire ; fruitless endeavour. Sid.

3. Trifling labour.

4. Falsehood ; untruth.

Raleigh.

Davies,

5. Empty pleasure ; vain pursuit ; idle show;

unsubstantial enjoyment. Pope.

Raleigh.6. Ostentation ; arrogance.

7. Petty pride ; pride exerted upon slight

grounds. Swift.

Clarendon.

To VANQUISH. v. a. [ vaincre, French.]

1. To conquer ; to overcome.

2. To confute.
Atterbury.

VA'NQUISHER. s. [from vanquish.] Con-

queror ; subduer. Shakespeare.

VANTAGE. s . [from advantage.]

1. Gain ; profit. Sidney.

2. Superiority ; state in which one hath bet-

ter means of action than another. South.

3. Opportunity; convenience. Shakespeare.

To VANTAGE. v. a. [ from advantage.] To

profit. Not in use. Spenser.

VANTBRASS. s. [avant bras, French.] Ar-

mour for the arm. Milton.

VAPID. a. [vapidus, Latin . ] Dead ; having

the spirit evaporated , spirifless ; mawkish ;

Arbuthnot.flat.

VA'PIDNESS. s. [ from vapid.] The state of

being spiritless ; mawkishness.

VAPORATION. s. [vaporatio, Latin .] The

act of escaping in vapours.

VA'PORER. s. [ from vapour.] A boaster ; a

braggart. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

VA'PORISH. a. [from vapour.]

1. Vaporous ; full of vapours. Sandys

2. Splenetick ; humorsome ; peevish . Pope.

VA'POROUS. a. [vaporeux, French ]

1. Full of exhalations ; fumy.

2. Windy; flatulent.

VA'POUR. s. [vapor, Latin .]

Derham.

Arbuthnot.

1. Any thing exhalable ; any thing that min-

gles with the air.

2. Fume ; steam.

3. Wind ; flatulence.

Milton.

Newton.

Pacon.

4. Mental fume ; vain imagination ; fancy

unreal. Hammond.

5. [In the plural.] Diseases caused by flatu-

lence, or by diseased nerves ; hypochondria-

cal maladies ; melancholy ; spleen. Addison.

To VA'POUR. v. n. [vaporo, Latin ]

1. To pass in a vapour or fume ; to fly off in

evaporations.

2. To emit fumes.

3. To bully; to brag.

Donne.

Bacon.

Glanville.

Donne.

To VA'POUR: v. a. To effuse, or scatter in

fume or vapour.

VA'RIABLE. a. [ variable, French ; variabilis,

Latin,] Changeable ; mutable ; inconstant.

Shakespeare.

VA'RIABLENESS . s. [from variable.]

J. Changeableness ; mutability. Addison.

3. Levity ; inconstancy. Clarissa.

VA'RIABLY. ad. [from variable.] Changeably ;

mutably ; inconstantly ; uncertainly.

VA'RIANCE. s. [ from vary. ] Discord ; disa.

greement ; dissension. Sprat.

VARIA'TIÓN. s. [variatio, Latin.]

1. Change ; mutation ; difference from itself.

Bentley.

2. Difference ; change from one to another.

3. Successive change.

Woodward.

Shakespeare.

4. [In grammar.] Change of termination of

nouns. Watts.

5. Change in natural phenomena. Wotton.

6. Deviation. Dryden.

7. Variation of the compass ; deviation of the

magnetick needle from an exact parallel with

the meridian.

VA'RICOUS. a. [varicosus, Latin.] Diseased

with dilatation . Sharp.

To VA'RIEGATE. v. a. [variegatus, school

Latin.] To diversify ; to stain with different

colours. Woodward.

VARIEGATION . s. [from variegate ] Diver

sity of colours. Evelyn.

VARIETY. s. [varieté, Fr. varietas, Latin.]

1. Change , succession of one thing to ano-

ther ; intermixture of one thing with ano-

ther. Newton.

2. One thing of many by which variety is

Raleigh.made.

3. Difference ; dissimilitude. Atterbury

4. Variation ; deviation ; change from a for-

mer state. Hule
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A'RIOUS. a. [varius, Latin.]

1. Different ; several ; manifold. Milton.

2. Changeable ; uncertain ; unfixed ; unlike

itself.

3. Unlike each other.

rious manner.

Locke.

Dryden.
4. Variegated ; diversified . Milton.

VARIOUSLY. ad. [ from various. ] In a va-

Bacon.

VARIX. s . [ Latin ; varice, French. ] A dilata-
tion ofthe vein. Sharp.

VA'RLET. s. [varlet, old French, now valet.]

1 , Anciently a servant or footman. Spenser.

2. A scoundrel ; a rascal. Dryden.

VA'RLETRY.s. [from varlet. ] Rabble ; crowd ;

populace.' Shakespeare.

VARNISH. s. [ vernis, French ; vernix, Latin.]

1. A matter laid upon wood, metal, or other

bodies, to make them shine. Bacon.

2. Cover ; palliation.

To VARNISH. v . a. [vernisser, French.]

1. To cover with something shining. Shak.

2. To cover ; to conceal or decorate with

something ornamental. Dryden.

3. To palliate ; to hide with colour of rhe-

torick. Denham.

VA'RNISHER. s. [from varnish .]

1. One whose trade is to varnish

2. A disguiser ; an adorner.

Boyle.

Pope.

VARVELS. s . [ varvelles, Fr. ] Silverrings about

the legs of a hawk, on which the owner's

name is engraved.

To VA'RY. v. a. [varior, Latin.]

1. To change ; to make unlike itself. Milton.

2. To change to something else .

3. To make of different kinds.

4. To diversify ; to variegate.

To VA'RY. v. n.

Brown.

Brown.

Milton.

1. To be changeable ; to appear in different

forms.

2. To be unlike each other.

3. To alter ; to become unlike itself. Pope.

4. To deviate ; to depart.

5. To succeed each other. Addison.

Milton.

Collier.

Locke.

6. To disagree ; to be at variance . Davies.

7. To shift colours. Pope.

VARY. s. [ from the verb.] Change ; altera-
tion. Not in use. Shakespeare.

VA'SCULAR. a . [from . Tascutum, Lat. ] Con-

sisting of vessels ; full of vessels. Arbuthnot.

VASCULI FEROÚS. a. [vasculum and fero,

Lat.] Such plants as have, beside the com-

mon calyx, a peculiar vessel to contain the

seed, sometimes divided into cells . Quincy.

VASE. s. [rase, Fr. vasa , Latin .]

1. A vessel ; generally a vessel rather for
show than use. Pope.

2. It is used for a solid piece of ornamental

marble.

VASSAL. s. [ rassal , Fr. vassallo, Ital .]

another.

1

1. One who holds by the will of a superiour

lord. Addison.

2. A subject ; a dependant. Raleigh.

3. A servant ; one who acts by the will of

Shakespeare.

4. A slave ; a low wretch. Shakespeare.

VA'SSALAGE. s . [ vasselage, French.] The

state ef a vassal ; tenure at will ; servitude ;

slavery ; dependance. Dryden

VAST. a. [vaste, French ; vastus, Latin.] `

1. Large ; great. Clarendon.

2. Vitiously great ; enormously extensive or

capacious. Milton.

VAST. s . [ rastum, Lat ] An empty waste . Milt.

VASTATION. s. [ vastatio , Latin . ] Waste ; de-

population. Decay ofPiety.

VASTI'DITY. s . [vastitas, Latin.] Wideness ;

immensity. A barbarous word. Shakespeare.

VA'STLY. ad. [from vust.] Greatly ; to a great

degree. South.

VA'STNESS . s . [from rest. ] Immensity ; en-

ormous greatness . Bentley.

VASTY. a. [ from vast .] Large ; enormously

great. Shakespeare.

VAT. s . [ vat, Dutch ; Fat, Sax. ] A vessel in

which liquors are kept in the immature state.

VA'TICIDE. s . [ vates and cado, Lat. ] A mur-

derer of prophets.

To VATICINATE. v. n . [taticinor, Lat.] To

prophesy ; to practise prediction . Howel.

VA'VASOUR. s. [vavasseur, Fr. ] One who him-

selfholding of a superiour lord, has others

holding under him.

VAUDEVIL. s. [ vaudeville, French. ] A song

common among the vulgar ; a ballad ; a tri-

vial strain .

VAULT. s. [vaulte, Fr. volta, Italian. ]

1. A continued arch.

2. A cellar.

3. A cave ; a cavern

Camden.

Burnet.

Shakespeare.

Sandys.

4. A repository for the dead. Shakespeare.

To VAULT. v. a. [voûter, French.]

Milton.

1. To arch ; to shade as a vault . Shakespeare.

2. To cover with an arch.

To VAULT. v. n. [voltiger, French . ]

1. To leap ; to jump. Addison.

2. To play the tumbler, or posture-master.

VAULT. s . ( from the verb. ] A leap ; a jump.

VA'ULTAGE. s. [ from vault.] Arched cellar.

Not in use. Shakespeare.

VAULTED. a. [from vault.] Arched ; con-

Pope.

VAULTER. s. [from vault. ] A leaper ; a jump-

er; a tumbler.

cave.

VA'ULTY. a . [from vault . ] Arched ; concave ;

A bad word Shakespeare.

To VAUNT. v. a . [vanter, French. ] To boast ;

to display with ostentation. Spenser.

To VAUNT. v. n. To play the braggart ; to

talk with ostentation ; to boast. Milton.

VAUNT. s. [ from the verb. ] Brag ; boast ;

vain ostentation. Glanville.

VAUNT. s. [from avant, French.] The first

part. Not used. Shakespeare.

VA'UNTER. s. [ vanteur, French.] Boaster ,

braggart. Dryden.

VA'UNTFUL. a. [ vaunt and full.] Boastful ;

ostentations.

VA'UNTINGLY, ad. [from vaunting ] Boast-

fully ; ostentatiously.

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

VA'UNTMURE. s. [avant • mur, Fr. ] A false

wall. Knolles.

VA'WARD . s. [van and ward.] Forepart. Sha

U'BERTY. s. [ ubertas, Latin . ] Abundance ;

fruitfulness.

UBICATION.s. [from ubi, Latin ] Local

UBIETY. }³,[from ubi,Latin). Loca
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Howel.

One

Hall.

UBIQUITARY. a. [from ubique, Latin. ] Ex-

isting every where.

UBIQUITARY. s. [from ubique, Latin. ]

that exists every where.

UBIQUITY. s. [from ubique, Latin. ] Omni-

presence ; existence at the same time in all

places. Hooker.

U'DDER. s. [uden, Sax. ] The breast or dugs

ofa cow, or other large animal. Prier.

U'DDERED. a. [from udder. ] Furnished with

udders.

VEAL. s . [veel, a calf, old French . ] The flesh

of a calfkilled for the table.

VECTION.

VECTITATION.

being carried.

Gay.

Gay.

s. [vectio, vectito, Latin. ]

The act of carrying, or

Arbuthnot.

VECTURE. s. [vectura, Lat.] Carriage. Bacon.

To VEER. v. n. [ virer, Fr.] To turn about. Ros.

To VEER. v. a.

1. To let out. Ben Jonson.

Brown.2. To turn ; to change.

VEGETABILITY. s. [from vegetable.] Vege-

table nature ; the quality of growth without

sensation. Brown.

Watts.

Prior.

VEGETABLE. a. [vegetabilis, school Latin.]

Any thing that has growth without sensation,

as plants.

VEGETABLE. s. [vegetabilis, Latin.]

1. Belonging to a plant.

2. Having the nature of plants . Milton.

To VEGETATE. v. n . [vegeto, Lat . ] To grow

as plants ; to shoot out ; to grow without

sensation. Woodward.

VEGETATION. s . [from vegeto, Latin.]

1. The power of producing the growth of

plants. Woodward.

2. The power of growth without sensation .

VEGETATIVE. a. [vegetatif, Fr.]

Hooker.

1. Having the quality of growing without

life. Raleigh.

2. Having the power to produce growth in

plants. Broome.

VEGETATIVENESS. s . [fromvegetative. ] The

quality of producing growth.

VEGETE. a. [ vegetus, Latin.] Vigorous ; ac-

tive ; sprightly. South.

VE GÉTIVE. a. [from vegeto, Lat.] Vegetable ;

having the nature of plants. Tusser.
VE'GETIVE. s. A vegetable. Dryden.

VEHEMENCE. 2

VEHEMENCY.S
s. [vehementia, Lat .]

1. Violence ; force. Milton.

2. Ardour ; mental violence ; fervour. Add.

VEHEMENT. a. [vehement, Fr. vehemens, Lat. ]

1. Violent ; forcible.

2. Ardent ; eager ; fervent.

VEHEMENTLY. ad. [from vehement.]

I. Forcibly.

2 Pathetically ; urgently.

VEHICLE. s. [vehiculum, Latin.]

Grew.

Milton.

Tillotson.

1. That in which any thing is carried. Addis.

2. That part of medicine which serves to

make the principal ingredient potable. Bro.

3. That by means ofwhich any thing is con-

veyed. L'Estrange.

To VEIL. v. n. [ velo , Latin.] See VAIL.

1. To cover with a veil, or any thing which

conceals the face. Boyle.

2. To cover ; to invest.

3. To hide ; to conceal.

VEIL. s . [ velum, Latin .]

1. A cover to conceal the face.

2. A cover ; a disguise.

VEIN. s . [veine, Fr. vena, Lat.]

Milton.

Pope.

Waller

Dryden

1. The veins are only a continuation of the

extreme capillary arteries reflected back

again toward the heart, and uniting their

channels as they approach it, till at last

they all form three large veins. Quincy

2. Hollow ; cavity. Newton..

Swift.3. Course of metal in the mine.

4. Tendency or turn of the mind or genius..

5. Favourable moment.

6. Humour ; temper.

7. Continued disposition.

8. Current ; continued production.

9. Strain ; quality.

Dryden.

Waller.

Bacon.

Temple.

Swift.

Oldham.

10. Streak ; variegation ; as, the veins ofthe

marble.

VEINED. a. [veineux, Fr. from vein. ]

To

1. Full of veins.

Thomson2. Streaked ; variegated .

VELLE'ITY. s. [velleitas, from velle, Latin.]

The lowest degree of desire. Locke.

VE'LLICATĚ . v . a . [vellico, Lat ] To twitch ;

to pluck ; to act by stimulation. Bacon.

VELLICATION. s. [ vellicatio , Lat. ] Twitch-

ing; stimulation . Watts.

VE'LLUM. s. [velin, French. ] The skin of a

calf dressed for the writer. Wiseman.

VELO'CITY. s. [ velocitas, Latin. ] Speed ;

swiftness ; quick motion. Bentley.

VELVET. s . [ veluto, Ital. villus, Lat. ] Silk

with a short fur or pile upon it.

VELVET. a.

1. Made of velvet.

2. Soft ; delicate.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

Young.

Peacham.To VELVET. v. n. To paint velvet.

VE'LURE . s. [ velours, Fr.] Velvet.

VE'NAL. a . [venal, Fr. venalis, Latin.]

1. Mercenary ; prostitute.

Shak.

Pope.

2. [ From vein. ] Contained in the veins. Ray,

VENA'LITY. s. [from venal.] Mercenariness ;

prostitution.

VENA'TICK. a. [venaticus, Latin .] Used in

hunting.

VENATION. s. [venatio, Latin. ] The act or

practice of hunting.
Brown.

To VEND. v. a. [vendre, Fr. vendo, Latin.] To

sell ; to offer to sale. Boyle.

VENDE'E. s . [ from vend. ] One to whom any

thing is sold. Ayliffe.

VENDER. s. [vendeur, Fr.] A seller. Graunt.

VENDIBLE. a [rendibilis, Latin. ] Saleable ;

marketable. Carew

VE'NDIBLENESS . s . [from vendible.] The

state of being saleable.

VENDIBLY. ad. In a saleable manner.

VENDITATION. s . [venditatio, from vendito,

Latin.] Boastful display. Ben Jonson.

VENDITION. s. [ vendition, Fr. venditio, Lat.]

Sale ; the act of selling.

To VENE'ER. v. a. [among cabinet-makers.]

To make a kind of marquetry or inlaid

work. Bailey,
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VENEFICE. 8. [veneficium, Lat .] The practice

of poisoning.

Brown.

VENEFICIAL. a. [from reneficium, Lat. ] Act-

ing by poison ; bewitching.

VENEFICIOUSLY. ad [from veneficium, Lat ]

By poison or witchcraft. Brown.

VE'NĚMOUS . a. [from venin, Fr. ] Poisonous .

Commonly venomous. Acts.

To VENENATE. v. a. [veneno, Latin.] To

poison ; to infect with poison. Woodward.

VENENATION. s . [ from venenate. ] Poison ;

venom .

verence.

Brown.

VENENE. a. [ veneneux, Fr. ] Poisonous ;

VENENO'SE. venemous. Harvey Ray.

VENERABLE. a. [venerabilis, Latin.] To be

regarded with awe ; to , be treated with re-

Fairfax.

VENERABLY. ad. [from venerable. ] In a man-

ner that excites reverence.
Addison.

To VENERATE. v. a. [venerre, Fr. veneror,

Lat. To reverence ; to treat with venera-

tion ; to regard with awe. Herbert.

VENERATION. s. [veneration, Fr. veneratio,

Lat.] Reverend regard ; awful respect. Add.

VENERATOR. s. [from venerate.] Reveren-

cer.

VENE'REAL. a . [venereus, Latin.]

1. Relating to love.

2. Consisting of copper, called

chymists.

Hale.

Addison.

Venus by

Boyle.

VENE'REOUS. a. [from venery . ] Libidinous ;
lustful. Derham.

French.]

Howel.

Grew.

VE'NERY. s. [venerie, from vener,

1. The sport of hunting.

2. The pleasures ofthe bed.

VENESECTION. s. [vena and sectio, Latin .]

Blood-letting ; the act of opening a vein ;

phlebotomy. Wiseman.

VE'NEY. s. [venez, French. ] A bout ; a turn at

fencing. Shakespeare.

To VENGE, v. a. [venger, French.] To avenge;

to punish. Shakespeare.

VE'NGEABLE. a. [from venge. ] Revengeful ;

malicious. Spenser.

VENGEANCE. s . [vengeance, French.]

1. Punishment ; penal retribution ; avenge-

ment. K. Charles.

2. It is used in familiar language. Todo with

a vengeance, is to do with vehemence.

VENGEFUL. a. [from vengeance and full.}

Vindictive ; revengeful ; retributive . Prior.

a. [veniel, French ; from venia,

VE'NIAL. .Latin.]

Roscommon.

Milton.

1. Pardonable ; excusable.

2. Permitted ; allowed.

VE'NIALNESS . s . [from venial.] State ofbe

ing excuseable.

VE'NISON. s . [venaison, Fr.] Game ; beast of

chase ; the flesh of deer. Shakespeare.

VE'NOM. s. [venin, Fr. ] Poison. Dryden.

To VENOM. v. a. To infect with venom ; to

poison; to envenom .

VENOMOUS. a. [from venom.]

1. Poisonous.

2. Malignant ; mischievous.

VENT. s. [fente, French.]

1. A small aperture ; a hole ; a spiracle ; pas.

sage at which any thing is let out. Milton,

2. Passage out of secrecy to public notice.

3. The act of opening.

4. Emission ; passage.

5. Discharge ; means of discharge.

6. [ Vente, French. ] Sale.

Wotton.

Philips.

Addisor

Mort

Pope.

To VENT. v. a. [ venter, Fr. from the noun.]

1. To let out at a small aperture.

2. To let out ; to give way to . Denham.

3. To utter ; to report.

4. To emit ; to pour out.

5. To publish.

6. To sell ; to let go to sale.

air.

Stephens.

Shakespeare.

Raleigh.

Carew.

To VENT. v. n. To snuff' ; as, he venteth inthe

Spenser.

VE'NTAIL. s . [from vantail, Fr.] That part of

the helmet made to lift up.

VENTA'NNA. s . [ Span. ] A window. Dryden.

VE'NTER. s. Latin .]

1. Any cavity of the body, chiefly applied

to the head, breast, and abdomen, which are

called by anatomists the three venters.

2. Womb; mother. Hale.

VE'NTIDUCT. s. [ventus and ductus, Lat ] A

passage for the wind.

To VENTILATE. v. a. [ventilo, Latin. ]

1. To fan with wind.

2. To winnow ; to fan.

Boyle.

Woodward

Ayliffe.3. To examine ; to discuss.

VENTILATION. s [ventilatio, Latin. }

1. The act of fanning ; the state of being

fanned. Addison.

2. Vent ; utterance. Not in use. Wotton.

3 Refrigeration. Harvey.

VENTILATOR. s. [from ventilate. ] An instru-

ment contrived by Dr. Hale to supply close

places with fresh air.

VENTRICLE. s . [ ventricule, Fr. ventriculus

Latin.]

1. The stomach. Hale

Donne.

2. Any small cavity in an animal body, par-

ticularly those of the heart.

VENTRILOQUIST. s . [ventriloque, Fr. ) One

who speaks in such a manner, as that the

sound seems to issue from his belly.

VENTURE. s. [aventure, French.]

1. A hazard ; an undertaking of chance and

danger.

2. Chance ; hap.

Locke.

Bacon

3. The thing put to hazard ; a stake. Shak

4. At aVENTURE. At hazard ; without much

consideration ; without any thing more than

the hope of a lucky chance. ,

To VENTURE . v. n. [from the noun .]

1. To dare .

2. To run a hazard.

3. To VENTURE at.

Spenser.

Addism.

Dryden.

To engage in ;

To VENTURE on or upon.S or make at-

tempts without any security of success, upon

mere hope.

Shakespeare. To VENTURE. v. a.

Addison.

VENOMOUSLY. ad . Poisonously ; mischie

1. To expose to hazard.

Shakespeare. Bacon.

Shakespeare.

Curew2. To put or send on a venture.

Dryden VENTURER. § . He who ventures.

VENOMOUSNESS. s (from venomous.] Foi VENTURESOME. a . (from vemure. ] Bold ;

vously ; malignantly.

sonousness ; malignity. daring
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VENTURESOMELY. ad. In a bold or dar-

ing manner.

VENTUROUS. a. [from venture.] Daring ;

bold ; fearless,; ready to run hazards. Pope.

VENTUROUSLY. ad. Daringly ; fearlesly ;

boldly. Bacon,

VENTUROUSNESS. s . [fromventurous. ] Bold-

ness ; willingness to hazard. Boyle.

VENUS' basin.

VENUS' comb.

VENUS' hair.

VENUS' looking-glass.

VENUS' navel wort.

s. Plants.

king's court, bounding the jurisdiction of

the lord steward of the king's household.

Cowel.

To VERGE. v . n . [vergo, Latin.] To tend ; to

bend downward. Pope.

VERGER. s . [from verge. ] He that carries the

mace before the dean. Farquhar.

VERIDICAL. a. [veridicus, Latin .] Telling
truth.

Boyle.

VERIFICATION. s. [ from verify. ] Confirma.

tion by argument or evidence

VERIFIER. s. [from verify. ] One who assures

a thing to be true.

VERA'CIOUS. a. [verux, Latin. ] Observant of To VERIFY. v . n . [verifier, French.] To justi-

truth.

VERA'CITY. s . [verax, Latin.]

1. Moral truth ; honesty of report.

2. Physical truth ; consistency of report with

facts. Addison.

VERB. s. [ verbe, Fr. verbum, Lat. ] A part of

speech signifying existence, or some modifi-

cation thereof, as action, passion. Clarke.

VERBAL. a. [verbal, Fr. verbalis, Lat.]

1. Spoken ; not written.

2. Oral ; uttered by mouth.

3. Consisting in mere words.

Shakespeare.

Glanville.

Shakespeare.

Pope.

6. Literal ; having word answering to word.

Denham.

4. Verbose ; full of words.

5. Minutely ; exact in words.

7. [ In grammar. ] A verbal noun is a noun

derived from a verb

VERBALITY. s. (from verbal . ] Mere words ;

bare literal expression. Brown.

VERBALLY. ad. [from verbal .]

1. In words ; orally. South.

2. Word for word. Dryden.

VERBĀ'TIM. ad . [ Lat. ] Word for word. Shak.

To VERBERATE. v. a . [verbero, Latin. ] To

beat; to strike.

VERBERATION. s. [from verberate. ] Blows ;

beating. Arbuthnot.

VERBO'SE. a. [verbosus, Latin.] Exuberant

in words ; prolix ; tedious by multiplicity of

words. Prior.

VERBO'SITY. s. [from veroose. ] Exuberance

of words ; much empty talk. Broome.

VERDANT, a. [verdoiant, Fr.] Green. Milt.

VERDERER. s. [verdier, Fr.] An officer in
the forest.

VERDICT. s. [ verum dictum, Latin.]

1. The determination of the jury declared to

the judge. Spenser.

Declaration ; decision ; judgment. South.

VERDIGRISE, s . The rust of brass. Peach.

VERDITER. §. Chalk made green. Peach.

VERDURE. s. [verdure, Fr.] Green ; green

Milton.colour.

VERDURCUS. a. [from verdure. ] Green ; co-

vered or decked with green. Milton.

VERECUND. a. [ verecundus, Latin.] Modest ;

bashful.

VERGE. s. [rerge, Fr. virga, Latin.]

i. A rod, or something in form of a rod

carried as an emblem of authority. The
mare of a dean. Swift

Shakespeare.

2. [Vergo, Latin. ] The brink ; the edge ; the

utmost border.

3. In law, verge is the compass about the.

fy against charge of falsehood ; to confirm ;

to prove true.

VERILY. ad. [ from´very.]

Hooker

Shakespeare.

Swift.

1. In truth ; certainly.

2. With great confidence.

VERISIMILAR. a. [verisimilis, Lat. ] Pro-

VERISI'MÏLOUS. } bable ; likely. White.

VERISIMILITUDE . s. [verisimilitudo, Lat.]

VERISIMILITY. S Probability ; likeli-

hood ; resemblance of truth. Dryden.

VERITABLE. a. [veritable, Fr.] True ; agree-
able to fact. Brown.

VE'RITABLY. ad. In a true manner.

VERITY. s . [verité, Fr. veritas, Latin .]

1. Truth ; consonance to the reality ofthings

. South.

Davies.2. A true assertion ; a true tenet.

s. Moral truth ; agreement of the words with

the thoughts.

VE'RJUICE. s . [ verjus, French.] Acid liquor

expressed from crap apples. Dryden.

VERMICE'LLI. s. [Italian.] A paste rolled

and broken in the form of worms. Prior

VERMICULAR. a . [ vermiculus, Lat.] Acting

like a worm ; continued from one part to

another ofthe same body. Cheyne.

To VERMICULATE. v. a. [vermiculatus, Lat.]

To inlay ; to work in chequer work, or pieces

of divers colours . Bailey.

VERMICULATION. s. [ from vermiculate. ]

Continuation of motion from one part to an-

other. Hale.

VERMICULE. s . [ vermiculus, vermis, Latin. ]

A little grub. Derham.

VERMICULOUS, a. [vermiculosus, Lat.] Full

of grubs ; resembling grubs.

VERMIFORM. a . [vermis and formo, Latin .]

Having the shape of a worm.

VERMIFUGE, s . [from vermis andfugo, Lat.]

Any medicine that destroys or expels

worms.

VE'RMIL.

VERMILION.}
s. [vermeil, vermillon, Fr.]

1. The cochineal ; a grub of a particular

plant.

2. Factitious or native cinnabar ; sulphur

mixed with mercury. Peacham.

3. Any beautiful red colour. Spenser.

To VERMILION. v . a . [from the noun. ] To

die red. 'Granville.

VE'RMIN. s . [ vermin, Fr. vermis, Latin. ] Any

noxious animal. Used commonly for small

Faylor.

To VERMINATE. v. n. [from vermin.] l'o

breed vermin.

creatures.
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VERMINATION. s. [from verminate. ] Gene-

ration of vermin. Derkum.

VERMINOUS. a. [from vermin.] Tending to

vermin; disposed to breed vermin. Harvey.

VERMI PAROUS. a. [vermis and pario, Lat.]

Producing worms. Brown.

VERNA'CULAR. a . [ vernaculus, Latin.] Na-

tive ; of one's own country. Addison.

VE'RÑAL. a. [vernus, Latin.] Belonging to the

spring.
Milton.

VERNANT. a. [vernans, Lat.] Flourishing as

in the spring. Milton.

VERNI'LITY. s. [verna, Latin . ] Servile car-

riage ; the submissive fawning behaviour of

a slave. Bailey.

VERSABILITY. s. [versabilis, Lat. ] Apt-

VERSABLENESS. ness to be turned or

wound any way.

}

VERSAL. a. [a cant word for universal. ] To-

tal ; whole.

VERSATILE. a . [versatilis, Latin.]

1. That may be turned round.

2. Changeable ; variable.

Hudibras.

VERTICAL. a. [vertical, Fr. from vertex. ]

1. Placed in the zenith. Thomson

2. Placed in a direction perpendicular to the

horizon. Cheyne.

VERTICA'LITY. s. [from vertical.] The state

of being in the zenith. Brown.

VERTICALLY. ad. [from vertical.] In the

zenith. Brown.

VERTICILLATE. a. Verticillate plants are

such as have their flowers intermixed with

small leaves growing in a kind of whirls

about the joints ofa stalk. Quincy.

VERTICITY. s . [from vertex .] The power of

turning ; circumvolution ; rotation.

Bentley.

Woodward.

Glanville.

VERTIGINOUS. a. [vertiginosus, Latin .]

1. Turning round ; rotatory .

2. Giddy.

VERTIGO. s. [ Latin . ] A giddiness ; a sense

of turning in the head.

Drayton.

Miller.

Arbuthnot.

s. [verbena, Latin.] A plant.

Harte. VERVANE.

VE'RVAIN mallow . s. A plant.

VERVELES. s. [vervele, French .] Labels tied

to a hawk. Ainsworth.

Glanville.

3. Easily applied to a new task.

VE'RSATILENESS. s . [fromversutile.] The

VERSATILITY. quality of being ver-

satile.

VERSE. s. [vers, Fr. versus, Latin .]

I. A line consisting of a certain succession

of sounds, and number ofsyllables. Shakesp.

2. [Verset, French.] A section or paragraph

of a book. Burnet.

3. Poetry ; lays ; metrical language. Prior.

4. A piece of poetry. Pope.

To VERSE. v . a. [from the noun.] To tell in

verse ; to relate poetically . Shakespeare.

To be VE'RSED. v . n. [versor, Latin. ] To be

skilled in ; to be acquainted with . Dryden.

VERSEMAN. s. [verse and man . A poet ; a

writer in verse. Prior.

VERSICLE. s. [versiculus, Latin .] A little

verse .

VERSIFICATION. s. [versification , Fr. from

versify.] The art or practice ofmaking verses.

Granville.

VERSIFICATOR. s. [versificateur, Fr. ver-

VERSIFIER. sificator, Lat. A versi-

fier; a maker of verses, with or without the

spirit of poetry. Watts.

To VERSIFY. v. n. [versifier, Fr. versificor,

Latin.] To make verses. Dryden.

To VERSIFY. v. a. To relate in verse. Daniel.

VERSION. s. [version, Fr. versio, Latin .]

1. Change ; transformation .

2. Change of direction.

3. Translation.

Bacon.

Bacon.

Dryden.

4. The act of translating .

VERT. s. [vert, French.] Every thing that

grows, and bears a green leaf within the fo-

rest, that may cover and hide a deer.

Cowel.

VERTEBRAL. a. [from vertebra, Latin.]

Relating to the joints of the spine. Ray.

VERTEBRE. s. [ vertebre, Fr. vertebra, Lat. ]

Ajoint ofthe back. Ray.

VERTEX. s. [Latin.]

1. Zenith ; the point overhead. Creech.

2. A top ofa hill the top of any thing.

Derham,

•

VE'RY. a. [ veray, or vrai, French .]

1. True ; real. Dryden.

2. Having any qualities, commonly bad, in

an eminent degree ; a very villain. Davies,

3. To note things emphatically, or eminent-

ly; the very bottom.

ter.

Shakespeare.

4. Same ; the very man. Sprat.

VE'RY. ad. In a great degree ; in an eminent

degree. Addison.

To VESICATE. v. a. [vesica, Latin. To bli

Wiseman.

VESICA'TION. s . [ from vesicute. ] Blistering ;

separation ofthe cuticle. Wiseman.

VESICATORY. s. [ vesicatorium, technical

Latin. ] A blistering application.

VE'SICLE. s . [vesicula, Latin. ] A small cuticl

filled or inflated . Ray.

VESI'CULAR. a . [from vesicula , Latin. ] Hol-

low; full of small interstices. Cheyne.

VE'SPER. s. [Latin.] The evening star ; the

evening. Shakespeare.

VE'SPEŘS. s. [without the singular, from

vesperus, Latin.] The evening service of the

Romish church .

VE'SPERTINE. a. [vespertinus, Latin.] Hap-

pening or coming in the evening.

VÊ'SSEL. s . [vasselle, French. ]

1. Any thing in which liquids, or other

things, are put. Burnet

2. The containing parts of an animal body.

Arbuthnot..

3. Any vehicle in which men or goods are

carried on water. Raleigh.

Any capacity ; any thing containing.

To VE'SSEL. v. a. [from the noun.] To put in-

to a vessel ; to barrel . Bacon.

VE'SSETS . s. A kind of cloth commonly made

in Suffolk. Bailey.

VE'SSICNON. s. [among horsemen.] A wind

gall.

VEST. s. [vestis, Latin.] An outer garment.

To VEST. v. a. [from the noun .]

Smith

1. To dress ; to deck ; to enrobe. Dryden
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2. To dress in a long garment. Milton.

Clarendon.

3. To make possessor of; to invest with.

4. To place in possession.

VE'STAL. s. [vestalis, Latin.] A virgin conse

crated to Vesta ; a pure virgin .

VE'STAL. a. Denoting pure virginity.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

VE'STIBULE. s. [vestibulum, Latin. ] The

porch or first entrance of a house.

VESTIGE. s . [vestigium, Latin . ] Footstep ;

mark left behind in passing. Harvey.

VE'STMENT. s . [ restimentum, Latin.] Gar-

ment ; part of dress. Waller.

VE'STRY. s. [vestiarium, Latin.]

1. A room appendant to the church, in which

the sacerdotal garments and consecrated

things are reposited . Dryden.

2. A parochial assembly commonly convened
in the vestry. Clarendon,

VE'STURE. s . [vesture, old French.]

1. Garment ; robe. Shakespeare.

2. Dress ; habit ; external form . Bentley.

VETCH. s. [vicia, Latin. ] A plant with a pa-

pilionaceous flower. Dryden.

VETCHY. a. [ from vetch.] Made of vetches ;

abounding in vetches. Spenser.

VETERAN. s. [veteranus, Latin.] An old sol-

dier ; a man long practised. Addison.

VETERAN. a. Long practised in war ; long

experienced. Bacon.

VETERINA'RIAN. s. [veterinarius, Latin.]

One skilled in the diseases of cattle. Brown

To VEX. v. a. [vexo, Latin.]

1. To plague ; to torment ; to harass. Prior.

2. To disturb ; to disquiet. Pope.

3. To trouble with slight provocations .

fo VEX. v. n. To fret ; to be on tenters ; to

be uneasy. Chapman.

Shakespeare.

2. The state of being troubled ; uneasiness ;

Temple.

VEXA'TIÓN. s. [from vex.]

1. The act of troubling.

sorrow .

3. The cause of trouble or uneasiness .

4. An act of harassing by law.

5. A slight teasing trouble.

VEXA'TIOUS . a. [from vexation.]

Bacon.

1. Afflictive ; troublesome ; causing trouble.

South.

Dipby.
2. Full oftrouble or uneasiness.

3. Teasing; slightly troublesome.

VEXATIOUSLY. ad. [from vexatious. ] Trou-

blesomely ; uneasily.

VEXA'TIOUSNESS. s. [from vexatious.]

Troublesomeness ; uneasiness.

VEXER. s. [from vex. ] He who vexes.

U'GLILY. ad. [from ugly.] Filthily ; with de-

formity.

U'GLINESS . s. [from ugly.]

1. Deformity ; contrariety to beauty. Dryd.

2. Turpitude ; loathsomeness ; moral depra-

vity. South.

U'GLY. a. Deformed ; offensive to the sight ;

contrary to beautiful ; hateful. Milton.

VI'AL. 3. [plan.] A small bottle. Addison.

To VIAL. v. a. To enclose in a vial. Milton.

VIAND. s. [viande, Fr. vivanda, Ital .] Food ;

meat dressed.

VIATICUM. s. [Latin . ]

1. Provision for a journey.

Shakespeare.

2. The last rites used to prepare the passing

soul for its departure.

To VIBRATE. v. a. [vibro, Latin .]

1. To brandish ; to move to and fro with

quick motion.

2: To make to quiver.

To VIBRATE. v . n.

Holder:

1. To play up and down, or to and fro.Boyle.

2. To quiver. Pope.

VIBRATION. s . [from vivro, Latin.] The

act ofmoving, or state ofbeing moved, with

quick reciprocations, or returns ; the act of

quivering. Newton.

VICAR. s. [vicarius, Latin.]

1. The incumbent of an appropriated or im-

propriated benefice. Swift.

2. One who performs the functions of ano-

ther ; a substitute. Ayliffe.

VICARAGE. s . [ from vicar.] The benefice of

a vicar. Swift.

VICA'RIOUS. a . [vicarius, Latin.] Deputed ;

delegated ; acting in the place of another.

Norris.

VICARSHIP. s. [from vicar .] The office of a

vicar.

VICE. s. [vitium, Latin.]

1. The course of action opposite to virtue ;

depravity ofmanners ; inordinate life. Law.

2. A fault ; an offence. Milton.

3. The fool, or punchinello of old shows.

Shakespeare.

4. [Vijs, Dutch. ] A kind of small iron press

with screws, used by workmen. Arbuthnot

5. Gripe ; grasp. Shakespeare.

6. [Vice, Lat.] It is used in composition for

one, qui vicem gerit, who performs, in his

stead, the office of a superiour, or who has

the second rank in command ; as, a viceroy

vicechancellor.

To VICE. v. a. [from the noun.] To draw by

a kind of violence. Shakespeare.

VICEA'DMIRAL. s [ vice and admiral .]

1. The second commander of a fleet .

2. A naval officer of the second rank.

VICEA'DMIRALTY. s . [from viceudmiral. ]

The office ofa viceadmiral. Carew

VICEA'GENT. s . [ vice and agent.] One whe

acts in the place of another. Hooker.

VICECHA'NCELLOR. s. [vicecancellarius,

Latin.] The second magistrate of the univer-

sities.

VICED. a. [from vice.] Vitious ; corrupt.

Not used. Shakespeare.

VICEGE'RENCY. s. [from vicegerent. ] The

office of a vicegerent ; lieutenancy ; deputed

power. South.

VÍCEGE'RENT. s. [vicem gerens, Latin.] A

lieutenant ; one who is entrusted with the

power ofthe superiour. Sprat.

VICEGE'RENT. a. [vicegerens, Lat.] Having

a delegated power ; acting by substitution.

Milton.

VICENARY. a. [vicenarius, Latin.] Belonging

to twenty. Bailey.

VICEROY. s . [viceroi, French.] He who go-

verns in place of a king with regal authori-

Sunft.

VICEROYALTY. s . [from viceroy. ] Dignity

CEROYALT

or a viceroy.
Addis
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VI'CETY. 8. Nicety ; exactness. Ben Jonson.

VI'CINAGE. 8. [vicinia, Latin.] Neighbour-

hood ; places adjoining.

VICINAL. a. [vicinus, Latin.] Near ;

VICINE. Glanville.
} neighbouring

VICI'NITY. s. [vicinus, Latin .]

1. Nearness ; state of being hear. Hale.

2. Neighbourhood. Rogers.

VICIOUS. a. [from vice. ] See VITIOUS . De-

voted to vice ; not addicted to virtue .Milton.

VICISSITUDE. s . [ vicissitudo, Latin. ]

1. Regular change ; return of the same

thingsin the same succession. Newton.

Atterbury.2. Revolution ; change.

VICTIM. s. [victima, Latin.]

1. A sacrifice ; something slain for a sacri-

fice. Denham.

2. Something destroyed.
Prior.

VICTOR. s . [victor, Latin.] Conqueror ; van-

quisher ; he that gains the advantage in any

contest. Sidney. Addison.

VICTORIOUS. a . [victorieux, French.]

1. Conquering ; having obtained conquest ;

superiour in contest. Milton.

2. Producing conquest." Pope.

3. Betokening conquest. Shakespeare.

VICTO'RIOUSLY. ad. With conquest ; suc-

cessfully ; triumphantly. Hammond.

VICTORIOUSNESS. s. [ from victorious . ] The

state or quality of being victorious.

VICTORY. s. [victoria, Latin.] Conquest ;

success in contest ; triumph. Taylor.

VICTRESS. s. [from victor.] A female that

conquers. Not used.
Shakespeare.

VI'CTUAL. s. [victuailles, Fr.] Provision

VICTUALS. of food ; stores for the sup-

port oflife ; meat. Shakespeare.

To VICTUAL. v. a. [from the noun. To

store with provision for food. Shakespeare.

VICTUALLER. s. [from victuals.]

}

1. One who provides victuals. Hayward.

2. One who keeps a house of entertainment.

VIDELICET. ad. [ Latin .] To wit ; that is ;

generally written viz.

To VIE. v. a. To show or practise in competi-

tion. L'Estrange.

To VIE. v. n. To contest ; to contend. Swift.

To VIEW. v. a. [veu, French ]

1. To survey ; to look on by way of exami-

nation.
Prior. Pope.

2. To see ; to perceive by the eye. Milton.

VIEW. s. [from the verb.]
·

1. Prospect.

2. Sight ; power of beholding.

Wotton.

Locke.

3. Intellectual sight ; mental ken.

4. Act of seeing. Denham.

5. Sight ; eye.

6. Survey ; examination by the eye.

Locke,

Dryden.

7. Intellectual survey.

8. Space that may be taken in by

reach ofsight.

the eye ;

9. Appearance ; show.

Dryden.

Waller.

Locke.

10. Display ; exhibition to the sight or mind.

Locke.

Locke.

Arbuthnot.

11. Prospect of interest.

12. Intention ; design.

VIEWER. s. [from view.] One who views.

VIEWLESS. a. [from view. ] Unseen ; not dis-

cernible bythe sight. Pope.

VIGESIMATION. s. [vigesimus , Latin.] The

act ofputting to death every twentieth man.

Bailey.

VI'GIL. s. [vigilia, Latin ]

1. Watch; devotions performed in the cus-

tomary hours of rest Pope.

2. A fast kept before a holiday. Shakespeare.

3. Service used on the night before a holi-

day. Stillingfleet.

4. Watch ; forbearance of sleep. IValler.

VIGILANCE. s . [vigilance, French ; vigi-

VIGILANCY. } lantia, Latin. ]

1. Forbearance of sleep.

2. Watchfulness ; circumspection ;

care.

Broome.

incessant

Wotton.

Milton.3. Guard ; watch.

VIGILANT. a. [ vigilans , Latin. ] Watchful ;

circumspect ; diligent ; attentive. Hooker

VIGILANTLY. ad. Watchfully ; attentively ;

circumspectly. Hayward

VIGOROUS. a . [from vigor, Latin. ] Forci-

ble ; not weakened ; full of strength and

life. Atterbury.

VIGOROUSLY. ad. With force ; forcibly ;

without weakness. South.

VIGOROUSNESS. s. [ from vigour.] Force ;

.strength.

VI'GOÜR, s . [ vigor, Latin.]

1. Force ; strength.

2. Mental force ; intellectual ability.

3. Energy ; efficacy.

Faylor.

Milton.

Blackmore.

VILE. a. [vil, French ; vilis, Latin.]

1. Base ; mean ; worthless ; sordid ; despi-

cable. Shakespeare.

Milton.2. Morally impure ; wicked.

VILED. a [from vile ; whence revile ] Abu-

sive ; scurrilous ; defamatory. Hayward.

VI'LELY. ad. [from vile.] Basely ; meanly ;

shamefully.

VI'LENESS. s. [from vile.]

1. Baseness ; meanness ;

worthlessness.

Shakespeare.

despicableness ,

Drayton. Creech.

Prior.

Milton.

2. Moral or intellectual baseness.

VI'LIFIER. s. One that vilifies .

To VI'LIFY. v . a. [ from vile.]

1. To debase ; to degrade.

2. To defame ; to make contemptible.

VILL. s. [ville, Fr. villa, Latin . ] A village ; a

small collection of houses. Hale.

VI'LLA. s . (villa, Lat. ] A country seat. Pope.

VILLAGE. s. [village, French. ] A small col-

lection ofhouses, less than a town. Pope.

VILLAGER. s. [from village. ] An inhabitant

of a village. Locke.

VILLAGERY. s. [from village.] District of

villages. Shakespeare.

VILLAIN. s. [vilain, Fr. villanus, low Latin ]

1. One who held by a base tenure. Davies.

2. A wicked wretch. Clarendon.

VILLANAGE. s. [from villain.]

1. The state of a villain ; base servitude.

2. Baseness ; infamy. Dryden.

To VI'LLANIZE. v . a. [from villain .] To de-

base ; to degrade ; to defame.

VILLANOUS. a. [from villain.]

1. Base ; vile ; wicked.

2. Sorry ; worthless.

Bentley.

Shakespeare

VILLANOUSLY, ad. [ from villanous. ] Wick

edly ; basely, Knolles.
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VILLANOUSNESS. •. [from villanous.] Base- VI'OL. 8. [violle, Fr. viola, Italian.] A stringa

ness ; wickedness.

VILLANY. s. [from villain. ]

1. Wickedness ; baseness ; depravity ; gross

atrociousness.

Milton.

Arbuthnot.

Shakespeare.

2. A wicked action ; a crime. Dryden.

VILLA'TICK. a . [villaticus, Latin.] Belong

ing to villages .

VILLI. s. [Latin.] In anatomy, are the same

as fibres ; and in botany, small hairs like the

grain of plush or shag, with which some

trees do abound. Quincy.

VILLOUS. a . [villosus, Latin.] Shaggy ; rough ;

furry.

VIMINEOUS a. [rimineus, Latin. ] Made of

twigs.

VINCIBLE a . [from vinco, Latın .] Conquer-

able ; superable. Norris.

VINCIBLENESS. s [from vincible.] Liable-

ness to be overcome.

VINCTURE. s . [ vinctura, Latin .] A binding.

VINDEMIAL. a. [ vindemia, Latin.] Belong-

ing to a vintage.

F

Prior.

Evelyn.

To VINDEMIATE. v. n . [vindemia, Latín.]

To gather the vintage.

VINDEMIATION. s . [ vindemia, Lat.] Grape-

gathering. Bailey.

Watts.

Pearson.

ToVINDICATE. v . a . [ vindico, Latin . ]

1. To justify ; to maintain.

2. To revenge ; to avenge.

3 To assert ; to claim with efficacy . Dryden .

4. To clear ; to protect from censure . Milton.

VINDICATION. S [vindication, Fr. from

vindicate .] Defence ; assertion ; justification .

Broome.

Sprat.

One

Dryden.

VINDICATIVE. a. [from vindicate.] Re-

vengeful ; given to revenge.

VINDICATOR. s . [from vindicate.]

who vindicates ; an assertor.

VINDICATORY. a. [from vindicator. ]

1. Punitory ; performing the office of ven-

geance. Bramhall.

2. Defensory ; justificatory.

VINDICTIVE. a. [from vindicto, Latin . ]

Given to revenge ; revengeful. Dryden.

VINE. s. [vinea, Latin. ] The plant that bears

the grape. Pope.

VINEFRETTER s . [vine and fret.] A worm

that eats vine leaves.

VINEGAR. s . [vinaigre, French

1. Wine grown sour ; eager wine. Bacon.

2. Any thing really or metaphorically sour.

Shakespeare.

VINEYARD. 8. [pingeaɲd, Saxon.JA ground

planted with vines. Shakespeare.

Vİ'NNEWED, or. Vinney. a. Mouldy.

Ainsworth.

VI'NOUS. a. [ from rinum, Latin .] Having

the qualities of wine ; consisting of wine.

Philips.

VINTAGE. s. [vinage, French.] The produce

of the vine for the year ; the time in which

grapes are gathered. Bacon. Waller.

VINTAGER. s. [from vintage.] He who ga-

thers the vintage. Ainsworth.

VINTNER. s. [from vinum, Latin.] One who

sells wine. Howel.

VINTRY. s. The place where wine is sold.

Ainsworth.

Milton.ed instrument of musick.

VIOLABLE. a. [from violabilis, Latin. ] Such

as may be violated or hurt.

VIOLA'CEOUS. a. [ from viola, Latin . ] Re-

sembling violets. A

To VIOLATE. v. a . [violo, Latin.]

1. To injure ; to hurt. Pope

2. To infringe, to break any thing venera

ble.

3. To injure by irreverence.

4. To ravish ; to deflour.

VIOLATION. s. [violatio, Latin.]

Hooker.

Broome

Prior.

1. Infringement or injury of something sa-

cred or venerable. Addison.

2. Rape ; the act of deflouring. Shakespeare.

VIOLATOR. s. [violator, Latin .]

1. One who injures or infringes something

sacred,

2. A ravisher.

South.

Shakespeare.

VIOLENCE. s . [violentia, Latin.]

1. Force ; strength applied to any purpose.

Milton.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Burnet.

2. An attack ; an assault ; a murder. Shak.

3. Outrage ; unjust force.

4. Eagerness ; vehemence.

5. Injury ; infringement.

6. Forcible defloration.

VIOLENT. a. [violentus, Latin . ]

1. Forcible ; acting with strength. Milton.

2. Produced, or continued by force. Burnet.

3. Not natural, but brought by force. Milt.

4. Assailant ; acting by force. Milton

Hooker.

Milton.

Taylor.

Latin.] A
Locke.

5. Unseasonably vehement.

6. Extorted ; not voluntary.

VIOLENTLY. ad. [from violent. ] With force ;

forcibly; vehemently.

VIOLET. s. [violette, Fr. viola,

flower.

VIOLIN. s. [violon, Fr. from viol . ] A fiddle ;

a stringed instrument of musick. Saudys.

VI'OLIST. s. [ from viol . ] A player on the viol.

VIOLONCELLO. s. [ Italian . ] A stringed in-

strument ofmusick.

VIPER. s . [ vipera, Latin.]

1. A serpent of that species which brings

its young alive, of which many are poison-

ous. Sandys.

2. Any thing mischievous. Shakespeare.

VIPERINE. a. [viperinus, Latin . ] Belonging

to a viper.

Daniel.

VIPEROUS. a. [vipereus, Lat. from viper.]

Having the qualities ofa viper.

VIPER's bugloss. s. [echium, Lat ] A plant.

VIPER's grass. s. [scorzonera, Lat. ] A plant.

VIRA'GO. s . [Latin .]

1. A female warriour ; a woman with the

qualities of a man. Peacham.

2. It is commonly used in detestation for an

impudent turbulent woman.

VI'RELAY s. [ virelay, virelai , Fr. ] A sort of

little ancient French poem, that consisted

only of two rhymes and.short verses, with

stops. Dryden.

VI'RENT. a . [virens, Latin .] Green ; not

faded. Brown.

VIRGE. s. [ virga, Latin ; better verge, from

verge, French. ] A dean's mace. Swift

VIRGIN. s. [vierge, French ; virgo, Latin.]
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1. A maid ; a woman unacquainted with

Genesis.men

2. A woman not a mother.
Milton.

3. Any thing untouched or unmingled ; any

thing pure Derham.

4. The sign of the zodiack in which the sun

is in August. Milton.

VIRGIN. a. Befitting a virgin ; suitable to a

virgin ; maidenly. Cowley.

To VIRGIN. v. n . [a cant word.] To play the

virgin. Shakespeare.

VIRGINAL. a [ from virgin. ] Maiden ; mai-

denly ; pertaining to a virgin. Hammond.

To VIRGINAL. v. n. To pat ; to strike as on

the virginal. A cant word. Shakespeare.

VIRGINAL. s. [more usually virginals.] A

musical instrument so called, because com-

monly used by young ladies. Bacon.

VIRGINITY. s . [virginitas, Latin .] Maiden-

head ; unacquaintance with man. Taylor.

VIRILE. a. (virilis, Latin .] Belonging to man ;

not puerile ; not feminine.

VIRILITY. s. [virilitas, Latin.]
1

1. Manhood ; character ofman. Rambler.

2. Power of procreation.
Brown.

VIRMI'LION. s . [ properly vermillon .] A red

colour.
Roscommon.

VIRTUAL. a. [virtuel, Fr. from virtue.] Hav-

ing the efficacy without the sensible or ma-

terial part. Stillingfleet.

VIRTUALITY. s. [from virtual . ] Efficacy.

VIRTUOUSNESS. s. [from virtuous.] The

state or character ofbeing virtuous. Spenser.

VIRULENCE. Į s. [from virulent.] Mental

VIRULENCY. poison · malignity ; acrimo-

nyoftemper ; bitterness. Swift

VIRULENT. a. [virulentus, "Latin. ]

1. Poisonous ; venemous .

2. Poisoned in the mind ; bitter ; malignant

VIRULENTLY. ad. [from virulent. ] Malig

nantly; with bitterness.

VI'SAGE. s. [visage, French. ] Face ; counte-

nance ; look. Waller.

To VI'SĆERATE. v. a. [viscera, Latin.] To

embowel ; to exenterate.

VI'SCID. a . [viscidus, Latin .] Glutinous tena-

cious.

VISCIDITY. s. [from viscid .]

Floyer:

Arbuthnot.

Brown.

1. Glutinousness ; tenacity ; ropiness. Arb .

2. Glutinous concretion.

VISCO'SITY. s . [ viscosité, French.]

1. Glutinousness ; tenacity.

2. Glutinous substance.

VI'SCOUNT. s . [vicecomes, Latin.] Viscount

signifies as much as sheriff. Viscount also

signifies a degree of nobility next to an earl.

VISCOUNTESS . s The lady of a viscount.

VI'SCOUS . a. [viscosus, Latin. ] Glutinous ;

sticky ; tenacious.
Bacon.

VISIBILITY. s. [visibilité, Fr. from visible. ]

1. The state or quality of being perceptible

to the eye. Boyle.

2. State ofbeing apparent, or openly disco.

verable ; conspicuousness. Rogers.

VI'SIBLE. s. Perceptibility by the eye.Boyle.

VI'SIBLE. a . [visible, Fr. visibilis, Latin. ]

1. Perceptible by the eye.

2 Discovered to the eye.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

VİRTUALLY. ad. [from virtual.]

though not materially.

Brown.

In effect,

Hammond.

To VIRTUATE. v . a. [ from virtue ]

efficacious . Not used.

To make

Harvey.

VIRTUE. s. [virtus, Latin.]

1. Moral goodness ; opposed to vice.

2. A particular moral excellence.

Pope.

3. Medicinal quality.

4. Medicinal efficacy.

5. Efficacy ; power.

6. Acting power.

Addison.

Bacon.

Addison.

Atterbury.

Mark.

Dryden.

VI'SION. s . [ cision, French ; visio, Latin .]

1. Sight ; the faculty of seeing. Newton.

2. The act of seeing. Hummond.

3. Apparent ; open ; conspicuous. Clarendon,

VISIBLENESS . s . [from visible. ] State or qua-

lity ofbeing visible.

VISIBLY. ad. [ from visible. ] In amanner per-

ceptible by the eye.

7. Secret agency ; efficacy, without visible

or material action.

8. Bravery ; valour.

Davies.

Raleigh.

9. Excellence ; that which gives excellence.

Ben Jonson.

10. One of the orders of the celestial hie-

rarchy.

VIRTUELESS. a . [ from virtue .]

Tickel.

1. Wanting virtue ; deprived of virtue.

2. Not having efficacy ; without operating

qualities. Hakewill.

VIRTUO'SO. s . [ Italian . ] A man skilled in

anique or natural curiosities ; a man stu-

dious of painting, statuary, or architecture.

Dryden.

VIRTUOUS. a. [from virtue.]

1. Morally good.

2. Chaste.

3. Done in consequence ofmoral goodness.

3. A supernatural appearance ; a spectre ; a

phantom.
Milton,

4. A dream ; something shown in a dream.

Locke.

VISIONARY. a. [visionnaire, French.]

1. Affected by phantoms ; disposed to re

ceive impressions on the imagination. Pope.

2. Imaginary ; not real ; seen in a dream ,

perceived by the imagination only. Swift.

VISIONARY. s. [visionnaire, French. ] One

VI'SIONIST. whoseimagination is disturb.

ed. Turner

To VISIT. v. o . [visiter, Fr. visito, Latin . ]

1. To go to see.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Milton.

4. To come to a survey, with judicial autho

rity. Ayliffe

To VISIT. v. n. To keep up the intercourse

ofceremonial salutations at the houses of

each other.

Pope.

2. To send good or evil judicially. Isaiah.

3. To salute with a present. Judges

Law.

4. Efficacious ; powerful.

5. Having wonderful or eminent properties.

Spenser.

6. Having medicinal qualities . Bacon.

VIRTUOUSLY, ad . [from virtuous.] In a vir-

Denham.
tucus manner.
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Watts.

VI'SIT. s . [ visite, Fr. from the verb.] The act

of going to see another.

VISITABLE. a. [ from visit .] Liable to be

visited. Aylife
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VISITANT. s. [from visit . ] One who goes to

see another.

VISITATION. s. [visito, Latin.]

1. The act of visiting.

2. Object of visits.

South.

3. Judicial visit or perambulation.

4. Judicial evil sent by God.

5. Communication of divine love.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

Ayliffe.

Taylor.

Hooker.

VISITATOʻRIAL. a . [from visitor. ] Belonging

to a judicial visitor. Ayliffe.

VI'SITER. s. [from visit.]

1. One who comes to see another. Swift,

2. An occasional judge ; one who regulates

the disorders of any society. Gurth.
VI'SIVE. a. [visif, French.] Formed in the act

of seeing. Broome.

VI'SNOMY. s . [corrupted from physiognomy.]

Face ; countenance. Not in use. Spenser.

VI'SOR. s. [visus, Lat. visiere, Fr.] A mask

used to disfigure and disguise. Shakespeare.

VI'SORED. a. [ from visor. ] Masked. Milton.

VI'STA. s. [Italian.] View ; prospect through

Addison.

VI'SUAL. a. [visuel, French.] Used in sight ;

exercising the power of sight ; instrumental

to sight.

an avenue.

VITAL. a. [vitalis, Latin.]

Milton.

1. Contributing to life ; necessary to life.

2. Relating to life.

3. Containing life.

4. Being the seat of life.

5. So disposed as to live.

from vitrificate. ] Production of glass ; act

changing, or state of being changed, into

glass. Boyle.

To VITRIFY. v. a. [vitrifier, French.] To

change into glass . Bacon.

To VITRIFY. v. n. To become glass ; to be

changed into glass. Arbuthnot.

VITRIOL. s . [vitriolum, Latin. ] Vitriol is

produced by addition of a metallick matter

with the fossil acid salt. Woodward.

VITRIOLATE. a. [vitriolé, Fr. from vi-

VITRIOLATED. triolum, Latin. ] Im-

pregnated with vitriol ; consisting of vitriol.

VITRIO'LICK. a . [ vitriolique, Fr. from vi-

VITRIOLOUS . triolum, Latin. ] Resembling

vitriol ; containing vitriol Floyer.

VITULÍNE. a. [vitulinus, Latin. ] Belonging

to a calf, or to veal. Bailey.

VITUPERABLE. a . [ vituperabilis , Latin . ]

Blameworthy. Ainsworth.

To VITUPERATE. v . a. [vituperer, French ;

vitupero, Latin . ] To blame ; to censure.

VITUPERATION. s. [vituperatio, Latin.]

Blame ; censure.

VIVA'CIOUS. a. [vivax, Latin.] ´

1. Long lived.

2. Sprightly ; gay ; active ; lively.

Ayliffe.

Bentley.

VIVACIOUSNESS . } 8. vivacité, French ;

VIVA'CITY. from vivacious .]

Boyle.

Brown.

Shakespeare.

Milton.
1. Liveliness ; sprightliness.

2. Longevity ; length of life.

VI'VARY. s . [vivarium, Latin.] A warren.

VIVE. a. [vif, French ; vivus, Latin.] Lively ;

forcible ; pressing. Bacon.

VI'VENCY. s . [vivo, Latin.] Manner of sup-

porting or continuing life. Brown.

VI'VES. s. A distemper among horses, much

like the strangles. Farrier's Dict.

Pope.

Watts.

Pope.

Brown.

6. Essential ; chiefly necessary. Corbet.

VITALITY. s. [from vital. ] Power of subsist-

ing in life. Raleigh.

VITALLY. ad. [from vital ] In such a manner

as to give life . Bentley.

VITALS. s. [without the singular. ] Parts es-

sential to life. Philips.

VITELLARY. s. [from vitellus, Latin.] The

place where the yolk of the egg swims in

the white.
Brown.

To VITIATE. v. a. [vitio, Latin . ] To deprave ;

to spoil ; to make less pure. . Evelyn,

VITIATION. s. [from vitiate.] Depravation ;

corruption. Harvey.

To VITILITIGATE. v. n. [vitiosus and litigo,

Latin.] To contend in law cavillously.

VITILITIGATION. s. [from vitilitigute.]

Contention ; cavillation .

VITIO'SITY. s. [from vitiosus, Latin.] Depra-

vity ; corruption .

VITIOUS. a. [vitiosus, Latin .]

Hudibras.

South.

1. Corrupt ; wicked ; opposite to virtuous.

Milton.

2. Corrupt ; having physical ill qualities .

Ben Jonson.

VITIOUSLY. ad. Not virtuously ; corruptly.

VITIOUSNESS. s. [ from vitious.] Corrupt-

ness; state of being vitious. South.

VITREOUS . a. [vitreus, Latin ] Glassy ;

consisting ofglass ; resembling glass. Ray.

VITREOUSNESS. s. [ from vitreous. ] Resem-

blance of glass.

VITRIFICABLE. a. [from vitrificate. ] Con-

vertible into glass.

To VITRIFICATE. v. a. [vitrum and facio,

Latin.] To change into glass. Bacon.

VITRIFICATION. s . [vitrification, French ;

VIVID. a. [vividus, Latin.]

1. Lively; quick ; striking

2. Sprightly; active.

VIVIDLY. ad. [ from vivid.] With life ; with

quickness ; with strength. Boyle.

VIVIDNESS. s . [from vivid. ] Life ; vigour ;

quickness.

VIVIFICAL. a . [vivificus, Latin. ] Giving life.

Bailey

To VIVIFICATE. v. a. [ vivifico, Latin.]

1. To make alive ; to inform with life ; to

animate.

Bacon.

2. To recover from such a change of form aɛ

seems to destroy the essential properties.

VIVIFICATION. s . [from vivificate. ] _The

act ofgiving life.

VIVIFICK. a. [vivificus, Latin.] Giving life-;

making alive. Ray.

To VIVIFY. v. a . [vivifier, Fr. vivus and fu-

cio, Latin. ] To make alive ; to animate ; to

endue with life. Bacon. Harvey.

VIVIPAROUS. a. [vivus and pario, Latin.]

Bringing the young alive ; opposed to ovi-

parous. Ray.

VIXEN. s. Vixen is the name of a she-fox ;

and applied to a woman, whose nature is

thereby compared to a she-fox. Shakespeare.

VIZ. ad. [videlicet; written with a contraction.

To wit; that is . Hudibras

VIZARD. s. [ visiere , Fr1 A mask used for

disguise ; a visor. Roscommon
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To VIZARD. v. a . [ from the nonn ] To mask

Shakespoure

Woodward.

VIZIER. 8. [properly wazir ] The prime mi-

nister of the Turkish empire. Kuolles.

ULCER. s. [ulcer , Fr. uleus, Latin . ] A sore of

continuance ; not a new wound. Sandys.

To ULCERATE vn To turn to an ulcer.

To ULCERATE. v . a . [ulcerer, Fr. ulcero,

Latin.] To disease with sores . Arbuthnot.

ULCERATION. s . [ulceratio , Latin.]

1. The act of breaking into ulcers.

2. Ulcer ; sore. Arbuthnot.

ULCERED . a . [from ulcer.] Grown by time

from a hurt to an ulcer. Temple.

U'LCEROUS. a. [ulcerosus, Latin . ] Afflicted

with old sores. Shakespeare.

ULCEROUSNESS. s. [from ulcerous .] The

state ofbeing ulcerous.

ULI'GINOUS. a. [uliginosus, Latin . ] Slimy ;

muddy.

ULTIMATE. a. [ultimus, Latin. Intended

in the last resort. Rogers.

ULTIMATELY. ad. [from ultimate. ] In the

last consequence. Atterbury.

ULTIMITY. s. [ultimus, Latin.] The last

stage ; the last consequence .

ULTRAMARINE. s. [ultra and marinus, Lat.]

One of the noblest blue colours used in

painting, produced by calcination from the

stone called lapis lazuli .
Hill.

ULTRAMARINE. a . [ ultra marinus, Latin. ]

Being beyond the sea ; foreign. Ainsworth.

ULTRAMONTANE. a. [ ultra montanus, Lat.]

Being beyond the mountains.

ULTRAMUNDANE. a. [ulira and mundus,

Latin. ] Being beyond the world.

ULTRO'NEOUS. a. [ultro, Latin .] Sponta-

neous ; voluntary.

Bacon.

U'MBEL. s. In botany, the extremity ofa stalk

or branch divided into several pedicles or

rays, beginning from the same point, and

opening so as to form an inverted cone.

UMBE'LLATED. a. In botany, is said of

flowers when many of them grow together

in umbels.

UMBELLI'FEROUS. a. [umbel andfero, Lat.]

Used of plants that bear many flowers,

growing upon many footstalks.

U'MBER. s.

1. A colour.

2. A fish ; the grayling. Walton.

U'MBERED. a. [from umber, or umbra, Lat.]

Shaded; clouded. Shakespeare.

Ray.

UMBILICAL. a. [from umbilicus, Latin.] Be-

longing to the naval.

UMBLES. s. [umbles, Fr.] A deer's entrails .

UMBO. s. [Latin.] The pointed boss, or pro-

minent part of a buckler.

U'MBRAGE. s. [ombrage, French.]

1. Shade ; skreen of trees.

2. Shadow ; appearance.

Swift.

Philips.

Bramhall.

3. Resentment ; offence ; suspicion of injury.

Bacon.

UMBRA'GEOUS. a. [umbragieux, Fr. ] Shady ;

yielding shade. Harvey.

UMBRAGEOUSNESS. s. [from umbrageous. ]

Raleigh.
Shadiness.

UMBRATILE. a. [umbratilis, Latin ] Being

in the shade.

UMBRELLA.}

s. [from umbra, Latin .] A

skreen used in hot countries

to keep offthe sun, and in others to bear off

the raiu . Gay.

UMBRIE'RE. s . The visor of the helmet.

UMBRO'SITY. s. [umbrosus, Lat. ] Shadiness ;

exclusion oflight. Brown.

U'MPIRAGE. s. [ from umpire.] Arbitration ;

friendly decision of a controversy.

U'MPIRE. s. [ from un pere, Fr. a father. Mix-

shew.] An arbitrator ; one who, as a com-

mon friend, decides disputes. Boyle.

UN. A Saxon privative or negative particle

answering to in of the Latins, and a of the

Greeks ; on, Dutch. It is placed almost at

will before adjectives and adverbs . All the

instances ofthis kind of composition cannot

therefore be inserted ; but I have collected

a number sufficient, perhaps more than suf-

ficient, to explain it."

UNABA'SHED. «. Not shamed ; not confused

by modesty.

UNA'BLE. a.

Pope.

Rogers.

Shakespeare.

1. Nothaving ability.

2. Weak ; impotent.

UNABO'LISHED. a. Not repealed ; remain-

ing in force. Hooker.

UNACCEPTABLE. a. Not pleasing ; not

such as is well received . Rogers.

UNACCEPTABLENESS. s. State of not

Collier.pleasing.

UNACCEPTED. a Not accepted. Prior.

UNACCESSIBLENESS . › State ofnot being

to be attained or approached. Hale.

UNACCO'MMODATED . a. Unfurnished with

external convenience Shakespeare.

UNACCOMPANIED. a. Not attended .

UNACCOMPLISHED. a. Unfinished ; in-

Dryden.complete.

UNACCOUNTABLE. a.

1. Not explicable ; not to be solved by rea-

son ; not reducible to rule. Glanville.

2. Not subject ; not controlled .

UNACCOUNTABLY. ad. Strangely. Addis.

UNA'CCURATE. a. Not exact.

UNACCU'STOMED. a.

1. Not used ; not habituated.

2 New ; not usual.

Boyle.

Boyle.

Philips.

Clarendon.

UNACKNOWLEDGED. a. Not owned.

South.

UNACQUAINTANCE. s. Want of familiari-

ty ; want ofknowledge.

UNACQUAINTED. a.

2. Not having familiar knowledge.

UNA/CTIVE. a.

1. Not known ; unusual ; not familiarly

known. Spenser.

Wake.

Locke.

Milton.

South.

Milton.

1. Not brisk ; not lively.

2. Having no employment.

3. Not busy ; not diligent.

4. Having no efficacy.

UNADMIʼRED . a. Not regarded

nour.

with ho-

Pope.

Milton.UNADOʻRED. a. Not worshipped.

UNADOʻRNED, a. Not decorated ; not em

bellished.

UNADVI'SED. a.

1. Imprudent ; indiscreet.

Addison.

Shakespeare

2. Done without due thought ; rash. Hayw.
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NADVI'SEDLY. ad. Rashly ; imprudently ;

indiscreetly. Hooker.

UNADULTERATED. a. Genuine ; not spoil-

ed by spurious mixtures.

UNAFFECTED. a.

1. Real ; not hypocritical.

Addison.

2. Free from affectation ; open ; candid ;

sincere.

Dryden.

Addison.

3. Not formed by too rigid observation of

rules. Milton.

4. Not moved ; not touched.

UNAFFECTING. a . Not pathetick ; not

moving the passions.

Shak.UNAIDABLE. a. Not to be helped.

UNAIDED . a Not assisted ; not helped..

UNALLIED. a.

1. Having no powerful relation.

table.

2. Having no common nature ; not conge-

nial. Collier.

UNAʼLTERABLE. a. Unchangeable ; immu-

Atterbury.

UNAMBITIOUS. a . Free from ambition.

UNANE'LED. a. [un and knell. ] Without the

bell rung This sense I doubt. Shakespeare.

UNANIMITY. s. Agreement in design or

opinion. Addison.

UNA'NIMOUS . a. [unanime, Fr. unanimis, La-

tin . ] Being of one mind ; agreeing in design

or opinion. Dryden.

UNA NIMOUSLY. ad. With one mind.

UNANOʻINTED. a.

1. Not anointed..

2. Not prepared for death by extreme unc-

tion. Shakespeare.

UNANSWERABLE. a. Not to be refuted.

UNA'NSWERABLY. ad. Beyond confutation.
UNA'NSWERED. a.

1. Not opposed by a reply.

2. Not confuted.

3. Not suitably returned.

Milton.

Hooker.

Dryden.

UNAPPA'LLED . a. Not daunted ; not im.

pressed by fear. Sidney.
UNAPPA'RENT.'. a. Obscure; not visible.

UNAPPEASABLE. a. Not to be pacified ; im-

placable. Milton.

UNAPPREHENSIVE. a.

1. Not intelligent ; not ready of conception.

South.

2. Not suspecting.

UNAPPROACHED. a . Inaccessible. Milton.

UNAPPROVED. a. Not approved . Milton.
UNA'PT. a.

1. Duil ; not apprehensive.

2. Not ready ; not propense. Shakespeare.

3. Unfit ; not qualified. Taylor.

4. Improper ; unfit ; unsuitable.

UNAPTNESS. s.

1. Unfitness ; unsuitableness . Spenser.

2. Dulness ; want of apprehension.

propension.

UÑA'RGUED. a.

1. Not disputed.

Shak.

UNA'SKED . a.

1. Not courted by solicitation.
Denham.

2. Not sought by entreaty or care. Dryden,

UNASPIRING. a. Not ambitious. Rogers.

UNASSA'ILED . a. Not attacked ; not as.

saulted . Shakespeare.

UNASSI'STED. a. Not helped .

UNASSI'STING . a . Giving no help. Dryden.

UNASSU'MING. a . Not arrogant. Thomson .

UNASSU'RED . a.

1. Not confident.

2. Not to be trusted.

Rogers.

Glanville.

Spenser.

Dryden.

UNATTAINABLE. a. Not to be gained or

obtained ; being out ofreach.

UNATTAINABLENESS. s . State of being

out of reach. Locke.

UNATTEMPTED. a. Untried ; not assayed.

UNATTENDED. a . Having no retinue or at-

tendants. Dryden.

UNATTENTIVE. a. Careless ; heedless.

UNAVAILABLE. a . Useless ; vain with re-

spect to any purpose. Hooker.

UNAVAILING. a Useless ; vain . Dryden.

UNAVOIDABLE. a.

Rogers.1. Inevitable ; not to be shunned.

2. Not to be missed in ratiocination . Tillotson.

UNAVOIDED . a . Inevitable. Shakespeare.

UNAUTHORIZED. a. Not supported by

authority ; not properly commissioned .Dryd.

UNAWARE.

UNAWA'RES. } ad. [from aware, or wary.]

1. Without thought ; without previous me

dictation. Milton. Pope.

2. Unexpectedly ; when it is not thought of;

suddenly. Wake

UNA'WED. a. Unrestrained by fear or reve-

Clarendon.rence.

UNBA'CKED . a.

1. Not tamed ; not taught to bear the rider.

Suckling.

2. Not countenanced ; not aided . Daniel.

UNBAʼLLAST. a. Not kept steady by

UNBALLASTED . ballast ; unsteady.

To UNBA'R. v. a . To open by removing the

bars ; to unbolt. Denham.

UNBA'RKED. a. Decorticated ; stripped of

the bark. Bacon.

UNBATTERED. a . Not injured by blows.

To UNBA'Y. v . a. To set open ; to free from

the restraint ofmounds. Norris.

UNBEATEN. a.

1. Not treated with blows.

2. Not trodden .

Corbet.

Roscommon.

UNBECOMING. a. Indecent ; unsuitable ;

indecorous. Dryden.

To UNBED. v a. To raise from a bed.

UNBEFITTING. a. Not becoining ; not

suitable.

3. Unreadiness , disqualification ; want of UNBEGOTTEN. }

Locke.

Milton.

Ben Jon on.2. Not censured.

UNA'RMED. a. Having no armour ; having

no weapons.

UNA'RTFUL. a.

1. Having no art or cunning.

2. Wanting skill.

1.

Millon

1. Eternal ; without generation . Stillingfleet.

2. Not generated .

3. Not attaining existence.

UNBELIEF. 8.

1. Incredulity.

Milton.

South.

Grew. 2. Infidelity ; irreligion.

To UNBELIEVE. v. a.

Hooker

Dryden.

Cheyne.

1. To discredit ; not to trust. Wotton

2. Not to think real or true. Dryden.
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UNBELIEVER. s. An infidel ; one who be- UNBOTTOMED. a.

lieves not the scripture ofGod.

To UNBEND . v. a.

1. To free from flexure.

2. To relax ; to remit ; to set at ease for a

time.

UNBENDING. a.

Hooker.

Taylor.

Dryden.

Pope.

Rowe.

1. Not suffering flexure.

2. Resolute ; not yielding.

UNBENEFICED . a. Not preferred to a bene-

fice. Dryden.

UNBENEVOLENT. a. Not kind . Rogers.

UNBENIGHTED. a. Never visited by dark-

Dess.

1. Without bottom ; bottomless.

2. Having no solid foundation.

UNBO'UGHT. a.

1. Obtained without money.

2. Not finding any purchaser.

UNBOUND. a.

1. Loose ; not tied.

2. Wanting a cover.

UNBOUNDED. a.

1. Infinite ; interminable.

Milton

Hammond.

Dryden.

Locke.

Locke.

Milton.

2. Unlimited ; unrestrained. Shakespeare.

UNBO'UNDEDLY. ad. Without bounds ;

without limits. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

UNBOUNDEDNESS. s . Exemption from li-

mits.

Dryden.

UNBENIGN. a. Malignant ; malevolent.

UNBENT. a.

1. Not strained by the string. Dryden. UNBO'WED. a. Not bent.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Denham.

2. Having the bow unstrung.

3. Not crushed ; not subdued .

4. Relaxed ; not intent.

UNBESEEMING. a . Unbecoming . Thomson.

UNBESOʻUGHT. a. Not intreated. Milton.

UNBESTOWED. a. Not given ; not disposed

of. Bacon.

UNBEWAILED. a. Not lamented. Shakesp.

To UNBIAS . v . a. To free from any external

motive ; to disentangle of prejudice. Pope.

UNBID.

UNBIDDEN. }

a.

1. Uninvited.
Shakespeare.

2. Uncommanded ; spontaneous. A. ilton.

UNBIGOTTED. a. Free from bigotry . Add.

To UNBIND. v. a. To loose ; to untie. Dryd.

To UNBISHOP. 6. 4. To deprive of episcopal
orders. South.

UNBITTED. . Unbridled ; unrestrained .

Shakespeare.

Cheyne.

Shakespeare.

To UNBO WEL. v. n . To exenterate ; to evis-

cerate.

To UNBRA'CE. v. a.

1. To loose ; to relax.

Hakewill .

Spenser.

2. To make the clothes loose. Shakespeare.

UNBREATHED. a. Not exercised . Shakesp.

UNBREATHING. a. Unanimated . Shakesp.

UNBRE'D . a .

1. Not instructed in civility ; ill educated.

Gov. of the Tongue.

2. Not taught. Dryden.

UNBREE'CHED. a. Having no breeches.

UNBRI'BED. a . Not influenced by money or

gifts. Dryden

UNBRIDLED. a. Licentious ; not restrained .

UNBROKE.

UNBROKEN.

1. Not violated .

a.

2. Not subdued ; not weakened.

3. Not tamed.

UNBLA'MABLE. a. Not culpable ; not to be UNBROTHERLIKE.

Dryden. UNBROTHERLY.

brother.

charged with a fault.

UNBLE'MISHED. a. Free from turpitude ;

free from reproach. Addison.

UNBLE'NCHED . a. Not disgraced ; not in-

jured by any soil.

UNBLE'ST. a.

Milton.

1. Accursed ; excluded from benediction.

Bacon.

Prior.2. Wretched ; unhappy.

UNBLOO'DIED. a. Not stained with blood .

UNBLOWN. a. Having the bud yet unex-

panded. Shakespeare.

UNBLUNTED. a. Not made obtuse. Cowley.

UNBO'DIED . a.

1. Incorporeal ; immaterial.

2. Freed from the body.

Watts.

Dryden.

To UNBOLT. v. a To set open ; to unbar.

UNBO'LTED . a. Coarse ; gross ; not refined,

as flower, by bolting or sifting. Shakespeare.

UNBONNETED . a. Wanting a hat or bon-

Shakespeare.net.

UNBOO'KISH. a.

1. Not studious of books.

2. Not cultivated by erudition . Shakespeare.

UNBORN. a. Not yet brought into life ; fu-

ture ; being to come. Dryden.
UNBO'RROWED. a. Genuine ; native ; one's

own.

To UNBO'SOM. v. a.

1. To reveal in confidence.

2. To open ; to disclose.

Taylor.

Dryden

Addison.

}

a. Il

the

suiting with

character of a

Dec of Piety.

To UNBUCKLE. v. a. To loose from buckles.

Pope.

To UNBUILD. v. a. To raze ; to destroy. Sh.

UNBUILT. a. Not yet erected. Dryden.

UNBU'RIED. a. Not interred ; not honoured

with the rites of funeral

UNBU'RNED.

UNBURN
T

·}
a.

Pope.

1. Not consumed ; not wasted ; not injured

by fire. Dryder.

Bacon.2. Not heated with fire.

UNBURNING. a. Not consuming by heat.

To UNBU'RDEN. v. a.

1. To rid of a load.

2. To throw off.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare

Shakespeare.

3. To disclose what lies heavy on the mind,

Addison.

To UNBUTTON. v. a. To loose any thing

buttoned.

UNCALCINED. a. Free from calcination.

UNCA'LLED . a. Not summoned ; not sen

for ; not demanded.

To UNCALM. v. a. To disturb.

UNCA'NCELLED. a. Not erased ; not abro-

gated. Dryden.

Milton.

Dryden.

Locke. UNCANO'NICAL. a. Not agreeable to the

canons .

Milton. UNCAPABLE. a . [incapable, Fr. incapas,

Milton. Lat.] Not capable ; not susceptible. Нань.
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UNCA'RED for. a. Not regarded ; not at- UNCIRCUMSPECT. a. Not cautious ; not

tended to.

UNCARNATE. a. Not fleshly.

To UNCA'SE. v. a.

vigilant. Haywa a.

Brown. UNCIRCUMSTANTIAL. a . Unimportant.

UNCIVIL. a. [incivil, French ; incivilis, Lat.ļ

Unpolite ; not agreeable to the rules of ele

gance, or complaisance. WhitgiftSpenser

Gay.

1. To disengage from any covering . Addison.

2. To flay ; to strip .

UNCAUGHT. a. Not yet catched .

UNCA USED. a. Having no precedent cause.

UNCAUTIOUS. a. Not wary ; heedless .

UNCE LEBRATED. a . Not solemnized .

UNCENSURED. a. Exempt from public re-

proach. Pope.

UNCERTAIN. a. [incertain, French ; incertus,

Latin.]

1. Doubtful ; not certainly known. Denham .

2. Doubtful ; not having certain knowledge .

3. Not sure in the consequence.

4. Not exact ; not sure.

UNCIVILIZED. a.

1. Not reclaimed from barbarity. Pope

2. Coarse ; indecent. Addison

Brown.

UNCIVILLY. ad. Unpolitely ; not complais

santly.

UNCLA'RIFIED. a. Not purged ; not puri-

fied. Bacon.

To UNCLA'SP. v . a To open what is shut

with clasps. Taylor

Pope.UNCLASSICK. a. Not classick.

Tillotson. UNCLE. s . [oncle, French .] The brother of

Pope one's father or mother. Shakespeare.

Dryden. UNCLE'AN. a

2. Inaccuracy.

5. Unsettled ; unregular.
Hooker.

1. Foul ; dirty ; filthy. Dryden.

UNCERTAINTY. s. 2. Not purified by ritual practices .

1. Dubiousness ; want of knowledge. Denh. 3. Foul with sin.

Locke. 4 Lewd ; unchaste.

Rogers.

Milion.

South.

L'Estrange.

Prior.

3. Contingency ; want of certainty.

4. Something unknown.

To UNCHA'IN. v . a. To free from chains.

Hooker.

UNCHA'NGEABLE. a. Immutable ; not sub-

ject to variation.

UNCHANGEABLENESS . s. Immutability.

UNCLE'ANLINESS. s. Want of cleanliness ;

dirtiness.

UNCLE'ANLY. a.

1. Foul ; filthy ; nasty.

2. Indecent ; unchaste.

UNCLE'ANNESS. s.

1. Lewdness ; incontinence.

Clarendon.

Shakespeare.

Watts

Graunt.

2. Want of cleanliness ; nastiness. Taylor.

3. Sin ; wickedness.

South. 4. Want of ritual purity

Bacon.

Taylor.

Pope.

Newton.

UNCHANGEABLY. ad. Immutably ; with-

out change.

UNCHANGED. a.

1. Not altered.

2. Not alterable.

UNCHANGING. a. Suffering no alteration.

To UNCHA'RGE. v. a. To retract an accusa-

tion. Shakespeare.

UNCHA'RITABLE. a. Contrary to charity ;

contrary to the universal love prescribed by

christianity. Addison.

UNCHARITABLENESS. s. Want of charity.

Atterbury.

UNCHAʼRITABLY. ad. In a manner contrary

to charity. Sprut .

UNCHA'RY. a. Not wary ; not cautious.

UNCHA'STE. a. Lewd libidinous not con-

tinent ; not pure. Taylor.

UNCHA'STITY. s. Lewdness incontinence.

Arbuthnot.

UNCHECKED . a. Unrestrained ; not hin-

dered. Milton.

•

UNCHEERFULNESS. s . Melancholy; gloom .

iness of temper. Addison.

UNCHE'WED. a. Not masticated. Dryden.

To UNCHI'LD. v . a. To deprive of children .

Shakespeare.

UNCHRI'STIAN. a.

1. Contrary to the laws of christianity. South.

2. Unconverted ; infidel. Hooker.

UNCHRISTIANNESS. S. Contrariety to

christianity. K. Charles.

UNCIRCUMCI'SED. a. Not circumcised ;

not a Jew.
Cowley.

UNCIRCUMCISION. s . Omission of circum-

Hammond.cision.

UNCIRCUMSCRI'BED. a. Unbounded ; un-

limited. Addison.

UNCLEANSED . a. Not cleansed.

To UNCLE'W. v . a . [ from clew. ] To undo any

thing complicated. Shakespeare.

To UNCLE'NCH. v. u . To open the closed

hand . Gath.

UNCLIPPED . a. Whole ; not cut. Locke.

To UNCLOTHE. v. a. To strip ; to make

naked. Watts

To UNCLO'G. v. a.

1. To disencumber ; to exonerate. Shakesp.

2. To set at liberty. Dryden.

To UNCLO'ISTER. v. a. To set at large Nor.

To UNCLOSE. v . a . To open. Pope.

UNCLOSED. a. Not separated by enclosures.

Clarendon.

UNCLO’UDED . a . Free from clouds ; clear

from obscurity ; not darkened. Roscommon.

UNCLOUDEDNESS . s. Openness ; freedom

from gloom. Boyle.

UNCLO’UDY. a. Free from a cloud. Gay.

To UNCLUTCH. v. a. To open. Dec. ofPiety.

To UNCO IF. v. a. To pull the cap off. Arb.

To UNCO'IL. v. a. [from coil . ] To open from

being coiled or wrapped one part upon ano-

ther. Derhum.

Locke.UNCOINED. a . Not coined.

UNCOLLECTED. a. Not collected ; not re-

collected. Prior.

UNCO'LOURED. a. Not stained with any co-

lour or die Bacon.

UNCO'MBED. a. Not partea or adjusted by

the comb Crashow.

UNCOMEATABLE. a. Inaccessible ; uuat-

tainable

UNCO'MELINESS. s . Want of grace ; want

of beauty. Spenser, Wotton. Locke.
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UNCO'MELY. a. Not comely ; wanting grace.

Clarendon.

UNCO'MFORTABLE. a.

1. Affording no comfort ; gloomy ; dismal ;

miserable.

2. Receiving no comfort ; melancholy.

UNCO'MFORTABLENESS.

Wake.

S. Want of

Taylor.cheerfulness.

UNCOMMA'NDED. a. Not commanded.

UNCO'MMON. a. Not frequent ; not often

found or known. Addison.

UNCOMMONNESS . s. Infrequency. Addis.

UNCOMPACT. a. Not compact ; not closely

cohering. Addison.

UNCOMMUNICATED. a. Not communi-

Hooker.

UNCOMPANIED. a. Having no companion.

UNCOMPA'SSIONATE. a. Having no pity.

UNCOMPELLED. a . Free from compulsion.

cated.

UNCOMPLAISA'NT. a. Not civil.

UNCOMPLETE. a. Not perfect ; not finish

ed.

Pope.

Locke.

Pope.
UNCOMPOUNDED. a.

1. Single ; not mixed. Newton.

2. Simple ; not intricate. Hammond.

UNCOMPREHENSIVE. a . Unable to com-

prebend.

sion.

UNCOMPRE'SSED. a. Free from compres-

Boyle.

UNCONCEIVABLE. a . Not to be under-

stood ; notto be comprehended bythe mind.
UNCONCEIVABLENESS. s . Incomprehen-

3. Not settled in the church by the rite of

confirmation.

Milton.

UNCONFO'RM. a . Unlike ; dissimilar ; not

analagous.

UNCONFO'RMABLE. a. Inconsistent ; not

conforming.
Watts

UNCONFORMITY. s. Incongruity ; incon-

sistency. South.

UNCONFUSED. a. Distinct ; free from con-

fusion. Locke.

UNCONFU'SEDLY. ad. Without confusion.

UNCONFUTABLE. a. Irrefragable ; not to
be convicted of errour.

Sprat.

UNCONGE'ALED. a. Not concreted by cold.

UNCO'NJUGAL. a . Not consistent with ma-

trimonial faith ; not befitting a wife or hus-
band. Milton.

UNCONNECTED. a. Not coherent ; not

joined by proper transitions or dependence

ofparts ; lax ; loose ; vague. Watts.

UNCONNI'VING. d. Not forbearing penal

notice. Milton.

UNCONQUERABLE. a. Not to be subdued ;

insuperable ; not to be overcome ; invincible.

Pope.

UNCO'NQUERABLY. ad. Invincibly ; insu-

perably.

UNCO'NQUERED. a.

Pope.

1. Not subdued ; not overeome. Denham.

2. Insuperable ; invincible. Sidney.

UNCONSCIONABLE. a.

1. Exceeding the limits of any just claim or

expectation. L'Estrange.

2. Forming unreasonable expectation . Dryd.

3. Enormous ; vast. A low word. Milton.

4. Not guided or influenced by conscience.

South.

sibility. Locke.

UNCONCEIVED. a. Not thought ; not ima-

gined . Creech.

UNCONCERN. s . Negligence ; want of in-

terest ; freedom from anxiety ; freedom from UNCONSCIONABLY. ad. Unreasonably

perturbation. UNCO'NSCIOUS. a.

UNCONCERNED. a.

1. Having no interest.

Swift.

Taylor.

2. Not anxious ; not disturbed ; not affected.

Denham.

UNCONCERNEDLY ad. Without interest

or affection ; without anxiety. Bentley.

UNCONCERNEDNESS. s. Freedom from

anxiety or perturbation. South.

UNCONCERNING. a. Not interesting ; not

affecting ; not belonging to one. Addison.

UNCONCERNMENT. s. The state ofhaving

no share. South.

UNCONCLUDENT. a. Not decisive ; in-

UNCONCLUDING. S ferring no plain or

certain conclusion or consequence. Locke.

UNCONCLUDINGNESS . s. Quality of be-

ing unconcluding. Boyle.
UNCONCOCTED. a. Not digested ; not ma-

Brown.

UNCONDITIONAL. a . Absolute ; not li-

mited by any terms. Dryden.

UNCONFINABLE. a. Unbounded. Shakesp.
UNCONFINED. a .

tured.

1. Free from restraint. Pope.

1. Having no mental perception. Blackmore.

2. Unacquainted ; unknowing. Pope

UNCO'NSECRATED . a. Not dedicated ; not

devoted. South.

Wake.UNCONSE'NTED. a. Not yielded .

UNCONSIDERED. a. Not considered ; not

attended to. Brown.

UNCO'NSONANT. a. Incongruous ; unfit ;

inconsistent. Hooker.

UNCO'NSTANT. a. [ inconstant, French , in-

constans, Latin. ] Fickle ; not steady ; change-

able ; mutable. May.

UNCONSTRA'INED. a. Free from compul-

Raleigh.
sion.

UNCONSTRAINT. s. Freedom from con-

straint ; ease. Felton.

UNCONSULTING. a. [inconsultus, Latin ]

Heady ; rash ; improvident ; imprudent,

Sidney

UNCONSUMED . a . Not wasted ; not de

stroyed by any wasting power. Milton.

UNCONSUMMATE. a. Not consummated.

UNCONTEMNED . a. Not despised.

Shakespeare.

UNCONTENTED. a . Not contented ; not

satisfied . Dryden.

2. Having no limits ; unbounded.. Spectator.
UNCONFIRMED. a.

1. Not fortified by resolution ; not strength- UNCONTENTINGNESS . s. Want of power

ened ; raw ; weak. Boyle.

2. Not strengthened by additional testimony. UNCONTESTABLE. &. Indisputable ; not

Daniel. to satisfy.

Milton. controvertible. Loecke.
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UNCONTESTED. a. Not disputable ; evi-

Blackmore.dent.

UNCONTRI'TE. a. Not religiously penitent.

UNCONTROʻLLABLE. a.

Hammond.

1. Resistless ; powerful beyond opposition.

2. Indisputable ; irrefragable.

UNCONTRO'LLABLY. ad.

1. Without possibility of opposition.

2. Without danger of refutation.

UNCONTRO'LLED. a.

Milton.

Howard.

Brown.

1. Unresisted ; unopposed ; not to be over-

ruled. Philips.

2. Not convinced ; not refuted. Howard.

UNCONTRO'LLEDLY. ad. Without con-

trol ; without opposition. Decay ofPiety.

UNCONTROVERTED. a. Not disputed ;

not liable to debate: Glanville.

UNCONVERSABLE. a. Not suitable to con-

versation ; not social. Rogers.

UNCONVERTED. «.

1. Not persuaded of the truth of christianity.

Rogers.

2. Not religious ; not yet reduced to live a

holy life.

To UNCO'RD. v. a. To loose a thing bound

with cords.

UNCORRECTED. a. Inaceurate ; not po-

lished to exactness, Dryden.

UNCORRUPT. a. Honest ; upright ; not

tainted with wickedness ; not influenced by

iniquitous interest. Hooker.

UNCORRUPTED. a. Not vitiated ; not de-

praved.

To UNCOVER. v. a.

1. To divest ofa covering.

2. To deprive of clothes.

3. To strip ofthe roof.

Locke.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

Prior.

4. To show openly ; to strip of a veil or con-

cealment. Milton.

5. To bare the head, as in the presence of a

superiour. Shakespeare.

UNCO'UNSELLABLE. a. Not to be ad-

vised.

UNCO'UNTABLE. a. Innumerable. Raleigh.

UNCO'UNTERFEIT. a. Genuine ; not spu-

Sprat.
rious.

To UNCOUPLE. v. a. To loose dogs from

their couples. Dryden.

UNCOURTEOUS. a. Uncivil ; unpolite.

UNCOURTLINESS. s. Unsuitableness of

manners to a court. Addison.

UNCOURTLY. a. Inelegant of manners ; un-

civil. Swift.

UNCOUTH. a. [uncuð, Sax.] Odd ; strange ;

unusual. Fairfax.

UNCO'UTHNESS. s. Oddness ; strangeness ;

To UNCREATE. v. a. To annihilate ; to re-

duce to nothing ; to deprive of existence.

UNCREATED. a.

1. Not yet created.

Pope.

Milton.

2. [Incrée, Fr.] Not produced by creation.

Blackmorc.

UNCREDITABLENESS. s. Want of repu

Dec. of Piety.

UNCROPPED. a. Not cropped ; not ga-

tation.

Milton.thered.

UNCRO'SSED. a. Uncancelled . Shakespeare.

UNCROUDED . a . Not straitened by want of

Addison.room.

To UNCROWN. v. a . To deprive of a crown;

to deprive of sovereignty.

U'NCTION. s. [unction, French.]

1. The act of anointing.

2. Unguent ; ointment.

Dryden.

Hooker.

Drayton.

3. The act of anointing medically. Arbuth.

4. Any thing softening, or lenitive.

5. The rite of anointing in the last hours.

Hammond.

6. Any thing that excites pity and devotion.

UNCTUO'SITY. s. Fatness ; oiliness. Brown.

UNCTUOUS. a. Fat ; clammy ; oily. Shakesp.

UNCTUOUSNESS. 3. Fatness ; oiliness ; clam-

miness ; greasiness. Boyle.

UNCU'LLED. a. Not gathered. Milton.

UNCULPABLE. a. Not blamable. Hooker.

UNCULTIVATED. a. [incultus, Latin.]

1. Not cultivated ; not improved by tillage.

Locke.

2. Not instructed ; not civilized . Roscommon.

UNCUMBERED . a. Not burdened ; not em-

barrassed. Dryden.

UNCU'RBABLE. a. That cannot be curbed,

or checked. Shakespeare.

UNCU'RBED. a. Licentious ; not restrained .

To UNCU'RL. v. a. To loose from ringlets, or

convolutions. Dryden.

To UNCURL. v. n. To fall from the ringlets.

UNCURRENT. a . Not current ; not passing

in common payment. Shakespeare..

To UNCU'RSE. v. a. To free from any exe-

cration.

UNCUT. a. Not cut.

Shakespeare.

Waller.

To UNDAM. v. a. To open ; to free from the

restraint of mounds. Dryden.

UNDAMAGED . a . Not made worse ; not im-

paired. Philips.

UNDA'UNTED. a. Unsubdued by fear ; not

depressed. Dryden.

UNDA'UNTEDLY. ad. Boldly ; mtrepidly ;

without fear. South.

UNDAZZLED. a . Not dimmed, or confused

by splendour. Boyle.

To UNDE'AF. v. a. To free from deafness . Sh.

UNDEBA'UCHED . a . Not corrupted by de-

bauchery. Dryden.

UNDE'CAGON. s . [from undecim, Latin, and

ywvia, Greek.] A figure of eleven angles or

sides.

UNDECA'YED. a. Not diminished or im-

paired. Pope.

UNDECA'YING. a. Not suffering diminution

or declension. Blackmore.

To UNDECEIVE. v. a. To set free from the

influence of a fallacy. Roscommon.

UNDECEIVABLE. a. Not liable to deceive,

or be deceived. Holder.

UNDECEIVED. a. Not cheated ; not im

posed on. Dryden.

UNDECIDED. a. Not determined ; not set-

tled . Roscommon.

UNDECISIVE. a. Not decisive ; not conclu-

sive. Glanville

To UNDECK. v. a. To deprive of ornaments

Shakespeare.

UNDECKED. «. Not adorned ; not embel
Milton,

L
lished.
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UNDECLINED. a.

1. Not grammatically varied by termina-

tion.

2. Not deviating ; not turned from the right

way.

UNDEDICATED . a.

1. Not consecrated ; not devoted.

Sandys.

Boyle.2. Not inscribed to a patron.

UNDEEDED. a . Not signalized by action.

UNDEFACED. a. Not deprived of its form ;

not disfigured . Granville.

UNDEFEASIBLE. a . Not defeasible ; not to

be vacated or annulled.

UNDEFIED . a. Not set at defiance ; not

challenged. Dryden.

UNDEFILED. a. Not polluted ; not vitiated ;

not corrupted. Milton.

UNDEFI'NABLE. a. Not to be marked out

or circumscribed by a definition. Locke.

UNDEFINED . a . Not circumscribed, or ex-

plained by a definition. Locke.

UNDEFO'RMED.

disfigured.

a. Not deformed ; not

Pope.

UNDELIBERATED. a. Not carefully con-

sidered. Clarendon.

UNDELIGHTED. a. Not pleased ; not

touched with pleasure. Milton.

UNDELIGHTFUL. a. Not giving pleasure.

Clarendon.

UNDEMO'LISHED . a. Not razed ; not

thrown down. Philips.

UNDEMOʻNSTRABLE. a. Not capable of

fuller evidence. Hooker.

UNDENIABLE. a. Such as cannot be gain-
said . Sidney.

UNDENIABLY. ad. So plainly as to admit

no contradiction. Brown.

UNDEPLO'RED. a. Not lamented. Dryden.

UNDEPRA'VED. a. Not corrupted . Glanv.

UNDEPRIVED. a. Not divested by authori-

ty; not stripped of any possession. Dryden.

UNDER. preposition. [undar, Goth. under,

Saxon : onder, Dutch.]

1. In a state of subjection ; we are all under

the king. Dryden.

2. In the state ofpupilage to ; I studied under

one Wentworth, Denham .

3. Beneath ; so as to be covered, or hidden ;

his dagger was under his cloak. Dryden.

4. Below in place ; not above ; the parlour is

under the chamber. Bacon,

5. In a less degree than ; he acted under his

natural strength. Dryden.

6. For less than ; it was sold under the price.

7. Less than ; below ; nothing under royalty

contented him. Collier.

8. Bythe show of; he escaped under the up-

pearance of a messenger, Baker.

9. With less than ; he would not speak under

ten pounds Swift .

10. In the state of inferiority to ; noting rank

or order of precedence ; a viscount is under

an earl. Addison.

11. In a state of being loaded with ; hefaints
under his load.

Shakespeare.

12. In a state of oppression by, or subjection

to ; the criminal was under the lash. Addison.

13. In a state in which one is seized or over-

born ; I was under great anxiety. Pope

14. In a state of being liable to, or limited

by ; he acts under legal restraints. Locke.

15. In a state of depression or dejection by ;

he sunk under his father's influence. Shak.

16. In the state of being distinguished ; he

was known under another name. Locke.

17. In the state of; he may do well under his

present disposition. Swift.

18 Not having reached or arrived to quot-

ing time ; he is under fifteen. Spenser

19. Represented by ; it appeared under afair

form. Addison.

20. In a state of protection ; under your di-

rection I am safe. Collier

21. With respect to ; it is mentioned under

two heads. Felton.

22. Attested by ; I gave it under my hand

23. Subjected to ; being the subject of; all

this was under consideration . Addison.

24. In the next stage of subordination ; their

hopes were in him under the general. Locke.

25. In a state of relation that claims pro-

tection ; he was under his uncle's care.

UN'DER. ad.

To

1. In a state of subjection.

2. Below; not above.

2 Chronicles.

3. Less ; opposed to over or more. Addison.

4. It has a signification resembling that ofan

adjective ; lower in place ; inferiour ; sub-

ject ; subordinate. Shakespeare.

5. It is much used in composition, in several

senses, which the following examples will

explain.

A

UNDERA'CTION. s . Subordinate action ; ac-

tion not essential to the main story. Dryden.

UNDERBEA'R. v. a. [under and bear. ]

1. To support ; to endure. Shakespeare

2. Toline ; to guard. Out of use Shak.

UNDERBEA'RER. s . [under and bearer.] In

funerals, those that sustain the weight ofthe

bedy, distinct from those who are bearers of

ceremony, and only hold up the pall.

To UNDERBI’D. v. a. [under and bid.] To

offer for any thing less than its worth.

UNDERCLERK. s. [ under and clerk.]

clerk subordinate to the principal clerk .

To UNDERDO'. v. n. [under and do. )

I. To act below one's abilities .

2. To do less than is requisite. Grew.

UNDERFACTION. s. Subordinate faction ;

subdivision of a faction . Decay ofPity.

UNDERFE'LLOW. s . [under and fellow.] A

mean man ; a sorry wretch. Sidney

UNDERFILLING. s . [under and fill. ] Lower

part of an edifice.

and Fauzan,

Spenser.

To UNDERFO'NG. v. a. [under,

Saxon.] To take in hand.

Ben Jonson.

Wotton.

To UNDERFURNISH. v. a. [ under andfur-

nish. To supply with less than enough.

To UNDERGI′KD. v. a. [under and gird.] To

Acts .bind round the bottom.

To UNDERGOʻ. v. a . ( under aud go.]

1. To suffer ; to sustain ; to endure evil.

2. To support ; to hazard . Not used.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare

3. To sustain ; to be the bearer of; to pos

sess. Not used.

4. To sustain ; to endure without fainting.

Shakespeare
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5. I pass through.

6. To be subject to.

Arbuthnot. UNDERRATE. s. [fromthe verb.] A price

Shakespeare. less than is usual. Dryden.

UNDERGROUND. s. [ under and ground.] To UNDERSA'Y. v . a. [ under and say ] To
Milton.Subterraneous space.

UNDERGRO'WTH. s . [under and growth.]

That which grows under the tall wood.

UNDERHAND. ad . { under and hand.]

1. By means not apparent ; secretly.Hooker.

2. Clandestinely ; with fraudulent secrecy.

Swift.

UNDERHAND. a . Secret ; clandestine ; sly.

UNDERI'VED. a. [ from derived .] Not bor-

rowed. Locke.

UNDERLA'BOURER. s . [under and labour. ]

A subordinate workman. Wilkins.

To UNDERLA'Y. v. a. [ under and lay.] To

strengthen by something laid under.

UNDERLEAF s. [under and leaf.] A species

of apple. Mortimer.

To UNDERLI'NE. v. a. [ under and line.]

1. To mark with lines below words.

2. To influence secretly. Wotton:

U'NDERLING. s. [from under.] An inferiour

agent; a sorry mean fellow. Sidney.

To UNDERMI'NE. v. a. funder and mine.]

1. To dig cavities under any thing, so that

it may fall, or be blown up ; to sap. Pope.

2. To excavate under. Addison.

3. To injure by clandestine means. Locke.

UNDERMI'NER. s . [from undermine.]

1. He that saps ; he that digs away the sup-

ports.

2. A clandestine enemy.

U'NDERMOST. a.

1. Lowest in place.

South.

Boyle.

Atterbury.2. Lowest in state or condition.

UNDERNEATH. ad. [ compounded from an-

der and neath, of which we still retain the

comparative nether. ] In the lower place ; be-

low; under ; beneath . Addison.

UNDERNEATH. prep. Under. Sandys.

UNDERO'FFICER. s . [under and officer.] An

inferiour officer ; one in subordinate autho-

rity. Ayliffe.

UNDEROGATORY. a. Not derogatory.

Boyle.

Dryden.

UNDERPART. s. [unaer and part.] Subor-

dinate or unessential part.

UNDERPETTICOAT. s. The petticoat worn

nextthe body. Spectator.

Hale.

To UNDERPI'N. v. a. [under and pin.] To

prop; to support.

UNDERPLOT. s . [under and plot. }

1. A series of events proceeding collaterally

with the main story of a play, and subser-

vient to it Dryden.

Addison.2. A clandestine scheme.

To UNDERPRA'ISE. v . a . [ under and praise.]

To praise below desert. Dryden.

To UNDERPRIZE v. a. [under and prize . ]

To value at less than the worth. Shakespeare.

To UNDERPRO'P. v. a . [under and prop. ] To

support ; to sustain . Fenton.

UNDERPROPORTIONED . a. [under and

proportion. ] Having too little proportion.

UNDERPU'LLER. 3. [under and puller. ] In-

feriour or subordinate puller.
Collier.

To UNDERRATE. v. a. [under and rate. ] To

rate too low.

say by way of derogation . Obsolete . Spenser.

UNDERSE'CRETARY. s . An inferiour or
subordinate secretary. Bacon.

To UNDERSE'LL. v. a. [under and sell . ] To

defeat by selling for less ; to sell cheaper

than another. Child.

UNDERSE'RVANT. s. [unaer and servant.j

A servant of the lower class. Grew.

To UNDERSET. v. a. [under and set.] To

prop ; to support.
Bacon.

UNDERSETTER. s . [from underset.] Prop ;

pedestal to support. Kings.

UNDERSETTING. s. [ from underset.] Lower

part ; pedestal. Wotton.

UNDERSHE'RIFF.s [under and sheriff. ] The

deputy ofthe sheriff. Cleaveland.

UNDERSHE'RIFFRY. s. The business, or

office of an undersheriff.

UNDERSHO'T. part. a. [under and shot. ]

Moved by water passing under it. Carew.

UNDERSO'NG. s. [under and song. ] Chorus
burden of a song.

Bacon.

;

Dryden.

To UNDERSTAʼND. v. a. preterite understood.

[undersrandan, Saxon.]

To

1. To conceive with adequate ideas ; to have

full knowledge of; to comprehend. Addison.

2. To know the meaning of; to be able to

interpret.

3. To suppose to mean.

4. To know by experience.

5. To know by instinct.

Milton.

Locke.

Milton

Milton.

6. To interpret, at least mentally ; to con-

ceive with respect to meaning. Stillingfleet.

7. To know another's meaning. Milton.

8. To hold in opinion with conviction .

9. To mean without expressing.
Milton.

10. To know what is not expressed . Milton.

UNDERSTAND. v. n.

;1. To have use of the intellectual faculties

to be an intelligent or conscious being.Chron

2. To be informed by another. Nehemiah.

3. To have learned. Milton.

UNDERSTANDING. s [from understand .]

1. Intellectual powers ; faculties ofthe mind,

especially those of knowledge and judg

ment. Davies.

2. Skill ; exact comprehension. Swift.

3. Intelligence ; terms of communication.

Clarendon.

UNDERSTANDING. a. Knowing ; skilful.

UNDERSTA'NDINGLY. ed. With know-

ledge. Milton.

UNDERSTRA'PPER. s. [under and strup.] A

petty fellow ; an inferiour agent. Swift.

To UNDERTAKE. v . a . pret. undertook ; part.

pass. undertaken. [underfangen, German.]

1. To attempt ; to engage in. Roscommon.

2. To assume a character. Not used.

3. To engage with ; to attack.

4. To have the charge of.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

To UNDERTAKE. v. n.

1. To assume any business or province.

2. To venture ; to hazard. Shakespeure.

3. To promise to stand bound to some con-

dition. Woodward.
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UNDERTA'KER. s. [ from undertake.]

UNDETERMINATENESS .}
determinate .]

1. One who engages in projects and affairs. UNDETERMINA'TION.

Clarendon.

2. One who engages to build for another at

a certain price. Swift.

3. One who manages funerals . Young.

UNDERTA'KING. s. [from undertake. ] At-

tempt ; enterprise ; engagement. Raleigh.

UNDERTENANT. s. A secondary tenant ;

one who holds from him that holds from the

owner. Davies.

UNDERVALUATION. s. [under and value.]

Rate not equal to the worth. Wotton.

To UNDERVA'LUE. v . a . [under and value.]

1. To rate low ; to esteem lightly ; to treat

as of little worth. Atterbury.

2. To depress ; to make low in estimation ;

to despise. Addison.

UNDERVALUE. 8. [from the verb.] Low

rate ; vile price. Temple.

UNDERVAʼLUER. s. [ from undervalue ] One

who esteems lightly. Walton.

UNDERWOOD. s. [under and wood. ] The low

trees that grow among the timber. Mortimer.

UNDERWORK. s . [under and work. ] Subor-

dinate business ; petty affairs. Addison.

To UNDERWORK. v. a. preterite and par-

ticiple pass. underworked or underwrought.

1. To destroy by clandestine measures. Shak.

2. To labour less than enough. Dryden.

3. To work at a price below the common.

UNDERWO'RKMAN. s. [under and work-

man.] An inferiour or subordinate labourer.

ToUNDERWRITE. v. a . [ under and write. ]

To write under something else . Sidney.

UNDERWRITER. s . [ froin underwrite.] An

insurer ; so called from writing his name

under the conditions.

UNDESCRIBED. a Not described . Collier.

UNDESCRIED. a. Not seen ; unseen ; undis-

covered.

UNDESERVED. a.

1. Not merited ; not obtained by merit . Sid.

2 Not incurred by fault. Addison.

UNDESERVEDLY. ad. Without desert,

whether of good or ill. Dryden.

UNDESERVER. s . One of no merit.

UNDESERVING. a.

Shak.

1. Not having merit not having any worth.

1. Uncertainty ; indecision .

s. [from un

Hale.

More.

2. The state of not being fixed , or invincibly

directed.

UNDETERMINED. a.

1. Unsettled ; undecided.

2. Not limited ; not regulated.

UNDIA'PHANGUS . a. Not pellucid ; not

transparent.

soned.

Milton.

Hale.

Boyle.

Spenser,

UNDIGE'STED . 4. Not concocted ; not sub-

dued by the stomach. Denham.

UNDI′GHT. preterite . Put off

UNDIMINISHED . a. Not impaired ; not les-

Addison.

UNDIPPED. a. Not dipped ; not plunged.

UNDIRE'CTED. a. Not directed. Blackm.

UNDISCERNED. a. Not observed ; not dis-

covered ; not descried. Dryden.

UNDISCERNEDLY. ad. So as to be undis-

covered. Boyle.

UNDISCE'RNIBLE. a. Not to be discerned ;

invisible. Rogers.

UNDISCERNIBLY. ad. Invisibly ; imper-

ceptibly. South.

UNDISCERNING. a. Injudicious ; incapa-

ble ofmaking due distinction.

UNDI'SCIPLINED. a.

Donne.

1. Not subdued to regularity and order.

out.

Taylor,

2. Untaught ; nninstructed . King Charles.

UNDISCO'RDING. a. Not disagreeing ; not

jarring in musick. Milton.

UNDISCO'VERABLE. a . Not to be found

Rogers.

UNDISCOVERED . a. Not seen ; not des-

cried , not found out. Dryden,

UNDISCREET. a. Not wise ; imprudent.

UNDISGUISED. a. Open ; artless ; plain.

UNDISMAYED. a. Not discouraged ; not

depressed with fear. Milton.

UNDISOBLIGING. a . Inoffensive. Broome,

UNDISPOʻSED. a . Not bestowed. Swift.

UNDISPUTED. a. Incontrovertible; evident.

UNDISSEMBLED. a .

1. Openly declared.

Atterbury.

not dis-

Boyle.

2. Honest ; not feigned.

UNDISSIPATED. a. Not scattered ;

persed .

Atterbury. UNDISSO'LVING. a. Never melting. Addison.

UNDISTEʼMPERED, a. -

1. Free from disease.

2. Not meriting any particular advantage or

hart. Pope.

UNDESIGNED. a. Not intended ; not pur-

posed. Blackmore.

UNDESIGNING. a.

1. Not acting with any set purpose. Blackm.

2. Having no artful or fraudulent schemes ;

sincere. South.

UNDESIRABLE. a . Not to be wished ; not

pleasing. Milton.

UNDESIRING. a . Negligent ; not wishing.

UNDESTRO'YABLE. a . Indestructible ; not

susceptive of destruction. Not in use. Boyle.

UNDETERMINABLE. a. Impossible to be

Wollon.decided.

UNDETERMINATE. a

2. Free from perturbation.

UNDISTINGUISHABLE. a.

1. Not to be distinctly seen.

Temple

Rogers.

2. Not to be known by any peculiar pro-

perty.

UNDISTINGUISHED. a.

Locke.

1. Not marked out so as to be known from

each other. Locke.

2. Not to be seen otherwise than confusedly;

not separately and plainly descried . Dryden

3. Not plainly discerned.

4. Admitting nothing between ; having no

intervenient space. Shakespeare,

Swift.

5. Not marked by any particular property,

6. Not treated with any particular respect.

South. UNDISTINGUISHING. a. Making no dif

More.

1. Not settled ; not decided ; contingent.

Regularly, indeterminate.

2. Not fixed. ference. Addison.
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UNDISTRACTED. a. Not perplexed by con-

trariety ofthoughts or desires. Boyle

UNDISTRACTEDLY. g. Without disturb

ance from contrariety of sentiments. Boyle.

UNDISTRACTEDNESS. s. Freedom from

interruption by different thoughts. Boyle.

UNDISTURBED. a

1. Free from perturbation ; calm ; tranquil ;

placid. Atterbury.

2. Not interrupted by any hinderance or

molestation. Dryden.

3. Not agitated. Dryden.

UNDISTURBEDLY.ad.Calmly ; peacefully.

UNDIVI'DABLE. a. Not separable ; not sus-

ceptive ofdivision . Shakespeare.

UNDIVIDED. a. Unbroken ; whole ; not

parted. Taylor.

UNDIVULGED. a Secret ; not promulgated .

Shakespeare.

To UNDO'. v. a. preterite undid ; participle

passive undone.

1. To ruin ; to bring to destruction. Hayw .

2 To loose ; to open what is shut or fasten-

ed ; to unravel. Sidney.

3. To change any thing done to its former

state; to recall or annul any action. Hooker.

UNDO'ING. a. Ruining ; destructive. South.

UNDO'ING. s. Ruin ; destruction ; fatal mis-

chief.

UNDO'NE. a.

髯 Rowe.

1. Not done ; not performed. Clarendon.

2. Ruined ; brought to destruction. Glanv.

UNDOUBTED. a. Indubitable ; indisputable ;

unquestionable. Waller.

UNDOUBTEDLY. ad. Indubitably ; without

question ; without doubt. Tillotson.

UNDOUBTING. a. Admitting no doubt.

UNDRE'ADED. a. Not feared.

UNDRE'AMED, a. Not thought on.

To UNDRESS. v. a. [from dress .]

1. To divest of clothes ; to strip .

Milton,

Shak.

Suckling.

Prior.

2. To divest of ornaments, or the attire of

ostentation.

U'NDRESS . s. A loose or negligent dress.

UNDRE'SSED . a.

1. Not regulated . Dryden.

Arbuthnot.2. Not prepared for use.

UNDRO´SSÝ. a. Free from recrement. Phil.

UNDUBITABLE. a . Not admitting doubt ;

unquestionable. Locke.

UNDU'E. a. [indue, French .]

1. Not right not legal. Bacon.

2. Not agreeable to duty. - Atterbury.

UNDULARY. a. [from undulo, Latin. ] Play-

ing like waves ; playing with intermissions.

Brown.

To UNDULATE. v. a. [from undalo, Lat. ] To

drive backward and forward ; to make to

play as waves. Holder.

motion. Holder.

To UNDULATE. v. n. To play as waves in

curls.. Pope.

UNDULATION. s . [from undulate. ] Waving

UNDULATORY. a. [from undulate. ] Moving

in the manner of waves. Arbuthnot.

UNDU'LY. ad. Not properly ; not according

to duty. Sprat.

UNDUTEOUS. a. Not performing duty ; ir-

reverent; disobedient. Shakespeare.

UNDU'TIFUL. a. Not obedient ; not reve

rent Tillotson.

UNDU'TIFULLY. a. Not according to duty.

Dryden.

UNDU'TIFULNESS. s . Want of respect ; ir-

reverence ; disobedience . Spenser,

UNDYING. a. Not destroyed ; not perishing.

Milton.

UNEʼARNED. . Not obtained by labour or

merit. Philips.

UNEARTHED. a. Driven from the den in

the grouud. Thomson.

UNEASILY. ad. Not without pain. Tillotson.

UNEASINESS. s . Trouble ; perplexity ; state

of disquiet. Rogers.

UNEASY. a.

1. Painful ; giving disturbance.

2. Disturbed ; not at ease.

3. Constraining ; cramping.

Taylor.

Tillotson.

Roscommon.

4. Constrained ; not disengaged ; stiff. Locke.

5. Peevish ; difficult to please.

6. Difficult. Out of use.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

UNE'ATH. ad. [from eath; eað, Saxon, easy.]

1. Not easily. Out of use. Shakespeare.

2. It seems in Spenser to signify the same as

beneath. Under ; below.

UNE'DIFYING. a . Not improving in good

life. Atterbury.

UNELIGIBLE. a. Not proper to be chosen.

UNEMPLOYED. a.

1. Not busy ; at leisure ; idle. Milton.

2. Not engaged in any particular work.

Dryden.

UNENDO'WED. a. Not invested ; not graced.

Clarendon

UNENGAGED . a. Not engaged ; not appro-

priated. Swift.

UNENJOYED. a. Not obtained ; not pos-

sessed. Dryden.

UNENJO'YING. a. Not using ; having no

fruition. Creech.

UNENLA'RGED. a . Not enlarged , narrow ;

contracted .

UNENLIGHTENED, a. Not illuminated.

Watts.

Atterbury,

UNENSLA'VED. a. Free ; not enthralled.

Addison.

Pope.

UNENTERTAINING. a. Giving no delight ;

giving no entertainment.

UNENTO'MBED. a. Unburied. Dryden.

UNE'NVIED. a. Exempt from envy. Bacon.

UNE'QUABLE. « . Different from itself; di-

verse.

UNEQUAL. a. [ineoualis, Latin.]
1. Not even

Bentley.

Shakespeare. Dryden.

Arbuthnot.2. Not equal ; inferiour.

3. Partial ; not bestowing on both the same

advantages.
Denham.

4. Inegal, French.] Disproportionate ; ill

matched. Pope.

Dryden.5. Not regular ; not uniform.

UNEQUALABLE. a. Not to be equalled ;

not to be paralleled .

UNEQUALLED.a. Unparalleled ; unrivalled

in excellence. Roscommon.

Boyle.

Pope.

UNEQUALLY. ad. In different degrees ; in

disproportion one to the other.

UNEQUALNESS. s. Inequality ; state of be-

ing unequal,
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UNEQUITABLE. a . Not impartial ; not just.

UNE'RRABLENESS. s. Incapacity of errour.

Decay ofPiety.

UNE'RRING. a. [inerrans, Latin.]

1. Committing no mistake. Rogers.

2. Incapable of failure ; certain. Denham .

UNE'RRINGLY, ad. "Without mistake.

UNESCHEWABLE. a . Inevitable ; unavoid-

able; not to be escaped . Not in use . Carew.

UNESPIED. a. Not seen ; undiscovered ; un-

descried. Hooker.

UNESSENTIAL. a.

1. Not being ofthe last importance ; not con-

stituting essence . Addison.

2. Void of real being.

UNESTABLISHED. a. Not established .

UNEVEN. a.

Not even ; not level.

2. Not suiting each other ; not equal.
UNEVENNESS. s.

Knolles.

1. Surface not level ; inequality of surface.

Newton.

2. Turbulence ; changeable state. Hale.

3. Not smoothness. Burnet.

1. Not having the power of uttering or ex

pressing.

2. Unutterable ; ineffable. Improper. Milton.

UNEXTENDED. a. Occupyingno assignable

space ; having no dimensions. Locke.

UNEXTINGUISHABLE. a. Unquenchable ;

not to be put out. Bentley.

UNEXTINGUISHED. a . [inextinctus, Lat. ]

1. Not quenched ; not put out. Lyttleton.

2. Not extinguishable.

UNFADED. a. Not withered.

UNFA'DING. a. Not liable to wither. Pope.

UNFAILING. a Certain ; not missing. Dry.

UNFAIR. a. Disingenuous ; subdolous ; not

honest.

UNFAITHFUL. a.

I Perfidious ; treacherous.

2. Impious ; infidel.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Swift

Bacon.

UNFAITHFULLY. ad. Treacherously; per-

fidiously.

UNFAITHFULNESS . s. Treachery ; perfi-

diousness. Boyle.

UNFAMILIAR. a. Unaccustomed ; such as is

not common. Hooker.

UNEVITABLE. a. [inevitabilis, Latin . ] In- UNFA'SHIONABLE. a. Not modish ; not ac-

evitable ; not to be escaped. Sidney. cording to the reigning custom. Watts.

UNEXA'CTED . a . Not exacted ; not taken UNFA’SHIONABLENESS. 8. Deviation from

Dryden.by force.

UNEXA'MINED. a. Not inquired ; not tried ;

not discussed. Ben Jonson.

UNEXAMPLED. a. Not known by any pre-

cedent or example. Philips.

UNEXCEPTIONABLE. a. Not liable to any

Atterbury.

UNEXCISED. a . Not subject to the payment

of excise .

objection.

Brown.

UNEXCO'GITABLE. a. Not to be found out.

Raleigh.

UNE'XECUTED, a. Not performed ; not done.

Shakespeare.

UNEXEMPLIFIED . a. Not made known by

instance or example Southwell.

UNEXEMPT. a. Not free by peculiar privi-

lege. Milton.

UNEXERCISED. a. Not practised ; not ex-

perienced. Locke.

UNEXHAUSTED. a. [inexhaustus, Lat. ] Not

spent ; not drained to the bottom. Addison.

UNEXPANDED. a. Not spread out.

Blackmore.

UNEXPECTED. a. Not thought on ; sudden ;

not provided against. Swift.

UNEXPECTEDLY. ad. Suddenly ; at a time

unthought of. Wake.

UNEXPECTEDNESS. s. Suddenness ; un-

thought of time or manner. Watts.

UNEXPEDIENT. a. Inconvenient ; not fit.

UNEXPERIENCED. a, Not versed ; not ac-

quainted by trial or practice. Wilkins.

UNEXPERT. a. [inexpertus, Latir . ] Wanting

skill or knowledge.

UNEXPLORED . a.

1. Not searched out.

Prior.

Dryden.2. Not tried ; not known.

UNEXPO'SED. a. Not laid open to censure.

Watts.

UNEXPREʼSSIBLE. a. Ineffable ; not to be
uttered .

UNEXPRESSIVE. a.

Tillotson.

the mode.

UNFASHIONABLY. ad.

1. Not according to the fashion.

2. Unartfully.

UNFA'SHIONED. a.

Locke.

1. Not modified by art.

2. Having no regular form.

To UNFAʼSTEN. v. a. To loose ; to unfix.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Dryden.

Sidney.

Shakespeare.

UNFATHERED. a. Fatherless ; having no

father.

UNFA'THOMABLE. a.

1. Not to be found by a line. Addison.

2. That of which the end or extent cannot

be found. Bentley.

UNFATHOMABLY. ad. So as not to be

sounded. Thomson.

UNFATHOMED. a. Not to be sounded . Dry.

UNFATI'GUED. a. Unwearied ; untired.

UNFA'VOURABLE. a . Not kind .

UNFAVOURABLY. ad.

1. Unkindly ; unpropitiously.

Philips.

2. So as not to countenance, or support. Cla.

UNFEA'RED . a .

1. Not affrighted ; intrepid ; not terrified

Not in use. Ben Jonson.

2. Not dreaded ; not regarded with terrour.

UNFE'ASIBLE. a . Impracticable.

UNFE'ATHERED. a . Implumous ; naked of

feathers. Dryden.

UNFE'ATURED. a. Deformed ; wanting re-

gularity offeatures. Dryden.

UNFE'D. a. Not supplied with food. Roscom.

UNFE'ED. a. Unpaid. Shakespeare.

UNFE'ELING. a. Insensible ; void of mental

sensibility. Pope.

UNFE/IGNED. a . Not counterfeited ; not hy.

pocritical real ; sincere. Sprat

UNFE'IGNEDLY. ad. Really ; sincerely ;

without hypocrisy. Common Prayer.

UNFELT.a. Not felt ; not perceived. Shak
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UNFENCED. a.

1. Naked of fortification.
Shakespeare.

2. Not surrounded by any enclosure.

UNFERME'NTED. a . Not fermented. Arbuth.

UNFEʼRTILE. 4. Not fruitful ; not prolifick.

Decay of Piety.

To UNFETTER. v. a. To unchain ; to free

from shackles. Thomson.

UNFIGURED. a. Representing no animal

form . Wotion.

UNFILLED. a. Not filled ; not supplied.

Dryden

UNFO'RFEITED. a. Not forfeited. Rogers.

UNFORGIVING. a. Relentless ; implacable

UNFORGOTTEN. a. Not lost to memory.

UNFO'RMED . a . Not modified into regular

shape. Spectator.

UNFORSAKEN. a . Not deserted . Hammond.

UNFORTIFIED . a .

1. Not secured by walls or bulwarks. Pope.

2. Not strengthened ; infirm ; weak ; feeble

Shakespeare.

3. Wanting securities . Collier.

UNFORTUNATE. a. Not successful ; unpros-

perous ; wanting luck ; unhappy. Taylor.

UNFORTUNATELY. ad . Unhappily ; with-

out good luck Wilkins.

UNFORTUNATENESS. s. Ill fuck. Sidney.

Shakespeare. UNFOʻUGHT. a. Not fought. Knolles.

Dryden. UNFOU'LED. a . Unpolluted ; uncorrupted ;

not soiled .

Taylor.
UNFILIAL. a. Unsuitable to a son. Boyle.

UNFINISHED. a . Incomplete ; not brought

to an end ; not brought to perfection ; im-

perfect ; wanting the last hand. Swift.

UNFIRM. a.

1. Weak ; feeble.

2. Not stable.

UNFIT. a.

1. Improper ; unsuitable.

2. Unqualified.

To UNFIT. v. a. To disqualify.

More.

Hooker. UNFRA'MABLE a. Not to be moulded. Hook.

Watts. UNFRA'MED . a. Not formed ; not fashioned

Dryden.

UNFREQUENT. a Uncommon ; not happen-

ing often. Brown.

To UNFREQUENT. v. a. 1o leave ; to cease

to frequent. A bad word.

Government ofthe Tongue.

UNFITLY. ad. Not properly ; not suitably.

UNFITNESS. s.

1. Want of qualifications.

2. Want of propriety.

UNFITTING. a. Not proper.

To UNFIX. v. a.

Hooker.

Philips.

Hooker. UNFREQUEʼNTED. a. Rarely visited ; rare-

ly entered. Roscommon.

1. To loosen ; to make less fast. Shakespeare.

2. To make fluid .

UNFIXED . a

Dryden.

Camden. UNFREQUENTLY. ad. Not commonly.

UNFRIE'NDED. a. Wanting friends ; un-

countenanced ; unsupported. Shakespeare.

UNFRIENDLINESS . s . [from unfriendly . ]

Want of kindness ; want of favour. Boyle.

UNFRIENDLY. a. Not benevolent ; not

kind. Rogers.

UNFROZEN. a . Not congealed to ice. Boyle.

UNFRUITFUL. a.

1. Not prolifick.

1. Wandering ; erratick ; inconstant ; va-

grant. Pope.

2. Not determined. Dryden.

UNFLEDGED. a . That has not yet the full

furniture offeathers ; young ; not completed

by time ; not having attained full growth.

Shakespeare.

UNFLE'SHED . a. Not fleshed ; not seasoned

to blood ; raw.

UNFO/ILED. a . Unsubdued not put to the

worst.

To UNFOLD. v . a.

Temple.

1. To expand ; to spread ; to open. Milton.

2. To tell; to declare.

3. To discover ; to reveal.

4. To display ; to set in view.

Shakespeare.

Newton

Burnet.

5. To release or dismiss from a fold. Shak

To UNFO'OL. v. a. To restore from folly . Sha.

UNFORBID. a. Not prohibited .

Milton. Norris .

UNFORBIDDENNESS. s. The state of be-

ing unforbidden. Boyle.

2. Not fructiferous.

3. Not fertile .

4. Not producing good effects.

Pope.

Waller.

Mortimer.

To UNFURL. v. a. To expand ; to unfold ;

to open.

To UNFU'RNISH . v . a.

Addison.

1. To deprive ; to strip ; to divest. Shak.

2. To leave naked. Shakespeare.

UNFURNISHED . a.

Locke.

1. Not accommodated with utensils , or de-

corated with ornaments.

2. Unsupplied.

UNGAIN. La . [ungenz, Sax. ] Awkward ;

UNGAINLY. uncouth . Swift.

UNGA'LLED. a. Unhurt ; unwounded. Shak.

UNGA/RTERED. a . Being without garters.

UNGA'THERED. a. Not cropped ; not pick-

Dryden.ed.

1. Not compelled ; not constrained . Dryden. UNGENERATED. a. Unbegotten ; having

UNFORCED. u.

2. Not impelled.

3. Not feigned .

no beginning.Donne.

Hayward. UNGE'NERATIVE. a. Begetting nothing.

4. Not violent ; easy ; gradual. Denham.

5. Not contrary to ease. Dryden.

UNFORCIBLE. a . Wanting strength. Hooker.

UNFOREBO'DING. a. Giving no omens. Po.

UNFOREKNOWN. a . Not foreseen by pre-

Milton.science.

UNGENEROUS. a.

Raleigh.

Shakespeare.

1. Not noble ; not ingenuous ; not liberal . Po.

2. Ignominious. Addison.

ture.

UNGË'NIAL. a . Not kind or favourable to na-

Swift

UNFORESEE'N . a . Not known before it hap- UNGE'NTLE. a . Harsh ; rude ; rugged, Shak.

pened. Dryden. UNGE'NTLEMANLY. a. Illiberal ; not be

UNFORESKI'NNED . a. Circumcised . Milton. coming a gentleman. Clarendon.
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UNGENTLENESS . s. U'NGUENT. 8. [unguentum, Lat.] Ointment

1. Harhness ; rudeness ; severity . Tusser. Pope.

2. Unkindness ; incivility. Shakespeare. To UNHAʼLLOW. v. a, To deprive of koli

UNGE'NTLY. ad . Harshly ; rudely. Shak. ness ; to profane ; to desecrate. South.

UNGEOMETRICAL. a. Not agreeable to the UNHA'LLOWED . a. Unholy ; profane. Pope.

laws of geometry. Cheyne. To UNHA'ND. v. a. To loose from the hand.

UNGILDED. a. Not overlaid with gold.

Dryden.

To UNGIʻRD. v . a. To loose any thing bound

with a girdle. Genesis.

Waller.

Dryden.

UNGIRT. a. Loosely dressed.

UNGI'VING. a. Not bringing gifts.

UNGLO'RIFIED. a. Not honoured ; not ex-

alted with praise and adoration. Hooker.

UNGLO VED. a. Having the hand naked.

To UNGLU'E. v. a. To loose any thing ce-

mented. Harvey.

To UNGO'D. r. a. To divest of divinity. Dry.

UNGO'DLILY. ad. Impiously ; wickedly.

Government ofthe Tongue.

UNGO'DLINESS. s. Impiety ; wickedness ;

neglect ofGod. Tillotson.

UNGO'DLY. a.

1. Wicked ; negligent of God and his laws.

Rogers.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

2. Polluted by wickedness.

UNGOʻRED. a. Unwounded ; unhurt.

UNGO'RGED. a. Not filled ; not sated . Dry.

UNGO'T. a.

1. Not gained ; not acquired.

2. Not begotten .

UNGOVERNABLE. a.

Waller.

1. Not to be ruled ; not to be restrained . Gla.

2. Licentious ; wild ; unbridled . Atterbury.

UNGO VERNED. a.

1. Being without government. Shakespeare.

2. Not regulated ; unbridled ; licentious.

Dryden.

UNGRACEFUL. a. Wanting elegance ; want-

ing beauty. Addison.

UNGRACEFULNESS . s . Inelegance ; awk-

wardness.

UNGRACIOUS. a.

1. Wicked ; odious ; hateful.

2. Offensive ; unpleasing.

Locke.

Spenser.

Dryden.

3. Unacceptable ; not favoured. Clarendon.

UNGRAMMATICAL. a. Not according to

grammar.

UNGRA'NTED. a. Not given ; not yielded ;

not bestowed.

UNGRATEFUL. a.

Dryden.

1. Making no returns, or making iN returns

for kindness. South.

2. Making no returns for culture . Dryden.

3. Unpleasing ; unacceptable.
Atterouru.

UNGRATEFULLY. ad.

1. With ingratitude. Granville.

2. Unacceptably ; unpleasingly.

UNGRATEFULNESS. 8.

1. Ingratitude ; ill return for good. Sidney.

2. Unacceptableness ; unpleasing quality.

UNGRAVELY. ad . Without seriousness . Sha.

UNGROUNDED. &. Having no foundation.

UNGRUDGINGLY. ad. Without ill-will ;

willingly ; heartily ; cheerfully. Donne.
UNGUARDED. a.

J. Undefended.

2. Careless ; negligent.

Denham

UNHA'NDLED. a. Not handled ; not touch-

Shakespeare.ed.

UNHA’NDSOME. a.

1. Ungraceful ; not beautiful.

2. Illiberal ; disingenuous.

UNHA'NDSOMELY. ad.

1. Inelegantly ; ungracefully.

2. Disingenuously ; illiberally.

UNHA'NDSOMENESS. s.

1. Want of beauty.

2. Want of elegance.

Sidney,

Spenser.

Dryder

Sidney.

Taylor,

3. Illiberalness ; disingenuity.

UNHAʼNDY. a. Awkward ; not dexterous.

To UNHANG. v. a. To divest of hanging.

UNHAʼNGED. a . Not put to death by the

gallows. Shakespeare.

UNHA'P. s. Misluck ; ill fortune.

UNHAPPILY. a. Misearably ; unfortunate.

ly ; wretchedly ; calamitously. Tillotson.

UNHAPPINESS. s.

1. Misery ; infelicity.

2. Misfortune ; ill- luck.

3. Mischievous prank.

Tillotson.

Burnet.

Shakespeare.

UNHAPPY. a. Wretched ; miserable ; unfor-

tunate ; calamitous ; distressed. Milton.

To UNHA'RBOUR. v. a . To drive from shel-

ter.

UNHA'RMED. a . Unhurt ; not injured . Loc.

UNHA'RMFUL. a . Innoxious ; innocent Dry.

UNHARMONIOUS. a.

1. Not symmetrical ; disproportionate. Milt.

2. Unmusical ; ill sounding.

To UNHA'RNESS . v . a .

1. To loose from the traces.

2. To disarm ; to divest of armour.

UNHATCHED . a.

Swift.

Dryden.

1. Not disclosed from the eggs.

2. Not brought to light.

UNHAʼZARDED. a. Not adventured ; not

put in danger.

Shakespeare.

Milton,

UNHEALTHFUL. a . Morbid ; unwholesome.

Graunt.

UNHEAʼLTHY. a . Sickly ; wanting health.

UNHEARD. a.

Locke

Milton

Dryden.

Milton.

Granville

1. Not perceived by the ear.

2. Not vouchsafed an audience.

3. Unknown in celebration.

4. UNHEARD of. Obscure ; not known by

fame.

5. UNHEARD of. Unprecedented. Swift

To UNHEART. v. a. To discourage ; to de

press. Shakespeare

UNHEATED . a. Not made hot. Boyle.

UNHEE'DED . a. Disregarded ; not thought

worthy of notice ; escaping notice. Boyle.

UNHEE'DING. a. Negligent ; careless. Dry.

UNHEE'DY. a. Precipitate ; sudden. Spenser.

To UNHE'LE. v. a . To uncover ; to expose to

view. Spenser.

Dryden. UNHE'LPED. a. Unassisted ; having no auxi.

Prior. liary; unsupported. Dryden
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tion .

UNHELPFUL. a. Giving no assistance. Shak. UNIMPRO'VABLE, a. Incapable of meliora.

UNHE'WN. part. a . Rough ; not hewn. Dryd.

UNHI’DEBOUND. a . Lax of maw ; capa- UNIMPROVABLENESS. s. Quality of not

cious.

To UNHINGE . v. a.

1. To throw from the hinges.

2. To displace by violence.

3. To disorder ; to confuse .

UNHOʻLINESS . s . Impiety ;

wickedness .

UNHOLY. a.

Milton.

1. Not made better.

being improvable.

UNIMPROVED. a.

Blackmore. 2. Not made more knowing.

Waller,

profaneness ,

Hammond.

Pope.

1. Profane ; not hallowed.

UNHO'NOURED. a .

2. Inpions ; wicked.

3. Not taught ; not meliorated by instruc-

tion . Glanville.

Raleigh. UNINCREA'SABLE. a. Admitting no in-

Boyle.

Hooker. UNINDIFFERENT. . Partial ; leaning to

crease .

Pope. a side .

1. Not regarded with veneration ; not cele

brated.

2. Not treated with respect.

}

Dryden.

Pope.

To UNHO'OP. v . a. To divest of hoops. Addi.

UNHO'PED.

UNHO'PED for. S than hope has promised .

2a. Not expected ; greater

UNHO'PEFUL. a . Such as leaves no room to

hope. Shakespeare.

To UNHOʻRSE . v . a. To beat from a horse ;

to throw from the saddle. Knolles.

UNHO'SPITABLE . a . [inhospitalis, Latin .]

Affording no kindness or entertainment to

strangers ; cruel ; barbarous. Dryden.

UNHO'STILE. a. Not belonging to an enemy.

To UNHOU'SE. v. a. To drive from the habi-

Donne.tation .

UNHOUSED. a.

ment.

1. Homeless ; wanting a house. Shakespeare.

2. Having no settled habitation . Southern.

UNHOU SELLED. a. Having not the sacra-

Shakespeare.

UNHU'MBLED. a. Not humbled ; not touch-

ed with shame or confusion. Milton.

UNHU'RT. a. Free from harm. Bacon.

UNHURTFUL. a Innoxious ; harmless ; do-

ing no harm. Blackmore.

U'NICORN. s. [unicornis, unus and cornu, Lat.]

1. A beast, whether real or fabulous, that

has only one horn Sandys.

Grew.

Hooker.

2. A bird.

U'NIFORM. a. [anus and forma, Latin.]

1. Keeping its tenour ; familiar to itself.

2. Conforming to one rule.

UNIFORMITY. s. [uniformité, French.]

1. Resemblance to itself; even tenour. Dry.

2. Conformity to one pattern ; resemblance

of one to another.

UNIFORMLY. ad. [from uniform .]

Hooker.

1. Without variation ; in an even tenour.

2. Without diversity of one from another.

UNIMAGINABLE. a. Not to be imagined

bythe fancy ; not to be conceived . Milton.

UNIMAGINABLY. ad. To a degree not to

be imagined. Boyle.

UNIMITABLE. a. [inimitable, Fr. inimitabilis,

Latin.] Not to be imitated.

UNIMPA'IRABLE. a. Not liable to waste or

diminution.

Burnet.

Hakewill.

UNIMPA'IRED. a. Not diminished ; not

worn out.

UNIMPO'RTANT. a.

1. Not momentous.

Addison.

Pupe.2. Assuming no airs of dignity.

UNIMPO'RŤUNED. a. Not solicited ; not

teased to compliance, Donne.

Hooker.

Boyle.

UNINFLAMMABLE. a. Not capable of be-

ing set on fire.

UNINFO'RMED . a.

Pope.1. Untaught ; uninstructed.

2. Unanimated ; not enlivened.

UNINGE'NUOUS. a . Illiberal ; disengenu-

Decay ofPietr

UNINHABITABLE. a. Unfit to be inhabited.

Raleigh.

ous.

UNINHAʼBITABLENESS. s. Incapacity of

being inhabited . Boyle.

UNINHABITED. a. Having no dwellers.

UNI'NJURED . a. Unhurt ; suffering no harm.

UNINSCRIBED. a. Having no inscription.

UNINSPIRED . a . Not having received any

supernatural instruction or illumination. Lo.

UNINSTRUCTED. a. Not taught ; not help-

ed by instruction. Locke.

UNINSTRUCTIVE. a. Not conferring any

improvement.
Addison.

UNINTELLIGENT. a. Not knowing ; not
Blackmore,skilful.

UNINTELLIGIBILITY. s. Quality of not

being intelligible .
Burnet

UNINTELLIGIBLE. a. Not such as can be

understood. Rogers.

Locke.

UNINTELLIGIBLY. ad. In a manner not to

be understood.

UNINTENTIONAL. a. Not designed ; hap-

pening without design.

UNINTERESSED. a. Not having interest.

UNI'NTERESTED . Dryden.

Boyle.

UNINTERMITTED. a. Continued ; not in-

terrupted.
Hale.

UNINTERRUPTED. a. Not broken ; not

interrupted.
Roscommon.

UNINTERRUPTEDLY. ad. Without inter-

Locke.ruption.

UNINVESTIGABLE. a. Not to be searched

out.

UNINVITED. a. Not asked.

UNJOINTED. a.

1. Disjointed ; separated.

2. Having no articulation.

U'NION . s . [ unio, Latin.]

Ray.

Philips.

Milton.

Grew.

1. The act ofjoining two or more, so as to

make the one. Milton.

2. Concord conjunction of mind or inte-

rests . Taylor.

Shakespeare3. A pearl. Not in use.

4. [In law.] Union is a combining or conso

lidation of two churches in one, which is

done by the consent of the bishop, the pa

tron, and incumbent. Cowel.

UNI'PAROUS. a. [unus and purio, Latin.]

Bringing one at a birth. Brown.
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U'NISON. a. [unus and sonus, Latin. ] Sounding UNJUSTIFIABLY. ad. In a manner not to

alone.

U'NISON. s.

Milton.

1. A string that has the same sound with an-

other. Glanville.

Pope.

Watts.

2. A single unvaried note.

U'NIT. s. [unus, unitus, Latin.] One ; the least

number; or the root of numbers.

To UNI'TE. v. a. [unitus, Lat. ]

1. To join two or more into one.

2. To make to agree.

3. To make to adhere.

at To join.

5. To join in interest.

To UNITE. v. n.

Spenser.

Clarendon.

Wiseman.

Dryden.

Genesis.

1. To join in an act ; to concur ; to act in

concert. Shakespeare.

2. To coalesce ; to be cemented ; to be con-

solidated .

3. To grow into one.

UNITEDLY. ad. With union ; so as to join.

Dryden.

UNI'TER. s. The person or thing that unites.

Glanville.

UNI'TION. s . [union, Fr.] The act or power

ofuniting ; conjunction ; coalition. Wiseman.

U'NITIVE a. [from unite. ] Having the power

of uniting.

U'NITY. s. [unitas, Latin ]

J. The state of being one.

2. Concord ; conjunction.

3. Agreement ; uniformity.

Harris.

Hammond.

Sprat.

Hooker.

4. Principle of dramatick writing, by which

the tenour ofthe story, and propriety of re-

presentation, is preserved.

UNJUDGED . a. Not judicially determined.

UNIVERSAL. a. [ universalis, Lat .]

1. General ; extending to all.

2. Total ; whole.

Dryden.

Prior.

South.

Dryden.

3. Not particular ; comprising all particu-

lars.

UNIVERSAL. s. The whole ; the general sys-

tem ofthe universe. Not in use. Raleigh.

UNIVERSALITY. s . [ universalitas, school

Latin.] Not particularity ; generality ; ex-
tension to the whole. South. Woodward.

UNIVERSALLY. ad. Throughout the whole ;

without exception. Hooker.

U'NIVERSE. s . [univers, Fr. universum, Lat.]

The general system of things. Prior.

UNIVERSITY. s. [universitus , Lat.] A school,

where all the arts and faculties are taught

and studied . Clarendon.

UNI'VOCAL. a. [univocus, Latin.]

1. Having one meaning.
Watts.

2. Certain ; regular ; pursuing always one

tenour.

UNIVOCALLY. ad.

1. In one term ; in one sense.

2. In one tenour.

Ray.

Hall.

Ray.

UNJO'YOUS. a. Not gay ; not cheerful .

UNJU'ST. a. [ injuste, French ; injustus, Lat.]

Iniquitous ; contrary to equity ; contrary to

justice. King Charles.

UNJU'STIFIABLE. a. Not to be defended ;

not to be justified . Addison.

UNJU'STIFIABLENESS. s. The quality of

not being justifiable. Clarendon.

be defended.

UNJU'STLY. ad. In a manner contrary tc

right. Denham.

UNKE'MPT. a . Not combed. Obsolete. Spen.

To UNKE'NNEL. v. a.

1. To drive from his hole. Dryden.

2. To rouse from its secrecy or retreat. Sha.

UNKENT. a. [un and ken, to know ] Un-

known. Obsolete.

UNKEPT. a.

1. Not kept ; not retained.

2. Unobserved ; unobeyed.

Spenser.

Hooker.

UNKIND . a Not favourable ; not benevolent.

UNKI'NDLY. a.

1. Unnatural ; contrary to nature.

2. Malignant ; unfavourable.

UNKI'NDLY. ad.

Spenser.

Milton.

Denham.

Milton.

1. Without kindness , or affection .

2. Contrarily to nature.

UNKI'NDNESS. s . Malignity ; ill-will ; want

of affection. Clarendon.

To UNKI'NG. v. a. To deprive of royalty. Sha.

UNKLE. 8. [ See UNCLE.] The brother of one's

father or mother. Dryden.

UNKNIGHTLY. a. Unbecoming a knight.

To UNKNIT. v. a.

1. To unweave ; to separate .

2. To open.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

To UNKNO'W. v. a . To cease to know. Smith.

UNKNO/WABLE. a . Not to be known. Watts.

UNKNOWING. a.

•
1. Ignorant , not knowing. Decay ofPiety.

2. Not practised ; not qualified . Pope.

UNKNO’WINGLY. ad. Ignorantly ; without

knowledge.

UNKNOWN. a.

I. Not known.

2. Greater than imagined.

3. Not having cohabitation .

4. Not having communication.

UNLA BOURED . a.

1. Not produced by labour.

2. Not cultivated by labour.

3. Spontaneous ; voluntary.

To UNLA'CE. v. a.

Addison.

Roscommon.

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

Dryden.

Blackmore.

Tickel.

1. To loose any thing fastened with strings.

2. To loose a woman's dress.

3. To divest of ornaments.

To UNLA'DE. v. a.

Donne.

Shakespeare.

1. To remove from the vessel which carries

2. To exonerate that which carries. Dryden.

3. To put out. Used of a vessel.

UNLA'ID . a.

1. Not placed ; not fixed .

Acts.

Hooker.

Milton.2. Not pacified ; not stilled.

UNLAMENTED . a. Not deplored. Clarendon.

To UNLATCH. v. a. To open by lifting up

the latch. Dryden.

UNLAWFUL. a. Contrary to law ; not per-

mitted by the law. South.

UNLAWFULLY, ad.

1. In a manner contrary to law or right.

2. Illegitimately ; not by marriage. Addison.

UNLAWFULNESS. s.

1. Contrariety to law.

2. Illegitimacy.

Hooker

To UNLEARN. v. a. To forget, or disuse,

what has been learned.
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UNLE'ARNED. a.

1. Ignorant ; not informed ; not instructed.

2. Not gained by study ; not known. Milton.

3 Not suitable to alearned man. Shakespeare.

UNLEARNEDLY. ad. Ignorantly ; grossly.

Brown.

UNLEA VENED . a. Not fermented ; not mix-

ed with fermenting matter. Exodus.

UNLEISUREDNESS . s . Business ; want of

time ; want of leisure. Not in use. Boyle.

UNLESS . conjunct . Except ; ifnot ; supposing

that not. Swift.

UNLESSONED . a . Not taught. Shakespeare.

UNLETTERED. a. Unlearned ; untaught.

Hooker.

UNLE VELLED. a. Not laid even. Tickel.

UNLIBIDINOUS. a. Not lustful ; pure from

carnality. Milton.

UNLICENSED. a. Having no regular per-

mission. Milton.

UNLICKED. a. Shapeless ; not formed ; from

the opinion that the bear licks her young to

shape. Shakespeare.

UNLIGHTED. a. Not kindled ; not set on

fire . Prior.

UNLIKE. a.

1. Dissimilar ; having no resemblance . Pope.

2. Improbable ; unlikely ; not likely. Bacon.

UNLIKELIHOOD. s . [from unlikely. ] In-

UNLIKELINESS. probability. South.

UNLIKELY. a.

1. Improbable ; not such as can be reason-

ably expected.

.

Sidney.

2. Not promising any particular event. Swift.

UNLIKELY. ad. Improbably. Pope.

UNLIKENESS. s. Dissimilitude want of re-

semblance. Dryden.

UNLIMITABLE. a. Admitting no bounds.

UNLIMITED. a.

J. Having no bounds, or limits. Tillotson.

2. Undefined ; not bounded by proper ex-

ceptions. Hooker.

3. Unconfined ; not restrained. Rogers.

UNLIMITEDLY. ad. Boundlessly ; without

bounds. Decay of Piety.

UNLI'NEAL. a. Not coming in the order of

succession.
Shakespeare.

To UNLI'NK. v. a. To untwist ; to open. Shak.

UNLI'QUIFIED . a. Unmelted ; undissolved .

Addison.

To UNLOAD. v. a.

1. To disburden ; to exonerate ; to free from

load. Creech.

2. To put off any thing burdensome. Shak.

To UNLOCK. v. a.

• To open what is shut with a lock. Shak.

2. To open in general. Milton.

UNLOO'KED . 2a. Unexpected ; not fore-

UNLOO'KEDfor . S seen. Shakespeare.

To UNLOO'SE. v . a. To loose. A word per-

haps barbarous and ungrammatical, the par-

ticle prefixed implying negation ; so that to

unloose, is properly to bind. Shakespeare.

To UNLOOSE. v. n. To fall in pieces ; to

lose all union and connexion . Collier.

UNLO'SABLE . a. Not to be lost. Boyle.

UNLO VELINESS. s. Unamiableness ; inabi-

lity to create love. Sidney.

UNLO'VELY. a. That cannot excite love.

UNLO'VING. a. Unkind ; not fond. Shak

UNLUCKILY. ad. Unfortunately ; by ill luck.

Addison.

UNLUCKY. a .

1. Unfortunate ; producing unhappiness. Bo.

2. Unhappy ; miserable ; subject to frequent

misfortunes. Spenser.

3. Slightly mischievous ; mischievously wag-

gish.

4. Ill omened ; inauspicious.

UNLU'STROUS.

wanting lustre .
"

Tusser.

Dryden.

a. Wanting splendour ,

Shakespeare.

To UNLUTE. v. a. To separate vessels closed

with chymical cement. Boyle.

UNMA'DE. a.

1. Not yet formed ; not created. Spenser.

2. Deprived ofform or qualities . Woodward.

3. Omitted to be made. Blackmore.

UNMA'IMED. a . Not deprived of any essen-

tial part. Pope.

UNMÅ'KABLE. a. Not possible to be made.

Grew.

To UNMA'KE. v . a. To deprive of former qua-

lities before possessed ; to deprive of form

or being. Dryden.

To UNMA'N. v. a.

1. To deprive of the constituent qualities of

a human being, as reason. South.

2. To emasculate.

3. To break into irresolution ; to deject. Dry.

UNMA'NAGEABLE. a.

1. Not manageable ; not easily governed.

2. Not easily wielded.

UNMA'NAGED . a.

1. Not broken by horsemanship .

2. Not tutored ; not educated .

UNMANLIKE.

UNMA'NLY. }

a.

Glanville

Taylor

Felton.

1. Unbecoming a human being. Collier.

2. Unsuitable to a man ; effeminate. Addison.

UNMAʼNNERED. a. Rude ; brutal ; uncivil.

Ben Jonson.

UNMA'NNERLINESS. s. Breach of civility ;

ill behaviour. Locke.

UNMA'NNERLY. a. Ill-bred ; not civil ; not

complaisant. Swift.

UNMA'NNERLY. ad. Uncivilly. Shakespeare.

UNMANU'RED. a. Not cultivated . Spenser.

UNMARKED . a . Not observed ; not ¡egard-

ed. Pope.

UNMARRIED. a . Having no husband, or no

wife. Bacon, Dryden.

To UNMA'SK. v. a.

1. To strip of a mask.

Brown.

2. To strip of any disguise. Roscommon.

To UNMA'SK. v. n . To put off the mask. Shak.

UNMASKED. a Naked ; open to the view. Dr.

UNMAʼSTERABLE. a . Unconquerable ; not

to be subdued.

UNMA'STERED. a.

1. Not subdued.

2. Not conquerable.

UNMATCHABLE.a. Unparalleled ; unequal-

Hooker.

UNMATCHED. a . Matchless ; having no

match, or equal. Dryden.

UNME'ANING. a. Expressing no meaning ;

having no meaning. Pope.

ed.

Dryden.
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UNMEA'NT. a. Not intended .

ed.

UNME'ASURED. a.

1. Immense ; infinite.

Dryden.

UNME'ASURABLE. a. Boundless ; unbound-

Shakespeare.

Blackmore.

2. Not measured ; plentiful beyond measure.

Milton.

UNMEDITATED. a. Not formed by previ-

ous thought. Milton.

UNMEET. a. Not fit ; not proper ; not wor-

thy. Shakespeare.

UNME'LLOWED. a. Not fully ripened.

UNMEʼRCHANTABLE. a. Unsaleable ; not

To UNMU'FFLE. v. a. To put off a covering

from the face. Milton.

UNMU'SICAL. a. Not harmonious ; not pleas-

ing bysound. Ben Jonson.

To UNMU'ZZLE. v. a. To loose from a muz-

zle. Shakespeare.

UNNA'MED. a. Not mentioned. Milton.

UNNATURAL. a.

1. Contrary to the laws of nature ; contrary

to the common instincts. L'Estrange.

ture.

2. Acting without the affections implanted

by nature. Denham.

Shakespeare. 3. Forced ; not agreeable to the real state of
UNMENTIONED. a. Not told ; not named. persons or things. Addison.

Clarendon. UNNATURALLY. ad. In opposition to na-

Tillotson,

Carew. UNNATURALNESS. s. Contrariety to na-

Sidney.

Rogers. UNNA'VIGABLE. a. Not to be passed by ves-

sels ; not to be navigated Cowley.

UNNECESSARILY. ud. Without necessity ;

without need ; needlessly. Broome.

UNNECESSARINESS. s. Needlessness .

vendible.

UNME'RCIFUL. a.

Pope.

1. Cruel ; severe ; inclement.

2. Unconscionable ; exorbitant.

UNMERCIFULLY. ad. Without mercy ;

served .

Addison.without tenderness..

UNMERCIFULNESS. s. Inclemency; cru-

elty ; want of tenderness. Taylor.

UNMERITED . a . Not deserved ; not obtain-

ed otherwise than by favour. Milton.

UNME'RITEDNESS. s . State of being unde-

Milton.

UNMI'NDED. a. Not heeded ; not regarded.

Milton.

UNMINDFUL. a. Not heedful ; not regard-

ful ; negligent ; inattentive. Swift.

To UNMINGLE. v. a. To separate things

mixed . Bacon.

UNMINGLED. a. Pure ; not vitiated by any

thing mingled . Pope.

UNMIRY. a. Not fouled with dirt . Gay.

UNMITIGATED. a. Not softened . Shakesp.

UNMIXED. a. Not mingled with any thing ;

UNMIXT. } pure ; not corrupted by addi-

tions.
Bacon. Pope.

UNMO'ANED. a. Not lamented . Shakespeare.

UNMO IST. a. Not wet.
Philips.

UNMOISTENED. a. Not made wet. Boyle.

UNMOLE'STED. a . Free from disturbance ;

free from external trouble Rogers.

Fo UNMOO'R. v. a. To loose from land by

taking up the anchors. Pope.

ture.

Dec. of Piety.

UNNECESSARY. a. Needless not wanted ;

useless . Hooker.

UNNEIGHBOURLY. a. Not kind ; not suit-

able to the duties of a neighbour. Garth.

UNNEIGHBOURLY. ad. In a manner not

suitable to a neighbour ; with malevolence ;

with mutual mischief. Shakespeare.

To UNNERVE. v. a. To weaken ; to enfeeble.

Addison.

UNNE'RVED. a. Weak ; feeble. Shakespeare.

UNNETH ad. [This is from un and eað,

UNNE'THES. Sax. easy ; and ought there-

fore to be written uneath. ] Scarcely ; hardly;

not without difficulty . Obsolete. Spenser.

UNNO'BLE. a. Mean ; ignominious ; ignoble.

Shakespeare.

UNNO'TED. a.

1. Not observed ; not regarded . Shakespeare.

2. Not honoured. Pope.

UNNU'MBERED. a. Innumerable. Raleigh.

UNOBJECTED. a. Not charged as a fault, or

contrary to argument.

UNOBNOXIOUS. a . Not liable ; not exposed

to any hurt.

Atterbury.

Donne.

UNMO'RALIZED. a . Untutored by morality. UNOBSEQUIOUSNESS. s. Incompliance ;

Norris.

UNMO'RTIFIED. a. Not subdued by sorrow

and severities. Rogers.

UNMO'VEABLE. a. Such as cannot be re-

moved, or altered.

UNMOVED a.

1. Not put out of one place into another.

disobedience. Brown.

UNOBSERVABLE. a. Not to be observed ;

not discoverable.

UNOBSERVANT. a.

1. Not obsequious.Locke.

2. Not attentive.

May. Locke.

sion.

2. Not cnanged in resolution. Milton.

3. Not affected ; not touched with any pas-

Pope.

Dryden.

Cheyne.

4. Unaltered by passion.

UNMO'VING. u.

1. Having no motion.

2. Having no power to raise the passions ;

unaffecting.

UNMO'URNED. a. Not lamented ; not de-

plored. Southern.

To UNMOULD. v. a. To change as to the

Milton.
form .

ful.

Boyle.

Glanville,

UNOBSERVED. a. Not regarded ; not at-

tended to ; not heeded. Atterbury.

UNOBSERVING. a. Inattentive ; not heed-

Dryden.

UNOBSTRUCTED. a. Not hindered ; not

stopped.
Blackmore.

UNOBSTRUCTIVE. a. Not raising any ob-

stacle. Blackmore.

UNOBTAʼINED. a. Not gained ; not acquired.

Hooker

UNO'BVIOUS. a. Not readily occurring.

Boyle.

UNO'CCUPIED. a. Unpossessed. Gre

UNOFFEʼNDING. a.
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1. Harmless ; innocent.

2. Sinless ; pure from fault.

UNO'FFERED. a. Not proposed

ance. passage.

Dryden. UNPAʼSSIONATELY. ad . Without passion . ”

Rogers. K. Charles.

to accept UNPATHED. « . Untracked ; unmarked by
Clarendon. Shakespeare.

To UNO'IL . v . a . To free from oil. Dryden. UNPA'WNED. a. Not given to pledge. Pope.

UNO'PENING . a. Not opening. Pope. To UNPA'Y. v. a. To undo. Shakespeare.

UNO'PERATIVE. a . Producing no effects. UNPEA CEABLE. a. Quarrelsome ; inclined

South. to disturb the tranquillity of others . Tillotson .

UNOPPO'SED a . Not encountered by any To UNPE'G. v. a . To open any thing closed

hostility or obstruction. Dryden.
with a peg. Shakespeare.

UNO'RDERLY. a . Disordered ; irregular. UNPENSIONED. a . Not kept in dependance

Sanderson. by a pension. .Pope.

T, UNPEOPLE. v. a. To depopulate ; to de-

prive of inhabitants . Addison.

UNPERCEIVED. a . Not observed ; not

heeded ; not sensibly discovered ; not known.

Dryden.

UNO'RDINARY. a . Uncommon ; unusual.

Not used. Locke

UNO'RGANIZED. a. Having no parts instru.

mental to the motion or nourishment of the

rest . Grew.

UNORIGINATED. 4. gavine 1. Brilio .
a. Having no birth ;

UNO'RTHODOX. a. Not holding pure doc-

Dec. ofPiety.

UNO'WED . a. Having no owner. Shakespeare.
UNO'WNED . a.

trine .

1. Having no owner.

2. Not acknowledged ; not claimed . Milton.

To UNPACK. v. a .

1. To disburden ; to exonerate. Shakespeare.

2. To open any thing bound together. Boyle.

UNPACKED. a . Not collected by unlawful

artifices. Hudibras.

UNPAID . a.

1. Not discharged.

2. Not receiving dues or debts.

ed.

UNPERCEIVABLY. ad . So as not to beper-

ceived. Boyle.

UNPERFECT. a. [ imparfait, Fr. imperfectus,

Latin.] Incomplete. Peacham.

UNPERFECTNESS. s . Imperfection ; in-

completeness . Aschum.

UNPERFORMED. a. Undone ; not done.

Taylor.

UNPERISHABLE. a. Lasting to perpetuity ;

exempt from decay, Hammond.

UNPERPLEXED. a. Disentangled ; not em-
barrassed . Locke.

UNPERSPIRABLE. a. Not to be emitted

through the pores of the skin. Arbuthnot.

Milton. UNPERSUA'DABLE. a. Inexorable ; not to

Pope. be persuaded.

3. UNPAIDfor. That for which the price is

not yet given. Shakespeare.

UNPAINED . a . Suffering no pain. Milton.

UNPA'LATABLE. a. Nauseous ; disgusting.

Dryden.

UNPA'RAGONED. a. Unequalled ; unmatch-

Shakespeare.
UNPARALLELED. a. Not matched ; not to

be matched ; having no equal. Addison.

UNPA'RDONABLE. a. [impardonable, Fr.]

Irremissible. Hooker.

UNPARDONABLY. ad. Beyond forgiveness.

Atterbury.
UNPARDONED. a.

1. Not forgiven . Rogers.

2. Not discharged ; not cancelled by a legal

pardon. Raleigh.

UNPARDONING. a. Not forgiving. Dryden.

UNPA'RLIAMENTARINESS. s . Contrariety-

to the usage or constitution of parliament.

Clarendon.

UNPA'RLIAMENTARY. a . Contrary to the

rules of parliament. Swift.

UNPARTED. a . Undivided ; not separated.

Prior.

UNPARTIAL. a. Equal ; honest. Sanderson.

UNPARTIALLY, ad . Equally ; indifferently.

Hooker.

UNPA'SSABLE. a.

1. Admitting no passage. Watts.

2. Not current ; not suffered to pass. Locke.

UNPA'SSIONATE. a. Free from pas-

JNPA'SSIONATED. sion ; calm ; impar-

Wotton. Glanville.• tial.

Sidney.

UNPETRIFIED . a. Not turned to stone.

Brown.

UNPHILOSOPHICAL. a. Unsuitable to the

rules of philosophy, or right reason. Collier.

UNPHILOSOʻPHICALLY. ad. In a manner

contrary to the rules of right reason. South.

UNPHILOSOPHICALNESS. s . Incongruity

with philosophy. Norris.

UNPIERCED . a. Not penetrated; not pierced.

Gay.

UNPILLARED. a . Deprived of pillars. Pope.

UNPILLOWED. a . Wanting a pillow.

Milton.

To UNPI'N. v. a. To open what is shut or fas-

tened with a pin. Herbert.

UNPINKED . " a. Not marked with eyelet

'holes. Shakespeare.

UNPITIED. a . Not compassionated ; not re-

garded with sympathetical sorrow.

Roscommon.

UNPITIFULLY. ad. Unmercifully ; without

mercy. Shakespeare.

UNPITYING, a. Having no compassion.

Granville.

UNPLA'CED. a . Having no place of depend-

Pope.

UNPLAʼGUED, a. Not tormented. Shakesp.

UNPLA'NTED. a. Not planted ; spontaneous.

ance.

Waller.

UNPLAUSIBLE. a. Not plausible ; not such

as has a fair appearance. Clarendon

UNPLA'USIVE. a. Not approving. Shakesp.

UNPLE'ASANT. a. Not delighting ; trouble-

some ; uneasy. Woodward.
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UNPLEA'SANTLY. ad. Not delightfully ; UNPRI'SABLE. a. Not valued ; not of esti

Pope. mation.uneasily.

UNPLEA'SANTNESS. s . Want of qualities to

give delight.. Hooker.

UNPLEASED. a . Not pleased ; not delighted.

Shakespeare.

UNPLEA'SING. a. Offensive ; disgusting ;

giving no delight. Milton.

UNPLIANT. a . Not easily bent ; not con-

forming to the will. Wotton.

Donne

Shakespeare.

UNPRI'SONED. a. Set free from confinement

UNPRIZED. a. Not valued. Shakespeare

UNPROCLAʼIMED. a. Not notified by a

publick declaration . Milton.

UNPROFA'NED. a . Not violated. Dryden.

UNPROFITABLE. a. Useless ; serving uo

purpose Hooker

To UNPLUME. . a. To strip of plumes ; to UNPROFITABLENESS. s. Uselessness .

degrade.

UNPOETICAL.

UNPOETICK.

Glanville.

a. Not such as becomes a

poet. Bp. Corbet.

UNPO'LISHED. a.

1. Notsmoothed ; not brightened by attrition .

Stillingfleet.

2. Not civilized ; not refined. Dryden.

UNPOLITE. a. [impoli, Fr. impolitus, Latin.]

Not elegant ; not refined ; not civil.

UNPOLLUTED. a. [ impollutus, Lat.] Not

corrupted ; not defiled .

Watts.

Milton.

UNPOPULAR. a. Not fitted to please the

people. Addison.

UNPO'RTABLE. a. Not to be carried . Ral.

UNPOSSE'SSED. a. Not had ; not held ; not

enjoyed. Prior.

UNPOSSE'SSING. a. Having no possession.

Shakespeare.

UNPRACTICABLE. a. Not feasible. Boyle.

UNPRACTISED . a.

other.

1. Not skilful by use and experience. Milton.

2. Not known ; not familiar by use. Prior.

UNPRECARIOUS . a. Not dependant on an-

Blackmore.

UNPRECEDENTED. a. Not justifiable by

any example. Swift.

To UNPREDICT. v. a . To retract prediction.

Milton.

UNPREFERRED. a. Not advanced. Collier.

UNPREGNANT. a. Not prolifick ; not quick

of wit. Shakespeare.

UNPREJUDICATE. a. Not prepossessed by

any settled notions. Taylor.

UNPREJUDICED. a. Free from prejudice ;

void of preconceived notions. Tillotson.

UNPRELA'TICAL. a. Unsuitable to a pre-

Clarendon.

UNPREMEDITATED. a. Not prepared in

the mind beforehand. Milton.

UNPREPA'RED. a.

late.

1. Not fitted by previous measures. Milton.

2. Not made fit for the dreadful moment of

departure. Shakespeare.

UNPREPAREDNESS . s. State of being un.

prepared. K. Charles.

UNPREPOSSE'SSED. a. Not prepossessed ;

not preoccupied by notions.

UNPRE'SSED. a.

1. Not pressed.

2. Not enforced.

South.

Tiekel.

Addison.

UNPROFITABLY. ad. Uselessly ; without

advantage. Ben Jonson.

UNPROFITED. a. Having no gain. Shak.

UNPROLIFICK. a Barren ; not productive.

Hale.

UNPRO'MISING. a. Giving no promise of

excellence ; having no appearance of value.

Bentley.

Shakespeare

UNPROPER. a.

1. Not peculiar.

2. Unfit ; not right.

UNPROPERLY. ad. Contrarily to propriety;

improperly. Shakespeare.

UNPROPITIOUS. a. Not favourable ; inau-

spicious. Pope.

UNPROPORTIONED. a. Not suited to

something else. Shakespeare.

UNPROPOSED a. Not proposed. Dryden.

UNPRO'PPED. a. Not supported ; not up.

held. Milton.

UNPRO'SPEROUS . a. [improsper, Latin .]

Unfortunate ; not prosperous . Clarendon.

UNPRO'SPEROUSLY. ad . Unsuccessfully.

Taylor

UNPROTECTED. a. Not protected ; not

supported ; not defended. Hooker.

UNPRO'VED. a.

Spenser

Boyle.

1. Not tried ; not known by trial.

2. Not evinced by argument.

To UNPROVIDE. v. a. To divest of resolu-

tion or qualifications. Southern.

UNPROVIDED. a.

1. Not secured or qualified by previous mea

Shakespeare.

Sprat.

Shakespeare.

Pope.

sures.

2. Not furnished.

UNPROVO'KED . a. Not provoked . Dryden.

UNPUBLISHED . a.

1. Secret ; unknown.

2. Not given to the publick.

UNPUNISHED. a. [impunis, Fr ] Not pu-

nished ; suffered to continue in impunity.

L'Estrange.

UNPURCHASED. a. Unbought. Denham.

UNPURIFIED. a.

1. Not freed from recrement.

2. Not cleansed from sin. Dec. of Piety.

UNPUTRIFIED. a. Not corrupted by rot-

tenness. Arbuthnot.

Clarendon. To UNQUALIFY. v. a. To disqualify ; to di-

vest of qualifications.
UNPRETENDING. a. Not claiming any

distinctions.
Pope.

UNPREVAILING. a. Being of no force. Sha.
UNPREVENTED. a.

Atterbury.

UNQUA'RRELABLE. a. Such as cannot be

impugned. Brown.

To UNQUEE'N. v. a. To divest ofthe dignity

of queen Shakespeare1. Not previously hindered.

2. Not preceded by any thing,

UNPRINCELY. a. Unsuitable to a prince.

UNPRI'NCIPLED . a. Not settled in tenets UNQUE'NCHABLENESS. s. Unextinguish-

Shakespeare.

Milton. UNQUENCHABLE. a . Unextinguishable

Milton.

or opinions. Milton. ableness. Hakewill
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UNQUENCHED. a.

1. Not extinguished.

2. Not extinguishable .

UNQUESTIONABLE. a.

UNREBU'KABLE. a. Obnoxious to no cen-

Timothy.Bacon.

Arbuthnot.

sure.

1. Indubitable ; not to be doubted. Wotton.

2. Such as cannot bear to be questioned with-

out impatience.

UNQUESTIONABLY.

without doubt.

UNQUESTIONED . a.

ad.

Shakespeare.

Indubitably ;

Sprat.

1. Not doubted ; passed without doubt. Bro.

2. Indisputable ; not to be opposed . B.Jonson.

3. Not interrogated ; not examined. Dryden.

UNQUICK. a. Motionless ; not alive. Daniel.

UNQUICKENED . «. Not animated ; not ri-

pened to vitality. Blackmore.

UNQUIET. a. [inquiet, Fr. inquietus, Lat.]

1. Moved with perpetual agitation ; not calm;

not still. Milton.

2. Disturbed ; full of perturbation ; not at

peace. Shakespeare.

Pope.

UNRECEIVED. a. Not received. Hooker.

UNRECLAIMED. a.

1. Not tamed.

2. Not reformed.

UNRECONCI'LABLE. a

Shakespeare.

Rogers.

1. Not to be appeased ; implacable. Shakesp.

2. Not to be made consistent with. Hammond,

UNRECONCILED . a . Not reconciled . Shuk.

UNRECO'RDED . a . Not kept in remembrance

by publick monuments Pope.

UNRECO'UNTED . a. Not told ; not related .

Shakespeare.

UNRECRUITABLE. a. Incapable of repair-

ing the deficiences of an army. Milton.

UNRECU'RING. a. Irremediable. Shakesp.

UNREFO'RMABLE. a. Not to be put into a
new form . Hammond.

UNREFO'RMED. a.

1. Not amended ; not corrected. Daries.

2. Not brought to newness of life. Hammond.

UNREFRE'SHED. a. Not cheered ; not re-

lieved. Arbuthnot.

Denham UNREGA'RDED. a. Not heeded ; not re-

3. Restless ; unsatisfied .

UNQUIETLY. ad. Without rest. Shakespeare.
UNQUIETNESS. s.

1. Want of tranquillity.

2. Want of peace.

3. Restlessness ; turbulence.

4. Perturbation ; uneasiness.

UNRA'CKED . a . Not poured from the lees.

Spenser.

Dryden.

Taylor.

Bacon

UNRA'KED . a. Not thrown together and co-

vered. Used only offires. Shakespeare.

UNRA'NSACKED. a. Not pillaged . Knolles.

UNRA'NSOMED. a. Not set free by payment UNRELIEVABLE. a. Admitting no succour.

for liberty.

To UNRAVEL..v. a.

life.

spected ; neglected . Suckling.

UNREGENERATE. a. Not brought to a new

Stephens

UNREGISTERED. a. Not recorded. Shak.

UNRE'INED. a . Not restrained by the bridle.

Milton.

UNRELE'NTING. a. Hard ; cruel ; teeling

no pity. Smith.

Pope. UNRELIE'VED. a.

1. Not succoured.

2. Not eased.

Arbuthnot. UNREMARKABLE. a.

1 To disentangle ; to extricate ; to clear.

2. To disorder ; to throw out of the present

order.
Dryden.

Milton.

3. To clear up the intrigue of a play. Pope.

UNRA'ZORED. u. Unshaven.

UNREACHED. a. Not attained.

UNREAD. a.

Dryden.

Hooker.

1. Not read ; not publickly pronounced.

2. Untaught ; not learned in books. Dryden .

UNREADINESS. s.

1. Want of readiness ; want of promptness.

2. Want of preparation.

UNREADY. a.

1. Not prepared ; not fit.

2. Not prompt ; not quick.

3. Awkward ; ungain.

Dryden.

Boyle.

1. Not capable of being observed. Digby.

2. Not worthy of notice.

UNREME'DIABLE, a . Admitting no remedy.

Sidney.

UNREMEMBERED. a. Not retained in the

mind ; not recollected . Wotton.

UNREMEMBERING. a. Having no memo-

UNREMEMBRANCE.

want ofremembrance.

UNREMOVEABLE.

Dryden.

S. Forgetfulness ;

Watts.

UNREMOVEABLY. ud. In a manner that

admits no removal.

Taylor. away.

Shakespeare.

Brow .

Bacon.

UNREAL. a. Unsubstantial ; having only ap-

pearance.
UNREASONABLE. a.

1. Not agreeable to reason .

Shakespeare.

Hooker.

2. Exorbitant; claiming or insisting on more

than is fit.

3. Greater than is fit ; immoderate.

UNREASONABLENESS. s.

1. Inconsistency with reason .

Dryden.

Atterb.

Hammond.

2. Exorbitance ; excessive demand. Addison.

UNREASONABLY. ad.

1. In a manner contrary to reason.

2. More than enough.

To UNREAVE. v. a. To unravel.

UNREBATED. a. Not blunted .

Shakespeare.

UNREMOVED. a.

1. Not taken away.

a. Not to be taken

Sidney.

Shakespeare.

Hammond.

Miten.2. Not capable of being removed.

UNREPA'ÏD. a. Not recompensed ; not com-

pensated. Dryden.

UNREPE'ALED . a. Not revoked ; noi abro-

gated. Blackmore.

UNREPENTANT. Į a. Not repenting ; not

UNREPE'NTING. penitent ; not sorrow-

ful for sin. Miiton. Roscommon.

UNREPE'NTED . a. Not expiated by veniten-

tial sorrow. Hooker.

UNREPINING. a . Not peevishly complain-

ing. Rowe.

UNŘEPLENISHED. a . Not filled . Boyle

Spenser. UNREPRIEVABLE. a. Not to be respited

Hakewill. from penal death. Shakespeare.
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UNREPRO'ACHED a. Not upbraided ; not

censured. King Charles.

UNREPRO'VABLE. a. Not liable to blame.

Colossians.

UNREPRO'VED a.

1. Not censured Sandys.

2. Not liable to censure. Milton.

UNREPUGNANT. a. Not opposite. Hooker.

UNKE PUTABLE. a . Not creditable. Rogers.

UNREQUITABLE. a . Not to be retaliated.

UNRESENTED. a. Not regarded with an-

Rogers.ger.

UNRESERVED. a.

1. Not limited by any private convenience.

2. Open ; frank ; concealing nothing.

UNRESERVEDLY. ad.

12. Without concealment ; openly.

1. Without limitation.

UNRESERVEDNESS . s.

1. Unlimitedness ; largeness.

2. Openness ; frankness.

UNRIGHTFUL. a. Not rightful ; not just.

Shakespeare

To UNRI'NG. v. a. To deprive of a ring.

To UNRI'P. v. a. [an improper word.] To rip ;

to cut open. Taylor

UNRI'PE. a.

1. Immature ; not fully concocted . Waller

2. Not seasonable ; not yet proper. Dryden.

3. Too early. Sidney

UNRI'PENED. a. Not matured. Addison.

UNRI'PENESS. s. Immaturity ; want of ripe-

ness.

UNRIVALLED. a.

1. Having no competitor.

2. Having no peer or equal.

Bacon

Hope.

To UNROʻL. v. a. To open what is rolled or

convolved.[Boyle. Dryden.

Pope. UNROMA'NTICK. a . Contrary to romance.

Swift.

Boyle.

Pope.

Bentley.

To UNROO'F. v. a. To strip offthe roof or co-

vering ofhouses. Shakespeare.

UNROO'STED. a. Driven from the roost.

Shakespeare.

UNRESI'STED. a.

1. Not opposed.

2. Resistless ; that cannot be opposed. Pope.

UNRESI'STING . a. Not opposing ; not mak-

ing resistance. Bentley.

UNŘESO'LVABLE. a. Not to be solved ; in-

South.soluble.

UNRESOLVED. a.

1. Not determined ; having made no resolu-

tion. Shakespeare.

2. Not solved ; not cleared. Locke.

UNRESO'LVING. a. Not resolving ; not de-

termined. Dryden.

UNRESPECTIVE. a. Inattentive ; taking

little notice. Shakespeare.

UNRE'ST. s. Disquiet ; want of tranquillity ;

unquietness. Not in use. Wotton.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

To UNROO'T. v. a. To tear from the roots ;

to extirpate ; to eradicate.

UNROUGH. a. Smooth.

UNRO'UNDED. a. Not shaped ; not cut to a

round. Donne.

multuous.

UNRO'YAL. a. Unprincely ; not royal.

To UNRUFFLE. v . a . To cease from commo-

tion, or agitation . Dryden.

UNRUFFLED. a. Calm ; tranquil ; not tu

Addison.

UNRULED. a. Not directed by any superiour

power. Spenser.

UNRU'LINESS . s . [ from unruly. ] Turbulence ;

tumultuousness ; licentiousness . South.

UNRULY. a . Turbulent ; ungovernable ; li-

centious. Spenser.
UNRESTORED. a.

1. Not restored.

2. Not cleared from an attainder. Collier. ous .

UNSA'FE. a. Not secure ; hazardous ; danger-

Hooker.

UNRESTRAINED. a.

1. Not confined ; not hindered .

2. Licentious ; loose.

Dryden.

UNSAFELY. ad. Not securely ; dangerously.

Dryden.

3. Not limited.

Shakespeare.

Brown.

UNSAID. a. Not uttered ; not mentioned.

Felton.

UNRETRACTED. a. Not revoked ; not re-

called . Collier.

UNREVEALED. a. Not told ; not discover-

ed. Spenser.

UNREVEʼNGED. a. Not revenged. Fairfax.

UNREVEREND . a. Irreverent ; disrespect-

Shakespeare.
ful.

UNRE'VERENTLY. ad. Disrespectfully.

Ben Jonson.

UNREVERSED. a . Not revoked ; not re-

pealed. Shakespeare.

Milton.UNREVOKED . a. Not recalled.

UNREWARDED. a . Not rewarded ; not re-

compensed.
L'Estrange.

To UNRIDDLE. r. a. To solve an enigma ;

to explain a problem . Suckling.

Wisdom.

To UNRIG. v. a. To strip of the tackle.
UNRIGHT. a. Wrong.

UNRIGHTEOUS. a. Unjust; wicked ; sin-

ful; bad.

UNSALTED. a. Not pickled or seasoned with

salt. Arbuthnot.

UNSANCTIFIED. a. Unholy ; not conse-

crated ; not pious . Shakespeare.

UNSA/TIABLE. a . [insatiabilis, Lat. ] _Not to

be satisfied ; greedy without bounds. Raleigh.

UNSATISFACTORINESS . s. Failure ofgiv-

ing satisfaction .

UNSATISFACTORY. a.

1. Not giving satisfaction .

2. Not clearing the difficulty.

UNSATISFIED. a.

1. Not contented ; not pleased.

2. Not settled in opinion.

Boyle.

Stillingfleet.

Bacon.

Boyle.

3. Not filled ; not gratified to the full.

UNSATISFIEDNESS. s. [from unsatisfied.]

The state of being not satisfied .

UNSATISFYING. a. Unable to gratify to

the full. Addison.

Boyle.

Isaich. UNSA/VOURINESS . s. [from unsavoury.]

1. Bad taste.UNRIGHTEOUSLY. ad. Unjustly ; wicked-

ly ; sinfully. Collier.

UNRIGHTEOUSNESS, s. Wickedness ; in-

justice. all,

2. Bad smell.

UNSA'VOURY. «.

1. Tasteless.

Brac

Job.
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2. Having a bad taste. "

3. Having an ill smell ; fetid,

4. Unpleasing ; disgusting.

2. UNSENTfor. Not called by lette or mes.

senger.

Milton.

Brown. Taylor.

Hooker. UNSE'PARABLE. a . Not to be parted ; not

To UNSA'Y. v. a. To retract ; to recant ; to to be divided . Shakespeare.

deny what has been said. Milton. UNSE'PARATED
. a. Not parted. Pope.

UNSCA'LY. a. Having no scales . Gay. UNSERVICEABLE
. a. Useless ; bringing no

UNSCA'RRED , a. Not marked with wounds. advantage or convenience. Bentley.

Shakespeare.

UNSCHOLA'STICK. a. Not bred to litera-

Locke.ture.

UNSCHOO'LED. a . Uneducated ; not learn

ed. Hooker.

UNSCO'RCHED. a. Not touched by fire.

UNSCREENED. a. Not covered ; not pro-

tected. Boyle.

UNSCRIPTURAL. a. Not defensible by

scripture.

To UNSEAL. v. a. To open any thing sealed.

UNSEALED. a.

1. Wanting a seal.

2. Having the seal broken.'

UNSE'RVICEABLY. ad . Without use ; with-

out advantage. Woodward.

UNSET. a. Not set ; not placed. Hooker.

To UNSETTLE. v. a.

1. To make uncertain.

2. To move from a place.

3. To overthrow.

UNSETTLED. a.

Arbuthnot.

L'Estrange,

1. Not fixed in resolution ; not diminished ;

not steady. South

2. Unequable ; not regular ; changeable.

Atterbury.

Dryden.

3. Not established.

Shakespeare.

To UNSE'AM. v. a. To rip ; to cut open.

UNSEARCHABLE. a. Inscrutable ; not to

be explored. Milton.

Bramhall.

UNSEARCHABLENESS. s. Impossibility to

be explored.

UNSEA'SONABLE. a.

1. Not suitable to time or occasion ; unfit ;

untimely ; ill-timed.. Clarendon.

2. Not agreeable to the time ofthe year.

3. Late ; as, unseasonable time of night.
UNSEASONABLENESS. s. Disagreement

with time or place. Hale.

UNSE'ASONABLY. ad. Not seasonably ; not

agreeably to time or occasion.

UNSEASONED . a.

Hooker.

1. Unseasonable ; untimely ; ill-timed. Out
ofuse.

Shakespeare.

Hayward.

2. Unformed ; not qualified by use. Shakesp.

3. Irregular ; inordinate.

4. Not kept till fit for use.

5. Not salted ; as, unseasoned meat.

UNSECONDED. a.

1. Not supported . Shakespeare,

2. Not exemplified a second time. Brown .

To UNSE CRÊT. v. a. To disclose ; to di-

vulge. Bacon.

UNSE'CRET a . Not close ; not trusty.

Shakespeare.

Denham.

Shakespeare.

UNSECU'RE. a. Not safe .

UNSEDU CED . a. Not drawn to ill.

rum ; uncomeliness .

UNSEE'ING. a. Wanting the power of vision.

Shakespeare.

UNSEE/MLINESS. s. Indecency ; indeco-

Hooker.

UNSEEMLY. a. Indecent ; uncomely ; un-

becoming. Hooker.

UNSEE/MLY. ad. Indecently ; unbecoming-

by.

UNSEE'N. a.

1. Not seen ; not discovered.

2. Invisible ; undiscoverable.

3. Unskilled ; unexperienced.

Bentley.

Dryden.

4. Not fixed in a place of abode. Hooker.

UNSETTLEDNESS . s.

1. Irresolution ; undetermined state of mind.

2. Uncertainty; fluctuation.

3. Want offixity.

Dryden.

South.

To UNSE X. v. a. To make otherwise than the

sex commonly is. Shakespeare.

UNSHA'DOWED. a. Not clouded ; not dark-

ened. Glanville.

UNSHA'KEABLE. a. Not subject to concus.

sion. Not in use.

UNSHA KEN. a.

1. Not agitated ; not moved.

2. Not subject to concussion.

Shakespeare.

Boyle.

3. Not weakened in resolution ; not moved.

Sprat.

To UNSHA'CKLE. v . a . To loose from bonds.

Addison.

Dryden.UNSHA'MED. a. Not shamed .

UNSHA'PED. a. Mishapen ; deformed .

UNSHA'RED. a . Not partaken ; not had in

Milton.

To UNSHEA'TH. v. a. To draw from the

scabbard. Denham.

UNSHE'D. a . Not spilt.
Milton.

common.

·

UNSHE'LTERED. * a. Wanting a screen ;

wanting protection. Decay ofPiety.

UNSHIELDED. a . Not guarded by the

shield . Dryden.

To UNSHIP. v. a. To take out of a ship .

Swift.

UNSHO'CKED. a. Not disgusted ; not of

fended.

UNSHO'D . a. [from unshoed.]

shoes.

Tickel.

Having no
Clarendon.

Pope.

Milton.

Waller

UNSHOO'K. part. a. Not shaken.

UNSHO'RN. a . Not clipped .

UNSHO'T. part. a. Not hit by shot.

To UNSHOUT. v. a. To retract a shout.

Shakespeare.

Corinthiaus. UNSHO'WERED. a. Not watered by show-

Bacon.

Milton.

Clarendon.

UNSELFISH. a. Not addicted to private in-

Spectator.
terest.

UNSE'NT. a.

1. Not sent.

ers . Milton.

Shakespeare.

UNSHRINKING. a. Not recoiling ; not

shunning danger or pain.

UNSHU'NNABLE. a. Inevitable. Shakespeare.

UNSIFTED . a.

1. Not parted by a sieve.

2. Not tried ; not known by experience .

UNSIGHT. a. Not seeing , Hudibras
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UNSIGHTED. a . Invisible ; not seen. Suck. UNSO'UNDNESS. s.

UNSIGHTLINESS. s. Deformity ; disagree-

ableness to the eye. Wiseman.

UNSIGHTLY. a. Disagreeable to the sight.

UNSINCE'RE. a. [insincerus, Latin .]

1. Not hearty ; not faithful.

Milton.

Dryden.

2. Not genuine ; impure ; adulterated . Boyle.

3. Not sound ; not solid.

UNSINCERITY. s. Adulteration ; cheat ;

dishonesty of profession . Boyle.

To UNSI'NEW. v. a . To deprive of strength.

Denham

1. Erroneousness of belief; want of ortho-

doxy.

2. Corruptness of any kind.

Hooker.

Hooker.

3. Want ofstrength ; want of solidity. Add.

UNSO'URED. a

1. Not made sour.

2. Not made morose.

Bacon.

Dryden.

UNSO'WN. a. Not propagated by scattering

seed.

UNSPA'RED. a. Not spared.
UNSPA'RING. a.

1. Not parsimonious .

2. Not merciful.

Bacon.

Milton.

Milton.

UNSI'NEWED. a. Nerveless ; weak. Shak.

UNSI'NGED. a. Not scorched ; not touched To UNSPEAK. v. a. To retract ; to recant.

by fire. Stephens.. Shakespeare.
UNSINNING. a. Impeccable. Rogers. UNSPEAKABLE. a. Not to be expressed ;

UNSKA'NNED. a. Not measured ; not com- ineffable ; unutterable. Hooker.

puted. Shakespeare. UNSPEAKABLY. ad. Inexpressibly ; ineffa-
UNSKILFUL. a. Wanting art ; wanting bly. Spectator.

knowledge.
Shakespeare. UNSPECIFIED . a. Not particularly_men-

BrownUNSKILFULLY. ad. Without knowledge ;

without art.

UNSKILFULNESS. s. Want of art ; want of

knowledge. Taylor.

UNSKILLED. a. Wanting skill ; wanting

knowledge. Dryden. Blackmore.

UNSLA'IN. a. Not killed .

UNSLA'KED. a. Not quenched .

Sidney.

Dryden.

UNSLEEPING. a. Ever wakeful. Milton.

UNSLIPPING. a. Not liable to slip ; fast.

UNSMI'RCHED. a. Unpolluted ; not stained.

Shakespeare.
UNSMO'KED. a. Not smoked. Swift.

UNSO'CIABLE. a . [ insociabilis, Latin.] Not

kind; not communicative of good ; not suit-

able to society. Raleigh.

UNSO'CIABLY. ad. Not kindly ; without

good-nature. L'Estrange.

UNSOILED. a. Not polluted ; not tainted ;

not stained.

UNSO'LD. a. Not exchanged for money.Pope.

UNSO'LDIERLIKE. a . Unbecoming a sol-

Broome,

Ray,

tioned

UNSPECULATIVE. a. Not theoretical.

UNSPE'D. a. Not dispatched ; not performed.

Garth

UNSPE'NT. a. Not wasted ; not diminished ;

not weakened ; not exhausted . Bacon.

To UNSPHERE. v. a. To remove from its

orb. Shakespeare.

UNSPI'ED. a.

1. Not searched ; not explored.

2. Not seen ; not discovered.

UNSPILT. a.

1. Not shed.

2. Not spoiled ; not marred.

Milton.

Tickel.

Denham.

Tusser.

To UNSPIRIT. v. a. To dispirit ; to depress ,

to deject.

UNSPÕI'LED. a.

1. Not plundered ; not pillaged.

2. Not marred ; not hurt.

UNSPOTTED. a.

Dryden.

Pope.

1. Not marked with any stain. Dryden.

2. Immaculate ; not tainted with guilt.

UNSQUA'RED. a. Not formed ; irregular.

Shakespeare.

/dier.

UNSO'LID. a. Fluid ; not coherent. Locke.

UNSO'LVED. a. Not explicated.

UNSOO'T, for unsweet.

UNSOPHISTICATED. a. Not adulterated ;

not counterfeit.

Watts.

Spenser.

UNSTA'BLE. a. [instabilis, Latin .]

1. Not fixed ; not fast.

2. Inconstant ; irresolute.

More.

Temple.

James.

UNSORTED. a. Not distributed by proper

separation.

UNSOUGHT. a.

1. Had without seeking.

UNSTA'ID. a. Not cool ; not prudent ; not

settled into discretion ; not steady ; muta-

ble.Watts.

UNSTA'IDNESS. s.

Fenton. 1. Indiscretion ; volatile mind.

2. Uncertain motion.2. Not searched ; not explored , Shakespeare.

UNSOUND. u.

1. Sickly ; wanting health.

2. Not free from cracks.

3. Rotten; corrupted .

4. Not orthodox.

Arbuthnot.

Hooker.

Shakespeare.

Sandys.

Sidney.

UNSTA'INED. a. Not stained ; not died ; not

discoloured ; not dishonoured. Roscommon.

To UNSTATÉ. v. a. To put out of dignity.

Shakespeare.

UNSTATUTABLE. a. Contrary to statute.

Swift.

Spenser. UNSTA 'UNCHED. a. Not stopped ; not stay-

Daniel. ed . Shakespeare.

Mortimer. UNSTE'ADFAST. a. Not fixed ; not fast ; not

Gay.

5. Not honest ; not upright.

6. Not true ; not certain.

7. Not fast ; not calm.

8. Not close ; not compact.

9. Not sincere ; not faithful

10. Not solid ; not material.

11. Erroneous ; wrong.

12. Not fast under foot.

UNSOUNDED. a. Not tried by the plummet.

Shakespeare.

resolute.

Spenser. UNSTE'ADILY. ad.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

1. Without any certainty.

2. Inconstantly ; not consistently. Locke.

UNSTEADINESS. s. Want of constancy ; i

resolution ; mutability. Swift.
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UNSU'RE. a. Not fixed ; not certain.

UNSURMOUNTABLE.

UNSTEADY. a. UNSUPPORTED. a.

1. Inconstant ; irresolute . Rowe. 1. Not sustained ; not held up.

2. Mutable variable ; changeable. Locke. 2. Not assisted.

3. Not fixed ; not settled.

Bacon.

Skelton.

Boyle.

}

UNSTEEPED. a. Not soaked.

To UNSTING. v. a. To disarm of a sting.

UNSTINTED. a . Not limited.

UNSTIRRED. a. Not stirred ; not agitated.

Collier.

To UNSTITCH. v. a. To open by picking the

stitches.

UNSTOO'PING. a. Not bending ; not yield-

ing. Shakespeare.

To UNSTO'P. v. a. To free from stop or ob-
struction ; to open. Boyle.

UNSTOPPED. a. Meeting no resistance.

UNSTRAINED. a. Easy ; not forced.

UNSTRA'ITENED. a. Not contracted.

UNSTRENGTHENED. a. Not supported ;

not assisted .

To UNSTRI'NG. v. a.

Hooker.

1. To relax any thing strung ; to deprive of

strings. Smith.

2. To loose ; to untie.

UNSTRU'CK. a. Not moved ; not affected.

Dryden.

Philips.

UNSTUDIED. a. Not premeditated ; not la-

boured.
Dryden.

UNSTUFFED. a. Unfilled ; unfurnished.

UNSUBSTANTIAL. a

1. Not solid ; not palpable.

2. Not real.

Milton.

Addison.

UNSUCCESSFUL. a. Not having the wished

event ; not fortunate. Cleaveland.

Milton.

Brown.

Pope.

a. [insurmontable,

Fr. ] Insuperable ; not to be overcome.Locke.

UNSUSCEPTIBLE. a. Incapable ; not liable

to admit.

UNSUSPECT.

UNSUSPECTED.

Swift.

a. Not considered as

likely to do or mean ill.

Milton. Swift.

UNSUSPECTING. a. Not imagining that any

ill is designed. Pope.

UNSUSPICIOUS. a. Having no suspicion.

Milton.

UNSUSTAINED. a. Not supported ; not
held up. Pope.

To UNSWATHE. v. a . To free from folds or

convolutions of bandage. Addison.

UNSWA'YABLE. a. Not to be governed or

influenced by another. Shakespeare.

UNSWAYED. a. Not wielded ; not held in

the hand. Shakespeare.

To UNSWEAR. v. n. Not to swear ; to recant

any thing sworn. Spenser.

To UNSWEAT. v. a. To ease after fatigue ;

Milton.to cool after exercise.

UNSWO'RN. a. Not bound by an oath.

UNTA'INTED. a.

1. Not sullied ; not polluted.
Roscommon.

2 Not charged with any crime. Shakespeare:

3. Not corrupted by mixture.

UNTA'KEN. a.

1. Not taken.

Smith.

Hayward.

Boyle.

Dryden.

2. UNTAKEN up. Not filled .

UNTA'LKED of. a. Not mentioned in the

world.

UNTA'MEABLE. a. Not to be tamed ; not to

be subdued . Grew.

Brown. UNTA'MED. a. Not subdued ; not suppres-

sed; not softened by culture. Spenser.

UNSUCCESSFULLY. ad. Unfortunately ;

without success. South.

UNSUCCESSFULNESS. s. Want of success ;

event contrary to wish. Hammond.

UNSUCCESSIVE. a. Not proceeding by flux

ofparts.

UNSUCKED. a. Not having the breasts

drawn. Milton.

UNSUFFERABLE. a. Not supportable ; in-

tolerable ; not to be endured . Milton.

UNSUFFICIENCE. s. [ insuffisance, Fr.] Ina-

bility to answer the end proposed. Hooker.

UNSUFFICIENT. a. [insuffisant, Fr.] Unable ;

inadequate. Locke.

UNSU'ĠARED. a. Not sweetened with sugar.

ness .

Bacon.

Tillotson.

UNSUITABLE. a. Not congruous ; not

equal ; not proportionate.

UNSUITABLENESS. s. Incongruity ; unfit-

South.

UNSUITING. a. Not fitting ; not becoming.

Dryden.

UNSU'LLIED. a. Not fouled ; not disgraced ;

pure. Sprat.

UNSU'NG . a. Not celebrated in verse ; not

recited in verse. Milton.

UNSU'NNED. a. Not exposed to the sun.

UNSUPE'RFLUOUS. a. Not more than

Milton.enough.
UNSUPPLA'NTED. a.

1. Not forced or thrown from under that

which supports it, Philips.

2. Not defeated by stratagem.

UNSUPPORTABLE. a. [insupportable, Fr.]

Intolerable ; such as cannot be endured.

ally

་

To UNTA'NGLE. v. a. To loose from intrica-

cy or convolution. Prior.

UNTA'STED. a. Not tasted ; not tried by the

palate.

UNTA'STING. a.

1. Not perceiving any taste.

2. Not trying by the palate.

UNTAʼUGHT. a.

Waller.

Smith.

1. Uninstructed ; uneducated ; ignorant ; un-

lettered.

2. Debarred from instruction.

Young.

Locke.

3. Unskilled ; new ; not having use or prac◄

tice. Shakespeare.

To UNTEACH . v. a. To make to quit, or for-

get what has been inculcated. Brown

UNTE'MPERED . a. Not tempered. Ezekiel

UNTE'MPTED. a.

1. Not embarrassed by temptation. Taylor

2. Not invited by any thing alluring. Cotton,

UNTE'NABLE. a.

Clarendon.

1. Not to be held in possession.

2. Not capable of defence.

UNTE'NANTED. a. Having no tenant.

Temple.

UNTE'NDER. a. Wanting softness ; wanting

affection. Shakespeare.

UNTEʼNDERED. a. Not offered.Shakespeare.

To UNTENT. v. a. To bring out of a tent.
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UNTE'NTED. a. [ from tent.] Having no me-

dicaments applied. Shakespeare.

UNTERRIFIED. a . Not affrighted ; not

struck with fear. Milton.

UNTHANKED. a.

1. Not repaid with acknowledgment of kind-

ness. Milton.

Taylor.

Boyle.

2. Not received with thankfulness. Dryden.

UNTHANKFUL. a. Ungrateful ; returning

no acknowledgment.

UNTHANKFULLY. ad. Without thanks ;

without gratitude.

UNTHANKFULNESS. s . Neglect or omis-

sion of acknowledgment for good received ;

want ofsense of benefits ; ingratitude.

To UNTHINK. v. a . To recall or dismiss a

thought Shakespeare.

UNTHINKING. a. Thoughtless ; not given

to reflection . Locke.

UNTHO'RNY. a. Not obstructed by prickles.

Brown.

UNTHOUGHT of. a. Not regarded ; not

heeded. Shakespeare.

To UNTHREAD. v. a. To loose . Milton,

UNTHREATENED. a. Not menaced.

UNTHRIFT. s. An extravagant ; a prodigal.

Shakespeare.

UNTHRIFT. a. Profuse ; wasteful ; prodigal ;

extravagant . Shakespeare.

UNTHRIFTILY. ad. Without frugality.

UNTHRIFTINESS. s. Waste ; prodigality ;

profusion. Hayward.
UNTHRIFTY. a.

+2

1. Prodigal ; profuse ; lavish ; wasteful.

2. Not in a state of improvement. Shakesp.

3. Not easily made to thrive or fatten.

UNTHRIVING. a. Not thriving ; not pros-

pering. Government of the Tongue.

To UNTHRONE. v. a . To pull down from a

throne.

To UNTI'E. v. a.

Milton.

1. To unbind ; to free from bonds. Shak.

2. To loosen ; to unfasten.
Waller.

3. To loosen from convolution or knot.

Pope.

4. To set free from any obstruction. Taylor.

5. To resolve ; to clear.

UNTIED. a.

Denham.

1. Notbound ; not gathered in a knot.Prior.

2. Not fastened by any binding or knot.

3. Not fast.

4. Not held by any tie or band.

UNTIL. ad.

I. To the time that.

12. To the place that.

3. To the degree that.
UNTIL. prep. To .

UNTI'RED . a. Not made weary. Dryden.

UNTITLED. a. Having no title Shakespeare.

U'NTO. prep. [it was the old word for to ; now

obsolete .] To. See To . Holder.

UNTO'LD. a.

1. Not related.

2. Not revealed.

UNTOUCHED. a.

Waller

Dryden.

Stephens.

Sidney.

Dryden.

xatious ; not easily

Woodward.

Creech.

1. Not touched ; not reached.

2. Notmoved ; not affected .

3. Not meddled with.

UNTO'WARD. a.

1. Froward ; perverse

guided, or taught.

2. Awkward ; ungraceful.

3. Inconvenient ; troublesome. Hudibras.

UNTO/WARDLY. a. Awkward ; perverse ;

froward . Locke

UNTO'WARDLY. ad. Awkwardly; ungain.

ly ; perversely. Tillotson.

UNTRA'CEABLE : a. Not to be traced.

UNTRA'CED . a. Not marked by any foot-

steps. Denham.

UNTRA/CTABLE. a . [intractabilis , Latin. ]

1. Not yielding to common measures and

management ; stubborn . Hayward.

2. Rough ; difficult. Milton.

UNTRACTABLENESS. s . Unwillingness or

unfitness to be regulated or managed.

UNTRAINED. a.

1. Not educated ; not instructed ; not dis-

ciplined. Hayward.

Herbert.2. Irregular ; ungovernable.

UNTRANSFERRABLE. a. Incapable of be-

ing given from one to another.

UNTRANSPARENT.

opaque.

UNTRA/VELLED. a.

Howel.

a. Not diaphanous ;

Boyle.

Brown.

Addison.

1. Never trodden by passengers.

2. Having never seen foreign countries.

To UNTREA'D. v. a. To tread back ; to go

back in the same steps.

UNTREA'SURED. a. Not laid up ; not repo-

sited.

UNTRE'ATABLE. a. Not treatable ; not prac-

ticable.

UNTRIED . a.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Dec. ofPiety.

Milton.

Collier.

Milton.

allows no

Hudibras.

a. Not passed ; not mark-

Waller.

1. Not yet attempted.

2. Not yet experienced.

3. Not having passed trial.

UNTRIUMPHÂBLE. a. Which

triumph.

Denham. UNTRÒ'D.

Bryden. UNTRODDEN. } ed by the feat.

Chronicles. UNTROLLED a. Not bowled ; not rolled

Judges. along.

UNTROUBLED. a.UNTILLED. a. Not cultivated . Blackmore.

UNTIMBERED . a. Not furnished with tim-

ber ; weak.

UNTIMELY. a. Happening before the natu-

ral time.

Dryden.

1. Not disturbed by care, sorrow, or guilt.

Shakespeare.

2. Not agitated ; not confused ; free from

passion . Miiton.

Shakespeare.

Pope.

UNTIMELY. ad. Before the natural time.

Walker.

3. Not interrupted in the natural course .

Spectr

2. Not infected.

UNTINGED. a .

1. Not stained ; not discoloured.

UNTIRABLE. a. Indefati able ; unwearied.

4. Transparent; clear ; not mudded.

Boyle.
Bacon.

Suit. UNTRU'E, a.

Shakespeare.

1. False ; contrary to reality.

2. False; not faithful.

Hooker.

Suckling
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UNTRUʼLY. ad. Falsely ; not according to UNU'SUAL. a. Not common ; not frequent

truth. Raleigh. rare.

VNTRU'STINESS. s. Unfaithfulness.

UNTRUTH. s.

1. Falsehood ; contrariety to reality

2. Moral falsehood ; not veracity.

3. Treachery ; want of fidelity.

4. False assertion.

ble.

Felton.

Hayward.

UNU'SUALNESS. s. Uncommonness ; infre

quency. Broome.

UNUTIERABLE. a. Ineffable ; inexpressi-

Smith.

UNVULNERABLE. a. Exempt from wound ;

not vulnerable.. Shakespeare.

UNWA'KENED . a. Not roused from sleep.

Prior.

Milton.

UNWA'LLED. a. Having no walls. Knolles.

UNWA'RES. ad. Unexpectedly ; before any

caution or expectation. Fairfax.

Shakespeare.

Woodward.

UNWA'RILY. ad. Without caution ; care-

lessly ; heedlessly.

Sandys.

Shakesp.

Atterbury.

UNTU'NABLE. a. Unharmonious ; not musi-

cal. Bacon.

To UNTUNE. v. a.

1. To make incapable of harmony.

2. To disorder.

UNTURNED. a. Not turned.

UNTUTORED a. Uninstructed ; untaught.

To UNTWINE. v. a.

Shakespeare.

1. To open what is held together by convo-

lution. Waller.

2. To open what is wrapped on itself. Bacon.

3. To separate that which clasps round any

.thing. Ascham.

To UNTWIST. v. a. To separate any things

involved in each other, or wrapped up on

themselves. Taylor.

To UNVA'IL. v. a. To uncover ; to strip of a

vall. Denham.

UNVALUABLE. a . Inestimable ; being above

price.

UNVA'LUED. a.

Atterbury.

1. Not prized ; neglected . Shakespeare.

2. Inestimable ; above price. Shakespeare.

UNVANQUISHED. a . Not conquered ; not

Milton.overcome.

UNVARIABLE. a. [ invariable, French.] Not

changeable ; not mutable. Norris.

UNVARIED. a. Not changed ; not diversi-

fied. Locke.

UNVA'RNISHED. a.

1. Not overlaid with varnish .

2. Not adorned ; not decorated. Shakespeare.

UNVARYING. a. Not liable to change.

To UNVEIL. v. a.

Locke.

1. To uncover ; to divest of a veil. Pope.

2. To disclose ; to show. Shakespeare.

UNVEILEDLY. ad. Plainly ; without dis-

guise. Boyle.

UNVENTILATED. a. Not fanned by the

Blackmore.

Brown.

wind.

Digby.

Spectator.

Dryden.

UNWA'RINESS. s . [from unwary.] Want of

caution ; carelessness.

UNWA'RLIKE. a. Not fit for war ; not used

to war; not military.

UNWA'RNED. a. Not cautioned ; not made

wary. Locke.

UNWA'RRANTABLE. a . Not defensible ;

not to be justified ; not allowed . South.

UNWA'RRANTABLY. ad. Not justifiably ,

not defensibly. Wake.

UNWA'RRANTED . a . Not ascertained ; un-

certain. Bacon.

UNWA'RY. a.

1. Wanting caution ; imprudent ; hasty ;

precipitate . Milton.

2. Unexpected. Obsolete . Spenser.

UNWASHED. a. Not washed ; not cleaus-

UNWA'SHEN. ed by washing. Duppa.

UNWASTED . a. Not consumed ; not dimi-

nished. Blackmore.

UNWA'STING. a. Not growing less ; not de-

caying. Pope.

UNWA'YED. a. Not used to travel ; not sea-
soned to the road. Suckling.

UNWEAKENED . a. Not weakened . Boyle.

UNWE'APONED
. a. Not furnished with of-

fensive arms.
Raleigh

UNWE'ARIABLE. a. Not to be tired ; inde-

fatigable.

UNWE'ARIED. a.

1. Not tired ; not fatigued.

Hooker.

Waller.

2. Indefatigable ; continual ; not to be spent ;

not sinking under fatigue. Denham.

To UNWE'ARY. v. a. To refresh after weari-

ness. Temple.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Blackmore. UNWEE'DED. a. Not cleared from weeds.

UNVERITABLE. a. Not true.

UNVERSED. «. Unacquainted ; unskilled.

UNVEXED. a. Untroubled ; undisturbed.

Shakespeare.

UNVIOLATED. a . Not injured ; not broken.

Clarendon.

UNVIRTUOUS. a. Wanting virtue. Shakesp.

UNVISITED . a. Not resorted to. Milton.

UNU'NIFORM. a. Wanting uniformity.

Decay ofPiety.

UNVOYAGEABLE. a . Not to be passed

over or voyaged. Milton.

UNU'RGED. 4. Not incited ; not pressed.

UNUSED . a.

1. Not put to use ; unemployed. Sidney.

2. Not accustomed . Dryden.

UNU'SEFUL. a . Uscless ; serving no purpose.

UNWE'D . a . Unmarried.

UNWEDGEABLE. a. Not to be cloven .

Shakespeare.

UNWEE'PED. a. Not lamented. Now un-

wept. Milton.

UNWEETING. a. Ignorant ; unknowing.

Spenser.
UNWEIGHED. a.

less.

1. Not examined by the balance. Kinge.

2. Not considerate ; negligent. Shakespeare.

UNWEIGHING. a. Inconsiderate ; thought-

Shakespeare.

UNWELCOME. a. Not pleasing; not grate-

ful ; not well received. Denham.

UNWE'PT. a. Not lamented ; not bemoaned.

UNWET. a. Not moist.

Dryden.

Dryden.
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Arbuthnot.

UNWHIPT. a. Not punished ; not corrected UNWRITING. a. Not assuming the cha

with the rod.

UNWHO'LESOME. a.

Shakespeare. racter of an author.

UNWRITTEN. a.

1. Insalubrious ; mischievous to health.

Arbuthnot.

2. Corrupted ; tainted. Shakespeare.

UNWIELDILY. ad. Heavily ; with difficult

motion. Dryden.

UNWIELDINESS. s. Heaviness ; difficulty to

move, or be moved. Glanville.

UNWIELDY. a. Unmanageable ; not easily

moving or moved ; bulky ; weighty ; pon-

derous. Clarendon.

UNWILLING. a. Loath ; not contented ;

not inclined ; not complying by inclination,

Hooker.

UNWILLINGLY. ad. Not with good-will ;

not without loathness. Denham.

UNWILLINGNESS . s. Loathness ; disincli-

Raleigh.nation.

To UNWIND. v. a.

1. To separate any thing convolved ; to un-

twist ; to untwine. Sidney.

2. To disentangle ; to loose from entangle-

ment. Hooker.

Mortimer.

UNWI'PED. a. Not cleaned. Shakespeare.

UNWI'SE. a. Weak ; defective in wisdom.

To UNWIND. v. n. To admit evolution.

not to be.

Tillotson.

UNWISELY. ad. Weakly ; not prudently ;

not wisely. Sidney.

To UNWI'SH. v. a. To wish that which is

Shakespeare.

UNWISHED. a. Not sought ; not desired.

Shakespeare.

UNWI'ST. a. Unthought of; not known.

To UNWIT. v. a. To deprive of understand-

ing. Not used . Shakespeare.

UNWITHDRAWING. a. Continually libe-

Milton.ral.

UNWITHSTOOD. a. Not opposed. Philips.

UNWITNESSED . a. Wanting testimony ;

wanting notice. Hooker.

UNWITTINGLY. ad. [properly unweetingly,

from unweeting. ] Without knowledge ; with-

out consciousness. Sidney.
UNWO'NTED. a.

1. Uncommon ; unusual ; rare ; infrequent.

Glanville.

2. Unaccustomed ; unused.

UNWORKING. a. Living without labour.

May.

Locke.

UNWO'RTHILY. ad. Not according to de-

sert.

UNWO'RTHINESS.

want of merit.

UNWORTHY. a.

1. Not deserving.

S.

Broome.

Want of worth ;

Wake.

1. Not written ; not conveyed by writing ;

oral ; traditional. Hale.

South.2. Not containing writing.

UNWROUGHT. a. Not laboured ; not ma-

nufactured. Fairfax.

UNWRUNG. a. Not pinched. Shakespeare.

UNYI'ELDED. a. Not given up. Dryden.

To UNYO'KE. v. a.

1. To loose from the yoke.

2. To part ; to disjoin.

UNYO'KED. a.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

1. Having never worn a yoke.

2. Licentious ; unrestrained .

UNZO'NED. a. Not bound with a girdle.

Prior.

Brown.

VOCABULARY. s. [vocabularium, Latin ;

vocabulaire, French.] A dictionary ; a lexi-

con; a word-book.

VO'CAL. a. [vocal, French ; vocalis, Lat. ]

1. Having a voice. Crashaw.

2. Uttered or modulated by the voice.

Hooker.

VOCAʼLITY. s. [vocalitas, Latin . ] Power of

utterance ; quality of being utterable bythe

voice. Holder.

To VO'CALIZE. v. a. [from vocal.] To formı

into voice. Holder.

VO'CALLY. ad. [from vocal . ] In words ; arti-

culately. Hale.

VOCATION. s [vocation, Fr. vocatio , Lat.]

1. Calling by the will of God

2. Summons.

Hooker.

Dryden.

3. Trade ; employment ; calling. Sidney

VOCATIVE. s . [ vocatif, Fr. vocativus, Lat.]

The grammatical case used in calling or

speaking to.

VOCIFERATION. s. [vociferatio, vocifero,

Lat.] Clamour ; outcry. Arbuthnot.

VOCIFEROUS. a. [vocifero, Lat. ] Clamor-

ous ; noisy. Pope.

VOGUE. s . [French. ] Fashion ; mode ; po-

pular reception. Roscommon.

VOICE. s. [ voix, French ; vox, vocis, Latin. ]

1. Sound emitted by the mouth. Chapman.

2. Sound ofthe mouth, as distinguished from

that uttered by another mouth . Bacon

3. Any sound made by breath.

4. Vote ; suffrage ; opinion expressed.

Addison

Knolles.

5. Language ; words ; expression. Fell.

To VOICE. v . a. [from the noun.]

1. To rumour; to report. Not used . Bacon.

2. To vote. Obsolete. Shakespeare.

To VOICE. v. n. To clamour ; to make out-

cries. Obsolete. South.

Hooker. VOICED. a. [rom the noun.] Furnished

with a voice.Whitgift.

Sidney. VOID. a . [vuide, French.]

Swift. 1. Empty ; vacant.

Denham.

Shakespeare.

2. Vain ; ineffectual ; null ; vacated. Swift.

3. Unsupplied ; unoccupied.

2. Wanting merit.

3. Mean ; worthless..

4. Not suitable ; not adequate.

5. Unbecoming ; vile. Dryden.

UNWOUNDED. a. Camden.

1. Not wounded. Milton.

2. Not hurt. Pope.

To UNWRAP. v. a. To open what is folded.

To UNWRE'ATH. v. a. To untwine. Boyle.

4. Wanting ; unfurnished ; empty. Whitgift.

5. Unsubstantial ; unreal.

VOID. s. [from the adjective.] An empty

space ; vacuum ; vacancy. Pope

Pope.
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To VOID. v. a. [from the adjective ; vuider,

French.]

1. To quit ; to leave empty.

2. To emit ; to pour out.

2. To emit as excrement.

Shakespeare.

Wilkins.

Bacon.

4. To vacate ; to nullify ; to annul. Clarend.

To VOID. v. n.

1. To be emitted. Wiseman.

2. To receive what is emitted. Shakespeare.

VOIDABLE. a. [from void. ] Such as may be

Ayliffe.annulled.

VOIDANCE. s . [from void.]

1. The act of emptying.

2. Ejection from a benefice.

VOIDER. s. [ from void. ] A basket in which

broken meat is carried from the table.Cleav.

VOI'DNESS. s. [from void.]

1. Emptiness ; vacuity.

2. Nullity ; inefficacy.

Hakewill.3. Want of substantiality.

VOITURE. s. [ French. ] Carriage. Arbuthnot.

VO'LANT. a. [ volans, Latin ; volant, French. ]

1. Flying ; passing through the air. Wilkins.

2. Nimble ; active. Philips.

VOLATILE. a . [ volatilis, Latin. ]

1. Flying ; passing through the air. Bacon.

2. [Volatile, French.] Having the power to

pass off by spontaneous evaporation . Milton.

3. Lively ; fickle ; changeable of mind ; full

of spirit ; airy. Swift.

VOʻLATILE. s. [volatile, French.] A winged

animal. Brown.

VOLATILENESS. s. [volatilité, French ;

VOLATILITY. from volatile.]

1. The quality of flying away by evapora-

tion ; not fixity. Bacon.

2. Mutability of mind ; airiness ; liveliness .

VOLATILIZĂ'TION. S. [from volatilize .]

The act of making volatile . Boyle.

To VO'LATILIZE. v . a. ( volatiliser, Fr.] To

make volatile ; to subtilize to the highest

degree. Newton.

VOLCANO. s. [ Italian ; from Vulcan. ] A

burning mountain.. Bentley.

VOLE. s. [vole, French .] A deal at cards,

that draws the whole tricks. Swift.

VOʻLERY. s. [ volerie, Fr.] A flight of birds .

Locke.

VOLITATION. s. [volito, Latin .] The act or

power of flying. Brown.

VOLITION. s . [volitio, Latin.] The act of

willing the power of choice exerted. Locke.

VOʻLITIVE. a. Having the power to will.

Hale.

VOLLEY. s. [volée, French.]

1. A flight of shot. Raleigh.

2. A burst ; an emission of many at once.

Shakespeare.

To VO'LLEY. r. n. To throw out . Shakespeare.

VO'LLIED. a. [from volley. ] Disploded ;

discharged with a volley. Philips.

VOLT. s. [volte, Fr. A round or a circular

tread ; a gait oftwo treads made by a horse

going sidewise round a centre.

VÕLUBILITY. s. [volubilitas, Latin .]

1. The act or power of rolling.

2. Activity of tongue ; fluency of speech.

Clarendon.

Watts.

3. Mutability ; liableness to revolution.

VO'LUBLE. a. [volubilis, Latin.]

1. Formed so as to roll easily ; formed so as

to be easily put in motion.

2. Rolling ; having quick motion.

3. Nimble ; active.

4. Fluent of words.

VOLUME. s . [volumen, Latin.]

Hammond

Milton.

Watts.

Shakespeare.

1. Something rolled or convolved.

2. As much as seems convolved at once ; as

a fold of a serpent, a wave of water.

Dryden.

3. A book ; so called because books were

anciently rolled on a staff.

VOLU'MINOUS. a. [from volume.]

Spenser.

Milton.

Milton.

Clarendon.

1. Consisting of many complications.

2. Consisting of many volumes, or books.

3. Copious ; diffusive.

VOLUMINOUSLY. ad. [from voluminous . ]

In many volumes or books.

VOLUNTARILY.

Granville.

ad. [from voluntary.]

Spontaneously ; of one's own accord ; with-

out compulsion. Hooker.

VOLUNTARY. a . [volontaire, French ; volun-

tarius, Latin. ]

1. Acting without compulsion ; acting by

Hooker.choice.

2. Willing ; acting with willingness. Pope.

3. Done by design ; purposed . Perkins.

4. Done without compulsion. Seed.

5. Acting of his own accord ; spontaneous.

Milton.

VOLUNTARY. s. [from the adjective.]

1. A volunteer ; one who engages in any

affair of his own accord. Davies.

2. A piece of musick played at will without

any settled rule . Cleaveland.

VOLUNTEʼER. s . [volontaire, French.] A

soldier who enters into the service of his

own accord Collier.

To VOLUNTEER. v. n. To go for a soldier.

A cant word. Dryden.

VOLUPTUARY. 8. [voluptuaire, Fr. volup-

tuarius, Latin.] A man given up to pleasure

and luxury. Atterbury.

VOLUPTUOUS. a . [voluptuosus, Latin. ] Given

to excess of pleasure ; luxurious. Bentley.

VOLUPTUOUSLY. ad. Luxuriously ; with

indulgence of excessive pleasure. South.

VOLUPTUOUSNESS. s. [ from voluptuous.]

Luxuriousness ; addictedness to excess of

pleasure.
Donne.

VÕLUTATION. s . [volutatio, Latin.] Wal-

lowing ; rolling.

VO'LUTE. s . [ volute, French. ] A member

of a column. That part of the capitals of

the Ionick, Corinthian, and Composite or-

ders, supposed to represent the bark of

trees twisted and turned into spiral lines.

Harris.

VO'MICA. s. [ Latin.] An encysted humour

in the lungs. Arbuthnot.

VO'MICK-NUT. s. The nucleus of a fruit of

an East Indian tree, the wood of which is

the snakewood of the shops. Hill.

To VO'MIT. v. n . [vomo, Lat.] To cast up the

contents of the stomach. More,

To VOʻMIT. v. a. [vomir, French. ]
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1. To throwup from the stomach. Arbuth.

2. To throw up with violence from any

hollow.

VO'MIT. s. [from the verb.]

1. The matter thrown up from the stomach.

Sandys.

2. An emetick medicine ; a medicine that

causes vomits. Arbuthnot.

VOMITION. s. [from vomo, Latin.] The act

or power of vomiting. Grew.

VO'MITIVE. a. [romitif, French .] Emetick ;

causing vomits. Brown.

VO'MITORY. a. [vomitoire, Fr. vomitorius,

Lat ]Procuring vomits ; emetick. Harvey.

VORACIOUS. a. [vorace, French ; vorax,

Latin.] Greedy to eat ; ravenous ; eda-

cious. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

VORACIOUSLY. ad. [from voracious.]

Greedily ; ravenously.

VORACIOUSNESS . s. [voracité, Fr. vora-

VORA CITY. citas, Lat. Greedi-

Newton.

ness ; ravine ; ravenousness . Sandys.

VO'RTEX s. In the plural vortices . [ Lat. ] Any

thing whirled round.

VO'RTICAL. a. [from vortex.] Having a whir-

ling motion. Newton.

VOʻTARIST. s. [devotus, Latin.] One devoted

to any person or thing ; one given up by a

vow to any service or worship. Milton.

VOTARY. s. One devoted, as by a vow, to

any particular service, worship, study, or

state oflife. Swift.

VOTARY. a. Consequent to a vow. Bacon.

VOTARESS. s . [female of votary.] A woman

devoted to any worship or state. Pope.

VOTE. s. [votum, Latin.] Suffrage ; voice

given and numbered . Roscommon.

To VOTE. v. a.

1. To choose by suffrage ; to determine by

suffrage. Bucon.

Swift.2. To give by vote.

VOTER. s. [ from vote.] One who has the

right of giving his voice or suffrage. Swift.

VOTIVE. a . [votivus, Latin.] Given by vow.

Prior.

To VOUCH. v. a. [voucher, Norman French.]

1. To call to witness ; to obtest. Dryden.

2. To attest ; to warrant ; to declare ; to

maintain by repeated affirmations. Atterb.

ToVOUCH. v. n. To bear witness ; to appear

as a witness ; to give testimony. Swift.

VOUCH. s . [from the verb. ] Warrant ; attes-

tation. Shakespeare.

VOUCHER. s. [from vouch.]

1. One who gives witness to any thing.

2. Testimony. Locke.

To VOUCHSA'FE. v. a. [vouch and safe.]

1. To permit any thing to be done without

danger.

2. To condescend ; to grant. Shakespeare.

ToVOUCHSA'FE . v . n. To deign ; to conde-

scend ; to yield. Dryden.

VOUCHSAFEMENT. s. [from vouchsafe .]

Grant ; condescension. Boyle.

VOW. s. [vau, French ; votum, Latin.]

1. Any promise made to a divine power ; an

act of devotion. Hammond.

2. A solemn promise, commonly used for a

promise of love or matrimony. Dryden.

To VOW. v. a. [vouer, French ; roveo, Latin.]

1. To consecrate by a solemn dedication ;

to give to a divine power. Spelman.

2. To devote ; a ceremonial phrase. Spenser.

To VOW. v. n. To make vows or solemn pro-

mises.
Suckling.

VO'WEL. s . [ voyelle, French ; vocalis, Latin. ]

A letter which can be uttered by itself.
Holder.

VOWFE'LLOW. s. [row and fellow .] Que

bound by the same vow. Shakespeare.

VOYAGE. s. [ voyage, French.]

1. A travel by sea. Prior.

2. Course ; attempt ; undertaking. Shak.

3. The practice of travelling. Bacon.

To VOYAGE. v. n. [voyager, French.] To

travel by sea. Pope.

To VOYAGE, v. a. To travel ; to pass over

VO'YAGER. s. [from voyageur, Fr. ] One who

travels by sea.

Milton.

Pope.

UP, ad. [up , Saxon ; op, Dutch and Danish. ]

1. Aloft ; on high ; not down. Knolles.

2. Out of bed ; in the state of being risen

from rest. Wotton.

3. In the state of being risen from a seat.

Addison.

4. From a state of decumbiture or conceal-

ment.

5. In a state of being built.

6. Above the horizon.

Shakespeare.

Judges.

Atterbury.

7. To a state of proficiency ; he is getting up

in reputation.

Spenser.

s. In a state of exaltation ; the favourite is

now up as high as he wishes.

9. In a state of climbing ; he is coming up.

10. In a state of insurrection ; the people are

up in Wales. Shakespeare.

1. In a state of being increased or raised ;

the price is getting up. Dryden.

12. From a remoter place, coming to any

person or place ; our servant who follows us

will soon be up with us. L'Estrange.

13. Into order ; as, he drew up his regiment.

14. From younger to elder years . Psalms.

15. UP and down. Dispersedly ; here and

there. Addison.
喙

16. Up and down. Backward and forward.

17. Up to. To an equal height with. Add.

18. Up with. Adequately to. Rogers.

19. Up with. A phrase that signifies the act

of raising any thing to give a blow. Sidney.

UP. interjection .

1. A word exhorting to rise from bed. Pope.

2. A word of exhortation, exciting or rousing

to action ; up and try. Spenser.

UP. preposition. From a lowerto a higher part ;

not down; go up the hill. Bacon.

To UPBEAR. v . a . preterite upbore ; participle

passive upborn. [up and bear.]

1. To sustain aloft ; to support in elevation.

Milton.

2. To raise aloft. Pope

Spenser.3. To support from falling.

To UPERAID. v . a . [upgebɲœdan, Saxon.]

I. To charge contemptuously with any thing

disgraceful. Blacktiore.

2. To object as matter of reproach. Sprut.

3. To urge with reproach. Decay ofPicty.
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4. To reproach on account of a benefit re-

ceived from the reproacher. Shakespeare.

5. To bring reproach upon ; to show faults

by being in a state of comparison. Sidney.

6. To treat with contempt Spenser.

UPBRAIDER. s. [from upbraid . ] One that

reproaches.

UPBRAIDINGLY, ad. By way of reproach.

Ben Jonson.

Spenser.To UPBRAY. v. a. To shame.

UPBROUGHT. part. pass. of upbring. Edu-

cated ; nurtured. Spenser.

Dryden.UPCAST. a. Thrown upward.

UPCAST. s. A term of bowling ; a throw ; a

Shakespeare.
cast.

To UPGATHER. v. a. [up and gather.] To

contract. Spenser.

UPHAND, a. [up and hand.] Lifted by the

hand. Moxon.

UPHELD. pret and part. pass . of uphold.

Maintained ; sustained. Milton.

UPHILL. a. [up and hill. ] Difficult ; like the

labour of climbing a hill.
Clarissa.

To UPHOARD. v . a. [up and hoard.] To

treasure ; to store ; to accumulate in private

places.

To UPHOLD. v. a. pret. upheld ;

upheld or upholden. [up and hold ]

1. To lift on high.

Spenser.

part. pass .

Dryden.

2. To support ; to sustain ; to keep from

falling.

3. To keep from declension.

Shakespeare.

Bacon.

4. To support in any state of life . Raleigh.

5. To continue ; to keep from defeat Hooker.

6. To keep from being lost.

7. To continue without falling.

8. To continue in being.

UPHOʻLDER. s. [from uphold .]

1. A supporter.

2. A sustainer in being.

Shakespeare.

Holder.

Hakewill.

Swift.

Hale.

3. An undertaker ; one who provides for

funerals. Gay.

UPHOLSTERER. s. [ a corruption of up-

holder.] One who furnishes houses ; one

who fits up apartments with beds and fur-

Pope.

U'PLAND . s. [ up and land. ] Higher ground.

Burnet.

Carew.

niture.

U'PLAND. a. Higher in situation .

UPLADISH. a. [from upland. ] Mountain-

ous ; inhabiting mountains.

T› UPLA'Y. v. d. [up and lay. ] To
lay up.

To UPLIFT. v. a. [up and lift. ]

aloft.

Chapman.

hoard ; to

Donne.

To raise

Addison.

UPMOST. a. [an irregular superlative formed

from ap. ] Highest ; topmost.

UPON. preposition. [ up and on.}

Dryden.

1. Not under; noting being on the top.

2. Not within ; being on the outside . Bible.

3. Thrown over he body, as clothes. Shak.

4. By way of imprecation or infliction ; mis-

chief uponhim. Shakespeare.

5. It expresses obtestation, or protestation ;

upon my honour. Shakespeare.

6. It is used to express any hardship or

mischief ; it brought evil upon them . Burnet.

7. In consequence of; he valued himselfupon
his birth. Clarendon.

8. In immediate consequence of; upon one

kind word he was reconciled. Tillotson.

9. In a state of view ; it appears upon his-

tory. Temple.

10. Supposing a thing granted ; upon these

terms it is admitted. Burnet.

11. Relating to a subject ; Locke wrote upon

government. Temple.

12. With respect to ; I was silent upon ques•

tions which I did not understand. Dryden.

13. In consideration of; he surrendered upon

splendid promises. Pope.

14. In noting a particular day ; Cæsar died

upon the ides of March. Addison.

15. Noting reliance or trust ; I do it upon

your word. Shakespeare.

16. Near to ; noting situation ; Fontarabia is

upon the edge ofFrance. Clarendon.

17. On pain of; hence upon your lives. Sid.

18. On occasion of; the king, upon this news,

marched. Swift.

19. By inference from ; upon your premises

nothing willfollow. Locke.

20. Noting attention ; I was upon my work

when thefrighthappened. Locke.

21. Noting particular pace ; he cameon upon

a gallop. Dry ten.

Shakespeare.

22. Exactly ; according to ; they are near

upon ten thousand.

23. By ; noting the means of support ; he

lives upon his annuity.
Woodward.

24. Upon is, in many ofits significations, now

contracted into on. See ON.

U'PPER. a. [a comparative from up . ]

1. Superiour in place ; higher. Peacham.

2. Higher in power or dignity. Hooker.

U'PPERMOST. a . (superlative from upper.]

1. Highest in place. Dryden.

2. Highest in power or authority. Glanville.

3. Predominant ; most powerful. Dryden.

U'PPISH. a . [from up. ] Proud ; arrogant.

To UPRA'ISE. v. a. [up and raise. ] To raise

up; to exalt.

To UPREAR. v. a. [ up and rear.]

high.

UPRIGHT. a. [up and right.]

1. Straight up ; perpendicularly erect.

2. Erected ; pricked up.

Milton.

To rear on

Gay.

Spenser.

Milton.

·

3. Honest ; not declining from the right.

UPRIGHT. s. Elevation ; orthography.

UPRIGHTLY. ad. [from upright.]

1. Perpendicularly to the horizon .

2. Honestly ; without deviation from the

right. Taylor.

UPRIGHTNESS . s. [ from upright .]

1. Perpendicular erection.

2. Honesty ; integrity.

To UPRISE. v. n. [up and rise.]

Waller.

Atterbury.

Psalms.1. To rise from decumbiture.

2. To rise from below the horizon. Cowley

3. To rise with acclivity. Shakespeare .

UPRI'SE . s . Appearance above the horizon.

U'PROAR. s. [oproer, Dutch.] Tumult , bus-

tle ; disturbance ; confusion. Raleigh.

To U'PROAR. v. a. [from the noun.] Το

throw into confusion . Not used. Shak.

To UPROOT, v, a. [up and root. ] To tear up

by the root. Dryden.
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To UPROU'SE. v. a. [up and rouse.] To waken

from sleep ; to excite to action. Shakespeare.

U'PSHOT. s. [up and shot.] Conclusion ; end ;

last amount ; final event. Pope.

U'PSIDE down. [an adverbial form of speech .]

1. With the lower part above the higher.

Heylin.

2. In confusion ; in complete disorder. Ral.

U'PSPRING. s. A man suddenly exalted ; an

upstart. Not used. Shakespeare.

May.

To UPSTART. v. n. [up and start.] Tospring

up suddenly. Dryden.

UPSTART. 8. One suddenly raised towealth,

power, or honour ; what suddenly rises and

To UPSTA'ND. v . n. [up and stand ] To be

erected .

appears.

To UPSTA'Y. v. a. [up and stay.] To sustain ;

to support. Milton.

To UPSWA'RM. v. a. [up and swarm.] To

Out of use. Shakespeare.

To UPTAKE. v. a. [up and take.] To take

into the hands.

raise in a swarm.

To UPTRA'IN. v. a. [up and train.

up; to educate. Not used.

Spenser.

1. Cogent ; pressing ; violent. Raleigh.

2. Importunate ; vehement in solicitation.

Exodus.

U'RGENTLY. ud. Cogently ; violently ; vehe-

mently; importunately.

U'RGER. s. [ from urge.] One who presses ;

importuner. Swift.

U'RGEWONDER. s. A sort of grain. Mort

U'RINAL. s . [ urinal, French. ] A bottle, in

which water is kept for inspection.

Shakespeare

U'RINARY. a. [from urine.] Relating to the

urine. Bacon.

U'RINATIVE. a. Working by urine ; provok-

ing urine. Bacon.

URINA TOR. s. [ urinator, Lat. ] A diver. Ray.

U'RINE. s. [urine, Fr. urina, Latin.] Animal

Brown.water.

To U'RINE. v. n . [uriner, Fr. ] To make water.

U'RINOUS. a . [ from urine. ] Partaking of

urine. Arbuthnot.

URN. s . [urne, Fr. urna, Latin.]

1. Any vessel, of which the mouth is narrow-

er than the body.To bring

Spenser. 2. A water-pot.

To throw

Milton.

To UPTU'RN. v. a. [up and turn .]

up; to furrow.

U'PWARD. a. [up, and peard, Saxon.] Di-

rected to a higher part. Dryden.

U'PWARD. s. The top. Out of use. Shak.

U'PWARD .

U'PWARDS.ad. [up, and peaɲd, Sax.]

1. Toward a higher place.

2. Toward heaven and God.

3. With respect to the higher part .

4. More than ; with tendency to a

greater number.

5. Toward the source.

Dryden.

Hooker.

Milton.

higher or

Hooker.

Pope.

Spenser.

To UPWIND. v. a. pret and pass. upwound.

[up and wind.] To convolve.

URBA'NITY. s . [ urbanité, French ; urbanitas,

Latin.] Civility ; elegance ; politeness ; mer-

riment ; facetiousness . Dryden.

U'RCHIN. s. [heureuchin, Armorick.]

1. A hedge hog. Shakespeare.

2. A name of slight anger to a child . Prior.

URE. s. Practice ; use. Obsolete. Hooker.

U'RETER. s. [&pnrnp.] Ureters are two long

and small canals from the basin of the kid-

neys, one on each side, which carry the urine

from the kidneys to the bladder. Wiseman.

U'RETHRA. s. [ enga. ] The passage of the

urine. Wiseman.

To URGE. v. a. [urgeo, Latin.]

1. To incite ; to push ; to press by motives.

Tillotson.

2. To provoke ; to exasperate. Shakespeare.

3. To follow close, so as to impel. Pope,

4. To labour vehemently ; to do with eager-

ness or violence.

5. To press ; to enforce.

6. To press as an argument.

7. To importune ; to solicit.

Pope.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Spenser.

8. To press in opposition, by way of objec-

tion. Tillotson.

To URGE v. n. To press forward . Donne.

URGENCY. s. [from urgent.] Pressure of dif-

ficulty or necessity. Swift.

URGENT. a. [urgent, French ; urgens, Latin.]

Dryden.

Creech.

3. The vessel in which the remains of burnt

bodies were put. Wilkins.

URO'SCOPY. s . [ upov and oxETT .] Inspection

of urine. Brown.

U'RRY. s . A mineral . A blue or black clay,

that lies near the coal, which is an unripe

coal, and proper for hot lands. Mortimer.

US. The oblique case ofwe.

U'SAGE. s. [usage, French.]

1. Treatment. Dryden.

2. Custom ; practice long continued. Hooker.

3. Manners ; behaviour. Obsolete. Spenser.

U'SAGER. s. [usager, Fr.] One who has the

use ofany thing in trust for another. Daniel.

U'SANCE. s . [usance, French. ]
1..
Use ; proper employment. Spenser.

2. Usury; interest paid for money. Shak.

USE. s. [usus, Latin .]

1. The act of employing any thing to any

purpose. Locke.

2. Qualities that make a thing proper for

any purpose. Temple.

A. Philips.

3. Need of; occasion on which a thing can

be employed.

4. Advantage received ; power of receiving

advantage.

5. Convenience ; help ; usefulness.

6. Usage ; customary act.

7. Practice ; habit.

Dryden.

Locke.

Locke.

Waller.

8. Custom ; common occurrence.Shakespeare.

9. Interest ; money paid for the use of mo-

ney. South.

To USE. v. a . [user, Fr. usus, Latin. ]

1. To employ for any purpose. 1 Chronicles.

2. To accustom ; to habituate. Roscommon.

3. To treat. Knolles. Addison.

4. To practise.

5. To behave. Out of use.

To USE. v. n.

I Peter.

Shakespeare.

1. To be accustomed ; to practise customari-

ly. Spenser.

2. To be customarily in any manner ; to be

wont.

3. To frequent ; to inhabit. Obsolete. May
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USEFUL. a. [use and full . ] Convenient ; pro-

fitable to any end ; conducive or helpful to

any purpose. Swift.

U'SEFULLY. ad. In such a manner as to help

forward some end. Bentley.

U'SEFULNESS. s. Conduciveness or helpful-

ness to some end. Addison.

U'SELESS . a . [ from use.] Answering no pur-

pose ; having no end. Boyle.

U'SELESSLY. ad. Without the quality of an-

swering any purpose. Locke.

U'SELESSNESS . s . [ from useless. ] Unfitness to

any end. L'Estrange.

USER. s. [from use. ] One who uses. Wotton.

U'SHER. S. [huissier, Fr.]

1. One whose business is to introduce stran-

gers, or walk before a person of high rank.

Shakespeare.

2. An under-teacher ; one who introduces

young scholars to higher learning. Dryden.

To U'SHER. v. a. [ from the noun.] To intro-

duce as a forerunner or harbinger ; to fore-

Milton. Pope.

USQUEBA'UGH. s. [An Irish and Erse word

which signifies the water of life. ] A com-

pounded distilled spirit, being drawn on aro-

maticks. The Highland sort, by corruption,

they call whisky.

run.

U'STION. s. [ustion, Fr. ustus, Lat. ] The act

of burning ; the state of being burned.

USTO'RIOUS . a [ustum, Latin.] Having the

quality of burning. Watts.

U'SUAL. a. ( usuel, Fr.] Common ; frequent ;

customary. Hooker.

· Swift.

U'SUALLY, ad. Commonly ; frequently ; cus-

tomarily.

U'SUALNESS . s. [from usual. ] Commonness ;

frequency.

USUCAPTION. s. [usus and captio, Lat. ] In

the civil law, the acquisition of the property

of a thing by possession thereof for a certain

term of years.

USUFRU CT: s. [usufruit, Fr.] Thetemporary

use ; enjoyment of the profits, without power

to alienate. Ayliffe.

USUFRU'CTUARY. s. [usufructuarius, Lat. ]

One that has the use and temporary profit,

not the property of a thing. Ayliffe

To U'SURE. v . n. [usura, Latin. ] To practise

usury ; to take interest for money. Shak.

U'SURER. s. [usurier, French. ] One who puts

money out at interest. Commonly used for

one that takes exorbitant interest. Shuk.

USU'RIOUS. a . [usuaire, Fr.] Given to the

practice of usury ; exorbitantly greedy of

profit. Donne.

To USU'RP. v . a . [usurpo, Latin. ] To possess

by force or intrusion ; to seize or possess
without right.

Ben Jonson.

USURPATION. s . [from usurp. ] Forcible, un-

just, illegal seizure or possession. Dryden.

USU'RPER. s. [ from usurp. ] One who seizes,

or possesses that to which he has no right.

Spenser.

USURPINGLY. ad. [from usurp.] Without

just claim.
Shakespeare.

U'SURY s. [usuré, Fr. usura, Latin.]

1. Moneypaid for the use ofmoney ; interest.

2. The practice of taking interest. Bacon .

·

UTENSIL. s. [utensile, low Latin.] An instru

ment for any use, such as the vessels of the

kitchen, or tools of a trade. Shak.

U'TERINE. a. [uterinus, Latin.] Belonging to

the womb Ray.

UTERUS. s. [ Latin.] The womb.

UTILITY. s. [utilité, Fr. utilitas, Latin . ] Use-

fulness ; profit ; convenience ; advantageous-

ness .

UTMOST. a . [urmært, Sax. from urteɲ.]

1. Extreme ; placed at the extremity.

Milton.

2. Being in the highest degree. Shakespeare

UTMOST. s. The most that can be ; the great

est power ; the highest degree ; the greatest

effort. South.

U'TTER. a. [urren, Saxon.]

1. Situate on the outside, or remote from the

Milton.centre.

2. Placed beyond any compass ; out of any

place. Milton.

3. Extreme ; excessive ; utmost. Milton.

4. Complete ; total.

5. Peremptory.

6. Perfect ; mere.

To U'TTER. v. a.

Clarendon.

Clarendon.

Atterbury.

1. To speak ; to pronounce ; to express ."
1

Shakespeare.

2. To disclose ; to discover ; to publish.

3. To sell ; to vend.

Raleigh.

Carew.

Swift,4. To disperse ; to emit at large.

UTTERABLE. a. [from utter. ] Expressible ;

such as may be uttered.

UTTERANCE. s. [ from utter.]

1. Pronunciation ; manner of speaking.
1

Spenser

Shakespeare.

2. [Outrance, Fr. ] Extremity ; terms of ex-

treme hostility. Out of use.

3. Vocal expression ; emission from the

mouth. Holder.

Spenser.

U'TTERER. s. [from utter.]

1. One who pronounces.

2. A divulger ; a discloser.

3. A seller ; a vender.

UTTERLY. ad. [from utter.] Fully ; com-

pletely ; perfectly.
Clarendon.

UTTERMOST. a. [ from utter.]

1. Extreme ; being in the highest degree.

Milton.

Abbot.2. Most remote.

UTTERMOST. s . The greatest. Hooker.

U'VEOUS. a. [from uva, Latin. ] The uveous

coat, or iris of the eye, hath a musculous

power, and can dilate and contract that

round hole in it, called the pupil. Ray.

VULCA'NO. s. [ Ítal. ] A burning mountain

commonly volcano. Arbuthnot.

VULGAR. a . [vulgaire, Fr. vulgaris, Lat.]

1. Plebeian ; suited to the common people ;

practised among the common people. Add.

2. Vernacular ; national. Felton.

3. Mean ; low ; being of the common rate.

Broome.

4. Publick ; commonly bruited. Shakespeare.

VU/LGAR. s. [vulguire, French.] The common

people. K. Charles.

VUŮ/LGARISM. s. [ from vulgar.] Grossness ;

meanness ; vulgarity, Reynolds.
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VULGARITY. s. [from vulgur.

1. Mcanness ; state ofthe lowest people. Br.

2. Mean or gross mode. Dryden.

VULGARLY. ad. [from vulgar.] Commonly ;

in the ordinary manner ; among the common

people. Hammond.

VULNERABLE. a . [ vulnerabilis , Latin.] Sus-

ceptive of wounds ; liable to external inju-

ries.
Shakespeare.

VULNERARY. a. [ vulnerarius, Latin Use-

ful in the cure of wounds. Wiseman.

To VULNERATE. v. u . [vulnero, Latin. ] To

wound ; to hurt. Glanville.

VU'LPINE. a . [ rulpinus, Latin.] Belonging to

a fox,

·

VU/LTURE. s. [cultur, Lat.] A large bird of

prey, remarkable for voracity . Shakespeare.

VULTURINE. a. [vulturinus, Latin. ] Belong-

ing to a vulture.

UVULA. s. [uvula, Latin.] In anatomy, a

round soft spongeous body, suspended from

the palate, near the foramina of the nostrils,

over the glottis . Wiseman.

UXO'RIOUS . a. [uxorius, Lat. ] Submissively

fond of a wife ; infected with connubial do-

tage. Milten.

UXORIOUSLY. ad. [from uxorious.] With

fond submission to a wife. Dryden.

UXO'RIOUSNESS. s. [from uxorious } Con-

nubial dotage ; fond submission to a wife

WAF

W.

WIs aletter, ofwhich the form is not to be

found in the alphabets of the learned lan-

guages. W is sometimes improperly used

in diphthongs as a vowel, for u ; view, strew :

the sound of w consonant, if it be a conso-

nant, is uniform .

To WÁ'BBLE. v . n. [a low barbarous word.]

To move from side to side ; to change direc-

tion . Moxon.

WAD. s. [peod, hay, Saxon.]

1. A bundle of straw or other loose matter

thrust close together.

2. Wudd, or black lead , is a mineral of great

use and value. Woodward.

WA'DDING. s. [from wad, vad, Islandick. ] A

kind of soft stuff loosely woven, with which

the skirts of coats are stuffed out.

To WA'DDLE. v . n. [wagghelen, Dutch. ] To

shake, in walking, from side to side ; to de-

viate in motion from a right line .

To WADE. v. n. [from vadum, Lat.]

Pope.

1. To walk through the waters ; to pass wa-

ter without swimming. More.

2. To pass difficultly and laboriously. Addison.

WA'FER. s . [wafel, Dutch .]

1. thin cake. Pope.

2. The bread given in the eucharist by the

Romanists . Hall.

3. Paste made to close letters .

To WAFT. v . a. [ probably from wave.]

1. To carry through the air, or on the wa-

Pope.ter.

2. To buoy ; to make float ; to hinder from

sinking.
Brown.

•

3. To beckon ; to inform by a sign of any

thing moving.

To WÄFT. v. n. To float.

WAFT. s . [from the verb.]

1. A floating body.

Dryden.

Thomson.

2. Motion of a streamer.

WAFTAGE. s . [from waft.] Carriage by wa-

ter or air. Not in use.
Shakespeare.

WAG

WA'FTER. s. [from waft. ] A passage-boat.
Ainsworth.

WA'FTURE. s . [from waft.] The act of wav-

ing. Not in use. Shakespeare.

To WAG. v. a. [pagian, Saxon ; waggen, Dut.]

To move lightly ; to shake slightly. Swift.

To WAG. v. n

1. To be in quick or ludicrous motion. Ska.

2. To go ; to pack off. Shakespeare.

3. To be moved. Dryden.

WAG. s. [pœzan, Saxon, to cheat. ] Any one

ludicrously mischievous ; a merry droll.

Addison.

WAGE. s . the plural wages is now only used.

[wagen, German.]

1. Pay given for service.

2. Gage ; pledge.

Shakespeare.

Ainsworth.

To WAGE. v. a. [waegen, German, to attempt

any thing dangerous . ]

1. To attempt ; to venture. Shakespeare.

2. To make ; to carry on.

in use.

Dryden.

3. [From wage, wages. ] To set to hire. Not

Spenser.

4. To take to hire ; to hire for pay ; to hold

in pay. Obsolete. Davies.

5. [Inlaw.]When an action of debt is brought

against any one, the defendant may wage his

law ; that is, swear, and certain persons

with him, that he owes nothing to the plain-

tiff in manner as he hath declared . The of

fer to make the oath is called wager oflaw.

Blount

WA'GER. s. [from wage, to venture.]

1. A bet ; any thing pledged upon a chance

or performance. Bentley.

2. Subject on which bets are laid. Sidney.

3. [In law . ] An offer to make oath .

To WA'GER. v. a . [from the noun. ] To lay ;

to pledge as a bet. Shakespeare.

WAGES. s. See WAGE.

WA'GGERY. s . [from wag. ] Mischievous mer-

riment ; roguish trick ; sarcastical gayety. Lo.

1
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WA'GGISH. a. [from wag. ] Knavishly mer-

ry; merrily mischievous ; frolicksome.

L'Estrange.

WA'GGISHNESS. s . [from waggish. ] Merry

mischief Bacon.

To WA'GGLE. v. n. [wagghelen, German.] To

waddle ; to move from side to side . Sidney.

WA'GON. s. [pozen, Sax. waegkens, Dutch ;

vagn, Islandick . )

1. A heavy carriage for burdens . Knolles.

2. A chariot. Not in use.

WA'GONER. s [from wagon. ] Onewho drives

a wagon.

WA GTAIL. s . A bird.

WAID. a. Crushed .

Spenser.

Dryden.

Ainsworth.

Shakespeare.

WAIF. s. [waivium, law Lat.] Goods found,

but claimed by nobody. Ainsworth.

To WAIL. v. a. [gualure, Ital . ] To inoan ; to

lament ; to bewail. Pope.

To WAIL. v. n. To grieve audibly ; to express

sorrow. Ezekiel.

Thomson.

Knolles.

WAIL. s. Audible sorrow.

WA'ILING. s . [from wail . ] Lamentation ;

moan ; audible sorrow.

WA'ILFUL. a . [from wail and full. ] Sorrow-

ful ; mournful. Shakespeare.

WAIN. [contracted from wagon.] A carriage.

Spenser.

WA'INROPE. s. [wain and rope ] A large

cord, with which the load is tied on the wa-

gon; cartrope. Shakespeare.

WA'INSCOT. s . [wageschot, Dutch.] The in-

ner wooden covering of a wall. Arbuthnot.

To WA'INSCOT. v. a. (waegenschotten, Dutch.]

1. To line walls with boards . Bacon.

2. To line buildings with different materials .

Grew.

WAIR. s. A piece of timber two yards long,

and a foot broad. Bailey.

WAIST. s. [gwase, Welsh. ]

1. The smallest part of the body ; the part

below the ribs. Milton.

2. The middle deck, or floor, of a ship .

Dryden.

WAISTCOAT. s. [waist and coat .] An inner

coat ; a coat close to the body. Richardson.

To WAIT. v. a. [wachten, Dutch.]

1. To expect ; to stay for.

2. To attend ; to accompany with submission

WAITINGgentlewoman.

WAITING maid.

WAITING woman.

lady in her chamber.

}

S. [from wait.]

An upper servant

who attends on a

Swift

To WAKE. v. n. [wakan, Gothick ; pacian,

Saxon ; waecken, Dutch.]

1. To watch ; not to sleep.

2. To be roused from sleep.

3. To cease to sleep.

4. To be quick ; to be alive.

Locke.

Milton.

Denham.

Dryden.

5. To be put in action ; to be excited.Milton.

To WAKE. v. a. [peccian, Saxon ; wecken,

Dutch.]

1. To rouse from sleep. Dryden.

2. To excite , to be put in motion or action.

Prior.

3. To bring to life again, as if from the sleep

of death. Milton.

WAKE. s . [ from the verb . ]

1. The feast of the dedication of the church,

formerly kept by watching all night. King.

2. Vigils ; state of forbearing sleep. Milton.

WA'KEFUL. a . [wake andfull. ] Not sleeping;

vigilant. Crashaw.

WAKEFULNESS. s. [from wakeful.]

1. Want of sleep.

2. Forbearance of sleep.

Bacon.

To WA'KEN. v . n. [ from wake.] To wake ; to

ccase from sleep ; to be roused from sleep.

To WA'KEN. v . a.

1. To rouse from sleep.

Dryden.

Spenser,

Roscommon.

Milton.

Miller.

2. To excite to action.

3. To produce ; to excite.

WA'KEROBIN. s. A plant.

WALE. s. [ pel , Sax. a web.] A rising part in

the surface of cloth.

To WALK. v. a. [walen, German ; pealcan,

Saxon, to roll. ]

1. To move by leisurely steps, so that one

foot is set down before the other is taken up .

Clarendon.

2. It is used in the ceremonious language of

invitation, for come or go. Shakespeare.

3. To move for exercise or amusement.

Shakespeare.

4. To move the slowest pace ; not to trot,

gallop, or amble. Applied to a horse.

5. To appear as a spectre .

Shakespeare.

or respect. Dryden.

3. To attend as a consequence ofsomething.

6. To act on any occasion.

7. To be in motion.

Rowe. 8. To act in sleep.

4. To watch as an enemy. Job. 9. To range ; to be stirring.

Davies

Ben Jonson.

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Spenser.To WAIT. v. n.

1. To expect ; to stay in expectation. Job.

2. To pay servile or submissive attendance.

3. To attend.

Denham.

10. To move off ; to depart.

11. To act in any particular manner ; as, to

walk uprightly.

Shakespeare.

12. To travel.

To WALK. v. n.

South. 1. To pass through.4. To stay ; not to depart from .

5. To stay by reason of some hinderance.

6. To look watchfully. Bacon.

7. To lie in ambush as an enemy. Milton,

8. To follow as a consequence. Dec. of Piety.

WAIT. s. Ambush ; insidious and secret at-

tempts . Numbers.

WAITER. s. [from wait . ] An attendant ; one.

who attends for the accommodation ofothers.

Ben Jonson.
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Micah.

Deuteronomy.

Shakespeare.

2. To lead out for the sake of air or exer-

cise.

WALK. s . [from the verb.]

1. Act of walking for air or exercise. Pope.

2. Gait ; step manner ofmoving. Dryden,.

3. A length of space, or circuit, through

which one walks.

4. An avenue set with trees.

Milton.

Milton.

5. Way; road ; range ; place ofwandering.

3 L Sandys.
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6. Region ; space.

7. [Turbo, Latin. ] A fish .

Reynolds.

Ainsworth.

8. Walk is the slowest or least raised pace or

going of a horse. Farrier's Dict.

WALKER. s . One that walks. Swift.

WALKINGSTAFF. s. A stick which a man

holds to support him in walking. Glanville.

WALL. s. [wall, Welsh ; vallum, Lat. pall , Sax .

walle, Dutch. ]

1. A series of brick or stone carried upward,

and cemented with mortar ; the side of a

building. Wotton.

2. Fortification ; works built for defence ;

commonly in the plural. Shakespeare.

3. To take the WALL. To take the upper

place ; not to give place.

To WALL. v. a. [from the noun .]

1. To enclose with walls .

2. To defend by walls.

WALLCREE'PER. s. A bird.

Prior.

Dryden.

Bacon.

Ainsworth.

WALLET. s. [peallian, to travel, Saxon .]

1. A bag in which the necessaries of a tra-

veller are put ; a knapsack. Addison.

2. Any thing protuberant and swagging.

Shakespeare.

WA'LLEYED. a . [wall and eye.] Having white

eyes. Shakespeare.

WA'LLFLOWER. s. A species of stockgilli-

flower.

WA'LLFRUIT. s. Fruit which, to be ripened,

must be planted against a wall. Mortimer.

To WA'LLOP. v. n. [ pealan, to boil, Saxon.]

To boil.

WAʼLLOUSE. s. [cimex, Latin .] An insect ; a

bug. Ainsworth.

To WALLOW. v. n. [walugan, Gothick ; pali-

cian, Saxon .]

1. To move heavily and clumsily. Milton.

2. To roll himself in mire, or any thing fil-

thy. Knolles.

3. To live in any state of filth or gross vice.

South.

WA'LLOW. s. [from the verb.] A kind of rol-

ling walk. Dryden.

Ainsworth.WALLRU'E. s. An herb.

WA'LLWORT. s . A plant, the same with

dwarf elder, or danewort.

Miller.

Woodward.

WALNUT. s. [palh hnuta, Saxon. ] A tree

and fruit. The species are ten.

WA'LTRON. s . The seahorse.

TWA'MBLE. v. n . [ wemmelen, Dutch.] To

roll with nausea and sickness . L'Estrange.

WAN. a. [pann, Sax. ] Pale, as with sickness ;

languid of look. Suckling.

WAN, for won, the old preterite of win.

WAND. s. [vaand, Danish .]

Spenser.

1. A small stick or twig ; a long rod. Bacon.

2. Any staff of authority or use. Sidney.

3.A charming rod. Milton.

To WA'NDER. v. n. [wandɲian, Sax. wandelen,

Dutch.]

Psalms.

1. To rove; to ramble here and there ; to go

without any certain course. Shakespeare.

2. To deviate ; to go astray.

To WA'NDER. v. a. To travel over, without

a certain course. Milton.

WANDERER. s. (from wander. ] Rover; ram-

bier. Ben Jonson.

WANDERING. s. [from wander.]

1. Uncertain peregrination. Addison

2. Aberration ; mistaken way. Dec. ofPiety

3. Uncertainty ; want of being fixed . Law.

To WANE: v . n . [wanian, to grow less, Saxon. ]

1. To grow less ; to decrease. Hakewill.

2. To decline ; to sink.

WANE. s . [ from the verb ]

1. Decrease ofthe moon.

Rowe.

Bacon.

2. Decline ; diminution ; declension. South.

WANNED. a. [from wan.] Turned pale and

faint-coloured Shakespeare.

WA'NNESS. s. [ from wan.] Paleness'; lan-

guor.

To WANT. v. a. [wana, Saxon.]

1. To be without something fit or necessary.
*

2. To be defective in something.

3. To fall short of; not to contain.

4. To be without ; not to have.

5. To need ; to have need of ; to lack.

Locke.

Milton.

Milton.

Dryden.

Holder.

6. To wish ; to long ; to desire. Shakespeare.

To WANT. v. n.

1. To be wanted ; to be improperly absent.

2. To fail ; to be deficient.

3. To be missed ; to be not had.

WANT. s.

1. Need.

Denham.

Milton.

Dryden.

Milton.

2. Deficiency. Addison.

Pope.

4. Poverty ; penury ; indigence.

5. Wand, Saxon . ] A mole.

Swift.

Heylin.

3. The state of not having.

WA'NTON, a.

1. Lascivious ; libidinous ; lecherous ; lustful .

2. Licentious ; dissolute.

Milton.

Roscommon.

3. Frolicksome ; gay ; sportive ; airy.

4. Loose ; unrestrained .

5. Quick and irregular of motion.

6. Luxuriant ; superfluous.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

Milton.

Milton.

7. Not regular ; turned fortuitously. Milton.

WA'NTON. s.

1. A lascivious person ; a strumpet ; a whore-

monger. South.

2. A trifler ; an insignificant flatterer. Shak.

3. A word of slight endearment. Ben Jonson.

To WA'NTON. v . n. [from the noun. ]

1. To play lasciviously.

2. To revel ; to play.

Prior.

Fenton.

3. To move nimbly and irregularly.

WA'NTONLY. ad. [from wanton. ] Lascivi-

ously ; frolicksomely ; gayly ; sportively ;

carelessly.

WA'NTONNESS. s. [from wanton . ]

1. Lasciviousness ; lechery.

Dryden.

South.

2. Sportiveness ; frolick ; humour. Pope.

3. Licentiousness ; negligence of restraint.

K. Charles

WA'NTWIT. s. [ want and wit . ] A fool ; an
idiot. Shakespeare

WA'NTY. s. A broad girth of leather, by

which the load is bound upon the horse ; a

surcingle. Tusser

WA'PED. a. Dejected ; crushed by misery.

Shakespeare
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WAR WAR

WA'PENTAKE. s. [from wapun, Sax. and

take.] Wapentake is all one with what we call

a hundred ; as, upon a meeting for that pur-

pose, they touched each other's weapons, in

token of their fidelity and allegiance. Cow .

WAR. s. [werre, old Dut. guerre, French.]

1. The exercise of violence under sovereign

command against withstanders. Raleigh.

2. The instruments of war, in poetical lan-

guage.

3. Forces ; army. Poetically .

4. The profession of arms.

Prior.

Milton.

Wisdom.

5. Hostility ; state of opposition ; act of op-

position. Shakespeare.

To WAR. v. n. [ from the noun.] To make war;

to be in a state of hostility. Timothy.

To WAR. v. a. To make war upon . Not used.

Daniel.

To WA'RBLE. v. a. [werben, old Teutonick ;

wer elen, German, to twirl .]

1. To quaver any sound.

2. To cause to quaver.

3. To utter musically.

To WA'RBLE. v . n .

To be quavered.

2. A truncheon by which an officer of arms

forbade fight. Shakespeare.

WA'RDMOTE. s. [weans and mot, or ge-

mor, Saxon.] A meeting ; a court held in

each ward or district in London for the di-

rection of their affairs .

WARDROBE. s. [ garderobe, French.] A room

where clothes are kept. Addison.

WA'RDSHIP. s . [ from ward.]

1. Guardianship.
Bacon.

2. Pupillage ; state of being under ward.

King Charles.

WARE. The preterite of wear, more frequently

aware. ]

wore.

WARE. a. [we commonly say

Luke,

1. Being in expectation of; being provided

against.

2. Cautious ; wary.

Matthew.

Spenser.

To WAKE. v. n. To take heed of; to beware.

Dryden.

Milton. WARE. s . [ wann, Sax. waeer, Dutch; wara,

Milton. Swedish. Commonly something to be sold.

Milton. Ben Jonson.

WA'REFUL. a. [ware and full .] Cautious ;

timorously prudent.Gay.

Sidney.

Milton.

Tickel.

2. To be uttered melodiously.

3. To sing.

WA'RBLER. s. [from warble.] A singer ; a

songster.

WARD. A syllable much used as an affix in

composition, as heavenward , with tendency

to heaven ; hitherward, this way ; from weand,

Saxon; it notes tendency to or from.

Sidney.

To WARD. v. a. [weaɲdian, Sax. waren, Dut.

garder, French. ]

1. To guard ; to watch.

2. To defend ; to protect.

Spenser.

Shakespeare.

Fairfax.

3. To fence off; to obstruct or turn aside

any thing mischievous.

To WARD. v. n .

1. To be vigilant ; to keep guard.

2. To act upon the defensive with a weapon.

Dryden.

Dryden.

WARD. s. [from the verb ]

1. Watch ; act of guarding.

2. Garrison ; those who are entrusted to keep

a place. Spenser.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

Hooker.

3. Guard made by aweapon in fencing. Sh.

4. Fortress ; strong hold.

5. District of a town.

6. Custody ; confinement.

7. The part of a lock, which, corresponding

to the proper key, hinders any other from

opening it. Grew.

8. One in the hands ofa guardian. Otway.

9. The state of a child under a guardian . Ba .

10. Guardianship ; right over orphans. Spen.

WA'RDEN. s . [wuerden, Dutch. ]

1. A keeper ; a guardian.

2. A head officer . Garth.

3. Warden of the cinque ports . A magistrate

ofthose havens in the east of England, call-

ed the cinque ports, who has there all that

jurisdiction which the admiral of England

has in places not exempt.

4. A arge pear.

WA'RDER. s . [from ward.]

1. A keeper ; a guard.

Cowel.

May.

Dryden.

WA'REFULNESS . s. [from wareful.] Cantions-

ness. Obsolete. Sidney.

WAREHOUSE. s . [ware and house.] A store-

house ofmerchandise. Addison.

WA'RELESS . a . [ from ware.] Uncautious ; un-

wary. Spenser.

WA'RELY. ad. [from ware. ] Warily ; cau

tiously ; timorously. Spenser.

WARFARE. s. [ war and fare.] Military ser-

vice ; military life ; state of contest and so-

licitude . Rogers.

To WA'RFARE. v . n. [from the noun.] To

lead a military life.
Camden.

WA'RHABLE. a . [war and habile, Lat. ] Mili-

tary ; fit for war. Spenser.

WA'RILY. ad . [ from wary.] Cautiously ; with

timorous prudence ; with wise forethought.

Hooker.

WA'KINESS. s. [from wary.] Caution ; pru-

dent forethought ; timorous scrupulousness.

Sprat.

WARK. s. [ anciently used for work ; whence

bulwark.] Building. Spenser,

Philips.

Milton.

WA'RLIKE. a. [war and like.]

1. Fit for war ; disposed to war.

2. Military ; relating to war.

WA'RLING. s. [from war. ] One often quar-

relled with. Camden.

WA'RLOCK. s. [vardlooky, Islandick, a

WA'RLUCK. charm ; wenlog, Saxon, an

evil spirit. ] A male witch ; a wizard. Dryden.

WARM. a. (warm, Gothick ; weaɲm, Saxon ;

warm, Dutch.]

"

1. Not cold, though not hot ; heated to a

small degree. Milton.

2. Zealous ; ardent. Pope.

3. Habitually passionate ; ardent ; keen.

4. Violent ; furious ; vehement. Dryden,

5. Busy in action ; heated with action. Dryd.

6. Fanciful ; enthusiastick. Locke.

Pope.7. Vigorous ; sprightly.

To WARM. v. a. [from the adjective .]

1. To free from cold ; to heat in a gentle de-

gree. Isaiah.
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WAR WAS

2. To heat mentally ; to make vehement. WA'RRANTABLENESS. s. [from warrant-

Dryden. able Justifiableness . Sidney.

To WARM. v. n. To grow less cold. ah.

WA'RMINGPAN. s. [warm and pan.] A co-

vered brass pan for warminga bed by means
of hot coals.

WA'RMINGSTONE. s. [warm and stone.] A

stone dug in Cornwall, which being once

well heated at the fire retains warmth a

great while, and has been found to give ease

in the internal hemorrhoids. Ray.

WA'RMLY. ad. [from warm.]

1. With gentle heat.

2. Eagerly ; ardently.

Milton.

Pope.

WARMTH. }
s. [from warm.]

1. Gentle heat. Addison.

WA'RMNESS.

2. Zeal ; passion ; fervour ofmind. Sprat.

3. Fancifulness ; enthusiasm . Temple.

To WARN. v. a. [wænnian, Saxon ; waernen,

Dutch ; warna, Swedish. ]

1. To caution against any fault or danger ;

to give previous notice of ill.

2. To admonish ofany duty to be performed,

or practice or place to be avoided of for-

saken. Acts.

3. To inform previously of good or bad.

WA'RNING. s. [from warn.]

Dryden.

1. Caution against faults or dangers ; pre-

vious notice of ill. Wake.

2. Previous notice ; in a sense indifferent.

Duty ofMan.

WARP. s. [weanp, Sax. werp, Dutch. ] That

order ofthread in a thing woven that crosses

the woof. Bacon.

To WARP. v. n. [weappan, Sax. werpen, Dut.

to throw ; whence we sometimes say the work

casts.]

1. To change from the true situation of in-

testine motion ; to change the position from

one part to another. Moxon.

Shakespeare.

2. To lose its proper course or direction.

3. To turn.

ToWARP. v. a.

1. To contract ; to shrivel.

Milton.

2. To turn aside from the true direction.

Watts.

3. It is used by Shakespeare to express the ef-

fect of frost.

To WA'RRANT. v. n. [garantir, French.]

1. To support or maintain ; to attest. Locke.

2. To give authority.

3. To justify .

Shakespeare.

South.

Sidney.

L'Estrange.

4. To exempt ; to privilege ; to secure.

5. To declare upon surety.

WA'RRANT. s. [from the verb .]

1. Awrit conferring some right or authority.

Clarendon.

Dryden.

Hooker.

2. A writ giving the officer of justice the

power of caption.

3. A secure inviolable grant.

4. A justificatory commission.

5. Attestation .

6. Right ; legality . Obsolete.

WA'RRANTABLY. ad, [from warrantable.]

Justifiably. Wake.

WA'RRANTER. s . [from warrant.]

1. One who gives authority.

2. One who gives security .

WA'RRANTIŠE. s. [warrantiso, law Latin.]

Authority ; security. Shakespeare.

WA'RRANTY. s. [ warrantia, law Latin'; ga

ranti, garantie, French.]

1. [In the common law. ] A promise made in

a deed by one man unto another, for him-

selfand his heirs, to secure him and his heirs

against all men, for enjoying of any thing

agreed ofbetween them. Cowel.

2. Authority ; justificatory mandate. Taylor,

3. Security. Locke.

To WARRA'Y. v. a. [from war. ] To make war

Fairfax.upon.

WARRE. a. [weɲn, Saxon. ] Worse . Obsolete.

Spenser.

WA'RREN. s. [watrande, Dut. guerenne, Fr.]

A kind of park for rabbits L'Estrange.

WA'RRENER. s . [from warren.] The keeper

of a warren.

WA'RRIOUR. s . [ from war.] A soldier ; a mi-

litary man. Young.

WART. s. [weant, Sax. werte, Dut.]群

1. A corneous excrescence ; a small protu.

berance on the flesh. Bacon.

Ray2. A protuberance of trees.

WA'RTWORT. s. [wart and wort ; verrucaria,

Latin.] Spurge. Ainsworth.

WA'RTY. a. [from wart.] Grown over with

warts.

war.
WA'RWORN. a. [ war and worn. ] Worn with

Shakespeare.

WA'RY. a. [ween, Saxon.] Cautious ; scrupu

lous ; timorously prudent. Addison.

WAS. The preterite of to be.

To WASH. v. a. [warean, Sax. wasschen, Dut.

1. To cleanse by ablution. L'Estrange.

2. To moisten ; to wet ; as, the rain washes

the flowers .

3. To affect by ablution.

4. To colour by washing.

To WASH. v. n.

Watts

Collier.

1. To perform the act ofablution. Pope

2. To cleanse clothes.

WASH. s. [from the verb.]

Shakespeare.

1. Alluvion ; any thing collected by water

Mortimer

2. A bog ; a marsh ; a fen ; a quagmire. Sha.

3. A medical or cosmetick lotion. Swift.

4. A superficial stain or colour. Collier.

5. The feed of hogs gathered from washed

dishes. Shakespeare.

6. The act ofwashing the clothes of a fami

ly ; the linen washed at once.

WA'SHBALL. s. [wash and ball. ] Ball made
of soap. Swift.

WA'SHER. s. [from wash.] One that washes.

Shakespeare.

Kettlewell. WA'SHPOT. s . [wash and pot .] A vessel in

South.
which any thing is washed.

Shakespeare. WA'SHY. a. [ from wash.¦

South, 2. Weak ; not solid.

WA'RRANTABLE. a. [from warrant.] Justi-

fiable ; defensible.

1. Watery ; damp.

Cowley.

Milton

Wotton.
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WAT WAT

WASP. s. [wearp, Sax. vespa, Lat. guespe, Fr.]

A brisk stinging insect, in form resembling

a bee. Shakespeare.

WA'SPISH. a. [from wasp. ] Peevish ; malig-

nant ; irritable ; irascible. Stillingfleet.

WA'SPISHLY. ad. Peevishly.

WA'SPISHNESS . s. [from waspish.] Peevish-

ness ; irritability.

WA'SSAIL. s. [from wærhæl, your health,

Saxon.]

1. A liquor made of apples, sugar, and ale,

ancientlymuch used by English good-fellows.

2. A drunken bout. Shakespeare.

3. A merry song. Ainsworth.

WA'SSAILER. s. [from wassail. ] A toper ; a

drunkard. Milton.

WAST. The second person of was, from

to be.

To WASTE. v. a. [awercan, Sax. woesten, Dut.

guastare, Ital. vastare, Lat.]

1. To diminish.

2. To destroy wantonly and luxuriously ; to

(squander.

3. To destroy ; to desolate.

4. To wear out.

5. To spend ; to consume.

Temple.

Hooker.

Milton.

Milton.

Miiton.

To WASTE. v. n. To dwindle ; to be in a state

ofconsumption.

WASTE. a. [ from the verb.]

1. Destroyed ; ruined.

2. Desolate ; uncultivated.

Dryden.

Prior.

Abbot.

3. Superfluous ; exuberant ; lost for want of

occupiers.
Milton.

4. Worthless ; that of which none but vile

uses can be made ; as, waste wood.

5. That of which no account is taken, or va-

lue found.

WASTE. s. [from the verb.]

2

6

2. Attendance without sleep,

3. Guard ; vigilant keep.

Addison.

Spenser.

4. Attention ; close observation. Shakespeare.

5. Watchmen ; men set to guard. Milton.

6. Place where a guard is set.

7. Post or office of a watchman. Shakespeare.

8. A period of the night.. Dryden.

Shakespeare..

9. A pocket clock ; a small clock moved by

a spring.

TO WATCH. v. n. [wacian, Saxon.]

1. Not to sleep ; to wake.

2. To keep guard.

Hale

Shakespeare.

Milton.

Psalms.

4. To be attentive ; to be vigilant. Timothy.

3. To look with expectation.

5. To be cautiously observant. Taylor.

6. To be insidiously attentive. Milton

1. To guard ; to have in keep .
Milton.

Walton.

Broome.

To WATCH. v. a.

2. To observe in ambush .

3. To tend.

4. To observe in order to detect or prevent.

WATCHER. s. [from watch. ]

1. One who sits up ; one who does not go to

sleep. Shakespeare.

2. Diligent overlooker or observer. More.

WATCHET. a. [wæced, Saxon. ] Blue ; pale

blue. Dryden.

WATCHFUL. a. [watch and full.] Vigilant ;

attentive ; cautious ; nicely observant.

Shakespeare.

WATCHFULLY. ad. Vigilantly ; cautiously;

attentively ; with cautious observation ;

heedfully. Boyle.

WATCHFULNESS . s . [from watchful.]

1. Vigilance ; heed ; suspicious attention ;

cautious regard ; diligent observation. Watts'

2. Inability to sleep. Arbuthnot.

WATCHHOUSE. s . [watch and house. ] Place

Dryden.

1. Wanton or luxurious destruction ;

of squandering.

the act where the watch is set.

2. Consumption ; loss.

3. Uscless expence.

6. Region ruined and deserted.

7. Mischief; destruction.

Watts.

Ray.

Watts .

Locke.

Waller.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

4. Desolate or uncultivated ground.

5. Ground, place, or space unoccupied.

8. [A law term.] Destruction of wood or

other products of land. Shadwell.

WA'STEFUL. a. [waste and full.]

1. Destructive ; ruinous. Milton.

Bacon.

Addison.

2. Wantonly or dissolutely consumptive.

3. Lavish ; prodigal ; luxuriantly liberal.

4. Desolate ; uncultivated ; unoccupied.

Spenser.

WA'STEFULLY. ad. [from wasteful.] With

vain and dissolute consumption. Dryden.

WA'STEFULNESS . s. [from wasteful .] Pro-

digality.

WA'STENESS. s. [from waste.] Desolation ;

solitude. Spenser.

WA'STER. s . [from waste. ] One that consumes

dissolutely and extravagantly ; squanderer ;

vain consumer. Ben Jonson.

WA'STREL. S. [from waste. ] Commons. Carew.

WATCH. s. [wæcce, Saxon.]

1. Forbearance of sleep.

Gay.

WATCHING. s. [from watch.] Inability to

sleep. Wiseman.

WATCHMAKER. s . [watch and maker. ] One

whose trade is to make watches, or pocket

clocks. Moxon.

WATCHMAN. s. [watch and man. ] Guard :

sentinel ; one set to keep ward. Taylor.

WATCHTOWER. s . [watch and tower.] Tower

on which a sentinel was placed for the sake

of prospect. Donne.

WA'TCHWORD. s. [watch and word.] The

word given to the sentinels to know their

friends. Sandys.

WATER. s . [waeter, Dut. waren, Sax.]

1. Sir Isaac Newton defines water, when

pure, to be a very fluid salt, volatile, and

void of all savour or taste ; and it seems tc

consist of small, smooth, nard, porous, sphe-

rical particles, of equal diameters, and of

equal specifick gravities, as Dr. Cheyne ob-

serves ; and also that there are between them

spaces so large, and ranged in such a man-

ner, as to be pervious on all sides. Their

smoothness accounts for their sliding easily

over one another's surfaces ; their sphericity

keeps them also from touching one another

in more points than one ; and by both these

their friction in sliding over one another is

rendered the least possible. Their hardness

accounts for the incompressibility of water
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WAT WAX

2. The sea.

3. Urine.

when it is free from the intermixture of air.

The porosity of water is so very great, that

there is at least forty times as much space as

matter in it ; for water is nineteen times spe-

cifically lighter than gold, and consequently

rarer in the same proportion. Quincy.

Common Prayer.

Shakespeare.

4. To hold WATER. To be sound ; to be

tight. L'Estrange.

5. It is used for the lustre of a diamond.

6. WATER is much used in composition for

things made with water, being in water, or

growing in water ; as, water-spaniel, water-

flood, water-course, water-pot, water-fox,

water-snake, water-god, water-newt.

To WATER. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To irrigate ; to supply with moisture.

Temple.

2. To supply with water for drink. Knolles.

3. Tofertilize or accommodate with streams.

4. To diversify as with waves.

To WA'TER. v . 1 .

1. To shed moisture.

1. A species ofwatercresses.

2. A kind of firework to be discharged in

the water.

WATERVIOLET. s. [bottonia, Latin. ] A

plant. Miller.

A

WATERSA'PPHIRE. s. The occidental sap-

phire, which is neither so bright a blue, nor

so hard as the oriental. Woodward.

WATERWI'LLOW. 8s. [ lysimachia, Latin.] A

plant.
Ainsworth

WA'TERWITH. s. [water and with.]

plant of Jamaica, growing on dry hills in the

woods, where no water is to be met with ;

its trunk, if cut into pieces two or three

yards long, and held by either end to the

mouth, affords, plentifully, water or sap to

the droughty traveller. Derham.

WATERWORK. s . [water and work. ] A play

of fountains ; artificial spouts of water ; ang

hydraulick performance.

WATERY. a. [from water.]

1. Thin liquid ; like water.

Addison.

Addison. Arbuthnot.

Locke. 2. Tasteless ; insipid ; vapid ; spiritless.

3. Wet ; abounding with water. Prior.

South. 4. Relating to the water. Prior.

Milton.
2. To get or take in water ; to be used in

supplying water.
0

Knolles.

3. The mouth WATERS. The man longs ;

there is a vehement desire . Camden.

WA'TERCOLOURS.s. Painters make colours

into a soft consistence with water ; those they

call watercolours . Boyle.

WATERCRESSES. s . [sisymbrium, Latin.] A

plant. Miller.

WATERER. s. [from water.] One who wa-

Carew.ters.

WATERFALL. s. [water and fall.] Cata-

ract ; cascade. Raleigh.

WATERFLAG. s . [ iris aquatica, Latin. ] Wa-

ter flower-de-luce.

WATERFOWL. s. Fowl that live or get their

food in water. Hale.

WATERGRUEL. s. [ water and gruel.] Food

made with oatmeal boiled in water. Arbuth.

WA'TERHEN. s. [fulica, Latin.] A coot ; a

waterfowl.

WA'TERINESS. s. [from watery. ] Humi-

dity ; moisture.

WA'TERISH. a . [from water.]

1. Resembling water.

2. Moist ; boggy.

Arbuthnot.

Dryden.

Hale.

WATERISHNESS. s [from waterish.] Thin-

ness ; resemblance of water.

WATERLEAF. s. A plant.

Floyer.

WATERLILY. s. [nymphæa, Latin. ] A

plant.

5. Consisting of water.

WATTLE. s. [ from waghelen, to shake, Ger. ]

1. The barbs, or loose red flesh, that hangs

below the cock's bill.

2. A hurdle.

Walton.

Ainsworth.

To WATTLE. v. a. [warelas, Sax. twigs. ] To

bind with twigs ; to form by platting twigs

one within another. Milton.

WAVE. s. [wæge, Saxon ; waegh, Dutch.]

1. Water raised above the level of the sur

face ; billow. "

2. Unevenness ; inequality.

To WAVE. v. n. [from the noun.]

1. To play loosely ; to float.

2. To move as a signal .

Wotton.

Newton

Dryden.

Ben Jonson.

3. To be in an unsettled state ; to fluctuate ;

to waver.

To WAVE. v. a. [from the noun. ]

Hooker.

1. To raise into inequalities of surface.

2. To move loosely. Milton.

4

1

3. To waft ; to remove any thing floating.

4. To beckon ; to direct by a waft or mo-

tion of any thing. Shakespeare.

Wotton.
5. To put off; to quit.

6. To put aside for the present. Dryden.

To WA'VER. v. n. [warian, Saxon.]

1. To play to and fro ; to move loosely.

Boyle. Thomson,

Miller.

Miller.

Addison.

2. To be unsettled ; to be uncertain, or in-

constant ; to fluctuate.

WA'VERER. s. [from wave.]

and irresolute.

WA'VY. a. [from wave.]

Atterbury.

One unsettled

Shakespeare.

The 1. Rising in waves.

WATERMAN. s. [water and man ] A ferry-

man; a boatman.

WATERMARK. s. [water and mark. ]

utmost limit of the rise ofthe flood. Dryden.

WATERME'LON. s . A plant.

WATERMILL.'s. Mill turned by water.

Miller.

Spenser.
WA'TERMINT. s. A plant.

WATERRA'DISH. s. A species of water-
Cresses .

WATERRAT. s. A rat that makes holes in

banks.

WATERRO/CKET. s.

Wallon.

2. Playing to and fro, as in undulations .

Philips. Prior

WAWES, or Waes, s. for waves. Spense

To WAWL. v . n. [wa, grief, Saxon. ] To cry ;

to howl. Shakespeare.

WAX. s. [wæxe, Saxon ; wex, Danish ; wacks,

Dutch.]

1. The thick tenacious matter gathered by

the bee, and formed into cells for the recep-

tion ofthe honey. Roscommon.
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WAY WEA

2. Any tenacious mass, such as is used to

fasten letters. More.

3. A kind of concretion in the flesh . Wisem.

ToWAX v. a. [from the noun.] To smear ;

to join with wax. Dryden.

To WAX. v. n. pret. wax, waxed ; part . pass .

waxed, waxen. [weaxan, Sax. wuchsen, Ger. ]

1. To grow ; to increase ; to become bigger,

Hakewill.

2. To pass into any state ; to become ; to

Hooker.

WA'XCHANDLER. s. [from wax and chand-

ler. ] A maker of wax candles.

WA/XEN. a. [ from wax.] Made of wax.

WAY. s. [wæg , Saxon.]

or more.

grow.

1. The road on which one travels. Prior.

2. Road made for passengers. Shakespeare.

3. A length ofspace. L'Estrange.

4. Course ; direction of motion ; local ten-

dency.

5. Advance in life.

Locke.

Spectator.

Temple.

Swift.

6. Passage ; power of progression made or

given.

7. Vacancy made by timorous or respectful
recession.

8. Course ; regular progression. Dryden.

9. Course or progress considered as obstruc-

ted or hindered ; company comes in my way

when I should write.
Duppa.

10. Tendency to any meaning, or act ; his

opinions tend the wrong way. Atterbury.

11. Access ; means of admittance ; he made

hisway to the judge. Raleigh.

Temple.

13. Means ; mediate instrument ; interme-

diate step ; which way will you prove it?

12. Sphere of observation ; there have fallen

in his way many learned men.

Tillotson.

14. Method ; scheme of management ; his

way was to interest his friends in his success.

15. Private determination ; particular will

or humour ; he follows his own way without

hearing others. Ben Jonson.

16. Manner ; mode ; this is the present way

of dress. Addison.

17. Method ; manner of practice ;

to rise early.

To WAYLA'Y. v . a . [way and lay ] To watch

insidiously in the way ; to beset by ambush.

WAYLA'YER. s . [from waylay . ] One who

waits in ambush for another.

WA'YLESS. a. [ from way ] Pathless ; un-

tracked .

WA'YMARK. s . [way and mark . ]

guide in travelling.

Drayton

Mark to

Jeremiah.

To WA'YMENT. v. a. [wa, Sax.] To lament,

or grieve. Obsolete. Spenser.

WAYWARD. a. [wa, woe, and weard, Sax . ]

Froward ; peevish ; morose ; vexatious ; lik-

ing his own way. Fairfax.

WA'YWARDLY. ad. Frowardly ; perversely.

WA'YWARDNESS . s. [from wayward. ] Fro-

wardness ; peevishness.
Wotton.

WE. pronoun. The plural of I. See I.

WEAK. a . [wæc, Sax. weck, Dutch. ]

1. Feeble ; not strong.

2. Infirm ; not healthy.

3. Soft ; pliant ; not stiff.

4. Low of sound.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

Ascham.

5. Feeble of mind ; wanting spirit. Swift.

6. Not much impregnated with any ingre-

'dient ; as, a weak tincture ; weak beer.

7. Not powerful ; not potent.
Swift.

8. Not well supported by argument. Hooker.

9. Unfortified. Addison.

To WEA'KEN. v. a. To debilitate ; to en-

feeble ; to deprive of strength. Ray.

WE'AKLING. s. [from weak.] A feeble crea-

Shakespeare.ture..

WEAKLY. ad. [from weak.]

Bacon.

1. Feebly ; faintly ; without strength.

2. With want of efficacy.

3. Indiscreetly ; injudiciously ; timorously ;

with feebleness ofmind.

WEAKLY. a . [from weak.] Not strong ; not

healthy.

WE'AKNESS . s. [from weak.]

Milton.

Raleigh .

1. Want ofstrength ; want of force ; feeble-

ness.

2. Want of sprightliness .

Dryden.

Pope

3. Want of steadiness. Rogers.

4. Infirmity ; unhealthiness . Temple.

his way is

Sidney.

5. Want of cogency. Tillotson

6. Want of judgment ; want of resolution ;

foolishness of mind. Milton.

Bacon.

18. Method or plan of life, conduct, or ac-

tion ; he is very careful ofhis ways. Milton.

19. Process of things good or ill ; his affairs

are in a prosperous way. Heylin.

20. Right method to act or know ; this is the

way to be wise. Locke. Rowe.

21. General scheme of acting ; he went out of

his wayto effect this. Clarissa.

22. By the way. Without any necessary con-

nexion with the main design. Bacon

23. To go or come one's way or ways. To

come along or to depart. L'Estrange.

24. Way and ways are now often used cor-

ruptly for wise ; he was no ways a match for

him .
Swift.

WA'YBREAD. s. [ plantago. ] A plant. Ainsw.

WAYFARER. s . [way andfare, to go.] Pas-

senger ; traveller. Carew.

WAYFARING. a.Travelling ; passing ; being

on a journey. Hammond.

WAYFA'RINGTREE, s. [ viburnum, Latin.]

A plant. Milter.

7. Defect : failing.

WE'AKSIDE. s. [weak and side. ] Foible ; de-

ficiency ; infirmity. Temple.

WEAL. s. [welan, Sax. wealust, Dutch. ]

1. Happiness ; prosperity ; flourishing state.

Temple.

2. Republick ; state ; publick interest. Pope.

WEAL. s. [walan, Sax. ] The mark of a stripe .

Donne

WEAL away. interj . Alas. Obsolete. Spenser.

WEALD, Wald, Walt. Whether singly or

jointly, signify a woed or grove, from the

Saxon wealo. Gibson.

/
WEALTH. s . [ waleð, rich, Sax.]

1. Prosperity ; external happiness . Com. Pr

2. Riches ; money, or precious goods. Dryd.

WEA'LTHILY. ad. [from wealthy ] Richly.

Shakespeare.

WEALTHINESS. s. [ from wealthy. ] Richness.

WEALTHY. a. [from wealth.] Rich ; opu

lent ; abundant, Spense
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To WEAN. v. a. [wenan, Saxon.]

1. To put from the breast ; to ablactate.

2. To withdraw from any habit or desire.

Stillingfleet.
WEA'NEL.

WEA'NLING . 8. [from wean.]

1. An animal newly weaned . Spenser. Milton.

2. A child newly weaned.

WEAPON. s. [weapon, Saxon . ] Instrument

of offence ; something with which one is

armed to hurt another.
Shakespeare.

WEAPONED. a. [ from weapon.] Armed for

offence ; furnished with arms. Hayward.

WEA'PONLESS. a. [from weapon .] Having

no weapon ; unarmed. Milton.

WEAPONSALVE. s. A salve which was

supposed to cure the wound, being applied

to the weapon that made it. Boyle.

To WEAR. v. a . pret. wore, participle worn.

[wenan, Saxon.]

1. To waste with use and time.

2. To consume tediously.

Peacham.

3. To carry appendant to the body.

4. To exhibit in appearance.
.

Carew.

Shak.

Dryden.

5. To affect by degrees.

6. To WEAR out. To harass.

Locke.

Daniel.

7. To WEAR out. To waste or destroy by

degrees.

To WEAR. v. n.

1. To be wasted with use or time.

2. To be tediously spent .

3. To pass by degrees.

WEAR. s. [from the verb.]

Dryden.

Exodus.

Milton.

Rogers.

1. The act of wearing ; the thing worn.

2. [Wæn, Sax. a fen ; war, Ger. a mound.]

A dam to shut up and raise the water ; often

written weir or wier. Walton.

WEARD. s. Weard, whether initial or final,

signifies watchfulness or care, from the Sax.

weandan, to ward or keep. Gibson.

WEA'RER. s. [from wear.]

1. One who has any thing appendant to his

person.

2. That which wastes or diminishes.

WEA'RINESS. s. [from weary.]

Addison.

Law.

1. Lassitude ; state of being spent with la-

bour.

2. Fatigue ; cause of lassitude.

3. Impatience of any thing.

4. Tediousness .

Hale.

Clarendon

Carew.

Carew

WEA'RING. s. [ from wear. ] Clothes. Shak.

WEA'RISH. a. [from wæɲ, Sax. a quagmire.]

1. Boggy ; watery .

2. Weak ; washy.

WEA'RISOME. a. [from weary.] Trouble-

some; tedious ; causing weariness. Denham.

WEA'RISOMELY. ad. Tediously ; so as to

Raleigh.cause weariness .

WEA'RISOMENESS. s. [from wearisome.]

1. The quality of tiring.

2. The state of being easily tired. Ascham.

To WE'ARY. v. a. [from the adjective :]

1. To tire ; to fatigue ; to harass ; to sub-

due by labour. Addison.

2. To make impatient of continuance.

3. To subdue or harass by any thing irk-

Milton.some.

WEA'RY. a. [ wenig, Sax. waeren, to tire, Dut.]

1. Subdued by fatigue ; tired with labour.

2. Impatient of the continuance of anything

painful or irksome. Clarendon.

3. Desirous to discontinue. Shakespeare

4 Causing weariness ; tiresome. Shakespeare.

WEA'SAND. s . [waren, Sax. This word is

very variously written.] The windpipe ; the

passage through which the breath is drawn

and emitted ; the larynx. Spenser.

WEA'SEL . s . [ werel, Saxon .] A small animal

that eats corn and kills mice. Pope.

WEATHER. s [weden, Sax.]

1. State ofthe air, respecting either cold or

heat, wet or dryness . L'Estrange.

2. The change of the state ofthe air . Bacon.

3. Tempest ; storm . Dryden.

To WEATHER. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To expose to the air.

2. To pass with difficulty.

Spenser.

Garth

3. To WEATHER a point. To gain a point

against the wind. Addison.

4. To WEATHER out. To endure. Addison.

WEATHERBEATEN. a . Harassed and sea-

soned by hard weather. Suckling.

WEATHERCOCK. s . [weather and cock .]

1. An artificial cock set on the top of a spire,

which by turning shows the point from

which the wind blows. Brown.

2. Any thing fickle or inconstant. Dryden.

WEATHERDRIVEN. part. Forced by

storms or contrary winds. Carew.

WEATHERGAGE. s . [ weather and gage.]

Any thing that shows the weather. Budib.

WEATHERGLASS. s. [weather and giuss.]

A barometer. Arbuthnot.

WEATHERSPY. s. [weather and spy. ] A

stargazer ; an astrologer ; one that foretels

the weather. Donne.

WEATHERWISE. a. [weather and wise .]

Skilful in foretelling the weather.

WEA'THERWISER s. [weather, and wisen,

Dutch, to show . ] Any thing that foreshows

the weather. Derham.

To WEAVE. v . a. preterite wove, weaved ; part.

pass. woven, weaved. [weran, Saxon. ]

1. To form by texture. Dryden.

Adaison.2. To unite by intermixture

3. To interpose ; to insert. Shakespeare

To WEAVE. v. n. To work with a loom.

WEA'VER. s. [from weave.] One who makes

thread into cloth. Shakespeare.

WEA'VERFISH. s. [araneus piscis. ] A rish.¸

WEB. s. [webba, Saxon.]

1. Texture ; any thing woven. Davies.

2. A kind of dusky film that hinders the

sight ; a suffusion. Shakespeare.

WEBBED. a. [from web.] Joined by a film.

WEBFOOTED. a. [web and foot .] Palmipede ;

having films between the toes.

WE'BSTER. s. [webrrɲe, Saxon. ] A weaver.

Obsolete. Camden.

To WED. v. a. [wedian, Saxon.]

Ray.

1. To marry ; to take for a husband or wife.

2. To join in marriage.

3. To unite for ever.

4. To take for ever.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Clarendon.

5. To unite by love or fondness. Tillotson.

To WED. v. n. To contract matrimony. Shak.

WE'DDING. s . [from wed.] Marriage ; nup

tials ; the nuptial ceremony.
Graunt.
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WEDGE. 8. [vegge, Danish ; wegge, Dutch.]

1. A body which, having a sharp edge con-

tinually growing thicker, is used to cleave

timber.
Spenser. Arbuthnot.

2. A mass ofmetal.
Spenser.

3. Any thing in the form of a wedge. Milt.

To WEDGE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To cleave with a wedge. Shakespeare.

2. To drive as a wedge is driven, Shakespeare.

3. To force as a wedge forces. Milton.

4. To fasten by wedges. A. Philips.

5. To fix as a wedge. Bentley.

WE'DLOCK. s. [web and lac, Sax, marriage

and gift. ) Marriage ; matrimony. Cleavel.

WEDNESDAY. s. [ wodensdag, Sax.] The

fourth day of the week, so named bythe

Gothick nations from Woden or Odin.

WEE. a. [weeing, Dutch.] Little ; small.

WEE'CHELM. s . A species of elm.

WEED. s. ( weod, Saxon, tares. ] ·

1. An herb noxious or useless .

Bacon.

Mortimer.

Hooker.

2. [Woda, Saxon ; waed, Dutch.] A gar-

ment; clothes; habit ; dress.

To WEED. v. a. [from the noun .]

1. To rid ofnoxious plants. Mortimer.

Shak.2. To take away as noxious plants.

3. To free from any thing hurtful. Howel.

4. To root out vice. Locke.

WE'EDER. s . [from weed.] One that takes

away any thing noxious. Shakespeare.

WE'EDHOOK. s . [weed and hook.] A hook

by which weeds are extirpated . Tusser.

WE'EDLESS . a. [from weed.] Free from

weeds ; free from any thing useless or noxi-

Donne.uns .

WE'EDY. a. [from weed.]

1. Consisting ofweeds.

2. Abounding with weeds.

WEEK. s. [weoc, Sax. weke, Dut.

The space of seven days.

WE'EKDAY. s. [week and day.]

Sunday.

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

wecka,Swed.] -

Genesis.

Any day not

Pope.

WEEKLY. a. [from week. ] Happening or

done once a week ; hebdomadary. Swift.

WEEKLY. al . [from week.] Once a week ;

by hebdomadal periods.

WEEL. s. [ woel, Saxon. ]

1. A whirlpool.

Ayliffe.

2. A twiggen snare or trap for fish.

To WEEN. v. n. [wenan, Sax. ] To think; to

imagine ; to fancy. Obsolete. Spenser.

To WEEP. v. n. preterite and participle pas-

sive wept, weeped [weopan, Sax.]

1. To show sorrow by tears.

2. To shed tears from any passion .

3. To lament ; to complain.

To WEEP. v. a.

Deuter.

Shak.

Numbers.

1. To lament with tears ; to bewail ; to be-

moan.

2. To shed moisture.

3. To drop.

4. To abound with wet.

WE'EPER. s . [from weep.]

To WEET. v. n. preterite wot or wote. [wican,

Sax. weten, Dut. ] To know ; to be informed.

Obsolete. Spenser.

WE'ETLESS. a. [ from weet . ] Unknowing.

WE'EVIL. s. [ wefel, Sax. vevel, Dut.] A grub.

WEFT. The old preterite and participle pas-
sive from to wave. Spenser.

WEFT. s . [guaire, French ; vofu, to wander,

Islandick ; vagus, Latin ] That of which the

claim is generally waved ; any thing wane

dering without an owner Ben Jonson.

WEFT. s . [ wepta, Sax. ] The woof of cloth.

WEFTAGE. s . [ from weft.] Texture . Grew.

To WEIGH, v. d . [ wœzan, Sax weyhen, Dut.]

1. To examine by the balance.

2. To be equivalent to in weight.

3. To pay, allot, or take by weight.

4. To raise ; to take up the anchor. Knolles.

5. To examine ; to balance in the mind ; to

consider. Clarendon.

6. To compare bythe scales.

Milton.

Boyle.

Zech.

Pope.

7. To regard ; to consider as worthy of no-

tice. Shakespeare.

8. To WEIGH down. To overbalance. Dan.

9. To WEIGH down. To overburden ; to op-

press with weight ; to depress.

TO WEIGH. v . n.

1. To have weight.

2. To be considered as important.

3. To raise the anchor.

Addison.

Brown.

Addison.

Dryden.

Shak.

Bacon.

4. To bear heavily ; to press hard.

5. To sink by its own weight.

WEIGHED, d . [from weigh.] Experienced .

WEIGHER. s . [from weigh. ] He who weighs .

WEIGHT. s. [wilt, Saxon.]

1. Quantity measured by the balance.

Arbuthnot.

2. A mass by which, as the standard , other

bodies are examined.

3. Ponderous mass.

Swift.

Bacon.

4. Gravity ; heaviness ; tendency to the

centre. Wilkins.

5. Pressure ; burden ; overwhelming power.

Shakespeare.

Locke.

6. Importance ; power ; influence ; effica-

cy; consequence ; moment.

WEIGHTILY. ad. [from weighty.]

1. Heavily ; ponderously.

2. Solidly ; importantly.

WEIGHTINESS. s. [from weighty.]

1. Ponderosity ; gravity ; heaviness.

2. Solidity ; force.

Broome.

Locke.

Hayward.3. Importance.

WEIGHTLESS. a. [from weight.] Light ;

having no gravity.

WE'IGHTY. a. [ from weight.]

1. Heavy ; ponderous.

Sandys.

Dryden.

2. Important ; momentous ; efficacious.

3. Rigorous ; severe. Not used. Shakespeare.

WE'LAWAY. interj . [walawa, woe on woe,

Saxon.] Alas. Spenser.

Dryden.

Milton.

Pope.

Mortimer. WE'LCOME. a. [ wilcume, Sax. welkom, Dut ]

1. Received with gladness ; admitted wil-

lingly ; grateful ; pleasing.
Locke.1. One who sheds tears ; a mourner. Dryd.

2. A white border on the sleeve of a mourn-

ing coat.

WE'ERISH. a. See WEARISH. '

1. Insipid ; weak ; washy.

2. Sour ; surly. Ascham.

2. To bid WELCOME. To receive with pro-

fessions ofkindness. Bacon.

WELCOME. interj . A form ofsalutation used

to a new comer, elliptically used for you are

welcome. Dryden.
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WELCOME. s.

1. Salutation of a new comer. Shakespeare.

2. Kind reception of a new comer. South .

To WELCOME. v. a. To salute a new comer

with kindness . Bacon.

WELCOME to our house. s. An herb. Ainsw.

WE'LCOMENESS. s Gratefulness . Boyle.

WE'LCOMER. s. [from welcome.] The salu-

ter or receiver of a new comer. Shakespeare.

WELD, or Would. s. [ luteola , Latin.] Yellow

weed, or diers weed.

To WELD, for to wield. Spenser.

To WELD. v. a. To beat one mass into another

so as to incorporate them. Moxon.

WE'LFARE. s. [well and fare .] Happiness ;

success ; prosperity.
Addison.

To WELK. v. a. To cloud ; to obscure. Spen.

WELKED. a. Set with protuberances ; pro-

perly, I believe, whelked, from whelk. Shak.

WE'LKIN. s. [ wealcan, to roll, or welcen,

clouds, Saxon.] The visible regions of the

Chaucer. Philips.air.

WELL. s. [welle, well, Saxon.]

1. A spring ; a fountain ; a source. Davies.

2. A deep narrow pit of water. Dryden.

3. The cavity in which stairs are placed.

To WELL. v. n. [weallan, Sax . ] To spring ;

to issue as from a spring. Spenser.

To WELL. v. a. To pour any thing forth .

WELL. a.

1. Not sick ; being in health.

2. Happy.

3. Convenient ; advantageous.

4. Being in favour.

tune.

Taylor.

WELLSPE'N1 . a. Passed with virtue. Calá

WE'LLSPRING. s. [wallzerpniz, Saxon.j

Fountain ; source. Hooker.

WELLWILLER. s. [well and willer. ] One

who means kindly. Hooker.

WELLWI'SH. s. [well and wish. ] A wish of

happiness. Addison.

WELLWIS'HER. s. [from wellwish.] One

who wishes the good of another. Pope

WELT. s. A border ; a guard ; an edging.

Ben Jonson.

To WELT. v. a. [from the noun.] To sew

any thing with a border.

Dryden.

To WELTER. v. n. [wealtan , Saxon.]

1. To roll in water or mire.

2. To roll voluntarily ; to wallow. Ascham.

WEMM. s. [wem, Saxon.] A spot ; a scar.

WEN. s . [wen, Saxon .] A fleshy or callous

excrescence or protuberance. Dryden.

WENCH. s . [ wencle, Saxon . }

1. A young weman.

2. A young woman in contempt.

3. A strumpet.

Sidney.

Prior.

Spectator.

To WENCH . v. n. [from the noun.] To fre-

quent loose women. Addison

WE'NCHER, s. [from wench .] A fornicator

To WEND. v . n . pret. went. [wendan, Sax.]

1. To go ; to pass to or from. Arbuthnot

2. To turn round. Raleigh

WE'NNEL. s. [corrupted for weanel.] An

animal newly taken from the dam. Tusser.

Sprat. WE'NNY. a. [from wen.] Having the nature

Locke. of a wen. Wiseman.

WENT. preterite. See WEND and Go.

WEPT. The preterite and participle of weep.

WERE, of the verb to be. The plural in all

persons of the indicative imperfect, and all

persons of the subjunctive imperfect except

the second, which is wert.

WERE. s. A dam. " See WEAR.

Dryden.

Collier.

5. Recovered from any sickness or misfor-

WELL. ad. [well, Sax. wel, Dutch.]

I. Not ill ; not unhappily.

2. Not ill ; not wickedly.

3. Skilfully ; properly.

4. Not amiss ; not unsuccessfully.

Prior.

Milton.

Wotton.

Knolles.

Sidney.

WERT. The second person singular of the

subjunctive imperfect ofto be.

Bacon.

5. Not insufficiently ; not defectively. Bacon.

6. To a degree that gives pleasure.

7. With praise ; favourably.

8. Conveniently ; suitably.

Pope.

Milton.

9. AS WELLas. Together with ; not less than.

10. WELL enough." In a moderate degree ;

tolerably.

11. WELL is him. He is happy. Ecclus.

12. WELL nigh. Nearly ; almost. Milton.

13. It is used much in composition, to express

any thing right, laudable, or not defective.

WE'LLADAY. interjection. [a corruption of

welaway.] Alas ! Shakespeare.

WELLBEING. s. [well and be.] Happiness ;

prosperity. South.

WELLBO'RN. a. Not meanly descended.

WELLBRE'D. a. [well and bred . ] Elegant of

mauners ; polite. Pope.

WELLDO'NE. interj. A word of praise. Matt .

WE'LLFARE. s. [well andfare.] Happiness ;

prosperity. South.

WELLFAVOURED. a. [well and favour. ]

Beautiful ; pleasing to the eye. Shakespeare.

WELLMET. interjection. [well and met.] A

term of salutation. Shakespeare.
WELLNA'TURED.

a. [well and nature. ]

Good- natured ; kind.

WELLNIGH . ad. Almost.

Denham.

Sprat.

WERTH, Weorth, Wyrth, in the names of

places, signify a farm, court, or village ;

from the Saxon weordig.

WE'SIL. s. See WEASAND.

Gibson.

Bacon.

WEST. s. [wert, Sax. west, Dutch .] The

region where the sun goes below the horizon

at the equinoxes. Pope.

WEST. a . Being toward, or coming from, the

region ofthe setting sun. Numbers.

WEST. ad. To the west of any place. Milton.

WE'STERING. a. Passing to the west. Milt,

WE'STERLY. a . [from west.] Tending or

being toward the west. Graunt.

WE'STERN. a. [ from west. ] Being in the west,

or toward the part where the sun sets.

WESTWARD . ad. [werrweard, Saxon.] To-

ward the west.

WE'S TWARDLY. ad. With tendency to the

Donnewest.

WET. a. [wœr, Saxon.]

1. Humid ; having some moisture adhering ;

opposed to dry.

2. Rainy ; watery.

WET. s. Water ; humidity ; moisture

To WET. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To humectate ; to moisten.

2. To moisten with drink.

Bacon.

Dryden.

Evelyn.

Milton.

Wallon.
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WETHER. s . [weden, Sax. weder, Dut.] A

ram castrated. Graunt.

WETNESS. s. [from wet. ] The state of be-

ing wet ; moisture ; humidity. Mortimer.

To WEX, for to wax. Spenser. Dryden.

WE'ZAND. s . See WEASAND . Brown.

WHALE. s. [ hwale, Sax. ] The largest of fish ;

the largest of the animals that inhabit this

globe. Genesis. Swift.

WHA'LY. a. See WEAL. Marked in streaks ;

properly wealy. Spenser.

Derham.WHAME. s. Burrel-fly.

WHARF. s. [warf, Swedish ; werf, Dutch.]

Aperpendicular bank or mole, raised for the

convenience of lading or emptying vessels ;

a quay, or key. Child.

WHARFAGE. s. [from wharf.] Dues for

landing at a wharf.

WHA'RFINGER. s . [from wharf. ] One who

attends a wharf.

To WHURR. v. n. To pronounce the letter r

with too much force.

WHAT. pronoun. [hwæt, Sax: wat, Dutch.]

1. That which ; whathe thinks he speaks.

2. Which part ; in ore the metallist marks what

is metal and what is earth. Locke.

3. Something that is in one's mind indefi-

nitely ; I'll tell thee what. Shakespeare.

4. Which of several ; he is in doubt what pur-

chase to makefirst. Arbuthnot.

5. An interjection by way of surprise or ques.

tion ; What are you there ? Dryden.

6. WHAT though ? What imports it though?

notwithstanding. Hooker.

7. WHAT time. What day. At the time

when ; on the day when. Pope.

2. Which of many ; interrogatively ; what

colour do you like? Spenser.

Dryden.

9. To how great a degree ; what wise men

were the counsellors.

io. It is used adverbially for partly ; in part ;

he is overcome what with hunger, what with

weariness. Norris.

11. WHAT ho ! An interjection of calling.

WHATEVER.

WHATSO'.

WHATSOEVER.

५

Dryden.

pronouns. [from what and

soever.] Whatso is not

now in use.

1. Having one nature or another ; being one

or another either generically, specifically, or

numerically; I'll catch thee whatsoever thou

Denham.art.

2. Any thing, be it what it will ; whatsoever

I lose, I win. Hooker.

3. The same, be it this or that ; whatsoever

was, it is still.it Pope.

4. All that ; the whole that ; all particulars

that ; whatsoever the moon beholds is perish-

able. Shakespeare.

WHEAL. s. See WEAL. A pustule ; a small

swelling filled with matter. Wiseman.

Peacham.

Arbuthnot.

WHEAT. s. [hweare, Saxon. ] The grain of

which bread is chiefly made.

WHEATEN. a. Made of wheat.

WHEATEAR. s. [ ocuanthe, Latin . ] A small

bird, very delicate. Swift.

WHEATPLUM. s . A sort of plum . Ainsw.

To WHE'EDLE. v. a. To entice by soft words ;

toflatter ; to persuade by kind words. Rowe.

WHEEL. s. [hweol, Saxon ; wiel, Dutch.]

1. A circular body that turns round upon an

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

ax's.

2. A circular body.

3. A carriage that runs upon wheels. Milton

4. An instrament on which criminals are

tortured.

5. The instrument of spinning.

6. Rotation ; revolution..

7. A compass about ; a track approaching

to circularity.

To WHEEL. v. n.

1. To move on wheels.

2. To turn on an axis.

Shakespeare.

Giffurd.

Bacon.

Milton

Bentley.

3. To revolve ; to have a rotatory motion.

4. To turn ; to have vicissitudes.

5. To fetch a compass.

6. To roll forward.

Knolles.

Milton.

To WHEEL. v . a. To put into a rotatory mo-

tion ; to make to whirl round. Milton.

WHEELBARROW. s. [wheel and barrow.] A

carriage driven forward on one wheel. Bacon.

WHEE'LER. s. [from wheel ] A maker of

wheels. Camden.

WHEE'LWRIGHT. s. [wheel and wright.] A

maker of wheel carriages. Mortimer.

WHEEʼLY. a. [from_wheel.] Circular ; suit-

able to rotation . Philips.

To WHEEZE v. n. [hweoron, Saxon.] To

breathe with noise. Floyer.

WHELK. s . An inequality ; a protuberance.

Shakespeare.

To WHELM. v. a. [awhilfan, Saxon ; wilma,

Islandick . ]

1. To cover with something not to bethrown

off ; to bury. Pope.

2. To throw upon something so as to cover

or bury it. Milton.

WHELP. s. [welp, Dutch.]
1. The young of a dog ; a puppy. Brown.

2. The young of any beast of prey. Donne.

3. A son, in contempt. Shakespeare.

4. A young man, in contempt. Ben Jonson.

To WHELP. v. n. To bring young ; applied

to beasts, generally beasts of prey. Milton.

WHEN. ad. [whan, Gothick ; hwænne, Sax.]

1. At the time that. Camden.

2. At what time ? interrogatively. Addison .

3. Which time. Shakespeare.

4. After the time that. Gov. ofthe Tongue.

5. At what time.

6. At what particular time.

Daniel.

Milton.

7. WHEN as. At the time when ; what time.

Obsolete. Milton.

WHENCE. ad. [formed from where, by the

same analogy with hence from here.]

1. From what place.
Milton.

Prior

Fenton.

Dryden.

Arbuthnot.

Locke.

Blackmore.

2. From what person.

3. From what cause.

4. From which premises.

5. For which case.

6. From what soarce.

7. From which cause.

8. From WHENCE. A vitious mode of

speech.
Milton.

9. OfWHENCE. Another barbarism. Dryd

WHENCESOE/VER. ad . [whence and ever.}

From what place soever ; from what cause

Luckesoever,
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ad. At whatsoever time.

Milton. Locke.

WHERE. ad. [hpon, Saxon ; waer, Dutch.]

WHENEVER.

WHENSOE'VER.

1. At which place or places.

2. At what place ?

3. At the place in which.

4. Any WHERE. At any place.

Sidney.

Pope.

Shakespeare.

Burnet.

5. WHERE, like here and there, has in com

position a kind of pronominal signification ;

as, whereof, ofwhich.

6. It has the nature of a noun.

WHEREABOUT. ad, [where and

1. Near what place?

2. Near which place.,

3. Concerning which.

WHEREA'S. ad. [where and as.]

1. When on the contrary.

2. At which place. Obsolete.

3. The thing being so that.

# 4. But on the contrary.

WHEREA'T. ad.

1. At which.

Spenser

about.]

Shakespeare.

WHETHER. ad. [hwaden, Sax.] A particle

expressing one part of a disjunctive ques-

tion in opposition to the other ; answered

by or. Tillotson.

WHETHER. pronoun. Which oftwo. Bentley.

WHETSTONE. s . [whet and stone ] Stone on

which any thing is whetted, or rubbed to

make it sharp . Fairfax.

WHETTER. s . [from whet.] One that whets

or sharpens . More

WHEY. S. [hpoeg, Sax. wey, Dutch.]

1.The thin or serous part of milk, from which

the oleose or grumous part is separated .

2. It is used of any thing white and thin.

Hooker. Shakespeare.

WHE'YEY.a. [from whey.] Partaking of

Sprat. WHEYISH. whey; resembling whey.

Shakespeare. Bacon. Philips.

Hooker. WHICH. pronoun . [hpilc, Sax. welk, Dutch .]
Woodward. 1. The pronoun relative, relating to things .

South.

2. At what ?

WHEREBY'. ad.

1. By which.

2. By what?

WHERE'VER, ad. [ where and ever.]

soever place.

WHEREFORE. ad. [where andfor.]

1. For which reason.

2. For what reason?

WHEREIN. ad. [where and in.]

1. In which.

2. In what ?

Kettlewell.

Hooker.

At what-

Milton.

Hooker.

Shakespeare.

Swift.

Malachi.

WHEREINTO. ad. [where and into. ] Into

which.

WHERE'NESS . s . [from where.]

perfect locality.

WHEREOF. ad. [where and of.]

1. Ofwhich.

2. Of what ; indefinitely.

3. Of what ? interrogatively.

WHEREO'N. ad. [where and on.]

1. On which.

Woodward.

2. It formerly was used for who, and related

Jikewise to persons ; as in the first words of

the Lord's Prayer. Shakespeare.

WHICHSOEVER. pronoun. [which and so-

ever.] Whether one or the other. Locke.

WHIFF. s. [ chwyth, Welsh.] A blast ; a puff

Shakespeare.

To WHIFFLE. v. n. [from whiff. ] To move

inconstantly, as if driven by a puff ofwind.

L'Estrange.

WHIFFLER. s. [from whiffle ]

ofwind.

1. A harbinger ; probably one with a horn

or trumpet Shakespeare.

2. One of no consequence ; one moved with

a whiff or puff.

Ubiety ; im-

Grew.

WHIG. s . [hpoz, Saxon.]

1. Whey.

2. On what? as, whercon did he sit?.

WHE'RESO.

WHERESOE'VER.

Whereso is obsolete.

WHERETO'.

WHEREUNTO'.

1. To which.
}

Spectator.

Swift.2. The name ofa faction.

Dryden. WHI’GGISH. a . [ from whig.] Relating to the

Swift.

a whig.

Milton. Whigs.

WHI'GGISM. s. [ from whig .] The notions of

Swift.

Milton. WHILE. s. [weil, Germ hpile, Saxon. ] Time ;

}

ad. [where and soever.]

In what place soever.

Spenser. Shakespeare.

ad. [where and to, or

unto.]

2. To what? to what end ?

Hooker.

WHEREUPO'N. ad. [where and upon.] Upon

which. Clarendon Davies.

ad. [where and with, or

withal. ]

WHEREWITH.

WHEREWITHA'L.

1. With which.

2. With what ?

To WHE'RRET. v. a.

Wycherley.

Ainsworth.

1. To hurry; to trouble ; to tease.

2. To give a box on the ear.

WHERRY. s. [of uncertain derivation .] A

light boat used in rivers . Drayton.

To WHET. v. a. [hperran, Sax. wetten, Dut.]

1. To sharpen by attrition. -Boyle.

2. To edge ; to make angry or acrimonious.

WHET. s. [from the verb.]

1. The act of sharpening.

2. Any thing that makes hungry, as a dram.

space of time.

WHILE.

WHILES.

WHILST.

Ben Jonson.

ad. [hpile, Saxon. ] Whiles is

now out of use.

1. During the time that.

2. As long as.

3. At the same time that.

Milton.

Watts.

Addison.

To WHILE. v. n. [from the noun. ] To loiter.

Spectator.

WHILE'RE. ad . [while and ere, or before ] A

little while ago. Not in use. Raleigh.

WHI'LOM. ad. [ hwilom, Saxon.] Formerly ;

once; of old. Not in use. Milton.

WHIM. s. A freak ; an odd fancy ; a caprice ;

an irregular motion of desire. Swift.

To WHIMPER. v. n . [wimmeren, German ]

To cry without any loud noise. Rowe.

WHI'MPLED. a. This word seems to mean

distorted with crying. Shakespeare.

WHIMSEY. s. A freak ; a caprice ; an odd

fancy ; a whim . L'Estrange.

WHIMSICAL . a. [from whimsey.] Freakish ,

capricious ; oddly fanciful Addison.

WHİN. s. [chwyn, Welsh.] Furze ; gorse.

Tusser, Bacon.
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WHINE. v. n. [panian, Saxon. ] To lament

in low murmurs ; to make a plaintive noise ;

to moan meanly and effeminately. Sidney.

WHINE, s [from the verb. ] Plaintive noise ;

mean or affected complaint. South.

To WHI'NNY. v. n . [from the sound. ] To

make a noise like a horse or colt.

WHINYARD. s. A sword ; in contempt.

Hudibras.

To WHIP. v. a. [ hpeopan, Sax. wippen, Dut. ]

1. To strike with any thing tough and flexi-

ble. Addison.

2. To sew slightly.

3. To drive with lashes.

4. To correct with lashes.

5. To lash with sarcasm.

6. To inwrap.

Gay.

Locke.

Smith.

Shakespeare.

Moxon.

To WHIP. v. a. To take any thing nimbly ;

always with a particle ascertaining the sense ;

as, out, on, up, away . A ludicrous use.

over.

L'Estrange.

To WHIP. v. n. To move nimbly. L'Estrange.

WHIP. s. [hpeop, Saxon.] An instrument of

correction tough and pliant. Pope.

WHIPCORD. s. [whip and cord.] Cord of

which lashes are made. Dryden.

WHIPGRAFTING. s. [In gardening. ] A

kind of grafting. Pope.

WHIPHAND. s. [whip and hand.] Advantage

Dryden.

WHIPLASH. s. The lash or small end of a

whip.

WHIPPER.s [from whip.] One who punishes

with whipping. Shakespeare.

WHIPPINGPOST. s . [whip and post .] A pil-

lar to which criminals are bound when they

are lashed. Hudibras.

WHIPSAW. s. [whip and saw. ] The whipsaw

is used by joiners to saw such great pieces

of stuff that the handsaw will not easily

reach through. Moxon.

Tusser.

Swift.

Child.

WHIRRING. a. A word formed in imitation

of the sound expressed by it. Pope.

WHISK. s . [wischen, to wipe, German.]

1. A small besom, or brush.

2. A part of a woman's dress.

To WHISK. v. a. [wischen , to wipe, German.]

1. To sweep with a small besom."

2. To move nimbly, as when one sweeps.

Hudibras.

WHI'SKER. s . [from whisk. ] The hair grow-

ing on the upper lip unshaven ; the musta-

chio. Pope.

To WHI'SPER. v . n. [wisperen, Dutch ] To

speak with a low voice ; to speak with sus.

picion, or timorous caution.

ToWHISPER. v. a .

Sidney.

1. To address in a low voice. Shakespeare.

Bentley.

Shakespeare.

2. To utter in a low voice.

3. Te prompt secretly.

WHISPER. s. [ from the verb. ] A low seft

voice.

WHISPERER. s. [from whisper.]

1. One that speaks low.

South.

2. A private talker ; a teller of secrets. Bacon.

WHIST.

Shakespeare.

2. Still ; silent ; put to silence. Milton.

1. Are silent.

3. Be still.

WHIST. s. A game at cards, requiring close

attention and silence.

To WHISTLE. c. n. [ hpirtlan, Saxon ]

1. To form a kind of musical sound by an

articulate modulation of the breath. Milton.

2. To make a sound with a small wind in-

strument.

3. To sound shrill.
Dryden

To WHISTLE. v. a. To call by a whistle.

WHI'STLE. s. [hwirtle, Saxon.]

1. Sound made by the modulation of the

breath in the mouth. Dryden,

2. A sound made by a small wind instra

ment.

3. The mouth ; the organ of whistling.

4. A small wind instrument.

5. The noise of winds.

Walton.

Sidney.

WHIPSTAFF. s . [ on shipboard. ] A piece of

wood fastened to the helm ; which the steers-

man holds in his hand to move the helm and

turn the ship . Bailey.

WHIPSTER. s . [from whip . ] A nimble fellow.

Prior. 6. A call such as sportsmen use to their dogs.

wirbelen, Hudibras.

Dryden. WHISTLER. s One who whistles. Addison.

WHIT. s . [wiht, a thing, Saxon. ] A point ; a
Smith. jot. Davies.

Dryden. WHITE. a . [hwit, Saxon ; wit, Dutch.]

To WHIRL. v. a . [hpуnfan, Sax.

Dutch.] To turn round rapidly.

ToWHIRL. v. n.

1. To turn round rapidly.

2. To move hastily.

WHIRL. s. [from the verb.]

I. Gyration ; quick rotation ; circular mo-

tion ; rapid circumvolution . Dryden. Smith.

2. Any thing moved with rapid rotation.

Addison.

WHIRLBAT. s . [whirl and bat.] Any thing

moved rapidly round to give a blow. Creech.

WHIRLBONE. s . The cap of the knee.

WHIRLIGIG. s. [ whirl and gig. ] A toy which

children spin round.

WHIRLPIT. s . [hpуnfpole, Saxon .] A

WHIRLPOOL. place where the

tex .

Prior.

water

1. Having such an appearance as arises from

the mixture of all colours ; snowy. Newton.

2. Having the colour of fear ; pale. Shak.

3 Having the colour appropriated to happi-

ness and innocence.

4. Gray with age.

5. Pure ; unblemished.

WHITE. s.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

Pope.

Newton.

1. Whiteness ; any thing white ; white co-

lour.

2. The mark at which an arrow is shot,

which used to be painted white. Southern.

3. The albugineous part of an egg. Boyle.

4. The white part of the eye. Ray.

To WHITE: v. a. [from the adjective.] To

make white ; to dealbate.

moves circularly, and draws whatever comes

within the circle toward its centre ; a vor-

Sandys. Bentley .

WHIRLWIND. s . [werbelwind, German .] A

stormy wind moving circularly. Dryden. WHITELE'AD, s. White lead is made by

Mark.
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sheet-lead cut into long slips ; they make it up

into rolls, but so that a small distance may

remain between every spiral revolution.

These rolls are put into earthen pots, so or-

dered that the lead may not sink down above

half way. These pots have each of them

very sharp vinegar in the bottom , as full as

almost to touch the lead. The pot is cover-

ed up close for a certain time ; in which the

corrosive fumes of the vinegar will reduce

the surface of the lead into a mere white calx,

which they separate by knocking it with a

hammer.
Quincy.

WHITELIVERED. a. [from white and liver. ]

Envious ; malicious ; cowardly.

WHITELY. a. [from white. ] Coming near to

white. Southern.

WHITEMEAT. s. [white and meat.] Food

made ofmilk. Spenser.

To WHITEN. v. a . [from white. ] To make

white. Temple.

To WHITEN. v. n. To grow white. Smith.

WHITENER. s. [ from whiten . ] One who

makes any thing white.

WHITENESS. s. [from white.]

1. The state of being white ; freedom from

colour.

2. Paleness .

Newton

Shakespeare.

Dryden.

King.

3. Purity ; cleanness.

WHITEPOT. s. A kind offood.

WHITETHORN. s. [spina alba. ] A species of

thorn. Boyle.

WHITEWASH. s . [white and wash.]

1. A wash to make the skin scem fair. Addis.

2. A kind of liquid plaster which walls

are whitened. Harte.

WHITEWINE. s . [white and wine.] Wine pro-

duced from the white grapes. Wiseman.

WHITHER. ad. [hwyden, Saxon .]

1. To what place ? interrogatively.

2. To what place ; absolutely.

3. To which place ; relatively .

4. To what degree ; obsolete.

WHITHERSOË'VER. ad. [whither and so-

ever.] To whatsoever place. Taylor.

WHITING. s. [wittingh, Dut. alburnus, Lat.]

1. A small sea fish. Carew.

Dryden.

Milton.

Clarendon.

Ben Jonson.

2. [From white.] A soft chalk. Boyle.

WHITISH. a. [from white. ] Somewhat white.

WHITISHNESS . s. [ from whitish.] The qua-

lity ofbeing somewhat white. Boyle.

WHITLEATHER. s. [white and leather.]

Leather dressed with alum, remarkable for

toughness . Chapman.

WHITLOW. s . [hwit, Saxon, and loup, a wolf.

Skinner. hwit, Sax. and low, a flame . Lye. ]

A swelling between the cuticle and cutis,

called the mild whitlow ; or between the pe

riosteum and the bone, called the malignant

whitlow. Wiseman.

WHITSOUR. s. A kind of apple.

WHITSTER, or Whiter. s. [ from white.] A

whitener. Shakespeare.

WHITSUNTIDE. s . [white and sunday ; be-

cause the converts newly baptized appeared

from Easter to Whitsuntide in white. Skin-

ner. The feast of Pentecost.

WHITTENTREE. s. [sambucus aquatica.] A

sort of tree.

Carew.

Ainsworth.

WHITTLE. 8. [hwytel, Saxon. !

1. A white dress for a woman. Not in use.

2. A knife. Shakespeare

To WHITTLE. v . a. [from the noun. ]

1. To cut with a knife

2. To edge ; to sharpen Not used. Hakewill .

To WHIZ. v. a. [ from the sound. ] To make a

loud humming noise. Shakespeare.

WHO. pronoun. genitive whose ; other cases

whom. [hwa, Saxon ; wie, Dutch.]

1. A pronoun relative, applied to persons.

2. Which of many..

Abbot.

Locke

3. As who should say, elliptically for as one

who should say. Collier .

Psalms.4. It is used often interrogatively.

WHOE'VER. pron. [who and ever. ] Any one

without limitation or exception. Pope.

WHOLE. a. [walg, Saxon ; heel, Dutch.]

1. All ; total ; containing all.

2. Complete ; not defective.

3. Uninjured ; unimpaired.

4. Well of any hurt or sickness .

WHOLE. s

Shakespeare.

Waller.

Samuel.

Joshua

1. The totality ; no part omitted ; the com-

plex of all the parts.
Broome.

2. A system ; a regular combination. Pope.

WHOLESALE. s . [whole and sale.]

1. Sale in the lump, not in separate small

parcels.

2. The whole mass. Watts.

WHO'LESALE. a. Buying or selling in the

lump, or in large quantities. Addison.

WHOLESOME. a. [heelsam, Dutch ; from

hæl, Saxon, health.]

1. Sound.

2. Contributing to health.

Atterbury.

Addison.

3. Preserving ; salutary. Obsolete . Psalms

4. Useful ; conducive to happiness or virtue,

Denhum.

5. Kindly; pleasing. Shakespeare.

WHOLESOMELY. ad. Salubriously ; saluti-

ferously.

WHOLESOMFNESS. s. [from wholesome.]

1. Quality of conducing to health ; salubrity
Graunt.

Dryden.

2. Salutariness ; conduciveness to good .

WHO'LLY. ad. [from whole.]

1. Completely ; perfectly.

2. Totally ; in all the parts or kinds. Bacon

WHOM. The accusative of who, singular and

plural.

WHOMSOE' VER. pron. [oblique case of who-

soever.] Any without exception.

WHOO'BUB. s . Hubbub.

WHOOP. s. See Hoop.

1. A shout of pursuit.

2. [ Upupa, Latin ] A bird.

Locke.

Shakespeare.

Addison.

To WHOOP. v. n . [ from the noun.] To shout

with malignity. Shakespeare.

To WHOOP. v. a. To insult with shouts.

Dryden.

WHORE. s. [hoɲ, Saxon ; hoere, Dutch.]

1. A woman who converses unlawfully with

men ; afornicatress ; an adulteress ; a strum-

pet. Ben Jonson.

2. A prostitute ; a woman who receives men

for money. Dryden
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To WHORE. v. n. [from the noun.] To con-

verse unlawfully with the other sex. Dryden.

To WHORE. v. a. To corrupt with regard to

chastity. Congreve.

WHO'RĚDOM. s. [from whore.] Fornication.

South.

WHO'REMASTER. s. [whore and master,

WHO'REMONGER. or monger. ] One who

keeps whores, or converses with a fornica-

Shakespeare.

WHO'RESON. s. [whore and son.] A bastard .

Shakespeare.

WHO'RISH. a. [ from whore. ] Unchaste ; in-

continent. Shakespeare.

tress.

}

Milton.

WHO'RTLEBERRY. s. [heoɲrbenian, Sax.]

Bilberry.

WHOSE.

I. Genitive ofwho.

2. Genitive ofwhich.

WHO'SO.

WHOSOEVER.

Shakespeare.

Prior.

pronoun. [who and soever.]

Any, without restriction.
Whoso is out of use.

Bacon. South.

WHURT. s . A whortleberry ; a bilberry.

WHY. ad. [hp1, Foɲhpi, Saxon.]

1. For what reason ? interrogatively. Swift.

2. For which reason ; relatively. Boyle.

3. For what reason ; relatively. Milton.

4. It is sometimes used emphatically . South.

WHY NOT. ad. A cant word for violent or

peremptory procedure. Hudibras.

WIC, Wich, comes from the Saxon wic, which,

according to the different nature and condi-

tion of places, hath a threefold signification

implying either a village, or a bay made by

the winding banks of a river, or a castle.

Gibson.

WICK. s. [peoce, Saxon ; wecke, Dutch.] The

substance round which is applied the wax or

tallow of a torch or candle. Digby.
WICKED. a.

1. Given to vice ; not good ; flagitious ; mo-

rally bad. Milton.

2. It is a word of ludicrous or slight blame.

Shakespeare.

3. Cursed ; baneful ; pernicious ; bad in ef-
fect.

Shakespeare.

WICKEDLY. ad. Criminally ; corruptly ;

badly. Clarendon.

WICKEDNESS . s. [from wicked .] Corruption

ofmanners ; guilt ; moral ill . Milion.

WICKER. a. [vigre, a twig, Danish . ] Made of

small sticks. Spenser.

WICKET. s. [wicked, Welsh ; guichet, French ;

wicket, Dutch.] A small gate.

WI'DENESS. s. [from wide.]

Sandys.

Dryden.

Shak.

Philips.

who has

1. Breadth ; large extent each way. Dryden.

2. Comparative breadth. Bentley.

WIDGEON. s. A waterfowl, not unlike a

wild duck, but not so large. Carew.

WI'DOW. s. [pidpa, Sax. weddw, Welsh. ] A

woman whose husband is dead.

To WIDOW. v. a . [from the noun.]

1. To deprive of a husband.

2. To endowwith a widow-right.

3. To strip of any thing good.

WIDOWER. s. [from widow. ] One

lost his wife.

WI'DOWHOOD. s . [ from widow.]

1. The state of a widow.

2. Estate settled on a widow. Shakespeare.

WIDOWHUNTER. s . [widow and hunter.]

One who courts widows for a jointure.

WIDOWMAKER. s. [widow and maker.] One

who deprives women of their husbands.

WIDOW-WAIL. s . [ widow and wail . ] A plant.

WIDTH. & (from wide.] Breadth ; wideness.

A low word. Dryden.

Sidney.

Wotton.

To WIELD. v. a . [pealdan, Saxon, to manage

in the hand. ]

1. To use with full command, as

too heavy for the holder.

thing not

Milton.

Shak.2. To handle ; in an ironical sense.

WIELDY. a. [from wield. ] Manageable.

WI'ERY. a . [from wire.]

1. Made of wire ; it were better written

wiry.

ment.

Donne.

Peucham.2. Drawn into wire.

3. [ From wæn, a pool. ] Wet ; wearish ; moist.

Obsolete. Shakespeare.

WIFE. s. plural wives. [ wif, Sax. wiff, Dut.]

1. A woman that has a husband. Milton.

2. It is used for a woman of low employ-

Bacon.

WIG. s. Wig, being a termination in the names

of men, signifies war, or else a hero ; from

wiga, a word of that signification. Gibson.

WIG. s. [ contracted from periwig. ]

1. False hair worn on the head. Swift.

2. A sort of cake. Ainsworth.

WIGHT. s. [wihr, Saxon . ] A person ; a being.

Davies. Addison.

WIGHT. a. Swift ; nimble. Not used . Spenser.

WIGHTLY. ud . Swiftly ; nimbly. Spenser.

WILD. a . [ wild, Saxon ; wild, Dutch. ]

1. Not tame ; not domestic. Milton.

2. Propagated by nature ; not cultivated .

Mortimer.

Swift. 3. Desert ; uninhabited. Milton.

WIDE. a. [pide, Sax. wijd, Dutch.]

1. Broad ; extended far each way.

4. Savage ; uncivilized. Waller.

Pope. 5. Turbulent ; tempestuous ; irregular.

2. Broad to a certain degree ; as, three inches 6. Licentious ; ungoverned. Prior.

wide. 7. Inconstant ; mutable ; fickle .

3. Deviating ; remote. Hammond. 8. Inordinate ; loose.

Pope.

Dryden.

WIDE. ad. 9. Uncouth ; strange. Shakespeare.

1. At a distance. Temple.

Milton.

Bentley.

Locke.

2. With great extent.

WI/DELY. ad. [from wide.]

1. With great extent each way.

2. Remotely; far.

To WI'DEN. v. a. [fromwide.] To make wide ;

to extend.
Shakespeare.

To WIDEN. v. n. To growwide ; to extend
itself. Locke.

10. Done or made without any consistent

order or plan.

WILD. s. [ from the adj .] A desert ; a bact

uncultivated and uninhabited. Pope.

WILD Basil. s. [acinus, Latin. ] A plant.

WILD Cucumber. s. [ elaterium, Lat. ] A plant.

WILD Olive. s. [eleagnus, Lat. from eλate , oliva,

and ayvos, vitex. ] A plant. Miller.

11. Merely imaginary.

Woodward.

Swift.
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To WILDER. v. a. [from wild.] To lose or

puzzle in any unknown or pathless tract.

Dryden.

WILDERNESS . s . [from wild .]

1. A desert ; a tract of solitude and savage-

ness.

2. The state of being wild or disorderly .

Not in use. Milton.

WILDFIRE. s . [ wild and fire. ] A composition

of inflammable materials, easy to fire, and

hard to be extinguished. Shakespeare.

WILDGOOSECHA'SE. s . A pursuit ofsome-

thing as unlikely to be caught as the wild

L'Estrange.goose.

WILDING. s. [wildelinghe, Dutch.] A wild

sour apple.

WILDLY. ad. [from wild . ]

1. Without cultivation.

Philips.

More.

2. Without tameness ; without ferity .

3. With disorder ; with perturbation or dis-

traction. Shakespeare.

4. Without attention ; without judgment ;

heedlessly.

5. Capriciously ; irrationally.

6. Irregularly.

WILDNESS. s. [from wild.]

Shakespeare.

Wilkins.

Dryden.

1. Rudeness ; disorder like that of unculti-

vated ground.

2. Inordinate vivacity ; irregularity of man-

ners.

3. Savageness ; brutality.

Shakespeare.

Sidney.

4. Ferity ; the state of an animal untamed ;

contrary to tumeness.

5. Uncultivated state. Dryden.

6. Deviation from a settled course ; irregu

larity. Watts.

Shakespeare.7. Alienation ofmind.

WILDSERVICE. s . [cratagus, Lat.] A plant.

WILE. s . [ wile, Saxon. ] A deceit ; a fraud ;

a trick ; a stratagem.

WILFUL. a. [will andfull. ]

1. Stubborn ; contumacious ;

flexible.

2. Done or suffered by design.

WILFULLY. ad.

Roscommon.

perverse ; in-

Proverbs.

Dryden.

1. Obstinately ; stubbornly. Tillotson .

2. By design ; on purpose. Hummond.

WILFULNESS. s. Obstinacy ; stubbornness ;

perverseness. Hooker.

WI'LILY. ad. [from wily.] By stratagem ;

fraudulently. Joshua.

WI'LINESS. s. [from wily. ] Cunning ; guile.

WILL. s . [willa, Saxon ; wille, Dutch.]

Howel.

1. That power by which we desire and pur-

pose ; velleity. Hooker.

ness like the flame of a candle, and like

bundle of twigs set on fire. It sometimes

gives a bright light ; at other times more ob-

scure, and of a purple colour. At hand, it

shines less than at a distance. They are

more frequent in places unctuous, marshy,

and bounding with reeds. They haunt bury-

ing places, places of execution, and dung.

hills. They commonly appear in summer,

and at the beginning of autumn, at the height

of about six feet. They follow those that

run, and fly from those that follow. Some

that have been caught consist of a shining

viscous matter, like the spawn of frogs, not

hot, but only shining ; so that the matter

seems to be phosphorus, raised from putri

fied plants or carcasses by the heat of the

sun, which is condensed by the cold of th

evening, and then shines. Muschenbroek

To WILL. v. a. [wilgan, Gothick ; willan, Sax

willen, Dutch.]

1. To desire that any thing should be, or be

done ; or not be, or not be done. Hooker.

2. To be inclined or resolved to have. Shak

3. To command ; to direct. Dryden.

4. It is one ofthe signs of the future tense.

WI'LLI and Vili, among the English Saxons,

as viele at this day among the Germans, sig-

nified many. So Willielmus is the ' defender

ofmany; Wilfred, peace to many. Gibson.

WILLING. a. [from will.]

1. Inclined to any thing ; consenting. Bentley.

2. Pleased ; desirous , Milion.

3. Favourable ; well disposed to any thing.

4. Ready; complying.

5. Chosen.

6. Spontaneous.

7. Consenting.

WILLINGLY. ad. [from willing.]

Exodus.

Hooker.

Milton.

Dryden.

Milton.

1. With one's own consent ; without dislike

without reluctance. Milton.

Addison.2. By one's own desire.

WILLINGNESS. s. [ from willing. ] Consent ;

freedom from reluctance ; ready compliance.

Calamy.

WI'LLOW. s. [relie, Sax. gwilou, Welsh. ] A

tree worn by forlorn lovers. Shakespeare.

WILLOWISH. a . Resembling the colour of

willow. Walton.

WI'LLOWWORT. s. A plant. Miller.

WI'LY. a. [ from wile.] Cunning ; sly ; full of

stratagem ; fraudulent. South.

WI'MBLE. s. [wimpel, old Dutch, from weme-

len, to bore.] An instrument with which

holes are bored.
Sharp.

WI'MBLE. a . Active ; nimble ; shifting to and
Pope. fro.

Spenser.

Eccles. WIMPLE. s . [peplion , Latin.] A plant.

Shak. WIMPLE. s . [guimple, French.] A hood ; a

2. Choice ; arbitrary determination.

3. Discretion ; choice.

Locke.

4. Command ; direction.

5. Disposition ; inclination ; desire.

Locke.6. Power ; government.

7. Divine determination. Shakespeare.

8. Testament ; disposition of a dying man's

effects. Stephens.

9. Good-WILL. Favour ; kindness. Shak.

10. Good-WILL. Right intention. Philemon.

11. Ill-WILL. Malice ; malignity.

WILL with a wisp. s. Jack with a lantern.

Will with a wisp is of a round figure, in big

veil.

To WI'MPLE. v. a. To draw down as a hood

or veil.
Spenser.

WIN, in the names ofmen, may denote a mas-

culine temper, from the Saxon win, war,

strength, &c. or else love and esteem, from

wine, dear, beloved. Inthe names ofplaces,

it implies a battle fought there. Gibson.

To WIN. v. a. preterite wan, and won; parti
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ciple passive won. [winna, Saxon ; winnen,

Dutch. ]

1. To gain by conquest. Milton.

2. To gain the victory in a contest . Denham.

3. To gain something withheld, or something

valuable.

4. To obtain ; to allure to kindness or com-

pliance. Sidney.

Addison.

Milton.

5. To gain by play.

6. To gain by persuasion.

7. To gain by courtship.

To WIN. v. n.

1. To gain the victory.

Gay.

Milton.

2. To gain influence or favour. Dryden.

3. To gain ground. Shakespeare.

4. To be conqueror or gainer at play. Shak.

To WINCE. v. n. [gwingo, Welsh. ] To kick, as

impatient of a rider, or of pain. Shakespeare.

WINCH. s. [guincher, French, to twist. ] A

windlass ; something held in the hand by

which a wheel or cylinder is turned . Mort.

To WINCH. e . a. To kick with impatience ;

to shrink from any uneasiness .
Shakespeare

.

WI'NCOPIPE. s. A small red flower in the

stubble fields. Bacon.

WIND. s. [wind, Saxon ; wind, Dutch.]

1. Wind is when any tract of air moves from

the place it is in, to any other, with an im-

petus sensible to us ; wherefore it was not ill

called by the ancients a swifter course of

air ; a flowing wave of air ; a flux, effusion,

or stream of air. Muschenbroek.

2. Direction of the blast from a particular

point. Shakespeare.

3. Breath ; power or act of respiration . Sha,

4. Air caused by any action.
Milton.

5. Breath modulated by an instrument. Bac .

6. Air impregnated with scent.

7. Flatulence ; windiness.

Swift.

Milton.

8. Any thing insignificant or light as wind.

9. Downthe WIND. To decay. L'Estrange.

10. To take or have the WIND. To gain or

have the upper hand.
Bacon.

Fo WIND. v. a. pret. and part. wound. [win-

dan, Sax. winden, Dutch.J

1. To blow ; to sound by inflation . Dryden.

2. To turn round ; to twist. Wotton.

3. To regulate in motion ; to turn to this or

that direction .
Shakespeare.

4. To nose ; to follow by scent.

5. To turn by shifts or expedients. Hudibras.

6. To introduce by insinuation . Shakespeare.

7. To change. Addison.

8. To entwist ; to enfold ; to encircle . Shak.

9. To WIND out. To extricate. Clarendon.

ío. To WIND up. To bring to a small com-

pass, as a bottom of thread. Locke.

11. To WIND up. [used of a watch. ] To con-

volve the spring. Shakespeare.

12. To WIND up. To put into a state of re-

novated or continued motion. Grew.

13. To WIND up. To raise by degrees. Hay.

14. To WIND up. To straiten a string by

turning that on which it is rolled ; to put in

Waller.tune.

Is To WIND up. To put in order for regu-
ar action.

To WIND. v. n.

1. To turn ; to change. Dryden.

2. To turn ; to be convolved.

3. To move round.

4. To proceed in flexure .

Moxon.

Denham.

Shakespeare.

5. To be extricated ; to be disentagled.

Milton.

WINDBOUND. a. [wind and bound.] Confin-

ed by contrary winds. Spectator.

WI'NDEGG. s. An egg not impregnated ; an

egg that does not contain the principles of

life. Brown.

WINDER. s . [ from wind ]

1. An instrument or person by which any

thing is turned round. Swift.

2. A plant that twists itself round others.

Bacon.

WI'NDFALL s. [wind and fall . ]

1. Fruit blown down from the tree. Evelyn.

2. An unexpected legacy .

WINDFLOWER s. The anemone.

WI'NDGALL. s . [ wind and gall . ] Windgalls

are soft, flatulent tumours or bladders, full

of corrupt jelly, which grow upon each side

of the fetlock joints, and are so painful in

hot weather and hard ways, that they make
a borse to halt. Farrier's Dict.

WINDGUN. s . [wind and gun.] Gun which

discharges the bullet by means of wind com-

pressed . Wilkins.

Floyer.

Bacon.

Brerewood.

WI'NDINESS . s . [from windy.]

1. Fulness of wind ; flatulence.

2. Tendency to generate wind.

3. Tumour ; puffiness.

WI'NDING. s . [frem wind.] Flexure ; mean-

der. Addison.

WINDINGSHEET. s . [ wind and sheet . ] A

sheet in which the dead are enwrapped . Sh.

WINDLASS. s. [wind and lace.]

1. A handle by which a rope or lace i

wrapped round a cylinder.

2. A handle by which any thing is turned.

Shakespeare.

WI'NDLE. s . [from to wind.] A spindle. Ains.

WINDMILL. s . [ wind and mill. ] A mill turn-

ed by the wind. Wilkins,

WINDOW. s . [vindue, Danish.]

1. An aperture in a building by which air

and light are intromitted . Swift.

2. The frame of glass or any other materials

that cover the aperture.

3. Lines crossing each other.

4. An aperture resembling a window.

To WINDOW. v. a. [ from the noun .]

1. To furnish with windows.

2. To place at a window.

3. To break into openings.

WI'NDPIPE. s. [wind and pipe. ]

for the breath.

WINDWARD. ad. [from wind.]

wind.

WINDY. a. [from wind.]

1. Consisting of wind,

2. Next the wind.

3. Empty; airy.

Newton.

King.

Wotton.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

The passage

Arbuthnot.

Toward the

Bacon.

Shakespeare.

South.

4. Tempestuous ; molested with wind. Milt.

5. Puffy; flatulent. Shakespeare.

WINE. s. [ win, Saxon ; vinn, Dutch. ]

1. The fermented juice ofthe grape. Pope.

2. Preparations of vegetables by fermenta

tion, called by the general name of wines.
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WING. s . [gehping, Saxon ; winge, Danish .]

1. The limb of a bird by which it flies . Sid.

2. A fan to winnow. Tusser.

3. Flight ; passage by the wing. Shakespeare.

4. The motive of flight.

5. The side bodies of an army.

6. Any side-piece.

To WING. v. a . [from the noun.]

Shakespeare.

Knolles.

Mortimer.

1. To furnish with wings ; to enable to fly.

Pope.

2. To supply with side-bodies. Shakespeare.

To WING. v . n . -

2. To exert the power offlying.

1. To pass by flight.

WI'NGED . a. [from wing.]

Shakespeare.

Prior.

1. Furnished with wings ; flying. Milton.

2. Swift ; rapid. Shakespeare.

WINGEDPEA'. s . [ochrus, Latin. ] A plant.

WINGSHELL. s. [wing and shell.] The shell

that covers the wing of insects.

WINGY. a. [from wing.] Having wings ; re-

sembling wings. Addison.

To WINK. v. n. [pinczan, Saxon ;

Dutch.j

1. To shut the eyes.

Grew.

wincken,

Tillotson.

2. To hint or direct by the motion of the

eyelids. Swift.

3. To close, and exclude the light. Dryden.

4. To connive ; to seem not to see ; to tole-

rate .

5. To be dim.

WINK. s. [from the verb.]

1. Act of closing the eye.

Roscommon.

Dryden.

Temple.

2. A hint given by motion ofthe eye. Sidney.

WI'NKER. s. One who winks.

WI'NKINGLY. ad. [from winking. ] With the

eye almost closed. Peacham.

WINNER. s. [from win.] One who wins.

WINNING. participial a. [from win.] Attrac-

tive ; charming.
Milton.

WINNING. s . [from win. ] The sum won. Ad.

To WINNOW. v. a. [pinonian, Saxon.]

1. To separate by means of the wind ; to

part the grain from the chaff.

2. To fan ; to beat as with wings.

3. To sift ; to examine.

4. To separate ; to part.

Dryden.

Milton.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

To WI'NNOW. v. n. To part corn from chaff.

Ecclus.

WI'NNOWER. s . [from winnow . ] He who win-

nows.

WINTER. s. [ pinteɲ, Saxon.] The cold sea-

son ofthe year. Sidney.

To WINTER. v. n. [from the noun.] To pass

the winter. Isaiah.

To WINTER. v. a. To feed or manage in the

winter. Temple.

WI'NTERBEATEN. a. [winter and beat .] Ħa-

rassed by severe weather. Spenser.

WINTERCHE'RRY. s . [alkekenge.] A plant.
WINTERCITRON. s. A sort of pear.

WINTERGREEN. s. [pyrola. ] A plant.

WINTERLY. a. [winter and like. ] Such as is

suitable to winter ; of a wintry kind. Shak.

WINTRY. a. [from winter. ] Brumal ; hye-

mal ; suitable to winter, Dryden.

WI'NY. a. [from wine. ] Having the taste or

qualities ofwine.

To WIPE. v. a. [pipan, Saxon.]

Bacon.

1. To cleanse by rubbing with something

soft.

2. To take away by tersion.

3. To strike off gently.

4. To clear away.

5. To cheat ; to defraud.

6. To WIPE out. To efface.

WIPE. s. [from the verb.]

1. Act of cleansing.

Milton.

Dec. ofPiety.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

Spenser

Locke.

2. A blow ; a stroke ; a jeer ; a gibe; a sar-

casm . Swift

3. [Vanellus.] A bird. Ainsworth.

WJ'PER. s. [from wipe.] An instrument or

person by which any thing is wiped . B. Jon.

WIRE. . [virer, Fr. to draw round. ] Metal

drawn into slender threads. Milton

To WI'REDRAW. v. a. [wire and draw.]

1. To spin into wire.

2. To draw out into length. Arbuthnot.

3. To draw by art or violence. Dryden.

WI'REDRAWER. s. [wire and draw.] One

who spins wire.

.

Locke.

To WIS. v. a. pret. and part. pass. wist. [wissen,

German ; wysen, Dutch ] To think , to ima-

gine. Obsolete. Ascham

WI'SDOM. s. [wisdom , Saxon.]

1. Sapience ; the power of judging rightly ;

the knowledge of things. Hooker.

2. Prudence ; skill in affairs ; judicious con-

duct. Shakespeare.

WISE. a. [wir, Saxon ; wiis, Dutch.]

1. Sapient; judging rightly ; having much

knowledge.

2. Judicious ; prudent.

3. Skilful ; dexterous.

4. Skilled in hidden arts.

Addison.

Romans.

Tillotson.

Shakespeare.

5. Grave ; becoming a wise man. Milton.

WISE. s. [wire, Saxon ; wyse, Dutch.] Man-

ner; way of being or acting. This word, in

the modern dialect, is often corrupted into

ways. Sidney.

WI'SEACRE. s. [wiseggher, Dutch.]

1. A wise or sententious man. Obsolete.

2. A fool ; a dunce. Addison.

WI'SELY. ad. [from wise.] Judiciously ; pru-

dently. Rogers.

WI'SEÑESS. s. [from wise. ] Wisdom ; sapi-

ence. Obsolete.

To WISH. v. n. [wircian, Saxon ]

Spenser.

1. To have strong desire ; to long. Arbuthnot.

2. To be disposed or inclined. Addison.

To WISH v. a.

1. To desire ; to long for.

2. To recommend by wishing.

Sidney.

Shakespeare.

3. To imprecate. Shakespeare.

4. To ask. Clarendor

WISH. s . [from the verb.]

1. Longing desire. South.

Milton.2. Thing desired .

Pope.3. Desire expressed.

WI'SHEDLY. ad. [from wished.] According to

desire. Not used.

WI'SHER. s. [from wish.]

1. One who longs .

Knolles

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

Chapma

2. One who expresses,wishes .

WISHFUL. a. [from wish andfull.]

1. Longing , showing desire,

2. Desirable ; exciting wishes.
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WI'SHFULLY. ad . [ from wishful .] Earnestly ;

with longing.

WI'SKET. s. A basket. Ainsworth.

WISP. s. [wisp, Swedish and old Dutch. ] A

small bundle, as ofhay or straw. Bacon.

WIST. The preterite and participle of wis.

WI'STFUL. a. Attentive ; earnest ; full of

thought. Gay,

WI'STFULLY . ad. [from wistful . ] Attentively;

earnestly. Hudibras.

WI'STLY. ad. [ from wis. ] Attentively ; ear-

nestly

ร

Shakespeare.

To WIT. v. n. [witan, Saxon . ] To know. It

is now only used in the phrase to wit, that

is to say. Shakespeare.

WIT. s. [rzewit, Sax . from wiran, to know.]

1. The powers of the mind ; the mental fa-

culties ; the intellects. Shakespeare.

2. Imagination ; quickness of fancy. Locke.

3. Sentiments produced by quickness of

fancy, or by genius.

4. A man of fancy.

5.A man of genius.

6. Sense ; judgment.

7. Faculty of the mind.

8. [In the plural. ] Sound mind.

Sprat.

Dryden.

Pope.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

Tillotson.

9. Contrivance ; stratagem ; power of expe-

dients ; invention ; ingenuity.

WITCH. s. [wicce, Saxon ]

1. A woman given to unlawful arts.

2. A winding sinuous bank.

Milton.

Bacon.

Spenser.

To WITCH. v. a . [ from the noun .]To bewitch;

to enchant.
Shakespeare.

WITCHCRAFT. s. [witch and craft.]

1. The practices of witches.

2. Power more than natural .

WITCHERY. s. [from witch . ] Enchantment.

Bacon.

Denham.

Raleigh.

WITCRACKER. s. [wit and cracker. ] A

joker; one who breaks a jest. Shakespeare.

WITCRAFT. s: [wit and craft.] Contrivance ;

invention. Obsolete. Camden.

To WITE. v. a. [witan, Saxon.] To blame ; to

reproach . Spenser.

WITE. s. [from the verb.] Blame ; reproach. Sp.

WITH. preposit. [wið, Saxon .]

1. By; sick with sorrow. Shakespeare.

2. Noting the means ; she won him with pro-
mises.

Dryden.

3. Noting the instrument ; he was struck with

"a hailstone. Woodward.

4. On the side of; for ; my friends are with

the king. Genesis.

5. In opposition to ; in competition or con-

test , Iwill leap with youfor a wager. Shak.

6. Noting comparison ; he is compared with
his betters. Sandys.

7. In society ; it is difficult to live with bad

Shakespeare.men.

8. In company of; you were with me when it

was told. Shakespeare.

9. In appendage ; my deed goes with mypro-
mise. Locke.

10. In mutual dealing ; the English trade with

all mankind.

13. Among ; I went with the crowd. Rymer.

14. Upon ; my friend has great power with me.

Addison.

15. In consent ; he served with Milo, and with

Milo he deserted . Pope.

16. With, in composition, signifies opposition

or privation ; except withal.

WITHA'L. ad. [with and all. ]

1. Along with the rest ; likewise ; at the

same time. Hooker.

2. It is sometimes used by writers where we

now use with. Tillotson.

To WITHDRA'W. v . a. [with and draw.]

1. To take back ; to bereave.
Hooker.

2. To call away ; to make to retire. Broome.

TO WITHDRA'W. v . n. To retire ; to retreat.

Tatler.

WITHDRA'WINGROOM. s. [withdraw and

room.] Room behind another room, for re-

tirement. Mortimer.

WITHE, s.

1. A willow twig. Bacon.

2. A band ; properly a band oftwigs. Mort.

To WITHER. v . n . [ zepiderod, Saxon ]

1. To fade ; to grow sapless ; to dry up.

Hooker. South.

Temple.2. To waste, or pine away.

3. To lose or want animal moisture. Dryden.

To WITHER. v. a.

James.1. To make to fade.

2. To make to shrink, decay, or wrinkle, for

want of animal moisture. Milton.

WITHERBAND. s . A piece of iron laid un-

der a saddle, about four fingers above the

horse's withers, to keep the two pieces of

wood tight, that form the bow. Far. Dict.

WITHEREDNESS. s. [from withered .] The

state ofbeing withered ; marcidity. Mort.

WI'THERS. s. Is the joining of the shoulder-

bones at the bottom of the neck and mane.

Farrier's Dict.

WITHERWRUNG . s. An injury caused bya

saddle, when the bows, being too wide,

bruise the flesh against the second and third

vertebræ ofthe back, which forms that pro-

minence that rises above their shoulders.

Farrier's Dict.

ToWITHHOLD. v. a. preterite and part, with-

held, or withholden. [with and hold .]

1. To restrain ; to keep from action ; to hold

back. Shakespeare. Dryden.

Hooker.

Spenser.

2. To hinder ; to obstruct.

3. To take away ; to refuse.

WITHHOLDER. s . [from withhold.] He who

withholds.

WITHIN. preposition . [wiðinnan, Saxon.]

1. In the inner part of. Sprat.

2. In the compass of; not beyond. Wotton.

3. Not reaching to any thing external. Locke.

4. Not longer ago than.

}

5. Into the reach of.

Shakespeare.

Otway.

6. In the reach of. Milton.

7. Into the heart or confidence of. South.

8. Not exceeding.

Shakespeare. 9. In the enclosure of. Bacon.

WÍTHI'N. ad.

Dryden.

and with

Gorth.

11. Noting connexion ; there are always leaves

withfruit.

112. Immédiately after ; he laughed,
that went away.

1. In the inner parts ; inwardly ; internally. ,

2. In the mind.

Daniel.

Dryden.
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WITHI'NSIDE. ad. [within and side.] In the To WIVE. v. a.
interiour parts. Sharp, 1. To match to a wife.

WITHOUT. preposition. [widutan, Saxon.] 2. To take for a wife.

Shakespeare.

Shakespeare.

1. Not with.

2. In a state of absence from .

Hooker.

Tatler.

WI'VELY. ad. [from wives ; wifely is more ana-

logical.] Belonging to a wife. Sidney.

Bacon.

Burnet.

WIVES. s . The plural of wife. Sidney.3. The state of not having.

4. Beyond ; not within the compass of.

5. Supposing the negation or omission of;

without peace there is no pleasure. Addison.

6. Not by ; not by the use of ; not by the

help of.

7. On the outside of.

8. Not within.

9.With exemption from.

WITHOUT. ad.

1. Not on the inside.

2. Out of doors.

Bacon.

Dryden.

Addison.

Locke.

Grew.

Walton.

3. Externally ; not in the mind .

WITHOUT. conjunction Unless ; if not ; ex.

cept. Sidney.

WITHOUTEN. preposition . [widraon , Saxon .]

Without. Obsolete. Spenser.

TO WITHSTA'ND . v. a . [with and stand ] To

gainstand ; to oppose ; to resist. Sidney.

WITHSTANDER. s . [from withstand. ] An

opponent ; resisting power. Raleigh.

WITHY. s. [widig, Saxon . ] Willow.

WITLESS. a. [from wit. ] Wanting understand-

ing ; inconsiderate. Fairfax.

WITLING. s. [ diminutive of wit.] A pretend

er to wit ; a man of petty smartness. Pope

WITNESS . s . [ wirnerre, Saxon . ]

1. Testimony; attestation.

2. One who gives testimony.

John.

Genesis.

3 With a WITNESS. Effectually ; to a great

degree. A low phrase. Prior.

Donne.

Sid.

To WITNESS . v. a. [from the noun.] To at-

test ; to tell with asseveration.

To WITNESS. v. n. To bear testimony.

WITNESS. interj . An exclamation signifying

that person or thing may attest it. Milton.

WITSNAPPER. s. [wit and snap . ] One who

affects repartee. Shakespeare.

WITTED . a. [from wit.] Having wit ; as a

quick witted boy.

WITTICISM. s. [from witty.] A mean at-

tempt at wit. L'Estrange.

WITTILY. ad. [from witty.]

Spenser.

1. Ingeniously ; cunningly ; artfully. Dryden.

2. With flight of imagination. Ben Jonson.

WITTINESS. s. [from witty. ] The quality of

being witty.

WITTINGLY. ad . [witan, Saxon, to weet or

know. Knowingly ; not ignorantly ; with

knowledge ; by design.
West.

WITTOL. s . [wittol, Saxon.] A man who

knows the falsehood of his wife, and seems

contented ; a tame cuckold. Cleaveland.

WITTOLLY. ad. [from wittol .] Cuckoldly.

Shakespeare.

WITTY. a. [from wit.]

Judith.

youth.

Addison.

1. Judicious ; ingenious ; inventive.

2. Full of imagination.

3. Sarcastick ; full of taunts.

WITWAL. s. [ vireo, Lat. ] A bird. Ainsworth.

WITWORM. s. [wit and worm.] One that

feeds on wit ; a canker of wit. Ben Jonson.

To WIVE. v. n. [from wife.] To marry ; to

take a wife.
Shakespeare

WIZARD. s. [from wise. ] A conjuror ; an in-

chanter ; a he witch. Milton.

WO. s . (wa, Saxon.]

1. Grief; sorrow ; misery ; calamity. Pope.

2. It is often used in denunciations, wo be;

or in exclamations of sorrow, wo is ; anciently

wo worth. Ezekiel. Jeremiah.

3. A denunciation ofcalamity ; a curse.South.

WOAD. s . [wad, Saxon.] A plant cultivated

for the diers, who use it for the foundation

ofmany colours. Miller.

WO'BEGONE. a . [wo and begone.] Lost in wo;

overwhelmed with sorrow. Shakespeare.

WOFT. The obsolete participle passive fror

to waft. Shakespeare.

WO'FUL. a. [wo and full.]

Philips.

Poje.

I. Sorrowful ; afflicted ; mourning. Dryden.

2. Calamitous ; afflictive.

3. Wretched ; paltry ; sorry.

WO'FULLY. ad. [from woful. ]

1. Sorrowfully ; mournfully.

2. Wretchedly ; in a sense of contempt. Sou.

WO'FULNESS. s . [from woful. ] Misery ; cala-

mity.

WOLD. s. Wold, whether singly or jointly, in

the names of places, signifies a plain open

country ; from the Saxon wold, ja plain and

a place without wood. Gibson.

WOLF. s. [walf, Saxon ; wolf, Dutch .]

1. A kind of wild dog that devours sheep.

Shakespeare

Brow2. An eating ulcer.

WOLFDOG. s. [wolf and dog.]

1. A dog of a very large breed kept to

guard sheep .
Tickel,

2. A dog supposed to be bred between a dog

and a wolf.

Miller.

Ainsworth.

WO'LFISH. a . [from wolf. ] Resembling a woli

in qualities or formi. L'Estrange.

WO'LFSBANE. s. [wolf and bane. ] A poison-

ous plant ; aconite .

WOLFSMILK. s . An herb.

WO'LVISH. a. [from wolves, ofwolf; wolfish is

more proper.] Resembling a wolf. Harvey.

WO'MAN. s. [ wirman, wimman, Sax. whence

we yet pronounce women, in the plural wim-

men. Skinner. ]

1. The female of the human race. Otway.

2. A female attendant on a person of rank.

Shakespeare.

To WO'MAN. v. a . [from the noun.] To make

pliant like a woman. Shakespeare.

WO'MANED . a. [from woman. ] Accompanied

or united with a woman. Shakespeare.

WOMANHAʼTER. s . [woman and hater.] One

that has an aversion for the female sex Swift.

WC'MANHEAD. Į s . [from woman.] The

WOMANHOOD. } character and collective

Spenser. Donne.

To WO'MANISE. v . a. [from woman. ] To emas.

culate ; to effeminate ; to soften. Sidney.

WO'MANISH. u. [from woman.] Suitable to a

woman ; having the qualities of a woman;

resembling a woman.
Ascham

qualities of a woman.
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Sidney.

WOMANKIND. s. [woman and kind.] The

female sex ; the race of women.

WO'MANLY. a. [ from woman.]

1. Becoming a woman ; suiting a woman ;

feminine ; not masculine. Donne.

2. Not childish ; not girlish. Arbuthnot.

WO'MANLY. ud. [from woman . ] In the man-

ner of a woman ; effeminately.

WOMB. s. [wamba, Goth. pamb, Sax. wœmb,

Islandick.]

2. To court solicitously ; to invite with im

portunity.

To WOO. v. n. To court ; to make love.

Davies.

Dryden.

WOOD. a [wod, Sax. woed, Dut .] Mad ; fu-

rious ; raging. Obsolete.

WOOD. s. [wude, Sax. woud, Dutch.]

1. A large and thick collection of trees.

Spenser.

Dryden

Peacham.

2. The substance of trees ; timber. Boyle.

1. The place ofthe fetus in the mother. Shak. WOODA'NEMONE. s. A plant.

2. The place whence any thing is produced. WOO'DBIND. s. [wudbind, Saxon . ] Ho-

WOO'DBINE. neysuckle.

WOO'DCOCK. s. [woducoc, Saxon.] A bird

ofpassage with a long bill. It is a word lu-

dicrously used for a dunce. Shakespeare.

WOO'DDRINK. s. Decoction or infusion of

medicinal woods, as sassafras. Floyer.

WOO'DED. a. [from wood.] Supplied with

Dryden.

3. Any cavity. Addison.

To WOMB. v. a. [from the noun. ] To enclose ;

to breed in secret. Shakespeare.

WO'MBY, a. [from womb.] Capacious.

Shakespeare.

WO'MEN. s. Plural of woman.

WON. The pret. and part. pass of win.

To WON. v. n. [punian, Sax. wonen, Germ. ] To

dwell ; to live ; to have abode. Not in use.

Fairfax.

WON. s. [from the verb.] Dwelling ; habita-

tion. Obsolete. Spenser.

To WO'NDER. v. n. [pundrian, Sax. wonder,

Dutch.] To be struck with admiration ; to

be pleased or surprised so as to be astonished .

South.

WO'NDER. s. [pundon, Sax. wonder, Dutch. ]

1. Admiration ; astonishment ; amazement ;

surprise caused by something unusual or un-

expected. Bacon.

2. Cause ofwonder ; a strange thing ; some-

thing more or greater thau can be expected.

Carew.

3. Any thing mentioned with wonder.

Watts.

WO'NDERFUL. a. [wonder andfull. ] Admi-

rable ; strange ; astonishing. Milton.

WO'NDERFULLY. ad. [from wonderful. ] In

a wonderful manner ; to a wonderful degree.

ment ; amazement

Addison.

wood. Arbuthnot,

Shakespeare.

Collier.

WOO'DEN. a . [from wood.]

1. Ligneous ; made ofwood.

2. Clumsy ; awkward.

WOO'DFRÉTTER. s. [teres, Latin.] An in-

sect ; a woodworm. Ainsworth.

WOO'DHOLE. 8. [wood an 1 hole.] Place where
wood is laid up. Philips.

WOO'DLAND. s . [wood and land. ] Woods ;

ground covered with woods . Fenton.

WOO'DLARK. s . A melodious sort of wild

lark .

WOO'DLOUSE. s. [wood and louse.] An in-

sect. Notwithstanding the appellation of

millepes, it has only fourteen pair of short

legs ; it is a very swift runner, but it can oc-

casionally roll itself up into the form of a

ball. They are found under old logs of wood

or large stones, or between the bark and

wood of decayed trees. Hill.

WOO'DMAN. s. [ woud and man.] A sports-

man; a hunter. Pope.

WOO'DMONGER. s . [wood and monger ]́ A

woodseller.

altar.

WONDERMENT. s . [ from wonder.] Astonish- WOODNIGHTSHADE. s . A plant.

Spenser. WOO'DNOTE. s . Wild music. Milton.

WO'NDERSTRUCK. a. [wonder and strike. ] WOO'DNYMPH. s. [ wood and nymph. ] A fa-

Amazed. Dryden. bled goddess of the woods. Milton.

WOODO'FFERING. s. Wood burnt on the

Nehemiah.

WOODPECKER. s. [wood and peck ; picus mar-

tius, Latin.] A bird. The structure of the

tongue of the woodpecker is very singular,

whether we look at its great length, or atits

sharp horny bearded point, and the gluey

matter at the end, the better to stab and

draw little maggots out of wood. Derhum

WOODPIGEON, or Woodculver. s. A wild

pigeon.

WO'NDROUS. a. [contracted from wonderous,

of wonder .] Admirable ; marvellous ; strange ;

surprising. Dryden.

WO'NDROUSLY. ad. [from wondrous.]

1. To a strange degree. Dryden.

2. In a strange manner. Chapman.

To WONT. v. n. preterite and participle

To be WONT. wont. [punian, Sax. gewoonen,

Dutch.] To be accustomed ; to use ; to be

used. Bacon.

WO'N'T. s. [from the verb.] Custom; habit ;

use. Out of use. Milton.

WONT. A contraction of would not, used for

will not.

WO'NTED. part. a. [from the verb ] Accus-

tomed ; used ; usual. Dryden.

WO'NTEDNESS . s . [from wonted. ] State of

being accustomed to. Not used. K. Charles.

WO'NTLESS. a. [from wont. ] Unaccustomed ;

unusual. Obsolete. Spenser.

ToWOO. v. a. [awozob, courted, Saxon .]

1. To court, to sue to for love. Pope.

Ainsworth.WOO'DROOF. s. An herb.

WOO'DSARE. s. A kind of spittle found upon

herbs, as lavender and sage. Bacon.

WOO'DSEERE. s . [ wood and sere.] The time

when there is no sap in the tree. Tusser.

WOO'DSORREL. s . [oxys, Lat.] A plant.

WOO'DWARD . s. [wood and ward.] Â forester.

WOO'DY, a [from wood.]

1. Abounding with wood.

2. Ligueous ; consisting of wood.

3. Relating to woods ; sylvan.

Locke.

Spenser.
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WOO'ER. s. [from woo.] One who courts a

Chapman.woman.

WOOF. 8. [from wove. ]

1. The set of threads that crosses the warp ;

the weft. Bacon.

Milton.2. Texture ; cloth.

WOOINGLY. ad. [from wooing. ] Pleasingly ;

so as to invite to stay. Shakespeare.

WOOL. s [wul, Sax. wollen, Dutch. ]

1. The fleece of sheep ; that which is woven

into cloth. Raleigh.

2. Any short thick hair. Shakespeare.

WOO'LFEL. s. [wool and fel . ] Skin not strip-

ped ofthe wool. Davies.

WOO'LLEN. a. [from wool. ] Made of wool

not finely dressed, and thence used likewise

for any thing coarse. Shakespeare. Bacon.

WOO'LLEN. s. Cloth made of wool. Hudibras.

WOO'LLY. a. [from wool.]

1. Clothed with wool.

2. Consisting of wool.

3. Resembling wool.

WOO'LPACK.

WOO'LSACK.}

3 To influence by successive impulses.

4. To make by gradual labour, or continued

violence. Addison.

5. To produce by labour ; to effect. Drumm.

6. To manage in a state of motion ; to put

into motion. Arballot.

7. To put to labour ; to exert. Addison.

8. To embroider with a needle. Spectator.

9. To WORK out. To effect by toil. Addison.

10. To WORK out . To erase ; to efface.

11. To WORK up. To raise. Atterbury.

12. To WORK up.

as materials .

To expend in any work,

WORK. s. [weonc, Sax. werk, Dutch.]

1. Toil ; labour ; employment. Dryden.

2. A state of labour.

3. Bungling attempt.

Temple.

Stillingfleet

4. Flowers or embroidery of the needle.

5. Any fabrick or compages of art. Pope

6. Action; feat ; deed.Shakespeare.

Dryden. 7. Any thing made.

Philips.

s. [wool, pack, and sack.]

1. A bag ofwool ; a bundle ofwool.

8. Operation.

·

Hammond.

Donne.

Digby.

9. Effect ; consequence of agency. Milton.

10. Management ; treatment. Shakespeare

11. To set on WORK. To employ ; to engage.

Hooker
2. The seat of the judges in the house of

lords. Dryden. WO'RKER. s. [from work.] One that works.

3. Any thing bulky without weight. Cleavel. South.

WOO'LWARD. ad. [wool and ward.] In wool. WO'RKFELLOW. s. [work and fellow.] One

Not used. Shakespeare. engaged in the same work with another.

WO'RKHOUSE. s. [from work and

Pope. WO'RKINGHOUSE. } house.]

WORD. s. [wond, Sax: woord, Dutch. ]

1. A single part of speech.

2. A short discourse.

3. Talk ; discourse.

Tillotson.

Denham.

4. Dispute ; verbal contention. Shakespeare.

5. Language ; oral expression.

6. Promise.

7. Signal ; token ; order.

Boyle.

Dryden.

Shakespeare.

8. Account ; tidings ; message. Prior.

9. Declaration ; purpose expressed. Dryden.

10. Afirmation. Decay ofPiety.

11. Seripture ; word of God. Whitgift.

12. The second person ofthe ever adorable

Trinity. A scripture term. Milton.

To WORD. v. n. [from the noun. ] To dispute.

L'Estrange.

ToWORD. v. a. To express in proper words.

Addison.

WO'RDY. a. [from word.] Verbose ; full of

words. Pope.

WORE. The preterite of wear.

Shak.

To WORK. v. n. preterite worked, or wrought.

[weoncan, Sax. werken, Dutch .]

1. To labour ; to travail ; to toil.

2. To be in action ; to be in motion.Dryden.

3. To act ; to carry on operations.

4. To operate as a manufacturer.

5. To ferment.

6. To operate ; to have effect.

7. To obtain by diligence.

Milton.

Isaiah.

Bacon.

Clarendon.

Shakespeare.

8. To act internally ; to operate as a purge,

or other physick.

9. To act as on a subject.

10. To make way.

11. To be tossed or agitated .

To WORK. v. a.

1. A place in which any manufacture is car-
ried on. Dryden.

2. A place where idlers and vagabonds are

condemned to labour. Atterbury.

WO'RKINGDAY. s. [work and day.] Day ou

which labour is permitted ; not the sabbath

Shakespeare.

WO'RKMAN. s. [work and man.] · An artifi-

cer ; a maker of any thing. Addison.

WO'RKMANLY. a. [from workman. ] Skil-

ful; well-performed ; workmanlike.

WORKMANLY. ad. Skilfully ; in a manner

becoming a workman. Shakespeare.

WO'RKMANSHIP. s . [from workman.]

1. Manufacture ; something made by any

Tillotson.

2. The skill of a worker ; the degree of skill

discovered in any manufacture. Spenser.

3. The art of working. Woodward.

WO'RKMASTER. s. [work and master.] The

performer of any work. Milton

WO'RKWOMAN. s. [ work and woman .]

1. A woman skilled in needlework. Spenser.

2. A woman that works for hire.

WO'RKYDAY. s. [corrupted from working

day.] The day not the sabbath.

WO'RLD. s . [ poplo, Sax. wereld, Dutch.]

1. World is the great collective idea of all

bodies whatever.

one .

Gay.

Locke.

Milton

3. The earth ; the terraqueous globe. Heylin

4. Present state of existence.

Grew. 2. System of beings.

Swift.

Milton.

Addison. 5. A secular life.

1. To labour ; to manufacture ; to form by

labour.
Raleigh.

2. To bring by action into any state. Add.

Shakespeare.

Rogers.

6. Publick life ; the publick. Shakespeare.

7. Business of life ; trouble oflife. Shak.

8. Great multitude. Sanderson.

9. Mankind; a hyperbolical expression for
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.

Clarendon.

Clarissa.

many; allthe world is a favourite phrase, i

French, for many.

10. Course of life.

11. Universal empire Prior.

12. The manners of men the practice of

life. Swift.

13. Every thing that the world contains.

14. A large tract of country ; a wide com-

pass ofthings. Cowley.

15. A collection of wonders a wonder.

Obsolete. Knolles.

16. Time ; now only used in the phrase

World without end.

Addison.

Sidney.

Covet-

17. In the WORLD. In possibility .

18. For all the WORLD. Exactly.

WO'RLDLINESS . s. [from worldly. ]

ousness ; addictedness to gain.

WO'RLDLING. s. [from world.] A mortal

set upon profit.. Hooker.

WO'RLDLY. a. [from world.]

1. Secular ; relating to this life , in contra-

distinction to the life to come. Atterbury

2. Bent upon this world ; not attentive to a

future state. Milton.

3. Human ; common ; belonging to the

world
Raleigh.

WO'RLDLY. ad. [from world.] With relation

to the present life. South.

WORM. s . [wyɲm, Sax. worm, Dutch ; vermis,

Latin.]

1. A small harmless serpent that lives in the

earth. Sandys.

Shakespeare.

Harvey.

Shakespeare.

2. A poisonous serpent.

3. Animal bred in the body.

4. The animal that spins silk.

5. Grubs that gnaw wood and furniture.

6. Something tormenting. Milton.

7. Any thing vermiculated, or turned round ;

any thing spiral. Moxon.

ToWORM. v. n. [from the noun.] To work

slowly, secretly, and gradually. Herbert.

To WORM. v. a.

1. To drive by slow and secret means, per-

haps as by a screw. Swift.

More.

Shakespeare.

Donne.

2. To deprive a dog of something under his

tongue, which is said to prevent him from

running mad.

WO'RMEATEN. a. [ worm and eaten.]

1. Gnawed by worms.

2. Old ; worthless.

WO'RMWOOD. s. [from its virtue to kill

worms in the body; perhaps properly worm-

wort. A plant. Of this plant there are

thirty-two species, one of which, the com-

mor wormwood, grows in the roads. Miller.

WO'RMY. a. [from worm.] Full of worms.

WORN. The part. passive of wear. Worn out,

is quite consumed. Dryden.

WO'RNIL. s. In the backs of cows in the

summer are maggots generated, which in

Essex they call wornils Derham

To WO'RRY. v. a. [woɲizen, Saxon.]

1. To tear or mangle, as a beast tears its

prey. King Charles.

2. To harass or persecute brutally. Swift.

WORSE. a. The comparative of bod. [wing,

Saxon.] More bad ; more ill . Locke.

WORSE.ad. In a manner morebad. Shakesp.

The WORSE. s . [from the adjective .]

1. The loss ; not the advantage ; not the

better.

2. Something less good.

2 Kings.

Clarissa.

To WORSE. v. a . [ from the adjective .] To put

to disadvantage . Not used. Milton.

WO'RSER. a . A barbarous word, formed by

corrupting worse with the usual comparative

termination . Dryden.

WO'RSHIP. s. [weonzhrcype , saxon . ]

1. Dignity ; eminence ; excellence- Psalms.

2. A character of honour. Shakespeare

3. A title of honour.

4. A term of ironical respect.

Dryden.

Pope.

5. Adoration ; religious act of reverence .

6. Honour ; respect ; civil deference. Luke.

7. Idolatry of lovers ; submissive respect.

To WO'RSHIP. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To adore ; to honour or venerate with re-

ligious rites. Milton.

2. To respect ; to honour ; to treat with

civil reverence. Shakespeare.

3. To honour with amorous respect. Carew.

To WO'RSHIP. v. n. To perform acts of ado-

ration.
1 Kings.

WO'RSHIPFUL. a. [worship and full ]

1. Claiming respect by any character or dig

nity. South.

2. A term of ironical respect. Stillingfleet.

WO'RSHIPFULLY. ad. Kespectfully. Shak.

WO'RSHIPPER. s . [from worship. ] Adorer ;

one who worships. Addison.

WORST.a. [ the superlative ofbad, formed from

worse. ] Most bad ; most ill . Locke.

WORST. s. The most calamitous or wicked

state ; the utmost height or degree of any

thing ill. Dryden.

To WÖRST. v. a. [from the adjective.] To

defeat; to overthrow. Suckling.

WO'RSTED. s . [ from Worsted, a town in Nor-

folk, famous for the woollen manufacture.}

Woollen yarn ; wool spun. Pope.

է:

{

WORT. s. [wint, Sax. wort, Dutch.]

1. Originally a general name for an herb ;

whence it still continues in many, as liver-

wort, spleenwort.

2. A plant ofthe caobage kind.

3. [pynt, Sax. ]New beer, either unferment.

ed, or in the act of fermentation. Bacon.

To WORTH, or Wurth. v. n. [weopthan, Sax.]

To be. Now only retained in wo worth, or

wurth; wo be. Spenser.

Gibson.

WORTH, in the termination of the names of

places, comes from wonth, a court or farm,

or wonzhig, a street or road.

WORTH. s . [weonth, Saxon.]

1. Price ; value .

2. Excellence ; virtue.

3. Importance ; valuable quality.

WORTH. a.

Woodward.

Donne.

South.

to.1. Equal in price to ; equal in value

2. Deserving of.

3. Equal in possessions to.

WO'RTHILY. ad. [from worthy.]

1. Suitably ; not below the rate of.

2. Deservedly ; according to merit

3. Justly ; not without cause.

WORTHINESS. s. [from worthy. ]

1. Desert ; merit.

2. Excellence ; dignity , virtue.

Watts.

Sandys

Roy.

Dryden.

South.

Haoker

Holder.
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3. State of being worthy quality of deserv-

ing.

WORTHLESS. a. [from worth.]

Sidney.

1. Having no virtue, dignity, or excellence.

Shakespeare.

Addison.2. Having no value.

WORTHLESSNESS . s . [from worthless. ] Want

ofexcellence ; want of dignity ; want of va-
lue.

WO'RTHY. a. [from worth.]

1. Deserving; such as merits.

2. Valuable, noble, illustrious ;

cellence or dignity.

More.

Shakespeare.

having ex-

Davies.

3. Having worth ; having virtue. Digby.

4. Suitable for any quality good or bad ;

equal in value ; equal in dignity. Dryden.

5. Suitable to any thing bad.. Shakespeare.

6. Deserving of ill. Deuteronomy.

WORTHY. s. [ from the adjective . ] A man

laudable for any eminent quality, particular-

ly for valour. Tatler.

To WORTHY. v. a. [from the adjective.] To

render worthy ; to aggrandise ; to exalt.

Not used. Shakespeare.

To WOT. v. n. [wiran, Saxon. ] To know ; to

be aware. Obsolete. Shakespeare.

WOVE. The pret. and part. pass. of weave.

WO'VEN. The participle passive of weave.

WOULD. The preterite of will.

1. It is generally used as an auxiliary verb

with an infinitive, to which it gives the force

ofthe subjunctive mood. Ray.

2. Was or am resolved ; I wish or wished to ;

I am or was willing. Sidney.

3. It is a familiar term for wish to do, or to

have. Shakespeare.

4. It has the signification of I wish, or I

pray. Dryden.

WO'ULDING. s. [ from would. ] Motion of de-

sire; disposition to any thing ; propension ;

inclination ; incipient purpose. Hammond.

WOUND. s. [wund, Saxon ; wonde, Dutch. ]

A hurt given by violence. Swift.

To WOUND. v. a. [from the noun. ] To hurt

by violence. Shakespeare.

WOUND. The pret. and part. pass. of wind.

WOUNDLESS. a. [from wound.] Exempt

from wounds.

WOUNDWORT. s . [vulneraria, Lat.] A plant.

The preterite of wax. Became.

Obsolete.

WOX.

WOXE. Spenser.

Spenser.

Dryden.

WO'XEN. The participle of to wax.

WRACK. s. [wrack, Dutch ; wɲæcce, Sax.]

1. Destruction of a ship ; wreck.

2. Ruin ; destruction.

To WRACK. v. a. [from the noun.]

Milton.

1. To destroy in the water ; to wreck.

2. ItseemsinMilton to mean , to rock; to shake.

3. To torture ; to torment , to rack. Cowley.

To WRANGLE. v. n. [from wrangheseur,

Dutch. ] To dispute peevishly ; to quarrel

perversely ; to altercate ; to squabble. Pope.

WRANGLE. s. [ from the verb.] A quarrel ,

a perverse dispute. Swift.

WRANGLER. s. [from urangle.] A perverse,

peevish, disputative man. Herbert.

To WRAP. v. a. preterite and participle pass.

wrapped or wrapt. [hweoppian, Saxon, to

un , wreffier, Dutch.]

1. To roll together ; to complicate . Fairfax.

2. To involve ; to cover with something

rolled or thrown round.

3. To comprise ; to contain.

Dryden

Addison.

4. To WRAP up. To involve totally. Knoiles.

5. It is often corruptly written for rap or

rupt, from rapio, Latin.

WRAPPER. s. [from wrap.]

1. One that wraps.

2. That in which any thing is wrapped. Ad.

WRATH. s. [wɲað, Sax. wreed, cruel, Dutch. {

Anger ; fury ; rage. Spenser.

WRA'THFUL. a. [wruth and full.] Angry ;

furious ; raging. Sprat.

WRATHFULLY. ad. [from u™sthful. Furi-

ously; passionately.
Shakespeare.

WRATHLESS. a. [from wrath.] Free from

Waller.anger.

ToWREAK. v. a. old preterite and participle

passive wroke and wroken, now wreaked.

[wpæcan, Sax. wrecken, Dutch.]

1. To revenge. Not used.

2. To execute any violent design.

WREAK, s. [from the verb.] Obsolete.

Revenge ; vengeance.1.
Spenser.

Shakespeare,2. Passion ;. furious fit.

WRE'AKFUL. a. [from ureak.] Revengeful ;

angry. Not in use.

WREATH. s. [wpeod, Saxon.]

1. Any thing curled or twisted .

2. A garland ; a chaplet.

Chapman.

Roscommon.

To WREATH. v. a. pret. wreathed ; part. pass.

wreathed, wreathen. [from the noun.]

1. To curl ; to twist ; to convolve.

2. To writhe.

Bucon

Gu

3. To interweave ; to entwine one in another.

4. To encircle as a garland.

South.

Prior.

5. To encircle as with a garland ; to dress in

a garland. Dryden.

To WREATH. v. n. To be interwoven ; to be

intertwined. Dryden.

WRE'ATHY. a. [fiom wreath.] Spiral ; cur

led ; twisted. Bacon.

WRECK. s. [wpæcce, Saxon, a miserable per-

son ; wracke, Dutch, a ship broken. ]

1. Destruction by being driven on rocks or

shallows at sea ; destruction by sea. Daniel.

2. Dissolution by violence.

3. Ruin ; destruction.

4. The thing wrecked.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

To WRECK. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To destroy by dashing on rocks or sands.

2. To ruin.

Spenser.

Daniel.

To WRECK. v. n. To suffer wreck. Milton.

WREN. s. [wɲenna, Sax.] A small bird. Shuk.

To WRENCH. v. a. [wɲingan, Sax. wrenghen,

Dutch .]

1. To pull by violence ; to wrest ; to force.

2. To sprain ; to distort.

WRENCH. s. [from the verb.]

1. A violent pull or twist.

2. A sprain.

To WRÊST. v. a. [wnæ¡ ran, Saxon . ]

Bacon.

Swift

Loc

1. To twist by violence ; to extort by writh

ing or force. Addison

2. To distort ; to writhe ; to force. Looker.
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WREST... [from the verb.] Distortion ; vio-

lence. Hooker.

WRE'STER. s. [from wrest.] He who wrests.

To WRESTLE. v. n . [from wrest. ]

1. To contend who shall throw the other

down. Shakespeare.

Clarendon.2. To struggle ; to contend.

WRESTLER. s. [ from wrestle.]

1. One who wrestles ; one who professes the
athletick art.

2. One who contends in wrestling.

WRETCH. s. [wɲecca, Saxon.]

1. A miserable mortal.

2. A worthless sorry creature.

3. It is used by way of slight,

pity, or contempt.

WRETCHED. a. [from wretch . ]

1. Miserable ; unhappy.

2. Calamitous ; afflictive .

1. Any thing written ; scripture. Knolies.

2. A judicial process, by which any one is

summoned as an offender.

3. A legal instrument.

WRIT. The preterite of write.

Prior.

Ayliffe.

To WRITE. v. a. preterite writ, or wrote ;

part. pass uritten, writ, or wrote. [wɲiran

awpitan, Sax.]

1. To express by means of letters. Shakesp.

2. To engrave ; to impress. Locke.

Glanvill

Prior,

1. To perform the act of writing. Shakesp.

Denham.

Waller. 3. To produce, as an author.

4. To tell by letter.

Prior. To WRITE. v. n.

Sidney.

or ironical 2. To play the author.

Drayton. 3. To tell in books.

4. To send letters.

Dryden.

3. Sorry ; pitiful ; paltry ; worthless. Hooker.

4. Despicable ; hatefully contemptible. Sid.

WRETCHEDLY. ad. [from wretched.]

1. Miserably ; unhappily.

2. Meanly ; despicably.

WRETCHEDNESS . s . [from wretched.]

Clarendon.

South.

1. Misery ; unhappiness ; afflicted state. Ral.

2. Pitifulness ; despicableness.

WRETCHLESS. a. Careless ; mildless ; heed-

less properly reckless. Hammond.

To WRIGGLE. v. n. [wɲizan, Sax. ruggelen,

Dutch.] To move to and fro with short mo-

tions. Swift

To WRIGGLE. v. a. To put in a quick reci-

procating motion.

WRIGHT. s. [ wɲihta, wyɲhta, Sax. ] A work-

man ; an artificer ; a maker ; a manufactur-

Cheyne.er.

Hudibras.

To WRING. v. a. pret. and part. pass. wringed

and wrung. [wpingan, Saxon.]

1. To twist ; to turn round with violence.

2. To force by contortion.

3. To squeeze ; to press.

4. To writhe.

5. To pinch.

Addison.

Shakespeare.

I Esdras.

5. To call one's self ; to be entitled ; to use

the style of. Ben Jonson. Shakespeare.

Waller. Felton

6. To compose ; to form compositions.

WRITER. s. [from write.]

1. One who practises the art of writing.

2. An author. Shakespeare. Addison. Swift.

To WRITHE r. a. [wɲičan, Saxon.]

To

1. To distort ; to deform with distortion.

Shakespeare. Milton. Dryden.

2. To twist with violence. Milton. Addison.

3. To wrest ; to force by violence. Hooker.

4. To twist. Dryden.

Addison.

Spenser.

To WRITHE. v. n. To be convolved with a-

gony or torture.

WRI'THLE. v. a. [from writhe. ] To

wrinkle ; to corrugate.

WRITING. s. [from writ.]

1. A legal instrument.

2. A composure ; a book. Hooker. Addison.

3. A written paper of any kind. Shakespeare.

WRITINGMÁSTER. s. One who teaches to

write. Addison.

Leviticus. WRITTEN. The participle passive of write.

Wotton. Spenser.

Shakespeare. WRO'KEN. The part. pass. of to wreak.

Shakespeare. WRONG. s. [wɲange, Saxon ]
Clarendon.

6. To force by violence ; to extort. Milton.

7. To harass ; to distress ; to torture. Rosc.

8. To distort ; to turn to a wrong purpose.

Ascham.

9. To persecute with extortion. Hayward.

To WRING. v. n. To writhe with anguish.

Shakespeare.

WRINGER. s . [from wring. ] One who squeezes

the water out of clothes . Shakespeare.

WRINKLE. s. [wpincle, Saxon ; wrinkel,

Dutch.]

1. Corrugation or furrow of the skin or the

face.

2. Rumple of cloth.

3. Any roughness.

Howel.

Dryden.

To WRINKLE. v. a. [wpinelian, Saxon.]

1. To corrugate ; to contract into furrows.

Bacon.

2. To make rough or uneven. Milton.

WRIST. s. [wynre, Saxon.] The joint by

which the band is joined to the arm. Brown.

WRISTBAND. s . [urist and band.] The fast-

ening ofthe shirt at the hand.

WRIT. s. [from write.]

ment.

1. An injury ; a designed or known detri-

Sidney. Spenser. Daniel. Dryden

2. Errour; not right. Roscommon. Watts

WRONG. a. [from the noun.]

1. Not morally right ; not agreeable to pro

priety or truth. Sidney. Addison

2. Not physically right ; unfit ; unsuitable

Swift.

WRONG. ad. Not rightly ; amiss. Locke. Pope.

To WRONG. v. a. [from the noun. ] To injure ;

to use unjustly. Hooker. Spenser. Addison,

WRONGDO'ER. s. [wrong and doer. ] An in-

jurious person. Sidney. Ayliffe.

WRO'NGER. s . [from wrong.] He that in-

jures ; he that does wrong.

Shakespeare. Raleigh.

WRO'NGFUL. a . [wrong and full. ] Injurious ;

unjust. Shakespeare. Dryden.

WRONGFULLY. ad. [from wrongful.] ` Un-

justly . Sidney. Spectator.

WRO'NGHEAD. 2a. [wrong and head.]

WRONGHEA'DED. Having a perverse

understanding. Pope.

WRO'NGLESSLY. ad. [ from wrongless. ] With-

out injury to any. Sidney.
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South.

WRO'NGLY. aả. [from wrong.] Unjustly ; a-

miss. Shakespeare. Locke.

WROTE. Pret. and part. of write.

WROTH. a. [prad, Saxon ; vrod, Danish . ]

Angry. Out of use. Genesis.

WROUGHT. [pnoge, Sax.] The preterite and

part. pass. as it seems, of work ; as the Dutch

wercken makes gerocht.

1. Effected ; performed.

2. Influenced ; prevailed on.

3. Produced ; caused.

4. Laboured.

5. Gained ; attained.

6. Operated.

7. Worked.

8. Actuated.

Matt. Stephens.

Shak. Milton.

Milton. Addison.

Bar. Milton.

Shakespeare.

Milton.

Bacon.

Dryden.

9. Manufactured.

10. Formed.

Raleigh

2 Corinthians.

Addison. Swift.

Milton.

Shakespeare.

11. Excited by degrees .

12. Guided ; managed.

13. Agitated ; disturbed.

WRUNG. The pret. and part. pass . of wring.

WRY. a. [from writhe.]

1. Crooked ; deviating from the right direc-

tion. Sidney.

Arbuthnot. Pope.2. Distorted.

3. Wrung ; perverted ; wrested. Atterbury.

To WRY. r . n. [ from the adjective. ] To be con .

torted and writhed ; to deviate from the

right direction . Sanderson.

To WRY. v. a. [from the adjective. ] To make

to deviate ; to distort. Sidney.

X.

X Is a letter, which, though found in Saxon words, begins no word in the English

language.

YAW

Y.

YEL

Pope.
Addison.

Y, At the beginning of words, is a conso- YAWN. s . [from the verb. ]
? nant ; at the end, and when it follows a

consonant, is a vowel, and has the sound

of i. It is used at the end of words, and

whenever two i's would come together ; and

in words derived from the Greek, to express

the a. I was much used by the Saxons,

whence y is found for i in the old English

writers.

1. Oscitation.

2. Gape ; hiatus.

YA'WNING. a. [from yawn.] Sleepy ; slum-

bering. Shakespeare.

YACHT. s. A small ship for carrying passen-

gers.

YARD. s. [geard, Saxon.]

1. Enclosed ground adjoining to a house.

Brown. Dryden.

2. [Lend, Saxon. ] A measure of three feet.

Bacon. Holder.

3. The supports ofthe sails. Dryden.

YA'RDWAND. s. [yard aud wand.] A measure

of a yard. Collier.

YARE. a. [geanne, Sax.] Ready ; dexterous ;

Shakespeare.

YA'ŘELY. ad. [from yure.] Dexterously ; skil-

fully. Shakespeare.

YARN. s. [geann, Sax. ] Spun wool ; woollen

Shakespeare. Temple.

To YARR. v. n. [from the sound ; hirrio, Lat. ]

To growl or snarl like a dog.

YA'RROW. s. A plant.

eager.

thread.

YAWL. s. A little vessel belonging to a

ship, for convenience of passing to and from

it.

To YAWN. v. n. [zeonan, Saxon. ]

1. To gape ; to oscitate ; to have the mouth

opened involuntarily. Dryden.

Sandys. Prior.

Hooker.

2. To open wide.

3. To express desire by yawning.

YCLA'D. part. for clad. Clothed.

YCLE'PED. a. Called ; termed ; named. Md.

YDRE'AD. The old pret. of to dread . Spenser.

YE. The nominative plural of thou. Luke.

YEA. ad. [ea or gea, Sax. ja, Dutch.] Yes.

Shakespeare. Matthew.

To YEAD, or YEDE. v. n. preterite yode. To

go ; to march.

nation.

Spenser.

ToYEAN. v.n. [eanian, Sax.] To bring young.

Used of sheep.
Shakespeare. Mort.

YE'ANLING. s. [from year.] The young of

sheep. Shakespeare.

YEAR. s. [zean, Sax.] Twelve months. It is

often used plurally, without a 'plural termi-

Shakespeare.

2. In the plural, old age. Bacon. Dryden.

YE'ARLING. a. [ from year.] Being a year old.

Pope.

YE'ARLY. a . [from year.] Annual ; happen-

ing every year ; lasting a year.

YE'ÅRLY. ad. Annually ; once a year.

To YEARN. v. n. [earnan, Sax.] To feel great

internal uneasiness. Genesis.

Prior.

To YEARN. v. a. To grieve ; to vex.

YELK. s. [from zealepe, yellow, Saxon.] The

yellow part of the egg. It is commonly pro-

nounced, and often written, yolk.

To YELL. v. n. To cry out with horrour and

agony. Spenser. Drayton. Multon.

YELL. s. [from the verb. ] A cry ofhorrour. ;

Shakespeare. Dryden
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YELLOW. a. [gzalepe, Sax. gheleuwe, Dutch.]

Being ofa bright glaring colour, as gold.

Milton. Newton.

Arbuthnot.YE'LLOWBOY. s . A gold coin.

YE'LLOWHAMMER s. A bird.

YE'LLOWISH. a . [from yellow. ] Approaching

to yellow. Foodward.

YELLOWISHNESS . s . [ from yellowish. ] The

quality of approaching to yellow. Boyle.

VE'LLOWNESS. s . [from yellow .]

1. The quality of being yellow.

Bacon. Arbuthnot.

2. It is used in Shakespeare for jealousy.

YE'LLOWS. s . A disease in horses . It owes

its original to obstructions in the gall-pipe,

or of those little ducts opening into that

pipe.

To YELP. v. n. [gealpan, Saxon . ] To bark as

a beagle hound after his prey. Shakespeare.

YEO'MAN. s . [The true etymology seems to

be from geman, Frisick, a villager.]

1. A man of a small estate in land ; a far-

mer; a gentleman farmer. Locke. Addison.

2. It seems to have been anciently a cere-

monious title given to soldiers ; whence we

have still yeomen of the guard. Bacon. Swift.

3. It was probably a freeholder not advan-

eed to the rank of a gentleman. Shakespeare.

YE'OMANRY. s. [from yeoman. ] The collec-

tive body ofyeomen. Bacon.

To YERK. v. a. To throw out or move with a

spring. A horse is said to yerk when he

flings and kicks with his whole hind quar-

Farrier's Dict.

YERK. s. [from the verb.] A quick motion.

To YERN. v. a. [See YEARN.]

YES. ad. [gire, Saxon.] A term of affirma-

the affirmative particle opposed to

Bacon. Pope.

ters.

tion ;

no.

YEST. s. [zert, Saxon.]

1. The foam, spume, or flower of beer in

fermentation ; barm . Hudibras. Pope.

2. The spume on a troubled sea. Shakespeare.

YE'STER. a. [ghister, Dutch. ] Being next be-

fore the present day. Dryden.

YESTERDAY. s. [zerzandæz, Saxon. ] The

day last past ; the next before to-day.

Shakespeare. Prior.

YE'STERDAY. ad. On the day last past. Ba.

YE'STERNIGHT. s . The night before this

night.

YE'STERNIGHT. ad, On the night last past.

YE'VEN, for given. Spenser.

YEW. 8. [1p, Saxon ; yw, Welsh.] A tree of

tough wood used for bows. Prior.

YE'WEN. a. [from yew. ] Made of the wood

ofyew. Spenser.

YEX. s . [See Yux.] The hiccough.

To YEX v . n . To have the hiccough.

YFE'RE. ad . [yrene, Saxon.] Together.

To YIELD. v. a. [zeldan, Saxon, to pay.]

1. To produce ; to give in return for cultiva

tion or labour.

2. To produce in general.

3. To afford ; to exhibit.

4. To give, as claimed of right.

5. To allow ; to concede.

6. To permit ; to grant.

7. To emit ; to expire.

8. To resign ; to give up.

9. To surrender.

To YIELD. v. n.

Spenser.

Arbuthnot.

Shakespeare.

Locke.

Milton.

Hammond.

Dryden.

Genesis.

Watts.

Knolles.

1. To give up the contest ; to submit. Walt.

2. To comply with any person, or motive

power.
Proverbs.

3. To comply with things required or en-

forced. Milton.

4. To concede ; to admit ; to allow ; not to

deny. Hakewill.

5. To give place, as inferiour in excellence

or any other quality. Dryden

YIELDER. s . [from yield . ] One who yields.

Shakespeare.

YOKE. s. [geoc, Saxon ; jock, Dutch.]

1. The bandage placed on the neck of draught

Pope.oxen.

Dryden.

2. A mark ofservitude ; slavery. Dryden.

3. A chain ; a link ; a bond.

4. A couple ; two ; a pair. It is used in the

plural with the singular termination. Broome.

To YOKE. v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To bind by a yoke to a carriage. Dryden.

2. To join or couple with another. Dryden.

3. To enslave ; to subdue Shakespeare.

Bacon.

Ainsworth.

4. To restrain ; to confine.

YO'YE-ELM. s. A tree.

YO'KEFELLOW. s. Lyoke and fellow, or

} &mate. ]YO'KEMATE.

Shakespeare.

→ Hudibras. Stepney.

1. Companion in labour.

2. Mate ; fellow.

YOLD, for yield ed. Obsolete.

YOLK. s. [See YELK.] The yellow part ofan

egg.

Shakespeare. YON.

YE'STY. a. [from yest .] Frothy ; spumy ; YOND.

foamy. Shakespeare. YO'NDER.

YET. conjunct. [gýr, zer, gera, Sax.] Never-> YON.

theless ; notwithstanding; however. South.

YET. ad.

1. Beside ; over and above. Atterbury.

2. Still ; the state still remaining the same.

3. Once again.

4. At this time ; so soon ; hitherto .

5. At least.

Pope.

Bacon.

Baker.

6. It denotes continuance and extension,

greater or smaller ; the storm grow louder and

yet louder.

7. Still ; in a new degree.

8. Even ; after all.

9. Hitherto,

Dryden.

L'Estrange.

Bacon.

Hooker.

YOND.

YO'NDER.

Spenser.

Ray.

a. [geond, Saxon .] Being at a

distance within view.

Shakespeare. Ben Jonson, Bacon.

ad. At a distance within view.

Milton. Arbuthnot.

YOND. a. Mad ; furious ; perhaps transported

with rage ; under alienation of mind. Spenser.

YORE, or Of Yore. ad. (geogaɲa, Saxon .]

1. Long. Spenser.

Pope2. Of old time ; long ago.

YOU. pronoun . [eop, iuh, Saxon ; ofge, ye.]

1. The oblique case of ye.

2. It is used in the nominative.

Ephesians.

Dryden.

3. It is the ceremonial word for the second

person singular, and is always used, except

in solemn language. Pope.
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YOUNG. a. [1ong, yeong, Sax. jong, Dutch.]

1. Being in the first part oflife ; not old.

Cowley.

2. Ignorant; weak. Shakespeare.

YOUNG. s. The offspring of animals collec-

tively. Milton.

YOU'NGISH. a. from young. ] Somewhat

Tatler.young.

Brown.

YOU'NGLING s . [ yeongling, Saxon .] Any

creature in the first part of life.

YOU'NGLY. ad. [from young.]

1. Early in life. Shakespeare.

2. Ignorantly ; weakly.

YOUNGSTER. s. [from young.] A young

YOU'NKER. person. Prior.

YOUNGTH 8. [from young.1 Youth . Ob

solete.

YOUR. pronoun. [eower, Saxon .]

1. Belonging to you.

Spenser

Pope

Addison.

3. Yours is used when the substantive goes

before, or is understood ; as, this is your

book, this book is yours. Shakespeare.

2. Your is used in an indeterminate sense.

YOURSELF. s. [your and self

you; ye, not others.

YOUTH. s. [yeozuð, Saxon.]

You, even

Shakespeare.

1. The part of life succeeding to childhood

and adolescence.

2. A young man.

3. Young men . Collectively.

YOUTHFUL. a. [youth andfull.]

1. Young.

Arbuthnot.

Dryden.

Ben Jonson.

Dryden.

Pope.

Bentley

2. Suitable to the first part of life.

3. Vigorous, as in youth.

YOUTHFULLY. ad. In a youthful man-

ner.

Spenser.

YOUTHLY a. [from youth.] Young ; early

in life . Obsolete.

YOU'THY. a. [from youth. ] Young ; youthful.

A bad word. Spectator.

YPIGHT. participle. [y and pight, from pitch.]
Fixed. Spenser.

YUCK. s. [ jocken, Dutch.] Itch.

YULE. s. [geol, yeol, yehul, Sax. ] The time

of Christmas.

YUX.. [yeox, Saxon ; sometimes pronounced

yex.] The hiccough.

Z.

Ꮓ Ꭼ Ꭰ

Z Is found in the Saxon alphabets set down
by grammarians, but is read in no word

originally Teutonick ; its sound is uniformly

that of a hard s. No word of English origi-

nal begins with z.

ZAFFAR.s. Powder the calx of cobalt

ZAFFIR fine, and mix it with three times

its weight of powdered flints ; this being

wetted with common water, concretes into

a solid mass called zuffre, which from its

hardness has been mistaken for a native mi-

neral. Hill.

ZA'NY. s. One employed to raise laughter by

his jestures, actions, and speeches ; a merry-

andrew ; a buffoon. Donne.

ZA'RNICH. s . A substance in which orpiment

is found ; it approaclies to the nature of orpi-

ment, but without its lustre and foliated tex-

ture. The common kinds of zurnich are

green and yellow. Hill.

ZEAL. s. [ ¿»λos ; zelus, Latin . ] Passionate

ardour for any person or cause. Sprat.

ZEALOT. s. [zeloteur, French ; (~λous.] One

passionately ardent in any cause. Sprat.

ZEA'LOUS. a. [from zeal. ] Ardently passion-

ate in any cause.

ZEA'LOUSLY. ad. [from zealous.]

passionate ardour.

ZEA'LOUSNESS. s . [ from zealous.] The qua-

lity of being zealous .

•

Taylor.
With

Swift.

ZECHIN. s. [from Zecha, a place in Venice,

where the mint is settled for coinage.] A

gold coin, worth about nine shillings ster-

ling.

ZEDOARY.'s. [zedoaire, French ] A spicy

plant, somewhat like ginger in its leaves,

but of a sweet scent.

ΖΟΝ .

ZED. s. The name of the letter z.

Shakespeare.

ZENITH. s . [Arabick . ] The point over head

opposite to the nadir. Brown.

ZEPHYR.

ZEPHYRUS.

calm soft wind.

ZEST. s.

s. [zephyrus, Lat.] The west

wind ; and, poetically, any

Milton.

1. The peel ofan orange squeezed into wine.

2. A relish ; a taste added. Young.

To ZEST. v. a. To heighten by an additional

relish.

ZETE/TICK. a. [from {ŉτɛw. ] Proceeding by

inquiry.

ZE'UGMA. s. [from Envyμa.] A figure in

grammar when a verb agreeing with divers

nouns, or an adjective with divers substan-

tives, is referred to one expressly , and to the

other by supplement ; as, lust overcame

shame, boldness fear, and madness reason.

ZO'CLE. s. ( In architecture. ] A small sort of

stand or pedestal, being a low square piece

or member, serving to support a busto, a

statue, or the like, that needs to be raised ;

also, a low square member serving to support

a column instead of a pedestal, base, or

plinth .

ZODIACK. s . [(@dianos.]

1. The track of the sun through the twelve

signs ; a great circle of the sphere, contain-

ing the twelve signs. Bentley.

2. It is used by Milton for a girdle.

ZONE. s . [Cwvn ; zonu, Latin . ]

1. A girdle.
Granville.

2. A division of the earth. The whole sur-

face of the earth is divided into five zones:

the first contained between the two tro-
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picks, and is called the torrid zone. There

are two temperate zones, and two frigid

zones. The northern temperate zone is ter-

minated by the tropick of Cancer and the

arctick polar circle ; the southern temperate

zone is contained between the tropick of Ca-

pricorn and the polar circle ; the frigid zones

are circumscribed by the polar circles, and

the poles are in their centres. Suckling.

3. Circuit ; circumference. Milton.

ZOO'GRAPHER. s . [ wn and gapw.] One

who describes the nature, properties, and

forms of animals . Brown.

ZOO'GRAPHY. s . [of (wn and ypapa.] A de-

Z00'LOGY. s. [of (wov and yoλos.] A treatise

concerning living creatures.

ZOO'PHYTE. s. [ (wopurov.] Certain vegeta-

bles or substances which partake of the na-

ture both of vegetables and animals.

ZOO'PHORICK Column. s. [In architecture.]

A statuary column, or a column which bears

or supports the figures of an animal.

ZOOPHORUS. s. [ wopogos . ] A part between

the architraves and cornice, so called on ao-

count of the ornaments carved on it, among

which were the figures of animals .

ZOOTOMIST. s. [[woroμia .] A dissector of

the bodies ofbrute beasts.

scription of the forms, natures, and proper- ZOO'TOMY. 8. [{worquia.] Dissection of the

ties of animals. bodies of beasts.Glanville.

THE END.

Plummer and Brewis, l'rinters, Love-Lane, Little-Eastcheap.
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